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Foreword

These and other findings confirm and enhance our scientific understanding of the climate system and the role of greenhouse gas emissions; as such, the report demands the urgent attention of both policymakers and the general public.
As an intergovernmental body jointly established in 1988 by the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) has provided policymakers with the most authoritative and objective scientific and technical assessments. Beginning in
1990, this series of IPCC Assessment Reports, Special Reports, Technical Papers, Methodology Reports and other products have become
standard works of reference.
This Working Group I contribution to the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment
Report contains important new scientific knowledge that can be used
to produce climate information and services for assisting society to act
to address the challenges of climate change. The timing is particularly
significant, as this information provides a new impetus, through clear
and indisputable physical science, to those negotiators responsible for
concluding a new agreement under the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change in 2015.
Climate change is a long-term challenge, but one that requires urgent
action given the pace and the scale by which greenhouse gases are
accumulating in the atmosphere and the risks of a more than 2 degree
Celsius temperature rise. Today we need to focus on the fundamentals
and on the actions otherwise the risks we run will get higher with
every year.

We are also grateful to the governments that supported their scientists’ participation in developing this report and that contributed to
the IPCC Trust Fund to provide for the essential participation of experts
from developing countries and countries with economies in transition.
We would like to express our appreciation to the government of Italy
for hosting the scoping meeting for the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report,
to the governments of China, France, Morocco and Australia for hosting drafting sessions of the Working Group I contribution and to the
government of Sweden for hosting the Twelfth Session of Working
Group I in Stockholm for approval of the Working Group I Report. The
generous financial support by the government of Switzerland, and the
logistical support by the University of Bern (Switzerland), enabled the
smooth operation of the Working Group I Technical Support Unit. This
is gratefully acknowledged.
We would particularly like to thank Dr. Rajendra Pachauri, Chairman of
the IPCC, for his direction and guidance of the IPCC and we express our
deep gratitude to Professor Qin Dahe and Professor Thomas Stocker,
the Co-Chairs of Working Group I for their tireless leadership throughout the development and production of this report.

M. Jarraud
Secretary-General
World Meteorological Organization

A. Steiner
Executive Director
United Nations Environment Programme

This Working Group I assessment was made possible thanks to the
commitment and dedication of many hundreds of experts worldwide,
representing a wide range of disciplines. WMO and UNEP are proud
that so many of the experts belong to their communities and networks.
We express our deep gratitude to all authors, review editors and expert
reviewers for devoting their knowledge, expertise and time. We would
like to thank the staff of the Working Group I Technical Support Unit
and the IPCC Secretariat for their dedication.
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Foreword

“Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis” presents clear and
robust conclusions in a global assessment of climate change science—
not the least of which is that the science now shows with 95 percent
certainty that human activity is the dominant cause of observed warming since the mid-20th century. The report confirms that warming in
the climate system is unequivocal, with many of the observed changes
unprecedented over decades to millennia: warming of the atmosphere
and the ocean, diminishing snow and ice, rising sea levels and increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases. Each of the last three decades
has been successively warmer at the Earth’s surface than any preceding decade since 1850.

Preface

Scope of the Report
During the process of scoping and approving the outline of its Fifth
Assessment Report, the IPCC focussed on those aspects of the current
understanding of the science of climate change that were judged to be
most relevant to policymakers.
In this report, Working Group I has extended coverage of future climate
change compared to earlier reports by assessing near-term projections
and predictability as well as long-term projections and irreversibility
in two separate chapters. Following the decisions made by the Panel
during the scoping and outline approval, a set of new scenarios, the
Representative Concentration Pathways, are used across all three
Working Groups for projections of climate change over the 21st century. The coverage of regional information in the Working Group I
report is expanded by specifically assessing climate phenomena such
as monsoon systems and their relevance to future climate change in
the regions.
The Working Group I Report is an assessment, not a review or a text
book of climate science, and is based on the published scientific and
technical literature available up to 15 March 2013. Underlying all
aspects of the report is a strong commitment to assessing the science
comprehensively, without bias and in a way that is relevant to policy
but not policy prescriptive.

Structure of the Report
This report consists of a short Summary for Policymakers, a longer
Technical Summary and fourteen thematic chapters plus annexes. An
innovation in this Working Group I assessment is the Atlas of Global
and Regional Climate Projections (Annex I) containing time series and
maps of temperature and precipitation projections for 35 regions of
the world, which enhances accessibility for stakeholders and users.

The Summary for Policymakers and Technical Summary of this report
follow a parallel structure and each includes cross-references to the
chapter and section where the material being summarised can be
found in the underlying report. In this way, these summary components of the report provide a road-map to the contents of the entire
report and a traceable account of every major finding.
In order to facilitate the accessibility of the findings of the Working
Group I assessment for a wide readership and to enhance their usability for stakeholders, each section of the Summary for Policymakers has
a highlighted headline statement. Taken together, these 19 headline
statements provide an overarching summary in simple and quotable
language that is supported by the scientists and approved by the
member governments of the IPCC. Another innovative feature of this
report is the presentation of Thematic Focus Elements in the Technical Summary that provide end to end assessments of important crosscutting issues in the physical science basis of climate change.
Introduction (Chapter 1): This chapter provides information on the
progress in climate change science since the First Assessment Report
of the IPCC in 1990 and gives an overview of key concepts, indicators of climate change, the treatment of uncertainties and advances in
measurement and modelling capabilities. This includes a description of
the future scenarios and in particular the Representative Concentration
Pathway scenarios used across all Working Groups for the IPCC’s Fifth
Assessment Report.
Observations and Paleoclimate Information (Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5): These
chapters assess information from all climate system components on
climate variability and change as obtained from instrumental records
and climate archives. They cover all relevant aspects of the atmosphere
including the stratosphere, the land surface, the oceans and the cryosphere. Timescales from days to decades (Chapters 2, 3 and 4) and
from centuries to many millennia (Chapter 5) are considered.
Process Understanding (Chapters 6 and 7): These chapters cover all
relevant aspects from observations and process understanding to projections from global to regional scales for two key topics. Chapter 6
covers the carbon cycle and its interactions with other biogeochemical
cycles, in particular the nitrogen cycle, as well as feedbacks on the
climate system. For the first time, there is a chapter dedicated to the
assessment of the physical science basis of clouds and aerosols, their
interactions and chemistry, and the role of water vapour, as well as
their role in feedbacks on the climate system (Chapter 7).
From Forcing to Attribution of Climate Change (Chapters 8, 9, 10): All
the information on the different drivers (natural and anthropogenic)
of climate change is collected, expressed in terms of Radiative Forcing and assessed in Chapter 8. In Chapter 9, the hierarchy of climate
models used in simulating past and present climate change is assessed
and evaluated against observations and paleoclimate reconstructions.
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Preface

The Working Group I contribution to the Fifth Assessment Report of
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) provides a
comprehensive assessment of the physical science basis of climate
change. It builds upon the Working Group I contribution to the IPCC’s
Fourth Assessment Report in 2007 and incorporates subsequent new
findings from the Special Report on Managing the Risks of Extreme
Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation, as well
as from research published in the extensive scientific and technical
literature. The assessment considers new evidence of past, present and
projected future climate change based on many independent scientific analyses from observations of the climate system, paleoclimate
archives, theoretical studies of climate processes and simulations using
climate models.

Preface

Information regarding detection of changes on global to regional
scales and their attribution to the increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gases is assessed in Chapter 10.

Preface

Future Climate Change, Predictability and Irreversibility (Chapters 11
and 12): These chapters assess projections of future climate change
derived from climate models on time scales from decades to centuries
at both global and regional scales, including mean changes, variability and extremes. Fundamental questions related to the predictability
of climate as well as long term climate change, climate change commitments and inertia in the climate system are addressed. Knowledge
on irreversible changes and surprises in the climate system is also
assessed.
Integration (Chapters 13 and 14): These chapters synthesise all relevant
information for two key topics of this assessment: sea level change
(Chapter 13) and climate phenomena across the regions (Chapter 14).
Chapter 13 presents an end to end assessment of information on sea
level change based on paleoclimate reconstructions, observations and
process understanding, and provides projections from global to regional scales. Chapter 14 assesses the most important modes of variability
in the climate system, such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation, monsoon
and many others, as well as extreme events. Furthermore, this chapter
deals with interconnections between the climate phenomena, their
regional expressions and their relevance for future regional climate
change.
Maps assessed in Chapter 14, together with Chapters 11 and 12, form
the basis of the Atlas of Global and Regional Climate Projections in
Annex I, which is also available in digital format. Radiative forcings
and estimates of future atmospheric concentrations from Chapters 7,
8, 11 and 12 form the basis of the Climate System Scenario Tables
presented in Annex II. All material including high-resolution versions of
the figures, underlying data and Supplementary Material to the chapters is also available online: www.climatechange2013.org.
The scientific community and the climate modelling centres around the
world brought together their activities in the Coordinated Modelling
Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5), providing the basis for most
of the assessment of future climate change in this report. Their efforts
enable Working Group I to deliver comprehensive scientific information for the policymakers and the users of this report, as well as for
the specific assessments of impacts carried out by IPCC Working Group
II, and of costs and mitigation strategies, carried out by IPCC Working
Group III.
Following the successful introduction in the previous Working Group I
assessment in 2007, all chapters contain Frequently Asked Questions.
In these the authors provide scientific answers to a range of general
questions in a form that will be accessible to a broad readership and
serves as a resource for teaching purposes. Finally, the report is accompanied by extensive Supplementary Material which is made available
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in the online versions of the report to provide an additional level of
detail, such as description of datasets, models, or methodologies used
in chapter analyses, as well as material supporting the figures in the
Summary for Policymakers.

The Process
This Working Group I Assessment Report represents the combined
efforts of hundreds of leading experts in the field of climate science
and has been prepared in accordance with rules and procedures established by the IPCC. A scoping meeting for the Fifth Assessment Report
was held in July 2009 and the outlines for the contributions of the
three Working Groups were approved at the 31st Session of the Panel
in November 2009. Governments and IPCC observer organisations
nominated experts for the author team. The team of 209 Coordinating Lead Authors and Lead Authors plus 50 Review Editors selected
by the Working Group I Bureau was accepted at the 41st Session of
the IPCC Bureau in May 2010. In addition, more than 600 Contributing Authors provided draft text and information to the author teams
at their request. Drafts prepared by the authors were subject to two
rounds of formal review and revision followed by a final round of government comments on the Summary for Policymakers. A total of 54,677
written review comments were submitted by 1089 individual expert
reviewers and 38 governments. The Review Editors for each chapter
monitored the review process to ensure that all substantive review
comments received appropriate consideration. The Summary for Policymakers was approved line-by-line and the underlying chapters were
then accepted at the 12th Session of IPCC Working Group I from 23–27
September 2007.

Acknowledgements
We are very grateful for the expertise, hard work, commitment to
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Dedication

Dedication

Bert Bolin

(15 May 1925 – 30 December 2007)

The Working Group I contribution to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis is dedicated to the memory of Bert Bolin, the first Chair of the IPCC.
As an accomplished scientist who published on both atmospheric dynamics and the carbon cycle, including processes in the
atmosphere, oceans and biosphere, Bert Bolin realised the complexity of the climate system and its sensitivity to anthropogenic
perturbation. He made a fundamental contribution to the organisation of international cooperation in climate research, being
involved in the establishment of a number of global programmes.
Bert Bolin played a key role in the creation of the IPCC and its assessments, which are carried out in a unique and formalized
process in order to provide a robust scientific basis for informed decisions regarding one of the greatest challenges of our time.
His vision and leadership of the Panel as the founding Chair from 1988 to 1997 laid the basis for subsequent assessments including this one and are remembered with deep appreciation.
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Summary for Policymakers

A.

Introduction

The Working Group I contribution to the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) considers new evidence of climate change
based on many independent scientific analyses from observations of the climate system, paleoclimate archives, theoretical
studies of climate processes and simulations using climate models. It builds upon the Working Group I contribution to the
IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), and incorporates subsequent new findings of research. As a component of the
fifth assessment cycle, the IPCC Special Report on Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate
Change Adaptation (SREX) is an important basis for information on changing weather and climate extremes.

SPM

This Summary for Policymakers (SPM) follows the structure of the Working Group I report. The narrative is supported by a
series of overarching highlighted conclusions which, taken together, provide a concise summary. Main sections are introduced
with a brief paragraph in italics which outlines the methodological basis of the assessment.
The degree of certainty in key findings in this assessment is based on the author teams’ evaluations of underlying scientific
understanding and is expressed as a qualitative level of confidence (from very low to very high) and, when possible,
probabilistically with a quantified likelihood (from exceptionally unlikely to virtually certain). Confidence in the validity of
a finding is based on the type, amount, quality, and consistency of evidence (e.g., data, mechanistic understanding, theory,
models, expert judgment) and the degree of agreement1. Probabilistic estimates of quantified measures of uncertainty in a
finding are based on statistical analysis of observations or model results, or both, and expert judgment2. Where appropriate,
findings are also formulated as statements of fact without using uncertainty qualifiers. (See Chapter 1 and Box TS.1 for more
details about the specific language the IPCC uses to communicate uncertainty).
The basis for substantive paragraphs in this Summary for Policymakers can be found in the chapter sections of the underlying
report and in the Technical Summary. These references are given in curly brackets.

B.

Observed Changes in the Climate System

Observations of the climate system are based on direct measurements and remote sensing from satellites and other platforms.
Global-scale observations from the instrumental era began in the mid-19th century for temperature and other variables, with
more comprehensive and diverse sets of observations available for the period 1950 onwards. Paleoclimate reconstructions
extend some records back hundreds to millions of years. Together, they provide a comprehensive view of the variability and
long-term changes in the atmosphere, the ocean, the cryosphere, and the land surface.

Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and since the 1950s, many of the observed
changes are unprecedented over decades to millennia. The atmosphere and ocean have
warmed, the amounts of snow and ice have diminished, sea level has risen, and the
concentrations of greenhouse gases have increased (see Figures SPM.1, SPM.2, SPM.3 and
SPM.4). {2.2, 2.4, 3.2, 3.7, 4.2–4.7, 5.2, 5.3, 5.5–5.6, 6.2, 13.2}

4

1

In this Summary for Policymakers, the following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement:
low, medium, or high. A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence.
For a given evidence and agreement statement, different confidence levels can be assigned, but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated with
increasing confidence (see Chapter 1 and Box TS.1 for more details).

2

In this Summary for Policymakers, the following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: virtually certain 99–100% probability,
very likely 90–100%, likely 66–100%, about as likely as not 33–66%, unlikely 0–33%, very unlikely 0–10%, exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms (extremely likely:
95–100%, more likely than not >50–100%, and extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used when appropriate. Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely (see
Chapter 1 and Box TS.1 for more details).
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B.1

Atmosphere
Each of the last three decades has been successively warmer at the Earth’s surface than any
preceding decade since 1850 (see Figure SPM.1). In the Northern Hemisphere, 1983–2012
was likely the warmest 30-year period of the last 1400 years (medium confidence). {2.4, 5.3}

•

The globally averaged combined land and ocean surface temperature data as calculated by a linear trend, show a
warming of 0.85 [0.65 to 1.06] °C3, over the period 1880 to 2012, when multiple independently produced datasets exist.
The total increase between the average of the 1850–1900 period and the 2003–2012 period is 0.78 [0.72 to 0.85] °C,
based on the single longest dataset available 4 (see Figure SPM.1). {2.4}

•

For the longest period when calculation of regional trends is sufficiently complete (1901 to 2012), almost the entire globe
has experienced surface warming (see Figure SPM.1). {2.4}

•

In addition to robust multi-decadal warming, global mean surface temperature exhibits substantial decadal and
interannual variability (see Figure SPM.1). Due to natural variability, trends based on short records are very sensitive to
the beginning and end dates and do not in general reflect long-term climate trends. As one example, the rate of warming
over the past 15 years (1998–2012; 0.05 [–0.05 to 0.15] °C per decade), which begins with a strong El Niño, is smaller
than the rate calculated since 1951 (1951–2012; 0.12 [0.08 to 0.14] °C per decade)5. {2.4}

•

Continental-scale surface temperature reconstructions show, with high confidence, multi-decadal periods during
the Medieval Climate Anomaly (year 950 to 1250) that were in some regions as warm as in the late 20th century.
These regional warm periods did not occur as coherently across regions as the warming in the late 20th century (high
confidence). {5.5}

•

It is virtually certain that globally the troposphere has warmed since the mid-20th century. More complete observations
allow greater confidence in estimates of tropospheric temperature changes in the extratropical Northern Hemisphere
than elsewhere. There is medium confidence in the rate of warming and its vertical structure in the Northern Hemisphere
extra-tropical troposphere and low confidence elsewhere. {2.4}

•

Confidence in precipitation change averaged over global land areas since 1901 is low prior to 1951 and medium
afterwards. Averaged over the mid-latitude land areas of the Northern Hemisphere, precipitation has increased since
1901 (medium confidence before and high confidence after 1951). For other latitudes area-averaged long-term positive
or negative trends have low confidence (see Figure SPM.2). {TS TFE.1, Figure 2; 2.5}

•

Changes in many extreme weather and climate events have been observed since about 1950 (see Table SPM.1 for
details). It is very likely that the number of cold days and nights has decreased and the number of warm days and nights
has increased on the global scale6. It is likely that the frequency of heat waves has increased in large parts of Europe,
Asia and Australia. There are likely more land regions where the number of heavy precipitation events has increased than
where it has decreased. The frequency or intensity of heavy precipitation events has likely increased in North America and
Europe. In other continents, confidence in changes in heavy precipitation events is at most medium. {2.6}

3

In the WGI contribution to the AR5, uncertainty is quantified using 90% uncertainty intervals unless otherwise stated. The 90% uncertainty interval, reported in square
brackets, is expected to have a 90% likelihood of covering the value that is being estimated. Uncertainty intervals are not necessarily symmetric about the corresponding
best estimate. A best estimate of that value is also given where available.

4

Both methods presented in this bullet were also used in AR4. The first calculates the difference using a best fit linear trend of all points between 1880 and 2012. The second
calculates the difference between averages for the two periods 1850–1900 and 2003–2012. Therefore, the resulting values and their 90% uncertainty intervals are not
directly comparable. {2.4}

5

Trends for 15-year periods starting in 1995, 1996, and 1997 are 0.13 [0.02 to 0.24] °C per decade, 0.14 [0.03 to 0.24] °C per decade, and, 0.07 [–0.02 to 0.18] °C per
decade, respectively.

6

See the Glossary for the definition of these terms: cold days/cold nights, warm days/warm nights, heat waves.
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Figure SPM.1 | (a) Observed global mean combined land and ocean surface temperature anomalies, from 1850 to 2012 from three data sets. Top panel:
annual mean values. Bottom panel: decadal mean values including the estimate of uncertainty for one dataset (black). Anomalies are relative to the mean
of 1961−1990. (b) Map of the observed surface temperature change from 1901 to 2012 derived from temperature trends determined by linear regression
from one dataset (orange line in panel a). Trends have been calculated where data availability permits a robust estimate (i.e., only for grid boxes with
greater than 70% complete records and more than 20% data availability in the first and last 10% of the time period). Other areas are white. Grid boxes
where the trend is significant at the 10% level are indicated by a + sign. For a listing of the datasets and further technical details see the Technical Summary
Supplementary Material. {Figures 2.19–2.21; Figure TS.2}
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Likely (late 20th century)
Likely

Likely k
More likely than not k

{13.7}

Very likely m
Likely

Very likely l
Likely l

Likely k

Likely (since 1970)

{3.7}

More likely than not in some basins
Likely

Low confidence
More likely than not

{11.3}

Low confidence
Likely in some regions, since 1970
{3.7}

Low confidence

Medium confidence in some regions
Likelye

{13.7}

{14.6}

{10.6}

{11.3}

More likely than not in the Western North Pacific
and North Atlantic j

Low confidencei

Low confidence in long term (centennial) changes
Virtually certain in North Atlantic since 1970
{2.6}

Medium confidence
More likely than not

Medium confidence in some regions
Likely in many regions, since 1970e

Low confidenceg

{12.4}

f

{10.6}

Likely over many areas
Very likely over most land areas
Likely (medium confidence) on a regional to
global scaleh

Low confidence

Low confidence on a global scale
Likely changes in some regionsd
{2.6}

Medium confidence
More likely than not

Likely more land areas with increases than decreases
Likely over most land areas

{11.3}

{12.4}

Likely over many land areas

Very likely over most of the mid-latitude land
masses and over wet tropical regions

{7.6, 10.6}

{12.4}

Medium confidence

Very likely

Likely more land areas with increases than decreasesc

{11.3}
Very likely
Very likely

{2.6}

Not formally assessedb

Virtually certain
Virtually certain

{12.4}

{12.4}

Not formally assessed
More likely than not

{10.6}

{11.3}

Late 21st century

Medium confidence in many (but not all) regions
Likely

Likelya

Medium confidence on a global scale
Likely in large parts of Europe, Asia and Australia
{2.6}

Likely
Likely (nights only)

Very likely
Very likely

Likely

Virtually certain

{10.6}

Very likely

Very likely

{2.6}

Virtually certain
Virtually certain

Virtually certain

Likely
Likely

{11.3}

Likelihood of further changes

Very likely
Very likely

Likely

Early 21st century

* The direct comparison of assessment findings between reports is difficult. For some climate variables, different aspects have been assessed, and the revised guidance note on uncertainties has been used for the SREX and AR5. The availability of new information, improved scientific understanding, continued
analyses of data and models, and specific differences in methodologies applied in the assessed studies, all contribute to revised assessment findings.
Notes:
a
Attribution is based on available case studies. It is likely that human influence has more than doubled the probability of occurrence of some observed heat waves in some locations.
b
Models project near-term increases in the duration, intensity and spatial extent of heat waves and warm spells.
c
In most continents, confidence in trends is not higher than medium except in North America and Europe where there have been likely increases in either the frequency or intensity of heavy precipitation with some seasonal and/or regional variation. It is very likely that there have been increases in central
North America.
d
The frequency and intensity of drought has likely increased in the Mediterranean and West Africa, and likely decreased in central North America and north-west Australia.
e
AR4 assessed the area affected by drought.
f
SREX assessed medium confidence that anthropogenic influence had contributed to some changes in the drought patterns observed in the second half of the 20th century, based on its attributed impact on precipitation and temperature changes. SREX assessed low confidence in the attribution of changes
in droughts at the level of single regions.
g There is low confidence in projected changes in soil moisture.
h Regional to global-scale projected decreases in soil moisture and increased agricultural drought are likely (medium confidence) in presently dry regions by the end of this century under the RCP8.5 scenario. Soil moisture drying in the Mediterranean, Southwest US and southern African regions is consistent
with projected changes in Hadley circulation and increased surface temperatures, so there is high confidence in likely surface drying in these regions by the end of this century under the RCP8.5 scenario.
i There is medium confidence that a reduction in aerosol forcing over the North Atlantic has contributed at least in part to the observed increase in tropical cyclone activity since the 1970s in this region.
j Based on expert judgment and assessment of projections which use an SRES A1B (or similar) scenario.
k Attribution is based on the close relationship between observed changes in extreme and mean sea level.
l There is high confidence that this increase in extreme high sea level will primarily be the result of an increase in mean sea level. There is low confidence in region-specific projections of storminess and associated storm surges.
m SREX assessed it to be very likely that mean sea level rise will contribute to future upward trends in extreme coastal high water levels.

Increased incidence and/or
magnitude of extreme
high sea level

Increases in intense
tropical cyclone activity

Increases in intensity
and/or duration of drought

Heavy precipitation events.
Increase in the frequency,
intensity, and/or amount
of heavy precipitation

Warm spells/heat waves.
Frequency and/or duration
increases over most
land areas

Warmer and/or more
frequent hot days and
nights over most land areas

Warmer and/or fewer
cold days and nights
over most land areas

{10.6}

Very likely

Very likely

{2.6}

Assessment of a human
contribution to observed changes

Assessment that changes occurred (typically
since 1950 unless otherwise indicated)

Phenomenon and
direction of trend

Table SPM.1 | Extreme weather and climate events: Global-scale assessment of recent observed changes, human contribution to the changes, and projected further changes for the early (2016–2035) and late (2081–2100) 21st century.
Bold indicates where the AR5 (black) provides a revised* global-scale assessment from the SREX (blue) or AR4 (red). Projections for early 21st century were not provided in previous assessment reports. Projections in the AR5 are relative to
the reference period of 1986–2005, and use the new Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) scenarios (see Box SPM.1) unless otherwise specified. See the Glossary for definitions of extreme weather and climate events.
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Figure SPM.2 | Maps of observed precipitation change from 1901 to 2010 and from 1951 to 2010 (trends in annual accumulation calculated using the
same criteria as in Figure SPM.1) from one data set. For further technical details see the Technical Summary Supplementary Material. {TS TFE.1, Figure 2;
Figure 2.29}

B.2

Ocean
Ocean warming dominates the increase in energy stored in the climate system, accounting
for more than 90% of the energy accumulated between 1971 and 2010 (high confidence).
It is virtually certain that the upper ocean (0−700 m) warmed from 1971 to 2010 (see Figure
SPM.3), and it likely warmed between the 1870s and 1971. {3.2, Box 3.1}

•

On a global scale, the ocean warming is largest near the surface, and the upper 75 m warmed by 0.11 [0.09 to 0.13] °C
per decade over the period 1971 to 2010. Since AR4, instrumental biases in upper-ocean temperature records have been
identified and reduced, enhancing c onfidence in the assessment of change. {3.2}

•

It is likely that the ocean warmed between 700 and 2000 m from 1957 to 2009. Sufficient observations are available for
the period 1992 to 2005 for a global assessment of temperature change below 2000 m. There were likely no significant
observed temperature trends between 2000 and 3000 m for this period. It is likely that the ocean warmed from 3000 m
to the bottom for this period, with the largest warming observed in the Southern Ocean. {3.2}

•

More than 60% of the net energy increase in the climate system is stored in the upper ocean (0–700 m) during the
relatively well-sampled 40-year period from 1971 to 2010, and about 30% is stored in the ocean below 700 m. The
increase in upper ocean heat content during this time period estimated from a linear trend is likely 17 [15 to 19] ×
1022 J 7 (see Figure SPM.3). {3.2, Box 3.1}

•

It is about as likely as not that ocean heat content from 0–700 m increased more slowly during 2003 to 2010 than during
1993 to 2002 (see Figure SPM.3). Ocean heat uptake from 700–2000 m, where interannual variability is smaller, likely
continued unabated from 1993 to 2009. {3.2, Box 9.2}

•

It is very likely that regions of high salinity where evaporation dominates have become more saline, while regions of
low salinity where precipitation dominates have become fresher since the 1950s. These regional trends in ocean salinity
provide indirect evidence that evaporation and precipitation over the oceans have changed (medium confidence). {2.5,
3.3, 3.5}

•

There is no observational evidence of a trend in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), based on the
decade-long record of the complete AMOC and longer records of individual AMOC components. {3.6}

7

8

A constant supply of heat through the ocean surface at the rate of 1 W m–2 for 1 year would increase the ocean heat content by 1.1 × 1022 J.
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B.3

Cryosphere
Over the last two decades, the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets have been losing mass,
glaciers have continued to shrink almost worldwide, and Arctic sea ice and Northern
Hemisphere spring snow cover have continued to decrease in extent (high confidence) (see
Figure SPM.3). {4.2–4.7}

•

The average rate of ice loss8 from glaciers around the world, excluding glaciers on the periphery of the ice sheets9, was
very likely 226 [91 to 361] Gt yr−1 over the period 1971 to 2009, and very likely 275 [140 to 410] Gt yr−1 over the period
1993 to 200910. {4.3}

•

The average rate of ice loss from the Greenland ice sheet has very likely substantially increased from 34 [–6 to 74] Gt yr–1
over the period 1992 to 2001 to 215 [157 to 274] Gt yr–1 over the period 2002 to 2011. {4.4}

•

The average rate of ice loss from the Antarctic ice sheet has likely increased from 30 [–37 to 97] Gt yr–1 over the period
1992–2001 to 147 [72 to 221] Gt yr–1 over the period 2002 to 2011. There is very high confidence that these losses are
mainly from the northern Antarctic Peninsula and the Amundsen Sea sector of West Antarctica. {4.4}

•

The annual mean Arctic sea ice extent decreased over the period 1979 to 2012 with a rate that was very likely in the
range 3.5 to 4.1% per decade (range of 0.45 to 0.51 million km2 per decade), and very likely in the range 9.4 to 13.6%
per decade (range of 0.73 to 1.07 million km2 per decade) for the summer sea ice minimum (perennial sea ice). The
average decrease in decadal mean extent of Arctic sea ice has been most rapid in summer (high confidence); the spatial
extent has decreased in every season, and in every successive decade since 1979 (high confidence) (see Figure SPM.3).
There is medium confidence from reconstructions that over the past three decades, Arctic summer sea ice retreat was
unprecedented and sea surface temperatures were anomalously high in at least the last 1,450 years. {4.2, 5.5}

•

It is very likely that the annual mean Antarctic sea ice extent increased at a rate in the range of 1.2 to 1.8% per decade
(range of 0.13 to 0.20 million km2 per decade) between 1979 and 2012. There is high confidence that there are strong
regional differences in this annual rate, with extent increasing in some regions and decreasing in others. {4.2}

•

There is very high confidence that the extent of Northern Hemisphere snow cover has decreased since the mid-20th
century (see Figure SPM.3). Northern Hemisphere snow cover extent decreased 1.6 [0.8 to 2.4] % per decade for March
and April, and 11.7 [8.8 to 14.6] % per decade for June, over the 1967 to 2012 period. During this period, snow cover
extent in the Northern Hemisphere did not show a statistically significant increase in any month. {4.5}

•

There is high confidence that permafrost temperatures have increased in most regions since the early 1980s. Observed
warming was up to 3°C in parts of Northern Alaska (early 1980s to mid-2000s) and up to 2°C in parts of the Russian
European North (1971 to 2010). In the latter region, a considerable reduction in permafrost thickness and areal extent
has been observed over the period 1975 to 2005 (medium confidence). {4.7}

•

Multiple lines of evidence support very substantial Arctic warming since the mid-20th century. {Box 5.1, 10.3}

8

All references to ‘ice loss’ or ‘mass loss’ refer to net ice loss, i.e., accumulation minus melt and iceberg calving.

9

For methodological reasons, this assessment of ice loss from the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets includes change in the glaciers on the periphery. These peripheral glaciers
are thus excluded from the values given for glaciers.

10

100 Gt yr−1 of ice loss is equivalent to about 0.28 mm yr−1 of global mean sea level rise.
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Figure SPM.3 | Multiple observed indicators of a changing global climate: (a) Extent of Northern Hemisphere March-April (spring) average snow cover; (b)
extent of Arctic July-August-September (summer) average sea ice; (c) change in global mean upper ocean (0–700 m) heat content aligned to 2006−2010,
and relative to the mean of all datasets for 1970; (d) global mean sea level relative to the 1900–1905 mean of the longest running dataset, and with all
datasets aligned to have the same value in 1993, the first year of satellite altimetry data. All time-series (coloured lines indicating different data sets) show
annual values, and where assessed, uncertainties are indicated by coloured shading. See Technical Summary Supplementary Material for a listing of the
datasets. {Figures 3.2, 3.13, 4.19, and 4.3; FAQ 2.1, Figure 2; Figure TS.1}
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B.4

Sea Level
The rate of sea level rise since the mid-19th century has been larger than the mean rate
during the previous two millennia (high confidence). Over the period 1901 to 2010, global
mean sea level rose by 0.19 [0.17 to 0.21] m (see Figure SPM.3). {3.7, 5.6, 13.2}

•

Proxy and instrumental sea level data indicate a transition in the late 19th to the early 20th century from relatively low
mean rates of rise over the previous two millennia to higher rates of rise (high confidence). It is likely that the rate of
global mean sea level rise has continued to increase since the early 20th century. {3.7, 5.6, 13.2}

•

It is very likely that the mean rate of global averaged sea level rise was 1.7 [1.5 to 1.9] mm yr–1 between 1901 and 2010,
2.0 [1.7 to 2.3] mm yr–1 between 1971 and 2010, and 3.2 [2.8 to 3.6] mm yr–1 between 1993 and 2010. Tide-gauge and
satellite altimeter data are consistent regarding the higher rate of the latter period. It is likely that similarly high rates
occurred between 1920 and 1950. {3.7}

•

Since the early 1970s, glacier mass loss and ocean thermal expansion from warming together explain about 75% of the
observed global mean sea level rise (high confidence). Over the period 1993 to 2010, global mean sea level rise is, with
high confidence, consistent with the sum of the observed contributions from ocean thermal expansion due to warming
(1.1 [0.8 to 1.4] mm yr–1), from changes in glaciers (0.76 [0.39 to 1.13] mm yr–1), Greenland ice sheet (0.33 [0.25 to 0.41]
mm yr–1), Antarctic ice sheet (0.27 [0.16 to 0.38] mm yr–1), and land water storage (0.38 [0.26 to 0.49] mm yr–1). The sum
of these contributions is 2.8 [2.3 to 3.4] mm yr–1. {13.3}

•

There is very high confidence that maximum global mean sea level during the last interglacial period (129,000 to 116,000
years ago) was, for several thousand years, at least 5 m higher than present, and high confidence that it did not exceed
10 m above present. During the last interglacial period, the Greenland ice sheet very likely contributed between 1.4 and
4.3 m to the higher global mean sea level, implying with medium confidence an additional contribution from the Antarctic
ice sheet. This change in sea level occurred in the context of different orbital forcing and with high-latitude surface
temperature, averaged over several thousand years, at least 2°C warmer than present (high confidence). {5.3, 5.6}

B.5

SPM

Carbon and Other Biogeochemical Cycles
The atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide have
increased to levels unprecedented in at least the last 800,000 years. Carbon dioxide
concentrations have increased by 40% since pre-industrial times, primarily from fossil fuel
emissions and secondarily from net land use change emissions. The ocean has absorbed
about 30% of the emitted anthropogenic carbon dioxide, causing ocean acidification (see
Figure SPM.4). {2.2, 3.8, 5.2, 6.2, 6.3}

•

The atmospheric concentrations of the greenhouse gases carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O)
have all increased since 1750 due to human activity. In 2011 the concentrations of these greenhouse gases were 391
ppm11, 1803 ppb, and 324 ppb, and exceeded the pre-industrial levels by about 40%, 150%, and 20%, respectively. {2.2,
5.2, 6.1, 6.2}

•

Concentrations of CO2, CH4, and N2O now substantially exceed the highest concentrations recorded in ice cores during
the past 800,000 years. The mean rates of increase in atmospheric concentrations over the past century are, with very
high confidence, unprecedented in the last 22,000 years. {5.2, 6.1, 6.2}

11

ppm (parts per million) or ppb (parts per billion, 1 billion = 1,000 million) is the ratio of the number of gas molecules to the total number of molecules of dry air. For example,
300 ppm means 300 molecules of a gas per million molecules of dry air.
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•

Annual CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion and cement production were 8.3 [7.6 to 9.0] GtC12 yr–1 averaged over
2002–2011 (high confidence) and were 9.5 [8.7 to 10.3] GtC yr–1 in 2011, 54% above the 1990 level. Annual net CO2
emissions from anthropogenic land use change were 0.9 [0.1 to 1.7] GtC yr–1 on average during 2002 to 2011 (medium
confidence). {6.3}

•

From 1750 to 2011, CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion and cement production have released 375 [345 to 405]
GtC to the atmosphere, while deforestation and other land use change are estimated to have released 180 [100 to 260]
GtC. This results in cumulative anthropogenic emissions of 555 [470 to 640] GtC. {6.3}

•

Of these cumulative anthropogenic CO2 emissions, 240 [230 to 250] GtC have accumulated in the atmosphere, 155 [125
to 185] GtC have been taken up by the ocean and 160 [70 to 250] GtC have accumulated in natural terrestrial ecosystems
(i.e., the cumulative residual land sink). {Figure TS.4, 3.8, 6.3}

•

Ocean acidification is quantified by decreases in pH13. The pH of ocean surface water has decreased by 0.1 since the
beginning of the industrial era (high confidence), corresponding to a 26% increase in hydrogen ion concentration (see
Figure SPM.4). {3.8, Box 3.2}
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Figure SPM.4 | Multiple observed indicators of a changing global carbon cycle: (a) atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide (CO2) from Mauna Loa
(19°32’N, 155°34’W – red) and South Pole (89°59’S, 24°48’W – black) since 1958; (b) partial pressure of dissolved CO2 at the ocean surface (blue curves)
and in situ pH (green curves), a measure of the acidity of ocean water. Measurements are from three stations from the Atlantic (29°10’N, 15°30’W – dark
blue/dark green; 31°40’N, 64°10’W – blue/green) and the Pacific Oceans (22°45’N, 158°00’W − light blue/light green). Full details of the datasets shown
here are provided in the underlying report and the Technical Summary Supplementary Material. {Figures 2.1 and 3.18; Figure TS.5}
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1 Gigatonne of carbon = 1 GtC = 1015 grams of carbon. This corresponds to 3.667 GtCO2.
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pH is a measure of acidity using a logarithmic scale: a pH decrease of 1 unit corresponds to a 10-fold increase in hydrogen ion concentration, or acidity.
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C.

Drivers of Climate Change

Natural and anthropogenic substances and processes that alter the Earth’s energy budget are drivers of climate change.
Radiative forcing14 (RF) quantifies the change in energy fluxes caused by changes in these drivers for 2011 relative to 1750,
unless otherwise indicated. Positive RF leads to surface warming, negative RF leads to surface cooling. RF is estimated based
on in-situ and remote observations, properties of greenhouse gases and aerosols, and calculations using numerical models
representing observed processes. Some emitted compounds affect the atmospheric concentration of other substances. The RF
can be reported based on the concentration changes of each substance15. Alternatively, the emission-based RF of a compound
can be reported, which provides a more direct link to human activities. It includes contributions from all substances affected
by that emission. The total anthropogenic RF of the two approaches are identical when considering all drivers. Though both
approaches are used in this Summary for Policymakers, emission-based RFs are emphasized.

SPM

Total radiative forcing is positive, and has led to an uptake of energy by the climate system.
The largest contribution to total radiative forcing is caused by the increase in the atmospheric
concentration of CO2 since 1750 (see Figure SPM.5). {3.2, Box 3.1, 8.3, 8.5}

•

The total anthropogenic RF for 2011 relative to 1750 is 2.29 [1.13 to 3.33] W m−2 (see Figure SPM.5), and it has increased
more rapidly since 1970 than during prior decades. The total anthropogenic RF best estimate for 2011 is 43% higher than
that reported in AR4 for the year 2005. This is caused by a combination of continued growth in most greenhouse gas
concentrations and improved estimates of RF by aerosols indicating a weaker net cooling effect (negative RF). {8.5}

•

The RF from emissions of well-mixed greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4, N2O, and Halocarbons) for 2011 relative to 1750 is
3.00 [2.22 to 3.78] W m–2 (see Figure SPM.5). The RF from changes in concentrations in these gases is 2.83 [2.26 to 3.40]
W m–2. {8.5}

•

Emissions of CO2 alone have caused an RF of 1.68 [1.33 to 2.03] W m–2 (see Figure SPM.5). Including emissions of other
carbon-containing gases, which also contributed to the increase in CO2 concentrations, the RF of CO2 is 1.82 [1.46 to
2.18] W m–2. {8.3, 8.5}

•

Emissions of CH4 alone have caused an RF of 0.97 [0.74 to 1.20] W m−2 (see Figure SPM.5). This is much larger than the
concentration-based estimate of 0.48 [0.38 to 0.58] W m−2 (unchanged from AR4). This difference in estimates is caused
by concentration changes in ozone and stratospheric water vapour due to CH4 emissions and other emissions indirectly
affecting CH4. {8.3, 8.5}

•

Emissions of stratospheric ozone-depleting halocarbons have caused a net positive RF of 0.18 [0.01 to 0.35] W m−2 (see
Figure SPM.5). Their own positive RF has outweighed the negative RF from the ozone depletion that they have induced.
The positive RF from all halocarbons is similar to the value in AR4, with a reduced RF from CFCs but increases from many
of their substitutes. {8.3, 8.5}

•

Emissions of short-lived gases contribute to the total anthropogenic RF. Emissions of carbon monoxide (CO) are virtually
certain to have induced a positive RF, while emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) are likely to have induced a net negative
RF (see Figure SPM.5). {8.3, 8.5}

•

The RF of the total aerosol effect in the atmosphere, which includes cloud adjustments due to aerosols, is –0.9 [–1.9 to
−0.1] W m−2 (medium confidence), and results from a negative forcing from most aerosols and a positive contribution

14

The strength of drivers is quantified as Radiative Forcing (RF) in units watts per square metre (W m–2) as in previous IPCC assessments. RF is the change in energy flux
caused by a driver, and is calculated at the tropopause or at the top of the atmosphere. In the traditional RF concept employed in previous IPCC reports all surface and
tropospheric conditions are kept fixed. In calculations of RF for well-mixed greenhouse gases and aerosols in this report, physical variables, except for the ocean and sea
ice, are allowed to respond to perturbations with rapid adjustments. The resulting forcing is called Effective Radiative Forcing (ERF) in the underlying report. This change
reflects the scientific progress from previous assessments and results in a better indication of the eventual temperature response for these drivers. For all drivers other than
well-mixed greenhouse gases and aerosols, rapid adjustments are less well characterized and assumed to be small, and thus the traditional RF is used. {8.1}

15

This approach was used to report RF in the AR4 Summary for Policymakers.
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from black carbon absorption of solar radiation. There is high confidence that aerosols and their interactions with clouds
have offset a substantial portion of global mean forcing from well-mixed greenhouse gases. They continue to contribute
the largest uncertainty to the total RF estimate. {7.5, 8.3, 8.5}
•

The forcing from stratospheric volcanic aerosols can have a large impact on the climate for some years after volcanic
eruptions. Several small eruptions have caused an RF of –0.11 [–0.15 to –0.08] W m–2 for the years 2008 to 2011, which
is approximately twice as strong as during the years 1999 to 2002. {8.4}

•

The RF due to changes in solar irradiance is estimated as 0.05 [0.00 to 0.10] W m−2 (see Figure SPM.5). Satellite observations of total solar irradiance changes from 1978 to 2011 indicate that the last solar minimum was lower than the
previous two. This results in an RF of –0.04 [–0.08 to 0.00] W m–2 between the most recent minimum in 2008 and the
1986 minimum. {8.4}

•

The total natural RF from solar irradiance changes and stratospheric volcanic aerosols made only a small contribution to
the net radiative forcing throughout the last century, except for brief periods after large volcanic eruptions. {8.5}

SPM
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Figure SPM.5 | Radiative forcing estimates in 2011 relative to 1750 and aggregated uncertainties for the main drivers of climate change. Values are
global average radiative forcing (RF14), partitioned according to the emitted compounds or processes that result in a combination of drivers. The best estimates of the net radiative forcing are shown as black diamonds with corresponding uncertainty intervals; the numerical values are provided on the right
of the figure, together with the confidence level in the net forcing (VH – very high, H – high, M – medium, L – low, VL – very low). Albedo forcing due to
black carbon on snow and ice is included in the black carbon aerosol bar. Small forcings due to contrails (0.05 W m–2, including contrail induced cirrus),
and HFCs, PFCs and SF6 (total 0.03 W m–2) are not shown. Concentration-based RFs for gases can be obtained by summing the like-coloured bars. Volcanic
forcing is not included as its episodic nature makes is difficult to compare to other forcing mechanisms. Total anthropogenic radiative forcing is provided
for three different years relative to 1750. For further technical details, including uncertainty ranges associated with individual components and processes,
see the Technical Summary Supplementary Material. {8.5; Figures 8.14–8.18; Figures TS.6 and TS.7}
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D.

Understanding the Climate System and its Recent Changes

Understanding recent changes in the climate system results from combining observations, studies of feedback processes, and
model simulations. Evaluation of the ability of climate models to simulate recent changes requires consideration of the state
of all modelled climate system components at the start of the simulation and the natural and anthropogenic forcing used to
drive the models. Compared to AR4, more detailed and longer observations and improved climate models now enable the
attribution of a human contribution to detected changes in more climate system components.

SPM

Human influence on the climate system is clear. This is evident from the increasing greenhouse
gas concentrations in the atmosphere, positive radiative forcing, observed warming, and
understanding of the climate system. {2–14}

D.1 Evaluation of Climate Models
Climate models have improved since the AR4. Models reproduce observed continentalscale surface temperature patterns and trends over many decades, including the more rapid
warming since the mid-20th century and the cooling immediately following large volcanic
eruptions (very high confidence). {9.4, 9.6, 9.8}

•

The long-term climate model simulations show a trend in global-mean surface temperature from 1951 to 2012 that
agrees with the observed trend (very high confidence). There are, however, differences between simulated and observed
trends over periods as short as 10 to 15 years (e.g., 1998 to 2012). {9.4, Box 9.2}

•

The observed reduction in surface warming trend over the period 1998 to 2012 as compared to the period 1951 to 2012,
is due in roughly equal measure to a reduced trend in radiative forcing and a cooling contribution from natural internal
variability, which includes a possible redistribution of heat within the ocean (medium confidence). The reduced trend
in radiative forcing is primarily due to volcanic eruptions and the timing of the downward phase of the 11-year solar
cycle. However, there is low confidence in quantifying the role of changes in radiative forcing in causing the reduced
warming trend. There is medium confidence that natural internal decadal variability causes to a substantial degree the
difference between observations and the simulations; the latter are not expected to reproduce the timing of natural
internal variability. There may also be a contribution from forcing inadequacies and, in some models, an overestimate of
the response to increasing greenhouse gas and other anthropogenic forcing (dominated by the effects of aerosols). {9.4,
Box 9.2, 10.3, Box 10.2, 11.3}

•

On regional scales, the confidence in model capability to simulate surface temperature is less than for the larger scales.
However, there is high confidence that regional-scale surface temperature is better simulated than at the time of the AR4.
{9.4, 9.6}

•

There has been substantial progress in the assessment of extreme weather and climate events since AR4. Simulated
global-mean trends in the frequency of extreme warm and cold days and nights over the second half of the 20th century
are generally consistent with observations. {9.5}

•

There has been some improvement in the simulation of continental-scale patterns of precipitation since the AR4. At
regional scales, precipitation is not simulated as well, and the assessment is hampered by observational uncertainties.
{9.4, 9.6}

•

Some important climate phenomena are now better reproduced by models. There is high confidence that the statistics of
monsoon and El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) based on multi-model simulations have improved since AR4. {9.5}
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•

Climate models now include more cloud and aerosol processes, and their interactions, than at the time of the AR4, but
there remains low confidence in the representation and quantification of these processes in models. {7.3, 7.6, 9.4, 9.7}

•

There is robust evidence that the downward trend in Arctic summer sea ice extent since 1979 is now reproduced by more
models than at the time of the AR4, with about one-quarter of the models showing a trend as large as, or larger than,
the trend in the observations. Most models simulate a small downward trend in Antarctic sea ice extent, albeit with large
inter-model spread, in contrast to the small upward trend in observations. {9.4}

•

Many models reproduce the observed changes in upper-ocean heat content (0–700 m) from 1961 to 2005 (high
confidence), with the multi-model mean time series falling within the range of the available observational estimates for
most of the period. {9.4}

•

Climate models that include the carbon cycle (Earth System Models) simulate the global pattern of ocean-atmosphere
CO2 fluxes, with outgassing in the tropics and uptake in the mid and high latitudes. In the majority of these models the
sizes of the simulated global land and ocean carbon sinks over the latter part of the 20th century are within the range of
observational estimates. {9.4}

SPM

D.2 Quantification of Climate System Responses
Observational and model studies of temperature change, climate feedbacks and changes in
the Earth’s energy budget together provide confidence in the magnitude of global warming
in response to past and future forcing. {Box 12.2, Box 13.1}

•

The net feedback from the combined effect of changes in water vapour, and differences between atmospheric and
surface warming is extremely likely positive and therefore amplifies changes in climate. The net radiative feedback due to
all cloud types combined is likely positive. Uncertainty in the sign and magnitude of the cloud feedback is due primarily
to continuing uncertainty in the impact of warming on low clouds. {7.2}

•

The equilibrium climate sensitivity quantifies the response of the climate system to constant radiative forcing on multicentury time scales. It is defined as the change in global mean surface temperature at equilibrium that is caused by a
doubling of the atmospheric CO2 concentration. Equilibrium climate sensitivity is likely in the range 1.5°C to 4.5°C (high
confidence), extremely unlikely less than 1°C (high confidence), and very unlikely greater than 6°C (medium confidence)16.
The lower temperature limit of the assessed likely range is thus less than the 2°C in the AR4, but the upper limit is the
same. This assessment reflects improved understanding, the extended temperature record in the atmosphere and ocean,
and new estimates of radiative forcing. {TS TFE.6, Figure 1; Box 12.2}

•

The rate and magnitude of global climate change is determined by radiative forcing, climate feedbacks and the storage
of energy by the climate system. Estimates of these quantities for recent decades are consistent with the assessed
likely range of the equilibrium climate sensitivity to within assessed uncertainties, providing strong evidence for our
understanding of anthropogenic climate change. {Box 12.2, Box 13.1}

•

The transient climate response quantifies the response of the climate system to an increasing radiative forcing on a decadal
to century timescale. It is defined as the change in global mean surface temperature at the time when the atmospheric CO2
concentration has doubled in a scenario of concentration increasing at 1% per year. The transient climate response is likely
in the range of 1.0°C to 2.5°C (high confidence) and extremely unlikely greater than 3°C. {Box 12.2}

•

A related quantity is the transient climate response to cumulative carbon emissions (TCRE). It quantifies the transient
response of the climate system to cumulative carbon emissions (see S ection E.8). TCRE is defined as the global mean

16

16

No best estimate for equilibrium climate sensitivity can now be given because of a lack of agreement on values across assessed lines of evidence and studies.
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s urface temperature change per 1000 GtC emitted to the atmosphere. TCRE is likely in the range of 0.8°C to 2.5°C per
1000 GtC and applies for cumulative emissions up to about 2000 GtC until the time temperatures peak (see Figure
SPM.10). {12.5, Box 12.2}
•

Various metrics can be used to compare the contributions to climate change of emissions of different substances. The
most appropriate metric and time horizon will depend on which aspects of climate change are considered most important
to a particular application. No single metric can accurately compare all consequences of different emissions, and all have
limitations and uncertainties. The Global Warming Potential is based on the cumulative radiative forcing over a particular
time horizon, and the Global Temperature Change Potential is based on the change in global mean surface temperature
at a chosen point in time. Updated values are provided in the underlying Report. {8.7}

SPM

D.3 Detection and Attribution of Climate Change
Human influence has been detected in warming of the atmosphere and the ocean, in changes
in the global water cycle, in reductions in snow and ice, in global mean sea level rise, and
in changes in some climate extremes (see Figure SPM.6 and Table SPM.1). This evidence for
human influence has grown since AR4. It is extremely likely that human influence has been
the dominant cause of the observed warming since the mid-20th century. {10.3–10.6, 10.9}

•

It is extremely likely that more than half of the observed increase in global average surface temperature from 1951 to
2010 was caused by the anthropogenic increase in greenhouse gas concentrations and other anthropogenic forcings
together. The best estimate of the human-induced contribution to warming is similar to the observed warming over this
period. {10.3}

•

Greenhouse gases contributed a global mean surface warming likely to be in the range of 0.5°C to 1.3°C over the period
1951 to 2010, with the contributions from other anthropogenic forcings, including the cooling effect of aerosols, likely to
be in the range of −0.6°C to 0.1°C. The contribution from natural forcings is likely to be in the range of −0.1°C to 0.1°C,
and from natural internal variability is likely to be in the range of −0.1°C to 0.1°C. Together these assessed contributions
are consistent with the observed warming of approximately 0.6°C to 0.7°C over this period. {10.3}

•

Over every continental region except Antarctica, anthropogenic forcings have likely made a substantial contribution to
surface temperature increases since the mid-20th century (see Figure SPM.6). For Antarctica, large observational uncertainties result in low confidence that anthropogenic forcings have contributed to the observed warming averaged over
available stations. It is likely that there has been an anthropogenic contribution to the very substantial Arctic warming
since the mid-20th century. {2.4, 10.3}

•

It is very likely that anthropogenic influence, particularly greenhouse gases and stratospheric ozone depletion, has led
to a detectable observed pattern of tropospheric warming and a corresponding cooling in the lower stratosphere since
1961. {2.4, 9.4, 10.3}

•

It is very likely that anthropogenic forcings have made a substantial contribution to increases in global upper ocean heat
content (0–700 m) observed since the 1970s (see Figure SPM.6). There is evidence for human influence in some individual
ocean basins. {3.2, 10.4}

•

It is likely that anthropogenic influences have affected the global water cycle since 1960. Anthropogenic influences have
contributed to observed increases in atmospheric moisture content in the atmosphere (medium confidence), to globalscale changes in precipitation patterns over land (medium confidence), to intensification of heavy precipitation over land
regions where data are sufficient (medium confidence), and to changes in surface and sub-surface ocean salinity (very
likely). {2.5, 2.6, 3.3, 7.6, 10.3, 10.4}
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Figure SPM.6 | Comparison of observed and simulated climate change based on three large-scale indicators in the atmosphere, the cryosphere and
the ocean: change in continental land surface air temperatures (yellow panels), Arctic and Antarctic September sea ice extent (white panels), and upper
ocean heat content in the major ocean basins (blue panels). Global average changes are also given. Anomalies are given relative to 1880–1919 for surface
temperatures, 1960–1980 for ocean heat content and 1979–1999 for sea ice. All time-series are decadal averages, plotted at the centre of the decade.
For temperature panels, observations are dashed lines if the spatial coverage of areas being examined is below 50%. For ocean heat content and sea ice
panels the solid line is where the coverage of data is good and higher in quality, and the dashed line is where the data coverage is only adequate, and
thus, uncertainty is larger. Model results shown are Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) multi-model ensemble ranges, with shaded
bands indicating the 5 to 95% confidence intervals. For further technical details, including region definitions see the Technical Summary Supplementary
Material. {Figure 10.21; Figure TS.12}
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•

There has been further strengthening of the evidence for human influence on temperature extremes since the SREX. It
is now very likely that human influence has contributed to observed global scale changes in the frequency and intensity
of daily temperature extremes since the mid-20th century, and likely that human influence has more than doubled the
probability of occurrence of heat waves in some locations (see Table SPM.1). {10.6}

•

Anthropogenic influences have very likely contributed to Arctic sea ice loss since 1979. There is low confidence in the
scientific understanding of the small observed increase in Antarctic sea ice extent due to the incomplete and competing
scientific explanations for the causes of change and low confidence in estimates of natural internal variability in that
region (see Figure SPM.6). {10.5}

•

Anthropogenic influences likely contributed to the retreat of glaciers since the 1960s and to the increased surface mass
loss of the Greenland ice sheet since 1993. Due to a low level of scientific understanding there is low confidence in
attributing the causes of the observed loss of mass from the Antarctic ice sheet over the past two decades. {4.3, 10.5}

•

It is likely that there has been an anthropogenic contribution to observed reductions in Northern Hemisphere spring snow
cover since 1970. {10.5}

•

It is very likely that there is a substantial anthropogenic contribution to the global mean sea level rise since the 1970s.
This is based on the high confidence in an anthropogenic influence on the two largest contributions to sea level rise, that
is thermal expansion and glacier mass loss. {10.4, 10.5, 13.3}

•

There is high confidence that changes in total solar irradiance have not contributed to the increase in global mean
surface temperature over the period 1986 to 2008, based on direct satellite measurements of total solar irradiance. There
is medium confidence that the 11-year cycle of solar variability influences decadal climate fluctuations in some regions.
No robust association between changes in cosmic rays and cloudiness has been identified. {7.4, 10.3, Box 10.2}

E.

SPM

Future Global and Regional Climate Change

Projections of changes in the climate system are made using a hierarchy of climate models ranging from simple climate
models, to models of intermediate complexity, to comprehensive climate models, and Earth System Models. These models
simulate changes based on a set of scenarios of anthropogenic forcings. A new set of scenarios, the Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCPs), was used for the new climate model simulations carried out under the framework of the
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) of the World Climate Research Programme. In all RCPs, atmospheric
CO2 concentrations are higher in 2100 relative to present day as a result of a further increase of cumulative emissions of
CO2 to the atmosphere during the 21st century (see Box SPM.1). Projections in this Summary for Policymakers are for the
end of the 21st century (2081–2100) given relative to 1986–2005, unless otherwise stated. To place such projections in
historical context, it is necessary to consider observed changes between different periods. Based on the longest global
surface temperature dataset available, the observed change between the average of the period 1850–1900 and of the AR5
reference period is 0.61 [0.55 to 0.67] °C. However, warming has occurred beyond the average of the AR5 reference period.
Hence this is not an estimate of historical warming to present (see Chapter 2) .

Continued emissions of greenhouse gases will cause further warming and changes in all
components of the climate system. Limiting climate change will require substantial and
sustained reductions of greenhouse gas emissions. {6, 11–14}

•

Projections for the next few decades show spatial patterns of climate change similar to those projected for the later
21st century but with smaller magnitude. Natural internal variability will continue to be a major influence on climate,
particularly in the near-term and at the regional scale. By the mid-21st century the magnitudes of the projected changes
are substantially affected by the choice of emissions scenario (Box SPM.1). {11.3, Box 11.1, Annex I}
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•

SPM

Projected climate change based on RCPs is similar to AR4 in both patterns and magnitude, after accounting for scenario
differences. The overall spread of projections for the high RCPs is narrower than for comparable scenarios used in AR4
because in contrast to the SRES emission scenarios used in AR4, the RCPs used in AR5 are defined as concentration
pathways and thus carbon cycle uncertainties affecting atmospheric CO2 concentrations are not considered in the
concentration-driven CMIP5 simulations. Projections of sea level rise are larger than in the AR4, primarily because of
improved modelling of land-ice contributions.{11.3, 12.3, 12.4, 13.4, 13.5}

E.1

Atmosphere: Temperature
Global surface temperature change for the end of the 21st century is likely to exceed
1.5°C relative to 1850 to 1900 for all RCP scenarios except RCP2.6. It is likely to exceed 2°C
for RCP6.0 and RCP8.5, and more likely than not to exceed 2°C for RCP4.5. Warming will
continue beyond 2100 under all RCP scenarios except RCP2.6. Warming will continue to
exhibit interannual-to-decadal variability and will not be regionally uniform (see Figures
SPM.7 and SPM.8). {11.3, 12.3, 12.4, 14.8}

•

The global mean surface temperature change for the period 2016–2035 relative to 1986–2005 will likely be in the range
of 0.3°C to 0.7°C (medium confidence). This assessment is based on multiple lines of evidence and assumes there will be
no major volcanic eruptions or secular changes in total solar irradiance. Relative to natural internal variability, near-term
increases in seasonal mean and annual mean temperatures are expected to be larger in the tropics and subtropics than
in mid-latitudes (high confidence). {11.3}

•

Increase of global mean surface temperatures for 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005 is projected to likely be in the
ranges derived from the concentration-driven CMIP5 model simulations, that is, 0.3°C to 1.7°C (RCP2.6), 1.1°C to 2.6°C
(RCP4.5), 1.4°C to 3.1°C (RCP6.0), 2.6°C to 4.8°C (RCP8.5). The Arctic region will warm more rapidly than the global
mean, and mean warming over land will be larger than over the ocean (very high confidence) (see Figures SPM.7 and
SPM.8, and Table SPM.2). {12.4, 14.8}

•

Relative to the average from year 1850 to 1900, global surface temperature change by the end of the 21st century is
projected to likely exceed 1.5°C for RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 (high confidence). Warming is likely to exceed 2°C for
RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 (high confidence), more likely than not to exceed 2°C for RCP4.5 (high confidence), but unlikely to
exceed 2°C for RCP2.6 (medium confidence). Warming is unlikely to exceed 4°C for RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP6.0 (high
confidence) and is about as likely as not to exceed 4°C for RCP8.5 (medium confidence). {12.4}

•

It is virtually certain that there will be more frequent hot and fewer cold temperature extremes over most land areas on
daily and seasonal timescales as global mean temperatures increase. It is very likely that heat waves will occur with a
higher frequency and duration. Occasional cold winter extremes will continue to occur (see Table SPM.1). {12.4}

E.2

Atmosphere: Water Cycle
Changes in the global water cycle in response to the warming over the 21st century will not
be uniform. The contrast in precipitation between wet and dry regions and between wet
and dry seasons will increase, although there may be regional exceptions (see Figure SPM.8).
{12.4, 14.3}

•
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Projected changes in the water cycle over the next few decades show similar large-scale patterns to those towards the
end of the century, but with smaller magnitude. Changes in the near-term, and at the regional scale will be strongly
influenced by natural internal variability and may be affected by anthropogenic aerosol emissions. {11.3}
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Figure SPM.7 | CMIP5 multi-model simulated time series from 1950 to 2100 for (a) change in global annual mean surface temperature relative to
1986–2005, (b) Northern Hemisphere September sea ice extent (5-year running mean), and (c) global mean ocean surface pH. Time series of projections
and a measure of uncertainty (shading) are shown for scenarios RCP2.6 (blue) and RCP8.5 (red). Black (grey shading) is the modelled historical evolution
using historical reconstructed forcings. The mean and associated uncertainties averaged over 2081−2100 are given for all RCP scenarios as colored vertical bars. The numbers of CMIP5 models used to calculate the multi-model mean is indicated. For sea ice extent (b), the projected mean and uncertainty
(minimum-maximum range) of the subset of models that most closely reproduce the climatological mean state and 1979 to 2012 trend of the Arctic sea
ice is given (number of models given in brackets). For completeness, the CMIP5 multi-model mean is also indicated with dotted lines. The dashed line
represents nearly ice-free conditions (i.e., when sea ice extent is less than 106 km2 for at least five consecutive years). For further technical details see the
Technical Summary Supplementary Material {Figures 6.28, 12.5, and 12.28–12.31; Figures TS.15, TS.17, and TS.20}
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Figure SPM.8 | Maps of CMIP5 multi-model mean results for the scenarios RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 in 2081–2100 of (a) annual mean surface temperature
change, (b) average percent change in annual mean precipitation, (c) Northern Hemisphere September sea ice extent, and (d) change in ocean surface pH.
Changes in panels (a), (b) and (d) are shown relative to 1986–2005. The number of CMIP5 models used to calculate the multi-model mean is indicated in
the upper right corner of each panel. For panels (a) and (b), hatching indicates regions where the multi-model mean is small compared to natural internal
variability (i.e., less than one standard deviation of natural internal variability in 20-year means). Stippling indicates regions where the multi-model mean is
large compared to natural internal variability (i.e., greater than two standard deviations of natural internal variability in 20-year means) and where at least
90% of models agree on the sign of change (see Box 12.1). In panel (c), the lines are the modelled means for 1986−2005; the filled areas are for the end
of the century. The CMIP5 multi-model mean is given in white colour, the projected mean sea ice extent of a subset of models (number of models given in
brackets) that most closely reproduce the climatological mean state and 1979 to 2012 trend of the Arctic sea ice extent is given in light blue colour. For
further technical details see the Technical Summary Supplementary Material. {Figures 6.28, 12.11, 12.22, and 12.29; Figures TS.15, TS.16, TS.17, and TS.20}
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•

The high latitudes and the equatorial Pacific Ocean are likely to experience an increase in annual mean precipitation by
the end of this century under the RCP8.5 scenario. In many mid-latitude and subtropical dry regions, mean precipitation
will likely decrease, while in many mid-latitude wet regions, mean precipitation will likely increase by the end of this
century under the RCP8.5 scenario (see Figure SPM.8). {7.6, 12.4, 14.3}

•

Extreme precipitation events over most of the mid-latitude land masses and over wet tropical regions will very likely
become more intense and more frequent by the end of this century, as global mean surface temperature increases (see
Table SPM.1). {7.6, 12.4}

•

Globally, it is likely that the area encompassed by monsoon systems will increase over the 21st century. While monsoon
winds are likely to weaken, monsoon precipitation is likely to intensify due to the increase in atmospheric moisture.
Monsoon onset dates are likely to become earlier or not to change much. Monsoon retreat dates will likely be delayed,
resulting in lengthening of the monsoon season in many regions. {14.2}

•

There is high confidence that the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) will remain the dominant mode of interannual
variability in the tropical Pacific, with global effects in the 21st century. Due to the increase in moisture availability, ENSOrelated precipitation variability on regional scales will likely intensify. Natural variations of the amplitude and spatial
pattern of ENSO are large and thus confidence in any specific projected change in ENSO and related regional phenomena
for the 21st century remains low. {5.4, 14.4}

Table SPM.2 | Projected change in global mean surface air temperature and global mean sea level rise for the mid- and late 21st century relative to the
reference period of 1986–2005. {12.4; Table 12.2, Table 13.5}

2046–2065

Global Mean Surface
Temperature Change (°C) a

Global Mean Sea Level
Rise (m)b

2081–2100

Scenario

Mean

Likely range

Mean

Likely rangec

RCP2.6

1.0

0.4 to 1.6

1.0

0.3 to 1.7

RCP4.5

1.4

0.9 to 2.0

1.8

1.1 to 2.6

RCP6.0

1.3

0.8 to 1.8

2.2

1.4 to 3.1

RCP8.5

2.0

1.4 to 2.6

3.7

2.6 to 4.8

Scenario

Mean

Likely range

Mean

Likely ranged

RCP2.6

0.24

0.17 to 0.32

0.40

0.26 to 0.55

RCP4.5

0.26

0.19 to 0.33

0.47

0.32 to 0.63

RCP6.0

0.25

0.18 to 0.32

0.48

0.33 to 0.63

RCP8.5

0.30

0.22 to 0.38

0.63

0.45 to 0.82

c

d

Notes:
a

Based on the CMIP5 ensemble; anomalies calculated with respect to 1986–2005. Using HadCRUT4 and its uncertainty estimate (5−95% confidence interval), the
observed warming to the reference period 1986−2005 is 0.61 [0.55 to 0.67] °C from 1850−1900, and 0.11 [0.09 to 0.13] °C from 1980−1999, the reference period
for projections used in AR4. Likely ranges have not been assessed here with respect to earlier reference periods because methods are not generally available in the
literature for combining the uncertainties in models and observations. Adding projected and observed changes does not account for potential effects of model biases
compared to observations, and for natural internal variability during the observational reference period {2.4; 11.2; Tables 12.2 and 12.3}

b

Based on 21 CMIP5 models; anomalies calculated with respect to 1986–2005. Where CMIP5 results were not available for a particular AOGCM and scenario, they
were estimated as explained in Chapter 13, Table 13.5. The contributions from ice sheet rapid dynamical change and anthropogenic land water storage are treated as
having uniform probability distributions, and as largely independent of scenario. This treatment does not imply that the contributions concerned will not depend on the
scenario followed, only that the current state of knowledge does not permit a quantitative assessment of the dependence. Based on current understanding, only the
collapse of marine-based sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet, if initiated, could cause global mean sea level to rise substantially above the likely range during the 21st
century. There is medium confidence that this additional contribution would not exceed several tenths of a meter of sea level rise during the 21st century.

c

Calculated from projections as 5−95% model ranges. These ranges are then assessed to be likely ranges after accounting for additional uncertainties or different levels
of confidence in models. For projections of global mean surface temperature change in 2046−2065 confidence is medium, because the relative importance of natural
internal variability, and uncertainty in non-greenhouse gas forcing and response, are larger than for 2081−2100. The likely ranges for 2046−2065 do not take into
account the possible influence of factors that lead to the assessed range for near-term (2016−2035) global mean surface temperature change that is lower than the
5−95% model range, because the influence of these factors on longer term projections has not been quantified due to insufficient scientific understanding. {11.3}

d

Calculated from projections as 5−95% model ranges. These ranges are then assessed to be likely ranges after accounting for additional uncertainties or different levels
of confidence in models. For projections of global mean sea level rise confidence is medium for both time horizons.
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E.3

Atmosphere: Air Quality

•

The range in projections of air quality (ozone and PM2.517 in near-surface air) is driven primarily by emissions (including
CH4), rather than by physical climate change (medium confidence). There is high confidence that globally, warming
decreases background surface ozone. High CH4 levels (as in RCP8.5) can offset this decrease, raising background surface
ozone by year 2100 on average by about 8 ppb (25% of current levels) relative to scenarios with small CH4 changes (as
in RCP4.5 and RCP6.0) (high confidence). {11.3}

•

Observational and modelling evidence indicates that, all else being equal, locally higher surface temperatures in polluted
regions will trigger regional feedbacks in chemistry and local emissions that will increase peak levels of ozone and PM2.5
(medium confidence). For PM2.5, climate change may alter natural aerosol sources as well as removal by precipitation,
but no confidence level is attached to the overall impact of climate change on PM2.5 distributions. {11.3}

SPM

E.4

Ocean
The global ocean will continue to warm during the 21st century. Heat will penetrate from
the surface to the deep ocean and affect ocean circulation. {11.3, 12.4}

•

The strongest ocean warming is projected for the surface in tropical and Northern Hemisphere subtropical regions. At
greater depth the warming will be most pronounced in the Southern Ocean (high confidence). Best estimates of ocean
warming in the top one hundred meters are about 0.6°C (RCP2.6) to 2.0°C (RCP8.5), and about 0.3°C (RCP2.6) to 0.6°C
(RCP8.5) at a depth of about 1000 m by the end of the 21st century. {12.4, 14.3}

•

It is very likely that the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) will weaken over the 21st century. Best
estimates and ranges18 for the reduction are 11% (1 to 24%) in RCP2.6 and 34% (12 to 54%) in RCP8.5. It is likely that
there will be some decline in the AMOC by about 2050, but there may be some decades when the AMOC increases due
to large natural internal variability. {11.3, 12.4}

•

It is very unlikely that the AMOC will undergo an abrupt transition or collapse in the 21st century for the scenarios
considered. There is low confidence in assessing the evolution of the AMOC beyond the 21st century because of the
limited number of analyses and equivocal results. However, a collapse beyond the 21st century for large sustained
warming cannot be excluded. {12.5}

E.5

Cryosphere
It is very likely that the Arctic sea ice cover will continue to shrink and thin and that Northern
Hemisphere spring snow cover will decrease during the 21st century as global mean surface
temperature rises. Global glacier volume will further decrease. {12.4, 13.4}

•
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Year-round reductions in Arctic sea ice extent are projected by the end of the 21st century from multi-model averages.
These reductions range from 43% for RCP2.6 to 94% for RCP8.5 in September and from 8% for RCP2.6 to 34% for
RCP8.5 in February (medium confidence) (see Figures SPM.7 and SPM.8). {12.4}

17

PM2.5 refers to particulate matter with a diameter of less than 2.5 micrometres, a measure of atmospheric aerosol concentration.

18

The ranges in this paragraph indicate a CMIP5 model spread.
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•

Based on an assessment of the subset of models that most closely reproduce the climatological mean state and 1979
to 2012 trend of the Arctic sea ice extent, a nearly ice-free Arctic Ocean19 in September before mid-century is likely for
RCP8.5 (medium confidence) (see Figures SPM.7 and SPM.8). A projection of when the Arctic might become nearly icefree in September in the 21st century cannot be made with confidence for the other scenarios. {11.3, 12.4, 12.5}

•

In the Antarctic, a decrease in sea ice extent and volume is projected with low confidence for the end of the 21st century
as global mean surface temperature rises. {12.4}

•

By the end of the 21st century, the global glacier volume, excluding glaciers on the periphery of Antarctica, is projected
to decrease by 15 to 55% for RCP2.6, and by 35 to 85% for RCP8.5 (medium confidence). {13.4, 13.5}

•

The area of Northern Hemisphere spring snow cover is projected to decrease by 7% for RCP2.6 and by 25% in RCP8.5 by
the end of the 21st century for the model average (medium confidence). {12.4}

•

It is virtually certain that near-surface permafrost extent at high northern latitudes will be reduced as global mean
surface temperature increases. By the end of the 21st century, the area of permafrost near the surface (upper 3.5 m) is
projected to decrease by between 37% (RCP2.6) to 81% (RCP8.5) for the model average (medium confidence). {12.4}

E.6

SPM

Sea Level
Global mean sea level will continue to rise during the 21st century (see Figure SPM.9). Under
all RCP scenarios, the rate of sea level rise will very likely exceed that observed during 1971
to 2010 due to increased ocean warming and increased loss of mass from glaciers and ice
sheets. {13.3–13.5}

•

Confidence in projections of global mean sea level rise has increased since the AR4 because of the improved physical
understanding of the components of sea level, the improved agreement of process-based models with observations, and
the inclusion of ice-sheet dynamical changes. {13.3–13.5}

•

Global mean sea level rise for 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005 will likely be in the ranges of 0.26 to 0.55 m for RCP2.6,
0.32 to 0.63 m for RCP4.5, 0.33 to 0.63 m for RCP6.0, and 0.45 to 0.82 m for RCP8.5 (medium confidence). For RCP8.5,
the rise by the year 2100 is 0.52 to 0.98 m, with a rate during 2081 to 2100 of 8 to 16 mm yr–1 (medium confidence).
These ranges are derived from CMIP5 climate projections in combination with process-based models and literature
assessment of glacier and ice sheet contributions (see Figure SPM.9, Table SPM.2). {13.5}

•

In the RCP projections, thermal expansion accounts for 30 to 55% of 21st century global mean sea level rise, and glaciers
for 15 to 35%. The increase in surface melting of the Greenland ice sheet will exceed the increase in snowfall, leading to
a positive contribution from changes in surface mass balance to future sea level (high confidence). While surface melting will remain small, an increase in snowfall on the Antarctic ice sheet is expected (medium confidence), resulting in a
negative contribution to future sea level from changes in surface mass balance. Changes in outflow from both ice sheets
combined will likely make a contribution in the range of 0.03 to 0.20 m by 2081−2100 (medium confidence). {13.3−13.5}

•

Based on current understanding, only the collapse of marine-based sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet, if initiated, could
cause global mean sea level to rise substantially above the likely range during the 21st century. However, there is
medium confidence that this additional contribution would not exceed several tenths of a meter of sea level rise during
the 21st century. {13.4, 13.5}

19

Conditions in the Arctic Ocean are referred to as nearly ice-free when the sea ice extent is less than 106 km2 for at least five consecutive years.
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Figure SPM.9 | Projections of global mean sea level rise over the 21st century relative to 1986–2005 from the combination of the CMIP5 ensemble
with process-based models, for RCP2.6 and RCP8.5. The assessed likely range is shown as a shaded band. The assessed likely ranges for the mean
over the period 2081–2100 for all RCP scenarios are given as coloured vertical bars, with the corresponding median value given as a horizontal
line. For further technical details see the Technical Summary Supplementary Material {Table 13.5, Figures 13.10 and 13.11; Figures TS.21 and TS.22}

•

The basis for higher projections of global mean sea level rise in the 21st century has been considered and it has been
concluded that there is currently insufficient evidence to evaluate the probability of specific levels above the assessed
likely range. Many semi-empirical model projections of global mean sea level rise are higher than process-based model
projections (up to about twice as large), but there is no consensus in the scientific community about their reliability and
there is thus low confidence in their projections. {13.5}

•

Sea level rise will not be uniform. By the end of the 21st century, it is very likely that sea level will rise in more than about
95% of the ocean area. About 70% of the coastlines worldwide are projected to experience sea level change within 20%
of the global mean sea level change. {13.1, 13.6}

E.7

Carbon and Other Biogeochemical Cycles
Climate change will affect carbon cycle processes in a way that will exacerbate the increase
of CO2 in the atmosphere (high confidence). Further uptake of carbon by the ocean will
increase ocean acidification. {6.4}
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•

Ocean uptake of anthropogenic CO2 will continue under all four RCPs through to 2100, with higher uptake for higher
concentration pathways (very high confidence). The future evolution of the land carbon uptake is less certain. A majority
of models projects a continued land carbon uptake under all RCPs, but some models simulate a land carbon loss due to
the combined effect of climate change and land use change. {6.4}

•

Based on Earth System Models, there is high confidence that the feedback between climate and the carbon cycle is
positive in the 21st century; that is, climate change will partially offset increases in land and ocean carbon sinks caused
by rising atmospheric CO2. As a result more of the emitted anthropogenic CO2 will remain in the atmosphere. A positive
feedback between climate and the carbon cycle on century to millennial time scales is supported by paleoclimate
observations and modelling. {6.2, 6.4}
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Table SPM.3 | Cumulative CO2 emissions for the 2012 to 2100 period compatible with the RCP atmospheric concentrations simulated by the CMIP5
Earth System Models. {6.4, Table 6.12, Figure TS.19}

Cumulative CO2 Emissions 2012 to 2100a
Scenario

GtC

GtCO2

Mean

Range

Mean

Range

270

140 to 410

990

510 to 1505

RCP4.5

780

595 to 1005

2860

2180 to 3690

RCP6.0

1060

840 to 1250

3885

3080 to 4585

RCP8.5

1685

1415 to 1910

6180

5185 to 7005

RCP2.6

SPM

Notes:
a
1 Gigatonne of carbon = 1 GtC = 1015 grams of carbon. This corresponds to 3.667 GtCO2.

•

Earth System Models project a global increase in ocean acidification for all RCP scenarios. The corresponding decrease in
surface ocean pH by the end of 21st century is in the range18 of 0.06 to 0.07 for RCP2.6, 0.14 to 0.15 for RCP4.5, 0.20 to
0.21 for RCP6.0, and 0.30 to 0.32 for RCP8.5 (see Figures SPM.7 and SPM.8). {6.4}

•

Cumulative CO2 emissions20 for the 2012 to 2100 period compatible with the RCP atmospheric CO2 concentrations, as
derived from 15 Earth System Models, range18 from 140 to 410 GtC for RCP2.6, 595 to 1005 GtC for RCP4.5, 840 to 1250
GtC for RCP6.0, and 1415 to 1910 GtC for RCP8.5 (see Table SPM.3). {6.4}

•

By 2050, annual CO2 emissions derived from Earth System Models following RCP2.6 are smaller than 1990 emissions (by
14 to 96%). By the end of the 21st century, about half of the models infer emissions slightly above zero, while the other
half infer a net removal of CO2 from the atmosphere. {6.4, Figure TS.19}

•

The release of CO2 or CH4 to the atmosphere from thawing permafrost carbon stocks over the 21st century is assessed to
be in the range of 50 to 250 GtC for RCP8.5 (low confidence). {6.4}

E.8

Climate Stabilization, Climate Change Commitment and Irreversibility
Cumulative emissions of CO2 largely determine global mean surface warming by the late 21st
century and beyond (see Figure SPM.10). Most aspects of climate change will persist for many
centuries even if emissions of CO2 are stopped. This represents a substantial multi-century
climate change commitment created by past, present and future emissions of CO2. {12.5}

•

Cumulative total emissions of CO2 and global mean surface temperature response are approximately linearly related (see
Figure SPM.10). Any given level of warming is associated with a range of cumulative CO2 emissions21, and therefore, e.g.,
higher emissions in earlier decades imply lower emissions later. {12.5}

•

Limiting the warming caused by anthropogenic CO2 emissions alone with a probability of >33%, >50%, and >66% to
less than 2°C since the period 1861–188022, will require cumulative CO2 emissions from all anthropogenic sources to stay
between 0 and about 1570 GtC (5760 GtCO2), 0 and about 1210 GtC (4440 GtCO2), and 0 and about 1000 GtC (3670
GtCO2) since that period, respectively23. These upper amounts are reduced to about 900 GtC (3300 GtCO2), 820 GtC (3010
GtCO2), and 790 GtC (2900 GtCO2), respectively, when accounting for non-CO2 forcings as in RCP2.6. An amount of 515
[445 to 585] GtC (1890 [1630 to 2150] GtCO2), was already emitted by 2011. {12.5}

20

From fossil fuel, cement, industry, and waste sectors.

21

Quantification of this range of CO2 emissions requires taking into account non-CO2 drivers.

22

The first 20-year period available from the models.

23

This is based on the assessment of the transient climate response to cumulative carbon emissions (TCRE, see Section D.2).
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SPM

•

A lower warming target, or a higher likelihood of remaining below a specific warming target, will require lower cumulative
CO2 emissions. Accounting for warming effects of increases in non-CO2 greenhouse gases, reductions in aerosols, or the
release of greenhouse gases from permafrost will also lower the cumulative CO2 emissions for a specific warming target
(see Figure SPM.10). {12.5}

•

A large fraction of anthropogenic climate change resulting from CO2 emissions is irreversible on a multi-century to
millennial time scale, except in the case of a large net removal of CO2 from the atmosphere over a sustained period.
Surface temperatures will remain approximately constant at elevated levels for many centuries after a complete cessation
of net anthropogenic CO2 emissions. Due to the long time scales of heat transfer from the ocean surface to depth, ocean
warming will continue for centuries. Depending on the scenario, about 15 to 40% of emitted CO2 will remain in the
atmosphere longer than 1,000 years. {Box 6.1, 12.4, 12.5}

•

It is virtually certain that global mean sea level rise will continue beyond 2100, with sea level rise due to thermal
expansion to continue for many centuries. The few available model results that go beyond 2100 indicate global mean
sea level rise above the pre-industrial level by 2300 to be less than 1 m for a radiative forcing that corresponds to CO2
concentrations that peak and decline and remain below 500 ppm, as in the scenario RCP2.6. For a radiative forcing that
corresponds to a CO2 concentration that is above 700 ppm but below 1500 ppm, as in the scenario RCP8.5, the projected
rise is 1 m to more than 3 m (medium confidence). {13.5}
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Figure SPM.10 | Global mean surface temperature increase as a function of cumulative total global CO2 emissions from various lines of evidence. Multimodel results from a hierarchy of climate-carbon cycle models for each RCP until 2100 are shown with coloured lines and decadal means (dots). Some
decadal means are labeled for clarity (e.g., 2050 indicating the decade 2040−2049). Model results over the historical period (1860 to 2010) are indicated
in black. The coloured plume illustrates the multi-model spread over the four RCP scenarios and fades with the decreasing number of available models
in RCP8.5. The multi-model mean and range simulated by CMIP5 models, forced by a CO2 increase of 1% per year (1% yr–1 CO2 simulations), is given by
the thin black line and grey area. For a specific amount of cumulative CO2 emissions, the 1% per year CO2 simulations exhibit lower warming than those
driven by RCPs, which include additional non-CO2 forcings. Temperature values are given relative to the 1861−1880 base period, emissions relative to
1870. Decadal averages are connected by straight lines. For further technical details see the Technical Summary Supplementary Material. {Figure 12.45;
TS TFE.8, Figure 1}
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•

•

Sustained mass loss by ice sheets would cause larger sea level rise, and some part of the mass loss might be irreversible.
There is high confidence that sustained warming greater than some threshold would lead to the near-complete loss of
the Greenland ice sheet over a millennium or more, causing a global mean sea level rise of up to 7 m. Current estimates
indicate that the threshold is greater than about 1°C (low confidence) but less than about 4°C (medium confidence)
global mean warming with respect to pre-industrial. Abrupt and irreversible ice loss from a potential instability of marinebased sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet in response to climate forcing is possible, but current evidence and understanding
is insufficient to make a quantitative assessment. {5.8, 13.4, 13.5}

SPM

Methods that aim to deliberately alter the climate system to counter climate change, termed geoengineering, have been
proposed. Limited evidence precludes a comprehensive quantitative assessment of both Solar Radiation Management
(SRM) and Carbon D ioxide Removal (CDR) and their impact on the climate system. CDR methods have biogeochemical
and technological limitations to their potential on a global scale. There is insufficient knowledge to quantify how
much CO2 emissions could be partially offset by CDR on a century timescale. Modelling indicates that SRM methods, if
realizable, have the potential to substantially offset a global temperature rise, but they would also modify the global
water cycle, and would not reduce ocean acidification. If SRM were terminated for any reason, there is high confidence
that global surface temperatures would rise very rapidly to values consistent with the greenhouse gas forcing. CDR and
SRM methods carry side effects and long-term consequences on a global scale. {6.5, 7.7}

Box SPM.1: Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs)
Climate change projections in IPCC Working Group I require information about future emissions or concentrations
of greenhouse gases, aerosols and other climate drivers. This information is often expressed as a scenario of human
activities, which are not assessed in this report. Scenarios used in Working Group I have focused on anthropogenic
emissions and do not include changes in natural drivers such as solar or volcanic forcing or natural emissions, for
example, of CH4 and N2O.
For the Fifth Assessment Report of IPCC, the scientific community has defined a set of four new scenarios, denoted
Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs, see Glossary). They are identified by their approximate total
radiative forcing in year 2100 relative to 1750: 2.6 W m-2 for RCP2.6, 4.5 W m-2 for RCP4.5, 6.0 W m-2 for RCP6.0,
and 8.5 W m-2 for RCP8.5. For the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) results, these values
should be understood as indicative only, as the climate forcing resulting from all drivers varies between models
due to specific model characteristics and treatment of short-lived climate forcers. These four RCPs include one
mitigation scenario leading to a very low forcing level (RCP2.6), two stabilization scenarios (RCP4.5 and RCP6),
and one scenario with very high greenhouse gas emissions (RCP8.5). The RCPs can thus represent a range of 21st
century climate policies, as compared with the no-climate policy of the Special Report on Emissions Scenarios
(SRES) used in the Third Assessment Report and the Fourth Assessment Report. For RCP6.0 and RCP8.5, radiative
forcing does not peak by year 2100; for RCP2.6 it peaks and declines; and for RCP4.5 it stabilizes by 2100. Each
RCP provides spatially resolved data sets of land use change and sector-based emissions of air pollutants, and it
specifies annual greenhouse gas concentrations and anthropogenic emissions up to 2100. RCPs are based on a
combination of integrated assessment models, simple climate models, atmospheric chemistry and global carbon
cycle models. While the RCPs span a wide range of total forcing values, they do not cover the full range of emissions
in the literature, particularly for aerosols.
Most of the CMIP5 and Earth System Model simulations were performed with prescribed CO2 concentrations
reaching 421 ppm (RCP2.6), 538 ppm (RCP4.5), 670 ppm (RCP6.0), and 936 ppm (RCP 8.5) by the year 2100.
Including also the prescribed concentrations of CH4 and N2O, the combined CO2-equivalent concentrations are 475
ppm (RCP2.6), 630 ppm (RCP4.5), 800 ppm (RCP6.0), and 1313 ppm (RCP8.5). For RCP8.5, additional CMIP5 Earth
System Model simulations are performed with prescribed CO2 emissions as provided by the integrated assessment
models. For all RCPs, additional calculations were made with updated atmospheric chemistry data and models
(including the Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate component of CMIP5) using the RCP prescribed emissions
of the chemically reactive gases (CH4, N2O, HFCs, NOx, CO, NMVOC). These simulations enable investigation of
uncertainties related to carbon cycle feedbacks and atmospheric chemistry.
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Technical Summary

TS.1

Introduction

Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis is the contribution
of Working Group I (WGI) to the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). This comprehensive assessment of the physical aspects of climate change puts a focus
on those elements that are relevant to understand past, document current and project future climate change. The assessment builds on the
IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4)1 and the recent Special Report
on Managing the Risk of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation (SREX)2 and is presented in 14 chapters and 3
annexes. The chapters cover direct and proxy observations of changes
in all components of the climate system; assess the current knowledge
of various processes within, and interactions among, climate system
components, which determine the sensitivity and response of the
system to changes in forcing; and quantify the link between the changes in atmospheric constituents, and hence radiative forcing (RF)3, and
the consequent detection and attribution of climate change. Projections of changes in all climate system components are based on model
simulations forced by a new set of scenarios. The Report also provides
a comprehensive assessment of past and future sea level change in a
dedicated chapter. Regional climate change information is presented in
the form of an Atlas of Global and Regional Climate Projections (Annex
I). This is complemented by Annex II: Climate System Scenario Tables
and Annex III: Glossary.

the scientific studies considered4. Confidence is expressed qualitatively. Quantified measures of uncertainty in a finding are expressed
probabilistically and are based on a combination of statistical analyses of observations or model results, or both, and expert judgement.
Where appropriate, findings are also formulated as statements of fact
without using uncertainty qualifiers (see Chapter 1 and Box TS.1 for
more details).
The Technical Summary is structured into four main sections presenting
the assessment results following the storyline of the WGI contribution
to AR5: Section TS.2 covers the assessment of observations of changes
in the climate system; Section TS.3 summarizes the information on
the different drivers, natural and anthropogenic, expressed in terms
of RF; Section TS.4 presents the assessment of the quantitative understanding of observed climate change; and Section TS.5 summarizes the
assessment results for projections of future climate change over the
21st century and beyond from regional to global scale. Section TS.6
combines and lists key uncertainties from the WGI assessment from
Sections TS.2 to TS.5. The overall nine TFEs, cutting across the various
components of the WGI AR5, are dispersed throughout the four main
TS sections, are visually distinct from the main text and should allow
stand-alone reading.
The basis for substantive paragraphs in this Technical Summary can be
found in the chapter sections of the underlying report. These references
are given in curly brackets.

The primary purpose of this Technical Summary (TS) is to provide the
link between the complete assessment of the multiple lines of independent evidence presented in the 14 chapters of the main report
and the highly condensed summary prepared as the WGI Summary for
Policymakers (SPM). The Technical Summary thus serves as a starting
point for those readers who seek the full information on more specific
topics covered by this assessment. This purpose is facilitated by including pointers to the chapters and sections where the full assessment
can be found. Policy-relevant topics, which cut across many chapters
and involve many interlinked processes in the climate system, are presented here as Thematic Focus Elements (TFEs), allowing rapid access
to this information.
An integral element of this report is the use of uncertainty language
that permits a traceable account of the assessment (Box TS.1). The
degree of certainty in key findings in this assessment is based on the
author teams’ evaluations of underlying scientific understanding and is
expressed as a level of confidence that results from the type, amount,
quality and consistency of evidence and the degree of agreement in

1

IPCC, 2007: Climate Change 2007: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of Working Group I to the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change [Solomon, S., D. Qin, M. Manning, Z. Chen, M. Marquis, K.B. Averyt, M. Tignor and H.L. Miller (eds.)]. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom and New
York, NY, USA, 996 pp.

2

IPCC, 2012: Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation. A Special Report of Working Groups I and II of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change [Field, C.B., V. Barros, T.F. Stocker, D. Qin, D.J. Dokken, K.L. Ebi, M.D. Mastrandrea, K.J. Mach, G.-K. Plattner, S.K. Allen, M. Tignor and P. M. Midgley
(eds.)]. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK, and New York, NY, USA, 582 pp.

3

Radiative forcing (RF) is a measure of the net change in the energy balance of the Earth system in response to some external perturbation. It is expressed in watts per square
metre (W m–2); see Box TS.2.

4

Mastrandrea, M.D., C.B. Field, T.F. Stocker, O. Edenhofer, K.L. Ebi, D.J. Frame, H. Held, E. Kriegler, K.J. Mach, P.R. Matschoss, G.-K. Plattner, G.W. Yohe, and F.W. Zwiers, 2010:
Guidance Note for Lead Authors of the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report on Consistent Treatment of Uncertainties. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).
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Box TS.1 | Treatment of Uncertainty
Based on the Guidance Note for Lead Authors of the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report on Consistent Treatment of Uncertainties, this WGI
Technical Summary and the WGI Summary for Policymakers rely on two metrics for communicating the degree of certainty in key findings, which is based on author teams’ evaluations of underlying scientific understanding:
• Confidence in the validity of a finding, based on the type, amount, quality and consistency of evidence (e.g., mechanistic understanding, theory, data, models, expert judgement) and the degree of agreement. Confidence is expressed qualitatively.
• Quantified measures of uncertainty in a finding expressed probabilistically (based on statistical analysis of observations or model
results, or expert judgement).
The AR5 Guidance Note refines the guidance provided to support the IPCC Third and Fourth Assessment Reports. Direct comparisons
between assessment of uncertainties in findings in this Report and those in the AR4 and the SREX are difficult, because of the application of the revised guidance note on uncertainties, as well as the availability of new information, improved scientific understanding,
continued analyses of data and models and specific differences in methodologies applied in the assessed studies. For some climate
variables, different aspects have been assessed and therefore a direct comparison would be inappropriate.

TS

Each key finding is based on an author team’s evaluation of associated evidence and agreement. The confidence metric provides a
qualitative synthesis of an author team’s judgement about the validity of a finding, as determined through evaluation of evidence and
agreement. If uncertainties can be quantified probabilistically, an author team can characterize a finding using the calibrated likelihood
language or a more precise presentation of probability. Unless otherwise indicated, high or very high confidence is associated with
findings for which an author team has assigned a likelihood term.
The following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement:
low, medium, or high. A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset
in italics, e.g., medium confidence. Box TS.1, Figure 1 depicts summary statements for evidence and agreement and their relationship
to confidence. There is flexibility in this relationship; for a given evidence and agreement statement, different confidence levels can be
assigned, but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement correlate with increasing confidence.

Agreement

High agreement
Limited evidence

High agreement
Medium evidence

High agreement
Robust evidence

Medium agreement Medium agreement Medium agreement
Limited evidence
Medium evidence
Robust evidence

Low agreement
Limited evidence

Low agreement
Medium evidence

Low agreement
Robust evidence

Confidence
Scale

Evidence (type, amount, quality, consistency)
Box TS.1, Figure 1 | A depiction of evidence and agreement statements and their relationship to confidence. Confidence increases toward the top right corner as
suggested by the increasing strength of shading. Generally, evidence is most robust when there are multiple, consistent independent lines of high quality. {Figure 1.11}

The following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood, and typeset in italics:
Term*
Virtually certain
Very likely
Likely
About as likely as not
Unlikely
Very unlikely
Exceptionally unlikely

Likelihood of the outcome
99–100% probability
90–100% probability
66–100% probability
33–66% probability
0–33% probability
0–10% probability
0–1% probability

* Additional terms (extremely likely: 95–100% probability, more likely than not: >50–100% probability, and extremely unlikely:
0–5% probability) may also be used when appropriate.
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TS.2

Observation of Changes in the
Climate System

land have increased on a global scale since 1950.7 {2.4.1, 2.4.3; C
 hapter
2 Supplementary Material Section 2.SM.3}

TS.2.1

Introduction

Despite the robust multi-decadal warming, there exists substantial
interannual to decadal variability in the rate of warming, with several
periods exhibiting weaker trends (including the warming hiatus since
1998) (Figure TS.1). The rate of warming over the past 15 years (1998–
2012; 0.05 [–0.05 to +0.15] °C per decade) is smaller than the trend
since 1951 (1951–2012; 0.12[0.08 to 0.14] °C per decade). Trends for
short periods are uncertain and very sensitive to the start and end
years. For example, trends for 15-year periods starting in 1995, 1996,
and 1997 are 0.13 [0.02 to 0.24] °C per decade, 0.14 [0.03 to 0.24]
°C per decade and 0.07 [–0.02 to 0.18] °C per decade, respectively.
Several independently analysed data records of global and regional
land surface air temperature obtained from station observations are
in broad agreement that land surface air temperatures have increased.
Sea surface temperatures (SSTs) have also increased. Intercomparisons
of new SST data records obtained by different measurement methods,
including satellite data, have resulted in better understanding of errors
and biases in the records. {2.4.1–2.4.3; Box 9.2}

Observations of the climate system are based on direct physical and
biogeochemical measurements, and remote sensing from ground stations and satellites; information derived from paleoclimate archives
provides a long-term context. Global-scale observations from the
instrumental era began in the mid-19th century, and paleoclimate
reconstructions extend the record of some quantities back hundreds to
millions of years. Together, they provide a comprehensive view of the
variability and long-term changes in the atmosphere, the ocean, the
cryosphere and at the land surface.
The assessment of observational evidence for climate change is summarized in this section. Substantial advancements in the availability,
acquisition, quality and analysis of observational data sets for the
atmosphere, land surface, ocean and cryosphere have occurred since
the AR4. Many aspects of the climate system are showing evidence of
a changing climate. {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 13}

TS.2.2

Changes in Temperature

TS.2.2.1 Surface
It is certain that global mean surface temperature (GMST) has increased
since the late 19th century (Figures TS.1 and TS.2). Each of the past three
decades has been successively warmer at the Earth’s surface than any
the previous decades in the instrumental record, and the decade of the
2000’s has been the warmest. The globally averaged combined land and
ocean temperature data as calculated by a linear trend5, show a warming of 0.85 [0.65 to 1.06] °C6, over the period 1880–2012, when multiple independently produced datasets exist, about 0.89 [0.69 to 1.08]
°C over the period 1901–2012, and about 0.72 [0.49 to 0.89] °C over
the period 1951–2012 when based on three independently-produced
data sets. The total increase between the average of the 1850–1900
period and the 2003–2012 period is 0.78 [0.72 to 0.85] °C, based on
the Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature
data set 4 (HadCRUT4), the global mean surface temperature dataset
with the longest record of the three independently-produced data sets.
The warming from 1850–1900 to 1986–2005 (reference period for the
modelling chapters and the Atlas in Annex I) is 0.61 [0.55 to 0.67] °C,
when calculated using HadCRUT4 and its uncertainty estimates. It is
also virtually certain that maximum and minimum temperatures over

It is unlikely that any uncorrected urban heat island effects and land
use change effects have raised the estimated centennial globally averaged land surface air temperature trends by more than 10% of the
reported trend. This is an average value; in some regions that have
rapidly developed urban heat island and land use change impacts on
regional trends may be substantially larger. {2.4.1}
There is high confidence that annual mean surface warming since the
20th century has reversed long-term cooling trends of the past 5000
years in mid-to-high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere (NH). For
average annual NH temperatures, the period 1983–2012 was very likely
the warmest 30-year period of the last 800 years (high confidence)
and likely the warmest 30-year period of the last 1400 years (medium
confidence). This is supported by comparison of instrumental temperatures with multiple reconstructions from a variety of proxy data and
statistical methods, and is consistent with AR4. Continental-scale surface temperature reconstructions show, with high confidence, multidecadal periods during the Medieval Climate Anomaly (950–1250)
that were in some regions as warm as in the mid-20th century and
in others as warm as in the late 20th century. With high confidence,
these regional warm periods were not as synchronous across regions
as the warming since the mid-20th century. Based on the comparison
between reconstructions and simulations, there is high confidence that
not only external orbital, solar and volcanic forcing, but also internal

5

The warming is reported as an unweighted average based on linear trend estimates calculated from Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data
set 4 (HadCRUT4), Merged Land–Ocean Surface Temperature Analysis (MLOST) and Goddard Institute for Space Studies Surface Temperature Analysis (GISTEMP) data sets
(see Figure TS.2; Section 2.4.3).

6

In the WGI contribution to the AR5, uncertainty is quantified using 90% uncertainty intervals unless otherwise stated. The 90% uncertainty interval, reported in square
brackets, is expected to have a 90% likelihood of covering the value that is being estimated. The upper endpoint of the uncertainty interval has a 95% likelihood of exceeding the value that is being estimated and the lower endpoint has a 95% likelihood of being less than that value. A best estimate of that value is also given where available.
Uncertainty intervals are not necessarily symmetric about the corresponding best estimate.

7

Both methods presented in this paragraph to calculate temperature change were also used in AR4. The first calculates the difference using a best fit linear trend of all points
between two years, e.g., 1880 and 2012. The second calculates the difference between averages for the two periods, e.g., 1850 to 1900 and 2003 to 2012. Therefore, the
resulting values and their 90% uncertainty intervals are not directly comparable.
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variability, contributed substantially to the spatial pattern and timing
of surface temperature changes between the Medieval Climate Anomaly and the Little Ice Age (1450–1850). {5.3.5, 5.5.1}

radiosondes. Hence there is only medium confidence in the rate of
change and its vertical structure in the NH extratropical troposphere
and low confidence elsewhere. {2.4.4}

TS.2.2.2 Troposphere and Stratosphere

TS.2.2.3 Ocean

Based on multiple independent analyses of measurements from radiosondes and satellite sensors, it is virtually certain that globally the
troposphere has warmed and the stratosphere has cooled since the
mid-20th century (Figure TS.1). Despite unanimous agreement on the
sign of the trends, substantial disagreement exists between available
estimates as to the rate of temperature changes, particularly outside
the NH extratropical troposphere, which has been well sampled by

It is virtually certain that the upper ocean (above 700 m) has warmed
from 1971 to 2010, and likely that it has warmed from the 1870s to 1971
(Figure TS.1). There is less certainty in changes prior to 1971 because
of relatively sparse sampling in earlier time periods. Instrumental
biases in historical upper ocean temperature measurements have been
identified and reduced since AR4, diminishing artificial decadal variation in temperature and upper ocean heat content, most prominent
during the 1970s and 1980s. {3.2.1–3.2.3, 3.5.3}
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Figure TS.1 | Multiple complementary indicators of a changing global climate. Each line represents an independently derived estimate of change in the climate element. The times
series presented are assessed in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. In each panel all data sets have been normalized to a common period of record. A full detailing of which source data sets go
into which panel is given in Chapter 2 Supplementary Material Section 2.SM.5 and in the respective chapters. Further detail regarding the related Figure SPM.3 is given in the TS
Supplementary Material. {FAQ 2.1, Figure 1; 2.4, 2.5, 3.2, 3.7, 4.5.2, 4.5.3}
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It is likely that the ocean warmed between 700-2000 m from 1957 to
2009, based on 5-year averages. It is likely that the ocean warmed from
3000 m to the bottom from 1992 to 2005, while no significant trends
in global average temperature were observed between 2000 and 3000
m depth from circa 1992 to 2005. Below 3000 m depth, the largest
warming is observed in the Southern Ocean. {3.2.4, 3.5.1; Figures 3.2b,
3.3; FAQ 3.1}

HadCRUT4 1901-2012

TS.2.3

Changes in Energy Budget and Heat Content

The Earth has been in radiative imbalance, with more energy from the
Sun entering than exiting the top of the atmosphere, since at least
about 1970. It is virtually certain that the Earth has gained substantial
energy from 1971 to 2010. The estimated increase in energy inventory
between 1971 and 2010 is 274 [196 to 351] × 1021 J (high confidence),
with a heating rate of 213 × 1012 W from a linear fit to the annual
values over that time period (see also TFE.4). {Boxes 3.1, 13.1}
Ocean warming dominates that total heating rate, with full ocean
depth warming accounting for about 93% (high confidence), and
warming of the upper (0 to 700 m) ocean accounting for about 64%.
Melting ice (including Arctic sea ice, ice sheets and glaciers) and warming of the continents each account for 3% of the total. Warming of the
atmosphere makes up the remaining 1%. The 1971–2010 estimated
rate of ocean energy gain is 199 × 1012 W from a linear fit to data over
that time period, equivalent to 0.42 W m–2 heating applied continuously over the Earth’s entire surface, and 0.55 W m–2 for the portion
owing to ocean warming applied over the ocean’s entire surface area.
The Earth’s estimated energy increase from 1993 to 2010 is 163 [127
to 201] × 1021 J with a trend estimate of 275 × 1015 W. The ocean portion of the trend for 1993–2010 is 257 × 1012 W, equivalent to a mean
heat flux into the ocean of 0.71 W m–2. {3.2.3, 3.2.4; Box 3.1}

MLOST 1901-2012

It is about as likely as not that ocean heat content from 0–700 m
increased more slowly during 2003 to 2010 than during 1993 to 2002
(Figure TS.1). Ocean heat uptake from 700–2000 m, where interannual
variability is smaller, likely continued unabated from 1993 to 2009.
{3.2.3, 3.2.4; Box 9.2}
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Changes in Circulation and Modes of Variability

Large variability on interannual to decadal time scales hampers robust
conclusions on long-term changes in atmospheric circulation in many
instances. Confidence is high that the increase of the northern midlatitude westerly winds and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index
from the 1950s to the 1990s, and the weakening of the Pacific Walker
Circulation from the late 19th century to the 1990s, have been largely
offset by recent changes. With high confidence, decadal and multidecadal changes in the winter NAO index observed since the 20th century are not unprecedented in the context of the past 500 years. {2.7.2,
2.7.5, 2.7.8, 5.4.2; Box 2.5; Table 2.14}

1

Trend (ºC over period)

1.25 1.5 1.75 2.5

Figure TS.2 | Change in surface temperature over 1901–2012 as determined by linear
trend for three data sets. White areas indicate incomplete or missing data. Trends have
been calculated only for those grid boxes with greater than 70% complete records and
more than 20% data availability in the first and last 10% of the time period. Black plus
signs (+) indicate grid boxes where trends are significant (i.e., a trend of zero lies outside the 90% confidence interval). Differences in coverage primarily reflect the degree
of interpolation to account for data void regions undertaken by the data set providers
ranging from none beyond grid box averaging (Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit
gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4)) to substantial (Goddard Institute
for Space Studies Surface Temperature Analysis (GISTEMP)). Further detail regarding the
related Figure SPM.1 is given in the TS Supplementary Material. {Figure 2.21}

It is likely that circulation features have moved poleward since the
1970s, involving a widening of the tropical belt, a poleward shift of
storm tracks and jet streams and a contraction of the northern polar
vortex. Evidence is more robust for the NH. It is likely that the Southern
Annular Mode (SAM) has become more positive since the 1950s. The
increase in the strength of the observed summer SAM since 1950 has
been anomalous, with medium confidence, in the context of the past
400 years. {2.7.5, 2.7.6, 2.7.8, 5.4.2; Box 2.5; Table 2.14}
New results from high-resolution coral records document with high
confidence that the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) system has
remained highly variable throughout the past 7000 years, showing no
discernible evidence for an orbital modulation of ENSO. {5.4.1}
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Recent observations have strengthened evidence for variability in
major ocean circulation systems on time scales from years to decades.
It is very likely that the subtropical gyres in the North Pacific and
South Pacific have expanded and strengthened since 1993. Based on
measurements of the full Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation
(AMOC) and its individual components at various latitudes and different time periods, there is no evidence of a long-term trend. There is also
no evidence for trends in the transports of the Indonesian Throughflow,
the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) or in the transports between
the Atlantic Ocean and Nordic Seas. However, a southward shift of the
ACC by about 1° of latitude is observed in data spanning the time
period 1950–2010 with medium confidence. {3.6}

TS.2.5
TS

Changes in the Water Cycle and Cryosphere

TS.2.5.1 Atmosphere
Confidence in precipitation change averaged over global land areas
is low prior to 1951 and medium afterwards because of insufficient
data, particularly in the earlier part of the record (for an overview of
observed and projected changes in the global water cycle see TFE.1).
Further, when virtually all the land area is filled in using a reconstruction method, the resulting time series shows little change in landbased precipitation since 1901. NH mid-latitude land areas do show
a likely overall increase in precipitation (medium confidence prior to
1951, but high confidence afterwards). For other latitudes area-averaged long-term positive or negative trends have low confidence (TFE.1,
Figure 1). {2.5.1}
It is very likely that global near surface and tropospheric air specific humidity have increased since the 1970s. However, during recent
years the near-surface moistening trend over land has abated (medium
confidence) (Figure TS.1). As a result, fairly widespread decreases in
relative humidity near the surface are observed over the land in recent
years. {2.4.4, 2.5.5, 2.5.6}
Although trends of cloud cover are consistent between independent
data sets in certain regions, substantial ambiguity and therefore low
confidence remains in the observations of global-scale cloud variability
and trends. {2.5.7}

TS.2.5.2 Ocean and Surface Fluxes
It is very likely that regional trends have enhanced the mean geographical contrasts in sea surface salinity since the 1950s: saline surface
waters in the evaporation-dominated mid-latitudes have become more
saline, while relatively fresh surface waters in rainfall-dominated tropical and polar regions have become fresher. The mean contrast between
high- and low-salinity regions increased by 0.13 [0.08 to 0.17] from
1950 to 2008. It is very likely that the inter-basin contrast in freshwater
content has increased: the Atlantic has become saltier and the Pacific
and Southern Oceans have freshened. Although similar conclusions
were reached in AR4, recent studies based on expanded data sets and
new analysis approaches provide high confidence in this assessment.
{3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.9; FAQ 3.2}
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The spatial patterns of the salinity trends, mean salinity and the mean
distribution of evaporation minus precipitation are all similar (TFE.1,
Figure 1). These similarities provide indirect evidence that the pattern
of evaporation minus precipitation over the oceans has been enhanced
since the 1950s (medium confidence). Uncertainties in currently available surface fluxes prevent the flux products from being reliably used
to identify trends in the regional or global distribution of evaporation
or precipitation over the oceans on the time scale of the observed salinity changes since the 1950s. {3.3.2–3.3.4, 3.4.2, 3.4.3, 3.9; FAQ 3.2}

TS.2.5.3 Sea Ice
Continuing the trends reported in AR4, there is very high confidence
that the Arctic sea ice extent (annual, multi-year and perennial)
decreased over the period 1979–2012 (Figure TS.1). The rate of the
annual decrease was very likely between 3.5 and 4.1% per decade
(range of 0.45 to 0.51 million km2 per decade). The average decrease in
decadal extent of annual Arctic sea ice has been most rapid in summer
and autumn (high confidence), but the extent has decreased in every
season, and in every successive decade since 1979 (high confidence).
The extent of Arctic perennial and multi-year ice decreased between
1979 and 2012 (very high confidence). The rates are very likely 11.5
[9.4 to 13.6]% per decade (0.73 to 1.07 million km2 per decade) for the
sea ice extent at summer minimum (perennial ice) and very likely 13.5
[11 to 16] % per decade for multi-year ice. There is medium confidence
from reconstructions that the current (1980–2012) Arctic summer sea
ice retreat was unprecedented and SSTs were anomalously high in the
perspective of at least the last 1,450 years. {4.2.2, 5.5.2}
It is likely that the annual period of surface melt on Arctic perennial
sea ice lengthened by 5.7 [4.8 to 6.6] days per decade over the period
1979–2012. Over this period, in the region between the East Siberian
Sea and the western Beaufort Sea, the duration of ice-free conditions
increased by nearly 3 months. {4.2.2}
There is high confidence that the average winter sea ice thickness
within the Arctic Basin decreased between 1980 and 2008. The average decrease was likely between 1.3 m and 2.3 m. High confidence in
this assessment is based on observations from multiple sources: submarine, electromagnetic probes and satellite altimetry; and is consistent
with the decline in multi-year and perennial ice extent. S atellite measurements made in the period 2010–2012 show a decrease in sea ice
volume compared to those made over the period 2003–2008 (medium
confidence). There is high confidence that in the Arctic, where the sea
ice thickness has decreased, the sea ice drift speed has increased. {4.2.2}
It is very likely that the annual Antarctic sea ice extent increased at a
rate of between 1.2 and 1.8% per decade (0.13 to 0.20 million km2
per decade) between 1979 and 2012 (very high confidence). There was
a greater increase in sea ice area, due to a decrease in the percentage of open water within the ice pack. There is high confidence that
there are strong regional differences in this annual rate, with some
regions increasing in extent/area and some decreasing. There are also
contrasting regions around the Antarctic where the ice-free season has
lengthened, and others where it has decreased over the satellite period
(high confidence). {4.2.3}

Technical Summary

TS.2.5.4 Glaciers and Ice Sheets
There is very high confidence that glaciers world-wide are persistently
shrinking as revealed by the time series of measured changes in glacier
length, area, volume and mass (Figures TS.1 and TS.3). The few exceptions are regionally and temporally limited. Measurements of glacier
change have increased substantially in number since AR4. Most of the
new data sets, along with a globally complete glacier inventory, have
been derived from satellite remote sensing {4.3.1, 4.3.3}
There is very high confidence that, during the last decade, the largest
contributions to global glacier ice loss were from glaciers in Alaska, the
Canadian Arctic, the periphery of the Greenland ice sheet, the Southern Andes and the Asian mountains. Together these areas account for
more than 80% of the total ice loss. Total mass loss from all glaciers
in the world, excluding those on the periphery of the ice sheets, was
very likely 226 [91 to 361] Gt yr–1 (sea level equivalent, 0.62 [0.25 to
0.99] mm yr–1) in the period 1971–2009, 275 [140 to 410] Gt yr–1 (0.76
[0.39 to 1.13] mm yr–1) in the period 1993–2009 and 301 [166 to 436]
Gt yr–1 (0.83 [0.46 to 1.20] mm yr–1) between 2005 and 20098. {4.3.3;
Tables 4.4, 4.5}

There is very high confidence that the Greenland ice sheet has lost ice
during the last two decades. Combinations of satellite and airborne
remote sensing together with field data indicate with high confidence
that the ice loss has occurred in several sectors and that large rates of
mass loss have spread to wider regions than reported in AR4 (Figure
TS.3). There is high confidence that the mass loss of the Greenland
ice sheet has accelerated since 1992: the average rate has very likely
increased from 34 [–6 to 74] Gt yr–1 over the period 1992–2001 (sea
level equivalent, 0.09 [–0.02 to 0.20] mm yr–1), to 215 [157 to 274] Gt
yr–1 over the period 2002–2011 (0.59 [0.43 to 0.76] mm yr–1). There is
high confidence that ice loss from Greenland resulted from increased
surface melt and runoff and increased outlet glacier discharge, and
these occurred in similar amounts. There is high confidence that the
area subject to summer melt has increased over the last two decades.
{4.4.2, 4.4.3}
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There is high confidence that current glacier extents are out of balance
with current climatic conditions, indicating that glaciers will continue to
shrink in the future even without further temperature increase. {4.3.3}
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Figure TS.3 | (Upper) Distribution of ice loss determined from Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) time-variable gravity for (a) Antarctica and (b) Greenland, shown
in centimetres of water per year (cm of water yr–1) for the period 2003–2012. (Lower) The assessment of the total loss of ice from glaciers and ice sheets in terms of mass (Gt) and
sea level equivalent (mm). The contribution from glaciers excludes those on the periphery of the ice sheets. {4.3.4; Figures 4.12–4.14, 4.16, 4.17, 4.25}

8

100 Gt yr–1 of ice loss corresponds to about 0.28 mm yr–1 of sea level equivalent.
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Thematic Focus Elements

TFE.1 | Water Cycle Change
The water cycle describes the continuous movement of water through the climate system in its liquid, solid and
vapour forms, and storage in the reservoirs of ocean, cryosphere, land surface and atmosphere. In the atmosphere,
water occurs primarily as a gas, water vapour, but it also occurs as ice and liquid water in clouds. The ocean is primarily liquid water, but the ocean is partly covered by ice in polar regions. Terrestrial water in liquid form appears
as surface water (lakes, rivers), soil moisture and groundwater. Solid terrestrial water occurs in ice sheets, glaciers,
snow and ice on the surface and permafrost. The movement of water in the climate system is essential to life on
land, as much of the water that falls on land as precipitation and supplies the soil moisture and river flow has been
evaporated from the ocean and transported to land by the atmosphere. Water that falls as snow in winter can
provide soil moisture in springtime and river flow in summer and is essential to both natural and human systems.
The movement of fresh water between the atmosphere and the ocean can also influence oceanic salinity, which is
an important driver of the density and circulation of the ocean. The latent heat contained in water vapour in the
atmosphere is critical to driving the circulation of the atmosphere on scales ranging from individual thunderstorms
to the global circulation of the atmosphere. {12.4.5; FAQ 3.2, FAQ 12.2}

TS

Observations of Water Cycle Change
Because the saturation vapour pressure of air increases with temperature, it is expected that the amount of water
vapour in air will increase with a warming climate. Observations from surface stations, radiosondes, global positioning systems and satellite measurements indicate increases in tropospheric water vapour at large spatial scales
(TFE.1, Figure 1). It is very likely that tropospheric specific humidity has increased since the 1970s. The magnitude
of the observed global change in tropospheric water vapour of about 3.5% in the past 40 years is consistent with
the observed temperature change of about 0.5°C during the same period, and the relative humidity has stayed
approximately constant. The water vapour change can be attributed to human influence with medium confidence.
{2.5.4, 10.3.2}
Changes in precipitation are harder to measure with the existing records, both because of the greater difficulty
in sampling precipitation and also because it is expected that precipitation will have a smaller fractional change
than the water vapour content of air as the climate warms. Some regional precipitation trends appear to be robust
(TFE.1, Figure 2), but when virtually all the land area is filled in using a reconstruction method, the resulting time
series of global mean land precipitation shows little change since 1900. At present there is medium confidence that
there has been a significant human influence on global scale changes in precipitation patterns, including increases
in Northern Hemisphere (NH) mid-to-high latitudes. Changes in the extremes of precipitation, and other climate
extremes related to the water cycle are comprehensively discussed in TFE.9. {2.5.1, 10.3.2}
Although direct trends in precipitation and evaporation are difficult to measure with the available records, the
observed oceanic surface salinity, which is strongly dependent on the difference between evaporation and precipitation, shows significant trends (TFE.1, Figure 1). The spatial patterns of the salinity trends since 1950 are very
similar to the mean salinity and the mean distribution of evaporation minus precipitation: regions of high salinity
where evaporation dominates have become more saline, while regions of low salinity where rainfall dominates
have become fresher (TFE.1, Figure 1). This provides indirect evidence that the pattern of evaporation minus precipitation over the oceans has been enhanced since the 1950s (medium confidence). The inferred changes in evaporation minus precipitation are consistent with the observed increased water vapour content of the warmer air. It is
very likely that observed changes in surface and subsurface salinity are due in part to anthropogenic climate forcings. {2.5, 3.3.2–3.3.4, 3.4, 3.9, 10.4.2; FAQ 3.2}
In most regions analysed, it is likely that decreasing numbers of snowfall events are occurring where increased
winter temperatures have been observed. Both satellite and in situ observations show significant reductions in
the NH snow cover extent over the past 90 years, with most of the reduction occurring in the 1980s. Snow cover
decreased most in June when the average extent decreased very likely by 53% (40 to 66%) over the period 1967
to 2012. From 1922 to 2012 only data from March and April are available and show very likely a 7% (4.5 to 9.5%)
decline. Because of earlier spring snowmelt, the duration of the NH snow season has declined by 5.3 days per
decade since the 1972/1973 winter. It is likely that there has been an anthropogenic component to these observed
reductions in snow cover since the 1970s. {4.5.2, 10.5.1, 10.5.3}
(continued on next page)
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TFE.1 (continued)
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TFE.1, Figure 1 | Changes in sea surface salinity are related to the atmospheric patterns of evaporation minus precipitation (E – P) and trends in total precipitable
water: (a) Linear trend (1988 to 2010) in total precipitable water (water vapour integrated from the Earth’s surface up through the entire atmosphere) (kg m–2 per
decade) from satellite observations. (b) The 1979–2005 climatological mean net evaporation minus precipitation (cm yr–1) from meteorological reanalysis data. (c) Trend
(1950–2000) in surface salinity (Practical Salinity Scale 78 (PSS78) per 50 years). (d) The climatological mean surface salinity (PSS78) (blues <35; yellows-reds >35). (e)
Global difference between salinity averaged over regions where the sea surface salinity is greater than the global mean sea surface salinity (“High Salinity”) and salinity
averaged over regions with values below the global mean (‘Low Salinity’). For details of data sources see Figure 3.21 and FAQ 3.2, Figure 1. {3.9}
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TFE.1 (continued)
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TFE.1, Figure 2 | Maps of observed precipitation change over land from 1901 to 2010 (left-hand panels) and 1951 to 2010 (right-hand panels) from the Climatic
Research Unit (CRU), Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN) and Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) data sets. Trends in annual accumulation have
been calculated only for those grid boxes with greater than 70% complete records and more than 20% data availability in first and last decile of the period. White areas
indicate incomplete or missing data. Black plus signs (+) indicate grid boxes where trends are significant (i.e., a trend of zero lies outside the 90% confidence interval).
Further detail regarding the related Figure SPM.2 is given in the TS Supplementary Material. {Figure 2.29; 2.5.1}

The most recent and most comprehensive analyses of river runoff do not support the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report
(AR4) conclusion that global runoff has increased during the 20th century. New results also indicate that the AR4
conclusions regarding global increasing trends in droughts since the 1970s are no longer supported. {2.5.2, 2.6.2}
Projections of Future Changes
Changes in the water cycle are projected to occur in a warming climate (TFE.1, Figure 3, see also TS 4.6, TS 5.6,
Annex I). Global-scale precipitation is projected to gradually increase in the 21st century. The precipitation increase
is projected to be much smaller (about 2% K–1) than the rate of lower tropospheric water vapour increase (about
7% K–1), due to global energetic constraints. Changes of average precipitation in a much warmer world will not be
uniform, with some regions experiencing increases, and others with decreases or not much change at all. The high
latitude land masses are likely to experience greater amounts of precipitation due to the additional water carrying
capacity of the warmer troposphere. Many mid-latitude and subtropical arid and semi-arid regions will likely experience less precipitation. The largest precipitation changes over northern Eurasia and North America are projected to
occur during the winter. {12.4.5, Annex I}
(continued on next page)
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TFE.1 (continued)

Regional to global-scale projections of soil moisture and drought remain relatively uncertain compared to other
aspects of the water cycle. Nonetheless, drying in the Mediterranean, southwestern USA and southern African
regions are consistent with projected changes in the Hadley Circulation, so drying in these regions as global temperatures increase is likely for several degrees of warming under the Representative Concentration Pathway RCP8.5.
Decreases in runoff are likely in southern Europe and the Middle East. Increased runoff is likely in high northern
latitudes, and consistent with the projected precipitation increases there. {12.4.5}
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Evaporation
TS

Relative humidity

E-P

Runoff

Soil moisture

TFE.1, Figure 3 | Annual mean changes in precipitation (P), evaporation (E), relative humidity, E – P, runoff and soil moisture for 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005
under the Representative Concentration Pathway RCP8.5 (see Box TS.6). The number of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) models to calculate
the multi-model mean is indicated in the upper right corner of each panel. Hatching indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is less than one standard
deviation of internal variability. Stippling indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is greater than two standard deviations of internal variability and where
90% of models agree on the sign of change (see Box 12.1). {Figures 12.25–12.27}
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There is high confidence that the Antarctic ice sheet has been losing ice
during the last two decades (Figure TS.3). There is very high confidence
that these losses are mainly from the northern Antarctic Peninsula and
the Amundsen Sea sector of West Antarctica and high confidence that
they result from the acceleration of outlet glaciers. The average rate
of ice loss from Antarctica likely increased from 30 [–37 to 97] Gt yr–1
(sea level equivalent, 0.08 [–0.10 to 0.27] mm yr–1) over the period
1992–2001, to 147 [72 to 221] Gt yr–1 over the period 2002–2011
(0.40 [0.20 to 0.61] mm yr–1). {4.4.2, 4.4.3}

TS

There is high confidence that in parts of Antarctica floating ice shelves
are undergoing substantial changes. There is medium confidence that
ice shelves are thinning in the Amundsen Sea region of West Antarctica,
and low confidence that this is due to high ocean heat flux. There
is high confidence that ice shelves around the Antarctic Peninsula
continue a long-term trend of retreat and partial collapse that began
decades ago. {4.4.2, 4.4.5}

TS.2.5.5 Snow Cover, Freshwater Ice and Frozen Ground
There is very high confidence that snow cover extent has decreased in
the NH, especially in spring (Figure TS.1). Satellite records indicate that
over the period 1967–2012, snow cover extent very likely decreased;
the largest change, –53% [–40 to –66%], occurred in June. No month
had statistically significant increases. Over the longer period, 1922–
2012, data are available only for March and April, but these show very
likely a 7% [4.5 to 9.5%] decline and a negative correlation (–0.76)
with March to April 40°N to 60°N land temperature. In the Southern
Hemisphere (SH), evidence is too limited to conclude whether changes
have occurred. {4.5.2, 4.5.3}
Permafrost temperatures have increased in most regions around the
world since the early 1980s (high confidence). These increases were
in response to increased air temperature and to changes in the timing
and thickness of snow cover (high confidence). The temperature
increase for colder permafrost was generally greater than for warmer
permafrost (high confidence). {4.7.2; Table 4.8}

above p resent, implying reduced volume of polar ice sheets. The best
estimates from various methods imply with high confidence that sea
level has not exceeded +20 m during the warmest periods of the
Pliocene, due to deglaciation of the Greenland and West Antarctic ice
sheets and areas of the East Antarctic ice sheet. {5.6.1, 13.2}
There is very high confidence that maximum GMSL during the last interglacial period (129 to 116 ka) was, for several thousand years, at least
5 m higher than present and high confidence that it did not exceed 10
m above present, implying substantial contributions from the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets. This change in sea level occurred in the
context of different orbital forcing and with high-latitude surface temperature, averaged over several thousand years, at least 2°C warmer
than present (high confidence). Based on ice sheet model simulations
consistent with elevation changes derived from a new Greenland ice
core, the Greenland ice sheet very likely contributed between 1.4 m
and 4.3 m sea level equivalent, implying with medium confidence a
contribution from the Antarctic ice sheet to the GMSL during the Last
Interglacial Period. {5.3.4, 5.6.2, 13.2.1}
Proxy and instrumental sea level data indicate a transition in the late
19th to the early 20th century from relatively low mean rates of rise
over the previous two millennia to higher rates of rise (high confidence) {3.7, 3.7.4, 5.6.3, 13.2}
GMSL has risen by 0.19 [0.17 to 0.21] m, estimated from a linear trend
over the period 1901–2010, based on tide gauge records and additionally on satellite data since 1993. It is very likely that the mean rate of
sea level rise was 1.7 [1.5 to 1.9] mm yr–1 between 1901 and 2010.
Between 1993 and 2010, the rate was very likely higher at 3.2 [2.8
to 3.6] mm yr–1; similarly high rates likely occurred between 1920 and
1950. The rate of GMSL rise has likely increased since the early 1900s,
with estimates ranging from 0.000 [–0.002 to 0.002] to 0.013 [–0.007
to 0.019] mm yr–2. {3.7, 5.6.3, 13.2}

TS.2.7

Changes in Extremes

TS.2.7.1 Atmosphere
TS.2.6

Changes in Sea Level

The primary contributions to changes in the volume of water in the
ocean are the expansion of the ocean water as it warms and the transfer to the ocean of water currently stored on land, particularly from
glaciers and ice sheets. Water impoundment in reservoirs and ground
water depletion (and its subsequent runoff to the ocean) also affect
sea level. Change in sea level relative to the land (relative sea level)
can be significantly different from the global mean sea level (GMSL)
change because of changes in the distribution of water in the ocean,
vertical movement of the land and changes in the Earth’s gravitational
field. For an overview on the scientific understanding and uncertainties associated with recent (and projected) sea level change see TFE.2.
{3.7.3, 13.1}
During warm intervals of the mid Pliocene (3.3 to 3.0 Ma), when
there is medium confidence that GMSTs were 1.9°C to 3.6°C warmer
than for pre-industrial climate and carbon dioxide (CO2) levels were
between 350 and 450 ppm, there is high confidence that GMSL was
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Recent analyses of extreme events generally support the AR4 and SREX
conclusions (see TFE.9 and in particular TFE.9, Table 1, for a synthesis).
It is very likely that the number of cold days and nights has decreased
and the number of warm days and nights has increased on the global
scale between 1951 and 2010. Globally, there is medium confidence
that the length and frequency of warm spells, including heat waves,
has increased since the middle of the 20th century, mostly owing to
lack of data or studies in Africa and South America. However, it is likely
that heat wave frequency has increased over this period in large parts
of Europe, Asia and Australia. {2.6.1; Tables 2.12, 2.13}
It is likely that since about 1950 the number of heavy precipitation
events over land has increased in more regions than it has decreased.
Confidence is highest for North America and Europe where there have
been likely increases in either the frequency or intensity of heavy precipitation with some seasonal and regional variations. It is very likely
that there have been trends towards heavier precipitation events in
central North America. {2.6.2; Table 2.13}
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TFE.2 | Sea Level Change: Scientific Understanding and Uncertainties
After the Last Glacial Maximum, global mean sea levels (GMSLs) reached close to present-day values several thousand years ago. Since then, it is virtually certain that the rate of sea level rise has increased from low rates of sea
level change during the late Holocene (order tenths of mm yr–1) to 20th century rates (order mm yr–1, Figure TS1).
{3.7, 5.6, 13.2}
Ocean thermal expansion and glacier mass loss are the dominant contributors to GMSL rise during the 20th century
(high confidence). It is very likely that warming of the ocean has contributed 0.8 [0.5 to 1.1] mm yr–1 of sea level
change during 1971–2010, with the majority of the contribution coming from the upper 700 m. The model mean
rate of ocean thermal expansion for 1971–2010 is close to observations. {3.7, 13.3}
Observations, combined with improved methods of analysis, indicate that the global glacier contribution (excluding
the peripheral glaciers around Greenland and Antarctica) to sea level was 0.25 to 0.99 mm yr–1 sea level equivalent
during 1971–2010. Medium confidence in global glacier mass balance models used for projections of glacier changes arises from the process-based understanding of glacier surface mass balance, the consistency of observations and
models of glacier changes, and the evidence that Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Model (AOGCM) climate
simulations can provide realitistic climate input. A simulation using observed climate data shows a larger rate of
glacier mass loss during the 1930s than the simulations using AOGCM input, possibly a result of an episode of warming in Greenland associated with unforced regional climate variability. {4.3, 13.3}

TS

Observations indicate that the Greenland ice sheet has very likely experienced a net loss of mass due to both
increased surface melting and runoff, and increased ice discharge over the last two decades (Figure TS.3). Regional
climate models indicate that Greenland ice sheet surface mass balance showed no significant trend from the 1960s
to the 1980s, but melting and consequent runoff has increased since the early 1990s. This tendency is related to
pronounced regional warming, which may be attributed to a combination of anomalous regional variability in
recent years and anthropogenic climate change. High confidence in projections of future warming in Greenland
and increased surface melting is based on the qualitative agreements of models in projecting amplified warming at
high northern latitudes for well-understood physical reasons. {4.4, 13.3}
There is high confidence that the Antarctic ice sheet is in a state of net mass loss and its contribution to sea level
is also likely to have increased over the last two decades. Acceleration in ice outflow has been observed since the
1990s, especially in the Amundsen Sea sector of West Antarctica. Interannual variability in accumulation is large
and as a result no significant trend is present in accumulation since 1979 in either models or observations. Surface
melting is currently negligible in Antarctica. {4.4, 13.3}
Model-based estimates of climate-related changes in water storage on land (as snow cover, surface water, soil moisture and ground water) do not show significant long-term contributions to sea level change for recent decades.
However, human-induced changes (reservoir impoundment and groundwater depletion) have each contributed at
least several tenths of mm yr–1 to sea level change. Reservoir impoundment exceeded groundwater depletion for
the majority of the 20th century but the rate of groundwater depletion has increased and now exceeds the rate of
impoundment. Their combined net contribution for the 20th century is estimated to be small. {13.3}
The observed GMSL rise for 1993–2010 is consistent with the sum of the observationally estimated contributions
(TFE.2, Figure 1e). The closure of the observational budget for recent periods within uncertainties represents a
significant advance since the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report in physical understanding of the causes of past GMSL
change, and provides an improved basis for critical evaluation of models of these contributions in order to assess
their reliability for making projections. {13.3}
The sum of modelled ocean thermal expansion and glacier contributions and the estimated change in land water
storage (which is relatively small) accounts for about 65% of the observed GMSL rise for 1901–1990, and 90% for
1971–2010 and 1993–2010 (TFE.2, Figure 1). After inclusion of small long-term contributions from ice sheets and
the possible greater mass loss from glaciers during the 1930s due to unforced climate variability, the sum of the
modelled contribution is close to the observed rise. The addition of the observed ice sheet contribution since 1993
improves the agreement further between the observed and modelled sea level rise (TFE.2, Figure 1). The evidence
now available gives a clearer account than in previous IPCC assessments of 20th century sea level change. {13.3}
(continued on next page)
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TFE.2 (continued)

(a)

Tide gauge

(b)
TS

(c)

(d)

(e)

Year
TFE.2, Figure 1 | (a) The observed and modelled sea level for 1900 to 2010. (b) The rates of sea level change for the same period, with the satellite altimeter data
shown as a red dot for the rate. (c) The observed and modelled sea level for 1961 to 2010. (d) The observed and modelled sea level for 1990 to 2010. Panel (e) compares the sum of the observed contributions (orange) and the observed sea level from the satellite altimeter data (red). Estimates of GMSL from different sources are
given, with the shading indicating the uncertainty estimates (two standard deviations). The satellite altimeter data since 1993 are shown in red. The grey lines in panels
(a)-(d) are the sums of the contributions from modelled ocean thermal expansion and glaciers (excluding glaciers peripheral to the Antarctic ice sheet), plus changes
in land-water storage (see Figure 13.4). The black line is the mean of the grey lines plus a correction of thermal expansion for the omission of volcanic forcing in the
Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Model (AOGCM) control experiments (see Section 13.3.1). The dashed black line (adjusted model mean) is the sum of the corrected model mean thermal expansion, the change in land water storage, the glacier estimate using observed (rather than modelled) climate (see Figure 13.4), and an
illustrative long-term ice-sheet contribution (of 0.1 mm yr–1). The dotted black line is the adjusted model mean but now including the observed ice-sheet contributions,
which begin in 1993. Because the observational ice-sheet estimates include the glaciers peripheral to the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets (from Section 4.4), the
contribution from glaciers to the adjusted model mean excludes the peripheral glaciers (PGs) to avoid double counting. {13.3; Figure 13.7}
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TFE.2 (continued)

When calibrated appropriately, recently improved dynamical ice sheet models can reproduce the observed rapid
changes in ice sheet outflow for individual glacier systems (e.g., Pine Island Glacier in Antarctica; medium confidence). However, models of ice sheet response to global warming and particularly ice sheet–ocean interactions are
incomplete and the omission of ice sheet models, especially of dynamics, from the model budget of the past means
that they have not been as critically evaluated as other contributions. {13.3, 13.4}

TS

TFE.2, Figure 2 | Compilation of paleo sealevel data (purple), tide gauge data (blue, red and green), altimeter data (light blue) and central estimates and likely ranges
for projections of global mean sea level rise from the combination of CMIP5 and process-based models for RCP2.6 (blue) and RCP8.5 (red) scenarios, all relative to
pre-industrial values. {Figures 13.3, 13.11, 13.27}

GMSL rise for 2081–2100 (relative to 1986–2005) for the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) will likely
be in the 5 to 95% ranges derived from Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) climate projections in combination with process-based models of other contributions (medium confidence), that is, 0.26 to 0.55 m
(RCP2.6), 0.32 to 0.63 m (RCP4.5), 0.33 to 0.63 m (RCP6.0), 0.45 to 0.82 (RCP8.5) m (see Table TS.1 and Figure TS.15 for
RCP forcing). For RCP8.5 the range at 2100 is 0.52 to 0.98 m. Confidence in the projected likely ranges comes from
the consistency of process-based models with observations and physical understanding. It is assessed that there is
currently insufficient evidence to evaluate the probability of specific levels above the likely range. Based on current
understanding, only the collapse of marine-based sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet, if initiated, could cause GMSL
to rise substantially above the likely range during the 21st century. There is a lack of consensus on the probability
for such a collapse, and the potential additional contribution to GMSL rise cannot be precisely quantified, but there
is medium confidence that it would not exceed several tenths of a metre of sea level rise during the 21st century. It
is virtually certain that GMSL rise will continue beyond 2100. {13.5.1, 13.5.3}
Many semi-empirical models projections of GMSL rise are higher than process-based model projections, but there is
no consensus in the scientific community about their reliability and there is thus low confidence in their projections.
{13.5.2, 13.5.3}
TFE.2, Figure 2 combines the paleo, tide gauge and altimeter observations of sea level rise from 1700 with the projected GMSL change to 2100. {13.5, 13.7, 13.8}
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There is low confidence in a global-scale observed trend in drought or
dryness (lack of rainfall), owing to lack of direct observations, dependencies of inferred trends on the index choice and geographical inconsistencies in the trends. However, this masks important regional changes and, for example, the frequency and intensity of drought have likely
increased in the Mediterranean and West Africa and likely decreased
in central North America and northwest Australia since 1950. {2.6.2;
Table 2.13}

TS

There is high confidence for droughts during the last millennium of
greater magnitude and longer duration than those observed since the
beginning of the 20th century in many regions. There is medium confidence that more megadroughts occurred in monsoon Asia and wetter
conditions prevailed in arid Central Asia and the South American monsoon region during the Little Ice Age (1450–1850) compared to the
Medieval Climate Anomaly (950–1250). {5.5.4, 5.5.5}
Confidence remains low for long-term (centennial) changes in tropical cyclone activity, after accounting for past changes in observing
capabilities. However, for the years since the 1970s, it is virtually certain that the frequency and intensity of storms in the North Atlantic
have increased although the reasons for this increase are debated (see
TFE.9). There is low confidence of large-scale trends in storminess over
the last century and there is still insufficient evidence to determine
whether robust trends exist in small-scale severe weather events such
as hail or thunderstorms. {2.6.2–2.6.4}
With high confidence, floods larger than recorded since the 20th century occurred during the past five centuries in northern and central
Europe, the western Mediterranean region and eastern Asia. There
is medium confidence that in the Near East, India and central North
America, modern large floods are comparable or surpass historical
floods in magnitude and/or frequency. {5.5.5}

TS.2.7.2 Oceans
It is likely that the magnitude of extreme high sea level events has
increased since 1970 (see TFE.9, Table 1). Most of the increase in
extreme sea level can be explained by the mean sea level rise: changes
in extreme high sea levels are reduced to less than 5 mm yr–1 at 94%
of tide gauges once the rise in mean sea level is accounted for. There
is medium confidence based on reanalysis forced model hindcasts and
ship observations that mean significant wave height has increased
since the 1950s over much of the North Atlantic north of 45°N, with
typical winter season trends of up to 20 cm per decade. {3.4.5, 3.7.5}

TS.2.8

Changes in Carbon and Other Biogeochemical
Cycles

Concentrations of the atmospheric greenhouse gases (GHGs) carbon
dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) in 2011 exceed
the range of concentrations recorded in ice cores during the past 800
kyr. Past changes in atmospheric GHG concentrations are determined

with very high confidence from polar ice cores. Since AR4 these records
have been extended from 650 ka to 800 ka. {5.2.2}
With very high confidence, the current rates of CO2, CH4 and N2O rise
in atmospheric concentrations and the associated increases in RF are
unprecedented with respect to the ‘highest resolution’ ice core records
of the last 22 kyr. There is medium confidence that the rate of change
of the observed GHG rise is also unprecedented compared with the
lower resolution records of the past 800 kyr. {2.2.1, 5.2.2}
In several periods characterized by high atmospheric CO2 concentrations, there is medium confidence that global mean temperature was
significantly above pre-industrial level. During the mid-Pliocene (3.3
to 3.0 Ma), atmospheric CO2 concentration between 350 ppm and
450 ppm (medium confidence) occurred when GMST was 1.9°C to
3.6°C warmer (medium confidence) than for pre-industrial climate.
During the Early Eocene (52 to 48 Ma), atmospheric CO2 concentration exceeded about 1000 ppm when GMST was 9°C to 14°C higher
(medium confidence) than for pre-industrial conditions. {5.3.1}

TS.2.8.1 Carbon Dioxide
Between 1750 and 2011, CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion
and cement production are estimated from energy and fuel use statistics to have released 375 [345 to 405] PgC9. In 2002–2011, average
fossil fuel and cement manufacturing emissions were 8.3 [7.6 to 9.0]
PgC yr–1 (high confidence), with an average growth rate of 3.2% yr–1
(Figure TS.4). This rate of increase of fossil fuel emissions is higher than
during the 1990s (1.0% yr–1). In 2011, fossil fuel emissions were 9.5
[8.7 to 10.3] PgC. {2.2.1, 6.3.1; Table 6.1}
Between 1750 and 2011, land use change (mainly deforestation),
derived from land cover data and modelling, is estimated to have
released 180 [100 to 260] PgC. Land use change emissions between
2002 and 2011 are dominated by tropical deforestation, and are estimated at 0.9 [0.1 to 1.7] PgC yr–1 (medium confidence), with possibly a
small decrease from the 1990s due to lower reported forest loss during
this decade. This estimate includes gross deforestation emissions of
around 3 PgC yr–1 compensated by around 2 PgC yr–1 of forest regrowth
in some regions, mainly abandoned agricultural land. {6.3.2; Table 6.2}
Of the 555 [470 to 640] PgC released to the atmosphere from fossil
fuel and land use emissions from 1750 to 2011, 240 [230 to 250] PgC
accumulated in the atmosphere, as estimated with very high accuracy
from the observed increase of atmospheric CO2 concentration from
278 [273 to 283] ppm10 in 1750 to 390.5 [390.4 to 390.6] ppm in
2011. The amount of CO2 in the atmosphere grew by 4.0 [3.8 to 4.2]
PgC yr–1 in the first decade of the 21st century. The distribution of
observed atmospheric CO2 increases with latitude clearly shows that
the increases are driven by anthropogenic emissions that occur primarily in the industrialized countries north of the equator. Based on annual
average concentrations, stations in the NH show slightly higher concentrations than stations in the SH. An independent line of evidence

9

1 Petagram of carbon = 1 PgC = 1015 grams of carbon = 1 Gigatonne of carbon = 1 GtC. This corresponds to 3.667 GtCO2.

10

ppm (parts per million) or ppb (parts per billion, 1 billion = 1000 million) is the ratio of the number of greenhouse gas molecules to the total number of molecules of dry air. For
example, 300 ppm means 300 molecules of a greenhouse gas per million molecules of dry air.
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for the anthropogenic origin of the observed atmospheric CO2 increase
comes from the observed consistent decrease in atmospheric oxygen
(O2) content and a decrease in the stable isotopic ratio of CO2 (13C/12C)
in the atmosphere (Figure TS.5). {2.2.1, 6.1.3}
The remaining amount of carbon released by fossil fuel and land
use emissions has been re-absorbed by the ocean and terrestrial
ecosystems. Based on high agreement between independent estimates using different methods and data sets (e.g., oceanic carbon,
oxygen and transient tracer data), it is very likely that the global ocean
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inventory of anthropogenic carbon increased from 1994 to 2010. In
2011, it is estimated to be 155 [125 to 185] PgC. The annual global
oceanic uptake rates calculated from independent data sets (from
changes in the oceanic inventory of anthropogenic carbon, from measurements of the atmospheric oxygen to nitrogen ratio (O2/N2) or from
CO2 partial pressure (pCO2) data) and for different time periods agree
with each other within their uncertainties, and very likely are in the
range of 1.0 to 3.2 PgC yr–1. Regional observations of the storage
rate of anthropogenic carbon in the ocean are in broad agreement
with the expected rate resulting from the increase in atmospheric CO2
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Figure TS.4 | Annual anthropogenic CO2 emissions and their partitioning among the atmosphere, land and ocean (PgC yr–1) from 1750 to 2011. (Top) Fossil fuel and cement
CO2 emissions by category, estimated by the Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC). (Bottom) Fossil fuel and cement CO2 emissions as above. CO2 emissions from
net land use change, mainly deforestation, are based on land cover change data (see Table 6.2). The atmospheric CO2 growth rate prior to 1959 is based on a spline fit to ice core
observations and a synthesis of atmospheric measurements from 1959. The fit to ice core observations does not capture the large interannual variability in atmospheric CO2 and
is represented with a dashed line. The ocean CO2 sink is from a combination of models and observations. The residual land sink (term in green in the figure) is computed from the
residual of the other terms. The emissions and their partitioning include only the fluxes that have changed since 1750, and not the natural CO2 fluxes (e.g., atmospheric CO2 uptake
from weathering, outgassing of CO2 from lakes and rivers and outgassing of CO2 by the ocean from carbon delivered by rivers; see Figure 6.1) between the atmosphere, land and
ocean reservoirs that existed before that time and still exist today. The uncertainties in the various terms are discussed in Chapter 6 and reported in Table 6.1 for decadal mean
values. {Figure 6.8}
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the beginning of the industrial era (high confidence), corresponding to
a 26% increase in hydrogen ion concentration. The observed pH trends
range between –0.0014 and –0.0024 per year in surface waters. In
the ocean interior, natural physical and biological processes, as well as
uptake of anthropogenic CO2, can cause changes in pH over decadal
and longer time scales. {3.8.2; Box 3.2; Table 3.2; FAQ 3.3}

TS.2.8.3 Methane
The concentration of CH4 has increased by a factor of 2.5 since preindustrial times, from 722 [697 to 747] ppb in 1750 to 1803 [1799 to
1807] ppb in 2011 (Figure TS.5). There is very high confidence that the
atmospheric CH4 increase during the Industrial Era is caused by anthropogenic activities. The massive increase in the number of ruminants,
the emissions from fossil fuel extraction and use, the expansion of
rice paddy agriculture and the emissions from landfills and waste are
the dominant anthropogenic CH4 sources. Anthropogenic emissions
account for 50 to 65% of total emissions. By including natural geological CH4 emissions that were not accounted for in previous budgets, the
fossil component of the total CH4 emissions (i.e., anthropogenic emissions related to leaks in the fossil fuel industry and natural geological
leaks) is now estimated to amount to about 30% of the total CH4 emissions (medium confidence). {2.2.1, 6.1, 6.3.3}

TS

Figure TS.5 | Atmospheric concentration of CO2, oxygen, 13C/12C stable isotope ratio
in CO2, as well as CH4 and N2O atmospheric concentrations and oceanic surface observations of CO2 partial pressure (pCO2) and pH, recorded at representative time series
stations in the Northern and the Southern Hemispheres. MLO: Mauna Loa Observatory,
Hawaii; SPO: South Pole; HOT: Hawaii Ocean Time-Series station; MHD: Mace Head,
Ireland; CGO: Cape Grim, Tasmania; ALT: Alert, Northwest Territories, Canada. Further
detail regarding the related Figure SPM.4 is given in the TS Supplementary Material.
{Figures 3.18, 6.3; FAQ 3.3, Figure 1}

In recent decades, CH4 growth in the atmosphere has been variable. CH4
concentrations were relatively stable for about a decade in the 1990s,
but then started growing again starting in 2007. The exact drivers of
this renewed growth are still debated. Climate-driven fluctuations of
CH4 emissions from natural wetlands (177 to 284 ×1012 g (CH4) yr–1 for
2000–2009 based on bottom-up estimates) are the main drivers of the
global interannual variability of CH4 emissions (high confidence), with
a smaller contribution from biomass burning emissions during high fire
years {2.2.1, 6.3.3; Table 6.8}.

TS.2.8.4 Nitrous Oxide
concentrations, but with significant spatial and temporal variations.
{3.8.1, 6.3}
Natural terrestrial ecosystems (those not affected by land use change)
are estimated by difference from changes in other reservoirs to have
accumulated 160 [70 to 250] PgC between 1750 and 2011. The gain
of carbon by natural terrestrial ecosystems is estimated to take place
mainly through the uptake of CO2 by enhanced photosynthesis at
higher CO2 levels and nitrogen deposition and longer growing seasons
in mid and high latitudes. Natural carbon sinks vary regionally owing
to physical, biological and chemical processes acting on different time
scales. An excess of atmospheric CO2 absorbed by land ecosystems
gets stored as organic matter in diverse carbon pools, from short-lived
(leaves, fine roots) to long-lived (stems, soil carbon). {6.3; Table 6.1}

TS.2.8.2 Carbon and Ocean Acidification

Since pre-industrial times, the concentration of N2O in the atmosphere
has increased by a factor of 1.2 (Figure TS.5). Changes in the nitrogen cycle, in addition to interactions with CO2 sources and sinks, affect
emissions of N2O both on land and from the ocean. {2.2.1, 6.4.6}

TS.2.8.5 Oceanic Oxygen
High agreement among analyses provides medium confidence that
oxygen concentrations have decreased in the open ocean thermocline
in many ocean regions since the 1960s. The general decline is consistent with the expectation that warming-induced stratification leads
to a decrease in the supply of oxygen to the thermocline from near
surface waters, that warmer waters can hold less oxygen and that
changes in wind-driven circulation affect oxygen concentrations. It is
likely that the tropical oxygen minimum zones have expanded in recent
decades. {3.8.3}

Oceanic uptake of anthropogenic CO2 results in gradual acidification of
the ocean. The pH11 of ocean surface water has decreased by 0.1 since

11
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pH is a measure of acidity: a decrease in pH value means an increase in acidity, that is, acidification.
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TS.3

Drivers of Climate Change

TS.3.1

Introduction

Human activities have changed and continue to change the Earth’s
surface and atmospheric composition. Some of these changes have
a direct or indirect impact on the energy balance of the Earth and are
thus drivers of climate change. Radiative forcing (RF) is a measure of
the net change in the energy balance of the Earth system in response to
some external perturbation (see Box TS.2), with positive RF leading to
a warming and negative RF to a cooling. The RF concept is valuable for
comparing the influence on GMST of most individual agents affecting
the Earth’s radiation balance. The quantitative values provided in AR5
are consistent with those in previous IPCC reports, though there have
been some important revisions (Figure TS.6). Effective radiative forcing (ERF) is now used to quantify the impact of some forcing agents
that involve rapid adjustments of components of the atmosphere and
surface that are assumed constant in the RF concept (see Box TS.2).
RF and ERF are estimated from the change between 1750 and 2011,
referred to as ‘Industrial Era’, if other time periods are not explicitly
stated. Uncertainties are given associated with the best estimates of
RF and ERF, with values representing the 5 to 95% (90%) confidence
range. {8.1, 7.1}
In addition to the global mean RF or ERF, the spatial distribution and
temporal evolution of forcing, as well as climate feedbacks, play a
role in determining the eventual impact of various drivers on climate.
Land surface changes may also impact the local and regional climate
through processes that are not radiative in nature. {8.1, 8.3.5, 8.6}

TS.3.2

Radiative Forcing from Greenhouse Gases

Human activity leads to change in the atmospheric composition either
directly (via emissions of gases or particles) or indirectly (via atmospheric chemistry). Anthropogenic emissions have driven the changes

in well-mixed greenhouse gas (WMGHG) concentrations during the
Industrial Era (see Section TS.2.8 and TFE.7). As historical WMGHG
concentrations since the pre-industrial are well known based on direct
measurements and ice core records, and WMGHG radiative properties are also well known, the computation of RF due to concentration changes provides tightly constrained values (Figure TS.6). There
has not been significant change in our understanding of WMGHG
radiative impact, so that the changes in RF estimates relative to AR4
are due essentially to concentration increases. The best estimate for
WMGHG ERF is the same as RF, but the uncertainty range is twice as
large due to the poorly constrained cloud responses. Owing to highquality observations, it is certain that increasing atmospheric burdens
of most WMGHGs, especially CO2, resulted in a further increase in their
RF from 2005 to 2011. Based on concentration changes, the RF of all
WMGHGs in 2011 is 2.83 [2.54 to 3.12] W m–2 (very high confidence).
This is an increase since AR4 of 0.20 [0.18 to 0.22] W m–2, with nearly
all of the increase due to the increase in the abundance of CO2 since
2005. The Industrial Era RF for CO2 alone is 1.82 [1.63 to 2.01] W m–2.
Over the last 15 years, CO2 has been the dominant contributor to the
increase in RF from the WMGHGs, with RF of CO2 having an average
growth rate slightly less than 0.3 W m–2 per decade. The uncertainty in
the WMGHG RF is due in part to its radiative properties but mostly to
the full accounting of atmospheric radiative transfer including clouds.
{2.2.1, 5.2, 6.3, 8.3, 8.3.2; Table 6.1}
After a decade of near stability, the recent increase of CH4 concentration led to an enhanced RF compared to AR4 by 2% to 0.48 [0.43 to
0.53] W m–2. It is very likely that the RF from CH4 is now larger than that
of all halocarbons combined. {2.2.1, 8.3.2}
Atmospheric N2O has increased by 6% since AR4, causing an RF of 0.17
[0.14 to 0.20] W m–2. N2O concentrations continue to rise while those
of dichlorodifluoromethane (CF2Cl2, CFC-12), the third largest WMGHG
contributor to RF for several decades, are decreasing due to phaseout of emissions of this chemical under the Montreal Protocol. Since

Box TS.2 | Radiative Forcing and Effective Radiative Forcing
RF and ERF are used to quantify the change in the Earth’s energy balance that occurs as a result of an externally imposed change. They
are expressed in watts per square metre (W m–2). RF is defined in AR5, as in previous IPCC assessments, as the change in net downward
flux (shortwave + longwave) at the tropopause after allowing for stratospheric temperatures to readjust to radiative equilibrium, while
holding other state variables such as tropospheric temperatures, water vapour and cloud cover fixed at the unperturbed values (see
Glossary). {8.1.1}
Although the RF concept has proved very valuable, improved understanding has shown that including rapid adjustments of the Earth’s
surface and troposphere can provide a better metric for quantifying the climate response. These rapid adjustments occur over a variety
of time scales, but are relatively distinct from responses to GMST change. Aerosols in particular impact the atmosphere temperature
profile and cloud properties on a time scale much shorter than adjustments of the ocean (even the upper layer) to forcings. The ERF
concept defined in AR5 allows rapid adjustments to perturbations, for all variables except for GMST or ocean temperature and sea ice
cover. The ERF and RF values are significantly different for the anthropogenic aerosols, owing to their influence on clouds and on snow
or ice cover. For other components that drive the Earth’s energy balance, such as GHGs, ERF and RF are fairly similar, and RF may have
comparable utility given that it requires fewer computational resources to calculate and is not affected by meteorological variability
and hence can better isolate small forcings. In cases where RF and ERF differ substantially, ERF has been shown to be a better indicator
of the GMST response and is therefore emphasized in AR5. {7.1, 8.1; Box 8.1}
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AR4, N2O has overtaken CFC-12 to become the third largest WMGHG
contributor to RF. The RF from halocarbons is very similar to the value
in AR4, with a reduced RF from CFCs but increases in many of their
replacements. Four of the halocarbons (trichlorofluoromethane (CFCl3,
CFC-11), CFC-12, trichlorotrifluoroethane (CF2ClCFCl2, CFC-113) and
chlorodifluoromethane (CHF2Cl, HCFC-22) account for 85% of the total
halocarbon RF. The former three compounds have declining RF over
the last 5 years but are more than compensated for by the increased

RF from HCFC-22. There is high confidence that the growth rate in RF
from all WMGHG is weaker over the last decade than in the 1970s and
1980s owing to a slower increase in the non-CO2 RF. {2.2.1, 8.3.2}
The short-lived GHGs ozone (O3) and stratospheric water vapour also
contribute to anthropogenic forcing. Observations indicate that O3
likely increased at many undisturbed (background) locations through
the 1990s. These increases have continued mainly over Asia (though
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Figure TS.6 | Radiative forcing (RF) and Effective radiative forcing (ERF) of climate change during the Industrial Era. (Top) Forcing by concentration change between 1750 and
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observations cover a limited area) and flattened over Europe during
the last decade. The total RF due to changes in O3 is 0.35 [0.15 to 0.55]
W m–2 (high confidence), with RF due to tropospheric O3 of 0.40 [0.20
to 0.60] W m–2 (high confidence) and due to stratospheric O3 of –0.05
[–0.15 to +0.05] W m–2 (high confidence). O3 is not emitted directly
into the atmosphere; instead it is formed by photochemical reactions.
In the troposphere these reactions involve precursor compounds that
are emitted into the atmosphere from a variety of natural and anthropogenic sources. Tropospheric O3 RF is largely attributed to increases
in emissions of CH4, carbon monoxide, volatile organics and nitrogen
oxides, while stratospheric RF results primarily from O3 depletion by
anthropogenic halocarbons. However, there is now strong evidence
for substantial links between the changes in tropospheric and stratospheric O3 and a total O3 RF of 0.50 [0.30 to 0.70] W m–2 is attributed
to tropospheric O3 precursor emissions and –0.15 [–0.30 to 0.00] W
m–2 to O3 depletion by halocarbons. There is strong evidence that tropospheric O3 also has a detrimental impact on vegetation physiology,
and therefore on its CO2 uptake. This reduced uptake leads to an indirect increase in the atmospheric CO2 concentration. Thus a fraction of
the CO2 RF should be attributed to ozone or its precursors rather than
direct emission of CO2, but there is a low confidence on the quantitative estimates. RF for stratospheric water vapour produced from CH4
oxidation is 0.07 [0.02 to 0.12] W m–2. Other changes in stratospheric
water vapour, and all changes in water vapour in the troposphere, are
regarded as a feedback rather than a forcing. {2.2.2, 8.1–8.3; FAQ 8.1}

microphysical effects on mixed-phase, ice and convective clouds. This
range was obtained by giving equal weight to satellite-based studies
and estimates from climate models. It is consistent with multiple lines
of evidence suggesting less negative estimates for aerosol–cloud interactions than those discussed in AR4. {7.4, 7.5, 8.5}

TS.3.3

There is robust evidence that anthropogenic land use changes such as
deforestation have increased the land surface albedo, which leads to
an RF of –0.15 [–0.25 to –0.05] W m–2. There is still a large spread of
quantitative estimates owing to different assumptions for the albedo of
natural and managed surfaces (e.g., croplands, pastures). In addition,
the time evolution of the land use change, and in particular how much
was already completed in the reference year 1750, are still debated.
Furthermore, land use change causes other modifications that are not
radiative but impact the surface temperature, including modifications
in the surface roughness, latent heat flux, river runoff and irrigation.
These are more uncertain and they are difficult to quantify, but they
tend to offset the impact of albedo changes at the global scale. As a
consequence, there is low agreement on the sign of the net change
in global mean temperature as a result of land use change. Land use
change, and in particular deforestation, also has significant impacts on
WMGHG concentrations. It contributes to the corresponding RF associated with CO2 emissions or concentration changes. {8.3.5}

Radiative Forcing from Anthropogenic Aerosols

Anthropogenic aerosols are responsible for an RF of climate through
multiple processes which can be grouped into two types: aerosol–radiation interactions (ari) and aerosol–cloud interactions (aci). There has
been progress since AR4 on observing and modelling climate-relevant
aerosol properties (including their size distribution, hygroscopicity,
chemical composition, mixing state, optical and cloud nucleation properties) and their atmospheric distribution. Nevertheless, substantial
uncertainties remain in assessments of long-term trends of global
aerosol optical depth and other global properties of aerosols due to
difficulties in measurement and lack of observations of some relevant
parameters, high spatial and temporal variability and the relatively
short observational records that exist. The anthropogenic RFari is given
a best estimate of –0.35 [–0.85 to +0.15] W m–2 (high confidence)
using evidence from aerosol models and some constraints from observations. The RFari is caused by multiple aerosol types (see Section
TS3.6). The rapid adjustment to RFari leads to further negative forcing,
in particular through cloud adjustments, and is attributable primarily
to black carbon. As a consequence, the ERFari is more negative than
the RFari (low confidence) and given a best estimate of –0.45 [–0.95 to
+0.05] W m–2. The assessment for RFari is less negative than reported
in AR4 because of a re-evaluation of aerosol absorption. The uncertainty estimate is wider but more robust. {2.2.3, 7.3, 7.5.2}
Improved understanding of aerosol–cloud interactions has led to a
reduction in the magnitude of many global aerosol–cloud forcings estimates. The total ERF due to aerosols (ERFari+aci, excluding the effect
of absorbing aerosol on snow and ice) is assessed to be –0.9 [–1.9
to –0.1] W m–2 (medium confidence). This estimate encompasses all
rapid adjustments, including changes to the cloud lifetime and aerosol

The RF from black carbon (BC) on snow and ice is assessed to be 0.04
[0.02 to 0.09] W m–2 (low confidence). Unlike in the previous IPCC
assessment, this estimate includes the effects on sea ice, accounts for
more physical processes and incorporates evidence from both models
and observations. This RF causes a two to four times larger GMST
change per unit forcing than CO2 primarily because all of the forcing energy is deposited directly into the cryosphere, whose evolution
drives a positive albedo feedback on climate. This effect thus can represent a significant forcing mechanism in the Arctic and other snow- or
ice-covered regions. {7.3, 7.5.2, 8.3.4, 8.5}
Despite the large uncertainty ranges on aerosol forcing, there is a high
confidence that aerosols have offset a substantial portion of GHG
forcing. Aerosol–cloud interactions can influence the character of individual storms, but evidence for a systematic aerosol effect on storm or
precipitation intensity is more limited and ambiguous. {7.4, 7.6, 8.5}

TS.3.4

Radiative Forcing from Land Surface Changes
and Contrails

Persistent contrails from aviation contribute a positive RF of 0.01
[0.005 to 0.03] W m–2 (medium confidence) for year 2011, and the
combined contrail and contrail-cirrus ERF from aviation is assessed to
be 0.05 [0.02 to 0.15] W m–2 (low confidence). This forcing can be much
larger regionally but there is now medium confidence that it does not
produce observable regional effects on either the mean or diurnal
range of surface temperature. {7.2.7}

TS.3.5

Radiative Forcing from Natural Drivers of
Climate Change

Solar and volcanic forcings are the two dominant natural contributors
to global climate change during the Industrial Era. Satellite observations
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of total solar irradiance (TSI) changes since 1978 show quasi-periodic
cyclical variation with a period of roughly 11 years. Longer term forcing is typically estimated by comparison of solar minima (during which
variability is least). This gives an RF change of –0.04 [–0.08 to 0.00] W
m–2 between the most recent (2008) minimum and the 1986 minimum.
There is some diversity in the estimated trends of the composites of
various satellite data, however. Secular trends of TSI before the start
of satellite observations rely on a number of indirect proxies. The best
estimate of RF from TSI changes over the industrial era is 0.05 [0.00
to 0.10] W m–2 (medium confidence), which includes greater RF up to
around 1980 and then a small downward trend. This RF estimate is
substantially smaller than the AR4 estimate due to the addition of the
latest solar cycle and inconsistencies in how solar RF was estimated in
earlier IPCC assessments. The recent solar minimum appears to have
been unusually low and long-lasting and several projections indicate
lower TSI for the forthcoming decades. However, current abilities to
project solar irradiance are extremely limited so that there is very low
confidence concerning future solar forcing. Nonetheless, there is a high
confidence that 21st century solar forcing will be much smaller than
the projected increased forcing due to WMGHGs. {5.2.1, 8.4.1; FAQ 5.1}
Changes in solar activity affect the cosmic ray flux impinging upon
the Earth’s atmosphere, which has been hypothesized to affect climate
through changes in cloudiness. Cosmic rays enhance aerosol nucleation
and thus may affect cloud condensation nuclei production in the free
troposphere, but the effect is too weak to have any climatic influence
during a solar cycle or over the last century (medium evidence, high
agreement). No robust association between changes in cosmic rays
and cloudiness has been identified. In the event that such an association existed, a mechanism other than cosmic ray–induced nucleation
of new aerosol particles would be needed to explain it. {7.3, 7.4.6}
The RF of stratospheric volcanic aerosols is now well understood and
there is a large RF for a few years after major volcanic eruptions (Box
TS.5, Figure 1). Although volcanic eruptions inject both mineral particles and sulphate aerosol precursors into the atmosphere, it is the
latter, because of their small size and long lifetimes, that are responsible for RF important for climate. The emissions of CO2 from volcanic
eruptions are at least 100 times smaller than anthropogenic emissions,
and inconsequential for climate on century time scales. Large tropical
volcanic eruptions have played an important role in driving annual to
decadal scale climate change during the Industrial Era owing to their
sometimes very large negative RF. There has not been any major volcanic eruption since Mt Pinatubo in 1991, which caused a 1-year RF
of about –3.0 W m–2, but several smaller eruptions have caused an
RF averaged over the years 2008–2011 of –0.11 [–0.15 to –0.08] W
m–2 (high confidence), twice as strong in magnitude compared to the
1999–2002 average. The smaller eruptions have led to better understanding of the dependence of RF on the amount of material from
high-latitude injections as well as the time of the year when they take
place. {5.2.1, 5.3.5, 8.4.2; Annex II}

TS.3.6

Synthesis of Forcings; Spatial and Temporal
Evolution

A synthesis of the Industrial Era forcing finds that among the forcing
agents, there is a very high confidence only for the WMGHG RF. Relative
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to AR4, the confidence level has been elevated for seven forcing agents
owing to improved evidence and understanding. {8.5; Figure 8.14}
The time evolution of the total anthropogenic RF shows a nearly continuous increase from 1750, primarily since about 1860. The total
anthropogenic RF increase rate since 1960 has been much greater than
during earlier Industrial Era periods, driven primarily by the continuous
increase in most WMGHG concentrations. There is still low agreement
on the time evolution of the total aerosol ERF, which is the primary
factor for the uncertainty in the total anthropogenic forcing. The fractional uncertainty in the total anthropogenic forcing decreases gradually after 1950 owing to the smaller offset of positive WMGHG forcing by
negative aerosol forcing. There is robust evidence and high agreement
that natural forcing is a small fraction of the WMGHG forcing. Natural
forcing changes over the last 15 years have likely offset a substantial
fraction (at least 30%) of the anthropogenic forcing increase during
this period (Box TS.3). Forcing by CO2 is the largest single contributor to the total forcing during the Industrial Era and from 1980–2011.
Compared to the entire Industrial Era, the dominance of CO2 forcing
is larger for the 1980–2011 change with respect to other WMGHGs,
and there is high confidence that the offset from aerosol forcing to
WMGHG forcing during this period was much smaller than over the
1950–1980 period. {8.5.2}
Forcing can also be attributed to emissions rather than to the resulting concentration changes (Figure TS.7). Carbon dioxide is the largest
single contributor to historical RF from either the perspective of changes in the atmospheric concentration of CO2 or the impact of changes in
net emissions of CO2. The relative importance of other forcing agents
can vary markedly with the perspective chosen, however. In particular, CH4 emissions have a much larger forcing (about 1.0 W m–2 over
the Industrial Era) than CH4 concentration increases (about 0.5 W m–2)
due to several indirect effects through atmospheric chemistry. In addition, carbon monoxide emissions are virtually certain to cause a positive forcing, while emissions of reactive nitrogen oxides likely cause a
net negative forcing but uncertainties are large. Emissions of ozonedepleting halocarbons very likely cause a net positive forcing as their
direct radiative effect is larger than the impact of the stratospheric
ozone depletion that they induce. Emissions of SO2, organic carbon and
ammonia cause a negative forcing, while emissions of black carbon
lead to positive forcing via aerosol–radiation interactions. Note that
mineral dust forcing may include a natural component or a climate
feedback effect. {7.3, 7.5.2, 8.5.1}
Although the WMGHGs show a spatially fairly homogeneous forcing,
other agents such as aerosols, ozone and land use changes are highly
heterogeneous spatially. RFari showed maximum negative values over
eastern North America and Europe during the early 20th century, with
large negative values extending to East and Southeast Asia, South
America and central Africa by 1980. Since then, however, the magnitude
has decreased over eastern North America and Europe due to pollution
control, and the peak negative forcing has shifted to South and East
Asia primarily as a result of economic growth and the resulting increase
in emissions in those areas. Total aerosol ERF shows similar behaviour
for locations with maximum negative forcing, but also shows substantial positive forcing over some deserts and the Arctic. In contrast, the
global mean whole atmosphere ozone forcing increased throughout
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the 20th century, and has peak positive amplitudes around 15°N to
30°N but negative values over Antarctica. Negative land use forcing
by albedo changes has been strongest in industrialized and biomass
burning regions. The inhomogeneous nature of these forcings can cause
them to have a substantially larger influence on the hydrologic cycle
than an equivalent global mean homogeneous forcing. {8.3.5, 8.6}
Over the 21st century, anthropogenic RF is projected to increase under
the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs; see Box TS.6).
Simple model estimates of the RF resulting from the RCPs, which
include WMGHG emissions spanning a broad range of possible futures,
show anthropogenic RF relative to 1750 increasing to 3.0 to 4.8 W
m–2 in 2050, and 2.7 to 8.4 W m–2 at 2100. In the near term, the RCPs
are quite similar to one another (and emissions of near-term climate
forcers do not span the literature range of possible futures), with RF
at 2030 ranging only from 2.9 to 3.3 W m–2 (additional 2010 to 2030
RF of 0.7 to 1.1 W m–2), but they show highly diverging values for the
second half of the 21st century driven largely by CO2. Results based on

the RCP scenarios suggest only small changes in aerosol ERF between
2000 and 2030, followed by a strong reduction in the aerosols and a
substantial weakening of the negative total aerosol ERF. Nitrate aerosols are an exception to this reduction, with a substantially increased
negative forcing which is a robust feature among the few available
models. The divergence across the RCPs indicates that, although a certain amount of future climate change is already ‘in the system’ due to
the current radiative imbalance caused by historical emissions and the
long lifetime of some atmospheric forcing agents, societal choices can
still have a very large effect on future RF, and hence on climate change.
{8.2, 8.5.3, 12.3; Figures 8.22, 12.4}

TS.3.7

Climate Feedbacks

Feedbacks will also play an important role in determining future climate change. Indeed, climate change may induce modification in the
water, carbon and other biogeochemical cycles which may reinforce
(positive feedback) or dampen (negative feedback) the expected

Figure TS.7 | Radiative forcing (RF) of climate change during the Industrial Era shown by emitted components from 1750 to 2011. The horizontal bars indicate the overall uncertainty, while the vertical bars are for the individual components (vertical bar lengths proportional to the relative uncertainty, with a total length equal to the bar width for a ±50%
uncertainty). Best estimates for the totals and individual components (from left to right) of the response are given in the right column. Values are RF except for the effective radiative
forcing (ERF) due to aerosol–cloud interactions (ERFaci) and rapid adjustment associated with the RF due to aerosol-radiation interaction (RFari Rapid Adjust.). Note that the total
RF due to aerosol-radiation interaction (–0.35 Wm–2) is slightly different from the sum of the RF of the individual components (–0.33 Wm–2). The total RF due to aerosol-radiation
interaction is the basis for Figure SPM.5. Secondary organic aerosol has not been included since the formation depends on a variety of factors not currently sufficiently quantified.
The ERF of contrails includes contrail induced cirrus. Combining ERFaci –0.45 [–1.2 to 0.0] Wm–2 and rapid adjustment of ari –0.1 [–0.3 to +0.1] Wm–2 results in an integrated
component of adjustment due to aerosols of –0.55 [–1.33 to –0.06] Wm–2. CFCs = chlorofluorocarbons, HCFCs = hydrochlorofluorocarbons, HFCs = hydrofluorocarbons, PFCs =
perfluorocarbons, NMVOC = Non-Methane Volatile Organic Compounds, BC = black carbon. Further detail regarding the related Figure SPM.5 is given in the TS Supplementary
Material. {Figure 8.17}
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temperature increase. Snow and ice albedo feedbacks are known to
be positive. The combined water vapour and lapse rate feedback is
extremely likely to be positive and now fairly well quantified, while
cloud feedbacks continue to have larger uncertainties (see TFE.6). In
addition, the new Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5
(CMIP5) models consistently estimate a positive carbon-cycle feedback, that is, reduced natural CO2 sinks in response to future climate
change. In particular, carbon-cycle feedbacks in the oceans are positive
in the models. Carbon sinks in tropical land ecosystems are less consistent, and may be susceptible to climate change via processes such
as drought and fire that are sometimes not yet fully represented. A key
update since AR4 is the introduction of nutrient dynamics in some of
the CMIP5 land carbon models, in particular the limitations on plant
growth imposed by nitrogen availability. The net effect of accounting
for the nitrogen cycle is a smaller projected land sink for a given trajectory of anthropogenic CO2 emissions (see TFE.7). {6.4, Box 6.1, 7.2}
Models and ecosystem warming experiments show high agreement
that wetland CH4 emissions will increase per unit area in a warmer
climate, but wetland areal extent may increase or decrease depending
on regional changes in temperature and precipitation affecting wetland hydrology, so that there is low confidence in quantitative projections of wetland CH4 emissions. Reservoirs of carbon in hydrates and
permafrost are very large, and thus could potentially act as very powerful feedbacks. Although poorly constrained, the 21st century global
release of CH4 from hydrates to the atmosphere is likely to be low due
to the under-saturated state of the ocean, long ventilation time of the
ocean and slow propagation of warming through the seafloor. There is
high confidence that release of carbon from thawing permafrost provides a positive feedback, but there is low confidence in quantitative
projections of its strength. {6.4.7}
Aerosol-climate feedbacks occur mainly through changes in the source
strength of natural aerosols or changes in the sink efficiency of natural and anthropogenic aerosols; a limited number of modelling studies
have assessed the magnitude of this feedback to be small with a low
confidence. There is medium confidence for a weak feedback (of uncertain sign) involving dimethylsulphide, cloud condensation nuclei and
cloud albedo due to a weak sensitivity of cloud condensation nuclei
population to changes in dimethylsulphide emissions. {7.3.5}

TS.3.8

Emission Metrics

Different metrics can be used to quantify and communicate the relative
and absolute contributions to climate change of emissions of different
substances, and of emissions from regions/countries or sources/sectors.
Up to AR4, the most common metric has been the Global Warming
Potential (GWP) that integrates RF out to a particular time horizon. This
metric thus accounts for the radiative efficiencies of the various substances, and their lifetimes in the atmosphere, and gives values relative
to those for the reference gas CO2. There is now increasing focus on
the Global Temperature change Potential (GTP), which is based on the
change in GMST at a chosen point in time, again relative to that caused
by the reference gas CO2, and thus accounts for climate response along
with radiative efficiencies and atmospheric lifetimes. Both the GWP
and the GTP use a time horizon (Figure TS.8 top), the choice of which
is subjective and context dependent. In general, GWPs for near-term
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climate forcers are higher than GTPs due to the equal time weighting
in the integrated forcing used in the GWP. Hence the choice of metric
can greatly affect the relative importance of near-term climate forcers
and WMGHGs, as can the choice of time horizon. Analysis of the impact
of current emissions (1-year pulse of emissions) shows that near-term
climate forcers, such as black carbon, sulphur dioxide or CH4, can have
contributions comparable to that of CO2 for short time horizons (of
either the same or opposite sign), but their impacts become progressively less for longer time horizons over which emissions of CO2 dominate (Figure TS.8 top). {8.7}
A large number of other metrics may be defined down the driver–
response–impact chain. No single metric can accurately compare all
consequences (i.e., responses in climate parameters over time) of different emissions, and a metric that establishes equivalence with regard
to one effect will not give equivalence with regard to other effects. The
choice of metric therefore depends strongly on the particular consequence one wants to evaluate. It is important to note that the metrics
do not define policies or goals, but facilitate analysis and implementation of multi-component policies to meet particular goals. All choices
of metric contain implicit value-related judgements such as type of
effect considered and weighting of effects over time. Whereas GWP
integrates the effects up to a chosen time horizon (i.e., giving equal
weight to all times up to the horizon and zero weight thereafter), the
GTP gives the temperature just for one chosen year with no weight on
years before or after. {8.7}
The GWP and GTP have limitations and suffer from inconsistencies
related to the treatment of indirect effects and feedbacks, for instance,
if climate–carbon feedbacks are included for the reference gas CO2 but
not for the non-CO2 gases. The uncertainty in the GWP increases with
time horizon, and for the 100-year GWP of WMGHGs the uncertainty
can be as large as ±40%. Several studies also point out that this metric
is not well suited for policies with a maximum temperature target.
Uncertainties in GTP also increase with time as they arise from the
same factors contributing to GWP uncertainties along with additional
contributions from it being further down the driver–response–impact
chain and including climate response. The GTP metric is better suited
to target-based policies, but is again not appropriate for every goal.
Updated metric values accounting for changes in knowledge of lifetimes and radiative efficiencies and for climate–carbon feedbacks are
now available. {8.7, Table 8.7, Table 8.A.1, Chapter 8 Supplementary
Material Table 8.SM.16}
With these emission metrics, the climate impact of past or current
emissions attributable to various activities can be assessed. Such activity-based accounting can provide additional policy-relevant information, as these activities are more directly affected by particular societal
choices than overall emissions. A single year’s worth of emissions (a
pulse) is often used to quantify the impact on future climate. From this
perspective and with the absolute GTP metric used to illustrate the
results, energy and industry have the largest contributions to warming over the next 50 to 100 years (Figure TS.8, bottom). Household
fossil and biofuel, biomass burning and on-road transportation are also
relatively large contributors to warming over these time scales, while
current emissions from sectors that emit large amounts of CH4 (animal
husbandry, waste/landfills and agriculture) are also important over
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emissions from those sectors can lead to opposite global mean temperature responses at short and long time scales. The relative importance of the other sectors depends on the time and perspective chosen.
As with RF or ERF, uncertainties in aerosol impacts are large, and in
particular attribution of aerosol–cloud interactions to individual components is poorly constrained. {8.7; Chapter 8 Supplementary Material
Figures 8.SM.9, 8.SM.10}
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shorter time horizons (up to about 20 years). Another useful perspective is to examine the effect of sustained current emissions. Because
emitted substances are removed according to their residence time,
short-lived species remain at nearly constant values while long-lived
gases accumulate in this analysis. In both cases, the sectors that have
the greatest long-term warming impacts (energy and industry) lead
to cooling in the near term (primarily due to SO2 emissions), and thus
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Figure TS.8 | (Upper) Global anthropogenic present-day emissions weighted by the Global Warming Potential (GWP) and the Global Temperature change Potential (GTP) for the
chosen time horizons. Year 2008 (single-year pulse) emissions weighted by GWP, which is the global mean radiative forcing (RF) per unit mass emitted integrated over the indicated
number of years relative to the forcing from CO2 emissions, and GTP which estimates the impact on global mean temperature based on the temporal evolution of both RF and climate response per unit mass emitted relative to the impact of CO2 emissions. The units are ‘CO2 equivalents’, which reflects equivalence only in the impact parameter of the chosen
metric (integrated RF over the chosen time horizon for GWP; temperature change at the chosen point in time for GTP), given as Pg(CO2)eq (left axis) and PgCeq (right axis). (Bottom)
The Absolute GTP (AGTP) as a function of time multiplied by the present-day emissions of all compounds from the indicated sectors is used to estimate global mean temperature
response (AGTP is the same as GTP, except is not normalized by the impact of CO2 emissions). There is little change in the relative values for the sectors over the 60 to 100-year
time horizon. The effects of aerosol–cloud interactions and contrail-induced cirrus are not included in the upper panel. {Figures 8.32, 8.33}
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TS.4

Understanding the Climate System and
Its Recent Changes

TS.4.1

Introduction

Understanding of the climate system results from combining observations, theoretical studies of feedback processes and model simulations. Compared to AR4, more detailed observations and improved
climate models (see Box TS.4) now enable the attribution of detected
changes to human influences in more climate system components.
The consistency of observed and modelled changes across the climate
system, including in regional temperatures, the water cycle, global
energy budget, cryosphere and oceans (including ocean acidification),
points to global climate change resulting primarily from anthropogenic
increases in WMGHG concentrations. {10}

TS.4.2

Surface Temperature

Several advances since the AR4 have allowed a more robust quantification of human influence on surface temperature changes. Observational
uncertainty has been explored much more thoroughly than previously
and the assessment now considers observations from the first decade
of the 21st century and simulations from a new generation of climate
models whose ability to simulate historical climate has improved in
many respects relative to the previous generation of models considered in AR4. Observed GMST anomalies relative to 1880–1919 in recent
years lie well outside the range of GMST anomalies in CMIP5 simulations with natural forcing only, but are consistent with the ensemble
of CMIP5 simulations including both anthropogenic and natural forcing (Figure TS.9) even though some individual models overestimate
the warming trend, while others underestimate it. Simulations with
WMGHG changes only, and no aerosol changes, generally exhibit stronger warming than has been observed (Figure TS.9). Observed temperature trends over the period 1951–2010, which are characterized by
warming over most of the globe with the most intense warming over
the NH continents, are, at most observed locations, consistent with the
temperature trends in CMIP5 simulations including anthropogenic and
natural forcings and inconsistent with the temperature trends in CMIP5
simulations including natural forcings only. A number of studies have
investigated the effects of the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO)
on GMST. Although some studies find a significant role for the AMO
in driving multi-decadal variability in GMST, the AMO exhibited little
trend over the period 1951–2010 on which the current assessments are
based, and the AMO is assessed with high confidence to have made
little contribution to the GMST trend between 1951 and 2010 (considerably less than 0.1°C). {2.4, 9.8.1, 10.3; FAQ 9.1}
It is extremely likely that human activities caused more than half of the
observed increase in global average surface temperature from 1951 to
2010. This assessment is supported by robust evidence from multiple
studies using different methods. In particular, the temperature trend
attributable to all anthropogenic forcings combined can be more closely constrained in multi-signal detection and attribution analyses. Uncertainties in forcings and in climate models’ responses to those forcings,
together with difficulty in distinguishing the patterns of temperature
response due to WMGHGs and other anthropogenic forcings, prevent
as precise a quantification of the temperature changes a ttributable to
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Figure TS.9 | Three observational estimates of global mean surface temperature (black
lines) from the Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data
set 4 (HadCRUT4), Goddard Institute for Space Studies Surface Temperature Analysis
(GISTEMP), and Merged Land–Ocean Surface Temperature Analysis (MLOST), compared to model simulations (CMIP3 models— thin blue lines and CMIP5 models—thin
yellow lines) with anthropogenic and natural forcings (a), natural forcings only (b) and
greenhouse gas forcing only (c). Thick red and blue lines are averages across all available CMIP5 and CMIP3 simulations respectively. All simulated and observed data were
masked using the HadCRUT4 coverage (as this data set has the most restricted spatial
coverage), and global average anomalies are shown with respect to 1880–1919, where
all data are first calculated as anomalies relative to 1961–1990 in each grid box. Inset
to (b) shows the three observational data sets distinguished by different colours. {Figure
10.1}
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Box TS.3 | Climate Models and the Hiatus in Global Mean Surface Warming of the Past 15 Years
The observed GMST has shown a much smaller increasing linear trend over the past 15 years than over the past 30 to 60 years (Box
TS.3, Figure 1a, c). Depending on the observational data set, the GMST trend over 1998–2012 is estimated to be around one third to
one half of the trend over 1951–2012. For example, in HadCRUT4 the trend is 0.04°C per decade over 1998–2012, compared to 0.11°C
per decade over 1951–2012. The reduction in observed GMST trend is most marked in NH winter. Even with this ‘hiatus’ in GMST trend,
the decade of the 2000s has been the warmest in the instrumental record of GMST. Nevertheless, the occurrence of the hiatus in GMST
trend during the past 15 years raises the two related questions of what has caused it and whether climate models are able to reproduce
it. {2.4.3, 9.4.1; Box 9.2; Table 2.7}
Fifteen-year-long hiatus periods are common in both the observed and CMIP5 historical GMST time series. However, an analysis of the
full suite of CMIP5 historical simulations (augmented for the period 2006–2012 by RCP4.5 simulations) reveals that 111 out of 114
realizations show a GMST trend over 1998–2012 that is higher than the entire HadCRUT4 trend ensemble (Box TS.3, Figure 1a; CMIP5
ensemble mean trend is 0.21°C per decade). This difference between simulated and observed trends could be caused by some combination of (a) internal climate variability, (b) missing or incorrect RF, and (c) model response error. These potential sources of the difference,
which are not mutually exclusive, are assessed below, as is the cause of the observed GMST trend hiatus. {2.4.3, 9.3.2, 9.4.1; Box 9.2}

TS

Internal Climate Variability
Hiatus periods of 10 to 15 years can arise as a manifestation of internal decadal climate variability, which sometimes enhances and
sometimes counteracts the long-term externally forced trend. Internal variability thus diminishes the relevance of trends over periods
as short as 10 to 15 years for long-term climate change. Furthermore, the timing of internal decadal climate variability is not expected
to be matched by the CMIP5 historical simulations, owing to the predictability horizon of at most 10 to 20 years (CMIP5 historical
simulations are typically started around nominally 1850 from a control run). However, climate models exhibit individual decades of
GMST trend hiatus even during a prolonged phase of energy uptake of the climate system, in which case the energy budget would be
balanced by increasing subsurface–ocean heat uptake. {2.4.3, 9.3.2, 11.2.2; Boxes 2.2, 9.2}
Owing to sampling limitations, it is uncertain whether an increase in the rate of subsurface–ocean heat uptake occurred during the past
15 years. However, it is very likely that the climate system, including the ocean below 700 m depth, has continued to accumulate energy
over the period 1998–2010. Consistent with this energy accumulation, GMSL has continued to rise during 1998–2012, at a rate only
slightly and insignificantly lower than during 1993–2012. The consistency between observed heat content and sea level changes yields
high confidence in the assessment of continued ocean energy accumulation, which is in turn consistent with the positive radiative
imbalance of the climate system. By contrast, there is limited evidence that the hiatus in GMST trend has been accompanied by a slower
rate of increase in ocean heat content over the depth range 0 to 700 m, when comparing the period 2003–2010 against 1971–2010.
There is low agreement on this slowdown, as three of five analyses show a slowdown in the rate of increase while the other two show
the increase continuing unabated. {3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.7, 8.5.1, 13.3; Boxes 3.1, 13.1}
During the 15-year period beginning in 1998, the ensemble of HadCRUT4 GMST trends lies below almost all model-simulated trends
(Box TS.3, Figure 1a), whereas during the 15-year period ending in 1998, it lies above 93 out of 114 modelled trends (Box TS.3, Figure
1b; HadCRUT4 ensemble mean trend 0.26°C per decade, CMIP5 ensemble mean trend 0.16°C per decade). Over the 62-year period
1951–2012, observed and CMIP5 ensemble mean trend agree to within 0.02°C per decade (Box TS.3, Figure 1c; CMIP5 ensemble mean
trend 0.13°C per decade). There is hence very high confidence that the CMIP5 models show long-term GMST trends consistent with
observations, despite the disagreement over the most recent 15-year period. Due to internal climate variability, in any given 15-year
period the observed GMST trend sometimes lies near one end of a model ensemble, an effect that is pronounced in Box TS.3, Figure 1a,
b as GMST was influenced by a very strong El Niño event in 1998. {Box 9.2}
Unlike the CMIP5 historical simulations referred to above, some CMIP5 predictions were initialized from the observed climate state
during the late 1990s and the early 21st century. There is medium evidence that these initialized predictions show a GMST lower by about
0.05°C to 0.1°C compared to the historical (uninitialized) simulations and maintain this lower GMST during the first few years of the simulation. In some initialized models this lower GMST occurs in part because they correctly simulate a shift, around 2000, from a positive to
a negative phase of the Inter-decadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO). However, the improvement of this phasing of the IPO through initialization
is not universal across the CMIP5 predictions. Moreover, although part of the GMST reduction through initialization indeed results from
initializing at the correct phase of internal variability, another part may result from correcting a model bias that was caused by incorrect
past forcing or incorrect model response to past forcing, especially in the ocean. The relative magnitudes of these effects are at present
unknown; moreover, the quality of a forecasting system cannot be evaluated from a single prediction (here, a 10-year prediction within
(continued on next page)
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Box TS.3 (continued)

the period 1998–2012). Overall, there is medium confidence that initialization leads to simulations of GMST during 1998–2012 that are
more consistent with the observed trend hiatus than are the uninitialized CMIP5 historical simulations, and that the hiatus is in part a
consequence of internal variability that is predictable on the multi-year time scale. {11.1, 11.2.3; Boxes 2.5, 9.2, 11.1, 11.2}
Radiative Forcing
On decadal to interdecadal time scales and under continually increasing ERF, the forced component of the GMST trend responds to the
ERF trend relatively rapidly and almost linearly (medium confidence). The expected forced-response GMST trend is related to the ERF
trend by a factor that has been estimated for the 1% per year CO2 increases in the CMIP5 ensemble as 2.0 [1.3 to 2.7] W m–2 ºC–1 (90%
uncertainty range). Hence, an ERF trend can be approximately converted to a forced-response GMST trend, permitting an assessment
of how much of the change in the GMST trends shown in Box TS.3, Figure 1 is due to a change in ERF trend. {Box 9.2}
The AR5 best-estimate ERF trend over 1998–2011 is 0.22 [0.10 to 0.34] W m–2 per decade (90% uncertainty range), which is substantially lower than the trend over 1984–1998 (0.32 [0.22 to 0.42] W m–2 per decade; note that there was a strong volcanic eruption in
1982) and the trend over 1951–2011 (0.31 [0.19 to 0.40] W m–2 per decade; Box TS.3, Figure 1d–f; the end year 2011 is chosen because
data availability is more limited than for GMST). The resulting forced-response GMST trend would approximately be 0.12 [0.05 to 0.29]
ºC per decade, 0.19 [0.09 to 0.39] ºC per decade, and 0.18 [0.08 to 0.37] ºC per decade for the periods 1998–2011, 1984–1998, and
1951–2011, respectively (the uncertainty ranges assume that the range of the conversion factor to GMST trend and the range of ERF
trend itself are independent). The AR5 best-estimate ERF forcing trend difference between 1998–2011 and 1951–2011 thus might
explain about one-half (0.05 ºC per decade) of the observed GMST trend difference between these periods (0.06 to 0.08 ºC per decade,
depending on observational data set). {8.5.2}

TS

The reduction in AR5 best-estimate ERF trend over 1998–2011 compared to both 1984–1998 and 1951–2011 is mostly due to decreasing trends in the natural forcings, –0.16 [–0.27 to –0.06] W m–2 per decade over 1998–2011 compared to 0.01 [–0.00 to +0.01] W m–2
per decade over 1951–2011. Solar forcing went from a relative maximum in 2000 to a relative minimum in 2009, with a peak-to-peak
difference of around 0.15 W m–2 and a linear trend over 1998–2011 of around –0.10 W m–2 per decade. Furthermore, a series of small
volcanic eruptions has increased the observed stratospheric aerosol loading after 2000, leading to an additional negative ERF lineartrend contribution of around –0.06 W m–2 per decade over 1998–2011 (Box TS.3, Figure 1d, f). By contrast, satellite-derived estimates
of tropospheric aerosol optical depth suggests little overall trend in global mean aerosol optical depth over the last 10 years, implying
little change in ERF due to aerosol–radiative interaction (low confidence because of low confidence in aerosol optical depth trend
itself). Moreover, because there is only low confidence in estimates of ERF due to aerosol–cloud interaction, there is likewise low confidence in its trend over the last 15 years. {2.2.3, 8.4.2, 8.5.1, 8.5.2, 10.3.1; Box 10.2; Table 8.5}
For the periods 1984–1998 and 1951–2011, the CMIP5 ensemble mean ERF trend deviates from the AR5 best-estimate ERF trend by
only 0.01 W m–2 per decade (Box TS.3, Figure 1e, f). After 1998, however, some contributions to a decreasing ERF trend are missing in
the CMIP5 models, such as the increasing stratospheric aerosol loading after 2000 and the unusually low solar minimum in 2009. Nonetheless, over 1998–2011 the CMIP5 ensemble mean ERF trend is lower than the AR5 best-estimate ERF trend by 0.03 W m–2 per decade
(Box TS.3, Figure 1d). Furthermore, global mean aerosol optical depth in the CMIP5 models shows little trend over 1998–2012, similar
to the observations. Although the forcing uncertainties are substantial, there are no apparent incorrect or missing global mean forcings
in the CMIP5 models over the last 15 years that could explain the model–observations difference during the warming hiatus. {9.4.6}
Model Response Error
The discrepancy between simulated and observed GMST trends during 1998–2012 could be explained in part by a tendency for some
CMIP5 models to simulate stronger warming in response to increases in greenhouse-gas concentration than is consistent with observations. Averaged over the ensembles of models assessed in Section 10.3.1, the best-estimate GHG and other anthropogenic scaling
factors are less than one (though not significantly so, Figure 10.4), indicating that the model-mean GHG and other anthropogenic responses should be scaled down to best match observations. This finding provides evidence that some CMIP5 models show a larger response to
GHGs and other anthropogenic factors (dominated by the effects of aerosols) than the real world (medium confidence). As a consequence,
it is argued in Chapter 11 that near-term model projections of GMST increase should be scaled down by about 10%. This downward scaling is, however, not sufficient to explain the model mean overestimate of GMST trend over the hiatus period. {10.3.1, 11.3.6}
Another possible source of model error is the poor representation of water vapour in the upper atmosphere. It has been suggested that
a reduction in stratospheric water vapour after 2000 caused a reduction in downward longwave radiation and hence a surface-cooling
contribution, possibly missed by the models. However, this effect is assessed here to be small, because there was a recovery in stratospheric water vapour after 2005. {2.2.2, 9.4.1; Box 9.2} (continued on next page)
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In summary, the observed recent warming hiatus, defined as the reduction in GMST trend during 1998–2012 as compared to the trend
during 1951–2012, is attributable in roughly equal measure to a cooling contribution from internal variability and a reduced trend in
external forcing (expert judgement, medium confidence). The forcing trend reduction is due primarily to a negative forcing trend from
both volcanic eruptions and the downward phase of the solar cycle. However, there is low confidence in quantifying the role of forcing
trend in causing the hiatus, because of uncertainty in the magnitude of the volcanic forcing trend and low confidence in the aerosol
forcing trend. {Box 9.2}
Almost all CMIP5 historical simulations do not reproduce the observed recent warming hiatus. There is medium confidence that the GMST
trend difference between models and observations during 1998–2012 is to a substantial degree caused by internal variability, with possible contributions from forcing error and some CMIP5 models overestimating the response to increasing GHG forcing. The CMIP5 model
trend in ERF shows no apparent bias against the AR5 best estimate over 1998–2012. However, confidence in this assessment of CMIP5
ERF trend is low, primarily because of the uncertainties in model aerosol forcing and processes, which through spatial heterogeneity
might well cause an undetected global mean ERF trend error even in the absence of a trend in the global mean aerosol loading. {Box 9.2}

TS

The causes of both the observed GMST trend hiatus and of the model–observation GMST trend difference during 1998–2012 imply
that, barring a major volcanic eruption, most 15-year GMST trends in the near-term future will be larger than during 1998–2012 (high
confidence; see Section 11.3.6 for a full assessment of near-term projections of GMST). The reasons for this implication are fourfold:
first, anthropogenic GHG concentrations are expected to rise further in all RCP scenarios; second, anthropogenic aerosol concentration
is expected to decline in all RCP scenarios, and so is the resulting cooling effect; third, the trend in solar forcing is expected to be larger
over most near-term 15-year periods than over 1998–2012 (medium confidence), because 1998–2012 contained the full downward
phase of the solar cycle; and fourth, it is more likely than not that internal climate variability in the near term will enhance and not
counteract the surface warming expected to arise from the increasing anthropogenic forcing. {Box 9.2}
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Box TS.3, Figure 1 | (Top) Observed and simulated GMST trends in °C per decade, over the periods 1998–2012 (a), 1984–1998 (b), and 1951–2012 (c). For the
observations, 100 realizations of the Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4) ensemble are shown (red, hatched). The
uncertainty displayed by the ensemble width is that of the statistical construction of the global average only, in contrast to the trend uncertainties quoted in Section
2.4.3, which include an estimate of internal climate variability. Here, by contrast, internal variability is characterized through the width of the model ensemble. For the
models, all 114 available CMIP5 historical realizations are shown, extended after 2005 with the RCP4.5 scenario and through 2012 (grey, shaded). (Bottom) Trends
in effective radiative forcing (ERF, in W m–2 per decade) over the periods 1998–2011 (d), 1984–1998 (e), and 1951–2011 (f). The figure shows AR5 best-estimate ERF
trends (red, hatched) and CMIP5 ERF (grey, shaded). Black lines are smoothed versions of the histograms. Each histogram is normalized so that its area sums up to one.
{2.4.3, 8.5.2; Box 9.2; Figure 8.18; Box 9.2, Figure 1}
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TFE.3 | Comparing Projections from Previous IPCC Assessments with Observations
Verification of projections is arguably the most convincing way of establishing the credibility of climate change
science. Results of projected changes in carbon dioxide (CO2), global mean surface temperature (GMST) and global
mean sea level (GMSL) from previous IPCC assessment reports are quantitatively compared with the best available
observational estimates. The comparison between the four previous reports highlights the evolution in our understanding of how the climate system responds to changes in both natural and anthropogenic forcing and provides
an assessment of how the projections compare with observational estimates. TFE.3, Figure 1, for example, shows the
projected and observed estimates of: (1) CO2 changes (top row), (2) GMST anomaly relative to 1961–1990 (middle
row) and (3) GMSL relative to 1961–1990 (bottom row). Results from previous assessment reports are in the lefthand column, and for completeness results from current assessment are given in the right-hand column. {2.4, 3.7,
6.3, 11.3, 13.3} (continued on next page)
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TFE.3, Figure 1 | (Top left) Observed globally and annually averaged CO2 concentrations in parts per million (ppm) since 1950 compared with projections from the
previous IPCC assessments. Observed global annual CO2 concentrations are shown in dark blue. The shading shows the largest model projected range of global annual
CO2 concentrations from 1950 to 2035 from FAR (First Assessment Report; Figure A.3 in the Summary for Policymakers (SPM) of IPCC 1990), SAR (Second Assessment
Report; Figure 5b in the TS of IPCC 1996), TAR (Third Assessment Report; Appendix II of IPCC 2001), and for the IPCC Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES) A2,
A1B and B1 scenarios presented in the AR4 (Fourth Assessment Report; Figure 10.26). The publication years of the assessment reports are shown. (Top right) Same
observed globally averaged CO2 concentrations and the projections from this report. Only RCP8.5 has a range of values because the emission-driven senarios were
carried out only for this RCP. For the other RCPs the best estimate is given. (Middle left) Estimated changes in the observed globally and annually averaged surface
temperature anomaly relative to 1961–1990 (in °C) since 1950 compared with the range of projections from the previous IPCC assessments. Values are harmonized
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to start from the same value at 1990. Observed global annual temperature anomaly, relative to 1961–1990, from three data sets is shown as squares and smoothed
time series as solid lines from the Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4; bright green), Merged Land–Ocean Surface
Temperature Analysis (MLOST; warm mustard) and Goddard Institute for Space Studies Surface Temperature Analysis (GISTEMP; dark blue) data sets. The coloured
shading shows the projected range of global annual mean near surface temperature change from 1990 to 2035 for models used in FAR (Figure 6.11), SAR (Figure 19 in
the TS of IPCC 1996), TAR (full range of TAR, Figure 9.13(b)). TAR results are based on the simple climate model analyses presented in this assessment and not on the
individual full three-dimensional climate model simulations. For the AR4 results are presented as single model runs of the CMIP3 ensemble for the historical period from
1950 to 2000 (light grey lines) and for three SRES scenarios (A2, A1B and B1) from 2001 to 2035. For the three SRES scenarios the bars show the CMIP3 ensemble
mean and the likely range given by –40 % to +60% of the mean as assessed in Chapter 10 of AR4. (Middle right) Projections of annual mean global mean surface air
temperature (GMST) for 1950–2035 (anomalies relative to 1961–1990) under different RCPs from CMIP5 models (light grey and coloured lines, one ensemble member
per model), and observational estimates the same as the middle left panel. The grey shaded region shows the indicative likely range for annual mean GMST during
the period 2016–2035 for all RCPs (see Figure TS.14 for more details). The grey bar shows this same indicative likely range for the year 2035. (Bottom left) Estimated
changes in the observed global annual mean sea level (GMSL) since 1950. Different estimates of changes in global annual sea level anomalies from tide gauge data
(dark blue, warm mustard, dark green) and based on annual averages of altimeter data (light blue ) starting in 1993 (the values have been aligned to fit the 1993 value
of the tide gauge data). Squares indicate annual mean values, solid lines smoothed values. The shading shows the largest model projected range of global annual sea
level rise from 1950 to 2035 for FAR (Figures 9.6 and 9.7), SAR (Figure 21 in TS of IPCC, 1996), TAR (Appendix II of IPCC, 2001) and based on the CMIP3 model results
available at the time of AR4 using the SRES A1B scenario. Note that in the AR4 no full range was given for the sea level projections for this period. Therefore, the figure
shows results that have been published subsequent to the AR4. The bars at the right hand side of each graph show the full range given for 2035 for each assessment
report. (Bottom right) Same observational estimate as bottom left. The bars are the likely ranges (medium confidence) for global mean sea level rise at 2035 with respect
to 1961–1990 following the four RCPs. Appendix 1.A provides details on the data and calculations used to create these figures. See Chapters 1, 11 and 13 for more
details. {Figures 1.4, 1.5, 1.10, 11.9, 11.19, 11.25, 13.11}

TS

Carbon Dioxide Changes
From 1950 to 2011 the observed concentrations of atmospheric CO2 have steadily increased. Considering the period
1990–2011, the observed CO2 concentration changes lie within the envelope of the scenarios used in the four
assessment reports. As the most recent assessment prior to the current, the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4)
(TFE.3.Figure 1; top left) has the narrowest scenario range and the observed concentration follows this range. The
results from the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) (TFE.3, Figure 1; top right) are consistent with AR4, and during
2002–2011, atmospheric CO2 concentrations increased at a rate of 1.9 to 2.1 ppm yr–1. {2.2.1, 6.3; Table 6.1}
Global Mean Temperature Anomaly
Relative to the 1961–1990 mean, the GMST anomaly has been positive and larger than 0.25°C since 2001. Observations are generally well within the range of the extent of the earlier IPCC projections (TFE.3, Figure1, middle left)
This is also true for the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) results (TFE.3, Figure 1; middle
right) in the sense that the observed record lies within the range of the model projections, but on the lower end of
the plume. Mt Pinatubo erupted in 1991 (see FAQ 11.2 for discussion of how volcanoes impact the climate system),
leading to a brief period of relative global mean cooling during the early 1990s. The IPCC First, Second and Third
Assessment Reports (FAR, SAR and TAR) did not include the effects of volcanic eruptions and thus failed to include
the cooling associated with the Pinatubo eruption. AR4 and AR5, however, did include the effects from volcanoes
and did simulate successfully the associated cooling. During 1995–2000 the global mean temperature anomaly was
quite variable—a significant fraction of this variability was due to the large El Niño in 1997–1998 and the strong
back-to-back La Niñas in 1999–2001. The projections associated with these assessment reports do not attempt to
capture the actual evolution of these El Niño and La Niña events, but include them as a source of uncertainty due
to natural variability as encompassed by, for example, the range given by the individual CMIP3 and CMIP5 simulations and projection (TFE.3, Figure 1). The grey wedge in TFE.3, Figure 1 (middle right) corresponds to the indicative
likely range for annual temperatures, which is determined from the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs)
assessed value for the 20-year mean 2016–2035 (see discussion of Figure TS.14 and Section 11.3.6 for details). From
1998 to 2012 the observational estimates have largely been on the low end of the range given by the scenarios
alone in previous assessment reports and CMIP3 and CMIP5 projections. {2.4; Box 9.2}
Global Mean Sea Level
Based on both tide gauge and satellite altimetry data, relative to 1961–1990, the GMSL has continued to rise. While
the increase is fairly steady, both observational records show short periods of either no change or a slight decrease.
The observed estimates lie within the envelope of all the projections except perhaps in the very early 1990s. The
sea level rise uncertainty due to scenario-related uncertainty is smallest for the most recent assessments (AR4 and
AR5) and observed estimates lie well within this scenario-related uncertainty. It is virtually certain that over the 20th
century sea level rose. The mean rate of sea level increase was 1.7 mm yr–1 with a very likely range between 1.5 to
1.9 between 1901 and 2010 and this rate increased to 3.2 with a likely range of 2.8 to 3.6 mm yr–1 between 1993
and 2010 (see TFE.2). {3.7.2, 3.7.4}
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observed warming differs from those associated with internal variability. Based on this evidence, the contribution of internal variability to
the 1951–2010 GMST trend was assessed to be likely between –0.1°C
and 0.1°C, and it is virtually certain that warming since 1951 cannot be
explained by internal variability alone. {9.5, 10.3, 10.7}
The instrumental record shows a pronounced warming during the first
half of the 20th century. Consistent with AR4, it is assessed that the
early 20th century warming is very unlikely to be due to internal variability alone. It remains difficult to quantify the contributions to this
early century warming from internal variability, natural forcing and
anthropogenic forcing, due to forcing and response uncertainties and
incomplete observational coverage. {10.3}
TS

TS.4.3
Figure TS.10 | Assessed likely ranges (whiskers) and their midpoints (bars) for warming
trends over the 1951–2010 period due to well-mixed greenhouse gases (GHG), anthropogenic forcings (ANT) anthropogenic forcings other than well-mixed greenhouse gases
(OA), natural forcings (NAT) and internal variability. The trend in the Hadley Centre/
Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4) observations is shown in black with its 5 to 95% uncertainty range due only to observational
uncertainty in this record. {Figure 10.5}

WMGHGs and other anthropogenic forcings individually. Consistent
with AR4, it is assessed that more than half of the observed increase
in global average surface temperature from 1951 to 2010 is very likely
due to the observed anthropogenic increase in WMGHG concentrations. WMGHGs contributed a global mean surface warming likely
to be between 0.5°C and 1.3°C over the period between 1951 and
2010, with the contributions from other anthropogenic forcings likely
to be between –0.6°C and 0.1°C and from natural forcings likely to be
between –0.1°C and 0.1°C. Together these assessed contributions are
consistent with the observed warming of approximately 0.6°C over
this period (Figure TS.10). {10.3}
Solar forcing is the only known natural forcing acting to warm the
climate over the 1951–2010 period but it has increased much less
than WMGHG forcing, and the observed pattern of long-term tropospheric warming and stratospheric cooling is not consistent with the
expected response to solar irradiance variations. Considering this
evidence together with the assessed contribution of natural forcings
to observed trends over this period, it is assessed that the contribution from solar forcing to the observed global warming since 1951
is extremely unlikely to be larger than that from WMGHGs. Because
solar forcing has very likely decreased over a period with direct satellite measurements of solar output from 1986 to 2008, there is high
confidence that changes in total solar irradiance have not contributed
to global warming during that period. However, there is medium confidence that the 11-year cycle of solar variability influences decadal
climate fluctuations in some regions through amplifying mechanisms.
{8.4, 10.3; Box 10.2}
Observed warming over the past 60 years is far outside the range of
internal climate variability estimated from pre-instrumental data, and it
is also far outside the range of internal variability simulated in climate
models. Model-based simulations of internal variability are assessed to
be adequate to make this assessment. Further, the spatial pattern of
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A number of studies since the AR4 have investigated the consistency of
simulated and observed trends in free tropospheric temperatures (see
section TS.2). Most, though not all, CMIP3 and CMIP5 models overestimate the observed warming trend in the tropical troposphere during
the satellite period 1979–2012. Roughly one half to two thirds of this
difference from the observed trend is due to an overestimate of the
SST trend, which is propagated upward because models attempt to
maintain static stability. There is low confidence in these assessments,
however, owing to the low confidence in observed tropical tropospheric trend rates and vertical structure. Outside the tropics, and over the
period of the radiosonde record beginning in 1961, the discrepancy
between simulated and observed trends is smaller. {2.4.4, 9.4, 10.3}
Analysis of both radiosonde and satellite data sets, combined with
CMIP5 and CMIP3 simulations, continues to find that observed tropospheric warming is inconsistent with internal variability and simulations of the response to natural forcings alone. Over the period
1961–2010 CMIP5 models simulate tropospheric warming driven
by WMGHG changes, with only a small offsetting cooling due to the
combined effects of changes in reflecting and absorbing aerosols and
tropospheric ozone. Taking this evidence together with the results of
multi-signal detection and attribution analyses, it is likely that anthropogenic forcings, dominated by WMGHGs, have contributed to the
warming of the troposphere since 1961. Uncertainties in radiosonde
and satellite records makes assessment of causes of observed trends in
the upper troposphere less confident than an assessment of the overall
atmospheric temperature changes. {2.4.4, 9.4, 10.3}
CMIP5 simulations including WMGHGs, ozone and natural forcing
changes broadly reproduce the observed evolution of lower stratospheric temperature, with some tendency to underestimate the
observed cooling trend over the satellite era (see Section TS.2). New
studies of stratospheric temperature, considering the responses to natural forcings, WMGHGs and ozone-depleting substances, demonstrate
that it is very likely that anthropogenic forcings, dominated by the
depletion of the ozone layer due to ozone depleting substances have
contributed to the cooling of the lower stratosphere since 1979. CMIP5
models simulate only a very weak cooling of the lower stratosphere in
response to historical WMGHG changes, and the influence of WMGHGs
on lower stratospheric temperature has not been formally detected.
Considering both regions together, it is very likely that anthropogenic
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TFE.4 | The Changing Energy Budget of the Global Climate System
The global energy budget is a fundamental aspect of the Earth’s climate system and depends on many phenomena
within it. The ocean has stored about 93% of the increase in energy in the climate system over recent decades,
resulting in ocean thermal expansion and hence sea level rise. The rate of storage of energy in the Earth system
must be equal to the net downward radiative flux at the top of the atmosphere, which is the difference between
effective radiative forcing (ERF) due to changes imposed on the system and the radiative response of the system.
There are also significant transfers of energy between components of the climate system and from one location to
another. The focus here is on the Earth’s global energy budget since 1970, when better global observational data
coverage is available. {3.7, 9.4, 13.4; Box 3.1}
The ERF of the climate system has been positive as a result of increases in well-mixed (long-lived) greenhouse gas
(GHG) concentrations, changes in short-lived GHGs (tropospheric and stratospheric ozone and stratospheric water
vapour), and an increase in solar irradiance (TFE.4, Figure 1a). This has been partly compensated by a negative
contribution to the ERF of the climate system as a result of changes in tropospheric aerosol, which predominantly
reflect sunlight and furthermore enhance the brightness of clouds, although black carbon produces positive forcing. Explosive volcanic eruptions (such as El Chichón in Mexico in 1982 and Mt Pinatubo in the Philippines in 1991)
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Year

Year

TFE.4, Figure 1 | The Earth’s energy budget from 1970 through 2011. (a) The cumulative energy inflow into the Earth system from changes in well-mixed and shortlived greenhouse gases, solar forcing, tropospheric aerosol forcing, volcanic forcing and changes in surface albedo due to land use change (all relative to 1860–1879)
are shown by the coloured lines; these contributions are added to give the total energy inflow (black; contributions from black carbon on snow and contrails as well
as contrail-induced cirrus are included but not shown separately). (b) The cumulative total energy inflow from (a, black) is balanced by the sum of the energy uptake
of the Earth system (blue; energy absorbed in warming the ocean, the atmosphere and the land, as well as in the melting of ice) and an increase in outgoing radiation
inferred from changes in the global mean surface temperature. The sum of these two terms is given for a climate feedback parameter α of 2.47, 1.23 and 0.82 W m–2
°C–1, corresponding to an equilibrium climate sensitivity of 1.5°C, 3.0°C and 4.5°C, respectively; 1.5°C to 4.5°C is assessed to be the likely range of equilibrium climate
sensitivity. The energy budget would be closed for a particular value of a if the corresponding line coincided with the total energy inflow. For clarity, all uncertainties
(shading) shown are likely ranges. {Box 12.2; Box 13.1, Figure 1}
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can inject sulphur dioxide into the stratosphere, giving rise to stratospheric aerosol, which persists for several years.
Stratospheric aerosol reflects some of the incoming solar radiation and thus gives a negative forcing. Changes in
surface albedo from land use change have also led to a greater reflection of shortwave radiation back to space and
hence a negative forcing. Since 1970, the net ERF of the climate system has increased, and the integrated impact of
these forcings is an energy inflow over this period (TFE.4, Figure 1a). {2.3, 8.5; Box 13.1}
As the climate system warms, energy is lost to space through increased outgoing radiation. This radiative response
by the system is due predominantly to increased thermal radiation, but it is modified by climate feedbacks such as
changes in water vapour, clouds and surface albedo, which affect both outgoing longwave and reflected shortwave
radiation. The top of the atmosphere fluxes have been measured by the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE)
satellites from 1985 to 1999 and the Cloud and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) satellites from March
2000 to the present. The top of the atmosphere radiative flux measurements are highly precise, allowing identification of changes in the Earth’s net energy budget from year to year within the ERBE and CERES missions, but the
absolute calibration of the instruments is not sufficiently accurate to allow determination of the absolute top of
the atmosphere energy flux or to provide continuity across missions. TFE.4, Figure 1b relates the cumulative total
energy change of the Earth system to the change in energy storage and the cumulative outgoing radiation. Calculation of the latter is based on the observed global mean surface temperature multiplied by the climate feedback
parameter α, which in turn is related to the equilibrium climate sensitivity. The mid-range value for α, 1.23 W m–2
°C–1, corresponds to an ERF for a doubled carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration of 3.7 [2.96 to 4.44] W m–2 combined
with an equilibrium climate sensitivity of 3.0°C. The climate feedback parameter α is likely to be in the range from
0.82 to 2.47 W m–2 °C–1 (corresponding to the likely range in equilibrium climate sensitivity of 1.5°C to 4.5°C). {9.7.1;
Box 12.2}
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If ERF were fixed, the climate system would eventually warm sufficiently that the radiative response would balance
the ERF, and there would be no further change in energy storage in the climate system. However, the forcing is
increasing, and the ocean’s large heat capacity means that the climate system is not in radiative equilibrium and
its energy content is increasing (TFE.4, Figure 1b). This storage provides strong evidence of a changing climate. The
majority of this additional heat is in the upper 700 m of the ocean, but there is also warming in the deep and abyssal ocean. The associated thermal expansion of the ocean has contributed about 40% of the observed sea level rise
since 1970. A small amount of additional heat has been used to warm the continents, warm and melt glacial and
sea ice and warm the atmosphere. {13.4.2; Boxes 3.1, 13.1}
In addition to these forced variations in the Earth’s energy budget, there is also internal variability on decadal time
scales. Observations and models indicate that, because of the comparatively small heat capacity of the atmosphere,
a decade of steady or even decreasing surface temperature can occur in a warming world. Climate model simulations suggest that these periods are associated with a transfer of heat from the upper to the deeper ocean, of the
order 0.1 W m–2, with a near-steady or an increased radiation to space, again of the order 0.1 W m–2. Although these
natural fluctuations represent a large amount of heat, they are significantly smaller than the anthropogenic forcing
of the Earth’s energy budget, particularly on time scales of several decades or longer. {9.4; Boxes 9.2, 13.1}
The available independent estimates of ERF, of observed heat storage, and of surface warming combine to give
an energy budget for the Earth that is consistent with the assessed likely range of equilibrium climate sensitivity to within estimated uncertainties (high confidence). Quantification of the terms in the Earth’s energy budget
and verification that these terms balance over recent decades provides strong evidence for our understanding of
anthropogenic climate change. {Box 13.1}

forcing, particularly WMGHGs and stratospheric ozone depletion, has
led to a detectable observed pattern of tropospheric warming and
lower stratospheric cooling since 1961. {2.4, 9.4, 10.3}

TS.4.4

Oceans

The observed upper-ocean warming during the late 20th and early 21st
centuries and its causes have been assessed more completely since
68

AR4 using updated observations and more simulations (see Section
TS.2.2). The long term trends and variability in the observations are
most consistent with simulations of the response to both anthropogenic forcing and volcanic forcing. The anthropogenic fingerprint in
observed upper-ocean warming, consisting of global mean and basinscale pattern changes, has also been detected. This result is robust to
a number of observational, model and methodological or structural
uncertainties. It is very likely that anthropogenic forcings have made
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a substantial contribution to upper ocean warming (above 700 m)
observed since the 1970s. This anthropogenic ocean warming has
contributed to global sea level rise over this period through thermal
expansion. {3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.7.2, 10.4.1, 10.4.3; Box 3.1}
Observed surface salinity changes also suggest a change in the global
water cycle has occurred (see TFE.1). The long-term trends show that
there is a strong positive correlation between the mean climate of the
surface salinity and the temporal changes of surface salinity from 1950
to 2000. This correlation shows an enhancement of the climatological
salinity pattern—so fresh areas have become fresher and salty areas
saltier. The strongest anthropogenic signals are in the tropics (30°S to
30°N) and the Western Pacific. The salinity contrast between the Pacific
and Atlantic Oceans has also increased with significant contributions
from anthropogenic forcing. {3.3, 10.3.2, 10.4.2; FAQ 3.2}
On a global scale, surface and subsurface salinity changes (1955–2004)
over the upper 250 m of the water column do not match changes
expected from natural variability but do match the modelled distribution of forced changes (WMGHGs and tropospheric aerosols). Natural
external variability taken from the simulations with just the variations
in solar and volcanic forcing does not match the observations at all,
thus excluding the hypothesis that observed trends can be explained
by just solar or volcanic variations. These lines of evidence and our
understanding of the physical processes leads to the conclusion that
it is very likely that anthropogenic forcings have made a discernible
contribution to surface and subsurface oceanic salinity changes since
the 1960s. {10.4.2; Table 10.1}
Oxygen is an important physical and biological tracer in the ocean.
Global analyses of oxygen data from the 1960s to 1990s extend the
spatial coverage from local to global scales and have been used in
attribution studies with output from a limited range of Earth System
Models (ESMs). It is concluded that there is medium confidence that
the observed global pattern of decrease in dissolved oxygen in the
oceans can be attributed in part to human influences. {3.8.3, 10.4.4;
Table 10.1}
The observations show distinct trends for ocean acidification (which is
observed to be between –0.0014 and –0.0024 pH units per year). There
is high confidence that the pH of ocean surface seawater decreased by
about 0.1 since the beginning of the industrial era as a consequence
of the oceanic uptake of anthropogenic CO2. {3.8.2, 10.4.4; Box 3.2;
Table 10.1}

TS.4.5

The anthropogenic signal is also detectable for individual months from
May to December, suggesting that human influence, strongest in late
summer, now also extends into colder seasons. From these simulations
of sea ice and observed sea ice extent from the instrumental record
with high agreement between studies, it is concluded that anthropogenic forcings are very likely to have contributed to Arctic sea ice loss
since 1979 (Figure TS.12). {10.5.1}
For Antarctic sea ice extent, the shortness of the observed record and
differences in simulated and observed variability preclude an assessment of whether or not the observed increase since 1979 is inconsistent with internal variability. Untangling the processes involved with
trends and variability in Antarctica and surrounding waters remains
complex and several studies are contradictory. In conclusion, there is
low confidence in the scientific understanding of the observed increase
in Antarctic sea ice extent since 1979, due to the large differences
between sea ice simulations from CMIP5 models and to the incomplete and competing scientific explanations for the causes of change
and low confidence in estimates of internal variability (Figure TS.12).
{9.4.3, 10.5.1; Table 10.1}
The Greenland ice sheet shows recent major melting episodes in
response to record temperatures relative to the 20th century associated with persistent shifts in early summer atmospheric circulation,
and these shifts have become more pronounced since 2007. Although
many Greenland instrumental records are relatively short (two
decades), regional modelling and observations tell a consistent story of
the response of Greenland temperatures and ice sheet runoff to shifts
in regional atmospheric circulation associated with larger scale flow
patterns and global temperature increases. Mass loss and melt is also
occurring in Greenland through the intrusion of warm water into the
major fjords containing glaciers such as Jacobshaven Glacier. It is likely
that anthropogenic forcing has contributed to surface melting of the
Greenland ice sheet since 1993. {10.5.2; Table 10.1}
Estimates of ice mass in Antarctica since 2000 show that the greatest losses are at the edges. An analysis of observations underneath a
floating ice shelf off West Antarctica leads to the conclusion that ocean
warming in this region and increased transport of heat by ocean circulation are largely responsible for accelerating melt rates. The observational record of Antarctic mass loss is short and the internal variability
of the ice sheet is poorly understood. Due to a low level of scientific
understanding there is low confidence in attributing the causes of the
observed loss of mass from the Antarctic ice sheet since 1993. {3.2,
4.2, 4.4.3, 10.5.2}

Cryosphere

The reductions in Arctic sea ice extent and NH snow cover extent and
widespread glacier retreat and increased surface melt of Greenland
are all evidence of systematic changes in the cryosphere. All of these
changes in the cryosphere have been linked to anthropogenic forcings.
{4.2.2, 4.4–4.6, 10.5.1, 10.5.3; Table 10.1}
Attribution studies, comparing the seasonal evolution of Arctic sea
ice extent from observations from the 1950s with that simulated by
coupled model simulations, demonstrate that human influence on the
sea ice extent changes can be robustly detected since the early 1990s.

The evidence for the retreat of glaciers due to warming and moisture
change is now more complete than at the time of AR4. There is high
confidence in the estimates of observed mass loss and the estimates of
natural variations and internal variability from long-term glacier records.
Based on these factors and our understanding of glacier response to climatic drivers there is high confidence that a substantial part of the mass
loss of glaciers is likely due to human influence. It is likely that there has
been an anthropogenic component to observed reductions in NH snow
cover since 1970. {4.3.3, 10.5.2, 10.5.3; Table 10.1}
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TFE.5 | Irreversibility and Abrupt Change
A number of components or phenomena within the climate system have been proposed as potentially exhibiting
threshold behaviour. Crossing such thresholds can lead to an abrupt or irreversible transition into a different state
of the climate system or some of its components.
Abrupt climate change is defined in this IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) as a large-scale change in the climate
system that takes place over a few decades or less, persists (or is anticipated to persist) for at least a few decades
and causes substantial disruptions in human and natural systems. There is information on potential consequences
of some abrupt changes, but in general there is low confidence and little consensus on the likelihood of such events
over the 21st century. Examples of components susceptible to such abrupt change are the strength of the Atlantic
Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), clathrate methane release, tropical and boreal forest dieback, disappearance of summer sea ice in the Arctic Ocean, long-term drought and monsoonal circulation. {5.7, 6.4.7, 12.5.5;
Table 12.4}
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A change is said to be irreversible if the recovery time scale from this state due to natural processes is significantly
longer than the time it takes for the system to reach this perturbed state. Such behaviour may arise because the
time scales for perturbations and recovery processes are different, or because climate change may persist due to
the long residence time of a carbon dioxide (CO2) perturbation in the atmosphere (see TFE.8). Whereas changes in
Arctic Ocean summer sea ice extent, long-term droughts and monsoonal circulation are assessed to be reversible
within years to decades, tropical or boreal forest dieback may be reversible only within centuries. Changes in clathrate methane and permafrost carbon release, Greenland and Antarctic ice sheet collapse may be irreversible during
millennia after the causal perturbation. {5.8, 6.4.7, 12.5.5, 13.4.3, 13.4.4; Table 12.4}
Abrupt Climate Change Linked with AMOC
New transient climate model simulations have confirmed with high confidence that strong changes in the strength
of the AMOC produce abrupt climate changes at global scale with magnitude and pattern resembling past glacial
Dansgaard–Oeschger events and Heinrich stadials. Confidence in the link between changes in North Atlantic climate and low-latitude precipitation has increased since the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4). From new paleoclimate reconstructions and modelling studies, there is very high confidence that a reduced strength of the AMOC
and the associated surface cooling in the North Atlantic region caused southward shifts of the Atlantic Intertropical
Convergence Zone and affected the American (north and south), African and Asian monsoons. {5.7}
The interglacial mode of the AMOC can recover (high confidence) from a short-lived freshwater input into the subpolar North Atlantic. Approximately 8.2 ka, a sudden freshwater release occurred during the final stages of North
America ice sheet melting. Paleoclimate observations and model results indicate, with high confidence, a marked
reduction in the strength of the AMOC followed by a rapid recovery, within approximately 200 years after the
perturbation. {5.8.2}
Although many more model simulations have been conducted since AR4 under a wide range of future forcing
scenarios, projections of the AMOC behaviour have not changed. It remains very likely that the AMOC will weaken
over the 21st century relative to 1850-1900 values. Best estimates and ranges for the reduction from the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) are 11% (1 to 24%) for the Representative Concentration Pathway RCP2.6 and 34% (12 to 54%) for RCP8.5, but there is low confidence on the magnitude of weakening. It also
remains very unlikely that the AMOC will undergo an abrupt transition or collapse in the 21st century for the scenarios considered (high confidence) (TFE.5, Figure 1). For an abrupt transition of the AMOC to occur, the sensitivity
of the AMOC to forcing would have to be far greater than seen in current models, or would require meltwater
flux from the Greenland ice sheet greatly exceeding even the highest of current projections. Although neither possibility can be excluded entirely, it is unlikely that the AMOC will collapse beyond the end of the 21st century for
the scenarios considered, but a collapse beyond the 21st century for large sustained warming cannot be excluded.
There is low confidence in assessing the evolution of AMOC beyond the 21st century because of limited number of
analyses and equivocal results. {12.4.7, 12.5.5}
Potential Irreversibility of Changes in Permafrost, Methane Clathrates and Forests
In a warming climate, permafrost thawing may induce decomposition of carbon accumulated in frozen soils which
could persist for hundreds to thousands of years, leading to an increase of atmospheric CO2 and/or methane (CH4)
(continued on next page)
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TS
TFE.5, Figure 1 | Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) strength at 30°N (Sv) as a function of year, from 1850 to 2300 as simulated by different Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models in response to scenario RCP2.6 (left) and RCP8.5 (right). The vertical black bar shows the range of AMOC strength measured
at 26°N, from 2004 to 2011 {Figures 3.11, 12.35}

concentrations. The existing modelling studies of permafrost carbon balance under future warming that take into
account at least some of the essential permafrost-related processes do not yield consistent results, beyond the fact
that present-day permafrost will become a net emitter of carbon during the 21st century under plausible future
warming scenarios (low confidence). This also reflects an insufficient understanding of the relevant soil processes
during and after permafrost thaw, including processes leading to stabilization of unfrozen soil carbon, and precludes any quantitative assessment of the amplitude of irreversible changes in the climate system potentially related to permafrost degassing and associated feedbacks. {6.4.7, 12.5.5}
Anthropogenic warming will very likely lead to enhanced CH4 emissions from both terrestrial and oceanic clathrates.
Deposits of CH4 clathrates below the sea floor are susceptible to destabilization via ocean warming. However, sea
level rise due to changes in ocean mass enhances clathrate stability in the ocean. While difficult to formally assess,
initial estimates of the 21st century feedback from CH4 clathrate destabilization are small but not insignificant. It is
very unlikely that CH4 from clathrates will undergo catastrophic release during the 21st century (high confidence).
On multi-millennial time scales, such CH4 emissions may provide a positive feedback to anthropogenic warming and
may be irreversible, due to the diffference between release and accumulation time scales. {6.4.7, 12.5.5}
The existence of critical climate change driven dieback thresholds in the Amazonian and other tropical rainforests
purely driven by climate change remains highly uncertain. The possibility of a critical threshold being crossed in
precipitation volume and duration of dry seasons cannot be ruled out. The response of boreal forest to projected
climate change is also highly uncertain, and the existence of critical thresholds cannot at present be ruled out. There
is low confidence in projections of the collapse of large areas of tropical and/or boreal forests. {12.5.5}
Potential Irreversibility of Changes in the Cryosphere
The reversibility of sea ice loss has been directly assessed in sensitivity studies to CO2 increase and decrease with
Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCMs) or Earth System Models (ESMs). None of them show evidence of an irreversible change in Arctic sea ice at any point. By contrast, as a result of the strong coupling between
surface and deep waters in the Southern Ocean, the Antarctic sea ice in some models integrated with ramp-up and
ramp-down atmospheric CO2 concentration exhibits some hysteresis behaviour. {12.5.5}
At present, both the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets have a positive surface mass balance (snowfall exceeds
melting), although both are losing mass because ice outflow into the sea exceeds the net surface mass balance. A
positive feedback operates to reduce ice sheet volume and extent when a decrease of the surface elevation of the
ice sheet induces a decreased surface mass balance. This arises generally through increased surface melting, and
therefore applies in the 21st century to Greenland, but not to Antarctica, where surface melting is currently very
small. Surface melting in Antarctica is projected to become important after several centuries under high well-mixed
greenhouse gas radiative forcing scenarios. {4.4, 13.4.4; Boxes 5.2, 13.2}
Abrupt change in ice sheet outflow to the sea may be caused by unstable retreat of the grounding line in regions
where the bedrock is below sea level and slopes downwards towards the interior of the ice sheet. This mainly
(continued on next page)
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applies to West Antarctica, but also to parts of East Antarctica and Greenland. Grounding line retreat can be triggered by ice shelf decay, due to warmer ocean water under ice shelves enhancing submarine ice shelf melt, or melt
water ponds on the surface of the ice shelf promoting ice shelf fracture. Because ice sheet growth is a slow process,
such changes would be irreversible in the definition adopted here. {4.4.5; Box 13.2}
There is high confidence that the volumes of the Greenland and West Antarctic ice sheets were reduced during
periods of the past few million years that were globally warmer than present. Ice sheet model simulations and geological data suggest that the West Antarctic ice sheet is very sensitive to subsurface ocean warming and imply with
medium confidence a West Antarctic ice sheet retreat if atmospheric CO2 concentration stays within, or above, the
range of 350–450 ppm for several millennia. {5.8.1, 13.4.4; Box 13.2}
The available evidence indicates that global warming beyond a threshold would lead to the near-complete loss of
the Greenland ice sheet over a millennium or longer, causing a global mean sea level rise of approximately 7 m.
Studies with fixed present-day ice sheet topography indicate that the threshold is greater than 2°C but less than 4°C
(medium confidence) of global mean surface temperature rise above pre-industrial. The one study with a dynamical
ice sheet suggests the threshold is greater than about 1°C (low confidence) global mean warming with respect to
pre-industrial. Considering the present state of scientific uncertainty, a likely range cannot be quantified. The complete loss of the Greenland ice sheet is not inevitable because this would take a millennium or more; if temperatures
decline before the ice sheet has completely vanished, the ice sheet might regrow. However, some part of the mass
loss might be irreversible, depending on the duration and degree of exceedance of the threshold, because the ice
sheet may have multiple steady states, due to its interaction with regional climate. {13.4.3, 13.4.4}
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TS.4.6

Water Cycle

Since the AR4, new evidence has emerged of a detectable human influence on several aspects of the water cycle. There is medium confidence
that observed changes in near-surface specific humidity since 1973
contain a detectable anthropogenic component. The anthropogenic
water vapour fingerprint simulated by an ensemble of climate models
has been detected in lower tropospheric moisture content estimates
derived from Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) data covering
the period 1988–2006. An anthropogenic contribution to increases in
tropospheric specific humidity is found with medium confidence. {2.5,
10.3}
Attribution studies of global zonal mean terrestrial precipitation and
Arctic precipitation both find a detectable anthropogenic influence.
Overall there is medium confidence in a significant human influence
on global scale changes in precipitation patterns, including increases
in NH mid-to-high latitudes. Remaining observational and modelling
uncertainties and the large effect of internal variability on observed
precipitation preclude a more confident assessment. {2.5, 7.6, 10.3}
Based on the collected evidence for attributable changes (with varying
levels of confidence and likelihood) in specific humidity, terrestrial precipitation and ocean surface salinity through its connection to precipitation and evaporation, and from physical understanding of the water
cycle, it is likely that human influence has affected the global water
cycle since 1960. This is a major advance since AR4. {2.4, 2.5, 3.3, 9.4.1,
10.3, 10.4.2; Table 10.1; FAQ 3.2}
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TS.4.7

Climate Extremes

Several new attribution studies have found a detectable anthropogenic influence in the observed increased frequency of warm days and
nights and decreased frequency of cold days and nights. Since the AR4
and SREX, there is new evidence for detection of human influence on
extremely warm daytime temperature and there is new evidence that
the influence of anthropogenic forcing may be detected separately
from the influence of natural forcing at global scales and in some continental and sub-continental regions. This strengthens the conclusions
from both AR4 and SREX, and it is now very likely that anthropogenic
forcing has contributed to the observed changes in the frequency and
intensity of daily temperature extremes on the global scale since the
mid-20th century. It is likely that human influence has significantly
increased the probability of occurrence of heat waves in some locations. See TFE.9 and TFE.9, Table 1 for a summary of the assessment of
extreme weather and climate events. {10.6}
Since the AR4, there is some new limited direct evidence for an anthropogenic influence on extreme precipitation, including a formal detection and attribution study and indirect evidence that extreme precipitation would be expected to have increased given the evidence of
anthropogenic influence on various aspects of the global hydrological
cycle and high confidence that the intensity of extreme precipitation
events will increase with warming, at a rate well exceeding that of the
mean precipitation. In land regions where observational coverage is
sufficient for assessment, there is medium confidence that anthropogenic forcing has contributed to a global-scale intensification of heavy
precipitation over the second half of the 20th century. {7.6, 10.6}
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Although the AR4 concluded that it is more likely than not that anthropogenic influence has contributed to an increased risk of drought in the
second half of the 20th century, an updated assessment of the observational evidence indicates that the AR4 conclusions regarding global
increasing trends in hydrological droughts since the 1970s are no longer
supported. Owing to the low confidence in observed large-scale trends
in dryness combined with difficulties in distinguishing decadal-scale
variability in drought from long-term climate change, there is now low
confidence in the attribution of changes in drought over global land
since the mid-20th century to human influence. {2.6, 10.6}

TS.4.8

From Global to Regional

Taking a longer term perspective shows the substantial role played by
external forcings in driving climate variability on hemispheric scales in
pre-industrial times (Box TS.5). It is very unlikely that NH temperature
variations from 1400 to 1850 can be explained by internal variability
alone. There is medium confidence that external forcing contributed to
NH temperature variability from 850 to 1400 and that external forcing
contributed to European temperature variations over the last 5 centuries. {5.3.3, 5.5.1, 10.7.2, 10.7.5; Table 10.1}
Changes in atmospheric circulation are important for local climate
change because they could lead to greater or smaller changes in climate in a particular region than elsewhere. It is likely that human influence has altered sea level pressure patterns globally. There is medium
confidence that stratospheric ozone depletion has contributed to the
observed poleward shift of the southern Hadley Cell border during austral summer. It is likely that stratospheric ozone depletion has contributed to the positive trend in the SAM seen in austral summer since the
mid-20th century which corresponds to sea level pressure reductions
over the high latitudes and increase in the subtropics (Figure TS.11).
{10.3}
The evidence is stronger that observed changes in the climate system
can now be attributed to human activities on global and regional scales
in many components (Figure TS.12). Observational uncertainty has been
explored much more thoroughly than previously, and fingerprints of
human influence have been deduced from a new generation of climate
models. There is improved understanding of ocean changes, including
salinity changes, that are consistent with large scale intensification of
the water cycle predicted by climate models. The changes in near surface temperatures, free atmosphere temperatures, ocean temperatures
and NH snow cover and sea ice extent, when taken together, show not

just global mean changes, but also distinctive regional patterns consistent with the expected fingerprints of change from anthropogenic
forcings and the expected responses from volcanic eruptions (Figure
TS.12). {10.3–10.6, 10.9}
Human influence has been detected in nearly all of the major assessed
components of the climate system (Figure TS.12). Taken together, the
combined evidence increases the overall level of confidence in the
attribution of observed climate change, and reduces the uncertainties
associated with assessment based on a single climate variable. From
this combined evidence it is virtually certain that human influence has
warmed the global climate system. Anthropogenic influence has been
identified in changes in temperature near the surface of the Earth, in
the atmosphere and in the oceans, as well as in changes in the cryosphere, the water cycle and some extremes. There is strong evidence
that excludes solar forcing, volcanoes and internal variability as the
strongest drivers of warming since 1950. {10.9; Table 10.1; FAQ 5.1}
Over every continent except Antarctica, anthropogenic influence has
likely made a substantial contribution to surface temperature increases since the mid-20th century (Figure TS.12). It is likely that there has
been a significant anthropogenic contribution to the very substantial
warming in Arctic land surface temperatures over the past 50 years.
For Antarctica large observational uncertainties result in low confidence
that anthropogenic influence has contributed to observed warming
averaged over available stations. Detection and attribution at regional

SAM trend (hPa per decade)

Globally, there is low confidence in attribution of changes in tropical
cyclone activity to human influence. This is due to insufficient observational evidence, lack of physical understanding of the links between
anthropogenic drivers of climate and tropical cyclone activity, and the
low level of agreement between studies as to the relative importance
of internal variability, and anthropogenic and natural forcings. In the
North Atlantic region there is medium confidence that a reduction in
aerosol forcing over the North Atlantic has contributed at least in part
to the observed increase in tropical cyclone activity there since the
1970s. There remains substantial disagreement on the relative importance of internal variability, WMGHG forcing and aerosols for this
observed trend. {2.6, 10.6, 14.6}
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Figure TS.11 | Simulated and observed 1951–2011 trends in the Southern Annular
Mode (SAM) index by season. The SAM index is a difference between zonal mean sea
level pressure (SLP) at 40°S and 65°S. The SAM index is defined without normalization, so that the magnitudes of simulated and observed trends can be compared. Black
lines show observed trends from the Hadley Centre Sea Level Pressure 2r (HadSLP2r)
data set (solid), and the 20th Century Reanalysis (dotted). Grey bars show 5th to 95th
percentile ranges of control trends, and red boxes show the 5th to 95th percentile
range of trends in historical simulations including anthropogenic and natural forcings.
Coloured bars show ensemble mean trends and their associated 5 to 95% confidence
ranges simulated in response to well-mixed greenhouse gas (light green), aerosol (dark
green), ozone (magenta) and natural forcing changes (blue) in CMIP5 individual-forcing
simulations. {Figure 10.13b}
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scales is complicated by the greater role played by dynamical factors
(circulation changes), a greater range of forcings that may be regionally
important, and the greater difficulty of modelling relevant processes at
regional scales. Nevertheless, human influence has likely contributed to
temperature increases in many sub-continental regions. {10.3; Box 5.1}
The coherence of observed changes with simulations of anthropogenic
and natural forcing in the physical system is remarkable (Figure TS.12),
particularly for temperature-related variables. Surface temperature and

ocean heat content show emerging anthropogenic and natural signals
in both records, and a clear separation from the alternative hypothesis
of just natural variations. These signals do not appear just in the global
means, but also appear at regional scales on continents and in ocean
basins in each of these variables. Sea ice extent emerges clearly from
the range of internal variability for the Arctic. At sub-continental scales
human influence is likely to have substantially increased the probability of occurrence of heat waves in some locations. {Table 10.1}
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Global averages
Ocean surface

Observations

Land surface

Land and ocean surface

Ocean heat content

Models using only natural forcings
Models using both natural and anthropogenic forcings

Figure TS.12 | Comparison of observed and simulated change in the climate system, at regional scales (top panels) and global scales (bottom four panels). Brown panels are land
surface temperature time series, blue panels are ocean heat content time series and white panels are sea ice time series (decadal averages). Each panel shows observations (black
or black and shades of grey), and the 5 to 95% range of the simulated response to natural forcings (blue shading) and natural and anthropogenic forcings (pink shading), together
with the corresponding ensemble means (dark blue and dark red respectively). The observed surface temperature is from the Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface
temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4). Three observed records of ocean heat content (OHC) are shown. Sea ice anomalies (rather than absolute values) are plotted and based on
models in Figure 10.16. The observations lines are either solid or dashed and indicate the quality of the observations and estimates. For land and ocean surface temperatures panels
and precipitation panels, solid observation lines indicate where spatial coverage of areas being examined is above 50% coverage and dashed observation lines where coverage is
below 50%. For example, data coverage of Antarctica never goes above 50% of the land area of the continent. For ocean heat content and sea ice panels the solid observations line
is where the coverage of data is good and higher in quality, and the dashed line is where the data coverage is only adequate. This figure is based on Figure 10.21 except presented
as decadal averages rather than yearly averages. Further detail regarding the related Figure SPM.6 is given in the TS Supplementary Material. {Figure 10.21}
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Box TS.4 | Model Evaluation
Climate models have continued to be improved since the AR4, and many models have been extended into Earth System Models (ESMs)
by including the representation of biogeochemical cycles important to climate change. Box TS.4, Figure 1 provides a partial overview of
model capabilities as assessed in this report, including improvements or lack thereof relative to models that were assessed in the AR4
or that were available at the time of the AR4. {9.1, 9.8.1; Box 9.1}
The ability of climate models to simulate surface temperature has improved in many, though not all, important aspects relative to the
generation of models assessed in the AR4. There continues to be very high confidence that models reproduce the observed large-scale
time-mean surface temperature patterns (pattern correlation of about 0.99), although systematic errors of several degrees Celsius are
found in some regions. There is high confidence that on the regional scale (sub-continental and smaller), time-mean surface temperature is better simulated than at the time of the AR4; however, confidence in model capability is lower than for the large scale. Models
are able to reproduce the magnitude of the observed global mean or northern-hemisphere-mean temperature variability on interannual
to centennial time scales. Models are also able to reproduce the large-scale patterns of temperature during the Last Glacial Maximum
indicating an ability to simulate a climate state much different from the present (see also Box TS.5). {9.4.1, 9.6.1}

TS

There is very high confidence that models reproduce the general features of the global and annual mean surface temperature changes
over the historical period, including the warming in the second half of the 20th century and the cooling immediately following large
volcanic eruptions. Most simulations of the historical period do not reproduce the observed reduction in global mean surface warming
trend over the last 10 to 15 years (see Box TS.3). There is medium confidence that the trend difference between models and observations during 1998–2012 is to a substantial degree caused by internal variability, with possible contributions from forcing inadequacies
in models and some models overestimating the response to increasing greenhouse gas forcing. Most, though not all, models overestimate the observed warming trend in the tropical troposphere over the last 30 years, and tend to underestimate the long-term lowerstratospheric cooling trend. {9.4.1; Box 9.2}
The simulation of large-scale patterns of precipitation has improved somewhat since the AR4, although models continue to perform
less well for precipitation than for surface temperature. The spatial pattern correlation between modelled and observed annual mean
precipitation has increased from 0.77 for models available at the time of the AR4 to 0.82 for current models. At regional scales, precipitation is not simulated as well, and the assessment remains difficult owing to observational uncertainties. {9.4.1, 9.6.1}
Many models are able to reproduce the observed changes in upper-ocean heat content from 1961 to 2005. The time series of the multimodel mean falls within the range of the available observational estimates for most of the period. {9.4.2}
There is robust evidence that the downward trend in Arctic summer sea ice extent is better simulated than at the time of the AR4. About
one quarter of the models show a trend as strong as, or stronger, than the trend in observations over the satellite era 1979–2012.
Most models simulate a small decreasing trend in Antarctic sea ice extent, albeit with large inter-model spread, in contrast to the small
increasing trend in observations. {9.4.3}
There has been substantial progress since the AR4 in the assessment of model simulations of extreme events. Changes in the frequency
of extreme warm and cold days and nights over the second half of the 20th century are consistent between models and observations,
with the ensemble mean global mean time series generally falling within the range of observational estimates. The majority of models
underestimate the sensitivity of extreme precipitation to temperature variability or trends, especially in the tropics. {9.5.4}
In the majority of the models that include an interactive carbon cycle, the simulated global land and ocean carbon sinks over the latter
part of the 20th century fall within the range of observational estimates. However, models systematically underestimate the NH land
sink implied by atmospheric inversion techniques. {9.4.5}
Regional downscaling methods provide climate information at the smaller scales needed for many climate impact studies. There is high
confidence that downscaling adds value both in regions with highly variable topography and for various small-scale phenomena. {9.6.4}
The model spread in equilibrium climate sensitivity ranges from 2.1°C to 4.7°C and is very similar to the assessment in the AR4. There
is very high confidence that the primary factor contributing to the spread in equilibrium climate sensitivity continues to be the cloud
feedback. This applies to both the modern climate and the last glacial maximum. There is likewise very high confidence that, consistent with observations, models show a strong positive correlation between tropospheric temperature and water vapour on regional
to global scales, implying a positive water vapour feedback in both models and observations. {5.3.3, 9.4.1, 9.7} (continued on next page)
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Box TS.4 (continued)

Climate models are based on physical principles, and they reproduce many important elements of observed climate. Both aspects
contribute to our confidence in the models’ suitability for their application in detection and attribution studies (see Chapter 10) and for
quantitative future predictions and projections (see Chapters 11 to 14). There is increasing evidence that some elements of observed
variability or trends are well correlated with inter-model differences in model projections for quantities such as Arctic summer sea ice
trends, the snow–albedo feedback, and the carbon loss from tropical land. However, there is still no universal strategy for transferring
a model’s past performance to a relative weight of this model in a multi-model-ensemble mean of climate projections. {9.8.3}
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Box TS.4, Figure1 | Summary of how well the current-generation climate models simulate important features of the climate of the 20th century. Confidence in the
assessment increases towards the right as suggested by the increasing strength of shading. Model quality increases from bottom to top. The colour coding indicates
improvements from the models available at the time of the AR4 to the current assessment. There have been a number of improvements since the AR4, and some some
modelled quantities are not better simulated. The major climate quantities are listed in this summary and none shows degradation. The assessment is based mostly on
the multi-model mean, not excluding that deviations for individual models could exist. Assessed model quality is simplified for representation in this figure; details of
each assessment are found in Chapter 9. {9.8.1; Figure 9.44}
The figure highlights the following key features, with the sections that back up the assessment added in brackets:
(a) Trends in:
AntSIE
ArctSIE
fgCO2
LST
NBP
OHC
TotalO3
TAS
TTT

Antarctic sea ice extent {9.4.3}
Arctic sea ice extent {9.4.3}
Global ocean carbon sink {9.4.5}
Lower-stratospheric temperature {9.4.1.}
Global land carbon sink {9.4.5}
Global ocean heat content {9.4.2}
Total-column ozone {9.4.1}
Surface air temperature {9.4.1}
Tropical tropospheric temperature {9.4.1}

(b) Extremes:
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Droughts {9.5.4}
Year-to-year count of Atlantic hurricanes in high-resolution AGCMs {9.5.4}
Global distribution of precipitation extremes {9.5.4}
Global distribution of precipitation extremes in high-resolution AGCMs {9.5.4}
Global trends in precipitation extremes {9.5.4}
Global distributions of surface air temperature extremes {9.5.4}
Global trends in surface air temperature extremes {9.5.4}
Tropical cyclone tracks and intensity {9.5.4}
Tropical cyclone tracks and intensity in high-resolution AGCMs {9.5.4}
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Box TS.5 | Paleoclimate
Reconstructions from paleoclimate archives allow current changes in atmospheric composition, sea level and climate (including extreme
events such as droughts and floods), as well as future projections, to be placed in a broader perspective of past climate variability (see
Section TS.2). {5.2–5.6, 6.2, 10.7}
Past climate information also documents the behaviour of slow components of the climate system including the carbon cycle, ice sheets
and the deep ocean for which instrumental records are short compared to their characteristic time scales of responses to perturbations, thus informing on mechanisms of abrupt and irreversible changes. Together with the knowledge of past external climate forcings,
syntheses of paleoclimate data have documented polar amplification, characterized by enhanced temperature changes in the Arctic
compared to the global mean, in response to high or low CO2 concentrations. {5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 6.2, 8.4.2, 13.2.1, 13.4; Boxes
5.1, 5.2}
Since AR4, the inclusion of paleoclimate simulations in the PMIP3 (Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project)/CMIP5 framework
has enabled paleoclimate information to be more closely linked with future climate projections. Paleoclimate information for the midHolocene (6 ka), the Last Glacial Maximum (approximately 21 ka), and last millennium has been used to test the ability of models to
simulate realistically the magnitude and large-scale patterns of past changes. Combining information from paleoclimate simulations
and reconstructions enables to quantify the response of the climate system to radiative perturbations, constraints to be placed on the
range of equilibrium climate sensitivity, and past patterns of internal climate variability to be documented on inter-annual to multicentennial scales. {5.3.1–5.3.5, 5.4, 5.5.1, 9.4.1, 9.4.2, 9.5.3, 9.7.2, 10.7.2, 14.1.2}

TS

Box TS.5, Figure 1 illustrates the comparison between the last millennium Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase 3
(PMIP3)/CMIP5 simulations and reconstructions, together with the associated solar, volcanic and WMGHG RFs. For average annual NH
temperatures, the period 1983–2012 was very likely the warmest 30-year period of the last 800 years (high confidence) and likely the
warmest 30-year period of the last 1400 years (medium confidence). This is supported by comparison of instrumental temperatures
with multiple reconstructions from a variety of proxy data and statistical methods, and is consistent with AR4. In response to solar,
volcanic and anthropogenic radiative changes, climate models simulate multi-decadal temperature changes in the last 1200 years in
the NH that are generally consistent in magnitude and timing with reconstructions, within their uncertainty ranges. Continental-scale
temperature reconstructions show, with high confidence, multi-decadal periods during the Medieval Climate Anomaly (about 950 to
1250) that were in some regions as warm as the mid-20th century and in others as warm as in the late 20th century. With high confidence, these regional warm periods were not as synchronous across regions as the warming since the mid-20th century. Based on the
comparison between reconstructions and simulations, there is high confidence that not only external orbital, solar and volcanic forcing
but also internal variability contributed substantially to the spatial pattern and timing of surface temperature changes between the
Medieval Climate Anomaly and the Little Ice Age (about 1450 to 1850). However, there is only very low confidence in quantitative estimates of their relative contributions. It is very unlikely that NH temperature variations from 1400 to 1850 can be explained by internal
variability alone. There is medium confidence that external forcing contributed to Northern Hemispheric temperature variability from
850 to 1400 and that external forcing contributed to European temperature variations over the last 5 centuries. {5.3.5, 5.5.1, 10.7.2,
10.7.5; Table 10.1} (continued on next page)
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Box TS.5 (continued)
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Box TS.5, Figure 1 | Last-millennium simulations and reconstructions. (a) 850–2000 PMIP3/CMIP5 radiative forcing due to volcanic, solar and well-mixed greenhouse gases. Different colours illustrate the two existing data sets for volcanic forcing and four estimates of solar forcing. For solar forcing, solid (dashed) lines stand
for reconstruction variants in which background changes in irradiance are (not) considered; (b) 850–2000 PMIP3/CMIP5 simulated (red) and reconstructed (shading)
Northern Hemisphere (NH) temperature changes. The thick red line depicts the multi-model mean while the thin red lines show the multi-model 90% range. The
overlap of reconstructed temperatures is shown by grey shading; all data are expressed as anomalies from their 1500–1850 mean and smoothed with a 30-year filter.
Note that some reconstructions represent a smaller spatial domain than the full NH or a specific season, while annual temperatures for the full NH mean are shown
for the simulations. (c), (d), (e) and (f) Arctic and North America annual mean temperature, and Europe and Asia June, July and August (JJA) temperature, from 950 to
2000 from reconstructions (black line), and PMIP3/CMIP5 simulations (thick red, multi-model mean; thin red, 90% multi-model range). All red curves are expressed
as anomalies from their 1500–1850 mean and smoothed with a 30-year filter. The shaded envelope depicts the uncertainties from each reconstruction (Arctic: 90%
confidence bands, North American: ±2 standard deviation. Asia: ±2 root mean square error. Europe: 95% confidence bands). For comparison with instrumental record,
the Climatic Research Unit land station Temperature (CRUTEM4) data set is shown (yellow line). These instrumental data are not necessarily those used in calibration
of the reconstrctions, and thus may show greater or lesser correspondence with the reconstructions than the instrumental data actually used for calibration; cutoff
timing may also lead to end effects for smoothed data shown. All lines are smoothed by applying a 30-year moving average. Map shows the individual regions for each
reconstruction. {5.3.5; Table 5.A.1; Figures 5.1, 5.8, 5.12}
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TS.5

Projections of Global and Regional
Climate Change

TS.5.1

Introduction

Projections of changes in the climate system are made using a hierarchy of climate models ranging from simple climate models, to models
of intermediate complexity, to comprehensive climate models, and
Earth System Models (ESMs). These models simulate changes based
on a set of scenarios of anthropogenic forcings. A new set of scenarios,
the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs), was used for the
new climate model simulations carried out under the framework of
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) of the
World Climate Research Programme. A large number of comprehensive
climate models and ESMs have participated in CMIP5, whose results
form the core of the climate system projections.
This section summarizes the assessment of these climate change projections. First, future forcing and scenarios are presented. The following
subsections then address various aspects of projections of global and
regional climate change, including near-term (up to about mid-century)
and long-term (end of the 21st century) projections in the atmosphere,
ocean and cryosphere; projections of carbon and other biogeochemical

cycles; projections in sea level change; and finally changes to climate
phenomena and other aspects of regional climate over the 21st century. Projected changes are given relative to the 1986–2005 average
unless indicated otherwise. Projections of climate change on longer
term and information on climate stabilization and targets are provided
in TFE.8. Methods to counter climate change, termed geoengineering,
have been proposed and an overview is provided in Box TS.7. {11.3,
12.3–12.5, 13.5–13.7, 14.1–14.6, Annex I}

TS.5.2

Future Forcing and Scenarios

In this assessment report a series of new RCPs are used that largely
replace the IPCC Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES) scenarios
(see Box TS.6 and Annex II for Climate System Scenario Tables). They
produce a range of responses from ongoing warming, to approximately
stabilized forcing, to a stringent mitigation scenario (RCP2.6) that stabilizes and then slowly reduces the RF after mid-21st century. In contrast to the AR4, the climate change from the RCP scenarios in the AR5
is framed as a combination of adaptation and mitigation. Mitigation
actions starting now in the various RCP scenarios do not produce discernibly different climate change outcomes for the next 30 years or
so, whereas long-term climate change after mid-century is appreciably
different across the RCPs. {Box 1.1}

Box TS.6 | The New Representative Concentration Pathway Scenarios and Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project Phase 5 Models
Future anthropogenic emissions of GHGs, aerosol particles and other forcing agents such as land use change are dependent on socioeconomic factors, and may be affected by global geopolitical agreements to control those emissions to achieve mitigation. AR4 made
extensive use of the SRES scenarios that do not include additional climate initiatives, which means that no scenarios were available
that explicitly assume implementation of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) or the emissions
targets of the Kyoto Protocol. However, GHG emissions are directly affected by non-climate change policies designed for a wide range
of other purposes. The SRES scenarios were developed using a sequential approach, that is, socioeconomic factors fed into emissions
scenarios, which were then used in simple climate models to determine concentrations of GHGs, and other agents required to drive the
more complex AOGCMs. In this report, outcomes of climate simulations that use new scenarios (some of which include implied policy
actions to achieve mitigation) referred to as RCPs are assessed. These RCPs represent a larger set of mitigation scenarios and were
selected to have different targets in terms of radiative forcing at 2100 (about 2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5 W m–2; Figure TS.15). The scenarios
should be considered plausible and illustrative, and do not have probabilities attached to them. {12.3.1; Box 1.1}
The RCPs were developed using Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) that typically include economic, demographic, energy, and
simple climate components. The emission scenarios they produce are then run through a simple model to produce time series of GHG
concentrations that can be run in AOGCMs. The emission time series from the RCPs can then be used directly in ESMs that include
interactive biogeochemistry (at least a land and ocean carbon cycle). {12.3.1; Box 1.1}
The CMIP5 multi-model experiment (coordinated through the World Climate Research Programme) presents an unprecedented level of
information on which to base assessments of climate variability and change. CMIP5 includes new ESMs in addition to AOGCMs, new
model experiments and more diagnostic output. CMIP5 is much more comprehensive than the preceding CMIP3 multi-model experiment that was available at the time of the IPCC AR4. CMIP5 has more than twice as many models, many more experiments (that also
include experiments to address understanding of the responses in the future climate change scenario runs), and nearly 2 × 1015 bytes
of data (as compared to over 30 × 1012 bytes of data in CMIP3). A larger number of forcing agents are treated more completely in the
CMIP5 models, with respect to aerosols and land use particularly. Black carbon aerosol is now a commonly included forcing agent.
Considering CO2, both ‘concentrations-driven’ projections and ‘emissions-driven’ projections are assessed from CMIP5. These allow
quantification of the physical response uncertainties as well as climate–carbon cycle interactions. {1.5.2}
(continued on next page)
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Box TS.6 (continued)

The assessment of the mean values and ranges of global mean temperature changes in AR4 would not have been substantially different if the CMIP5 models had been used in that report. The differences in global temperature projections can largely be attributed
to the different scenarios. The global mean temperature response simulated by CMIP3 and CMIP5 models is very similar, both in the
mean and the model range, transiently and in equilibrium. The range of temperature change across all scenarios is wider because the
RCPs include a strong mitigation scenario (RCP2.6) that had no equivalent among the SRES scenarios used in CMIP3. For each scenario,
the 5 to 95% range of the CMIP5 projections is obtained by approximating the CMIP5 distributions by a normal distribution with
same mean and standard deviation and assessed as being likely for projections of global temperature change for the end of the 21st
century. Probabilistic projections with simpler models calibrated to span the range of equilibrium climate sensitivity assessed by the
AR4 provide uncertainty ranges that are consistent with those from CMIP5. In AR4 the uncertainties in global temperature projections
were found to be approximately constant when expressed as a fraction of the model mean warming (constant fractional uncertainty).
For the higher RCPs, the uncertainty is now estimated to be smaller than with the AR4 method for long-term climate change, because
the carbon cycle–climate feedbacks are not relevant for the concentration-driven RCP projections (in contrast, the assessed projection
uncertainties of global temperature in AR4 did account of carbon cycle–climate feedbacks, even though these were not part of the
CMIP3 models). When forced with RCP8.5, CO2 emissions, as opposed to the RCP8.5 CO2 concentrations, CMIP5 ESMs with interactive
carbon cycle simulate, on average, a 50 (–140 to +210) ppm (CMIP5 model spread) larger atmospheric CO2 concentration and 0.2°C
larger global surface temperature increase by 2100. For the low RCPs the fractional uncertainty is larger because internal variability and
non-CO2 forcings make a larger relative contribution to the total uncertainty. {12.4.1, 12.4.8, 12.4.9} (continued on next page)
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Box TS.6, Figure 1 | Patterns of temperature (left column) and percent precipitation change (right column) for the CMIP3 models average (first row) and CMIP5
models average (second row), scaled by the corresponding global average temperature changes. The patterns are computed in both cases by taking the difference
between the averages over the last 20 years of the 21st century experiments (2080–2099 for CMIP3 and 2081–2100 for CMIP5) and the last 20 years of the historic
experiments (1980–1999 for CMIP3, 1986–2005 for CMIP5) and rescaling each difference by the corresponding change in global average temperature. This is done
first for each individual model, then the results are averaged across models. Stippling indicates a measure of significance of the difference between the two corresponding patterns obtained by a bootstrap exercise. Two subsets of the pooled set of CMIP3 and CMIP5 ensemble members of the same size as the original ensembles, but
without distinguishing CMIP3 from CMIP5 members, were randomly sampled 500 times. For each random sample the corresponding patterns and their difference are
computed, then the true difference is compared, grid-point by grid-point, to the distribution of the bootstrapped differences, and only grid-points at which the value of
the difference falls in the tails of the bootstrapped distribution (less than the 2.5th percentiles or the 97.5th percentiles) are stippled. {Figure 12.41}
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Box TS.6 (continued)

There is overall consistency between the projections of temperature and precipitation based on CMIP3 and CMIP5, both for large-scale
patterns and magnitudes of change (Box TS.6, Figure 1). Model agreement and confidence in projections depends on the variable and
on spatial and temporal averaging, with better agreement for larger scales. Confidence is higher for temperature than for those quantities related to the water cycle or atmospheric circulation. Improved methods to quantify and display model robustness have been
developed to indicate where lack of agreement across models on local trends is a result of internal variability, rather than models actually disagreeing on their forced response. Understanding of the sources and means of characterizing uncertainties in long-term large
scale projections of climate change has not changed significantly since AR4, but new experiments and studies have continued to work
towards a more complete and rigorous characterization. {9.7.3, 12.2, 12.4.1, 12.4.4, 12.4.5, 12.4.9; Box 12.1}
The well-established stability of geographical patterns of temperature and precipitation change during a transient experiment remains
valid in the CMIP5 models (Box TS.6, Figure 1). Patterns are similar over time and across scenarios and to first order can be scaled by
the global mean temperature change. There remain limitations to the validity of this technique when it is applied to strong mitigation
scenarios, to scenarios where localized forcings (e.g., aerosols) are significant and vary in time and for variables other than average
seasonal mean temperature and precipitation. {12.4.2}

The range in anthropogenic aerosol emissions across all scenarios has
a larger impact on near-term climate projections than the corresponding range in long-lived GHGs, particularly on regional scales and for
hydrological cycle variables. The RCP scenarios do not span the range
of future aerosol emissions found in the SRES and alternative scenarios
(Box TS.6). {11.3.1, 11.3.6}

and timing of future eruptions is unknown. Except for the 11-year solar
cycle, changes in the total solar irradiance are uncertain. Except where
explicitly indicated, future volcanic eruptions and changes in total solar
irradiance additional to a repeating 11-year solar cycle are not included
in the projections of near- and long-term climate assessed. {8, 11.3.6}

TS.5.3
If rapid reductions in sulphate aerosol are undertaken for improving air
quality or as part of decreasing fossil-fuel CO2 emissions, then there is
medium confidence that this could lead to rapid near-term warming.
There is evidence that accompanying controls on CH4 emissions would
offset some of this sulphate-induced warming, although the cooling from CH4 mitigation will emerge more slowly than the warming
from sulphate mitigation due to the different time scales over which
atmospheric concentrations of these substances decrease in response
to decreases in emissions. Although removal of black carbon aerosol
could also counter warming associated with sulphate removal, uncertainties are too large to constrain the net sign of the global temperature response to black carbon emission reductions, which depends on
reduction of co-emitted (reflective) aerosols and on aerosol indirect
effects. {11.3.6}
Including uncertainties in projecting the chemically reactive GHGs CH4
and N2O from RCP emissions gives a range in abundance pathways
that is likely 30% larger than the range in RCP concentrations used to
force the CMIP5 climate models. Including uncertainties in emission
estimates from agricultural, forest and land use sources, in atmospheric
lifetimes, and in chemical feedbacks, results in a much wider range of
abundances for N2O, CH4 and HFCs and their RF. In the case of CH4,
by year 2100 the likely range of RCP8.5 CH4 abundance extends 520
ppb above the single-valued RCP8.5 CH4 abundance, and RCP2.6 CH4
extends 230 ppb below RCP2.6 CH4. {11.3.5}

TS

Quantification of Climate System Response

Estimates of the equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) based on
observed climate change, climate models and feedback analysis, as
well as paleoclimate evidence indicate that ECS is positive, likely in
the range 1.5°C to 4.5°C with high confidence, extremely unlikely less
than 1°C (high confidence) and very unlikely greater than 6°C (medium
confidence). Earth system sensitivity over millennia time scales including long-term feedbacks not typically included in models could be significantly higher than ECS (see TFE.6 for further details). {5.3.1, 10.8;
Box 12.2}
With high confidence the transient climate response (TCR) is positive,
likely in the range 1°C to 2.5°C and extremely unlikely greater than
3°C, based on observed climate change and climate models (see TFE.6
for further details). {10.8; Box 12.2}
The ratio of GMST change to total cumulative anthropogenic carbon
emissions is relatively constant and independent of the scenario, but is
model dependent, as it is a function of the model cumulative airborne
fraction of carbon and the transient climate response. For any given
temperature target, higher emissions in earlier decades therefore imply
lower emissions by about the same amount later on. The transient climate response to cumulative carbon emission (TCRE) is likely between
0.8°C to 2.5°C per 1000 PgC (high confidence), for cumulative carbon
emissions less than about 2000 PgC until the time at which temperatures peak (see TFE.8 for further details). {10.8, 12.5.4; Box 12.2}

There is very low confidence in projections of natural forcing. Major
volcanic eruptions cause a negative RF up to several watts per square
metre, with a typical lifetime of one year, but the possible occurrence
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TFE.6 | Climate Sensitivity and Feedbacks
The description of climate change as a response to a forcing that is amplified by feedbacks goes back many decades.
The concepts of radiative forcing (RF) and climate feedbacks continue to be refined, and limitations are now better
understood; for instance, feedbacks may be much faster than the surface warming, feedbacks depend on the type of
forcing agent (e.g., greenhouse gas (GHG) vs. solar forcing), or may have intrinsic time scales (associated mainly with
vegetation change and ice sheets) of several centuries to millennia. The analysis of physical feedbacks in models and
from observations remains a powerful framework that provides constraints on transient future warming for different scenarios, on climate sensitivity and, combined with estimates of carbon cycle feedbacks (see TFE.5), determines
the GHG emissions that are compatible with climate stabilization or targets (see TFE.8). {7.1, 9.7.2, 12.5.3; Box 12.2}
The water vapour/lapse rate, albedo and cloud feedbacks are the principal determinants of equilibrium climate
sensitivity. All of these feedbacks are assessed to be positive, but with different levels of likelihood assigned ranging from likely to extremely likely. Therefore, there is high confidence that the net feedback is positive and the
black body response of the climate to a forcing will therefore be amplified. Cloud feedbacks continue to be the
largest uncertainty. The net feedback from water vapour and lapse rate changes together is extremely likely positive and approximately doubles the black body response. The mean value and spread of these two processes in
climate models are essentially unchanged from the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), but are now supported
by stronger observational evidence and better process understanding of what determines relative humidity distributions. Clouds respond to climate forcing mechanisms in multiple ways and individual cloud feedbacks can be
positive or negative. Key issues include the representation of both deep and shallow cumulus convection, microphysical processes in ice clouds and partial cloudiness that results from small-scale variations of cloud-producing and
cloud-dissipating processes. New approaches to diagnosing cloud feedback in General Circulation Models (GCMs)
have clarified robust cloud responses, while continuing to implicate low cloud cover as the most important source
of intermodel spread in simulated cloud feedbacks. The net radiative feedback due to all cloud types is likely positive. This conclusion is reached by considering a plausible range for unknown contributions by processes yet to be
accounted for, in addition to those occurring in current climate models. Observations alone do not currently provide a robust, direct constraint, but multiple lines of evidence now indicate positive feedback contributions from
changes in both the height of high clouds and the horizontal distribution of clouds. The additional feedback from
low cloud amount is also positive in most climate models, but that result is not well understood, nor effectively
constrained by observations, so confidence in it is low. {7.2.4–7.2.6, 9.7.2}

TS

The representation of aerosol–cloud processes in climate models continues to be a challenge. Aerosol and cloud
variability at scales significantly smaller than those resolved in climate models, and the subtle responses of clouds to
aerosol at those scales, mean that, for the foreseeable future, climate models will continue to rely on parameterizations of aerosol–cloud interactions or other methods that represent subgrid variability. This implies large uncertainties for estimates of the forcings associated with aerosol–cloud interactions. {7.4, 7.5.3, 7.5.4}
Equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) and transient climate response (TCR) are useful metrics summarising the global
climate system’s temperature response to an externally imposed RF. ECS is defined as the equilibrium change in
annual mean global mean surface temperature (GMST) following a doubling of the atmospheric carbon dioxide
(CO2) concentration, while TCR is defined as the annual mean GMST change at the time of CO2 doubling following a
linear increase in CO2 forcing over a period of 70 years (see Glossary). Both metrics have a broader application than
these definitions imply: ECS determines the eventual warming in response to stabilisation of atmospheric composition on multi-century time scales, while TCR determines the warming expected at a given time following any steady
increase in forcing over a 50- to 100-year time scale. {Box 12.2; 12.5.3}
ECS and TCR can be estimated from various lines of evidence (TFE.6, Figures 1 and 2). The estimates can be based on
the values of ECS and TCR diagnosed from climate models, or they can be constrained by analysis of feedbacks in
climate models, patterns of mean climate and variability in models compared to observations, temperature fluctuations as reconstructed from paleoclimate archives, observed and modelled short term perturbations of the energy
balance like those caused by volcanic eruptions, and the observed surface and ocean temperature trends since preindustrial. For many applications, the limitations of the forcing-feedback analysis framework and the dependence
of feedbacks on time scales and the climate state must be kept in mind. {5.3.1, 5.3.3, 9.7.1–9.7.3, 10.8.1, 10.8.2,
12.5.3; Box 5.2; Table 9.5} (continued on next page)
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Newer studies of constraints on ECS are based on the observed warming since pre-industrial, analysed using simple
and intermediate complexity models, improved statistical methods and several different and newer data sets.
Together with paleoclimate constraints but without considering the CMIP based evidence these studies show ECS
is likely between 1.5°C to 4.5°C (medium confidence) and extremely unlikely less than 1.0°C. {5.3.1, 5.3.3, 10.8.2;
Boxes 5.2, 12.2}
Estimates based on Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCMs) and feedback analysis indicate a
range of 2°C to 4.5°C, with the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) model mean at 3.2°C,
similar to CMIP3. High climate sensitivities are found in some perturbed parameter ensembles models, but recent
comparisons of perturbed-physics ensembles against the observed climate find that models with ECS values in the
range 3°C to 4°C show the smallest errors for many fields. Relationships between climatological quantities and climate sensitivity are often found within a specific perturbed parameter ensemble model but in many cases the relationship is not robust across perturbed parameter ensembles models from different models or in CMIP3 and CMIP5.
The assessed literature suggests that the range of climate sensitivities and transient responses covered by CMIP3
and CMIP5 cannot be narrowed significantly by constraining the models with observations of the mean climate
and variability. Studies based on perturbed parameter
ensembles models and CMIP3 support the conclusion
that a credible representation of the mean climate and
variability is very difficult to achieve with ECSs below
Instrumental
2°C. {9.2.2, 9.7.3; Box 12.2}
New estimates of ECS based on reconstructions and
simulations of the Last Glacial Maximum (21 ka to 19
ka) show that values below 1°C as well as above 6°C are
very unlikely. In some models climate sensitivity differs
between warm and cold climates because of differences in the representation of cloud feedbacks. Estimates
of an Earth system sensitivity including slow feedbacks
(e.g., ice sheets or vegetation) are even more difficult to
relate to climate sensitivity of the current climate state.
The main limitations of ECS estimates from paleoclimate
states are uncertainties in proxy data, spatial coverage
of the data, uncertainties in some forcings, and structural limitations in models used in model–data comparisons. {5.3, 10.8.2, 12.5.3}
Bayesian methods to constrain ECS or TCR are sensitive
to the assumed prior distributions. They can in principle
yield narrower estimates by combining constraints from
the observed warming trend, volcanic eruptions, model
climatology and paleoclimate, and that has been done
in some studies, but there is no consensus on how this
should be done robustly. This approach is sensitive to
the assumptions regarding the independence of the various lines of evidence, the possibility of shared biases in
models or feedback estimates and the assumption that
each individual line of evidence is unbiased. The combination of different estimates in this assessment is based
on expert judgement. {10.8.2; Box 12.2}
Based on the combined evidence from observed climate
change including the observed 20th century warming,
climate models, feedback analysis and paleoclimate, as
discussed above, ECS is likely in the range 1.5°C to 4.5°C
with high confidence. ECS is positive, extremely unlikely
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TFE.6, Figure 1 | Probability density functions, distributions and ranges for equilibrium climate sensitivity, based on Figure 10.20b plus climatological constraints
shown in IPCC AR4 (Box AR4 10.2 Figure 1), and results from CMIP5 (Table 9.5).
The grey shaded range marks the likely 1.5°C to 4.5°C range, grey solid line the
extremely unlikely less than 1°C, the grey dashed line the very unlikely greater
than 6°C. See Figure 10.20b and Chapter 10 Supplementary Material for full
caption and details. {Box 12.2, Figure 1}

(continued on next page)
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−1

Probability / Relative Frequency (°C )

less than 1°C (high confidence), and very unlikely greater than 6°C (medium confidence). The tails of the ECS
distribution are now better understood. Multiple lines
of evidence provide high confidence that an ECS value
less than 1°C is extremely unlikely. The upper limit of the
likely range is unchanged compared to AR4. The lower
limit of the likely range of 1.5°C is less than the lower
limit of 2°C in AR4. This change reflects the evidence
from new studies of observed temperature change,
using the extended records in atmosphere and ocean.
These studies suggest a best fit to the observed surface
and ocean warming for ECS values in the lower part of
the likely range. Note that these studies are not purely
observational, because they require an estimate of the
1.5
response to RF from models. In addition, the uncertainty
in ocean heat uptake remains substantial. Accounting
for short-term variability in simple models remains challenging, and it is important not to give undue weight to
1
any short time period which might be strongly affected by internal variability. On the other hand, AOGCMs
with observed climatology with ECS values in the upper
Black histogram
CMIP5 models
part of the 1.5 to 4.5°C range show very good agreeDashed lines
0.5
AR4 studies
ment with observed climatology, but the simulation of
key feedbacks like clouds remains challenging in those
models. The estimates from the observed warming,
paleoclimate, and from climate models are consistent
0
within their uncertainties, each is supported by many
0
1
2
3
4
Transient Climate Response (°C)
studies and multiple data sets, and in combination they
provide high confidence for the assessed likely range. TFE.6, Figure 2 | Probability density functions, distributions and ranges (5 to
Even though this assessed range is similar to previous 95%) for the transient climate response from different studies, based on Figure
reports, confidence today is much higher as a result 10.20a, and results from CMIP5 (black histogram, Table 9.5). The grey shaded
of high quality and longer observational records with range marks the likely 1°C to 2.5°C range, the grey solid line marks the extremely
a clearer anthropogenic signal, better process under- unlikely greater than 3°C. See Figure 10.20a and Chapter 10 Supplementary
Material for full caption and details. {Box 12.2, Figure 2}
standing, more and better understood evidence from
paleoclimate reconstructions, and better climate models
with higher resolution that capture many more processes more realistically. All these lines of evidence individually
support the assessed likely range of 1.5°C to 4.5°C. {3.2, 9.7.3, 10.8; Boxes 9.2, 13.1}

TS

On time scales of many centuries and longer, additional feedbacks with their own intrinsic time scales (e.g., vegetation, ice sheets) may become important but are not usually modelled in AOGCMs. The resulting equilibrium temperature response to a doubling of CO2 on millennial time scales or Earth system sensitivity is less well constrained
but likely to be larger than ECS, implying that lower atmospheric CO2 concentrations are compatible with limiting
warming to below a given temperature level. These slow feedbacks are less likely to be proportional to global mean
temperature change, implying that Earth system sensitivity changes over time. Estimates of Earth system sensitivity
are also difficult to relate to climate sensitivity of the current climate state. {5.3.3, 10.8.2, 12.5.3}
For scenarios of increasing RF, TCR is a more informative indicator of future climate change than ECS. This assessment concludes with high confidence that the TCR is likely in the range 1°C to 2.5°C, close to the estimated 5 to
95% range of CMIP5 (1.2°C to 2.4°C), is positive and extremely unlikely greater than 3°C. As with the ECS, this is
an expert-assessed range, supported by several different and partly independent lines of evidence, each based on
multiple studies, models and data sets. TCR is estimated from the observed global changes in surface temperature,
ocean heat uptake and RF including detection/attribution studies identifying the response patterns to increasing
GHG concentrations, and the results of CMIP3 and CMIP5. Estimating TCR suffers from fewer difficulties in terms of
state- or time-dependent feedbacks, and is less affected by uncertainty as to how much energy is taken up by the
(continued on next page)
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ocean. Unlike ECS, the ranges of TCR estimated from the observed warming and from AOGCMs agree well, increasing our confidence in the assessment of uncertainties in projections over the 21st century.
The assessed ranges of ECS and TCR are largely consistent with the observed warming, the estimated forcing and
the projected future warming. In contrast to AR4, no best estimate for ECS is given because of a lack of agreement
on the best estimate across lines of evidence and studies and an improved understanding of the uncertainties in
estimates based on the observed warming. Climate models with ECS values in the upper part of the likely range
show very good agreement with observed climatology, whereas estimates derived from observed climate change
tend to best fit the observed surface and ocean warming for ECS values in the lower part of the likely range. In estimates based on the observed warming the most likely value is sensitive to observational and model uncertainties,
internal climate variability and to assumptions about the prior distribution of ECS. In addition, “best estimate” and
“most likely value” are defined in various ways in different studies. {9.7.1, 10.8.1, 12.5.3; Table 9.5}
TS

TS.5.4

Near-term Climate Change

Near-term decadal climate prediction provides information not available from existing seasonal to interannual (months to a year or two)
predictions or from long-term (mid 21st century and beyond) climate
change projections. Prediction efforts on seasonal to interannual time
scales require accurate estimates of the initial climate state with less
focus extended to changes in external forcing12, whereas long-term
climate projections rely more heavily on estimations of external forcing
with little reliance on the initial state of internal variability. Estimates
of near-term climate depend on the committed warming (caused by
the inertia of the oceans as they respond to historical external forcing)
the time evolution of internally generated climate variability, and the
future path of external forcing. Near-term predictions out to about a
decade (Figure TS.13) depend more heavily on an accurate depiction of
the internally generated climate variability. {11.1, 12, 14}
Further near-term warming from past emissions is unavoidable owing
to thermal inertia of the oceans. This warming will be increased by
ongoing emissions of GHGs over the near term, and the climate
observed in the near term will also be strongly influenced by the internally generated variability of the climate system. Previous IPCC Assessments only described climate-change projections wherein the externally forced component of future climate was included but no attempt
was made to initialize the internally generated climate variability.
Decadal climate predictions, on the other hand, are intended to predict both the externally forced component of future climate change,
and the internally generated component. Near-term predictions do not
provide detailed information of the evolution of weather. Instead they
can provide estimated changes in the time evolution of the statistics of
near-term climate. {11.1, 11.2.2; Box 11.1; FAQ 11.1}
Retrospective prediction experiments have been used to assess forecast quality. There is high confidence that the retrospective prediction
experiments for forecast periods of up to 10 years exhibit positive skill

12

when verified against observations over large regions of the planet
and of the global mean. Observation-based initialization of the forecasts contributes to the skill of predictions of annual mean temperature for the first couple of years and to the skill of predictions of the
GMST and the temperature over the North Atlantic, regions of the
South Pacific and the tropical Indian Ocean up to 10 years (high confidence) partly due to a correction of the forced response. Probabilistic
temperature predictions are statistically reliable (see Section 11.2.3 for
definition of reliability) owing to the correct representation of global
trends, but still unreliable at the regional scale when probabilities are
computed from the multi-model ensemble. Predictions initialized over
2000–2005 improve estimates of the recent global mean temperature
hiatus. Predictions of precipitation over continental areas with large
forced trends also exhibit positive skill. {11.2.2, 11.2.3; Box 9.2}

TS.5.4.1 Projected Near-term Changes in Climate
Projections of near-term climate show small sensitivity to GHG scenarios compared to model spread, but substantial sensitivity to uncertainties in aerosol emissions, especially on regional scales and for
hydrological cycle variables. In some regions, the local and regional
responses in precipitation and in mean and extreme temperature to
land use change will be larger than those due to large-scale GHGs and
aerosol forcing. These scenarios presume that there are no major volcanic eruptions and that anthropogenic aerosol emissions are rapidly
reduced during the near term. {11.3.1, 11.3.2, 11.3.6}

TS.5.4.2 Projected Near-term Changes in Temperature
In the absence of major volcanic eruptions—which would cause significant but temporary cooling—and, assuming no significant future
long-term changes in solar irradiance, it is likely that the GMST
anomaly for the period 2016–2035, relative to the reference period of
1986–2005 will be in the range 0.3°C to 0.7°C (medium confidence).
This is based on multiple lines of evidence. This range is consistent

Seasonal-to-interannual predictions typically include the impact of external forcing.
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with the range obtained by using CMIP5 5 to 95% model trends for
2012–2035. It is also consistent with the CMIP5 5 to 95% range for
all four RCP scenarios of 0.36°C to 0.79°C, using the 2006–2012 reference period, after the upper and lower bounds are reduced by 10% to
take into account the evidence that some models may be too sensitive
to anthropogenic forcing (see Table TS.1 and Figure TS.14). {11.3.6}
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A future volcanic eruption similar in size to the 1991 eruption of Mt
Pinatubo would cause a rapid drop in global mean surface air temperature of about 0.5°C in the following year, with recovery over the
next few years. Larger eruptions, or several eruptions occurring close
together in time, would lead to larger and more persistent effects.
{11.3.6}
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Possible future changes in solar irradiance could influence the rate at
which GMST increases, but there is high confidence that this influence
will be small in comparison to the influence of increasing concentrations of GHGs in the atmosphere. {11.3.6}
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Figure TS.13 | Decadal prediction forecast quality of several climate indices. (Top row)
Time series of the 2- to 5-year average ensemble mean initialized hindcast anomalies and the corresponding non-initialized experiments for three climate indices: global
mean surface temperature (GMST, left) and the Atlantic Multi-decadal Variability (AMV,
right). The observational time series, Goddard Institute of Space Studies Goddard Institute for Space Studies Surface Temperature Analysis (GISTEMP) global mean temperature and Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Tempearture (ERSST) for the AMV, are
represented with dark grey (positive anomalies) and light grey (negative anomalies)
vertical bars, where a 4-year running mean has been applied for consistency with the
time averaging of the predictions. Predicted time series are shown for the CMIP5 Init
(solid) and NoInit (dotted) simulations with hindcasts started every 5 years over the
period 1960–2005. The lower and upper quartile of the multi-model ensemble are plotted using thin lines. The AMV index was computed as the sea surface temperature (SST)
anomalies averaged over the region Equator to 60ºN and 80ºW to 0ºW minus the SST
anomalies averaged over 60ºS to 60ºN. Note that the vertical axes are different for each
time series. (Middle row) Correlation of the ensemble mean prediction with the observational reference along the forecast time for 4-year averages of the three sets of CMIP5
hindcasts for Init (solid) and NoInit (dashed). The one-sided 95% confidence level with
a t distribution is represented in grey. The effective sample size has been computed
taking into account the autocorrelation of the observational time series. A two-sided
t test (where the effective sample size has been computed taking into account the
autocorrelation of the observational time series) has been used to test the differences
between the correlation of the initialized and non-initialized experiments, but no differences were found statistically significant with a confidence equal or higher than 90%.
(Bottom row) Root mean square error (RMSE) of the ensemble mean prediction along
the forecast time for 4-year averages of the CMIP5 hindcasts for Init (solid) and NoInit
(dashed). A two-sided F test (where the effective sample size has been computed taking
into account the autocorrelation of the observational time series) has been used to test
the ratio between the RMSE of the Init and NoInit, and those forecast times with differences statistically significant with a confidence equal or higher than 90% are indicated
with an open square. {Figure 11.3}
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The projected warming of global mean temperatures implies high
confidence that new levels of warming relative to 1850-1900 mean
climate will be crossed, particularly under higher GHG emissions scenarios. Relative to a reference period of 1850–1900, under RCP4.5 or
RCP6.0, it is more likely than not that the mean GMST for the period
2016–2035 will be more than 1°C above the mean for 1850–1900,
and very unlikely that it will be more than 1.5°C above the 1850–1900
mean (medium confidence). {11.3.6}
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Higher concentrations of GHGs and lower amounts of sulphate aerosol lead to greater warming. In the near-term, differences in global
mean surface air temperature across RCP scenarios for a single climate
model are typically smaller than across climate models for a single
RCP scenario. In 2030, the CMIP5 ensemble median values for global
mean temperature differ by at most 0.2°C between the RCP scenarios,
whereas the model spread (defined as the 17 to 83% range ) for each
RCP is around 0.4°C. The inter-scenario spread increases in time and
by 2050 is comparable to the model spread. Regionally, the largest differences in surface air temperature between RCP scenarios are found
in the Arctic. {11.3.2. 11.3.6}

The spatial patterns of near-term warming projected by the CMIP5
models following the RCP scenarios (Figure TS.15) are broadly consistent with the AR4. It is very likely that anthropogenic warming of
surface air temperature over the next few decades will proceed more
rapidly over land areas than over oceans, and it is very likely that
the anthropogenic warming over the Arctic in winter will be greater
than the global mean warming, consistent with the AR4. Relative to
background levels of internally generated variability there is high
confidence that the anthropogenic warming relative to the reference
period is expected to be larger in the tropics and subtropics than in
mid-latitudes. {11.3.2}
It is likely that in the next decades the frequency of warm days and
warm nights will increase in most land regions, while the frequency of
cold days and cold nights will decrease. Models also project increases
in the duration, intensity and spatial extent of heat waves and warm
spells for the near term. These changes may proceed at a different
rate than the mean warming. For example, several studies project that
European high-percentile summer temperatures are projected to warm
faster than mean temperatures (see also TFE.9). {11.3.2}
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Figure TS.14 | Synthesis of near-term projections of global mean surface air temperature (GMST). (a) Projections of annual mean GMST 1986–2050 (anomalies relative to
1986–2005) under all RCPs from CMIP5 models (grey and coloured lines, one ensemble member per model), with four observational estimates (Hadley Centre/Climatic Research
Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4), European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) interim re-analysis of the global atmosphere and surface
conditions (ERA-Interim), Goddard Institute for Space Studies Surface Temperature Analysis (GISTEMP), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)) for the period
1986–2012 (black lines). (b) As (a) but showing the 5 to 95% range of annual mean CMIP5 projections (using one ensemble member per model) for all RCPs using a reference
period of 1986–2005 (light grey shade) and all RCPs using a reference period of 2006–2012, together with the observed anomaly for (2006–2012) minus (1986–2005) of 0.16°C
(dark grey shade). The percentiles for 2006 onwards have been smoothed with a 5-year running mean for clarity. The maximum and minimum values from CMIP5 using all ensemble
members and the 1986–2005 reference period are shown by the grey lines (also smoothed). Black lines show annual mean observational estimates. The red shaded region shows
the indicative likely range for annual mean GMST during the period 2016–2035 based on the ‘ALL RCPs Assessed’ likely range for the 20-year mean GMST anomaly for 2016–2035,
which is shown as a black bar in both (b) and (c) (see text for details). The temperature scale relative to 1850-1900 mean climate on the right-hand side assumes a warming of
GMST prior to 1986–2005 of 0.61°C estimated from HadCRUT4. (c) A synthesis of projections for the mean GMST anomaly for 2016–2035 relative to 1986–2005. The box and
whiskers represent the 66% and 90% ranges. Shown are: unconstrained SRES CMIP3 and RCP CMIP5 projections; observationally constrained projections for the SRES A1B and,
the RCP4.5 and 8.5 scenarios; unconstrained projections for all four RCP scenarios using two reference periods as in (b) (light grey and dark grey shades), consistent with (b); 90%
range estimated using CMIP5 trends for the period 2012–2035 and the observed GMST anomaly for 2012; an overall likely (>66%) assessed range for all RCP scenarios. The dots
for the CMIP5 estimates show the maximum and minimum values using all ensemble members. The medians (or maximum likelihood estimate; green filled bar) are indicated by a
grey band. (Adapted from Figure 11.25.) See Section 11.3.6 for details. {Figure 11.25}
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TS.5.4.3 Projected Near-term Changes in the Water Cycle
Zonal mean precipitation will very likely increase in high and some of
the mid latitudes, and will more likely than not decrease in the subtropics. At more regional scales precipitation changes may be dominated
by a combination of natural internal variability, volcanic forcing and
anthropogenic aerosol effects. {11.3.2}
Over the next few decades increases in near-surface specific humidity
are very likely. It is likely that there will be increases in evaporation
in many regions. There is low confidence in projected changes in soil
moisture and surface runoff. {11.3.2}

TS

In the near term, it is likely that the frequency and intensity of heavy
precipitation events will increase over land. These changes are primarily driven by increases in atmospheric water vapour content, but also
affected by changes in atmospheric circulation. The impact of anthropogenic forcing at regional scales is less obvious, as regional-scale
changes are strongly affected by natural variability and also depend on
the course of future aerosol emissions, volcanic forcing and land use
changes (see also TFE.9). {11.3.2}

It is likely that salinity will increase in the tropical and (especially) subtropical Atlantic, and decrease in the western tropical Pacific over the
next few decades. Overall, it is likely that there will be some decline
in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation by 2050 (medium
confidence). However, the rate and magnitude of weakening is very
uncertain and decades when this circulation increases are also to be
expected. {11.3.3}

TS.5.4.6 Projected Near-term Changes in the Cryosphere
A nearly ice-free Arctic Ocean (sea ice extent less than 106 km2 for at
least five consecutive years) in September is likely before mid-century
under RCP8.5 (medium confidence). This assessment is based on a
subset of models that most closely reproduce the climatological mean
state and 1979 to 2012 trend of Arctic sea ice cover. It is very likely that
there will be further shrinking and thinning of Arctic sea ice cover, and
decreases of northern high-latitude spring time snow cover and near
surface permafrost as GMST rises (Figures TS.17 and TS.18). There is
low confidence in projected near-term decreases in the Antarctic sea
ice extent and volume. {11.3.4}

TS.5.4.7 Possibility of Near-term Abrupt Changes in Climate
TS.5.4.4 Projected Near-term Changes in Atmospheric Circulation
Internally generated climate variability and multiple RF agents (e.g.,
volcanoes, GHGs, ozone and anthropogenic aerosols) will all contribute to near-term changes in the atmospheric circulation. For example,
it is likely that the annual mean Hadley Circulation and the SH mid-latitude westerlies will shift poleward, while it is likely that the projected
recovery of stratospheric ozone and increases in GHG concentrations
will have counteracting impacts on the width of the Hadley Circulation and the meridional position of the SH storm track. Therefore it is
unlikely that they will continue to expand poleward as rapidly as in
recent decades. {11.3.2}
There is low confidence in near-term projections of the position and
strength of NH storm tracks. Natural variations are larger than the projected impact of GHGs in the near term. {11.3.2}
There is low confidence in basin-scale projections of changes in intensity and frequency of tropical cyclones in all basins to the mid-21st
century. This low confidence reflects the small number of studies
exploring near-term tropical cyclone activity, the differences across
published projections of tropical cyclone activity, and the large role for
natural variability. There is low confidence in near-term projections for
increased tropical cyclone intensity in the Atlantic; this projection is in
part due to projected reductions in aerosol loading. {11.3.2}

TS.5.4.5 Projected Near-term Changes in the Ocean
It is very likely that globally averaged surface and vertically averaged
ocean temperatures will increase in the near-term. In the absence of
multiple major volcanic eruptions, it is very likely that globally averaged surface and depth-averaged temperatures averaged for 2016–
2035 will be warmer than those averaged over 1986–2005. {11.3.3}
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There are various mechanisms that could lead to changes in global or
regional climate that are abrupt by comparison with rates experienced
in recent decades. The likelihood of such changes is generally lower
for the near term than for the long term. For this reason the relevant
mechanisms are primarily assessed in the TS.5 sections on long-term
changes and in TFE.5. {11.3.4}

TS.5.4.8 Projected Near-term Changes in Air Quality
The range in projections of air quality (O3 and PM2.5 in surface air) is
driven primarily by emissions (including CH4), rather than by physical climate change (medium confidence). The response of air quality to climate-driven changes is more uncertain than the response
to emission-driven changes (high confidence). Globally, warming
decreases background surface O3 (high confidence). High CH4 levels
(such as RCP8.5 and SRES A2) can offset this decrease, raising 2100
background surface O3 on average by about 8 ppb (25% of current
levels) relative to scenarios with small CH4 changes (such as RCP4.5
and RCP6.0) (high confidence). On a continental scale, projected air
pollution levels are lower under the new RCP scenarios than under the
SRES scenarios because the SRES did not incorporate air quality legislation (high confidence). {11.3.5, 11.3.5.2; Figures 11.22 and 11.23ab,
AII.4.2, AII.7.1–AII.7.4}
Observational and modelling evidence indicates that, all else being
equal, locally higher surface temperatures in polluted regions will
trigger regional feedbacks in chemistry and local emissions that will
increase peak levels of O3 and PM2.5 (medium confidence). Local emissions combined with background levels and with meteorological conditions conducive to the formation and accumulation of pollution are
known to produce extreme pollution episodes on local and regional
scales. There is low confidence in projecting changes in meteorological blocking associated with these extreme episodes. For PM2.5, climate change may alter natural aerosol sources (wildfires, wind-lofted
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dust, biogenic precursors) as well as precipitation scavenging, but no
confidence level is attached to the overall impact of climate change on
PM2.5 distributions. {11.3.5, 11.3.5.2; Box 14.2}

TS.5.5

Long-term Climate Change

TS.5.5.1 Projected Long-term Changes in Global Temperature
Global mean temperatures will continue to rise over the 21st century
under all of the RCPs. From around the mid-21st century, the rate of
global warming begins to be more strongly dependent on the scenario
(Figure TS.15). {12.4.1}

The 5 to 95% range of CMIP5 for global mean temperature change
is also assessed as likely for mid-21st century, but only with medium
confidence. With respect to 1850–1900 mean conditions, global
temperatures averaged in the period 2081–2100 are projected to likely
exceed 1.5°C above 1850–1900 values for RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5
(high confidence) and are likely to exceed 2°C above 1850–1900
values for RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 (high confidence). Temperature change
above 2°C relative to 1850–1900 under RCP2.6 is unlikely (medium
confidence). Warming above 4°C by 2081–2100 is unlikely in all RCPs
(high confidence) except for RCP8.5, where it is about as likely as not
(medium confidence). {12.4.1; Tables 12.2, 12.3}

TS.5.5.2 Projected Long-term Changes in Regional Temperature
Under the assumptions of the concentration-driven RCPs, GMSTs for
2081–2100, relative to 1986–2005 will likely be in the 5 to 95% range
of the CMIP5 models; 0.3°C to 1.7°C (RCP2.6), 1.1 to 2.6°C (RCP4.5),
1.4°C to 3.1°C (RCP6.0), 2.6°C to 4.8°C (RCP8.5) (see Table TS.1). With
high confidence, the 5 to 95% range of CMIP5 is assessed as likely
rather than very likely based on the assessment of TCR (see TFE.6).

39
25
42
32

There is very high confidence that globally averaged changes over land
will exceed changes over the ocean at the end of the 21st century by
a factor that is likely in the range 1.4 to 1.7. In the absence of a strong
reduction in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning, the Arctic region
is projected to warm most (very high confidence) (Figure TS.15). As

12
17
12

42 models

Figure TS.15 | (Top left) Total global mean radiative forcing for the four RCP scenarios based on the Model for the Assessment of Greenhouse-gas Induced Climate Change
(MAGICC) energy balance model. Note that the actual forcing simulated by the CMIP5 models differs slightly between models. (Bottom left) Time series of global annual mean
surface air temperature anomalies (relative to 1986–2005) from CMIP5 concentration-driven experiments. Projections are shown for each RCP for the multi-model mean (solid
lines) and ±1.64 standard deviation (5 to 95%) across the distribution of individual models (shading), based on annual means. The 1.64 standard deviation range based on the 20
yr averages 2081–2100, relative to 1986–2005, are interpreted as likely changes for the end of the 21st century. Discontinuities at 2100 are due to different numbers of models
performing the extension runs beyond the 21st century and have no physical meaning. Numbers in the same colours as the lines indicate the number of different models contributing to the different time periods. Maps: Multi-model ensemble average of annual mean surface air temperature change (compared to 1986–2005 base period) for 2016–2035
and 2081–2100, for RCP2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5. Hatching indicates regions where the multi-model mean signal is less than one standard deviation of internal variability. Stippling
indicates regions where the multi-model mean signal is greater than two standard deviations of internal variability and where 90% of the models agree on the sign of change. The
number of CMIP5 models used is indicated in the upper right corner of each panel. Further detail regarding the related Figures SPM.7a and SPM.8.a is given in the TS Supplementary
Material. {Box 12.1; Figures 12.4, 12.5, 12.11; Annex I}
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Table TS.1 | Projected change in global mean surface air temperature and global mean sea level rise for the mid- and late 21st century relative to the reference period of
1986–2005. {12.4.1; Tables 12.2,13.5}

2046–2065

Global Mean Surface
Temperature Change (°C) a

Global Mean Sea Level
Rise (m)b

TS

2081–2100

Scenario

Mean

Likely rangec

Mean

Likely rangec

RCP2.6

1.0

0.4 to 1.6

1.0

0.3 to 1.7

RCP4.5

1.4

0.9 to 2.0

1.8

1.1 to 2.6

RCP6.0

1.3

0.8 to 1.8

2.2

1.4 to 3.1

RCP8.5

2.0

1.4 to 2.6

3.7

2.6 to 4.8

Scenario

Mean

Likely range

Mean

Likely ranged

RCP2.6

0.24

0.17 to 0.32

0.40

0.26 to 0.55

RCP4.5

0.26

0.19 to 0.33

0.47

0.32 to 0.63

RCP6.0

0.25

0.18 to 0.32

0.48

0.33 to 0.63

RCP8.5

0.30

0.22 to 0.38

0.63

0.45 to 0.82

d

Notes:
a

Based on the CMIP5 ensemble; anomalies calculated with respect to 1986–2005. Using HadCRUT4 and its uncertainty estimate (5−95% confidence interval), the observed warming to the
reference period 1986−2005 is 0.61 [0.55 to 0.67] °C from 1850−1900, and 0.11 [0.09 to 0.13] °C from 1980−1999, the reference period for projections used in AR4. Likely ranges have not been
assessed here with respect to earlier reference periods because methods are not generally available in the literature for combining the uncertainties in models and observations. Adding projected
and observed changes does not account for potential effects of model biases compared to observations, and for natural internal variability during the observational reference period. {2.4; 11.2;
Tables 12.2 and 12.3}

b

Based on 21 CMIP5 models; anomalies calculated with respect to 1986–2005. Where CMIP5 results were not available for a particular AOGCM and scenario, they were estimated as explained
in Chapter 13, Table 13.5. The contributions from ice sheet rapid dynamical change and anthropogenic land water storage are treated as having uniform probability distributions, and as largely
independent of scenario. This treatment does not imply that the contributions concerned will not depend on the scenario followed, only that the current state of knowledge does not permit a
quantitative assessment of the dependence. Based on current understanding, only the collapse of marine-based sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet, if initiated, could cause global mean sea level to
rise substantially above the likely range during the 21st century. There is medium confidence that this additional contribution would not exceed several tenths of a metre of sea level rise during
the 21st century.

c

Calculated from projections as 5−95% model ranges. These ranges are then assessed to be likely ranges after accounting for additional uncertainties or different levels of confidence in models.
For projections of global mean surface temperature change in 2046−2065 confidence is medium, because the relative importance of natural internal variability, and uncertainty in non-greenhouse
gas forcing and response, are larger than for 2081−2100. The likely ranges for 2046−2065 do not take into account the possible influence of factors that lead to the assessed range for near-term
(2016−2035) global mean surface temperature change that is lower than the 5−95% model range, because the influence of these factors on longer term projections has not been quantified due
to insufficient scientific understanding. {11.3}

d

Calculated from projections as 5−95% model ranges. These ranges are then assessed to be likely ranges after accounting for additional uncertainties or different levels of confidence in models.
For projections of global mean sea level rise confidence is medium for both time horizons.

GMST rises, the pattern of atmospheric zonal mean temperatures show
warming throughout the troposphere and cooling in the stratosphere,
consistent with previous assessments. The consistency is especially
clear in the tropical upper troposphere and the northern high latitudes.
{12.4.3; Box 5.1}

Models simulate a decrease in cloud amount in the future over most of
the tropics and mid-latitudes, due mostly to reductions in low clouds.
Changes in marine boundary layer clouds are most uncertain. Increases
in cloud fraction and cloud optical depth and therefore cloud reflection
are simulated in high latitudes, poleward of 50°. {12.4.3}

It is virtually certain that, in most places, there will be more hot
and fewer cold temperature extremes as global mean temperatures
increase. These changes are expected for events defined as extremes
on both daily and seasonal time scales. Increases in the frequency,
duration and magnitude of hot extremes along with heat stress are
expected; however, occasional cold winter extremes will continue to
occur. Twenty-year return values of low-temperature events are projected to increase at a rate greater than winter mean temperatures
in most regions, with the largest changes in the return values of low
temperatures at high latitudes. Twenty-year return values for hightemperature events are projected to increase at a rate similar to or
greater than the rate of increase of summer mean temperatures in
most regions. Under RCP8.5 it is likely that, in most land regions, a current 20-year high-temperature event will occur more frequently by the
end of the 21st century (at least doubling its frequency, but in many
regions becoming an annual or 2-year event) and a current 20-year
low-temperature event will become exceedingly rare (See also TFE.9).
{12.4.3}

TS.5.5.3 Projected Long-term Changes in Atmospheric Circulation
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Mean sea level pressure is projected to decrease in high latitudes and
increase in the mid-latitudes as global temperatures rise. In the tropics, the Hadley and Walker Circulations are likely to slow down. Poleward shifts in the mid-latitude jets of about 1 to 2 degrees latitude
are likely at the end of the 21st century under RCP8.5 in both hemispheres (medium confidence), with weaker shifts in the NH. In austral
summer, the additional influence of stratospheric ozone recovery in
the SH opposes changes due to GHGs there, though the net response
varies strongly across models and scenarios. Substantial uncertainty
and thus low confidence remains in projecting changes in NH storm
tracks, especially for the North Atlantic basin. The Hadley Cell is likely
to widen, which translates to broader tropical regions and a poleward encroachment of subtropical dry zones. In the stratosphere, the
Brewer–Dobson circulation is likely to strengthen. {12.4.4}
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TS.5.5.4 Projected Long-term Changes in the Water Cycle
On the planetary scale, relative humidity is projected to remain roughly
constant, but specific humidity to increase in a warming climate. The
projected differential warming of land and ocean promotes changes in
atmospheric moistening that lead to small decreases in near-surface
relative humidity over most land areas with the notable exception
of parts of tropical Africa (medium confidence) (see TFE.1, Figure 1).
{12.4.5}

century under the RCP8.5 scenario. Many mid-latitude and subtropical
arid and semi-arid regions will likely experience less precipitation and
many moist mid-latitude regions will likely experience more precipitation by the end of this century under the RCP8.5 scenario. Maps of
precipitation change for the four RCP scenarios are shown in Figure
TS.16. {12.4.2, 12.4.5}

It is virtually certain that, in the long term, global precipitation will
increase with increased GMST. Global mean precipitation will increase
at a rate per °C smaller than that of atmospheric water vapour. It will
likely increase by 1 to 3% °C–1 for scenarios other than RCP2.6. For
RCP2.6 the range of sensitivities in the CMIP5 models is 0.5 to 4% °C–1
at the end of the 21st century. {7.6.2, 7.6.3, 12.4.1}

Globally, for short-duration precipitation events, a shift to more intense
individual storms and fewer weak storms is likely as temperatures
increase. Over most of the mid-latitude land masses and over wet tropical regions, extreme precipitation events will very likely be more intense
and more frequent in a warmer world. The global average sensitivity
of the 20-year return value of the annual maximum daily precipitation
ranges from 4% °C–1 of local temperature increase (average of CMIP3
models) to 5.3% °C–1 of local temperature increase (average of CMIP5
models), but regionally there are wide variations. {12.4.2, 12.4.5}

Changes in average precipitation in a warmer world will exhibit substantial spatial variation under RCP8.5. Some regions will experience
increases, other regions will experience decreases and yet others will
not experience significant changes at all (see Figure TS.16). There
is high confidence that the contrast of annual mean precipitation
between dry and wet regions and that the contrast between wet
and dry seasons will increase over most of the globe as temperatures
increase. The g eneral pattern of change indicates that high latitudes
are very likely to experience greater amounts of precipitation due to
the increased specific humidity of the warmer troposphere as well as
increased transport of water vapour from the tropics by the end of this

Annual surface evaporation is projected to increase as global temperatures rise over most of the ocean and is projected to change over land
following a similar pattern as precipitation. Decreases in annual runoff
are likely in parts of southern Europe, the Middle East and southern
Africa by the end of this century under the RCP8.5 scenario. Increases in
annual runoff are likely in the high northern latitudes corresponding to
large increases in winter and spring precipitation by the end of the 21st
century under the RCP8.5 scenario. Regional to global-scale projected
decreases in soil moisture and increased risk of agricultural drought
are likely in presently dry regions and are projected with medium confidence by the end of this century under the RCP8.5 scenario. Prominent

Figure TS.16 | Maps of multi-model results for the scenarios RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 in 2081–2100 of average percent change in mean precipitation. Changes are
shown relative to 1986–2005. The number of CMIP5 models to calculate the multi-model mean is indicated in the upper right corner of each panel. Hatching indicates regions
where the multi- model mean signal is less than 1 standard deviation of internal variability. Stippling indicates regions where the multi- model mean signal is greater than 2
standard deviations of internal variability and where 90% of models agree on the sign of change (see Box 12.1). Further detail regarding the related Figure SPM.8b is given in the
TS Supplementary Material. {Figure 12.22; Annex I}
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areas of projected decreases in evaporation include southern Africa
and northwestern Africa along the Mediterranean. Soil moisture drying
in the Mediterranean and southern African regions is consistent with
projected changes in Hadley Circulation and increased surface temperatures, so surface drying in these regions as global temperatures
increase is likely with high confidence by the end of this century under
the RCP8.5 scenario. In regions where surface moistening is projected,
changes are generally smaller than natural variability on the 20-year
time scale. A summary of the projected changes in the water cycle from
the CMIP5 models is shown in TFE.1, Figure 1. {12.4.5; Box 12.1}

TS.5.5.5 Projected Long-term Changes in the Cryosphere

It is very likely that NH snow cover will reduce as global temperatures
rise over the coming century. A retreat of permafrost extent with rising
global temperatures is virtually certain. Snow cover changes result
from precipitation and ablation changes, which are sometimes opposite. Projections of the NH spring snow covered area by the end of the
21st century vary between a decrease of 7 [3 to 10] % (RCP2.6) and 25
[18 to 32] % (RCP8.5) (Figure TS.18), but confidence is those numbers
is only medium because snow processes in global climate models are
strongly simplified. The projected changes in permafrost are a response
not only to warming, but also to changes in snow cover, which exerts a
control on the underlying soil. By the end of the 21st century, diagnosed
near-surface permafrost area is projected to decrease by between 37%
(RCP2.6) to 81% (RCP8.5) (medium confidence). {12.4.6}
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It is very likely that the Arctic sea ice cover will continue shrinking and
thinning year-round in the course of the 21st century as GMST rises.
At the same time, in the Antarctic, a decrease in sea ice extent and
volume is expected, but with low confidence. The CMIP5 multi-model
projections give average reductions in Arctic sea ice extent for 2081–
2100 compared to 1986–2005 ranging from 8% for RCP2.6 to 34%
for RCP8.5 in February and from 43% for RCP2.6 to 94% for RCP8.5 in
September (medium confidence) (Figure TS.17). A nearly ice-free Arctic
Ocean (sea ice extent less than 106 km2 for at least five consecutive
years) in September before mid-century is likely under RCP8.5 (medium
confidence), based on an assessment of a subset of models that most
closely reproduce the climatological mean state and 1979–2012 trend
of the Arctic sea ice cover. Some climate projections exhibit 5- to
10-year periods of sharp summer Arctic sea ice decline—even steeper

than observed over the last decade—and it is likely that such instances
of rapid ice loss will occur in the future. There is little evidence in global
climate models of a tipping point (or critical threshold) in the transition
from a perennially ice-covered to a seasonally ice-free Arctic Ocean
beyond which further sea ice loss is unstoppable and irreversible. In
the Antarctic, the CMIP5 multi-model mean projects a decrease in sea
ice extent that ranges from 16% for RCP2.6 to 67% for RCP8.5 in
February and from 8% for RCP2.6 to 30% for RCP8.5 in September
for 2081–2100 compared to 1986–2005. There is, however, low confidence in those projections because of the wide inter-model spread
and the inability of almost all of the available models to reproduce the
overall increase of the Antarctic sea ice areal coverage observed during
the satellite era. {12.4.6, 12.5.5}

37(5)

Figure TS.17 | Northern Hemisphere (NH) sea ice extent in September over the late 20th century and the whole 21st century for the scenarios RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5
in the CMIP5 models, and corresponding maps of multi-model results in 2081–2100 of NH September sea ice extent. In the time series, the number of CMIP5 models to calculate
the multi-model mean is indicated (subset in brackets). Time series are given as 5-year running means. The projected mean sea ice extent of a subset of models that most closely
reproduce the climatological mean state and 1979–2012 trend of the Arctic sea ice is given (solid lines), with the minimum to maximum range of the subset indicated with shading.
Black (grey shading) is the modelled historical evolution using historical reconstructed forcings. The CMIP5 multi-model mean is indicated with dashed lines. In the maps, the CMIP5
multi-model mean is given in white and the results for the subset in grey. Filled areas mark the averages over the 2081–2100 period, lines mark the sea ice extent averaged over
the 1986–2005 period. The observed sea ice extent is given in pink as a time series and averaged over 1986–2005 as a pink line in the map. Further detail regarding the related
Figures SPM.7b and SPM.8c is given in the TS Supplementary Material. {Figures 12.18, 12.29, 12.31}
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Snow cover extent change
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Near surface permafrost area

Figure TS.18 | (Top) Northern Hemisphere (NH) spring (March to April average) relative snow-covered area (RSCA) in CMIP5, obtained by dividing the simulated 5-year
box smoothed spring snow-covered area (SCA) by the simulated average spring SCA
of 1986–2005 reference period. (Bottom) NH diagnosed near-surface permafrost area
in CMIP5, using 20-year average monthly surface air temperatures and snow depths.
Lines indicate the multi model average, shading indicates the inter-model spread (one
standard deviation). {Figures 12.32, 12.33}

TS.5.5.6 Projected Long-term Changes in the Ocean
Over the course of the 21st century, the global ocean will warm in
all RCP scenarios. The strongest ocean warming is projected for the
surface in subtropical and tropical regions. At greater depth the
warming is projected to be most pronounced in the Southern Ocean.
Best estimates of ocean warming in the top one hundred metres are
about 0.6°C (RCP2.6) to 2.0°C (RCP8.5), and 0.3°C (RCP2.6) to 0.6°C
(RCP8.5) at a depth of about 1 km by the end of the 21st century. For
RCP4.5 by the end of the 21st century, half of the energy taken up by
the ocean is in the uppermost 700 m, and 85% is in the uppermost
2000 m. Due to the long time scales of this heat transfer from the
surface to depth, ocean warming will continue for centuries, even if
GHG emissions are decreased or concentrations kept constant, and will
result in a continued contribution to sea level rise (see Section TS5.7).
{12.4.3, 12.4.7}

TS.5.6

Long-term Projections of Carbon and Other
Biogeochemical Cycles

Projections of the global carbon cycle to 2100 using the CMIP5 ESMs
represent a wider range of complex interactions between the carbon
cycle and the physical climate system. {6}
With very high confidence, ocean carbon uptake of anthropogenic CO2
will continue under all four RCPs through to 2100, with higher uptake

in higher concentration pathways. The future evolution of the land
carbon uptake is much more uncertain. A majority of CMIP5 ESMs project a continued net carbon uptake by land ecosystems through 2100.
Yet, a minority of models simulate a net CO2 source to the atmosphere
by 2100 due to the combined effect of climate change and land use
change. In view of the large spread of model results and incomplete
process representation, there is low confidence on the magnitude of
modelled future land carbon changes. {6.4.3}
There is high confidence that climate change will partially offset
increases in global land and ocean carbon sinks caused by rising atmospheric CO2. Yet, there are regional differences among CMIP5 ESMs in
the response of ocean and land CO2 fluxes to climate. There is high
agreement between models that tropical ecosystems will store less
carbon in a warmer climate. There is medium agreement between the
CMIP5 ESMs that at high latitudes warming will increase land carbon
storage, although none of these models accounts for decomposition of
carbon in permafrost which may offset increased land carbon storage.
There is high confidence that reductions in permafrost extent due to
warming will cause thawing of some currently frozen carbon. However,
there is low confidence on the magnitude of carbon losses through CO2
and CH4 emissions to the atmosphere with a range from 50 to 250 PgC
between 2000 and 2100 for RCP8.5. {6.4.2, 6.4.3}
The loss of carbon from frozen soils constitutes a positive radiative
feedback that is missing in current coupled ESM projections. There is
high agreement between CMIP5 ESMs that ocean warming and circulation changes will reduce the rate of ocean carbon uptake in the
Southern Ocean and North Atlantic, but that carbon uptake will nevertheless persist in those regions. {6.4.2}
It is very likely, based on new experimental results and modelling,
that nutrient shortage will limit the effect of rising atmospheric CO2
on future land carbon sinks for the four RCP scenarios. There is high
confidence that low nitrogen availability will limit carbon storage on
land even when considering anthropogenic nitrogen deposition. The
role of phosphorus limitation is more uncertain. {6.4.6}
For the ESMs simulations driven by CO2 concentrations, representation
of the land and ocean carbon cycle allows quantification of the fossil
fuel emissions compatible with the RCP scenarios. Between 2012 and
2100, ESM results imply cumulative compatible fossil fuel emissions of
270 [140 to 410] PgC for RCP2.6, 780 [595 to 1005] PgC for RCP4.5,
1060 [840 to 1250] PgC for RCP6.0 and 1685 [1415 to 1910] PgC for
RCP8.5 (values quoted to nearest 5 PgC, range ±1 standard deviation derived from CMIP5 model results) (Figure TS.19). For RCP2.6, the
models project an average 50% (range 14 to 96%) emission reduction
by 2050 relative to 1990 levels. By the end of the 21st century, about
half of the models infer emissions slightly above zero, while the other
half infer a net removal of CO2 from the atmosphere (see also Box
TS.7). {6.4.3; Table 6.12}
When forced with RCP8.5 CO2 emissions, as opposed to the RCP8.5
CO2 concentrations, CMIP5 ESMs with interactive carbon cycles simulate, on average, a 50 (–140 to +210) ppm larger atmospheric CO2
concentration and a 0.2 (–0.4 to +0.9) °C larger global surface temperature increase by 2100 (CMIP5 model spread ). {12.4.8}
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It is virtually certain that the increased storage of carbon by the ocean
will increase acidification in the future, continuing the observed trends
of the past decades. Ocean acidification in the surface ocean will
follow atmospheric CO2 and it will also increase in the deep ocean as
CO2 continues to penetrate the abyss. The CMIP5 models consistently
project worldwide increased ocean acidification to 2100 under all
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RCPs. The corresponding decrease in surface ocean pH by the end of
21st century is 0.065 (0.06 to 0.07) for RCP2.6, 0.145 (0.14 to 0.15)
for RCP4.5, 0.203 (0.20 to 0.21) for RCP6.0 and 0.31 (0.30 to 0.32)
for RCP8.5 (CMIP5 model spread) (Figure TS.20). Surface waters are
projected to become seasonally corrosive to aragonite in parts of the
Arctic and in some coastal upwelling systems within a decade, and
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Figure TS.19 | Compatible fossil fuel emissions simulated by the CMIP5 models for the four RCP scenarios. (Top) Time series of annual emission (PgC yr–1). Dashed lines represent
the historical estimates and RCP emissions calculated by the Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) used to define the RCP scenarios, solid lines and plumes show results from CMIP5
Earth System Models (ESMs, model mean, with one standard deviation shaded). (Bottom) Cumulative emissions for the historical period (1860–2005) and 21st century (defined in
CMIP5 as 2006–2100) for historical estimates and RCP scenarios. Left bars are cumulative emissions from the IAMs, right bars are the CMIP5 ESMs multi-model mean estimate
and dots denote individual ESM results. From the CMIP5 ESMs results, total carbon in the land-atmosphere–ocean system can be tracked and changes in this total must equal fossil
fuel emissions to the system. Hence the compatible emissions are given by cumulative emissions = ΔCA + ΔCL + ΔCO , while emission rate = d/dt [CA +CL + CO], where CA, CL, CO
are carbon stored in atmosphere, land and ocean respectively. Other sources and sinks of CO2 such as from volcanism, sedimentation or rock weathering, which are very small on
centennial time scales are not considered here. {Box 6.4; Figure 6.25}
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in parts of the Southern Ocean within one to three decades in most
scenarios. Aragonite, a less stable form of calcium carbonate, undersaturation becomes widespread in these regions at atmospheric CO2
levels of 500 to 600 ppm. {6.4.4}
It is very likely that the dissolved oxygen content of the ocean will
decrease by a few percent during the 21st century in response to
surface warming. CMIP5 models suggest that this decrease in dissolved oxygen will predominantly occur in the subsurface mid-latitude

oceans, caused by enhanced stratification, reduced ventilation and
warming. However, there is no consensus on the future development of
the volume of hypoxic and suboxic waters in the open ocean because
of large uncertainties in potential biogeochemical effects and in the
evolution of tropical ocean dynamics. {6.4.5}
With very high confidence, the carbon cycle in the ocean and on land
will continue to respond to climate change and atmospheric CO2
increases that arise during the 21st century (see TFE.7 and TFE 8). {6.4}
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Figure TS.20 | (a) Time series (model averages and minimum to maximum ranges) and (b) maps of multi-model surface ocean pH for the scenarios RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and
RCP8.5 in 2081–2100. The maps in (b) show change in global ocean surface pH in 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005. The number of CMIP5 models to calculate the multi-model
mean is indicated in the upper right corner of each panel. Further detail regarding the related Figures SPM.7c and SPM.8.d is given in the TS Supplementary Material. {Figure 6.28}
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Thematic Focus Elements

TFE.7 | Carbon Cycle Perturbation and Uncertainties
The natural carbon cycle has been perturbed since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution (about 1750) by the
anthropogenic release of carbon dioxide (CO2) to the atmosphere, virtually all from fossil fuel combustion and land
use change, with a small contribution from cement production. Fossil fuel burning is a process related to energy
production. Fossil fuel carbon comes from geological deposits of coal, oil and gas that were buried in the Earth crust
for millions of years. Land use change CO2 emissions are related to the conversion of natural ecosystems into managed ecosystems for food, feed and timber production with CO2 being emitted from the burning of plant material
or from the decomposition of dead plants and soil organic carbon. For instance when a forest is cleared, the plant
material may be released to the atmosphere quickly through burning or over many years as the dead biomass and
soil carbon decay on their own. {6.1, 6.3; Table 6.1}
The human caused excess of CO2 in the atmosphere is partly removed from the atmosphere by carbon sinks in land
ecosystems and in the ocean, currently leaving less than half of the CO2 emissions in the atmosphere. Natural carbon
sinks are due to physical, biological and chemical processes acting on different time scales. An excess of atmospheric
CO2 supports photosynthetic CO2 fixation by plants that is stored as plant biomass or in the soil. The residence times
of stored carbon on land depends on the compartments (plant/soil) and composition of the organic carbon, with
time horizons varying from days to centuries. The increased storage in terrestrial ecosystems not affected by land
use change is likely to be caused by enhanced photosynthesis at higher CO2 levels and nitrogen deposition, and
changes in climate favoring carbon sinks such as longer growing seasons in mid-to-high latitudes. {6.3, 6.3.1}
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The uptake of anthropogenic CO2 by the ocean is primarily a response to increasing CO2 in the atmosphere. Excess
atmospheric CO2 absorbed by the surface ocean or transported to the ocean through aquatic systems (e.g., rivers,
groundwaters) gets buried in coastal sediments or transported to deep waters where it is stored for decades to
centuries. The deep ocean carbon can dissolve ocean carbonate sediments to store excess CO2 on time scales of centuries to millennia. Within a 1 kyr, the remaining atmospheric fraction of the CO2 emissions will be between 15 and
40%, depending on the amount of carbon released (TFE.7, Figure 1). On geological time scales of 10 kyr or longer,
additional CO2 is removed very slowly from the atmosphere by rock weathering, pulling the remaining atmospheric
CO2 fraction down to 10 to 25% after 10 kyr. {Box 6.1}
The carbon cycle response to future climate and CO2
changes can be viewed as two strong and opposing
feedbacks. The concentration–carbon feedback determines changes in storage due to elevated CO2, and
the climate–carbon feedback determines changes in
carbon storage due to changes in climate. There is
high confidence that increased atmospheric CO2 will
lead to increased land and ocean carbon uptake but
by an uncertain amount. Models agree on the positive
sign of land and ocean response to rising CO2 but show
only medium and low agreement for the magnitude
of ocean and land carbon uptake respectively (TFE.7,
Figure 2). Future climate change will decrease land
and ocean carbon uptake compared to the case with
constant climate (medium confidence). This is further
supported by paleoclimate observations and modelling TFE.7, Figure 1 | Percentage of initial atmospheric CO2 perturbation remaining
in the atmosphere in response to an idealized instantaneous CO2 emission pulse
indicating that there is a positive feedback between cli- in year 0 as calculated by a range of coupled climate–carbon cycle models. Multimate and the carbon cycle on century to millennial time model mean (line) and the uncertainty interval (maximum model range, shading)
scales. Models agree on the sign, globally negative, of simulated during 100 years (left) and 1 kyr (right) following the instantaneous
land and ocean response to climate change but show emission pulse of 100 PgC (blue) and 5,000 PgC (red). {Box 6.1, Figure 1}
low agreement on the magnitude of this response, especially for the land (TFE.7, Figure 2). A key update since
the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) is the introduction of nutrient dynamics in some land carbon models, in
particular the limitations on plant growth imposed by nitrogen availability. There is high confidence that, at the
global scale, relative to the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) carbon-only Earth System
(continued on next page)
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TFE.7 (continued)

Models (ESMs), CMIP5 ESMs including a land nitrogen cycle will reduce the strength of both the concentration–
carbon feedback and the climate–carbon feedback of land ecosystems (TFE.7, Figure 2). Inclusion of nitrogen-cycle
processes increases the spread across the CMIP5 ensemble. The CMIP5 spread in ocean sensitivity to CO2 and climate
appears reduced compared to AR4 (TFE.7, Figure 2). {6.2.3, 6.4.2}
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TFE.7, Figure 2 | Comparison of carbon cycle feedback metrics between the ensemble of seven General Circulation Models (GCMs) and four Earth System Models of
Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) at the time of AR4 (Coupled Carbon Cycle Climate Model Intercomparison Project (C4MIP)) under the SRES A2 scenario and the eight
CMIP5 models under the 140-year 1% CO2 increase per year scenario. Black dots represent a single model simulation and coloured bars the mean of the multi-model
results, grey dots are used for models with a coupled terrestrial nitrogen cycle. The comparison with C4MIP models is for context, but these metrics are known to be
variable across different scenarios and rates of change (see Section 6.4.2). The SRES A2 scenario is closer in rate of change to a 0.5% CO2 increase per year scenario
and as such it should be expected that the CMIP5 climate–carbon sensitivity terms are comparable, but the concentration–carbon sensitivity terms are likely to be
around 20% smaller for CMIP5 than for C4MIP due to lags in the ability of the land and ocean to respond to higher rates of CO2 increase. This dependence on scenario
reduces confidence in any quantitative statements of how CMIP5 carbon cycle feedbacks differ from C4MIP. {Figure 6.21}

With very high confidence, ocean carbon uptake of anthropogenic CO2 emissions will continue under all four Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) through to 2100, with higher uptake corresponding to higher concentration pathways. The future evolution of the land carbon uptake is much more uncertain, with a majority of models
projecting a continued net carbon uptake under all RCPs, but with some models simulating a net loss of carbon by
the land due to the combined effect of climate change and land use change. In view of the large spread of model
results and incomplete process representation, there is low confidence on the magnitude of modelled future land
carbon changes. {6.4.3; Figure 6.24}
Biogeochemical cycles and feedbacks other than the carbon cycle play an important role in the future of the climate
system, although the carbon cycle represents the strongest of these. Changes in the nitrogen cycle, in addition to
interactions with CO2 sources and sinks, affect emissions of nitrous oxide (N2O) both on land and from the ocean.
The human-caused creation of reactive nitrogen has increased steadily over the last two decades and is dominated
by the production of ammonia for fertilizer and industry, with important contributions from legume cultivation
and combustion of fossil fuels. {6.3}
Many processes, however, are not yet represented in coupled climate-biogeochemistry models (e.g., other processes
involving other biogenic elements such as phosphorus, silicon and iron) so their magnitudes have to be estimated in
offline or simpler models, which make their quantitative assessment difficult. It is likely that there will be nonlinear
interactions between many of these processes, but these are not yet well quantified. Therefore any assessment of
the future feedbacks between climate and biogeochemical cycles still contains large uncertainty. {6.4}
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Box TS.7 | Climate Geoengineering Methods
Geoengineering is defined as the deliberate large-scale intervention in the Earth system to counter undesirable impacts of climate
change on the planet. Carbon Dioxide Reduction (CDR) aims to slow or perhaps reverse projected increases in the future atmospheric
CO2 concentrations, accelerating the natural removal of atmospheric CO2 and increasing the storage of carbon in land, ocean and geological reservoirs. Solar Radiation Management (SRM) aims to counter the warming associated with increasing GHG concentrations by
reducing the amount of sunlight absorbed by the climate system. A related technique seeks to deliberately decrease the greenhouse
effect in the climate system by altering high-level cloudiness. {6.5, 7.7; FAQ 7.3}
CDR methods could provide mitigation of climate change if CO2 can be reduced, but there are uncertainties, side effects and risks,
and implementation would depend on technological maturity along with economic, political and ethical considerations. CDR would
likely need to be deployed at large-scale and over at least one century to be able to significantly reduce CO2 concentrations. There are
biogeochemical, and currently technical limitations that make it difficult to provide quantitative estimates of the potential for CDR. It
is virtually certain that CO2 removals from the atmosphere by CDR would be partially offset by outgassing of CO2 previously stored
in ocean and terrestrial carbon reservoirs. Some of the climatic and environmental side effects of CDR methods are associated with
altered surface albedo from afforestation, ocean de-oxygenation from ocean fertilization, and enhanced N2O emissions. Land-based
CDR methods would probably face competing demands for land. The level of confidence on the effectiveness of CDR methods and their
side effects on carbon and other biogeochemical cycles is low. {6.5; Box 6.2; FAQ 7.3}
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SRM remains unimplemented and untested but, if realizable, could offset a global temperature rise and some of its effects. There is
medium confidence that SRM through stratospheric aerosol injection is scalable to counter the RF and some of the climate effects
expected from a twofold increase in CO2 concentration. There is no consensus on whether a similarly large RF could be achieved from
cloud brightening SRM due to insufficient understanding of aerosol–cloud interactions. It does not appear that land albedo change
SRM could produce a large RF. Limited literature on other SRM methods precludes their assessment. {7.7.2, 7.7.3}
Numerous side effects, risks and shortcomings from SRM have been identified. SRM would produce an inexact compensation for the
RF by GHGs. Several lines of evidence indicate that SRM would produce a small but significant decrease in global precipitation (with
larger differences on regional scales) if the global surface temperature were maintained. Another side effect that is relatively well
characterized is the likelihood of modest polar stratospheric ozone depletion associated with stratospheric aerosol SRM. There could
also be other as yet unanticipated consequences. {7.6.3, 7.7.3, 7.7.4}
As long as GHG concentrations continued to increase, the SRM would require commensurate increase, exacerbating side effects. In
addition, scaling SRM to substantial levels would carry the risk that if the SRM were terminated for any reason, there is high confidence
that surface temperatures would increase rapidly (within a decade or two) to values consistent with the GHG forcing, which would
stress systems sensitive to the rate of climate change. Finally, SRM would not compensate for ocean acidification from increasing CO2.
{7.7.3, 7.7.4}

TS.5.7

Long-term Projections of Sea Level Change

TS.5.7.1 Projections of Global Mean Sea Level Change for
the 21st Century
GMSL rise for 2081–2100 (relative to 1986–2005) for the RCPs will
likely be in the 5 to 95% ranges derived from CMIP5 climate projections
in combination with process-based models of glacier and ice sheet surface mass balance, with possible ice sheet dynamical changes assessed
from the published literature. These likely ranges are 0.26 to 0.55 m
(RCP2.6), 0.32 to 0.63 m (RCP4.5), 0.33 to 0.63 m (RCP6.0) and 0.45
to 0.82 m (RCP8.5) (medium confidence) (Table TS.1, Figure TS.21). For
RCP8.5 the range at 2100 is 0.52 to 0.98 m. The central projections for
GMSL rise in all scenarios lie within a range of 0.05 m until the middle
of the century, when they begin to diverge; by the late 21st century,
they have a spread of 0.25 m. Although RCP4.5 and RCP6.0 are very
98

similar at the end of the century, RCP4.5 has a greater rate of rise earlier
in the century than RCP6.0. GMSL rise depends on the pathway of CO2
emissions, not only on the cumulative total; reducing emissions earlier
rather than later, for the same cumulative total, leads to a larger mitigation of sea level rise. {12.4.1, 13.4.1, 13.5.1; Table 13.5}
Confidence in the projected likely ranges comes from the consistency
of process-based models with observations and physical understanding. The basis for higher projections has been considered and it has
been concluded that there is currently insufficient evidence to evaluate the probability of specific levels above the likely range. Based on
current understanding, only the collapse of marine-based sectors of
the Antarctic ice sheet, if initiated, could cause GMSL to rise substantially above the likely range during the 21st century. There is a lack
of consensus on the probability for such a collapse, and the potential
additional contribution to GMSL rise cannot be precisely quantified,
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but there is medium confidence that it would not exceed several tenths
of a metre of sea level rise during the 21st century. {13.5.1, 13.5.3}
Under all the RCP scenarios, the time-mean rate of GMSL rise during
the 21st century is very likely to exceed the rate observed during 1971–
2010. In the projections, the rate of rise initially increases. In RCP2.6
it becomes roughly constant (central projection about 4.5 mm yr–1)
before the middle of the century, and subsequently declines slightly.
The rate of rise becomes roughly constant in RCP4.5 and RCP6.0 by the
end of the 21st century, whereas acceleration continues throughout
the century in RCP8.5 (reaching 11 [8 to 16] mm yr–1 during 2081–
2100). {13.5.1; Table 13.5}
In all RCP scenarios, thermal expansion is the largest contribution,
accounting for about 30 to 55% of the total. Glaciers are the next
largest, accounting for 15-35%. By 2100, 15 to 55% of the present
glacier volume is projected to be eliminated under RCP2.6, and 35 to
85% under RCP8.5 (medium confidence). The increase in surface melting in Greenland is projected to exceed the increase in accumulation,
and there is high confidence that the surface mass balance changes on
the Greenland ice sheet will make a positive contribution to sea level
rise over the 21st century. On the Antarctic ice sheet, surface melting
is projected to remain small, while there is medium confidence that
snowfall will increase (Figure TS.21). {13.3.3, 13.4.3, 13.4.4, 13.5.1;
Table 13.5}

1.2

Semi-empirical models are designed to reproduce the observed sea
level record over their period of calibration, but do not attribute sea
level rise to its individual physical components. For RCPs, some semiempirical models project a range that overlaps the process-based likely
range while others project a median and 95-percentile that are about
twice as large as the process-based models. In nearly every case, the
semi-empirical model 95th percentile is higher than the process-based
likely range. For 2081–2100 (relative to 1986–2005) under RCP4.5,
semi-empirical models give median projections in the range 0.56 to
0.97 m, and their 95th percentiles extend to about 1.2 m. This difference implies either that there is some contribution which is presently

Sum
2081-2100 relative to 1986-2005
Thermal expansion
Glaciers
Greenland ice sheet (including dynamical change)
Antarctic ice sheet (including dynamical change)
Land water storage
Greenland ice-sheet rapid dynamical change
Antarctic ice-sheet rapid dynamical change

1.0
Global mean sea level rise (m)

There is medium confidence in the ability to model future rapid changes in ice sheet dynamics on decadal time scales. At the time of the AR4,
scientific understanding was not sufficient to allow an assessment of
the possibility of such changes. Since the publication of the AR4, there
has been substantial progress in understanding the relevant processes
as well as in developing new ice sheet models that are capable of
simulating them. However, the published literature as yet provides only
a partially sufficient basis for making projections related to particular
scenarios. In our projections of GMSL rise by 2081–2100, the likely
range from rapid changes in ice outflow is 0.03 to 0.20 m from the two
ice sheets combined, and its inclusion is the most important reason
why the projections are greater than those given in the AR4. {13.1.5,
13.5.1, 13.5.3}
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Figure TS.21 | Projections from process-based models with likely ranges and median values for global mean sea level (GMSL) rise and its contributions in 2081–2100 relative to
1986–2005 for the four RCP scenarios and scenario SRES A1B used in the AR4. The contributions from ice sheets include the contributions from ice sheet rapid dynamical change,
which are also shown separately. The contributions from ice sheet rapid dynamics and anthropogenic land water storage are treated as having uniform probability distributions,
and as independent of scenario (except that a higher rate of change is used for Greenland ice sheet outflow under RCP8.5). This treatment does not imply that the contributions
concerned will not depend on the scenario followed, only that the current state of knowledge does not permit a quantitative assessment of the dependence. See discussion in
Sections 13.5.1 and 13.5.3 and Supplementary Material for methods. Based on current understanding, only the collapse of the marine-based sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet, if
initiated, could cause GMSL to rise substantially above the likely range during the 21st century. This potential additional contribution cannot be precisely quantified but there is
medium confidence that it would not exceed several tenths of a metre during the 21st century. {Figure 13.10}
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1.0

Global mean sea level rise

about 0.43 m sea level equivalent) decreases. In Antarctica, beyond
2100 and with higher GHG scenarios, the increase in surface melting
could exceed the increase in accumulation. {13.5.2, 13.5.4}
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Figure TS.22 | Projections from process-based models of global mean sea level
(GMSL) rise relative to 1986–2005 for the four RCP scenarios. The solid lines show the
median projections, the dashed lines show the likely ranges for RCP4.5 and RCP6.0, and
the shading the likely ranges for RCP2.6 and RCP8.5. The time means for 2081–2100
are shown as coloured vertical bars. See Sections 13.5.1 and 13.5.3 and Supplementary
Material for methods. Based on current understanding, only the collapse of the marinebased sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet, if initiated, could cause GMSL to rise substantially above the likely range during the 21st century. This potential additional contribution cannot be precisely quantified but there is medium confidence that it would not
exceed several tenths of a metre during the 21st century. Further detail regarding the
related Figure SPM.9 is given in the TS Supplementary Material. {Table 13.5; Figures
13.10, 13.11}

unidentified or underestimated by process-based models, or that the
projections of semi-empirical models are overestimates. Making projections with a semi-empirical model assumes that sea level change in
the future will have the same relationship as it has had in the past to
RF or global mean temperature change. This may not hold if potentially
nonlinear physical processes do not scale in the future in ways which
can be calibrated from the past. There is no consensus in the scientific
community about the reliability of semi-empirical model projections,
and confidence in them is assessed to be low. {13.5.2, 13.5.3}

TS.5.7.2 Projections of Global Mean Sea Level Change
Beyond 2100
It is virtually certain that GMSL rise will continue beyond 2100. The few
available model results that go beyond 2100 indicate global mean sea
level rise above the pre-industrial level (defined here as an equilibrium
280 ppm atmospheric CO2 concentration) by 2300 to be less than 1 m
for a RF that corresponds to CO2 concentrations that peak and decline
and remain below 500 ppm, as in the scenario RCP2.6. For a RF that
corresponds to a CO2 concentration that is above 700 ppm but below
1500 ppm, as in the scenario RCP8.5, the projected rise is 1 m to more
than 3 m (medium confidence). {13.5.4}
Sea level rise due to ocean thermal expansion will continue for centuries to millennia. The amount of ocean thermal expansion increases
with global warming (models give a range of 0.2 to 0.6 m °C–1). The
glacier contribution decreases over time as their volume (currently
100

The available evidence indicates that global warming greater than a
certain threshold would lead to the near-complete loss of the Greenland ice sheet over a millennium or more, causing a GMSL rise of about
7 m. Studies with fixed present-day ice sheet topography indicate the
threshold is greater than 2°C but less than 4°C of GMST rise with
respect to pre-industrial (medium confidence). The one study with a
dynamical ice sheet suggests the threshold is greater than about 1°C
(low confidence) global mean warming with respect to pre-industrial.
Considering the present state of scientific uncertainty, a likely range
cannot be quantified. The complete loss of the ice sheet is not inevitable because this would take a millennium or more; if temperatures
decline before the ice sheet is eliminated, the ice sheet might regrow.
However, some part of the mass loss might be irreversible, depending
on the duration and degree of exceedance of the threshold, because
the ice sheet may have multiple steady states, due to its interaction
with its regional climate. {13.4.3, 13.5.4}
Currently available information indicates that the dynamical contribution of the ice sheets will continue beyond 2100, but confidence in
projections is low. In Greenland, ice outflow induced from interaction
with the ocean is self-limiting as the ice sheet margin retreats inland
from the coast. By contrast, the bedrock topography of Antarctica is
such that there may be enhanced rates of mass loss as the ice retreats.
About 3.3 m of equivalent global sea level of the West Antarctic ice
sheet is grounded on areas with downward sloping bedrock, which
may be subject to potential ice loss via the marine ice sheet instability.
Abrupt and irreversible ice loss from a potential instability of marinebased sectors of the Antarctic Ice Sheet in response to climate forcing
is possible, but current evidence and understanding is insufficient to
make a quantitative assessment. Due to relatively weak snowfall on
Antarctica and the slow ice motion in its interior, it can be expected
that the West Antarctic ice sheet would take at least several thousand
years to regrow if it was eliminated by dynamic ice discharge. Consequently any significant ice loss from West Antarctic that occurs within
the next century will be irreversible on a multi-centennial to millennial
time scale. {5.8, 13.4.3, 13.4.4, 13.5.4}

TS.5.7.3 Projections of Regional Sea Level Change
Regional sea level will change due to dynamical ocean circulation
changes, changes in the heat content of the ocean, mass redistribution
in the entire Earth system and changes in atmospheric pressure. Ocean
dynamical change results from changes in wind and buoyancy forcing (heat and freshwater), associated changes in the circulation, and
redistribution of heat and freshwater. Over time scales longer than a
few days, regional sea level also adjusts nearly isostatically to regional
changes in sea level atmospheric pressure relative to its mean over
the ocean. Ice sheet mass loss (both contemporary and past), glacier
mass loss and changes in terrestrial hydrology cause water mass redistribution among the cryosphere, the land and the oceans, giving rise
to distinctive regional changes in the solid Earth, Earth rotation and
the gravity field. In some coastal locations, changes in the hydrological cycle, ground subsidence associated with anthropogenic activity,
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tectonic processes and coastal processes can dominate the relative sea
level change, that is, the change in sea surface height relative to the
land. {13.1.3, 13.6.2, 13.6.3, 13.6.4}
By the end of the 21st century, sea level change will have a strong
regional pattern, which will dominate over variability, with many
regions likely experiencing substantial deviations from the global
mean change (Figure TS.23). It is very likely that over about 95% of
the ocean will experience regional relative sea level rise, while most
regions experiencing a sea level fall are located near current and
former glaciers and ice sheets. Local sea level changes deviate more
than 10% and 25% from the global mean projection for as much as
30% and 9% of the ocean area, respectively, indicating that spatial
variations can be large. Regional changes in sea level reach values of
up to 30% above the global mean value in the Southern Ocean and
around North America, between 10% and 20% in equatorial regions,
and up to 50% below the global mean in the Arctic region and some
regions near Antarctica. About 70% of the coastlines worldwide are
projected to experience a relative sea level change within 20% of the
GMSL change. Over decadal periods, the rates of regional relative sea
level change as a result of climate variability can differ from the global
average rate by more than 100%. {13.6.5}

TS.5.7.4 Projections of Change in Sea Level Extremes and Waves
During the 21st Century
It is very likely that there will be a significant increase in the occurrence
of future sea level extremes by the end of the 21st century, with a likely
increase in the early 21st century (see TFE.9, Table 1). This increase will
primarily be the result of an increase in mean sea level (high confidence), with extreme return periods decreasing by at least an order of
magnitude in some regions by the end of the 21st century. There is low
confidence in region-specific projections of storminess and associated
storm surges. {13.7.2}
It is likely (medium confidence) that annual mean significant wave
heights will increase in the Southern Ocean as a result of enhanced
wind speeds. Southern Ocean–generated swells are likely to affect
heights, periods and directions of waves in adjacent basins. It is very
likely that wave heights and the duration of the wave season will
increase in the Arctic Ocean as a result of reduced sea ice extent. In
general, there is low confidence in region-specific projections due to
the low confidence in tropical and extratropical storm projections, and
to the challenge of down-scaling future wind states from coarse resolution climate models. {13.7.3}

Relative Sea Level Change 2081-2100 relative to 1986-2005
a)
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Figure TS.23 | Ensemble mean net regional relative sea level change (metres) evaluated from 21 CMIP5 models for the RCP scenarios (a) 2.6, (b) 4.5, (c) 6.0 and (d) 8.5 between
1986–2005 and 2081–2100. Each map includes effects of atmospheric loading, plus land-ice, glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) and terrestrial water sources. {Figure 13.20}
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TFE.8 | Climate Targets and Stabilization
The concept of stabilization is strongly linked to the ultimate objective of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), which is ‘to achieve […] stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the
atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system’. Recent
policy discussions focused on limits to a global temperature increase, rather than to greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations, as climate targets in the context of the UNFCCC objectives. The most widely discussed is that of 2°C,
that is, to limit global temperature increase relative to pre-industrial times to below 2°C, but targets other than
2°C have been proposed (e.g., returning warming to well below 1.5°C global warming relative to pre-industrial, or
returning below an atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration of 350 ppm). Climate targets generally mean
avoiding a warming beyond a predefined threshold. Climate impacts, however, are geographically diverse and
sector specific, and no objective threshold defines when dangerous interference is reached. Some changes may
be delayed or irreversible, and some impacts could be beneficial. It is thus not possible to define a single critical
objective threshold without value judgements and without assumptions on how to aggregate current and future
costs and benefits. This TFE does not advocate or defend any threshold or objective, nor does it judge the economic
or political feasibility of such goals, but assesses, based on the current understanding of climate and carbon cycle
feedbacks, the climate projections following the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) in the context of
climate targets, and the implications of different long-term temperature stabilization objectives on allowed carbon
emissions. Further below it is highlighted that temperature stabilization does not necessarily imply stabilization of
the entire Earth system. {12.5.4}
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Temperature targets imply an upper limit on the total radiative forcing (RF). Differences in RF between the four RCP
scenarios are relatively small up to 2030, but become very large by the end of the 21st century and dominated by
CO2 forcing. Consequently, in the near term, global mean surface temperatures (GMSTs) are projected to continue
to rise at a similar rate for the four RCP scenarios. Around the mid-21st century, the rate of global warming begins
to be more strongly dependent on the scenario. By the end of the 21st century, global mean temperatures will be
warmer than present day under all the RCPs, global temperature change being largest (>0.3°C per decade) in the
highest RCP8.5 and significantly lower in RCP2.6, particularly after about 2050 when global surface temperature
response stabilizes (and declines thereafter) (see Figure TS.15). {11.3.1, 12.3.3, 12.4.1}
In the near term (2016–2035), global mean surface warming is more likely than not to exceed 1°C and very unlikely
to be more than 1.5°C relative to the average from year 1850 to 1900 (assuming 0.61°C warming from 1850-1900
to 1986–2005) (medium confidence). By the end of the 21st century (2081–2100), global mean surface warming,
relative to 1850-1900, is likely to exceed 1.5°C for RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 (high confidence) and is likely to
exceed 2°C for RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 (high confidence). It is more likely than not to exceed 2°C for RCP4.5 (medium
confidence). Global mean surface warming above 2°C under RCP2.6 is unlikely (medium confidence). Global mean
surface warming above 4°C by 2081–2100 is unlikely in all RCPs (high confidence) except for RCP8.5 where it is about
as likely as not (medium confidence). {11.3.6, 12.4.1; Table 12.3}
Continuing GHG emissions beyond 2100 as in the RCP8.5 extension induces a total RF above 12 W m–2 by 2300, with
global warming reaching 7.8 [3.0 to 12.6] °C for 2281–2300 relative to 1986–2005. Under the RCP4.5 extension,
where radiative forcing is kept constant (around 4.5 W m-2) beyond 2100, global warming reaches 2.5 [1.5 to 3.5]
°C. Global warming reaches 0.6 [0.0 to 1.2] °C under the RCP2.6 extension where sustained negative emissions lead
to a further decrease in RF, reaching values below present-day RF by 2300. See also Box TS.7. {12.3.1, 12.4.1, 12.5.1}
The total amount of anthropogenic CO2 released in the atmosphere since pre-industrial (often termed cumulative
carbon emission, although it applies only to CO2 emissions) is a good indicator of the atmospheric CO2 concentration
and hence of the global warming response. The ratio of GMST change to total cumulative anthropogenic CO2 emissions is relatively constant over time and independent of the scenario. This near-linear relationship between total CO2
emissions and global temperature change makes it possible to define a new quantity, the transient climate response
to cumulative carbon emission (TCRE), as the transient GMST change for a given amount of cumulated anthropogenic CO2 emissions, usually 1000 PgC (TFE.8, Figure 1). TCRE is model dependent, as it is a function of the cumulative
CO2 airborne fraction and the transient climate response, both quantities varying significantly across models. Taking
into account the available information from multiple lines of evidence (observations, models and process understanding), the near linear relationship between cumulative CO2 emissions and peak global mean temperature is
(continued on next page)
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well established in the literature and robust for cumulative total CO2 emissions up to about 2000 PgC. It is consistent
with the relationship inferred from past cumulative CO2 emissions and observed warming, is supported by process
understanding of the carbon cycle and global energy balance, and emerges as a robust result from the entire hierarchy of models. Expert judgment based on the available evidence suggests that TCRE is likely between 0.8°C and
2.5°C per 1000 PgC, for cumulative emissions less than about 2000 PgC until the time at which temperature peaks
(TFE.8, Figure 1a). {6.4.3, 12.5.4; Box 12.2}
CO2-induced warming is projected to remain approximately constant for many centuries following a complete
cessation of emissions. A large fraction of climate change is thus irreversible on a human time scale, except if net
anthropogenic CO2 emissions were strongly negative over a sustained period. Based on the assessment of TCRE
(assuming a normal distribution with a ±1 standard deviation range of 0.8 to 2.5°C per 1000 PgC), limiting the
warming caused by anthropogenic CO2 emissions alone (i.e., ignoring other radiative forcings) to less than 2°C
since the period 1861–1880 with a probability of >33%, >50% and >66%, total CO2 emissions from all anthropogenic sources would need to be below a cumulative budget of about 1570 PgC, 1210 PgC and 1000 PgC since 1870,
respectively. An amount of 515 [445 to 585] PgC was emitted between 1870 and 2011 (TFE.8, Figure 1a,b). Higher
emissions in earlier decades therefore imply lower or even negative emissions later on. Accounting for non-CO2
forcings contributing to peak warming implies lower cumulated CO2 emissions. Non-CO2 forcing constituents are
important, requiring either assumptions on how CO2 emission reductions are linked to changes in other forcings,
or separate emission budgets and climate modelling for short-lived and long-lived gases. So far, not many studies
have considered non-CO2 forcings. Those that do consider them found significant effects, in particular warming of
several tenths of a degree for abrupt reductions in emissions of short-lived species, like aerosols. Accounting for an
unanticipated release of GHGs from permafrost or methane hydrates, not included in studies assessed here, would
also reduce the anthropogenic CO2 emissions compatible with a given temperature target. Requiring a higher likelihood of temperatures remaining below a given temperature target would further reduce the compatible emissions
(TFE.8, Figure 1c). When accounting for the non-CO2 forcings as in the RCP scenarios, compatible carbon emissions
since 1870 are reduced to about 900 PgC, 820 PgC and 790 PgC to limit warming to less than 2°C since the period
1861–1880 with a probability of >33%, >50%, and >66%, respectively. These estimates were derived by computing
the fraction of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) Earth System Models (ESMs) and Earth
System Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) that stay below 2°C for given cumulative emissions following
RCP8.5, as shown in TFE.8 Fig. 1c. The non-CO2 forcing in RCP8.5 is higher than in RCP2.6. Because all likelihood
statements in calibrated IPCC language are open intervals, the estimates provided are thus both conservative and
consistent choices valid for non-CO2 forcings across all RCP scenarios. There is no RCP scenario which limits warming
to 2°C with probabilities of >33% or >50%, and which could be used to directly infer compatible cumulative emissions. For a probability of >66% RCP2.6 can be used as a comparison. Combining the average back-calculated fossil
fuel carbon emissions for RCP2.6 between 2012 and 2100 (270 PgC) with the average historical estimate of 515 PgC
gives a total of 785 PgC, i.e., 790 PgC when rounded to 10 PgC. As the 785 PgC estimate excludes an explicit assessment of future land-use change emissions, the 790 PgC value also remains a conservative estimate consistent with
the overall likelihood assessment. The ranges of emissions for these three likelihoods based on the RCP scenarios are
rather narrow, as they are based on a single scenario and on the limited sample of models available (TFE.8 Fig. 1c).
In contrast to TCRE they do not include observational constraints or account for sources of uncertainty not sampled
by the models. The concept of a fixed cumulative CO2 budget holds not just for 2°C, but for any temperature level
explored with models so far (up to about 5°C, see Figures 12.44 to 12.46). Higher temperature targets would allow
larger cumulative budgets, while lower temperature target would require lower cumulative budgets (TFE.8, Figure
1). {6.3.1, 12.5.2, 12.5.4}

TS

The climate system has multiple time scales, ranging from annual to multi-millennial, associated with different
thermal and carbon reservoirs. These long time scales induce a commitment warming ‘already in the pipe-line’.
Stabilization of the forcing would not lead to an instantaneous stabilization of the warming. For the RCP scenarios
and their extensions to 2300, the fraction of realized warming, at that time when RF stabilizes, would be about 75
to 85% of the equilibrium warming. For a 1% yr–1 CO2 increase to 2 × CO2 or 4 × CO2 and constant forcing thereafter, the fraction of realized warming would be much smaller, about 40 to 70% at the time when the forcing is
kept constant. Owing to the long time scales in the deep ocean, full equilibrium is reached only after hundreds to
thousands of years. {12.5.4}
(continued on next page)
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TFE.8, Figure 1 | Global mean temperature increase since 1861–1880 as a function of cumulative total global CO2 emissions from various lines of evidence. (a)
Decadal average results are shown over all CMIP5 Earth System Model of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) and Earth System Models (ESMs) for each RCP respectively,
with coloured lines (multi-model average), decadal markers (dots) and with three decades (2000–2009, 2040–2049 and 2090–2099) highlighted with a star, square
and diamond, respectively. The historical time period up to decade 2000–2009 is taken from the CMIP5 historical runs prolonged by RCP8.5 for 2006–2010 and is
indicated with a black thick line and black symbols. Coloured ranges illustrate the model spread (90% range) over all CMIP5 ESMs and EMICs and do not represent
a formal uncertainty assessment. Ranges are filled as long as data of all models is available and until peak temperature. They are faded out for illustrative purposes
afterward. CMIP5 simulations with 1% yr–1 CO2 increase only are illustrated by the dark grey area (range definition similar to RCPs above) and the black thin line (multimodel average). The light grey cone represents this Report’s assessment of the transient climate response to emissions (TCRE) from CO2 only. Estimated cumulative
historical CO2 emissions from 1870 to 2011 with associated uncertainties are illustrated by the grey bar at the bottom of (a). (b) Comparison of historical model results
with observations. The magenta line and uncertainty ranges are based on observed emissions from Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC) extended by
values of the Global Carbon project until 2010 and observed temperature estimates of the Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set
4 (HadCRUT4). The uncertainties in the last decade of observations are based on the assessment in this report. The black thick line is identical to the one in (a). The
thin green line with crosses is as the black line but for ESMs only. The yellow-brown line and range show these ESM results until 2010, when corrected for HadCRUT4’s
incomplete geographical coverage over time. All values are given relative to the 1861–1880 base period. All time-series are derived from decadal averages to illustrate
the long-term trends. Note that observations are in addition subject to internal climate variability, adding an uncertainty of about 0.1°C. (c) Cumulative CO2 emissions over the entire industrial era, consistent with four illustrative peak global temperature limits (1.5°C, 2°C, 2.5°C and 3°C, respectively) when taking into account
warming by all forcers. Horizontal bars indicate consistent cumulative emission budgets as a function of the fraction of models (CMIP5 ESMs and EMICs) that at least
hold warming below a given temperature limit. Note that the fraction of models cannot be interpreted as a probability. The budgets are derived from the RCP8.5 runs,
with relative high non-CO2 forcing over the 21st century. If non-CO2 are significantly reduced, the CO2 emissions compatible with a specific temperature limit might
be slightly higher, but only to a very limited degree, as illustrated by the other coloured lines in (a), which assume significantly lower non-CO2 forcing. Further detail
regarding the related Figure SPM.10 is given in the TS Supplementary Material. {Figure 12.45}
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The commitment to past emissions is a persistent warming for hundreds of years, continuing at about the level of
warming that has been realized when emissions were ceased. The persistence of this CO2-induced warming after
emission have ceased results from a compensation between the delayed commitment warming described above
and the slow reduction in atmospheric CO2 resulting from ocean and land carbon uptake. This persistence of warming also results from the nonlinear dependence of RF on atmospheric CO2, that is, the relative decrease in forcing
being smaller than the relative decrease in CO2 concentration. For high climate sensitivities, and in particular if
sulphate aerosol emissions are eliminated at the same time as GHG emissions, the commitment from past emission
can be strongly positive, and is a superposition of a fast response to reduced aerosols emissions and a slow response
to reduced CO2. {12.5.4}
Stabilization of global temperature does not imply stabilization for all aspects of the climate system. Processes
related to vegetation change, changes in the ice sheets, deep ocean warming and associated sea level rise and
potential feedbacks linking, for example, ocean and the ice sheets have their own intrinsic long time scales. Ocean
acidification will very likely continue in the future as long as the oceans will continue to take up atmospheric CO2.
Committed land ecosystem carbon cycle changes will manifest themselves further beyond the end of the 21st
century. It is virtually certain that global mean sea level rise will continue beyond 2100, with sea level rise due to
thermal expansion to continue for centuries to millennia. Global mean sea level rise depends on the pathway of CO2
emissions, not only on the cumulative total; reducing emissions earlier rather than later, for the same cumulative
total, leads to a larger mitigation of sea level rise. {6.4.4, 12.5.4, 13.5.4}

TS.5.8

Climate Phenomena and Regional Climate Change

This section assesses projected changes over the 21st century in largescale climate phenomena that affect regional climate (Table TS.2).
Some of these phenomena are defined by climatology (e.g., monsoons), and some by interannual variability (e.g., El Niño), the latter
affecting climate extremes such as floods, droughts and heat waves.
Changes in statistics of weather phenomena such as tropical cyclones
and extratropical storms are also summarized here. {14.8}

TS.5.8.1 Monsoon Systems
Global measures of monsoon by the area and summer precipitation are
likely to increase in the 21st century, while the monsoon circulation
weakens. Monsoon onset dates are likely to become earlier or not to
change much while monsoon withdrawal dates are likely to delay, resulting in a lengthening of the monsoon season in many regions (Figure
TS.24). The increase in seasonal mean precipitation is pronounced in
the East and South Asian summer monsoons while the change in other
monsoon regions is subject to larger uncertainties. {14.2.1}
There is medium confidence that monsoon-related interannual rainfall
variability will increase in the future. Future increase in precipitation
extremes related to the monsoon is very likely in South America, Africa,
East Asia, South Asia, Southeast Asia and Australia. {14.2.1, 14.8.5,
14.8.7, 14.8.9, 14.8.11–14.8.13}
There is medium confidence that overall precipitation associated with
the Asian-Australian monsoon will increase but with a north–south
asymmetry: Indian monsoon rainfall is projected to increase, while
projected changes in the Australian summer monsoon rainfall are
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small. There is medium confidence in that the Indian summer monsoon
circulation weakens, but this is compensated by increased atmospheric
moisture content, leading to more rainfall. For the East Asian summer
monsoon, both monsoon circulation and rainfall are projected to
increase. {14.2.2, 14.8.9, 14.8.11, 14.8.13}
There is low confidence in projections of the North American and South
American monsoon precipitation changes, but medium confidence that
the North American monsoon will arrive and persist later in the annual
cycle, and high confidence in expansion of South American Monsoon
area. {14.2.3, 14.8.3–14.8.5}
There is low confidence in projections of a small delay in the West
African rainy season, with an intensification of late-season rains. The
limited skills of model simulations for the region suggest low confidence in the projections. {14.2.4, 14.8.7}

TS.5.8.2 Tropical Phenomena
Precipitation change varies in space, increasing in some regions and
decreasing in some others. The spatial distribution of tropical rainfall
changes is likely shaped by the current climatology and ocean warming pattern. The first effect is to increase rainfall near the currently
rainy regions, and the second effect increases rainfall where the ocean
warming exceeds the tropical mean. There is medium confidence that
tropical rainfall projections are more reliable for the seasonal than
annual mean changes. {7.6.2, 12.4.5, 14.3.1}
There is medium confidence in future increase in seasonal mean precipitation on the equatorial flank of the Intertropical Convergence
Zone and a decrease in precipitation in the subtropics including parts
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Table TS.2 | Overview of projected regional changes and their relation to major climate phenomena. A phenomenon is considered relevant when there is both sufficient confidence
that it has an influence on the given region, and when there is sufficient confidence that the phenomenon will change, particularly under the RCP4.5 or higher end scenarios. See
Section 14.8 and Tables 14.2 and 14.3 for full assessment of the confidence in these changes, and their relevance for regional climate. {14.8; Tables 14.2, 14.3}

Regions

TS

Projected Major Changes in Relation to Phenomena

Arctic
{14.8.2}

Wintertime changes in temperature and precipitation resulting from the small projected increase in North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO); enhanced warming
and sea ice melting; significant increase in precipitation by mid-century due mostly to enhanced precipitation in extratropical cyclones.

North America
{14.8.3}

Monsoon precipitation will shift later in the annual cycle; increased precipitation in extratropical cyclones will lead to large increases in wintertime
precipitation over the northern third of the continent; extreme precipitation increases in tropical cyclones making landfall along the western coast of
USA and Mexico, the Gulf Mexico, and the eastern coast of USA and Canada.

Central America and Caribbean
{14.8.4}

Projected reduction in mean precipitation and increase in extreme precipitation; more extreme precipitation in tropical cyclones making landfall along
the eastern and western coasts.

South America
{14.8.5}

A southward displaced South Atlantic Convergence Zone increases precipitation in the southeast; positive trend in the Southern Annular Mode displaces
the extratropical storm track southward, decreasing precipitation in central Chile and increasing it at the southern tip of South America.

Europe and Mediterranean
{14.8.6}

Enhanced extremes of storm-related precipitation and decreased frequency of storm-related precipitation over the eastern Mediterranean.

Africa
{14.8.7}

Enhanced summer monsoon precipitation in West Africa; increased short rain in East Africa due to the pattern of Indian Ocean warming; increased
rainfall extremes of landfall cyclones on the east coast (including Madagascar).

Central and North Asia
{14.8.8}

Enhanced summer precipitation; enhanced winter warming over North Asia.

East Asia
{14.8.9}

Enhanced summer monsoon precipitation; increased rainfall extremes of landfall typhoons on the coast; reduction in the midwinter suppression of
extratropical cyclones.

West Asia
{14.8.10}

Increased rainfall extremes of landfall cyclones on the Arabian Peninsula; decreased precipitation in northwest Asia due to a northward shift of extratropical storm tracks.

South Asia
{14.8.11}

Enhanced summer monsoon precipitation; increased rainfall extremes of landfall cyclones on the coasts of the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea.

Southeast Asia
{14.8.12}

Reduced precipitation in Indonesia during July to October due to the pattern of Indian Ocean warming; increased rainfall extremes of landfall cyclones
on the coasts of the South China Sea, Gulf of Thailand and Andaman Sea.

Australia and New Zealand
{14.8.13}

Summer monsoon precipitation may increase over northern Australia; more frequent episodes of the zonal South Pacific Convergence Zone may reduce
precipitation in northeastern Australia; increased warming and reduced precipitation in New Zealand and southern Australia due to projected positive
trend in the Southern Annular Mode; increased extreme precipitation associated with tropical and extratropical storms

Pacific Islands
{14.8.14}

Tropical convergence zone changes affect rainfall and its extremes; more extreme precipitation associated with tropical cyclones

Antarctica
{14.8.15}

Increased warming over Antarctic Peninsula and West Antarctic related to the positive trend in the Southern Annular Mode; increased precipitation in
coastal areas due to a poleward shift of storm track.

of North and Central Americas, the Caribbean, South America, Africa
and West Asia. There is medium confidence that the interannual occurrence of zonally oriented South Pacific Convergence Zone events will
increase, leading possibly to more frequent droughts in the southwest
Pacific. There is medium confidence that the South Atlantic Convergence Zone will shift southwards, leading to a precipitation increase
over southeastern South America and a reduction immediately north
of the convergence zone. {14.3.1, 14.8.3–14.8.5, 14.8.7, 14.8.11,
14.8.14}
The tropical Indian Ocean is likely to feature a zonal pattern with
reduced warming and decreased rainfall in the east (including Indonesia), and enhanced warming and increased rainfall in the west (including East Africa). The Indian Ocean dipole mode of interannual variability is very likely to remain active, affecting climate extremes in East
Africa, Indonesia and Australia. {14.3.3, 14.8.7, 14.8.12}
There is low confidence in the projections for the tropical Atlantic—
both for the mean and interannual modes, because of large errors in
model simulations in the region. Future projections in Atlantic hurricanes and tropical South American and West African precipitation are
therefore of low confidence. {14.3.4, 14.6.1, 14.8.5,14.8.7}
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It is currently not possible to assess how the Madden–Julian Oscillation will change owing to the poor skill in model simulations of this
intraseasonal phenomenon and the sensitivity to ocean warming patterns. Future projections of regional climate extremes in West Asia,
Southeast Asia and Australia are therefore of low confidence. {9.5.2,
14.3.4, 14.8.10, 14.8.12, 14.8.13}

TS.5.8.3 El Niño-Southern Oscillation
There is high confidence that the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
will remain the dominant mode of natural climate variability in the
21st century with global influences in the 21st century, and that
regional rainfall variability it induces likely intensifies. Natural variations of the amplitude and spatial pattern of ENSO are so large that
confidence in any projected change for the 21st century remains low.
The projected change in El Niño amplitude is small for both RCP4.5 and
RCP8.5 compared to the spread of the change among models (Figure
TS.25). Over the North Pacific and North America, patterns of temperature and precipitation anomalies related to El Niño and La Niña (teleconnections) are likely to move eastwards in the future (medium confidence), while confidence is low in changes in climate impacts on other
regions including Central and South Americas, the Caribbean, Africa,
most of Asia, Australia and most Pacific Islands. In a warmer climate,
the increase in atmospheric moisture intensifies temporal variability
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Figure TS.24 | Future change in monsoon statistics between the present-day (1986–2005) and the future (2080–2099) based on CMIP5 ensemble from RCP2.6 (dark blue; 18
models), RCP4.5 (blue; 24), RCP6.0 (yellow; 14), and RCP8.5 (red; 26) simulations. (a) GLOBAL: Global monsoon area (GMA), global monsoon intensity (GMI), standard deviation
of inter-annual variability in seasonal precipitation (Psd), seasonal maximum 5-day precipitation total (R5d) and monsoon season duration (DUR). Regional land monsoon domains
determined by 24 multi-model mean precipitation in the present-day. (b)–(h) Future change in regional land monsoon statistics: seasonal average precipitation (Pav), Psd, R5d, and
DUR in (b) North America (NAMS), (c) North Africa (NAF), (d) South Asia (SAS), (e) East Asia (EAS), (f) Australia-Maritime continent (AUSMC), (g) South Africa (SAF) and (h) South
America (SAMS). Units are % except for DUR (days). Box-and-whisker plots show the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th percentiles. All the indices are calculated for the summer
season (May to September for the Northern, and November to March for the Southern Hemisphere) over each model’s monsoon domains. {Figures 14.3, 14.4, 14.6, 14.7}

1.2

of precipitation even if atmospheric circulation variability remains the
same. This applies to ENSO-induced precipitation variability but the
possibility of changes in ENSO teleconnections complicates this general conclusion, making it somewhat regional-dependent. {12.4.5, 14.4,
14.8.3–14.8.5, 14.8.7, 14.8.9, 14.8.11–14.8.14}
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TS.5.8.4 Cyclones
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Figure TS.25 | Standard deviation in CMIP5 multi-model ensembles of sea surface
temperature variability over the eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean (Nino3 region: 5°S to
5°N, 150°W to 90°W), a measure of El Niño amplitude, for the pre-industrial (PI) control
and 20th century (20C) simulations, and 21st century projections using RCP4.5 and
RCP8.5. Open circles indicate multi-model ensemble means, and the red cross symbol is
the observed standard deviation for the 20th century. Box-and-whisker plots show the
16th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 84th percentiles. {Figure 14.14}

Projections for the 21st century indicate that it is likely that the global
frequency of tropical cyclones will either decrease or remain essentially
unchanged, concurrent with a likely increase in both global mean tropical cyclone maximum wind speed and rain rates (Figure TS.26). The
influence of future climate change on tropical cyclones is likely to vary
by region, but there is low confidence in region-specific projections.
The frequency of the most intense storms will more likely than not
increase in some basins. More extreme precipitation near the centers
of tropical cyclones making landfall is projected in North and Central
America, East Africa, West, East, South and Southeast Asia as well as
in Australia and many Pacific islands (medium confidence). {14.6.1,
14.8.3, 14.8.4, 14.8.7, 14.8.9–14.8.14}
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The global number of extratropical cyclones is unlikely to decrease by
more than a few percent and future changes in storms are likely to
be small compared to natural interannual variability and substantial
variations between models. A small poleward shift is likely in the SH
storm track but the magnitude of this change is model dependent. It is
unlikely that the response of the North Atlantic storm track in climate
projections is a simple poleward shift. There is medium confidence in a
projected poleward shift in the North Pacific storm track. There is low
confidence in the impact of storm track changes on regional climate
at the surface. More precipitation in extratropical cyclones leads to a
winter precipitation increase in Arctic, Northern Europe, North America
and the mid-to-high-latitude SH. {11.3.2, 12.4.4, 14.6.2, 14.8.2, 14.8.3,
14.8.5, 14.8.6, 14.8.13, 14.8.15}

TS.5.8.6 Additional Phenomena
It is unlikely that the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO will
change its behaviour as the mean climate changes. However, natural
fluctuations in the AMO over the coming few decades are likely to
influence regional climates at least as strongly as will human-induced
changes with implications for Atlantic major hurricane frequency, the
West African monsoon and North American and European summer conditions. {14.2.4, 14.5.1, 14.6.1, 14.7.6, 14.8.2, 14.8.3, 14.8.6, 14.8.8}

TS.5.8.5 Annular and Dipolar Modes of Variability
Future boreal wintertime North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO is very likely
to exhibit large natural variations as observed in the past. The NAO is
likely to become slightly more positive (on average), with some, but not
very well documented implications for winter conditions in the Arctic,

There is medium confidence that the frequency of NH and SH blocking
will not increase, while the trends in blocking intensity and persistence
remain uncertain. {Box 14.2}
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North America and Eurasia. The austral summer/autumn positive trend
in Southern Annular Mode (SAM) is likely to weaken considerably as
stratospheric ozone recovers through the mid-21st century with some,
but not very well documented, implications for South America, Africa,
Australia, New Zealand and Antarctica. {11.3.2, 14.5.2,14.8.5, 14.8.7,
14.8.13, 14.8.15}
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Figure TS.26 | Projected changes in tropical cyclone statistics. All values represent expected percent change in the average over period 2081–2100 relative to 2000–2019, under
an A1B-like scenario, based on expert judgement after subjective normalization of the model projections. Four metrics were considered: the percent change in I) the total annual
frequency of tropical storms, II) the annual frequency of Category 4 and 5 storms, III) the mean Lifetime Maximum Intensity (LMI; the maximum intensity achieved during a storm’s
lifetime) and IV) the precipitation rate within 200 km of storm center at the time of LMI. For each metric plotted, the solid blue line is the best guess of the expected percent change,
and the coloured bar provides the 67% (likely) confidence interval for this value (note that this interval ranges across –100% to +200% for the annual frequency of Category 4
and 5 storms in the North Atlantic). Where a metric is not plotted, there are insufficient data (denoted X) available to complete an assessment. A randomly drawn (and coloured)
selection of historical storm tracks are underlaid to identify regions of tropical cyclone activity. See Section 14.6.1 for details. {14.6.1}
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Thematic Focus Elements

TFE.9 | Climate Extremes
Assessing changes in climate extremes poses unique challenges, not just because of the intrinsically rare nature
of these events, but because they invariably happen in conjunction with disruptive conditions. They are strongly
influenced by both small- and large-scale weather patterns, modes of variability, thermodynamic processes, land–
atmosphere feedbacks and antecedent conditions. Much progress has been made since the IPCC Fourth Assessment
Report (AR4) including the comprehensive assessment of extremes undertaken by the IPCC Special Report on Managing the Risk of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation (SREX) but also because of
the amount of observational evidence available, improvements in our understanding and the ability of models to
simulate extremes. {1.3.3, 2.6, 7.6, 9.5.4}
For some climate extremes such as droughts, floods and heat waves, several factors need to be combined to produce
an extreme event. Analyses of rarer extremes such as 1-in-20- to 1-in-100-year events using Extreme Value Theory
are making their way into a growing body of literature. Other recent advances concern the notion of ‘fraction of
attributable risk’ that aims to link a particular extreme event to specific causal relationships. {1.3.3, 2.6.1, 2.6.2,
10.6.2, 12.4.3; Box 2.4}

TS

TFE.9, Table 1 indicates the changes that have been observed in a range of weather and climate extremes over the
last 50 years, the assessment of the human contribution to those changes, and how those extremes are expected
to change in the future. The table also compares the current assessment with that of the AR4 and the SREX where
applicable. {2.6, 3.7, 10.6, 11.3, 12.4, 14.6}
Temperature Extremes, Heat Waves and Warm Spells
It is very likely that both maximum and minimum temperature extremes have warmed over most land areas since
the mid-20th century. These changes are well simulated by current climate models, and it is very likely that anthropogenic forcing has affected the frequency of these extremes and virtually certain that further changes will occur.
This supports AR4 and SREX conclusions although with greater confidence in the anthropogenic forcing component. {2.6.1, 9.5.4, 10.6.1, 12.4.3}
For land areas with sufficient data there has been an overall increase in the number of warm days and nights. Similar decreases are seen in the number of cold days and nights. It is very likely that increases in unusually warm days
and nights and/or reductions in unusually cold days and nights including frosts have occurred over this period across
most continents. Warm spells or heat waves containing consecutive extremely hot days or nights are often associated with quasi-stationary anticyclonic circulation anomalies and are also affected by pre-existing soil conditions
and the persistence of soil moisture anomalies that can amplify or dampen heat waves particularly in moisturelimited regions. Most global land areas, with a few exceptions, have experienced more heat waves since the middle
of the 20th century. Several studies suggest that increases in mean temperature account for most of the changes
in heat wave frequency, however, heat wave intensity/amplitude is highly sensitive to changes in temperature variability and the shape of the temperature distribution and heat wave definition also plays a role. Although in some
regions instrumental periods prior to the 1950s had more heat waves (e.g., USA), for other regions such as Europe,
an increase in heat wave frequency in the period since the 1950s stands out in long historical temperature series.
{2.6, 2.6.1, 5.5.1; Box 2.4; Tables 2.12, 2.13; FAQ 2.2}
The observed features of temperature extremes and heat waves are well simulated by climate models and are similar to the spread among observationally based estimates in most regions. Regional downscaling now offers credible information on the spatial scales required for assessing extremes and improvements in the simulation of the
El Niño-Southern Oscillation from Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (CMIP3) to Phase 5 (CMIP5) and
other large-scale phenomena is crucial. However simulated changes in frequency and intensity of extreme events
is limited by observed data availability and quality issues and by the ability of models to reliably simulate certain
feedbacks and mean changes in key features of circulation such as blocking. {2.6, 2.7, 9.4, 9.5.3, 9.5.4, 9.6, 9.6.1,
10.3, 10.6, 14.4; Box 14.2}
Since AR4, the understanding of mechanisms and feedbacks leading to changes in extremes has improved. There
continues to be strengthening evidence for a human influence on the observed frequency of extreme temperatures
and heat waves in some regions. Near-term (decadal) projections suggest likely increases in temperature extremes
but with little distinguishable separation between emissions scenarios (TFE.9, Figure 1). Changes may proceed at
(continued on next page)
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Likely (late 20th century)
Likely

Likely k
More likely than not k

{13.7}

Very likely m
Likely

Very likely l
Likely l

{12.4}

{12.4}

{12.4}

{12.4}

{13.7}

More likely than not in the Western North Pacific
and North Atlantic j
{14.6}

Likely k

{11.3}

Medium confidence in some regions
Likelye

Likely (medium confidence) on a regional to
global scaleh

Likely over many areas
Very likely over most land areas

Very likely over most of the mid-latitude land
masses and over wet tropical regions

Very likely
Very likely

Very likely

Likely (since 1970)

{3.7}

Low confidence

{11.3}

{11.3}

{11.3}

More likely than not in some basins
Likely

{3.7}

{10.6}

Low confidenceg

Likely over many land areas

Not formally assessedb

Virtually certain
Virtually certain

Low confidence
More likely than not

Low confidencei

Low confidence in long term (centennial) changes
{2.6}
Virtually certain in North Atlantic since 1970

{10.6}

{7.6, 10.6}

{10.6}

{11.3}

Low confidence
Likely in some regions, since 1970

Medium confidence
More likely than not

Medium confidence in some regions
Likely in many regions, since 1970e
f

Low confidence

Low confidence on a global scale
Likely changes in some regionsd
{2.6}

Medium confidence
More likely than not

Likely more land areas with increases than decreases
Likely over most land areas

Not formally assessed
More likely than not

Likelya

Medium confidence

{2.6}

Likely
Likely (nights only)

Likely more land areas with increases than decreasesc
{2.6}

Medium confidence in many (but not all) regions
Likely

Medium confidence on a global scale
Likely in large parts of Europe, Asia and Australia

Very likely
Very likely

Likely

Virtually certain

{10.6}

Very likely

{2.6}

Very likely

{12.4}

* The direct comparison of assessment findings between reports is difficult. For some climate variables, different aspects have been assessed, and the revised guidance note on uncertainties has been used for the SREX and AR5. The availability of new information, improved scientific understanding,
continued analyses of data and models, and specific differences in methodologies applied in the assessed studies, all contribute to revised assessment findings.
Notes:
a Attribution is based on available case studies. It is likely that human influence has more than doubled the probability of occurrence of some observed heat waves in some locations.
b Models project near-term increases in the duration, intensity and spatial extent of heat waves and warm spells.
c In most continents, confidence in trends is not higher than medium except in North America and Europe where there have been likely increases in either the frequency or intensity of heavy precipitation with some seasonal and/or regional variation. It is very likely that there have been increases
in central North America.
d The frequency and intensity of drought has likely increased in the Mediterranean and West Africa and likely decreased in central North America and north-west Australia.
e AR4 assessed the area affected by drought.
f SREX assessed medium confidence that anthropogenic influence had contributed to some changes in the drought patterns observed in the second half of the 20th century, based on its attributed impact on precipitation and temperature changes. SREX assessed low confidence in the attribution
of changes in droughts at the level of single regions.
g There is low confidence in projected changes in soil moisture.
h Regional to global-scale projected decreases in soil moisture and increased agricultural drought are likely (medium confidence) in presently dry regions by the end of this century under the RCP8.5 scenario. Soil moisture drying in the Mediterranean, Southwest USA and southern African regions
is consistent with projected changes in Hadley circulation and increased surface temperatures, so there is high confidence in likely surface drying in these regions by the end of this century under the RCP8.5 scenario.
i There is medium confidence that a reduction in aerosol forcing over the North Atlantic has contributed at least in part to the observed increase in tropical cyclone activity since the 1970s in this region.
j Based on expert judgment and assessment of projections which use an SRES A1B (or similar) scenario.
k Attribution is based on the close relationship between observed changes in extreme and mean sea level.
l There is high confidence that this increase in extreme high sea level will primarily be the result of an increase in mean sea level. There is low confidence in region-specific projections of storminess and associated storm surges.
m SREX assessed it to be very likely that mean sea level rise will contribute to future upward trends in extreme coastal high water levels.

Increased incidence and/or
magnitude of extreme
high sea level

Increases in intense
tropical cyclone activity

Increases in intensity
and/or duration of drought

Heavy precipitation events.
Increase in the frequency,
intensity, and/or amount
of heavy precipitation

Warm spells/heat waves.
Frequency and/or duration
increases over most
land areas

Warmer and/or more
frequent hot days and
nights over most land areas

Virtually certain
Virtually certain
Virtually certain

{11.3}

Late 21st century

Likelihood of further changes

Likely
Likely

Likely

Early 21st century

Very likely
Very likely

{10.6}

Very likely

Very likely

Warmer and/or fewer
cold days and nights
over most land areas

{2.6}

Assessment of a human
contribution to observed changes

Assessment that changes occurred (typically
since 1950 unless otherwise indicated)

Phenomenon and
direction of trend

TFE.9, Table 1 | Extreme weather and climate events: Global-scale assessment of recent observed changes, human contribution to the changes and projected further changes for the early (2016–2035) and late (2081–2100) 21st
century. Bold indicates where the AR5 (black) provides a revised* global-scale assessment from the Special Report on Managing the Risk of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation (SREX, blue) or AR4
(red). Projections for early 21st century were not provided in previous assessment reports. Projections in the AR5 are relative to the reference period of 1986–2005, and use the new RCP scenarios unless otherwise specified. See the
Glossary for definitions of extreme weather and climate events.
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TFE.9 (continued)

a different rate than the mean warming however, with several studies showing that projected European highpercentile summer temperatures will warm faster than mean temperatures. Future changes associated with the
warming of temperature extremes in the long-term are virtually certain and scale with the strength of emissions
scenario, that is, greater anthropogenic emissions correspond to greater warming of extremes (TFE.9, Figure 1). For
high-emissions scenarios, it is likely that, in most land regions, a current 1-in-20-year maximum temperature event
(continued on next page)
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TFE.9, Figure 1 | Global projections of the occurrence of (a) cold days (TX10p)- percentage of days annually with daily maximum surface air temperature (Tmax) below
the 10th percentile of Tmax for 1961 to 1990, (b) wettest consecutive 5 days (RX5day) —percentage change relative to 1986–2005 in annual maximum consecutive
5-day precipitation totals, (c) warm days (TX90p)—percentage of days annually with daily maximum surface air temperature (Tmax) exceeding the 90th percentile
of Tmax for 1961 to 1990 and (d) very wet day precipitation (R95p)—percentage change relative to 1986–2005 of annual precipitation from days >95th percentile.
Results are shown from CMIP5 for the RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios. Solid lines indicate the ensemble median and shading indicates the interquartile spread
between individual projections (25th and 75th percentiles). Maps show (e) the change from 1986–2005 to 2081–2100 in 20-year return values (RV) of daily maximum
temperatures, TXx, and (f) the 2081–2100 return period (RP) for rare daily precipitation values, RX1day, that have a 20-year return period during 1986–2005. Both
maps are based on the CMIP5 RCP8.5 scenario. The number of models used to calculate the multi-model mean is indicated in each panel. See Box 2.4, Table 1 for index
definitions. {Figures 11.17, 12.14, 12.26, 12.27}
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will at least double in frequency but in many regions will become an annual or a 1-in-2-year event by the end of
the 21st century. The magnitude of both high and low temperature extremes is expected to increase at least at the
same rate as the mean, but with 20-year return values for low temperature events projected to increase at a rate
greater than winter mean temperatures in most regions. {10.6.1, 11.3.2, 12.4.3}
Precipitation Extremes
It is likely that the number of heavy precipitation events over land has increased in more regions than it has
decreased in since the mid-20th century, and there is medium confidence that anthropogenic forcing has contributed to this increase. {2.6.2, 10.6.1}
There has been substantial progress between CMIP3 and CMIP5 in the ability of models to simulate more realistic
precipitation extremes. However, evidence suggests that the majority of models underestimate the sensitivity of
extreme precipitation to temperature variability or trends especially in the tropics, which implies that models may
underestimate the projected increase in extreme precipitation in the future. While progress has been made in
understanding the processes that drive extreme precipitation, challenges remain in quantifying cloud and convective effects in models for example. The complexity of land surface and atmospheric processes limits confidence in
regional projections of precipitation change, especially over land, although there is a component of a ‘wet-getwetter’ and ‘dry-get-drier’ response over oceans at the large scale. Even so, there is high confidence that, as the
climate warms, extreme precipitation rates (e.g., on daily time scales) will increase faster than the time average.
Changes in local extremes on daily and sub-daily time scales are expected to increase by roughly 5 to 10% per °C of
warming (medium confidence). {7.6, 9.5.4}

TS

For the near and long term, CMIP5 projections confirm a clear tendency for increases in heavy precipitation events
in the global mean seen in the AR4, but there are substantial variations across regions (TFE.9, Figure 1). Over most
of the mid-latitude land masses and over wet tropical regions, extreme precipitation will very likely be more intense
and more frequent in a warmer world. {11.3.2, 12.4.5}
Floods and Droughts
There continues to be a lack of evidence and thus low confidence regarding the sign of trend in the magnitude
and/or frequency of floods on a global scale over the instrumental record. There is high confidence that past floods
larger than those recorded since 1900 have occurred during the past five centuries in northern and central Europe,
western Mediterranean region, and eastern Asia. There is medium confidence that modern large floods are comparable to or surpass historical floods in magnitude and/or frequency in the Near East, India and central North
America. {2.6.2, 5.5.5}
Compelling arguments both for and against significant increases in the land area affected by drought and/or dryness since the mid-20th century have resulted in a low confidence assessment of observed and attributable largescale trends. This is due primarily to a lack and quality of direct observations, dependencies of inferred trends on the
index choice, geographical inconsistencies in the trends and difficulties in distinguishing decadal scale variability
from long term trends. On millennial time scales, there is high confidence that proxy information provides evidence
of droughts of greater magnitude and longer duration than observed during the 20th century in many regions.
There is medium confidence that more megadroughts occurred in monsoon Asia and wetter conditions prevailed
in arid Central Asia and the South American monsoon region during the Little Ice Age (1450 to 1850) compared to
the Medieval Climate Anomaly (950 to 1250). {2.6.2, 5.5.4, 5.5.5, 10.6.1}
Under the Representative Concentration Pathway RCP8.5, projections by the end of the century indicate an
increased risk of drought is likely (medium confidence) in presently dry regions linked to regional to global-scale
projected decreases in soil moisture. Soil moisture drying is most prominent in the Mediterranean, Southwest USA,
and southern Africa, consistent with projected changes in the Hadley Circulation and increased surface temperatures, and surface drying in these regions is likely (high confidence) by the end of the century under RCP8.5. {12.4.5}
Extreme Sea Level
It is likely that the magnitude of extreme high sea level events has increased since 1970 and that most of this rise can
be explained by increases in mean sea level. When mean sea level changes is taken into account, changes in extreme
high sea levels are reduced to less than 5 mm yr–1 at 94% of tide gauges. In the future it is very likely that there will
be a significant increase in the occurrence of sea level extremes and similarly to past observations, this increase will
primarily be the result of an increase in mean sea level. {3.7.5, 13.7.2}
(continued on next page)
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Tropical and Extratropical Cyclones
There is low confidence in long-term (centennial) changes in tropical cyclone activity, after accounting for past
changes in observing capabilities. However over the satellite era, increases in the frequency and intensity of the
strongest storms in the North Atlantic are robust (very high confidence). However, the cause of this increase is
debated and there is low confidence in attribution of changes in tropical cyclone activity to human influence owing
to insufficient observational evidence, lack of physical understanding of the links between anthropogenic drivers of
climate and tropical cyclone activity and the low level of agreement between studies as to the relative importance
of internal variability, and anthropogenic and natural forcings. {2.6.3, 10.6.1, 14.6.1}
Some high-resolution atmospheric models have realistically simulated tracks and counts of tropical cyclones and
models generally are able to capture the general characteristics of storm tracks and extratropical cyclones with evidence of improvement since the AR4. Storm track biases in the North Atlantic have improved slightly, but models
still produce a storm track that is too zonal and underestimate cyclone intensity. {9.4.1, 9.5.4}

TS

While projections indicate that it is likely that the global frequency of tropical cyclones will either decrease or
remain essentially unchanged, concurrent with a likely increase in both global mean tropical cyclone maximum
wind speed and rainfall rates, there is lower confidence in region-specific projections of frequency and intensity.
However, due to improvements in model resolution and downscaling techniques, it is more likely than not that the
frequency of the most intense storms will increase substantially in some basins under projected 21st century warming (see Figure TS.26). {11.3.2, 14.6.1}
Research subsequent to the AR4 and SREX continues to support a likely poleward shift of storm tracks since the
1950s. However over the last century there is low confidence of a clear trend in storminess due to inconsistencies
between studies or lack of long-term data in some parts of the world (particularly in the Southern Hemisphere (SH)).
{2.6.4, 2.7.6}
Despite systematic biases in simulating storm tracks, most models and studies are in agreement that the global
number of extratropical cyclones is unlikely to decrease by more than a few per cent. A small poleward shift is
likely in the SH storm track. It is more likely than not (medium confidence) for a projected poleward shift in the
North Pacific storm track but it is unlikely that the response of the North Atlantic storm track is a simple poleward
shift. There is low confidence in the magnitude of regional storm track changes, and the impact of such changes
on regional surface climate. {14.6.2}
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TS.6

Key Uncertainties

This final section of the Technical Summary provides readers with a
short overview of key uncertainties in the understanding of the climate
system and the ability to project changes in response to anthropogenic
influences. The overview is not comprehensive and does not describe in
detail the basis for these findings. These are found in the main body of
this Technical Summary and in the underlying chapters to which each
bullet points in the curly brackets.

TS.6.1
•
TS

There is only medium to low confidence in the rate of change of
tropospheric warming and its vertical structure. Estimates of tropospheric warming rates encompass surface temperature warming rate estimates. There is low confidence in the rate and vertical
structure of the stratospheric cooling. {2.4.4}
Confidence in global precipitation change over land is low prior
to 1951 and medium afterwards because of data incompleteness.
{2.5.1}

•

Substantial ambiguity and therefore low confidence remains in the
observations of global-scale cloud variability and trends. {2.5.6}

•

There is low confidence in an observed global-scale trend in
drought or dryness (lack of rainfall), due to lack of direct observations, methodological uncertainties and choice and geographical
inconsistencies in the trends. {2.6.2}
There is low confidence that any reported long-term (centennial) changes in tropical cyclone characteristics are robust, after
accounting for past changes in observing capabilities. {2.6.3}

•

Robust conclusions on long-term changes in large-scale atmospheric circulation are presently not possible because of large variability on interannual to decadal time scales and remaining differences between data sets. {2.7}

•

Different global estimates of sub-surface ocean temperatures have
variations at different times and for different periods, suggesting
that sub-decadal variability in the temperature and upper heat
content (0 to to 700 m) is still poorly characterized in the historical
record. {3.2}

•

Below ocean depths of 700 m the sampling in space and time is
too sparse to produce annual global ocean temperature and heat
content estimates prior to 2005. {3.2.4}

•

Observational coverage of the ocean deeper than 2000 m is still
limited and hampers more robust estimates of changes in global
ocean heat content and carbon content. This also limits the quantification of the contribution of deep ocean warming to sea level
rise. {3.2, 3.7, 3.8; Box 3.1}
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The number of continuous observational time series measuring the
strength of climate relevant ocean circulation features (e.g., the
meridional overturning circulation) is limited and the existing time
series are still too short to assess decadal and longer trends. {3.6}.

•

In Antarctica, available data are inadequate to assess the status
of change of many characteristics of sea ice (e.g., thickness and
volume). {4.2.3}

•

On a global scale the mass loss from melting at calving fronts and
iceberg calving are not yet comprehensively assessed. The largest
uncertainty in estimated mass loss from glaciers comes from the
Antarctic, and the observational record of ice–ocean interactions
around both ice sheets remains poor. {4.3.3, 4.4}

Key Uncertainties in Observation of Changes in
the Climate System

•

•

•

TS.6.2

Key Uncertainties in Drivers of Climate Change

•

Uncertainties in aerosol–cloud interactions and the associated
radiative forcing remain large. As a result, uncertainties in aerosol
forcing remain the dominant contributor to the overall uncertainty
in net anthropogenic forcing, despite a better understanding of
some of the relevant atmospheric processes and the availability of
global satellite monitoring. {2.2, 7.3–7.5, 8.5}

•

The cloud feedback is likely positive but its quantification remains
difficult. {7.2}

•

Paleoclimate reconstructions and Earth System Models indicate
that there is a positive feedback between climate and the carbon
cycle, but confidence remains low in the strength of this feedback,
particularly for the land. {6.4}

TS.6.3

Key Uncertainties in Understanding the Climate
System and Its Recent Changes

•

The simulation of clouds in AOGCMs has shown modest improvement since AR4; however, it remains challenging. {7.2, 9.2.1, 9.4.1,
9.7.2}

•

Observational uncertainties for climate variables other than temperature, uncertainties in forcings such as aerosols, and limits in
process understanding continue to hamper attribution of changes
in many aspects of the climate system. {10.1, 10.3, 10.7}

•

Changes in the water cycle remain less reliably modelled in both
their changes and their internal variability, limiting confidence in
attribution assessments. Observational uncertainties and the large
effect of internal variability on observed precipitation also precludes a more confident assessment of the causes of precipitation
changes. {2.5.1, 2.5.4, 10.3.2}

•

Modelling uncertainties related to model resolution and incorporation of relevant processes become more important at regional
scales, and the effects of internal variability become more significant. Therefore, challenges persist in attributing observed change
to external forcing at regional scales. {2.4.1, 10.3.1}

Technical Summary

•

The ability to simulate changes in frequency and intensity of
extreme events is limited by the ability of models to reliably simulate mean changes in key features. {10.6.1}

•

In some aspects of the climate system, including changes in
drought, changes in tropical cyclone activity, Antarctic warming,
Antarctic sea ice extent, and Antarctic mass balance, confidence
in attribution to human influence remains low due to modelling uncertainties and low agreement between scientific studies.
{10.3.1, 10.5.2, 10.6.1}

TS.6.4

Key Uncertainties in Projections of Global and
Regional Climate Change

•

Based on model results there is limited confidence in the predictability of yearly to decadal averages of temperature both for the
global average and for some geographical regions. Multi-model
results for precipitation indicate a generally low predictability.
Short-term climate projection is also limited by the uncertainty in
projections of natural forcing. {11.1, 11.2, 11.3.1, 11.3.6; Box 11.1}

•

There is medium confidence in near-term projections of a northward shift of NH storm track and westerlies. {11.3.2}

•

There is generally low confidence in basin-scale projections of significant trends in tropical cyclone frequency and intensity in the
21st century. {11.3.2, 14.6.1}

•

Projected changes in soil moisture and surface run off are not
robust in many regions. {11.3.2, 12.4.5}

•

Several components or phenomena in the climate system could
potentially exhibit abrupt or nonlinear changes, but for many phenomena there is low confidence and little consensus on the likelihood of such events over the 21st century. {12.5.5}

•

There is low confidence on magnitude of carbon losses through
CO2 or CH4 emissions to the atmosphere from thawing permafrost. There is low confidence in projected future CH4 emissions
from natural sources due to changes in wetlands and gas hydrate
release from the sea floor. {6.4.3, 6.4.7}

•

There is medium confidence in the projected contributions to sea
level rise by models of ice sheet dynamics for the 21st century, and
low confidence in their projections beyond 2100. {13.3.3}

•

There is low confidence in semi-empirical model projections of
global mean sea level rise, and no consensus in the scientific community about their reliability. {13.5.2, 13.5.3}

•

There is low confidence in projections of many aspects of climate
phenomena that influence regional climate change, including
changes in amplitude and spatial pattern of modes of climate variability. {9.5.3, 14.2–14.7}

TS
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Executive Summary
Human Effects on Climate
Human activities are continuing to affect the Earth’s energy
budget by changing the emissions and resulting atmospheric
concentrations of radiatively important gases and aerosols and
by changing land surface properties. Previous assessments have
already shown through multiple lines of evidence that the climate is
changing across our planet, largely as a result of human activities. The
most compelling evidence of climate change derives from observations
of the atmosphere, land, oceans and cryosphere. Unequivocal evidence
from in situ observations and ice core records shows that the atmospheric concentrations of important greenhouse gases such as carbon
dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O) have increased
over the last few centuries. {1.2.2, 1.2.3}
The processes affecting climate can exhibit considerable natural
variability. Even in the absence of external forcing, periodic and
chaotic variations on a vast range of spatial and temporal scales
are observed. Much of this variability can be represented by simple
(e.g., unimodal or power law) distributions, but many components of
the climate system also exhibit multiple states—for instance, the glacial–interglacial cycles and certain modes of internal variability such
as El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO). Movement between states can
occur as a result of natural variability, or in response to external forcing. The relationship among variability, forcing and response reveals
the complexity of the dynamics of the climate system: the relationship
between forcing and response for some parts of the system seems reasonably linear; in other cases this relationship is much more complex.
{1.2.2}

Multiple Lines of Evidence for Climate Change
Global mean surface air temperatures over land and oceans
have increased over the last 100 years. Temperature measurements in the oceans show a continuing increase in the heat content
of the oceans. Analyses based on measurements of the Earth’s radiative budget suggest a small positive energy imbalance that serves
to increase the global heat content of the Earth system. Observations
from satellites and in situ measurements show a trend of significant
reductions in the mass balance of most land ice masses and in Arctic
sea ice. The oceans’ uptake of CO2 is having a significant effect on
the chemistry of sea water. Paleoclimatic reconstructions have helped
place ongoing climate change in the perspective of natural climate variability. {1.2.3; Figure 1.3}
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Observations of CO2 concentrations, globally averaged temperature and sea level rise are generally well within the range of
the extent of the earlier IPCC projections. The recently observed
increases in CH4 and N2O concentrations are smaller than those
assumed in the scenarios in the previous assessments. Each
IPCC assessment has used new projections of future climate change
that have become more detailed as the models have become more
advanced. Similarly, the scenarios used in the IPCC assessments have
themselves changed over time to reflect the state of knowledge. The
range of climate projections from model results provided and assessed
in the first IPCC assessment in 1990 to those in the 2007 AR4 provides
an opportunity to compare the projections with the actually observed
changes, thereby examining the deviations of the projections from the
observations over time. {1.3.1, 1.3.2, 1.3.4; Figures 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7,
1.10}
Climate change, whether driven by natural or human forcing,
can lead to changes in the likelihood of the occurrence or
strength of extreme weather and climate events or both. Since
the AR4, the observational basis has increased substantially, so that
some extremes are now examined over most land areas. Furthermore,
more models with higher resolution and a greater number of regional
models have been used in the simulations and projections of extremes.
{1.3.3; Figure 1.9}

Treatment of Uncertainties
For AR5, the three IPCC Working Groups use two metrics to communicate the degree of certainty in key findings: (1) Confidence
is a qualitative measure of the validity of a finding, based on the type,
amount, quality and consistency of evidence (e.g., data, mechanistic understanding, theory, models, expert judgment) and the degree
of agreement1; and (2) Likelihood provides a quantified measure of
uncertainty in a finding expressed probabilistically (e.g., based on statistical analysis of observations or model results, or both, and expert
judgement)2. {1.4; Figure 1.11}

Advances in Measurement and Modelling Capabilities
Over the last few decades, new observational systems, especially satellite-based systems, have increased the number of observations of the Earth’s climate by orders of magnitude. Tools to
analyse and process these data have been developed or enhanced to
cope with this large increase in information, and more climate proxy
data have been acquired to improve our knowledge of past changes in climate. Because the Earth’s climate system is characterized on
multiple spatial and temporal scales, new observations may reduce
the uncertainties surrounding the understanding of short timescale

1

In this Report, the following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement: low, medium, or high.
A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence. For a given evidence and
agreement statement, different confidence levels can be assigned, but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated with increasing confidence (see
Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).

2

In this Report, the following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: Virtually certain 99–100% probability, Very likely 90–100%,
Likely 66–100%, About as likely as not 33–66%, Unlikely 0–33%, Very unlikely 0–10%, Exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms (Extremely likely: 95–100%, More likely
than not >50–100%, and Extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used when appropriate. Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely (see Section 1.4 and Box TS.1
for more details).
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processes quite rapidly. However, processes that occur over longer
timescales may require very long observational baselines before much
progress can be made. {1.5.1; Figure 1.12}

1

Increases in computing speed and memory have led to the
development of more sophisticated models that describe physical, chemical and biological processes in greater detail. Modelling strategies have been extended to provide better estimates of the
uncertainty in climate change projections. The model comparisons with
observations have pushed the analysis and development of the models.
The inclusion of ‘long-term’ simulations has allowed incorporation
of information from paleoclimate data to inform projections. Within
uncertainties associated with reconstructions of past climate variables
from proxy record and forcings, paleoclimate information from the Mid
Holocene, Last Glacial Maximum, and Last Millennium have been used
to test the ability of models to simulate realistically the magnitude and
large-scale patterns of past changes. {1.5.2; Figures 1.13, 1.14}
As part of the process of getting model analyses for a range of alternative images of how the future may unfold, four new scenarios for
future emissions of important gases and aerosols have been developed
for the AR5, referred to as Representative Concentration Pathways
(RCPs). {Box 1.1}
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1.1

Chapter Preview

This introductory chapter serves as a lead-in to the science presented in
the Working Group I (WGI) contribution to the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5). Chapter 1 in
the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) (Le Treut et al., 2007) provided a historical perspective on the understanding of climate science and
the evidence regarding human influence on the Earth’s climate system.
Since the last assessment, the scientific knowledge gained through
observations, theoretical analyses, and modelling studies has continued to increase and to strengthen further the evidence linking human
activities to the ongoing climate change. In AR5, Chapter 1 focuses on
the concepts and definitions applied in the discussions of new findings
in the other chapters. It also examines several of the key indicators for
a changing climate and shows how the current knowledge of those
indicators compares with the projections made in previous assessments. The new scenarios for projected human-related emissions used
in this assessment are also introduced. Finally, the chapter discusses
the directions and capabilities of current climate science, while the
detailed discussion of new findings is covered in the remainder of the
WGI contribution to the AR5.

1.2

Rationale and Key Concepts of the
WGI Contribution

1.2.1

Setting the Stage for the Assessment

The IPCC was set up in 1988 by the World Meteorological Organization and the United Nations Environment Programme to provide governments with a clear view of the current state of knowledge about
the science of climate change, potential impacts, and options for
adaptation and mitigation through regular assessments of the most
recent information published in the scientific, technical and socio-economic literature worldwide. The WGI contribution to the IPCC AR5
assesses the current state of the physical sciences with respect to climate change. This report presents an assessment of the current state
of research results and is not a discussion of all relevant papers as
would be included in a review. It thus seeks to make sure that the
range of scientific views, as represented in the peer-reviewed literature,
is considered and evaluated in the assessment, and that the state of
the science is concisely and accurately presented. A transparent review
process ensures that disparate views are included (IPCC, 2012a).
As an overview, Table 1.1 shows a selection of key findings from earlier
IPCC assessments. This table provides a non-comprehensive selection
of key assessment statements from previous assessment reports—
IPCC First Assessment Report (FAR, IPCC, 1990), IPCC Second Assessment Report (SAR, IPCC, 1996), IPCC Third Assessment Report (TAR,
IPCC, 2001) and IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4, IPCC, 2007)—
with a focus on policy-relevant quantities that have been evaluated in
each of the IPCC assessments.
Scientific hypotheses are contingent and always open to revision in
light of new evidence and theory. In this sense the distinguishing features of scientific enquiry are the search for truth and the willingness
to subject itself to critical re-examination. Modern research science
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conducts this critical revision through processes such as the peer
review. At conferences and in the procedures that surround publication in peer-reviewed journals, scientific claims about environmental
processes are analysed and held up to scrutiny. Even after publication,
findings are further analysed and evaluated. That is the self-correcting
nature of the scientific process (more details are given in AR4 Chapter
1 and Le Treut et al., 2007).
Science strives for objectivity but inevitably also involves choices and
judgements. Scientists make choices regarding data and models, which
processes to include and which to leave out. Usually these choices
are uncontroversial and play only a minor role in the production of
research. Sometimes, however, the choices scientists make are sources
of disagreement and uncertainty. These are usually resolved by further scientific enquiry into the sources of disagreement. In some cases,
experts cannot reach a consensus view. Examples in climate science
include how best to evaluate climate models relative to observations,
how best to evaluate potential sea level rise and how to evaluate probabilistic projections of climate change. In many cases there may be no
definitive solution to these questions. The IPCC process is aimed at
assessing the literature as it stands and attempts to reflect the level of
reasonable scientific consensus as well as disagreement.
To assess areas of scientific controversy, the peer-reviewed literature is
considered and evaluated. Not all papers on a controversial point can
be discussed individually in an assessment, but every effort has been
made here to ensure that all views represented in the peer-reviewed
literature are considered in the assessment process. A list of topical
issues is given in Table 1.3.
The Earth sciences study the multitude of processes that shape our
environment. Some of these processes can be understood through
idealized laboratory experiments, by altering a single element and then
tracing through the effects of that controlled change. However, as in
other natural and the social sciences, the openness of environmental
systems, in terms of our lack of control of the boundaries of the system,
their spatially and temporally multi-scale character and the complexity
of interactions, often hamper scientists’ ability to definitively isolate
causal links. This in turn places important limits on the understanding of many of the inferences in the Earth sciences (e.g., Oreskes et
al., 1994). There are many cases where scientists are able to make
inferences using statistical tools with considerable evidential support
and with high degrees of confidence, and conceptual and numerical
modelling can assist in forming understanding and intuition about the
interaction of dynamic processes.

1.2.2

Key Concepts in Climate Science

Here, some of the key concepts in climate science are briefly described;
many of these were summarized more comprehensively in earlier IPCC
assessments (Baede et al., 2001). We focus only on a certain number of
them to facilitate discussions in this assessment.
First, it is important to distinguish the meaning of weather from climate. Weather describes the conditions of the atmosphere at a certain place and time with reference to temperature, pressure, humidity, wind, and other key parameters (meteorological elements); the
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Sea Level

(continued on next page)

A Palaeoclimatic
Perspective

Direct
Observations
of Recent
Climate
Change

Temperature

Human and Natural
Drivers of Climate Change

Topic

Climate has changed over the past
century. Global mean surface temperature has increased by between
about 0.3 and 0.6°C since the late
19th century. Recent years have been
among the warmest since 1860, despite the cooling effect of the 1991
Mt. Pinatubo volcanic eruption.

Global sea level has risen by between
10 and 25 cm over the past 100 years
and much of the rise may be related
to the increase in global mean temperature.
The limited available evidence from
proxy climate indicators suggests
that the 20th century global mean
temperature is at least as warm as
any other century since at least 1400
AD. Data prior to 1400 are too sparse
to allow the reliable estimation of
global mean temperature.

Global mean surface air temperature has increased by 0.3°C
to 0.6°C over the last 100 years, with the five global-average warmest years being in the 1980s.

Over the same period global sea level has increased by 10
to 20 cm These increases have not been smooth with time,
nor uniform over the globe.

Climate varies naturally on all timescales from hundreds
of millions of years down to the year-to-year. Prominent in
the Earth’s history have been the 100,000 year glacial–interglacial cycles when climate was mostly cooler than at
present. Global surface temperatures have typically varied
by 5°C to 7°C through these cycles, with large changes in
ice volume and sea level, and temperature changes as great
as 10°C to 15°C in some middle and high latitude regions
of the Northern Hemisphere. Since the end of the last ice
age, about 10,000 years ago, global surface temperatures
have probably fluctuated by little more than 1°C. Some fluctuations have lasted several centuries, including the Little
Ice Age which ended in the nineteenth century and which
appears to have been global in extent.

Continued emissions of these gases at present rates would
commit us to increased concentrations for centuries ahead.

Greenhouse gas concentrations have
continued to increase. These trends
can be attributed largely to human
activities, mostly fossil fuel use, land
use change and agriculture.

There is a natural greenhouse effect which already keeps
the Earth warmer than it would otherwise be. Emissions
resulting from human activities are substantially increasing
the atmospheric concentrations of the greenhouse gases
carbon dioxide, methane, chlorofluorocarbons and nitrous
oxide. These increases will enhance the greenhouse effect,
resulting on average in an additional warming of the Earth’s
surface.
Anthropogenic aerosols are shortlived and tend to produce negative
radiative forcing.

SAR SPM Statement

FAR SPM Statement

New analyses of proxy data for the Northern
Hemisphere indicate that the increase in temperature in the 20th century is likely to have
been the largest of any century during the past
1,000 years. It is also likely that, in the Northern
Hemisphere, the 1990s was the warmest decade
and 1998 the warmest year. Because less data
are available, less is known about annual averages prior to 1,000 years before present and for
conditions prevailing in most of the Southern
Hemisphere prior to 1861.

Tide gauge data show that global average sea
level rose between 0.1 and 0.2 m during the
20th century.

Some important aspects of climate appear not
to have changed.

The global average temperature has increased
since 1861. Over the 20th century the increase
has been 0.6°C.

An increasing body of observations gives a collective picture of a warming world and other
changes in the climate system.

Natural factors have made small contributions
to radiative forcing over the past century.

Anthropogenic aerosols are short-lived and
mostly produce negative radiative forcing by
their direct effect. There is more evidence for
their indirect effect, which is negative, although
of very uncertain magnitude.

Emissions of greenhouse gases and aerosols
due to human activities continue to alter the
atmosphere in ways that are expected to affect
the climate. The atmospheric concentration of
CO2 has increased by 31% since 1750 and that
of methane by 151%.

TAR SPM Statement

The last time the polar regions were significantly warmer than
present for an extended period (about 125,000 years ago), reductions in polar ice volume led to 4 to 6 m of sea level rise.

Palaeoclimatic information supports the interpretation that the
warmth of the last half century is unusual in at least the previous
1,300 years.

Global average sea level rose at an average rate of 1.8 [1.3 to
2.3] mm per year over 1961 to 2003. The rate was faster over
1993 to 2003: about 3.1 [2.4 to 3.8] mm per year. The total 20th
century rise is estimated to be 0.17 [0.12 to 0.22] m.

Some aspects of climate have not been observed to change.

Eleven of the last twelve years (1995–2006) rank among the 12
warmest years in the instrumental record of global surface temperature (since 1850). The updated 100-year linear trend (1906
to 2005) of 0.74°C [0.56°C to 0.92°C] is therefore larger than the
corresponding trend for 1901 to 2000 given in the TAR of 0.6°C
[0.4°C to 0.8°C].

Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, as is now evident
from observations of increases in global average air and ocean
temperatures, widespread melting of snow and ice, and rising
global average sea level.

Very high confidence that the global average net effect of human
activities since 1750 has been one of warming, with a radiative
forcing of +1.6 [+0.6 to +2.4] W m–2.

Global atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide, methane
and nitrous oxide have increased markedly as a result of human
activities since 1750 and now far exceed pre-industrial values
determined from ice cores spanning many thousands of years.
The global increases in carbon dioxide concentration are due
primarily to fossil fuel use and land use change, while those of
methane and nitrous oxide are primarily due to agriculture.

AR4 SPM Statement

Table 1.1 | Historical overview of major conclusions of previous IPCC assessment reports. The table provides a non-comprehensive selection of key statements from previous assessment reports—IPCC First Assessment Report (FAR; IPCC,
1990), IPCC Second Assessment Report (SAR; IPCC, 1996), IPCC Third Assessment Report (TAR; IPCC, 2001) and IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4; IPCC, 2007)—with a focus on global mean surface air temperature and sea level change
as two policy relevant quantities that have been covered in IPCC since the first assessment report.
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Projections
of Future
Changes in
Climate

Sea Level

Temperature

Understanding and
Attributing Climate
Change

Topic

(Table 1.1 continued)

SAR SPM Statement
The balance of evidence suggests a
discernible human influence on global climate. Simulations with coupled
atmosphere–ocean models have provided important information about
decade to century timescale natural
internal climate variability.

Climate is expected to continue to
change in the future. For the midrange IPCC emission scenario, IS92a,
assuming the ‘best estimate’ value of
climate sensitivity and including the
effects of future increases in aerosols,
models project an increase in global
mean surface air temperature relative to 1990 of about 2°C by 2100.

Models project a sea level rise of 50
cm from the present to 2100.

FAR SPM Statement

The size of this warming is broadly consistent with predictions of climate models, but it is also of the same magnitude
as natural climate variability. Thus the observed increase
could be largely due to this natural variability; alternatively
this variability and other human factors could have offset
a still larger human-induced greenhouse warming. The unequivocal detection of the enhanced greenhouse effect from
observations is not likely for a decade or more.

Under the IPCC Business-as-Usual emissions of greenhouse
gases, a rate of increase of global mean temperature during
the next century of about 0.3°C per decade (with an uncertainty range of 0.2°C to 0.5°C per decade); this is greater
than that seen over the past 10,000 years.

An average rate of global mean sea level rise of about 6 cm
per decade over the next century (with an uncertainty range
of 3 to 10 cm per decade) is projected.

Global mean sea level is projected to rise by
0.09 to 0.88 m between 1990 and 2100.

Global sea level rise for the range of scenarios is projected as
0.18 to 0.59 m by the end of the 21st century.

Anthropogenic warming and sea level rise would continue for
centuries, even if greenhouse gas concentrations were to be
stabilised.

There is now higher confidence in projected patterns of warming and other regional-scale features, including changes in wind
patterns, precipitation and some aspects of extremes and of ice.

Confidence in the ability of models to project
future climate has increased.
Anthropogenic climate change will persist for
many centuries.

For the next two decades, a warming of about 0.2°C per decade
is projected for a range of SRES emission scenarios. Even if the
concentrations of all greenhouse gases and aerosols had been
kept constant at year 2000 levels, a further warming of about
0.1°C per decade would be expected.

Most of the observed increase in global average temperatures
since the mid-20th century is very likely due to the observed
increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations.
Discernible human influences now extend to other aspects of
climate, including ocean warming, continental-average temperatures, temperature extremes and wind patterns.

AR4 SPM Statement

Global average temperature and sea level are
projected to rise under all IPCC SRES scenarios.
The globally averaged surface temperature is
projected to increase by 1.4°C to 5.8°C over the
period 1990 to 2100.

There is new and stronger evidence that most
of the warming observed over the last 50 years
is attributable to human activities. There is a
longer and more scrutinized temperature record
and new model estimates of variability. Reconstructions of climate data for the past 1,000
years indicate this warming was unusual and is
unlikely to be entirely natural in origin.

TAR SPM Statement
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p resence of clouds, precipitation; and the occurrence of special phenomena, such as thunderstorms, dust storms, tornados and others.
Climate in a narrow sense is usually defined as the average weather,
or more rigorously, as the statistical description in terms of the mean
and variability of relevant quantities over a period of time ranging from
months to thousands or millions of years. The relevant quantities are
most often surface variables such as temperature, precipitation and
wind. Classically the period for averaging these variables is 30 years,
as defined by the World Meteorological Organization. Climate in a
wider sense also includes not just the mean conditions, but also the
associated statistics (frequency, magnitude, persistence, trends, etc.),
often combining parameters to describe phenomena such as droughts.
Climate change refers to a change in the state of the climate that can
be identified (e.g., by using statistical tests) by changes in the mean
and/or the variability of its properties, and that persists for an extended
period, typically decades or longer.

ture has been relatively constant over many centuries, the incoming
solar energy must be nearly in balance with outgoing radiation. Of
the incoming solar shortwave radiation (SWR), about half is absorbed
by the Earth’s surface. The fraction of SWR reflected back to space
by gases and aerosols, clouds and by the Earth’s surface (albedo) is
approximately 30%, and about 20% is absorbed in the atmosphere.
Based on the temperature of the Earth’s surface the majority of the
outgoing energy flux from the Earth is in the infrared part of the spectrum. The longwave radiation (LWR, also referred to as infrared radiation) emitted from the Earth’s surface is largely absorbed by certain
atmospheric constituents—water vapour, carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O) and other greenhouse gases (GHGs);
see Annex III for Glossary—and clouds, which themselves emit LWR
into all directions. The downward directed component of this LWR adds
heat to the lower layers of the atmosphere and to the Earth’s surface
(greenhouse effect). The dominant energy loss of the infrared radiation
from the Earth is from higher layers of the troposphere. The Sun provides its energy to the Earth primarily in the tropics and the subtropics;
this energy is then partially redistributed to middle and high latitudes
by atmospheric and oceanic transport processes.

The Earth’s climate system is powered by solar radiation (Figure 1.1).
Approximately half of the energy from the Sun is supplied in the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum. As the Earth’s tempera-
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Figure 1.1 | Main drivers of climate change. The radiative balance between incoming solar shortwave radiation (SWR) and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) is influenced by
global climate ‘drivers’. Natural fluctuations in solar output (solar cycles) can cause changes in the energy balance (through fluctuations in the amount of incoming SWR) (Section
2.3). Human activity changes the emissions of gases and aerosols, which are involved in atmospheric chemical reactions, resulting in modified O3 and aerosol amounts (Section 2.2).
O3 and aerosol particles absorb, scatter and reflect SWR, changing the energy balance. Some aerosols act as cloud condensation nuclei modifying the properties of cloud droplets
and possibly affecting precipitation (Section 7.4). Because cloud interactions with SWR and LWR are large, small changes in the properties of clouds have important implications
for the radiative budget (Section 7.4). Anthropogenic changes in GHGs (e.g., CO2, CH4, N2O, O3, CFCs) and large aerosols (>2.5 μm in size) modify the amount of outgoing LWR
by absorbing outgoing LWR and re-emitting less energy at a lower temperature (Section 2.2). Surface albedo is changed by changes in vegetation or land surface properties, snow
or ice cover and ocean colour (Section 2.3). These changes are driven by natural seasonal and diurnal changes (e.g., snow cover), as well as human influence (e.g., changes in
vegetation types) (Forster et al., 2007).
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Changes in the global energy budget derive from either changes in
the net incoming solar radiation or changes in the outgoing longwave
radiation (OLR). Changes in the net incoming solar radiation derive
from changes in the Sun’s output of energy or changes in the Earth’s
albedo. Reliable measurements of total solar irradiance (TSI) can be
made only from space, and the precise record extends back only to
1978. The generally accepted mean value of the TSI is about 1361 W
m−2 (Kopp and Lean, 2011; see Chapter 8 for a detailed discussion on
the TSI); this is lower than the previous value of 1365 W m−2 used in the
earlier assessments. Short-term variations of a few tenths of a percent
are common during the approximately 11-year sunspot solar cycle (see
Sections 5.2 and 8.4 for further details). Changes in the outgoing LWR
can result from changes in the temperature of the Earth’s surface or
atmosphere or changes in the emissivity (measure of emission efficiency) of LWR from either the atmosphere or the Earth’s surface. For
the atmosphere, these changes in emissivity are due predominantly to
changes in cloud cover and cloud properties, in GHGs and in aerosol
concentrations. The radiative energy budget of the Earth is almost in
balance (Figure 1.1), but ocean heat content and satellite measurements indicate a small positive imbalance (Murphy et al., 2009; Trenberth et al., 2009; Hansen et al., 2011) that is consistent with the rapid
changes in the atmospheric composition.
In addition, some aerosols increase atmospheric reflectivity, whereas
others (e.g., particulate black carbon) are strong absorbers and also
modify SWR (see Section 7.2 for a detailed assessment). Indirectly, aerosols also affect cloud albedo, because many aerosols serve as cloud
condensation nuclei or ice nuclei. This means that changes in aerosol
types and distribution can result in small but important changes in
cloud albedo and lifetime (Section 7.4). Clouds play a critical role in
climate because they not only can increase albedo, thereby cooling
the planet, but also because of their warming effects through infrared radiative transfer. Whether the net radiative effect of a cloud is
one of cooling or of warming depends on its physical properties (level
of occurrence, vertical extent, water path and effective cloud particle
size) as well as on the nature of the cloud condensation nuclei population (Section 7.3). Humans enhance the greenhouse effect directly by emitting GHGs such as CO2, CH4, N2O and chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs) (Figure 1.1). In addition, pollutants such as carbon monoxide
(CO), volatile organic compounds (VOC), nitrogen oxides (NOx) and
sulphur dioxide (SO2), which by themselves are negligible GHGs, have
an indirect effect on the greenhouse effect by altering, through atmospheric chemical reactions, the abundance of important gases to the
amount of outgoing LWR such as CH4 and ozone (O3), and/or by acting
as precursors of secondary aerosols. Because anthropogenic emission
sources simultaneously can emit some chemicals that affect climate
and others that affect air pollution, including some that affect both,
atmospheric chemistry and climate science are intrinsically linked.
In addition to changing the atmospheric concentrations of gases and
aerosols, humans are affecting both the energy and water budget of
the planet by changing the land surface, including redistributing the
balance between latent and sensible heat fluxes (Sections 2.5, 7.2, 7.6
and 8.2). Land use changes, such as the conversion of forests to cultivated land, change the characteristics of vegetation, including its colour,
seasonal growth and carbon content (Houghton, 2003; Foley et al.,
2005). For example, clearing and burning a forest to prepare agricultural
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land reduces carbon storage in the vegetation, adds CO2 to the atmosphere, and changes the reflectivity of the land (surface albedo), rates of
evapotranspiration and longwave emissions (Figure 1.1).
Changes in the atmosphere, land, ocean, biosphere and cryosphere—
both natural and anthropogenic—can perturb the Earth’s radiation
budget, producing a radiative forcing (RF) that affects climate. RF is
a measure of the net change in the energy balance in response to an
external perturbation. The drivers of changes in climate can include, for

example, changes in the solar irradiance and changes in atmospheric
trace gas and aerosol concentrations (Figure 1.1). The concept of RF
cannot capture the interactions of anthropogenic aerosols and clouds,
for example, and thus in addition to the RF as used in previous assessments, Sections 7.4 and 8.1 introduce a new concept, effective radiative forcing (ERF), that accounts for rapid response in the climate
system. ERF is defined as the change in net downward flux at the top
of the atmosphere after allowing for atmospheric temperatures, water
vapour, clouds and land albedo to adjust, but with either sea surface
temperatures (SSTs) and sea ice cover unchanged or with global mean
surface temperature unchanged.
Once a forcing is applied, complex internal feedbacks determine the
eventual response of the climate system, and will in general cause this
response to differ from a simple linear one (IPCC, 2001, 2007). There
are many feedback mechanisms in the climate system that can either
amplify (‘positive feedback’) or diminish (‘negative feedback’) the
effects of a change in climate forcing (Le Treut et al., 2007) (see Figure
1.2 for a representation of some of the key feedbacks). An e xample of
a positive feedback is the water vapour feedback whereby an increase
in surface temperature enhances the amount of water vapour present in the atmosphere. Water vapour is a powerful GHG: increasing
its atmospheric concentration enhances the greenhouse effect and
leads to further surface warming. Another example is the ice albedo
feedback, in which the albedo decreases as highly reflective ice and
snow surfaces melt, exposing the darker and more absorbing surfaces
below. The dominant negative feedback is the increased emission of
energy through LWR as surface temperature increases (sometimes also
referred to as blackbody radiation feedback). Some feedbacks operate quickly (hours), while others develop over decades to centuries;
in order to understand the full impact of a feedback mechanism, its
timescale needs to be considered. Melting of land ice sheets can take
days to millennia.
A spectrum of models is used to project quantitatively the climate
response to forcings. The simplest energy balance models use one
box to represent the Earth system and solve the global energy balance to deduce globally averaged surface air temperature. At the other
extreme, full complexity three-dimensional climate models include
the explicit solution of energy, momentum and mass conservation
equations at millions of points on the Earth in the atmosphere, land,
ocean and cryosphere. More recently, capabilities for the explicit simulation of the biosphere, the carbon cycle and atmospheric chemistry
have been added to the full complexity models, and these models are
called Earth System Models (ESMs). Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity include the same processes as ESMs, but at reduced
resolution, and thus can be simulated for longer periods (see Annex III
for Glossary and Section 9.1).
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An equilibrium climate experiment is an experiment in which a climate model is allowed to adjust fully to a specified change in RF. Such
experiments provide information on the difference between the initial
and final states of the model simulated climate, but not on the time-dependent response. The equilibrium response in global mean surface air
temperature to a doubling of atmospheric concentration of CO2 above
pre-industrial levels (e.g., Arrhenius, 1896; see Le Treut et al., 2007 for
a comprehensive list) has often been used as the basis for the concept
of equilibrium climate sensitivity (e.g., Hansen et al., 1981; see Meehl
et al., 2007 for a comprehensive list). For more realistic simulations of
climate, changes in RF are applied gradually over time, for example,
using historical reconstructions of the CO2, and these simulations are
called transient simulations. The temperature response in these transient simulations is different than in an equilibrium simulation. The
transient climate response is defined as the change in global surface
temperature at the time of atmospheric CO2 doubling in a global coupled ocean–atmosphere climate model simulation where concentrations of CO2 were increased by 1% yr–1. The transient climate response

is a measure of the strength and rapidity of the surface temperature
response to GHG forcing. It can be more meaningful for some problems
as well as easier to derive from observations (see Figure 10.20; Section 10.8; Chapter 12; Knutti et al., 2005; Frame et al., 2006; Forest et
al., 2008), but such experiments are not intended to replace the more
realistic scenario evaluations.
Climate change commitment is defined as the future change to which
the climate system is committed by virtue of past or current forcings.
The components of the climate system respond on a large range of
timescales, from the essentially rapid responses that characterise some
radiative feedbacks to millennial scale responses such as those associated with the behaviour of the carbon cycle (Section 6.1) and ice sheets
(see Figure 1.2 and Box 5.1). Even if anthropogenic emissions were
immediately ceased (Matthews and Weaver, 2010) or if climate forcings
were fixed at current values (Wigley, 2005), the climate system would
continue to change until it came into equilibrium with those forcings
(Section 12.5). Because of the slow response time of some components
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of the climate system, equilibrium conditions will not be reached for
many centuries. Slow processes can sometimes be constrained only by
data collected over long periods, giving a particular salience to paleoclimate data for understanding equilibrium processes. Climate change
commitment is indicative of aspects of inertia in the climate system
because it captures the ongoing nature of some aspects of change.
A summary of perturbations to the forcing of the climate system from
changes in solar radiation, GHGs, surface albedo and aerosols is presented in Box 13.1. The energy fluxes from these perturbations are balanced by increased radiation to space from a warming Earth, reflection
of solar radiation and storage of energy in the Earth system, principally
the oceans (Box 3.1, Box 13.1).
The processes affecting climate can exhibit considerable natural variability. Even in the absence of external forcing, periodic and chaotic
variations on a vast range of spatial and temporal scales are observed.
Much of this variability can be represented by simple (e.g., unimodal or
power law) distributions, but many components of the climate system
also exhibit multiple states—for instance, the glacial-interglacial
cycles and certain modes of internal variability such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (see Box 2.5 for details on patterns and indices
of climate variability). Movement between states can occur as a result
of natural variability, or in response to external forcing. The relationship between variability, forcing and response reveals the complexity
of the dynamics of the climate system: the relationship between forcing and response for some parts of the system seems reasonably linear;
in other cases this relationship is much more complex, characterised by
hysteresis (the dependence on past states) and a non-additive combination of feedbacks.
Related to multiple climate states, and hysteresis, is the concept of
irreversibility in the climate system. In some cases where multiple
states and irreversibility combine, bifurcations or ‘tipping points’ can
been reached (see Section 12.5). In these situations, it is difficult if not
impossible for the climate system to revert to its previous state, and the
change is termed irreversible over some timescale and forcing range.
A small number of studies using simplified models find evidence for
global-scale ‘tipping points’ (e.g., Lenton et al., 2008); however, there
is no evidence for global-scale tipping points in any of the most comprehensive models evaluated to date in studies of climate evolution in
the 21st century. There is evidence for threshold behaviour in certain
aspects of the climate system, such as ocean circulation (see Section
12.5) and ice sheets (see Box 5.1), on multi-centennial-to-millennial
timescales. There are also arguments for the existence of regional tipping points, most notably in the Arctic (e.g., Lenton et al., 2008; Duarte
et al., 2012; Wadhams, 2012), although aspects of this are contested
(Armour et al., 2011; Tietsche et al., 2011).

1.2.3

Multiple Lines of Evidence for Climate Change

While the first IPCC assessment depended primarily on observed
changes in surface temperature and climate model analyses, more
recent assessments include multiple lines of evidence for climate
change. The first line of evidence in assessing climate change is based
on careful analysis of observational records of the atmosphere, land,
ocean and cryosphere systems (Figure 1.3). There is incontroverti-
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ble evidence from in situ observations and ice core records that the
atmospheric concentrations of GHGs such as CO2, CH4, and N2O have
increased substantially over the last 200 years (Sections 6.3 and 8.3).
In addition, instrumental observations show that land and sea surface temperatures have increased over the last 100 years (Chapter 2).
Satellites allow a much broader spatial distribution of measurements,
especially over the last 30 years. For the upper ocean temperature the
observations indicate that the temperature has increased since at least
1950 (Willis et al., 2010; Section 3.2). Observations from satellites and
in situ measurements suggest reductions in glaciers, Arctic sea ice and
ice sheets (Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4). In addition, analyses based on
measurements of the radiative budget and ocean heat content suggest a small imbalance (Section 2.3). These observations, all published
in peer-reviewed journals, made by diverse measurement groups in
multiple countries using different technologies, investigating various
climate-relevant types of data, uncertainties and processes, offer a
wide range of evidence on the broad extent of the changing climate
throughout our planet.
Conceptual and numerical models of the Earth’s climate system offer
another line of evidence on climate change (discussions in Chapters
5 and 9 provide relevant analyses of this evidence from paleoclimatic to recent periods). These use our basic understanding of the climate system to provide self-consistent methodologies for calculating
impacts of processes and changes. Numerical models include the current knowledge about the laws of physics, chemistry and biology, as
well as hypotheses about how complicated processes such as cloud
formation can occur. Because these models can represent only the
existing state of knowledge and technology, they are not perfect; they
are, however, important tools for analysing uncertainties or unknowns,
for testing different hypotheses for causation relative to observations,
and for making projections of possible future changes.
One of the most powerful methods for assessing changes occurring in
climate involves the use of statistical tools to test the analyses from
models relative to observations. This methodology is generally called
detection and attribution in the climate change community (Section
10.2). For example, climate models indicate that the temperature
response to GHG increases is expected to be different than the effects
from aerosols or from solar variability. Radiosonde measurements
and satellite retrievals of atmospheric temperature show increases
in tropospheric temperature and decreases in stratospheric temperatures, consistent with the increases in GHG effects found in climate
model simulations (e.g., increases in CO2, changes in O3), but if the
Sun was the main driver of current climate change, stratospheric and
tropospheric temperatures would respond with the same sign (Hegerl
et al., 2007).
Resources available prior to the instrumental period—historical
sources, natural archives, and proxies for key climate variables (e.g.,
tree rings, marine sediment cores, ice cores)—can provide quantitative information on past regional to global climate and atmospheric
composition variability and these data contribute another line of evidence. Reconstructions of key climate variables based on these data
sets have provided important information on the responses of the
Earth system to a variety of external forcings and its internal variability over a wide range of timescales (Hansen et al., 2006; Mann et al.,
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2008). Paleoclimatic reconstructions thus offer a means for placing
the current changes in climate in the perspective of natural climate
variability (Section 5.1). AR5 includes new information on external RFs
caused by variations in volcanic and solar activity (e.g., Steinhilber
et al., 2009; see Section 8.4). Extended data sets on past changes
in atmospheric concentrations and distributions of atmospheric GHG
concentrations (e.g., Lüthi et al., 2008; Beerling and Royer, 2011) and
mineral aerosols (Lambert et al., 2008) have also been used to attribute reconstructed paleoclimate temperatures to past variations in
external forcings (Section 5.2).

1.3

Indicators of Climate Change

There are many indicators of climate change. These include physical
responses such as changes in the following: surface temperature,
atmospheric water vapour, precipitation, severe events, glaciers, ocean
and land ice, and sea level. Some key examples of such changes in

important climate parameters are discussed in this section and all are
assessed in much more detail in other chapters.
As was done to a more limited extent in AR4 (Le Treut et al., 2007), this
section provides a test of the planetary-scale hypotheses of climate
change against observations. In other words, how well do the projections used in the past assessments compare with observations to date?
Seven additional years of observations are now available to evaluate
earlier model projections. The projected range that was given in each
assessment is compared to observations. The largest possible range
of scenarios available for a specific variable for each of the previous
assessment reports is shown in the figures.
Based on the assessment of AR4, a number of the key climate and
associated environmental parameters are presented in Figure 1.3,
which updates the similar figure in the Technical Summary (TS) of IPCC
(2001). This section discusses the recent changes in several indicators,
while more thorough assessments for each of these indicators are

Atmosphere
Stratosphere

Cooling Stratospheric temperature (Chapter 2.4).
Changes in winter polar vortex strength (Chapter 2.7).

Troposphere
Warming from the surface through much of the
troposphere (Chapter 2.4).

Increasing concentration of CO2 and other greenhouse
gases from human activities (Chapter 2.2).

Long-term changes in the large-scale atmospheric
circulation, including a poleward shift of jet
streams (Chapter 2.7).

Changes in cloud cover (Chapter 2.5).
Increasing tropospheric water vapour (Chapter 2.5).
Changes in aerosole burden and ozone concentrations
(Chapter 2.2)

Observations of Climate Changes from AR4 (points to AR5)
Near Surface
Rising global average near surface
temperature (Chapter 2.4).

Warming of sea surface
temperatures (Chapter 2.4).

Increasing surface humidity (Chapter 2.5).

Warming throughout much of the
worlds ocean (Chapter 3.2).

More frequent warm days and nights. Fewer
cold days and nights (Chapter 2.6).

Increasing rates of global mean
sea level rise (Chapter 3.7).

Reductions in the number of frost days
(Chapter 2.6).

Shrinking annual average
Arctic sea ice extent
(Chapter 4.2).

Changes in ocean
salinity (Chapter 3.3).

Decreasing snow cover in most regions
(Chapter 4.5).

Widespread glacier
retreat (Chapter 4.3).

Acidification of the oceans
(Chapter 3.8).

Degrading permafrost in areal
extent and thickness (Chapter 4.6).

Changes in ice sheets in
Greenland and Antarctica
(Chapter 4.4).

Large scale precipitation changes (Chapter 2.5).
Increase in the number of heavy precipitation
events (Chapter 2.6).

Ocean

Land

Ice

Figure 1.3 | Overview of observed climate change indicators as listed in AR4. Chapter numbers indicate where detailed discussions for these indicators are found in AR5
(temperature: red; hydrological: blue; others: black).
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p rovided in other chapters. Also shown in parentheses in Figure 1.3 are
the chapter and section where those indicators of change are assessed
in AR5.
Note that projections presented in the IPCC assessments are not predictions (see the Glossary in Annex III); the analyses in the discussion
below only examine the short-term plausibility of the projections up to
AR4, including the scenarios for future emissions and the models used
to simulate these scenarios in the earlier assessments. Model results
from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5)
(Taylor et al., 2012) used in AR5 are therefore not included in this section; Chapters 11 and 12 describe the projections from the new modelling studies. Note that none of the scenarios examined in the IPCC
assessments were ever intended to be short-term predictors of change.

1.3.1

Global and Regional Surface Temperatures

Observed changes in global mean surface air temperature since 1950
(from three major databases, as anomalies relative to 1961–1990)
are shown in Figure 1.4. As in the prior assessments, global climate
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models generally simulate global temperatures that compare well with
observations over climate timescales (Section 9.4). Even though the
projections from the models were never intended to be predictions
over such a short timescale, the observations through 2012 generally
fall within the projections made in all past assessments. The 1990–
2012 data have been shown to be consistent with the FAR projections
(IPCC, 1990), and not consistent with zero trend from 1990, even in
the presence of substantial natural variability (Frame and Stone, 2013).
The scenarios were designed to span a broad range of plausible
futures, but are not aimed at predicting the most likely outcome. The
scenarios considered for the projections from the earlier reports (FAR,
SAR) had a much simpler basis than those of the Special Report on
Emission Scenarios (SRES) (IPCC, 2000) used in the later assessments.
For example, the FAR scenarios did not specify future aerosol distributions. AR4 presented a multiple set of projections that were simulated
using comprehensive ocean–atmosphere models provided by CMIP3
and these projections are continuations of transient simulations of the
20th century climate. These projections of temperature provide in addition a measure of the natural variability that could not be obtained

Figure 1.4 | Estimated changes in the observed globally and annually averaged surface temperature anomaly relative to 1961–1990 (in °C) since 1950 compared with the range
of projections from the previous IPCC assessments. Values are harmonized to start from the same value in 1990. Observed global annual mean surface air temperature anomaly,
relative to 1961–1990, is shown as squares and smoothed time series as solid lines (NASA (dark blue), NOAA (warm mustard), and the UK Hadley Centre (bright green) reanalyses).
The coloured shading shows the projected range of global annual mean surface air temperature change from 1990 to 2035 for models used in FAR (Figure 6.11 in Bretherton et al.,
1990), SAR (Figure 19 in the TS of IPCC, 1996), TAR (full range of TAR Figure 9.13(b) in Cubasch et al., 2001). TAR results are based on the simple climate model analyses presented
and not on the individual full three-dimensional climate model simulations. For the AR4 results are presented as single model runs of the CMIP3 ensemble for the historical period
from 1950 to 2000 (light grey lines) and for three scenarios (A2, A1B and B1) from 2001 to 2035. The bars at the right-hand side of the graph show the full range given for 2035
for each assessment report. For the three SRES scenarios the bars show the CMIP3 ensemble mean and the likely range given by –40% to +60% of the mean as assessed in Meehl
et al. (2007). The publication years of the assessment reports are shown. See Appendix 1.A for details on the data and calculations used to create this figure.
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from the earlier projections based on models of intermediate complexity (Cubasch et al., 2001).

1

Note that before TAR the climate models did not include natural forcing (such as volcanic activity and solar variability). Even in AR4 not all
models included natural forcing and some also did not include aerosols. Those models that allowed for aerosol effects presented in the
AR4 simulated, for example, the cooling effects of the 1991 Mt Pinatubo eruption and agree better with the observed temperatures than the
previous assessments that did not include those effects.
The bars on the side for FAR, SAR and TAR represent the range of
results for the scenarios at the end of the time period and are not error
bars. In contrast to the previous reports, the AR4 gave an assessment
of the individual scenarios with a mean estimate (cross bar; ensemble
mean of the CMIP3 simulations) and a likely range (full bar; –40% to
+60% of the mean estimate) (Meehl et al., 2007).
In summary, the trend in globally averaged surface temperatures falls
within the range of the previous IPCC projections. During the last
decade the trend in the observations is smaller than the mean of the
projections of AR4 (see Section 9.4.1, Box 9.2 for a detailed assessment
of the hiatus in global mean surface warming in the last 15 years).
As shown by Hawkins and Sutton (2009), trends in the observations
during short-timescale periods (decades) can be dominated by natural
variability in the Earth’s climate system. Similar episodes are also seen
in climate model experiments (Easterling and Wehner, 2009). Due to
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their experimental design these episodes cannot be duplicated with
the same timing as the observed episodes in most of the model simulations; this affects the interpretation of recent trends in the scenario
evaluations (Section 11.2). Notwithstanding these points, there is evidence that early forecasts that carried formal estimates of uncertainty
have proved highly consistent with subsequent observations (Allen et
al., 2013). If the contributions of solar variability, volcanic activity and
ENSO are removed from the observations the remaining trend of surface air temperature agree better with the modelling studies (Rahmstorf et al., 2012).

1.3.2

Greenhouse Gas Concentrations

Key indicators of global climate change also include the changing concentrations of the radiatively important GHGs that are significant drivers for this change (e.g., Denman et al., 2007; Forster et al., 2007). Figures 1.5 through 1.7 show the recent globally and annually averaged
observed concentrations for the gases of most concern, CO2, CH4, and
N2O (see Sections 2.2, 6.3 and 8.3 for more detailed discussion of these
and other key gases). As discussed in the later chapters, accurate measurements of these long-lived gases come from a number of monitoring
stations throughout the world. The observations in these figures are
compared with the projections from the previous IPCC assessments.
The model simulations begin with historical emissions up to 1990. The
further evolution of these gases was described by scenario projections.
TAR and AR4 model concentrations after 1990 are based on the SRES

Figure 1.5 | Observed globally and annually averaged CO2 concentrations in parts per million (ppm) since 1950 compared with projections from the previous IPCC assessments.
Observed global annual CO2 concentrations are shown in dark blue. The shading shows the largest model projected range of global annual CO2 concentrations from 1950 to 2035
from FAR (Figure A.3 in the Summary for Policymakers of IPCC, 1990); SAR (Figure 5b in the Technical Summary of IPCC, 1996); TAR (Appendix II of IPCC, 2001); and from the A2,
A1B and B1 scenarios presented in the AR4 (Figure 10.26 in Meehl et al., 2007). The bars at the right-hand side of the graph show the full range given for 2035 for each assessment
report. The publication years of the assessment reports are shown. See Appendix 1.A for details on the data and calculations used to create this figure.
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Figure 1.6 | Observed globally and annually averaged CH4 concentrations in parts per billion (ppb) since 1950 compared with projections from the previous IPCC assessments.
Estimated observed global annual CH4 concentrations are shown in dark blue. The shading shows the largest model projected range of global annual CH4 concentrations from 1950
to 2035 from FAR (Figure A.3 of the Annex of IPCC, 1990); SAR (Table 2.5a in Schimel et al., 1996); TAR (Appendix II of IPCC, 2001); and from the A2, A1B and B1 scenarios presented in the AR4 (Figure 10.26 in Meehl et al., 2007). The bars at the right-hand side of the graph show the full range given for 2035 for each assessment report. The publication
years of the assessment reports are shown. See Appendix 1.A for details on the data and calculations used to create this figure.

Figure 1.7 | Observed globally and annually averaged N2O concentrations in parts per billion (ppb) since 1950 compared with projections from the previous IPCC assessments.
Observed global annual N2O concentrations are shown in dark blue. The shading shows the largest model projected range of global annual N2O concentrations from 1950 to 2035
from FAR (Figure A3 in the Annex of IPCC, 1990), SAR (Table 2.5b in Schimel et al., 1996), TAR (Appendix II of IPCC, 2001), and from the A2, A1B and B1 scenarios presented in
the AR4 (Figure 10.26 in Meehl et al., 2007). The bars at the right hand side of the graph show the full range given for 2035 for each assessment report. The publication years of
the assessment reports are shown. See Appendix 1.A for details on the data and calculations used to create this figure.
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scenarios but those model results may also account for historical emissions analyses. The recent observed trends in CO2 concentrations tend
to be in the middle of the scenarios used for the projections (Figure
1.5).

1

As discussed in Dlugokencky et al. (2009), trends in CH4 showed a
stabilization from 1999 to 2006, but CH4 concentrations have been
increasing again starting in 2007 (see Sections 2.2 and 6.3 for more
discussion on the budget and changing concentration trends for CH4).
Because at the time the scenarios were developed (e.g., the SRES
scenarios were developed in 2000), it was thought that past trends
would continue, the scenarios used and the resulting model projections assumed in FAR through AR4 all show larger increases than those
observed (Figure 1.6).
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Concentrations of N2O have continued to increase at a nearly constant
rate (Elkins and Dutton, 2010) since about 1970 as shown in Figure
1.7. The observed trends tend to be in the lower part of the projections
for the previous assessments.

1.3.3

Extreme Events

Climate change, whether driven by natural or human forcings, can lead
to changes in the likelihood of the occurrence or strength of extreme
weather and climate events such as extreme precipitation events or
warm spells (see Chapter 3 of the IPCC Special Report on Managing
the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change
Adaptation (SREX); Seneviratne et al., 2012). An extreme weather
event is one that is rare at a particular place and/or time of year. Definitions of ‘rare’ vary, but an extreme weather event would normally
be as rare as or rarer than the 10th or 90th percentile of a probability density function estimated from observations (see also Glossary in
Annex III and FAQ 2.2). By definition, the characteristics of what is
called extreme weather may vary from place to place in an absolute
sense. At present, single extreme events cannot generally be directly
attributed to anthropogenic influence, although the change in likelihood for the event to occur has been determined for some events by
accounting for observed changes in climate (see Section 10.6). When
a pattern of extreme weather persists for some time, such as a season,
it may be classified as an extreme climate event, especially if it yields
an average or total that is itself extreme (e.g., drought or heavy rainfall
over a season). For some climate extremes such as drought, floods and
heat waves, several factors such as duration and intensity need to be
combined to produce an extreme event (Seneviratne et al., 2012).
The probability of occurrence of values of a climate or weather variable
can be described by a probability density function (PDF) that for some
variables (e.g., temperature) is shaped similar to a Gaussian curve. A
PDF is a function that indicates the relative chances of occurrence of
different outcomes of a variable. Simple statistical reasoning indicates
that substantial changes in the frequency of extreme events (e.g., the
maximum possible 24-hour rainfall at a specific location) can result
from a relatively small shift in the distribution of a weather or climate
variable. Figure 1.8a shows a schematic of such a PDF and illustrates
the effect of a small shift in the mean of a variable on the frequency of
extremes at either end of the distribution. An increase in the frequency
of one extreme (e.g., the number of hot days) can be accompanied by
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Figure 1.8 | Schematic representations of the probability density function of daily temperature, which tends to be approximately Gaussian, and daily precipitation, which has
a skewed distribution. Dashed lines represent a previous distribution and solid lines a
changed distribution. The probability of occurrence, or frequency, of extremes is denoted
by the shaded areas. In the case of temperature, changes in the frequencies of extremes
are affected by changes (a) in the mean, (b) in the variance or shape, and (c) in both
the mean and the variance. (d) In a skewed distribution such as that of precipitation, a
change in the mean of the distribution generally affects its variability or spread, and thus
an increase in mean precipitation would also imply an increase in heavy precipitation
extremes, and vice-versa. In addition, the shape of the right-hand tail could also change,
affecting extremes. Furthermore, climate change may alter the frequency of precipitation and the duration of dry spells between precipitation events. (Parts a–c modified
from Folland et al., 2001, and d modified from Peterson et al., 2008, as in Zhang and
Zwiers, 2012.)
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a decline in the opposite extreme (in this case the number of cold days
such as frost days). Changes in the variability, skewness or the shape
of the distribution can complicate this simple picture (Figure 1.8b, c
and d).
While the SAR found that data and analyses of extremes related to climate change were sparse, improved monitoring and data for changes
in extremes were available for the TAR, and climate models were being
analysed to provide projections of extremes. In AR4, the observational basis of analyses of extremes had increased substantially, so that
some extremes were now examined over most land areas (e.g., rainfall
extremes). More models with higher resolution, and a larger number
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of regional models have been used in the simulation and projection of
extremes, and ensemble integrations now provide information about
PDFs and extremes.
Since the TAR, climate change studies have especially focused on
changes in the global statistics of extremes, and observed and projected changes in extremes have been compiled in the so-called
‘Extremes’-Table (Figure 1.9). This table has been modified further to
account for the SREX assessment. For some extremes (‘higher maximum
temperature’, ‘higher minimum temperature’, ‘precipitation extremes’,
‘droughts or dryness’), all of these assessments found an increasing
trend in the observations and in the projections. In the observations for

More intense precipitation events
² Heavy precipitation events. Frequency (or proportion of total rainfall from heavy falls) increases
³ Statistically significant trends in the number of heavy precipitation events in some regions. It is likely that more of these regions have experienced increases than decreases.
4
See SREX Table 3-3 for details on precipitation extremes for the different regions.
5
Increased summer continental drying and associated risk of drought
6
Area affected by droughts increases
7
Some areas include southern Europe and the Mediterranean region, central Europe, central North America and Mexico, northeast Brazil and southern Africa
8
Increase in tropical cyclone peak wind intensities
9
Increase in intense tropical cyclone activity
10 In any observed long-term (i.e., 40 years or more) after accounting for past changes in observing capabilities (see SREX, section 3.4.4)
11 Increase in average tropical cyclone maximum wind speed is, although not in all ocean basins; either decrease or no change in the global frequency of tropical cyclones
12 Increase in extreme coastal high water worldwide related to increases in mean sea level in the late 20th century
13 Mean sea level rise will contribute to upward trends in extreme coastal high water levels
1

Figure 1.9 | Change in the confidence levels for extreme events based on prior IPCC assessments: TAR, AR4 and SREX. Types of extreme events discussed in all three reports are
highlighted in green. Confidence levels are defined in Section 1.4. Similar analyses for AR5 are discussed in later chapters. Please note that the nomenclature for confidence level
changed from AR4 to SREX and AR5.
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the ‘higher maximum temperature’ the likelihood level was raised from
likely in the TAR to very likely in SREX. While the diurnal temperature
range was assessed in the Extremes-Table of the TAR, it was no longer
included in the Extremes-Table of AR4, since it is not considered a climate extreme in a narrow sense. Diurnal temperature range was, however, reported to decrease for 21st century projections in AR4 (Meehl
et al., 2007). In projections for precipitation extremes, the spatial relevance has been improved from very likely ‘over many Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes to high latitudes land areas’ from the TAR to very
likely for all regions in AR4 (these ‘uncertainty labels’ are discussed in
Section 1.4). However, likelihood in trends in projected precipitation
extremes was downscaled to likely in the SREX as a result of a perception of biases and a fairly large spread in the precipitation projections
in some regions. SREX also had less confidence than TAR and AR4 in
the trends for droughts and dryness, ‘due to lack of direct observations,
some geographical inconsistencies in the trends, and some dependencies of inferred trends on the index choice’ (IPCC, 2012b).
For some extremes (e.g., ‘changes in tropical cyclone activity’) the definition changed between the TAR and the AR4. Whereas the TAR only
made a statement about the peak wind speed of tropical cyclones,
the AR4 also stressed the overall increase in intense tropical cyclone
activity. The ‘low confidence’ for any long term trend (>40 years) in the
observed changes of the tropical cyclone activities is due to uncertainties in past observational capabilities (IPCC, 2012b). The ‘increase in
extreme sea level’ has been added in the AR4. Such an increase is likely
according to the AR4 and the SREX for observed trends, and very likely
for the climate projections reported in the SREX.
The assessed likelihood of anthropogenic contributions to trends is
lower for variables where the assessment is based on indirect evidence.
Especially for extremes that are the result of a combination of factors
such as droughts, linking a particular extreme event to specific causal
relationships is difficult to determine (e.g., difficult to establish the
clear role of climate change in the event) (see Section 10.6 and Peterson et al., 2012). In some cases (e.g., precipitation extremes), however,
it may be possible to estimate the human-related contribution to such
changes in the probability of occurrence of extremes (Pall et al., 2011;
Seneviratne et al., 2012).

1.3.4

Climate Change Indicators

Climate change can lead to other effects on the Earth’s physical system
that are also indicators of climate change. Such integrative indicators
include changes in sea level (ocean warming + land ice melt), in ocean
acidification (ocean uptake of CO2) and in the amount of ice on ocean
and land (temperature and hydrological changes). See Chapters 3, 4
and 13 for detailed assessment.

1.3.4.1 Sea Level
Global mean sea level is an important indicator of climate change (Section 3.7 and Chapter 13). The previous assessments have all shown
that observations indicate that the globally averaged sea level is rising.
Direct observations of sea level change have been made for more
than 150 years with tide gauges, and for more than 20 years with
satellite radar altimeters. Although there is regional variability from
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non-uniform density change, circulation changes, and deformation of
ocean basins, the evidence indicates that the global mean sea level is
rising, and that this is likely (according to AR4 and SREX) resulting from
global climate change (ocean warming plus land ice melt; see Chapter
13 for AR5 findings). The historical tide gauge record shows that the
average rate of global mean sea level rise over the 20th century was
1.7 ± 0.2 mm yr–1 (e.g., Church and White, 2011). This rate increased
to 3.2 ± 0.4 mm yr–1 since 1990, mostly because of increased t hermal
expansion and land ice contributions (Church and White, 2011; IPCC,
2012b). Although the long-term sea level record shows decadal and
multi-decadal oscillations, there is evidence that the rate of global
mean sea level rise during the 20th century was greater than during
the 19th century.
All of the previous IPCC assessments have projected that global sea
level will continue to rise throughout this century for the scenarios
examined. Figure 1.10 compares the observed sea level rise since 1950
with the projections from the prior IPCC assessments. Earlier models
had greater uncertainties in modelling the contributions, because of
limited observational evidence and deficiencies in theoretical understanding of relevant processes. Also, projections for sea level change in
the prior assessments are scenarios for the response to anthropogenic
forcing only; they do not include unforced or natural interannual variability. Nonetheless, the results show that the actual change is in the
middle of projected changes from the prior assessments, and towards
the higher end of the studies from TAR and AR4.

1.3.4.2 Ocean Acidification
The observed decrease in ocean pH resulting from increasing concentrations of CO2 is another indicator of global change. As discussed
in AR4, the ocean’s uptake of CO2 is having a significant impact on
the chemistry of sea water. The average pH of ocean surface waters
has fallen by about 0.1 units, from about 8.2 to 8.1 (total scale) since
1765 (Section 3.8). Long time series from several ocean sites show
ongoing declines in pH, consistent with results from repeated pH
measurements on ship transects spanning much of the globe (Sections 3.8 and 6.4; Byrne et al., 2010; Midorikawa et al., 2010). Ocean
time-series in the North Atlantic and North Pacific record a decrease in
pH ranging between –0.0015 and –0.0024 per year (Section 3.8). Due
to the increased storage of carbon by the ocean, ocean acidification
will increase in the future (Chapter 6). In addition to other impacts
of global climate change, ocean acidification poses potentially serious
threats to the health of the world’s oceans ecosystems (see AR5 WGII
assessment).

1.3.4.3 Ice
Rapid sea ice loss is one of the most prominent indicators of Arctic
climate change (Section 4.2). There has been a trend of decreasing
Northern Hemisphere sea ice extent since 1978, with the summer of
2012 being the lowest in recorded history (see Section 4.2 for details).
The 2012 minimum sea ice extent was 49% below the 1979 to 2000
average and 18% below the previous record from 2007. The amount of
multi-year sea ice has been reduced, i.e., the sea ice has been thinning
and thus the ice volume is reduced (Haas et al., 2008; Kwok et al.,
2009). These changes make the sea ice less resistant to wind forcing.

Global mean sea level rise (cm)
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Figure 1.10 | Estimated changes in the observed global annual mean sea level (GMSL) since 1950 relative to 1961–1990. Estimated changes in global annual sea level anomalies
are presented based on tide gauge data (warm mustard: Jevrejeva et al., 2008; dark blue: Church and White, 2011; dark green: Ray and Douglas, 2011) and based on sea surface
altimetry (light blue). The altimetry data start in 1993 and are harmonized to start from the mean 1993 value of the tide gauge data. Squares indicate annual mean values and
solid lines smoothed values. The shading shows the largest model projected range of global annual sea level rise from 1950 to 2035 for FAR (Figures 9.6 and 9.7 in Warrick and
Oerlemans, 1990), SAR (Figure 21 in TS of IPCC, 1996), TAR (Appendix II of IPCC, 2001) and for Church et al. (2011) based on the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase
3 (CMIP3) model results not assessed at the time of AR4 using the SRES B1, A1B and A2 scenarios. Note that in the AR4 no full range was given for the sea level projections for
this period. Therefore, the figure shows results that have been published subsequent to the AR4. The bars at the right-hand side of the graph show the full range given for 2035 for
each assessment report. For Church et al. (2011) the mean sea level rise is indicated in addition to the full range. See Appendix 1.A for details on the data and calculations used
to create this figure.

Sea ice extent has been diminishing significantly faster than projected
by most of the AR4 climate models (SWIPA, 2011). While AR4 found no
consistent trends in Antarctica sea ice, more recent studies indicate a
small increase (Section 4.2). Various studies since AR4 suggest that this
has resulted in a deepening of the low-pressure systems in West Antarctica that in turn caused stronger winds and enhanced ice production
in the Ross Sea (Goosse et al., 2009; Turner and Overland, 2009).
AR4 concluded that taken together, the ice sheets in Greenland and
Antarctica have very likely been contributing to sea level rise. The
Greenland Ice Sheet has lost mass since the early 1990s and the rate
of loss has increased (see Section 4.4). The interior, high-altitude areas
are thickening due to increased snow accumulation, but this is more
than counterbalanced by the ice loss due to melt and ice discharge
(AMAP, 2009; Ettema et al., 2009). Since 1979, the area experiencing
surface melting has increased significantly (Tedesco, 2007; Mernild et
al., 2009), with 2010 breaking the record for surface melt area, runoff,
and mass loss, and the unprecedented areal extent of surface melt of
the Greenland Ice Sheet in 2012 (Nghiem et al., 2012). Overall, the
Antarctic continent now experiences a net loss of ice (Section 4.4).
Significant mass loss has been occurring in the Amundsen Sea sector

of West Antarctica and the northern Antarctic Peninsula. The ice sheet
on the rest of the continent is relatively stable or thickening slightly
(Lemke et al., 2007; Scott et al., 2009; Turner et al., 2009). Since AR4,
there have been improvements in techniques of measurement, such as
gravity, altimetry and mass balance, and understanding of the change
(Section 4.4).
As discussed in the earlier assessments, most glaciers around the globe
have been shrinking since the end of the Little Ice Age, with increasing
rates of ice loss since the early 1980s (Section 4.3). The vertical profiles
of temperature measured through the entire thickness of mountain
glaciers, or through ice sheets, provide clear evidence of a warming
climate over recent decades (e.g., Lüthi and Funk, 2001; Hoelzle et al.,
2011). As noted in AR4, the greatest mass losses per unit area in the
last four decades have been observed in Patagonia, Alaska, northwest
USA, southwest Canada, the European Alps, and the Arctic. Alaska and
the Arctic are especially important regions as contributors to sea level
rise (Zemp et al., 2008, 2009).
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1.4

Treatment of Uncertainties

1.4.1

Uncertainty in Environmental Science

Science always involves uncertainties. These arise at each step of the
scientific method: in the development of models or hypotheses, in
measurements and in analyses and interpretation of scientific assumptions. Climate science is not different in this regard from other areas of
science. The complexity of the climate system and the large range of
processes involved bring particular challenges because, for example,
gaps in direct measurements of the past can be filled only by reconstructions using proxy data.
Because the Earth’s climate system is characterized by multiple spatial
and temporal scales, uncertainties do not usually reduce at a single,
predictable rate: for example, new observations may reduce the uncertainties surrounding short-timescale processes quite rapidly, while
longer timescale processes may require very long observational baselines before much progress can be made. Characterization of the interaction between processes, as quantified by models, can be improved
by model development, or can shed light on new areas in which uncertainty is greater than previously thought. The fact that there is only
a single realization of the climate, rather than a range of different
climates from which to draw, can matter significantly for certain lines
of enquiry, most notably for the detection and attribution of causes of
climate change and for the evaluation of projections of future states.

1.4.2

Characterizing Uncertainty

‘Uncertainty’ is a complex and multifaceted property, sometimes originating in a lack of information, and at other times from quite fundamental disagreements about what is known or even knowable (Moss
and Schneider, 2000). Furthermore, scientists often disagree about the
best or most appropriate way to characterize these uncertainties: some
can be quantified easily while others cannot. Moreover, appropriate
characterization is dependent on the intended use of the information
and the particular needs of that user community.
Scientific uncertainty can be partitioned in various ways, in which the
details of the partitioning usually depend on the context. For instance,
the process and classifications used for evaluating observational
uncertainty in climate science is not the same as that employed to
evaluate projections of future change. Uncertainty in measured quantities can arise from a range of sources, such as statistical variation,
variability, inherent randomness, inhomogeneity, approximation, subjective judgement, and linguistic imprecision (Morgan et al., 1990),
or from calibration methodologies, instrumental bias or instrumental
limitations (JCGM, 2008).
In the modelling studies that underpin projections of future climate
change, it is common to partition uncertainty into four main categories: scenario uncertainty, due to uncertainty of future emissions of
GHGs and other forcing agents; ‘model uncertainty’ associated with
climate models; internal variability and initial condition uncertainty;
and forcing and boundary condition uncertainty for the assessment of
historical and paleoclimate simulations (e.g., Collins and Allen, 2002;
Yip et al., 2011).
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Model uncertainty is an important contributor to uncertainty in climate predictions and projections. It includes, but is not restricted to,
the uncertainties introduced by errors in the model’s representation
of dynamical and physical and bio-geochemical aspects of the climate
system as well as in the model’s response to external forcing. The
phrase ‘model uncertainty’ is a common term in the climate change
literature, but different studies use the phrase in different senses: some
use it to represent the range of behaviours observed in ensembles of
climate model (model spread), while others use it in more comprehensive senses (see Sections 9.2, 11.2 and 12.2). Model spread is often
used as a measure of climate response uncertainty, but such a measure
is crude as it takes no account of factors such as model quality (Chapter 9) or model independence (e.g., Masson and Knutti, 2011; Pennell
and Reichler, 2011), and not all variables of interest are adequately
simulated by global climate models.
To maintain a degree of terminological clarity this report distinguishes
between ‘model spread’ for this narrower representation of climate
model responses and ‘model uncertainty’ which describes uncertainty
about the extent to which any particular climate model provides an
accurate representation of the real climate system. This uncertainty
arises from approximations required in the development of models.
Such approximations affect the representation of all aspects of the climate including the response to external forcings.
Model uncertainty is sometimes decomposed further into parametric
and structural uncertainty, comprising, respectively, uncertainty in the
values of model parameters and uncertainty in the underlying model
structure (see Section 12.2). Some scientific research areas, such as
detection and attribution and observationally-constrained model projections of future climate, incorporate significant elements of both
observational and model-based science, and in these instances both
sets of relevant uncertainties need to be incorporated.
Scenario uncertainty refers to the uncertainties that arise due to limitations in our understanding of future emissions, concentration or forcing
trajectories. Scenarios help in the assessment of future developments
in complex systems that are either inherently unpredictable, or that
have high scientific uncertainties (IPCC, 2000). The societal choices
defining future climate drivers are surrounded by considerable uncertainty, and these are explored by examining the climate response to
a wide range of possible futures. In past reports, emissions scenarios
from the SRES (IPCC, 2000) were used as the main way of exploring
uncertainty in future anthropogenic climate drivers. Recent research
has made use of Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP) (van
Vuuren et al., 2011a, 2011b).
Internal or natural variability, the natural fluctuations in climate, occur
in the absence of any RF of the Earth’s climate (Hawkins and Sutton,
2009). Climate varies naturally on nearly all time and space scales, and
quantifying precisely the nature of this variability is challenging, and
is characterized by considerable uncertainty. The analysis of internal
and forced contributions to recent climate is discussed in Chapter 10.
The fractional contribution of internal variability compared with other
forms of uncertainty varies in time and in space, but usually diminishes with time as other sources of uncertainty become more significant
(Hawkins and Sutton, 2009; see also Chapter 11 and FAQ 1.1).
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In the WGI contribution to the AR5, uncertainty is quantified using
90% uncertainty intervals unless otherwise stated. The 90% uncertainty interval, reported in square brackets, is expected to have a 90%
likelihood of covering the value that is being estimated. The value that
is being estimated has a 5% likelihood of exceeding the upper endpoint of the uncertainty interval, and the value has a 5% likelihood of
being less than that the lower endpoint of the uncertainty interval. A
best estimate of that value is also given where available. Uncertainty
intervals are not necessarily symmetric about the corresponding best
estimate.
In a subject as complex and diverse as climate change, the information
available as well as the way it is expressed, and often the interpretation of that material, varies considerably with the scientific context. In
some cases, two studies examining similar material may take different
approaches even to the quantification of uncertainty. The interpretation
of similar numerical ranges for similar variables can differ from study
to study. Readers are advised to pay close attention to the caveats
and conditions that surround the results presented in peer-reviewed
studies, as well as those presented in this assessment. To help readers
in this complex and subtle task, the IPCC draws on specific, calibrated language scales to express uncertainty (Mastrandrea et al., 2010),
as well as specific procedures for the expression of uncertainty (see
Table 1.2). The aim of these structures is to provide tools through which
chapter teams might consistently express uncertainty in key results.

1.4.3

Treatment of Uncertainty in IPCC

In the course of the IPCC assessment procedure, chapter teams review
the published research literature, document the findings (including
uncertainties), assess the scientific merit of this information, identify
the key findings, and attempt to express an appropriate measure of
the uncertainty that accompanies these findings using a shared guidance procedure. This process has changed over time. The early Assessment Reports (FAR and SAR) were largely qualitative. As the field has
grown and matured, uncertainty is being treated more explicitly, with
a greater emphasis on the expression, where possible and appropriate,
of quantified measures of uncertainty.
Although IPCC’s treatment of uncertainty has become more sophisticated since the early reports, the rapid growth and considerable
diversity of climate research literature presents ongoing challenges. In
the wake of the TAR the IPCC formed a Cross-Working Group team
charged with identifying the issues and compiling a set of Uncertainty
Guidance Notes that could provide a structure for consistent treatment
of uncertainty across the IPCC’s remit (Manning et al., 2004). These
expanded on the procedural elements of Moss and Schneider (2000)
and introduced calibrated language scales designed to enable chapter teams to use the appropriate level of precision to describe findings. These notes were revised between the TAR and AR4 and again
between AR4 and AR5 (Mastrandrea et al., 2010).
Recently, increased engagement of social scientists (e.g., Patt and
Schrag, 2003; Kandlikar et al., 2005; Risbey and Kandlikar, 2007;
Broomell and Budescu, 2009; Budescu et al., 2009; CCSP, 2009) and
expert advisory panels (CCSP, 2009; InterAcademy Council, 2010) in
the area of uncertainty and climate change has helped clarify issues
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and procedures to improve presentation of uncertainty. Many of the
recommendations of these groups are addressed in the revised Guidance Notes. One key revision relates to clarification of the relationship between the ‘confidence’ and ‘likelihood’ language, and pertains
to demarcation between qualitative descriptions of ‘confidence’ and
the numerical representations of uncertainty that are expressed by
the likelihood scale. In addition, a finding that includes a probabilistic
measure of uncertainty does not require explicit mention of the level
of confidence associated with that finding if the level of confidence is
high or very high. This is a concession to stylistic clarity and readability: if something is described as having a high likelihood, then in the
absence of additional qualifiers it should be inferred that it also has
high or very high confidence.

1.4.4

Uncertainty Treatment in This Assessment

All three IPCC Working Groups in the AR5 have agreed to use two metrics for communicating the degree of certainty in key findings (Mastrandrea et al., 2010):
•

Confidence in the validity of a finding, based on the type, amount,
quality, and consistency of evidence (e.g., data, mechanistic understanding, theory, models, expert judgment) and the degree of
agreement. Confidence is expressed qualitatively.

•

Quantified measures of uncertainty in a finding expressed probabilistically (based on statistical analysis of observations or model
results, or expert judgement).

A level of confidence synthesizes the Chapter teams’ judgements about
the validity of findings as determined through evaluation of the available evidence and the degree of scientific agreement. The evidence and
agreement scale underpins the assessment, as it is on the basis of evidence and agreement that statements can be made with scientific confidence (in this sense, the evidence and agreement scale replaces the
‘level of scientific understanding’ scale used in previous WGI assessments). There is flexibility in this relationship; for a given evidence and
agreement statement, different confidence levels could be assigned,
but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated with increasing confidence. Confidence cannot n ecessarily be
assigned for all combinations of evidence and agreement, but where
key variables are highly uncertain, the available evidence and scientific
agreement regarding that variable are presented and discussed. Confidence should not be interpreted probabilistically, and it is distinct from
‘statistical confidence’.
The confidence level is based on the evidence (robust, medium and
limited) and the agreement (high, medium and low). A combination of
different methods, e.g., observations and modelling, is important for
evaluating the confidence level. Figure 1.11 shows how the combined
evidence and agreement results in five levels for the confidence level
used in this assessment.
The qualifier ‘likelihood’ provides calibrated language for describing quantified uncertainty. It can be used to express a probabilistic
estimate of the occurrence of a single event or of an outcome, for
example, a climate parameter, observed trend, or projected change
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 1.1 | If Understanding of the Climate System Has Increased, Why Hasn’t the Range of
Temperature Projections Been Reduced?

1

The models used to calculate the IPCC’s temperature projections agree on the direction of future global change,
but the projected size of those changes cannot be precisely predicted. Future greenhouse gas (GHG) emission rates
could take any one of many possible trajectories, and some underlying physical processes are not yet completely
understood, making them difficult to model. Those uncertainties, combined with natural year-to-year climate
variability, produce an ‘uncertainty range’ in temperature projections.
The uncertainty range around projected GHG and aerosol precursor emissions (which depend on projections of
future social and economic conditions) cannot be materially reduced. Nevertheless, improved understanding and
climate models—along with observational constraints—may reduce the uncertainty range around some factors that
influence the climate’s response to those emission changes. The complexity of the climate system, however, makes
this a slow process. (FAQ1.1, Figure 1)
Climate science has made many important advances since the last IPCC assessment report, thanks to improvements
in measurements and data analysis in the cryosphere, atmosphere, land, biosphere and ocean systems. Scientists
also have better understanding and tools to model the role of clouds, sea ice, aerosols, small-scale ocean mixing,
the carbon cycle and other processes. More observations mean that models can now be evaluated more thoroughly,
and projections can be better constrained. For example, as models and observational analysis have improved,
projections of sea level rise have become more accurate, balancing the current sea level rise budget.
Despite these advances, there is still a range in plausible projections for future global and regional climate—
what scientists call an ‘uncertainty range’. These uncertainty ranges are specific to the variable being considered
(precipitation vs. temperature, for instance) and the spatial and temporal extent (such as regional vs. global
averages). Uncertainties in climate projections arise from natural variability and uncertainty around the rate of
future emissions and the climate’s response to them. They can also occur because representations of some known
processes are as yet unrefined, and because some processes are not included in the models.
There are fundamental limits to just how precisely annual temperatures can be projected, because of the chaotic
nature of the climate system. Furthermore, decadal-scale projections are sensitive to prevailing conditions—such
as the temperature of the deep ocean—that are less well known. Some natural variability over decades arises from
interactions between the ocean, atmosphere, land, biosphere and cryosphere, and is also linked to phenomena such
as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the North Atlantic Oscillation (see Box 2.5 for details on patterns and
indices of climate variability).
Volcanic eruptions and variations in the sun’s output also contribute to natural variability, although they are
externally forced and explainable. This natural variability can be viewed as part of the ‘noise’ in the climate record,
which provides the backdrop against which the ‘signal’ of anthropogenic climate change is detected.
Natural variability has a greater influence on uncertainty at regional and local scales than it does over continental
or global scales. It is inherent in the Earth system, and more knowledge will not eliminate the uncertainties it brings.
However, some progress is possible—particularly for projections up to a few years ahead—which exploit advances
in knowledge of, for instance, the cryosphere or ocean state and processes. This is an area of active research. When
climate variables are averaged over decadal timescales or longer, the relative importance of internal variability
diminishes, making the long-term signals more evident (FAQ1.1, Figure 1). This long-term perspective is consistent
with a common definition of climate as an average over 30 years.
A second source of uncertainty stems from the many possible trajectories that future emission rates of GHGs
and aerosol precursors might take, and from future trends in land use. Nevertheless, climate projections rely on
input from these variables. So to obtain these estimates, scientists consider a number of alternative scenarios for
future human society, in terms of population, economic and technological change, and political choices. They then
estimate the likely emissions under each scenario. The IPCC informs policymaking, therefore climate projections
for different emissions scenarios can be useful as they show the possible climatic consequences of different policy
choices. These scenarios are intended to be compatible with the full range of emissions scenarios described in the
current scientific literature, with or without climate policy. As such, they are designed to sample uncertainty in
future scenarios. (continued on next page)
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FAQ 1.1 (continued)

Projections for the next few years and decades are sensitive to emissions of short-lived compounds such as aerosols
and methane. More distant projections, however, are more sensitive to alternative scenarios around long-lived GHG
emissions. These scenario-dependent uncertainties will not be reduced by improvements in climate science, and will
become the dominant uncertainty in projections over longer timescales (e.g., 2100) (FAQ 1.1, Figure 1).

1

The final contribution to the uncertainty range comes from our imperfect knowledge of how the climate will
respond to future anthropogenic emissions and land use change. Scientists principally use computer-based global
climate models to estimate this response. A few dozen global climate models have been developed by different
groups of scientists around the world. All models are built on the same physical principles, but some approximations
are needed because the climate system is so complex. Different groups choose slightly different approximations
to represent specific processes in the atmosphere, such as clouds. These choices produce differences in climate
projections from different models. This contribution to the uncertainty range is described as ‘response uncertainty’
or ‘model uncertainty’.
The complexity of the Earth system means that future climate could follow many different scenarios, yet still
be consistent with current understanding and models. As observational records lengthen and models improve,
researchers should be able, within the limitations of the range of natural variability, to narrow that range in
probable temperature in the next few decades (FAQ 1.1, Figure 1). It is also possible to use information about the
current state of the oceans and cryosphere to produce better projections up to a few years ahead.
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As science improves, new geophysical processes can be added to climate models, and representations of those
already included can be improved. These developments can appear to increase model-derived estimates of climate
response uncertainty, but such increases merely reflect the quantification of previously unmeasured sources of
uncertainty (FAQ1.1, Figure 1). As more and more important processes are added, the influence of unquantified
processes lessens, and there can be more confidence in the projections.
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FAQ 1.1, Figure 1 | Schematic diagram showing the relative importance of different uncertainties, and their evolution in time. (a) Decadal mean surface temperature
change (°C) from the historical record (black line), with climate model estimates of uncertainty for historical period (grey), along with future climate projections and
uncertainty. Values are normalised by means from 1961 to 1980. Natural variability (orange) derives from model interannual variability, and is assumed constant with
time. Emission uncertainty (green) is estimated as the model mean difference in projections from different scenarios. Climate response uncertainty (blue-solid) is based
on climate model spread, along with added uncertainties from the carbon cycle, as well as rough estimates of additional uncertainty from poorly modelled processes.
Based on Hawkins and Sutton (2011) and Huntingford et al. (2009). (b) Climate response uncertainty can appear to increase when a new process is discovered to be
relevant, but such increases reflect a quantification of previously unmeasured uncertainty, or (c) can decrease with additional model improvements and observational
constraints. The given uncertainty range of 90% means that the temperature is estimated to be in that range, with a probability of 90%.
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such as climate change—characterized by complexity of process and
heterogeneity of data constraints—some degree of expert judgement
is inevitable (Mastrandrea et al., 2010).
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Figure 1.11 | The basis for the confidence level is given as a combination of evidence
(limited, medium, robust) and agreement (low, medium and high) (Mastrandrea et al.,
2010).

lying in a given range. Statements made using the likelihood scale
may be based on statistical or modelling analyses, elicitation of expert
views, or other quantitative analyses. Where sufficient information is
available it is preferable to eschew the likelihood qualifier in favour
of the full probability distribution or the appropriate probability range.
See Table 1.2 for the list of ‘likelihood’ qualifiers to be used in AR5.
Many social sciences studies have found that the interpretation of
uncertainty is contingent on the presentation of information, the context within which statements are placed and the interpreter’s own
lexical preferences. Readers often adjust their interpretation of probabilistic language according to the magnitude of perceived potential
consequences (Patt and Schrag, 2003; Patt and Dessai, 2005). Furthermore, the framing of a probabilistic statement impinges on how it is
interpreted (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979): for example, a 10% chance
of dying is interpreted more negatively than a 90% chance of surviving.
In addition, work examining expert judgement and decision making
shows that people—including scientific experts—are prone to a range
of heuristics and biases that affect their judgement (e.g., Kahneman
et al., 1982). For example, in the case of expert judgements there
is a tendency towards overconfidence both at the individual level
(Morgan et al., 1990) and at the group level as people converge on a
view and draw confidence in its reliability from each other. However,
in an assessment of the state of scientific knowledge across a field
Table 1.2 | Likelihood terms associated with outcomes used in the AR5.

Term

Likelihood of the Outcome

Virtually certain

99−100% probability

Very likely

90−100% probability

Likely

66−100% probability

About as likely as not

33−66% probability

Unlikely

0−33% probability

Very unlikely

0−10% probability

Exceptionally unlikely

0−1% probability

Notes:
Additional terms that were used in limited circumstances in the AR4 (extremely likely =
95−100% probability, more likely than not = >50−100% probability, and extremely unlikely =
0−5% probability) may also be used in the AR5 when appropriate.
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These issues were brought to the attention of chapter teams so that
contributors to the AR5 might be sensitized to the ways presentation,
framing, context and potential biases might affect their own assessments and might contribute to readers’ understanding of the information presented in this assessment. There will always be room for
debate about how to summarize such a large and growing literature.
The uncertainty guidance is aimed at providing a consistent, calibrated set of words through which to communicate the uncertainty,
confidence and degree of consensus prevailing in the scientific literature. In this sense the guidance notes and practices adopted by IPCC
for the p resentation of uncertainties should be regarded as an interdisciplinary work in progress, rather than as a finalized, comprehensive
approach. Moreover, one precaution that should be considered is that
translation of this assessment from English to other languages may
lead to a loss of precision.

1.5

Advances in Measurement and
Modelling Capabilities

Since AR4, measurement capabilities have continued to advance. The
models have been improved following the progress in the understanding of physical processes within the climate system. This section illustrates some of those developments.

1.5.1

Capabilities of Observations

Improved understanding and systematic monitoring of Earth’s climate
requires observations of various atmospheric, oceanic and terrestrial
parameters and therefore has to rely on various technologies (ranging
from ground-based instruments to ships, buoys, ocean profilers, balloons, aircraft, satellite-borne sensors, etc.). The Global Climate Observing System (GCOS, 2009) defined a list of so-called Essential Climate
Variables, that are technically and economically feasible to observe,
but some of the associated observing systems are not yet operated in
a systematic manner. However, during recent years, new observational
systems have increased the number of observations by orders of magnitude and observations have been made at places where there have
been no data before (see Chapters 2, 3 and 4 for an assessment of
changes in observations). Parallel to this, tools to analyse and process
the data have been developed and enhanced to cope with the increase
of information and to provide a more comprehensive picture of the
Earth’s climate. At the same time, it should be kept in mind that there
has been some limited progress in developing countries in filling gaps
in their in situ observing networks, but developed countries have made
little progress in ensuring long-term continuity for several important
observing systems (GCOS, 2009). In addition, more proxy (non-instrumental) data have been acquired to provide a more comprehensive
picture of climate changes in the past (see Chapter 5). Efforts are also
occurring to digitize historic observations, mainly of ground-station
data from periods prior to the second half of the 20th century (Brunet
and Jones, 2011).
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Figure 1.12 | Development of capabilities of observations. Top: Changes in the mix and increasing diversity of observations over time create challenges for a consistent climate
record (adapted from Brönnimann et al., 2008). Bottom left: First year of temperature data in Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN) daily database (available at http://
www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/ghcn-daily/; Menne et al., 2012). Bottom right: Number of satellite instruments from which data have been assimilated in the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts production streams for each year from 1996 to 2010. This figure is used as an example to demonstrate the fivefold increase in the usage of
satellite data over this time period.

Reanalysis is a systematic approach to produce gridded dynamically
consistent data sets for climate monitoring and research by assimilating all available observations with help of a climate model (Box 2.3).
Model-based reanalysis products play an important role in obtaining
a consistent picture of the climate system. However, their usefulness
in detecting long-term climate trends is currently limited by changes
over time in observational coverage and biases, linked to the presence
of biases in the assimilating model (see also Box 2.3 in Chapter 2).
Because AR4 both the quantity and quality of the observations that
are assimilated through reanalysis have increased (GCOS, 2009). As
an example, there has been some overall increase in mostly atmospheric observations assimilated in European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts Interim Reanalysis since 2007 (Dee et al., 2011).
The overwhelming majority of the data, and most of the increase over
recent years, come from satellites (Figure 1.12) (GCOS, 2011). For

example, information from Global Positioning System radio occultation
measurements has increased significantly since 2007. The increases in
data from fixed stations are often associated with an increased frequency of reporting, rather than an increase in the number of stations.
Increases in data quality come from improved instrument design or
from more accurate correction in the ground-station processing that is
applied before the data are transmitted to users and data centres. As
an example for in situ data, temperature biases of radiosonde measurements from radiation effects have been reduced over recent years. The
new generation of satellite sensors such as the high spectral r esolution
infrared sounders (such as the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder and the
Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer) are instrumental to
achieving a better temporal stability for recalibrating sensors such
as the High-Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder. Few instruments
(e.g., the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer) have now been
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in orbit for about three decades, but these were not originally designed
for climate applications and therefore require careful re-calibration.

1

A major achievement in ocean observation is due to the implementation of the Argo global array of profiling floats system (GCOS, 2009).
Deployment of Argo floats began in 2000, but it took until 2007 for
numbers to reach the design target of 3000 floats. Since 2000 the icefree upper 2000 m of the ocean have been observed systematically
for temperature and salinity for the first time in history, because both
the Argo profiling float and surface drifting buoy arrays have reached
global coverage at their target numbers (in January 2009, there were
3291 floats operating). Biases in historical ocean data have been identified and reduced, and new analytical approaches have been applied
(e.g., Willis et al., 2009). One major consequence has been the reduction of an artificial decadal variation in upper ocean temperature and
heat content that was apparent in the observational assessment for
AR4 (see Section 3.2). The spatial and temporal coverage of biogeochemical measurements in the ocean has also expanded. Satellite
observations for sea level (Sections 3.7 and 13.2), sea surface salinity
(Section 3.3), sea ice (Section 4.2) and ocean colour have also been
further developed over the past few years.

Mid-1970s

Mid-1980s

FAR

Progress has also been made with regard to observation of terrestrial Essential Climate Variables. Major advances have been achieved in
remote sensing of soil moisture due to the launch of the Soil Moisture
and Oceanic Salinity mission in 2009 but also due to new retrieval
techniques that have been applied to data from earlier and ongoing
missions (see Seneviratne et al., 2010 for a detailed review). However,
these measurements have limitations. For example, the methods fail
under dense vegetation and they are restricted to the surface soil.
Updated Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer-based Normalized
Differenced Vegetation Index data provide new information on the
change in vegetation. During the International Polar Year 2007–2009
the number of borehole sites was significantly increased and therefore
allows a better monitoring of the large-scale permafrost features (see
Section 4.7).

1.5.2

Capabilities in Global Climate Modelling

Several developments have especially pushed the capabilities in modelling forward over recent years (see Figure 1.13 and a more detailed
discussion in Chapters 6, 7 and 9).
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Figure 1.13 | The development of climate models over the last 35 years showing how the different components were coupled into comprehensive climate models over time. In
each aspect (e.g., the atmosphere, which comprises a wide range of atmospheric processes) the complexity and range of processes has increased over time (illustrated by growing
cylinders). Note that during the same time the horizontal and vertical resolution has increased considerably e.g., for spectral models from T21L9 (roughly 500 km horizontal resolution and 9 vertical levels) in the 1970s to T95L95 (roughly 100 km horizontal resolution and 95 vertical levels) at present, and that now ensembles with at least three independent
experiments can be considered as standard.
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Figure 1.14 | Horizontal resolutions considered in today’s higher resolution models and in the very high resolution models now being tested: (a) Illustration of the European
topography at a resolution of 87.5 × 87.5 km; (b) same as (a) but for a resolution of 30.0 × 30.0 km.

There has been a continuing increase in horizontal and vertical resolution. This is especially seen in how the ocean grids have been refined,
and sophisticated grids are now used in the ocean and atmosphere
models making optimal use of parallel computer architectures. More
models with higher resolution are available for more regions. Figure
1.14a and 1.14b show the large effect on surface representation from
a horizontal grid spacing of 87.5 km (higher resolution than most current global models and similar to that used in today’s highly resolved
models) to a grid spacing of 30.0 km (similar to the current regional
climate models).

Representations of Earth system processes are much more extensive
and improved, particularly for the radiation and the aerosol cloud interactions and for the treatment of the cryosphere. The representation of
the carbon cycle was added to a larger number of models and has been
improved since AR4. A high-resolution stratosphere is now included in
many models. Other ongoing process development in climate models
includes the enhanced representation of nitrogen effects on the carbon
cycle. As new processes or treatments are added to the models, they
are also evaluated and tested relative to available observations (see
Chapter 9 for more detailed discussion).
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Ensemble techniques (multiple calculations to increase the statistical
sample, to account for natural variability, and to account for uncertainty
in model formulations) are being used more frequently, with larger
samples and with different methods to generate the samples ( different
models, different physics, different initial conditions). Coordinated
projects have been set up to generate and distribute large samples
(ENSEMBLES, climateprediction.net, Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison).
The model comparisons with observations have pushed the analysis
and development of the models. CMIP5, an important input to the AR5,
has produced a multi-model data set that is designed to advance our
understanding of climate variability and climate change. Building on
previous CMIP efforts, such as the CMIP3 model analysis reported in
AR4, CMIP5 includes ‘long-term’ simulations of 20th century climate
and projections for the 21st century and beyond. See Chapters 9, 10, 11
and 12 for more details on the results derived from the CMIP5 archive.
Since AR4, the incorporation of ‘long-term’ paleoclimate simulations
in the CMIP5 framework has allowed incorporation of information
from paleoclimate data to inform projections. Within uncertainties
associated with reconstructions of past climate variables from proxy
records and forcings, paleoclimate information from the Mid Holocene,
Last Glacial Maximum and Last Millennium have been used to test
the ability of models to simulate realistically the magnitude and largescale patterns of past changes (Section 5.3, Box 5.1 and 9.4).
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The capabilities of ESMs continue to be enhanced. For example, there
are currently extensive efforts towards developing advanced treatments for the processes affecting ice sheet dynamics. Other enhancements are being aimed at land surface hydrology, and the effects of
agriculture and urban environments.
As part of the process of getting model analyses for a range of alternative assumptions about how the future may unfold, scenarios for
future emissions of important gases and aerosols have been generated
for the IPCC assessments (e.g., see the SRES scenarios used in TAR
and AR4). The emissions scenarios represent various development
pathways based on well-defined assumptions. The scenarios are used
to calculate future changes in climate, and are then archived in the
Climate Model Intercomparison Project (e.g., CMIP3 for AR4; CMIP5
for AR5). For CMIP5, four new scenarios, referred to as Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCPs) were developed (Section 12.3; Moss et
al., 2010). See Box 1.1 for a more thorough discussion of the RCP scenarios. Because results from both CMIP3 and CMIP5 will be presented
in the later chapters (e.g., Chapters 8, 9, 11 and 12), it is worthwhile
considering the differences and similarities between the SRES and the
RCP scenarios. Figure 1.15, acting as a prelude to the discussion in Box
1.1, shows that the RF for several of the SRES and RCP scenarios are
similar over time and thus should provide results that can be used to
compare climate modelling studies.
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Figure 1.15 | Historical and projected total anthropogenic RF (W m–2) relative to preindustrial (about 1765) between 1950 and 2100. Previous IPCC assessments (SAR IS92a, TAR/
AR4 SRES A1B, A2 and B1) are compared with representative concentration pathway (RCP) scenarios (see Chapter 12 and Box 1.1 for their extensions until 2300 and Annex II for
the values shown here). The total RF of the three families of scenarios, IS92, SRES and RCP, differ for example, for the year 2000, resulting from the knowledge about the emissions
assumed having changed since the TAR and AR4.
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Box 1.1 | Description of Future Scenarios
Long-term climate change projections require assumptions on human activities or natural effects that could alter the climate over
decades and centuries. Defined scenarios are useful for a variety of reasons, e.g., assuming specific time series of emissions, land use,
atmospheric concentrations or RF across multiple models allows for coherent climate model intercomparisons and synthesis. Scenarios
can be formed in a range of ways, from simple, idealized structures to inform process understanding, through to comprehensive
scenarios produced by Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) as internally consistent sets of assumptions on emissions and socioeconomic drivers (e.g., regarding population and socio-economic development).

1

Idealized Concentration Scenarios
As one example of an idealized concentration scenario, a 1% yr–1 compound increase of atmospheric CO2 concentration until a doubling
or a quadrupling of its initial value has been widely used in the past (Covey et al., 2003). An exponential increase of CO2 concentrations
induces an essentially linear increase in RF (Myhre et al., 1998) due to a ‘saturation effect’ of the strong absorbing bands. Such a linear
ramp function is highly useful for comparative diagnostics of models’ climate feedbacks and inertia. The CMIP5 intercomparison project
again includes such a stylized pathway up to a quadrupling of CO2 concentrations, in addition to an instantaneous quadrupling case.
The Socio-Economic Driven SRES Scenarios
The SRES suite of scenarios were developed using IAMs and resulted from specific socio-economic scenarios from storylines about future
demographic and economic development, regionalization, energy production and use, technology, agriculture, forestry and land use
(IPCC, 2000). The climate change projections undertaken as part of CMIP3 and discussed in AR4 were based primarily on the SRES A2,
A1B and B1 scenarios. However, given the diversity in models’ carbon cycle and chemistry schemes, this approach implied differences in
models’ long lived GHG and aerosol concentrations for the same emissions scenario. As a result of this and other shortcomings, revised
scenarios were developed for AR5 to allow atmosphere-ocean general circulation model (AOGCM) (using concentrations) simulations
to be compared with those ESM simulations that use emissions to calculate concentrations.
Representative Concentration Pathway Scenarios and Their Extensions
Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) scenarios (see Section 12.3 for a detailed description of the scenarios; Moss et al., 2008;
Moss et al., 2010; van Vuuren et al., 2011b) are new scenarios that specify concentrations and corresponding emissions, but are not
directly based on socio-economic storylines like the SRES scenarios. The RCP scenarios are based on a different approach and include
more consistent short-lived gases and land use changes. They are not necessarily more capable of representing future developments
than the SRES scenarios. Four RCP scenarios were selected from the published literature (Fujino et al., 2006; Smith and Wigley, 2006;
Riahi et al., 2007; van Vuuren et al., 2007; Hijioka et al., 2008; Wise et al., 2009) and updated for use within CMIP5 (Masui et al.,
2011; Riahi et al., 2011; Thomson et al., 2011; van Vuuren et al., 2011a). The four scenarios are identified by the 21st century peak or
stabilization value of the RF derived by the reference model (in W m–2) (Box 1.1, Figure 1): the lowest RCP, RCP2.6 (also referred to as
(continued on next page)
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Box 1.1, Figure 1 | Total RF (anthropogenic plus natural) for RCPs and extended concentration pathways (ECP)—for RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP6, RCP8.5, as well as a
supplementary extension RCP6 to 4.5 with an adjustment of emissions after 2100 to reach RCP4.5 concentration levels in 2250 and thereafter. Note that the stated RF
levels refer to the illustrative default median estimates only. There is substantial uncertainty in current and future RF levels for any given scenario. Short-term variations
in RF are due to both volcanic forcings in the past (1800–2000) and cyclical solar forcing assuming a constant 11-year solar cycle (following the CMIP5 recommendation), except at times of stabilization. (Reproduced from Figure 4 in Meinshausen et al., 2011.)
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Box 1.1 (continued)

RCP3-PD) which peaks at 3 W m–2 and then declines to approximately 2.6 W m–2 by 2100; the medium-low RCP4.5 and the mediumhigh RCP6 aiming for stabilization at 4.5 and 6 W m–2, respectively around 2100; and the highest one, RCP8.5, which implies a RF of
8.5 W m–2 by 2100, but implies rising RF beyond that date (Moss et al., 2010). In addition there is a supplementary extension SCP6to4.5
with an adjustment of emissions after 2100 to reach RCP 4.5 concentration levels in 2250 and thereafter. The RCPs span the full range
of RF associated with emission scenarios published in the peer-reviewed literature at the time of the development of the RCPs, and the
two middle scenarios where chosen to be roughly equally spaced between the two extremes (2.6 and 8.5 W m–2). These forcing values
should be understood as comparative labels representative of the forcing associated with each scenario, which will vary somewhat
from model to model. This is because concentrations or emissions (rather than the RF) are prescribed in the CMIP5 climate model runs.

1

Various steps were necessary to turn the selected ‘raw’ RCPs into emission scenarios from IAMs and to turn these into data sets usable
by the climate modelling community, including the extension with historical emissions (Granier et al., 2011; Meinshausen et al., 2011),
the harmonization (smoothly connected historical reconstruction) and gridding of land use data sets (Hurtt et al., 2011), the provision
of atmospheric chemistry modelling studies, particularly for tropospheric ozone (Lamarque et al., 2011), analyses of 2000–2005 GHG
emission levels, and extension of GHG concentrations with historical GHG concentrations and harmonization with analyses of 2000–
2005 GHG concentrations levels (Meinshausen et al., 2011). The final RCP data sets comprise land use data, harmonized GHG emissions
and concentrations, gridded reactive gas and aerosol emissions, as well as ozone and aerosol abundance fields ( Figures 2, 3, and 4 in
Box 1.1). (continued on next page)
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Box 1.1, Figure 2 | Concentrations of GHG following the 4 RCPs and their extensions (ECP) to 2300. (Reproduced from Figure 5 in Meinshausen et al., 2011.) Also
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Box 1.1 (continued)
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Box 1.1, Figure 3 | (a) Equivalent CO2 concentration and (b) CO2 emissions (except land use emissions) for the four RCPs and their ECPs as well as some SRES
scenarios.

To aid model understanding of longer-term climate change implications, these RCPs were extended until 2300 (Meinshausen et al.,
2011) under reasonably simple and somewhat arbitrary assumptions regarding post-2100 GHG emissions and concentrations. In order
to continue to investigate a broad range of possible climate futures, the two outer RCPs, RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 assume constant emissions
after 2100, while the two middle RCPs aim for a smooth stabilization of concentrations by 2150. RCP8.5 stabilizes concentrations
only by 2250, with CO2 concentrations of approximately 2000 ppm, nearly seven times the pre-industrial levels. As the RCP2.6 implies
netnegative CO2 emissions after around 2070 and throughout the extension, CO2 concentrations are slowly reduced towards 360 ppm
by 2300.
Comparison of SRES and RCP Scenarios
The four RCP scenarios used in CMIP5 lead to RF values that span a range larger than that of the three SRES scenarios used in CMIP3
(Figure 12.3). RCP4.5 is close to SRES B1, RCP6 is close to SRES A1B (more after 2100 than during the 21st century) and RCP8.5 is
somewhat higher than A2 in 2100 and close to the SRES A1FI scenario (Figure 3 in Box 1.1). RCP2.6 is lower than any of the SRES
scenarios (see also Figure 1.15). (continued on next page)
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Box 1.1 (continued)
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Box 1.1, Figure 4 | (a) Anthropogenic BC emissions (Annex II Table AII.2.22), (b) anthropogenic NOx emissions (Annex II Table AII.2.18), and (c) anthropogenic SOx
emissions (Annex II Table II.2.20).
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1.6

Overview and Road Map to the Rest
of the Report

As this chapter has shown, understanding of the climate system and
the changes occurring in it continue to advance. The notable scientific
advances and associated peer-reviewed publications since AR4 provide
the basis for the assessment of the science as found in Chapters 2 to
14. Below a quick summary of these chapters and their objectives is
provided.
Observations and Paleoclimate Information (Chapters 2, 3, 4 and
5): These chapters assess information from all climate system components on climate variability and change as obtained from instrumental
records and climate archives. This group of chapters covers all relevant
aspects of the atmosphere including the stratosphere, the land surface,
the oceans and the cryosphere. Information on the water cycle, including evaporation, precipitation, runoff, soil moisture, floods, drought,
etc. is assessed. Timescales from daily to decades (Chapters 2, 3 and
4) and from centuries to many millennia (Chapter 5) are considered.
Process Understanding (Chapters 6 and 7): These chapters cover
all relevant aspects from observations and process understanding, to
projections from global to regional scale. Chapter 6 covers the carbon
cycle and its interactions with other biogeochemical cycles, in particular
the nitrogen cycle, as well as feedbacks on the climate system. Chapter
7 treats in detail clouds and aerosols, their interactions and chemistry,
the role of water vapour, as well as their role in feedbacks on the climate system.
From Forcing to Attribution of Climate Change (Chapters 8, 9
and 10): In these chapters, all the information on the different drivers
(natural and anthropogenic) of climate change is collected, expressed
in terms of RF, and assessed (Chapter 8). As part of this, the science of
metrics commonly used in the literature to compare radiative effects
from a range of agents (Global Warming Potential, Global Temperature
Change Potential and others) is covered. In Chapter 9, the hierarchy of
climate models used in simulating past and present climate change is
assessed. Information regarding detection and attribution of changes
on global to regional scales is assessed in Chapter 10.
Future Climate Change and Predictability (Chapters 11 and 12):
These chapters assess projections of future climate change derived from
climate models on timescales from decades to centuries at both global
and regional scales, including mean changes, variability and extremes.
Fundamental questions related to the predictability of climate as well
as long-term climate change, climate change commitments and inertia
in the climate system are addressed.

Chapter 1

climate change. Maps produced and assessed in Chapter 14, together
with Chapters 11 and 12, form the basis of the Atlas of Global and
Regional Climate Projections in Annex I. RFs and estimates of future
atmospheric concentrations from Chapters 7, 8, 11 and 12 form the
basis of the Climate System Scenario Tables in Annex II.

1.6.1

Topical Issues

1

A number of topical issues are discussed throughout the assessment.
These issues include those of areas where there is contention in the
peer-reviewed literature and where questions have been raised that
are being addressed through ongoing research. Table 1.3 provides a
non-comprehensive list of many of these and the chapters where they
are discussed.
Table 1.3 | Key topical issues discussed in the assessment.

Topic

Section

Abrupt change and irreversibility

5.7, 12.5, 13.4

Aerosols

6.4, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 8.3, 11.3, 14.1

Antarctic climate change

5.8, 9.4, 10.3, 13.3

Arctic sea ice change

4.2, 5.5, 9.4, 10.3, 11.3, 12.4

Hydrological cycle changes

2.5, 2.6, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 7.6, 10.3, 12.4

Carbon-climate feedbacks

6.4, 12.4

Climate sensitivity

5.3, 9.7, 10.8, 12.5

Climate stabilization

6.3, 6.4, 12.5

Cloud feedbacks

5.3, 7.2, 9.7, 11.3, 12.4

Cosmic ray effects on clouds

7.4

Decadal climate variability

5.3, 9.5, 10.3

Earth’s Energy (trends, distribution and
budget)

2.3, 3.2, 13.3

El Niño-Southern Oscillation

2.7, 5.4, 9.4, 9.5, 14.4

Geo-engineering

6.4, 7.7

Glacier change

4.3, 5.5, 10.5, 13.3

Ice sheet dynamics and mass balance
assessment

4.4, 5.3, 5.6, 10.5, 13.3

Monsoons

2.7, 5.5, 9.5, 14.2

Ocean acidification

3.8, 6.4

Permafrost change

4.7, 6.3, 10.5

Solar effects on climate change

5.2, 8.4

Sea level change, including regional effects

3.7, 5.6, 13.1

Temperature trends since 1998

2.4, 3.2, 9.4

Tropical cyclones

2.6, 10.6, 14.6

Upper troposphere temperature trends

2.4, 9.4

Integration (Chapters 13 and 14): These chapters integrate all relevant information for two key topics in WGI AR5: sea level change
(Chapter 13) and climate phenomena across the regions (Chapter 14).
Chapter 13 assesses information on sea level change ranging from
observations and process understanding to projections from global
to regional scales. Chapter 14 assesses the most important modes of
variability in the climate system and extreme events. Furthermore, this
chapter deals with interconnections between the climate phenomena, their regional expressions, and their relevance for future regional
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Appendix 1.A:
Notes and Technical Details on Figures Displayed
in Chapter 1
Figure 1.4: Documentation of Data Sources
Observed Temperature
NASA GISS evaluation of the observations: Hansen et al. (2010) updated: The data were downloaded from http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/
tabledata_v3/GLB.Ts+dSST.txt. Annual means are used (January to
December) and anomalies are calculated relative to 1961–1990.
NOAA NCDC evaluation of the observations: Smith et al. (2008)
updated: The data were downloaded from ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/
data/anomalies/annual.land_ocean.90S.90N.df_1901–2000mean.dat.
Annual mean anomalies are calculated relative to 1961–1990.
Hadley Centre evaluation of the observations: Morice et al. (2012): The
data were downloaded from http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs/
hadcrut4/data/current/download.html#regional_series. Annual mean
anomalies are calculated relative to 1961–1990 based on the ensemble median.
IPCC Range of Projections
Table 1.A.1 | FAR: The data have been digitized using a graphics tool from FAR Chapter 6, Figure 6.11 (Bretherton et al., 1990) in 5-year increments as anomalies relative
to 1990 (°C).

Year

Lower Bound
(Scenario D)

Upper Bound
(Business as Usual)

1990

0.00

0.00

1995

0.09

0.14

2000

0.15

0.30

2005

0.23

0.53

2010

0.28

0.72

2015

0.33

0.91

2020

0.39

1.11

2025

0.45

1.34

2030

0.52

1.58

2035

0.58

1.86

Table 1.A.2 | SAR: The data have been digitized using a graphics tool from Figure 19
of the TS (IPCC, 1996) in 5-year increments as anomalies relative to 1990. The scenarios
include changes in aerosols beyond 1990 (°C).

Year

Lower Bound
(IS92c/1.5)

Upper Bound
(IS92e/4.5)

1990

0.00

0.00

1995

0.05

0.09

2000

0.11

0.17

2005

0.16

0.28

2010

0.19

0.38

2015

0.23

0.47

2020

0.27

0.57

2025

0.31

0.67

2030

0.36

0.79

2035

0.41

0.92

Table 1.A.3 | TAR: The data have been digitized using a graphics tool from Figure
9.13(b) (Cubasch et al., 2001) in 5-year increments based on the GFDL_R15_a and DOE
PCM parameter settings (°C).

Year

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

1990

0.00

0.00

1995

0.05

0.09

2000

0.11

0.20

2005

0.14

0.34

2010

0.17

0.52

2015

0.22

0.70

2020

0.28

0.87

2025

0.37

1.08

2030

0.43

1.28

2035

0.52

1.50

1

AR4: The temperature projections of the AR4 are presented for three
SRES scenarios: B1, A1B and A2. Annual mean anomalies relative to
1961–1990 of the individual CMIP3 ensemble simulations (as used in
AR4 SPM Figure SPM5) are shown. One outlier has been eliminated
based on the advice of the model developers because of the model
drift that leads to an unrealistic temperature evolution. As assessed
by Meehl et al. (2007), the likely range for the temperature change is
given by the ensemble mean temperature change +60% and –40%
of the ensemble mean temperature change. Note that in the AR4 the
uncertainty range was explicitly estimated for the end of the 21st century results. Here, it is shown for 2035. The time dependence of this
range has been assessed in Knutti et al. (2008). The relative uncertainty
is approximately constant over time in all estimates from different
sources, except for the very early decades when natural variability is
being considered (see Figure 3 in Knutti et al., 2008).

Data Processing
Observations
The observations are shown from 1950 to 2012 as annual mean anomaly relative to 1961–1990 (squares). For smoothing, first, the trend of
each of the observational data sets was calculated by locally weighted
scatter plot smoothing (Cleveland, 1979; f = 1/3). Then, the 11-year
running means of the residuals were determined with reflected ends
for the last 5 years. Finally, the trend was added back to the 11-year
running means of the residuals.
Projections
For FAR, SAR and TAR, the projections have been harmonized to match
the average of the three smoothed observational data sets at 1990.
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Figure 1.5: Documentation of Data Sources

Figure 1.6: Documentation of Data Sources

Observed CO2 Concentrations
Global annual mean CO2 concentrations are presented as annual mean
values from Annex II Table AII.1.1a.

Observed CH4 Concentrations
Global annual mean CH4 concentrations are presented as annual mean
values from Annex II Table AII.1.1a.

IPCC Range of Projections

IPCC Range of Projections

Table 1.A.4 | FAR: The data have been digitized using a graphics tool from Figure A.3
(Annex, IPCC, 1990) as anomalies compared to 1990 in 5-year increments (ppm) and
the observed 1990 value (353.6) has been added.

Table 1.A.6 | FAR: The data have been digitized using a graphics tool from FAR SPM
Figure 5 (IPCC, 1990) in 5-year increments (ppb) as anomalies compared to 1990 the
observed 1990 value (1714.4) has been added.

Year

Lower Bound
(Scenario D)

Upper Bound
(Business as Usual)

Year

Lower Bound
(Scenario D)

Upper Bound
(Business as Usual)

1990

353.6

353.6

1990

1714.4

1714.4

1995

362.8

363.7

1995

1775.7

1816.7

2000

370.6

373.3

2000

1809.7

1938.7

2005

376.5

386.5

2005

1819.0

2063.8

2010

383.2

401.5

2010

1823.1

2191.1

2015

390.2

414.3

2015

1832.3

2314.1

2020

396.6

428.8

2020

1847.7

2441.3

2025

401.5

442.0

2025

1857.9

2562.3

2030

406.0

460.7

2030

1835.3

2691.6

2035

410.0

480.3

2035

1819.0

2818.8

Table 1.A.5 | SAR: The data have been digitized using a graphics tool from Figure 5b
in the TS (IPCC, 1996) in 5-year increments (ppm) as anomalies compared to 1990 and
the observed 1990 value (353.6) has been added.

Year

Lower Bound
(IS92c)

Upper Bound
(IS92e)

1990

353.6

353.6

1995

358.4

359.0

2000

366.8

369.2

2005

373.7

380.4

2010

382.3

392.9

2015

391.4

408.0

2020

400.7

423.0

2025

408.0

439.6

2030

416.9

457.7

2035

424.5

477.7

TAR: The data were taken in 10-year increments from table Appendix
II (IPCC, 2001) SRES Data Tables Table II.2.1 (ISAM model high and
low setting). The scenarios that give the upper bound or lower bound
respectively vary over time.
AR4: The data used was obtained from Figure 10.26 in Chapter 10
of AR4 (Meehl et al., 2007, provided by Malte Meinshausen). Annual
means are used.

Data Processing
The projections have been harmonized to start from the observed value
in 1990.
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SAR: The data were taken in 5-year increments from Table 2.5a (Schimel
et al., 1996). The scenarios that give the upper bound or lower bound
respectively vary over time.
TAR: The data were taken in 10-year increments from Appendix II SRES
Data Tables Table II.2.2 (IPCC, 2001). The upper bound is given by the
A1p scenario, the lower bound by the B1p scenario.
AR4: The data used was obtained from Figure 10.26 in Chapter 10
of AR4 (Meehl et al., 2007, provided by Malte Meinshausen). Annual
means are used.

Data Processing
The observations are shown as annual means. The projections have
been harmonized to start from the same value in 1990.
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Figure 1.7: Documentation of Data Sources

Figure 1.10: Documentation of Data Sources

Observed N2O Concentrations
Global annual mean N2O concentrations are presented as annual mean
values from Annex II Table AII.1.1a.

Observed Global Mean Sea Level Rise
Three data sets based on tide gauge measurements are presented:
Church and White (2011), Jevrejeva et al. (2008), and Ray and Douglas
(2011). Annual mean anomalies are calculated relative to 1961–1990.

IPCC Range of Projections
Table 1.A.7: FAR | The data have been digitized using a graphics tool from FAR A.3
(Annex, IPCC, 1990) in 5-year increments (ppb) as anomalies compared to 1990 and the
observed 1990 value (308.7) has been added.

Estimates based on sea surface altimetry are presented as the ensemble mean of five different data sets (Section 3.7, Figure 3.13, Section
13.2, Figure 13.3) from 1993 to 2012. Annual means have been calculated. The data are harmonized to start from the mean of the three tide
gauge based estimates (see above) at 1993.

Year

Lower Bound
(Scenario D)

Upper Bound
(Business as Usual)

1990

308.7

308.7

1995

311.7

313.2

2000

315.4

317.7

2005

318.8

322.9

2010

322.1

328.0

2015

325.2

333.0

2020

328.2

337.9

Year

2025

331.7

343.0

2030

334.0

348.9

2035

336.1

354.1

SAR: The data were taken in 5-year increments from Table 2.5b (Schimel
et al., 1996). The upper bound is given by the IS92e and IS92f scenario,
the lower bound by the IS92d scenario.
TAR: The data were taken in 10-year increments from Appendix II SRES
Data Tables Table II.2.3 (IPCC, 2001). The upper bound is given by the
A1FI scenario, the lower bound by the B2 and A1T scenario.
AR4: The data used was obtained from Figure 10.26 in Chapter 10
of AR4 (Meehl et al., 2007, provided by Malte Meinshausen). Annual
means are used.

Data Processing
The observations are shown as annual means. No smoothing is applied.
The projections have been harmonized to start from the same value in
1990.

IPCC Range of Projections
Table 1.A.8 | FAR: The data have been digitized using a graphics tool from Chapter
9, Figure 9.6 for the upper bound and Figure 9.7 for the lower bound (Warrick and
Oerlemans, 1990) in 5-year increments as anomalies relative to 1990 (cm) and the
observed anomaly relative to 1961–1990 (2.0 cm) has been added.

Lower Bound
(Scenario D)

Upper Bound
(Business as Usual)

1990

2.0

2.0

1995

2.7

5.0

2000

3.7

7.9

2005

4.6

11.3

2010

5.5

15.0

2015

6.3

18.7

2020

6.9

22.8

2025

7.7

26.7

2030

8.4

30.9

2035

9.2

35.4

Table 1.A.9 | SAR: The data have been digitized using a graphics tool from Figure
21 (TS, IPCC, 1996) in 5-year increments as anomalies relative to 1990 (cm) and the
observed anomaly relative to 1961–1990 (2.0 cm) has been added.

Year

Lower Bound
(IS92c/1.5)

Upper Bound
(IS92e/4.5)

1990

2.0

2.0

1995

2.4

4.3

2000

2.7

6.5

2005

3.1

9.0

2010

3.4

11.7

2015

3.8

14.9

2020

4.4

18.3

2025

5.1

21.8

2030

5.7

25.4

2035

6.4

29.2

TAR: The data are given in Table II.5.1 in 10-year increments. They are
harmonized to start from mean of the observed anomaly relative to
1961–1990 at 1990 (2.0 cm).
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AR4: The AR4 did not give a time-dependent estimate of sea level rise.
These analyses have been conducted post AR4 by Church et al. (2011)
based on the CMIP3 model results that were available at the time of
AR4. Here, the SRES B1, A1B and A2 scenarios are shown from Church
et al. (2011). The data start in 2001 and are given as anomalies with
respect to 1990. They are displayed from 2001 to 2035, but the anomalies are harmonized to start from mean of the observed anomaly relative to 1961–1990 at 1990 (2.0 cm).

Data Processing
The observations are shown from 1950 to 2012 as the annual mean
anomaly relative to 1961–1990 (squares) and smoothed (solid lines).
For smoothing, first, the trend of each of the observational data sets
was calculated by locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (Cleveland,
1979; f = 1/3). Then, the 11-year running means of the residuals were
determined with reflected ends for the last 5 years. Finally, the trend
was added back to the 11-year running means of the residuals.
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Observations: Atmosphere and Surface

Executive Summary
The evidence of climate change from observations of the atmosphere
and surface has grown significantly during recent years. At the same
time new improved ways of characterizing and quantifying uncertainty
have highlighted the challenges that remain for developing long-term
global and regional climate quality data records. Currently, the observations of the atmosphere and surface indicate the following changes:

Atmospheric Composition
It is certain that atmospheric burdens of the well-mixed greenhouse gases (GHGs) targeted by the Kyoto Protocol increased
from 2005 to 2011. The atmospheric abundance of carbon dioxide
(CO2) was 390.5 ppm (390.3 to 390.7)1 in 2011; this is 40% greater
than in 1750. Atmospheric nitrous oxide (N2O) was 324.2 ppb (324.0 to
324.4) in 2011 and has increased by 20% since 1750. Average annual
increases in CO2 and N2O from 2005 to 2011 are comparable to those
observed from 1996 to 2005. Atmospheric methane (CH4) was 1803.2
ppb (1801.2 to 1805.2) in 2011; this is 150% greater than before 1750.
CH4 began increasing in 2007 after remaining nearly constant from
1999 to 2006. Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs),
and sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) all continue to increase relatively rapidly, but their contributions to radiative forcing are less than 1% of the
total by well-mixed GHGs. {2.2.1.1}
For ozone-depleting substances (Montreal Protocol gases), it is
certain that the global mean abundances of major chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) are decreasing and HCFCs are increasing. Atmospheric burdens of major CFCs and some halons have decreased since
2005. HCFCs, which are transitional substitutes for CFCs, continue to
increase, but the spatial distribution of their emissions is changing.
{2.2.1.2}
Because of large variability and relatively short data records,
confidence2 in stratospheric H2O vapour trends is low. Near-global
satellite measurements of stratospheric water vapour show substantial
variability but small net changes for 1992–2011. {2.2.2.1}
It is certain that global stratospheric ozone has declined from
pre-1980 values. Most of the decline occurred prior to the mid 1990s;
since then ozone has remained nearly constant at about 3.5% below
the 1964–1980 level. {2.2.2.2}
Confidence is medium in large-scale increases of tropospheric
ozone across the Northern Hemisphere (NH) since the 1970s.
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Confidence is low in ozone changes across the Southern Hemisphere (SH) owing to limited measurements. It is likely3 that surface ozone trends in eastern North America and Western Europe since
2000 have levelled off or decreased and that surface ozone strongly
increased in East Asia since the 1990s. Satellite and surface observations of ozone precursor gases NOx, CO, and non-methane volatile
organic carbons indicate strong regional differences in trends. Most
notably NO2 has likely decreased by 30 to 50% in Europe and North
America and increased by more than a factor of 2 in Asia since the
mid-1990s. {2.2.2.3, 2.2.2.4}
It is very likely that aerosol column amounts have declined over
Europe and the eastern USA since the mid 1990s and increased
over eastern and southern Asia since 2000. These shifting aerosol
regional patterns have been observed by remote sensing of aerosol
optical depth (AOD), a measure of total atmospheric aerosol load.
Declining aerosol loads over Europe and North America are consistent
with ground-based in situ monitoring of particulate mass. Confidence
in satellite based global average AOD trends is low. {2.2.3}

Radiation Budgets
Satellite records of top of the atmosphere radiation fluxes have
been substantially extended since AR4, and it is unlikely that
significant trends exist in global and tropical radiation budgets
since 2000. Interannual variability in the Earth’s energy imbalance
related to El Niño-Southern Oscillation is consistent with ocean heat
content records within observational uncertainty. {2.3.2}
Surface solar radiation likely underwent widespread decadal
changes after 1950, with decreases (‘dimming’) until the 1980s
and subsequent increases (‘brightening’) observed at many
land-based sites. There is medium confidence for increasing downward thermal and net radiation at land-based observation sites since
the early 1990s. {2.3.3}

Temperature
It is certain that Global Mean Surface Temperature has increased
since the late 19th century. Each of the past three decades has
been successively warmer at the Earth’s surface than all the previous decades in the instrumental record, and the first decade
of the 21st century has been the warmest. The globally averaged
combined land and ocean surface temperature data as calculated by a
linear trend, show a warming of 0.85 [0.65 to 1.06] °C, over the period
1880–2012, when multiple independently produced datasets exist, and

1

Values in parentheses are 90% confidence intervals. Elsewhere in this chapter usually the half-widths of the 90% confidence intervals are provided for the estimated change
from the trend method.

2

In this Report, the following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement: low, medium, or high.
A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence. For a given evidence and
agreement statement, different confidence levels can be assigned, but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated with increasing confidence (see
Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).

3

In this Report, the following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: Virtually certain 99–100% probability, Very likely 90–100%,
Likely 66–100%, About as likely as not 33–66%, Unlikely 0–33%, Very unlikely 0–10%, Exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms (Extremely likely: 95–100%, More likely
than not >50–100%, and Extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used when appropriate. Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely (see Section 1.4 and Box TS.1
for more details).
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about 0.72°C [0.49°C to 0.89°C] over the period 1951–2012. The total
increase between the average of the 1850–1900 period and the 2003–
2012 period is 0.78 [0.72 to 0.85] °C and the total increase between
the average of the 1850–1900 period and the reference period for projections, 1986−2005, is 0.61 [0.55 to 0.67] °C, based on the single
longest dataset available. For the longest period when calculation of
regional trends is sufficiently complete (1901–2012), almost the entire
globe has experienced surface warming. In addition to robust multidecadal warming, global mean surface temperature exhibits substantial decadal and interannual variability. Owing to natural variability,
trends based on short records are very sensitive to the beginning and
end dates and do not in general reflect long-term climate trends. As one
example, the rate of warming over the past 15 years (1998–2012; 0.05
[–0.05 to +0.15] °C per decade), which begins with a strong El Niño, is
smaller than the rate calculated since 1951 (1951–2012; 0.12 [0.08 to
0.14] °C per decade). Trends for 15-year periods starting in 1995, 1996,
and 1997 are 0.13 [0.02 to 0.24], 0.14 [0.03 to 0.24] and 0.07 [–0.02
to 0.18], respectively. Several independently analyzed data records of
global and regional land-surface air temperature (LSAT) obtained from
station observations are in broad agreement that LSAT has increased.
Sea surface temperatures (SSTs) have also increased. Intercomparisons
of new SST data records obtained by different measurement methods,
including satellite data, have resulted in better understanding of uncertainties and biases in the records. {2.4.1, 2.4.2, 2.4.3; Box 9.2}
It is unlikely that any uncorrected urban heat-island effects and
land use change effects have raised the estimated centennial
globally averaged LSAT trends by more than 10% of the reported trend. This is an average value; in some regions with rapid development, urban heat island and land use change impacts on regional
trends may be substantially larger. {2.4.1.3}
Confidence is medium in reported decreases in observed global
diurnal temperature range (DTR), noted as a key uncertainty in
the AR4. Several recent analyses of the raw data on which many previous analyses were based point to the potential for biases that differently affect maximum and minimum average temperatures. However,
apparent changes in DTR are much smaller than reported changes in
average temperatures and therefore it is virtually certain that maximum and minimum temperatures have increased since 1950. {2.4.1.2}
Based on multiple independent analyses of measurements from
radiosondes and satellite sensors it is virtually certain that
globally the troposphere has warmed and the stratosphere has
cooled since the mid-20th century. Despite unanimous agreement
on the sign of the trends, substantial disagreement exists among available estimates as to the rate of temperature changes, particularly outside the NH extratropical troposphere, which has been well sampled
by radiosondes. Hence there is only medium confidence in the rate of
change and its vertical structure in the NH extratropical troposphere
and low confidence elsewhere. {2.4.4}

Hydrological Cycle
Confidence in precipitation change averaged over global land
areas since 1901 is low for years prior to 1951 and medium
afterwards. Averaged over the mid-latitude land areas of the
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Northern Hemisphere, precipitation has likely increased since
1901 (medium confidence before and high confidence after
1951). For other latitudinal zones area-averaged long-term positive
or negative trends have low confidence due to data quality, data
completeness or disagreement amongst available estimates. {2.5.1.1,
2.5.1.2}
It is very likely that global near surface and tropospheric air
specific humidity have increased since the 1970s. However,
during recent years the near surface moistening over land has abated
(medium confidence). As a result, fairly widespread decreases in relative humidity near the surface are observed over the land in recent
years. {2.4.4, 2.5.4, 2.5.5}
While trends of cloud cover are consistent between independent
data sets in certain regions, substantial ambiguity and therefore low confidence remains in the observations of g
 lobal-scale
cloud variability and trends. {2.5.6}

Extreme Events
It is very likely that the numbers of cold days and nights have
decreased and the numbers of warm days and nights have
increased globally since about 1950. There is only medium confidence that the length and frequency of warm spells, including heat
waves, has increased since the middle of the 20th century mostly owing
to lack of data or of studies in Africa and South America. However, it is
likely that heatwave frequency has increased during this period in large
parts of Europe, Asia and Australia. {2.6.1}
It is likely that since about 1950 the number of heavy precipitation events over land has increased in more regions than it has
decreased. Confidence is highest for North America and Europe where
there have been likely increases in either the frequency or intensity of
heavy precipitation with some seasonal and/or regional variation. It is
very likely that there have been trends towards heavier precipitation
events in central North America. {2.6.2.1}
Confidence is low for a global-scale observed trend in drought
or dryness (lack of rainfall) since the middle of the 20th century, owing to lack of direct observations, methodological uncertainties and geographical inconsistencies in the trends. Based on
updated studies, AR4 conclusions regarding global increasing trends
in drought since the 1970s were probably overstated. However, this
masks important regional changes: the frequency and intensity of
drought have likely increased in the Mediterranean and West Africa
and likely decreased in central North America and north-west Australia
since 1950. {2.6.2.2}
Confidence remains low for long-term (centennial) changes in
tropical cyclone activity, after accounting for past changes in
observing capabilities. However, it is virtually certain that the frequency and intensity of the strongest tropical cyclones in the North
Atlantic has increased since the 1970s. {2.6.3}
Confidence in large-scale trends in storminess or storminess
proxies over the last century is low owing to inconsistencies
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between studies or lack of long-term data in some parts of the
world (particularly in the SH). {2.6.4}
Because of insufficient studies and data quality issues confidence is also low for trends in small-scale severe weather
events such as hail or thunderstorms. {2.6.2.4}

Atmospheric Circulation and Indices of Variability
It is likely that circulation features have moved poleward since
the 1970s, involving a widening of the tropical belt, a poleward
shift of storm tracks and jet streams, and a contraction of the
northern polar vortex. Evidence is more robust for the NH. It is likely
that the Southern Annular Mode has become more positive since the
1950s. {2.7.5, 2.7.6, 2.7.8; Box 2.5}

2

Large variability on interannual to decadal time scales hampers
robust conclusions on long-term changes in atmospheric circulation in many instances. Confidence is high that the increase in the
northern mid-latitude westerly winds and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index from the 1950s to the 1990s and the weakening of
the Pacific Walker circulation from the late 19th century to the 1990s
have been largely offset by recent changes. {2.7.5, 2.7.8, Box 2.5}
Confidence in the existence of long-term changes in remaining
aspects of the global circulation is low owing to observational
limitations or limited understanding. These include surface winds
over land, the East Asian summer monsoon circulation, the tropical
cold-point tropopause temperature and the strength of the Brewer
Dobson circulation. {2.7.2, 2.7.4, 2.7.5, 2.7.7}
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2.1

Introduction

This chapter assesses the scientific literature on atmospheric and
surface observations since AR4 (IPCC, 2007). The most likely changes
in physical climate variables or climate forcing agents are identified
based on current knowledge, following the IPCC AR5 uncertainty guidance (Mastrandrea et al., 2011).

2

As described in AR4 (Trenberth et al., 2007), the climate comprises a
variety of space- and timescales: from the diurnal cycle, to interannual
variability such as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), to multi-decadal variations. ‘Climate change’ refers to a change in the state
of the climate that can be identified by changes in the mean and/or
the variability of its properties and that persists for an extended period
of time (Annex III: Glossary). In this chapter, climate change is examined for the period with instrumental observations, since about 1850.
Change prior to this date is assessed in Chapter 5. The word ‘trend’
is used to designate a long-term movement in a time series that may
be regarded, together with the oscillation and random component, as
composing the observed values (Annex III: Glossary). Where numerical
values are given, they are equivalent linear changes (Box 2.2), though
more complex nonlinear changes in the variable will often be clear
from the description and plots of the time series.
In recent decades, advances in the global climate observing system
have contributed to improved monitoring capabilities. In particular, satellites provide additional observations of climate change, which have
been assessed in this and subsequent chapters together with more
traditional ground-based and radiosonde observations. Since AR4,
substantial developments have occurred including the production of
revised data sets, more digital data records, and new data set efforts.
New dynamical reanalysis data sets of the global atmosphere have
been published (Box 2.3). These various innovations have improved
understanding of data issues and uncertainties (Box 2.1).
Developing homogeneous long-term records from these different
sources remains a challenge. The longest observational series are
land surface air temperatures (LSATs) and sea surface temperatures
(SSTs). Like all physical climate system measurements, they suffer from
non-climatic artefacts that must be taken into account (Box 2.1). The
global combined LSAT and SST remains an important climate change
measure for several reasons. Climate sensitivity is typically assessed
in the context of global mean surface temperature (GMST) responses
to a doubling of CO2 (Chapter 8) and GMST is thus a key metric in
the climate change policy framework. Also, because it extends back in
time farther than any other global instrumental series, GMST is key to
understanding both the causes of change and the patterns, role and
magnitude of natural variability (Chapter 10). Starting at various points
in the 20th century, additional observations, including balloon-borne
measurements and satellite measurements, and reanalysis products
allow analyses of indicators such as atmospheric composition, radiation budgets, hydrological cycle changes, extreme event characterizations and circulation indices. A full understanding of the climate system
characteristics and changes requires analyses of all such variables
as well as ocean (Chapter 3) and cryosphere (Chapter 4) indicators.
Through such a holistic analysis, a clearer and more robust assessment
of the changing climate system emerges (FAQ 2.1).
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This chapter starts with an assessment of the observations of the abundances of greenhouse gases (GHGs) and of aerosols, the main drivers
of climate change (Section 2.2). Global trends in GHGs are indicative
of the imbalance between sources and sinks in GHG budgets, and play
an important role in emissions verification on a global scale. The radiative forcing (RF) effects of GHGs and aerosols are assessed in Chapter
8. The observed changes in radiation budgets are discussed in Section 2.3. Aerosol–cloud interactions are assessed in Chapter 7. Section 2.4 provides an assessment of observed changes in surface and
atmospheric temperature. Observed change in the hydrological cycle,
including precipitation and clouds, is assessed in Section 2.5. Changes
in variability and extremes (such as cold spells, heat waves, droughts
and tropical cyclones) are assessed in Section 2.6. Section 2.7 assesses
observed changes in the circulation of the atmosphere and its modes
of variability, which help determine seasonal and longer-term anomalies at regional scales (Chapter 14).
Trends have been assessed where possible for multi-decadal periods
starting in 1880, 1901 (referred to as long-term trends) and in 1951,
1979 (referred to as short-term trends). The time elapsed since AR4
extends the period for trend calculation from 2005 to 2012 for many
variables. The GMST trend since 1998 has also been considered (see
also Box 9.2) as well as the trends for sequential 30-year segments of
the time series. For many variables derived from satellite data, information is available for 1979–2012 only. In general, trend estimates
are more reliable for longer time intervals, and trends computed on
short intervals have a large uncertainty. Trends for short intervals are
very sensitive to the start and end years. An exception to this is trends
in GHGs, whose accurate measurement and long lifetimes make them
well-mixed and less susceptible to year-to-year variability, so that
trends computed on relatively short intervals are very meaningful for
these variables. Where possible, the time interval 1961–1990 has been
chosen as the climatological reference period (or normal period) for
averaging. This choice enables direct comparisons with AR4, but is
different from the present-day climate period (1986–2005) used as a
reference in the modelling chapters of AR5 and Annex I: Atlas of Global
and Regional Climate Projections.
It is important to note that the question of whether the observed
changes are outside the possible range of natural internal climate
variability and consistent with the climate effects from changes in
atmospheric composition is not addressed in this chapter, but rather in
Chapter 10. No attempt has been undertaken to further describe and
interpret the observed changes in terms of multi-decadal oscillatory
(or low-frequency) variations, (long-term) persistence and/or secular
trends (e.g., as in Cohn and Lins, 2005; Koutsoyiannis and Montanari,
2007; Zorita et al., 2008; Lennartz and Bunde, 2009; Mills, 2010; Mann,
2011; Wu et al., 2011; Zhou and Tung, 2012; Tung and Zhou, 2013).
In this chapter, the robustness of the observed changes is assessed
in relation to various sources of observational uncertainty (Box 2.1).
In addition, the reported trend significance and statistical confidence
intervals provide an indication of how large the observed trend is
compared to the range of observed variability in a given aspect of the
climate system (see Box 2.2 for a description of the statistical trend
model applied). Unless otherwise stated, 90% confidence intervals
are given. The chapter also examines the physical consistency across
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different observations, which helps to provide additional confidence
in the reported changes. Additional information about data sources
and methods is described in the Supplementary Material to Chapter 2.

2.2

Changes in Atmospheric Composition

2.2.1

Well-Mixed Greenhouse Gases

AR4 (Forster et al., 2007; IPCC, 2007) concluded that increasing atmospheric burdens of well-mixed GHGs resulted in a 9% increase in their
RF from 1998 to 2005. Since 2005, the atmospheric abundances of
many well-mixed GHG increased further, but the burdens of some
ozone-depleting substances (ODS) whose production and use were
controlled by the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the
Ozone Layer (1987; hereinafter, ‘Montreal Protocol’) decreased.
Based on updated in situ observations, this assessment concludes
that these trends resulted in a 7.5% increase in RF from GHGs from
2005 to 2011, with carbon dioxide (CO2) contributing 80%. Of note
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is an increase in the average growth rate of atmospheric methane
(CH4) from ~0.5 ppb yr–1 during 1999–2006 to ~6 ppb yr–1 from 2007
through 2011. Current observation networks are sufficient to quantify global annual mean burdens used to calculate RF and to constrain
global emission rates (with knowledge of loss rates), but they are not
sufficient for accurately estimating regional scale emissions and how
they are changing with time.
The globally, annually averaged well-mixed GHG mole fractions reported here are used in Chapter 8 to calculate RF. A direct, inseparable connection exists between observed changes in atmospheric composition
and well-mixed GHG emissions and losses (discussed in Chapter 6 for
CO2, CH4, and N2O). A global GHG budget consists of the total atmospheric burden, total global rate of production or emission (i.e., sources),
and the total global rate of destruction or removal (i.e., sinks). Precise,
accurate systematic observations from independent globally distributed measurement networks are used to estimate global annual mean
well-mixed GHG mole fractions at the Earth’s surface, and these allow
estimates of global burdens. Emissions are predominantly from surface
sources, which are described in C
 hapter 6 for CO2, CH4, and N2O. Direct

Box 2.1 | Uncertainty in Observational Records
The vast majority of historical (and modern) weather observations were not made explicitly for climate monitoring purposes. Measurements have changed in nature as demands on the data, observing practices and technologies have evolved. These changes almost
always alter the characteristics of observational records, changing their mean, their variability or both, such that it is necessary to
process the raw measurements before they can be considered useful for assessing the true climate evolution. This is true of all observing techniques that measure physical atmospheric quantities. The uncertainty in observational records encompasses instrumental/
recording errors, effects of representation (e.g., exposure, observing frequency or timing), as well as effects due to physical changes
in the instrumentation (such as station relocations or new satellites). All further processing steps (transmission, storage, gridding,
interpolating, averaging) also have their own particular uncertainties. Because there is no unique, unambiguous, way to identify and
account for non-climatic artefacts in the vast majority of records, there must be a degree of uncertainty as to how the climate system
has changed. The only exceptions are certain atmospheric composition and flux measurements whose measurements and uncertainties
are rigorously tied through an unbroken chain to internationally recognized absolute measurement standards (e.g., the CO2 record at
Mauna Loa; Keeling et al., 1976a).
Uncertainty in data set production can result either from the choice of parameters within a particular analytical framework—parametric uncertainty, or from the choice of overall analytical framework— structural uncertainty. Structural uncertainty is best estimated by
having multiple independent groups assess the same data using distinct approaches. More analyses assessed now than in AR4 include
published estimates of parametric or structural uncertainty. It is important to note that the literature includes a very broad range of
approaches. Great care has been taken in comparing the published uncertainty ranges as they almost always do not constitute a likefor-like comparison. In general, studies that account for multiple potential error sources in a rigorous manner yield larger uncertainty
ranges. This yields an apparent paradox in interpretation as one might think that smaller uncertainty ranges should indicate a better
product. However, in many cases this would be an incorrect inference as the smaller uncertainty range may instead reflect that the published estimate considered only a subset of the plausible sources of uncertainty. Within the timeseries figures, where this issue would be
most acute, such parametric uncertainty estimates are therefore not generally included. Consistent with AR4 HadCRUT4 uncertainties
in GMST are included in Figure 2.19, which in addition includes structural uncertainties in GMST.
To conclude, the vast majority of the raw observations used to monitor the state of the climate contain residual non-climatic influences.
Removal of these influences cannot be done definitively and neither can the uncertainties be unambiguously assessed. Therefore, care
is required in interpreting both data products and their stated uncertainty estimates. Confidence can be built from: redundancy in
efforts to create products; data set heritage; and cross-comparisons of variables that would be expected to co-vary for physical reasons,
such as LSATs and SSTs around coastlines. Finally, trends are often quoted as a way to synthesize the data into a single number. Uncertainties that arise from such a process and the choice of technique used within this chapter are described in more detail in Box 2.2.
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use of observations of well-mixed GHG to model their regional budgets can also play an important role in verifying inventory estimates of
emissions (Nisbet and Weiss, 2010).

2

Systematic measurements of well-mixed GHG in ambient air began
at various times during the last six decades, with earlier atmospheric
histories being reconstructed from measurements of air stored in air
archives and trapped in polar ice cores or in firn. In contrast to the
physical meteorological parameters discussed elsewhere in this chapter, measurements of well-mixed GHG are reported relative to standards developed from fundamental SI base units (SI = International
System of Units) as dry-air mole fractions, a unit that is conserved with
changes in temperature and pressure (Box 2.1). This eliminates dilution
by H2O vapour, which can reach 4% of total atmospheric composition.
Here, the following abbreviations are used: ppm = µmol mol–1; ppb =
nmol mol–1; and ppt = pmol mol–1. Unless noted otherwise, averages of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and
Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment (AGAGE) annually
averaged surface global mean mole fractions is described in Section
2.2.1 (see Supplementary Material 2.SM.2 for further species not listed
here).

Table 2.1 summarizes globally, annually averaged well-mixed GHG
mole fractions from four independent measurement programs. Sampling strategies and techniques for estimating global means and their
uncertainties vary among programs. Differences among measurement
programs are relatively small and will not add significantly to uncertainty in RF. Time series of the well-mixed GHG are plotted in Figures 2.1
(CO2), 2.2 (CH4), 2.3 (N2O), and 2.4 (halogen-containing compounds).

2.2.1.1 Kyoto Protocol Gases (Carbon Dioxide, Methane,
Nitrous Oxide, Hydrofluorocarbons, Perfluorocarbons
and Sulphur Hexafluoride)
2.2.1.1.1

Carbon Dioxide

Precise, accurate systematic measurements of atmospheric CO2 at
Mauna Loa, Hawaii and South Pole were started by C. D. Keeling from
Scripps Institution of Oceanography in the late 1950s (Keeling et al.,
1976a; Keeling et al., 1976b). The 1750 globally averaged abundance
of atmospheric CO2 based on measurements of air extracted from ice
cores and from firn is 278 ± 2 ppm (Etheridge et al., 1996). Globally
averaged CO2 mole fractions since the start of the instrumental record

Table 2.1 | Global annual mean surface dry-air mole fractions and their change since 2005 for well-mixed greenhouse gases (GHGs) from four measurement networks. Units are
ppt except where noted. Uncertainties are 90% confidence intervalsa. REs (radiative efficiency) and lifetimes (except CH4 and N2O, which are from Prather et al., 2012) are from
Chapter 8.

2011 Global Annual Mean
Species

Lifetime (yr)

CO2 (ppm)

RE (W m–2 ppb–1)

UCI

1.37 × 10

–5

SIOb/AGAGE

NOAA

390.48 ± 0.28

390.44 ± 0.16

1803.1 ± 4.8

1803.2 ± 1.2

Global Increase from 2005 to 2011
UCI

SIOb/AGAGE

NOAA

11.67 ± 0.37

11.66 ± 0.13

CH4 (ppb)

9.1

3.63 × 10–4

N2O (ppb)

131

3.03 × 10–3

324.0 ± 0.1

SF6

3200

0.575

7.26 ± 0.02

CF4

50,000

0.1

79.0 ± 0.1

4.0 ± 0.2

C2F6

1798.1 ± 0.6

26.6 ± 0.9

28.9 ± 6.8

28.6 ± 0.9

324.3 ± 0.1

4.7 ± 0.2

5.24 ± 0.14

7.31 ± 0.02

1.65 ± 0.03

1.64 ±0.01

10,000

0.26

4.16 ± 0.02

0.50 ± 0.03

HFC-125

28.2

0.219

9.58 ± 0.04

5.89 ± 0.07

HFC-134a

13.4

0.159

HFC-143a

47.1

0.159

12.04 ± 0.07

6.39 ± 0.10

HFC-152a

1.5

0.094

6.4 ± 0.1

3.0 ± 0.2

HFC-23

222

0.176

CFC-11

45

0.263

237.9 ± 0.8

236.9 ± 0.1

238.5 ± 0.2

–13.2 ± 0.8

–12.7 ± 0.2

–13.0 ± 0.1

CFC-12

100

0.32

525.3 ± 0.8

529.5 ± 0.2

527.4 ± 0.4

–12.8 ± 0.8

–13.4 ± 0.3

–14.1 ± 0.1

CFC-113

85

0.3

74.9 ± 0.6

74.29 ± 0.06

74.40 ± 0.04

–4.6 ± 0.8

–4.25 ± 0.08

–4.35 ±0.02

HCFC-22

11.9

0.2

209.0 ± 1.2

213.4 ± 0.8

213.2 ± 1.2

41.5 ± 1.4

44.6 ± 1.1

44.3 ± 0.2

HCFC-141b

9.2

0.152

20.8 ± 0.5

21.38 ± 0.09

21.4 ± 0.2

3.7 ± 0.5

3.70 ± 0.1

3.76 ± 0.03

HCFC-142b

5.73 ± 0.04

63.4 ± 0.9

62.4 ± 0.3

63.0 ± 0.6

27.7 ± 1.4

24.0 ± 0.3

28.2 ± 0.4

28.2 ± 0.1

5.2 ± 0.6

17.2

0.186

21.0 ± 0.5

21.35 ± 0.06

21.0 ± 0.1

4.9 ± 0.5

5.72 ± 0.09

CCl4

26

0.175

87.8 ± 0.6

85.0 ± 0.1

86.5 ± 0.3

–6.4 ± 0.5

–6.9 ± 0.2

–7.8 ± 0.1

CH3CCl3

5

0.069

6.8 ± 0.6

6.3 ± 0.1

6.35 ± 0.07

–14.8 ± 0.5

–11.9 ± 0.2

–12.1 ± 0.1

Notes:
AGAGE = Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment; NOAA = National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Earth System Research Laboratory, Global Monitoring Division; SIO = Scripps
Institution of Oceanography, University of California, San Diego; UCI = University of California, Irvine, Department of Chemistry. HFC-125 = CHF2CF3; HFC-134a = CH2FCF3; HFC-143a = CH3CF3;
HFC-152a = CH3CHF2; HFC-23 = CHF3; CFC-11 = CCl3F; CFC-12 = CCl2F2; CFC-113 = CClF2CCl2F; HCFC-22 = CHClF2; HCFC-141b = CH3CCl2F; HCFC-142b = CH3CClF2.
a

Each program uses different methods to estimate uncertainties.

b

SIO reports only CO2; all other values reported in these columns are from AGAGE. SIO CO2 program and AGAGE are not affiliated with each other.

Budget lifetimes are shown; for CH4 and N2O, perturbation lifetimes (12.4 years for CH4 and 121 years for N2O) are used to estimate global warming potentials (Chapter 8).
Year 1750 values determined from air extracted from ice cores are below detection limits for all species except CO2 (278 ± 2 ppm), CH4 (722 ± 25 ppb), N2O (270 ± 7 ppb) and CF4 (34.7 ± 0.2 ppt).
Centennial variations up to 10 ppm CO2, 40 ppb CH4, and 10 ppb occur throughout the late-Holocene (Chapter 6).
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Figure 2.2 | (a) Globally averaged CH4 dry-air mole fractions from UCI (green; four
values per year, except prior to 1984, when they are of lower and varying frequency),
AGAGE (red; monthly), and NOAA/ESRL/GMD (blue; quasi-weekly). (b) Instantaneous
growth rate for globally averaged atmospheric CH4 using the same colour code as in (a).
Growth rates were calculated as in Figure 2.1.

Methane

Globally averaged CH4 in 1750 was 722 ± 25 ppb (after correction
to the NOAA-2004 CH4 standard scale) (Etheridge et al., 1998; Dlugokencky et al., 2005), although human influences on the global CH4
budget may have begun thousands of years earlier than this time that
is normally considered ‘pre-industrial’ (Ruddiman, 2003; Ferretti et al.,
2005; Ruddiman, 2007). In 2011, the global annual mean was 1803
± 2 ppb. Direct atmospheric measurements of CH4 of sufficient spatial coverage to calculate global annual means began in 1978 and are
plotted through 2011 in Figure 2.2a. This time period is characterized
by a decreasing growth rate (Figure 2.2b) from the early 1980s until
1998, stabilization from 1999 to 2006, and an increasing atmospheric
burden from 2007 to 2011 (Rigby et al., 2008; Dlugokencky et al.,

380
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are plotted in Figure 2.1. The main features in the contemporary CO2
record are the long-term increase and the seasonal cycle resulting from
photosynthesis and respiration by the terrestrial biosphere, mostly in
the Northern Hemisphere (NH). The main contributors to increasing
atmospheric CO2 abundance are fossil fuel combustion and land use
change (Section 6.3). Multiple lines of observational evidence indicate
that during the past few decades, most of the increasing atmospheric
burden of CO2 is from fossil fuel combustion (Tans, 2009). Since the
last year for which the AR4 reported (2005), CO2 has increased by 11.7
ppm to 390.5 ppm in 2011 (Table 2.1). From 1980 to 2011, the average
annual increase in globally averaged CO2 (from 1 January in one year
to 1 January in the next year) was 1.7 ppm yr–1 (1 standard deviation
= 0.5 ppm yr–1; 1 ppm globally corresponds to 2.1 PgC increase in the
atmospheric burden). Since 2001, CO2 has increased at 2.0 ppm yr–1 (1
standard deviation = 0.3 ppm yr–1). The CO2 growth rate varies from
year to year; since 1980 the range in annual increase is 0.7 ± 0.1 ppm
in 1992 to 2.9 ± 0.1 ppm in 1998. Most of this interannual variability
in growth rate is driven by small changes in the balance between photosynthesis and respiration on land, each having global fluxes of ~120
PgC yr–1 (Chapter 6).
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Figure 2.1 | (a) Globally averaged CO2 dry-air mole fractions from Scripps Institution
of Oceanography (SIO) at monthly time resolution based on measurements from Mauna
Loa, Hawaii and South Pole (red) and NOAA/ESRL/GMD at quasi-weekly time resolution
(blue). SIO values are deseasonalized. (b) Instantaneous growth rates for globally averaged atmospheric CO2 using the same colour code as in (a). Growth rates are calculated
as the time derivative of the deseasonalized global averages (Dlugokencky et al., 1994).

2009). Assuming no long-term trend in hydroxyl radical (OH) concentration, the observed decrease in CH4 growth rate from the early 1980s
through 2006 indicates an approach to steady state where total global
emissions have been approximately constant at ~550 Tg (CH4) yr–1.
Superimposed on the long-term pattern is significant interannual variability; studies of this variability are used to improve understanding of
the global CH4 budget (Chapter 6). The most likely drivers of increased
atmospheric CH4 were anomalously high temperatures in the Arctic in
2007 and greater than average precipitation in the tropics during 2007
and 2008 (Dlugokencky et al., 2009; Bousquet, 2011). Observations of
the difference in CH4 between zonal averages for northern and southern polar regions (53° to 90°) (Dlugokencky et al., 2009, 2011) suggest
that, so far, it is unlikely that there has been a permanent measureable
increase in Arctic CH4 emissions from wetlands and shallow sub-sea
CH4 clathrates.
Reaction with the hydroxyl radical (OH) is the main loss process for
CH4 (and for hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and hydrochlorofluorocarbons
(HCFCs)), and it is the largest term in the global CH4 budget. Therefore,
trends and interannual variability in OH concentration significantly
impact our understanding of changes in CH4 emissions. Methyl chloroform (CH3CCl3; Section 2.2.1.2) has been used extensively to estimate
globally averaged OH concentrations (e.g., Prinn et al., 2005). AR4
reported no trend in OH from 1979 to 2004, and there is no evidence
from this assessment to change that conclusion for 2005 to 2011.
Montzka et al. (2011a) exploited the exponential decrease and small
emissions in CH3CCl3 to show that interannual variations in OH concentration from 1998 to 2007 are 2.3 ± 1.5%, which is consistent with
estimates based on CH4, tetrachloroethene (C2Cl4), dichloromethane
(CH2Cl2), chloromethane (CH3Cl) and bromomethane (CH3Br).
2.2.1.1.3

Nitrous Oxide

Globally averaged N2O in 2011 was 324.2 ppb, an increase of 5.0 ppb
over the value reported for 2005 in AR4 (Table 2.1). This is an increase
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pheric abundances of these species are summarized in Table 2.1 and
plotted in Figure 2.4.

(a)

315

Atmospheric HFC abundances are low and their contribution to RF is
small relative to that of the CFCs and HCFCs they replace (less than 1%
of the total by well-mixed GHGs; Chapter 8). As they replace CFCs and
HCFCs phased out by the Montreal Protocol, however, their contribution to future climate forcing is projected to grow considerably in the
absence of controls on global production (Velders et al., 2009).
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Figure 2.3 | (a) Globally averaged N2O dry-air mole fractions from AGAGE (red) and
NOAA/ESRL/GMD (blue) at monthly resolution. (b) Instantaneous growth rates for globally averaged atmospheric N2O. Growth rates were calculated as in Figure 2.1.

of 20% over the estimate for 1750 from ice cores, 270 ± 7 ppb (Prather
et al., 2012). Measurements of N2O and its isotopic composition in firn
air suggest the increase, at least since the early 1950s, is dominated
by emissions from soils treated with synthetic and organic (manure)
nitrogen fertilizer (Rockmann and Levin, 2005; Ishijima et al., 2007;
Davidson, 2009; Syakila and Kroeze, 2011). Since systematic measurements began in the late 1970s, N2O has increased at an average rate of
~0.75 ppb yr–1 (Figure 2.3). Because the atmospheric burden of CFC-12
is decreasing, N2O has replaced CFC-12 as the third most important
well-mixed GHG contributing to RF (Elkins and Dutton, 2011).
Persistent latitudinal gradients in annually averaged N2O are observed
at background surface sites, with maxima in the northern subtropics,
values about 1.7 ppb lower in the Antarctic, and values about 0.4 ppb
lower in the Arctic (Huang et al., 2008). These persistent gradients
contain information about anthropogenic emissions from fertilizer use
at northern tropical to mid-latitudes and natural emissions from soils
and ocean upwelling regions of the tropics. N2O time series also contain seasonal variations with peak-to-peak amplitudes of about 1 ppb
in high latitudes of the NH and about 0.4 ppb at high southern and
tropical latitudes. In the NH, exchange of air between the stratosphere
(where N2O is destroyed by photochemical processes) and troposphere
is the dominant contributor to observed seasonal cycles, not seasonality in emissions (Jiang et al., 2007). Nevison et al. (2011) found correlations between the magnitude of detrended N2O seasonal minima and
lower stratospheric temperature, providing evidence for a stratospheric
influence on the timing and amplitude of the seasonal cycle at surface
monitoring sites. In the Southern Hemisphere (SH), observed seasonal
cycles are also affected by stratospheric influx, and by ventilation and
thermal out-gassing of N2O from the oceans.
2.2.1.1.4

Hydrofluorocarbons, Perfluorocarbons, Sulphur
Hexafluoride and Nitrogen Trifluoride

The budgets of HFCs, PFCs and SF6 were recently reviewed in Chapter
1 of the Scientific Assessment of Ozone Depletion: 2010 (Montzka et
al., 2011b), so only a brief description is given here. The current atmos168

HFC-134a is a replacement for CFC-12 in automobile air conditioners
and is also used in foam blowing applications. In 2011, it reached 62.7
ppt, an increase of 28.2 ppt since 2005. Based on analysis of high-frequency measurements, the largest emissions occur in North America,
Europe and East Asia (Stohl et al., 2009).
HFC-23 is a by-product of HCFC-22 production. Direct measurements
of HFC-23 in ambient air at five sites began in 2007. The 2005 global
annual mean used to calculate the increase since AR4 in Table 2.1, 5.2
ppt, is based on an archive of air collected at Cape Grim, Tasmania
(Miller et al., 2010). In 2011, atmospheric HFC-23 was at 24.0 ppt. Its
growth rate peaked in 2006 as emissions from developing countries
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Figure 2.4 | Globally averaged dry-air mole fractions at the Earth’s surface of the
major halogen-containing well-mixed GHG. These are derived mainly using monthly
mean measurements from the AGAGE and NOAA/ESRL/GMD networks. For clarity, only
the most abundant chemicals are shown in different compound classes and results from
different networks have been combined when both are available.
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increased, then declined as emissions were reduced through abatement efforts under the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) of the
UNFCCC. Estimates of total global emissions based on atmospheric
observations and bottom-up inventories agree within uncertainties
(Miller et al., 2010; Montzka et al., 2010). Currently, the largest emissions of HFC-23 are from East Asia (Yokouchi et al., 2006; Kim et al.,
2010; Stohl et al., 2010); developed countries emit less than 20% of the
global total. Keller et al. (2011) found that emissions from developed
countries may be larger than those reported to the UNFCCC, but their
contribution is small. The lifetime of HFC-23 was revised from 270 to
222 years since AR4.
After HFC-134a and HFC-23, the next most abundant HFCs are HFC143a at 12.04 ppt in 2011, 6.39 ppt greater than in 2005; HFC-125
(O’Doherty et al., 2009) at 9.58 ppt, increasing by 5.89 ppt since 2005;
HFC-152a (Greally et al., 2007) at 6.4 ppt with a 3.0 ppt increase since
2005; and HFC-32 at 4.92 ppt in 2011, 3.77 ppt greater than in 2005.
Since 2005, all of these were increasing exponentially except for HFC152a, whose growth rate slowed considerably in about 2007 (Figure
2.4). HFC-152a has a relatively short atmospheric lifetime of 1.5 years,
so its growth rate will respond quickly to changes in emissions. Its
major uses are as a foam blowing agent and aerosol spray propellant
while HFC-143a, HFC-125, and HFC-32 are mainly used in refrigerant blends. The reasons for slower growth in HFC-152a since about
2007 are unclear. Total global emissions of HFC-125 estimated from
the observations are within about 20% of emissions reported to the
UNFCCC, after accounting for estimates of unreported emissions from
East Asia (O’Doherty et al., 2009).
CF4 and C2F6 (PFCs) have lifetimes of 50 kyr and 10 kyr, respectively, and they are emitted as by-products of aluminium production and
used in plasma etching of electronics. CF4 has a natural lithospheric
source (Deeds et al., 2008) with a 1750 level determined from Greenland and Antarctic firn air of 34.7 ± 0.2 ppt (Worton et al., 2007; Muhle
et al., 2010). In 2011, atmospheric abundances were 79.0 ppt for CF4,
increasing by 4.0 ppt since 2005, and 4.16 ppt for C2F6, increasing by
0.50 ppt. The sum of emissions of CF4 reported by aluminium producers and for non-aluminium production in EDGAR (Emission Database
for Global Atmospheric Research) v4.0 accounts for only about half
of global emissions inferred from atmospheric observations (Muhle et
al., 2010). For C2F6, emissions reported to the UNFCCC are also substantially lower than those estimated from atmospheric observations
(Muhle et al., 2010).
The main sources of atmospheric SF6 emissions are electricity distribution systems, magnesium production, and semi-conductor manufacturing. Global annual mean SF6 in 2011 was 7.29 ppt, increasing by
1.65 ppt since 2005. SF6 has a lifetime of 3200 years, so its emissions
accumulate in the atmosphere and can be estimated directly from its
observed rate of increase. Levin et al. (2010) and Rigby et al. (2010)
showed that SF6 emissions decreased after 1995, most likely because
of emissions reductions in developed countries, but then increased
after 1998. During the past decade, they found that actual SF6 emissions from developed countries are at least twice the reported values.
NF3 was added to the list of GHG in the Kyoto Protocol with the Doha
Amendment, December, 2012. Arnold et al. (2013) determined 0.59 ppt
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for its global annual mean mole fraction in 2008, growing from almost
zero in 1978. In 2011, NF3 was 0.86 ppt, increasing by 0.49 ppt since
2005. These abundances were updated from the first work to quantify
NF3 by Weiss et al. (2008). Initial bottom-up inventories underestimated its emissions; based on the atmospheric observations, NF3 emissions
were 1.18 ± 0.21Gg in 2011 (Arnold et al., 2013).
In summary, it is certain that atmospheric burdens of well-mixed GHGs
targeted by the Kyoto Protocol increased from 2005 to 2011. The atmospheric abundance of CO2 was 390.5 ± 0.2 ppm in 2011; this is 40%
greater than before 1750. Atmospheric N2O was 324.2 ± 0.2 ppb in
2011 and has increased by 20% since 1750. Average annual increases
in CO2 and N2O from 2005 to 2011 are comparable to those observed
from 1996 to 2005. Atmospheric CH4 was 1803.2 ± 2.0 ppb in 2011; this
is 150% greater than before 1750. CH4 began increasing in 2007 after
remaining nearly constant from 1999 to 2006. HFCs, PFCs, and SF6 all
continue to increase relatively rapidly, but their contributions to RF are
less than 1% of the total by well-mixed GHGs (Chapter 8).

2.2.1.2 Ozone-Depleting Substances (Chlorofluorocarbons,
Chlorinated Solvents, and Hydrochlorofluorocarbons)
CFC atmospheric abundances are decreasing (Figure 2.4) because of the
successful reduction in emissions resulting from the Montreal Protocol.
By 2010, emissions from ODSs had been reduced by ~11 Pg CO2-eq
yr–1, which is five to six times the reduction target of the first commitment period (2008–2012) of the Kyoto Protocol (2 PgCO2-eq yr–1)
(Velders et al., 2007). These avoided equivalent-CO2 emissions account
for the offsets to RF by stratospheric O3 depletion caused by ODSs and
the use of HFCs as substitutes for them. Recent observations in Arctic
and Antarctic firn air further confirm that emissions of CFCs are entirely
anthropogenic (Martinerie et al., 2009; Montzka et al., 2011b). CFC-12
has the largest atmospheric abundance and GWP-weighted emissions
(which are based on a 100-year time horizon) of the CFCs. Its tropospheric abundance peaked during 2000–2004. Since AR4, its global
annual mean mole fraction declined by 13.8 ppt to 528.5 ppt in 2011.
CFC-11 continued the decrease that started in the mid-1990s, by 12.9
ppt since 2005. In 2011, CFC-11 was 237.7 ppt. CFC-113 decreased by
4.3 ppt since 2005 to 74.3 ppt in 2011. A discrepancy exists between
top-down and bottom-up methods for calculating CFC-11 emissions
(Montzka et al., 2011b). Emissions calculated using top-down methods
come into agreement with bottom-up estimates when a lifetime of 64
years is used for CFC-11 in place of the accepted value of 45 years; this
longer lifetime (64 years) is at the upper end of the range estimated
by Douglass et al. (2008) with models that more accurately simulate
stratospheric circulation. Future emissions of CFCs will largely come
from ‘banks’ (i.e., material residing in existing equipment or stores)
rather than current production.
The mean decrease in globally, annually averaged carbon tetrachloride (CCl4) based on NOAA and AGAGE measurements since 2005 was
7.4 ppt, with an atmospheric abundance of 85.8 ppt in 2011 (Table
2.1). The observed rate of decrease and inter-hemispheric difference
of CCl4 suggest that emissions determined from the observations are
on average greater and less variable than bottom-up emission estimates, although large uncertainties in the CCl4 lifetime result in large
uncertainties in the top-down estimates of emissions (Xiao et al., 2010;
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Montzka et al., 2011b). CH3CCl3 has declined exponentially for about a
decade, decreasing by 12.0 ppt since 2005 to 6.3 ppt in 2011.

2

HCFCs are classified as ‘transitional substitutes’ by the Montreal Protocol. Their global production and use will ultimately be phased out, but
their global production is not currently capped and, based on changes
in observed spatial gradients, there has likely been a shift in emissions
within the NH from regions north of about 30°N to regions south of
30°N (Montzka et al., 2009). Global levels of the three most abundant
HCFCs in the atmosphere continue to increase. HCFC-22 increased by
44.5 ppt since 2005 to 213.3 ppt in 2011. Developed country emissions
of HCFC-22 are decreasing, and the trend in total global emissions is
driven by large increases from south and Southeast Asia (Saikawa et
al., 2012). HCFC-141b increased by 3.7 ppt since 2005 to 21.4 ppt in
2011, and for HCFC-142b, the increase was 5.73 ppt to 21.1 ppt in
2011. The rates of increase in these three HCFCs increased since 2004,
but the change in HCFC-141b growth rate was smaller and less persistent than for the other two, which approximately doubled from 2004
to 2007 (Montzka et al., 2009).
In summary, for ODS, whose production and consumption are controlled by the Montreal Protocol, it is certain that the global mean
abundances of major CFCs are decreasing and HCFCs are increasing.
Atmospheric burdens of CFC-11, CFC-12, CFC-113, CCl4, CH3CCl3 and
some halons have decreased since 2005. HCFCs, which are transitional
substitutes for CFCs, continue to increase, but the spatial distribution
of their emissions is changing.

2.2.2

Near-Term Climate Forcers

This section covers observed trends in stratospheric water vapour;
stratospheric and tropospheric ozone (O3); the O3 precursor gases,
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and carbon monoxide (CO); and column and
surface aerosol. Since trend estimates from the cited literature are used
here, issues such as data records of different length, potential lack of
comparability among measurement methods and different trend calculation methods, add to the uncertainty in assessing trends.

2.2.2.1 Stratospheric Water Vapour
Stratospheric H2O vapour has an important role in the Earth’s radiative balance and in stratospheric chemistry. Increased stratospheric H2O vapour causes the troposphere to warm and the stratosphere
to cool (Manabe and Strickler, 1964; Solomon et al., 2010), and also
causes increased rates of stratospheric O3 loss (Stenke and Grewe,
2005). Water vapour enters the stratosphere through the cold tropical
tropopause. As moisture-rich air masses are transported through this
region, most water vapour condenses resulting in extremely dry lower
stratospheric air. Because tropopause temperature varies seasonally,
so does H2O abundance there. Other contributions include oxidation
of methane within the stratosphere, and possibly direct injection of
H2O vapour in overshooting deep convection (Schiller et al., 2009). AR4
reported that stratospheric H2O vapour showed significant long-term
variability and an upward trend over the last half of the 20th century,
but no net increase since 1996. This updated assessment finds large
interannual variations that have been observed by independent measurement techniques, but no significant net changes since 1996.
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The longest continuous time series of stratospheric water vapour abundance is from in situ measurements made with frost point hygrometers starting in 1980 over Boulder, USA (40°N, 105°W) (Scherer et al.,
2008), with values ranging from 3.5 to 5.5 ppm, depending on altitude.
These observations have been complemented by long-term global satellite observations from SAGE II (1984–2005; Stratospheric Aerosol
and Gas Experiment II (Chu et al., 1989)), HALOE (1991–2005; HALogen Occultation Experiment (Russell et al., 1993)), Aura MLS (2004–
present; Microwave Limb Sounder (Read et al., 2007)) and Envisat
MIPAS (2002-2012; Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric
Sounding (Milz et al., 2005; von Clarmann et al., 2009)). Discrepancies
in water vapour mixing ratios from these different instruments can be
attributed to differences in the vertical resolution of measurements,
along with other factors. For example, offsets of up to 0.5 ppm in lower
stratospheric water vapour mixing ratios exist between the most current versions of HALOE (v19) and Aura MLS (v3.3) retrievals during
their 16-month period of overlap (2004 to 2005), although such biases
can be removed to generate long-term records. Since AR4, new studies
characterize the uncertainties in measurements from individual types
of in situ H2O sensors (Vömel et al., 2007b; Vömel et al., 2007a; Weinstock et al., 2009), but discrepancies between different instruments
(50 to 100% at H2O mixing ratios less than 10 ppm), particularly for
high-altitude measurements from aircraft, remain largely unexplained.
Observed anomalies in stratospheric H2O from the near-global combined HALOE+MLS record (1992–2011) (Figure 2.5) include effects
linked to the stratospheric quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) influence
on tropopause temperatures, plus a step-like drop after 2001 (noted in
AR4), and an increasing trend since 2005. Variability during 2001–2011
was large yet there was only a small net change from 1992 through
2011. These interannual water vapour variations for the satellite record
are closely linked to observed changes in tropical tropopause temperatures (Fueglistaler and Haynes, 2005; Randel et al., 2006; Rosenlof
and Reid, 2008; Randel, 2010), providing reasonable understanding of
observed changes. The longer record of Boulder balloon measurements
(since 1980) has been updated and reanalyzed (Scherer et al., 2008;
Hurst et al., 2011), showing deca dal-scale variability and a long-term
stratospheric (16 to 26 km) increase of 1.0 ± 0.2 ppm for 1980–2010.
Agreement between interannual changes inferred from the Boulder
and HALOE+MLS data is good for the period since 1998 but was poor
during 1992–1996. About 30% of the positive trend during 1980–2010
determined from frost point hygrometer data (Fujiwara et al., 2010;
Hurst et al., 2011) can be explained by increased production of H2O
from CH4 oxidation (Rohs et al., 2006), but the remainder cannot be
explained by changes in tropical tropopause temperatures (Fueglistaler and Haynes, 2005) or other known factors.
In summary, near-global satellite measurements of stratospheric H2O
show substantial variability for 1992–2011, with a step-like decrease
after 2000 and increases since 2005. Because of this large variability
and relatively short time series, confidence in long-term stratospheric H2O trends is low. There is good understanding of the relationship
between the satellite-derived H2O variations and tropical tropopause
temperature changes. Stratospheric H2O changes from temporally
sparse balloon-borne observations at one location (Boulder, Colorado)
are in good agreement with satellite observations from 1998 to the
present, but discrepancies exist for changes during 1992–1996. Long-
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Figure 2.5 | Water vapour anomalies in the lower stratosphere (~16 to 19 km) from satellite sensors and in situ measurements normalized to 2000–2011. (a) Monthly mean water
vapour anomalies at 83 hPa for 60°S to 60°N (blue) determined from HALOE and MLS satellite sensors. (b) Approximately monthly balloon-borne measurements of stratospheric
water vapour from Boulder, Colorado at 40°N (green dots; green curve is 15-point running mean) averaged over 16 to 18 km and monthly means as in (a), but averaged over 30°N
to 50°N (black)

term balloon measurements from Boulder indicate a net increase of
1.0 ± 0.2 ppm over 16 to 26 km for 1980–2010, but these long-term
increases cannot be fully explained by changes in tropical tropopause
temperatures, methane oxidation or other known factors.

2.2.2.2 Stratospheric Ozone
AR4 did not explicitly discuss measured stratospheric ozone trends. For
the current assessment report such trends are relevant because they
are the basis for revising the RF from –0.05 ± 0.10 W m–2 in 1750 to
–0.10 ± 0.15 W m–2 in 2005 (Section 8.3.3.2). These values strongly
depend on the vertical distribution of the stratospheric ozone changes.
Total ozone is a good proxy for stratospheric ozone because tropospheric ozone accounts for only about 10% of the total ozone column.
Long-term total ozone changes over various latitudinal belts, derived
from Weber et al. (2012), are illustrated in Figure 2.6 (a–d). Annually averaged total column ozone declined during the 1980s and early
1990s and has remained constant for the past decade, about 3.5 and
2.5% below the 1964–1980 average for the entire globe (not shown)
and 60°S to 60°N, respectively, with changes occurring mostly outside
the tropics, particularly the SH, where the current extratropical (30ºS
to 60ºS) mean values are 6% below the 1964–1980 average, compared to 3.5% for the NH extratropics (Douglass et al., 2011). In the
NH, the 1993 minimum of about –6% was caused primarily by ozone
loss through heterogeneous reactions on volcanic aerosols from Mt.
Pinatubo.

Two altitude regions are mainly responsible for long-term changes in
total column ozone (Douglass et al., 2011). In the upper stratosphere
(35 to 45 km), there was a strong and statistically significant decline
(about 10%) up to the mid-1990s and little change or a slight increase
since. The lower stratosphere, between 20 and 25 km over mid-latitudes, also experienced a statistically significant decline (7 to 8%)
between 1979 and the mid-1990s, followed by stabilization or a slight
(2 to 3%) ozone increase.
Springtime averages of total ozone poleward of 60° latitude in the
Arctic and Antarctic are shown in Figure 2.6e. By far the strongest
ozone loss in the stratosphere occurs in austral spring over Antarctica
(ozone hole) and its impact on SH climate is discussed in Chapters
11, 12 and 14. Interannual variability in polar stratospheric ozone
abundance and chemistry is driven by variability in temperature and
transport due to year-to-year differences in dynamics. This variability is
particularly large in the Arctic, where the most recent large depletion
occurred in 2011, when chemical ozone destruction was, for the first
time in the observational record, comparable to that in the Antarctic
(Manney et al., 2011).
In summary, it is certain that global stratospheric ozone has declined
from pre-1980 values. Most of the decline occurred prior to the mid1990s; since then there has been little net change and ozone has
remained nearly constant at about 3.5% below the 1964–1980 level.
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2.2.2.3 Tropospheric Ozone

(a)

O3 (DU)

Tropospheric ozone is a short-lived trace gas that either originates in
the stratosphere or is produced in situ by precursor gases and sunlight
(e.g., Monks et al., 2009). An important GHG with an estimated RF
of 0.40 ± 0.20 W m–2 (Chapter 8), tropospheric ozone also impacts
human health and vegetation at the surface. Its average atmospheric
lifetime of a few weeks produces a global distribution highly variable
by season, altitude and location. These characteristics and the paucity
of long-term measurements make the assessment of long-term global
ozone trends challenging. However, new studies since AR4 provide
greater understanding of surface and free tropospheric ozone trends
from the 1950s through 2010. An extensive compilation of measured ozone trends is presented in the Supplementary Material, Figure
2.SM.1 and Table 2.SM.2.

O3 (DU)

(b)

2

WOUDC (Brewer, Dobson, Filter)
GOME/SCIAMACHY/GOME2 (GSG)
BUV/TOMS/SBUV/OMI (MOD V8)

The earliest (1876–1910) quantitative ozone observations are limited
to Montsouris near Paris where ozone averaged 11 ppb (Volz and Kley,
1988). Semiquantitative ozone measurements from more than 40 locations around the world in the late 1800s and early 1900s range from
5 to 32 ppb with large uncertainty (Pavelin et al., 1999). The low 19th
century ozone values cannot be reproduced by most models (Section
8.2.3.1), and this discrepancy is an important factor contributing to
uncertainty in RF calculations (Section 8.3.3.1). Limited quantitative
measurements from the 1870s to 1950s indicate that surface ozone in
Europe increased by more than a factor of 2 compared to observations
made at the end of the 20th century (Marenco et al., 1994; Parrish et
al., 2012).

O3 (DU)

(c)

O3 (DU)

(d)

WOUDC (Brewer, Dobson, Filter)
GOME/SCIAMACHY/GOME2 (GSG)
BUV/TOMS/SBUV/OMI (MOD V8)

Long-term ozone trends at the surface and in the free troposphere (of
importance for calculating RF, Chapter 8) can be assessed only from
in situ measurements at a limited number of sites, leaving large areas
such as the tropics and SH sparsely sampled (Table 2.SM.2, Figure 2.7).
Nineteen predominantly rural surface sites or regions around the globe
have long-term records that stretch back to the 1970s, and in two
cases the 1950s (Lelieveld et al., 2004; Parrish et al., 2012; Oltmans et
al., 2013). Thirteen of these sites are in the NH, and 11 sites have statistically significant positive trends of 1 to 5 ppb per decade, corresponding to >100% ozone increases since the 1950s and 9 to 55% ozone
increases since the 1970s. In the SH, three of six sites have significant trends of approximately 2 ppb per decade and three have insignificant trends. Free tropospheric monitoring since the 1970s is more
limited. Significant positive trends since 1971 have been observed
using ozone sondes above Western Europe, Japan and coastal Antarctica (rates of increase range from 1 to 3 ppb per decade), but not at
all levels (Oltmans et al., 2013). In addition, aircraft have measured

O3 (DU)

(e)

Satellite-based tropospheric column ozone retrievals across the tropics
and mid-latitudes reveal a greater burden in the NH than in the SH
(Ziemke et al., 2011). Tropospheric column ozone trend analyses are
few. An analysis by Ziemke et al. (2005) found no trend over the tropical Pacific Ocean but significant positive trends (5 to 9% per decade)
in the mid-latitude Pacific of both hemispheres during 1979–2003. Significant positive trends (2 to 9% per decade) were found across broad
regions of the tropical South Atlantic, India, southern China, southeast
Asia, Indonesia and the tropical regions downwind of China (Beig and
Singh, 2007).

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Figure 2.6 | Zonally averaged, annual mean total column ozone in Dobson Units
(DU; 1 DU = 2.69 × 1016 O3/cm2) from ground-based measurements combining Brewer,
Dobson, and filter spectrometer data WOUDC (red), GOME/SCIAMACHY/GOME-2 GSG
(green) and merged satellite BUV/TOMS/SBUV/OMI MOD V8 (blue) for (a) Non-Polar
Global (60°S to 60°N), (b) NH (30°N to 60°N), (c) Tropics (25°S to 25°N), (d) SH (30°S
to 60°S) and (e) March NH Polar (60°N to 90°N) and October SH Polar. (Adapted from
Weber et al., 2012; see also for abbreviations.)
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Owing to methodological changes, free tropospheric ozone observations are most reliable since the mid-1990s. Ozone has decreased
above Europe since 1998 (Logan et al., 2012) and is largely unchanged
above Japan (Oltmans et al., 2013). Otherwise the remaining regions
with measurements (North America, North Pacific Ocean, SH) show a
range of positive trends (both significant and insignificant) depending
on altitude, with no site having a negative trend at any altitude (Table
2.SM.2).
In summary, there is medium confidence from limited measurements
in the late 19th through mid-20th century that European surface ozone
more than doubled by the end of the 20th century. There is medium
confidence from more widespread measurements beginning in the
1970s that surface ozone has increased at most (non-urban) sites in
the NH (1 to 5 ppb per decade), while there is low confidence for ozone
increases (2 ppb per decade) in the SH. Since 1990 surface ozone has
likely increased in East Asia, while surface ozone in the eastern USA
and Western Europe has levelled off or is decreasing. Ozone monitoring in the free troposphere since the 1970s is very limited and indicates
a weaker rate of increase than at the surface. Satellite instruments
can now quantify the present-day tropospheric ozone burden on a
near-global basis; significant tropospheric ozone column increases
were observed over extended tropical regions of southern Asia, as well
as mid-latitude regions of the South and North Pacific Ocean since
1979.

O3 (ppb)

Europe

20
Mace Head - 55ºN, 0.2 km
Arkona-Zingst - 54ºN, 0.0 km

0

40

2

(b)

Mt. Happo - 36ºN, 1.9 km
Japanese MBL - 38-45ºN, ≤0.1 km

60
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In recent decades ozone precursor emissions have decreased in Europe
and North America and increased in Asia (Granier et al., 2011), impacting ozone production on regional and hemispheric scales (Skeie et al.,
2011). Accordingly, 1990–2010 surface ozone trends vary regionally. In
Europe ozone generally increased through much of the 1990s but since
2000 ozone has either levelled off or decreased at rural and mountaintop sites, as well as for baseline ozone coming ashore at Mace Head,
Ireland (Tarasova et al., 2009; Logan et al., 2012; Parrish et al., 2012;
Oltmans et al., 2013). In North America surface ozone has increased in
eastern and Arctic Canada, but is unchanged in central and western
Canada (Oltmans et al., 2013). Surface ozone has increased in baseline
air masses coming ashore along the west coast of the USA (Parrish et
al., 2012) and at half of the rural sites in the western USA during spring
(Cooper et al., 2012). In the eastern USA surface ozone has decreased
strongly in summer, is largely unchanged in spring and has increased
in winter (Lefohn et al., 2010; Cooper et al., 2012). East Asian surface
ozone is generally increasing (Table 2.SM.2) and at downwind sites
ozone is increasing at Mauna Loa, Hawaii but decreasing at Minami
Tori Shima in the subtropical western North Pacific (Oltmans et al.,
2013). In the SH ozone has increased at the eight available sites,
although trends are insignificant at four sites (Helmig et al., 2007; Oltmans et al., 2013).
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significant upper tropospheric trends in one or more seasons above
the north-eastern USA, the North Atlantic Ocean, Europe, the Middle
East, northern India, southern China and Japan (Schnadt Poberaj et
al., 2009). Insignificant free tropospheric trends were found above the
Mid-Atlantic USA (1971–2010) (Oltmans et al., 2013) and in the upper
troposphere above the western USA (1975–2001) (Schnadt Poberaj et
al., 2009). No site or region showed a significant negative trend.
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Figure 2.7 | Annual average surface ozone concentrations from regionally representative ozone monitoring sites around the world. (a) Europe. (b) Asia and North America.
(c) Remote sites in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. The station name in the
legend is followed by its latitude and elevation. Time series include data from all times of
day and trend lines are linear regressions following the method of Parrish et al. (2012).
Trend lines are fit through the full time series at each location, except for Jungfraujoch,
Zugspitze, Arosa and Hohenpeissenberg where the linear trends end in 2000 (indicated
by the dashed vertical line in (a)). Twelve of these 19 sites have significant positive
ozone trends (i.e., a trend of zero lies outside the 95% confidence interval); the seven
sites with non-significant trends are: Japanese MBL (marine boundary layer), Summit
(Greenland), Barrow (Alaska), Storhofdi (Iceland), Samoa (tropical South Pacific Ocean),
Cape Point (South Africa) and South Pole (Antarctica).
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2.2.2.4 Carbon Monoxide, Non-Methane Volatile Organic
Compounds and Nitrogen Dioxide

2

Emissions of carbon monoxide (CO), non-methane volatile organic
compounds (NMVOCs) and NOx (NO + NO2) do not have a direct effect
on RF, but affect climate indirectly as precursors to tropospheric O3
and aerosol formation, and their impacts on OH concentrations and
CH4 lifetime. NMVOCs include aliphatic, aromatic and oxygenated
hydrocarbons (e.g., aldehydes, alcohols and organic acids), and have
atmospheric lifetimes ranging from hours to months. Global coverage of NMVOC measurements is poor, except for a few compounds.
Reports on trends generally indicate declines in a range of NMVOCs
in urban and rural regions of North America and Europe on the order
of a few percent to more than 10% yr–1. Global ethane levels reported
by Simpson et al. (2012) declined by about 21% from 1986 to 2010.
Measurements of air extracted from firn suggest that NMVOC concentrations were growing until 1980 and declined afterwards (Aydin et al.,
2011; Worton et al., 2012). Satellite retrievals of formaldehyde column
abundances from 1997 to 2007 show significant positive trends over
northeastern China (4% yr–1) and India (1.6% yr–1), possibly related to
strong increases in anthropogenic NMVOC emissions, whereas negative trends of about –3% yr–1 are observed over Tokyo, Japan and the
northeast USA urban corridor as a result of pollution regulation (De
Smedt et al., 2010).
The major sources of atmospheric CO are in situ production by oxidation of hydrocarbons (mostly CH4 and isoprene) and direct emission
resulting from incomplete combustion of biomass and fossil fuels. An
analysis of MOPITT (Measurements of Pollutants in the Troposphere)
and AIRS (Atmospheric Infrared Sounder) satellite data suggest a clear
and consistent decline of CO columns for 2002–2010 over a number
of polluted regions in Europe, North America and Asia with a global
trend of about –1% yr–1 (Yurganov et al., 2010; Fortems-Cheiney et al.,
2011; Worden et al., 2013). Analysis of satellite data using two more
instruments for recent overlapping years shows qualitatively similar
decreasing trends (Worden et al., 2013), but the magnitude of trends
remains uncertain owing to the presence of instrument biases. Small
CO decreases observed in the NOAA and AGAGE networks are consistent with slight declines in global anthropogenic CO emissions over the
same time (Supplementary Material 2.SM.2).
Due to its short atmospheric lifetime (approximately hours), NOx concentrations are highly variable in time and space. AR4 described the
potential of satellite observations of NO2 to verify and improve NOx
emission inventories and their trends and reported strong NO2 increases by 50% over the industrial areas of China from 1996 to 2004. An
extension of this analysis reveals increases between a factor of 1.7
and 3.2 over parts of China, while over Europe and the USA NO2 has
decreased by 30 to 50% between 1996 and 2010 (Hilboll et al., 2013).
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Figure 2.8 | Relative changes in tropospheric NO2 column amounts (logarithmic scale)
in seven selected world regions dominated by high NOx emissions. Values are normalized for 1996 and derived from the GOME (Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment)
instrument from 1996 to 2002 and SCIAMACHY (Scanning Imaging Spectrometer for
Atmospheric Cartography) from 2003 to 2011 (Hilboll et al., 2013). The regions are
indicated in the map inset.

NOx emissions, with Castellanos and Boersma (2012) reporting overall
increases in global emissions, driven by Asian emission increases of
up to 29% yr–1 (1996–2006), while moderate decreases up to 7% yr–1
(1996–2006) are reported for North America and Europe.
In summary, satellite and surface observations of ozone precursor
gases NOx, CO, and non-methane volatile organic carbons indicate
strong regional differences in trends. Most notably, NO2 has likely
decreased by 30 to 50% in Europe and North America and increased
by more than a factor of 2 in Asia since the mid-1990s.

2.2.3

Aerosols

This section assesses trends in aerosol resulting from both anthropogenic and natural sources. The significance of aerosol changes for
global dimming and brightening is discussed in Section 2.3. Chapter 7
provides additional discussion of aerosol properties, while Chapter 8
discusses future RF and the ice-core records that contain information
on aerosol changes prior to the 1980s. Chapter 11 assesses air quality–climate change interactions. Because of the short lifetime (days to
weeks) of tropospheric aerosol, trends have a strong regional signature. Aerosol from anthropogenic sources (i.e., fossil and biofuel burning) are confined mainly to populated regions in the NH, whereas aerosol from natural sources, such as desert dust, sea salt, volcanoes and
the biosphere, are important in both hemispheres and likely dependent
on climate and land use change (Carslaw et al., 2010). Owing to interannual variability, long-term trends in aerosols from natural sources
are more difficult to identify (Mahowald et al., 2010).

2.2.3.1 Aerosol Optical Depth from Remote Sensing
Figure 2.8 shows the changes relative to 1996 in satellite-derived tropospheric NO2 columns, with a strong upward trend over central eastern
China and an overall downward trend in Japan, Europe and the USA.
NO2 reductions in the USA are very pronounced after 2004, related to
differences in effectiveness of NOx emission abatements in the USA and
also to changes in atmospheric chemistry of NOx (Russell et al., 2010).
Increasingly, satellite data are used to derive trends in anthropogenic
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AOD is a measure of the integrated columnar aerosols load and is an
important parameter for evaluating aerosol–radiation interactions.
AR4 described early attempts to retrieve AOD from satellites but did
not provide estimates of temporal changes in tropospheric aerosol.
Little high-accuracy information on AOD changes exists prior to 1995.
Better satellite sensors and ground-based sun-photometer networks,
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along with improved retrieval methods and methodological intercomparisons, allow assessment of regional AOD trends since about 1995.
AOD sun photometer measurements at two stations in northern Germany, with limited regional representativity, suggest a long-term
decline of AOD in Europe since 1986 (Ruckstuhl et al., 2008). Groundbased, cloud-screened solar broadband radiometer measurements
provide longer time-records than spectrally selective sun-photometer
data, but are less specific for aerosol retrieval. Multi-decadal records
over Japan (Kudo et al., 2011) indicate an AOD increase until the mid1980s, followed by an AOD decrease until the late 1990s and almost
constant AOD in the 2000s. Similar broad-band solar radiative flux
multi-decadal trends have been observed for urban–industrial regions
of Europe and North America (Wild et al., 2005), and were linked to
successful measures to reduce sulphate (precursor) emissions since the
mid-1980s (Section 2.3). An indirect method to estimate AOD is offered
by ground-based visibility observations. These data are more ambiguous to interpret, but records go further back in time than broadband,
sun photometer and satellite data. A multi-regional analysis for 1973–
2007 (Wang et al., 2009a) shows that prior to the 1990s visibility-derived AOD was relatively constant in most regions analysed (except for
positive trends in southern Asia), but after 1990 positive AOD trends
were observed over Asia, and parts of South America, Australia and
Africa, and mostly negative AOD trends were found over Europe. In
North America, a small stepwise decrease of visibility after 1993 was
likely related to methodological changes (Wang et al., 2012f).
AOD can be determined most accurately with sun photometers that
measure direct solar intensity in the absence of cloud interferences
with an absolute uncertainty of single measurements of ± 0.01%
(Holben et al., 1998). AERONET (AErosol RObotic NETwork) is a global
sun photometer network (Holben et al., 1998), with densest coverage
over Europe and North America. AERONET AOD temporal trends were
examined in independent studies (de Meij et al., 2012; Hsu et al., 2012;
Yoon et al., 2012), using different data selection and statistical methods. Hsu et al. (2012) investigated AOD trends at 12 AERONET sites
with data coverage of at least 10 years between 1997 and 2010. Yoon
et al. (2012) investigated AOD and size trends at 14 AERONET sites
with data coverage varying between 4 and 12 years between 1997
and 2009. DeMeij et al. (2012) investigated AOD trends between 2000
and 2009 (550 nm; monthly data) at 62 AERONET sites mostly located
in USA and Europe. Each of these studies noted an increase in AOD
over East Asia and reductions in North America and Europe. The only
dense sun photometer network over southern Asia, ARFINET (Aerosol
Radiative Forcing over India NETwork), shows an increase in AOD of
about 2% yr–1 during the last one to two decades (Krishna Moorthy et
al., 2013), with an absolute uncertainty of ± 0.02 at 500 nm (Krishna
Moorthy et al., 2007). In contrast, negative AOD trends are identified at
more than 80% of examined European and North American AERONET
sites (de Meij et al., 2012). Decreasing AOD is also observed near the
west coast of northern Africa, where aerosol loads are dominated by
Saharan dust outflow. Positive AOD trends are found over the Arabian Peninsula, where aerosol is dominated by dust. Inconsistent AOD
trends reported for stations in central Africa result from the use of relatively short time series with respect to the large interannual variability
caused by wildfires and dust emissions.
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Aerosol products from dedicated satellite sensors complement surface-based AOD with better spatial coverage. The quality of the satellite-derived AOD strongly depends on the retrieval’s ability to remove
scenes contaminated by clouds and to accurately account for reflectivity at the Earth’s surface. Due to relatively weak reflectance of incoming
sunlight by the sea surface, the typical accuracy of retrieved AOD over
oceans (uncertainty of 0.03 +0.05*AOD; Kahn et al. (2007)) is usually
better than over continents (uncertainty of 0.05 +0.15*AOD, Levy et
al. (2010)).
Satellite-based AOD trends at 550 nm over oceans from conservatively
cloud-screened MODIS data (Zhang and Reid, 2010) for 2000–2009 are
presented in Figure 2.9. Strongly positive AOD trends were observed
over the oceans adjacent to southern and eastern Asia. Positive AOD
trends are also observed over most tropical oceans. The negative
MODIS AOD trends observed over coastal regions of Europe and near
the east coast of the USA are in agreement with sun photometer observations and in situ measurements (Section 2.2.3.2) of aerosol mass
in these regions. These regional changes over oceans are consistent
with analyses of AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer)
trends for 1981–2005 (Mishchenko et al., 2007; Cermak et al., 2010;
Zhao et al., 2011), except over the Southern Ocean (45°S to 60°S),
where negative AOD trends of AVHRR retrievals are neither confirmed
by MODIS after 2001 (Zhang and Reid, 2010) nor by ATSR-2 (Along
Track Scanning Radiometer) for 1995–2001 (Thomas et al., 2010).
Satellite-based AOD changes for both land and oceans (Figure 2.9b)
were examined with re-processed SeaWiFS (Sea-viewing Wide Fieldof-view Sensor) AOD data for 1998–2010 (Hsu et al., 2012). A small
positive global average AOD trend is reported, which is likely influenced by interannual natural aerosol emissions variability (e.g., related
to ENSO or North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO); Box 2.5), and compensating larger positive and negative regional AOD trends. In addition,
temporal changes in aerosol composition are ignored in the retrieval
algorithms, giving more uncertain trends than suggested by statistical analysis alone (Mishchenko et al., 2012). Thus, confidence is low
for global satellite derived AOD trends over these relatively short time
periods.
The sign and magnitude of SeaWiFS regional AOD trends over continents are in agreement with most AOD trends by ground-based sun
photometer data (see above) and with MODIS trends (Figure 2.9). The
strong positive AOD trend over the Arabian Peninsula occurs mainly
during spring (MAM) and summer (JJA), during times of dust transport,
and is also visible in MODIS data (Figure 2.9). The positive AOD trend
over southern and eastern Asia is strongest during the dry seasons (DJF,
MAM), when reduced wet deposition allows anthropogenic aerosol to
accumulate in the troposphere. AOD over the Saharan outflow region
off western Africa displays the strongest seasonal AOD trend differences, with AOD increases only in spring, but strong AOD decreases
during the other seasons. SeaWifs AOD decreases over Europe and the
USA and increases over southern and eastern Asia (especially during
the dry season) are in agreement with reported temporal trends in
anthropogenic emissions, and surface observations (Section 2.2.3.2).
In summary, based on satellite- and surface-based remote sensing
it is very likely that AOD has decreased over Europe and the eastern
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Figure 2.9 | (a) Annual average aerosol optical depth (AOD) trends at 0.55 μm for 2000–2009, based on de-seasonalized, conservatively cloud-screened MODIS aerosol data over
oceans (Zhang and Reid, 2010). Negative AOD trends off Mexico are due to enhanced volcanic activity at the beginning of the record. Most non-zero trends are significant (i.e., a
trend of zero lies outside the 95% confidence interval). (b) Seasonal average AOD trends at 0.55 μm for 1998–2010 using SeaWiFS data (Hsu et al., 2012). White areas indicate
incomplete or missing data. Black dots indicate significant trends (i.e., a trend of zero lies outside the 95% confidence interval).

USA since the mid 1990s and increased over eastern and southern
Asia since 2000. In the 2000s dust-related AOD has been increasing
over the Arabian Peninsula and decreasing over the North Atlantic
Ocean. Aerosol trends over other regions are less strong or not significant during this period owing to relative strong interannual variability.
Overall, confidence in satellite-based global average AOD trends is low.

2.2.3.2 In Situ Surface Aerosol Measurements
AR4 did not report trends in long-term surface-based in situ measurements of particulate matter, its components or its properties. This
section summarizes reported trends of PM10, PM2.5 (particulate matter
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with aerodynamic diameters <10 and <2.5 μm, respectively), sulphate
and equivalent black carbon/elemental carbon, from regionally representative measurement networks. An overview of current networks
and definitions pertinent to aerosol measurements is given in Supplementary Material 2.SM.2.3. Studies reporting trends representative of regional changes are presented in Table 2.2. Long-term data
are almost entirely from North America and Europe, whereas a few
individual studies on aerosol trends in India and China are reported
in Supplementary Material 2.SM.2.3. Figure 2.10 gives an overview
of observed PM10, PM2.5, and sulphate trends in North America and
Europe for 1990–2009 and 2000–2009.
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(a) PM10, 2000-2009

Trend (% yr-1)

(b) PM2.5, 2000-2009

(d) PM2.5, 1990-2009
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(c) Sulphate, 2000-2009
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Figure 2.10 | Trends in particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5 with aerodynamic diameters <10 and <2.5 μm, respectively) and sulphate in Europe and USA for two overlapping
periods 2000–2009 (a, b, c) and 1990–2009 (d, e). The trends are based on measurements from the EMEP (Torseth et al., 2012) and IMPROVE (Hand et al., 2011) networks in
Europe and USA, respectively. Sites with significant trends (i.e., a trend of zero lies outside the 95% confidence interval) are shown in colour; black dots indicate sites with nonsignificant trends.

In Europe, strong downward trends are observed for PM10, PM2.5 and
sulphate from the rural stations in the EMEP (European Monitoring
and Evaluation Programme) network. For 2000–2009, PM2.5 shows
an average reduction of 3.9% yr–1 for the six stations with significant
trends, while trends are not significant at seven other stations. Over
2000–2009, PM10 at 12 (out of 24) sites shows significant downward
trend of on average 2.6% yr–1. Similarly sulphate strongly decreased
at 3.1% yr–1 from 1990 to 2009 with 26 of 30 sites having significant reductions. The largest decrease occurred before 2000, while for
2000–2009, the trends were weaker and less robust. This is consistent
with reported emission reductions of 65% from 1990 to 2000 and 28%
from 2001 to 2009 (Yttri et al., 2011; Torseth et al., 2012). Model analysis (Pozzoli et al., 2011) attributed the trends in large part to emission
changes.
In the USA, the largest reductions in PM and sulphate are observed in
the 2000s, rather than the 1990s as in Europe. IMPROVE (U.S. Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments Network) PM2.5
measurements (Hand et al., 2011) show significant downward trends
averaging 4.0% yr–1 for 2000–2009 at sites with significant trends,

and 2.1% yr–1 at all sites, and PM10 decreases of 3.1% yr–1 for 2000–
2009. Declines of PM2.5 and SO42– in Canada are very similar (Hidy and
Pennell, 2010), with annual mean PM2.5 at urban measurement sites
decreasing by 3.6% yr–1 during 1985–2006 (Canada, 2012).
In the eastern and southwestern USA, IMPROVE data show strong sulphate declines, which range from 2 to 6% yr–1, with an average of
2.3% yr–1 for the sites with significant negative trends for 1990–2009.
However, four IMPROVE sites show strong SO42– increases from 2000
to 2009, amounting to 11.9% yr–1, at Hawaii (1225 m above sea level),
and 4 to 7% yr–1 at three sites in southwest Alaska.
A recent study on long-term trends in aerosol optical properties from
24 globally distributed background sites (Collaud Coen et al., 2013)
reported statistically significant trends at 16 locations, but the sign and
magnitude of the trends varied largely with the aerosol property considered and geographical region (Table 2.3). Among the sites, this study
reported strong increases in absorption and scattering coefficients in
the free troposphere at Mauna Loa, Hawaii (3400 m above sea level),
which is a regional feature also evident in the satellite-based AOD
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Table 2.2 | Trend estimates for various aerosol variables reported in the literature, using data sets with at least 10 years of measurements. Unless otherwise noted, trends of individual stations were reported in % yr–1, and 95% confidence intervals. The standard deviation (in parentheses) is determined from the individual trends of a set of regional stations.

Aerosol
variable

Trend, % yr–1 (1σ,
standard deviation)

Period

Reference

Comments

PM2.5

–2.9 (1.31)
–3.9 (0.87)b

2000–2009

(Adapted from Torseth et al., 2012)
Regional background sites

PM10

–1.9 (1.43)
–2.6 (1.19)b

2000–2009

24 sites available, 12 sites show statistically significant results. Average change was
–0.29 and –0.40b mg m–3 yr–1 .

SO42–

–3.0 (0.82)
–3.1 (0.72)b

1990–2009

30 sites available, 26 sites show statistically significant results. Average change was
–0.04 and –0.04b mg m–3 yr–1.

SO42–

– 1.5 (1.41)
–2.0 (1.8)b

2000–2009

30 sites available, 10 sites show statistically significant results. Average change was
–0.01 and –0.01b mg m–3 yr–1.

PM10

–1.9

1991–2008

Europe

2

(Barmpadimos et al., 2012)
Rural and urban sites

13 sites available, 6 sites show statistically significant results. Average change was
–0.37 and –0.52b mg m–3 yr–1.

10 sites in Switzerland. The trend is adjusted for change in meteorology—unadjusted
data did not differ strongly. The average change was –0.51 mg m–3 yr–1.

USA
PM2.5

–2.1 (2.08)
–4.0 (1.01)b

2000–2009

Adapted from (Hand et al., 2011)
Regional background sites

153 sites available, 52 sites show statistically significant negative results. Only 1 site
shows statisticallly positive trend.

PM2.5

–1.5 (1.25)
–2.1 (0.97)b

1990–2009

153 sites available, 39 sites show statistically significant results.

PM10

–1.7 (2.00)
–3.1 (1.65)b

2000–2009

154 sites available, 37 sites show statistically significant results.

SO42–

–3.0 (2.86)
–3.0 (0.62)b

2000–2009

154 sites available, 83 sites show statistically significant negative results. 4 sites
showed statistical positive trend.

SO42–

–2.0 (1.07)
–2.3 (0.85)b

1990–2009

103 sites available, 41 sites show statistically significant results.

Total Carbon

–2.5 to –7.5

1989–2008

(Hand et al., 2011)
Regional background sites

EBCa

–3.8 (0.7)c

1989–2008

(Hirdman et al., 2010)

SO42–

–3.0 (0.6) c

1985–2006

EBCa

Not sig. c

1998–2008

SO4

Not sig. c

1997–2008

EBCa

–9.0 (5.0) c

2002–2009

SO4

–1.9 (1.7)

1990–2008

The trend interval includes about 50 sites mainly located along the East and West
Coasts of the USA; fewer sites were situated in the central part of the continent.

Arctic

2–

2–

c

Alert, Canada 62.3°W 82.5°N

Barrow, Alaska, 156.6°W 71.3° N

Zeppelin, Svalbard, 11.9°E 78.9° N

Notes:
a

Equivalent black carbon.

b

Trend numbers indicated refer to the subset of stations with significant changes over time—generally in regions strongly influenced by anthropogenic emissions (Figure 2.10).

c

Trend values significant at 1% level.

trends (illustrated in Figure 2.9). Possible explanations for these changes include the influence of increasing Asian emissions and changes
in clouds and removal processes. More and longer Asian time series,
coupled with transport analyses, are needed to corroborate these findings. Aerosol number concentrations (Asmi et al., 2013) are declining
significantly at most sites in Europe, North America, the Pacific and the
Caribbean, but increasing at South Pole based on a study of 17 globally
distributed remote sites.
Total carbon (= light absorbing carbon + organic carbon) measurements indicate highly significant downward trends between 2.5 and
7.5% yr–1 along the east and west coasts of the USA, and smaller and
less significant trends in other regions of the USA from 1989 to 2008
(Hand et al., 2011; Murphy et al., 2011).
In Europe, Torseth et al. (2012) suggest a slight reduction in elemental
carbon concentrations at two stations from 2001 to 2009, subject to
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large interannual variability. Collaud Coen et al. (2013) reported consistent negative trends in the aerosol absorption coefficient at stations
in the continental USA, Arctic and Antarctica, but mostly insignificant
trends in Europe over the last decade.
In the Arctic, changes in aerosol impact the atmosphere’s radiative balance as well as snow and ice albedo. Similar to Europe and the USA,
Hirdman et al. (2010) reported downward trends in equivalent black
carbon and SO42– for two out of total three Arctic stations and attributed them to emission changes.
In summary, declining AOD in Europe and North America is corroborated by very likely downward trends in ground-based in situ particulate matter measurements since the mid-1980s. Robust evidence from
around 200 regional background sites with in situ ground based aerosol measurements indicate downward trends in the last two decades
of PM2.5 in parts of Europe (2 to 6% yr–1) and the USA (1 to 2.5% yr–1),
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Table 2.3 | Summary table of aerosol optical property trends reported in the literature, using data sets with at least 10 years of measurements. Otherwise as in Table 2.2.

Region

Trend, % yr–1(1σ,
standard deviation)

Period

Reference

Comments

Scattering coefficient
Europe (4/1)

+0.6 (1.9)
+2.7a

USA (14/10)

–2.0 (2.5)
–2.9 (2.4)a

Mauna Loa (1/1)

+2.7

Arctic (1/0)

+2.4

Antarctica (1/0)

+2.5

2001–2010

Adapted from (Collaud Coen et al.,
2013) Regional background sites

Trend study including 24 regional background sites with more than 10
years of observations. Regional averages for last 10 years are included
here. Values in parenthesis show total number of sites/number of sites with
significant trend.

Absorption coefficient
Europe (3/0)

+0.3 (0.4)

USA (1/1)

–2.0

Mauna Loa (1/1)

+9.0

Arctic (1/1)

–6.5

Antarctica (1/1)

–0.1

2001–2010

Adapted from (Collaud Coen et al.,
2013) Regional background sites

Trend study of aerosol optical properties including 24 regional background
sites with more than 10 years of observations. Regional averages for last
10 years are included here. Values in parenthesis show total number of
sites and number of sites with significant trend.

Particle number concentration
Europe (4/2)

–0.9 (1.8)
–2.3 (1.0)a

North America and
Caribbean (3/3)

–5.3 (2.8)
–6.6 (1.1)a

Mauna Loa (1/1)
Arctic (1/0)
Antarctica (2/2)

–3.5
–1.3

2001–2010

Adapted from (Asmi et al., 2013)
Regional background sites

Trend study of particle number concentration (N) and size distribution
including 17 regional background sites. Regional averages of particle
number concentration for last 10 years are included here. Values in
parentheses show total number of sites and number of sites with
significant trend.

+2.7 (1.4)

Notes:
a
Trend numbers indicated refer to the subset of stations with significant changes over time—generally in regions strongly influenced by anthropogenic emissions (Figure 2.10).

Box 2.2 | Quantifying Changes in the Mean: Trend Models and Estimation
Many statistical methods exist for estimating trends in environmental time series (see Chandler and Scott, 2011 for a review). The
assessment of long-term changes in historical climate data requires trend models that are transparent and robust, and that can provide
credible uncertainty estimates.
Linear Trends
Historical climate trends are frequently described and quantified by estimating the linear component of the change over time (e.g.,
AR4). Such linear trend modelling has broad acceptance and understanding based on its frequent and widespread use in the published
research assessed in this report, and its strengths and weaknesses are well known (von Storch and Zwiers, 1999; Wilks, 2006). Challenges exist in assessing the uncertainty in the trend and its dependence on the assumptions about the sampling distribution (Gaussian
or otherwise), uncertainty in the data, dependency models for the residuals about the trend line, and treating their serial correlation
(Von Storch, 1999; Santer et al., 2008).
The quantification and visualization of temporal changes are assessed in this chapter using a linear trend model that allows for firstorder autocorrelation in the residuals (Santer et al., 2008; Supplementary Material 2.SM.3). Trend slopes in such a model are the same as
ordinary least squares trends; uncertainties are computed using an approximate method. The 90% confidence interval quoted is solely
that arising from sampling uncertainty in estimating the trend. Structural uncertainties, to the extent sampled, are apparent from the
range of estimates from different data sets. Parametric and other remaining uncertainties (Box 2.1), for which estimates are provided with
some data sets, are not included in the trend estimates shown here, so that the same method can be applied to all data sets considered.
Nonlinear Trends
There is no a priori physical reason why the long-term trend in climate variables should be linear in time. Climatic time series often
have trends for which a straight line is not a good approximation (e.g., Seidel and Lanzante, 2004). The residuals from a linear fit in time
often do not follow a simple autoregressive or moving average process, and linear trend estimates can easily change when recalculated
(continued on next page)
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Box 2.2 (continued)

for shorter or longer time periods or when new data are
added. When linear trends for two parts of a longer time
series are calculated separately, the trends calculated for two
shorter periods may be very different (even in sign) from the
trend in the full period, if the time series exhibits significant
nonlinear behavior in time (Box 2.2, Table 1).

2

Box 2.2, Table 1 shows estimates of the change in the GMST
from the two methods. The methods give similar estimates
with 90% confidence intervals that overlap one another.
Smoothing methods that do not assume the trend is linear
can provide useful information on the structure of change
that is not as well treated with linear fits. The linear trend fit
is used in this chapter because it can be applied consistently
to all the data sets, is relatively simple, transparent and
easily comprehended, and is frequently used in the published
research assessed here.

(a)

0.4
0.2
0.0

Temperature anomaly (ºC)

Many methods have been developed for estimating the longterm change in a time series without assuming that the change
is linear in time (e.g., Wu et al., 2007; Craigmile and Guttorp,
2011). Box 2.2, Figure 1 shows the linear least squares and
a nonlinear trend fit to the GMST values from the HadCRUT4
data set (Section 2.4.3). The nonlinear trend is obtained by
fitting a smoothing spline trend (Wood, 2006; Scinocca et
al., 2010) while allowing for first-order autocorrelation in
the residuals (Supplementary Material 2.SM.3). The results
indicate that there are significant departures from linearity
in the trend estimated this way.

0.6

-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
0.6

(b)

0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
1850

1900

1950

2000

Box 2.2, Figure 1 | (a) Global mean surface temperature (GMST) anomalies relative
to a 1961–1990 climatology based on HadCRUT4 annual data. The straight black
lines are least squares trends for 1901–2012, 1901–1950 and 1951–2012. (b) Same
data as in (a), with smoothing spline (solid curve) and the 90% confidence interval on
the smooth curve (dashed lines). Note that the (strongly overlapping) 90% confidence
intervals for the least square lines in (a) are omitted for clarity. See Figure 2.20 for the
other two GMST data products.

Box 2.2, Table 1 | Estimates of the mean change in global mean surface temperature (GMST) between 1901 and 2012, 1901 and 1950, and 1951 and 2012,
obtained from the linear (least squares) and nonlinear (smoothing spline) trend models. Half-widths of the 90% confidence intervals are also provided for the estimated
changes from the two trend methods.

Trends in °C per decade
1901–2012

1901–1950

1951–2012

Least squares

Method

0.075 ± 0.013

0.107 ± 0.026

0.106 ± 0.027

Smoothing spline

0.081 ± 0.010

0.070 ± 0.016

0.090 ± 0.018

and also for SO42– (2 to 5% yr–1). The strongest decreases were in the
1990s in Europe and in the 2000s in the USA. There is robust evidence
for downward trends of light absorbing aerosol in the USA and the
Arctic, while elsewhere in the world in situ time series are lacking or
not long enough to reach statistical significance.

2.3

Changes in Radiation Budgets

The radiation budget of the Earth is a central element of the climate
system. On average, radiative processes warm the surface and cool the
atmosphere, which is balanced by the hydrological cycle and sensible
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heating. Spatial and temporal energy imbalances due to radiation and
latent heating produce the general circulation of the atmosphere and
oceans. Anthropogenic influence on climate occurs primarily through
perturbations of the components of the Earth radiation budget.
The radiation budget at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) includes the
absorption of solar radiation by the Earth, determined as the difference
between the incident and reflected solar radiation at the TOA, as well
as the thermal outgoing radiation emitted to space. The surface radiation budget takes into account the solar fluxes absorbed at the Earth’s
surface, as well as the upward and downward thermal radiative fluxes
emitted by the surface and atmosphere, respectively. In view of new
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observational evidence since AR4, the mean state as well as multi-decadal changes of the surface and TOA radiation budgets are assessed
in the following.

2.3.1

Global Mean Radiation Budget

Since AR4, knowledge on the magnitude of the radiative energy fluxes
in the climate system has improved, requiring an update of the global
annual mean energy balance diagram (Figure 2.11). Energy exchanges
between Sun, Earth and Space are observed from space-borne platforms such as the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES,
Wielicki et al., 1996) and the Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment
(SORCE, Kopp and Lawrence, 2005) which began data collection in
2000 and 2003, respectively. The total solar irradiance (TSI) incident at
the TOA is now much better known, with the SORCE Total Irradiance
Monitor (TIM) instrument reporting uncertainties as low as 0.035%,
compared to 0.1% for other TSI instruments (Kopp et al., 2005). During
the 2008 solar minimum, SORCE/TIM observed a solar irradiance of
1360.8 ± 0.5 W m–2 compared to 1365.5 ± 1.3 W m–2 for instruments
launched prior to SORCE and still operating in 2008 (Section 8.4.1.1).
Kopp and Lean (2011) conclude that the SORCE/TIM value of TSI is the
most credible value because it is validated by a National Institute of
Standards and Technology calibrated cryogenic radiometer. This revised
TSI estimate corresponds to a solar irradiance close to 340 W m–2 globally averaged over the Earth’s sphere (Figure 2.11).

incoming
Units (Wm-2) solar TOA

The estimate for the reflected solar radiation at the TOA in Figure 2.11,
100 W m–2, is a rounded value based on the CERES Energy Balanced
and Filled (EBAF) satellite data product (Loeb et al., 2009, 2012b) for
the period 2001–2010. This data set adjusts the solar and thermal TOA
fluxes within their range of uncertainty to be consistent with independent estimates of the global heating rate based on in situ ocean
observations (Loeb et al., 2012b). This leaves 240 W m–2 of solar radiation absorbed by the Earth, which is nearly balanced by thermal emission to space of about 239 W m–2 (based on CERES EBAF), considering
a global heat storage of 0.6 W m–2 (imbalance term in Figure 2.11)
based on Argo data from 2005 to 2010 (Hansen et al., 2011; Loeb et
al., 2012b; Box 3.1). The stated uncertainty in the solar reflected TOA
fluxes from CERES due to uncertainty in absolute calibration alone is
about 2% (2-sigma), or equivalently 2 W m–2 (Loeb et al., 2009). The
uncertainty of the outgoing thermal flux at the TOA as measured by
CERES due to calibration is ~3.7 W m–2 (2σ). In addition to this, there is
uncertainty in removing the influence of instrument spectral response
on measured radiance, in radiance-to-flux conversion, and in time–
space averaging, which adds up to another 1 W m–2 (Loeb et al., 2009).
The components of the radiation budget at the surface are generally
more uncertain than their counterparts at the TOA because they cannot
be directly measured by passive satellite sensors and surface measurements are not always regionally or globally representative. Since AR4,
new estimates for the downward thermal infrared (IR) radiation at

thermal outgoing
TOA

solar reflected
TOA

340

100

(340, 341)

239

(96, 100)

(236, 242)

atmospheric
window

79

(74, 91)

greenhouse
gases

latent heat

solar absorbed
atmosphere

solar
solar
reflected
down
(179, 189) (22,26)
surface
surface

185

24

161

imbalance

0.6

(0.2, 1.0)

(154, 166)

solar absorbed
surface

84 20

398

(70, 85) (15, 25)

(394, 400)

sensible
heat

thermal
up surface

evaporation

342

(338, 348)

thermal
down surface

Figure 2.11: | Global mean energy budget under present-day climate conditions. Numbers state magnitudes of the individual energy fluxes in W m–2, adjusted within their
uncertainty ranges to close the energy budgets. Numbers in parentheses attached to the energy fluxes cover the range of values in line with observational constraints. (Adapted
from Wild et al., 2013.)
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the surface have been established that incorporate critical information
on cloud base heights from space-borne radar and lidar instruments
(L’Ecuyer et al., 2008; Stephens et al., 2012a; Kato et al., 2013). In line
with studies based on direct surface radiation measurements (Wild et
al., 1998, 2013) these studies propose higher values of global mean
downward thermal radiation than presented in previous IPCC assessments and typically found in climate models, exceeding 340 W m–2
(Figure 2.11). This aligns with the downward thermal radiation in the
ERA-Interim and ERA-40 reanalyses (Box 2.3), of 341 and 344 W m–2,
respectively (Berrisford et al., 2011). Estimates of global mean downward thermal radiation computed as a residual of the other terms of
the surface energy budget (Kiehl and Trenberth, 1997; Trenberth et al.,
2009) are lower (324 to 333 W m–2), highlighting remaining uncertainties in estimates of both radiative and non-radiative components of the
surface energy budget.
Estimates of absorbed solar radiation at the Earth’s surface include
considerable uncertainty. Published global mean values inferred from
satellite retrievals, reanalyses and climate models range from below
160 W m–2 to above 170 W m–2. Recent studies taking into account
surface observations as well as updated spectroscopic parameters
and continuum absorption for water vapor favour values towards
the lower bound of this range, near 160 W m–2, and an atmospheric
solar absorption around 80 W m–2 (Figure 2.11) (Kim and Ramanathan,
2008; Trenberth et al., 2009; Kim and Ramanathan, 2012; Trenberth
and Fasullo, 2012b; Wild et al., 2013). The ERA-Interim and ERA-40
reanalyses further support an atmospheric solar absorption of this
magnitude (Berrisford et al., 2011). Latest satellite-derived estimates
constrained by CERES now also come close to these values (Kato et
al., in press). Recent independently derived surface radiation estimates
favour therefore a global mean surface absorbed solar flux near 160
W m–2 and a downward thermal flux slightly above 340 W m–2, respectively (Figure 2.11).
The global mean latent heat flux is required to exceed 80 W m–2 to
close the surface energy balance in Figure 2.11, and comes close to the
85 W m–2 considered as upper limit by Trenberth and Fasullo (2012b)
in view of current uncertainties in precipitation retrieval in the Global
Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP, Adler et al., 2012) (the latent
heat flux corresponds to the energy equivalent of evaporation, which
globally equals precipitation; thus its magnitude may be constrained
by global precipitation estimates). This upper limit has recently been
challenged by Stephens et al. (2012b). The emerging debate reflects
potential remaining deficiencies in the quantification of the radiative
and non-radiative energy balance components and associated uncertainty ranges, as well as in the consistent representation of the global
mean energy and water budgets (Stephens et al., 2012b; Trenberth and
Fasullo, 2012b; Wild et al., 2013). Relative uncertainty in the globally
averaged sensible heat flux estimate remains high owing to the very
limited direct observational constraints (Trenberth et al., 2009; Stephens et al., 2012b).
In summary, newly available observations from both space-borne and
surface-based platforms allow a better quantification of the Global
Energy Budget, even though notable uncertainties remain, particularly in the estimation of the non-radiative surface energy balance
components.
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2.3.2

Changes in Top of the Atmosphere Radiation
Budget

While the previous section emphasized the temporally-averaged state
of the radiation budget, the focus in the following is on the temporal
(multi-decadal) changes of its components. Variations in TSI are discussed in Section 8.4.1. AR4 reported large changes in tropical TOA
radiation between the 1980s and 1990s based on observations from
the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) (Wielicki et al., 2002;
Wong et al., 2006). Although the robust nature of the large decadal
changes in tropical radiation remains to be established, several studies
have suggested links to changes in atmospheric circulation (Allan and
Slingo, 2002; Chen et al., 2002; Clement and Soden, 2005; Merrifield,
2011) (Section 2.7).
Since AR4, CERES enabled the extension of satellite records of TOA
fluxes into the 2000s (Loeb et al., 2012b). The extended records from
CERES suggest no noticeable trends in either the tropical or global
radiation budget during the first decade of the 21st century (e.g.,
Andronova et al., 2009; Harries and Belotti, 2010; Loeb et al., 2012a,
2012b). Comparisons between ERBS/CERES thermal radiation and that
derived from the NOAA High Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder
(HIRS) (Lee et al., 2007) show good agreement until approximately 1998, corroborating the rise of 0.7 W m–2 between the 1980s and
1990s reported in AR4. Thereafter the HIRS thermal fluxes show much
higher values, likely due to changes in the channels used for HIRS/3
instruments launched after October 1998 compared to earlier HIRS
instruments (Lee et al., 2007).
On a global scale, interannual variations in net TOA radiation and
ocean heating rate (OHR) should correspond, as oceans have a much
larger effective heat capacity than land and atmosphere, and therefore
serve as the main reservoir for heat added to the Earth–atmosphere
system (Box 3.1). Wong et al. (2006) showed that interannual variations in these two data sources are in good agreement for 1992–2003.
In the ensuing 5 years, however, Trenberth and Fasullo (2010) note
that the two diverge with ocean in situ measurements (Levitus et al.,
2009), indicating a decline in OHR, in contrast to expectations from the
observed net TOA radiation. The divergence after 2004 is referred to as
‘‘missing energy’’ by Trenberth and Fasullo (2012b), who further argue
that the main sink of the missing energy likely occurs at ocean depths
below 275 m. Loeb et al. (2012b) compared interannual variations in
CERES net radiation with OHRs derived from three independent ocean
heat content anomaly analyses and included an error analysis of both
CERES and the OHRs. They conclude that the apparent decline in OHR
is not statistically robust and that differences between interannual variations in OHR and satellite net TOA flux are within the uncertainty
of the measurements (Figure 2.12). They further note that between
January 2001 and December 2012, the Earth has been steadily accumulating energy at a rate of 0.50 ± 0.43 W m–2 (90% CI). Hansen et al.
(2011) obtained a similar value for 2005–2010 using an independent
analysis of the ocean heat content anomaly data (von Schuckmann
and Le Traon, 2011). The variability in the Earth’s energy imbalance is
strongly influenced by ocean circulation changes relating to the ENSO
(Box 2.5); during cooler La Niña years (e.g., 2009) less thermal radiation is emitted and the climate system gains heat while the reverse is
true for warmer El Niño years (e.g., 2010) (Figure 2.12).
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In summary, satellite records of TOA radiation fluxes have been substantially extended since AR4. It is unlikely that significant trends exist
in global and tropical radiation budgets since 2000. Interannual variability in the Earth’s energy imbalance related to ENSO is consistent
with ocean heat content records within observational uncertainty.

2.3.3

Changes in Surface Radiation Budget

2.3.3.1 Surface Solar Radiation
Changes in radiative fluxes at the surface can be traced further back
in time than the satellite-based TOA fluxes, although only at selected
terrestrial locations where long-term records exist. Monitoring of radiative fluxes from land-based stations began on a widespread basis in
the mid-20th century, predominantly measuring the downward solar
component, also known as global radiation or surface solar radiation
(SSR).
AR4 reported on the first indications for substantial decadal changes
in observational records of SSR. Specifically, a decline of SSR from the
beginning of widespread measurements in the 1950s until the mid1980s has been observed at many land-based sites (popularly known
as ‘global dimming’; Stanhill and Cohen, 2001; Liepert, 2002), as well
as a partial recovery from the 1980s onward (‘brightening’; Wild et al.,
2005) (see the longest available SSR series of Stockholm, Sweden, in
Figure 2.13 as an illustrative example).

Chapter 2

Since AR4, numerous studies have substantiated the findings of significant decadal SSR changes observed both at worldwide distributed
terrestrial sites (Dutton et al., 2006; Wild et al., 2008; Gilgen et al.,
2009; Ohmura, 2009; Wild, 2009 and references therein) as well as in
specific regions. In Europe, Norris and Wild (2007) noted a dimming
between 1971 and 1986 of 2.0 to 3.1 W m–2 per decade and subsequent brightening of 1.1 to 1.4 W m–2 per decade from 1987 to 2002
in a pan-European time series comprising 75 sites. Similar tendencies
were found at sites in northern Europe (Stjern et al., 2009), Estonia
(Russak, 2009) and Moscow (Abakumova et al., 2008). Chiacchio and
Wild (2010) pointed out that dimming and subsequent brightening in
Europe is seen mainly in spring and summer. Brightening in Europe
from the 1980s onward was further documented at sites in Switzerland, Germany, France, the Benelux, Greece, Eastern Europe and the
Iberian Peninsula (Ruckstuhl et al., 2008; Wild et al., 2009; Zerefos et
al., 2009; Sanchez-Lorenzo et al., 2013). Concurrent brightening of 2
to 8 W m–2 per decade was also noted at continental sites in the USA
(Long et al., 2009; Riihimaki et al., 2009; Augustine and Dutton, 2013).
The general pattern of dimming and consecutive brightening was further found at numerous sites in Japan (Norris and Wild, 2009; Ohmura,
2009; Kudo et al., 2011) and in the SH in New Zealand (Liley, 2009).
Analyses of observations from sites in China confirmed strong declines
in SSR from the 1960s to 1980s on the order of 2 to 8 W m–2 per decade,
which also did not persist in the 1990s (Che et al., 2005; Liang and
Xia, 2005; Qian et al., 2006; Shi et al., 2008; Norris and Wild, 2009;
Xia, 2010a). On the other hand, persistent dimming since the mid-20th

Figure 2.12 | Comparison of net top of the atmosphere (TOA) flux and upper ocean heating rates (OHRs). Global annual average (July to June) net TOA flux from CERES observations (based on the EBAF-TOA_Ed2.6r product) (black line) and 0–700 (blue) and 0–1800 m (red) OHR from the Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory/Jet Propulsion Laboratory/
Joint Institute for Marine and Atmospheric Research (PMEL/JPL/JIMAR), 0–700 m OHR from the National Oceanic Data Center (NODC) (green; Levitus et al., 2009), and 0–700 m
OHR from the Hadley Center (brown; Palmer et al., 2007). The length of the coloured bars corresponds to the magnitude of OHR. Thin vertical lines are error bars, corresponding to
the magnitude of uncertainties. Uncertainties for all annual OHR are given at one standard error derived from ocean heat content anomaly uncertainties (Lyman et al., 2010). CERES
net TOA flux uncertainties are given at the 90% confidence level determined following Loeb et al. (2012b). (Adapted from Loeb et al., 2012b.)
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The longest observational SSR records, extending back to the 1920s
and 1930s at a few sites in Europe, further indicate some brightening
during the first half of the 20th century, known as ‘early brightening’
(cf. Figure 2.13) (Ohmura, 2009; Wild, 2009). This suggests that the
decline in SSR, at least in Europe, was confined to a period between
the 1950s and 1980s.
A number of issues remain, such as the quality and representativeness
of some of the SSR data as well as the large-scale significance of the
phenomenon (Wild, 2012). The historic radiation records are of variable quality and rigorous quality control is necessary to avoid spurious
trends (Dutton et al., 2006; Shi et al., 2008; Gilgen et al., 2009; Tang
et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012e; Sanchez-Lorenzo et al., 2013). Since
the mid-1990s, high-quality data are becoming increasingly available
from new sites of the Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN) and
Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program, which allow the
determination of SSR variations with unprecedented accuracy (Ohmura
et al., 1998). Alpert et al. (2005) and Alpert and Kishcha (2008) argued
that the observed SSR decline between 1960 and 1990 was larger in
densely populated than in rural areas. The magnitude of this ‘urbanization effect’ in the radiation data is not yet well quantified. Dimming
and brightening is, however, also notable at remote and rural sites
(Dutton et al., 2006; Karnieli et al., 2009; Liley, 2009; Russak, 2009;
Wild, 2009; Wang et al., 2012d).
Globally complete satellite estimates have been available since the
early 1980s (Hatzianastassiou et al., 2005; Pinker et al., 2005; Hinkelman et al., 2009). Because satellites do not directly measure the
surface fluxes, they have to be inferred from measurable TOA signals
using empirical or physical models to remove atmospheric perturbations. Available satellite-derived products qualitatively agree on a
brightening from the mid-1980s to 2000 averaged globally as well as
over oceans, on the order of 2 to 3 W m–2 per decade (Hatzianastassiou et al., 2005; Pinker et al., 2005; Hinkelman et al., 2009). Averaged
over land, however, trends are positive or negative depending on the
respective satellite product (Wild, 2009). Knowledge of the decadal
variation of aerosol burdens and optical properties, required in satellite retrievals of SSR and considered relevant for dimming/brightening
particularly over land, is very limited (Section 2.2.3). Extensions of satellite-derived SSR beyond 2000 indicate tendencies towards a renewed
dimming at the beginning of the new millennium (Hinkelman et al.,
2009; Hatzianastassiou et al., 2012).
Reconstructions of SSR changes from more widely measured meteorological variables can help to increase their spatial and temporal
coverage. Multi-decadal SSR changes have been related to observed
changes in sunshine duration, atmospheric visibility, diurnal temperature range (DTR; Section 2.4.1.2) and pan evaporation (Section 2.5.3).
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century with no evidence for a trend reversal was noted at sites in India
(Wild et al., 2005; Kumari et al., 2007; Kumari and Goswami, 2010;
Soni et al., 2012) and in the Canadian Prairie (Cutforth and Judiesch,
2007). Updates on latest SSR changes observed since 2000 provide
a less coherent picture (Wild, 2012). They suggest a continuation of
brightening at sites in Europe, USA, and parts of Asia, a levelling off at
sites in Japan and Antarctica, and indications for a renewed dimming
in parts of China (Wild et al., 2009; Xia, 2010a).
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Figure 2.13 | Annual mean Surface Solar Radiation (SSR) as observed at Stockholm,
Sweden, from 1923 to 2010. Stockholm has the longest SSR record available worldwide. (Updated from Wild (2009) and Ohmura (2009).)

Overall, these proxies provide independent evidence for the existence
of large-scale multi-decadal variations in SSR. Specifically, widespread
observations of declines in pan evaporation from the 1950s to the
1980s were related to SSR dimming amongst other factors (Roderick
and Farquhar, 2002). The observed decline in DTR over global land
surfaces from the 1950s to the 1980s (Section 2.4.1.2), and its stabilisation thereafter fits to a large-scale dimming and subsequent brightening, respectively (Wild et al., 2007). Widespread brightening after
1980 is further supported by reconstructions from sunshine duration
records (Wang et al., 2012e). Over Europe, SSR dimming and subsequent brightening is consistent with concurrent declines and increases in sunshine duration (Sanchez-Lorenzo et al., 2008), evaporation
in energy limited environments (Teuling et al., 2009), visibility records
(Vautard et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009b) and DTR (Makowski et al.,
2009). The early brightening in the 1930s and 1940s seen in a few
European SSR records is in line with corresponding changes in sunshine duration and DTR (Sanchez-Lorenzo et al., 2008; Wild, 2009;
Sanchez-Lorenzo and Wild, 2012). In China, the levelling off in SSR in
the 1990s after decades of decline coincides with similar tendencies
in the pan evaporation records, sunshine duration and DTR (Liu et al.,
2004a; Liu et al., 2004b; Qian et al., 2006; Ding et al., 2007; Wang et al.,
2012d). Dimming up to the 1980s and subsequent brightening is also
indicated in a set of 237 sunshine duration records in South America
(Raichijk, 2011).

2.3.3.2 Surface Thermal and Net Radiation
Thermal radiation, also known as longwave, terrestrial or far-IR radiation is sensitive to changes in atmospheric GHGs, temperature and
humidity. Long-term measurements of the thermal surface components as well as surface net radiation are available at far fewer
sites than SSR. Downward thermal radiation observations started to
become available during the early 1990s at a limited number of globally distributed terrestrial sites. From these records, Wild et al. (2008)
determined an overall increase of 2.6 W m–2 per decade over the 1990s,
in line with model projections and the expectations of an increasing
greenhouse effect. Wang and Liang (2009) inferred an increase in
downward thermal radiation of 2.2 W m–2 per decade over the period
1973–2008 from globally available terrestrial observations of temperature, humidity and cloud fraction. Prata (2008) estimated a slightly
lower increase of 1.7 W m–2 per decade for clear sky conditions over
the earlier period 1964–1990, based on observed temperature and
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humidity profiles from globally distributed land-based radiosonde stations and radiative transfer calculations. Philipona et al. (2004; 2005)
and Wacker et al. (2011) noted increasing downward thermal fluxes
recorded in the Swiss Alpine Surface Radiation Budget (ASRB) network
since the mid-1990s, corroborating an increasing greenhouse effect.
For mainland Europe, Philipona et al. (2009) estimated an increase of
downward thermal radiation of 2.4 to 2.7 W m–2 per decade for the
period 1981–2005.
There is limited observational information on changes in surface net
radiation, in large part because measurements of upward fluxes at the
surface are made at only a few sites and are not spatially representative. Wild et al. (2004, 2008) inferred a decline in land surface net radiation on the order of 2 W m–2 per decade from the 1960s to the 1980s,
and an increase at a similar rate from the 1980s to 2000, based on estimated changes of the individual radiative components that constitute
the surface net radiation. Philipona et al. (2009) estimated an increase
in surface net radiation of 1.3 to 2 W m–2 per decade for central Europe
and the Alps between 1981 and 2005.

2.3.3.3 Implications from Observed Changes in Related
Climate Elements
The observed multi-decadal SSR variations cannot be explained by
changes in TSI, which are an order of magnitude smaller (Willson and
Mordvinov, 2003). They therefore have to originate from alterations
in the transparency of the atmosphere, which depends on the presence of clouds, aerosols and radiatively active gases (Kvalevag and
Myhre, 2007; Kim and Ramanathan, 2008). Cloud cover changes (Section 2.5.7) effectively modulate SSR on an interannual basis, but their
contribution to the longer-term SSR trends is ambiguous. Although
cloud cover changes were found to explain the trends in some areas
(e.g., Liley, 2009), this is not always the case, particularly in relatively
polluted regions (Qian et al., 2006; Norris and Wild, 2007, 2009; Wild,
2009; Kudo et al., 2012). SSR dimming and brightening has also been
observed under cloudless atmospheres at various locations, pointing to
a prominent role of atmospheric aerosols (Wild et al., 2005; Qian et al.,
2007; Ruckstuhl et al., 2008; Sanchez-Lorenzo et al., 2009; Wang et al.,
2009b; Zerefos et al., 2009).

Box 2.3 | Global Atmospheric Reanalyses
Dynamical reanalyses are increasingly used for assessing weather and climate phenomena. Given their more frequent use in this
assessment compared to AR4, their characteristics are described in more detail here.
Reanalyses are distinct from, but complement, more ‘traditional’ statistical approaches to assessing the raw observations. They aim to
produce continuous reconstructions of past atmospheric states that are consistent with all observations as well as with atmospheric
physics as represented in a numerical weather prediction model, a process termed data assimilation. Unlike real-world observations,
reanalyses are uniform in space and time and provide non-observable variables (e.g., potential vorticity).
Several groups are actively pursuing reanalysis development at the global scale, and many of these have produced several generations
of reanalyses products (Box 2.3, Table 1). Since the first generation of reanalyses produced in the 1990s, substantial development has
taken place. The NASA Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) and ERA-Interim reanalyses show
improved tropical precipitation and hence better represent the global hydrological cycle (Dee et al., 2011b). The NCEP/CFSR reanalysis
(continued on next page)
Box 2.3, Table 1 | Overview of global dynamical reanalysis data sets (ranked by start year; the period extends to present if no end year is provided). A further
description of reanalyses and their technical derivation is given in pp. S33–35 of Blunden et al. (2011). Approximate resolution is calculated as 1000 km * 20/N
(with N denoting the spectral truncation, Laprise, 1992).

Period

Approximate Resolution
at Equator

Institution

Reanalysis

Reference

Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES),
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), USA

20th Century Reanalysis,
Vers. 2 (20CR)

1871–2010

320 km

Compo et al. (2011)

National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), USA

NCEP/NCAR R1 (NNR)

1948–

320 km

Kistler et al. (2001)

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)

ERA-40

1957–2002

125 km

Uppala et al. (2005)

Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA)

JRA-55

1958–

60 km

Ebita et al. (2011)

National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), US Department
of Energy, USA

NCEP/DOE R2

1979–

320 km

Kanamitsu et al. (2002)

Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA)

JRA-25

1979–

190 km

Onogi et al. (2007)

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), USA

MERRA

1979–

75 km

Rienecker et al. (2011)

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)

ERA-Interim

1979–

80 km

Dee et al. (2011b)

National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), USA

CFSR

1979–

50 km

Saha et al. (2010)
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Box 2.3 (continued)

uses a coupled ocean–atmosphere–land-sea–ice model (Saha et al., 2010). The 20th Century Reanalyses (20CR, Compo et al., 2011) is a
56-member ensemble and covers 140 years by assimilating only surface and sea level pressure (SLP) information. This variety of groups
and approaches provides some indication of the robustness of reanalyses when compared. In addition to the global reanalyses, several
regional reanalyses exist or are currently being produced.
Reanalyses products provide invaluable information on time scales ranging from daily to interannual variability. However, they may
often be unable to characterize long-term trends (Trenberth et al., 2011). Although reanalyses projects by definition use a ‘frozen’
assimilation system, there are many other sources of potential errors. In addition to model biases, changes in the observational systems
(e.g., coverage, introduction of satellite data) and time-dependent errors in the underlying observations or in the boundary conditions
lead to step changes in time, even in latest generation reanalyses (Bosilovich et al., 2011).
Errors of this sort were ubiquitous in early generation reanalyses and rendered them of limited value for trend characterization (Thorne
and Vose, 2010). Subsequent products have improved and uncertainties are better understood (Dee et al., 2011a), but artefacts are
still present. As a consequence, trend adequacy depends on the variable under consideration, the time period and the region of interest. For example, surface air temperature and humidity trends over land in the ERA-Interim reanalysis compare well with observations
(Simmons et al., 2010), but polar tropospheric temperature trends in ERA-40 disagree with trends derived from radiosonde and satellite observations (Bitz and Fu, 2008; Grant et al., 2008; Graversen et al., 2008; Thorne, 2008; Screen and Simmonds, 2011) owing to
problems that were resolved in ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011a).

2

Studies based on reanalyses are used cautiously in AR5 and known inadequacies are pointed out and referenced. Later generation
reanalyses are preferred where possible; however, literature based on these new products is still sparse.

Aerosols can directly attenuate SSR by scattering and absorbing solar
radiation, or indirectly, through their ability to act as cloud condensation nuclei, thereby changing cloud reflectivity and lifetime (Chapter
7). SSR dimming and brightening is often reconcilable with trends in
anthropogenic emission histories and atmospheric aerosol loadings
(Stern, 2006; Streets et al., 2006; Mishchenko et al., 2007; Ruckstuhl et
al., 2008; Ohvril et al., 2009; Russak, 2009; Streets et al., 2009; Cermak
et al., 2010; Wild, 2012). Recent trends in aerosol optical depth derived
from satellites indicate a decline in Europe since 2000 (Section 2.2.3),
in line with evidence from SSR observations. However, direct aerosol
effects alone may not be able to account for the full extent of the
observed SSR changes in remote regions with low pollution levels
(Dutton and Bodhaine, 2001; Schwartz, 2005). Aerosol indirect effects
have not yet been well quantified, but have the potential to amplify
aerosol-induced SSR trends, particularly in relatively pristine environments, such as over oceans (Wild, 2012).
SSR trends are also qualitatively in line with observed multi-decadal
surface warming trends (Chapter 10), with generally smaller warming rates during phases of declining SSR, and larger warming rates
in phases of increasing SSR (Wild et al., 2007). This is seen more pronounced for the relatively polluted NH than the more pristine SH (Wild,
2012). For Europe, Vautard et al. (2009) found that a decline in the frequency of low-visibility conditions such as fog, mist and haze over the
past 30 years and associated SSR increase may be responsible for 10
to 20% of Europe’s recent daytime warming, and 50% of Eastern European warming. Philipona (2012) noted that both warming and brightening are weaker in the European Alps compared to the surrounding
lowlands with stronger aerosol declines since 1981.
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Reanalyses and observationally based methods have been used to
show that increased atmospheric moisture with warming (Willett et
al., 2008; Section 2.5) enhances thermal radiative emission of the
atmosphere to the surface, leading to reduced net thermal cooling of
the surface (Prata, 2008; Allan, 2009; Philipona et al., 2009; Wang and
Liang, 2009).
In summary, the evidence for widespread multi-decadal variations in
solar radiation incident on land surfaces has been substantiated since
AR4, with many of the observational records showing a decline from
the 1950s to the 1980s (‘dimming’), and a partial recovery thereafter
(‘brightening’). Confidence in these changes is high in regions with
high station densities such as over Europe and parts of Asia. These
likely changes are generally supported by observed changes in related,
but more widely measured variables, such as sunshine duration, DTR
and hydrological quantities, and are often in line with aerosol emission
patterns. Over some remote land areas and over the oceans, confidence is low owing to the lack of direct observations, which hamper a
truly global assessment. Satellite-derived SSR fluxes support the existence of brightening also over oceans, but are less consistent over land
surface where direct aerosol effects become more important. There are
also indications for increasing downward thermal and net radiation
at terrestrial stations since the early 1990s with medium confidence.
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Changes in Temperature

2.4.1

Land Surface Air Temperature

1.0

2.4.1.1 Large-Scale Records and Their Uncertainties
AR4 concluded global land-surface air temperature (LSAT) had
increased over the instrumental period of record, with the warming
rate approximately double that reported over the oceans since 1979.
Since AR4, substantial developments have occurred including the production of revised data sets, more digital data records, and new data
set efforts. These innovations have improved understanding of data
issues and uncertainties, allowing better quantification of regional
changes. This reinforces confidence in the reported globally averaged
LSAT time series behaviour.
Global Historical Climatology Network Version 3 (GHCNv3) incorporates many improvements (Lawrimore et al., 2011) but was found to
be virtually indistinguishable at the global mean from version 2 (used
in AR4). Goddard Institute of Space Studies (GISS) continues to provide
an estimate based upon primarily GHCN, accounting for urban impacts
through nightlights adjustments (Hansen et al., 2010). CRUTEM4
(Jones et al., 2012) incorporates additional station series and also
newly homogenized versions of many individual station records. A new
data product from a group based predominantly at Berkeley (Rohde
et al., 2013a) uses a method that is substantially distinct from earlier efforts (further details on all the data sets and data availability
are given in Supplementary Material 2.SM.4). Despite the range of
approaches, the long-term variations and trends broadly agree among
these various LSAT estimates, particularly after 1900. Global LSAT has
increased (Figure 2.14, Table 2.4).
Since AR4, various theoretical challenges have been raised over the
verity of global LSAT records (Pielke et al., 2007). Globally, sampling and methodological independence has been assessed through
sub-sampling (Parker et al., 2009; Jones et al., 2012), creation of an
entirely new and structurally distinct product (Rohde et al., 2013b) and
a complete reprocessing of GHCN (Lawrimore et al., 2011). None of
these yielded more than minor perturbations to the global LSAT records
since 1900. Willett et al. (2008) and Peterson et al. (2011) explicitly
showed that changes in specific and relative humidity (Section 2.5.5)
were physically consistent with reported temperature trends, a result
replicated in the ERA reanalyses (Simmons et al., 2010). Various investigators (Onogi et al., 2007; Simmons et al., 2010; Parker, 2011; Vose et
al., 2012a) showed that LSAT estimates from modern reanalyses were
in quantitative agreement with observed products.

Temperature anomaly (ºC)

2.4
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Figure 2.14 | Global annual average land-surface air temperature (LSAT) anomalies
relative to a 1961–1990 climatology from the latest versions of four different data sets
(Berkeley, CRUTEM, GHCN and GISS).

Particular controversy since AR4 has surrounded the LSAT record over
the United States, focussed on siting quality of stations in the US Historical Climatology Network (USHCN) and implications for long-term
trends. Most sites exhibit poor current siting as assessed against official WMO siting guidance, and may be expected to suffer potentially
large siting-induced absolute biases (Fall et al., 2011). However, overall
biases for the network since the 1980s are likely dominated by instrument type (owing to replacement of Stevenson screens with maximum
minimum temperature systems (MMTS) in the 1980s at the majority of sites), rather than siting biases (Menne et al., 2010; Williams et
al., 2012). A new automated homogeneity assessment approach (also
used in GHCNv3, Menne and Williams, 2009) was developed that has
been shown to perform as well or better than other contemporary
approaches (Venema et al., 2012). This homogenization procedure
likely removes much of the bias related to the network-wide changes
in the 1980s (Menne et al., 2010; Fall et al., 2011; Williams et al., 2012).
Williams et al. (2012) produced an ensemble of data set realizations
using perturbed settings of this procedure and concluded through
assessment against plausible test cases that there existed a propensity
to under-estimate adjustments. This propensity is critically dependent
upon the (unknown) nature of the inhomogeneities in the raw data
records. Their homogenization increases both minimum temperature
and maximum temperature centennial-time-scale USA average LSAT
trends. Since 1979 these adjusted data agree with a range of reanalysis
products whereas the raw records do not (Fall et al., 2010; Vose et al.,
2012a).
Regional analyses of LSAT have not been limited to the United States.
Various national and regional studies have undertaken assessments for
Europe (Winkler, 2009; Bohm et al., 2010; Tietavainen et al., 2010; van

Table 2.4: | Trend estimates and 90% confidence intervals (Box 2.2) for LSAT global average values over five common periods.

Data Set

Trends in °C per decade
1880–2012

1901–2012

1901–1950

1951–2012

1979–2012

CRUTEM4.1.1.0 (Jones et al., 2012)

0.086 ± 0.015

0.095 ± 0.020

0.097 ± 0.029

0.175 ± 0.037

0.254 ± 0.050

GHCNv3.2.0 (Lawrimore et al., 2011)

0.094 ± 0.016

0.107 ± 0.020

0.100 ± 0.033

0.197 ± 0.031

0.273 ± 0.047

GISS (Hansen et al., 2010)

0.095 ± 0.015

0.099 ± 0.020

0.098 ± 0.032

0.188 ± 0.032

0.267 ± 0.054

Berkeley (Rohde et al., 2013)

0.094 ± 0.013

0.101 ± 0.017

0.111 ± 0.034

0.175 ± 0.029

0.254 ± 0.049
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der Schrier et al., 2011), China (Li et al., 2009; Zhen and Zhong-Wei,
2009; Li et al., 2010a; Tang et al., 2010), India (Jain and Kumar, 2012),
Australia (Trewin, 2012), Canada (Vincent et al., 2012), South America,
(Falvey and Garreaud, 2009) and East Africa (Christy et al., 2009). These
analyses have used a range of methodologies and, in many cases, more
data and metadata than available to the global analyses. Despite the
range of analysis techniques they are generally in broad agreement
with the global products in characterizing the long-term changes in
mean temperatures. This includes some regions, such as the Pacific
coast of South America, that have exhibited recent cooling (Falvey and
Garreaud, 2009). Of specific importance for the early global records,
large (>1°C) summer time warm bias adjustments for many European
19th century and early 20th century records were revisited and broadly
confirmed by a range of approaches (Bohm et al., 2010; Brunet et al.,
2011).
Since AR4 efforts have also been made to interpolate Antarctic records
from the sparse, predominantly coastal ground-based network (Chapman and Walsh, 2007; Monaghan et al., 2008; Steig et al., 2009;
O’Donnell et al., 2011). Although these agree that Antarctica as a
whole has warmed since the late 1950s, substantial multi-annual to
multi-decadal variability and uncertainties in reconstructed magnitude
and spatial trend structure yield only low confidence in the details of
pan-Antarctic regional LSAT changes.
In summary, it is certain that globally averaged LSAT has risen since the
late 19th century and that this warming has been particularly marked
since the 1970s. Several independently analyzed global and regional
LSAT data products support this conclusion. There is low confidence
in changes prior to 1880 owing to the reduced number of estimates,
non-standardized measurement techniques, the greater spread among
the estimates and particularly the greatly reduced observational sampling. Confidence is also low in the spatial detail and magnitude of
LSAT trends in sparsely sampled regions such as Antarctica. Since AR4
significant efforts have been undertaken to identify and adjust for data
issues and new estimates have been produced. These innovations have
further strengthened overall understanding of the global LSAT records.

2.4.1.2 Diurnal Temperature Range
In AR4 diurnal temperature range (DTR) was found, globally, to have
narrowed since 1950, with minimum daily temperatures increasing
faster than maximum daily temperatures. However, significant multi-decadal variability was highlighted including a recent period from
1997 to 2004 of no change, as both maximum and minimum temperatures rose at similar rates. The Technical Summary of AR4 highlighted changes in DTR and their causes as a key uncertainty. Since AR4,
uncertainties in DTR and its physical interpretation have become even
more apparent.
No dedicated global analysis of DTR has been undertaken subsequent
to Vose et al. (2005a), although global behaviour has been discussed
in two broader ranging analyses. Rohde et al. (2012) and Wild et al.
(2007) note an apparent reversal since the mid-1980s; with DTR subsequently increasing. This decline and subsequent increase in DTR over
global land surfaces is qualitatively consistent with the dimming and
subsequent brightening noted in Section 2.3.3.1. Donat et al. (2013c)
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using HadEX2 (Section 2.6) find significant decreasing DTR trends
in more than half of the land areas assessed but less than 10% of
land with significant increases since 1951. Available trend estimates
(–0.04 ± 0.01°C per decade over 1950–2011 (Rohde et al., 2013b)
and –0.066°C per decade over 1950–2004 (Vose et al., 2005a)) are
much smaller than global mean LSAT average temperature trends
over 1951–2012 (Table 2.4). It therefore logically follows that globally
averaged maximum and minimum temperatures over land have both
increased by in excess of 0.1°C per decade since 1950.
Regionally, Makowski et al. (2008) found that DTR behaviour in Europe
over 1950 to 2005 changed from a decrease to an increase in the
1970s in Western Europe and in the 1980s in Eastern Europe. Sen Roy
and Balling (2005) found significant increases in both maximum and
minimum temperatures for India, but little change in DTR over 1931–
2002. Christy et al. (2009) reported that for East Africa there has been
no pause in the narrowing of DTR in recent decades. Zhou and Ren
(2011) reported a significant decrease in DTR over mainland China of
–0.15°C per decade during 1961–2008.
Various investigators (e.g., Christy et al. (2009), Pielke and Matsui
(2005), Zhou and Ren (2011)) have raised doubts about the physical
interpretation of minimum temperature trends, hypothesizing that
microclimate and local atmospheric composition impacts are more
apparent because the dynamical mixing at night is much reduced.
Parker (2006) investigated this issue arguing that if data were affected
in this way, then a trend difference would be expected between calm
and windy nights. However, he found no such minimum temperature
differences on a global average basis. Using more complex boundary
layer modelling techniques, Steeneveld et al. (2011) and McNider et al.
(2012) showed much lower sensitivity to windspeed variations than
posited by Pielke and Matsui but both concluded that boundary layer
understanding was key to understanding the minimum temperature
changes. Data analysis and long-term side-by-side instrumentation
field studies show that real non-climatic data artefacts certainly affect
maximum and minimum differently in the raw records for both recent
(Fall et al., 2011; Williams et al., 2012) and older (Bohm et al., 2010;
Brunet et al., 2011) records. Hence there could be issues over interpretation of apparent DTR trends and variability in many regions (Christy
et al., 2006, 2009; Fall et al., 2011; Zhou and Ren, 2011; Williams et
al., 2012), particularly when accompanied by regional-scale land-use/
land-cover (LULC) changes (Christy et al., 2006).
In summary, confidence is medium in reported decreases in observed
global DTR, noted as a key uncertainty in AR4. Several recent analyses
of the raw data on which many previous analyses were based point to
the potential for biases that differently affect maximum and minimum
average temperatures. However, apparent changes in DTR are much
smaller than reported changes in average temperatures and therefore
it is virtually certain that maximum and minimum temperatures have
increased since 1950.

2.4.1.3 Land Use Change and Urban Heat Island Effects
In AR4 Urban Heat Island (UHI) effects were concluded to be real local
phenomena with negligible impact on large-scale trends. UHI and
land-use land-cover change (LULC) effects arise mainly because the
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modified surface affects the storage and transfer of heat, water and
airflow. For single discrete locations these impacts may dominate all
other factors.
Regionally, most attention has focused on China. A variety of investigations have used methods as diverse as SST comparisons (e.g., Jones
et al., 2008), urban minus rural (e.g., Ren et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2011),
satellite observations (Ren and Ren, 2011) and observations minus reanalysis (e.g., Hu et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2011). Interpretation is complicated because often studies have used distinct versions of station
series. For example, the effect in Beijing is estimated at 80% (Ren et
al., 2007) or 40% (Yan et al., 2010) of the observed trend depending
on data corrections applied. A representative sample of these studies suggest the effect of UHI and LULC is approximately 20% of the
trend in Eastern China as a whole and of the order 0.1°C per decade
nationally (Table 1 in Yang et al., 2011) over the last 30 years, but with
very substantial uncertainties. These effects have likely been partially
or completely accounted for in many homogenized series (e.g., Li et
al., 2010b; Yan et al., 2010). Fujibe (2009) ascribes about 25% of Japanese warming trends in 1979–2006 to UHI effects. Das et al. (2011)
confirmed that many Japanese sites have experienced UHI warming
but that rural stations show unaffected behaviour when compared to
nearby SSTs.
There is an important distinction to be made between UHI trend effects
in regions underseeing rapid development and those that have been
developed for a long time. Jones and Lister (2009) and Wilby et al.
(2011) using data from London (UK) concluded that some sites that
have always been urban and where the UHI has not grown in magnitude will exhibit regionally indicative trends that agree with nearby
rural locations and that in such cases the time series may exhibit multi-decadal trends driven primarily by synoptic variations. A lack of obvious time-varying UHI influences was also noted for Sydney, Melbourne
and Hobart in Australia by Trewin (2012). The impacts of urbanization
also will be dependent on the natural LULC characteristics that they
replace. Zhang et al. (2010) found no evidence for urban influences in
the desert North West region of China despite rapid urbanization.
Global adjusted data sets likely account for much of the UHI effect present in the raw data. For the US network, Hausfather et al. (2013) showed
that the adjustments method used in GHCNv3 removed much of an
apparent systematic difference between urban and rural locations, concluding that this arose from adjustment of biased urban location data.
Globally, Hansen et al. (2010) used satellite-based nightlight radiances
to estimate the worldwide influence on LSAT of local urban development. Adjustments reduced the global 1900–2009 temperature change
(averaged over land and ocean) only from 0.71°C to 0.70°C. Wickham
et al. (2013) also used satellite data and found that urban locations in
the Berkeley data set exhibited even less warming than rural stations,
although not statistically significantly so, over 1950 to 2010.
Studies of the broader effects of LULC since AR4 have tended to focus
on the effects of irrigation on temperatures, with a large number of
studies in the Californian central belt (Christy et al., 2006; Kueppers et
al., 2007; Bonfils et al., 2008; Lo and Famiglietti, 2013). They find cooler
average temperatures and a marked reduction in DTR in areas of active
irrigation and ascribe this to increased humidity; effectively a repar-
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titioning of moist and dry energy terms. Reanalyses have also been
used to estimate the LULC signature in LSAT trends. Fall et al. (2010)
found that the North American Regional Reanalysis generated overall surface air temperature trends for 1979–2003 similar to observed
records. Observations-minus-reanalysis trends were most positive for
barren and urban areas, in accord with the results of Lim et al. (2008)
using the NCEP/NCAR and ERA-40 reanalyses, and negative in agricultural areas.
McKitrick and Michaels (2004) and de Laat and Maurellis (2006)
assessed regression of trends with national socioeconomic and geographical indicators, concluding that UHI and related LULC have
caused much of the observed LSAT warming. AR4 concluded that
this correlation ceases to be statistically significant if one takes into
account the fact that the locations of greatest socioeconomic development are also those that have been most warmed by atmospheric
circulation changes but provided no explicit evidence for this overall
assessment result. Subsequently McKitrick and Michaels (2007) concluded that about half the reported warming trend in global-average
land surface air temperature in 1980–2002 resulted from local land
surface changes and faults in the observations. Schmidt (2009) undertook a quantitative analysis that supported AR4 conclusions that much
of the reported correlation largely arose due to naturally occurring
climate variability and model over-fitting and was not robust. Taking
these factors into account, modified analyses by McKitrick (2010) and
McKitrick and Nierenberg (2010) still yielded significant evidence for
such contamination of the record.
In marked contrast to regression based studies, several studies have
shown the methodologically diverse set of modern reanalysis products
and the various LSAT records at global and regional levels to be similar
since at least the mid-20th century (Simmons et al., 2010; Parker, 2011;
Ferguson and Villarini, 2012; Jones et al., 2012; Vose et al., 2012a).
These reanalyses do not directly assimilate the LSAT measurements but
rather infer LSAT estimates from an observational constraint provided
by much of the rest of the global observing system, thus representing
an independent estimate. A hypothesized residual significant warming
artefact argued for by regression-based analyses is therefore physically inconsistent with many other components of the global observing
system according to a broad range of state-of-the-art data assimilation
models (Box 2.3). Further, Efthymiadis and Jones (2010) estimated an
absolute upper limit on urban influence globally of 0.02°C per decade,
or about 15% of the total LSAT trends, in 1951–2009 from trends of
coastal land and SST.
In summary, it is indisputable that UHI and LULC are real influences on raw temperature measurements. At question is the extent to
which they remain in the global products (as residual biases in broader
regionally representative change estimates). Based primarily on the
range of urban minus rural adjusted data set comparisons and the
degree of agreement of these products with a broad range of reanalysis products, it is unlikely that any uncorrected urban heat-island
effects and LULC change effects have raised the estimated centennial
globally averaged LSAT trends by more than 10% of the reported trend
(high confidence, based on robust evidence and high agreement). This
is an average value; in some regions with rapid development, UHI and
LULC change impacts on regional trends may be substantially larger.
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AR4 concluded that ‘recent’ warming (since the 1950s) is strongly evident at all latitudes in SST over each ocean. Prominent spatio-temporal
structures including the ENSO and decadal variability patterns in the
Pacific Ocean (Box 2.5) and a hemispheric asymmetry in the Atlantic
Ocean were highlighted as contributors to the regional differences in
surface warming rates, which in turn affect atmospheric circulation.
Since AR4 the availability of metadata has increased, data completeness has improved and a number of new SST products have been produced. Intercomparisons of data obtained by different measurement
methods, including satellite data, have resulted in better understanding of errors and biases in the record.

2.4.2.1 Advances in Assembling Data Sets and in
Understanding Data Errors
2.4.2.1.1

In situ data records

Fractional contribution to
global average SST

Historically, most SST observations were obtained from moving ships.
Buoy measurements comprise a significant and increasing fraction
of in situ SST measurements from the 1980s onward (Figure 2.15).
Improvements in the understanding of uncertainty have been expedited by the use of metadata (Kent et al., 2007) and the recovery of
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Figure 2.15 | Temporal changes in the prevalence of different measurement methods
in the International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (ICOADS). (a) Fractional contributions of observations made by different measurement methods: bucket observations (blue), engine room intake (ERI) and hull contact sensor observations (green),
moored and drifting buoys (red), and unknown (yellow). (b) Global annual average sea
surface temperature (SST) anomalies based on different kinds of data: ERI and hull
contact sensor (green), bucket (blue), buoy (red), and all (black). Averages are computed
over all 5° × 5° grid boxes where both ERI/hull and bucket measurements, but not
necessarily buoy data, were available. (Adapted from Kennedy et al., 2011a.)
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Figure 2.16 | Global annual average sea surface temperature (SST) and Night Marine
Air Temperature (NMAT) relative to a 1961–1990 climatology from gridded data sets
of SST observations (HadSST2 and its successor HadSST3), the raw SST measurement
archive (ICOADS, v2.5) and night marine air temperatures data set HadNMAT2 (Kent et
al., 2013). HadSST2 and HadSST3 both are based on SST observations from versions of
the ICOADS data set, but differ in degree of measurement bias correction.

observer instructions and other related documents. Early data were
systematically cold biased because they were made using canvas or
wooden buckets that, on average, lost heat to the air before the measurements were taken. This effect has long been recognized (Brooks,
1926), and prior to AR4 represented the only artefact adjusted in gridded SST products, such as HadSST2 (Rayner et al., 2006) and ERSST
(Smith et al., 2005, 2008), which were based on ‘bucket correction’
methods by Folland and Parker (1995) and Smith and Reynolds (2002),
respectively. The adjustments, made using ship observations of Night
Marine Air Temperature (NMAT) and other sources, had a striking effect
on the SST global mean estimates: note the difference in 1850–1941
between HadSST2 and International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (ICOADS) curves in Figure 2.16 (a brief description of
SST and NMAT data sets and their methods is given in Supplementary
Material 2.SM.4.3).
Buckets of improved design and measurement methods with smaller,
on average, biases came into use after 1941 (Figure 2.15, top); average biases were reduced further in recent decades, but not eliminated
(Figure 2.15, bottom). Increasing density of SST observations made
possible the identification (Reynolds et al., 2002, 2010; Kennedy et al.,
2012) and partial correction of more recent period biases (Kennedy et
al., 2011a). In particular, it is hypothesized that the proximity of the
hot engine often biases engine room intake (ERI) measurements warm
(Kent et al., 2010). Because of the prevalence of the ERI measurements
among SST data from ships, the ship SSTs are biased warm by 0.12°C
to 0.18°C on average compared to the buoy data (Reynolds et al., 2010;
Kennedy et al., 2011a, 2012). An assessment of the potential impact
of modern biases can be ascertained by considering the difference

Table 2.5 | Trend estimates and 90% confidence intervals (Box 2.2) for two subsequent versions of the HadSST data set over five common periods. HadSST2 has been used in
AR4; HadSST3 is used in this chapter.

Data Set

Trends in °C per decade
1880–2012

1901–2012

1901–1950

1951–2012

1979–2012

HadSST3 (Kennedy et al., 2011a)

0.054 ± 0.012

0.067 ± 0.013

0.117 ± 0.028

0.074 ± 0.027

0.124 ± 0.030

HadSST2 (Rayner et al., 2006)

0.051 ± 0.015

0.069 ± 0.012

0.084 ± 0.055

0.098 ± 0.017

0.121 ± 0.033
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The traditional approach to modeling random error of in situ SST
data assumed the independence of individual measurements. Kent
and Berry (2008) identified the need to account for error correlation
for measurements from the same “platform” (i.e., an individual ship
or buoy), while measurement errors from different platforms remain
independent.. Kennedy et al. (2011b) achieved that by introducing
platform-dependent biases, which are constant within the same platform, but change randomly from one platform to another. Accounting
for such correlated errors in HadSST3 resulted in estimated error for
global and hemispheric monthly means that are more than twice the
estimates given by HadSST2. The uncertainty in many, but not all, components of the HadSST3 product is represented by the ensemble of its
realizations (Figure 2.17).
Data sets of marine air temperatures (MATs) have traditionally been
restricted to nighttime series only (NMAT data sets) due to the direct
solar heating effect on the daytime measurements, although corrected
daytime MAT records for 1973–present are already available (Berry
and Kent, 2009). Other major biases, affecting both nighttime and daytime MAT are due to increasing deck height with the general increase
in the size of ships over time and non-standard measurement practices. Recently these biases were re-examined and explicit uncertainty
calculation undertaken for NMAT by Kent et al. (2013), resulting in the
HadNMAT2 data set.

0.6

SST anomaly (°C)

between HadSST3 (bias corrections applied throughout) and HadSST2
(bucket corrections only) global means (Figure 2.16): it is particularly
prominent in 1945–1970 period, when rapid changes in prevalence of
ERI and bucket measurements during and after the World War II affect
HadSST2 owing to the uncorrected measurement biases (Thompson et
al., 2008), while these are corrected in HadSST3. Nevertheless, for periods longer than a century the effect of HadSST3-HadSST2 differences
on linear trend slopes is small relative to the trend uncertainty (Table
2.5). Some degree of independent check on the validity of HadSST3
adjustments comes from a comparison to sub-surface temperature
data (Gouretski et al., 2012) (see Section 3.2).
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Figure 2.17 | Global monthly mean sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies relative
to a 1961–1990 climatology from satellites (ATSRs) and in situ records (HadSST3). Black
lines: the 100-member HadSST3 ensemble. Red lines: ATSR-based nighttime subsurface
temperature at 0.2 m depth (SST0.2m) estimates from the ATSR Reprocessing for Climate
(ARC) project. Retrievals based on three spectral channels (D3, solid line) are more
accurate than retrievals based on only two (D2, dotted line). Contributions of the three
different ATSR missions to the curve shown are indicated at the bottom. The in situ and
satellite records were co-located within 5° × 5° monthly grid boxes: only those where
both data sets had data for the same month were used in the comparison. (Adapted
from Merchant et al. 2012.)

bined record starts in August 1991 and exceeds two decades (it stopped
with the demise of the ENVISAT platform in 2012). The (A) ATSRs are
‘dual-view’ IR radiometers intended to allow atmospheric effects
removal without the use of in situ observations. Since AR4, (A)ATSR
observations have been reprocessed with new estimation techniques
(Embury and Merchant, 2011). The resulting SST products seem to be
more accurate than many in situ observations (Embury et al., 2011). In
terms of monthly global means, the agreement is illustrated in Figure
2.17. By analyzing (A)ATSR and in situ data together, Kennedy at al.
(2012) verified and extended existing models for biases and random
errors of in situ data.

2.4.2.2 Interpolated SST Products and Trends
2.4.2.1.2

Satellite SST data records

Satellite SST data sets are based on measuring electromagnetic radiation that left the ocean surface and got transmitted through the atmosphere. Because of the complexity of processes involved, the majority
of such data has to be calibrated on the basis of in situ observations.
The resulting data sets, however, provide a description of global SST
fields with a level of spatial detail unachievable by in situ data only.
The principal IR sensor is the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR). Since AR4, the AVHRR time series has been reprocessed
consistently back to March 1981 (Casey et al., 2010) to create the
AVHRR Pathfinder v5.2 data set. Passive microwave data sets of SST
are available since 1997 equatorward of 40° and near-globally since
2002 (Wentz et al., 2000; Gentemann et al., 2004). They are generally
less accurate than IR-based SST data sets, but their superior coverage
in areas of persistent cloudiness provides SST estimates where the IR
record has none (Reynolds et al., 2010).
The (Advanced) Along Track Scanning Radiometer (A)ATSR) series of
three sensors was designed for climate monitoring of SST; their com-

SST data sets form a major part of global surface temperature analyses considered in this assessment report. To use an SST data set as
a boundary condition for atmospheric reanalyses products (Box 2.3)
or in atmosphere-only climate simulations (considered in Chapter 9
onwards), gridded data sets with complete coverage over the global
ocean are typically needed. These are usually based on a special form
of kriging (optimal interpolation) procedure that retains large-scale
correlation structures and can accommodate very sparse data coverage. For the pre-satellite era (generally, before October 1981) only in
situ data are used; for the latter period some products also use AVHRR
data. Figure 2.18 compares interpolated SST data sets that extend
back to the 19th century with the uninterpolated HadSST3 and HadNMAT2 products. Linear trend estimates for global mean SSTs from
those products updated through 2012 are presented in Table 2.6. Differences between the trends from different data sets are larger when
the calculation period is shorter (1979–2012) or has lower quality
data (1901–1950); these are due mainly to different data coverage of
underlying observational data sets and bias correction methods used
in these products.
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Table 2.6 | Trend estimates and 90% confidence intervals (Box 2.2) for interpolated SST data sets (uninterpolated state-of-the-art HadSST3 data set is included for comparison).
Dash indicates not enough data available for trend calculation.

Trends in °C per decade

Data Set

1901–2012

1901–1950

HadISST (Rayner et al., 2003)

0.042 ± 0.007

0.052 ± 0.007

COBE-SST (Ishii et al., 2005)

–

0.058 ± 0.007

ERSSTv3b (Smith et al., 2008)

0.054 ± 0.015

HadSST3 (Kennedy et al., 2011a)

0.054 ± 0.012

Temperature anomaly (ºC)

2

1880–2012

COBE
HadSST3

0.4

1951–2012

1979–2012

0.067 ± 0.024

0.064 ± 0.015

0.072 ± 0.024

0.066 ± 0.032

0.071 ± 0.014

0.073 ± 0.020

0.071 ± 0.011

0.097 ± 0.050

0.088 ± 0.017

0.105 ± 0.031

0.067 ± 0.013

0.117 ± 0.028

0.074 ± 0.027

0.124 ± 0.030
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Figure 2.18 | Global annual average sea surface temperature (SST) and Night Marine
Air Temperature (NMAT) relative to a 1961–1990 climatology from state of the art data
sets. Spatially interpolated products are shown by solid lines; non-interpolated products
by dashed lines.

Starting in the 1980s each decade has been significantly warmer at
the Earth’s surface than any preceding decade since the 1850s in HadCRUT4, a data set that explicitly quantifies a large number of sources
of uncertainty (Figure 2.19). Each of the last three decades is also the
warmest in the other two GMST data sets, but these have substantially less mature and complete uncertainty estimates, precluding such
an assessment of significance of their decadal differences. The GISS
and MLOST data sets fall outside the 90% CI of HadCRUT4 for several
decades in the 20th century (Figure 2.19). These decadal differences
could reflect residual biases in one or more data set, an incomplete
treatment of uncertainties in HadCRUT4.1 or a combination of these
effects (Box 2.1). The data sets utilize different LSAT (Section 2.4.1)
and SST (Section 2.4.2) component records (Supplementary Material
2.SM.4.3.4) that in the case of SST differ somewhat in their multi-decadal trend behaviour (Table 2.6 compare HadSST3 and ERSSTv3b).

In summary, it is certain that global average sea surface temperatures
(SSTs) have increased since the beginning of the 20th century. Since
AR4, major improvements in availability of metadata and data completeness have been made, and a number of new global SST records
have been produced. Intercomparisons of new SST data records
obtained by different measurement methods, including satellite data,
have resulted in better understanding of uncertainties and biases in
the records. Although these innovations have helped highlight and
quantify uncertainties and affect our understanding of the character of
changes since the mid-20th century, they do not alter the conclusion
that global SSTs have increased both since the 1950s and since the
late 19th century.

2.4.3

Global Combined Land and Sea Surface
Temperature

AR4 concluded that the GMST had increased, with the last 50 years
increasing at almost double the rate of the last 100 years. Subsequent
developments in LSAT and SST have led to better understanding of the
data and their uncertainties as discussed in preceding sections. This
improved understanding has led to revised global products.
Changes have been made to all three GMST data sets that were used
in AR4 (Hansen et al., 2010; Morice et al., 2012; Vose et al., 2012b).
These are now in somewhat better agreement with each other over
recent years, in large part because HadCRUT4 now better samples the
NH high latitude land regions (Jones et al., 2012; Morice et al., 2012)
which comparisons to reanalyses had shown led to a propensity for
HadCRUT3 to underestimate recent warming (Simmons et al., 2010).
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Figure 2.19 | Decadal global mean surface temperature (GMST) anomalies (white
vertical lines in grey blocks) and their uncertainties (90% confidence intervals as grey
blocks) based upon the land-surface air temperature (LSAT) and sea surface temperature (SST) combined HadCRUT4 (v4.1.1.0) ensemble (Morice et al., 2012). Anomalies
are relative to a 1961–1990 climatology. 1850s indicates the period 1850-1859, and
so on. NCDC MLOST and GISS data set best-estimates are also shown.
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All ten of the warmest years have occurred since 1997, with 2010 and
2005 effectively tied for the warmest year on record in all three products. However, uncertainties on individual annual values are sufficiently large that the ten warmest years are statistically indistinguishable
from one another. The global-mean trends are significant for all data
sets and multi-decadal periods considered in Table 2.7. Using HadCRUT4 and its uncertainty estimates, the warming from 1850–1900 to
1986–2005 (reference period for the modelling chapters and Annex I)
is 0.61 [0.55 to 0.67] °C (90% confidence interval), and the warming
from 1850–1900 to 2003–2012 (the most recent decade) is 0.78 [0.72
to 0.85] °C (Supplementary Material 2.SM.4.3.3).

Much interest has focussed on the period since 1998 and an observed
reduction in warming trend, most marked in NH winter (Cohen et al.,
2012). Various investigators have pointed out the limitations of such
short-term trend analysis in the presence of auto-correlated series variability and that several other similar length phases of no warming
exist in all the observational records and in climate model simulations
HadCRUT4 1901-2012

Differences between data sets are much smaller than both interannual
variability and the long-term trend (Figure 2.20). Since 1901 almost the
whole globe has experienced surface warming (Figure 2.21). Warming
has not been linear; most warming occurred in two periods: around
1900 to around 1940 and around 1970 onwards (Figure 2.22. Shorter
periods are noisier and so proportionately less of the sampled globe
exhibits statistically significant trends at the grid box level (Figure
2.22). The two periods of global mean warming exhibit very distinct
spatial signatures. The early 20th century warming was largely a NH
mid- to high-latitude phenomenon, whereas the more recent warming is more global in nature. These distinctions may yield important
information as to causes (Chapter 10). Differences between data sets
are larger in earlier periods (Figures 2.19, 2.20), particularly prior to
the 1950s when observational sampling is much more geographically
incomplete (and many of the well sampled areas may have been globally unrepresentative (Brönnimann, 2009)), data errors and subsequent
methodological impacts are larger (Thompson et al., 2008), and different ways of accounting for data void regions are more important (Vose
et al., 2005b).
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Figure 2.20 | Annual global mean surface temperature (GMST) anomalies relative to a
1961–1990 climatology from the latest version of the three combined land-surface air
temperature (LSAT) and sea surface temperature (SST) data sets (HadCRUT4, GISS and
NCDC MLOST). Published data set uncertainties are not included for reasons discussed
in Box 2.1.
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Figure 2.21 | Trends in surface temperature from the three data sets of Figure 2.20
for 1901–2012. White areas indicate incomplete or missing data. Trends have been
calculated only for those grid boxes with greater than 70% complete records and more
than 20% data availability in first and last decile of the period. Black plus signs (+)
indicate grid boxes where trends are significant (i.e., a trend of zero lies outside the 90%
confidence interval). Differences in coverage primarily reflect the degree of interpolation
to account for data void regions undertaken by the data set providers ranging from none
beyond grid box averaging (HadCRUT4) to substantial (GISS).

Table 2.7 | Same as Table 2.4, but for global mean surface temperature (GMST) over five common periods.

Data Set

Trends in °C per decade
1880–2012

1901–2012

1901–1950

1951–2012

1979–2012

HadCRUT4 (Morice et al., 2012)

0.062 ± 0.012

0.075 ± 0.013

0.107 ± 0.026

0.106 ± 0.027

0.155 ± 0.033

NCDC MLOST (Vose et al., 2012b)

0.064 ± 0.015

0.081 ± 0.013

0.097 ± 0.040

0.118 ± 0.021

0.151 ± 0.037

GISS (Hansen et al., 2010)

0.065 ± 0.015

0.083 ± 0.013

0.090 ± 0.034

0.124 ± 0.020

0.161 ± 0.033
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three decades has been warmer than all the previous decades in
the instrumental record, and the decade of the 2000s has been the
warmest. The globally averaged combined land and ocean surface
temperature data as calculated by a linear trend, show a warming
of 0.85 [0.65 to 1.06] °C, over the period 1880–2012, when multiple
independently produced datasets exist, about 0.89°C [0.69 to 1.08] °C
over the period 1901–2012, and about 0.72 [0.49° to 0.89] °C over
the period 1951–2012. The total increase between the average of the
1850–1900 period and the 2003–2012 period is 0.78 [0.72 to 0.85] °C
and the total increase between the average of the 1850–1900 period
and the reference period for projections 1986−2005 is 0.61 [0.55 to
0.67] °C, based on the single longest dataset available. For the longest period when calculation of regional trends is sufficiently complete
(1901–2012), almost the entire globe has experienced surface warming. In addition to robust multi-decadal warming, global mean surface
temperature exhibits substantial decadal and interannual variability.
Owing to natural variability, trends based on short records are very
sensitive to the beginning and end dates and do not in general reflect
long-term climate trends. As one example, the rate of warming over
the past 15 years (1998–2012; 0.05 [–0.05 to +0.15] °C per decade),
which begins with a strong El Niño, is smaller than the rate calculated
since 1951 (1951–2012; 0.12 [0.08 to 0.14] °C per decade)Trends for
15-year periods starting in 1995, 1996, and 1997 are 0.13 [0.02 to
0.24], 0.14 [0.03 to 0.24] and 0.07 [–0.02 to 0.18], respectively..

2.4.4
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Figure 2.22 | Trends in surface temperature from NCDC MLOST for three nonconsectutive shorter periods (1911–1940; 1951–1980; 1981–2012). White areas
indicate incomplete or missing data. Trends and significance have been calculated as
in Figure 2.21.

(Easterling and Wehner, 2009; Peterson et al., 2009; Liebmann et al.,
2010; Foster and Rahmstorf, 2011; Santer et al., 2011). This issue is
discussed in the context of model behaviour, forcings and natural variability in Box 9.2 and Section 10.3.1. Regardless, all global combined
LSAT and SST data sets exhibit a statistically non-significant warming
trend over 1998–2012 (0.042°C ± 0.093°C per decade (HadCRUT4);
0.037°C ± 0.085°C per decade (NCDC MLOST); 0.069°C ± 0.082°C per
decade (GISS)). An average of the trends from these three data sets
yields an estimated change for the 1998–2012 period of 0.05 [–0.05 to
+0.15] °C per decade. Trends of this short length are very sensitive to
the precise period selection with trends calculated in the same manner
for the 15-year periods starting in 1995, 1996, and 1997 being 0.13
[0.02 to 0.24], 0.14 [0.03 to 0.24] and 0.07 [–0.02 to 0.18] (all °C per
decade), respectively.
In summary, it is certain that globally averaged near surface temperatures have increased since the late 19th century. Each of the past
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AR4 summarized that globally the troposphere had warmed at a rate
greater than the GMST over the radiosonde record, while over the
shorter satellite era the GMST and tropospheric warming rates were
indistinguishable. Trends in the tropics were more uncertain than
global trends although even this region was concluded to be warming.
Globally, the stratosphere was reported to be cooling over the satellite
era starting in 1979. New advances since AR4 have highlighted the
substantial degree of uncertainty in both satellite and balloon-borne
radiosonde records and led to some revisions and improvements in
existing products and the creation of a number of new data products.

2.4.4.1 Advances in Multi-Decadal Observational Records
The major global radiosonde records extend back to 1958, with temperatures, measured as the balloon ascends, reported at mandatory
pressure levels. Satellites have monitored tropospheric and lower stratospheric temperature trends since late 1978 through the Microwave
Sounding Unit (MSU) and its follow-on Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU) since 1998. These measures of upwelling radiation
represent bulk (volume averaged) atmospheric temperature (Figure
2.23). The ‘Mid-Tropospheric’ (MT) MSU channel that most directly corresponds to the troposphere has 10 to 15% of its signal from both the
skin temperature of the Earth’s surface and the stratosphere. Two alternative approaches have been suggested for removing the stratospheric
component based on differencing of view angles (LT) and statistical
recombination (*G) with the ‘Lower Stratosphere’ (LS) channel (Spencer and Christy, 1992; Fu et al., 2004). The MSU satellite series also
included a Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU) that measured at higher
altitudes (Seidel et al., 2011).
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Figure 2.23 | Vertical weighting functions for those satellite temperature retrievals
discussed in this chapter (modified from Seidel et al. (2011)). The dashed line indicates
the typical maximum altitude achieved in the historical radiosonde record. The three SSU
channels are denoted by the designated names 25, 26 and 27. LS (Lower Stratosphere)
and MT (Mid Troposphere) are two direct MSU measures and LT (Lower Troposphere)
and *G (Global Troposphere) are derived quantities from one or more of these that
attempt to remove the stratospheric component from MT.

At the time of AR4 there were only two ‘global’ radiosonde data sets
that included treatment of homogeneity issues: RATPAC (Free et al.,
2005) and HadAT (Thorne et al., 2005). Three additional estimates
have appeared since AR4 based on novel and distinct approaches.
A group at the University of Vienna have produced RAOBCORE and
RICH (Haimberger, 2007; Haimberger et al., 2008, 2012) using ERA
reanalysis products (Box 2.3). Sherwood and colleagues developed an
iterative universal kriging approach for radiosonde data to create IUK
(Sherwood et al., 2008) and concluded that non-climatic data issues
leading to spurious cooling remained in the deep tropics even after
homogenization. The HadAT group created an automated version,
undertook systematic experimentation and concluded that the parametric uncertainty (Box 2.1) was of the same order of magnitude as
the apparent climate signal (McCarthy et al., 2008; Titchner et al.,
2009; Thorne et al., 2011). A similar ensemble approach has also been
applied to the RICH product (Haimberger et al., 2012). These various
ensembles and new products exhibit more tropospheric warming / less
stratospheric cooling than pre-existing products at all levels. Globally
the radiosonde records all imply the troposphere has warmed and the
stratosphere cooled since 1958 but with uncertainty that grows with
height and is much greater outside the better-sampled NH extra-tropics (Thorne et al., 2011; Haimberger et al., 2012), where it is of the
order 0.1°C per decade.
For MSU, AR4 considered estimates produced from three groups: UAH
(University of Alabama in Huntsville); RSS (Remote Sensing Systems)
and VG2 (now no longer updated). A new product has been created by NOAA labelled STAR, using a fundamentally distinct approach
for the critical inter-satellite warm target calibration step (Zou et al.,
2006a). STAR exhibits more warming/less cooling at all levels than
UAH and RSS. For MT and LS, Zou and Wang (2010) concluded that
this does not relate primarily to use of their inter-satellite calibration
technique but rather differences in other processing steps. RSS also
produced a parametric uncertainty ensemble (Box 2.1) employing a
Monte Carlo approach allowing methodological inter-dependencies to
be fully expressed (Mears et al., 2011). For large-scale trends dominant

effects were inter-satellite offset determinations and, for tropospheric
channels, diurnal drift. Uncertainties were concluded to be of the order
0.1°C per decade at the global mean for both tropospheric channels
(where it is of comparable magnitude to the long-term trends) and the
stratospheric channel.
SSU provides the only long-term near-global temperature data above
the lower stratosphere, with the series terminating in 2006. Some
AMSU-A channels have replaced this capability and efforts to understand the effect of changed measurement properties have been undertaken (Kobayashi et al., 2009). Until recently only one SSU data set
existed (Nash and Edge, 1989), updated by Randel et al. (2009). Liu and
Weng (2009) have produced an intermediate analysis for Channels 25
and 26 (but not Channel 27). Wang et al. (2012g), building on insights
from several of these recent studies, have produced a more complete
analysis. Differences between the independent estimates are much
larger than differences between MSU records or radiosonde records
at lower levels, with substantial inter-decadal time series behaviour
departures, zonal trend structure, and global trend differences of the
order 0.5°C per decade (Seidel et al., 2011; Thompson et al., 2012;
Wang et al., 2012g). Although all SSU data sets agree that the stratosphere is cooling, there is therefore low confidence in the details above
the lower stratosphere.
In summary, many new data sets have been produced since AR4 from
radiosondes and satellites with renewed interest in satellite measurements above the lower stratosphere. Several studies have attempted
to quantify the parametric uncertainty (Box 2.1) more rigorously. These
various data sets and analyses have served to highlight the degree of
uncertainty in the data and derived products.

2.4.4.2 Intercomparisons of Various Long-Term Radiosonde
and MSU Products
Since AR4 there have been a large number of intercomparisons between
radiosonde and MSU data sets. Interpretation is complicated, as most
studies considered data set versions that have since been superseded.
Several studies compared UAH and RSS products to local, regional or
global raw/homogenized radiosonde data (Christy and Norris, 2006,
2009; Christy et al., 2007, 2010, 2011; Randall and Herman, 2008;
Mears et al., 2012; Po-Chedley and Fu, 2012). Early studies focussed on
the time of transition from NOAA-11 to NOAA-12 (early 1990s) which
indicated an apparent issue in RSS. Christy et al. (2007) noted that this
coincided with the Mt Pinatubo eruption and that RSS was the only
product, either surface or tropospheric, that exhibited tropical warming immediately after the eruption when cooling would be expected.
Using reanalysis data Bengtsson and Hodges (2011) also found evidence of a potential jump in RSS in 1993 over the tropical oceans.
Mears et al. (2012) cautioned that an El Niño event quasi-simultaneous with Pinatubo complicates interpretation. They also highlighted
several other periods of disagreement between radiosonde records
and MSU records. All MSU records were most uncertain when satellite
orbits are drifting rapidly (Christy and Norris, 2006, 2009). Mears et
al. (2011) found that trend differences between RSS and other data
sets could not be explained in many cases by parametric uncertainties
in RSS alone. It was repeatedly cautioned that there were potential
common biases (of varying magnitude) between the different MSU
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records or between the different radiosonde records which complicate
intercomparisons (Christy and Norris, 2006, 2009; Mears et al., 2012).
In summary, assessment of the large body of studies comparing various long-term radiosonde and MSU products since AR4 is hampered
by data set version changes, and inherent data uncertainties. These
factors substantially limit the ability to draw robust and consistent
inferences from such studies about the true long-term trends or the
value of different data products.

2.4.4.3 Additional Evidence from Other Technologies
and Approaches

2

Global Positioning System (GPS) radio occultation (RO) currently represents the only self-calibrated SI traceable raw satellite measurements
(Anthes et al., 2008; Anthes, 2011). The fundamental observation is
time delay of the occulted signal’s phase traversing the atmosphere.
The time delay is a function of several atmospheric physical state variables. Subsequent analysis converts the time delay to temperature and
other parameters, which inevitably adds some degree of uncertainty to
the derived temperature data. Intercomparisons of GPS-RO products
show that differences are largest for derived geophysical parameters
(including temperature), but are still small relative to other observing
technologies (Ho et al., 2012). Comparisons to MSU and radiosondes
(Kuo et al., 2005; Ho et al., 2007, 2009a, 2009b; He et al., 2009; Baringer et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2010; Ladstadter et al., 2011) show substantive agreement in interannual behaviour, but also some multi-year
drifts that require further examination before this additional data
source can usefully arbitrate between different MSU and radiosonde
trend estimates.
Atmospheric winds are driven by thermal gradients. Radiosonde winds
are far less affected by time-varying biases than their temperatures
(Gruber and Haimberger, 2008; Sherwood et al., 2008; Section 2.7.3).
Allen and Sherwood (2007) initially used radiosonde wind to infer
temperatures within the Tropical West Pacific warm pool region, then
extended this to a global analysis (Allen and Sherwood, 2008) yielding
a distinct tropical upper tropospheric warming trend maximum within
the vertical profile, but with large uncertainty. Winds can only quantify relative changes and require an initialization (location and trend
at that location) (Allen and Sherwood, 2008). The large uncertainty
range was predominantly driven by this initialization choice, a finding
later confirmed by Christy et al. (2010), who in addition questioned
the stability given the sparse geographical sampling, particularly in the
tropics, and possible systematic sampling effects amongst other potential issues. Initializing closer to the tropics tended to reduce or remove
the appearance of a tropical upper tropospheric warming trend maximum (Allen and Sherwood, 2008; Christy et al., 2010). There is only low
confidence in trends inferred from ‘thermal winds’ given the relative
immaturity of the analyses and their large uncertainties.
In summary, new technologies and approaches have emerged since
AR4. However, these new technologies and approaches either constitute too short a record or are too immature to inform assessments of
long-term trends at the present time.
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2.4.4.4 Synthesis of Free Atmosphere Temperature Estimates
Global-mean lower tropospheric temperatures have increased since the
mid-20th century (Figure 2.24, bottom). Structural uncertainties (Box
2.1) are larger than at the surface but it can still be concluded that globally the troposphere has warmed (Table 2.8). On top of this long-term
trend are superimposed short-term variations that are highly correlated
with those at the surface but of somewhat greater amplitude. Global
mean lower stratospheric temperatures have decreased since the mid20th century punctuated by short-lived warming events associated with
explosive volcanic activity (Figure 2.24a). However, since the mid-1990s
little net change has occurred. Cooling rates are on average greater
from radiosonde data sets than MSU data sets. This very likely relates
to widely recognized cooling biases in radiosondes (Mears et al., 2006)
which all data set producers explicitly caution are likely to remain to
some extent in their final products (Free and Seidel, 2007; Haimberger
et al., 2008; Sherwood et al., 2008; Thorne et al., 2011).
In comparison to the surface (Figure 2.22), tropospheric layers exhibit
smoother geographic trends (Figure 2.25) with warming dominating
cooling north of approximately 45°S and greatest warming in high
northern latitudes. The lower stratosphere cooled almost everywhere
but this cooling exhibits substantial large-scale structure. Cooling is
greatest in the highest southern latitudes and smallest in high northern
latitudes. There are also secondary stratospheric cooling maxima in the
mid-latitude regions of each hemisphere.
Available global and regional trends from radiosondes since 1958
(Figure 2.26) show agreement that the troposphere has warmed and
the stratosphere cooled. While there is little ambiguity in the sign of the
changes, the rate and vertical structure of change are distinctly data
set dependent, particularly in the stratosphere. Differences are greatest
in the tropics and SH extra-tropics where the historical radiosonde data
coverage is poorest. Not shown in the figure for clarity are estimates
of parametric data set uncertainties or trend-fit uncertainties—both of
which are of the order of at least 0.1°C per decade (Section 2.4.4.1).
Differences in trends between available radiosonde data sets are
greater during the satellite era than for the full radiosonde period of
record in all regions and at most levels (Figure 2.27; cf. Figure 2.26). The
RAOBCORE product exhibits greater vertical trend gradients than other
data sets and it has been posited that this relates to its dependency
on reanalysis fields (Sakamoto and Christy, 2009; Christy et al., 2010).
MSU trend estimates in the troposphere are generally bracketed by the
radiosonde range. In the stratosphere MSU deep layer estimates tend
to show slightly less cooling. Over both 1958–2011 and 1979–2011
there is some evidence in the radiosonde products taken as a whole
that the tropical tropospheric trends increase with height. But the magnitude and the structure is highly data set dependent.
In summary, based on multiple independent analyses of measurements
from radiosondes and satellite sensors it is virtually certain that globally the troposphere has warmed and the stratosphere has cooled since
the mid-20th century. Despite unanimous agreement on the sign of the
trends, substantial disagreement exists among available estimates as
to the rate of temperature changes, particularly outside the NH extratropical troposphere, which has been well sampled by radiosondes.
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Table 2.8 | Trend estimates and 90% confidence intervals (Box 2.2) for radiosonde and MSU data set global average values over the radiosonde (1958–2012) and satellite periods
(1979–2012). LT indicates Lower Troposphere, MT indicates Mid Troposphere and LS indicates Lower Stratosphere (Figure 2.23. Satellite records start only in 1979 and STAR do
not produce an LT product.

Trends in °C per decade
Data Set

1958–2012

1979–2012

LT

MT

LS

LT

MT

LS

HadAT2 (Thorne et al., 2005)

0.159 ± 0.038

0.095 ± 0.034

–0.339 ± 0.086

0.162 ± 0.047

0.079 ± 0.057

–0.436 ± 0.204

RAOBCORE 1.5 (Haimberger et al., 2012)

0.156 ± 0.031

0.109 ± 0.029

–0.186 ± 0.087

0.139 ± 0.049

0.079 ± 0.054

–0.266 ± 0.227

RICH-obs (Haimberger et al., 2012)

0.162 ± 0.031

0.102 ± 0.029

–0.285 ± 0.087

0.158 ± 0.046

0.081 ± 0.052

–0.331 ± 0.241

RICH-tau (Haimberger et al., 2012)

0.168 ± 0.032

0.111 ± 0.030

–0.280 ± 0.085

0.160 ± 0.046

0.083 ± 0.052

–0.345 ± 0.238

RATPAC (Free et al., 2005)

0.136 ± 0.028

0.076 ± 0.028

–0.338 ± 0.092

0.128 ± 0.044

0.039 ± 0.051

–0.468 ± 0.225

UAH (Christy et al., 2003)

0.138 ± 0.043

0.043 ± 0.042

–0.372 ± 0.201

RSS (Mears and Wentz, 2009a, 2009b)

0.131 ± 0.045

0.079 ± 0.043

–0.268 ± 0.177

0.123 ± 0.047

–0.320 ± 0.175

STAR (Zou and Wang, 2011)

Temperature anomaly (ºC)

1.5 (a)
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0.5
0.0
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Figure 2.24 | Global annual average lower stratospheric (top) and lower tropospheric (bottom) temperature anomalies relative to a 1981–2010 climatology from different data
sets. STAR does not produce a lower tropospheric temperature product. Note that the y-axis resolution differs between the two panels.
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 2.1 | How Do We Know the World Has Warmed?
Evidence for a warming world comes from multiple independent climate indicators, from high up in the atmosphere
to the depths of the oceans. They include changes in surface, atmospheric and oceanic temperatures; glaciers; snow
cover; sea ice; sea level and atmospheric water vapour. Scientists from all over the world have independently verified this evidence many times. That the world has warmed since the 19th century is unequivocal.
Discussion about climate warming often centres on potential residual biases in temperature records from landbased weather stations. These records are very important, but they only represent one indicator of changes in the
climate system. Broader evidence for a warming world comes from a wide range of independent physically consistent measurements of many other, strongly interlinked, elements of the climate system (FAQ 2.1, Figure 1).
A rise in global average surface temperatures is the best-known indicator of climate change. Although each year and
even decade is not always warmer than the last, global surface temperatures have warmed substantially since 1900.

2

Warming land temperatures correspond closely with the observed warming trend over the oceans. Warming oceanic air temperatures, measured from aboard ships, and temperatures of the sea surface itself also coincide, as
borne out by many independent analyses.
The atmosphere and ocean are both fluid bodies, so warming at the surface should also be seen in the lower atmosphere, and deeper down into the upper oceans, and observations confirm that this is indeed the case. Analyses of
measurements made by weather balloon radiosondes and satellites consistently show warming of the troposphere,
the active weather layer of the atmosphere. More than 90% of the excess energy absorbed by the climate system
since at least the 1970s has been stored in the oceans as can be seen from global records of ocean heat content
going back to the 1950s. (continued on next page)

Glacier Volume

Air Temperature

in the lowest few Km (troposphere)

Water Vapor

Temperature
Over Land

Sea Ice Area
Snow Cover

Marine Air Temperature

Sea Surface Temperature

Sea Level

Ocean Heat Content

FAQ 2.1, Figure 1 | Independent analyses of many components of the climate system that would be expected to change in a warming world exhibit trends
consistent with warming (arrow direction denotes the sign of the change), as shown in FAQ 2.1, Figure 2.
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FAQ 2.1 (continued)

As the oceans warm, the water itself expands. This expansion is one of the main drivers of the independently
observed rise in sea levels over the past century. Melting of glaciers and ice sheets also contribute, as do changes in
storage and usage of water on land.
A warmer world is also a moister one, because warmer air can hold more water vapour. Global analyses show that
specific humidity, which measures the amount of water vapour in the atmosphere, has increased over both the land
and the oceans.
The frozen parts of the planet—known collectively as the cryosphere—affect, and are affected by, local changes
in temperature. The amount of ice contained in glaciers globally has been declining every year for more than 20
years, and the lost mass contributes, in part, to the observed rise in sea level. Snow cover is sensitive to changes in
temperature, particularly during the spring, when snow starts to melt. Spring snow cover has shrunk across the NH
since the 1950s. Substantial losses in Arctic sea ice have been observed since satellite records began, particularly at
the time of the mimimum extent, which occurs in September at the end of the annual melt season. By contrast, the
increase in Antarctic sea ice has been smaller.

2
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Individually, any single analysis might be unconvincing, but analysis of these different indicators and independent
data sets has led many independent research groups to all reach the same conclusion. From the deep oceans to the
top of the troposphere, the evidence of warmer air and oceans, of melting ice and rising seas all points unequivocally to one thing: the world has warmed since the late 19th century (FAQ 2.1, Figure 2).

2000

Year

FAQ 2.1, Figure 2 | Multiple independent indicators of a changing global climate. Each line represents an independently derived estimate of change in the climate
element. In each panel all data sets have been normalized to a common period of record. A full detailing of which source data sets go into which panel is given in the
Supplementary Material 2.SM.5.
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UAH LS
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Figure 2.25 | Trends in MSU upper air temperature over 1979–2012 from UAH (left-hand panels) and RSS (right-hand panels) and for LS (top row) and LT (bottom row). Data
are temporally complete within the sampled domains for each data set. White areas indicate incomplete or missing data. Black plus signs (+) indicate grid boxes where trends are
significant (i.e., a trend of zero lies outside the 90% confidence interval).
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Figure 2.26 | Trends in upper air temperature for all available radiosonde data products that contain records for 1958–2012 for the globe (top) and tropics (20°N to 20°S) and
extra-tropics (bottom). The bottom panel trace in each case is for trends on distinct pressure levels. Note that the pressure axis is not linear. The top panel points show MSU layer
equivalent measure trends. MSU layer equivalents have been processed using the method of Thorne et al. (2005). No attempts have been made to sub-sample to a common data
mask.
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Figure 2.27 | As Figure 2.26 except for the satellite era 1979–2012 period and including MSU products (RSS, STAR and UAH).

Hence there is only medium confidence in the rate of change and its
vertical structure in the NH extratropical troposphere and low confidence elsewhere.

2.5

Changes in Hydrological Cycle

This section covers the main aspects of the hydrological cycle, including
large-scale average precipitation, stream flow and runoff, soil moisture, atmospheric water vapour, and clouds. Meteorological drought is
assessed in Section 2.6. Ocean precipitation changes are assessed in
Section 3.4.3 and changes in the area covered by snow in Section 4.5.

2.5.1

Large-Scale Changes in Precipitation

2.5.1.1 Global Land Areas
AR4 concluded that precipitation has generally increased over land
north of 30°N over the period 1900–2005 but downward trends dominate the tropics since the 1970s. AR4 included analysis of both the
GHCN (Vose et al., 1992) and CRU (Mitchell and Jones, 2005) gaugebased precipitation data sets for the globally averaged annual precipitation over land. For both data sets the overall linear trend from
1900 to 2005 (1901–2002 for CRU) was positive but not statistically
significant (Table 3.4 from AR4). Other periods covered in AR4 (1951–
2005 and 1979–2005) showed a mix of negative and positive trends
depending on the data set.

Since AR4, existing data sets have been updated and a new data set
developed. Figure 2.28 shows the century-scale variations and trends
on globally and zonally averaged annual precipitation using five data
sets: GHCN V2 (updated through 2011; Vose et al., 1992), Global Precipitation Climatology Project V2.2 (GPCP) combined raingauge–satellite product (Adler et al., 2003), CRU TS 3.10.01 (updated from Mitchell
and Jones, 2005), Global Precipitation Climatology Centre V6 (GPCC)
data set (Becker et al., 2013) and a reconstructed data set by Smith et
al. (2012). Each data product incorporates a different number of station
series for each region. The Smith et al. product is a statistical reconstruction using Empirical Orthogonal Functions, similar to the NCDC
MLOST global temperature product (Section 2.4.3) that does provide
coverage for most of the global surface area although only land is
included here. The data sets based on in situ observations only start in
1901, but the Smith et al. data set ends in 2008, while the other three
data sets contain data until at least 2010.
For the longest common period of record (1901–2008) all datasets
exhibit increases in globally averaged precipitation, with three of the
four showing statistically significant changes (Table 2.9). However,
there is a factor of almost three spread in the magnitude of the change
which serves to create low confidence. Global trends for the shorter
period (1951–2008) show a mix of statistically non-significant positive
and negative trends amongst the four data sets with the infilled Smith
et al. (2012) analysis showing increases and the remainder decreases.
These differences among data sets indicate that long-term increases
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2.5.1.2 Spatial Variability of Observed Trends
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Figure 2.28 | Annual precipitation anomalies averaged over land areas for four
latitudinal bands and the globe from five global precipitation data sets relative to a
1981–2000 climatology.

in global precipitation discussed in AR4 are uncertain, owing in part
to issues in data coverage in the early part of the 20th century (Wan
et al., 2013).
In summary, confidence in precipitation change averaged over global
land areas is low for the years prior to 1950 and medium afterwards
because of insufficient data, particularly in the earlier part of the record.
Available globally incomplete records show mixed and non-significant
long-term trends in reported global mean changes. Further, when virtually all the land area is filled in using a reconstruction method, the
resulting time series shows less change in land-based precipitation
since 1900.

The latitude band plots in Figure 2.28 suggest that precipitation over
tropical land areas (30°S to 30°N) has increased over the last decade
reversing the drying trend that occurred from the mid-1970s to mid1990s. As a result the period 1951–2008 shows no significant overall
trend in tropical land precipitation in any of the datasets (Table 2.10).
Longer term trends (1901–2008) in the tropics, shown in Table 2.10,
are also non-significant for each of the four data sets. The mid-latitudes
of the NH (30°N to 60°N) show an overall increase in precipitation
from 1901 to 2008 with statistically significant trends for each data
set. For the shorter period (1951–2008) the trends are also positive
but non-significant for three of the four data sets. For the high latitudes of the NH (60°N to 90°N) where data completeness permits
trend calculations solely for the 1951–2008 period, all datasets show
increases but there is a wide range of magnitudes and the infilled
Smith et al. series shows small and insignificant trends (Table 2.10).
Fewer data from high latitude stations make these trends less certain
and yield low confidence in resulting zonal band average estimates.
In the mid-latitudes of the SH (60°S to 30°S) there is limited evidence
of long-term increases with three data sets showing significant trends
for the 1901–2008 period but GHCN having negative trends that are
not significant. For the 1951–2008 period changes in SH mid-latitude
precipitation are less certain, with one data set showing a significant
trend towards drying, two showing non-significant drying trends and
the final dataset suggesting increases in precipitation. All data sets
show an abrupt decline in SH mid-latitude precipitation in the early
2000s (Figure 2.28) consistent with enhanced drying that has very
recently recovered. These results for latitudinal changes are broadly
consistent with the global satellite observations for the 1979–2008
period (Allan et al., 2010) and land-based gauge measurements for the
1950–1999 period (Zhang et al., 2007a).
In AR4, maps of observed trends of annual precipitation for 1901–2005
were calculated using GHCN interpolated to a 5° × 5° latitude/longitude grid. Trends (in percent per decade) were calculated for each grid
box and showed statistically significant changes, particularly increases in eastern and northwestern North America, parts of Europe and
Russia, southern South America and Australia, declines in the Sahel
region of Africa, and a few scattered declines elsewhere.
Figure 2.29 shows the spatial variability of long-term trends (1901–
2010) and more recent trends (1951–2010) over land in annual precipitation using the CRU, GHCN and GPCC data sets. The trends are computed from land-only grid box time series using each native data set
grid resolution. The patterns of these absolute trends (in mm yr–1 per
decade) are broadly similar to the trends (in percent per decade) r elative

Table 2.9 | Trend estimates and 90% confidence intervals (Box 2.2) for annual precipitation for each time series in Figure 2.28 over two common periods of record.

Data Set

Area

Trends in mm yr–1 per decade
1901–2008

1951–2008

CRU TS 3.10.01 (updated from Mitchell and Jones, 2005)

Global

2.77 ± 1.46

–2.12 ± 3.52

GHCN V2 (updated through 2011; Vose et al., 1992)

Global

2.08 ± 1.66

–2.77 ± 3.92

GPCC V6 (Becker et al., 2013)

Global

1.48 ± 1.65

–1.54 ± 4.50

Smith et al. (2012)

Global

1.01 ± 0.64

0.68 ± 2.07
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Table 2.10 | Trend estimates and 90% confidence intervals (Box 2.2) for annual precipitation for each time series in Figure 2.28 over two periods. Dashes indicate not enough
data available for trend calculation. For the latitudinal band 90°S to 60°S not enough data exist for each product in either period.

Area

Data Set

CRU TS 3.10.01 (updated from Mitchell and
Jones, 2005)

GHCN V2 (updated through 2011; Vose et al., 1992)

GPCC V6 (Becker et al., 2013)

Smith et al. (2012)

Trends in mm yr–1 per decade
1901–2008

1951–2008

60°N–90°N

–

5.82 ± 2.72

30°N–60°N

3.82 ± 1.14

1.13 ± 2.01

30°S–30°N

0.89 ± 2.89

–4.22 ± 8.27

60°S–30°S

3.88 ± 2.28

–3.73 ± 5.94

60°N–90°N

–

4.52 ± 2.64

30°N–60°N

3.23 ± 1.10

1.39 ± 1.98

30°S–30°N

1.01 ± 3.00

–5.15 ± 7.28

60°S–30°S

–0.57 ± 2.27

–8.01 ± 5.63

60°N–90°N

–

2.69 ± 2.54

30°N–60°N

3.14 ± 1.05

1.50 ± 1.93

30°S–30°N

–0.48 ± 3.35

–4.16 ± 9.65

60°S–30°S

2.40 ± 2.01

–0.51 ± 5.45

60°N–90°N

–

0.63 ± 1.27

30°N–60°N

1.44 ± 0.50

0.97 ± 0.88

30°S–30°N

0.43 ± 1.48

0.67 ± 4.75

60°S–30°S

2.94 ± 1.40

0.78 ± 3.31

CRU 1901-2010

CRU 1951-2010

GHCN 1901-2010

GHCN 1951-2010

GPCC 1901-2010

GPCC 1951-2010

2

Trend (mm yr-1 per decade)
Figure 2.29 | Trends in annual precipitation over land from the CRU, GHCN and GPCC data sets for 1901–2010 (left-hand panels) and 1951–2010 (right-hand panels). Trends
have been calculated only for those grid boxes with greater than 70% complete records and more than 20% data availability in first and last decile of the period. White areas
indicate incomplete or missing data. Black plus signs (+) indicate grid boxes where trends are significant (i.e., a trend of zero lies outside the 90% confidence interval).
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to local climatology (Supplementary Material 2.SM.6.1). Increases for
the period 1901–2010 are seen in the mid- and higher-latitudes of
both the NH and SH consistent with the reported changes for latitudinal bands. At the grid box scale, statistically significant trends occur
in most of the same areas, in each data set but are far more limited
than for temperature over a similar length period (cf. Figure 2.21). The
GPCC map shows the most areas with significant trends. Comparing
the maps in Figure 2.29, most areas for which trends can be calculated
for both periods show similar trends between the 1901–2010 period
and the 1951–2010 period with few exceptions (e.g., South Eastern
Australia, ). Trends over shorter periods can differ from those implied
for the longest periods. For example, since the late 1980s trends in the
Sahel region have been significantly positive (not shown).

with increases in maximum and minimum temperatures in the western Himalaya. Serquet et al. (2011) analyzed snowfall and rainfall days
since 1961 and found the proportion of snowfall days to rainfall days
in Switzerland was declining in association with increasing temperatures. Scherrer and Appenzeller (2006) found a trend in a pattern
of variability of snowfall in the Swiss Alps that indicated decreasing
snow at low altitudes relative to high altitudes, but with large decadal
variability in key snow indicators (Scherrer et al., 2013). Van Ommen
and Morgan (2010) draw a link between increased snowfall in coastal
East Antarctica and increased southwest Western Australia drought.
However, Monaghan and Bromwich (2008) found an increase in snow
accumulation over all Antarctica from the late 1950s to 1990, then a
decline to 2004. Thus snowfall changes in Antarctica remain uncertain.

In summary, when averaged over the land areas of the mid-latitudes
of the NH, all datasets show a likely overall increase in precipitation
(medium confidence since 1901, but high confidence after 1951).
For all other zones one or more of data sparsity, quality, or a lack
of quantitative agreement amongst available estimates yields low
confidence in characterisation of such long-term trends in zonally
averaged precipitation. Nevertheless, changes in some more regional
or shorter-term recent changes can be quantified. It is likely there was
an abrupt decline in SH mid-latitude precipitation in the early 2000s
consistent with enhanced drying that has very recently recovered. Precipitation in the tropical land areas has increased (medium confidence)
over the last decade, reversing the drying trend that occurred from the
mid-1970s to mid-1990s reported in AR4.

In summary, in most regions analyzed, it is likely that decreasing numbers of snowfall events are occurring where increased winter temperatures have been observed (North America, Europe, Southern and East
Asia). Confidence is low for the changes in snowfall over Antarctica.

2.5.1.3 Changes in Snowfall
AR4 draws no conclusion on global changes in snowfall. Changes
in snowfall are discussed on a region-by-region basis, but focussed
mainly on North America and Eurasia. Statistically significant increases
were found in most of Canada, parts of northern Europe and Russia. A
number of areas showed a decline in the number of snowfall events,
especially those where climatological averaged temperatures were
close to 0°C and where warming led to earlier onset of spring. Also,
an increase in lake-effect snowfall was found for areas near the North
American Great Lakes.
Since AR4, most published literature has considered again changes in
snowfall in North America. These studies have confirmed that more
winter-time precipitation is falling as rain rather than snow in the
western USA (Knowles et al., 2006), the Pacific Northwest and Central
USA (Feng and Hu, 2007). Kunkel et al. (2009) analyzed trends using
a specially quality-controlled data set of snowfall observations over
the contiguous USA and found that snowfall has been declining in the
western USA, northeastern USA and southern margins of the seasonal snow region, but increasing in the western Great Plains and Great
Lakes regions. Snowfall in Canada has increased mainly in the north
while a significant decrease was observed in the southwestern part of
the country for 1950–2009 (Mekis and Vincent, 2011).
Other regions that have been analyzed include Japan (Takeuchi et al.,
2008), where warmer winters in the heavy snowfall areas on Honshu
are associated with decreases in snowfall and precipitation in general.
Shekar et al. (2010) found declines in total seasonal snowfall along
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2.5.2

Streamflow and Runoff

AR4 concluded that runoff and river discharge generally increased at
high latitudes, with some exceptions. No consistent long-term trend in
discharge was reported for the world’s major rivers on a global scale.
River discharge is unique among water cycle components in that it
both spatially and temporally integrates surplus waters upstream
within a catchment (Shiklomanov et al., 2010) which makes it well
suited for in situ monitoring (Arndt et al., 2010). The most recent comprehensive analyses (Milliman et al., 2008; Dai et al., 2009) do not support earlier work (Labat et al., 2004) that reported an increasing trend
in global river discharge associated with global warming during the
20th century. It must be noted that many if not most large rivers, especially those for which a long-term streamflow record exists, have been
impacted by human influences such as dam construction or land use,
so results must be interpreted with caution. Dai et al. (2009) assembled a data set of 925 most downstream stations on the largest rivers
monitoring 80% of the global ocean draining land areas and capturing
73% of the continental runoff. They found that discharges in about
one-third of the 200 largest rivers (including the Congo, Mississippi,
Yenisey, Paraná, Ganges, Colombia, Uruguay and Niger) show statistically significant trends during 1948–2004, with the rivers having
downward trends (45) outnumbering those with upward trends (19).
Decreases in streamflow were found over many low and mid-latitude
river basins such as the Yellow River in northern China since 1960s
(Piao et al., 2010) where precipitation has decreased. Increases in
streamflow during the latter half of the 20th century also have been
reported over regions with increased precipitation, such as parts of
the USA (Groisman et al., 2004), and in the Yangtze River in southern
China (Piao et al., 2010). In the Amazon basin an increase of discharge
extremes is observed over recent decades (Espinoza Villar et al., 2009).
For France, Giuntoli et al. (2013) found that the sign of the temporal
trends in natural streamflows varies with period studied. In that case
study, significant correlations between median to low flows and the
Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO; Section 2.7.8) result in long
quasi-periodic oscillations.

Observations: Atmosphere and Surface

At high latitudes, increasing winter base flow and mean annual
stream flow resulting from possible permafrost thawing were reported in northwest Canada (St. Jacques and Sauchyn, 2009). Rising minimum daily flows also have been observed in northern Eurasian rivers
(Smith et al., 2007). For ocean basins other than the Arctic, and for
the global ocean as a whole, the data for continental discharge show
small or downward trends, which are statistically significant for the
Pacific (–9.4 km3 yr–1). Precipitation is a major driver for the discharge
trends and for the large interannual-to-decadal variations (Dai et al.,
2009). However, for the Arctic drainage areas, Adam and Lettenmaier
(2008) found that upward trends in streamflow are not accompanied
by increasing precipitation, especially over Siberia, based on available
observations. Zhang et al. (2012a) argued that precipitation measurements are sparse and exhibit large cold-season biases in the Arctic
drainage areas and hence there would be large uncertianties using
these data to investigate their influence on streamflow.
Recently, Stahl et al. (2010) and Stahl and Tallaksen (2012) investigated streamflow trends based on a data set of near-natural streamflow
records from more than 400 small catchments in 15 countries across
Europe for 1962–2004. A regional coherent pattern of annual streamflow trends was revealed with negative trends in southern and eastern
regions, and generally positive trends elsewhere. Subtle regional differences in the subannual changes in various streamflow metrics also
can be captured in regional studies such as by Monk et al. (2011) for
Canadian rivers.
In summary, the most recent comprehensive analyses lead to the conclusion that confidence is low for an increasing trend in global river
discharge during the 20th century.

2.5.3

Evapotranspiration Including Pan Evaporation

AR4 concluded that decreasing trends were found in records of pan
evaporation over recent decades over the USA, India, Australia, New
Zealand, China and Thailand and speculated on the causes including
decreased surface solar radiation, sunshine duration, increased specific humidity and increased clouds. However, AR4 also reported that
direct measurements of evapotranspiration over global land areas
are scarce, and concluded that reanalysis evaporation fields are not
reliable because they are not well constrained by precipitation and
radiation.
Since AR4 gridded data sets have been developed that estimate actual
evapotranspiration from either atmospheric forcing and thermal
remote sensing, sometimes in combination with direct measurements
(e.g., from FLUXNET, a global network of flux towers), or interpolation
of FLUXNET data using regression techniques, providing an unprecedented look at global evapotranspiration (Mueller et al., 2011). On
a global scale, evapotranspiration over land increased from the early
1980s up to the late 1990s (Wild et al., 2008; Jung et al., 2010; Wang et
al., 2010) and Wang et al. (2010) found that global evapotranspiration
increased at a rate of 0.6 W m–2 per decade for the period 1982–2002.
After 1998, a lack of moisture availability in SH land areas, particularly
decreasing soil moisture, has acted as a constraint to further increase
of global evapotranspiration (Jung et al., 2010).
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Zhang et al. (2007b) found decreasing pan evaporation at stations
across the Tibetan Plateau, even with increasing air temperature. Similarly, decreases in pan evaporation were also found for northeastern India (Jhajharia et al., 2009) and the Canadian Prairies (Burn and
Hesch, 2007). A continuous decrease in reference and pan evaporation for the period 1960–2000 was reported by Xu et al. (2006a) for a
humid region in China, consistent with reported continuous increase
in aerosol levels over China (Qian et al., 2006; Section 2.2.4). Roderick et al. (2007) examined the relationship between pan evaporation changes and many of the possible causes listed above using a
physical model and conclude that many of the decreases (USA, China,
Tibetan Plateau, Australia) cited previously are related to declining
wind speeds and to a lesser extent decreasing solar radiation. Fu et al.
(2009) provided an overview of pan evaporation trends and concluded the major possible causes, changes in wind speed, humidity and
solar radiation, have been occurring, but that the importance of each
is regionally dependent.
The recent increase in incoming shortwave radiation in regions with
decreasing aerosol concentrations (Section 2.2.3) can explain positive
evapotranspiration trends only in the humid part of Europe. In semiarid
and arid regions, trends in evapotranspiration largely follow trends in
precipitation (Jung et al., 2010). Trends in surface winds (Section 2.7.2)
and CO2 (Section 2.2.1.1.1) also alter the partitioning of available
energy into evapotranspiration and sensible heat. While surface wind
trends may explain pan evaporation trends over Australia (Rayner,
2007; Roderick et al., 2007), their impact on actual evapotranspiration
is limited due to the compensating effect of boundary-layer feedbacks
(van Heerwaarden et al., 2010). In vegetated regions, where a large
part of evapotranspiration comes from transpiration through plants’
stomata, rising CO2 concentrations can lead to reduced stomatal opening and evapotranspiration (Idso and Brazel, 1984; Leakey et al., 2006).
Additional regional effects that impact evapotranspiration trends are
lengthening of the growing season and land use change.
In summary, there is medium confidence that pan evaporation continued to decline in most regions studied since AR4 related to changes
in wind speed, solar radiation and humidity. On a global scale, evapotranspiration over land increased (medium confidence) from the early
1980s up to the late 1990s. After 1998, a lack of moisture availability
in SH land areas, particularly decreasing soil moisture, has acted as a
constraint to further increase of global evapotranspiration.

2.5.4

Surface Humidity

AR4 reported widespread increases in surface air moisture content
since 1976, along with near-constant relative humidity over large
scales though with some significant changes specific to region, time
of day or season.
In good agreement with previous analysis from Dai (2006), Willett et al.
(2008) show widespread increasing specific humidity across the globe
from the homogenized gridded monthly mean anomaly product HadCRUH (1973–2003). Both Dai and HadCRUH products that are blended
land and ocean data products end in 2003 but HadISDH (1973–2012)
(Willett et al., 2013) and the NOCS product (Berry and Kent, 2009) are
available over the land and ocean respectively through 2012. There
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(a)

increase expected from the Clausius–Clapeyron relation (about 7%
°C–1; Annex III: Glossary) with high confidence (Willett et al., 2010).
Land surface humidity trends are similar in ERA-Interim to observed
estimates of homogeneity-adjusted data sets (Simmons et al., 2010;
Figure 2.30b).

1973–2012
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In summary, it is very likely that global near surface air specific humidity has increased since the 1970s. However, during recent years the near
surface moistening over land has abated (medium confidence). As a
result, fairly widespread decreases in relative humidity near the surface
are observed over the land in recent years.
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Since 2000 surface specific humidity over land has remained largely
unchanged (Figure 2.30) whereas land areas have on average warmed
slightly (Figure 2.14), implying a reduction in land region relative
humidity. This may be linked to the greater warming of the land surface
relative to the ocean surface (Joshi et al., 2008). The marine specific
humidity (Berry and Kent, 2009), like that over land, shows widespread
increases that correlate strongly with SST. However, there is a marked
decline in marine relative humidity around 1982. This is reported in Willett et al. (2008) where its origin is concluded to be a non-climatic data
issue owing to a change in reporting practice for dewpoint temperature.

HadISDH
HadCRUH

1980

1990

Dai
ERA-Interim

2000

2010

Figure 2.30 | (a) Trends in surface specific humidity from HadISDH and NOCS over
1973–2012. Trends have been calculated only for those grid boxes with greater than
70% complete records and more than 20% data availability in first and last decile
of the period. White areas indicate incomplete or missing data. Black plus signs (+)
indicate grid boxes where trends are significant (i.e., a trend of zero lies outside the
90% confidence interval). (b) Global annual average anomalies in land surface specific humidity from Dai (2006; red), HadCRUH (Willett et al., 2013; orange), HadISDH
(Willett et al., 2013; black), and ERA-Interim (Simmons et al., 2010; blue). Anomalies
are relative to the 1979–2003 climatology.

are some small isolated but coherent areas of drying over some of the
more arid land regions (Figure 2.30a). Moistening is largest in the tropics and in the extratropics during summer over both land and ocean.
Large uncertainty remains over the SH where data are sparse. Global
specific humidity is sensitive to large-scale phenomena such as ENSO
(Figure 2.30b; Box 2.5). It is strongly correlated with land surface temperature averages over the 23 Giorgi and Francisco (2000) regions for
the period 1973–1999 and exhibits increases mostly at or above the

Tropospheric Humidity

As reported in AR4, observations from radiosonde and GPS measurements over land, and satellite measurements over ocean indicate
increases in tropospheric water vapour at near-global spatial scales
which are consistent with the observed increase in atmospheric temperature over the last several decades. Tropospheric water vapour
plays an important role in regulating the energy balance of the surface
and TOA, provides a key feedback mechanism and is essential to the
formation of clouds and precipitation.

2.5.5.1 Radiosonde
Radiosonde humidity data for the troposphere were used sparingly
in AR4, noting a renewed appreciation for biases with the operational radiosonde data that had been highlighted by several major field
campaigns and intercomparisons. Since AR4 there have been three
distinct efforts to homogenize the tropospheric humidity records from
operational radiosonde measurements (Durre et al., 2009; McCarthy
et al., 2009; Dai et al., 2011) (Supplementary Material 2.SM.6.1, Table
2.SM.9). Over the common period of record from 1973 onwards, the
resulting estimates are in substantive agreement regarding specific

Table 2.11 | Trend estimates and 90% confidence intervals (Box 2.2) for surface humidity over two periods.

Data Set

Land

Ocean
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Trends in % per decade
1976–2003

1973–2012

HadISDH (Willett et al., 2008)

0.127 ± 0.037

0.091 ± 0.023

HadCRUH_land (Willett et al., 2008)

0.128 ± 0.043

Dai_land (Dai, 2006)

0.099 ± 0.046

NOCS (Berry and Kent, 2009)

0.114 ± 0.064

HadCRUH_marine (Willett et al., 2008)

0.065 ± 0.049

Dai_marine (Dai, 2006)

0.058 ± 0.044

0.090 ± 0.033

Observations: Atmosphere and Surface

2.5.5.2 Global Positioning System
Since the early 1990s, estimates of column integrated water vapour
have been obtained from ground-based Global Positioning System
(GPS) receivers. An international network started with about 100
stations in 1997 and has currently been expanded to more than 500
(primarily land-based) stations. Several studies have compiled GPS
water vapour data sets for climate studies (Jin et al., 2007; Wang et
al., 2007; Wang and Zhang, 2008, 2009). Using such data, Mears et al.
(2010) demonstrated general agreement of the interannual anomalies
between ocean-based satellite and land-based GPS column integrated water vapour data. The interannual water vapour anomalies are
closely tied to the atmospheric temperature changes in a manner consistent with that expected from the Clausius–Clapeyron relation. Jin
et al. (2007) found an average column integrated water vapour trend
of about 2 kg m–2 per decade during 1994–2006 for 150 (primarily
land-based) stations over the globe, with positive trends at most NH
stations and negative trends in the SH. However, given the short length
(about 10 years) of the GPS records, the estimated trends are very sensitive to the start and end years and the analyzed time period (Box 2.2).

2.5.5.3 Satellite
AR4 reported positive decadal trends in lower and upper tropospheric
water vapour based on satellite observations for the period 1988–2004.
Since AR4, there has been continued evidence for increases in lower
tropospheric water vapour from microwave satellite measurements of
column integrated water vapour over oceans (Santer et al., 2007; Wentz
et al., 2007) and globally from satellite measurements of spectrally
resolved reflected solar radiation (Mieruch et al., 2008). The interannual
variability and longer-term trends in column-integrated water vapour
over oceans are closely tied to changes in SST at the global scale and
interannual anomalies show remarkable agreement with low-level specific humidity anomalies from HadCRUH (O’Gorman et al., 2012). The
rate of moistening at large spatial scales over oceans is close to that
expected from the Clausius–Clapeyron relation (about 7% per degree
Celsius) with invariant relative humidity (Figure 2.31). Satellite measurements also indicate that the globally averaged upper tropospheric
relative humidity has changed little over the period 1979–2010 while
the troposphere has warmed, implying an increase in the mean water
vapour mass in the upper troposphere (Shi and Bates, 2011).
Interannual variations in temperature and upper tropospheric water
vapour from IR satellite data are consistent with a constant RH

1998 - 2012

(a)

-10 -5 -2.5 -1 -0.5 -0.25 0. 0.25 0.5

Trend (g kg-1 per decade)

(b)
Water vapour (kg m-2 per decade)

humidity trends at the largest geographical scales. On average, the
impact of the correction procedures is to remove an artificial temporal
trend towards drying in the raw data and indicate a positive trend in
free tropospheric specific humidity over the period of record. In each
analysis, the rate of increase in the free troposphere is concluded to
be largely consistent with that expected from the Clausius–Clapeyron
relation (about 7% per degree Celsius). There is no evidence for a
significant change in free tropospheric relative humidity, although
a decrease in relative humidity at lower levels is observed (Section
2.5.5). Indeed, McCarthy et al. (2009) show close agreement between
their radiosonde product at the lowest levels and HadCRUH (Willett et
al., 2008).
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Figure 2.31 | (a) Trends in column integrated water vapour over ocean surfaces from
Special Sensor Microwave Imager (Wentz et al., 2007) for the period 1988–2010.
Trends have been calculated only for those grid boxes with greater than 70% complete
records and more than 20% data availability in first and last decile of the period. Black
plus signs (+) indicate grid boxes where trends are significant (i.e., a trend of zero lies
outside the 90% confidence interval). (b) Global annual average anomalies in column
integrated water vapour averaged over ocean surfaces. Anomalies are relative to the
1988–2007 average.

b ehavior at large spatial scales (Dessler et al., 2008; Gettelman and
Fu, 2008; Chung et al., 2010). On decadal time-scales, increased GHG
concentrations reduce clear-sky outgoing long-wave radiation (Allan,
2009; Chung and Soden, 2010), thereby influencing inferred relationships between moisture and temperature. Using Meteosat IR radiances, Brogniez et al. (2009) demonstrated that interannual variations in
free tropospheric humidity over subtropical dry regions are heavily
influenced by meridional mixing between the deep tropics and the
extra tropics. Regionally, upper tropospheric humidity changes in the
tropics were shown to relate strongly to the movement of the ITCZ
based upon microwave satellite data (Xavier et al., 2010). Shi and
Bates (2011) found an increase in upper tropospheric humidity over
the equatorial tropics from 1979 to 2008. However there was no significant trend found in tropical-mean or global-mean averages, indicating
that on these time and space scales the upper troposphere has seen
little change in relative humidity over the past 30 years. While microwave satellite measurements have become increasingly relied upon for
studies of upper tropospheric humidity, the absence of a homogenized
data set across multiple satellite platforms presents some difficulty in
documenting coherent trends from these records (John et al., 2011).
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Using NCEP reanalyses for the period 1973–2007, Paltridge et al.
(2009) found negative trends in specific humidity above 850 hPa over
both the tropics and southern mid-latitudes, and above 600 hPa in the
NH mid-latitudes. However, as noted in AR4, reanalysis products suffer
from time dependent biases and have been shown to simulate unrealistic trends and variability over the ocean (Mears et al., 2007; John et
al., 2009) (Box 2.3). Some reanalysis products do reproduce observed
variability in low level humidity over land (Simmons et al., 2010), more
complete assesments of multiple reanalysis products yield substantially different and even opposing trends in free tropospheric specific
humidity (Chen et al., 2008; Dessler and Davis, 2010). Consequently,
reanalysis products are still considered to be unsuitable for the analysis
of tropospheric water vapour trends (Sherwood et al., 2010).
In summary, radiosonde, GPS and satellite observations of tropospheric water vapour indicate very likely increases at near global scales
since the 1970s occurring at a rate that is generally consistent with
the Clausius-Clapeyron relation (about 7% per degree Celsius) and
the observed increase in atmospheric temperature. Significant trends
in tropospheric relative humidity at large spatial scales have not been
observed, with the exception of near-surface air over land where relative humidity has decreased in recent years (Section 2.5.5).

2.5.6

Clouds

2.5.6.1 Surface Observations
AR4 reported that surface-observed total cloud cover may have
increased over many land areas since the middle of the 20th century, including the USA, the former USSR, Western Europe, mid-latitude
Canada and Australia. A few regions exhibited decreases, including
China and central Europe. Trends were less globally consistent since
the early 1970s, with regional reductions in cloud cover reported for
western Asia and Europe but increases over the USA.
Analyses since AR4 have indicated decreases in cloud occurrence/cover
in recent decades over Poland (Wibig, 2008), China and the Tibetan
Plateau (Duan and Wu, 2006; Endo and Yasunari, 2006; Xia, 2010b),
in particular for upper level clouds (Warren et al., 2007) and also over
Africa, Eurasia and in particular South America (Warren et al., 2007).
Increased frequency of overcast conditions has been reported for some
regions, such as Canada, from 1953 to 2002 (Milewska, 2004), with
no statistically significant trends evident over Australia (Jovanovic et
al., 2011) and North America (Warren et al., 2007). A global analysis
of surface observations spanning the period 1971–2009 (Eastman and
Warren, 2012) indicates a small decline in total cloud cover of about
0.4% per decade which is largely attributed to declining mid- and
high-level cloud cover and is most prominent in the middle latitudes.
Regional variability in surface-observed cloudiness over the ocean
appeared more credible than zonal and global mean variations in AR4.
Multidecadal changes in upper-level cloud cover and total cloud cover
over particular areas of the tropical Indo-Pacific Ocean were consistent with island precipitation records and SST variability. This has been
extended more recently by Deser et al. (2010a), who found that an
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eastward shift in tropical convection and total cloud cover from the
western to central equatorial Pacific occurred over the 20th century
and attributed it to a long-term weakening of the Walker circulation
(Section 2.7.5). Eastman et al. (2011) report that, after the removal of apparently spurious globally coherent variability, cloud cover
decreased in all subtropical stratocumulus regions from 1954 to 2008.

2.5.6.2 Satellite Observations
Satellite cloud observations offer the advantage of much better spatial and temporal coverage compared to surface observations. However they require careful efforts to identify and correct for temporal
discontinuities in the data sets associated with orbital drift, sensor
degradation, and inter-satellite calibration differences. AR4 noted that
there were substantial uncertainties in decadal trends of cloud cover
in all satellite data sets available at the time and concluded that there
was no clear consensus regarding the decadal changes in total cloud
cover. Since AR4 there has been continued effort to assess the quality
of and develop improvements to multi-decadal cloud products from
operational satellite platforms (Evan et al., 2007; O’Dell et al., 2008;
Heidinger and Pavolonis, 2009).
Several satellite data sets offer multi-decadal records of cloud cover
(Stubenrauch et al., 2013). AR4 noted that there were discrepancies in
global cloud cover trends between ISCCP and other satellite data products, notably a large downward trend of global cloudiness in ISCCP
since the late 1980s which is inconsistent with PATMOS-x and surface
observations (Baringer et al., 2010). Recent work has confirmed the
conclusion of AR4, that much of the downward trend in ISCCP is spurious and an artefact of changes in satellite viewing geometry (Evan et
al., 2007). An assesment of long-term variations in global-mean cloud
amount from nine different satellite data sets by Stubenrauch et al.
(2013) found differences between data sets were comparable in magnitude to the interannual variability (2.5 to 3.5%). Such inconsistencies
result from differnces in sampling as well as changes in instrument
calibration and inhibit an accurate assessment of global-scale cloud
cover trends.
Satellite observations of low-level marine clouds suggest no long-term
trends in cloud liquid water path or optical properties (O’Dell et al.,
2008; Rausch et al., 2010). On regional scales, trends in cloud properties over China have been linked to changes in aerosol concentrations
(Qian et al., 2009; Bennartz et al., 2011) (Section 2.2.3).
In summary, surface-based observations show region- and height-specific variations and trends in cloudiness but there remains substantial
ambiguity regarding global-scale cloud variations and trends, especially from satellite observations. Although trends of cloud cover are consistent between independent data sets in certain regions, substantial
ambiguity and therefore low confidence remains in the observations of
global-scale cloud variability and trends.

2.6

Changes in Extreme Events

AR4 highlighted the importance of understanding changes in extreme
climate events (Annex III: Glossary) because of their disproportionate
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impact on society and ecosystems compared to changes in mean climate (see also IPCC Working Group II). More recently a comprehensive
assessment of observed changes in extreme events was undertaken by
the IPCC Special Report on Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and
Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation (SREX) (Seneviratne
et al., 2012; Section 1.3.3).
Data availability, quality and consistency especially affect the statistics
of extremes and some variables are particularly sensitive to changing measurement practices over time. For example, historical tropical
cyclone records are known to be heterogeneous owing to changing
observing technology and reporting protocols (Section 14.6.1) and
when records from multiple ocean basins are combined to explore
global trends, because data quality and reporting protocols vary substantially between regions (Knapp and Kruk, 2010). Similar problems
have been discovered when analysing wind extremes, because of the
sensitivity of measurements to changing instrumentation and observing practice (e.g., Smits et al., 2005; Wan et al., 2010).
Numerous regional studies indicate that changes observed in the
frequency of extremes can be explained or inferred by shifts in the
overall probability distribution of the climate variable (Griffiths et al.,
2005; Ballester et al., 2010; Simolo et al., 2011). However, it should be
noted that these studies refer to counts of threshold exceedance—
frequency, duration—which closely follow mean changes. Departures
from high percentiles/return periods (intensity, severity, magnitude)
are highly sensitive to changes in the shape and scale parameters of
the distribution (Schär et al., 2004; Clark et al., 2006; Della-Marta et
al., 2007a, 2007b; Fischer and Schär, 2010) and geographical location.
Debate continues over whether variance as well as mean changes are
affecting global temperature extremes (Hansen et al., 2012; Rhines and
Huybers, 2013) as illustrated in Figure 1.8 and FAQ 2.2, Figure 1. In
the following sections the conclusions from both AR4 and SREX are
reviewed along with studies subsequent to those assessments.

2.6.1

Temperature Extremes

AR4 concluded that it was very likely that a large majority of global
land areas had experienced decreases in indices of cold extremes and
increases in indices of warm extremes, since the middle of the 20th
century, consistent with warming of the climate. In addition, globally averaged multi-day heat events had likely exhibited increases over
a similar period. SREX updated AR4 but came to similar conclusions
while using the revised AR5 uncertainty guidance (Seneviratne et al.,
2012). Further evidence since then indicates that the level of confidence that the majority of warm and cool extremes show warming
remains high.

A large amount of evidence continues to support the conclusion that
most global land areas analysed have experienced significant warming
of both maximum and minimum temperature extremes since about
1950 (Donat et al., 2013c). Changes in the occurrence of cold and
warm days (based on daily maximum temperatures) are generally
less marked (Figure 2.32). ENSO (Box 2.5) influences both maximum
and minimum temperature variability especially around the Pacific
Rim (e.g., Kenyon and Hegerl, 2008; Alexander et al., 2009) but often
affecting cold and warm extremes differently. Different data sets using
different gridding methods and/or input data (Supplementary Material 2.SM.7) indicate large coherent trends in temperature extremes
globally, associated with warming (Figure 2.32). The level of quality
control varies between these data sets. For example, HadEX2 (Donat
et al., 2013c) uses more rigorous quality control which leads to a
reduced station sample compared to GHCNDEX (Donat et al., 2013a)
or HadGHCND (Caesar et al., 2006). However, despite these issues
data sets compare remarkably consistently even though the station
networks vary through time (Figure 2.32; Table 2.12). Other data sets
that have assessed these indices, but cover a shorter period, also agree
very well over the period of overlapping data, e.g., HadEX (Alexander
et al., 2006) and Duke (Morak et al., 2011, 2013).
The shift in the distribution of nighttime temperatures appears greater than daytime temperatures although whether distribution changes
are simply linked to increases in the mean or other moments is an
active area of research (Ballester et al., 2010; Simolo et al., 2011; Donat
and Alexander, 2012; Hansen et al., 2012). Indeed, all data sets examined (Duke, GHCNDEX, HadEX, HadEX2 and HadGHCND), indicate a
faster increase in minimum temperature extremes than maximum
temperature extremes. While DTR declines have only been assessed
with medium confidence (Section 2.4.1.2), confidence of accelerated
increases in minimum temperature extremes compared to maximum
temperature extremes is high due to the more consistent patterns of
warming in minimum temperature extremes globally.
Regional changes in a range of climate indices are assessed in Table
2.13. These indicate likely increases across most continents in unusually warm days and nights and/or reductions in unusually cold days
and nights including frosts. Some regions have experienced close to a
doubling of the occurrence of warm and a halving of the occurrence
of cold nights, for example, parts of the Asia-Pacific region (Choi et
al., 2009) and parts of Eurasia (Klein Tank et al., 2006; Donat et al.,
2013a, 2013c) since the mid-20th century. Changes in both local and
global SST patterns (Section 2.4.2) and large scale circulation patterns
(Section 2.7) have been shown to be associated with regional changes
in temperature extremes (Barrucand et al., 2008; Scaife et al., 2008;

Table 2.12 | Trend estimates and 90% confidence intervals (Box 2.2) for global values of cold nights (TN10p), cold days (TX10p), warm nights (TN90p) and warm days (TX90p)
over the periods 1951–2010 and 1979–2010 (see Box 2.4, Table 1 for more information on indices).

Trends in % per decade
Data Set

TN10p

TX10p

TN90p

TX90p

1951–2010

1979–2010

1951–2010

1979–2010

1951–2010

1979–2010

1951–2010

1979–2010

HadEX2 (Donat et al., 2013c)

–3.9 ± 0.6

–4.2 ± 1.2

–2.5 ± 0.7

–4.1 ± 1.4

4.5 ± 0.9

6.8 ± 1.8

2.9 ± 1.2

6.3 ± 2.2

HadGHCND (Caesar et al., 2006)

–4.5 ± 0.7

–4.0 ± 1.5

–3.3 ± 0.8

–5.0 ± 1.6

5.8 ± 1.3

8.6 ± 2.3

4.2 ± 1.8

9.4 ± 2.7

GHCNDEX (Donat et al., 2013a)

–3.9 ± 0.6

–3.9 ± 1.3

–2.6 ± 0.7

–3.9 ± 1.4

4.3 ± 0.9

6.3 ± 1.8

2.9 ± 1.2

6.1 ± 2.2
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Figure 2.32 | Trends in annual frequency of extreme temperatures over the period 1951–2010, for (a) cold nights (TN10p), (b) cold days (TX10p), (c) warm nights (TN90p) and (d)
warm days (TX90p) (Box 2.4, Table 1). Trends were calculated only for grid boxes that had at least 40 years of data during this period and where data ended no earlier than 2003.
Grey areas indicate incomplete or missing data. Black plus signs (+) indicate grid boxes where trends are significant (i.e., a trend of zero lies outside the 90% confidence interval).
The data source for trend maps is HadEX2 (Donat et al., 2013c) updated to include the latest version of the European Climate Assessment data set (Klok and Tank, 2009). Beside
each map are the near-global time series of annual anomalies of these indices with respect to 1961–1990 for three global indices data sets: HadEX2 (red); HadGHCND (Caesar et
al., 2006; blue) and updated to 2010 and GHCNDEX (Donat et al., 2013a; green). Global averages are only calculated using grid boxes where all three data sets have at least 90%
of data over the time period. Trends are significant (i.e., a trend of zero lies outside the 90% confidence interval) for all the global indices shown.
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Table 2.13 | Regional observed changes in a range of climate indices since the middle of the 20th century. Assessments are based on a range of ‘global’ studies and assessments
(Groisman et al., 2005; Alexander et al., 2006; Caesar et al., 2006; Sheffield and Wood, 2008; Dai, 2011a, 2011b, 2013; Seneviratne et al., 2012; Sheffield et al., 2012; Donat et al.,
2013a, 2013c; van der Schrier et al., 2013) and selected regional studies as indicated. Bold text indicates where the assessment is somewhat different to SREX Table 3-2. In each
such case a footnote explains why the assessment is different. See also Figures 2.32 and 2.33.

Region

North America
and Central
America

Warm Days
(e.g., TX90pa)
High confidence:
Likely overall
increase but spatially
varying trends1,2

Cold Days
(e.g., TX10pa)
High confidence:
Likely overall
decrease but
with spatially
varying trends1,2

Warm Nights
(e.g., TN90pa, TRa)
High confidence:
Likely overall
increase1,2

Cold Nights/Frosts
(e.g., TN10pa, FDa)
High confidence:
Likely overall
decrease1,2

Africa and
Middle East

Dryness (e.g,.
CDDa) / Droughth

Medium confidence:
increases in more
regions than
decreases1,3 but 1930s
dominates longer term
trends in the USA4

High confidence:
Likely overall
increase1,2,5 but some
spatial variation

Medium confidence:
decrease1 but
spatially varying
trends

High confidence:
Very likely increase
central North
America6,7

High confidenceb:
Likely decrease
central North
America4

Medium
confidenceb:
Overall decrease8

Medium
confidenceb:
Overall increase8

Medium
confidenceb:
Overall decrease8

Low confidence:
insufficient evidence
(lack of literature)
and spatially varying
trends but some
evidence of increases
in more areas
than decreases8

Medium
confidenceb:
Increases in
more regions
than decreases8,9
but spatially
varying trends

Low confidence:
limited literature
and spatially
varying trends8

High confidence:
Likely overall
increase10,11,12

High confidence:
Likely overall
decrease11,12

High confidence:
Likely overall
increase11,12

High confidence:
Likely overall
decrease10,11,12

High confidenceb:
Likely increases in
most regions3,13

High confidenceb,c:
Likely increases
in more regions
than decreases5,15,16
but regional and
seasonal
variation

Medium confidence:
spatially varying
trends

Low confidenced:
insufficient evidence
and spatially
varying trends

Medium confidenced:
increase19,22,24

Low to medium
confidenceb,d:
limited data in
many regions but
increases in most
regions assessed

Low to medium
confidenceb,d:
limited data in
many regions but
decreases in most
regions assessed

Medium
confidenceb,d:
limited data in
many regions but
increases in most
regions assessed

Medium
confidenceb,d:
limited data in
many regions but
decreases in most
regions assessed

Medium
confidenceb:
increase North
Africa and
Middle East19,20

Medium
confidenceb:
decrease North
Africa and
Middle East19,20

Medium
confidenceb:
increase North
Africa and
Middle East19,20

Medium
confidenceb:
decrease North
Africa and
Middle East19,20

High confidenceb:
Likely increase
southern
Africa21,22,23

High confidenceb:
High confidenceb:
Likely decrease
Likely increase
southern Africa21,22,23 southern
Africa21,22,23

High confidenceb:
Likely decrease
southern
Africa21,22,23

High confidenceb,e:
Likely overall
increase27,28,29,30,31,32

High confidenceb,e:
Likely overall
decrease27,28,29,30,31,32

High confidenceb,e:
Likely overall
increase27,28,29,30,31,32

High confidenceb,e:
Likely overall
increase27,28,29,30,31,32

Asia (excluding
South-east
Asia)

Low confidenced:
insufficient evidence
(lack of literature)
Medium confidence:
increase in North
Africa and
Middle East and
southern
Africa3,19,21,22

Medium
confidenceb,e:
Spatially varying
trends and
insufficient data
in some regions
High confidenceb,c:
Likely more areas
of increases than
decreases3,28,33

High confidenceb,f:
Likely overall
increase27,38,39,40

South-east Asia
and Oceania

Extreme
Precipitation
(e.g., RX1daya,
R95pa, R99pa)

Medium
confidenceb:
Overall increase8
South America

Europe and
Mediterranean

Heat Waves /
Warm Spellsg

High confidenceb,f:
Likely overall
decrease27,38,39

High confidenceb,f:
Likely overall
increase27,38,39,40

High confidenceb,f:
Likely overall
decrease27,38,39

Low confidence (due
lack of literature)
to high confidenceb,f
depending on region
High confidence2:
Likely overall
increase in
Australia3,14,41

Medium
confidenceb:
increases in more
regions than
decreases in
southern Africa but
spatially varying
trends depending
on index5,21,22

2

High confidenceb:
Likely increase in
Mediterranean17,18

High confidenceb:
Likely increase in
West Africa25,26
although 1970s
Sahel drought
dominates
the trend

Low to medium
confidenceb,e:

Low to medium
confidenceb,e

Low confidence
due to insufficient
evidence or spatially
varying trends.

Medium
confidence:
Increase in
eastern Asia36,37

Medium confidence:
increases in more
regions than
decreases5,34,35,36
Low confidence
(lack of literature)
to high confidenceb,f
High confidence:
Likely decrease in
southern Australia42,43
but index and
season dependent

Low to medium
confidenceb,f:
inconsistent trends
between studies
in SE Asia. Overall
increase in dryness
in southern and
eastern Australia
High confidenceb:
Likely decrease
northwest
Australia25,26,44

(continued on next page)
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(Table 2.13 continued)
Notes:

2

a

See Table 1 in Box 2.4, for definitions.

b

More recent literature updates the assessment from SREX Table 3-2 (including ‘global’ studies).

c

This represents a measure of the area affected which is different from what was assessed in SREX Table 3-2.

d

This represents a slightly different region than that assessed in SREX Table 3-2 as it includes the Middle East.

e

This represents a slightly different region than that assessed in SREX Table 3-2 as it excludes Southeast Asia.

f

This represents a slightly different region than that assessed in SREX Table 3-2 as it combines SE Asia and Oceania.

g

Definitions for warm spells and heat waves vary (Perkins and Alexander, 2012) but here we are commonly assessing the Warm Spell Duration Index (WSDI; Zhang et al., 2011) or other heat wave
indices (e.g., HWF, HWM; (Fischer and Schär, 2010; Perkins et al., 2012) that have defined multi-day heat extremes relative to either daily maximum or minimum temperatures (or both) above a
high (commonly 90th) percentile relative to a late-20th century reference period.

h

See Box 2.4 and Section 2.6.1 for definitions.

1

Kunkel et al. (2008), 2 Peterson et al. (2008), 3 Perkins et al. (2012), 4 Peterson et al. (2013), 5 Westra et al. (2013), 6 Groisman et al. (2012), 7 Villarini et al. (2013), 8 Skansi et al. (2013), 9 Haylock
et al. (2006), 10 Andrade et al. (2012), 11 Efthymiadis et al. (2011), 12 Moberg et al. (2006), 13 Della-Marta et al. (2007a), 14 Perkins and Alexander (2012), 15 Van den Besselaar et al. (2012), 16 Zolina
et al. (2009), 17 Sousa et al. (2011), 18 Hoerling et al. (2012), 19 Donat et al. (2013b), 20 Zhang et al. (2005), 21 Kruger and Sekele (2013), 22 New et al. (2006), 23 Vincent et al. (2011), 24 Aguilar et al.
(2009), 25 Dai (2013), 26 Sheffield et al. (2012), 27 Choi et al. (2009), 28 Rahimzadeh et al. (2009), 29 Revadekar et al. (2012), 30 Tank et al. (2006), 31 You et al. (2010), 32 Zhou and Ren (2011), 33 Ding
et al. (2010), 34 Krishna Moorthy et al. (2009), 35 Pattanaik and Rajeevan (2010), 36 Wang et al. (2012b), 37 Fischer et al. (2011), 38 Caesar et al. (2011), 39 Chambers and Griffiths (2008), 40 Wang et
al. (2013), 41 Tryhorn and Risbey (2006), 42 Gallant et al. (2007), 43 King et al. (2013), 44 Jones et al. (2009).

Alexander et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012), particularly in regions around
the Pacific Rim (Kenyon and Hegerl, 2008). Globally, there is evidence
of large-scale warming trends in the extremes of temperature, especially minimum temperature, since the beginning of the 20th century
(Donat et al., 2013c).
There are some exceptions to this large-scale warming of temperature
extremes including central North America, eastern USA (Alexander et
al., 2006; Kunkel et al., 2008; Peterson et al., 2008) and some parts of
South America (Alexander et al., 2006; Rusticucci and Renom, 2008;
Skansi et al., 2013) which indicate changes consistent with cooling in
these locations. However, these exceptions appear to be mostly associated with changes in maximum temperatures (Donat et al., 2013c). The
so-called ‘warming hole’ in central North America and eastern USA,
where temperatures have cooled relative to the significant warming
elsewhere in the region, is associated with observed changes in the
hydrological cycle and land–atmosphere interaction (Pan et al., 2004;
Portmann et al., 2009a; Portmann et al., 2009b; Misra et al., 2012)
and decadal and multi-decadal variability linked with the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans (Meehl et al., 2012; Weaver, 2012).
Since AR4 many studies have analysed local to regional changes in
multi-day temperature extremes in more detail, specifically addressing different heat wave aspects such as frequency, intensity, duration
and spatial extent (Box 2.4, FAQ 2.2). Several high-profile heat waves
have occurred in recent years (e.g., in Europe in 2003 (Beniston, 2004),
Australia in 2009 (Pezza et al., 2012), Russia in 2010 (Barriopedro et
al., 2011; Dole et al., 2011; Trenberth and Fasullo, 2012a) and USA in
2010/2011 (Hoerling et al., 2012) (Section 10.6.2) which have had
severe impacts (see WGII). Heat waves are often associated with quasi-stationary anticyclonic circulation anomalies that produce prolonged
hot conditions at the surface (Black and Sutton, 2007; Garcia-Herrera
et al., 2010), but long-term changes in the persistence of these anomalies are still relatively poorly understood (Section 2.7). Heat waves
can also be amplified by pre-existing dry soil conditions in transitional
climate zones (Ferranti and Viterbo, 2006; Fischer et al., 2007; Seneviratne et al., 2010; Mueller and Seneviratne, 2012) and the persistence
of those soil-mositure anomalies (Lorenz et al., 2010). Dry soil-moisture conditions are either induced by precipitation deficits (Della-Mar212

ta et al., 2007b; Vautard et al., 2007), or evapotranspiration excesses
(Black and Sutton, 2007; Fischer et al., 2007), or a combination of both
(Seneviratne et al., 2010). This amplification of soil moisture–temperature feedbacks is suggested to have partly enhanced the duration of
extreme summer heat waves in southeastern Europe during the latter
part of the 20th century (Hirschi et al., 2011), with evidence emerging
of a signature in other moisture-limited regions (Mueller and Seneviratne, 2012).
Table 2.13 shows that there has been a likely increasing trend in the
frequency of heatwaves since the middle of the 20th century in Europe
and Australia and across much of Asia where there are sufficient data.
However, confidence on a global scale is medium owing to lack of
studies over Africa and South America but also in part owing to differences in trends depending on how heatwaves are defined (Perkins
et al., 2012). Using monthly means as a proxy for heatwaves Coumou
et al. (2013) and Hansen et al. (2012) indicate that record-breaking
temperatures in recent decades substantially exceed what would be
expected by chance but caution is required when making inferences
between these studies and those that deal with multi-day events and/
or use more complex definitions for heatwave events. There is also
evidence in some regions that periods prior to the 1950s had more
heatwaves (e.g., over the USA, the decade of the 1930s stands out
and is also associated with extreme drought conditions (Peterson et
al., 2013) whereas conversely in other regions heatwave trends may
have been underestimated owing to poor quality and/or consistency of
data (e.g., Della-Marta et al. (2007a) over Western Europe; Kuglitsch et
al. (2009, 2010) over the Mediterranean). Recent available studies also
suggest that the number of cold spells has reduced significantly since
the 1950s (Donat et al., 2013a, 2013c).
In summary, new analyses continue to support the AR4 and SREX
conclusions that since about 1950 it is very likely that the numbers
of cold days and nights have decreased and the numbers of warm
days and nights have increased overall on the global scale, that is, for
land areas with sufficient data. It is likely that such changes have also
occurred across most of North America, Europe, Asia and Australia.
There is low to medium confidence in historical trends in daily
temperature extremes in Africa and South America as there is either
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insufficient data or trends vary across these regions. This, combined
with issues with defining events, leads to the assessment that there
is medium confidence that globally the length and frequency of warm
spells, including heat waves, has increased since the middle of the 20th
century although it is likely that heatwave frequency has increased
during this period in large parts of Europe, Asia and Australia.

2.6.2

Extremes of the Hydrological Cycle

In Section 2.5 mean state changes in different aspects of the hydrological cycle are discussed. In this section we focus on the more extreme
aspects of the cycle including extreme rainfall, severe local weather
events like hail, flooding and droughts. Extreme events associated with
tropical and extratropical storms are discussed in Sections 2.6.3 and
2.6.4 respectively.

2.6.2.1 Precipitation Extremes
AR4 concluded that substantial increases are found in heavy precipitation events. It was likely that annual heavy precipitation events had
disproportionately increased compared to mean changes between
1951 and 2003 over many mid-latitude regions, even where there had
been a reduction in annual total precipitation. Rare precipitation (such
as the highest annual daily precipitation total) events were likely to
have increased over regions with sufficient data since the late 19th
century. SREX supported this view, as have subsequent analyses, but
noted large spatial variability within and between regions (Table 3.2 of
Seneviratne et al., 2012).
Given the diverse climates across the globe, it has been difficult to provide a universally valid definition of ‘extreme precipitation’. However,
Box 2.4 Table 1 indicates some of the common definitions that are used
in the scientific literature. In general, statistical tests indicate changes
in precipitation extremes are consistent with a wetter climate (Section 7.6.5), although with a less spatially coherent pattern of change
than temperature, in that there are large areas that show increasing
trends and large areas that show decreasing trends and a lower level
of statistical significance than for temperature change (Alexander et
al., 2006; Donat et al., 2013a, 2013c). Using R95p and SDII indices (Box
2.4), Figures 2.33a and 2.33b show these areas for heavy precipitation
amounts and precipitation intensity where sufficient data are available
in the HadEX2 data set (Donat et al., 2013c) although there are more
areas showing significant increases than decreases. Although changes in large-scale circulation patterns have a substantial influence on
precipitation extremes globally (Alexander et al., 2009; Kenyon and
Hegerl, 2010), Westra et al. (2013) showed, using in situ data over land,
that trends in the wettest day of the year indicate more increases than
would be expected by chance. Over the tropical oceans satellite measurements show an increase in the frequency of the heaviest rainfall
during warmer (El Niño) years (Allan and Soden, 2008).
Regional trends in precipitation extremes since the middle of the 20th
century are varied (Table 2.13). In most continents confidence in trends
is not higher than medium except in North America and Europe where
there have been likely increases in either the frequency or intensity of
heavy precipitation. This assessment increases to very likely for central North America. For North America it is also likely that increases
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have occurred during the whole of the 20th century (Pryor et al., 2009;
Donat et al., 2013c; Villarini et al., 2013). For South America the most
recent integrative studies indicate heavy rain events are increasing in
frequency and intensity over the contient as a whole (Donat et al.,
2013c; Skansi et al., 2013). For Europe and the Mediterranean, the
assessment masks some regional and seasonal variation. For example,
much of the increase reported in Table 2.13 is found in winter although
with decreasing trends in some other regions such as northern Italy,
Poland and some Mediterranean coastal sites (Pavan et al., 2008; Lupikasza, 2010; Toreti et al., 2010). There are mixed regional trends across
Asia and Oceania but with some indication that increases are being
observed in more regions than decreases while recent studies focused
on Africa, in general, have not found significant trends in extreme precipitation (see Chapter 14 for more on regional variations and trends).
The above studies generally use indices which reflect ‘moderate’
extremes, for example, events occurring as often as 5% or 10% of the
time (Box 2.4). Only a few regions have sufficient data to assess trends
in rarer precipitation events reliably, for example, events occurring on
average once in several decades. Using Extreme Value Theory, DeGaetano (2009) showed a 20% reduction in the return period for extreme
precipitation events over large parts of the contiguous USA from 1950
to 2007. For Europe from 1951 to 2010, Van den Besselaar et al. (2012)
reported a median reduction in 5- to 20-year return periods of 21%,
with a range between 2% and 58% depending on the subregion and
season. This decrease in return times for rare extremes is qualitatively
similar to the increase in moderate extremes for these regions reported
above, and also consistent with earlier local results for the extreme tail
of the distribution reported in AR4.
The aforementioned studies refer to daily precipitation extremes,
although rainfall will often be limited to part of the day only. The literature on sub-daily scales is too limited for a global assessment although
it is clear that analysis and framing of questions regarding sub-daily
precipitation extremes is becoming more critical (Trenberth, 2011).
Available regional studies have shown results that are even more complex than for daily precipitation and with variations in the spatial patterns of trends depending on event formulation and duration. However,
regional studies show indications of more increasing than decreasing
trends (Sen Roy, 2009; for India) (Sen Roy and Rouault, 2013; for South
Africa) (Westra and Sisson, 2011; for Australia). Some studies present
evidence of scaling of sub-daily precipitation with temperature that
is outside that expected from the Clausius–Clapeyron relation (about
7% per degree Celsius) (Lenderink and Van Meijgaard, 2008; Haerter
et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2010; Lenderink et al., 2011; Utsumi et al.,
2011), but scaling beyond that expected from thermodynamic theories
is controversial (Section 7.6.5).
In summary, further analyses continue to support the AR4 and SREX
conclusions that it is likely that since 1951 there have been statistically
significant increases in the number of heavy precipitation events (e.g.,
above the 95th percentile) in more regions than there have been statistically significant decreases, but there are strong regional and subregional variations in the trends. In particular, many regions present
statistically non-significant or negative trends, and, where seasonal
changes have been assessed, there are also variations between seasons
(e.g., more consistent trends in winter than in summer in Europe). The
213
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overall most consistent trends towards heavier precipitation events are
found in central North America (very likely increase) but assessment for
Europe shows likely increases in more regions than decreases.

2.6.2.2 Floods
AR4 WGI Chapter 3 (Trenberth et al., 2007) did not assess changes in
floods but AR4 WGII concluded that there was not a general global
trend in the incidence of floods (Kundzewicz et al., 2007). SREX went
further to suggest that there was low agreement and thus low confidence at the global scale regarding changes in the magnitude or frequency of floods or even the sign of changes.

2

AR5 WGII assesses floods in regional detail accounting for the fact
that trends in floods are strongly influenced by changes in river management (see also Section 2.5.2). Although the most evident flood
trends appear to be in northern high latitudes, where observed warming trends have been largest, in some regions no evidence of a trend
in extreme flooding has been found, for example, over Russia based
on daily river discharge (Shiklomanov et al., 2007). Other studies for
Europe (Hannaford and Marsh, 2008; Renard et al., 2008; Petrow and
Merz, 2009; Stahl et al., 2010) and Asia (Jiang et al., 2008; Delgado
et al., 2010) show evidence for upward, downward or no trend in the
magnitude and frequency of floods, so that there is currently no clear
and widespread evidence for observed changes in flooding except for
the earlier spring flow in snow-dominated regions (Seneviratne et al.,
2012).
In summary, there continues to be a lack of evidence and thus low confidence regarding the sign of trend in the magnitude and/or frequency
of floods on a global scale.

2.6.2.3 Droughts
AR4 concluded that droughts had become more common, especially in the tropics and sub-tropics since about 1970. SREX provided a
comprehensive assessment of changes in observed droughts (Section
3.5.1 and Box 3.3 of SREX), updated the conclusions provided by AR4
and stated that the type of drought considered and the complexities
in defining drought (Annex III: Glossary) can substantially affect the
conclusions regarding trends on a global scale (Chapter 10). Based on
evidence since AR4, SREX concluded that there were not enough direct
observations of dryness to suggest high confidence in observed trends
globally, although there was medium confidence that since the 1950s
some regions of the world have experienced more intense and longer
droughts. The differences between AR4 and SREX are due primarily to
analyses post-AR4, differences in how both assessments considered
drought and updated IPCC uncertainty guidance.
There are very few direct measurements of drought related variables,
such as soil moisture (Robock et al., 2000), so drought proxies (e.g.,
PDSI, SPI, SPEI; Box 2.4) and hydrological drought proxies (e.g., Vidal
et al., 2010; Dai, 2011b) are often used to assess drought. The chosen
proxy (e.g., precipitation, evapotranspiration, soil moisture or streamflow) and time scale can strongly affect the ranking of drought events
(Sheffield et al., 2009; Vidal et al., 2010). Analyses of these indirect
indices come with substantial uncertainties. For example, PDSI may not
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be comparable across climate zones. A self-calibrating (sc-) PDSI can
replace the fixed empirical constants in PDSI with values representative of the local climate (Wells et al., 2004). Furthermore, for studies
using simulated soil moisture, the type of potential evapotranspiration
model used can lead to significant differences in the estimation of the
regions affected and the areal extent of drought (Sheffield et al., 2012),
but the overall effect of a more physically realistic parameterisation is
debated (van der Schrier et al., 2013).
Because drought is a complex variable and can at best be incompletely
represented by commonly used drought indices, discrepancies in the
interpretation of changes can result. For example, Sheffield and Wood
(2008) found decreasing trends in the duration, intensity and severity
of drought globally. Conversely, Dai (2011a,b) found a general global
increase in drought, although with substantial regional variation and
individual events dominating trend signatures in some regions (e.g.,
the 1970s prolonged Sahel drought and the 1930s drought in the USA
and Canadian Prairies). Studies subsequent to these continue to provide somewhat different conclusions on trends in global droughts and/
or dryness since the middle of the 20th century (Sheffield et al., 2012;
Dai, 2013; Donat et al., 2013c; van der Schrier et al., 2013).
Van der Schrier et al. (2013), using monthly sc-PDSI, found no strong
case either for notable drying or moisture increase on a global scale
over the periods 1901–2009 or 1950–2009, and this largely agrees
with the results of Sheffield et al. (2012) over the latter period. A
comparison between the sc-PDSI calculated by van der Schrier et al.
(2013) and that of Dai (2011a) shows that the dominant mode of
variability is very similar, with a temporal evolution suggesting a trend
toward drying. However, the same analysis for the 1950–2009 period
shows an initial increase in drying in the Van der Schrier et al. data set,
followed by a decrease from the mid-1980s onwards, while the Dai
data show a continuing increase until 2000. The difference in trends
between the sc-PDSI data set of Van der Schrier et al. and Dai appears
to be due to the different calibration periods used, the shorter 1950–
1979 period in the latter study resulting in higher index values from
1980 onwards, although the associated spatial patterns are similar. In
addition, the observed precipitation forcing data set differs between
studies, with van der Schrier et al. (2013) and Sheffield et al. (2012)
using CRU TS 3.10.01 (updated from Mitchell and Jones, 2005). This
data set uses fewer stations and has been wetter than some other
precipitation products in the last couple of decades (Figure 2.29,
Table 2.9), although the best data set to use is still an open question.
Despite this, a measure of sc-PDSI with potential evapotranspiration
estimated using the Penman–Montieth equation shows an increase
in the percentage of land area in drought since 1950 (Sheffield et
al., 2012; Dai, 2013), while van der Schrier et al. (2013) also finds a
slight increase in the percentage of land area in severe drought using
the same measure. This is qualitatively consistent with the trends
in surface soil moisture found for the shorter period 1988–2010 by
Dorigo et al. (2012) using a new multi-satellite data set and changes
in observed streamflow (Dai, 2011b). However all these studies draw
somewhat different conclusions and the compelling arguments both
for (Dai, 2011b, 2013) and against (Sheffield et al., 2012; van der
Schrier et al., 2013) a significant increase in the land area experiencing drought has hampered global assessment.
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Studies that support an increasing trend towards the land area affected by drought seem to be at odds with studies that look at trends
in dryness (i.e., lack of rainfall). For example, Donat et al. (2013c)
found that the annual maximum number of consecutive dry days
has declined since the 1950s in more regions than it has increased
(Figure 2.33c). However, only regions in Russia and the USA indicate
significant changes and there is a lack of information for this index
over large regions, especially Africa. Most other studies focussing on
global dryness find similar results, with decadal variability dominating
longer-term trends (Frich et al., 2002; Alexander et al., 2006; Donat et
al., 2013a). However, Giorgi et al. (2011) indicate that ‘hydroclimatic
intensity’ (Box 2.4, Chapter 7), a measure which combines both dry
spell length and precipitation intensity, has increased over the latter
part of the 20th century in response to a warming climate. They show
that positive trends (reflecting an increase in the length of drought
and/or extreme precipitation events) are most marked in Europe,
India, parts of South America and East Asia although trends appear to
have decreased (reflecting a decrease in the length of drought and/or
extreme precipitation events) in Australia and northern South America
(Figure 2.33c). Data availability, quality and length of record remain
issues in drawing conclusions on a global scale, however.

(a) R95p 1951-2010
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In summary, the current assessment concludes that there is not enough
evidence at present to suggest more than low confidence in a global-scale observed trend in drought or dryness (lack of rainfall) since the
middle of the 20th century, owing to lack of direct observations, geographical inconsistencies in the trends, and dependencies of inferred
trends on the index choice. Based on updated studies, AR4 conclusions
regarding global increasing trends in drought since the 1970s were
probably overstated. However, it is likely that the frequency and intensity of drought has increased in the Mediterranean and West Africa
and decreased in central North America and north-west Australia since
1950.
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Despite differences between the conclusions drawn by global studies,
there are some areas in which they agree. Table 2.13 indicates that
there is medium confidence of an increase in dryness or drought in East
Asia with high confidence that this is the case in the Mediterannean
and West Africa. There is also high confidence of decreases in dryness
or drought in central North America and north-west Australia.
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Figure 2.33 | Trends in (a) annual amount of precipitation from days >95th percentile (R95p), (b) daily precipitation intensity (SDII) and (c) frequency of the annual maximum
number of consecutive dry days (CDD) (Box 2.4, Table 1). Trends are shown as relative values for better comparison across different climatic regions. Trends were calculated only
for grid boxes that had at least 40 years of data during this period and where data ended no earlier than 2003. Grey areas indicate incomplete or missing data. Black plus signs
(+) indicate grid boxes where trends are significant (i.e., a trend of zero lies outside the 90% confidence interval). The data source for trend maps is HadEX2 (Donat et al., 2013a)
updated to include the latest version of the European Climate Assessment data set (Klok and Tank, 2009). (d) Trends (normalized units) in hydroclimatic intensity (HY-INT: a multiplicative measure of length of dry spell and precipitation intensity) over the period 1976–2000 (adapted from Giorgi et al., 2011). An increase (decrease) in HY-INT reflects an increase
(decrease) in the length of drought and /or extreme precipitation events.
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In summary, there is low confidence in observed trends in small-scale
severe weather phenomena such as hail and thunderstorms because
of historical data inhomogeneities and inadequacies in monitoring
systems.

2.6.3

Tropical Storms

AR4 concluded that it was likely that an increasing trend had occurred
in intense tropical cyclone activity since 1970 in some regions but that
there was no clear trend in the annual numbers of tropical cyclones.
Subsequent assessments, including SREX and more recent literature
indicate that it is difficult to draw firm conclusions with respect to the
confidence levels associated with observed trends prior to the satellite
era and in ocean basins outside of the North Atlantic.
Section 14.6.1 discusses changes in tropical storms in detail. Current data
sets indicate no significant observed trends in global tropical cyclone
frequency over the past century and it remains uncertain whether any
reported long-term increases in tropical cyclone frequency are robust,
after accounting for past changes in observing capabilities (Knutson
et al., 2010). Regional trends in tropical cyclone frequency and the frequency of very intense tropical cyclones have been identified in the
216
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Another extreme aspect of the hydrological cycle is severe local
weather phenomena such as hail or thunder storms. These are not well
observed in many parts of the world because the density of surface
meteorological observing stations is too coarse to measure all such
events. Moreover, homogeneity of existing reporting is questionable
(Verbout et al., 2006; Doswell et al., 2009). Alternatively, measures of
severe thunderstorms or hailstorms can be derived by assessing the
environmental conditions that are favourable for their formation but
this method is very uncertain (Seneviratne et al., 2012). SREX highlighted studies such as those of Brooks and Dotzek (2008), who found
significant variability but no clear trend in the past 50 years in severe
thunderstorms in a region east of the Rocky Mountains in the USA,
Cao (2008), who found an increasing frequency of severe hail events in
Ontario, Canada during the period 1979–2002 and Kunz et al. (2009),
who found that hail days significantly increased during the period
1974–2003 in southwest Germany. Hailpad studies from Italy (Eccel et
al., 2012) and France (Berthet et al., 2011) suggest slight increases in
larger hail sizes and a correlation between the fraction of precipitation
falling as hail with average summer temperature while in Argentina
between 1960 and 2008 the annual number of hail events was found
to be increasing in some regions and decreasing in others (Mezher et
al., 2012). In China between 1961 and 2005, the number of hail days
has been found to generally decrease, with the highest occurrence
between 1960 and 1980 but with a sharp drop since the mid-1980s
(CMA, 2007; Xie et al., 2008). However, there is little consistency in hail
size changes in different regions of China since 1980 (Xie et al., 2010).
Remote sensing offers a potential alterative to surface-based meteorological networks for detecting changes in small scale severe weather
phenomenon such as proxy measurements of lightning from satellites (Zipser et al., 2006) but there remains little convincing evidence
that changes in severe thunderstorms or hail have occurred since the
middle of the 20th century (Brooks, 2012).

Normalized units

2.6.2.4 Severe Local Weather Events
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(a)

Landfalling Tropical Cyclones, Eastern Australia

(b)

Landfalling Hurricanes, United States

(c)

Landfalling Typhoons, China
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Figure 2.34 | Normalized 5-year running means of the number of (a) adjusted land
falling eastern Australian tropical cyclones (adapted from Callaghan and Power (2011)
and updated to include 2010//2011 season) and (b) unadjusted land falling U.S. hurricanes (adapted from Vecchi and Knutson (2011) and (c) land-falling typhoons in China
(adapted from CMA, 2011). Vertical axis ticks represent one standard deviation, with all
series normalized to unit standard deviation after a 5-year running mean was applied.

North Atlantic and these appear robust since the 1970s (Kossin et al.
2007) (very high confidence). However, argument reigns over the cause
of the increase and on longer time scales the fidelity of these trends
is debated (Landsea et al., 2006; Holland and Webster, 2007; Landsea, 2007; Mann et al., 2007b) with different methods for e stimating
undercounts in the earlier part of the record providing mixed conclusions (Chang and Guo, 2007; Mann et al., 2007a; Kunkel et al., 2008;
Vecchi and Knutson, 2008, 2011). No robust trends in annual numbers
of tropical storms, hurricanes and major hurricanes counts have been
identified over the past 100 years in the North Atlantic basin. Measures
of land-falling tropical cyclone frequency (Figure 2.34) are generally
considered to be more reliable than counts of all storms which tend
to be strongly influenced by those that are weak and/or short lived.
Callaghan and Power (2011) find a statistically significant decrease
in Eastern Australia land-falling tropical cyclones since the late 19th
century although including 2010/2011 season data this trend becomes
non-significant (i.e., a trend of zero lies just inside the 90% confidence
interval). Significant trends are not found in other oceans on shorter
time scales (Chan and Xu, 2009; Kubota and Chan, 2009; Mohapatra
et al., 2011; Weinkle et al., 2012), although Grinsted et al. (2012) find
a significant positive trend in eastern USA using tide-guage data from
1923–2008 as a proxy for storm surges associated with land-falling
hurricanes. Differences between tropical cyclone studies highlight the
challenges that still lie ahead in assessing long-term trends.
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Arguably, storm frequency is of limited usefulness if not considered
in tandem with intensity and duration measures. Intensity measures
in historical records are especially sensitive to changing technology
and improving methodology. However, over the satellite era, increases
in the intensity of the strongest storms in the Atlantic appear robust
(Kossin et al., 2007; Elsner et al., 2008) but there is limited evidence
for other regions and the globe. Time series of cyclone indices such
as power dissipation, an aggregate compound of tropical cyclone
frequency, duration and intensity that measures total wind energy
by tropical cyclones, show upward trends in the North Atlantic and
weaker upward trends in the western North Pacific since the late 1970s
(Emanuel, 2007), but interpretation of longer-term trends is again constrained by data quality concerns (Landsea et al., 2011).

2009), with substantial decadal and longer fluctuations but with some
regional and seasonal trends (Wang et al., 2009c, 2011). Figure 2.35
shows some of these changes for boreal winter using geostrophic wind
speeds indicating that decreasing trends outnumber increasing trends
(Wang et al., 2011), although with few that are statistically significant.
Although Donat et al. (2011) and Wang et al. (2012h) find significant
increases in both the strength and frequency of wintertime storms for
large parts of Europe using the 20CR (Compo et al., 2011), there is
debate over whether this is an artefact of the changing number of
assimilated observations over time (Cornes and Jones, 2011; Krueger
et al., 2013) even though Wang et al. (2012h) find good agreement
between the 20CR trends and those derived from geostropic wind
extremes in the North Sea region.

In summary, this assessment does not revise the SREX conclusion of
low confidence that any reported long-term (centennial) increases in
tropical cyclone activity are robust, after accounting for past changes
in observing capabilities. More recent assessments indicate that it is
unlikely that annual numbers of tropical storms, hurricanes and major
hurricanes counts have increased over the past 100 years in the North
Atlantic basin. Evidence, however, is for a virtually certain increase in
the frequency and intensity of the strongest tropical cyclones since the
1970s in that region.

SREX noted that available studies using reanalyses indicate a decrease
in extratropical cyclone activity (Zhang et al., 2004) and intensity
(Zhang et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2009d) over the last 50 years has been
reported for northern Eurasia (60°N to 40°N) linked to a possible northward shift with increased cyclone frequency in the higher latitudes and
decrease in the lower latitudes. The decrease at lower latitudes was
also found in East Asia (Wang et al., 2012h) and is also supported by a
study of severe storms by Zou et al. (2006b) who used sub-daily in situ
pressure data from a number of stations across China.

2.6.4

SREX also notes that, based on reanalyses, North American cyclone
numbers have increased over the last 50 years, with no statistically
significant change in cyclone intensity (Zhang et al., 2004). Hourly
SLP data from Canadian stations showed that winter cyclones have
become significantly more frequent, longer lasting, and stronger in
the lower Canadian Arctic over the last 50 years (1953–2002), but
less frequent and weaker in the south, especially along the southeast
and southwest Canadian coasts (Wang et al., 2006a). Further south, a

tendency toward weaker low-pressure systems over the past few decades was found for U.S. east coast winter cyclones using reanalyses,
but no statistically significant trends in the frequency of occurrence of
systems (Hirsch et al., 2001).

Extratropical Storms

AR4 noted a likely net increase in frequency/intensity of NH extreme
extratropical cyclones and a poleward shift in storm tracks since the
1950s. SREX further consolidated the AR4 assessment of poleward
shifting storm tracks, but revised the assessment of the confidence
levels associated with regional trends in the intensity of extreme extratropical cyclones.
Studies using reanalyses continue to support a northward and eastward
shift in the Atlantic cyclone activity during the last 60 years with both
more frequent and more intense wintertime cyclones in the high-latitude Atlantic (Schneidereit et al., 2007; Raible et al., 2008; Vilibic and
Sepic, 2010) and fewer in the mid-latitude Atlantic (Wang et al., 2006b;
Raible et al., 2008). Some studies show an increase in intensity and
number of extreme Atlantic cyclones (Paciorek et al., 2002; Lehmann
et al., 2011) while others show opposite trends in eastern Pacific and
North America (Gulev et al., 2001). Comparisons between studies are
hampered because of the sensitivities in identification schemes and/
or different definitions for extreme cyclones (Ulbrich et al., 2009; Neu
et al., 2012). The fidelity of research findings also rests largely with
the underlying reanalyses products that are used (Box 2.3). See also
Section 14.6.2.
Over longer periods studies of severe storms or storminess have been
performed for Europe where long running in situ pressure and wind
observations exist. Direct wind speed measurements, however, either
have short records or are hampered by inconsistencies due to changing
instrumentation and observing practice over time (Smits et al., 2005;
Wan et al., 2010). In most cases, therefore wind speed or storminess
proxies are derived from in situ pressure measurements or reanalyses
data, the quality and consistency of which vary. In situ observations
indicate no clear trends over the past century or longer (Hanna et al.,
2008; Matulla et al., 2008; Allan et al., 2009; Barring and Fortuniak,

Using the 20CR (Compo et al., 2011), Wang et al. (2012h) found substantial increases in extratropical cyclone activity in the SH (20°S to
90°S). However, for southeast Australia, a decrease in activity is found
and this agrees well with geostrophic wind extremes derived from
in situ surface pressure observations (Alexander et al., 2011). This
strengthens the evidence of a southward shift in storm tracks previously noted using older reanalyses products (Fyfe, 2003; Hope et al., 2006).
Frederiksen and Frederiksen (2007) linked the reduction in cyclogenesis
at 30°S and southward shift to a decrease in the vertical mean meridional temperature gradient. There is some inconsistency among reanalysis products for the SH regarding trends in the frequency of intense
extratropical cyclones (Lim and Simmonds, 2007; Pezza et al., 2007;
Lim and Simmonds, 2009) although studies tend to agree on a trend
towards more intense systems, even when inhomogeneities associated
with changing numbers of observations have been taken into account
(Wang et al., 2012h). However, further undetected contamination of
these trends owing to issues with the reanalyses products cannot be
ruled out (Box 2.3) and this lowers our confidence in long-term trends.
Links between extratropical cyclone activity and large-scale variability
are discussed in Sections 2.7 and 14.6.2.
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 2.2 | Have There Been Any Changes in Climate Extremes?
There is strong evidence that warming has lead to changes in temperature extremes—including heat waves—since
the mid-20th century. Increases in heavy precipitation have probably also occurred over this time, but vary by
region. However, for other extremes, such as tropical cyclone frequency, we are less certain, except in some limited
regions, that there have been discernable changes over the observed record.
From heat waves to cold snaps or droughts to flooding rains, recording and analysing climate extremes poses
unique challenges, not just because these events are rare, but also because they invariably happen in conjunction
with disruptive conditions. Furthermore, there is no consistent definition in the scientific literature of what constitutes an extreme climatic event, and this complicates comparative global assessments.
Although, in an absolute sense, an extreme climate event will vary from place to place—a hot day in the tropics,
for instance, may be a different temperature to a hot day in the mid-latitudes—international efforts to monitor
extremes have highlighted some significant global changes.

Warm spells or heat waves, that is, periods containing consecutive extremely hot days or nights, have
also been assessed, but there are fewer studies of
heat wave characteristics than those that compare
changes in merely warm days or nights. Most global
land areas with available data have experienced more
heat waves since the middle of the 20th century. One
exception is the south-eastern USA, where heat wave
frequency and duration measures generally show
decreases. This has been associated with a so-called
‘warming hole’ in this region, where precipitation
has also increased and may be related to interactions
between the land and the atmosphere and long-term
variations in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. However, for large regions, particularly in Africa and South
America, information on changes in heatwaves is
limited.
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For example, using consistent definitions for cold
(<10th percentile) and warm (>90th percentile) days
and nights it is found that warm days and nights have
increased and cold days and nights have decreased for
most regions of the globe; a few exceptions being central and eastern North America, and southern South
America but mostly only related to daytime temperatures. Those changes are generally most apparent in
minimum temperature extremes, for example, warm
nights. Data limitations make it difficult to establish
a causal link to increases in average temperatures,
but FAQ 2.2, Figure 1 indicates that daily global temperature extremes have indeed changed. Whether
these changes are simply associated with the average
of daily temperatures increasing (the dashed lines in
FAQ 2.2, Figure 1) or whether other changes in the
distribution of daytime and nighttime temperatures
have occurred is still under debate.
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FAQ 2.2, Figure 1 | Distribution of (a) daily minimum and (b) daily maximum temperature anomalies relative to a 1961–1990 climatology for two periods: 1951–1980 (blue) and 1981–2010 (red) using the HadGHCND data set.
The shaded blue and red areas represent the coldest 10% and warmest 10%
respectively of (a) nights and (b) days during the 1951–1980 period. The darker
shading indicates by how much the number of the coldest days and nights has
reduced (dark blue) and by how much the number of the warmest days and
nights has increased (dark red) during the 1981–2010 period compared to the
1951–1980 period.

For regions such as Europe, where historical temperature reconstructions exist going back several hundreds of
years, indications are that some areas have experienced a disproportionate number of extreme heat waves in
recent decades. (continued on next page)
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FAQ 2.2 (continued)

Changes in extremes for other climate variables are generally less coherent than those observed for temperature,
owing to data limitations and inconsistencies between studies, regions and/or seasons. However, increases in precipitation extremes, for example, are consistent with a warmer climate. Analyses of land areas with sufficient data
indicate increases in the frequency and intensity of extreme precipitation events in recent decades, but results vary
strongly between regions and seasons. For instance, evidence is most compelling for increases in heavy precipitation
in North America, Central America and Europe, but in some other regions—such as southern Australia and western
Asia—there is evidence of decreases. Likewise, drought studies do not agree on the sign of the global trend, with
regional inconsistencies in trends also dependent on how droughts are defined. However, indications exist that
droughts have increased in some regions (e.g., the Mediterranean) and decreased in others (e.g., central North
America) since the middle of the 20th century.
Considering other extremes, such as tropical cyclones, the latest assessments show that due to problems with past
observing capabilities, it is difficult to make conclusive statements about long-term trends. There is very strong evidence, however, that storm activity has increased in the North Atlantic since the 1970s.

2

Over periods of a century or more, evidence suggests slight decreases in the frequency of tropical cyclones making
landfall in the North Atlantic and the South Pacific, once uncertainties in observing methods have been considered.
Little evidence exists of any longer-term trend in other ocean basins. For extratropical cyclones, a poleward shift is
evident in both hemispheres over the past 50 years, with further but limited evidence of a decrease in wind storm
frequency at mid-latitudes. Several studies suggest an increase in intensity, but data sampling issues hamper these
assessments.
FAQ 2.2, Figure 2 summarizes some of the observed changes in climate extremes. Overall, the most robust global
changes in climate extremes are seen in measures of daily temperature, including to some extent, heat waves.
Precipitation extremes also appear to be increasing, but there is large spatial variability, and observed trends in
droughts are still uncertain except in a few regions. While robust increases have been seen in tropical cyclone frequency and activity in the North Atlantic since the 1970s, the reasons for this are still being debated. There is limited
evidence of changes in extremes associated with other climate variables since the mid-20th century.

Heavy Precipitation Events

Droughts Mediterranean,
West Africa

Droughts Central North America
Northwest Australia

Hot Days and Nights;
Warm Spells and Heat Waves

Cold Days and Nights
Strongest Tropical Cyclones North Atlantic

FAQ 2.2, Figure 2 | Trends in the frequency (or intensity) of various climate extremes (arrow direction denotes the sign of the change) since the middle of the 20th
century (except for North Atlantic storms where the period covered is from the 1970s).
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Studies that have examined trends in wind extremes from observations or regional reanalysis products tend to point to declining trends
in extremes in mid-latitudes (Pirazzoli and Tomasin, 2003; Smits et al.,
2005; Pryor et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2007b) and increasing trends
in high latitudes (Lynch et al., 2004; Turner et al., 2005; Hundecha et
al., 2008; Stegall and Zhang, 2012). Other studies have compared the
trends from observations with reanalysis data and reported differing
or even opposite trends in the reanalysis products (Smits et al., 2005;
McVicar et al., 2008). On the other hand, declining trends reported
by Xu et al. (2006b) over China between 1969 and 2000 were generally consistent with trends in NCEP reanalysis. Trends extracted from

reanalysis products must be treated with caution however, although
usually with later generation products providing improvements over
older products (Box 2.3).
In summary, confidence in large scale changes in the intensity of
extreme extratropical cyclones since 1900 is low. There is also low confidence for a clear trend in storminess proxies over the last century
due to inconsistencies between studies or lack of long-term data in
some parts of the world (particularly in the SH). Likewise, confidence in
trends in extreme winds is low, owing to quality and consistency issues
with analysed data.
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Figure 2.35 | 99th percentiles of geostrophic wind speeds for winter (DJF). Triangles show regions where geostrophic wind speeds have been calculated from in situ surface pressure observations. Within each pressure triangle, Gaussian low-pass filtered curves and estimated linear trends of the 99th percentile of these geostrophic wind speeds for winter
are shown. The ticks of the time (horizontal) axis range from 1875 to 2005, with an interval of 10 years. Disconnections in lines show periods of missing data. Red (blue) trend lines
indicate upward (downward) significant trends (i.e., a trend of zero lies outside the 95% confidence interval). (From Wang et al., 2011.)
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Box 2.4 | Extremes Indices
As SREX highlighted, there is no unique definition of what constitutes a climate extreme in the scientific literature given variations in
regions and sectors affected (Stephenson et al., 2008). Much of the available research is based on the use of so-called ‘extremes indices’
(Zhang et al., 2011). These indices can either be based on the probability of occurrence of given quantities or on absolute or percentage
threshold exceedances (relative to a fixed climatological period) but also include more complex definitions related to duration, intensity
and persistence of extreme events. For example, the term ‘heat wave’ can mean very different things depending on the index formulation for the application for which it is required (Perkins and Alexander, 2012).
Box 2.4, Table 1 lists a number of specific indices that appear widely in the literature and have been chosen to provide some consistency
across multiple chapters in AR5 (along with the location of associated figures and text). These indices have been generally chosen for
their robust statistical properties and their applicability across a wide range of climates. Another important criterion is that data for
these indices are broadly available over both space and time. The existing near-global land-based data sets cover at least the post-1950
period but for regions such as Europe, North America, parts of Asia and Australia much longer analyses are available. The same indices
used in observational studies (this chapter) are also used to diagnose climate model output (Chapters 9, 10, 11 and 12).

2

The types of indices discussed here do not include indices such as NIÑO3 representing positive and negative phases of ENSO (Box 2.5),
nor do they include extremes such as 1 in 100 year events. Typically extreme indices assessed here reflect more ‘moderate’ extremes,
for example, events occurring as often as 5% or 10% of the time (Box 2.4, Table 1). Predefined extreme indices are usually easier to
obtain than the underlying daily climate data, which are not always freely exchanged by meteorological services. However, some of
these indices do represent rarer events, for example, annual maxima or minima. Analyses of these and rarer extremes (e.g., with longer
(continued on next page)
Box 2.4, Table 1 | Definitions of extreme temperature and precipitation indices used in IPCC (after Zhang et al., 2011). The most common units are shown but these
may be shown as normalized or relative depending on application in different chapters.
Definition

Units

TXx

Index

Warmest daily Tmax

Descriptive name

Seasonal/annual maximum value of daily maximum
temperature

ºC

Box 2.4, Figure 1, Figures 9.37,
10.17, 12.13

Figures/Tables

Box 2.4, 9.5.4.1, 10.6.1.1,
12.4.3.3

Section

TNx

Warmest daily Tmin

Seasonal/annual maximum value of daily minimum
temperature

ºC

Figures 9.37, 10.17

9.5.4.1, 10.6.1.1

TXn

Coldest daily Tmax

Seasonal/annual minimum value of daily maximum
temperature

ºC

Figures 9.37, 10.17, 12.13

9.5.4.1, 10.6.1.1, 12.4.3.3

TNn

Coldest daily Tmin

Seasonal/annual minimum value of daily minimum
temperature

ºC

Figures 9.37, 10.17, 12.13

9.5.4.1, 10.6.1.1

TN10p

Cold nights

Days (or fraction of time) when daily minimum
temperature <10th percentile

Days (%)

Figures 2.32, 9.37, 10.17
Tables 2.11, 2.12

2.6.1, 9.5.4.1, 10.6.1.1,
11.3.2.5.1

TX10p

Cold days

Days (or fraction of time) when daily maximum
temperature <10th percentile

Days (%)

Figures 2.32, 9.37, 10.17, 11.17

2.6.1, 9.5.4.1, 10.6.1.1,
11.3.2.5.1,

TN90p

Warm nights

Days (or fraction of time) when daily minimum
temperature >90th percentile

Days (%)

Figures 2.32, 9.37, 10.17
Tables 2.11, 2.12

2.6.1, 9.5.4.1, 10.6.1.1,
11.3.2.5.1

TX90p

Warm days

Days (or fraction of time) when daily maximum
temperature >90th percentile

Days (%)

Figures 2.32, 9.37, 10.17, 11.17
Tables 2.11, 2.12

2.6.1, 9.5.4.1, 10.6.1.1,
11.3.2.5.1,

FD

Frost days

Frequency of daily minimum temperature <0°C

Days

Figures 9.37, 12.13
Table 2.12

2.6.1, 9.5.4.1, 10.6.1.1,
12.4.3.3

TR

Tropical nights

Frequency of daily minimum temperature >20°C

Days

Figures 9.37, 12.13

9.5.4.1, 12.4.3.3

RX1day

Wettest day

Maximum 1-day precipitation

mm

Figures 9.37, 10.10
Table 2.12, 12.27

2.6.2.1, 9.5.4.1, 10.6.1.2,
12.4.5.5

RX5day

Wettest consecutive five days

Maximum of consecutive 5-day precipitation

mm

Figures 9.37, 12.26, 14.1

9.5.4.1, 10.6.1.2, 12.4.5.5,
14.2.1

SDII

Simple daily intensity index

Ratio of annual total precipitation to the number of
wet days (≥1 mm)

mm day–1

Figures 2.33, 9.37, 14.1

2.6.2.1, 9.5.4.1, 14.2.1

R95p

Precipitation from very wet
days

Amount of precipitation from days >95th percentile

mm

Figures 2.33, 9.37, 11.17
Table 2.12

2.6.2.1, 9.5.4.1, 11.3.2.5.1

CDD

Consecutive dry days

Maximum number of consecutive days when
precipitation <1 mm

Days

Figures 2.33, 9.37, 12.26, 14.1

2.6.2.3, 9.5.4.1, 12.4.5.5,
14.2.1
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Box 2.4 (continued)

Extreme indices are more generally defined for daily
temperature and precipitation characteristics (Zhang
et al., 2011) although research is developing on the
analysis of sub-daily events but mostly only on regional
scales (Sen Roy, 2009; Shiu et al., 2009; Jones et al.,
2010; Jakob et al., 2011; Lenderink et al., 2011; Shaw
et al., 2011). Temperature and precipitation indices
are sometimes combined to investigate ‘extremeness’
(e.g., hydroclimatic intensity, HY-INT; Giorgi et al., 2011)
and/or the areal extent of extremes (e.g., the Climate
Extremes Index (CEI) and its variants (Gleason et al.,
2008; Gallant and Karoly, 2010; Ren et al., 2011). Indices rarely include other weather and climate variables,
such as wind speed, humidity or physical impacts (e.g.,
streamflow) and phenomena. Some examples are available in the literature for wind-based (Della-Marta et al.,
2009) and pressure-based (Beniston, 2009) indices, for
health-relevant indices combining temperature and relative humidity characteristics (Diffenbaugh et al., 2007;
Fischer and Schär, 2010) and for a range of dryness or
drought indices (e.g., Palmer Drought Severity Index
(PDSI) Palmer, 1965; Standardised Precipitation Index
(SPI), Standardised Precipitation Evapotranspiration
Index (SPEI) Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010) and wetness
indices (e.g., Standardized Soil Wetness Index (SSWI);
Vidal et al., 2010). (continued on next page)

2

In addition to the complication of defining an index,
the results depend also on the way in which indices
are calculated (to create global averages, for example).
This is due to the fact that different algorithms may be
employed to create grid box averages from station data,
or that extremes indices may be calculated from gridded daily data or at station locations and then gridded.
All of these factors add uncertainty to the calculation of
an extreme. For example, the spatial patterns of trends
in the hottest day of the year differ slightly between
data sets, although when globally averaged, trends are
similar over the second half of the 20th century (Box
2.4, Figure 1). Further discussion of the parametric and
structural uncertainties in data sets is given in Box 2.1.
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return period thresholds) are making their way into a
growing body of literature which, for example, are using
Extreme Value Theory (Coles, 2001) to study climate
extremes (Zwiers and Kharin, 1998; Brown et al., 2008;
Sillmann et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011; Kharin et al.,
2013).
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Box 2.4, Figure 1 | Trends in the warmest day of the year using different data sets for
the period 1951–2010. The data sets are (a) HadEX2 (Donat et al., 2013c) updated to
include the latest version of the European Climate Assessment data set (Klok and Tank,
2009), (b) HadGHCND (Caesar et al., 2006) using data updated to 2010 (Donat et al.,
2013a) and (c) Globally averaged annual warmest day anomalies for each data set.
Trends were calculated only for grid boxes that had at least 40 years of data during this
period and where data ended no earlier than 2003. Grey areas indicate incomplete or
missing data. Black plus signs (+) indicate grid boxes where trends are significant (i.e., a
trend of zero lies outside the 90% confidence interval). Anomalies are calculated using
grid boxes only where both data sets have data and where 90% of data are available.
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Changes in Atmospheric Circulation and
Patterns of Variability

Changes in atmospheric circulation and indices of climate variability, as
expressed in sea level pressure (SLP), wind, geopotential height (GPH),
and other variables were assessed in AR4. Substantial multi-decadal
variability was reported in the large-scale atmospheric circulation over
the Atlantic and the Pacific. With respect to trends, a decrease was
found in tropospheric GPH over high latitudes of both hemispheres
and an increase over the mid-latitudes in boreal winter for the period
1979–2001. These changes were found to be associated with an intensification and poleward displacement of Atlantic and southern mid-latitude jet streams and enhanced storm track activity in the NH from the
1960s to at least the 1990s. Changes in the North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO) and the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) towards their positive
phases were observed, but it was noted that the NAO returned to its
long-term mean state from the mid-1990s to the early 2000s.
Since AR4, more and improved observational data sets and reanalysis
data sets (Box 2.3) have been published. Uncertainties and inaccuracies
in all data sets are better understood (Box 2.1). The studies since AR4
assessed in this section support the poleward movement of circulation
features since the 1970s and the change in the SAM. At the same time,
large decadal-to-multidecadal variability in atmospheric circulation is
found that partially offsets previous trends in other circulation features
such as the NAO or the Pacific Walker circulation.
This section assesses observational evidence for changes in atmospheric circulation in fields of SLP, GPH, and wind, in circulation features
(such as the Hadley and Walker circulation, monsoons, or jet streams;
Annex III: Glossary), as well as in circulation variability modes. Regional
climate effects of the circulation changes are discussed in Chapter 14.

Sea Level Pressure

AR4 concluded that SLP in December to February decreased between
1948 and 2005 in the Arctic, Antarctic and North Pacific. More recent
studies using updated data for the period 1949–2009 (Gillett and Stott,
2009) also find decreases in SLP in the high latitudes of both hemispheres in all seasons and increasing SLP in the tropics and subtropics
most of the year. However, due to decadal variability SLP trends are
sensitive to the choice of the time period (Box 2.2), and they depend
on the data set.
The spatial distribution of SLP represents the distribution of atmospheric mass, which is the surface imprint of the atmospheric circulation. Barometric measurements are made in weather stations or on
board ships. Fields are produced from the observations by interpolation
or using data assimilation into weather models. One of the most widely
used observational data sets is HadSLP2 (Allan and Ansell, 2006),
which integrates 2228 historical global terrestrial stations with marine
observations from the ICOADS on a 5° × 5°grid. Other observation
products (e.g., Trenberth and Paolino, 1980; for the extratropical NH)
or reanalyses are also widely used to address changes in SLP. Although
the quality of SLP data is considered good, there are discrepancies
between gridded SLP data sets in regions with sparse observations,
e.g., over Antarctica (Jones and Lister, 2007).
Van Haren et al. (2012) found a strong SLP decrease over the Mediterranean in January to March from 1961 to 2000. For the more recent
period (1979–2012) trends in SLP, consistent across different data sets
(shown in Figure 2.36 for ERA-Interim), are negative in the tropical
and northern subtropical Atlantic during most of the year as well as,
in May to October, in northern Siberia. Positive trends are found yearround over the North and South Pacific and South Atlantic. Trends in

500hPa geopotential height

100hPa geopotential height

-30 -15
0
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Trend (gpm per decade)
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Trend (gpm per decade)
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2.7.1

-1.2 -0.6
0
0.6 1.2
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Figure 2.36 | Trends in (left) sea level pressure (SLP), (middle) 500 hPa geopotential height (GPH) and (right) 100 hPa GPH in (top) November to April 1979/1980 to 2011/2012
and (bottom) May to October 1979 to 2011 from ERA-Interim data. Trends are shown only if significant (i.e., a trend of zero lies outside the 90% confidence interval).
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Figure 2.37 | Decadal averages of sea level pressure (SLP) from the 20th Century Reanalysis (20CR) for (left) November of previous year to April and (right) May to October shown
by two selected contours: 1004 hPa (dashed lines) and 1020.5 hPa (solid lines). Topography above 2 km above mean sea level in 20CR is shaded in dark grey.

the equatorial Pacific zonal SLP gradient during the 20th century (e.g.,
Vecchi et al., 2006; Power and Kociuba, 2011a, 2011b) are discussed
in Section 2.7.5.
The position and strength of semi-permanent pressure centres show
no clear evidence for trends since 1951. However, prominent variability
is found on decadal time scales (Figure 2.37). Consistent across different data sets, the Azores high and the Icelandic low in boreal winter,
as captured by the high and low SLP contours, were both small in the
1960s and 1970s, large in the 1980s and 1990s, and again smaller in
the 2000s. Favre and Gershunov (2006) find an eastward shift of the
Aleutian low from the mid-1970s to 2001, which persisted during the
2000s (Figure 2.37). The Siberian High exhibits pronounced decadal-to-multidecadal variability (Panagiotopoulos et al., 2005; Huang et
al., 2010), with a recent (1998 to 2012) strengthening and northwestward expansion (Zhang et al., 2012b). In boreal summer, the Atlantic and
Pacific high-pressure systems extended more westward in the 1960s
and 1970s than later. On interannual time scales, variations in pressure
centres are related to modes of climate variability. Trends in the indices
that capture the strength of these modes are reported in Section 2.7.8,
their characteristics and impacts are discussed in Chapter 14.
In summary, sea level pressure has likely decreased from 1979 to 2012
over the tropical Atlantic and increased over large regions of the Pacific
and South Atlantic, but trends are sensitive to the time period analysed
owing to large decadal variability.

2.7.2

Marine surface winds are also measured from space using various
microwave range instruments: scatterometers and synthetic aperture radars retrieve wind vectors, while altimeters and passive radiometers measure wind speed only (Bourassa et al., 2010). The latter
type provides the longest continuous record, starting in July 1987.
Satellite-based interpolated marine surface wind data sets use objective analysis methods to blend together data from different satellites
and atmospheric reanalyses. The latter provide wind directions as in
Blended Sea Winds (BSW; Zhang et al., 2006), or background fields
as in Cross-Calibrated Multi-Platform winds (CCMP; Atlas et al., 2011)
and OAFlux (Yu and Weller, 2007). CCMP uses additional dynamical
constraints, in situ data and a recently homogenized data set of SSM/I
observations (Wentz et al., 2007), among other satellite sources.

Surface Wind Speed

AR4 concluded that mid-latitude westerly winds have generally increased in both hemispheres. Because of shortcomings in the
observations, SREX stated that confidence in surface wind trends is
low. Further studies assessed here confirm this assessment.
224

Surface wind measurements over land and ocean are based on largely
separate observing systems. Early marine observations were based on
ship speed through the water or sails carried or on visual estimates
of sea state converted to the wind speed using the Beaufort scale.
Anemometer measurements were introduced starting in the 1950s.
The transition from Beaufort to measured winds introduced a spurious
trend, compounded by an increase in mean anemometer height over
time (Kent et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2008). ICOADS release 2.5 (Woodruff et al., 2011) contains information on measurement methods and
wind measurement heights, permitting adjustment for these effects.
The ICOADS-based data set WASWind (1950–2010; Tokinaga and Xie,
2011a) and the interpolated product NOCS v.2.0 (1973–present; Berry
and Kent, 2011) include such corrections, among other improvements.

Figure 2.38 compares 1988–2010 linear trends in surface wind speeds
from interpolated data sets based on satellite data, from interpolated and non-interpolated data sets based on in situ data, and from
atmospheric reanalyses. Note that these trends over a 23-year-long
period primarily reflect decadal variability in winds, rather than long-
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term climate change (Box 2.2). Kent et al. (2012) recently intercompared several of these data sets and found large differences. The differences in trend patterns in Figure 2.38 are large as well. Nevertheless,
some statistically significant features are present in most data sets,
including a pattern of positive and negative trend bands across the
North Atlantic Ocean (Section 2.7.6.2.) and positive trends along the
west coast of North America. Strengthening of the Southern Ocean
winds, consistent with the increasing trend in the SAM (Section 2.7.8)
and with the observed changes in wind stress fields described in Section 3.4.4, can be seen in satellite-based analyses and atmospheric
reanalyses in Figure 2.38. Alternating Southern Ocean trend signs in
the NOCS v.2.0 panel are due to interpolation of very sparse in situ
data (cf. the panel for the uninterpolated WASWind product).

used for trend analysis. Global data sets lack important meta information on instrumentation and siting (McVicar et al., 2012). Long, homogenized instrumental records are rare (e.g., Usbeck et al., 2010; Wan et
al., 2010). Moreover, wind speed trends are sensitive to the anemometer height (Troccoli et al., 2012). Winds near the surface can be derived
from reanalysis products (Box 2.3), but discrepancies are found when
comparing trends therein with trends for land stations (Smits et al.,
2005; McVicar et al., 2008).
Over land, a weakening of seasonal and annual mean as well as maximum winds is reported for many regions from around the 1960s or
1970s to the early 2000s (a detailed review is given in McVicar et al.
(2012)), including China and the Tibetan Plateau (Xu et al., 2006b; Guo
et al., 2010) (but levelling off since 2000; Lin et al., 2012), Western and
southern Europe (e.g., Earl et al., 2013), much of the USA (Pryor et
al., 2007), Australia (McVicar et al., 2008) and southern and western

Surface winds over land have been measured with anemometers on a
global scale for decades, but until recently the data have been rarely
(a) CCMP

(b) OAFlux

(c) BSW

(d) ERA−Interim

(e) NNR

(f) 20CR

(g) NOCS v2.0

(h) WASWind
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Figure 2.38 | Trends in surface wind speed for 1988–2010. Shown in the top row are data sets based on the satellite wind observations: (a) Cross-Calibrated Multi-Platform wind
product (CCMP; Atlas et al., 2011); (b) wind speed from the Objectively Analyzed Air-Sea Heat Fluxes data set, release 3 (OAFlux); (c) Blended Sea Winds (BSW; Zhang et al., 2006); in
the middle row are data sets based on surface observations: (d) ERA-Interim; (e) NCEP-NCAR, v.1 (NNR); (f) 20th Century Reanalysis (20CR, Compo et al., 2011), and in the bottom
row are surface wind speeds from atmospheric reanalyses: (g) wind speed from the Surface Flux Data set, v.2, from NOC, Southampton, UK (Berry and Kent, 2009); (h) Wave- and
Anemometer-based Sea Surface Wind (WASWind; Tokinaga and Xie, 2011a)); and (i) Surface Winds on the Land (Vautard et al., 2010). Wind speeds correspond to 10 m heights
in all products. Land station winds (panel f) are also for 10 m (but anemometer height is not always reported) except for the Australian data where they correspond to 2 m height.
To improve readability of plots, all data sets (including land station data) were averaged to the 4° × 4° uniform longitude-latitude grid. Trends were computed for the annually
averaged timeseries of 4° × 4° cells. For all data sets except land station data, an annual mean was considered available only if monthly means for no less than eight months were
available in that calendar year. Trend values were computed only if no less than 17 years had values and at least 1 year was available among the first and last 3 years of the period.
White areas indicate incomplete or missing data. Black plus signs (+) indicate grid boxes where trends are significant (i.e., a trend of zero lies outside the 90% confidence interval).
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Canada (Wan et al., 2010). Increasing wind speeds were found at high
latitudes in both hemispheres, namely in Alaska from 1921 to 2001
(Lynch et al., 2004), in the central Canadian Arctic and Yukon from the
1950 to the 2000s (Wan et al., 2010) and in coastal Antarctica over the
second half of the 20th century (Turner et al., 2005). A global review
of 148 studies showed that near-surface terrestrial wind speeds are
declining in the Tropics and the mid-latitudes of both hemispheres at
a rate of −0.14 m s−1 per decade (McVicar et al., 2012). Vautard et al.
(2010), analysing a global land surface wind data set from 1979 to
2008, found negative trends on the order of –0.1 m s–1 per decade
over large portions of NH land areas. The wind speed trend pattern
over land inferred from their data (1988–2010, Figure 2.38) has many
points with magnitudes much larger than those in the reanalysis products, which appear to underestimate systematically the wind speed
over land, as well as in coastal regions (Kent et al., 2012).
In summary, confidence is low in changes in surface wind speed over
the land and over the oceans owing to remaining uncertainties in data
sets and measures used.

2.7.3

Upper-Air Winds

In contrast to surface winds, winds above the planetary boundary layer have received little attention in AR4. Radiosondes and pilot
balloon observations are available from around the 1930s (Stickler et
al., 2010). Temporal inhomogeneities in radiosonde wind records are
less common, but also less studied, than those in radiosonde temperature records (Gruber and Haimberger, 2008; Section 2.4.4.3). Upper
air winds can also be derived from tracking clouds or water vapour
in satellite imagery (Menzel, 2001) or from measurements using wind
profilers, aircraft or thermal observations, all of which serve as an input
to reanalyses (Box 2.3).
In the past few years, interest in an accurate depiction of upper air
winds has grown, as they are essential for estimating the state and
changes of the general atmospheric circulation and for explaining
changes in the surface winds (Vautard et al., 2010). Allen and Sherwood (2008), analysing wind shear from radiosonde data, found significant positive zonal mean zonal wind trends in the northern extratropics in the upper troposphere and stratosphere and negative trends
in the tropical upper troposphere for the period 1979–2005. Vautard
et al. (2010) find increasing wind speed in radiosonde observations
in the lower and middle troposphere from 1979 to 2008 over Europe
and North America and decreasing wind speeds over Central and East
Asia. However, systematic global trend analyses of radiosonde winds
are rare, prohibiting an assessment of upper-air wind trends (specific
features such as monsoons, jet streams and storms are discussed in
Sections 2.7.5, 2.7.6 and 2.6, respectively).
In summary, upper-air winds are less studied than other aspects of the
circulation, and less is known about the quality of data products, hence
confidence in upper-air wind trends is low.
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2.7.4

Tropospheric Geopotential Height and Tropopause

AR4 concluded that over the NH between 1960 and 2000, boreal
winter and annual means of tropospheric GPH decreased over high
latitudes and increased over the mid-latitudes. AR4 also reported an
increase in tropical tropopause height and a slight cooling of the tropical cold-point tropopause.
Changes in GPH, which can be addressed using radiosonde data or
reanalysis data (Box 2.3), reflect SLP and temperature changes in the
atmospheric levels below. The spatial gradients of the trend indicate
changes in the upper-level circulation. As for SLP, tropopsheric GPH
trends strongly depend on the period analysed due to pronounced decadal variability. For the 1979–2012 period, trends for 500 hPa GPH
from the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Figure 2.36) as well as for other reanalyses show a significant decrease only at southern high latitudes in
November to April, but significant positive GPH trends in the subtropics and northern high latitudes. Hence the change in the time period
leads to a different trend pattern as compared to AR4. The seasonality
and spatial dependence of 500 hPa GPH trends over Antarctica was
highlighted by Neff et al. (2008), based upon radiosonde data over the
period 1957–2007.
Minimum temperatures near the tropical tropopause (and therefore
tropical tropopause height) are important as they affect the water
vapour input into the stratosphere (Section 2.2.2.1). Studies since AR4
confirm the increase in tropopause height (Wang et al., 2012c). For
tropical tropopause temperatures, studies based on radiosonde data
and reanalyses partly support a cooling between the 1990s and the
early 2000s (Randel et al., 2006; Randel and Jensen, 2013), but uncertainties in long-term trends of the tropical cold-point tropopause temperature from radiosondes (Wang et al., 2012c; Randel and Jensen,
2013) and reanalyses (Gettelman et al., 2010) are large and confidence
is therefore low.
In summary, tropospheric geopotential height likely decreased from
1979 to 2012 at SH high latitudes in austral summer and increased
in the subtropics and NH high latitudes. Confidence in trends of the
tropical cold-point tropopause is low owing to remaining uncertainties
in the data.

2.7.5

Tropical Circulation

In AR4, large interannual variability of the Hadley and Walker circulation was highlighted, as well as the difficulty in addressing changes in
these features in the light of discrepancies between data sets. AR4 also
found that rainfall in many monsoon systems exhibits decadal changes, but that data uncertainties restrict confidence in trends. SREX also
attributed low confidence to observed trends in monsoons.
Observational evidence for trends and variability in the strength of the
Hadley and Walker circulations (Annex III: Glossary), the monsoons, and

the width of the tropical belt is based on radiosonde and reanalyses
data (Box 2.3). In addition, changes in the tropical circulation imprint
on other fields that are observed from space (e.g., total ozone, outgoing longwave radiation). Changes in the average state of the tropical
circulation are constrained to some extent by changes in the water
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cycle (Held and Soden, 2006; Schneider et al., 2010). Changes in the
monsoon systems are expressed through altered circulation, moisture
transport and convergence, and precipitation. Only a few monsoon
studies address circulation changes, while most work focuses on precipitation.
Several studies report a weakening of the global monsoon circulations
as well as a decrease of global land monsoon rainfall or of the number
of precipitation days over the past 40 to 50 years (Zhou et al., 2008,
see also SREX; Liu et al., 2011). Concerning the East Asian Monsoon,
a year-round decrease is reported for wind speeds over China at the
surface and in the lower troposphere based on surface observations
and radiosonde data (Guo et al., 2010; Jiang et al., 2010; Vautard et
al., 2010; Xu et al., 2010). The changes in wind speed are concomitant with changes in pressure centres such as a westward extension
of the Western Pacific Subtropical High (Gong and Ho, 2002; Zhou et
al., 2009b). A weakening of the East Asian summer monsoon since the
Reanalyses (individual and spread)
4
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The additional data sets that became available since AR4 confirm the
large interannual variability of the Hadley and Walker circulation. The
strength of the northern Hadley circulation (Figure 2.39) in boreal
winter and of the Pacific Walker circulation in boreal fall and winter is
largely related to the ENSO (Box 2.5). This association dominates interannual variability and affects trends. Data sets do not agree well with
respect to trends in the Hadley circulation (Figure 2.39). Two widely
used reanalysis data sets, NNR and ERA-40, both have demonstrated
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reanalysis data carry large uncertainties (Figure 2.38), and monsoon
rainfall trends depend, for example, on the definition of the monsoon
area (Hsu et al., 2011). For instance, using a new definition of monsoon
area, an increase in northern hemispheric and global summer monsoon
(land and ocean) precipitation is reported from 1979 to 2008 (Hsu et
al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012a).
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Figure 2.39 | (a) Indices of the strength of the northern Hadley circulation in December to March (Ψmax is the maximum of the meridional mass stream function at 500 hPa
between the equator and 40°N). (b) Indices of the strength of the Pacific Walker circulation in September to January (Δω is the difference in the vertical velocity between [10°S
to 10°N, 180°W to 100°W] and [10°S to 10°N, 100°E to 150°E] as in Oort and Yienger (1996), Δc is the difference in cloud cover between [6°N to 12°S, 165°E to 149°W] and
[18°N to 6°N, 165°E to 149°W] as in Deser et al. (2010a), vE is the effective wind index from SSM/I satellite data, updated from Sohn and Park (2010), u is the zonal wind at 10
m averaged in the region [10°S to 10°N, 160°E to 160°W], ΔSLP is the SLP difference between [5°S to 5°N, 160°W to 80°W] and [5°S to 5°N, 80°E to 160°E] as in Vecchi et
al. (2006)). Reanalysis data sets include 20CR, NCEP/NCAR, ERA-Interim, JRA-25, MERRA, and CFSR, except for the zonal wind at 10 m (20CR, NCEP/NCAR, ERA-Interim), where
available until January 2013. ERA-40 and NCEP2 are not shown as they are outliers with respect to the strength trend of the northern Hadley circulation (Mitas and Clement, 2005;
Song and Zhang, 2007; Hu et al., 2011; Stachnik and Schumacher, 2011). Observation data sets include HadSLP2 (Section 2.7.1), ICOADS (Section 2.7.2; only 1957–2009 data
are shown) and WASWIND (Section 2.7.2), reconstructions are from Brönnimann et al. (2009). Where more than one time series was available, anomalies from the 1980/1981 to
2009/2010 mean values of each series are shown.
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shortcomings with respect to tropical circulation; hence their increases
in the Hadley circulation strength since the 1970s might be artificial
(Mitas and Clement, 2005; Song and Zhang, 2007; Hu et al., 2011;
Stachnik and Schumacher, 2011). Later generation reanalysis data sets
including ERA-Interim (Brönnimann et al., 2009; Nguyen et al., 2013)
as well as satellite humidity data (Sohn and Park, 2010) also suggest
a strengthening from the mid 1970s to present, but the magnitude is
strongly data set dependent.

Since 1979 the region of low column ozone values typical of the tropics
has expanded in the NH (Hudson et al., 2006; Hudson, 2012). Based on
radiosonde observations and reanalyses, the region of the high tropical
tropopause has expanded since 1979, and possibly since 1960 (Seidel
and Randel, 2007; Birner, 2010; Lucas et al., 2012), although widening
estimates from different reanalyses and using different methodologies
show a range of magnitudes (Seidel and Randel, 2007; Birner, 2010).
Several lines of evidence indicate that climate features at the edges
of the Hadley cell have also moved poleward since 1979. Subtropical jet metrics from reanalysis zonal winds (Strong and Davis, 2007,
2008; Archer and Caldeira, 2008b, 2008a) and layer-average satellite
temperatures (Fu et al., 2006; Fu and Lin, 2011) also indicate widening,
although 1979–2009 wind-based trends (Davis and Rosenlof, 2011)
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Observed changes in several atmospheric parameters suggest that the
width of the tropical belt has increased at least since 1979 (Seidel et
al., 2008; Forster et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2011). Since AR4, wind, temperature, radiation, and ozone information from radiosondes, satellites,
and reanalyses had been used to diagnose the tropical belt width and
estimate their trends. Annual mean time series of the tropical belt
width from various sources are shown in Figure 2.40.
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80
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Consistent changes in different observed variables suggest a weakening of the Pacific Walker circulation during much of the 20th century
that has been largely offset by a recent strengthening. A weakening
is indicated by trends in the zonal SLP gradient across the equatorial Pacific (Section 2.7.1, Table 2.14) from 1861 to 1992 (Vecchi et
al., 2006), or from 1901 to 2004 (Power and Kociuba, 2011b). Boreal
spring and summer contribute most strongly to the centennial trend
(Nicholls, 2008; Karnauskas et al., 2009), as well as to the trend in the
second half of the 20th century (Tokinaga et al., 2012). For boreal fall
and winter, when the circulation is strongest, no trend is found in the
Pacific Walker circulation based on the vertical velocity at 500 hPa from
reanalyses (Compo et al., 2011), equatorial Pacific 10 m zonal winds, or
SLP in Darwin (Nicholls, 2008; Figure 2.39). However, there are inconsistencies between ERA-40 and NNR (Chen et al., 2008). Deser et al.
(2010a) find changes in marine air temperature and cloud cover over
the Pacific that are consistent with a weakening of the Walker circulation during most of the 20th century (Section 2.5.7.1 and Yu and
Zwiers, 2010). Tokinaga et al. (2012) find robust evidence for a weakening of the Walker circulation (most notably over the Indian Ocean)
from 1950 to 2008 based on observations of cloud cover, surface wind,
and SLP. Since the 1980s or 1990s, however, trends in the Pacific Walker

circulation have reversed (Figure 2.39; Luo et al., 2012). This is evident
from changes in SLP (see equatorial Southern Oscillation Index (SOI)
trends in Table 2.14 and Box 2.5, Figure 1), vertical velocity (Compo et
al., 2011), water vapour flux from satellite and reanalysis data (Sohn
and Park, 2010), or sea level height (Merrifield, 2011). It is also consistent with the SST trend pattern since 1979 (Meng et al., 2012; see
also Figure 2.22).
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Figure 2.40 | Annual average tropical belt width (left) and tropical edge latitudes in each hemisphere (right). The tropopause (red), Hadley cell (blue), and jet stream (green)
metrics are based on reanalyses (NCEP/NCAR, ERA-40, JRA25, ERA-Interim, CFSR, and MERRA, see Box 2.3); outgoing longwave radiation (orange) and ozone (black) metrics are
based on satellite measurements. The ozone metric refers to equivalent latitude (Hudson et al., 2006; Hudson, 2012). Adapted and updated from Seidel et al. (2008) using data
presented in Davis and Rosenlof (2011) and Hudson (2012). Where multiple data sets are available for a particular metric, all are shown as light solid lines, with shading showing
their range and a heavy solid line showing their median.
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are not statistically significant. Changes in subtropical outgoing longwave radiation, a surrogate for high cloud, also suggest widening (Hu
and Fu, 2007), but the methodology and results are disputed (Davis
and Rosenlof, 2011). Widening of the tropical belt is also found in precipitation patterns (Hu and Fu, 2007; Davis and Rosenlof, 2011; Hu et
al., 2011; Kang et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2011), including in SH regions
(Cai et al., 2012).
The qualitative consistency of these observed changes in independent
data sets suggests a widening of the tropical belt between at least
1979 and 2005 (Seidel et al., 2008), and possibly longer. Widening estimates range between around 0° and 3° latitude per decade, but their
uncertainties have been only partially explored (Birner, 2010; Davis and
Rosenlof, 2011).
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Caldeira, 2008a; Fu and Lin, 2011) but no clear trend is found in the SH
(Swart and Fyfe, 2012). There is inconsistency with respect to jet speed
trends based upon whether one uses an SMW-based or isobaric-based
approach (Strong and Davis, 2007, 2008; Archer and Caldeira, 2008b,
2008a) and the choice of analysis periods due to inhomogeneities in
reanalyses (Archer and Caldeira, 2008a). In general, jets have become
more common (and jet speeds have increased) over the western and
central Pacific, eastern Canada, the North Atlantic and Europe (Strong
and Davis, 2007; Barton and Ellis, 2009), trends that are concomitant
with regional increases in GPH gradients and circumpolar vortex contraction (Frauenfeld and Davis, 2003; Angell, 2006). From a climate
dynamics perspective, these trends are driven by regional patterns of
tropospheric and lower stratospheric warming or cooling and thus are
coupled to large-scale circulation variability.

In summary, large interannual-to-decadal variability is found in the
strength of the Hadley and Walker circulation. The confidence in trends
in the strength of the Hadley circulation is low due to uncertainties in
reanalysis data sets. Recent strengthening of the Pacific Walker circulation has largely offset the weakening trend from the 19th century
to the 1990s (high confidence). Several lines of independent evidence
indicate a widening of the tropical belt since the 1970s. The suggested
weakening of the East Asian monsoon has low confidence, given the
nature and quality of the evidence.

The North Atlantic storm track is closely associated with the NAO
(Schneidereit et al., 2007). Studies based on ERA-40 reanalysis (Schneidereit et al., 2007), SLP measurements from ships (Chang, 2007), sea
level time series (Vilibic and Sepic, 2010), and cloud analyses (Bender
et al., 2012) support a poleward shift and intensification of the North
Atlantic cyclone tracks from the 1950s to the early 2000s (Sorteberg
and Walsh, 2008; Cornes and Jones, 2011).

2.7.6

In AR4, weather types were not assessed as such, but an increase in
blocking frequency in the Western Pacific and a decrease in North
Atlantic were noted.

Jets, Storm Tracks and Weather Types

2.7.6.1 Mid-latitude and Subtropical Jets and Storm Track
Position
AR4 reported a poleward displacement of Atlantic and southern polar
front jet streams from the 1960s to at least the mid-1990s and a poleward shift of the northern hemispheric storm tracks. However, it was
also noted that uncertainties are large and that NNR and ERA-40 disagree in important aspects. SREX also reported a poleward shift of NH
and SH storm tracks. Studies since AR4 confirm that in the NH, the jet
core has been migrating towards the pole since the 1970s, but trends
in the jet speed are uncertain. Additional studies assessed here further
support the poleward shift of the North Atlantic storm track from the
1950s to the early 2000s.
Subtropical and mid-latitude jet streams are three-dimensional entities that vary meridionally, zonally, and vertically. The position of the
mid-latitude jet streams is related to the position of the mid-latitude
storm tracks; regions of enhanced synoptic activity due to the passage of cyclones (Section 2.6). Jet stream winds can be determined
from radiosonde measurements of GPH using quasi-geostrophic flow
assumptions. Using reanalysis data sets (Box 2.3), it is possible to track
three-dimensional jet variations by identifying a surface of maximum
wind (SMW), although a high vertical resolution is required for identification of jets.
Various new analyses based on NCEP/NCAR and ERA-40 reanalyses as
well as MSU/AMSU lower stratospheric temperatures (Section 2.4.4)
confirm that the jet streams (mid-latitude and subtropical) have been
moving poleward in most regions in the NH over the last three decades
(Fu et al., 2006; Hu and Fu, 2007; Strong and Davis, 2007; Archer and

2.7.6.2 Weather Types and Blocking

Changes in the frequency of weather types are of interest since weather extremes are often associated with specific weather types. For
instance, persistent blocking of the westerly flow was essential in the
development of the 2010 heat wave in Russia (Dole et al., 2011) (Section 9.5.2.2 and Box 14.2). Synoptic classifications or statistical clustering (Philipp et al., 2007) are commonly used to classify the weather
on a given day. Feature-based methods are also used (Croci-Maspoli
et al., 2007a). All these methods require daily SLP or upper-level fields.
Trends in synoptic weather types have been best analysed for central
Europe since the mid-20th century, where several studies describe an
increase in westerly or cyclonic weather types in winter but an increase
of anticyclonic, dry weather types in summer (Philipp et al., 2007;
Werner et al., 2008; Trnka et al., 2009). An eastward shift of blocking
events over the North Atlantic (fewer cases of blocking over Greenland and more frequent blocking over the eartern North Atlantic) and
the North Pacific was found by Davini et al. (2012) using NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis since 1951 and by Croci-Maspoli et al. (2007a) in ERA-40
reanalysis during the period 1957–2001. Mokhov et al. (2013) find an
increase in blocking duration over the NH year-round since about 1990
in a study based on NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data from 1969–2011. For
the SH, Dong et al. (2008) found a decrease in number of blocking days
but increase in intensity of blocking over the period 1948–1999. Differences in blocking index definitions, the sensitivity of some indices to
changes in the mean field, and strong interannual variability in all seasons (Kreienkamp et al., 2010), partly related to circulation variability
modes (Croci-Maspoli et al., 2007b), complicate a global assessment
of blocking trends.
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In summary, there is evidence for a poleward shift of storm tracks and
jet streams since the 1970s. Based on the consistency of these trends
with the widening of the tropical belt (Section 2.7.5), trends that are
based on many different data sets, variables, and approaches, it is likely
that circulation features have moved poleward since the 1970s. Methodological differences between studies mean there is low confidence
in characterizing the global nature of any change in blocking.

2.7.7

Stratospheric Circulation

Changes in the polar vortices were assessed in AR4. A significant
decrease in lower-stratospheric GPH in summer over Antarctica since
1969 was found, whereas trends in the Northern Polar Vortex were
considered uncertain owing to its large variability.

2

The most important characteristics of the stratospheric circulation for
climate and for trace gas distribution are the winter and spring polar
vortices and Sudden Stratospheric Warmings (rapid warmings of the
middle stratosphere that may lead to a collapse of the Polar Vortex),
the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (an oscillation of equatorial zonal winds
with a downward phase propagation) and the Brewer-Dobson circulation (BDC, the meridional overturning circulation transporting air
upward in the tropics, poleward to the winter hemisphere, and downward at polar and subpolar latitudes; Annex III: Glossary). Radiosonde
observations, reanalysis data sets and space-borne temperature or
trace gas observations are used to address changes in the stratospheric circulation, but all of these sources of information carry large trend
uncertainties.
The AR4 assessment was corroborated further in Forster et al. (2011)
and in updated 100 hPa GPH trends from ERA-Interim reanalysis (Box
2.3, Figure 2.36). There is high confidence that lower stratospheric GPH
over Antarctica has decreased in spring and summer at least since
1979. Cohen et al. (2009) reported an increase in the number of Arctic
sudden stratospheric warmings during the last two decades. However,
interannual variability in the Arctic Polar Vortex is large, uncertainties in
reanalysis products are high (Tegtmeier et al., 2008), and trends depend
strongly on the time period analysed (Langematz and Kunze, 2008).
The BDC is only indirectly observable via wave activity diagnostics
(which represent the main driving mechanism of the BDC), via temperatures or via the distribution of trace gases which may allow the
determination of the ‘age of air’ (i.e., the time an air parcel has resided
in the stratosphere after its entry from the troposphere). Randel et al.
(2006), found a sudden decrease in global lower stratospheric water
vapour and ozone around 2001 that is consistent with an increase in
the mean tropical upwelling, that is, the tropical branch of the BDC
(Rosenlof and Reid, 2008; Section 2.2.2.1; Lanzante, 2009; Randel and
Jensen, 2013). On the other hand, Engel et al. (2009) found no statistically significant change in the age of air in the 24-35 km layer over the
NH mid-latitudes from measurements of chemically inert trace gases
from 1975 to 2005. However, this does not rule out trends in the lower
stratospheric branch of the BDC or trends in mid to low latitude mixing
(Bonisch et al., 2009; Ray et al., 2010). All of these methods are subject
to considerable uncertainties, and they might shed light only on some
aspects of the BDC. Confidence in trends in the BDC is therefore low.
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In summary, it is likely that lower-stratopheric geopotential height over
Antarctica has decreased in spring and summer at least since 1979.
Owing to uncertainties in the data and approaches used, confidence in
trends in the Brewer–Dobson circulation is low.

2.7.8

Changes in Indices of Climate Variability

AR4 assessed changes in indices of climate variability. The NAO and
SAM were found to exhibit positive trends (strengthened mid-latitude
westerlies) from the 1960s to 1990s, but the NAO has returned to its
long-term mean state since then.
Indices of climate variability describe the state of the climate system
with regards to individual modes of climate variability. Together with
corresponding spatial patterns, they summarize large fractions of spatio-temporal climate variability. Inferences about significant trends in
indices are generally hampered by relative shortness of climate records,
their uncertainties and the presence of large variability on decadal and
multidecadal time scales.
Table 2.14 summarizes observed changes in well-known indices of
climate variability (see Box 2.5, Table 1 for precise definitions). Even
the indices that explicitly include detrending of the entire record (e.g.,
Deser et al., 2010b), can exhibit statistically significant trends over
shorter sub-periods. Confidence intervals in Table 2.14 that do not contain zero indicate trend significance at 10% level; however, the trends
significant at 5% and 1% levels are emphasized in the discussion that
follows. Chapter 14 discusses the main features and physical meaning
of individual climate modes.
The NAO index reached very low values in the winter of 2010 (Osborn,
2011). As a result, with the exception of the principal component
(PC) -based NAO index, which still shows a 5% significant positive
trend from 1951 to present, other NAO or North Annular Mode (NAM)
indices do not show significant trends of either sign for the periods
presented in Table 2.14. In contrast, the SAM maintained the upward
trend (Table 2.14). Fogt et al. (2009) found a positive trend in the SAM
index from 1957 to 2005. Visbeck (2009), in a station-based index,
found an increase in recent decades (1970s to 2000s).
The observed detrended multidecadal SST anomaly averaged over the
North Atlantic Ocean area is often called Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation Index (AMO; see Box 2.5, Table 1, Figure 1). The warming trend
in the “revised” AMO index since 1979 is significant at 1% level (Table
2.14) but cannot be readily interpreted because of the difficulty with
reliable removal of the SST warming trend from it (Deser et al., 2010b).
On decadal and inter-decadal time scales the Pacific climate shows
an irregular oscillation with long periods of persistence in individual stages and prominent shifts between them. Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), Inter-decadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) and North Pacific
Index (NPI) indices characterize this variability for both hemispheres
and agree well with each other (Box 2.5, Figure 1). While AR4 noted
climate impacts of the 1976–1977 PDO phase transition, the shift in
the opposite direction, both in PDO and IPO, may have occurred at the
end of 1990s (Cai and van Rensch, 2012; Dai, 2012). Significance of
1979–2012 trends in PDO and NPI then would be an artefact of this
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Table 2.14 | Trends for selected indices listed in Box 2.5, Table 1. Each index was standardized for its longest available period contained within the 1870–2012 interval. Standardization was done on the December-to-March (DJFM) means for the NAO, NAM and Pacific-North American pattern (PNA), on seasonal anomalies for Pacific-South American patterns
(PSA1,PSA2) and on monthly anomalies for all other indices. Standardized monthly and seasonal anomalies were further averaged to annual means. Trend values computed for
annual or DJFM means are given in standard deviation per decade with their 90% confidence intervals. Index records where the source is not explicitly indicated were computed
from either HadISST1 (for SST-based indices), or HadSLP2r (for SLP-based indices) or NNR fields of 500 hPa or 850 hPa geopotential height. CoA stands for ‘Centers of Action’ index
definitions. Linear trends for 1870–2012 were removed from ATL3, BMI and DMI.

Index Name

Trends in standard deviation units per decade
1901–2012

(–1)*SOI from CPC

1951–2012

1979–2012

0.004 ± 0.103

–0.243 ± 0.233

(–1)*SOI Troup from BOM records

0.012 ± 0.039

0.018 ± 0.104

–0.247 ± 0.236

SOI Darwin from BOM records

0.028 ± 0.036

0.082 ± 0.085

–0.116 ± 0.195

(–1)*EQSOI

0.001 ± 0.051

–0.076 ± 0.143

–0.558b ± 0.297

NIÑO3.4

–0.003 ± 0.042

0.012 ± 0.105

–0.156 ± 0.274

NIÑO3.4 (ERSST v.3b)

0.067 ± 0.045

0.054 ± 0.103

–0.085 ± 0.259

NIÑO3.4 (COBE SST)

0.024 ± 0.041

0.008 ± 0.107

–0.154 ± 0.289

NIÑO3

0.007 ± 0.039

0.043 ± 0.095

–0.143 ± 0.256

NIÑO3 (ERSST v.3b)

0.069 ± 0.039

0.098 ± 0.092

–0.073 ± 0.236

NIÑO3 (COBE SST)

0.034 ± 0.036

0.054 ± 0.096

–0.113 ± 0.258

NIÑO4

0.026 ± 0.054

0.068 ± 0.145

–0.102 ± 0.380

–0.059 ± 0.061

–0.119 ± 0.189

–0.131 ± 0.580

0.019 ± 0.052

0.066 ± 0.167

0.030 ± 0.550

PDO from Mantua et al. (1997)

–0.017 ± 0.071

0.112 ± 0.189

–0.460a ± 0.284

(–1)*NPI

–0.026a ± 0.022

0.010 ± 0.046

–0.169a ± 0.105

AMO revised

–0.001 ± 0.111

–0.012 ± 0.341

0.779b ± 0.291

NAO stations from Jones et al. (1997)

–0.044 ± 0.056

0.095 ± 0.149

–0.136 ± 0.394

NAO stations from Hurrell (1995)

EMI
(–1)*TNI

a

–0.001 ± 0.066

0.171 ± 0.179

–0.214 ± 0.400

NAO PC from Hurrell (1995)

0.012 ± 0.059

0.198a ± 0.148

–0.037 ± 0.401

NAM PC

0.003 ± 0.048

SAM Z850 PC
SAM SLP grid 40°S to 70°S

0.139 ± 0.026
b

0.141 ± 0.123

0.029 ± 0.360

0.268b ± 0.063

0.100 ± 0.109

0.198 ± 0.052

0.294b ± 0.131

b

SAM SLP stations from Marshall (2003)

0.128a ± 0.097

PNA CoA

0.113 ± 0.114

–0.103 ± 0.298

PNA RPC from CPC

0.202b ± 0.111

0.019 ± 0.271

PSA Karoly (1989) CoA definition

–0.267 ± 0.079

–0.233a ± 0.174

(–1)*PSA Yuan and Li (2008) CoA definition

–0.211b ± 0.069

–0.208 ± 0.189

PSA1 PC

–0.163 ± 0.103

–0.368a ± 0.245

PSA2 PC

0.200b ± 0.066

0.036 ± 0.156

b

a

ATL3

0.035 ± 0.043

0.125 ± 0.088

0.186 ± 0.193

AONM PC

0.064a ± 0.051

0.138a ± 0.109

0.327a ± 0.230

AMM PC

0.019 ± 0.058

–0.015 ± 0.155

0.309 ± 0.324

IOBM PC

0.075a ± 0.051

0.314b ± 0.082

0.201 ± 0.206

BMI

0.072 ± 0.050

0.294 ± 0.083

0.189 ± 0.206

IODM PC

–0.016 ± 0.034

–0.031 ± 0.093

–0.052 ± 0.203

0.030 ± 0.033

0.080 ± 0.090

0.211 ± 0.210

DMI

2

a

a

b

Notes:
a

Trend values significant at the 5% level.

b

Trend values significant at the 1% level.
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change; incidentally, no significant trends in these indices were seen
for longer periods (Table 2.14). Nevertheless, Pacific changes since the
1980s (positive for NPI and negative for PDO and IPO) are consistent with the observed SLP changes (Section 2.7.1) and with reversing
trends in the Walker Circulation (Section 2.7.5), which was reported to
be slowing down during much of the 20th century but sped up again
since the 1990s. Equatorial SOI shows an increasing trend since 1979
at 1% significance; more traditionally defined SOI indices do not show
significant trends (Table 2.14).

2

NIÑO3.4 and NIÑO3 show a century-scale warming trend significant at
5% level, if computed from the ERSSTv3b data set (Section 2.4.2) but
not if calculated from other data sets (Table 2.14). Furthermore, the
sign (and significance) of the trend in east–west SST gradient across
the Pacific remains ambiguous (Vecchi and Soden, 2007; Bunge and
Clarke, 2009; Karnauskas et al., 2009; Deser et al., 2010a) (Section
14.4.1).
In addition to changes in the mean values of climate indices, changes
in the associated spatial patterns are also possible. In particular, the
diversity of detail of different ENSO events and possible distinction
between their “flavors” have received significant attention (Section
14.4.2). These efforts also intensified the discussion of useful ENSO
indices in the literature. Starting from the work of Trenberth and Stepaniak (2001), who proposed to characterize the evolution of ENSO
events with the Trans-Niño Index (TNI), which is virtually uncorrelated
with the standard ENSO index NIÑO3.4, other alternative ENSO indices
have been introduced and proposals were made for classifying ENSO
events according to the indices they primarily maximize. While a traditional, ‘canonical’ El Niño event type (Rasmusson and Carpenter, 1982)
is viewed as the ‘eastern Pacific’ type, some of the alternative indices
purport to identify events that have central Pacific maxima and are
called dateline El Niño (Larkin and Harrison, 2005), Modoki (Ashok et
al., 2007), or Central Pacific El Niño (Kao and Yu, 2009). However, no
consensus has been reached regarding the appropriate classification
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of ENSO events. Takahashi et al. (2011) and Ren and Jin (2011) have
presented many of the popular ENSO indices as elements in a two-dimensional linear space spanned by a pair of such indices. ENSO indices
that involve central and western Pacific SST (NIÑO4, EMI, TNI) show no
significant trends.
Significant positive PNA trends and negative and positive trends in
the first and second PSA modes respectively are observed over the
last 60 years (Table 2.14). However, the level of significance of these
trends depends on the index definition and on the data set used. The
positive trend in the Atlantic Ocean ‘Niño’ mode (AONM) index and in
ATL3 are due to the intensified warming in the eastern Tropical Atlantic
that causes the the weakening of the Atlantic equatorial cold tongue:
these changes were noticed by Tokinaga and Xie (2011b) with regards
to the last 60-year period. The Indian Ocean Basin Mode (IOBM) has a
strong warming trend (significant at 1% since the middle of the 20th
century). This phenomenon is well-known (Du and Xie, 2008) and its
consequences for the regional climate is a subject of active research
(Du et al., 2009; Xie et al., 2009).
In summary, large variability on interannual to decadal time scales and
remaining differences between data sets precludes robust conclusions
on long-term changes in indices of climate variability. Confidence is
high that the increase in the NAO index from the 1950s to the 1990s
has been largely offset by recent changes. It is likely that the SAM
index has become more positive since the 1950s.

Box 2.5 | Patterns and Indices of Climate Variability
Much of the spatial structure of climate variability can be described as a combination of ‘preferred’ patterns. The most prominent of
these are known as modes of climate variability and they impact weather and climate on many spatial and temporal scales (Chapter
14). Individual climate modes historically have been identified through spatial teleconnections: correlations between regional climate
variations at widely separated, geographically fixed spatial locations. An index describing temporal variations of the climate mode in
question can be formed, for example, by adding climate anomalies calculated from meteorological records at stations exhibiting the
strongest correlation with the mode and subtracting anomalies at stations exhibiting anticorrelation. By regressing climate records
from other places on this index, one derives a spatial climate pattern characterizing this mode. Patterns of climate variability have also
been derived using a variety of mathematical techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA). These patterns and their indices
are useful both because they efficiently describe climate variability in terms of a few preferred modes and also because they can provide
clues about how the variablility is sustained (Box 14.1 provides formal definitions of these terms).
Box 2.5, Table 1 lists some prominent modes of large-scale climate variability and indices used for defining them. Changes in these
indices are associated with large-scale climate variations on interannual and longer time scales. With some exceptions, indices shown
have been used by a variety of authors. They are defined relatively simply from raw or statistically analyzed observations of a single
climate variable, which has a history of surface observations. For most of these indices at least a century-long record is available for
climate research. (continued on next page)
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Box 2.5, Table 1 | Established indices of climate variability with global or regional influence. Z500, Z700 and Z850 denote geopotential height at the 500, 700
and 850 hPa levels, respectively. The subscripts s and a denote “standardized” and “anomalies”, respectively. Further information is given in Supplementary Material
2.SM.8. Climate impacts of these modes are listed in Box 14.1. (continued on next page)
Climate Phenomenon

El Niño –
Southern
Oscillation
(ENSO)

Traditional
indices of
ENSO-related
Tropical
Pacific
variability

Indices of
ENSO events
evolution and
type

Pacific Decadal and
Interdecadal Variability

North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO)
Northern
Annular
Mode (NAM)
Annular
modes

Southern
Annular
Mode (SAM)

Pacific/North America (PNA)
atmospheric teleconnection

Pacific/South America (PSA)
atmospheric teleconnection

Atlantic Ocean Multidecadal
Variability

Tropical
Atlantic
Ocean
Variability

Tropical
Indian
Ocean
Variability

Index Name

Index Definition

Primary Reference(s)

NIÑO1+2

SSTa averaged over [10°S–0°, 90°W–80°W]

Rasmusson and Wallace
(1983), Cane (1986)

NIÑO3

Same as above but for [5°S–5°N, 150°W–90°W]

NIÑO4

Same as above but for [5°S–5°N, 160°E–150°W]

NIÑO3.4

Same as above but for [5°S–5°N, 170°W–120°W]

Trenberth (1997)

Troup Southern Oscillation Index (SOI)

Standardized for each calendar month SLPa difference: Tahiti minus Darwin,
×10

Troup (1965)

SOI

Standardized difference of SLPsa: Tahiti minus Darwin

Trenberth (1984); Ropelewski
and Jones (1987)

Darwin SOI

Darwin SLPsa

Trenberth and Hoar (1996)

Equatorial SOI (EQSOI)

Standardized difference of standardized averages of SLPa over equatorial
[5°S–5°N] Pacific Ocean areas: [130°W–80°W] minus [90°E–140°E]

Bell and Halpert (1998)

Trans-Niño Index (TNI)

NIÑO1+2s minus NIÑO4s

Trenberth and Stepaniak (2001)

El Niño Modoki Index
(EMI)

SSTa [165°E–140°W, 10°S–10°N] minus ½*[110°W–70°W, 15°S–5°N] minus
½*[125°E–145°E, 10°S–20°N]

Ashok et al. (2007)

Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO)

1st PC of monthly N. Pacific SSTa field [20°N–70°N] with subtracted global
mean

Mantua et al. (1997); Zhang et
al. (1997)

Inter-decadal Pacific
Oscillation (IPO)

Projection of a global SSTa onto the IPO pattern, which is found as one of the
leading Empirical Orthogonal Functions of a low-pass filtered global SSTa field

Folland et al. (1999); Power et
al. (1999); Parker et al. (2007)

North Pacific Index (NPI)

SLPa averaged over [30°N–65°N; 160°E–140°W]

Trenberth and Hurrell (1994)

Azores-Iceland NAO Index

SLPsa difference: Lisbon/Ponta Delgada minus Stykkisholmur/ Reykjavik

Hurrell (1995)

PC-based NAO Index

Leading PC of SLPa over the Atlantic sector

Hurrell (1995)

Gibraltar – South-west
Iceland NAO Index

Standardized for each calendar month SLPa difference: Gibraltar minus SW
Iceland / Reykjavik

Jones et al. (1997)

PC-based NAM or Arctic
Oscillation (AO) index

1st PC of the monthly mean SLPa poleward of 20°N

Thompson and Wallace (1998,
2000)

PC-based SAM or Antarctic Oscillation (AAO)
index

1st PC of Z850a or Z700a south of 20°S

Thompson and Wallace (2000)

Grid-based SAM index:
40°S–70°S difference

Difference between standardized zonally averaged SLPa at 40°S and 70°S,
using gridded SLP fields

Nan and Li (2003)

Station-based SAM index:
40°S–65°S

Difference in standardized zonal mean SLPa at 40°S and 65°S, using station
data

Marshall (2003)

PNA index based on
centers of action

¼[(20°N, 160°W) – (45°N, 165°W) + (55°N, 115°W) – (30°N, 85°W)] in the
Z500sa field

Wallace and Gutzler (1981)

PNA from rotated PCA

Rotated PC (RPC) from the analysis of the NH Z500a field

Barnston and Livezey (1987)

PSA1 and PSA2 mode
indices (PC-based)

2nd and 3rd PCs respectively of SH seasonal Z500a

Mo and Paegle (2001)

PSA index (centers of
action)

[–(35°S, 150°W) + (60°S, 120°W) – (45°S, 60°W)] in the Z500a field

Karoly (1989)

[(45°S, 170°W) – (67.5°S, 120°W) + (50°S, 45°W)]/3 in the Z500a field

Yuan and Li (2008)

Atlantic Multi-decadal
Oscillation (AMO) index

10-year running mean of linearly detrended Atlantic mean SSTa [0°–70°N]

Enfield et al. (2001)

Revised AMO index

As above, but detrended by subtracting SSTa [60°S–60°N] mean

Trenberth and Shea (2006)

Atlantic
Ocean
Niño Mode
(AONM)

ATL3

SSTa averaged over [3°S–3°N, 20°W–0°]

Zebiak (1993)

PC-based AONM

1st PC of the detrended tropical Atlantic monthly SSTa (20°S–20°N)

Deser et al. (2010b)

Tropical
Atlantic
Meridional
Mode (AMM)

PC-based AMM Index

2nd PC of the detrended tropical Atlantic monthly SSTa (20°S–20°N)

Indian Ocean
Basin Mode
(IOBM)

Basin mean index (BMI)

SSTa averaged over [40°–110°E, 20°S–20°N]

Yang et al. (2007)

IOBM, PC-based Index

The first PC of the IO detrended SSTa (40°E–110° E, 20°S–20°N)

Deser et al. (2010b)

Indian Ocean
Dipole Mode
(IODM)

PC-based IODM index

The second PC of the IO detrended SSTa (40°E–110° E, 20°S–20°N)

Dipole Mode Index (DMI)

SSTa difference: [50°E–70°E, 10°S–10°N] minus [90°E–110°E, 10°S–0°]

2

Saji et al. (1999)
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Most climate modes are illustrated by several indices (Box 2.5, Figure 1), which often behave similarly to each other. Spatial patterns of SST or SLP associated with these climate modes are illustrated in Box 2.5, Figure 2. They can be interpreted as a change
in the SST or SLP field associated with one standard deviation change in the index. (continued on next page)
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Box 2.5, Figure 1 | Some indices of climate variability, as defined in Box 2.5, Table 1, plotted in the 1870–2012 interval. Where ‘HadISST1’, ‘HadSLP2r’, or ‘NNR’ are
indicated, the indices were computed from the sea surface temperature (SST) or sea level pressure (SLP) values of the former two data sets or from 500 or 850 hPa
geopotential height fields from the NNR. Data set references given in the panel titles apply to all indices shown in that panel. Where no data set is specified, a publicly
available version of an index from the authors of a primary reference given in Box 2.5, Table 1 was used. All indices were standardized with regard to 1971–2000 period
except for NIÑO3.4 (centralized for 1971–2000) and AMO indices (centralized for 1901–1970). Indices marked as “detrended” had their linear trend for 1870–2012
removed. All indices are shown as 12-month running means except when the temporal resolution is explicitly indicated (e.g., ‘DJFM’ for December-to-March averages)
or smoothing level (e.g., 11-year LPF for a low-pass filter with half-power at 11 years).
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Box 2.5 (continued)

The difficulty of identifying a universally ‘best’ index for any particular climate mode is due to the fact that no simply defined indicator
can achieve a perfect separation of the target phenomenon from all other effects occurring in the climate system. As a result, each index
is affected by many climate phenomena whose relative contributions may change with the time period and the data set used. Limited
length and quality of the observational record further compound this problem. Thus the choice of index is always application specific.
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2
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Box 2.5, Figure 2 | Spatial patterns of climate modes listed in Box 2.5, Table 1. All patterns shown here are obtained by regression of either sea surface temperature
(SST) or sea level pressure (SLP) fields on the standardized index of the climate mode. For each climate mode one of the specific indices shown in Box 2.5, Figure 1 was
used, as identified in the panel subtitles. SST and SLP fields are from HadISST1 and HadSLP2r data sets (interpolated gridded products based on data sets of historical
observations). Regressions were done on monthly means for all patterns except for NAO and PNA, which were done with the DJFM means, and for PSA1 and PSA2,
where seasonal means were used. Each regression was done for the longest period within the 1870-2012 interval when the index was available. For each pattern the
time series was linearly de-trended over the entire regression interval. All patterns are shown by color plots, except for PSA2, which is shown by white contours over
the PSA1 color plot (contour steps are 0.5 hPa, zero contour is skipped, negative values are indicated by dash).
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Executive Summary
Temperature and Heat Content Changes
It is virtually certain1 that the upper ocean (above 700 m) has
warmed from 1971 to 2010, and likely that it has warmed from
the 1870s to 1971. Confidence in the assessment for the time period
since 1971 is high2 based on increased data coverage after this date
and on a high level of agreement among independent observations of
subsurface temperature [3.2], sea surface temperature [2.4.2], and sea
level rise, which is known to include a substantial component due to
thermal expansion [3.7, Chapter 13]. There is less certainty in changes
prior to 1971 because of relatively sparse sampling in earlier time periods. The strongest warming is found near the sea surface (0.11 [0.09
to 0.13] °C per decade in the upper 75 m between 1971 and 2010),
decreasing to about 0.015°C per decade at 700 m. It is very likely that
the surface intensification of this warming signal increased the thermal stratification of the upper ocean by about 4% between 0 and 200
m depth. Instrumental biases in historical upper ocean temperature
measurements have been identified and reduced since AR4, diminishing artificial decadal variation in temperature and upper ocean heat
content, most prominent during the 1970s and 1980s. {3.2.1–3.2.3,
Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.9}
It is likely that the ocean warmed between 700 and 2000 m
from 1957 to 2009, based on 5-year averages. It is likely that
the ocean warmed from 3000 m to the bottom from 1992 to
2005, while no significant trends in global average temperature were observed between 2000 and 3000 m depth during
this period. Warming below 3000 m is largest in the Southern Ocean
{3.2.4, 3.5.1, Figures 3.2b and 3.3, FAQ 3.1}
It is virtually certain that upper ocean (0 to 700 m) heat content
increased during the relatively well-sampled 40-year period
from 1971 to 2010. Published rates for that time period range from
74 TW to 137 TW, with generally smaller trends for estimates that
assume zero anomalies in regions with sparse data. Using a statistical
analysis of ocean variability to estimate change in sparsely sampled
areas and to estimate uncertainties results in a rate of increase of
global upper ocean heat content of 137 [120–154] TW (medium confidence). Although not all trends agree within their statistical uncertainties, all are positive, and all are statistically different from zero. {3.2.3,
Figure 3.2}
Warming of the ocean between 700 and 2000 m likely contributed about 30% of the total increase in global ocean heat content (0 to 2000 m) between 1957 and 2009. Although globally
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integrated ocean heat content in some of the 0 to 700 m estimates
increased more slowly from 2003 to 2010 than over the previous
decade, ocean heat uptake from 700 to 2000 m likely continued unabated during this period. {3.2.4, Figure 3.2, Box 9.2}
Ocean warming dominates the global energy change inventory.
Warming of the ocean accounts for about 93% of the increase
in the Earth’s energy inventory between 1971 and 2010 (high
confidence), with warming of the upper (0 to 700 m) ocean
accounting for about 64% of the total. Melting ice (including Arctic
sea ice, ice sheets and glaciers) and warming of the continents and
atmosphere account for the remainder of the change in energy. The
estimated net increase in the Earth’s energy storage between 1971 and
2010 is 274 [196 to 351] ZJ (1 ZJ = 1021 Joules), with a heating rate of
213 TW from a linear fit to annual inventories over that time period,
equivalent to 0.42 W m–2 heating applied continuously over the Earth’s
entire surface, and 0.55 W m–2 for the portion due to ocean warming
applied over the ocean surface area. {Section 3.2.3, Figure 3.2, Box 3.1}

Salinity and Freshwater Content Changes
It is very likely that regional trends have enhanced the mean
geographical contrasts in sea surface salinity since the 1950s:
saline surface waters in the evaporation-dominated mid-
latitudes have become more saline, while relatively fresh surface waters in rainfall-dominated tropical and polar regions
have become fresher. The mean contrast between high- and lowsalinity regions increased by 0.13 [0.08 to 0.17] from 1950 to 2008.
It is very likely that the interbasin contrast in freshwater content has
increased: the Atlantic has become saltier and the Pacific and Southern
oceans have freshened. Although similar conclusions were reached in
AR4, recent studies based on expanded data sets and new analysis
approaches provide high confidence in the assessment of trends in
ocean salinity. {3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.5, Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.21d, FAQ 3.2}
It is very likely that large-scale trends in salinity have also
occurred in the ocean interior. It is likely that both the subduction
of surface water anomalies formed by changes in evaporation – precipitation (E – P) and the movement of density surfaces due to warming have contributed to the observed changes in subsurface salinity.
{3.3.2–3.3.4, Figures 3.5 and 3.9}
The spatial patterns of the salinity trends, mean salinity and
the mean distribution of E – P are all similar. This provides, with
medium confidence, indirect evidence that the pattern of E – P over the
oceans has been enhanced since the 1950s. {3.3.2–3.3.4, Figures 3.4,
3.5 and 3.20d, FAQ 3.2}.

1

In this Report, the following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: Virtually certain 99–100% probability, Very likely 90–100%,
Likely 66–100%, About as likely as not 33–66%, Unlikely 0–33%, Very unlikely 0-10%, Exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms (Extremely likely: 95–100%, More likely
than not >50–100%, and Extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used when appropriate. Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely (see Section 1.4 and Box TS.1
for more details).

2

In this Report, the following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement: low, medium, or high.
A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence. For a given evidence and
agreement statement, different confidence levels can be assigned, but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated with increasing confidence (see
Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).
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Air–Sea Flux and Wave Height Changes
Uncertainties in air–sea heat flux data sets are too large to allow
detection of the change in global mean net air-sea heat flux, of
the order of 0.5 W m–2 since 1971, required for consistency with
the observed ocean heat content increase. The products cannot
yet be reliably used to directly identify trends in the regional or global
distribution of evaporation or precipitation over the oceans on the time
scale of the observed salinity changes since 1950. {3.4.2, 3.4.3, Figures
3.6 and 3.7}
Basin-scale wind stress trends at decadal to centennial time
scales have been observed in the North Atlantic, Tropical Pacific and Southern Ocean with low to medium confidence. These
results are based largely on atmospheric reanalyses, in some cases a
single product, and the confidence level is dependent on region and
time scale considered. The evidence is strongest for the Southern
Ocean, for which there is medium confidence that zonal mean wind
stress has increased in strength since the early 1980s. {3.4.4, Figure
3.8}

3

There is medium confidence based on ship observations and
reanalysis forced wave model hindcasts that mean significant
wave height has increased since the 1950s over much of the
North Atlantic north of 45°N, with typical winter season trends
of up to 20 cm per decade. {3.4.5}

Changes in Water Masses and Circulation
Observed changes in water mass properties likely reflect the
combined effect of long-term trends in surface forcing (e.g.,
warming of the surface ocean and changes in E – P) and interannual-to-multi-decadal variability related to climate modes.
Most of the observed temperature and salinity changes in the ocean
interior can be explained by subduction and spreading of water masses
with properties that have been modified at the sea surface. From 1950
to 2000, it is likely that subtropical salinity maximum waters became
more saline, while fresh intermediate waters formed at higher latitude
have generally become fresher. For Upper North Atlantic Deep Water
changes in properties and formation rates are very likely dominated
by decadal variability. The Lower North Atlantic Deep Water has likely
cooled from 1955 to 2005, and the freshening trend highlighted in AR4
reversed in the mid-1990s. It is likely that the Antarctic Bottom Water
warmed and contracted globally since the 1980s and freshened in the
Indian/Pacific sectors from 1970 to 2008. {3.5, FAQ 3.1}
Recent observations have strengthened evidence for variability
in major ocean circulation systems on time scales from years to
decades. It is very likely that the subtropical gyres in the North Pacific
and South Pacific have expanded and strengthened since 1993. It is
about as likely as not that this is linked to decadal variability in wind
forcing rather than being part of a longer-term trend. Based on measurements of the full Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation and its
individual components at various latitudes and different time periods,
there is no evidence of a long-term trend. There is also no evidence for
trends in the transports of the Indonesian Throughflow, the Antarctic
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Circumpolar Current (ACC), or between the Atlantic Ocean and Nordic
Seas. However, there is medium confidence that the ACC shifted south
between 1950 and 2010, at a rate equivalent to about 1° of latitude in
40 years. {3.6, Figures 3.10, 3.11}

Sea Level Change
Global mean sea level (GMSL) has risen by 0.19 [0.17 to 0.21] m
over the period 1901–2010, calculated using the mean rate over
these 110 years, based on tide gauge records and since 1993
additionally on satellite data. It is very likely that the mean
rate was 1.7 [1.5 to 1.9] mm yr–1 between 1901 and 2010 and
increased to 3.2 [2.8 to 3.6] mm yr–1 between 1993 and 2010.
This assessment is based on high agreement among multiple studies
using different methods, long tide gauge records corrected for vertical land motion and independent observing systems (tide gauges and
altimetry) since 1993 (see also TFE.2, Figure 1). It is likely that GMSL
rose between 1920 and 1950 at a rate comparable to that observed
between 1993 and 2010, as individual tide gauges around the world
and reconstructions of GMSL show increased rates of sea level rise
during this period. Rates of sea level rise over broad regions can be
several times larger or smaller than that of GMSL for periods of several decades due to fluctuations in ocean circulation. High agreement
between studies with and without corrections for vertical land motion
suggests that it is very unlikely that estimates of the global average
rate of sea level change are significantly biased owing to vertical land
motion that has been unaccounted for. {3.7.2, 3.7.3, Table 3.1, Figures
3.12, 3.13, 3.14}
It is very likely that warming of the upper 700 m has been contributing an average of 0.6 [0.4 to 0.8] mm yr–1 of sea level rise
since 1971. It is likely that warming between 700 m and 2000 m has
been contributing an additional 0.1 mm yr–1 [0 to 0.2] of sea level rise
since 1971, and that warming below 2000 m has been contributing
another 0.1 [0.0 to 0.2] mm yr–1 of sea level rise since the early 1990s.
{3.7.2, Figure 3.13}
It is likely that the rate of sea level rise increased from the early
19th century to the early 20th century, and increased further
over the 20th century. The inference of 19th century change is
based on a small number of very long tide gauge records from northern Europe and North America. Multiple long tide gauge records and
reconstructions of global mean sea level confirm a higher rate of rise
from the late 19th century. It is likely that the average acceleration
over the 20th century is [–0.002 to 0.019] mm yr–2, as two of three
reconstructions extending back to at least 1900 show an acceleration
during the 20th century. {3.7.4}
It is likely that the magnitude of extreme high sea level events
has increased since 1970. A rise in mean sea level can explain most
of the increase in extreme sea levels: changes in extreme high sea
levels are reduced to less than 5 mm yr–1 at 94% of tide gauges once
the rise in mean sea level is accounted for. {3.7.5, Figure 3.15}
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Changes in Ocean Biogeochemistry
Based on high agreement between independent estimates using
different methods and data sets (e.g., oceanic carbon, oxygen,
and transient tracer data), it is very likely that the global ocean
inventory of anthropogenic carbon (Cant) increased from 1994
to 2010. The oceanic Cant inventory in 2010 is estimated to be 155
PgC with an uncertainty of ±20%. The annual global oceanic uptake
rates calculated from independent data sets (from oceanic Cant inventory changes, from atmospheric O2/N2 measurements or from partial
pressure of carbon dioxide (pCO2) data) and for different time periods
agree with each other within their uncertainties and very likely are in
the range of 1.0 to 3.2 PgC yr–1 {3.8.1, Figure 3.16}
Uptake of anthropogenic CO2 results in gradual acidification of
the ocean. The pH of surface seawater has decreased by 0.1 since
the beginning of the industrial era, corresponding to a 26% increase
in hydrogen ion concentration (high confidence). The observed pH
trends range between –0.0014 and –0.0024 yr–1 in surface waters. In
the ocean interior, natural physical and biological processes, as well as
uptake of anthropogenic CO2, can cause changes in pH over decadal
and longer time scales. {3.8.2, Table 3.2, Box 3.2, Figures 3.18, 3.19,
FAQ 3.3}

3

High agreement among analyses provides medium confidence
that oxygen concentrations have decreased in the open ocean
thermocline in many ocean regions since the 1960s. The general
decline is consistent with the expectation that warming-induced stratification leads to a decrease in the supply of oxygen to the thermocline
from near surface waters, that warmer waters can hold less oxygen,
and that changes in wind-driven circulation affect oxygen concentrations. It is likely that the tropical oxygen minimum zones have expanded in recent decades. {3.8.3, Figure 3.20}

Synthesis
The observations summarized in this chapter provide strong
evidence that ocean properties of relevance to climate have
changed during the past 40 years, including temperature, salinity, sea level, carbon, pH, and oxygen. The observed patterns of
change in the subsurface ocean are consistent with changes in
the surface ocean in response to climate change and natural
variability and with known physical and biogeochemical processes in the ocean, providing high confidence in this assessment. {3.9, Figures 3.21, 3.22}
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3.1

3

Introduction

The ocean influences climate by storing and transporting large
amounts of heat, freshwater, and carbon, and by exchanging these
properties with the atmosphere. About 93% of the excess heat energy
stored by the Earth over the last 50 years is found in the ocean (Church
et al., 2011; Levitus et al., 2012). The ability of the ocean to store vast
amounts of heat reflects the large mass and heat capacity of seawater
relative to air and the fact that ocean circulation connects the surface
and interior ocean. More than three quarters of the total exchange
of water between the atmosphere and the Earth’s surface through
evaporation and precipitation takes place over the oceans (Schmitt,
2008). The ocean contains 50 times more carbon than the atmosphere
(Sabine et al., 2004) and is at present acting to slow the rate of climate
change by absorbing about 30% of human emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) from fossil fuel burning, cement production, deforestation
and other land use change (Mikaloff-Fletcher et al., 2006; Le Quéré et
al., 2010). Changes in the ocean may result in climate feedbacks that
either increase or reduce the rate of climate change. Climate variability and change on time scales from seasons to millennia is therefore
closely linked to the ocean and its interactions with the atmosphere
and cryosphere. The large inertia of the oceans means that they naturally integrate over short-term variability and often provide a clearer
signal of longer-term change than other components of the climate
system. Observations of ocean change therefore provide a means to
track the evolution of climate change, and a relevant benchmark for
climate models.
The lack of long-term measurements of the global ocean and changes in the observing system over time makes documenting and understanding change in the oceans a difficult challenge (Appendix 3.A).
Many of the issues raised in Box 2.1 regarding uncertainty in atmospheric climate records are common to oceanographic data. Despite the
limitations of historical records, AR4 identified significant trends in a
number of ocean variables relevant to climate change, including ocean
heat content, sea level, regional patterns of salinity, and biogeochemical parameters (Bindoff et al., 2007). Since AR4, substantial progress
has been made in improving the quality and coverage of ocean observations. Biases in historical measurements have been identified and
reduced, providing a clearer record of past change. The Argo array of
profiling floats has provided near-global, year-round measurements of
temperature and salinity in the upper 2000 m since 2005. The satellite
altimetry record is now more than 20 years in length. Longer continuous time series of important components of the meridional overturning
circulation and tropical oceans have been obtained. The spatial and
temporal coverage of biogeochemical measurements in the ocean has
expanded. As a result of these advances, there is now stronger evidence of change in the ocean, and our understanding of the causes of
ocean change is improved.
This chapter summarizes the observational evidence of change in the
ocean, with an emphasis on basin- and global-scale changes relevant to
climate, with a focus on studies published since the AR4. As in Chapter
2, the robustness of observed changes is assessed relative to sources
of observational uncertainty. The attribution of ocean change, including the degree to which observed changes are consistent with anthropogenic climate change, is addressed in Chapter 10. The evidence for
changes in subsurface ocean temperature and heat content is assessed
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in Section 3.2; changes in sea surface temperature (SST) are covered
in Chapter 2. Changes in ocean heat content dominate changes in the
global energy inventory (Box 3.1). Recent studies have strengthened
the evidence for regional changes in ocean salinity and their link to
changes in evaporation and precipitation over the oceans (Section 3.3),
a connection already identified in AR4. Evidence for changes in the
fluxes of heat, water and momentum (wind stress) across the air–sea
interface is assessed in Section 3.4. Considering ocean changes from
a water-mass perspective adds additional insight into the nature and
causes of ocean change (Section 3.5). Although direct observations
of ocean circulation are more limited than those of temperature and
salinity, there is growing evidence of variability and change of ocean
current patterns relevant to climate (Section 3.6). Observations of sea
level change are summarized in Section 3.7; Chapter 13 builds on the
evidence presented in this and other chapters to provide an overall
synthesis of past and future sea level change. Biogeochemical changes in the ocean, including ocean acidification, are covered in Section
3.8. Chapter 6 combines observations with models to discuss past and
present changes in the carbon cycle. Section 3.9 provides an overall
synthesis of changes observed in the ocean during the instrumental
period and highlights key uncertainties. Unless otherwise noted, uncertainties (in square brackets) represent 5 to 95% confidence intervals.

3.2

Changes in Ocean Temperature and
Heat Content

3.2.1

Effects of Sampling on Ocean Heat Content
Estimates

Temperature is the most often measured subsurface ocean variable.
Historically, a variety of instruments have been used to measure temperature, with differing accuracies, precisions, and sampling depths.
Both the mix of instruments and the overall sampling patterns have
changed in time and space (Boyer et al., 2009), complicating efforts
to determine and interpret long-term change. The evolution of the
observing system for ocean temperature is summarized in Appendix
3.A. Upper ocean temperature (hence heat content) varies over multiple time scales including seasonal (e.g., Roemmich and Gilson, 2009),
interannual (e.g. associated with El Niño, which has a strong influence
on ocean heat uptake, Roemmich and Gilson, 2011), decadal (e.g.,
Carson and Harrison, 2010), and centennial (Gouretski et al., 2012;
Roemmich et al., 2012). Ocean data assimilation products using these
data exhibit similar significant variations (e.g., Xue et al., 2012). Sparse
historical sampling coupled with large amplitude variations on shorter
time and spatial scales raise challenges for estimating globally averaged upper ocean temperature changes. Uncertainty analyses indicate
that the historical data set begins to be reasonably well suited for this
purpose starting around 1970 (e.g., Domingues et al., 2008; Lyman and
Johnson, 2008; Palmer and Brohan, 2011). UOHC uncertainty estimates
shrink after 1970 with improved sampling, so this assessment focuses on changes since 1971. Estimates of UOHC have been extended
back to 1950 by averaging over longer time intervals, such as 5-year
running means, to compensate for sparse data distributions in earlier
time periods (e.g., Levitus et al., 2012). These estimates may be most
appropriate in the deeper ocean, where strong interannual variability
in upper ocean temperature distributions such as that associated with
El Niño (Roemmich and Gilson, 2011) is less likely to be aliased.
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Depth-averaged 0 to 700 m ocean temperature trends from 1971 to
2010 are positive over most of the globe (Levitus et al., 2009; Figure
3.1a). The warming is more prominent in the Northern Hemisphere
(NH), especially the North Atlantic. This result holds in different analyses, using different time periods, bias corrections and data sources
(e.g., with or without XBT or MBT data) (e.g., Palmer et al., 2007;
Durack and Wijffels, 2010; Gleckler et al., 2012; Figures 3.1 and 3.9).
However, the greater volume of the SH oceans increases the contribution of their warming to global heat content. Zonally averaged upper
ocean temperature trends show warming at nearly all latitudes and
depths (Levitus et al., 2009, Figure 3.1b). A maximum in warming south
of 30°S appears in Figure 3.1b, but is not as strong as in other analyses
(e.g., Gille, 2008), likely because the data are relatively sparse in this
location so anomalies are attenuated by the objectively analyzed fields
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Upper Ocean Temperature
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3.2.2

Globally averaged ocean temperature anomalies as a function of depth
and time (Figure 3.1c) relative to a 1971–2010 mean reveal warming at all depths in the upper 700 m over the relatively well-sampled
40-year period considered. Strongest warming is found closest to the
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Recent estimates of upper ocean temperature change also differ in
their treatment of unsampled regions. Some studies (e.g., Ishii and
Kimoto, 2009; Levitus et al., 2012) effectively assume a temperature
anomaly of zero in these regions, while other studies (Palmer et al.,
2007; Lyman and Johnson, 2008) assume that the averages of sampled
regions are representative of the global mean in any given year, and yet
others (Smith and Murphy, 2007; Domingues et al., 2008) use ocean
statistics (from numerical model output and satellite altimeter data,
respectively) to extrapolate temperature anomalies in sparsely sampled areas and estimate uncertainties. These differences in approach,
coupled with choice of background climatology, can lead to significant
divergence in basin-scale averages (Gleckler et al., 2012), especially in
sparsely sampled regions (e.g., the extratropical Southern Hemisphere
(SH) prior to Argo), and as a result can produce different global averages (Lyman et al., 2010). However, for well-sampled regions and times,
the various analyses of temperature changes yield results in closer
agreement, as do reanalyses (Xue et al., 2012).

used for Figure 3.1 and because warming in the upper 1000 m of the
Southern Ocean was stronger between the 1930s and the 1970s than
between the 1970s and 1990s (Gille, 2008). Another warming maximum is present at 25°N to 65°N. Both warming signals extend to 700
m (Levitus et al., 2009, Figure 3.1b), and are consistent with poleward
displacement of the mean temperature field. Other zonally averaged
temperature changes are also consistent with poleward displacement
of the mean temperatures. For example, cooling at depth between
30°S and the equator (Figure 3.1b) is consistent with a southward shift
of cooler water near the equator. Poleward displacements of some subtropical and subpolar zonal currents and associated wind changes are
discussed in Section 3.6.

T0−T200 (°C)

Since AR4 the significant impact of measurement biases in some of
the widely used instruments (the expendable (XBT) and mechanical
bathythermograph (MBT) as well as a subset of Argo floats) on estimates of ocean temperature and upper (0 to 700 m) ocean heat content (hereafter UOHC) changes has been recognized (Gouretski and
Koltermann, 2007; Barker et al., 2011). Careful comparison of measurements from the less accurate instruments with those from the more
accurate ones has allowed some of the biases to be identified and
reduced (Wijffels et al., 2008; Ishii and Kimoto, 2009; Levitus et al.,
2009; Gouretski and Reseghetti, 2010; Hamon et al., 2012). One major
consequence of this bias reduction has been the reduction of an artificial decadal variation in upper ocean heat content that was apparent
in the observational assessment for AR4, in notable contrast to climate
model output (Domingues et al., 2008). Substantial time-dependent
XBT and MBT biases introduced spurious warming in the 1970s and
cooling in the early 1980s in the analyses assessed in AR4. Most ocean
state estimates that assimilate biased data (Carton and Santorelli,
2008) also showed this artificial decadal variability while one (Stammer et al., 2010) apparently rejected these data on dynamical grounds.
More recent estimates assimilating better-corrected data sets (Giese
et al., 2011) also result in reduced artificial decadal variability during
this time period.
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Figure 3.1 | (a) Depth-averaged 0 to 700 m temperature trend for 1971–2010
(longitude vs. latitude, colours and grey contours in degrees Celsius per decade). (b)
Zonally averaged temperature trends (latitude vs. depth, colours and grey contours in
degrees Celsius per decade) for 1971–2010 with zonally averaged mean temperature
over-plotted (black contours in degrees Celsius). (c) Globally averaged temperature
anomaly (time vs. depth, colours and grey contours in degrees Celsius) relative to the
1971–2010 mean. (d) Globally averaged temperature difference between the ocean
surface and 200 m depth (black: annual values, red: 5-year running mean). All panels
are constructed from an update of the annual analysis of Levitus et al. (2009).
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The globally averaged temperature difference between the ocean surface and 200 m (Figure 3.1d) increased by about 0.25ºC from 1971 to
2010 (Levitus et al., 2009). This change, which corresponds to a 4%
increase in density stratification, is widespread in all the oceans north
of about 40°S.

3

A potentially important impact of ocean warming is the effect on sea
ice, floating glacial ice and ice sheet dynamics (see Chapter 4 for a
discussion of these topics). Although some of the global integrals of
UOHC neglect changes poleward of ±60° (Ishii and Kimoto, 2009) or
±65° (Domingues et al., 2008) latitude, at least some parts of the Arctic
have warmed: In the Arctic Ocean, subsurface pulses of relatively warm
water of Atlantic origin can be traced around the Eurasian Basin, and
analyses of data from 1950–2010 show a decadal warming of this
water mass since the late 1970s (Polyakov et al., 2012), as well as a
shoaling, by 75 to 90 m (Polyakov et al., 2010). Arctic surface waters
have also warmed, at least in the Canada Basin, from 1993 to 2007
(Jackson et al., 2010).

3.2.3

Upper Ocean Heat Content
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sea surface, and the near-surface trends are consistent with independently measured SST (Chapter 2). The global average warming over
this period is 0.11 [0.09 to 0.13] °C per decade in the upper 75 m,
decreasing to 0.015°C per decade by 700 m (Figure 3.1c). Comparison
of Argo data to Challenger expedition data from the 1870s suggests
that warming started earlier than 1971, and was also larger in the
Atlantic than in the Pacific over that longer time interval (Roemmich et
al., 2012). An observational analysis of temperature in the upper 400
m of the global ocean starting in the year 1900 (Gouretski et al., 2012)
finds warming between about 1900 and 1945, as well as after 1970,
with some evidence of slight cooling between 1945 and 1970.
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Figure 3.2: | (a) Observation-based estimates of annual global mean upper (0 to 700
m) ocean heat content in ZJ (1 ZJ = 1021 Joules) updated from (see legend): Levitus et
al. (2012), Ishii and Kimoto (2009), Domingues et al. (2008), Palmer et al. (2007) and
Smith and Murphy (2007). Uncertainties are shaded and plotted as published (at the
one standard error level, except one standard deviation for Levitus, with no uncertainties provided for Smith). Estimates are shifted to align for 2006–2010, 5 years that are
well measured by Argo, and then plotted relative to the resulting mean of all curves
for 1971, the starting year for trend calculations. (b) Observation-based estimates of
annual 5-year running mean global mean mid-depth (700 to 2000 m) ocean heat content in ZJ (Levitus et al., 2012) and the deep (2000 to 6000 m) global ocean heat
content trend from 1992 to 2005 (Purkey and Johnson, 2010), both with one standard
error uncertainties shaded (see legend).

Global integrals of 0 to 700 m UOHC (Figure 3.2a) estimated from ocean
temperature measurements all show a gain from 1971 to 2010 (Palmer
et al., 2007; Smith and Murphy, 2007; e.g., Domingues et al., 2008; Ishii
and Kimoto, 2009; Levitus et al., 2012) . These estimates usually start
around 1950, although as noted in Section 3.2.1 and discussed in the
Appendix, historical data coverage is sparse, so global integrals are
increasingly uncertain for earlier years, especially prior to 1970. There
is some convergence towards agreement in instrument bias correction
algorithms since AR4 (Section 3.2.1), but other sources of uncertainty
include the different assumptions regarding mapping and integrating
UOHCs in sparsely sampled regions, differences in quality control of
temperature data, and differences among baseline climatologies used
for estimating changes in heat content (Lyman et al., 2010). Although
there are still apparent interannual variations about the upward trend
of global UOHC since 1970, different global estimates have variations
at different times and for different periods, suggesting that sub-decadal
variability in the time rate of change is still quite uncertain in the historical record. Most of the estimates in Figure 3.2a do exhibit decreases for a few years immediately following major volcanic eruptions in
1963, 1982 and 1991 (Domingues et al., 2008).

the heating rate required to account for this warming: 118 [82 to 154]
TW (1 TW = 1012 watts) for Levitus et al. (2012), 98 [67 to 130] TW
for Ishii and Kimoto (2009), 137 [120 to 154] TW for Domingues et
al. (2008), 108 [80 to 136] TW for Palmer et al. (2007), and 74 [43 to
105] TW for Smith and Murphy (2007). Uncertainties are calculated
as 90% confidence intervals for an ordinary least squares fit, taking
into account the reduction in the degrees of freedom implied by the
temporal correlation of the residuals. Although these rates of energy
gain do not all agree within their statistical uncertainties, all are positive, and all are statistically different from zero. Generally the smaller
trends are for estimates that assume zero anomalies in areas of sparse
data, as expected for that choice, which will tend to reduce trends and
variability. Hence the assessment of the Earth’s energy uptake (Box
3.1) employs a global UOHC estimate (Domingues et al., 2008) chosen
because it fills in sparsely sampled areas and estimates uncertainties
using a statistical analysis of ocean variability patterns.

Again, all of the global integrals of UOHC in Figure 3.2a have increased
between 1971 and 2010. Linear trends fit to the UOHC estimates for
the relatively well-sampled 40-year period from 1971 to 2010 estimate

Globally integrated ocean heat content in three of the five 0 to 700 m
estimates appear to be increasing more slowly from 2003 to 2010 than
over the previous decade (Figure 3.2a). Although this apparent change
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3.2.4

Deep Ocean Temperature and Heat Content

Below 700 m data coverage is too sparse to produce annual global
ocean heat content estimates prior to about 2005, but from 2005 to
2010 and 0 to 1500 m the global ocean warmed (von Schuckmann and
Le Traon, 2011). Five-year running mean estimates yield a 700 to 2000
m global ocean heat content trend from 1957 to 2009 (Figure 3.2b)
that is about 30% of that for 0 to 2000 m over the length of the record
(Levitus et al., 2012). Ocean heat uptake from 700 to 2000 m likely
continues unabated since 2003 (Figure 3.2b); as a result, ocean heat
content from 0 to 2000 m shows less slowing after 2003 than does 0
to 700 m heat content (Levitus et al., 2012).
Global sampling of the ocean below 2000 m is limited to a number
of repeat oceanographic transects, many occupied only in the last
few decades (Figure 3.3b), and several time-series stations, some of
which extend over decades. This sparse sampling in space and time
makes assessment of global deep ocean heat content variability less
certain than that for the upper ocean (Ponte, 2012), especially at middepths, where vertical gradients are still sufficiently large for transient
variations (ocean eddies, internal waves, and internal tides) to alias
estimates made from sparse data sets. However, the deep North Atlantic Ocean is better sampled than the rest of the globe, making estimates of full-depth deep ocean heat content changes there feasible
north of 20ºN since the mid-1950s (Mauritzen et al., 2012).
Based on the limited information available, it is likely that the global
ocean did not show a significant temperature trend between 2000 and
3000 m depth from about 1992–2005 (Figures 3.2b and 3.3a; Kouketsu
et al., 2011). At these depths it has been around a millennium on average since waters in the Indian and Pacific Oceans were last exposed to
air–sea interaction (Gebbie and Huybers, 2012).
Warming from 1992 to 2005 is likely greater than zero from 3000 m
to the ocean floor (Figures 3.2b and 3.3a; Kouketsu et al., 2011), especially in recently formed Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW). South of the
Sub-Antarctic Front (Figure 3.3b), much of the water column warmed
between 1992 and 2005 (Purkey and Johnson, 2010). Globally, deep
warming rates are highest near 4500 m (Figure 3.3a), usually near
the sea floor where the AABW influence is strongest, and attenuate
towards the north (Figure 3.3b), where the AABW influence weakens.
Global scale abyssal warming on relatively short multi-decadal time
scales is possible because of communication of signals by planetary
waves originating within the Southern Ocean, reaching even such
remote regions as the North Pacific (Kawano et al., 2010; Masuda et
al., 2010). This AABW warming may partly reflect a recovery from cool
conditions induced by the 1970s Weddell Sea Polynya (Robertson et
al., 2002), but further north, in the Vema Channel of the South Atlantic,
observations since 1970 suggest strong bottom water warming did not
commence there until about 1991 (Zenk and Morozov, 2007).

(a)
1000
2000
Depth (m)

is concurrent with a slowing of the increase global mean surface temperature, as discussed in Box 9.2, this is also a time period when the
ocean observing system transitioned from predominantly XBT to predominantly Argo temperature measurements (Johnson and Wijffels,
2011). Shifts in observing systems can sometimes introduce spurious
signals, so this apparent recent change should be viewed with caution.
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Figure 3.3 | (a) Areal mean warming rates (ºC per decade) versus depth (thick lines)
with 5 to 95% confidence limits (shading), both global (orange) and south of the
Sub-Antarctic Front (purple), centred on 1992–2005. (b) Mean warming rates (ºC per
decade) below 4000 m (colour bar) estimated for deep ocean basins (thin black outlines), centred on 1992–2005. Stippled basin warming rates are not significantly different from zero at 95% confidence. The positions of the Sub-Antarctic Front (purple line)
and the repeat oceanographic transects from which these warming rates are estimated
(thick black lines) also shown. (Data from Purkey and Johnson, 2010.)

In the North Atlantic, strong decadal variability in North Atlantic Deep
Water (NADW) temperature and salinity (Wang et al., 2010), largely
associated with the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO, Box 2.5) (e.g., Yashayaev, 2007; Sarafanov et al., 2008), complicates efforts to determine
long-term trends from the historical record. Heat content in the North
Atlantic north of 20°N from 2000 m to the ocean floor increased slightly from 1955 to 1975, and then decreased more strongly from 1975
to 2005 (Mauritzen et al., 2012), with a net cooling trend of –4 TW
from 1955–2005 estimated from a linear fit. The global trend estimate
below 2000 m is +35 TW from 1992 to 2005 (Purkey and Johnson,
2010), with strong warming in the Southern Ocean.

3.2.5

Conclusions

It is virtually certain that the upper ocean (0 to 700 m) warmed from
1971 to 2010. This result is supported by three independent and consistent methods of observation including (1) multiple analyses of
subsurface temperature measurements described here; (2) SST data
(Section 2.4.2) from satellites and in situ measurements from surface
drifters and ships; and (3) the record of sea level rise, which is known
to include a substantial component owing to thermosteric expansion
(Section 3.7 and Chapter 13). The warming rate is 0.11 [0.09 to 0.13]°C
per decade in the upper 75 m, decreasing to about 0.015°C per decade
by 700 m. It is very likely that surface intensification of the warming
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Box 3.1 | Change in Global Energy Inventory
The Earth has been in radiative imbalance, with less energy exiting the top of the atmosphere than entering, since at least about 1970
(Murphy et al., 2009; Church et al., 2011; Levitus et al., 2012). Quantifying this energy gain is essential for understanding the response
of the climate system to radiative forcing. Small amounts of this excess energy warm the atmosphere and continents, evaporate water
and melt ice, but the bulk of it warms the ocean (Box 3.1, Figure 1). The ocean dominates the change in energy because of its large
mass and high heat capacity compared to the atmosphere. In addition, the ocean has a very low albedo and absorbs solar radiation
much more readily than ice.
The global atmospheric energy change inventory accounting for specific heating and water evaporation is estimated by combining
satellite estimates for temperature anomalies in the lower troposphere (Mears and Wentz, 2009a; updated to version 3.3) from 70°S
to 82.5°N and the lower stratosphere (Mears and Wentz, 2009b; updated to version 3.3) from 82.5°S to 82.5°N weighted by the ratio
of the portions of atmospheric mass they sample (0.87 and 0.13, respectively). These temperature anomalies are converted to energy
changes using a total atmospheric mass of 5.14 × 1018 kg, a mean total water vapor mass of 12.7 × 1015 kg (Trenberth and Smith, 2005),
a heat capacity of 1 J g–1 °C–1, a latent heat of vaporization of 2.464 J kg–1 and a fractional increase of integrated water vapor content of 0.075 °C–1 (Held and Soden, 2006). Smaller changes in
potential and kinetic energy are considered negligible. Standard
300
deviations for each year of data are used for uncertainties, and
Upper ocean
Deep ocean
the time series starts in 1979. The warming trend from a linear fit
Ice
from 1979 to 2010 amounts to 2 TW (1 TW = 1012 watts).
250

All annual ice melt rates (for glaciers and ice-caps, ice sheets
and sea ice from Chapter 4) are converted into energy change
using a heat of fusion (334 × 103 J kg–1) and density (920 kg
m–3) for freshwater ice. The heat of fusion and density of ice may
vary, but only slightly among the different ice types, and warming the ice from sub-freezing temperatures requires much less
energy than that to melt it, so these second-order contributions
are neglected here. The linear trend of energy storage from 1971
to 2010 is 7 TW.
For the oceans, an estimate of global upper (0 to 700 m depth)
ocean heat content change using ocean statistics to extrapolate to sparsely sampled regions and estimate uncertainties
(Domingues et al., 2008) is used (see Section 3.2), with a linear
trend from 1971 to 2010 of 137 TW. For the ocean from 700 to
2000 m, annual 5-year running mean estimates are used from
1970 to 2009 and annual estimates for 2010–2011 (Levitus et
al., 2012). For the ocean from 2000 m to bottom, a uniform rate
of energy gain of 35 [6 to 61] TW from warming rates centred on
1992–2005 (Purkey and Johnson, 2010) is applied from 1992 to
2011, with no warming below 2000 m assumed prior to 1992.
Their 5 to 95% uncertainty estimate may be too small, as it
(continued on next page)
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The global average rate of continental warming and its uncertainty has been estimated from borehole temperature profiles
from 1500 to 2000 at 50-year intervals (Beltrami et al., 2002).
The 1950–2000 estimate of land warming, 6 TW, is extended into
the first decade of the 21st century, although that extrapolation
is almost certainly an underestimate of the energy absorbed, as
land surface air temperatures for years since 2000 are some of
the warmest on record (Section 2.4.1).
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Box 3.1, Figure 1 | Plot of energy accumulation in ZJ (1 ZJ = 1021 J) within
distinct components of the Earth’s climate system relative to 1971 and from 1971
to 2010 unless otherwise indicated. See text for data sources. Ocean warming
(heat content change) dominates, with the upper ocean (light blue, above 700 m)
contributing more than the mid-depth and deep ocean (dark blue, below 700 m;
including below 2000 m estimates starting from 1992). Ice melt (light grey; for
glaciers and ice caps, Greenland and Antarctic ice sheet estimates starting from
1992, and Arctic sea ice estimate from 1979 to 2008); continental (land) warming
(orange); and atmospheric warming (purple; estimate starting from 1979) make
smaller contributions. Uncertainty in the ocean estimate also dominates the total
uncertainty (dot-dashed lines about the error from all five components at 90%
confidence intervals).
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Box 3.1 (continued)

assumes the usually sparse sampling in each deep ocean basin analysed is representative of the mean trend in that basin. The linear
trend for heating the ocean below 700 m is 62 TW for 1971–2010.
It is virtually certain that the Earth has gained substantial energy from 1971 to 2010 — the estimated increase in energy inventory
between 1971 and 2010 is 274 [196 to 351] ZJ (1 ZJ = 1021 J), with a rate of 213 TW from a linear fit to the annual values over that
time period (Box 3.1, Figure 1). An energy gain of 274 ZJ is equivalent to a heating rate of 0.42 W m-2 applied continuously over the
surface area of the earth (5.10 × 1014 m2). Ocean warming dominates the total energy change inventory, accounting for roughly 93% on
average from 1971 to 2010 (high confidence). The upper ocean (0-700 m) accounts for about 64% of the total energy change inventory.
Melting ice (including Arctic sea ice, ice sheets and glaciers) accounts for 3% of the total, and warming of the continents 3%. Warming
of the atmosphere makes up the remaining 1%. The 1971–2010 estimated rate of oceanic energy gain is 199 TW from a linear fit to
data over that time period, implying a mean heat flux of 0.55 W m–2 across the global ocean surface area (3.60 × 1014 m2). The Earth’s
net estimated energy increase from 1993 to 2010 is 163 [127 to 201] ZJ with a trend estimate of 275 TW. The ocean portion of the trend
for 1993–2010 is 257 TW, equivalent to a mean heat flux into the ocean of 0.71 W m–2 over the global ocean surface area.

signal increased the thermal stratification of the upper ocean by about
4% (between 0 and 200 m depth) from 1971 to 2010. It is also likely
that the upper ocean warmed over the first half of the 20th century,
based again on these same three independent and consistent, although
much sparser, observations. Deeper in the ocean, it is likely that the
waters from 700 to 2000 m have warmed on average between 1957
and 2009 and likely that no significant trend was observed between
2000 and 3000 m from 1992 to 2005. It is very likely that the deep
(2000 m to bottom) North Atlantic Ocean north of 20°N warmed from
1955 to 1975, and then cooled from 1975 to 2005, with an overall
cooling trend. It is likely that most of the water column south of the
Sub-Antarctic Front warmed at a rate of about 0.03°C per decade from
1992 to 2005, and waters of Antarctic origin warmed below 3000 m at
a global average rate approaching 0.01°C per decade at 4500 m over
the same time period. For the deep ocean. Sparse sampling is the largest source of uncertainty below 2000 m depth.

3.3

Changes in Salinity and Freshwater Content

3.3.1

Introduction

The ocean plays a pivotal role in the global water cycle: about 85% of
the evaporation and 77% of the precipitation occurs over the ocean
(Schmitt, 2008). The horizontal salinity distribution of the upper ocean
largely reflects this exchange of freshwater, with high surface salinity
generally found in regions where evaporation exceeds precipitation,
and low salinity found in regions of excess precipitation and runoff
(Figure 3.4a,b). Ocean circulation also affects the regional distribution
of surface salinity. The subduction (Section 3.5) of surface waters transfers the surface salinity signal into the ocean interior, so that subsurface
salinity distributions are also linked to patterns of evaporation, precipitation and continental run-off at the sea surface. Melting and freezing
of ice (both sea ice and glacial ice) also influence ocean salinity.

has increased since the 1970s, at a rate consistent with the observed
warming (Sections 2.4.4, 2.5.5 and 2.5.6).
It has not been possible to detect robust trends in regional precipitation and evaporation over the ocean because observations over the
ocean are sparse and uncertain (Section 3.4.2). Ocean salinity, on the
other hand, naturally integrates the small difference between these
two terms and has the potential to act as a rain gauge for precipitation minus evaporation over the ocean (e.g., Lewis and Fofonoff,
1979; Schmitt, 2008; Yu, 2011; Pierce et al., 2012; Terray et al., 2012;
Section 10.4). Diagnosis and understanding of ocean salinity trends
is also important because salinity changes, like temperature changes,
affect circulation and stratification, and therefore the ocean’s capacity
to store heat and carbon as well as to change biological productivity.
Salinity changes also contribute to regional sea level change (Steele
and Ermold, 2007).
In AR4, surface and subsurface salinity changes consistent with a
warmer climate were highlighted, based on linear trends for the period
between 1955 and 1998 in the historical global salinity data set (Boyer
et al., 2005) as well as on more regional studies. In the early few decades the salinity data distribution was good in the NH, especially the
North Atlantic, but the coverage was poor in some regions such as the
central South Pacific, central Indian and polar oceans (Appendix 3.A).
However, Argo provides much more even spatial and temporal coverage in the 2000s. These additional observations, improvements in the
availability and quality of historical data and new analysis approaches
now allow a more complete assessment of changes in salinity.
‘Salinity’ refers to the weight of dissolved salts in a kilogram of seawater. Because the total amount of salt in the ocean does not change,
the salinity of seawater can be changed only by addition or removal of
fresh water. All salinity values quoted in the chapter are expressed on
the Practical Salinity Scale 1978 (PSS78) (Lewis and Fofonoff, 1979).

Regional patterns and amplitudes of atmospheric moisture transport
could change in a warmer climate, because warm air can contain more
moisture (FAQ 3.2). The water vapour content of the troposphere likely
265
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 3.1 | Is the Ocean Warming?
Yes, the ocean is warming over many regions, depth ranges and time periods, although neither everywhere nor
constantly. The signature of warming emerges most clearly when considering global, or even ocean basin, averages
over time spans of a decade or more.
Ocean temperature at any given location can vary greatly with the seasons. It can also fluctuate substantially
from year to year—or even decade to decade—because of variations in ocean currents and the exchange of heat
between ocean and atmosphere.
Ocean temperatures have been recorded for centuries, but it was not until around 1971 that measurements were
sufficiently comprehensive to estimate the average global temperature of the upper several hundred meters of
the ocean confidently for any given year. In fact, before the international Argo temperature/salinity profiling float
array first achieved worldwide coverage in 2005, the global average upper ocean temperature for any given year
was sensitive to the methodology used to estimate it.
Global mean upper ocean temperatures have increased over decadal time scales from 1971 to 2010. Despite large
uncertainty in most yearly means, this warming is a robust result. In the upper 75 m of the ocean, the global average
warming trend has been 0.11 [0.09 to 0.13]°C per decade over this time. That trend generally lessens from the
surface to mid-depth, reducing to about 0.04°C per decade by 200 m, and to less than 0.02°C per decade by 500 m.
Temperature anomalies enter the subsurface ocean by paths in addition to mixing from above (FAQ3.1, Figure
1). Colder—hence denser—waters from high latitudes can sink from the surface, then spread toward the equator
beneath warmer, lighter, waters at lower latitudes. At a few locations—the northern North Atlantic Ocean and the
Southern Ocean around Antarctica—ocean water is cooled so much that it sinks to great depths, even to the sea
floor. This water then spreads out to fill much of the rest of the deep ocean. As ocean surface waters warm, these
sinking waters also warm with time, increasing temperatures in the ocean interior much more quickly than would
downward mixing of surface heating alone.

3

In the North Atlantic, the temperature of these deep waters varies from decade to decade—sometimes warming,
sometimes cooling—depending on prevailing winter atmospheric patterns. Around Antarctica, bottom waters have
warmed detectably from about 1992–2005, perhaps due to the strengthening and southward shift of westerly
winds around the Southern Ocean over the last several decades. This warming signal in the deepest coldest bottom
waters of the world ocean is detectable, although it weakens northward in the Indian, Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
Deep warming rates are generally less pronounced than ocean surface rates (around 0.03ºC per decade since the
1990s in the deep and bottom waters around Antarctica, and smaller in many other locations). However, they occur
over a large volume, so deep ocean warming contributes significantly to the total increase in ocean heat.
Estimates of historical changes in global average ocean temperature have become more accurate over the past
several years, largely thanks to the recognition, and reduction, of systematic measurement errors. By carefully
comparing less accurate measurements with sparser, more accurate ones at adjacent locations and similar times,
scientists have reduced some spurious instrumental biases in the historical record. These improvements revealed
that the global average ocean temperature has increased much more steadily from year to year than was reported
prior to 2008. Nevertheless, the global average warming rate may not be uniform in time. In some years, the ocean
appears to warm faster than average; in others, the warming rate seems to slow.
The ocean’s large mass and high heat capacity allow it to store huge amounts of energy—more than 1000 times
that in the atmosphere for an equivalent increase in temperature. The Earth is absorbing more heat than it is
emitting back into space, and nearly all this excess heat is entering the oceans and being stored there. The ocean
has absorbed about 93% of the combined heat stored by warmed air, sea, and land, and melted ice between 1971
and 2010.
The ocean’s huge heat capacity and slow circulation lend it significant thermal inertia. It takes about a decade
for near-surface ocean temperatures to adjust in response to climate forcing (Section 12.5), such as changes in
greenhouse gas concentrations. Thus, if greenhouse gas concentrations could be held at present levels into the
future, increases in the Earth’s surface temperature would begin to slow within about a decade. However, deep
ocean temperature would continue to warm for centuries to millennia (Section 12.5), and thus sea levels would
continue to rise for centuries to millennia as well (Section 13.5). (continued on next page)
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FAQ 3.1, Figure 1 | Ocean heat uptake pathways. The ocean is stratified, with the coldest, densest water in the deep ocean (upper panels: use map at top for orientation). Cold Antarctic Bottom Water (dark blue) sinks around Antarctica then spreads northward along the ocean floor into the central Pacific (upper left panel: red arrows
fading to white indicate stronger warming of the bottom water most recently in contact with the ocean surface) and western Atlantic oceans (upper right panel), as well
as the Indian Ocean (not shown). Less cold, hence lighter, North Atlantic Deep Water (lighter blue) sinks in the northern North Atlantic Ocean (upper right panel: red
and blue arrow in the deep water indicates decadal warming and cooling), then spreads south above the Antarctic Bottom Water. Similarly, in the upper ocean (lower
left panel shows Pacific Ocean detail, lower right panel the Atlantic), cool Intermediate Waters (cyan) sink in sub-polar regions (red arrows fading to white indicating
warming with time), before spreading toward the equator under warmer Subtropical Waters (green), which in turn sink (red arrows fading to white indicate stronger
warming of the intermediate and subtropical waters most recently in contact with the surface) and spread toward the equator under tropical waters, the warmest and
lightest (orange) in all three oceans. Excess heat or cold entering at the ocean surface (top curvy red arrows) also mixes slowly downward (sub-surface wavy red arrows).

3.3.2

Global to Basin-Scale Trends

The salinity of near-surface waters is changing on global and basin
scales, with an increase in the more evaporative regions and a decrease
in the precipitation-dominant regions in almost all ocean basins.

3.3.2.1 Sea Surface Salinity
Multi-decadal trends in sea surface salinity have been documented in
studies published since AR4 (Boyer et al., 2007; Hosoda et al., 2009;
Roemmich and Gilson, 2009; Durack and Wijffels, 2010), confirming the trends reported in AR4 based mainly on Boyer et al. (2005).
The spatial pattern of surface salinity change is similar to the distribution of surface salinity itself: salinity tends to increase in regions
of high mean salinity, where evaporation exceeds precipitation, and
tends to decrease in regions of low mean salinity, where precipitation

d ominates (Figure 3.4). For example, salinity generally increased in the
surface salinity maxima formed in the evaporation-dominated subtropical gyres. The surface salinity minima at subpolar latitudes and the
intertropical convergence zones have generally freshened. Interbasin
salinity differences are also enhanced: the relatively salty Atlantic has
become more saline on average, while the relatively fresh Pacific has
become fresher (Figures 3.5 and 3.9). No well-defined trend is found
in the subpolar North Atlantic , which is dominated by decadal variability from atmospheric modes like the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO,
Box 2.5). The 50-year salinity trends in Figure 3.4c, both positive and
negative, are statistically significant at the 99% level over 43.8% of
the global ocean surface (Durack and Wijffels, 2010); trends were less
significant over the remainder of the surface. The patterns of salinity
change in the complementary Hosoda et al. (2009) study of differences
between the periods 1960–1989 and 2003–2007 (Figure 3.4d), using a
different methodology, have a point-to-point correlation of 0.64 with
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Figure 3.4 | (a) The 1955–2005 climatological-mean sea surface salinity (World Ocean Atlas 2009 of Antonov et al., 2010) colour contoured at 0.5 PSS78 intervals (black lines).
(b) Annual mean evaporation–precipitation averaged over the period 1950–2000 (NCEP) colour contoured at 0.5 m yr–1 intervals (black lines). (c) The 58-year (2008 minus 1950)
sea surface salinity change derived from the linear trend (PSS78), with seasonal and El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) signals removed (Durack and Wijffels, 2010) colour contoured at 0.116 PSS78 intervals (black lines). (d) The 30-year (2003–2007 average centred at 2005, minus the 1960–1989 average, centred at 1975) sea surface salinity difference
(PSS78) (Hosoda et al., 2009) colour contoured at 0.06 PSS78 intervals (black lines). Contour intervals in (c) and (d) are chosen so that the trends can be easily compared, given
the different time intervals in the two analyses. White areas in (c) to (d) are marginal seas where the calculations are not carried out. Regions where the change is not significant
at the 99% confidence level are stippled in grey.

the Durack and Wijffels (2010) results, with significant differences only
in limited locations such as adjacent to the West Indies, Labrador Sea,
and some coastlines (Figure 3.4c and d).
It is very likely that the globally averaged contrast between regions of
high and low salinity relative to the global mean salinity has increased.
The contrast between high and low salinity regions, averaged over the
ocean area south of 70°N, increased by 0.13 [0.08 to 0.17] PSS78 from
1950 to 2008 using the data set of Durack and Wijffels (2010) , and by
0.12 [0.10 to 0.15] PSS78 using the data set of Boyer et al. (2009) with
the range reported in brackets signifying a 99% confidence interval
(Figure 3.21d).

3.3.2.2 Upper Ocean Subsurface Salinity
Compatible with observed changes in surface salinity, robust multi-decadal trends in subsurface salinity have been detected (Boyer et
al., 2005; Boyer et al., 2007; Steele and Ermold, 2007; Böning et al.,
2008; Durack and Wijffels, 2010; Helm et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010).
Global, zonally averaged multi-decadal salinity trends (1950–2008) in
the upper 500 m (Figures 3.4, 3.5, 3.9 and Section 3.5) show salinity
increases at the salinity maxima of the subtropical gyres, freshening
of the low-salinity intermediate waters sinking in the Southern Ocean
(Subantarctic Mode Water and Antarctic Intermediate Water) and
North Pacific (North Pacific Intermediate Water). On average, the P acific
freshened, and the Atlantic became more saline. These trends, shown
in Figures 3.5 and 3.9, are significant at a 95% confidence interval.
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Freshwater content in the upper 500 m very likely changed, based
on the World Ocean Database 2009 (Boyer et al., 2009), analyzed by
Durack and Wijffels (2010) and independently as an update to Boyer et
al. (2005) for 1955–2010 (Figure 3.5a, b, e, f). Both show freshening in
the North Pacific, salinification in the North Atlantic south of 50°N and
salinification in the northern Indian Ocean (trends significant at 90%
confidence). A significant freshening is observed in the circumpolar
Southern Ocean south of 50S.
Density layers that are ventilated (connected to the sea surface) in
precipitation-dominated regions have freshened, while those ventilated in evaporation-dominated regions have increased in salinity,
compatible with an enhancement of the mean surface freshwater flux
pattern (Helm et al., 2010). In addition, where warming has caused
surface outcrops of density layers to move (poleward) into higher
salinity surface waters, the subducted salinity in the density layers has
increased; where outcrops have moved into fresher surface waters, the
subducted salinity decreased (Durack and Wijffels, 2010). Vertical and
lateral shifts of density surfaces, due to both changes in water mass
renewal rates and wind-driven circulation, have also contributed to
the observed subsurface salinity changes (Levitus, 1989; Bindoff and
McDougall, 1994).
A change in total, globally integrated freshwater content and salinity requires an addition or removal of freshwater; the only significant
source is land ice (ice sheets and glaciers). The estimate of change in
globally averaged salinity and freshwater content remains smaller than
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 3.2 | Is There Evidence for Changes in the Earth’s Water Cycle?
The Earth’s water cycle involves evaporation and precipitation of moisture at the Earth’s surface. Changes in the
atmosphere’s water vapour content provide strong evidence that the water cycle is already responding to a warming
climate. Further evidence comes from changes in the distribution of ocean salinity, which, due to a lack of long-term
observations of rain and evaporation over the global oceans, has become an important proxy rain gauge.
The water cycle is expected to intensify in a warmer climate, because warmer air can be moister: the atmosphere can
hold about 7% more water vapour for each degree Celsius of warming. Observations since the 1970s show increases
in surface and lower atmospheric water vapour (FAQ 3.2, Figure 1a), at a rate consistent with observed warming.
Moreover, evaporation and precipitation are projected to intensify in a warmer climate.
Recorded changes in ocean salinity in the last 50 years support that projection. Seawater contains both salt and
fresh water, and its salinity is a function of the weight of dissolved salts it contains. Because the total amount of
salt—which comes from the weathering of rocks—does not change over human time scales, seawater’s salinity can
only be altered—over days or centuries—by the addition or removal of fresh water.
The atmosphere connects the ocean’s regions of net fresh water loss to those of fresh water gain by moving
evaporated water vapour from one place to another. The distribution of salinity at the ocean surface largely reflects
the spatial pattern of evaporation minus precipitation, runoff from land, and sea ice processes. There is some
shifting of the patterns relative to each other, because of the ocean’s currents.

3

Subtropical waters are highly saline, because evaporation exceeds rainfall, whereas seawater at high latitudes
and in the tropics—where more rain falls than evaporates—is less so (FAQ 3.2, Figure 1b, d). The Atlantic, the
saltiest ocean basin, loses more freshwater through evaporation than it gains from precipitation, while the Pacific
is nearly neutral (i.e., precipitation gain nearly balances evaporation loss), and the Southern Ocean (region around
Antarctica) is dominated by precipitation.
Changes in surface salinity and in the upper ocean have reinforced the mean salinity pattern. The evaporationdominated subtropical regions have become saltier, while the precipitation-dominated subpolar and tropical regions
have become fresher. When changes over the top 500 m are considered, the evaporation-dominated Atlantic has
become saltier, while the nearly neutral Pacific and precipitation-dominated Southern Ocean have become fresher
(FAQ 3.2, Figure 1c).
Observing changes in precipitation and evaporation directly and globally is difficult, because most of the exchange
of fresh water between the atmosphere and the surface happens over the 70% of the Earth’s surface covered
by ocean. Long-term precipitation records are available only from over the land, and there are no long-term
measurements of evaporation.
Land-based observations show precipitation increases in some regions, and decreases in others, making it difficult
to construct a globally integrated picture. Land-based observations have shown more extreme rainfall events, and
more flooding associated with earlier snow melt at high northern latitudes, but there is strong regionality in the
trends. Land-based observations are so far insufficient to provide evidence of changes in drought.
Ocean salinity, on the other hand, acts as a sensitive and effective rain gauge over the ocean. It naturally reflects
and smoothes out the difference between water gained by the ocean from precipitation, and water lost by the
ocean through evaporation, both of which are very patchy and episodic. Ocean salinity is also affected by water
runoff from the continents, and by the melting and freezing of sea ice or floating glacial ice. Fresh water added by
melting ice on land will change global-averaged salinity, but changes to date are too small to observe.
Data from the past 50 years show widespread salinity changes in the upper ocean, which are indicative of systematic
changes in precipitation and runoff minus evaporation, as illustrated in FAQ 3.2, Figure 1.
FAQ 3.2 is based on observations reported in Chapters 2 and 3, and on model analyses in Chapters 9 and 12.
(continued on next page)
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FAQ 3.2 (continued)
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FAQ 3.2, Figure 1 | Changes in sea surface salinity are related to the atmospheric patterns of evaporation minus precipitation (E – P) and trends in total precipitable
water: (a) Linear trend (1988–2010) in total precipitable water (water vapor integrated from the Earth’s surface up through the entire atmosphere) (kg m–2 per decade)
from satellite observations (Special Sensor Microwave Imager) (after Wentz et al., 2007) (blues: wetter; yellows: drier). (b) The 1979–2005 climatological mean net E
–P (cm yr–1) from meteorological reanalysis (National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research; Kalnay et al., 1996) (reds: net
evaporation; blues: net precipitation). (c) Trend (1950–2000) in surface salinity (PSS78 per 50 years) (after Durack and Wijffels, 2010) (blues freshening; yellows-reds
saltier). (d) The climatological-mean surface salinity (PSS78) (blues: <35; yellows–reds: >35).
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its uncertainty, as was true in the AR4 assessment. For instance, the
globally averaged sea surface salinity change from 1950 to 2008 is
small (+0.003 [–0.056 to 0.062]) compared to its error estimate (Durack
and Wijffels, 2010). Thus a global freshening due to land ice loss has
not yet been discerned in global surface salinity change even if it were
assumed that all added freshwater were in the ocean’s surface layer.

3.3.3

Regional Changes in Upper Ocean Salinity

Regional changes in ocean salinity are broadly consistent with the
conclusion that regions of net precipitation (precipitation greater than
evaporation) have very likely become fresher, while regions of net
evaporation have become more saline. This pattern is seen in salinity
trend maps (Figure 3.4); zonally averaged salinity trends and freshwater inventories for each ocean (Figure 3.5); and the globally averaged
contrast between regions of high and low salinity (Figure 3.21d). In
the high-latitude regions, higher runoff, increased melting of ice and
changes in freshwater transport by ocean currents have likely also contributed to observed salinity changes (Bersch et al., 2007; Polyakov et
al., 2008; Jacobs and Giulivi, 2010).

3.3.3.1 Pacific and Indian Oceans
In the tropical Pacific, surface salinity has declined by 0.1 to 0.3 over
50 years in the precipitation-dominated western equatorial regions
and by up to 0.6 to 0.75 in the Intertropical Convergence Zone and
the South Pacific Convergence Zone (Cravatte et al., 2009), while surface salinity has increased by up to 0.1 over the same period in the
evaporation-dominated zones in the southeastern and north-central
tropical Pacific (Figure 3.9). The fresh, low-density waters in the warm
pool of the western equatorial Pacific expanded in area as the surface
salinity front migrated eastward by 1500 to 2500 km over the period
1955–2003 (Delcroix et al., 2007; Cravatte et al., 2009). Similarly, in the
Indian Ocean, the net precipitation regions in the Bay of Bengal and
the warm pool contiguous with the tropical Pacific warm pool have
been freshening by up to 0.1 to 0.2, while the saline Arabian Sea and
south Indian Ocean have been getting saltier by up to 0.2 (Durack and
Wijffels, 2010).
In the North Pacific, the subtropical thermocline has freshened by 0.1
since the early 1990s, following surface freshening that began around
1984 (Ren and Riser, 2010); the freshening extends down through the
intermediate water that is formed in the northwest Pacific (Nakano
et al., 2007), continuing the freshening documented by Wong et al.
(1999). Warming of the surface water that subducts to supply the intermediate water is one reason for this signal, as the freshwater from the
subpolar North Pacific is now entering the subtropical thermocline at
lower density.
Salinity changes, together with temperature changes (Section 3.2.2),
affect stratification; salinity has more impact than temperature in some
regions. In the western tropical Pacific, for example, the density changes from 1970 to 2003 at a trend of –0.013 kg m–3 yr–1, about 60% of
that due to salinity (Delcroix et al., 2007). The decreasing density trend
mainly occurs near the surface only, which should affect stratification
across the base of the mixed layer. In the Oyashio region of the western North Pacific, salinity decrease near the surface accounts for about
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60% of the density decrease of –0.004 kg m–3 yr–1 from 1968 to 1998
(Ono et al., 2001).

3.3.3.2 Atlantic Ocean
The net evaporative North Atlantic has become saltier as a whole over
the past 50 years (Figure 3.9; Boyer et al., 2007). The largest increase in
the upper 700 m occurred in the Gulf Stream region (0.006 per decade
between 1955–1959 and 2002–2006) (Wang et al., 2010). Salinity
increase is also evident following the circulation pathway of Mediterranean Outflow Water (Figure 3.9; Fusco et al., 2008). This increase
can be traced back to the western basin of the Mediterranean, where
salinity of the deep water increased during the period from 1943 to the
mid-2000s (Smith et al., 2008; Vargas-Yáñez et al., 2010).
During the time period between 1955–1959 and 2002–2006 (using
salinities averaged over the indicated 5-year ranges), the upper 700
m of the subpolar North Atlantic freshened by up to 0.002 per decade
(Wang et al., 2010), while an increase in surface salinity was found
between the average taken over 1960–1989 and the 5-year average
over 2003–2007 (Hosoda et al., 2009). Decadal and multi-decadal
variability in the subpolar gyre and Nordic Seas is vigorous and has
been related to various climate modes such as the NAO, the Atlantic
multi-decadal oscillation (AMO, Box 2.5), and even El Niño-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO; Polyakov et al., 2005; Yashayaev and Loder, 2009),
obscuring long-term trends. The 1970s to 1990s freshening of the
northern North Atlantic and Nordic Seas (Dickson et al., 2002; Curry
et al., 2003; Curry and Mauritzen, 2005) reversed to salinification (0 to
2000 m depth) starting in the late 1990s (Boyer et al., 2007; Holliday et
al., 2008), and the propagation of this signal could be followed along
the eastern boundary from south of 60°N in the Northeast Atlantic to
Fram Strait at 79°N (Holliday et al., 2008). Advection has also played
a role in moving higher salinity subtropical waters to the subpolar
gyre (Hatun et al., 2005; Bersch et al., 2007; Lozier and Stewart, 2008;
Valdimarsson et al., 2012). The variability of the cross equatorial transport contribution to this budget is highly uncertain. Reversals of North
Atlantic surface salinity of similar amplitude and duration to those
observed in the last 50 years are apparent in the early 20th century
(Reverdin et al., 2002; Reverdin, 2010). The evaporation-dominated
subtropical South Atlantic has become saltier by 0.1 to 0.3 during the
period from 1950 to 2008 (Hosoda et al., 2009; Durack and Wijffels,
2010; Figure 3.4).

3.3.3.3 Arctic Ocean
Sea ice in the Arctic has declined significantly in recent decades (Section 4.2), which might be expected to reduce the surface salinity and
increase freshwater content as freshwater locked in multi-year sea ice
is released. Generally, strong multi-decadal variability, regional variability, and the lack of historical observations have made it difficult
to assess long-term trends in ocean salinity and freshwater content
for the Arctic as a whole (Rawlins et al., 2010). The signal that is now
emerging, including salinity observations from 2005 to 2010, indicates
increased freshwater content, with medium confidence.
Over the 20th century (1920–2003) the central Arctic Ocean in the
upper 150 m became fresher in the 1950s and then more saline by
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Figure 3.5 | Zonally integrated freshwater content changes (FWCC; km3 per degree of latitude) in the upper 500 m over one-degree zonal bands and linear trends (1955–2010)
of zonally averaged salinity (PSS78; lower panels) in the upper 500 m of the (a) and (c) Atlantic, (b) and (d) Pacific, (e) and (g) Indian and (f) and (h) World Oceans. The FWCC time
period is from 1955 to 2010 (Boyer et al., 2005; blue lines) and 1950 to 2008 (Durack and Wijffels, 2010; red lines). Data are updated from Boyer et al. (2005) and calculations of
FWCC are done according to the method of Boyer et al. (2007), using 5-year averages of salinity observations and fitting a linear trend to these averages. Error estimates are 95%
confidence intervals. The contour interval of salinity trend in the lower panels is 0.01 PSS78 per decade and dashed contours are 0.005 PSS78 per decade. Red shading indicates
values equal to or greater than 0.05 PSS78 per decade and blue shading indicates values equal to or less than –0.005 PSS78 per decade.
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the early 2000s, with a net small salinification over the whole record
(Polyakov et al., 2008), while at the Siberian Shelf the river discharge
increased (Shiklomanov and Lammers, 2009) and the shelf waters
became fresher (Polyakov et al., 2008).
Upper ocean freshening has also been observed regionally in the
southern Canada basin from the period 1950–1980 to the period
1990–2000s (Proshutinsky et al., 2009; Yamamoto-Kawai et al., 2009).
These are the signals reflected in the freshwater content trend from
1955 to 2010 shown in Figure 3.5a, f: salinification at the highest latitudes and a band of freshening at about 70°N to 80°N. Ice production
and sustained export of freshwater from the Arctic Ocean in response
to winds are suggested as key contributors to the high- latitude salinification (Polyakov et al., 2008; McPhee et al., 2009). The contrasting
changes in different regions of the Arctic have been attributed to the
effects of Ekman transport, sea ice formation (and melt) and a shift in
the pathway of Eurasian river runoff (McPhee et al., 2009; YamamotoKawai et al., 2009; Morison et al., 2012).
Between the periods 1992–1999 and 2006–2008, not only the central Arctic Ocean freshened (Rabe et al., 2011; Giles et al., 2012), but
also freshening is now observed in all regions including those that
were becoming more saline through the early 2000s (updated from
Polyakov et al., 2008). Moreover, freshwater transport out of the Arctic
has increased in that time period (McPhee et al., 2009).

3.3.3.4 Southern Ocean
Widespread freshening (trend of –0.01 per decade, significant at 95%
confidence, from the 1980s to 2000s) of the upper 1000 m of the
Southern Ocean was inferred by taking differences between modern
data (mostly Argo) and a long-term climatology along mean streamlines (Böning et al., 2008). Decadal variability, although notable, does
not overwhelm this trend (Böning et al., 2008). Both a southward shift
of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current and water-mass changes contribute to the observed trends during the period 1992–2009 (Meijers et
al., 2011). The zonally averaged freshwater content for each ocean and
the world (Figure 3.5) shows this significant Southern Ocean freshening, which exceeds other regional trends and is present in each basin
(Indian, Atlantic and Pacific, Figure 3.9).

3.3.4

Evidence for Change of the Hydrological
Cycle from Salinity Changes

The similarity between the geographic distribution of significant salinity and freshwater content trends (Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.21) and both
the mean salinity pattern and the distribution of mean evaporation –
precipitation (E – P; Figure 3.4) indicates, with medium confidence, that
the large-scale pattern of net evaporation minus precipitation over the
oceans has been enhanced. Whereas the surface salinity pattern could
be enhanced by increased stratification due to surface warming, the
large-scale changes in column-integrated freshwater content are very
unlikely to result from changes in stratification in the thin surface layer.
Furthermore, the large spatial scale of the observed changes in freshwater content cannot be explained by changes in ocean circulation
such as shifts of gyre boundaries. The observed changes in surface and
subsurface salinity require additional horizontal atmospheric water
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transport from regions of net evaporation to regions of net precipitation. A similar conclusion was reached in AR4 (Bindoff et al., 2007). The
water vapour in the troposphere has likely increased since the 1970s,
due to warming (2.4.4, 2.5.5, 2.5.6; FAQ 3.2). The inferred enhanced
pattern of net E – P can be related to water vapor increase, although
the linkage is complex (Emori and Brown, 2005; Held and Soden,
2006). From 1950 to 2000, the large-scale pattern of surface salinity
has amplified at a rate that is larger than model simulations for the historical 20th century and 21st century projections. The observed rate of
surface salinity amplification is comparable to the rate expected from
a water cycle response following the Clausius–Clapeyron relationship
(Durack et al., 2012).
Studies published since AR4, based on expanded data sets and new
analysis approaches, have substantially decreased the level of uncertainty in the salinity and freshwater content trends (e.g., Stott et al.,
2008; Hosoda et al., 2009; Roemmich and Gilson, 2009; Durack and
Wijffels, 2010; Helm et al., 2010), and thus increased confidence in
the inferred changes of evaporation and precipitation over the ocean.

3.3.5

Conclusions

Both positive and negative trends in ocean salinity and freshwater content have been observed throughout much of the ocean, both at the
sea surface and in the ocean interior. While similar conclusions were
reached in AR4, the recent studies summarized here, based on expanded data sets and new analysis approaches, provide high confidence in
the assessment of trends in ocean salinity. It is virtually certain that
the salinity contrast between regions of high and low surface salinity
has increased since the 1950s. It is very likely that since the 1950s,
the mean regional pattern of upper ocean salinity has been enhanced:
saline surface waters in the evaporation-dominated mid-latitudes have
become more saline, while the relatively fresh surface waters in rainfall-dominated tropical and polar regions have become fresher. Similarly, it is very likely that the interbasin contrast between saline Atlantic and fresh Pacific surface waters has increased, and it is very likely
that freshwater content in the Southern Ocean has increased. There is
medium confidence that these patterns in salinity trends are caused by
increased horizontal moisture transport in the atmosphere, suggesting
changes in evaporation and precipitation over the ocean as the lower
atmosphere has warmed.
Trends in salinity have been observed in the ocean interior as well.
It is likely that the subduction of surface water mass anomalies and
the movement of density surfaces have contributed to the observed
salinity changes on depth levels. Changes in freshwater flux and the
migration of surface density outcrops caused by surface warming (e.g.,
to regions of lower or higher surface salinity) have likely both contributed to the formation of salinity anomalies on density surfaces.

3.4

Changes in Ocean Surface Fluxes

3.4.1

Introduction

Exchanges of heat, water and momentum (wind stress) at the sea surface are important factors for driving the ocean circulation. Changes
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in the air–sea fluxes may result from variations in the driving surface
meteorological state variables (air temperature and humidity, SST,
wind speed, cloud cover, precipitation) and can impact both watermass formation rates and ocean circulation. Air–sea fluxes also influence temperature and humidity in the atmosphere and, therefore, the
hydrological cycle and atmospheric circulation. AR4 concluded that,
at the global scale, the accuracy of the observations is insufficient to
permit a direct assessment of changes in heat flux (AR4 Section 5.2.4).
As described in Section 3.4.2, although substantial progress has been
made since AR4, that conclusion still holds for this assessment.

3

The net air–sea heat flux is the sum of two turbulent (latent and sensible) and two radiative (shortwave and longwave) components. Ocean
heat gain from the atmosphere is defined to be positive according to
the sign convention employed here. The latent and sensible heat fluxes
are computed from the state variables using bulk parameterizations;
they depend primarily on the products of wind speed and the vertical near-sea-surface gradients of humidity and temperature respectively. The air–sea freshwater flux is the difference of precipitation (P)
and evaporation (E). It is linked to heat flux through the relationship
between evaporation and latent heat flux. Thus, when considering
potential trends in the global hydrological cycle, consistency between
observed heat budget and evaporation changes is required in areas
where evaporation is the dominant term in hydrological cycle changes.
Ocean surface shortwave and longwave radiative fluxes can be inferred
from satellite measurements using radiative transfer models, or computed using empirical formulae, involving astronomical parameters,
atmospheric humidity, cloud cover and SST. The wind stress is given by
the product of the wind speed squared, and the drag coefficient. For
detailed discussion of all terms see, for example, Gulev et al. (2010).
Atmospheric reanalyses, discussed in Box 2.3, are referred to frequently in the following sections and for clarity the products cited are
summarised here: ECMWF 40-year Reanalysis (referred to as ERA40
hereafter, Uppala et al., 2005), ECMWF Interim Reanalysis (ERAI, Dee
et al., 2011), NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 1 (NCEP1, Kalnay et al., 1996),
NCEP/DOE Reanalysis 2 (NCEP2, Kanamitsu et al., 2002), NCEP Climate
Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR, Saha et al., 2010), NASA Modern
Era Reanalysis for Research and Applications (MERRA, Rienecker et al.,
2011) and NOAA-CIRES 20th Century Reanalysis, version 2 (20CRv2,
Compo et al., 2011).

3.4.2

Air–Sea Heat Fluxes

3.4.2.1 Turbulent Heat Fluxes and Evaporation
The latent and sensible heat fluxes have a strong regional dependence,
with typical values varying in the annual mean from close to zero to
–220 W m–2 and –70 W m–2 respectively over strong heat loss sites (Yu
and Weller, 2007). Estimates of these terms have many potential sources of error (e.g., sampling issues, instrument biases, changing data
sources, uncertainty in the flux computation algorithms). These sources
may be spatially and temporally dependent, and are difficult to quantify (Gulev et al., 2007); consequently flux error estimates have a high
degree of uncertainty. Spurious temporal trends may arise as a result
of variations in measurement method for the driving meteorological
state variables, in particular wind speed (Tokinaga and Xie, 2011). The
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overall uncertainty of the annually averaged global ocean mean for
each term is expected to be in the range 10 to 20%. In the case of the
latent heat flux term, this corresponds to an uncertainty of up to 20 W
m–2. In comparison, changes in global mean values of individual heat
flux components expected as a result of anthropogenic climate change
since 1900 are at the level of <2 W m–2 (Pierce et al., 2006).
Many new turbulent heat flux data sets have become available since
AR4 including products based on atmospheric reanalyses, satellite and
in situ observations, and hybrid or synthesized data sets that combine
information from these three different sources. It is not possible to
identify a single best product as each has its own strengths and weaknesses (Gulev et al., 2010); several data sets are summarised here to
illustrate the key issues. The Hamburg Ocean-Atmosphere Parameters
and Fluxes from Satellite (HOAPS) data product provides global turbulent heat fluxes (and precipitation) developed from observations
at microwave and infrared wavelengths (Andersson et al., 2011). In
common with other satellite data sets it provides globally complete
fields, however, it spans a relatively short period (1987 onwards) and
is thus of limited utility for identifying long-term changes. A significant
advance in flux data set development methodology is the 1 × 1 degree
grid Objectively Analysed Air–Sea heat flux (OAFlux) data set that
covers 1958 onwards and for the first time synthesizes state variables
(SST, air temperature and humidity, wind speed) from reanalyses and
satellite observations, prior to flux calculation (Yu and Weller, 2007).
OAFlux has the potential to minimize severe spatial sampling errors
that limit the usefulness of data sets based on ship observations alone
and provides a new resource for temporal variability studies. However,
the data sources for OAFlux changed in the 1980s, with the advent of
satellite data, and the consequences of this change need to be assessed.
In an alternative approach, Large and Yeager (2009) modified NCEP1
reanalysis state variables prior to flux calculation using various adjustment techniques, to produce the hybrid Coordinated Ocean-ice Reference Experiments (CORE) turbulent fluxes for 1948–2007 (Griffies et
al., 2009). However, as the adjustments employed to produce the CORE
fluxes were based on limited periods (e.g., 2000–2004 for wind speed)
it is not clear to what extent CORE can be reliably used for studies of
interdecadal variability over the 60-year period that it spans.
Analysis of OAFlux suggests that global mean evaporation may vary
at inter-decadal time scales, with the variability being relatively small
compared to the mean (Yu, 2007; Li et al., 2011; Figure 3.6a). Changing
data sources, particularly as satellite observations became available in
the 1980s, may contribute to this variability (Schanze et al., 2010) and
it is not yet possible to identify how much of the variability is due to
changes in the observing system. The latent heat flux variations (Figure
3.6b) closely follow those in evaporation (with allowance for the sign
definition which results in negative values of latent heat flux corresponding to positive values of evaporation) but do not scale exactly
as there is an additional minor dependence on SST through the latent
heat of evaporation. The large uncertainty ranges that are evident in
each of the time series highlight the difficulty in establishing whether
there is a trend in global ocean mean evaporation or latent heat flux.
The uncertainty range for latent heat flux is much larger than the 0.5 W
m–2 level of net heat flux change expected from the ocean heat content
increase (Box 3.1). Thus, it is not yet possible to use such data sets to
establish global ocean multi-decadal trends in evaporation or latent
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representation in reanalyses, sampling issues and changing satellite
sensors (Gulev et al., 2010). As for the turbulent fluxes, the uncertainty
of the annually averaged global ocean mean shortwave or longwave
flux is difficult to determine and in the range 10–20%.
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High accuracy in situ radiometer measurements are available at land
sites since the 1960s (see Wild, 2009 Figure 1), allowing analysis of
decadal variations in the surface shortwave flux. However, this is not
the case over the oceans, where there are very few in situ measurements (the exception being moored buoy observations in the tropical
band 15°S to 15°N since the 1990s, Pinker et al., 2009). Consequently,
for global ocean shortwave analyses it is necessary to rely on satellite
observations, which are less accurate (compared to in situ determination of radiative fluxes), restrict the period that can be considered
to the mid-1980s onwards, but do provide homogeneous sampling.
Detailed discussion of variations in global (land and ocean) averaged
surface solar radiation is given in Section 2.3.3; confidence in variability of radiation averaged over the global ocean is low owing to the lack
of direct observations.

2010

Year
Figure 3.6 | Time series of annual mean global ocean average evaporation (red line,
a), sensible heat flux (green line, b) and latent heat flux (blue line, b) from 1958 to 2012
determined by Yu from a revised and updated version of the original OAFlux data set Yu
and Weller (2007). Shaded bands show uncertainty estimates and the black horizontal
bars in (b) show the time periods for which reanalysis output and satellite observations
were employed in the OAFlux analysis; they apply to both panels.

heat flux at this level. The globally averaged sensible heat flux is smaller in magnitude than the latent heat flux and has a smaller absolute
range of uncertainty (Figure 3.6b).

3.4.2.2 Surface Fluxes of Shortwave and Longwave Radiation
The surface shortwave flux has a strong latitudinal dependence with
typical annual mean values of 250 W m–2 in the tropics. The annual mean
surface net longwave flux ranges from –30 to –70 W m–2. Estimates of
these terms are available from in situ climatologies, from atmospheric reanalyses, and, since the 1980s, from satellite observations. These
data sets have many potential sources of error that include: uncertainty in the satellite retrieval algorithms and in situ formulae, cloud

The most reliable source of information for changes in the global mean
net air–sea heat flux comes from the constraints provided by analyses
of changes in ocean heat storage. The estimate of increase in global
ocean heat content for 1971–2010 quantified in Box 3.1 corresponds
to an increase in mean net heat flux from the atmosphere to the ocean
of 0.55 W m–2. In contrast, closure of the global ocean mean net surface heat flux budget to within 20 W m–2 from observation based surface flux data sets has still not been reliably achieved (e.g., Trenberth et
al., 2009). The increase in mean net air–sea heat flux is thus small compared to the uncertainties of the global mean. Large and Yeager (2012)
examined global ocean average net heat flux variability using the
CORE data set over 1984–2006 and concluded that natural variability,
rather than long-term climate change, dominates heat flux changes
over this relatively short, recent period. Since AR4, some studies have
shown consistency in regional net heat flux variability at sub-basin
scale since the 1980s, notably in the Tropical Indian Ocean (Yu et al.,
2007) and North Pacific (Kawai et al., 2008). However, detection of a
change in air–sea fluxes responsible for the long-term ocean warming
remains beyond the ability of currently available surface flux data sets.

3.4.3

Ocean Precipitation and Freshwater Flux

Assessment of changes in ocean precipitation at multi-decadal time
scales is very difficult owing to the lack of reliable observation based
data sets prior to the satellite era. The few studies available rely
on reconstruction techniques. Remote sensing based precipitation
observations from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP)
for 1979–2003 have been used by Smith et al. (2009, 2012) to reconstruct precipitation for 1900–2008 (over 75°S to 75°N) by employing statistical techniques that make use of the correlation between
precipitation and both SST and sea level pressure (SLP). Each of the
reconstructions shows both centennial and decadal variability in global
ocean mean precipitation (Figure 3.7). The trend from 1900 to 2008 is
1.5 mm per month per century according to Smith et al. (2012). For the
period of overlap, the reconstructed global ocean mean precipitation
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Figure 3.7 | Long-term reconstruction of ocean precipitation anomaly averaged over
75°S to 75°N from Smith et al. (2012): Annual values, thin blue line; low-pass filtered
(15-year running mean) values, bold blue line with uncertainty estimates (shading).
Smith et al. (2009) low-pass filtered values, dotted grey line. Also shown is the corresponding GPCPv2.2 derived ocean precipitation anomaly time series averaged over
the same latitudinal range (annual values, thin magenta line; low-pass filtered values,
bold magenta line); note Smith et al. (2012) employed an earlier version of the GPCP
data set leading to minor differences relative to the published time series in their paper.
Precipitation anomalies were taken relative to the 1979–2008 period.

time series show consistent variability with GPCP as is to be expected
(Figure 3.7). Focusing on the Tropical Ocean (25°S to 25°N) for the
recent period 1979–2005, Gu et al. (2007) have identified a precipitation trend of 0.06 mm day–1 per decade using GPCP. Concerns have
been expressed in the cited studies over the need for further work both
to determine the most reliable approach to precipitation reconstruction and to evaluate the remotely sensed precipitation data sets. Given
these concerns, confidence in ocean precipitation trend results is low.
Evaporation and precipitation fields from atmospheric reanalyses
can be tested for internal consistency of different components of the
hydrological cycle. Specifically, the climatological mean value for E – P
averaged over the global ocean should equal both the corresponding mean for P – E averaged over land and the moisture transport
from ocean to land. Trenberth et al. (2011) find in an assessment of
eight atmospheric reanalyses that this is not the case for each product
considered, and they also report spurious trends due to variations in
the observing system with time. Schanze et al. (2010) examine interannual variability within the OAFlux evaporation and GPCP precipitation
data sets, and find that use of satellite data prior to 1987 is limited by
discontinuities attributable to variations in data type. Thus, it is not yet
possible to use such data sets to establish whether there are significant
multi-decadal trends in mean E – P. However, regional trends in surface
salinity since the 1950s do suggest trends in E – P over the same time
(see Section 3.3.4).
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Wind Stress

Wind stress fields are available from reanalyses, satellite-based data
sets, and in situ observations. Basin scale wind stress trends at decadal
to centennial time scales have been reported for the Southern Ocean,
the North Atlantic and the Tropical Pacific as detailed below. However, these results are based largely on atmospheric reanalyses, in some
cases a single product, and consequently the confidence level is low to
medium depending on region and time scale considered.
In the Southern Ocean, the majority of reanalyses in the most comprehensive study available show an increase in the annual mean zonal
wind stress (Swart and Fyfe, 2012; Figure 3.8). They find an increase
in annual mean wind stress strength in four (NCEP1, NCEP2, ERAI and
20CRv2) of the six reanalyses considered (Figure 3.8). The mean of all
reanalyses available at a given time (Figure 3.8, black line) also shows
an upward trend from about 0.15 N m–2 in the early 1950s to 0.20 N
m–2 in the early 2010s. An earlier study, covering 1979–2009, found a
wind stress increase in two of four reanalyses considered (Xue et al.,
2010). A positive trend of zonal wind stress from 1980 to 2000 was
also reported by Yang et al. (2007) using a single reanalysis (ERA40)
and found to be consistent with increases in wind speed observations
made on Macquarie Island (54.5°S, 158.9°E) and by the SSM/I satellite (data from 1987 onwards). The wind stress strengthening is found
by Yang et al. (2007) to have a seasonal dependence, with strongest
trends in January, and has been linked by them to changes in the
Southern Annular Mode (SAM, Box 2.5), which has continued to show
an upward trend since AR4 (Section 2.7.8). Taken as a whole, these
studies provide medium confidence that Southern Ocean wind stress
has strengthened since the early 1980s. A strengthening of the related
wind speed field in the Southern Ocean, consistent with the increasing
trend in the SAM, has also been noted in Section 2.7.2 from satellite-based analyses and atmospheric reanalyses.
In the Tropical Pacific, a reanalysis based study found a strengthening
of the trade wind associated wind stress for 1990–2009, but for the
earlier period 1959–1989 there is no clear trend (Merrifield, 2011).
Strengthening of the related Tropical Pacific Ocean wind speed field
in recent decades is evident in reanalysis and satellite based data sets.
Taken together with evidence for rates of sea level rise in the western
Pacific larger than the global mean (Section 3.7.3) these studies provide medium confidence that Tropical Pacific wind stress has increased
since 1990. This increase may be related to the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (Merrifield et al., 2012). At centennial time scales, attempts have
been made to reconstruct the wind stress field in the Tropical Pacific by
making use of the relationship between wind stress and SLP in combination with historic SLP data. Vecchi et al. (2006), using this approach,
found a reduction of 7% in zonal mean wind stress across the Equatorial Pacific from the 1860s to the 1990s and related it to a possible
weakening of the tropical Walker circulation. Observations discussed in
Section 2.7.5 indicate that this weakening has largely been offset by a
stronger Walker circulation since the 1990s.
Changes in winter season wind stress curl over the North Atlantic
from 1950 to early 2000s from NCEP1 and ERA40 have leading modes
that are highly correlated with the NAO and East Atlantic circulation
patterns; each of these patterns demonstrates a trend towards more
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3.4.5

Changes in Surface Waves

Surface wind waves are generated by wind forcing and are partitioned
into two components, namely wind–sea (wind-forced waves propagating slower than surface wind) and swell (resulting from the wind–sea
development and propagating typically faster than surface wind). Significant wave height (SWH) represents the measure of the wind wave
field consisting of wind–sea and swell and is approximately equal to
the highest one-third of wave heights. Local wind changes influence
wind–sea properties, while changes in remote storms affect swell.
Thus, patterns of wind wave and surface wind variability may differ
because wind waves integrate wind properties over a larger domain.
As wind waves integrate characteristics of atmospheric dynamics over
a range of scales they potentially serve as an indicator of climate variability and change. Global and regional time series of wind waves
characteristics are available from buoy data, Voluntary Observing Ship
(VOS) reports, satellite measurements and model wave hindcasts. No
source is superior, as all have their strengths and weaknesses (Sterl
and Caires, 2005; Gulev and Grigorieva, 2006; Wentz and Ricciardulli,
2011).

3.4.5.1 Changes in Surface Waves from Voluntary Observing
Ship and Wave Model Hindcasts Forced by Reanalyses
AR4 reported statistically significant positive SWH trends during 1900–
2002 in the North Pacific (up to 8 to 10 cm per decade) and stronger trends (up to 14 cm per decade) from 1950 to 2002 for most of
the mid-latitudinal North Atlantic and North Pacific, with insignificant
trends, or small negative trends, in most other regions (Trenberth et
al., 2007). Studies since AR4 have provided further evidence for SWH
trends with more detailed quantification and regionalization.
Model hindcasts based on 20CRv2 (spanning 1871–2010) and ERA40
(spanning 1958–2001) show increases in annual and winter mean
SWH in the north-east Atlantic, although the trend magnitudes depend
on the reanalysis products used (Sterl and Caires, 2005; Wang et al.,
2009, 2012; Semedo et al., 2011). Analysis of VOS observations for
1958–2002 reveals increases in winter mean SWH over much of the
North Atlantic, north of 45°N, and the central to eastern mid-latitude
North Pacific with typical trends of up to 20 cm per decade (Gulev and
Grigorieva, 2006).

3.4.5.2 Changes in Surface Waves from Buoy Data
Positive regional trends in extreme wave heights have been reported
at several buoy locations since the late 1970s, with some evidence for
seasonal dependence, including at sites on the east and west coasts of

0.25
Wind stress (N m -2 )

positive index values superimposed on pronounced decadal variability
over the period from the early 1960s to the late 1990s (Sugimoto and
Hanawa, 2010). Wu et al. (2012) find a poleward shift over the past
century of the zero wind stress curl line by 2.5° [1.5° to 3.5°] in the
North Atlantic and 3.0° [1.6° to 4.4°] in the North Pacific from 20CRv2.
Confidence in these results is low as they are based on a single product, 20CRv2 (the only century time scale reanalysis), which may be
affected by temporal inhomogeneity in the number of observations
assimilated (Krueger et al., 2013).
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Figure 3.8 | Time series of annual average maximum zonal-mean zonal wind stress
(N m–2) over the Southern Ocean for various atmospheric reanalyses: CFSR (orange),
NCEP1 (cyan), NCEP2 (red), ERAI (dark blue), MERRA (green), 20CR (grey), and mean
of all reanalyses at a given time (thick black), see Box 2.3 for details of reanalyses.
Updated version of Figure 1a in Swart and Fyfe (2012), with CFSR, MERRA and the
mean of all reanalyses added.

the USA (Komar and Allan, 2008; Ruggiero et al., 2010) and the northeast Pacific coast (Menéndez et al., 2008). However, Gemmrich et al.
(2011) found for the Pacific buoys that some trends may be artefacts
due to step-type historical changes in the instrument types, observational practices and post-processing procedures. Analysis of data from
a single buoy deployed west of Tasmania showed no significant trend
in the frequency of extreme waves contrary to a significant positive
trend seen in the ERA40 reanalysis (Hemer, 2010).

3.4.5.3 Changes in Surface Waves from Satellite Data
Satellite altimeter observations provide a further data source for wave
height variability since the mid-1980s. Altimetry is of particular value
in the southern hemisphere, and in some poorly sampled regions of
the northern hemisphere, where analysis of SWH trends remains a
challenge due to limited in situ data and temporal inhomogeneity in
the data used for reanalysis products. In the Southern Ocean, altimeter-derived SWH and model output both show regions with increasing wave height although these regions cover narrower areas in the
altimeter analysis than in the models and have smaller trends (Hemer
et al., 2010). Young et al. (2011a) compiled global maps of mean and
extreme (90th and 99th percentile) surface wind speed and SWH
trends for 1985–2008 using altimeter measurements. As the length
of the data set is short, it is not possible to determine whether their
results reflect long-term SWH and wind speed trends, or are part of
a multi-decadal oscillation. For mean SWH, their analysis shows positive linear trends of up to 10 to 15 cm per decade in some parts of
the Southern Ocean (with the strongest changes between 80°E and
160°W) that may reflect the increase in strength of the wind stress
since the early 1980s (see Section 3.4.4). Young et al. (2011a) note,
however, that globally the level of statistical significance is generally
low in the mean and 90th percentile SWH trends but increases for the
99th percentile. Small negative mean SWH trends are found in many
NH ocean regions and these are of opposite sign to, and thus inconsistent with, trends in wind speed — the latter being primarily positive.
Nevertheless, for the 99th SWH percentile, strong positive trends up to
50 to 60 cm per decade were identified in the Southern Ocean, North
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Atlantic and North Pacific and these are consistent in sign with the
extreme wind speed trends. Subsequent analysis has shown that the
Young et al. (2011a) wind speed trends tend to be biased high when
compared with microwave radiometer data (Wentz and Ricciardulli,
2011; Young et al., 2011b).

3.4.6

Conclusions

Uncertainties in air–sea heat flux data sets are too large to allow detection of the change in global mean net air–sea heat flux, on the order
of 0.5 W m–2 since 1971, required for consistency with the observed
ocean heat content increase. The accuracy of reanalysis and satellite
observation based freshwater flux products is limited by changing data
sources. Consequently, the products cannot yet be reliably used to
directly identify trends in the regional or global distribution of evaporation or precipitation over the oceans on the time scale of the observed
salinity changes since 1950.

3

Basin scale wind stress trends at decadal to centennial time scales
have been observed in the North Atlantic, Tropical Pacific, and Southern Oceans with low to medium confidence. These results are based
largely on atmospheric reanalyses, in some cases a single product, and
the confidence level is dependent on region and time scale considered. The evidence is strongest for the Southern Ocean for which there
is medium confidence that zonal mean wind stress has increased in
strength since the early 1980s.
There is medium confidence based on ship observations and reanalysis
forced wave model hindcasts that mean significant wave height has
increased since the 1950s over much of the North Atlantic north of
45°N, with typical winter season trends of up to 20 cm per decade.

3.5

Changes in Water-Mass Properties

3.5.1

Introduction

To a large degree, water properties are set at the sea surface through
interaction between the ocean and the overlying atmosphere (and ice,
in polar regions). The water characteristics resulting from these interactions (e.g., temperature, salinity and concentrations of dissolved gases
and nutrients) are transferred to various depths in the world ocean,
depending on the density of the water. Warm, light water masses
supply (or “ventilate”) the upper ocean at low to mid-latitudes, while
the colder, denser water masses formed at higher latitudes supply the
intermediate and deep layers of the ocean (see schematic in FAQ 3.1,
Figure 1). The formation and subduction of water masses are important
for the ocean’s capacity to store heat, freshwater, carbon, oxygen and
other properties relevant to climate. In this section, the evidence for
change in some of the major water masses of the world ocean is
assessed.
The zonal-mean distributions of salinity, density, and temperature in
each ocean basin (black contours in Figure 3.9) reflect the formation
of water masses at the sea surface and their subsequent spreading
into the ocean interior. For example, warm, salty waters formed in the
regions of net evaporation between 10° and 30° latitude (Figure 3.4b)
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supply the subtropical salinity maximum waters found in the upper
few hundred meters in each basin (Figure 3.9). Relatively fresh water
masses produced at higher latitude, where precipitation exceeds evaporation, sink and spread equatorward to form salinity minimum layers
at intermediate depths. Outflow of saline water from the Mediterranean Sea and Red Sea, where evaporation is very strong, accounts for the
relatively high salinity observed in the upper 1000 m in the subtropical
North Atlantic and North Indian basins, respectively.
Many of the observed changes in zonally averaged salinity, density and
temperature are aligned with the spreading paths of the major water
masses (Figure 3.9, trends from 1950 to 2000 shown in colours and
white contours), illustrating how the formation and spreading of water
masses transfer anomalies in surface climate to the ocean interior. The
strongest anomalies in a water mass are found near its source region.
For instance, bottom and deep water anomalies are strongest in the
Southern Ocean and the northern North Atlantic, with lessening amplitudes along the spreading paths of these water masses. In each basin,
the subtropical salinity maximum waters have become more saline,
while the low-salinity intermediate waters have become fresher (Figure
3.9 a, d, g, j; see also Section 3.3). Strongest warming is observed in
the upper 100 m, which has warmed almost everywhere, with reduced
warming (Atlantic) or regions of cooling (Indian and Pacific) observed
between 100 and 500 m depth.
Warming is observed throughout the upper 2000 m south of 40°S in
each basin. Shifts in the location of ocean circulation features can also
contribute to the observed trends in temperature and salinity, as discussed in Section 3.2. Density decreased throughout most of the upper
2000 m of the global ocean (middle column of Figure 3.9). The decrease
in near-surface density (hence increase in stratification) is largest in the
Pacific, where warming and freshening both act to reduce density, and
smallest in the Atlantic where the salinity and temperature trends have
opposite effects on density.
The remainder of this section focuses on evidence of change in globally
relevant intermediate, deep and bottom water masses.

3.5.2

Intermediate Waters

3.5.2.1 North Pacific Intermediate Water
The North Pacific Intermediate Water (NPIW) has freshened over
the last two decades (Wong et al., 1999; Nakano et al., 2007; Figure
3.9g) and has warmed since the 1950s, as reported in AR4, Chapter 5.
NPIW in the northwestern North Pacific warmed by 0.5°C from 1955
to 2004 and is now entering the subtropics at lower density; oxygen
concentrations in the NPIW have declined, indicating weaker ventilation (Nakanowatari et al., 2007; Kouketsu et al., 2010). The strongest
trends are in the Sea of Okhotsk, where NPIW is formed, and have
been tentatively linked to increased air temperature and decreased
sea-ice extent in winter (Nakanowatari et al., 2007; Figure 3.9i).

3.5.2.2 Antarctic Intermediate Water
In AR4, Chapter 5, Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) was reported
to have warmed and freshened since the 1960s (Figure 3.9). In most
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recent studies, usually—but not always—a dipole pattern was found:
on isopycnals denser than the AAIW salinity minimum, a warming and
salinification was observed and on isopycnals lighter than the AAIW
salinity minimum, a cooling and freshening trend (Böning et al., 2008;
Durack and Wijffels, 2010; Helm et al., 2010; McCarthy et al., 2011).
The salinity minimum core of the AAIW also underwent changes consistent with these patterns on isopycnals: In 1970–2009, south of 30°S,
the AAIW salinity minimum core showed a strong, large-scale shoaling (30 to 50 dbar per decade) and warming (0.05°C to 0.15°C per
decade), leading to lighter densities (up to 0.03 kg m–3 per decade),
while the salinity trends varied regionally. A long-term freshening of
the AAIW core is found in the southwest Atlantic, southeast Pacific,
and south-central Indian oceans, with salinification south of Africa
and Australia. All trends were strongest close to the AAIW formation
latitude just north of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Schmidtko and
Johnson, 2012).
Both an increase in precipitation—evaporation and poleward migration of density surfaces caused by warming have likely contributed
to the observed trends (Section 3.3; Böning et al., 2008; Durack and
Wijffels, 2010; Helm et al., 2010; McCarthy et al., 2011). Changes in
AAIW properties in particular locations have also been linked to other
processes, including exchange between the Indian and Atlantic basins
(McCarthy et al., 2011) and changes in surface forcing related to modes
of climate variability like ENSO and the SAM (Garabato et al., 2009).
Whether these changes in properties also affected the formation rates
of AAIW cannot be assessed from the available observations.

3.5.3

Deep and Bottom Waters

Deep and bottom layers of the ocean are supplied by roughly equal
volumes of dense water sinking in the northern North Atlantic (Lower
North Atlantic Deep Water, LNADW) and around Antarctica (Antarctic
Bottom Water, AABW) (FAQ 3.1, Figure 1).

3.5.3.1 Upper North Atlantic Deep Water
Upper North Atlantic Deep Water (UNADW) is formed by deep convection in the Labrador Sea between Canada and Greenland, so is also
known as Labrador Sea Water (LSW). It is the shallowest component of
the NADW, located above the overflow water masses that supply the
Lower North Atlantic Deep Water (LNADW). AR4 Chapter 5 assessed
the variability in water mass properties of LSW from the 1950s. Recent
studies have confirmed the large interannual-to-multi-decadeal variability of LSW properties and provided new information on variability
in formation rates and the impact on heat and carbon (Section 3.8.1)
uptake by the deep ocean.
During the 1970s and 1980s and especially the 1990s the UNADW has
been cold and fresh. In Figure 3.9A it is the strong freshening signal
from the 1960s to the 1990s that dominates the trend. This freshening trend reversed in the late 1990s (Boyer et al., 2007; Holliday et
al., 2008; see Section 3.3.3.2). Estimates of the LSW formation rate3
decreased from about 7.6 to 8.9 Sv in 1997–1999 (Kieke et al., 2006) to
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roughly 0.5 Sv in 2003–2005 (Rhein et al., 2011), and since 1997, only
less dense LSW was formed compared to the high NAO years before.
There is, however, evidence that formation of denser LSW occurred in
2008 (Våge et al., 2009; Yashayaev and Loder, 2009), but not in the
following years (Yashayaev and Loder, 2009; Rhein et al., 2011).
The strong variability in the formation of UNADW affected significantly
the heat transfer into the deep North Atlantic (Mauritzen et al., 2012).
Substantial heat entered the deep North Atlantic during the low NAO
years of the 1960s, when salinity was large enough to compensate for
the high temperatures, and dense LSW was still formed and exported
to the subtropics.

3.5.3.2 Lower North Atlantic Deep Water
Dense waters overflowing the sills between Greenland and Scotland
supply the Lower North Atlantic Deep Water (LNADW). Both overflows
freshened from the mid-1960s to the mid-1990s (Dickson et al., 2008).
The salinity of the Faroe Bank overflow increased by 0.015 to 0.02
from 1997 to 2004, implying a density increase on the order of 0.01
kg m–3 (Hansen and Osterhus, 2007). The other main overflow, through
Denmark Strait, shows large interannual variability in temperature
and salinity, but no trends for the time period 1996–2011 (Jochumsen et al., 2012). Observations of the transport of the dense overflows
are dominated by short-term variability and there is no evidence of
a trend in the short time series available (see Section 3.6). As both
overflow components descend into the North Atlantic, they entrain
substantial amounts of ambient subpolar waters to create LNADW. As
a whole, the LNADW in the North Atlantic cooled from the 1950s to
2005 (Mauritzen et al., 2012), a signal thus stemming primarily from
the entrained waters, possibly an adjustment from an unusually warm
period observed in the 1920s and 1930s (Drinkwater, 2006).

3.5.3.3 Antarctic Bottom Water
The Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) has warmed since the 1980s
or 1990s, most noticeably near Antarctica (Aoki et al., 2005; Rintoul,
2007; Johnson et al., 2008a; Purkey and Johnson, 2010; Kouketsu et
al., 2011), but with warming detectable into the North Pacific and
North Atlantic Oceans (Johnson et al., 2008b; Kawano et al., 2010). The
warming of AABW between the 1990s and 2000s contributed to global
ocean heat uptake (Section 3.2). The global volume of the AABW layer
decreased by 8.2 [5.6 to 10.8] Sv during the last two decades (Johnson et al., 2008b; Mauritzen et al., 2012; Purkey and Johnson, 2012),
making it more likely than not that at least the export rate of AABW
from the Southern Ocean declined during this period.
The sources of AABW in the Indian and Pacific sectors of the Southern
Ocean have freshened in recent decades. The strongest signal (0.03
per decade, between 1970 and 2008) is observed in the Ross Sea and
has been linked to inflow of glacial melt water from the Amundsen
and Bellingshausen Seas (Shepherd et al., 2004; Rignot et al., 2008;
Jacobs and Giulivi, 2010). Freshening has been observed in AABW
since the 1970s in the Indian sector (Rintoul, 2007) and between the

The formation rate of a water mass is the volume of water per year that is transformed into the density range of this water mass by surface processes (for instance cooling),
eventually modified through ocean interior processes (for instance mixing). Formation rates are reported in Sverdrups (Sv). 1 Sv equals 106 m3 s–1.
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In the Weddell Sea (the primary source of AABW in the Atlantic), a
contraction of the bottom water mass was observed between 1984
and 2008 at the Prime Meridian, accompanied by warming of about
0.015°C, and by salinity variability on a multi-annual time scale. Transient tracer observations between 1984 and 2011 confirmed that the
AABW there has become less well ventilated over that time period. The
changes in the AABW, however, seem to be caused by the much stronger trends observed in the Warm Deep Water, as WDW is entrained into
the AABW while sinking to the bottom, and not by changes in the
AABW formation rate (Huhn et al., 2008; Huhn et al., 2013).

3.5.4

27

1990s and 2000s in the Pacific sector (Swift and Orsi, 2012; Purkey
and Johnson, 2013).
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Figure 3.9 | Upper 2000 dbar zonally-averaged linear trend (1950 to 2000) (colours with white contours) of salinity changes (column 1, PSS-78 per 50 yr), neutral density changes
(column 2, kg m-3 per 50 yr), and potential temperature changes (column 3, °C per 50 yr), for the Atlantic Ocean (ATL) in row 1, Indian Ocean (IND), row 2, Pacific Ocean (PAC),
row 3, and global ocean (GLO) in row 4. Mean fields are shown as black lines (salinity: thick black contours 0.5 PSS-78, thin contours 0.25 PSS-78; neutral density: thick black
contours 1.0 kg m-3, thin contours 0.25 kg m-3; potential temperature: thick black contours 5.0°C, thin contours 2.5°C). Trends are calculated on pressure surfaces (1 dbar pressure
is approximately equal to 1 m in depth). Regions where the resolved linear trend is not significant at the 90% confidence level are stippled in grey. Salinity results are republished
from Durack and Wijffels (2010) with the unpublished temperature and density results from that study also presented.
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From 1950 to 2000, it is likely that subtropical salinity maximum waters
have become more saline, while fresh intermediate waters formed at
higher latitudes have generally become fresher. In the extratropical
North Atlantic, it is very likely that the temperature, salinity, and
formation rate of the UNADW is dominated by strong decadal
variability related to NAO. It is likely that LNADW has cooled from 1955
to 2005. It is likely that the abyssal layer ventilated by AABW warmed
over much of the globe since the 1980s or 1990s respectively, and the
volume of cold AABW has been reduced over this time period.

3.6

Changes in Ocean Circulation

3.6.1

Global Observations of Ocean Circulation
Variability

The present-day ocean observing system includes global observations of velocity made at the sea surface by the Global Drifter Program (Dohan et al., 2010), and at 1000 m depth by the Argo Program
(Freeland et al., 2010). In addition, Argo observes the geostrophic
shear between 2000 m and the sea surface. These two recently implemented observing systems, if sustained, will continue to document
the large-spatial scale, long-time-scale variability of circulation in the
upper ocean. The drifter program achieved its target of 1250 drifters in
2005, and Argo its target of 3000 floats in 2007.
Historically, global measurements of ocean circulation are much sparser, so estimates of decadal and longer-term changes in circulation are
very limited. Since 1992, high-precision satellite altimetry has measured the time variations in sea surface height (SSH), whose horizontal
gradients are proportional to the surface geostrophic velocity. In addition, a single global top-to-bottom hydrographic survey was carried
out by the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE), mostly during
1991–1997, measuring geostrophic shear as well as velocity from middepth floats and from lowered acoustic Doppler current profilers. A
subset of WOCE and pre-WOCE transects is being repeated at 5- to
10-year intervals (Hood et al., 2010).
Ocean circulation studies in relation to climate have focused on variability in the wind-driven gyres (Section 3.6.2) and changes in the
meridional overturning circulations (MOCs, Sections 3.6.3 and 3.6.4)

influenced by buoyancy loss and water-mass formation as well as wind
forcing. The MOCs are responsible for much of the ocean’s capacity
to carry excess heat from the tropics to middle latitudes, and also are
important in the ocean’s sequestration of carbon. The connections
between ocean basins (Section 3.6.5) have also been subject to study
because of the significance of inter-basin exchanges in wind-driven
and thermohaline variability, and also because these can be logistically
advantageous regions for measurement (“chokepoints”). An assessment is now possible of the recent mean and the changes in global
geostrophic circulation over the previous decade (Figure 3.10, and discussion in Section 3.6.2). In general, changes in the slope of SSH across
ocean basins indicate changes in the major gyres and the interior
component of MOCs. Changes occurring in high gradient regions such
as the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) may indicate shifts in the
location of those currents. In the following, the best-studied and most
significant aspects of circulation variability and change are assessed
including wind-driven circulation in the Pacific, the Atlantic and Antarctic MOCs, and selected interbasin exchanges.

3.6.2

Wind-Driven Circulation Variability in the
Pacific Ocean

The Pacific covers over half of the global ocean area and its wind-
driven variability is of interest both for its consistency with wind stress
observations and for potential air–sea feedbacks that could influence
climate. Changes in Pacific Ocean circulation since the early 1990s to
the present, from the subarctic gyre to the southern ocean, observed
with satellite ocean data and in situ ocean measurements, are in good
agreement and consistent with the expected dynamical response to
observed changes in wind stress forcing.
The subarctic gyre in the North Pacific poleward of 40°N consists of the
Alaska Gyre to the east and the Western Subarctic Gyre (WSG). Since
1993, the cyclonic Alaska Gyre has intensified while decreasing in size.
The shrinking is seen in the northward shift of the North Pacific Current

(cm per decade)

Recent studies showed that the warming of the upper ocean (Section
3.2.2) very likely affects properties of water masses in the interior, in
direct and indirect ways. Transport of SST and SSS anomalies caused
by changes in surface heat and freshwater fluxes are brought into the
ocean’s interior by contact with the surface ocean (Sections 3.2 and
3.3). Vertical and horizontal displacements of isopycnals due to surface
warming could change salinity and temperature (Section 3.3). Circulation changes (Section 3.6) could also change salinity by shifting the
outcrop area of this isopycnal in regions with higher (or lower) E – P.
Properties of several deep and bottom water masses are the product of
near surface processes and significant mixing or entrainment of other
ambient water masses (Section 3.5). Changes in the properties of the
entrained or admixed water mass could dominate the observed deep
and bottom water mass changes, for instance, in the LNADW and the
AABW in the Weddell Sea.
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Figure 3.10 | Mean steric height of the sea surface relative to 2000 decibars (black
contours at 10-cm intervals) shows the pattern of geostrophic flow for the Argo era
(2004–2012) based on Argo profile data, updated from Roemmich and Gilson (2009).
The sea surface height (SSH) trend (cm per decade, colour shading) for the period
1993–2011 is based on the AVISO altimetry “reference” product (Ducet et al., 2000).
Spatial gradients in the SSH trend, divided by the (latitude-dependant) Coriolis parameter, are proportional to changes in surface geostrophic velocity. For display, the mean
steric height contours and SSH trends are spatially smoothed over 5° longitude and 3°
latitude.
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(NPC, the high gradient region centred about 40°N in Figure 3.10) and
has been described using the satellite altimeter, XBT/hydrography, and,
more recently, Argo profiling float data (Douglass et al., 2006; Cummins and Freeland, 2007). A similar 20-year trend is detected in the
WSG, with the northern WSG in the Bering Sea having intensified while
the southern WSG south of the Aleutian Islands has weakened. These
decadal changes are attributable to strengthening and northward
expansion of the Pacific High and Aleutian Low atmospheric pressure
systems over the subarctic North Pacific Ocean (Carton et al., 2005).

3

The subtropical gyre in the North Pacific also expanded along its
southern boundary over the past two decades. The North Equatorial
Current (NEC) shifted southward along the 137°E meridian (Qiu and
Chen, 2012; also note the SSH increase east of the Philippines in Figure
3.10 indicating the southward shift). The NEC’s bifurcation latitude
along the Philippine coast migrated southward from a mean latitude
of 13°N in the early 1990s to 11°N in the late 2000s (Qiu and Chen,
2010). These changes are due to a recent strengthening of the Walker
circulation generating a positive wind stress curl anomaly (Tanaka et
al., 2004; Mitas and Clement, 2005). The enhanced regional sea level
rise, >10 mm yr–1 in the western tropical North Pacific Ocean (Timmermann et al., 2010, Figure 3.10), is indicative of the changes in ocean
circulation. The 20-year time-scale expansion of the North Pacific subtropical gyre has high confidence owing to the good agreement seen
in satellite altimetry, subsurface ocean data and wind stress changes.
This sea level increase in the western tropical Pacific also indicates a
strengthening of the equatorward geostrophic limb of the subtropical
cells. However, the 20-year increase reversed a longer term weakening
of the subtropical cells (Feng et al., 2010), illustrating the high difficulty
of separating secular trends from multi-decadal variability.
Variability in the mid-latitude South Pacific over the past two decades
is characterized by a broad increase in SSH in the 35°S to 50°S band
and a lesser increase south of 50°S along the path of the ACC (Figure
3.10). These SSH fluctuations are induced by the intensification in the
SH westerlies (i.e., the SAM; see also Section 3.4.4), generating positive
and negative wind stress curl anomalies north and south of 50°S. In
response, the southern limb of the South Pacific subtropical gyre has
intensified in the past two decades (Cai, 2006; Qiu and Chen, 2006;
Roemmich et al., 2007) along with a southward expansion of the East
Australian Current (EAC) into the Tasman Sea (Hill et al., 2008). The
intensification in the South Pacific gyre extends to a greater depth
(>1800 m) than that in the North Pacific gyre (Roemmich and Gilson,
2009). As in the north, the 20-year changes in the South Pacific are
seen with high confidence as they occur consistently in multiple lines
of medium and high-quality data. Multiple linear regression analysis of
the 20-year Pacific SSH field (Zhang and Church, 2012) indicated that
interannual and decadal modes explain part of the circulation variability seen in SSH gradients, and once the aliasing by these modes is
removed, the SSH trends are weaker and more spatially uniform than
in a single variable trend analysis.
The strengthening of SH westerlies is a multi-decadal signal, as seen in
SLP difference between middle and high southern latitudes from 1949
to 2009 (Gillett and Stott, 2009; also Section 3.4.4). The multi-decadal
warming in the Southern Ocean (e.g., Figure 3.1, and Gille, 2008, for
the past 50 to 70 years) is consistent with a poleward displacement of
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the ACC and the southern limb of the subtropical gyres, by about 1°
of latitude per 40 years (Gille, 2008). The warming and corresponding
sea level rise signals are not confined to the South Pacific, but are seen
globally in zonal mean fields (e.g., at 40°S to 50°S in Figures 3.9 I and
3.10). Alory et al. (2007) describe the broad warming consistent with a
southward shift of the ACC in the South Indian Ocean. In the Atlantic,
a southward trend in the location of the Brazil-Malvinas confluence (at
around 39°S) is described from surface drifters and altimetry by Lumpkin and Garzoli (2011), and in the location of the Brazil Current separation point from SST and altimetry by Goni et al. (2011). Enhanced
surface warming and poleward displacement, globally, of the western
boundary currents is described by Wu et al. (2012).
Changes in Pacific Ocean circulation over the past two decades since
1993, observed with medium to high confidence, include intensification of the North Pacific subpolar gyre, the South Pacific subtropical
gyre, and the subtropical cells, plus expansion of the North Pacific subtropical gyre and a southward shift of the ACC. It is likely that these
wind-driven changes are predominantly due to interannual-to-decadal
variability, and in the case of the subtropical cells represent reversal
of earlier multi-decadal change. Sustained time series of wind stress
forcing and ocean circulation will permit increased skill in separating
interannual and decadal variability from long-term trends (e.g., Zhang
and Church, 2012).

3.6.3

The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation

The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) consists
of an upper limb with net northward transport between the surface
and approximately 1200 m depth, and a lower limb of denser, colder,
fresher waters returning southward between 1200 m and 5000 m. The
AMOC is responsible for most of the meridional transport of heat and
carbon by the mid-latitude NH ocean and associated with the production of about half of the global ocean’s deep waters in the northern
North Atlantic. Coupled climate models find that a slowdown of the
AMOC in the next decades is very likely, though with uncertain magnitude (Section 11.3.3.3). Observations of the AMOC are directed toward
detecting possible long-term changes in its amplitude, its northward
energy transport, and in the ocean’s capacity to absorb excess heat
and greenhouse gases, as well as characterizing short-term variability
and its relationship to changes in forcing.
Presently, variability in the full AMOC and meridional heat flux are
being estimated on the basis of direct observations at 26.5°N by the
RAPID/MOCHA array (Cunningham et al., 2007; Kanzow et al., 2007;
Johns et al., 2011). The array showed a mean AMOC magnitude of 18
± 1.0 Sv (±1 standard deviation of annual means) between April 2004
and April 2009, with 10-day values ranging from 3 to 32 Sv (McCarthy
et al., 2012). Earlier estimates of AMOC strength from five shipboard
expeditions over 47 years at 24°N (Bryden et al., 2005) were in the
range of variability seen by RAPID/MOCHA. For the 1-year period 1
April 2009 to 31 March 2010, the AMOC mean strength decreased
to 12.8 Sv. This decrease was manifest in a shift of southward interior transport from the deep layers to the upper 1000 m. Although the
AMOC weakening in 2009/2010 was large, it subsequently rebounded
and with the large year-to-year changes no trend is detected in the
updated time-series (Figure 3.11b).
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Figure 3.11 | (a) Volume transport in Sverdrups (Sv; where 1 Sv = 106 m3 s–1) of the Florida Current between Florida and the Bahamas, from dropsonde measurements (symbols)
and cable voltages (continuous line), extending the time-series shown in Meinen et al. (2010) (b) Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) transport estimates (Sv): 1.
RAPID/MOCHA (Rapid Climate Change programme / Meridional Ocean Circulation and Heatflux Array) at 26.5°N (red). The array monitors the top-to-bottom Atlantic wide circulation, ensuring a closed mass balance across the section, and hence a direct measure of the upper and lower limbs of the AMOC. 2. 41°N (black): An index of maximum AMOC
strength from Argo float measurements in the upper 2000 m only, combined with satellite altimeter data. The lower limb is not measured. 3. Meridional Overturning Variability
Experiment (MOVE) at 16°N (blue) measuring transport of North Atlantic Deep Water in the lower limb of the AMOC between 1100 m and 4800 m depth between the Caribbean
and the mid-Atlantic Ridge. This transport is thought to be representative of maximum MOC variability based on model validation experiments. The temporal resolution of the three
time series is 10 days for 16°N and 26°N and 1 month for 41°N. The data have been 3-month low-pass filtered. Means and standard deviations for the common period of 2 April
2004 to 1 April 2010 are 17.5 ± 3.8 Sv, 13.8 ± 3.3 Sv and –20.3 ± 4.8 Sv (negative indicating the southward lower limb) for 26.5°N, 41°N and 16°N respectively. The means over
this period are indicated by the horizontal line on each time series.
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Observations targeting one limb of the AMOC include Willis (2010) at
41°N combining velocities from Argo drift trajectories, Argo temperature/salinity profiles, and satellite altimeter data (Figure 3.11b). Here
the upper limb AMOC magnitude is 15.5 Sv ± 2.4 from 2002 to 2009
(Figure 3.11b). This study suggests an increase in the AMOC strength by
about 2.6 Sv from 1993 to 2010, though with low confidence because
it is based on SSH alone in the pre-Argo interval of 1993–2001. At
16°N, geostrophic array-based estimates of the southward transport
of the AMOC’s lower limb, in the depth range 1100 to 4700 m, have
been made continuously since 2000 (Kanzow et al., 2008). These are
the longest continuous measurements of the southward flow of NADW
in the western basin. Whereas the period 2000 to mid-2009 suggested
a downward trend (Send et al., 2011), the updated time series (Figure
3.11b) has no apparent trend. In the South Atlantic at 35°S, estimates
of the AMOC upper limb were made using 27 high-resolution XBT transects (2002–2011) and Argo float data (Garzoli et al., 2013). The upperlimb AMOC magnitude was 18.1 Sv ± 2.3 (1 standard deviation based
on cruise values), consistent with the NH estimates.

3

The continuous AMOC estimates at 16°N, 26.5°N and 41°N have
time series of length 11, 7, and 9 years respectively (Figure 3.11b). All
show a substantial variability of ~3 to 5 Sv for 3-month low-pass time
series, with a peak-to-peak interannual variability of 5 Sv. The shortness of these time series and the relatively large interannual variability
emerging in them suggests that trend estimates be treated cautiously,
and no trends are seen at 95% confidence in any of the time series.
Continuous time series of AMOC components, longer than those of
the complete system at 26.5°N, have been obtained using moored
instrumentation. These include the inflow into the Arctic through Fram
Strait (since 1997, Schauer and Beszczynska-Möller, 2009) and through
the Barents Sea (since 1997, Ingvaldsen et al., 2004; Mauritzen et al.,
2011), dense inflows across sills between Greenland and Scotland
(since 1999 and 1995 respectively, Olsen et al., 2008; Jochumsen et
al., 2012) and North Atlantic Deep Water carried southward within the
Deep Western Boundary Current at 53°N (since 1997, Fischer et al.,
2010) and at 39°N (Line W, since 2004, Toole et al., 2011). The longest
time series of observations of ocean transport in the world (dropsonde
and cable voltage measurements in the Florida Straits), extend from
the mid-1960s to the present (Meinen et al., 2010), with small decadal variability of about 1 Sv and no evidence of a multi-decadal trend
(Figure 3.11a). Similarly, none of the other direct, continuous transport
estimates of single components of the AMOC exhibit long-term trends
at 95% significance.
Indirect estimates of the annual average AMOC strength and variability
can be made (Grist et al., 2009; Josey et al., 2009) from diapycnal transports driven by air–sea fluxes (NCEP-NCAR reanalysis fields from 1960
to 2007) or by inverse techniques (Lumpkin and Speer, 2007). Decadal
fluctuations of up to 2 Sv are seen, but no trend. Consistent with Grist
et al. (2009), the sea level index of the strength of the AMOC, based on
several coherent western boundary tide gauge records between 39°N
and 43°N at the American coast (Bingham and Hughes, 2009) shows
no long-term trend from 1960 to 2007.
In summary, measurements of the AMOC and of circulation elements
contributing to it, at various latitudes and covering different time
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periods, agree that the range of interannual variability is 5 Sv (Figure
3.11b). These estimates do not have trends, in either the subtropical or
the subpolar gyre. However, the observational record of AMOC variability is short, and there is insufficient evidence to support a finding of
change in the transport of the AMOC.

3.6.4

The Antarctic Meridional Overturning Circulation

Sinking of AABW near Antarctica supplies about half of the deep and
abyssal waters in the global ocean (Orsi et al., 1999). AABW spreads
northward as part of the global overturning circulation and ventilates
the bottom-most portions of much of the ocean. Observed widespread
warming of AABW in recent decades (Section 3.5.4) implies a concomitant reduction in its northward spread. Reductions of 1 to 4 Sv
in northward transports of AABW across 24°N have been estimated
by geostrophic calculations using repeat oceanographic section data
between 1981 and 2010 in the North Atlantic Ocean (Johnson et al.,
2008b; Frajka-Williams et al., 2011) and between 1985 and 2005 in
the North Pacific (Kouketsu et al., 2009). A global full-depth ocean data
assimilation study shows a reduction of northward AABW flow across
35°S of >2 Sv in the South Pacific starting around 1985 and >1 Sv in
the western South Atlantic since around 1975 (Kouketsu et al., 2011).
This reduction is consistent with the contraction in volume of AABW
(Purkey and Johnson, 2012) discussed in Section 3.5.4.
Several model studies have suggested that changes in wind stress over
the Southern Ocean (Section 3.4) may drive a change in the Southern
Ocean overturning circulation (e.g., Le Quéré et al., 2007). A recent
analysis of changes in chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) concentrations in the
Southern Ocean supports the idea that the overturning cell formed
by upwelling of deep water and sinking of intermediate waters has
slowed, but does not quantify the change in transport (Waugh et al.,
2013).

3.6.5

Water Exchange Between Ocean Basins

3.6.5.1 The Indonesian Throughflow
The transport of water from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean via the
Indonesian archipelago is the only low-latitude exchange between
oceans, and is significant because it is a fluctuating sink/source for
very warm tropical water in the two oceans. The Indonesian Throughflow (ITF) transport has been estimated from hydrographic and XBT
transects between Australia and Indonesia, and as a synthesis of these
together with satellite altimetry, wind stress, and other data (Wunsch,
2010), and from moorings in the principal Indonesian passages. The
most comprehensive observations were obtained in 2004–2006 in
three passages by the INSTANT mooring array (Sprintall et al., 2009),
and show a westward transport of 15.0 (±4) Sv. For the main passage, Makassar Strait, Susanto et al. (2012) find 13.3 (±3.6) Sv in the
period 2004–2009, with small year-to-year differences. On a longer
time scale, the Wunsch (2010) estimate for 1992–2007 was 11.5 Sv
(±2.4) westward, and thus consistent with INSTANT. Wainwright et al.
(2008) analyzed data between Australia and Indonesia beginning in
the early 1950s, and found a change in the slope of the thermocline
for data before and after 1976, indicating a decrease in geostrophic
transport by 23%, consistent with a weakening of the tradewinds (e.g.,
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Vecchi et al. (2006), who described a downward trend in the Walker circulation since the late 19th century). Other transport estimates based
on the IX1 transect show correlation with ENSO variability (Potemra
and Schneider, 2007) and no significant trend for the period since 1984
having continuous sampling along IX1 (Sprintall et al., 2002). Overall,
the limited evidence provides low confidence that a trend in ITF transport has been observed.

3.6.5.2 The Antarctic Circumpolar Current
There is medium confidence that the westerly winds in the Southern
Ocean have increased since the early 1980s (Section 3.4.4), associated
with a positive trend in the SAM (Marshall, 2003); also see Sections
3.4.4 and 3.6.3). Although a few observational studies have found
evidence for correlation between SAM and ACC transport on subseasonal to interannual scales (e.g., Hughes et al., 2003; Meredith et al.,
2004), there is no significant observational evidence of an increase in
ACC transport associated with the multi-decadal trend in wind forcing
over the Southern Ocean. Repeat hydrographic sections spread unevenly over 35 years in Drake Passage (e.g., Cunningham et al., 2003;
Koshlyakov et al., 2007, 2011; Gladyshev et al., 2008), south of Africa
(Swart et al., 2008) and south of Australia (Rintoul et al., 2002) reveal
moderate variability but no significant trends in these sparse and discontinuous records. A comparison of recent Argo data and a long-term
climatology showed that the slope of density surfaces (hence baroclinic
transport) associated with the ACC had not changed in recent decades
(Böning et al., 2008). Eddy-resolving models suggest the ACC transport is relatively insensitive to trends in wind forcing, consistent with
the ACC being in an “eddy-saturated” state where increases in wind
forcing are compensated by changes in the eddy field (Hallberg and
Gnanadesikan, 2006; Farneti et al., 2010; Spence et al., 2010). While
there is limited evidence for (or against) multi-decadal changes in
transport of the ACC, observations of changes in temperature, salinity
and SSH indicate the current system has shifted poleward (medium
confidence) (Böning et al., 2008; Gille, 2008; Morrow et al., 2008; Sokolov and Rintoul, 2009; Kazmin, 2012).

3.6.5.3 North Atlantic/Nordic Seas Exchange
There is no observational evidence of changes during the past two
decades in the flow across the Greenland–Scotland Ridge, which connects the North Atlantic with the Norwegian and Greenland Seas.
Direct current measurements since the mid-1990s have not shown
any significant trends in volume transport for any of the three inflow
branches (Østerhus et al., 2005; Hansen et al., 2010; Mauritzen et al.,
2011; Jónsson and Valdimarsson, 2012).
The two primary pathways for the deep southward overflows across
the Greenland–Scotland Ridge are the Denmark Strait and Faroe
Bank Channel. Moored measurements of the Denmark Strait overflow
demonstrate significant interannual transport variations (Macrander
et al., 2005; Jochumsen et al., 2012), but the time series is not long
enough to detect a multi-decadal trend. Similarly, a 10-year time series
of moored measurements in the Faroe Bank channel (Olsen et al.,
2008) does not show a trend in transport.
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3.6.6

Conclusions

Recent observations have greatly increased the knowledge of the
amplitude of variability in major ocean circulation systems on time
scales from years to decades. It is very likely that the subtropical gyres
in the North Pacific and South Pacific have expanded and strengthened since 1993, but it is about as likely as not that this reflects a
decadal oscillation linked to changes in wind forcing, including changes in winds associated with the modes of climate variability. There is
no evidence for a long-term trend in the AMOC amplitude, based on
a decade of continuous observations plus several decades of sparse
hydrographic transects, or in the longer records of components of the
AMOC such as the Florida Current (since 1965), although there are
large interannual fluctuations. Nor is there evidence of a trend in the
transports of the ITF (over about 20 years), the ACC (about 30 years
sparsely sampled), or between the Atlantic and Nordic Seas (about 20
years). Given the short duration of direct measurements of ocean circulation, we have very low confidence that multi-decadal trends can
be separated from decadal variability.

3.7

Sea Level Change, Including Extremes

3.7.1

Introduction and Overview of Sea Level
Measurements

3

Sea level varies as the ocean warms or cools, as water is transferred
between the ocean and continents, between the ocean and ice sheets,
and as water is redistributed within the ocean due to the tides and
changes in the oceanic and atmospheric circulation. Sea level can rise
or fall on time scales ranging from hours to centuries, spatial scales
from <1 km to global, and with height changes from a few millimeters
to a meter or more (due to tides). Sea level integrates and reflects
multiple climatic and dynamical signals. Measurements of sea level are
the longest-running ocean observation system. This section assesses
interannual and longer variations in non-tidal sea level from the instrumented period (late 18th century to the present). Sections 4.3.3 and
4.4.2 assess contributions of glaciers and ice sheets to sea level, Section 5.6 assess reconstructions of sea level from the geological record,
Section 10.4.3 assesses detection and attribution of human influences
on sea level change, and Chapter 13 synthesizes results and assesses
projections of sea level change.
The sea level observing system has evolved over time. There are intermittent records of sea level at four sites in Northern Europe starting
in the 1700s. By the late 1800s, there were more tide gauges being
operated in Northern Europe, on both North American coasts, and in
Australia and New Zealand in the SH (Appendix 3.A). Tide gauges
began to be placed on islands far from continental coasts starting in
the early 20th century, but a majority of deep-ocean islands did not
have an operating tide gauge suitable for climate studies until the
early 1970s.
Tide gauge records measure the combined effect of ocean volume
change and vertical land motion (VLM). For detecting climate related
variability of the ocean volume, the VLM signal must be removed. One
component that can be accounted for to a certain extent is the VLM
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Tide gauges and satellite altimetry measure the combined effect of
ocean warming and mass changes on ocean volume. Although variations in the density related to upper-ocean salinity changes cause
regional changes in sea level, when globally averaged their effect on
sea level rise is an order of magnitude or more smaller than thermal
effects (Lowe and Gregory, 2006). The thermal contribution to sea level
can be calculated from in situ temperature measurements (Section
3.2). It has only been possible to directly measure the mass component of sea level since the launch of the Gravity Recovery and Climate
Experiment (GRACE) in 2002 (Chambers et al., 2004). Before that, estimates were based either on estimates of glacier and ice sheet mass
losses or using residuals between sea level measured by altimetry or
tide gauges and estimates of the thermosteric component (e.g., Willis
et al., 2004; Domingues et al., 2008), which allowed for the estimation of seasonal and interannual variations as well. GIA also causes a
gravitational signal in GRACE data that must be removed in order to
determine present-day mass changes; this correction is of the same
order of magnitude as the expected trend and is still uncertain at the
30% level (Chambers et al., 2010).

3.7.2

Trends in Global Mean Sea Level and Components

Tide gauges with the longest nearly continuous records of sea
level show increasing sea level over the 20th century (Figure 3.12;
Woodworth et al., 2009; Mitchum et al., 2010). There are, however,
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Satellite radar altimeters in the 1970s and 1980s made the first nearly
global observations of sea level, but these early measurements were
highly uncertain and of short duration. The first precise record began
with the launch of TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P) in 1992. This satellite and its
successors (Jason-1, Jason-2) have provided continuous measurements
of sea level variability at 10-day intervals between approximately ±66°
latitude. Additional altimeters in different orbits (ERS-1, ERS-2, Envisat, Geosat Follow-on) have allowed for measurements up to ±82°
latitude and at different temporal sampling (3 to 35 days), although
these measurements are not as accurate as those from the T/P and
Jason satellites. Unlike tide gauges, altimetry measures sea level relative to a geodetic reference frame (classically a reference ellipsoid that
coincides with the mean shape of the Earth, defined within a globally
realized terrestrial reference frame) and thus will not be affected by
VLM, although a small correction that depends on the area covered by
the satellite (~0.3 mm yr–1) must be added to account for the change in
location of the ocean bottom due to GIA relative to the reference frame
of the satellite (Peltier, 2001; see also Section 13.1.2).

significant interannual and decadal-scale fluctuations about the average rate of sea level rise in all records. Different approaches have been
used to compute the mean rate of 20th century global mean sea level
(GMSL) rise from the available tide gauge data: computing average
rates from only very long, nearly continuous records (Douglas, 2001;
Holgate, 2007); using more numerous but shorter records and filters to
separate nonlinear trends from decadal-scale quasi-periodic variability
(Jevrejeva et al., 2006, 2008); neural network methods (Wenzel and
Schroeter, 2010); computing regional sea level for specific basins then
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associated with glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) (Peltier, 2001). In
some areas, however, VLM from tectonic activity, groundwater mining,
or hydrocarbon extraction is greater than GIA (e.g., Wöppelmann et
al., 2009; King et al., 2012); these effects can be reduced by selecting
gauges with no known tectonic or subsidence issues (e.g., Douglas,
2001) or by selecting gauges where GIA models have small differences
(Spada and Galassi, 2012). More recently, Global Positioning System
(GPS) receivers have been installed at tide gauge sites to measure VLM
as directly as possible (e.g., Wöppelmann et al., 2009; King et al., 2012).
However, these measurements of VLM are only available since the late
1990s at the earliest, and either have to be extrapolated into the past to
apply to older records, or used to identify sites without extensive VLM.
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Figure 3.12 | 3-year running mean sea level anomalies (in millimeters) relative to
1900–1905 from long tide gauge records representing each ocean basin from the
Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL) (http://www.psmsl.org), obtained May
2011. Data have been corrected for Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA) (Peltier, 2004),
using values available from http://www.psmsl.org/train_and_info/geo_signals/gia/peltier/. Error bars reflect the 5 to 95% confidence interval, based on the residual monthly
variability about the 3-year running mean.
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Figure 3.13 | Global mean sea level anomalies (in mm) from the different measuring systems as they have evolved in time, plotted relative to 5-year mean values that start at (a)
1900, (b) 1993, (c) 1970 and (d) 2005. (a) Yearly average GMSL reconstructed from tide gauges (1900–2010) by three different approaches (Jevrejeva et al., 2008; Church and
White, 2011; Ray and Douglas, 2011). (b) GMSL (1993–2010) from tide gauges and altimetry (Nerem et al., 2010) with seasonal variations removed and smoothed with a 60-day
running mean. (c) GMSL (1970–2010) from tide gauges along with the thermosteric component to 700 m (3-year running mean) estimated from in situ temperature profiles
(updated from Domingues et al., 2008). (d) The GMSL (nonseasonal) from altimetry and that computed from the mass component (GRACE) and steric component (Argo) from 2005
to 2010 (Leuliette and Willis, 2011), all with a 3-month running mean filter. All uncertainty bars are one standard error as reported by the authors. The thermosteric component is
just a portion of total sea level, and is not expected to agree with total sea level.

averaging (Jevrejeva et al., 2006, 2008; Merrifield et al., 2009; Wöppelmann et al., 2009); or projecting tide gauge records onto empirical
orthogonal functions (EOFs) computed from modern altimetry (Church
et al., 2004; Church and White, 2011; Ray and Douglas, 2011) or EOFs
from ocean models (Llovel et al., 2009; Meyssignac et al., 2012). Different approaches show very similar long-term trends, but noticeably
different interannual and decadal-scale variability (Figure 3.13a). Only
the time series from Church and White (2011) extends to 2010, so it is
used in the assessment of rates of sea level rise. The rate from 1901 to
2010 is 1.7 [1.5 to 1.9] mm yr–1 (Table 3.1), which is unchanged from
the value in AR4. Rates computed using alternative approaches over
the longest common interval (1900–2003) agree with this estimate
within the uncertainty.
Since AR4, significant progress has been made in quantifying the uncertainty in GMSL associated with unknown VLM and uncertainty in GIA
models. Differences between rates of GMSL rise computed with and
without VLM from GPS are smaller than the estimated u ncertainties
(Merrifield et al., 2009; Wöppelmann et al., 2009). Use of different GIA

models to correct tide gauge measurements results in differences less
than 0.2 mm yr–1 (one standard error), and rates of GMSL rise computed from uncorrected tide gauges differ from rates computed from
GIA-corrected gauges by only 0.4 mm yr–1 (Spada and Galassi, 2012),
again within uncertainty estimates. This agreement gives increased
confidence that the 20th century rate of GMSL rise is not biased high
due to unmodeled VLM at the gauges.
Satellite altimetry can resolve interannual fluctuations in GMSL better
than tide gauge records because less temporal smoothing is required
(Figure 3.13b). It is clear that deviations from the long-term trend can
exist for periods of several years, especially during El Niño (e.g., 1997–
1998) and La Niña (e.g., 2011) events (Nerem et al., 1999; Boening et
al., 2012; Cazenave et al., 2012). The rate of GMSL rise from 1993–
2010 is 3.2 [2.8 to 3.6] mm yr–1 based on the average of altimeter time
series published by multiple groups (Ablain et al., 2009; Beckley et al.,
2010; Leuliette and Scharroo, 2010; Nerem et al., 2010; Church and
White, 2011; Masters et al., 2012, Figure 3.13). As noted in AR4, this
rate continues to be statistically higher than that for the 20th century
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(Table 3.1). There is high confidence that this change is real and not
an artefact of the different sampling or change in instrumentation,
as the trends estimated over the same period from tide gauges and
altimetry are consistent. Although the rate of GMSL rise has a slightly
lower trend between 2005 and 2010 (Nerem et al., 2010), this variation
is consistent with earlier interannual fluctuations in the record (e.g.,
1993–1997), mostly attributable to El Niño/La Niña cycles (Box 9.2).
At least 15 years of data are required to reduce the impact of interannual variations associated with El Niño or La Niña on estimated trends
(Nerem et al., 1999).

3

Since AR4, estimates of both the thermosteric component and mass
component of GMSL rise have improved, although estimates of the
mass component are possible only since the start of the GRACE measurements in 2002. After correcting for biases in older XBT data [3.2],
the rate of thermosteric sea level rise in the upper 700 m since 1971
is 50% higher than estimates used for AR4 (Domingues et al., 2008;
Wijffels et al., 2008). Because of much sparser upper ocean measurements before 1971, we estimate the trend only since then (Section
3.2). The warming of the upper 700 m from 1971 to 2010 caused an
estimated mean thermosteric rate of rise of 0.6 [0.4 to 0.8] mm yr–1
(90% confidence), which is 30% of the observed rate of GMSL rise
for the same period (Table 3.1; Figure 3.13c). Although still a short
record, more numerous, better distributed, and higher quality profile
measurements from the Argo program are now being used to estimate
the steric component for the upper 700 m as well as for the upper
2000 m (Domingues et al., 2008; Willis et al., 2008, 2010; Cazenave et
al., 2009; Leuliette and Miller, 2009; Leuliette and Willis, 2011; Llovel
et al., 2011; von Schuckmann and Le Traon, 2011; Levitus et al., 2012).
However, these data have been shown to be best suited for global
analyses after 2005 owing to a combination of interannual variability and large biases when using data before 2005 owing to sparser
sampling (Leuliette and Miller, 2009; von Schuckmann and Le Traon,
2011). Comparison of sparse but accurate temperature measurements
from the World Ocean Circulation Experiment in the 1990s with Argo
data from 2006 to 2008 also indicates a significant rise in global thermosteric sea level, although the estimate is uncertain owing to relatively sparse 1990s sampling (Freeland and Gilbert, 2009).
Observations of the contribution to sea level rise from warming below
700 m are still uncertain due to limited historical data, especially in the
Southern Ocean (Section 3.2). Before Argo, they are based on 5-year
averages to 2000 m depth (Levitus et al., 2012). From 1971 to 2010,
the estimated trend for the contribution between 700 m and 2000 m
is 0.1 [0 to 0.2] mm yr–1 (Table 3.1; Levitus et al., 2012). To measure
the contribution of warming below 2000 m, much sparser but very
accurate temperature profiles along repeat hydrographic sections are
utilized (Purkey and Johnson, 2010; Kouketsu et al., 2011). The studies
have found a significant warming trend between 1000 and 4000 m
within and south of the Sub-Antarctic Front (Figure 3.3). The estimated
total contribution of warming below 2000 m to global mean sea level
rise between about 1992 and 2005 is 0.1 [0.0 to 0.2] mm yr–1 (95%
confidence as reported by authors; Purkey and Johnson, 2010).
Detection of the mass component of sea level from the GRACE mission was not assessed in AR4, as the record was too short and there
was still considerable uncertainty in the measurements and corrections
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required. Considerable progress has been made since AR4, and the
mass component of sea level measured by GRACE has been increasing at a rate between 1 and 2 mm yr–1 since 2002 (Willis et al., 2008,
2010; Cazenave et al., 2009; Leuliette and Miller, 2009; Chambers et
al., 2010; Llovel et al., 2010; Leuliette and Willis, 2011). Differences
between studies are due partially to the time periods used to compute trends, as there are significant interannual variations in the mass
component of GMSL (Willis et al., 2008; Chambers et al., 2010; Llovel
et al., 2010; Boening et al., 2012), but also to substantial differences in
GIA corrections applied, of order 1 mm yr–1. Recent evaluations of the
GIA correction have found explanations for the difference (Chambers
et al., 2010; Peltier et al., 2012), but uncertainty of 0.3 mm yr–1 is still
probable. Measurements of sea level from altimetry and the sum of
observed steric and mass components are also consistent at monthly
scales during the time period when Argo data have global distribution (Figure 3.13d), which gives high confidence that the current ocean
observing system is capable of resolving the rate of sea level rise and
its components.

3.7.3

Regional Distribution of Sea Level Change

Large-scale spatial patterns of sea level change are known to high
precision only since 1993, when satellite altimetry became available
(Figure 3.10). These data have shown a persistent pattern of change
since the early 1990s in the Pacific, with rates of rise in the Warm Pool
of the western Pacific up to three times larger than those for GMSL,
while rates over much of the eastern Pacific are near zero or negative (Beckley et al., 2010). The increasing sea level in the Warm Pool
started shortly before the launch of TOPEX/Poseidon (Merrifield, 2011),
and is caused by an intensification of the trade winds (Merrifield and
Maltrud, 2011) since the late 1980s that may be related to the Pacific
Decadal Oscillation (PDO) (Merrifield et al., 2012; Zhang and Church,
2012). The lower rate of sea level rise since 1993 along the western
coast of the United States has also been attributed to changes in the
wind stress curl over the North Pacific associated with the PDO (Bromirski et al., 2011). While global maps can be created using EOF analysis (e.g., Church et al., 2004; Llovel et al., 2009), pre-1993 results are
still uncertain, as the method assumes that the EOFs since 1993 are
capable of representing the patterns in previous decades, and results
may be biased in the middle of the ocean where there are no tide
gauges to constrain the estimate (Ray and Douglas, 2011). Several
studies have examined individual long tide gauge records in the North
Atlantic and found coherent decadal-scale fluctuations along both the
USA east coast (Sturges and Hong, 1995; Hong et al., 2000; Miller and
Douglas, 2007), the European coast (Woodworth et al., 2010; Sturges
and Douglas, 2011; Calafat et al., 2012), and the marginal seas in the
western North Pacific (Marcos et al., 2012), all related to natural climate variability.
There is still considerable uncertainty on how long large-scale patterns of regional sea level change can persist, especially in the Pacific where the majority of tide gauge records are less than 40 years
long. Based on analyses of the longest records in the Atlantic, Indian
and Pacific Oceans (including the available gauges in the Southern
Ocean) there are significant multi-decadal variations in regional sea
level (Holgate, 2007; Woodworth et al., 2009, 2011; Mitchum et al.,
2010; Chambers et al., 2012). Hence local rates of sea level rise can
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The preceding discussion of regional sea level trends has focused on
effects that appear to be related to regional ocean volume change, and
not those due to vertical land motion. As discussed in Section 3.7.1,
vertical land motion can dramatically affect local sea level change.
Some extreme examples of vertical land motion are in Neah Bay,
Washington, where the signal is +3.8 mm yr–1 (uplift from tectonic
activity); Galveston, Texas, where the value is –5.9 mm yr–1 (subsidence from groundwater mining); and Nedre Gavle, Sweden where the
value is +7.1 mm yr–1 (uplift from GIA), all computed from nearby GPS
receivers (Wöppelmann et al., 2009). These areas will all have longterm rates of sea level rise that are significantly higher or lower than
those due to ocean volume change alone, but as these rates are not
related to climate change, they are not discussed here.

3.7.4

Assessment of Evidence for Accelerations
in Sea Level Rise

AR4 concluded that there was “high confidence that the rate of global
sea level rise increased from the 19th to the 20th century” but could
not be certain as to whether the higher rate since 1993 was reflective of
decadal variability or a further increase in the longer-term trend. Since
AR4, there has been considerable effort to quantify the level of decadal
and multi-decadal variability and to detect acceleration in GMSL and
mean sea level at individual tide gauges. It has been clear for some
time that there was a significant increase in the rate of sea level rise
in the four oldest records from Northern Europe starting in the early
to mid-19th century (Ekman, 1988; Woodworth, 1990, 1999; Mitchum
et al., 2010). Estimates of the change in the rate have been computed,
either by comparing trends over 100-year intervals for the Stockholm
site (Ekman, 1988; Woodworth, 1990), or by fitting a quadratic term to
all the long records starting before 1850 (Woodworth, 1990, 1999). The
results are consistent and indicate a significant acceleration that started in the early to mid-19th century (Woodworth, 1990, 1999), although
some have argued it may have started in the late 1700s (Jevrejeva et
al., 2008). The increase in the rate of sea level rise at Stockholm (the
longest record that extends past 1900) has been based on differencing 100-year trends from 1774–1884 and 1885–1985. The estimated
change is 1.0 [0.7 to 1.3] mm yr–1 per century (1 standard error, as calculated by Woodworth, 1990). Although sites in other ocean basins do
show an increased trend after 1860 (e.g., Figure 3.12), it is impossible
to detect a change in the early to mid-1800s in other parts of the ocean
using tide gauge data alone, as there are no observations.
Numerous studies have attempted to quantify if a detectable acceleration has continued into the 20th century, typically by fitting a quadratic
to data at individual tide gauges (Woodworth, 1990; Woodworth et
al., 2009, 2011; Houston and Dean, 2011; Watson, 2011) as well as to
reconstructed time series of GMSL (Church and White, 2006; Jevrejeva
et al., 2008; Church and White, 2011; Rahmstorf and Vermeer, 2011), or
by examining differences in long-term rates computed at different tide
gauges (Sallenger et al., 2012). Woodworth et al. (2011) find significant
quadratic terms at the sites that begin before 1860 (all in the NH).
Other authors using more numerous but significantly shorter records
have found either insignificant or small negative quadratic terms in sea

level around the United States and Australia since 1920 (Houston and
Dean, 2011; Watson, 2011), or large positive quadratic values since
1950 along the U.S. east coast (Sallenger et al., 2012). However, fitting
a quadratic term to tide gauge data after 1920 results in highly variable, insignificant quadratic terms (Rahmstorf and Vermeer, 2011), and
so only studies that use data before 1920 and that extend until 2000 or
beyond are suitable for evaluating long-term acceleration of sea level.
A long time scale is needed because significant multi-decadal variability appears in numerous tide gauge records during the 20th century
(Holgate, 2007; Woodworth et al., 2009, 2011; Mitchum et al., 2010;
Chambers et al., 2012). The multi-decadal variability is marked by an
increasing trend starting in 1910–1920, a downward trend (i.e., leveling of sea level if a long-term trend is not removed) starting around
1950, and an increasing trend starting around 1980. The pattern can
be seen in New York, Mumbai and Fremantle records, for instance
(Figure 3.12), as well as 14 other gauges representing all ocean basins
(Chambers et al., 2012), and in all reconstructions (Figure 3.14). It is
also seen in an analysis of upper 400 m temperature (Gouretski et
al., 2012; Section 3.3.2). Although the calculations of 18-year rates of
GMSL rise based on the different reconstruction methods disagree by
as much as 2 mm yr–1 before 1950 and on details of the variability
(Figure 3.14), all do indicate 18-year trends that were significantly
higher than the 20th century average at certain times (1920–1950,
1990–present) and lower at other periods (1910–1920, 1955–1980),
likely related to multi-decadal variability. Several studies have suggested these variations may be linked to climate fluctuations like the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO) and/or Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO, Box 2.5) (Holgate, 2007; Jevrejeva et al., 2008; Chambers et al.,
2012), but these results are not conclusive.
While technically correct that these multi-decadal changes represent
acceleration/deceleration of sea level, they should not be interpreted
as change in the longer-term rate of sea level rise, as a time series
longer than the variability is required to detect those trends. Using data
5
18-year GMSL trends (mm yr-1)

be considerably higher or lower than the global mean rate for periods
of a decade or more.
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Figure 3.14 | 18-year trends of GMSL rise estimated at 1-year intervals. The time is
the start date of the 18-year period, and the shading represents the 90% confidence.
The estimate from satellite altimetry is also given, with the 90% confidence given as
an error bar. Uncertainty is estimated by the variance of the residuals about the fit, and
accounts for serial correlation in the residuals as quantified by the lag-1 autocorrelation.
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extending from 1900 to after 2000, the quadratic term computed from
both individual tide gauge records and GMSL reconstructions is significantly positive (Jevrejeva et al., 2008; Church and White, 2011; Rahmstorf and Vermeer, 2011; Woodworth et al., 2011). Church and White
(2006) report that the estimated acceleration term in GMSL (twice the
quadratic parameter) is 0.009 [0.006 to 0.012] mm yr–2 (1 standard
deviation) from 1880 to 2009, which is consistent with the other published estimates (e.g., Jevrejeva et al., 2008; Woodworth et al., 2009)
that use records longer than 100 years. Chambers et al. (2012) find that
modelling a period near 60 years removes much of the multi-decadal
variability of the 20th century in the tide gauge reconstruction time
series. When a 60-year oscillation is modeled along with an acceleration term, the estimated acceleration in GMSL since 1900 ranges from:
0.000 [–0.002 to 0.002] mm yr–2 in the Ray and Douglas (2011) record,
0.013 [0.007 to 0.019] mm yr–2 in the Jevrejeva et al. (2008) record,
and 0.012 [0.009 to 0.015] mm yr–2 in the Church and White (2011)
record. Thus, while there is more disagreement on the value of a 20th
century acceleration in GMSL when accounting for multi-decadal fluctuations, two out of three records still indicate a significant positive
value. The trend in GMSL observed since 1993, however, is not significantly larger than the estimate of 18-year trends in previous decades
(e.g., 1920–1950).

3

3.7.5

Changes in Extreme Sea Level

Aside from non-climatic events such as tsunamis, extremes in sea level
(i.e., coastal flooding, storm surge, high water events, etc.) tend to be
caused by large storms, especially when they occur at times of high
tide. However, any low-pressure system offshore with associated high
winds can cause a coastal flooding event depending on the duration
and direction of the winds. Evaluation of changes in frequency and
intensity of storms have been treated in Sections 2.6.3 and 2.6.4, as
well as SREX Chapter 3 (Section 3.5.2). The main conclusions from both
are that there is low confidence of any trend or long term change in
tropical or extratropic storm frequency or intensity in any ocean basin,
although there is robust evidence for an increase in the most intense
tropical cyclones in the North Atlantic basin since the 1970s. The magnitude and frequency of extreme events can still increase without a
change in storm intensity, however, if the mean water level is also
increasing. AR4 concluded that the highest water levels have been
increasing since the 1950s in most regions of the world, caused mainly
by increasing mean sea level. Studies published since AR4 c ontinue to
support this conclusion, although higher regional extremes are also
caused by large interannual and multi-decadal variations in sea level
associated with climate fluctuations such as ENSO, the North Atlantic
Oscillation and the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation, among others
(e.g., Abeysirigunawardena and Walker, 2008; Haigh et al., 2010;
Menéndez and Woodworth, 2010; Park et al., 2011).
Global analyses of the changes in extreme sea level are limited, and
most reports are based on analysis of regional data (see Lowe et al.,
2010 for a review). Estimates of changes in extremes rely either on the
analysis of local tide gauge data, or on multi-decadal hindcasts of a
dynamical model (WASA-Group, 1998). Most analyses have focused
on specific regions and find that extreme values have been increasing since the 1950s, using various statistical measures such as annual
maximum surge, annual maximum surge-at-high-water, monthly mean
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high water level, changes in number of high storm surge events, or
changes in 99th percentile events (e.g., Church et al., 2006; D’Onofrio
et al., 2008; Marcos et al., 2009; Haigh et al., 2010; Letetrel et al., 2010;
Tsimplis and Shaw, 2010; Vilibic and Sepic, 2010; Grinsted et al., 2012).
A global analysis of tide gauge records has been performed for data
from the 1970s onwards when the global data sampling has been
robust and finds that the magnitude of extreme sea level events has
increased in all regions studied since that time (Woodworth and Blackman, 2004; Menéndez and Woodworth, 2010; Woodworth et al., 2011).
The height of a 50-year flood event has increased anywhere from 2
to more than 10 cm per decade since 1970 (Figure 3.15a), although
some areas have seen a negative rate because vertical land motion is
much larger than the rate of mean sea level rise. However, when the
annual median height at each gauge is removed to reduce the effect
of local mean sea level rise, interannual and decadal fluctuations, and
vertical land motion, the rate of extreme sea level change drops in
49% of the gauges to below significance (Figure 3.15b), while at 45%
it fell to less than 5 mm yr–1. Only 6% of tide gauge records evaluated
had a change in the amplitude of more than 5 mm yr–1 after removing
mean sea level variations, mainly in the southeast United States, the
western Pacific, Southeast Asia and a few locations in Northern Europe.
The higher rates in the southeastern United States have been linked to
larger storm surge events unconnected to global sea level rise (Grinsted et al., 2012).
(a)

(b)
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Figure 3.15 | Estimated trends (cm per decade) in the height of a 50-year event in
extreme sea level from (a) total elevation and (b) total elevation after removal of annual
medians. Only trends significant at the 95% confidence level are shown. (Data are from
Menéndez and Woodworth, 2010.)
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Conclusions

m likely has been contributing another 0.1 [0.0 to 0.2] mm yr–1 of sea
level rise since the early 1990s.

It is virtually certain that globally averaged sea level has risen over the
20th century, with a very likely mean rate between 1900 and 2010 of
1.7 [1.5 to 1.9] mm yr–1 and 3.2 [2.8 and 3.6] mm yr–1 between 1993
and 2010. This assessment is based on high agreement among multiple studies using different methods, and from independent observing
systems (tide gauges and altimetry) since 1993. It is likely that a rate
comparable to that since 1993 occurred between 1920 and 1950, possibly due to a multi-decadal climate variation, as individual tide gauges
around the world and all reconstructions of GMSL show increased
rates of sea level rise during this period. Although local vertical land
motion can cause even larger rates of sea level rise (or fall) relative to
the coastline, it is very likely that this does not affect the estimates of
the global average rate, based on multiple estimations of the average
with and without VLM corrections.
It is virtually certain that interannual and decadal changes in the
large-scale winds and ocean circulation can cause significantly higher
or lower rates over shorter periods at individual locations, as this has
been observed in tide gauge records around the world. Warming of the
upper 700 m of the ocean has very likely contributed an average of 0.6
[0.4 to 0.8] mm yr–1 of sea level change since 1971. Warming between
700 m and 2000 m has likely been contributing an additional 0.1 mm
yr–1 [0 to 0.2] of sea level rise since 1971, and warming below 2000

It is very likely that the rate of mean sea level rise along Northern
European coastlines has accelerated since the early 1800s and that this
has continued through the 20th century, as the increased rate since
1875 has been observed in multiple long tide gauge records and by
different groups using different analysis techniques. It is likely that sea
level rise throughout the NH has also accelerated since 1850, as this is
also observed in a smaller number of gauges along the coast of North
America. Two of the three time series based on reconstructing GMSL
from tide gauge data back to 1900 or earlier indicate a significant
positive acceleration, while one does not. The range is –0.002 to 0.019
mm yr–2, so it is likely that GMSL has accelerated since 1900. Finally, it
is likely that extreme sea levels have increased since 1970, largely as a
result of the rise in mean sea level.

3.8

Ocean Biogeochemical Changes, Including
Anthropogenic Ocean Acidification

The oceans can store large amounts of CO2. The reservoir of inorganic
carbon in the ocean is roughly 50 times that of the atmosphere (Sabine
et al., 2004). Therefore even small changes in the ocean reservoir can
have an impact on the atmospheric concentration of CO2. The ocean

Table 3.1 | Estimated trends in GMSL and components over different periods from representative time-series. Trends and uncertainty have been estimated from a time series
provided by the authors using ordinary least squares with the uncertainty representing the 90% confidence interval. The model fit for yearly averaged time series was a bias + trend;
the model fit for monthly and 10-day averaged data was a bias + trend + seasonal sinusoids. Uncertainty accounts for correlations in the residuals.

Quantity

GMSL

Thermosteric Component
(upper 700 m)

Thermosteric Component
(700 to 2000 m)
Thermosteric Component
(below 2000 m)
Thermosteric Component
(whole depth)

Period

Trend
(mm yr–1)

1901–2010

1.7 [1.5 to 1.9]

Tide Gauge Reconstruction (Church and White, 2011)

Yearly

1901–1990

1.5 [1.3 to 1.7]

Tide Gauge Reconstruction (Church and White, 2011)

Yearly

1971–2010

2.0 [1.7 to 2.3]

Tide Gauge Reconstruction (Church and White, 2011)

Yearly

1993–2010

2.8 [2.3 to 3.3]

Tide Gauge Reconstruction (Church and White, 2011)

Yearly

1993–2010

3.2 [2.8 to 3.6]

Altimetry (Nerem et al., 2010) time-series

10-Day

1971–2010

0.6 [0.4 to 0.8]

XBT Reconstruction (updated from Domingues et al., 2008)

3-Year running means

1993–2010

0.8 [0.5 to 1.1]

XBT Reconstruction (updated from Domingues et al., 2008)

3-Year running means

1971–2010

0.1 [0 to 0.2]

Objective mapping of historical temperature data (Levitus et al., 2012)

5-Year averages

1993–2010

0.2 [0.1 to 0.3]

Objective mapping of historical temperature data (Levitus et al., 2012)

5-Year averages

1992–2005

0.11 [0.01 to 0.21]b

Deep hydrographic sections (Purkey and Johnson, 2010)

Trend only

1971–2010

0.8 [0.5 to 1.1]c

Combination of estimates from 0 to 700 m, 700 to 2000 m, and below 2000 mc

Trend only

1993–2010

1.1 [0.8 to 1.4]c

Combination of estimates from 0–700 m, 700 to 2000 m, and below 2000 mc

Trend only

Source

a

Resolution

Notes:
a

Uncertainty estimated from fit to Nerem et al. (2010) time series and includes potential systematic error owing to drift of altimeter, estimated to be ±0.4 mm yr–1 (Beckley et al., 2010; Nerem
et al., 2010), applied as the root-sum-square (RSS) with the least squares error estimate. The uncertainty in drift contains uncertainty in the reference frame, orbit and instrument.

b

Trend value taken from Purkey and Johnson (2010), Table 1. Uncertainty represents the 2.5–97.5% confidence interval.

c

Assumes no trend below 2000 m before 1 January 1992, then value from Purkey and Johnson (2010) afterwards. Uncertainty for 0 to 700 m, 700 to 2000 m and below 2000 m is assumed to
be uncorrelated, and uncertainty is calculated as RSS of the uncertainty for each layer.
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also provides an important sink for carbon dioxide released by human
activities, the anthropogenic CO2 (Cant). Currently, an amount of CO2
equivalent to approximately 30% of the total human emissions of CO2
to the atmosphere is accumulating in the ocean (Mikaloff-Fletcher et
al., 2006; Le Quéré et al., 2010). In this section, observations of change
in the ocean uptake of carbon, the inventory of Cant, and ocean acidification are assessed, as well as changes in oxygen and nutrients. Chapter 6 provides a synthesis of the overall carbon cycle, including the
ocean, atmosphere and biosphere and considering both past trends
and future projections.

3.8.1

The air–sea flux of CO2 is computed from the observed difference in the
partial pressure of CO2 (pCO2) across the air–water interface (∆pCO2
= pCO2,sw- pCO2,air), the solubility of CO2 in seawater, and the gas
transfer velocity (Wanninkhof et al., 2009). However, the limited geographic and temporal coverage of the ∆pCO2 measurement as well as
uncertainties in wind forcing and transfer velocity parameterizations
mean that uncertainties in global and regional fluxes calculated from
measurements of ∆pCO2 can be as larges as ±50% (Wanninkhof et al.,
2013). Using ∆pCO2 data in combination with the riverine input Gruber
et al. (2009) estimated a global uptake rate of 1.9 [1.2 to 2.5] PgC
yr–1 for the time period 1995–2000 and Takahashi et al. (2009) found
2.0 [1.0 to 3.0] PgC yr–1 normalized to the year 2000. Uncertainties in
fluxes calculated from ∆pCO2 are too large to detect trends in global
ocean carbon uptake.
Trends in surface ocean pCO2 are calculated from ocean time series stations and repeat hydrographic sections in the North Atlantic and North
Pacific (Table 3.2). At all locations and for all time periods shown, pCO2
in both the atmosphere and ocean has increased, while pH and [CO32–]
have decreased. At some sites, oceanic surface pCO2 increased faster
than the atmospheric trend, implying a decreasing uptake of atmospheric CO2 at those locations. The oceanic pCO2 trend can differ from
that in the atmosphere owing to changes in the intensity of biological
production and changes in physical conditions, for instance between
El Niño and La Niña (Keeling et al., 2004; Midorikawa et al., 2005;
Yoshikawa-Inoue and Ishii, 2005; Takahashi et al., 2006, 2009; Schuster
and Watson, 2007; Ishii et al., 2009; McKinley et al., 2011; Bates, 2012;
Lenton et al., 2012).
Although local variations of ∆pCO2 with time have little effect on the
atmospheric CO2 growth rate in the short term, they provide important information on the dynamics of the ocean carbon cycle and the
potential for longer-term climate feedbacks. For example, El Niño and
La Niña can drive large changes in the efflux of CO2 in the Pacific.
Differences in ∆pCO2 can exceed 100 µatm in the eastern and central
equatorial Pacific between El Niño and La Niña; an increase in ∆pCO2
observed between 1998 and 2004 was attributed to wind and circulation changes associated with the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (Feely et
al., 2006). CO2 uptake in the North Atlantic decreased by 0.24 [0.19–
0.29] PgC yr–1 between 1994 and 2003 (Schuster and Watson, 2007)
and has partially recovered since then (Watson et al., 2009). Linear
trends for the North Atlantic from 1995 to 2009 reveal an increased
292

uptake (Schuster et al., 2013). Uptake of CO2 in the Subtropical Mode
Water (STMW) of the North Atlantic was enhanced during the 1990s,
a predominantly positive phase of the NAO, and much reduced in the
2000s when the NAO phase was neutral or negative (Bates, 2012).
Observations in the Indian and Pacific sectors of the Southern Ocean
were interpreted as evidence for reduced winter-time CO2 uptake as a
result of increased winds, increased upwelling and outgassing of natural CO2 (Metzl, 2009; Lenton et al., 2012).

3.8.1.2 Changes in the Oceanic Inventory of Anthropogenic
Carbon Dioxide

Carbon

3.8.1.1 Ocean Uptake of Carbon

3

Observations: Ocean

Ocean carbon uptake and storage is inferred from changes in the
inventory of anthropogenic carbon. Cant cannot be measured directly but is calculated from observations of ocean properties (Appendix
3.A discusses the sampling on which the ocean carbon inventory is
based). Two independent data-based methods to calculate anthropogenic carbon inventories exist: the ΔC* method (Sabine et al., 2004),
and the transit time distribution (TTD) method (Waugh et al., 2006).
The Green’s function approach that applies the maximum entropy
de-convolution methodology (Khatiwala et al., 2009) is related to the
latter. These approaches use different tracer data, for instance, the TTD
method is based mostly on chlorofluorcarbon measurements. Changes
due to variability in ocean productivity (Chavez et al., 2011) are not
considered.
Estimates of the global inventory of Cant (including marginal seas) calculated using these methods have a mean value of 118 PgC and a
range of 93 to 137 PgC in 1994 and a mean of 160 PgC and range of
134 to 186 PgC in 2010 (Sabine et al., 2004; Waugh et al., 2006; Khatiwala et al., 2009, 2013). When combined with model results (MikaloffFletcher et al., 2006; Doney et al., 2009; Gerber et al., 2009; Graven
et al., 2012), Khatiwala et al. (2013) arrive at a “best” estimate of
the global ocean inventory (including marginal seas) of anthropogenic
carbon from 1750 to 2010 of 155 PgC with an uncertainty of ±20%
(Figure 3.16). While the estimates of total inventory agree within their
uncertainty, the different methods result in significant differences in
the inferred spatial distribution of Cant, particularly at high latitudes.
The Cant inventory “best” estimate of 155 PgC (Khatiwala et al., 2013;
Figure 3.16) corresponds to an uptake rate of 2.3 (range of 1.7 to 2.9)
PgC yr–1 from 2000 to 2010, in close agreement with an independent
estimate of 2.5 (range of 1.8 to 3.2) PgC yr–1 based on atmospheric O2/
N2 measurements obtained for the same period (Ishidoya et al., 2012).
The O2/N2 method resulted in 2.2 ± 0.6 PgC yr–1 for the time period
1990 to 2000 and 2.5 ± 0.6 for the period from 2000 to 2010 (Keeling
and Manning, 2014). These estimates are also consistent with an independent estimate of 1.9 ± 0.4 PgC yr–1 for the period between 1970
and 1990 based on depth-integrated d13C changes (Quay et al., 2003)
and with estimates inferred from ∆pCO2.
The storage rate of anthropogenic CO2 is assessed by calculating the
change in Cant concentrations between two time periods. Regional
observations of the storage rate are in general agreement with that
expected from the increase in atmospheric CO2 concentrations and
with the tracer-based estimates. However, there are significant spatial
and temporal variations in the degree to which the inventory of Cant
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Figure 3.16 | Compilation of the 2010 column inventories (mol m–2) of anthropogenic CO2: the global Ocean excluding the marginal seas (updated from Khatiwala et al., 2009)
150 ± 26 PgC; Arctic Ocean (Tanhua et al., 2009) 2.7 to 3.5 PgC; the Nordic Seas (Olsen et al., 2010) 1.0 to 1.6 PgC; the Mediterranean Sea (Schneider et al., 2010) 1.6 to 2.5
PgC; the Sea of Japan(Park et al., 2006) 0.40 ± 0.06 PgC. From Khatiwala et al. (2013).
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Anthropogenic Ocean Acidification

The uptake of CO2 by the ocean changes the chemical balance of
seawater through the thermodynamic equilibrium of CO2 with seawater. Dissolved CO2 forms a weak acid (H2CO3) and, as CO2 in seawater increases, the pH, carbonate ion (CO32–), and calcium carbonate
(CaCO3) saturation state of seawater decrease while bicarbonate ion
(HCO3–) increases (FAQ 3.3). Variations in oceanic total dissolved inorganic carbon (CT = CO2 + CO32– + HCO3–) and pCO2 reflect changes in
both the natural carbon cycle and the uptake of anthropogenic CO2
from the atmosphere. The mean pH (total scale) of surface waters
ranges between 7.8 and 8.4 in the open ocean, so the ocean remains
mildly basic (pH > 7) at present (Orr et al., 2005a; Feely et al., 2009).
Ocean uptake of CO2 results in gradual acidification of seawater; this
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In summary, the high agreement between multiple lines of independent evidence for increases in the ocean inventory of Cant underpins the
conclusion that it is virtually certain that the ocean is sequestering
anthropogenic carbon dioxide and very likely that the oceanic Cant
inventory increased from 1994 to 2010. Oceanic carbon uptake rates
calculated using different data sets and methods agree within their
uncertainties and very likely range between 1.0 and 3.2 PgC yr–1.

°E

Ocean observations are insufficient to assess whether there has been
a change in the rate of total (anthropogenic plus natural) carbon
uptake by the global ocean. Evidence from regional ocean studies
(often covering relatively short time periods), atmospheric observations and models is equivocal, with some studies suggesting the ocean
uptake rate of total CO2 may have declined (Le Quéré et al., 2007;
Schuster and Watson, 2007; McKinley et al., 2011) while others conclude that there is little evidence for a decline (Knorr, 2009; Gloor et
al., 2010; Sarmiento et al., 2010). A study based on atmospheric CO2
observations and emission inventories concluded that global carbon
uptake by land and oceans doubled from 1960 to 2010, implying

that it is unlikely that on a global scale both land and ocean sinks
decreased (Ballantyne et al., 2012).

25

tracks changes in the atmosphere (Figure 3.17). The North Atlantic, in
particular, is an area with high variability in circulation and deep water
formation, influencing the Cant inventory. As a result of the decline in
Labrador Sea Water (LSW) formation since 1997 (Rhein et al., 2011),
the Cant increase between 1997 and 2003 was smaller in the subpolar
North Atlantic than expected from the atmospheric increase, in contrast to the subtropical and equatorial Atlantic (Steinfeldt et al., 2009).
Perez et al. (2010) also noted the dependence of the Cant storage rate
in the North Atlantic on the NAO, with high Cant storage rate during
phases of high NAO (i.e., high LSW formation rates) and low storage
during phases of low NAO (low formation). Wanninkhof et al. (2010)
found a smaller inventory increase in the North Atlantic compared to
the South Atlantic between 1989 and 2005.

0.9
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0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Figure 3.17 | Maps of storage rate distribution of anthropogenic carbon (mol m–2 yr–1) for the three ocean basins (left to right: Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Ocean) averaged over
1980–2005 estimated by the Green’s function approach (Khatiwala et al., 2009). Note that a different colour scale is used in each basin.
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Direct measurements on ocean time-series stations in the North Atlantic and North Pacific record decreasing pH with rates ranging between
–0.0014 and –0.0024 yr–1 (Table 3.2, Figure 3.18; Bates, 2007, 2012;
Santana-Casiano et al., 2007; Dore et al., 2009; Olafsson et al., 2009;
González-Dávila et al., 2010). Directly measured pH differences in the
surface mixed layer along repeat transects in the central North Pacific
Ocean between Hawaii and Alaska showed a –0.0017 yr–1 decline in
pH between 1991 and 2006, in agreement with observations at the
time-series sites (Byrne et al., 2010). This rate of pH change is also
consistent with repeat transects of CO2 and pH measurements in the
western North Pacific (winter: –0.0018 ± 0.0002 yr–1; summer: –0.0013
± 0.0005 yr–1) (Midorikawa et al., 2010). The pH changes in southern
ocean surface waters are less certain because of the paucity of longterm time-series observations there, but pCO2 measurements collected by ships-of-opportunity indicate similar rates of pH decrease there
(Takahashi et al., 2009).
Uptake of anthropogenic CO2 is the dominant cause of observed
changes in the carbonate chemistry of surface waters (Doney et al.,
2009). Changes in carbonate chemistry in subsurface waters can also
reflect local physical and biological variability. As an example, while
pH changes in the mixed layer of the North Pacific Ocean can be
explained solely by equilibration with atmospheric CO2, declines in pH
between 800 m and the mixed layer in the time period 1991–2006
were attributed in approximately equal measure to anthropogenic and
natural variations (Byrne et al., 2010). Figure 3.19 shows the portion
of pH changes between the surface and 1000 m that were attributed
solely to the effects of anthropogenic CO2. Seawater pH and [CO32–]
decreased by 0.0014 to 0.0024 yr–1 and ~0.4 to 0.9 µmol kg–1 yr–1,
respectively, between 1988 and 2009 (Table 3.2). Over longer time
periods, anthropogenic changes in ocean chemistry are expected to
become increasingly prominent relative to changes imparted by physical and biological variability.
The consistency of these observations demonstrates that the pH of
surface waters has decreased as a result of ocean uptake of anthropogenic CO2 from the atmosphere. There is high confidence that the pH
decreased by 0.1 since the preindustrial era.
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A global mean decrease in surface water pH of 0.08 from 1765 to 1994
was calculated based on the inventory of anthropogenic CO2 (Sabine
et al., 2004), with the largest reduction (–0.10) in the northern North
Atlantic and the smallest reduction (–0.05) in the subtropical South
Pacific. These regional variations in the size of the pH decrease are consistent with the generally lower buffer capacities of the high latitude
oceans compared to lower latitudes (Egleston et al., 2010).
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process is termed ocean acidification (Box 3.2) (Broecker and Clark,
2001; Caldeira and Wickett, 2003). The observed decrease in ocean
pH of 0.1 since the beginning of the industrial era corresponds to a
26% increase in the hydrogen ion concentration [H+] concentration of
seawater (Orr et al., 2005b; Feely et al., 2009). The consequences of
changes in pH, CO32–, and the saturation state of CaCO3 minerals for
marine organisms and ecosystems are just beginning to be understood
(see WGII Chapters 5, 6, 28 and 30).
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Figure 3.18 | Long-term trends of surface seawater pCO2 (top), pH (middle) and carbonate ion (bottom) concentration at three subtropical ocean time series in the North
Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans, including (a) Bermuda Atlantic Time-series Study
(BATS, 31°40’N, 64°10’W; green) and Hydrostation S (32°10’, 64°30’W) from 1983
to present (updated from Bates, 2007); (b) Hawaii Ocean Time-series (HOT) at Station
ALOHA (A Long-term Oligotrophic Habitat Assessment; 22°45’N, 158°00’W; orange)
from 1988 to present (updated from Dore et al., 2009) and (c) European Station for
Time series in the Ocean (ESTOC, 29°10’N, 15°30’W; blue) from 1994 to present
(updated from González-Dávila et al., 2010). Atmospheric pCO2 (black) from the Mauna
Loa Observatory Hawaii is shown in the top panel. Lines show linear fits to the data,
whereas Table 3.2 give results for harmonic fits to the data (updated from Orr, 2011).

3.8.3

Oxygen

As a consequence of the early introduction of standardized methods
and the relatively wide interest in the distribution of dissolved oxygen,
the historical record of marine oxygen observations is generally richer
than that of other biogeochemical parameters, although still sparse
compared to measurements of temperature and salinity (Appendix
3.A). Dissolved oxygen changes in the ocean thermocline has generally
decreased since 1960, but with strong regional variations (Keeling et
al., 2010; Keeling and Manning, 2014). Oxygen concentrations at 300
dbar decreased between 50°S and 50°N at a mean rate of 0.63 µmol
kg–1 per decade between 1960 and 2010 (Stramma et al., 2012). For
the period 1970 to 1990, the mean annual global oxygen loss between
100 m and 1000 m was calculated to be 0.55 ± 0.13 × 1014 mol yr–1
(Helm et al., 2011).

Observations: Ocean
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Box 3.2 | Ocean Acidification
Ocean acidification refers to a reduction in pH of the ocean over an extended period, typically decades or longer, caused primarily by the
uptake of carbon dioxide (CO2) from the atmosphere. Ocean acidification can also be caused by other chemical additions or subtractions
from the oceans that are natural (e.g., increased volcanic activity, methane hydrate releases, long-term changes in net respiration) or
human-induced (e.g., release of nitrogen and sulphur compounds into the atmosphere). Anthropogenic ocean acidification refers to the
component of pH reduction that is caused by human activity (IPCC, 2011).

The major controls on seawater pH are atmospheric CO2
exchange, the production and respiration of dissolved and
particulate organic matter in the water column, and the formation
and dissolution of calcium carbonate minerals. Oxidation of
organic matter lowers dissolved oxygen concentrations, adds
CO2 to solution, reduces pH, carbonate ion (CO32–) and calcium
carbonate (CaCO3) saturation states (Box 3.2, Figure 2), and
lowers the pH of seawater in subsurface waters (Byrne et al.,
2010). As a result of these processes, minimum pH values in the
oceanic water column are generally found near the depths of the
oxygen minimum layer. When CO2 reacts with seawater it forms
carbonic acid (H2CO3), which is highly reactive and reduces the
concentration of carbonate ion (Box 3.2, Figure 2) and can affect
shell formation for marine animals such as corals, plankton,
and shellfish. This process could affect fundamental biological
and chemical processes of the sea in coming decades (Fabry et
al., 2008; Doney et al., 2009; WGII Chapters 5, 6, 28 and 30).
(continued on next page)

The long-term deoxygenation of the open ocean thermocline is consistent with the expectation that warmer waters can hold less dissolved
oxygen (solubility effect), and that warming-induced stratification
leads to a decrease in the transport of dissolved oxygen from surface
to subsurface waters (stratification effect) (Matear and Hirst, 2003;
Deutsch et al., 2005; Frölicher et al., 2009). Observations of oxygen
change suggested that about 15% of the oxygen decline between
1970 and 1990 could be explained by warming and the remainder by

8.40
8.35

8.30
1875 Model

8.25

8.20

3

8.15

pH

Since the beginning of the industrial era, the release of CO2 from
industrial and agricultural activities has resulted in atmospheric
CO2 concentrations that have increased from approximately 280
ppm to about 392 ppm in 2012 (Chapter 6). The oceans have
absorbed approximately 155 PgC from the atmosphere over
the last two and a half centuries (Sabine et al., 2004; Khatiwala
et al., 2013). This natural process of absorption has benefited
humankind by significantly reducing the greenhouse gas levels
in the atmosphere and abating some of the impacts of global
warming. However, the ocean’s uptake of carbon dioxide is
having a significant impact on the chemistry of seawater. The
average pH of ocean surface waters has already fallen by about
0.1 units, from about 8.2 to 8.1 (total scale), since the beginning
of the industrial revolution (Orr et al., 2005a; Figure 1; Feely et
al., 2009). Estimates of future atmospheric and oceanic carbon
dioxide concentrations indicate that, by the end of this century,
the average surface ocean pH could be lower than it has been
for more than 50 million years (Caldeira and Wickett, 2003).

8.10
1995 Model

8.05

8.00

7.95
7.90
GLODAP Observations

Box 3.2, Figure 1 | National Center for Atmospheric Research Community
Climate System Model 3.1 (CCSM3)-modeled decadal mean pH at the sea surface
centred on the years 1875 (top) and 1995 (middle). Global Ocean Data Analysis
Project (GLODAP)-based pH at the sea surface, nominally for 1995 (bottom).
Deep and shallow-water coral reefs are indicated with magenta dots. White areas
indicate regions with no data. (After Feely et al., 2009.)

reduced ventilation due to increased stratification (Helm et al., 2011;
see Table 6.14).
Oxygen concentrations in the tropical ocean thermocline decreased
in each of the ocean basins over the last 50 years (Ono et al., 2001;
Stramma et al., 2008; Keeling et al., 2010; Helm et al., 2011), resulting
in an expansion of the dissolved oxygen minimum zones. A comparison
of data between 1960 and 1974 with those from 1990 to 2008 showed
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Box 3.2, Figure 2 | Distribution of (a) pH and (b) carbonate (CO32–) ion concentration in the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian Oceans. The data are from the World Ocean
Circulation Experiment/Joint Global Ocean Flux Study/Ocean Atmosphere Carbon Exchange Study global carbon dioxide (CO2) survey (Sabine et al., 2005). The lines
show the mean pH (red solid line, top panel), mean CO32– (red solid line, bottom panel), and aragonite and calcite (black solid and dashed lines, bottom panel) saturation values for each of these basins (modified from Feely et al., 2009). The shaded areas show the range of values within the ocean basins. Dissolution of aragonite
and calcite shells and skeletons occurs when CO32– concentrations drop below the saturation level, reducing the ability of calcifying organisms to produce their shells
and skeletons.
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show regions of alternating sign (e.g., Stramma et al., 2010), reflecting
differences in data and period considered.
CLIVAR P16N (2006) - WOCE P16N (1991): ∆pH (anthropogenic)
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that oxygen concentrations decreased in most tropical regions at an
average rate of 2 to 3 µmol kg–1 per decade (Figure 3.20; Stramma et
al., 2010). Data from one of the longest time-series sites in the subpolar North Pacific (Station Papa, 50°N, 145°W) reveal a persistent declining oxygen trend in the thermocline over the last 50 years (Whitney et
al., 2007), superimposed on oscillations with time scales of a few years
to two decades. Stendardo and Gruber (2012) found dissolved oxygen
decreases in upper water masses of the North Atlantic and increases
in intermediate water masses. The changes were caused by changes in
solubility as well as changes in ventilation and circulation over time.
In contrast to the widely distributed oxygen declines, oxygen increased
in the thermoclines of the Indian and South Pacific Oceans from the
1990s to the 2000s (McDonagh et al., 2005; Álvarez et al., 2011),
apparently due to strengthened circulation driven by stronger winds
(Cai, 2006; Roemmich et al., 2007). In the southern Indian Ocean below
the thermocline, east of 75°E, oxygen decreased between 1960 and
2010 most prominently on the isopycnals σq = 26.9 to 27.0 (Kobayashi et al., 2012). While some studies suggest a widespread decline of
oxygen in the Southern Ocean (e.g., Helm et al., 2011), other studies

-0.06

Hawaii
27.4

40°

45°

50°

55°N

-0.08

Figure 3.19 | ΔpHant: pH change attributed to the uptake of anthropogenic carbon
between 1991 and 2006, at about 150°W, Pacific Ocean (from Byrne et al., 2010). The
red lines show the layers of constant density.
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 3.3 | How Does Anthropogenic Ocean Acidification Relate to Climate Change?
Both anthropogenic climate change and anthropogenic ocean acidification are caused by increasing carbon dioxide
concentrations in the atmosphere. Rising levels of carbon dioxide (CO2), along with other greenhouse gases, indirectly alter the climate system by trapping heat as it is reflected back from the Earth’s surface. Anthropogenic ocean
acidification is a direct consequence of rising CO2 concentrations as seawater currently absorbs about 30% of the
anthropogenic CO2 from the atmosphere.
Ocean acidification refers to a reduction in pH over an extended period, typically decades or longer, caused primarily by the uptake of CO2 from the atmosphere. pH is a dimensionless measure of acidity. Ocean acidification describes
the direction of pH change rather than the end point; that is, ocean pH is decreasing but is not expected to become
acidic (pH < 7). Ocean acidification can also be caused by other chemical additions or subtractions from the oceans
that are natural (e.g., increased volcanic activity, methane hydrate releases, long-term changes in net respiration)
or human-induced (e.g., release of nitrogen and sulphur compounds into the atmosphere). Anthropogenic ocean
acidification refers to the component of pH reduction that is caused by human activity.
Since about 1750, the release of CO2 from industrial and agricultural activities has resulted in global average atmospheric CO2 concentrations that have increased from 278 to 390.5 ppm in 2011. The atmospheric concentration of
CO2 is now higher than experienced on the Earth for at least the last 800,000 years and is expected to continue to
rise because of our dependence on fossil fuels for energy. To date, the oceans have absorbed approximately 155 ±
30 PgC from the atmosphere, which corresponds to roughly one-fourth of the total amount of CO2 emitted (555 ±
85 PgC) by human activities since preindustrial times. This natural process of absorption has significantly reduced
the greenhouse gas levels in the atmosphere and minimized some of the impacts of global warming. However, the
ocean’s uptake of CO2 is having a significant impact on the chemistry of seawater. The average pH of ocean surface
waters has already fallen by about 0.1 units, from about 8.2 to 8.1 since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution.
Estimates of projected future atmospheric and oceanic CO2 concentrations indicate that, by the end of this century,
the average surface ocean pH could be 0.2 to 0.4 lower than it is today. The pH scale is logarithmic, so a change of
1 unit corresponds to a 10-fold change in hydrogen ion concentration.

3

When atmospheric CO2 exchanges across the air–sea interface it reacts with seawater through a series of four chemical reactions that increase the concentrations of the carbon species: dissolved carbon dioxide (CO2(aq)), carbonic acid
(H2CO3) and bicarbonate (HCO3–):
CO2(atmos)		CO2(aq)

(1)

CO2(aq) + H2O		 H2CO3

(2)

H2CO3		H+ + HCO3–

(3)

HCO 		H + CO

(4)

–
3

+

2–
3

Hydrogen ions (H+) are produced by these reactions. This increase in the ocean’s hydrogen ion concentration corresponds to a reduction in pH, or an increase in acidity. Under normal seawater conditions, more than 99.99% of
the hydrogen ions that are produced will combine with carbonate ion (CO32– ) to produce additional HCO3–. Thus,
the addition of anthropogenic CO2 into the oceans lowers the pH and consumes carbonate ion. These reactions are
fully reversible and the basic thermodynamics of these reactions in seawater are well known, such that at a pH of
approximately 8.1 approximately 90% the carbon is in the form of bicarbonate ion, 9% in the form of carbonate
ion, and only about 1% of the carbon is in the form of dissolved CO2. Results from laboratory, field, and modeling
studies, as well as evidence from the geological record, clearly indicate that marine ecosystems are highly susceptible to the increases in oceanic CO2 and the corresponding decreases in pH and carbonate ion.
Climate change and anthropogenic ocean acidification do not act independently. Although the CO2 that is taken up
by the ocean does not contribute to greenhouse warming, ocean warming reduces the solubility of carbon dioxide
in seawater; and thus reduces the amount of CO2 the oceans can absorb from the atmosphere. For example, under
doubled preindustrial CO2 concentrations and a 2°C temperature increase, seawater absorbs about 10% less CO2
(10% less total carbon, CT) than it would with no temperature increase (compare columns 4 and 6 in Table 1), but
the pH remains almost unchanged. Thus, a warmer ocean has less capacity to remove CO2 from the atmosphere, yet
still experiences ocean acidification. The reason for this is that bicarbonate is converted to carbonate in a warmer
ocean, releasing a hydrogen ion thus stabilizing the pH. (continued on next page)
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FAQ 3.3 (continued)
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FAQ 3.3, Figure 1 | A smoothed time series of atmospheric CO2 mole fraction (in ppm) at the atmospheric Mauna Loa Observatory (top red line), surface ocean
partial pressure of CO2 (pCO2; middle blue line) and surface ocean pH (bottom green line) at Station ALOHA in the subtropical North Pacific north of Hawaii for the
period from1990–2011 (after Doney et al., 2009; data from Dore et al., 2009). The results indicate that the surface ocean pCO2 trend is generally consistent with the
atmospheric increase but is more variable due to large-scale interannual variability of oceanic processes.

3

FAQ 3.3, Table 1 | Oceanic pH and carbon system parameter changes in surface water for a CO2 doubling from the preindustrial atmosphere without and with a
2°C warminga.
Parameter
pH
H (mol kg )

Pre-industrial
(280 ppmv)
20°C

2 × Pre-industrial
(560 ppmv)
20°C

(% change relative
to pre-industrial)

2 × Pre-industrial
(560 ppmv)
22°C

(% change relative
to pre-industrial)

8.1714

7.9202

–

7.9207

–

6.739e

1.202e

(78.4)

1.200e

(78.1)

CO2(aq) (µmol kg–1)

9.10

18.10

(98.9)

17.2

(89.0)

HCO3 (µmol kg )

1723.4

1932.8

(12.15)

1910.4

(10.9)

CO32– (µmol kg–1)

228.3

143.6

(-37.1)

152.9

(–33.0)

CT (µmol kg–1)

1960.8

2094.5

(6.82)

2080.5

(6.10)

+

–1

–

–9

–1

–8

–8

Notes:
a CO
–
2–
–
2–
2(aq) = dissolved CO2, H2CO3 = carbonic acid, HCO3 = bicarbonate, CO3 = carbonate, CT = total carbon = CO2(aq) + HCO3 + CO3 ).

Coastal regions have also experienced long-term dissolved oxygen
changes. Bograd et al. (2008) reported a substantial reduction of the
thermocline oxygen content in the southern part of the California Current from 1984 to 2002, resulting in a shoaling of the hypoxic boundary (marked by oxygen concentrations of about 60 µmol kg–1). Off the
British Columbia coast, oxygen concentrations in the near bottom
waters decreased an average of 1.1 µmol kg–1 yr–1 over a 30-year
period (Chan et al., 2008). These changes along the west coast of North
America appear to have been largely caused by the open ocean dissolved oxygen decrease and local processes associated with decreased
vertical dissolved oxygen transport following near-surface warming
and increased stratification. Gilbert et al. (2010) found evidence that
for the time period 1976–2000 oxygen concentrations between 0 and
300 m depth were declining about 10 times faster in the coastal ocean
298

than in the open ocean, and an increase in the number of hypoxic
zones was observed since the 1960s (Diaz and Rosenberg, 2008).

3.8.4

Nutrients

Nutrient concentrations in the surface ocean surface are influenced by
human impacts on coastal runoff and on atmospheric deposition, and
by changing nutrient supply from the ocean’s interior into the mixed
layer (for instance due to increased stratification). Changing nutrient
distributions might influence the magnitude and variability of the
ocean’s biological carbon pump.
Globally, the manufacture of nitrogen fertilizers has continued to
increase (Galloway et al., 2008) accompanied by increasing eutrophi-
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Table 3.2 | Published and updated long-term trends of atmospheric (pCO2atm) and seawater carbonate chemistry (i.e., surface-water pCO2, and corresponding calculated pH, CO32–,
and aragonite saturation state (Ωa) at four ocean time series in the North Atlantic and North Pacific oceans: (1) Bermuda Atlantic Time-series Study (BATS, 31°40’N, 64°10’W)
and Hydrostation S (32°10’N, 64°30’W) from 1983 to present (Bates, 2007); (2) Hawaii Ocean Time series (HOT) at Station ALOHA (A Long-term Oligotrophic Habitat Assessment; 22°45’N, 158°00’W) from 1988 to the present (Dore et al., 2009); (3) European Station for Time series in the Ocean (ESTOC, 29°10’N, 15°30’W) from 1994 to the present
(González-Dávila et al., 2010); and (4) Iceland Sea (IS, 68.0°N, 12.67°W) from 1985 to 2006 (Olafsson et al., 2009). Trends at the first three time-series sites are from observations
with the seasonal cycle removed. Also reported are the wintertime trends in the Iceland Sea as well as the pH difference trend for the North Pacific Ocean between transects in 1991
and 2006 (Byrne et al., 2010) and repeat sections in the western North Pacific between 1983 and 2008 (Midorikawa et al., 2010).

Site

pCO2atm
(μatm yr–1)

pCO2sea
(μatm yr–1)

pH*
(yr–1)

[CO32–]
(μmol kg–1 yr–1)

Ωa
(yr–1)

1983–2005a

1.78 ± 0.02

1.67 ± 0.28

–0.0017 ± 0.0003

–0.47 ± 0.09

–0.007 ± 0.002

b

1983–2005

1.80 ± 0.02

1.80 ± 0.13

–0.0017 ± 0.0001

–0.52 ± 0.02

–0.006 ± 0.001

1988–2007c

1.68 ± 0.03

1.88 ± 0.16

–0.0019 ± 0.0002

—

–0.0076 ± 0.0015

1998–2007d

—

—

–0.0014 ± 0.0002

—

—

1995–2004e

—

1.55 ± 0.43

–0.0017 ± 0.0004

—

—

–0.0015 ± 0.0007

–0.90 ± 0.08

–0.0140 ± 0.0018

Period

a. Published trends
BATS
ALOHA
ESTOC

1995–2004

1.6 ± 0.7

1.55

IS

1985–2006g

1.69 ± 0.04

2.15 ± 0.16

–0.0024 ± 0.0002

—

–0.0072 ± 0.0007g

N. Pacific

1991–2006h

—

—

–0.0017

—

—

N. Pacific

1983–2008

—

—

Coast of western
N. Pacific

1994–2008k

1.99 ± 0.02

1.54 ± 0.33

–0.0020 ± 0.0007

—

–0.012 ± 0.005

1983–2009

1.66 ± 0.01

1.92 ± 0.08

–0.0019 ± 0.0001

–0.59 ± 0.04

–0.0091 ± 0.0006

1985–2009

1.67 ± 0.01

2.02 ± 0.08

–0.0020 ± 0.0001

–0.68 ± 0.04

–0.0105 ± 0.0006

1988–2009

1.73 ± 0.01

2.22 ± 0.11

–0.0022 ± 0.0001

–0.87 ± 0.05

–0.0135 ± 0.0008

1995–2009

1.90 ± 0.01

2.16 ± 0.18

–0.0021 ± 0.0002

–0.80 ± 0.08

–0.0125 ± 0.0013

1988–2009

1.73 ± 0.01

1.82 ± 0.07

–0.0018 ± 0.0001

–0.52 ± 0.04

–0.0083 ± 0.0007

1995–2009

1.92 ± 0.01

1.58 ± 0.13

–0.0015 ± 0.0001

–0.40 ± 0.07

–0.0061 ± 0.0028

ESTOC

1995–2009

1.88 ± 0.02

1.83 ± 0.15

–0.0017 ± 0.0001

–0.72 ± 0.05

–0.0123 ± 0.0015

IS

1985–2009m

1.75 ± 0.01

2.07 ± 0.15

–0.0024 ± 0.0002

–0.47 ± 0.04

–0.0071 ± 0.0006

m

1988–2009

1.70 ± 0.01

1.96 ± 0.22

–0.0023 ± 0.0003

–0.48 ± 0.05

–0.0073 ± 0.0008

1995–2009m

1.90 ± 0.01

2.01 ± 0.37

–0.0022 ± 0.0004

–0.40 ± 0.08

–0.0062 ± 0.0012

f

i

Summer
Winter

1.54 ± 0.08
1.65 ± 0.05

Summer
Winter

1.37 ± 0.33
1.58 ± 0.12

Summer
Winter

–0.0013 ± 0.0005
–0.0018 ± 0.0002

b. Updated trends j,l
BATS

ALOHA

Notes:
* pH on the total scale.
a

Bates (2007, Table 1): Simple linear fit.

b

Bates (2007, Table 2): Seasonally detrended (including linear term for time).

c

Dore et al. (2009): Linear fit with calculated pH and pCO2 from measured DIC and TA (full time series); corresponding Ωa from Feely et al. (2009).

d

Dore et al. (2009): Linear fit with measured pH (partial time series).

e

Santana-Casiano et al. (2007): Seasonal detrending (including linear terms for time and temperature).

f

González-Dávila et al. (2010): Seasonal detrending (including linear terms for time, temperature and mixed-layer depth).

g

Olafsson et al. (2009): Multivariable linear regression (linear terms for time and temperature) for winter data only.

h

Byrne et al. (2010): Meridional section originally occupied in 1991 and repeated in 2006.

i

Midorikawa et al. (2010): Winter and summer observations along 137°E.

j

Trends are for linear time term in seasonal detrending with harmonic periods of 12, 6 and 4 months. Harmonic analysis made after interpolating data to regular monthly grids (except for IS, which was
sampled much less frequently):

		

1983–2009 = September 1983 to December 2009 (BATS/Hydrostation S sampling period),
1985–2009 = February 1985 to December 2009 (IS sampling period),
1988–2009 = November 1988 to December 2009 (ALOHA/HOT sampling period), and
1995–2009 = September 1995 to December 2009 (ESTOC sampling period).

k

Ishii et al. (2011) - time-series observations in the coast of western North Pacific, with the seasonal cycle removed

l

Atmospheric pCO2 trends computed from same harmonic analysis (12-, 6- and 4-month periods) on the GLOBALVIEW-CO2 (2010) data product for the marine boundary layer referenced to the latitude
of the nearest atmospheric measurement station (BME = Bermuda; MLO = ALOHA; IZO = ESTOC; ICE = Iceland).

m

Winter ocean data, collected during dark period (between 19 January and 7 March), as per Olafsson et al. (2009) to reduce scatter from large interannual variations in intense short-term bloom events,
undersampled in time, fit linearly (y = at + bT + c).
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Satellite observations of chlorophyll reveal that oligotrophic provinces in four of the world’s major oceans expanded at average rates of
0.8 to 4.3% yr–1 from 1998 to 2006 (Polovina et al., 2008; Irwin and
Oliver, 2009), consistent with a reduction in nutrient availability owing
to increases in stratification. Model and observational studies suggest
interannual and multi-decadal fluctuations in nutrients are coupled
with variability of mode water and the NAO in the Atlantic Ocean
(Cianca et al., 2007; Pérez et al., 2010), climate modes of variability
in the Pacific Ocean (Wong et al., 2007; Di Lorenzo et al., 2009), and
variability of subtropical gyre circulation in the Indian Ocean (Álvarez
et al., 2011). However, there are no published studies quantifying longterm trends in ocean nutrient concentrations.

3.8.5

Based on high agreement between independent estimates using different methods and data sets (e.g., oceanic carbon, oxygen, and transient
60°W

0°

60°E

Oceanic uptake of anthropogenic CO2 results in gradual acidification
of the ocean. The pH of surface seawater has decreased by 0.1 since
the beginning of the industrial era, corresponding to a 26% increase
in hydrogen ion concentration. The observed pH trends range between
–0.0014 and –0.0024 yr–1 in surface waters. In the ocean interior, natural physical and biological processes, as well as uptake of anthropogenic CO2, can cause changes in pH over decadal and longer time
scales (Section 3.8.2, Table 3.2, Box 3.2, Figures 3.18 and 3.19, FAQ
3.3).
High agreement among analyses provides medium confidence that
oxygen concentrations have decreased in the open ocean thermocline
in many ocean regions since the 1960s. The general decline is consistent with the expectation that warming-induced stratification leads to a
decrease in the supply of oxygen to the thermocline from near surface
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Conclusions

tracer data), it is very likely that the global ocean inventory of anthropogenic carbon (Cant) increased from 1994 to 2010. The oceanic Cant inventory in 2010 is estimated to be 155 PgC with an uncertainty of ±20%.
The annual global oceanic uptake rates calculated from independent
data sets (from oceanic Cant inventory changes, from atmospheric O2/
N2 measurements or from pCO2 data) and for different time periods
agree with each other within their uncertainties and very likely are in
the range of 1.0 to 3.2 PgC yr–1. (Section 3.8.1, Figures 3.16 and 3.17)

(µmol kg-1)

cation of coastal waters (Diaz and Rosenberg, 2008; Seitzinger et al.,
2010; Kim et al., 2011), which amplifies the drawdown of CO2 (Borges
and Gypens, 2010; Provoost et al., 2010). In addition, atmospheric
deposition of anthropogenic fixed nitrogen may now account for up
to about 3% of oceanic new production, and this nutrient source is
projected to increase (Duce et al., 2008).

-16

Figure 3.20 | Dissolved oxygen (DO) distributions (in µmol kg–1) between 40°S and 40°N for: (a) the climatological mean (Boyer et al., 2006) at 200 dbar, as well as changes
between 1960 and 1974 and 1990 and 2008 of (b) dissolved oxygen (∆DO) at 200 dbar and (c) ∆DO vertically averaged over 200 to 700 dbar. In (b) and (c) increases are
red and decreases blue, and areas with differences below the 95% confidence interval are shaded by black horizontal lines. (After Stramma et al., 2010.)
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Changes have been observed in a number of ocean properties of
relevance to climate. It is virtually certain that the upper ocean (0 to
700 m) has warmed from 1971 to 2010 (Section 3.2.2, Figures 3.1 and
3.2). Warming between 700 and 2000 m likely contributed about 30%
of the total increase in global ocean heat content between 1957 and
2009 (Section 3.2.4, Figure 3.2). Global mean sea level has risen by
0.19 [0.17 to 0.21] m over the period 1901–2010. It is very likely that
the mean rate was 1.7 [1.5 to 1.9] mm yr–1 between 1901 and 2010
and increased to 3.2 [2.8 to 3.6] mm yr–1 between 1993 and 2010
(Section 3.7, Figure 3.13). The rise in mean sea level can explain most
of the observed increase in extreme sea levels (Figure 3.15). Regional
trends in sea surface salinity have very likely enhanced the mean
geographical contrasts in sea surface salinity since the 1950s: saline
surface waters in evaporation-dominated regions have become more
saline, while fresh surface waters in rainfall-dominated regions have
become fresher. It is very likely that trends in salinity have also occurred
in the ocean interior. These salinity changes provide indirect evidence
that the pattern of evaporation minus precipitation over the oceans
has been enhanced since the 1950s (Section 3.4, Figures 3.4 and 3.5].
Observed changes in water mass properties likely reflect the combined
effect of long-term trends in surface forcing (e.g., warming and
changes in evaporation minus precipitation) and variability associated
with climate modes (Section 3.5, Figure 3.9). It is virtually certain that
the ocean is storing anthropogenic CO2 and very likely that the ocean
inventory of anthropogenic CO2 increased from 1994 to 2010 (Section
3.8, Figures 3.16 and 3.17). The uptake of anthropogenic CO2 has very
likely caused acidification of the ocean (Section 3.8.2, Box 3.2).
For some ocean properties, the short and incomplete observational
record is not sufficient to detect trends. For example, there is no observational evidence for or against a change in the strength of the AMOC
(Section 3.6, Figure 3.11). However, recent observations have strengthened evidence for variability in major ocean circulation systems and
water mass properties on time scales from years to decades. Much of
the variability observed in ocean currents and in water masses can be
linked to changes in surface forcing, including wind changes associated with the major modes of climate variability such as the NAO, SAM,
ENSO, PDO and the AMO (Section 3.6, Box 2.5).
The consistency between the patterns of change in a number of
independent ocean parameters enhances confidence in the assessment
that the physical and biogeochemical state of the oceans has changed.

The distributions of trends in subsurface water properties, summarized
in a schematic zonally averaged view in Figure 3.22, are consistent
both with each other and with well-understood dynamics of ocean
circulation and water mass formation. The largest changes in
temperature, salinity, anthropogenic CO2, and other properties are
observed along known ventilation pathways (indicated by arrows in
Figure 3.22), where surface waters are transferred to the ocean interior,
or in regions where changes in ocean circulation (e.g., contraction or
expansion of gyres, or a southward shift of the Antarctic Circumpolar
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Substantial progress has been made since AR4 in documenting and
understanding change in the ocean. The major findings of this chapter
are largely consistent with those of AR4, but in many cases statements
can now be made with greater confidence because more data are
available, biases in historical data have been identified and reduced,
and new analytical approaches have been applied.
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This consistency is illustrated here with two simple figures (Figures 3.21
and 3.22). Four global measures of ocean change have increased since
the 1950s: the inventory of anthropogenic CO2, global mean sea level,
upper ocean heat content, and the salinity contrast between regions of
high and low sea surface salinity (Figure 3.21). High agreement among
multiple lines of evidence based on independent data and different
methods provides high confidence in the observed increase in these
global metrics of ocean change.
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waters, that warmer waters can hold less oxygen, and that changes in
wind-driven circulation affect oxygen concentrations. It is likely that
the tropical oxygen minimum zones have expanded in recent decades
(Section 3.8.3, Figure 3.20).
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Figure 3.21 | Time series of changes in large-scale ocean climate properties. From
top to bottom: global ocean inventory of anthropogenic carbon dioxide, updated from
Khatiwala et al. (2009); global mean sea level (GMSL), from Church and White (2011);
global upper ocean heat content anomaly, updated from Domingues et al. (2008); the
difference between salinity averaged over regions where the sea surface salinity is
greater than the global mean sea surface salinity (“High Salinity”) and salinity averaged
over regions values below the global mean (“Low Salinity”), from Boyer et al. (2009).
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Current) result in large anomalies. Zonally averaged warming trends
are widespread throughout the upper 2000 m, with largest warming
near the sea surface. Water masses formed in the precipitationdominated mid to high latitudes have freshened, while water masses
formed in the evaporation-dominated subtropics have become saltier.
Anthropogenic CO2 has accumulated in surface waters and been
transferred into the interior, primarily by water masses formed in the
North Atlantic and Southern Oceans.
In summary, changes have been observed in ocean properties of relevance to climate during the past 40 years, including temperature, salinity, sea level, carbon, pH, and oxygen. The observed patterns of change
are consistent with changes in the surface ocean (warming, changes
in salinity and an increase in Cant) in response to climate change and
variability and with known physical and biogeochemical processes in
the ocean, providing high confidence in this assessment. Chapter 10
discusses the extent to which these observed changes can be attributed to human or natural forcing.

Improvements in the quality and quantity of ocean observations has
allowed for a more definitive assessment of ocean change than was
possible in AR4. However, substantial uncertainties remain. In many
cases, the observational record is still too short or incomplete to detect
trends in the presence of energetic variability on time scales of years
to decades. Recent improvements in the ocean observing system, most
notably the Argo profiling float array, mean that temperature and
salinity are now being sampled routinely in most of the ocean above
2000 m depth for the first time. However, sparse sampling of the deep
ocean and of many biogeochemical variables continues to limit the
ability to detect and understand changes in the global ocean.

Depth (m)

3

Temperature change (°C per decade)
Figure 3.22 | Summary of observed changes in zonal averages of global ocean properties. Temperature trends (degrees Celsius per decade) are indicated in colour (red = warming, blue = cooling); salinity trends are indicated by contour lines (dashed = fresher; solid = saltier) for the upper 2000 m of the water column (50-year trends from data set of
Durack and Wijffels (2010); trends significant at >90% confidence are shown). Arrows indicate primary ventilation pathways. Changes in other physical and chemical properties are
summarised to the right of the figure, for each depth range (broken axes symbols delimit changes in vertical scale). Increases are shown in red, followed by a plus sign; decreases
are shown in blue, followed by a minus sign; the number of + and – signs indicates the level of confidence associated with the observation of change (+++, high confidence; ++,
medium confidence; +, low confidence). T = temperature, S = salinity, Strat = stratification, Cant = anthropogenic carbon, CO32– = carbonate ion, NA = North Atlantic, SO = Southern
–
Ocean, AABW = Antarctic Bottom Water. S > S refers to the salinity averaged over regions where the sea surface salinity is greater than the global mean sea surface salinity; S <
–
S refers to the average over regions with values below the global mean.
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Appendix 3.A:
Availability of Observations for Assessment of
Change in the Oceans
Sampling of the ocean has been highly heterogeneous since 1950.
The coverage in space, time, depth and number of ocean variables
has evolved over time, reflecting changes in technology and the contribution of major oceanographic research programs. Changes in the
distribution and quality of ocean measurements over time complicate
efforts to detect and interpret change in the ocean. This Appendix provides some illustrative examples of the evolution of the ocean observing system on which the assessment of ocean change in this chapter
is based. A more comprehensive discussion of ocean sampling is provided in the literature cited in this chapter. Sampling of sea surface
temperature is discussed in Chapter 2.

3.A.1

Subsurface Ocean Temperature and Heat Content

Temperature is the best-sampled oceanographic variable, but even
for temperature sampling is far from ideal or complete. Early oceanographic expeditions included the Challenger voyage around the world
in the 1870s, the Meteor survey of the Atlantic in the 1920s, and the
Discovery investigations of the Southern Ocean starting in the 1920s.
More frequent basin-scale sampling commenced in the late 1950s with
the International Geophysical Year. The number of profiles available for
assessment of changes in temperature and ocean heat content in the
upper 700 m generally increases with time since the 1950s (Figure
3.A.1). Near-global coverage of the upper half of the ocean was not
achieved until the widespread deployment of Argo profiling floats in
the 2000s (Figure 3.A.2).

1950s

Early measurements of temperature were made using reversing thermometers and Nansen bottles that were lowered from ships on station
(not moving). Starting in the 1960s conductivity-temperature-depth
(CTD) instruments with Niskin bottles gradually gained dominance for
high-quality data and deep data collected on station during oceanographic cruises. From at least 1950 through about 1970, most subsurface measurements of ocean temperature were made with mechanical
bathythermographs, an advance because these instruments could be
deployed from a moving ship, albeit a slowly moving one, but these
casts were generally limited to depths shallower than 250 m. Expendable bathythermographs (XBTs) that could be deployed from a rapidly
moving ship and sampled to 400 m came into widespread use in the
late 1960s, and those that sampled to 700 m became predominant
in the 1990s, greatly expanding oceanographic sampling. Starting in
2000, Argo floats began sampling the ocean to a target depth of 2000
m, building to near-global coverage by 2005. Prior to the Argo era,
sampling of the ocean below 700 m was almost solely achieved from
ships on station deploying Nansen bottles with reversing thermometers or later using CTDs with Niskin bottles. Today ship-based station
data still dominates sampling for waters deeper than 2000 m depth
(the maximum depth currently sampled by Argo floats). An illustration
of the limited data available for assessment of change in the deep
ocean is provided in Figure 3.3, which shows locations of full-depth
oceanographic CTD sections that have been occupied more than once
since about 1980. The depth coverage of the ocean observing system
has changed over time (Figure 3A.2, top panel) with a hemispheric bias
(Figure 3.A.2, middle and lower panels). The Northern Hemisphere (NH)
has been consistently better sampled than the Southern Hemisphere
(SH) prior to the Argo era.
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Figure 3.A.1 | Number of temperature profiles extending to 700 m depth in each 1° × 1° square, by decade, between 65°N and 65°S.
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Figure 3.A.2 | (Top) Percentage of global coverage of ocean temperature profiles as a
function of depth in 1° latitude by 1° longitude by 1-year bins (top panel) shown versus
time. Different colours indicate profiles to different depths (middle panel). Percentage of
global coverage as a function of depth and time, for the Northern Hemisphere. (Bottom
panel) As above, but for the Southern Hemisphere.

3.A.2

Salinity

Measurements of subsurface salinity have relied almost solely on data
collected from bottle and CTD casts from ships on station (and, more
recently, using profiling floats that sample both temperature and salinity with CTDs). Hence fewer measurements of salinity are available
than of temperature (by roughly a factor of 3). However, the evolution
with time of subsurface salinity sampling shows a progression similar to that of temperature (Figure 3.A.3). Coverage generally improves
with time, but there is a strong NH bias, particularly in the North
Atlantic. A shift in focus from basin-to-basin as major field programs
were carried out is evident. Near-global coverage of ocean salinity
above 2000 m was not achieved until after 2005, when the Argo array
approached full deployment. For depths greater than 2000 m, outside
312

the relatively well sampled North Atlantic, information on changes in
ocean salinity is largely restricted to the repeat hydrographic transects
(see Figure 3.3).

3.A.3

Sea Level

Direct observations of sea level are made using tide gauges since the
1700s and high-precision satellite altimeters since 1992. Tide gauge
measurements are limited to coastlines and islands. There are intermittent records of sea level at Amsterdam from 1700 and at three more
sites in Northern Europe starting after 1770. By the late 1800s, more
tide gauges were being operated in Northern Europe and in North
America, as well as in Australia and New Zealand (Figure 3.A.4). It
was not until the late 1970s to early 1980s that a majority of deepocean islands had operating tide gauges suitable for climate studies.
Although tide gauges have continued to be deployed since 1990, they
have been complemented by continuous, near-global measurements
of sea level from space since 1992. Measurements are made along the
satellite’s ground track on the Earth surface, typically averaged over
approximately 7 km to reduce noise and improve precision. The maximum latitude extent of the measurement is limited by the inclination
of the orbital plane, which has been between ±66° for the TOPEX/
Poseidon and Jason series of altimeters. The spacing between ground
tracks is much greater than the spacing along the ground track. As
an example, the groundtrack separation of the TOPEX/Poseidon-type
of orbits is about 300 km at the equator, but is less than 100 km at
latitudes poleward of 50° latitude. On average, the spacing is between
100 and 200 km. Satellites are limited in the temporal sampling as
well due to the orbit configuration. For a specific location along a
groundtrack, the return time for a TOPEX/Poseidon-type of orbit is 9.9
days. If one relaxes the requirement to a measurement within a 300 km
radius, the return time can be as short as a few hours at high latitudes
to about 3 days at the equator. As noted in Section 3.6, satellite altimeter observations of sea level are also an important tool for observing
large-scale ocean circulation.

3.A.4

Biogeochemistry

The data available for assessing changes in biogeochemical parameters is less complete than for temperature and salinity. The global
data base on which the Global Ocean Data Analysis Project (GLODAP,
Key et al., 2004) ocean carbon inventory is based is illustrated in Figure
3.A.5. Changes in the ocean inventory of anthropogenic CO2 have been
estimated using measurements of carbon parameters and other tracers
collected at these roughly 12,000 stations, mostly occupied since 1990.
The majority of these stations extend through the full water depth. A
subset of these stations have been repeated one or more times. The
distribution of oxygen measurements at 300 m depth in 10-year periods since 1960 is shown in Figure 3.A.6, as used in the global study of
Stramma et al. (2012). As for temperature and salinity, the sampling
is heterogeneous, coverage generally improves with time but shifts
between basins as major field programs come and go, and tends to be
concentrated in the NH.
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Executive Summary

4.5, 4.6} Satellite measurements made in the period 2010–2012 show
a decrease in sea ice volume compared to those made over the period
2003–2008 (medium confidence). There is high confidence that in the
Arctic, where the sea ice thickness has decreased, the sea ice drift
speed has increased. {4.2.2, Figure 4.6}

The cryosphere, comprising snow, river and lake ice, sea ice, glaciers,
ice shelves and ice sheets, and frozen ground, plays a major role in
the Earth’s climate system through its impact on the surface energy
budget, the water cycle, primary productivity, surface gas exchange
and sea level. The cryosphere is thus a fundamental control on the
physical, biological and social environment over a large part of the
Earth’s surface. Given that all of its components are inherently sensitive to temperature change over a wide range of time scales, the
cryosphere is a natural integrator of climate variability and provides
some of the most visible signatures of climate change.
Since AR4, observational technology has improved and key time series
of measurements have been lengthened, such that our identification
and measurement of changes and trends in all components of the
cryosphere has been substantially improved, and our understanding
of the specific processes governing their responses has been refined.
Since the AR4, observations show that there has been a continued net
loss of ice from the cryosphere, although there are significant differences in the rate of loss between cryospheric components and regions.
The major changes occurring to the cryosphere are as follows.

Sea Ice
Continuing the trends reported in AR4, the annual Arctic sea
ice extent decreased over the period 1979–2012. The rate of
this decrease was very likely1 between 3.5 and 4.1% per decade
(0.45 to 0.51 million km2 per decade). The average decrease in
decadal extent of Arctic sea ice has been most rapid in summer and
autumn (high confidence2), but the extent has decreased in every
season, and in every successive decade since 1979 (high confidence).
{4.2.2, Figure 4.2}
The extent of Arctic perennial and multi-year sea ice decreased
between 1979 and 2012 (very high confidence). The perennial sea
ice extent (summer minimum) decreased between 1979 and 2012 at
11.5 ± 2.1% per decade (0.73 to 1.07 million km2 per decade) (very
likely) and the multi-year ice (that has survived two or more summers)
decreased at a rate of 13.5 ± 2.5% per decade (0.66 to 0.98 million
km2 per decade) (very likely). {4.2.2, Figures 4.4, 4.6}
The average winter sea ice thickness within the Arctic Basin
decreased between 1980 and 2008 (high confidence). The average decrease was likely between 1.3 and 2.3 m. High confidence in this
assessment is based on observations from multiple sources: submarine,
electro-magnetic (EM) probes, and satellite altimetry, and is consistent
with the decline in multi-year and perennial ice extent {4.2.2, Figures

It is likely that the annual period of surface melt on Arctic perennial sea ice lengthened by 5.7 ± 0.9 days per decade over the
period 1979–2012. Over this period, in the region between the East
Siberian Sea and the western Beaufort Sea, the duration of ice-free
conditions increased by nearly 3 months. {4.2.2, Figure 4.6}
It is very likely that the annual Antarctic sea ice extent increased
at a rate of between 1.2 and 1.8% per decade (0.13 to 0.20
million km2 per decade) between 1979 and 2012. There was a
greater increase in sea ice area, due to a decrease in the percentage
of open water within the ice pack. There is high confidence that there
are strong regional differences in this annual rate, with some regions
increasing in extent/area and some decreasing {4.2.3, Figure 4.7}

Glaciers
Since AR4, almost all glaciers worldwide have continued to
shrink as revealed by the time series of measured changes in
glacier length, area, volume and mass (very high confidence).
Measurements of glacier change have increased substantially in
number since AR4. Most of the new data sets, along with a globally
complete glacier inventory, have been derived from satellite remote
sensing. {4.3.1, 4.3.3, Figures 4.9, 4.10, 4.11}
Between 2003 and 2009, most of the ice lost was from glaciers
in Alaska, the Canadian Arctic, the periphery of the Greenland
ice sheet, the Southern Andes and the Asian Mountains (very
high confidence). Together these regions account for more than 80%
of the total ice loss. {4.3.3, Figure 4.11, Table 4.4}
Total mass loss from all glaciers in the world, excluding those
on the periphery of the ice sheets, was very likely 226 ± 135
Gt yr–1 (sea level equivalent, 0.62 ± 0.37 mm yr–1) in the period
1971–2009, 275 ± 135 Gt yr–1 (0.76 ± 0.37 mm yr–1) in the period
1993–2009, and 301 ± 135 Gt yr–1 (0.83 ± 0.37 mm yr–1) between
2005 and 2009. {4.3.3, Figure 4.12, Table 4.5}
Current glacier extents are out of balance with current climatic
conditions, indicating that glaciers will continue to shrink in the
future even without further temperature increase (high confidence). {4.3.3}

1

In this Report, the following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: Virtually certain 99–100% probability, Very likely 90–100%,
Likely 66–100%, About as likely as not 33–66%, Unlikely 0–33%, Very unlikely 0–10%, Exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms (Extremely likely: 95–100%, More likely
than not >50–100%, and Extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used when appropriate. Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely (see Section 1.4 and Box TS.1
for more details).

2

In this Report, the following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement: low, medium, or high.
A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence. For a given evidence and
agreement statement, different confidence levels can be assigned, but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated with increasing confidence (see
Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).
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Ice Sheets
The Greenland ice sheet has lost ice during the last two decades
(very high confidence). Combinations of satellite and airborne
remote sensing together with field data indicate with high
confidence that the ice loss has occurred in several sectors and
that large rates of mass loss have spread to wider regions than
reported in AR4. {4.4.2, 4.4.3, Figures 4.13, 4.15, 4.17}
The rate of ice loss from the Greenland ice sheet has accelerated
since 1992. The average rate has very likely increased from
34 [–6 to 74] Gt yr–1 over the period 1992–2001 (sea level
equivalent, 0.09 [–0.02 to 0.20] mm yr–1), to 215 [157 to 274]
Gt yr–1 over the period 2002–2011 (0.59 [0.43 to 0.76] mm yr–1).
{4.4.3, Figures 4.15, 4.17}
Ice loss from Greenland is partitioned in approximately similar
amounts between surface melt and outlet glacier discharge
(medium confidence), and both components have increased
(high confidence). The area subject to summer melt has
increased over the last two decades (high confidence). {4.4.2}
The Antarctic ice sheet has been losing ice during the last two
decades (high confidence). There is very high confidence that
these losses are mainly from the northern Antarctic Peninsula
and the Amundsen Sea sector of West Antarctica, and high
confidence that they result from the acceleration of outlet
glaciers. {4.4.2, 4.4.3, Figures 4.14, 4.16, 4.17}

4

The average rate of ice loss from Antarctica likely increased
from 30 [–37 to 97] Gt yr–1 (sea level equivalent, 0.08 [–0.10 to
0.27] mm yr–1) over the period 1992–2001, to 147 [72 to 221]
Gt yr–1 over the period 2002–2011 (0.40 [0.20 to 0.61] mm yr–1).
{4.4.3, Figures 4.16, 4.17}
In parts of Antarctica, floating ice shelves are undergoing
substantial changes (high confidence). There is medium confidence
that ice shelves are thinning in the Amundsen Sea region of West
Antarctica, and medium confidence that this is due to high ocean
heat flux. There is high confidence that ice shelves round the Antarctic
Peninsula continue a long-term trend of retreat and partial collapse
that began decades ago. {4.4.2, 4.4.5}

Snow Cover
Snow cover extent has decreased in the Northern Hemisphere,
especially in spring (very high confidence). Satellite records indicate that over the period 1967–2012, annual mean snow cover extent
decreased with statistical significance; the largest change, –53% [very
likely, –40% to –66%], occurred in June. No months had statistically
significant increases. Over the longer period, 1922–2012, data are
available only for March and April, but these show a 7% [very likely,
4.5% to 9.5%] decline and a strong negative [–0.76] correlation with
March–April 40°N to 60°N land temperature. {4.5.2, 4.5.3}
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Station observations of snow, nearly all of which are in the
Northern Hemisphere, generally indicate decreases in spring,
especially at warmer locations (medium confidence). Results
depend on station elevation, period of record, and variable measured
(e.g., snow depth or duration of snow season), but in almost every
study surveyed, a majority of stations showed decreasing trends, and
stations at lower elevation or higher average temperature were the
most liable to show decreases. In the Southern Hemisphere, evidence is
too limited to conclude whether changes have occurred. {4.5.2, 4.5.3,
Figures 4.19, 4.20, 4.21}

Freshwater Ice
The limited evidence available for freshwater (lake and river) ice
indicates that ice duration is decreasing and average seasonal
ice cover shrinking (low confidence). For 75 Northern Hemisphere
lakes, for which trends were available for 150-, 100- and 30-year periods ending in 2005, the most rapid changes were in the most recent
period (medium confidence), with freeze-up occurring later (1.6 days
per decade) and breakup earlier (1.9 days per decade). In the North
American Great Lakes, the average duration of ice cover declined 71%
over the period 1973–2010. {4.6}

Frozen Ground
Permafrost temperatures have increased in most regions since
the early 1980s (high confidence) although the rate of increase
has varied regionally. The temperature increase for colder permafrost was generally greater than for warmer permafrost (high confidence). {4.7.2, Table 4.8, Figure 4.24}
Significant permafrost degradation has occurred in the Russian
European North (medium confidence). There is medium confidence
that, in this area, over the period 1975–2005, warm permafrost up to
15 m thick completely thawed, the southern limit of discontinuous permafrost moved north by up to 80 km and the boundary of continuous
permafrost moved north by up to 50 km. {4.7.2}
In situ measurements and satellite data show that surface subsidence associated with degradation of ice-rich permafrost
occurred at many locations over the past two to three decades
(medium confidence). {4.7.4}
In many regions, the depth of seasonally frozen ground has
changed in recent decades (high confidence). In many areas since
the 1990s, active layer thicknesses increased by a few centimetres to
tens of centimetres (medium confidence). In other areas, especially in
northern North America, there were large interannual variations but
few significant trends (high confidence). The thickness of the seasonally frozen ground in some non-permafrost parts of the Eurasian continent likely decreased, in places by more than 30 cm from 1930 to 2000
(high confidence) {4.7.4}
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Introduction

climate-meter’, responsive not only to temperature but also to other
climate variables (e.g., precipitation). However, it remains the case that
the conspicuous and widespread nature of changes in the cryosphere
(in particular, sea ice, glaciers and ice sheets) means these changes are
frequently used emblems of the impact of changing climate. It is thus
imperative that we understand the context of current change within the
framework of past changes and natural variability.

The cryosphere is the collective term for the components of the Earth
system that contain a substantial fraction of water in the frozen state
(Table 4.1). The cryosphere comprises several components: snow, river
and lake ice; sea ice; ice sheets, ice shelves, glaciers and ice caps; and
frozen ground which exist, both on land and beneath the oceans (see
Glossary and Figure 4.1). The lifespan of each component is very different. River and lake ice, for example, are transient features that generally do not survive from winter to summer; sea ice advances and retreats
with the seasons but especially in the Arctic can survive to become
multi-year ice lasting several years. The East Antarctic ice sheet, on the
other hand, is believed to have become relatively stable around 14
million years ago (Barrett, 2013). Nevertheless, all components of the
cryosphere are inherently sensitive to changes in air temperature and
precipitation, and hence to a changing climate (see Chapter 2).

The cryosphere is, however, not simply a passive indicator of climate
change; changes in each component of the cryosphere have a significant and lasting impact on physical, biological and social systems. Ice
sheets and glaciers exert a major control on global sea level (see Chapters 5 and 13), ice loss from these systems may affect global ocean
circulation and marine ecosystems, and the loss of glaciers near populated areas as well as changing seasonal snow cover may have direct
impacts on water resources and tourism (see WGII Chapters 3 and 24).
Similarly, reduced sea ice extent has altered, and in the future may
continue to alter, ocean circulation, ocean productivity and regional
climate and will have direct impacts on shipping and mineral and oil
exploration (see WGII, Chapter 28). Furthermore, decline in snow cover
and sea ice will tend to amplify regional warming through snow and
ice-albedo feedback effects (see Glossary and Chapter 9). In addition,

Changes in the longer-lived components of the cryosphere (e.g., glaciers)
are the result of an integrated response to climate, and the cryosphere is
often referred to as a ‘natural thermometer’. But as our understanding
of the complexity of this response has grown, it is increasingly clear that
elements of the cryosphere should rather be considered as a ‘natural

Table 4.1 | Representative statistics for cryospheric components indicating their general significance.

Ice on Land

Percent of Global Land Surfacea

Sea Level Equivalentb (metres)

Antarctic ice sheet

8.3

58.3

Greenland ice sheetd

1.2

7.36

c

Glaciers

e

Terrestrial permafrostf
Seasonally frozen groundh
Seasonal snow cover
(seasonally variable)i
Northern Hemisphere freshwater (lake and river) icej
Total

k

Ice in the Ocean
Antarctic ice shelves

0.5

0.41

9–12

0.02–0.10g

33

Not applicable

1.3–30.6

0.001–0.01

1.1

Not applicable

52.0–55.0%

~66.1

Percent of Global Ocean Areaa

Volumel (103 km3)

0.45m

~380

Antarctic sea ice, austral summer (spring)

0.8 (5.2)

3.4 (11.1)

Arctic sea ice, boreal autumn (winter/spring)n

1.7 (3.9)

13.0 (16.5)

~0.8

Not available

n

Sub-sea permafrosto
Totalp

4

5.3–7.3

Notes:
a
Assuming a global land area of 147.6 Mkm2 and ocean area of 362.5 Mkm2.
b
See Glossary. Assuming an ice density of 917 kg m–3, a seawater density of 1028 kg m–3, with seawater replacing ice currently below sea level.
c
Area of grounded ice sheet not including ice shelves is 12.295 Mkm2 (Fretwell et al., 2013).
d
Area of ice sheet and peripheral glaciers is 1.801 Mkm2 (Kargel et al., 2012). SLE (Bamber et al., 2013).
e
Calculated from glacier outlines (Arendt et al., 2012), includes glaciers around Greenland and Antarctica. For sources of SLE see Table 4.2.
f
Area of permafrost excluding permafrost beneath the ice sheets is 13.2 to 18.0 Mkm2 (Gruber, 2012).
g
Value indicates the full range of estimated excess water content of Northern Hemisphere permafrost (Zhang et al., 1999).
h
Long-term average maximum of seasonally frozen ground is 48.1 Mkm2 (Zhang et al., 2003); excludes Southern Hemisphere.
i
Northern Hemisphere only (Lemke et al., 2007).
j
Areas and volume of freshwater (lake and river ice) were derived from modelled estimates of maximum seasonal extent (Brooks et al., 2012).
k
To allow for areas of permafrost and seasonally frozen ground that are also covered by seasonal snow, total area excludes seasonal snow cover.
l
Antarctic austral autumn (spring) (Kurtz and Markus, 2012); and Arctic boreal autumn (winter) (Kwok et al., 2009). For the Arctic, volume includes only sea ice in the Arctic Basin.
m Area is 1.617 Mkm2 (Griggs and Bamber, 2011).
n
Maximum and minimum areas taken from this assessment, Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.
o
Few estimates of the area of sub-sea permafrost exist in the literature. The estimate shown, 2.8 Mkm2, has significant uncertainty attached and was assembled from other publications by Gruber
(2012).
p
Summer and winter totals assessed separately.
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Figure 4.1 | The cryosphere in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres in polar projection. The map of the Northern Hemisphere shows the sea ice cover during minimum summer
extent (13 September 2012). The yellow line is the average location of the ice edge (15% ice concentration) for the yearly minima from 1979 to 2012. Areas of continuous permafrost (see Glossary) are shown in dark pink, discontinuous permafrost in light pink. The green line along the southern border of the map shows the maximum snow extent while
the black line across North America, Europe and Asia shows the 50% contour for frequency of snow occurrence. The Greenland ice sheet (blue/grey) and locations of glaciers (small
gold circles) are also shown. The map of the Southern Hemisphere shows approximately the maximum sea ice cover during an austral winter (13 September 2012). The yellow line
shows the average ice edge (15% ice concentration) during maximum extent of the sea ice cover from 1979 to 2012. Some of the elements (e.g., some glaciers and snow) located
at low latitudes are not visible in this projection (see Figure 4.8). The source of the data for sea ice, permafrost, snow and ice sheet are data sets held at the National Snow and Ice
Data Center (NSIDC), University of Colorado, on behalf of the North American Atlas, Instituto Nacional de Estadística, Geografía e Informática (Mexico), Natural Resources Canada,
U.S. Geological Survey, Government of Canada, Canada Centre for Remote Sensing and The Atlas of Canada. Glacier locations were derived from the multiple data sets compiled
in the Randolph Glacier Inventory (Arendt et al., 2012).
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changes in frozen ground (in particular, ice-rich permafrost) will
damage some vulnerable Arctic infrastructure (see WGII, Chapter 28),
and could substantially alter the carbon budget through the release of
methane (see Chapter 6).
Since AR4, substantial progress has been made in most types of cryospheric observations. Satellite technologies now permit estimates
of regional and temporal changes in the volume and mass of the
ice sheets. The longer time series now available enable more accurate assessments of trends and anomalies in sea ice cover and rapid
identification of unusual events such as the dramatic decline of Arctic
summer sea ice extent in 2007 and 2012. Similarly, Arctic sea ice thickness can now be estimated using satellite altimetry, allowing pan-Arctic measurements of changes in volume and mass. A new global glacier
inventory includes nearly all glaciers (Arendt et al., 2012) (42% in AR4)
and allows for much better estimates of the total ice volume and its
past and future changes. Remote sensing measurements of regional
glacier volume change are also now available widely and modelling of
glacier mass change has improved considerably. Finally, fluctuations in
the cryosphere in the distant and recent past have been mapped with
increasing certainty, demonstrating the potential for rapid ice loss,
compared to slow recovery, particularly when related to sea level rise.
This chapter describes the current state of the cryosphere and its individual components, with a focus on recent improvements in understanding of the observed variability, changes and trends. Projections
of future cryospheric changes (e.g., Chapter 13) and potential drivers
(Chapter 10) are discussed elsewhere. Earlier IPCC reports used cryospheric terms that have specific scientific meanings (see Cogley et
al., 2011), but have rather different meanings in everyday language.
To avoid confusion, this chapter uses the term ‘glaciers’ for what was
previously termed ‘glaciers and ice caps’ (e.g., Lemke et al., 2007). For
the two largest ice masses of continental size, those covering Greenland and Antarctica, we use the term ‘ice sheets’. For simplicity, we use
units such as gigatonnes (Gt, 109 tonnes, or 1012 kg). One gigatonne is
approximately equal to one cubic kilometre of freshwater (1.1 km3 of
ice), and 362.5 Gt of ice removed from the land and immersed in the
oceans will cause roughly 1 mm of global sea level rise (Cogley, 2012).

4.2

Sea Ice

4.2.1

Background

Sea ice (see Glossary) is an important component of the climate
system. A sea ice cover on the ocean changes the surface albedo, insulates the ocean from heat loss, and provides a barrier to the exchange
of momentum and gases such as water vapour and CO2 between the
ocean and atmosphere. Salt ejected by growing sea ice alters the density structure and modifies the circulation of the ocean. Regional climate changes affect the sea ice characteristics and these changes can
feed back on the climate system, both regionally and globally. Sea ice
is also a major component of polar ecosystems; plants and animals at
all trophic levels find a habitat in, or are associated with, sea ice.
Most sea ice exists as pack ice, and wind and ocean currents drive the
drift of individual pieces of ice (called floes). Divergence and shear in
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sea ice motion create areas of open water where, during colder months,
new ice can quickly form and grow. On the other hand, convergent ice
motion causes the ice cover to thicken by deformation. Two relatively
thin floes colliding with each other can ‘raft’, stacking one on top of
the other and thickening the ice. When thicker floes collide, thick ridges
may be built from broken pieces, with a height above the surface (ridge
sail) of 2 m or more, and a much greater thickness (~10 m) and width
below the ocean surface (ridge keel).
Sea ice thickness also increases by basal freezing during winter months.
But the thicker the ice becomes the more it insulates heat loss from the
ocean to the atmosphere and the slower the basal growth is. There is
an equilibrium thickness for basal ice growth that is dependent on the
surface energy balance and heat from the deep ocean below. Snow
cover lying on the surface of sea ice provides additional insulation, and
also alters the surface albedo and aerodynamic roughness. But also,
and particularly in the Antarctic, a heavy snow load on thin sea ice
can depress the ice surface and allow seawater to flood the snow. This
saturated snow layer freezes quickly to form ‘snow ice’ (see FAQ 4.1).
Because sea ice is formed from seawater it contains sea salt, mostly
in small pockets of concentrated brine. The total salt content in newly
formed sea ice is only 25 to 50% of that in the parent seawater, and the
residual salt rejected as the sea ice forms alters ocean water density
and stability. The salinity of the ice decreases as it ages, and particularly during the Arctic summer when melt water (including from melt
ponds that form on the surface) drains through and flushes the ice.
The salinity and porosity of sea ice affect its mechanical strength, its
thermal properties and its electrical properties – the latter being very
important for remote sensing.
Geographical constraints play a dominant but not an exclusive role in
determining the quite different characteristics of sea ice in the Arctic
and the Antarctic (see FAQ 4.1). This is one of the reasons why changes
in sea ice extent and thickness are very different in the north and the
south. We also have much more information on Arctic sea ice thickness
than we do on Antarctic sea ice thickness, and so discuss Arctic and
Antarctic separately in this assessment.

4.2.2

Arctic Sea Ice

Regional sea ice observations, which span more than a century, have
revealed significant interannual changes in sea ice coverage (Walsh
and Chapman, 2001). Since the advent of satellite multichannel passive microwave imaging systems in 1979, which now provide more
than 34 years of continuous coverage, it has been possible to monitor
the entire extent of sea ice with a temporal resolution of less than a
day. A number of procedures have been used to convert the observed
microwave brightness temperature into sea ice concentration— the
fractional area of the ocean covered by ice—and thence to derive sea
ice extent and area (Markus and Cavalieri, 2000; Comiso and Nishio,
2008). Sea ice extent is defined as the sum of ice covered areas with
concentrations of at least 15%, while ice area is the product of the ice
concentration and area of each data element within the ice extent. A
brief description of the different techniques for deriving sea ice concentration is provided in the Supplementary Material. The trends in the
sea ice concentration, ice extent and ice area, as inferred from data
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derived from the different techniques, are generally compatible. A comparison of derived ice extents from different sources is presented in the
next section and in the Supplementary Material. Results presented in
this assessment are based primarily on a single technique (Comiso and
Nishio, 2008) but the use of data from other techniques would provide
generally the same conclusions.
Arctic sea ice cover varies seasonally, with average ice extent varying
between about 6 × 106 km2 in the summer and about 15 × 106 km2 in
the winter (Comiso and Nishio, 2008; Cavalieri and Parkinson, 2012;
Meier et al., 2012). The summer ice cover is confined to mainly the
Arctic Ocean basin and the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, while winter
sea ice reaches as far south as 44°N, into the peripheral seas. At the
end of summer, the Arctic sea ice cover consists primarily of the previously thick, old and ridged ice types that survived the melt period.
Interannual variability is largely determined by the extent of the ice
cover in the peripheral seas in winter and by the ice cover that survives
the summer melt in the Arctic Basin.

4.2.2.1 Total Arctic Sea Ice Extent and Concentration

4

Figure 4.2 (derived from passive microwave data) shows both the seasonality of the Arctic sea ice cover and the large decadal changes that
have occurred over the last 34 years. Typically, Arctic sea ice reaches
its maximum seasonal extent in February or March whereas the minimum occurs in September at the end of summer melt. Changes in
decadal averages in Arctic ice extent are more pronounced in summer
than in winter. The change in winter extent between 1979–1988 and
1989–1998 was negligible. Between 1989–1998 and 1999–2008,
there was a decrease in winter extent of around 0.6 × 106 km2. This
can be contrasted to a decrease in ice extent at the end of the summer
(September) of 0.5 × 106 km2 between 1979–1988 and 1989–1998,
followed by a further decrease of 1.2 × 106 km2 between 1989–1998
and 1999–2008. Figure 4.2 also shows that the change in extent from
1979–1988 to 1989–1998 was statistically significant mainly in spring
and summer while the change from 1989–1998 to 1999–2008 was
statistically significant during winter and summer. The largest interannual changes occur during the end of summer when only the thick
components of the winter ice cover survive the summer melt (Comiso
et al., 2008; Comiso, 2012).
For comparison, the average extents during the 2009–2012 period are
also presented: the extent during this period was considerably less
than in earlier periods in all seasons, except spring. The summer minimum extent was at a record low in 2012 following an earlier record
set in 2007 (Stroeve et al., 2007; Comiso et al., 2008). The minimum
ice extent in 2012 was 3.44 × 106 km2 while the low in 2007 was 4.22
× 106 km2. For comparison, the record high value was 7.86 × 106 km2
in 1980. The low extent in 2012 (which is 18.5% lower than in 2007)
was probably caused in part by an unusually strong storm in the Central Arctic Basin on 4 to 8 August 2012 (Parkinson and Comiso, 2013).
The extents for 2007 and 2012 were almost the same from June until
the storm period in 2012, after which the extent in 2012 started to
trend considerably lower than in 2007. The error bars, which represent
1 standard deviation (1σ) of samples used to estimate each data point,
are smallest in the first decade and get larger with subsequent decades
indicating much higher interannual variability in recent years. The error
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bars are also comparable in summer and winter during the first decade
but become progressively larger for summer compared to winter in
subsequent decades. These results indicate that the largest interannual
variability has occurred in the summer and in the recent decade.
Although relatively short as a climate record, the 34-year satellite
record is long enough to allow determination of significant and consistent trends of the time series of monthly anomalies (i.e., difference
between the monthly and the averages over the 34-year record) of ice
extent, area and concentration. The trends in ice concentration for the
winter, spring, summer and autumn for the period November 1978 to
December 2012 are shown in Figure 4.2 (b, c, d and e). The seasonal
trends for different regions, except the Bering Sea, are negative. Ice
cover changes are relatively large in the eastern Arctic Basin and most
peripheral seas in winter and spring, while changes are pronounced
almost everywhere in the Arctic Basin, except at greater than 82°N, in
summer and autumn. In connection with a comprehensive observational research program during the International Polar Year 2007–2008,
regional studies primarily on the Canadian side of the Arctic revealed
very similar patterns of spatial and interannual variability of the sea ice
cover (Derksen et al., 2012).
From the monthly anomaly data, the trend in sea ice extent in the
Northern Hemisphere (NH) for the period from November 1978 to
December 2012 is –3.8 ± 0.3% per decade (very likely) (see FAQ 4.1).
The error quoted is calculated from the standard deviation of the slope
of the regression line. The baseline for the monthly anomalies is the
average of all data for each month from November 1978 to December
2012. The trends for different regions vary greatly, ranging from +7.3%
per decade in the Bering Sea to –13.8% per decade in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence. This large spatial variability is associated with the complexity of the atmospheric and oceanic circulation system as manifested in
the Arctic Oscillation (Thompson and Wallace, 1998). The trends also
differ with season (Comiso and Nishio, 2008; Comiso et al., 2011). For
the entire NH, the trends in ice extent are –2.3 ± 0.5%, –1.8 ± 0.5%,
–6.1 ± 0.8% and –7.0 ± 1.5% per decade (very likely) in winter, spring,
summer and autumn, respectively. The corresponding trends in ice area
are –2.8 ± 0.5%, –2.2 ± 0.5%, –7.2 ± 1.0%, and –7.8 ± 1.3% per
decade (very likely). Similar results were obtained by (Cavalieri and
Parkinson, 2012) but cannot be compared directly since their data are
for the period from 1979 to 2010 (see Supplementary Material). The
trends for ice extent and ice area are comparable except in the summer
and autumn, when the trend in ice area is significantly more than that
in ice extent. This is due in part to increasing open water areas within
the pack that may be caused by more frequent storms and more divergence in the summer (Simmonds et al., 2008). The trends are larger in
the summer and autumn mainly because of the rapid decline in the
multi-year ice cover (Comiso, 2012), as discussed in Section 4.2.2.3.
The trends in km2 yr–1 were estimated as in Comiso and Nishio (2008)
and Comiso (2012) but the percentage trends presented in this chapter
were calculated differently. Here the percentage is calculated as a difference from the first data point on the trend line whereas the earlier
estimations used the difference from the mean value. The new percentage trends are only slightly different from the previous ones and the
conclusions about changes are the same.
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4.2.2.2 Longer Records of Arctic Ice Extent
For climate analysis, the variability of the sea ice cover prior to the
commencement of the satellite record in 1979 is also of interest. There
are a number of pre-satellite records, some based on regional observations taken from ships or aerial reconnaissance (e.g., Walsh and
Chapman, 2001; Polyakov et al., 2003) while others were based on
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Figure 4.2 | (a) Plots of decadal averages of daily sea ice extent in the Arctic (1979 to
1988 in red, 1989 to 1998 in blue, 1999 to 2008 in gold) and a 4-year average daily
ice extent from 2009 to 2012 in black. Maps indicate ice concentration trends (1979–
2012) in (b) winter, (c) spring, (d) summer and (e) autumn (updated from Comiso, 2010).

terrestrial proxies (e.g., Macias Fauria et al., 2010; Kinnard et al., 2011).
The records constructed by Kinnard et al. (2011) and Macias Fauria et
al. (2010) suggest that the decline of sea ice over the last few decades
has been unprecedented over the past 1450 years (see Section 5.5.2).
In a study of the marginal seas near the Russian coastline using ice
extent data from 1900 to 2000, Polyakov et al. (2003) found a low
frequency multi-decadal oscillation near the Kara Sea that shifted to a
dominant decadal oscillation in the Chukchi Sea.
A more comprehensive basin-wide record, compiled by Walsh and
Chapman (2001), showed very little interannual variability until the
last three to four decades. For the period 1901 to 1998, their results
show a summer mode that includes an anomaly of the same sign over
nearly the entire Arctic and that captures the sea-ice trend from recent
satellite data. Figure 4.3 shows an updated record of the Walsh and
Chapman data set with longer time coverage (1870 to 1978) that is
more robust because it includes additional historical sea ice observations (e.g., from Danish meteorological stations). A comparison of this
updated data set with that originally reported by Walsh and Chapman
(2001) shows similar interannual variability that is dominated by a
nearly constant extent of the winter (January–February–March) and
autumn (October–November–December) ice cover from 1870 to the
1950s. The absence of interannual variability during that period is due
to the use of climatology to fill gaps, potentially masking the natural
signal. Sea ice data from 1900–2011 as compiled by Met Office Hadley
Centre are also plotted for comparison. In this data set, the 1979–2011
values were derived from various sources, including satellite data, as
described by Rayner et al. (2003). Since the 1950s, more in situ data are
available and have been homogenized with the satellite record (Meier
et al., 2012). These data show a consistent decline in the sea ice cover
that is relatively moderate during the winter but more dramatic during
the summer months. Satellite data from other sources are also plotted
in Figure 4.3, including Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) and Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) data using
the Bootstrap Algorithm (SBA) as described by Comiso and Nishio
(2008) and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Team Algorithm (NT1) as described by Cavalieri et al. (1984) (see Supplementary Material). Data from the Advanced Microwave Scanning
Radiometer - Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) using the Bootstrap
Algorithm (ABA) and the NASA Team Algorithm Version 2 (NT2) are
also presented. The error bars represent one standard deviation of the
interannual variability during the satellite period. Because of the use of
climatology to fill data gaps from 1870 to 1953, the error bars in the
Walsh and Chapman data were set to twice that of the satellite period
and 1.5 times higher for 1954 to 1978. The apparent reduction of the
sea ice extent from 1978 to 1979 is in part due to the change from
surface observations to satellite data. Generally, the temporal distributions from the various sources are consistent with some exceptions
that may be attributed to possible errors in the data (e.g., Screen, 2011
and Supplementary Material). Taking this into account, the various
sources provide similar basic information and conclusions about the
changing extent and variability of the Arctic sea ice cover.

4.2.2.3 Multi-year/Seasonal Ice Coverage
The winter extent and area of the perennial and multi-year ice cover
in the Central Arctic (i.e., excluding Greenland Sea multi-year ice) for
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ice area were strongly negative at –11.5 ± 2.1 and –12.5 ± 2.1% per
decade (very likely) respectively. These values indicate an increased
rate of decline from the –6.4% and –8.5% per decade, respectively,
reported for the 1979 to 2000 period by Comiso (2002). The trends in
multi-year ice extent and area are even more negative, at –13.5 ± 2.5
and –14.7 ± 3.0% per decade (very likely), respectively, as updated for
the period 1979 to 2012 (Comiso, 2012). The more negative trend in ice
area than in ice extent indicates that the average ice concentration of
multi-year ice in the Central Arctic has also been declining. The rate of
decline in the extent and area of multi-year ice cover is consistent with
the observed decline of old ice types from the analysis of ice drift and
ice age by Maslanik et al. (2007), confirming that older and thicker ice
types in the Arctic have been declining significantly. The more negative
trend for the thicker multi-year ice area than that for the perennial ice
area implies that the average thickness of the ice, and hence the ice
volume, has also been declining.
Drastic changes in the multi-year ice coverage from QuikScat (satellite
radar scatterometer) data, validated using high-resolution Synthetic
Aperture Radar data (Kwok, 2004; Nghiem et al., 2007), have also been
reported. Some of these changes have been attributed to the near zero
replenishment of the Arctic multi-year ice cover by ice that survives the
summer (Kwok, 2007).
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Figure 4.3 | Ice extent in the Arctic from 1870 to 2011. (a) Annual ice extent and (b)
seasonal ice extent using averages of mid-month values derived from in situ and other
sources including observations from the Danish meteorological stations from 1870 to
1978 (updated from, Walsh and Chapman, 2001). Ice extent from a joint Hadley and
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) project (called HADISST1_
Ice) from 1900 to 2011 is also shown. The yearly and seasonal averages for the period
from 1979 to 2011 are shown as derived from Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) and Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) passive microwave data
using the Bootstrap Algorithm (SBA) and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Team Algorithm, Version 1 (NT1), using procedures described in Comiso and
Nishio (2008), and Cavalieri et al. (1984), respectively; and from Advanced Microwave
Scanning Radiometer, Version 2 (AMSR2) using algorithms called AMSR Bootstrap Algorithm (ABA) and NASA Team Algorithm, Version 2 (NT2), described in Comiso and Nishio
(2008) and Markus and Cavalieri (2000). In (b), data from the different seasons are
shown in different colours to illustrate variation between seasons, with SBA data from
the procedure in Comiso and Nishio (2008) shown in black.

1979–2012 are shown in Figure 4.4. Perennial ice is that which survives
the summer, and the ice extent at summer minimum has been used as
a measure of its coverage (Comiso, 2002). Multi-year ice (as defined
by World Meteorological Organization) is ice that has survived at least
two summers. Generally, multi-year ice is less saline and has a distinct
microwave signature that differs from the seasonal ice, and thus can
be discriminated and monitored with satellite microwave radiometers
(Johannessen et al., 1999; Zwally and Gloersen, 2008; Comiso, 2012).
Figure 4.4 shows similar interannual variability and large trends for
both perennial and multi-year ice for the period 1979 to 2012. The
extent of the perennial ice cover, which was about 7.9 × 106 km2 in
1980, decreased to as low as 3.5 × 106 km2 in 2012. Similarly, the
multi-year ice extent decreased from about 6.2 × 106 km2 in 1981 to
about 2.5 × 106 km2 in 2012. The trends in perennial ice extent and
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Figure 4.4 | Annual perennial (blue) and multi-year (green) sea ice extent (a) and sea
ice area (b) in the Central Arctic from 1979 to 2012 as derived from satellite passive
microwave data (updated from Comiso, 2012). Perennial ice values are derived from
summer minimum ice extent, while the multi-year ice values are averages of those from
December, January and February. The gold lines (after 2002) are from AMSR-E data.
Uncertainties in the observations (very likely range) are indicated by representative error
bars, and uncertainties in the trends are given (very likely range).
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4.2.2.4 Ice Thickness and Volume
For the Arctic, there are several techniques available for estimating
the thickness distribution of sea ice. Combined data sets of draft and
thickness from submarine sonars, satellite altimetry and airborne electromagnetic sensing provide broadly consistent and strong evidence of
decrease in Arctic sea ice thickness in recent years (Figure 4.6c).
Data collected by upward-looking sonar on submarines operating
beneath the Arctic pack ice provided the first evidence of ‘basin-wide’
decreases in ice thickness (Wadhams, 1990). Sonar measurements are
of average draft (the submerged portion of sea ice), which is converted
to thickness by assuming an average density for the measured floe
including its snow cover. With the then available submarine records,
Rothrock et al. (1999) found that ice draft in the mid-1990s was less
than that measured between 1958 and 1977 in each of six regions
within the Arctic Basin. The change was least (–0.9 m) in the Beaufort and Chukchi seas and greatest (–1.7 m) in the Eurasian Basin. The
decrease averaged about 42% of the average 1958 to 1977 thickness.
This decrease matched the decline measured in the Eurasian Basin
between 1976 and 1996 using UK submarine data (Wadhams and
Davis, 2000), which was 43%.
A subsequent analysis of US Navy submarine ice draft (Rothrock et
al., 2008) used much richer and more geographically extensive data
from 34 cruises within a data release area that covered almost 38%
of the area of the Arctic Ocean. These cruises were equally distributed
in spring and autumn over a 25-year period between 1975 and 2000.
Observational uncertainty associated with the ice draft from these is
0.5 m (Rothrock and Wensnahan, 2007). Multiple regression analysis
was used to separate the interannual changes (Figure 4.6c), the annual
cycle and the spatial distribution of draft in the observations. Results of
that analysis show that the annual mean ice thickness declined from a
peak of 3.6 m in 1980 to 2.4 m in 2000, a decrease of 1.2 m. Over the
period, the most rapid change was –0.08 m yr–1 in 1990.
The most recent submarine record, Wadhams et al. (2011), found that
tracks north of Greenland repeated between the winters of 2004 and
2007 showed a continuing shift towards less multi-year ice.
Satellite altimetry techniques are now capable of mapping sea ice freeboard to provide relatively comprehensive pictures of the distribution
of Arctic sea ice thickness. Similar to the estimation of sea ice thickness from ice draft, satellite measured freeboard (the height of sea ice
above the water surface) is converted to thickness, assuming an average density of ice and snow. The principal challenges to accurate thickness estimation using satellite altimetry are in the discrimination of
ice and open water, and in estimating the thickness of the snow cover.
Since 1993, radar altimeters on the European Space Agency (ESA),
European Remote Sensing (ERS) and Envisat satellites have provided
Arctic observations south of 81.5°N. With the limited latitudinal reach
of these altimeters, however, it has been difficult to infer basin-wide
changes in thickness. The ERS-1 estimates of ice thickness show a
downward trend but, because of the high variability and short time
series (1993–2001), Laxon et al. (2003) concluded that the trend in a
region of mixed seasonal and multi-year ice (i.e., below 81.5°N) cannot
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be considered as significant. Envisat observations showed a large
decrease in thickness (0.25 m) following September 2007 when ice
extent was the second lowest on record (Giles et al., 2008b). This was
associated with the large retreat of the summer ice cover, with thinning
regionally confined to the Beaufort and Chukchi seas, but with no significant changes in the eastern Arctic. These results are consistent with
those from the NASA Ice, Cloud and land Elevation Satellite (ICESat)
laser altimeter (see comment on ICESat data in Section 4.4.2.1), which
show thinning in the same regions between 2007 and 2008 (Kwok,
2009) (Figure 4.5). Large decreases in thickness due to the 2007 minimum in summer ice are clearly seen in both the radar and laser altimeter thickness estimates.
The coverage of the laser altimeter on ICESat (which ceased operation in 2009) extended to 86°N and provided a more complete spatial
pattern of the thickness distribution in the Arctic Basin (Figure 4.6c).
Thickness estimates are consistently within 0.5 m of sonar measurements from near-coincident submarine tracks and profiles from sonar
moorings in the Chukchi and Beaufort seas (Kwok, 2009). Ten ICESat
campaigns between autumn 2003 and spring 2008 showed seasonal
differences in thickness and thinning and volume losses of the Arctic
Ocean ice cover (Kwok, 2009). Over these campaigns, the multi-year
sea ice thickness in spring declined by ~0.6 m (Figure 4.5), while the
average thickness of the first-year ice (~2 m) had a negligible trend.
The average sea ice volume inside the Arctic Basin in spring (February/
March) was ~14,000 km3. Between 2004 and 2008, the total multi-year
ice volume in spring (February/March) experienced a net loss of 6300
km3 (>40%). Residual differences between sonar mooring and satellite
thicknesses suggest basin-scale volume uncertainties of approximately 700 km3. The rate of volume loss (–1237 km3 yr–1) during autumn
(October/November), while highlighting the large changes during the
short ICESat record compares with a more moderate loss rate (–280
± 100 km3 yr–1) over a 31-year period (1979–2010) estimated from a
sea ice reanalysis study using the Pan-Arctic Ice-Ocean Modelling and
Assimilation system (Schweiger et al., 2011).
The CryoSat-2 radar altimeter (launched in 2010), which provides coverage up to 89°N, has provided new thickness and volume estimates
of Arctic Ocean sea ice (Laxon et al., 2013). These show that the ice
volume inside the Arctic Basin decreased by a total of 4291 km3 in
autumn (October/November) and 1479 km3 in winter (February/March)
between the ICESat (2003–2008) and CryoSat-2 (2010–2012) periods.
Based on ice thickness estimates from sonar moorings, an inter-satellite bias between ICESat and CryoSat-2 of 700 km3 can be expected.
This is much less than the change in volume between the two periods.
Airborne electro-magnetic (EM) sounding measures the distance
between an EM instrument near the surface or on an aircraft and the
ice/water interface, and provides another method to measure ice thickness. Uncertainties in these thickness estimates are 0.1 m over level
ice. Comparison with drill-hole measurements over a mix of level and
ridged ice found differences of 0.17 m (Haas et al., 2011).
Repeat EM surveys in the Arctic, though restricted in time and space,
have provided a regional view of the changing ice cover. From repeat
ground-based and helicopter-borne EM surveys, Haas et al. (2008)
found significant thinning in the region of the Transpolar Drift (an
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Figure 4.5 | The distribution of winter sea ice thickness in the Arctic and the trends in average, first-year (FY and multi-year (MY) ice thickness derived from ICESat data between
2004 and 2008 (Kwok, 2009).
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a verage wind-driven drift pattern that transports sea ice from the Siberian coast of Russia across the Arctic Basin to Fram Strait). Between
1991 and 2004, the modal ice thickness decreased from 2.5 m to 2.2
m, with a larger decline to 0.9 m in 2007. Mean ice thicknesses also
decreased strongly. This thinning was associated with reduction of the
Greenland
age of the ice, and replacement of second-year
ice by first-year ice in
2007 (following the large decline in summer ice extent in 2007) as
seen in satellite observations. Ice thickness estimates from EM surveys
near the North Pole can be compared to submarine estimates (Figure
4.6c). Airborne EM measurements from the Lincoln Sea between 83°N
and 84°N since 2004 (Haas et al., 2010) showed some of the thickest
ice in the Arctic, with mean and modal thicknesses of more than 4.5 m
and 4 m, respectively. Since 2008, the modal thickness in this region
has declined to 3.5 m, which is most likely related to the narrowing
of the remaining band of old ice along the northern coast of Canada.

4.2.2.5 Arctic Sea Ice Drift

Drifting buoys have been used to measure Arctic sea ice motion since
1979. From the record of buoy drift archived by the International Arctic
Buoy Programme, Rampal et al. (2009) found an increase in average
drift speed between 1978 and 2007 of 17 ± 4.5% per decade in winter
and 8.5 ± 2.0% per decade in summer. Using daily satellite ice motion
fields, which provide a basin-wide picture of the ice drift, Spreen et
al. (2011) found that, between 1992 and 2008, the spatially averaged
FM08
winter ice
drift speed increased by 10.6 ± 0.9% per decade, but varied
regionally between −4 and +16% per decade (Figure 4.6d). Increases
in drift speed are seen over much of the Arctic except in areas with
thicker ice (Figure 4.6b, e.g., north of Greenland and the Canadian
Archipelago). The largest increases occurred during the second half of
the period (2001–2009), coinciding with the years of rapid ice thinning
discussed in Section 4.2.2.4. Both Rampal et al. (2009) and Spreen et al.
(2011) suggest that, since atmospheric reanalyses do not show stronger winds, the positive trend in drift speed is probably due to a weaker
and thinner ice cover, especially during the period after 2003.

Ice motion influences the distribution of sea ice thickness in the Arctic
Basin: locally, through deformation and creation of open water areas;
regionally, through advection of ice from one area to another; and
basin-wide, through export of ice from polar seas to lower latitudes
where it melts. The drift and deformation of sea ice is forced primarily
by winds and surface currents, but depends also on ice strength, top
and bottom surface roughness, and ice concentration. On time scales
of days to weeks, winds are responsible for most of the variance in sea
ice motion.

In addition to freezing and melting, sea ice export through Fram Strait
is a major component of the Arctic Ocean ice mass balance. Approximately10% of the area of Arctic Ocean ice is exported annually. Over a
32-year satellite record (1979–2010), the mean annual outflow of ice
area through Fram Strait was 699 ± 112 × 103 km2 with a peak during
the 1994–1995 winter (updated from , Kwok, 2009), but with no significant decadal trend. Decadal trends in ice volume export—a more
definitive measure of change—is far less certain owing to the lack of
an extended record of the thickness of sea ice exported through Fram
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Strait. Comparison of volume outflow using ICESat thickness estimates
(Spreen et al., 2009) with earlier estimates by Kwok and Rothrock
(1999) and Vinje (2001) using thicknesses from moored upward looking sonars shows no discernible change.
Between 2005 and 2008, more than a third of the thicker and older sea
ice loss occurred by transport of thick, multi-year ice, typically found
west of the Canadian Archipelago, into the southern Beaufort Sea,
where it melted in summer (Kwok and Cunningham, 2010). Uncertainties remain in the relative contributions of in-basin melt and export to
observed changes in Arctic ice volume loss, and it has also been shown
that export of thicker ice through Nares Strait could account for a small
fraction of the loss (Kwok, 2005).

4.2.2.6 Timing of Sea Ice Advance, Retreat and Ice Season
Duration; Length of Melt Season
Importantly from both physical and biological perspectives, strong
regional changes have occurred in the seasonality of sea ice in both
polar regions (Massom and Stammerjohn, 2010; Stammerjohn et al.,
2012). However, there are distinct regional differences in when seasonally the change is strongest (Stammerjohn et al., 2012).
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increased at a rate of 5.7 ± 0.9 days per decade. The largest and most
significant trends (at the 99% level) of more than 10 days per decade
are seen in the coastal margins and peripheral seas: Hudson Bay, the
East Greenland Sea, the Laptev/East Siberian seas, and the Chukchi/
Beaufort seas.

4.2.2.7 Arctic Polynyas
High sea ice production in coastal polynyas (anomalous regions of
open water or low ice concentration) over the continental shelves of
the Arctic Ocean is responsible for the formation of cold saline water,
which contributes to the maintenance of the Arctic Ocean halocline
(see Glossary). A new passive microwave algorithm has been used to
estimate thin sea ice thicknesses (<0.15 m) in the Arctic Ocean (Tamura
and Ohshima, 2011), providing the first circumpolar mapping of sea ice
production in coastal polynyas. High sea ice production is confined to
the most persistent Arctic coastal polynyas, with the highest ice production rate being in the North Water Polynya. The mean annual sea ice
production in the 10 major Arctic polynyas is estimated to be 2942 ±
373 km3 and decreased by 462 km3 between 1992 and 2007 (Tamura
and Ohshima, 2011).

4.2.2.8 Arctic Land-Fast Ice
Seasonality collectively describes the annual time of sea ice advance
and retreat, and its duration (the time between day of advance and
retreat). Daily satellite ice-concentration records (1979–2012) are used
to determine the day to which sea ice advanced, and the day from
which it retreated, for each satellite pixel location. Maps of the timing of
sea ice advance, retreat and duration are derived from these data (see
Parkinson (2002) and Stammerjohn et al. (2008) for detailed methods).
Most regions in the Arctic show trends towards shorter ice season
duration. One of the most rapidly changing areas (showing greater than 2 days yr–1 change) extends from the East Siberian Sea to
the western Beaufort Sea. Here, between 1979 and 2011, sea ice
advance occurred 41 ± 6 days later (or 1.3 ± 0.2 days yr–1), sea
ice retreat 49 ± 7 days earlier (–1.5 ± 0.2 days yr–1), and duration
became 90 ± 16 days shorter (–2.8 ± 0.5 days yr–1) (Stammerjohn
et al., 2012). This 3-month lengthening of the summer ice-free season
places Arctic summer sea ice extent loss into a seasonal perspective
and underscores impacts to the marine ecosystem (e.g., Grebmeier et
al., 2010).
The timing of surface melt onset in spring, and freeze-up in autumn,
can be derived from satellite microwave data as the emissivity of the
surface changes significantly with snow melt (Smith, 1998; Drobot and
Anderson, 2001; Belchansky et al., 2004). The amount of solar energy
absorbed by the ice cover increases with the length of the melt season.
Longer melt seasons with lower albedo surfaces (wet snow, melt ponds
and open water) increase absorption of incoming shortwave radiation
and ice melt (Perovich et al., 2007). Hudson (2011) estimates that the
observed reduction in Arctic sea ice has contributed approximately
0.1 W m–2 of additional global radiative forcing, and that an ice-free
summer Arctic Ocean will result in a forcing of about 0.3 W m–2. The
satellite record (Markus et al., 2009) shows a trend toward earlier melt
and later freeze-up nearly everywhere in the Arctic (Figure 4.6e). Over
the last 34 years, the mean melt season over the Arctic ice cover has

Shore- or land-fast ice is sea ice attached to the coast. Land-fast ice
along the Arctic coast is usually grounded in shallow water, with the
seaward edge typically around the 20 to 30 m isobath (Mahoney et al.,
2007). In fjords and confined bays, land-fast ice extends into deeper
water.
There are no reliable estimates of the total area or interannual variability of land-fast ice in the Arctic. However, both significant and non-significant trends have been observed regionally. Long-term monitoring
near Hopen, Svalbard, revealed thinning of land-fast ice in the Barents
Sea region by 11 cm per decade between 1966 and 2007 (Gerland et
al., 2008). Between 1936 and 2000, the trends in land-fast ice thickness (in May) at four Siberian sites (Kara Sea, Laptev Sea, East Siberian Sea, Chukchi Sea) are insignificant (Polyakov et al., 2003). A more
recent composite time series of land-fast ice thickness between the
mid 1960s and early 2000s from 15 stations along the Siberian coast
revealed an average rate of thinning of 0.33 cm yr–1(Polyakov et al.,
2010). End-of-winter ice thickness for three stations in the Canadian
Arctic reveal a small downward trend at Eureka, a small positive trend
at Resolute Bay, and a negligible trend at Cambridge Bay (updated
from Brown and Coté, 1992; Melling, 2012), but these trends are small
and not statistically significant. Even though the trend in the land-fast
ice extent near Barrow, Alaska has not been significant (Mahoney et
al., 2007), relatively recent observations by Mahoney et al. (2007) and
Druckenmiller et al. (2009) found longer ice-free seasons and thinner
land-fast ice compared to earlier records (Weeks and Gow, 1978; Barry
et al., 1979). As freeze-up happens later, the growth season shortens
and the thinner ice breaks up and melts earlier.

4.2.2.9 Decadal Trends in Arctic Sea Ice
The average decadal extent of Arctic sea ice has decreased in every
season and in every successive decade since satellite observations
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commenced. The data set is robust with continuous and consistent
global coverage on a daily basis thereby providing very reliable trend
results (very high confidence). The annual Arctic sea ice cover very
likely declined within the range 3.5 to 4.1% per decade (0.45 to 0.51
million km2 per decade) during the period 1979–2012 with larger
changes occurring in summer and autumn (very high confidence).
Much larger changes apply to the perennial ice (the summer minimum
extent) which very likely decreased in the range from 9.4 % to 13.6 %
per decade (0.73 to 1.07 million km2 per decade) and multiyear sea ice
(more than 2 years old) which very likely declined in the range from
11.0 % to 16.0% per decade (0.66 to 0.98 million km2 per decade)
(very high confidence; Figure 4.4b). The rate of decrease in ice area
has been greater than that in extent (Figure 4.4b) because the ice concentration has also decreased. The decline in multiyear ice cover as
observed by QuikScat from 1992 to 1910 is presented in Figure 4.6b
and shown to be consistent with passive microwave data (Figure 4.4b).

4

The decrease in perennial and multi-year ice coverage has resulted in a
strong decrease in ice thickness, and hence in ice volume. Declassified
submarine sonar measurements, covering ~38% of the Arctic Ocean,
indicate an overall mean winter thickness of 3.64 m in 1980, which
likely decreased by 1.8 [1.3 to 2.3] m by 2008 (high confidence, Figure
4.6c). Between 1975 and 2000, the steepest rate of decrease was 0.08
m yr–1 in 1990 compared to a slightly higher winter/summer rate of
0.10/0.20 m yr–1 in the 5-year ICESat record (2003–2008). This combined analysis (Figure 4.6c) shows a long-term trend of sea ice thinning
that spans five decades. Satellite measurements made in the period
2010–2012 show a decrease in basin-scale sea ice volume compared
to those made over the period 2003–2008 (medium confidence). The
Arctic sea ice is becoming increasingly seasonal with thinner ice, and it
will take several years for any recovery.
The decreases in both concentration and thickness reduces sea ice
strength reducing its resistance to wind forcing, and drift speed has
increased (Figure 4.6d) (Rampal et al., 2009; Spreen et al., 2011). Other
significant changes to the Arctic Ocean sea ice include lengthening in
the duration of the surface melt on perennial ice of 6 days per decade
(Figure 4.6e) and a nearly 3-month lengthening of the ice-free season
in the region from the East Siberian Sea to the western Beaufort Sea.

4.2.3

Antarctic Sea Ice

The Antarctic sea ice cover is largely seasonal, with average extent varying from a minimum of about 3 × 106 km2 in February to a maximum
of about 18 × 106 km2 in September (Zwally et al., 2002a; Comiso et al.,
2011). The relatively small fraction of Antarctic sea ice that survives the
summer is found mostly in the Weddell Sea, but with some perennial
ice also surviving on the western side of the Antarctic Peninsula and
in small patches around the coast. As well as being mostly first-year
ice, Antarctic sea ice is also on average thinner, warmer, more saline
and more mobile than Arctic ice (Wadhams and Comiso, 1992). These
characteristics, which reduce the capabilities of some remote sensing
techniques, together with its more distant location from inhabited continents, result in far less being known about the properties of Antarctic
sea ice than of that in the Arctic.
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4.2.3.1 Total Antarctic Sea Ice Extent and Concentration
Figure 4.7a shows the seasonal variability of Antarctic sea ice extent
using 34 years of satellite passive microwave data updated from
Comiso and Nishio (2008). In contrast to the Arctic, decadal monthly
averages almost overlap with each other, and the seasonal variability
of the total Antarctic sea ice cover has not changed much over the
period. In winter, the values for the 1999–2008 decade were slightly
higher than those of the other decades; whereas in autumn the values
for 1989–1998 and 1999–2008 decades were higher than those of
1979–1988. There was more seasonal variability in the period 2009–
2012 than for earlier decadal periods, with relatively high values in late
autumn, winter and spring.
Trend maps for winter, spring, summer and autumn extent are presented in Figure 4.7 (b, c, d and e respectively). The seasonal trends are significant mainly near the ice edge, with the values alternating between
positive and negative around Antarctica. Such an alternating pattern is
similar to that described previously as the Antarctic Circumpolar Wave
(ACW) (White and Peterson, 1996) but the ACW may not be associated
with the trends because the trends have been strongly positive in the
Ross Sea and negative in the Bellingshausen/Amundsen seas but with
almost no trend in the other regions (Comiso et al., 2011). In the winter,
negative trends are evident at the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula and
the western part of the Weddell Sea, while positive trends are prevalent in the Ross Sea. The patterns in spring are very similar to those
of winter, whereas in summer and autumn negative trends are mainly
confined to the Bellingshausen/Amundsen seas, while positive trends
are dominant in the Ross Sea and the Weddell Sea.
The regression trend in the monthly anomalies of Antarctic sea ice
extent from November 1978 to December 2012 (updated from Comiso
and Nishio, 2008) is slightly positive, at 1.5 ± 0.3% per decade, or 0.13
to 0.20 million km2 per decade (very likely) (see FAQ 4.1). The seasonal
trends in ice extent are 1.2 ± 0.5%, 1.0 ± 0.5%, 2.5 ± 2.0% and 3.0
± 2.0% per decade (very likely) in winter, spring, summer and autumn,
respectively, as updated from Comiso et al. (2011). The corresponding
trends in ice area (also updated) are 1.9 ± 0.7%, 1.6 ± 0.5%, 3.0 ±
2.1%, and 4.4 ± 2.3% per decade (very likely). The values are all positive, with the largest trends occurring in the autumn. The trends are
consistently higher for ice area than ice extent, indicating less open
water (possibly due to less storms and divergence) within the pack in
later years. Trends reported by Parkinson and Cavalieri (2012) using
data from 1978 to 2010 are slightly different, in part because they
cover a different time period (see Supplementary Material). The overall
interannual trends for various sectors around Antarctica are given in
FAQ 4.1, and show large regional variability. Changes in ice drift and
wind patterns as reported by Holland and Kwok (2012) may be related
to this phenomenon.

4.2.3.2 Antarctic Sea Ice Thickness and Volume
Since AR4, some advances have been made in determining the thickness of Antarctic sea ice, particularly in the use of ship-based observations and satellite altimetry. However, there is still no information
on large-scale Antarctic ice thickness change. Worby et al. (2008)
compiled 25 years of ship-based data from 83 Antarctic voyages on
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Figure 4.6 | Summary of linear decadal trends (red lines) and pattern of changes in the following: (a) Anomalies in Arctic sea ice extent from satellite passive microwave observations (Comiso and Nishio, 2008, updated to include 2012). Uncertainties are discussed in the text. (b) Multi-year sea ice coverage on January 1st from analysis of the QuikSCAT
time series (Kwok, 2009); grey band shows uncertainty in the retrieval. (c) Sea ice thickness from submarine (blue), satellites (black) (Kwok and Rothrock, 2009), and in situ/electromagnetic (EM) surveys (circles) (Haas et al., 2008); trend in submarine ice thickness is from multiple regression of available observations within the data release area (Rothrock et
al., 2008). Error bars show uncertainties in observations. (d) Anomalies in buoy (Rampal et al., 2009) and satellite-derived sea ice drift speed (Spreen et al., 2011). (e) Length of melt
season (updated from Markus et al., 2009); grey band shows the basin-wide variability.
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development but progress is limited by knowledge of snow thickness
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Using a 19-year data set (1992–2010) of satellite-tracked sea ice
motion, Holland and Kwok (2012) found large and statistically significant decadal trends in Antarctic ice drift that in most sectors are
caused by changes in local winds. These trends suggest acceleration of
the wind-driven Ross Gyre and deceleration of the Weddell Gyre. The
changes in meridional ice transport affect the freshwater budget near
the Antarctic coast. This is consistent with the increase of 30,000 km2
yr–1 in the net area export of sea ice from the Ross Sea shelf coastal
polynya region between 1992 and 2008 (Comiso et al., 2011). Assuming an annual average thickness of 0.6 m, Comiso et al. (2011) estimated an increase in volume export of 20 km3 yr–1 which is similar to the
rate of production in the Ross Sea coastal polynya region for the same
period discussed in Section 4.2.3.5.

4.2.3.4 Timing of Sea Ice Advance, Retreat and Ice Season
Duration
60oS

135oW

50oS

d) Summer (DJF)

e) Autumn (MAM)

4

-2.4

-1.6

-0.8
0.0
0.8
1.6
2.4
Trend (% IC yr-1)
Figure 4.7 | (a) Plots of decadal averages of daily sea ice extent in the Antarctic
(1979–1988 in red, 1989–1998 in blue, 1999– 2008 in gold) and a 4-year average
daily ice extent from 2009 to 2012 in black. Maps indicate ice concentration trends
(1979–2012) in (b) winter, (c) spring, (d) summer and (e) autumn (updated from
Comiso, 2010).

which routine observations of sea ice and snow properties were made.
Their compilation included a gridded data set that reflects the regional
differences in sea ice thickness. A subset of these ship observations,
and ice charts, was used by DeLiberty et al. (2011) to estimate the
annual cycle of sea ice thickness and volume in the Ross Sea, and to
investigate the relationship between ice thickness and extent. They
found that maximum sea ice volume was reached later than maximum extent. While ice is advected to the northern edge and melts, the
interior of the sea ice zone is supplied with ice from higher latitudes
and continues to thicken by thermodynamic growth and deformation.
Satellite retrievals of sea ice freeboard and thickness in the Antarctic
(Mahoney et al., 2007; Zwally et al., 2008; Xie et al., 2011) are under
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In the Antarctic there are regionally different patterns of strong change
in ice duration (>2 days yr–1). In the northeast and west Antarctic
Peninsula and southern Bellingshausen Sea region, later ice advance
(+61 ± 15 days), earlier retreat (–39 ± 13 days) and shorter duration
(+100 ± 31 days, a trend of –3.1 ± 1.0 days yr–1) occurred over
the period 1979/1980–2010/2011 (Stammerjohn et al., 2012). These
changes have strong impacts on the marine ecosystem (MontesHugo et al., 2009; Ducklow et al., 2011). The opposite is true in the
adjacent western Ross Sea, where substantial lengthening of the
ice season of 79 ± 12 days has occurred (+2.5 ± 0.4 days yr–1) due
to earlier advance (+42 ± 8 days) and later retreat (–37 ± 8 days).
Patterns of change in the relatively narrow East Antarctic sector are
generally of a lower magnitude and zonally complex, but in certain
regions involve changes in the timing of sea ice advance and retreat
of the order of ±1 to 2 days yr–1 (for the period 1979–2009) (Massom
et al., 2013).

4.2.3.5 Antarctic Polynyas
Polynyas are commonly found along the coast of Antarctica. There are
two different processes that cause a polynya. Warm water upwelling
keeps the surface water near the freezing point and reduces ice production (sensible heat polynya), and wind or ocean currents move ice
away and increase further ice production (latent heat polynya).
An increase in the extent of coastal polynyas in the Ross Sea caused
increased ice production (latent heat effect) that is primarily responsible for the positive trend in ice extent in the Antarctic (Comiso et
al., 2011). Drucker et al. (2011) show that in the Ross Sea, the net
ice export equals the annual ice production in the Ross Sea polynya
(approximately 400 km3 in 1992), and that ice production increased by
20 km3 yr–1 from 1992 to 2008. However, the ice production in the Weddell Sea, which is three times less, has had no statistically significant
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 4.1 | How Is Sea Ice Changing in the Arctic and Antarctic?
The sea ice covers on the Arctic Ocean and on the Southern Ocean around Antarctica have quite different characteristics, and are showing different changes with time. Over the past 34 years (1979–2012), there has been a downward trend of 3.8% per decade in the annual average extent of sea ice in the Arctic. The average winter thickness
of Arctic Ocean sea ice has thinned by approximately 1.8 m between 1978 and 2008, and the total volume (mass)
of Arctic sea ice has decreased at all times of year. The more rapid decrease in the extent of sea ice at the summer
minimum is a consequence of these trends. In contrast, over the same 34-year period, the total extent of Antarctic
sea ice shows a small increase of 1.5% per decade, but there are strong regional differences in the changes around
the Antarctic. Measurements of Antarctic sea ice thickness are too few to be able to judge whether its total volume
(mass) is decreasing, steady, or increasing.
A large part of the total Arctic sea ice cover lies above 60°N (FAQ 4.1, Figure 1) and is surrounded by land to the
south with openings to the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, and the Bering, Barents and Greenland seas. Some of the
ice within the Arctic Basin survives for several seasons, growing in thickness by freezing of seawater at the base and
by deformation (ridging and rafting). Seasonal sea ice grows to only ~2 m in thickness but sea ice that is more than
1 year old (perennial ice) can be several metres thicker. Arctic sea ice drifts within the basin, driven by wind and
ocean currents: the mean drift pattern is dominated by a clockwise circulation pattern in the western Arctic and a
Transpolar Drift Stream that transports Siberian sea ice across the Arctic and exports it from the basin through the
Fram Strait.
Satellites with the capability to distinguish ice and open water have provided a picture of the sea ice cover changes.
Since 1979, the annual average extent of ice in the Arctic has decreased by 3.8% per decade. The decline in extent
at the end of summer (in late September) has been even greater at 11% per decade, reaching a record minimum in
2012. The decadal average extent of the September minimum Arctic ice cover has decreased for each decade since
satellite records began. Submarine and satellite records suggest that the thickness of Arctic ice, and hence the total
volume, is also decreasing. Changes in the relative amounts of perennial and seasonal ice are contributing to the
reduction in ice volume. Over the 34-year record, approximately 17% of this type of sea ice per decade has been lost
to melt and export out of the basin since 1979 and 40% since 1999. Although the area of Arctic sea ice coverage can
fluctuate from year to year because of variable seasonal production, the proportion of thick perennial ice, and the
total sea ice volume, can recover only slowly.

4

Unlike the Arctic, the sea ice cover around Antarctica is constrained to latitudes north of 78°S because of the presence of the continental land mass. The Antarctic sea ice cover is largely seasonal, with an average thickness of
only ~1 m at the time of maximum extent in September. Only a small fraction of the ice cover survives the summer
minimum in February, and very little Antarctic sea ice is more than 2 years old. The ice edge is exposed to the open
ocean and the snowfall rate over Antarctic sea ice is higher than in the Arctic. When the snow load from snowfall is
sufficient to depress the ice surface below sea level, seawater infiltrates the base of the snow pack and snow-ice is
formed when the resultant slush freezes. Consequently, snow-to-ice conversion (as well as basal freezing as in the
Arctic) contributes to the seasonal growth in ice thickness and total ice volume in the Antarctic. Snow-ice formation is sensitive to changes in precipitation and thus changes in regional climate. The consequence of changes in
precipitation on Antarctic sea ice thickness and volume remains a focus for research.
Unconstrained by land boundaries, the latitudinal extent of the Antarctic sea ice cover is highly variable. Near the
Antarctic coast, sea ice drift is predominantly from east to west, but further north, it is from west to east and highly
divergent. Distinct clockwise circulation patterns that transport ice northward can be found in the Weddell and
Ross seas, while the circulation is more variable around East Antarctica. The northward extent of the sea ice cover is
controlled in part by the divergent drift that is conducive in winter months to new ice formation in persistent open
water areas (polynyas) along the coastlines. These zones of ice formation result in saltier and thus denser ocean
water and become one of the primary sources of the deepest water found in the global oceans.
Over the same 34-year satellite record, the annual extent of sea ice in the Antarctic increased at about 1.5% per
decade. However, there are regional differences in trends, with decreases seen in the Bellingshausen and Amundsen
seas, but a larger increase in sea ice extent in the Ross Sea that dominates the overall trend. Whether the smaller
overall increase in Antarctic sea ice extent is meaningful as an indicator of climate is uncertain because the extent
(continued on next page)
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FAQ 4.1 (continued)

varies so much from year to year and from place to place around the continent. Results from a recent study suggest
that these contrasting trends in ice coverage may be due to trends in regional wind speed and patterns. Without
better ice thickness and ice volume estimates, it is difficult to characterize how Antarctic sea ice cover is responding
to changing climate, or which climate parameters are most influential.
There are large differences in the physical environment and processes that affect the state of Arctic and Antarctic
sea ice cover and contribute to their dissimilar responses to climate change. The long, and unbroken, record of
satellite observations have provided a clear picture of the decline of the Arctic sea ice cover, but available evidence
precludes us from making robust statements about overall changes in Antarctic sea ice and their causes.
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FAQ 4.1, Figure 1 | The mean circulation pattern of sea ice and the decadal trends (%) in annual anomalies in ice extent (i.e., after removal of the seasonal
cycle), in different sectors of the Arctic and Antarctic. Arrows show the average direction and magnitude of ice drift. The average sea ice cover for the period
1979 through 2012, from satellite observations, at maximum (minimum) extent is shown as orange (grey) shading.

trend over the same period. Variability in the ice cover in this region
is linked to changes in the Southern Annular Mode (SAM). Between
1974 and 1976, the large Weddell Sea Polynya, which is a sensible heat
polynya, was created by the injection of relatively warm deep water
into the surface layer due to sustained deep-ocean convection (sensible heat effect) during negative SAM, but since the late 1970s the SAM
has been mainly positive, resulting in warmer and wetter condition
forestalling any reoccurrence of the Weddell Sea Polynya (Gordon et
al., 2007).

4.2.3.6 Antarctic Land-Fast Ice
Land-fast ice forms around the coast of Antarctica, typically in narrow
coastal bands of varying width up to 150 km from the coast and in
water depths of up to 400 to 500 m. Around East Antarctica, it comprises generally between 5% (winter) and 35% (summer) of the overall
sea ice area (Fraser et al., 2012), and a greater fraction of ice volume
(Giles et al., 2008a).
Variability in the distribution and extent of land-fast ice is sensitive to
processes of ice formation and to processes such as ocean swell and
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waves, and strong wind events that cause the ice to break-up. Historical records of Antarctic land-fast ice extent, such as that of Kozlovsky
et al. (1977) covering 0° to 160°E, were limited by sparse and sporadic sampling. Recently, using cloud-free Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer (MODIS) composite images, Fraser et al. (2012) derived
a high-resolution time series of land-fast sea ice extent along the
East Antarctic coast, showing a statistically significant increase (1.43
± 0.30% yr–1) between March 2000 and December 2008. There is a
strong increase in the Indian Ocean sector (20°E to 90°E, 4.07 ± 0.42%
yr–1), and a non-significant decrease in the sector from 90°E to 160°E
(–0.40 ± 0.37% yr–1). An apparent shift from a negative to a positive
trend was noted in the Indian Ocean sector from 2004, which coincided with greater interannual variability. Although significant changes
are observed, this record is only 9 years in length.

4.2.3.7 Decadal Trends in Antarctic Sea Ice
For the Antarctic, any changes in many sea ice characteristics are
unknown. There has been a small but significant increase in total annual
mean sea ice extent that is very likely in the range of 1.2 to 1.8 % per
decade between 1979 and 2012 (0.13 to 0.20 million km2 per decade)
(very high confidence). There was also a greater increase in ice area
associated with an increase in ice concentration. But there are strong
regional differences within this total, with some regions increasing in
extent/area and some decreasing (high confidence). Similarly, there are
contrasting regions around the Antarctic where the ice-free season has
lengthened, and others where it has decreased over the satellite period
(high confidence). There are still inadequate data to make any assessment of changes to Antarctic sea ice thickness and volume.

4.3

Glaciers

This section considers all perennial surface land ice masses (defined in
4.1 and Glossary) outside of the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets.
Glaciers occur where climate conditions and topographic characteristics
allow snow to accumulate over several years and to transform gradually into firn (snow that persists for at least one year) and finally to
ice. Under the force of gravity, this ice flows downwards to elevations
with higher temperatures where various processes of ablation (loss of
snow and ice) dominate over accumulation (gain of snow and ice). The
sum of all accumulation and ablation processes determines the mass
balance of a glacier. Accumulation is in most regions due mainly to
solid precipitation (in general snow), but also results from refreezing
of liquid water, especially in polar regions or at high altitudes where
firn remains below melting temperature. Ablation is, in most regions,
mainly due to surface melting with subsequent runoff, but loss of ice
by calving (on land or in water; see Glossary) or sublimation (important
in dry regions) can also dominate. Re-distribution of snow by wind
and avalanches can contribute to both accumulation and ablation. The
energy and mass fluxes governing the surface mass balance are directly linked to atmospheric conditions and are modified by topography
(e.g., due to shading). Glaciers are sensitive climate indicators because
they adjust their size in response to changes in climate (e.g., temperature and precipitation) (FAQ 4.2). Glaciers are also important seasonal to long-term hydrologic reservoirs (WGII, Chapter 3) on a regional
scale and a major contributor to sea level rise on a global scale (see

Chapter 4

Section 4.3.3.4 and Chapter 13). In the following, we report global
glacier coverage (Section 4.3.1), how changes in length, area, volume
and mass are determined (Section 4.3.2) and the observed changes in
these parameters through time (Section 4.3.3).

4.3.1

Current Area and Volume of Glaciers

The total area covered by glaciers was only roughly known in AR4,
resulting in large uncertainties for all related calculations (e.g., overall
glacier volume or mass changes). Since AR4, the world glacier inventory (WGMS, 1989) was gradually extended by Cogley (2009a) and Radić
and Hock (2010); and for AR5, a new globally complete data set of glacier outlines (Randolph Glacier Inventory (RGI)) was compiled from a
wide range of data sources from the 1950s to 2010 with varying levels
of detail and quality (Arendt et al., 2012). Regional glacier-covered
areas for 19 regions were extracted from the RGI and supplemented
with the percentage of the area covered by glaciers terminating in tidewater (Figure 4.8 and Table 4.2). The areas covered by glaciers that are
in contact with freshwater lakes are only locally available. The separation of so-called peripheral glaciers from the ice sheets in Greenland
and Antarctica is not easy. A new detailed inventory of the glaciers in
Greenland (Rastner et al., 2012) allows for estimation of their area,
volume, and mass balance separately from those of the ice sheet. This
separation is still incomplete for Antarctica, and values discussed here
(Figures 4.1, 4.8 to 4.11, Tables 4.2 and 4.4) refer to the glaciers on
the islands in the Antarctic and Sub-Antarctic (Bliss et al., 2013) but
exclude glaciers on the mainland of Antarctica that are separate from
the ice sheet. Regionally variable accuracy of the glacier outlines leads
to poorly quantified uncertainties. These uncertainties, along with
the regional variation in the minimum size of glaciers included in the
inventory, and the subdivision of contiguous ice masses, also makes
the total number of glaciers uncertain; the current best estimate is
around 170,000 covering a total area of about 730,000 km2. When
summed up, nearly 80% of the glacier area found in regions Antarctic
and Subantarctic (region 19), Canadian Arctic (regions 3 and 4), High
Mountain Asia (regions 13, 14 and 15), Alaska (region 5), and Greenland (region 17) (Table 4.2).
From the glacier areas in the new inventory, total glacier volumes
and masses have been determined by applying both simple scaling
relations and ice-dynamical considerations (Table 4.2, and references
therein), however, both methods are calibrated with only a few hundred glacier thickness measurements. This small sample means that
uncertainties are large and difficult to quantify. The range of values as
derived from four global-scale studies for each of the 19 RGI regions
is given in Table 4.2, suggesting a global glacier mass that is likely
between 114,000 and 192,000 Gt (314 to 529 mm SLE). The numbers
and areas of glaciers reported in Table 4.2 are directly taken from RGI
2.0 (Arendt et al., 2012), with updates for the Low Latitudes (region 16)
and the Southern Andes (region 17).

4.3.2

Methods to Measure Changes in Glacier Length,
Area and Volume/Mass

To measure changes in glacier length, area, mass and volume, a wide
range of observational techniques has been developed. Each technique
has individual benefits over specific spatial and temporal scales; their
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main characteristics are summarized in Table 4.3. Monitoring programs
include complex climate-related observations at a few glaciers, index
measurements of mass balance at about a hundred glaciers, annual
length changes for a few hundred glaciers, and repeat geodetic estimates of area and volume changes at regional scales using remote
sensing methods (e.g., Haeberli et al., 2007). Although in situ measurements of glacier changes are biased towards glaciers that are easily
accessible, comparatively small and simple to interpret, a large proportion of all glaciers in the world is debris covered or tidewater calving
(see Table 4.2) and changes of such glaciers are more difficult to interpret in climatic terms (Yde and Pasche, 2010). In addition, many of the
remote-sensing based assessments do not discriminate these types.

4.3.2.1 Length Change Measurements
For the approximately 500 glaciers worldwide that are regularly
observed, front variations (commonly called length changes) are usually obtained through annual measurements of the glacier terminus
position. Globally coordinated observations were started in 1894,
providing one of the longest available time series of environmental
change (WGMS, 2008). More recently, particularly in regions that are

difficult to access, aerial photography and satellite imaging have been
used to determine glacier length changes over the past decades. For
selected glaciers globally, historic terminus positions have been reconstructed from maps, photographs, satellite imagery, also paintings,
dated moraines and other sources (e.g., Masiokas et al., 2009; Lopez et
al., 2010; Nussbaumer et al., 2011; Davies and Glasser, 2012; Leclercq
and Oerlemans, 2012; Rabatel et al., 2013). Early reconstructions are
sparsely distributed in both space and time, generally at intervals of
decades. The terminus fluctuations of some individual glaciers have
been reconstructed for periods of more than 3000 years (Holzhauser
et al., 2005), with a much larger number of records available as far
back as the 16th or 17th centuries (Zemp et al., 2011, and references
therein). The reconstructed glacier length records are globally well distributed and were used, for example, to determine the contribution of
glaciers to global sea level rise (Leclercq et al., 2011) (Section 4.3.3.4),
and for an independent temperature reconstruction at a hemispheric
scale (Leclercq and Oerlemans, 2012).

Table 4.2 | The 19 regions used throughout this chapter and their respective glacier numbers and area (absolute and in percent) are derived from the RGI 2.0 (Arendt et al., 2012);
the tidewater fraction is from Gardner et al. (2013). The minimum and maximum values of glacier mass are the minimum and maximum of the estimates given in four studies:
Grinsted (2013), Huss and Farinotti (2012), Marzeion et al. (2012) and Radić et al. (2013). The mean sea level equivalent (SLE) of the mean glacier mass is the mean of estimates
from the same four studies, using an ocean area of 362.5 × 106 km2 for conversion. All values were derived with globally consistent methods; deviations from more precise national
data sets are thus possible. Ongoing improvements may lead to revisions of these (RGI 2.0) numbers in future releases of the RGI.

Region
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Region Name

Number of
Glaciers

Area
( km2)

Percent of
total area

Tidewater
fraction (%)

Mass
(minimum)
(Gt)

Mass
(maximum)
(Gt)

Mean SLE
(mm)

1

Alaska

23,112

89,267

12.3

13.7

16,168

28,021

54.7

2

Western Canada
and USA

15,073

14,503.5

2.0

0

906

1148

2.8

3

Arctic Canada North

3318

103,990.2

14.3

46.5

22,366

37,555

84.2

4

Arctic Canada South

5

Greenland

6

7342

40,600.7

5.6

7.3

5510

8845

19.4

13,880

87,125.9

12.0

34.9

10,005

17,146

38.9

Iceland

290

10,988.6

1.5

0

2390

4640

9.8

7

Svalbard

1615

33,672.9

4.6

43.8

4821

8700

19.1

8

Scandinavia

1799

2833.7

0.4

0

182

290

0.6
41.2

9

Russian Arctic
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51,160.5

7.0

64.7

11,016

21,315

10

North Asiaa

4403

3425.6

0.4

0

109

247

0.5

11

Central Europe

3920

2058.1

0.3

0

109

125

0.3

12

Caucasus

1339

1125.6

0.2

0

61

72

0.2

13

Central Asia

30,200

64,497

8.9

0

4531

8591

16.7

14

South Asia (West)

22,822

33,862

4.7

0

2900

3444

9.1

15

South Asia (East)

14,006

21,803.2

3.0

0

1196

1623

3.9

16

Low Latitudes

17

Southern Andesa

2601

2554.7

0.6

0

109

218

0.5

15,994

29,361.2

4.5

23.8

4241

6018

13.5

18

New Zealand

3012

1160.5

0.2

0

71

109

0.2

19

Antarctic and
Sub-Antarctic

3274

13,2267.4

18.2

97.8

27,224

43,772

96.3

168,331

726,258.3

38.5

113,915

191,879

412.0

a

Total

Notes:
a
For regions 10, 16 and 17 the number and area of glaciers are corrected to allow for over-inclusion of seasonal snow in the glacierized extent of RGI 2.0 and for improved outlines (region 10)
compared to RGI 2.0 (updated from, Arendt et al., 2012).
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Figure 4.8 | Global distribution of glaciers (yellow, area increased for visibility) and area covered (diameter of the circle), sub-divided into the 19 RGI regions (white number)
referenced in Table 4.2. The area percentage covered by tidewater (TW) glaciers in each region is shown in blue. Data from Arendt et al. (2012) and Gardner et al. (2013).

4.3.2.2 Area Change Measurements
Glacier area changes are reported in increasing number and coverage based on repeat satellite imagery (WGMS, 2008). Although satellite-based observations are available only for the past four decades,
studies using aerial photography, old maps, as well as mapped and
dated moraines and trim lines show glacier areas back to the end of
the so-called Little Ice Age (LIA, see Glossary) about 150 years ago (cf.
Figure 6 in Rabatel et al., 2008) and beyond (e.g., Citterio et al., 2009;
Davies and Glasser, 2012). The observed area changes depend (in
most regions) on glacier size (with smaller glaciers shrinking at faster
percentage rates) and tend to vary greatly within any one mountain
range. Moreover, the time spans of the measurements of change vary
from study to study and regional or global-scale estimates are therefore difficult to generate. The focus here is thus on the comparison of
mean annual relative area changes averaged over entire mountain
regions.

over glacier regions and types. Annual measurements began in the
1940s on a few glaciers, with about 100 glaciers being measured since
the 1980s—and only 37 glaciers have been measured without interruption for more than 40 years (WGMS, 2009). Potential mass loss from
calving or from basal ablation is not included in the surface measurements. At present, it is not possible to quantify all sources of uncertainty in mass budgets extrapolated from measurements of individual
glaciers (Cogley, 2009b).
A second method determines the volume change of all glaciers in a
region by measurement of surface-elevation changes (Section 4.3.3.3
and Figure 4.11). The information is derived by subtracting digital terrain models from two points in time, including those from repeat airborne or satellite altimetry (particularly suitable for larger and flatter
ice surfaces). The conversion from volume to mass change can cause
a major uncertainty, in particular over short periods, as density information is required, but is generally available only from field measurements (Gardner et al., 2013, and references therein).

4.3.2.3 Volume and Mass Change Measurements
Several methods are in use for measuring mass changes of glaciers.
Traditionally, the annual surface mass balance is derived from repeated
snow density and snow/ice stake readings on individual glaciers. Estimates over larger regions are obtained by extrapolating from the measured glaciers. This labour-intensive method is generally restricted to a
limited number of accessible glaciers, which are unevenly d istributed

Since 2003, a third method used to estimate overall mass change is
through measurement of the changing gravity field from satellites
(GRACE mission). The coarse spatial resolution (about 300 km) and the
difficulties of separating different mass change signals such as hydrological storage and glacial isostatic adjustment limit this method to
regions with large continuous ice extent (Gardner et al., 2013).
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A fourth method calculates the mass balance of individual glaciers,
or a glacier region, with models that either convert particular glacier
variables such as length changes or the altitude of the equilibrium line
(see Glossary) (e.g., Rabatel et al., 2005; Luethi et al., 2010; Leclercq
et al., 2011) into mass changes, or use time series of atmospheric temperature and other meteorological variables to simulate glacier mass
balances at different levels of complexity (e.g., Hock et al., 2009; Machguth et al., 2009; Marzeion et al., 2012; Hirabayashi et al., 2013). The
models improve fidelity and physical completeness, and add value to
the scarce direct measurements.
A fifth method determines glacier mass changes as residuals of the
water balance for hydrological basins rather than for glacier regions.
Results from all but this last method are used in the following regional
and global assessment of glacier mass changes (Sections 4.3.3.3 and
4.3.3.4).

4.3.3

Observed Changes in Glacier Length, Area and Mass

4.3.3.1 Length Changes

4

Despite their variability due to different response times and local conditions (see FAQ 4.2), the annually measured glacier terminus fluctuations from about 500 glaciers worldwide reveal a largely homogeneous trend of retreat (WGMS, 2008). In Figure 4.9, a selection of the
available long-term records of field measurements is shown for 14 out
of the 19 RGI regions. Cumulative values of retreat for large, land-terminating valley glaciers typically reach a few kilometres over the 120year period of observation. For mid-latitude mountain and valley glaciers, typical retreat rates are of the order of 5 to 20 m yr–1. Rates of up
to 100 m yr–1 (or even more) are seen to occur under special conditions,
such as the complete loss of a tongue on a steep slope (see FAQ 4.2,
Figure 1c), or the disintegration of a very flat tongue. A non-calving
valley glacier in Chile had reported mean annual retreat rates of 125 m
from 1961 to 2011 (Rivera et al., 2012). The general tendency of retreat
in the 20th century was interrupted in several regions (e.g., regions
2, 8, 11 and 17) by phases of stability lasting one or two decades, or
even advance, for example in the 1920s, 1970s and 1990s (regionally
variable). In regions for which long-term field measurements of several glaciers of different sizes are available, the terminus fluctuations

typically show a pattern with the largest (flatter) glaciers tending to
retreat continuously and by large cumulative distances, medium-sized
(steeper) glaciers showing decadal fluctuations, and smaller glaciers
showing high variability superimposed on smaller cumulative retreats
(Figure 4.9).
The exceptional terminus advances of a few individual glaciers in Scandinavia and New Zealand in the 1990s may be related to locally specific climatic conditions such as increased winter precipitation (Nesje
et al., 2000; Chinn et al., 2005; Lemke et al., 2007). In other regions,
such as Iceland, the Karakoram and Svalbard, observed advances
were often related to dynamical instabilities (surging) of glaciers (e.g.,
Murray et al., 2003; Quincey et al., 2011; Bolch et al., 2012; Björnsson
et al., 2013). Glaciers with calving instabilities can retreat exceptionally
rapidly (Pfeffer, 2007), while those with heavily debris-covered tongues
are often close to stationary (Scherler et al., 2011). More regionallyfocused studies of length change over different time periods (e.g., Citterio et al., 2009; Masiokas et al., 2009; Lopez et al., 2010; Bolch et al.,
2012) justify high confidence about the trend of glacier length variations shown in Figure 4.9.

4.3.3.2 Area Changes
From the large number of published studies on glacier area changes
in all parts of the world since AR4 (see Table 4.SM.1) a selection with
examples from 16 out of the 19 RGI regions is shown in Figure 4.10. The
studies reveal that (1) total glacier area has decreased in all regions,
(2) the rates of change cover a similar range of values in all regions,
(3) there is considerable variability of the rates of change within each
region, (4) highest loss rates are found in regions 2, 11 and 16, and (5)
the rates of loss have a tendency to be higher over more recent time
periods. The last point (5) requires studies comparing the same sample
of glaciers over multiple similar time periods. For 14 out of 19 regions
listed in Table 4.SM.1 (see Supplementary Material) with such an analysis, higher loss rates were found for the more recent period.
While points (1) and (2) give high confidence in the global-scale shrinkage in glacier area, (3) points to a considerable regional to local-scale
scatter of observed change rates. The shorter the period of investigation and the smaller the sample of glaciers analysed, the more variable

Table 4.3 | Overview of methods used to determine changes in glacier length, area and volume mass along with some typical characteristics. The techniques are not exclusive.
The last three columns provide only indicative values.

Parameter

Length change

Area change

Volume change

Mass change
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Method

Technique

Typical Accuracy

Number of
Glaciers

Repeat
Interval

Earliest Data

Various

Reconstruction

10 m

Dozens

Decadal –
centuries

Holocene

Field

In situ measurement

1m

Hundreds

Annual

19th century

Remote sensing

Photogrammetric survey

Two image pixels (depending on resolution)

Hundreds

Annual

20th century

Maps

Cartographic

5% of the area

Hundreds

Decadal

19th century

Remote sensing

Image processing

5% of the area

Thousands

Sub-decadal

20th century

Remote sensing

Laser and radar profiling

0.1 m

Hundreds

Annual

21st century

Remote sensing

DEM differencing

0.5 m

Thousands

Decadal

20th century

Field

Direct mass balance measurement

0.2 m

Hundreds

Seasonal

20th century

Remote sensing

Gravimetry (GRACE)

Dependent on the region

Global

Seasonal

21st century
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Figure 4.9 | Selection of long-term cumulative glacier length changes as compiled from in situ measurements (WGMS, 2008), reconstructed data points added to measured time
series (region 5) from Leclercq et al. (2012), and additional time series from reconstructions (regions 1, 2, 7, 10, 12, 16, 17 and 18) from Leclercq and Oerlemans (2012). Independent of their (highly variable) temporal density, all measurement points are connected by straight lines. The glacier Mulajokull (region 6) is of surge type and some of the glaciers
showing strong retreat either terminate (Guessfeldt and Upsala in region 17) or terminated (Engabreen and Nigardsbreen in region 8) in lakes. For region 11, many more time series
are available (see WGMS, 2008), but are not shown for graphical reasons.
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are the rates of change reported for a specific region (Table 4.SM.1).
In many regions of the world, rates of area loss have increased (Table
4.SM.1), confirming that glaciers are still too large for the current climate and will continue to shrink (see FAQ 4.2 and Section 4.3.3.3).
Several studies have reported the disappearance of glaciers, among
others in Arctic Canada (Thomson et al., 2011), the Rocky Mountains
(Bolch et al., 2010; Tennant et al., 2012) and North Cascades (Pelto,
2006), Patagonia (Bown et al., 2008; Davies and Glasser, 2012), several tropical mountain ranges (Coudrain et al., 2005; Klein and Kincaid,
2006; Cullen et al., 2013), the European Alps (Citterio et al., 2007;
Knoll and Kerschner, 2009; Diolaiuti et al., 2012), the Tien Shan (Hagg
et al., 2012; Kutuzov and Shahgedanova, 2009) in Asia and on James
Ross Island in Antarctica (Carrivick et al., 2012). In total, the disappearance of more than 600 glaciers has been reported, but the real
number is certainly higher. Also some of the glaciers, whose annual
mass balance has been measured over several years or even decades,
have disappeared or started to disintegrate (Ramirez et al., 2001; Carturan and Seppi, 2007; Thibert et al., 2008). Though the number of
glaciers that have disappeared is difficult to compare directly (e.g., the
time periods analysed or the disappearance-criteria applied differ),
glaciers that have disappeared provide robust evidence that the ELA
(see Glossary) has risen above the highest peaks in many mountain
ranges (see FAQ 4.2).

4.3.3.3 Regional Scale Glacier Volume and Mass Changes
In AR4, global and regional scale glacier mass changes were extrapolated from in situ measurements of mass balance on individual glaciers
(Kaser et al., 2006; Lemke et al., 2007). In some regions, such as Alaska,
Patagonia and the Russian Arctic, very few if any such records were
available. Since AR4, geodetically derived ice volume changes have
been assimilated (Cogley, 2009b), providing more consistent regional
coverage and better representation of the proportion of calving glaciers. In addition, the new near complete inventory (RGI) of glacier-covered areas (Arendt et al., 2012) has improved knowledge about regional and global glacier volume and mass changes.
Figure 4.11 shows a compilation of available mean mass-balance rates
for 1960–2010 for each of the 19 RGI regions. Where error estimates
are reported, the 90% confidence bounds are shown. Most results
shown are calculated using a single method, some merge multiple
methods; those from Gardner et al. (2013) are reconciled estimates
for 2003–2009 obtained by selecting the most reliable results of different observation methods, after region-by-region reanalysis and
comparison.
Despite the great progress made since AR4, uncertainties inherent to
specific methods, and arising from the differences between methods (cf.
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Figure 4.10 | Mean annual relative area loss rates for 16 out of the 19 RGI regions of Figure 4.8. Each line shows a measurement of the rate of percentage change in area over
a mountain range from a specific publication (for sources see Table 4.SM.1), the length of the line shows the period used for averaging.
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Figure 4.11 | Regional glacier mass budgets in units of kg m–2 yr–1 for the world’s 19 glacierized regions (Figure 4.8 and Table 4.2). Estimates are from modelling with climate data
(blue: Hock et al., 2009; Marzeion et al., 2012), repeat gravimetry (green: Chen et al., 2007; Luthcke et al., 2008; Peltier, 2009; Matsuo and Heki, 2010; Wu et al., 2010; Gardner
et al., 2011; Ivins et al., 2011; Schrama and Wouters, 2011; Jacob et al., 2012, updated for RGI regions), repeat volume area scaling (magenta: Glazovsky and Macheret, 2006),
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cover such as Western Canada/USA (region 2) and the Qinghai-Xizang
(Tibet) Plateau (e.g., Yao et al., 2012, and references therein). Based
on ICESat measurements, Gardner et al. (2013) also found that glaciers
with in situ measurements tend to be located in sub-regions that are
thinning more rapidly than the region as a whole. Thus, extrapolation
from in situ measurements has a negative bias in regions with sparse
measurements. Based on this analysis, Gardner et al. (2013) excluded
GRACE results for regions with small or scattered glacier coverage and
excluded results based on extrapolation of local records for remote,
sparsely sampled regions.
The 2003–2009 regionally differentiated results are given in Table 4.4.
There is very high confidence that, between 2003 and 2009, most mass
loss was from glaciers in the Canadian Arctic (regions 3 and 4), Alaska
(region 1), Greenland (region 5), the Southern Andes (region 17) and
the Asian Mountains (region 13 to 15), which together account for
more than 80% of the global ice loss.
Despite the considerable scatter, Figure 4.11 shows mass losses in all
19 regions over the past five decades that, together with their consistency with length (Section 4.3.3.1) and area changes (Section 4.3.3.2),
provide robust evidence and very high confidence in global glacier
shrinkage. In many regions, ice loss has likely increased during the last
two decades, with slightly smaller losses in some regions during the
most recent years, since around 2005. In Central Europe (region 11),
the increase of loss rates was earliest and strongest. In the Russian
Arctic (region 9) and in the Antarctic and Sub-Antarctic (region 19),
the signal is highly uncertain and trends are least clear. Gardner et al.
(2013) present values close to balance for the Antarctic and Subantarctic (region 19) that result from complex regional patterns, for exam-

4

Table 4.4 | Regional mass change rates in units of kg m–2 yr–1 and Gt yr–1 for the
period 2003–2009 from Gardner et al. (2013). Central Asia (region 13), South Asia
West (region14), and South Asia East (region 15) are merged into a single region. For
the division of regions see Figure 4.8.

No.

Region Name

(Gt yr–1)

1

Alaska

–570 ± 200

–50 ± 17

2

Western Canada and USA

–930 ± 230

–14 ± 3

3

Arctic Canada North

–310 ± 40

–33 ± 4

4

Arctic Canada South

–660 ± 110

–27 ± 4

5

Greenland periphery

–420 ± 70

–38 ± 7

6

Iceland

–910 ± 150

–10 ± 2

7

Svalbard

–130 ± 60

–5 ± 2

8

Scandinavia

–610 ± 140

–2 ± 0

9

Russian Arctic

–210 ± 80

–11 ± 4

10

North Asia

–630 ± 310

–2 ± 1

11

Central Europe

–1060 ± 170

–2 ± 0

12

Caucasus and Middle East

–900 ± 160

–1 ± 0

High Mountain Asia

–220 ± 100

–26 ± 12

16

Low Latitudes

–1080 ± 360

–4 ± 1

17

Southern Andes

–990 ± 360

–29 ± 10

18

New Zealand

–320 ± 780

0±1

19

Antarctic and Sub-Antarctic

–50 ± 70

–6 ± 10

–350 ± 40

–259 ± 28

13–15

Total
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(kg m–2 yr–1)

ple, with losses on Antarctic Peninsula islands and gains on Ellsworth
Land islands. The picture is also heterogeneous in High M
 ountain Asia
(region 13 to 15) (e.g., Bolch et al., 2012; Yao et al., 2012), where
glaciers in the Himalaya and the Hindu Kush have been losing mass
(Kääb et al., 2012) while those in the Karakoram are close to balance
(Gardelle et al., 2012).
Several studies of recent glacier velocity change (Heid and Kääb, 2012;
Azam et al., 2012) and of the worldwide present-day sizes of accumulation areas (Bahr et al., 2009) indicate that the world’s glaciers
are out of balance with the present climate and thus committed to
losing considerable mass in the future, even without further changes in
climate. Increasing ice temperatures recorded at high elevation sites in
the tropical Andes (Gilbert et al., 2010) and in the European Alps (Col
du Dome on Mont Blanc and Monte Rosa) (Vincent et al., 2007; Hoelzle
et al., 2011), as well as the ongoing thinning of the cold surface layer
on Storglaciären in northern Sweden (Gusmeroli et al., 2012), support
this conclusion and give it high confidence.

4.3.3.4 Global Scale Glacier Mass Changes—The
Contribution to Sea Level
Global time series are required to assess the continuing contribution
of glacier mass changes to sea level (see Section 13.4.2 for discussion of the small proportion of ice loss from glaciers that does not
contribute to sea level rise). A series of recent studies, some updated
to RGI areas for this report by their respective authors, provides very
high confidence in a considerable and continuous mass loss, despite
only medium agreement on the specific rates (Figure 4.12 and Table
4.5). Cogley (updated from, 2009b) compiled 4,817 directly measured annual mass budgets, and 983 volume change measurements by
extending the data set of WGMS (2009, and earlier issues ). Global
5-year averages for 1961–2010, with uncertainties, were estimated
from these using an inverse-distance-weighted interpolation. Newly
available volume change measurements increased the proportion of
observations from calving glaciers from 3% to 16% compared to earlier estimates reported by Lemke et al. (2007). This proportion is more
realistic, but may still underestimate the relative importance of calving
glaciers (Figure 4.8 and Section 4.3.3.3).
Leclercq et al. (updated from 2011) used length variations from 382
glaciers worldwide as a proxy for glacier mass loss since 1800. The
length/mass change conversion was calibrated against mass balance observations for 1950–2005 from Cogley (2009b) and provide
one estimate based on the arithmetic mean and another based on
area-weighted extrapolation of regional averages. Uncertainty was
estimated from upper and lower bounds of the calibration parameter
assumptions, and cumulatively propagated backward in time. For the
19th century, the information was constrained by a limited number of
observations, particularly in extensively glacierized regions that contribute most to the global mass budget.
Two global-scale time series are obtained from mass-balance modelling based on temperature and precipitation data (Marzeion et al.,
2012; Hirabayashi et al., 2013). Glacier size adjustments are simulated
by using area–volume power-law relations as proposed by Bahr et al.
(1997) for the approximately 170,000 individual glaciers delineated in
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Figure 4.12 | Global cumulative (top graphs) and annual (lower graphs) glacier mass change for (a) 1801–2010 and (b) 1961–2010. The cumulative estimates are all set to
zero mean over 1986–2005. Estimates are based on glacier length variations (updated from Leclercq et al., 2011), from area-weighted extrapolations of individual directly and
geodetically measured glacier mass budgets (updated from Cogley, 2009b), and from modelling with atmospheric variables as input (Marzeion et al., 2012; Hirabayashi et al.,
2013). Uncertainties are based on comprehensive error analyses in Cogley (2009b) and Marzeion et al. (2012) and on assumptions about the representativeness of the sampled
glaciers in Leclercq et al. (2011). Hirabayashi et al. (2013) give a bulk error estimate only. For clarity in the bottom panels, uncertainties are shown only for the Cogley and Marzeion
curves excluding Greenland (GL). The blue bars (a, top) show the number of measured single-glacier mass balances per pentad in the updated Cogley (2009b) time series. The mean
2003–2009 estimate of Gardner et al. (2013) is added to b, bottom.

the RGI. Marzeion et al. (2012) derive mass balances for 1902–2009
from monthly mean temperature and precipitation obtained from
Mitchell and Jones (2005). The model is calibrated against measured time series and validated against independent measurements.
Uncertainty estimates are obtained from comprehensive error propagation, first accumulated temporally for each glacier, and then regionally and globally. The model does not account for the subsurface mass
balance or calving, but reproduces geodetically measured volume
changes for land-based glaciers within the uncertainties; however, it
underestimates volume loss slightly for calving glaciers. Hirabayashi et
al. (2013) force an extended positive degree-day model with data from
an observation-based global set of daily precipitation and near-surface
temperature as updated from earlier work (Hirabayashi et al., 2008).
Annual mass balance is provided for 1948–2005 with a constant root
mean square error of 500 km3 yr–1, estimated from comparison of modelled with measured mass balances.
For the Antarctic and Sub-Antarctic (region 19) observational information is limited and difficult to incorporate into this assessment.
For some studies the time spans do not match (e.g., Gardner et al.,
2013 give only mean mass change for 2003–2009). Some estimates

have been made simply by extrapolating the global mean to region
19 (Cogley, 2009a; Marzeion et al., 2012). One (1961–2004) mean
glacier mass loss estimate based on an ECMWF 40-year reanalysis
(ERA-40) driven simulation (Hock et al., 2009), is for a glacier area
differing from the RGI region 19. For these reasons, the Antarctic and
Sub-Antarctic (region 19) is excluded from this global glacier mass
change assessment. The contribution of region 19 to sea level is
assumed to be within the uncertainty bounds of the Antarctic ice sheet
assessment (Section 4.4.2). Whereas Hirabayashi et al. (2013) exclude
the Antarctic and Greenland from their simulations and Leclercq et al.
(2011) implicitly include Greenland, both Cogley (2009a) and Marzeion et al. (2012) explicitly estimate mass changes in Greenland. In
Figure 4.12, cumulative mass changes and corresponding rates are
shown for global glaciers excluding regions 5 and 19 (bold lines),
and also for global glaciers excluding only region 19 (thin lines). The
cumulative curves are normalized such that their 1986–2005 averages are all zero.
The arithmetic-mean estimate of Leclercq et al. (2011) indicates continuous mass loss from glaciers after about 1850 (Figure 4.12a, top).
During the 1920s their area-weighted extrapolation reaches consid343
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erably higher rates (Figure 4.12a, bottom) than the other estimates,
but the reasons remain unclear. After 1950, mass loss rates including
Greenland are all within the uncertainty bounds of those that exclude
Greenland, except for the 2001–2005 period when the Greenland
contribution was slightly outside the uncertainty bounds for both the
Cogley and the Marzeion et al. estimates. Most notable is the rapid
loss from Greenland glaciers in the Marzeion et al. simulations during
the 1930s. Other studies support rapid Greenland mass loss around
this time (Zeeberg and Forman, 2001; Yde and Knudsen, 2007, and
references therein; Bjørk et al., 2012; Zdanowicz et al., 2012); however, the neighbouring regions in the Canadian Arctic (south and north)
and Iceland have mass loss anomalies an order of magnitude lower
than predicted for Greenland in the same simulation. This discrepancy
may be an artefact of the uncertainties in the forcing and methods
of Marzeion et al. that are considerably larger in the first than in the
second half of the 20th century, so that the rates may well be overestimated. The Marzeion et al. rates are also considerably greater in the
1950s and 1960s than in the other studies; during this period, the most
rapid losses are in Arctic Canada and the Russian Arctic (Marzeion et
al., 2012).
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Overall, there is very high confidence that globally, the mass loss from
glaciers has increased since the 1960s, and this is evident in regional-scale estimates (Figure 4.11). For 2003–2009, Gardner et al. (2013)
indicate that some regional (Section 4.3.3.3 and Figure 4.11) and
also the global time series may overestimate mass loss (Figure 4.12b,
bottom). That glaciers with measured mass balances are concentrated
in sub-regions with higher mass losses definitely biases the estimates
of Cogley (2009a) (Section 4.3.3.3), but this explanation cannot hold
for the Marzeion et al. (2012) time series, for which mass changes are
simulated separately for every single glacier in the inventory. It also
remains unclear whether the 2003–2009 inconsistency identified by
Gardner et al. (2013) applies to earlier times, and if so how it should be
reconciled. Neither the evidence nor our level of understanding warrants any simple correction of the longer time series at present.
Table 4.5 summarizes global-scale glacier mass losses for different
periods relevant to discussions on sea level change (Chapter 13) and
the global energy budget (Chapter 3). Values are given separately for
the Greenland glaciers alone (region 5) and for all glaciers e xcluding

those in regions 5 and 19, which are included in the assessment of
ice sheets (Section 4.4.2). For the more recent periods, the time series
of Cogley (2009a) and Marzeion et al. (2012) are combined, while
for 1901–1990 the Leclercq et al. (2011) series were separated by
area-weighting and combined with the Marzeion et al. (2012) values.
Each rate in Table 4.5 is thus the arithmetic mean of two series, with
a confidence bound calculated from their difference, and assessed to
represent the 90% likelihood range. Because differences between the
two time series vary considerably, the average confidence bound of
1971–2009 is also applied uniformly to the two sub-periods 1993–
2009 and 2005–2009. The 2003–2009 estimate of Gardner et al.
(2013) is lower than the Cogley and Marzeion averages but those for
all glaciers excluding regions 5 and 19 are within the 2005–2009 90%
confidence bound. The 1991–2009 assessment is shown as a cumulative time series in Section 4.8 (see Figure 4.25). Earlier studies of the
long-term contribution of glaciers to sea level change (Meier, 1984;
Zuo and Oerlemans, 1997; Gregory and Oerlemans, 1998; Kaser et al.,
2006; Lemke et al., 2007; Oerlemans et al., 2007; Hock et al., 2009,
with removal of Antarctic glacier contribution) all give smaller estimates than those assessed here.

4.4

Ice Sheets

4.4.1

Background

Since AR4, satellite, airborne and in situ observations have greatly
improved our ability to identify and quantify change in the vast polar
ice sheets of Antarctica and Greenland. As a direct consequence, our
understanding of the underlying drivers of ice-sheet change is also
much improved. These observations and the insights they yield are discussed throughout Section 4.4, while the attribution of recent ice sheet
change, projection of future changes in ice sheets and their future contribution to sea level rise are discussed in Chapter 10 and Chapter 13
respectively.

4.4.2

Changes in Mass of Ice Sheets

The current state of mass balance of the Greenland and Antarctic ice
sheets is assessed in sections 4.4.2.2 and 4.4.2.3, but is introduced by

Table 4.5 | Average annual rates of global mass change in Gt yr–1 and in sea level equivalents (mm SLE yr–1) for different time periods (Chapter 13) for (a) glaciers around the
Greenland ice sheet (region 5 as defined by Rastner et al., 2012) and (b) all glaciers globally, excluding peripheral glaciers around the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets (see discussion in Section 4.4.2). The values are derived by averaging the results from the references listed and uncertainty ranges give 90% confidence level. The uncertainty calculated for
1971–2009 is also applied for the sub-periods 1993–2009 and 2005–2009. The global values for 2003–2009 from Gardner et al. (2013) are within this likelihood range (italics).

Reference

(a) Greenland glaciers (region 5)
–1

Gt yr

mm SLE yr

(b) All glaciers excluding ice sheet peripheries
Gt yr–1

mm SLE yr–1

1901–1990

Marzeion et al. (2012); Leclercq
et al. (2011), updateda

–54 ± 16

0.15 ± 0.05

–197 ± 24

0.54 ± 0.07

1971–2009

Cogley (2009a); Marzeion et al. (2012)

–21 ± 10

0.06 ± 0.03

–226 ± 135

0.62 ± 0.37

1993–2009

Cogley (2009a); Marzeion et al. (2012)

–37 ± 10

0.10 ± 0.03

–275 ± 135

0.76 ± 0.37

2005–2009

Cogley (2009a); Marzeion et al. (2012)

–56 ± 10

0.15 ± 0.03

–301 ± 135

0.83 ± 0.37

2003–2009

Gardner et al. (2013)

–38 ± 7

0.10 ± 0.02

–215 ± 26

0.59 ± 0.07

Notes:
a
Isolation of (a) from (b) made by applying the respective annual ratios in Marzeion et al. (2012).
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Chapter 4

Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 4.2 | Are Glaciers in Mountain Regions Disappearing?
In many mountain ranges around the world, glaciers are disappearing in response to the atmospheric temperature
increases of past decades. Disappearing glaciers have been reported in the Canadian Arctic and Rocky Mountains;
the Andes; Patagonia; the European Alps; the Tien Shan; tropical mountains in South America, Africa and Asia and
elsewhere. In these regions, more than 600 glaciers have disappeared over the past decades. Even if there is no
further warming, many more glaciers will disappear. It is also likely that some mountain ranges will lose most, if not
all, of their glaciers.
In all mountain regions where glaciers exist today, glacier volume has decreased considerably over the past 150
years. Over that time, many small glaciers have disappeared. With some local exceptions, glacier shrinkage (area
and volume reduction) was globally widespread already and particularly strong during the 1940s and since the
1980s. However, there were also phases of relative stability during the 1890s, 1920s and 1970s, as indicated by longterm measurements of length changes and by modelling of mass balance. Conventional in situ measurements—and
increasingly, airborne and satellite measurements—offer robust evidence in most glacierized regions that the rate
of reduction in glacier area was higher over the past two decades than previously, and that glaciers continue to
shrink. In a few regions, however, individual glaciers are behaving differently and have advanced while most others
were in retreat (e.g., on the coasts of New Zealand, Norway and Southern Patagonia (Chile), or in the Karakoram
range in Asia). In general, these advances are the result of special topographic and/or climate conditions (e.g.,
increased precipitation).
It can take several decades for a glacier to adjust its extent to an instantaneous change in climate, so most glaciers
are currently larger than they would be if they were in balance with current climate. Because the time required for
the adjustment increases with glacier size, larger glaciers will continue to shrink over the next few decades, even if
temperatures stabilise. Smaller glaciers will also continue to shrink, but they will adjust their extent faster and many
will ultimately disappear entirely.
Many factors influence the future development of each glacier, and whether it will disappear: for instance, its size,
slope, elevation range, distribution of area with elevation, and its surface characteristics (e.g., the amount of debris
cover). These factors vary substantially from region to region, and also between neighbouring glaciers. External factors, such as the surrounding topography and the climatic regime, are also important for future glacier evolution.
Over shorter time scales (one or two decades), each glacier responds to climate change individually and differently
in detail.

4

Over periods longer than about 50 years, the response is more coherent and less dependent on local environmental
details, which means that long-term trends in glacier development can be well modelled. Such models are built
on an understanding of basic physical principles. For example, an increase in local mean air temperature, with no
change in precipitation, will cause an upward shift of the equilibrium line altitude (ELA; see Glossary) by about 150
m for each degree Celsius of atmospheric warming. Such an upward shift and its consequences for glaciers of different size and elevation range are illustrated in FAQ 4.2, Figure 1.
Initially, all glaciers have an accumulation area (white) above and an ablation area (light blue) below the ELA
(FAQ 4.2, Figure 1a). As the ELA shifts upwards, the accumulation area shrinks and the ablation area expands, thus
increasing the area over which ice is lost through melt (FAQ 4.2, Figure 1b). This imbalance results in an overall loss
of ice. After several years, the glacier front retreats, and the ablation area shrinks until the glacier has adjusted its
extent to the new climate (FAQ 4.2, Figure 1c). Where climate change is sufficiently strong to raise the ELA permanently above the glacier’s highest point (FAQ 4.2, Figure 1b, right) the glacier will eventually disappear entirely
(FAQ 4.2, Figure 1c, right). Higher glaciers, which retain their accumulation areas, will shrink but not disappear (FAQ
4.2, Figure 1c, left and middle). A large valley glacier might lose much of its tongue, probably leaving a lake in its
place (FAQ 4.2, Figure 1c, left). Besides air temperature, changes in the quantity and seasonality of precipitation
influence the shift of the ELA as well. Glacier dynamics (e.g., flow speed) also plays a role, but is not considered in
this simplified scheme.
Many observations have confirmed that different glacier types do respond differently to recent climate change.
For example, the flat, low-lying tongues of large valley glaciers (such as in Alaska, Canada or the Alps) currently
show the strongest mass losses, largely independent of aspect, shading or debris cover. This type of glacier is slow in
(continued on next page)
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FAQ 4.2 (continued)

adjusting its extent to new climatic conditions
and reacts mainly by thinning without substantial terminus retreat. In contrast, smaller mountain glaciers, with fairly constant slopes, adjust
more quickly to the new climate by changing
the size of their ablation area more rapidly
(FAQ 4.2, Figure 1c, middle).
The long-term response of most glacier types
can be determined very well with the approach
illustrated in FAQ 4.2, Figure 1. However, modelling short-term glacier response, or the longterm response of more complex glacier types
(e.g., those that are heavily debris-covered, fed
by avalanche snow, have a disconnected accumulation area, are of surging type, or calve into
water), is difficult. These cases require detailed
knowledge of other glacier characteristics, such
as mass balance, ice thickness distribution, and
internal hydraulics. For the majority of glaciers
worldwide, such data are unavailable, and
their response to climate change can thus only
be approximated with the simplified scheme
shown in FAQ 4.2, Figure 1.
The Karakoram–Himalaya mountain range, for
instance, has a large variety of glacier types
and climatic conditions, and glacier characteristics are still only poorly known. This makes
determining their future evolution particularly
uncertain. However, gaps in knowledge are
expected to decrease substantially in coming
years, thanks to increased use of satellite data
(e.g., to compile glacier inventories or derive
flow velocities) and extension of the groundbased measurement network.

4

a) Before climate change
Valley Glacier
Mountain Glacier
Small Glacier
ELA1

b) After climate change but before glacier readjustment

ELA2
ELA1

c) After readjustment to climate change

ELA2

FAQ 4.2, Figure 1 | Schematic of three types of glaciers located at different elevations,
and their response to an upward shift of the equilibrium line altitude (ELA). (a) For a given
climate, the ELA has a specific altitude (ELA1), and all glaciers have a specific size. (b) Due
to a temperature increase, the ELA shifts upwards to a new altitude (ELA2), initially resulting
in reduced accumulation and larger ablation areas for all glaciers. (c) After glacier size has
adjusted to the new ELA, the valley glacier (left) has lost its tongue and the small glacier
(right) has disappeared entirely.

In summary, the fate of glaciers will be variable,
depending on both their specific characteristics
and future climate conditions. More glaciers
will disappear; others will lose most of their low-lying portions and others might not change substantially. Where
the ELA is already above the highest elevation on a particular glacier, that glacier is destined to disappear entirely
unless climate cools. Similarly, all glaciers will disappear in those regions where the ELA rises above their highest
elevation in the future.

a discussion of the improvements in techniques of measurement and
understanding of the change made since AR4 (e.g., Lemke et al., 2007;
Cazenave et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2011).

4.4.2.1 Techniques
The three broad techniques for measuring ice-sheet mass balance are
the mass budget method, repeated altimetry and measurement of
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temporal variations in the Earth’s gravity field. Each method has been
applied to both ice sheets by multiple groups, and over time scales
ranging from multiple years to decades (Figures 4.13 and 4.14). The
peripheral glaciers, surrounding but not strictly a part of the ice sheets,
are not treated in the same manner by each technique. Peripheral glaciers are generally excluded from estimates using the mass budget
method, they are sometimes, but not always, included in altimetric
estimates, and they are almost always included in gravity estimates.
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4.4.2.1.1

Chapter 4

Mass budget method

The mass budget method (see Glossary) relies on estimating the difference between net surface balance over the ice sheet (input) and
perimeter ice discharge flux (output). This method requires comparison of two very large numbers, and even small percentage errors in
either may result in large errors in total mass balance. For ice discharge,
perimeter fluxes are calculated from measurements of ice velocity and
ice thickness at the grounding line. Knowledge of perimeter fluxes
has improved significantly since AR4 for both ice sheets (Rignot et al.,
2011b) as a result of more complete ice-thickness data (Bamber et

al., 2013; Fretwell et al., 2013) and velocity data from satellite radar
interferometry and other techniques (Joughin et al., 2010b; Rignot et
al., 2011a). However, incomplete ice thickness mapping still causes
uncertainties in ice discharge of 2 to 15% in Antarctica (Rignot et al.,
2008b) and 10% in Greenland (Howat et al., 2011; Rignot et al., 2011c).
Regional atmospheric climate models (see Glossary) verified using
independent in situ data are increasingly preferred to produce estimates of surface mass balance over models that are recalibrated or
corrected with in situ data (Box et al., 2009), downscaling of global
re-analysis data (see Glossary) (Hanna et al., 2011), or interpolation of
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Figure 4.13 | Key variable related to the determination of the Greenland ice sheet mass changes. (a) Mean surface mass balance for 1989–2004 from regional atmospheric climate
modelling (Ettema et al., 2009). (b) Ice sheet velocity for 2007–2009 determined from satellite data, showing fastest flow in red, fast flow in blue and slower flow in green and
yellow (Rignot and Mouginot, 2012). (c) Changes in ice sheet surface elevation for 2003–2008 determined from ICESat altimetry, with elevation decrease in red to increase in blue
(Pritchard et al., 2009). (d, e) Temporal evolution of ice loss determined from GRACE time-variable gravity, shown in centimetres of water per year for the periods (a) 2003–2012,
(b) 2003–2006 and (c) 2006–2012, colour coded red (loss) to blue (gain) (Velicogna, 2009). Fields shown in (a) and (b) are used together with ice thickness (see Figure 4.18) in
the mass budget method.
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Figure 4.14 | Key fields relating to the determination of Antarctica ice sheet mass changes. (a) Mean surface mass balance for 1989–2004 from regional atmospheric climate
modelling (van den Broeke et al., 2006). (b) Ice sheet velocity for 2007–2009 determined from satellite data, showing fastest flow in red, fast flow in blue, and slower flow in green
and yellow (Rignot et al., 2011a). (c) Changes in ice sheet surface elevation for 2003–2008 determined from ICESat altimetry, with elevation decrease in red to increase in blue
(Pritchard et al., 2009). (d, e) Temporal evolution of ice loss determined from GRACE time-variable gravity, shown in centimetres of water per year for the periods (a) 2003–2012,
(b) 2003–2006 and (c) 2006–2012, colour coded red (loss) to blue (gain) (Velicogna, 2009). Fields shown in (a) and (b) are used together with ice thickness (see Figure 4.18) in
the mass budget method.

in situ measurements (Arthern et al., 2006; Bales et al., 2009). In Antarctica, surface mass balance (excluding ice shelves) for 1979–2010 is
estimated at 1983 ± 122 Gt yr–1 (van de Berg et al., 2006; Lenaerts et
al., 2012) with interannual variability of 114 Gt yr–1 driven by snowfall variability (Figure 4.14). Comparison with 750 in situ observations
indicates an overall uncertainty of 6% for total ice sheet mass balance,
ranging from 5 to 20% for individual drainage basins (van de Berg et
al., 2006; Rignot et al., 2008b; Lenaerts et al., 2012; Shepherd et al.,
2012). In Greenland, total snowfall (697 Gt yr–1) and rainfall (46 Gt
yr–1) minus runoff (248 Gt yr–1) and evaporation/sublimation (26 Gt
yr–1) yield a surface mass balance of 469 ± 82 Gt yr–1 for 1958–2007
(Ettema et al., 2009). The 17% uncertainty is based on a comparison of
model outputs with 350 in situ accumulation observations and, in the
absence of runoff data, an imposed 20% uncertainty in runoff (Howat
et al., 2011). Interannual variability in surface mass balance is large
(107 Gt yr–1) due to the out-of-phase relationship between the variability in precipitation (78 Gt yr–1) and runoff (67 Gt yr–1).
4.4.2.1.2

Repeated altimetry

Repeated altimetric survey allows measurement of rates of surface-elevation change, and after various corrections (for changes in
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snow density and bed elevation; or if the ice is floating, for tides and
sea level) reveals changes in ice sheet mass. Satellite radar altimetry
(SRALT) has been widely used (Thomas et al., 2008b; Wingham et
al., 2009), as has laser altimetry from airplanes (Krabill et al., 2002;
Thomas et al., 2009) and satellites (Pritchard et al., 2009; Abdalati et
al., 2010; Sorensen et al., 2011; Zwally et al., 2011). Both radar and
laser methods have significant challenges. The field-of-view of early
SRALT sensors was ~20 km in diameter, and as a consequence, interpretation of the data they acquired over ice sheets with undulating
surfaces or significant slopes was complex. Also, for radar altimeters,
estimates are affected by penetration of the radar signal below the
surface, which depends on characteristics such as snow density and
wetness, and by wide orbit separation (Thomas et al., 2008b). Errors
in surface-elevation change are typically determined from the internal
consistency of the m
 easurements, often after iterative removal of surface elevation-change values that exceed some multiple of the local
value of their standard deviation; this results in very small error estimates (Zwally et al., 2005).
Laser altimeters have been used from aircraft for many years, but satellite laser altimetry, available for the first time from NASA’s ICESat satellite launched in 2003, has provided many new results since AR4. Laser
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altimetry is easier to validate and interpret than radar data; the field of
view is small (1 m diameter for airborne lasers, 60 m for ICESat), and
there is negligible penetration below the surface. However, clouds limit
data acquisition, and accuracy is affected by atmospheric conditions,
laser-pointing errors, and data scarcity.
Knowledge of the density of the snow and firn in the upper layers of
an ice sheet is required to convert altimetric measurements to mass
change. However, snow densification rates are sensitive to snow temperature and wetness. Warm conditions favour more rapid densification (Arthern et al., 2010; Li and Zwally, 2011). Consequently, recent
Greenland warming has probably caused surface lowering simply from
this effect. Corrections are inferred from models that are difficult to
validate and are typically less than 2 cm yr–1. ICESat derived surface
elevation changes supplemented with differenced ASTER (Advanced
Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer) satellite
digital elevation models were used for outlet glaciers in southeast
Greenland (Howat et al., 2008) and for the northern Antarctic Peninsula (Shuman et al., 2011). Laser surveys from airborne platforms over
Greenland yield elevation estimates accurate to 10 cm along reference
targets (Krabill et al., 1999; Thomas et al., 2009) and 15 cm for ICESat
using ground-based high-resolution GPS measurements (Siegfried et
al., 2011). For a 5-year separation between surveys, this is an uncertainty of 2.0 cm yr–1 for airborne platforms and 3 cm yr–1 for ICESat.
Early in 2013, NASA released an elevation correction for ICESat
(National Snow and Ice Data Center, 2013) that is relevant to several
studies cited in this chapter, but was provided too late to be included in those studies. This correction improves shot-to-shot variability
in ICESat elevations, although spatial averaging and application of
inter-campaign bias corrections derived from calibration data and used
in many studies already mitigates the impact of the higher variability.
The correction also changes elevation trend estimates over the 2003–
2009 ICESat mission period by up to –1.4 cm yr–1.
To date, a thorough treatment of the impact of this finding has not
been published in the peer-reviewed literature, but the overall magnitude of the effect is reported to be at the level of 1.4 cm yr–1. For many
studies of glaciers, ice sheets and sea ice this is substantially lower (in
some cases, an order of magnitude lower) than the signal of change,
but elsewhere (e.g, for elevation changes in East Antarctica) it may
have an impact. However, multiple lines of evidence, of which ICESat is
only one, are used to arrive at the conclusions presented in this chapter.
To the degree to which it can be assessed, there is high confidence
that the substantive conclusions this chapter will not be affected by
revisions of the ICESat data products.
4.4.2.1.3

Temporal variations in Earth gravity field

Since 2002, the GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment)
satellite mission has surveyed the Earth’s time-variable gravity field.
Time-variable gravity provides a direct estimate of the ice-mass
change at a spatial resolution of about 300 km (Wahr, 2007). GRACE
data yielded early estimates of trends in ice-mass changes over the
Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets and confirmed regions of ice loss in
coastal Greenland and West Antarctica (Luthcke et al., 2006; Velicogna
and Wahr, 2006a, 2006b). With extended time series, now more than
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10 years, estimates of ice sheet mass change from GRACE have lower
uncertainties than in AR4 (e.g., Harig and Simons, 2012; King et al.,
2012). The ice-loss signal from the last decade is also more distinct
because the numbers have grown significantly higher (e.g., Wouters
et al., 2008; Cazenave et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2009; Velicogna, 2009).
The estimates of ice loss based on data from GRACE vary between published studies due to the time-variable nature of the signal, along with
other factors that include (1) data-centre specific processing, (2) specific methods used to calculate the mass change, and (3) contamination
by other signals within the ice sheet (e.g., glacial isostatic adjustment
or GIA, see Glossary) or outside the ice sheet (continental hydrology,
ocean circulation). Many of these differences have been reduced in
studies published since AR4, resulting in greater agreement between
GRACE estimates (Shepherd et al., 2012).
In Antarctica, the GIA signal is similar in magnitude to the ice-loss
signal, with an uncertainty of ±80 Gt yr–1 (Velicogna and Wahr, 2006b;
Riva et al., 2009; Velicogna, 2009). Correction for the GIA signal is
addressed using numerical models (e.g., Ivins and James, 2005; Paulson et al., 2007; Peltier, 2009). A comparison of recent GIA models
(Tarasov and Peltier, 2002; Fleming and Lambeck, 2004; Peltier, 2004;
Ivins and James, 2005; Simpson et al., 2009; Whitehouse et al., 2012)
with improved constraints on ice-loading history, indicate better agreement with direct observations of vertical land movements (Thomas et
al., 2011a), despite a potential discrepancy between far-field sea level
records and common NH deglaciation models. In Greenland, the GIA
correction is less than 10% of the GRACE signal with an error of ±19
Gt yr–1. However, because the GIA rate is constant over the satellite’s
lifetime, GIA uncertainty does not affect the estimate of any change in
the rate of ice mass loss (acceleration/deceleration). In Antarctica, the
adoption of new GIA models has resulted in a lowering of estimated
ice-sheet mass loss (King et al., 2012; Shepherd et al., 2012).
In addition to GRACE, the elastic response of the crustal deformation
shown in GPS measurements of uplift rates confirms increasing rates
of ice loss in Greenland (Khan et al., 2010b; Khan et al., 2010a) and
Antarctica (Thomas et al., 2011a). Analysis of a 34-year time series
of the Earth’s oblateness (J2) by satellite laser ranging also suggests
that ice loss from Greenland and Antarctica has progressively dominated the change in oblateness trend since the 1990s (Nerem and
Wahr, 2011).

4.4.2.2 Greenland
There is very high confidence that the Greenland ice sheet has lost ice
and contributed to sea level rise over the last two decades (Ewert et al.,
2012; Sasgen et al., 2012; Shepherd et al., 2012). Recent GRACE results
are in better agreement than in AR4 as discussed in Section 4.4.2.1
(Baur et al., 2009; Velicogna, 2009; Pritchard et al., 2010; Wu et al.,
2010; Chen et al., 2011; Schrama and Wouters, 2011). Altimetry missions report losses comparable to those from the mass budget method
and from the time-variable gravity method (Thomas et al., 2006; Zwally
et al., 2011) (Figure 4.13f).
Figure 4.15 shows the cumulative ice mass loss from the Greenland
ice sheet over the period 1992–2012 derived from 18 recent studies
made by 14 different research groups (Baur et al., 2009; Cazenave et
349
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al., 2009; Slobbe et al., 2009; Velicogna, 2009; Pritchard et al., 2010;
Wu et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2011; Rignot et al., 2011c; Schrama and
Wouters, 2011; Sorensen et al., 2011; Zwally et al., 2011; Ewert et al.,
2012; Harig and Simons, 2012; Sasgen et al., 2012). These studies do
not include earlier estimates from the same researchers when those
have been updated by more recent analyses using extended data. They
include estimates made from satellite gravimetry, satellite altimetry
and the mass budget method. Details of the studies used for Greenland
are listed in Appendix Table 4.A.1 (additional studies not selected are
listed in Table 4.A.2).
The mass balance for each year is estimated as a simple average of all
the selected estimates available for that particular year. Figure 4.15
shows an accumulation of these estimates since an arbitrary zero on 1
January 1992. The number of estimates available varies with time, with
as few as two estimates per year in the 1990s and up to 18 per year
from 2004. The cumulative uncertainty in Figure 4.15 is based on the
uncertainty cited in the original studies which, when the confidence
level is not specifically given, is assumed to be at the 1 standard deviation (1σ) level. However, the annual estimates from different studies
often do not overlap within the original uncertainties, and hence the
error limits used in this assessment are derived from the absolute maximum and minimum mass balance estimate for each year. These have
been converted to the 90% confidence interval (5 to 95%, or 1.65σ).
The cumulative error is weighted by 1/√n , where n is the number of
years accumulated.
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Despite year-to-year differences between the various original analyses,
this multi-study assessment yields very high confidence that Greenland has lost mass over the last two decades and high confidence that
the rate of loss has increased. The increase is also shown in several
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individual studies (Velicogna, 2009; Chen et al., 2011; Rignot et al.,
2011c; Zwally et al., 2011) (Figure 4.13a–c). The average ice mass
change to Greenland from the present assessment has been –121
[–149 to –94] Gt yr–1 (a sea level equivalent of 0.33 [0.41 to 0.26]
mm yr–1) over the period 1993 to 2010, and –229 [–290 to –169] Gt
yr–1 (0.63 [0.80 to 0.47] mm yr–1 sea level equivalent) over the period
2005–2010.
Greenland changes that include and exclude peripheral glaciers cannot
be cleanly separated from the mixture of studies and techniques in this
assessment, but for the post 2003 period there is a prevalence of gravity studies, which do include the peripheral glaciers. Hence, although
the estimated mass change in Greenland peripheral glaciers of –38 ± 7
Gt yr–1over the period 2003–2009 (Gardner et al., 2013) is discussed in
Section 4.3.3 (Table 4.5), these changes are included within the values
for ice-sheet change quoted in this section, and not as part of the total
mass change for glaciers.
A reconciliation of apparent disparities between the different satellite methods was made by the Ice-sheet Mass Balance Intercomparison Experiment (IMBIE) (Shepherd et al., 2012). This intercomparison
combined an ensemble of satellite altimetry, interferometry, airborne
radio-echo sounding and airborne gravimetry data and regional

atmospheric climate model output products, for common geographical
regions and for common time intervals. Good agreement was obtained
between the estimates from the different methods and, whereas the
uncertainties of any method are sometimes large, the combination of
methods considerably improves the overall certainty. (Note that Shepherd et al. (2012) also cannot cleanly separate estimates including or
excluding peripheral glaciers). For Greenland, Shepherd et al. (2012)
estimate a change in mass over the period 1992–2011, averaged

Figure 4.15 | Cumulative ice mass loss (and sea level equivalent, SLE) from Greenland derived as annual averages from 18 recent studies (see main text and Appendix 4.A for
details).
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across the ensemble for each method, of –142 ± 49 Gt yr–1 (0.39 ±
0.14 mm yr–1 of sea level rise). For the same period, this present assessment, which averages across individual studies, yields a slightly slower
loss, with a rate of mass change of –125 ± 25 Gt yr–1 at the 90% confidence level (0.34 ± 0.07 mm yr–1 SLE). Averaging across technique
ensembles in the present assessment yields a loss at a rate of –129 Gt
yr–1 (0.36 mm). Shepherd et al. (2012) confirm an increasing mass loss
from Greenland, although they also identify mass balance variations
over intermediate (2- to 4-year) periods.
The mass budget method shows that ice loss from the Greenland ice
sheet is partitioned in approximately similar amounts between surface mass balance (i.e., runoff) and discharge from ice flow across the
grounding line (van den Broeke et al., 2009) (medium confidence).
However, there are significant differences in the relative importance
of ice discharge and surface mass balance in various regions of Greenland (Howat et al., 2007; Pritchard et al., 2009; van den Broeke et al.,
2009; Sasgen et al., 2012). Dynamic losses dominate in southeast and
central west regions, and also influence losses in northwest Greenland,
whereas in the central north, southwest and northeast sectors, changes in surface mass balance appear to dominate.
There is high confidence that over the last two decades, surface mass
balance has become progressively more negative as a result of an
increase in surface melt and runoff, and that ice discharge across the
grounding line has also been enhanced due to the increased speed
of some outlet glaciers. Altimetric measurements of surface height
suggest slight inland thickening in 1994–2006 (Thomas et al., 2006,
2009), but this is not confirmed by regional atmospheric climate model
outputs for the period 1957–2009 (Ettema et al., 2009), nor recent ice
core (see Glossary) data (Buchardt et al., 2012), hence there is low
confidence in an increase in precipitation in Greenland in recent decades. Probable changes in accumulation are, however, exceeded by the
increased runoff especially since 2006 (van den Broeke et al., 2009).
The four highest runoff years over the last 140 years occurred since
1995 (Hanna et al., 2011).
The total surface melt area has continued to increase since AR4 and
has accelerated in the past few years (Fettweis et al., 2011; Tedesco
et al., 2011), with an extreme melt event covering more than 90% of
the ice sheet for a few days in July 2012 (Nghiem et al., 2012; Tedesco
et al., 2013). Annual surface mass balance in 2011–2012 was 2 standard deviations (2σ) below the 2003–2012 mean. Such extreme melt
events are rare and have been observed in ice core records only twice,
once in 1889, and once more, seven centuries earlier in the Medieval
Warm Period (Meese et al., 1994; Alley and Anandakrishnan, 1995).
Over the past decade, the surface albedo of the Greenland ice sheet
has decreased by up to 18% in coastal regions, with a statistically
significant increase over 87% of the ice sheet due to melting and snow
metamorphism, allowing more solar energy to be absorbed for surface
melting (Box et al., 2012).
GRACE results show ice loss was largest in southeast Greenland during
2005 and increased in the northwest after 2007 (Khan et al., 2010a;
Chen et al., 2011; Schrama and Wouters, 2011; Harig and Simons,
2012). Subsequent to 2005, ice loss decreased in the southeast. These
GRACE results agree with measurements of ice discharge from the
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major outlet glaciers that confirm the dominance of dynamic losses in
these regions (van den Broeke et al., 2009). In particular, major outlet
glacier speed-up reported in AR4 occurred in west Greenland between
1996 and 2000 (Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006) and in southeast
Greenland from 2001 to 2006 (Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006;
Joughin et al., 2010b). In the southeast, many outlet glaciers slowed
after 2005 (Howat et al., 2007; Howat et al., 2011), with many flow
speeds decreasing back towards those of the early 2000s (Murray et
al., 2010; Moon et al., 2012), although most are still flowing faster and
discharging more ice into the ocean than they did in 1996 (Rignot and
Kanagaratnam, 2006; Howat et al., 2011).
In the northwest, the increase in the rate of ice loss from 1996–2006 to
2006–2010 was probably caused partially by a higher accumulation in
the late 1990s compared to earlier and later years (Sasgen et al., 2012),
but ice dynamic changes also played a role as outlet glaciers in the
northwest showed an increase in speed from 2000 to 2010, with the
greatest increase from 2007 to 2010 (Moon et al., 2012). Longer-term
observations of surface topography in the northwest sector confirm
the dynamic component of this mass loss and suggest two periods of
loss in 1985–1993 and 2005–2010 separated by limited mass changes
(Kjaer et al., 2012). In the southeast, an 80-year long record reveals
that many land-terminating glaciers retreated more rapidly in the
1930s compared to the 2000s, but marine-terminating glaciers retreated more rapidly during the recent warming (Bjørk et al., 2012).

4.4.2.3 Antarctica
Antarctic results from the gravity method are also now more numerous
and consistent than in AR4 (Figure 4.14a-c). Methods combining GPS
and GRACE at the regional level indicate with high confidence that
the Antarctic Peninsula is losing ice (Ivins et al., 2011; Thomas et al.,
2011a). In other areas, large uncertainties remain in the global GRACEGPS solutions (Wu et al., 2010).
The SMB reconstructions used in the mass budget method have
improved considerably since AR4 (e.g., Rignot et al. 2008b; van den
Broeke et al., 2006; Lenaerts et al., 2012; Shepherd et al., 2012). Reconstructed snowfall from regional atmospheric climate models indicates
higher accumulation along the coastal sectors than in previous estimates, but little difference in total snowfall. There is medium confidence
that there has been no long-term trend in the total accumulation over
the continent over the past few decades (Monaghan et al., 2006; van
den Broeke et al., 2006; Bromwich et al., 2011; Frezzotti et al., 2012;
Lenaerts et al., 2012). Although anomalies in accumulation have been
noted in recent decades in Eastern Wilkes Land (Boening et al., 2012;
Shepherd et al., 2012) and Law Dome (Van Ommen and Morgan, 2010)
in East Antarctica, their overall impact on total mass balance is not significant. Satellite laser altimetry indicates that ice volume changes are
concentrated on outlet glaciers and ice streams (see Glossary), as illustrated by the strong correspondence between areas of thinning (Figure
4.14f) and areas of fast flow (Figure 4.14e) (Pritchard et al., 2009).
Figure 4.16 shows the cumulative ice mass loss from the Antarctic ice
sheet over the period 1992–2012 derived from recent studies made
by 10 different research groups (Cazenave et al., 2009; Chen et al.,
2009; E et al., 2009; Horwath and Dietrich, 2009; Velicogna, 2009; Wu
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Figure 4.16 | Cumulative ice mass loss (and sea level equivalent, SLE) from Antarctica derived as annual averages from 10 recent studies (see main text and Appendix 4.A for
details).
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et al., 2010; Rignot et al., 2011c; Shi et al., 2011; King et al., 2012; Tang
et al., 2012). These studies do not include earlier estimates from the
same researchers when those have been updated by more recent analyses using extended data. They include estimates made from satellite
gravimetry, satellite altimetry and the mass balance method. Details
of the studies used for Antarctica are listed in Table 4.A.3 (additional
studies not selected are listed in Table 4.A.4). The number of estimates
available varies with time, with only one estimate per year in the 1990s
and up to 10 per year from 2003. The cumulative curves and associated
errors are derived in the same way as those for Figure 4.15 (see Section
4.4.2.2).
Overall, there is high confidence that the Antarctic ice sheet is currently losing mass. The average ice mass change to Antarctica from the
present assessment has been –97 [–135 to –58] Gt yr–1 (a sea level
equivalent of 0.27 mm yr–1 [0.37 to 0.16] mm yr–1) over the period
1993–2010, and –147 [–221 to –74] Gt yr–1 (0.41 [0.61 to 0.20] mm
yr–1) over the period 2005–2010. These assessments include the Antarctic peripheral glaciers.
The recent IMBIE intercomparison (Shepherd et al., 2012) for Antarctica, where the GIA signal is less well known than in Greenland, used
two new GIA models (an updated version of Ivins and James (2005),
for details see Shepherd et al. (2012); and Whitehouse et al. (2012)).
These new models had the effect of reducing the estimates of East Antarctic ice mass loss from GRACE data, compared with some previous
estimates. For Antarctica, Shepherd et al. (2012) estimate an average
change in mass for 1992–2011 of –71 ± 53 Gt yr–1 (0.20 ± 0.15 mm
yr–1 of sea level equivalent). For the same period this present assessment estimates a loss of 88 ± 35 Gt yr–1 at the 90% confidence level
(0.24 ± 0.10 mm yr–1 SLE). Averaging across technique ensembles in
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the present assessment, rather than individual estimates, yields no significant difference.
There is low confidence that the rate of Antarctic ice loss has increased
over the last two decades (Chen et al., 2009; Velicogna, 2009; Rignot et
al., 2011c; Shepherd et al., 2012); however, GRACE data gives medium
confidence of increasing loss over the last decade (Chen et al., 2009;
Velicogna, 2009) (Figure 4.16). For GRACE, this conclusion is independent of the GIA signal, which is constant over the measurement period.
The mass budget method suggests that the increase in loss from the
mass budget method is caused by an increase in glacier flow-speed
in the eastern part of the Pacific sector of West Antarctica (Rignot,
2008; Joughin et al., 2010a) and the Antarctic Peninsula (Scambos et
al., 2004; Pritchard and Vaughan, 2007; Rott et al., 2011). Comparison
of GRACE and the mass budget method for 1992–2010 indicates an
increase in the rate of ice loss of, on average, 14 ± 2 Gt yr–1 per year
compared with 21 ± 2 Gt yr–1 per year on average for Greenland during
the same time period (Rignot et al., 2011c). The recent IMBIE analysis
(Shepherd et al., 2012) shows that the West Antarctic ice sheet and the
Antarctic Peninsula are losing mass at an increasing rate, but that East
Antarctica gained an average of 21 ± 43 Gt yr–1 between 1992 and
2011. Zwally and Giovinetto (2011) also estimate a mass gain for East
Antarctica (+16 Gt yr–1 between 1992 and 2001). Their reassessment
of total Antarctic change made a correction for the ice discharge estimates from regions of the ice sheet not observed in the mass budget
method (see Section 4.4.2.1.1). The analysis of Shepherd et al. (2012)
indicated that the missing regions contribute little to the total mass
change.
In the near-absence of surface runoff and, as discussed in this section,
with no evidence of multi-decadal change in total snowfall, there is
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high confidence that Antarctic multi-decadal changes in grounded ice
mass must be due to increased ice discharge, although the observational record of ice dynamics extends only from the 1970s and is spatially
incomplete for much of this period. Over shorter time scales, however, the interannual to decadal variability in snowfall has an important
impact on ice sheet mass balance (Rignot et al., 2011c).
The three techniques are in excellent agreement as to the spatial pattern of ice loss (thinning) and gain (thickening) over Antarctica (Figure
4.14). There is very high confidence that the largest ice losses are located along the northern tip of the Antarctic Peninsula where the collapse
of several ice shelves in the last two decades triggered the acceleration
of outlet glaciers, and in the Amundsen Sea, in West Antarctica (Figure
4.14).. On the Antarctic Peninsula, there is evidence that precipitation has increased (Thomas et al., 2008a) but the resulting ice-gain
is insufficient to counteract the losses (Wendt et al., 2010; Ivins et al.,
2011). There is medium confidence that changes in the Amundsen Sea
region are due to the thinning of ice shelves (Pritchard et al., 2012),
and medium confidence that this is due to high ocean heat flux (Jacobs
et al., 2011), which caused grounding line retreat (1 km yr–1) (Joughin
et al., 2010a) and glacier thinning (Wingham et al., 2009). Indications
of dynamic change are also evident in East Antarctica, primarily around
Totten Glacier, from GRACE (Chen et al., 2009), altimetry (Wingham
et al., 2006; Shepherd and Wingham, 2007; Pritchard et al., 2009; Flament and Remy, 2012), and satellite radar interferometry (Rignot et
al., 2008b). The contribution to the total ice loss from these areas is,
however, small and not well understood.

4.4.2.4 Ice Shelves and Floating Ice Tongues
As much as 74% of the ice discharged from the grounded ice sheet in
Antarctica passes through ice shelves and floating ice tongues (Bindschadler et al., 2011). Ice shelves help to buttress and restrain flow of
the grounded ice (Rignot et al., 2004; Scambos et al., 2004; Hulbe et al.,
2008), and so changes in thickness (Shepherd et al., 2003, 2010; Fricker
and Padman, 2012), and extent (Doake and Vaughan, 1991; Scambos
et al., 2004) of ice shelves influence current ice sheet change. Indeed,
nearly all of the outlet glaciers and ice streams that are experiencing
high rates of ice loss flow into thinning or disintegrated ice shelves
(Pritchard et al., 2012). Many of the larger ice shelves however, exhibit
stable conditions (King et al., 2009; Shepherd et al., 2010; Pritchard et
al., 2012).
Around the Antarctic Peninsula, the reduction in ice-shelf extent has
been ongoing for several decades (Cook and Vaughan, 2010; Fricker
and Padman, 2012), and has continued since AR4 with substantial collapse of a section of Wilkins Ice Shelf (Humbert et al., 2010), which had
been retreating since the late1990s (Scambos et al., 2000). Overall, 7 of
12 ice shelves around the Peninsula have retreated in recent decades
with a total loss of 28,000 km2, and a continuing rate of loss of around
6000 km2 per decade (Cook and Vaughan, 2010). There is high confidence that this retreat of ice shelves along the Antarctic Peninsula has
been related to changing atmospheric temperatures (e.g., Scambos et
al., 2000; Morris and Vaughan, 2003; Marshall et al., 2006; Holland et
al., 2011). There is low confidence that changes in the ocean have also
contributed (e.g., Shepherd et al., 2003; Holland et al., 2011; Nicholls
et al., 2012; Padman et al., 2012).
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4.4.3

Total Ice Loss from Both Ice Sheets

The total ice loss from both ice sheets for the 20 years 1992–2011
(inclusive) has been 4260 [3060 to 5460] Gt, equivalent to 11.7 [8.4
to 15.1] mm of sea level. However, the rate of change has increased
with time and most of this ice has been lost in the second decade of
the 20-year period. From the data presented in Figure 4.17, the average
loss in Greenland has very likely increased from 34 [–6 to 74] Gt yr–1
over the decade 1992–2001 (sea level equivalent, 0.09 [–0.02 to 0.20]
mm yr–1), to 215 [157 to 274] Gt yr–1 over the decade 2002–2011 (0.59
[0.43 to 0.76] mm yr–1). In Antarctica, the loss has likely increased 30
[–37 to 97] Gt yr–1 (sea level equivalent, 0.08 [–0.10 to 0.27] mm yr–1)
for 1992–2001, to 147 [72 to 221] Gt yr–1 for 2002–2011 (0.40 [0.20
to 0.61] mm yr–1). Over the last five years (2007–2011), the loss from
both ice sheets combined has been equivalent to 1.2 ± 0.4 mm yr–1 of
sea level (Figure 4.17 and Table 4.6).

4.4.4

Causes of Changes in Ice Sheets

4.4.4.1 Climatic Forcing
Changes in ice sheet mass balance are the result of an integrated
response to climate, and it is imperative that we understand the context of current change within the framework of past changes and natural variability.
4.4.4.1.1

Snowfall and surface temperature

Ice sheets experience large interannual variability in snowfall, and local
trends may deviate significantly from the long-term trend in integrated
snowfall. However, as in AR4, the available data do not suggest any
significant long-term change in accumulation in Antarctica, except for
the Antarctic Peninsula (Monaghan et al., 2006; Ettema et al., 2009;
van den Broeke et al., 2009; Bromwich et al., 2011).
Increasing air temperature will (when above the freezing point)
increase the amount of surface melt, and can also increase the moisture bearing capacity of the air, and hence can increase snowfall. Over
Greenland, temperature has risen significantly since the early 1990s,
reaching values similar to those in the 1930s (Box et al., 2009). The
Table 4.6 | Average rates of ice sheet loss given as mm of sea level equivalent, derived
as described for Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16 using estimates listed in Appendix Tables
4.A.1 and 4.A.3.

Ice sheet loss
(mm yr–1 SLE)

Period
Greenland
2005–2010 (6-year)

0.63

±0.17

1993–2010 (18-year)

0.33

±0.08

2005–2010 (6-year)

0.41

±0.20

1993–2010 (18-year)

0.27

±0.11

2005–2010 (6-year)

1.04

±0.37

1993–2010 (18-year)

0.60

±0.18

Antarctica

Combined
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Figure 4.17 | Rate of ice sheet loss in sea level equivalent averaged over 5-year periods between 1992 and 2011. These estimates are derived from the data in Figures 4.15 and
4.16.
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year 2010 was an exceptionally warm year in west Greenland with
Nuuk having the warmest year since the start of the temperature
record in 1873 (Tedesco et al., 2011). In West Antarctica, the warming
since the 1950s (Steig et al., 2009; Ding et al., 2011; Schneider et al.,
2012; Bromwich et al., 2013), the magnitude and seasonality of which
are still debated, has not manifested itself in enhanced surface melting (Tedesco and Monaghan, 2009; Kuipers Munneke et al., 2012) nor
in increased snowfall (Monaghan et al., 2006; Bromwich et al., 2011;
Lenaerts et al., 2012). Statistically significant summer warming has
been observed on the east coast of the northern Antarctic Peninsula
(Marshall et al., 2006; Chapman and Walsh, 2007), with extension of
summer melt duration (Barrand et al., 2013), while East Antarctica has
showed summer cooling (Turner et al., 2005). In contrast, the significant winter warming at Faraday/Vernadsky station on the western Antarctic Peninsula is attributable to a reduction of sea ice extent (Turner
et al., 2005).
4.4.4.1.2

Ocean thermal forcing

Since AR4, observational evidence has contributed to medium confidence that the interaction between ocean waters and the periphery
of large ice sheets plays a major role in present ice sheet changes
(Holland et al., 2008; Pritchard et al., 2012). Ocean waters provide the
heat that can drive high melt rates beneath ice shelves (Jacobs et al.,
1992; Holland and Jenkins, 1999; Rignot and Jacobs, 2002; Pritchard
et al., 2012) and at marine-terminating glacier fronts (Holland et al.,
2008; Rignot et al., 2010; Jacobs et al., 2011).
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Ocean circulation delivers warm waters to ice sheets. Variations in
wind patterns associated with the North Atlantic Oscillation (Jacobs
et al., 1992; Hurrell, 1995), and tropical circulations influencing West
Antarctica (Ding et al., 2011; Steig et al., 2012), are probable drivers of
increasing melt at some ice-sheet margins. In some parts of Antarctica,
changes in the Southern Annular Mode (Thompson and Wallace, 2000,
see Glossary) may also be important. Observations have established
that warm waters of subtropical origin are present within several fjords
in Greenland (Holland et al., 2008; Myers et al., 2009; Straneo et al.,
2010; Christoffersen et al., 2011; Daniault et al., 2011).
Satellite records and in situ observations indicate warming of the
Southern Ocean (see Chapter 3) since the 1950s (Gille, 2002, 2008).
This warming is confirmed by data from robotic ocean buoys (Argo
floats) (Boening et al., 2008) but the observational record remains
short and, close to Antarctica, there are only limited observations from
ships (Jacobs et al., 2011), short-duration moorings and data from
instrumented seals (Charrassin et al., 2008; Costa et al., 2008).

4.4.4.2 Ice Sheet Processes
4.4.4.2.1

Basal lubrication

Ice flows in part by sliding over the underlying rock and sediment,
which is lubricated by water at the ice base: a process known as basal
lubrication (see Glossary). In many regions close to the Greenland ice
sheet margin, abundant summer meltwater on the surface of the ice
sheet forms large lakes. This surface water can drain to the ice sheet
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bed, thus increasing basal water pressure, reducing basal friction and
increasing ice flow speed (Zwally et al., 2002b).
Such drainage events are common in southwest and northeast Greenland, but rare in the most rapidly changing southeast and northwest
regions (Selmes et al., 2011). The effect can be seen in diurnal flow variations of some land-terminating regions (Das et al., 2008; Shepherd et
al., 2009), and after lake-drainage events, when 50 to 110% short-term
speed-up of flow has been observed. However, the effect is temporally
and spatially restricted (Das et al., 2008). The summer increase in speed
over the annual mean is only ~10–20%, the increase is less at higher
elevations (Bartholomew et al., 2011), and observations suggest most
lake drainages do not affect ice sheet velocity (Hoffman et al., 2011).
Theory and field studies suggest an initial increase in flow rate with
increased surface meltwater supply (Bartholomew et al., 2011; Palmer
et al., 2011), but if the supply of surface water continues to increase
and subglacial drainage becomes more efficient, basal water pressure,
and thus basal motion, is reduced (van de Wal et al., 2008; Schoof,
2010; Sundal et al., 2011; Shannon et al., 2012). Overall, there is high
confidence that basal lubrication is important in modulating flow in
some regions, especially southwest Greenland, but there is also high
confidence that it does not explain recent dramatic regional speed-ups
that have resulted in rapid increases in ice loss from calving glaciers.
4.4.4.2.2

Cryo-hydrologic warming

Percolation and refreezing of surface meltwater that drains through
the ice column may alter the thermal regime of the ice sheet on decadal time scales (Phillips et al., 2010). This process is known as cryo-hydrologic warming, and it could affect ice rheology and hence ice flow.
4.4.4.2.3
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of sub-glacial melt water at the glacier base (Motyka et al., 2003; Jenkins, 2011; Straneo et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2012). In South Greenland,
there is medium confidence that the acceleration of glaciers from the
mid-1990s to mid-2000s was due to the intrusion of ocean waters of
subtropical origin into glacial fjords (Holland et al., 2008; Howat et al.,
2008; Murray et al., 2010; Straneo et al., 2010; Christoffersen et al.,
2011; Motyka et al., 2011; Straneo et al., 2011; Rignot and Mouginot,
2012). Models suggest that the increase in ice melting by the ocean
contributed to the reduction of backstress experienced by glaciers and
subsequent acceleration (Payne et al., 2004; Schoof, 2007; Nick et al.,
2009; Nick et al., 2013; O’Leary and Christoffersen, 2013): changes in
the floating mixture of sea ice, iceberg debris and blown snow in front
of the glacier may also play a part (Amundson et al., 2010).
4.4.4.2.5

Calving of icebergs from marine-terminating glaciers and ice shelves
is important in their overall mass balance, but the processes that initiate calving range from seasonal melt-driven processes (Benn et al.,
2007) to ocean swells and tsunamis (MacAyeal et al., 2006; Brunt et
al., 2011), or the culmination of a response to gradual change (Doake
et al., 1998; Scambos et al., 2000). Some of these processes show
strong climate influence, while others do not. Despite arguments of
rather limited progress in this area (Pfeffer, 2011), there have been
some recent advances (Joughin et al., 2008a; Blaszczyk et al., 2009;
Amundson et al., 2010; Nick et al., 2010, 2013), and continental-scale
ice sheet models currently rely on improved parameterisations (Alley et
al., 2008; Pollard and DeConto, 2009; Levermann et al., 2012). Recently
more realistic models have been developed allowing the dependence
of calving and climate to be explicitly investigated (e.g., Nick et al.,
2013).

Ice shelf buttressing

4.4.5
Recent changes in marginal regions of the Greenland and Antarctic ice
sheets include some thickening and slowdown of outlet glaciers, but
mostly thinning and acceleration (e.g., Pritchard et al., 2009; Sorensen
et al., 2011), with some glacier speeds increasing two- to eight-fold
(Joughin et al., 2004; Rignot et al., 2004; Scambos et al., 2004; Luckman and Murray, 2005; Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006; Howat et al.,
2007). Many of the largest and fastest glacier changes appear to be
at least partly a response to thinning, shrinkage or loss of ice shelves
or floating ice tongues (MacGregor et al., 2012; Pritchard et al., 2012).
This type of glacier response is consistent with classical models of ice
shelf buttressing proposed 40 years ago (Hughes, 1973; Weertman,
1974; Mercer, 1978; Thomas and Bentley, 1978).
4.4.4.2.4

Iceberg calving

Ice–ocean interaction

Since AR4 it has become far more evident that the rates of submarine melting can be very large (e.g., Motyka et al., 2003). The rate of
melting is proportional to the product of ocean thermal forcing (difference between ocean temperature and the in situ freezing point of
seawater) and water flow speed at the ice–ocean interface (Holland
and Jenkins, 1999). Melt rates along marine-terminating glacier margins are one-to-two orders of magnitude greater than for ice shelves
because of the additional buoyancy forces provided by the discharge

Rapid Ice Sheet Changes

The projections of sea level rise presented in AR4 explicitly excluded
future rapid dynamical changes (see Glossary) in ice flow, and stated
that ‘understanding of these processes is limited and there is no consensus on their magnitude’. Considerable efforts have been made
since AR4 to fill this knowledge gap. Chapter 13 discusses observed
and likely future sea level, including model projections of changes in
the volume stored in the ice sheets: in this section we summarise the
processes thought to be potential causes of rapid changes in ice flow
and emphasise new observational evidence that these processes are
already underway.
‘Rapid ice sheet changes’ are defined as changes that are of sufficient
speed and magnitude to impact on the mass budget and hence rate of
sea level rise on time scales of several decades or shorter. A further consideration is whether and under what circumstances any such changes
are ‘irreversible’, that is, would take several decades to centuries to
reverse under a different climate forcing. For example, an effectively
irreversible change might be the loss of a significant fraction of the
Greenland ice sheet, because at its new lower (and therefore warmer)
surface elevation, the ice sheet would be able to grow thicker only
slowly even in a cooler climate (Ridley et al., 2010) (Section 13.4.3.3).
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Observations suggest that some observed changes in ice shelves and
glaciers on the Antarctic Peninsula are irreversible. These ice bodies
continue to experience rapid and irreversible retreat, coincident with
air temperatures rising at four to six times the global average rate
at some stations (Vaughan et al., 2003), and with warm Circumpolar
Deep Water becoming widespread on the western continental shelf
(Martinson et al., 2008). Collapse of floating ice shelves on the Antarctic Peninsula, such as the 2002 collapse of the Larsen B Ice Shelf
which is unprecedented in the last 10,000 years, has resulted in speed
up of tributary glaciers by 300 to 800% (De Angelis and Skvarca, 2003;
Rignot et al., 2004; Scambos et al., 2004; Rott et al., 2011). Even if iceberg calving was to cease entirely, regrowth of the Larsen B ice shelf to
its pre-collapse state would take centuries based on the ice-shelf speed
and size prior to its collapse (Rignot et al., 2004).
Surface melt that becomes runoff is a major contributor to mass loss
from the Greenland ice sheet, which results in a lower (hence warmer)
ice sheet surface and a lower surface albedo (allowing the surface to

F

absorb more solar radiation); both processes further increase melt.
The warm summers of the last two decades (van den Broeke et al.,
2009; Hanna et al., 2011), and especially in 2012 (Hall et al., 2013), are
unusual in the multi-centennial record. Exceptionally high melt events
have affected even the far north of Greenland, for example, with the
partial collapse of the floating ice tongues of Ostenfeld Gletscher and
Zachariae Isstrom in 2000–2006 (Moon and Joughin, 2008).
The importance that subsurface warm waters play in melting the
periphery of ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica, and the evolution
of these ice sheets, has become much clearer since AR4 (see Sections
4.4.3.1 and 4.4.3.2). New observations in Greenland and Antarctica,
as well as advances in theoretical understanding, show that regions
of ice sheets that are grounded well below sea level are most likely to
experience rapid ice mass loss, especially if the supply of heat to the
ice margin increases (Schoof, 2007; Holland et al., 2008; Joughin and
Alley, 2011; Motyka et al., 2011; Young et al., 2011a; Joughin et al.,
2012; Ross et al., 2012) (See also Figure 4.18.) Where this ice meets the
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ocean and does not form an ice shelf, warm waters can increase melting at the ice front, causing undercutting, higher calving rates, ice-front
retreat (Motyka et al., 2003; Benn et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2011a)
and consequent speed-up and thinning. Surface runoff also increases
subglacial water discharge at the grounding line, which enhances ice
melting at the ice front (Jenkins, 2011; Xu et al., 2012). Where an ice
shelf is present, ice melt by the ocean may cause thinning of the shelf
as well as migration of the grounding line further inland into deep
basins, with a major impact on buttressing, flow speed and thinning
rate (Thomas et al., 2011a).
The influence of the ocean on the ice sheets is controlled by the delivery
of heat to the ice sheet margins, particularly to ocean cavities beneath
ice shelves and to calving fronts (Jenkins and Doake, 1991; Jacobs et
al., 2011). The amount of heat delivered is a function of the temperature and salinity of ocean waters; ocean circulation; and the bathymetry of continental shelves, in fjords near glacier fronts and beneath ice
shelves, most of which are not known in sufficient detail (Jenkins and
Jacobs, 2008; Holland et al., 2010; Dinniman et al., 2012; Galton-Fenzi
et al., 2012; Padman et al., 2012). Changes in any of these parameters
would have a direct and rapid impact on melt rates and potentially on
calving fluxes (see Chapter 13).
Ice grounded on a reverse bed-slope, deepening towards the ice sheet
interior, is potentially subject to the marine ice sheet instability (Weertman, 1974; Schoof, 2007) (see Box 13.2). Much of the bed of the
West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) lies below sea level and on a reverse
bed-slope, with basins extending to depths greater than 2 km (Figure
4.18). The marine parts of the WAIS contain ~3.4 m of equivalent sea
level rise (Bamber et al., 2013; Fretwell et al., 2013), and a variety of
evidence strongly suggests that the ice sheet volume has been much
smaller than present in the last 1 million years, during periods with
temperatures similar to those predicted in the next century (see also
Chapter 5) (Kopp et al., 2009). Potentially unstable marine ice sheets
also exist in East Antarctica, for example, in Wilkes Land (Young et al.,
2011a), and these contain more ice than WAIS (9 m sea level equivalent for Wilkes Land). In northern Greenland, ice is also grounded
below sea level, with reverse slopes (Figure 4.18; Joughin et al., 1999).
Observations since AR4 confirm that rapid changes are indeed occurring at the marine margins of ice sheets, and that these changes have
been observed to penetrate hundreds of kilometres inland (Pritchard et
al., 2009; Joughin et al., 2010b).
The Amundsen Sea sector of West Antarctica is grounded significantly
below sea level and is the region of Antarctica changing most rapidly at
present. Pine Island Glacier has sped up 73% since 1974 (Rignot, 2008)
and has thinned throughout 1995–2008 at increasing rates (Wingham
et al., 2009) due to grounding line retreat. There is medium confidence
that retreat was caused by the intrusion of warm ocean water into the
sub-ice shelf cavity (Jenkins et al., 2010; Jacobs et al., 2011; Steig et al.,
2012). The neighbouring Thwaites, Smith and Kohler glaciers are also
speeding-up, thinning and contributing to increasing mass loss (Figure
4.14). The present rates of thinning are more than one order of magnitude larger than millennial-scale thinning rates in this area (Johnson et
al., 2008). Changes in velocity, elevation, thickness and grounding line
position observed in the past two to three decades in the Pine Island/
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Thwaites Glacier sector are not inconsistent with the development of
a marine ice sheet instability triggered by a change in climate forcing,
but neither are they inconsistent solely with a response to external
environmental (probably oceanic) forcing.
In Greenland, there is medium confidence that the recent rapid retreat
of Jakobshavn Isbrae was caused by the intrusion of warm ocean water
beneath the floating ice tongue (Holland et al., 2008; Motyka et al.,
2011) combined with other factors, such as weakening of the floating mixture of sea ice, iceberg debris and blown snow within ice rifts
(Joughin et al., 2008b; Amundson et al., 2010). There is medium confidence that recent variations in southeast Greenland’s glaciers have
been caused by intrusion of warm waters of subtropical origin into
glacial fjords. Since AR4 it has become clear that the mid-2000s speed
up of southeast Greenland glaciers, which caused a doubling of ice
loss from the Greenland ice sheet (Luthcke et al., 2006; Rignot and
Kanagaratnam, 2006; Howat et al., 2008; Wouters et al., 2008), was a
pulse that was followed by a partial slow down (Howat et al., 2008;
Murray et al., 2010). Although changes in elevation in the north are not
as large as in the south, marine sectors were thinning in 2003–2008
(Pritchard et al., 2009; Sorensen et al., 2011).
In contrast to the rapidly changing marine margins of the ice sheets,
land-terminating regions of the Greenland ice sheet are changing more
slowly, and these changes are explained largely by changes in the input
of snow and loss of meltwater (Sole et al., 2011). Surface meltwater,
although abundant on the Greenland ice sheet, does not seem to be
driving significant changes in basal lubrication that impact on ice sheet
flow (Joughin et al., 2008b; Selmes et al., 2011; Sundal et al., 2011).
In Greenland, the observed changes are not all irreversible. The Helheim
Glacier in southeast Greenland accelerated, retreated and increased its
calving flux during the period 2002–2005 (Howat et al., 2011; Andresen et al., 2012), but its calving flux similarly increased during the late
1930s – early 1940s (Andresen et al., 2012): an episode from which
the glacier subsequently recovered and re-advanced (Joughin et al.,
2008b). The collapse of the floating tongue of Jakobshavn Isbrae in
2002 and consequent loss of buttressing has considerably increased
ice flow speeds and discharge from the ice sheet. At present, the glacier grounding line is retreating 0.5–0.6 km yr–1 (Thomas et al., 2011b;
Rosenau et al., 2013), with speeds in excess of 11 km yr–1 (Moon et
al., 2012), and the glacier is retreating on a bed that deepens further
inland, which could be conducive to a marine instability. However,
there is evidence that Jakobshavn Isbrae has undergone significant
margin changes over the last approximately 8000 years which may
have been both more and less extensive than the recent ones (Young
et al., 2011b).
Since AR4, many new observations indicate that changes in ice sheets
can happen more rapidly than was previously recognised. Similarly,
evidence presented since AR4 indicates that interactions with both the
atmosphere and ocean are key drivers of decadal ice-sheet change. So,
although our understanding of the detailed processes that control the
evolution of ice sheets in a warming climate remains incomplete, there
is no indication in observations of a slowdown in the mass loss from
ice sheets; instead, recent observations suggest an ongoing increase
in mass loss.
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Seasonal Snow

4.5.1

Background

Snowfall is a component of total precipitation and, in that context, is
discussed in Chapter 2 (See Section 2.5.1.3); here we discuss accumulated snow as a climatological indicator. Snow is measured using a
variety of instruments and techniques, and reported using several metrics, including snow cover extent (SCE; see Glossary); the seasonal sum
of daily snowfall; snow depth (SD); snow cover duration (SCD), that is,
number of days with snow exceeding a threshold depth; or snow water
equivalent (SWE; see Glossary).
Long-duration, consistent records of snow are rare owing to many
challenges in making accurate and representative measurements.
Although weather stations in snowy inhabited areas often report snow
depth, records of snowfall are often patchy or use techniques that
change over time (e.g., Kunkel et al., 2007). The density of stations and
the choice of metric also varies considerably from country to country. The longest satellite-based record of SCE is the visible-wavelength
weekly product of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) dating to 1966 (Robinson et al., 1993), but this covers only
the NH. Satellite mapping of snow depth and SWE has lower accuracy
than SCE, especially in mountainous and heavily forested areas. Measurement challenges are particularly acute in the Southern Hemisphere
(SH), where only about 11 long-duration in situ records continue to
recent times: seven in the central Andes and four in southeast Australia. Owing to concerns about quality and duration, global satellite
microwave retrievals of SWE are of less use in the data-rich NH than
in the data-poor SH.

4

4.5.2

Hemispheric View

By blending in situ and satellite records, Brown and Robinson (2011)
have updated a key indicator of climate change, namely the time series
of NH SCE (Figure 4.19). This time series shows significant reductions
over the past 90 years with most of the reductions occurring in the
1980s, and is an improvement over that presented in AR4 in several
ways, not least because the uncertainty estimates are explicitly derived
through the statistical analysis of multiple data sets, which leads to very
high confidence. Snow cover decreases are largest in spring (Table 4.7),
and the rate of decrease increases with latitude in response to larger
albedo feedbacks (Déry and Brown, 2007). Averaged March and April
NH SCE decreased 0.8% [0.5 to 1.1%] per decade over the 1922–2012
period, 1.6% [0.8 to 2.4%] per decade over the 1967–2012 period,
and 2.2% [1.1 to 3.4%] per decade over the 1979–2012 period. In a
new development since AR4, both absolute and relative losses in June
SCE now exceed the losses in March–April SCE: 11.7% [8.8 to 14.6%]

per decade or 53% [40 to 66%] total over the 1967–2012 period and
14.8% [10.3 to 19.3%] per decade over the 1979–2012 period (all
ranges very likely). Note that these percentages differ from those given
by Brown and Robinson (2011) which were calculated relative to the
mean over the 1979–2000 period, rather than relative to the starting point. The loss rate of June SCE exceeds the loss rate for Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) model projections of
June SCE and also exceeds the well-known loss of September sea ice
extent (Derksen and Brown, 2012). Viewed another way, the NOAA
SCE data indicate that, owing to earlier spring snowmelt, the duration
of the snow season averaged over NH grid points declined by 5.3 days
per decade since winter 1972–1973 (Choi et al., 2010).
Over Eurasia, in situ data show significant increases in winter snow
accumulation but a shorter snowmelt season (Bulygina et al., 2009).
From analysis of passive microwave satellite data since 1979, significant trends toward a shortening of the snowmelt season have been
identified over much of Eurasia (Takala et al., 2009) and the pan-Arctic
region (Tedesco et al., 2009), with a trend toward earlier melt of about
5 days per decade for the beginning of the melt season, and a trend of
about 10 days per decade later for the end of the melt season.
The correlation between spring temperature and SCE (Figure 4.20)
demonstrates that trends in spring SCE are linked to rising temperature, and for a well-understood reason: The spring snow cover-albedo
feedback. This feedback contributes substantially to the hemispheric
response to rising greenhouse gases and provides a useful test of global
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Figure 4.19 | March–April NH snow cover extent (SCE, circles) over the period of
available data, filtered with a 13-term smoother and with shading indicating the 95%
confidence interval; and June SCE (red crosses, from satellite data alone), also filtered
with a 13-term smoother. The width of the smoothed 95% confidence interval is influenced by the interannual variability in SCE. Updated from Brown and Robinson (2011).
For both time series the anomalies are calculated relative to the 1971–2000 mean.

Table 4.7 | Least-squares linear trend in Northern Hemisphere snow cover extent (SCE) in 106 km2 per decade for 1967–2012. The equivalent trends for 1922–2012 (available
only for March and April) are –0.19* March and –0.40* April.

Annual

Jan

Feb

March

April

May

June

July

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

–0.40*

0.03

–0.13

–0.50*

–0.63*

–0.90*

–1.31*

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

0.17

0.34

Notes:
*Denotes statistical significance at p = 0.05.
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snowmelt, or both. However, unravelling the competing effects of
rising temperatures and changing precipitation remains an important
challenge in understanding and interpreting observed changes. Figure
4.21 shows a compilation of many published trends observed at individual locations; data were obtained either from tables in the published papers, or (when the numerical results in the figures were not
tabulated) directly from the author, in some cases including updates
to the published data sets. The figure shows that in most studies, a
majority of sites experienced declines during the varying periods of
record, and where data on site mean temperature or elevation were
available, warmer/lower sites (red circles) were more likely to experience declines.
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Figure 4.20 | Relationship between NH April SCE and corresponding land air temperature anomalies over 40°N to 60°N from the CRUtem4 data set (Jones et al., 2012).
Red circles indicate the years 2000–2012. The correlation is 0.76. Updated from Brown
and Robinson (2011).

climate models (Fernandes et al., 2009) (see also Chapter 9). Indeed,
the observed declines in land snow cover and sea ice have contributed
roughly the same amount to changes in the surface energy fluxes, and
the albedo feedback of the NH cryosphere is likely in the range 0.3 to
1.1 W m–2 K–1 (Flanner et al., 2011). Brown et al. (2010) used satellite,
reanalyses and in situ observations to document variability and trend
in Arctic spring (May–June) SCE over the 1967–2008 period. In June,
with Arctic albedo feedback at a maximum, SCE decreased 46% (as of
2012, now 53%) and air temperature explains 56% of the variability.
For the SH, as noted above (see Section 4.5.1), there are no correspondingly long visible-wavelength satellite records, but microwave
data date from 1979. Foster et al. (2009) presented the first satellite study of variability and trends in any measure of snow for South
America, in this case SWE from microwave data. They focused on the
May-September period and noted large year-to-year variability and
some lower frequency variability—the July with most extensive snow
cover had almost six times as much as the July with the least extensive
snow cover—but identified no trends.

4.5.3

Trends from In Situ Measurements

AR4 stimulated a review paper (Brown and Mote, 2009) that synthesized modelling results as well as observations from many countries.
They showed that decreases in various metrics of snow are most likely
to be observed in spring and at locations where air temperatures
are close to the freezing point, because changes in air temperature
there are most effective at reducing snow accumulation, increasing

Some in situ studies in addition to those in Figure 4.21 deserve discussion. Ma and Qin (2012) described trends by season at 754 stations
aggregated by region in China over 1951–2009; they found statistically significant trends: positive in winter SD in northwest China, and
negative in SD and SWE in spring for China as a whole and spring
SWE for the Qinghai-Xizang (Tibet) Plateau. Marty and Meister (2012)
noted changes at six high-elevation (>2200 m) sites in the European
Alps of Switzerland, Austria, and Germany, consistent with Figure 4.21:
no change in SD in midwinter, shortening of SCD in spring and reduction in spring SWE and SD coincident with warming. For the Pyrenees,
Lopez-Moreno and Vicente-Serrano (2007) derived proxy SD for 106
sites since 1950 from actual SD measurements since 1985 and weather measurements; they noted declines in spring SD that were related
to changes in atmospheric circulation. In the SH, of seven records in
the Andes, none have significant trends in maximum SWE (Masiokas
et al., 2010) over their periods of record. Of four records in Australia
discussed in AR4, all show decreases in spring SWE over their respective periods of record (Nicholls, 2005), and the only one that has been
updated since the Nicholls (2005) paper shows a statistically significant decrease of 37% (Sanchez-Bayo and Green, 2013).

4.5.4

Changes in Snow Albedo

In addition to reductions in snow cover extent, which will reduce the
mean reflectivity of particular regions, the reflectivity (albedo) of the
snow itself may also be changing in response to human activities.
Unfortunately, there are extremely limited data on the changes of
albedo over time, and we must rely instead on analyses from ice cores,
direct recent observations, and modelling. Flanner et al. (2007), using a
detailed snow radiative model coupled to a global climate model and
estimates of biomass burning, estimated that the human-induced radiative forcing by deposition of black carbon on snow cover is +0.054
(0.007–0.13) W m–2 globally, of which 80% is from fossil fuels. However, spatially comprehensive surveys of impurities in Arctic snow in
the late 2000s and mid-1980s suggested that impurities decreased
between those two periods (Doherty et al., 2010) and hence albedo
changes have probably not made a significant contribution to recent
reductions in Arctic ice and snow.
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Figure 4.21 | Compilation of studies (rows) showing trends at individual stations (symbols in each row, with percentage of trends that are negative) showing that most sites
studied show decreases in snow, especially at lower and/or warmer locations. For each study, if more than one quantity was presented, only the one representing spring conditions
is shown. (a) Number of days per year with SD >20 cm at 675 sites in northern Eurasia, 1966–2010 (Bulygina et al., 2011). (b) March–April–May snowfall for 500 stations in
California, aggregated into four regions (Christy, 2012). (c) maximum SWE at 393 sites in Norway, 1961–2009 (Skaugen et al., 2012); statistically significant trends are denoted
by solid circles. (d) SD at 560 sites in China, 1957–2012 (Ma and Qin, 2012); statistically significant trends are denoted by solid red circles. (e) Snow cover duration at 15 sites in
the Romanian Carpathians, 1961–2003 (Micu, 2009). (f) 1 April SWE at 799 sites, 1950–2000, in western North America (Mote, 2006). (g) Difference between 1990s and 1960s
March SD at 89 sites in Japan (Ishizaka, 2004). (h) SCD at 15 sites for starting years near 1931, ending 2000 (Petkova et al., 2004). (i) SCD at 18 sites in Italy, 1950–2009 (Valt
and Cianfarra, 2010). (j) SCD at 34 sites in Switzerland, 1948–2007, from Marty (2008). See text for definitions of abbreviations. For (b) through ( j), the quantity plotted is the
percentage change of a linear fit divided by the number of years of the fit. For studies with more than 50 sites, the median, upper and lower quartiles are shown with vertical lines.
In a few cases, some trends lie beyond the edges of the graph; these are indicated by a numeral at the corresponding edge of the graph, for example, two sites >2% yr–1 in row (f).
Colours indicate temperature or, for studies e) and i), elevation using the lowest and highest site in the respective data set to set the colour scale. Note the prevalence of negative
trends at lower/warmer sites.

Box 4.1 | Interactions of Snow within the Cryosphere
Snow is just one component of the cryosphere, but snow also sustains ice sheets and glaciers, and has strong interactions with all the
other cryospheric components, except sub-sea permafrost. For example, snow can affect the rate of sea-ice production, and can alter
frozen ground through its insulating effect. Snowfall and the persistence of snow cover are strongly dependent on atmospheric temperature and precipitation, and are thus likely to change in complex ways in a changing climate (e.g, Brown and Mote, 2009).
For the Earth’s climate in general, and more specifically, the cryospheric components on which snow falls, the two most important
physical properties of snow are its high albedo (reflectivity of solar radiation) and its low thermal conductivity, which results because
its high air content makes it an excellent thermal insulator. Both factors substantially alter the flux of energy between the atmosphere
and the material beneath the snow cover. Snow also has a major impact on the total energy balance of the Earth’s surface because
large regions in the NH are seasonally covered by snow (e.g., Barry and Gran, 2011). When seasonal snow melts it is also an important
fresh water resource.
The high albedo of snow has a strong impact on the radiative energy balance of all surfaces on which it lies, most of which (including
glaciers and sea ice) are much less reflective. For example, the albedo of bare glacier or sea ice is typically only 20 to 30%, and hence
(continued on next page)
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Box 4.1 (continued)

70 to 80% of solar radiation is absorbed at the surface. For ice at the melting point, this energy melts the ice. With a fresh snow cover
over ice, the albedo changes to 80% or even higher and melting is greatly reduced (e.g., Oerlemans, 2001). The effect is similar for
other land surfaces—bare soil, frozen ground, low-lying vegetation—but here the thermal properties of the snow cover also play an
important role by insulating the ground from changes in ambient air temperature.
While an insulating snow cover can reduce the growth of sea ice, a heavy snow load, particularly in the Antarctic, often depresses the
sea ice surface below sea level and this leads to faster transformation of snow to ice (see FAQ 4.1). Even without flooding, the basal
snow layer on Antarctic sea ice tends to be moist and saline because brine is wicked up through the snow cover. In regions of heavily
ridged and deformed sea ice, snow redistributed by wind smoothes the ice surface, reducing the drag of the air on the ice and thus
slowing ice drift and reducing heat exchange (Massom et al., 2001) .
For frozen ground, the insulation characteristics of snow cover are particularly important. If the air above is colder than the material
on which it lies, the presence of snow will reduce heat transfer upwards, especially for fresh snow with a low density. This could, for
example, reduce the seasonal freezing of soil, slow down the freezing of the active layer (seasonally thawed layer) or protect permafrost
from cooling. Alternatively, if the air is warmer than the material beneath the snow, heat transfer downwards from the air is reduced
and the presence of snow cover can increase the thickness of seasonal soil freeze and protect permafrost from warming. Which process
applies depends on the timing of the snowfall, its thickness, and its duration (e.g., Zhang, 2005; Smith et al., 2012).
For the preceding reasons, the timing of snowfall and the persistence of snow cover are of major importance. Whereas snow falling on
glaciers and ice sheets in summer has a strongly positive (sustaining) effect on the mass budget, early snow cover can reduce radiative
and conductive cooling and freezing of the active layer. During winter, snowfall is the most important source of nourishment for most
glaciers, but radiative cooling of frozen ground is strongly reduced by thick snow cover (Zhang, 2005).

4.6

Lake and River Ice

The assessment of changes in lake and river ice is made more difficult
by several factors. Until the satellite era, some nations collected data
from numerous lakes and rivers and others none; many published studies focus on a single lake or river. Many records have been discontinued
(Prowse et al., 2011), and consistency of observational methods is a
challenge, especially for date of ice break-up of ice on rivers when the
process of break-up can take as long as 3 months (Beltaos and Prowse,
2009).
The most comprehensive description is the analysis of 75 lakes, mostly
in Scandinavia and the northern USA, but with one each in Switzerland
and Russia (Benson et al., 2012). Examining 150-, 100-, and 30-year
periods ending in spring 2005, they found the most rapid changes in
the most recent 30-year period (medium confidence) with trends in
freeze-up 1.6 days per decade later and breakup 1.9 days per decade
earlier. Wang et al. (2012) found a total ice cover reduction on the north
American Great Lakes of 71% over the 1973–2010 period of record,
using weekly ice charts derived from satellite observations (medium
confidence). Jensen et al. (2007) examined data from 65 water bodies
in the Great Lakes region between Minnesota and New York (not
including the Great Lakes themselves) and found trends in freeze-up
3.3 days per decade later, trends in breakup 2.1 days per decade earlier, and rates of change over 1975–2004 that were bigger than those
over 1846–1995. Spatial patterns in trends are ambiguous: Latifovic
and Pouliot (2007) found larger trends in higher latitudes over Canada,
but Hodgkins et al. (2002) found larger trends in lower latitudes in the
northeastern USA.

In the only reported study since the 1990s of ice on SH lakes, Green
(2011) suggested on the basis of available evidence that break-up of
ice cover on Blue Lake in the Snowy Mountains of Australia had shifted
from November to October between observation periods 1970–1972
and 1998–2010.
Several studies made quantitative connections between ice cover and
temperature. For instance, Benson et al. (2012) found significant correlations between mean ice duration and mean NH land air temperature
in fall-winter-spring (r2 = 0.48) and between spring air temperature
and breakup (r2 = 0.36); see also the review by Prowse et al. (2011).
Studies of changes in river ice have used both disparate data and time
intervals, ranging in duration from multi-decade to more than two centuries, and most focus on a single river. Beltaos and Prowse (2009),
summarizing most available information for northern rivers, noted an
almost universal trend towards earlier break-up dates but considerable
spatial variability in those for freeze-up, and noted too that changes
were often more pronounced during the last few decades of the 20th
century. They noted that the 20th century increase in mean air temperature in spring and autumn has produced in many areas a change
of about 10 to 15 days toward earlier break-up and later freeze-up,
although the relationship with air temperatures is complicated by the
roles of snow accumulation and spring runoff.
In summary, the limited evidence available for freshwater (lake and
river) ice indicates that ice duration is decreasing and average seasonal ice cover shrinking (low confidence), and the following general
patterns (each of which has exceptions): rates of change in timing are
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generally, but not universally, (1) higher for spring breakup than fall
freeze-up; (2) higher for more recent periods; (3) higher at higher elevations (Jensen et al., 2007) and (4) quantitatively related to temperature
changes.

4.7

Frozen Ground

4.7.1

Background

Frozen ground occurs across the world at high latitudes, in mountain
regions, beneath glacial ice and beneath lakes and seas. It is a product
of cold weather and climate, and can be diurnal, seasonal or perennial. Wherever the ground remains at or below 0°C for at least two
consecutive years, it is called permafrost (Van Everdingen, 1998), and
this too can occur beneath the land surface (terrestrial permafrost) and
beneath the seafloor (subsea permafrost). In this chapter, the term
permafrost refers to terrestrial permafrost unless specified.
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high Arctic regions and gradually increase southwards, but substantial
differences do occur at the same latitude. For example, as a result of
the proximity to warm ocean currents, the southern limit of permafrost
is farther north, and permafrost temperature is higher in Scandinavia
and north-western Russia than it is in Arctic regions of Siberia and
North America (Romanovsky et al., 2010a).
In Russia, permafrost temperature measurements reach back to the
early 1930s (Romanovsky et al., 2010b), in North America to the late
1940s (Brewer, 1958) and in China to the early 1960s (Zhou et al.,
2000; Zhao et al., 2010). Systematic measurements, however, began
mostly in the late 1970s and early 1980s (Zhou et al., 2000; Osterkamp, 2007; Smith et al., 2010). In addition, since the AR4, considerable effort (especially during the International Polar Year) has gone
into enhancing the observation network and establishing a baseline against which future changes in permafrost can be measured
(Romanovsky et al., 2010a). However, it should be noted that there
still exist comparatively few measurements of permafrost temperature in the SH (Vieira et al., 2010).

Both the temperature and extent of permafrost are highly sensitive
to climate change, but the responses may be complex and highly heterogeneous (e.g., Osterkamp, 2007). Similarly, the annual freezing
and thawing of seasonally frozen ground is coupled to the land surface energy and moisture fluxes, and thus to climate. Since, permafrost and seasonally frozen ground, can contain significant fractions
of ice, changes in landscapes, ecosystems and hydrological processes
can occur when it forms or degrades (Jorgenson et al., 2006; Gruber
and Haeberli, 2007; White et al., 2007). Furthermore, frozen organic
soils contain considerable quantities of carbon, more than twice the
amount currently in the atmosphere (Tarnocai et al., 2009), and permafrost thawing exposes previously frozen carbon to microbial degradation and releases radiatively active gases, such as carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4), into the atmosphere (Zimov et al., 2006; Schuur et
al., 2009; Schaefer et al., 2011) (for a detailed assessment of this issue,
see Chapter 6). Similarly, recent evidence suggests that degradation of
permafrost may also permit the release of nitrous oxide (N2O), which
is also radiatively active (Repo et al., 2009; Marushchak et al., 2011).
Finally, permafrost degradation may directly affect the lives of people,
both in northern and high-mountain areas, through impacts on the
landscape, vegetation and infrastructure (WGII, Chapter 28).

4.7.2

Changes in Permafrost

4.7.2.1 Permafrost Temperature
The ice content and temperature of permafrost are the key parameters that determine its physical state. Permafrost temperature is a key
parameter used to document changes to permafrost. Permafrost temperature measured at a depth where seasonal variations cease to occur
is generally used as an indicator of long-term change and to represent
the mean annual ground temperature (Romanovsky et al., 2010a). For
most sites this depth occurs in the upper 20 m.
In the SH, permafrost temperatures as low as –23.6°C have been
observed in the Antarctic (Vieira et al., 2010), but in the NH, permafrost
temperatures generally range from –15°C to close to the freezing point
(Figure 4.22) (Romanovsky et al., 2010a). They are usually coldest in
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Figure 4.22 | Time series of mean annual ground temperatures at depths between
10 and 20 m for boreholes throughout the circumpolar northern permafrost regions
(Romanovsky et al., 2010a). Data sources are from Romanovsky et al. (2010b) and
Christiansen et al. (2010). Measurement depth is 10 m for Russian boreholes, 15 m
for Gulkana and Oldman, and 20 m for all other boreholes. Borehole locations are:
ZS-124, 67.48°N 063.48°E; 85-8A, 61.68°N 121.18°W; Gulkana, 62.28°N 145.58°W;
YA-1, 67.58°N 648°E; Oldman, 66.48°N 150.68°W; Happy Valley, 69.18°N 148.88°W;
Svalbard, 78.28°N 016.58°E; Deadhorse, 70.28°N 148.58°W and West Dock, 70.48°N
148.58°W. The rate of change (degrees Celsius per decade) in permafrost temperature
over the period of each site record is: ZS-124: 0.53 ± 0.07; YA-1: 0.21 ± 0.02; West
Dock: 0.64 ± 0.08; Deadhorse: 0.82 ± 0.07; Happy Valley: 0.34 ± 0.05; Gaibrath Lake:
0.35 ± 0.07; Gulkana: 0.15 ± 0.03; Old Man: 0.40 ± 0.04 and Svalvard: 0.63 ± 0.09.
(The trends are very likely range, 90%.)
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In most regions, and at most sites, permafrost temperatures have
increased during the past three decades (high confidence): at rather
fewer sites, permafrost temperatures show little change, or a slight
decrease (Figure 4.22; Table 4.8). However, it is important to discriminate between cold permafrost, with mean annual ground temperatures below –2°C, and warm permafrost at temperatures above –2°C
(Cheng and Wu, 2007; Smith et al., 2010; Wu and Zhang, 2010). Warm
permafrost is found mostly in the discontinuous permafrost zone,
while cold permafrost exists in the continuous permafrost zone and
only occasionally in the discontinuous permafrost zone (Romanovsky
et al., 2010a).

sometimes nearly isothermal with depth; as is observed in mountain
regions such as the European Alps (Noetzli and Vonder Muehll, 2010),
Scandinavia (Christiansen et al., 2010), the Western Cordillera of North
America (Smith et al., 2010; Lewkowicz et al., 2011), the Qinghai-Xizang (Tibet) Plateau (Zhao et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2012) and in the
northern high latitudes in the southern margins of discontinuous permafrost regions (Romanovsky et al., 2010b; Smith et al., 2010). In such
areas, permafrost temperatures have shown little or no change, indicating that permafrost is thawing internally but remaining very close
to the melting point (Smith et al., 2010). Cooling of permafrost due to
atmospheric temperature fluctuations has been observed; for example, in the eastern Canadian Arctic until the mid-1990s (Smith et al.,
2010); but some examples have been short-lived and others controlled
by site-specific conditions (Marchenko et al., 2007; Wu and Zhang,
2008; Noetzli and Vonder Muehll, 2010; Zhao et al., 2010). In at least
one case in the Antarctic, permafrost warming has been observed in a
region with almost stable air temperatures (Guglielmin and Cannone,
2012).

Overall, permafrost temperature increases are greater in cold
permafrost than they are in warm permafrost (high confidence). This
is especially true for warm ice-rich permafrost, due to heat absorbed
by partial melting of interstitial ice, slowing and attenuating temperature change (Romanovsky et al., 2010a). The temperatures of cold
permafrost across a range of regions have increased by up to 2°C since
the 1970s (Table 4.8 and Callaghan et al., 2011); however, the timing of
warming events has shown considerable spatial variability (Romanovsky et al., 2010a).

Permafrost warming is mainly in response to increased air temperature
and changing snow cover (see Box 4.1). In cold permafrost regions,
especially in tundra regions with low ice content (such as bedrock)
where permafrost warming rates have been greatest, changes in snow
cover may play an important role (Zhang, 2005; Smith et al., 2010).

Temperatures of warm permafrost have also increased over the last
three decades, but generally by less than 1°C. Warm permafrost is

Table 4.8 | Permafrost temperatures during the International Polar Year (2007–2009) and their recent changes. Each line may refer to one or more measurements sites.

Permafrost
Temperature
During IPY (°C)

Permafrost
Temperature
Change (°C)

Depth
(m)

Period of Record

Northern Alaska

–5.0 to –10.0

0.6–3

10–20

Early 1980s–2009

Osterkamp (2005, 2007); Smith et al.
(2010); Romanovsky et al. (2010a)

Mackenzie Delta and Beaufort coastal region

–0.5 to –8.0

1.0–2.0

12–20

Late 1960s–2009

Burn and Kokelj (2009); Burn and Zhang
(2009); Smith et al. (2010)

–11.8 to –14.3

1.2–1.7

12–15

1978–2008

Smith et al. (2010, 2012)

0.0 to –5.0

0.0–0.8

15–20

1985–2009

Osterkamp (2008); Smith et al. (2010);
Romanovsky et al. (2010a)

Central and Southern Mackenzie Valley

>–2.2

0.0–0.5

10–12

1984–2008

Smith et al. (2010)

Northern Quebec

>–5.6

0.0–1.8

12–20

1993–2008

Allard et al. (1995); Smith et al. (2010)

>–3

0.0–0.4

15–20

1990s–2010

Haeberli et al. (2010); Noetzli and Vonder
Muehll (2010); Christiansen et al. (2012)

Russian European North

–0.1 to –4.1

0.3–2.0

8–22

1971–2010

Malkova (2008); Oberman (2008); Romanovsky
et al. (2010b); Oberman (2012)

Nordic Countries

–0.1 to –5.6

0.0–1.0

2–15

1999–2009

Christiansen et al. (2010); Isaksen et al. (2011)

Northern Yakutia

–4.3 to –10.8

0.5–1.5

14–25

early 1950s–2009

Romanovsky et al. (2010b)

Trans-Baykal region

–4.7 to –5.1

0.5–0.8

19–20

late 1980s–2009

Romanovsky et al. (2010b)

Qinghai-Xizang Plateau

–0.2 to –3.4

0.2–0.7

6

1996–2010

Cheng and Wu (2007); Li et al. (2008); Wu
and Zhang (2008); Zhao et al. (2010)

Tian Shan

–0.4 to –1.1

0.3–0.9

10–25

1974–2009

(Marchenko et al. (2007); Zhao et al. (2010)

Mongolia

0.0 to <–2.0

0.2–0.6

10–15

1970–2009

Sharkhuu et al. (2007); Zhao et al.
(2010); Ishikawa et al. (2012)

Region

Source

North America

Canadian High Arctic
Interior of Alaska,

4

Europe
European Alps

Northern and Central Asia

Others
Maritime Antarctica
Continental Antarctica
East Greenland

–0.5 to –3.1

NA

20–25

2007–2009

Vieira et al. (2010)

–13.9 to –19.1

NA

20–30

2005–2008

Vieira et al. (2010); Guglielmin et al. (2011)

–8.1

NA

3.25

2008–2009

Christiansen et al. (2010)
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In forested areas, especially in warm ice-rich permafrost, changes
in permafrost temperature are reduced by the effects of the surface
insulation (Smith et al., 2012; Throop et al., 2012) and latent heat
(Romanovsky et al., 2010a).

4.7.2.2 Permafrost Degradation
Permafrost degradation refers to a decrease in thickness and/or areal
extent. In particular, the degradation can be manifested by a deepening of summer thaw, or top-down or bottom-up permafrost thawing,
and a development of taliks (see Glossary). Other manifestations of
degradation include geomorphologic changes such as the formation of
thermokarst terrain (see Glossary and Jorgenson et al., 2006), expansion of thaw lakes (Sannel and Kuhry, 2011) active-layer detachment
slides along slopes, rock falls (Ravanel et al., 2010), and destabilized
rock glaciers (Kääb et al., 1997; Haeberli et al., 2006; Haeberli et al.,
2010). Although most permafrost has been degrading since the Little
Ice Age (Halsey et al., 1995), the trend was relatively modest until the
past two decades, during which the rate of degradation has increased
in some regions (Romanovsky et al., 2010b).

4

Significant permafrost degradation has been reported in the Russian
European North (medium confidence). Warm permafrost with a thickness of 10 to 15 m thawed completely in the period 1975–2005 in
the Vorkuta area (Oberman, 2008). And although boundaries between
permafrost types are not easy to map, the southern permafrost boundary in this region is reported to have moved north by about 80 km and
the boundary of continuous permafrost has moved north by 15 to 50
km (Oberman, 2008) (medium confidence). Taliks have also developed
in relatively thick permafrost during the past several decades. In the
Vorkuta region, the thickness of existing closed taliks increased by 0.6
to 6.7 m over the past 30 years (Romanovsky et al., 2010b). Permafrost
thawing and talik formation has occurred in the Nadym and Urengoy
regions in north- western Russian (Drozdov et al., 2010). Long-term
permafrost thawing has been reported around the city of Yakutsk, but
this in this case, the thawing may have been caused mainly by forest
fires or human disturbance (Fedorov and Konstantinov, 2008). Permafrost degradation has also been reported on the Qinghai-Xizang (Tibet)
Plateau (Cheng and Wu, 2007; Li et al., 2008).
Coastal erosion and permafrost degradation appear to be evident
along many Arctic coasts in recent years, with complex interactions
between them (Jones et al., 2009). In part, these interactions arise
from the thermal and chemical impact of sea water on cold terrestrial
permafrost (Rachold et al., 2007). Similar impacts arise for permafrost
beneath new thaw lakes, which have been formed in recent years (e.g.,
Sannel and Kuhry, 2011). In northern Alaska, estimates of permafrost
thawing under thaw lakes are in the range 0.9 to 1.7 cm a–1 (Ling and
Zhang, 2003).
Since AR4, destabilized rock glaciers have received increased attention
from researchers. A rock glacier is a mass of perennially frozen rock
fragments on a slope, that contains ice in one or more forms and shows
evidence of past or present movement (Van Everdingen, 1998; Haeberli
et al., 2006). Time series acquired over recent decades by terrestrial
surveys indicate acceleration of some rock glaciers as well as seasonal
velocity changes related to ground temperatures (Bodin et al., 2009;
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Noetzli and Vonder Muehll, 2010; Schoeneich et al., 2010; Delaloye et
al., 2011). Similarly, photo-comparison and photogrammetry have indicated collapse-like features on some rock glaciers (Roer et al., 2008).
The clear relationship between mean annual air temperature at the
rock glacier front and rock glacier velocity points to a likely temperature influence and a plausible causal connection to climate (Kaab et
al., 2007). Strong surface lowering of rock glaciers has been reported in
the Andes (Bodin et al., 2010), indicating melting of ground ice in rock
glaciers and permafrost degradation.

4.7.3

Subsea Permafrost

Subsea permafrost is similar to its terrestrial counterpart, but lies
beneath the coastal seas. And as with terrestrial permafrost, subsea
permafrost is a substantial reservoir and/or a confining layer for gas
hydrates (Koch et al., 2009). It is roughly estimated that subsea permafrost contains 2 to 65 Pg of CH4 hydrate (McGuire et al., 2009). Observations of gas release on the East Siberian Shelf and high methane
concentrations in water-column and air above (Shakhova et al., 2010a,
2010b) have led to the suggestion that permafrost thawing creates
pathways for gas release.
Subsea permafrost in the Arctic is generally relict terrestrial permafrost (Vigdorchik, 1980), inundated after the last glaciation and now
degrading under the overlying shelf sea. Permafrost may, however, also
form when the sea is shallow, permitting sediment freezing through
bottom-fast winter sea ice (Solomon et al., 2008; Stevens et al., 2010).
A 76-year record of bottom water temperature in the Laptev Sea (Dmitrenko et al., 2011) showed warming of 2.1°C since 1985 in the nearshore zone (<10 m water depth), as lengthening summers reduced
sea ice extent and increased solar heating. Degradation rates of the
ice-bearing permafrost following inundation have been estimated to
be 1 to 20 cm a–1 on the East Siberian Shelf (Overduin et al., 2007) and
1 to 4 cm a–1 in the Alaskan Beaufort Sea (Overduin et al., 2012).

4.7.4

Changes in Seasonally Frozen Ground

Seasonally frozen ground is a soil layer that freezes and thaws annually, which may or may not overlie terrestrial permafrost, and also
includes some portions of the Arctic seabed that freeze in winter. A key
parameter regarding seasonally frozen ground overlying permafrost
is the active-layer thickness (ALT; see Glossary), which indicates the
depth of the seasonal freeze–thaw cycle, and which is dependent on
climate and other factors; for example, vegetation cover (Smith et al.,
2009). Many observations across many regions have revealed trends in
the thickness of the active laver (high confidence).

4.7.4.1 Changes in Active-Layer Thickness
Many observations have revealed a general positive trend in the thickness of the active layer (see Glossary) for discontinuous permafrost
regions at high latitudes (medium confidence). Based on measurements
from the International Permafrost Association (IPA) Circumpolar Active
Layer Monitoring (CALM) programme, active-layer thickening has been
observed since the 1970s and has accelerated since 1995 in northern Europe (Akerman and Johansson, 2008; Callaghan et al., 2010),
and on Svalbard and Greenland since the late-1990s (Christiansen et
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al., 2010). The ALT has increased significantly in the Russian European
North (Mazhitova, 2008), East Siberia (Fyodorov-Davydov et al., 2008),
and Chukotka (Zamolodchikov, 2008) since the mid-1990s. Burn and
Kokelj (2009) found, for a site in the Mackenzie Delta area, that ALT
increased by 8 cm between 1983 and 2008, although the record does
exhibit high interannual variability as has been observed at other sites
in the region (Smith et al., 2009). ALT has increased since the mid1990s in the eastern portion of the Canadian Arctic, with the largest
increase occurring at bedrock sites in the discontinuous permafrost
zone (Smith et al., 2010).
The interannual variations and trends of the active-layer thickness in
Northern America, Northern Europe and Northern Asia from 1990 to
2012 are presented in Figure 4.23. Large regional variations in the
yearly variability patterns and trends are apparent. While increases in
ALT are occurring in the Eastern Canadian Region (Smith et al., 2009),
a slightly declining trend is observed in the Western Canadian Region
(Figure 4.23a). In Northern Europe, the trends in the study areas are
similar and consistently positive (Figure 4.23b). On the other hand, in
Northern Asia, trends are generally strongly positive with the exception of West Siberia, where the trend is slightly negative (Figure 4.23c).
On the interior of Alaska, slightly increasing ALT from 1990 to 2010
was followed by anomalous increases in 2011 and in 2012. Overall,
a general increase in ALT since the 1990s has been observed at many
stations in many regions (medium confidence). The general increase
is shown in Figure 4.23d, which shows the results of analysis of data
from about 44 stations in Russia indicating a change of almost 0.2 m
from 1950 to 2008.
At some measurement sites on the Qinghai-Xizang (Tibet) Plateau, ALT
was reported to be increasing at 7.8 cm yr–1 over a period from 1995
through 2010 (Wu and Zhang, 2010). The high rates may have been the
result of local disturbances since more recent studies indicate rates of
1.33 cm yr–1 for the period 1981–2010 and 3.6 cm yr–1 for the period
1998–2010 (e.g., Zhao et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012a).
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a) Northern America

b) European North

c) Northern Asia

4
d) Composite ALT from RHM station

During the past decade, increases in ALT up to 4.0 cm yr–1 were
observed in Mongolian sites characterized as a warm permafrost region
(Sharkhuu et al., 2007). Changes in ALT were also detected in Tian Shan
(Marchenko et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2010), and in the European Alps,
where increases in ALT were largest during years of hot summers but
a strong dependence on surface and subsurface characteristics was
noted (Noetzli and Vonder Muehll, 2010).
In several areas, across North America and in West Siberia, large-inter
annual variations obscure any trends in ALT (high confidence, Figure
4.23). No trend in ALT was observed on the Alaskan North Slope from
1993 to 2010 (Streletskiy et al., 2008; Shiklomanov et al., 2010) and
also in the Mackenzie Valley (Smith et al., 2009) and in West Siberia
(Vasiliev et al., 2008) since the mid-1990s (Figure 4.23). At some sites,
such as at Western Canada (C5) and Western Siberia (R1) (Figure 4.23),
the active layer thickness was actually decreasing.

Figure 4.23 | Active layer thickness from different locations for slightly different periods between 1990 and 2012 in (a) Northern America, (b) Northern Europe, and (c)
Northern Asia. The dashed lines represents linear fit to each set of data. ALT data for
Northern America, Northern Asia and Northern Europe were obtained from the International Permafrost Association (IPA) CALM website (http://www.udel.edu/Geography/
calm/about/permafrost.html). The number of Russian Hydrometeorological Stations
(RHM) stations has expanded from 31 stations as reported from Frauenfeld et al. (2004)
and Zhang et al. (2005) to 44 stations and the time series has extended from 1990 to
2008. (d) Departures from the mean of active layer thickness in Siberia from 1950 to
2008. The red asterisk represents the mean composite value, the shaded area indicates
the standard deviation and the black line is the trend. Data for Siberia stations were
obtained from the Russian Hydrometeorological Stations (RHM).

The penetration of thaw into ice-rich permafrost at the base of the
active layer is often accompanied by loss of volume due to consolidation. At several sites, this has been shown to cause surface subsidence
(medium confidence). Results from ground-based measurements at
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selected sites on the North Slope of Alaska indicate 11 to 13 cm in surface subsidence over the period 2001–2006 (Streletskiy et al., 2008), 4
to 10 cm from 2003 to 2005 in the Brooks Range (Overduin and Kane,
2006) and up to 20 cm in the Russian European North (Mazhitova and
Kaverin, 2007). Subsidence has also been identified using space-borne
interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) data. Surface deformation was detected using InSAR over permafrost on the North Slope
of Alaska during the 1992–2000 thaw seasons and a long-term surface
subsidence of 1 to 4 cm per decade (Liu et al., 2010). Such subsidence
could explain why in situ measurements at some locations reveal negligible trends in ALT changes during the past two decades, despite the
fact that atmospheric and permafrost temperatures increased during
that time.

4.7.4.2 Changes in Seasonally Frozen Ground in Areas Not
Underlain by Permafrost

Observations: Cryosphere

of seasonally frozen ground decreased by about 0.32 m during the
period 1930–2000 (high confidence, Figure 4.24) (Frauenfeld and
Zhang, 2011). Inter-decadal variability was such that no trend could
be identified until the late 1960s, after which seasonal freeze depths
decreased significantly until the early 1990s. From then, until about
2008, no further change was evident. Such changes are closely linked
with the freezing index, but also with mean annual air temperatures
and snow depth (Frauenfeld and Zhang, 2011).
Thickness of seasonally frozen ground in western China decreased by
20 to 40 cm since the early 1960s (Li et al., 2008), whereas on the
Qinghai-Xizang (Tibet) Plateau, the seasonally frozen depth decreased
by up to 33 cm since the middle of 1980s (Li et al., 2009). Evidence
from the satellite record indicates that the onset dates of spring thaw
advanced by 14 days, whereas the autumn freeze date was delayed by
10 days on the Qinghai-Xizang (Tibet) Plateau from 1988 through 2007
(Li et al., 2012b)

An estimate based on monthly mean soil temperatures from 387 stations across part of the Eurasian continent suggested that the thickness
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Figure 4.24 | Annual anomalies of the average thickness of seasonally frozen depth in Russia from 1930 to 2000. Each data point represents a composite from 320 stations as
compiled at the Russian Hydrometeorological Stations (RHM) (upper right inset). The composite was produced by taking the sum of the thickness measurements from each station
and dividing the result by the number of stations operating in that year. Although the total number of stations is 320, the number providing data may be different for each year but
the minimum was 240. The yearly anomaly was calculated by subtracting the 1971–2000 mean from the composite for each year. The thin lines indicate the 1 standard deviation
(1σ) (likely) uncertainty range. The line shows a negative trend of –4.5 cm per decade or a total decrease in the thickness of seasonally frozen ground of 31.9 cm from 1930 to
2000 (Frauenfeld and Zhang, 2011).
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Synthesis

Observations show that the cryosphere has been in transition during
the last few decades and that the strong and significant changes
reported in AR4 have continued, and in many cases accelerated. The
number of in situ and satellite observations of cryospheric parameters has increased considerably since AR4 and the use of the new data

in trend analyses, and also in process studies, has enabled increased
confidence in the quantification of most of the changes. A graphical
depiction and a text summary of observed changes in the various components of the cryosphere are provided in Figure 4.25. They reveal a
general decline in all components of the cryosphere, but the magnitude
of the decline varies regionally and there are isolated cases where an
increase is observed.

Changes in the Cryosphere
Ice Sheet
Glaciers

Sea Ice

Lake &
River Ice
Frozen Ground

Ice Shelf

Snow Cover

Frozen Ground: increasing permafrost temperatures by up to 2ºC and active layer thickness by up
to 90 cm since early 1980s. In the NH, southern limit
of permafrost moving north since mid 1970s, and
decreasing thickness of seasonal frozen ground by 32
cm since 1930s.
Snow cover: between 1967 and 2012, satellite data show
decreases through the year, with largest decreases (53%)
in June. Most stations report decreases in now especially
in spring.
Lake and river ice: contracting winter ice duration with
delays in autumn freeze-up proceeding more slowly than
advances in spring break-up, with evidence of recent
acceleration in both across the NH.
Glaciers: are major contributors to sea level rise. Ice mass
loss from glaciers has increased since the 1960s. Loss
rates from glaciers outside Greenland and Antarctica
-1
were 0.76 mm yr SLE during the 1993 to 2009 period
-1
and 0.83 mm yr SLE over the 2005 to 2009 period.

Sea Ice: between 1979 and 2012, Arctic sea
ice extent declined at a rate of 3.8% per
decade with larger losses in summer and autumn.
Over the same period, the extent of thick multiyear
ice in the Arctic declined at a higher rate of 13.5% per
decade. Mean sea ice thickness decreased by 1.3 2.3 m between 1980 and 2008.
Ice Shelves and ice tongues: continuing retreat and
collapse of ice shelves along the Antarctic Peninsula.
Progressive thinning of some other ice shelves/ice
tongues in Antarctica and Greenland.

4

Ice Sheets: both Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets
lost mass and contributed to sea level change over the
last 20 years. Rate of total loss and discharge from
a number of major outlet glaciers in Antarctica and
Greenland increased over this period.
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Cumulative ice mass loss from glacier and ice sheets (in sea level equivalent) is
1.0 to 1.4 mm yr-1 for 1993-2009 and 1.2 to 2.2 mm yr-1 for 2005-2009.

Figure 4.25 | Schematic summary of the dominant observed variations in the cryosphere. The inset figure summarises the assessment of the sea level equivalent of ice loss from
the ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica, together with the contribution from all glaciers except those in the periphery of the ice sheets (Section 4.3.3 and 4.4.2).
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Some of the observed changes since AR4 have been considerable and
unexpected. One of the most visible was the dramatic decline in the
September minimum sea ice cover in the Arctic in 2007, which was
followed by a record low value in 2012, supporting observations that
the thicker components of the Arctic sea ice cover are decreasing. The
trend in extent for Arctic sea ice is –3.8 ± 0.3% per decade (very likely)
while that for multi-year ice is –13.5 ± 2.5% per decade (very likely).
Observations also show marked decreases in Arctic ice thickness and
volume. The pattern of melt on the surface of the Greenland ice sheet
has also changed radically, with melt occurring in 2012 over almost the
entire surface of the ice sheet for the first time during the satellite era.
The ice mass loss in Greenland has been observed to have increased
from 34 [–6 to 74] Gt yr–1 for the period 1992–2001 to 215 [157 to
274] Gt yr–1 for the period 2002–2011 while the estimates of mass
loss in Antarctica have increased from 30 [–37 to 97] Gt yr–1 during the
1992–2001 period to 147 [72 to 221] Gt yr–1 during the 2002–2011
period. Observed mass loss from glaciers has also increased, with the
global mass loss (excluding the glaciers peripheral to the ice sheets)
estimated to be 226 [91 to 361] Gt yr–1 during the 1971–2009 period,
275 [140 to 410] Gt yr–1 over the 1993–2009 period, and 301 [166 to
436] over the 2005–2009 period. A large majority of observing stations
report decreasing trends in snow depth, snow duration, or snow water
equivalent, and the largest decreases are typically observed at locations with temperatures close to freezing. Most lakes and rivers with
long-term records have exhibited declines in ice duration and average
seasonal ice cover. Permafrost has also been degrading and retreating
to the north while permafrost temperatures have increased in most
regions since the 1980s.

4

The observed positive trend of sea ice extent in the Antarctic that was
regarded as small and insignificant in AR4, has persisted, and increased
slightly to about 1.5 ± 0.2% per decade. The higher-than-average Antarctic sea ice extent in recent years has been mainly due to increases
in the Ross Sea region, which more than offset the declines in the Bellingshausen Sea and Amundsen Sea. Ice production in coastal polynyas
(regarded as ‘sea ice factories’) along the Ross Sea ice shelves have
been observed to be increasing. Recent work suggests strengthening
of the zonal (east-west) winds and accompanying ice drift accounts for
some of the increasing sea ice extent.
Satellite data have provided the ability to observe large-scale changes
in the cryosphere at relatively good temporal and spatial resolution
throughout the globe. Largely because of the availability of high resolution satellite data, the first near-complete global glacial inventory has
been generated, leading to a more precise determination of the past,
current and future contribution of glaciers to sea level rise. As more
data accumulate, and as more capable sensors are launched, the data
become more valuable for studies related to change assessment. The
advent of new satellites and airborne missions has provided powerful
tools that have enabled breakthroughs in the capability to measure
some parameters and enhance our ability to interpret results. However,
a longer record of measurements of the cryosphere will help increase
confidence in the results, reduce uncertainties in the long-term trends,
and bring more critical insights into the physical processes controlling
the changes. There is thus a need for the continuation of the satellite
records, and a requirement for longer and more reliable historical data
from in situ measurements and proxies.
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The sea level equivalent of mass loss from the Greenland and Antarctic
ice sheets over the period 1993–2010, has been about 5.9 mm (including 1.7 mm from glaciers around Greenland) and 4.8 mm, respectively.
The reliability of observations of ice loss from the ice sheets has been
enhanced with the introduction of advanced satellite observation techniques. The ice loss from glaciers between 1993 and 2009 measured
in terms of sea level equivalent (excluding those peripheral to the ice
sheets) is estimated to be 13 mm. The inset to Figure 4.25 shows the
cumulative sea level equivalent from glaciers and the ice sheets in
Greenland and Antarctica. These have been contributing dominantly to
sea level rise in recent decades. The contribution of the cryosphere to
sea level change is discussed more fully in Chapter 13.
The overall consistency in the negative changes observed in the various components of the cryosphere (Figure 4.25), and the acceleration
of these changes in recent decades, provides a strong signal of climate
change. Regional differences in the magnitude and direction of the signals are apparent, but these are not unexpected considering the large
variability and complexity of atmospheric and oceanic circulations. It
is very likely, however, that the Arctic has changed substantially since
1979.
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Appendix 4.A: Details of Available and Selected
Ice Sheet Mass Balance Estimates from
1992 to 2012
All comprehensive mass balance estimates available for Greenland,
and the subset of those selected for this assessment (Section 4.4.2)
are listed in Tables 4.A.1 and 4.A.2. Those available for Antarctica
are shown in Tables 4.A.3 and 4.A.4. These studies include estimates
made from satellite gravimetry (GRACE), satellite altimetry (radar and
laser) and the mass balance (flux) method. The studies selected for
this assessment are the latest made by different research groups, for
each of Greenland and Antarctica. The tables indicate whether smaller
glaciers peripheral to the ice sheet are included, or excluded, in the
estimate, and explain why some studies were not selected (e.g., earlier estimates from the same researchers have been updated by more
recent analyses using extended data).

Table 4.A.1 | Sources used for calculation of ice loss from Greenland.

Method

Start

End

Gt yr–1

Uncertainty

Peripheral
Glaciers

Laser alt.

2003.8

2008.2

–185

28

Excluded

GRACE

2002.7

2009.5

–191

21

Included

Harig and Simons (2012)

GRACE

2003.0

2011.0

–200

6

Included

Yearly estimates used in compilation.
GIA uncertainty not provided.

Sasgen et al. (2012)

GRACE

2002.7

2011.7

–240

18

Included

Yearly estimates used in compilation.

Flux

2002.7

2011.7

–244

53

Excluded

Yearly estimates used in compilation.

Laser alt.

2003.8

2009.8

–245

28

Included

GRACE

2002.3

2005.3

–144

25

Included

GRACE

2005.3

2009.9

–248

43

Included

Flux

1992.0

2010.0

–154

51

Excluded

Yearly estimates used in compilation.

GRACE

2003.2

2010.1

–201

19

Included

2 standard deviation (2σ) uncertainty

Sorensen et al. (2011)

Laser alt.

2003.8

2008.2

–221

28

Included

Zwally et al. (2011)

Radar alt.

1992.3

2002.8

–7

3

Excluded

Laser alt.

2003.8

2007.8

–171

4

Excluded

Pritchard et al. (2010)

GRACE

2003.6

2009.6

–195

30

Included

Wu et al. (2010)

GRACE
+GPS

2002.4

2009.0

–104

23

Included

Global inversion technique.

Baur et al. (2009)

GRACE

2002.6

2008.6

–159

11

Included

No GIA correction.

Cazenave et al. (2009)

GRACE

2003.0

2008.0

–136

18

Included

Source
Ewert et al. (2012)

4

Chen et al. (2011)

Rignot et al. (2011c)
Schrama and Wouters (2011)

Slobbe et al. (2009)

Velicogna (2009)
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GRACE

2002.5

2007.5

–178

78

Included

Laser alt.

2003.1

2007.3

–139

68

Included

GRACE

2002.3

2009.1

–269

33

Included

Comment

Time series extended to 2012 using
new data and published method. Yearly
estimates derived from cited trend.
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Table 4.A.2 | Sources NOT used for calculation of ice loss from Greenland.

Source
Shepherd et al. (2012)

Method

Start

End

Gt yr–1

Uncertainty

Peripheral
Glaciers

Flux

1992.0

2009.9

–154

51

Excluded

GRACE

2002.2

2012.0

–212

27

Included

Laser alt.

2004.5

2007.4

–198

23

Excluded

Comment
This comprehensive inter-comparison reconciles estimates from different techniques.
The “reconciled” value is the best estimate
from all techniques. This source is discussed
separately and not included within the
average assessment presented here.

Reconciled

1992.0

2011.0

–142

49

-

van den Broeke (2009)

Flux

2003.0

2009.0

–237

20

Excluded

Superseded by Rignot et al. (2011c).

Rignot et al. (2008a)

Flux

1996.0

1997.0

–97

47

Excluded

Superseded by Rignot et al. (2011c).

Flux

2000.0

2001.0

–156

44

Excluded

Flux

2004.0

2008.0

–264

39

Excluded

Wouters et al. (2008)

GRACE

2003.2

2008.1

–179

25

Included

Superseded by Schrama and Wouters (2011).

Chen et al. (2006)

GRACE

2002.3

2005.9

–219

21

Included

Superseded by Chen et al. (2011).

Luthcke et al. (2006)

GRACE

2003.5

2005.5

–101

16

Included

Superseded by Pritchard et al. (2010).

Ramillien et al. (2006)

GRACE

2002.5

2005.2

–129

15

Included

Superseded by Cazenave et al. (2009).

Flux

1996.0

1997.0

–83

28

Excluded

Superseded by Rignot et al. (2011c).

Flux

2000.0

2001.0

–127

28

Excluded

Flux

2005.0

2006.0

–205

38

Excluded

Radar alt.

1994.0

1999.0

–27

23

Excluded

Radar alt.

1999.0

2005.0

–81

24

Excluded

GRACE

2002.3

2004.3

–95

49

Included

Rignot and Kanagaratnam (2006)

Thomas et al. (2006)

Velicogna and Wahr (2006a)

Includes only half the ice sheet and
fills in the rest with a melt model.

Superseded by Velicogna (2009).

GRACE

2004.3

2006.3

–313

60

Included

Zwally et al. (2005)

Radar alt.

1992.3

2002.8

11

3

Not known

Superseded by Zwally et al. (2011).

Krabill et al. (2000)

Laser alt. (aircraft)

1993.5

1999.5

–47

Excluded

Includes only half the ice sheet and
fills in the rest with a melt model.

4

Table 4.A.3 | Sources used for calculation of ice loss from Antarctica.

Method

Start

End

Gt yr–1

Uncertainty

Peripheral
Glaciers

King et al. (2012)

GRACE

2002.6

2011.0

–69

18

Included

Tang et al. (2012)

GRACE

2006.0

2011.4

–211

75

Included

Source

Rignot et al. (2011c)

Flux

1992.0

2010.0

–83

91

Excluded

Shi et al. (2011)

Laser alt.

2003.1

2008.2

–78

5

Not known

Wu et al. (2010)

GRACE
+GPS

2002.4

2009.0

–87

43

Included

Cazenave et al. (2009)

GRACE

2003.0

2008.0

–198

22

Included

Chen et al. (2009)

GRACE

2002.3

2006.0

–144

58

Included

GRACE

2006.0

2009.1

–220

89

Included

E et al. (2009)

GRACE

2002.5

2007.7

–78

37

Included

Horwath and Dietrich (2009)

GRACE

2002.6

2008.1

–109

48

Included

Velicogna (2009)

GRACE

2002.3

2013.0

–184

73

Included

Comment
2 standard deviation (2σ) uncertainty. This
study treats systematic uncertainty as bounds
not random error as in other GRACE studies.

Yearly estimates used in compilation.
Methodology and error budget
incompletely described.
Global inversion technique.

Error budget incompletely explained.

Time series extended to 2012 using new data
and published method. Yearly estimates derived
from cited trend.
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Table 4.A.4 | Sources NOT used for calculation of ice loss from Antarctica.

Source
Shepherd et al. (2012)

Method

Start

End

Gt yr–1

Uncertainty

Peripheral
Glaciers

Flux

1992.0

2010.0

–110

89

Excluded

GRACE

2003.0

2011.0

–90

44

Included

Laser alt.

2003.8

2008.7

+21

76

Excluded

Comment
This comprehensive inter-comparison reconciles
estimates from different techniques. Estimates are
made separately for East Antarctica, West Antarctica
and the Antarctic Peninsula. The “reconciled” value is
the best estimate from all techniques. The results from
this study are discussed separately and not included
within the average assessment presented here.

Reconciled

1992.0

2011.0

-71

53

-

GRACE

2002.6

2010.0

–82

29

Included

No consideration of gravity signal leakage.

Zwally and Giovinetto (2011)

Radar alt.

1992.3

2001.3

–31

12

Excluded

Same data analysis as Zwally et al. (2005).
Excludes Antarctic Peninsula.

Gunter et al. (2009)

Laser alt.

2003.1

2007.1

–100

?

Not known

GRACE

2002.3

2006.0

–150

73

Included

Superseded by King et al. (2012)

Rignot et al. (2008b)

Flux

1996.0

1997.0

–112

91

Excluded

Superseded by Rignot et al. (2011c).

Flux

2006.0

2007.0

–196

92

Excluded

Ramillien et al. (2006)

GRACE

2002.5

2005.2

–40

36

Included

Superseded by Cazenave et al. (2009).

Velicogna and Wahr (2006b)

GRACE

2002.3

2005.8

–139

73

Included

Superseded by Velicogna (2009).
Antarctic Peninsula excluded.

Jia et al. (2011)

Moore and King (2008)

Zwally et al. (2005)

Radar alt.

1992.3

2001.3

–31

52

Excluded

Wingham et al. (2006)

Radar alt.

1992.8

2003.1

27

29

Not known

Flux

Not specific

Not
specific

–26

37

Excluded

Radar alt.

1992.3

1997.0

–60

76

Not known

Rignot and Thomas (2002)
Wingham et al. (1998)

4
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No error bar and no final estimate.

No data in Antarctic Peninsula; series truncated within
100 km of coast.
Not an ice-sheet wide estimate.
Superseded by Wingham et al. (2006).
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Executive Summary
Greenhouse-Gas Variations and Past Climate Responses
It is a fact that present-day (2011) concentrations of the atmospheric greenhouse gases (GHGs) carbon dioxide (CO2), methane
(CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) exceed the range of concentrations recorded in ice cores during the past 800,000 years. Past
changes in atmospheric GHG concentrations can be determined with
very high confidence1 from polar ice cores. Since AR4 these records
have been extended from 650,000 years to 800,000 years ago. {5.2.2}
With very high confidence, the current rates of CO2, CH4 and N2O
rise in atmospheric concentrations and the associated radiative
forcing are unprecedented with respect to the highest resolution ice core records of the last 22,000 years. There is medium
confidence that the rate of change of the observed GHG rise is also
unprecedented compared with the lower resolution records of the past
800,000 years. {5.2.2}

Chapter 5

CO2 concentrations between 350 ppm and 450 ppm (medium confidence) occurred when global mean surface temperatures were 1.9°C
to 3.6°C (medium confidence) higher than for pre-industrial climate
{5.3.1}. During the Early Eocene (52 to 48 million years ago), atmospheric CO2 concentrations exceeded ~1000 ppm (medium confidence)
when global mean surface temperatures were 9°C to 14°C (medium
confidence) higher than for pre-industrial conditions. {5.3.1}
New temperature reconstructions and simulations of past
climates show with high confidence polar amplification in
response to changes in atmospheric CO2 concentration. For high
CO2 climates such as the Early Eocene (52 to 48 million years ago) or
mid-Pliocene (3.3 to 3.0 million years ago), and low CO2 climates such
as the Last Glacial Maximum (21,000 to 19,000 years ago), sea surface and land surface air temperature reconstructions and simulations
show a stronger response to changes in atmospheric GHG concentrations at high latitudes as compared to the global average. {Box 5.1,
5.3.1, 5.3.3}

Global Sea Level Changes During Past Warm Periods
There is high confidence that changes in atmospheric CO2 concentration play an important role in glacial–interglacial cycles.
Although the primary driver of glacial–interglacial cycles lies in the
seasonal and latitudinal distribution of incoming solar energy driven by
changes in the geometry of the Earth’s orbit around the Sun (“orbital
forcing”), reconstructions and simulations together show that the full
magnitude of glacial–interglacial temperature and ice volume changes
cannot be explained without accounting for changes in atmospheric CO2 content and the associated climate feedbacks. During the last
deglaciation, it is very likely2 that global mean temperature increased
by 3°C to 8°C. While the mean rate of global warming was very likely
0.3°C to 0.8°C per thousand years, two periods were marked by faster
warming rates, likely between 1°C and 1.5°C per thousand years,
although regionally and on shorter time scales higher rates may have
occurred. {5.3.2}
New estimates of the equilibrium climate sensitivity based on
reconstructions and simulations of the Last Glacial Maximum
(21,000 years to 19,000 years ago) show that values below 1°C
as well as above 6°C for a doubling of atmospheric CO2 concentration are very unlikely. In some models climate sensitivity differs
between warm and cold climates because of differences in the representation of cloud feedbacks. {5.3.3}
With medium confidence, global mean surface temperature
was significantly above pre-industrial levels during several past
periods characterised by high atmospheric CO2 concentrations.
During the mid-Pliocene (3.3 to 3.0 million years ago), atmospheric

The current rate of global mean sea level change, starting in the
late 19th-early 20th century, is, with medium confidence, unusually high in the context of centennial-scale variations of the
last two millennia. The magnitude of centennial-scale global mean
sea level variations did not exceed 25 cm over the past few millennia
(medium confidence). {5.6.3}
There is very high confidence that the maximum global mean
sea level during the last interglacial period (129,000 to 116,000
years ago) was, for several thousand years, at least 5 m higher
than present and high confidence that it did not exceed 10 m
above present. The best estimate is 6 m higher than present. Based
on ice sheet model simulations consistent with elevation changes
derived from a new Greenland ice core, the Greenland ice sheet very
likely contributed between 1.4 and 4.3 m sea level equivalent, implying
with medium confidence a contribution from the Antarctic ice sheet
to the global mean sea level during the last interglacial period. {5.6.2}
There is high confidence that global mean sea level was above
present during some warm intervals of the mid-Pliocene (3.3
to 3.0 million years ago), implying reduced volume of polar ice
sheets. The best estimates from various methods imply with high confidence that sea level has not exceeded +20 m during the warmest
periods of the Pliocene, due to deglaciation of the Greenland and West
Antarctic ice sheets and areas of the East Antarctic ice sheet. {5.6.1}

1

In this Report, the following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement: low, medium, or high.
A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence. For a given evidence and
agreement statement, different confidence levels can be assigned, but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated with increasing confidence (see
Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).

2

In this Report, the following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: Virtually certain 99–100% probability, Very likely 90–100%,
Likely 66–100%, About as likely as not 33–66%, Unlikely 0–33%, Very unlikely 0–10%, Exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms (Extremely likely: 95–100%, More likely
than not >50–100%, and Extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used when appropriate. Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely (see Section 1.4 and Box TS.1
for more details).
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Observed Recent Climate Change in the Context of
Interglacial Climate Variability
New temperature reconstructions and simulations of the warmest millennia of the last interglacial period (129,000 to 116,000
years ago) show with medium confidence that global mean
annual surface temperatures were never more than 2°C higher
than pre-industrial. High latitude surface temperature, averaged over
several thousand years, was at least 2°C warmer than present (high
confidence). Greater warming at high latitudes, seasonally and annually, confirm the importance of cryosphere feedbacks to the seasonal
orbital forcing. During these periods, atmospheric GHG concentrations
were close to the pre-industrial level. {5.3.4, Box 5.1}
There is high confidence that annual mean surface warming
since the 20th century has reversed long-term cooling trends
of the past 5000 years in mid-to-high latitudes of the Northern
Hemisphere (NH). New continental- and hemispheric-scale annual
surface temperature reconstructions reveal multi-millennial cooling
trends throughout the past 5000 years. The last mid-to-high latitude
cooling trend persisted until the 19th century, and can be attributed
with high confidence to orbital forcing, according to climate model
simulations. {5.5.1}
There is medium confidence from reconstructions that the current (1980–2012) summer sea ice retreat was unprecedented
and sea surface temperatures in the Arctic were anomalously
high in the perspective of at least the last 1450 years. Lower than
late 20th century summer Arctic sea ice cover is reconstructed and simulated for the period between 8000 and 6500 years ago in response to
orbital forcing. {5.5.2}

5

There is high confidence that minima in NH extratropical glacier
extent between 8000 and 6000 years ago were primarily due
to high summer insolation (orbital forcing). The current glacier
retreat occurs within a context of orbital forcing that would be favourable for NH glacier growth. If glaciers continue to reduce at current
rates, most extratropical NH glaciers will shrink to their minimum
extent, which existed between 8000 and 6000 years ago, within this
century (medium confidence). {5.5.3}
For average annual NH temperatures, the period 1983–2012
was very likely the warmest 30-year period of the last 800 years
(high confidence) and likely the warmest 30-year period of the
last 1400 years (medium confidence). This is supported by comparison of instrumental temperatures with multiple reconstructions
from a variety of proxy data and statistical methods, and is consistent
with AR4. In response to solar, volcanic and anthropogenic radiative
changes, climate models simulate multi-decadal temperature changes
over the last 1200 years in the NH, that are generally consistent in
magnitude and timing with reconstructions, within their uncertainty
ranges. {5.3.5}
Continental-scale surface temperature reconstructions show,
with high confidence, multi-decadal periods during the Medieval Climate Anomaly (950 to 1250) that were in some regions as
warm as in the mid-20th century and in others as warm as in the
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late 20th century. With high confidence, these regional warm periods were not as synchronous across regions as the warming since the
mid-20th century. Based on the comparison between reconstructions
and simulations, there is high confidence that not only external orbital, solar and volcanic forcing, but also internal variability, contributed
substantially to the spatial pattern and timing of surface temperature
changes between the Medieval Climate Anomaly and the Little Ice Age
(1450 to 1850). {5.3.5.3, 5.5.1}
There is high confidence for droughts during the last millennium
of greater magnitude and longer duration than those observed
since the beginning of the 20th century in many regions. There
is medium confidence that more megadroughts occurred in monsoon
Asia and wetter conditions prevailed in arid Central Asia and the South
American monsoon region during the Little Ice Age (1450 to 1850)
compared to the Medieval Climate Anomaly (950 to 1250). {5.5.4 and
5.5.5}
With high confidence, floods larger than those recorded since
1900 occurred during the past five centuries in northern and
central Europe, western Mediterranean region and eastern Asia.
There is medium confidence that modern large floods are comparable
to or surpass historical floods in magnitude and/or frequency in the
Near East, India and central North America. {5.5.5}

Past Changes in Climate Modes
New results from high-resolution coral records document with
high confidence that the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
system has remained highly variable throughout the past 7000
years, showing no discernible evidence for an orbital modulation of ENSO. This is consistent with the weak reduction in mid-Holocene ENSO amplitude of only 10% simulated by the majority of climate models, but contrasts with reconstructions reported in AR4 that
showed a reduction in ENSO variance during the first half of the Holocene. {5.4.1}
With high confidence, decadal and multi-decadal changes in the
winter North Atlantic Oscillation index (NAO) observed since
the 20th century are not unprecedented in the context of the
past 500 years. Periods of persistent negative or positive winter NAO
phases, similar to those observed in the 1960s and 1990 to 2000s,
respectively, are not unusual in the context of NAO reconstructions
during at least the past 500 years. {5.4.2}
The increase in the strength of the observed summer Southern
Annular Mode since 1950 has been anomalous, with medium
confidence, in the context of the past 400 years. No similar spatially coherent multi-decadal trend can be detected in tree-ring indices
from New Zealand, Tasmania and South America. {5.4.2}

Abrupt Climate Change and Irreversibility
With high confidence, the interglacial mode of the Atlantic
Ocean meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) can recover
from a short-term freshwater input into the subpolar North
Atlantic. Approximately 8200 years ago, a sudden freshwater release
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occurred during the final stages of North America ice sheet melting.
Paleoclimate observations and model results indicate, with high confidence, a marked reduction in the strength of the AMOC followed by
a rapid recovery, within approximately 200 years after the perturbation. {5.8.2}
Confidence in the link between changes in North Atlantic climate
and low-latitude precipitation patterns has increased since AR4.
From new paleoclimate reconstructions and modelling studies, there is
very high confidence that reduced AMOC and the associated surface
cooling in the North Atlantic region caused southward shifts of the
Atlantic Intertropical Convergence Zone, and also affected the American (North and South), African and Asian monsoon systems. {5.7}
It is virtually certain that orbital forcing will be unable to trigger widespread glaciation during the next 1000 years. Paleoclimate records indicate that, for orbital configurations close to the
present one, glacial inceptions only occurred for atmospheric CO2
concentrations significantly lower than pre-industrial levels. Climate
models simulate no glacial inception during the next 50,000 years if
CO2 concentrations remain above 300 ppm. {5.8.3, Box 6.2}
There is high confidence that the volumes of the Greenland and
West Antarctic ice sheets were reduced during periods of the
past few million years that were globally warmer than present. Ice sheet model simulations and geological data suggest that the
West Antarctic ice sheet is very sensitive to subsurface Southern Ocean
warming and imply with medium confidence a West Antarctic ice sheet
retreat if atmospheric CO2 concentration stays within or above the
range of 350 ppm to 450 ppm for several millennia. {5.3.1, 5.6.1, 5.8.1}

5
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5.1

Introduction

This chapter assesses the information on past climate obtained prior to
the instrumental period. The information is based on data from various
paleoclimatic archives and on modelling of past climate, and updates
Chapter 6 of AR4 of IPCC Working Group I (Jansen et al., 2007).
The Earth system has responded and will continue to respond to
various external forcings (solar, volcanic and orbital) and to changes
in atmospheric composition. Paleoclimate data and modelling provide quantitative information on the Earth system response to these
forcings. Paleoclimate information facilitates understanding of Earth
system feedbacks on time scales longer than a few centuries, which
cannot be evaluated from short instrumental records. Past climate
changes also document transitions between different climate states,
including abrupt events, which occurred on time scales of decades to
a few centuries. They inform about multi-centennial to millennial baseline variability, against which the recent changes can be compared to
assess whether or not they are unusual.
Major progress since AR4 includes the acquisition of new and more
precise information from paleoclimate archives, the synthesis of
regional information, and Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison
Project Phase III (PMIP3) and Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
Phase 5 (CMIP5) simulations using the same models as for projections
(see Chapter 1). This chapter assesses the understanding of past climate variations, using paleoclimate reconstructions as well as climate
models of varying complexity, while the model evaluation based on
paleoclimate information is covered in Chapter 9. Additional paleoclimate perspectives are included in Chapters 6, 10 and 13 (see Table
5.1).

5

The content of this chapter is largely restricted to topics for which substantial new information has emerged since AR4. Examples include
proxy-based estimates of the atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) content during the past ~65 million years (Section 5.2.2) and magnitude
of sea level variations during interglacial periods (Section 5.6.2). Information from glacial climates has been included only if the underlying
processes are of direct relevance for an assessment of projected climate change. The impacts of past climate changes on biological systems and past civilizations are not covered, as these topics are beyond
the scope of Working Group I.
The chapter proceeds from evidence for pre-industrial changes in
atmospheric composition and external solar and volcanic forcings
(Section 5.2, FAQ 5.1), to global and hemispheric responses (Section
5.3). After evaluating the evidence for past changes in climate modes
of variability (Section 5.4), a specific focus is given to regional changes
in temperature, cryosphere and hydroclimate during the current interglacial period (Section 5.5). Sections on sea level change (Section 5.6,
FAQ 5.2), abrupt climate changes (Section 5.7) and illustrations of irreversibility and recovery time scales (Section 5.8) conclude the chapter.
While polar amplification of temperature changes is addressed in Box
5.1, the relationships between ice sheets, sea level, atmospheric CO2
concentration and climate are addressed in several sections (Box 5.2,
Sections 5.3.1, 5.5, and 5.8.1).
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Additional information to this chapter is available in the Appendix. Processed data underlying the figures are stored in the PANGAEA database (www.pangaea.de), while model output from PMIP3 is available
from pmip3.lsce.ipsl.fr. In all sections, information is structured by time,
going from past to present. Table 5.1 summarizes the past periods
assessed in the subsections.

5.2

Pre-Industrial Perspective on Radiative
Forcing Factors

5.2.1

External Forcings

5.2.1.1 Orbital Forcing
The term ‘orbital forcing’ is used to denote the incoming solar radiation
changes originating from variations in the Earth’s orbital parameters
as well as changes in its axial tilt. Orbital forcing is well known from
precise astronomical calculations for the past and future (Laskar et
al., 2004). Changes in eccentricity, longitude of perihelion (related to
precession) and axial tilt (obliquity) (Berger and Loutre, 1991) predominantly affect the seasonal and latitudinal distribution and magnitude
of solar energy received at the top of the atmosphere (AR4, Box 6.1;
Jansen et al., 2007), and the durations and intensities of local seasons.
Obliquity also modulates the annual mean insolation at any given
latitude, with opposite effects at high and low latitudes. Orbital forcing is considered the pacemaker of transitions between glacials and
interglacials (high confidence), although there is still no consensus on
exactly how the different physical processes influenced by insolation
changes interact to influence ice sheet volume (Box 5.2; Section 5.3.2).
The different orbital configurations make each glacial and interglacial
period unique (Yin and Berger, 2010; Tzedakis et al., 2012a). Multi-millennial trends of temperature, Arctic sea ice and glaciers during the
current interglacial period, and specifically the last 2000 years, have
been related to orbital forcing (Section 5.5).

5.2.1.2 Solar Forcing
Solar irradiance models (e.g., Wenzler et al., 2005) have been improved
to explain better the instrumental measurements of total solar irradiance (TSI) and spectral (wavelength dependent) solar irradiance (SSI).
Typical changes measured over an 11-year solar cycle are 0.1% for TSI
and up to several percent for the ultraviolet (UV) part of SSI (see Section 8.4). Changes in TSI directly impact the Earth’s surface (see solar
Box 10.2), whereas changes in UV primarily affect the stratosphere, but
can influence the tropospheric circulation through dynamical coupling
(Haigh, 1996). Most models attribute all TSI and SSI changes exclusively
to magnetic phenomena at the solar surface (sunspots, faculae, magnetic network), neglecting any potential internal phenomena such as
changes in energy transport (see also Section 8.4). The basic concept in
solar models is to divide the solar surface into different magnetic features each with a specific radiative flux. The balance of contrasting dark
sunspots and bright faculae and magnetic network leads to a higher TSI
value during solar cycle maxima and at most wavelengths, but some
wavelengths may be out of phase with the solar cycle (Harder et al.,
2009; Cahalan et al., 2010; Haigh et al., 2010). TSI and SSI are calculated
by adding the radiative fluxes of all features plus the contribution from
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Table 5.1 | Summary of past periods for which climate information is assessed in the various sections of this chapter and other chapters of AR5. Calendar ages are expressed
in Common Era (CE), geological ages are expressed in thousand years (ka) or million years (Ma) before present (BP), with present defined as 1950. Radiocarbon-based ages are
quoted as the published calibrated ages.

Time Period

Age

Chapter 5 Sections
5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6











6, 9, 10

1450–1850i











10

Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA)

950–1250i











10

Last Millennium

1000–1999j











9, 10

Mid-Holocene (MH)

~6 ka

8.2-ka event

~8.2 kag

Holocenea

11.65 kag to present

Pre-industrial period

refers to times before 1850 or 1850 valuesh

Little Ice Age (LIA)
b

5.7

5.8

Other
Chapters

5.2

9, 13




Last Glacial Terminationc



6



Younger Dryasd

12.85–11.65 kag



6

Bølling-Allerøde

14.64–12.85 kag



6

Meltwater Pulse 1A (MWP-1A)

14.65–14.31 ka

Heinrich stadial 1 (HS1)

~19–14.64 kal

Last Glacial Maximum (LGM)

~21–19 ka





Last Interglacial (LIG)f

~129–116 kan









13

Mid-Pliocene Warm Period (MPWP)

~3.3–3.0 Ma









13

Early Eocene Climatic Optimum (EECO)

~52–50 Map





Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM)

~55.5–55.3 Maq





k

m

o



6, 9





Notes:
a
Also known as Marine Isotopic Stage (MIS) 1 or current interglacial.
b
Also known as Medieval Climate Optimum or the Medieval Warm Period.
c
Also known as Termination I or the Last Deglaciation. Based on sea level, Last Glacial Termination occurred between ~19 and ~6 ka.
d
Also known as Greenland Stadial GS-1.
e
Also known as Greenland Interstadial GI-a-c-e.
f
Also known as MIS5e, which overlaps with the Eemian (Shackleton et al., 2003).
g
As estimated from the Greenland ice core GICC05 chronology (Rasmussen et al., 2006; Thomas et al., 2007).
h
In this chapter, when referring to comparison of radiative forcing or climate variables, pre-industrial refers to 1850 values in accordance with Taylor et al. (2012). Otherwise it refers to an extended
period of time before 1850 as stated in the text. Note that Chapter 7 uses 1750 as the reference pre-industrial period.
i
Different durations are reported in the literature. In Section 5.3.5, time intervals 950–1250 and 1450–1850 are used to calculate Northern Hemisphere temperature anomalies representative of
the MCA and LIA, respectively.
j
Note that CMIP5 “Last Millennium simulations” have been performed for the period 850–1850 (Taylor et al., 2012).
k
As dated on Tahiti corals (Deschamps et al., 2012).
l
The duration of Heinrich stadial 1 (e.g., Stanford et al., 2011) is longer than the associated Heinrich event, which is indicated by ice-rafted debris in deep sea sediment cores from the North
Atlantic Ocean (Hemming, 2004).
m Period based on MARGO Project Members (2009). LGM simulations are performed for 21 ka. Note that maximum continental ice extent had already occurred at 26.5 ka (Clark et al., 2009).
n
Ages are maximum date for the onset and minimum age for the end from tectonically stable sites (cf. Section 5.6.2).
o
Dowsett et al. (2012).
p
Zachos et al. (2008).
q
Westerhold et al. (2007).

the magnetically inactive surface. These models can successfully reproduce the measured TSI changes between 1978 and 2003 (Balmaceda et
al., 2007; Crouch et al., 2008), but not necessarily the last minimum of
2008 (Krivova et al., 2011). This approach requires detailed information
of all the magnetic features and their temporal changes (Wenzler et al.,
2006; Krivova and Solanki, 2008) (see Section 8.4).
The extension of TSI and SSI into the pre-satellite period poses two
main challenges. First, the satellite period (since 1978) used to calibrate the solar irradiance models does not show any significant longterm trend. Second, information about the various magnetic features
at the solar surface decreases back in time and must be deduced from
proxies such as sunspot counts for the last 400 years and cosmogenic

radionuclides (10Be and 14C) for the past millennium (Muscheler et al.,
2007; Delaygue and Bard, 2011) and the Holocene (Table 5.1) (Steinhilber et al., 2009; Vieira et al., 2011). 10Be and 14C records reflect not
only solar activity, but also the geomagnetic field intensity and effects
of their respective geochemical cycles and transport pathways (Pedro
et al., 2011; Steinhilber et al., 2012). The corrections for these non-solar
components, which are difficult to quantify, contribute to the overall
error of the reconstructions (grey band in Figure 5.1c).
TSI reconstructions are characterized by distinct grand solar minima
lasting 50 to 100 years (e.g., the Maunder Minimum, 1645–1715)
that are superimposed upon long-term changes. Spectral analysis of
TSI records reveals periodicities of 87, 104, 150, 208, 350, 510, ~980
389
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Since AR4, most recent reconstructions show a considerably smaller
difference (<0.1%) in TSI between the late 20th century and the Late
Maunder Minimum (1675–1715) when the sun was very quiet, compared to the often used reconstruction of Lean et al. (1995b) (0.24%)
and Shapiro et al. (2011) (~0.4%). The Lean et al. (1995a) reconstruction has been used to scale solar forcing in simulations of the last
millennium prior to PMIP3/CMIP5 (Table 5.A.1). PMIP3/CMIP5 last
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and ~2200 years (Figure 5.1d) (Stuiver and Braziunas, 1993), but with
time-varying amplitudes (Steinhilber et al., 2009; Vieira et al., 2011). All
reconstructions rely ultimately on the same data (sunspots and cosmogenic radionuclides), but differ in the details of the methodologies. As
a result the reconstructions agree rather well in their shape, but differ
in their amplitude (Figure 5.1b) (Wang et al., 2005; Krivova et al., 2011;
Lean et al., 2011; Schrijver et al., 2011) (see Section 8.4.1).

Time (Year BCE/CE)
Figure 5.1 | (a) Two reconstructions of volcanic forcing for the past 1000 years derived from ice core sulphate and used for Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project
Phase III (PMIP3) and Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) simulations (Schmidt et al., 2011). GRA: Gao et al. (2012); CEA: Crowley and Unterman (2013).
Volcanic sulphate peaks identified from their isotopic composition as originating from the stratosphere are indicated by squares (green: Greenland; brown: Antarctica) (Baroni et
al., 2008; Cole-Dai et al., 2009). (b) Reconstructed total solar irradiance (TSI) anomalies back to the year 1000. Proxies of solar activity (e.g., sunspots, 10Be) are used to estimate
the parameters of the models or directly TSI. All records except LBB (Lean et al., 1995b) have been used for PMIP3/CMIP5 simulations (Schmidt et al., 2011). DB: Delaygue and
Bard (2011); MEA: Muscheler et al. (2007); SBF: Steinhilber et al. (2009); WLS: Wang et al. (2005); VSK: Vieira et al. (2011). For the years prior to 1600, the 11-year cycle has been
added artificially to the original data with an amplitude proportional to the mean level of TSI. (c) Reconstructed TSI anomalies (100-year low-pass filtered; grey shading: 1 standard
deviation uncertainty range) for the past 9300 years (Steinhilber et al., 2009). The reconstruction is based on 10Be and calibrated using the relationship between instrumental data
of the open magnetic field, which modulates the production of 10Be, and TSI for the past four solar minima. The yellow band indicates the past 1000 years shown in more details in
(a) and (b). Anomalies are relative to the 1976–2006 mean value (1366.14 W m–2) of Wang et al. (2005). (d) Wavelet analysis (Torrence and Compo, 1998) of TSI anomalies from
(c) with dashed white lines highlighting significant periodicities (Stuiver and Braziunas, 1993).
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millennium simulations have used the weak solar forcing of recent
reconstructions of TSI (Schmidt et al., 2011, 2012b) calibrated (Muscheler et al., 2007; Delaygue and Bard, 2011) or spliced (Steinhilber
et al., 2009; Vieira and Solanki, 2010) to Wang et al. (2005). The larger
range of past TSI variability in Shapiro et al. (2011) is not supported by
studies of magnetic field indicators that suggest smaller changes over
the 19th and 20th centuries (Svalgaard and Cliver, 2010; Lockwood
and Owens, 2011).
Note that: (1) the recent new measurement of the absolute value of
TSI and TSI changes during the past decades are assessed in Section
8.4.1.1; (2) the current state of understanding the effects of galactic
cosmic rays on clouds is assessed in Sections 7.4.6 and 8.4.1.5 and
(3) the use of solar forcing in simulations of the last millennium is
discussed in Section 5.3.5.

5.2.1.3 Volcanic Forcing
Volcanic activity affects global climate through the radiative impacts
of atmospheric sulphate aerosols injected by volcanic eruptions (see
Sections 8.4.2 and 10.3.1). Quantifying volcanic forcing in the pre-satellite period is important for historical and last millennium climate
simulations, climate sensitivity estimates and detection and attribution
studies. Reconstructions of past volcanic forcing are based on sulphate
deposition from multiple ice cores from Greenland and Antarctica,
combined with atmospheric modelling of aerosol distribution and optical depth.
Since AR4, two new reconstructions of the spatial distribution of volcanic aerosol optical depth have been generated using polar ice cores,
spanning the last 1500 years (Gao et al., 2008, 2012) and 1200 years
(Crowley and Unterman, 2013) (Figure 5.1a). Although the relative size
of eruptions for the past 700 years is generally consistent among these
and earlier studies (Jansen et al., 2007), they differ in the absolute
amplitude of peaks. There are also differences in the reconstructions of
Icelandic eruptions, with an ongoing debate on the magnitude of stratospheric inputs for the 1783 Laki eruption (Thordarson and Self, 2003;
Wei et al., 2008; Lanciki et al., 2012; Schmidt et al., 2012a). The recurrence time of past large volcanic aerosol injections (eruptions changing
the radiative forcing (RF) by more than 1 W m–2) varies from 3 to 121
years, with long-term mean value of 35 years (Gao et al., 2012) and 39
years (Crowley and Unterman, 2013), and only two or three periods of
100 years without such eruptions since 850.
Hegerl et al. (2006) estimated the uncertainty of the RF for a given
volcanic event to be approximately 50%. Differences between reconstructions (Figure 5.1a) arise from different proxy data, identification
of the type of injection, methodologies to estimate particle distribution
and optical depth (Kravitz and Robock, 2011), and parameterization of
scavenging for large events (Timmreck et al., 2009). Key limitations are
associated with ice core chronologies (Plummer et al., 2012; Sigl et al.,
2013), and deposition patterns (Moore et al., 2012).
A new independent methodology has recently been developed to
distinguish between tropospheric and stratospheric volcanic aerosol
deposits (Baroni et al., 2007). The stratospheric character of several
large eruptions has started to be assessed from Greenland and/or
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 ntarctic ice core sulphur isotope data (Baroni et al., 2008; Cole-Dai et
A
al., 2009; Schmidt et al., 2012b).
The use of different volcanic forcing reconstructions in pre-PMIP3/
CMIP5 (see AR4 Chapter 6) and PMIP3/CMIP5 last millennium simulations (Schmidt et al., 2011) (Table 5.A.1), together with the methods
used to implement these volcanic indices with different representations of aerosols in climate models, is a source of uncertainty in model
intercomparisons. The impact of volcanic forcing on climate variations
of the last millennium climate is assessed in Sections 5.3.5, 5.4, 5.5.1
and 10.7.1.

5.2.2

Radiative Perturbations from Greenhouse
Gases and Dust

5.2.2.1 Atmospheric Concentrations of Carbon Dioxide,
Methane and Nitrous Oxide from Ice Cores
Complementing instrumental data, air enclosed in polar ice provides a direct record of past atmospheric well-mixed greenhouse gas
(WMGHG) concentrations albeit smoothed by firn diffusion (Joos and
Spahni, 2008; Köhler et al., 2011). Since AR4, the temporal resolution
of ice core records has been enhanced (MacFarling Meure et al., 2006;
Ahn and Brook, 2008; Loulergue et al., 2008; Lüthi et al., 2008; Mischler
et al., 2009; Schilt et al., 2010; Ahn et al., 2012; Bereiter et al., 2012).
During the pre-industrial part of the last 7000 years, millennial (20 ppm
CO2, 125 ppb CH4) and centennial variations (up to 10 ppm CO2, 40 ppb
CH4 and 10 ppb N2O) are recorded (see Section 6.2.2 and Figure 6.6).
Significant centennial variations in CH4 during the last glacial occur in
phase with Northern Hemisphere (NH) rapid climate changes, while
millennial CO2 changes coincide with their Southern Hemisphere (SH)
bipolar seesaw counterpart (Ahn and Brook, 2008; Loulergue et al.,
2008; Lüthi et al., 2008; Grachev et al., 2009; Capron et al., 2010b;
Schilt et al., 2010; Bereiter et al., 2012).
Long-term records have been extended from 650 ka in AR4 to 800 ka
(Figures 5.2 and 5.3) (Loulergue et al., 2008; Lüthi et al., 2008; Schilt et
al., 2010). During the last 800 ka, the pre-industrial ice core WMGHG
concentrations stay within well-defined natural limits with maximum
interglacial concentrations of approximately 300 ppm, 800 ppb and
300 ppb for CO2, CH4 and N2O, respectively, and minimum glacial
concentrations of approximately 180 ppm, 350 ppb, and 200 ppb. The
new data show lower than pre-industrial (280 ppm) CO2 concentrations during interglacial periods from 800 to 430 ka (MIS19 to MIS13)
(Figure 5.3). It is a fact that present-day (2011) concentrations of CO2
(390.5 ppm), CH4 (1803 ppb) and N2O (324 ppm) (Annex II) exceed the
range of concentrations recorded in the ice core records during the past
800 ka. With very high confidence, the rate of change of the observed
anthropogenic WMGHG rise and its RF is unprecedented with respect
to the highest resolution ice core record back to 22 ka for CO2, CH4 and
N2O, accounting for the smoothing due to ice core enclosure processes
(Joos and Spahni, 2008; Schilt et al., 2010). There is medium confidence
that the rate of change of the observed anthropogenic WMGHG rise is
also unprecedented with respect to the lower resolution records of the
past 800 ka.
Progress in understanding the causes of past WMGHG variations is
reported in Section 6.2.
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 5.1 | Is the Sun a Major Driver of Recent Changes in Climate?
Total solar irradiance (TSI, Chapter 8) is a measure of the total energy received from the sun at the top of the atmosphere. It varies over a wide range of time scales, from billions of years to just a few days, though variations have
been relatively small over the past 140 years. Changes in solar irradiance are an important driver of climate variability (Chapter 1; Figure 1.1) along with volcanic emissions and anthropogenic factors. As such, they help explain
the observed change in global surface temperatures during the instrumental period (FAQ 5.1, Figure 1; Chapter 10)
and over the last millennium. While solar variability may have had a discernible contribution to changes in global
surface temperature in the early 20th century, it cannot explain the observed increase since TSI started to be measured directly by satellites in the late 1970s (Chapters 8, 10).
The Sun’s core is a massive nuclear fusion reactor that converts hydrogen into helium. This process produces energy
that radiates throughout the solar system as electromagnetic radiation. The amount of energy striking the top of
Earth’s atmosphere varies depending on the generation and emission of electromagnetic energy by the Sun and on
the Earth’s orbital path around the Sun.
Satellite-based instruments have directly measured TSI since 1978, and indicate that on average, ~1361 W m–2 reaches the top of the Earth’s atmosphere. Parts of the Earth’s surface and air pollution and clouds in the atmosphere act
as a mirror and reflect about 30% of this power back into space. Higher levels of TSI are recorded when the Sun is
more active. Irradiance variations follow the roughly 11-year sunspot cycle: during the last cycles, TSI values fluctuated by an average of around 0.1%.
For pre-satellite times, TSI variations have to be estimated from sunspot numbers (back to 1610), or from radioisotopes that are formed in the atmosphere, and archived in polar ice and tree rings. Distinct 50- to 100-year periods
of very low solar activity—such as the Maunder Minimum between 1645 and 1715—are commonly referred to as
grand solar minima. Most estimates of TSI changes between the Maunder Minimum and the present day are in the
order of 0.1%, similar to the amplitude of the 11-year variability.
How can solar variability help explain the observed global surface temperature record back to 1870? To answer
this question, it is important to understand that other climate drivers are involved, each producing characteristic
patterns of regional climate responses. However, it is the combination of them all that causes the observed climate
change. Solar variability and volcanic eruptions are natural factors. Anthropogenic (human-produced) factors, on
the other hand, include changes in the concentrations of greenhouse gases, and emissions of visible air pollution
(aerosols) and other substances from human activities. ‘Internal variability’ refers to fluctuations within the climate
system, for example, due to weather variability or phenomena like the El Niño-Southern Oscillation.
The relative contributions of these natural and anthropogenic factors change with time. FAQ 5.1, Figure 1 illustrates
those contributions based on a very simple calculation, in which the mean global surface temperature variation represents the sum of four components linearly related to solar, volcanic, and anthropogenic forcing, and to internal
variability. Global surface temperature has increased by approximately 0.8°C from 1870 to 2010 (FAQ 5.1, Figure
1a). However, this increase has not been uniform: at times, factors that cool the Earth’s surface—volcanic eruptions,
reduced solar activity, most anthropogenic aerosol emissions—have outweighed those factors that warm it, such
as greenhouse gases, and the variability generated within the climate system has caused further fluctuations unrelated to external influences.

5

The solar contribution to the record of global surface temperature change is dominated by the 11-year solar cycle,
which can explain global temperature fluctuations up to approximately 0.1°C between minima and maxima (FAQ
5.1, Figure 1b). A long-term increasing trend in solar activity in the early 20th century may have augmented the
warming recorded during this interval, together with internal variability, greenhouse gas increases and a hiatus
in volcanism. However, it cannot explain the observed increase since the late 1970s, and there was even a slight
decreasing trend of TSI from 1986 to 2008 (Chapters 8 and 10).
Volcanic eruptions contribute to global surface temperature change by episodically injecting aerosols into the
atmosphere, which cool the Earth’s surface (FAQ 5.1, Figure 1c). Large volcanic eruptions, such as the eruption of
Mt. Pinatubo in 1991, can cool the surface by around 0.1°C to 0.3°C for up to three years. (continued on next page)
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FAQ 5.1 (continued)

The most important component of internal climate variability is the El Niño Southern Oscillation,
which has a major effect on year-to-year variations
of tropical and global mean temperature (FAQ 5.1,
Figure 1d). Relatively high annual temperatures
have been encountered during El Niño events, such
as in 1997–1998.

Anomaly (°C)

The variability of observed global surface temperatures from 1870 to 2010 (Figure 1a) reflects the combined influences of natural (solar, volcanic, internal;
FAQ 5.1, Figure 1b–d) factors, superimposed on the
multi-decadal warming trend from anthropogenic
factors (FAQ 5.1, Figure 1e).

Anomaly (°C)

(a) Global Surface Temperature

Finally, a decrease in solar activity during the past
solar minimum a few years ago (FAQ 5.1, Figure
1b) raises the question of its future influence on
climate. Despite uncertainties in future solar activity, there is high confidence that the effects of solar
activity within the range of grand solar maxima and
minima will be much smaller than the changes due
to anthropogenic effects.
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At the regional scale, changes in solar activity have
been related to changes in surface climate and
atmospheric circulation in the Indo-Pacific, Northern Asia and North Atlantic areas. The mechanisms
that amplify the regional effects of the relatively
small fluctuations of TSI in the roughly 11-year solar
cycle involve dynamical interactions between the
upper and the lower atmosphere, or between the
ocean sea surface temperature and atmosphere,
and have little effect on global mean temperatures
(see Box 10.2).
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Prior to 1870, when anthropogenic emissions
of greenhouse gases and aerosols were smaller,
changes in solar and volcanic activity and internal
variability played a more important role, although
the specific contributions of these individual factors to global surface temperatures are less certain.
Solar minima lasting several decades have often
been associated with cold conditions. However,
these periods are often also affected by volcanic
eruptions, making it difficult to quantify the solar
contribution.
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FAQ 5.1, Figure 1 | Global surface temperature anomalies from 1870 to 2010,
and the natural (solar, volcanic, and internal) and anthropogenic factors that
influence them. (a) Global surface temperature record (1870–2010) relative to
the average global surface temperature for 1961–1990 (black line). A model
of global surface temperature change (a: red line) produced using the sum of
the impacts on temperature of natural (b, c, d) and anthropogenic factors (e).
(b) Estimated temperature response to solar forcing. (c) Estimated temperature
response to volcanic eruptions. (d) Estimated temperature variability due to
internal variability, here related to the El Niño-Southern Oscillation. (e) Estimated temperature response to anthropogenic forcing, consisting of a warming component from greenhouse gases, and a cooling component from most
aerosols.
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5.2.2.2 Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide Concentrations from
Geological Proxy Data

and did not exceed ~450 ppm during the Pliocene, with interglacial
values in the upper part of that range between 350 and 450 ppm.

Geological proxies provide indirect information on atmospheric CO2
concentrations for time intervals older than those covered by ice
core records (see Section 5.2.2.1). Since AR4, the four primary proxy
CO2 methods have undergone further development (Table 5.A.2). A
reassessment of biological respiration and carbonate formation has
reduced CO2 reconstructions based on fossil soils by approximately
50% (Breecker et al., 2010). Bayesian statistical techniques for calibrating leaf stomatal density reconstructions produce consistently higher
CO2 estimates than previously assessed (Beerling et al., 2009), resulting in more convergence between estimates from these two terrestrial
proxies. Recent CO2 reconstructions using the boron isotope proxy provide an improved understanding of foraminifer species effects and evolution of seawater alkalinity (Hönisch and Hemming, 2005) and seawater boron isotopic composition (Foster et al., 2012). Quantification
of the phytoplankton cell-size effects on carbon isotope fractionation
has also improved the consistency of the alkenone method (Henderiks
and Pagani, 2007). These proxies have also been applied more widely
and at higher temporal resolution to a range of geological archives,
resulting in an increased number of atmospheric CO2 estimates since
65 Ma (Beerling and Royer, 2011). Although there is improved consensus between the proxy CO2 estimates, especially the marine proxy estimates, a significant degree of variation among the different techniques
remains. All four techniques have been included in the assessment, as
there is insufficient knowledge to discriminate between different proxy
estimates on the basis of confidence (assessed in Table 5.A.2).

5.2.2.3 Past Changes in Mineral Dust Aerosol Concentrations

In the time interval between 65 and 23 Ma, all proxy estimates of CO2
concentration span a range of 300 ppm to 1500 ppm (Figure 5.2). An
independent constraint on Early Eocene atmospheric CO2 concentration is provided by the occurrence of the sodium carbonate mineral
nahcolite, in about 50 Ma lake sediments, which precipitates in association with halite at the sediment–water interface only at CO2 levels
>1125 ppm (Lowenstein and Demicco, 2006), and thus provides a
potential lower bound for atmospheric concentration (medium confidence) during the warmest period of the last 65 Ma, the Early Eocene
Climatic Optimum (EECO; 52 to 50 Ma; Table 5.1), which is inconsistent with lower estimates from stomata and paleosoils. Although the
reconstructions indicate a general decrease in CO2 concentrations
since about 50 Ma (Figure 5.2), the large scatter of proxy data precludes a robust assessment of the second-order variation around this
overall trend.
Since 23 Ma, CO2 proxy estimates are at pre-industrial levels with
exception of the Middle Miocene climatic optimum (17 to 15 Ma)
and the Pliocene (5.3 to 2.6 Ma), which have higher concentrations.
Although new CO2 reconstructions for the Pliocene based on marine
proxies have produced consistent estimates mostly in the range 350
ppm to 450 ppm (Pagani et al., 2010; Seki et al., 2010; Bartoli et al.,
2011), the uncertainties associated with these marine estimates remain
difficult to quantify. Several boron-derived data sets agree within error
(±25 ppm) with the ice core records (Foster, 2008; Hönisch et al., 2009),
but alkenone data for the ice core period are outside the error limits
(Figure 5.2). We conclude that there is medium confidence that CO2
levels were above pre-industrial interglacial concentration (~280 ppm)
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Past changes in mineral dust aerosol (MDA) are important for estimates
of climate sensitivity (see Section 5.3.3) and for its supply of nutrients,
especially iron to the Southern Ocean (see Section 6.2). MDA concentration is controlled by variations in dust sources, and by changes in
atmospheric circulation patterns acting on its transport and lifetime.
Since AR4, new records of past MDA flux have been obtained from
deep-sea sediment and ice cores. A 4 million-year MDA-flux reconstruction from the Southern Ocean (Figure 5.2) implies reduced dust
generation and transport during the Pliocene compared to Holocene levels, followed by a significant rise around 2.7 Ma when NH
ice volume increased (Martinez-Garcia et al., 2011). Central Antarctic ice core records show that local MDA deposition fluxes are ~20
times higher during glacial compared to interglacial periods (Fischer
et al., 2007; Lambert et al., 2008; Petit and Delmonte, 2009). This is
due to enhanced dust production in southern South America and perhaps Australia (Gaiero, 2007; De Deckker et al., 2010; Gabrielli et al.,
2010; Martinez-Garcia et al., 2011; Wegner et al., 2012). The impact of
changes in MDA lifetime (Petit and Delmonte, 2009) on dust fluxes in
Antarctica remains uncertain (Fischer et al., 2007; Wolff et al., 2010).
Equatorial Pacific glacial–interglacial MDA fluxes co-vary with Antarctic records, but with a glacial–interglacial ratio in the range of approximately three to four (Winckler et al., 2008), attributed to enhanced
dust production from Asian and northern South American sources in
glacial times (Maher et al., 2010). The dominant dust source regions
(e.g., North Africa, Arabia and Central Asia) show complex patterns
of variability (Roberts et al., 2011). A glacial increase of MDA source
strength by a factor of 3 to 4 requires low vegetation cover, seasonal
aridity, and high wind speeds (Fischer et al., 2007; McGee et al., 2010).
In Greenland ice cores, MDA ice concentrations are higher by a factor
of 100 and deposition fluxes by a factor 20 during glacial periods
(Ruth et al., 2007). This is due mainly to changes in the dust sources
for Greenland (Asian desert areas), increased gustiness (McGee et al.,
2010) and atmospheric lifetime and transport of MDA (Fischer et al.,
2007). A strong coherence is observed between dust in Greenland ice
cores and aeolian deposition in European loess formations (Antoine et
al., 2009).
Global data synthesis shows two to four times more dust deposition
at the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; Table 5.1) than today (Derbyshire,
2003; Maher et al., 2010). Based on data–model comparisons, estimates of global mean LGM dust RF vary from –3 W m–2 to +0.1 W m–2,
due to uncertainties in radiative properties. The best estimate value
remains at –1 W m–2 as in AR4 (Claquin et al., 2003; Mahowald et
al., 2006, 2011; Patadia et al., 2009; Takemura et al., 2009; Yue et al.,
2010). Models may underestimate the MDA RF at high latitudes (Lambert et al., 2013).
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Figure 5.2 | (Top) Orbital-scale Earth system responses to radiative forcings and perturbations from 3.5 Ma to present. Reconstructed dust mass accumulation rate is from the
Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean (red) (Martinez-Garcia et al., 2011). Sea level curve (blue) is the stacked d18O proxy for ice volume and ocean temperature (Lisiecki and Raymo,
2005) calibrated to global average eustatic sea level (Naish and Wilson, 2009; Miller et al., 2012a). Also shown are global eustatic sea level reconstructions for the last 500 kyr
based on sea level calibration of the d18O curve using dated coral shorelines (green line; Waelbroeck et al., 2002) and the Red Sea isotopic reconstruction (red line; Rohling et al.,
2009). Weighted mean estimates (2 standard deviation uncertainty) for far-field reconstructions of eustatic peaks are shown for mid-Pliocene interglacials (red dots; Miller et al.,
2012a). The dashed horizontal line represents present-day sea level. Tropical sea surface temperature (black line) based on a stack of four alkenone-based sea surface temperature
reconstructions (Herbert et al., 2010). Atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) measured from Antarctic ice cores (green line, Petit et al., 1999; Siegenthaler et al., 2005; Lüthi et al., 2008),
and estimates of CO2 from boron isotopes (d11B) in foraminifera in marine sediments (blue triangles; Hönisch et al., 2009; Seki et al., 2010; Bartoli et al., 2011), and phytoplankton
alkenone-derived carbon isotope proxies (red diamonds; Pagani et al., 2010; Seki et al., 2010), plotted with 2 standard deviation uncertainty. Present (2012) and pre-industrial CO2
concentrations are indicated with long-dashed and short-dashed grey lines, respectively. (Bottom) Concentration of atmospheric CO2 for the last 65 Ma is reconstructed from marine
and terrestrial proxies (Cerling, 1992; Freeman and Hayes, 1992; Koch et al., 1992; Stott, 1992; van der Burgh et al., 1993; Sinha and Stott, 1994; Kürschner, 1996; McElwain, 1998;
Ekart et al., 1999; Pagani et al., 1999a, 1999b, 2005a, 2005b, 2010, 2011; Kürschner et al., 2001, 2008; Royer et al., 2001a, 2001b; Beerling et al., 2002, 2009; Beerling and Royer,
2002; Nordt et al., 2002; Greenwood et al., 2003; Royer, 2003; Lowenstein and Demicco, 2006; Fletcher et al., 2008; Pearson et al., 2009; Retallack, 2009b, 2009a; Tripati et al.,
2009;Seki et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2010; Bartoli et al., 2011; Doria et al., 2011; Foster et al., 2012). Individual proxy methods are colour-coded (see also Table A5.1). The light blue
shading is a 1-standard deviation uncertainty band constructed using block bootstrap resampling (Mudelsee et al., 2012) for a kernel regression through all the data points with a
bandwidth of 8 Myr prior to 30 Ma, and 1 Myr from 30 Ma to present. Most of the data points for CO2 proxies are based on duplicate and multiple analyses. The red box labelled
MPWP represents the mid-Pliocene Warm Period (3.3 to 3.0 Ma; Table 5.1).
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Box 5.1 | Polar Amplification
Polar amplification occurs if the magnitude of zonally averaged surface temperature change at high latitudes exceeds the globally
averaged temperature change, in response to climate forcings and on time scales greater than the annual cycle. Polar amplification is
of global concern due to the potential effects of future warming on ice sheet stability and, therefore, global sea level (see Sections 5.6.1,
5.8.1 and Chapter 13) and carbon cycle feedbacks such as those linked with permafrost melting (see Chapter 6).
Some external climate forcings have an enhanced radiative impact at high latitudes, such as orbital forcing (Section 5.2.1.1), or black
carbon (Section 8.3.4). Here, we focus on the latitudinal response of surface temperature to CO2 perturbations. The magnitude of polar
amplification depends on the relative strength and duration of different climate feedbacks, which determine the transient and equilibrium response to external forcings. This box first describes the different feedbacks operating in both polar regions, and then contrasts
polar amplification depicted for past high CO2 and low CO2 climates with projected temperature patterns for the RCP8.5 future greenhouse gas (WMGHG) emission scenario.
In the Arctic, the sea ice/ocean surface albedo feedback plays an important role (Curry et al., 1995; Serreze and Barry, 2011). With
retreating sea ice, surface albedo decreases, air temperatures increase and the ocean can absorb more heat. The resulting ocean
warming contributes to further sea ice melting. The sea ice/ocean surface albedo feedback can exhibit threshold behaviour when
temperatures exceed the freezing point of sea ice. This may also translate into a strong seasonality of the response characteristics.
Other feedbacks, including water vapour and cloud feedbacks have been suggested as important amplifiers of Arctic climate change
(Vavrus, 2004; Abbot and Tziperman, 2008, 2009; Graversen and Wang, 2009; Lu and Cai, 2009; Screen and Simmonds, 2010; Bintanja
et al., 2011). In continental Arctic regions with seasonal snow cover, changes in radiative forcing (RF) can heavily influence snow cover
(Ghatak et al., 2010), and thus surface albedo. Other positive feedbacks operating on time scales of decades-to-centuries in continental high-latitude regions are associated with surface vegetation changes (Bhatt et al., 2010) and thawing permafrost (e.g., Walter et
al., 2006). On glacial-to-interglacial time scales, the very slow ice sheet–albedo response to external forcings (see Box 5.2) is a major
contributor to polar amplification in the Northern Hemisphere.
An amplified response of Southern Ocean sea surface temperature (SST) to radiative perturbations also emerges from the sea ice–
albedo feedback. However, in contrast to the Arctic Ocean, which in parts is highly stratified, mixed-layer depths in the Southern Ocean
typically exceed several hundreds of meters, which allows the ocean to take up vast amounts of heat (Böning et al., 2008; Gille, 2008;
Sokolov and Rintoul, 2009) and damp the SST response to external forcing. This process, and the presence of the ozone hole over the
Antarctic ice sheet (Thompson and Solomon, 2002, 2009), can affect the transient response of surface warming of the Southern Ocean
and Antarctica, and lead to different patterns of future polar amplification on multi-decadal to multi-centennial time scales. In response
to rapid atmospheric CO2 changes, climate models indeed project an asymmetric warming between the Arctic and Southern Oceans,
with an earlier response in the Arctic and a delayed response in the Southern Ocean (Section 12.4.3). Above the Antarctic ice sheet,
however, surface air temperature can respond quickly to radiative perturbations owing to the limited role of latent heat flux in the
surface energy budget of Antarctica.
These differences in transient and equilibrium responses of surface temperatures on Antarctica, the Southern Ocean and over continents and oceans in the Arctic domain can explain differences in the latitudinal temperature patterns depicted in Box 5.1, Figure 1 for
past periods (equilibrium response) and future projections (transient response).

5

Box 5.1, Figure 1 illustrates the polar amplification phenomenon for three different periods of the Earth’s climate history using temperature reconstructions from natural archives and climate model simulations for: (i) the Early Eocene Climatic Optimum (EECO, 54 to
48 Ma) characterised by CO2 concentrations of 1000 to 2000 ppm (Section 5.2.2.2) and the absence of continental ice sheets; (ii) the
mid-Pliocene Warm Period (MPWP, 3.3 to 3.0 Ma), characterized by CO2 concentrations in the range of 350 to 450 ppm (Section 5.2.2.2)
and reduced Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets compared to today (see Section 5.6.1), (iii) the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, 21 to 19
ka), characterized by CO2 concentrations around 200 ppm and large continental ice sheets covering northern Europe and North America.
Throughout all three time periods, reconstructions and simulations reveal Arctic and Antarctic surface air temperature amplification of
up to two times the global mean (Box 5.1, Figure 1c, d), and this bipolar amplification appears to be a robust feature of the equilibrium
Earth system response to changes of CO2 concentration, irrespective of climate state. The absence (EECO), or expansion (LGM) of continental ice sheets has the potential to affect the zonally averaged surface temperatures due to the lapse-rate effect (see Box 5.2), hence
contributing to polar amplification. However, polar amplification is also suppressed in zonally averaged gradients of SST compared
with terrestrial surface air temperature (Box 5.1, Figure 1), owing to the presence of high-latitude sea ice in the pre-industrial control,
(continued on next page)
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Box 5.1 (continued)

which places a lower limit on SST. Global mean temperature estimates for these three past climates also imply an Earth system climate
sensitivity to radiative perturbations up to two times higher than the equilibrium climate sensitivity (Lunt et al., 2010; Haywood et al.,
2013) (see Section 5.3.1 and Box 12.2).
Polar amplification explains in part why Greenland Ice Sheet (GIS) and the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) appear to be highly sensitive
to relatively small increases in CO2 concentration and global mean temperature. For example, global sea level during MPWP may have
been up to +20m higher than present day when atmospheric CO2 concentrations were ~350 to 450 ppm and global mean surface
temperature was 2°C to 3°C above pre-industrial levels (see Sections 5.6.1 and 5.8.1). (continued on next page)
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Box 5.1, Figure 1 | Comparison of data and multi-model mean (MMM) simulations, for four periods of time, showing (a) sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies,
(b) zonally averaged SST anomalies, (c) zonally averaged global (green) and land (grey) surface air temperature (SAT) anomalies and (d) land SAT anomalies. The time
periods are 2081–2100 for the Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5 (top row), Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, second row), mid-Pliocene Warm Period
(MPWP, third row) and Early Eocene Climatic Optimum (EECO, bottom row). Model temperature anomalies are calculated relative to the pre-industrial value of
each model in the ensemble prior to calculating the MMM anomaly (a, d; colour shading). Zonal MMM gradients (b, c) are plotted with a shaded band indicating 2
standard deviations. Site specific temperature anomalies estimated from proxy data are calculated relative to present site temperatures and are plotted (a, d) using the
same colour scale as the model data, and a circle-size scaled to estimates of confidence. Proxy data compilations for the LGM are from Multiproxy Approach for the
Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean surface (MARGO) Project Members (2009) and Bartlein et al. (2011), for the MPWP are from Dowsett et al. (2012), Salzmann et
al. (2008) and Haywood et al. (2013) and for the EECO are from Hollis et al. (2012) and Lunt et al. (2012). Model ensemble simulations for 2081–2100 are from the
CMIP5 ensemble using RCP 8.5, for the LGM are seven Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase III (PMIP3) and Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
Phase 5 (CMIP5) models, for the Pliocene are from Haywood et al., (2013), and for the EECO are after Lunt et al. (2012).
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Box 5.1 (continued)

Based on earlier climate data–model comparisons, it has been claimed (summarised in Huber and Caballero, 2011), that models underestimated the strength of polar amplification for high CO2 climates by 30 to 50%. While recent simulations of the EECO and the MPWP
exhibit a wide inter-model variability, there is generally good agreement between new simulations and data, particularly if seasonal
biases in some of the marine SST proxies from high-latitude sites are considered (Hollis et al., 2012; Lunt et al., 2012; Haywood et al.,
2013).
Transient polar amplification as recorded in historical instrumental data and as projected by coupled climate models for the 21st
century involves a different balance of feedbacks than for the “equilibrium” past states featured in Box 5.1, Figure 1. Since 1875, the
Arctic north of 60°N latitude has warmed at a rate of 1.36°C per century, approximately twice as fast as the global average (Bekryaev
et al., 2010), and since 1979, Arctic land surface has warmed at an even higher rate of 0.5°C per decade (e.g., Climatic Research Unit
(CRU) Gridded Dataset of Global Historical Near-Surface Air TEMperature Anomalies Over Land version 4 (CRUTEM4), Jones et al.,
2012; Hadley Centre/CRU gridded surface temperature data set version 4 (HadCRUT4), Morice et al., 2012) (see Section 2.4). This recent
warming appears unusual in the context of reconstructions spanning the past 2000 years (Section 5.5) and has been attributed primarily to anthropogenic factors (Gillett et al., 2008) (see Section 10.3.1.1.4). The fact that the strongest warming occurs in autumn and early
winter (Chylek et al., 2009; Serreze et al., 2009; Polyakov et al., 2010; Screen and Simmonds, 2010; Semenov et al., 2010; Spielhagen
et al., 2011) strongly links Arctic amplification to feedbacks associated with the seasonal reduction in sea ice extent and duration, as
well as the insulating effect of sea ice in winter (e.g., Soden et al., 2008; Serreze et al., 2009; Serreze and Barry, 2011). For future model
projections (Box 5.1, Figure 1), following the RCP8.5 scenarios, annual mean Arctic (68°N to 90°N) warming is expected to exceed the
global average by 2.2 to 2.4 times for the period 2081–2100 compared to 1986–2005 (see Section 12.4.3.1), which corresponds to the
higher end of polar amplification implied by paleo-reconstructions.
The transient response of Antarctic and Southern Ocean temperatures to the anthropogenic perturbation appears more complex, than
for the Arctic region. Zonal mean Antarctic surface warming has been modest at 0.1°C per decade over the past 50 years (Steig et al.,
2009; O’Donnell et al., 2010). The Antarctic Peninsula is experiencing one of the strongest regional warming trends (0.5°C per decade
over the past 50 years), more than twice that of the global mean temperature. Central West Antarctica may have also experienced
a similar strong warming trend, as depicted by the only continuous meteorological station during the last 50 years (Bromwich et al.,
2013), and borehole measurements spanning the same period (Orsi et al., 2012). Ice core records show enhanced summer melting in
the Antarctic Peninsula since the 1950, which is unprecedented over the past 1000 years (Abram et al., 2013), and warming in West
Antarctica that cannot be distinguished from natural variability over the last 2000 years (Steig et al., 2013) (see also Section 10.3.1.1.4,
and Section 5.5). Polar amplification in the Southern Ocean and Antarctica is virtually absent in the transient CMIP5 RCP4.5 future
simulations (2081–2100 versus 1986–2005) (see Section 12.4.3.1), although CMIP5 RCP8.5 exhibits an amplified warming in the
Southern Ocean (Box 5.1, Figure 1), much smaller in magnitude than the equilibrium response implied from paleo-reconstructions for
a high-CO2 world.
In summary, high confidence exists for polar amplification in either one or both hemispheres, based on robust and consistent evidence
from temperature reconstructions of past climates, recent instrumental temperature records and climate model simulations of past,
present and future climate changes.

5
5.3

Earth System Responses and Feedbacks
at Global and Hemispheric Scales

This section updates the information available since AR4 on changes in
surface temperature on million-year to orbital time scales and for the
last 2000 years. New information on changes of the monsoon systems
on glacial–interglacial time scales is also assessed.

5.3.1

High-Carbon Dioxide Worlds and Temperature

Cenozoic (last 65 Ma) geological archives provide examples of natural
climate states globally warmer than the present, which are associated
with atmospheric CO2 concentrations above pre-industrial levels. This
relationship between global warmth and high CO2 is complicated by
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factors such as tectonics and the evolution of biological systems, which
play an important role in the carbon cycle (e.g., Zachos et al., 2008).
Although new reconstructions of deep-ocean temperatures have been
compiled since AR4 (e.g., Cramer et al., 2011), low confidence remains
in the precise relationship between CO2 and deep-ocean temperature
(Beerling and Royer, 2011).
Since AR4 new proxy and model data have become available from three
Cenozoic warm periods to enable an assessment of forcing, feedbacks
and the surface temperature response (e.g., Dowsett et al., 2012; Lunt et
al., 2012; Haywood et al., 2013). These are the Paleocene–Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM; Table 5.1), the Early Eocene Climatic Optimum
(EECO; Table 5.1) and the mid-Pliocene Warm Period (MPWP; Table 5.1).
Reconstructions of surface temperatures based on proxy data remain
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challenged by (i) the limited number and uneven geographical distribution of sites, (ii) seasonal biases and (iii) the validity of assumptions required by each proxy method (assessed in Table 5.A.3). There
is also a lack of consistency in the way uncertainties are reported for
proxy climate estimates. In most cases error bars represent the analytical and calibration error. In some compilations qualitative confidence
assessments are reported to account for the quality of the age control,
number of samples, fossil preservation and abundance, performance of
the proxy method utilized and agreement of multiple proxy estimates
(e.g., Multiproxy Approach for the Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean
surface (MARGO) Project Members, 2009; Dowsett et al., 2012).
The PETM was marked by a massive carbon release and corresponding
global ocean acidification (Zachos et al., 2005; Ridgwell and Schmidt,
2010) and, with low confidence, global warming of 4°C to 7°C relative to pre-PETM mean climate (Sluijs et al., 2007; McInerney and
Wing, 2011). The carbon release of 4500 to 6800 PgC over 5 to 20 kyr
translates into a rate of emissions of ~0.5 to 1.0 PgC yr–1 (Panchuk et
al., 2008; Zeebe et al., 2009). GHG emissions from marine methane
hydrate and terrestrial permafrost may have acted as positive feedbacks (DeConto et al., 2012).
The EECO represents the last time atmospheric CO2 concentrations
may have reached a level of ~1000 ppm (Section 5.2.2.2). There were
no substantial polar ice sheets, and oceanic and continental configurations, vegetation type and distribution were significantly different
from today. Whereas simulated SAT are in reasonable agreement with
reconstructions (Huber and Caballero, 2011; Lunt et al., 2012) (Box 5.1,
Figure 1d), there are still significant discrepancies between simulated and reconstructed mean annual SST, which are reduced if seasonal
biases in some of the marine proxies are considered for the high-latitude sites (Hollis et al., 2012; Lunt et al., 2012). Medium confidence is
placed on the reconstructed global mean surface temperature anomaly
estimate of 9°C to 14°C.
The Pliocene is characterized by a long-term increase in global ice
volume and decrease in temperature from ~3.3–2.6 Ma (Lisiecki and
Raymo, 2005; Mudelsee and Raymo, 2005; Fedorov et al., 2013), which
marks the onset of continental-scale glaciations in the NH. Superimposed on this trend, benthic d18O (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005) and an
ice proximal geological archive (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005; Naish et al.,
2009a) imply moderate fluctuations in global ice volume paced by the
41 kyr obliquity cycle. This orbital variability is also evident in far-field
sea level reconstructions (Miller et al., 2012a), tropical Pacific SST (Herbert et al., 2010) and Southern Ocean MDA records (Martinez-Garcia et
al., 2011), and indicate a close coupling between temperature, atmospheric circulation and ice volume/sea level (Figure 5.2). The MPWP and
the following 300 kyr represent the last time atmospheric CO2 concentrations were in the range 350 to 450 ppm (Section 5.2.2.2, Figure 5.2).
Model–data comparisons (Box 5.1, Figure 1) provide high confidence
that mean surface temperature was warmer than pre-industrial for the
average interglacial climate state during the MPWP (Dowsett et al.,
2012; Haywood et al., 2013). Global mean SST is estimated at +1.7°C
(without uncertainty) above the 1901–1920 mean based on large data
syntheses (Lunt et al., 2010; Dowsett et al., 2012). General circulation
model (GCM) results agree with this SST anomaly (to within ±0.5°C),
and produce a range of global mean SAT of +1.9°C and +3.6°C rela-
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tive to the 1901–1920 mean (Haywood et al., 2013). Weakened meridional temperature gradients are shown by all GCM simulations, and
have significant implications for the stability of polar ice sheets and
sea level (see Box 5.1 and Section 5.6). SST gradients and the Pacific
Ocean thermocline gradient along the equator were greatly reduced
compared to present (Fedorov et al., 2013) (Section 5.4). Vegetation
reconstructions (Salzmann et al., 2008) imply that the global extent of
arid deserts decreased and boreal forests replaced tundra, and GCMs
predict an enhanced hydrological cycle, but with large inter-model
spread (Haywood et al., 2013). The East Asian Summer Monsoon, as
well as other monsoon systems, may have been enhanced at this time
(e.g., Wan et al., 2010).
Climate reconstructions for the warm periods of the Cenozoic also provide an opportunity to assess Earth-system and equilibrium climate
sensitivities. Uncertainties on both global temperature and CO2 reconstructions preclude deriving robust quantitative estimates from the
available PETM data. The limited number of models for MPWP, which
take into account slow feedbacks such as ice sheets and the carbon
cycle, imply with medium confidence that Earth-system sensitivity may
be up to two times the model equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS)
(Lunt et al., 2010; Pagani et al., 2010; Haywood et al., 2013). However,
if the slow amplifying feedbacks associated with ice sheets and CO2
are considered as forcings rather than feedbacks, climate records of
the past 65 Myr yield an estimate of 1.1°C to 7°C (95% confidence
interval) for ECS (PALAEOSENS Project Members, 2012) (see also Section 5.3.3.2).

5.3.2

Glacial–Interglacial Dynamics

5.3.2.1 Role of Carbon Dioxide in Glacial Cycles
Recent modelling work provides strong support for the important role
of variations in the Earth’s orbital parameters in generating long-term
climate variability. In particular, new simulations with GCMs (Carlson
et al., 2012; Herrington and Poulsen, 2012) support the fundamental
premise of the Milankovitch theory that a reduction in NH summer
insolation generates sufficient cooling to initiate ice sheet growth. Climate–ice sheet models with varying degrees of complexity and forced
by variations in orbital parameters and reconstructed atmospheric CO2
concentrations simulate ice volume variations and other climate characteristics during the last and several previous glacial cycles consistent
with paleoclimate records (Abe-Ouchi et al., 2007; Bonelli et al., 2009;
Ganopolski et al., 2010) (see Figure 5.3).
There is high confidence that orbital forcing is the primary external
driver of glacial cycles (Kawamura et al,. 2007; Cheng et al., 2009;
Lisiecki, 2010; Huybers, 2011). However, atmospheric CO2 content
plays an important internal feedback role. Orbital-scale variability
in CO2 concentrations over the last several hundred thousand years
covaries (Figure 5.3) with variability in proxy records including reconstructions of global ice volume (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005), climatic
conditions in central Asia (Prokopenko et al., 2006), tropical (Herbert
et al., 2010) and Southern Ocean SST (Pahnke et al., 2003; Lang and
Wolff, 2011), Antarctic temperature (Parrenin et al., 2013), deep-ocean
temperature (Elderfield et al., 2010), biogeochemical conditions in the
North Pacific (Jaccard et al., 2010) and deep-ocean ventilation (Lisiecki
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et al., 2008). Such close linkages between CO2 concentration and climate variability are consistent with modelling results suggesting with
high confidence that glacial–interglacial variations of CO2 and other
GHGs explain a considerable fraction of glacial–interglacial climate
variability in regions not directly affected by the NH continental ice
sheets (Timmermann et al., 2009; Shakun et al., 2012).

5.3.2.2 Last Glacial Termination
It is very likely that global mean surface temperature increased by 3°C
to 8°C over the last deglaciation (see Table 5.2), which gives a very
likely average rate of change of 0.3 to 0.8°C kyr–1. Deglacial global
warming occurred in two main steps from 17.5 to 14.5 ka and 13.0
to 10.0 ka that likely reached maximum rates of change between
1°C kyr–1 and 1.5°C kyr–1 at the millennial time scale (cf. Shakun et
al., 2012; Figure 5.3i), although regionally and on shorter time scales
higher rates may have occurred, in particular during a sequence of
abrupt climate change events (see Section 5.7).
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For the last glacial termination, a large-scale temperature reconstruction (Shakun et al., 2012) documents that temperature change in the
SH lead NH temperature change. This lead can be explained by the
bipolar thermal seesaw concept (Stocker and Johnsen, 2003) (see also
Section 5.7) and the related changes in the inter-hemispheric ocean
heat transport, caused by weakening of the Atlantic Ocean meridional
overturning circulation (AMOC) during the last glacial termination
(Ganopolski and Roche, 2009). SH warming prior to NH warming can
also be explained by the fast sea ice response to changes in austral
spring insolation (Stott et al., 2007; Timmermann et al., 2009). According to these mechanisms, SH temperature lead over the NH is fully
consistent with the NH orbital forcing of deglacial ice volume changes (high confidence) and the importance of the climate–carbon cycle
feedbacks in glacial–interglacial transitions. The tight coupling is further highlighted by the near-zero lag between the deglacial rise in CO2
and averaged deglacial Antarctic temperature recently reported from
improved estimates of gas-ice age differences (Pedro et al., 2012; Parrenin et al., 2013). Previous studies (Monnin et al., 2001; Table 5.A.4)

5

Figure 5.3 | Orbital parameters and proxy records over the past 800 kyr. (a) Eccentricity. (b) Obliquity. (c) Precessional parameter (Berger and Loutre, 1991). (d) Atmospheric
concentration of CO2 from Antarctic ice cores (Petit et al., 1999; Siegenthaler et al., 2005; Ahn and Brook, 2008; Lüthi et al., 2008). (e) Tropical sea surface temperature stack
(Herbert et al., 2010). (f) Antarctic temperature stack based on up to seven different ice cores (Petit et al., 1999; Blunier and Brook, 2001; Watanabe et al., 2003; European Project
for Ice Coring in Antarctica (EPICA) Community Members, 2006; Jouzel et al., 2007; Stenni et al., 2011). (g) Stack of benthic δ18O, a proxy for global ice volume and deep-ocean
temperature (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005). (h) Reconstructed sea level (dashed line: Rohling et al., 2010; solid line: Elderfield et al., 2012). Lines represent orbital forcing and proxy
records, shaded areas represent the range of simulations with climate models (Grid Enabled Integrated Earth System Model-1, GENIE-1, Holden et al., 2010a; Bern3D, Ritz et al.,
2011), climate–ice sheet models of intermediate complexity (CLIMate and BiosphERe model, CLIMBER-2, Ganopolski and Calov, 2011) and an ice sheet model (ICe sheet model for
Integrated Earth system studies, IcIES, Abe-Ouchi et al., 2007) forced by variations of the orbital parameters and the atmospheric concentrations of the major greenhouse gases. (i)
Rate of changes of global mean temperature during Termination I based on Shakun et al. (2012).
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suggesting a temperature lead of 800 ± 600 years over the deglacial
CO2 rise probably overestimated gas-ice age differences.

data (Clemens et al., 2010) document that speleothem d18O variations
in some monsoon regions can be explained as a combination of changes in local precipitation and large-scale moisture transport.

5.3.2.3 Monsoon Systems
Since AR4, new high-resolution hydroclimate reconstructions using
speleothems (Sinha et al., 2007; Hu et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008; Cruz
et al., 2009; Asmerom et al., 2010; Berkelhammer et al., 2010; Stríkis et
al., 2011; Kanner et al., 2012), lake sediments (Shanahan et al., 2009;
Stager et al., 2009; Wolff et al., 2011), marine sediments (Weldeab et
al., 2007b; Mulitza et al., 2008; Tjallingii et al., 2008; Ponton et al.,
2012) and tree-ring chronologies (Buckley et al., 2010; Cook et al.,
2010a) have provided a more comprehensive view on the dynamics
of monsoon systems on a variety of time scales. Water isotope-enabled modelling experiments (LeGrande and Schmidt, 2009; Lewis et
al., 2010; Pausata et al., 2011) and evaluation of marine and terrestrial
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This subsection focuses on the response of monsoon systems to orbital
forcing on glacial–interglacial time scales. Proxy data including speleothem d18O from southeastern China (Wang et al., 2008), northern
Borneo (Meckler et al., 2013), eastern Brazil (Cruz et al., 2005) and
the Arabian Peninsula (Bar-Matthews et al., 2003), along with marinebased records off northwestern Africa (Weldeab et al., 2007a) and from
the Arabian Sea (Schulz et al., 1998) document hydrological changes that are dominated by eccentricity-modulated precessional cycles.
Increasing boreal summer insolation can generate a strong inter-hemispheric surface temperature gradient that leads to large-scale decreases in precipitation in the SH summer monsoon systems and increased
hydrological cycle in the NH tropics (Figure 5.4a, d, g). Qualitatively
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Figure 5.4 | Inter-hemispheric response of monsoon systems at orbital, millennial and centennial scales. (a) Boreal summer insolation changes at 20°N (red) (W m –2) and austral
summer insolation changes at 20°S (blue). (b) Temperature changes in Greenland (degrees Celsius) reconstructed from North Greenland Ice Core Project (NGRIP) ice core on SS09
time scale (Huber et al., 2006), location indicated by orange star in c. (c) Location of proxy records displayed in panels a, b, d–i in relation to the global monsoon regions (cyan shading) (Wang and Ding, 2008). (d) Reconstructed (red) standardized negative d18O anomaly in East Asian Summer Monsoon region derived from Hulu (Wang et al., 2001) and Sanbao
(Wang et al., 2008) cave speleothem records, China and simulated standardized multi-model average (black) of annual mean rainfall anomalies averaged over region 108°E to
123°E and 25°N to 40°N using the transient runs conducted with LOch–Vecode-Ecbilt-CLio-agIsm Model (LOVECLIM, Timm et al., 2008), FAst Met Office/UK Universities Simulator
(FAMOUS, Smith and Gregory, 2012), and the Hadley Centre Coupled Model (HadCM3) snapshot simulations (Singarayer and Valdes, 2010). (e) d18O from Xiaobailong cave, China
(Cai et al., 2010). (f) Standardized negative d18O anomalies (red) in Huangye (Tan et al., 2011) and Wanxian (Zhang et al., 2008) caves, China and simulated standardized annual
mean and 30-year low-pass filtered rainfall anomalies (black) in region 100°E to 110°E, 20°N to 35°N, ensemble averaged over externally forced Atmosphere-Ocean General
Circulation Model (AOGCM) experiments conducted with Community Climate System Model-4 (CCSM4), ECHAM4+HOPE-G (ECHO-G), Max Planck Institute Earth System Model
(MPI-ESM), Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation model (CSIRO-Mk3L-1-2), Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate (MIROC), HadCM3 (Table
5.A.1). (g) Standardized negative d18O anomaly (blue) from Botuvéra speleothem, Brazil (Cruz et al., 2005) and simulated standardized multi-model average (black) of annual mean
rainfall anomalies averaged over region 45°W to 60°W and 35°S to 15°S using same experiments as in panel d. (h) Standardized d18O anomaly (blue) from Pacupahuain cave, Peru
(Kanner et al., 2012). (i) Standardized negative d18O anomalies (blue) from Cascayunga Cave, Peru (Reuter et al., 2009) and Pumacocha Lake, Peru (Bird et al., 2011) and simulated
standardized annual mean and 30-year low-pass filtered rainfall anomalies (black) in region 76°W to 70°W, 16°S to 8°S, ensemble averaged over the same model simulations as
in f. HS4/5 denote Heinrich stadials 4 and 5, and LIA denotes Little Ice Age (Table 5.1).
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similar, out-of-phase inter-hemispheric responses to insolation forcing
have also been documented in coupled time-slice and transient GCM
simulations (Braconnot et al., 2008; Kutzbach et al., 2008) (see also
Figure 5.4d, g). The similarity in response in both proxy records and
models provide high confidence that orbital forcing induces inter-hemispheric rainfall variability. Across longitudes, the response of precipitation may, however, be different for the same orbital forcing (Shin et
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al., 2006; Marzin and Braconnot, 2009). For example, in the mid-Holocene drier conditions occurred in central North America (Diffenbaugh
et al., 2006) and wetter conditions in northern Africa (Liu et al., 2007b;
Hély et al., 2009; Tierney et al., 2011). There is further evidence for
east–west shifts of precipitation in response to orbital forcing in South
America (Cruz et al., 2009).

Box 5.2 | Climate-Ice Sheet Interactions
Ice sheets have played an essential role in the Earth’s climate history (see Sections 5.3, 5.6 and 5.7). They interact with the atmosphere,
the ocean–sea ice system, the lithosphere and the surrounding vegetation (see Box 5.2, Figure 1). They serve as nonlinear filters and
integrators of climate effects caused by orbital and GHG forcings (Ganopolski and Calov, 2011), while at the same time affecting the
global climate system on a variety of time scales (see Section 5.7).
Ice sheets form when annual snow accumulation exceeds melting. Growing ice sheets expand on previously vegetated areas, thus
leading to an increase of surface albedo, further cooling and an increase in net surface mass balance. As ice sheets grow in height
and area, surface temperatures drop further as a result of the lapse-rate effect, but also snow accumulation decreases because colder
air holds less moisture (inlay in Box 5.2, Figure 1). This so-called elevation-desert effect (Oerlemans, 1980) is an important negative
feedback for ice sheets which limits their growth. Higher elevation ice sheets can be associated with enhanced calving at their margins,
because the ice flow will be accelerated directly by increased surface slopes and indirectly by lubrication at the base of the ice sheet.
Calving, grounding line processes, basal lubrication and other forms of thermo-mechanical coupling may have played important roles
in accelerating glacial terminations following phases of relatively slow ice sheet growth, hence contributing to the temporal saw-tooth
structure of the recent glacial–interglacial cycles (Figure 5.3).
Large glacial ice sheets also deflect the path of the extratropical NH westerly winds (Cook and Held, 1988), generating anticyclonic
circulation anomalies (Box 5.2, Figure 1), which tend to warm the western side of the ice sheet and cool the remainder (e.g., Roe and
Lindzen, 2001). Furthermore, the orographic effects of ice sheets lead to reorganizations of the global atmosphere circulation by changing the major stationary wave patterns (e.g., Abe-Ouchi et al., 2007; Yin et al., 2008) and trade wind systems (Timmermann et al., 2004).
This allows for a fast transmission of ice sheet signals to remote regions.
The enormous weight of ice sheets depresses the underlying bedrocks causing a drop in ice sheet height and a surface warming as
a result of the lapse-rate effect. The lithospheric adjustment has been shown to play an important role in modulating the ice sheet
response to orbital forcing (Birchfield et al., 1981; van den Berg et al., 2008). The presence of terrestrial sedimentary materials (regolith)
on top of the unweathered bedrock affects the friction at the base of an ice sheet, and may further alter the response of continental ice
sheets to external forcings, with impacts on the dominant periodicities of glacial cycles (Clark and Pollard, 1998).

5

An area of very active research is the interaction between ice sheets, ice shelves and the ocean (see Sections 4.4, 13.4.3 and 13.4.4).
The mass balance of marine ice sheets is strongly determined by ocean temperatures (Joughin and Alley, 2011). Advection of warmer
waters below ice shelves can cause ice shelf instabilities, reduced buttressing, accelerated ice stream flow (De Angelis and Skvarca,
2003) and grounding line retreat in regions with retrograde bedrock slopes (Schoof, 2012), such as West Antarctica. On orbital and
millennial time scales such processes may have played an essential role in driving ice volume changes of the West Antarctic ice sheet
(Pollard and DeConto, 2009) and the Laurentide ice sheet (Alvarez-Solas et al., 2010). Massive freshwater release from retreating ice
sheets, can feed back to the climate system by altering sea level, oceanic deep convection, ocean circulation, heat transport, sea ice and
the global atmospheric circulation (Sections 5.6.3 and 5.7).
Whereas the initial response of ice sheets to external forcings can be quite fast, involving for instance ice shelf processes and outlet
glaciers (10 to 103 years), their long-term adjustment can take much longer (104 to 105 years) (see Section 12.5.5.3). As a result, the
climate–cryosphere system is not even in full equilibrium with the orbital forcing. This also implies that future anthropogenic radiative
perturbations over the next century can determine the evolution of the Greenland (Charbit et al., 2008) and Antarctic ice sheets for
centuries and millennia to come with a potential commitment to significant global sea level rise (Section 5.8). (continued on next page)
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Box 5.2 (continued)
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Box 5.2, Figure 1 | Schematic illustration of multiple interactions between ice sheets, solid earth and the climate system which can drive internal variability and
affect the coupled ice sheet–climate response to external forcings on time scales of months to millions of years. The inlay figure represents a typical height profile of
atmospheric temperature and moisture in the troposphere.

5.3.3

Last Glacial Maximum and Equilibrium
Climate Sensitivity

The LGM is characterized by a large temperature response (Section
5.3.3.1) to relatively well-defined radiative perturbations (Section
5.2), linked to atmospheric CO2 concentration around 200 ppm (Section 5.2.2) and large ice sheets covering northern Europe and North
America. This can be used to evaluate climate models (Braconnot et
al. (2012b); see Sections 9.7 and 10.8) and to estimate ECS from the
combined use of proxy information and simulations (Section 5.3.3.2).

5.3.3.1 Last Glacial Maximum Climate
Since AR4, synthesis of proxy LGM temperature estimates was completed for SST (MARGO Project Members, 2009), and for land SAT
(Bartlein et al., 2011) (Box 5.1, Figure 1). The Multiproxy Approach
for the Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean Surface (MARGO) SST

synthesis expanded earlier work (CLIMAP Project Members, 1976,
1981; Sarnthein et al., 2003a; Sarnthein et al., 2003b) by using multiple
proxies (Table 5.2). The land SAT synthesis is based on pollen data,
following the Cooperative Holocene Mapping Project (COHMAP Members, 1988).
Climate models and proxy data consistently show that mean annual
SST change (relative to pre-industrial) is largest in the mid-latitude
North Atlantic (up to –10ºC), and the Mediterranean (about –6ºC)
(MARGO Project Members, 2009, Box 5.1, Table 5.2). Warming and
seasonally ice-free conditions are reconstructed, however, in the northeastern North Atlantic, in the eastern Nordic Seas and north Pacific,
albeit with large uncertainty because of the different interpretation of
proxy data (de Vernal et al., 2006). SAT reconstructions generally shows
year-round cooling, with regional exceptions such as Alaska (Bartlein
et al., 2011). Modelling studies show how atmospheric dynamics influenced by ice sheets affect regional temperature patterns in the North
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Table 5.2 | Summary of Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) sea surface temperature (SST) and surface air temperature (SAT) reconstructions (anomalies with respect to pre-industrial
climate) using proxy data and model ensemble constrained by proxy data. Cooling ranges indicate 90% confidence intervals (C.I., where available).

Region

Cooling (°C) 90% C.I.

Methods

Reference and remarks

Sea Surface Temperature (SST)
Global

0.7–2.7

Multi-proxy

MARGO Project Members (2009)

Mid-latitude North Atlantic

up to 10

Multi-proxy

MARGO Project Members (2009)

2–6

Multi-proxy

MARGO Project Members (2009)

Southern Ocean

Low-latitude
(30°S to 30°N)

0.3–2.7

Multi-proxy

MARGO Project Members (2009)
1.7°C ± 1°C: 15°S to 15°N
2.9°C ± 1.3°C: Atlantic 15°S to 15°N
1.2°C ± 1.1°C : Pacific 15°S to 15°N (1.2°C ± 1°C based on microfossil
assemblages; 2.5°C ± 1°C based on Mg/Ca ratios and alkenones)

Low-latitude
(30°S to 30°N)

2.2–3.2

Multi-proxy

Ballantyne et al. (2005)

2–3

Multi-proxy

Lea et al. (2000); de Garidel-Thoron et al. (2007); Leduc et al.
(2007); Pahnke et al. (2007); Stott et al. (2007); Koutavas and
Sachs (2008); Steinke et al. (2008); Linsley et al. (2010)

Eastern Antarctica

7–10

Water stable isotopes from ice core

Stenni et al. (2010); Uemura et al. (2012)

Central Greenland

21–25

Borehole paleothermometry

Cuffey et al. (1995); Johnsen et al. (1995); Dahl-Jensen et al. (1998)

Global

4.4–7.2

Single-EMIC ensemble with microfossilassemblage derived tropical Atlantic SST

Schneider von Deimling et al. (2006)

Global

4.6–8.3

Single-EMIC ensemble with multiproxy derived tropical SST

Holden et al. (2010a)

Global

1.7–3.7

Single-EMIC ensemble with
global multi-proxy data

Schmittner et al. (2011)

Global

3.9–4.6

Multi-proxy

Shakun et al. (2012); for the interval 17.5–9.5 ka

Global

3.4–4.6

Multi-AOGCM ensemble with
global multi-proxy data

Annan and Hargreaves (2013)

Global

3.1–5.9

Multi-AOGCM ensemble

PMIP2 and PMIP3/CMIP5

Low-latitude (western and
eastern tropical Pacific)
Surface Air Temperature (SAT)

Notes:
AOGCM = Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Model; CMIP5 = Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5; EMIC = Earth System Model of Intermediate Complexity; MARGO =
Multiproxy Approach for the Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean surface; PMIP2 and PMIP3 = Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase II and III, respectively.
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Atlantic region (Lainé et al., 2009; Pausata et al., 2011; Unterman et
al., 2011; Hofer et al., 2013), and in the north Pacific region (Yanase
and Abe-Ouchi, 2010). Larger cooling over land compared to ocean
is a robust feature of observations and multiple atmosphere–ocean
general circulation models (AOGCM) (Izumi et al., 2013). As in AR4,
central Greenland temperature change during the LGM is underestimated by PMIP3/CMIP5 simulations, which show 2°C to 18°C cooling,
compared to 21°C to 25°C cooling reconstructed from ice core data
(Table 5.2). A mismatch between reconstructions and model results
may arise because of missing Earth system feedbacks (dust, vegetation) (see S ection 5.2.2.3) or insufficient integration time to reach an
equilibrium for LGM boundary conditions.
Uncertainties remain on the magnitude of tropical SST cooling during
the LGM. Previous estimates of tropical cooling (2.7°C ± 0.5°C, Ballantyne et al., 2005) are greater than more recent estimates (1.5°C ±
1.2°C, MARGO Project Members, 2009). Such discrepancies may arise
from seasonal productivity (Leduc et al., 2010) and habitat depth (Telford et al., 2013) biases. In the western and eastern tropical Pacific,
many proxy records show 2°C to 3°C cooling relative to the pre-in404

dustrial period (Lea et al., 2000, 2006; de Garidel-Thoron et al., 2007;
Leduc et al., 2007; Pahnke et al., 2007; Stott et al., 2007; Koutavas and
Sachs, 2008; Steinke et al., 2008; Linsley et al., 2010). AOGCMs tend to
underestimate longitudinal patterns of tropical SST (Otto-Bliesner et
al., 2009) and atmospheric circulation (DiNezio et al., 2011).
Larger sea ice seasonality is reconstructed for the LGM compared to
the pre-industrial period around Antarctica (Gersonde et al., 2005). Climate models underestimate this feature, as well as the magnitude of
Southern Ocean cooling (Roche et al., 2012) (see Box 5.1, Figure 1). In
Antarctica 7°C to 10°C cooling relative to the pre-industrial period is
reconstructed from ice cores (Stenni et al., 2010; Uemura et al., 2012)
and captured in most PMIP3/CMIP5 simulations (Figure 5.5d).
The combined use of proxy reconstructions, with incomplete spatial
coverage, and model simulations is used to estimate LGM global mean
temperature change (Table 5.2). One recent such study, combining
multi-proxy data with multiple AOGCMs, estimates LGM global cooling
at 4.0°C ± 0.8°C (95% confidence interval) (Annan and Hargreaves,
2013). This result contrasts with the wider range of global cooling
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(1.7°C to 8.3°C) obtained using Earth-system models of intermediate
complexity (EMIC) (Schneider von Deimling et al., 2006; Holden et al.,
2010b; Schmittner et al., 2011). The source of these differences in the
estimate of LGM cooling may be the result of (i) the proxy data used
to constrain the simulations, such as data sets associated with mild
cooling in the tropics and the North Atlantic; (ii) model resolution and
structure, which affects their ability to resolve the land–sea contrast
(Annan and Hargreaves, 2013) and polar amplification (Fyke and Eby,
2012); (iii) the experimental design of the simulations, where the lack
of dust and vegetation feedbacks (Section 5.2.2.3) and insufficient
integration time. Based on the results and the caveats in the studies
assessed here (Table 5.2), it is very likely that global mean surface temperature during the LGM was cooler than pre-industrial by 3°C to 8°C.
Some recent AOGCM simulations produce a stronger AMOC under
LGM conditions, leading to mild cooling over the North Atlantic and
GIS (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2007; Weber et al., 2007). This finding contrasts with proxy-based information (Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 2007; Hesse
et al., 2011). Changes in deep-ocean temperature and salinity during
the LGM have been constrained by pore-water chemistry in deep-sea
sediments. For example, pore-water data indicate that deep water in
the Atlantic Ocean cooled by between –1.7°C ± 0.9°C and –4.5°C ±
0.2°C, and became saltier by up to 2.4 ± 0.2 psu in the South Atlantic and at least 0.95 ± 0.07 psu in the North Atlantic (cf. Adkins et
al., 2002). The magnitude of deep-water cooling is supported by other
marine proxy data (e.g., Dwyer et al., 2000; Martin et al., 2002; Elderfield et al., 2010), while the increase in salinity is consistent with independent estimates based on d18O (Duplessy et al., 2002; Waelbroeck
et al., 2002). Average salinity increased due to storage of freshwater
in ice sheets. The much larger than average salinity increase in deep
Southern Ocean compared to the North Atlantic is probably due to
increased salt rejection through sea ice freezing processes around Antarctica (Miller et al., 2012b) (see also Section 9.4.2.3.2 ).
As a result of prevailing LGM modelling uncertainties (Chavaillaz et al.,
2013; Rojas, 2013) and ambiguities in proxy interpretations (Kohfeld et
al., 2013), it cannot be determined robustly whether LGM SH westerlies changed in amplitude and position relative to today.

5.3.3.2 Last Glacial Maximum Constraints on Equilibrium
Climate Sensitivity
Temperature change recorded in proxies results from various feedback processes, and external forcings vary before equilibrium of the
whole Earth system is reached. Nevertheless, the equilibrium climate
sensitivity (ECS) can be estimated from past temperatures by explicitly counting the slow components of the processes (e.g., ice sheets)
as forcings, rather than as feedbacks (PALAEOSENS Project Members,
2012). This is achieved in three fundamentally different ways (Edwards
et al., 2007); see also Sections 9.7.3.2 and 10.8.2.4.
In the first approach, ECS is estimated by scaling the reconstructed
global mean temperature change in the past with the RF difference of
the past and 2 × CO2 (Hansen et al., 2008; Köhler et al., 2010) (Table
5.3). The results are subject to uncertainties in the estimate of global
mean surface temperature based on proxy records of incomplete spatial coverage (see Section 5.3.3.1). Additional uncertainty is introduced
when the sensitivity to LGM forcing is scaled to the sensitivity to 2 ×
CO2 forcing, as some but not all (Brady et al., 2013) models show that
these sensitivities differ due to the difference in cloud feedbacks (Crucifix, 2006; Hargreaves et al., 2007; Yoshimori et al., 2011) (Figure 5.5a, b).
In the second approach, an ensemble of LGM simulations is carried
out using a single climate model in which each ensemble member
differs in model parameters and the ensemble covers a range of ECS
(Annan et al., 2005; Schneider von Deimling et al., 2006; Holden et al.,
2010a; Schmittner et al., 2011) (Table 5.3). Model parameters are then
constrained by comparison with LGM temperature proxy information,
generating a probability distribution of ECS. Although EMICSs are often
used in order to attain sufficiently large ensemble size, the uncertainty
arising from asymmetric cloud feedbacks cannot be addressed because
they are parameterized in the EMICs.
In the third approach, multiple GCM simulations are compared to proxy
data, and performance of the models and indirectly their ECSs are
assessed (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2009; Braconnot et al., 2012b). Because
the cross-model correlation between simulated LGM global cooling

Table 5.3 | Summary of equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) estimates based on Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) climate. Uncertainty ranges are 5 to 95% confidence intervals,
with the exception of Multiproxy Approach for the Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean surface (MARGO) Project Members (2009), where the published interval is reported here.

Method (number follows the
“approach” in the text)
1. Proxy data

ECS Estimate (°C)
1.0–3.6

MARGO Project Members (2009)

1.4–5.2

Köhler et al. (2010)

<6

2. Single-model ensemble constrained by proxy data

Annan et al. (2005), MIROC3.2 AOGCM

1.2–4.3

Schneider von Deimling et al. (2006), CLIMBER-2

2.0–5.0

Holden et al. (2010a), GENIE-1

1.4–2.8

Schmittner et al. (2011), UVic

~3.6
3. Multi-GCM ensemble constrained by proxy data

Reference and Model Name

Fyke and Eby (2012), UVic

1.2–4.2

Hargreaves et al. (2012), updated with addition of PMIP3/CMIP5 AOGCMs

1.6–4.5

Hargreaves et al. (2012), updated with addition of PMIP3/CMIP5 AOGCMsa

Notes:
a
Temperature constraints in the tropics were lowered by 0.4°C according to Annan and Hargreaves (2013).
AOGCM = Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Model; CMIP5 = Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5; CLIMBER-2 = CLIMate and BiosphERe model-2; GENIE-1 = Grid ENabled
Integrated Earth system model, version 1; MIROC3.2 = Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate 3.2; UVic = University of Victoria Earth system model; PMIP3 = Paleoclimate Modelling
Intercomparison Project Phase III.
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Equilibrium climate sensitivity (°C)
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(c)

5

(d)

Figure 5.5 | (a) Relation between equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) estimated from Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) simulations and that estimated from equilibrium 2 × CO2
or abrupt 4 × CO2 experiments. All experiments are referenced to pre-industrial simulations. Flexible Global Ocean Atmosphere Land System model version 1 (FGOALS1), Institut
Pierre Simon Laplace version 4 (IPSL4), Max Planck Institute version 5 (MPI5), and ECBILT of Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase II (PMIP2) models stand
for FGOALS-1.0g, IPSL-CM4-V1-MR, European Centre Hamburg Model 5 – and Max Planck Institute Ocean Model – Lund-Potsdam-Jena Dynamic Global Model (LPJ), and
Coupled Atmosphere Ocean Model from de Bilt (ECBilt) with Coupled Large-scale Ice-Ocean model (CLIO), respectively. Flexible Global Ocean Atmosphere Land System model-2
(FGOALS2), Institut Pierre Simon Laplace 5 (IPSL5), Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate (MIROC3), Max Planck Institute für Meteorologie Earth system model (MPIE),
Meteorological Research Institute of Japan Meteorological Agency version 3 (MRI3) and Centre National de Recherches Météorologiques version 5 (CNRM5) of Paleoclimate
Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase III (PMIP3) models stand for FGOALS-g2, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC-ESM, MPI-ESM-P, MRI-CGCM3, and CNRM-CM5, respectively. ECS
based on LGM simulations (abscissa) was derived by multiplying the LGM global mean temperature anomaly (DTLGM) and the ratio of radiative forcing between 2 × CO2 and LGM
(DFratio). DFratio for three PMIP2 models (Community Climate System Model-3 (CCSM3), Met Office Hadley Centre climate prediction models-3 (HadCM3) and IPSL4) were taken from
Crucifix (2006), and it was taken from Yoshimori et al. (2009) for MIROC3. Its range, –0.80 to –0.56, with a mean of –0.69 was used for other PMIP2 and all PMIP3 models. ECS
of PMIP2 models (ordinate) was taken from Hargreaves et al. (2012). ECS of PMIP3 models was taken from Andrews et al. (2012) and Brady et al. (2013), or computed using the
method of Andrews et al. (2012) for FGOALS2. Also plotted is a one-to-one line. (b) Strength of individual feedbacks for the PMIP3/CMIP5 abrupt 4 × CO2 (131 to 150 years) and
LGM (stable states) experiments following the method in Yoshimori et al. (2011). WV+LR, A, CSW and CLW denote water vapour plus lapse rate, surface albedo, shortwave cloud, and
longwave cloud feedbacks, respectively. ‘All’ denotes the sum of all feedbacks except for the Planck response. Feedback parameter here is defined as the change in net radiation at
the top of the atmosphere due to the change in individual fields, such as water vapour, with respect to the pre-industrial simulations. It was normalized by the global mean surface
air temperature change. Positive (negative) value indicates that the feedback amplifies (damp) the initial temperature response. Only models with all necessary data available for the
analysis are displayed. (c) Relation between LGM tropical (20°S to 30°N) surface air temperature anomaly from pre-industrial simulations and ECS across models. A dark blue bar
represents a 90% confidence interval for the estimate of reconstructed temperature anomaly of Annan and Hargreaves (2013). A light blue bar represents the same with additional
0.4°C anomaly increase according to the result of the sensitivity experiment conducted in Annan and Hargreaves (2013), in which additional 1°C lowering of tropical SST proxy data
was assumed. (d) Same as in (c) but for the average of East Antarctica ice core sites of Dome F, Vostok, European Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica Dome C and Droning Maud
Land ice cores. A dark blue bar represents a range of reconstructed temperature anomaly based on stable isotopes at these core sites (Stenni et al., 2010; Uemura et al., 2012). A
value below zero is not displayed (the result of CNRM5). Note that the Antarctic ice sheet used for PMIP3 simulations, based on several different methods (Tarasov and Peltier, 2007;
Argus and Peltier, 2010; Lambeck et al., 2010) differs in elevation from that used in PMIP2 (d).
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and ECS is poor (Figure 5.5a), ECS cannot be constrained by the LGM
global mean cooling. Models that show weaker sensitivity to LGM forcing than 4 × CO2 forcing in Figure 5.5a tend to show weaker shortwave
cloud feedback and hence weaker total feedback under LGM forcing
than 4 × CO2 forcing (Figure 5.5b), consistent with previous studies
(Crucifix, 2006). The relation found between simulated LGM tropical
cooling and ECS across multi-GCM (Hargreaves et al., 2012; Figure
5.5c) has been used to constrain the ECS with the reconstructed LGM
tropical cooling (Table 5.3). Again, the main caveats of this approach
are the uncertainties in proxy reconstructions and missing dust and
vegetation effects which may lead to underestimated LGM cooling in
the simulations.
Based on these different approaches, estimates of ECS yield low probability for values outside the range 1°C to 5°C (Table 5.3). Even though
there is some uncertainty in these studies owing to problems in both
the paleoclimate data and paleoclimate modelling as discussed in this
section, it is very likely that ECS is greater than 1°C, and very unlikely
that ECS exceeds 6°C.

5.3.4

Past Interglacials

Past interglacials are characterized by different combinations of orbital forcing (Section 5.2.1.1), atmospheric composition (Section 5.2.2.1)
and climate responses (Tzedakis et al., 2009; Lang and Wolff, 2011).
Documenting natural interglacial climate variability in the past provides a deeper understanding of the physical climate responses to
orbital forcing. This section reports on interglacials of the past 800 kyr,
with emphasis on the Last Interglacial (LIG, Table 5.1) which has more
data and modelling studies for assessing regional and global temperature changes than earlier interglacials. The LIG sea level responses are
assessed in Section 5.6.2. Section 5.5 is devoted to the current interglacial, the Holocene.
The phasing and strengths of the precessional parameter and obliquity
varied over past interglacials (Figure 5.3b, c), influencing their timing,
duration, and intensity (Tzedakis et al., 2012b; Yin and Berger, 2012)
(Figure 5.3e, f, h). Since 800 ka, atmospheric CO2 concentrations during
interglacials were systematically higher than during glacial periods.
Prior to ~430 ka, ice cores from Antarctica record lower interglacial
CO2 concentrations than for the subsequent interglacial periods (Section 5.2.2.1; Figure 5.3d). While LIG WMGHG concentrations were
similar to the pre-industrial Holocene values, orbital conditions were
very different with larger latitudinal and seasonal insolation variations.
Large eccentricity and the phasing of precession and obliquity (Figure
5.3a–c) during the LIG resulted in July 65°N insolation peaking at ~126
ka and staying above the Holocene maximum values from ~129 to 123
ka. The high obliquity (Figure 5.3b) contributed to small, but positive
annual insolation anomalies at high latitudes in both hemispheres and
negative anomalies at low latitudes.
New data and syntheses from marine and terrestrial archives, with
updated age models, have provided an expanded view of temperature patterns during interglacials since 800 ka (Masson-Delmotte et al.,
2010a; Lang and Wolff, 2011; Rohling et al., 2012). There is currently no
consensus on whether interglacials changed intensity after ~430 ka.
EPICA Dome C Antarctic ice cores record warmer temperatures after
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this transition (Jouzel et al., 2007) and marine records of deep-water temperatures are characterized by generally higher values during
later interglacials than earlier interglacials (Lang and Wolff, 2011). In
contrast, similar interglacial magnitudes are observed across the ~430
ka boundary in some terrestrial archives from Eurasia (Prokopenko et
al., 2002; Tzedakis et al., 2006; Candy et al., 2010). Simulations with
an EMIC relate global and southern high latitude mean annual surface
temperature variations to changes in CO2 variations, while orbital forcing and associated feedbacks of vegetation and sea ice have a major
impact on the simulated northern high-latitude mean annual surface
temperature (Yin and Berger, 2012). The highest and lowest interglacial
temperatures occur in models when WMGHG concentrations and local
insolation reinforce each other (Yin and Berger, 2010, 2012; Herold et
al., 2012).
At the time of the AR4, a compilation of Arctic records and two AOGCM
simulations allowed an assessment of LIG summer temperature changes. New quantitative data syntheses (Figure 5.6a) now allow estimation of maximum annual surface temperatures around the globe for
the LIG (Turney and Jones, 2010; McKay et al., 2011). A caveat is that
these data syntheses assume that the warmest phases were globally
synchronous (see Figure 5.6 legend for details). However, there is high
confidence that warming in the Southern Ocean (Cortese et al., 2007;
Schneider Mor et al., 2012) and over Antarctica (Masson-Delmotte et
al., 2010b) occurred prior to peak warmth in the North Atlantic, Nordic
Seas, and Greenland (Bauch et al., 2011; Govin et al., 2012; North
Greenland Eemian Ice Drilling (NEEM) community members, 2013).
Overall, higher annual temperatures than pre-industrial are reconstructed for high latitudes of both hemispheres. At ~128 ka, East Antarctic ice cores record early peak temperatures ~5°C above the present
(Jouzel et al., 2007; Sime et al., 2009; Stenni et al., 2010). Higher temperatures are derived for northern Eurasia and Alaska, with sites near
the Arctic coast in Northeast Siberia indicating warming of more than
10°C as compared to late Holocene (Velichko et al., 2008). Greenland
warming of 8°C ± 4°C at 126 ka is estimated from the new Greenland
NEEM ice core, after accounting for ice sheet elevation changes (NEEM
community members, 2013). Seasonally open waters off northern
Greenland and in the central Arctic are recorded during the LIG (Nørgaard-Pedersen et al., 2007; Adler et al., 2009). Changes in Arctic sea
ice cover (Sime et al., 2013) may have affected the Greenland water
stable isotope – temperature relationship, adding some uncertainty to
LIG Greenland temperature reconstructions. Marine proxies from the
Atlantic indicate warmer than late Holocene year-round SSTs north of
30°N, whereas SST changes were more variable south of this latitude
(McKay et al., 2011).
Transient LIG simulations with EMICs and low-resolution AOGCMs display peak NH summer warmth between 128 ka and 125 ka in response
to orbital and WMGHG forcings. This warming is delayed when NH ice
sheets are allowed to evolve (Bakker et al., 2013). Time-slice climate
simulations run by 13 modelling groups with a hierarchy of climate
models forced with orbital and WMGHG changes for 128 to 125 ka
(Figure 5.6b) simulate the reconstructed pattern of NH annual warming (Figure 5.6a). Positive feedbacks with the cryosphere (sea ice and
snow cover) provide the memory that allows simulated NH high-latitude warming, annually as well as seasonally, in response to the seasonal orbital forcing (Schurgers et al., 2007; Yin and Berger, 2012). The
407
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Figure 5.6 | Changes in surface temperature for the Last Interglacial (LIG) as reconstructed from data and simulated by an ensemble of climate model experiments in response to
orbital and well-mixed greenhouse gas (WMGHG) forcings. (a) Proxy data syntheses of annual surface temperature anomalies as published by Turney and Jones (2010) and McKay et
al. (2011). McKay et al., (2011) calculated an annual anomaly for each record as the average sea surface temperature (SST) of the 5-kyr period centred on the warmest temperature
between 135 ka and 118 ka and then subtracting the average SST of the late Holocene (last 5 kyr). Turney and Jones (2010) calculated the annual temperature anomalies relative
to 1961–1990 by averaging the LIG temperature estimates across the isotopic plateau in the marine and ice records and the period of maximum warmth in the terrestrial records
(assuming globally synchronous terrestrial warmth). (b) Multi-model average of annual surface air temperature anomalies simulated for the LIG computed with respect to preindustrial. The results for the LIG are obtained from 16 simulations for 128 to 125 ka conducted by 13 modelling groups (Lunt et al., 2013). (c) Seasonal SST anomalies. Multi-model
zonal averages are shown as solid line with shaded bands indicating 2 standard deviations. Plotted values are the respective seasonal multi-mean global average. Symbols are
individual proxy records of seasonal SST anomalies from McKay et al. (2011). (d) Seasonal terrestrial surface temperature anomalies (SAT). As in (c) but with symbols representing
terrestrial proxy records as compiled from published literature (Table 5.A.5). Observed seasonal terrestrial anomalies larger than 10°C or less than –6°C are not shown. In (c) and
(d) JJA denotes June – July – August and DJF December – January – February, respectively.

magnitude of observed NH annual warming though is only reached
in summer in the simulations (Lunt et al., 2013) (Figure 5.6c, d). The
reasons for this discrepancy are not yet fully determined. Error bars on
temperature reconstructions vary significantly between methods and
regions, due to the effects of seasonality and resolution (Kienast et al.,
2011; McKay et al., 2011; Tarasov et al., 2011). Differences may also be
related to model representations of cloud and sea ice processes (Born
et al., 2010; Fischer and Jungclaus, 2010; Kim et al., 2010; Otto-Bliesner
et al., 2013), and that most LIG simulations set the vegetation and ice
sheets to their pre-industrial states (Schurgers et al., 2007; Holden et
al., 2010b; Bradley et al., 2013). Simulations accounting for the bipolar
408

seesaw response to persistent iceberg melting at high northern latitudes (Govin et al., 2012) and disintegration of the WAIS (Overpeck et
al., 2006) (see Section 5.6.2.3) are better able to reproduce the early
LIG Antarctic warming (Holden et al., 2010b).
From data synthesis, the LIG global mean annual surface temperature
is estimated to be ~1°C to 2°C warmer than pre-industrial (medium
confidence) (Turney and Jones, 2010; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2013),
albeit proxy reconstructions may overestimate the global temperature
change. High latitude surface temperature, averaged over several thousand years, was at least 2°C warmer than present (high confidence). In
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response to orbital forcing and WMGHG concentration changes, time
slice simulations for 128 to 125 ka exhibit global mean annual surface
temperature changes of 0.0°C ± 0.5°C as compared to pre-industrial.
Data and models suggest a land–ocean contrast in the responses to
the LIG forcing (Figure 5.6c, d). Peak global annual SST warming is
estimated from data to be 0.7°C ± 0.6°C (medium confidence) (McKay
et al., 2011). Models give more confidence to the lower bound. The
ensemble of climate model simulations gives a large range of global
annual land temperature change relative to pre-industrial, –0.4°C to
1.7°C, when sampled at the data locations and cooler than when
averaged for all model land areas, pointing to difficulties in estimating
global mean annual surface temperature with current spatial data coverage (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2013).

5.3.5

the last 2000 years (Section 5.3.5.1) and their associated uncertainties (Section 5.3.5.2), and supported more extensive comparisons with
GCM simulations (Section 5.3.5.3).

5.3.5.1 Recent Warming in the Context of New Reconstructions
New paleoclimate reconstruction efforts since AR4 (Figure 5.7; Table
5.4; Appendix 5.A.1) have provided further insights into the characteristics of the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA; Table 5.1) and the
Little Ice Age (LIA; Table 5.1). The timing and spatial structure of the
MCA and LIA are complex (see Box 6.4 in AR4 and Diaz et al., 2011;
and Section 5.5), with different reconstructions exhibiting warm and
cold conditions at different times for different regions and seasons. The
median of the NH temperature reconstructions (Figure 5.7) indicates
mostly warm conditions from about 950 to about 1250 and colder conditions from about 1450 to about 1850; these time intervals are chosen
here to represent the MCA and the LIA, respectively.

Temperature Variations During the Last 2000 Years

The last two millennia allow comparison of instrumental records with
multi-decadal-to-centennial variability arising from external forcings
and internal climate variability. The assessment benefits from high-resolution proxy records and reconstructions of natural and anthropogenic forcings back to at least 850 (Section 5.2), used as boundary conditions for transient GCM simulations. Since AR4, expanded proxy data
networks and better understanding of reconstruction methods have
supported new reconstructions of surface temperature changes during
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Based on multiple lines of evidence (using different statistical methods or different compilations of proxy records; see Appendix 5.A.1
for a description of reconstructions and selection criteria), published
reconstructions and their uncertainty estimates indicate, with high confidence, that the mean NH temperature of the last 30 or 50 years very
likely exceeded any previous 30- or 50-year mean during the past 800
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Figure 5.7 | Reconstructed (a) Northern Hemisphere and (b) Southern Hemisphere, and (c) global annual temperatures during the last 2000 years. Individual reconstructions
(see Appendix 5.A.1 for further information about each one) are shown as indicated in the legends, grouped by colour according to their spatial representation (red: land-only all
latitudes; orange: land-only extratropical latitudes; light blue: land and sea extra-tropical latitudes; dark blue: land and sea all latitudes) and instrumental temperatures shown in
black (Hadley Centre/ Climatic Research Unit (CRU) gridded surface temperature-4 data set (HadCRUT4) land and sea, and CRU Gridded Dataset of Global Historical Near-Surface
Air TEMperature Anomalies Over Land version 4 (CRUTEM4) land-only; Morice et al., 2012). All series represent anomalies (°C) from the 1881–1980 mean (horizontal dashed line)
and have been smoothed with a filter that reduces variations on time scales less than about 50 years.
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years (Table 5.4). The timing of warm and cold periods is mostly consistent across reconstructions (in some cases this is because they use similar proxy compilations) but the magnitude of the changes is clearly sensitive to the statistical method and to the target domain (land or land
and sea; the full hemisphere or only the extra-tropics; Figure 5.7a). Even
accounting for these uncertainties, almost all reconstructions agree that
each 30-year (50-year) period from 1200 to 1899 was very likely colder
in the NH than the 1983–2012 (1963–2012) instrumental temperature.

NH reconstructions covering part or all of the first millennium suggest
that some earlier 50-year periods might have been as warm as the
1963–2012 mean instrumental temperature, but the higher temperature of the last 30 years appear to be at least likely the warmest
30-year period in all reconstructions (Table 5.4). However, the confidence in this finding is lower prior to 1200, because the evidence is
less reliable and there are fewer independent lines of evidence. There
are fewer proxy records, thus yielding less independence among the

Table 5.4 | Comparison of recent hemispheric and global temperature estimates with earlier reconstructed values, using published uncertainty ranges to assess likelihood of
unusual warmth. Each reconstructed N-year mean temperature within the indicated period is compared with both the warmest N-year mean reconstructed after 1900 and with the
most recent N-year mean instrumental temperature, for N = 30 and N = 50 years. Blue symbols indicate the periods and reconstructions where the reconstructed temperatures are
very likely cooler than the post-1900 reconstruction (¢), or otherwise very likely () or likely (T) cooler than the most recent instrumental temperatures; £ indicates that some
reconstructed temperatures were as likely warmer or colder than recent temperatures.
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Notes:
Symbols indicate the likelihood (based on the published multi-decadal uncertainty ranges) that each N-year mean of the reconstructed temperature during the indicated period was colder than
the warmest N-year mean after 1900. A reconstructed mean temperature X is considered to be likely (very likely) colder than a modern temperature Y if X+aE < Y, where E is the reconstruction
standard error and a = 0.42 (1.29) corresponding to a 66% (90%) one-tailed confidence interval assuming the reconstruction error is normally distributed. Symbols indicate that the reconstructed
temperatures were either:
T likely colder than the 1983–2012 or 1963–2012 mean instrumental temperature;
 very likely colder than the 1983–2012 or 1963–2012 mean instrumental temperature;
¢ very likely colder than the 1983–2012 or 1963–2012 mean instrumental temperature and additionally very likely colder than the warmest 30- or 50-year mean of the post-1900 reconstruction
(which is typically not as warm as the end of the instrumental record);
£ indicates that at least one N-year reconstructed mean is about as likely colder or warmer than the 1983–2012 or 1963–2012 mean instrumental temperature.
No symbol is given where the reconstruction does not fully cover the indicated period.
Identification and further information for each study is given in Table 5.A.6 of Appendix 5.A.1:
1 = Mo05wave; 2 = Ma08eivf; 3 = Ma09regm; 4 = Ju07cvm; 5 = LM08ave; 6 = Ma08cpsl; 7 = Ma08eivl; 8 = Sh13pcar; 9 = LO12gla; 10 = Lj10cps; 11 = CL12loc; 12 = He07tls; 13 = Da06treecps;
14 = Fr07treecps; 15 = PS04bore.
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reconstructions while making them more susceptible to errors in individual proxy records. The published uncertainty ranges do not include
all sources of error (Section 5.3.5.2), and some proxy records and
uncertainty estimates do not fully represent variations on time scales
as short as the 30 years considered in Table 5.4. Considering these
caveats, there is medium confidence that the last 30 years were likely
the warmest 30-year period of the last 1400 years.
Increasing numbers of proxy records and regional reconstructions are
being developed for the SH (see Section 5.5), but few reconstructions
of SH or global mean temperatures have been published (Figure 5.7b,
c). The SH and global reconstructions with published uncertainty estimates indicate that each 30- or 50-year interval during the last four
centuries was very likely colder than the warmest 30- or 50-year interval after 1900 (Table 5.4). However, there is only limited proxy evidence
and therefore low confidence that the recent warming has exceeded
the range of reconstructed temperatures for the SH and global scales.

5.3.5.2 Reconstruction Methods, Limitations and Uncertainties
Reconstructing NH, SH or global-mean temperature variations over
the last 2000 years remains a challenge due to limitations of spatial
sampling, uncertainties in individual proxy records and challenges
associated with the statistical methods used to calibrate and integrate
multi-proxy information (Hughes and Ammann, 2009; Jones et al.,
2009; Frank et al., 2010a). Since AR4, new assessments of the statistical methods used to reconstruct either global/hemispheric temperature averages or spatial fields of past temperature anomalies have
been published. The former include approaches for simple compositing
and scaling of local or regional proxy records into global and hemispheric averages using uniform or proxy-dependent weighting (Hegerl
et al., 2007; Juckes et al., 2007; Mann et al., 2008; Christiansen and
Ljungqvist, 2012). The latter correspond to improvements in climate
field reconstruction methods (Mann et al., 2009; Smerdon et al., 2011)
that apply temporal and spatial relationships between instrumental and proxy records to the pre-instrumental period. New developments for both reconstruction approaches include implementations of
Bayesian inference (Li et al., 2010a; Tingley and Huybers, 2010, 2012;
McShane and Wyner, 2011; Werner et al., 2013). In particular, Bayesian
hierarchical models enable a more explicit representation of the underlying processes that relate proxy (and instrumental) records to climate,
allowing a more systematic treatment of the multiple uncertainties
that affect the climate reconstruction process. This is done by specifying simple parametric forms for the proxy-temperature relationships
that are then used to estimate a probability distribution of the reconstructed temperature evolution that is compatible with the available
data (Tingley et al., 2012).
An improved understanding of potential uncertainties and biases associated with reconstruction methods has been achieved, particularly by
using millennial GCM simulations as a surrogate reality in which pseudo-proxy records are created and reconstruction methods are replicated
and tested (Smerdon, 2012). A key finding is that the methods used for
many published reconstructions can underestimate the amplitude of
the low-frequency variability (Lee et al., 2008; Christiansen et al., 2009;
Smerdon et al., 2010). The magnitude of this amplitude attenuation in
real-world reconstructions is uncertain, but for affected methods the
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problem will be larger: (i) for cases with weaker correlation between
instrumental temperatures and proxies (Lee et al., 2008; Christiansen
et al., 2009; Smerdon et al., 2011); (ii) if errors in the proxy data are
not incorporated correctly (Hegerl et al., 2007; Ammann et al., 2010);
or (iii) if the data are detrended in the calibration phase (Lee et al.,
2008; Christiansen et al., 2009). The 20th-century trends in proxies may
contain relevant temperature information (Ammann and Wahl, 2007)
but calibration with detrended or undetrended data has been an issue
of debate (von Storch et al., 2006; Wahl et al., 2006; Mann et al., 2007)
because trends in proxy records can be induced by other (non-temperature) climate and non-climatic influences (Jones et al., 2009; Gagen
et al., 2011). Recent developments mitigate the loss of low-frequency variance in global and hemispheric reconstructions by increasing
the correlation between proxies and temperature through temporal
smoothing (Lee et al., 2008) or by correctly attributing part or all of the
temperature-proxy differences to imperfect proxy data (Hegerl et al.,
2007; Juckes et al., 2007; Mann et al., 2008). Pseudoproxy experiments
have shown that the latter approach used with a site-by-site calibration (Christiansen, 2011; Christiansen and Ljungqvist, 2012) can also
avoid attenuation of low-frequency variability, though it is debated
whether it might instead inflate the variability and thus constitute an
upper bound for low-frequency variability (Moberg, 2013). Even those
field reconstruction methods that do not attenuate the low-frequency
variability of global or hemispheric means may still suffer from attenuation and other errors at regional scales (Smerdon et al., 2011; Annan
and Hargreaves, 2012; Smerdon, 2012; Werner et al., 2013).
The fundamental limitations for deriving past temperature variability at global/hemispheric scales are the relatively short instrumental
period and the number, temporal and geographical distribution, reliability and climate signal of proxy records (Jones et al., 2009). The
database of high-resolution proxies has been expanded since AR4
(Mann et al., 2008; Wahl et al., 2010; Neukom and Gergis, 2011; PAGES
2k Consortium, 2013), but data are still sparse in the tropics, SH and
over the oceans (see new developments in Section 5.5). Integration of
low-resolution records (e.g., marine or some lake sediment cores and
some speleothem records) with high-resolution tree-ring, ice core and
coral records in global/hemispheric reconstructions is still challenging.
Dating uncertainty, limited replication and the possibility of temporal lags in low-resolution records (Jones et al., 2009) make regression-based calibration particularly difficult (Christiansen et al., 2009)
and can be potentially best addressed in the future with Bayesian hierarchical models (Tingley et al., 2012). The short instrumental period
and the paucity of proxy data in specific regions may preclude obtaining accurate estimates of the covariance of temperature and proxy
records (Juckes et al., 2007), impacting the selection and weighting
of proxy records in global/hemispheric reconstructions (Bürger, 2007;
Osborn and Briffa, 2007; Emile-Geay et al., 2013b) and resulting in
regional errors in climate field reconstructions (Smerdon et al., 2011).
Two further sources of uncertainty have been only partially considered
in the published literature. First, some studies have used multiple statistical models (Mann et al., 2008) or generated ensembles of reconstructions by sampling parameter space (Frank et al., 2010b), but this type of
structural and parameter uncertainty needs further examination (Christiansen et al., 2009; Smerdon et al., 2011). Second, proxy-temperature
relationships may change over time due to the effect of other climate
411
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and non-climate influences on a proxy, a prominent example being the
divergence between some tree-ring width and density chronologies
and instrumental temperature trends during the last decades of the
20th century (Briffa et al., 1998). In cases that do show divergence, a
number of factors may be responsible, such as direct temperature or
drought stress on trees, delayed snowmelt, changes in seasonality and
reductions in solar radiation (Lloyd and Bunn, 2007; D’Arrigo et al.,
2008; Porter and Pisaric, 2011). However, this phenomenon does not
affect all tree-ring records (Wilson et al., 2007; Esper and Frank, 2009)
and in some cases where divergence is apparent it may arise from the
use of inappropriate statistical standardization of the data (Melvin and
Briffa, 2008; Briffa and Melvin, 2011) and not from a genuine change
in the proxy–temperature relationship. For the European Alps and Siberia, Büntgen et al., (2008) and Esper et al. (2010) demonstrate that
divergence can be avoided by careful selection of sites and standardization methods together with large sample replication.
Limitations in proxy data and reconstruction methods suggest that
published uncertainties will underestimate the full range of uncertainties of large-scale temperature reconstructions (see Section 5.3.5.1).
While this has fostered debate about the extent to which proxy-based
reconstructions provide useful climate information (e.g., McShane and
Wyner, 2011 and associated comments and rejoinder), it is well established that temperature and external forcing signals are detectable in
proxy reconstructions (Sections 5.3.5.3 and 10.7.2). Recently, model
experiments assuming a nonlinear sensitivity of tree-rings to climate
(Mann et al., 2012) have been used to suggest that the tree-ring
response to volcanic cooling may be attenuated and lagged. Tree-ring
data and additional tree-growth model assessments (Anchukaitis et
al., 2012; Esper et al., 2013) have challenged this interpretation and
analyses of instrumental data suggest hemispheric temperature reconstructions agree well with the degree of volcanic cooling during early
19th-century volcanic events (Brohan et al., 2012; see Section 5.3.5.3).
These lines of evidence leave the representation of volcanic events in
tree-ring records and associated hemispheric scale temperature reconstructions as an emerging area of investigation.

5.3.5.3 Comparing Reconstructions and Simulations

5

The number of GCM simulations of the last millennium has increased
since AR4 (Fernández-Donado et al., 2013). The simulations have
used different estimates of natural and anthropogenic forcings (Table
5.A.1). In particular, the PMIP3/CMIP5 simulations are driven by smaller long-term changes in TSI (Section 5.2.1; Figure 5.1b): TSI increases
by ≤0.10% from the Late Maunder Minimum (LMM; 1675–1715) to
the late 20th century (Schmidt et al., 2011), while most previous simulations use increases between 0.23% and 0.29% (Fernández-Donado
et al., 2013). Simulated NH temperatures during the last millennium lie
mostly within the uncertainties of the available reconstructions (Figure
5.8a). This agreement between GCM simulations and reconstructions
provides neither strong constraints on forcings nor on model sensitivities because internal variability and uncertainties in the forcings and
reconstructions are considerable factors.
Data have also been assimilated into climate models (see Sections 5.5
and 10.7, Figure 10.19) by either nudging simulations to follow local
or regional proxy-based reconstructions (Widmann et al., 2010) or by
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selecting simulations from decade-by-decade ensembles to obtain the
closest match to reconstructed climate patterns (Annan and Hargreaves, 2012; Goosse et al., 2012a). The resulting simulations provide
insight into the relative roles of internal variability and external forcing
(Goosse et al., 2012b), and processes that may account for the spatial
distribution of past climate anomalies (Crespin et al., 2009; Palastanga
et al., 2011).
Figure 5.8b–d provides additional tests of model-data agreement by
compositing the temperature response to a number of distinct forcing
events. The models simulate a significant NH cooling in response to
volcanic events (Figure 5.8b; peaks between 0.1°C and 0.5°C depending on model) that lasts 3 to 5 years, overlapping with the signal
inferred from reconstructions with annual resolution (0.05°C to 0.3°C).
CMIP5 simulations tend to overestimate cooling following the major
1809 and 1815 eruptions relative to early instrumental data (Brohan
et al., 2012). Such differences could arise from uncertainties in volcanic forcing (Section 5.2.1.3) and its implementation in climate models
(Joshi and Jones, 2009) or from errors in the reconstructions (Section
5.3.5.2). Since many reconstructions do not have annual resolution,
similar composites (Figure 5.8c) are formed to show the response to
changes in multi-decadal volcanic forcings (representing clusters of
eruptions). Both the simulated and reconstructed responses are significant and comparable in magnitude, although simulations show a
faster recovery (<5 years) than reconstructions. Solar forcing estimated over the last millennium shows weaker variations than volcanic
forcing (Figure 5.8d), even at multi-decadal time scales. Compositing
the response to multi-decadal fluctuations in solar irradiance shows
cooling in simulations and reconstructions of NH temperature between
0.0°C and 0.15°C. In both cases, the cooling may be partly a response
to concurrent variations in volcanic forcing (green line in Figure 5.8d).
Temperature differences between the warmest and coolest centennial
or multi-centennial periods provide an additional comparison of the
amplitude of NH temperature variations in the reconstructions and
simulations: between 950 and 1250 (nominally the MCA) and 1450–
1850 (nominally the LIA; Figures 5.8e; 5.9a–c) and between the LIA
and the 20th century (Figures 5.8f; 5.9g–i). Despite similar multi-model and multi-reconstruction means for the warming from the LIA to
the present, the range of individual results is very wide (see Sections
9.5.3.1 and 10.7.1 for a comparison of reconstructed and simulated
variability across various frequency ranges) and there is no clear difference between runs with weaker or stronger solar forcing (Figure
5.8f; Section 10.7.2). The difference between the MCA and LIA temperatures, however, has a smaller range for the model simulations than
the reconstructions, and the simulations (especially those with weaker
solar forcing) lie within the lower half of the reconstructed range of
temperature changes (Figure 5.8e). Recent studies have assessed the
consistency of model simulations and temperature reconstructions at
the hemispheric scale. Hind and Moberg (2012) found closer data-model agreement for simulations with 0.1% TSI increase than 0.24% TSI
increase, but the result is sensitive to the reconstruction uncertainty
and the climate sensitivity of the model. Simulations with an EMIC
using a much stronger solar forcing (0.44% TSI increase from LMM
to present, Shapiro et al., 2011) appear to be incompatible with most
temperature reconstructions (Feulner, 2011).
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Figure 5.8 | Comparisons of simulated and reconstructed NH temperature changes. (a) Changes over the last millennium (Medieval Climate Anomaly, MCA; Little Ice Age, LIA;
20th century, 20C) (b) Response to individual volcanic events. (c) Response to multi-decadal periods of volcanic activity. (d) Response to multi-decadal variations in solar activity.
(e) Mean change from the MCA to the LIA. (f) Mean change from 20th century to LIA. Note that some reconstructions represent a smaller spatial domain than the full Northern
Hemisphere (NH) or a specific season, while annual temperatures for the full NH mean are shown for the simulations. (a) Simulations shown by coloured lines (thick lines: multimodel-mean; thin lines: multi-model 90% range; red/blue lines: models forced by stronger/weaker solar variability, though other forcings and model sensitivities also differ between
the red and blue groups); overlap of reconstructed temperatures shown by grey shading; all data are expressed as anomalies from their 1500–1850 mean and smoothed with a
30-year filter. Superposed composites (time segments from selected periods positioned so that the years with peak negative forcing are aligned) of the forcing and temperature
response to: (b) 12 of the strongest individual volcanic forcing events after 1400 (the data shown are not smoothed); (c) multi-decadal changes in volcanic activity; (d) multi-decadal
changes in solar irradiance. Upper panels show volcanic or solar forcing for the individual selected periods together with the composite mean (thick line); in (d), the composite mean
of volcanic forcing (green) during the solar composite is also shown. Lower panels show the NH temperature composite means and 90% range of spread between simulations (red
line, pink shading) or reconstructions (grey line and shading), with overlap indicated by darker shading. Mean NH temperature difference between (e) MCA (950–1250) and LIA
(1450–1850) and (f) 20th century (1900–2000) and LIA, from reconstructions (grey), multi-reconstruction mean and range (dark grey), multi-model mean and range and individual
simulations (red/blue for models forced by stronger/weaker solar variability). Where an ensemble of simulations is available from one model, the ensemble mean is shown in solid
and the individual ensemble members by open circles. Results are sorted into ascending order and labelled. Reconstructions, models and further details are given in Appendix 5.A.1
and Tables 5.A.1 and 5.A.6.
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Figure 5.9 | Simulated and reconstructed temperature changes for key periods in the last millennium. Annual temperature differences for: (a) to (c) Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA,
950–1250) minus Little Ice Age (LIA, 1450–1850); (d) to (f) present (1950–2000) minus MCA; (g) to (i) present minus LIA. Model temperature differences (left and middle columns)
are average temperature changes in the ensemble of available model simulations of the last millennium, grouped into those using stronger (total solar irradiance (TSI) change from
the Late Maunder Minimum (LMM) to present >0.23%; left column; SS in Table 5.A.1) or weaker solar forcing changes (TSI change from the LMM to present <0.1%; middle column;
SW in Table 5.A.1). Right column panels (c, f, i) show differences (shading) for the Mann et al. (2009) field reconstruction. In (c), dots represent additionally proxy differences from
Ljungqvist et al. (2012), scaled by 0.5 for display purposes. The distribution, type and temporal span of the input data used in the field reconstruction of Mann et al. (2009) are shown in
(j); proxy types are included in the legend, acronyms stand for: tree-ring maximum latewood density (MXD); tree-ring width (TRW); regional TRW composite (TRW-RC); and multi-proxy
climate field reconstruction (CFR). Dotted grid-cells indicate non-significant differences (<0.05 level) in reconstructed fields (right) or that <80% of the simulations showed significant
changes of the same sign (left and middle). For simulations starting after 950, the period 1000–1250 was used to estimate MCA values. Grid cells outside the domain of the Mann et
al. (2009) reconstruction are shaded grey in the model panels to enable easier comparison, though contours (interval 0.2 K) illustrate model output over the complete global domain.
Only simulations spanning the whole millennium and including at least solar, volcanic and greenhouse gas forcing have been used (Table 5.A.1): BCC-csm1-1 (1), CCSM3 (1), CCSM4
(1), CNRM-CM3.3, CSIRO-mk3L-1-2 (4), CSM1.4 (1), ECHAM5-MPIOM (8), ECHO-G (1), MPI-ESM-P (1), FGOALS-gl (1), GISS-E2-R (3), HadCM3 (1), IPSL-CM5A-LR (1). Averages for
each model are calculated first, to avoid models with multiple simulations having greater influence on the ensemble means shown here.

The spatial distributions of simulated and reconstructed (Mann et al.,
2009; Ljungqvist et al., 2012) temperature changes between the MCA,
LIA and 20th century are shown in Figure 5.9. Simulated changes tend
to be larger, particularly with stronger TSI forcing, over the continents
and ice/snow-covered regions, showing polar amplification (see Box
5.1). The largest simulated and reconstructed changes are between
the LIA and present, with reconstructions (Figure 5.9i) indicating widespread warming except for the cooling south of Greenland. Models also
simulate overall warming between the MCA and present (Figure 5.9d,
e), whereas the reconstructions indicate significant regional cooling (in
the North Atlantic, southeastern North America, and the mid-latitudes
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of the Pacific Ocean). This is not surprising because greater regional
variability is expected in the reconstructions compared with the mean
of multiple model simulations, though reconstructed changes for such
areas with few or no proxy data (Figure 5.9i) should also be interpreted
with caution (Smerdon et al., 2011). The reconstructed temperature differences between MCA and LIA (Figure 5.9c) indicate higher medieval
temperatures over the NH continents in agreement with simulations
(Figure 5.9a, b). The reconstructed MCA warming is higher than in the
simulations, even for stronger TSI changes and individual simulations
(Fernández-Donado et al., 2013). Simulations with proxy assimilation
show that this pattern of change is compatible with a direct response
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to a relatively weak solar forcing and internal variability patterns similar to a positive Northern Annular Mode (NAM) phase and northward
shifts of the Kuroshio and Gulf Stream currents (Goosse et al., 2012b).
For the tropical regions, an enhanced zonal SST gradient produced by
either a warmer Indian Ocean (Graham et al., 2011) or a cooler eastern
Pacific (La Niña-like state) (Seager et al., 2007; Mann et al., 2009) could
explain the reconstructed MCA patterns (Figure 5.9c). However, the
enhanced gradients are not reproduced by model simulations (Figure
5.9a, b) and are not robust when considering the reconstruction uncertainties and the limited proxy records in these tropical ocean regions
(Emile-Geay et al., 2013b) (Sections 5.4.1 and 5.5.1). This precludes an
assessment of the role of external forcing and/or internal variability in
these reconstructed patterns.

5.4

Modes of Climate Variability

Since AR4, new proxy reconstructions and model simulations have
provided additional insights into the forced and unforced behaviour
of modes of climate variability. This section focuses only on the interannual ENSO, the NAM and NAO, the Southern Annular Mode (SAM)
and longer term variability associated with the Atlantic Multidecadal
Oscillation (AMO) (see Glossary and Chapter 14 for definitions and
illustrations and Box 2.5). It is organized from low to high latitudes and
from interannual to decadal-scale modes of variability.

5.4.1

Tropical Modes

During the MPWP, climate conditions in the equatorial Pacific were
characterized by weaker zonal (Wara et al., 2005) and cross-equatorial
(Steph et al., 2010) SST gradients, consistent with the absence of an
eastern equatorial cold tongue. This state still supported interannual
variability, according to proxy records (Scroxton et al., 2011; Watanabe
et al., 2011). These results together with recent GCM experiments
(Haywood et al., 2007) indicate (medium confidence) that interannual
ENSO variability existed, at least sporadically, during the warm background state of the Pliocene (Section 5.3.1).
LGM GCM simulations display wide ranges in the behaviour of ENSO
and the eastern equatorial Pacific annual cycle of SST with little consistency (Liu et al., 2007a; Zheng et al., 2008) (Figure 5.10). Currently
ENSO variance reconstructions for the LGM are too uncertain to help
constrain the simulated responses of the annual cycle and ENSO to
LGM boundary conditions. GCMs show that a reduced AMOC very
likely induces intensification of ENSO amplitude and for the majority
of climate models also a reduction of the amplitude of the SST annual
cycle in the eastern equatorial Pacific (Timmermann et al., 2007; Merkel
et al., 2010; Braconnot et al., 2012a) (Figure 5.10). About 75% of the
PMIP2 and PMIP3/CMIP5 mid-Holocene simulations exhibit a weakening of interannual SST amplitude in the eastern equatorial Pacific
relative to pre-industrial conditions. More than 87% of these simulations also show a concomitant substantial weakening in the amplitude of the annual cycle of eastern equatorial Pacific SST. Model results
are consistent with a reduction of total variance of d18O variations of
individual foraminifera in the eastern equatorial Pacific, indicative of
an orbital effect on eastern equatorial Pacific SST variance (Koutavas
and Joanides, 2012). In contrast to these findings, a recent proxy study
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using sub-annually resolved d18O from central equatorial Pacific coral
segments (Cobb et al., 2013) reveals no evidence for orbitally-induced
changes in interannual ENSO amplitude throughout the last 7 ka (high
confidence), which is consistent with the weak reduction in mid-Holocene ENSO amplitude of only ~10% simulated by the majority of climate models (Fig. 5.10), but contrasts with reconstructions reported
in AR4 that showed a reduction in ENSO variance during the first half
of the Holocene. The same study revealed an ENSO system that experienced very large internal variance changes on decadal and centennial time scales. This latter finding is also confirmed by the analysis
of about 2000 years of annually varved lake sediments (Wolff et al.,
2011) in the ENSO-teleconnected region of equatorial East Africa. Furthermore, Cobb et al. (2013) identify the late 20th century as a period
of anomalously high, although not unprecedented, ENSO variability
relative to the average reconstructed variance over the last 7000 years.
Reconstructions of ENSO for the last millennium also document multi-decadal-to-centennial variations in the amplitude of reconstructed
interannual eastern equatorial Pacific SST anomalies (McGregor et al.,
2010; Wilson et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011; Emile-Geay et al., 2013a). Statistical efforts to determine ENSO variance changes in different annually resolved ENSO proxies (D’Arrigo et al., 2005; Braganza et al., 2009;
McGregor et al., 2010; Fowler et al., 2012; Hereid et al., 2013) and from
documentary sources (Garcia-Herrera et al., 2008; Gergis and Fowler,
2009) reveal (medium confidence) extended periods of low ENSO
activity during parts of the LIA compared to the 20th century. Direct TSI
effects on reconstructed multi-decadal ENSO variance changes cannot
be identified (McGregor et al., 2010). According to reconstructions of
volcanic events (Section 5.2.1.3) and some ENSO proxies, a slightly
increased probability exists (medium confidence) for the occurrence
of El Niño events 1 to 2 years after major volcanic eruptions (Adams
et al., 2003; McGregor et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2010). This response
is not captured robustly by GCMs (McGregor and Timmermann, 2010;
Ohba et al., 2013).

5.4.2

Extratropical Modes

Robust evidence from LGM simulations indicates a weakening of the
NAM variability, connected with stronger planetary wave activity (Lü
et al., 2010). A significant but model-dependent distortion of the simulated LGM NAO pattern may result from the strong topographic ice
sheet forcing (Justino and Peltier, 2005; Handorf et al., 2009; Pausata et
al., 2009; Riviere et al., 2010). A multimodel analysis of NAO behaviour
in mid-Holocene GCM simulations (Gladstone et al., 2005) reveals an
NAO structure, similar to its pre-industrial state, but a tendency for
more positive NAO values during the early Holocene (Rimbu et al.,
2003), with no consistent change in its interannual variability. Robust
proxy evidence to test these model-based results has not yet been
established. A new 5200-year-long lake sediment record from southwestern Greenland (Olsen et al., 2012) suggests that around 4500
and 650 years ago variability associated with the NAO changed from
generally positive to variable, intermittently negative conditions. Since
AR4, a few cold-season NAO reconstructions for the last centuries have
been published. They are based on long instrumental pressure series
(Cornes et al., 2012), a combination of instrumental and ship log-book
data (Küttel et al., 2010) and two proxy records (Trouet et al., 2009).
Whereas these and earlier NAO reconstructions (Cook et al., 2002;
415
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Figure 5.10 | Relative changes in amplitude of the annual cycle of sea surface temperature (SST) in Niño 3 region (average over 5°S to 5°N and 150°W to 90°W) (left) and in
amplitude of interannual SST anomalies in the Niño 3.4 region (average over 5°S to 5°N and 170°W to 120°W) (right) simulated by an ensemble of climate model experiments
in response to external forcing. Left: Multi-model average of relative changes (%) in amplitude of the mean seasonal cycle of Niño 3 SST for mid Holocene (MH) and Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM) time-slice experiments and for freshwater perturbation experiments (Hosing) that lead to a weakening of the Atlantic Ocean meridional overturning circulation
(AMOC) by more than 50%. Bars encompass the 25 and 75 percentiles, with the red horizontal lines indicating the median in the respective multi-model ensemble, red crosses are
values in the upper and lower quartile of the distribution; Right: same as left, but for the SST anomalies in the Niño 3.4 region, representing El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
variability. The MH ensemble includes 4 experiments performed by models participating in Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase II (PMIP2) (FGOALS1.0g, IPSLCM4, MIROC3.2 medres, CCSM3.0) and 7 experiments (mid-Holocene) performed by models participating in PMIP3/CMIP5 (CCSM4.0, CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, HadGEM2-CC, HadGEM2ES, MIROC-ESM, MPI-ESM-P, MRI-CGCM3). The LGM ensemble includes 5 experiments performed by models participating in PMIP2 (FGOALS1.0g, IPSL-CM4, MIROC3.2 medres,
CCSM3.0, HadCM3) and 5 experiments (LGM) performed by models participating in PMIP3/CMIP5 (CCSM4, GISS-E2-R, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC-ESM, and MPI-ESM-P). The changes
in response to MH and LGM forcing are computed with respect to the pre-industrial control simulations coordinated by PMIP2 and PMIP3/CMIP5. The results for Hosing are obtained
from freshwater perturbation experiments conducted with CCSM2.0, CCSM3.0, HadCM3, ECHAM5-MPIOM, GFDL-CM2.1 (Timmermann et al., 2007), CSM1.4 (Bozbiyik et al.,
2011) for pre-industrial or present-day conditions and with CCSM3 for glacial conditions (Merkel et al., 2010). The changes in response to fresh water forcing are computed with
respect the portion of simulations when the AMOC is high.
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Luterbacher et al., 2002; Timm et al., 2004; Pinto and Raible, 2012)
differ in several aspects, and taking into consideration associated
reconstruction uncertainties, they demonstrate with high confidence
that the strong positive NAO phases of the early 20th century and the
mid-1990s are not unusual in the context of the past half millennium.
Trouet et al. (2009) presented a winter NAO reconstruction that yielded
a persistent positive phase during the MCA in contrast to higher frequency variability during the LIA. This is not consistent with the strong
NAO imprint in Greenland ice core data (Vinther et al., 2010) and recent
results from transient model simulations that neither support such a
persistent positive NAO during the MCA, nor a strong NAO phase shift
during the LIA (Lehner et al., 2012; Yiou et al., 2012). A recent pseudo-proxy-based assessment of low-frequency NAO behaviour (Lehner
et al., 2012) infers weaknesses in the reconstruction method used by
Trouet et al. (2009). Last millennium GCM simulations reveal no significant response of the NAO to solar forcing (Yiou et al., 2012), except
for the GISS-ER coupled model which includes ozone photochemistry,
extends into the middle atmosphere and exhibits changes in NAO that
are weak during the MCA compared to the LIA (Mann et al., 2009).
Changes in the SAM modulate the strength and position of the mean
SH westerlies, and leave an important signature on SH present-day surface climate (Gillett et al., 2006) past tree-ring growth (e.g., Urrutia et
416

al., 2011), wildfires (Holz and Veblen, 2011) as well as on LGM climate
(Justino and Peltier, 2008). A first hemispheric-wide, tree-ring-based
reconstruction of the austral summer SAM (Villalba et al., 2012) indicates that the late 20th century positive trend may have been anomalous in the context of the last 600 years, thus supporting earlier South
American proxy evidence for the last 400 years (e.g., Lara et al., 2008)
and GCM (Wilmes et al., 2012). Hence, there is medium confidence that
the positive trend in SAM since 1950 may be anomalous compared to
the last 400 years.
The AMO (Delworth and Mann, 2000; Knight et al., 2005) (see also
Sections 9.5.3.3.2 and 14.7.6) has been reconstructed using marine
(Black et al., 2007; Kilbourne et al., 2008; Sicre et al., 2008; Chiessi et
al., 2009; Saenger et al., 2009) and terrestrial proxy records (Gray et
al., 2004; Shanahan et al., 2009) from different locations. Correlations
among different AMO reconstructions decrease rapidly prior to 1900
(Winter et al., 2011). An 8000-year long AMO reconstruction (Knudsen
et al., 2011) shows no correlation with TSI changes, and is interpreted
as internally generated ocean-atmosphere variability. However, GCM
experiments (Waple et al., 2002; Ottera et al., 2010) using solar and/
or volcanic forcing reconstructions indicate that external forcings may
have played a role in driving or at least acting as pacemaker for AMO
variations.
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5.5

Regional Changes During the Holocene

Reconstructions and simulations of regional changes that have
emerged since AR4 are assessed. Most emphasis is on the last 2000
years, which has the best data coverage.

5.5.1

Temperature

5.5.1.1 Northern Hemisphere Mid to High Latitudes
New studies confirm the spatial patterns of SAT and SST distribution as
summarised in AR4 (Jansen et al., 2007). According to a recent compilation of proxy data, the global mean annual temperatures around 8 to
6 ka were about 0.7°C higher, and extratropical NH temperatures were
about 1°C higher than for pre-industrial conditions (Marcott et al.,
2013). Spatial variability in the temperature anomalies and the timing
of the thermal maximum implicate atmospheric or oceanic dynamical
feedbacks including effects from remaining ice sheets (e.g., Wanner
et al., 2008; Leduc et al., 2010; Bartlein et al., 2011; Renssen et al.,
2012). The peak early-to-mid-Holocene North Atlantic and sub-Arctic
SST anomalies are reconstructed and simulated to primarily occur in
summer and in the stratified uppermost surface-ocean layer (Hald et
al., 2007; Andersson et al., 2010). Terrestrial MH (~6 ka, Table 5.1) summer-season temperatures were higher than modern in the mid-to-high
latitudes of the NH, consistent with minimum glacier extents (Section
5.5.3) and PMIP2 and PMIP3/CMIP5 simulated responses to orbital
forcing (Figure 5.11) (Braconnot et al., 2007; Bartlein et al., 2011; Izumi
et al., 2013). There is also robust evidence for warmer MH winters compared to the late 20th century (e.g., Wanner et al., 2008; Sundqvist et
al., 2010; Bartlein et al., 2011) (Figure 5.11), but the simulated high
latitude winter warming is model dependent and is sensitive to ocean
and sea-ice changes (Otto et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010). Overall,
models underestimate the reduction in the latitudinal gradient of European winter temperatures during the MH (Brewer et al., 2007). There
is a general, gradual NH cooling after ~5 ka, linked to orbital forcing,
and increased amplitude of millennial-scale variability (Wanner et al.,
2008; Vinther et al., 2009; Kobashi et al., 2011; Marcott et al., 2013).
Since AR4, regional temperature reconstructions have been produced
for the last 2 kyr (Figure 5.12; PAGES 2k Consortium, 2013). A recent
multi-proxy 2000-year Arctic temperature reconstruction shows that
temperatures during the first centuries were comparable or even
higher than during the 20th century (Hanhijärvi et al., 2013; PAGES
2k Consortium, 2013). During the MCA, portions of the Arctic and
sub-Arctic experienced periods warmer than any subsequent period,
except for the most recent 50 years (Figure 5.12) (Kaufman et al., 2009;
Kobashi et al., 2010, 2011; Vinther et al., 2010; Spielhagen et al., 2011).
Tingley and Huybers (2013) provided a statistical analysis of northern
high-latitude temperature reconstructions back to 1400 and found that
recent extreme hot summers are unprecedented over this time span.
Marine proxy records indicate anomalously high SSTs north of Iceland
and the Norwegian Sea from 900 to 1300, followed by a generally
colder period that ended in the early 20th century. Modern SSTs in
this region may still be lower than the warmest intervals of the 900–
1300 period (Cunningham et al., 2013). Further north, in Fram Strait,
modern SSTs from Atlantic Water appear warmer than those reconstructed from foraminifera for any prior period of the last 2000 years
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(Spielhagen et al., 2011). However, different results are obtained using
dinocysts from the same sediment core (Bonnet et al. (2010) showing a
cooling trend over the last 2000 years without a 20th century rise, and
warmest intervals centered at years 100 and 600.
Tree-ring data and lake sediment information from the North American
treeline (McKay et al., 2008; Bird et al., 2009; D’Arrigo et al., 2009;
Anchukaitis et al., 2012) suggest common variability between different
records during the last centuries. An annually resolved, tree-ring based
800-year temperature reconstruction over temperate North America
(PAGES 2k Consortium, 2013) and a 1500-year long pollen-based temperature estimate (Viau et al., 2012) show cool periods 500–700 and
1200–1900 as well as a warm period between 750 and 1100. The generally colder conditions until 1900 are in broad agreement with other
pollen, tree-ring and lake-sediment evidence from northwest Canada,
the Canadian Rockies and Colorado (Luckman and Wilson, 2005; Salzer
and Kipfmueller, 2005; Loso, 2009; MacDonald et al., 2009; Thomas
and Briner, 2009). It is very likely that the most recent decades have
been, on average, the warmest across mid-latitude western and temperate North America over at least 500 years (Wahl and Smerdon,
2012; PAGES 2k Consortium, 2013; Figure 5.12).
New warm-season temperature reconstructions (PAGES 2k Consortium, 2013; Figure 5.12) covering the past 2 millennia show that warm
European summer conditions were prevalent during 1st century, followed by cooler conditions from the 4th to the 7th century. Persistent
warm conditions also occurred during the 8th–11th centuries, peaking
throughout Europe during the 10th century. Prominent periods with
cold summers occurred in the mid-15th and early 19th centuries. There
is high confidence that northern Fennoscandia from 900 to 1100 was
as warm as the mid-to-late 20th century (Helama et al., 2010; Linderholm et al., 2010; Büntgen et al., 2011a; Esper et al., 2012a; 2012b;
McCarroll et al., 2013; Melvin et al., 2013). The evidence also suggests
warm conditions during the 1st century, but comparison with recent
temperatures is restricted because long-term temperature trends from
tree-ring data are uncertain (Esper et al., 2012a). In the European Alps
region, tree-ring based summer temperature reconstructions (Büntgen
et al., 2005; Nicolussi et al., 2009; Corona et al., 2010, 2011; Büntgen et
al., 2011b) show higher temperatures in the last decades than during
any time in the MCA, while reconstructions based on lake sediments
(Larocque-Tobler et al., 2010; Trachsel et al., 2012) show as high, or
slightly higher temperatures during parts of the MCA compared to
most recent decades. The longest summer temperature reconstructions
from parts of the Alps show several intervals during Roman and earlier
times as warm (or warmer) than most of the 20th century (Büntgen et
al., 2011b; Stewart et al., 2011).
Since AR4, new temperature reconstructions have also been generated for Asia. A tree-ring based summer temperature reconstruction for
temperate East Asia back to 800 indicates warm conditions during the
period 850–1050, followed by cooler conditions during 1350–1880
and a subsequent 20th century warming (Cook et al., 2012; PAGES
2k Consortium, 2013; Figure 5.12). Tree-ring reconstructions from the
western Himalayas, Tibetan Plateau, Tianshan Mountains and western
High Asia depict warm conditions from the 10th to the 15th centuries,
lower temperature afterwards and a 20th century warming (Esper et
al., 2007a; Zhu et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2009; Yadav et al., 2011).
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Figure 5.11 | Model-data comparison of surface temperature anomalies for the mid-Holocene (6 ka). MTCO is the mean temperature of the coldest month; MTWA is the mean
temperature of the warmest month. Top panels are pollen-based reconstructions of Bartlein et al., (2011) with anomalies defined as compared to modern, which varies among the
records. The bulk of the records fall within the range of 5.5 to 6.5 ka, with only 3.5% falling outside this range. Middle panels are corresponding surface temperature anomalies
simulated by the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase II (PMIP2) and Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase III (PMIP3)/ Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) models for 6 ka as compared to pre-industrial. Bottom panels contain boxplots for reconstructions (grey), for model ensembles and for the
individual CMIP5 models interpolated to the locations of the reconstructions. Included are OA (ocean–atmosphere), OAV (ocean–atmosphere–vegetation), and OAC (ocean–atmosphere–carbon cycle) models. The boxes are drawn using the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles (bottom, middle and top of the box, respectively), and whiskers extend to the 5th
and 95th percentiles of data or model results within each area. The northern extratropics are defined as 30°N to 90ºN and the tropics as 30ºS to 30ºN. For additional model–data
comparisons for the mid-Holocene, see Section 9.4.1.4 and Figures 9.11 and 9.12.
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Figure 5.12 | Regional temperature reconstructions, comparison with model simulations over the past millennium (950–2010). Temperature anomalies (thick black line), and
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South America: ±2 standard deviation. Asia: ±2 root mean square error. Europe: 95% confidence bands. North American trees: upper/lower 5% bootstrap bounds. Simulations are
separated into 2 groups: High solar forcing (red thick line), and weak solar forcing (blue thick line). For each model sub-group, uncertainty is shown as 1.645 times sigma level (light
red and blue lines). For comparison with instrumental record, the Climatic Research Unit (CRU) Gridded Dataset of Global Historical Near-Surface Air TEMperature Anomalies Over
Land version 4 (CRUTEM4) data set is shown (yellow line). These instrumental data are not necessarily those used in calibration of the reconstructions, and thus may show greater
or lesser correspondence with the reconstructions than the instrumental data actually used for calibration; cut-off timing may also lead to end effects for the smoothed data shown.
Cf. PAGES 2k Consortium (2013, SOM) in this regard for the North America reconstruction. Green bars in rectangles on top of each panel indicate the 30 warmest years in the
950–1250 period (left rectangle) and 1800–2010 period (right rectangle). All lines are smoothed by applying a 30 year moving average. Map at bottom right shows the individual
regions for each reconstruction, and in bars the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA, 950-1250) – Little Ice Age (LIA, 1450-1850) differences over those regions. Reconstructions: from
PAGES 2k Consortium (2013). Models used: simulations with strong solar forcing (mostly pre-Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase III (pre-PMIP3) simulations):
CCSM3 (1), CNRM-CM3.3 (1), CSM1.4 (1), CSIRO-MK3L-1-2 (3), ECHAM5/MPIOM (3), ECHO-G (1) IPSLCM4 (1), FGOALS-gl (1). Simulations with weak solar forcing (mostly PMIP3/
CMIP5 simulations): BCC-csm1-1 (1), CCSM4 (1), CSIRO-MK3L-1-2 (1), GISS-E2-R (3, ensemble members 121, 124, 127), HadCM3 (1), MPI-ESM, ECHAM5/MPIOM (5), IPSL-CM5ALR (1). In parenthesis are the number of simulations used for each model. All simulations are treated individually, in the time series as well as in the MCA–LIA bars. More information
about forcings used in simulations and corresponding references are given in Table 5.A.1. Time periods for averaging are JJA for June – July – August, SONDJF for the months from
September to February, and DJF for December – January – February, respectively, while ANN denotes annual mean.
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Taking associated uncertainties into consideration, 20th century temperatures in those regions were likely not higher than during the first
part of the last millennium. In different regions of China, temperatures
appear higher during recent decades than during earlier centuries,
although with large uncertainties (e.g., Ge et al., 2006, 2010; Wang
et al., 2007; Holmes et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009;
Cook et al., 2012). In northeast China, an alkenone-based reconstruction indicates that the growing season temperature during the periods 480–860, 1260–1300, 1510–1570 and 1800–1900 was about
1°C lower compared with the 20th century (Chu et al., 2011). These
reconstructed NH regional temperature evolutions appear consistent
with last millennium GCM simulations using a range of solar forcing
estimates (Figure 5.12).
There is high confidence that in the extratropical NH, both regionally
and on a hemispheric basis, the surface warming of the 20th century
reversed the long term cooling trend due to orbital forcing.

5.5.1.2 Tropics
Marcott et al. (2013) provide a compilation of tropical SST reconstructions, showing a gradual warming of about 0.5°C until 5 ka and little
change thereafter. Holocene tropical SST trends are regionally heterogeneous and variable in magnitude. Alkenone records from the eastern
tropical Pacific, western tropical Atlantic, and the Indonesian archipelago document a warming trend of ~0.5°C to 2°C from the early Holocene to present (Leduc et al., 2010), consistent with local insolation.
In contrast, regional trends of planktonic foraminiferal Mg/Ca records
are heterogeneous, and imply smaller magnitude SST changes (Leduc
et al., 2010; Schneider et al., 2010). Foraminiferal Mg/Ca records in the
Indo-Pacific warm-pool region show cooling trends with varying magnitudes (Stott et al., 2004; Linsley et al., 2010). When comparing SST
records from different paleoclimate proxies it is important to note that
they can have different, and also regionally varying, seasonal biases
(Schneider et al., 2010).

5

Terrestrial temperature reconstruction efforts have mostly focussed on
Africa and to some extent on southeast Asia (Figure 5.11), with a lack
of syntheses from South America and Australia (Bartlein et al., 2011).
The PMIP2 and PMIP3/CMIP5 MH simulations show summer cooling
compared to pre-industrial conditions and a shorter growing season
in the tropical monsoon regions of Africa and southeast Asia (Figure
5.11), attributed to increased cloudiness and local evaporation (Braconnot et al., 2007). In contrast, MH simulations and reconstructions for
the entire tropics (30°S to 30°N) show generally higher mean temperature of the warmest month and lower mean temperature of the coldest
month than for the mid-20th century.

5.5.1.3 Southern Hemisphere Mid to High Latitudes
In the high latitude Southern Ocean, Holocene SST trends follow the
decrease in austral summer duration, with a cooling trend from the
early Holocene into the late Holocene (Kaiser et al., 2008; Shevenell
et al., 2011). Similar cooling trends are found in the Australian-New
Zealand region (Bostock et al., 2013). Increased amplitude of millennial-to-centennial scale SST variability between 5 ka and 4 ka is recorded in several locations, possibly due to variations in the position and
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strength of the westerlies (Moros et al., 2009; Euler and Ninnemann,
2010; Shevenell et al., 2011). The Holocene land-surface temperature
history in the SH is difficult to assess. Individual reconstructions generally track the trends registered by Antarctic ice core records with peak
values at around 12 to 10 ka (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2011b; Marcott
et al., 2013; Mathiot et al., 2013). Pollen-based records indicate positive MH temperature anomalies in southern South Africa that are not
reproduced in the PMIP3/CMIP5 simulations (Figure 5.11).
Indices for the position of Southern Ocean fronts and the strength and
position of the westerlies diverge (Moros et al., 2009; e.g., Shevenell
et al., 2011). For the mid-to-late-Holocene, climate models of different
complexity consistently show a poleward shift and intensification of
the SH westerlies in response to orbital forcing (Varma et al., 2012).
However, the magnitude, spatial pattern and seasonal response vary
significantly among the models.
New high-resolution, climate reconstructions for the last millennium
are based on tree-ring records from the subtropical and central Andes,
northern and southern Patagonia, Tierra del Fuego, New Zealand and
Tasmania (Cook et al., 2006; Boninsegna et al., 2009; Villalba et al.,
2009), ice cores, lake and marine sediments and documentary evidence
from southern South America (Prieto and García Herrera, 2009; Vimeux
et al., 2009; von Gunten et al., 2009; Tierney et al., 2010; Neukom et al.,
2011), terrestrial and shallow marine geological records from eastern
Antarctica (Verleyen et al., 2011), ice cores from Antarctica (Goosse
et al., 2012c; Abram et al., 2013; Steig et al., 2013), boreholes from
western Antarctica (Orsi et al., 2012) and coral records from the Indian
and Pacific Oceans (Linsley et al., 2008; Zinke et al., 2009; Lough, 2011;
DeLong et al., 2012). There is medium confidence that southern South
America (Neukom et al., 2011) austral summer temperatures during
950–1350 were warmer than the 20th century. A 1000-year temperature reconstruction for land and ocean representing Australasia indicates a warm period during 1160–1370 though this reconstruction is
based on only three records before 1430 (PAGES 2k Consortium, 2013).
In Australasia, 1971–2000 temperatures were very likely higher than
any other 30-year period over the last 580 years (PAGES 2k Consortium, 2013).
Antarctica was likely warmer than 1971–2000 during the late 17th
century, and during the period from approximately the mid-2nd century to 1250 (PAGES 2k Consortium, 2013).
In conclusion, continental scale surface temperature reconstructions
from 950 to 1250 show multi-decadal periods that were in some
regions as warm as in the mid-20th century and in others as warm as
in the late 20th century (high confidence). These regional warm periods
were not as synchronous across regions as the warming since the mid20th century (high confidence).

5.5.2

Sea Ice

Since AR4 several new Holocene sea ice reconstructions for the Arctic
and sub-Arctic have been made available that resolve multi-decadal
to century-scale variability. Proxies of sea-ice extent have been further developed from biomarkers in deep sea sediments (e.g., IP25,
Belt et al., 2007; Müller et al., 2011) and from sea-ice biota preserved
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in sediments (e.g., Justwan and Koç, 2008). Indirect information on
sea-ice conditions based on drift wood and beach erosion has also
been compiled (Funder et al., 2011). In general, these sea-ice reconstructions parallel regional SST, yet they display spatial heterogeneity,
and differences between the methods, making it difficult to provide
quantitative estimates of past sea-ice extent. Summer sea-ice cover
was reduced compared to late 20th century levels both in the Arctic
Ocean and along East Greenland between 8 ka and 6.5 ka (e.g., Moros
et al., 2006; Polyak et al., 2010; Funder et al., 2011), a feature which is
captured by some MH simulations (Berger et al., 2013). The response
of this sea ice cover to summer insolation warming was shown to be
central for explaining the reconstructed warmer winter temperatures
over the adjacent land (Otto et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010). During the
last 6 kyr available records show a long-term trend of a more extensive
Arctic sea ice cover driven by the orbital forcing (e.g., Polyak et al.,
2010), but punctuated by strong century-to-millennial scale variability.
Consistent with Arctic temperature changes (see Section 5.5.1), sea
ice proxies indicate relatively reduced sea-ice cover from 800 to 1200
followed by a subsequent increase during the LIA (Polyak et al., 2010).
Proxy reconstructions document the 20th-century ice loss trend, which
is also observed in historical sea ice data sets with a decline since
the late 19th century (Divine and Dick, 2006). There is medium confidence that the current ice loss was unprecedented and that current
SSTs in the Arctic were anomalously high at least in the context of the
last 1450 years (England et al., 2008; Kinnard et al., 2008; Kaufman et
al., 2009; Macias Fauria et al., 2010; Polyakov et al., 2010; Kinnard et
al., 2011; Spielhagen et al., 2011). Fewer high-resolution records exist
from the Southern Ocean. Data from the Indian Ocean sector document an increasing sea-ice trend during the Holocene, with a rather
abrupt increase between 5 ka and 4 ka, consistent with regional temperatures (see Section 5.5.1.3) (Denis et al., 2010).

5.5.3

Glaciers

Due to the response time of glacier fronts, glacier length variations
resolve only decadal- to centennial-scale climate variability. Since AR4
new and improved chronologies of glacier size variations were published (Anderson et al., 2008; Joerin et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2008;
Jomelli et al., 2009; Licciardi et al., 2009; Menounos et al., 2009;
Schaefer et al., 2009; Wiles et al., 2011; Hughes et al., 2012). Studies
of sediments from glacier-fed lakes and marine deposits have allowed
new continuous reconstructions of glacier fluctuations (Matthews and
Dresser, 2008; Russell et al., 2009; Briner et al., 2010; Bowerman and
Clark, 2011; Larsen et al., 2011; Bertrand et al., 2012; Vasskog et al.,
2012). Reconstructions of the history of ice shelves and ice sheets/caps
have also emerged (Antoniades et al., 2011; Hodgson, 2011; Simms et
al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011; Kirshner et al., 2012). New data confirm
a general increase of glacier extent in the NH and decrease in the SH
during the Holocene (Davis et al., 2009; Menounos et al., 2009), consistent with the local trends in summer insolation and temperatures.
Some exceptions exist (e.g., in the eastern Himalayas), where glaciers
were most extensive in the early Holocene (Gayer et al., 2006; Seong
et al., 2009), potentially due to monsoon changes (Rupper et al., 2009).
Due to dating uncertainties, incompleteness and heterogeneity of most
existing glacial chronologies, it is difficult to compare glacier variations
between regions at centennial and shorter time scales (Heyman et al.,
2011; Kirkbride and Winkler, 2012). There are no definitive conclusions
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regarding potential inter-hemispheric synchronicity of sub-millennial
scale glacier fluctuations (Wanner et al., 2008; Jomelli et al., 2009; Licciardi et al., 2009; Schaefer et al., 2009; Winkler and Matthews, 2010;
Wanner et al., 2011).
Glacial chronologies for the last 2 kyr are better constrained (Yang et
al., 2008; Clague et al., 2010; Wiles et al., 2011; Johnson and Smith,
2012). Multi-centennial glacier variability has been linked with variations in solar activity (Holzhauser et al., 2005; Wiles et al., 2008),
volcanic forcing (Anderson et al., 2008) and changes in North Atlantic
circulation (Linderholm and Jansson, 2007; Nesje, 2009; Marzeion and
Nesje, 2012). Glacier response is more heterogeneous and complex
during the MCA than the uniform global glacier recession observed at
present (see Section 4.3). Glaciers were smaller during the MCA than
in the early 21st Century in the western Antarctic Peninsula (Hall et al.,
2010) and Southern Greenland (Larsen et al., 2011). However, prominent advances occurred within the MCA in the Alps (Holzhauser et al.,
2005), Patagonia (Luckman and Villalba, 2001), New Zealand (Schaefer
et al., 2009), East Greenland (Lowell et al., 2013) and SE Tibet (Yang et
al., 2008). Glaciers in northwestern North America were similar in size
during the MCA compared to the peak during the LIA, probably driven
by increased winter precipitation (Koch and Clague, 2011).
There is high confidence that glaciers at times have been smaller than
at the end of the 20th century in the Alps (Joerin et al., 2008; Ivy-Ochs
et al., 2009; Goehring et al., 2011), Scandinavia (Nesje et al., 2011),
Altai in Central Asia (Agatova et al., 2012), Baffin Island (Miller et al.,
2005), Greenland (Larsen et al., 2011; Young et al., 2011), Spitsbergen
(Humlum et al., 2005), but the precise glacier extent in the previous
warm periods of the Holocene is often difficult to assess. While early-to-mid-Holocene glacier minima can be attributed with high confidence to high summer insolation (see Section 5.5.1.1), the current
glacier retreat, however, occurs within a context of orbital forcing that
would be favourable for NH glacier growth. If retreats continue at current rates, most extratropical NH glaciers will shrink to their minimum
extent, that existed between 8 ka and 6 ka (medium confidence) (e.g.,
Anderson et al., 2008); and ice shelves on the Antarctic peninsula will
retreat to an extent unprecedented through Holocene (Hodgson, 2011;
Mulvaney et al., 2012).

5.5.4

5

Monsoon Systems and Convergence Zones

This subsection focuses on internally and externally driven variability of
monsoon systems during the last millennium. Abrupt monsoon changes associated with Dansgaard–Oeschger and Heinrich events (Figure
5.4b, e, h) are further assessed in Section 5.7.1. Orbital-scale monsoon
(Figure 5.4a, d, g) changes are evaluated in Section 5.3.2.3.
Hydrological proxy data characterizing the intensity of the East Asian
monsoon (South American monsoon) show decreased (increased)
hydrological activity during the LIA as compared to the MCA (medium
confidence) (Figure 5.4f, i) (Zhang et al., 2008; Bird et al., 2011; Vuille et
al., 2012). These shifts were accompanied by changes in the occurrence
of megadroughts (high confidence) in parts of the Asian monsoon
region (Buckley et al., 2010; Cook et al., 2010a) (Figure 5.13). Lake sediment data from coastal eastern Africa document dry conditions in the
late MCA, a wet LIA, and return toward dry conditions in the 18th or
421
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early 19th century (Verschuren et al., 2000; Stager et al., 2005; Verschuren et al., 2009; Tierney et al., 2011; Wolff et al., 2011), qualitatively
similar to the South American monsoon proxies in Figure 5.4i, whereas
some inland and southern African lakes suggest dry spells during the
LIA (Garcin et al., 2007; Anchukaitis and Tierney, 2013). Rainfall patterns associated with the Pacific ITCZ also shifted southward during
the MCA/LIA transition in the central equatorial Pacific (Sachs et al.,
2009). Extended intervals of monsoon failures and dry spells have been
reconstructed for the last few millennia for west Africa (Shanahan et
al., 2009), east Africa (Wolff et al., 2011), northern Africa (Esper et al.,
2007b; Touchan et al., 2008; Touchan et al., 2011), India and southeastern Asia (Zhang et al., 2008; Berkelhammer et al., 2010; Buckley et al.,
2010; Cook et al., 2010a) and Australia (Mohtadi et al., 2011).
On multi-decadal-to-centennial time scales, influences of North Atlantic SST variations have been demonstrated for the North and South
African monsoon, and the Indian and East Asian summer monsoons
(see Figure 5.4c for monsoon regions), both using proxy reconstructions (Feng and Hu, 2008; Shanahan et al., 2009) and GCM simulations (Lu et al., 2006; Zhang and Delworth, 2006; Wang et al., 2009;
Luo et al., 2011). These simulations suggest that solar and volcanic
forcing (Fan et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2009a; Man et al., 2012) may exert
only weak regional influences on monsoon systems (Figure 5.4f, i). A
five-member multi-model ensemble mean of PMIP3/CMIP5 simulations (Table 5.A.1) exhibits decreased standardized monsoon rainfall
accompanying periods of reduced solar forcing during the LIA in the
East Asian monsoon regions (Figure 5.4f). There is, however, a considerable inter-model spread in the simulated annual mean precipitation
response to solar forcing with the multi-model mean, explaining on
average only ~25 ± 15% (1 standard deviation) of the variance of the
individual model simulations. An assessment of the pre-instrumental
response of monsoon systems to volcanic forcing using paleo-proxy
data has revealed wetter conditions over southeast Asia in the year of
a major volcanic eruption and drier conditions in central Asia (Anchukaitis et al., 2010), in contrast to GCM simulations (Oman et al., 2005;
Brovkin et al., 2008; Fan et al., 2009; Schneider et al., 2009).

5.5.5

5

Megadroughts and Floods

Multiple lines of proxy evidence from tree rings, lake sediments, and
speleothems indicate with high confidence that decadal or multi-decadal episodes of drought have been a prominent feature of
North American Holocene hydroclimate (e.g., Axelson et al., 2009; St.
George et al., 2009; Cook et al., 2010a, 2010b; Shuman et al., 2010;
Woodhouse et al., 2010; Newby et al., 2011; Oswald and Foster, 2011;
Routson et al., 2011; Stahle et al., 2011; Stambaugh et al., 2011; Laird
et al., 2012; Ault et al., 2013). During the last millennium, western
North America drought reconstructions based on tree ring information (Figure 5.13) show longer and more severe droughts than today,
particularly during the MCA in the southwestern and central United
States (Meko et al., 2007; Cook et al., 2010b). The mid-14th century
cooling coincides in southwestern North America with a shift towards
overall wetter conditions (Cook et al., 2010a). In the Pacific Northwest,
contrasting results emerge from lake sediment records, indicating
wetter conditions during the MCA (Steinman et al., 2013), and treering data showing no substantial change (Zhang and Hebda, 2005;
Cook et al., 2010a). In Scandinavia, new tree-ring based reconstruc422
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tions show a multi-centennial summer drought phase during Medieval
times (900–1350) (Helama et al., 2009), while lake sediment proxies
from the same region suggest wetter winters (Luoto et al., 2013).
New tree-ring reconstructions from the southern-central (Wilson et al.,
2013) and southeastern British Isles (Cooper et al., 2013) do not reveal
multi-centennial drought during medieval times, but rather alternating
multidecades of dry and wet periods. Wilson et al. (2013) reconstructed
drier conditions between ~1300 and the early 16th century. Büntgen
et al. (2011b) identified exceptionally dry conditions in central Europe
from 200 to 350 and between 400 and 600. Numerous tree-ring
records from the eastern Mediterranean testify to the regular occurrence of droughts in the past few millennia (e.g., Akkemik et al., 2008;
Nicault et al., 2008; Luterbacher et al., 2012). In northern Africa, Esper
et al. (2007b) and Touchan et al. (2008; 2011) show severe drought
events through the last millennium, particularly prior to 1300, in the
1400s, between 1700 and 1900, and in the most recent instrumental
data. Using multiple proxies from Chile, Boucher et al. (2011) inferred
wetter conditions during 1000–1250, followed by much drier period
until 1400 and wetter conditions similar to present afterwards, while
Ledru et al. (2013) reconstructed a dry MCA-LIA transition until 1550.
For the South American Altiplano Morales et al. (2012) found periods
of drier conditions in the 14th, 16th, and 18th centuries, as well as a
modern drying trend.
Reconstruction of past flooding from sedimentary, botanical and historical records (Brázdil et al., 2006; Baker, 2008; Brázdil et al., 2012)
provides a means to compare recent large, rare floods, and to analyse links between flooding and climate variability. During the last few
millennia, flood records reveal strong decadal to secular variability
and non-stationarity in flood frequency and clustering of paleofloods,
which varied among regions. In Europe, modern flood magnitudes are
not unusual within the context of the last 1000 years (e.g., Brázdil et
al., 2012). In Central Europe, the Elbe and the Oder/Odra Rivers show
a decrease in the frequency of winter floods during the last 80 to 150
years compared to earlier centuries, while summer floods indicate no
significant trend (Mudelsee et al., 2003) (Figure 5.14f–i). In the Alps,
paleoflood records derived from lake sediments have shown a higher
flood frequency during cool and/or wet phases (Stewart et al., 2011;
Giguet-Covex et al., 2012; Wilhelm et al., 2012), a feature also found
in Central Europe (Starkel et al., 2006) and the British Isles (Macklin
et al., 2012). In the western Mediterranean, winter floods were more
frequent during relatively cool and wet climate conditions of the LIA
(Benito et al., 2003b; Piccarreta et al., 2011; Luterbacher et al., 2012;
Figure 5.14a), whereas autumn floods reflect multi-decadal variations
(Benito et al., 2010; Machado et al., 2011; Figure 5.14b, c). In China,
extraordinary paleoflood events in the Yellow, Weihe and Qishuihe
rivers, occurred synchronously with severe droughts and dust accumulations coinciding with a monsoonal shift, the most severe floods
dated at 3.1 ka (Zha et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2012). In India, flood
frequencies since 1950 are the largest for the last several hundred
years for eight rivers, interpreted as a strengthening of the monsoon
conditions after the LIA (Kale, 2008). In southwestern United States,
increased frequency of high-magnitude paleofloods coincide with periods of cool, wet climate, whereas warm intervals including the MCA,
corresponded with significant decreases in the number of large floods
(Ely et al., 1993). In the Great Plains of North America, the frequency
of large floods increased significantly around 850 with magnitudes
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Figure 5.13 | Severity, duration, and frequency of droughts in the Monsoon Asia (Cook et al., 2010b) and North American (Cook et al., 2004) Drought Atlases. The box in (a)
and (d) indicates the region over which the tree-ring reconstructed Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) values have been averaged to form the regional mean time series shown
in (c) and (f), respectively. Solid black lines in (c) and (f) are a 9-year Gaussian smooth on the annual data shown by the red and blue bars. The covariance of drought (PDSI <0)
duration and cumulative severity for each region is shown in panels (b) and (e) by the red circles (corresponding to the left y-axes), along with the respective marginal frequency
histograms for each quantity. Not shown in b) is an outlier with an apparent duration of 24 years, corresponding to the ‘Strange Parallels’ drought identified in Cook et al. (2010b).
Intervals between droughts of given durations are shown in the same panels and are estimated as the mean interval between their occurrence, with the minimum and maximum
reconstructed intervals indicated (corresponding to the right y-axes, shown as connected lines and their corresponding range). No error bars are present if there are fewer than three
observations of a drought of that duration. The period of analysis is restricted by the availability of tree-ring data to the period 1300–1989 for Monsoon Asia, following Cook et al.
(2010a), and from 800 to 1978 for southwestern North America, following Cook et al. (2004).
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Figure 5.14 | Flood frequency from paleofloods, historical and instrumental records in selected European rivers. Depicted is the number of floods exceeding a particular discharge
threshold or flood height over periods of 20 years (bidecadal). Flood categories include rare or catastrophic floods (CAT) associated with high flood discharge or severe damages,
and extraordinary floods (EXT) causing inundation of the floodplain with moderate-to-minor damages. Legend at each panel indicates for each category the period of record in
years, number of floods (n) over the period, and the average occurrence interval (T in years). (a) Tagus River combined paleoflood, historical and instrumental flood records from
Aranjuez and Toledo with thresholds of 100–400 m3 s–1 (EXT) and >400 m3 s–1 (CAT) (data from Benito et al., 2003a; 2003b). (b) Segura River Basin (SE Spain) documentary and
instrumental records at Murcia (Barriendos and Rodrigo, 2006; Machado et al., 2011). (c) Gardon River combined discharges from paleofloods at La Baume (Sheffer et al., 2008),
documented floods (since the 15th century) and historical and daily water stage readings at Anduze (1741–2005; Neppel et al., 2010). Discharge thresholds referred to Anduze are
1000 to 3000 m3 s–1 (EXT), >3000 m3 s–1 (CAT). At least five floods larger than the 2002 flood (the largest in the gauged record) occurred in the period 1400–1800 (Sheffer et al.,
2008). (d) Tiber River floods in Rome from observed historical stages (since 1100; Camuffo and Enzi, 1996; Calenda et al., 2005) and continuous stage readings (1870 to present)
at the Ripetta landing (Calenda et al., 2005). Discharge thresholds set at 2300 to 2900 m3 s–1 (EXT) and >2900 m3 s–1 (CAT; >17 m stage at Ripetta). Recent flooding is difficult
to evaluate in context due to river regulation structures. (e) River Ouse at York combined documentary and instrumental flood record (Macdonald and Black, 2010). Discharge
thresholds for large floods were set at 500 m3 s–1 (CAT) and 350 to 500 m3 s–1 (EXT). (f) Vltava River combined documentary and instrumental flood record at Prague (Brázdil et al.,
2005) discharge thresholds: CAT, flood index 2 and 3 or discharge >2900 m3 s–1 ; EXT flood index 1 or discharge 2000 to 2900 m3 s–1 . (g) Elbe River combined documentary and
instrumental flood record (Mudelsee et al., 2003). Classes refer to Mudelsee et al. (2003) strong (EXT) and exceptionally strong (CAT) flooding. (h) Oder River combined documentary
and instrumental flood record (Mudelsee et al., 2003). The map shows the location of rivers used in the flood frequency plots. Note that flood frequencies obtained from historical
sources may be down biased in the early part of the reported periods owing to document loss.
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roughly two to three times larger than those of the 1972 flood (Harden
et al., 2011). South America large flooding in the Atacama and Peruvian desert streams originated in the highland Altiplano and were particularly intense during El Niño events (Magilligan et al., 2008). In the
winter rainfall zone of southern Africa, the frequency of large floods
decreased during warmer conditions (e.g., from 1425 to 1600 and
after 1925) and increased during wetter, colder conditions (Benito et
al., 2011).
In summary, there is high confidence that past floods larger than
recorded since the 20th century have occurred during the past 500
years in northern and central Europe, western Mediterranean region,
and eastern Asia. There is, however, medium confidence that in the
Near East, India, central North America, modern large floods are comparable to or surpass historical floods in magnitude and/or frequency.

5.6

Past Changes in Sea Level

This section discusses evidence for global mean sea level (GMSL)
change from key periods. The MPWP (Table 5.1) has been selected as a
period of higher than present sea level (Section 5.6.1), warmer temperature (Section 5.3.1) and 350-450 ppm atmospheric CO2 concentration
(Section 5.2.2.2). Of the recent interglacial periods with evidence for
higher than present sea level, the LIG has the best-preserved record
(Section 5.6.2). For testing glacio-isostatic adjustment (GIA) models, the
principal characteristics of Termination I, including Meltwater Pulse-1A
(Section 5.6.3) is assessed. For the Holocene, the emphasis is on the
last 6000 years when ice volumes stabilized near present-day values,
providing the baseline for discussion of anthropogenic contributions.

5.6.1

Mid-Pliocene Warm Period

Estimates of peak sea levels during the MPWP (Table 5.1, Section
5.3.1) based on a variety of geological records are consistent in suggesting higher-than-present sea levels, but they range widely (10 to 30
m; Miller et al., 2012a), and are each subject to large uncertainties. For
example, coastal records (shorelines, continental margin sequences)
are influenced by GIA, with magnitudes of the order of 5 m to 30 m
for sites in the far and near fields of ice sheets, respectively (Raymo et
al., 2011), and global mantle dynamic processes (Moucha et al., 2008;
Müller et al., 2008) may contribute up to an additional ±10 m. Consequently, both signals can be as large as the sea level estimate itself and
current estimates of their amplitudes are uncertain.
Benthic δ18O records are better dated than many coastal records
and provide a continuous time series, but the δ18O signal reflects ice
volume, temperature and regional hydrographic variability. During the
mid-Pliocene warm interval, the 0.1 to 0.25‰ anomalies recorded in
the LR04 benthic δ18O stack (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005) would translate into ~12 to 31 m higher than present GMSL, if they reflected only
ice volume. Conversely, these anomalies could be explained entirely by
warmer deep-water temperatures (Dowsett et al., 2009). Attempts to
constrain the temperature component in benthic δ18O records conclude
higher than present GMSL during the MPWP with large uncertainties
(±10 m) (Dwyer and Chandler, 2009; Naish and Wilson, 2009; Sosdian
and Rosenthal, 2009; Miller et al., 2012a).
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The first appearance of ice-rafted debris across the entire North Atlantic indicates that continental-scale ice sheets in North America and
Eurasia did not develop until about 2.7 Ma (Kleiven et al., 2002). This
suggests that MPWP high sea levels were due to mass loss from the
GIS, the WAIS and possibly the East Antarctic Ice sheet (EAIS). Sedimentary record from the Ross Sea indicates that the WAIS and the
marine margin of EAIS retreated periodically during obliquity-paced
interglacial periods of MPWP (Naish et al., 2009a). Reconstructed SSTs
for the ice free seasons in the Ross Sea range from 2°C to 8°C (McKay
et al., 2012b), with mean values >5°C being, according to one ice sheet
model, above the stability threshold for ice shelves and marine portions
of the WAIS and EAIS (Pollard and DeConto, 2009; see also Section
5.8.1). A synthesis of the geological evidence from the coastal regions
of the Transantarctic Mountains (Barrett, 2013) and an iceberg-rafted debris record offshore of Prydz Bay (Passchier, 2011) also supports
coastal thinning and retreat of the EAIS between about 5 to 2.7 Ma.
In response to Pliocene climate, ice sheet models consistently produce
near-complete deglaciation of GIS (+7 m) and WAIS (+4 m) and retreat
of the marine margins of EAIS (+3 m) (Lunt et al., 2008; Pollard and
DeConto, 2009; Hill et al., 2010), altogether corresponding to a GMSL
rise of up to 14 m.
In summary, there is high confidence that GMSL was above present,
due to deglaciation of GIS, WAIS and areas of EAIS, and that sea level
was not higher than 20 m above present during the interglacials of
the MPWP.

5.6.2

The Last Interglacial

Proxy indicators of sea level, including emergent shoreline deposits
(Blanchon et al., 2009; Thompson et al., 2011; Dutton and Lambeck,
2012) and foraminiferal d18O records (Siddall et al., 2003; Rohling et al.,
2008a; Grant et al., 2012) are used to reconstruct LIG sea levels. Implicit in these reconstructions is that geophysical processes affecting the
elevation of the sea level indicators (uplift, subsidence, GIA) have been
properly modelled and/or that the sea level component of the stable
isotope signal has been properly isolated. Particularly important issues
with regard to the LIG are (1) the ongoing debate on its initiation and
duration (cf. 130 to 116 ka, Stirling et al., 1998; 124 to 119 ka, Thompson and Goldstein, 2005), due to coral geochronology issues; (2) the
magnitude of its maximum rise; and (3) sea level variability within the
interval. Foraminiferal d18O records can constrain (2) and possibly (3).
Emergent shorelines on tectonically active coasts can constrain (1) and
(3) and possibly (2) if vertical tectonic rates are independently known.
Shorelines on tectonically stable coasts can constrain all three issues.
Here evidence from emergent shorelines that can be dated directly is
emphasized.

5.6.2.1 Magnitude of the Last Interglacial Sea Level Rise
AR4 assessed that global sea level was likely between 4 and 6 m higher
during the LIG than in the 20th century. Since AR4, two studies (Kopp
et al., 2009; Dutton and Lambeck, 2012) have addressed GIA effects
from observations of coastal sites.
Kopp et al. (2009) obtained a probabilistic estimate of GMSL based
on a large and geographically broadly distributed database of LIG sea
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level indicators (Figure 5.15a). Their analysis accounted for GIA effects
as well as uncertainties in geochronology, the interpretation of sea
level indicators, and regional tectonic uplift and subsidence. They concluded that GMSL was very likely +6.6 m and likely +8.0 m relative
to present, and that it is unlikely to have exceeded +9.4 m, although
some of the most rapid and sustained rates of change occur in the
early period when GMSL was still below present (Figure 5.15a).
Dutton and Lambeck (2012) used data from two tectonically stable farfield areas (areas far from the former centres of glaciation), Australia
and the Seychelles islands. At these sites, in contrast to sites near the
former ice margins, the isostatic signals are less sensitive to the choice
of parameters defining the Earth rheology and the glacial ice sheets
(Lambeck et al., 2012). On the west coast of Australia, the highest LIG
reef elevations are at +3.5 m and the inferred paleo-sea level, allowing
for possible reef erosion, is about +5.5 m relative to present. In the
Seychelles, LIG coral reefs occur from 0 m to 6 m, but also possibly as
high as ~9 m (Israelson and Wohlfarth, 1999, and references therein).
Ten of the eleven LIG coral samples from the Seychelles used in Dutton
and Lambeck (2012) have reef elevation estimates ranging from +2.1
to +4 m relative to present; whereas a single LIG coral sample has a
reef elevation estimate of +6 m. Additional results are needed to support an estimate of a maximum LIG sea level at the Seychelles of + 9
m relative to present.
In conclusion, there is very high confidence that the maximum GMSL
during the LIG was, for several thousand years, at least 5 m higher
than present but that GMSL at this time did not exceed 10 m (high
confidence). The best estimate from the two available studies is 6 m
higher than present.

5.6.2.2 Evidence for Last Interglacial Sea Level Variability
Since AR4, there is evidence for meter-scale variability in local LIG sea
level between 126 ka and 120 ka (Thompson and Goldstein, 2005;
Hearty et al., 2007; Rohling et al., 2008a; Kopp et al., 2009; Thompson
et al., 2011). However, there are considerable differences in the timing
and amplitude of the reported fluctuations due to regional sea level
variability and uncertainties in sea level proxies and their ages.

5

Two episodes of reef building during the LIG have been reported on the
Yucatan coast (Blanchon et al., 2009) and in the Bahamas (Chen et al.,
1991; Thompson et al., 2011). Blanchon et al. (2009) provide evidence
of Yucatan reef growth early in the LIG at a relative sea level of +3 m,
followed by a later episode at +6 m. Thompson et al. (2011) inferred a
+4 m relative sea level at ~123 ka, followed by a fall to near present,
and finally a rise to +6 m at ~119 ka. This yields a rate of sea level
change in the Bahamas of ~2.6 m kyr–1, although the higher estimate
at the end of the interval may reflect GIA effects that result in a rise in
relative sea level at these locations (Dutton and Lambeck, 2012).
LIG sea level rise rates of between 1.1 and 2.6 m per century have
been estimated based on a foraminiferal d18O record from the Red Sea
(Rohling et al., 2008a). However, the original Red-Sea chronology was
based on a short LIG duration of 124 to 119 ka, after Thompson and
Goldstein (2005). The longer LIG duration of 130 to 116 ka indicated
by the coral data (Stirling et al., 1998) reduces these rates to 0.4 to
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0.9 m per century, and a revised chronology of the Red Sea sea level
record adjusted to ages from Soreq Cave yields estimates of sea level
rise rates of up to 0.7 m per century when sea level was above present
level during the LIG (Grant et al., 2012).
In their probabilistic assessment of LIG sea level, Kopp et al. (2013)
concluded that it was extremely likely that there were at least two
peaks in sea level during the LIG. They further concluded that during
the interval following the initial peak at ~126 ka (Figure 5.15a) it is
likely that there was a period in which GMSL rose at an average rate
exceeding 3 m kyr–1, but unlikely that this rate exceeded 7 m kyr–1.
In summary, there is evidence for two intra-LIG sea level peaks (high
confidence) during which sea level varied by up to 4 m (medium confidence). The millennial-scale rate of sea level rise during these periods
exceeded 2 m kyr–1 (high confidence).

5.6.2.3 Implications for Ice Sheet Loss During the
Last Interglacial
The principal sources for the additional LIG meltwater are the GIS,
WAIS and the low elevation, marine-based margins of the EAIS. An
upper limit for the contributions from mountain glaciers is ~0.42 ±
0.11 m if all present-day mountain glaciers melted (cf. Section 4.3).
The estimated LIG ocean thermal expansion contribution is 0.4 ± 0.3
m (McKay et al., 2011).
Sedimentological evidence indicates that southern Greenland was not
ice-free during the LIG (Colville et al., 2011). Since AR4, the evidence
for LIG ice layers in Greenland ice cores, which was ambiguous from
Dye 3 and unequivocal from Summit and NGRIP ice cores (summarised
in Masson-Delmotte et al., 2011a), has been strengthened. Data from
the new NEEM ice core (NEEM community members, 2013; see Figure
5.16 for locations) point to an unequivocal existence of ice throughout
the LIG with elevations differing a few hundred meter from present,
possibly decreasing in elevation by ~ 400 m ± 350 m between 128 and
122 ka BP. GIS simulations give an average contribution of ~2.3 m to
LIG GMSL (1.5 m, 1.9 m, 1.4 m and 4.3 m respectively for four models
illustrated in Figure 5.16). Each model result has been selected from
a series of runs within a range of parameter uncertainties that yield
predictions consistent with the occurrence of ice at NEEM and the elevation of that ice reconstructed from the ice core record. In summary,
the GIS simulations that are consistent with elevation changes from
the ice core analysis show limited ice retreat during this period such
that this ice sheet very likely contributed between 1.4 and 4.3 m sea
level equivalent, implying with medium confidence a contribution from
the Antarctic ice sheet.
One model of WAIS glacial–interglacial variability shows very little
difference in ice volumes between the LIG and present (Pollard and
DeConto, 2009) (Figure 5.15g), when the surface climate and ocean
melt term were parameterised using the global benthic δ18O record for
the last 5 Ma. Direct geological evidence of fluctuations in the extent
of WAIS margin during the LIG is equivocal due to inadequate age
control on two sediment cores which imply that open-water conditions
existed in the southeastern sector of the Ross Ice Shelf at some time in
the last 1 Ma (Scherer et al., 1998; McKay et al., 2011; Vaughan et al.,
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Figure 5.15 | Sea level during the Last Interglacial (LIG) period. (a) Proxy-derived estimate of global mean sea level (GMSL) anomaly from Kopp et al. (2013). Mean GMSL (red
line), 67% confidence limits (blue dashed lines) and 95% confidence limits (green dashed lines). The chronology is based on open-system U/Th dates. (b) Local LIG relative sea level
reconstructions from Western Australia based on in situ coral elevations (red) that pass diagenetic screening (Dutton and Lambeck, 2012). Age error bars correspond to 2 standard
deviation uncertainties. All elevations have been normalised to the upper growth limit of corals corresponding to mean low water spring or mean low sea level. The blue line indicates
the simplest interpretation of local sea level consistent with reef stratigraphy and should be considered as lower limits by an amount indicated by the blue upper limit error bars.
The chronology is based on closed system U/Th dates. (c) Predicted sea levels for selected sites in the Caribbean and North Atlantic in the absence of tectonics with the assumption that ice volumes during the interval from 129 to 116 ka are equal to those of today (Lambeck et al., 2012) illustrating the spatial variability expected across the region due
to glacio-isostatic effects of primarily the MIS-6 and MIS-2 deglaciations (see also Raymo and Mitrovica, 2012). The reference ice-volume model for the LIG interval (blue shaded),
earth rheology and ice sheet parameters are based on rebound analyses from different regions spanning the interval from Marine Isotope Stage 6 to the present (c.f. Lambeck et al.,
2006). LIG sea level observations from these sites contain information on these ice histories and on GMSL. (d) Same as (c) but for different sites along the Western Australia coast
contributing to the data set in (b). The dependence on details of the ice sheet and on Earth-model parameters is less important at these sites than for those in (c). Thus data from
these locations, assuming tectonic stability, is more appropriate for estimating GMSL. (e) The Western Australian reconstructed evidence (blue) from (b), compared with the modelpredicted result (red) for a reference site midway between the northern and southern most localities. The difference between the reconstructed and predicted functions provides
an estimate of GMSL (green). Uncertainties in this estimate (67% confidence limits) include the observational uncertainties from (b) and model uncertainties (see e.g., Lambeck et
al., 2004a, for a treatment of model errors). (f) Simulated contribution of GIS to GMSL change (black, Q, Quiquet et al. (2013); red, R, Robinson et al. (2011); blue, S, Stone et al.
(2013), The Q, R, S correspond to the labels in Figure 5.16). (g) Simulated total GMSL contribution from the GIS (Q, R, S as in panel (f)) and the Antarctic ice sheet contribution (PD)
according to Pollard and DeConto (2009). (h) Central Greenland surface-air temperature anomalies for summer (June–August, JJA) used for ice sheet simulations displayed in panel
(f) and in Figure 5.16. Anomalies in all panels are calculated relative to present.
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Figure 5.16 | Simulated GIS elevation at the Last Interglacial (LIG) in transient (Q, R, S) and constant-forcing experiments (B). (Q) GRISLI ice sheet model with transient climate forcing derived from IPSL simulations and paleoclimate reconstructions (Quiquet et al., 2013). (R) Simulation, most consistent with independent evidence from ice cores, from ensemble
runs SICOPOLIS ice sheet model driven by transient LIG climate simulations downscaled from CLIMBER2 with the regional model REMBO (Robinson et al., 2011). (S) As R but from
ensemble simulations with the Glimmer ice sheet model forced with transient climate forcing from 135 to 120 ka with HadCM3 (Stone et al., 2013). (B) SICOPOLIS ice model forced
with a constant Eemian climate simulation of IPSL (at 126 ka), running for 6000 years starting from fully glaciated present-day GIS (Born and Nisancioglu, 2012). White squares in
each panel show the locations of ice core sites: Greenland Ice Core Project/Greenland Ice Sheet Project (GRIP/GISP) from the summit (G), North Greenland Ice Core Project (NGRIP)
(NG), North Greenland Eemian Ice Drilling (NEEM) (NE), Camp Century (C), and Dye3 (D). For ice sheet simulations using transient climate forcing, the minimum in ice volume is
illustrated. All panels use original model resolution and grids. Below each panel, maximum contribution to global mean sea level rise and time of minimum ice volume are denoted
together with information on experimental design (either “transient” run of the Interglacial period starting from the former glacial or “equilibrium” run of a time slice at the peak
interglacial). The differences in model outputs regarding timing and ice elevations result from different methodologies (e.g., transient climate change or equilibrium climate, with the
latter assumption leading to the highest estimate of the four models), melt schemes (van de Berg et al., 2011), and the reference climate input (Quiquet et al., 2013).

2011) and in the vicinity of the northwestern Ross Ice Shelf within the
last 250,000 years during MIS 7 or LIG (McKay et al., 2012a). Ackert et
al. (2011) dated glacial erratics and moraines across the Ohio Mountain Range of the Transantarctic Mountains and concluded that the
ice elevations were similar during the LIG and today, but such results
cannot be extrapolated beyond this region. East Antarctic ice core LIG
data may reflect the impact of a reduced WAIS due to climatic effects
(Holden et al., 2010b) but not through isostatic effects (Bradley et al.,
2012). Modelling and ice core data suggest EAIS may have retreated in
the Wilkes Basin (Bradley et al., 2012).

5

In summary, no reliable quantification of the contribution of the Antarctic ice volume to LIG sea level is currently possible. The only available transient ice sheet model simulation (Pollard and DeConto, 2009)
does not have realistic boundary conditions, not enough is known
about the subsurface temperatures and there are few direct observational constraints on the location of ice margins during this period. If
the above inference of the contribution to GMSL from the GIS (5.6.2.1)
is correct, the full GMSL change (section 5.6.2.2) implies significantly
less LIG ice in Antarctica than today, but as yet this cannot be supported by the observational and model evidence.

5.6.3

Last Glacial Termination and Holocene

The onset of melting of the LGM ice sheets occurred at approximately
20 ka and was followed by a GMSL rise of ~130 m in ~13 kyr (Lambeck
et al., 2002b). Coeval with the onset of the Bølling warming in the NH,
a particularly rapid rise of ~ 20 m occurred within ~ 340 years (Meltwater Pulse 1A, MWP-1A), as most recently documented by Deschamps
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et al. (2012) from a new Tahiti coral record. At this location sea level
rose between 14 and 18 m at a rate approaching 5 m per century. The
source of MWP-1A continues to be widely debated with most attention
being on scenarios in which the Antarctic ice sheet contributed either
significantly (Clark et al., 2002, 2009; Bassett et al., 2005) or very little
(Bentley et al., 2010; Mackintosh et al., 2011). Evidence of rapid WAIS
retreat at around the time of MWP-1A is also indicated by analysis of
marine sediment cores (e.g., Kilfeather et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011).
If the Antarctic ice sheet was the major contributor to MWP-1A then
it must have contained at least 7·106 km3 more ice than at present
(equivalent to ~17 m GMSL), which is about twice the difference in
Antarctic ice volume between the LGM and present found by Whitehouse et al. (2012). Because of the Earth-ocean (including gravitational, deformational and rotational) response to rapid changes in ice
volume, the amplitude of the associated sea level change is spatially
variable (Clark et al., 2002) and can provide insight into the source
region. Based on the comparison of the new Tahiti record with records
from Barbados (Fairbanks, 1989) and the Sunda Shelf (Hanebuth et al.,
2011), Deschamps et al. (2012) conclude that a significant meltwater
contribution to GMSL, of at least 7 m, originated from Antarctica. From
ice sheet modelling, Gregoire et al. (2012) argued that the separation
of the North American Laurentide and Cordilleran ice sheets may in
part be the cause of MWP-1A, contributing ~9 m in 500 years. Another
ice sheet modelling study Carlson et al. (2012) suggests a contribution
of 6 to 8 m in 500 years from the Laurentide at the onset of the Bølling
warming over North America. These studies indicate that there are no
glaciological impediments to a major North American contribution to
MWP-1A. In contrast, there are as yet no modelling results that show a
rapid retreat or partial collapse of the Antarctic ice sheet at that time.
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Since AR4, high-resolution sea level records from different localities
suggest further periods of rapid ice-mass loss. For example, records
from Singapore indicate a rise of ~14 m from ~9.5 to 8.0 ka followed
by a short interval of a smaller rise centred on about 7.2 ka (Bird et
al., 2010, for Singapore) and records from the US Atlantic (Cronin et
al., 2007) and North Sea coasts (Hijma and Cohen, 2010) suggest a
rise at around ~9.0–7.5 ka that is possibly punctuated by one or two
short intervals of higher rates. These and similar rapid events have to
be interpreted against a background of rapid rise that is spatially variable because of the residual isostatic response to the last deglaciation
(Milne and Mitrovica, 2008). Different explanations of these short-du-
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Figure 5.17 | Observational evidence for sea level change in the recent and late Holocene. Left panels (a–d): High-resolution, relative sea level results from salt-marsh data at
representative sites, without corrections for glacial isostatic movement of land and sea surfaces. Locations are given on the map. The North Carolina (a) result is based on two nearby
locations, Tump Point (dark blue) and Sand Point (light blue). They are representative of other North American Atlantic coast locations (e.g., b; Kemp et al., 2011). The rate of change
occurring late in the 19th century are seen in all high resolution salt-marsh records—e.g., in New Zealand (c) (Gehrels et al., 2008; Gehrels and Woodworth, 2013) and in Spain
(d) (Leorri et al., 2008; García-Artola et al., 2009)—that extend into modern time and is consistent with Roman archaeological evidence (Lambeck et al., 2004b). The oscillation in
sea level seen in the North Carolina record at about 1000 years ago occurs in some (González and Törnqvist, 2009) but not all records (cf. Gehrels et al., 2011; Kemp et al., 2011).
Right hand side panels (g–j): Observational evidence for sea level change from lower resolution but longer period records. All records are uncorrected for isostatic effects resulting
in spatially variable near-linear trend in sea level over the 7000-year period. The Kiritimati record (Christmas Island) (g) consists of coral microatoll elevations whose fossil elevations
are with respect to the growth position of living microatolls (Woodroffe et al., 2012). The North Queensland record (h) is also based on microatoll evidence from several sites on
Orpheus Island (Chappell, 1983; Lambeck et al., 2002a). The data from Mediterranean France (i) is based on biological indicators (Laborel et al., 1994) restricted to three nearby
locations between which differential isostatic effects are less than the observational errors (Lambeck and Bard, 2000). The Spanish record (j) from estuarine sedimentary deposits is
for two nearby localities; Bilboa (dark blue) and Urdaibai (light blue) (Leorri et al., 2012). The two global records (central panels) are estimates of change in global mean sea level
from (i) the instrumental record (Jevrejeva et al., 2008) that overlaps the salt-marsh records, and (j) from a range of geological and archaeological indicators from different localities
around the world (Lambeck et al., 2010), with the contributing records corrected individually for the isostatic effects at each location.
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 5.2 | How Unusual is the Current Sea Level Rate of Change?
The rate of mean global sea level change—averaging 1.7 ± 0.2 mm yr–1 for the entire 20th century and between
2.8 and 3.6 mm yr–1 since 1993 (Chapter 13)—is unusual in the context of centennial-scale variations of the last two
millennia. However, much more rapid rates of sea level change occurred during past periods of rapid ice sheet disintegration, such as transitions between glacial and interglacial periods. Exceptional tectonic effects can also drive
very rapid local sea level changes, with local rates exceeding the current global rates of change.
‘Sea level’ is commonly thought of as the point where the ocean meets the land. Earth scientists define sea level as a
measure of the position of the sea surface relative to the land, both of which may be moving relative to the center
of the Earth. A measure of sea level therefore reflects a combination of geophysical and climate factors. Geophysical factors affecting sea level include land subsidence or uplift and glacial isostatic adjustments—the earth–ocean
system’s response to changes in mass distribution on the Earth, specifically ocean water and land ice.
Climate influences include variations in ocean temperatures, which cause sea water to expand or contract, changes
in the volume of glaciers and ice sheets, and shifts in ocean currents. Local and regional changes in these climate
and geophysical factors produce significant deviations from the global estimate of the mean rate of sea level
change. For example, local sea level is falling at a rate approaching 10 mm yr–1 along the northern Swedish coast
(Gulf of Bothnia), due to ongoing uplift caused by continental ice that melted after the last glacial period. In contrast, local sea level rose at a rate of ~20 mm yr–1 from 1960 to 2005 south of Bangkok, mainly in response to subsidence due to ground water extraction.
For the past ~150 years, sea level change has been recorded at tide gauge stations, and for the past ~20 years, with
satellite altimeters. Results of these two data sets are consistent for the overlapping period. The globally averaged
rate of sea level rise of ~1.7 ± 0.2 mm yr–1 over the 20th century—and about twice that over the past two decades—
may seem small compared with observations of wave and tidal oscillations around the globe that can be orders of
magnitude larger. However, if these rates persist over long time intervals, the magnitude carries important consequences for heavily populated, low-lying coastal regions, where even a small increase in sea level can inundate
large land areas.
Prior to the instrumental period, local rates of sea level change are estimated from indirect measures recorded
in sedimentary, fossil and archaeological archives. These proxy records are spatially limited and reflect both local
and global conditions. Reconstruction of a global signal is strengthened, though, when individual proxy records
from widely different environmental settings converge on a common signal. It is important to note that geologic
archives—particularly those before about 20,000 years ago—most commonly only capture millennial-scale changes
in sea level. Estimates of century-scale rates of sea level change are therefore based on millennial-scale information,
but it must be recognised that such data do not necessarily preclude more rapid rates of century-scale changes in
sea level.

5

Sea level reconstructions for the last two millennia offer an opportunity to use proxy records to overlap with, and
extend beyond, the instrumental period. A recent example comes from salt-marsh deposits on the Atlantic Coast
of the United States, combined with sea level reconstructions based on tide-gauge data and model predictions, to
document an average rate of sea level change since the late 19th century of 2.1 ± 0.2 mm yr–1. This century-long rise
exceeds any other century-scale change rate in the entire 2000-year record for this same section of coast.
On longer time scales, much larger rates and amplitudes of sea level changes have sometimes been encountered.
Glacial–interglacial climate cycles over the past 500,000 years resulted in global sea level changes of up to about 120
to 140 m. Much of this sea level change occurred in 10,000 to 15,000 years, during the transition from a full glacial
period to an interglacial period, at average rates of 10 to 15 mm yr–1. These high rates are only sustainable when
the Earth is emerging from periods of extreme glaciation, when large ice sheets contact the oceans. For example,
during the transition from the last glacial maximum (about 21,000 years ago) to the present interglacial (Holocene,
last 11,650 years), fossil coral reef deposits indicate that global sea level rose abruptly by 14 to 18 m in less than 500
years. This event is known as Meltwater Pulse 1A, in which the rate of sea level rise reached more than 40 mm yr–1.
These examples from longer time scales indicate rates of sea level change greater than observed today, but it should
be remembered that they all occurred in special circumstances: at times of transition from full glacial to interglacial condition; at locations where the long-term after-effects of these transitions are still occurring; at locations of
(continued on next page)
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FAQ 5.2 (continued)

major tectonic upheavals or in major deltas, where subsidence due to sediment compaction—sometimes amplified
by ground-fluid extraction—dominates.
The instrumental and geologic record support the conclusion that the current rate of mean global sea level change
is unusual relative to that observed and/or estimated over the last two millennia. Higher rates have been observed
in the geological record, especially during times of transition between glacial and interglacial periods.
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FAQ 5.2, Figure 1 | (a) Estimates of the average rate of global mean sea level change (in mm yr–1) for five selected time intervals: last glacial-to-interglacial transition;
Meltwater Pulse 1A; last 2 millennia; 20th century; satellite altimetry era (1993–2012). Blue columns denote time intervals of transition from a glacial to an interglacial
period, whereas orange columns denote the current interglacial period. Black bars indicate the range of likely values of the average rate of global mean sea level
change. Note the overall higher rates of global mean sea level change characteristic of times of transition between glacial and interglacial periods. (b) Expanded view
of the rate of global mean sea level change during three time intervals of the present interglacial.

(Stone et al., 2003). Elevation histories derived from central Greenland
ice core data (Vinther et al., 2009; Lecavalier et al., 2013) have presented evidence for thinning from 8 ka to 6 ka but no integrated observation-based estimate for the total ice sheet is available. Contributions
from mountain glaciers for this interval are unknown.
Resolving decimeter-scale sea level fluctuations is critical for understanding the causes of sea level change during the last few millennia. Three types of proxies have this capability: salt-marsh plants and
microfauna (foraminifera and diatoms) that form distinctive elevation
zones reflecting variations in tolerances to the frequency and duration
of tidal inundation (Donnelly et al., 2004; Horton and Edwards, 2006;
Gehrels et al., 2008; Kemp et al., 2009; Long et al., 2012); coral microatolls found in intertidal environments close to lowest spring tides

5

(Woodroffe and McLean, 1990; Smithers and Woodroffe, 2001; Goodwin and Harvey, 2008); and coastal archaeological features constructed with direct (e.g., fish ponds and certain harbour structures) or indirect (e.g., changes in water-table level in ancient wells) relationships
to sea level (Lambeck et al., 2004b; Sivan et al., 2004; Auriemma and
Solinas, 2009; Anzidei et al., 2011). Of these, the salt-marsh records
are particularly important because they have been validated against
regional tide-gauge records and because they can provide near-continuous records. The most robust signal captured in the salt-marsh proxy
sea level records from both the NH and SH is an increase in rate, late
in the 19th or in the early 20th century (Figure 5.17), that marks a
transition from relatively low rates of change during the late Holocene
(order tenths of mm yr–1) to modern rates (order mm yr–1) (see also FAQ
5.2). Variability in both the magnitude and the timing (1840–1920) of
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this acceleration has been reported (Gehrels et al., 2006, 2008, 2011;
Kemp et al., 2009, 2011), but Gehrels and Woodworth (2013) have
concluded that these mismatches can be reconciled within the observational uncertainties. Combined with the instrumental evidence (see
Section 3.7) and with inferences drawn from archaeological evidence
from 2000 years ago (Lambeck et al., 2004b), rates of sea level rise
exceeded the late Holocene background rate after about 1900 (high
confidence) (Figure 5.17).
Regionally, as along the US Atlantic coast and Gulf of Mexico coast,
the salt-marsh records reveal some consistency in multi-decadal and
centennial time scales deviations from the linear trends expected from
the GIA signal (see e.g., panels (a) and (b) in Figure 5.17) (van de Plassche et al., 1998; González and Törnqvist, 2009; Kemp et al., 2011) but
they have not yet been identified as truly global phenomena. For the
past 5 millennia the most complete sea level record from a single location consists of microatoll evidence from Kiritimati (Christmas Island;
Pacific Ocean) (Woodroffe et al., 2012) that reveals with medium confidence that amplitudes of any fluctuations in GMSL during this interval
did not exceed approximately ±25 cm on time scales of a few hundred
years. Proxy data from other localities with quasi-continuous records
for parts of this pre-industrial period, likewise, do not identify significant global oscillations on centennial time scales (Figure 5.17).

5.7

5

Evidence and Processes of Abrupt
Climate Change

Many paleoclimate archives document climate changes that happened
at rates considerably exceeding the average rate of change for longerterm averaging periods prior and after this change (see Glossary for
other definition of Abrupt Climate Change). A variety of mechanisms
have been suggested to explain the emergence of such abrupt climate
changes (see Section 12.5.5). Most of them invoke the existence of
nonlinearities or, more specifically, thresholds in the underlying dynamics of one or more Earth-system components. Both internal dynamics
and external forcings can generate abrupt changes in the climate state.
Documentation of abrupt climate changes in the past using multiple
sources of proxy evidence can provide important benchmarks to test
instability mechanisms in climate models. This assessment of abrupt
climate change on time scales of 10 to 100 years focuses on Dansgaard-Oeschger (DO) events and iceberg/meltwater discharges during
Heinrich events, especially the advances since AR4 in reconstructing
and understanding their global impacts and in extending the record of
millennial-scale variability to about 800 ka.
Twenty-five abrupt DO events (North Greenland Ice Core Project members, 2004) and several centennial-scale events (Capron et al., 2010b)
occurred during the last glacial cycle (see Section 5.3.2). DO events
in Greenland were marked by an abrupt transition (within a few decades) from a cold phase, referred to as Greenland Stadial (GS) into
a warm phase, known as Greenland Interstadial (GI). Subsequently
but within a GI, a gradual cooling preceded a rapid jump to GS that
lasted for centuries up to millennia. Thermal gas-fractionation methods
(Landais et al., 2004; Huber et al., 2006) suggest that for certain DO
events Greenland temperatures increased by up to 16°C ± 2.5°C (1
standard deviation) within several decades. Such transitions were also
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accompanied by abrupt shifts in dust and deuterium excess, indicative
of reorganizations in atmospheric circulation (Steffensen et al., 2008;
Thomas et al., 2009). Reconstructions from the subtropical Atlantic and
Mediterranean reveal concomitant SST changes attaining values up to
5°C (e.g., Martrat et al., 2004; Martrat et al., 2007).
In spite of the visible presence of DO events in many paleoclimate
records from both hemispheres, the underlying mechanisms still remain
unresolved and range from internally generated atmosphere–ocean–
ice sheet events (Timmermann et al., 2003; Ditlevsen and Ditlevsen,
2009), to solar-forced variability (Braun et al., 2008; Braun and Kurths,
2010). However, given the lack of observational evidence for a direct
linear modulation of solar irradiance on DO time scales, (Muscheler
and Beer, 2006), solar forcing is an improbable candidate to generate
DO events. There is robust evidence from multiple lines of paleoceanographic information and modelling that DO variability is often associated with AMOC changes, as suggested by climate models of varying
complexity (Ganopolski and Rahmstorf, 2001; Arzel et al., 2009) and
marine proxy records (Piotrowski et al., 2005; Kissel et al., 2008; Barker
et al., 2010; Roberts et al., 2010); but also potential influences of seaice cover (Li et al., 2010b), atmosphere circulation and ice sheet topography (Wunsch, 2006) have been proposed.
The widespread presence of massive layers of ice-rafted detritus in
North Atlantic marine sediments provide robust evidence that some
DO GS, known as Heinrich stadials, were associated with iceberg discharges originating from the Northern Hemispheric ice sheets. During
these periods global sea level rose by up to several tens of meters
(Chappell, 2002; Rohling et al., 2008b; Siddall et al., 2008; González
and Dupont, 2009; Yokoyama and Esat, 2011), with remaining uncertainties in timing and amplitude of sea level rise, stadial cooling and
ocean circulation changes relative to the iceberg discharge (Hall et al.,
2006; Arz et al., 2007; Siddall et al., 2008; González and Dupont, 2009;
Sierro et al., 2009; Hodell et al., 2010). Internal instabilities of the Laurentide ice sheet can cause massive calving and meltwater events similar to those reconstructed from proxy records (Calov et al., 2002, 2010;
Marshall and Koutnik, 2006). Alternatively, an initial weakening of the
AMOC can lead to subsurface warming in parts of the North Atlantic
(Shaffer et al., 2004) and subsequent basal melting of the Labrador
ice shelves, and a resulting acceleration of ice streams and iceberg
discharge (Alvarez-Solas et al., 2010; Marcott et al., 2011). At present,
unresolved dynamics in ice sheet models and limited proxy information
do not allow us to distinguish the two mechanisms with confidence.
Since AR4, climate model simulations (Liu et al., 2009b; Otto-Bliesner
and Brady, 2010; Menviel et al., 2011; Kageyama et al., 2013) have
further confirmed the finding (high confidence) that changes in AMOC
strength induce abrupt climate changes with magnitude and patterns
resembling reconstructed paleoclimate-proxy data of DO and Heinrich
events.
Recent studies have presented a better understanding of the global
imprints of DO events and Heinrich events, for various regions. Widespread North Atlantic cooling and sea-ice anomalies during GS induced
atmospheric circulation changes (high confidence) (Krebs and Timmermann, 2007; Clement and Peterson, 2008; Kageyama et al., 2010;
Merkel et al., 2010; Otto-Bliesner and Brady, 2010; Timmermann et
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al., 2010) which in turn affected inter-hemispheric tropical rainfall
patterns, leading to drying in Northern South America (Peterson and
Haug, 2006), the Mediterranean (Fletcher and Sánchez Goñi, 2008;
Fleitmann et al., 2009), equatorial western Africa and Arabia (Higginson et al., 2004; Ivanochko et al., 2005; Weldeab et al., 2007a; Mulitza
et al., 2008; Tjallingii et al., 2008; Itambi et al., 2009; Weldeab, 2012),
wide parts of Asia (Wang et al., 2008; Cai et al., 2010) (see Figure
5.4e) as well as in the Australian-Indonesian monsoon region (Mohtadi
et al., 2011). Concomitant wetter conditions have been reconstructed
for southwestern North America (Asmerom et al., 2010; Wagner et al.,
2010) and southern South America (Kanner et al., 2012) (Figure 5.4h).
Moreover, atmospheric circulation changes have been invoked (Zhang
and Delworth, 2005; Xie et al., 2008; Okumura et al., 2009) to explain
temperature variations in the North Pacific that varied in unison with
abrupt climate change in the North Atlantic region (Harada et al., 2008,
2012; Pak et al., 2012). Other factors that may have contributed to
North Pacific climate anomalies include large-scale Pacific Ocean circulation changes (Saenko et al., 2004; Schmittner et al., 2007; Harada
et al., 2009; Okazaki et al., 2010) during phases of a weak AMOC.
Recent high-resolution ice core studies (EPICA Community Members,
2006; Capron et al., 2010a, 2010b, 2012; Stenni et al., 2011) show
that Antarctica warmed gradually for most GS, reaching maximum
values at the time of GS/GI transitions, which is in agreement with
the bipolar seesaw concept (Stocker and Johnsen, 2003; Stenni et al.,
2011). A recent global temperature compilation (Shakun et al., 2012),
Southern Ocean temperature records (Lamy et al., 2007; Barker et al.,
2009; De Deckker et al., 2012), evidence from SH terrestrial records
(Kaplan et al., 2010; Putnam et al., 2010) and transient climate model
experiments (Menviel et al., 2011) provide multiple lines of evidence
for the inter-hemispheric character of millennial-scale variability during
the last glacial termination and for DO events (high confidence).

The existence of threshold behaviour in the EAIS is consistent with
an abrupt increase in Antarctic ice volume at the Eocene/Oligocene
boundary, 33 Ma, attributed to gradual atmospheric CO2 concentration decline on geological time scale (Pagani et al., 2005b; Pearson
et al., 2009) (Figure 5.2, Section 5.2.2). Ice sheet models produce a
hysteresis behaviour of the EAIS with respect to CO2 concentrations,
leading to EAIS glaciation when CO2 concentration declined to 600–
900 ppm (DeConto and Pollard, 2003; Langebroek et al., 2009) and
deglaciation for CO2 above 1200 ppm (Pollard and DeConto, 2009).
Proxy records suggest that the WAIS might have collapsed during last
interglacials (Naish et al., 2009b; Vaughan et al., 2011) and was absent
during warm periods of the Pliocene when CO2 concentration was 350
to 450 ppm (see Section 5.2.2.2) and global sea level was higher than
present (see Section 5.6.1). These reconstructions and one ice sheet
model simulation (Pollard and DeConto, 2009) suggest that WAIS is
very sensitive to the subsurface ocean temperature. This implies, with
medium confidence, that a large part of the WAIS will be eventually
lost if the atmospheric CO2 concentration stays within, or above, the
range of 350 to 450 ppm for several millennia.

Newly available marine records (Martrat et al., 2007; Grützner and Higgins, 2010; Margari et al., 2010; Kleiven et al., 2011), Antarctic WMGHG
records (Loulergue et al., 2008; Schilt et al., 2010) and statistical analyses of Antarctic ice core data (Siddall et al., 2010; Lambert et al., 2012)
combined with bipolar seesaw modelling (Siddall et al., 2006; Barker et
al., 2011) document with high confidence that abrupt climate change
events, similar to the DO events and Heinrich stadials of the last glacial
cycle, occurred during previous glacial periods extending back about
800 ka and, with medium confidence, to 1100 ka.

Therefore, proxy records and results of model simulations indicate
with medium confidence that the GIS and WAIS could be destabilized by projected climate changes, although the time scales of the ice
sheets response to climate change are very long (several centuries to
millennia).

5.8

Paleoclimate Perspective on
Irreversibility in the Climate System

For an introduction of the concept of irreversibility see Glossary.

5.8.1

Ice Sheets

Modelling studies suggest the existence of multiple equilibrium
states for ice sheets with respect to temperature, CO2 concentration
and orbital forcing phase spaces (DeConto and Pollard, 2003; Calov
and Ganopolski, 2005; Ridley et al., 2010). This implies a possibility of
irreversible changes in the climate-cryosphere system in the past and
future.

Observational evidence suggest that the GIS was also much smaller
than today during the MPWP (see Sections 5.6.1 and 5.2.2), consistent with the results of simulations with ice sheet models (Dolan et
al., 2011; Koenig et al., 2011). Ice sheet model simulations and proxy
records show that the volume of the GIS was also reduced during the
past interglacial period (Section 5.6.2). This supports modelling results
that indicate temperature or CO2 thresholds for melting and re-growth
of the GIS may lie in close proximity to the present and future levels
(Gregory and Huybrechts, 2006; Lunt et al., 2008) (Section 5.6.1) and
that the GIS may have multiple equilibrium states under present-day
climate state (Ridley et al., 2010).

5.8.2

Ocean Circulation

Numerous modelling studies demonstrate that increased freshwater
flux into the North Atlantic leads to weakening of the AMOC. Results
of EMICs (Rahmstorf et al., 2005) and coupled GCMs also suggest that
AMOC may have multiple equilibrium states under present or glacial
climate conditions (Hawkins et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2012). Experiments
with climate models provide evidence that the sensitivity of the AMOC
to freshwater perturbation is larger for glacial boundary conditions
than for interglacial conditions (Swingedouw et al., 2009) and that the
recovery time scale of the AMOC is longer for LGM conditions than for
the Holocene (Bitz et al., 2007).
The abrupt climate-change event at 8.2 ka permits the study of
the recovery time of the AMOC to freshwater perturbation under
near-modern boundary conditions (Rohling and Pälike, 2005). Since
AR4, new proxy records and simulations confirm that the pattern of
surface-ocean and atmospheric climate anomalies is consistent with
a reduction in the strength of the AMOC (Figure 5.18a, b, d). Available
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has been observed (Figure 5.18a, b) with the climate anomaly associated with the event lasting 100–160 years (Daley et al., 2011). The
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event is estimated between 1.6·1014 m3 and 8·1014 m3 (von Grafenstein
et al., 1998; Barber et al., 1999; Clarke et al., 2004). The duration of the
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proxy records from the North Atlantic support the hypothesis that
freshwater input into the North Atlantic reduced the amount of deep
and central water-mass formation, Nordic Seas overflows, intermediate
water temperatures and the ventilation state of North Atlantic Deep
Water (Figure 5.18c, d) (McManus et al., 2004; Ellison et al., 2006; Kleiven et al., 2008; Bamberg et al., 2010). A concomitant decrease of SST
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Figure 5.18 | Compilation of selected paleoenvironmental and climate model data for the abrupt Holocene cold event at 8.2 ka, documenting temperature and ocean-circulation
changes around the event and the spatial extent of climate anomalies following the event. Published age constraints for the period of release of freshwater from glacier lakes
Agassiz and Ojibway are bracketed inside the vertical blue bar. Vertical grey bar denotes the time of the main cold event as found in Greenland ice core records (Thomas et al.,
2007). Thick lines in (a–d) denote 5-point running mean of underlying data in thin lines. (a) Black curve: North Greenland Ice Core Project (NGRIP) d18O (temperature proxy) from
Greenland Summit (North Greenland Ice Core Project members, 2004). Red curve: Simulated Greenland temperature in an 8.2 ka event simulation with the ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE
model (Wiersma et al., 2011). Blue curve: Simulated Greenland temperature in an 8.2 ka event simulation with the CCSM3 model (Morrill et al., 2011). (b) North Atlantic/Nordic
Seas sea surface temperature (SST) reconstructions, age models are aligned on the peak of the cold-event (less than 100-year adjustment). Blue curve: Nordic Seas (Risebrobakken
et al., 2011). Black curve: Gardar Drift south of Iceland (Ellison et al., 2006). (c) Deep- and intermediate-water records. Black curve: Sortable silt (SS) record (overflow strength proxy)
from Gardar Drift south of Iceland (Ellison et al., 2006), Atlantic intermediate water temperature reconstruction (Bamberg et al., 2010). (d) Black curve: d13C (deep water ventilation
proxy) at 3.4 km water depth south of Greenland (Kleiven et al., 2008). Age model is aligned on the minimum overflow strength in (c) (less than 100-year adjustment). Modelled
change in the strength of the Atlantic Ocean meridional overturning circulation (AMOC)—Green curve: an 8.2 ka event simulation with the GISS model (LeGrande et al., 2006). Red
curve: an 8.2 ka event simulation with the ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE (v. 3) model (Wiersma et al., 2011). Blue curve: an 8.2 ka event simulation with the CCSM3 model (Morrill et al.,
2011). (e) Spatial distribution of the 4-member ensemble mean annual mean surface temperature anomaly (°C) compared with the control experiment from model simulations of
the effects of a freshwater release at 8.2 ka (based on Morrill et al., 2013a). White dots indicate regions where less than 3 models agree on the sign of change. Coloured circles show
paleoclimate data from records resolving the 8.2 ka event: purple = cold anomaly, yellow = warm anomaly, grey = no significant anomaly. Data source and significance thresholds
are as summarized by Morrill et al. (2013b). (f) Same as (e) but for annual mean precipitation anomalies in %. Coloured circles show paleoclimate data from records resolving the
8.2 ka event: purple = dry anomaly, yellow = wet anomaly, grey = no significant anomaly.
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meltwater release may have been as short as 0.5 years (Clarke et al.,
2004), but new drainage estimates indicate an up to 200 year-duration
in two separate stages (Gregoire et al., 2012). A four-model ensemble with a one-year freshwater perturbation of 2.5 Sv only gives temperature anomalies half of what has been reconstructed and with a
shorter duration than observed, resulting from unresolved processes
in models, imprecise representation of the initial climate state or a too
short duration of the freshwater forcing (Morrill et al., 2013a). These
marine-based reconstructions consistently show that the recovery time
scale of the shallow and deep overturning circulation is on the order
of 200 years (Ellison et al., 2006; Bamberg et al., 2010) (Figure 5.18c,
d), with one record pointing to a partial recovery on a decadal time
scale (Kleiven et al., 2008). Both recovery time scale and sensitivity
of the AMOC to the freshwater perturbation are generally consistent
with model experiments for the 8.2 ka event using coarse-resolution
models, GCMs and eddy permitting models (LeGrande and Schmidt,
2008; Spence et al., 2008; Li et al., 2009). The recovery of temperatures
out of the cold anomaly appears overprinted with natural variability
in the proxy data, and is more gradual in data than in the AOGCM
experiments (Figure 5.18c, d). In summary, multiple lines of evidence
indicate, with high confidence, that the interglacial mode of the AMOC
can recover from a short-term freshwater input into the subpolar North
Atlantic.
The characteristic teleconnection patterns associated with a colder
North Atlantic Ocean as described in Section 5.7 are evident for the
8.2 ka event in both models and proxy data (Figure 5.18e, f).

5.8.3

Next Glacial Inception

Since orbital forcing can be accurately calculated for the future (see
Section 5.2.1), efforts can be made to predict the onset of the next
glacial period. However, the glaciation threshold depends not only on
insolation but also on the atmospheric CO2 concentration (Archer and
Ganopolski, 2005). Models of different complexity have been used to
investigate the response to orbital forcing in the future for a range of
atmospheric CO2 levels. These results consistently show that a glacial
inception is not expected to happen within the next approximate 50
kyr if either atmospheric CO2 concentration remains above 300 ppm
or cumulative carbon emissions exceed 1000 PgC (Loutre and Berger,
2000; Archer and Ganopolski, 2005; Cochelin et al., 2006). Only if
atmospheric CO2 content was below the pre-industrial level would a
glaciation be possible under present orbital configuration (Loutre and
Berger, 2000; Cochelin et al., 2006; Kutzbach et al., 2011; Vettoretti and
Peltier, 2011; Tzedakis et al., 2012a). Simulations with climate–carbon
cycle models show multi-millennial lifetime of the anthropogenic CO2
in the atmosphere (see Box 6.1). Even for the lowest RCP 2.6 scenario,
atmospheric CO2 concentrations will exceed 300 ppm until the year
3000. It is therefore virtually certain that orbital forcing will not trigger
a glacial inception before the end of the next millennium.
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5.9

Concluding Remarks

The assessments in this chapter are based on a rapidly growing body of
new evidence from the peer-review literature. Since AR4, there exists a
wide range of new information on past changes in atmospheric composition, sea level, regional climates including droughts and floods,
as well as new results from internationally coordinated model experiments on past climates (PMIP3/CMIP5). At the regional scale proxybased temperature estimates are still scarce for key regions such as
Africa, India and parts of the Americas. Syntheses of past precipitation
changes were too limited to support regional assessments.
Precise knowledge of past changes in atmospheric concentrations of
well-mixed GHGs prior to the period for which ice core records are
available remains a strong limitation on assessing longer-term climate
change. Key limitations to our knowledge of past climate continues
to be associated with uncertainties of the quantitative information
derived from climate proxies, in particular due to seasonality effects,
the lack of proxy records sensitive to winter temperature, or the precise
water depth at which ocean proxies signals form. Moreover, methodological uncertainties associated with regional, hemispheric or global
syntheses need to be further investigated and quantified.
Despite progress on developing proxy records of past changes in sea
ice it is not yet possible to provide quantitative and spatially coherent
assessments of past sea ice cover in both polar oceans.
While this assessment could build on improved reconstructions of
abrupt climate changes during glacial periods, key questions remain
open regarding the underlying cause of these changes. Large uncertainties remain on the variations experienced by the West and East
Antarctic ice sheets over various time scales of the past. Regarding
past sea level change, major difficulties are associated with deconvolving changes in ocean geodynamic effects, as well as for inferring global
signals from regional reconstructions.
The PMIP3/CMIP5 model framework offers the opportunity to directly
incorporate information from paleoclimate data and simulations into
assessments of future projections. This is an emerging field for which
only preliminary information was available for AR5.
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Appendix 5.A: Additional Information on
Paleoclimate Archives and Models
Table 5.A.1 | Summary of the Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Model (AOGCM) simulations available and assessed for Sections 5.3.5 and 5.5.1. Acronyms describing
forcings are: SS (solar forcing, stronger variability), SW (solar forcing, weaker variability), V (volcanic activity), G (greenhouse gases concentration), A (aerosols), L (land use–land
cover), and O (orbital). The table is divided into Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase III (PMIP3) and Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) and
non-PMIP3/CMIP5 experiments (Braconnot et al., 2012b; Taylor et al., 2012). Superscript indices in forcing acronyms identify the forcing reconstructions used and are listed in the
table footnotes. PMIP3 experiments follow forcing guidelines provided in Schmidt et al. (2011, 2012b). See Fernández-Donado et al. (2013) for more information on pre-PMIP3/
CMIP5 forcing configurations. See Chapter 8 and Table 9.1 for the forcing and model specifications of the CMIP5 historical runs. The simulations highlighted in red were excluded
from Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.12 because they did not include at least solar, volcanic and greenhouse gas forcings, they did not span the whole of the last millennium, or for a reason
given in the table notes.

Model

(No. runs) Period

Forcingsa

Reference

Pre PMIP3/CMIP5 Experiments
CCSM3

(1×) 1000–2000
(4×) 1500–2000

SS11·V22·G30,31,35

CNRM-CM3.3

(1×) 1001–1999

SS11·V21·G30,34,35·A44·L54

Swingedouw et al. (2011)

CSM1.4

(1×) 850–1999

SS ·V ·G

Ammann et al. (2007)

CSIRO-MK3L-1-2

(3×) 1–2001
(3×) 1–2001
(3×) 501–2001

SW14
SW14·G34·O60
SW14·V24·G34·O60

Phipps et al. (2013)

ECHAM4/OPYC

(1×) 1500–2000

SS11·V21,26·G38·A42·L55

Stendel et al. (2006)

ECHAM5/MPIOM

(5×) 800–2005
(3×) 800–2005

SW13·V25·G34,39·A40·L53·O61
SS10·V25·G34,39·A40·L53·O61

Jungclaus et al. (2010)

ECHO-G

(1×) 1000–1990
(1×) 1000–1990
(2×) –7000–1998

SS11·V20·G31,36,37
SS11·V20·G31,36,37
SS12·G30·O62

González-Rouco et al. (2003)b
González-Rouco et al. (2006)
Wagner et al. (2007)

HadCM3

(1×) 1492–1999

SS11·V23·G32·A43·L50,54,55·O60

Tett et al. (2007)

IPSLCM4

(1×) 1001–2000

SS11·G30,34,35·A44·O63

Servonnat et al. (2010)

FGOALS-gl

(1×) 1000–1999

SS11·V20·G30,31,35

Zhou et al. (2011)c

10

21

Hofer et al. (2011)

·A

30,31,35

41

PMIP3/CMIP5 Experiments

5

BCC-csm1-1

(1×) 850–2005

SW15·V24·G30,33,34· A45·O60

CCSM4

(1×) 850–2004

SW15·V24·G30,33,34· A45 ·L51·O60

CSIRO-MK3L-1-2

(1×) 851–2000

SW14·V25·G30,33,34·O60

GISS-E2-R

(8×) 850–2004

SW14·V25·G30,33,34·A45·L51·O60
SW14·V24·G30,33,34·A45·L51·O60
SW14·G30,33,34·A4·L51·O60
SW15·V25·G30,33,34·A45·L51·O60
SW15·V24·G30,33,34·A45·L52·O60
SW15·G30,33,34·A4·L51·O60
SW15·V25·G30,33,34·A45·L52·O60
SW15·V24·G30,33,34·A45·L51·O60

d

HadCM3

(1×) 800–2000

SW14·V25·G30,32,34·A43·L51·O60

Schurer et al. (2013)

IPSL-CM5A-LR

(1×) 850–2005

SW ·V ·G

MIROC-ESM

(1×) 850–2005

SW16·V25·G30,34,39·O60

MPI-ESM-P

(1×) 850–2005

SW15·V25·G30,33,34·A45·L51·O60

Notes:
a
Key for superscript indices in forcing acronyms:
[1] Solar:
[10] Bard et al. (2000)
[11] Bard et al. (2000) spliced to Lean et al. (1995a)
[12] Solanki et al. (2004)
[13] Krivova et al. (2007)
[14] Steinhilber et al. (2009) spliced to Wang et al. (2005)
[15] Vieira and Solanki (2010) spliced to Wang et al. (2005)
[16] Delaygue and Bard (2011) spliced to Wang
et al. (2005)
[2] Volcanic:
[20] Crowley (2000)
[21] Ammann et al. (2003)
[22] Total solar irradiances from Crowley (2000) converted
to aerosol masses using Ammann et al. (2003)
regression coefficients.
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15

27

Landrum et al. (2013)

·O

30,33,34

60

[23] Crowley et al. (2003)
[24] Gao et al. (2008). In the GISS-E2-R simulations this
forcing was implemented twice as large as in Gao
et al. (2008).
[25] Crowley and Unterman (2013)
[26] Robertson et al. (2001)
[27] Ammann et al. (2007)
[3] WMGHGs:
[30] Flückiger et al., (1999; 2002); Machida et al. (1995)
[31] Etheridge et al. (1996)
[32] Johns et al. (2003)
[33] Hansen and Sato (2004)
[34] MacFarling Meure et al. (2006)
[35] Blunier et al. (1995)
[36] Etheridge et al. (1998)
[37] Battle et al. (1996)

e

[38] Robertson et al. (2001)
[39] CO2 diagnosed by the model.
[4] Aerosols:
[40] Lefohn et al. (1999)
[41] Joos et al. (2001)
[42] Roeckner et al. (1999)
[43] Johns et al. (2003)
[44] Boucher and Pham (2002)
[45] Lamarque et al. (2010). See Sections 8.2 and 8.3
[5] Land use, land cover:
[50] Wilson and Henderson-Sellers (1985)
[51] Pongratz et al. (2009) spliced to Hurtt et al. (2006)
[52] Kaplan et al. (2011)
[53] Pongratz et al. (2008)
(continued on next page)
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Table 5.A.1 Notes (continued)
[54] Ramankutty and Foley (1999)
[55] Goldewijk (2001)
[6] Orbital:
[60] Berger (1978)
[61] Bretagnon and Francou (1988)
[62] Berger and Loutre (1991)
[63] Laskar et al. (2004)

b
c

d
e

This simulation was only used in Figure 5.8, using NH temperature adjusted by Osborn et al. (2006).
The FGOALS-gl experiment is available in the PMIP3 repository, but the forcing configuration is different from
Schmidt et al (2011; 2012b) recommendations so it is included here within the pre-PMIP3 ensemble.
The GISS-E2-R experiments with Gao et al. (2008) volcanic forcing were not used in Figures 5.8, 5.9 or 5.12. See [24].
This simulation was only used in Figure 5.8, using drift-corrected NH temperature.

Table 5.A.2 | Summary of atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) proxy methods and confidence assessment of their main assumptions.

Scientific
Rationale

Estimated
Applicability

Alkenone
(phytoplankton
biomarker)
carbon isotopes

Measurements of
carbon isotope ratios
of marine sedimentary alkenones
(or other organic
compounds) allows
determination of the
isotopic fractionation factor during
carbon fixation (εp)
from which pCO2
can be calculated.

100 to
~4000 ppm;
0 to 100 Ma

Alkenones are often rare in
oligotrophic areas and sometimes absent. Method relies on
empirical calibration and δ13C is
sensitive to other environmental
factors, especially nutrient-related variables. Method has been
used successfully to reconstruct
glacial–interglacial changes.

Measured alkenone carbon isotope ratio is accurate and precise (high).
Ambient aqueous partial pressure of carbon dioxide (pCO2) has a quantifiable relationship with εp that can be distinguished from the nutrient-related physiological factors
such as algal growth rate, cell size, cell geometry and light-limited growth (medium).
Aqueous pCO2 is in equilibrium with atmospheric pCO2 (medium).
Carbon isotope fractionation in modern alkenone-producing species is the same in
ancient species and constant through time (medium).
Levels of biological productivity (e.g., dissolved phosphate concentrations) can
be calculated (high).
Carbon isotope ratio of aqueous CO2 in the mixed layer can be determined (medium).
Sea surface temperature can be determined (high).
Atmospheric partial pressure of oxygen (pO2) is known or assumed (medium).
Diagenetic effects are minimal, or can be quantified (medium).

Boron isotopes
in foraminifera

Boron isotope ratios
(δ11B) in foraminifera
(or other calcifying
organisms) give
paleo-pH from
which pCO2 can
be calculated if a
value for a second
carbonate system
parameter (e.g., alkalinity) is assumed.

100 to
~4000 ppm;
0 to 100 Ma

Calculated pCO2 is very sensitive to the boron isotope ratio
of seawater which is relatively
poorly known, especially for
the earlier Cenozoic. Effects
of foraminiferal preservation are not well understood.
Method has been used
successfully to reconstruct
glacial–interglacial changes.

Measured boron isotope ratio is accurate and precise (high).
The equilibrium constant for dissociation of boric acid and boron isotopic fractionation
between B(OH)3 and B(OH)4– are well known (high).
Boron incorporation into carbonate is predominantly from borate ion (high).
Boron isotope ratio of foraminifer calcification reflects ambient surface seawater
pH (high).
Aqueous pCO2 is in equilibrium with atmospheric pCO2 (medium).
Habitats of extinct species can be determined (high).
There is no vital effect fractionation in extinct species, or it can be determined (medium).
The boron isotope ratio of seawater (δ11Bsw) can be determined (medium).
Ocean alkalinity or concentration of Total Dissolved Inorganic Carbon can be
determined (high).
Sea surface temperature (SST) and salinity (SSS) can be determined (high).
Diagenetic effects are minimal or can be quantified (high).

Carbon isotopes
in soil carbonate
and organic
matter

Atmospheric pCO2
affects the relationship between the
δ13C of soil CO2
and the δ13C of soil
organic matter at
depth in certain soil
types, hence measurement of these
parameters in paleosols can be used to
calculate past pCO2.

1000 to
~4000 ppm;
0 to 400 Ma

Method works better for
some soil types than others.
CO2 loss is difficult to
quantify and method and
effects of late diagenesis may
be difficult to determine.

Isotopic composition of soil CO2 is reflected in soil carbonates below a depth
of 50 cm. (medium).
The concentration of respired CO2 in the soil is known or assumed (medium).
Isotopic composition of atmospheric CO2 is known or can be inferred (low).
Soil carbonates were precipitated in the vadose zone in exchange with atmospheric
CO2 (high).
The original depth profile of a paleosoil can be determined (low).
Burial (late) diagenetic effects are minimal or can be quantified (high).

The relative frequency of stomata on
fossil leaves (Stomatal Index; (Salisbury,
1928) can be used to
calculate past atmospheric CO2 levels.

100 to
~1000 ppm;
0 to 400 Ma

Closely related species have
very different responses to
pCO2. The assumption that
short-term response is the same
as the evolutionary response
is difficult to test. This and
the shape of the calibration curves mean that much
greater certainty applies to low
pCO2 and short time scales.

Measured stomatal index is accurate and precise (high).
Measured stomatal index is representative of the plant (high).
The target plants adjust their stomatal index of leaves to optimize CO2 uptake (medium).
Atmospheric pCO2 close to the plant is representative of the atmosphere as
a whole (medium).
The quantitative relationship between stomatal index and CO2 observed on short time
scales (ecophenotypic or ‘plastic response’) applies over evolutionary time (low).
Environmental factors such as irradiance, atmospheric moisture, water availability,
temperature, and nutrient availability do not affect the relationship between stomatal
index and CO2 (medium).
Stomatal index response to CO2 of extinct species can be determined or assumed (low).
Taphonomic processes do not affect stomatal index counts (high).
Diagenetic processes do not affect stomatal index counts (high).

Method

Stomata in
plant leaves

Limitations

Main Assumptions (relative confidence)
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Table 5.A.3 | Summary of sea surface temperature (SST) proxy methods and confidence assessment of their main assumptions.

Method

Scientific Rationale

Estimated
Applicability

Limitations

Main Assumptions (relative confidence)

δ18O of mixedlayer planktonic
foraminifera

Partitioning of 18O/16O from
seawater into calcite shells of
all foraminifera is temperature
dependent. Verified by theoretical,
field and laboratory studies. Utilizes
extant and extinct species that
resided in the photic zone.

0°C to 50°C;
0 to 150 Ma

The 18O/16O ratios of recrystallized
planktonic foraminifer shells in carbonaterich sediments are biased toward colder
seafloor temperatures, and at most, can
only constrain the lower limit of SST. The
transition in preservation is progressive with
age. Well-preserved forams from clay-rich
sequences on continental margins are
preferred. Diagenetic calcite is detectable
by visual and microscopic techniques.

Analytical errors are negligible (high).
Sensitivity to T is high and similar to modern descendants (high).
Seawater δ 18O is known. The uncertainty varies with time
depending on presence of continental ice-sheets, though
error is negligible in the Pleistocene and during minimal ice
periods such as the Eocene (<±0.25°C). Error doubles during
periods of Oligocene and early Neogene glaciation because
of weak constraints on ice-volume (medium to high).
Species lives in the mixed-layer and thus records SST (high).
Local salinity/seawater δ 18O is known (low to medium).
Carbonate ion/pH is similar to modern (medium, high).
Foraminifera from clay-rich sequences are well preserved
and 18O/16O ratios unaffected by diagenesis (high).
Foraminifera from carbonate-rich pelagic sequences are well
preserved and ratios unaffected by diagenesis (medium
to low; decreasing confidence with age).
Biased towards summer SST in polar oceans (medium).

Mg/Ca in mixedlayer planktonic
foraminifera

Partitioning of Mg/Ca from seawater
into calcite shells is temperature
dependent. Calibration to T is based
on empirical field and laboratory
culturing studies, as Mg concentrations of inorganically precipitated
calcite are an order of magnitude
higher than in biogenic calcite.
There is no ice-volume influence
on seawater Mg/Ca, though
sensitivity does change with
seawater Mg concentration.

5°C to 35°C;
0 to 65 Ma

Diagenetic recrystallization of foram shells
can bias ratios, though the direction of
bias is unknown and comparisons with
other proxies suggest it is minor. The Mg/
Ca is also slightly sensitive to seawater
pH. Long-term changes in seawater Mg/
Ca, on the order of a 2–5%/10 Myr,
must be constrained via models.

Analytical errors are negligible (high).
Mg containing oxide and organic contaminants have been
removed by oxidative/reductive cleaning (high).
Sensitivity to T in extinct species is similar to modern
species (medium).
Species lives in the mixed-layer and thus records SST (high).
Seawater Mg/Ca is known (high to low: decreasing
confidence with time).
Surface water carbonate ion/pH is similar to modern
(medium).
Foraminfera from clay-rich sequences are well preserved and
ratios unaffected by diagenesis (high).
Foraminifera from carbonate-rich pelagic sequences are well
preserved and ratios unaffected by diagenesis (high to low;
decreasing confidence with age).
Biased towards summer SST in polar oceans (medium).

TEX86 index
in Archea

The ratio of cyclopentane rings in
archaeal tetraether lipids (TEX), i.e.,
isoprenoid glycerol dibiphytanyl
glycerol tetraethers (GDGTs), is sensitive to the temperature of growth
environment. The relationship and
calibration with temperature is
empirical (based on core tops), as
the underlying mechanism(s) for this
relationship has yet to be identified.
Verification of field calibrations
with laboratory cultures is still
in progress. The compounds are
extracted from bulk sediments.

1°C to 40°C;
0 to 150 Ma

The depth from which the bulk of sedimentary GDGT’s are produced is assumed
to be the mixed-layer though this cannot
be verified, for the modern or past. At
least two species with differing ecologies
appear to be producing the tetraethers. The
GDGT signal is ultimately an integrated
community signal allowing the potential for
evolutionary changes to influence regional
signals over time. Tetraethers are found in
measurable abundances on continental
shelves and/or organic rich sediments.

Analytical errors are small (high).
Sensitivity to T similar to modern (medium).
Species that produced tropical sedimentary GDGT’s resided
mainly in the mixed-layer and thus records SST
(high to medium).
Species that produced the sedimentary GDGT’s in the sub-polar
to polar regions mainly resided in the mixed-layer and thus
records SST (low).
No alteration of GDGT ratios during degradation of compounds
(medium to low: decreasing confidence with age).
No contamination by GDGT’s derived from terrestrial sources
(high to medium if BIT index <0.3).
Biased towards summer SST in polar oceans (medium).

UK37 Index
in Algae

Based on the relative concentration of C37 methyl ketones derived
from the cells of haptophyte
phytoplankton. Calibrations
are empirically derived through
field and culture studies.

5°C to 28°C;
0 to 50 Ma

The distribution of haptophyte algae
ranges from sub-polar to tropical.

Analytical errors are negligible (high).
Sensitivity to SST similar to modern (high to medium; decreasing
confidence with time).
Species that produced the sedimentary alkenones lived in the
mixed-layer and thus record SST (high).
No alteration of alkenone saturation index during degradation
of compounds (medium; decreasing confidence with age).
Biased towards summer SST in polar oceans (medium).

Microfossil
census modern
analogue
techniques

Utilises a statistical correlation between extant planktonic
microfossil assemblage data (most
commonly foraminifera, but also
diatoms and radiolarians) and
climate parameters. Most commonly
used statistical methods are modern
analogue technique (MAT) and
artificial neural network (ANN).

0°C to 40°C;
0 to 5 Ma

Dependent on quality, coverage, size
and representativeness of the core
top modern analogue data base.
Extant species reduce with increasing age.
This and paleogeographic and ocean
circulation differences with age-limit
applicability to less than 1 Ma.

The composition of modern assemblages can be correlated
to SST (high).
Sensitivity of paleo-assemblages to SST is similar to modern
(high, but decreases with increasing age).
Eurythermal assemblages responding to non-temperature (e.g.,
nutrient availability) influences can be identified (medium).
That the extant species used to reconstruct SST mainly reside
in the mixed layer (medium to high).
Depositional and post-depositional processes have not biased
the assemblage (medium to high).
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Investigated
Period

Source CO2 Data

Source Temperature Data
Lag Quantification Method

Lag Between Temperature and CO2 (positive,
temperature lead)
Key Limitations

0–420 ka

Mudelsee
(2001)

Vostok
(GT4 gas age scale)

a

Vostoka
(GT4 gas age scale based
on firn modelling)
Vostok δD
(GT4 ice age scale)

Vostok δD
(GT4 ice age scale)

Lagged generalised least square
regression with parametric bootstrap
resampling, entire record

Onset of transitions

Maximum at onset of
interglacial periods

Positive
Antarctica :
1300 ± 1000 years

Antarctica:
in phase within uncertainties

Antarctica:
600 ± 400 years

Gas age-ice age difference simulated by firn models for glacial
conditions could be overestimated by up to 1500 years.
Resolution of CO2 measurements and firnification smoothing
(~300 years).
Signal to noise ratio (1 ice core).

Resolution of CO2 measurements and firnification smoothing
(~300 years).

Signal-to-noise ratio.

Gas age-ice age difference simulated by firn models for interglacial
conditions could be overestimated by ~400 years.

Ice core synchronization for Termination I (~300 years).

Termination III

Caillon et
al. (2003)

Vostok on GT4 gas age scale

High resolution data from
EDC on EDC1 gas age scale
(based on firn modelling)

Crossing points of linear fit

Maximum lagged correlation

EDC (EPICA (European
Project for Ice Coring in
Antarctica Dome C) on
EDC1 ice age scale
Vostok δ40Ar on GT4
gas age scale

Antarctica:
800 ± 200 years

Antarctica:
800 ± 600 years

Relationship between δ40Ar and temperature assumed to be
instantaneous. The 800 years is a minimum CO2-temperature lag
which does not account for a possible delayed response of firn
gravitational fractionation to surface temperature change.

Signal to noise ratio (1 ice core).

Gas age–ice age difference (±1000 years).

Shakun et
al. (2012)

Termination I

EDC age scale synchronized to GICC05b(LemieuxDudon et al., 2010)
SH: stack of 30 records
incl. 4 ice cores (Vostok,
EDML, EDC, Dome F)a on
their original age scale

NH: stack of 50 records
including 2 Greenland
ice cores

Lag correlation (20–10 kyr) using
Monte-Carlo statistics

Global:
–460 ± 340 years

NH:
–720 ± 660 years

SH:
620 ± 660 years

459

(continued on next page)

Non stability of the phase lags: global temperature leads CO2 at the
onset of deglacial warming.

Similar limitations as in earlier studies for Antarctic temperature
lead on CO2.

Assumption that time scale errors (e.g., from reservoir ages or ice core
chronologies) are independent from each other. This could lead
to higher-than-reported lag estimation uncertainties.

Uncertainties in the original age scales of each record: e.g., reservoir
ages of marine sediments, radiocarbon calibration (intCal04),
Antarctic gas /ice chronology.

AR5: For the last glacial termination, a large-scale temperature reconstruction (Shakun et al., 2012) documents that temperature change in the SH lead NH temperature change. This lead can be explained by the bipolar thermal seesaw concept (Stocker
and Johnsen, 2003) (see also Section 5.7) and the related changes in the inter-hemispheric ocean heat transport, caused by weakening of the Atlantic Ocean meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) during the last glacial termination (Ganopolski
and Roche, 2009). SH warming prior to NH warming can also be explained by the fast sea ice response to changes in austral spring insolation (Stott et al., 2007; Timmermann et al., 2009). According to these mechanisms, SH temperature lead over
the NH is fully consistent with the NH orbital forcing of deglacial ice volume changes (high confidence) and the importance of the climate–carbon cycle feedbacks in glacial–interglacial transitions. The tight coupling is further highlighted by
the near-zero lag between the deglacial rise in CO2 and averaged deglacial Antarctic temperature recently reported from improved estimates of gas-ice age differences (Pedro et al., 2012; Parrenin et al., 2013). Previous studies (Monnin et al., 2001)
suggesting a temperature lead of 800 ± 600 years over the deglacial CO2 rise probably overestimated gas-ice age differences.

Termination I

Monnin et
al. (2001)

AR4: High-resolution ice core records of temperature proxies and CO2 during deglaciation indicates that Antarctic temperature starts to rise several hundred years before CO2 (Monnin et al., 2001; Caillon et al., 2003). During the last deglaciation, and possibly
also the three previous ones, the onset of warming at both high southern and northern latitudes preceded by several thousand years the first signals of significant sea level increase resulting from the melting of the northern ice sheets linked with the
rapid warming at high northern latitudes (Petit et al., 1999; Shackleton, 2000; Pépin et al., 2001). Current data are not accurate enough to identify whether warming started earlier in the SH or NH, but a major deglacial feature is the difference between
North and South in terms of the magnitude and timing of strong reversals in the warming trend, which are not in phase between the hemispheres and are more pronounced in the NH (Blunier and Brook, 2001).

Terminations
I, II, III, IV

Vostok δD (GT4
ice age scale)

Vostok
(gas age scales based
on firn modelling)
a

Terminations
I, II, III

a

Byrd d18O, Vostok δD
(CH4 synchonized age)

Taylor Dome, Byrda (CH4
synchonized age scales)

Termination I

Petit et al.
(1999)
Pépin et al.
(2001)

Fischer et
al. (1999)

TAR: From a detailed study of the last three glacial terminations in the Vostok ice core, Fischer et al. (1999) conclude that CO2 increases started 600 ± 400 years after the Antarctic warming. However, considering the large uncertainty in the ages of the CO2
and ice (1000 years or more if we consider the ice accumulation rate uncertainty), Petit et al. (1999) felt it premature to ascertain the sign of the phase relationship between CO2 and Antarctic temperature at the initiation of the terminations. In any event,
CO2 changes parallel Antarctic temperature changes during deglaciations (Sowers and Bender, 1995; Blunier et al., 1997; Petit et al., 1999).

Reference

Table 5.A.4 | Assessment of leads and lags between Antarctic, hemispheric temperatures and atmospheric CO2 concentration during terminations. Chronological synthesis of publications, main findings, incorporation in IPCC assessments
and key uncertainties.
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EDC, new gas age scale produced
from the modified EDC3 ice
age scale using lock-in depth
derived from d15N of N2 and
adjusted to be consistent with
GICC05b gas age scale. Processes
affecting the gas lock-in depth
such as impurities are implicitly
taken into account when using
d15N (no use of firn models).

(Parrenin et
al., 2013)

Stack temperature profile
derived from water isotopes
from EDCa, Vostoka, Dome
Fujia, TALDICEa and EDMLa
synchronized to a modified
EDC3 ice age scale

δ18O composite (Law
Dome, Siple Dome, Byrd,
EDML and TALDICEa ice
cores) synchronized to
GICC05b using firn modelling (Pedro et al., 2011)

Source Temperature Data

Monte-Carlo algorithm at
linear break points

Lag correlation (9–21 kyr) and
derivative lag correlation

Lag Quantification Method

Antarctica:
Warming onset:
–10 ± 160 years
Bølling onset:
260 ± 130 years
Younger Dryas onset:
–60 ± 120 years
Holocene onset:
500 ± 90 years

Antarctica:
–60 to 380 years

Lag Between Temperature and CO2 (positive,
temperature lead)

Data resolution and noise (e.g., precipitation intermittency
biases in stable isotope records).

Accuracy, resolution and interpolation of d15N of N2; assumption
of no firn convective zone at EDC under glacial conditions.

Correlation method sensitive to minima, maxima and inflexion points.

Temperature versus other (e.g., elevation, moisture origin)
signals in coastal ice core δ18O.

Data resolution (145 year for Byrd CO2, 266 year for Siple CO2).
The CO2 data were resampled at 20 year resolution prior to the
lag analysis, which may lead to an underestimation of the
statistical error in the lag determination.

Uncertainty on gas – ice age difference in high accumulation
sites (<300 years) and on synchronization methods to GICC05.

Key Limitations

Notes:
a
Names of different Antarctic ice cores (Byrd, Taylor Dome, Vostok, Siple Dome, Law Dome, TALDICE, Dome Fuji, EDML, EDC), with different locations, surface climate and firnification conditions. For the most inland sites (Vostok, EDC, Dome Fuji), at a given ice
core depth, gas ages are lower than ice ages by 1500 to 2000 years (interglacial conditions) and 5000–5500 years (glacial conditions) while this gas age–ice age difference is lower (400 to 800. years) for coastal, higher accumulation sites (Byrd, Law Dome, Siple
Dome).
b
GICC05: Greenland Ice Core Chronology 2005, based on annual layer counting in Greenland (NGRIP, GRIP and DYE3 ice cores) (Rasmussen et al., 2006), back to 60 ka (Svensson et al., 2008). The synchronism between rapid shifts in Greenland climate and in
atmospheric CH4 variations allows to transfer GICC05 to Greenland and then to Antarctic CH4 variations (Blunier et al., 2007).
Additional point: CO2-Antarctic temperature phase during AIM events.
Studies on CO2 phasing relative to CH4 during Dansgaard Oeschger (DO) event onsets (Ahn and Brook, 2008; Ahn et al., 2012; Bereiter et al., 2012) suggest a lag of maximum CO2 concentration relative to the Antarctic Isotope Maxima (AIM) 19, 20, 21, 23 and 24
by 260 ± 220 years during MIS5 and 670 to 870 years ± 360 years relative to AIM 12, 14, 17 during MIS3 (Bereiter et al., 2012). Accordingly, the lag is dependent on the climate state. A lag is not discernible for shorter AIM. This study avoids the ice age–gas
age difference problem, but relies on the bipolar seesaw concept, i.e., it assumes that maximum Antarctic temperatures are coincident to the onset of DO events and the concurrent CH4 increase.

Siple Dome and Byrd, synchronized to GICC05b age scale

Source CO2 Data

Pedro et al.
(2012)

Investigated
Period

5
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52.15

Netherlands, Amersfoort

51.8

51.43

50.88

51.87

52.13

52.48

51.98

53.15

53.48

Germany, Schönfeld

Germany, Kittlitz

Poland, Imbramovice

Poland, Zgierz-Rudunki

Poland, Wladyslawow

Poland, Glowczyn

Poland, Gora Kalwaria

Poland, Naklo

Poland, Grudziadz

52.62

51.48

Germany, Grabschütz

England, Wing

51.33

Germany, Neumark-Nord

52

52.4

Germany, Wallensen

53.48

60.35

Norway, Fjøsanger

Germany, Quakenbrück

58.33

Estland, Waewa-Ringen

Germany, Oerel

59.65

Estland, Prangli

53.95

62.58

Finland, Norinkylä

Germany, Helgoland

63.43

Finland, Evijärvi

54.23

67.63

Sweden, Leveäniemi

Germany, Odderade

63.38

SE Baffin Island, Robinson Lake

54.28

67.1

NW Alaska, Squirrel Lake

Germany, Rederstall

67.5

NE Siberia, Lake El’gygytgyn

56.7

47.28

NW America, Humptulips

54.52

45.65

E Canada, Addington
Forks, Nova Scotia

Germany, Husum

52.38

Netherlands, Amsterdam Terminal

Denmark, Hollerup

Latitude
(°N)

Site

–0.78

18.75

17.6

21.18

20.21

18.47

19.42

16.57

14.78

13.89

12.28

11.88

9.4

5.38

7.57

9.07

8.85

9.28

9.25

9.17

9.83

5.33

26.73

25.08

22.02

23.33

21.02

–64.25

–160.38

172

–123.55

–62.1

4.91

Longitude
(°E)

119

10

62

100

124

100

200

175

150

65

100

90

160

3

26

12.5

–1

7

0

2

40

5

50

5

110

67

380

170

91

492

100

50

1

Elevation
(m asl)

Pollen, pdf method
Pollen, pdf method
Pollen, pdf method
Pollen, pdf method
Pollen, pdf method
Pollen, pdf method
Pollen, pdf method
Pollen, pdf method
Pollen, pdf method
Pollen, pdf method
Pollen & macrofossils, pdf method
Pollen, pdf method
Pollen, pdf method
Pollen, pdf method
Pollen & macrofossils, pdf method
Pollen & macrofossils, pdf method
Pollen & macrofossils, pdf method
Pollen, pdf method
Pollen, pdf method
Pollen & macrofossils, pdf method
Pollen & macrofossils, pdf method
Pollen & macrofossils, pdf method
Pollen, pdf method
Pollen & macrofossils, pdf method
Pollen & macrofossils, pdf method
Pollen, pdf method
Pollen, pdf method

125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka
125 ka

Pollen, plant macrofossils

TL

125 ka

Pollen

TL

125 ka

Pollen

interpolation with 14C dates
(peat) of the same core

Pollen, diatoms, macrofossils

Pollen

Uranium-series

TL, IRSL

Pollen, diatoms, molluscs, foraminifera, dinoflagellates, ostracods,
heavy minerals, paleomagnetism, grain-size, trace elements

Proxy

Eemian, U/Th

Dating

2.4

0.5

0.6

0.3

1.4

2.4

0.2

2.5

1.4

–0.5

1.3

1.4

1.9

–0.3

1.4

1.1

2

1.8

0.3

2.3

1.1

2.9

1.3

1.7

1.3

2.3

2.1

5

1.5

6

1

4

2

July

–0.5

1.6

3

1.9

3.6

–0.9

2.6

3.4

2.4

2.6

–0.2

0.5

–0.7

0.5

0.3

0.6

0.6

1.4

1

–0.3

3.7

1.6

6.8

3.2

7.7

10.3

6.6

–2

14

3

January

Temperature
Anomaly (°C)
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(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Kühl, 2003, and ref. therein)

(Miller et al., 1999;
Fréchette et al., 2006)

(Berger and Anderson, 2000)

(Lozhkin and Anderson, 2006)

(Heusser and Heusser, 1990)

(Dreimanis, 1992)

(Zagwijn, 1996; van Leeuwen
et al., 2000; Beets et al., 2006)

References

Table 5.A.5 | Summary of seasonal estimates of terrestrial surface temperature anomalies (°C) for the Last Interglacial (LIG) plotted in Figure 5.6. pdf-method stands for probability-density function method. Dating methods: AMS=Accelerator
mass spectrometry; IRSL=Infrared stimulated luminescence; OSL=Optically stimulated luminescence; TL=thermoluminescence.
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47.25

41.17

39.67

53.08

52.02

51.75

49.82

45.23

45.75

47.73

35.33

53.95

73.33

–41.37

Greece, Tenaghi Phillipon

Greece, Ioannina

Germany, Bispingen

Germany, Gröbern

Germany, Klinge

Germany, Ober-Rheinebene
near Darmstadt

France, La Flachere

France, Lathuile

France, La Grande Pile

Japan, Lake Biwa

Siberia, Lake Baikal, Continent Ridge CON01-603-2

Bol’shoi Lyakhovsky Island

Wairarapa Valley; New Zealand

47.12

Swiss, Gondiswil-Seilern

Romania, Turbuta

47.91

Germany, Füramoos

41.85

47.29

Germany, Eurach

44.55

47.51

Austria, Mondsee

Italia, Valle di Castiglione

47.93

Germany, Zeifen

France, Lac Du Bouchet

47.75

Germany, Samerberg

47.06

48.1

Germany, Jammertal

Swiss, Beerenmösli

48.04

Germany, Krumbach

47

47.73

France, La Grande Pile

47.01

50.42

England, Stone

Swiss, Meikirch II

50.42

England, Selsey

Swiss, Meikirch

52.05

England, Bobbitshole

Latitude
(°N)

175.07

141.5

108.9

136.17

6.5

6.14

5.58

8.4

14.52

12.08

9.98

20.85

24.33

23.3

12.73

3.47

7.51

7.33

7.37

7.88

9.95

11.13

13.21

12.83

12.2

9.72

9.5

6.5

–1.02

0.48

1.15

Longitude
(°E)

10

40

–386

86

330

452

333

90

10

95

100

472

40

275

110

1200

649

620

620

639

662

610

534

427

600

578

606

330

0

0

3

Elevation
(m asl)

5

Site

Table 5.A.5 (continued)

OSL, MIS 5e

MIS 5, ca. 130–110 ka (IRSL)

AMS, 125 ka

tephrochronological and magnetostratigraphic information

TL, 125 ka

125 ka

125 ka

Eem

pollen correlation

TL, 125 ka

TL,125ka

125 ka

125 ka

U/Th, 125 ka

125 ka

125 ka

125 ka

125 ka

125 ka

125 ka

125 ka

125 ka

125 ka

125 ka

125 ka

125 ka

125 ka

125 ka

125 ka

125 ka

125 ka

Dating

Beetles

Pollen, beetles, chironomids, rhizopods, palaeomagnetic, BMA

2.8 winter

4.5

2

–5.5

Pollen
Pollen

–3

10

–0.5

–0.9

0

0.4

1.2

–1.9

0.9

–1.2

–3.4

1.7

–1.1

–1.2

0.3

0.1

–2.8

6.4

4.3

3.4

2.7

0

0.5

0.5

2.9

0.7
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Information from Paleoclimate Archives

5.A.1

Additional Information to Section 5.3.5

Section 5.3.5 assesses knowledge of changes in hemispheric and
global temperature over the last 2 ka from a range of studies, reconstructions and simulations. Tables 5.A.1 and 5.A.6 provide further
information about the datasets used in Figures 5.7–5.9 and 5.12, and
the construction of Figure 5.8 is described in more detail. All reconstructions assessed in, or published since, AR4 were considered, but
those that have been superseded by a related study using an expanded
proxy dataset and/or updated statistical methods were excluded.
Figure 5.8 compares simulated and reconstructed NH temperature
changes (see caption). Some reconstructions represent a smaller spatial domain than the full NH or a specific season, while annual temperatures for the full NH mean are shown for the simulations. Multi-model means and estimated 90% multi-model ranges are shown by
the thick and thin lines, respectively, for two groups of simulations
(Table 5.A.1): those forced by stronger (weaker) solar variability in red
(blue). Note that the strength of the solar variability is not the only
difference between these groups: the GCMs and the other forcings are
also different between the groups. In Figure 5.7, the reconstructions
are shown as deviations from their 1881–1980 means, which allows
them to be compared with the instrumental record. In Figure 5.8a, all
timeseries are expressed as anomalies from their 1500–1850 mean
(prior to smoothing with a 30-year Gaussian-weighted filter, truncated
7 years from the end of each series to reduce end-effects of the filter)
because the comparison of simulations and reconstructions is less sensitive to errors in anthropogenic aerosol forcing applied to the models
when a pre-industrial reference period is used, and less sensitive to
different realisations of internal variability with a multi-century reference period. The grey shading represents a measure of the overlapping
reconstruction confidence intervals, with scores of 1 and 2 assigned
to temperatures within ±1.645 standard deviation (90% confidence
range) or ±1 standard deviation, respectively, then summed over all
reconstructions and scaled so that the maximum score is dark grey,
and minimum score is pale grey. This allows the multi-model ensembles to be compared with the ensemble of reconstructed NH temperatures, taking into account the published confidence intervals.
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centred on the five years (1259, 1456, 1599, 1695 and 1814) during
850–1999 when the Crowley and Unterman (2013) volcanic forcing,
smoothed with a 40-year Gaussian-weighted filter, exceeds 0.2 W m–2
below the 1500–1899 mean volcanic forcing, except that a year is not
selected if it is within 39 years of another year that has a larger negative 40-year smoothed volcanic forcing. The composite of the strongest multidecadal changes in the solar forcing shown in (d) is formed
from 80-year periods centred on the seven years (1044, 1177, 1451,
1539, 1673, 1801 and 1905) during 850–1999 when the Ammann et
al. (2007) solar forcing, band-pass filtered to retain variations on time
scales between 20 and 160 years, is reduced by at least 0.1 W m–2 over
a 40-year period. Reconstructed and simulated temperature timeseries
were smoothed with a 40-year Gaussian-weighted filter in (c) or 20to-160-year band-pass filtered in (d), and each composite was shifted
to have zero mean during the (b) 5 or (c, d) 40 years preceding the peak
negative forcing.

The superposed composites (time segments from selected periods
positioned so that the years with peak negative forcing are aligned;
top panels of Figure 5.8b–d) compare the simulated and reconstructed
temperatures (bottom panels) associated with (b) individual volcanic
forcing events; (c) multi-decadal changes in volcanic activity; (d) multi-decadal changes in solar irradiance. Only reconstructions capable of
resolving (b) interannual or (c, d) interdecadal variations are used. The
thick green line in Figure 5.8d shows the composite mean of the volcanic forcing, also band-pass filtered, but constructed using the solar
composite periods to demonstrate the changes in volcanic forcing that
are coincident with solar variability. The composite of individual volcanic events shown in (b) is formed by aligned time segments centred
on the 12 years (1442, 1456, 1600, 1641, 1674, 1696, 1816, 1835,
1884, 1903, 1983 and 1992) during 1400–1999 that the Crowley and
Unterman (2013) volcanic forcing history exceeds 1.0 W m–2 below the
1500–1899 mean volcanic forcing, excluding events within 7 years
(before or after) of a stronger event. The composite of multi-decadal
changes in volcanic forcing shown in (c) is formed from 80-year periods
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Table 5.A.6 | Hemispheric and global temperature reconstructions assessed in Table 5.4 and used in Figures 5.7 to 5.9.

Reference
[Identifier]

Resolution

Regiona

Proxy Coverageb
H

M

L

O

Method & Data

Annual (summer)

L 20°N to 90°N



T

£

£

Principal component forward regression of regional
composite averages.
Tree-ring density network, age effect removed via
age-band decomposition.

1–1973

Annual

L+S 30°N to 90°N





£

£

Composite average of local records
calibrated by local inverse regression.
Multi-proxy network.

D’Arrigo et al. (2006)
[Da06treecps]

713–1995

Annual

L 20°N to 90°N



T

£

£

Forward linear regression of composite average.
Network of long tree-ring width chronologies, age
effect removed by Regional Curve Standardisation.

Frank et al. (2007) [Fr07treecps]

831–1992

Annual

L 20°N to 90°N

T

T

£

£

Variance matching of composite average, adjusted
for artificial changes in variance.
Network of long tree-ring width chronologies, age
effect removed by Regional Curve Standardisation.

Hegerl et al. (2007) [He07tls]

558–1960

Decadal

L 30°N to 90°N

T

T

£

£

Total Least Squares regression.
Multi-proxy network.

Juckes et al. (2007) [Ju07cvm]

1000–1980

Annual

L+S 0° to 90°N

T

T

£

£

Variance matching of composite average.
Multi-proxy network.

Leclercq and Oerlemans
(2012) [LO12glac]

1600–2000

Multidecadal

L 0° to 90°N
L 90S to 0°
L 90°S to 90°N

T



T

£

Inversion of glacier length response model.
308 glacier records.

Briffa et al. (2001) [only
used in Figure 5.8b–d due
to divergence issue]
Christiansen and Ljungqvist
(2012) [CL12loc]

5

Period (CE)

1402–1960

Ljungqvist (2010) [Lj10cps]

1–1999

Decadal

L+S 30°N to 90°N



T

£

T

Variance matching of composite average.
Multi-proxy network.

Loehle and McCulloch
(2008) [LM08ave]

16–1935

Multidecadal

L+S mostly 0° to 90°N

T

T

£

T

Average of calibrated local records.
Multi-proxy network (almost no tree-rings).

Mann et al. (2008) [Ma08cpsl]
[Ma08eivl]
[Ma08eivf]
[Ma08min7eivf]

200–1980

Decadal

L [cpsl/eivl] and L+S [eivf]
versions, 0° to 90°N, 0° to
90°S, and 90°S to 90°N





T

T

(i) Variance matching of composite average.
(ii) Total Least Squares regression.
Multi-proxy network.c

Mann et al. (2009) [Ma09regm]

500–1849

Decadal

L+S 0 to 90°N





T

T

Regularized Expectation Maximization with
Truncated Total Least Squares.
Multi-proxy network.c

Moberg et al. (2005)
[Mo05wave]

1–1979

Annual

L+S 0° to 90°N

T



T

£

Variance matching of composites of wavelet
decomposed records.
Tree-ring width network for short time scales;
non-tree-ring network for long time scales.

Pollack and Smerdon
(2004) [PS04bore]

1500–2000

Centennial

L 0° to 90°N
L 0° to 90°S
L 90°S to 90°N

T



T

£

Borehole temperature profiles inversion

Shi et al. (2013) [Sh13pcar]

1000–1998

Annual

L 0 to 90°N



T

£

£

Principal component regression with autoregressive
timeseries model.
Multi-proxy network (tree-ring and non-tree-ring
versions).

Notes:
a
Region: L = land only, L+S = land and sea, latitude range indicated.
b
Proxy location and coverage: H = high latitude, M = mid latitude, L = low latitude, O = oceans, £ = none or very few, T = limited,  = moderate
c
These studies also present versions without tree-rings or without seven inhomogeneous proxies (including the Lake Korttajärvi sediment records; Tiljander et al., 2003). The latter version is used
in Figure 5.7a (Ma08min7eivf) in preference to the reconstruction from the full network. The impact of these seven proxies on the other NH reconstructions is negligible (MA08cpsl) or results in
a slightly warmer pre-900 reconstruction compared to the version without them (Ma09regm).
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Executive Summary
This chapter addresses the biogeochemical cycles of carbon dioxide
(CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O). The three greenhouse
gases (GHGs) have increased in the atmosphere since pre-industrial
times, and this increase is the main driving cause of climate change
(Chapter 10). CO2, CH4 and N2O altogether amount to 80% of the total
radiative forcing from well-mixed GHGs (Chapter 8). The increase of
CO2, CH4 and N2O is caused by anthropogenic emissions from the use
of fossil fuel as a source of energy and from land use and land use
changes, in particular agriculture. The observed change in the atmospheric concentration of CO2, CH4 and N2O results from the dynamic
balance between anthropogenic emissions, and the perturbation of
natural processes that leads to a partial removal of these gases from
the atmosphere. Natural processes are linked to physical conditions,
chemical reactions and biological transformations and they respond
themselves to perturbed atmospheric composition and climate change.
Therefore, the physical climate system and the biogeochemical cycles
of CO2, CH4 and N2O are coupled. This chapter addresses the present
human-caused perturbation of the biogeochemical cycles of CO2, CH4
and N2O, their variations in the past coupled to climate variations and
their projected evolution during this century under future scenarios.

The Human-Caused Perturbation in the Industrial Era
CO2 increased by 40% from 278 ppm about 1750 to 390.5 ppm
in 2011. During the same time interval, CH4 increased by 150%
from 722 ppb to 1803 ppb, and N2O by 20% from 271 ppb to
324.2 ppb in 2011. It is unequivocal that the current concentrations
of atmospheric CO2, CH4 and N2O exceed any level measured for at
least the past 800,000 years, the period covered by ice cores. Furthermore, the average rate of increase of these three gases observed over
the past century exceeds any observed rate of change over the previous 20,000 years. {2.2, 5.2, 6.1, 6.2}
Anthropogenic CO2 emissions to the atmosphere were 555 ± 85
PgC (1 PgC = 1015 gC) between 1750 and 2011. Of this amount,
fossil fuel combustion and cement production contributed 375 ± 30
PgC and land use change (including deforestation, afforestation and
reforestation) contributed 180 ± 80 PgC. {6.3.1, Table 6.1}
With a very high level of confidence1, the increase in CO2 emissions from fossil fuel burning and those arising from land
use change are the dominant cause of the observed increase
in atmospheric CO2 concentration. About half of the emissions
remained in the atmosphere (240 ± 10 PgC) since 1750. The rest
was removed from the atmosphere by sinks and stored in the natural
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carbon cycle reservoirs. The ocean reservoir stored 155 ± 30 PgC. Vegetation biomass and soils not affected by land use change stored 160
± 90 PgC. {6.1, 6.3, 6.3.2.3, Table 6.1, Figure 6.8}
Carbon emissions from fossil fuel combustion and cement production increased faster during the 2000–2011 period than
during the 1990–1999 period. These emissions were 9.5 ± 0.8 PgC
yr–1 in 2011, 54% above their 1990 level. Anthropogenic net CO2 emissions from land use change were 0.9 ± 0.8 PgC yr–1 throughout the
past decade, and represent about 10% of the total anthropogenic CO2
emissions. It is more likely than not2 that net CO2 emissions from land
use change decreased during 2000–2011 compared to 1990–1999.
{6.3, Table 6.1, Table 6.2, Figure 6.8}
Atmospheric CO2 concentration increased at an average rate
of 2.0 ± 0.1 ppm yr–1 during 2002–2011. This decadal rate of
increase is higher than during any previous decade since direct
atmospheric concentration measurements began in 1958. Globally, the size of the combined natural land and ocean sinks of CO2
approximately followed the atmospheric rate of increase, removing
55% of the total anthropogenic emissions every year on average
during 1958–2011. {6.3, Table 6.1}
After almost one decade of stable CH4 concentrations since the
late 1990s, atmospheric measurements have shown renewed
CH4 concentrations growth since 2007. The drivers of this renewed
growth are still debated. The methane budget for the decade of 2000–
2009 (bottom-up estimates) is 177 to 284 Tg(CH4) yr–1 for natural
wetlands emissions, 187 to 224 Tg(CH4) yr–1 for agriculture and waste
(rice, animals and waste), 85 to 105 Tg(CH4) yr–1 for fossil fuel related
emissions, 61 to 200 Tg(CH4) yr–1 for other natural emissions including,
among other fluxes, geological, termites and fresh water emissions,
and 32 to 39 Tg(CH4) yr–1 for biomass and biofuel burning (the range
indicates the expanse of literature values). Anthropogenic emissions
account for 50 to 65% of total emissions. By including natural geological CH4 emissions that were not accounted for in previous budgets, the fossil component of the total CH4 emissions (i.e., anthropogenic emissions related to leaks in the fossil fuel industry and natural
geological leaks) is now estimated to amount to about 30% of the
total CH4 emissions (medium confidence). Climate driven fluctuations
of CH4 emissions from natural wetlands are the main drivers of the
global interannual variability of CH4 emissions (high confidence), with
a smaller contribution from the variability in emissions from biomass
burning during high fire years. {6.3.3, Figure 6.2, Table 6.8}
The concentration of N2O increased at a rate of 0.73 ± 0.03 ppb
yr–1 over the last three decades. Emissions of N2O to the atmosphere are mostly caused by nitrification and de-nitrification reactions

1

In this Report, the following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement: low, medium, or
high. A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence. For a given evidence and agreement statement, different confidence levels can be assigned, but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated with increasing
confidence (see Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).

2

In this Report, the following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: Virtually certain 99–100% probability, Very likely
90–100%, Likely 66–100%, About as likely as not 33–66%, Unlikely 0–33%, Very unlikely 0–10%, Exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms (Extremely likely:
95–100%, More likely than not >50–100%, and Extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used when appropriate. Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely
(see Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).
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of reactive nitrogen in soils and in the ocean. Anthropogenic N2O emissions increased steadily over the last two decades and were 6.9 (2.7
to 11.1) TgN (N2O) yr–1 in 2006. Anthropogenic N2O emissions are 1.7
to 4.8 TgN (N2O) yr–1 from the application of nitrogenous fertilisers in
agriculture, 0.2 to 1.8 TgN (N2O) yr–1 from fossil fuel use and industrial
processes, 0.2 to 1.0 TgN (N2O) yr–1 from biomass burning (including
biofuels) and 0.4 to 1.3 TgN (N2O) yr–1 from land emissions due to
atmospheric nitrogen deposition (the range indicates expand of literature values). Natural N2O emissions derived from soils, oceans and a
small atmospheric source are together 5.4 to 19.6 TgN (N2O) yr–1. {6.3,
6.3.4, Figure 6.4c, Figure 6.19, Table 6.9}
The human-caused creation of reactive nitrogen in 2010 was at
least two times larger than the rate of natural terrestrial creation. The human-caused creation of reactive nitrogen is dominated
by the production of ammonia for fertiliser and industry, with important contributions from legume cultivation and combustion of fossil
fuels. Once formed, reactive nitrogen can be transferred to waters
and the atmosphere. In addition to N2O, two important nitrogen compounds emitted to the atmosphere are NH3 and NOx both of which
influence tropospheric O3 and aerosols through atmospheric chemistry. All of these effects contribute to radiative forcing. It is also likely
that reactive nitrogen deposition over land currently increases natural
CO2 sinks, in particular forests, but the magnitude of this effect varies
between regions. {6.1.3, 6.3, 6.3.2.6.5, 6.3.4, 6.4.6, Figures 6.4a and
6.4b, Table 6.9, Chapter 7}

Before the Human-Caused Perturbation
During the last 7000 years prior to 1750, atmospheric CO2 from
ice cores shows only very slow changes (increase) from 260
ppm to 280 ppm, in contrast to the human-caused increase of
CO2 since pre-industrial times. The contribution of CO2 emissions from early anthropogenic land use is unlikely sufficient
to explain the CO2 increase prior to 1750. Atmospheric CH4 from
ice cores increased by about 100 ppb between 5000 years ago and
around 1750. About as likely as not, this increase can be attributed to
early human activities involving livestock, human-caused fires and rice
cultivation. {6.2, Figures 6.6 and 6.7}

6

Further back in time, during the past 800,000 years prior to
1750, atmospheric CO2 varied from 180 ppm during glacial
(cold) up to 300 ppm during interglacial (warm) periods. This
is well established from multiple ice core measurements. Variations in
atmospheric CO2 from glacial to interglacial periods were caused by
decreased ocean carbon storage (500 to 1200 PgC), partly compensated by increased land carbon storage (300 to 1000 PgC). {6.2.1, Figure
6.5}

Future Projections
With very high confidence, ocean carbon uptake of anthropogenic CO2 emissions will continue under all four Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCPs) through to 2100, with higher
uptake corresponding to higher concentration pathways. The
future evolution of the land carbon uptake is much more uncertain,
with a majority of models projecting a continued net carbon uptake
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under all RCPs, but with some models simulating a net loss of carbon
by the land due to the combined effect of climate change and land use
change. In view of the large spread of model results and incomplete
process representation, there is low confidence on the magnitude of
modelled future land carbon changes. {6.4.3, Figure 6.24}
There is high confidence that climate change will partially offset
increases in global land and ocean carbon sinks caused by rising
atmospheric CO2. Yet, there are regional differences among Climate
Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) Earth System
Models, in the response of ocean and land CO2 fluxes to climate. There
is a high agreement between models that tropical ecosystems will store
less carbon in a warmer climate. There is medium agreement between
models that at high latitudes warming will increase land carbon storage, although none of the models account for decomposition of carbon
in permafrost, which may offset increased land carbon storage. There
is high agreement between CMIP5 Earth System models that ocean
warming and circulation changes will reduce the rate of carbon uptake
in the Southern Ocean and North Atlantic, but that carbon uptake will
nevertheless persist in those regions. {6.4.2, Figures 6.21 and 6.22}
It is very likely, based on new experimental results {6.4.6.3} and
modelling, that nutrient shortage will limit the effect of rising
atmospheric CO2 on future land carbon sinks, for the four RCP
scenarios. There is high confidence that low nitrogen availability will
limit carbon storage on land, even when considering anthropogenic
nitrogen deposition. The role of phosphorus limitation is more uncertain. Models that combine nitrogen limitations with rising CO2 and
changes in temperature and precipitation thus produce a systematically larger increase in projected future atmospheric CO2, for a given fossil
fuel emissions trajectory. {6.4.6, 6.4.6.3, 6.4.8.2, Figure 6.35}
Taking climate and carbon cycle feedbacks into account, we
can quantify the fossil fuel emissions compatible with the
RCPs. Between 2012 and 2100, the RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0, and
RCP8.5 scenarios imply cumulative compatible fossil fuel emissions of 270 (140 to 410) PgC, 780 (595 to 1005) PgC, 1060 (840
to 1250) PgC and 1685 (1415 to 1910) PgC respectively (values
quoted to nearest 5 PgC, range derived from CMIP5 model results).
For RCP2.6, an average 50% (range 14 to 96%) emission reduction is
required by 2050 relative to 1990 levels. By the end of the 21st century,
about half of the models infer emissions slightly above zero, while the
other half infer a net removal of CO2 from the atmosphere. {6.4.3, Table
6.12, Figure 6.25}
There is high confidence that reductions in permafrost extent
due to warming will cause thawing of some currently frozen
carbon. However, there is low confidence on the magnitude of
carbon losses through CO2 and CH4 emissions to the atmosphere,
with a range from 50 to 250 PgC between 2000 and 2100 under the
RCP8.5 scenario. The CMIP5 Earth System Models did not include
frozen carbon feedbacks. {6.4.3.4, Chapter 12}
There is medium confidence that emissions of CH4 from wetlands are likely to increase under elevated CO2 and a warmer
climate. But there is low confidence in quantitative projections of
these changes. The likelihood of the future release of CH4 from marine
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gas hydrates in response to seafloor warming is poorly understood. In
the event of a significant release of CH4 from hydrates in the sea floor
by the end of the 21st century, it is likely that subsequent emissions to
the atmosphere would be in the form of CO2, due to CH4 oxidation in
the water column. {6.4.7, Figure 6.37}
It is likely that N2O emissions from soils will increase due to the
increased demand for feed/food and the reliance of agriculture
on nitrogen fertilisers. Climate warming will likely amplify agricultural and natural terrestrial N2O sources, but there is low confidence in
quantitative projections of these changes. {6.4.6, Figure 6.32}
It is virtually certain that the increased storage of carbon by the
ocean will increase acidification in the future, continuing the
observed trends of the past decades. Ocean acidification in the
surface ocean will follow atmospheric CO2 while it will also increase
in the deep ocean as CO2 continues to penetrate the abyss. The CMIP5
models consistently project worldwide increased ocean acidification to
2100 under all RCPs. The corresponding decrease in surface ocean pH
by the end of the 21st century is 0.065 (0.06 to 0.07) for RCP2.6, 0.145
(0.14 to 0.15) for RCP4.5, 0.203 (0.20 to 0.21) for RCP6.0, and 0.31
(0.30 to 0.32) for RCP8.5 (range from CMIP5 models spread). Surface
waters become seasonally corrosive to aragonite in parts of the Arctic
and in some coastal upwelling systems within a decade, and in parts of
the Southern Ocean within 1 to 3 decades in most scenarios. Aragonite
undersaturation becomes widespread in these regions at atmospheric
CO2 levels of 500 to 600 ppm. {6.4.4, Figures 6.28 and 6.29}
It is very likely that the dissolved oxygen content of the ocean
will decrease by a few percent during the 21st century. CMIP5
models suggest that this decrease in dissolved oxygen will predominantly occur in the subsurface mid-latitude oceans, caused by enhanced
stratification, reduced ventilation and warming. However, there is no
consensus on the future development of the volume of hypoxic and
suboxic waters in the open-ocean because of large uncertainties in
potential biogeochemical effects and in the evolution of tropical ocean
dynamics. {6.4.5, Figure 6.30}
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region considered because of different responses of the underlying
physical and biological mechanisms at different time scales. {6.4, Table
6.10, Figures 6.14 and 6.17}
The removal of human-emitted CO2 from the atmosphere by
natural processes will take a few hundred thousand years (high
confidence). Depending on the RCP scenario considered, about 15 to
40% of emitted CO2 will remain in the atmosphere longer than 1,000
years. This very long time required by sinks to remove anthropogenic
CO2 makes climate change caused by elevated CO2 irreversible on
human time scale. {Box 6.1}

Geoengineering Methods and the Carbon Cycle
Unconventional ways to remove CO2 from the atmosphere on
a large scale are termed Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) methods. CDR could in theory be used to reduce CO2 atmospheric
concentrations but these methods have biogeochemical and
technological limitations to their potential. Uncertainties make it
difficult to quantify how much CO2 emissions could be offset by CDR
on a human time scale, although it is likely that CDR would have to be
deployed at large-scale for at least one century to be able to significantly reduce atmospheric CO2. In addition, it is virtually certain that
the removal of CO2 by CDR will be partially offset by outgassing of CO2
from the ocean and land ecosystems. {6.5, Figures 6.39 and 6.40, Table
6.15, Box 6.1, FAQ 7.3}
The level of confidence on the side effects of CDR methods
on carbon and other biogeochemical cycles is low. Some of the
climatic and environmental effects of CDR methods are associated
with altered surface albedo (for afforestation), de-oxygenation and
enhanced N2O emissions (for artificial ocean fertilisation). Solar Radiation Management (SRM) methods (Chapter 7) will not directly interfere
with the effects of elevated CO2 on the carbon cycle, such as ocean
acidification, but will impact carbon and other biogeochemical cycles
through their climate effects. {6.5.3, 6.5.4, 7.7, Tables 6.14 and 6.15}

Irreversible Long-Term Impacts of Human-Caused Emissions
With very high confidence, the physical, biogeochemical carbon
cycle in the ocean and on land will continue to respond to climate change and rising atmospheric CO2 concentrations created
during the 21st century. Ocean acidification will very likely continue
in the future as long as the oceans take up atmospheric CO2. Committed land ecosystem carbon cycle changes will manifest themselves
further beyond the end of the 21st century. In addition, it is virtually
certain that large areas of permafrost will experience thawing over
multiple centuries. There is, however, low confidence in the magnitude
of frozen carbon losses to the atmosphere, and the relative contributions of CO2 and CH4 emissions. {6.4.4, 6.4.9, Chapter 12}

6

The magnitude and sign of the response of the natural carbon
reservoirs to changes in climate and rising CO2 vary substantially over different time scales. The response to rising CO2 is to
increase cumulative land and ocean uptake, regardless of the time
scale. The response to climate change is variable, depending of the
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Introduction

The radiative properties of the atmosphere are strongly influenced
by the abundance of well-mixed GHGs (see Glossary), mainly carbon
dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O), which have substantially increased since the beginning of the Industrial Era (defined
as beginning in the year 1750), due primarily to anthropogenic emissions (see Chapter 2). Well-mixed GHGs represent the gaseous phase
of global biogeochemical cycles, which control the complex flows and
transformations of the elements between the different components
of the Earth System (atmosphere, ocean, land, lithosphere) by biotic
and abiotic processes. Since most of these processes are themselves
also dependent on the prevailing environment, changes in climate and
human impacts on ecosystems (e.g., land use and land use change)
also modify the atmospheric concentrations of CO2, CH4 and N2O.
During the glacial-interglacial cycles (see Glossary), in absence of significant direct human impacts, long variations in climate also affected
CO2, CH4 and N2O and vice versa (see Chapter 5, Section 5.2.2). In the
coming century, the situation would be quite different, because of the
dominance of anthropogenic emissions that affect global biogeochemical cycles, and in turn, climate change (see Chapter 12). Biogeochemical cycles thus constitute feedbacks in the Earth System.
This chapter summarizes the scientific understanding of atmospheric budgets, variability and trends of the three major biogeochemical
greenhouse gases, CO2, CH4 and N2O, their underlying source and sink
processes and their perturbations caused by direct human impacts,
past and present climate changes as well as future projections of climate change. After the introduction (Section 6.1), Section 6.2 assesses the present understanding of the mechanisms responsible for the
variations of CO2, CH4 and N2O in the past emphasizing glacial-interglacial changes, and the smaller variations during the Holocene (see
Glossary) since the last glaciation and over the last millennium. Section 6.3 focuses on the Industrial Era addressing the major source and
sink processes, and their variability in space and time. This information
is then used to evaluate critically the models of the biogeochemical
cycles, including their sensitivity to changes in atmospheric composition and climate. Section 6.4 assesses future projections of carbon
and other biogeochemical cycles computed, in particular, with CMIP5
Earth System Models. This includes a quantitative assessment of the
direction and magnitude of the various feedback mechanisms as represented in current models, as well as additional processes that might
become important in the future but which are not yet fully understood.
Finally, Section 6.5 addresses the potential effects and uncertainties of
deliberate carbon dioxide removal methods (see Glossary) and solar
radiation management (see Glossary) on the carbon cycle.

6

6.1.1

Global Carbon Cycle Overview

6.1.1.1 Carbon Dioxide and the Global Carbon Cycle
Atmospheric CO2 represents the main atmospheric phase of the global
carbon cycle. The global carbon cycle can be viewed as a series of reservoirs of carbon in the Earth System, which are connected by exchange
fluxes of carbon. Conceptually, one can distinguish two domains in
the global carbon cycle. The first is a fast domain with large exchange
fluxes and relatively ‘rapid’ reservoir turnovers, which consists of
470

carbon in the atmosphere, the ocean, surface ocean sediments and
on land in vegetation, soils and freshwaters. Reservoir turnover times,
defined as reservoir mass of carbon divided by the exchange flux,
range from a few years for the atmosphere to decades to millennia
for the major carbon reservoirs of the land vegetation and soil and the
various domains in the ocean. A second, slow domain consists of the
huge carbon stores in rocks and sediments which exchange carbon
with the fast domain through volcanic emissions of CO2, chemical
weathering (see Glossary), erosion and sediment formation on the sea
floor (Sundquist, 1986). Turnover times of the (mainly geological) reservoirs of the slow domain are 10,000 years or longer. Natural exchange
fluxes between the slow and the fast domain of the carbon cycle are
relatively small (<0.3 PgC yr–1, 1 PgC = 1015 gC) and can be assumed
as approximately constant in time (volcanism, sedimentation) over the
last few centuries, although erosion and river fluxes may have been
modified by human-induced changes in land use (Raymond and Cole,
2003).
During the Holocene (beginning 11,700 years ago) prior to the Industrial Era the fast domain was close to a steady state, as evidenced by
the relatively small variations of atmospheric CO2 recorded in ice cores
(see Section 6.2), despite small emissions from human-caused changes
in land use over the last millennia (Pongratz et al., 2009). By contrast,
since the beginning of the Industrial Era, fossil fuel extraction from
geological reservoirs, and their combustion, has resulted in the transfer
of significant amount of fossil carbon from the slow domain into the
fast domain, thus causing an unprecedented, major human-induced
perturbation in the carbon cycle. A schematic of the global carbon cycle
with focus on the fast domain is shown in Figure 6.1. The numbers
represent the estimated current pool sizes in PgC and the magnitude of
the different exchange fluxes in PgC yr–1 averaged over the time period
2000–2009 (see Section 6.3).
In the atmosphere, CO2 is the dominant carbon bearing trace gas with
a current (2011) concentration of approximately 390.5 ppm (Dlugokencky and Tans, 2013a), which corresponds to a mass of 828 PgC
(Prather et al., 2012; Joos et al., 2013). Additional trace gases include
methane (CH4, current content mass ~3.7 PgC) and carbon monoxide (CO, current content mass ~0.2 PgC), and still smaller amounts of
hydrocarbons, black carbon aerosols and organic compounds.
The terrestrial biosphere reservoir contains carbon in organic compounds in vegetation living biomass (450 to 650 PgC; Prentice et al.,
2001) and in dead organic matter in litter and soils (1500 to 2400 PgC;
Batjes, 1996). There is an additional amount of old soil carbon in wetland soils (300 to 700 PgC; Bridgham et al., 2006) and in permafrost
soils (see Glossary) (~1700 PgC; Tarnocai et al., 2009); albeit some overlap with these two quantities. CO2 is removed from the atmosphere by
plant photosynthesis (Gross Primary Production (GPP), 123±8 PgC yr–1,
(Beer et al., 2010)) and carbon fixed into plants is then cycled through
plant tissues, litter and soil carbon and can be released back into the
atmosphere by autotrophic (plant) and heterotrophic (soil microbial
and animal) respiration and additional disturbance processes (e.g.,
sporadic fires) on a very wide range of time scales (seconds to millennia). Because CO2 uptake by photosynthesis occurs only during the
growing season, whereas CO2 release by respiration occurs nearly yearround, the greater land mass in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) imparts
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Figure 6.1 | Simplified schematic of the global carbon cycle. Numbers represent reservoir mass, also called ‘carbon stocks’ in PgC (1 PgC = 1015 gC) and annual carbon exchange
fluxes (in PgC yr–1). Black numbers and arrows indicate reservoir mass and exchange fluxes estimated for the time prior to the Industrial Era, about 1750 (see Section 6.1.1.1 for
references). Fossil fuel reserves are from GEA (2006) and are consistent with numbers used by IPCC WGIII for future scenarios. The sediment storage is a sum of 150 PgC of the
organic carbon in the mixed layer (Emerson and Hedges, 1988) and 1600 PgC of the deep-sea CaCO3 sediments available to neutralize fossil fuel CO2 (Archer et al., 1998). Red
arrows and numbers indicate annual ‘anthropogenic’ fluxes averaged over the 2000–2009 time period. These fluxes are a perturbation of the carbon cycle during Industrial Era
post 1750. These fluxes (red arrows) are: Fossil fuel and cement emissions of CO2 (Section 6.3.1), Net land use change (Section 6.3.2), and the Average atmospheric increase of
CO2 in the atmosphere, also called ‘CO2 growth rate’ (Section 6.3). The uptake of anthropogenic CO2 by the ocean and by terrestrial ecosystems, often called ‘carbon sinks’ are
the red arrows part of Net land flux and Net ocean flux. Red numbers in the reservoirs denote cumulative changes of anthropogenic carbon over the Industrial Period 1750–2011
(column 2 in Table 6.1). By convention, a positive cumulative change means that a reservoir has gained carbon since 1750. The cumulative change of anthropogenic carbon in the
terrestrial reservoir is the sum of carbon cumulatively lost through land use change and carbon accumulated since 1750 in other ecosystems (Table 6.1). Note that the mass balance
of the two ocean carbon stocks Surface ocean and Intermediate and deep ocean includes a yearly accumulation of anthropogenic carbon (not shown). Uncertainties are reported
as 90% confidence intervals. Emission estimates and land and ocean sinks (in red) are from Table 6.1 in Section 6.3. The change of gross terrestrial fluxes (red arrows of Gross
photosynthesis and Total respiration and fires) has been estimated from CMIP5 model results (Section 6.4). The change in air–sea exchange fluxes (red arrows of ocean atmosphere
gas exchange) have been estimated from the difference in atmospheric partial pressure of CO2 since 1750 (Sarmiento and Gruber, 2006). Individual gross fluxes and their changes
since the beginning of the Industrial Era have typical uncertainties of more than 20%, while their differences (Net land flux and Net ocean flux in the figure) are determined from
independent measurements with a much higher accuracy (see Section 6.3). Therefore, to achieve an overall balance, the values of the more uncertain gross fluxes have been adjusted
so that their difference matches the Net land flux and Net ocean flux estimates. Fluxes from volcanic eruptions, rock weathering (silicates and carbonates weathering reactions
resulting into a small uptake of atmospheric CO2), export of carbon from soils to rivers, burial of carbon in freshwater lakes and reservoirs and transport of carbon by rivers to the
ocean are all assumed to be pre-industrial fluxes, that is, unchanged during 1750–2011. Some recent studies (Section 6.3) indicate that this assumption is likely not verified, but
global estimates of the Industrial Era perturbation of all these fluxes was not available from peer-reviewed literature. The atmospheric inventories have been calculated using a
conversion factor of 2.12 PgC per ppm (Prather et al., 2012).
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a characteristic ‘sawtooth’ seasonal cycle in atmospheric CO2 (Keeling,
1960) (see Figure 6.3). A significant amount of terrestrial carbon (1.7
PgC yr–1; Figure 6.1) is transported from soils to rivers headstreams. A
fraction of this carbon is outgassed as CO2 by rivers and lakes to the
atmosphere, a fraction is buried in freshwater organic sediments and
the remaining amount (~0.9 PgC yr–1; Figure 6.1) is delivered by rivers
to the coastal ocean as dissolved inorganic carbon, dissolved organic
carbon and particulate organic carbon (Tranvik et al., 2009).

phytoplankton and other microorganisms, represent a small organic
carbon pool (~3 PgC), which is turned over very rapidly in days to a
few weeks.
Carbon is transported within the ocean by three mechanisms (Figure
6.1): (1) the ‘solubility pump’ (see Glossary), (2) the ‘biological pump’
(see Glossary), and (3) the ‘marine carbonate pump’ that is generated
by the formation of calcareous shells of certain oceanic microorganisms
in the surface ocean, which, after sinking to depth, are re-mineralized
back into DIC and calcium ions. The marine carbonate pump operates
counter to the marine biological soft-tissue pump with respect to its
effect on CO2: in the formation of calcareous shells, two bicarbonate
ions are split into one carbonate and one dissolved CO2 molecules,
which increases the partial CO2 pressure in surface waters (driving a
release of CO2 to the atmosphere). Only a small fraction (~0.2 PgC yr–1)
of the carbon exported by biological processes (both soft-tissue and
carbonate pumps) from the surface reaches the sea floor where it can
be stored in sediments for millennia and longer (Denman et al., 2007).

Atmospheric CO2 is exchanged with the surface ocean through gas
exchange. This exchange flux is driven by the partial CO2 pressure difference between the air and the sea. In the ocean, carbon is available predominantly as Dissolved Inorganic Carbon (DIC, ~38,000 PgC;
Figure 6.1), that is carbonic acid (dissolved CO2 in water), bicarbonate
and carbonate ions, which are tightly coupled via ocean chemistry. In
addition, the ocean contains a pool of Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC,
~700 PgC), of which a substantial fraction has a turnover time of 1000
years or longer (Hansell et al., 2009). The marine biota, predominantly

Box 6.1 | Multiple Residence Times for an Excess of Carbon Dioxide Emitted in the Atmosphere
On an average, CO2 molecules are exchanged between the atmosphere and the Earth surface every few years. This fast CO2 cycling
through the atmosphere is coupled to a slower cycling of carbon through land vegetation, litter and soils and the upper ocean (decades
to centuries); deeper soils and the deep sea (centuries to millennia); and geological reservoirs, such as deep-sea carbonate sediments
and the upper mantle (up to millions of years) as explained in Section 6.1.1.1. Atmospheric CO2 represents only a tiny fraction of the
carbon in the Earth System, the rest of which is tied up in these other reservoirs. Emission of carbon from fossil fuel reserves, and additionally from land use change (see Section 6.3) is now rapidly increasing atmospheric CO2 content. The removal of all the human-emitted
CO2 from the atmosphere by natural processes will take a few hundred thousand years (high confidence) as shown by the timescales
of the removal process shown in the table below (Archer and Brovkin, 2008). For instance, an extremely long atmospheric CO2 recovery
time scale from a large emission pulse of CO2 has been inferred from geological evidence when during the Paleocene–Eocene thermal
maximum event about 55 million years ago a large amount of CO2 was released to the atmosphere (McInerney and Wing, 2011). Based
on the amount of CO2 remaining in the atmosphere after a pulse of emissions (data from Joos et al. 2013) and on the magnitude of the
historical and future emissions for each RCP scenario, we assessed that about 15 to 40% of CO2 emitted until 2100 will remain in the
atmosphere longer than 1000 years.
Box 6.1, Table 1 | The main natural processes that remove CO2 consecutive to a large emission pulse to the atmosphere,
their atmospheric CO2 adjustment time scales, and main (bio)chemical reactions involved.

Processes

Time scale (years)

Reactions

Land uptake: Photosynthesis–respiration

1–102

Ocean invasion: Seawater buffer

10–103

CO2 + CO32− + H2O

Reaction with calcium carbonate

10 –10

CO2 + CaCO3 + H2O → Ca2+ + 2HCO3−

Silicate weathering

10 –10

CO2 + CaSiO3 → CaCO3 + SiO2

3

6CO2 + 6H2O + photons → C6H12O6 + 6O2
C6H12O6 + 6O2 → 6CO2 + 6H2O + heat

4

4
6

2HCO3−

These processes are active on all time scales, but the relative importance of their role in the CO2 removal is changing with time and
depends on the level of emissions. Accordingly, the times of atmospheric CO2 adjustment to anthropogenic carbon emissions can be
divided into three phases associated with increasingly longer time scales.

6

Phase 1. Within several decades of CO2 emissions, about a third to half of an initial pulse of anthropogenic CO2 goes into the land and
ocean, while the rest stays in the atmosphere (Box 6.1, Figure 1a). Within a few centuries, most of the anthropogenic CO2 will be in the
form of additional dissolved inorganic carbon in the ocean, thereby decreasing ocean pH (Box 6.1, Figure 1b). Within a thousand years,
the remaining atmospheric fraction of the CO2 emissions (see Section 6.3.2.4) is between 15 and 40%, depending on the amount of
carbon released (Archer et al., 2009b). The carbonate buffer capacity of the ocean decreases with higher CO2, so the larger the cumulative emissions, the higher the remaining atmospheric fraction (Eby et al., 2009; Joos et al., 2013). (continued on next page)
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Box 6.1 (continued)

Phase 2. In the second stage, within a few thousands of years, the pH of the ocean that has decreased in Phase 1 will be restored by
reaction of ocean dissolved CO2 and calcium carbonate (CaCO3) of sea floor sediments, partly replenishing the buffer capacity of the
ocean and further drawing down atmospheric CO2 as a new balance is re-established between CaCO3 sedimentation in the ocean and
terrestrial weathering (Box 6.1, Figure 1c right). This second phase will pull the remaining atmospheric CO2 fraction down to 10 to 25%
of the original CO2 pulse after about 10 kyr (Lenton and Britton, 2006; Montenegro et al., 2007; Ridgwell and Hargreaves, 2007; Tyrrell
et al., 2007; Archer and Brovkin, 2008).
Phase 3. In the third stage, within several hundred thousand years, the rest of the CO2 emitted during the initial pulse will be removed
from the atmosphere by silicate weathering, a very slow process of CO2 reaction with calcium silicate (CaSiO3) and other minerals of
igneous rocks (e.g., Sundquist, 1990; Walker and Kasting, 1992).
Involvement of extremely long time scale processes into the removal of a pulse of CO2 emissions into the atmosphere complicates
comparison with the cycling of the other GHGs. This is why the concept of a single, characteristic atmospheric lifetime is not applicable
to CO2 (Chapter 8).

Box 6.1, Figure 1 | A percentage of emitted CO2 remaining in the atmosphere in response to an idealised instantaneous CO2 pulse emitted to the atmosphere in
year 0 as calculated by a range of coupled climate–carbon cycle models. (Left and middle panels, a and b) Multi-model mean (blue line) and the uncertainty interval
(±2 standard deviations, shading) simulated during 1000 years following the instantaneous pulse of 100 PgC (Joos et al., 2013). (Right panel, c) A mean of models
with oceanic and terrestrial carbon components and a maximum range of these models (shading) for instantaneous CO2 pulse in year 0 of 100 PgC (blue), 1000 PgC
(orange) and 5000 PgC (red line) on a time interval up to 10 kyr (Archer et al., 2009b). Text at the top of the panels indicates the dominant processes that remove the
excess of CO2 emitted in the atmosphere on the successive time scales. Note that higher pulse of CO2 emissions leads to higher remaining CO2 fraction (Section 6.3.2.4)
due to reduced carbonate buffer capacity of the ocean and positive climate–carbon cycle feedback (Section 6.3.2.6.6).

6.1.1.2 Methane Cycle
CH4 absorbs infrared radiation relatively stronger per molecule compared to CO2 (Chapter 8), and it interacts with photochemistry. On
the other hand, the methane turnover time (see Glossary) is less than
10 years in the troposphere (Prather et al., 2012; see Chapter 7). The
sources of CH4 at the surface of the Earth (see Section 6.3.3.2) can be
thermogenic including (1) natural emissions of fossil CH4 from geological sources (marine and terrestrial seepages, geothermal vents and
mud volcanoes) and (2) emissions caused by leakages from fossil fuel
extraction and use (natural gas, coal and oil industry; Figure 6.2). There
are also pyrogenic sources resulting from incomplete burning of fossil
fuels and plant biomass (both natural and anthropogenic fires). The
biogenic sources include natural biogenic emissions predominantly
from wetlands, from termites and very small emissions from the ocean
(see Section 6.3.3). Anthropogenic biogenic emissions occur from rice

paddy agriculture, ruminant livestock, landfills, man-made lakes and
wetlands and waste treatment. In general, biogenic CH4 is produced
from organic matter under low oxygen conditions by fermentation processes of methanogenic microbes (Conrad, 1996). Atmospheric CH4 is
removed primarily by photochemistry, through atmospheric chemistry
reactions with the OH radicals. Other smaller removal processes of
atmospheric CH4 take place in the stratosphere through reaction with
chlorine and oxygen radicals, by oxidation in well aerated soils, and
possibly by reaction with chlorine in the marine boundary layer (Allan
et al., 2007; see Section 6.3.3.3).
A very large geological stock (globally 1500 to 7000 PgC, that is 2 x
106 to 9.3 x 106 Tg(CH4) in Figure 6.2; Archer (2007); with low confidence in estimates) of CH4 exists in the form of frozen hydrate deposits
(‘clathrates’) in shallow ocean sediments and on the slopes of continental shelves, and permafrost soils. These CH4 hydrates are stable
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Biomass burning 32-39

Landfills and waste 67-90

Wetlands 177-284

Freshwaters 8-73

Livestock 87-94

Hydrates 2-9

Tropospheric OH 454-617

Tropospheric CL 13-37

Stratospheric OH 16-84

Rice cultivation 33-40
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Since the beginning of the Industrial Era, humans have been producing energy by burning of fossil fuels (coal, oil and gas), a process that

The second major source of anthropogenic CO2 emissions to the
atmosphere is caused by changes in land use (mainly deforestation),
which causes globally a net reduction in land carbon storage, although
recovery from past land use change can cause a net gain in in land
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6.1.2.1 Carbon Dioxide and the Global Carbon Cycle
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Fossil fuels 85-105

6.1.2

is releasing large amounts of CO2 into the atmosphere (Rotty, 1983;
Boden et al., 2011; see Section 6.3.2.1). The amount of fossil fuel CO2
emitted to the atmosphere can be estimated with an accuracy of about
5 to 10% for recent decades from statistics of fossil fuel use (Andres et
al., 2012). Total cumulative emissions between 1750 and 2011 amount
to 375 ± 30 PgC (see Section 6.3.2.1 and Table 6.1), including a contribution of 8 PgC from the production of cement.

Termites 2-22

under conditions of low temperature and high pressure. Warming or
changes in pressure could render some of these hydrates unstable with
a potential release of CH4 to the overlying soil/ocean and/or atmosphere. Possible future CH4 emissions from CH4 released by gas hydrates
are discussed in Section 6.4.7.3.
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Figure 6.2 | Schematic of the global cycle of CH4. Numbers represent annual fluxes in Tg(CH4) yr–1 estimated for the time period 2000–2009 and CH4 reservoirs in Tg (CH4): the
atmosphere and three geological reservoirs (hydrates on land and in the ocean floor and gas reserves) (see Section 6.3.3). Black arrows denote ‘natural’ fluxes, that is, fluxes that
are not directly caused by human activities since 1750, red arrows anthropogenic fluxes, and the light brown arrow denotes a combined natural + anthropogenic flux. Note that
human activities (e.g., land use) may have modified indirectly the global magnitude of the natural fluxes (Section 6.3.3). Ranges represent minimum and maximum values from cited
references as given in Table 6.8 in Section 6.3.3. Gas reserves are from GEA (2006) and are consistent with numbers used by IPCC WG III for future scenarios. Hydrate reservoir sizes
are from Archer et al. (2007). The atmospheric inventories have been calculated using a conversion factor of 2.7476 TgCH4 per ppb (Prather et al., 2012). The assumed preindustrial
annual mean globally averaged CH4 concentration was 722 ± 25 ppb taking the average of the Antarctic Law Dome ice core observations (MacFarling-Meure et al., 2006) and the
measurements from the GRIP ice core in Greenland (Blunier et al., 1995; see also Table 2.1). The atmospheric inventory in the year 2011 is based on an annual globally averaged
CH4 concentration of 1803 ± 4 ppb in the year 2011 (see Table 2.1). It is the sum of the atmospheric increase between 1750 and 2011 (in red) and of the pre-industrial inventory
(in black). The average atmospheric increase each year, also called growth rate, is based on a measured concentration increase of 2.2 ppb yr–1 during the time period 2000–2009
(Dlugokencky et al., 2011).
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carbon storage in some regions. Estimation of this CO2 source to the
atmosphere requires knowledge of changes in land area as well as
estimates of the carbon stored per area before and after the land use
change. In addition, longer term effects, such as the decomposition of
soil organic matter after land use change, have to be taken into account
(see Section 6.3.2.2). Since 1750, anthropogenic land use changes
have resulted into about 50 million km2 being used for cropland and
pasture, corresponding to about 38% of the total ice-free land area
(Foley et al., 2007, 2011), in contrast to an estimated cropland and pasture area of 7.5 to 9 million km2 about 1750 (Ramankutty and Foley,
1999; Goldewijk, 2001). The cumulative net CO2 emissions from land
use changes between 1750 and 2011 are estimated at approximately
180 ± 80 PgC (see Section 6.3 and Table 6.1).
Multiple lines of evidence indicate that the observed atmospheric increase in the global CO2 concentration since 1750 (Figure 6.3)
is caused by the anthropogenic CO2 emissions (see Section 6.3.2.3).
The rising atmospheric CO2 content induces a disequilibrium in the
exchange fluxes between the atmosphere and the land and oceans
respectively. The rising CO2 concentration implies a rising atmospheric
CO2 partial pressure (pCO2) that induces a globally averaged net-airto-sea flux and thus an ocean sink for CO2 (see Section 6.3.2.5). On
land, the rising atmospheric CO2 concentration fosters photosynthesis
via the CO2 fertilisation effect (see Section 6.3.2.6). However, the efficacy of these oceanic and terrestrial sinks does also depend on how
the excess carbon is transformed and redistributed within these sink
reservoirs. The magnitude of the current sinks is shown in Figure 6.1
(averaged over the years 2000–2009, red arrows), together with the
cumulative reservoir content changes over the industrial era (1750–
2011, red numbers) (see Table 6.1, Section 6.3).

6.1.2.2 Methane Cycle
After 1750, atmospheric CH4 levels rose almost exponentially with
time, reaching 1650 ppb by the mid-1980s and 1803 ppb by 2011.
Between the mid-1980s and the mid-2000s the atmospheric growth
of CH4 declined to nearly zero (see Section 6.3.3.1, see also Chapter
2). More recently since 2006, atmospheric CH4 is observed to increase
again (Rigby et al., 2008); however, it is unclear if this is a short-term
fluctuation or a new regime for the CH4 cycle (Dlugokencky et al., 2009).
There is very high level of confidence that the atmospheric CH4
increase during the Industrial Era is caused by anthropogenic activities.
The massive increase in the number of ruminants (Barnosky, 2008),
the emissions from fossil fuel extraction and use, the expansion of rice
paddy agriculture and the emissions from landfills and waste are the
dominant anthropogenic CH4 sources. Total anthropogenic sources
contribute at present between 50 and 65% of the total CH4 sources
(see Section 6.3.3). The dominance of CH4 emissions located mostly in
the NH (wetlands and anthropogenic emissions) is evidenced by the
observed positive north–south gradient in CH4 concentrations (Figure
6.3). Satellite-based CH4 concentration measurements averaged over
the entire atmospheric column also indicate higher concentrations of
CH4 above and downwind of densely populated and intensive agriculture areas where anthropogenic emissions occur (Frankenberg et al.,
2011).
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6.1.3

Connections Between Carbon and the Nitrogen
and Oxygen Cycles

6.1.3.1 Global Nitrogen Cycle Including Nitrous Oxide
The biogeochemical cycles of nitrogen and carbon are tightly coupled
with each other owing to the metabolic needs of organisms for these
two elements. Changes in the availability of one element will influence
not only biological productivity but also availability and requirements
for the other element (Gruber and Galloway, 2008) and in the longer
term, the structure and functioning of ecosystems as well.
Before the Industrial Era, the creation of reactive nitrogen Nr (all nitrogen species other than N2) from non-reactive atmospheric N2 occurred
primarily through two natural processes: lightning and biological
nitrogen fixation (BNF). BNF is a set of reactions that convert N2 to
ammonia in a microbially mediated process. This input of Nr to the
land and ocean biosphere was in balance with the loss of Nr though
denitrification, a process that returns N2 back to the atmosphere (Ayres
et al., 1994). This equilibrium has been broken since the beginning of
the Industrial Era. Nr is produced by human activities and delivered to
ecosystems. During the last decades, the production of Nr by humans
has been much greater than the natural production (Figure 6.4a; Section 6.3.4.3). There are three main anthropogenic sources of Nr: (1) the
Haber-Bosch industrial process, used to make NH3 from N2, for nitrogen
fertilisers and as a feedstock for some industries; (2) the cultivation of
legumes and other crops, which increases BNF; and (3) the combustion
of fossil fuels, which converts atmospheric N2 and fossil fuel nitrogen
into nitrogen oxides (NOx) emitted to the atmosphere and re-deposited
at the surface (Figure 6.4a). In addition, there is a small flux from the
mobilization of sequestered Nr from nitrogen-rich sedimentary rocks
(Morford et al., 2011) (not shown in Figure 6.4a).
The amount of anthropogenic Nr converted back to non-reactive N2 by
denitrification is much smaller than the amount of Nr produced each
year, that is, about 30 to 60% of the total Nr production, with a large
uncertainty (Galloway et al., 2004; Canfield et al., 2010; Bouwman et
al., 2013). What is more certain is the amount of N2O emitted to the
atmosphere. Anthropogenic sources of N2O are about the same size
as natural terrestrial sources (see Section 6.3.4 and Table 6.9 for the
global N2O budget). In addition, emissions of Nr to the atmosphere,
as NH3 and NOx, are caused by agriculture and fossil fuel combustion.
A portion of the emitted NH3 and NOx is deposited over the continents, while the rest gets transported by winds and deposited over
the oceans. This atmospheric deposition flux of Nr over the oceans is
comparable to the flux going from soils to rivers and delivered to the
coastal ocean (Galloway et al., 2004; Suntharalingam et al., 2012).
The increase of Nr creation during the Industrial Era, the connections
among its impacts, including on climate and the connections with the
carbon cycle are presented in Box 6.2.
For the global ocean, the best BNF estimate is 160 TgN yr–1, which
is roughly the midpoint of the minimum estimate of 140 TgN yr–1 of
Deutsch et al. (2007) and the maximum estimate of 177 TgN yr–1 (Groszkopf et al., 2012). The probability that this estimate will need an
upward revision in the near future is high because several additional
processes are not yet considered (Voss et al., 2013).
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Figure 6.3 | Atmospheric concentration of CO2, oxygen, 13C/12C stable isotope ratio in CO2, CH4 and N2O recorded over the last decades at representative stations (a) CO2 from
Mauna Loa (MLO) Northern Hemisphere and South Pole Southern Hemisphere (SPO) atmospheric stations (Keeling et al., 2005). (b) O2 from Alert Northern Hemisphere (ALT) and
Cape Grim Southern Hemisphere (CGO) stations (http://scrippso2.ucsd.edu/ right axes, expressed relative to a reference standard value). (c) 13C/12C: Mauna Loa, South Pole (Keeling
et al., 2005). (d) CH4 from Mauna Loa and South Pole stations (Dlugokencky et al., 2012). (e) N2O from Mace-Head Northern Hemisphere (MHD) and Cape Grim stations (Prinn et
al., 2000).
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Box 6.2 | Nitrogen Cycle and Climate-Carbon Cycle Feedbacks
Human creation of reactive nitrogen by the Haber–Bosch process (see Sections 6.1.3 and 6.3.4), fossil fuel combustion and agricultural
biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) dominate Nr creation relative to biological nitrogen fixation in natural terrestrial ecosystems. This
dominance impacts on the radiation balance of the Earth (covered by the IPCC; see, e.g., Chapters 7 and 8), and affects human health
and ecosystem health as well (EPA, 2011b; Sutton et al., 2011).
The Nr creation from 1850 to 2005 is shown in Box 6.2 (Figure 1). After mid-1970s, human production of Nr exceeded natural production.
During the 2000s food production (mineral fertilisers, legumes) accounts for three-quarters of Nr created by humans, with fossil fuel
combustion and industrial uses accounting equally for the remainder (Galloway et al., 2008; Canfield et al., 2010; Sutton et al., 2011).

150
Nr Creation (TgN yr-1)

The three most relevant questions regarding the anthropogenic perturbation of the nitrogen cycle with respect to
global change are: (1) What are the interactions with the
carbon cycle, and the effects on carbon sinks (see Sections
6.3.2.6.5 and 6.4.2.1), (2) What are the effects of increased
Nr on the radiative forcing of nitrate aerosols (Chapter 7,
7.3.2) and tropospheric ozone (Chapters 8), (3) What are
the impacts of the excess of Nr on humans and ecosystems
(health, biodiversity, eutrophication, not treated in this
report, but see, for example, EPA, 2011b; Sutton et al., 2011).

Haber Bosch Process
Biological Nitrogen Fixation
Fossil Fuel Burning
Total Nr Creation

100

50

Essentially all of the Nr formed by human activity is spread
0
into the environment, either at the point of creation (i.e.,
1850
1900
1950
2000
fossil fuel combustion) or after it is used in food production
Year
and in industry. Once in the environment, Nr has a number
Box 6.2, Figure 1 | Anthropogenic reactive nitrogen (Nr) creation rates (in TgN yr–1)
of negative impacts if not converted back into N2. In addifrom fossil fuel burning (orange line), cultivation-induced biological nitrogen fixation
tion to its contributions to climate change and stratospheric
(blue line), Haber–Bosch process (green line) and total creation (red line). Source:
ozone depletion, Nr contributes to the formation of smog;
Galloway et al. (2003), Galloway et al. (2008). Note that updates are given in Table
increases the haziness of the troposphere; contributes to the
6.9. The only one with significant changes in the more recent literature is cultivationinduced BNF) which Herridge et al. (2008) estimated to be 60 TgN yr–1. The data are
acidification of soils and freshwaters; and increases the proonly reported since 1850, as no published estimate is available since 1750.
ductivity in forests, grasslands, open and coastal waters and
open ocean, which can lead to eutrophication and reduction
in biodiversity in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. In addition, Nr-induced increases in nitrogen oxides, aerosols, tropospheric ozone,
and nitrates in drinking water have negative impacts on human health (Galloway et al., 2008; Davidson et al., 2012). Once the nitrogen
atoms become reactive (e.g., NH3, NOx), any given Nr atom can contribute to all of the impacts noted above in sequence. This is called the
nitrogen cascade (Galloway et al., 2003; Box 6.2, Figure 2). The nitrogen cascade is the sequential transfer of the same Nr atom through
the atmosphere, terrestrial ecosystems, freshwater ecosystems and marine ecosystems that results in multiple effects in each reservoir.
Because of the nitrogen cascade, the creation of any molecule of Nr from N2, at any location, has the potential to affect climate, either
directly or indirectly, as explained in this box This potential exists until the Nr gets converted back to N2.
The most important processes causing direct links between anthropogenic Nr and climate change include (Erisman et al., 2011): (1)
N2O formation during industrial processes (e.g., fertiliser production), combustion, or microbial conversion of substrate containing
nitrogen—notably after fertiliser and manure application to soils. N2O is a strong greenhouse gas (GHG), (2) emission of anthropogenic
NOx leading to (a) formation of tropospheric O3, (which is the third most important GHG), (b) a decrease of CH4 and (c) the formation of
nitrate aerosols. Aerosol formation affects radiative forcing, as nitrogen-containing aerosols have a direct cooling effect in addition to
an indirect cooling effect through cloud formation and (3) NH3 emission to the atmosphere which contributes to aerosol formation. The
first process has a warming effect. The second has both a warming (as a GHG) and a cooling (through the formation of the OH radical
in the troposphere which reacts with CH4, and through aerosol formation) effect. The net effect of all three NOx-related contributions is
cooling. The third process has a cooling effect.

6

The most important processes causing an indirect link between anthropogenic Nr and climate change include: (1)
nitrogen-dependent changes in soil organic matter decomposition and hence CO2 emissions, affecting heterotrophic respiration;
(2) alteration of the b iospheric CO2 sink due to increased supply of Nr. About half of the carbon that is emitted to the atmosphere is
(continued on next page)
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Box 6.2 (continued)

taken up by the biosphere; Nr affects net CO2 uptake from the atmosphere in terrestrial systems, rivers, estuaries and the open ocean in
a positive direction (by increasing productivity or reducing the rate of organic matter breakdown) and negative direction (in situations
where it accelerates organic matter breakdown). CO2 uptake in the ocean causes ocean acidification, which reduces CO2 uptake; (3)
changes in marine primary productivity, generally an increase, in response to Nr deposition; and (4) O3 formed in the troposphere as a
result of NOx and volatile organic compound emissions reduces plant productivity, and therefore reduces CO2 uptake from the atmosphere. On the global scale the net influence of the direct and indirect contributions of Nr on the radiative balance was estimated to be
–0.24 W m–2 (with an uncertainty range of +0.2 to –0.5 W m–2) (Erisman et al., 2011).
Nr is required for both plants and soil microorganisms to grow, and plant and microbial processes play important roles in the global
carbon cycle. The increasing concentration of atmospheric CO2 is observed to increase plant photosynthesis (see Box 6.3) and plant
growth, which drives an increase of carbon storage in terrestrial ecosystems. Plant growth is, however, constrained by the availability
of Nr in soils (see Section 6.3.2.6.5). This means that in some nitrogen-poor ecosystems, insufficient Nr availability will limit carbon
sinks, while the deposition of Nr may instead alleviate this limitation and enable larger carbon sinks (see Section 6.3.2.6.5). Therefore,
human production of Nr has the potential to mitigate CO2 emissions by providing additional nutrients for plant growth in some regions.
Microbial growth can also be limited by the availability of Nr, particularly in cold, wet environments, so that human production of Nr
also has the potential to accelerate the decomposition of organic matter, increasing release of CO2. The availability of Nr also changes
in response to climate change, generally increasing with warmer temperatures and increased precipitation (see Section 6.4.2.1), but
with complex interactions in the case of seasonally inundated environments. This complex network of feedbacks is amenable to study
through observation and experimentation (Section 6.3) and Earth System modelling (Section 6.4). Even though we do not yet have a
thorough understanding of how nitrogen and carbon cycling will interact with climate change, elevated CO2 and human Nr production
in the future, given scenarios of human activity, current observations and model results all indicate that low nitrogen availability will
limit carbon storage on land in the 21st century (see Section 6.4.2.1).
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Box 6.2, Figure 2 | Illustration of the nitrogen cascade showing the sequential effects that a single atom of nitrogen in its various molecular forms can have in various
reservoirs after it has been converted from nonreactive N2 to a reactive form by energy and food production (orange arrows). Once created the reactive nitrogen has
the potential to continue to contribute to impacts until it is converted back to N2. The small black circle indicates that there is the potential for denitrification to occur
within that reservoir. NH3 = ammonia; NHx = ammonia plus ammonium; NO3– = nitrate; NOx = nitrogen oxides; NOy = NOx and other combinations of nitrogen and
oxygen (except N2O); N2O = nitrous oxide. (Adapted with permission from the GEO Yearbook 2003, United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP), 2004 which
was based on Galloway et al., 2003.)
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Figure 6.4 | Schematic of the global nitrogen cycle. (a) The natural and anthropogenic processes that create reactive nitrogen and the corresponding rates of denitrification that
convert reactive nitrogen back to N2. (b) The flows of the reactive nitrogen species NOy and NHx. (c) The stratospheric sink of N2O is the sum of losses via photolysis and reaction
with O(1D) (oxygen radical in the 1D excited state; Table 6.9). The global magnitude of this sink is adjusted here in order to be equal to the difference between the total sources
and the observed growth rate. This value falls within literature estimates (Volk et al., 1997). The atmospheric inventories have been calculated using a conversion factor of 4.79 TgN
(N2O) per ppb (Prather et al., 2012).
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A global denitrification rate is much more difficult to constrain than
the BNF considering the changing paradigms of nitrogen cycling in the
oxygen minimum zones or the unconstrained losses in permeable sediments on the continental shelves (Gao et al., 2012). The coastal ocean
may have losses in the range of 100 to 250 (Voss et al., 2011). For the
open and distal ocean Codispoti (2007) estimated an upper limit of
denitrification of 400 TgN yr–1. Voss et al. (2013) used a conservative
estimate of 100 TgN yr–1 for the coastal ocean, and 200 to 300 TgN yr–1
for the open ocean. Because the upper limit in the global ocean is 400
TgN yr–1, 300 ± 100 TgN yr–1 is the best estimate for global ocean losses
of reactive nitrogen (Table 6.9).
This chapter does not describe the phosphorus and sulphur biogeochemical cycles, but phosphorus limitations on carbon sinks are briefly
addressed in Section 6.4.8.2 and future sulphur deposition in Section
6.4.6.2.

rates of increase of CO2, CH4 and N2O are larger during the Industrial
Era (see Section 6.3) than during any comparable period of at least the
past 22,000 years (Joos and Spahni, 2008).

6.2.1

Glacial–Interglacial Greenhouse Gas Changes

6.2.1.1 Processes Controlling Glacial Carbon Dioxide
Ice cores recovered from the Antarctic ice sheet reveal that the concentration of atmospheric CO2 at the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; see
Glossary) at 21 ka was about one third lower than during the subsequent interglacial (Holocene) period started at 11.7 ka (Delmas et
al., 1980; Neftel et al., 1982; Monnin et al., 2001). Longer (to 800 ka)
records exhibit similar features, with CO2 values of ~180 to 200 ppm
during glacial intervals (Petit et al., 1999). Prior to 420 ka, interglacial
CO2 values were 240 to 260 ppm rather than 270 to 290 ppm after that
date (Lüthi et al., 2008).

6.1.3.2 Oxygen
Atmospheric oxygen is tightly coupled with the global carbon cycle
(sometimes called a mirror of the carbon cycle). The burning of fossil
fuels removes oxygen from the atmosphere in a tightly defined stoichiometric ratio depending on fuel carbon content. As a consequence of
the burning of fossil fuels, atmospheric O2 levels have been observed
to decrease steadily over the last 20 years (Keeling and Shertz, 1992;
Manning and Keeling, 2006) (Figure 6.3b). Compared to the atmospheric oxygen content of about 21% this decrease is very small; however, it provides independent evidence that the rise in CO2 must be due
to an oxidation process, that is, fossil fuel combustion and/or organic
carbon oxidation, and is not caused by, for example, volcanic emissions
or by outgassing of dissolved CO2 from a warming ocean. The atmospheric oxygen measurements furthermore also show the north–south
concentration O2 difference (higher in the south and mirroring the CO2
north–south concentration difference) as expected from the stronger
fossil fuel consumption in the NH (Keeling et al., 1996).
On land, during photosynthesis and respiration, O2 and CO2 are
exchanged in nearly a 1:1 ratio. However, with respect to exchanges
with the ocean, O2 behaves quite differently from CO2, because compared to the atmosphere only a small amount of O2 is dissolved in the
ocean whereas by contrast the oceanic CO2 content is much larger due
to the carbonate chemistry. This different behaviour of the two gases
with respect to ocean exchange provides a powerful method to assess
independently the partitioning of the uptake of anthropogenic CO2 by
land and ocean (Manning and Keeling, 2006), Section 6.3.2.3.

6

6.2

Variations in Carbon and Other
Biogeochemical Cycles Before the Fossil
Fuel Era

The Earth System mechanisms that were responsible for past variations
in atmospheric CO2, CH4, and N2O will probably operate in the future
as well. Past archives of GHGs and climate therefore provide useful
knowledge, including constraints for biogeochemical models applied
to the future projections described in Section 6.4. In addition, past
archives of GHGs also show with very high confidence that the average
480

A variety of proxy reconstructions as well as models of different complexity from conceptual to complex Earth System Models (ESM; see
Glossary) have been used to test hypotheses for the cause of lower
LGM atmospheric CO2 concentrations (e.g., Köhler et al., 2005; Sigman
et al., 2010). The mechanisms of the carbon cycle during the LGM
which lead to low atmospheric CO2 can be broken down by individual
drivers (Figure 6.5). It should be recognized, however, that this separation is potentially misleading, as many of the component drivers
shown in Figure 6.5 may combine nonlinearly (Bouttes et al., 2011).
Only well-established individual drivers are quantified (Figure 6.5), and
discussed here.
6.2.1.1.1

Reduced land carbon

Despite local evidence of larger carbon storage in permafrost regions
during glacial periods (Zimov et al., 2009; Zech et al., 2011), the δ13C
record of ocean waters as preserved in benthic foraminiferal shells has
been used to infer that global terrestrial carbon storage was reduced
in glacial times, thus opposite to recorded changes in atmospheric CO2.
Data-based estimates of the deficit between LGM and pre-industrial
land carbon storage range from a few hundreds to 1000 PgC (e.g.,
Bird et al., 1996; Ciais et al., 2012). Dynamic vegetation models tend
to simulate values at the higher end (~800 PgC) (Kaplan et al., 2002;
Otto et al., 2002) and indicate a role for the physiological effects of low
CO2 on photosynthesis at the LGM at least as large as that of colder
and dryer climate conditions in determining the past extent of forests
(Prentice and Harrison, 2009).
6.2.1.1.2

Lower sea surface temperatures

Reconstructions of sea surface temperatures (SSTs) during the LGM
suggest that the global surface ocean was on average 3°C to 5°C
cooler compared to the Holocene. Because the solubility of CO2
increases at colder temperature (Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001), a
colder glacial ocean will hold more carbon. However, uncertainty in
reconstructing the LGM pattern of ocean temperature, particularly
in the tropics (Archer et al., 2000; Waelbroeck et al., 2009), together
with problems in transforming this pattern to the resolution of models
in light of the nonlinear nature of the CO2–temperature relationship
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(Ridgwell, 2001), creates a large spread in modelled estimates, Most
ocean general circulation models (OGCM) projections, however, cluster
more tightly and suggest that lower ocean temperatures contribute to
lower CO2 values by 25 ppm during the LGM (Figure 6.5).
6.2.1.1.3

Lower sea level and increased salinity

During the LGM, sea level was about ~120 m lower than today, and
this change in ocean volume had several well-understood effects on
atmospheric CO2 concentrations. Lower sea level impacts the LGM
ocean carbon cycle in two main ways. First, the resulting higher LGM
ocean surface salinity causes atmospheric CO2 to be higher than during
the Holocene. Second, the total dissolved inorganic carbon and alkalinity (a measure of the capacity of an aqueous solution to neutralize
acid) become more concentrated in equal proportions, and this process
also causes atmospheric CO2 to be higher during the LGM. In total,
lower sea level is estimated to contribute to higher CO2 values by 15
ppm during the LGM (Figure 6.5), implying that other processes must
explain the lower CO2 values measured in ice cores.
6.2.1.1.4

Ocean circulation and sea ice

Reorganization in ocean circulation during glacial periods that promoted the retention of dissolved inorganic carbon in the deep ocean
during the LGM has become the focus of most research on the glacial–interglacial CO2 problem. That ocean circulation plays a key role in
low glacial period atmospheric CO2 concentration is exemplified by the
tight coupling observed between reconstructed deep ocean temperatures and atmospheric CO2 (Shackleton, 2000). Evidence from marine
bore hole sites (Adkins et al., 2002) and from marine sediment cores
(Jaccard et al., 2005; Skinner et al., 2010) show that the glacial ocean
was highly stratified compared to interglacial conditions and may thus
have held a larger store of carbon during glacial times. δ13CO2 ice core
records (Lourantou et al., 2010a, 2010b; Schmitt et al., 2012), as well
as radiocarbon records from deep-sea corals demonstrate the role of
a deep and stratified Southern Ocean in the higher LGM ocean carbon
storage. However, conflicting hypotheses exist on the drivers of this
increase in the Southern Ocean stratification, for example, northward
shift and weakening of Southern Hemisphere (SH) westerly winds (Toggweiler et al., 2006), reduced air–sea buoyancy fluxes (Watson and
Garabato, 2006) or massive brine rejections during sea ice formation
(Bouttes et al., 2011, 2012). Ocean carbon cycle models have simulated
a circulation-induced effect on LGM CO2 that can explain lower values
than during interglacial by 3 ppm (Bopp et al., 2003) to 57 ppm (Toggweiler, 1999).
A long-standing hypothesis is that increased LGM sea ice cover acted
as a barrier to air–sea gas exchange and hence reduced the ‘leakage’
of CO2 during winter months from the ocean to the atmosphere during
glacial periods (Broecker and Peng, 1986). However, concurrent changes in ocean circulation and biological productivity complicate the estimation of the impact of increased sea ice extent on LGM atmospheric CO2 (Kurahashi-Nakamura et al., 2007). With the exception of the
results of an idealised box model (Stephens and Keeling, 2000), ocean
carbon models are relatively consistent in projecting a small effect of
higher sea ice extent on maintaining atmospheric CO2 lower during
LGM (Archer et al., 2003).
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6.2.1.1.5

Iron fertilisation

Both marine and terrestrial sediment records indicate higher rates of
deposition of dust and hence iron (Fe) supply at the LGM (Mahowald et al., 2006), implying a potential link between Fe fertilisation of
marine productivity and lower glacial CO2 (Martin, 1990). However,
despite the fact that ocean carbon cycle models generally employ similar reconstructions of glacial dust fluxes (i.e., Mahowald et al., 1999;
Mahowald et al., 2006), there is considerable disagreement among
them in the associated CO2 change. OGCM that include a description of the Fe cycle tend to cluster at the lower end of simulated CO2
changes between glacial and interglacial (e.g., Archer at al., 2000;
Bopp et al., 2003), whereas box models (e.g., Watson et al., 2000) or
Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs, e.g., Brovkin
et al., 2007) tend to produce CO2 changes which are at the higher
end (Parekh et al., 2008). An alternative view comes from inferences
drawn from the timing and magnitude of changes in dust and CO2 in
ice cores (Röthlisberger et al., 2004), assigning a 20 ppm limit for the
lowering of CO2 during the LGM in response to an Southern Ocean Fe
fertilisation effect, and a 8 ppm limit for the same effect in the North
Pacific.
6.2.1.1.6

Other glacial carbon dioxide drivers

A number of further aspects of altered climate and biogeochemistry
at the LGM are also likely to have affected atmospheric CO2. Reduced
bacterial metabolic rates and remineralization (see Glossary) of organic matter (Matsumoto, 2007; Menviel et al., 2012), increased glacial
supply of dissolved silica (required by diatoms to form frustules)
(Harrison, 2000), ‘silica leakage’ (Brzezinski et al., 2002; Matsumoto
et al., 2002), changes in net global weathering rates (Berner, 1992;
Munhoven, 2002), reduction in coral reef growth and other forms of
shallow water CaCO3 accumulation (Berger, 1982), carbonate compensation (Ridgwell and Zeebe, 2005) and changes in the CaCO3 to
organic matter ‘rain ratio’ to the sediments (Archer and Maier-Reimer,
1994) will act to amplify or diminish the effect of many of the aforementioned drivers on glacial CO2.
6.2.1.1.7

Summary

All of the major drivers of the glacial-to-interglacial atmospheric
CO2 changes (Figure 6.5) are likely to have already been identified.
However, Earth System Models have been unable to reproduce the
full magnitude of the glacial-to-interglacial CO2 changes. Significant
uncertainties exist in glacial boundary conditions and on some of the
primary controls on carbon storage in the ocean and in the land. These
uncertainties prevent an unambiguous attribution of individual mechanisms as controllers of the low glacial CO2 concentrations. Further
assessments of the interplay of different mechanisms prior to deglacial transitions or in glacial inceptions will provide additional insights
into the drivers and processes that caused the glacial decrease of CO2.
Because several of these identified drivers (e.g., organic matter remineralization, ocean stratification) are sensitive to climate change in
general, improved understanding drawn from the glacial–interglacial
cycles will help constrain the magnitude of future ocean feedbacks
on atmospheric CO2. Other drivers (e.g., iron fertilisation) are involved
in geoengineering methods (see Glossary), such that improved under481
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Figure 6.5 | Mechanisms contributing to carbon dioxide concentrations changes from Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) to late Holocene (top) and from early/mid Holocene (7 ka)
to late Holocene (bottom). Filled black circles represent individual model-based estimates for individual ocean, land, geological or human mechanisms. Solid colour bars represent
expert judgment (to the nearest 5 ppm) rather than a formal statistical average. References for the different model results used for explaining CO2 changes from LGM to late
Holocene are as per (Kohfeld and Ridgwell, 2009) with excluded model projections in grey. References for the different model results used for explaining CO2 changes during the
Holocene are: Joos et al. (2004), Brovkin et al. (2002, 2008), Kleinen et al. (2010, 2012), Broecker et al. (1999), Ridgwell et al. (2003), Schurgers et al. (2006), Yu (2011), Ruddiman
(2003, 2007), Strassmann et al. (2008), Olofsson and Hickler (2008), Pongratz et al. (2009), Kaplan et al. (2011), Lemmen (2009), Stocker et al. (2011), Roth and Joos (2012).
Confidence levels for each mechanism are indicated in the left column — H for high confidence, M for medium confidence and L for low confidence.

standing could also help constrain the potential and applicability of
these methods (see Section 6.5.2).

6.2.1.2 Processes Controlling Glacial Methane and Nitrous Oxide

6

Ice core measurements show that atmospheric CH4 and N2O were
much lower under glacial conditions compared to interglacial ones.
Their reconstructed history encompasses the last 800 ka (Loulergue et
al., 2008; Schilt et al., 2010a). Glacial CH4 mixing ratios are in the 350
to 400 ppb range during the eight glacial maxima covered by the ice
core record. This is about half the levels observed during interglacial
conditions. The N2O concentration amounts to 202 ± 8 ppb at the LGM,
compared to the early Holocene levels of about 270 ppb (Flückiger et
al., 1999).
CH4 and N2O isotopic ratio measurements in ice cores provide important constraints on the mechanisms responsible for their temporal
482

changes. N2O isotopes suggest a similar increase in marine and terrestrial N2O emissions during the last deglaciation (Sowers et al., 2003).
Marine sediment proxies of ocean oxygenation suggest that most of
the observed N2O deglacial rise was of marine origin (Jaccard and Galbraith, 2012). δD and 14C isotopic composition measurements of CH4
have shown that catastrophic methane hydrate degassing events are
unlikely to have caused the last deglaciation CH4 increase (Sowers,
2006; Petrenko et al., 2009; Bock et al., 2010). δ13C and δD measurements of CH4 combined with interpolar atmospheric CH4 gradient
changes (Greenland minus Antarctica ice cores) suggest that most of
the deglacial CH4 increase was caused by increased emissions from
boreal and tropical wetlands and an increase in CH4 atmospheric residence time due to a reduced oxidative capacity of the atmosphere
(Fischer et al., 2008). The biomass burning source apparently changed
little on the same time scale, whereas this CH4 source experienced
large fluctuations over the last millennium (Mischler et al., 2009; Wang
et al., 2010b). Recent modelling studies, however, suggest that changes
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in the atmospheric o xidising capacity of the atmosphere at the LGM
are probably negligible compared to changes in sources (Levine et al.,
2011) and that tropical temperature influencing tropical wetlands and
global vegetation were the dominant controls for CH4 atmospheric
changes on glacial–interglacial time scales (Konijnendijk et al., 2011).

6.2.1.3 Processes Controlling Changes in Carbon Dioxide,
Methane, and Nitrous Oxide During Abrupt Glacial
Events

Conflicting hypotheses exist on the drivers of these millennial-scale
changes. Some model simulations suggest that both CO2 and N2O
fluctuations can be explained by changes in the Atlantic meridional
overturning ocean circulation (Schmittner and Galbraith, 2008), CO2
variations being explained mainly by changes in the efficiency of the
biological pump which affects deep ocean carbon storage (Bouttes et
al., 2011), whereas N2O variations could be due to changes in productivity and oxygen concentrations in the subsurface ocean (Schmittner
and Galbraith, 2008). Other studies, however, suggest that the millennial-scale CO2 fluctuations can be explained by changes in the land
carbon storage (Menviel et al., 2008; Bozbiyik et al., 2011). For CH4,
models have difficulties in reproducing changes in wetland emissions
compatible with DO atmospheric variations (Hopcroft et al., 2011), and
the changes in the atmospheric oxidizing capacity of the atmosphere
during DO events seem to be too weak to explain the CH4 changes
(Levine et al., 2012).

6.2.2

Greenhouse Gas Changes over the Holocene

6.2.2.1 Understanding Processes Underlying Holocene Carbon
Dioxide Changes
The evolution of the atmospheric CO2, CH4, and N2O concentrations
during the Holocene, the interglacial period which began 11.7 ka, is
known with high certainty from ice core measurements (Figure 6.6). A
decrease in atmospheric CO2 of about 7 ppm is measured in ice cores

)

(

)

(

)

Ice core measurements of CO2, CH4 and N2O show sharp (millennial-scale) changes in the course of glaciations, associated with the
so-called Dansgaard/Oeschger (DO) climatic events (see Section 5.7),
but their amplitude, shape and timing differ. During these millennial
scale climate events, atmospheric CO2 concentrations varied by about
20 ppm, in phase with Antarctic, but not with Greenland temperatures. CO2 increased during cold (stadial) periods in Greenland, several
thousands years before the time of the rapid warming event in Greenland (Ahn and Brook, 2008). CH4 and N2O showed rapid transitions in
phase with Greenland temperatures with little or no lag. CH4 changes
are in the 50 to 200 ppb range (Flückiger et al., 2004), in phase with
Greenland temperature warming at a decadal time scale (Huber et al.,
2006). N2O changes are large, of same magnitude than glacial–interglacial changes, and for the warmest and longest DO events N2O starts
to increase several centuries before Greenland temperature and CH4
(Schilt et al., 2010b).
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Figure 6.6 | Variations of CO2, CH4, and N2O concentrations during the Holocene. The data are for Antarctic ice cores: European Programme for Ice Coring in Antarctica EPICA
Dome C (Flückiger et al., 2002; Monnin et al., 2004), triangles; EPICA Dronning Maud Land (Schilt et al., 2010b), crosses; Law Dome (MacFarling-Meure et al., 2006), circles; and
for Greenland Ice Core Project (GRIP) (Blunier et al., 1995), squares. Lines correspond to spline fits.
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between 11 and 7 ka, followed by a 20 ppm CO2 increase until the
onset of the Industrial Era in 1750 (Indermühle et al., 1999; Monnin et
al., 2004; Elsig et al., 2009). These variations in atmospheric CO2 over
the past 11 kyr preceding industrialisation are more than five times
smaller than the CO2 increase observed during the Industrial Era (see
Section 6.3.2.3). Despite the small magnitude of CO2 variations prior
to the Industrial Era, these changes are nevertheless useful for understanding the role of natural forcing in carbon and other biogeochemical cycles during interglacial climate conditions.
Since the IPCC AR4, the mechanisms underlying the observed 20 ppm
CO2 increase between 7 ka and the Industrial Era have been a matter
of intensive debate. During three interglacial periods prior to the Holocene, CO2 did not increase, and this led to a hypothesis that pre-industrial anthropogenic CO2 emissions could be associated with early land
use change and forest clearing (Ruddiman, 2003, 2007). However, ice
core CO2 data (Siegenthaler et al., 2005b) indicate that during Marine
Isotope Stage 11 (see Section 5.2.2), an interglacial period that lasted
from 400 to 420 ka, CO2 increased similarly to the Holocene period.
Drivers of atmospheric CO2 changes during the Holocene can be divided into oceanic and terrestrial processes (Figure 6.5) and their roles are
examined below.
6.2.2.1.1

Oceanic processes

The change in oceanic carbonate chemistry could explain the slow
atmospheric CO2 increase during the Holocene since 7 ka. Proposed
mechanisms include: (1) a shift of oceanic carbonate sedimentation
from deep sea to the shallow waters due to sea level rise onto continental shelves causing accumulation of CaCO3 on shelves including
coral reef growth, a process that releases CO2 to the atmosphere (Ridgwell et al., 2003; Kleinen et al., 2010), (2) a ‘carbonate compensation’
in response to the release of carbon from the deep ocean during deglaciation and to the buildup of terrestrial biosphere in the early Holocene
(Broecker et al., 1999; Joos et al., 2004; Elsig et al., 2009; Menviel and
Joos, 2012). Proxies for carbonate ion concentration in the deep sea (Yu
et al., 2010) and a decrease in modern CaCO3 preservation in equatorial Pacific sediments (Anderson et al., 2008) support the hypothesis that
the ocean was a source of CO2 to the atmosphere during the Holocene.
Changes in SSTs over the last 7 kyr (Kim et al., 2004) could have contributed to slightly lower (Brovkin et al., 2008) or higher (Menviel and
Joos, 2012) atmospheric CO2 concentration but, very likely, SST-driven
CO2 change represents only a minor contribution to the observed CO2
increase during the Holocene after 7 ka (Figure 6.5).
6.2.2.1.2

6

Terrestrial processes

The δ13C of atmospheric CO2 trapped in ice cores can be used to infer
changes in terrestrial biospheric carbon pools. Calculations based
on inferred δ13C of atmospheric CO2 during the Holocene suggest
an increase in terrestrial carbon storage of about 300 PgC between
11 and 5 ka and small overall terrestrial changes thereafter (Elsig et
al., 2009). Modelling studies suggest that CO2 fertilisation (Box 6.3)
in response to increasing atmospheric CO2 concentration after 7 ka
contributed to a substantially increased terrestrial carbon storage
(>100 PgC) on Holocene time scales (Kaplan et al., 2002; Joos et al.,
2004; Kleinen et al., 2010). Orbitally forced climate variability, includ484

ing the intensification and decline of the Afro-Asian monsoon and the
mid-Holocene warming of the high latitudes of the NH are estimated
in models to have caused changes in vegetation distribution and hence
of terrestrial carbon storage. These climate-induced carbon storage
changes are estimated using models to have been smaller than the
increase due to CO2 fertilisation (Brovkin et al., 2002; Schurgers et al.,
2006). The Holocene accumulation of carbon in peatlands has been
reconstructed globally, suggesting a land carbon additional storage of
several hundred petagrams of carbon between the early Holocene and
the Industrial Era, although uncertainties remain on this estimate (Tarnocai et al., 2009; Yu, 2011; Kleinen et al., 2012). Volcanic CO2 emissions to the atmosphere between 12 and 7 ka were estimated to be
two to six times higher than during the last millennium, of about 0.1
PgC yr–1 (Huybers and Langmuir, 2009; Roth and Joos, 2012). However,
a peak in the inferred volcanic emissions coincides with the period of
decreasing atmospheric CO2 and the confidence in changes of volcanic
CO2 emissions is low.
Global syntheses of the observational, paleoecological and archaeological records for Holocene land use change are not currently available
(Gaillard et al., 2010). Available reconstructions of anthropogenic land
use and land cover change (LULCC) prior to the last millennium currently extrapolate using models and assumptions from single regions
to changes in all regions of the world (Goldewijk et al., 2011; Kaplan
et al., 2011). Because of regional differences in land use systems and
uncertainty in historical population estimates, the confidence in spatially explicit LULCC reconstructions is low.
Some recent studies focused on reconstructing LULCC and making very
simple assumptions regarding the effect of land use on carbon (Olofsson and Hickler, 2008; Lemmen, 2009). Other studies relied on more
sophisticated terrestrial biosphere models to simulate carbon storage
and loss in response to pre-industrial LULCC during the late Holocene
(Strassmann et al., 2008; Pongratz et al., 2009; Stocker et al., 2011).
The conclusion of the aforementioned studies was that cumulative
Holocene carbon emissions as a result of pre-industrial LULCC were
not large enough (~50 to 150 PgC during the Holocene before 1850)
to have had an influence larger than an increase of ~10 ppm on late
Holocene observed CO2 concentration increase (Figure 6.5). However, a
modelling study by Kaplan et al. (2011) suggested that more than 350
PgC could have been released as a result of LULCC between 8 ka and
1850 as a result of a much stronger loss of soil carbon in response to
land use change, than in other studies.
In addition to clearing of forests, large-scale biomass burning activity, inferred from synthesized charcoal records and bog sediments
has been hypothesized to correlate with the observed Late Holocene
atmospheric CO2 (Carcaillet et al., 2002). A global extensive synthesis
of charcoal records for the last 21 kyr (Power et al., 2008) and updates
of those shows that fire activity followed climate variability on global
(Marlon et al., 2008; Daniau et al., 2012) and regional scale (Archibald
et al., 2009; Mooney et al., 2011; Marlon et al., 2012; Power et al.,
2013). There is no evidence, however, for a distinct change in fire activity linked to human activity alone as hypothesized from a regional
charcoal record synthesis for the tropical Americas (Nevle and Bird,
2008; Nevle et al., 2011). Fire being a newly studied component, no
estimate for its role is given in Figure 6.5.
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6.2.2.2 Holocene Methane and Nitrous Oxide Drivers

6.2.3

Greenhouse Gas Changes over the Last Millennium

The atmospheric CH4 levels decreased from the early Holocene to about
6 ka, were lowest at around 5 ka, and increased between 5 ka and year
1750 by about 100 ppb (Figure 6.6). Major Holocene agricultural developments, in particular rice paddy cultivation and widespread domestication of ruminants, have been proposed as an explanation for the
Late Holocene CH4 rise (Ruddiman, 2007). The most recent syntheses
of archaeological data point to an increasing anthropogenic CH4 source
from domesticated ruminants after 5 ka and from rice cultivation after 4
ka (Ruddiman, 2007; Fuller et al., 2011). The modelling support for either
natural or anthropogenic explanations of the Late Holocene increase in
the atmospheric CH4 concentration is equivocal. A study by Kaplan et
al. (2006) suggested that a part of the Late Holocene CH4 rise could
be explained by anthropogenic sources. Natural wetland CH4 models
driven by simulated climate changes are able (Singarayer et al., 2011)
or unable (Konijnendijk et al., 2011) to simulate Late H
 olocene increase
in the CH4 concentration, reflecting a large spread in present-day CH4
emissions simulated by this type of models (Melton et al., 2013; see Section 6.3.3.2). Consequently, about as likely as not, the atmospheric CH4
increase after 5000 years ago can be attributed to early human activities. The mechanisms causing the N2O concentration changes during the
Holocene are not firmly identified (Flückiger et al., 2002).

6.2.3.1 A Decrease of Carbon Dioxide around Year 1600 and
Possible Explanations for this Event
High resolution ice cores records reveal that atmospheric CO2 during
the last millennium varied with a drop in atmospheric CO2 concentration by 7 to 10 ppm around year 1600, followed by a CO2 increase
during the 17th century (Trudinger et al., 2002; Siegenthaler et al.,
2005a; MacFarling-Meure et al., 2006; Ahn et al., 2012). This is shown
in Figure 6.7. The CO2 decrease during the 17th century was used to
evaluate the response of atmospheric CO2 concentration to a century-scale shift in global temperature (Scheffer et al., 2006; Cox and
Jones, 2008; Frank et al., 2010) which was found to be dependent on
the choice of global temperature reconstructions used in the model.
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One of the possible explanations for the drop in atmospheric CO2 around
year 1600 is enhanced land and/or ocean carbon uptake in response
to the cooling caused by reduced solar irradiance during the Maunder
Minimum (Section 5.3.5.3). However, simulations using Earth System
Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs)(Gerber et al., 2003; Brovkin
et al., 2004) and by complex Earth System Models (ESMs) (Jungclaus
et al., 2010) suggest that solar irradiance forcing alone is not sufficient

6

Figure 6.7 | Variations of CO2, CH4, and N2O during 900–1900 from ice cores. The data are for Antarctic ice cores: Law Dome (Etheridge et al., 1996; MacFarling-Meure et al.,
2006), circles; West Antarctic Ice Sheet (Mitchell et al., 2011; Ahn et al., 2012), triangles; Dronning Maud Land (Siegenthaler et al., 2005a), squares. Lines are spline fits to individual
measurements.
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to explain the magnitude of the CO2 decrease. The drop in atmospheric
CO2 around year 1600 could also be caused by a cooling from increased
volcanic eruptions (Jones and Cox, 2001; Brovkin et al., 2010; Frölicher
et al., 2011). A third hypothesis calls for a link between CO2 and epidemics and wars associated with forest regrowth over abandoned lands and
increased carbon storage, especially in Central America. Here, results are
model and scenario dependent. Simulations by Pongratz et al. (2011a)
do not reproduce a decrease in CO2, while simulations by Kaplan et al.
(2011) suggest a considerable increase in land carbon storage around
year 1600. The temporal resolution of Central American charcoal and
pollen records is insufficient to support or falsify these model results
(e.g., Nevle and Bird, 2008; Marlon et al., 2008).
Ensemble simulations over the last 1200 years have been conducted
using an ESM (Jungclaus et al., 2010) and EMICs (Eby et al., 2013)
including a fully interactive carbon cycle. The sensitivity of atmospheric
CO2 concentration to NH temperature changes in ESM was modeled to
be of 2.7 to 4.4 ppm °C–1, while EMICs show on average a higher sensitivity of atmospheric CO2 to global temperature changes of 8.6 ppm
°C–1.These sensitivities fall within the range of 1.7 to 21.4 ppm °C–1 of
a recent reconstruction based on tree-ring NH temperature reconstructions (Frank et al., 2010).

6.2.3.2 Mechanisms Controlling Methane and Nitrous Oxide
during the Last Millennium
Recent high-resolution ice core records confirm a CH4 decrease in the
late 16th century by about 40 ppb (MacFarling-Meure et al., 2006;
Mitchell et al., 2011), as shown in Figure 6.7. Correlations between this
drop in atmospheric CH4 and the lower temperatures reconstructed
during the 15th and 16th centuries suggest that climate change may
have reduced CH4 emissions by wetlands during this period. In addition

to changes in the wetland CH4 source, changes in biomass burning have
been invoked to explain the last millennium CH4 record (Ferretti et al.,
2005; Mischler et al., 2009), ice core CO and CO isotopes (Wang et al.,
2010b) and global charcoal depositions (Marlon et al., 2008). Changes in anthropogenic CH4 emissions during times of war and plague
hypothetically contributed to variability in atmospheric CH4 concentration (Mitchell et al., 2011). Ice core δ13CH4 measurements suggested
pronounced variability in both natural and anthropogenic CH4 sources
over the 1000–1800 period (Sapart et al., 2012). No studies are known
about mechanisms of N2O changes for the last millennium.

6.3

Evolution of Biogeochemical Cycles
Since the Industrial Revolution

6.3.1

Carbon Dioxide Emissions and Their Fate
Since 1750

Prior to the Industrial Era, that began in 1750, the concentration of
atmospheric CO2 fluctuated roughly between 180 ppm and 290 ppm
for at least 2.1 Myr (see Section 5.2.2 and Hönisch et al., 2009; Lüthi
et al., 2008; Petit et al., 1999). Between 1750 and 2011, the combustion of fossil fuels (coal, gas, oil and gas flaring) and the production of
cement have released 375 ± 30 PgC (1 PgC = 1015 gC) to the atmosphere (Table 6. 1; Boden et al., 2011). Land use change activities, mainly
deforestation, has released an additional 180 ± 80 PgC (Table 6.1). This
carbon released by human activities is called anthropogenic carbon.
Of the 555 ± 85 PgC of anthropogenic carbon emitted to the atmosphere from fossil fuel and cement and land use change, less than half
have accumulated in the atmosphere (240 ± 10 PgC) (Table 6.1). The
remaining anthropogenic carbon has been absorbed by the ocean and

Table 6.1 | Global anthropogenic CO2 budget, accumulated since the Industrial Revolution (onset in 1750) and averaged over the 1980s, 1990s, 2000s, as well as the last 10 years
until 2011. By convention, a negative ocean or land to atmosphere CO2 flux is equivalent to a gain of carbon by these reservoirs. The table does not include natural exchanges (e.g.,
rivers, weathering) between reservoirs. The uncertainty range of 90% confidence interval presented here differs from how uncertainties were reported in AR4 (68%).

1750–2011
Cumulative
PgC
Atmospheric increasea

240 ± 10f

3.4 ± 0.2

1990–1999
PgC yr–1
3.1 ± 0.2

2000–2009
PgC yr–1
4.0 ± 0.2

2002–2011
PgC yr–1
4.3 ± 0.2

Fossil fuel combustion and cement production

375 ± 30

5.5 ± 0.4

6.4 ± 0.5

7.8 ± 0.6

8.3 ± 0.7

Ocean-to-atmosphere fluxc

–155 ± 30f

–2.0 ± 0.7

–2.2 ± 0.7

–2.3 ± 0.7

–2.4 ± 0.7

Land-to-atmosphere flux
Partitioned as follows

30 ± 45f

–0.1 ± 0.8

–1.1 ± 0.9

–1.5 ± 0.9

–1.6 ± 1.0

b

6

1980–1989
PgC yr–1

f

Net land use changed

180 ± 80f,g

1.4 ± 0.8

1.5 ± 0.8

1.1 ± 0.8

0.9 ± 0.8

Residual land sinke

–160 ± 90f

–1.5 ± 1.1

–2.6 ± 1.2

–2.6 ± 1.2

–2.5 ± 1.3

Notes:
a

Data from Charles D. Keeling, (http://scrippsco2.ucsd.edu/data/data.html), Thomas Conway and Pieter Tans, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration–Earth System Research Laboratory
(NOAA–ESRL, www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/) using a conversion factor of 2.120 PgC per ppm (Prather et al., 2012). Prior to the atmospheric record in 1960, ice core data is used (Neftel
et al., 1982; Friedli et al., 1986; Etheridge et al., 1996).

b

Estimated by the Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC) based on UN energy statistics for fossil fuel combustion (up to 2009) and US Geological Survey for cement production
(Boden et al., 2011), and updated to 2011 using BP energy statistics.

c

Based on observations for 1990–1999, with the trends based on existing global estimates (see Section 6.3.2.5 and Table 6.4).

d

Based on the “bookkeeping” land use change flux accounting model of Houghton et al. (2012) until 2010, and assuming constant LUC emissions for 2011, consistent with satellite-based fire
emissions (Le Quéré et al., 2013; see Section 6.3.2.2 and Table 6.2).

e

Calculated as the sum of the Land-to-atmosphere flux minus Net land use change flux, assuming the errors on each term are independent and added quadratically.

f

The 1750–2011 estimate and its uncertainty is rounded to the nearest 5 PgC.

g

Estimated from the cumulative net land use change emissions of Houghton et al. (2012) during 1850–2011 and the average of four publications (Pongratz at al., 2009; van Minnen et al., 2009;
Shevliakova et al., 2009; Zaehle et al., 2011) during 1750–1850.
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in terrestrial ecosystems: the carbon ‘sinks’ (Figure 6.8). The ocean
stored 155 ± 30 PgC of anthropogenic carbon since 1750 (see Section 6.3.2.5.3 and Box 6.1). Terrestrial ecosystems that have not been
affected by land use change since 1750, have accumulated 160 ± 90
PgC of anthropogenic carbon since 1750 (Table 6.1), thus not fully
compensating the net CO2 losses from terrestrial ecosystems to the
atmosphere from land use change during the same period estimated
of 180 ± 80 PgC (Table 6.1). The net balance of all terrestrial ecosys1750

Fossil fuel and cement
CO2 emissions (PgC yr –1)

10

1800

1850

tems, those affected by land use change and the others, is thus close
to neutral since 1750, with an average loss of 30 ± 45 (see Figure 6.1).
This increased storage in terrestrial ecosystems not affected by land
use change is likely to be caused by enhanced photosynthesis at higher
CO2 levels and nitrogen deposition, and changes in climate favouring
carbon sinks such as longer growing seasons in mid-to-high latitudes.
Forest area expansion and increased biomass density of forests that
result from changes in land use change are also carbon sinks, and they
1900

1950

2000

cement
gas
oil
coal

5

0

Annual anthropogenic CO2 emissions
and partitioning (PgC yr –1)

10

5

fossil fuel and cement from energy statistics
land use change from data and models
residual land sink
measured atmospheric growth rate
ocean sink from data and models

emissions
0
partitioning
5

10
1750

1800

1850

1900

1950

2000

Year
Figure 6.8 | Annual anthropogenic CO2 emissions and their partitioning among the atmosphere, land and ocean (PgC yr–1) from 1750 to 2011. (Top) Fossil fuel and cement CO2
emissions by category, estimated by the Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC) based on UN energy statistics for fossil fuel combustion and US Geological Survey
for cement production (Boden et al., 2011). (Bottom) Fossil fuel and cement CO2 emissions as above. CO2 emissions from net land use change, mainly deforestation, are based
on land cover change data and estimated for 1750–1850 from the average of four models (Pongratz et al., 2009; Shevliakova et al., 2009; van Minnen et al., 2009; Zaehle et
al., 2011) before 1850 and from Houghton et al. (2012) after 1850 (see Table 6.2). The atmospheric CO2 growth rate (term in light blue ‘atmosphere from measurements’ in the
figure) prior to 1959 is based on a spline fit to ice core observations (Neftel et al., 1982; Friedli et al., 1986; Etheridge et al., 1996) and a synthesis of atmospheric measurements
from 1959 (Ballantyne et al., 2012). The fit to ice core observations does not capture the large interannual variability in atmospheric CO2 and is represented with a dashed line.
The ocean CO2 sink prior to 1959 (term in dark blue ‘ocean from indirect observations and models’ in the figure) is from Khatiwala et al. (2009) and from a combination of models
and observations from 1959 from (Le Quéré et al., 2013). The residual land sink (term in green in the figure) is computed from the residual of the other terms, and represents
the sink of anthropogenic CO2 in natural land ecosystems. The emissions and their partitioning only include the fluxes that have changed since 1750, and not the natural CO2
fluxes (e.g., atmospheric CO2 uptake from weathering, outgassing of CO2 from lakes and rivers, and outgassing of CO2 by the ocean from carbon delivered by rivers; see Figure
6.1) between the atmosphere, land and ocean reservoirs that existed before that time and still exist today. The uncertainties in the various terms are discussed in the text and
reported in Table 6.1 for decadal mean values.
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are accounted in Table 6.1 as part of the net flux from land use change.
The increased terrestrial carbon storage in ecosystems not affected by
land use change is called the Residual land sink in Table 6.1 because
it is inferred from mass balance as the difference between fossil and
net land use change emissions and measured atmospheric and oceanic
storage increase.

6.3.2

Global Carbon Dioxide Budget

Since the IPCC AR4 (Denman et al., 2007), a number of new advancements in data availability and data-model synthesis have allowed the
establishment of a more constrained anthropogenic CO2 budget and
better attribution of its flux components. The advancements are: (1)

revised data on the rates of land use change conversion from country
statistics (FAO, 2010) now providing an arguably more robust estimate
of the land use change flux (Houghton et al., 2012; Section 6.3.2.2);
(2) a new global compilation of forest inventory data that provides an
independent estimate of the amount of carbon that has been gained
by forests over the past two decades, albeit with very scarce measurements for tropical forest (Pan et al., 2011); (3) over 2 million new observations of the partial pressure of CO2 (pCO2) at the ocean surface have
been taken and added to the global databases (Takahashi et al., 2009;
Pfeil et al., 2013) and used to quantify ocean CO2 sink variability and
trends (Section 6.3.2.5) and to evaluate and constrain models (Schuster
et al., 2013; Wanninkhof et al., 2013); and (4) the use of multiple constraints with atmospheric inversions and combined atmosphere–ocean

Number of inversion models

6

Figure 6.9 | Interannual surface CO2 flux anomalies from inversions of the TRANSCOM project for the period 1981–2010 (Peylin et al., 2013). The ensemble of inversion results
contains up to 17 atmospheric inversion models. The orange bars in the bottom panel indicate the number of available inversion models for each time period. The ensemble mean
is bounded by the 1-σ inter-model spread in ocean–atmosphere (blue) and land–atmosphere (green) CO2 fluxes (PgC yr–1) grouped into large latitude bands, and the global. For
each flux and each region, the CO2 flux anomalies were obtained by subtracting the long-term mean flux from each inversion and removing the seasonal signal. Grey shaded regions
indicate El Niño episodes, and the black bars indicate the cooling period following the Mt. Pinatubo eruption, during which the growth rate of CO2 remained low. A positive flux
means a larger than normal source of CO2 to the atmosphere (or a smaller CO2 sink).
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inversions (so called top down approaches; Jacobson et al., 2007) and
the up-scaling of reservoir-based observations using models (so called
bottom up approaches) provides new coarse scale consistency checks
on CO2 flux estimates for land and ocean regions (McGuire et al., 2009;
Piao et al., 2009b; Schulze et al., 2009; Ciais et al., 2010; Schuster et al.,
2013). The causes of the year-to-year variability observed in the annual
atmospheric CO2 accumulation shown in Figure 6.8 are estimated with
a medium to high confidence to be mainly driven by terrestrial processes occurring in tropical latitudes as inferred from atmospheric CO2
inversions and supported by ocean data and models (Bousquet et al.,
2000; Raupach et al., 2008; Sarmiento et al., 2010) (Figures 6.9 and
6.13; Section 6.3.2.5) and land models (Figure 6.16; Section 6.3.2.6).

6.3.2.1 Carbon Dioxide Emissions from Fossil Fuel Combustion
and Cement Production
Global CO2 emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels used for this
chapter are determined from national energy consumption statistics
and converted to emissions by fuel type (Marland and Rotty, 1984).
Estimated uncertainty for the annual global emissions are on the order
of ±8% (converted from ±10% uncertainty for 95% confidence intervals in Andres et al. (2012) to the 90% confidence intervals used here).
The uncertainty has been increasing in recent decades because a larger
fraction of the global emissions originate from emerging economies
where energy statistics and emission factors per fuel type are more
uncertain (Gregg et al., 2008). CO2 emissions from cement production
were 4% of the total emissions during 2000–2009, compared to 3% in
the 1990s (Boden et al., 2011). Additional emissions from gas flaring
represent <1% of the global emissions.
Global CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion and cement production were 7.8 ± 0.6 PgC yr–1 on average during 2000–2009, 6.4 ± 0.5
PgC yr–1 during 1990–1999 and 5.5 ± 0.4 PgC yr–1 during 1980–1989
(Table 6.1; Figure 6.8). Global fossil fuel CO2 emissions increased by
3.2% yr–1 on average during the decade 2000–2009 compared to
1.0% yr–1 in the 1990s and 1.9% yr–1 in the 1980s. Francey et al. (2013)
recently suggested a cumulative underestimation of 8.8 PgC emissions
during the period 1993–2004, which would reduce the contrast in
emissions growth rates between the two decades. The global financial
crisis in 2008–2009 induced only a short-lived drop in global emissions in 2009 (–0.3%), with the return to high annual growth rates
of 5.1% and 3.0% in 2010 and 2011, respectively, and fossil fuel and
cement CO2 emissions of 9.2 ± 0.8 PgC in 2010 and 9.5 ± 0.8 PgC in
2011(Peters et al., 2013).

6.3.2.2 Net Land Use Change Carbon Dioxide Flux
CO2 is emitted to the atmosphere by land use and land use change
activities, in particular deforestation, and taken up from the atmosphere by other land uses such as afforestation (the deliberate creation
of new forests) and vegetation regrowth on abandoned lands. A critical
distinction in estimating land use change is the existence of gross and
net fluxes. Gross fluxes are the individual fluxes from multiple processes involved in land use change that can be either emissions to
or removals from the atmosphere occurring at different time scales.
For example, gross emissions include instantaneous emissions from
deforestation fires and long-term emissions from the decomposition
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of organic carbon; and they also include the long-term CO2 uptake by
forest regrowth and soil carbon storage on abandoned agricultural
lands, afforestation and storage changes of wood products (Houghton
et al., 2012; Mason Earles et al., 2012). The net flux of land use change
is the balance among all source and sink processes involved in a given
timeframe. The net flux of land use change is globally a net source to
the atmosphere (Table 6.1; Figure 6.8).
Approaches to estimate global net CO2 fluxes from land use fall into
three categories: (1) the ‘bookkeeping’ method that tracks carbon in
living vegetation, dead plant material, wood products and soils with
cultivation, harvesting and reforestation using country-level reports on
changes in forest area and biome-averaged biomass values (Houghton,
2003); (2) process-based terrestrial ecosystem models that simulate
on a grid-basis the carbon stocks (biomass, soils) and exchange fluxes
between vegetation, soil and atmosphere (see references in Table 6.2)
and (3) detailed regional (primarily tropical forests) analyses based on
satellite data that estimate changes in forest area or biomass (DeFries
et al., 2002; Achard et al., 2004; Baccini et al., 2012; Harris et al., 2012).
Satellite-derived estimates of CO2 emissions to the atmosphere from
so-called deforestation fires (van der Werf et al., 2010) provide additional constraints on the spatial attribution and variability of land use
change gross emissions. Most global estimates do not include emissions from peat burning or decomposition after a land use change,
which are estimated to be 0.12 PgC yr–1 over 1997–2006 for peat fires
(van der Werf et al., 2008) and between 0.10 and 0.23 PgC yr–1 from
the decomposition of drained peat (Hooijer et al., 2010). The processes
and time scales captured by these methods to estimate net land use
change CO2 emissions are diverse, creating difficulties with comparison
of different estimates (Houghton et al., 2012; Table 6.2). The bookkeeping method of Houghton et al. (2012) was used for Table 6.1 because it
is closest to observations and includes the most extensive set of management practices (Table 6.2). Methods that do not include long-term
‘legacy’ fluxes from soils caused by deforestation (Table 6.2) underestimate net land use change CO2 emissions by 13 to 62% depending on
the starting year and decade (Ramankutty et al., 2006), and methods
that do not include the fate of carbon wood harvest and shifting cultivation underestimate CO2 emissions by 25 to 35% (Houghton et al.,
2012).
Global net CO2 emissions from land use change are estimated at 1.4,
1.5 and 1.1 PgC yr–1 for the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s, respectively, by
the bookkeeping method of Houghton et al. (2012) (Table 6.2; Figure
6.10). This estimate is consistent with global emissions simulated by
process-based terrestrial ecosystem models using mainly three land
cover change data products as input for time-varying maps of land use
change (Table 6.2). The bookkeeping method estimate is also generally
consistent although higher than the satellite-based methods (tropics
only). Part of the discrepancy can be accounted for by emissions from
extratropical regions (~0.1 PgC yr–1; Table 6.3) and by legacy fluxes for
land cover change prior to 1980s (~0.2 PgC yr–1) that are not covered
by satellite-based methods used in Table 6.2, and by the fact that the
bookkeeping method accounts for degradation and shifting agriculture
CO2 losses not detected in the satellite-based method reported in Table
6.2. We adopt an uncertainty of ±0.8 PgC yr–1 as representative of
90% uncertainty intervals. This is identical to the uncertainty of ±0.5
PgC yr–1 representing ±1-σ interval (68% if Gaussian distributed error)
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from Houghton et al. (2012). This uncertainty of ±0.8 PgC yr–1 on net
land use change CO2 fluxes is smaller than the one that was reported
in AR4 of 0.5 to 2.7 PgC yr–1 for the 1990s (68% confidence interval). In
this chapter, uncertainty is estimated based on expert judgment of the
available evidence, including improved accuracy of land cover change
incorporating satellite data, the larger number of independent methods to quantify emissions and the consistency of the reported results
(Table 6.2; Figure 6.10).

Different estimates of net land use change CO2 emissions are shown in
Figure 6.10. The lower net land use change CO2 emissions reported in
the 2000s compared to the 1990s, by 0.5 PgC yr–1 in the bookkeeping
method based on FAO (2010), and by 0.3 to 0.5 PgC yr–1 from five
process-based ecosystem models based on the HistorY Database of the
global Environment (HYDE) land cover change data updated to 2009
(Goldewijk et al., 2011), are within the error bar of the data and methods. The bookkeeping method suggests that most of the LUC emissions

Table 6.2 | Estimates of net land to atmosphere CO2 flux from land use change covering recent decades (PgC yr–1). Positive values indicate CO2 losses to the atmosphere. Various forms of land management are also included in the different estimates, including wood harvest (W), shifting cultivation (C) and harvesting (H) of crops and peat burning and
peat drainage (P). All methods include the vegetation degradation after land clearance. Additional processes included are initial biomass loss during the year of deforestation (I),
decomposition of slash and soil carbon during the year of initial loss (D), regrowth (R), change in storage in wood products pools (S), the effect of increasing CO2, (C), the effect
of observed climate variability between decades (M) and ‘legacy’ long-term decomposition flux carried over from land use change transitions prior to start of time period used for
reporting in the table (L). In the absence of data on L in the assessed estimates, the studies have either assumed instantaneous loss of all biomass and soil carbon (I, a committed
future flux) or did not consider the legacy flux L. Satellite-based methods have examined Land Use Change (LUC) emissions in the tropical regions only. Numbers in parentheses
are ranges in uncertainty provided in some studies.

Data for
Land Use
Change Areaa

Biomass
Data

Land
Management
Included

Processes
Included

1980–1989
PgC yr–1

1990–1999
PgC yr–1

2000–2009
PgC yr–1

Houghton et al. (2012)

FAO-2010

Observedb

W, C, H

I, D, R, S, L

1.4

1.5

1.1

Baccini et al. (2012)

FAO-2010

Satellite data

W, C, H

I, D, R, S, L

Achard et al. (2004)

Landsat

Observedb

I, D, R, S, C, M

DeFries et al. (2002)

AVHRR

Observedb

I, D, R, Sd, C, M

GFED

CASA

P

I, D, C, M

HYDE

LM3V

W, C

I, D, R, S, L, C

1.1

1.1

Bookkeeping Method (global)

1.0

Satellite-based Methods (tropics only)

Van der Werf et al. (2010)

e

0.9 (0.5–1.4)c
0.6 (0.3–0.8)

0.9 (0.5–1.4)
1.2 (0.6–1.8)f

Process Models (global)
Shevliakova et al. (2009)
Shevliakova et al. (2009)

SAGE

LM3V

W, C

I, D, R, S, L, C

1.4

1.3

van Minnen et al. (2009)g

HYDE

IMAGE 2e

W

I, D, R, S, L, C

1.8

1.4

Strassmann et al. (2008)

HYDE

BernCCe

I, D, R, S, L, C

1.3

1.3

Stocker et al. (2011)g

HYDE

BernCCe

H

I, D, R, S, L, C

1.4

0.9

Yang et al. (2010)

SAGE

e

ISAM

W

I, D, R, S, L, C

1.7

1.7

Yang et al. (2010)

FAO-2005

ISAMe

W

I, D, R, S, L, C

1.7

1.8

e

Yang et al. (2010)

0.6

HYDE

ISAM

W

I, D, R, S, L, C

2.2

1.5

Arora and Boer (2010)

SAGE

CTEMe

H

I, D, R, S, L, C

1.1h

1.1h

Arora and Boer (2010) g

HYDE

CTEMe

H

I, D, R, S, L, C

0.4h

0.4h

Poulter et al. (2010)g

HYDE

LPJmLe

I, D, R, S, L, C

1.0

0.9

0.5

Kato et al. (2013)

HYDE

VISIT

I, D, R, S, L, C

1.2

1.0

0.5

Zaehle et al. (2011)

HYDE

O-CN

I, D, R, S, L, C

1.2

1.0

Average of process modelsi

1.3 ± 0.7

1.2 ± 0.6

0.8 ± 0.6

Range of process models

[0.4–2.2]

[0.4–1.8]

[0.5–1.2]

g

g

6

1.2

e

C

1.2

Notes:
a
References for the databases used: FAO (2010) as applied in Houghton et al. (2012); FAO (2005) as applied in Houghton (2003), updated; GFED (van der Werf et al., 2009); HYDE (Goldewijk et
al., 2011), SAGE (Ramankutty and Foley, 1999). Landsat and AVHRR are satellite-based data and GFED is derived from satellite products as described in the references.
b
Based on average estimates by biomes compiled from literature data (see details in corresponding references).
c
1990–1997 only.
d
Legacy fluxes for land cover change prior to 1980 are not included and are estimated to add about 0.2 PgC yr–1 to the 1980s and 0.1 PgC yr–1 to the 1990s estimates, based on Ramankutty et
al. (2006).
e
The vegetation and soil biomass is computed using a vegetation model described in the reference.
f
1997–2006 average based on estimates of carbon emissions from deforestation and degradation fires, including peat fires and oxidation. Estimates were doubled to account for emissions other
than fire including respiration of leftover plant materials and soil carbon following deforestation following (Olivier et al., 2005).
g
Method as described in the reference but updated to 2010 using the land cover change data listed in column 2.
h
The large variability produced by the calculation method is removed for comparison with other studies by averaging the flux over the two decades.
i
Average of estimates from all process models and 90% confidence uncertainty interval; note that the spread of the different estimates does not follow a Gaussian distribution.
AVHRR = Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer; FAO = Food and Agriculture Organization (UN); GFED = Global Fire Emissions Database; HYDE = HistorY Database of the global Environment; SAGE = Center for Sustainability and the Global Environment.
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Houghton et al. (2012)

Net Land Use Change CO2 emissions (PgC yr-1)

Process models (Table 6.2)
Satellite-based methods (see legend)
Average of four models (see Secton 6.3.2.2)

2

1

0
1750

1800

1850

1900

1950

2000

Figure 6.10 | Net land use change CO2 emissions (PgC yr–1). All methods are based on land cover change data (see Table 6.2) and are smoothed with a 10-year filter to remove
interannual variability. The bookkeeping estimate of Houghton et al. (2012) (thick black over 1850–2011) and the average of four process models (dash black) over 1750–1850
(see 6.3.2.2) are used in Table 6.1. The process model results for net land use change CO2 emissions from Table 6.2 are shown in blue. Satellite-based methods are available for
the tropics only, from (red) van der Werf et al. (2010), (blue) DeFries et al. (2002), and (green) Achard et al. (2004). Note that the definitions of land use change fluxes vary between
models (Table 6.2). The grey shading shows a constant uncertainty of ±0.8 PgC yr-1 around the mean estimate used in Table 6.3.

originate from Central and South America, Africa and Tropical Asia
since the 1980s (Table 6.3). The process models based on the HYDE
database allocate about 30% of the global land use change emissions
to East Asia, but this is difficult to reconcile with the large afforestation
programmes reported in this region. Inconsistencies in the available
land cover change reconstructions and in the modelling results prevent a firm assessment of recent trends and their partitioning among
regions (see regional data in Table 6.3).
In this chapter, we do not assess individual gross fluxes that sum up
to make the net land use change CO2 emission, because there are too
few independent studies. Gross emissions from tropical deforestation
and degradation were 3.0 ± 0.5 PgC yr–1 for the 1990s and 2.8 ± 0.5
PgC yr–1 for the 2000s using forest inventory data, FAO (2010) and the
bookeeping method (Pan et al., 2011). These gross emissions are about
double the net emissions because of the presence of a large regrowth
that compensates for about half of the gross emissions. A recent analysis estimated a lower gross deforestation of 0.6 to 1.2 PgC yr–1 (Harris
et al., 2012). That study primarily estimated permanent deforestation
and excluded additional gross emissions from degraded forests, shifting agriculture and some carbon pools. In fact, gross emissions from

permanent deforestation are in agreement between the bookkeeping
method of Houghton et al. (2012) and the satellite data analysis of
Harris et al. (2012).
Over the 1750–2011 period, cumulative net CO2 emissions from land
use change of 180 ± 80 PgC are estimated (Table 6.1). The uncertainty
is based on the spread of the available estimates (Figure 6.10). The
cumulative net CO2 emissions from land use change have been dominated by deforestation and other land use change in the mid-northern
latitudes prior to 1980s, and in the tropics since the 1980s, largely from
deforestation in tropical America and Asia with smaller contributions
from tropical Africa. Deforestation from 800 to 1750 has been estimated at 27 PgC using a process-based ecosystem model (Pongratz et al.,
2009).

6.3.2.3 Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide Concentration Growth Rate
Since the beginning of the Industrial Era (1750), the concentration of
CO2 in the atmosphere has increased by 40%, from 278 ± 5 ppm to
390.5 ± 0.1 ppm in 2011 (Figure 6.11; updated from Ballantyne et al.
(2012), corresponding to an increase in CO2 of 240 ± 10 PgC in the
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atmosphere. Atmospheric CO2 grew at a rate of 3.4 ± 0.2 PgC yr–1 in
the 1980s, 3.1 ± 0.2 PgC yr–1 in the 1990s and 4.0 ± 0.2 PgC yr–1 in
the 2000s (Conway and Tans, 2011) (Table 6.1). The increase of atmospheric CO2 between 1750 and 1957, prior to direct measurements in
the atmosphere, is established from measurements of CO2 trapped in
air bubbles in ice cores (e.g., Etheridge et al., 1996). After 1957, the
increase of atmospheric CO2 is established from highly precise con-

tinuous atmospheric CO2 concentration measurements at background
stations (e.g., Keeling et al., 1976).
The ice core record of atmospheric CO2 during the past century exhibits
interesting variations, which can be related to climate induced-changes in the carbon cycle. Most conspicuous is the interval from about
1940 to 1955, during which atmospheric CO2 concentration stabilised

Table 6.3 | Estimates of net land to atmosphere flux from land use change (PgC yr–1; except where noted) for decadal periods from 1980s to 2000s by region. Positive values
indicate net CO2 losses from land ecosystems affected by land use change to the atmosphere. Uncertainties are reported as 90% confidence interval (unlike 68% in AR4). Numbers
in parentheses are ranges in uncertainty provided in some studies. Tropical Asia includes the Middle East, India and surrounding countries, Indonesia and Papua New Guinea. East
Asia includes China, Japan, Mongolia and Korea.

Land Cover
Data

Central and
South Americas

Africa

Tropical
Asia

North
America

Eurasia

East Asia

van der Werf et al. (2010)a,b

GFED

0.33

0.15

0.35

DeFries and Rosenzweig (2010)c

MODIS

0.46

0.08

0.36

FAO-2010

0.48

0.31e

0.25

0.01

–0.07d

0.01e

van Minnen et al. (2009)

HYDE

0.45

0.21

0.20

Stocker et al. (2011)a

HYDE

0.19

0.18

0.21

0.09

0.08

0.10

0.03

0.019

–0.067

0.12

0.011

Yang et al. (2010)a

HYDE

0.14

0.03

0.25

0.25

0.39

0.12

0.02

Poulter et al. (2010)

HYDE

0.09

0.13

0.14

Kato et al. (2013)a

HYDE

0.36

–0.09

0.23

0.01

0.03

0.05

0.00

–0.05

–0.04

0.10

0.31 ± 0.25

0.13 ± 0.20

0.25 ± 0.12

0.00

0.05 ± 0.17

0.12 ± 0.31

0.08 ± 0.07

0.01 ± 0.02

0.05

–0.04d

0.05e

Oceania

2000s

Houghton et al. (2012)
a

a

Average
1990s
DeFries et al. (2002)

AVHRR

0.5
(0.2–0.7)

0.1
(0.1–0.2)

0.4
(0.2–0.6)

Achard et al. (2004)

Landsat

0.3
(0.3–0.4)

0.2
(0.1–0.2)

0.4
(0.3–0.5)

FAO-2010

0.67

0.32e

0.45

Houghton et al. (2012)
van Minnen et al. (2009)a

HYDE

0.48

0.22

0.34

0.07

0.08

0.20

0.07

Stocker et al. (2011)a

HYDE

0.30

0.14

0.19

–0.072

0.11

0.27

0.002

Yang et al. (2010)a

HYDE

0.20

0.04

0.31

0.27

0.47

0.19

0.00

Poulter et al. (2010)a

HYDE

0.26

0.13

0.12

0.07

0.16

0.11

0.01

Kato et al. (2013)a

HYDE

0.53

0.07

0.25

–0.04

–0.01

0.16

0.02

0.41 ± 0.27

0.15 ± 0.15

0.31 ± 0.19

0.08 ± 0.19

0.16 ± 0.30

0.16 ± 0.13

0.02 ± 0.05

AVHRR

0.4
(0.2–0.5)

0.1
(0.08–0.14)

0.2
(01–0.3)

FAO-2010

0.79

0.22e

0.32

0.04

0.00d

0.07e

Average
1980s
DeFries et al. (2002)
Houghton et al. (2012)
van Minnen et al. (2009)

HYDE

0.70

0.18

0.43

0.07

0.06

0.37

0.04

Stocker et al. (2011)a

HYDE

0.44

0.16

0.25

0.085

0.11

0.40

0.009

Yang et al. (2010)a

HYDE

0.26

0.01

0.34

0.30

0.71

0.59

0.00

Poulter et al. (2010)a

HYDE

0.37

0.11

0.19

0.02

0.03

0.29

0.01

Kato et al. (2013)a

HYDE

0.61

0.07

0.25

–0.04

–0.02

0.35

0.01

0.51 ± 0.32

0.12 ± 0.12

0.28 ± 0.14

0.08 ± 0.19

0.15 ± 0.46

0.35 ± 0.28

0.01 ± 0.03

a

6

Average

Notes:
a
Method as described in the reference but updated to 2010 using the HYDE land cover change data.
b
1997–2006 average based on estimates of CO2 emissions from deforestation and degradation fires, including peat carbon emissions. Estimates were doubled to account for emissions other than
fire including respiration of leftover plant materials and soil carbon following deforestation following (Olivier et al., 2005). Estimates include peat fires and peat soil oxidation. If peat fires are
excluded, estimate in tropical Asia is 0.23 and Pan-tropical total is 0.71.
c
CO2 estimates were summed for dry and humid tropical forests, converted to C and normalized to annual values. Estimates are based on satellite-derived deforestation area (Hansen et al., 2010),
and assume 0.6 fraction of biomass emitted with deforestation. Estimates do not include carbon uptake by regrowth or legacy fluxes from historical deforestation. Estimates cover emissions
from 2000 to 2005.
d
Includes China only.
e
East Asia and Oceania are averaged in one region. The flux is split in two equally for computing the average; North Africa and the Middle East are combined with Eurasia.
AVHRR = Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer; FAO = Food and Agriculture Organization (UN); GFED = Global Fire Emissions Database; HYDE = HistorY Database of the global Environment; MODIS = Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer.
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(Trudinger et al., 2002), and the CH4 and N2O growth slowed down
(MacFarling-Meure et al., 2006), possibly caused by slightly decreasing
temperatures over land in the NH (Rafelski et al., 2009).

cause of the observed increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration. Several lines of evidence support this conclusion:
•

There is substantial evidence, for example, from 13C carbon isotopes in
atmospheric CO2 (Keeling et al., 2005) that source/sink processes on
land generate most of the interannual variability in the atmospheric
CO2 growth rate (Figure 6.12). The strong positive anomalies of the CO2
growth rate in El Niño years (e.g., 1986–1987 and 1997–1998) originated in tropical latitudes (see Sections 6.3.6.3 and 6.3.2.5.4), while
the anomalies in 2003 and 2005 originated in northern mid-latitudes,
perhaps reflecting the European heat wave in 2003 (Ciais et al., 2005).
Volcanic forcing also contributes to multi-annual variability in carbon
storage on land and in the ocean (Jones and Cox, 2001; Gerber et al.,
2003; Brovkin et al., 2010; Frölicher et al., 2011).
With a very high confidence, the increase in CO2 emissions from fossil
fuel burning and those arising from land use change are the dominant

•

The observed decrease in atmospheric O2 content over past two
decades and the lower O2 content in the northern compared to
the SH are consistent with the burning of fossil fuels (see Figure
6.3 and Section 6.1.3.2; Keeling et al., 1996; Manning and Keeling,
2006).
CO2 from fossil fuels and from the land biosphere has a lower
C/12C stable isotope ratio than the CO2 in the atmosphere. This
induces a decreasing temporal trend in the atmospheric 13C/12C
ratio of atmospheric CO2 concentration as well as, on annual average, slightly lower 13C/12C values in the NH (Figure 6.3). These signals are measured in the atmosphere.
13

•

Because fossil fuel CO2 is devoid of radiocarbon (14C), reconstructions of the 14C/C isotopic ratio of atmospheric CO2 from tree rings
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Figure 6.11 | Atmospheric CO2, CH4, and N2O concentrations history over the industrial era (right) and from year 0 to the year 1750 (left), determined from air enclosed in ice cores
and firn air (colour symbols) and from direct atmospheric measurements (blue lines, measurements from the Cape Grim observatory) (MacFarling-Meure et al., 2006).
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show a declining trend, as expected from the addition of fossil CO2
(Stuiver and Quay, 1981; Levin et al., 2010). Yet nuclear weapon
tests in the 1950s and 1960s have been offsetting that declining
trend signal by adding 14C to the atmosphere. Since this nuclear
weapon induced 14C pulse in the atmosphere has been fading, the
14C/C isotopic ratio of atmospheric CO is observed to resume its
2
declining trend (Naegler and Levin, 2009; Graven et al., 2012).
•

Most of the fossil fuel CO2 emissions take place in the industrialised countries north of the equator. Consistent with this, on
annual average, atmospheric CO2 measurement stations in the NH
record increasingly higher CO2 concentrations than stations in the
SH, as witnessed by the observations from Mauna Loa, Hawaii, and

1960
4

the South Pole (see Figure 6.3). The annually averaged concentration difference between the two stations has increased in proportion of the estimated increasing difference in fossil fuel combustion emissions between the hemispheres (Figure 6.13; Keeling et
al., 1989; Tans et al., 1989; Fan et al., 1999).
•

The rate of CO2 emissions from fossil fuel burning and land use
change was almost exponential, and the rate of CO2 increase in
the atmosphere was also almost exponential and about half that
of the emissions, consistent with a large body of evidence about
changes of carbon inventory in each reservoir of the carbon cycle
presented in this chapter.
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Figure 6.12 | (Top) Global average atmospheric CO2 growth rate, computed from the observations of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO) network (light green line:
Keeling et al. 2005, updated) and from the marine boundary layer air reference measurements of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration –Global Monitoring Division
(NOAA–GMD) network (dark green line: Conway et al., 1994; Dlugokencky and Tans, 2013b). (Bottom) Atmospheric growth rate of CO2 as a function of latitude determined from
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration–Earth System Research Laboratory (NOAA–ESRL) network, representative of stations located in the marine boundary layer
at each given latitude (Masarie and Tans, 1995; Dlugokencky and Tans, 2013b). Sufficient observations are available only since 1979.
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6.3.2.5 Ocean Carbon Dioxide Sink

CMLO CSPO ppm

4

6.3.2.5.1

Global ocean sink and decadal change

The estimated mean anthropogenic ocean CO2 sink assessed in AR4
was 2.2 ± 0.7 PgC yr–1 for the 1990s based on observations (McNeil et
al., 2003; Manning and Keeling, 2006; Mikaloff-Fletcher et al., 2006),
and is supported by several contemporary estimates (see Chapter 3).
Note that the uncertainty of ±0.7 PgC yr–1 reported here (90% confidence interval) is the same as the ±0.4 PgC yr–1 uncertainty reported
in AR4 (68% confidence intervals). The uptake of anthropogenic CO2
by the ocean is primarily a response to increasing CO2 in the atmos-
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Figure 6.13 | Blue points: Annually averaged CO2 concentration difference between
the station Mauna Loa in the Northern Hemisphere and the station South Pole in the
Southern Hemisphere (vertical axis; Keeling et al., 2005, updated) versus the difference
in fossil fuel combustion CO2 emissions between the hemispheres (Boden et al., 2011).
Dark red dashed line: regression line fitted to the data points.

a. Climate effect only

Park et al. (2010)

0

-1

6.3.2.4 Carbon Dioxide Airborne Fraction

A positive trend in airborne fraction of ~0.3% yr–1 relative to the mean
of 0.44 ±0.06 (or about 0.05 increase over 50 years) was found by all
recent studies (Raupach et al., 2008, and related papers; Knorr, 2009;
Gloor et al., 2010) using the airborne fraction of total anthropogenic
CO2 emissions over the approximately 1960–2010 period (for which
the most accurate atmospheric CO2 data are available). However, there
is no consensus on the significance of the trend because of differences
in the treatment of uncertainty and noise (Raupach et al., 2008; Knorr,
2009). There is also no consensus on the cause of the trend (Canadell
et al., 2007b; Raupach et al., 2008; Gloor et al., 2010). Land and ocean
carbon cycle model results attributing the trends of fluxes to underlying processes suggest that the effect of climate change and variability
on ocean and land sinks have had a significant influence (Le Quéré et
al., 2009), including the decadal influence of volcanic eruptions (Frölicher et al., 2013).

-1
Ocean CO2 sink anomalies (PgC yr )

Until recently, the uncertainty in CO2 emissions from land use change
emissions was large and poorly quantified which led to the use of an
airborne fraction (see Glossary) based on CO2 emissions from fossil fuel
only (e.g., Figure 7.4 in AR4 and Figure 6.26 of this chapter). H
 owever,
reduced uncertainty of emissions from land use change and larger
agreement in its trends over time (Section 6.3.2.2) allow making use
of an airborne fraction that includes all anthropogenic emissions. The
airborne fraction will increase if emissions are too fast for the uptake
of CO2 by the carbon sinks (Bacastow and Keeling, 1979; Gloor et al.,
2010; Raupach, 2013). It is thus controlled by changes in emissions
rates, and by changes in carbon sinks driven by rising CO2, changes in
climate and all other biogeochemical changes.
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Figure 6.14 | Anomalies in the ocean CO2 ocean-to-atmosphere flux in response to
(a) changes in climate, (b) increasing atmospheric CO2 and (c) the combined effects of
increasing CO2 and changes in climate (PgC yr–1). All estimates are shown as anomalies
with respect to the 1990–2000 averages. Estimates are updates from ocean models
(in colours) and from indirect methods based on observations (Khatiwala et al., 2009;
Park et al., 2010). A negative ocean-to-atmosphere flux represents a sink of CO2, as in
Table 6.1.
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Table 6.4 | Decadal changes in the ocean CO2 sink from models and from data-based methods (a positive change between two decades means an increasing sink with time). It
is reminded that the total CO2 sink for the 1990s is estimated at 2.2 ± 0.7 PgC yr–1 based on observations.

1990s Minus 1980s
PgC yr–1

2000s Minus 1990s
PgC yr–1

Data-basedc

0.24

0.20

Method
CO2 effects only
Khatiwala et al. (2009)
Mikaloff-Fletcher et al. (2006)

Data-based

0.40

0.44

Assmann et al. (2010) (to 2007 only)

Model

0.28

0.35

Graven et al. (2012)

Model

0.15

0.25

Doney et al. (2009)

Model

0.15

0.39

Le Quéré et al. (2010) NCEP

Model

0.16

0.32

Le Quéré et al. (2010) ECMWF

Model

—

0.39

Le Quéré et al. (2010) JPL

Model

—

0.32

0.23 ± 0.15

0.33 ± 0.13

Data-basede

—

–0.15

Assmann et al. (2010) (to 2007 only)

Model

0.07

0.00

Graven et al. (2012)

Model

0.02

–0.27

Doney et al. (2009)

Model

–0.02

–0.21

Le Quéré et al. (2010) NCEP

Model

0.02

–0.27

Le Quéré et al. (2010) ECMWF

Model

—

–0.14

Le Quéré et al. (2010) JPL

Model

—

–0.36

Average

0.02 ± 0.05

–0.19 ± 0.18

CO2 and climate effects combined

0.25 ± 0.16

0.14 ± 0.22

a

d

Average

b

Climate effects only
Park et al. (2010)

b

Notes:
a
As published by Sarmiento et al. (2010).
b
Average of all estimates ±90% confidence interval. The average includes results by Le Quéré et al. (2010)–NCEP only because the other Le Quéré et al. model versions do not differ sufficiently
to be considered separately.
c
Based on observed patterns of atmospheric minus oceanic pCO2, assuming the difference increases with time following the increasing atmospheric CO2.
d
Ocean inversion, assuming constant oceanic transport through time.
e
Based on observed fit between the variability in temperature and pCO2, and observed variability in temperature.
ECMWF = European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts; JPL = Jet Propulsion Laboratory; NCEP = National Centers for Environmental Prediction.
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phere and is limited mainly by the rate at which anthropogenic CO2 is
transported from the surface waters into the deep ocean (Sarmiento
et al., 1992; Graven et al., 2012). This anthropogenic ocean CO2 sink
occurs on top of a very active natural oceanic carbon cycle. Recent
climate trends, such as ocean warming, changes in ocean circulation
and changes in marine ecosystems and biogeochemical cycles, can
have affected both the anthropogenic ocean CO2 sink as well as the
natural air–sea CO2 fluxes. We report a decadal mean uptake of 2.0
± 0.7 PgC yr–1 for the 1980s and of 2.3 ± 0.7 PgC yr–1 for the 2000s
(Table 6.4). The methods used are: (1) an empirical Green’s function
approach fitted to observations of transient ocean tracers (Khatiwala
et al., 2009), (2) a model-based Green’s function approach fitted to
anthropogenic carbon reconstructions (Mikaloff-Fletcher et al., 2006),
(3) estimates based on empirical relationships between observed
ocean surface pCO2 and temperature and salinity (Park et al., 2010)
and (4) process-based global ocean biogeochemical models forced
by observed meteorological fields (Doney et al., 2009; Assmann et al.,
2010; Le Quéré et al., 2010; Graven et al., 2012). All these different
methods suggest that in the absence of recent climate change and
climate variability, the ocean anthropogenic CO2 sink should have
increased by 0.23 ± 0.15 PgC yr–1 between the 1980s and the 1990s,
and by 0.33 ± 0.13 PgC yr–1 between the 1990s and the 2000s (Figure
496

6.14). The decadal estimates in the ocean CO2 sink reported in Table 6.4
as ‘CO2 effects only’ are entirely explained by the faster rate of increase
of atmospheric CO2 in the later decade. On the other hand, ‘climate
effects only’ in Table 6.4 are assessed to have no noticeable effect on
the sink difference between the 1980s and the 1990s (0.02 ± 0.05 PgC
yr–1), but are estimated to have reduced the ocean anthropogenic CO2
sink by 0.19 ± 0.18 PgC yr–1 between the 1990s and the 2000s (Table
6.4).
6.3.2.5.2

Regional changes in ocean dissolved inorganic carbon

Observational-based estimates for the global ocean inventory of
anthropogenic carbon are obtained from shipboard repeated hydrographic cross sections (Sabine et al., 2004; Waugh et al., 2006; Khatiwala et al., 2009). These estimates agree well among each other, with
an average value of 155 ± 30 PgC of increased dissolved inorganic carbon for the period 1750–2011 (see Chapter 3). The uptake of
anthropogenic carbon into the ocean is observed to be larger in the
high latitudes than in the tropics and subtropics over the entire Industrial Era, because of the more vigorous ocean convection in the high
latitudes (Khatiwala et al., 2009). A number of ocean cross sections
have been repeated over the last decade, and the observed changes
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Table 6.5 | Regional rates of change in inorganic carbon storage from shipboard repeated hydrographic cross sections.

Time

Storage Rate
(mol C m–2 yr–1)

Data Source

2007–2008

0.5 ± 0.2

Khatiwala et al. (2009)

Section along 30°S

1992–2003

1.0 ± 0.4

Murata et al. (2007)

N of 50°S, 120°W to 180°W

1974–1996

0.9 ± 0.3

Peng et al. (2003)

154°W, 20°N to 50°S

1991–2006

0.6 ± 0.1

Sabine et al. (2008)

Section
Global average (used in Table 6.1)
Pacific Ocean

140°E to 170°W, 45°S to 65°S

1968–1991/1996

0.4 ± 0.2

Matear and McNeil (2003)

149° W, 4°S to 10°N

1993–2005

0.3 ± 0.1

Murata et al. (2009)

149° W, 24°N to 30°N

1993–2005

0.6 ± 0.2

Murata et al. (2009)

Northeast Pacific

1973–1991

1.3 ± 0.5

Peng et al. (2003)

~160°E, ~45°N

1997–2008

0.4 ± 0.1

Wakita et al. (2010)

North of 20°N

1994–2004/2005

0.4 ± 0.2

Sabine et al. (2008)

150°W, 20°S to 20°N

1991/1992–2006

0.3 ± 0.1

Sabine et al. (2008)

20°S to 10°S

1978–1995

0.1

Peng et al. (1998)

10°S to 5°N

1978–1995

0.7

Peng et al. (1998)

1995–2003/2004

1.0 ± 0.1

Murata et al. (2010)

1992/1993–2003

0.6 ± 0.1

Murata et al. (2010)

~30°W, 56°S to 15°S

1989–2005

0.8

Wanninkhof et al. (2010)

20°W, 64°N to 15°N

1993–2003

0.6

Wanninkhof et al. (2010)

~25°W, 15°N to 15°S

1993–2003

0.2

Wanninkhof et al. (2010)

40°N to 65°N

1981–1997/1999

2.2 ± 0.7

Friis et al. (2005)

20°N to 40°N

1981–2004

1.2 ± 0.3

Tanhua et al. (2007)

1981–2002/2003

0.9 ± 0.2

Olsen et al. (2006)

Irminger Sea

1981–1991

0.6 ± 0.4

Pérez et al. (2008)

Irminger Sea

1991–1996

2.3 ± 0.6

Pérez et al. (2008)

Irminger Sea

1997–2006

0.8 ± 0.2

Pérez et al. (2008)

Indian Ocean

Section along 20°S
Atlantic Ocean
Section along 30°S

Nordic Seas
Sub-decadal variations

in carbon storage (Table 6.5) suggest that some locations have rates
of carbon accumulation that are higher and others that are lower than
the global average estimated by Khatiwala et al. (2009). Model results
suggest that there may be an effect of climate change and variability
in the storage of total inorganic carbon in the ocean (Table 6.4), but
that this effect is small (~2 PgC over the past 50 years; Figure 6.14)
compared to the cumulative uptake of anthropogenic carbon during
the same period.
6.3.2.5.3

Interannual variability in air-sea CO2 fluxes

The interannual variability in the global ocean CO2 sink is estimated
to be of about ±0.2 PgC yr–1 (Wanninkhof et al., 2013) which is small
compared to the interannual variability of the terrestrial CO2 sink (see
Sections 6.3.2.3 and 6.3.2.6.3; Figure 6.12). In general, the ocean takes
up more CO2 during El Niño episodes (Park et al., 2010) because of the
temporary suppression of the source of CO2 to the atmosphere over
the eastern Pacific upwelling. Interannual variability of ~0.3 PgC yr–1
has been reported for the North Atlantic ocean region alone (Watson
et al., 2009) but there is no agreement among estimates regarding
the exact magnitude of driving factors of air–sea CO2 flux variability

in this region (Schuster et al., 2013). Interannual variability of 0.1 to
0.2 PgC yr–1 was also estimated by models and one atmospheric inversion in the Southern Ocean (Le Quéré et al., 2007), possibly driven by
the Southern Annular Mode of climate variability (Lenton and Matear,
2007; Lovenduski et al., 2007; Lourantou and Metzl, 2011).
6.3.2.5.4

Regional ocean carbon dioxide partial pressure trends

Observations of the partial pressure of CO2 at the ocean surface (pCO2)
show that ocean pCO2 has been increasing generally at about the same
rate as CO2 in the atmosphere when averaged over large ocean regions
during the past two to three decades (Yoshikawa-Inoue and Ishii, 2005;
Takahashi et al., 2009; McKinley et al., 2011). However, analyses of
regional observations highlight substantial regional and temporal variations around the mean trend.
In the North Atlantic, repeated observations show ocean pCO2 increasing regionally either at the same rate or faster than atmospheric CO2
between about 1990 and 2006 (Schuster et al., 2009), thus indicating
a constant or decreasing sink for CO2 in that region, in contrast to the
increasing sink expected from the response of the ocean to increasing
497
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atmospheric CO2 alone. The anomalous North Atlantic trends appear
to be related to sea surface warming and its effect on solubility (Corbière et al., 2007) and/or changes in ocean circulation (Schuster and
Watson, 2007; Schuster et al., 2009) and deep convection (Metzl et al.,
2010). Recent changes have been associated with decadal variability
in the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the Atlantic Multidecadal
Variability (AMV) (Thomas et al., 2007; Ullman et al., 2009; McKinley et
al., 2011; Tjiputra et al., 2012). A systematic analysis of trends estimated in this region show no agreement regarding the drivers of change
(Schuster et al., 2013).
In the Southern Ocean, an approximately constant sink was inferred
from atmospheric (Le Quéré et al., 2007) and oceanic (Metzl, 2009;
Takahashi et al., 2009) CO2 observations but the uncertainties are large
(Law et al., 2008). Most ocean biogeochemistry models reproduce the
constant sink and attribute it as a response to an increase in Southern
Ocean winds driving increased upwards transport of carbon-rich deep
waters (Lenton and Matear, 2007; Verdy et al., 2007; Lovenduski et al.,
2008; Le Quéré et al., 2010). The increase in winds has been attributed to the depletion of stratospheric ozone (Thompson and Solomon,
2002) with a contribution from GHGs (Fyfe and Saenko, 2006).
Large decadal variability has been observed in the Equatorial Pacific
(Ishii et al., 2009) associated with changes in the phasing of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (see Glossary) and its impact on gas transfer
velocity (Feely et al., 2006; Valsala et al., 2012). By contrast, ocean
pCO2 appears to have increased at a slower rate than atmospheric CO2
(thus a growing ocean CO2 sink in that region) in the northern North
Pacific Ocean (Takahashi et al., 2006). There is less evidence available
to attribute the observed changes in other regions to changes in underlying processes or climate change and variability.
6.3.2.5.5

6

Processes driving variability and trends in air–sea
carbon dioxide fluxes

Three type of processes are estimated to have an important effect on
the air–sea CO2 fluxes on century time scales: (1) the dissolution of
CO2 at the ocean surface and its chemical equilibrium with other forms
of carbon in the ocean (mainly carbonate and bicarbonate), (2) the
transport of carbon between the surface and the intermediate and
deep ocean and (3) changes in the cycling of carbon through marine
ecosystem processes (the ocean biological pump; see Section 6.1.1.1).
The surface dissolution and equilibration of CO2 with the atmosphere
is well understood and quantified. It varies with the surface ocean conditions, in particular with temperature (solubility effect) and alkalinity.
The capacity of the ocean to take up additional CO2 for a given alkalinity decreases at higher temperature (4.23% per degree warming;
Takahashi et al., 1993) and at elevated CO2 concentrations (about 15%
per 100 ppm, computed from the so called Revelle factor; Revelle and
Suess, 1957).
Recent changes in nutrient supply in the ocean are also thought to
have changed the export of organic carbon from biological processes below the surface layer, and thus the ocean CO2 sink (Duce et al.,
2008). Anthropogenic reactive nitrogen Nr (see Box 6.2) entering the
ocean via atmospheric deposition or rivers acts as a fertiliser and
may enhance carbon export to depth and hence the CO2 sink. This Nr
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contribution has been estimated to be between 0.1 and 0.4 PgC yr–1
around the year 2000 using models (Duce et al., 2008; Reay et al.,
2008; Krishnamurthy et al., 2009; Suntharalingam et al., 2012). Similarly, increases in iron deposition over the ocean from dust generated
by human activity is estimated to have enhanced the ocean cumulative
CO2 uptake by 8 PgC during the 20th century (or about 0.05 PgC yr–1 in
the past decades) (Mahowald et al., 2010). Although changes in ocean
circulation and in global biogeochemical drivers have the potential to
alter the ocean carbon fluxes through changes in marine ecosystems,
modelling studies show only small variability in ocean biological pump,
which has not significantly impacted the response of the ocean carbon
cycle over the recent period (Bennington et al., 2009).
Model studies suggest that the response of the air–sea CO2 fluxes to
climate change and variability in recent decades has decreased the
rate at which anthropogenic CO2 is absorbed by the ocean (Sarmiento
et al. (2010); Figure 6.14 and Table 6.4). This result is robust to the
model or climate forcing used (Figure 6.13), but no formal attribution
to anthropogenic climate change has been made. There is insufficient data coverage to separate the impact of climate change on the
global ocean CO2 sink directly from observations, though the regional
trends described in Section 6.3.2.5.4 suggest that surface ocean pCO2
responds to changes in ocean properties in a significant and measurable way.
6.3.2.5.6

Model evaluation of global and regional ocean
carbon balance

Ocean process-based carbon cycle models are capable of reproducing the mean air–sea fluxes of CO2 derived from pCO2 observations
(Takahashi et al., 2009), including their general patterns and amplitude
(Sarmiento et al., 2000), the anthropogenic uptake of CO2 (Orr et al.,
2001; Wanninkhof et al., 2013) and the regional distribution of air–sea
fluxes (Gruber et al., 2009). The spread between different model results
for air–sea CO2 fluxes is the largest in the Southern Ocean (Matsumoto et al., 2004), where intense convection occurs. Tracer observations (Schmittner et al., 2009) and water mass analysis (Iudicone et al.,
2011) have been used to reduce the model uncertainty associated with
this process and improve the simulation of carbon fluxes. The models
reproduce the observed seasonal cycle of pCO2 in the sub-tropics but
generally do poorly in sub-polar regions where the balance of processes is more difficult to simulate well (McKinley et al., 2006; Schuster
et al., 2013). Less information is available to evaluate specifically the
representation of biological fluxes in the models, outside of their realistic representation of surface ocean chlorophyll distributions. Ocean
process-based carbon cycle models used in AR5 reproduce the relatively small interannual variability inferred from observations (Figure 6.12;
Wanninkhof et al., 2013). See also Section 9.4.5.
Sensitivity of modelled air–sea fluxes to CO2. Data-based studies estimated a cumulative carbon uptake of ~155 ± 30 PgC across studies for the 1750–2011 time period (Sabine et al., 2004; Waugh et al.,
2006; Khatiwala et al., 2009), a mean anthropogenic CO2 sink of 2.2
± 0.7 PgC yr–1 for the 1990s, and decadal trends of 0.13 PgC yr–1 per
decade during the two decades 1990–2009 (Wanninkhof et al., 2013;
from atmospheric inversions), respectively. Models that have estimated these quantities give a total ocean uptake of 170 ± 25 PgC for
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1750–2011 (from the model ensemble of Orr et al., (2005) until 1994,
plus an additional 40 PgC from estimates in Table 6.4 for 1995–2011),
a mean anthropogenic CO2 sink of 2.1 ± 0.6 PgC yr–1 for 1990–1999 (Le
Quéré et al., 2013) and a decadal trend of 0.14 PgC yr–1 per decade for
1990–2009 (Wanninkhof et al., 2013). Therefore, although the ocean
models do not reproduce all the details of the regional structure and
changes in air–sea CO2 fluxes, their globally integrated ocean CO2 sink
and decadal rate of change of this sink is in good agreement with the
available observations.
Sensitivity of modelled air–sea fluxes to climate. The relationship
between air–sea CO2 flux and climate is strongly dependent on the
oceanic region and on the time scale. Ocean carbon cycle models of
the type used in AR5 estimate a reduction in cumulative ocean CO2
uptake of 1.6 to 5.4 PgC over the period 1959–2008 (1.5 to 5.4%) in
response to climate change and variability compared to simulations
with no changes in climate (Figure 6.14), partly due to changes in
the equatorial Pacific and to changes in the Southern Ocean. The only
observation-based estimate available to evaluate the climate response
of the global air–sea CO2 flux is from Park et al. (2010), which is at
the low end of the model estimate for the past two decades (Table
6.4). However, this estimate does not include the nonlinear effects of
changes in ocean circulation and warming on the global air–sea CO2
flux, which could amplify the response of the ocean CO2 sink to climate
by 20 to 30% (Le Quéré et al., 2010; Zickfeld et al., 2011).
Processes missing in ocean models. The most important processes
missing in ocean carbon cycle models used in the AR5 are those representing explicitly small-scale physical circulation (e.g., eddies, brine
formation), which are parameterised in models. These processes have
an important influence on the vertical transport of water, heat, salt
and carbon (Loose and Schlosser, 2011; Sallée et al., 2012). In particular, changes in vertical transport in the Southern Ocean are thought
to explain part of the changes in atmospheric CO2 between glacial
and interglacial conditions, a signal that is not entirely reproduced by
models (Section 6.2) suggesting that the sensitivity of ocean models
could be underestimated.
Processes related to marine ecosystems in global ocean models are
also limited to the simulation of lower trophic levels, with crude
parameterizations for sinking processes, bacterial and other loss processes at the surface and in the ocean interior and their temperature
dependence (Kwon et al., 2009). Projected changes in carbon fluxes
from the response of marine ecosystems to changes in temperature
(Beaugrand et al., 2010), ocean acidification (Riebesell et al., 2009)
(see Glossary) and pressure from fisheries (Pershing et al., 2010) are
all considered potentially important, though not yet quantified. Several
processes have been specifically identified that could lead to changes
in the ocean CO2 sink, in particular the temperature effects on marine
ecosystem processes (Riebesell et al., 2009; Taucher and Oschlies,
2011) and the variable nutrient ratios induced by ocean acidification
or ecosystem changes (Tagliabue et al., 2011). Coastal ocean processes are also poorly represented in global and may influence the ocean
CO2 sink. Nevertheless, the fit of ocean model results to the integrated
CO2 sink and decadal trends discussed above suggest that, up to now,
the missing processes have not had a dominant effect on ocean CO2
beyond the limits of the uncertainty of the data.
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6.3.2.6 Land Carbon Dioxide Sink
6.3.2.6.1

Global residual land sink and atmosphere-to-land
carbon dioxide flux

The residual land CO2 sink, that is, the uptake of CO2 in ecosystems
excluding the effects of land use change, is 1.5 ± 1.1, 2.6 ± 1.2 and 2.6
± 1.2 PgC yr–1 for the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s, respectively (Table 6.1).
After including the net land use change emissions, the atmosphereto-land flux of CO2 (Table 6.1) corresponds to a net sink of CO2 by all
terrestrial ecosystems. This sink has intensified globally from a neutral
CO2 flux of 0.1 ± 0.8 PgC yr–1 in the 1980s to a net CO2 sink of 1.1 ±
0.9 PgC yr–1 and 1.5 ± 0.9 PgC yr–1 during the 1990s and 2000s, respectively (Table 6.1; Sarmiento et al., 2010). This growing land sink is also
supported by an atmospheric inversion (Gurney and Eckels, 2011) and
by process-based models (Le Quéré et al., 2009).
6.3.2.6.2

Regional atmosphere-to-land carbon dioxide fluxes

The results from atmospheric CO2 inversions, terrestrial ecosystem
models and forest inventories consistently show that there is a large
net CO2 sink in the northern extratropics, albeit the very limited availability of observations in the tropics (Jacobson et al., 2007; Gurney and
Eckels, 2011; Pan et al., 2011). Inversion estimates of atmosphere–land
CO2 fluxes show net atmosphere-to-land CO2 flux estimates ranging
from neutral to a net source of 0.5 to 1.0 PgC yr–1 (Jacobson et al.,
2007; Gurney and Eckels, 2011) (Figure 6.15). However, Stephens et al.
(2007) selected from an ensemble of inversion models those that were
consistent with independent aircraft cross-validation data, and constrained an atmosphere-to-land CO2 flux of 0.1 ± 0.8 PgC yr–1 during
the period 1992–1996, and a NH net CO2 sink of 1.5 ± 0.6 PgC yr–1.
These results shows that after subtracting emissions from land use
change, tropical land ecosystems might also be large CO2 sinks.
Based on repeated forest biomass inventory data, estimated soil
carbon changes, and CO2 emissions from land use change from the
bookkeeping method of Houghton et al. (2012), Pan et al. (2011) estimated a global forest carbon accumulation of 0.5 ± 0.1 PgCyr–1 in
boreal forests, and of 0.8 ± 0.1 PgC yr–1 in temperate forests for the
period 2000–2007. Tropical forests were found to be near neutral with
net emissions from land use change being compensated by sinks in
established tropical forests (forests not affected by land use change),
therefore consistent with the Stephens et al. (2007) inversion estimate
of tropical atmosphere–land CO2 fluxes.
Since AR4, a number of studies have compared and attempted to reconcile regional atmosphere-to-land CO2 flux estimates from multiple
approaches and so providing further spatial resolution of the regional
contributions of carbon sources and sinks (Table 6.6). A synthesis of
regional contributions estimated a 1.7 PgC yr–1 sink in the NH regions
above 20°N with consistent estimates from terrestrial models and
inventories (uncertainty: ±0.3 PgC yr–1) and atmospheric CO2 inversions (uncertainty: ±0.7 PgC yr–1) (Ciais et al., 2010).
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Figure 6.15 | (Top) Bar plots showing decadal average CO2 fluxes for 11 land regions (1) as estimated by 10 different atmospheric CO2 inversions for the 1990s (yellow) and
2000s (red) (Peylin et al., 2013; data source: http://transcom.lsce.ipsl.fr/), and (2) as simulated by 10 dynamic vegetation models (DGVMs) for the 1990s (green) and 2000s (light
green) (Piao et al., 2013; data source: http://www-lscedods.cea.fr/invsat/RECCAP/). The divisions of land regions are shown in the map. (Bottom) Bar plots showing decadal average
CO2 fluxes for 11 ocean regions (1) as estimated by 10 different atmospheric CO2 inversions for the 1990s (yellow) and 2000s (red) (data source: http://transcom.lsce.ipsl.fr/), (2)
inversion of contemporary interior ocean carbon measurements using 10 ocean transport models (dark blue) (Gruber et al., 2009) and (3) surface ocean pCO2 measurements based
air-sea exchange climatology (Takahashi et al., 2009). The divisions of 11 ocean regions are shown in the map.
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Table 6.6 | Regional CO2 budgets using top-down estimates (atmospheric inversions) and bottom-up estimates (inventory data, biogeochemical modelling, eddy-covariance),
excluding fossil fuel emissions. A positive sign indicates a flux from the atmosphere to the land (i.e., a land sink).

Region

CO2 Sink (PgC yr–1)

Uncertaintya

Period

Reference

Artic Tundra

0.1

b

±0.3

2000–2006

McGuire et al. (2012)

Australia

0.04

±0.03

1990–2009

Haverd et al. (2013)

East Asia

0.25

±0.1

1990–2009

Piao et al. (2012)

Europe

0.9

±0.2

2001–2005

Luyssaert et al. (2012)

North America

0.6

±0.02

2000–2005

King et al. (2012)

Russian Federation

0.6

–0.3 to –1.3

1990–2007

Dolman et al. (2012)

South Asia

0.15

±0.24

2000–2009

Patra et al. (2013)

South America

–0.3

±0.3

2000–2005

Gloor et al. (2012)

Notes:
a
One standard deviation from mean unless indicated otherwise.
b
Based on range provided.

6.3.2.6.3

Interannual variability in atmosphere-to-land carbon
dioxide fluxes

The interannual variability of the residual land sink shown in Figures
6.12 and 6.16 accounts for most of the interannual variability of the
atmospheric CO2 growth rate (see Section 6.3.2.3). Atmospheric CO2
inversion results suggest that tropical land ecosystems dominate the
global CO2 variability, with positive anomalies during El Niño episodes
(Bousquet et al., 2000; Rödenbeck et al., 2003; Baker et al., 2006),
which is consistent with the results of one inversion of atmospheric 13C and CO2 measurements (Rayner et al., 2008). A combined El
Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)–Volcanic index time series explains
75% of the observed variability (Raupach et al., 2008). A positive phase
of ENSO (El Niño, see Glossary) is generally associated with enhanced
land CO2 source, and a negative phase (La Niña) with enhanced land
CO2 sink (Jones and Cox, 2001; Peylin et al., 2005). Observations from
eddy covariance networks suggest that interannual carbon flux variability in the tropics and temperate regions is dominated by precipitation, while boreal ecosystem fluxes are more sensitive to temperature
and shortwave radiation variation (Jung et al., 2011), in agreement
with the results from process-based terrestrial ecosystem models (Piao
et al., 2009a). Terrestrial biogeochemical models suggest that interannual net biome productivity (NBP) variability is dominated by GPP
(see Glossary) rather than terrestrial ecosystem respiration (Piao et al.,
2009b; Jung et al., 2011).
6.3.2.6.4

Carbon fluxes from inland water

Global analyses estimate that inland waters receive about 1.7 to 2.7
PgC yr–1 emitted by soils to rivers headstreams, of which, 0.2 to 0.6
PgC yr–1 is buried in aquatic sediments, 0.8 to 1.2 PgC yr–1 returns to
the atmosphere as CO2, and 0.9 PgC yr–1 is delivered to the ocean (Cole
et al., 2007; Battin et al., 2009; Aufdenkampe et al., 2011). Estimates
of the transport of carbon from land ecosystems to the coastal ocean
by rivers are ~0.2 PgC yr–1 for Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC), 0.3
PgC yr–1 for Dissolved Inorganic Carbon (DIC), and 0.1 to 0.4 PgC yr–1
for Particulate Organic Carbon (POC) (Seitzinger et al., 2005; Syvitski
et al., 2005; Mayorga et al., 2010). For the DIC fluxes, only about twothirds of it originates from atmospheric CO2 and the rest of the carbon
is supplied by weathered carbonate rocks (Suchet and Probst, 1995;
Gaillardet et al., 1999; Oh and Raymond, 2006; Hartmann et al., 2009).

Regional DIC concentrations in rivers has increased during the Industrial Era (Oh and Raymond, 2006; Hamilton et al., 2007; Perrin et al.,
2008). Agricultural practices coupled with climate change can lead to
large increases in regional scale DIC export in watersheds with a large
agricultural footprint (Raymond et al., 2008). Furthermore, regional urbanization also elevates DIC fluxes in rivers (Baker et al., 2008;
Barnes and Raymond, 2009), which suggests that anthropogenic activities have contributed a significant portion of the annual global river
DIC flux to the ocean.
Land clearing and management are thought to produce an acceleration
of POC transport, much of which is trapped in alluvial and colluvial deposition zones, lakes, reservoirs and wetlands (Stallard, 1998; Smith et
al., 2001b; Syvitski et al., 2005). Numerous studies have demonstrated
an increase in the concentration of DOC in rivers in the northeastern
United States and northern/central Europe over the past two to four
decades (Worrall et al., 2003; Evans et al., 2005; Findlay, 2005; Monteith et al., 2007; Lepistö et al., 2008). Owing to the important role of
wetlands in DOC production, the mobilization of DOC due to human-induced changes in wetlands probably represents an important cause
of changes in global river DOC fluxes to date (Seitzinger et al., 2005),
although a global estimate of this alteration is not available. A robust
partitioning between natural and anthropogenic carbon fluxes in freshwater systems is not yet possible, nor a quantification of the ultimate
fate of carbon delivered by rivers to the coastal and open oceans.
6.3.2.6.5

Processes driving terrestrial atmosphere-to-land
carbon dioxide fluxes

Assessment of experimental data, observations and model results suggests that the main processes responsible for the residual land sink
include the CO2 fertilisation effect on photosynthesis (see Box 6.3),
nitrogen fertilisation by increased deposition (Norby, 1998; Thornton
et al., 2007; Bonan and Levis, 2010; Zaehle and Dalmonech, 2011)
and climate effects (Nemani et al., 2003; Gloor et al., 2009). It is likely
that reactive nitrogen deposition over land currently increases natural CO2 in particular in forests, but the magnitude of this effect varies
between regions (Norby, 1998; Thornton et al., 2007; Bonan and Levis,
2010; Zaehle and Dalmonech, 2011). Processes responsible for the
net atmosphere-to-land CO2 sink on terrestrial ecosystems include,
in addition, forest regrowth and afforestation (Myneni et al., 2001;
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Box 6.3 | The Carbon Dioxide Fertilisation Effect
Elevated atmospheric CO2 concentrations lead to higher leaf photosynthesis and reduced canopy transpiration, which in turn lead to
increased plant water use efficiency and reduced fluxes of surface latent heat. The increase in leaf photosynthesis with rising CO2, the
so-called CO2 fertilisation effect, plays a dominant role in terrestrial biogeochemical models to explain the global land carbon sink
(Sitch et al., 2008), yet it is one of most unconstrained process in those models.
Field experiments provide a direct evidence of increased photosynthesis rates and water use efficiency (plant carbon gains per unit of
water loss from transpiration) in plants growing under elevated CO2. These physiological changes translate into a broad range of higher
plant carbon accumulation in more than two-thirds of the experiments and with increased net primary productivity (NPP) of about 20
to 25% at double CO2 from pre-industrial concentrations (Ainsworth and Long, 2004; Luo et al., 2004, 2006; Nowak et al., 2004; Norby
et al., 2005;Canadell et al., 2007a; Denman et al., 2007; Ainsworth et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012a). Since the AR4, new evidence is
available from long-term Free-air CO2 Enrichment (FACE) experiments in temperate ecosystems showing the capacity of ecosystems
exposed to elevated CO2 to sustain higher rates of carbon accumulation over multiple years (Liberloo et al., 2009; McCarthy et al., 2010;
Aranjuelo et al., 2011; Dawes et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2011; Zak et al., 2011). However, FACE experiments also show the diminishing or
lack of CO2 fertilisation effect in some ecosystems and for some plant species (Dukes et al., 2005; Adair et al., 2009; Bader et al., 2009;
Norby et al., 2010; Newingham et al., 2013). This lack of response occurs despite increased water use efficiency, also confirmed with
tree ring evidence (Gedalof and Berg, 2010; Peñuelas et al., 2011).
Nutrient limitation is hypothesized as primary cause for reduced or lack of CO2 fertilisation effect observed on NPP in some experiments (Luo et al., 2004; Dukes et al., 2005; Finzi et al., 2007; Norby et al., 2010). Nitrogen and phosphorus are very likely to play the
most important role in this limitation of the CO2 fertilisation effect on NPP, with nitrogen limitation prevalent in temperate and boreal
ecosystems, and phosphorus limitation in the tropics (Luo et al., 2004; Vitousek et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010a; Goll et al., 2012).
Micronutrients interact in diverse ways with other nutrients in constraining NPP such as molybdenum and phosphorus in the tropics
(Wurzburger et al., 2012). Thus, with high confidence, the CO2 fertilisation effect will lead to enhanced NPP, but significant uncertainties
remain on the magnitude of this effect, given the lack of experiments outside of temperate climates.

Pacala et al., 2001; Houghton, 2010; Bellassen et al., 2011; Williams et
al., 2012a), changes in forest management and reduced harvest rates
(Nabuurs et al., 2008).

6

Process attribution of the global land CO2 sink is difficult due to limited availability of global data sets and biogeochemical models that
include all major processes. However, regional studies shed light on
key drivers and their interactions. The European and North American
carbon sinks are explained by the combination of forest regrowth in
abandoned lands and decreased forest harvest along with the fertilisation effects of rising CO2 and nitrogen deposition (Pacala et al., 2001;
Ciais et al., 2008; Sutton et al., 2008; Schulze et al., 2010; Bellassen et
al., 2011; Williams et al., 2012a). In the tropics, there is evidence from
forest inventories that increasing forest growth rates are not explained
by the natural recovery from disturbances, suggesting that increasing
atmospheric CO2 and climate change play a role in the observed sink
in established forests (Lewis et al., 2009; Pan et al., 2011). There is also
recent evidence of tropical nitrogen deposition becoming more notable
although its effects on the net carbon balance have not been assessed
(Hietz et al., 2011).
The land carbon cycle is very sensitive to climate changes (e.g., precipitation, temperature, diffuse vs. direct radiation), and thus the changes
in the physical climate from increasing GHGs as well as in the diffuse
fraction of sunlight are likely to be causing significant changes in the
carbon cycle (Jones et al., 2001; Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Mercado et
502

al., 2009). Changes in the climate are also associated with disturbances such as fires, insect damage, storms, droughts and heat waves which
are already significant processes of interannual variability and possibly
trends of regional land carbon fluxes (Page et al., 2002; Ciais et al.,
2005; Chambers et al., 2007; Kurz et al., 2008b; Clark et al., 2010; van
der Werf et al., 2010; Lewis et al., 2011) (see Section 6.3.2.2).
Warming (and possibly the CO2 fertilisation effect) has also been correlated with global trends in satellite greenness observations, which
resulted in an estimated 6% increase of global NPP, or the accumulation of 3.4 PgC on land over the period 1982–1999 (Nemani et al.,
2003). This enhanced NPP was attributed to the relaxation of climatic
constraints to plant growth, particularly in high latitudes. Concomitant to the increased of NPP with warming, global soil respiration also
increased between 1989 and 2008 (Bond-Lamberty and Thomson,
2010), reducing the magnitude of the net land sink. A recent study
suggests a declining NPP trend over 2000–2009 (Zhao and Running,
2010) although the model used to reconstruct NPP trends from satellite observation has not been widely accepted (Medlyn, 2011; Samanta
et al., 2011).
6.3.2.6.6

Model evaluation of global and regional terrestrial
carbon balance

Evaluation of global process-based land carbon models was performed
against ground and satellite observations including (1) measured CO2
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fluxes and carbon storage change at particular sites around the world,
in particular sites from the Fluxnet global network (Baldocchi et al.,
2001; Jung et al., 2007; Stöckli et al., 2008; Schwalm et al., 2010; Tan
et al., 2010), (2) observed spatio-temporal change in leaf area index
(LAI) (Lucht et al., 2002; Piao et al., 2006) and (3) interannual and
seasonal change in atmospheric CO2 (Randerson et al., 2009; Cadule
et al., 2010).
Figure 6.16 compares the global land CO2 sink driven by climate
change and rising CO2 as simulated by different process based carbon
cycle models (without land use change), with the residual land sink
computed as the sum of fossil fuel and cement emissions and land use
change emissions minus the sum of CO2 growth rate and ocean sink
(Le Quéré et al., 2009; Friedlingstein et al., 2010). Although these two
quantities are not the same, the multi-model mean reproduces well
the trend and interannual variability of the residual land sink which is
dominated by climate variability and climate trends and CO2, respectively, both represented in models (Table 6.7). Limited availability of
in situ measurements, particularly in the tropics, limits the progress
towards reducing uncertainty on model parameterizations.
Regional and local measurements can be used to evaluate and improve
global models. Regionally, forest inventory data show that the forest
carbon sink density over Europe is of –89 ± 19 gC m–2 yr–1, which

is compatible with model estimates with afforestation (–63 gC m–2
yr–1; Luyssaert et al., 2010), while modelled NPP was 43% larger than
the inventory estimate. In North America, the ability of 22 terrestrial
carbon cycle models to simulate the seasonal cycle of land–atmosphere CO2 exchange from 44 eddy covariance flux towers was poor
with a difference between observations and simulations of 10 times
the observational uncertainty (Schwalm et al., 2010). Model shortcomings included spring phenology, soil thaw, snow pack melting
and lag responses to extreme climate events (Keenan et al., 2012). In
China, the magnitude of the carbon sink estimated by five terrestrial
ecosystem models (–0.22 to –0.13 PgC yr–1) was comparable to the
observation-based estimate (–0.18 ± 0.73 PgC yr–1; Piao et al., 2009a),
but modelled interannual variation was weakly correlated to observed
regional land–atmosphere CO2 fluxes (Piao et al., 2011).
Sensitivity of the terrestrial carbon cycle to rising atmospheric carbon
dioxide. An inter-comparison of 10 process-based models showed
increased NPP by 3% to 10% over the last three decades, during which
CO2 increased by ~50 ppm (Piao et al., 2013). These results are consistent within the broad range of responses from experimental studies
(see Box 6.3). However, Hickler et al. (2008) suggested that currently
available FACE results (largely from temperate regions) are not applicable to vegetation globally because there may be large spatial heterogeneity in vegetation responses to CO2 fertilisation.

Table 6.7 | Estimates of the land CO2 sink from process-based terrestrial ecosystem models driven by rising CO2 and by changes in climate. The land sink simulated by these models
is close to but not identical to the terrestrial CO2 sink from Table 6.1 because the models calculate the effect of CO2 and climate over managed land, and many do not include
nitrogen limitation and disturbances.

Nitrogen Limitation

Natural Fire CO2
Emissions

1980–1989

1990–1999

2000–2009

(Yes/No)

(Yes/No)

PgC yr–1

PgC yr–1

PgC yr–1

CLM4Cb,c

No

Yes

1.98

2.11

2.64

CLM4CNb,c

Yes

Yes

1.27

1.25

1.67

Hylandd

No

No

2.21

2.92

3.99

LPJ

No

Yes

1.14

1.90

2.60

LPJ_GUESSf

No

Yes

1.15

1.54

2.07

OCNg

Yes

No

1.75

2.18

2.36

Model Name

e

ORC

No

No

2.08

3.05

3.74

SDGVMi

Yes

Yes

1.25

1.95

2.30

TRIFFIDj

No

No

1.85

2.52

3.00

VEGAS

No

No

h

k

Averagea
Notes:
a
Average of all models ±90% confidence interval.
b
Oleson et al. (2010).
c
Lawrence et al. (2011).
d
Levy et al. (2004).
e
Sitch et al. (2003).
f
Smith et al. (2001a).
g
Zaehle and Friend (2010).
h
Krinner et al. (2005).

i
j
k

1.40

1.68

1.89

1.61 ± 0.65

2.11 ± 0.93

2.63 ± 1.22

Woodward and Lomas (2004).
Cox (2001).
Zeng (2003).

6

All of these models run are forced by rising CO2 concentration and time-varying historical reconstructed weather and climate fields using the same protocol from the TRENDY project (Piao et al.,
2013). (http://www.globalcarbonproject.org/global/pdf/DynamicVegetationModels.pdf).
CLM4C = Community Land Model for Carbon; CLM4CN = Community Land Model for Carbon–Nitrogen; GUESS = General Ecosystem Simulator; LPJ = Lund-Potsdam-Jena Dynamic Global Vegetation Model; OCN = Cycling of Carbon and Nitrogen on land, derived from ORCHIDEE model; ORC = ORCHIDEE, ORganizing Carbon and Hydrology in Dynamic EcosystEms model; SDGVM = Sheffield
Dynamic Global Vegetation Model; TRIFFID = Top-down Representation of Interactive Foliage and Flora Including Dynamics; VEGAS = VEgetation-Global-Atmosphere-Soil terrestrial carbon cycle
model.
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Residual terrestrial sink (Table 6.1)
Process models (Table 6.6)
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Figure 6.16 | The black line and gray shading represent the estimated value of the residual land sink (PgC yr–1) and its uncertainty from Table 6.1, which is calculated from the difference between emissions from fossil fuel and land use change plus emissions from net land use change, minus the atmospheric growth rate and the ocean sink. The atmosphereto-land flux simulated by process land ecosystem models from Table 6.7 are shown in thin green, and their average in thick green. A positive atmosphere-to-land flux represents a
sink of CO2. The definition of the atmosphere-to-land flux simulated by these models is close to but not identical to the residual land sink from Table 6.1 (see Table 6.7).

Sensitivity of terrestrial carbon cycle to climate trends and v ariability.
Warming exerts a direct control on the net land–atmosphere CO2
exchange because both photosynthesis and respiration are sensitive
to changes in temperature. From estimates of interannual variations
in the residual land sink, 1°C of positive global temperature anomaly
leads to a decrease of 4 PgC yr–1 of the global land CO2 sink (Figure
6.17). This observed interannual response is close to the response of
the models listed in Table 6.7 (–3.5 ± 1.5 PgC yr–1°C–1 in Piao et al.,
2013), albeit individual models show a range going from –0.5 to –6.2
PgC yr–1 °C–1. The sensitivity of atmospheric CO2 concentration to century scale temperature change was estimated at about 3.6 to 45.6 PgC
°C–1 (or 1.7 to 21.4 ppm CO2 °C–1) using the ice core observed CO2 drop
during the Little Ice Age (see Section 6.2; Frank et al., 2010).

6

Terrestrial carbon cycle models used in AR5 generally underestimate
GPP in the water limited regions, implying that these models do not
correctly simulate soil moisture conditions, or that they are too sensitive to changes in soil moisture (Jung et al., 2007). Most models (Table
6.7) estimated that the interannual precipitation sensitivity of the
global land CO2 sink to be higher than that of the observed residual
land sink (–0.01 PgC yr–1 mm–1; Figure 6.17).
Processes missing in terrestrial carbon cycle models. First, many models
do not explicitly take into account the various forms of disturbances or ecosystem dynamics: migration, fire, logging, harvesting, insect
504

outbreaks and the resulting variation in forest age structure which is
known to affect the net carbon exchange (Kurz et al., 2008c; Bellassen
et al., 2010; Higgins and Harte, 2012). Second, many key processes relevant to decomposition of carbon are missing in models (Todd-Brown
et al., 2012), and particularly for permafrost carbon and for carbon in
boreal and tropical wetlands and peatlands, despite the large amount
of carbon stored in these ecosystems and their vulnerability to warming
and land use change (Tarnocai et al., 2009; Hooijer et al., 2010; Page et
al., 2011). However, progress has been made (Wania et al., 2009; Koven
et al., 2011; Schaefer et al., 2011). Third, nutrient dynamics are taken
into account only by few models despite the fact it is well established
that nutrient constrains NPP and nitrogen deposition enhances NPP
(Elser et al., 2007; Magnani et al., 2007; LeBauer and Treseder, 2008);
see Section 6.3.2.6.5. Very few models have phosphorus dynamics
(Zhang et al., 2011; Goll et al., 2012). Fourth, the negative effects of
elevated tropospheric ozone on NPP have not been taken into account
by most current carbon cycle models (Sitch et al., 2007). Fifth, transfer
of radiation, water and heat in the vegetation–soil–atmosphere continuum are treated very simply in the global ecosystem models. Finally,
processes that transport carbon at the surface (e.g., water and tillage
erosion; Quinton et al., 2010) and human managements including fertilisation and irrigation (Gervois et al., 2008) are poorly or not represented at all. Broadly, models are still at their early stages in dealing
with land use, land use change and forestry.

Sensitivity of Land CO2 Sink Interannual Variations to

Precipitation Interannual Variations (PgC yr−1 100 mm−1)
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residual land sink
(see Fig 6.15 and Table 6.1)
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Figure 6.17 | The response of interannual land CO2 flux anomaly to per 1°C interannual temperature anomaly and per 100 mm interannual precipitation anomaly during
1980–2009. Black circles show climate sensitivity of land CO2 sink estimated from the residual land sink (see Figure 6.15 and Table 6.1), which is the sum of fossil fuel and cement
emissions and land use change emissions minus the sum of observed atmospheric CO2 growth rate and modeled ocean sink sink (Le Quéré et al., 2009; Friedlingstein and Prentice,
2010). Coloured circles show land CO2 sink estimated by 10 process-based terrestrial carbon cycle models (CLM4C (Community Land Model for Carbon), CLM4CN (Community Land
Model for Carbon–Nitrogen), HYLAND (HYbrid LAND terrestrial ecosystem model), LPJ (Lund-Potsdam-Jena Dynamic Global Vegetation Model), LPJ–GUESS (LPJ–General Ecosystem
Simulator, OCN (Cycling of Carbon and Nitrogen on land, derived from ORCHIDEE model), ORCHIDEE (ORganizing Carbon and Hydrology in Dynamic EcosystEms model), SDGVM
(Sheffield Dynamic Global Vegetation Model), TRIFFID (Top-down Representation of Interactive Foliage and Flora Including Dynamics) and VEGAS (terrestrial vegetation and carbon
model)). Error bars show standard error of the sensitivity estimates. Dashed error bars indicate the estimated sensitivity by the regression approach is statistically insignificant (P >
0.05). Grey area denoted the area bounded by the estimated climate sensitivity of the residual land sink ± the standard error of the estimated climate sensitivity of the residual land
sink. The sensitivity of land CO2 sink interannual variations to interannual variations of temperature (or precipitation) is estimated as the regression coefficient of temperature (or
precipitation) in a multiple regression of detrended anomaly of land CO2 sink against detrended anomaly of annual mean temperature and annual precipitation.

6.3.3

Global Methane Budget

AR5 is the first IPCC assessment report providing a consistent synthesis
of the CH4 budget per decade using multiple atmospheric CH4 inversion models (top-down) and process-based models and inventories
(bottom-up). Table 6.8 shows the budgets for the decades of 1980s,
1990s and 2000s. Uncertainties on emissions and sinks are listed using
minimum and maximum of each published estimate for each decade.
Bottom-up approaches are used to attribute decadal budgets to individual processes emitting CH4 (see Section 6.1.1.2 for a general overview). Top-down inversions provide an atmospheric-based constraint
mostly for the total CH4 source per region, and the use of additional
observations (e.g., isotopes) allows inferring emissions per source type.
Estimates of CH4 sinks in the troposphere by reaction with tropospheric
OH, in soils and in the stratosphere are also presented. Despite significant progress since the AR4, large uncertainties remain in the present
knowledge of the budget and its evolution over time.

6.3.3.1 Atmospheric Changes
Since the beginning of the Industrial Era, the atmospheric CH4 concentration increased by a factor of 2.5 (from 722 ppb to 1803 ppb in 2011).

CH4 is currently measured by a network of more than 100 surface sites
(Blake et al., 1982; Cunnold et al., 2002; Langenfelds et al., 2002; Dlugokencky et al., 2011), aircraft profiles (Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007),
satellite (Wecht et al., 2012; Worden et al., 2012) and before 1979 from
analyses of firn air and ice cores (see Sections 5.2.2 and Section 6.2,
and Figure 6.11). The growth of CH4 in the atmosphere is largely in
response to increasing anthropogenic emissions. The vertically averaged atmospheric CH4 concentration field can be mapped by remote
sensing from the surface using Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
(FTIR) instruments (Total Carbon Column Observing Network, TCCON,
http://www.tccon.caltech.edu/) and from space by several satellite
instruments: Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS, since 2002; http://
airs.jpl.nasa.gov), Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES, since
2004; http://tes.jpl.nasa.gov), Infrared Atmospheric Sounder Interferometer (IASI, since 2006; Crévoisier et al., 2009), Scanning Imaging
Spectrometer for Atmospheric Cartography (SCIAMACHY, 2003–2012;
Frankenberg et al., 2008), and Greenhouse Gases Observing Satellite-Thermal And Near infrared Sensor for carbon Observation Fourier-Transform Spectrometer (GOSAT-TANSO-FTS, since 2009; Morino et
al., 2011). As an example, SCIAMACHY shows the column CH4 gradient
between the two hemispheres as well as increased concentrations over
Southeast Asia, due to emissions from agriculture, wetlands, waste and
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energy production (Frankenberg et al., 2008). In situ observations provide very precise measurements (~0.2%) but unevenly located at the
surface of the globe. Satellite data offer a global coverage at the cost
of a lower precision on individual measurements (~2%) and possible
biases (Bergamaschi et al., 2009).
The growth rate of CH4 has declined since the mid-1980s, and a near
zero growth rate (quasi-stable concentrations) was observed during
1999–2006, suggesting an approach to steady state where the sum
of emissions are in balance with the sum of sinks (Dlugokencky et al.,
2003; Khalil et al., 2007; Patra et al., 2011; Figure 6.18). The reasons
for this growth rate decline after the mid-1980s are still debated, and
results from various studies provide possible scenarios: (1) a reduction of anthropogenic emitting activities such as coal mining, gas
industry and/or animal husbandry, especially in the countries of the
former Soviet Union (Dlugokencky et al., 2003; Chen and Prinn, 2006;
Savolainen et al., 2009; Simpson et al., 2012); (2) a compensation
between increasing anthropogenic emissions and decreasing wetland

emissions (Bousquet et al., 2006; Chen and Prinn, 2006); (3) significant
(Rigby et al., 2008) to small (Montzka et al., 2011) changes in OH concentrations and/or based on two different 13CH4 data sets; (4) reduced
emissions from rice paddies attributed to changes in agricultural practices (Kai et al., 2011); or (5) stable microbial and fossil fuel emissions
from 1990 to 2005 (Levin et al., 2012).
Since 2007, atmospheric CH4 has been observed to increase again
(Rigby et al., 2008; Dlugokencky et al., 2009) with positive anomalies of emissions of 21 Tg(CH4) yr–1 and 18 Tg(CH4) yr–1 estimated by
inversions during 2007 and 2008, respectively (Bousquet et al., 2011)
as compared to the 1999–2006 period. The increase of emissions in
2007–2008 was dominated by tropical regions (Bousquet et al., 2011),
with a major contribution from tropical wetlands and some contribution from high-latitude wetlands during the 2007 anomaly (Dlugokencky et al., 2009; Bousquet et al., 2011). This increase is suggested by
the growth rate over latitude in Figure 6.18 (Dlugokencky et al., 2009).
The recent increase of CH4 concentration since 2007 is also consistent
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Figure 6.18 | (Top) Globally averaged growth rate of atmospheric CH4 in ppb yr–1 determined from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration–Earth System Research
Laboratory (NOAA–ESRL) network, representative for the marine boundary layer. (Bottom) Atmospheric growth rate of CH4 as a function of latitude (Masarie and Tans, 1995;
Dlugokencky and Tans, 2013b).
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Table 6.8 | Global CH4 budget for the past three decades (in Tg(CH4) yr–1) and present day (2011)38. The bottom-up estimates for the decade of 2000–2009 are used in the
Executive Summary and in Figure 6.2. T-D stands for Top-Down inversions and B-U for Bottom-Up approaches. Only studies covering at least 5 years of each decade have been
used. Reported values correspond to the mean of the cited references and therefore not always equal (max-min)/2; likewise, ranges [in brackets] represent minimum and maximum
values of the cited references. The sum of sources and sinks from B-U approaches does not automatically balance the atmospheric changes. For B-U studies, individual source
types are also presented. For T-D inversions, the 1980s decade starts in 1984. As some atmospheric inversions did not reference their global sink, balance with the atmosphere
and the sum of the sources has been assumed. One biomass burning estimate (Schultz et al., 2007) excludes biofuels (a). Stratospheric loss for B-U is the sum of the loss by OH
radicals, a 10 Tg yr–1 loss due to O1D radicals (Neef et al., 2010) and a 20 to 35% contribution due to Cl radicals24 (Allan et al., 2007). Present day budgets39 adopt a global
mean lifetime of 9.14 yr (±10%).

1980–1989

Tg(CH4) yr–1
Natural Sources
Natural wetlands

Top-Down

Bottom-Up

Top-Down

Bottom-Up

193 [150–267]

355 [244–466]

182 [167–197]

336 [230–465]

218 [179–273]

347 [238–484]

175 [142–
208]1,29,33,34,35,36

217 [177–284]4,5,27

43 [37–65]1,29,33,34,35,36

130 [61–200]

157 [115–231]

225 [183–266]

36 [35–36]1,2

130 [61–200]

150 [144–160]

4,5

Freshwater (lakes and rivers)

40 [8–73]

Wild animals

15 [15–15]

1,28,29

32 [23–37]1,28,29

11 [2–22]

Geological (incl. oceans)

54 [33–75]

9

348 [305–383]

Agriculture and waste

208 [187–220]1,2,3

15 [15–15]

15 [15–15]9

3 [1–5]9,10,11,12,13

3 [1–5]9,10,11,12,13

11 [2–22]

11 [2–22]9,10,14,15,x

9,10,14,15,x

54 [33–75]

10,16,17

Permafrost (excl. lakes
and wetlands)

40 [8–73]6,7,8

9

9,10,14,15,x

Hydrates

130 [61–200]
6,7,8

3 [1–5]9,10,11,12,13

Termites

206 [169–265]

4,5,27

40 [8–73]

6,7,8

Wildfires

Anthropogenic Sources

2000–2009

Bottom-Up

1,2,3

Other sources

1990–1999

Top-Down

54 [33–75]10,16,17

10,16,17

6 [2–9]9,18,19

6 [2–9]9,18,19

6 [2–9]9,18,19

1 [0–1]10

1 [0–1]10

1 [0–1]10

308 [292–323]

372 [290–453]

185 [172–197]20

Rice

45 [41–47]20

Ruminants
Landfills and waste

239 [180–301]1,28,29

313 [281–347]

335 [273–409]

331 [304–368]

187 [177–196]20,30,31

209 [180–
241]1,29,33,34,35,36

200 [187–224]20,30,31

35 [32–37]20,27,30,31

36 [33–40]20,27,30,31

85 [81–90]

20,30,31

87 [82–91]

89 [87–94]20,30,31

55 [50–60]20

65 [63–68]20,30,31

75 [67–90]20,30,31

20

Biomass burning (incl. biofuels)

46 [43–55]1,2,3

34 [31–37]20,21,22a,38

38 [26–45]1,28,29

42 [38–45]13,20,21,22a,32,38

30 [24–45]1,29,33,34,35,36

35 [32–39]13,20,21,32,37,38

Fossil fuels

94 [75–108]1,2,3

89 [89–89]20

95 [84–107]1,28,29

84 [66–96]20,30,31

96 [77–
123]1,29,33,34,35,36

96 [85–105]20,30,31

490 [450–533]1,2,3

539 [411–671]23,24,25,26

515 [491–554]1,28,29

571 [521–621]23,24,25,26

518 [510–
538]1,29,33,34,36

604 [483–738]23,24,25,26

Sinks
Total chemical loss
Tropospheric OH

468 [382–567]26

479 [457–501]26

528 [454–617]25,26

Stratospheric OH

46 [16–67]23,25,26

67 [51–83]23,25,26

51 [16–84]23,25,26

Tropospheric Cl

25 [13–37]

25 [13–37]

24

Soils

25 [13–37]24

24

21 [10–27]

28 [9–47]

Sum of sources

541 [500–592]

663 [536–789]

554 [529–596]

649 [511–812]

553 [526–569]

678 [542–852]

Sum of sinks

511 [460–559]

567 [420–718]

542 [518–579]

599 [530–668]

550 [514–560]

632 [592–785]

1,2,3

27,34,36

27 [27–27]

1

28 [9–47]

27,34,36

32 [26–42]

1,33,34,35,36

28 [9–47]27,34,36

Global

Imbalance (sources
minus sinks)

30 [16–40]

12 [7–17]

3 [–4–19]

34

17

6

Atmospheric growth rate
Global top-down (year 2011)

2011 (AR5)38

Burden (Tg CH4)

4954±10

Atmospheric loss (Tg CH4 yr )
Atmos. increase (Tg CH4 yr-1)

14±3

Total source (Tg CH4 yr-1)

556±56

Anthropogenic source
(Tg CH4 yr-1)

354±45

Natural source (Tg CH4 yr )

202±35

-1

References:
1
Bousquet et al. (2011)
2
Fung et al. (1991)

6

542±56

-1

3
4

Hein et al. (1997)
Hodson et al. (2011)

5
6

Ringeval et al. (2011)
Bastviken et al. (2004)

7
8

Bastviken et al. (2011)
Walter et al. (2007)

9
10

Denman et al. (2007)
EPA (2010)
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Table 6.8 References (continued)
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Hoelzemann et al. (2004)
Ito and Penner (2004)
van der Werf et al. (2010)
Sanderson (1996)
Sugimoto et al. (1998)
Etiope et al. (2008)
Rhee et al. (2009)

18
19
20
21
22

23

Dickens (2003)
Shakhova et al. (2010)
EDGAR4-database (2009)
Mieville et al. (2010)
Schultz et al. (2007)
(excluding biofuels)
Neef et al. (2010)

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Allan et al. (2007)
Williams et al. (2012b)
Voulgarakis et al. (2013)
Spahni et al. (2011)
Chen and Prinn (2006)
Pison et al. (2009)
Dentener et al. (2005)

with anthropogenic emission inventories, which show more (EDGAR
v4.2) or less (EPA, 2011a) rapidly increasing anthropogenic CH4 emissions in the period 2000–2008. This is related to increased energy
production in growing Asian economies (EDGAR, edgar.jrc.ec.europa.
eu; EPA, http://www.epa.gov/nonco2/econ-inv/international.html). The
atmospheric increase has continued after 2009, at a rate of 4 to 5 ppb
yr–1 (Sussmann et al., 2012).

6.3.3.2 Methane Emissions
\The CH4 growth rate results from the balance between emissions and
sinks. Methane emissions around the globe are biogenic, thermogenic
or pyrogenic in origin (Neef et al., 2010), and they can be the direct
result of either human activities and/or natural processes (see Section
6.1.1.2 and Table 6.8). Biogenic sources are due to degradation of
organic matter in anaerobic conditions (natural wetlands, ruminants,
waste, landfills, rice paddies, fresh waters, termites). Thermogenic
sources come from the slow transformation of organic matter into
fossil fuels on geological time scales (natural gas, coal, oil). Pyrogenic
sources are due to incomplete combustion of organic matter (biomass
and biofuel burning). Some sources can eventually combine a biogenic
and a thermogenic origin (e.g., natural geological sources such as oceanic seeps, mud volcanoes or hydrates). Each of these three types of
emissions is characterized by ranges in its isotopic composition in13CCH4: typically –55 to –70‰ for biogenic, –25 to –45‰ for thermogenic,
and –13 to –25‰ for pyrogenic. These isotopic distinctions provide a
basis for attempting to separate the relative contribution of different
methane sources using the top-down approach (Bousquet et al., 2006;
Neef et al., 2010; Monteil et al., 2011).

6

During the decade of the 2000s, natural sources of CH4 account for 35
to 50% of the decadal mean global emissions (Table 6.8). The single
most dominant CH4 source of the global flux and interannual variability
is CH4 emissions from wetlands (177 to 284 Tg(CH4) yr–1). With high
confidence, climate driven changes of emissions from wetlands are the
main drivers of the global inter-annual variability of CH4 emissions.
The term ‘wetlands’ denotes here a variety of ecosystems emitting
CH4 in the tropics and the high latitudes: wet soils, swamps, bogs and
peatlands. These emissions are highly sensitive to climate change and
variability, as shown, for instance, from the high CH4 growth rate in
2007–2008 that coincides with positive precipitation and temperature
anomalies (Dlugokencky et al., 2009). Several process-based models of
methane emissions from wetlands have been developed and improved
since AR4 (Hodson et al., 2011; Ringeval et al., 2011; Spahni et al.,
2011; Melton et al., 2013), yet the confidence in modeled wetland
CH4 emissions remains low, particularly because of limited observational data sets available for model calibration and evaluation. Spatial
distribution and temporal variability of wetlands also remains highly
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31
32
33
34
35
36
37

EPA (2011a)
van der Werf (2004)
Bergamaschi et al. (2009)
Curry (2007)
Spahni et al. (2011)
Ito and Inatomi (2012)
Wiedinmyer et al. (2011)

38
39

Andreae and Merlet (2001)
Prather et al. (2012), updated to
2011 (Table 2.1) and used in
Chapter 11 projections;
uncertainties evaluated as
68% confidence intervals, see
also Annex II.2.2 and II.4.2.

unconstrained in spite the existence of some remote sensing products
(Papa et al., 2010). It has been observed that wetland CH4 emissions
increase in response to elevated atmospheric CO2 concentrations (van
Groenigen et al., 2011). van Groenigen et al. attribute such an increase
in CH4 emissions from natural wetlands to increasing soil moisture due
to the reduced plant demand for water under higher CO2. However, the
sign and magnitude of the CH4 emission response to changes in temperature and precipitation vary among models but show, on average,
a decrease of wetland area and CH4 flux with increasing temperature,
especially in the tropics, and a modest (~4%) increase of wetland area
and CH4 flux with increasing precipitation (Melton et al., 2013).
In AR4, natural geological sources were estimated between 4 and 19
Tg(CH4) yr–1. Since then, Etiope et al. (2008) provided improved emission estimates from terrestrial (13 to 29 Tg(CH4) yr–1) and marine (~20
Tg(CH4) yr–1) seepages, mud volcanoes (6 to 9 Tg(CH4) yr–1), hydrates (5
to 10 Tg(CH4) yr–1) and geothermal and volcanic areas (3 to 6 Tg(CH4)
yr–1), which represent altogether between 42 and 64 Tg(CH4) yr–1 (see
Table 6.8 for full range of estimates). This contribution from natural,
geological and partly fossil CH4 is larger than in AR4 and consistent
with a 14CH4 reanalysis showing natural and anthropogenic fossil contributions to the global CH4 budget to be around 30% (medium confidence) (Lassey et al., 2007) and not around 20% as previously estimated (e.g., AR4). However, such a large percentage was not confirmed by
an analysis of the global atmospheric record of ethane (Simpson et al.,
2012) which is co-emitted with geological CH4.
Of the natural sources of CH4, emissions from thawing permafrost and
CH4 hydrates in the northern circumpolar region will become potentially important in the 21st century because they could increase dramatically due to the rapid climate warming of the Arctic and the large
carbon pools stored there (Tarnocai et al., 2009; Walter Anthony et al.,
2012) (see Section 6.4.3.4). Hydrates are, however, estimated to represent only a very small emission, between 2 and 9 Tg(CH4) yr–1 under
the current time period (Table 6.8). Supersaturation of dissolved CH4 at
the bottom and surface waters in the East Siberian Arctic Shelf indicate
some CH4 activity across the region, with a net sea–air flux of 10.5
Tg(CH4) yr–1 which is similar in magnitude to the flux for the entire
ocean (Shakhova et al., 2010) but it is not possible to say whether this
source has always been present or is a consequence of recent Arctic
changes. The ebullition of CH4 from decomposing, thawing lake sediments in north Siberia with an estimated flux of ~4 Tg(CH4) yr−1 is
another demonstration of the activity of this region and of its potential
importance in the future (Walter et al., 2006; van Huissteden et al.,
2011). The sum of all natural emission estimates other than wetlands
is still very uncertain based on bottom-up studies [see Table 6.8, range
of 238 to 484 Tg(CH4) yr–1 for 2000–2009].
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Pyrogenic sources of CH4 (biomass burning in Table 6.8) are assessed
to have a small contribution in the global flux for the 2000s (32 to
39 Tg(CH4) yr−1). Biomass burning of tropical and boreal forests (17 to
21 Tg(CH4) yr−1) play a much smaller role than wetlands in interannual
variability of emissions, except during intensive fire periods (Langenfelds et al., 2002; Simpson et al., 2006). Only during the 1997–1998
record strong El Niño, burning of forests and peatland that took place
in Indonesia and Malaysia, released ~12 Tg(CH4) and contributed to the
observed growth rate anomaly (Langenfelds et al., 2002; van der Werf
et al., 2004). Other smaller fire CH4 emissions positive anomalies were
suggested over the northern mid-latitudes in 2002–2003, in particular
over Eastern Siberia in 2003 (van der Werf et al., 2010) and Russia in
2010. Traditional biofuel burning is estimated to be a source of 14 to 17
Tg(CH4) yr–1(Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Yevich and Logan, 2003).
Keppler at al. (2006) reported that plants under aerobic conditions
were able to emit CH4, and thus potentially could constitute a large
additional emission, which had not been previously considered in the
global CH4 budget. Later studies do not support plant emissions as a
widespread mechanism (Dueck et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008; Nisbet
et al., 2009) or show small to negligible emissions in the context of
the global CH4 budget (Vigano et al., 2008; Nisbet et al., 2009; Bloom
et al., 2010). Alternative mechanisms have been suggested to explain
an apparent aerobic CH4 production, which involve (1) adsorption
and desorption (Kirschbaum and Walcroft, 2008; Nisbet et al., 2009),
(2) degradation of organic matter under strong ultraviolet (UV) light
(Dueck et al., 2007; Nisbet et al., 2009) and (3) methane in the groundwater emitted through internal air spaces in tree bodies (Terazawa
et al., 2007). Overall, a significant emission of CH4 by plants under
aerobic conditions is very unlikely, and this source is not reported in
Table 6.8.
Anthropogenic CH4 sources are estimated to range between 50% and
65% of the global emissions for the 2000s (Table 6.8). They include
rice paddies agriculture, ruminant animals, sewage and waste, landfills, and fossil fuel extraction, storage, transformation, transportation
and use (coal mining, gas and oil industries). Anthropogenic sources
are dominant over natural sources in top-down inversions (~65%) but
they are of the same magnitude in bottom-up models and inventories
(Table 6.8). Rice paddies emit between 33 to 40 Tg(CH4) yr–1 and 90%
of these emissions come from tropical Asia, with more than 50% from
China and India (Yan et al., 2009). Ruminant livestock, such as cattle,
sheep, goats, etc. produce CH4 by food fermentation in their anoxic
rumens with a total estimate of between 87 and 94 Tg(CH4) yr–1. Major
regional contributions of this flux come from India, China, Brazil and
the USA (EPA, 2006; Olivier and Janssens-Maenhout, 2012), EDGAR
v4.2. India, with the world’s largest livestock population emitted 11.8
Tg(CH4) yr–1 in 2003, including emission from enteric fermentation
(10.7 Tg(CH4) yr–1) and manure management (1.1 Tg(CH4) yr–1; Chhabra
et al., 2013). Methanogenesis in landfills, livestock manure and waste
waters produces between 67 and 90 Tg(CH4) yr–1 due to anoxic conditions and a high availability of acetate, CO2 and H2. Loss of natural
gas (~90% CH4) is the largest contributor to fossil fuel related fugitive
emissions, estimated between 85 and 105 Tg(CH4) yr–1 in the USA (EPA,
2006; Olivier and Janssens-Maenhout, 2012), EDGAR v4.2.
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6.3.3.3 Sinks of Atmospheric Methane
The main sink of atmospheric CH4 is its oxidation by OH radicals, a
chemical reaction that takes place mostly in the troposphere and stratosphere (Table 6.8). OH removes each year an amount of CH4 equivalent to 90% of all surface emissions (Table 6.8), that is, 9% of the total
burden of CH4 in the atmosphere, which defines a partial atmospheric
lifetime with respect to OH of 7 to 11 years for an atmospheric burden
of 4800 Tg(CH4) (4700 to 4900 TgCH4 as computed by Atmospheric
Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP)
atmospheric chemistry models in Voulgarakis et al. (2013), thus slightly
different from Figure 6.2; see Section 8.2.3.3 for ACCMIP models). A
recent estimate of the CH4 lifetime is 9.1 ± 0.9 years (Prather et al.,
2012). A small sink of atmospheric CH4 is suspected, but still debated,
in the marine boundary layer due to a chemical reaction with chlorine
(Allan et al., 2007). Another small sink is the reaction of CH4 with Cl
radicals and O(1D) in the stratosphere (Shallcross et al., 2007; Neef
et al., 2010). Finally, oxidation in upland soils (with oxygen) by methanotrophic bacterias removes about 9 to 47 Tg(CH4) yr–1 (Curry, 2007;
Dutaur and Verchot, 2007; Spahni et al., 2011; Ito and Inatomi, 2012).
There have been a number of published estimates of global OH concentrations and variations over the past decade (Prinn et al., 2001;
Dentener et al., 2003; Bousquet et al., 2005; Prinn et al., 2005; Rigby
et al., 2008; Montzka et al., 2011). The very short lifetime of OH makes
it almost impossible to measure directly global OH concentrations in
the atmosphere. Chemistry transport models (CTMs), chemistry climate
models (CCMs) or proxy methods have to be used to obtain a global
mean value and time variations. For the 2000s, CTMs and CCMs (Young
et al., 2013) estimate a global chemical loss of methane due to OH
of 604 Tg(CH4) yr–1 (509 to 764 Tg(CH4) yr–1). This loss is larger, albeit
compatible considering the large uncertainties, with a recent extensive analysis by Prather et al. (2012) inferring a global chemical loss of
554 ± 56 Tg(CH4) yr–1. Top-down inversions using methyl-chloroform
(MCF) measurements to infer OH provide a smaller chemical loss of
518 Tg(CH4) yr–1 with a more narrow range of 510 to 538 Tg(CH4) yr–1
in the 2000s. However, inversion estimates probably do not account for
all sources of uncertainties (Prather et al., 2012).
CCMs and CTMs simulate small interannual variations of OH radicals,
typically of 1 to 3% (standard deviation over a decade) due to a high
buffering of this radical by atmospheric photochemical reactions (Voulgarakis et al., 2013; Young et al., 2013). Atmospheric inversions show
much larger variations for the 1980s and the 1990s (5 to 10%), because
of their oversensitivity to uncertainties on MCF emissions, when measurements of this tracer are used to reconstruct OH (Montzka et al.,
2011), although reduced variations are inferred after 1998 by Prinn et
al. (2005). For the 2000s, the reduction of MCF in the atmosphere, due
to the Montreal protocol (1987) and its further amendments, allows
a consistent estimate of small OH variations between atmospheric
inversions (<±5%) and CCMs/CTMs (<±3%). However, the very low
atmospheric values reached by MCF (few ppt in 2010) impose the
need to find another tracer to reconstruct global OH in the upcoming
years. Finally, evidence for the role of changes in OH concentrations in
explaining the increase in atmospheric methane since 2007 is variable,
ranging from a significant contribution (Rigby et al., 2008) to only a
small role (Bousquet et al., 2011).
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6.3.3.4 Global Methane Budget for the 2000s
Based on the inversion of atmospheric measurements of CH4 from surface stations, global CH4 emissions for the 2000s are of 553 Tg(CH4)
yr–1, with a range of 526 to 569 Tg(CH4) yr–1 (Table 6.8). The total loss of
atmospheric methane is of 550 Tg(CH4) yr–1 with a range of 514 to 560
Tg(CH4) yr–1, determining a small imbalance of about 3 Tg(CH4) yr–1, in
line with the small growth rate of 6 Tg(CH4) yr–1 observed for the 2000s.
Based on bottom-up models and inventories, a larger global CH4 emissions of 678 Tg(CH4) yr–1 are found, mostly because of the still debated
upward re-evaluation of geological (Etiope et al., 2008) and freshwater (Walter et al., 2007; Bastviken et al., 2011) emission sources. An
averaged total loss of 632 Tg(CH4) yr–1 is found, by an ensemble of
Atmospheric Chemistry models (Lamarque et al., 2013) leading to an
imbalance of about 45 Tg(CH4) yr–1 during the 2000s, as compared
to the observed mean growth rate of 6 Tg(CH4) yr–1(Table 6.8; Dlugokencky et al., 2011). There is no constraint that applies to the sum of
emissions in the bottom-up approach, unlike for top-down inversions
when these have constrained OH fields (e.g., from MCF). Therefore,
top-down inversions can help constrain global CH4 emissions in the
global budget, although they do not resolve the same level of detail in
the mix of sources than the bottom-up approaches, and thus provide
more limited information about processes (Table 6.8).

6.3.4

6

Global Nitrogen Budgets and Global Nitrous
Oxide Budget in the 1990s

The atmospheric abundance of N2O has been increasing mainly as a
result of agricultural intensification to meet the food demand for a
growing human population. Use of synthetic fertiliser (primarily from
the Haber–Bosch process) and manure applications increase the production of N2O in soils and sediments, via nitrification and denitrification pathways, leading to increased N2O emissions to the atmosphere.
Increased emissions occur not only in agricultural fields, but also in
aquatic systems after nitrogen leaching and runoff, and in natural
soils and ocean surface waters as a result of atmospheric deposition
of nitrogen originating from agriculture, fossil fuel combustion and
industrial activities. Food production is likely responsible for 80% of
the increase in atmospheric N2O (Kroeze et al., 1999; Davidson, 2009;
Williams and Crutzen, 2010; Syakila and Kroeze, 2011; Zaehle et al.,
2011; Park et al., 2012), via the addition of nitrogen fertilisers. Global
emissions of N2O are difficult to estimate owing to heterogeneity in
space and time. Table 6.9 presents global emissions based on upscaling
of local flux measurements at the surface. Modelling of the atmospheric lifetime of N2O and atmospheric inversions constrain global and
regional N2O budgets (Hirsch et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2008; Rhee et
al., 2009; Prather et al., 2012), although there is uncertainty in these
estimates because of uncertainty in the dominant loss term of N2O,
that is, the destruction of N2O by photolysis and reaction with O(1D)
in the stratosphere. The long atmospheric lifetime of N2O (118 to 131
years, Volk et al., 1997; Hsu and Prather, 2010; Fleming et al., 2011; see
Chapter 8) implies that it will take more than a century before atmospheric abundances stabilise after the stabilization of global emissions.
This is of concern not only because of its contribution to the radiative
forcing (see Glossary), but also because of the relative importance of
N2O and other GHGs in affecting the ozone layer (Ravishankara et al.,
2009; Fleming et al., 2011).
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Since AR4 (Table 6.9 for the 1990s), a number of studies allow us to
update some of the N2O emission estimates. First and most importantly, the IPCC Guidelines were revised in 2006 (De Klein et al., 2007) and
in particular emission factors for estimating agricultural N2O emissions.
Applying these 2006 emission factors to global agricultural statistics
results in higher direct emissions from agriculture (from fertilised soils
and animal production) than in AR4, but into indirect emissions (associated with leaching and runoff of Nr resulting in N2O emissions from
groundwater, riparian zones and surface waters) that are considerably
lower than reported in AR4 (Table 6.9). It should be noted that emissions of N2O show large uncertainties when default emission factors
are applied at the global scale (Crutzen et al., 2008; Davidson, 2009;
Smith et al., 2012). Second, estimates of the anthropogenic source of
N2O from the open ocean have been made for the first time. These
emissions result from atmospheric deposition of anthropogenic Nr
(nitrogen oxides and ammonia/ammonium) (Duce et al., 2008; Suntharalingam et al., 2012). This anthropogenic ocean N2O source was
implicitly included as part of the natural ocean N2O source in AR4, but
is now given as a separate anthropogenic source of 0.2 (0.1 to 0.4)
TgN yr–1 in Table 6.9. Finally, a first estimate of global N2O uptake at
the surface is now available (Syakila et al., 2010; Syakila and Kroeze,
2011), based on reviews of measurements of N2O uptake in soils and
sediments (Chapuis-Lardy et al., 2007; Kroeze et al., 2007). The uncertainty in this sink of N2O is large. On the global scale, this surface sink
is negligible, but at the local scale it may not be irrelevant.

6.3.4.1 Atmosphere Nitrous Oxide Burden and Growth Rate
The concentration of N2O is currently 20% higher than pre-industrial
levels (Figure 6.11; MacFarling-Meure et al., 2006). Figure 6.19 shows
the annual growth rate of atmospheric N2O estimated from direct
measurements (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration –
Global Monitoring Division (NOAA–GMD) network of surface stations).
On decadal time scales, the concentration of N2O has been increasing
at a rate of 0.73 ± 0.03 ppb yr–1. The interannual variability in mid- to
high-latitude N2O abundance in both the NH and SH was found to correlate with the strength of the stratospheric Brewer–Dobson circulation (Nevison et al., 2011). Variability in stratosphere to troposphere air
mass exchange, coupled with the stratospheric N2O sink is likely to be
responsible for a fraction of the interannual variability in tropospheric
N2O, but the understanding of this process is poor (Huang et al., 2008).
This removal process signal is obscured in the SH by the timing of oceanic thermal and biological ventilation signals (Nevison et al., 2011)
and terrestrial sources (Ishijima et al., 2009). These two factors may
thus also be important determinants of seasonal and interannual variability of N2O in the atmosphere. Quantitative understanding of terrestrial N2O emissions variability is poor, although emissions are known
to be sensitive to soil water content (Ishijima et al., 2009). A first process model-based estimate suggests that the mainly climate-driven
variability in the terrestrial source may account for only 0.07 ppb yr–1
variability in atmospheric N2O growth rate, which would be difficult to
detect in the observed growth rate (Zaehle et al., 2011).
Most N2O is produced by biological (microbial) processes such as nitrification and denitrification in terrestrial and aquatic systems, including
rivers, estuaries, coastal seas and the open ocean (Table 6.9; Freing et
al., 2012). In general, more N2O is formed when more reactive nitrogen
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is available. The production of N2O shows large spatial and temporal
variability. Emission estimates for tropical regions and for aquatic systems are relatively uncertain. Inverse modelling studies show that the
errors in emissions are large, especially in (sub)-tropical regions (e.g.,
Hirsch et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2008). Emissions from rivers, estuaries and continental shelves have been the subject of debate for many
years (Seitzinger and Kroeze, 1998; De Klein et al., 2007). Recent studies confirm that rivers can be important sources of N2O, which could
be a reason to reconsider recent estimates of aquatic N2O emissions
(Beaulieu et al., 2011; Rosamond et al., 2012).

Table 6.9 does not include the formation of atmospheric N2O from
abiotic decomposition of ammonium nitrate in the presence of light,
appropriate relative humidity and a surface. This process recently has
been proposed as a potentially important source of N2O (Rubasinghege
et al., 2011); however, a global estimate does not yet exist. Table 6.9
indicates that the global N2O emissions in the mid-1990s amount to
17.5 (8.1 to 30.7) TgN (N2O) yr–1. The uncertainty range is consistent
with that of atmospheric inversions studies (14.1 to 17.8) by Huang et
al. (2008). The estimates of anthropogenic N2O emissions of Table 6.9
are in line with the top-down estimates by Prather et al. (2012) of 6.5
± 1.3 TgN (N2O) yr–1, and somewhat higher than their estimates for

Table 6.9 | Section 1 gives the global nitrogen budget (TgN yr–1): (a) creation of reactive nitrogen, (b) emissions of NOx, NH3 in 2000s to atmosphere, (c) deposition of nitrogen to
continents and oceans, (d) discharge of total nitrogen to coastal ocean and (e) conversion of Nr to N2 by denitrification. Section 2 gives the N2O budget for the year 2006, and for
the 1990s compared to AR4. Unit: Tg(N2O-N) yr–1.

SECTION 1 (NOy and NHx)
a. Conversion of N2 to Nr

2005

2005

References

Anthropogenic sources
Fossil fuel combustion

30 (27–33)

Fowler et al. (2013)

100 (95–100)

Galloway et al. (2008), Fowler et al. (2013)

24 (22–26)

Galloway et al. (2008), Fowler et al. (2013)

60 (50–70)

Herridge et al. (2008)

Haber–Bosch process
Fertiliser
Industrial feedstock
Biological nitrogen fixation (BNF)
Anthropogenic total

210

Natural sources
BNF, terrestrial
BNF, marine
Lightning

58 (50–100)

Vitousek et al. (2013)

160 (140–177)

Voss et al. (2013), Codispoti (2007)

4 (3–5)

AR4

Natural total

220

Total conversion of N2 to reactive N

440

b. Emissions to Atmosphere
NOx

NH3

Fossil fuel combustion industrial processes

28.3

0.5

Dentener et al. (2006)

Agriculture

3.7

30.4

Dentener et al. (2006)

Biomass and biofuel burning

5.5

9.2

Dentener et al. (2006)

37.5

40.1

7.3 (5–8)

2.4 (1–10)

AR4

—

8.2
(3.6)

AR4

Anthropogenic total
Natural sources
Soils under natural vegetation
Oceans
Lightning

4 (3–5)

—

AR4

Natural total

11.3

10.6

AR4

Total sources

48.8

50.7

NOy

NHx

Continents

27.1

36.1

Lamarque et al. (2010)

Oceans

19.8

17.0

Lamarque et al. (2010)

Total

46.9

53.1

c. Deposition from the Atmosphere

6

d. Discharge to Coastal Ocean
Surface water N flux

45

Mayorga et al. (2010), Seitzinger et al. (2010)

109 (101–118)

Bouwman et al. (2013)

e. Conversion of Nr to N2 by Denitrification
Continents

(continued on next page)
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Table 6.9 (continued)

SECTION 2 (N2O)
AR5 (2006/2011)

AR5 (mid-1990s)

AR4 (1990s)

Fossil fuel combustion and industrial processes

0.7 (0.2–1.8)a

0.7 (0.2–1.8)a

0.7 (0.2–1.8)

Agriculture

4.1 (1.7–4.8)

3.7 (1.7–4.8)

2.8(1.7–4.8)

Biomass and biofuel burning

0.7(0.2–1.0)a

0.7(0.2–1.0)a

0.7(0.2–1.0)

Human excreta

0.2 (0.1–0.3)a

0.2 (0.1–0.3)a

0.2 (0.1–0.3)

Rivers, estuaries, coastal zones

0.6 (0.1–2.9)c

0.6 (0.1–2.9)c

1.7(0.5–2.9)

Atmospheric deposition on land

d

0.4 (0.3–0.9)

0.4 (0.3–0.9)d

0.6 (0.3–0.9)

Atmospheric deposition on ocean

0.2 (0.1–0.4)e

0.2 (0.1–0.4)e

—

Surface sink

Anthropogenic sources

b

b

–0.01 (0– -1)

–0.01 (0– -1)

—

6.9 (2.7–11.1)

6.5 (2.7–11.1)

6.7 (2.7–11.1)

Soils under natural vegetation

6.6 (3.3–9.0)

6.6 (3.3–9.0)

6.6 (3.3–9.0)

Oceans

3.8(1.8–9.4)

3.8(1.8–9.4)

3.8(1.8–5.8)

—

—

—

Atmospheric chemistry

0.6 (0.3–1.2)

0.6 (0.3–1.2)

0.6 (0.3–1.2)

Total natural sources

f

Total anthropogenic sources

f

Natural sourcesa

Lightning

11.0 (5.4–19.6)

11.0 (5.4–19.6)

11.0 (5.4–19.6)

Total natural + anthropogenic sources

17.9 (8.1–30.7)

17.5 (8.1–30.7)

17.7 (8.5–27.7)

Stratospheric sink

14.3 (4.3–27.2)g

Observed growth rate
Global top-down (year 2011)
Burden (Tg N)
Atmospheric Loss

3.61 (3.5–3.8)h
i

1553
11.9±0.9

Atmospheric Increase

4.0±0.5

Total Source

15.8±1.0

Natural Source

9.1±1.0

Anthropogenic Source

6.7±1.3

Notes:
a
All units for N2O fluxes are in TgN (N2O) yr–1 as in AR4 (not based on 2006 IPCC Guidelines). Lower end of range in the natural ocean from Rhee et al. (2009); higher end of the range from Bianchi
et al. (2012) and Olivier and Janssens-Maenhout (2012); natural soils in line with Stocker et al. (2013).
b
Direct soil emissions and emissions from animal production; calculated following 2006 IPCC Guidelines (Syakila and Kroeze, 2011); range from AR4 (Olivier and Janssens-Maenhout, 2012).
c
Following 2006 IPCC Guidelines (Kroeze et al., 2010; Syakila and Kroeze, 2011). Higher end of range from AR4; lower end of range from 1996 IPCC Guidelines (Mosier et al., 1998). Note that a
recent study indicates that emissions from rivers may be underestimated in the IPCC assessments (Beaulieu et al., 2011).
d
Following 2006 IPCC Guidelines (Syakila and Kroeze, 2011).
e
Suntharalingam et al. (2012).
f
Syakila et al. (2010).
g
The stratospheric sink regroups losses via photolysis and reaction with O(1D) that account for 90% and 10% of the sink, respectively (Minschwaner et al., 1993). The global magnitude of the
stratospheric sink was adjusted in order to be equal to the difference between the total sources and the observed growth rate. This value falls within literature estimates (Volk et al., 1997).
h
Data from Sections 6.1 and 6.3 (see Figure 6.4c). The range on the observed growth rate in this table is given by the 90% confidence interval of Figure 6.4c.
i
Based on Prather et al. (2012), updated to 2011 (Table 2.1) and used in Chapter 11 projections; uncertainties evaluated as 68% confidence intervals, N2O budget reduced based on recently
published longer lifetimes of 131±10 yrs, see Annex II.2.3 and II.4.3.
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natural (9.1 ± 1.3 TgN (N2O) yr–1) and total (15.7 ± 1.1 TgN (N2O) yr–1)
emissions. Anthropogenic emissions have steadily increased over the
last two decades and were 6.9 (2.7 to 11.1) TgN (N2O) yr–1 in 2006,
or 6% higher than the value in mid-1990s (Davidson, 2009; Zaehle et
al., 2011) (see also Figure 6.4c). Overall, anthropogenic N2O emissions
are now a factor of 8 greater than their estimated level in 1900. These
trends are consistent with observed increases in atmospheric N2O
(Syakila et al., 2010). Human activities strongly influence the source of
N2O, as nitrogen fertiliser used in agriculture is now the main source
of nitrogen for nitrification and denitrification (Opdyke et al., 2009).
Nitrogen stable isotope ratios confirm that fertilised soils are primar512

ily responsible for the historic increase in N2O (Röckmann and Levin,
2005; Sutka et al., 2006; Park et al., 2012).

6.3.4.2 Sensitivity of Nitrous Oxide Fluxes to Climate and
Elevated Carbon Dioxide
Previous studies suggested a considerable positive feedback between
N2O and climate (Khalil and Rasmussen, 1989) supported by observed
glacial–interglacial increases of ~70 ppb in atmospheric N2O (Flückiger et al., 1999). Climate change influences marine and terrestrial N2O
sources, but their individual contribution and even the sign of their
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response to long-term climate variations are difficult to estimate (see
Section 6.2). Simulations by terrestrial biosphere models suggest a
moderate increase of global N2O emissions with recent climate changes, related mainly to changes in land temperature (Zaehle and Dalmonech, 2011; Xu-Ri et al., 2012), thus suggesting a possible positive feedback to the climate system. Nonetheless, the recent change
in atmospheric N2O is largely dominated to anthropogenic reactive
nitrogen (Nr) and industrial emissions (Holland et al., 2005; Davidson, 2009; Zaehle and Dalmonech, 2011). Stocker et al. (2013) have
found, using a global coupled model of climate and biogeochemical
cycles, that future climate change will amplify terrestrial N2O emissions
resulting from anthropogenic Nr additions, consistent with empirical
understanding (Butterbach-Bahl and Dannenmann, 2011). This result
suggests that the use of constant emission factors might underestimate future N2O emission trajectories. Significant uncertainty remains
in the N2O–climate feedback from land ecosystems, given the poorly
known response of emission processes to the changes in seasonal and

1.2

1980

frequency distribution of precipitation, and also because agricultural
emissions themselves may also be sensitive to climate.
N2O production will be affected by climate change through the effects
on the microbial nitrification and denitrification processes (Barnard et
al., 2005; Singh et al., 2010; Butterbach-Bahl and Dannenmann, 2011).
Warming experiments tend to show enhanced N2O emission (Lohila et
al., 2010; Brown et al., 2011; Chantarel et al., 2011; Larsen et al., 2011).
Elevated CO2 predominantly increases N2O emissions(van Groenigen et
al., 2011); however, reductions have also been observed (Billings et al.,
2002; Mosier et al., 2002), induced by changes in soil moisture, plant
productivity and nitrogen uptake, as well as activity and composition
of soil microbial and fungal communities (Barnard et al., 2005; Singh
et al., 2010). The effect of interacting climate and atmospheric CO2
change modulates and potentially dampens the individual responses
to each driver (Brown et al., 2011). A terrestrial biosphere model that
integrates the interacting effects of temperature, moisture and CO2
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(ppb yr-1)

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
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Figure 6.19 | (Top) Globally averaged growth rate of atmospheric N2O in ppb yr–1 representative for the marine boundary layer. (Bottom) Atmospheric growth rate of N2O as a
function of latitude. Sufficient observations are available only since the year 2002. Observations from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration–Earth System Research
Laboratory (NOAA–ESRL) network (Masarie and Tans, 1995; Dlugokencky and Tans, 2013b).
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changes is capable of qualitatively reproducing the observed sensitivities to these factors and their combinations (Xu-Ri et al., 2012). Thawing permafrost soils under particular hydrological settings may liberate
reactive nitrogen and turn into significant sources of N2O; however,
the global significance of this source is not established (Elberling et
al., 2010).

coupled carbon–climate models (Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Plattner et
al., 2008) and within each model parametrizations (Falloon et al., 2011;
Booth et al., 2012; Higgins and Harte, 2012). This uncertainty on the
coupling between carbon cycle and climate is of comparable magnitude to the uncertainty caused by physical climate processes discussed
in Chapter 12 of this Report (Denman et al., 2007; Gregory et al., 2009;
Huntingford et al., 2009).

6.3.4.3 Global Nitrogen Budget
For base year 2010, anthropogenic activities created ~210 (190 to 230)
TgN of reactive nitrogen Nr from N2. This human-caused creation of
reactive nitrogen in 2010 is at least 2 times larger than the rate of natural terrestrial creation of ~58 TgN (50 to 100 TgN yr–1) (Table 6.9, Section 1a). Note that the estimate of natural terrestrial biological fixation
(58 TgN yr–1) is lower than former estimates (100 TgN yr–1, Galloway
et al., 2004), but the ranges overlap, 50 to 100 TgN yr–1, vs. 90 to 120
TgN yr–1, respectively). Of this created reactive nitrogen, NOx and NH3
emissions from anthropogenic sources are about fourfold greater than
natural emissions (Table 6.9, Section 1b). A greater portion of the NH3
emissions is deposited to the continents rather than to the oceans, relative to the deposition of NOy, due to the longer atmospheric residence
time of the latter. These deposition estimates are lower limits, as they
do not include organic nitrogen species. New model and measurement
information (Kanakidou et al., 2012) suggests that incomplete inclusion of emissions and atmospheric chemistry of reduced and oxidized
organic nitrogen components in current models may lead to systematic underestimates of total global reactive nitrogen deposition by up
to 35% (Table 6.9, Section 1c). Discharge of reactive nitrogen to the
coastal oceans is ~45 TgN yr–1 (Table 6.9, Section 1d). Denitrification
converts Nr back to atmospheric N2. The current estimate for the production of atmospheric N2 is 110 TgN yr–1 (Bouwman et al., 2013). Thus
of the ~280 TgN yr–1 of Nr from anthropogenic and natural sources,
~40% gets converted to N2 each year. The remaining 60% is stored in
terrestrial ecosystems, transported by rivers and by atmospheric transport and deposition to the ocean, or emitted as N2O (a small fraction of
total Nr only despite the important forcing of increasing N2O emissions
for climate change). For the oceans, denitrification producing atmospheric N2 is 200 to 400 TgN yr–1, which is larger than the current uptake
of atmospheric N2 by ocean biological fixation of 140 to 177 TgN yr–1
(Table 6.9 Section 1e; Figure 6.4a).
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6.4

Projections of Future Carbon and Other
Biogeochemical Cycles

6.4.1

Introduction

In this section, we assess coupled model projections of changes in the
evolution of CO2, CH4 and N2O fluxes, and hence the role of carbon and
other biogeochemical cycles in future climate under socioeconomic
emission scenarios (see Box 6.4). AR4 reported how climate change
can affect the natural carbon cycle in a way that could feed back
onto climate itself. A comparison of 11 coupled climate–carbon cycle
models of different complexity (Coupled Carbon Cycle Climate–Model
Intercomparison Project (C4MIP); Friedlingstein et al., 2006) showed
that all 11 models simulated a positive feedback. There is substantial
quantitative uncertainty in future CO2 and temperature, both across
514

Other biogeochemical cycles and feedbacks play an important role in
the future of the climate system, although the carbon cycle represents
the strongest of these. Natural CH4 emissions from wetland and fires
are sensitive to climate change (Sections 6.2, 6.4.7 and 6.3.3.2). The
fertilising effects of nitrogen deposition and rising CO2 also affect CH4
emissions by wetlands through increased plant productivity (Stocker
et al., 2013). Changes in the nitrogen cycle, in addition to interactions
with CO2 sources and sinks, are very likely to affect the emissions of
N2O both on land and from the ocean (Sections 6.3.4.2 and 6.4.6)
and potentially on the rate of CH4 oxidation (Gärdenäs et al., 2011). A
recent review highlighted the complexity of terrestrial biogeochemical
feedbacks on climate change (Arneth et al., 2010) and used the methodology of Gregory et al. (2009) to express their magnitude in common
units of W m–2 °C–1 (Figure 6.20). A similar degree of complexity exists
in the ocean and in interactions between land, atmosphere and ocean
cycles. Many of these processes are not yet represented in coupled
climate–biogeochemistry models. Leuzinger et al. (2011) observed a
trend from manipulation experiments for higher-order interactions
between feedbacks to reduce the magnitude of response. Confidence
in the magnitude, and sometimes even the sign, of many of these feedbacks between climate and carbon and other biogeochemical cycles
is low.
The response of land and ocean carbon storage to changes in climate,
atmospheric CO2 and other anthropogenic activities (e.g., land use
change; Table 6.2) varies strongly on different time scales. This chapter
has assessed carbon cycle changes across many time scales from millennial (see Section 6.2) to interannual and seasonal (see Section 6.3),
and these are summarized in Table 6.10. A common result is that an
increase in atmospheric CO2 will always lead to an increase in land and
ocean carbon storage, all other things being held constant. Cox et al.
(2013) find an empirical relationship between short-term interannual
variability and long-term land tropical carbon cycle sensitivity that may
offer an observational constraint on the climate–carbon cycle response
over the next century. Generally, however, changes in climate on different time scales do not lead to a consistent sign and magnitude of
the response in carbon storage change owing to the many different
mechanisms that operate. Thus, changes in carbon cycling on one time
scale cannot be extrapolated to make projections on different time
scales, but can provide valuable information on the processes at work
and can be used to evaluate and improve models.

6.4.2

Carbon Cycle Feedbacks in Climate Modelling
Intercomparison Project Phase 5 Models

6.4.2.1 Global Analysis
The carbon cycle response to future climate and CO2 changes can be
viewed as two strong and opposing feedbacks (Gregory et al., 2009).
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The climate–carbon response (γ) determines changes in carbon storage
due to changes in climate, and the concentration–carbon response (β)
determines changes in storage due to elevated CO2. Climate–carbon
cycle feedback responses have been analyzed for eight CMIP5 ESMs
that performed idealised simulations involving atmospheric CO2
increasing at a prescribed rate of 1% yr–1 (Arora et al., 2013; Box 6.4).
There is high confidence that increased atmospheric CO2 will lead to
increased land and ocean carbon uptake but by an uncertain amount.
Models agree on the sign of land and ocean response to rising CO2 but
show only medium and low agreement for the magnitude of ocean and
land carbon uptake respectively (Figure 6.21). Future climate change
will decrease land and ocean carbon uptake compared to the case
with constant climate (medium confidence). Models agree on the sign,
globally, of land and ocean response to climate change but show low
agreement on the magnitude of this response, especially for the land.

Land C response to CO2

Land and ocean carbon uptake may differ in sign between different
regions and between models (Section 6.4.2.3). Inclusion of nitrogen
cycle processes in two of the land carbon cycle model components out
of these eight reduces the magnitude of the sensitivity to both CO2 and
climate (Section 6.4.6.3) and increases the spread across the CMIP5
ensemble. The CMIP5 spread in ocean sensitivity to CO2 and climate
appears reduced compared with C4MIP.
The role of the idealised experiment presented here is to study model
processes and understand what causes the differences between models.
Arora et al. (2013) assessed the global carbon budget from these idealised simulations and found that the CO2 contribution to changes in
land and ocean carbon storage sensitivity is typically four to five times
larger than the sensitivity to climate across the CMIP5 ESMs. The land
carbon-climate response (γ) is larger than the ocean carbon–climate
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Figure 6.20 | A synthesis of the magnitude of biogeochemical feedbacks on climate. Gregory et al. (2009) proposed a framework for expressing non-climate feedbacks in common
units (W m–2 °C–1) with physical feedbacks, and Arneth et al. (2010) extended this beyond carbon cycle feedbacks to other terrestrial biogeochemical feedbacks. The figure shows
the results compiled by Arneth et al. (2010), with ocean carbon feedbacks from the C4MIP coupled climate–carbon models used for AR4 also added. Some further biogeochemical
feedbacks are also shown but this list is not exhaustive. Black dots represent single estimates, and coloured bars denote the simple mean of the dots with no weighting or assessment being made to likelihood of any single estimate. There is low confidence in the magnitude of the feedbacks in the lower portion of the figure, especially for those with few, or
only one, dot. The role of nitrogen limitation on terrestrial carbon sinks is also shown—this is not a separate feedback, but rather a modulation to the climate–carbon and concentration–carbon feedbacks. These feedback metrics are also to be state or scenario dependent and so cannot always be compared like-for-like (see Section 6.4.2.2). Results have been
compiled from (a) Arneth et al. (2010), (b) Friedlingstein et al. (2006), (c) Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model 2-Earth System (HadGEM2-ES, Collins et al., 2011) simulations,
(d) Burke et al. (2013), (e) von Deimling et al. (2012), (f) Stocker et al. (2013), (g) Stevenson et al. (2006). Note the different x-axis scale for the lower portion of the figure.
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Box 6.4 | Climate–Carbon Cycle Models and Experimental Design
What are coupled climate–carbon cycle models and why do we need them?
Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCMs; see Glossary) have long been used for making climate projections, and
have formed the core of previous IPCC climate projection chapters (e.g., Meehl et al. (2007); see also Chapters 1, 9 and 12). For the 5th
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5), many models now have an interactive carbon cycle. What exactly does this mean,
how do they work and how does their use differ from previous climate models? AOGCMs typically represent the physical behaviour
of the atmosphere and oceans but atmospheric composition, such as the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere, is prescribed as an input
to the model. This approach neglects the fact that changes in climate might affect the natural biogeochemical cycles, which control
atmospheric composition, and so there is a need to represent these processes in climate projections.
At the core of coupled climate–carbon cycle models is the physical climate model, but additional components of land and ocean
biogeochemistry respond to the changes in the climate conditions to influence in return the atmospheric CO2 concentration. Input to
themodels comes in the form of anthropogenic CO2 emissions, which can increase the CO2 and then the natural carbon cycle exchanges
CO2 between the atmosphere and land and ocean components. These ‘climate–carbon cycle models’ (‘Earth System Models’, ESMs; see
Glossary) provide a predictive link between fossil fuel CO2 emissions and future CO2 concentrations and climate and are an important
part of the CMIP5 experimental design (Hibbard et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2012).
Apart from Earth System GCMs, so-called Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) are often used to perform similar
experiments (Claussen et al., 2002; Plattner et al., 2008). EMICs have reduced resolution or complexity but run much more quickly and
can be used for longer experiments or large ensembles.
How are these models used?
The capability of ESMs to simulate carbon cycle processes and feedbacks, and in some models other biogeochemical cycles, allows for
a greater range of quantities to be simulated such as changes in natural carbon stores, fluxes or ecosystem functioning. There may also
be applications where it is desirable for a user to predefine the pathway of atmospheric CO2 and prescribe it as a forcing to the ESMs.
Thus, numerical simulations with ESM models can be either ‘concentration driven’ or ‘emissions driven’.
Concentration-driven simulations follow the ‘traditional’ approach of prescribing the time-evolution of atmospheric CO2 as an input to
the model. This is shown schematically in Box 6.4 Figure 1 (left-hand side). Atmospheric CO2 concentration is prescribed as input to the
model from a given scenario and follows a predefined pathway regardless of changes in the climate or natural carbon cycle processes.
The processes between the horizontal dashed lines in the figure represent the model components which are calculated during the
concentration-driven simulation. Externally prescribed changes in atmospheric CO2 concentration, which drive climate change, affect
land and ocean carbon storage. By construction, changes in land and ocean storage, however, do not feed back on the atmospheric CO2
concentration or on climate. The changes in natural carbon fluxes and stores are output by the model.
So-called ‘compatible fossil fuel emissions’, E, can be diagnosed afterwards from mass conservation by calculating the residual between
the prescribed CO2 pathway and the natural fluxes:
dCO 2
													(6.1)
E = dt
+ (land_carbon_uptake + ocean_carbon_uptake)
prescribed
Land use change emissions cannot be diagnosed separately from a single simulation (see Section 6.4.3.2).
Emissions-driven simulations allow the full range of interactions in the models to operate and determine the evolution of atmospheric
CO2 and climate as an internal part of the simulation itself (Box 6.4, Figure 1, right-hand side). In this case emissions of CO2 are the
externally prescribed input to the model and the subsequent changes in atmospheric CO2 concentration are simulated by it.

6

In emissions-driven experiments, the global atmospheric CO2 growth rate is calculated within the model as a result of the net balance
between the anthropogenic emissions, E, and natural fluxes:
dCO 2
													(6.2)
dt simulated = E – (land_carbon_uptake + ocean_carbon_uptake)
The effect of climate change on the natural carbon cycle will manifest itself either through changes in atmospheric CO2 in the emissions-driven experiments or in the compatible emissions in the concentration-driven experiments.
(continued on next page)
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Box 6.4 (continued)

Concentration Driven

Emissions Driven

Atmospheric
CO2

Atmospheric
CO2

Climate System

Climate System

Land
Carbon
Cycle

Ocean
Carbon
Cycle

Output

Land
Carbon
Cycle

Ocean
Carbon
Cycle

Internal model processes

Internal model processes

CO2 emissions

Output

Box 6.4, Figure 1 | Schematic representation of carbon cycle numerical experimental design. Concentration-driven (left) and emissions-driven (right) simulation
experiments make use of the same Earth System Models (ESMs), but configured differently. Concentration-driven simulations prescribe atmospheric CO2 as a predefined input to the climate and carbon cycle model components, but their output does not affect the CO2. Compatible emissions can be calculated from the output
of the concentration-driven simulations. Emissions-driven simulations prescribe CO2 emissions as the input and atmospheric CO2 is an internally calculated element
of the ESM.

Concentration-driven simulation experiments have the advantage that they can also be performed by GCMs without an interactivecarbon cycle and have been used extensively in previous assessments (e.g., Prentice et al., 2001). For this reason, most of the Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) simulations (see Chapter 1) presented later in this chapter with carbon cycle models and in
Chapter 12 with models that do not all have an interactive carbon cycle are performed this way. Emissions-driven simulations have the
advantage of representing the full range of interactions in the coupled climate–carbon cycle models. The RCP8.5 pathway was repeated
by many ESM models as an emissions-driven simulation (Chapter 12).
Feedback Analysis
The ESMs are made up of many ‘components’, corresponding to different processes or aspects of the system. To understand their behaviour, techniques have been applied to assess different aspects of the models’ sensitivities (Friedlingstein et al., 2003, 2006; Arora et al.,
2013). The two dominant emerging interactions are the sensitivity of the carbon cycle to changes in CO2 and its sensitivity to changes
in climate. These can be measured using two metrics: ‘beta’ (β) measures the strength of changes in carbon fluxes by land or ocean in
response to changes in atmospheric CO2; ‘gamma’ (γ) measures the strength of changes in carbon fluxes by land or ocean in response
to changes in climate. These metrics can be calculated as cumulative changes in carbon storage (as in Friedlingstein et al., 2006) or
instantaneous rates of change (Arora et al., 2013).

6

It is not possible to calculate these sensitivities in a single simulation, so it is necessary to perform ‘decoupled’ simulations in which some
processes in the models are artificially disabled in order to be able to evaluate the changes in other processes. See Table 1 in Box 6.4.
(continued on next page)
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Box 6.4 (continued)

A large positive value of β denotes that a model responds to increasing CO2 by simulating large increases in natural carbon sinks.
Negative values of γ denote that a model response to climate warming is to reduce CO2 uptake from the atmosphere, while a positive
value means warming acts to increase CO2 uptake. β and γ values are not specified in a model, but are properties that emerge from
the suite of complex processes represented in the model. The values of the β and γ metrics diagnosed from simulations can vary from
place to place within the same model (see Section 6.4.2.3), although it is the average over the whole globe that determines the global
extent of the climate–carbon cycle feedback.
Such an idealised analysis framework should be seen as a technique for assessing relative sensitivities of models and understanding their differences, rather than as absolute measures of invariant system properties. By design, these experiments exclude land use
change.
The complex ESMs have new components and new processes beyond conventional AO GCMs and thus require additional evaluation
to assess their ability to make climate projections. Evaluation of the carbon cycle model components of ESMs is presented in Section
6.3.2.5.6 for ocean carbon models and Section 6.3.2.6.6 for land carbon models. Evaluation of the fully coupled ESMs is presented in
Chapter 9.
Box 6.4, Table 1 | Configurations of simulations designed for feedback analysis by allowing some carbon–climate interactions to operate but holding others
constant. The curves denote whether increasing or constant CO2 values are input to the radiation and carbon cycle model components. In a fully coupled simulation,
the carbon cycle components of the models experience both changes in atmospheric CO2 (see Box 6.3 on fertilisation) and changes in climate. In ‘biogeochemically’
coupled experiments, the atmospheric radiation experiences constant CO2 (i.e., the radiative forcing of increased CO2 is not activated in the simulation) whereas the
carbon cycle model components experience increasing CO2. This experiment quantifies the strength of the effect of rising CO2 concentration alone on the carbon cycle
(β). In a radiatively coupled experiment, the climate model’s radiation scheme experiences an increase in the radiative forcing of CO2 (and hence produces a change
in climate) but CO2 concentration is kept fixed to pre-industrial value as input to the carbon cycle model components. This simulation quantifies the effect of climate
change alone on the carbon cycle (γ).

CO2 input to
radiation scheme

6
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Fully coupled
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coupled
‘esmFixClim’

Isolates the carbon-cycle response to CO2
(β) for land and oceans
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change (γ) for land and for oceans
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response in all models. Although land and ocean contribute equally to
the total carbon–concentration response (β), the model spread in the
land response is greater than for the ocean.

6.4.2.2 Scenario Dependence of Feedbacks
The values of carbon-cycle feedback metrics can vary markedly for
different scenarios and as such cannot be used to compare model
simulations over different time periods, nor to inter-compare model
simulations with different scenarios (Arora et al., 2013). Gregory et al.
(2009) demonstrated how sensitive the feedback metrics are to the
rate of change of CO2 for two models: faster rates of CO2 increase lead
to reduced β values as the carbon uptake (especially in the ocean) lags
further behind the forcing. γ is much less sensitive to the scenario, as
both global temperature and carbon uptake lag the forcing.

6.4.2.3 Regional Feedback Analysis
The linear feedback analysis with the β and γ metrics of Friedlingstein
et al. (2006) has been applied at the regional scale to future carbon
uptake by Roy et al. (2011) and Yoshikawa et al. (2008). Figure 6.22
shows this analysis extended to land and ocean points for the CMIP5
models under the 1% yr–1 CO2 simulations.
6.4.2.3.1

Regional ocean response

Increased CO2 is projected by the CMIP5 models to increase oceanic
CO2 sinks almost everywhere (positive β) (high confidence) with the
exception of some very limited areas (Figure 6.22). The spatial distribution of the CO2 ocean response, βo, is consistent between the models
and with the Roy et al. (2011) analysis. On average, the regions with

Table 6.10 | Comparison of the sign and magnitude of changes in carbon storage (PgC) by land and ocean over different time scales. These changes are shown as approximate
numbers to allow a comparison across time scales. For more details see the indicated chapter section. An indication, where known, of what causes these changes (climate, CO2, land
use change) is also given with an indication of the sign: ‘+’ means that an increase in CO2 or global-mean temperature is associated with an increase in carbon storage (positive β
or γ; see Section 6.4.2), and a ‘–’ means an increase in CO2 or global-mean temperature is associated with a decrease in carbon storage (negative β or γ). The processes that operate to drive these changes can vary markedly, for example, from seasonal phenology of vegetation to long-term changes in ice sheet cover or ocean circulation impacting carbon
reservoirs. Some of these processes are ‘reversible’ in the context that they can increase and decrease cyclically, whereas some are ‘irreversible’ in the context that changes in one
sense might be much longer than in the opposite direction.

Time Period

Duration

Land
Climate

Seasonal cycle

Weeks to months

CO2

Ocean
Land Use

3–8a

CO2

2

1

+
Interannual
variability

Months to years

Historical
(1750–Present)

Decades to
centuries

21st Century

Decades to
centuries

2–4b

1

0.2

–

+

+

2

155

?

+

150c

Holocene

10 kyr

100–400d

+5

Pulse i, 100 PgC

1 kyr

100–600d
–

6.3.2.5.4

6.3.2.5.3, Table 6.1

6.4.3
+

+2 to +30

6.2.3

+
+300

+
>10 kyr

–100 to +100e
+

–

Last Glacial
Maximum/
glacial cycles

–180
+

–
Century

6.3.2.5.1

+

–

Little Ice
Age (LIA) f

Section

Climate

–50 to –150

+270 to –220g

6.2.2

–500 to –1200h

6.2.1

+
+300 to +1000h

+

+
+0 to +35

–
n/a

+

+
+48 to +75

–

6.2.2
+

Notes:
a
Dominated by northern mid to high latitudes.
b
Dominated by the tropics.
c
‘Residual land sink’, Table 6.1.
d
Varies widely according to scenario. Climate effect estimated separately for RCP4.5 as –157 PgC (combined land and ocean), but not for other scenarios.
e
Future scenarios may increase or decrease area of anthropogenic land use.
f
Little Ice Age, 1500–1750.
g
Shown here are two competing drivers of Holocene ocean carbon changes: carbonate accumulation on shelves (coral growth) and carbonate compensation to pre-Holocene changes. These are
discussed in Section 6.2.2.
h
Defined as positive if increasing from LGM to present, negative if decreasing.
i
Idealised simulations with models to assess the response of the global carbon cycle to a sudden release of 100 PgC.
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Figure 6.21 | Comparison of carbon cycle feedback metrics between the C4MIP ensemble of seven GCMs and four EMICs under the Special Report on Emission Scenario-A2
(SRES-A2) (Friedlingstein et al., 2006) and the eight CMIP5 models (Arora et al., 2013) under the 140-year 1% CO2 increase per year scenario. Black dots represent a single model
simulation and coloured bars the mean of the multi-model results; grey dots are used for models with a coupled terrestrial nitrogen cycle. The comparison with C4MIP is for context,
but these metrics are known to be variable across different scenarios and rates of change (see Section 6.4.2.2). Some of the CMIP5 models are derived from models that contributed
to C4MIP and some are new to this analysis. Table 6.11 lists the main attributes of each CMIP5 model used in this analysis. The SRES A2 scenario is closer in rate of change to a
0.5% yr–1 scenario and as such it should be expected that the CMIP5 γ terms are comparable, but the β terms are likely to be around 20% smaller for CMIP5 than for C4MIP due to
lags in the ability of the land and ocean to respond to higher rates of CO2 increase (Gregory et al., 2009). This dependence on scenario (Section 6.4.2.2) reduces confidence in any
quantitative statements of how CMIP5 carbon cycle feedbacks differ from C4MIP. CMIP5 models used: Max Planck Institute–Earth System Model–Low Resolution (MPI–ESM–LR),
Beijing Climate Center–Climate System Model 1 (BCC–CSM1), Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model 2–Earth System (HadGEM2–ES), Institute Pierre Simon Laplace–Coupled
Model 5A–Low Resolution (IPSL–CM5A–LR), Canadian Earth System Model 2 (CanESM2), Norwegian Earth System Model– intermediate resolution with carbon cycle (NorESM–
ME), Community Earth System Model 1–Biogeochemical (CESM1–BGC), Model for Interdisciplinary Research On Climate–Earth System Model (MIROC–ESM).
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the strongest increase of oceanic CO2 sinks in response to higher
atmospheric CO2 are the North Atlantic and the Southern Oceans. The
magnitude and distribution of βo in the ocean closely resemble the
distribution of historical anthropogenic CO2 flux from inversion studies
and forward modelling studies (Gruber et al., 2009), with the dominant
anthropogenic CO2 uptake in the Southern Ocean (Section 6.3.2.5).
Climate warming is projected by the CMIP5 models to reduce oceanic
carbon uptake in most oceanic regions (negative γ) (medium confidence) consistent with the Roy et al. (2011) analysis (Figure 6.22).
This sensitivity of ocean CO2 sinks to climate, γo, is mostly negative
(i.e., a reduced regional ocean CO2 sink in response to climate change)
but with regions of positive values in the Arctic, the Antarctic and in
the equatorial Pacific (i.e., climate change increases ocean CO2 sink in
these regions). The North Atlantic Ocean and the mid-latitude Southern
520

Ocean have the largest negative γo values. Reduced CO2 uptake in
response to climate change in the sub-polar Southern Ocean and the
tropical regions has been attributed to warming induced decreased
CO2 solubility, reduced CO2 uptake in the mid latitudes to decreased
CO2 solubility and decreased water mass formation which reduces the
absorption of anthropogenic CO2 in intermediate and deep waters (Roy
et al., 2011). Increased uptake in the Arctic Ocean and the polar Southern Ocean is partly associated with a reduction in the fractional sea ice
coverage (Roy et al., 2011).
6.4.2.3.2

Regional land response

Increased CO2 is projected by the CMIP5 models to increase land CO2
sinks everywhere (positive β) (medium confidence). This response, βL,
has the largest values over tropical land, in humid rather than arid
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Table 6.11 | CMIP5 model descriptions in terms of carbon cycle attributes and processes.
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a. Regional carbon-concentration feedback
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Figure 6.22 | The spatial distributions of multi-model-mean land and ocean β and γ for seven CMIP5 models using the concentration-driven idealised 1% yr–1 CO2 simulations.
For land and ocean, β and γ are defined from changes in terrestrial carbon storage and changes in air–sea integrated fluxes respectively, from 1 × CO2 to 4 × CO2, relative to global
(not local) CO2 and temperature change. In the zonal mean plots, the solid lines show the multi-model mean and shaded areas denote ±1 standard deviation. Models used: Beijing
Climate Center–Climate System Model 1 (BCC–CSM1), Canadian Earth System Model 2 (CanESM2), Community Earth System Model 1–Biogeochemical (CESM1–BGC), Hadley
Centre Global Environmental Model 2–Earth System (HadGEM2–ES), Institute Pierre Simon Laplace– Coupled Model 5A–Low Resolution (IPSL–CM5A-LR), Max Planck Institute–
Earth System Model–Low Resolution (MPI–ESM–LR), Norwegian Earth System Model 1 (Emissions capable) (NorESM1–ME). The dashed lines show the models that include a land
carbon component with an explicit representation of nitrogen cycle processes (CESM1-BGC, NorESM1-ME).
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regions, associated with enhanced carbon uptake in forested areas of
already high biomass. In the zonal totals, there is a secondary peak of
high βL values over NH temperate and boreal ecosystems, partly due to
a greater land area there but also coincident with large areas of forest.
Models agree on the sign of response but have low agreement on the
magnitude.
The climate effect alone is projected by the CMIP5 models to reduce
land CO2 sinks in tropics and mid latitudes (negative γ) (medium
confidence). CMIP5 models show medium agreement that warming
may increase land carbon uptake in high latitudes but none of these
models include representation of permafrost carbon pools which are
projected to decrease in warmer conditions (Section 6.4.3.3); therefore confidence is low regarding the sign and magnitude of future
high-latitude land carbon response to climate change. Matthews et
al. (2005) showed that vegetation productivity is the major cause of
C4MIP model spread, but this manifests itself as changes in soil organic matter (Jones and Falloon, 2009).

6.4.3

Implications of the Future Projections for the
Carbon Cycle and Compatible Emissions

6.4.3.1 The RCP Future Carbon Dioxide Concentration
and Emissions Scenarios
The CMIP5 simulations include four future scenarios referred to as
Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs; see Glossary) (Moss
et al., 2010): RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0, RCP8.5 (see Chapter 1). These
future scenarios include CO2 concentration and emissions, and have
been generated by four Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) and are
labelled according to the approximate global radiative forcing level at
2100. These scenarios are described in more detail in Chapter 1 (Box
1.1) and Section 12.3 and also documented in Annex II.
van Vuuren et al. (2011) showed that the basic climate and carbon cycle
responses of IAMs is generally consistent with the spread of climate and
carbon cycle responses from ESMs. For the physical and biogeochemical
components of the RCP scenarios 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5, the underlying IAMs
are closely related. Only the Integrated Model to Assess the Global Environment (IMAGE) IAM, which created RCP2.6, differs markedly by using
a more sophisticated carbon cycle sub-model for land and ocean. The
Model for the Assessment of Greenhouse-gas Induced Climate Change
6 (MAGICC6) simple climate model was subsequently used to generate
the CO2 pathway for all four RCP scenarios using the CO2 emissions
output by the four IAMs (Meinshausen et al., 2011).

6.4.3.2 Land Use Changes in Future Scenarios
ESMs and IAMs use a diversity of approaches for representing land
use changes, including different land use classifications, parameter
settings, and geographical scales. To implement land use change in a
consistent manner across ESMs, a ‘harmonized’ set of annual gridded
land use change during the period 1500–2100 was developed for input
to the CMIP5 ESMs (Hurtt et al., 2011).
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Not all the CMIP5 ESMs used the full range of information available
from the land use change scenarios, such as wood harvest projections
or sub-grid scale shifting cultivation. Sensitivity studies indicated that
these processes, along with the start date of the simulation, all strongly
affect estimated carbon fluxes (Hurtt et al., 2011; Sentman et al., 2011).
Land use has been in the past and will be in the future a significant
driver of forest land cover change and terrestrial carbon storage. Land
use trajectories in the RCPs show very distinct trends and cover a wide
range of projections. These land use trajectories are very sensitive to
assumptions made by each individual IAM regarding the amount of
land needed for food production (Figure 6.23). The area of cropland
and pasture increases in RCP8.5 with the Model for Energy Supply
Strategy Alternatives and their General Environmental Impact (MESSAGE) IAM model, mostly driven by an increasing global population,
but cropland area also increases in the RCP2.6 with the IMAGE IAM
model, as a result of bio-energy production and increased food demand
as well. RCP6 with the AIM model shows an expansion of cropland but
a decline in pasture land. RCP4.5 with the Global Change Assessment
Model (GCAM) IAM is the only scenario to show a decrease in global
cropland. Several studies (Wise et al., 2009; Thomson et al., 2010;
Tilman et al., 2011) highlight the large sensitivity of future land use
requirements to assumptions such as increases in crop yield, changes
in diet, or how agricultural technology and intensification is applied.
Within the IAMs, land use change is translated into land use CO2 emissions as shown in Figure 6.23(b). Cumulative emissions for the 21st
century (Figure 6.23c) vary markedly across RCPs, with increasing cropland and pastureland areas in RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 giving rise to the
highest emissions from land use change, RCP4.5 to intermediate emissions and RCP6.0 to close to zero net emissions. All scenarios suggest
that 21st century land use emissions will be less than half of those
from 1850 to the present day as rate of change of land conversion
stabilises in future.
The adoption of widely differing approaches among ESMs for the treatment and diagnosis of land use and land cover change (LULCC) processes in terrestrial carbon cycle models leads to substantial betweenmodel variation in the simulated impact on land carbon stocks. It is
not yet possible to fully quantify LULCC fluxes from the CMIP5 model
simulations. The harmonization process applied to LULCC data sets for
CMIP5 has been an important step toward consistency among IAMs;
however, among ESMs, and between IAMs and ESMs, assignment of
meaningful uncertainty ranges to present-day and future LULCC fluxes
and states remains a critical knowledge gap with implications for compatible emissions to achieve CO2 pathways (Section 6.4.3.3; Jones et
al., 2013).

6

6.4.3.3 Projections of Future Carbon Cycle Response by
Earth System Models Under the Representative
Concentration Pathway Scenarios
Simulated changes in land and ocean carbon uptake and storage under
the four RCP scenarios are presented here using results from CMIP5
ESMs concentration-driven simulations (see Box 6.4). The implications
of these changes on atmospheric CO2 and climate as simulated by
CMIP5 emissions-driven simulations are presented in Chapter 12.
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Figure 6.23 | Land use trends and CO2 emissions according to the four different integrated assessment models (IAMs) used to define the RCP scenarios. Global changes in croplands and pasture from the historical record and the RCP scenarios (top left), and associated annual land use emissions of CO2 (bottom left). Bars (right panel) show cumulative
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The results of the concentration-driven CMIP5 ESMs simulations show
medium agreement on the magnitude of cumulative ocean carbon
uptake from 1850 to 2005 (Figure 6.24a): average 127 ± 28 PgC (1
standard deviation). The models show low agreement on the sign and
magnitude of changes in land carbon storage (Figure 6.24a): average
2 ± 74 PgC (1 standard deviation). These central estimates are very
close to observational estimates of 125 ± 25 PgC for the ocean and
–5 ± 40 PgC for the net cumulative land–atmosphere flux respectively
(see Table 6.12), but show a large spread across models. With very
high confidence, for all four RCP scenarios, all models project continued ocean uptake throughout the 21st century, with higher uptake
corresponding to higher concentration pathways. For RCP4.5, all the
models also project an increase in land carbon uptake, but for RCP2.6,
RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 a minority of models (4 out of 11 for RCP2.6, 1
out of 8 for RCP6.0 and 4 out of 15 for RCP8.5; Jones et al., 2013)
project a decrease in land carbon storage at 2100 relative to 2005.
Model spread in land carbon projections is much greater than model
spread in ocean carbon projections, at least in part due to different
treatment of land use change. Decade mean land and ocean fluxes are
documented in Annex II, Table AII.3.1a, b. Important processes missing
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from many or all CMIP5 land carbon cycles include the role of nutrient
cycles, permafrost, fire and ecosystem acclimation to changing climate.
For this reason we assign low confidence to quantitative projections of
future land uptake.
The concentration-driven ESM simulations can be used to quantify
the compatible fossil fuel emissions required to follow the four RCP
CO2 pathways (Jones et al., 2013; see Box 6.4, Figure 6.25, Table 6.12,
Annex II, Table AII.2.1a). There is significant spread between ESMs,
but general consistency between ESMs and compatible emissions
estimated by IAMs to define each RCP scenario. However, for RCP8.5
on average, the CMIP5 models project lower compatible emissions
than the MESSAGE IAM. The IMAGE IAM predicts that global negative
emissions are required to achieve the RCP2.6 decline in radiative forcing from 3 W m–2 to 2.6 W m–2 by 2100. All models agree that strong
emissions reductions are required to achieve this after about 2020
(Jones et al., 2013). An average emission reduction of 50% (range 14
to 96%) is required by 2050 relative to 1990 levels. There is disagreement between those ESMs that performed this simulation over the
necessity for global emissions in the RCP2.6 to become negative by
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Figure 6.24 | Cumulative land and ocean carbon uptake simulated for the historical period 1850–2005 (top) and for the four RCP scenarios up to 2100 (b–e). Mean (thick
line) and 1 standard deviation (shaded). Vertical bars on the right show the full model range as well as standard deviation. Black bars show observationally derived estimates for
2005. Models used: Canadian Earth System Model 2 (CanESM2), Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory–Earth System Model 2G (GFDL–ESM2G), Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory–Earth System Model 2M (GFDL–ESM2M), Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model 2–Carbon Cycle (HadGEM2-CC), Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model
2–Earth System (HadGEM2-ES), Institute Pierre Simon Laplace–Coupled Model 5A–Low Resolution (IPSL–CM5A–LR), Institute Pierre Simon Laplace–Coupled Model 5A–Medium
Resolution (IPSL–CM5A–MR), Institute Pierre Simon Laplace–Coupled Model 5B–Low Resolution (IPSL–CM5B–LR), Model for Interdisciplinary Research On Climate–Earth System
Model (MIROC–ESM–CHEM), Model for Interdisciplinary Research On Climate–Earth System Model (MIROC–ESM), Max Planck Institute–Earth System Model–Low Resolution
(MPI–ESM–LR), Norwegian Earth System Model 1 (Emissions capable) (NorESM1–ME), Institute for Numerical Mathematics Coupled Model 4 (INMCM4), Community Earth System
Model 1–Biogeochemical (CESM1–BGC), Beijing Climate Center–Climate System Model 1.1 (BCC–CSM1.1). Not every model performed every scenario simulation.
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Table 6.12 | The range of compatible fossil fuel emissions (PgC) simulated by the CMIP5 models for the historical period and the four RCP scenarios, expressed as cumulative
fossil fuel emission. To be consistent with Table 6.1 budgets are calculated up to 2011 for historical and 2012–2100 for future scenarios, and values are rounded to the nearest
5 PgC.

Compatible Fossil Fuel
Emissions Diagnosed from
Concentration-Driven CMIP5 Simulations

Land Carbon Changes

Ocean Carbon Changes

Historical /
RCP Scenario

CMIP5 ESM
Mean

CMIP5 ESM
Range

Historical /
RCP Scenario

CMIP5 ESM
Mean

CMIP5 ESM
Range

Historical /
RCP Scenario

CMIP5 ESM
Mean

CMIP5 ESM
Range

1850–2011

375a

350

235–455

5 ± 40b

10

–125 to 160

140 ± 25b

140

110–220

RCP2.6

275

270

140–410

c

65

–50 to 195

c

150

105–185

RCP4.5

735

780

595–1005

230

55 to 450

250

185–400

RCP6.0

1165

1060

840–1250

200

–80 to 370

295

265–335

RCP8.5

1855

1685

1415–1910

180

–165 to 500

400

320–635

Notes:
a
Historical estimates of fossil fuel are as prescribed to all CMIP5 ESMs in the emissions-driven simulations (Andres et al., 2011).
b
Estimate of historical net land and ocean carbon uptake from Table 6.1 but over the shorter 1850–2011 time period.
c
IAM breakdown of future carbon changes by land and ocean are not available.

the end of the 21st century to achieve this, with six ESMs simulating negative compatible emissions and four ESM models simulating
positive emissions from 2080 to 2100. The RCP2.6 scenario achieves
this negative emission rate through use of large-scale bio-energy with
carbon-capture and storage (BECCS). It is as likely as not that sustained
globally negative emissions will be required to achieve the reductions
in atmospheric CO2 in the RCP2.6 scenario. This would be classed as a
carbon dioxide removal (CDR) form of geoengineering under the definition used in this IPCC report, and is discussed further in Section 6.5.2.
The ESMs themselves make no assumptions about how the compatible
emissions could or would be achieved, but merely compute the global
total emission that is required to follow the CO2 concentration pathway, accounting for the carbon cycle response to climate and CO2, and
for land use change CO2 emissions.
The dominant cause of future changes in the airborne fraction of fossil
fuel emissions (see Section 6.3.2.4) is the emissions scenario and not
carbon cycle feedbacks (Jones et al., 2013; Figure 6.26). Models show
high agreement that 21st century cumulative airborne fraction will
increase under rapidly increasing CO2 in RCP8.5 and decreases under
the peak-and-decline RCP2.6 scenarios. The airborne fraction declines
slightly under RCP4.5 and remains of similar magnitude in the RCP6.0
scenario. Between-model spread in changes in the land-fraction is
greater than between-scenario spread. Models show high agreement
that the ocean fraction will increase under RCP2.6 and remain of similar magnitude in the other RCP scenarios.

6

Several studies (Jones et al., 2006; Matthews, 2006; Plattner et al.,
2008; Miyama and Kawamiya, 2009) have shown that climate–carbon
cycle feedbacks affect the compatible fossil fuel CO2 emissions that are
consistent with a given CO2 concentration pathway. Using decoupled
RCP4.5 simulations (see Box 6.4) five CMIP5 ESMs agree that the climate impact on carbon uptake by both land and oceans will reduce the
compatible fossil fuel CO2 emissions for that scenario by between 6%
and 29% between 2006 and 2100 respectively (Figure 6.27), equating
to an average of 157 ± 76 PgC (1 standard deviation) less carbon that
can be emitted from fossil fuel use if climate feedback (see Glossary) is
included. Compatible emissions would be reduced by a greater degree
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under higher CO2 scenarios that exhibit a greater degree of climate
change (Jones et al., 2006).

6.4.3.4 Permafrost Carbon
Current estimates of permafrost soil carbon stocks are ~1700 PgC
(Tarnocai et al., 2009), the single largest component of the terrestrial
carbon pool. Terrestrial carbon models project a land CO2 sink with
warming at high northern latitudes; however none of the models
participating in C4MIP or CMIP5 included explicit representation of
permafrost soil carbon decomposition in response to future warming.
Including permafrost carbon processes into an ESM may change the
sign of the high northern latitude carbon cycle response to warming from a sink to a source (Koven et al., 2011). Overall, there is high
confidence that reductions in permafrost extent due to warming will
cause thawing of some currently frozen carbon. However, there is low
confidence on the magnitude of carbon losses through CO2 and CH4
emissions to the atmosphere. The magnitude of CO2 and CH4 emissions
to the atmosphere is assessed to range from 50 to 250 PgC between
2000 and 2100 for RCP8.5. The magnitude of the source of CO2 to the
atmosphere from decomposition of permafrost carbon in response to
warming varies widely according to different techniques and scenarios.
Process models provide different estimates of the cumulative loss of
permafrost carbon: 7 to 17 PgC (Zhuang et al., 2006) (not considered
in the range given above because it corresponds only to contemporary
tundra soil carbon), 55 to 69 Pg (Koven et al., 2011), 126 to 254 PgC
(Schaefer et al., 2011) and 68 to 508 PgC (MacDougall et al., 2012)
(not considered in the range given above because this estimate is not
obtained from a concentration driven, but for emission driven RCP scenario and it is the only study of that type so far). Combining observed
vertical soil carbon profiles with modeled thaw rates provides an estimate that the total quantity of newly thawed soil carbon by 2100 will
be 246 PgC for RCP4.5 and 436 PgC for RCP8.5 (Harden et al., 2012),
although not all of this amount will be released to the atmosphere on
that time scale. Uncertainty estimates suggest the cumulative amount
of thawed permafrost carbon could range from 33 to 114 PgC (68%
range) under RCP8.5 warming (Schneider von Deimling et al., 2012),
or 50 to 270 PgC (5th to 95th percentile range) (Burke et al., 2013).
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Figure 6.25 | Compatible fossil fuel emissions simulated by the CMIP5 ESMs for the four RCP scenarios. Top: time series of compatible emission rate (PgC yr–1). Dashed lines
represent the historical estimates and emissions calculated by the Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) used to define the RCP scenarios, solid lines and plumes show results
from CMIP5 ESMs (model mean, with 1 standard deviation shaded). Bottom: cumulative emissions for the historical period (1860–2005) and 21st century (defined in CMIP5 as
2006–2100) for historical estimates and RCP scenarios. Dots denote individual ESM results, bars show the multi-model mean. In the CMIP5 model results, total carbon in the
land–atmosphere–ocean system can be tracked and changes in this total must equal fossil fuel emissions to the system (see Box 6.4). Models used: Canadian Earth System Model
2 (CanESM2), Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory–Earth System Model 2G (GFDL–ESM2G), Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory–Earth System Model 2M (GFDL–ESM2M),
Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model 2–Carbon Cycle(HadGEM2-CC), Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model 2–Earth System (HadGEM2-ES), Institute Pierre Simon
Laplace–Coupled Model 5A–Low Resolution (IPSL–CM5A–LR), Institute Pierre Simon Laplace–Coupled Model 5A–Medium Resolution (IPSL–CM5A–MR), Institute Pierre Simon
Laplace–Coupled Model 5B–Low Resolution (IPSL–CM5B–LR), Model for Interdisciplinary Research On Climate–Earth System Model (MIROC–ESM–CHEM), Model for Interdisciplinary Research On Climate–Earth System Model (MIROC–ESM), Max Planck Institute–Earth System Model–Low Resolution (MPI–ESM–LR), Norwegian Earth System Model 1
(Emissions capable) (NorESM1–ME), Institute for Numerical Mathematics Coupled Model 4 (INMCM4), Community Earth System Model 1–Biogeochemical (CESM1–BGC), Beijing
Climate Center–Climate System Model 1.1 (BCC–CSM1.1). Not every model performed every scenario simulation.
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Sources of uncertainty for the permafrost carbon feedback include the
physical thawing rates, the fraction of carbon that is released after
being thawed and the time scales of release, possible mitigating nutrient feedbacks and the role of fine-scale processes such as spatial
variability in permafrost degradation. It is also uncertain how much
thawed carbon will decompose to CO2 or to CH4 (see Sections 6.4.7,
12.5.5.4 and 12.4.8.1).

6.4.4

Future Ocean Acidification

A fraction of CO2 emitted to the atmosphere dissolves in the ocean,
reducing surface ocean pH and carbonate ion concentrations. The associated chemistry response to a given change in CO2 concentration is

6

known with very high confidence. Overall, given evidence from Chapter 3 and model results from this chapter, it is virtually certain that the
increased storage of carbon by the ocean will increase acidification in
the future, continuing the observed trends of the past decades. Expected future changes are in line with what is measured at ocean time
series stations (see Chapter 3). Multi-model projections using ocean
process-based carbon cycle models discussed in AR4 demonstrate large
decreases in pH and carbonate ion concentration [CO32–] during the
21st century throughout the world oceans (Orr et al., 2005). The largest
decrease in surface [CO32–] occur in the warmer low and mid-latitudes,
which are naturally rich in this ion (Feely et al., 2009). However, it is
the low ΩA waters in the high latitudes and in the upwelling regions
that first become undersaturated with respect to aragonite (i.e., ΩA <1,

Figure 6.26 | Changes in atmospheric, land and ocean fraction of fossil fuel carbon emissions. The fractions are defined as the changes in storage in each component (atmosphere,
land, ocean) divided by the compatible fossil fuel emissions derived from each CMIP5 simulation for the four RCP scenarios. Solid circles show the observed estimate based on Table
6.1 for the 1990s. The coloured bars denote the cumulative uptake fractions for the 21st century under the different RCP scenarios for each model. Multi-model mean values are
shown as star symbols and the multi-model range (min-to-max) and standard deviation are shown by thin and thick vertical lines respectively. Owing to the difficulty of estimating
land use emissions from the ESMs this figure uses a fossil fuel definition of airborne fraction, rather than the preferred definition of fossil and land use emissions discussed in Section 6.3.2.4. 21st century cumulative atmosphere, land and ocean fractions are shown here in preference to the more commonly shown instantaneous fractions because for RCP2.6
emissions reach and cross zero for some models and so an instantaneous definition of AF becomes singular at that point. Models used: Canadian Earth System Model 2 (CanESM2),
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory–Earth System Model 2G (GFDL–ESM2G), Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory–Earth System Model 2M (GFDL–ESM2M), Hadley Centre
Global Environmental Model 2–Carbon Cycle (HadGEM2-CC), Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model 2–Earth System (HadGEM2-ES), Institute Pierre Simon Laplace–Coupled
Model 5A–Low Resolution (IPSL–CM5A–LR), Institute Pierre Simon Laplace–Coupled Model 5A–Medium Resolution (IPSL–CM5A–MR), Institute Pierre Simon Laplace–Coupled
Model 5B–Low Resolution (IPSL–CM5B–LR), Model for Interdisciplinary Research On Climate–Earth System Model (MIROC–ESM–CHEM), Model for Interdisciplinary Research On
Climate–Earth System Model (MIROC–ESM), Max Planck Institute–Earth System Model–Low Resolution (MPI–ESM–LR), Norwegian Earth System Model 1 (Emissions capable)
(NorESM1–ME), Institute for Numerical Mathematics Coupled Model 4 (INMCM4), Community Earth System Model 1–Biogeochemical (CESM1–BGC). Not every model performed
every scenario simulation.
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Figure 6.27 | Compatible fossil fuel emissions for the RCP4.5 scenario (top) in the presence (red) and absence (blue) of the climate feedback on the carbon cycle, and the difference between them (bottom). Multi-model mean, 10-year smoothed values are shown, with 1 standard deviation shaded. This shows the impact of climate change on the
compatible fossil fuel CO2 emissions to achieve the RCP4.5 CO2 concentration pathway. Models used: Canadian Earth System Model 2 (CanESM2), Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory–Earth System Model 2M (GFDL-ESM2M), Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model 2–Earth System (HadGEM2-ES), Institute Pierre Simon Laplace–Coupled Model
5A–Low Resolution (IPSL-CM5A-LR) and Model for Interdisciplinary Research On Climate–Earth System Model (MIROC–ESM).
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 6.1 | Could Rapid Release of Methane and Carbon Dioxide from Thawing Permafrost or
Ocean Warming Substantially Increase Warming?
Permafrost is permanently frozen ground, mainly found in the high latitudes of the Arctic. Permafrost, including
the sub-sea permafrost on the shallow shelves of the Arctic Ocean, contains old organic carbon deposits. Some are
relicts from the last glaciation, and hold at least twice the amount of carbon currently present in the atmosphere as
carbon dioxide (CO2). Should a sizeable fraction of this carbon be released as methane and CO2, it would increase
atmospheric concentrations, which would lead to higher atmospheric temperatures. That in turn would cause yet
more methane and CO2 to be released, creating a positive feedback, which would further amplify global warming.
The Arctic domain presently represents a net sink of CO2—sequestering around 0.4 ± 0.4 PgC yr–1 in growing vegetation representing about 10% of the current global land sink. It is also a modest source of methane (CH4): between
15 and 50 Tg(CH4) yr–1 are emitted mostly from seasonally unfrozen wetlands corresponding to about 10% of the
global wetland methane source. There is no clear evidence yet that thawing contributes significantly to the current
global budgets of these two greenhouse gases. However, under sustained Arctic warming, modelling studies and
expert judgments indicate with medium agreement that a potential combined release totalling up to 350 PgC as
CO2 equivalent could occur by the year 2100.
Permafrost soils on land, and in ocean shelves, contain large pools of organic carbon, which must be
thawed and decomposed by microbes before it can
be released—mostly as CO2. Where oxygen is limited,
as in waterlogged soils, some microbes also produce
methane.
On land, permafrost is overlain by a surface ‘active
layer’, which thaws during summer and forms part of
the tundra ecosystem. If spring and summer temperatures become warmer on average, the active layer will
thicken, making more organic carbon available for
microbial decomposition. However, warmer summers
would also result in greater uptake of carbon dioxide by Arctic vegetation through photosynthesis. That
means the net Arctic carbon balance is a delicate one
between enhanced uptake and enhanced release of
carbon.

CO2 uptake by
land vegetation
0.3-0.6 PgC yr-1
CH4 from lakes and bogs
31-100 TgCH4 yr-1
CO2 uptake
24-100 TgC yr-1

CH4 outgassing
1-12 TgCH4 yr-1

C transport by rivers
~80 TgC yr-1

Flux to sediment
~8 TgC yr-1

Arctic ocean floor
CH4 hydrates
30-170 PgCH4

Permafrost soils
1500-1850 PgC

CH4 hydrates
3-130 PgCH4

Arctic ocean shelves
and shelf slopes
CH4 hydrates 2-65 PgCH4

Hydrological conditions during the summer thaw are
Flux to sediment
also important. The melting of bodies of excess ground
~2 TgC yr-1
ice may create standing water conditions in pools and
lakes, where lack of oxygen will induce methane proFAQ 6.1, Figure 1 | A simplified graph of current major carbon pools and flows
duction. The complexity of Arctic landscapes under
in the Arctic domain, including permafrost on land, continental shelves and ocean.
climate warming means we have low confidence in
(Adapted from McGuire et al., 2009; and Tarnocai et al., 2009.) TgC = 1012 gC,
and PgC = 1015 gC.
which of these different processes might dominate on
a regional scale. Heat diffusion and permafrost melting takes time—in fact, the deeper Arctic permafrost can be seen as a relict of the last glaciation, which is still slowly
eroding—so any significant loss of permafrost soil carbon will happen over long time scales.

6

Given enough oxygen, decomposition of organic matter in soil is accompanied by the release of heat by microbes
(similar to compost), which, during summer, might stimulate further permafrost thaw. Depending on carbon and
ice content of the permafrost, and the hydrological regime, this mechanism could, under warming, trigger relatively fast local permafrost degradation. (continued on next page)
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FAQ 6.1 (continued)

Modelling studies of permafrost dynamics and greenhouse gas emissions indicate a relatively slow positive feedback, on time scales of hundreds of years. Until the year 2100, up to 250 PgC could be released as CO2, and up to
5 Pg as CH4. Given methane’s stronger greenhouse warming potential, that corresponds to a further 100 PgC of
equivalent CO2 released until the year 2100. These amounts are similar in magnitude to other biogeochemical feedbacks, for example, the additional CO2 released by the global warming of terrestrial soils. However, current models
do not include the full complexity of Arctic processes that occur when permafrost thaws, such as the formation of
lakes and ponds.
Methane hydrates are another form of frozen carbon, occurring in deep permafrost soils, ocean shelves, shelf slopes
and deeper ocean bottom sediments. They consist of methane and water molecule clusters, which are only stable in
a specific window of low temperatures and high pressures. On land and in the ocean, most of these hydrates originate from marine or terrestrial biogenic carbon, decomposed in the absence of oxygen and trapped in an aquatic
environment under suitable temperature–pressure conditions.
Any warming of permafrost soils, ocean waters and sediments and/or changes in pressure could destabilise those
hydrates, releasing their CH4 to the ocean. During larger, more sporadic releases, a fraction of that CH4 might also
be outgassed to the atmosphere. There is a large pool of these hydrates: in the Arctic alone, the amount of CH4
stored as hydrates could be more than 10 times greater than the CH4 presently in the global atmosphere.
Like permafrost thawing, liberating hydrates on land is a slow process, taking decades to centuries. The deeper
ocean regions and bottom sediments will take still longer—between centuries and millennia to warm enough to
destabilise the hydrates within them. Furthermore, methane released in deeper waters has to reach the surface
and atmosphere before it can become climatically active, but most is expected to be consumed by microorganisms
before it gets there. Only the CH4 from hydrates in shallow shelves, such as in the Arctic Ocean north of Eastern
Siberia, may actually reach the atmosphere to have a climate impact.
Several recent studies have documented locally significant CH4 emissions over the Arctic Siberian shelf and from
Siberian lakes. How much of this CH4 originates from decomposing organic carbon or from destabilizing hydrates is
not known. There is also no evidence available to determine whether these sources have been stimulated by recent
regional warming, or whether they have always existed—it may be possible that these CH4 seepages have been
present since the last deglaciation. In any event, these sources make a very small contribution to the global CH4
budget—less than 5%. This is also confirmed by atmospheric methane concentration observations, which do not
show any substantial increases over the Arctic.
However modelling studies and expert judgment indicate that CH4 and CO2 emissions will increase under Arctic
warming, and that they will provide a positive climate feedback. Over centuries, this feedback will be moderate: of
a magnitude similar to other climate–terrestrial ecosystem feedbacks. Over millennia and longer, however, CO2 and
CH4 releases from permafrost and shelves/shelf slopes are much more important, because of the large carbon and
methane hydrate pools involved.

where ΩA = [Ca+2][CO32–]/Ksp, where Ksp is the solubility product for
the metastable form of CaCO3 known as aragonite; a value of ΩA <1
thus indicates aragonite undersaturation). This aragonite undersaturation in surface waters is reached before the end of the 21st century in
the Southern Ocean as highlighted in AR4, but occurs sooner and is
more intense in the Arctic (Steinacher et al., 2009). Ten percent of Arctic
surface waters are projected to become undersaturated when atmospheric CO2 reaches 428 ppm (by 2025 under all IPCC SRES scenarios).
That proportion increases to 50% when atmospheric CO2 reaches 534
ppm (Steinacher et al., 2009). By 2100 under the A2 scenario, much of
the Arctic surface is projected to become undersaturated with respect

to calcite (Feely et al., 2009). Surface waters would then be corrosive
to all CaCO3 minerals. These general trends are confirmed by the latest
projections from the CMIP5 Earth System models (Figure 6.28 and
6.29). Between 1986–2005 and 2081–2100, decrease in global-mean
surface pH is 0.065 (0.06 to 0.07) for RCP2.6, 0.145 (0.14 to 0.15) for
RCP4.5, 0.203 (0.20 to 0.21) for RCP6.0 and 0.31 (0.30 to 0.32) for
RCP8.5 (range from CMIP5 models spread).
Surface CaCO3 saturation also varies seasonally, particularly in the
high latitudes, where observed saturation is higher in summer and
lower in winter (Feely et al., 1988; Merico et al., 2006; Findlay et al.,
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2008). Future projections using ocean carbon cycle models indicate
that undersaturated conditions will be reached first in winter (Orr et
al., 2005). In the Southern Ocean, it is projected that wintertime undersaturation with respect to aragonite will begin when atmospheric
CO2 will reach 450 ppm, within 1-3 decades, which is about 100 ppm
sooner (~30 years under the IS92a scenario) than for the annual mean
undersaturation (McNeil and Matear, 2008). As well, aragonite undersaturation will be first reached during wintertime in parts (10%) of
the Arctic when atmospheric CO2 will reach 410 ppm, within a decade
(Steinacher et al., 2009). Then, aragonite undersaturation will become
widespread in these regions at atmospheric CO2 levels of 500–600
ppm (Figure 6.28).
Although projected changes in pH are generally largest at the surface,
the greatest pH changes in the subtropics occur between 200 and 300
m where subsurface increased loads of anthropogenic CO2 are similar
to surface changes but the carbonate buffering capacity is lower (Orr,
2011). This more intense projected subsurface pH reduction is consistent with the observed subsurface changes in pH in the subtropical
North Pacific (Dore et al., 2009; Byrne et al., 2010; Ishii et al., 2011). As
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RCP2.6
2000

2050
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b. Surface pH in 2090s (RCP8.5, changes from 1990s)
-0.2
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-0.4
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6

Figure 6.28 | Projected ocean acidification from 11 CMIP5 Earth System Models under
RCP8.5 (other RCP scenarios have also been run with the CMIP5 models): (a) Time
series of surface pH shown as the mean (solid line) and range of models (filled), given
as area-weighted averages over the Arctic Ocean (green), the tropical oceans (red) and
the Southern Ocean (blue). (b) Maps of the median model’s change in surface pH from
1850 to 2100. Panel (a) also includes mean model results from RCP2.6 (dashed lines).
Over most of the ocean, gridded data products of carbonate system variables (Key et
al., 2004) are used to correct each model for its present-day bias by subtracting the
model-data difference at each grid cell following (Orr et al., 2005). Where gridded data
products are unavailable (Arctic Ocean, all marginal seas, and the ocean near Indonesia), the results are shown without bias correction. The bias correction reduces the range
of model projections by up to a factor of 4, e.g., in panel (a) compare the large range
of model projections for the Arctic (without bias correction) to the smaller range in the
Southern Ocean (with bias correction).
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subsurface saturation states decline, the horizon separating undersaturated waters below from supersaturated waters above is projected to
move upward (shoal). By 2100 under the RCP8.5 scenario, the median
projection from 11 CMIP5 models is that this interface (aragonite saturation horizon) will shoal from 200 m up to 40 m in the subarctic
Pacific, from 1000 m up to the surface in the Southern Ocean, and from
2850 m to 150 m in the North Atlantic (Figure 6.29), consistent with
results from previous model comparison (Orr et al., 2005; Orr, 2011).
Under the SRES A2 scenario, the volume of ocean with supersaturated
waters is projected to decline from 42% in the preindustrial Era to
25% in 2100 (Steinacher et al., 2009). Yet even if atmospheric CO2 does
not go above 450 ppm, most of the deep ocean volume is projected
to become undersaturated with respect to both aragonite and calcite
after several centuries (Caldeira and Wickett, 2005). Nonetheless, the
most recent projections under all RCPs scenarios but RCP8.5 illustrate
that limiting atmospheric CO2 will greatly reduce the level of ocean
acidification that will be experienced (Joos et al., 2011).
In the open ocean, future reductions in surface ocean pH and CaCO3
(calcite and aragonite) saturation states are controlled mostly by the
invasion of anthropogenic carbon. Other effects due to future climate
change counteract less than 10% of the reductions in CaCO3 saturation induced by the invasion of anthropogenic carbon (Orr et al., 2005;
McNeil and Matear, 2006; Cao et al., 2007). Warming dominates other
effects from climate-change by reducing CO2 solubility and thus by
enhancing [CO32–]. An exception is the Arctic Ocean where reductions
in pH and CaCO3 saturation states are projected to be exacerbated
by effects from increased freshwater input due to sea ice melt, more
precipitation, and greater air–sea CO2 fluxes due to less sea ice cover
(Steinacher et al., 2009; Yamamoto et al., 2012). The projected effect
of freshening is consistent with current observations of lower saturation states and lower pH values near river mouths and in areas under
substantial fresh-water influence (Salisbury et al., 2008; Chierici and
Fransson, 2009; Yamamoto-Kawai et al., 2009).
Regional ocean carbon cycle models project that some nearshore systems are also highly vulnerable to future pH decrease. In the California
Current System, an eastern boundary upwelling system, observations
and model results show that strong seasonal upwelling of carbonrich waters (Feely et al., 2008) renders surface waters as vulnerable
to future ocean acidification as those in the Southern Ocean (Gruber
et al., 2012). In the Northwestern European Shelf Seas, large spatiotemporal variability is enhanced by local effects from river input and
organic matter degradation, exacerbating acidification from anthropogenic CO2 invasion (Artioli et al., 2012). In the Gulf of Mexico and East
China Sea, coastal eutrophication, another anthropogenic perturbation, has been shown to enhance subsurface acidification as additional
respired carbon accumulates at depth (Cai et al., 2011).

6.4.5

Future Ocean Oxygen Depletion

It is very likely that global warming will lead to declines in dissolved O2
in the ocean interior through warming-induced reduction in O2 solubility and increased ocean stratification. This will have implications for
nutrient and carbon cycling, ocean productivity and marine habitats
(Keeling et al., 2010).
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Figure 6.29 | Projected aragonite saturation state from 11 CMIP5 Earth System Models under RCP8.5 scenario: (a) time series of surface carbonate ion concentration shown as
the mean (solid line) and range of models (filled), given as area-weighted averages over the Arctic Ocean (green), the tropical oceans (red), and the Southern Ocean (blue); maps
of the median model’s surface ΩA in (b) 2010, (d) 2050 and (f) 2100; and zonal mean sections (latitude vs. depth) of ΩA in 2100 over the (c) Atlantic and (e) Pacific, while the ASH
is shown in 2010 (dotted line) as well as 2100 (solid line). Panel (a) also includes mean model results from RCP2.6 (dashed lines). As for Figure 6.28, gridded data products of
carbonate system variables (Key et al., 2004) are used to correct each model for its present-day bias by subtracting the model-data difference at each grid cell following (Orr et al.,
2005). Where gridded data products are unavailable (Arctic Ocean, all marginal seas, and the ocean near Indonesia), results are shown without bias correction.

Future changes in dissolved O2 have been investigated using models of
various complexity (see references in Table 6.13). The global ocean dissolved oxygen will decline significantly under future scenarios (Cocco
et al., 2013). Simulated declines in mean dissolved O2 concentration for
the global ocean range from 6 to 12 μmol kg–1 by the year 2100 (Table
6.13), with a projection of 3 to 4 μmol kg–1 in one model with low climate sensitivity (Frölicher et al., 2009). This general trend is confirmed
by the latest projections from the CMIP5 Earth System models, with
reductions in mean dissolved O2 concentrations from 1.5 to 4% (2.5
to 6.5 μmol kg–1) in 2090s relative to 1990s for all RCPs (Figure 6.30a).
Most modelling studies (Table 6.13) explain the global decline in dissolved oxygen by enhanced surface ocean stratification leading to
reductions in convective mixing and deep water formation and by a
contribution of 18 to 50% from ocean warming-induced reduction in
solubility. These two effects are in part compensated by a small increase

in O2 concentration from projected reductions in biological export
production production (Bopp et al., 2001; Steinacher et al., 2010) or
changes in ventilation age of the tropical thermocline (Gnanadesikan
et al., 2007). The largest regional decreases in oxygen concentration
(~20 to 100 μmol kg–1) are projected for the intermediate (200 to 400
m) to deep waters of the North Atlantic, North Pacific and Southern
Ocean for 2100 (Plattner et al., 2002; Matear and Hirst, 2003; Frölicher
et al., 2009; Matear et al., 2010; Cocco et al., 2013), which is confirmed
by the latest CMIP5 projections (Figure 6.30c and 6.30d).
It is as likely as not that the extent of open-ocean hypoxic (dissolved
oxygen <60 to 80 μmol kg–1) and suboxic (dissolved oxygen <5 μmol
kg–1) waters will increase in the coming decades. Most models show
even some increase in oxygen in most O2-poor waters and thus a slight
decrease in the extent of suboxic waters under the SRES-A2 scenario
(Cocco et al., 2013), as well as under RCP8.5 scenario (see the model533
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Table 6.13 | Model configuration and projections for global marine O2 depletion by 2100 (adapted from Keeling et al. (2010).

Study

Ocean Carbon
Cycle Model

Forcing

Mean [O2] Decrease
(μmol kg–1)a,b

Solubility
Contribution (%)

Sarmiento et al. (1998)

GFDL

Matear et al. (2000)

CSIRO

Plattner et al. (2002)

Bern 2D

SRES A1

12

35

IPSL

SRES A2d

4

25

Matear and Hirst (2003)

CSIRO

IS92a

9

26

Schmittner et al. (2008)

UVic

SRES A2

9

Oschlies et al. (2008)

UVic

SRES A2

9

UVic-variable C:N

SRES A2

12

NCAR CSM1.4-CCCM

SRES A2

4

SRES B1

3

SRES A2

10e

Bopp et al. (2002)

Frölicher et al. (2009)

Shaffer et al. (2009)

DCESS

7c
IS92a

18

50

Notes:
a
Assuming a total ocean mass of 1.48 × 1021 kg.
b
Relative to pre-industrial baseline in 1750.
c
Model simulation ends at 2065.
d
Radiative forcing of non-CO2 GHGs is excluded from this simulation.
e
For simulations with reduced ocean exchange.
CCCM = Coupled-Climate-Carbon Model; CSIRO = Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation; DCESS = Danish Center for Earth System Science; GFDL = Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory; IPSL = Institute Pierre Simon Laplace; NCAR = National Center for Atmospheric Research; IS92 = IPCC scenarios for 1992; SRES = Special Report on Emission Scenarios; UVic
= University of Victoria.

mean increase of sub-surface O2 in large parts of the tropical Indian
and Atlantic Oceans, Figure 6.30d). This rise in oxygen in most suboxic waters has been shown to be caused in one model study by an
increased supply of oxygen due to lateral diffusion (Gnanadesikan
et al., 2012). Given limitations of global ocean models in simulating
today’s O2 distribution (Cocco et al., 2013), as well as reproducing the
measured changes in O2 concentrations over the past 50 years (see
Chapter 3, and Stramma et al., 2012), the model projections are uncertain, especially concerning the evolution of O2 in and around oxygen
minimum zones.
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A number of biogeochemical ocean carbon cycle feedbacks, not yet
included in most marine biogeochemical models (including CMIP5
models, see Section 6.3.2.5.6), could also impact future trends of ocean
deoxygenation. For example, model experiments which include a pCO2sensitive C:N drawdown in primary production, as suggested by some
mesocosm experiments (Riebesell et al., 2007), project future increases
of up to 50% in the volume of the suboxic waters by 2100 (Oschlies
et al., 2008; Tagliabue et al., 2011). In addition, future marine hypoxia
could be amplified by changes in the CaCO3 to organic matter ‘rain
ratio’ in response to rising pCO2 (Hofmann and Schellnhuber, 2009).
Reduction in biogenic calcification due to ocean acidification would
weaken the strength of CaCO3 mineral ballasting effect, which could
lead organic material to be remineralized at a shallower depth exacerbating the future expansion of shallow hypoxic waters.
The modeled estimates do not take into account processes that are
specific to the coastal ocean and may amplify deoxygenation. Recent
observations for the period 1976–2000 have shown that dissolved O2
concentrations have declined at a faster rate in the coastal ocean (–0.28
μmol kg–1 yr–1) than the open ocean (–0.02 μmol kg–1 y–1, and a faster
534

rate than in the period 1951–1975, indicating a worsening of hypoxia
(Gilbert et al., 2010). Hypoxia in the shallow coastal ocean (apart from
continental shelves in Eastern Boundary Upwelling Systems) is largely
eutrophication driven and is controlled by the anthropogenic flux of
nutrients (N and P) and organic matter from rivers. If continued industrialisation and intensification of agriculture yield larger nutrient loads
in the future, eutrophication should intensify (Rabalais et al., 2010),
and further increase the coastal ocean deoxygenation.
On longer time scales beyond 2100, ocean deoxygenation is projected
to increase with some models simulating a tripling in the volume of
suboxic waters by 2500 (Schmittner et al., 2008). Ocean deoxygenation and further expansion of suboxic waters could persist on millennial time scales, with average dissolved O2 concentrations projected
to reach minima of up to 56 μmol kg–1 below pre-industrial levels
in experiments with high CO2 emissions and high climate sensitivity
(Shaffer et al., 2009).
A potential expansion of hypoxic or suboxic water over large parts
of the ocean is likely to impact the marine cycling of important nutrients, particularly nitrogen. The intensification of low oxygen waters has
been suggested to lead to increases in water column denitrification
and N2O emissions (e.g., Codispoti, 2010; Naqvi et al., 2010). Recent
works, however, suggest that oceanic N2O production is dominated
by nitrification with a contribution of 7% by denitrification (Freing et
al., 2012), Figure 6.4c) and that ocean deoxygenation in response to
anthropogenic climate change could leave N2O production relatively
unchanged (Bianchi et al., 2012).
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Figure 6.30 | (a) Simulated changes in dissolved O2 (mean and model range as shading) relative to 1990s for RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5. (b) Multi-model mean dissolved O2 (μmol m–3) in the main thermocline (200 to 600 m depth average) for the 1990s, and changes in 2090s relative to 1990s for RCP2.6 (c) and RCP8.5 (d). To indicate
consistency in the sign of change, regions are stippled where at least 80% of models agree on the sign of the mean change. These diagnostics are detailed in Cocco et al. (2013)
in a previous model intercomparison using the SRES-A2 scenario and have been applied to CMIP5 models here. Models used: Community Earth System Model 1–Biogeochemical
(CESM1-BGC), Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory–Earth System Model 2G (GFDL-ESM2G), Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory–Earth System Model 2M (GFDL-ESM2M),
Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model 2–Earth System (HadGEM2-ES), Institute Pierre Simon Laplace–Coupled Model 5A–Low Resolution (IPSL-CM5A-LR), Institute Pierre
Simon Laplace–Coupled Model 5A–Medium Resolution (IPSL-CM5A-MR), Max Planck Institute–Earth System Model–Low Resolution (MPI-ESM-LR), Max Planck Institute–Earth
System Model–Medium Resolution (MPI-ESM-MR), Norwegian Earth System Model 1 (Emissions capable) (NorESM1).

6.4.6

Future Trends in the Nitrogen Cycle and Impact
on Carbon Fluxes

6.4.6.1 Projections for Formation of Reactive Nitrogen by
Human Activity
Since the 1970s, food production, industrial activity and fossil fuel
combustion have resulted in the creation of more reactive nitrogen
(Nr) than natural terrestrial processes (Section 6.1; Box 6.2, Figure 1).
Building on the general description of the set of AR4 Special Report on
Emission (SRES) scenarios, Erisman et al. (2008) estimated anthropogenic nitrogen fertiliser consumption throughout the 21st century. Five
driving parameters (population growth, consumption of animal protein, agricultural efficiency improvement and additional biofuel production) are used to project future nitrogen demands for four scenarios
(A1, B1, A2 and B2) (Figure 6.31). Assigning these drivers to these four
SRES scenarios, they estimated a production of Nr for agricultural use
of 90 to 190 TgN yr–1 by 2100, a range that spans from slightly less to
almost twice as much current fertiliser consumption rates (Section 6.1,
Figure 6.4a, Figure 1 in Box 6.2).
Despite the uncertainties and the non-inclusion of many important
drivers, three of the scenarios generated by the Erisman et al. (2008)
model point towards an increase in future production of reactive

nitrogen. In particular, the A1 scenario which assumes a world with
rapid economic growth, a global population that peaks mid-century
and rapid introduction of new and more efficient technologies ends
up as the potentially largest contributor to nitrogen use, as a result of
large amounts of biofuels required and the fertiliser used to produce
it. This increase in nitrogen use is assumed to be largely in line with
the RCP2.6 scenario, where it appears to have rather limited adverse
effects like increasing N2O emissions (van Vuuren et al., 2011).
N2O emissions are projected to increase from increased anthropogenic Nr production. It is thus likely that N2O emissions from soils will
increase due to the increased demand for feed/food and the reliance of
agriculture on nitrogen fertilisers. This is illustrated by the comparison
of emissions from 1900 to those in 2000 and 2050, using the IAM
IMAGE model that served to define the RCP2.6 pathway (Figure 6.32).
The anthropogenic N2O emission map IN 2050 shown in Figure 6.32 is
established from the RCP4.5 scenario; the RCP8.5 and RCP6 scenarios
have much higher emissions, and RCP2.6 much lower (van Vuuren et
al., 2011). A spatially explicit inventory of soil nitrogen budgets in livestock and crop production systems using the IMAGE model (Bouwman
et al., 2011) shows that between 1900 and 1950, the global soil Nr
budget surplus almost doubled to 36 TgN yr–1, and further increased to
138 TgN yr–1 between 1950 and 2000. The IMAGE model scenario from
Bouwman et al. (2011) shown in Figure 6.32 portrays a world with a
535
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Figure 6.31 | Global nitrogen fertiliser consumption scenarios (left) and the impact of individual drivers on 2100 consumption (right). This resulting consumption is always
the sum (denoted at the end points of the respective arrows) of elements increasing as well as decreasing nitrogen consumption. Other relevant estimates are presented for
comparison. The A1, B1, A2 and B2 scenarios draw from the assumptions of the IPCC Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES) emission scenario storylines as explained in
Erisman et al. (2008).

further increasing global crop production (+82% for 2000–2050) and
livestock production (+115%). Despite the assumed rapid increase
in nitrogen use efficiency in crop (+35%) and livestock (+35%) production, global agricultural Nr surpluses are projected to continue to
increase (+23%), and associated emissions of N2O to triple compared
to 1900 levels.
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Regional to global scale model simulations suggest a strong effect
of climate variability on interannual variability of land N2O emissions
(Tian et al., 2010; Zaehle et al., 2011; Xu-Ri et al., 2012). Kesik et al.
(2006) found for European forests that higher temperatures and lower
soil moisture will decrease future N2O emissions under scenarios of
climate change, despite local increases of emission rates by up to 20%.
Xu-Ri et al. (2012) show that local climate trends result in a spatially
diverse pattern of increases and decreases of N2O emissions, which
globally integrated result in a net climate response of N2O emissions
of 1 TgN yr–1 per 1°C of land temperature warming. Using a further
development of this model, Stocker et al. (2013) estimate increases in
terrestrial N2O from a pre-industrial terrestrial source of 6.9 TgN (N2O)
yr–1 to 9.8 to 11.1 TgN (N2O) yr–1 (RCP 2.6) and 14.2 to 17.0 TgN (N2O)
yr–1 (RCP 8.5) by 2100. Of these increases, 1.1 to 2.4 TgN (N2O) yr–1
(RCP 2.6) or 4.7 to 7.7 TgN (N2O) yr–1 (RCP 8.5) are due to the interacting effects of climate and CO2 on N2O emissions from natural and
agricultural ecosystems. An independent modelling study suggested a
climate change related increase of N2O emissions between 1860 and
2100 by 3.1 TgN (N2O) yr–1 for the A2 SRES scenario (Zaehle, 2013)
implying a slightly lower sensitivity of soil N2O emissions to climate of
0.5 TgN (N2O) yr–1 per 1°C warming. While the present-day contribution of these climate-mediated effects on the radiative forcing from
N2O is likely to be small (0.016 W m–2 °C–1; Zaehle and Dalmonech,
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2011). Modelling results (Stocker et al., 2013) suggest that the climate
and CO2-related amplification of terrestrial N2O emissions imply a
larger feedback of 0.03 to 0.05 W m–2 °C–1 by 2100.
With the continuing increases in the formation of Nr from anthropogenic activities will come increased Nr emissions and distribution of
Nr by waters and the atmosphere. For the atmosphere, the main driver
of future global nitrogen deposition is the emission trajectories of NOy
and NH3. For all RCP scenarios except RCP2.6, nitrogen deposition is
projected to remain relatively constant globally although there is a
projected increase in NHx deposition and decrease in NOy deposition.
On a regional basis, future decreases of NHx and NOx are projected
in North America and northern Europe, and increases in Asia (Figure
6.33). Spatially, projected changes in total nitrogen deposition driven
primarily by increases in NHx emissions occur over large regions of the
world for all RCPs, with generally the largest in RCP8.5 and the smallest in RCP2.6 (Figure 6.33) (Supplementary Material has RCP4.5 and
RCP6.0). Previous IPCC scenarios (SRES A2 or IS92a) project a near
doubling of atmospheric nitrogen deposition over some world biodiversity hotspots with half of these hotspots subjected to deposition
rates greater than 15 kgN ha–1 yr–1 (critical load threshold value) over
at least 10% of their total area (Dentener et al., 2005; Phoenix et al.,
2006; Bleeker et al., 2011).
Large uncertainties remain in our understanding and modelling of
changes in Nr emissions, atmospheric transport and deposition processes, lead to low confidence in the projection of future Nr deposition
fluxes, particularly in regions remote from anthropogenic emissions
(Dentener et al., 2006). The large spread between atmospheric GCM
models associated with precipitation projections confounds extraction
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of a climate signal in deposition projections (Langner et al., 2005;
Hedegaard et al., 2008).

6.4.6.2. Projected Changes in Sulphur Deposition
Given the tight coupling between the atmospheric nitrogen and sulphur cycles, and the impact on climate (Section 7.3) this Chapter also
presents scenarios for sulphur deposition. Deposition of SOx is projected to decrease in all RCP pathways (Figures 6.33 and 6.34). By
contrast, scenarios established prior to RCPs indicated decreases of
sulphur deposition in North America and Europe, but increases in South
America, Africa, South and East Asia (Dentener et al., 2006; Tagaris et
al., 2008). In all RCPs, sulphur deposition is lower by 2100 than in 2000
in all regions, with the largest decreases in North America, Europe and
Asia (RCP2.6 and RCP 8.5 are seen in Figure 6.34; RCP4.5 and RCP6.0
are in the Supplementary Material) (Lamarque et al., 2011). Future hot
spots of deposition are still evident in East and South East Asia, especially for RCP6.0.
Projected future increase of Nr input into terrestrial ecosystems also
yields increased flux of Nr from rivers into coastal systems. As illustrated by the Global NEWS 2 model for 2050, by the base year 2000,

N2O emissions (kgN km-2 y-1)
a. 1900

b. 2000

4
3
2
1
0

c. 2050

Figure 6.32 | N2O emissions in 1900, 2000 and projected to 2050 (Bouwman et al.,
2011). This spatially explicit soil nutrient budget and nitrogen gas emission scenario
was elaborated with the Integrated Model to Assess the Global Environment (IMAGE)
model on the basis of the International Assessment of Agricultural Knowledge, Science
and Technology for Development (IAASTD) baseline scenario (McIntyre et al., 2009).

the discharge of dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) to marine coastal
waters was >500 kg N km–2 of watershed area for most watershed
systems downstream of either high population or extensive agricultural activity (Mayorga et al., 2010; Seitzinger et al., 2010). Additional
information and the supporting figure are found in the Supplementary
Material.

6.4.6.3 Impact of Future Changes in Reactive Nitrogen on
Carbon Uptake and Storage
Anthropogenic Nr addition and natural nitrogen-cycle responses to
global changes will have an important impact on the global carbon
cycle. As a principal nutrient for plant growth, nitrogen can both limit
future carbon uptake and stimulate it depending on changes in Nr
availability. A range of global terrestrial carbon cycle models have
been developed since AR4 that integrate nitrogen dynamics into the
simulation of land carbon cycling (Thornton et al., 2007; Wang et al.,
2007, 2010a; Sokolov et al., 2008; Xu-Ri and Prentice, 2008; Churkina
et al., 2009; Jain et al., 2009; Fisher et al., 2010; Gerber et al., 2010;
Zaehle and Friend, 2010; Esser et al., 2011). However, only two ESMs in
CMIP5 (CESM1-BGC and NorESM1-ME) include a description of nitrogen–carbon interactions.
In response to climate warming, increased decomposition of soil
organic matter increases nitrogen mineralisation, (high confidence)
which can enhance Nr uptake and carbon storage by vegetation. Generally, higher C:N ratio in woody vegetation compared to C:N ratio
of soil organic matter causes increased ecosystem carbon storage as
increased Nr uptake shifts nitrogen from soil to vegetation (Melillo et
al., 2011). In two studies (Sokolov et al., 2008; Thornton et al., 2009),
this effect was strong enough to turn the carbon–climate interaction
into a small negative feedback, that is, an increased land CO2 uptake
in response to climate warming (positive γL values in Figure 6.20),
whereas in another study that described carbon–nitrogen interactions
(Zaehle et al., 2010b) the carbon–climate interaction was reduced but
remained positive, that is, decreased land CO2 uptake in response to
climate change (negative γL values in Figures 6.20, 6.21 and 6.22). The
two CMIP5 ESMs which include terrestrial carbon–nitrogen interactions (Table 6.11) also simulate a small but positive climate–carbon
feedback.
Consistent with the observational evidence (Finzi et al., 2006; Palmroth
et al., 2006; Norby et al., 2010), modelling studies have shown a strong
effect of Nr availability in limiting the response of plant growth and
land carbon storage to elevated atmospheric CO2 (e.g., Sokolov et al.,
2008; Thornton et al., 2009; Zaehle and Friend, 2010). These analyses
are affected by the projected future trajectories of anthropogenic Nr
deposition. The effects of Nr deposition counteract the nitrogen limitation of CO2 fertilisation (Churkina et al., 2009; Zaehle et al., 2010a).
Estimates of the total net carbon storage on land due to Nr deposition
between 1860 and 2100 range between 27 and 66 PgC (Thornton et
al., 2009; Zaehle et al., 2010a).
It is very likely that, at the global scale, nutrient limitation will reduce
the global land carbon storage projected by CMIP5 carbon-cycle only
models. Only two of the current CMIP5 ESM models explicitly consider carbon–nitrogen interactions (CESM1-BGC and NorESM1-ME).
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The effect of the nitrogen limitations on terrestrial carbon sequestration in the results of the other CMIP5 models may be approximated
by comparing the implicit Nr requirement given plausible ranges of
terrestrial C:N stoichiometry (Wang and Houlton, 2009) to plausible
increases in terrestrial Nr supply due to increased biological nitrogen
fixation (Wang and Houlton, 2009) and anthropogenic Nr deposition
(Figure 6.35). For the ensemble of CMIP5 projections under the RCP
8.5 scenario, this implies a lack of available nitrogen of 1.3 to 13.1
PgN which would reduce terrestrial C sequestration by an average of
137 PgC over the period 1860–2100, with a range of 41 to 273 PgC
among models. This represents an ensemble mean reduction in land
carbon sequestration of 55%, with a large spread across models (14
to 196%). Inferred reductions in ensemble-mean land carbon sink over
the same period for RCPs 6.0, 4.5 and 2.6 are 109, 117 and 85 PgC,
respectively. Between-model variation in these inferred reduced land
carbon sinks is similar for all RCPs, with ranges of 57 to 162 PgC, 38 to
208 PgC, and 32 to 171 PgC for RCPs 6.0, 4.5 and 2.6, respectively. The
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The positive effect on land carbon storage due to climate-increased
Nr mineralization is of comparable magnitude to the land carbon storage increase associated with increased anthropogenic Nr deposition.
Models disagree, however, which of the two factors is more important,
with both effects dependent on the choice of scenario. Crucially, the
effect of nitrogen limitation on vegetation growth and carbon storage
under elevated CO2 is the strongest effect of the natural and disturbed
nitrogen cycle on terrestrial carbon dynamics (Bonan and Levis, 2010;
Zaehle et al., 2010a). In consequence, the projected atmospheric CO2
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influence of nutrient addition for agriculture and pasture management
is not addressed in this analysis. Results from the two CMIP5 models
with explicit carbon–nitrogen interactions show even lower land
carbon sequestration than obtained by this approximation method
(Figure 6.35). More models with explicit carbon–nitrogen interactions
are needed to understand between-model variation and construct an
ensemble response.
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Figure 6.33 | Deposition of SOx (left, TgS yr–1), NHx (middle, TgN yr–1) and NOy (right, TgN yr–1) from 1850 to 2000 and projections of deposition to 2100 under the four RCP
emission scenarios (Lamarque et al., 2011; van Vuuren et al., 2011). Also shown are the 2030 scenarios using the SRES B1/A2 energy scenario with assumed current legislation and
maximum technically feasible air pollutant reduction controls (Dentener et al., 2006).
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Figure 6.34 | Spatial variability of nitrogen and SOx deposition in 1990s with projections to the 2090s (shown as difference relative to the 1990s), using the RCP2.6 and RCP8.5
scenarios, kgN km–2 yr–1, adapted from Lamarque et al. (2011). Note that no information on the statistical significance of the shown differences is available. This is of particular
relevance for areas with small changes. The plots for all four of the RCP scenarios are in the Supplementary Material.

concentrations (and thus degree of climate change) in 2100 are higher
in projections with models describing nitrogen limitations than in
those same models without these interactions. The influence of current
and future nitrogen deposition on the ocean sink for anthropogenic
carbon is estimated to be rather small, with less than 5% of the ocean
carbon sink in 2100 attributable to fertilisation from anthropogenic Nr
deposition over the oceans (Reay et al., 2008).

this chapter and we assess here future changes in natural CH4 emissions in response to climate change (e.g., O’Connor et al., 2010; Figure
6.36). Projected increases in future fire occurrence (Section 6.4.8.1)
suggest that CH4 from fires may increase (low confidence). Future
changes in anthropogenic emissions due to anthropogenic alteration
of wetlands (e.g., peatland drainage) may also be important but are
not assessed here.

None of the CMIP5 models include phosphorus as a limiting nutrient
for land ecosystems, although this limitation and interactions with Nr
availability are observed in many systems (Elser et al., 2007). Limitation by Nr availability alone may act as a partial surrogate for combined nitrogen–phosphorus limitation (Thornton et al., 2009; Section
6.4.8.2), but are likely to underestimate the overall nutrient limitation,
especially in lowland tropical forest.

6.4.7.1 Future Methane Emissions from Wetlands

6.4.7

Future Changes in Methane Emissions

Future atmospheric CH4 concentrations are sensitive to changes in both
emissions and OH oxidation. Atmospheric chemistry is not covered in

Overall, there is medium confidence that emissions of CH4 from
wetlands are likely to increase in the future under elevated CO2 and
warmer climate. Wetland extent is determined by geomorphology and
soil moisture, which depends on precipitation, evapotranspiration,
drainage and runoff. All of these may change in the future. Increasing temperature can lead to higher rates of evapotranspiration, reducing soil moisture and therefore affect wetland extent, and temporary
increasing aeration of existing wetlands with further consequences to
methane emissions. Regional projections of precipitation changes are
especially uncertain (see Chapter 12).
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Direct effects on wetland CH4 emissions include: higher NPP under
higher temperature and higher atmospheric CO2 concentrations leading to more substrate for methanogenesis (White et al., 2008); higher
CH4 production rates under higher temperature; and changes in CH4
oxidation through changed precipitation that alters water table position (Melton et al., 2013). Wetland CH4 emissions are also affected by
changes in wetland area which may either increase (due to thawing
permafrost or reduced evapotranspiration) or decrease (due to reduced
precipitation or increased evaporation) regionally. In most models, elevated CO2 has a stronger enhancement effect on CH4 emissions than
climate change. However, large uncertainties exist concerning the lack
of wetland specific plant functional types in most models and the lack
of understanding how wetland plants will react to CO2 fertilisation
(e.g., Berendse et al., 2001; Boardman et al., 2011; Heijmans et al.,
2001, 2002a, 2002b).

Land C ssequestration, 1860-2100 (PgC)

400

The models assessed here do not consider changes in soil hydrological properties caused by changes in organic matter content. Positive
feedbacks from increased drainage due to organic carbon loss may
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Figure 6.35 | Estimated influence of nitrogen availability on total land carbon sequestration over the period 1860–2100 (based on analysis method of Wang and Houlton
(2009). Blue bars show, for each RCP scenario, the multi-model ensemble mean of
land carbon sequestration, based on the carbon-only subset of CMIP5 models (Canadian Earth System Model 2 (CanESM2), Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory–Earth
System Model 2G (GFDL-ESM2G), Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory–Earth System
Model 2M (GFDL-ESM2M), Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model 2–Carbon
Cycle(HadGEM2-CC), Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model 2–Earth System (HadGEM2-ES), Institute Pierre Simon Laplace–Coupled Model 5A–Low Resolution (IPSLCM5A-LR), Institute Pierre Simon Laplace– Coupled Model 5A–Medium Resolution
(IPSL-CM5A-MR), Institute Pierre Simon Laplace–Coupled Model 5B–Low Resolution
(IPSL-CM5B-LR), Max Planck Institute–Earth System Model–Low Resolution (MPI-ESMLR): not all models produced results for all scenarios). Red bars show, for each scenario,
the mean land carbon sequestration from the same ensemble of carbon-only models
after correcting for inferred constraints on carbon uptake due to limited availability of
nitrogen. Black bars show ± one standard deviation around the means. Black symbols
show individual model results from the two CMIP5 models with explicit carbon–nitrogen interactions (Community Earth System Model 1–Biogeochemical (CESM1-BGC)
and Norwegian Earth System Model 1 (Emissions capable) (NorESM1-ME)). These two
models have nearly identical representations of land carbon–nitrogen dynamics, and
differences between them here (for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, where both models contributed results) are due to differences in coupled system climate. All simulations shown
here used prescribed atmospheric CO2 concentrations.
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Since AR4, several modelling studies have attempted to quantify the
sensitivity of global wetland CH4 emissions to environmental changes
(see Figure 6.37). The studies cover a wide range of simulation results
but there is high agreement between model results that the combined effect of CO2 increase and climate change by the end of the
21st century will increase wetland CH4 emissions. Using a common
experimental protocol with spatially uniform changes in precipitation, temperature and CO2 (“WETCHIMP”; Melton et al., 2013) seven
models predict that the effect of increased temperature alone (red bars
in Figure 6.37) may cause an increase or decrease of wetland CH4 emissions, while the effect of increased precipitation alone (green bars in
Figure 6.37) is always an increase, although generally small. The effect
of increased atmospheric CO2 concentration (fertilisation of NPP; Box
6.3; blue bars in Figure 6.37) always resulted in an increase of emissions (22 to 162%). Other studies assessed the effects of temperature
and precipitation together (orange bars in Figure 6.37) and often found
an increase in wetland CH4 emissions (Eliseev et al., 2008; Gedney et
al., 2004; Shindell et al., 2004; Volodin, 2008) although Ringeval et al.
(2011) found a net decrease. The combined effect of climate and CO2
resulted in an increase of wetland CH4 emissions from 40% (Volodin
(2008); fixed wetland area) to 68% (Ringeval et al., 2011); variable
wetland area).
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Figure 6.36 | Schematic synthesis of the magnitude and time scales associated with
possible future CH4 emissions (adapted from O’Connor et al., 2010). Uncertainty in
these future changes is large, and so this figure demonstrates the relative magnitude
of possible future changes. Anthropogenic emissions starting at a present-day level of
300 Tg(CH4) yr–1 (consistent with Table 6.8) and increasing or decreasing according to
RCP8.5 and RCP2.6 are shown for reference. Wetland emissions are taken as 140 to
280 Tg(CH4) yr–1 present day values (Table 6.8) and increasing by between 0 and 100%
(Section 6.4.7.1; Figure 6.37). Permafrost emissions may become important during the
21st century. CH4 release from marine hydrates and subsea permafrost may also occur
but uncertainty is sufficient to prevent plotting emission rates here. Large CH4 hydrate
release to the atmosphere is not expected during the 21st century. No quantitative
estimates of future changes in CH4 emissions from wildfires exist, so plotted here are
continued present-day emissions of 1 to 5 Tg(CH4) yr–1 (Table 6.8).
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accelerate peat decomposition rates (Ise et al., 2008). However, carbon
accumulation due to elevated NPP in wetland and permafrost regions
may to some extent offset CH4 emissions (Frolking and Roulet, 2007;
Turetsky et al., 2007). None of the studies or models assessed here
considers CH4 emissions from mangroves.

et al., 2011) and has been projected to continue under future scenarios
(Avis et al., 2011). Alternatively, small lakes or ponds and wetland
growth may occur in continuous permafrost areas underlain by ice-rich
material subject to thermokarst (Christensen et al., 2004; Jorgenson et
al., 2006; Plug and West, 2009; Jones et al., 2011).

The models also do not agree in their simulations of present day wetland extent or CH4 emissions, and there are not adequate data sets to
evaluate them thoroughly at the grid scale (typically 0.5°) (Melton et
al., 2013). Hence despite high agreement between models of a strong
positive response of wetland CH4 emission rates to increasing atmospheric CO2 we assign low confidence to quantitative projections of
future wetland CH4 emissions.

There is high agreement between land surface models that permafrost
extent is expected to reduce during the 21st century, accompanying
particularly rapid warming at high latitudes (Chapter 12). However,
estimates vary widely as to the pace of degradation (Lawrence and
Slater, 2005; Burn and Nelson, 2006; Lawrence et al., 2008). The LPJWHyMe model projected permafrost area loss of 30% (SRES B1) and
47% (SRES A2) by 2100 (Wania, 2007). Marchenko et al. (2008) calculate that by 2100, 57% of Alaska will lose permafrost within the top
2 m. For the RCP scenarios, the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble shows a
wide range of projections for permafrost loss: 15 to 87% under RCP4.5
and 30 to 99% under RCP8.5 (Koven et al., 2013).

Soil CH4 oxidation of about 30 Tg(CH4) yr–1 (Table 6.8) represents the
smallest of the three sinks for atmospheric methane (see Table 6.8) but
is also sensitive to future environmental changes. Soil CH4 oxidation is
projected to increase by up to 23% under the SRES A1B due to rising
atmospheric CH4 concentrations, higher soil temperature and lower soil
moisture (Curry, 2007, 2009).

6.4.7.2 Future Methane Emissions from Permafrost Areas
Permafrost thaw may lead to increased drainage and a net reduction
in lakes and wetlands, a process that has already begun to be seen in
lakes in the discontinuous permafrost zone (Smith et al., 2005; Jones

Hydrological changes may lead to tradeoffs between the CO2 and CH4
balance of ecosystems underlain by permafrost, with methane production rates being roughly an order of magnitude less than rates of oxic
decomposition to CO2 but CH4 having a larger greenhouse warming
potential (Frolking and Roulet, 2007). The extent of permafrost thaw
simulated by climate models has been used to estimate possible subsequent carbon release (Burke et al., 2013; Harden et al., 2012; Section
6.4.3.4) but few studies explicitly partition this into CO2 or CH4 release

6

Figure 6.37 | Relative changes of global CH4 emissions from either pre-industrial (a) or present-day (b) conditions and environmental changes that reflect potential conditions
in 2100. The first seven models took part in the WETCHIMP intercomparison project and were run under a common protocol (Melton et al., 2013). Bars represent CH4 emission
changes associated with temperature-only changes (T), precipitation only (P), CO2 only (CO2) or combinations of multiple factors. Other studies as listed in the figure used different
future scenarios: Eliseev et al. (2008), Gedney et al. (2004), Ringeval et al. (2011), Shindell et al. (2004), Volodin (2008), Stocker et al. (2013).
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to the atmosphere. Schneider von Deimling et al. (2012) estimate cumulative CH4 emissions by 2100 between 131 and 533 Tg(CH4) across
the 4 RCPs. CMIP5 projections of permafrost thaw do not consider
changes in pond or lake formation. Thawing of unsaturated Yedoma
carbon deposits (which contain large, but uncertain amounts of organic carbon in permafrost in northeast Siberia; Schirrmeister et al., 2011)
was postulated to produce significant CH4 emissions (Khvorostyanov et
al., 2008), however more recent estimates with Yedoma carbon lability
constrained by incubation observations (Dutta et al., 2006) argue for
smaller emissions at 2100 (Koven et al., 2011).

6.4.7.3 Future Methane Hydrate Emissions
Substantial quantities of methane are believed to be stored within submarine hydrate deposits at continental margins (see also Section 6.1,
FAQ 6.1). There is concern that warming of overlying waters may melt
these deposits, releasing CH4 into the ocean and atmosphere systems.
Overall, it is likely that subsequent emissions to the atmosphere caused
by hydrate destabilisation would be in the form of CO2, due to CH4
oxidation in the water column.
Considering a potential warming of bottom waters by 1°C, 3°C and
5°C during the next 100 years, Reagan and Moridis (2007) found
that hydrates residing in a typical deep ocean setting (4°C and 1000
m depth) would be stable and in shallow low-latitude settings (6°C
and 560 m) any sea floor CH4 fluxes would be oxidized within the
sediments. Only in cold-shallow Arctic settings (0.4°C and 320 m)
would CH4 fluxes exceed rates of benthic sediment oxidation. Simulations of heat penetration through the sediment by Fyke and Weaver
(2006) suggest that changes in the gas hydrate stability zone will be
small on century time scales except in high-latitude regions of shallow ocean shelves. In the longer term, Archer et al. (2009a) estimated
that between 35 and 940 PgC could be released over several thousand
years in the future following a 3°C seafloor warming.

6

Using multiple climate models (Lamarque, 2008), predicted an upper
estimate of the global sea floor flux of between 560 and 2140 Tg(CH4)
yr–1, mostly in the high latitudes. Hunter et al. (2013) also found 21st
century hydrate dissociation in shallow Arctic waters and comparable
in magnitude to Biastoch et al. (2011), although maximum CH4 sea
floor fluxes were smaller than Lamarque (2008), with emissions from
330 to 450 Tg(CH4) yr–1 for RCP 4.5 to RCP8.5. Most of the sea floor flux
of CH4 is expected to be oxidised in the water column into dissolved
CO2. Mau et al. (2007) suggest only 1% might be released to the atmosphere but this fraction depends on the depth of water and ocean conditions. Elliott et al. (2011) demonstrated significant impacts of such
sea floor release on marine hypoxia and acidity, although atmospheric
CH4 release was small.
Observations of CH4 release along the Svalbard margin seafloor (Westbrook et al., 2009) suggest observed regional warming of 1°C during
the last 30 years is driving hydrate disassociation, an idea supported by
modelling (Reagan and Moridis, 2009). However, these studies do not
consider subsea-permafrost hydrates suggested recently to be regionally significant sources of atmospheric CH4 (Shakhova et al., 2010).
There was no positive excursion in the methane concentration recorded
in ice cores from the largest known submarine landslide, the Storegga
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slide of Norway 8200 years ago. Large methane hydrate release due to
marine landslides is unlikely as any given landslide could release only
a tiny fraction of the global inventory (Archer, 2007).
There is low confidence in modelling abilities to simulate transient
changes in hydrate inventories, but large CH4 release to the atmosphere during this century is unlikely.

6.4.8

Other Drivers of Future Carbon Cycle Changes

6.4.8.1 Changes in Fire under Climate Change/Scenarios of
Anthropogenic Fire Changes
Regional studies for boreal regions suggest an increase in future fire
risk (e.g., Amiro et al., 2009; Balshi et al., 2009; Flannigan et al., 2009a;
Spracklen et al., 2009; Tymstra et al., 2007; Westerling et al., 2011;
Wotton et al., 2010) with implications for carbon and nutrient storage
(Certini, 2005). Kurz et al. (2008b) and Metsaranta et al. (2010) indicated that increased fire activity has the potential to turn the Canadian forest from a sink to a source of atmospheric CO2. Models predict
spatially variable responses in fire activity, including strong increases
and decreases, due to regional variations in the climate–fire relationship, and anthropogenic interference (Scholze et al., 2006; Flannigan et
al., 2009b; Krawchuk et al., 2009; Pechony and Shindell, 2010; Kloster
et al., 2012). Wetter conditions can reduce fire activity, but increased
biomass availability can increase fire emissions (Scholze et al., 2006;
Terrier et al., 2013). Using a land surface model and future climate
projections from two GCMs, Kloster et al. (2012) projected fire carbon
emissions in 2075–2099 that exceed present-day emissions by 17 to
62% (0.3 to 1.0 PgC yr–1) depending on scenario.
Future fire activity will also depend on anthropogenic factors especially related to land use change. For the Amazon it is estimated that
at present 58% of the area is too humid to allow deforestation fires
but climate change might reduce this area to 37% by 2050 (Le Page
et al., 2010). Golding and Betts (2008) estimated that future Amazon
forest vulnerability to fire may depend nonlinearly on combined climate change and deforestation.

6.4.8.2 Other Biogeochemical Cycles and Processes
Impacting Future Carbon Fluxes
6.4.8.2.1

Phosphorus

On centennial time scales, the phosphoros (P) limitation of terrestrial
carbon uptake could become more severe than the nitrogen limitation
because of limited phosphorus sources. Model simulations have shown
a shift after 2100 from nitrogen to phosphorus limitation at high latitudes (Goll et al., 2012).
6.4.8.2.2

Elevated surface ozone

Plants are known to suffer damage due to exposure to levels of ozone
(O3) above about 40 ppb (Ashmore, 2005). Model simulations of plant
O3 damage on the carbon cycle have found a reduction in terrestrial
carbon storage between 2005 and 2100 ranging from 4 to 140 PgC
(Felzer et al., 2005) and up to 260 PgC (Sitch et al., 2007).
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6.4.8.2.3

Iron deposition to oceans

Changes in iron deposition may have affected ocean carbon uptake
in the past (Section 6.2.1.1), but future projections of iron deposition
from desert dust over the ocean are uncertain, even about the sign of
changes (Tegen et al., 2004; Mahowald et al., 2009). Tagliabue et al.
(2008) found relatively little impact of varying aeolian iron input on
ocean CO2 fluxes, but Mahowald et al. (2011) show projected changes
in ocean productivity as large as those due to CO2 increases and climate change.
6.4.8.2.4

Changes in the diffuse fraction of solar radiation
at the surface

Mercado et al. (2009) estimated that variations in the diffuse fraction, associated largely with the ‘global dimming’ period (Stanhill and
Cohen, 2001), enhanced the land carbon sink by approximately 25%
between 1960 and 1999. Under heavily polluted or dark cloudy skies,
plant productivity may decline as the diffuse effect is insufficient to
offset decreased surface irradiance (UNEP, 2011). Under future scenarios involving reductions in aerosol emissions (Figures 6.33 and 6.34),
the diffuse-radiation enhancement of carbon uptake will decline.
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6.4.9

The Long-term Carbon Cycle and Commitments

With very high confidence, the physical, biogeochemical carbon cycle in
the ocean and on land will continue to respond to climate change and
rising atmospheric CO2 concentrations created during the 21st century.
Long-term changes in vegetation structure and induced carbon storage
potentially show larger changes beyond 2100 than during the 21st
century as the long time scale response of tree growth and ecosystem
migrations means that by 2100 only a part of the eventual committed change will be realized (Jones et al., 2009). Holocene changes in
tree-line lagged changes in climate by centuries (MacDonald et al.,
2008). Long-term ‘commitments’ to ecosystems migration also carry
long-term committed effects to changes in terrestrial carbon storage
(Jones et al., 2010; Liddicoat et al., 2013) and permafrost (O’Connor et
al., 2010; Sections 6.4.3.3 and 6.4.7).
Warming of high latitudes is common to most climate models (Chapter
12) and this may enable increased productivity and northward expansion of boreal forest ecosystems into present tundra regions depending
on nutrient availability (Kellomäki et al., 2008; Kurz et al., 2008a; MacDonald et al., 2008). CMIP5 simulations by two ESMs with dynamic
vegetation for extended RCP scenarios to 2300 (Meinshausen et al.,
2011) allow analysis of this longer term response of the carbon cycle.
Increases in tree cover and terrestrial carbon storage north of 60°N are
shown in Figure 6.38.
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Figure 6.38 | Maps of changes in woody cover fraction, %, (left) and terrestrial carbon storage, kg C m–2 (vegetation carbon, middle; soil carbon, right) between years 2100
and 2300 averaged for two models, Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model 2-Earth System (HadGEM2-ES) and Max Planck Institute–Earth System Model (MPI-ESM), which
simulate vegetation dynamics for three RCP extension scenarios 2.6 (top), 4.5 (middle), and 8.5 (bottom). Note the RCP6.0 extension was not a CMIP5 required simulation. Model
results were interpolated on 1° × 1° grid; white colour indicates areas where models disagree in sign of changes. Anthropogenic land use in these extension scenarios is kept
constant at 2100 levels, so these results show the response of natural ecosystems to the climate change.
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 6.2 | What Happens to Carbon Dioxide After It Is Emitted into the Atmosphere?
Carbon dioxide (CO2), after it is emitted into the atmosphere, is firstly rapidly distributed between atmosphere, the
upper ocean and vegetation. Subsequently, the carbon continues to be moved between the different reservoirs
of the global carbon cycle, such as soils, the deeper ocean and rocks. Some of these exchanges occur very slowly.
Depending on the amount of CO2 released, between 15% and 40% will remain in the atmosphere for up to 2000
years, after which a new balance is established between the atmosphere, the land biosphere and the ocean. Geological processes will take anywhere from tens to hundreds of thousands of years—perhaps longer—to redistribute
the carbon further among the geological reservoirs. Higher atmospheric CO2 concentrations, and associated climate
impacts of present emissions, will, therefore, persist for a very long time into the future.
CO2 is a largely non-reactive gas, which is rapidly mixed throughout the entire troposphere in less than a year.
Unlike reactive chemical compounds in the atmosphere that are removed and broken down by sink processes, such
as methane, carbon is instead redistributed among the different reservoirs of the global carbon cycle and ultimately
recycled back to the atmosphere on a multitude of time scales. FAQ 6.2, Figure 1 shows a simplified diagram of the
global carbon cycle. The open arrows indicate typical timeframes for carbon atoms to be transferred through the
different reservoirs.
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Before the Industrial Era, the global carbon cycle was
roughly balanced. This can be inferred from ice core
measurements, which show a near constant atmospheric concentration of CO2 over the last several
thousand years prior to the Industrial Era. Anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, however, have disturbed that equilibrium. As
global CO2 concentrations rise, the exchange processes between CO2 and the surface ocean and vegetation
are altered, as are subsequent exchanges within and
among the carbon reservoirs on land, in the ocean
and eventually, the Earth crust. In this way, the added
carbon is redistributed by the global carbon cycle,
until the exchanges of carbon between the different
carbon reservoirs have reached a new, approximate
balance.

Over the ocean, CO2 molecules pass through the
air-sea interface by gas exchange. In seawater, CO2
interacts with water molecules to form carbonic acid,
FAQ 6.2, Figure 1 | Simplified schematic of the global carbon cycle showing
which reacts very quickly with the large reservoir of
the typical turnover time scales for carbon transfers through the major reservoirs.
dissolved inorganic carbon—bicarbonate and carbonate ions—in the ocean. Currents and the formation of
sinking dense waters transport the carbon between the surface and deeper layers of the ocean. The marine biota
also redistribute carbon: marine organisms grow organic tissue and calcareous shells in surface waters, which, after
their death, sink to deeper waters, where they are returned to the dissolved inorganic carbon reservoir by dissolution and microbial decomposition. A small fraction reaches the sea floor, and is incorporated into the sediments.
Sediments

The extra carbon from anthropogenic emissions has the effect of increasing the atmospheric partial pressure of CO2,
which in turn increases the air-to-sea exchange of CO2 molecules. In the surface ocean, the carbonate chemistry
quickly accommodates that extra CO2. As a result, shallow surface ocean waters reach balance with the atmosphere
within 1 or 2 years. Movement of the carbon from the surface into the middle depths and deeper waters takes
longer—between decades and many centuries. On still longer time scales, acidification by the invading CO2 dissolves carbonate sediments on the sea floor, which further enhances ocean uptake. However, current understanding suggests that, unless substantial ocean circulation changes occur, plankton growth remains roughly unchanged
because it is limited mostly by environmental factors, such as nutrients and light, and not by the availability of
inorganic carbon it does not contribute significantly to the ocean uptake of anthropogenic CO2. (continued on next page)
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FAQ 6.2 (continued)

On land, vegetation absorbs CO2 by photosynthesis and converts it into organic matter. A fraction of this carbon is
immediately returned to the atmosphere as CO2 by plant respiration. Plants use the remainder for growth. Dead
plant material is incorporated into soils, eventually to be decomposed by microorganisms and then respired back
into the atmosphere as CO2. In addition, carbon in vegetation and soils is also converted back into CO2 by fires,
insects, herbivores, as well as by harvest of plants and subsequent consumption by livestock or humans. Some
organic carbon is furthermore carried into the ocean by streams and rivers.
An increase in atmospheric CO2 stimulates photosynthesis, and thus carbon uptake. In addition, elevated CO2 concentrations help plants in dry areas to use ground water more efficiently. This in turn increases the biomass in vegetation and soils and so fosters a carbon sink on land. The magnitude of this sink, however, also depends critically
on other factors, such as water and nutrient availability.
Coupled carbon-cycle climate models indicate that less carbon is taken up by the ocean and land as the climate
warms constituting a positive climate feedback. Many different factors contribute to this effect: warmer seawater,
for instance, has a lower CO2 solubility, so altered chemical carbon reactions result in less oceanic uptake of excess
atmospheric CO2. On land, higher temperatures foster longer seasonal growth periods in temperate and higher
latitudes, but also faster respiration of soil carbon.
The time it takes to reach a new carbon distribution balance depends on the transfer times of carbon through the
different reservoirs, and takes place over a multitude of time scales. Carbon is first exchanged among the ‘fast’
carbon reservoirs, such as the atmosphere, surface ocean, land vegetation and soils, over time scales up to a few
thousand years. Over longer time scales, very slow secondary geological processes—dissolution of carbonate sediments and sediment burial into the Earth’s crust—become important.
FAQ 6.2, Figure 2 illustrates the decay of a large excess amount of CO2 (5000 PgC, or about 10 times the cumulative
CO2 emitted so far since the beginning of the industrial Era) emitted into the atmosphere, and how it is redistributed among land and the ocean over time. During the first 200 years, the ocean and land take up similar amounts
of carbon. On longer time scales, the ocean uptake dominates mainly because of its larger reservoir size (~38,000
PgC) as compared to land (~4000 PgC) and atmosphere (589 PgC prior to the Industrial Era). Because of ocean
chemistry the size of the initial input is important: higher emissions imply that a larger fraction of CO2 will remain
in the atmosphere. After 2000 years, the atmosphere will still contain between 15% and 40% of those initial CO2
emissions. A further reduction by carbonate sediment dissolution, and reactions with igneous rocks, such as silicate
weathering and sediment burial, will take anything from tens to hundreds of thousands of years, or even longer.
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FAQ 6.2, Figure 2 | Decay of a CO2 excess amount of 5000 PgC emitted at time zero into the atmosphere, and its subsequent redistribution into land and ocean
as a function of time, computed by coupled carbon-cycle climate models. The sizes of the colour bands indicate the carbon uptake by the respective reservoir. The first
two panels show the multi-model mean from a model intercomparison project (Joos et al., 2013). The last panel shows the longer term redistribution including ocean
dissolution of carbonaceous sediments as computed with an Earth System Model of Intermediate Complexity (after Archer et al., 2009b).
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Increases in fire disturbance or insect damage may drive loss of forest
in temperate regions (Kurz et al., 2008c), but this process is poorly
represented or not accounted at all in models. Recent evidence from
models (Huntingford et al., 2013) and studies on climate variability
(Cox et al., 2013) suggests that large scale loss of tropical forest as previously projected in some models (Cox et al., 2004; Scholze et al., 2006)
is unlikely, but depends strongly on the predicted future changes in
regional temperature (Galbraith et al., 2010) and precipitation (Good
et al., 2011, 2013), although both models here simulate reduced tree
cover and carbon storage for the RCP8.5 scenario. ESMs also poorly
simulate resilience of ecosystems to climate changes and usually do
not account for possible existence of alternative ecosystem states such
as tropical forest or savannah (Hirota et al., 2011).
Regional specific changes in ecosystem composition and carbon storage are uncertain but it is very likely that ecosystems will continue to
change for decades to centuries following stabilisation of GHGs and
climate change.

6.5

6.5.1

6

Potential Effects of Carbon Dioxide
Removal Methods and Solar Radiation
Management on the Carbon Cycle
Introduction to Carbon Dioxide Removal Methods

To slow or perhaps reverse projected increases in atmospheric CO2
(Section 6.4), several methods have been proposed to increase the
removal of atmospheric CO2 and enhance the storage of carbon in
land, ocean and geological reservoirs. These methods are categorized
as ‘Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR)’ methods (see Glossary). Another
class of methods involves the intentional manipulation of planetary
solar absorption to counter climate change, and is called the ‘Solar
Radiation Management (SRM)’ (discussed in Chapter 7, Section 7.7;
see Glossary). In this section, CDR methods are discussed from the
aspect of the carbon cycle processes (Section 6.5.2) and their impacts
and side effects on carbon cycle and climate (Section 6.5.3). A brief
discussion on the indirect carbon cycle effects of SRM methods is given
in Section 6.5.4. Most of the currently proposed CDR methods are summarized in Table 6.14 and some are illustrated schematically in Chapter
7 (Section 7.7; FAQ 7.3 Figure 1). Since some CDR methods might operate on large spatial scales they are also called ‘Geoengineering’ proposals (Keith, 2001). Removal of CH4 and N2O has also been proposed
to reduce climate change (Stolaroff et al., 2012). While the science of
geoengineering methods is assessed in this section (CDR) and Chapter
7 (SRM), the benefits and risks of SRM are planned to be assessed in
Chapter 19 of AR5 WGII report. Further, Chapter 6 of AR5 WGIII report
plans to assess the cost and socioeconomic implications of some CDR
and SRM methods for climate stabilization pathways.
Large-scale industrial methods such as carbon capture and storage
(CCS), biofuel energy production (without CCS) and reducing emissions from deforestation and degradation (REDD) cannot be called
CDR methods since they reduce fossil fuel use or land use change CO2
emissions to the atmosphere but they do not involve a net removal of
CO2 that is already in the atmosphere. However, direct air capture of
CO2 using industrial methods (Table 6.14; and FAQ 7.3 Figure 1) will
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remove CO2 from the atmosphere and is thus considered as a CDR
method. The distinction between CDR and mitigation (see Glossary) is
not clear and there could be some overlap between the two.
Insofar as the CDR-removed CO2 is sequestered in a permanent reservoir, CDR methods could potentially reduce direct consequences
of high CO2 levels, including ocean acidification (see Section 6.4.4)
(Matthews et al., 2009). However, the effects of CDR methods that
propose to manipulate carbon cycle processes are slow (see Box 6.1)
and hence the consequent climate effects would be slow. The climate
system has a less than 5-years relaxation (e-folding) time scale for an
assumed instantaneous reduction in radiative forcing to preindustrial
levels (Held et al., 2010). While the climate effect of SRM could be
rapid (Shepherd et al., 2009) given this time scale, at present, there
is no known CDR method, including industrial direct air capture that
can feasibly reduce atmospheric CO2 to pre-industrial levels within a
similar time scale. Therefore, CDR methods do not present an option for
rapidly preventing climate change when compared to SRM. It is likely
that CDR would have to be deployed at large-scale for at least one
century to be able to significantly reduce atmospheric CO2.
Important carbon cycle science considerations for evaluating CDR
methods include the associated carbon storage capacity, the permanence of carbon storage and potential adverse side effects (Shepherd
et al., 2009). Geological reservoirs could store several thousand PgC
and the ocean may be able to store a few thousand PgC of anthropogenic carbon in the long-term (Metz et al., 2005; House et al., 2006;
Orr, 2009) (see Box 6.1 and Archer et al., 2009b). The terrestrial biosphere may have a typical potential to store carbon equivalent to the
cumulative historical land use loss of 180 ± 80 PgC (Table 6.1; Section
6.5.2.1).
In this assessment, we use “permanence” to refer to time scales larger
than tens of thousands of years. CDR methods associated with either
permanent or non-permanent carbon sequestration (see Table 6.14)
have very different climate implications (Kirschbaum, 2003). Permanent sequestration methods have the potential to reduce the radiative forcing of CO2 over time. By contrast, non-permanent sequestration methods will release back the temporarily sequestered carbon as
CO2 to the atmosphere, after some delayed time interval (Herzog et
al., 2003). As a consequence, elevated levels of atmospheric CO2 and
climate warming will only be delayed and not avoided by the implementation of non-permanent CDR methods (Figure 6.39). Nevertheless, CDR methods that could create a temporary CO2 removal (Table
6.14) may still have value (Dornburg and Marland, 2008) by reducing
the cumulative impact of higher temperature.
Another important carbon cycle consequence of CDR methods is the
‘rebound effect’ (see Glossary). In the Industrial Era (since 1750) about
half of the CO2 emitted into the atmosphere from fossil fuel emissions
has been taken up by land and ocean carbon reservoirs (see Section 6.3
and Table 6.1). As for current CO2 emissions and the consequent CO2
rise, which are currently opposed by uptake of CO2 by natural reservoirs,
any removal of CO2 from the atmosphere by CDR will be opposed by
release of CO2 from natural reservoirs (Figure 6.40). It is thus virtually
certain that the removal of CO2 by CDR will be partially offset by outgassing of CO2 from the ocean and land ecosystems. Therefore, return-
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Table 6.14 | Examples of CDR methods and their implications for carbon cycle and climate. The list is non-exhaustive. A ‘rebound’ effect and a thermal inertia of climate system
are associated with all CDR methods.

Carbon Cycle
Process to
be Modified
Intentionally

CDR Method Name

Nature of
CDR Removal
Process
Biological

Enhanced biological
production and
storage on land

Afforestation / reforestationa
Improved forest managementb
Sequestration of wood in buildingsc
Biomass buriald
No till agriculturee
Biocharf
Conservation agricultureg
Fertilisation of land plantsh
Creation of wetlandsi
Biomass Energy with Carbon
Capture and Storage (BECCS)j

Biological

Enhanced biological
production and
storage in ocean

Ocean iron fertilisationk
Algae farming and buriall
Blue carbon (mangrove, kelp farming)m
Modifying ocean upwelling to bring
nutrients from deep ocean to surface
oceann
Enhanced weathering over lando
Enhanced weathering over oceanp

Chemical

Direct-air capture with storage

Chemical

Accelerated
weathering

Others

Storage Location
a,b,h

Land (biomass, soils)
Land/ocean floor
e, f,g Land (soils)
i Land (wetland soils)
j
Ocean / geological formations

a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i

d

j

Ocean

k,n

Organic
Inorganic

l,m

Soils and oceans
Ocean

o

o,p

Alters surface albedo
and evapotranspiration
a,b,c,e,f,g,h,i Lack of permanence
dPotentially permanent if buried on
the ocean floor
jPermanent if stored in geological reservoir
a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j

Inorganic
Organic

k

Inorganic

o

p

Ocean/geological formations

Some Carbon Cycle and
Climate Implications

Storage Form

Inorganic

May lead to expanded regions with
low oxygen concentration, increased
N2O production, deep ocean acidification and disruptions to marine
ecosystems and regional carbon cycle
nDisruptions to regional carbon cycle
Permanent removal; likely to change
pH of soils, rivers, and ocean
pPermanent removal; likely
to change pH of ocean
Permanent removal if stored
in geological reservoirs

Notes
Superscripts in column 2 refer to the corresponding superscripts in columns 4, 5 and 6 of the same row.

ing to pre-industrial CO2 levels would require permanently sequestering an amount of carbon equal to total anthropogenic CO2 emissions
that have been released before the time of CDR, roughly twice as much
the excess of atmospheric CO2 above pre-industrial level (Lenton and
Vaughan, 2009; Cao and Caldeira, 2010b; Matthews, 2010).

6.5.2

Carbon Cycle Processes Involved in Carbon
Dioxide Removal Methods

The CDR methods listed in Table 6.14 rely primarily on human management of carbon cycle processes to remove CO2: (1) enhanced net
biological uptake and subsequent sequestration by land ecosystems,
(2) enhanced biological production in ocean and subsequent sequestration in the ocean and (3) accelerated chemical weathering reactions
over land and ocean. The exceptional CDR method is industrial direct
air capture of CO2, for example, relying on chemistry methods. CO2
removed by CDR is expected to be stored in organic form on land and
in inorganic form in ocean and geological reservoirs (Table 6.14). This
management of the carbon cycle however has other implications on
ecosystems and biogeochemical cycles. The principle of different CDR
methods listed in Table 6.14 is described below and the characteristics
of some CDR methods are summarized in Table 6.15.
Some of the RCP scenarios used as a basis for future projections in this
Assessment Report already include some CDR methods. To achieve
the RCP2.6 CO2 peak and decline the IMAGE integrated assessment
model simulates widespread implementation of BECCS technology to

achieve globally negative emissions after around 2080 (see Section
6.4.3). RCP4.5 also assumes some use of BECCS to stabilise CO2 concentration by 2100. Therefore it should be noted that potentials for
CDR assessed in this section cannot be seen as additional potential
for CO2 removal from the low RCPs as this is already included in those
scenarios.

6.5.2.1 Enhanced Carbon Sequestration by Land Ecosystems
The key driver of these CDR methods is net primary productivity on
land that currently produces biomass at a rate of approximately 50
to 60 PgC yr–1 (Nemani et al., 2003). The principle of these CDR methods is to increase net primary productivity and/or store a larger fraction of the biomass produced into ecosystem carbon pools with long
turnover times, for example, under the form of wood or refractory
organic matter in soils (Table 6.14). One variant is to harvest biomass
for energy production and sequester the emitted CO2 (BECCS). BECCS
technology has not been tested at industrial scale, but is commonly
included in Integrated Assessment Models and future scenarios that
aim to achieve low CO2 concentrations.
Estimates of the global potential for enhanced primary productivity
over land are uncertain because the potential of any specific method
will be severely constrained by competing land needs (e.g., agriculture,
biofuels, urbanization and conservation) and sociocultural considerations. An order of magnitude of the upper potential of afforestation/
reforestation would be the restoration of all the carbon released by
547
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Re-release of CDR-removed CO2
from non-permanent reservoirs

The capacity for enhancing the soil carbon content on agricultural and
degraded lands was estimated by one study at 50 to 60% of the historical soil carbon released, that is 42 to 78 PgC (Lal, 2004a). The proposed agricultural practices are the adoption of conservation tillage
with cover crops and crop residue mulch, conversion of marginal lands
into restorative land uses and nutrient cycling including the use of
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historical land use (180 ± 80 PgC; Table 6.1; Section 6.3.2.2). House
et al. (2002) estimated that the atmospheric CO2 concentration by
2100 would be lowered by only about 40 to 70 ppm in that scenario
(accounting for the ‘rebound’ effect).
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Figure 6.39 | Idealised model simulations (Matthews, 2010) to illustrate the effects of
CDR methods associated with either permanent or non-permanent carbon sequestration. There is an emission of 1000 PgC in the reference case (black line) between 1800
and 2100, corresponding approximately to RCP4.5 scenario (Section 6.4). Permanent
sequestration of 380 PgC, assuming no leakage of sequestered carbon would reduce climate change (blue line, compared to black line). By contrast, a non-permanent sequestration CDR method where carbon will be sequestered and later on returned to the
atmosphere in three centuries would not. In this idealised non-permanent sequestration
example scenario, climate change would only be delayed but the eventual magnitude of
climate change will be equivalent to the no-sequestration case (green line, compared to
black). Figure adapted from Figure 5 of Matthews (2010).
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Figure 6.40 | Idealised simulations with a simple global carbon cycle model (Cao and
Caldeira, 2010b) to illustrate the ‘rebound effect’. Effects of an instantaneous cessation of CO2 emissions in the year 2050 (amber line), one-time removal of the excess
of atmospheric CO2 over pre-industrial levels (blue line) and removal of this excess of
atmospheric CO2 followed by continued removal of all the CO2 that degasses from the
ocean (green line) are shown. For the years 1850–2010 observed atmospheric CO2 concentrations are prescribed and CO2 emissions are calculated from CO2 concentrations
and modeled carbon uptake. For the years 2011–2049, CO2 emissions are prescribed
following the SRES A2 scenario. Starting from year 2050, CO2 emission is either set to
zero or calculated from modeled CO2 concentrations and CO2 uptake. To a first approximation, a cessation of emissions would prevent further warming but would not lead to
significant cooling on the century time scale. A one-time removal of excess atmospheric
CO2 would eliminate approximately only half of the warming experienced at the time
of the removal because of CO2 that outgases from the ocean (the rebound effect).
To bring atmospheric CO2 back to pre-industrial levels permanently, would require the
removal of all previously emitted CO2, that is, an amount equivalent to approximately
twice the excess atmospheric CO2 above pre-industrial level. (Figure adapted from Cao
and Caldeira, 2010b.)
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Table 6.15 | Characteristics of some CDR methods from peer-reviewed literature. Note that a variety of economic, environmental, and other constraints could also limit their
implementation and net potential.

Carbon Dioxide
Removal Method

Means of
Removing
CO2 from
Atmosphere

Carbon
Storage /
Form

Time Scale of
Carbon Storage

Biological

Land /organic

Decades to centuries

Biological

Geological or
ocean /inorganic

Biological

Biological

Physical Potential
of CO2 Removed
in a Centurya

Biochar creation and
storage in soils

House et al. (2002)
Canadell and
Raupach (2008)

Alters surface energy budget, depending on location; surface warming will
be locally increased or decreased;
hydrological cycle will be changed

Effectively permanent for geologic,
centuries for ocean

125 PgC

See the footnoteb

Same as above

Land /organic

Decades to centuries

130 PgC

Woolf et al. (2010)

Same as above

Ocean /
inorganic

Centuries to millennia

15–60 PgC

Aumont and Bopp (2006),
Jin and Gruber (2003)
Zeebe and Archer (2005)
Cao and Caldeira (2010a)

Expanded regions with low oxygen
concentration; enhanced N2O
emissions; altered production of
dimethyl sulphide and non-CO2
greenhouse gases; possible
disruptions to marine ecosystems
and regional carbon cycles

90 PgC
1–2 PgC

Oschlies et al. (2010a);
Lenton and Vaughan
(2009), Zhou and
Flynn (2005)

Likely to cause changes to regional
ocean carbon cycle opposing CO2
removal, e.g., compensatory
downwelling in other regions

Kelemen and Matter
(2008), Schuiling and
Krijgsman (2006)
Köhler et al. (2010)

pH of soils and rivers will increase
locally, effects on terrestrial/
freshwater ecosystems

Ocean fertilisation
by adding nutrients
to surface waters

Ocean-enhanced
upwelling bringing
more nutrients to
surface waters

280 PgC

Biological

Ocean /
inorganic

Centuries to millennia

Geochemical

Ocean (and
some soils) /
inorganic

Centuries to millennia for carbonates, permanent for
silicate weathering

No determined limit

Geochemical

Ocean /
inorganic

Centuries to millennia for carbonates, permanent for
silicate weathering

No determined limit

Rau (2008),
Kheshgi (1995)

Increased alkalinity effects
on marine ecosystems

Geological or
ocean /inorganic

Effectively permanent for geologic,
centuries for ocean

No determined limit

Keith et al. (2006),
Shaffer (2010)

Not known

Land-based increased
weathering

Ocean-based
increased weathering
Chemical
Direct air capture

Unintended Side Effects

40–70 PgC

Afforestation and
reforestation
Bio-energy with carbon-capture and storage (BECCS); biomass
energy with carbon
capture and storage

Reference

100 PgC

Notes:
a
Physical potential does not account for economic or environmental constraints of CDR methods; for example, the value of the physical potential for afforestation and reforestation does not
consider the conflicts with land needed for agricultural production. Potentials for BECCS and biochar are highly speculative.
b
If 2.5 tC yr–1 per hectare can be harvested on a sustainable basis (Kraxner et al., 2003) on about 4% (~500 million hectares, about one tenth of global agricultural land area) of global land (13.4
billion hectares) for BECCS, approximately 1.25 PgC yr–1 could be removed or about 125 PgC in this century. Future CO2 concentration pathways, especially RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 include some
CO2 removal by BECCS (Chapter 6 of AR5 WGIII) and hence the potentials estimated here cannot add on to existing model results (Section 6.4).

compost and manure. Recent estimates suggest a cumulative potential
of 30 to 60 PgC of additional storage over 25 to 50 years (Lal, 2004b).
Finally, biochar and biomass burial methods aim to store organic
carbon into very long turnover time ecosystem carbon pools. The
maximum sustainable technical potential of biochar cumulative
sequestration is estimated at 130 PgC over a century by one study
(Woolf et al., 2010). The residence time of carbon converted to biochar
and the additional effect of biochar on soil productivity are uncertain,
and further research is required to assess the potential of this method
(Shepherd et al., 2009).

organic carbon produced gets transported to the deep ocean. Some
of the inorganic carbon in the surface ocean that is removed by the
export of net primary productivity below the surface layer will be subsequently replaced by CO2 pumped from the atmosphere, thus removing atmospheric CO2. Ocean primary productivity is limited by nutrients
(e.g., iron, nitrogen and phosphorus). Enhanced biological production
in ocean CDR methods (Table 6.14) is obtained by adding nutrients
that would otherwise be limiting (Martin, 1990). The expected increase
in the downward flux of carbon can be partly sequestered as Dissolved
Inorganic Carbon (DIC) after mineralization in the intermediate and
deep waters. In other ocean-based CDR methods, algae and kelp farming and burial, carbon would be stored in organic form.

6.5.2.2 Enhanced Carbon Sequestration in the Ocean
The principle here is to enhance the primary productivity of phytoplankton (biological pump; Section 6.1.1) so that a fraction of the extra

The effectiveness of ocean CDR through iron addition depends on the
resulting increase of productivity and the fraction of this extra carbon
exported to deep and intermediate waters, and its fate. Small-scale
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(~10 km2) experiments (Boyd et al., 2007) have shown only limited
transient effects of iron addition in removing atmospheric CO2. An
increased productivity was indeed observed, but this effect was moderated either by other limiting elements, or by compensatory respiration
from increased zooplankton grazing. Most of the carbon produced by
primary productivity is oxidized (remineralized into DIC) in the surface
layer, so that only a small fraction is exported to the intermediate and
deep ocean (Lampitt et al., 2008) although some studies indicate little
remineralization in the surface layer (Jacquet et al., 2008). A recent
study (Smetacek et al., 2012) finds that at least half the extra carbon in
plankton biomass generated by artificial iron addition sank far below
a depth of 1000 m, and that a substantial portion is likely to have
reached the sea floor. There are some indications that sustained natural iron fertilisation may have a higher efficiency in exporting carbon
from surface to intermediate and deep ocean than short term blooms
induced by artificial addition of iron (Buesseler et al., 2004; Blain et al.,
2007; Pollard et al., 2009). Thus, there is no consensus on the efficiency
of iron fertilisation from available field experiments.
Using ocean carbon models (see Section 6.3.2.5.6), the maximum
drawdown of atmospheric CO2 have been estimated from 15 ppm
(Zeebe and Archer, 2005) to 33 ppm (Aumont and Bopp, 2006) for an
idealised continuous (over 100 years) global ocean iron fertilisation,
which is technically unrealistic. In other idealised simulations of ocean
fertilisation in the global ocean or only in the Southern Ocean (Joos
et al., 1991; Peng and Broecker, 1991; Watson et al., 1994; Cao and
Caldeira, 2010a), atmospheric CO2 was reduced by less than 100 ppm
for ideal conditions. Jin and Gruber (2003) obtained an atmospheric
drawdown of more than 60 ppm over 100 years from an idealised iron
fertilisation scenario over the entire Southern Ocean. The radiative
benefit from lower CO2 could be offset by a few percent to more than
100% from an increase in N2O emissions (Jin and Gruber, 2003). All the
above estimates of maximum potential CO2 removal account for the
rebound effect from oceans but not from the land (thus overestimate
the atmospheric CO2 reduction).
One ocean CDR variant is to artificially supply more nutrients to the
surface ocean in upwelling areas (Lovelock and Rapley, 2007; Karl
and Letelier). The amount of carbon sequestered by these enhanced
upwelling methods critically depends on their location (Yool et al.,
2009). Idealised simulations suggest an atmospheric CO2 removal at
a net rate of about 0.9 PgC yr–1 (Oschlies et al., 2010b). This oceanbased CDR method has not been tested in the field, unlike iron addition
experiments.

6.5.2.3 Accelerated Weathering

6

The removal of CO2 by the weathering of silicate and carbonate minerals (Berner et al., 1983; Archer et al., 2009b) occurs on time scales from
thousands to tens of thousands of years (see Box 6.1) and at a rate
of ~ 0.3 PgC yr–1 (Figure 6.1; Gaillardet et al., 1999; Hartmann et al.,
2009). This rate is currently much too small to offset the rate at which
fossil fuel CO2 is being emitted (Section 6.3).
The principle of accelerated weathering CDR on land is to dissolve
artificially silicate minerals so drawdown of atmospheric CO2 and
geochemical equilibrium restoration could proceed on a much faster
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(century) time scale. For instance, large amounts of silicate minerals
such as olivine ((Mg,Fe)2SiO4) could be mined, crushed, transported to
and distributed on agricultural lands, to remove atmospheric CO2 and
form carbonate minerals in soils and/or bicarbonate ions that would
be transported to the ocean by rivers (Schuiling and Krijgsman, 2006)l.
Alternatively, CO2 removal by weathering reactions might be enhanced
by exposing minerals such as basalt or olivine to elevated CO2, with
potential CO2 removal rates exceeding 0.25 PgC yr–1 (Kelemen and
Matter, 2008). In the idealised case where olivine could be spread as a
fine powder over all the humid tropics, potential removal rates of up to
1 PgC yr–1 have been estimated, despite limitations by the saturation
concentration of silicic acid (Köhler et al., 2010). For the United Kingdom, the potential from silicate resources was estimated to be more
than 100 PgC (Renforth, 2012).
Fossil fuel CO2 released to the atmosphere leads to the addition of
anthropogenic CO2 in the ocean (Section 6.3.2.5). This anthropogenic
CO2 will eventually dissolve ocean floor carbonate sediments to reach
geochemical equilibrium on a 10 kyr time scale (Archer et al., 1997).
The principle of ocean based weathering CDR methods is to accelerate
this process. For instance, carbonate rocks could be crushed, reacted
with CO2 (e.g., captured at power plants) to produce bicarbonate
ions that would be released to the ocean (Rau and Caldeira, 1999;
Caldeira and Rau, 2000; Rau, 2008). Alternatively, carbonate minerals could be directly released into the ocean (Kheshgi, 1995; Harvey,
2008). Strong bases, derived from silicate rocks, could also be released
to ocean (House et al., 2007) to increase alkalinity and drawdown
of atmospheric CO2. Carbonate minerals such as limestone could be
heated to produce lime (Ca(OH)2); this lime could be added to the
ocean to increase alkalinity as well (Kheshgi, 1995). While the level of
confidence is very high for the scientific understanding of weathering
chemical reactions, it is low for its effects and risks at planetary scale
(Section 6.5.3.3).

6.5.2.4 Carbon Dioxide Removal by Direct Industrial Capture
of Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide
Direct Air Capture refers to the chemical process by which a pure CO2
stream is produced by capturing CO2 from ambient air. The captured
CO2 could be sequestered in geological reservoirs or the deep ocean. At
least three methods have been proposed to capture CO2 from the atmosphere: (1) adsorption on solids (Gray et al., 2008; Lackner, 2009, 2010;
Lackner et al., 2012); (2) absorption into highly alkaline solutions (Stolaroff et al., 2008; Mahmoudkhani and Keith, 2009) and (3) absorption
into moderate alkaline solution with a catalyst (Bao and Trachtenberg,
2006). The main limitation to direct air capture is the thermodynamic
barrier due to the low concentration of CO2 in ambient air.

6.5.3

Impacts of Carbon Dioxide Removal Methods
on Carbon Cycle and Climate

One impact common to all CDR methods is related to the thermal inertia of the climate system. Climate warming will indeed continue for at
least decades after CDR is applied. Therefore, temperature (and climate
change) will lag a CDR-induced decrease in atmospheric CO2 (Boucher
et al., 2012). Modelling the impacts of CDR on climate change is still in
its infancy. Some of the first studies (Wu et al., 2010; Cao et al., 2011)
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showed that the global hydrological cycle could intensify in response
to a reduction in atmospheric CO2 concentrations.

6.5.3.1 Impacts of Enhanced Land Carbon Sequestration
In the case of land-based CDR, biomass in forests is a non-permanent
ecosystem carbon pool and hence there is a risk that this carbon may
return to the atmosphere, for example, by disturbances such as fire, or
by future land use change. When considering afforestation/reforestation, it is also important to account for biophysical effects on climate
that come together with carbon sequestration because afforestation/
reforestation changes the albedo (see Glossary), evapotranspiration
and the roughness of the surface (Bonan, 2008; Bernier et al., 2011).
Modelling studies show that afforestation in seasonally snow covered
boreal and temperate regions will decrease the land surface albedo
and have a net (biophysical plus biogeochemical) warming effect,
whereas afforestation in low latitudes (Tropics) is likely to enhance
latent heat flux from evapotranspiration and have a net cooling effect
(Bonan et al., 1992; Betts, 2000; Bala et al., 2007; Montenegro et al.,
2009; Bathiany et al., 2010). Consequently, the location of land ecosystem based CDR methods needs to be considered carefully when
evaluating their effects on climate (Bala et al., 2007; Arora and Montenegro, 2011; Lee et al., 2011; Pongratz et al., 2011b). In addition CDR
in land ecosystems is likely to increase N2O emissions (Li et al., 2005).
Enhanced biomass production may also require more nutrients (fertilisers) which are associated with fossil fuel CO2 emission from industrial
fertiliser production and Nr impacts. Biochar-based CDR could reduce
N2O emissions but may increase CO2 and CH4 emissions from agricultural soils (Wang et al., 2012b). Addition of biochar could also promote
a rapid loss of forest humus and soil carbon in some ecosystems during
the first decades (Wardle et al., 2008).
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rise rapidly because carbon removed from the atmosphere and stored
in soils in the cooler climate caused by artificial upwelling could be
rapidly released back (Oschlies et al., 2010b). The level of confidence
on the impacts of the enhanced upwelling is low.

6.5.3.3 Impact of Enhanced Weathering
In the case of weathering-based CDR, the pH and carbonate mineral
saturation of soils, rivers and ocean surface waters will increase where
CDR is implemented. Köhler et al. (2010) simulated that the pH of the
Amazon river would rise by 2.5 units if the dissolution of olivine in the
entire Amazon basin was used to remove 0.5 PgC yr–1 from the atmosphere. In the marine environment, elevated pH and increased alkalinity could potentially counteract the effects of ocean acidification,
which is beneficial. Changes in alkalinity could also modify existing
ecosystems. There is uncertainty in our understanding of the net effect
on ocean CO2 uptake but there will be a partial offset of the abiotic
effect by calcifying species. As for other CDR methods, the confidence
level on the carbon cycle impacts of enhanced weathering is low.

6.5.4

Impacts of Solar Radiation Management on the
Carbon Cycle

Solar radiation management (SRM) methods aim to reduce incoming
solar radiation at the surface (discussed in Section 7.7 and in AR5,
WG2, Chapter 19). Balancing reduced outgoing radiation by reduced
incoming radiation may be able to cool global mean temperature but
may lead to a less intense global hydrological cycle (Bala et al., 2008)
with regionally different climate impacts (Govindasamy et al., 2003;
Matthews and Caldeira, 2007; Robock et al., 2008; Irvine et al., 2010;
Ricke et al., 2010). Therefore, SRM will not prevent the effects of climate change on the carbon and other biogeochemical cycles.

6.5.3.2 Impacts of Enhanced Carbon Sequestration in the Ocean
In the case of ocean-based CDR using fertilisation, adding macronutrients such as nitrogen and phosphate in the fertilised region could
lead to a decrease in production ‘downstream’ of the fertilised region
(Gnanadesikan et al., 2003; Gnanadesikan and Marinov, 2008; Watson
et al., 2008). Gnanadesikan et al. (2003) simulated a decline in export
production of 30 tC for every ton removed from the atmosphere. A
sustained global-ocean iron fertilisation for SRES A2 CO2 emission scenario was also found to acidify the deep ocean (pH decrease of about
0.1 to 0.2) while mitigating surface pH change by only 0.06 (Cao and
Caldeira, 2010a). Other environmental risks associated with ocean
fertilisation include expanded regions with low oxygen concentration
(Oschlies et al., 2010a), increased N2O emission (Jin and Gruber, 2003),
increased production of dimethylsulphide (DMS), isoprene, CO, N2O,
CH4 and other non-CO2 GHGs (Oschlies et al., 2010a) and possible disruptions to marine ecosystems (Denman, 2008).
In the case of enhanced ocean upwelling CDR methods there could be
disturbance to the regional carbon balances, since the extra-upwelling
will be balanced by extra-downwelling at another location. Along with
growth-supporting nutrients, enhanced concentrations of DIC will also
be brought to surface waters and partially offset the removal of CO2
by increased biological pump. Further, in case artificially enhanced
upwelling would be stopped, atmospheric CO2 concentrations could

SRM could reduce climate warming but will not interfere with the
direct biogeochemical effects of elevated CO2 on the carbon cycle. For
example, ocean acidification caused by elevated CO2 (Section 6.4.4)
and the CO2 fertilisation of productivity (Box 6.3) will not be altered
by SRM (Govindasamy et al., 2002; Naik et al., 2003; Matthews and
Caldeira, 2007). Similarly, SRM will not interfere with the stomatal
response of plants to elevated CO2 (the CO2-physiological effect) that
leads to a decline in evapotranspiration, causing land temperatures to
warm and runoff to increase (Gedney et al., 2006; Betts et al., 2007;
Matthews and Caldeira, 2007; Piao et al., 2007; Cao et al., 2010; Fyfe
et al., 2013).
However, due to carbon–climate feedbacks (Section 6.4), the implementation of SRM could affect the carbon cycle. For instance, carbon
uptake by land and ocean could increase in response to SRM by reducing the negative effects of climate change on carbon sinks (Matthews
and Caldeira, 2007). For instance, for the SRES A2 scenario with SRM,
a lower CO2 concentration of 110 ppm by year 2100 relative to a
baseline case without SRM has been simulated by Matthews and Caldeira (2007). Land carbon sinks may be enhanced by increasing the
amount of diffuse relative to direct radiation (Mercado et al., 2009) if
SRM causes the fraction of diffuse light to increase (e.g., injection of
aerosols into the stratosphere). However, reduction of total incoming
solar radiation could decrease terrestrial CO2 sinks as well.
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6.5.5
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Synthesis

CDR methods are intentional large scale methods to remove atmospheric CO2 either by managing the carbon cycle or by direct industrial
processes (Table 6.14). In contrast to SRM methods, CDR methods that
manage the carbon cycle are unlikely to present an option for rapidly preventing climate change. The maximum (idealised) potential for
atmospheric CO2 removal by individual CDR methods is compiled in
Table 6.15. In this compilation, note that unrealistic assumptions about
the scale of deployment, such as fertilising the entire global ocean, are
used, and hence large potentials are simulated. The ‘rebound effect’
in the natural carbon cycle is likely to diminish the effectiveness of all
the CDR methods (Figure 6.40). The level of confidence on the effects
of both CDR and SRM methods on carbon and other biogeochemical
cycles is very low.
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Executive Summary
Clouds and aerosols continue to contribute the largest uncertainty to
estimates and interpretations of the Earth’s changing energy budget.
This chapter focuses on process understanding and considers observations, theory and models to assess how clouds and aerosols contribute
and respond to climate change. The following conclusions are drawn.

Progress in Understanding
Many of the cloudiness and humidity changes simulated
by climate models in warmer climates are now understood
as responses to large-scale circulation changes that do not
appear to depend strongly on sub-grid scale model processes,
increasing confidence in these changes. For example, multiple lines
of evidence now indicate positive feedback contributions from circulation-driven changes in both the height of high clouds and the latitudinal distribution of clouds (medium to high confidence1). However, some
aspects of the overall cloud response vary substantially among models,
and these appear to depend strongly on sub-grid scale processes in
which there is less confidence. {7.2.4, 7.2.5, 7.2.6, Figure 7.11}
Climate-relevant aerosol processes are better understood, and
climate-relevant aerosol properties better observed, than at the
time of AR4. However, the representation of relevant processes varies
greatly in global aerosol and climate models and it remains unclear
what level of sophistication is required to model their effect on climate.
Globally, between 20 and 40% of aerosol optical depth (medium confidence) and between one quarter and two thirds of cloud condensation
nucleus concentrations (low confidence) are of anthropogenic origin.
{7.3, Figures 7.12 to 7.15}
Cosmic rays enhance new particle formation in the free troposphere, but the effect on the concentration of cloud condensation nuclei is too weak to have any detectable climatic influence
during a solar cycle or over the last century (medium evidence,
high agreement). No robust association between changes in cosmic
rays and cloudiness has been identified. In the event that such an association existed, a mechanism other than cosmic ray-induced nucleation
of new aerosol particles would be needed to explain it. {7.4.6}
Recent research has clarified the importance of distinguishing
forcing (instantaneous change in the radiative budget) and
rapid adjustments (which modify the radiative budget indirectly
through fast atmospheric and surface changes) from feedbacks
(which operate through changes in climate variables that are
mediated by a change in surface temperature). Furthermore, one
can distinguish between the traditional concept of radiative forcing
(RF) and the relatively new concept of effective radiative forcing (ERF)
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that also includes rapid adjustments. For aerosols one can further distinguish forcing processes arising from aerosol–radiation interactions
(ari) and aerosol–cloud interactions (aci). {7.1, Figures 7.1 to 7.3}
The quantification of cloud and convective effects in models,
and of aerosol–cloud interactions, continues to be a challenge.
Climate models are incorporating more of the relevant processes than at the time of AR4, but confidence in the representation
of these processes remains weak. Cloud and aerosol properties vary
at scales significantly smaller than those resolved in climate models,
and cloud-scale processes respond to aerosol in nuanced ways at these
scales. Until sub-grid scale parameterizations of clouds and aerosol–
cloud interactions are able to address these issues, model estimates of
aerosol–cloud interactions and their radiative effects will carry large
uncertainties. Satellite-based estimates of aerosol–cloud interactions
remain sensitive to the treatment of meteorological influences on
clouds and assumptions on what constitutes pre-industrial conditions.
{7.3, 7.4, 7.5.3, 7.5.4, 7.6.4, Figures 7.8, 7.12, 7.16}
Precipitation and evaporation are expected to increase on average in a warmer climate, but also undergo global and regional
adjustments to carbon dioxide (CO2) and other forcings that
differ from their warming responses. Moreover, there is high
confidence that, as climate warms, extreme precipitation rates
on for example, daily time scales will increase faster than the
time average. Changes in average precipitation must remain consistent with changes in the net rate of cooling of the troposphere, which
is affected by its temperature but also by greenhouse gases (GHGs)
and aerosols. Consequently, while the increase in global mean precipitation would be 1.5 to 3.5% °C–1 due to surface temperature
change alone, warming caused by CO2 or absorbing aerosols results
in a smaller sensitivity, even more so if it is partially offset by albedo
increases. The complexity of land surface and atmospheric processes limits confidence in regional projections of precipitation change,
especially over land, although there is a component of a ‘wet-get-wetter’ and ‘dry-get-drier’ response over oceans at the large scale. Changes in local extremes on daily and sub-daily time scales are strongly
influenced by lower-tropospheric water vapour concentrations, and on
average will increase by roughly 5 to 10% per degree Celsius of warming (medium confidence). Aerosol–cloud interactions can influence the
character of individual storms, but evidence for a systematic aerosol
effect on storm or precipitation intensity is more limited and ambiguous. {7.2.4, 7.4, 7.6, Figures 7.20, 7.21}

In this Report, the following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement: low, medium, or high.
A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence. For a given evidence and
agreement statement, different confidence levels can be assigned, but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated with increasing confidence (see
Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).
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Water Vapour, Cloud and Aerosol Feedbacks
The net feedback from water vapour and lapse rate changes
combined, as traditionally defined, is extremely likely2 positive
(amplifying global climate changes). The sign of the net radiative feedback due to all cloud types is less certain but likely
positive. Uncertainty in the sign and magnitude of the cloud
feedback is due primarily to continuing uncertainty in the
impact of warming on low clouds. We estimate the water vapour
plus lapse rate feedback3 to be +1.1 (+0.9 to +1.3) W m−2 °C−1 and
the cloud feedback from all cloud types to be +0.6 (−0.2 to +2.0) W
m–2 °C–1. These ranges are broader than those of climate models to
account for additional uncertainty associated with processes that may
not have been accounted for in those models. The mean values and
ranges in climate models are essentially unchanged since AR4, but are
now supported by stronger indirect observational evidence and better
process understanding, especially for water vapour. Low clouds contribute positive feedback in most models, but that behaviour is not well
understood, nor effectively constrained by observations, so we are not
confident that it is realistic. {7.2.4, 7.2.5, 7.2.6, Figures 7.9 to 7.11}.
Aerosol–climate feedbacks occur mainly through changes in the
source strength of natural aerosols or changes in the sink efficiency of natural and anthropogenic aerosols; a limited number
of modelling studies have bracketed the feedback parameter
within ±0.2 W m–2 °C–1 with low confidence. There is medium confidence for a weak dimethylsulphide–cloud condensation nuclei–cloud
albedo feedback due to a weak sensitivity of cloud condensation nuclei
population to changes in dimethylsulphide emissions. {7.3.5}

Quantification of climate forcings4 due to aerosols
and clouds
The ERF due to aerosol–radiation interactions that takes rapid
adjustments into account (ERFari) is assessed to be –0.45 (–0.95
to +0.05) W m–2. The RF from absorbing aerosol on snow and
ice is assessed separately to be +0.04 (+0.02 to +0.09) W m–2.
Prior to adjustments taking place, the RF due to aerosol–radiation
interactions (RFari) is assessed to be –0.35 (–0.85 to +0.15) W m–2. The
assessment for RFari is less negative than reported in AR4 because of a
re-evaluation of aerosol absorption. The uncertainty estimate is wider
but more robust, based on multiple lines of evidence from models,
remotely sensed data, and ground-based measurements. Fossil fuel
and biofuel emissions4 contribute to RFari via sulphate aerosol: –0.4
(–0.6 to –0.2) W m–2, black carbon (BC) aerosol: +0.4 (+0.05 to +0.8)
W m–2, and primary and secondary organic aerosol: –0.12 (–0.4 to
+0.1) W m–2. Additional RFari contributions occur via biomass b urning
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emissions5: +0.0 (–0.2 to +0.2) W m–2, nitrate aerosol: –0.11 (–0.3 to
–0.03) W m–2, and mineral dust: –0.1 (–0.3 to +0.1) W m–2 although
the latter may not be entirely of anthropogenic origin. While there
is robust evidence for the existence of rapid adjustment of clouds in
response to aerosol absorption, these effects are multiple and not well
represented in climate models, leading to large uncertainty. Unlike in
the last IPCC assessment, the RF from BC on snow and ice includes the
effects on sea ice, accounts for more physical processes and incorporates evidence from both models and observations. This RF has a 2 to 4
times larger global mean surface temperature change per unit forcing
than a change in CO2. {7.3.4, 7.5.2, Figures 7.17, 7.18}
The total ERF due to aerosols (ERFari+aci, excluding the effect
of absorbing aerosol on snow and ice) is assessed to be –0.9
(–1.9 to –0.1) W m–2 with medium confidence. The ERFari+aci estimate includes rapid adjustments, such as changes to the cloud lifetime
and aerosol microphysical effects on mixed-phase, ice and convective
clouds. This range was obtained from expert judgement guided by climate models that include aerosol effects on mixed-phase and convective clouds in addition to liquid clouds, satellite studies and models
that allow cloud-scale responses. This forcing can be much larger
regionally but the global mean value is consistent with several new
lines of evidence suggesting less negative estimates for the ERF due to
aerosol–cloud interactions than in AR4. {7.4, 7.5.3, 7.5.4, Figure 7.19}
Persistent contrails from aviation contribute a RF of +0.01
(+0.005 to +0.03) W m–2 for year 2011, and the combined contrail and contrail-cirrus ERF from aviation is assessed to be
+0.05 (+0.02 to +0.15) W m–2. This forcing can be much larger
regionally but there is now medium confidence that it does not produce observable regional effects on either the mean or diurnal range
of surface temperature. {7.2.7}

Geoengineering Using Solar Radiation Management
Methods
Theory, model studies and observations suggest that some Solar
Radiation Management (SRM) methods, if practicable, could substantially offset a global temperature rise and partially offset
some other impacts of global warming, but the compensation
for the climate change caused by GHGs would be imprecise
(high confidence). SRM methods are unimplemented and untested.
Research on SRM is in its infancy, though it leverages understanding
of how the climate responds to forcing more generally. The efficacy of
a number of SRM strategies was assessed, and there is medium confidence that stratospheric aerosol SRM is scalable to counter the RF
from increasing GHGs at least up to approximately 4 W m–2; however,

In this Report, the following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: Virtually certain 99–100% probability, Very likely 90–100%,
Likely 66–100%, About as likely as not 33–66%, Unlikely 0–33%, Very unlikely 0–10%, Exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms (Extremely likely: 95–100%, More likely
than not >50–100%, and Extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used when appropriate. Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely (see Section 1.4 and Box TS.1
for more details).

3

This and all subsequent ranges given with this format are 90% uncertainty ranges unless otherwise specified.

4

All climate forcings (RFs and ERFs) are anthropogenic and relate to the period 1750–2010 unless otherwise specified.

5

This species breakdown is less certain than the total RFari and does not sum to the total exactly.
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the required injection rate of aerosol precursors remains very uncertain.
There is no consensus on whether a similarly large RF could be achieved
from cloud brightening SRM owing to uncertainties in understanding
and representation of aerosol–cloud interactions. It does not appear
that land albedo change SRM can produce a large RF. Limited literature
on other SRM methods precludes their assessment. Models consistently
suggest that SRM would generally reduce climate differences compared
to a world with elevated GHG concentrations and no SRM; however,
there would also be residual regional differences in climate (e.g., temperature and rainfall) when compared to a climate without elevated
GHGs. {7.4.3, 7.7}
Numerous side effects, risks and shortcomings from SRM have
been identified. Several lines of evidence indicate that SRM would
produce a small but significant decrease in global precipitation (with
larger differences on regional scales) if the global surface temperature were maintained. A number of side effects have been identified.
One that is relatively well characterized is the likelihood of modest
polar stratospheric ozone depletion associated with stratospheric
aerosol SRM. There could also be other as yet unanticipated consequences. As long as GHG concentrations continued to increase, the
SRM would require commensurate increase, exacerbating side effects.
In addition, scaling SRM to substantial levels would carry the risk that
if the SRM were terminated for any reason, there is high confidence
that surface temperatures would increase rapidly (within a decade or
two) to values consistent with the GHG forcing, which would stress
systems sensitive to the rate of climate change. Finally, SRM would not
compensate for ocean acidification from increasing CO2. {7.6.3, 7.7,
Figures 7.22 to 7.24}
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7.1

Introduction

7.1.1

Clouds and Aerosols in the Atmosphere

The atmosphere is composed mostly of gases, but also contains liquid
and solid matter in the form of particles. It is usual to distinguish these
particles according to their size, chemical composition, water content
and fall velocity into atmospheric aerosol particles, cloud particles and
falling hydrometeors. Despite their small mass or volume fraction,
particles in the atmosphere strongly influence the transfer of radiant energy and the spatial distribution of latent heating through the
atmosphere, thereby influencing the weather and climate.
Cloud formation usually takes place in rising air, which expands and
cools, thus permitting the activation of aerosol particles into cloud
droplets and ice crystals in supersaturated air. Cloud particles are generally larger than aerosol particles and composed mostly of liquid water
or ice. The evolution of a cloud is governed by the balance between
a number of dynamical, radiative and microphysical processes. Cloud
particles of sufficient size become falling hydrometeors, which are categorized as drizzle drops, raindrops, snow crystals, graupel and hailstones. Precipitation is an important and complex climate variable that
is influenced by the distribution of moisture and cloudiness, and to a
lesser extent by the concentrations and properties of aerosol particles.
Aerosol particles interact with solar radiation through absorption and
scattering and, to a lesser extent with terrestrial radiation through
absorption, scattering and emission. Aerosols6 can serve as cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice nuclei (IN) upon which cloud droplets and ice crystals form. They also play a wider role in atmospheric
chemistry and biogeochemical cycles in the Earth system, for instance,
by carrying nutrients to ocean ecosystems. They can be of natural or
anthropogenic origin.
Cloud and aerosol amounts7 and properties are extremely variable in
space and time. The short lifetime of cloud particles in subsaturated air
creates relatively sharp cloud edges and fine-scale variations in cloud
properties, which is less typical of aerosol layers. While the distinction
between aerosols and clouds is generally appropriate and useful, it is
not always unambiguous, which can cause interpretational difficulties
(e.g., Charlson et al., 2007; Koren et al., 2007).

7.1.2

Rationale for Assessing Clouds, Aerosols and
Their Interactions

The representation of cloud processes in climate models has been recognized for decades as a dominant source of uncertainty in our understanding of changes in the climate system (e.g., Arakawa, 1975, 2004;
Charney et al., 1979; Cess et al., 1989; Randall et al., 2003; Bony et al.,
2006), but has never been systematically assessed by the IPCC before.
Clouds respond to climate forcing mechanisms in multiple ways, and

6
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inter-model differences in cloud feedbacks constitute by far the primary source of spread of both equilibrium and transient climate responses
simulated by climate models (Dufresne and Bony, 2008) despite the
fact that most models agree that the feedback is positive (Randall et
al., 2007; Section 7.2). Thus confidence in climate projections requires a
thorough assessment of how cloud processes have been accounted for.
Aerosols of anthropogenic origin are responsible for a radiative forcing
(RF) of climate change through their interaction with radiation, and
also as a result of their interaction with clouds. Quantification of this
forcing is fraught with uncertainties (Haywood and Boucher, 2000;
Lohmann and Feichter, 2005) and aerosols dominate the uncertainty in the total anthropogenic RF (Forster et al., 2007; Haywood and
Schulz, 2007; Chapter 8). Furthermore, our inability to better quantify
non-greenhouse gas RFs, and primarily those that result from aerosol–
cloud interactions, underlie difficulties in constraining climate sensitivity from observations even if we had a perfect knowledge of the temperature record (Andreae et al., 2005). Thus a complete understanding
of past and future climate change requires a thorough assessment of
aerosol–cloud–radiation interactions.

7.1.3

Forcing, Rapid Adjustments and Feedbacks

Figure 7.1 illustrates key aspects of how clouds and aerosols contribute
to climate change, and provides an overview of important terminological distinctions. Forcings associated with agents such as greenhouse
gases (GHGs) and aerosols act on global mean surface temperature
through the global radiative (energy) budget. Rapid adjustments
(sometimes called rapid responses) arise when forcing agents, by altering flows of energy internal to the system, affect cloud cover or other
components of the climate system and thereby alter the global budget
indirectly. Because these adjustments do not operate through changes
in the global mean surface temperature (DT), which are slowed by the
massive heat capacity of the oceans, they are generally rapid and most
are thought to occur within a few weeks. Feedbacks are associated
with changes in climate variables that are mediated by a change in
global mean surface temperature; they contribute to amplify or damp
global temperature changes via their impact on the radiative budget.
In this report, following an emerging consensus in the literature, the
traditional concept of radiative forcing (RF, defined as the instantaneous radiative forcing with stratospheric adjustment only) is de-emphasized in favour of an absolute measure of the radiative effects of
all responses triggered by the forcing agent that are independent of
surface temperature change (see also Section 8.1). This new measure
of the forcing includes rapid adjustments and the net forcing with
these adjustments included is termed the effective radiative forcing
(ERF). The climate sensitivity to ERF will differ somewhat from traditional equilibrium climate sensitivity, as the latter include adjustment
effects. As shown in Figure 7.1, adjustments can occur through geographic temperature variations, lapse rate changes, cloud changes

For convenience the term ‘aerosol’, which includes both the particles and the suspending gas, is often used in its plural form to mean ‘aerosol particles’ both in this chapter and
the rest of this Report.
In this chapter, we use ‘cloud amount’ as an inexact term to refer to the quantity of clouds, both in the horizontal and vertical directions. The term ‘cloud cover’ is used in its
usual sense and refers to the horizontal cloud cover.
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Aerosol Feedbacks
Cloud Feedbacks

Clouds and
Precipitation

Other Feedbacks

Additional state
variables

Aerosols
Anthropogenic
Sources

Greenhouse
Gases

Aerosol–Radiation
Interactions (ari)

Moisture and Winds
Temperature Profile
Regional Variability
Biosphere

Adjustments

Aerosol–Cloud
Interactions (aci)

Radiation
Effective Radiative
Forcing (ERF) and
Feedbacks

Radiative Forcing

Global Surface
Temperature

Figure 7.1 | Overview of forcing and feedback pathways involving greenhouse gases, aerosols and clouds. Forcing agents are in the green and dark blue boxes, with forcing
mechanisms indicated by the straight green and dark blue arrows. The forcing is modified by rapid adjustments whose pathways are independent of changes in the globally averaged surface temperature and are denoted by brown dashed arrows. Feedback loops, which are ultimately rooted in changes ensuing from changes in the surface temperature,
are represented by curving arrows (blue denotes cloud feedbacks; green denotes aerosol feedbacks; and orange denotes other feedback loops such as those involving the lapse
rate, water vapour and surface albedo). The final temperature response depends on the effective radiative forcing (ERF) that is felt by the system, that is, after accounting for rapid
adjustments, and the feedbacks.

In principle rapid adjustments are independent of DT, while feedbacks
operate purely through DT. Thus, within this framework adjustments
are not another type of ‘feedback’ but rather a non-feedback phenomenon, required in the analysis by the fact that a single scalar DT cannot
fully characterize the system. This framework brings most efficacies
close to unity although they are not necessarily exactly 1 (Hansen et al.,
2005; Bond et al., 2013). There is also no clean separation in time scale
between rapid adjustments and warming. Although the former occur
mostly within a few days of applying a forcing (Dong et al., 2009),
some adjustments such as those that occur within the stratosphere
and snowpack can take several months or longer. Meanwhile the land
surface warms quickly so that a small part of DT occurs within days to
weeks of an applied forcing. This makes the two phenomena difficult to
isolate in model runs. Other drawbacks are that adjustments are difficult to observe, and typically more model-dependent than RF. However,
recent work is beginning to meet the challenges of quantifying the
adjustments, and has noted advantages of the new framework (e.g.,
Vial et al., 2013; Zelinka et al., 2013).
There is no perfect method to determine ERF. Two common methods are to regress the net energy imbalance onto DT in a transient

RF – stratospherically adjusted

8

ERF – fixed sea surface temperature

6
N (W m-2)

and vegetation effects. Measures of ERF and rapid adjustments have
existed in the literature for more than a decade, with a number of
different terminologies and calculation methods adopted. These were
principally aimed to help quantify the effects of aerosols on clouds
(Rotstayn and Penner, 2001; Lohmann et al., 2010) and understand
different forcing agent responses (Hansen et al., 2005), but it is now
realized that there are rapid adjustments in response to the CO2 forcing
itself (Section 7.2.5.6).

4

ERF– regression

2
0
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Figure 7.2 | Radiative forcing (RF) and effective radiative forcing (ERF) estimates
derived by two methods, for the example of 4 × CO2 experiments in one climate model.
N is the net energy imbalance at the top of the atmosphere and DT the global mean
surface temperature change. The fixed sea surface temperature ERF estimate is from an
atmosphere–land model averaged over 30 years. The regression estimate is from 150
years of a coupled model simulation after an instantaneous quadrupling of CO2, with
the N from individual years in this regression shown as black diamonds. The stratospherically adjusted RF is the tropopause energy imbalance from otherwise identical
radiation calculations at 1 × and 4 × CO2 concentrations. (Figure follows Andrews et al.,
2012.) See also Figure 8.1.
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Irradiance Changes from
Aerosol-Radiation Interactions (ari)

Direct Effect
Radiative Forcing (RFari)

Irradiance Changes from
Aerosol-Cloud Interactions (aci)

Semi-Direct Effects
Adjustments

Cloud Albedo Effect

Lifetime (including glaciation
& thermodynamic) Effects

Radiative Forcing (RFaci)

Adjustments

Effective Radiative Forcing (ERFari)

Effective Radiative Forcing (ERFaci)

AR4
AR5

Figure 7.3 | Schematic of the new terminology used in this Assessment Report (AR5) for aerosol–radiation and aerosol–cloud interactions and how they relate to the terminology
used in AR4. The blue arrows depict solar radiation, the grey arrows terrestrial radiation and the brown arrow symbolizes the importance of couplings between the surface and the
cloud layer for rapid adjustments. See text for further details.

warming simulation (Gregory et al., 2004; Figure 7.2), or to simulate
the climate response with sea surface temperatures (SSTs) held fixed
(Hansen et al., 2005). The former can be complicated by natural variability or time-varying feedbacks, while the non-zero DT from land
warming complicates the latter. Both methods are used in this chapter.
Figure 7.3 links the former terminology of aerosol direct, semi-direct
and indirect effects with the new terminology used in this chapter and
in Chapter 8. The RF from aerosol–radiation interactions (abbreviated RFari) encompasses radiative effects from anthropogenic aerosols
before any adjustment takes place and corresponds to what is usually
referred to as the aerosol direct effect. Rapid adjustments induced by
aerosol radiative effects on the surface energy budget, the atmospheric
profile and cloudiness contribute to the ERF from aerosol–radiation
interactions (abbreviated ERFari). They include what has earlier been
referred to as the semi-direct effect. The RF from aerosol–cloud interactions (abbreviated RFaci) refers to the instantaneous effect on cloud
albedo due to changing concentrations of cloud condensation and ice
nuclei, also known as the Twomey effect. All subsequent changes to
the cloud lifetime and thermodynamics are rapid adjustments, which
contribute to the ERF from aerosol–cloud interactions (abbreviated
ERFaci). RFaci is a theoretical construct that is not easy to separate
from other aerosol–cloud interactions and is therefore not quantified
in this chapter.

clouds and precipitation and their relevance for climate and climate
change. This chapter assesses the climatic roles and feedbacks of water
vapour, lapse rate and clouds (Section 7.2), discusses aerosol–radiation
(Section 7.3) and aerosol–cloud (Section 7.4) interactions and quantifies the resulting aerosol RF on climate (Section 7.5). It also introduces the physical basis for the precipitation responses to aerosols and
climate changes (Section 7.6) noted later in the Report, and assesses
geoengineering methods based on solar radiation management (Section 7.7).

7.2

Clouds

This section summarizes our understanding of clouds in the current
climate from observations and process models; advances in the representation of cloud processes in climate models since AR4; assessment
of cloud, water vapour and lapse rate feedbacks and adjustments; and
the RF due to clouds induced by moisture released by two anthropogenic processes (air traffic and irrigation). Aerosol–cloud interactions
are assessed in Section 7.4. The fidelity of climate model simulations of
clouds in the current climate is assessed in Chapter 9.

7.2.1

Clouds in the Present-Day Climate System

7.2.1.1 Cloud Formation, Cloud Types and Cloud Climatology
7.1.4

7

Chapter Roadmap

For the first time in the IPCC WGI assessment reports, clouds and aerosols are discussed together in a single chapter. Doing so allows us
to assess, and place in context, recent developments in a large and
growing area of climate change research. In addition to assessing
cloud feedbacks and aerosol forcings, which were covered in previous assessment reports in a less unified manner, it becomes possible
to assess understanding of the multiple interactions among aerosols,
578

To form a cloud, air must cool or moisten until it is sufficiently supersaturated to activate some of the available condensation or freezing
nuclei. Clouds may be composed of liquid water (possibly supercooled),
ice or both (mixed phase). The nucleated cloud particles are initially
very small, but grow by vapour deposition. Other microphysical mechanisms dependent on the cloud phase (e.g., droplet collision and coalescence for liquid clouds, riming and Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen processes for mixed-phase clouds and crystal aggregation in ice clouds)
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can produce a broader spectrum of particle sizes and types; turbulent
mixing produces further variations in cloud properties on scales from
kilometres to less than a centimetre (Davis et al., 1999; Bodenschatz
et al., 2010). If and when some of the droplets or ice particles become
large enough, these will fall out of the cloud as precipitation.
Atmospheric flows often organize convection and associated clouds
into coherent systems having scales from tens to thousands of kilometres, such as cyclones or frontal systems. These represent a significant modelling and theoretical challenge, as they are usually too large
to represent within the limited domains of cloud-resolving models
(Section 7.2.2.1), but are also not well resolved nor parameterized by
most climate models; this gap, however, is beginning to close (Section 7.2.2.2). Finally, clouds and cloud systems are organized by larger-scale circulations into different regimes such as deep convection
near the equator, subtropical marine stratocumulus, or mid-latitude
storm tracks guided by the tropospheric westerly jets. Figure 7.4 shows
a selection of widely occurring cloud regimes schematically and as they
might appear in a typical geostationary satellite image.
New satellite sensors and new analysis of previous data sets have given
us a clearer picture of the Earth’s clouds since AR4. A notable example

is the launch in 2006 of two coordinated, active sensors, the Cloud
Profiling Radar (CPR) on the CloudSat satellite (Stephens et al., 2002)
and the Cloud–Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) on
board the Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) satellite (Winker et al., 2009). These sensors have
significantly improved our ability to quantify vertical profiles of cloud
occurrence and water content (see Figures 7.5 and 7.6), and complement the detection capabilities of passive multispectral sensors (e.g.,
Stubenrauch et al., 2010; Chan and Comiso, 2011). Satellite cloud-observing capacities are reviewed by Stubenrauch et al. (2013).
Clouds cover roughly two thirds of the globe (Figure 7.5a, c), with a
more precise value depending on both the optical depth threshold
used to define cloud and the spatial scale of measurement (Wielicki
and Parker, 1992; Stubenrauch et al., 2013). The mid-latitude oceanic storm tracks and tropical precipitation belts are particularly cloudy,
while continental desert regions and the central subtropical oceans are
relatively cloud-free. Clouds are composed of liquid at temperatures
above 0°C, ice below about –38°C (e.g., Koop et al., 2000), and either
or both phases at intermediate temperatures (Figure 7.5b). Throughout
most of the troposphere, temperatures at any given altitude are usually
warmer in the tropics, but clouds also extend higher there such that ice
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Figure 7.4 | Diverse cloud regimes reflect diverse meteorology. (a) A visible-wavelength geostationary satellite image shows (from top to bottom) expanses and long arcs of cloud
associated with extratropical cyclones, subtropical coastal stratocumulus near Baja California breaking up into shallow cumulus clouds in the central Pacific and mesoscale convective systems outlining the Pacific Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). (b) A schematic section along the dashed line from the orange star to the orange circle in (a), through a
typical warm front of an extratropical cyclone. It shows (from right to left) multiple layers of upper-tropospheric ice (cirrus) and mid-tropospheric water (altostratus) cloud in the
upper-tropospheric outflow from the frontal zone, an extensive region of nimbostratus associated with frontal uplift and turbulence-driven boundary layer cloud in the warm sector.
(c) A schematic section along the dashed line from the red star to the red circle in (a), along the low-level trade wind flow from a subtropical west coast of a continent to the ITCZ. It
shows (from right to left) typical low-latitude cloud mixtures, shallow stratocumulus trapped under a strong subsidence inversion above the cool waters of the oceanic upwelling
zone near the coast and shallow cumulus over warmer waters further offshore transitioning to precipitating cumulonimbus cloud systems with extensive cirrus anvils associated
with rising air motions in the ITCZ.
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cloud amounts are no less than those at high latitudes. At any given
time, most clouds are not precipitating (Figure 7.5d).
In this chapter cloud above the 440 hPa pressure level is considered
‘high’, that below the 680 hPa level ‘low’, and that in-between is considered ‘mid-level’. Most high cloud (mainly cirrus and deep cumulus
outflows) occurs near the equator and over tropical continents, but can
also be seen in the mid-latitude storm track regions and over mid-latitude continents in summer (Figure 7.6a, e); it is produced by the storms
generating most of the global rainfall in regions where tropospheric air
motion is upward, such that dynamical, rainfall and high-cloud fields
closely resemble one another (Figure 7.6d, h). Mid-level cloud (Figure
7.6b, f), comprising a variety of types, is prominent in the storm tracks
and some occurs in the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). Low
cloud (Figure 7.6c, g), including shallow cumulus and stratiform cloud,
occurs over essentially all oceans but is most prevalent over cooler
subtropical oceans and in polar regions. It is less common over land,
except at night and in winter.
Overlap between cloud layers has long been an issue both for satellite (or ground-based) detection and for calculating cloud radiative
effects. Active sensors show more clearly that low clouds are prevalent in nearly all types of convective systems, and are often underestimated by models (Chepfer et al., 2008; Naud et al., 2010; Haynes
et al., 2011). Cloud layers at different levels overlap less often than
typically assumed in General Circulation Models (GCMs), especially

a)

over high-latitude continents and subtropical oceans (Naud et al.,
2008; Mace et al., 2009), and the common assumption that the radiative effects of precipitating ice can be neglected is not necessarily
warranted (Waliser et al., 2011). New observations have led to revised
treatments of overlap in some models, which significantly affects cloud
radiative effects (Pincus et al., 2006; Shonk et al., 2012). Active sensors
have also been useful in detecting low-lying Arctic clouds over sea ice
(Kay et al., 2008), improving our ability to test climate model simulations of the interaction between sea ice loss and cloud cover (Kay et
al., 2011).

7.2.1.2 Effects of Clouds on the Earth’s Radiation Budget
The effect of clouds on the Earth’s present-day top of the atmosphere
(TOA) radiation budget, or cloud radiative effect (CRE), can be inferred
from satellite data by comparing upwelling radiation in cloudy and
non-cloudy conditions (Ramanathan et al., 1989). By enhancing the
planetary albedo, cloudy conditions exert a global and annual shortwave cloud radiative effect (SWCRE) of approximately –50 W m–2 and,
by contributing to the greenhouse effect, exert a mean longwave effect
(LWCRE) of approximately +30 W m–2, with a range of 10% or less
between published satellite estimates (Loeb et al., 2009). Some of the
apparent LWCRE comes from the enhanced water vapour coinciding
with the natural cloud fluctuations used to measure the effect, so the
true cloud LWCRE is about 10% smaller (Sohn et al., 2010). The net
global mean CRE of approximately –20 W m–2 implies a net cooling
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Figure 7.5 | (a) Annual mean cloud fractional occurrence (CloudSat/CALIPSO 2B-GEOPROF-LIDAR data set for 2006–2011; Mace et al., 2009). (b) Annual zonal mean liquid water
path (blue shading, microwave radiometer data set for 1988–2005 from O’Dell et al. (2008)) and total water path (ice path shown with grey shading, from CloudSat 2C-ICE data
set for 2006–2011 from Deng et al. (2010) over oceans). The 90% uncertainty ranges, assessed to be approximately 60 to 140% of the mean for the liquid and total water paths,
are schematically indicated by the error bars. (c–d) latitude-height sections of annual zonal mean cloud (including precipitation falling from cloud) occurrence and precipitation
(attenuation-corrected radar reflectivity >0 dBZ) occurrence; the latter has been doubled to make use of a common colour scale (2B-GEOPROF-LIDAR data set). The dashed curves
show the annual mean 0°C and −38°C isotherms.
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Figure 7.6 | (a–d) December–January–February mean high, middle and low cloud cover from CloudSat/CALIPSO 2B-GEOPROF R04 and 2B-GEOPROF-LIDAR P1.R04 data sets
for 2006–2011 (Mace et al., 2009), 500 hPa vertical pressure velocity (colours, from ERA-Interim for 1979–2010; Dee et al., 2011), and Global Precipitation Climatology Project
(GPCP) version 2.2 precipitation rate (1981–2010, grey contours at 3 mm day–1 in dash and 7 mm day–1 in solid); (e–h) same as (a–d), except for June–July–August. For low clouds,
the GCM-Oriented CALIPSO Cloud Product (GOCCP) data set for 2007–2010 (Chepfer et al., 2010) is used at locations where it indicates a larger fractional cloud cover, because
the GEOPROF data set removes some clouds with tops at altitudes below 750 m. Low cloud amounts are probably underrepresented in regions of high cloud (Chepfer et al., 2008),
although not as severely as with earlier satellite instruments.
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The regional patterns of annual-mean TOA CRE (Figure 7.7a, b) reflect
those of the altitude-dependent cloud distributions. High clouds, which
are cold compared to the clear-sky radiating temperature, dominate
patterns of LWCRE, while the SWCRE is sensitive to optically thick
clouds at all altitudes. SWCRE also depends on the available sunlight,
so for example is sensitive to the diurnal and seasonal cycles of cloudiness. Regions of deep, thick cloud with large positive LWCRE and
large negative SWCRE tend to accompany precipitation (Figure 7.7d),
showing their intimate connection with the hydrological cycle. The net
CRE is negative over most of the globe and most negative in regions
of very extensive low-lying reflective stratus and stratocumulus cloud
such as the mid-latitude and eastern subtropical oceans, where SWCRE
is strong but LWCRE is weak (Figure 7.7c). In these regions, the spatial
distribution of net CRE on seasonal time scales correlates strongly with
measures of low-level stability or inversion strength (Klein and Hartmann, 1993; Williams et al., 2006; Wood and Bretherton, 2006; Zhang
et al., 2010).
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effect of clouds on the current climate. Owing to the large magnitudes
of the SWCRE and LWCRE, clouds have the potential to cause significant climate feedback (Section 7.2.5). The sign of this feedback on climate change cannot be determined from the sign of CRE in the current
climate, but depends instead on how climate-sensitive the properties
are that govern the LWCRE and SWCRE.
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Precipitation (global mean = 2.7 mm day-1)

Clouds also exert a CRE at the surface and within the troposphere, thus
affecting the hydrological cycle and circulation (Section 7.6), though
this aspect of CRE has received less attention. The net downward flux
of radiation at the surface is sensitive to the vertical and horizontal
distribution of clouds. It has been estimated more accurately through
radiation budget measurements and cloud profiling (Kato et al., 2011).
Based on these observations, the global mean surface downward longwave flux is about 10 W m–2 larger than the average in climate models,
probably due to insufficient model-simulated cloud cover or lower
tropospheric moisture (Stephens et al., 2012). This is consistent with a
global mean precipitation rate in the real world somewhat larger than
current observational estimates.

7.2.2

Cloud Process Modelling

Cloud formation processes span scales from the sub-micrometre scale
of CCN, to cloud-system scales of up to thousands of kilometres. This
range of scales is impossible to resolve with numerical simulations
on computers, and this is not expected to change in the foreseeable
future. Nonetheless progress has been made through a variety of modelling strategies, which are outlined briefly in this section, followed by
a discussion in Section 7.2.3 of developments in representing clouds
in global models. The implications of these discussions are synthesized
in Section 7.2.3.5.
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Figure 7.7 | Distribution of annual-mean top of the atmosphere (a) shortwave, (b)
longwave, (c) net cloud radiative effects averaged over the period 2001–2011 from
the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) Energy Balanced and Filled
(EBAF) Ed2.6r data set (Loeb et al., 2009) and (d) precipitation rate (1981–2000 average from the GPCP version 2.2 data set; Adler et al., 2003).
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High-resolution models in small domains have been widely used to
simulate interactions of turbulence with various types of clouds. The
grid spacing is chosen to be small enough to resolve explicitly the dominant turbulent eddies that drive cloud heterogeneity, with the effects
of smaller-scale phenomena parameterized. Such models can be run in
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idealized settings, or with boundary conditions for specific observed
cases. This strategy is typically called large-eddy simulation (LES) when
boundary-layer eddies are resolved, and cloud-resolving model (CRM)
when only deep cumulus motions are well resolved. It is useful not
only in simulating cloud and precipitation characteristics, but also in
understanding how turbulent circulations within clouds transport and
process aerosols and chemical constituents. It can be applied to any
type of cloud system, on any part of the Earth. Direct numerical simulation (DNS) can be used to study turbulence and cloud microphysics on
scales of a few metres or less (e.g., Andrejczuk et al., 2006) but cannot
span crucial meteorological scales and is not further considered here.
Cloud microphysics, precipitation and aerosol interactions are treated
with varying levels of sophistication, and remain a weak point in all
models regardless of resolution. For example, recent comparisons to
satellite data show that liquid water clouds in CRMs generally begin to
rain too early in the day (Suzuki et al., 2011). Especially for ice clouds,
and for interactions between aerosols and clouds, our understanding of
the basic micro-scale physics is not yet adequate, although it is improving. Moreover, microphysical effects are quite sensitive to co-variations
of velocity and composition down to very small scales. High-resolution
models, such as those used for LES, explicitly calculate most of these
variations, and so provide much more of the information needed for
microphysical calculations, whereas in a GCM they are not explicitly
available. For these reasons, low-resolution (e.g., climate) models will
have even more trouble representing local aerosol–cloud interactions
than will high-resolution models. Parameterizations are under development that could account for the small-scale variations statistically (e.g.,
Larson and Golaz, 2005) but have not been used in the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) simulations.
High-resolution models have enhanced our understanding of cloud
processes in several ways. First, they can help interpret in situ and
high-resolution remote sensing observations (e.g., Stevens et al.,
2005b; Blossey et al., 2007; Fridlind et al., 2007). Second, they have
revealed important influences of small-scale interactions, turbulence,
entrainment and precipitation on cloud dynamics that must eventually be accounted for in parameterizations (e.g., Krueger et al., 1995;
Derbyshire et al., 2004; Kuang and Bretherton, 2006; Ackerman et al.,
2009). Third, they can be used to predict how cloud system properties
(such as cloud cover, depth, or radiative effect) may respond to climate changes (e.g., Tompkins and Craig, 1998; Bretherton et al., 2013).
Fourth, they have become an important tool in testing and improving parameterizations of cloud-controlling processes such as cumulus
convection, turbulent mixing, small-scale horizontal cloud variability
and aerosol–cloud interactions (Randall et al., 2003; Rio and Hourdin,
2008; Stevens and Seifert, 2008; Lock, 2009; Del Genio and Wu, 2010;
Fletcher and Bretherton, 2010), as well as the interplay between convection and large-scale circulations (Kuang, 2008).
Different aspects of clouds, and cloud types, require different grid resolutions. CRMs of deep convective cloud systems with horizontal resolutions of 2 km or finer (Bryan et al., 2003) can represent some statistical
properties of the cloud system, including fractional area coverage of
cloud (Xu et al., 2002), vertical thermodynamic structure (Blossey et
al., 2007), the distribution of updraughts and downdraughts (Khairoutdinov et al., 2009) and organization into mesoscale convective
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systems (Grabowski et al., 1998). Modern high-order turbulence closure schemes may allow some statistics of boundary-layer cloud distributions, including cloud fractions and fluxes of moisture and energy, to
be reasonably simulated even at horizontal resolution of 1 km or larger
(Cheng and Xu, 2006, 2008). Finer grids (down to hundreds of metres)
better resolve individual storm characteristics such as vertical velocity
or tracer transport. Some cloud ensemble properties remain sensitive
to CRM microphysical parameterization assumptions regardless of resolution, particularly the vertical distribution and optical depth of clouds
containing ice.
Because of these requirements, it is computationally demanding to run
a CRM in a domain large enough to capture convective organisation or
perform regional forecasts. Some studies have created smaller regions
of CRM-like resolution within realistically forced regional-scale models
(e.g., Zhu et al., 2010; Boutle and Abel, 2012; Zhu et al., 2012), a special case of the common ‘nesting’ approach for regional downscaling
(see Section 9.6). One application has been to orographic precipitation,
associated both with extratropical cyclones (e.g., Garvert et al., 2005)
and with explicitly simulated cumulus convection (e.g., Hohenegger
et al., 2008); better resolution of the orography improves the simulation of precipitation initiation and wind drift of falling rain and snow
between watersheds.
LES of shallow cumulus cloud fields with horizontal grid spacing of
about 100 m and vertical grid spacing of about 40 m produces vertical
profiles of cloud fraction, temperature, moisture and turbulent fluxes
that agree well with available observations (Siebesma et al., 2003),
though the simulated precipitation efficiency still shows some sensitivity to microphysical parameterizations (vanZanten et al., 2011). LES
of stratocumulus-topped boundary layers reproduces the turbulence
statistics and vertical thermodynamic structure well (e.g., Stevens et
al., 2005b; Ackerman et al., 2009), and has been used to study the
sensitivity of stratocumulus properties to aerosols (e.g., Savic-Jovcic
and Stevens, 2008; Xue et al., 2008) and meteorological conditions.
However, the simulated entrainment rate and cloud liquid water path
are sensitive to the underlying numerical algorithms, even with vertical
grid spacings as small as 5 m, due to poor resolution of the sharp capping inversion (Stevens et al., 2005a).
These grid requirements mean that low-cloud processes dominating
the known uncertainty in cloud feedback cannot be explicitly simulated except in very small domains. Thus, notwithstanding all of the above
benefits of explicit cloud modeling, these models cannot on their own
quantify global cloud feedbacks or aerosol–cloud interactions definitively. They are important, however, in suggesting and testing feedback
and adjustment mechanisms (see Sections 7.2.5 and 7.4).

7.2.2.2 Global Models with Explicit Clouds
Since AR4, increasing computer power has led to three types of developments in global atmospheric models. First, models have been run
with resolution that is higher than in the past, but not sufficiently high
that cumulus clouds can be resolved explicitly. Second, models have
been run with resolution high enough to resolve (or ‘permit’) large
individual cumulus clouds over the entire globe. In a third approach,
the parameterizations of global models have been replaced by
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Global Cloud-Resolving Models (GCRMs) have been run with grid spacings as small as 3.5 km (Tomita et al., 2005; Putman and Suarez, 2011).
At present GCRMs can be used only for relatively short simulations of a
few simulated months to a year or two on the fastest supercomputers,
but in the not-too distant future they may provide climate projections.
GCRMs provide a consistent way to couple convective circulations to
large-scale dynamics, but must still parameterize the effects of individual clouds, microphysics and boundary-layer circulations.
Because they avoid the use of uncertain cumulus parameterizations,
GCRMs better simulate many properties of convective circulations that
are very challenging for many current conventional GCMs, including
the diurnal cycles of precipitation (Sato et al., 2009) and the Asian
summer monsoon (Oouchi et al., 2009). Inoue et al. (2010) showed
that the cloudiness simulated by a GCRM is in good agreement with
observations from CloudSat and CALIPSO, but the results are sensitive
to the parameterizations of turbulence and cloud microphysics (Satoh
et al., 2010; Iga et al., 2011; Kodama et al., 2012).
Heterogeneous multiscale methods, in which CRMs are embedded in
each grid cell of a larger scale model (Grabowski and Smolarkiewicz,
1999), have also been further developed as a way to realize some of
the advantages of GCRMs but at less cost. This approach has come
to be known as super-parameterization, because the CRM effectively
replaces some of the existing GCM parameterizations (e.g., Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2001; Tao et al., 2009). Super-parameterized models,
which are sometimes called multiscale modeling frameworks, occupy a
middle ground between high-resolution ‘process models’ and ‘climate
models’ (see Figure 7.8), in terms of both advantages and cost.
Like GCRMs, super-parameterized models give more realistic simulations of the diurnal cycle of precipitation (Khairoutdinov et al., 2005;
Pritchard and Somerville, 2010) and the Madden-Julian Oscillation
(Benedict and Randall, 2009) than most conventional GCMs; they can
also improve aspects of the Asian monsoon and the El Niño–Southern
Oscillation (ENSO; Stan et al., 2010; DeMott et al., 2011). Moreover,
because they also begin to resolve cloud-scale circulations, both strategies provide a framework for studying aerosol–cloud interactions
that conventional GCMs lack (Wang et al., 2011b). Thus both types of
global model provide important insights, but because neither of them
fully resolves cloud processes, especially for low clouds (see Section
7.2.2.1), their results must be treated with caution just as with conventional GCMs.

7.2.3

Parameterization of Clouds in Climate Models

7.2.3.1 Challenges of Parameterization

7

The representation of cloud microphysical processes in climate models
is particularly challenging, in part because some of the fundamental details of these microphysical processes are poorly understood
(particularly for ice- and mixed-phase clouds), and because spatial
heterogeneity of key atmospheric properties occurs at scales significantly smaller than a GCM grid box. Such representation, however,
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Figure 7.8 | Model and simulation strategy for representing the climate system and
climate processes at different space and time scales. Also shown are the ranges of
space and time scales usually associated with cloud processes (orange, lower left) and
the climate system (blue, upper right). Classes of models are usually defined based on
the range of spatial scales they represent, which in the figure is roughly spanned by the
text for each model class. The temporal scales simulated by a particular type of model
vary more widely. For instance, climate models are often run for a few time steps for
diagnostic studies, or can simulate millennia. Hence the figure indicates the typical time
scales for which a given model is used. Computational power prevents one model from
covering all time and space scales. Since the AR4, the development of Global Cloud
Resolving Models (GCRMs), and hybrid approaches such as General Circulation Models
(GCMs) using the ‘super-parameterization’ approach (sometimes called the Multiscale
Modelling Framework (MMF)), have helped fill the gap between climate system and
cloud process models.

affects many aspects of a model’s overall simulated climate including
the Hadley circulation, precipitation patterns, and tropical variability.
Therefore continuing weakness in these parameterizations affects not
only modeled climate sensitivity, but also the fidelity with which these
other variables can be simulated or projected.
Most CMIP5 climate model simulations use horizontal resolutions of
100 to 200 km in the atmosphere, with vertical layers varying between
100 m near the surface to more than 1000 m aloft. Within regions
of this size in the real world, there is usually enormous small-scale
variability in cloud properties, associated with variability in humidity,
temperature and vertical motion (Figure 7.16). This variability must
be accounted for to accurately simulate cloud–radiation interaction,
condensation, evaporation and precipitation and other cloud processes
that crucially depend on how cloud condensate is distributed across
each grid box (Cahalan et al., 1994; Pincus and Klein, 2000; Larson et
al., 2001; Barker et al., 2003).
The simulation of clouds in modern climate models involves several
parameterizations that must work in unison. These include parameterization of turbulence, cumulus convection, microphysical processes,
radiative transfer and the resulting cloud amount (including the vertical overlap between different grid levels), as well as sub-grid scale
transport of aerosol and chemical species. The system of parameterizations must balance simplicity, realism, computational stability and
efficiency. Many cloud processes are unrealistic in current GCMs, and
as such their cloud response to climate change remains uncertain.
Cloud processes and/or turbulence parameterization are important not
only for the GCMs used in climate projections but also for specialized chemistry–aerosol–climate models (see review by Zhang, 2008),
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for regional climate models, and indeed for the cloud process models
described in Section 7.2.2 which must still parameterize small-scale
and microphysical effects. The nature of the parameterization problem,
however, shifts as model scale decreases. Section 7.2.3.2 briefly assesses recent developments relevant to GCMs.

7.2.3.2 Recent Advances in Representing Cloud
Microphysical Processes
7.2.3.2.1

Liquid clouds

Recent development efforts have been focused on the introduction of
more complex representations of microphysical processes, with the
dual goals of coupling them better to atmospheric aerosols and linking them more consistently to the sub-grid variability assumed by the
model for other calculations. For example, most CMIP3 climate models
predicted the average cloud and rain water mass in each grid cell only
at a given time, diagnosing the droplet concentration using empirical relationships based on aerosol mass (e.g., Boucher and Lohmann,
1995; Menon et al., 2002), or altitude and proximity to land. Many
were forced to employ an arbitrary lower bound on droplet concentration to reduce the aerosol RF (Hoose et al., 2009). Such formulations
oversimplify microphysically mediated cloud variations.
By contrast, more models participating in CMIP5 predict both mass and
number mixing ratios for liquid stratiform cloud. Some determine rain
and snow number concentrations and mixing ratios (e.g., Morrison and
Gettelman, 2008; Salzmann et al., 2010), allowing treatment of aerosol
scavenging and the radiative effect of snow. Some models explicitly
treat sub-grid cloud water variability for calculating microphysical process rates (e.g., Morrison and Gettelman, 2008). Cloud droplet activation schemes now account more realistically for particle composition,
mixing and size (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000; Ghan et al., 2011;
Liu et al., 2012). Despite such advances in internal consistency, a continuing weakness in GCMs (and to a much lesser extent GCRMs and
super-parameterized models) is their inability to fully represent turbulent motions to which microphysical processes are highly sensitive.
7.2.3.2.2

Mixed-phase and ice clouds

Ice treatments are following a path similar to those for liquid water,
and face similar but greater challenges because of the greater complexity of ice processes. Many CMIP3 models predicted the condensed
water amount in just two categories—cloud and precipitation—with
a temperature-dependent partitioning between liquid and ice within
either category. Although supersaturation with respect to ice is commonly observed at low temperatures, only one CMIP3 GCM (ECHAM)
allowed ice supersaturation (Lohmann and Kärcher, 2002).
Many climate models now include separate, physically based equations
for cloud liquid versus cloud ice, and for rain versus snow, allowing a
more realistic treatment of mixed-phase processes and ice supersaturation (Liu et al., 2007; Tompkins et al., 2007; Gettelman et al., 2010;
Salzmann et al., 2010; see also Section 7.4.4). These new schemes are
tested in a single-column model against cases observed in field campaigns (e.g., Klein et al., 2009) or against satellite observations (e.g.,
Kay et al., 2012), and provide superior simulations of cloud structure
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than typical CMIP3 parameterizations (Kay et al., 2012). However
new observations reveal complexities not correctly captured by even
relatively advanced schemes (Ma et al., 2012a). New representations
of the Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen process in mixed-phase clouds
(Storelvmo et al., 2008b; Lohmann and Hoose, 2009) compare the rate
at which the pre-existing ice crystals deplete the water vapour with the
condensation rate for liquid water driven by vertical updraught speed
(Korolev, 2007); these are not yet included in CMIP5 models. Climate
models are increasingly representing detailed microphysics, including
mixed-phase processes, inside convective clouds (Fowler and Randall,
2002; Lohmann, 2008; Song and Zhang, 2011). Such processes can
influence storm characteristics like strength and electrification, and are
crucial for fully representing aerosol–cloud interactions, but are still
not included in most climate models; their representation is moreover
subject to all the caveats noted in Section 7.2.3.1.

7.2.3.3 Recent Advances in Parameterizing Moist Turbulence
and Convection
Both the mean state and variability in climate models are sensitive to
the parameterization of cumulus convection. Since AR4, the development of convective parameterization has been driven largely by rapidly
growing use of process models, in particular LES and CRMs, to inform
parameterization development (e.g., Hourdin et al., 2013).
Accounting for greater or more state-dependent entrainment of air into
deep cumulus updraughts has improved simulations of the Madden–
Julian Oscillation, tropical convectively coupled waves and mean rainfall patterns in some models (Bechtold et al., 2008; Song and Zhang,
2009; Chikira and Sugiyama, 2010; Hohenegger and Bretherton, 2011;
Mapes and Neale, 2011; Del Genio et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2012) but
usually at the expense of a degraded simulation of the mean state. In
another model, revised criteria for convective initiation and parameterizations of cumulus momentum fluxes improved ENSO and tropical
vertical temperature profiles (Neale et al., 2008; Richter and Rasch,
2008). Since AR4, more climate models have adopted cumulus parameterizations that diagnose the expected vertical velocity in cumulus
updraughts (e.g., Del Genio et al., 2007; Park and Bretherton, 2009;
Chikira and Sugiyama, 2010; Donner et al., 2011), in principle allowing
more complete representations of aerosol activation, cloud microphysical evolution and gravity wave generation by the convection.
Several new parameterizations couple shallow cumulus convection
more closely to moist boundary layer turbulence (Siebesma et al.,
2007; Neggers, 2009; Neggers et al., 2009; Couvreux et al., 2010)
including cold pools generated by nearby deep convection (Grandpeix
and Lafore, 2010). Many of these efforts have led to more accurate
simulations of boundary-layer cloud radiative properties and vertical
structure (e.g., Park and Bretherton, 2009; Köhler et al., 2011), and
have ameliorated the common problem of premature deep convective
initiation over land in one CMIP5 GCM (Rio et al., 2009).

7.2.3.4 Recent Advances in Parameterizing
Cloud Radiative Effects
Some models have improved representation of sub-grid scale cloud
variability, which has important effects on grid-mean radiative fluxes
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and precipitation fluxes, for example, based on the use of probability
density functions of thermodynamic variables (Sommeria and Deardorff, 1977; Watanabe et al., 2009). Stochastic approaches for radiative transfer can account for this variability in a computationally
efficient way (Barker et al., 2008). New treatments of cloud overlap
have been motivated by new observations (Section 7.2.1.1). Despite
these advances, the CMIP5 models continue to exhibit the ‘too few, too
bright’ low-cloud problem (Nam et al., 2012), with a systematic overestimation of cloud optical depth and underestimation of cloud cover.
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Because global temperatures have been rising, the above arguments
imply WVMR should be rising accordingly, and multiple observing systems indeed show this (Sections 2.5.4 and 2.5.5). A study challenging
the water vapour increase (Paltridge et al., 2009) used an old reanalysis
product, whose trends are contradicted by newer ones (Dessler and
Davis, 2010) and by actual observations (Chapter 2). The study also
reported decreasing relative humidity in data from Australian radiosondes, but more complete studies show Australia to be exceptional
in this respect (Dai et al., 2011). Thus data remain consistent with the
expected global feedback.

7.2.3.5 Cloud Modelling Synthesis
Global climate models used in CMIP5 have improved their representation of cloud processes relative to CMIP3, but still face challenges
and uncertainties, especially regarding details of small-scale variability
that are crucial for aerosol–cloud interactions (see Section 7.4). Finerscale LES and CRM models are much better able to represent this variability and are an important research tool, but still suffer from imperfect representations of aerosol and cloud microphysics and known
biases. Most CRM and LES studies do not span the large space and
time scales needed to fully determine the interactions among different cloud regimes and the resulting net planetary radiative effects. Thus
our assessments in this chapter do not regard any model type on its
own as definitive, but weigh the implications of process model studies
in assessing the quantitative results of the global models.

7.2.4

Water Vapour and Lapse Rate Feedbacks

Climate feedbacks determine the sensitivity of global surface temperature to external forcing agents. Water vapour, lapse rate and cloud
feedbacks each involve moist atmospheric processes closely linked to
clouds, and in combination, produce most of the simulated climate
feedback and most of its inter-model spread (Section 9.7). The radiative feedback from a given constituent can be quantified as its impact
(other constituents remaining equal) on the TOA net downward radiative flux per degree of global surface (or near-surface) temperature
increase, and may be compared with the basic ‘black-body’ response
of −3.4 W m−2 °C−1 (Hansen et al., 1984). This definition assigns positive values to positive feedbacks, in keeping with the literature on this
topic but contradictory to the conventions sometimes adopted in other
climate research.

7.2.4.1 Water Vapour Response and Feedback

7

As pointed out in previous reports (Section 8.6.3.1 in Randall et al.,
2007), physical arguments and models of all types suggest global
water vapour amounts increase in a warmer climate, leading to a
positive feedback via its enhanced greenhouse effect. The saturated
water vapour mixing ratio (WVMR) increases nearly exponentially and
very rapidly with temperature, at 6 to 10% °C–1 near the surface, and
even more steeply aloft (up to 17% °C–1) where air is colder. Mounting
evidence indicates that any changes in relative humidity in warmer
climates would have much less impact on specific humidity than the
above increases, at least in a global and statistical sense. Hence the
overall WVMR is expected to increase at a rate similar to the saturated
WVMR.
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Some studies have proposed that the response of upper-level humidity to natural fluctuations in the global mean surface temperature is
informative about the feedback. However, small changes to the global
mean (primarily from ENSO) involve geographically heterogeneous
temperature change patterns, the responses to which may be a poor
analogue for global warming (Hurley and Galewsky, 2010a). Most
climate models reproduce these natural responses reasonably well
(Gettelman and Fu, 2008; Dessler and Wong, 2009), providing additional evidence that they at least represent the key processes.
The ‘last-saturation’ concept approximates the WVMR of air by its saturation value when it was last in a cloud (see Sherwood et al., 2010a
for a review), which can be inferred from trajectory analysis. Studies
since the AR4 using a variety of models and observations (including
concentrations of water vapour isotopes) support this concept (Sherwood and Meyer, 2006; Galewsky and Hurley, 2010). The concept has
clarified what determines relative humidity in the subtropical upper
troposphere and placed the water vapour feedback on firmer theoretical footing by directly linking actual and saturation WVMR values
(Hurley and Galewsky, 2010b). CRMs show that convection can adopt
varying degrees of self-aggregation (e.g., Muller and Held, 2012),
which could modify the water vapour or other feedbacks if this were
climate sensitive, although observations do not suggest aggregation
changes have a large net radiative effect (Tobin et al., 2012).
In a warmer climate, an upward shift of the tropopause and poleward
shift of the jets and associated climate zones are expected (Sections
2.7.4 and 2.7.5) and simulated by most GCMs (Section 10.3.3). These
changes account, at least qualitatively, for robust regional changes in
the relative humidity simulated in warmer climate by GCMs, including decreases in the subtropical troposphere and tropical uppermost
troposphere, and increases near the extratropical tropopause and
high latitudes (Sherwood et al., 2010b). This pattern may be amplified,
however, by non-uniform atmospheric temperature or wind changes
(Hurley and Galewsky, 2010b). It is also the apparent cause of most
model-predicted changes in mid- and upper-level cloudiness patterns
(Wetherald and Manabe, 1980; Sherwood et al., 2010b; see also Section 7.2.5.2). Idealized CRM simulations of warming climates also
show upward shifts of the humidity patterns with little change in the
mean (e.g., Kuang and Hartmann, 2007; Romps, 2011).
It remains unclear whether stratospheric water vapour contributes
significantly to climate feedback. Observations have shown decadal
variations in stratospheric water vapour, which may have affected the
planetary radiation budget somewhat (Solomon et al., 2010) but are
not clearly linked to global temperature (Section 3.4.2.4 in Trenberth et
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al., 2007). A strong positive feedback from stratospheric water vapour
was reported in one GCM, but with parameter settings that produced
an unrealistic present climate (Joshi et al., 2010).

7.2.4.2 Relationship Between Water Vapour and Lapse
Rate Feedbacks
The lapse rate (decrease of temperature with altitude) should, in the
tropics, change roughly as predicted by a moist adiabat, due to the
strong restoring influence of convective heating. This restoring influence has now been directly inferred from satellite data (Lebsock et
al., 2010), and the near-constancy of tropical atmospheric stability and
deep-convective thresholds over recent decades is also now observable in SST and deep convective data (Johnson and Xie, 2010). The
stronger warming of the atmosphere relative to the surface produces a
negative feedback on global temperature because the warmed system
radiates more thermal emission to space for a given increase in surface
temperature than in the reference case where the lapse rate is fixed.
This feedback varies somewhat among models because lapse rates in
middle and high latitudes, which decrease less than in the tropics, do
so differently among models (Dessler and Wong, 2009).
As shown by Cess (1975) and discussed in the AR4 (Randall et al.,
2007), models with a more negative lapse rate feedback tend to have
a more positive water vapour feedback. Cancellation between these
is close enough that their sum has a 90% range in CMIP3 models of
only +0.96 to +1.22 W m−2 °C−1 (based on a Gaussian fit to the data of
Held and Shell (2012), see Figure 7.9) with essentially the same range
in CMIP5 (Section 9.7). The physical reason for this cancellation is that
as long as water vapour infrared absorption bands are nearly saturated, outgoing longwave radiation is determined by relative humidity
(Ingram, 2010) which exhibits little global systematic change in any
model (Section 7.2.4.1). In fact, Held and Shell (2012) and Ingram
(2013a) argue that it makes more sense physically to redefine feedbacks in a different analysis framework in which relative humidity,
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Figure 7.9 | Feedback parameters associated with water vapour or the lapse rate
predicted by CMIP3 GCMs, with boxes showing interquartile range and whiskers showing extreme values. At left is shown the total radiative response including the Planck
response. In the darker shaded region is shown the traditional breakdown of this into
a Planck response and individual feedbacks from water vapour (labelled ‘WVMR’) and
lapse rate (labelled ‘Lapse’). In the lighter-shaded region at right are the equivalent
three parameters calculated in an alternative, relative humidity-based framework. In
this framework all three components are both weaker and more consistent among the
models. (Data are from Held and Shell, 2012.)

rather than specific humidity, is the feedback variable. Analysed in that
framework the inherent stabilization by the Planck response is weaker,
but the water vapour and lapse rate feedbacks are also very small; thus
the traditional view of large and partially compensating feedbacks has,
arguably, arisen from arbitrary choices made when the analysis framework was originally set out, rather than being an intrinsic feature of
climate or climate models.
There is some observational evidence (Section 2.4.4) suggesting tropical lapse rates might have increased in recent decades in a way not
simulated by models (Section 9.4.1.4.2). Because the combined lapse
rate and water vapour feedback depends on relative humidity change,
however, the imputed lapse rate variations would have little influence
on the total feedback or climate sensitivity even if they were a real
warming response (Ingram, 2013b). In summary, there is increased
evidence for a strong, positive feedback (measured in the traditional framework) from the combination of water vapour and lapse rate
changes since AR4, with no reliable contradictory evidence.

7.2.5

Cloud Feedbacks and Rapid Adjustments to
Carbon Dioxide

The dominant source of spread among GCM climate sensitivities in AR4
was due to diverging cloud feedbacks, particularly due to low clouds,
and this continues to be true (Section 9.7). All global models continue to
produce a near-zero to moderately strong positive net cloud feedback.
Progress has been made since the AR4 in understanding the reasons
for positive feedbacks in models and providing a stronger theoretical
and observational basis for some mechanisms contributing to them.
There has also been progress in quantifying feedbacks—including
separating the effects of different cloud types, using radiative-kernel
residual methods (Soden et al., 2008) and by computing cloud effects
directly (e.g., Zelinka et al., 2012a)—and in distinguishing between
feedback and adjustment responses (Section 7.2.5.6).
Until very recently cloud feedbacks have been diagnosed in models
by differencing cloud radiative effects in doubled CO2 and control climates, normalized by the change in global mean surface temperature.
Different diagnosis methods do not always agree, and some simple
methods can make positive cloud feedbacks look negative by failing to
account for the nonlinear interaction between cloud and water vapour
(Soden and Held, 2006). Moreover, it is now recognized that some of
the cloud changes are induced directly by the atmospheric radiative
effects of CO2 independently of surface warming, and are therefore
rapid adjustments rather than feedbacks (Section 7.2.5.6). Most of the
published studies available for this assessment did not separate these
effects, and only the total response is assessed here unless otherwise
noted. It appears that the adjustments are sufficiently small in most
models that general conclusions regarding feedbacks are not significantly affected.
Cloud changes cause both longwave (greenhouse warming) and shortwave (reflective cooling) effects, which combine to give the overall
cloud feedback or forcing adjustment. Cloud feedback studies point
to five aspects of the cloud response to climate change which are
distinguished here: changes in high-level cloud altitude, effects of
hydrological cycle and storm track changes on cloud systems, c hanges
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in low-level cloud amount, microphysically induced opacity (optical
depth) changes and changes in high-latitude clouds. Finally, recent
research on the rapid cloud adjustments to CO2 is assessed. Feedbacks
involving aerosols (Section 7.3.5) are not considered here, and the
discussion focuses only on mechanisms affecting the TOA radiation
budget.

7.2.5.1 Feedback Mechanisms Involving the Altitude of
High-Level Cloud
A dominant contributor of positive cloud feedback in models is the
increase in the height of deep convective outflows tentatively attributed in AR4 to the so-called ‘fixed anvil-temperature’ mechanism (Hartmann and Larson, 2002). According to this mechanism, the average
outflow level from tropical deep convective systems is determined
in steady state by the highest point at which water vapour cools the
atmosphere significantly through infrared emission; this occurs at a
particular water vapour partial pressure, therefore at a similar temperature (higher altitude) as climate warms. A positive feedback results
because, since the cloud top temperature does not keep pace with that
of the troposphere, its emission to space does not increase at the rate
expected for the no-feedback system. This occurs at all latitudes and
has long been noted in model simulations (Hansen et al., 1984; Cess
et al., 1990). This mechanism, with a small modification to account for
lapse rate changes, predicts roughly +0.5 W m–2 °C–1 of positive longwave feedback in GCMs (Zelinka and Hartmann, 2010), compared to
an overall cloud-height feedback of +0.35 (+0.09 to +0.58) W m–2 °C–1
(Figure 7.10). Importantly, CRMs also reproduce this increase in cloud
height (Tompkins and Craig, 1998; Kuang and Hartmann, 2007; Romps,
2011; Harrop and Hartmann, 2012).

compensation between their longwave and shortwave cloud radiative
effects (Harrison et al., 1990; Figure 7.7). Similar compensation can
be seen in the opposing variations of these two components of the
high-cloud feedback across GCMs (Figure 7.10). This might suggest
that the altitude feedback could be similarly compensated. However,
GCMs can reproduce the observed compensation in the present climate (Sherwood et al., 1994) without producing one under global
warming. In the above-noted cloud-resolving simulations, the entire
cloud field (including the typical base) moved upward, in accord with
a general upward shift of tropospheric fields (Singh and O’Gorman,
2012) and with drying at levels near cloud base (Minschwaner et al.,
2006; Sherwood et al., 2010b). This supports the prediction of GCMs
that the altitude feedback is not compensated by an increase in highcloud thickness or albedo.
The observational record offers limited further support for the altitude
increase. The global tropopause is rising as expected (Section 2.7.4).
Observed cloud heights change roughly as predicted with regional,
seasonal and interannual changes in near-tropopause temperature
structure (Xu et al., 2007; Eitzen et al., 2009; Chae and Sherwood,
2010; Zelinka and Hartmann, 2011), although these tests may not be
good analogues for global warming. Davies and Molloy (2012) report
an apparent recent downward mean cloud height trend but this is
probably an artefact (Evan and Norris, 2012); observed cloud height
trends do not appear sufficiently reliable to test this cloud-height feedback mechanism (Section 2.5.6).
In summary, the consistency of GCM responses, basic understanding,
strong support from process models, and weak further support from
observations give us high confidence in a positive feedback contribution from increases in high-cloud altitude.

On average, natural fluctuations in tropical high cloud amount exert
little net TOA radiative effect in the current climate due to near- 7.2.5.2
CMIP5
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Figure 7.10 | Cloud feedback parameters as predicted by GCMs for responses to CO2
increase including rapid adjustments. Total feedback shown at left, with centre lightshaded section showing components attributable to clouds in specific height ranges
(see Section 7.2.1.1), and right dark-shaded panel those attributable to specific cloud
property changes where available. The net feedback parameters are broken down in
their longwave (LW) and shortwave (SW) components. Type attribution reported for
CMIP3 does not conform exactly to the definition used in the Cloud Feedback Model
Intercomparison Project (CFMIP) but is shown for comparison, with their ‘mixed’ category assigned to middle cloud. CFMIP data (original and CFMIP2) are from Zelinka
et al. (2012a, 2012b; 2013); CMIP3 from Soden and Vecchi (2011); and CMIP5 from
Tomassini et al. (2013).
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Feedback Mechanisms Involving the Amount of
Middle and High Cloud

As noted in Section 7.2.5.1, models simulate a range of nearly compensating differences in shortwave and longwave high-cloud feedbacks,
consistent with different changes in high-cloud amount, but also show
a net positive offset consistent with higher cloud altitude (Figure 7.10).
However, there is a tendency in most GCMs toward reduced middle
and high cloud amount in warmer climates in low- and mid-latitudes,
especially in the subtropics (Trenberth and Fasullo, 2009; Zelinka and
Hartmann, 2010). This loss of cloud amount adds a positive shortwave
and negative longwave feedback to the model average, which causes
the average net positive feedback to appear to come from the shortwave part of the spectrum. The net effect of changes in amount of all
cloud types averaged over models is a positive feedback of about +0.2
W m–2 °C–1, but this roughly matches the contribution from low clouds
(see the following section), implying a near-cancellation of longwave
and shortwave effects for the mid- and high-level amount changes.
Changes in predicted cloud cover geographically correlate with simulated subtropical drying (Meehl et al., 2007), suggesting that they
are partly tied to large-scale circulation changes including the poleward shifts found in most models (Wetherald and Manabe, 1980; Sherwood et al., 2010b; Section 2.7). Bender et al. (2012) and Eastman
and Warren (2013) report poleward shifts in cloud since the 1970s
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c onsistent with those reported in other observables (Section 2.5.6) and
simulated by most GCMs, albeit with weaker amplitude (Yin, 2005).
This shift of clouds to latitudes of weaker sunlight decreases the planetary albedo and would imply a strong positive feedback if it were due
to global warming (Bender et al., 2012), although it is probably partly
driven by other factors (Section 10.3). The true amount of positive feedback coming from poleward shifts therefore remains highly uncertain,
but is underestimated by GCMs if, as suggested by observational comparisons, the shifts are underestimated (Johanson and Fu, 2009; Allen
et al., 2012).
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2013), or conditioned on a particular dynamical state (Bony et al.,
2004), and is similar in equilibrium or transient simulations (Yokohata
et al., 2008), it appears to be attributable to how cloud, convective and
boundary layer processes are parameterized in GCMs.

The modelled response of low clouds does not appear to be dominated
by a single feedback mechanism, but rather the net effect of several potentially competing mechanisms as elucidated in LES and GCM
sensitivity studies (e.g., Zhang and Bretherton, 2008; Blossey et al.,
2013; Bretherton et al., 2013). Starting with some proposed negative
feedback mechanisms, it has been argued that in a warmer climate,
The upward mass flux in deep clouds should decrease in a warmer low clouds will be: (1) horizontally more extensive, because changes
climate (Section 7.6.2), which might contribute to cloudiness decreases in the lapse rate of temperature also modify the lower-tropospheric
in storm tracks or the ITCZ (Chou and Neelin, 2004; Held and Soden, stability (Miller, 1997); (2) optically thicker, because adiabatic ascent
2006). Tselioudis and Rossow (2006) predict this within the storm is accompanied by a larger condensation rate (Somerville and Remer,
tracks based on observed present-day relationships with meteorologi- 1984); and (3) vertically more extensive, in response to a weakening
cal variables combined with model-simulated changes to those driving of the tropical overturning circulation (Caldwell and Bretherton, 2009).
variables but do not infer a large feedback. Most CMIP3 GCMs produce While these mechanisms may play some role in subtropical low cloud
too little storm-track cloud cover in the southern hemisphere compared feedbacks, none of them appears dominant. Regarding (1), dry static
to nearly overcast conditions in reality, but clouds are also too bright. stability alone is a misleading predictor with respect to climate changArguments have been advanced that such biases could imply either es, as models with comparably good simulations of the current regionmodel overestimation or underestimation of feedbacks (Trenberth and al distribution and/or relationship to stability of low cloud can produce
Fasullo, 2010; Brient and Bony, 2012).
a broad range of cloud responses to climate perturbations (Wyant et
al., 2006). Mechanism (2), discussed briefly in the next section, appears
The role of thin cirrus clouds for cloud feedback is not known and to have a small effect. Mechanism (3) cannot yet be ruled out but does
remains a source of possible systematic bias. Unlike high-cloud sys- not appear to be the dominant factor in determining subtropical cloud
tems overall, these particular clouds exert a clear net warming effect changes in GCMs (Bony and Dufresne, 2005; Zhang and Bretherton,
(Jensen et al., 1994; Chen et al., 2000), making a significant cloud- 2008).
cover feedback possible in principle (e.g., Rondanelli and Lindzen,
2010). While this does not seem to be important in recent GCMs Since the AR4, several new positive feedback mechanisms have been
(Zelinka et al., 2012b), and no specific mechanism has been suggested, proposed, most associated with the marine boundary layer clouds
the representation of cirrus in GCMs appears to be poor (Eliasson et thought to be at the core of the spread in responses. These include the
al., 2011) and such clouds are microphysically complex (Section 7.4.4). ideas that: warming-induced changes in the absolute humidity lapse
This implies significant feedback uncertainty in addition to that already rate change the energetics of mixing in ways that demand a reduction
evident from model spread.
in cloud amount or thickness (Webb and Lock, 2013; Bretherton et al.,
2013; Brient and Bony, 2013); energetic constraints prevent the surModel simulations, physical understanding and observations thus pro- face evaporation from increasing with warming at a rate sufficient to
vide medium confidence that poleward shifts of cloud distributions balance expected changes in dry air entrainment, thereby reducing the
will contribute to positive feedback, but by an uncertain amount. Feed- supply of moisture to form clouds (Rieck et al., 2012; Webb and Lock,
backs from thin cirrus amount cannot be ruled out and are an impor- 2013); and that increased concentrations of GHGs reduce the radiatant source of uncertainty.
tive cooling that drives stratiform cloud layers and thereby the cloud
amount (Caldwell and Bretherton, 2009; Stevens and Brenguier, 2009;
7.2.5.3 Feedback Mechanisms Involving Low Cloud
Bretherton et al., 2013). These mechanisms, crudely operating through
parameterized representations of cloud processes, could explain why
Differences in the response of low clouds to a warming are responsible climate models consistently produce positive low-cloud feedbacks.
for most of the spread in model-based estimates of equilibrium climate Among CFMIP GCMs, the low-cloud feedback ranges from −0.09 to
sensitivity (Randall et al., 2007). Since the AR4 this finding has with- +0.63 W m–2 °C–1 (Figure 7.10), and is largely associated with a reducstood further scrutiny (e.g., Soden and Vecchi, 2011; Webb et al., 2013), tion in low-cloud amount, albeit with considerable spatial variabiliholds in CMIP5 models (Vial et al., 2013) and has been shown to apply ty (e.g., Webb et al., 2013). One ‘super-parameterized’ GCM (Section
also to the transient climate response (e.g., Dufresne and Bony, 2008). 7.2.2.2) simulates a negative low-cloud feedback (Wyant et al., 2006,
This discrepancy in responses occurs over most oceans and cannot 2009), but that model’s representation of low clouds was worse than
be clearly confined to any single region (Trenberth and Fasullo, 2010; some conventional GCMs.
Webb et al., 2013), but is usually associated with the representation
of shallow cumulus or stratocumulus clouds (Williams and Tselioudis, The tendency of both GCMs and process models to produce these
2007; Williams and Webb, 2009; Xu et al., 2010). Because the spread positive feedback effects suggests that the feedback contribution
of responses emerges in a variety of idealized model formulations from changes in low clouds is positive. However, deficient representa(Medeiros et al., 2008; Zhang and Bretherton, 2008; Brient and Bony, tion of low clouds in GCMs, diverse model results, a lack of reliable
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observational constraints, and the tentative nature of the suggested
mechanisms leave us with low confidence in the sign of the low-cloud
feedback contribution.

7.2.5.4 Feedbacks Involving Changes in Cloud Opacity
It has long been suggested that cloud water content could increase in
a warmer climate simply due to the availability of more vapour for condensation in a warmer atmosphere, yielding a negative feedback (Paltridge, 1980; Somerville and Remer, 1984), but this argument ignores
the physics of crucial cloud-regulating processes such as precipitation
formation and turbulence. Observational evidence discounting a large
effect of this kind was reported in AR4 (Randall et al., 2007).
The global mean net feedback from cloud opacity changes in CFMIP
models (Figure 7.10) is approximately zero. Optical depths tend to
reduce slightly at low and middle latitudes, but increase poleward
of 50°, yielding a positive longwave feedback that roughly offsets
the negative shortwave feedback. These latitude-dependent opacity
changes may be attributed to phase changes at high latitudes and
greater poleward moisture transport (Vavrus et al., 2009), and possibly
to poleward shifts of the circulation.
Studies have reported warming-related changes in cloud opacity tied
to cloud phase (e.g., Senior and Mitchell, 1993; Tsushima et al., 2006).
This might be expected to cause negative feedback, because at mixedphase temperatures of –38 to 0°C, cloud ice particles have typical
diameters of 10 to 100 µm (e.g., Figure 8 in Donovan, 2003), several-fold larger than cloud water drops, so a given mass of cloud water
would have less surface area and reflect less sunlight in ice form than
in liquid form. As climate warms, a shift from ice to liquid at a given
location could increase cloud opacity. An offsetting factor that may
explain the absence of this in CFMIP, however, is that mixed-phase
clouds may form at higher altitudes, and similar local temperatures, in
warmer climates (Section 7.2.5.1). The key physics is in any case not
adequately represented in climate models. Thus this particular feedback mechanism is highly uncertain.

7.2.5.5 Feedback from Arctic Cloud Interactions with Sea Ice
Arctic clouds, despite their low altitude, have a net heating effect at
the surface in the present climate because their downward emission of
infrared radiation over the year outweighs their reflection of sunlight
during the short summer season. Their net effect on the atmosphere is
cooling, however, so their effect on the energy balance of the whole
system is ambiguous and depends on the details of the vertical cloud
distribution and the impact of cloud radiative interactions on ice cover
(Palm et al., 2010).

7

Low-cloud amount over the Arctic oceans varies inversely with sea ice
amount (open water producing more cloud) as now confirmed since
AR4 by visual cloud reports (Eastman and Warren, 2010) and lidar and
radar observations (Kay and Gettelman, 2009; Palm et al., 2010). The
observed effect is weak in boreal summer, when the melting sea ice
is at a similar temperature to open water and stable boundary layers
with extensive low cloud are common over both surfaces, and strongest in boreal autumn when cold air flowing over regions of open water
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stimulates cloud formation by boundary-layer convection (Kay and
Gettelman, 2009; Vavrus et al., 2011). Kay et al. (2011) show that a
GCM can represent this seasonal sensitivity of low cloud to open water,
but doing so depends on the details of how boundary-layer clouds are
parameterized. Vavrus et al. (2009) show that in a global warming scenario, GCMs simulate more Arctic low cloud in all seasons, but especially during autumn and the onset of winter when open water and
very thin sea ice increase considerably, increasing upward moisture
transport to the clouds.
A few studies in the literature suggest negative feedbacks from Arctic
clouds, based on spatial correlations of observed warming and cloudiness (Liu et al., 2008) or tree-ring proxies of cloud shortwave effects
over the last millenium (Gagen et al., 2011). However, the spatial correlations are not reliable indicators of feedback (Section 7.2.5.7), and
the tree-ring evidence (assuming it is a good proxy) applies only to the
shortwave effect of summertime cloud cover. The GCM studies would
be consistent with warmer climates being cloudier, but have opposite
radiative effects and positive feedback during the rest of the year. Even
though a small positive feedback is suggested by models, there is overall little evidence for significant feedbacks from Arctic cloud.

7.2.5.6 Rapid Adjustments of Clouds to a Carbon
Dioxide Change
It is possible to partition the response of TOA radiation in GCMs to
an instantaneous doubling of CO2 into a ‘rapid adjustment’ in which
the land surface, atmospheric circulations and clouds respond to the
radiative effect of the CO2 increase, and an ‘SST-mediated’ response
that develops more slowly as the oceans warm (see Section 7.1.3).
This distinction is important not only to help understand model processes, but because the presence of rapid adjustments would cause
clouds to respond slightly differently to a transient climate change (in
which SST changes have not caught up to CO2 changes) or to a climate
change caused by other forcings, than they would to the same warming at equilibrium driven by CO2. There is also a rapid adjustment of the
hydrological cycle and precipitation field, discussed in Section 7.6.3.
Gregory and Webb (2008) reported that in some climate models, rapid
adjustment of clouds can have TOA radiative effects comparable to
those of the ensuing SST-mediated cloud changes, though Andrews
and Forster (2008) found a smaller effect. Subsequent studies using
more accurate kernel-based techniques find a cloud adjustment
of roughly +0.4 to +0.5 W m–2 per doubling of CO2, with standard
deviation of about 0.3 W m–2 across models (Vial et al., 2013; Zelinka
et al., 2013). This would account for about 20% of the overall cloud
response in a model with average sensitivity; and because it is not
strongly correlated with model sensitivity, it contributes perhaps 20%
of the inter-model response spread (Andrews et al., 2012; Webb et al.,
2013), which therefore remains dominated by feedbacks. The response
occurs due to a general decrease in cloud cover caused by the slight
stratification driven by CO2 warming of the troposphere, which especially for middle and low clouds has a net warming effect (Colman and
McAvaney, 2011; Zelinka et al., 2013). As explained at the beginning
of Section 7.2.5, feedback numbers given in this report already account
for these rapid adjustments.
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7.2.5.7 Observational Constraints on Global Cloud Feedback
A number of studies since AR4 have attempted to constrain overall
cloud feedback (or climate sensitivity) from observations of natural climate variability; here we discuss those using modern cloud, radiation
or other measurements (see a complementary discussion in Section
12.5 based on past temperature data and forcing proxies).
One approach is to seek observable aspects of present-day cloud
behaviour that reveal cloud feedback or some component thereof.
Varying parameters in a GCM sometimes produces changes in cloud
feedback that correlate with the properties of cloud simulated for
the present day, but this depends on the GCM (Yokohata et al., 2010;
Gettelman et al., 2013), and the resulting relationships do not hold
across multiple models such as those from CMIP3 (Collins et al., 2011).
Among the AR4 models, net cloud feedback correlates strongly with
mid-latitude relative humidity (Volodin, 2008), with TOA radiation at
high southern latitudes (Trenberth and Fasullo, 2010), and with humidity at certain latitudes during boreal summer (Fasullo and Trenberth,
2012); if valid each of these regression relations would imply a relatively strong positive cloud feedback in reality, but no mechanism has
been proposed to explain or validate them and such apparent skill can
arise fortuitously (Klocke et al., 2011). Likewise, Clement et al. (2009)
found realistic decadal variations of cloud cover over the North Pacific
in only one model (HadGEM1) and argued that the relatively strong
cloud feedback in this model should therefore be regarded as more
likely, but this finding lacks a mechanistic explanation and may depend
on how model output is used (Broccoli and Klein, 2010). Chang and
Coakley (2007) examined mid-latitude maritime clouds and found
cloud thinning with increasing temperature, consistent with a positive
feedback, whereas Gordon and Norris (2010) found the opposite result
following a methodology that tried to isolate thermal and advective
effects. In summary, there is no evidence of a robust link between any
of the noted observables and the global feedback, though some apparent connections are tantalizing and are being studied further.
Several studies have attempted to derive global climate sensitivity
from interannual relationships between global mean observations of
TOA radiation and surface temperature (see also Section 10.8.2.2).
One problem with this is the different spatial character of interannual and long-term warming; another is that the methodology can be
confounded by cloud variations not caused by those of surface temperature (Spencer and Braswell, 2008). A range of climate sensitivities
has been inferred based on such analyses (Forster and Gregory, 2006;
Lindzen and Choi, 2011). Crucially, however, among different GCMs
there is no correlation between the interannual and long-term cloud–
temperature relationships (Dessler, 2010; Colman and Hanson, 2012),
contradicting the basic assumption of these methods. Many but not
all atmosphere–ocean GCMs predict relationships that are consistent
with observations (Dessler, 2010, 2013). More recently there is interest
in relating the time-lagged correlations of cloud and temperature to
feedback processes (Spencer and Braswell, 2010) but again these relationships appear to reveal only a model’s ability to simulate ENSO or
other modes of interannual variability properly, which are not obviously informative about the cloud feedback on long-term global warming
(Dessler, 2011).
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For a putative observational constraint on climate sensitivity to be
accepted, it should have a sound physical basis and its assumptions
should be tested appropriately in climate models. No method yet proposed meets both conditions. Moreover, cloud responses to warming
can be sensitive to relatively subtle details in the geographic warming pattern, such as the slight hemispheric asymmetry due to the lag
of southern ocean warming relative to northern latitudes (Senior and
Mitchell, 2000; Yokohata et al., 2008). Cloud responses to specified
uniform ocean warming without CO2 increases are not the same as
those to CO2-induced global warming simulated with more realistic oceans (Ringer et al., 2006), partly because of rapid adjustments
(Section 7.2.5.6) and because low clouds also feed back tightly to the
underlying surface (Caldwell and Bretherton, 2009). Simulated cloud
feedbacks also differ significantly between colder and warmer climates
in some models (Crucifix, 2006; Yoshimori et al., 2009) and between
volcanic and other forcings (Yokohata et al., 2005). These sensitivities
highlight the challenges facing any attempt to infer long-term cloud
feedbacks from simple data analyses.

7.2.6

Feedback Synthesis

Together, the water vapour, lapse rate and cloud feedbacks are the principal determinants of equilibrium climate sensitivity. The water vapour
and lapse rate feedbacks, as traditionally defined, should be thought of
as a single phenomenon rather than in isolation (see Section 7.2.4.2).
To estimate a 90% probability range for that feedback, we double the
variance of GCM results about the mean to account for the possibility
of errors common to all models, to arrive at +1.1 (+0.9 to +1.3) W m−2
°C−1. Values in this range are supported by a steadily growing body
of observational evidence, model tests, and physical reasoning. As a
corollary, the net feedback from water vapour and lapse rate changes
combined is extremely likely positive, allowing for the possibility of
deep uncertainties or a fat-tailed error distribution. Key aspects of the
responses of water vapour and clouds to climate warming now appear
to be constrained by large-scale dynamical mechanisms that are not
sensitive to poorly represented small-scale processes, and as such, are
more credible. This feedback is thus known to be positive with high
confidence, and contributes only a small part of the spread in GCM
climate sensitivity (Section 9.7). An alternative framework has recently
been proposed in which these feedbacks, and stabilization via thermal emission, are all significantly smaller and more consistent among
models; thus the range given above may overstate the true uncertainty.
Several cloud feedback mechanisms now appear consistently in GCMs,
summarized in Figure 7.11, most supported by other lines of evidence.
Nearly all act in a positive direction. First, high clouds are expected
to rise in altitude and thereby exert a stronger greenhouse effect in
warmer climates. This altitude feedback mechanism is well understood,
has theoretical and observational support, occurs consistently in GCMs
and CRMs and explains about half of the mean positive cloud feedback
in GCMs. Second, middle and high-level cloud cover tends to decrease
in warmer climates even within the ITCZ, although the feedback effect
of this is ambiguous and it cannot yet be tested observationally. Third,
observations and most models suggest storm tracks shift poleward in
a warmer climate, drying the subtropics and moistening the high latitudes, which causes further positive feedback via a net shift of cloud
cover to latitudes that receive less sunshine. Finally, most GCMs also
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Rising High Clouds

Broadening of the Hadley Cell
Narrowing of Tropical Ocean Rainfall Zones

Rising High Clouds
Poleward Shift of Storms

Rising of the Melting Level

More Polar Clouds

Less Low Clouds
Equator

30º

60º

Pole

Figure 7.11 | Robust cloud responses to greenhouse warming (those simulated by most models and possessing some kind of independent support or understanding). The tropopause and melting level are shown by the thick solid and thin grey dashed lines, respectively. Changes anticipated in a warmer climate are shown by arrows, with red colour
indicating those making a robust positive feedback contribution and grey indicating those where the feedback contribution is small and/or highly uncertain. No robust mechanisms
contribute negative feedback. Changes include rising high cloud tops and melting level, and increased polar cloud cover and/or optical thickness (high confidence); broadening of
the Hadley Cell and/or poleward migration of storm tracks, and narrowing of rainfall zones such as the Intertropical Convergence Zone (medium confidence); and reduced low-cloud
amount and/or optical thickness (low confidence). Confidence assessments are based on degree of GCM consensus, strength of independent lines of evidence from observations or
process models and degree of basic understanding.
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predict that low cloud amount decreases, especially in the subtropics,
another source of positive feedback though one that differs significantly among models and lacks a well-accepted theoretical basis. Over
middle and high latitudes, GCMs suggest warming-induced transitions
from ice to water clouds may cause clouds to become more opaque,
but this appears to have a small systematic net radiative effect in
models, possibly because it is offset by cloud altitude changes.

the feedback must be broader than its spread in GCMs. We estimate
a probability distribution for this feedback by doubling the spread
about the mean of all model values in Figure 7.10 (in effect assuming
an additional uncertainty about 1.7 times as large as that encapsulated in the GCM range, added to it in quadrature). This yields a 90%
(very likely) range of −0.2 to +2.0 W m–2 °C–1, with a 17% probability
of a negative feedback.

Currently, neither cloud process models (CRMs and LES) nor observations provide clear evidence to contradict or confirm feedback mechanisms involving low clouds. In some cases these models show stronger
low-cloud feedbacks than GCMs, but each model type has limitations,
and some studies suggest stronger positive feedbacks are more realistic
(Section 7.2.5.7). Cloud process models suggest a variety of potentially
opposing response mechanisms that may account for the current spread
of GCM feedbacks. In summary we find no evidence to contradict either
the cloud or water vapour–lapse rate feedback ranges shown by current
GCMs, although the many uncertainties mean that true feedback could
still lie outside these ranges. In particular, microphysical mechanisms
affecting cloud opacity or cirrus amount may well be missing from
GCMs. Missing feedbacks, if any, could act in either direction.

Note that the assessment of feedbacks in this chapter is independent
of constraints on climate sensitivity from observed trends or palaeoclimate information discussed in Box 12.2.

Based on the preceding synthesis of cloud behaviour, the net radiative feedback due to all cloud types is judged likely to be positive. This
is reasoned probabilistically as follows. First, because evidence from
observations and process models is mixed as to whether GCM cloud
feedback is too strong or too weak overall, and because the positive
feedback found in GCMs comes mostly from mechanisms now supported by other lines of evidence, the central (most likely) estimate of
the total cloud feedback is taken as the mean from GCMs (+0.6 W m–2
°C–1). Second, because there is no accepted basis to discredit individual
GCMs a priori, the probability distribution of the true feedback cannot
be any narrower than the distribution of GCM results. Third, since feedback mechanisms are probably missing from GCMs and some CRMs
suggest feedbacks outside the range in GCMs, the probable range of

7.2.7.1 Contrails and Contrail-Induced Cirrus
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7.2.7

Anthropogenic Sources of Moisture and Cloudiness

Human activity can be a source of additional cloudiness through specific processes involving a source of water vapour in the atmosphere.
We discuss here the impact of aviation and irrigation on water vapour
and cloudiness. The impact of water vapour sources from combustion
at the Earth’s surface is thought to be negligible. Changes to the hydrological cycle because of land use change are briefly discussed in Section 12.4.8.

Aviation jet engines emit hot moist air, which can form line shaped
persistent condensation trails (contrails) in environments that are
supersaturated with respect to ice and colder than about –40°C. The
contrails are composed of ice crystals that are typically smaller than
those of background cirrus (Heymsfield et al., 2010; Frömming et al.,
2011). Their effect on longwave radiation dominates over their shortwave effect (Stuber and Forster, 2007; Rap et al., 2010b; Burkhardt and
Kärcher, 2011) but models disagree on the relative importance of the
two effects. Contrails have been observed to spread into large cirrus
sheets that may persist for several hours, and observational studies
confirm their overall positive net RF impact (Haywood et al., 2009).
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 7.1 | How Do Clouds Affect Climate and Climate Change?
Clouds strongly affect the current climate, but observations alone cannot yet tell us how they will affect a future,
warmer climate. Comprehensive prediction of changes in cloudiness requires a global climate model. Such models
simulate cloud fields that roughly resemble those observed, but important errors and uncertainties remain. Different climate models produce different projections of how clouds will change in a warmer climate. Based on all
available evidence, it seems likely that the net cloud–climate feedback amplifies global warming. If so, the strength
of this amplification remains uncertain.
Since the 1970s, scientists have recognized the critical importance of clouds for the climate system, and for climate
change. Clouds affect the climate system in a variety of ways. They produce precipitation (rain and snow) that is
necessary for most life on land. They warm the atmosphere as water vapour condenses. Although some of the condensed water re-evaporates, the precipitation that reaches the surface represents a net warming of the air. Clouds
strongly affect the flows of both sunlight (warming the planet) and infrared light (cooling the planet as it is radiated to space) through the atmosphere. Finally, clouds contain powerful updraughts that can rapidly carry air from
near the surface to great heights. The updraughts carry energy, moisture, momentum, trace gases, and aerosol
particles. For decades, climate scientists have been using both observations and models to study how clouds change
with the daily weather, with the seasonal cycle, and with year-to-year changes such as those associated with El Niño.
All cloud processes have the potential to change as the climate state changes. Cloud feedbacks are of intense interest in the context of climate change. Any change in a cloud process that is caused by climate change—and in turn
influences climate—represents a cloud–climate feedback. Because clouds interact so strongly with both sunlight
and infrared light, small changes in cloudiness can have a potent effect on the climate system.
Many possible types of cloud–climate feedbacks have been suggested, involving changes in cloud amount, cloudtop height and/or cloud reflectivity (see FAQ7.1, Figure 1). The literature shows consistently that high clouds amplify
global warming as they interact with infrared light emitted by the atmosphere and surface. There is more uncertainty, however, about the feedbacks associated with low-altitude clouds, and about cloud feedbacks associated
with amount and reflectivity in general.
Thick high clouds efficiently reflect sunlight, and both thick and thin high clouds strongly reduce the amount of
infrared light that the atmosphere and surface emit to space. The compensation between these two effects makes
(continued on next page)

Tropics

Mid-latitudes

Greenhouse
Warming

Cloud
Response

High clouds rise as troposphere
deepens, increasing difference
between cloud top and surface
temperature.

Reduction in mid- and low-level cloudiness (left).
Shift of cloudy storm tracks poleward into
regions with less sunlight (right).

Feedback
Mechanism

High clouds more effectively trap
infrared radiation, increasing
surface warming.

Less sunlight reflected by clouds back to space,
increasing surface warming.

FAQ 7.1, Figure 1 | Schematic of important cloud feedback mechanisms.
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FAQ 7.1 (continued)

the surface temperature somewhat less sensitive to changes in high cloud amount than to changes in low cloud
amount. This compensation could be disturbed if there were a systematic shift from thick high cloud to thin cirrus
cloud or vice versa; while this possibility cannot be ruled out, it is not currently supported by any evidence. On
the other hand, changes in the altitude of high clouds (for a given high-cloud amount) can strongly affect surface
temperature. An upward shift in high clouds reduces the infrared light that the surface and atmosphere emit to
space, but has little effect on the reflected sunlight. There is strong evidence of such a shift in a warmer climate.
This amplifies global warming by preventing some of the additional infrared light emitted by the atmosphere and
surface from leaving the climate system.
Low clouds reflect a lot of sunlight back to space but, for a given state of the atmosphere and surface, they have
only a weak effect on the infrared light that is emitted to space by the Earth. As a result, they have a net cooling
effect on the present climate; to a lesser extent, the same holds for mid-level clouds. In a future climate warmed
by increasing greenhouse gases, most IPCC-assessed climate models simulate a decrease in low and mid-level cloud
amount, which would increase the absorption of sunlight and so tend to increase the warming. The extent of this
decrease is quite model-dependent, however.
There are also other ways that clouds may change in a warmer climate. Changes in wind patterns and storm tracks
could affect the regional and seasonal patterns of cloudiness and precipitation. Some studies suggest that the signal
of one such trend seen in climate models—a poleward migration of the clouds associated with mid-latitude storm
tracks—is already detectable in the observational record. By shifting clouds into regions receiving less sunlight, this
could also amplify global warming. More clouds may be made of liquid drops, which are small but numerous and
reflect more sunlight back to space than a cloud composed of the same mass of larger ice crystals. Thin cirrus cloud,
which exerts a net warming effect and is very hard for climate models to simulate, could change in ways not simulated by models although there is no evidence for this. Other processes may be regionally important, for example,
interactions between clouds and the surface can change over the ocean where sea ice melts, and over land where
plant transpiration is reduced.
There is as yet no broadly accepted way to infer global cloud feedbacks from observations of long-term cloud trends
or shorter-time scale variability. Nevertheless, all the models used for the current assessment (and the preceding
two IPCC assessments) produce net cloud feedbacks that either enhance anthropogenic greenhouse warming or
have little overall effect. Feedbacks are not ‘put into’ the models, but emerge from the functioning of the clouds in
the simulated atmosphere and their effects on the flows and transformations of energy in the climate system. The
differences in the strengths of the cloud feedbacks produced by the various models largely account for the different
sensitivities of the models to changes in greenhouse gas concentrations.

Aerosol emitted within the aircraft exhaust may also affect high-level
cloudiness. This last effect is classified as an aerosol–cloud interaction
and is deemed too uncertain to be further assessed here (see also Section 7.4.4). Climate model experiments (Rap et al., 2010a) confirm earlier results (Kalkstein and Balling Jr, 2004; Ponater et al., 2005) that aviation contrails do not have, at current levels of coverage, an observable
effect on the mean or diurnal range of surface temperature (medium
confidence).

7

Estimates of the RF from persistent (linear) contrails often correspond
to different years and need to be corrected for the continuous increase
in air traffic. More recent estimates tend to indicate somewhat smaller
RF than assessed in the AR4 (see Table 7.SM.1 and text in Supplementary Material). We adopt an RF estimate of +0.01 (+0.005 to +0.03) W
m–2 for persistent (linear) contrails for 2011, with a medium confidence
attached to this estimate. An additional RF of +0.003 W m–2 is due to
emissions of water vapour in the stratosphere by aviation as estimated
by Lee et al. (2009).
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Forster et al. (2007) quoted Sausen et al. (2005) to update the 2000
forcing for aviation-induced cirrus (including linear contrails) to +0.03
(+0.01 to +0.08) W m–2 but did not consider this to be a best estimate because of large uncertainties. Schumann and Graf (2013) constrained their model with observations of the diurnal cycle of contrails
and cirrus in a region with high air traffic relative to a region with
little air traffic, and estimated a RF of +0.05 (+0.04 to +0.08) W m–2
for contrails and contrail-induced cirrus in 2006, but their model has
a large shortwave contribution, and larger estimates are possible. An
alternative approach was taken by Burkhardt and Kärcher (2011), who
estimated a global RF for 2002 of +0.03 W m–2 from contrails and
contrail cirrus within a climate model (Burkhardt and Kärcher, 2009),
after compensating for reduced background cirrus cloudiness in the
main traffic areas. Based on these two studies we assess the combined
contrail and contrail-induced cirrus ERF for the year 2011 to be +0.05
(+0.02 to +0.15) W m–2 to take into uncertainties on spreading rate,
optical depth, ice particle shape and radiative transfer and the ongoing
increase in air traffic (see also Supplementary Material). A low confidence is attached to this estimate.
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7.2.7.2 Irrigation-Induced Cloudiness
Boucher et al. (2004) estimated a global ERF due to water vapour from
irrigation in the range of +0.03 to +0.10 W m–2 but the net climate
effect was dominated by the evaporative cooling at the surface and by
atmospheric thermal responses to low-level humidification. Regional
surface cooling was confirmed by a number of more recent regional and global studies (Kueppers et al., 2007; Lobell et al., 2009). The
resulting increase in water vapour may induce a small enhancement in
precipitation downwind of the major irrigation areas (Puma and Cook,
2010), as well as some regional circulation patterns (Kueppers et al.,
2007). Sacks et al. (2009) reported a 0.001 increase in cloud fraction
over land (0.002 over irrigated land). This suggests an ERF no more
negative than –0.1 W m–2 with very low confidence.

7.3

Aerosols

The section assesses the role of aerosols in the climate system, focusing on aerosol processes and properties, as well as other factors, that
influence aerosol–radiation and aerosol–cloud interactions. Processes
directly relevant to aerosol–cloud interactions are discussed in Section
7.4, and estimates of aerosol RFs and ERFs are assessed in Section
7.5. The time evolution of aerosols and their forcings are discussed
in Chapters 2 and 8, with Chapter 8 also covering changes in natural
volcanic aerosols.

7.3.1

Aerosols in the Present-Day Climate System

7.3.1.1 Aerosol Formation and Aerosol Types
Atmospheric aerosols, whether natural or anthropogenic, originate
from two different pathways: emissions of primary particulate matter

and formation of secondary particulate matter from gaseous precursors (Figure 7.12). The main constituents of the atmospheric aerosol
are inorganic species (such as sulphate, nitrate, ammonium, sea salt),
organic species (also termed organic aerosol or OA), black carbon (BC,
a distinct type of carbonaceous material formed from the incomplete
combustion of fossil and biomass based fuels under certain conditions), mineral species (mostly desert dust) and primary biological
aerosol particles (PBAPs). Mineral dust, sea salt, BC and PBAPs are
introduced into the atmosphere as primary particles, whereas non-seasalt sulphate, nitrate and ammonium are predominantly from secondary aerosol formation processes. The OA has both significant primary
and secondary sources. In the present-day atmosphere, the majority
of BC, sulphate, nitrate and ammonium come from anthropogenic
sources, whereas sea salt, most mineral dust and PBAPs are predominantly of natural origin. Primary and secondary organic aerosols (POA
and SOA) are influenced by both natural and anthropogenic sources.
Emission rates of aerosols and aerosol precursors are summarized in
Table 7.1. The characteristics and role of the main aerosol species are
listed in Table 7.2.

7.3.1.2 Aerosol Observations and Climatology
New and improved observational aerosol data sets have emerged since
AR4. A number of field experiments have taken place such as the Intercontinental Chemical Transport Experiment (INTEX, Bergstrom et al.,
2010; Logan et al., 2010), African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis
(AMMA; Jeong et al., 2008; Hansell et al., 2010), Integrated Campaign
for Aerosols, gases and Radiation Budget (ICARB; Moorthy et al., 2008
and references therein), Megacity Impact on Regional and Global Environments field experiment (MILAGRO; Paredes-Miranda et al., 2009),
Geostationary Earth Radiation Budget Inter-comparisons of Longwave
and Shortwave (GERBILS, Christopher et al., 2009), Arctic Research
of the Composition of the Troposphere from Aircraft and Satellites
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(optical depth, single scattering
albedo, asymmetry factor)

Gas Phase
Low volatility gases

Reactions &
Nucleation

(sulphuric & nitric acid,
ammonia, organics)
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Coagulation
Chemical
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Condensation & Cloud Processing

High volatility gases

Primary Particles
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Figure 7.12 | Overview of atmospheric aerosol and environmental variables and processes influencing aerosol–radiation and aerosol–cloud interactions. Gas-phase variables and
processes are highlighted in red while particulate-phase variables and processes appear in green. Although this figure shows a linear chain of processes from aerosols to forcings
(ERFari and ERFaci), it is increasingly recognized that aerosols and clouds form a coupled system with two-way interactions (see Figure 7.16).
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Table 7.1 | (a) Global and regional anthropogenic emissions of aerosols and aerosol precursors. The average, minimum and maximum values are from a range of available inventories (Cao et al., 2006; European Commission et al., 2009; Sofiev et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2010, 2011; Granier et al., 2011 and references therein; Knorr et al., 2012). It should be
noted that the minimum to maximum range is not a measure of uncertainties which are often difficult to quantify. Units are Tg yr–1 and TgS yr–1 for sulphur dioxide (SO2). NMVOCs
stand for non-methane volatile organic compounds. (b) Global natural emissions of aerosols and aerosol precursors. Dust and sea-spray estimates span the range in the historical
CMIP5 simulations. The ranges for monoterpenes and isoprene are from Arneth et al. (2008). There are other biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) such as sesquiterpenes,
alcohols and aldehydes which are not listed here. Marine primary organic aerosol (POA) and terrestrial primary biological aerosol particle (PBAP) emission ranges are from Gantt et
al. (2011) and Burrows et al. (2009), respectively. Note that emission fluxes from mineral dust, sea spray and terrestrial PBAPs are highly sensitive to the cut-off radius. The conversion rate of BVOCs to secondary organic aerosol (SOA) is also indicated using the range from Spracklen et al. (2011) and a lower bound from Kanakidou et al. (2005). Units are Tg
yr–1 except for BVOCs (monoterpenes and isoprene), in TgC yr–1, and dimethysulphide (DMS), in TgS yr–1.

(a)
Year 2000
Emissions
Tg yr–1 or TgS yr–1

Anthropogenic
NMVOCs

Anthropogenic
Black Carbon

Anthropogenic
POA

Anthropogenic
SO2

Anthropogenic
NH3

Biomass Burning
Aerosols

Avg

Min

Max

Avg

Min

Max

Avg

Min

Max

Avg

Min

Max

Avg

Min

Max

Avg

Min

Max

Total

126.9

98.2

157.9

4.8

3.6

6.0

10.5

6.3

15.3

55.2

43.3

77.9

41.6

34.5

49.6

49.1

29.0

85.3

Western Europe

11.0

9.2

14.3

0.4

0.3

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.4

4.0

3.0

7.0

4.2

3.4

4.5

0.4

0.1

0.8

Central Europe

2.9

2.3

3.5

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.4

3.0

2.3

5.0

1.2

1.1

1.2

0.3

0.1

0.4

Former Soviet Union

9.8

6.5

15.2

0.3

0.2

0.4

0.7

0.5

0.9

5.2

3.0

7.0

1.7

1.5

2.0

5.4

3.0

7.9

Middle East

13.0

9.9

15.0

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.3

3.6

3.2

4.1

1.4

1.4

1.4

0.3

0.0

1.3

North America

17.8

14.5

20.9

0.4

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.4

0.6

8.7

7.8

10.4

4.6

3.8

5.5

2.0

0.8

4.4

Central America

3.8

2.9

4.4

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.3

2.1

1.9

2.8

1.1

1.1

1.2

1.44

0.3

2.7

South America

8.6

8.2

9.2

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.6

0.3

0.8

2.5

1.9

3.6

3.4

3.4

3.5

5.9

2.6

10.9

Africa

13.2

9.9

15.0

0.5

0.4

0.6

1.4

1.0

1.9

3.1

2.6

4.4

2.4

2.3

2.4

23.9

18.5

35.3

China

16.4

11.5

24.5

1.2

0.7

1.5

2.4

1.1

3.1

11.7

9.6

17.0

10.9

8.9

12.7

1.1

0.3

2.3

India

8.9

7.3

10.8

0.7

0.5

1.0

1.9

1.0

3.3

2.9

2.6

3.9

5.8

3.7

8.5

0.5

0.1

0.9

Rest of Asia

18.1

14.1

23.9

0.6

0.5

0.7

1.7

0.8

3.0

3.9

2.2

5.7

4.1

3.2

5.9

2.0

0.4

3.4

Oceania

1.2

1.0

1.5

0.03

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.04

0.08

1.2

0.9

1.4

0.7

0.7

0.7

5.8

2.7

16.8

International Shipping

2.1

1.3

3.0

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

3.3

2.1

5.5

(b)
Source
Sea spray
including marine POA
Mineral dust
Terrestrial PBAPs

Natural Global
Min

Max

1400

6800

2

20

1000

4000

50

1000

including spores

28

Dimethylsulphide (DMS)

10

40

Monoterpenes

30

120

Isoprene

410

600

SOA production from all BVOCs

20

380

(ARCTAS, Lyapustin et al., 2010), the Amazonian Aerosol Characterization Experiment 2008 (AMAZE-08, Martin et al., 2010b), the Integrated project on Aerosol Cloud Climate and Air Quality interactions
(EUCAARI, Kulmala et al., 2011) and Atmospheric Brown Clouds (ABC,
Nakajima et al., 2007), which have improved our understanding of
regional aerosol properties.

7

Long-term aerosol mass concentrations are also measured more systematically at the surface by global and regional networks (see Section
2.2.3), and there are institutional efforts to improve the coordination
and quality assurance of the measurements (e.g., GAW, 2011). A survey
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of the main aerosol types can be constructed from such measurements
(e.g., Jimenez et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2012b; Figure 7.13). Such analyses show a wide spatial variability in aerosol mass concentration, dominant aerosol type, and aerosol composition. Mineral dust dominates
the aerosol mass over some continental regions with relatively higher
concentrations especially in urban South Asia and China, accounting
for about 35% of the total aerosol mass with diameter smaller than
10 mm. In the urban North America and South America, organic carbon
(OC) contributes the largest mass fraction to the atmospheric aerosol
(i.e., 20% or more), while in other areas of the world the OC fraction
ranks second or third with a mean of about 16%. Sulphate normally
accounts for about 10 to 30% by mass, except for the areas in rural
Africa, urban Oceania and South America, where it is less than about
10%. The mass fractions of nitrate and ammonium are only around 6%
and 4% on average, respectively. In most areas, elemental carbon (EC,
which refers to a particular way of measuring BC) represents less than
5% of the aerosol mass, although this percentage may be larger (about
12%) in South America, urban Africa, urban Europe, South, Southeast
and East Asia and urban Oceania due to the larger impact of combustion sources. Sea salt can be dominant at oceanic remote sites with 50
to 70% of aerosol mass.
Aerosol optical depth (AOD), which is related to the column-integrated aerosol amount, is measured by the Aerosol Robotic Network
(AERONET, Holben et al., 1998), other ground-based networks (e.g.,
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Table 7.2 | Key aerosol properties of the main aerosol species in the troposphere. Terrestrial primary biological aerosol particles (PBAPs), brown carbon and marine primary
organic aerosols (POA) are particular types of organic aerosols (OA) but are treated here as separate components because of their specific properties. The estimated lifetimes in
the troposphere are based on the AeroCom models, except for terrestrial PBAPs which are treated by analogy to other coarse mode aerosol types.

Aerosol Species

Size Distribution

Main Sources

Main Sinks

Tropospheric
Lifetime

Key Climate
Relevant Properties

Sulphate

Primary: Aitken, accumulation
and coarse modes
Secondary: Nucleation, Aitken,
and accumulation modes

Primary: marine and volcanic emissions.
Secondary: oxidation of SO2 and other S gases
from natural and anthropogenic sources

Wet deposition
Dry deposition

~ 1 week

Light scattering. Very
hygroscopic. Enhances
absorption when deposited
as a coating on black
carbon. Cloud condensation
nuclei (CCN) active.

Nitrate

Accumulation and coarse modes

Oxidation of NOx

Wet deposition
Dry deposition

~ 1 week

Light scattering.
Hygroscopic. CCN active.

Black carbon

Freshly emitted: <100 nm
Aged: accumulation mode

Combustion of fossil fuels, biofuels and biomass

Wet deposition
Dry deposition

1 week to 10 days

Large mass absorption
efficiency in the shortwave.
CCN active when coated.
May be ice nuclei (IN) active.

Organic aerosol

POA: Aitken and accumulation
modes. SOA: nucleation, Aitken
and mostly accumulation modes.
Aged OA: accumulation mode

Combustion of fossil fuel, biofuel and biomass.
Continental and marine ecosystems.
Some anthropogenic and biogenic
non-combustion sources

Wet deposition
Dry deposition

~ 1 week

Light scattering. Enhances
absorption when deposited
as a coating on black
carbon. CCN active
(depending on aging
time and size).

... of which
brown carbon

Freshly emitted: 100–400 nm
Aged: accumulation mode

Combustion of biofuels and biomass. Natural
humic-like substances from the biosphere

Wet deposition
Dry deposition

~ 1 week

Medium mass absorption
efficiency in the UV and
visible. Light scattering.

... of which
terrestrial PBAP

Mostly coarse mode

Terrestrial ecosystems

Sedimentation
Wet deposition
Dry deposition

1 day to 1 week
depending on size

May be IN active. May
form giant CCN

Mineral dust

Coarse and super-coarse modes,
with a small accumulation mode

Wind erosion, soil resuspension.
Some a gricultural practices and
industrial activities (cement)

Sedimentation
Dry deposition
Wet deposition

1 day to 1 week
depending on size

IN active. Light scattering
and absorption.
Greenhouse effect.

Sea spray

Coarse and accumulation modes

Breaking of air bubbles induced e.g., by
wave breaking. Wind erosion.

Sedimentation
Wet deposition
Dry deposition

1 day to 1 week
depending on size

Light scattering. Very
hygroscopic. CCN active.
Can include primary
organic compounds in
smaller size range

... of which
marine POA

Preferentially Aitken and
accumulation modes

Emitted with sea spray in biologically
active oceanic regions

Sedimentation
Wet deposition
Dry deposition

~ 1 week

CCN active.

Bokoye et al., 2001; Che et al., 2009) and a number of satellite-based
sensors. Instruments designed for aerosol retrievals such as Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS; Remer et al., 2005; Levy et
al., 2010; Kleidman et al., 2012), Multi-angle Imaging Spectro-Radiometer (MISR; Kahn et al., 2005; Kahn et al., 2007) and Polarization
and Directionality of the Earth’s Reflectances (POLDER)/Polarization
and Anisotropy of Reflectances for Atmospheric Sciences Coupled with
Observations from Lidar (PARASOL) (Tanré et al., 2011) are used preferentially to less specialized instruments such as Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR; e.g., Zhao et al., 2008a; Mishchenko
et al., 2012), Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS; Torres et al.,
2002) and Along Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR)/Advanced Along
Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR) (Thomas et al., 2010) although
the latter are useful for building aerosol climatologies because of their
long measurement records (see Section 2.2.3). Although each AOD
retrieval by satellite sensors shows some skill against more accurate
sunphotometer measurements such as those of AERONET, there are
still large differences among satellite products in regional and seasonal
patterns because of differences and uncertainties in calibration, sampling, cloud screening, treatment of the surface reflectivity and aerosol microphysical properties (e.g., Li et al., 2009; Kokhanovsky et al.,
2010). The global but incomplete sampling of satellite measurements

can be combined with information from global aerosol models through
data assimilation techniques (e.g., Benedetti et al., 2009; Figure 7.14a).
Owing to the heterogeneity in their sources, their short lifetime and the
dependence of sinks on the meteorology, aerosol distributions show
large variations on daily, seasonal and interannual scales.
The CALIPSO spaceborne lidar (Winker et al., 2009) complements
existing ground-based lidars. It now provides a climatology of the
aerosol extinction coefficient (Figure 7.14b–e), highlighting that over
most regions the majority of the optically active aerosol resides in the
lowest 1 to 2 km. Yu et al. (2010) and Koffi et al. (2012) found that
global aerosol models tend to have a positive bias in the aerosol extinction scale height in some (but not all) regions, due to an overestimate of aerosol concentrations above 6 km. There is less information
available on the vertical profile of aerosol number and mass concentrations, although a number of field experiments involving research
and commercial aircraft have measured aerosol concentrations (e.g.,
Heintzenberg et al., 2011). In particular vertical profiles of BC mixing
ratios have been measured during the Aerosol Radiative Forcing over
India (ARFI) aircraft/high altitude balloon campaigns (Satheesh et al.,
2008), Arctic Research of the Composition of the Troposphere from Aircraft and Satellites (ARCTAS; Jacob et al., 2010), Aerosol, Radiation,
597
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Figure 7.13 | Bar chart plots summarizing the mass concentration (μg m–3) of seven major aerosol components for particles with diameter smaller than 10 μm, from various rural
and urban sites (dots on the central world map) in six continental areas of the world with at least an entire year of data and two marine sites. The density of the sites is a qualitative
measure of the spatial representativeness of the values for each area. The North Atlantic and Indian Oceans panels correspond to measurements from single sites (Mace Head and
Amsterdam Island, respectively) that are not necessarily representative. The relative abundances of different aerosol compounds are considered to reflect the relative importance
of emissions of these compounds or their precursors, either anthropogenic or natural, in the different areas. For consistency the mass of organic aerosol (OA) has been converted
to that of organic carbon (OC), according to a conversion factor (typically 1.4 to 1.6), as provided in each study. For each area, the panels represent the median, the 25th to 75th
percentiles (box), and the 10th to 90th percentiles (whiskers) for each aerosol component. These include: (1) South America (Artaxo et al., 1998; Morales et al., 1998; Artaxo et
al., 2002; Celis et al., 2004; Bourotte et al., 2007; Fuzzi et al., 2007; Mariani and Mello, 2007; de Souza et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2010a; Gioda et al., 2011); (2) North America
with urban United States (Chow et al., 1993; Kim et al., 2000; Ito et al., 2004; Malm and Schichtel, 2004; Sawant et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2005); and rural United States (Chow
et al., 1993; Malm et al., 1994; Malm and Schichtel, 2004; Liu et al., 2005); (3) Europe with urban Europe (Lenschow et al., 2001; Querol et al., 2001, 2004, 2006, 2008; Roosli
et al., 2001; Rodriguez et al., 2002, 2004; Putaud et al., 2004; Hueglin et al., 2005; Lonati et al., 2005; Viana et al., 2006, 2007; Perez et al., 2008; Yin and Harrison, 2008; Lodhi et
al., 2009); and rural Europe (Gullu et al., 2000; Querol et al., 2001, 2004, 2009; Rodriguez et al., 2002; Putaud et al., 2004; Puxbaum et al., 2004;Rodrıguez et al., 2004; Hueglin
et al., 2005; Kocak et al., 2007; Salvador et al., 2007; Yttri, 2007; Viana et al., 2008; Yin and Harrison, 2008;Theodosi et al., 2010); (4) urban Oceania (Chan et al., 1997; Maenhaut
et al., 2000; Wang and Shooter, 2001; Wang et al., 2005a; Radhi et al., 2010); (5) marine northern Atlantic Ocean (Rinaldi et al., 2009; Ovadnevaite et al., 2011); (6) marine
Indian Ocean (Sciare et al., 2009; Rinaldi et al., 2011); (7) Africa with urban Africa (Favez et al., 2008; Mkoma, 2008; Mkoma et al., 2009a); and rural Africa (Maenhaut et al.,
1996; Nyanganyura et al., 2007; Mkoma, 2008, 2009a, 2009b; Weinstein et al., 2010); (8) Asia with high Asia, with altitude larger than 1680 m (Shresth et al., 2000; Zhang et
al., 2001, 2008, 2012b; Carrico et al., 2003; Rastogi and Sarin, 2005; Ming et al., 2007a; Rengarajan et al., 2007; Qu et al., 2008; Decesari et al., 2010; Ram et al., 2010); urban
Southeast and East Asia (Lee and Kang, 2001; Oanh et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2007; Han et al., 2008; Khan et al., 2010); urban South Asia (Rastogi and Sarin, 2005; Kumar et
al., 2007; Lodhi et al., 2009; Chakraborty and Gupta, 2010; Khare and Baruah, 2010; Raman et al., 2010; Safai et al., 2010; Stone et al., 2010; Sahu et al., 2011); urban China
(Cheng et al., 2000; Yao et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2003, 2005b, 2006; Ye et al., 2003; Xiao and Liu, 2004; Hagler et al., 2006; Oanh et al., 2006; Zhang et al.,
2011, 2012b); and rural China (Hu et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2002; Hagler et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2012b).
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Figure 7.14 | (a) Spatial distribution of the 550 nm aerosol optical depth (AOD, unitless) from the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Integrated
Forecast System model with assimilation of Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) aerosol optical depth (Benedetti et al., 2009; Morcrette et al., 2009) averaged
over the period 2003–2010; (b–e) latitudinal vertical cross sections of the 532 nm aerosol extinction coefficient (km–1) for four longitudinal bands (180°W to 120°W, 120°W to
60°W, 20°W to 40°E, and 60°E to 120°E, respectively) from the Cloud–Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) instrument for the year 2010 (nighttime all-sky data,
version 3; Winker et al., 2013).

and Cloud Processes affecting Arctic Climate (ARCPAC; Warneke et
al., 2010), Aerosol Radiative Forcing in East Asia (A-FORCE; Oshima
et al., 2012) and HIAPER Pole-to-Pole Observations (HIPPO1; Schwarz
et al., 2010) campaigns. Comparison between models and observations have shown that aerosol models tend to underestimate BC mass
concentrations in some outflow regions, especially in Asia, but overestimate concentrations in remote regions, especially at altitudes (Koch
et al., 2009b; Figure 7.15), which make estimates of their RFari uncertain (see Section 7.5.2) given the large dependence of RFari on the
vertical distribution of BC (Ban-Weiss et al., 2012). Absorption AOD
can be retrieved from sun photometer measurements (Dubovik et al.,
2002) or a combination of ground-based transmittance and satellite
reflectance measurements (Lee et al., 2007) in situations where AOD

is larger than about 0.4. Koch et al. (2009b) and Bond et al. (2013)
used AERONET-based retrievals of absorption AOD to show that most
AeroCom models underestimate absorption in many regions, but there
remain representativeness issues when comparing point observations
to a model climatology.

7.3.2

Aerosol Sources and Processes

7.3.2.1 Aerosol Sources
Sea spray is produced at the sea surface by bubble bursting induced
mostly, but not exclusively, by breaking waves. The effective emission
flux of sea spray particles to the atmosphere depends on the surface
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Figure 7.15 | Comparison of vertical profiles of black carbon (BC) mass mixing ratios (MMR, in ng kg–1) as measured by airborne single particle soot photometer (SP2) instruments
during the HIAPER Pole-to-Pole Observations (HIPPO1; Schwarz et al., 2010) and Aerosol Radiative Forcing in East Asia (A-FORCE; Oshima et al., 2012) aircraft campaigns and
simulated by a range of AeroCom II models (Schulz et al., 2009). The black solid lines are averages of a number of vertical profiles in each latitude zone with the horizontal lines
representing the standard deviation of the measurements at particular height ranges. Each HIPPO1 profile is the average of about 20 vertical profiles over the mid-Pacific in a twoweek period in January 2009. The A-FORCE profile is the average of 120 vertical profiles measured over the East China Sea and Yellow Sea downstream of the Asian continent in
March to April 2009. The model values (colour lines) are monthly averages corresponding to the measurement location and month, using meteorology and emissions corresponding
to the year 2006.
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wind speed, sea state and atmospheric stability, and to a lesser extent
on the temperature and composition of the sea water. Our understanding of sea spray emissions has increased substantially since AR4; however, process-based estimates of the total mass and size distribution
of emitted sea spray particles continue to have large uncertainties (de
Leeuw et al., 2011; Table 7.1). Sea spray particles are composed of sea
salt and marine primary organic matter, the latter being found preferentially in particles smaller than 200 nm in diameter (Leck and Bigg,
2008; Russell et al., 2010). The emission rate of marine POA depends
on biological activity in ocean waters (Facchini et al., 2008) and its
global emission rate has been estimated to be in the range 2 to 20
Tg yr–1 (Gantt et al., 2011). Uncertainty in the source and composition of sea spray translates into a significant uncertainty in the aerosol
number concentration in the marine atmosphere that, unlike aerosol
optical depth and mass concentrations, can only be constrained by in
situ observations (Heintzenberg et al., 2000; Jaeglé et al., 2011).
600

Mineral dust particles are produced mainly by disintegration of aggregates following creeping and saltation of larger soil particles over
desert and other arid surfaces (e.g., Zhao et al., 2006; Kok, 2011).
The magnitude of dust emissions to the atmosphere depends on the
surface wind speed and many soil-related factors such as its texture,
moisture and vegetation cover. The range of estimates for the global
dust emissions spans a factor of about five (Huneeus et al., 2011; Table
7.1). Anthropogenic sources, including road dust and mineral dust due
to human land use change, remain ill quantified although some recent
satellite observations suggest the fraction of mineral dust due to the
latter source could be 20 to 25% of the total (Ginoux et al., 2012a,
2012b).
The sources of biomass burning aerosols at the global scale are usually
inferred from satellite retrieval of burned areas and/or active fires, but
inventories continue to suffer from the lack of sensitivity of satellite
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data to small fires (Randerson et al., 2012) and uncertainties in emission factors. Terrestrial sources of PBAPs include bacteria, pollen, fungal
spores, lichen, viruses and fragments of animals and plants (Després
et al., 2012). Most of these particles are emitted in the coarse mode
(Pöschl et al., 2010) and the contribution to the accumulation mode is
thought to be small. There are only a few estimates of the global flux
of PBAPs and these are poorly constrained (Burrows et al., 2009; Heald
and Spracklen, 2009; see Table 7.1).
The main natural aerosol precursors are dimethylsulphide (DMS) emitted by the oceans and biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOC)
emitted mainly by the terrestrial biosphere. BVOC emissions depend on
the amount and type of vegetation, temperature, radiation, the ambient CO2 concentration and soil humidity (Grote and Niinemets, 2008;
Pacifico et al., 2009; Peñuelas and Staudt, 2010). While speciated BVOC
emission inventories have been derived for some continental regions,
global emission inventories or schemes are available only for isoprene,
monoterpenes and a few other compounds (Müller et al., 2008; Guenther et al., 2012). The total global BVOC emissions have large uncertainties, despite the apparent convergence in different model-based
estimates (Arneth et al., 2008).
The ratio of secondary to primary organic aerosol is larger than previously thought, but has remained somewhat ambiguous due to atmospheric transformation processes affecting both these components
(Robinson et al., 2007; Jimenez et al., 2009; Pye and Seinfeld, 2010).
Globally, most of the atmospheric SOA is expected to originate from
biogenic sources, even though anthropogenic sources could be equally
important at northern mid-latitudes (de Gouw and Jimenez, 2009;
Lin et al., 2012). Recent studies suggest that the SOA formation from
BVOCs may be enhanced substantially by anthropogenic pollution due
to (1) high concentrations of nitrogen oxides (NOx) enhancing BVOC
oxidation, and (2) high anthropogenic POA concentrations that facilitate transformation of oxidized volatile organic compounds (VOCs) to
the particle phase (Carlton et al., 2010; Heald et al., 2011; Hoyle et
al., 2011). The uncertainty range of atmospheric SOA formation is still
large and estimated to be approximately 20 to 380 Tg yr–1 (Hallquist et
al., 2009; Farina et al., 2010; Heald et al., 2010; Spracklen et al., 2011;
Table 7.1).
Anthropogenic sources of aerosol particles (BC, POA) and aerosol
precursors (sulphur dioxide, ammonia, NOx and NMVOCs, hereafter
also referred to as VOCs for simplicity) can be inferred from a priori
emission inventories (Table 7.1). They are generally better constrained
than natural sources, exceptions being anthropogenic sources of BC,
which could be underestimated (Bond et al., 2013), and anthropogenic
emissions of some VOCs, fly-ash and dust which are still poorly known.
Since AR4, remote sensing by satellites has been increasingly used to
constrain natural and anthropogenic aerosol and aerosol precursor
emissions (e.g., Dubovik et al., 2008; Jaeglé et al., 2011; Huneeus et
al., 2012).

7.3.2.2 Aerosol Processes
New particle formation is the process by which low-volatility vapours
nucleate into stable molecular clusters, which under certain condensable vapour regimes can grow rapidly to produce nanometre-sized
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aerosol particles. Since AR4, substantial progress in our understanding
of atmospheric nucleation and new particle formation has been made
(e.g., Zhang et al., 2012a). Multiple lines of evidence indicate that
while sulphuric acid is the main driver of nucleation (Kerminen et al.,
2010; Sipilä et al., 2010), the nucleation rate is affected by ammonia
and amines (Kurten et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2010; Kirkby et al., 2011;
Yu et al., 2012) as well as low-volatility organic vapours (Metzger et al.,
2010; Paasonen et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010a). Nucleation pathways
involving only uncharged molecules are expected to dominate over
nucleation induced by ionization of atmospheric molecules in continental boundary layers, but the situation might be different in the free
atmosphere (Kazil et al., 2010; Hirsikko et al., 2011).
Condensation is the main process transferring low-volatility vapours to
aerosol particles, and also usually the dominant process for growth to
larger sizes. The growth of the smallest particles depends crucially on
the condensation of organic vapours (Donahue et al., 2011b; Riipinen et
al., 2011; Yu, 2011) and is therefore tied strongly with atmospheric SOA
formation discussed in Section 7.3.3.1. The treatment of condensation
of semi-volatile compounds, such as ammonia, nitric acid and most
organic vapours, remains a challenge in climate modeling. In addition,
small aerosol particles collide with one another and stick (coagulate),
one of the processes contributing to aerosol internal mixing. Coagulation is an important sink for sub-micrometre size particles, typically
under high concentrations near sources and at lower concentrations in
locations where the aerosol lifetime is long and amount of condensable vapours is low. It is the main sink for the smallest aerosol particles
(Pierce and Adams, 2007).
Since AR4, observations of atmospheric nucleation and subsequent
growth of nucleated particles to larger sizes have been increasingly
reported in different atmospheric environments (Kulmala and Kerminen, 2008; Manninen et al., 2010; O’Dowd et al., 2010). Nucleation
and growth enhance atmospheric CCN concentrations (Spracklen et
al., 2008; Merikanto et al., 2009; Pierce and Adams, 2009a; Yu and
Luo, 2009) and potentially affect aerosol–cloud interactions (Wang
and Penner, 2009; Kazil et al., 2010; Makkonen et al., 2012a). However,
CCN concentrations may be fairly insensitive to changes in nucleation
rate because the growth of nucleated particles to larger sizes is limited
by coagulation (see Sections 7.3.3.3 and 7.4.6.2).
Aerosols also evolve due to cloud processing, followed by the aerosol
release upon evaporation of cloud particles, affecting the number concentration, composition, size and mixing state of atmospheric aerosol
particles. This occurs via aqueous-phase chemistry taking place inside
clouds, via altering aerosol precursor chemistry around and below
clouds, and via different aerosol–hydrometeor interactions. These processes are discussed further in Section 7.4.1.2.
The understanding and modelling of aerosol sinks has seen less progress since AR4 in comparison to other aerosol processes. Improved dry
deposition models, which depend on the particle size as well as the
characteristics of the Earth’s surface, have been developed and are
increasingly being used in global aerosol models (Kerkweg et al., 2006;
Feng, 2008; Petroff and Zhang, 2010). Sedimentation throughout the
atmosphere and its role in dry deposition at the surface are important for the largest particles in the coarse mode. The uncertainty in
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the estimate of wet deposition by nucleation and impaction scavenging is controlled by the uncertainties in the prediction of the amount,
frequency and areal extent of precipitation, as well as the size and
chemical composition of aerosol particles. For insoluble primary particles like BC and dust, nucleation scavenging also depends strongly on
their degree of mixing with soluble compounds. Parameterization of
aerosol wet deposition remains a key source of uncertainty in aerosol
models, which affects the vertical and horizontal distributions of aerosols (Prospero et al., 2010; Vignati et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2011), with
further impact on model estimates of aerosol forcings.

7.3.3

Progress and Gaps in Understanding Climate
Relevant Aerosol Properties

The climate effects of atmospheric aerosol particles depend on their
atmospheric distribution, along with their hygroscopicity, optical properties and ability to act as CCN and IN. Key quantities for aerosol optical
and cloud forming properties are the particle number size distribution,
chemical composition, mixing state and morphology. These properties
are determined by a complex interplay between their sources, atmospheric transformation processes and their removal from the atmosphere (Section 7.3.2, Figures 7.12 and 7.16). Since AR4, measurement
of some of the key aerosol properties has been greatly improved in laboratory and field experiments using advanced instrumentation, which
allows for instance the analysis of individual particles. These experimental studies have in turn stimulated improvement in the model representations of the aerosol physical, chemical and optical properties
(Ghan and Schwartz, 2007). We focus our assessment on some of the
key issues where there has been progress since AR4.

7.3.3.1 Chemical Composition and Mixing State
Research on the climate impacts of aerosols has moved beyond the
simple cases of externally mixed sulphate, BC emitted from fossil fuel
combustion and biomass burning aerosols. Although the role of inorganic aerosols as an important anthropogenic contributor to aerosol–
radiation and aerosol–cloud interactions has not been questioned, BC
has received increasing attention because of its high absorption as has
SOA because of its ubiquitous nature and ability to mix with other
aerosol types.

7

The physical properties of BC (strongly light-absorbing, refractory with
a vaporization temperature near 4000 K, aggregate in morphology,
insoluble in most organic solvents) allow a strict definition in principle
(Bond et al., 2013). Direct measurement of individual BC-containing
particles is possible with laser-induced incandescence (single particle
soot photometer, also called SP2; Gao et al., 2007; Schwarz et al., 2008a;
Moteki and Kondo, 2010), which has enabled accurate measurements
of the size of BC cores, as well as total BC mass concentrations. Condensation of gas-phase compounds on BC and coagulation with other
particles alter the mixing state of BC (e.g., Li et al., 2003; Pósfai et al.,
2003; Adachi et al., 2010), which can produce internally mixed BC in
polluted urban air on a time scale of about 12 hours (Moteki et al.,
2007; McMeeking et al., 2010). The resulting BC-containing particles
can become hygroscopic, which can lead to reduced lifetime and atmospheric loading (Stier et al., 2006).
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Formation processes of OA still remain highly uncertain, which is a
major weakness in the present understanding and model representation of atmospheric aerosols (Kanakidou et al., 2005; Hallquist et al.,
2009; Ziemann and Atkinson, 2012). Measurements by aerosol mass
spectrometers have provided some insights into sources and atmospheric processing of OA (Zhang et al., 2005b; Lanz et al., 2007; Ulbrich
et al., 2009). Observations at continental mid-latitudes including urban
and rural/remote air suggest that the majority of SOA is probably
oxygenated OA (Zhang et al., 2005a, 2007a). Experiments within and
downstream of urban air indicate that under most circumstances SOA
substantially contributes to the total OA mass (de Gouw et al., 2005;
Volkamer et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2007a).
There is a large range in the complexity with which OA is represented in global aerosol models. Some complex, yet still parameterized,
chemical schemes have been developed recently that account for multigenerational oxidation (Robinson et al., 2007; Jimenez et al., 2009;
Donahue et al., 2011a). Since AR4, some regional and global model
have used a new scheme based on lumping VOCs into volatility bins
(Robinson et al., 2007), which is an improved representation of the
two-product absorptive partitioning scheme (Kroll and Seinfeld, 2008)
for the formation and aging of SOA. This new framework includes
organic compounds of different volatility, produced from parent VOCs
by multi-generation oxidation processes and partitioned between the
aerosol and gas phases (Farina et al., 2010; Tsimpidi et al., 2010; Yu,
2011), which improves the agreement between observed and modeled
SOA in urban areas (Hodzic et al., 2010; Shrivastava et al., 2011). Field
observations and laboratory studies suggest that OA is also formed
efficiently in aerosol and cloud and liquid water contributing a substantial fraction of the organic aerosol mass (Sorooshian et al., 2007;
Miyazaki et al., 2009; Lim et al., 2010; Ervens et al., 2011a). Chemical
reactions in the aerosol phase (e.g., oligomerization) also make OA
less volatile and more hygroscopic, influencing aerosol–radiation and
aerosol–cloud interactions (Jimenez et al., 2009). As a consequence,
OA concentrations are probably underestimated in many global aerosol models that do not include these chemical processes (Hallquist et
al., 2009).
Some of the OA is light absorbing and can be referred to as brown
carbon (BrC; Kirchstetter et al., 2004; Andreae and Gelencser, 2006).
A fraction of the SOA formed in cloud and aerosol water is lightabsorbing in the visible (e.g., Shapiro et al., 2009), while SOA produced
from gas-phase oxidation of VOCs absorbs ultraviolet radiation (e.g.,
Nakayama et al., 2010).
Multiple observations show co-existence of external and internal mixtures relatively soon after emission (e.g., Hara et al., 2003; Schwarz
et al., 2008b; Twohy and Anderson, 2008). In biomass burning aerosol, organic compounds and BC are frequently internally mixed with
ammonium, nitrate, and sulphate (Deboudt et al., 2010; Pratt and
Prather, 2010). Over urban locations, as much as 90% of the particles
are internally mixed with secondary inorganic species (Bi et al., 2011).
Likewise mineral dust and biomass burning aerosols can become internally mixed when these aerosol types age together (Hand et al., 2010).
The aerosol mixing state can alter particle size distribution and hygroscopicity and hence the aerosol optical properties and ability to act as
CCN (Wex et al., 2010). Global aerosol models can now approximate
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the aerosol mixing state using size-resolving bin or modal schemes
(e.g., Stier et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2008; Mann et al., 2010).

7.3.3.2 Size Distribution and Optical Properties
Aerosol size distribution is a key parameter determining both the aerosol optical and CCN properties. Since the AR4, much effort has been
put into measuring and simulating the aerosol number rather than
volume size distribution. For instance, number size distributions in the
submicron range (30 to 500 nm) were measured at 24 sites in Europe
for two years (Asmi et al., 2011), although systematic measurements
are still limited in other regions. Although validation studies show
agreement between column-averaged volume size distribution from
sunphotometer measurements and direct in situ (surface as well as
aircraft-based) measurements at some locations (Gerasopoulos et al.,
2007; Radhi et al., 2010; Haywood et al., 2011), these inversion products have not been systematically validated. Satellite measurements
produce valuable but more limited information on aerosol size.
The aerosol scattering, absorption and extinction coefficients depend
on the aerosol size distribution, aerosol refractive index and mixing
state. The humidification of internally mixed aerosols further influences their light scattering and absorption properties, through changes
in particle shape, size and refractive index (Freney et al., 2010). Aerosol absorption is a key climate-relevant aerosol property and earlier
in situ methods to measure it suffered from significant uncertainties
(Moosmüller et al., 2009), partly due to the lack of proper reference
material for instrument calibration and development (Baumgardner et
al., 2012). Recent measurements using photo-acoustic methods and
laser-induced incandescence methods are more accurate but remain
sparse. The mass absorption cross sections for freshly generated BC
were measured to be 7.5 ± 1.2 m2 g–1 at 550 nm (Bond et al., 2013).
Laboratory measurements conducted under well controlled conditions
show that thick coating of soluble material over BC cores enhance the
mass absorption cross section by a factor of 1.8 to 2 (Cross et al., 2010;
Shiraiwa et al., 2010). It is more difficult to measure the enhancement factor in mass absorption cross sections for ambient BC, partly
owing to the necessity of removing coatings of BC. Knox et al. (2009)
observed enhancement by a factor 1.2 to 1.6 near source regions. A
much lower enhancement factor was observed by Cappa et al. (2012)
by a new measurement technique, in contradiction to the laboratory
experiments and theoretical calculations. These results may not be representative and would require confirmation by independent measurement methods.
As discussed in Section 7.3.1.2, the global mean AOD is not well constrained from satellite-based measurements and remains a significant
source of uncertainty when estimating aerosol–radiation interactions
(Su et al., 2013). This is also true of the anthropogenic fraction of AOD
which is more difficult to constrain from observations. AeroCom phase
II models simulate an anthropogenic AOD at 550 nm of 0.03 ± 0.01
(with the range corresponding to one standard deviation) relative
to 1850, which represents 24 ± 6% of the total AOD (Myhre et al.,
2013). This is less than suggested by some satellite-based studies, i.e.,
0.03 over the ocean only in Kaufman et al. (2005), and about 0.06
as a global average in Loeb and Su (2010) and Bellouin et al. (2013),
but more than in the CMIP5 models (see Figure 9.29). Overall there
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is medium confidence that between 20 and 40% of the global mean
AOD is of anthropogenic origin. There is agreement that the anthropogenic aerosol is smaller in size and more absorbing than the natural
aerosol (Myhre, 2009; Loeb and Su, 2010), but there is disagreement
on the anthropogenic absorption AOD and its contribution to the total
absorption AOD, that is, 0.0015 ± 0.0007 (one standard deviation) relative to 1850 in Myhre et al. (2013) but about 0.004 and half of the
total absorption AOD in Bellouin et al. (2013).

7.3.3.3 Cloud Condensation Nuclei
A subset of aerosol particles acts as CCN (see Table 7.2). The ability of
an aerosol particle to take up water and subsequently activate, thereby
acting as a CCN at a given supersaturation, is determined by its size
and composition. Common CCN in the atmosphere are composed of
sea salt, sulphates and sulphuric acid, nitrate and nitric acid and some
organics. The uptake of water vapour by hygroscopic aerosols strongly
affects their RFari.
CCN activity of inorganic aerosols is relatively well understood, and
lately most attention has been paid to the CCN activity of mixed
organic/inorganic aerosols (e.g., King et al., 2010; Prisle et al., 2010).
Uncertainties in our current understanding of CCN properties are
due primarily to SOA (Good et al., 2010), mainly because OA is still
poorly characterized (Jimenez et al., 2009). The important effect of the
formation of SOA is that internally mixed SOA contributes to the mass
of aerosol particles, and therefore to their sizes. The size of the CCN
has been found to be more important than their chemical composition at two continental locations as larger particles are more readily
activated than smaller particles because they require a lower critical
supersaturation (Dusek et al., 2006; Ervens et al., 2007). However, the
chemical composition may be important in other locations such as
the marine environment, where primary organic particles (hydrogels)
have been shown to be exceptionally good CCN (Orellana et al., 2011;
Ovadnevaite et al., 2011). For SOA it is not clear how important surface
tension effects and bulk-to-surface partitioning of surfactants are, and
if the water activity coefficient changes significantly as a function of
the solute concentration (Prisle et al., 2008; Good et al., 2010).
The bulk hygroscopicity parameter k has been introduced as a concise
measure of how effectively an aerosol particle acts as a CCN (Rissler
et al., 2004, 2010; Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007). It can be measured
experimentally and is increasingly being used as a way to characterize aerosol properties. Pringle et al. (2010) used surface and aircraft
measurements to evaluate the k distributions simulated by a global
aerosol model, and found generally good agreement. When the aerosol
is dominated by organics, discrepancies between values of k obtained
directly from both CCN activity measurements and sub-saturated particle water uptake measurements have been observed in some instances (e.g., Prenni et al., 2007; Irwin et al., 2010; Roberts et al., 2010),
whereas in other studies closure has been obtained (e.g., Duplissy et
al., 2008; Kammermann et al., 2010; Rose et al., 2011). Adsorption
theory (Kumar et al., 2011) replaces k-theory for CCN activation for
insoluble particles (e.g., mineral dust) while alternative theories are
still required for explanation of marine POA that seem to have peculiar
gel-like properties (Ovadnevaite et al., 2011).
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Available modelling studies (Pierce and Adams, 2009a; Wang and
Penner, 2009; Schmidt et al., 2012a) disagree on the anthropogenic fraction of CCN (taken here at 0.2% supersaturation). Based on
these studies we assess this fraction to be between one fourth and
two thirds in the global mean with low confidence, and highlight
large interhemispheric and regional variations. Models that neglect
or underestimate volcanic and natural organic aerosols would overestimate this fraction.

7.3.3.4 Ice Nuclei
Aerosols that act as IN are solid substances at atmospheric temperatures and supersaturations. Mineral dust, volcanic ash and primary
bioaerosols such as bacteria, fungal spores and pollen, are typically
known as good IN (Vali, 1985; Hoose and Möhler, 2012). Conflicting
evidence has been presented for the ability of BC, organic, organic
semi-solid/glassy organic and biomass burning particles to act as IN
(Hoose and Möhler, 2012; Murray et al., 2012). The importance of biological particles acting as IN is unclear. A new study finds evidence of
a large fraction of submicron particles in the middle-to-upper troposphere to be composed of biological particles (DeLeon-Rodriguez et
al., 2013); however global modelling studies suggest that their concentrations are not sufficient to play an important role for ice formation
(Hoose et al., 2010a; Sesartic et al., 2012). Because BC has anthropogenic sources, its increase since pre-industrial times may have caused
changes to the lifetime of mixed-phase clouds (Section 7.4.4) and thus
to RF (Lohmann, 2002b; Section 7.5).
Four heterogeneous ice-nucleation modes are distinguished in the
literature: immersion freezing (initiated from within a cloud droplet),
condensation freezing (freezing during droplet formation), contact
freezing (due to collision with an IN) and deposition nucleation (that
refers to the direct deposition of vapour onto IN). Lidar observations
reveal that liquid cloud droplets are present before ice crystals form via
heterogeneous freezing mechanisms (Ansmann et al., 2008; de Boer et
al., 2011), indicating that deposition nucleation does not seem to be
important for mixed-phase clouds. IN can either be bare or mixed with
other substances. As bare particles age in the atmosphere, they acquire
liquid surface coatings by condensing soluble species and water
vapour or by coagulating with soluble particles, which may transform
IN from deposition or contact nuclei into possible immersion nuclei. A
change from contact to immersion freezing implies activation at colder
temperatures, with consequences for the lifetime and radiative effect
of mixed-phase clouds (Sections 7.4.4 and 7.5.3).
The atmospheric concentrations of IN are very uncertain because of
the aforementioned uncertainties in freezing mechanisms and the difficulty of measuring IN in the upper troposphere. The anthropogenic
fraction cannot be estimated at this point because of a lack of knowledge about the anthropogenic fractions of BC and mineral dust acting
as IN and the contributions of PBAPs, other organic aerosols and other
aerosols acting as IN.
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7.3.4

Aerosol–Radiation Interactions

7.3.4.1 Radiative Effects due to Aerosol–Radiation Interactions
The radiative effect due to aerosol–radiation interactions (REari),
formerly known as direct radiative effect, is the change in radiative
flux caused by the combined scattering and absorption of radiation
by anthropogenic and natural aerosols. The REari results from wellunderstood physics and is close to being an observable quantity, yet
our knowledge of aerosol and environmental characteristics needed
to quantify the REari at the global scale remains incomplete (Anderson et al., 2005; Satheesh and Moorthy, 2005; Jaeglé et al., 2011). The
REari requires knowledge of the spectrally varying aerosol extinction
coefficient, single scattering albedo, and phase function, which can in
principle be estimated from the aerosol size distribution, shape, chemical composition and mixing state (Figure 7.12). Radiative properties
of the surface, atmospheric trace gases and clouds also influence the
REari. In the solar spectrum under cloud-free conditions the REari is
typically negative at the TOA, but it weakens and can become positive with increasing aerosol absorption, decreasing upscatter fraction
or increasing albedo of the underlying surface. REari is weaker in
cloudy conditions, except when the cloud layer is thin or when absorbing aerosols are located above or between clouds (e.g., Chand et al.,
2009). The REari at the surface is negative and can be much stronger
than the REari at the TOA over regions where aerosols are absorbing
(Li et al., 2010). In the longwave part of the spectrum, TOA REari is
generally positive and mainly exerted by coarse-mode aerosols, such
as sea spray and desert dust (Reddy et al., 2005), and by stratospheric
aerosols (McCormick et al., 1995).
There have been many measurement-based estimates of shortwave
REari (e.g., Yu et al., 2006; Bergamo et al., 2008; Di Biagio et al., 2010;
Bauer et al., 2011) although some studies involve some degree of modelling. In contrast, estimates of longwave REari remain limited (e.g.,
Bharmal et al., 2009). Observed and calculated shortwave radiative
fluxes agree within measurement uncertainty when aerosol properties
are known (e.g., Osborne et al., 2011). Global observational estimates
of the REari rely on satellite remote sensing of aerosol properties and/
or measurements of the Earth’s radiative budget (Chen et al., 2011;
Kahn, 2012). Estimates of shortwave TOA REari annually averaged over
cloud-free oceans range from –4 to –6 W m–2, mainly contributed by
sea spray (Bellouin et al., 2005; Loeb and Manalo-Smith, 2005; Yu et
al., 2006; Myhre et al., 2007). However, REari can reach tens of W m–2
locally. Estimates over land are more difficult as the surface is less well
characterized (Chen et al., 2009; Jethva et al., 2009) despite recent
progress in aerosol inversion algorithms (e.g., Dubovik et al., 2011).
Attempts to estimate the REari in cloudy sky remain elusive (e.g.,
Peters et al., 2011b), although passive and active remote sensing of
aerosols over clouds is now possible (Torres et al., 2007; Omar et al.,
2009; Waquet et al., 2009; de Graaf et al., 2012). Notable areas of positive TOA REari exerted by absorbing aerosols include the Arctic over ice
surfaces (Stone et al., 2008) and seasonally over southeastern Atlantic
stratocumulus clouds (Chand et al., 2009; de Graaf et al., 2012). While
AOD and aerosol size are relatively well constrained, uncertainties in
the aerosol single-scattering albedo (McComiskey et al., 2008; Loeb
and Su, 2010) and vertical profile (e.g., Zarzycki and Bond, 2010) contribute significantly to the overall uncertainties in REari. Consequently,
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diversity in large-scale numerical model estimates of REari increases
with aerosol absorption and between cloud-free and cloudy conditions
(Stier et al., 2013).

7.3.4.2 Rapid Adjustments to Aerosol–Radiation Interactions
Aerosol–radiation interactions give rise to rapid adjustments (see
Section 7.1), which are particularly pronounced for absorbing aerosols such as BC. Associated cloud changes are often referred to as the
semi-direct aerosol effect (see Figure 7.3). The ERF from aerosol–radiation interactions is quantified in Section 7.5.2; only the corresponding
processes governing rapid adjustments are discussed here. Impacts on
precipitation are discussed in Section 7.6.3.
Since AR4, additional observational studies have found correlations
between cloud cover and absorbing aerosols (e.g., Brioude et al., 2009;
Wilcox, 2010), and eddy-resolving, regional and global scale modelling
studies have helped confirm a causal link. Relationships between cloud
and aerosol reveal a more complicated picture than initially anticipated (e.g., Hill and Dobbie, 2008; Koch and Del Genio, 2010; Zhuang et
al., 2010; Sakaeda et al., 2011; Ghan et al., 2012).
Absorbing aerosols modify atmospheric stability in the boundary layer
and free troposphere (e.g., Wendisch et al., 2008; Babu et al., 2011).
The effect of this on cloud cover depends on the height of the aerosol
relative to the cloud and the type of cloud (e.g., Yoshimori and Broccoli,
2008; Allen and Sherwood, 2010; Koch and Del Genio, 2010; Persad et
al., 2012). Aerosol also reduces the downwelling solar radiation at the
surface. Together the changes in atmospheric stability and reduction
in surface fluxes provide a means for aerosols to significantly modify
the fraction of surface-forced clouds (Feingold et al., 2005; Sakaeda et
al., 2011). These changes may also affect precipitation as discussed in
Section 7.6.3.
Cloud cover is expected to decrease if absorbing aerosol is embedded
in the cloud layer. This has been observed (Koren et al., 2004) and simulated (e.g., Feingold et al., 2005) for clouds over the Amazon forest in
the presence of smoke aerosols. In the stratocumulus regime, absorbing aerosol above cloud top strengthens the temperature inversion,
reduces entrainment and tends to enhance cloudiness. Satellite observations (Wilcox, 2010) and modelling (Johnson et al., 2004) of marine
stratocumulus show a thickening of the cloud layer beneath layers of
absorbing smoke aerosol, which induces a local negative forcing. The
responses of other cloud types, such as those associated with deep
convection, are not well determined.
Absorbing aerosols embedded in cloud drops enhance their absorption, which can affect the dissipation of cloud. The contribution to RFari
is small (Stier et al., 2007; Ghan et al., 2012), and there is contradictory
evidence regarding the magnitude of the cloud dissipation effect influencing ERFari (Feingold et al., 2005; Ghan et al., 2012; Jacobson, 2012;
Bond et al., 2013). Global forcing estimates are necessarily based on
global models (see Section 7.5.2), although the accuracy of GCMs in
this regard is limited by their ability to represent low cloud processes
accurately. This is an area of concern as discussed in Section 7.2 and
limits confidence in these estimates.
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7.3.5

Aerosol Responses to Climate Change and
Feedback

The climate drivers of changes in aerosols can be split into physical
changes (temperature, humidity, precipitation, soil moisture, solar radiation, wind speed, sea ice extent, etc.), chemical changes (availability
of oxidants) and biological changes (vegetation cover and properties,
plankton abundance and speciation, etc). The response of aerosols
to climate change may constitute a feedback loop whereby climate
processes amplify or dampen the initial perturbation (Carslaw et al.,
2010; Raes et al., 2010). We assess here the relevance and strength
of aerosol–climate feedbacks in the context of future climate change
scenarios.

7.3.5.1 Changes in Sea Spray and Mineral Dust
Concentrations of sea spray will respond to changes in surface wind
speed, atmospheric stability, precipitation and sea ice cover (Struthers
et al., 2011). Climate models disagree about the balance of effects,
with estimates ranging from an overall 19% reduction in global sea
salt burden from the present-day to year 2100 (Liao et al., 2006), to
little sensitivity (Mahowald et al., 2006a), to a sizeable increase (Jones
et al., 2007; Bellouin et al., 2011). In particular there is little understanding of how surface wind speed may change over the ocean in a
warmer climate, and observed recent changes (e.g., Young et al., 2011;
Section 2.7.2) may not be indicative of future changes. Given that sea
spray particles comprise a significant fraction of CCN concentrations
over the oceans, such large changes will feed back on climate through
changes in cloud droplet number (Korhonen et al., 2010b).
Studies of the effects of climate change on dust loadings also give
a wide range of results. Woodward et al. (2005) found a tripling of
the dust burden in 2100 relative to present-day because of a large
increase in bare soil fraction. A few studies projected moderate (10
to 20%) increases, or decreases (e.g., Tegen et al., 2004; Jacobson and
Streets, 2009; Liao et al., 2009). Mahowald et al. (2006b) found a 60%
decrease under a doubled CO2 concentration due to the effect of CO2
fertilization on vegetation. The large range reflects different responses
of the atmosphere and vegetation cover to climate change forcings,
and results in low confidence in these predictions.

7.3.5.2 Changes in Sulphate, Ammonium and Nitrate Aerosols
The DMS–sulphate–cloud–climate feedback loop could operate in
numerous ways through changes in temperature, absorbed solar radiation, ocean mixed layer depth and nutrient recycling, sea ice extent,
wind speed, shift in marine ecosystems due to ocean acidification
and climate change, and atmospheric processing of DMS into CCN.
Although no study has included all the relevant effects, two decades of
research have questioned the original formulation of the feedback loop
(Leck and Bigg, 2007) and have provided important insights into this
complex, coupled system (Ayers and Cainey, 2007; Kloster et al., 2007;
Carslaw et al., 2010). There is now medium confidence for a weak feedback due to a weak sensitivity of the CCN population to changes in
DMS emissions, based on converging evidence from observations and
Earth System model simulations (Carslaw et al., 2010; Woodhouse et
al., 2010; Quinn and Bates, 2011). Parameterizations of oceanic DMS
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production nevertheless lack robust mechanistic justification (Halloran
et al., 2010) and as a result the sensitivity to ocean acidification and
climate change remains uncertain (Bopp et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2010;
Cameron-Smith et al., 2011).
Chemical production of sulphate increases with atmospheric temperature (Aw and Kleeman, 2003; Dawson et al., 2007; Kleeman, 2008), but
future changes in sulphate are found to be more sensitive to simulated
future changes in precipitation removal. Under fixed anthropogenic
emissions, most studies to date predict a small (0 to 9%) reduction in
global sulphate burden mainly because of future increases in precipitation (Liao et al., 2006; Racherla and Adams, 2006; Unger et al., 2006;
Pye et al., 2009). However, Rae et al. (2007) found a small increase
in global sulphate burden from 2000 to 2100 because the simulated
future precipitation was reduced in regions of high sulphate abundance.
Changes in temperature have a large impact on nitrate aerosol formation through shifting gas–particle equilibria. There is some agreement
among global aerosol models that climate change alone will contribute to a decrease in the nitrate concentrations (Liao et al., 2006; Racherla and Adams, 2006; Pye et al., 2009; Bellouin et al., 2011) with the
exception of Bauer et al. (2007) who found little change in nitrate for
year 2030. It should be noted however that these modeling studies
have reported that changes in precursor emissions are expected to
increase nitrate concentrations in the future (Section 11.3.5). Besides
the changes in meteorological parameters, climate change can also
influence ammonium formation by changing concentrations of sulphate and nitrate, but the effect of climate change alone was found to
be small (Pye et al., 2009).

7.3.5.3 Changes in Carbonaceous Aerosols
There is evidence that future climate change could lead to increases
in the occurrence of wildfires because of changes in fuel availability, readiness of the fuel to burn and ignition sources (Mouillot et al.,
2006; Marlon et al., 2008; Spracklen et al., 2009; Kloster et al., 2010;
Pechony and Shindell, 2010). However, vegetation dynamics may also
play a role that is not well understood. Increased fire occurrence would
increase aerosol emissions, but decrease BVOC emissions. This could
lead to a small positive or negative net radiative effect and feedback
(Carslaw et al., 2010).

7

A large fraction of SOA forms from the oxidation of isoprene, monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes from biogenic sources (Section 7.3.3.1).
Emissions from vegetation can increase in a warmer atmosphere,
everything else being constant (Guenther et al., 2006). Global aerosol
models simulate an increase in isoprene emissions of 22 to 55% by
2100 in response to temperature change (Sanderson et al., 2003; Liao
et al., 2006; Heald et al., 2008) and a change in global SOA burden
of −6% to +100% through climate-induced changes in aerosol processes and removal rates (Liao et al., 2006; Tsigaridis and Kanakidou,
2007; Heald et al., 2008). An observationally based study suggest a
small global feedback parameter of −0.01 W m–2 °C–1 despite larger
regional effects (Paasonen et al., 2013). Increasing CO2 concentrations,
drought and surface ozone also affect BVOC emissions (Arneth et al.,
2007; Peñuelas and Staudt, 2010), which adds significant uncertainty
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to future global emissions (Makkonen et al., 2012b). Future changes
in vegetation cover, whether they are natural or anthropogenic, also
introduce large uncertainty in emissions (Lathière et al., 2010; Wu et
al., 2012). There is little understanding on how the marine source of
organic aerosol may change with climate, notwithstanding the large
range of emission estimates for the present day (Carslaw et al., 2010).

7.3.5.4 Synthesis
The emissions, properties and concentrations of aerosols or aerosol precursors could respond significantly to climate change, but there is little
consistency across studies in the magnitude or sign of this response.
The lack of consistency arises mostly from our limited understanding
of processes governing the source of natural aerosols and the complex
interplay of aerosols with the hydrological cycle. The feedback parameter as a result of the future changes in emissions of natural aerosols
is mostly bracketed within ±0.1 W m–2 °C–1 (Carslaw et al., 2010). With
respect to anthropogenic aerosols, Liao et al. (2009) showed a significant positive feedback (feedback parameter of +0.04 to +0.15 W m–2
°C–1 on a global mean basis) while Bellouin et al. (2011) simulated a
smaller negative feedback of −0.08 to −0.02 W m–2 °C–1. Overall we
assess that models simulate relatively small feedback parameters (i.e.,
within ±0.2 W m–2 °C–1) with low confidence, however regional effects
on the aerosol may be important.

7.4

Aerosol–Cloud Interactions

7.4.1

Introduction and Overview of Progress Since AR4

This section assesses our understanding of aerosol–cloud interactions, emphasizing the ways in which anthropogenic aerosol may be
affecting the distribution and radiative properties of non- and weakly
precipitating clouds. The idea that anthropogenic aerosol is changing
cloud properties, thus contributing a substantial forcing to the climate
system, has been addressed to varying degrees in all of the previous
IPCC assessment reports.
Since AR4, research has continued to articulate new pathways through
which the aerosol may affect the radiative properties of clouds, as well
as the intensity and spatial patterns of precipitation (e.g., Rosenfeld
et al., 2008). Progress can be identified on four fronts: (1) global-scale
modelling now represents a greater diversity of aerosol–cloud interactions, and with greater internal consistency; (2) observational studies
continue to document strong local correlations between aerosol and
cloud properties or precipitation, but have become more quantitative
and are increasingly identifying and addressing the methodological
challenges associated with such correlations; (3) regional-scale modelling is increasingly being used to assess regional influences of aerosol on cloud field properties and precipitation; (4) fine-scale process
models have begun to be used more widely, and among other things
have shown how turbulent mixing, cloud and meso-scale circulations
may buffer the effects of aerosol perturbations.
This section focuses on the microphysics of aerosol–cloud interactions
in liquid, mixed-phase and pure ice clouds. Their radiative implications
are quantified in Section 7.5. This section also includes a discussion of
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aerosol influences on light precipitation in shallow clouds but defers
discussion of aerosol effects on more substantial precipitation from
mixed-phase clouds to Section 7.6.4.

7.4.1.1 Classification of Hypothesized Aerosol–Cloud
Interactions
Denman et al. (2007) catalogued several possible pathways via which
the aerosol might affect clouds. Given the number of possible aerosol–cloud interactions, and the difficulty of isolating them individually,
there is little value in attempting to assess each effect in isolation,
especially because modelling studies suggest that the effects may
interact and compensate (Stevens and Feingold, 2009; Morrison and
Grabowski, 2011). Instead, all radiative consequences of aerosol–
cloud interactions are grouped into an ‘effective radiative forcing due
to aerosol–cloud interactions’, or ERFaci (Figure 7.3). ERFaci accounts
for aerosol-related microphysical modifications to the cloud albedo
(Twomey, 1977), as well as any secondary effects that result from
clouds adjusting rapidly to changes in their environment (i.e., ‘lifetime
effects’; Albrecht, 1989; Liou and Ou, 1989; Pincus and Baker, 1994).
We do assess the physical underpinnings of the cloud albedo effect,
but in contrast to previous assessments, no longer distinguish the
resultant forcing. Note that ERFaci includes potential radiative adjustments to the cloud system associated with aerosol–cloud interactions
but does not include adjustments originating from aerosol–radiation
interactions (ERFari). Possible contributions to ERFaci from warm
(liquid) clouds are discussed in Section 7.4.3, separately from those
associated with adjustments by cold (ice or mixed-phase) clouds (Section 7.4.4). Figure 7.16 shows a schematic of many of the processes to
be discussed in Sections 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6.

7.4.1.2 Advances and Challenges in Observing Aerosol–Cloud
Interactions
Since AR4, numerous field studies (e.g., Rauber et al., 2007; Wood et
al., 2011b; Vogelmann et al., 2012) and laboratory investigations (e.g.,
Stratmann et al., 2009) of aerosol–cloud interactions have highlighted
the numerous ways that the aerosol impacts cloud processes, and how
clouds in turn modify the aerosol. The latter occurs along a number of
pathways including aqueous chemistry, which adds aerosol mass to
droplets (e.g., Schwartz and Freiberg, 1981; Ervens et al., 2011a); coalescence scavenging, whereby drop collision–coalescence diminishes
the droplet (and aerosol) number concentration (Hudson, 1993) and
changes the mixing state of the aerosol; new particle formation in the
vicinity of clouds (Clarke et al., 1999); and aerosol removal by precipitation (see also Section 7.3.2.2).
Satellite-based remote sensing continues to be the primary source of
global data for aerosol–cloud interactions but concerns persist regarding how measurement artefacts affect retrievals of both aerosol (Tanré
et al., 1996; Tanré et al., 1997; Kahn et al., 2005; Jeong and Li, 2010)
and cloud properties (Platnick et al., 2003; Yuekui and Di Girolamo,
2008) in broken cloud fields. Two key issues are that measurements
classified as ‘cloud-free’ may not be, and that aerosol measured in the
vicinity of clouds is significantly different than it would be were the
cloud field, and its proximate cause (high humidity), not present (e.g.,
Loeb and Schuster, 2008). The latter results from humidification effects
on aerosol optical properties (Charlson et al., 2007; Su et al., 2008;
Tackett and Di Girolamo, 2009; Twohy et al., 2009; Chand et al., 2012),
contamination by undetectable cloud fragments (Koren et al., 2007)
and the remote effects of radiation scattered by cloud edges on aerosol
retrieval (Wen et al., 2007; Várnai and Marshak, 2009).
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Longwave Irradiance
Stratiform Convective Interactions

Ice Nucleation
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Surface fluxes

Precipitation

Mixing
Cold Pool

Scavenging by
Droplet Coalesence

15 km

Ice Formation &
Precipitation Initiation

Aerosol Activation

Convective Initiation

50 – 100 km
Figure 7.16 | Schematic depicting the myriad aerosol–cloud–precipitation related processes occurring within a typical GCM grid box. The schematic conveys the importance of
considering aerosol–cloud–precipitation processes as part of an interactive system encompassing a large range of spatiotemporal scales. Cloud types include low-level stratocumulus and cumulus where research focuses on aerosol activation, mixing between cloudy and environmental air, droplet coalescence and scavenging which results in cloud processing
of aerosol particles, and new particle production near clouds; cirrus clouds where a key issue is ice nucleation through homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing; and deep convective clouds where some of the key questions relate to aerosol influences on liquid, ice, and liquid–ice pathways for precipitation formation, cold pool formation and scavenging.
These processes influence the shortwave and longwave cloud radiative effect and hence climate. Primary processes that affect aerosol–cloud interactions are labelled in blue while
secondary processes that result from and influence aerosol–cloud interactions are in grey.
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While most passive satellite retrievals are unable to distinguish aerosol
layers above or below clouds from those intermingling with the cloud
field, active space-based remote sensing (L’Ecuyer and Jiang, 2010) has
begun to address this problem (Stephens et al., 2002; Anderson et al.,
2005; Huffman et al., 2007; Chand et al., 2008; Winker et al., 2010).
Spectral polarization and multi-angular measurements can discriminate between cloud droplets and aerosol particles and thus improve
estimates of aerosol loading and absorption (Deuzé et al., 2001; Chowdhary et al., 2005; Mishchenko et al., 2007; Hasekamp, 2010).
Use of active remote sensing, both from monitoring ground stations
(e.g., McComiskey et al., 2009; Li et al., 2011) and satellites (Costantino
and Bréon, 2010), as well as aerosol proxies not influenced by cloud
contamination of retrievals (Jiang et al., 2008; Berg et al., 2011) have
emerged as a particular effective way of identifying whether aerosol
and cloud perturbations are intermingled.
Because the aerosol is a strong function of air-mass history and origin,
and is strongly influenced by cloud and precipitation processes (Clarke
et al., 1999; Petters et al., 2006; Anderson et al., 2009), and both are
affected by meteorology (Engström and Ekman, 2010; Boucher and
Quaas, 2013), correlations between the aerosol and cloud, or precipitation, should not be taken as generally indicating a cloud response to
the aerosol (e.g., Painemal and Zuidema, 2010). Furthermore, attempts
to control for other important factors (air-mass history or cloud dynamical processes) are limited by a lack of understanding of large-scale
cloud controlling factors in the first place (Anderson et al., 2009; Siebesma et al., 2009; Stevens and Brenguier, 2009). These problems are
increasingly being considered in observationally based inferences of
aerosol effects on clouds and precipitation, but ascribing changes in
cloud properties to changes in the aerosol remains a fundamental
challenge.

7.4.1.3 Advances and Challenges in Modelling
Aerosol–Cloud Interactions
Modelling of aerosol–cloud interactions must contend with the fact
that the key physical processes are fundamentally occurring at the
fine scale and cannot be represented adequately based on large-scale
fields. There exist two distinct challenges: fundamental understanding
of processes and their representation in large-scale models.

7

Fine-scale LES and CRM models (Section 7.2.2.1) have greatly advanced
as a tool for testing the physical mechanisms proposed to govern aerosol–cloud–precipitation interactions (e.g., Ackerman et al., 2009; vanZanten et al., 2011). Their main limitation is that they are idealized, for
example, they do not resolve synoptic scale circulations or allow for
representation of orography. A general finding from explicit numerical
simulations of warm (liquid) clouds is that various aerosol impact mechanisms tend to be mediated (and often buffered) by interactions across
scales not included in the idealized albedo and lifetime effects (Stevens
and Feingold, 2009). Specific examples involve the interplay between
the drop-size distribution and mixing processes that determine cloud
macrostructure (Stevens et al., 1998; Ackerman et al., 2004; Bretherton et al., 2007; Wood, 2007; Small et al., 2009), or the dependence of
precipitation development in stratiform clouds on details of the vertical
structure of the cloud (Wood, 2007). Thus warm clouds may typically
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be less sensitive to aerosol perturbations in nature than in large-scale
models, which do not represent all of these compensating processes.
Hints of similar behaviour in mixed-phase (liquid and ice) stratus are
beginning to be documented (Section 7.4.4.3) but process-level understanding and representation in models are less advanced.
Regional models include realism in the form of non-idealized meteorology, synoptic scale forcing, variability in land surface, and diurnal/
monthly cycles (e.g., Iguchi et al., 2008; Bangert et al., 2011; Seifert et
al., 2012; Tao et al., 2012), however, at the expense of resolving finescale cloud processes. Regional models have brought to light the possibility of aerosol spatial inhomogeneity causing changes in circulation
patterns via numerous mechanisms including changes in the radiative
properties of cloud anvils (van den Heever et al., 2011), changes in the
spatial distribution of precipitation (Lee, 2012; Section 7.6.2) or gradients in heating rates associated with aerosol–radiation interactions
(Lau et al., 2006; Section 7.3.4.2).
GCMs, our primary tool for quantifying global mean forcings, now represent an increasing number of hypothesized aerosol–cloud interactions, but at poor resolution. GCMs are being more closely scrutinized
through comparisons to observations and to other models (Quaas et
al., 2009; Penner et al., 2012). Historically, aerosol–cloud interactions
in GCMs have been based on simple constructs (e.g., Twomey, 1977;
Albrecht, 1989; Pincus and Baker, 1994). There has been significant
progress on parameterizing aerosol activation (e.g., Ghan et al., 2011)
and ice nucleation (Liu and Penner, 2005; Barahona and Nenes, 2008;
DeMott et al., 2010; Hoose et al., 2010b); however, these still depend
heavily on unresolved quantities such as updraught velocity. Similarly,
parameterizations of aerosol influences on cloud usually do not account
for known non-monotonic responses of cloud amount and properties
to aerosols (Section 7.4.3.2). Global models are now beginning to represent aerosol effects in convective, ice and mixed-phase clouds (e.g.,
Lohmann, 2008; Song and Zhang, 2011; Section 7.6.4). Nevertheless,
for both liquid-only and mixed-phase clouds, these parameterizations
are severely limited by the need to parameterize cloud-scale motions
over a huge range of spatio-temporal scales (Section 7.2.3).
Although advances have been considerable, the challenges remain
daunting. The response of cloud systems to aerosol is nuanced (e.g.,
vanZanten et al., 2011) and the representation of both clouds and
aerosol–cloud interactions in large-scale models remains primitive
(Section 7.2.3). Thus it is not surprising that large-scale models exhibit
a range of manifestations of aerosol–cloud interactions, which limits
quantitative inference (Quaas et al., 2009). This highlights the need to
incorporate into GCMs the lessons learned from cloud-scale models, in
a physically-consistent way. New ‘super-parameterization’ and probability distribution function approaches (Golaz et al., 2002; Rio and
Hourdin, 2008; Section 7.2.2.2) hold promise, with recent results supporting the notion that aerosol forcing is smaller than simulated by
standard climate models (Wang et al., 2011b; see Section 7.5.3).

7.4.1.4 Combined Modelling and Observational Approaches
Combined approaches, which attempt to maximize the respective
advantage of models and observations, are beginning to add to
understanding of aerosol–cloud interactions. These include inversions
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of the observed historical record using simplified climate models (e.g.,
Forest et al., 2006; Aldrin et al., 2012) but also the use of reanalysis
and chemical transport models to help interpret satellite records (Chameides et al., 2002; Koren et al., 2010a; Mauger and Norris, 2010), field
study data to help constrain fine-scale modelling studies (e.g., Ackerman et al., 2009; vanZanten et al., 2011), or satellite/surface-based
climatologies to constrain large-scale modelling (Wang et al., 2012).

7.4.2

Microphysical Underpinnings of Aerosol–Cloud
Interactions

7.4.2.1 The Physical Basis
The cloud albedo effect (Twomey, 1977) is the mechanism by which
an increase in aerosol number concentration leads to an increase in
the albedo of liquid clouds (reflectance of incoming solar radiation)
by increasing the cloud droplet number concentration, decreasing the
droplet size, and hence increasing total droplet surface area, with the
liquid water content and cloud geometrical thickness hypothetically
held fixed. Although only the change in the droplet concentration is
considered in the original concept of the cloud albedo effect, a change
in the shape of the droplet size distribution that is directly induced
by the aerosols may also play a role (e.g., Feingold et al., 1997; Liu
and Daum, 2002). In the Arctic, anthropogenic aerosol may influence
the longwave emissivity of optically thin liquid clouds and generate
a positive forcing at the surface (Garrett and Zhao, 2006; Lubin and
Vogelmann, 2006; Mauritsen et al., 2011), but TOA forcing is thought
to be negligible.

7.4.2.2 Observational Evidence for Aerosol–Cloud Interactions
The physical basis of the albedo effect is fairly well understood, with
research since AR4 generally reinforcing earlier work. Detailed in situ
aircraft observations show that droplet concentrations observed just
above the cloud base generally agree with those predicted based on
the aerosol properties and updraught velocity observed below the
cloud (e.g., Fountoukis et al., 2007). Vertical profiles of cloud droplet
effective radius also agree with those predicted by models that take
into account the effect of entrainment (Lu et al., 2008), although uncertainties still remain in estimating the shape of the droplet size distribution (Brenguier et al., 2011), and the degree of entrainment mixing
within clouds.
At relatively low aerosol loading (AOD less than about 0.3) there is
ample observational evidence for increases in aerosol resulting in an
increase in droplet concentration and decrease in droplet size (for
constant liquid water) but uncertainties remain regarding the magnitude of this effect, and its sensitivity to spatial averaging. Based on
simple metrics, there is a large range of physically plausible responses,
with aircraft measurements (e.g., Twohy et al., 2005; Lu et al., 2007,
2008;; Hegg et al., 2012) tending to show stronger responses than satellite-derived responses (McComiskey and Feingold, 2008; Nakajima
and Schulz, 2009; Grandey and Stier, 2010). At high AOD and high
aerosol concentration, droplet concentration tends to saturate (e.g.,
Verheggen et al., 2007) and, if the aerosol is absorbing, there may be
reductions in droplet concentration and cloudiness (Koren et al., 2008).
This absorbing effect originates from aerosol–radiation interactions
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and is therefore part of ERFari (Section 7.3.4.2). Negative correlation
between AOD and ice particle size has also been documented in deep
convective clouds (e.g., Sherwood, 2002; Jiang et al., 2008).

7.4.2.3 Advances in Process Level Understanding
At the heart of the albedo effect lie two fundamental issues. The first is
aerosol activation and its sensitivity to aerosol and dynamical parameters. The primary controls on droplet concentration are the aerosol
number concentration (particularly at diameters greater than about 60
nm) and cooling rate (proportional to updraught velocity). Aerosol size
distribution can play an important role under high aerosol loadings,
whereas aerosol composition tends to be much less important, except
perhaps under very polluted conditions and low updraught velocities (e.g., Ervens et al., 2005; McFiggans et al., 2006). This is partially
because aging tends to make particles more hygroscopic regardless of
their initial composition, but also because more hygroscopic particles
lead to faster water vapour uptake, which then lowers supersaturation,
limiting the initial increase in activation.
The second issue is that the amount of energy reflected by a cloud
system is a strong function of the amount of condensate. Simple arguments show that in a relative sense the amount of reflected energy is
approximately two-and-a-half times more sensitive to changes in the
liquid water path than to changes in droplet concentration (Boers and
Mitchell, 1994). Because both of these parameters experience similar
ranges of relative variability, the magnitude of aerosol–cloud related
forcing rests mostly on dynamical factors such as turbulent strength
and entrainment that control cloud condensate, and a few key aerosol
parameters such as aerosol number concentration and size distribution, and to a much lesser extent, composition.

7.4.3

Forcing Associated with Adjustments in
Liquid Clouds

7.4.3.1 The Physical Basis for Adjustments in Liquid Clouds
The adjustments giving rise to ERFaci are multi-faceted and are associated with both albedo and so-called ‘lifetime’ effects (Figure 7.3).
However, this old nomenclature is misleading because it assumes a
relationship between cloud lifetime and cloud amount or water content. Moreover, the effect of the aerosol on cloud amount may have
nothing to do with cloud lifetime per se (e.g., Pincus and Baker, 1994).
The traditional view (Albrecht, 1989; Liou and Ou, 1989) has been
that adjustment effects associated with aerosol–cloud–precipitation
interactions will add to the initial albedo increase by increasing cloud
amount. The chain of reasoning involves three steps: that droplet concentrations depend on the number of available CCN; that precipitation development is regulated by the droplet concentration; and that
the development of precipitation reduces cloud amount (Stevens and
Feingold, 2009). Of the three steps, the first has ample support in both
observations and theory (Section 7.4.2.2). More problematic are the
last two links in the chain of reasoning. Although increased droplet
concentrations inhibit the initial development of precipitation (see
Section 7.4.3.2.1), it is not clear that such an effect is sustained in
an evolving cloud field. In the trade-cumulus regime, some modelling
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studies suggest the opposite, with increased aerosol concentrations
actually promoting the development of deeper clouds and invigorating precipitation (Stevens and Seifert, 2008; see discussion of similar
responses in deep convective clouds in Section 7.6.4). Others have
shown alternating cycles of larger and smaller cloud water in both
aerosol-perturbed stratocumulus (Sandu et al., 2008) and trade cumulus (Lee et al., 2012), pointing to the important role of environmental
adjustment. There exists limited unambiguous observational evidence
(exceptions to be given below) to support the original hypothesised
cloud-amount effects, which are often assumed to hold universally and
have dominated GCM parameterization of aerosol–cloud interactions.
GCMs lack the more nuanced responses suggested by recent work,
which influences their ERFaci estimates.

7.4.3.2 Observational Evidence of Adjustments in Liquid Clouds
Since observed effects generally include both the albedo effect and
the adjustments, with few if any means of observing only one or the
other in isolation, in this section we discuss and interpret observational findings that reflect both effects. Stratocumulus and trade cumulus
regimes are discussed separately.

The development of precipitation in stratocumulus, whether due to
aerosol or meteorological influence can, in some instances, change
a highly reflective closed-cellular cloud field to a weakly reflective
broken open-cellular field (Comstock et al., 2005; Stevens et al., 2005a;
vanZanten et al., 2005; Sharon et al., 2006; Savic-Jovcic and Stevens,
2008; Wang and Feingold, 2009a). In some cases, compact regions
(pockets) of open-cellular convection become surrounded by regions
of closed-cellular convection. It is, however, noteworthy that observed
precipitation rates can be similar in both open and closed-cell environments (Wood et al., 2011a). The lack of any apparent difference in
the large-scale environment of the open cells, versus the surrounding
closed cellular convection, suggests the potential for multiple equilibria (Baker and Charlson, 1990; Feingold et al., 2010). Therefore in the
stratocumulus regime, the onset of precipitation due to a dearth of
aerosol may lead to a chain of events that leads to a large-scale reduction of cloudiness in agreement with Liou and Ou (1989) and Albrecht
(1989). The transition may be bidirectional: ship tracks passing through
open-cell regions also appear to revert the cloud field to a closed-cell
regime inducing a potentially strong ERFaci locally (Christensen and
Stephens, 2011; Wang et al., 2011a; Goren and Rosenfeld, 2012).
7.4.3.2.2

7.4.3.2.1

7

The cloud albedo effect is best manifested in so-called ship tracks,
which are bright lines of clouds behind ships. Many ship tracks are
characterized by an increase in the droplet concentration resulting
from the increase in aerosol number concentration and an absence of
drizzle size drops, which leads to a decrease in the droplet radius and
an increase in the cloud albedo (Durkee et al., 2000), all else equal.
However, liquid water changes are the primary determinant of albedo
changes (Section 7.4.2.3; Chen et al., 2012), therefore adjustments are
key to understanding radiative response. Coakley and Walsh (2002)
showed that cloud water responses can be either positive or negative. This is supported by more recent shiptrack analyses based on new
satellite sensors (Christensen and Stephens, 2011): aerosol intrusions
result in weak decreases in liquid water (−6%) in overcast clouds, but
significant increases in liquid water (+39%) and increases in cloud fraction in precipitating, broken stratocumulus clouds. The global ERFaci of
visible ship tracks has been estimated from satellite and found to be
insignificant at about –0.5 mW m–2 (Schreier et al., 2007), although
this analysis may not have identified all shiptracks. Some observational
studies downwind of ship tracks have been unable to distinguish aerosol influences from meteorological influences on cloud microphysical
or macrophysical properties (Peters et al., 2011a), although it is not
clear whether their methodology had sufficient sensitivity to detect the
aerosol effects. Notwithstanding evidence of shiptracks locally increasing the cloud fraction and albedo of broken cloud scenes quite significantly (e.g., Christensen and Stephens, 2011; Goren and Rosenfeld,
2012), their contribution to global ERFaci is thought to be small. These
ship track results are consistent with satellite studies of the influence
of long-term degassing of low-lying volcanic aerosol on stratocumulus,
which point to smaller droplet sizes but ambiguous changes in cloud
fraction and cloud water (Gasso, 2008). The lack of clear evidence for
a global increase in cloud albedo from shiptracks and volcanic plumes
should be borne in mind when considering geoengineering methods
that rely on cloud modification (Section 7.7.2.2).
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Trade-cumulus

Stratocumulus
Precipitation from trade cumuli proves difficult to observe, as the
clouds are small, and not easily observed by space-based remote sensing techniques (Stephens et al., 2008). Satellite remote sensing of trade
cumuli influenced by aerosol associated with slow volcanic degassing points to smaller droplet size, decreased precipitation efficiency,
increased cloud amount and higher cloud tops (Yuan et al., 2011).
Other studies show that in the trade cumulus regime cloud amount
tends to increase with precipitation amount: for example, processes
that favour precipitation development also favour cloud development
(Nuijens et al., 2009); precipitation-driven colliding outflows tend to
regenerate clouds; and trade cumuli that support precipitation reach
heights where wind shear increases cloud fraction (Zuidema et al.,
2012).
While observationally based study of the microphysical aspects of aerosol–cloud interactions has a long history, more recent assessment of
the ability of detailed models to reproduce the associated radiative
effect in cumulus cloud fields is beginning to provide the important link
between aerosol–cloud interactions and total RF (Schmidt et al., 2009).

7.4.3.3 Advances in Process Level Understanding
Central to ERFaci is the question of how susceptible is precipitation
to droplet concentration, and by inference, to the available aerosol.
Some studies point to the droplet effective radius as a threshold indicator of the onset of drizzle (Rosenfeld and Gutman, 1994; Gerber,
1996; Rosenfeld et al., 2012). Others focus on the sensitivity of the
conversion of cloud water to rain water (i.e., autoconversion) to droplet
concentration, which is usually in the form of (droplet concentration)
to the power -a. Both approaches indicate that from the microphysical
standpoint, an increase in the aerosol suppresses rainfall. Models and
theory show a ranging from ½ (Kostinski, 2008; Seifert and Stevens,
2010) to 2 (Khairoutdinov and Kogan, 2000), while observational studies suggest a = 1 (approximately the inverse of drop concentration;
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Pawlowska and Brenguier, 2003; Comstock et al., 2005; vanZanten et
al., 2005). Note that thicker liquid clouds amplify rain via accretion
of cloud droplets by raindrops, a process that is relatively insensitive
to droplet concentration, and therefore to aerosol perturbations (e.g.,
Khairoutdinov and Kogan, 2000). The balance of evidence suggests
that a = ½ is more likely and that liquid water path (or cloud depth)
has significantly more leverage over precipitation than does droplet
concentration. Many GCMs assume a much stronger relationship
between precipitation and cloud droplet number concentration (i.e., a
= 2) (Quaas et al., 2009).
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depending on the parameterization. Elimination of the sensitivity of
rain formation to the autoconversion process has begun to be considered in GCMs (Posselt and Lohmann, 2009). Wang et al. (2012) have
used satellite observations to constrain autoconversion and find a
reduction in ERFaci of about 33% relative to a standard GCM autoconversion parameterization. It is worth reiterating that these uncertainties are not necessarily associated with uncertainties in the physical
process itself, but more so by the ability of a GCM to resolve the processes (see Section 7.4.1.3).

7.4.4
Small-scale studies (Ackerman et al., 2004; Xue et al., 2008; Small et
al., 2009) and satellite observations (Lebsock et al., 2008; Christensen
and Stephens, 2011) tend to confirm two responses of the cloud liquid
water to increasing aerosol. Under clean conditions when clouds are
prone to precipitation, an increase in the aerosol tends to increase
cloud amount as a result of aerosol suppression of precipitation.
Under non-precipitating conditions, clouds tend to thin in response
to increasing aerosol through a combination of droplet sedimentation
(Bretherton et al., 2007) and evaporation–entrainment adjustments
(e.g., Hill et al., 2009). Treatment of the subtlety of these responses and
associated detail in small-scale cloud processes is not currently feasible in GCMs, although probability distribution function approaches are
promising (Guo et al., 2010).
Since AR4, cloud resolving model simulation has begun to stress the
importance of scale interactions when addressing aerosol–cloud interactions. Model domains on the order of 100 km allow mesoscale circulations to develop in response to changes in the aerosol. These dynamical responses may have a significant impact on cloud morphology and
RF. Examples include the significant changes in cloud albedo associated with transitions between closed and open cellular states discussed above, and the cloud-free, downdraught ‘shadows’ that appear
alongside ship tracks (Wang and Feingold, 2009b). Similar examples
of large-scale changes in circulation associated with aerosol and associated influence on precipitation are discussed in Section 7.6.4. These
underscore the large gap between our process level understanding of
aerosol–cloud–precipitation interactions and the ability of GCMs to
represent them.

7.4.3.4 Advances in and Insights Gained from Large-Scale
Modelling Studies
Regional models are increasingly including representation of aerosol–
cloud interactions using sophisticated microphysical models (Bangert
et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2011; Seifert et al., 2012). Some of these
regional models are operational weather forecast models that undergo routine evaluation. Yang et al. (2011) show improved simulations of
stratocumulus fields when aerosol–cloud interactions are introduced.
Regional models are increasingly being used to provide the meteorological context for satellite observations of aerosol–cloud interactions
(see Section 7.4.1.4), with some (e.g., Painemal and Zuidema, 2010)
suggesting that droplet concentration differences are driven primarily
by synoptic scale influences rather than aerosol.
GCM studies that have explored sensitivity to autoconversion parameterization (Golaz et al., 2011) show that ERFaci can vary by 1 W m–2

Adjustments in Cold Clouds

7.4.4.1 The Physical Basis for Adjustments in Cold Clouds
Mixed-phase clouds, containing both liquid water and ice particles,
exist at temperatures between 0°C and –38°C. At warmer temperatures ice melts rapidly, whereas at colder temperatures liquid water
freezes homogeneously. The formation of ice in mixed-phase clouds
depends on heterogeneous freezing, initiated by IN (Section 7.3.3.4),
which are typically solid or crystalline aerosol particles. In spite of their
very low concentrations (on the order of 1 per litre), IN have an important influence on mixed-phase clouds. Mineral dust particles have been
identified as good IN but far less is known about the IN ability of other
aerosol types, and their preferred modes of nucleation. For example,
the ice nucleating ability of BC particles remains controversial (Hoose
and Möhler, 2012). Soluble matter can hinder glaciation by depressing the freezing temperature of supercooled drops to the point where
homogeneous freezing occurs (e.g., Girard et al., 2004; Baker and
Peter, 2008). Hence anthropogenic perturbations to the aerosol have
the potential to affect glaciation, water and ice optical properties, and
their radiative effect.
Because the equilibrium vapour pressure with respect to ice is lower
than that with respect to liquid, the initiation of ice in a supercooled
liquid cloud will cause vapour to diffuse rapidly toward ice particles
at the expense of the liquid water (Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen process; e.g., Schwarzenbock et al., 2001; Verheggen et al., 2007; Hudson
et al., 2010). This favours the depositional growth of ice crystals, the
largest of which may sediment away from the water-saturated region
of the atmosphere, influencing the subsequent evolution of the cloud.
Hence anthropogenic perturbations to the IN can influence the rate at
which ice forms, which in turn may regulate cloud amount (Lohmann,
2002b; Storelvmo et al., 2011; see also Section 7.2.3.2.2), cloud optical
properties and humidity near the tropopause.
Finally, formation of the ice phase releases latent heat to the environment (influencing cloud dynamics), and provides alternate, complex
pathways for precipitation to develop (e.g., Zubler et al., 2011, and
Section 7.6.4).

7.4.4.2 Observations of ERFaci in Deep Convective Clouds
As noted in Section 7.4.2.2, observations have demonstrated correlations between aerosol loading and ice crystal size but influence on
cloud optical depth is unclear (e.g., Koren et al., 2005). Satellite remote
sensing suggests that aerosol-related invigoration of deep convective clouds may generate more extensive anvils that radiate at cooler
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temperatures, are optically thinner, and generate a positive contribution to ERFaci (Koren et al., 2010b). The global influence on ERFaci is
unclear.

7.4.4.3 Observations of Aerosol Effects on Arctic Ice and
Mixed-Phase Stratiform Clouds
Arctic mixed-phase clouds have received a great deal of attention
since AR4, with major field programs conducted in 2004 (Verlinde et
al., 2007) and 2008 (Jacob et al., 2010; Brock et al., 2011; McFarquhar et al., 2011), in addition to long-term monitoring at high northern latitude stations (e.g., Shupe et al., 2008) and analysis of earlier
field experiments (Uttal et al., 2002). Mixed-phase Arctic clouds persist
for extended periods of time (days and even weeks; Zuidema et al.,
2005), in spite of the inherent instability of the ice–water mix (see
also Section 7.2.3.2.2). In spite of their low concentrations, IN have
an important influence on cloud persistence, with clouds tending to
glaciate and disappear rapidly when IN concentrations are relatively
high and/or updraught velocities too small to sustain a liquid water
layer (e.g., Ovchinnikov et al., 2011). The details of the heterogeneous
ice-nucleation mechanism remain controversial but there is increasing
evidence that ice forms in Arctic stratus via the liquid phase (immersion
freezing) so that the CCN population also plays an important role (de
Boer et al., 2011; Lance et al., 2011). If ice indeed forms via the liquid
phase this represents a self-regulating feedback that helps sustain the
mixed-phase clouds: as ice forms, liquid water (the source of the ice)
is depleted, which restricts further ice formation and competition for
water vapour via the Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen process (Morrison
et al., 2012).
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Gettelman et al., 2010; Salzmann et al., 2010), whereas others attempt
to represent the processes explicitly (Jacobson, 2003) or ground the
development of parameterizations in concepts derived from classical
nucleation theory (Chen et al., 2008; Hoose et al., 2010b). The details
of how these processes are treated have important implications for
tropical anvils (Ekman et al., 2007; Fan et al., 2010).
Homogeneous ice nucleation in cirrus clouds (at temperatures lower
than about –38°C) depends crucially on the cloud updraught velocity
and hence the supersaturation with respect to ice. The onset relative
humidities for nucleation have been parameterized using results of
parcel model simulations (e.g., Sassen and Dodd, 1988; Barahona and
Nenes, 2009), airborne measurements in cirrus or wave clouds (Heymsfield and Miloshevich, 1995; Heymsfield et al., 1998), extensions of classical homogeneous ice nucleation theory (Khvorostyanov and Sassen,
1998; Khvorostyanov and Curry, 2009) and data from laboratory measurements (e.g., Bertram et al., 2000; Koop et al., 2000; Mohler et al.,
2003; Magee et al., 2006; Friedman et al., 2011). There is new evidence
that although ice nucleation in cirrus has traditionally been regarded as
homogeneous, the preferred freezing pathway may be heterogeneous
because it occurs at lower onset relative humidities (or higher onset
temperatures) than homogeneous nucleation (Jensen et al., 2010). The
onset relative humidities (or temperatures) for heterogeneous nucleation depend on the type and size of the IN (Section 7.3.3.4).
Cloud resolving modeling of deep convective clouds points to the
potential for aerosol-related changes in cirrus anvils (e.g., Morrison
and Grabowski, 2011; van den Heever et al., 2011; Storer and van den
Heever, 2013), but the physical mechanisms involved and their influence
on ERFaci are poorly understood, and their global impact is unclear.

7.4.4.4 Advances in Process Level Understanding
Since AR4, research on ice-microphysical processes has been very
active as evidenced by the abovementioned field experiments (Section 7.4.4.3). The persistence of some mixed-phase stratiform clouds
has prompted efforts to explain this phenomenon in a theoretical
framework (Korolev and Field, 2008). Predicting cloud persistence may
require a high level of understanding of very detailed processes. For
example, ice particle growth by vapour diffusion depends strongly on
crystal shape (Harrington et al., 2009), the details of which may have
similar relative influence on glaciation times to the representation of
ice nucleation mechanism (Ervens et al., 2011b). A recent review (Morrison et al., 2012) discusses the myriad processes that create a resilient
mixed-phase cloud system, invoking the ideas of ‘buffering’ seen in
liquid clouds (Stevens and Feingold, 2009). Importantly, the Wegener–
Bergeron–Findeisen process does not necessarily destabilize the cloud
system, unless sufficient ice exists (Korolev, 2007). Bistability has also
been observed in the mixed-phase Arctic cloud system; the resilient
cloud state is sometimes interrupted by a cloud-free state (Stramler
et al., 2011), but there is much uncertainty regarding the meteorological and microphysical conditions determining which of these states is
preferred.

7.4.4.5 Advances in and Insights Gained from Large-Scale
Modelling Studies
Since the AR4, mixed-phase and ice clouds have received significant
attention, with effort on representation of both heterogeneous (mixedphase clouds) and homogeneous (cirrus) freezing processes in GCMs
(e.g., Lohmann and Kärcher, 2002; Storelvmo et al., 2008a). In GCMs
the physics of cirrus clouds usually involves only ice-phase microphysical processes and is somewhat simpler than that of mixed-phase
clouds. Nevertheless, representation of aerosol–cloud interactions in
mixed-phase and ice clouds is considerably less advanced than that
involving liquid-only clouds.
Our poor understanding of the climatology and lifecycle of aerosol particles that can serve as IN complicates attempts to assess what constitutes an anthropogenic perturbation to the IN population, let alone the
effect of such a perturbation. BC can impact background (i.e., non contrail) cirrus by affecting ice nucleation properties but the effect remains
uncertain (Kärcher et al., 2007). The numerous GCM studies that have
evaluated ERFaci for ice clouds are summarised in Section 7.5.4.

7.4.5

7

Significant effort has been expended on heterogeneous freezing parameterizations employed in cloud or larger-scale models. Some parameterizations are empirical (e.g., Lohmann and Diehl, 2006; Hoose et al.,
2008; Phillips et al., 2008; Storelvmo et al., 2008a; DeMott et al., 2010;
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Earlier assessments considered the radiative implications of aerosol–
cloud interactions as two complementary processes—albedo and lifetime effects—that together amplify forcing. Since then the complexity
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of cloud system responses to aerosol perturbations has become more
fully appreciated. Recent work at the process scale has identified compensating adjustments that make the system less susceptible to perturbation than might have been expected based on the earlier albedo and
lifetime effects. Increases in the aerosol can therefore result in either
an increase or a decrease in aerosol–cloud related forcing depending
on the particular environmental conditions. Because many current
GCMs do not include the possibility of compensating effects that are
not mediated by the large-scale state, there are grounds for expecting
these models to overestimate the magnitude of ERFaci. Nevertheless it
is also possible that poorly understood and unrepresented interactions
could cause real ERFaci to differ in either direction from that predicted
by current models. Forcing estimates are discussed in Section 7.5.3.

7.4.6

Impact of Cosmic Rays on Aerosols and Clouds

Many studies have reported observations that link solar activity to particular aspects of the climate system (e.g., Bond et al., 2001; Dengel et
al., 2009; Eichler et al., 2009). Various mechanisms have been proposed
that could amplify relatively small variations in total solar irradiance,
such as changes in stratospheric and tropospheric circulation induced
by changes in the spectral solar irradiance or an effect of the flux of
cosmic rays on clouds. We focus in this subsection on the latter hypothesis while Box 10.2 discusses solar influences on the climate system
more generally.
Solar activity variations influence the strength and three-dimensional
structure of the heliosphere. High solar activity increases the deflection of low energy cosmic rays, which reduces the flux of cosmic rays
impinging upon the Earth’s atmosphere. It has been suggested that the
ionization caused by cosmic rays in the troposphere has an impact on
aerosols and clouds (e.g., Dickinson, 1975; Kirkby, 2007). This subsection assesses studies that either seek to establish a causal relationship
between cosmic rays and aerosols or clouds by examining empirical
correlations, or test one of the physical mechanisms that have been put
forward to account for such a relationship.

7.4.6.1 Observed Correlations Between Cosmic Rays and
Properties of Aerosols and Clouds
Correlation between the cosmic ray flux and cloud properties has been
examined for decadal variations induced by the 11-year solar cycle,
shorter variations associated with the quasi-periodic oscillation in solar
activity centred on 1.68 years, or sudden and large variations known as
Forbush decrease events. It should be noted that long-term variations
in cloud properties are difficult to detect (Section 2.5.6) while shortterm variations may be difficult to attribute to a particular cause. Moreover, the cosmic ray flux co-varies with other solar parameters such as
solar and UV irradiance. This makes any attribution of cloud changes to
the cosmic ray flux problematic (Laken et al., 2011).
Some studies have shown co-variation between the cosmic ray flux
and low-level cloud cover using global satellite data over periods of
typically 5 to 10 years (Marsh and Svensmark, 2000; Pallé Bagó and
Butler, 2000). Such correlations have not proved to be robust when
extending the time period under consideration (Agee et al., 2012),
and restricting the analysis to particular cloud types (Kernthaler et al.,
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1999) or locations (Udelhofen and Cess, 2001; Usoskin and Kovaltsov,
2008). The purported correlations have also been attributed to ENSO
variability (Farrar, 2000; Laken et al., 2012) and artefacts of the satellite data cannot be ruled out (Pallé, 2005). Statistically significant
(but weak) correlations between the diffuse fraction of surface solar
radiation and the cosmic ray flux have been found at some locations
in the UK over the 1951–2000 period (Harrison and Stephenson,
2006). Harrison (2008) also found a unique 1.68-year periodicity in
surface radiation for two different UK sites between 1978 and 1990,
potentially indicative of a cosmic ray effect of the same periodicity.
Svensmark et al. (2009) found large global reductions in the aerosol
Ångström exponent, liquid water path, and cloud cover after large
Forbush decreases, but these results were not corroborated by other
studies that found no statistically significant links between the cosmic
ray flux and clouds at the global scale (Čalogović et al., 2010; Laken
and Čalogović, 2011). Although some studies found statistically significant correlations between the cosmic ray flux and cloudiness at the
regional scale (Laken et al., 2010; Rohs et al., 2010), these correlations
were generally weak, cloud changes were small, and the results were
sensitive to how the Forbush events were selected and composited
(Kristjánsson et al., 2008; Laken et al., 2009).

7.4.6.2 Physical Mechanisms Linking Cosmic Rays to Cloudiness
The most widely studied mechanism proposed to explain the possible
influence of the cosmic ray flux on cloudiness is the ‘ion-aerosol clear
air’ mechanism, in which atmospheric ions produced by cosmic rays
facilitate aerosol nucleation and growth ultimately impacting CCN
concentrations and cloud properties (Carslaw et al., 2002; Usoskin and
Kovaltsov, 2008). The variability in atmospheric ionization rates due to
changes in cosmic ray flux can be considered relatively well quantified (Bazilevskaya et al., 2008), whereas resulting changes in aerosol
nucleation rates are very poorly known (Enghoff and Svensmark, 2008;
Kazil et al., 2008). Laboratory experiments indicate that ionization
induced by cosmic rays enhances nucleation rates under middle and
upper tropospheric conditions, but not necessarily so in the continental
boundary layer (Kirkby et al., 2011). Field measurements qualitatively support this view but cannot provide any firm conclusion due to
the scarcity and other limitations of free-troposphere measurements
(Arnold, 2006; Mirme et al., 2010), and due to difficulties in separating
nucleation induced by cosmic rays from other nucleation pathways in
the continental boundary layer (Hirsikko et al., 2011). Based on surface
aerosol measurements at one site, Kulmala et al. (2010) found no connection between the cosmic ray flux and new particle formation or any
other aerosol property over a solar cycle (1996–2008), although particles nucleated in the free troposphere are known to contribute to particle number and CCN concentrations in the boundary layer (Merikanto
et al., 2009). Our understanding of the ‘ion-aerosol clear air’ mechanism as a whole relies on a few model investigations that simulate
changes in cosmic ray flux over a solar cycle (Pierce and Adams, 2009b;
Snow-Kropla et al., 2011; Kazil et al., 2012) or during strong Forbush
decreases (Bondo et al., 2010; Snow-Kropla et al., 2011; Dunne et al.,
2012). Changes in CCN concentrations due to variations in the cosmic
ray flux appear too weak to cause a significant radiative effect because
the aerosol system is insensitive to a small change in the nucleation
rate in the presence of pre-existing aerosols (see also Section 7.3.2.2).
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A second pathway linking the cosmic ray flux to cloudiness has been
proposed through the global electric circuit. A small direct current is
able to flow vertically between the ionosphere and the Earth’s surface
over fair-weather regions because of cosmic-ray-induced atmospheric ionization. Charge can accumulate at the upper and lower cloud
boundaries as a result of the effective scavenging of ions by cloud
droplets (Tinsley, 2008). This creates conductivity gradients at the cloud
edges (Nicoll and Harrison, 2010), and may influence droplet–droplet
collisions (Khain et al., 2004), cloud droplet–particle collisions (Tinsley,
2008) and cloud droplet formation processes (Harrison and Ambaum,
2008). These microphysical effects may potentially influence cloud
properties both directly and indirectly. Although Harrison and Ambaum
(2010) observed a small reduction in downward longwave radiation
that they associated with variations in surface current density, supporting observations are extremely limited. Our current understanding
of the relationship between cloud properties and the global electric
circuit remains very low, and there is no evidence yet that associated
cloud processes could be of climatic significance.

7.4.6.3

Synthesis

Correlations between cosmic ray flux and observed aerosol or cloud
properties are weak and local at best, and do not prove to be robust
on the regional or global scale. Although there is some evidence that
ionization from cosmic rays may enhance aerosol nucleation in the
free troposphere, there is medium evidence and high agreement that
the cosmic ray-ionization mechanism is too weak to influence global
concentrations of CCN or droplets or their change over the last century
or during a solar cycle in any climatically significant way.

7.5

Radiative Forcing and Effective Radiative
Forcing by Anthropogenic Aerosols

7.5.1

Introduction and Summary of AR4

In this section, aerosol forcing estimates are synthesized and updated
from AR4. As depicted in Figure 7.3, RF refers to the radiative forcing
due to either aerosol–radiation interactions (ari), formerly known as
the direct aerosol forcing, or aerosol–cloud interactions (aci), formerly
known as the first indirect aerosol forcing or cloud albedo effect in
AR4. ERF refers to the effective radiative forcing and is typically estimated from experiments with fixed SSTs (see Sections 7.1.3 and 8.1).
It includes rapid adjustments, such as changes to the cloud lifetime,
cloud altitude, changes in lapse rate due to absorbing aerosols and
aerosol microphysical effects on mixed-phase, ice and convective
clouds.

7

Chapter 2 of AR4 (Forster et al., 2007) assessed RFari to be –0.5 ±
0.4 W m–2 and broke this down into components associated with several species. Land albedo changes associated with BC on snow were
assessed to be +0.1 ± 0.1 W m–2. The RFaci was assessed to be –0.70 W
m–2 with a –1.8 to –0.3 W m–2 uncertainty range. These uncertainty estimates were based on a combination of model results and observations
from remote sensing. The semi-direct effect and other aerosol indirect
effects were assessed in Chapter 7 of AR4 (Denman et al., 2007) to
contribute additional uncertainty. The combined total aerosol forcing
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was given as two distinct ranges: –2.3 to –0.2 W m–2 from models and
a –1.7 to –0.1 W m–2 range from inverse estimates.
As discussed in Section 7.4, it is inherently difficult to separate RFaci
from subsequent rapid cloud adjustments either in observations or
model calculations (e.g., George and Wood, 2010; Lohmann et al.,
2010; Mauger and Norris, 2010; Painemal and Zuidema, 2010). For this
reason estimates of RFaci are of limited interest and are not assessed in
this report. This chapter estimates RFari, ERFari, and ERFari+aci based
purely on a priori approaches, and calculates ERFaci as the residual
between ERFari+aci and ERFari assuming the two effects are additive.
Inverse studies that estimate ERFari+aci from the observed rate of
planetary energy uptake and estimates of climate feedbacks and other
RFs are discussed in Section 10.8.
For consistency with AR4 and Chapter 8 of this Report, all quoted
ranges represent a 5 to 95% uncertainty range unless otherwise stated,
and we evaluate the forcings between 1750 and approximately 2010.
The reference year of 1750 is chosen to represent pre-industrial times,
so changes since then broadly represent the anthropogenic effect on
climate, although for several aerosol species (such as biomass burning)
this does not quite equate to the anthropogenic effect as emissions
started to be influenced by humans before the Industrial Revolution.
Many studies estimate aerosol forcings between 1850 and the present
day and any conversion to a forcing between 1750 and the present day
increases the uncertainty (Bellouin et al., 2008). This section principally
discusses global forcing estimates and attributes them to aerosol species. Chapter 8 discusses regional forcings and additionally attributes
aerosol forcing to emission sources.

7.5.2

Estimates of Radiative Forcing and Effective
Radiative Forcing from Aerosol–Radiation
Interactions

Building on our understanding of aerosol processes and their radiative
effects (Section 7.3), this subsection assesses RFari and ERFari, but also
the forcings from absorbing aerosol (BC and dust) on snow and ice.

7.5.2.1 Radiative Forcing and Effective Radiative Forcing
from All Aerosols
Observations can give useful constraints to aspects of the global RFari
but cannot measure it directly (Section 7.3.4; Anderson et al., 2005;
Kahn, 2012). Remote sensing observations, in situ measurements of
fine-mode aerosol properties and a better knowledge of bulk aerosol
optical properties make the estimate of total RFari more robust than
the RF for individual species (see Forster et al., 2007). Estimates of
RFari are either taken from global aerosol models directly (Schulz et al.,
2009; Myhre et al., 2013) or based mostly on observations, but using
supplemental information from models (e.g., Myhre, 2009; Loeb and
Su, 2010; Su et al., 2013). A number of studies (Bellouin et al., 2008;
Zhao et al., 2008b, 2011; Myhre, 2009) have improved aspects of the
satellite-based RFari estimate over those quoted in AR4. Of these, only
Myhre (2009) make the necessary adjustments to the observations to
account for forcing in cloudy regions and pre-industrial concentrations
to estimate a RFari of –0.3 ± 0.2 W m–2.
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For observationally based estimates, a variety of factors are important
in constraining the radiative effect of aerosols (McComiskey et al.,
2008; Loeb and Su, 2010; Kahn, 2012). Particularly important are the
single scattering albedo (especially over land or above clouds) and the
AOD (see Section 7.3.4.1). Errors in remotely sensed, retrieved AOD
can be 0.05 or larger over land (Remer et al., 2005; Kahn et al., 2010;
Levy et al., 2010; Kahn, 2012). Loeb and Su (2010) found that the total
uncertainty in forcing was dominated by the uncertainty in single
scattering albedo, using single scattering albedo errors of ± 0.06 over
ocean and ± 0.03 over land from Dubovik et al. (2000), and assuming errors can be added in quadrature. These retrieval uncertainties
could lead to a 0.5 to 1.0 W m–2 uncertainty in RFari (Loeb and Su,
2010). However, model sensitivity studies and reanalyses can provide
additional constraints leading to a reduced error estimate. Ma et al.
(2012b) performed a sensitivity study in one model, finding a best
estimate of RFari of –0.41 W m–2 with an asymmetrical uncertainty
range of –0.61 to –0.08 W m–2, with BC particle size and mixing state
having the largest effect of the parameters investigated. In models,
assumptions about surface albedo, background cloud distribution
and radiative transfer contribute a relative standard deviation of 39%
(Stier et al., 2013). Bellouin et al. (2013) quantified uncertainties in
RFari using reanalysis data that combined MODIS satellite data over
oceans with the global coverage of their model. This approach broke
down the uncertainty in aerosol properties into a local and a regional
error to find a RFari standard deviation of 0.3 W m–2, not accounting
for uncertainty in the pre-industrial reference. When cloudy-sky and
pre-industrial corrections were applied an RFari best estimate of –0.4
W m–2 was suggested.
The overall forcing uncertainty in RFari consists of the uncertainty in
the distribution of aerosol amount, composition and radiative properties (Loeb and Su, 2010; Myhre et al., 2013), the uncertainty in radiative transfer (Randles et al., 2013) and the uncertainty owing to the
dependence of the forcing calculation on other uncertain parameters,
such as clouds or surface albedos (Stier et al., 2013). To derive a best
estimate and range for RFari we combine modelling and observationally based studies. The best estimate is taken as –0.35 W m–2. This is
the same as the AeroCom II model estimate, and also the average of
the Myhre (2009) observationally based estimate (–0.3 W m–2) and
the Bellouin et al. (2013) reanalysis estimate (–0.4 W m–2). Models
probably underestimate the positive RFari from BC and the negative
forcing from OA aerosol (see Section 7.5.2.2), and currently there is
no evidence that one of these opposing biases dominates over the
other. The 5 to 95% range of RFari adopted in this assessment employs
the Bellouin et al. (2013) uncertainty to account for retrieval error in
observational quantities when constrained by global models, giving an
uncertainty estimate of ±0.49 W m–2. This is at the low end of the
uncertainty analysis of Loeb and Su (2010). However, our uncertainty

is partly based on models, and to account for this aspect, it is combined in quadrature with a ±0.1 W m–2 uncertainty from non-aerosol
related parameters following Stier et al. (2013). This gives an assessed
RFari of –0.35 ± 0.5 W m–2. This is a larger range than that exhibited
by the AeroCom II models. It is also a smaller magnitude but slightly
larger range than in AR4, with a more positive upper bound. This more
positive upper bound can be justified by the sensitivity to BC aerosol
(Ma et al., 2012b and Section 7.5.2.3). Despite the larger range, there
is increased confidence in this assessment due to dedicated modelling
sensitivity studies, more robust observationally based estimates and
their better agreement with models.
ERFari adds the radiative effects from rapid adjustments onto RFari.
Studies have evaluated the rapid adjustments separately as a semi-direct effect (see Section 7.3.4.2) and/or the ERFari has been directly
evaluated. Rapid adjustments are caused principally by cloud changes.
There is high confidence that the local heating caused by absorbing
aerosols can alter clouds. However, there is low confidence in determining the sign and magnitude of the rapid adjustments at the global
scale as current models differ in their responses and are known to
inadequately represent some of the important relevant cloud processes
(see Section 7.3.4). Existing estimates of ERFari nevertheless rely on
such global models. Five GCMs were analysed for RFari and ERFari in
Lohmann et al. (2010). Their rapid adjustments ranged from –0.3 to
+0.1 W m–2. In a further study, Takemura and Uchida (2011) found
a rapid adjustment of +0.06 W m–2. The sensitivity analysis of Ghan
et al. (2012) found a –0.1 to +0.1 W m–2 range over model variants,
where an improved aging of the mixing state led to small negative
rapid adjustment of around –0.1 W m–2. Bond et al. (2013) assessed
scaled RF and efficacy estimates from seven earlier studies focusing on
2
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Bellouin et al. (2013)

1
RFari (W m-2)

A second phase of AeroCom model results gives an RFari estimate of
–0.35 W m–2, with a model range of about –0.60 to –0.13 W m–2, after
their forcings for 1850–2000 have been scaled by emissions to represent 1750–2010 changes (Myhre et al., 2013). Figure 7.17 shows the
zonal mean total RFari for AeroCom phase II models for 1850–2000.
Robust features are the maximum negative RF around 10°N to 50°N,
at latitudes of highest aerosol concentrations, and a positive RF at
higher latitudes due to the higher surface albedo there.
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Figure 7.17 | Annual zonal mean top of the atmosphere radiative forcing due to aerosol–radiation interactions (RFari, in W m–2) due to all anthropogenic aerosols from the
different AeroCom II models. No adjustment for missing species in certain models has
been applied. The multi-model mean and 5th to 95th percentile range from AeroCom
II models (Myhre et al., 2013) are shown with a black solid line and grey envelope. The
estimates from Bellouin et al. (2013) and Su et al. (2013) are shown with dotted and
dashed lines, respectively. The forcings are for the 1850 to 2000 period. See Supplementary Material for a figure with labelled individual AeroCom II model estimates.
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BC and found a range of rapid adjustments between –0.2 and –0.01
W m–2. There is a potential additional rapid adjustment term from the
effect of cloud drop inclusions (see Section 7.3.4.2). Based on Ghan et
al. (2012) and Jacobson (2012), Bond et al. (2013) estimate an additional ERFari term of +0.2 W m–2, with an uncertainty range of –0.1 to
+0.9 W m–2; however there is very low confidence in the sign or magnitude of this effect and we do not include it in our assessment. Overall a
best estimate for the rapid adjustment is taken to be –0.1 W m–2, with
a 5 to 95% uncertainty range of –0.3 to +0.1 W m–2. The best estimate
is based on Ghan et al. (2012) and the range on Lohmann et al. (2010).
The uncertainties are added in quadrature to the estimate of RFari and
rounded to give an overall assessment for ERFari of –0.45 ± 0.5 W m–2.

7.5.2.2 Radiative Forcing by Species
AeroCom II studies have calculated aerosol distributions using 1850
and 2000 simulations with the same meteorology to isolate RFari
for individual aerosol types (sulphate, BC fossil-fuel plus biofuel, OA
fossil-fuel and biofuel, biomass burning or BB, SOA, nitrate). Many of
these models account for internal mixing, so that partitioning RFari by
species is not straightforward, and different modelling groups adopt
different techniques (Myhre et al., 2013). Note also that due to internal
mixing of aerosol types the total RFari is not necessarily the sum of the
RFari from different types (Ocko et al., 2012). Unless otherwise noted
in the text below, the best estimate and 5 to 95% ranges for individual
types quoted in Figure 7.18 are solely based on the AeroCom II range
(Myhre et al., 2013) and the estimates have been scaled by emissions
to derive 1750–2010 RFari values. Note that although global numbers
are presented here, these RF estimates all exhibit large regional variations, and individual aerosol species can contribute significantly to
regional climate change despite rather small RF estimates (e.g., Wang
et al., 2010b).
For sulphate, AeroCom II models give a RF median and 5 to 95% uncertainty range of –0.31 (–0.58 to –0.11) W m–2 for the 1850–2000 period,
and –0.34 (–0.61 to –0.13) W m–2 for the 1750–2010 period. This estimate and uncertainty range are consistent with the AR4 estimate of
–0.4 ± 0.2 W m–2, which is retained as the best estimate for AR5.

7

RF from BC is evaluated in different ways in the literature. The BC RF
in this report is from fossil fuel and biofuel sources, while open burning sources are attributed separately to the biomass-burning aerosol,
which also includes other organic species (see Section 7.3.2). BC can
also affect clouds and surface albedo (see Sections 7.5.2.3 and Chapter
8). Here we only isolate the fossil fuel and biofuel RFari attributable
to BC over 1750–2010. Two comprehensive studies have quantified
the BC RFari and derive different central estimates and uncertainty
ranges. Myhre et al. (2013) quantify RF over 1850–2000 in the AeroCom II generation of models and scale these up using emissions to
derive an RF estimate over 1750–2010 of +0.23 (+0.06 to +0.48) W
m–2 for fossil fuel and biofuel emissions. Bond et al. (2013) employ an
observationally weighted scaling of an earlier generation of AeroCom
models, regionally scaling BC absorption to match absorption AOD as
retrieved at available AERONET sites. They derive a RF of +0.51 (+0.06
to +0.91) W m–2 for fossil fuel and biofuel sources. There are known
biases in BC RF estimates from aerosol models. BC concentrations are
underestimated near source regions, especially in Asia, but overesti616
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mated in remote regions and at altitude (Figure 7.15). Models also
probably underestimate the mass absorption cross-section probably
because enhanced absorption due to internal mixing is insufficiently
accounted for (see Section 7.3.3.2). Together these biases are expected
to cause the modelled BC RF to be underestimated. The Bond et al.
estimate accounted for these biases by scaling model results. However,
there are a number of methodological difficulties associated with the
absorption AOD retrieval from sunphotometer retrievals (see Section
7.3.3.2), the attribution of absorption AOD to BC, and the distribution
and representativeness of AERONET stations for constraining global
and relatively coarse-resolution models. Absorption by OA (see Section
7.3.3), which may amount to 20% of fine-mode aerosol absorption
(Chung et al., 2012), is included into the BC RF estimate in Bond et
al. but is now treated separately in most AeroCom II models, some of
which have a global absorption AOD close to the Bond et al. estimate.
We use our expert judgement here to adopt a BC RF estimate that is
halfway between the two estimates and has a wider uncertainty range
from combining distributions. This gives a BC RF estimate from fossil
fuel and biofuel of +0.4 (+0.05 to +0.8) W m–2.
The AeroCom II estimate of the SOA RFari is –0.03 (–0.27 to –0.02) W
m–2 and the primary OA from fossil fuel and biofuel estimate is –0.05
(–0.09 to –0.02) W m–2. An intercomparison of current chemistry–climate models found two models outside of this range for SOA RFari,
with one model exhibiting a significant positive forcing from land
use and cover changes influencing biogenic emissions (Shindell et al.,
2013). We therefore adjust the upper end of the range to account for
this, giving an SOA RFari estimate of –0.03 (–0.27 to +0.20) W m–2. Our
assessment also scales the AeroComII estimate of the primary OA from
fossil fuel and biofuel by 1.74 to –0.09 (–0.16 to –0.03) W m–2 to allow
for the underestimate of emissions identified in Bond et al. (2013). For
OA from natural burning, and for SOA, the natural radiative effects can
be an order of magnitude larger than the RF (see Sections 7.3.2 and
7.3.4, and O’Donnell et al., 2011) and they could thus contribute to
climate feedback (see Section 7.3.5).
The RFari from biomass burning includes both BC and OA species that
contribute RFari of opposite sign, giving a net RFari close to zero (Bond
et al., 2013; Myhre et al., 2013). The AeroCom II models give a 1750–
2010 RFari of 0.00 (–0.08 to +0.07) W m–2, and an estimate of +0.0
(–0.2 to +0.2) W m–2 is adopted in this assessment, doubling the model
uncertainty range to account for a probable underestimate of their
emissions (Bond et al., 2013). Combining information in Samset et al.
(2013) and Myhre et al. (2013) would give a BC RFari contribution from
biomass burning of slightly less than +0.1 W m–2 over 1850–2000 from
the models. However, this ignores a significant contribution expected
before 1850 and the probable underestimate in emissions. Our assessment therefore solely relies on Bond et al. (2013), giving an estimate
of +0.2 (+0.03 to +0.4) W m–2 for the 1750–2010 BC contribution to
the biomass burning RFari. This is a 50% larger forcing than the earlier
generation of AeroCom models found (Schulz et al., 2006). Note that
we also expect an OA RFari of the same magnitude with opposite sign.
The AeroCom II RF estimate for nitrate aerosol gives an RFari of –0.11
(–0.17 to –0.03) W m–2, but comprises a relatively large 1850 to 1750
correction term. In these models ammonium aerosol is included within
the sulphate and nitrate estimates. An intercomparison of current
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chemistry–climate models found an RF range of –0.41 to –0.03 W m–2
over 1850–2000. Some of the models with strong RF did not exhibit
obvious biases, whereas others did (Shindell et al., 2013). These sets of
estimates are in good agreement with earlier estimates (e.g., Adams et
al., 2001; Bauer et al., 2007; Myhre et al., 2009). Our assessment of the
RFari from nitrate aerosol is –0.11 (–0.3 to –0.03) W m–2. This is based
on AeroCom II with an increased lower bound.
Anthropogenic sources of mineral aerosols can result from changes in
land use and water use or climate change. Estimates of the RF from
anthropogenic mineral aerosols are highly uncertain, because natural
and anthropogenic sources of mineral aerosols are often located close
to each other (Mahowald et al., 2009; Ginoux et al., 2012b). Using
a compilation of observations of dust records over the 20th century
with model simulations, Mahowald et al. (2010) deduced a 1750–2000
change in mineral aerosol RFari including both natural and anthropogenic changes of –0.14 ± 0.11 W m–2. This is consistent within the AR4
estimate of –0.1 ± 0.2 W m–2 (Forster et al., 2007) which is retained
here. Note that part of the dust RF could be due to feedback processes
(see Section 7.3.5).
Overall the species breakdown of RFari is less certain than the total
RFari. Fossil fuel and biofuel emissions contribute to RFari via sulphate
aerosol –0.4 (–0.6 to –0.2) W m–2; black carbon aerosol +0.4 (+0.05 to
+0.8) W m–2; and primary and secondary organic aerosol –0.12 (–0.4
to +0.1) W m–2 (adding uncertainties in quadrature). Additional RFari
contributions are via biomass burning emissions, where black carbon
and organic aerosol changes offset each other to give an estimate of
+0.0 (–0.2 to +0.2) W m–2; nitrate aerosol –0.11 (–0.3 to –0.03) W
m–2; and a contribution from mineral dust of –0.1 (–0.3 to +0.1) W m–2
that may not be entirely anthropogenic in origin. The sum of the RFari
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Figure 7.18 | Annual mean top of the atmosphere radiative forcing due to aerosol–
radiation interactions (RFari, in W m–2) due to different anthropogenic aerosol types,
for the 1750–2010 period. Hatched whisker boxes show median (line), 5th to 95th
percentile ranges (box) and min/max values (whiskers) from AeroCom II models (Myhre
et al., 2013) corrected for the 1750–2010 period. Solid coloured boxes show the AR5
best estimates and 90% uncertainty ranges. BC FF is for black carbon from fossil fuel
and biofuel, POA FF is for primary organic aerosol from fossil fuel and biofuel, BB is for
biomass burning aerosols and SOA is for secondary organic aerosols.

from these species agrees with, but is slightly weaker than, the best
estimate of the better-constrained total RFari.

7.5.2.3 Absorbing Aerosol on Snow and Sea Ice
Forster et al. (2007) estimated the RF for surface albedo changes from
BC deposited on snow to be +0.10 ± 0.10 W m–2, with a low level of
understanding, based largely on studies from Hansen and Nazarenko
(2004) and Jacobson (2004). Since AR4, observations of BC in snow
have been conducted using several different measurement techniques
(e.g., McConnell et al., 2007; Forsström et al., 2009; Ming et al., 2009;
Xu et al., 2009; Doherty et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2011; Kaspari et
al., 2011), providing data with which to constrain models. Laboratory
measurements have confirmed the albedo reduction due to BC in snow
(Hadley and Kirchstetter, 2012). The albedo effects of non-BC constituents have also been investigated but not rigorously quantified. Remote
sensing can inform on snow impurity content in some highly polluted
regions. However, it cannot be used to infer global anthropogenic RF
because of numerous detection challenges (Warren, 2013).
Global modelling studies since AR4 have quantified present-day radiative effects from BC on snow of +0.01 to +0.08 W m–2 (Flanner et al.,
2007, 2009; Hansen et al., 2007; Koch et al., 2009a; Rypdal et al., 2009;
Skeie et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011c; Lee et al., 2013). These studies
apply different BC emission inventories and atmospheric aerosol representations, include forcing from different combinations of terrestrial
snow, sea ice, and snow on sea ice, and some include different rapid
adjustment effects such as snow grain size evolution and melt-induced
accumulation of impurities at the snow surface, observed on Tibetan
glaciers (Xu et al., 2012) and in Arctic snow (Doherty et al., 2013). The
forcing operates mostly on terrestrial snow and is largest during March
to May, when boreal snow and ice are exposed to strong insolation
(Flanner et al., 2007).
All climate modelling studies find that the Arctic warms in response
to snow and sea ice forcing. In addition, estimates of the change in
global mean surface temperature per unit forcing are 1.7 to 4.5 times
greater for snow and sea ice forcing than for CO2 forcing (Hansen and
Nazarenko, 2004; Hansen et al., 2005; Flanner et al., 2007; Flanner et
al., 2009; Bellouin and Boucher, 2010). The Koch et al. (2009a) estimate
is not included in this range owing to the lack of a clear signal in their
study. The greater response of global mean temperature occurs primarily because all of the forcing energy is deposited directly into the cryosphere, whose evolution drives a positive albedo feedback on climate.
Key sources of forcing uncertainty include BC concentrations in snow
and ice, BC mixing state and optical properties, snow and ice coverage
and patchiness, co-presence of other light-absorbing particles in the
snow pack, snow effective grain size and its influence on albedo perturbation, the masking of snow surfaces by clouds and vegetation and
the accumulation of BC at the top of snowpack caused by melting and
sublimation. Bond et al. (2013) derive a 1750–2010 snow and sea ice
RF estimate of +0.046 (+0.015 to +0.094) W m–2 for BC by (1) considering forcing ranges from all relevant global studies, (2) accounting for
biases caused by (a) modelled Arctic BC-in-snow concentrations using
measurements from Doherty et al. (2010), and (b) excluding mineral
dust, which reduces BC forcing by approximately 20%, (3) combining
in quadrature individual uncertainty terms from Flanner et al. (2007)
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plus that originating from the co-presence of dust, and (4) scaling the
present-day radiative contributions from BB, biofuel and fossil fuel BC
emissions according to their 1750–2010 changes. Note that this RF
estimate allows for some rapid adjustments in the snowpack but is not
a full ERF as it does not account for adjustments in the atmosphere.
For this RF, we adopt an estimate of +0.04 (+0.02 to +0.09) W m–2 and
note that the surface temperature change is roughly three (two to four)
times more responsive to this RF relative to CO2.

7.5.3

Estimate of Effective Radiative Forcing from
Combined Aerosol–Radiation and Aerosol–Cloud
Interactions

In addition to ERFari, there are changes due to aerosol–cloud interactions (ERFaci). Because of nonlinearities in forcings and rapid adjustments, the total effective forcing ERFari+aci does not necessarily equal
the sum of the ERFari and ERFaci calculated separately. Moreover a
strict separation is often difficult in either state of the art models or
observations. Therefore we first assess ERFari+aci and postpone our
assessment of ERFaci to Section 7.5.4. For similar reasons, we focus
primarily on ERF rather than RF.
ERFari+aci is defined as the change in the net radiation at the TOA from
pre-industrial to present day. Climate model estimates of ERFari+aci in
the literature differ for a number of reasons. (1) The reference years
for pre-industrial and present-day conditions vary between estimates.
Studies can use 1750, 1850, or 1890 for pre-industrial; early estimates
of ERFari+aci used present-day emissions for 1985, whereas most
newer estimates use emissions for the year 2000. (2) The processes
they include also differ: aerosol–cloud interactions in large-scale liquid
stratiform clouds are typically included, but studies can also include
aerosol–cloud interactions for mixed-phase, convective clouds and/or
cirrus clouds. (3) The way in which ERFari+aci is calculated can also
differ between models, with some earlier studies only reporting the
change in shortwave radiation. Changes in longwave radiation arise
from rapid adjustments, or from aerosol–cloud interactions involving
mixed-phase or ice clouds (e.g., Storelvmo et al., 2008b, 2010; Ghan et
al., 2012), and tend to partially offset changes in shortwave radiation.
In the estimates discussed below and those shown in Figure 7.19, we
refer to estimates of the change in net (shortwave plus longwave) TOA
radiation whenever possible, but report changes in shortwave radiation when changes in net radiation are not available. While this mostly
affects earlier studies, the subset of models that we concentrate on
all include both shortwave and longwave radiative effects. However,
for the sake of comparison, the satellite studies must be adjusted to
account for missing longwave contributions as explained below.

7

Early GCM estimates of ERFari+aci only included aerosol–cloud interactions in liquid phase stratiform clouds; some of these were already
considered in AR4. Grouping these early estimates with similar (liquid
phase only) estimates from publications since the AR4 yields a median
value of ERFari+aci of –1.5 W m–2 with a 5 to 95% range between –2.4
and –0.6 W m–2 (Figure 7.19). In those studies that attempt a more
complete representation of aerosol–cloud interactions, by including
aerosol–cloud interactions in mixed-phase and/or convective cloud,
the magnitude of the ERF tends to be somewhat smaller (see Figure
7.19). The physical explanation for the mixed-phase reduction in the
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magnitude of the ERF is that some aerosols also act as IN causing
supercooled clouds to glaciate and precipitate more readily. This reduction in cloud cover leads to less reflected shortwave radiation and a
less negative ERFari+aci. This effect can however be offset if the IN
become coated with soluble material, making them less effective at
nucleating ice, leading to less efficient precipitation production and
more reflected shortwave radiation (Hoose et al., 2008; Storelvmo
et al., 2008a). Models that have begun to incorporate aerosol–cloud
interactions in convective clouds also have a tendency to reduce the
magnitude of the ERF, but this effect is less systematic (Jacobson, 2003;
Lohmann, 2008; Suzuki et al., 2008) and reasons for differences among
the models in this category are less well understood.
For our expert judgment of ERFari+aci a subset of GCM studies, which
strived for a more complete and consistent treatment of aerosol–cloud
interactions (by incorporating either convective or mixed-phase processes) was identified and scrutinized. The ERFari+aci derived from these
models is somewhat less negative than in the full suite of models, and
ranges from –1.68 and –0.81 W m–2 with a median value of –1.38 W
m–2. Because in some cases a number of studies have been performed
with the same GCM, in what might be described as an evolving effort,
our assessment is further restricted to the best (usually most recent)
estimate by each modelling group (see black symbols in Figure 7.19 and
Table 7.4). This ensures that no single GCM is given a disproportionate
weight. Further, we consider only simulations not constrained by the
historical temperature rise, motivated by the desire to emphasize a process-based estimate. Although it may be argued that greater uncertainty is introduced by giving special weight to models that only incorporate
more comprehensive treatments of aerosol–cloud interactions, and for
processes that (as Section 7.4 emphasizes) are on the frontier of understanding, it should be remembered that aerosol–cloud interactions for
liquid-phase clouds remain very uncertain. Although the understanding
and treatment of aerosol–cloud interactions in convective or mixedphase clouds are also very uncertain, as discussed in Section 7.4.4, we
exercise our best judgment of their influence.
A less negative ERFari+aci (–0.93 to –0.45 W m–2 with a median of
–0.85 W m–2, Figure 7.19 and Table 7.4) is found in studies that use variability in the present day satellite record to infer aerosol–cloud interactions, or that constrain GCM parameterizations to optimize agreement with satellite observations. Because some groups have published
multiple estimates as better information became available, only their
latest study was incorporated into this assessment. Moreover, if a study
did not report ERFari+aci but only evaluated changes in ERFaci, their
individual estimate was combined with the average ERFari of –0.45 W
m–2 from Section 7.5.2. Likewise, those (all but one) studies that only
accounted for changes in shortwave radiation when computing ERFaci
were corrected by adding a constant factor of +0.2 W m–2, taken from
the lower range of the modeled longwave effects which varied from
+0.2 to +0.6 W m–2 in the assessed models. These procedures result in
the final estimates of ERFari+aci shown as black symbols in Figure 7.19
and in Table 7.4. This resulted in a median ERFari+aci of –0.85 W m–2
for satellite-based ERFari+aci estimates. Results of pure satellite-based
studies are sensitive to the spatial scale of measurements (Grandey
and Stier, 2010; McComiskey and Feingold, 2012; Section 7.4.2.2), as
well as to how pre-industrial conditions and variations between preindustrial and present-day conditions are inferred from the observed
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Figure 7.19 | (a) GCM studies and studies involving satellite estimates of RFari (red), ERFaci (green) and ERFari+aci (blue in grey-shaded box). Each symbol represents the best
estimate per model and paper (see Table 7.3 for references). The values for RFari are obtained from the CMIP5 models. ERFaci and ERFari+aci studies from GCMs on liquid phase
stratiform clouds are divided into those published prior to and included in AR4 (labelled AR4, triangles up), studies published after AR4 (labelled AR5, triangles down) and from the
CMIP5/ACCMIP models (filled circles). GCM estimates that include adjustments beyond aerosol–cloud interactions in liquid phase stratiform clouds are divided into those including aerosol–cloud interactions in mixed-phase clouds (stars) and those including aerosol–cloud interactions in convective clouds (diamonds). Studies that take satellite data into
account are labelled as ‘satellites’. Studies highlighted in black are considered for our expert judgement of ERFari+aci. (b) Whisker boxes from GCM studies and studies involving
satellite data of RFari, ERFaci and ERFari+aci. They are grouped into RFari from CMIP5/ACCMIP GCMs (labelled CMIP5 in red), ERFaci from GCMs (labelled AR4, AR5 in green), all
estimates of ERFari+aci shown in the upper panel (labelled ‘All’ in blue), ERFari+aci from GCMs highlighted in the upper panel (labelled ‘Highlighted GCMs’ in blue), ERFari+aci
from satellites highlighted in the upper panel (labelled ‘Highlighted Satellites’ in blue), and our expert judgement based on estimates of ERFari+aci from these GCM and satellite
studies (labelled ‘Expert Judgement’ in blue). Displayed are the averages (cross sign), median values (middle line), 17th and 83th percentiles (likely range shown as box boundaries)
and 5th and 95th percentiles (whiskers). References for the individual estimates are provided in Table 7.3. Table 7.4 includes the values of the GCM and satellite studies considered
for the expert judgement of ERFari+aci that are highlighted in black.
Table 7.3 | List of references for each category of estimates displayed in Figure 7.19.

Estimate

Acronym

References

Effective radiative forcing due to aerosol–cloud
interactions (ERFaci) published prior to and considered
in AR4

AR4

Lohmann and Feichter (1997); Rotstayn (1999); Lohmann et al., (2000); Ghan et al. (2001); Jones
et al. (2001); Rotstayn and Penner (2001); Williams et al. (2001); Kristjánsson (2002); Lohmann
(2002a); Menon et al. (2002); Peng and Lohmann (2003); Penner et al. (2003); Easter et al. (2004);
Kristjánsson et al. (2005); Ming et al. (2005); Rotstayn and Liu (2005); Takemura et al. (2005);
Johns et al. (2006); Penner et al. (2006); Quaas et al. (2006); Storelvmo et al. (2006)

ERFaci published since AR4

AR5

Menon and Del Genio (2007); Ming et al. (2007b); Kirkevåg et al. (2008); Seland et al. (2008); Storelvmo
et al. (2008a); Hoose et al. (2009); Quaas et al. (2009); Rotstayn and Liu (2009); Chen et al. (2010); Ghan
et al. (2011); Penner et al. (2011); Makkonen et al. (2012a); Takemura (2012); Kirkevåg et al. (2013)

Effective radiative forcing due to aerosol–radiation
and aerosol–cloud interactions (ERFari+aci) in liquid
phase stratiform clouds published prior to AR4

AR4

Lohmann and Feichter (2001); Quaas et al. (2004); Menon and Rotstayn (2006); Quaas et al. (2006)

ERFari+aci in liquid phase stratiform clouds
published since AR4

AR5

Lohmann et al. (2007); Rotstayn et al. (2007); Posselt and Lohmann (2008); Posselt and Lohmann
(2009); Quaas et al. (2009); Salzmann et al. (2010); Bauer and Menon (2012); Gettelman et al.
(2012); Ghan et al. (2012); Makkonen et al. (2012a); Takemura (2012); Kirkevåg et al. (2013)

ERFari+aci in liquid and mixed-phase stratiform clouds

ERFari+aci in stratiform and convective clouds
ERFari+aci including satellite observations

with mixedphase clouds
with convective
clouds
Satellites

Lohmann (2004); Jacobson (2006); Lohmann and Diehl (2006); Hoose et al. (2008); Storelvmo et al. (2008a);
Lohmann and Hoose (2009); Hoose et al. (2010b); Lohmann and Ferrachat (2010);
Salzmann et al. (2010); Storelvmo et al. (2010)
Menon and Rotstayn (2006); Menon and Del Genio (2007); Lohmann (2008);
Koch et al. (2009a); Unger et al. (2009); Wang et al. (2011b)
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Lohmann and Lesins (2002); Sekiguchi et al. (2003); Quaas et al. (2006); Lebsock et al. (2008);
Quaas et al. (2008); Quaas et al. (2009); Bellouin et al. (2013)
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Table 7.4 | List of ERFari+aci values (W m–2) considered for the expert judgement of ERFari+aci (black symbols in Figure 7.19). For the GCM studies only the best estimate per
modelling group is used. For satellite studies the estimates are corrected for the ERFari and for the longwave component of ERFari+aci when these are not included (see text).

Category

Best Estimate

Climate Model and/or Satellite Instrument

with mixed-phase clouds

–1.55

CAM Oslo

with mixed-phase clouds

–1.02

ECHAM

with mixed-phase clouds

–1.68

GFDL

with mixed-phase clouds

–0.81

CAM Oslo

with convective clouds

–1.50

ECHAM

with convective clouds

–1.38

GISS

Koch et al. (2009a)

with convective clouds

–1.05

PNNL-MMF

Wang et al. (2011b)

Satellite-based

–0.85

ECHAM + POLDER

Satellite-based

–0.93

AVHRR

Sekiguchi et al. (2003)

Satellite-based

–0.67

CERES / MODIS

Lebsock et al. (2008)

Satellite-based

–0.45

CERES / MODIS

Quaas et al. (2008)

Satellite-based

–0.95

Model mean + MODIS

Quaas et al. (2009)

Satellite-based

–0.85

MACC + MODIS

AVHRR = Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer.
CERES = Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System.
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In large-scale models for which cloud-scale circulations are not explicitly represented, it is difficult to capture all relevant cloud controlling
processes (Section 7.2.2). Because the response of clouds to aerosol
perturbations depends critically on the interplay of poorly understood
physical processes, global model-based estimates of aerosol–cloud
interactions remain uncertain (Section 7.4). Moreover, the connection
between the aerosol amount and cloud properties is too direct in the
large-scale modelling studies (as it relies heavily on the autoconversion
rate). Because of this, GCMs tend to overestimate the magnitude of the
aerosol effect on cloud properties (Section 7.4.5; see also discussion in
Section 7.5.4). This view has some support from studies that begin to
incorporate some cloud, or cloud-system scale responses to aerosol–
cloud interactions. For instance, in an attempt to circumvent some of
difficulties of parameterizing clouds, some groups (e.g., Wang et al.,
2011b) have begun developing modelling frameworks that can explicitly represent cloud-scale circulations, and hence the spatio-temporal
covariances of cloud-controlling processes. Another group (Khairoutdinov and Yang, 2013) has used the same cloud-resolving model in a
radiative convective equilibrium approach, and compared the relative
contribution of aerosol–cloud interactions to warming from the doubling of atmospheric CO2. In both studies a smaller (–1.1 and –0.8 W
m–2, respectively) ERFari+aci than for the average GCM was found.
Furthermore, the study best resolving the cloud-scale circulations
(Wang et al., 2011b) found little change in cloud amount in response to
620

Hoose et al. (2010b)
Lohmann and Ferrachat (2010)
Salzmann et al. (2010)
Storelvmo et al. (2008b; 2010)
Lohmann (2008)

MACC = Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and Climate.
MODIS = Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer.

variability in present-day aerosol and cloud properties (Quaas et al.,
2011; Penner et al., 2012). In addition, all (model- and satellite-based)
estimates of ERFari+aci are very sensitive to the assumed pre-industrial
or natural cloud droplet concentration (Hoose et al., 2009). The large
spatial scales of satellite measurements relative to in situ measurements generally suggest smaller responses in cloud droplet number
increases for a given aerosol increase (Section 7.4.2.2). Satellite studies,
however, show a strong effect of aerosol on cloud amount, which could
be a methodological artefact as GCMs associate clouds with humidity
and aerosol swelling (Quaas et al., 2010). There are thus possible biases
in both directions, so the sign and magnitude of any net bias is not clear.

Reference

Lohmann and Lesins (2002)

Bellouin et al. (2013)
POLDER = Polarization and Directionality of the Earth’s Reflectances.

changes in aerosol, consistent with other fine-scale modelling studies
discussed in Section 7.4.
Based on the above considerations, we assess ERFari+aci using expert
judgement to be –0.9 W m–2 with a 5 to 95% uncertainty range of
–1.9 to –0.1 W m–2 (medium confidence), and a likely range of –1.5 to
–0.4 W m–2. These ranges account for the GCM results by allowing for
an ERFari+aci somewhat stronger than what is estimated by the satellite studies with a longer tail in the direction of stronger effects, but
(for reasons given above) give less weight to the early GCM estimates
shown in Figure 7.19. The ERFari+aci can be much larger regionally
but the global value is consistent with several new lines of evidence
suggesting less negative estimates of aerosol–cloud interactions than
the corresponding estimate in Chapter 7 of AR4 of –1.2 W m–2. The
AR4 estimate was based mainly on GCM studies that did not take
secondary processes (such as aerosol effects on mixed-phase and/or
convective clouds) into account, did not benefit as much from the use
of the recent satellite record, and did not account for the effect of
rapid adjustments on the longwave radiative budget. This uncertainty
range is slightly smaller than the –2.3 to –0.2 W m–2 in AR4, with a
less negative upper bound due to the reasons outlined above. The best
estimate of ERFari+aci is not only consistent with the studies allowing
cloud-scale responses (Wang et al., 2011b; Khairoutdinov and Yang,
2013) but also is in line with the average ERFari+aci from the CMIP5/
ACCMIP models (about –1 W m–2, see Table 7.5), which as a whole
reproduce the observed warming of the 20th century (see Chapter 10).
Studies that infer ERFari+aci from the historical temperature rise are
discussed in Section 10.8.

7.5.4

Estimate of Effective Radiative Forcing from
Aerosol–Cloud Interactions Alone

ERFaci refers to changes in TOA radiation since pre-industrial times
due only to aerosol–cloud interactions, i.e., albedo effects augmented
by possible changes in cloud amount and lifetime. As stated in Section 7.5.1, we do not discuss RFaci by itself because it is an academic
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Table 7.5 | Estimates of aerosol 1850–2000 effective radiative forcing (ERF, in W m–2) in some of the CMIP5 and ACCMIP models. The ERFs are e stimated from fixed-sea-surface
temperature (SST) experiments using atmosphere-only version of the models listed. Different models include different aerosol effects. The CMIP5 and ACCMIP protocols differ, hence
differences in forcing estimates for one model.

Modelling Group
CCCma

Model Name

ERFari+aci from All Anthropogenic Aerosols

ERFari+aci from Sulphate Aerosols Only

CanESM2

–0.87

–0.90

CSIRO-Mk3-6-0b

–1.41

–1.10

GFDL

GFDL-AM3

–1.60 (–1.44a)

–1.62

GISS

GISS-E2-R

–1.10

–0.61

GISS

GISS-E2-R-TOMASb

–0.76a

IPSL

IPSL-CM5A-LR

–0.72

–0.71

FGOALS-s2c

–0.38

–0.34

CSIRO-QCCCE

LASG-IAP

b

a

MIROC

MIROC-CHEM

–1.24

MIROC

MIROC5

–1.28

–1.05

MOHC

HadGEM2-A

–1.22

–1.16
–0.48

MRI

b

a

MRI-CGM3

–1.10

NCAR

NCAR-CAM5.1b

–1.44a

NCC

NorESM1-M

–0.99

Ensemble mean

–1.08

Standard deviation

+0.32

Notes:
a
From ACCMIP (Shindell et al., 2013).
b
These models include the black carbon on snow effect.
c
This model does not include the ERF from aerosol–cloud interactions.

ACCMIP = Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project.
CMIP5 = Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5.

c onstruct. However, processes in GCMs that tend to affect RFaci such
as changes to the droplet size distribution breadth (e.g., Rotstayn
and Liu, 2005) will also affect ERFaci. Early studies evaluated just the
change in shortwave radiation or cloud radiative effect for ERFaci, but
lately the emphasis has changed to report changes in net TOA radiation for ERFaci. As discussed in Section 7.5.3, evaluating ERFaci from
changes in net TOA radiation is the only correct method, and therefore
this is used whenever possible also in this section. However some earlier estimates of ERFaci only reported changes in cloud radiative effect,
which we show in Figure 7.19 as the last resort. However, estimates
of changes in cloud radiative effect can differ quite substantially from
those in net radiation if rapid adjustments to aerosol–cloud interactions induce changes in clear-sky radiation.
Cloud amount and lifetime effects manifest themselves in GCMs via
their representation of autoconversion of cloud droplets to rain, a process that is inversely dependent on droplet concentration. Thus, ERFaci
and ERFari+aci have been found to be very sensitive to the autoconversion parameterization (Rotstayn, 2000; Golaz et al., 2011; Wang et al.,
2012). GCMs probably underestimate the extent to which precipitation
is formed via raindrop accretion of cloud droplets (Wood, 2005), a process that is insensitive to aerosol and droplet concentration. Indeed,
models that remedy this imbalance in precipitation formation between
autoconversion and accretion (Posselt and Lohmann, 2009; Wang et
al., 2012) exhibit weaker ERFaci in agreement with small-scale studies that typically do not show a systematic increase in cloud lifetime
because of entrainment and because smaller droplets also evaporate
more readily (Jiang et al., 2006; Bretherton et al., 2007). Bottom-up
estimates of ERFaci are shown in Figure 7.19. Their median estimate of
–1.4 W m–2 is more negative than our expert judgement of ERFari+aci
because of the limitations of these studies discussed above.

There is conflicting evidence for the importance of ERFaci associated
with cirrus, ranging from a statistically significant impact on cirrus coverage (Hendricks et al., 2005) to a very small effect (Liu et al., 2009).
Penner et al. (2009) obtained a rather large negative RFaci of anthropogenic ice-forming aerosol on upper tropospheric clouds of –0.67 to
–0.53 W m–2; however, they ignored potential compensating effects
on lower lying clouds. A new study based on two GCMs and different
ways to deduce ERFaci on cirrus clouds estimates ERFaci to be +0.27
± 0.1 W m–2 (Gettelman et al., 2012), thus rendering aerosol effects on
cirrus clouds smaller than previously estimated and of opposite sign.
One reason for having switched to providing an expert judgment estimate of ERFari+aci rather than of ERFaci is that the individual contributions are very difficult to disentangle. The individual components
can be isolated only if linearity of ERFari and ERFaci is assumed but
there is no a priori reason why the ERFs should be additive because
by definition they occur in a system that is constantly readjusting to
multiple nonlinear forcings. Nevertheless assuming additivity, ERFaci
could be obtained as the difference between ERFari+aci and ERFari.
This yields an ERFaci estimate of –0.45 W m–2, that is, much smaller
than the median ERFaci value of –1.4 W m–2 (see above and Figure
7.19). This discrepancy arises because the GCM estimates of ERFaci do
not consider secondary processes and because these studies are not
necessarily conducted with the same GCMs that estimate ERFari+aci.
This difference could also be a measure of the non-linearity of the ERFs.
A 90% uncertainty range of –1.2 to 0 W m–2 is adopted for ERFaci,
which accounts for the error covariance between ERFari and ERFaci
and the larger uncertainty on the lower bound. In summary, there is
much less confidence associated with the estimate of ERFaci than with
the estimate of ERFari+aci.
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 7.2 | How Do Aerosols Affect Climate and Climate Change?
Atmospheric aerosols are composed of small liquid or solid particles suspended in the atmosphere, other than larger
cloud and precipitation particles. They come from natural and anthropogenic sources, and can affect the climate in
multiple and complex ways through their interactions with radiation and clouds. Overall, models and observations
indicate that anthropogenic aerosols have exerted a cooling influence on the Earth since pre-industrial times, which
has masked some of the global mean warming from greenhouse gases that would have occurred in their absence.
The projected decrease in emissions of anthropogenic aerosols in the future, in response to air quality policies,
would eventually unmask this warming.
Atmospheric aerosols have a typical lifetime of one day to two weeks in the troposphere, and about one year in the
stratosphere. They vary greatly in size, chemical composition and shape. Some aerosols, such as dust and sea spray,
are mostly or entirely of natural origin, while other aerosols, such as sulphates and smoke, come from both natural
and anthropogenic sources.
Aerosols affect climate in many ways. First, they scatter and absorb sunlight, which modifies the Earth’s radiative
balance (see FAQ.7.2, Figure 1). Aerosol scattering generally makes the planet more reflective, and tends to cool
the climate, while aerosol absorption has the opposite effect, and tends to warm the climate system. The balance
between cooling and warming depends on aerosol properties and environmental conditions. Many observational
studies have quantified local radiative effects from anthropogenic and natural aerosols, but determining their
(continued on next page)

Aerosol-radiation interactions
Scattering aerosols

(a)
(a)

(b)

Cooling
Aerosols scatter solar radiation. Less solar radiation
reaches the surface, which leads to a localised cooling.

The atmospheric circulation and mixing processes spread
the cooling regionally and in the vertical.

Absorbing aerosols

(c)
(c)

(d)

Warming
Aerosols absorb solar radiation. This heats the aerosol
layer but the surface, which receives less solar radiation,
can cool locally.

At the larger scale there is a net warming of the surface and
atmosphere because the atmospheric circulation and
mixing processes redistribute the thermal energy.

FAQ 7.2, Figure 1 | Overview of interactions between aerosols and solar radiation and their impact on climate. The left panels show the instantaneous radiative effects
of aerosols, while the right panels show their overall impact after the climate system has responded to their radiative effects.
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FAQ 7.2 (continued)

global impact requires satellite data and models.
One of the remaining uncertainties comes from
black carbon, an absorbing aerosol that not
only is more difficult to measure than scattering
aerosols, but also induces a complicated cloud
response. Most studies agree, however, that
the overall radiative effect from anthropogenic
aerosols is to cool the planet.
Aerosols also serve as condensation and ice
nucleation sites, on which cloud droplets and ice
particles can form (see FAQ.7.2, Figure 2). When
influenced by more aerosol particles, clouds of
liquid water droplets tend to have more, but
smaller droplets, which causes these clouds to
reflect more solar radiation. There are however
many other pathways for aerosol–cloud interactions, particularly in ice—or mixed liquid and
ice—clouds, where phase changes between
liquid and ice water are sensitive to aerosol concentrations and properties. The initial view that
an increase in aerosol concentration will also
increase the amount of low clouds has been
challenged because a number of counteracting
processes come into play. Quantifying the overall
impact of aerosols on cloud amounts and properties is understandably difficult. Available studies,
based on climate models and satellite observations, generally indicate that the net effect of
anthropogenic aerosols on clouds is to cool the
climate system.
Because aerosols are distributed unevenly in the
atmosphere, they can heat and cool the climate
system in patterns that can drive changes in the
weather. These effects are complex, and hard to
simulate with current models, but several studies suggest significant effects on precipitation in
certain regions.

Aerosol-cloud interactions
(a)

Aerosols serve as cloud condensation nuclei upon which
liquid droplets can form.

(b)

More aerosols result in a larger concentration of smaller
droplets, leading to a brighter cloud. However there are
many other possible aerosol–cloud–precipitation
processes which may amplify or dampen this effect.

FAQ 7.2, Figure 2 | Overview of aerosol–cloud interactions and their impact
Because of their short lifetime, the abundance of
on climate. Panels (a) and (b) represent a clean and a polluted low-level cloud,
aerosols—and their climate effects—have varied
respectively.
over time, in rough concert with anthropogenic
emissions of aerosols and their precursors in the gas phase such as sulphur dioxide (SO2) and some volatile organic
compounds. Because anthropogenic aerosol emissions have increased substantially over the industrial period, this
has counteracted some of the warming that would otherwise have occurred from increased concentrations of well
mixed greenhouse gases. Aerosols from large volcanic eruptions that enter the stratosphere, such as those of El
Chichón and Pinatubo, have also caused cooling periods that typically last a year or two.

Over the last two decades, anthropogenic aerosol emissions have decreased in some developed countries, but
increased in many developing countries. The impact of aerosols on the global mean surface temperature over this
particular period is therefore thought to be small. It is projected, however, that emissions of anthropogenic aerosols will ultimately decrease in response to air quality policies, which would suppress their cooling influence on the
Earth’s surface, thus leading to increased warming.
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7.6

Processes Underlying Precipitation
Changes

7.6.1

Introduction

In this section we outline some of the main processes thought to control the climatological distribution of precipitation and precipitation
extremes. Emphasis is placed on large-scale constraints that relate
to processes, such as changes in the water vapour mixing ratio that
accompany warming, or changes in atmospheric heating rates that
accompany changing GHG and aerosol concentrations, which are discussed earlier in this chapter. The fidelity with which large-scale models
represent different aspects of precipitation, ranging from the diurnal
cycle to extremes, is discussed in Section 9.4.1. Building on, and adding
to, concepts developed here, Section 11.3.2 presents near term projections of changes in regional precipitation features. Projections of
changes on longer time scales, again with more emphasis on regionally
specific features and the coupling to the land surface, are presented
in Section 12.4.5. The effect of processes discussed in this section on
specific precipitation systems, such as the monsoon, the intertropical
convergence zones, or tropical cyclones are presented in Chapter 14.
Precipitation is sustained by the availability of moisture and energy.
In a globally averaged sense the oceans provide an unlimited supply
of moisture, so that precipitation formation is energetically limited
(Mitchell et al., 1987). Locally precipitation can be greatly modified by
limitations in the availability of moisture (for instance over land) and
the effect of circulation systems, although these too are subject to local
energetic constraints (Neelin and Held, 1987; Raymond et al., 2009).
There are many ways to satisfy these constraints, and climate models
still exhibit substantial biases in their representation of the spatio-temporal distribution of precipitation (Stephens et al., 2010; Liepert and
Previdi, 2012; Section 9.5). Nonetheless, through careful analysis, it is
possible to identify robust features in the simulated response of precipitation to changes in precipitation drivers. In almost every case these
can be related to well understood processes, as described below.

7.6.2

7

The Effects of Global Warming on Large-Scale
Precipitation Trends

The atmospheric water vapour mixing ratio is expected to increase with
temperature roughly following the saturation value (e.g., with increases in surface values ranging from 6 to 10% °C–1 and larger increases
aloft, see Section 7.2.4.1). Increases in global mean precipitation are,
however, constrained by changes in the net radiative cooling rate of
the troposphere. GCMs, whose detailed treatment of radiative transfer provides a basis for calculating these energetic limitations, suggest that for the CO2 forcing, globally-averaged precipitation increases
with global mean surface temperature at about 1 to 3% °C–1 (Mitchell et al., 1987; Held and Soden, 2006; Richter and Xie, 2008). Precipitation changes evince considerable regional variability about the
globally averaged value; generally speaking precipitation is expected
to increase in the wettest latitudes, whereas dry latitudes may even
see a precipitation decrease (Mitchell et al., 1987; Allen and Ingram,
2002; Held and Soden, 2006). On smaller scales, or near precipitation
margins, the response is less clear due to model-specific, and less well
understood, regional circulation shifts (Neelin et al., 2006), but there
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is some evidence that the sub-tropical dry zones are expanding (Section 7.2.5.2 and Section 2.7.5), both as a result of the tropical convergence zones narrowing (Neelin et al., 2006; Chou et al., 2009), and the
storm tracks moving poleward (Allen et al., 2012) and strengthening
(O’Gorman and Schneider, 2008).
The ‘wet-get-wetter’ and ‘dry-get-drier’ response that is evident at
large scales over oceans can be understood as a simple consequence
of a change in the water vapour content carried by circulations, which
otherwise are little changed (Mitchell et al., 1987; Held and Soden,
2006). Wet regions are wet because they import moisture from dry
regions, increasingly so with warmer temperatures. These ideas have
withstood additional analysis and scrutiny since AR4 (Chou et al.,
2009; Seager et al., 2010; Muller and O’Gorman, 2011), are evident
in 20th century precipitation trends (Allan and Soden, 2007; Zhang et
al., 2007b; see Section 2.5.1) and are assessed on different time scales
in Chapters 11 and 12. Because the wet-get-wetter argument implies
that precipitation changes associated with warming correlate with the
present-day pattern of precipitation, biases in the simulation of present-day precipitation will lead to biases in the projections of future
precipitation change (Bony et al., 2013).
The wet-get-wetter and dry-get-drier response pattern is mitigated,
particularly in the dry regions, by the anticipated slowdown of the
atmospheric circulation (as also discussed in Section 7.2.5.3), as well
as by gains from local surface evaporation. The slowdown within the
descent regions can be partly understood as a consequence of the
change in the dry static stability of the atmosphere with warming. And
although this line of argument is most effective for explaining changes
over the ocean (Chou et al., 2009; Bony et al., 2013), it can also be
used to understand the GCM land responses to some extent (Muller
and O’Gorman, 2011).
The non-uniform nature of surface warming induces regional circulation shifts that affect precipitation trends. In the tropics SSTs warm
more where winds are weak and thus are less effective in damping
surface temperature anomalies, and precipitation systematically shifts
to regions that warm more (Xie et al., 2010). The greater warming over
land, and its regional variations, also affect the regional distributions
of precipitation (Joshi et al., 2008). However, low understanding of soil
moisture–precipitation feedbacks complicates interpretations of local
responses to warming over land (Hohenegger et al., 2009), so that the
effect of warming on precipitation at the scale of individual catchments is not well understood. Some broad-scale responses, particularly
over the ocean, are more robust and relatively well understood.

7.6.3

Radiative Forcing of the Hydrological Cycle

In the absence of a compensating temperature change, an increase in
well-mixed GHG concentrations tends to reduce the net radiative cooling of the troposphere. This reduces the rainfall rate and the strength
of the overturning circulation (Andrews et al., 2009; Bony et al., 2013),
such that the increase in global mean precipitation would be 1.5 to
3.5% °C–1 due to temperature alone but is reduced by about 0.5% °C–1
due to the effect of CO2 (Lambert and Webb, 2008). The dynamic effects
are similar to those that result from the effect of atmospheric warming
on the lapse rate, which also reduces the strength of the atmospheric
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overturning circulation (e.g., Section 7.6.2), and are robustly evident
over a wide range of models and model configurations (Bony et al.,
2013; see also Figure 7.20). These circulation changes influence the
regional response, and are more pronounced over the ocean, because
asymmetries in the land-sea response to changing concentrations of
GHGs (Joshi et al., 2008) amplify the maritime and dampen or even
reverse the terrestrial signal (Wyant et al., 2012; Bony et al., 2013).
The dependence of the intensity of the hydrological cycle on the tropospheric cooling rate helps to explain why perturbations having
the same RF do not produce the same precipitation responses. Apart
from the relatively small increase in absorption by atmospheric water
vapour, increased solar forcing does not directly affect the net tropospheric cooling rate. As a result the hydrological cycle mostly feels the
subsequent warming through its influence on the rate of tropospheric
cooling (Takahashi, 2009). This is why modeling studies suggest that
solar radiation management (geoengineering) methods that maintain
a constant surface temperature will lead to a reduction in globally
averaged precipitation as well as different regional distributions of
precipitation (Schmidt et al., 2012b; Section 7.7.3).

Change in overturning strength (%)

Changes in cloud radiative effects, and aerosol RF can also be effective in changing the net radiative heating rate within the troposphere
(Lambert and Webb, 2008; Pendergrass and Hartmann, 2012). Most

Abrupt 4xCO2 in CMIP5 Coupled Model
RCP 8.5 scenario at 4xCO2
4xCO2 in AGCMs (fixed SST)
4xCO2 in aqua-planet AGCMs (fixed SST)
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Figure 7.20 | Illustration of the response of the large-scale atmospheric overturning
to warming (adapted from Bony et al., 2013). The overturning intensity is shown on the
y-axis and is measured by the difference between the mean motion in upward moving
air and the mean motion in downward moving air. The warming is shown on the x-axis
and is measured by the change in surface temperature averaged over the Tropics, ΔTs,
after an abrupt quadrupling of atmospheric CO2. The grey region delineates responses
for which ΔTs is zero by definition. Nearly one half of the final reduction in the intensity
of the overturning is evident before any warming is felt, and can be associated with
a rapid adjustment of the hydrological cycle to changes in the atmospheric cooling
rate accompanying a change in CO2. With warming the circulation intensity is further
reduced. The rapid adjustment, as measured by the change in circulation intensity for
zero warming, is different over land and ocean. Over land the increase in CO2 initially
causes an intensification of the circulation. The result is robust in the sense that it is
apparent in all of the 15 CMIP5 models analysed, irrespective of the details of their
configuration.

prominently, absorption of solar radiation by atmospheric aerosols
is understood to reduce the globally averaged precipitation. But this
effect may be offset by the tendency of absorbing aerosols to reduce
the planetary albedo, thereby raising surface temperature, leading to
more precipitation (Andrews et al., 2009). Heterogeneously distributed
precipitation drivers such as clouds, aerosols and tropospheric ozone
will also induce circulations that may amplify or dampen their local
impact on the hydrological cycle (Ming et al., 2010; Allen et al., 2012;
Shindell et al., 2012). Such regional effects are discussed further in
Chapter 14 for the case of aerosols.

7.6.4

Effects of Aerosol–Cloud Interactions on
Precipitation

Aerosol–cloud interactions directly influence the cloud microphysical
structure, and only indirectly (if at all) the net atmospheric heating
rate, and for this reason have mostly been explored in terms of their
effect on the character and spatio-temporal distribution of precipitation, rather than on the globally-averaged amount of precipitation.
The sensitivity of simulated clouds to their microphysical development
(e.g., Fovell et al., 2009; Parodi and Emanuel, 2009) suggests that they
may be susceptible to the availability of CCN and IN. For instance, an
increase in CCN favours smaller cloud droplets, which delays the onset
of precipitation and the formation of ice particles in convective clouds
(Rosenfeld and Woodley, 2001; Khain et al., 2005). It has been hypothesized that such changes may affect the vertical distribution and total
amount of latent heating in ways that would intensify or invigorate
convective storms, as measured by the strength and vertical extent
of the convective updraughts (Andreae et al., 2004; Rosenfeld et al.,
2008; Rosenfeld and Bell, 2011; Tao et al., 2012). Support for the idea
that the availability of CCN influences the vigour of convective systems
can be found in some modelling studies, but the strength, and even
sign, of such an effect has been shown to be contingent on a variety
of environmental factors (Seifert and Beheng, 2006; Fan et al., 2009;
Khain, 2009; Seifert et al., 2012) as well as on modelling assumptions
(Ekman et al., 2011).
Observational studies, based on large data sets that sample many
convective systems, report systematic correlations between aerosol
amount and cloud-top temperatures (Devasthale et al., 2005; Koren
et al., 2010a; Li et al., 2011). Weekly cycles in cloud properties and
precipitation, wherein convective intensity, cloud cover or precipitation increases during that part of the week when aerosol concentrations are largest, have also been reported (Bäumer and Vogel, 2007;
Bell et al., 2008; Rosenfeld and Bell, 2011). Both types of studies have
been interpreted in terms of an aerosol influence on convective cloud
systems. However, whether or not these findings demonstrate that a
greater availability of CCN systematically invigorates, or otherwise
affects, convection remains controversial. Many of the weekly cycle
studies are disputed on statistical or other methodological grounds
(Barmet et al., 2009; Stjern, 2011; Tuttle and Carbone, 2011; SanchezLorenzo et al., 2012; Yuter et al., 2013). Even in cases where relationships between aerosol amount and some measure of convective intensity appear to be unambiguous, the interpretation that this reflects an
aerosol effect on the convection is less clear, as both aerosol properties
and convection are strongly influenced by meteorological factors that
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Because precipitation development in clouds is a time-dependent
process, which proceeds at rates that are partly determined by the
cloud microphysical structure (Seifert and Zängl, 2010), aerosol–cloud
interactions may lead to shifts in topographic precipitation to the leeward side of mountains when precipitation is suppressed, or to the
windward side in cases when it is more readily initiated. Orographic
clouds show a reduction in the annual precipitation over topographical
barriers downwind of major urban areas in some studies (Givati and
Rosenfeld, 2004; Jirak and Cotton, 2006) but not in others (Halfon et
al., 2009). Even in cases where effects are reported, the results have
proven sensitive to how the data are analysed (Alpert et al., 2008;
Levin and Cotton, 2009).
In summary, it is unclear whether changes in aerosol–cloud interactions arising from changes in the availability of CCN or IN can affect,
and possibly intensify, the evolution of individual precipitating cloud
systems. Some observational and modelling studies suggest such an
effect, but are undermined by alternative interpretations of the observational evidence, and a lack of robustness in the modelling studies.
The evidence for systematic effects over larger areas and long time
periods is, if anything, more limited and ambiguous.

7.6.5

The Physical Basis for Changes in Precipitation
Extremes

The physical basis for aerosol microphysical effects on convective
intensity was discussed in the previous section. Here we briefly discuss process understanding of the effect of warming on precipitation
extremes; observed trends supporting these conclusions are presented
in Section 2.6.2.

7

Precipitation within individual storms is expected to increase with the
available moisture content in the atmosphere or near the surface rather
than with the global precipitation (Allen and Ingram, 2002; Held and
Soden, 2006), which leads to a 6 to 10% °C–1 increase, but with longer
intervals between storms (O’Gorman and Schneider, 2009). Because
GCMs are generally poor at simulating precipitation extremes (Stephens et al., 2010) and predicted changes in a warmer climate vary
(Kharin et al., 2007; Sugiyama et al., 2010), they are not usually thought
of as a source of reliable information regarding extremes. However, a recent study (O’Gorman, 2012) shows that GCM predictions of
extremes can be constrained by observable relationships in the present day climate, and upon doing so become broadly consistent with
the idea that extreme precipitation increases by 6 to 10% per °C of
warming. Central estimates of sensitivity of extreme (99.9th percentile)
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are not well controlled for (e.g., Boucher and Quaas, 2013). Studies
that have used CRMs to consider the net effect of aerosol–cloud interactions integrated over many storms, or in more of a climate context
wherein convective heating must balance radiative cooling within the
atmosphere, also do not support a strong and systematic invigoration
effect resulting from very large (many fold) changes in the ambient
aerosol (Morrison and Grabowski, 2011; van den Heever et al., 2011;
Seifert et al., 2012; Khairoutdinov and Yang, 2013). Locally in space or
time, however, radiative processes are less constraining, leaving open
the possibility of stronger effects from localized or transient aerosol
perturbations.
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Figure 7.21 | Estimate (5 to 95% range) of the increase in precipitation amount per
degree Celsius of global mean surface temperature change. At left (blue) are climate
model predictions of changes in time-averaged global precipitation; at centre and right
(orange) are predictions or estimates of the typical or average increase in local 99.9th
percentile extremes, over 24 hours (centre) and over one hour or less (right). Data
are adapted from (A) GCM studies (Allen and Ingram, 2002; and Lambert and Webb,
2008, for time average; O’Gorman and Schneider, 2009 for extremes), (B) long-term
trends at many sites globally (Westra et al., 2013), (C) GCMs constrained by presentday observations of extremes (O’Gorman, 2012), (D, E) cloud-resolving model (CRM)
and large-eddy simulation (LES) studies of radiative convective equilibrium (Muller et
al., 2011; Romps, 2011).

daily rainfall to global temperature from this study were 10% °C–1 in
the tropics (O’Gorman, 2012), compared to 5% °C–1 predicted by the
models in the extratropics, where they may be more reliable (O’Gorman
and Schneider, 2009). How precipitation extremes depend on temperature has also been explored using cloud resolving simulations (but
only for tropical conditions) which produce similar increases in extreme
instantaneous rain rate (Romps, 2011) and daily or hourly rain totals
(Muller et al., 2011) within storms (Figure 7.21). Because these latter
studies are confined to small domains, they may exclude important
synoptic or larger-scale dynamical changes such as increases in flow
convergence (Chou et al., 2009; Sugiyama et al., 2010).
By taking advantage of natural variability in the present day climate,
a number of studies have correlated observed rainfall extremes with
local temperature variations. In the extratropics, these studies document sensitivities of extreme precipitation to temperature much higher
than those reported above (Lenderink and Van Meijgaard, 2008), but
sensitivities vary with temperature (Lenderink et al., 2011), are often
negative in the tropics (Hardwick Jones et al., 2010) and usually
strengthen at the shortest (e.g., hourly or less) time scales (e.g., Haerter
et al., 2010; Hardwick Jones et al., 2010). However, local temperature
changes may not be a good proxy for global warming because they
tend to co-vary with other meteorological factors (such as humidity,
atmospheric stability, or wind direction) in ways that are uncharacteristic of changes in the mean temperature (see Section 7.2.5.7),
and these other meteorological factors may dominate the observed
signal (e.g., Haerter and Berg, 2009). Thus, the idea that precipitation
extremes depend much more strongly on temperature than the 5 to
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10% increase per degree Celsius attributable to water vapour changes,
remains controversial.
Following the AR4, studies have also continued to show that extremes
in precipitation are associated with the coincidence of particular
weather patterns (e.g., Lavers et al., 2011). We currently lack an adequate understanding of what controls the return time and persistence
of such rare events.
From the aforementioned model and observational evidence, there is
high confidence that the intensity of extreme precipitation events will
increase with warming, at a rate well exceeding that of the mean precipitation. There is medium confidence that the increase is roughly 5 to
10% °C–1 warming but may vary with time scale, location and season.

7.7

Solar Radiation Management and
Related Methods

7.7.1

Introduction

Geoengineering—also called climate engineering—is defined as a
broad set of methods and technologies that aim to deliberately alter
the climate system in order to alleviate impacts of climate change
(Keith, 2000; Izrael et al., 2009; Royal Society, 2009; IPCC, 2011). Two
main classes of geoengineering are often considered. Solar Radiation
Management (SRM) proposes to counter the warming associated with
increasing GHG concentrations by reducing the amount of sunlight
absorbed at the surface. A related method seeks to alter high-altitude
cirrus clouds to reduce their greenhouse effect. Another class of geoengineering called Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) is discussed in Section
6.5. This section assesses how the climate system might respond to
some proposed SRM methods and related methods thought to have
the potential to influence the global energy budget by at least a few
tenths of a W m–2 but it does not assess technological or economical feasibility, or consider methods targeting specific climate impacts
(MacCracken, 2009). Geoengineering is quite a new field of research,
and there are relatively few studies focussed on it. Assessment of SRM
is limited by (1) gaps in understanding of some important processes;
(2) a relative scarcity of studies; and (3) a scarcity of studies using
similar experimental design. This section discusses some aspects of
SRM potential to mitigate global warming, outlines robust conclusions
where they are apparent, and evaluates uncertainties and potential
side effects. Additional impacts of SRM are assessed in Section 19.5.4
of the WGII report, while some of the socio-economic issues are
assessed in Chapters 3, 6 and 13 of the WGIII report.

7.7.2

Assessment of Proposed Solar Radiation
Management Methods

A number of studies have suggested reducing the amount of sunlight
reaching the Earth by placing solid or refractive disks, or dust particles,
in outer space (Early, 1989; Mautner, 1991; Angel, 2006; Bewick et al.,
2012). Although we do not assess the feasibility of these methods, they
provide an easily described mechanism for reducing sunlight reaching the planet, and motivate the idealized studies discussed in Section
7.7.3.
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7.7.2.1 Stratospheric Aerosols
Some SRM methods propose increasing the amount of stratospheric aerosol to produce a cooling effect like that observed after strong
explosive volcanic eruptions (Budyko, 1974; Crutzen, 2006). Recent
studies have used numerical simulations and/or natural analogues to
explore the possibility of forming sulphuric acid aerosols by injecting
sulphur-containing gases into the stratosphere (Rasch et al., 2008b).
Because aerosols eventually sediment out of the stratosphere (within
roughly a year or less), these methods require replenishment to maintain a given level of RF. Research has also begun to explore the efficacy
of other types of aerosol particles (Crutzen, 2006; Keith, 2010; Ferraro
et al., 2011; Kravitz et al., 2012) but the literature is much more limited
and not assessed here.
The RF depends on the choice of chemical species (gaseous sulphur
dioxide (SO2), sulphuric acid (H2SO4) or sprayed aerosols), location(s),
rate and frequency of injection. The injection strategy affects particle
size (Rasch et al., 2008a; Heckendorn et al., 2009; Pierce et al., 2010;
English et al., 2012), with larger particles producing less RF (per unit
mass) and more rapid sedimentation than smaller particles, affecting
the efficacy of the method. The aerosol size distribution is controlled
by an evolving balance between new particle formation, condensation
of vapour on pre-existing particles, evaporation of particles, coagulation and sedimentation. Models that more fully account for aerosol
processes (Heckendorn et al., 2009; Pierce et al., 2010; English et al.,
2012) found smaller aerosol burdens, larger particles and weaker RF
than earlier studies that prescribed the particle size over the particle
lifetime. Current modeling studies indicate that injection of sulphate
aerosol precursors of at least 10 Mt S (approximately the amount of
sulphur injected by the Mount Pinatubo eruption) would be needed
annually to maintain a RF of –4 W m–2, roughly equal but opposite to
that associated with a doubling of atmospheric CO2 (Heckendorn et al.,
2009; Pierce et al., 2010; Niemeier et al., 2011). Stratospheric aerosols
may affect high clouds in the tropopause region, and one study (Kuebbeler et al., 2012) suggests significant negative forcing would result,
but this is uncertain given limited understanding of ice nucleation in
high clouds (Section 7.4.4.4).
Along with its potential to mitigate some aspects of global warming,
the potential side effects of SRM must also be considered. Tilmes et al.
(2008; 2009) estimated that stratospheric aerosols SRM might increase
chemical ozone loss at high latitudes and delay recovery of the Antarctic ozone hole (expected at the end of this century) by 30 to 70 years,
with changes in column ozone of –3 to –10% in polar latitudes and
+3 to +5% in the tropics. A high latitude ozone loss is expected to
increase UV radiation reaching the surface there, although the effect
would be partially compensated by the increase in attenuation by the
aerosol itself (Vogelmann et al., 1992; Tilmes et al., 2012). A decrease
in direct radiation and increase in diffuse radiation reaching the Earth’s
surface would occur and would be expected to increase photosynthesis
in terrestrial ecosystems (Mercado et al., 2009; see Section 6.5.4) and
decrease the efficiency of some solar energy technologies (see WGII
AR5, Section 19.5.4). Models indicate that stratospheric aerosol SRM
would not pose a surface acidification threat with maximum acid deposition rates estimated to be at least 500 times less than the threshold
of concern for the most sensitive land ecosystems (Kuylenstierna et al.,
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2001; Kravitz et al., 2009); contributions to ocean acidification are also
estimated to represent a very small fraction of that induced by anthropogenic CO2 emissions (Kravitz et al., 2009). There are other known
side effects that remain unquantified, and limited understanding (and
limited study) make additional impacts difficult to anticipate.

7.7.2.2 Cloud Brightening
Boundary layer clouds act to cool the planet, and relatively small
changes in albedo or areal extent of low cloud can have profound
effects on the Earth’s radiation budget (Section 7.2.1). Theoretical,
modelling and observational studies show that the albedo of these
types of cloud systems are susceptible to changes in their droplet concentrations, but the detection and quantification of RF attributable to
such effects is difficult to separate from meteorological variability (Section 7.4.3.2). Nonetheless, by systematically introducing CCN into the
marine boundary layer, it should be possible to locally increase boundary layer cloud albedo as discussed in Section 7.4.2. These ideas underpin the method of cloud brightening, for instance through the direct
injection (seeding) of sea-spray particles into cloud-forming air masses
(Latham, 1990). An indirect cloud brightening mechanism through
enhanced DMS production has also been proposed (Wingenter et al.,
2007) but the efficacy of the DMS mechanism is disputed (Vogt et al.,
2008; Woodhouse et al., 2008).
The seeding of cloud layers with a propensity to precipitate may
change cloud structure (e.g., from open to closed cells) and/or increase
liquid water content (Section 7.4.3.2.1), in either case changing albedo
and producing strong negative forcing. A variety of methods have been
used to identify which cloud regions are most susceptible to an aerosol
change (Oreopoulos and Platnick, 2008; Salter et al., 2008; Alterskjær
et al., 2012). Marine stratocumulus clouds with relatively weak precipitation are thought to be an optimal cloud type for brightening because
of their relatively low droplet concentrations, their expected increase in
cloud water in response to seeding (Section 7.4.3.2.1), and the longer
lifetime of sea salt particles in non- or weakly precipitating environments. Relatively strong local ERFaci (–30 to –100 W m–2) would be
required to produce a global forcing of –1 to –5 W m–2 if only the more
susceptible clouds were seeded.
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ERFari) also found an increase in the amplitude of the ERF by 30 to
50% (Hill and Ming, 2012; Partanen et al., 2012), thereby making the
aerosol seeding more effective than previous estimates that neglected
that effect.
In summary, evidence that cloud brightening methods are effective
and feasible in changing cloud reflectivity is ambiguous and subject to
many of the uncertainties associated with aerosol–cloud interactions
more broadly. If cloud brightening were to produce large local changes in ERF, those changes would affect the local energy budget, with
further impacts on larger-scale oceanic and atmospheric circulations.
Possible side effects accompanying such large and spatially heterogeneous changes in ERF have not been systematically studied.

7.7.2.3 Surface Albedo Changes
A few studies have explored how planetary albedo might be increased
by engineering local changes to the albedo of urban areas, croplands,
grasslands, deserts and the ocean surface. Effects from whitening of
urban areas have been estimated to yield a potential RF of –0.17 W m–2
(Hamwey, 2007) although subsequent studies (Lenton and Vaughan,
2009; Oleson et al., 2010; Jacobson and Ten Hoeve, 2012) suggest that
this estimate may be at the upper end of what is achievable. Larger
effects might be achievable by replacing native grassland or cropland
with natural or bioengineered species with a larger albedo. A hypothetical 25% increase in grassland albedo could yield a RF as large as
–0.5 W m–2 (Lenton and Vaughan, 2009), with the maximum effect in
the mid-latitudes during summer (Ridgwell et al., 2009; Doughty et al.,
2011). The feasibility of increasing crop and grassland albedo remains
unknown, and there could be side effects on photosynthetic activity,
carbon uptake and biodiversity. The low albedo and large extent of
oceanic surfaces mean that only a small increase in albedo, for example, by increasing the concentration of microbubbles in the surface
layer of the ocean (Evans et al., 2010; Seitz, 2011), could be sufficient
to offset several W m–2 of RF by GHGs. Neither the extent of microbubble generation and persistence required for a significant climate
impact, nor the potential side effects on the ocean circulation, air-sea
fluxes and marine ecosystems have been assessed.

7.7.2.4 Cirrus Thinning

7

Simple modelling studies suggest that increasing droplet concentrations in marine boundary layer clouds by a factor of five or so (to concentrations of 375 to 1000 cm–3) could produce an ERFaci of about –1
W m–2 if 5% of the ocean surface area were seeded, and an ERFaci as
strong as –4 W m–2 if that fraction were increased to 75% (Latham et
al., 2008; Jones et al., 2009; Rasch et al., 2009). Subsequent studies
with more complete treatments of aerosol–cloud interactions have produced both stronger (Alterskjær et al., 2012; Partanen et al., 2012) and
weaker (Korhonen et al., 2010a) changes. Because the initial response
to cloud seeding is local, high-resolution, limited-domain simulations
are especially useful to explore the efficacy of seeding. One recent
study of this type (Wang et al., 2011a) found that cloud brightening
is sensitive to cloud dynamical adjustments that are difficult to treat
in current GCMs (Sections 7.4.3 and 7.5.3) and concluded that the
seeding rates initially proposed for cloud seeding may be insufficient
to produce the desired cloud brightening. Recent studies accounting
for clear-sky brightening from increased aerosol concentrations (i.e.,
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Although not strictly a form of SRM, proposals have been made to cool
the planet by reducing the coverage or longwave opacity of high thin
cirrus clouds, which act to warm the surface through their greenhouse
effect (see Section 7.2.1.2). A proposal for doing so involves adding
efficient IN in regions prone to forming thin cirrus cloud (Mitchell and
Finnegan, 2009). To the extent such a proposal is feasible, one modelling study suggests that an ERFaci of as strong as –2 W m–2 could
be achieved (Storelvmo et al., 2013), with further negative forcing
caused by a reduction in humidity of the upper troposphere associated with the cloud changes. However, lack of understanding of cirrus
cloud formation processes, as well as ice microphysical processes (Section 7.4.4), makes it difficult to judge the feasibility of such a method,
particularly in light of the fact that increasing ice nucleation can also
increase cirrus opacity, under some circumstances producing an opposite, positive forcing (Storelvmo et al., 2013). Side effects specific to the
‘cirrus thinning’ method have not been investigated.
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Chapter 7

Climate Response to Solar Radiation
Management Methods

As discussed elsewhere in this and other chapters of this assessment,
significant gaps remain in our understanding of the climate response
to forcing mechanisms. Geoengineering is also a relatively new field of
research. The gaps in understanding, scarcity of studies and diversity
in the model experimental design make quantitative model evaluation
and intercomparison difficult, hindering an assessment of the efficacy
and side effects of SRM. This motivates dividing the discussion into two
sections, one that assesses idealized studies that focus on conceptual
issues and searches for robust responses to simple changes in the balance between solar irradiance and CO2 forcing, and another discussing
studies that more closely emulate specific SRM methods.

7.7.3.1 Climate Response in Idealized Studies
Perhaps the simplest SRM experiment that can be performed in a
climate model consists of a specified reduction of the total solar

Change in temperature (°C)

(a)

Quadrupling CO2

20

irradiance, which could approximate the radiative impact of space
reflectors. Reductions in solar irradiance in particular regions (over
land or ocean, or in polar or tropical regions) could also provide useful
information. Idealized simulations often focus on the effects of a complete cancellation of the warming from GHGs, but the rate of warming
is occasionally explored by producing a negative RF that partially cancels the anthropogenic forcing (e.g., Eliseev et al., 2009). They can also
provide insight into the climate response to other SRM methods, and
can provide a simple baseline for examining other SRM techniques.
The most comprehensive and systematic evaluation of idealized SRM
to date is the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (Kravitz
et al., 2011). Together with earlier model studies, this project found
robust surface temperature reductions when the total solar irradiance is
reduced: when this reduction compensates for CO2 RF, residual effects
appear regionally, but they are much smaller than the warming due to
the CO2 RF alone (Kravitz et al., 2011; Schmidt et al., 2012b; Figures
7.22a, b and 7.23a–d) The substantial warming from 4 × CO2 at high
latitudes (4°C to 18°C) is reduced to a warming of 0°C to 3°C near
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Figure 7.22 | Zonally and annually averaged change in surface air temperature (°C) for (a) an abrupt 4 × CO2 experiment and (b) an experiment where the 4 × CO2 forcing is
balanced by a reduction in the total solar irradiance to produce a global top of the atmosphere flux imbalance of less than ±0.1 W m–2 during the first 10 years of the simulation
(Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP) G1 experiment; Kravitz et al., 2011). (c, d) Same as (a) and (b) but for the change in precipitation (mm day–1). The multimodel ensemble mean is shown with a thick black solid line. All changes are relative to the pre-industrial control experiment and averaged over years 11 to 50. The figure extends
the results from Schmidt et al. (2012b) and shows the results from an ensemble of 12 coupled ocean–atmosphere general circulation models.
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the winter pole. The residual surface temperature changes are generally positive at mid- and high-latitudes, especially over continents, and
generally negative in the tropics (Bala et al., 2008; Lunt et al., 2008;
Schmidt et al., 2012b). These anomalies can be understood in terms of
the difference between the more uniform longwave forcing associated
with changes in long-lived GHGs and the less uniform shortwave forcing from SRM that has a stronger variation in latitude and season. The
compensation between SRM and CO2 forcing is inexact in other ways.

7
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For example, SRM will change heating rates only during daytime, but
increasing greenhouse effect changes temperatures during both day
and night, influencing the diurnal cycle of surface temperature even if
compensation for the diurnally averaged surface temperature is correct.
Although increasing CO2 concentrations lead to a positive RF that
warms the entire troposphere, SRM produces a negative RF that tends
to cool the surface. The combination of RFs produces an increase in

Figure 7.23 | Multi-model mean of the change in surface air temperature (°C) averaged over December, January and February (DJF) for (a) an abrupt 4 × CO2 simulation and (b)
an experiment where the 4 × CO2 forcing is balanced by a reduction in the total solar irradiance to produce a global top of the atmosphere flux imbalance of less than ±0.1 W m–2
during the first 10 years of the simulation (Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP) G1 experiment; Kravitz et al., 2011). (c, d) Same as (a-b) but for June, July and
August (JJA). (e–h) same as (a–d) but for the change in precipitation (mm day–1). All changes are relative to the pre-industrial control experiment and averaged over years 11 to 50.
The figure extends the results from Schmidt et al. (2012b) and shows the results from an ensemble of 12 coupled ocean–atmosphere general circulation models. Stippling denotes
agreement on the sign of the anomaly in at least 9 out of the 12 models.
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Research suggests that this ‘termination effect’ might be avoided if
SRM were used at a modest level and for a relatively short period of
time (less than a century) when combined with aggressive CO2 removal
efforts to minimize the probability that the global mean temperature
might exceed some threshold (Matthews, 2010; Smith and Rasch,
2012).
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7.7.3.2 Climate Response to Specific Solar Radiation
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High CO2 concentrations from anthropogenic emissions will persist
in the atmosphere for more than a thousand years in the absence of
active efforts to remove atmospheric CO2 (see Chapter 6). If SRM were
used to counter positive forcing, it would be needed as long as the
CO2 concentrations remained high (Boucher et al., 2009). If GHG concentrations continued to increase, then the scale of SRM to offset the
resulting warming would need to increase proportionally, amplifying
residual effects from increasingly imperfect compensation. Figure 7.24
shows projections of the globally averaged surface temperature and
precipitation changes associated with a 1% yr–1 CO2 increase, with and
without SRM. The scenario includes a hypothetical, abrupt termination
of SRM at year 50, which could happen due to any number of unforeseeable circumstances. After this event, all the simulations predict a
return to temperature levels consistent with the CO2 forcing within one
to two decades (high confidence), and with a large rate of temperature
change (see also Irvine et al., 2012). Precipitation, which drops by 1%
over the SRM period, rapidly returns to levels consistent with the CO2
forcing upon SRM termination. The very rapid warming would probably affect ecosystem and human adaptation, and would also weaken
carbon sinks, accelerating atmospheric CO2 accumulation and contributing to further warming (Matthews and Caldeira, 2007).
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Figure 7.24 | Time series of globally averaged (a) surface temperature (°C) and (b)
precipitation (mm day–1) changes relative to each model’s 1 × CO2 reference simulation. Solid lines are for simulations using solar radiation management (SRM) through
an increasing reduction of the total solar irradiance to balance a 1% yr–1 increase in
CO2 concentration until year 50, after which SRM is stopped for the next 20 years
(Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP) G2 experiment; Kravitz et al.,
2011). Dashed lines are for 1% CO2 increase simulations with no SRM. The multi-model
ensemble mean is shown with thick black lines.

stability that leads to less global precipitation as seen in Figures 7.22c,
d and 7.23e–g (Bala et al., 2008; Andrews et al., 2010; Schmidt et al.,
2012b) and discussed in Section 7.6.3. The reduction in precipitation
shows similarities to the climate response induced by the Pinatubo
eruption (Trenberth and Dai, 2007). Although the impact of changes in
the total solar irradiance on global mean precipitation is well understood and robust in models, there is less understanding and agreement among models in the spatial pattern of the precipitation changes.
Modelling studies suggest that some residual patterns may be robust
(e.g., approximately 5% reduction in precipitation over Southeast Asia
and the Pacific Warm Pool in June, July and August), but a physical
explanation for these changes is lacking. Some model results indicate
that an asymmetric hemispheric SRM forcing would induce changes in
some regional precipitation patterns (Haywood et al., 2013).

Several studies examined the model response to more realistic stratospheric aerosol SRM (Rasch et al., 2008b; Robock et al., 2008; Jones
et al., 2010; Fyfe et al., 2013). These studies produced varying aerosol
burdens, and RF and model responses also varied more strongly than
in idealized experiments. Although these studies differ in details, their
climate responses were generally consistent with the idealized experiments described in Section 7.7.3.1.
Studies treating the interaction between the carbon cycle, the hydrologic cycle, and SRM indicate that SRM could affect the temperaturedriven suppression of some carbon sinks, and that the increased stomatal resistance with increased CO2 concentrations combined with
less warming, may further affect the hydrological cycle over land (Matthews and Caldeira, 2007; Fyfe et al., 2013), with larger impacts on
precipitation for stratospheric aerosol SRM than for a uniform reduction in incoming sunlight.
Coupled ocean–atmosphere–sea ice models have also been used to
assess the climate impacts of cloud brightening due to droplet concentration changes (Jones et al., 2009; Rasch et al., 2009; Baughman et al.,
2012; Hill and Ming, 2012). The patterns of temperature and precipitation change differ substantially between models. These studies showed
larger residual temperature changes than the idealized SRM studies,
with more pronounced cooling over the regions of enhanced albedo.
The cooling over the seeded regions (the marine stratocumulus regions)
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 7.3 | Could Geoengineering Counteract Climate Change and What Side Effects
Might Occur?
Geoengineering—also called climate engineering—is defined as a broad set of methods and technologies that aim
to deliberately alter the climate system in order to alleviate impacts of climate change. Two distinct categories of
geoengineering methods are usually considered: Solar Radiation Management (SRM, assessed in Section 7.7) aims
to offset the warming from anthropogenic greenhouse gases by making the planet more reflective while Carbon
Dioxide Removal (CDR, assessed in Section 6.5) aims at reducing the atmospheric CO2 concentration. The two categories operate on different physical principles and on different time scales. Models suggest that if SRM methods
were realizable they would be effective in countering increasing temperatures, and would be less, but still, effective
in countering some other climate changes. SRM would not counter all effects of climate change, and all proposed
geoengineering methods also carry risks and side effects. Additional consequences cannot yet be anticipated as the
level of scientific understanding about both SRM and CDR is low. There are also many (political, ethical, and practical) issues involving geoengineering that are beyond the scope of this report.
Carbon Dioxide Removal Methods
CDR methods aim at removing CO2 from the atmosphere by deliberately modifying carbon cycle processes, or by
industrial (e.g., chemical) approaches. The carbon withdrawn from the atmosphere would then be stored in land,
ocean or in geological reservoirs. Some CDR methods rely on biological processes, such as large-scale afforestation/
reforestation, carbon sequestration in soils through biochar, bioenergy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS)
and ocean fertilization. Others would rely on geological processes, such as accelerated weathering of silicate and
carbonate rocks—on land or in the ocean (see FAQ.7.3, Figure 1). The CO2 removed from the atmosphere would
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FAQ 7.3, Figure 1 | Overview of some proposed geoengineering methods as they have been suggested. Carbon Dioxide Removal methods (see Section 6.5 for
details): (A) nutrients are added to the ocean (ocean fertilization), which increases oceanic productivity in the surface ocean and transports a fraction of the resulting
biogenic carbon downward; (B) alkalinity from solid minerals is added to the ocean, which causes more atmospheric CO2 to dissolve in the ocean; (C) the weathering
rate of silicate rocks is increased, and the dissolved carbonate minerals are transported to the ocean; (D) atmospheric CO2 is captured chemically, and stored either
underground or in the ocean; (E) biomass is burned at an electric power plant with carbon capture, and the captured CO2 is stored either underground or in the ocean;
and (F) CO2 is captured through afforestation and reforestation to be stored in land ecosystems. Solar Radiation Management methods (see Section 7.7 for details): (G)
reflectors are placed in space to reflect solar radiation; (H) aerosols are injected in the stratosphere; (I) marine clouds are seeded in order to be made more reflective; (J)
microbubbles are produced at the ocean surface to make it more reflective; (K) more reflective crops are grown; and (L) roofs and other built structures are whitened.
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FAQ 7.3 (continued)

then be stored in organic form in land reservoirs, or in inorganic form in oceanic and geological reservoirs, where
it would have to be stored for at least hundreds of years for CDR to be effective.
CDR methods would reduce the radiative forcing of CO2 inasmuch as they are effective at removing CO2 from the
atmosphere and keeping the removed carbon away from the atmosphere. Some methods would also reduce ocean
acidification (see FAQ 3.2), but other methods involving oceanic storage might instead increase ocean acidification
if the carbon is sequestered as dissolved CO2. A major uncertainty related to the effectiveness of CDR methods
is the storage capacity and the permanence of stored carbon. Permanent carbon removal and storage by CDR
would decrease climate warming in the long term. However, non-permanent storage strategies would allow CO2 to
return back to the atmosphere where it would once again contribute to warming. An intentional removal of CO2
by CDR methods will be partially offset by the response of the oceanic and terrestrial carbon reservoirs if the CO2
atmospheric concentration is reduced. This is because some oceanic and terrestrial carbon reservoirs will outgas to
the atmosphere the anthropogenic CO2 that had previously been stored. To completely offset past anthropogenic
CO2 emissions, CDR techniques would therefore need to remove not just the CO2 that has accumulated in the
atmosphere since pre-industrial times, but also the anthropogenic carbon previously taken up by the terrestrial
biosphere and the ocean.
Biological and most chemical weathering CDR methods cannot be scaled up indefinitely and are necessarily limited
by various physical or environmental constraints such as competing demands for land. Assuming a maximum CDR
sequestration rate of 200 PgC per century from a combination of CDR methods, it would take about one and half
centuries to remove the CO2 emitted in the last 50 years, making it difficult—even for a suite of additive CDR methods—to mitigate climate change rapidly. Direct air capture methods could in principle operate much more rapidly,
but may be limited by large-scale implementation, including energy use and environmental constraints.
CDR could also have climatic and environmental side effects. For instance, enhanced vegetation productivity may
increase emissions of N2O, which is a more potent greenhouse gas than CO2. A large-scale increase in vegetation
coverage, for instance through afforestation or energy crops, could alter surface characteristics, such as surface
reflectivity and turbulent fluxes. Some modelling studies have shown that afforestation in seasonally snow-covered
boreal regions could in fact accelerate global warming, whereas afforestation in the tropics may be more effective
at slowing global warming. Ocean-based CDR methods that rely on biological production (i.e., ocean fertilization)
would have numerous side effects on ocean ecosystems, ocean acidity and may produce emissions of non-CO2
greenhouse gases.
Solar Radiation Management Methods
The globally averaged surface temperature of the planet is strongly influenced by the amount of sunlight absorbed
by the Earth’s atmosphere and surface, which warms the planet, and by the existence of the greenhouse effect,
the process by which greenhouse gases and clouds affect the way energy is eventually radiated back to space. An
increase in the greenhouse effect leads to a surface temperature rise until a new equilibrium is found. If less incoming sunlight is absorbed because the planet has been made more reflective, or if energy can be emitted to space
more effectively because the greenhouse effect is reduced, the average global surface temperature will be reduced.
Suggested geoengineering methods that aim at managing the Earth’s incoming and outgoing energy flows are
based on this fundamental physical principle. Most of these methods propose to either reduce sunlight reaching
the Earth or increase the reflectivity of the planet by making the atmosphere, clouds or the surface brighter (see
FAQ 7.3, Figure 1). Another technique proposes to suppress high-level clouds called cirrus, as these clouds have a
strong greenhouse effect. Basic physics tells us that if any of these methods change energy flows as expected, then
the planet will cool. The picture is complicated, however, because of the many and complex physical processes
which govern the interactions between the flow of energy, the atmospheric circulation, weather and the resulting
climate.
While the globally averaged surface temperature of the planet will respond to a change in the amount of sunlight
reaching the surface or a change in the greenhouse effect, the temperature at any given location and time is influenced by many other factors and the amount of cooling from SRM will not in general equal the amount of warming caused by greenhouse gases. For example, SRM will change heating rates only during daytime, but increasing
greenhouse gases can change temperatures during both day and night. This inexact compensation can influence
(continued on next page)
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FAQ 7.3 (continued)

the diurnal cycle of surface temperature, even if the average surface temperature is unchanged. As another example, model calculations suggest that a uniform decrease in sunlight reaching the surface might offset global mean
CO2-induced warming, but some regions will cool less than others. Models suggest that if anthropogenic greenhouse warming were completely compensated by stratospheric aerosols, then polar regions would be left with a
small residual warming, while tropical regions would become a little cooler than in pre-industrial times.
SRM could theoretically counteract anthropogenic climate change rapidly, cooling the Earth to pre-industrial levels
within one or two decades. This is known from climate models but also from the climate records of large volcanic
eruptions. The well-observed eruption of Mt Pinatubo in 1991 caused a temporary increase in stratospheric aerosols
and a rapid decrease in surface temperature of about 0.5°C.

Without conventional mitigation efforts or potential CDR methods, high CO2 concentrations from anthropogenic emissions will
persist in the atmosphere for as long as a thousand years, and SRM
would have to be maintained as long as CO2 concentrations were
high. Stopping SRM while CO2 concentrations are still high would
lead to a very rapid warming over one or two decades (see FAQ7.3,
Figure 2), severely stressing ecosystem and human adaptation.
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SRM techniques would probably have other side effects. For example, theory, observation and models suggest that stratospheric
sulphate aerosols from volcanic eruptions and natural emissions
deplete stratospheric ozone, especially while chlorine from chlorofluorocarbon emissions resides in the atmosphere. Stratospheric
aerosols introduced for SRM are expected to have the same effect.
Ozone depletion would increase the amount of ultraviolet light
reaching the surface damaging terrestrial and marine ecosystems.
Stratospheric aerosols would also increase the ratio of direct to diffuse sunlight reaching the surface, which generally increases plant
productivity. There has also been some concern that sulphate aerosol SRM would increase acid rain, but model studies suggest that
acid rain is probably not a major concern since the rate of acid rain
production from stratospheric aerosol SRM would be much smaller
than values currently produced by pollution sources. SRM will also
not address the ocean acidification associated with increasing atmospheric CO2 concentrations and its impacts on marine ecosystems.
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Climate consists of many factors besides surface temperature. Consequences for other climate features, such as
rainfall, soil moisture, river flow, snowpack and sea ice, and ecosystems may also be important. Both models and
theory show that compensating an increased greenhouse effect with SRM to stabilize surface temperature would
somewhat lower the globally averaged rainfall (see FAQ 7.3, Figure 2 for an idealized model result), and there
also could be regional changes. Such imprecise compensation in
3
regional and global climate patterns makes it improbable that SRM
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ence today, or have experienced in the past. However, available
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climate models indicate that a geoengineered climate with SRM
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FAQ 7.3, Figure 2 | Change in globally averaged (a) surface temperature (°C) and (b) precipitation (%) in two idealized experiments. Solid lines are for simulations using Solar
Radiation Management (SRM) to balance a 1% yr–1 increase in
CO2 concentration until year 50, after which SRM is stopped.
Dashed lines are for simulations with a 1% yr–1 increase in
CO2 concentration and no SRM. The yellow and grey envelopes
show the 25th to 75th percentiles from eight different models.

If SRM were used to avoid some consequences of increasing CO2 concentrations, the risks, side effects and shortcomings would clearly increase as the scale of SRM increase. Approaches have been proposed to use a time-limited
amount of SRM along with aggressive strategies for reducing CO2 concentrations to help avoid transitions across
climate thresholds or tipping points that would be unavoidable otherwise; assessment of such approaches would
require a very careful risk benefit analysis that goes much beyond this Report.
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and a warmer North Pacific adjacent to a cooler northwestern Canada,
produced a SST response with a La Niña-like pattern. One study has
noted regional shifts in the potential hurricane intensity and hurricane
genesis potential index in the Atlantic Ocean and South China Sea in
response to cloud brightening (Baughman et al., 2012), due primarily
to decreases in vertical wind shear, but overall the investigation and
identification of robust side effects has not been extensively explored.
Irvine et al. (2011) tested the impact of increasing desert albedo up
to 0.80 in a climate model. This cooled surface temperature by –1.1°C
(versus –0.22°C and –0.11°C for their largest crop and urban albedo
change) and produced very significant changes in regional precipitation patterns.

7.7.4

Synthesis on Solar Radiation Management Methods

Theory, model studies and observations suggest that some SRM methods may be able to counteract a portion of global warming effects (on
temperature, sea ice and precipitation) due to high concentrations of
anthropogenic GHGs (high confidence). But the level of understanding
about SRM is low, and it is difficult to assess feasibility and efficacy
because of remaining uncertainties in important climate processes and
the interactions among those processes. Although SRM research is still
in its infancy, enough is known to identify some potential benefits,
which must be weighed against known side effects (there could also
be side effects that have not yet been identified). All studies suggest
there would be a small but measurable decrease in global precipitation from SRM. Other side effects are specific to specific methods, and
a number of research areas remain largely unexplored. There are also
features that develop as a consequence of the combination of high CO2
and SRM (e.g., effects on evapotranspiration and precipitation). SRM
counters only some consequences of elevated CO2 concentrations; it
does not in particular address ocean acidification.

Chapter 7

by the imprecise compensation between SRM and CO2 forcing would
also increase. If SRM were terminated for any reason, a rapid increase
in surface temperatures (within a decade or two) to values consistent
with the high GHG forcing would result (high confidence). This rate of
climate change would far exceed what would have occurred without
geoengineering, causing any impacts related to the rate of change to
be correspondingly greater than they would have been without geoengineering. In contrast, SRM in concert with aggressive CO2 mitigation
might conceivably help avoid transitions across climate thresholds or
tipping points that would be unavoidable otherwise.
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Many model studies indicate that stratospheric aerosol SRM could
counteract some changes resulting from GHG increases that produce
a RF as strong as 4 W m–2 (medium confidence), but they disagree on
details. Marine cloud brightening SRM has received less attention, and
there is no consensus on its efficacy, in large part due to the high level
of uncertainty about cloud radiative responses to aerosol changes.
There have been fewer studies and much less attention focused on
all other SRM methods, and it is not currently possible to provide a
general assessment of their specific efficacy, scalability, side effects
and risks.
There is robust agreement among models and high confidence that
the compensation between GHG warming and SRM cooling is imprecise. SRM would not produce a future climate identical to the present
(or pre-industrial) climate. Nonetheless, although models disagree on
details, they consistently suggest that a climate with SRM and high
atmospheric CO2 levels would be closer to that of the last century than
a world with elevated CO2 concentrations and no SRM (Lunt et al., 2008;
Ricke et al., 2010; Moreno-Cruz et al., 2011), as long as the SRM could
be continuously sustained and calibrated to offset the forcing by GHGs.
Aerosol-based methods would, however, require a continuous program
of replenishment to achieve this. If CO2 concentrations and SRM were
increased in concert, the risks and residual climate change produced
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Executive Summary
It is unequivocal that anthropogenic increases in the well-mixed
greenhouse gases (WMGHGs) have substantially enhanced
the greenhouse effect, and the resulting forcing continues to
increase. Aerosols partially offset the forcing of the WMGHGs and
dominate the uncertainty associated with the total anthropogenic
driving of climate change.
As in previous IPCC assessments, AR5 uses the radiative forcing1
(RF) concept, but it also introduces effective radiative forcing2
(ERF). The RF concept has been used for many years and in previous
IPCC assessments for evaluating and comparing the strength of the
various mechanisms affecting the Earth’s radiation balance and thus
causing climate change. Whereas in the RF concept all surface and
tropospheric conditions are kept fixed, the ERF calculations presented
here allow all physical variables to respond to perturbations except
for those concerning the ocean and sea ice. The inclusion of these
adjustments makes ERF a better indicator of the eventual temperature
response. ERF and RF values are significantly different for anthropogenic aerosols owing to their influence on clouds and on snow cover.
These changes to clouds are rapid adjustments and occur on a time
scale much faster than responses of the ocean (even the upper layer) to
forcing. RF and ERF are estimated over the Industrial Era from 1750 to
2011 if other periods are not explicitly stated. {8.1, Box 8.1, Figure 8.1}

Industrial-Era Anthropogenic Forcing
The total anthropogenic ERF over the Industrial Era is 2.3 (1.1 to
3.3) W m–2.3 It is certain that the total anthropogenic ERF is positive.
Total anthropogenic ERF has increased more rapidly since 1970 than
during prior decades. The total anthropogenic ERF estimate for 2011 is
43% higher compared to the AR4 RF estimate for the year 2005 owing
to reductions in estimated forcing due to aerosols but also to continued growth in greenhouse gas RF. {8.5.1, Figures 8.15, 8.16}
Due to increased concentrations, RF from WMGHGs has
increased by 0.20 (0.18 to 0.22) W m–2 (8%) since the AR4 estimate for the year 2005. The RF of WMGHG is 2.83 (2.54 to 3.12)
W m–2. The majority of this change since AR4 is due to increases in the
carbon dioxide (CO2) RF of nearly 10%. The Industrial Era RF for CO2
alone is 1.82 (1.63 to 2.01) W m–2, and CO2 is the component with the
largest global mean RF. Over the last decade RF of CO2 has an average
growth rate of 0.27 (0.24 to 0.30) W m–2 per decade. Emissions of CO2
have made the largest contribution to the increased anthropogenic
forcing in every decade since the 1960s. The best estimate for ERF of
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WMGHG is the same as the RF but with a larger uncertainty (±20%).
{8.3.2, 8.5.2, Figures 8.6, 8.18}
The net forcing by WMGHGs other than CO2 shows a small
increase since the AR4 estimate for the year 2005. A small growth
in the CH4 concentration has increased its RF by 2% to an AR5 value
of 0.48 (0.43 to 0.53) W m–2. RF of nitrous oxide (N2O) has increased
by 6% since AR4 and is now 0.17 (0.14 to 0.20) W m–2. N2O concentrations continue to rise while those of dichlorodifluoromethane (CFC12), the third largest WMGHG contributor to RF for several decades, is
falling due to its phase-out under the Montreal Protocol and amendments. Since 2011 N2O has become the third largest WMGHG contributor to RF. The RF from all halocarbons (0.36 W m–2) is very similar to
the value in AR4, with a reduced RF from chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)
but increases from many of their substitutes. Four of the halocarbons
(trichlorofluoromethane (CFC-11), CFC-12, trichlorotrifluoroethane
(CFC-113) and chlorodifluoromethane (HCFC-22)) account for around
85% of the total halocarbon RF. The first three of these compounds
have declining RF over the last 5 years but their combined decrease
is compensated for by the increased RF from HCFC-22. Since AR4, the
RF from all HFCs has nearly doubled but still only amounts to 0.02
W m–2. There is high confidence4 that the overall growth rate in RF
from all WMGHG is smaller over the last decade than in the 1970s and
1980s owing to a reduced rate of increase in the combined non-CO2
RF. {8.3.2; Figure 8.6}
Ozone and stratospheric water vapour contribute substantially
to RF. The total RF estimated from modelled ozone changes is 0.35
(0.15 to 0.55) W m–2, with RF due to tropospheric ozone changes of
0.40 (0.20 to 0.60) W m–2 and due to stratospheric ozone changes of
–0.05 (–0.15 to +0.05) W m–2. Ozone is not emitted directly into the
atmosphere but is formed by photochemical reactions. Tropospheric
ozone RF is largely attributed to anthropogenic emissions of methane
(CH4), nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO) and non-methane
volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs), while stratospheric ozone RF
results primarily from ozone depletion by halocarbons. Estimates are
also provided attributing RF to emitted compounds. Ozone-depleting
substances (ODS) cause ozone RF of –0.15 (–0.30 to 0.0) W m–2, some
of which is in the troposphere. Tropospheric ozone precursors cause
ozone RF of 0.50 (0.30 to 0.70) W m–2, some of which is in the stratosphere; this value is larger than that in AR4. There is robust evidence
that tropospheric ozone also has a detrimental impact on vegetation
physiology, and therefore on its CO2 uptake, but there is a low confidence on quantitative estimates of the RF owing to this indirect effect.
RF for stratospheric water vapour produced by CH4 oxidation is 0.07
(0.02 to 0.12) W m–2. The RF best estimates for ozone and stratospheric

1

Change in net downward radiative flux at the tropopause after allowing for stratospheric temperatures to readjust to radiative equilibrium, while holding surface and tropospheric temperatures and state variables fixed at the unperturbed values.

2

Change in net downward radiative flux at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) after allowing for atmospheric temperatures, water vapour, clouds and land albedo to adjust, but
with global mean surface temperature or ocean and sea ice conditions unchanged (calculations presented in this chapter use the fixed ocean conditions method).

3

Uncertainties are given associated with best estimates of forcing. The uncertainty values represent the 5–95% (90%) confidence range.

4

In this Report, the following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement: low, medium, or high.
A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence. For a given evidence and
agreement statement, different confidence levels can be assigned, but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated with increasing confidence (see
Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).
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water vapour are either identical or consistent with the range in AR4.
{8.2, 8.3.3, Figure 8.7}

8

The magnitude of the aerosol forcing is reduced relative to AR4.
The RF due to aerosol–radiation interactions, sometimes referred to as
direct aerosol effect, is given a best estimate of –0.35 (–0.85 to +0.15)
W m–2, and black carbon (BC) on snow and ice is 0.04 (0.02 to 0.09)
W m–2. The ERF due to aerosol–radiation interactions is –0.45 (–0.95 to
+0.05) W m–2. A total aerosol–cloud interaction5 is quantified in terms
of the ERF concept with an estimate of –0.45 (–1.2 to 0.0) W m–2. The
total aerosol effect (excluding BC on snow and ice) is estimated as ERF
of –0.9 (–1.9 to –0.1) W m–2. The large uncertainty in aerosol ERF is the
dominant contributor to overall net Industrial Era forcing uncertainty. Since AR4, more aerosol processes have been included in models,
and differences between models and observations persist, resulting in
similar uncertainty in the aerosol forcing as in AR4. Despite the large
uncertainty range, there is a high confidence that aerosols have offset
a substantial portion of WMGHG global mean forcing. {8.3.4, 8.5.1,
Figures 8.15, 8.16}
There is robust evidence that anthropogenic land use change
has increased the land surface albedo, which leads to an RF of
–0.15 ± 0.10 W m–2. There is still a large spread of estimates owing to
different assumptions for the albedo of natural and managed surfaces
and the fraction of land use changes before 1750. Land use change
causes additional modifications that are not radiative, but impact the
surface temperature, in particular through the hydrologic cycle. These
are more uncertain and they are difficult to quantify, but tend to offset
the impact of albedo changes. As a consequence, there is low agreement on the sign of the net change in global mean temperature as a
result of land use change. {8.3.5}
Attributing forcing to emissions provides a more direct link
from human activities to forcing. The RF attributed to methane
emissions is very likely6 to be much larger (~1.0 W m–2) than that
attributed to methane concentration increases (~0.5 W m–2) as concentration changes result from the partially offsetting impact of emissions
of multiple species and subsequent chemical reactions. In addition,
emissions of CO are virtually certain to have had a positive RF, while
emissions of NOX are likely to have had a net negative RF at the global
scale. Emissions of ozone-depleting halocarbons are very likely to have
caused a net positive RF as their own positive RF has outweighed the
negative RF from the stratospheric ozone depletion that they have
induced. {8.3.3, 8.5.1, Figure 8.17, FAQ 8.2}

Anthropogenic and Natural Radiative Forcing

20th century, extending to Asia, South America and central Africa by
1980. Emission controls have since reduced aerosol pollution in North
America and Europe, but not in much of Asia. Ozone forcing increased
throughout the 20th century, with peak positive amplitudes around
15°N to 30°N due to tropospheric pollution but negative values over
Antarctica due to stratospheric loss late in the century. The pattern
and spatial gradients of forcing affect global and regional temperature
responses as well as other aspects of climate response such as the
hydrologic cycle. {8.6.2, Figure 8.25}

Natural Forcing
Satellite observations of total solar irradiance (TSI) changes
from 1978 to 2011 show that the most recent solar cycle minimum was lower than the prior two. This very likely led to a small
negative RF of –0.04 (–0.08 to 0.00) W m–2 between 1986 and 2008.
The best estimate of RF due to TSI changes representative for the 1750
to 2011 period is 0.05 (to 0.10) W m–2. This is substantially smaller
than the AR4 estimate due to the addition of the latest solar cycle
and inconsistencies in how solar RF has been estimated in earlier IPCC
assessments. There is very low confidence concerning future solar forcing estimates, but there is high confidence that the TSI RF variations
will be much smaller than the projected increased forcing due to GHG
during the forthcoming decades. {8.4.1, Figures 8.10, 8.11}
The RF of volcanic aerosols is well understood and is greatest
for a short period (~2 years) following volcanic eruptions. There
have been no major volcanic eruptions since Mt Pinatubo in 1991, but
several smaller eruptions have caused a RF for the years 2008–2011 of
–0.11 (–0.15 to –0.08) W m–2 as compared to 1750 and –0.06 (–0.08
to –0.04) W m–2 as compared to 1999–2002. Emissions of CO2 from
volcanic eruptions since 1750 have been at least 100 times smaller
than anthropogenic emissions. {8.4.2, 8.5.2, Figures 8.12, 8.13, 8.18}
There is very high confidence that industrial-era natural forcing
is a small fraction of the anthropogenic forcing except for brief
periods following large volcanic eruptions. In particular, robust
evidence from satellite observations of the solar irradiance and volcanic aerosols demonstrates a near-zero (–0.1 to +0.1 W m–2) change in
the natural forcing compared to the anthropogenic ERF increase of 1.0
(0.7 to 1.3) W m–2 from 1980 to 2011. The natural forcing over the last
15 years has likely offset a substantial fraction (at least 30%) of the
anthropogenic forcing. {8.5.2; Figures 8.18, 8.19, 8.20}

Future Anthropogenic Forcing and Emission Metrics
Forcing agents such as aerosols, ozone and land albedo changes
are highly heterogeneous spatially and temporally. These patterns generally track economic development; strong negative aerosol
forcing appeared in eastern North America and Europe during the early

Differences in RF between the emission scenarios considered
here7 are relatively small for year 2030 but become very large by
2100 and are dominated by CO2. The scenarios show a s ubstantial

5

The aerosol–cloud interaction represents the portion of rapid adjustments to aerosols initiated by aerosol-cloud interactions, and is defined here as the total aerosol ERF minus
the ERF due to aerosol-radiation-interactions (the latter includes cloud responses to the aerosol–radiation interaction RF)

6

In this Report, the following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: Virtually certain 99–100% probability, Very likely 90–100%,
Likely 66–100%, About as likely as not 33–66%, Unlikely 0–33%, Very unlikely 0–10%, Exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms (Extremely likely: 95–100%, More likely
than not >50–100%, and Extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used when appropriate. Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely (see Section 1.4 and Box TS.1
for more details).

7

Chapter 1 describes the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) that are the primary scenarios discussed in this report.
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weakening of the negative total aerosol ERF. Nitrate aerosols are an
exception to this reduction, with a substantial increase, which is a
robust feature among the few available models for these scenarios.
The scenarios emphasized in this assessment do not span the range of
future emissions in the literature, however, particularly for near-term
climate forcers. {8.2.2, 8.5.3, Figures 8.2, 8.21, 8.22}

8

Emission metrics such as Global Warming Potential (GWP) and
Global Temperature change Potential (GTP) can be used to
quantify and communicate the relative and absolute contributions to climate change of emissions of different substances,
and of emissions from regions/countries or sources/sectors. The
metric that has been used in policies is the GWP, which integrates the
RF of a substance over a chosen time horizon, relative to that of CO2.
The GTP is the ratio of change in global mean surface temperature at
a chosen point in time from the substance of interest relative to that
from CO2. There are significant uncertainties related to both GWP and
GTP, and the relative uncertainties are larger for GTP. There are also
limitations and inconsistencies related to their treatment of indirect
effects and feedbacks. The values are very dependent on metric type
and time horizon. The choice of metric and time horizon depends on
the particular application and which aspects of climate change are
considered relevant in a given context. Metrics do not define policies
or goals but facilitate evaluation and implementation of multi-component policies to meet particular goals. All choices of metric contain
implicit value-related judgements such as type of effect considered
and weighting of effects over time. This assessment provides updated
values of both GWP and GTP for many compounds. {8.7.1, 8.7.2, Table
8.7, Table 8.A.1, Supplementary Material Table 8.SM.16}
Forcing and temperature response can also be attributed to sectors. From this perspective and with the GTP metric, a single year’s
worth of current global emissions from the energy and industrial sectors have the largest contributions to global mean warming over the
next approximately 50 to 100 years. Household fossil fuel and biofuel,
biomass burning and on-road transportation are also relatively large
contributors to warming over these time scales, while current emissions from sectors that emit large amounts of CH4 (animal husbandry,
waste/landfills and agriculture) are also important over shorter time
horizons (up to 20 years). {8.7.2, Figure 8.34}
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8.1

8

Radiative Forcing

There are a variety of ways to examine how various drivers contribute
to climate change. In principle, observations of the climate response
to a single factor could directly show the impact of that factor, or climate models could be used to study the impact of any single factor.
In practice, however, it is usually difficult to find measurements that
are influenced by only a single cause, and it is computationally prohibitive to simulate the response to every individual factor of interest.
Hence various metrics intermediate between cause and effect are used
to provide estimates of the climate impact of individual factors, with
applications both in science and policy. Radiative forcing (RF) is one
of the most widely used metrics, with most other metrics based on RF.
In this chapter, we discuss RF from natural and anthropogenic components during the industrial period, presenting values for 2011 relative
to 1750 unless otherwise stated, and projected values through 2100
(see also Annex II). In this section, we present the various definitions
of RF used in this chapter, and discuss the utility and limitations of
RF. These definitions are used in the subsequent sections quantifying
the RF due to specific anthropogenic (Section 8.3) and natural (Section 8.4) causes and integrating RF due to all causes (Sections 8.5 and
8.6). Atmospheric chemistry relevant for RF is discussed in Section 8.2
and used throughout the chapter. Emission metrics using RF that are
designed to facilitate rapid evaluation and comparison of the climate
effects of emissions are discussed in Section 8.7.

8.1.1
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excluded from this definition of forcing. The assumed relation between
a sustained RF and the equilibrium global mean surface temperature
response (DT) is DT = lRF where l is the climate sensitivity parameter.
The relationship between RF and DT is an expression of the energy
balance of the climate system and a simple reminder that the steadystate global mean climate response to a given forcing is determined
both by the forcing and the responses inherent in l.
Implicit in the concept of RF is the proposition that the change in net
irradiance in response to the imposed forcing alone can be separated from all subsequent responses to the forcing. These are not in fact
always clearly separable and thus some ambiguity exists in what may
be considered a forcing versus what is part of the climate response.
In both the Third Assessment Report (TAR) and AR4, the term radiative
forcing (RF, also called stratospherically adjusted RF, as distinct from
instantaneous RF) was defined as the change in net irradiance at the
tropopause after allowing for stratospheric temperatures to readjust to
radiative equilibrium, while holding surface and tropospheric temperatures and state variables such as water vapour and cloud cover fixed at
the unperturbed values8. RF is generally more indicative of the surface
and tropospheric temperature responses than instantaneous RF, especially for agents such as carbon dioxide (CO2) or ozone (O3) change
that substantially alter stratospheric temperatures. To be consistent
with TAR and AR4, RF is hereafter taken to mean the stratospherically
adjusted RF.

The Radiative Forcing Concept
8.1.1.2 Defining Effective Radiative Forcing

RF is the net change in the energy balance of the Earth system due to
some imposed perturbation. It is usually expressed in watts per square
meter averaged over a particular period of time and quantifies the
energy imbalance that occurs when the imposed change takes place.
Though usually difficult to observe, calculated RF provides a simple
quantitative basis for comparing some aspects of the potential climate
response to different imposed agents, especially global mean temperature, and hence is widely used in the scientific community. Forcing is
often presented as the value due to changes between two particular
times, such as pre-industrial to present-day, while its time evolution
provides a more complete picture.

8.1.1.1 Defining Radiative Forcing

For many forcing agents the RF gives a very useful and appropriate way
to compare the relative importance of their potential climate effect.
Instantaneous RF or RF is not an accurate indicator of the temperature response for all forcing agents, however. Rapid adjustments in
the troposphere can either enhance or reduce the flux perturbations,
leading to substantial differences in the forcing driving long-term climate change. In much the same way that allowing for the relatively
rapid adjustment of stratospheric temperatures provides a more useful
characterization of the forcing due to stratospheric constituent changes, inclusion of rapid tropospheric adjustments has the potential to
provide more useful characterization for drivers in the troposphere (see
also Section 7.1.3).

Alternative definitions of RF have been developed, each with its own
advantages and limitations. The instantaneous RF refers to an instantaneous change in net (down minus up) radiative flux (shortwave plus
longwave; in W m–2) due to an imposed change. This forcing is usually
defined in terms of flux changes at the top of the atmosphere (TOA)
or at the climatological tropopause, with the latter being a better indicator of the global mean surface temperature response in cases when
they differ.

Many of the rapid adjustments affect clouds and are not readily included into the RF concept. For example, for aerosols, especially absorbing
ones, changes in the temperature distribution above the surface occur
due to a variety of effects, including cloud response to changing atmospheric stability (Hansen et al., 2005; see Section 7.3.4.2) and cloud
absorption effects (Jacobson, 2012), which affect fluxes but are not
strictly part of RF. Similar adjustments take place for many forcings,
including CO2 (see Section 7.2.5.6).

Climate change takes place when the system responds in order to
counteract the flux changes, and all such responses are explicitly

Aerosols also alter cloud properties via microphysical interactions
leading to indirect forcings (referred to as aerosol–cloud interactions;

8

Tropospheric variables were fixed except for the impact of aerosols on cloud albedo due to changes in droplet size with constant cloud liquid water which was considered an
RF in AR4 but is part of ERF in AR5.
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see Section 7.4). Although these adjustments are complex and not fully
quantified, they occur both on the microphysical scale of the cloud
particles as well as on a more macroscopic scale involving whole cloud
systems (e.g., Shine et al., 2003; Penner et al., 2006; Quaas et al., 2009).
A portion of these adjustments occurs over a short period, on cloud life
cycle time scales, and is not part of a feedback arising from the surface temperature changes. Previously these type of adjustments were
sometimes termed ‘fast feedbacks’ (e.g., Gregory et al., 2004; Hansen
et al., 2005), whereas in AR5 they are denoted ‘rapid adjustments’ to
emphasize their distinction from feedbacks involving surface temperature changes. Atmospheric chemistry responses have typically been
included under the RF framework, and hence could also be included in
a forcing encompassing rapid adjustments, which is important when
evaluating forcing attributable to emissions changes (Section 8.1.2)
and in the calculation of emission metrics (Section 8.7).
Studies have demonstrated the utility of including rapid adjustment in
comparison of forcing agents, especially in allowing quantification of
forcing due to aerosol-induced changes in clouds (e.g., effects previously denoted as cloud lifetime or semi-direct effects; see Figure 7.3)
that are not amenable to characterization by RF (e.g., Rotstayn and
Penner, 2001; Shine et al., 2003; Hansen et al., 2005; Lohmann et al.,
2010; Ban-Weiss et al., 2012). Several measures of forcing have been
introduced that include rapid adjustments. We term a forcing that
accounts for rapid adjustments the effective radiative forcing (ERF).
Conceptually, ERF represents the change in net TOA downward radiative flux after allowing for atmospheric temperatures, water vapour
and clouds to adjust, but with global mean surface temperature or a
portion of surface conditions unchanged. The primary methods in use
for such calculations are (1) fixing sea surface temperatures (SSTs) and
sea ice cover at climatological values while allowing all other parts of
the system to respond until reaching steady state (e.g., Hansen et al.,
2005) or (2) analyzing the transient global mean surface temperature
response to an instantaneous perturbation and using the regression of
the response extrapolated back to the start of the simulation to derive
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the initial ERF (Gregory et al., 2004; Gregory and Webb, 2008). The
ERF calculated using the regression technique has an uncertainty of
about 10% (for the 5 to 95% confidence interval) for a single 4 × CO2
simulation (ERF ~7 W m–2) due to internal variability in the transient
climate (Andrews et al., 2012a), while given a similar length simulation
the uncertainty due to internal variability in ERF calculated using the
fixed-SST technique is much smaller and hence the latter may be more
suitable for very small forcings. Analysis of both techniques shows that
the fixed-SST method yields a smaller spread across models, even in
calculations neglecting the uncertainty in the regression fitting procedure (Andrews et al., 2012a). As a portion of land area responses are
included in the fixed-SST technique, however, that ERF is slightly less
than it would be with surface temperature held fixed everywhere. It is
possible to adjust for this in the global mean forcing, though we do not
include such a correction here as we examine regional as well as global
ERF, but the land response will also introduce artificial gradients in
land–sea temperatures that could cause small local climate responses.
In contrast, there is no global mean temperature response included in
the regression method. Despite the low bias in fixed-SST ERF due to
land responses, results from a multi-model analysis of the forcing due
to CO2 are 7% greater using this method than using the regression
technique (Andrews et al., 2012a) though this is within the uncertainty
range of the calculations. Although each technique has advantages,
forcing diagnosed using the fixed-SST method is available for many
more forcing agents in the current generation of climate models than
forcing diagnosed using the regression method. Hence for practical
purposes, ERF is hereafter used for results from the fixed-SST technique
unless otherwise stated (see also Box 8.1).
The conceptual relation between instantaneous RF, RF and ERF is illustrated in Figure 8.1. It implies the adjustments to the instantaneous RF
involve effects of processes that occur more rapidly than the time scale
of the response of the global mean surface temperature to the forcing.
However, there is no a priori time scale defined for adjustments to be
rapid with the fixed-SST method. The majority take place on time scales

Box 8.1 | Definition of Radiative Forcing and Effective Radiative Forcing
The two most commonly used measures of radiative forcing in this chapter are the radiative forcing (RF) and the effective radiative
forcing (ERF). RF is defined, as it was in AR4, as the change in net downward radiative flux at the tropopause after allowing for stratospheric temperatures to readjust to radiative equilibrium, while holding surface and tropospheric temperatures and state variables such
as water vapor and cloud cover fixed at the unperturbed values.
ERF is the change in net TOA downward radiative flux after allowing for atmospheric temperatures, water vapour and clouds to adjust,
but with surface temperature or a portion of surface conditions unchanged. Although there are multiple methods to calculate ERF, we
take ERF to mean the method in which sea surface temperatures and sea ice cover are fixed at climatological values unless otherwise
specified. Land surface properties (temperature, snow and ice cover and vegetation) are allowed to adjust in this method. Hence ERF
includes both the effects of the forcing agent itself and the rapid adjustments to that agent (as does RF, though stratospheric temperature is the only adjustment for the latter). In the case of aerosols, the rapid adjustments of clouds encompass effects that have
been referred to as indirect or semi-direct forcings (see Figure 7.3 and Section 7.5), with some of these same cloud responses also
taking place for other forcing agents (see Section 7.2). Calculation of ERF requires longer simulations with more complex models than
calculation of RF, but the inclusion of the additional rapid adjustments makes ERF a better indicator of the eventual global mean temperature response, especially for aerosols. When forcing is attributed to emissions or used for calculation of emission metrics, additional
responses including atmospheric chemistry and the carbon cycle are also included in both RF and ERF (see Section 8.1.2). The general
term forcing is used to refer to both RF and ERF.
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 8.1 | How Important Is Water Vapour to Climate Change?
As the largest contributor to the natural greenhouse effect, water vapour plays an essential role in the Earth’s
climate. However, the amount of water vapour in the atmosphere is controlled mostly by air temperature, rather
than by emissions. For that reason, scientists consider it a feedback agent, rather than a forcing to climate change.
Anthropogenic emissions of water vapour through irrigation or power plant cooling have a negligible impact on
the global climate.

8

Water vapour is the primary greenhouse gas in the Earth’s atmosphere. The contribution of water vapour to the
natural greenhouse effect relative to that of carbon dioxide (CO2) depends on the accounting method, but can
be considered to be approximately two to three times greater. Additional water vapour is injected into the atmosphere from anthropogenic activities, mostly through increased evaporation from irrigated crops, but also through
power plant cooling, and marginally through the combustion of fossil fuel. One may therefore question why there
is so much focus on CO2, and not on water vapour, as a forcing to climate change.
Water vapour behaves differently from CO2 in one fundamental way: it can condense and precipitate. When air
with high humidity cools, some of the vapour condenses into water droplets or ice particles and precipitates. The
typical residence time of water vapour in the atmosphere is ten days. The flux of water vapour into the atmosphere
from anthropogenic sources is considerably less than from ‘natural’ evaporation. Therefore, it has a negligible
impact on overall concentrations, and does not contribute significantly to the long-term greenhouse effect. This is
the main reason why tropospheric water vapour (typically below 10 km altitude) is not considered to be an anthropogenic gas contributing to radiative forcing.
Anthropogenic emissions do have a significant impact on water vapour in the stratosphere, which is the part of
the atmosphere above about 10 km. Increased concentrations of methane (CH4) due to human activities lead to
an additional source of water, through oxidation, which partly explains the observed changes in that atmospheric
layer. That stratospheric water change has a radiative impact, is considered a forcing, and can be evaluated. Stratospheric concentrations of water have varied significantly in past decades. The full extent of these variations is not
well understood and is probably less a forcing than
a feedback process added to natural variability. The
T -4 T -2 T
T +2 T +4 Temperature change
contribution of stratospheric water vapour to warm1.4
ing, both forcing and feedback, is much smaller than
1.2
from CH4 or CO2.
0
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The maximum amount of water vapour in the air
is controlled by temperature. A typical column of
air extending from the surface to the stratosphere
in polar regions may contain only a few kilograms
of water vapour per square metre, while a similar column of air in the tropics may contain up to
70 kg. With every extra degree of air temperature,
the atmosphere can retain around 7% more water
vapour (see upper-left insert in the FAQ 8.1, Figure
1). This increase in concentration amplifies the greenhouse effect, and therefore leads to more warming.
This process, referred to as the water vapour feedback, is well understood and quantified. It occurs in
all models used to estimate climate change, where
its strength is consistent with observations. Although
an increase in atmospheric water vapour has been
observed, this change is recognized as a climate feedback (from increased atmospheric temperature) and
should not be interpreted as a radiative forcing from
anthropogenic emissions. (continued on next page)

0

FAQ 8.1, Figure 1 | Illustration of the water cycle and its interaction with the
greenhouse effect. The upper-left insert indicates the relative increase of potential water vapour content in the air with an increase of temperature (roughly
7% per degree). The white curls illustrate evaporation, which is compensated by
precipitation to close the water budget. The red arrows illustrate the outgoing
infrared radiation that is partly absorbed by water vapour and other gases, a process that is one component of the greenhouse effect. The stratospheric processes
are not included in this figure.
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FAQ 8.1 (continued)

Currently, water vapour has the largest greenhouse effect in the Earth’s atmosphere. However, other greenhouse
gases, primarily CO2, are necessary to sustain the presence of water vapour in the atmosphere. Indeed, if these other
gases were removed from the atmosphere, its temperature would drop sufficiently to induce a decrease of water
vapour, leading to a runaway drop of the greenhouse effect that would plunge the Earth into a frozen state. So
greenhouse gases other than water vapour provide the temperature structure that sustains current levels of atmospheric water vapour. Therefore, although CO2 is the main anthropogenic control knob on climate, water vapour
is a strong and fast feedback that amplifies any initial forcing by a typical factor between two and three. Water
vapour is not a significant initial forcing, but is nevertheless a fundamental agent of climate change.

of seasons or less, but there is a spectrum of adjustment times. Changes in land ice and snow cover, for instance, may take place over many
years. The ERF thus represents that part of the instantaneous RF that is
maintained over long time scales and more directly contributes to the
steady-state climate response. The RF can be considered a more limited
version of ERF. Because the atmospheric temperature has been allowed
to adjust, ERF would be nearly identical if calculated at the tropopause
instead of the TOA for tropospheric forcing agents, as would RF. Recent
work has noted likely advantages of the ERF framework for understanding model responses to CO2 as well as to more complex forcing
agents (see Section 7.2.5.6).
The climate sensitivity parameter λ derived with respect to RF can vary
substantially across different forcing agents (Forster et al., 2007). The
response to RF from a particular agent relative to the response to RF
from CO2 has been termed the efficacy (Hansen et al., 2005). By including many of the rapid adjustments that differ across forcing agents,
the ERF concept includes much of their relative efficacy and therefore
leads to more uniform climate sensitivity across agents. For example,
the influence of clouds on the interaction of aerosols with sunlight and
the effect of aerosol heating on cloud formation can lead to very large
differences in the response per unit RF from black carbon (BC) located
at different altitudes, but the response per unit ERF is nearly uniform
with altitude (Hansen et al., 2005; Ming et al., 2010; Ban-Weiss et al.,
2012). Hence as we use ERF in this chapter when it differs significantly
from RF, efficacy is not used hereinafter. For inhomogeneous forcings,
we note that the climate sensitivity parameter may also depend on the
horizontal forcing distribution, especially with latitude (Shindell and
Faluvegi, 2009; Section 8.6.2).
A combination of RF and ERF will be used in this chapter with RF provided to keep consistency with TAR and AR4, and ERF used to allow
quantification of more complex forcing agents and, in some cases, provide a more useful metric than RF.

8.1.1.3 Limitations of Radiative Forcing
Both the RF and ERF concepts have strengths and weaknesses in
addition to those discussed previously. Dedicated climate model simulations that are required to diagnose the ERF can be more computationally demanding than those for instantaneous RF or RF because
many years are required to reduce the influence of climate variability.
The presence of meteorological variability can also make it difficult to
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isolate the ERF of small forcings that are easily isolated in the pair of
radiative transfer calculations performed for RF (Figure 8.1). For RF, on
the other hand, a definition of the tropopause is required, which can
be ambiguous.
In many cases, however, ERF and RF are nearly equal. Analysis of 11
models from the current Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase
5 (CMIP5) generation finds that the rapid adjustments to CO2 cause
fixed-SST-based ERF to be 2% less than RF, with an intermodel standard deviation of 7% (Vial et al., 2013). This is consistent with an earlier
study of six GCMs that found a substantial inter-model variation in
the rapid tropospheric adjustment to CO2 using regression analysis in
slab ocean models, though the ensemble mean adjustment was less
than 5% (Andrews and Forster, 2008). Part of the large uncertainty
range arises from the greater noise inherent in regression analyses of
single runs in comparison with fixed-SST experiments. Using fixed-SST
simulations, Hansen et al. (2005) found that ERF is virtually identical
to RF for increased CO2, tropospheric ozone and solar irradiance, and
within 6% for methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), stratospheric aerosols and for the aerosol–radiation interaction of reflective aerosols.
Shindell et al. (2013b) also found that RF and ERF are statistically equal
for tropospheric ozone. Lohmann et al. (2010) report a small increase
in the forcing from CO2 using ERF instead of RF based on the fixed-SST
technique, while finding no substantial difference for CH4, RF due to
aerosol–radiation interactions or aerosol effects on cloud albedo. In
the fixed-SST simulations of Hansen et al. (2005), ERF was about 20%
less than RF for the atmospheric effects of BC aerosols (not including
microphysical aerosol–cloud interactions), and nearly 300% greater
for the forcing due to BC snow albedo forcing (Hansen et al., 2007).
ERF was slightly greater than RF for stratospheric ozone in Hansen
et al. (2005), but the opposite is true for more recent analyses (Shindell et al., 2013b), and hence it seems most appropriate at present to
use RF for this small forcing. The various studies demonstrate that RF
provides a good estimate of ERF in most cases, as the differences are
very small, with the notable exceptions of BC-related forcings (Bond
et al., 2013). ERF provides better characterization of those effects, as
well as allowing quantification of a broader range of effects including
all aerosol–cloud interactions. Hence while RF and ERF are generally
quite similar for WMGHGs, ERF typically provides a more useful indication of climate response for near-term climate forcers (see Box 8.2). As
the rapid adjustments included in ERF differ in strength across climate
models, the uncertainty range for ERF estimates tends to be larger than
the range for RF estimates.
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Box 8.2 | Grouping Forcing Compounds by Common Properties
As many compounds cause RF when their atmospheric concentration is changed, it can be useful to refer to groups of compounds with
similar properties. Here we discuss two primary groupings: well-mixed greenhouse gases (WMGHGs) and near-term climate forcers
(NTCFs).

8

We define as ‘well-mixed’ those greenhouse gases that are sufficiently mixed throughout the troposphere that concentration measurements from a few remote surface sites can characterize the climate-relevant atmospheric burden; although these gases may still have
local variation near sources and sinks and even small hemispheric gradients. Global forcing per unit emission and emission metrics
for these gases thus do not depend on the geographic location of the emission, and forcing calculations can assume even horizontal
distributions. These gases, or a subset of them, have sometimes been referred to as ‘long-lived greenhouse gases’ as they are well
mixed because their atmospheric lifetimes are much greater than the time scale of a few years for atmospheric mixing, but the physical
property that causes the aforementioned common characteristics is more directly associated with their mixing within the atmosphere.
WMGHGs include CO2, N2O, CH4, SF6, and many halogenated species. Conversely, ozone is not a WMGHG.
We define ‘near-term climate forcers’ (NTCFs) as those compounds whose impact on climate occurs primarily within the first decade
after their emission. This set of compounds is composed primarily of those with short lifetimes in the atmosphere compared to WMGHGs,
and has been sometimes referred to as short-lived climate forcers or short-lived climate pollutants. However, the common property
that is of greatest interest to a climate assessment is the time scale over which their impact on climate is felt. This set of compounds
includes methane, which is also a WMGHG, as well as ozone and aerosols, or their precursors, and some halogenated species that
are not WMGHGs. These compounds do not accumulate in the atmosphere at decadal to centennial time scales, and so their effect on
climate is predominantly in the near term following their emission.

Whereas the global mean ERF provides a useful indication of the eventual change in global mean surface temperature, it does not reflect
regional climate changes. This is true for all forcing agents, but is especially the case for the inhomogeneously distributed forcings because
they activate climate feedbacks based on their regional distribution.
For example, forcings over Northern Hemisphere (NH) middle and high
latitudes induce snow and ice albedo feedbacks more than forcings at
lower latitudes or in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) (e.g., Shindell and
Faluvegi, 2009).

temperatures, which can differ greatly from the global mean. Hence
although they are quite useful for understanding the factors driving
global mean temperature change, they provide only an imperfect and
limited perspective on the factors driving broader climate change. In
addition, a metric based solely on radiative perturbations does not
allow comparison of non-RFs, such as effects of land cover change
on evapotranspiration or physiological impacts of CO2 and O3 except
where these cause further impacts on radiation such as through cloud
cover changes (e.g., Andrews et al., 2012b).

In the case of agents that strongly absorb incoming solar radiation
(such as BC, and to a lesser extent organic carbon (OC) and ozone) the
TOA forcing provides little indication of the change in solar radiation
reaching the surface which can force local changes in evaporation and
alter regional and general circulation patterns (e.g., Ramanathan and
Carmichael, 2008; Wang et al., 2009). Hence the forcing at the surface,
or the atmospheric heating, defined as the difference between surface and tropopause/TOA forcing, might also be useful metrics. Global
mean precipitation changes can be related separately to ERF within
the atmosphere and to a slower response to global mean temperature
changes (Andrews et al., 2010; Ming et al., 2010; Ban-Weiss et al.,
2012). Relationships between surface forcing and localized aspects of
climate response have not yet been clearly quantified, however.

8.1.2

In general, most widely used definitions of forcing and most forcing-based metrics are intended to be proportional to the eventual
temperature response, and most analyses to date have explored the
global mean temperature response only. These metrics do not explicitly include impacts such as changes in precipitation, surface sunlight
available for photosynthesis, extreme events, and so forth, or regional
668

Calculation of Radiative Forcing due to
Concentration or Emission Changes

Analysis of forcing due to observed or modelled concentration changes
between pre-industrial, defined here as 1750, and a chosen later year
provides an indication of the importance of different forcing agents to
climate change during that period. Such analyses have been a mainstay of climate assessments. This perspective has the advantage that
observational data are available to accurately quantify the concentration changes for several of the largest forcing components. Atmospheric concentration changes, however, are the net result of variations in
emissions of multiple compounds and any climate changes that have
influenced processes such as wet removal, atmospheric chemistry or
the carbon cycle. Characterizing forcing according to concentration
changes thus mixes multiple root causes along with climate feedbacks.
Policy decisions are better informed by analysis of forcing attributable
to emissions, which the IPCC first presented in AR4. These analyses can
be applied to historical emissions changes in a ‘backward-looking’ perspective, as done for example, for major WMGHGs (den Elzen et al.,
2005; Hohne et al., 2011) and NTCFs (Shindell et al., 2009), or to current
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Figure 8.1 | Cartoon comparing (a) instantaneous RF, (b) RF, which allows stratospheric temperature to adjust, (c) flux change when the surface temperature is fixed over the whole
Earth (a method of calculating ERF), (d) the ERF calculated allowing atmospheric and land temperature to adjust while ocean conditions are fixed and (e) the equilibrium response
to the climate forcing agent. The methodology for calculation of each type of forcing is also outlined. DTo represents the land temperature response, while DTs is the full surface
temperature response. (Updated from Hansen et al., 2005.)

or projected future emissions in a ‘forward-looking’ view (see Section
8.7). Emissions estimates through time typically come from the scientific
community, often making use of national reporting for recent decades.
With the greater use of emission-driven models, for example, in CMIP5,
it is becoming more natural to estimate ERF resulting from emissions
of a particular species rather than concentration-based forcing. Such
calculations typically necessitate model simulations with chemical
transport models or chemistry–climate models, however, and require
careful consideration of which processes are included, especially when
comparing results to concentration-based forcings. In particular, simulation of concentration responses to emissions changes requires incorporating models of the carbon cycle and atmospheric chemistry (gas
and aerosol phases). The requisite expansion of the modelling realm for
emissions-based forcing or emission metrics should in principle be consistent for all drivers. For example, as the response to aerosol or ozone
precursor emissions includes atmospheric chemistry, the response to
CO2 emissions should as well. In addition, if the CO2 concentration
responses to CO2 emissions include the impact of CO2-induced climate
changes on carbon uptake, then the effect of climate changes caused
by any other emission on carbon uptake should also be included. Similarly, if the effects of atmospheric CO2 concentration change on carbon
uptake are included, the effects of other atmospheric composition or
deposition changes on carbon uptake should be included as well (see
also Section 6.4.1). Comparable issues are present for other forcing
agents. In practice, the modelling realm used in studies of forcing
attributable to emissions has not always been consistent. Furthermore,
climate feedbacks have sometimes been included in the calculation
of forcing due to ozone or aerosol changes, as when concentrations
from a historical transient climate simulation are imposed for an ERF
calculation. In this chapter, we endeavour to clarify which processes

have been included in the various estimates of forcing attributed to
emissions (Sections 8.3 and 8.7).
RF or ERF estimates based on either historical emissions or concentrations provide valuable insight into the relative and absolute contribution of various drivers to historical climate change. Scenarios of
changing future emissions and land use are also developed based on
various assumptions about socioeconomic trends and societal choices.
The forcing resulting from such scenarios is used to understand the
drivers of potential future climate changes (Sections 8.5.3 and 8.6).
As with historical forcings, the actual impact on climate depends on
both the temporal and spatial structure of the forcings and the rate of
response of various portions of the climate system.

8.2

Atmospheric Chemistry

8.2.1

Introduction

Most radiatively active compounds in the Earth’s atmosphere are
chemically active, meaning that atmospheric chemistry plays a large
role in determining their burden and residence time. In the atmosphere,
a gaseous chemically active compound can be affected by (1) interaction with other species (including aerosols and water) in its immediate
vicinity and (2) interaction with solar radiation (photolysis). Physical
processes (wet removal and dry deposition) act on some chemical
compounds (gas or aerosols) to further define their residence time
in the atmosphere. Atmospheric chemistry is characterized by many
interactions and patterns of temporal or spatial variability, leading to
significant nonlinearities (Kleinman et al., 2001) and a wide range of
time scales of importance (Isaksen et al., 2009).
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This section assesses updates in understanding of processes, modelling
and observations since AR4 (see Section 2.3) on key reactive species
contributing to RF. Note that aerosols, including processes responsible
for the formation of aerosols, are extensively described in Section 7.3.

8.2.2

8

Global Chemistry Modelling in Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 5

Because the distribution of NTCFs cannot be estimated from observations alone, coupled chemistry-climate simulations are required to
define their evolution and associated RF. While several CMIP5 modeling groups performed simulations with interactive chemistry (i.e., computed simultaneously within the climate model), many models used
as input pre-computed distributions of radiatively active gases and/
or aerosols. To assess the distributions of chemical species and their
respective RF, many research groups participated in the Atmospheric
Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP).
The ACCMIP simulations (Lamarque et al., 2013) were defined to provide information on the long-term changes in atmospheric composition with a few, well-defined atmospheric simulations. Because of the
nature of the simulations (pre-industrial, present-day and future climates), only a limited number of chemistry-transport models (models
which require a full definition of the meteorological fields needed to
simulate physical processes and transport) participated in the ACCMIP
project, which instead drew primarily from the same General Circulation Models (GCMs) as CMIP5 (see Lamarque et al., 2013 for a list
of the participating models and their configurations), with extensive
model evaluation against observations (Bowman et al., 2013; Lee et
al., 2013; Shindell et al., 2013c; Voulgarakis et al., 2013; Young et al.,
2013).
In all CMIP5/ACCMIP chemistry simulations, anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions are specified. More specifically, a single set of
historical anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions (Lamarque et
al., 2010) and one set of emissions for each of the RCPs (van Vuuren
et al., 2011) was defined (Figure 8.2). This was designed to increase
the comparability of simulations. However, these uniform emission
specifications mask the existing uncertainty (e.g., Bond et al., 2007; Lu
et al., 2011), so that there is in fact a considerable range in the estimates and time evolution of recent anthropogenic emissions (Granier
et al., 2011). Historical reconstructions of biomass burning (wildfires
and deforestation) also exhibit quite large uncertainties (Kasischke and
Penner, 2004; Ito and Penner, 2005; Schultz et al., 2008; van der Werf
et al., 2010). In addition, the RCP biomass burning projections do not
include the feedback between climate change and fires discussed in
Bowman et al. (2009), Pechony and Shindell (2010) and Thonicke et al.
(2010). Finally, the RCP anthropogenic precursor emissions of NTCFs
tend to span a smaller range than available from existing scenarios
(van Vuuren et al., 2011). The ACCMIP simulations therefore provide an
estimate of the uncertainty due to range of representation of physical
and chemical processes in models, but do not incorporate uncertainty
in emissions.
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8.2.3

Chemical Processes and Trace Gas Budgets

8.2.3.1 Tropospheric Ozone
The RF from tropospheric ozone is strongly height- and latitude-dependent through coupling of ozone change with temperature, water
vapour and clouds (Lacis et al., 1990; Berntsen et al., 1997; Worden
et al., 2008, 2011; Bowman et al., 2013). Consequently, it is necessary
to accurately estimate the change in the ozone spatio-temporal structure using global models and observations. It is also well established
that surface ozone detrimentally affects plant productivity (Ashmore,
2005; Fishman et al., 2010), albeit estimating this impact on climate,
although possibly significant, is still limited to a few studies (Sitch et
al., 2007; UNEP, 2011).
Tropospheric ozone is a by-product of the oxidation of carbon monoxide (CO), CH4, and non-CH4 hydrocarbons in the presence of nitrogen
oxides (NOx). As emissions of these precursors have increased (Figure
8.2), tropospheric ozone has increased since pre-industrial times (Volz
and Kley, 1988; Marenco et al., 1994) and over the last decades (Parrish
et al., 2009; Cooper et al., 2010; Logan et al., 2012), but with important
regional variations (Section 2.2). Ozone production is usually limited
by the supply of HOx (OH + HO2) and NOX (NO + NO2) (Levy, 1971;
Logan et al., 1981). Ozone’s major chemical loss pathways in the troposphere are through (1) photolysis (to O(1D), followed by reaction with
water vapour) and (2) reaction with HO2 (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006).
The former pathway leads to couplings between stratospheric ozone
(photolysis rate being a function of the overhead ozone column) and
climate change (through water vapour). Observed surface ozone abundances typically range from less than 10 ppb over the tropical Pacific
Ocean to more than 100 ppb downwind of highly emitting regions. The
lifetime of ozone in the troposphere varies strongly with season and
location: it may be as little as a few days in the tropical boundary layer,
or as much as 1 year in the upper troposphere. Two recent studies give
similar global mean lifetime of ozone: 22.3 ± 2 days (Stevenson et al.,
2006) and 23.4 ± 2.2 days (Young et al., 2013).
For present (about 2000) conditions, the various components of the
budget of global mean tropospheric ozone are estimated from the
ACCMIP simulations and other model simulations since AR4 (Table
8.1). In particular, most recent models define a globally and annually
averaged tropospheric ozone burden of (337 ± 23 Tg, 1-σ). Differences
in the definition of the tropopause lead to inter-model variations of
approximately 10% (Wild, 2007). This multi-model mean estimate of
global annual tropospheric ozone burden has not significantly changed
since the Stevenson et al. (2006) estimates (344 ± 39 Tg, 1-σ), and
is consistent with the most recent satellite-based Ozone Monitoring
Instrument–Microwave Limb Sounder (OMI-MLS; Ziemke et al., 2011)
and Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES; Osterman et al., 2008)
climatologies.
Estimates of the ozone chemical sources and sinks (uncertainty estimates are quoted here as 1-σ) are less robust, with a net chemical
production (production minus loss) of 618 ± 275 Tg yr–1 (Table 8.1),
larger than the Atmospheric Composition Change: a European Network (ACCENT) results (442 ± 309 Tg yr–1; Stevenson et al., 2006). Estimates of ozone deposition (1094 ± 264 Tg yr–1) are slightly increased
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Figure 8.2 | Time evolution of global anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions 1850–2100 used in CMIP5/ACCMIP following each RCP. Historical (1850–2000) values are
from Lamarque et al. (2010). RCP values are from van Vuuren et al. (2011). Emissions estimates from Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES) are discussed in Annex II; note that
black carbon and organic carbon estimates were not part of the SRES and are shown here only for completeness. The Maximum Feasible Reduction (MFR) and Current Legislation
(CLE) are discussed in Cofala et al. (2007); as biomass burning emissions are not included in that publication, a fixed amount, equivalent to the value in 2000 from the RCP estimates, is added (see Annex II for more details; Dentener et al., 2006). The post-SRES scenarios are discussed in Van Vuuren et al. (2008) and Rogelj et al. (2011). For those, only the
range (minimum to maximum) is shown. Global emissions from the Asian Modelling Exercise are discussed in Calvin et al. (2012). Regional estimates are shown in Supplementary
Material Figure 8.SM.1 and Figure 8.SM.2 for the historical and RCPs.

since ACCENT (1003 ± 200 Tg yr–1) while estimates of the net influx of
ozone from the stratosphere to the troposphere (477 ± 96 Tg yr–1) have
slightly decreased since ACCENT (552 ± 168 Tg yr–1). Additional model
estimates of this influx (Hegglin and Shepherd, 2009; Hsu and Prather,
2009) fall within both ranges, as do estimates based on observations
(Murphy and Fahey, 1994; Gettelman et al., 1997; Olsen et al., 2002),
all estimates being sensitive to their choice of tropopause definition
and interannual variability.
Model simulations for present-day conditions or the recent past are
evaluated (Figure 8.3) against frequent ozonesonde measurements
(Logan, 1999; Tilmes et al., 2012) and additional surface, aircraft and
satellite measurements. The ACCMIP model simulations (Figure 8.3)

indicate 10 to 20% negative bias at 250 hPa in the SH tropical region,
and a slight underestimate in NH tropical region. Comparison with
satellite-based estimates of tropospheric ozone column (Ziemke et al.,
2011) indicates an annual mean bias of –4.3 ± 29 Tg (with a spatial
correlation of 0.87 ± 0.07, 1-σ) for the ACCMIP simulations (Young et
al., 2013). Overall, our ability to simulate tropospheric ozone burden
for present (about 2000) has not substantially changed since AR4.
Evaluation (using a subset of two ACCMIP models) of simulated trends
(1960s to present or shorter) in surface ozone against observations at
remote surface sites (see Section 2.2) indicates an underestimation,
especially in the NH (Lamarque et al., 2010). Although this limits the
ability to represent recent ozone changes, it is unclear how this translates into an uncertainty on changes since pre-industrial times.
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Table 8.1 | Summary of tropospheric ozone global budget model and observation estimates for present (about 2000) conditions. Focus is on modelling studies published since
AR4. STE stands for stratosphere–troposphere exchange. All uncertainties quoted as 1 standard deviation (68% confidence interval).

Burden

Production

Loss

Deposition

STE

Tg

Tg yr–1

Tg yr–1

Tg yr–1

Tg yr–1

337 ± 23

4877 ± 853

4260 ± 645

1094 ± 264

477 ± 96

Reference

Modelling Studies

8

Young et al. (2013); ACCMIP

323

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Archibald et al. (2011)

330

4876

4520

916

560

Kawase et al. (2011)

312

4289

3881

829

421

Huijnen et al. (2010)

334

3826

3373

1286

662

Zeng et al. (2010)

324

4870

4570

801

502

Wild and Palmer (2008)

314

N/A

N/A

1035

452

Zeng et al. (2008)

319

4487

3999

N/A

500

Wu et al. (2007)

372

5042

4507

884

345

Horowitz (2006)

349

4384

3972

808

401

Liao et al. (2006)

344 ± 39

5110 ± 606

4668 ± 727

1003 ± 200

552 ± 168

Stevenson et al. (2006); ACCENT

314 ± 33

4465 ± 514

4114 ± 409

949 ± 222

529 ± 105

Wild (2007) (post-2000 studies)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

515

Hsu and Prather (2009)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

655

Hegglin and Shepherd (2009)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

383–451

Clark et al. (2007)

Observational Studies
333

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Fortuin and Kelder (1998)

327

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Logan (1999)

325

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Ziemke et al. (2011); 60S–60N

319–351

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Osterman et al. (2008); 60S–60N

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

449 (192–872)

Murphy and Fahey (1994)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

510 (450–590)

Gettelman et al. (1997)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

500 ± 140

In most studies ‘pre-industrial’ does not identify a specific year but is
usually assumed to correspond to 1850s levels; no observational information on ozone is available for that time period. Using the Lamarque
et al. (2010) emissions, the ACCMIP models (Young et al., 2013) are
unable to reproduce the low levels of ozone observed at Montsouris
1876–1886 (Volz and Kley, 1988). The other early ozone measurements
using the Schönbein paper are controversial (Marenco et al., 1994)
and assessed to be of qualitative use only. The main uncertainty in
estimating the pre-industrial to present-day change in ozone therefore remains the lack of constraint on emission trends because of the
very incomplete knowledge of pre-industrial ozone concentrations, of
which no new information is available. The uncertainty on pre-industrial conditions is not confined to ozone but applies to aerosols as well
(e.g., Schmidt et al., 2012), although ice and lake core records provide
some constraint on pre-industrial aerosol concentrations.
The ACCMIP results provide an estimated tropospheric ozone increase
(Figure 8.4) from 1850 to 2000 of 98 ± 17 Tg (model range), similar
to AR4 estimates. Skeie et al. (2011a) found an additional 5% increase
in the anthropogenic contribution to the ozone burden between 2000
and 2010, which translates into an approximately 1.5% increase in
tropospheric ozone burden. A best estimate of the change in ozone
since 1850 is assessed at 100 ± 25 Tg (1-σ). Attribution simulations
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(Stevenson et al., 2013) indicate unequivocally that anthropogenic
changes in ozone precursor emissions are responsible for the increase
between 1850 and present or into the future.

8.2.3.2 Stratospheric Ozone and Water Vapour
Stratospheric ozone has experienced significant depletion since the
1960s due to bromine and chlorine-containing compounds (Solomon,
1999), leading to an estimated global decrease of stratospheric ozone
of 5% between the 1970s and the mid-1990s, the decrease being
largest over Antarctica (Fioletov et al., 2002). Most of the ozone loss
is associated with the long-lived bromine and chlorine-containing
compounds (chlorofluorocarbons and substitutes) released by human
activities, in addition to N2O. This is in addition to a background level
of natural emissions of short-lived halogens from oceanic and volcanic
sources.
With the advent of the Montreal Protocol and its amendments, emissions of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and replacements have strongly
declined (Montzka et al., 2011), and signs of ozone stabilization and
even possibly recovery have already occurred (Mader et al., 2010; Salby
et al., 2012). A further consequence is that N2O emissions (Section
8.2.3.4) likely dominate all other emissions in terms of ozone-depleting
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potential (Ravishankara et al., 2009). Chemistry-climate models with
resolved stratospheric chemistry and dynamics recently predicted an
estimated global mean total ozone column recovery to 1980 levels to
occur in 2032 (multi-model mean value, with a range of 2024 to 2042)
under the A1B scenario (Eyring et al., 2010a). Increases in the stratospheric burden and acceleration of the stratospheric circulation leads
to an increase in the stratosphere–troposphere flux of ozone (Shindell
et al., 2006c; Grewe, 2007; Hegglin and Shepherd, 2009; Zeng et al.,
2010). This is also seen in recent RCP8.5 simulations, with the impact
of increasing tropospheric burden (Kawase et al., 2011; Lamarque et
al., 2011). However, observationally based estimates of recent trends
in age of air (Engel et al., 2009; Stiller et al., 2012) do not appear
to be consistent with the acceleration of the stratospheric circulation
found in model simulations, possibly owing to inherent difficulties with
extracting trends from SF6 observations (Garcia et al., 2011).
Oxidation of CH4 in the stratosphere (see Section 8.2.3.3) is a significant source of water vapour and hence the long-term increase in CH4
leads to an anthropogenic forcing (see Section 8.3) in the stratosphere.
Stratospheric water vapour abundance increased by an average of 1.0
± 0.2 (1-σ) ppm during 1980–2010, with CH4 oxidation explaining
approximately 25% of this increase (Hurst et al., 2011). Other factors
contributing to the long-term change in water vapour include changes
in tropical tropopause temperatures (see Section 2.2.2.1).

other main source of OH is through secondary reactions (Lelieveld et
al., 2008), although some of those reactions are still poorly understood
(Paulot et al., 2009; Peeters et al., 2009; Taraborrelli et al., 2012). A
recent estimate of the CH4 tropospheric chemical lifetime with respect
to OH constrained by methyl chloroform surface observations is 11.2
± 1.3 years (Prather et al., 2012). In addition, bacterial uptake in soils
provides an additional small, less constrained loss (Fung et al., 1991);
estimated lifetime = 120 ± 24 years (Prather et al., 2012), with another
small loss in the stratosphere (Ehhalt and Heidt, 1973); estimated lifetime = 150 ± 50 years (Prather et al., 2012). Halogen chemistry in the
troposphere also contributes to some tropospheric CH4 loss (Allan et
al., 2007), estimated lifetime = 200 ± 100 years (Prather et al., 2012).
The ACCMIP estimate for present CH4 lifetime with respect to tropospheric OH varies quite widely (9.8 ± 1.6 years (Voulgarakis et al.,
2013)), slightly shorter than the 10.2 ± 1.7 years in (Fiore et al. (2009),
but much shorter than the methyl chloroform-based estimate of 11.2
± 1.3 years (Prather et al., 2012). A partial explanation for the range in
CH4 lifetime changes can be found in the degree of representation of
chemistry in chemistry–climate models. Indeed, Archibald et al. (2010)
showed that the response of OH to increasing nitrogen oxides strongly
depends on the treatment of hydrocarbon chemistry in a model. The
impact on CH4 distribution in the ACCMIP simulations is, however,
rather limited because most models prescribed CH4 as a time-varying
lower-boundary mixing ratio (Lamarque et al., 2013).

8.2.3.3 Methane
The surface mixing ratio of CH4 has increased by 150% since pre-industrial times (Sections 2.2.1.1.2 and 8.3.2.2), with some projections indicating a further doubling by 2100 (Figure 8.5). Bottom-up estimates of
present CH4 emissions range from 542 to 852 TgCH4 yr–1 (see Table 6.8),
while a recent top-down estimate with uncertainty analysis is 554 ±
56 TgCH4 yr–1 (Prather et al., 2012). All quoted uncertainties in Section
8.2.3.3 are defined as 1-σ.
The main sink of CH4 is through its reaction with the hydroxyl radical
(OH) in the troposphere (Ehhalt and Heidt, 1973). A primary source
of tropospheric OH is initiated by the photodissociation of ozone, followed by reaction with water vapour (creating sensitivity to humidity, cloud cover and solar radiation) (Levy, 1971; Crutzen, 1973). The

CH4 (ppm)

CO2 (ppm)

The chemical coupling between OH and CH4 leads to a significant
amplification of an emission impact; that is, increasing CH4 emissions
decreases tropospheric OH which in turn increases the CH4 lifetime
and therefore its burden. The OH-lifetime sensitivity for CH4, s_OH =
–δln(OH)/δln(CH4), was estimated in Chapter 4 of TAR to be 0.32,
implying a 0.32% decrease in tropospheric mean OH (as weighted by
CH4 loss) for a 1% increase in CH4. The Fiore et al. (2009) multi-model (12 models) study provides a slightly smaller value (0.28 ± 0.03).
Holmes et al. (2013) gives a range 0.31 ± 0.04 by combining Fiore et al.
(2009), Holmes et al. (2011) and three new model results (0.36, 0.31,
0.27). Only two ACCMIP models reported values (0.19 and 0.26; Voulgarakis et al., 2013). The projections of future CH4 in Chapter 11 use
the Holmes et al. (2013) range and uncertainty, which at the 2-σ level
covers all but one model result. The feedback factor f, the ratio of the
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Figure 8.5 | Time evolution of global-averaged mixing ratio of long-lived species1850–2100 following each RCP; blue (RCP2.6), light blue (RCP4.5), orange (RCP6.0) and red
(RCP8.5). (Based on Meinshausen et al., 2011b.)
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lifetime of a CH4 perturbation to the lifetime of the total CH4 burden, is
calculated as f = 1/(1-s). Other CH4 losses, which are relatively insensitive to CH4 burden, must be included so that f = 1.34 ± 0.06, (slightly
larger but within the range of the Stevenson et al. (2006) estimate of
1.29 ± 0.04, based on six models), leading to an overall perturbation
lifetime of 12.4 ± 1.4 years, which is used in calculations of metrics
in Section 8.7. Additional details are provided in the Supplementary
Material Section 8.SM.2.

of non-methane hydrocarbons (and their products) with the hydroxyl
radical (OH), ozone, nitrate (NO3) or photolysis (Hallquist et al., 2009).
Thus although many hydrocarbons in the atmosphere are of biogenic
origin, anthropogenic pollutants can have impacts on their conversion
to SOAs. There is tremendous complexity and still much uncertainty in
the processes involved in the formation of SOAs (Hallquist et al., 2009;
Carslaw et al., 2010). Additional information can be found in Section
7.3.2.

8.2.3.4 Nitrous Oxide

Once generated, the size and composition of aerosol particles can be
modified by additional chemical reactions, condensation or evaporation of gaseous species and coagulation (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006).
It is this set of processes that defines their physical, chemical and optical properties, and hence their impact on radiation and clouds, with
large regional and global differences (see Section 7.3.3). Furthermore,
their distribution is affected by transport and deposition, defining a
residence time in the troposphere of usually a few days (Textor et al.,
2006).

Nitrous oxide (N2O) in 2011 has a surface concentration 19% above
its 1750 level (Sections 2.2.1.1.3 and 8.3.2.3). Increases in N2O lead to
depletion of mid- to upper-stratospheric ozone and increase in mid-latitude lower stratospheric ozone (as a result of increased photolysis
rate from decreased ozone above). This impacts tropospheric chemistry
through increase in stratosphere–troposphere exchange of ozone and
odd nitrogen species and increase in tropospheric photolysis rates and
OH formation (Prather and Hsu, 2010). Anthropogenic emissions represent around 30 to 45% of the present-day global total, and are mostly
from agricultural and soil sources (Fowler et al., 2009) and fossil-fuel
activities. Natural emissions come mostly from microbial activity in the
soil. The main sink for N2O is through photolysis and oxidation reactions in the stratosphere, leading to an estimated lifetime of 131 ±
10 years (Prather et al., 2012), slightly larger than previous estimates
(Prather and Hsu, 2010; Montzka et al., 2011). The addition of N2O
to the atmosphere changes its own lifetime through feedbacks that
couple N2O to stratospheric NOy and ozone depletion (Prather, 1998;
Ravishankara et al., 2009; Prather and Hsu, 2010), so that the lifetime
of a perturbation is less than that of the total burden, 121 ± 10 years
(1-σ; Prather et al., 2012) and is used in calculations of metrics (Section 8.7).

8.2.3.5 Halogenated Species
Halogenated species can be powerful greenhouse gases (GHGs). Those
containing chlorine and bromine also deplete stratospheric ozone
and are referred to as ozone-depleting substances (ODSs). Most of
those compounds do not have natural emissions and, because of the
implementation of the Montreal Protocol and its amendments, total
emissions of ODSs have sharply decreased since the 1990s (Montzka
et al., 2011). For CFCs, perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and SF6 the main loss
is through photolysis in the stratosphere. The CFC substitutes (hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs)) are
destroyed by OH oxidation in the troposphere. Their global concentration has steadily risen over the recent past (see Section 2.2.1.1.4).

8.3

Present-Day Anthropogenic Radiative
Forcing

Human activity has caused a variety of changes in different forcing
agents in the atmosphere or land surface. A large number of GHGs
have had a substantial increase over the Industrial Era and some of
these gases are entirely of anthropogenic origin. Atmospheric aerosols
have diverse and complex influences on the climate. Human activity
has modified the land cover and changed the surface albedo. Some of
the gases and aerosols are directly emitted to the atmosphere whereas others are secondary products from chemical reactions of emitted
species. The lifetimes of these different forcing agents vary substantially. This section discusses all known anthropogenic forcing agents
of non-negligible importance and their quantification in terms of RF
or ERF based on changes in abundance over the 1750–2011 period.
In this section we determine the RFs for WMGHGs and heterogeneously distributed species in fundamentally different ways. As described
in Box 8.2, the concentrations of WMGHGs can be determined from
observations at a few surface sites. For the pre-industrial concentrations these are typically from trapped air in polar ice or firn (see Section 2.2.1). Thus the RFs from WMGHGs are determined entirely from
observations (Section 8.3.2). In contrast, we do not have sufficient
pre-industrial or present-day observations of heterogeneously distributed forcing agents (e.g., ozone and aerosols) to be able to characterize their RF; therefore we instead have to rely on chemistry–climate
models (Sections 8.3.3 and 8.3.4).

8.2.3.6 Aerosols
8.3.1
Aerosol particles are present in the atmosphere with size ranges
from a few nanometres to tens of micrometres. They are the results
of direct emission (primary aerosols: BC, OC, sea salt, dust) into the
atmosphere or as products of chemical reactions (secondary inorganic
aerosols: sulphate, nitrate, ammonium; and secondary organic aerosols (SOAs)) occurring in the atmosphere. Secondary inorganic aerosols are the products of reactions involving sulphur dioxide, ammonia
and nitric oxide emissions. SOAs are the result of chemical reactions

Updated Understanding of the Spectral Properties
of Greenhouse Gases and Radiative Transfer Codes

RF estimates are performed with a combination of radiative transfer
codes typical for GCMs as well as more detailed radiative transfer
codes. Physical properties are needed in the radiative transfer codes
such as spectral properties for gases. The HITRAN (HIgh Resolution
TRANsmission molecular absorption) database (Rothman, 2010) is
widely used in radiative transfer models. Some researchers studied
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the difference among different editions of HITRAN databases for
diverse uses (Feng et al., 2007; Kratz, 2008; Feng and Zhao, 2009;
Fomin and Falaleeva, 2009; Lu et al., 2012). Model calculations have
shown that modifications of the spectroscopic characteristics tend to
have a modest effect on the determination of RF estimates of order
2 to 3% of the calculated RF attributed to the combined doubling of
CO2, N2O and CH4. These results showed that even the largest overall
RF induced by differences among the HITRAN databases is considerably smaller than the range reported for the modelled RF estimates;
thus the line parameter updates to the HITRAN database are not a
significant source for discrepancies in the RF calculations appearing
in the IPCC reports. However, the more recent HITRAN data set is
still recommended, as the HITRAN process offers internal verification
and tends to progress closer to the best laboratory measurements.
It is found that the differences among the water vapour continuum
absorption formulations tend to be comparable to the differences
among the various HITRAN databases (Paynter and Ramaswamy,
2011); but use of the older Robert continuum formula produces significantly larger flux differences, thus, replacement of the older continuum is warranted (Kratz, 2008) and there are still numerous unresolved
issues left in the continuum expression, especially related to shortwave radiative transfer (Shine et al., 2012). Differences in absorption
data from various HITRAN versions are very likely a small contributor
to the uncertainty in RF of GHGs.
Line-by-line (LBL) models using the HITRAN data set as an input are
the benchmark of radiative transfer models for GHGs. Some researchers compared different LBL models (Zhang et al., 2005; Collins et al.,
2006) and line-wing cutoff, line-shape function and gas continuum
absorption treatment effects on LBL calculations (Zhang et al., 2008;
Fomin and Falaleeva, 2009). The agreement between LBL codes has
been investigated in many studies and found to generally be within
a few percent (e.g., Collins et al., 2006; Iacono et al., 2008; Forster et
al., 2011a) and to compare well to observed radiative fluxes under
controlled situations (Oreopoulos et al., 2012). Forster et al. (2011a)
evaluated global mean radiatively important properties of chemistry
climate models (CCMs) and found that the combined WMGHG global
annual mean instantaneous RF at the tropopause is within 30% of LBL
models for all CCM radiation codes tested. The accuracies of the LW RF
due to CO2 and tropospheric ozone increase are generally very good
and within 10% for most of the participation models, but problems
remained in simulating RF for stratospheric water vapour and ozone
changes with errors between 3% and 200% compared to LBL models.
Whereas the differences in the results from CCM radiation codes were
large, the agreement among the LW LBL codes was within 5%, except
for stratospheric water vapour changes.
Most intercomparison studies of the RF of GHGs are for clear-sky and
aerosol-free conditions; the introduction of clouds would greatly complicate the targets of research and are usually omitted in the intercomparison exercises of GCM radiation codes and LBL codes (e.g., Collins
et al., 2006; Iacono et al., 2008). It is shown that clouds can reduce
the magnitude of RF due to GHGs by about 25% (Forster et al., 2005;
Worden et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011), but the influence of clouds
on the diversity in RF is found to be within 5% in four detailed radiative transfer schemes with realistic cloud distributions (Forster et al.,
2005). Estimates of GHG RF are based on the LBL codes or the r adiative
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transfer codes compared and validated against LBL models, and the
uncertainty range from AR4 in the RF of GHG of 10% is retained. We
underscore that uncertainty in RF calculations in many GCMs is substantially higher owing both to radiative transfer codes and meteorological data such as clouds adopted in the simulations.

8.3.2

Well-mixed Greenhouse Gases

AR4 assessed the RF from 1750 to 2005 of the WMGHGs to be 2.63
W m–2. The four most important gases were CO2, CH4, dichlorodifluoromethane (CFC-12) and N2O in that order. Halocarbons, comprising
CFCs, HCFCs, HFCs, PFCs and SF6, contributed 0.337 W m–2 to the total.
Uncertainties (90% confidence ranges) were assessed to be approximately 10% for the WMGHGs. The major changes to the science since
AR4 are the updating of the atmospheric concentrations, the inclusion
of new species (NF3 and SO2F2) and discussion of ERF for CO2. Since
AR4 N2O has overtaken CFC-12 as the third largest contributor to RF.
The total WMGHG RF is now 2.83 (2.54 to 3.12) W m–2.
The RFs in this section are derived from the observed differences in
concentrations of the WMGHGs between 1750 and 2011. The concentrations of CO2, CH4 and N2O vary throughout the pre-industrial
era, mostly due to varying climate, with a possible small contribution
from anthropogenic emissions (MacFarling Meure et al., 2006). These
variations do not contribute to uncertainty in the RF as strictly defined
here, but do affect the RF attribution to anthropogenic emissions. On
centennial time scales, variations in late Holocene concentrations of
CO2 are around 10 ppm (see note to Table 2.1), much larger than
the uncertainty in the 1750 concentration. This would equate to a
variation in the RF of 10%. For CH4 and N2O the centennial variations
are comparable to the uncertainties in the 1750 concentrations and
so do not significantly affect the estimate of the 1750 value used in
calculating RF.

8.3.2.1 Carbon Dioxide
The tropospheric mixing ratio of CO2 has increased globally from 278
(276–280) ppm in 1750 to 390.5 (390.3 to 390.7) ppm in 2011 (see
Section 2.2.1.1.1). Here we assess the RF due to changes in atmospheric concentration rather than attributing it to anthropogenic emissions. Section 6.3.2.6 describes how only a fraction of the historical
CO2 emissions have remained in the atmosphere. The impact of land
use change on CO2 from 1850 to 2000 was assessed in AR4 to be 12 to
35 ppm (0.17 to 0.51 W m–2).
Using the formula from Table 3 of Myhre et al. (1998), and see Supplementary Material Table 8.SM.1, the CO2 RF (as defined in Section 8.1)
from 1750 to 2011 is 1.82 (1.63 to 2.01) W m–2. The uncertainty is dominated by the radiative transfer modelling which is assessed to be 10%
(Section 8.3.1). The uncertainty in the knowledge of 1750 concentrations contributes only 2% (see Supplementary Material Table 8.SM.2)
Table 8.2 shows the concentrations and RF in AR4 (2005) and 2011 for
the most important WMGHGs. Figure 8.6 shows the time evolution of
RF and its rate of change. Since AR4, the RF of CO2 has increased by
0.16 W m–2 and continues the rate noted in AR4 of almost 0.3 W m–2
per decade. As shown in Figure 8.6(d) the rate of increase in the RF
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from the WMGHGs over the last 15 years has been dominated by CO2.
Since AR4, CO2 has accounted for more than 80% of the WMGHG RF
increase. The interannual variability in the rate of increase in the CO2
RF is due largely to variation in the natural land uptake whereas the
trend is driven by increasing anthropogenic emissions (see Figure 6.8
in Section 6.3.1).
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As described in Section 8.1.1.3, CO2 can also affect climate through
physical effects on lapse rates and clouds, leading to an ERF that will
be different from the RF. Analysis of CMIP5 models (Vial et al., 2013)
found a large negative contribution to the ERF (20%) from the increase
in land surface temperatures which was compensated for by positive
contributions from the combined effects on water vapour, lapse rate,
albedo and clouds. It is therefore not possible to conclude with the
current information whether the ERF for CO2 is higher or lower than
the RF. Therefore we assess the ratio ERF/RF to be 1.0 and assess our
uncertainty in the CO2 ERF to be (–20% to 20%). We have medium
confidence in this based on our understanding that the physical processes responsible for the differences between ERF and RF are small
enough to be covered within the 20% uncertainty.
There are additional effects mediated through plant physiology, reducing the conductance of the plant stomata and hence the transpiration
of water. Andrews et al. (2012b) find a physiological enhancement of
the adjusted forcing by 3.5% due mainly to reductions in low cloud.
This is smaller than a study with an earlier model by Doutriaux-Boucher et al. (2009) which found a 10% effect. Longer-term impacts of
CO2 on vegetation distributions also affect climate (O’ishi et al., 2009;
Andrews et al., 2012b) but because of the longer time scale we choose
to class these as feedbacks rather than rapid adjustments.

8.3.2.2 Methane
Globally averaged surface CH4 concentrations have risen from 722 ±
25 ppb in 1750 to 1803 ± 2 ppb by 2011 (see Section 2.2.1.1.2). Over
that time scale the rise has been due predominantly to changes in
anthropogenic-related CH4. Anthropogenic emissions of other compounds have also affected CH4 concentrations by changing its removal rate (Section 8.2.3.3). Using the formula from Myhre et al. (1998)
(see Supplementary Material Table 8.SM.1) the RF for CH4 from 1750
to 2011 is 0.48 ± 0.05 W m–2, with an uncertainty dominated by the
radiative transfer calculation. This increase of 0.01 W m–2 since AR4 is
due to the 29 ppb increase in the CH4 mixing ratio. This is much larger
than the 11 ppb increase between TAR and AR4, and has been driven
by increases in net natural and anthropogenic emissions, but the relative contributions are not well quantified. Recent trends in CH4 and
their causes are discussed in Sections 2.2.1.1.2 and 6.3.3.1. CH4 concentrations do vary with latitude and decrease above the tropopause;
however, this variation contributes only 2% to the uncertainty in RF
(Freckleton et al., 1998).
In this section only the direct forcing from changing CH4 concentrations
is addressed. CH4 emissions can also have indirect effects on climate
through impacts on CO2, stratospheric water vapour, ozone, sulphate
aerosol and lifetimes of HFCs and HCFCs (Boucher et al., 2009; Shindell
et al., 2009; Collins et al., 2010). Some of these are discussed further in
Sections 8.3.3, 8.5.1 and 8.7.2.

8.3.2.3 Nitrous Oxide
Figure 8.6 | (a) Radiative forcing (RF) from the major well-mixed greenhouse gases
(WMGHGs) and groups of halocarbons from 1850 to 2011 (data from Tables A.II.1.1
and A.II.4.16), (b) as (a) but with a logarithmic scale, (c) RF from the minor WMGHGs
from 1850 to 2011 (logarithmic scale). (d) Rate of change in forcing from the major
WMGHGs and groups of halocarbons from 1850 to 2011.

Concentrations of nitrous oxide have risen from 270 ± 7 ppb in 1750 to
324.2 ± 0.1 ppb in 2011, an increase of 5 ppb since 2005 (see Section
2.2.1.1.3). N2O now has the third largest forcing of the anthropogenic
gases, at 0.17 ± 0.03 W m–2 an increase of 6% since 2005 (see Table
677
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8.2) where the uncertainty is due approximately equally to the pre-industrial concentration and radiative transfer. Only the direct RF from
changing nitrous oxide concentrations is included. Indirect effects of
N2O emissions on stratospheric ozone are not taken into account here
but are discussed briefly in Section 8.7.2.

8

8.3.2.4 Other Well-mixed Greenhouse Gases
RFs of the other WMGHG are shown in Figure 8.6 (b and c) and Table
8.2. The contribution of groups of halocarbons to the rate of change

of WMGHG RF is shown in Figure 8.6 (d). Between 1970 and 1990
halocarbons made a significant contribution to the rate of change of
RF. The rate of change in the total WMGHG RF was higher in 1970 to
1990 with high confidence compared to the present owing to higher
contribution from non-CO2 gases especially the halocarbons. Since the
Montreal Protocol and its amendments, the rate of change of RF from
halocarbons and related compounds has been much less, but still just
positive (total RF of 0.360 W m–2 in 2011 compared to 0.351 W m–2 in
2005) as the growth of HCFCs, HFCs, PFCs and other halogens (SF6,
SO2F2, NF3) RFs (total 0.022 W m–2 since 2005) more than compensates

Table 8.2 | Present-day mole fractions (in ppt(pmol mol–1) except where specified) and RF (in W m–2) for the WMGHGs. Concentration data are averages of National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment (AGAGE) observations where available. CO2 concentrations are the average of NOAA
and SIO. See Table 2.1 for more details of the data sources. The data for 2005 (the time of the AR4 estimates) are also shown. Some of the concentrations vary slightly from those
reported in AR4 owing to averaging different data sources. Radiative efficiencies for the minor gases are given in Table 8.A.1. Uncertainties in the RF for all gases are dominated
by the uncertainties in the radiative efficiencies. We assume the uncertainties in the radiative efficiencies to be perfectly correlated between the gases, and the uncertainties in the
present day and 1750 concentrations to be uncorrelated.

Concentrations (ppt)
Species

2011

Radiative forcinga (W m–2)
2005

2011

2005

CO2 (ppm)

391 ± 0.2

379

1.82 ± 0.19

1.66

CH4 (ppb)

1803 ± 2

1774

0.48 ± 0.05

0.47e

N2O (ppb)

324 ± 0.1

319

0.17 ± 0.03

0.16

CFC-11

238 ± 0.8

251

0.062

0.065

CFC-12

528 ± 1

542

0.17

0.17

CFC-13

2.7

CFC-113

74.3 ± 0.1

78.6

0.022

0.024

CFC-115

8.37

8.36

0.0017

0.0017

HCFC-22

213 ± 0.1

169

0.0447

0.0355

HCFC-141b

21.4 ± 0.1

17.7

0.0034

0.0028

HCFC-142b

21.2 ± 0.2

15.5

0.0040

0.0029

HFC-23

24.0 ± 0.3

18.8

0.0043

0.0034

HFC-32

4.92

1.15

0.0005

0.0001

HFC-125

9.58 ± 0.04

3.69

0.0022

0.0008

HFC-134a

62.7 ± 0.3

34.3

0.0100

0.0055

HFC-143a

12.0 ± 0.1

5.6

0.0019

0.0009

HFC-152a

0.0007

6.4 ± 0.1

3.4

0.0006

0.0003

7.28 ± 0.03

5.64

0.0041

0.0032

SO2F2

1.71

1.35

0.0003

0.0003

NF3

0.9

0.4

0.0002

0.0001

CF4

79.0 ± 0.1

75.0

0.0040

0.0036

C2F6

4.16 ± 0.02

3.66

0.0010

0.0009

CH3CCl3

6.32 ± 0.07

18.32

0.0004

0.0013

CCl4

85.8 ± 0.8

93.1

SF6

0.0146

0.0158

CFCs

0.263 ± 0.026b

0.273c

HCFCs

0.052 ± 0.005

0.041

Montreal gases

0.330 ± 0.033

0.331

Total halogens

0.360 ± 0.036

0.351f

Total

2.83 ± 0.029

2.64

d

Notes:
a

Pre-industrial values are zero except for CO2 (278 ppm), CH4 (722 ppb), N2O (270 ppb) and CF4 (35 ppt).

b

Total includes 0.007 W m–2 to account for CFC-114, Halon-1211 and Halon-1301.

c

Total includes 0.009 W m–2 forcing (as in AR4) to account for CFC-13, CFC-114, CFC-115, Halon-1211 and Halon-1301.

d

Defined here as CFCs + HCFCs + CH3CCl3 + CCl4.

e

The value for the 1750 methane concentrations has been updated from AR4 in this report, thus the 2005 methane RF is slightly lower than reported in AR4.

f

Estimates for halocarbons given in the table may have changed from estimates reported in AR4 owing to updates in radiative efficiencies and concentrations.
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for the decline in the CFCs, CH3CCl3 and CCl4 RFs (–0.013 W m–2 since
2005). The total halocarbon RF is dominated by four gases, namely
CFC-12, trichlorofluoromethane (CFC-11), chlorodifluoromethane
(HCFC-22) and trichlorofluoroeethane (CFC-113) in that order, which
account for about 85% of the total halocarbon RF (see Table 8.2) . The
indirect RF from the impacts of ODSs is discussed in Section 8.3.3.2.
8.3.2.4.1

Chlorofluorocarbons and hydrochlorofluorocarbons

The CFCs and HCFCs contribute approximately 11% of the WMGHG
RF. Although emissions have been drastically reduced for CFCs, their
long lifetimes mean that reductions take substantial time to affect their
concentrations. The RF from CFCs has declined since 2005 (mainly due
to a reduction in the concentrations of CFC-11 and CFC-12), whereas
the RF from HCFCs is still rising (mainly due to HCFC-22).
8.3.2.4.2

Hydrofluorocarbons

The RF of HFCs is 0.02 W m–2 and has close to doubled since AR4 (2005
concentrations). HFC-134a is the dominant contributor to RF of the
HFCs, with an RF of 0.01 W m–2.
8.3.2.4.3

Perfluorocarbons and sulphur hexafluoride

These gases have lifetimes of thousands to tens of thousands of years
(Table 8.A.1); therefore emissions essentially accumulate in the atmosphere on the time scales considered here. CF4 has a natural source and
a 1750 concentration of 35 ppt (see Section 2.2.1.1.4). These gases
currently contribute 0.01 W m–2 of the total WMGHG RF.
8.3.2.4.4

New species

Nitrogen trifluoride (NF3) is used in the electronics industry and sulfuryl
fluoride (SO2F2) is used as a fumigant. Both have rapidly increasing
emissions and high GWPs, but currently contribute only around 0.0002
W m–2 and 0.0003 W m–2 to anthropogenic RF, respectively (Weiss et
al., 2008; Andersen et al., 2009; Muhle et al., 2009; Arnold et al., 2013).

8.3.3

Ozone and Stratospheric Water Vapour

Unlike for the WMGHGs, the estimate of the tropospheric and stratospheric ozone concentration changes are almost entirely model based
for the full pre-industrial to present-day interval (though, especially for
the stratosphere, more robust observational evidence on changes is
available for recent decades; see Section 2.2).
AR4 assessed the RF (for 1750–2005) from tropospheric ozone to be
0.35 W m–2 from multi-model studies with a high 95th percentile of
0.65 W m–2 to allow for the possibility of model overestimates of the
pre-industrial tropospheric ozone levels. The stratospheric ozone RF
was assessed from observational trends from 1979 to 1998 to be –0.05
± 0.1 W m–2, with the 90% confidence range increased to reflect uncertainty in the trend prior to 1979 and since 1998. In AR4 the RF from
stratospheric water vapour generated by CH4 oxidation was assessed
to be +0.07 ± 0.05 W m–2 based on Hansen et al. (2005).
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Since AR4, there have been a few individual studies of tropospheric
or stratospheric ozone forcing (Shindell et al., 2006a, 2006c, 2013a;
Skeie et al., 2011a; Søvde et al., 2011), a multi-model study of stratospheric ozone RF in the 2010 WMO stratospheric ozone assessment
(Forster et al., 2011b), and the ACCMIP multi-model study of tropospheric and tropospheric + stratospheric chemistry models (Conley et
al., 2013; Stevenson et al., 2013). There is now greater understanding
of how tropospheric ozone precursors can affect stratospheric ozone,
and how ODSs can affect tropospheric ozone (Shindell et al., 2013a).
We assess the total ozone RF to be +0.35 (0.15 to 0.55) W m–2. This
can be split according to altitude or by emitted species (Shindell et
al., 2013a). We assess these contributions to be 0.40 (0.20 to 0.60) W
m–2 for ozone in the troposphere and –0.05 ± 0.10 W m–2 for ozone in
the stratosphere based on the studies presented in Table 8.3. Alternatively, the contributions to the total ozone forcing can be attributed
as 0.50 (0.30 to 0.70) W m–2 from ozone precursors and –0.15 (–0.3
to 0.0) W m–2 from the effect of ODSs. The value attributed to ODSs is
assessed to be slightly smaller in magnitude than in the two studies
quoted in Table 8.3 (Søvde et al., 2011; Shindell et al., 2013a) because
the models used for these had stratospheric ozone RFs with higher
magnitudes than the ACCMIP mean (Conley et al., 2013). Differences
between the ERFs and RFs for tropospheric and stratospheric ozone
are likely to be small compared to the uncertainties in the RFs (Shindell et al., 2013b), so the assessed values for the ERFs are the same
as those for the RFs.
The influence of climate change is typically included in ozone RF estimates as those are based on modelled concentration changes, but the
available literature provides insufficient evidence for the sign and magnitude of the impact and we therefore refrain from giving an estimate
except to assess that it is very likely to be smaller than the overall
uncertainty in the total RF. Unlike the WMGHGs, there are significant
latitudinal variations in the RFs from changes in tropospheric and stratospheric ozone. The implications of inhomogeneous RFs are explored
in more detail in Section 8.6.
There has been one study since AR4 (Myhre et al., 2007) on the RF from
water vapour formed from the stratospheric oxidation of CH4 (Section
8.3.3.3). This is consistent with the AR4 value and so has not led to
any change in the recommended value of 0.07 (0.02 to 0.12) W m–2
since AR4.

8.3.3.1 Tropospheric Ozone
Ozone is formed in the troposphere by photochemical reactions of natural and anthropogenic precursor species (Section 8.2.3.1). Changes in
ozone above the tropopause due to emissions of stratospheric ODSs
can also affect ozone in the troposphere either by transport across
the tropopause or modification of photolysis rates. Changes in climate
have also affected tropospheric ozone concentrations (medium evidence, low agreement) through changes in chemistry, natural emissions and transport from the stratosphere (Isaksen et al., 2009).
The most recent estimates of tropospheric ozone RF come from
multi-model studies under ACCMIP (Conley et al., 2013; Lamarque et
al., 2013; Stevenson et al., 2013). The model ensemble reported only
1850–2000 RFs (0.34 W m–2) so the single-model results from Skeie et
679
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Because we have low confidence in the pre-industrial ozone observations, and these were extremely limited in spatial coverage, it is not
possible to calculate a purely observationally based ozone RF. However,
modern observations can be used to assess the performance of the
chemistry models. Bowman et al. (2013) used satellite retrievals from
the TES instrument to constrain the RF from the ACCMIP models. This
reduced the inter-model uncertainty by 30%; however, we still maintain overall the (–50% to +50%) 5 to 95% confidence range for AR5.

non-methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs). These results
were calculated by reducing the precursor emissions individually from
2000 to pre-industrial levels. The results were scaled by the total ozone
RFs attributed to ozone precursors (0.50 W m–2) to give the contributions to the full 1750–2010 RF. Because of the nonlinearity of the
chemistry an alternative method of starting from pre-industrial conditions and increasing precursor emissions singly may give a different
result. Note that as well as inducing an ozone RF, these ozone precursor species can also strongly affect the concentrations of CH4 and
aerosols, adding extra terms (both positive and negative) to their total
indirect forcings. The contributions to the 1750–2010 CH4 RF are again
based on Stevenson et al. (2013) and Shindell et al. (2009). The Stevenson et al. (2013) values are for 1850–2000 rather than 1750 to 2011
so for these we distribute the CH4 RF for 1750–1850 and 2000–2011
(0.06 W m–2) by scaling the CH4 and CO contributions (assuming these
were the most significant contributors over those time periods). This
gives contributions of 0.58 ± 0.08, –0.29 ± 0.18, 0.07 ± 0.02 and 0.02
± 0.02 W m–2 for changes from historical to present day emissions of
CH4 (inferred emissions), NOX, CO and VOCs respectively (uncertainties
are 5 to 95% confidence intervals). The difference between the total
CH4 RF attributed to ozone precursors here (0.38 W m–2) and the value
calculated from CH4 concentration changes in Table 8.2 (0.48 W m–2)
is due to nonlinearities in the CH4 chemistry because large single-step
changes were used. To allow an easier comparison between the concentration-based and emission-based approaches in Section 8.5.1 the
nonlinear term (+0.1 W m–2) is distributed between the four emitted
species according to their absolute magnitude so that they total 0.48
W m–2. The scaled results still lie within the uncertainty bounds of the
values quoted above. The impact of climate change over the historical
period on CH4 oxidation is not accounted for in these calculations.

The time evolution of the tropospheric ozone forcing is shown in Figure
8.7. There is a noticeable acceleration in the forcing after 1950 and a
deceleration in the 1990s reflecting the time evolution of anthropogenic precursor emissions. Observational evidence for trends in ozone
concentrations is discussed in Section 2.2.2.3.

Tropospheric ozone can also affect the natural uptake of CO2 by
decreasing plant productivity (see Sections 6.4.8.2 and 8.2.3.1) and
it is found that this indirect effect could have contributed to the total
CO2 RF (Section 8.3.2.1; Sitch et al., 2007), roughly doubling the overall RF attributed to ozone precursors. Although we assess there to be

It can be useful to calculate a normalized radiative forcing (NRF) which
is an RF per change in ozone column in W m–2 DU–1 or W mol–1. This is
only an approximation as the NRF is sensitive to the vertical profile
of the ozone change and to the latitudinal profile to a smaller extent.
From Table 8.3 we assess the NRF to be 0.042 (0.037 to 0.047) W m–2
DU–1 (94 (83 to 105) W mol–1) similar to the value of 0.042 W m–2 DU–1
(94 W mol–1) in TAR (Ramaswamy et al., 2001).
A small number of studies have looked at attributing the ozone changes among the anthropogenically emitted species. Søvde et al. (2011)
report a tropospheric ozone RF of 0.38 W m–2, 0.44 W m–2 from ozone
precursors and –0.06 W m–2 from the impact of stratospheric ozone
depletion on the troposphere. Shindell et al. (2013a) also calculate
that ODSs are responsible for about –0.06 W m–2 of the tropospheric ozone RF, and ozone precursors for about 0.41 W m–2. Six of the
models in Stevenson et al. (2013) and Shindell et al. (2009) performed
experiments to attribute the ozone RF to the individual precursor emissions. An average of these seven model results leads to attributions of
0.24 ± 0.13 W m–2 due to CH4 emissions, 0.14 ± 0.09 W m–2 from NOX
emissions, 0.07 ± 0.03 W m–2 from CO, and 0.04 ± 0.03W m–2 from
680
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al. (2011a) were used to expand the timespan to 1750–2010, adding
0.04 W m–2, and 0.02 W m–2 to account for the periods 1750–1850 and
2000–2010 respectively. The best estimate of tropospheric ozone RF
taking into account the ACCMIP models and the Søvde et al. (2011)
results (the Skeie et al. (2011a) and Shindell et al. (2013a) models are
included in ACCMIP) is 0.40 (0.20 to 0.60) W m–2. The quantifiable
uncertainties come from the inter-model spread (–0.11 to 0.11 W m–2)
and the differences between radiative transfer models (–0.07 to 0.07
W m–2); all 5 to 95% confidence interval. Additional uncertainties arise
from the lack of knowledge of pre-industrial emissions and the representation of chemical and physical processes beyond those included
in the current models. The tropospheric ozone RF is sensitive to the
assumed ‘pre-industrial’ levels. As described in Section 8.2.3.1, very
limited late 19th and early 20th century observations of surface ozone
concentrations are lower than the ACCMIP models for the same period;
however, we assess that those observations are very uncertain. Skeie
et al. (2011a) and Stevenson et al. (2013) increase their uncertainty
ranges to 30% for 1 standard deviation which is equivalent to (–50%
to +50%) for the 5 to 95% confidence range and we adopt this for
AR5. The overall confidence in the tropospheric ozone RF is assessed
as high.

Anthropogenic and Natural Radiative Forcing
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Figure 8.7 | Time evolution of the radiative forcing from tropospheric and stratospheric
ozone from 1750 to 2010. Tropospheric ozone data are from Stevenson et al. (2013)
scaled to give 0.40 W m–2 at 2010. The stratospheric ozone RF follow the functional
shape of the Effective Equivalent Stratospheric Chlorine assuming a 3-year age of air
(Daniel et al., 2010) scaled to give –0.05 W m–2 at 2010.
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Table 8.3 | Contributions of tropospheric and stratospheric ozone changes to radiative forcing (W m–2) from 1750 to 2011.

Troposphere
Longwave

Shortwave

Total

Stratosphere
Normalized
Radiative Forcing
m W m–2 DU–1

Longwave

Shortwave

Total

AR4 (Forster
et al. (2007)

0.35
(0.25 to 0.65)

–0.05
(–0.15 to 0.05)

Shindell et al.
(2013a)f

0.33
(0.31 to 0.35)

–0.08
(–0.10 to –0.06)
–0.03a
(–0.23 to +0.17)

WMO (Forster
et al., 2011b)

+0.03b

Søvde et al. (2011)

0.45c

40

–0.12

0.38

39

–0.12

0.41
(0.21 to 0.61)

38

0.41
(0.21 to 0.61)

42
(37 to 47)

0.40
(0.20 to 0.60)

42
(37 to 47)

d

Skeie et al. (2011a)
ACCMIPe

8

0.33
(0.24 to 0.42)

0.08
(0.06 to 0.10)

AR5

–0.13
(–0.26 to 0)

0.11
(0.03 to 0.19)

–0.02
(–0.09 to 0.05)
–0.05
(-0.15 to 0.05)

Notes:
a

From multi-model results.

b

From Randel and Wu (2007) observation-based data set.

c

Using the REF chemistry, see Søvde et al. (2011).

d

Using the R2 chemistry.

e

The Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP) tropospheric ozone RFs are from Stevenson et al. (2013). The stratospheric ozone values are from
Conley et al. (2013) calculations for 1850–2005 disregarding the Modèle de Chimie Atmosphérique a Grande Echelle (MOCAGE) model which showed excessive ozone depletion.

f

Only the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS)-E2-R results (including bias correction) from the Shindell et al. (2013a) study are shown here rather than the multi-model result
presented in that paper.

robust evidence of an effect, we make no assessment of the magnitude
because of lack of further corroborating studies.

8.3.3.2 Stratospheric Ozone
The decreases in stratospheric ozone due to anthropogenic emissions
of ODSs have a positive RF in the shortwave (increasing the flux into
the troposphere) and a negative RF in the longwave. This leaves a
residual forcing that is the difference of two larger terms. In the lower
stratosphere the longwave effect tends to be larger, whereas in the
upper stratosphere the shortwave dominates. Thus whether stratospheric ozone depletion has contributed an overall net positive or
negative forcing depends on the vertical profile of the change (Forster
and Shine, 1997). WMO (2011) assessed the RF from 1979 to 2005
from observed ozone changes (Randel and Wu, 2007) and results from
16 models for the 1970s average to 2004. The observed and modelled
mean ozone changes gave RF values of different signs (see Table 8.3).
Negative net RFs arise from models with ozone decline in the lowermost stratosphere, particularly at or near the tropopause.
The ACCMIP study also included some models with stratospheric
chemistry (Conley et al., 2013). One model in that study stood out as
having excessive ozone depletion. Removing that model leaves a stratospheric ozone RF of –0.02 (–0.09 to 0.05) W m–2. These results are in
good agreement with the model studies from WMO (2011). Forster et
al. (2007) in AR4 calculated a forcing of –0.05 W m–2 from observations over the period 1979–1998 and increased the uncertainty to 0.10
W m–2 to encompass changes between the pre-industrial period and

2005. The RF from stratospheric ozone due to changes in emissions
of ozone precursors and ODSs is here assessed to be –0.05 (–0.15 to
0.05) taking into account all the studies listed in Table 8.3. This is in
agreement with AR4, although derived from different data. The timeline of stratospheric ozone forcing is shown in Figure 8.7, making the
assumption that it follows the trajectory of the changes in EESC. It
reaches a minimum in the late 1990s and starts to recover after that.
The net global RF from ODSs taking into account the compensating
effects on ozone and their direct effects as WMGHGs is 0.18 (0.03 to
0.33) W m–2. The patterns of RF for these two effects are different so
the small net global RF comprises areas of positive and negative RF.

8.3.3.3 Stratospheric Water Vapour
Stratospheric water vapour is dependent on the amount entering from
the tropical troposphere and from direct injection by volcanic plumes
(Joshi and Jones, 2009) and aircraft, and the in situ chemical production from the oxidation of CH4 and hydrogen. This contrasts with
tropospheric water vapour which is almost entirely controlled by the
balance between evaporation and precipitation (see FAQ 8.1). We consider trends in the transport (for instance, due to the Brewer–Dobson
circulation or tropopause temperature changes) to be climate feedback
rather than a forcing so the anthropogenic RFs come from oxidation of
CH4 and hydrogen, and emissions from stratospheric aircraft.
Myhre et al. (2007) used observations of the vertical profile of CH4 to
deduce a contribution from oxidation of anthropogenic CH4 of 0.083
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W m–2 which compares with the value of 0.07 W m–2 from calculations in a 2D model in Hansen et al. (2005). Both of these values are
consistent with AR4 which obtained the stratospheric water vapour
forcing by scaling the CH4 direct forcing by 15%. Thus the time evolution of this forcing is also obtained by scaling the CH4 forcing by 15%.
The best estimate and uncertainty range from AR4 of 0.07 (0.02 to
0.12) W m–2 remain unchanged and the large uncertainty range is due
to large differences found in the intercomparison studies of radiative
transfer modelling for changes in stratospheric water vapour (see Section 8.3.1).
RF from the current aircraft fleet through stratospheric water vapour
emissions is very small. Wilcox et al. (2012) estimate a contribution
from civilian aircraft in 2005 of 0.0009 (0.0003 to 0.0013) W m–2
with high confidence in the upper limit. Water vapour emissions from
aircraft in the troposphere also contribute to contrails which are discussed in Section 8.3.4.5.

8.3.4

Aerosols and Cloud Effects

8.3.4.1 Introduction and Summary of AR4
In AR4 (Forster et al., 2007), RF estimates were provided for three aerosol effects. These were the RF of aerosol–radiation interaction (previously denoted as direct aerosol effect), RF of the aerosol–cloud interaction (previously denoted as the cloud albedo effect), and the impact
of BC on snow and ice surface albedo. See Chapter 7 and Figure 7.3 for
an explanation of the change in terminology between AR4 and AR5.
The RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction is scattering and absorption of shortwave and longwave radiation by atmospheric aerosols.
Several different aerosol types from various sources are present in the
atmosphere (see Section 8.2). Most of the aerosols primarily scatter
solar radiation, but some components absorb solar radiation to various
extents with BC as the most absorbing component. RF of aerosols in
the troposphere is often calculated at the TOA because it is similar to
tropopause values (Forster et al., 2007). A best estimate RF of –0.5 ±
0.4 W m–2 was given in AR4 for the change in the net aerosol–radiation interaction between 1750 and 2005 and a medium to low level of
scientific understanding (LOSU).
An increase in the hygroscopic aerosol abundance may enhance the
concentration of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). This may increase
the cloud albedo and under the assumption of fixed cloud water content this effect was given a best estimate of –0.7 W m–2 (range from
–1.8 to –0.3) in AR4 and a low LOSU.
BC in the snow or ice can lead to a decrease of the surface albedo.
This leads to a positive RF. In AR4 this mechanism was given a best RF
estimate of 0.1 ± 0.1 W m–2 and a low LOSU.
Impacts on clouds from the ERF of aerosol–cloud interaction (including both effects previously denoted as cloud lifetime and cloud albedo
effect) and the ERF of aerosol–radiation interaction (including both
effects previously denoted as direct aerosol effect and semi-direct
effect) were not strictly in accordance with the RF concept, because
they involve tropospheric changes in variables other than the forcing
agent at least in the available model estimates, so no best RF e stimates
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were provided in AR4 (see Section 8.1). However, the ERF of aerosol–
cloud and aerosol–radiation interactions were included in the discussion of total aerosol effect in Chapter 7 in AR4 (Denman et al., 2007).
The mechanisms influenced by anthropogenic aerosol including the
aerosol cloud interactions are discussed in detail in this assessment in
Section 7.5 and summarized in the subsections that follow.

8.3.4.2 Radiation Forcing of the Aerosol–Radiation
Interaction by Component
Based on a combination of global aerosol models and observation-based methods, the best RF estimate of the aerosol–radiation
interaction in AR5 is –0.35 (–0.85 to +0.15) W m–2 (see Section 7.5).
This estimate is thus smaller in magnitude than in AR4, however; with
larger uncertainty range. Overall, the estimate compared to AR4 is
more robust because the agreement between estimates from models
and observation-based methods is much greater (see Section 7.5). The
larger range arises primarily from analysis by observation-based methods (see Section 7.5).
The main source of the model estimate is based on updated simulations in AeroCom (Myhre et al., 2013), which is an intercomparison
exercise of a large set of global aerosol models that includes extensive
evaluation against measurements. The assessment in Chapter 7 relies
to a large extent on this study for the separation in the various aerosol
components, except for BC where the assessment in Chapter 7 relies in
addition on Bond et al. (2013). The RF of aerosol–radiation interaction
is separated into seven components in this report; namely sulphate,
BC from fossil fuel and biofuel, OA from fossil fuel and biofuel, BC and
OA combined from biomass burning (BB), nitrate, SOA and mineral
dust. BC and OA from biomass burning are combined due to the joint
sources, whereas treated separately for fossil fuel and biofuel because
there is larger variability in the ratio of BC to OA in the fossil fuel
and biofuel emissions. This approach is consistent with TAR and AR4.
Table 8.4 compares the best estimates of RF due to aerosol–radiation
interaction for various components in this report with values in SAR,
TAR and AR4. In magnitude the sulphate and BC from use of fossil fuel
and biofuel dominate. It is important to note that the BB RF is small in
magnitude but consists of larger, offsetting terms in magnitude from
OA and BC (see Section 7.5.2). Changes in the estimates of RF due to
aerosol–radiation interaction of the various components have been
rather modest compared to AR4, except for BC from fossil fuel and
biofuel (see Section 7.5). SOA is a new component compared to AR4.
Anthropogenic SOA precursors contribute only modestly to the anthropogenic change in SOA. The increase in SOA is mostly from biogenic
precursors and enhanced partitioning of SOA into existing particles
from anthropogenic sources and changes in the atmospheric oxidation
(Carlton et al., 2010). This change in SOA is therefore of anthropogenic
origin, but natural emission of SOA precursors is important (Hoyle et
al., 2011).
Note that the best estimate and the uncertainty for the total is not
equal to the sum of the aerosol components because the total is
estimated based on a combination of methods (models and observation-based methods), whereas the estimates for the components rely
mostly on model estimates.
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Table 8.4 | Global and annual mean RF (W m–2) due to aerosol–radiation interaction between 1750 and 2011 of seven aerosol components for AR5. Values and uncertainties
from SAR, TAR, AR4 and AR5 are provided when available. Note that for SAR, TAR and AR4 the end year is somewhat different than for AR5 with 1993, 1998 and 2005, respectively.

Global Mean Radiative Forcing (W m–2)
SAR

TAR

AR4

AR5

Sulphate aerosol

–0.40 (–0.80 to –0.20)

–0.40 (–0.80 to –0.20)

–0.40 (–0.60 to –0.20)

–0.40 (–0.60 to –0.20)

Black carbon aerosol from
fossil fuel and biofuel

+0.10 (+0.03 to +0.30)

+0.20 (+0.10 to +0.40)

+0.20 (+0.05 to +0.35)

+0.40 (+0.05 to +0.80)

Primary organic aerosol
from fossil fuel and biofuel

Not estimated

–0.10 (–0.30 to –0.03)

–0.05 (0.00 to –0.10)

–0.09 (–0.16 to –0.03)

–0.20 (–0.60 to –0.07)

–0.20 (–0.60 to –0.07)

+0.03(–0.09 to +0.15)

–0.0 (–0.20 to +0.20)

Secondary organic aerosol

Not estimated

Not estimated

Not estimated

–0.03 (–0.27 to +0.20)

Nitrate

Not estimated

Not estimated

–0.10 (–0.20 to 0.00)

–0.11 (–0.30 to –0.03)

Dust

Not estimated

–0.60 to +0.40

–0.10 (–0.30 to +0.10)

–0.10 (–0.30 to +0.10)

Total

Not estimated

Not estimated

–0.50 (–0.90 to –0.10)

–0.35 (–0.85 to +0.15)

Biomass burning

The RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction during some time periods is
more uncertain than the current RF. Improvements in the observations
of aerosols have been substantial with availability of remote sensing
from the ground-based optical observational network AErosol RObotic
NETwork (AERONET) and the launch of the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) and Multi-angle Imaging Spectro-Radiometer (MISR) instruments (starting in 2000) as well as other satellite
data. This has contributed to constraining the current RF using aerosol
observations. The aerosol observations are very limited backward in
time, although there is growing constraint coming from new ice and

0.80
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lake core records, and uncertainties in the historical emission of aerosols and their precursors used in the global aerosol modeling are larger
than for current conditions. Emissions of carbonaceous aerosols are
particularly uncertain in the 1800s due to a significant biofuel source in
this period, in contrast to the SO2 emissions which were very small until
the end of the 1800s. The uncertainty in the biomass burning emissions
also increases backward in time. Note that, for 1850, the biomass burning emissions from Lamarque et al. (2010) are quite different from the
previous estimates, but RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction is close
to zero for this component. Figure 8.8 shows an example of the time
evolution of the RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction as a total and
separated into six aerosol components. From 1950 to 1990 there was
a strengthening of the total RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction,
mainly due to a strong enhancement of the sulphate RF. After 1990 the
change has been small with even a weakening of the RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction, mainly due to a stronger BC RF as a result of
increased emissions in East and Southeast Asia.

8.3.4.3 Aerosol–Cloud Interactions

BioBurn

-0.4
1850

8

-0.60

-0.81

Figure 8.8 | Time evolution of RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction and BC on
snow and ice. Multi-model results for 1850, 1930, 1980 and 2000 from ACCMIP for
aerosol–radiation interaction (Shindell et al., 2013c) and BC on snow and ice (Lee et al.,
2013) are combined with higher temporal-resolution results from the Goddard Institute
for Space Studies (GISS)-E2 and Oslo-Chemical Transport Model 2 (OsloCTM2) models
(aerosol–radiation interaction) and OsloCTM2 (BC on snow and ice). Uncertainty ranges
(5 to 95%) for year 2010 are shown with vertical lines. Values next to the uncertainty
lines are for cases where uncertainties go beyond the scale. The total includes the RF
due to aerosol–radiation interaction for six aerosol components and RF due to BC on
snow and ice. All values have been scaled to the best estimates for 2011 given in Table
8.4. Note that time evolution for mineral dust is not included and the total RF due to
aerosol–radiation interaction is estimated based on simulations of the six other aerosol
components.

The RF by aerosol effects on cloud albedo was previously referred to
as the Twomey or cloud albedo effect (see Section 7.1). Although this
RF can be calculated, no estimate of this forcing is given because it
has heuristic value only and does not simply translate to the ERF due
to aerosol–cloud interaction. The total aerosol ERF, namely ERF due
to aerosol–radiation and aerosol–cloud interactions (excluding BC on
snow and ice) provided in Chapter 7 is estimated with a 5 to 95%
uncertainty between –1.9 and –0.1 W m–2 with a best estimate value
of –0.9 W m–2 (medium confidence). The likely range of this forcing
is between –1.5 and –0.4 W m–2. The estimate of ERF due to aerosol–radiation and aerosol-cloud interaction is lower (i.e., less negative)
than the corresponding AR4 RF estimate of –1.2 W m–2 because the
latter was based mainly on GCM studies that did not take secondary
processes (such as aerosol effects on mixed-phase and/or convective
clouds and effects on longwave radiation) into account. This new best
estimate of ERF due to aerosol–radiation and aerosol–cloud interaction is also consistent with the studies allowing cloud-scale processes and related responses and with the lower estimates of this forcing
inferred from satellite observations.
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 8.2 | Do Improvements in Air Quality Have an Effect on Climate Change?
Yes they do, but depending on which pollutant(s) they limit, they can either cool or warm the climate. For example,
whereas a reduction in sulphur dioxide (SO2) emissions leads to more warming, nitrogen oxide (NOx) emission
control has both a cooling (through reducing of tropospheric ozone) and a warming effect (due to its impact on
methane lifetime and aerosol production). Air pollution can also affect precipitation patterns.

8

Air quality is nominally a measure of airborne surface pollutants, such as ozone, carbon monoxide, NOx and aerosols
(solid or liquid particulate matter). Exposure to such pollutants exacerbates respiratory and cardiovascular diseases,
harms plants and damages buildings. For these reasons, most major urban centres try to control discharges of airborne pollutants.
Unlike carbon dioxide (CO2) and other well-mixed greenhouse gases, tropospheric ozone and aerosols may last in
the atmosphere only for a few days to a few weeks, though indirect couplings within the Earth system can prolong
their impact. These pollutants are usually most potent near their area of emission or formation, where they can
force local or regional perturbations to climate, even if their globally averaged effect is small.
Air pollutants affect climate differently according to their physical and chemical characteristics. Pollution-generated
greenhouse gases will impact climate primarily through shortwave and longwave radiation, while aerosols can in
addition affect climate through cloud–aerosol interactions.
Controls on anthropogenic emissions of methane (FAQ 8.2, Figure 1) to lower surface ozone have been identified as
‘win–win’ situations. Consequences of controlling other ozone precursors are not always as clear. NOx emission controls, for instance, might be expected to have a cooling effect as they reduce tropospheric ozone, but their impact
on CH4 lifetime and aerosol formation is more likely instead to cause overall warming.
Satellite observations have identified increasing atmospheric concentrations of SO2 (the primary precursor to scattering sulphate aerosols) from coal-burning power plants over eastern Asia during the last few decades. The most
recent power plants use scrubbers to reduce such emissions (albeit not the concurrent CO2 emissions and associated
long-term climate warming). This improves air quality, but also reduces the cooling effect of sulphate aerosols and
therefore exacerbates warming. Aerosol cooling occurs through aerosol–radiation and aerosol–cloud interactions
and is estimated at –0.9 W m–2 (all aerosols combined, Section 8.3.4.3) since pre-industrial, having grown especially
during the second half of the 20th century when anthropogenic emissions rose sharply. (continued on next page)
Ozone pollution
controls
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Nitrogen
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Cooling
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FAQ 8.2, Figure 1 | Schematic diagram of the impact of pollution controls on specific emissions and climate impact. Solid black line indicates known impact; dashed
line indicates uncertain impact.
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FAQ 8.2 (continued)

Black carbon or soot, on the other hand, absorbs heat in the atmosphere (leading to a 0.4 W m–2 radiative forcing
from anthropogenic fossil and biofuel emissions) and, when deposited on snow, reduces its albedo, or ability to
reflect sunlight. Reductions of black carbon emissions can therefore have a cooling effect, but the additional interaction of black carbon with clouds is uncertain and could lead to some counteracting warming.

8

Air quality controls might also target a specific anthropogenic activity sector, such as transportation or energy production. In that case, co-emitted species within the targeted sector lead to a complex mix of chemistry and climate
perturbations. For example, smoke from biofuel combustion contains a mixture of both absorbing and scattering
particles as well as ozone precursors, for which the combined climate impact can be difficult to ascertain.
Thus, surface air quality controls will have some consequences on climate. Some couplings between the targeted
emissions and climate are still poorly understood or identified, including the effects of air pollutants on precipitation patterns, making it difficult to fully quantify these consequences. There is an important twist, too, in the
potential effect of climate change on air quality. In particular, an observed correlation between surface ozone
and temperature in polluted regions indicates that higher temperatures from climate change alone could worsen
summertime pollution, suggesting a ‘climate penalty’. This penalty implies stricter surface ozone controls will be
required to achieve a specific target. In addition, projected changes in the frequency and duration of stagnation
events could impact air quality conditions. These features will be regionally variable and difficult to assess, but
better understanding, quantification and modelling of these processes will clarify the overall interaction between
air pollutants and climate.

One reason an expert judgment estimate of ERF due to aerosol–radiation and aerosol–cloud interaction is provided rather than ERF due
to aerosol–cloud interaction specifically is that the individual contributions are very difficult to disentangle. These contributions are the
response of processes that are the outputs from a system that is constantly readjusting to multiple nonlinear forcings. Assumptions of independence and linearity are required to deduce ERF due to aerosol–radiation interaction and ERF due to aerosol–cloud interaction (although
there is no a priori reason why the individual ERFs should be simply
additive). Under these assumptions, ERF due to aerosol–cloud interaction is deduced as the difference between ERF due to aerosol–radiation and aerosol–cloud interaction and ERF due to aerosol–radiation
interaction alone. This yields an ERF due to aerosol–cloud interaction
estimate of –0.45 W m–2 which is much smaller in magnitude than the
–1.4 W m–2 median forcing value of the models summarized in Figure
7.19 and is also smaller in magnitude than the AR4 estimates of –0.7
W m–2 for RF due to aerosol–cloud interaction.

8.3.4.4 Black Carbon Deposition in Snow and Ice
Because absorption by ice is very weak at visible and ultraviolet (UV)
wavelengths, BC in snow makes the snow darker and increases absorption. This is not enough darkening to be seen by eye, but it is enough
to be important for climate (Warren and Wiscombe, 1980; Clarke and
Noone, 1985). Several studies since AR4 have re-examined this issue
and find that the RF may be weaker than the estimates of Hansen
and Nazarenko (2004) in AR4 (Flanner et al., 2007; Koch et al., 2009a;
Rypdal et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2013). The anthropogenic BC on snow/
ice is assessed to have a positive global and annual mean RF of +0.04
W m−2, with a 0.02–0.09 W m−2 5 to 95% uncertainty range (see fur-

ther description in Section 7.5.2.3). This RF has a two to four times
larger global mean surface temperature change per unit forcing than
a change in CO2.
In Figure 8.8, the time evolution of global mean RF due to BC on snow
and ice is shown based on multi-model simulations in ACCMIP (Lee et
al., 2013) for 1850, 1930, 1980 and 2000. The results show a maximum
in the RF in 1980 with a small increase since 1850 and a 20% lower
RF in 2000 compared to 1980. Those results are supported by observations. The BC concentration in the Arctic atmosphere is observed to
be declining since 1990, at least in the Western Hemisphere portion
(Sharma et al., 2004), which should lead to less deposition of BC on
the snow surface. Surveys across Arctic during 1998 and 2005 to 2009
showed that the BC content of Arctic snow appears to be lower than
in 1984 (Doherty et al., 2010) and found BC concentrations in Canada,
Alaska and the Arctic Ocean (e.g., Hegg et al., 2009), about a factor of
2 lower than measured in the 1980s (e.g., Clarke and Noone, 1985).
Large-area field campaigns (Huang et al., 2011; Ye et al., 2012) found
that the BC content of snow in northeast China is comparable to values
found in Europe. The steep drop off in BC content of snow with latitude
in northeast China may indicate that there is not much BC in the Arctic
coming from China (Huang et al., 2011; Ye et al., 2012; Wang et al.,
2013). The change in the spatial pattern of emission of BC is a main
cause for the difference in the temporal development of RF due to BC
on snow and ice compared to the BC from RF due to aerosol–radiation
interaction over the last decades.
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8.3.4.5 Contrails and Contrail-Induced Cirrus

8

AR4 assessed the RF of contrails (persistent linear contrails) as +0.01
(–0.007 to +0.02) W m–2 and provided no estimate for contrail induced
cirrus. In AR5, Chapter 7 gives a best estimate of RF due to contrails of
+0.01 (+0.005 to +0.03) W m–2 and an ERF estimate of the combined
contrails and contrail-induced cirrus of +0.05 (+0.02 to +0.15) W
m–2. Since AR4, the evidence for contrail-induced cirrus has increased
because of observational studies (for further details see Section 7.2.7).

8.3.5

Land Surface Changes

8.3.5.1 Introduction
Anthropogenic land cover change has a direct impact on the Earth radiation budget through a change in the surface albedo. It also impacts
the climate through modifications in the surface roughness, latent heat
flux and river runoff. In addition, human activity may change the water
cycle through irrigation and power plant cooling, and also generate
direct input of heat to the atmosphere by consuming energy. Land use
change, and in particular deforestation, also has significant impacts on
WMGHG concentration, which are discussed in Section 6.3.2.2. Potential geo-engineering techniques that aim at increasing the surface
albedo are discussed in Section 7.7.2.3.
AR4 referenced a large number of RF estimates resulting from a change
in land cover albedo. It discussed the uncertainties due to the reconstruction of historical vegetation, the characterization of present-day
vegetation and the surface radiation processes. On this basis, AR4 gave
a best estimate of RF relative to 1750 due to land use related surface
albedo at –0.2 ± 0.2 W m–2 with a level of scientific understanding at
medium-low.

8.3.5.2 Land Cover Changes
Hurtt et al. (2006) estimates that 42 to 68% of the global land surface was impacted by land use activities (crop, pasture, wood harvest)
during the 1700–2000 period. Until the mid-20th century most land
use change took place over the temperate regions of the NH. Since
then, reforestation is observed in Western Europe, North America and
China as a result of land abandonment and afforestation efforts, while
deforestation is concentrated in the tropics. After a rapid increase of
the rate of deforestation during the 1980s and 1990s, satellite data
indicate a slowdown in the past decade (FAO, 2012).
Since AR4, Pongratz et al. (2008) and Kaplan et al. (2011) extended
existing reconstructions on land use back in time to the past millennium, accounting for the progress of agriculture technique and historical
events such as the black death or war invasions. As agriculture was
already widespread over Europe and South Asia by 1750, the RF, which
is defined with respect to this date, is weaker than the radiative flux
change from the state of natural vegetation cover (see Figure 8.9).
Deforestation in Europe and Asia during the last millennium led to a
significant regional negative forcing. Betts et al. (2007) and Goosse
et al. (2006) argue that it probably contributed to the ‘Little Ice Age’,
together with natural solar and volcanic activity components, before
the increase in GHG concentration led to temperatures similar to those
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experienced in the early part of the second millennium. There is still
significant uncertainty in the anthropogenic land cover change, and in
particular its time evolution (Gaillard et al., 2010).

8.3.5.3 Surface Albedo and Radiative Forcing
Surface albedo is the ratio between reflected and incident solar flux
at the surface. It varies with the surface cover. Most forests are darker
(i.e., lower albedo) than grasses and croplands, which are darker
than barren land and desert. As a consequence, deforestation tends
to increase the Earth albedo (negative RF) while cultivation of some
bright surfaces may have the opposite effect. Deforestation also leads
to a large increase in surface albedo in case of snow cover as low vegetation accumulates continuous snow cover more readily in early winter
allowing it to persist longer in spring. This causes average winter
albedo in deforested areas to be generally much higher than that of a
tree-covered landscape (Bernier et al., 2011).
The pre-industrial impact of the Earth albedo increase due to land use
change, including the reduced snow masking by tall vegetation, is estimated to be on the order of –0.05 W m–2 (Pongratz et al., 2009). Since
then, the increase in world population and agriculture development
led to additional forcing. Based on reconstruction of land use since the
beginning of the Industrial Era, Betts et al. (2007) and Pongratz et al.
(2009) computed spatially and temporally distributed estimates of the
land use RF. They estimate that the shortwave flux change induced by
the albedo variation, from fully natural vegetation state to 1992, is on
the order of –0.2 W m–2 (range –0.24 to –0.21W m–2). The RF, defined
with respect to 1750, is in the range –0.17 to –0.18 W m–2. A slightly
stronger value (–0.22 W m–2) was found by Davin et al. (2007) for the
period 1860–1992.
In recent years, the availability of global scale MODIS data (Schaaf et
al., 2002) has improved surface albedo estimates (Rechid et al., 2009).
These data have been used by Myhre et al (2005a) and Kvalevag et al.
(2010). They argue that the observed albedo difference between natural vegetation and croplands is less than usually assumed in climate
simulations, so that the RF due to land use change is weaker than in
estimates that do not use the satellite data. On the other hand, Nair et
al. (2007) show observational evidence of an underestimate of the surface albedo change in land use analysis in southwest Australia. Overall,
there is still a significant range of RF estimates for the albedo component of land use forcing. This is mostly due to the range of albedo
change as a result of land use change, as shown in an inter-comparison
of seven atmosphere–land models (de Noblet-Ducoudre et al., 2012).
Deforestation has a direct impact on the atmospheric CO2 concentration and therefore contributes to the WMGHG RF as quantified in
Section 8.3.2. Conversely, afforestation is a climate mitigation strategy to limit the CO2 concentration increase. Several authors have compared the radiative impact of deforestation/afforestation that results
from the albedo change with the greenhouse effect of CO2 released/
sequestered. Pongratz et al. (2010) shows that the historic land use
change has had a warming impact (i.e., greenhouse effect dominates)
at the global scale and over most regions with the exception of Europe
and India. Bala et al. (2007) results show latitudinal contrast where
the greenhouse effect dominates for low-latitude deforestation while
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pears within one to a few years (Jin et al., 2012). Myhre et al. (2005b)
estimates a global albedo-related radiative effect due to African fires
of 0.015 W m–2.
Over semi-arid areas, the development of agriculture favours the generation of dust. Mulitza et al. (2010) demonstrates a very large increase
of dust emission and deposition in the Sahel concomitant with the
development of agriculture in this area. This, together with the analysis of dust sources (Ginoux et al., 2010), suggests that a significant
fraction of the dust that is transported over the Atlantic has an anthropogenic origin and impacts the Earth albedo. There is no full estimate
of the resulting RF, however. The dust RF estimate in Section 8.3.4.2
includes both land use contributions and change in wind-driven emissions. Both dust and biomass burning aerosol may impact the Earth
surface albedo as these particles can be deposed on snow, which has
a large impact on its absorption, in particular for soot. This is discussed
in Section 8.3.4.4.

1750

1900

Urban areas have an albedo that is 0.01 to 0.02 smaller than adjacent
croplands (Jin et al., 2005). There is the potential for a strong increase
through white roof coating with the objective of mitigating the heat
island effect (Oleson et al., 2010). Although the global scale impact is
small, local effects can be very large, as shown by Campra et al. (2008)
that reports a regional (260 km2) 0.09 increase in albedo and –20 W
m–2 RF as a consequence of greenhouse horticulture development.
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Figure 8.9 | Change in top of the atmosphere (TOA) shortwave (SW) flux (W m–2)
following the change in albedo as a result of anthropogenic Land Use Change for three
periods (1750, 1900 and 1992 from top to bottom). By definition, the RF is with respect
to 1750, but some anthropogenic changes had already occurred in 1750. The lower
right inset shows the globally averaged impact of the surface albedo change to the TOA
SW flux (left scale) as well as the corresponding RF (right scale) after normalization to
the 1750 value. Based on simulations by Pongratz et al. (2009).

the combined effect of albedo and evapotranspiration impact does at
high latitude. These results are also supported by Bathiany et al. (2010).
Similarly, Lohila et al. (2010) shows that the afforestation of boreal
peatlands results in a balanced RF between the albedo and greenhouse effect. Overall, because of the opposite impacts, the potential of
afforestation to mitigate climate change is limited (Arora and Montenegro, 2011) while it may have undesired impacts on the atmospheric
circulation, shifting precipitation patterns (Swann et al., 2012).

8.3.5.4 Other Impacts of Land Cover Change on the
Earth’s Albedo
Burn scars resulting from agriculture practices, uncontrolled fires or
deforestation (Bowman et al., 2009) have a lower albedo than unperturbed vegetation (Jin and Roy, 2005). On the other hand, at high latitude, burnt areas are more easily covered by snow, which may result
in an overall increase of the surface albedo. Surface blackening of natural vegetation due to fire is relatively short lived and typically disap-

8.3.5.5 Impacts of Surface Change on Climate
Davin et al. (2007) argues that the climate sensitivity to land use forcing is lower than that for other forcings, due to its spatial distribution
but also the role of non-radiative processes. Indeed, in addition to the
impact on the surface albedo, land use change also modifies the evaporation and surface roughness, with counterbalancing consequences
on the lower atmosphere temperature. There is increasing evidence
that the impact of land use on evapotranspiration—a non-RF on climate—is comparable to, but of opposite sign than, the albedo effect,
so that RF is not as useful a metric as it is for gases and aerosols. For
instance, Findell et al. (2007) climate simulations show a negligible
impact of land use change on the global mean temperature, although
there are some significant regional changes.
Numerical climate experiments demonstrate that the impact of land use
on climate is much more complex than just the RF. This is due in part
to the very heterogeneous nature of land use change (Barnes and Roy,
2008), but mostly due to the impact on the hydrological cycle through
evapotranspiration, root depth and cloudiness (van der Molen et al.,
2011). As a consequence, the forcing on climate is not purely radiative
and the net impact on the surface temperature may be either positive
or negative depending on the latitude (Bala et al., 2007). Davin and de
Noblet-Ducoudre (2010) analyses the impact on climate of large-scale
deforestation; the albedo cooling effect dominates for high latitude
whereas reduced evapotranspiration dominates in the tropics. This latitudinal trend is confirmed by observations of the temperature difference between open land and nearby forested land (Lee et al., 2011).
Irrigated areas have continuously increased during the 20th century
although a slowdown has been observed in recent decades (Bonfils
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and Lobell, 2007). There is clear evidence that irrigation leads to local
cooling of several degrees (Kueppers et al., 2007). Irrigation also
affects cloudiness and precipitation (Puma and Cook, 2010). In the
United States, DeAngelis et al. (2010) found that irrigation in the Great
Plains in the summer produced enhanced precipitation in the Midwest
1000 km to the northeast.

8

8.3.5.6 Conclusions
There is still a rather wide range of estimates of the albedo change
due to anthropogenic land use change, and its RF. Although most
published studies provide an estimate close to –0.2 W m–2, there is
convincing evidence that it may be somewhat weaker as the albedo
difference between natural and anthropogenic land cover may have
been overestimated. In addition, non-radiative impact of land use have
a similar magnitude, and may be of opposite sign, as the albedo effect
(though these are not part of RF). A comparison of the impact of land
use change according to seven climate models showed a wide range of
results (Pitman et al., 2009), partly due to difference in the implementation of land cover change, but mostly due to different assumptions
on ecosystem albedo, plant phenology and evapotranspiration. There
is no agreement on the sign of the temperature change induced by
anthropogenic land use change. It is very likely that land use change
led to an increase of the Earth albedo with a RF of –0.15 ± 0.10 W m–2,
but a net cooling of the surface—accounting for processes that are not
limited to the albedo—is about as likely as not.

8.4

Natural Radiative Forcing Changes:
Solar and Volcanic

Several natural drivers of climate change operate on multiple time
scales. Solar variability takes place at many time scales that include
centennial and millennial scales (Helama et al., 2010), as the radiant
energy output of the Sun changes. Also, variations in the astronomical
alignment of the Sun and the Earth (Milankovitch cycles) induce cyclical changes in RF, but this is substantial only at millennial and longer
time scales (see Section 5.2.1.1). Volcanic forcing is highly episodic,
but can have dramatic, rapid impacts on climate. No major asteroid
impacts occurred during the reference period (1750–2012) and thus
this effect is not considered here. This section discusses solar and
volcanic forcings, the two dominant natural contributors of climate
change since the pre-industrial time.

8.4.1

Solar Irradiance

In earlier IPCC reports the forcing was estimated as the instantaneous
RF at TOA. However, due to wavelength-albedo dependence, solar radiation-wavelength dependence and absorption within the stratosphere
and the resulting stratospheric adjustment, the RF is reduced to about
78% of the TOA instantaneous RF (Gray et al., 2009). There is low confidence in the exact value of this number, which can be model and time
scale dependent (Gregory et al., 2004; Hansen et al., 2005). AR4 gives
an 11-year running mean instantaneous TOA RF between 1750 and
the present of 0.12 W m–2 with a range of estimates of 0.06 to 0.30 W
m–2, equivalent to a RF of 0.09 W m–2 with a range of 0.05 to 0.23 W
m–2. For a consistent treatment of all forcing agents, hereafter we use
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RF while numbers quoted from AR4 will be provided both as RF and
instantaneous RF at TOA.

8.4.1.1 Satellite Measurements of Total Solar Irradiance
Total solar irradiance (TSI) measured by the Total Irradiance Monitor
(TIM) on the spaceborne Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment
(SORCE) is 1360.8 ± 0.5 W m–2 during 2008 (Kopp and Lean, 2011)
which is ~4.5 W m–2 lower than the Physikalisch-Meteorologisches
Observatorium Davos (PMOD) TSI composite during 2008 (Frohlich,
2009).The difference is probably due to instrumental biases in measurements prior to TIM. Measurements with the PREcision MOnitor
Sensor (PREMOS) instrument support the TIM absolute values (Kopp
and Lean, 2011). The TIM calibration is also better linked to national
standards which provides further support that it is the most accurate
(see Supplementary Material Section 8.SM.6). Given the lower TIM TSI
values relative to currently used standards, most general circulation
models are calibrated to incorrectly high values. However, the few
tenths of a percent bias in the absolute TSI value has minimal consequences for climate simulations because the larger uncertainties in
cloud properties have a greater effect on the radiative balance. As the
maximum-to-minimum TSI relative change is well-constrained from
observations, and historical variations are calculated as changes relative to modern values, a revision of the absolute value of TSI affects RF
by the same fraction as it affects TSI. The downward revision of TIM TSI
with respect to PMOD, being 0.3%, thus has a negligible impact on RF,
which is given with a relative uncertainty of several tenths of a percent.
Since 1978, several independent space-based instruments have directly measured the TSI. Three main composite series were constructed,
referred to as the Active Cavity Radiometer Irradiance Monitor (ACRIM)
(Willson and Mordvinov, 2003), the Royal Meteorological Institute of
Belgium (RMIB) (Dewitte et al., 2004) and the PMOD (Frohlich, 2006)
series. There are two major differences between ACRIM and PMOD.
The first is the rapid drift in calibration between PMOD and ACRIM
before 1981. This arises because both composites employ the Hickey–
Frieden (HF) radiometer data for this interval, while a re-evaluation of
the early HF degradation has been implemented by PMOD but not by
ACRIM. The second one, involving also RMIB, is the bridging of the gap
between the end of ACRIM I (mid-1989) and the beginning of ACRIM
II (late 1991) observations, as it is possible that a change in HF data
occurred during this gap. This possibility is neglected in ACRIM and
thus its TSI increases by more than 0.5 W m–2 during solar cycle (SC)
22. These differences lead to different long-term TSI trends in the three
composites (see Figure 8.10): ACRIM rises until 1996 and subsequently
declines, RMIB has an upward trend through 2008 and PMOD shows a
decline since 1986 which unlike the other two composites, follows the
solar-cycle-averaged sunspot number (Lockwood, 2010). Moreover, the
ACRIM trend implies that the TSI on time scales longer than the SC is
positively correlated with the cosmic ray variation indicating a decline
in TSI throughout most of the 20th century (the opposite to most TSI
reconstructions produced to date; see Section 8.4.1.2). Furthermore,
extrapolating the ACRIM TSI long-term drift would imply a brighter
Sun in the Maunder minimum (MM) than now, again opposite to most
TSI reconstructions (Lockwood and Frohlich, 2008). Finally, analysis
of instrument degradation and pointing issues (Lee et al., 1995) and
independent modeling based on solar magnetograms (Wenzler et al.,

2009; Ball et al., 2012), confirm the need for correction of HF data, and
we conclude that PMOD is more accurate than the other composites.
TSI variations of approximately 0.1% were observed between the
maximum and minimum of the 11-year SC in the three composites
mentioned above (Kopp and Lean, 2011). This variation is mainly due
to an interplay between relatively dark sunspots, bright faculae and
bright network elements (Foukal and Lean, 1988; see Section 5.2.1.2).
A declining trend since 1986 in PMOD solar minima is evidenced in
Figure 8.10. Considering the PMOD solar minima values of 1986 and
2008, the RF is –0.04 W m–2. Our assessment of the uncertainty range
of changes in TSI between 1986 and 2008 is –0.08 to 0.0 W m–2 and
thus very likely negative, and includes the uncertainty in the PMOD
data (Frohlich, 2009; see Supplementary Material Section 8.SM.6) but
is extended to also take into account the uncertainty of combining the
satellite data.
For incorporation of TIM data with the previous and overlapping data,
in Figure 8.10 we have standardized the composite time series to the
TIM series (over 2003–2012, the procedure is explained in Supplementary Material Section 8.SM.6. Moreover as we consider annual averages, ACRIM and PMOD start at 1979 because for 1978 both composites
have only two months of data.

on physical modeling of the evolution of solar surface magnetic flux,
and its relationship with sunspot group number (before 1974) and
sunspot umbra and penumbra and faculae afterwards. This provides
a more detailed reconstruction than other models (see the time series
in Supplementary Material Table 8.SM.3). The best estimate from our
assessment of the most reliable TSI reconstruction gives a 7-year running mean RF between the minima of 1745 and 2008 of 0.05 W m–2.
Our assessment of the range of RF from TSI changes is 0.0 to 0.10
W m–2 which covers several updated reconstructions using the same
7-year running mean past-to-present minima years (Wang et al., 2005;
Steinhilber et al., 2009; Delaygue and Bard, 2011), see Supplementary Material Table 8.SM.4. All reconstructions rely on indirect proxies
that inherently do not give consistent results. There are relatively large
discrepancies among the models (see Figure 8.11).With these considerations, we adopt this value and range for AR5. This RF is almost half
of that in AR4, in part because the AR4 estimate was based on the
previous solar cycle minimum while the AR5 estimate includes the drop
of TSI in 2008 compared to the previous two SC minima (see 8.4.1).
Concerning the uncertainty range, in AR4 the upper limit corresponded
to the reconstruction of Lean (2000), based on the reduced brightness
of non-cycling Sun-like stars assumed typical of a Maunder minimum
(MM) state. The use of such stellar analogues was based on the work
of Baliunas and Jastrow (1990), but more recent surveys have not
reproduced their results and suggest that the selection of the original
set was flawed (Hall and Lockwood, 2004; Wright, 2004); the lower
limit from 1750 to present in AR4 was due to the assumed increase
in the amplitude of the 11-year cycle only. Thus the RF and uncertainty range have been obtained in a different way in AR5 compared to
AR4. Maxima to maxima RF give a higher estimate than minima to
minima RF, but the latter is more relevant for changes in solar activity.
Given the medium agreement and medium evidence, this RF value has
a medium confidence level (although confidence is higher for the last
three decades). Figure 8.11 shows several TSI reconstructions modelled
using sunspot group numbers (Wang et al., 2005; Krivova et al., 2010;

)

Figure 8.10 | Annual average composites of measured total solar irradiance: The
Active Cavity Radiometer Irradiance Monitor (ACRIM) (Willson and Mordvinov, 2003),
the Physikalisch-Meteorologisches Observatorium Davos (PMOD) (Frohlich, 2006) and
the Royal Meteorological Institute of Belgium (RMIB) (Dewitte et al., 2004).These composites are standardized to the annual average (2003–2012) Total Irradiance Monitor
(TIM) (Kopp and Lean, 2011) measurements that are also shown.
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8.4.1.2 Total Solar Irradiance Variations Since Preindustrial Time
The year 1750, which is used as the preindustrial reference for estimating RF, corresponds to a maximum of the 11-year SC. Trend analysis are
usually performed over the minima of the solar cycles that are more
stable. For such trend estimates, it is then better to use the closest
SC minimum, which is in 1745. To avoid trends caused by comparing different portions of the solar cycle, we analyze TSI changes using
multi-year running means. For the best estimate we use a recent TSI
reconstruction by Krivova et al. (2010) between 1745 and 1973 and
from 1974 to 2012 by Ball et al. (2012). The reconstruction is based

Figure 8.11 | Reconstructions of total solar irradiance since1745; annual resolution
series from Wang et al. (2005) with and without an independent change in the background level of irradiance, Krivova et al. (2010) combined with Ball et al. (2012) and
5-year time resolution series from Steinhilber et al. (2009) and Delaygue and Bard
(2011). The series are standardized to the Physikalisch-Meteorologisches Observatorium Davos (PMOD) measurements of solar cycle 23 (1996–2008) (PMOD is already
standardized to Total Irradiance Monitor).
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Ball et al., 2012) and sunspot umbra and penumbra and faculae (Ball
et al., 2012), or cosmogenic isotopes (Steinhilber et al., 2009; Delaygue
and Bard, 2011). These reconstructions are standardized to PMOD SC
23 (1996–2008) (see also Supplementary Material Section 8.SM.6).

8

For the MM-to-present AR4 gives a TOA instantaneous RF range of
0.1 to 0.28 W m–2, equivalent to 0.08 to 0.22 W m–2 with the RF definition used here. The reconstructions in Schmidt et al. (2011) indicate
a MM-to-present RF range of 0.08 to 0.18 W m–2, which is within
the AR4 range although narrower. As discussed above, the estimates
based on irradiance changes in Sun-like stars are not included in this
range because the methodology has been shown to be flawed. A more
detailed explanation of this is found in Supplementary Material Section
8.SM.6. For details about TSI reconstructions on millennia time scales
see Section 5.2.1.2.

8.4.1.3 Attempts to Estimate Future Centennial Trends of
Total Solar Irradiance
Cosmogenic isotope and sunspot data (Rigozo et al., 2001; Solanki and
Krivova, 2004; Abreu et al., 2008) reveal that currently the Sun is in a
grand activity maximum that began about 1920 (20th century grand
maximum). However, SC 23 showed an activity decline not previously seen in the satellite era (McComas et al., 2008; Smith and Balogh,
2008; Russell et al., 2010). Most current estimations suggest that the
forthcoming solar cycles will have lower TSI than those for the past 30
years (Abreu et al., 2008; Lockwood et al., 2009; Rigozo et al., 2010;
Russell et al., 2010). Also there are indications that the mean magnetic
field in sunspots may be diminishing on decadal level. A linear expansion of the current trend may indicate that of the order of half the
sunspot activity may disappear by about 2015 (Penn and Livingston,
2006). These studies only suggest that the Sun may have left the 20th
century grand maximum and not that it is entering another grand minimum. But other works propose a grand minimum during the 21st century, estimating an RF within a range of -0.16 to 0.12 W m–2 between
this future minimum and the present-day TSI (Jones et al., 2012). However, much more evidence is needed and at present there is very low
confidence concerning future solar forcing estimates.
Nevertheless, even if there is such decrease in the solar activity, there
is a high confidence that the TSI RF variations will be much smaller
in magnitude than the projected increased forcing due to GHG (see
Section 12.3.1).

8.4.1.4 Variations in Spectral Irradiance
8.4.1.4.1

Impacts of ultraviolet variations on the stratosphere

Ozone is the main gas involved in stratospheric radiative heating.
Ozone production rate variations are largely due to solar UV irradiance changes (HAIGH, 1994), with observations showing statistically significant variations in the upper stratosphere of 2 to 4% along
the SC (Soukharev and Hood, 2006). UV variations may also produce
transport-induced ozone changes due to indirect effects on circulation
(Shindell et al., 2006b). In addition, statistically significant evidence for
an 11-year variation in stratospheric temperature and zonal winds is
attributed to UV radiation (Frame and Gray, 2010). The direct UV heat690

ing of the background ozone is dominant and over twice as large as
the ozone heating in the upper stratosphere and above, while indirect
solar and terrestrial radiation through the SC-induced ozone change
is dominant below about 5 hPa (Shibata and Kodera, 2005). The RF
due to solar-induced ozone changes is a small fraction of the solar RF
discussed in Section 8.4.1.1 (Gray et al., 2009).
8.4.1.4.2

Measurements of spectral irradiance

Solar spectral irradiance (SSI) variations in the far (120 to 200 nm)
and middle (200 to 300 nm) ultraviolet (UV) are the primary driver for
heating, composition, and dynamic changes of the stratosphere, and
although these wavelengths compose a small portion of the incoming
radiation they show large relative variations between the maximum
and minimum of the SC compared to the corresponding TSI changes. As UV heating of the stratosphere over a SC has the potential to
influence the troposphere indirectly, through dynamic coupling, and
therefore climate (Haigh, 1996; Gray et al., 2010), the UV may have a
more significant impact on climate than changes in TSI alone would
suggest. Although this indicates that metrics based only on TSI are not
appropriate, UV measurements present several controversial issues
and modelling is not yet robust.
Multiple space-based measurements made in the past 30 years indicated that UV variations account for about 30% of the SC TSI variations, while about 70% were produced within the visible and infrared
(Rottman, 2006). However, current models and data provide the range
of 30 to 90% for the contribution of the UV variability below 400 nm to
TSI changes (Ermolli et al., 2013), with a more probable value of ~60%
(Morrill et al., 2011; Ermolli et al., 2013). The Spectral Irradiance Monitor (SIM) on board SORCE (Harder et al., 2009) shows, over the SC 23
declining phase, measurements that are rather inconsistent with prior
understanding, indicating that additional validation and uncertainty
estimates are needed (DeLand and Cebula, 2012; Lean and Deland,
2012). A wider exposition can be found in Supplementary Material
Section 8.SM.6.
8.4.1.4.3

Reconstructions of preindustrial ultraviolet variations

The Krivova et al. (2010) reconstruction is based on what is known
about spectral contrasts of different surface magnetic features and the
relationship between TSI and magnetic fields. The authors interpolated
backwards to the year 1610 based on sunspot group numbers and
magnetic information. The Lean (2000) model is based on historical
sunspot number and area and is scaled in the UV using measurements
from the Solar Stellar Irradiance Comparison Experiment (SOLSTICE)
on board the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS). The results
show smoothed 11-year UV SSI changes between 1750 and the present of about 25% at about 120 nm, about 8% at 130 to 175 nm, ~4%
at 175 to 200 nm, and about 0.5% at 200 to 350 nm. Thus, the UV SSI
appears to have generally increased over the past four centuries, with
larger trends at shorter wavelengths. As few reconstructions are available, and recent measurements suggest a poor understanding of UV
variations and their relationship with solar activity, there is very low
confidence in these values.
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8.4.1.5 The Effects of Cosmic Rays on Clouds
Changing cloud amount or properties modify the Earth’s albedo and
therefore affect climate. It has been hypothesized that cosmic ray flux
create atmospheric ions which facilitates aerosol nucleation and new
particle formation with a further impact on cloud formation (Dickinson,
1975; Kirkby, 2007). High solar activity means a stronger heliospheric
magnetic field and thus a more efficient screen against cosmic rays.
Under the hypothesis underlined above, the reduced cosmic ray flux
would promote fewer clouds amplifying the warming effect expected
from high solar activity. There is evidence from laboratory, field and
modelling studies that ionization from cosmic ray flux may enhance
aerosol nucleation in the free troposphere (Merikanto et al., 2009;
Mirme et al., 2010; Kirkby et al., 2011). However, there is high confidence (medium evidence and high agreement) that the cosmic ray–
ionization mechanism is too weak to influence global concentrations
of cloud condensation nuclei or their change over the last century or
during a SC in a climatically significant way (Harrison and Ambaum,
2010; Erlykin and Wolfendale, 2011; Snow-Kropla et al., 2011). A
detailed exposition is found in Section 7.4.6.

8.4.2

Volcanic Radiative Forcing

8.4.2.1 Introduction
Volcanic eruptions that inject substantial amounts of SO2 gas into
the stratosphere are the dominant natural cause of externally forced
climate change on the annual and multi-decadal time scales, both
because of the multi-decadal variability of eruptions and the time
scale of the climate system response, and can explain much of the
pre-industrial climate change of the last millennium (Schneider et
al., 2009; Brovkin et al., 2010; Legras et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2012).
Although volcanic eruptions inject both mineral particles (called ash
or tephra) and sulphate aerosol precursor gases (predominantly SO2)
into the atmosphere, it is the sulphate aerosols, which because of their
small size are effective scatterers of sunlight and have long lifetimes,
that are responsible for RF important for climate. Global annually averaged emissions of CO2 from volcanic eruptions since 1750 have been
at least 100 times smaller than anthropogenic emissions and inconsequential for climate on millennial and shorter time scales (Gerlach,
2011). To be important for climate change, sulphur must be injected
into the stratosphere, as the lifetime of aerosols in the troposphere is
only about one week, whereas sulphate aerosols in the stratosphere
from tropical eruptions have a lifetime of about one year, and those
from high-latitude eruptions last several months. Most stratospheric
aerosols are from explosive eruptions that directly put sulphur into the
stratosphere, but Bourassa et al. (2012, 2013) showed that sulphur
injected into the upper troposphere can then be lifted into the stratosphere over the next month or two by deep convection and large scale
Asian summer monsoon circulation, although Vernier et al. (2013) and
Fromm et al. (2013) suggested that direct injection was also important.
Robock (2000), AR4 (Forster et al., 2007) and Timmreck (2012) provide
summaries of this relatively well understood forcing agent.
There have been no major volcanic eruptions since Mt Pinatubo in
1991 (Figure 8.12), but several smaller eruptions have caused a RF for
the years 2008–2011 of –0.11 (–0.15 to –0.08) W m–2, approximately
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twice the magnitude of the 1999–2002 RF of –0.06 (–0.08 to –0.04)
W m–2, consistent with the trends noted in Solomon et al. (2011).
However, the CMIP5 simulations discussed elsewhere in this report
did not include the recent small volcanic forcing in their calculations.
New work has also produced a better understanding of high latitude
eruptions, the hydrological response to volcanic eruptions (Trenberth
and Dai, 2007; Anchukaitis et al., 2010), better long-term records of
past volcanism and better understanding of the effects of very large
eruptions.
There are several ways to measure both the SO2 precursor and sulphate aerosols in the stratosphere, using balloons, airplanes, and both
ground- and satellite-based remote sensing. Both the infrared and
ultraviolet signals sensed by satellite instruments can measure SO2,
and stratospheric aerosol measurements by space-based sensors have
been made on a continuous basis since 1978 by a number of instruments employing solar and stellar occultation, limb scattering, limb
emission, and lidar strategies (Thomason and Peter, 2006; Kravitz et al.,
2011; Solomon et al., 2011).
Forster et al. (2007) described four mechanisms by which volcanic
forcing influences climate: RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction;
differential (vertical or horizontal) heating, producing gradients and
changes in circulation; interactions with other modes of circulation,
such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO); and ozone depletion with
its effects on stratospheric heating, which depends on anthropogenic
chlorine (stratospheric ozone would increase with a volcanic eruption
under low-chlorine conditions). In addition, the enhanced diffuse light
from volcanic aerosol clouds impacts vegetation and hence the carbon
cycle (Mercado et al., 2009) and aerosol–cloud interaction of sulphate
aerosols on clouds in the troposphere can also be important (Schmidt
et al., 2010), though Frolicher et al. (2011) showed that the impacts of
the 1991 Mt Pinatubo eruption on the carbon cycle were small.

8.4.2.2 Recent Eruptions
The background stratospheric aerosol concentration was affected by
several small eruptions in the first decade of the 21st century (Nagai et
al., 2010; Vernier et al., 2011; Neely et al., 2013; see also Figure 8.13),
with a very small contribution from tropospheric pollution (Siddaway
and Petelina, 2011; Vernier et al., 2011), and had a small impact on RF
(Solomon et al., 2011). Two recent high-latitude eruptions, of Kasatochi Volcano (52.1°N, 175.3°W) on August 8, 2008 and of Sarychev
Volcano (48.1°N, 153.2°E) on June 12–16, 2009, each injected ~1.5
Tg(SO2) into the stratosphere, but did not produce detectable climate
response. Their eruptions, however, led to better understanding of the
dependence of the amount of material and time of year of high-latitude injections to produce climate impacts (Haywood et al., 2010;
Kravitz et al., 2010, 2011). The RF from high-latitude eruptions is a
function of seasonal distribution of insolation and the 3- to 4-month
lifetime of high-latitude volcanic aerosols. Kravitz and Robock (2011)
showed that high-latitude eruptions must inject at least 5 Tg(SO2) into
the lower stratosphere in the spring or summer, and much more in fall
or winter, to have a detectible climatic response.
On April 14, 2010 the Eyjafjallajökull volcano in Iceland (63.6°N,
19.6°W) began an explosive eruption phase that shut down air traffic
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in Europe for 6 days and continued to disrupt it for another month. The
climatic impact of Eyjafjallajökull was about 10,000 times less than
that of Mt Pinatubo; however, because it emitted less than 50 ktonnes
SO2 and its lifetime in the troposphere was 50 times less than if it had
been injected into the stratosphere, and was therefore undetectable
amidst the chaotic weather noise in the atmosphere (Robock, 2010).
2011 saw the continuation of a number of small eruptions with significant tropospheric SO2 and ash injections, including Puyehue-Cordón
Caulle in Chile, Nabro in Eritrea, and Grimsvötn in Iceland. None have
been shown to have produced an important RF, but the June 13, 2011
Nabro eruption resulted in the largest stratospheric aerosol cloud since
the 1991 Mt Pinatubo eruption (Bourassa et al., 2012), more than 1.5
Tg(SO2).
Figure 8.12 shows reconstructions of volcanic aerosol optical depth
since 1750. Figure 8.13 shows details of the vertical distribution of
stratospheric aerosols in the tropics since 1985. The numerous small
eruptions in the past decade are evident, but some of them were at
higher latitudes and their full extent is not captured in this plot.

Figure 8.12 | Volcanic reconstructions of global mean aerosol optical depth (at 550
nm). Gao et al. (2008) and Crowley and Unterman (2013) are from ice core data, and
end in 2000 for Gao et al. (2008) and 1996 for Crowley and Unterman (2013). Sato et
al. (1993) includes data from surface and satellite observations, and has been updated
through 2011. (Updated from Schmidt et al., 2011.)

Figure 8.13 | (Top) Monthly mean extinction ratio (525 nm) profile evolution in the tropics [20°N to 20°S] from January 1985 through December 2012 derived from Stratospheric
Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) II extinction in 1985–2005 and Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) scattering ratio in 2006–2012,
after removing clouds below 18 km based on their wavelength dependence (SAGE II) and depolarization properties (CALIPSO) compared to aerosols. Black contours represent the
extinction ratio in log-scale from 0.1 to 100. The position of each volcanic eruption occurring during the period is displayed with its first two letters on the horizontal axis, where
tropical eruptions are noted in red. The eruptions were Nevado del Ruiz (Ne), Augustine (Au), Chikurachki (Ch), Kliuchevskoi (Kl), Kelut (Ke), Pinatubo (Pi), Cerro Hudson (Ce), Spur
(Sp), Lascar (La), Rabaul (Ra), Ulawun (Ul), Shiveluch (Sh), Ruang (Ru), Reventador (Re), Manam (Ma), Soufrière Hills (So), Tavurvur (Ta), Okmok (Ok), Kasatochi (Ka), Victoria (Vi*—
forest fires with stratospheric aerosol injection), Sarychev (Sa), Merapi (Me), Nabro (Na). (Updated from Figure 1 from Vernier et al., 2011.) (Bottom) Mean stratospheric aerosol
optical depth (AOD) in the tropics [20°N to 20°S] between the tropopause and 40 km since 1985 from the SAGE II (black line), the Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of Stars
(GOMOS) (red line), and CALIPSO (blue line). (Updated from Figure 5 from Vernier et al., 2011.)
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Box 8.3 | Volcanic Eruptions as Analogues
Volcanic eruptions provide a natural experiment of a stratospheric aerosol cloud that can serve to inform us of the impacts of the proposed production of such a cloud as a means to control the climate, which is one method of geoengineering (Rasch et al., 2008); see
Section 7.7. For example, Trenberth and Dai (2007) showed that the Asian and African summer monsoon, as well as the global hydrological cycle, was weaker for the year following the 1991 Mt Pinatubo eruption, which is consistent with climate model simulations
(Robock et al., 2008). MacMynowski et al. (2011) showed that because the climate system response of the hydrological cycle is rapid,
forcing from volcanic eruptions, which typically last about a year, can serve as good analogues for longer-lived forcing. The formation
of sulphate aerosols, their transport and removal, their impacts on ozone chemistry, their RF, and the impacts on whitening skies all
also serve as good analogues for geoengineering proposals. Volcanic impacts on the carbon cycle because of more diffuse radiation
(Mercado et al., 2009) and on remote sensing can also be useful analogues, and the impacts of contrail-generated sub-visual cirrus
(Long et al., 2009) can be used to test the long-term impacts of a permanent stratospheric cloud.

8

Smoke from fires generated by nuclear explosions on cities and industrial areas, which could be lofted into the stratosphere, would
cause surface cooling and a reduction of stratospheric ozone (Mills et al., 2008). Volcanic eruptions that produce substantial stratospheric aerosol clouds also serve as an analogue that supports climate model simulations of the transport and removal of stratospheric
aerosols, their impacts on ozone chemistry, their RF, and the climate response. The use of the current global nuclear arsenal still has
the potential to produce nuclear winter, with continental temperatures below freezing in summer (Robock et al., 2007a; Toon et al.,
2008), and the use of only 100 nuclear weapons could produce climate change unprecedented in recorded human history (Robock et
al., 2007b), with significant impacts on global agriculture (Özdoğan et al., 2013; Xia and Robock, 2013).

8.4.2.3 Records of Past Volcanism and Effects of Very
Large Eruptions
Although the effects of volcanic eruptions on climate are largest in
the 2 years following a large stratospheric injection, and the winter
warming effect in the NH has been supported by long-term records
(Fischer et al., 2007), there is new work indicating extended volcanic
impacts via long-term memory in the ocean heat content and sea level
(Stenchikov et al., 2009; Gregory, 2010; Otterä et al., 2010). Zanchettin et al. (2012) found changes in the North Atlantic Ocean circulation
that imply strengthened northward oceanic heat transport a decade
after major eruptions, which contributes to the emergence of extensive
winter warming over the continental NH along with persistent cooling
over Arctic regions on decadal time scales, in agreement with Zhong et
al. (2011) and Miller et al. (2012).
New work on the mechanisms by which a supereruption (Self and
Blake, 2008) could force climate has focused on the 74,000 BP eruption
of the Toba volcano (2.5°N, 99.0°E). Robock et al. (2009) used simulations of up to 900 times the 1991 Mt Pinatubo sulphate injection to
show that the forcing is weaker than that predicted based on a linear
relationship with the sulphate aerosol injection. The results agreed
with a previous simulation by Jones et al. (2005). They also showed
that chemical interactions with ozone had small impacts on the forcing
and that the idea of Bekki et al. (1996) that water vapour would limit
and prolong the growth of aerosols was not supported. Timmreck et al.
(2010) however, incorporating the idea of Pinto et al. (1989) that aerosols would grow and therefore both have less RF per unit mass and
fall out of the atmosphere more quickly, found much less of a radiative
impact from such a large stratospheric input.

8.4.2.4 Future Effects
We expect large eruptions over the next century but cannot predict
when. Ammann and Naveau (2003) and Stothers (2007) suggested an
80-year periodicity in past eruptions, but the data record is quite short
and imperfect, and there is no mechanism proposed that would cause
this. While the period 1912–1963 was unusual for the past 500 years in
having no large volcanic eruptions, and the period 1250–1300 had the
most globally climatically significant eruptions in the past 1500 years
(Gao et al., 2008), current knowledge only allows us to predict such
periods on a statistical basis, assuming that the recent past distributions are stationary. Ammann and Naveau (2003), Gusev (2008), and
Deligne et al. (2010) studied these statistical properties and Ammann
and Naveau (2010) showed how they could be used to produce a statistical distribution for future simulations. Although the future forcing
from volcanic eruptions will depend only on the stratospheric aerosol
loading for most forcing mechanisms, the future effects on reducing
ozone will diminish as ozone depleting substances diminish in the
future (Eyring et al., 2010b).

8.5

Synthesis of Global Mean Radiative
Forcing, Past and Future

The RF can be used to quantify the various agents that drive climate
change over the Industrial Era or the various contributions to future
climate change. There are multiple ways in which RF can be attributed to underlying causes, each providing various perspectives on the
importance of the different factors driving climate change. This section
evaluates the RF with respect to emitted component and with respect
to the ultimate atmospheric concentrations. The uncertainties in the RF
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agents vary and the confidence levels for these are presented in this
section. Finally, this section shows historical and scenarios of future
time evolution of RF.

8.5.1

8

Summary of Radiative Forcing by Species and
Uncertainties

Table 8.5 has an overview of the RF agents considered here and each of
them is given a confidence level for the change in RF over the Industrial
Era to the present day. The confidence level is based on the evidence
(robust, medium, and limited) and the agreement (high, medium, and
low; see further description in Chapter 1). The confidence level of the
forcing agents goes beyond the numerical values available in estimates
and is an assessment for a particular forcing agent to have a real

value within the estimated range. Some of the RF agents have robust
evidence such as WMGHG with well documented increases based on
high precision measurements as well as contrails as additional clouds
which can be seen by direct observations. However, for some forcing
agents the evidence is more limited regarding their existence such as
aerosol influence on cloud cover. The consistency in the findings for
a particular forcing agent determines the evaluation of the evidence.
A combination of different methods, for example, observations and
modeling, and thus the understanding of the processes causing the
forcing is important for this evaluation. The agreement is a qualitative
judgment of the difference between the various estimates for a particular RF agent. Figure 1.11 shows how the combined evidence and
agreement results in five levels for the confidence level.

Table 8.5 | Confidence level for the forcing estimate associated with each forcing agent for the 1750–2011 period. The confidence level is based on the evidence and the agreement as given in the table. The basis for the confidence level and change since AR4 is provided. See Figure 1.11 for further description of the evidence, agreement and confidence
level. The colours are adopted based on the evidence and agreement shown in Figure 1.11. Dark green is “High agreement and Robust evidence”, light green is either “High
agreement and Medium evidence” or “Medium agreement and Robust evidence”, yellow is either “High agreement and limited evidence” or “Medium agreement and Medium
evidence” or “Low agreement and Robust evidence”, orange is either “Medium agreement and Limited evidence” or “Low agreement and Medium evidence” and finally red is
“Low agreement and Limited evidence”. Note, that the confidence levels given in Table 8.5 are for 2011 relative to 1750 and for some of the agents the confidence level may be
different for certain portions of the Industrial Era.

Evidence

Agreement

Confidence
Level

Basis for Uncertainty Estimates
(more certain / less certain)

Change in Understanding Since AR4

Well-mixed
greenhouse gases

Robust

High

Very high

Measured trends from different observed data sets and differences
between radiative transfer models

No major change

Tropospheric
ozone

Robust

Medium

High

Observed trends of ozone in the troposphere and model results for
the industrial era/Differences between model estimates of RF

No major change

Stratospheric
ozone

Robust

Medium

High

Observed trends in stratospheric and total ozone and modelling of ozone depletion/Differences between estimates of RF

No major change

Stratospheric
water vapour
from CH4

Robust

Low

Medium

Similarities in results of independent methods to estimate the
RF/Known uncertainty in RF calculations

Aerosol–radiation
interactions

Robust

Medium

High

A large set of observations and converging independent estimates of
RF/Differences between model estimates of RF

Elevated owing to more robust estimates from independent methods

Aerosol–cloud
interactions

Medium

Low

Low

Variety of different observational evidence and modelling activities/
Spread in model estimates of ERF and differences between
observations and model results

ERF in AR5 has a similar
confidence level to RF in AR4

Rapid adjustment
aerosol–radiation
interactions

Medium

Low

Low

Observational evidence combined with results from different types of
models/Large spread in model estimates

Total aerosol
effect

Medium

Medium

A large set of observations and model results, independent methods
to derive ERF estimates/Aerosol–cloud interaction processes
and anthropogenic fraction of CCN still fairly uncertain

Not provided previously

Medium

Surface albedo
(land use)

Robust

Medium

High

Estimates of deforestation for agricultural purposes and well known
physical processes/Spread in model estimates of RF

Elevated owing to the availability
of high-quality satellite data

Surface albedo
(BC aerosol on
snow and ice)

Medium

Low

Low

Observations of snow samples and the link between BC content
in snow and albedo/Large spread in model estimates of RF

Contrails

Robust

Low

Medium

Contrail- induced
cirrus

Medium

Low

Solar irradiance

Medium

Volcanic aerosol

Robust

Elevated owing to more studies

Elevated owing to
increased evidence

No major change

Contrails observations , large number of model estimates/Spread in
model estimates of RF and uncertainties in contrail optical properties

Elevated owing to more studies

Low

Observations of a few events of contrail induced cirrus/Extent of
events uncertain and large spread in estimates of ERF

Elevated owing to additional
studies increasing the evidence

Medium

Medium

Satellite information over recent decades and small uncertainty
in radiative transfer calculations/Large relative spread in
reconstructions based on proxy data

Elevated owing to better
agreement of a weak RF

Medium

High

Observations of recent volcanic eruptions/Reconstructions of
past eruptions

Elevated owing to improved
understanding

Notes:
The confidence level for aerosol–cloud interactions includes rapid adjustments (which include what was previously denoted as cloud lifetime effect or second indirect aerosol effect). The separate
confidence level for the rapid adjustment for aerosol–cloud interactions is very low. For aerosol–radiation interaction the table provides separate confidence levels for RF due to aerosol–radiation
interaction and rapid adjustment associated with aerosol–radiation interaction.
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Evidence is robust for several of the RF agents because of long term
observations of trends over the industrial era and well defined links
between atmospheric or land surfaced changes and their radiative
effects. Evidence is medium for a few agents where the anthropogenic
changes or the link between the forcing agent and its radiative effect
are less certain. Medium evidence can be assigned in cases where
observations or modelling provide a diversity of information and thus
not a consistent picture for a given forcing agent. We assess the evidence to be limited only for rapid adjusment associated with aerosol–
cloud interaction where model studies in some cases indicate changes
but direct observations of cloud alterations are scarce. High agreement
is given only for the WMGHG where the relative uncertainties in the RF
estimates are much smaller than for the other RF agents. Low agreement can either be due to large diversity in estimates of the magnitude
of the forcing or from the fact that the method to estimate the forcing
has a large uncertainty. Stratospheric water vapour is an example of
the latter with modest difference in the few available estimates but
a known large uncertainty in the radiative transfer calculations (see
further description in Section 8.3.1).

used instead of confidence level. For comparison with previous IPCC
assessments the LOSU is converted approximately to confidence level.
Note that LOSU and confidence level use different terms for their rankings. The figure shows generally increasing confidence levels but also
that more RF mechanisms have been included over time. The confidence levels for the RF due to aerosol–radiation interactions, surface
albedo due to land use and volcanic aerosols have been raised and
are now at the same ranking as those for change in stratospheric and
tropospheric ozone. This is due to an increased understanding of key
parameteres and their uncertainties for the elevated RF agents. For
tropospheric and stratospheric ozone changes, research has shown further complexities with changes primarily influencing the troposphere
or the stratosphere being linked to some extent (see Section 8.3.3). The
rapid adjustment associated with aerosol–cloud interactions is given
the confidence level very low and had a similar level in AR4. For rapid
adjustment associated with aerosol–radiation interactions (previously
denoted as semi-direct effect) the confidence level is low and is raised
compared to AR4, as the evidence is improved and is now medium (see
Section 7.5.2).

Figure 8.14 shows the development of the confidence level over the
last four IPCC assessments for the various RF mechanisms. In the previous IPCC reports level of scientific understanding (LOSU) has been

Table 8.6 shows the best estimate of the RF and ERF (for AR5 only)
for the various RF agents from the various IPCC assessments. The RF
due to WMGHG has increased by 16% and 8% since TAR and AR4,

Figure 8.14 | Confidence level of the forcing mechanisms in the 4 last IPCC assessments. In the previous IPCC assessments the level of scientific understanding (LOSU) has been
adopted instead of confidence level, but for comparison with previous IPCC assessments the LOSU is converted approximately to confidence level. The thickness of the bars represents the relative magnitude of the current forcing (with a minimum value for clarity of presentation). LOSU for the RF mechanisms was not available in the first IPCC Assessment
(Houghton et al., 1990). Rapid adjustments associated with aerosol–cloud interactions (shown as RA aero. –cloud interac.) which include what was previously referred to as the
second indirect aerosol effect or cloud lifetime effect whereas rapid adjustments associated with aerosol–radiation interactions (shown as RA aero.-rad. interac.) were previously
referred to as the semi-direct effect (see Figure 7.3). In AR4 the confidence level for aerosol–cloud interaction was given both for RF due to aerosol–cloud interaction and rapid
adjustment associated with aerosol–cloud interaction. Generally the aerosol–cloud interaction is not separated into various components in AR5, hence the confidence levels for
ERF due to aerosol–cloud interaction in AR5 and for RF due to aerosol–cloud interaction from previous IPCC reports are compared. The confidence level for the rapid adjustment
associated with aerosol–cloud interaction is comparable for AR4 and AR5. The colours are adopted based on the evidence and agreement shown in Figure 1.11. Dark green is “High
agreement and Robust evidence”, light green is either “High agreement and Medium evidence” or “Medium agreement and Robust evidence”, yellow is either “High agreement
and limited evidence” or “Medium agreement and Medium evidence” or “Low agreement and Robust evidence”, orange is either “Medium agreement and Limited evidence” or
“Low agreement and Medium evidence” and finally red is “Low agreement and Limited evidence”.
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respectively. This is due mainly to increased concentrations (see Section 8.3.2), whereas the other changes for the anthropogenic RF
agents compared to AR4 are due to re-evaluations and in some cases
from improved understanding. An increased number of studies, additional observational data and better agreement between models and
observations can be the causes for such re-evaluations. The best estimates for RF due to aerosol–radiation interactions, BC on snow and
solar irradiance are all substantially decreased in magnitude compared
to AR4; otherwise the modifications to the best estimates are rather
small. For the RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction and BC on snow
the changes in the estimates are based on additional new studies since
AR4 (see Section 8.3.4 and Section 7.5). For the change in the estimate
of the solar irradiance it is a combination on how the RF is calculated,
new evidence showing some larger earlier estimates were incorrect,
and a downward trend observed during recent years in the solar activity that has been taken into account (see Section 8.4.1). The estimate
for ERF due to to aerosol–cloud interaction includes rapid adjustment
but still this ERF is smaller in magnitude than the AR4 RF estimate due
to aerosol–cloud interactions without rapid adjustments (a theoretical construct not quantified in AR5). The uncertainties for ERF due to
CO2 increase when compared to RF (see Section 8.3.2). We assume the
relative ERF uncertainties for CO2 apply to all WMGHG. For the shortlived GHG we do not have sufficient information to include separate
ERF uncertainty to each of these forcing agents (see Section 8.1.1.3).

 owever, for these forcing mechanisms the RF uncertainties are larger
H
than for the WMGHG and thus it is unlikely that rapid adjustments
change the uncertainties substantially.
Figure 8.15 shows the RF for agents listed in Table 8.6 over the
1750–2011 period. The methods for calculation of forcing estimates
are described in Section 8.3 and 8.4. For some of the components the
forcing estimates are based on observed abundance whereas some
are estimated from a combination of model simulations and observations and for others are purely model based. Solid bars are given for
ERF, whereas RF values are given as (additional) hatched bars. Similarly
the uncertainties are given for ERF in solid lines and dotted lines for
RF. An important assumption is that different forcing mechanisms can
be treated additively to calculate the total forcing (see Boucher and
Haywood, 2001; Forster et al., 2007; Haywood and Schulz, 2007). Total
ERF over the Industrial Era calculated from Monte Carlo simulations
are shown in Figure 8.16, with a best estimate of 2.29 W m–2. For each
of the forcing agents a probability density function (PDF) is generated
based on uncertainties provided in Table 8.6. The combination of the
individual RF agents to derive total forcing follows the same approach
as in AR4 (Forster et al., 2007) which is based on the method in Boucher and Haywood (2001). The PDF of the GHGs (sum of WMGHG, ozone
and stratospheric water vapour) has a more narrow shape than the
PDF for the aerosols owing to the much lower relative uncertainty.

Table 8.6 | Summary table of RF estimates for AR5 and comparison with the three previous IPCC assessment reports. ERF values for AR5 are included. For AR5 the values are given
for the period 1750–2011, whereas earlier final years have been adopted in the previous IPCC assessment reports.

Global Mean Radiative Forcing (W m–2)

ERF (W m–2)

SAR
(1750–1993)

TAR
(1750–1998)

AR4
(1750–2005)

AR5
(1750–2011)

Well-mixed
greenhouse gases
(CO2, CH4, N2O, and
halocarbons)

2.45 (2.08 to 2.82)

2.43 (2.19 to 2.67)

2.63 (2.37 to 2.89)

2.83 (2.54 to 3.12)

Tropospheric ozone

+0.40 (0.20 to 0.60)

+0.35 (0.20 to 0.50)

+0.35 (0.25 to 0.65)

+0.40 (0.20 to 0.60)

Stratospheric ozone

–0.1 (–0.2 to –0.05)

–0.15 (–0.25 to –0.05)

–0.05 (–0.15 to +0.05)

–0.05 (–0.15 to +0.05)

Estimate unchanged

Stratospheric water
vapour from CH4

Not estimated

+0.01 to +0.03

+0.07 (+0.02, +0.12)

+0.07 (+0.02 to +0.12)

Estimate unchanged

Aerosol–radiation interactions

Not estimated

Not estimated

–0.50 (–0.90 to –0.10)

–0.35 (–0.85 to +0.15)

Re-evaluated to be
smaller in magnitude

–0.45 (–0.95 to +0.05)

Aerosol–cloud
interactions

0 to –1.5
(sulphate only)

0 to –2.0
(all aerosols)

–0.70 (–1.80 to –0.30)
(all aerosols)

Not estimated

Replaced by ERF and re-evaluated
to be smaller in magnitude

–0.45 (–1.2 to 0.0)

Surface albedo
(land use)

Not estimated

–0.20 (–0.40 to 0.0)

–0.20 (–0.40 to 0.0)

–0.15 (–0.25 to –0.05)

Re-evaluated to be slightly
smaller in magnitude

Surface albedo
(black carbon aerosol on snow and ice)

Not estimated

Not estimated

+0.10 (0.0 to +0.20)

+0.04 (+0.02 to +0.09)

Re-evaluated to be weaker

Not estimated

+0.02 (+0.006
to +0.07)

+0.01 (+0.003
to +0.03)

+0.01 (+0.005
to +0.03)

Not estimated

0 to +0.04

Not estimated

Not estimated

Not estimated

Not estimated

1.6 (0.6 to 2.4)

Not estimated

+0.30 (+0.10
to +0.50)

+0.30 (+0.10
to +0.50)

+0.12 (+0.06
to +0.30)

+0.05 (0.0 to +0.10)

Contrails
Combined contrails
and contrailinduced cirrus
Total anthropogenic
Solar irradiance

Comment
Change due to increase
in concentrations

2.83 (2.26 to 3.40)

Slightly modified estimate

No major change
0.05 (0.02 to 0.15)

Stronger positive due to changes
in various forcing agents
Re-evaluated to be weaker

Notes:
Volcanic RF is not added to the table due to the periodic nature of volcanic eruptions, which makes it difficult to compare to the other forcing mechanisms.
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Forcing agent

CO2

Well Mixed
Greenhouse Gases

Other WMGHG

Anthropogenic

Ozone

CH4 N2O

Stratospheric

Halocarbons

8
Tropospheric

Stratospheric water
vapour from CH4

Surface Albedo

Black carbon
on snow

Land Use

Contrails

Contrail induced cirrus

Aerosol-Radiation Interac.
Aerosol-Cloud Interac.

Natural

Total anthropogenic
Solar irradiance

-1

0

1
Radiative Forcing (W m-2)

2

3

Figure 8.15 | Bar chart for RF (hatched) and ERF (solid) for the period 1750–2011, where the total ERF is derived from Figure 8.16. Uncertainties (5 to 95% confidence range)
are given for RF (dotted lines) and ERF (solid lines).

AR4 RF

Probability density function
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gases
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anthropogenic
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2

Effective radiative forcing (Wm-2)
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Figure 8.16 | Probability density function (PDF) of ERF due to total GHG, aerosol
forcing and total anthropogenic forcing. The GHG consists of WMGHG, ozone and
stratospheric water vapour. The PDFs are generated based on uncertainties provided in
Table 8.6. The combination of the individual RF agents to derive total forcing over the
Industrial Era are done by Monte Carlo simulations and based on the method in Boucher
and Haywood (2001). PDF of the ERF from surface albedo changes and combined contrails and contrail-induced cirrus are included in the total anthropogenic forcing, but
not shown as a separate PDF. We currently do not have ERF estimates for some forcing
mechanisms: ozone, land use, solar, etc. For these forcings we assume that the RF is
representative of the ERF and for the ERF uncertainty an additional uncertainty of 17%
has been included in quadrature to the RF uncertainty. See Supplementary Material Section 8.SM.7 and Table 8.SM.4 for further description on method and values used in the
calculations. Lines at the top of the figure compare the best estimates and uncertainty
ranges (5 to 95% confidence range) with RF estimates from AR4.

Therefore, the large uncertainty in the aerosol forcing is the main
cause of the large uncertainty in the total anthropogenic ERF. The total
anthropogenic forcing is virtually certain to be positive with the probability for a negative value less than 0.1%. Compared to AR4 the total
anthropogenic ERF is more strongly positive with an increase of 43%.
This is caused by a combination of growth in GHG concentration, and
thus strengthening in forcing of WMGHG, and weaker ERF estimates of
aerosols (aerosol–radiation and aerosol–cloud interactions) as a result
of new assessments of these effects.
Figure 8.17 shows the forcing over the Industrial Era by emitted compounds (see Supplementary Material Tables 8.SM.6 and 8.SM.7 for
actual numbers and references). It is more complex to view the RF
by emitted species than by change in atmospheric abundance (Figure
8.15) since the number of emitted compounds and changes leading to
RF is larger than the number of compounds causing RF directly (see
Section 8.3.3). The main reason for this is the indirect effect of several compounds and in particular components involved in atmospheric
chemistry (see Section 8.2). To estimate the RF by the emitted compounds in some cases the emission over the entire Industrial Era is
needed (e.g., for CO2) whereas for other compounds (such as ozone
and CH4) quite complex simulations are required (see Section 8.3.3).
CO2 is the dominant positive forcing both by abundance and by emitted compound. Emissions of CH4, CO, and NMVOC all lead to excess
CO2 as one end product if the carbon is of fossil origin and is the reason
why the RF of direct CO2 emissions is slightly lower than the RF of
abundance change of CO2. For CH4 the contribution from emission is
estimated to be almost twice as large as that from the CH4 concen697
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tration change, 0.97 (0.80 to 1.14) W m–2 versus 0.48 (0.43 to 0.53)
W m–2, respectively. This is because emission of CH4 leads to ozone
production, stratospheric water vapour, CO2 (as mentioned above), and
importantly affects its own lifetime (Section 8.2). Actually, emissions of
CH4 would lead to a stronger RF via the direct CH4 greenhouse effect
(0.64 W m–2) than the RF from abundance change of CH4 (0.48 W m–2).
This is because other compounds have influenced the lifetime of CH4
and reduced the abundance of CH4, most notably NOx. Emissions of CO
(0.23 (0.18 to 0.29) W m–2) and NMVOC (0.10 (0.06 to 0.14) W m–2)
have only indirect effects on RF through ozone production, CH4 and
CO2 and thus contribute an overall positive RF. Emissions of NOX, on
the other hand, have indirect effects that lead to positive RF through
ozone production and also effects that lead to negative RF through

reduction of CH4 lifetime and thus its c oncentration, and through contributions to nitrate aerosol formation. The best estimate of the overall
effect of anthropogenic emissions of NOX is a negative RF (-0.15 (-0.34
to +0.02) W m–2). Emissions of ammonia also contribute to nitrate aerosol formation, with a small offset due to compensating changes in
sulphate aerosols. Additionally indirect effects from sulphate on atmospheric compounds are not included here as models typically simulate
a small effect, but there are large relative differences in the response
between models. Impacts of emissions other than CO2 on the carbon
cycle via changes in atmospheric composition (ozone or aerosols) are
also not shown owing to the limited amount of available information.
For the WMGHG, the ERF best estimate is the same as the RF. The
uncertainty range is slightly larger, however. The total emission-based
ERF of WMGHG is 3.00 (2.22 to 3.78) W m–2. That of CO2 is 1.68 (1.33
to 2.03) W m–2; that of CH4 is 0.97 (0.74 to 1.20) W m–2; that of stratospheric ozone-depleting halocarbons is 0.18 (0.01 to 0.35) W m–2.
Emissions of BC have a positive RF through aerosol–radiation interactions and BC on snow (0.64 W m–2, see Section 8.3.4 and Section 7.5).
The emissions from the various compounds are co-emitted; this is in
particular the case for BC and OC from biomass burning aerosols. The
net RF of biomass burning emissions for aerosol–radiation interactions
is close to zero, but with rather strong positive RF from BC and negative
RF from OC (see Sections 8.3.4 and 7.5). The ERF due to aerosol–cloud
interactions is caused by primary anthropogenic emissions of BC, OC
and dust as well as secondary aerosol from anthropogenic emissions
of SO2, NOX and NH3. However, quantification of the contribution from
the various components to the ERF due to aerosol–cloud interactions
has not been attempted in this assessment.

8.5.2

(

)

Figure 8.17 | RF bar chart for the period 1750–2011 based on emitted compounds
(gases, aerosols or aerosol precursors) or other changes. Numerical values and their
uncertainties are shown in Supplementary Material Tables 8.SM.6 and 8.SM.7. Note
that a certain part of CH4 attribution is not straightforward and discussed further in
Section 8.3.3. Red (positive RF) and blue (negative forcing) are used for emitted components which affect few forcing agents, whereas for emitted components affecting
many compounds several colours are used as indicated in the inset at the upper part
the figure. The vertical bars indicate the relative uncertainty of the RF induced by each
component. Their length is proportional to the thickness of the bar, that is, the full length
is equal to the bar thickness for a ±50% uncertainty. The net impact of the individual
contributions is shown by a diamond symbol and its uncertainty (5 to 95% confidence
range) is given by the horizontal error bar. ERFaci is ERF due to aerosol–cloud interaction. BC and OC are co-emitted, especially for biomass burning emissions (given as
Biomass Burning in the figure) and to a large extent also for fossil and biofuel emissions
(given as Fossil and Biofuel in the figure where biofuel refers to solid biomass fuels).
SOA have not been included because the formation depends on a variety of factors not
currently sufficiently quantified.
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Time Evolution of Historical Forcing

The time evolution of global mean forcing is shown in Figure 8.18 for
the Industrial Era. Over all time periods during the Industrial Era CO2
and other WMGHG have been the dominant term, except for shorter periods with strong volcanic eruptions. The time evolution shows
an almost continuous increase in the magnitude of anthropogenic
ERF. This is the case both for CO2 and other WMGHGs as well as several individual aerosol components. The forcing from CO2 and other
WMGHGs has increased somewhat faster since the 1960s. Emissions
of CO2 have made the largest contribution to the increased anthropogenic forcing in every decade since the 1960s. The total aerosol ERF
(aerosol–radiation interaction and aerosol–cloud interaction) has the
strongest negative forcing (except for brief periods with large volcanic
forcing), with a strengthening in the magnitude similar to many of the
other anthropogenic forcing mechanisms with time. The global mean
forcing of aerosol–radiation interactions was rather weak until 1950
but strengthened in the latter half of the last century and in particular
in the period between 1950 and 1980. The RF due to aerosol–radiation
interaction by aerosol component is shown in Section 8.3.4 (Figure 8.8).
Although there is high confidence for a substantial enhancement in the
negative aerosol forcing in the period 1950–1980, there is much more
uncertainty in the relative change in global mean aerosol forcing over
the last two decades (1990–2010). Over the last two decades there
has been a strong geographic shift in aerosol and aerosol precursor

The volcanic RF has a very irregular temporal pattern and for certain
years has a strongly negative RF. There has not been a major volcanic
eruption in the past decade, but some weaker eruptions give a current
RF that is slightly negative relative to 1750 and slightly stronger in
magnitude compared to 1999–2002 (see Section 8.4.2).
Figure 8.19 shows linear trends in forcing (anthropogenic, natural and
total) over four different time periods. Three of the periods are the
same as chosen in Box 9.2 (1984–1998, 1998–2011 and 1951–2011)
and the period 1970–2011 is shown in Box 13.1. Monte Carlo simulations are performed to derive uncertainties in the forcing based
on ranges given in Table 8.6 and the derived linear trends. Further,
these uncertainties are combined with uncertainties derived from
shifting time periods ±2 years and the full 90% confidence range is
shown in Figure 8.19 (in Box 9.2 only the total forcing is shown with
uncertainties derived from the forcing uncertainty without sensitivity
to time period). For the anthropogenic forcing sensitivity to the selection of time periods is very small with a maximum contribution to the
uncertainties shown in Figure 8.19 of 2%. However, for the natural
forcing the sensitivity to time periods is the dominant contributor to
the overall uncertainty (see Supplementary Material Figure 8.SM.3) for
the relatively short periods 1998–2011 and 1984–1998, whereas this
is not the case for the longer periods. For the 1998–2011 period the
natural forcing is very likely negative and has offset 2 to 89% of the
anthropogenic forcing. It is likely that the natural forcing change has
offset at least 30% of the anthropogenic forcing increase and very
likely that it has offset at least 10% of the anthropogenic increase. For
the 1998–2011 period both the volcanic and solar forcings contribute
to this negative natural forcing, with the latter dominating. For the
other periods shown in Figure 8.19 the best estimate of the natural is
much smaller in magnitude than the anthropogenic forcing, but note
that the natural forcing is very dependent on the selection of time
period near the 1984–1998 interval. Over the period 1951–2011 the
trend in anthropogenic forcing is almost 0.3 W m–2 per decade and
thus anthropogenic forcing over this period is more than 1.5 W m–2. The
anthropogenic forcing for 1998–2011 is 30% higher and with smaller
uncertainty than for the 1951–2011 period. Note that due to large
WMGHG forcing (Section 8.3.2) the anthropogenic forcing was similar
in the late 1970s and early 1980s to the 1998–2011 period. The reason
for the reduced uncertainty in the 1998–2011 anthropogenic forcing

(

e missions (see Section 2.2.3), and there are some uncertainties in these
emissions (Granier et al., 2011). In addition to the regional changes in
the aerosol forcing there is also likely a competition between various
aerosol effects. Emission data indicate a small increase in the BC emissions (Granier et al., 2011) but model studies also indicate a weak
enhancement of other aerosol types. Therefore, the net aerosol forcing depends on the balance between absorbing and scattering aerosols for aerosol–radiation interaction as well as balance between the
changes in aerosol–radiation and aerosol–cloud interactions. In the
ACCMIP models, for example, the RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction becomes less negative during 1980 to 2000, but total aerosol
ERF becomes more negative (Shindell et al., 2013c). There is a very low
confidence for the trend in the total aerosol forcing during the past two
to three decades, even the sign; however, there is high confidence that
the offset from aerosol forcing to WMGHG forcing during this period
was much smaller than over the 1950–1980 period.
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Figure 8.18 | Time evolution of forcing for anthropogenic and natural forcing mechanisms. Bars with the forcing and uncertainty ranges (5 to 95% confidence range) at
present are given in the right part of the figure. For aerosol the ERF due to aerosol–
radiation interaction and total aerosol ERF are shown. The uncertainty ranges are for
present (2011 versus 1750) and are given in Table 8.6. For aerosols, only the uncertainty
in the total aerosol ERF is given. For several of the forcing agents the relative uncertainty
may be larger for certain time periods compared to present. See Supplementary Material
Table 8.SM.8 for further information on the forcing time evolutions. Forcing numbers
provided in Annex II. The total antropogenic forcing was 0.57 (0.29 to 0.85) W m–2
in 1950, 1.25 (0.64 to 1.86) W m–2 in 1980 and 2.29 (1.13 to 3.33) W m–2 in 2011.

is the larger domination of WMGHG forcing and smaller contribution
from aerosol forcing compared to previous periods. Similar to the
results for 1970–2011 in Figure 8.19, Box 13.1 shows that the global
energy budget is dominated by anthropogenic forcing compared to
the natural forcing, except for the two major volcanic eruption in this
period as can be easily seen in Figure 8.18.
Figure 8.20 shows the forcing between 1980 and 2011. Compared
to the whole Industrial Era the dominance of the CO2 is larger for
this recent period both with respect to other WMGHG and the total
anthropogenic RF. The forcing due to aerosols is rather weak leading

(

)

Figure 8.19 | Linear trend in anthropogenic, natural and total forcing for the indicated
time periods. The uncertainty ranges (5 to 95% confidence range) are combined from
uncertainties in the forcing values (from Table 8.6) and the uncertainties in selection
of time period. Monte Carlo simulations were performed to derive uncertainties in the
forcing based on ranges given in Table 8.6 and linear trends in forcing. The sensitivity to
time periods has been derived from changing the time periods by ±2 years.
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Radiative forcing of climate between 1980 and 2011

Forcing agent

Well Mixed
Greenhouse Gases

CO2
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N2O
CH4

Halocarbons
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Figure 8.20 | Bar chart for RF (hatched) and ERF (solid) for the period 1980–2011,
where the total anthropogenic ERF are derived from Monte-Carlo simulations similar to
Figure 8.16. Uncertainties (5 to 95% confidence range) are given for RF (dotted lines)
and ERF (solid lines).

to a very strong net positive ERF for the 1980–2011 period. More than
40% of the total anthropogenic ERF has occurred over the 1980–2011
period with a value close to 1.0 (0.7 to 1.3) W m–2. The major contribution to the uncertainties in the time evolution of the anthropogenic
forcing is associated with the aerosols (see Section 8.5.1). Despite this,
anthropogenic ERF is very likely considerably more positive than the
natural RF over the decadal time periods since 1950. This is in particular the case after 1980, where satellite data are available that provide important measurements to constrain the natural RF mechanisms
(e.g., the volcanic RF change between 2007–2011 and 1978–1982 is
0.06 W m–2 and the representative change in solar irradiance over the
1980–2011 period is –0.06 W m–2) with total natural RF of 0.0 (-0.1 to
+0.1) W m–2.

8.5.3

Future Radiative Forcing

Projections of global mean RF are assessed based on results from multiple sources examining the RF due to RCP emissions: the ACCMIP initiative (see Section 8.2) provides analysis of the RF or ERF due to aerosols and ozone (Shindell et al., 2013c), while WMGHG, land use and
stratospheric water RFs are taken from the results of calculations with
the reduced-complexity Model for the Assessment of Greenhouse-gas
Induced Climate Change 6 (MAGICC6) driven by the RCP emissions
and land use (Meinshausen et al., 2011a). While MAGICC6 also estimated ozone and aerosol RF, those values differ substantially from the
ACCMIP values and are considered less realistic. Additional discussion
of biases in the MAGICC6 results due to the simplified representations
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of atmospheric chemistry and the carbon cycle, along with further discussion on the representativeness of the RCP projections in context
with the broader set of scenarios in the literature, is presented in Section 11.3.5 and Section 12.3 (also see Section 8.2). As the ACCMIP
project provided projected forcings primarily at 2030 and 2100, we
hereafter highlight those times. Although understanding the relative
contributions of various processes to the overall effect of aerosols on
forcing is useful, we emphasize the total aerosol ERF, which includes
all aerosol–radiation and aerosol–cloud interactions, as this is the
most indicative of the aerosol forcing driving climate change. We also
present traditional RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction (previously
called direct aerosol effect) but do not examine further the various
components of aerosol ERF. Aerosol forcing estimates, both mean and
uncertainty ranges, are derived from the 10 ACCMIP models, 8 of which
are also CMIP5 models. We analyze forcing during the 21st century
(relative to 2000), and hence the WMGHG forcing changes are in addition to persistent forcing from historical WMGHG increases.
Analysis of forcing at 2030 relative to 2000 shows that under RCP2.6,
total ozone (tropospheric and stratospheric) forcing is near zero, RF
due to aerosol–radiation interaction is positive but small, and hence
WMGHG forcing dominates changes over this time period (Figure 8.21).
WMGHG forcing is dominated by increasing CO2, as declining CH4 and
increasing N2O have nearly offsetting small contributions to forcing.
Aerosol ERF was not evaluated for this RCP under ACCMIP, and values
cannot be readily inferred from RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction
as these are not directly proportional. Under RCP8.5, RF due to aerosol–
radiation interaction in 2030 is weakly negative, aerosol ERF is positive
with a fairly small value and large uncertainty range, total ozone forcing is positive but small (~0.1 W m–2), and thus WMGHG forcing again
dominates with a value exceeding 1 W m–2. As with RCP2.6, WMGHG
forcing is dominated by CO2, but under this scenario the other WMGHGs
all contribute additional positive forcing. Going to 2100, ozone forcing
diverges in sign between the two scenarios, consistent with changes in
the tropospheric ozone burden (Figure 8.4) which are largely attributable to projected CH4 emissions, but is small in either case. Ozone RF
is the net impact of a positive forcing from stratospheric ozone recovery owing to reductions in anthropogenic ozone-depleting halocarbon
emissions in both scenarios and a larger impact from changes in tropospheric precursors (Shindell et al., 2013c) which have a negative forcing
in RCP2.6 and a positive forcing in RCP8.5.
The two scenarios are fairly consistent in their trends in RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction by component (Figure 8.21). There is positive
RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction due to reductions in sulfate
aerosol. This is largely offset by negative RF due to aerosol–radiation
interaction by primary carbonaceous aerosols and especially by nitrate
(though nearly all CMIP5 models did not include nitrate), leaving net
aerosol RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction values that are very
small, 0.1 W m–2 or less in magnitude, in either scenario at 2030 and
2100. Nitrate aerosols continue to increase through 2100 as ammonia emissions rise steadily due to increased use of agricultural fertilizer even as all other aerosol precursor emissions decrease (Figure
8.2), including sulphur dioxide which drives the reduction in sulphate
aerosol that also contributes to additional formation of nitrate aerosols
in the future (Bauer et al., 2007; Bellouin et al., 2011). Aerosol ERF is
likely similar at this time in all scenarios given that they all have greatly
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Although aerosol ERF becomes less negative by nearly 1 W m–2 from
2000 to 2100, this change is still small compared with the increased
WMGHG forcing under RCP8.5, which is roughly 6 W m–2 during this
time (Figure 8.21). Roughly 5 W m–2 of this WMGHG forcing comes
from CO2, with substantial additional forcing from increases in both
CH4 and nitrous oxide and only a very small negative forcing from
reductions in halocarbons. Under RCP2.6, the WMGHG forcing is
only about 0.5 W m–2 during this time, as relatively strong decreases
in CH4 and halocarbon forcing offset roughly 40% of the increased
CO2 forcing, which is itself far less than under RCP8.5. Hence under
this scenario, the projected future forcing due to aerosol reductions is
actually stronger than the WMGHG forcing. Viewing the timeseries of
the various forcings, however, indicates that aerosol ERF is returning
to its pre-industrial levels, so that net forcing becomes increasingly
dominated by WMGHGs regardless of scenario during the 21st century (Figure 8.22). As the forcing is so heavily dominated by WMGHGs
at 2100, and the WMGHG concentrations (CO2) or emissions (others)
were chosen to match forcing targets, all the scenarios show net forcing values at that time that are fairly close to the scenarios’ target
values. The reduced aerosol forcing, with its large uncertainty, leads
to a pronounced decrease in the uncertainty of the total net forcing
by 2100. Based on the spread across ACCMIP models (using ERF for
aerosols and converting to ERF for GHGs), the 90% confidence interval
(CI) is about 20% for the 2100 net forcing, versus 26% for 2030 under
RCP8.5 and 45–61% for 1980 and 2000 (Shindell et al., 2013c). The
total ERF due to all causes has been independently estimated based
on the transient response in the CMIP5 models and a linear forcing-response relationship derived through regression of the modelled
response to an instantaneous increase in CO2 (Forster et al., 2013).
Uncertainties based on model spread behave similarly, with the 90%
CI for net total ERF decreasing from 53% for 2003 to only 24 to 34%
for 2100. Forcing relative to 2000 due to land use (via albedo only) and
stratospheric water vapor changes are not shown separately as their
projected values under the four RCPs are quite small: –0.09 to 0.00 and
–0.03 to 0.10 W m–2, respectively.
The CMIP5 forcing estimates (Forster et al., 2013) for the total projected 2030 and 2100 ERF are slightly smaller than the results obtained
from the ACCMIP models (or the RCP targets; see Section 12.3.3).
Examining the subset of models included in both this regression analysis and in ACCMIP shows that the ACCMIP subset show forcings on
the low side of the mean value obtained from the full set of CMIP5
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Figure 8.21 | Radiative forcing relative to 2000 due to anthropogenic composition
changes based on ACCMIP models for aerosols (with aerosol ERF scaled to match
the best estimate of present-day forcing) and total ozone and RCP WMGHG forcings.
Ranges are one standard deviation in the ACCMIP models and assessed relative uncertainty for WMGHGs and stratospheric water vapor. Carbonaceous aerosols refer to primary carbonaceous, while SOA are secondary organic aerosols. Note that 2030 ERF for
RCP2.6 was not available, and hence the total shown for that scenario is not perfectly
comparable to the other total values. RFari is RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction.

analyzed, indicating that the discrepancy between the methods is not
related to analysis of a different set of models. Instead, it may reflect
nonlinearities in the response to forcing that are not represented by
the regression analysis of the response to abrupt CO2 increase experiments (Long and Collins, 2013) or differences in the response to other
forcing agents relative to the response to CO2 used in deriving the
CMIP5 estimates (see also 12.3.3).
Natural forcings will also change in the future. The magnitudes cannot
be reliably projected, but are likely to be small at multi-decadal scales
(see Section 8.4). Brief episodic volcanic forcing could be large, however.

Effective radiative forcing (W m -2)

reduced emissions of all aerosols and aerosol precursors other than
ammonia. Aerosol ERF shows a large positive value at 2100 relative
to 2000, nearly returning to its 1850 levels (the 2100 versus 1850 ERF
represents a decrease in ERF of 91% relative to the 2000 versus 1850
value), as is expected given the RCP emissions. Thus although some
models project large increases in nitrate RF in the future, the reduction in overall aerosol loading appears to lead to such a strong reduction in aerosol ERF that the impact of aerosols becomes very small
under these RCPs. Of course the projections of drastic reductions in
primary aerosol as well as aerosol and ozone precursor emissions may
be overly optimistic as they assume virtually all nations in the world
become wealthy and that emissions reductions are directly dependent
on wealth. The RCPs also contain substantially lower projected growth
in HFC emissions than in some studies (e.g., Velders et al., 2009).
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Figure 8.22 | Global mean anthropogenic forcing with symbols indicating the times at
which ACCMIP simulations were performed (solid lines with circles are net; long dashes
with squares are ozone; short dashes with diamonds are aerosol; dash-dot are WMGHG;
colours indicate the RCPs with red for RCP8.5, orange RCP6.0, light blue RCP4.5, and
dark blue RCP2.6). RCPs 2.6, 4.5 and 6.0 net forcings at 2100 are approximate values
using aerosol ERF projected for RCP8.5 (modified from Shindell et al., 2013c). Some
individual components are omitted for some RCPs for visual clarity.
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8.6

8

Geographic Distribution of Radiative
Forcing

The forcing spatial pattern of the various RF mechanisms varies substantially in space and in time, especially for the NTCFs. The spatial pattern is of interest to the extent that it may influence climate response
(Section 8.6.2.2) as is being particularly investigated in the ACCMIP
simulations.

8.6.1

Spatial Distribution of Current Radiative Forcing

The WMGHGs such as CO2 have the largest forcing in the subtropics,
decreasing toward the poles, with the largest forcing in warm and dry
regions and smaller values in moist regions and in high-altitude regions
(Taylor et al., 2011). For the NTCFs (Box 8.2) their concentration spatial
pattern and therefore their RF pattern are highly inhomogeneous, and
again meteorological factors such as temperature, humidity, clouds,
and surface albedo influence how concentration translates to RF.
Figure 8.23 shows the RF spatial distribution of the major NTCFs together with standard deviation among the ACCMIP models (Shindell et al.,
2013c) the net anthropogenic composition (WMGHG+ozone+aerosol)
forcing is also shown (lower left panel). These models used unified
anthropogenic emissions of aerosol and ozone precursors (Supplementary Material Figure 8.SM.2), so that the model diversity in RF is due
only to differences in model chemical and climate features and natural emissions, and would be larger if uncertainty in the anthropogenic
emissions were also included. In general, the confidence in geographical distribution is lower than for global mean, due to uncertainties in
chemistry, transport and removal of species.
The negative RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction (first row; defined
in Figure 7.3) is greatest in the NH and near populated and biomass
burning regions. The standard deviation for the net RF due to aerosol–
radiation interaction is typically largest over regions where vegetation
changes are largest (e.g., South Asia and central Africa), due to uncertainties in biomass burning aerosol optical properties and in treatment
of secondary organic aerosols. Carbonaceous aerosol forcing (second
row) is greatest in South and East Asia and can be negative in biomass
burning regions due to large weakly absorbing organic components.
Absorbing aerosols also have enhanced positive forcing when they
overlie high albedo surfaces such as cryosphere, desert or clouds, with
as much as 50% of BC RF resulting from BC above clouds (Zarzycki
and Bond, 2010).
Figure 8.24 compares the aerosol RFs for ACCMIP (Shindell et al.,
2013c), which are representative of the CMIP5 experiments, with those
from the AeroCom model intercomparison (Myhre et al., 2013) which
includes sixteen models that used unified meteorology and are more
extensively compared to measurements (e.g., Koch et al., 2009b; Koffi
et al., 2012). The forcing results are very similar, establishing the representativeness and validity of the ACCMIP aerosol simulations.
The net aerosol ERF (Figure 8.23; third row), includes both aerosol–
radiation and aerosol–cloud interactions. The spatial pattern correlates with the RF (first row), except with stronger effect in the outflow regions over oceans. The flux change is larger in the NH than the
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SH (e.g., by nearly a factor of 3; Ming et al., 2007). Rapid adjustment
associated with aerosol–radiation and aerosol–cloud interactions may
enhance or reduce cloud cover depending on the region, cloud dynamics and aerosol loading (e.g., Randles and Ramaswamy, 2008; Koch
and Del Genio, 2010; Persad et al., 2012). In general, the ocean-land
forcing pattern differs from that reported in AR4, where the forcing due
to aerosol–cloud interaction were larger over land than ocean (Forster
et al., 2007), and this continues to be a source of uncertainty. Since
AR4, Quaas et al. (2009) showed using satellite retrievals that the correlation between AOD changes and droplet number changes is stronger over oceans than over land and that models tend to overestimate
the strength of the relation over land. Penner et al. (2011) showed
that satellite retrievals, due to their dependence on present-day conditions, may underestimate the forcing due to aerosol–cloud interaction,
especially over land, although this model analysis may overestimate
the cloud condensation nucleus to AOD relation (Quaas et al., 2011).
Wang and Penner (2009) also showed that if models include boundary
layer nucleation and increase the fraction of sulphur emitted as a primary particle, the effect over land is increased relative to over ocean
(see also Section 7.5.3). The aerosol ERF standard deviation is large
in biomass burning regions, as for the RF, and in regions where cloud
effects differ among models (e.g., northern North America, northeast
Asia, Amazonia). The spread in aerosol ERF is much larger than for the
RF alone, although the relative standard deviation is no larger (Shindell
et al., 2013c).
For components that primarily scatter radiation, the radiative effect at
the surface is similar to the RF (according to the definition in Section
8.1.1). However for components that absorb radiation in the atmosphere the radiation reaching the surface is reduced (Forster et al., 2007;
Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008; Andrews et al., 2010). This absorption of incoming solar radiation alters the vertical temperature profile
in the atmospheric column and can thus change atmospheric circulation and cloud formation. The aerosol atmospheric absorption (Figure
8.23, bottom right), or the difference between ERF and the analogous
radiative flux reaching the surface including rapid adjustments, has a
spatial pattern that to lowest order tracks the carbonaceous aerosol
forcing, but is also affected by cloud changes, where e.g., cloud loss
could enhance atmospheric absorption. Atmospheric aerosol absorption patterns thus mirror the ERF due to aerosol–cloud interaction pattern, with larger forcing over continents.
Ozone RF is calculated using the methodology described in Shindell et
al. (2013c), but applied to the larger set of models in ACCMIP (Stevenson et al., 2013). The net ozone RF (Figure 8.23; fourth row) is largest
in subtropical latitudes, and is more positive in the NH than the SH.
Pollution in the NH accounts for positive tropospheric forcing; stratospheric ozone loss has caused negative SH polar forcing. Model standard deviation is largest in the polar regions where lower stratosphere/
upper troposphere changes differ in the models (Young et al., 2013).
Overall, the confidence in aerosol and ozone RF spatial patterns is
medium and lower than that for the global mean due to the large
regional standard deviations (Figure 8.23), and is exacerbated in aerosol ERF patterns due to uncertainty in cloud responses.
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Figure 8.23 | Spatial pattern of ACCMIP models 1850 to 2000 forcings, mean values (left) and standard deviation (right) for aerosols and ozone (top four rows). Values above are
the average of the area-weighted global means, with the area weighted mean of the standard deviation of models at each point provided in parenthesis. Shown are net aerosol RF
due to aerosol–radiation interaction (top, 10 models), carbonaceous aerosol RF due to aerosol-radiation interaction (2nd row, 7 models), aerosol ERF (3rd row, 8 models), ozone
(4th row, 11 models), total anthropogenic composition forcing (WMGHG+ozone+aerosols; bottom left), aerosol atmospheric absorption including rapid adjustment (bottom right,
6 models). Note that RF and ERF means are shown with different colour scales, and standard deviation colour scales vary among rows.
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Figure 8.24 | Spatial pattern of ACCMIP and 16 AeroCom models 1850 to 2000 RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction, mean values (left) and standard deviation (right). Note
that different carbonaceous aerosol diagnostics are used here compared to Figure 8.23, due to available AeroCom fields. Values above are the average of the area-weighted global
means, with the area weighted mean of the standard deviation of models at each point provided in parentheses.
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8.6.2

Chapter 8

Spatial Evolution of Radiative Forcing and
Response over the Industrial Era

8.6.2.1 Regional Forcing Changes During the Industrial Era
The spatial distribution of the WMGHG RF has shifted only slightly over
the industrial period; however the RF spatial distributions for NTCFs
has shifted with emissions, due to the timing of regional development
and implementation of pollution standards (Supplementary Material
Figures 8.SM.1 and 8.SM.2 show regional trends and emissions maps;
Lamarque et al., 2013). Figure 8.25 shows how the distributions of
aerosol and ozone forcings are modelled to have changed up to 1930,
1980 and 2000. Substantial industrial coal-burning in the early part of
the 20th century occurred in the northeastern United States and Western Europe, leading to stronger sulphate and BC forcing near those
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regions (Figure 8.25, left). Between 1950 and 1970, coal burning for
power generation increased while coal burning for other purposes was
replaced by oil and natural gas and motor vehicle usage grew rapidly in
these regions, leading to more sulphate and less BC. Peak aerosol forcing in North America and Europe occurred around 1970–1980 (Figure
8.25, second column), while Asian development led to increased biofuel and fossil fuel sources of aerosols and ozone precursors toward
the end of the century. During the final decades of the century, desulphurization controls reduced sulphur emissions from North America
and Europe, resulting in reduced negative forcing in these regions and
positive Arctic aerosol forcing. The SH ozone hole developed during the
final three decades, with negative forcing over high latitudes. Biomass
burning generated ozone and carbonaceous aerosols in NH high-latitudes early in the century, with increased tropical burning from mid to
late century.
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Figure 8.25 | Multi-model mean RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction of all aerosols, carbonaceous aerosols, ozone, and aerosol ERF (W m–2) for the indicated times based on
the ACCMIP simulations. Global area-weighted means are given in the upper right.
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Aerosol ERF grew rapidly from 1930 to 1980, as did RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction, with a spatial structure reflecting both the
influence of aerosol–radiation and aerosol–cloud interactions that are
especially strong over pollution outflow regions and over areas with
high surface albedo. From 1980 to 2000, aerosol ERF continued to
become more negative even as negative RF due to aerosol–radiation
interaction grew weaker, with the spatial pattern showing strengthening of aerosol ERF over Asia and weakening of aerosol ERF over North
America and Europe.
Soil dust has changed since the pre-industrial due to land disturbance
and resulting desertification (a forcing) and to changes in climate (a
feedback). Mahowald et al. (2010) showed approximate doubling in
dust loading over the 20th century (–0.1 W m–2; consistent with the
best estimate in Section 7.5.2; Section 8.3.4.2), primarily from the
Saharan and Middle Eastern Deserts, with largest increase from the
1950s to the 1980s (–0.3 W m–2), followed by a leveling. The increased
dustiness reduces model precipitation within the Saharan source
region, improving agreement with observed precipitation.
Aerosol loading changes during the past century have impacted radiation at the surface (Section 2.3.3), with peak radiation reductions
in North America and Europe in the 1980s, and ongoing reduction in
South and East Asia (Wild, 2009). The AR4 and CMIP5 models simulated these trends but underestimated their magnitude, the decadal
temperature variations and the diurnal temperature range over land
(Wild, 2009; see Chapter 9).
Changes in spatial patterns of species and their forcing over the century are difficult to validate due to sparse observations of short-lived
species. Some constraint comes from limited historical observations
in ice core records and from shorter trends beginning in late century
from satellite and surface-based site measurements. The emissions
estimates for historical species are very uncertain, especially for carbonaceous aerosols and dust. Therefore, the confidence in the historical forcing pattern changes is low for RF due to aerosol–radiation
interaction and ozone, and very low for ERF, carbonaceous aerosols
and dust.

8.6.2.2 Relationship Between Regional Forcing Patterns and
Climate Response During the Industrial Era
An increasing body of research considers how spatial variations in RF
affect climate response. Detection and attribution methods have had
limited success in discerning statistically significant regional climate
signals from regional forcing, due to large internal climate variability
at regional scales, uncertainty in model processes and sparse regional observational records (Chapter 10). Meanwhile, research including
model sensitivity studies for NTCFs, which vary strongly in space in
time, explores climate response patterns.
In AR4 (Forster et al., 2007; Knutti et al., 2008) it was argued that the
spatial pattern of forcing is not indicative of the pattern of climate
response. Rather, the response is linked more closely to TOA flux resulting from the climate feedback spatial patterns (Boer and Yu, 2003;
Taylor et al., 2011; Ming and Ramaswamy, 2012), with the lapse rate,
surface albedo and cloud feedbacks explaining most of the temperature
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response. Yet Crook and Forster (2011) showed that both the spatial
distribution of climate feedbacks and of heterogeneous forcing played
important roles in the patterns of 20th century temperature changes.
Other studies since AR4 have probed relationships between forcing
patterns and climate responses.
Broad links between forcing and climate response have been identified. Shindell et al. (2010) used multiple models to show that surface
temperature changes are much more sensitive to latitudinal than longitudinal variations in forcing. Shindell and Faluvegi (2009) used a model
inverse approach to infer that NH aerosol reduction was associated
with more than 70% of Arctic warming from the 1970s to the 2000s,
and that Arctic and much of the SH surface temperature changes are
strongly affected by remote forcing changes (alsoSection 10.3.1.1.4).
Voulgarakis and Shindell (2010) defined a regional transient temperature sensitivity parameter, or temperature response per unit forcing for
each 4-degree latitude band. Using observed surface air temperature
changes they showed that the parameter is best constrained from 50°S
to 25°N, where the value is 0.35°C (W m–2)–1, smaller than at northern
higher latitudes, and 35% smaller than in AR4 models.
Some aerosol model studies have demonstrated highly localized climate response to regional forcing. Significant regional cooling and
hydrological shifts in the eastern USA and in Eastern Asia during the
last half of the 20th century were modelled and attributed to local
aerosols (Leibensperger et al., 2008, 2012a, 2012b; Chang et al., 2009)
and localized warming projected for aerosol reductions (Mickley et al.,
2012). Observations have also linked historical trends in aerosols and
temperature (Ruckstuhl et al., 2008; Philipona et al., 2009).
Since AR4, there has been new research on aerosol influences on the
hydrologic cycle (also Sections 7.4, 7.6.4, 10.3.3.1 and 11.3.2.4.3).
Increased aerosol loading, with greater surface energy flux reduction
in the NH, has been implicated in the observed southward shift of the
Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) towards the hemisphere with
smaller surface energy reduction: southward up to the 1980s with a
reversal since (e.g., Denman et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2007). Several
studies have modelled an associated reduction in NH precipitation
and associated shifts in the Hadley circulation (e.g., Rotstayn et al.,
2000; Williams et al., 2001; Ming et al., 2011). The ITCZ shift may in
turn be responsible for broad regional precipitation changes, including drying of the Sahel (e.g., Rotstayn and Lohmann, 2002; Biasutti
and Giannini, 2006; Kawase et al., 2010; Ackerley et al., 2011) and
northwestern Brazil (Cox et al., 2008), both of which peaked in the
1980s. These hemispheric asymmetric ITCZ effects are overlaid on
thermodynamic aerosol effects which moisten subtropical regions,
countering GHG-induced drying of these regions (Ming et al., 2011).
Studies indicate that aerosols are more effective than an equivalent
WMGHG forcing for shifting precipitation, and that historical trends
in several areas cannot be explained without including aerosol forcing
(Bollasina et al., 2011; Booth et al., 2012; Shindell et al., 2012a; Shindell et al., 2012b). However, confidence in attribution of any human
influence on zonal shifts in precipitation distribution is only medium
(Section 10.3.2.2).
There is increasing evidence but limited agreement that absorbing
aerosols influence cloud distributions (Section 7.3.4.2). Absorbing
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a erosols apparently have complex influences on precipitation in monsoon regions. Model studies of Stephens et al. (2004) and Miller et
al. (2004) showed that dust absorption over Africa enhances low-level convergence, vertical velocities and therefore local monsoon circulation and precipitation. On the other hand, Kawase et al. (2010)
showed that biomass burning BC may cause the decreasing precipitation trend seen in tropical Africa during austral summer, due to reduction in evaporation and enhanced subsidence. The aerosol effects on
the Indian monsoon are similarly complex, and have been the subject of numerous studies (e.g., Ramanathan et al., 2005; Chung and
Ramanathan, 2006; Lau et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2009; Bollasina et
al., (2011), but a clear picture of how the regional aerosol forcing
correlates with responses has not yet fully emerged. Attribution of
changes in monsoon to human influence generally has low confidence
(Section 10.3).

albedo feedback. These forcings can also have non-local impacts that
result from enhanced land-ocean temperature contrast, increasing surface convergence over land and divergence over oceans. A poleward
intensification of the high pressure patterns and subtropical jet may
also result (Fletcher et al., 2009). BC contributions to snow darkening reduces snow cover, however the magnitude of the effect is very
uncertain (see Sections 7.5.2.3 and 8.3.4.4). A model study calculated
BC-albedo reduction to cause about 20% Arctic snow/ice cover reduction and 20% of Arctic warming over the previous century (Koch et al.,
2011). However, reductions in Arctic soot during the past two decades
(e.g., Hegg et al., 2009) have likely reversed that trend (e.g., Koch et al.,
2011; Skeie et al., 2011b; Lee et al., 2013). Cryospheric feedbacks and
atmospheric dynamical responses in models have an associated poleward shift in the temperature response to aerosol–cloud interactions
(Kristjansson et al., 2005; Koch et al., 2009a; Chen et al., 2010).

Stratospheric ozone loss modelling has demonstrated an effect on the
SH stratosphere similar to increased GHGs, cooling stratospheric temperatures, strengthening the polar vortex and shifting the westerly jet
poleward; however causing cooler Antarctic surface temperatures, with
larger influence on austral summer conditions (Son et al., 2009; McLandress et al., 2011; Thompson et al., 2011; see also Sections 10.3.3 and
11.3.2.4.3.) In the troposphere, models indicate that increased tropospheric ozone has caused warming, proportionally more in the NH and
notably to the Arctic during winter, mainly during the second half of the
20th century (Shindell et al., 2006a).

Solar spectral (UV) irradiance variations along the solar cycle induce
ozone responses by modifying the ozone production rate through photolysis of molecular oxygen (Section 8.4.1.4.1), and the resulting differential heating can drive circulation anomalies that lead to regional
temperature and precipitation changes (Haigh, 1999; Shindell et al.,
2006b; Frame and Gray, 2010; Gray et al., 2010). Such solar forcing
may influence natural modes of circulation such as the Northern Annular Mode (e.g., Shindell et al., 2001; de la Torre et al., 2006; Ineson et al.,
2011), the South Asian Summer Monsoon (Fan et al., 2009), the Southern Annular Mode (Kuroda and Kodera, 2005; Roscoe and Haigh, 2007)
or the ENSO (Mann et al., 2005). The pattern of temperature response
is less uniform than the forcing, for example, warming in the NH, but
little response in the SH due to temperature moderation by wind speed
enhancement effects on ocean circulation (Swingedouw et al., 2011).
Regional responses to solar forcing are mediated by the stratosphere,
so that reproducing such change requires spectrally varying solar forcing rather than TSI forcing (Lee et al., 2009; Section 8.4.1.4).

Albedo changes due to land use and land cover changes exert a heterogeneous climate forcing (Figure 8.9). The surface albedo brightened
on the one hand due to a shift from forest to brighter croplands, causing local cooling (e.g., Eliseev and Mokhov, 2011; Lee et al., 2011), but
also darkened due to the re-expansion of forests to higher latitudes
(Esper and Schweingruber, 2004) and increased vegetation height in
snowy regions (Bonfils et al., 2012; also Section 8.3.5). Model studies
have shown cooling from land use and land cover changes, especially over NH continents, although without demonstrating a detectable
signal in observations (Matthews et al., 2004).
In addition to land use and climate-induced vegetation changes, CO2
affects vegetation forcing indirectly, reducing transpiration from plants
as stomata open less with increasing CO2, resulting in localized atmospheric drying and warming (Section 11.3.2.3.1; Joshi and Gregory,
2008). These are not included in the standard RF (Section 8.1) and may
be considered feedbacks (Section 8.3.2). This is modelled to be largest
over the Amazon, the central African forest, and to some extent over
boreal and temperate forests (Andrews et al., 2011). In the coupled
climate modelling study of Lawrence and Chase (2010), the vegetation
changes caused significant reduction in evapotranspiration, drying and
warming in tropical and subtropical regions, with insignificant cooling at higher latitudes. Overall, vegetation changes may have caused
modest cooling at high latitudes and warming at low latitudes, but the
uncertainties are large and confidence is very low.
Deposition of BC on snow and ice, and loss of snow and ice darken
the surface, reduces albedo, and enhances climate warming. Substantial snow-cover reduction of North America leads to warmer North
American summertime temperature in models having a strong snow

Stratospheric aerosol clouds (also Section 8.4.2.2) from tropical eruptions spread poleward and can cover an entire hemisphere or the
globe, depending on the initial latitudinal spread. The aerosol eruption
cloud from the 1963 Agung was confined mainly to the SH; the 1982 El
Chichón mainly to the NH; and the 1991 Pinatubo covered the globe,
all with an e-folding lifetime of about 1 year (e.g., Antuña et al., 2003).
High-latitude eruptions typically stay confined to the high-latitude
regions with shorter lifetimes of 2 to 4 months (Kravitz and Robock,
2011). Volcanic aerosols primarily scatter solar radiation back to space,
but also absorb longwave radiation with the former larger by an order
of magnitude. Stratospheric aerosol absorption heats the layer where
they reside and produces distinct vertical and horizontal distributions
of the heating rate. The temperature and chemical effects of the aerosols also enhance ozone destruction, which somewhat counteracts
the radiative heating (Stenchikov et al., 2002). For tropical eruptions,
this may affect atmospheric dynamics, with a stronger polar vortex, a
positive mode of the Arctic Oscillation, and winter warming over NH
continents (Robock, 2000). Climate responses to solar and volcanic
forcings are further discussed in the context of detection and attribution of millennial climate change (see Section 10.7).
The study of how climate responds to regionally varying patterns of
forcing is critical for understanding how local activities impact regional
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climate; however, the studies are exploratory and generally evoke very
low confidence. However there is medium to high confidence in some
qualitative but robust features, such as the damped warming of the
NH and shifting of the ITCZ from aerosols, and positive feedbacks from
high-latitude snow and ice albedo changes.

8

8.6.3

Spatial Evolution of Radiative Forcing and
Response for the Future

Most components of aerosols and ozone precursors are estimated to
decrease toward the end of this century in the RCPs except CH4 in
RCP8.5 (Figure 8.2) and nitrate aerosols, though some species reach
the maximum amounts of emissions around the mid-21st century
(Figure 8.2). The RCPs therefore contrast with the emission scenarios
for TAR and AR4, which were based on Special Report on Emissions
Scenarios (SRES) and have future projections of larger increase in the
near-term climate forcers (NTCFs). It has been questioned whether
such low emission of NTCFs is possible in the future given the current
policies (Pozzer et al., 2012). This section surveys spatial differences in
the RF of aerosols and ozone for the future based on the RCPs.
Figure 8.26 shows the global distributions of changes in aerosol and
ozone forcings in 2030 and 2100 relative to 2000 for RCP2.6 and 8.5
(Shindell et al., 2013c). Both scenarios indicate reduced aerosol loading, and thus positive forcing over Europe, North America and Asia by
2100 where RF is above +0.5 W m–2 because of substantial reduction
of scattering aerosols. The global mean RF due to aerosol–radiation
interaction is estimated to be +0.12 and +0.08 W m–2 for RCP2.6 and
8.5, respectively, in 2100. Though the RF by total anthropogenic aerosols is positive, reduced BC contributes substantial negative forcing
especially over the similar regions. The global mean carbonaceous RF
including both the effects of BC and OC is estimated to be –0.20 and
–0.11 W m–2 for RCP2.6 and 8.5, respectively, in 2100. Early in the
century, on the other hand, both scenarios indicate increased negative
aerosol forcing over South Asia, with reversal between 2030 and 2100.
Emissions of BC, OC and SO2 will reach their maximums early and
middle in the century for RCP2.6 and 8.5, respectively in India. In RCP6,
high emission levels of SO2 in China persist until the mid-21st century
(Supplementary Material Figure 8.SM.1), and then it is predicted to
keep a high negative RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction over East
Asia. The RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction for carbonaceous aerosol is positive over East and South Asia in 2030 relative to 2000 for
RCP8.5 because BC emission is also larger in 2030. Over central and
southern Africa, a change in the future RF due to aerosol–radiation
interaction based on RCPs is not clear mainly because of uncertainties
in the wildfires emissions (see Section 7.3.5.3). The global mean total
RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction in the future is rather small due
to offsetting effects, with reductions in BC, increases in nitrate aerosols, and reductions in scattering aerosols each causing substantially
more forcing than the net.
Emissions and atmospheric loadings of natural aerosols are affected
by climate change. There is, however, no consensus among studies on
future trends of their changes for major natural aerosols, mineral dust
and sea salt, as indicated in Section 7.3.5.1. The spatial pattern of the
aerosol forcing may be influenced by natural aerosols due to reduction
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in sea ice cover leading to increased emission of high-latitude sea
salt (Struthers et al., 2011; Takemura, 2012) and SOA from vegetation
changes (Tsigaridis and Kanakidou, 2007).
The simulations applying the RCPs indicate that the latitude of maximum emission of NTCFs, and therefore of maximum RF, is projected
to shift somewhat southward for the next few decades (in 2030 of
Figure 8.26). The shift of peak aerosol loading southward is expected to
cause the ITCZ to continue to shift northward. This, in combination with
warming and drying over tropical land, has been modelled to lead to
greatly enhanced drought conditions in the Amazon (Cox et al., 2008).
On the other hand, if the low-latitude aerosol is sufficiently absorbing,
broadening of the ITCZ convergence region and enhanced cloud cover
could result, as modelled for dust (Perlwitz and Miller, 2010).
Reductions in high-latitude BC are expected to contribute to reducing
Arctic forcing (e.g., Koch et al., 2011), due to reduction in BC deposition on snow as well as in absorption of sunlight over bright surface.
On the other hand, reduction in mid-high-latitude scattering aerosols
may offset all or part of the impact of the local Arctic forcing change
(Shindell et al., 2010; Koch et al., 2011).
Figure 8.26 also shows the ozone RF in 2030 and 2100 relative to 2000,
which includes changes both in tropospheric and stratospheric ozone.
Recovery of ozone in the stratosphere in the 21st century will result in
positive forcing in the SH high latitudes in comparison with the year
2000 for both the pathways. This is because of the reduced emissions
of ozone-depleting substances controlled under the Montreal Protocol,
with a small additional effect from a feedback of changes in temperature and in the vertical circulation due to changes in stratospheric
compositions (Kawase et al., 2011; Lamarque et al., 2011). In the troposphere, on the other hand, a large difference in the CH4 emissions
between RCP8.5 and the other pathways shown in Figure 8.2 leads
to a different RF trend outside the SH high latitudes. Ozone recovery
in the stratosphere and ozone increase in the troposphere leads to a
positive RF all over the globe in RCP8.5 with a mean of +0.26 W m–2
in 2100. The cancellation between positive RF due to ozone increase in
the stratosphere and negative RF due to ozone decrease in the troposphere results in a global mean RF of –0.12 W m–2 in RCP2.6.
Figure 8.26 also shows the global distributions of changes in ERF due
to both aerosol–radiation and aerosol–cloud interactions in 2030 and
2100 relative to 2000 for RCP8.5. Although the ERF includes rapid
adjustments and therefore its magnitude is much larger than that of
RF due to aerosol–radiation interaction, the spatial pattern is generally
similar to RF. The ERF in 2100 shows positive values relative to 2000
in North America, Europe and Asia even with RCP8.5, which indicates
the aerosol forcing is projected to approach to the pre-industrial level.
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Figure 8.26 | Multi-model mean RF (W m ) due to aerosol–radiation interaction of all anthropogenic aerosols (first and second rows) and anthropogenic carbonaceous (BC+OC)
aerosols (third and fourth rows), and total ozone (fifth and sixth rows) in 2030 (left) and 2100 (right) relative to 2000 for RCP2.6 (top each) and RCP8.5 (bottom each) based on
the ACCMIP simulations. The seventh row shows multi-model mean ERF (W m–2) by all anthropogenic aerosols in 2030 (left) and 2100 (right) relative to 2000 for RCP8.5. Global
area-weighted means are given in the upper right of each panel.
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8.7

Emission Metrics

8.7.1

Metric Concepts

8.7.1.1 Introduction

8

To quantify and compare the climate impacts of various emissions,
it is necessary to choose a climate parameter by which to measure
the effects; that is, RF, temperature response, and so forth. Thus, various choices are needed for the steps down the cause–effect chain
from emissions to climate change and impacts (Figure 8.27 and Box
8.4). Each step in the cause effect chain requires a modelling framework. For assessments and evaluation one may—as an alternative to
models that explicitly include physical processes resulting in forcing
and responses—apply simpler measures or metrics that are based on
results from complex models. Metrics are used to quantify the contributions to climate change of emissions of different substances and can
thus act as ‘exchange rates’ in multi-component policies or comparisons of emissions from regions/countries or sources/sectors. Metrics
are also used in areas such as Life Cycle Assessments and Integrated
Assessment Modelling (e.g., by IPCC WGIII).
Metrics can be given in absolute terms (e.g., K kg–1) or in relative terms
by normalizing to a reference gas — usually CO2. To transform the
effects of different emissions to a common scale — often called ‘CO2
equivalent emissions’—the emission (Ei) of component i can be multiplied with the adopted normalized metric (Mi): Mi × Ei = CO2-eqi.
Ideally, the climate effects of the calculated CO2 equivalent emissions
should be the same regardless of the mix of components emitted.
However, different components have different physical properties, and
a metric that establishes equivalence with regard to one effect cannot
guarantee equivalence with regard to other effects and over extended
time periods, for example, Lauder et al. (2013), O’Neill (2000), Smith
and Wigley (2000), Fuglestvedt et al. (2003).

Anthropogenic and Natural Radiative Forcing

Metrics do not define goals and policy—they are tools that enable
evaluation and implementation of multi-component policies (i.e.,
which emissions to abate). The most appropriate metric will depend
on which aspects of climate change are most important to a particular application, and different climate policy goals may lead to different conclusions about what is the most suitable metric with which
to implement that policy, for example, Plattner et al. (2009); Tol et al.
(2012). Metrics that have been proposed include physical metrics as
well as more comprehensive metrics that account for both physical and
economic dimensions (see 8.7.1.5 and WGIII, Chapter 3).
This section provides an assessment that focuses on the scientific
aspects and utility of emission metrics. Extending such an assessment
to include more policy-oriented aspects of their performance and
usage such as simplicity, transparency, continuity, economic implications of usage of one metric over another, and so forth, is not given
here as this is beyond the scope of WGI. However, consideration of
such aspects is vital for user-assessments. In the following, the focus is
on the more well-known Global Warming Potential (GWP) and Global
Temperature change Potential (GTP), though other concepts are also
briefly discussed.

8.7.1.2 The Global Warming Potential Concept
The Global Warming Potential (GWP) is defined as the time-integrated RF due to a pulse emission of a given component, relative to a
pulse emission of an equal mass of CO2 (Figure 8.28a and formula).
The GWP was presented in the First IPCC Assessment (Houghton et al.,
1990), stating ‘It must be stressed that there is no universally accepted
methodology for combining all the relevant factors into a single global
warming potential for greenhouse gas emissions. A simple approach
has been adopted here to illustrate the difficulties inherent in the
concept, ...’. Further, the First IPCC Assessment gave no clear physical
interpretation of the GWP.

Figure 8.27 | The cause–effect chain from emissions to climate change and impacts showing how metrics can be defined to estimate responses to emissions (left) and for development of multi-component mitigation (right). The relevance of the various effects increases downwards but at the same time the uncertainty also increases. The dotted line on the
left indicates that effects and impacts can be estimated directly from emissions, while the arrows on the right side indicate how these estimates can be used in development of
strategies for reducing emissions. (Adapted from Fuglestvedt et al., 2003, and Plattner et al., 2009.)
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Box 8.4 | Choices Required When Using Emission Metrics
Time frames: One can apply a backward-looking (i.e., historical) or a forward-looking perspective on the responses to emissions. In
the forward-looking case one may use pulses of emissions, sustained emissions or emission scenarios. All choices of emission perturbations are somewhat artificial and idealized, and different choices serve different purposes. One may use the level (e.g., degrees Celsius)
or rate of change (e.g., degrees Celsius per decade). Furthermore, the effects of emissions may be estimated at a particular time or be
integrated over time up to a chosen time horizon. Alternatively, discounting of future effects may be introduced (i.e., a weighting of
effects over time).

8

Type of effect or end-point: Radiative forcing, temperature change or sea level change, for example, could be examined (Figure
8.27). Metrics may also include eco/biological or socioeconomic damages. The choice of climate impact parameters is related to which
aspects of climate change are considered relevant for interpretation of ‘dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system’
(UNFCCC Article 2).
Spatial dimension for emission and response: Equal-mass emissions of NTCFs from different regions can induce varying global
mean climate responses, and the climate response also has a regional component irrespective of the regional variation in emissions.
Thus, metrics may be given for region of emission as well as region of response.
Some of the choices involved in metrics are scientific (e.g., type of model, and how processes are included or parameterized in the
models). Choices of time frames and climate impact are policy-related and cannot be based on science alone, but scientific studies can
be used to analyse different approaches and policy choices.

A direct interpretation is that the GWP is an index of the total energy
added to the climate system by a component in question relative to
that added by CO2. However, the GWP does not lead to equivalence
with temperature or other climate variables (Fuglestvedt et al., 2000,
2003; O’Neill, 2000; Daniel et al., 2012; Smith and Wigley, 2000;
Tanaka et al., 2009). Thus, the name ‘Global Warming Potential’ may be
somewhat misleading, and ‘relative cumulative forcing index’ would
be more appropriate. It can be shown that the GWP is approximately
equal to the ratio (normalizing by the similar expression for CO2) of the
equilibrium temperature response due to a sustained emission of the
species or to the integrated temperature response for a pulse emission
(assuming efficacies are equal for the gases that are compared; O’Neill,
2000; Prather, 2002; Shine et al., 2005a; Peters et al., 2011a; Azar and
Johansson, 2012).
The GWP has become the default metric for transferring emissions of
different gases to a common scale; often called ‘CO2 equivalent emissions’ (e.g., Shine, 2009). It has usually been integrated over 20, 100
or 500 years consistent with Houghton et al. (1990). Note, however
that Houghton et al. presented these time horizons as ‘candidates for
discussion [that] should not be considered as having any special significance’. The GWP for a time horizon of 100 years was later adopted
as a metric to implement the multi-gas approach embedded in the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
and made operational in the 1997 Kyoto Protocol. The choice of time
horizon has a strong effect on the GWP values — and thus also on the
calculated contributions of CO2 equivalent emissions by component,
sector or nation. There is no scientific argument for selecting 100 years
compared with other choices (Fuglestvedt et al., 2003; Shine, 2009).
The choice of time horizon is a value judgement because it depends

Figure 8.28 | (a) The Absolute Global Warming Potential (AGWP) is calculated by
integrating the RF due to emission pulses over a chosen time horizon; for example, 20
and 100 years (vertical lines). The GWP is the ratio of AGWP for component i over AGWP
for the reference gas CO2. The blue hatched field represents the integrated RF from a
pulse of CO2, while the green and red fields represent example gases with 1.5 and 13
years lifetimes, respectively. (b) The Global Temperature change Potential (GTP) is based
on the temperature response at a selected year after pulse emission of the same gases;
e.g., 20 or 100 years (vertical lines). See Supplementary Material Section 8.SM.11 for
equations for calculations of GWP and GTP.
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t emperature effects of emissions relative to that of CO2 for the chosen
time horizon. As for GWP, the choice of time horizon has a strong effect
on the metric values and the calculated contributions to warming.
In addition, the AGTP can be used to calculate the global mean temperature change due to any given emission scenario (assuming linearity)
using a convolution of the emission scenarios and AGTPi:

8

∆𝑇𝑇 𝑡𝑡 =

!
! ! 𝐸𝐸!

𝑠𝑠 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴! 𝑡𝑡 − 𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(8.1)

where i is component, t is time, and s is time of emission (Berntsen and
Fuglestvedt, 2008; Peters et al., 2011b; Shindell et al., 2011).
(

)

Figure 8.29 | Development of AGWP-CO2, AGWP-CH4 and GWP-CH4 with time horizon. The yellow and blue curves show how the AGWPs changes with increasing time
horizon. Because of the integrative nature the AGWP for CH4 (yellow curve) reaches a
constant level after about five decades. The AGWP for CO2 continues to increase for centuries. Thus the ratio which is the GWP (black curve) falls with increasing time horizon.

on the relative weight assigned to effects at different times. Other
important choices include the background atmosphere on which the
GWP calculations are superimposed, and the way indirect effects and
feedbacks are included (see Section 8.7.1.4).
For some gases the variation in GWP with time horizon mainly reflects
properties of the reference gas, not the gas for which the GWP is calculated. The GWP for NTCFs decreases with increasing time horizon, as
GWP is defined with the integrated RF of CO2 in the denominator. As
shown in Figure 8.29, after about five decades the development in the
GWP for CH4 is almost entirely determined by CO2. However, for longlived gases (e.g., SF6) the development in GWP is controlled by both the
increasing integrals of RF from the long-lived gas and CO2.

8.7.1.3 The Global Temperature change Potential Concept
Compared to the GWP, the Global Temperature change Potential (GTP;
Shine et al., 2005a) goes one step further down the cause–effect
chain (Figure 8.27) and is defined as the change in global mean surface temperature at a chosen point in time in response to an emission
pulse—relative to that of CO2. Whereas GWP is integrated in time
(Figure 8.28a), GTP is an end-point metric that is based on temperature change for a selected year, t, (see Figure 8.28b with formula). Like
for the GWP, the impact from CO2 is normally used as reference, hence,
for a component i, GTP(t)i = AGTP(t)i / AGTP(t)CO2 = ∆T((t)i /∆T(t)CO2,
where AGTP is the absolute GTP giving temperature change per unit
emission (see Supplementary Material Section 8.SM.11 for equations
and parameter values). Shine et al. (2005a) presented the GTP for both
pulse and sustained emission changes based on an energy balance
model as well as analytical equations. A modification was later introduced (Shine et al., 2007) in which the time horizon is determined by
the proximity to a target year as calculated by using scenarios and
climate models (see Section 8.7.1.5).
Like GWP, the GTP values can be used for weighting the emissions
to obtain ‘CO2 equivalents’ (see Section 8.7.1.1). This gives the
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By accounting for the climate sensitivity and the exchange of heat
between the atmosphere and the ocean, the GTP includes physical processes that the GWP does not. The GTP accounts for the slow response
of the (deep) ocean, thereby prolonging the response to emissions
beyond what is controlled by the decay time of the atmospheric concentration. Thus the GTP includes both the atmospheric adjustment
time scale of the component considered and the response time scale
of the climate system.
The GWP and GTP are fundamentally different by construction and different numerical values can be expected. In particular, the GWPs for
NTCFs, over the same time frames, are higher than GTPs due to the
integrative nature of the metric. The GTP values can be significantly
affected by assumptions about the climate sensitivity and heat uptake
by the ocean. Thus, the relative uncertainty ranges are wider for the
GTP compared to GWP (see Section 8.7.1.4). The additional uncertainty
is a typical trade-off when moving along the cause–effect chain to an
effect of greater societal relevance (Figure 8.27). The formulation of the
ocean response in the GTP has a substantial effect on the values; thus
its characterization also represents a trade-off between simplicity and
accuracy. As for GWP, the GTP is also influenced by the background
atmosphere, and the way indirect effects and feedbacks are included
(see Section 8.7.1.4).

8.7.1.4 Uncertainties and Limitations related to Global Warming
Potential and Global Temperature change Potential
The uncertainty in the numerator of GWP; that is, the AGWPi (see formula in Figure 8.28a) is determined by uncertainties in lifetimes (or
perturbation lifetimes) and radiative efficiency. Inclusion of indirect
effects increases uncertainties (see below). For the reference gas CO2,
the uncertainty is dominated by uncertainties in the impulse response
function (IRF) that describes the development in atmospheric concentration that follows from an emission pulse (Joos et al., 2013); see Box
6.2 and Supplementary Material Section 8.SM.12. The IRF is sensitive
to model representation of the carbon cycle, pulse size and background
CO2 concentrations and climate.
Based on a multi-model study, Joos et al. (2013) estimate uncertainty ranges for the time-integrated IRF for CO2 to be ±15% and ±25%
(5 to 95% uncertainty range) for 20- and 100-year time horizons,
respectively. Assuming quadratic error propagation, and ±10% uncertainty in radiative efficiency, the uncertainty ranges in AGWP for CO2
were estimated to be ±18% and ±26% for 20 and 100 years. These
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u ncertainties affect all metrics that use CO2 as reference. Reisinger et
al. (2010) and Joos et al. (2013) show that these uncertainties increase
with time horizon.
The same factors contribute to uncertainties in the GTP, with an additional contribution from the parameters describing the ocean heat
uptake and climate sensitivity. In the first presentation of the GTP,
Shine et al. (2005a) used one time constant for the climate response in
their analytical expression. Improved approaches were used by Boucher and Reddy (2008), Collins et al. (2010) and Berntsen and Fuglestvedt
(2008) that include more explicit representations of the deep ocean
that increased the long-term response to a pulse forcing. Over the
range of climate sensitivities from AR4, GTP50 for BC was found to vary
by a factor of 2, the CH4 GTP50 varied by about 50%, while for N2O
essentially no dependence was found (Fuglestvedt et al., 2010). AGTPs
for CO2 were also calculated in the multi-model study by Joos et al.
(2013). They found uncertainty ranges in AGTP that are much larger
than for AGWP; ±45% and ±90% for 20 and 100 years (5 to 95%
uncertainty range). These uncertainty ranges also reflect the signal-tonoise ratio, and not only uncertainty in the physical mechanisms.
There are studies combining uncertainties in various input parameters.
Reisinger et al. (2011) estimated the uncertainty in the GWP for CH4
and found an uncertainty of –30 to +40% for the GWP100 and –50 to
+75% for GTP100 of CH4 (for 5 to 95% of the range). Boucher (2012)
performed a Monte Carlo analysis with uncertainties in perturbation
lifetime and radiative efficiency, and for GWP100 for CH4 (assuming a
constant background atmosphere) he found ±20%, and –40 to +65 for
GTP100 (for 5 to 95% uncertainty range).
Here we estimate uncertainties in GWP values based on the uncertainties given for radiative efficiencies (Section 8.3.1), perturbation
lifetimes, indirect effects and in the AGWP for the reference gas CO2
(see Supplementary Material Section 8.SM.12). For CH4 GWP we estimate an uncertainty of ±30% and ±40% for 20- and 100-year time
horizons, respectively (for 5 to 95% uncertainty range). The uncertainty
is dominated by AGWP for CO2 and indirect effects. For gases with lifetimes of a century or more the uncertainties are of the order of ±20%
and ±30% for 20- and 100-year horizons. The uncertainty in GWPs for
gases with lifetimes of a few decades is estimated to be of the order
of ±25% and ±35% for 20 and 100 years. For shorter-lived gases, the
uncertainties in GWPs will be larger (see Supplementary Material Section 8.SM.12 for a discussion of contributions to the total uncertainty.)
For GTP, few uncertainty estimates are available in the literature. Based
on the results from Joos et al. (2013), Reisinger et al. (2010) and Boucher (2012) we assess the uncertainty to be of the order of ±75% for
the CH4 GTP100.
The metric values are also strongly dependent on which processes
are included in the definition of a metric. Ideally all indirect effects
(Sections 8.2 and 8.3) should be taken into account in the calculation
of metrics. The indirect effects of CH4 on its own lifetime, tropospheric ozone and stratospheric water have been traditionally included in
its GWP. Boucher et al. (2009) have quantified an indirect effect on
CO2 when fossil fuel CH4 is oxidized in the atmosphere. Shindell et
al. (2009) estimated the impact of reactive species emissions on both
gaseous and aerosol forcing species and found that ozone precursors,
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including CH4, had an additional substantial climate effect because
they increased or decreased the rate of oxidation of SO2 to sulphate
aerosol. Studies with different sulphur cycle formulations have found
lower sensitivity (Collins et al., 2010; Fry et al., 2012). Collins et al.
(2010) postulated an additional component to their GWPs and GTPs
for ozone precursors due to the decreased productivity of plants under
higher levels of surface ozone. This was estimated to have the same
magnitude as the ozone and CH4 effects. This effect, however, has
so far only been examined with one model. In a complex and interconnected system, feedbacks can become increasingly complex, and
uncertainty of the magnitude and even direction of feedback increases
the further one departs from the primary perturbation, resulting in a
trade-off between completeness and robustness, and hence utility for
decision-making.
Gillett and Matthews (2010) included climate–carbon feedbacks in
calculations of GWP for CH4 and N2O and found that this increased
the values by about 20% for 100 years. For GTP of CH4 they found
an increase of ~80%. They used numerical models for their studies
and suggest that climate–carbon feedbacks should be considered and
parameterized when used in simple models to derive metrics. Collins et al. (2013) parameterize the climate-carbon feedback based on
Friedlingstein et al. (2006) and Arora et al. (2013) and find that this
more than doubles the GTP100 for CH4. Enhancement of the GTP for
CH4 due to carbon–climate feedbacks may also explain the higher GTP
values found by Reisinger et al. (2010).
The inclusion of indirect effects and feedbacks in metric values has
been inconsistent in the IPCC reports. In SAR and TAR, a carbon model
without a coupling to a climate model was used for calculation of IRF
for CO2 (Joos et al., 1996), while in AR4 climate-carbon feedbacks were
included for the CO2 IRF (Plattner et al., 2008). For the time horizons
20 and 100 years, the AGWPCO2 calculated with the Bern3D-LPJ model
is, depending on the pulse size, 4 to 5% and 13 to 15% lower, respectively, when carbon cycle–climate feedbacks are not included (Joos
et al., 2013). While the AGWP for the reference gas CO2 included climate–carbon feedbacks, this is not the case for the non-CO2 gas in the
numerator of GWP, as recognized by Gillett and Matthews (2010), Joos
et al. (2013), Collins et al. (2013) and Sarofim (2012). This means that
the GWPs presented in AR4 may underestimate the relative impacts
of non-CO2 gases. The different inclusions of feedbacks partially represent the current state of knowledge, but also reflect inconsistent and
ambiguous definitions. In calculations of AGWP for CO2 in AR5 we use
the IRF for CO2 from Joos et al. (2013) which includes climate–carbon
feedbacks. Metric values in AR5 are presented both with and without
including climate–carbon feedbacks for non-CO2 gases. This feedback
is based on the carbon-cycle response in a similar set of models (Arora
et al., 2013) as used for the reference gas (Collins et al., 2013).
The effect of including this feedback for the non-reference gas increases with time horizon due to the long-lived nature of the initiated CO2
perturbation (Table 8.7). The relative importance also increases with
decreasing lifetime of the component, and is larger for GTP than GWP
due to the integrative nature of GWP. We calculate an increase in the
CH4 GWP100 of 20%. For GTP100, however, the changes are much larger;
of the order of 160%. For the shorter time horizons (e.g., 20 years)
the effect of including this feedback is small (<5%) for both GWP
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Table 8.7 | GWP and GTP with and without inclusion of climate–carbon feedbacks (cc fb) in response to emissions of the indicated non-CO2 gases (climate-carbon feedbacks in
response to the reference gas CO2 are always included).

Lifetime (years)
CH4b

8

HFC-134a

CFC-11

12.4

a

13.4

45.0

N2O

121.0a

CF4

50,000.0

GWP20

GWP100

GTP20

GTP100

No cc fb

84

28

67

4

With cc fb

86

34

70

11

No cc fb

3710

1300

3050

201

With cc fb

3790

1550

3170

530

No cc fb

6900

4660

6890

2340

With cc fb

7020

5350

7080

3490

No cc fb

264

265

277

234

With cc fb

268

298

284

297

No cc fb

4880

6630

5270

8040

With cc fb

4950

7350

5400

9560

Notes:
Uncertainties related to the climate–carbon feedback are large, comparable in magnitude to the strength of the feedback for a single gas.
a
Perturbation lifetime is used in the calculation of metrics.
b
These values do not include CO2 from methane oxidation. Values for fossil methane are higher by 1 and 2 for the 20 and 100 year metrics, respectively (Table 8.A.1).

and GTP. For the more long-lived gases the GWP100 values increase
by 10 to 12%, while for GTP100 the increase is 20 to 30%. Table 8.A.1
gives metric values including the climate–carbon feedback for CO2
only, while Supplementary Material Table 8.SM.16 gives values for all
halocarbons that include the climate–carbon feedback. Though uncertainties in the carbon cycle are substantial, it is likely that including
the climate–carbon feedback for non-CO2 gases as well as for CO2
provides a better estimate of the metric value than including it only
for CO2.
Emission metrics can be estimated based on a constant or variable
background climate and this influences both the adjustment times and
the concentration–forcing–temperature relationships. Thus, all metric
values will need updating due to changing atmospheric conditions
as well as improved input data. In AR5 we define the metric values
with respect to a constant present-day condition of concentrations and
climate. However, under non-constant background, Joos et al. (2013)
found decreasing CO2 AGWP100 for increasing background levels (up to
23% for RCP8.5). This means that GWP for all non-CO2 gases (except
CH4 and N2O) would increase by roughly the same magnitude. Reisinger et al. (2011) found a reduction in AGWP for CO2 of 36% for RCP8.5
from 2000 to 2100 and that the CH4 radiative efficiency and AGWP
also decrease with increasing CH4 concentration. Accounting for both
effects, the GWP100 for CH4 would increase by 10 to 20% under low
and mid-range RCPs by 2100, but would decrease by up to 10% by
mid-century under the highest RCP. While these studies have focused
on the background levels of GHGs, the same issues apply for temperature. Olivié et al. (2012) find different temperature IRFs depending on
the background climate (and experimental set up).
User related choices (see Box 8.4) such as the time horizon can greatly
affect the numerical values obtained for CO2 equivalents. For a change
in time horizon from 20 to 100 years, the GWP for CH4 decreases by
a factor of approximately 3 and its GTP by more than a factor of 10.
Short-lived species are most sensitive to this choice. Some approaches
have removed the time horizon from the metrics (e.g., Boucher, 2012),
but discounting is usually introduced which means that a discount rate
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r (for the weighting function e–rt) must be chosen instead. The choice of
discount rate is also value based (see WGIII, Chapter 3).
For NTCFs the metric values also depend on the location and timing
of emission and whether regional or global metrics are used for these
gases is also a choice for the users. Metrics are usually calculated for
pulses, but some studies also give metric values that assume constant
emissions over the full time horizon (e.g., Shine et al., 2005a; Jacobson,
2010). It is important to be aware of the idealized assumption about
constant future emissions (or change in emissions) of the compound
being considered if metrics for sustained emissions are used.

8.7.1.5 New Metric Concepts
New metric concepts have been developed both to modify physical
metrics to address shortcomings as well as to replace them with metrics that account for economic dimensions of problems to which metrics are applied. Modifications to physical metrics have been proposed
to better represent CO2 emissions from bioenergy, regional patterns of
response, and for peak temperature limits.
Emissions of CO2 from the combustion of biomass for energy in national emission inventories are currently assumed to have no net RF, based
on the assumption that these emissions are compensated by biomass
regrowth (IPCC, 1996). However, there is a time lag between combustion and regrowth, and while the CO2 is resident in the atmosphere
it leads to an additional RF. Modifications of the GWP and GTP for
bioenergy (GWPbio, GTPbio) have been developed (Cherubini et al., 2011;
Cherubini et al., 2012). The GWPbio give values generally between zero
(current default for bioenergy) and one (current for fossil fuel emissions)
(Cherubini et al., 2011), and negative values are possible for GTPbio
due to the fast time scale of atmospheric–ocean CO2 exchange relative
to the growth cycle of biomass (Cherubini et al., 2012). GWPbio and
GTPbio have been used in only a few applications, and more research is
needed to assess their robustness and applicability. Metrics for biogeophysical effects, such as albedo changes, have been proposed (Betts,
2000; Rotenberg and Yakir, 2010) , but as for NTCFs regional variations
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are important (Claussen et al., 2001) and the RF concept may not be
adequate (Davin et al., 2007).
New concepts have also been developed to capture information
about regional patterns of responses and cancelling effects that are
lost when global mean metrics are used. The use of nonlinear damage
functions to capture information on the spatial pattern of responses
has been explored (Shine et al., 2005b; Lund et al., 2012). In addition, the Absolute Regional Temperature Potential (ARTP) (Shindell,
2012; Collins et al., 2013) has been developed to provide estimates
of impacts at a sub-global scale. ARTP gives the time-dependent temperature response in four latitude bands as a function of the regional
forcing imposed in all bands. These metrics, as well as new regional
precipitation metrics (Shindell et al., 2012b), require additional studies
to determine their robustness.
Alternatives to the single basket approach adopted by the Kyoto Protocol are a component-by-component approach or a multi-basket
approach (Rypdal et al., 2005; Daniel et al., 2012; Sarofim, 2012; Jackson, 2009). Smith et al. (2012) show how peak temperature change is
constrained by cumulative emissions (see 12.5.4) for gases with long
lifetimes and emissions rates for shorter-lived gases (including CH4).
Thus, they divide gases into two baskets and present two metrics that
can be used for estimating peak temperature for various emission scenarios. This division of gases into the two baskets is sensitive to the
time of peak temperature in the different scenarios. The approach uses
time invariant metrics that do not account for the timing of emissions
relative to the target year. The choice of time horizon is implicit in the
scenario assumed and this approach works only for a peak scenario.
A number of new metrics have been developed to add economic
dimensions to purely physically based metrics such as the GWP and
GTP. The use of physical metrics in policy contexts has been criticized
by economists (Reilly and Richards, 1993; Schmalensee, 1993; Hammitt
et al., 1996; Reilly et al., 1999; Bradford, 2001; De Cara et al., 2008). A
prominent use of metrics is to set relative prices of gases when implementing a multi-gas policy. Once a particular policy has been agreed
on, economic metrics can address policy goals more directly than physical metrics by accounting not only for physical dimensions but also
for economic dimensions such as mitigation costs, damage costs and
discount rates (see WGIII, Chapter 3; Deuber et al., 2013).
For example, if mitigation policy is set within a cost-effectiveness
framework with the aim of making the least cost mix of emissions
reductions across components to meet a global temperature target,
the ‘price ratio’ (Manne and Richels, 2001), also called the Global Cost
Potential (GCP) (Tol et al., 2012), most directly addresses the goal. The
choice of target is a policy decision; metric values can then be calculated based on an agreed upon target. Similarly, if policy is set within
a cost–benefit framework, the metric that directly addresses the policy
goal is the ratio of the marginal damages from the emission of a gas
(i.e., the damage costs to society resulting from an incremental increase
in emissions) relative to the marginal damages of an emission of CO2,
known as the Global Damage Potential (GDP) (Kandlikar, 1995). Both
types of metrics are typically determined within an integrated climate–
economy model, since they are affected both by the response of the
climate system as well as by economic factors.
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If other indexes, such as the GWP, are used instead of an economic
cost-minimizing index, costs to society will increase. Cost implications
at the project or country level could be substantial under some circumstances (Godal and Fuglestvedt, 2002; Shine, 2009; Reisinger et
al., 2013). However, under idealized conditions of full participation in
mitigation policy, the increase is relatively small at the global level,
particularly when compared to the cost savings resulting from a multi(as opposed to single-) gas mitigation strategy even when based on
an imperfect metric (O’Neill, 2003; Aaheim et al., 2006; Johansson et
al., 2006; Johansson, 2012; Reisinger et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2013).
Purely physical metrics continue to be used in many contexts due at
least in part to the added uncertainties in mitigation and damage
costs, and therefore in the values of economic metrics (Boucher, 2012).
Efforts have been made to view purely physical metrics such as GWPs
and GTPs as approximations of economic indexes. GTPs, for example,
can be interpreted as an approximation of a Global Cost Potential
designed for use in a cost-effectiveness setting (Shine et al., 2007; Tol
et al., 2012). Quantitative values for time-dependent GTPs reproduce
in broad terms several features of the Global Cost Potential such as the
rising value of metrics for short-lived gases as a climate policy target is
approached (Tanaka et al., 2013). Figure 8.30 shows how contributions
of N2O, CH4 and BC to warming in the target year changes over time.
The contributions are given relative to CO2 and show the effects of
emission occurring at various times. Similarly, GWPs can be interpreted as approximations of the Global Damage Potential designed for a
cost–benefit framework (Tol et al., 2012). These interpretations of the
GTP and GWP imply that using even a purely physical metric in an economic policy context involves an implicit economic valuation.
In both cases, a number of simplifying assumptions must be made
for these approximations to hold (Tol et al., 2012). For example, in
the case of the GWP, the influence of emissions on RF, and therefore
implicitly on costs to society, beyond the time horizon is not taken
into account, and there are substantial numerical differences between
GWP and GDP values (Marten and Newbold, 2012). In the case of the
GTP, the influence of emissions on temperature change (and costs) is

Figure 8.30 | Global Temperature change Potential (GTP(t)) for CH4, nitrous oxide
and BC for each year from year of emission to the time at which the temperature
change target is reached. The (time-invariant) GWP100 is also shown for N2O and CH4
for comparison.
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included only at the time the target is reached, but not before nor
after. Other metrics have been developed to more closely approximate
GCPs or GDPs. The Cost-Effective Temperature Potential (CETP) reproduces values of the GCP more closely than does the GTP (Johansson,
2012). It is similar to the GTP but accounts for post-target temperature
effects based on an assumption about how to value costs beyond the
time the target is reached. Metrics have also been proposed that take
into account forcing or temperature effects that result from emissions
trajectories over broad time spans, and that behave similarly to GCP
and GTP (Tanaka et al., 2009; Manning and Reisinger, 2011) or to GWP
(e.g., O’Neill, 2000; Peters et al., 2011a; Gillett and Matthews, 2010;
Azar and Johansson, 2012).

8.7.1.6 Synthesis
In the application and evaluation of metrics, it is important to distinguish between two main sources of variation in metric values. While
scientific choices of input data have to be made, there are also choices involving value judgements. For some metrics such choices are not
always explicit and transparent. The choice of metric type and time
horizon will for many components have a much larger effect than
improved estimates of input parameters and can have strong effects
on perceived impacts of emissions and abatement strategies.
In addition to progress in understanding of GWP, new concepts have
been introduced or further explored since AR4. Time variant metrics
introduce more dynamical views of the temporal contributions that
accounts for the proximity to a prescribed target (in contrast to the traditional static GWP). Time variant metrics can be presented in a format
that makes changing metric values over time predictable.
As metrics use parameters further down the cause effect chain the metrics become in general more policy relevant, but at the same time the
uncertainties increase. Furthermore, metrics that account for regional
variations in sensitivity to emissions or regional variation in response
could give a very different emphasis to various emissions. Many species, especially NTCFs, produce distinctly regionally heterogeneous RF
and climate response patterns. These aspects are not accounted for in
the commonly used global scale metrics.
The GWPs and GTPs have had inconsistent treatment of indirect effects
and feedbacks. The GWPs reported in AR4 include climate–carbon
feedbacks for the reference gas CO2 but not for the non-CO2 gases.
Such feedbacks may have significant impacts on metrics and should be
treated consistently. More studies are needed to assess the importance
of consistent treatment of indirect effects/feedbacks in metrics.
The weighting of effects over time—choice of time horizon in the
case of GWP and GTP—is value based. Discounting is an alternative,
which also includes value judgements and is equally controversial. The
weighting used in the GWP is a weight equal to one up to the time horizon and zero thereafter, which is not in line with common approaches
for evaluation of future effects in economics (e.g., as in WGIII, Chapter
3). Adoption of a fixed horizon of e.g., 20, 100 or 500 years will inevitably put no weight on the long-term effect of CO2 beyond the time
horizon (Figure 8.28 and Box 6.1). While GWP integrates the effects up
to a chosen time horizon the GTP gives the temperature just for one
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chosen year with no weight on years before or after. The most appropriate metric depends on the particular application and which aspect
of climate change is considered relevant in a given context. The GWP
is not directly related to a temperature limit such as the 2°C target
(Manne and Richels, 2001; Shine et al., 2007; Manning and Reisinger,
2011; Smith et al., 2012; Tol et al., 2012; Tanaka et al., 2013), whereas
some economic metrics and physical end-point metrics like the GTP
may be more suitable for this purpose.
To provide metrics that can be useful to the users and policymakers
a more effective dialog and discussion on three topics is needed: (1)
which applications particular metrics are meant to serve; (2) how comprehensive metrics need to be in terms of indirect effects and feedbacks, and economic dimensions; and—related to this (3) how important it is to have simple and transparent metrics (given by analytical
formulations) versus more complex model-based and thus model-dependent metrics. These issues are also important to consider in a wider
disciplinary context (e.g., across the IPCC Working Groups). Finally, it
is important to be aware that all metric choices, even ‘traditional’ or
‘widely used’ metrics, contain implicit value judgements as well as
large uncertainties.

8.7.2

Application of Metrics

8.7.2.1 Metrics for Carbon Dioxide, Methane, Nitrous Oxide,
Halocarbons and Related Compounds
Updated (A)GWP and (A)GTP values for CO2, CH4, N2O, CFCs, HCFCs,
bromofluorocarbons, halons, HFCs, PFCs, SF6, NF3, and related halogencontaining compounds are given for some illustrative and tentative
time horizons in Tables 8.7, 8.A.1 and Supplementary Material Table
8.SM.16. The input data and methods for calculations of GWPs and
GTPs are documented in the Supplementary Material Section 8.SM.13.
Indirect GWPs that account for the RF caused by depletion of stratospheric ozone (consistent with Section 8.3.3) are given for selected
gases in Table 8.A.2.
The confidence in the ability to provide useful metrics at time scales of
several centuries is very low due to nonlinear effects, large uncertainties for multi-century processes and strong assumptions of constant
background conditions. Thus, we do not give metric values for longer
time scales than 100 years (see discussion in Supplementary Material
Section 8.SM.11). However, these time scales are important to consider
for gases such as CO2, SF6 and PFCs. For CO2, as much as 20 to 40% of
the initial increase in concentration remains after 500 years. For PFC14, 99% of an emission is still in the atmosphere after 500 years. The
effects of emissions on these time scales are discussed in Chapter 12.
The GWP values have changed from previous assessments due to
new estimates of lifetimes, impulse response functions and radiative
efficiencies. These are updated due to improved knowledge and/or
changed background levels. Because CO2 is used as reference, any
changes for this gas will affect all metric values via AGWP changes.
Figure 8.31 shows how the values of radiative efficiency (RE), integrated impulse response function (IRF) and consequentially AGWP for CO2
have changed from earlier assessments relative to AR5 values. The net
effect of change in RE and IRF is an increase of approximately 1% and
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is reduced by one third. Among the hydrofluoroethers (HFEs) there are
also several large changes in lifetimes. In addition, substantial updates
of radiative efficiencies are made for several important gases; CFC11, CFC-115, HCFC-124, HCFC-225cb, HFC-143a, HFC-245fa, CCl4,
CHCl3, and SF6. The radiative efficiency for carbon tetrachloride (CCl4)
is higher now and the GWP100 has increased by almost 25% from
AR4. Uncertainties in metric values are given in Section 8.7.1.4. See
also Supplementary Material Section 8.SM.12 and footnote to Table
8.A.1. As can be seen from Table 8.A.2, some ODS have strong indirect effects through stratospheric ozone forcing, which for some of the
gases reduce their net GWP100 values substantially (and for the halons,
to large negative values). Note that, consistent with Section 8.3.3, the
uncertainties are large; ±100% for this indirect effect.

Figure 8.31 | Changes in the radiative efficiency (RE), integrated impulse response
function (IRF) and Absolute Global Warming Potential (AGWP) for CO2 for 100 years
from earlier IPCC Assessment Reports normalized relative to the values given in AR5.
The ‘original’ values are calculated based on the methods explained or value reported
in each IPCC Assessment Report. The ‘updated’ values are calculated based on the
methods used in AR5, but the input values from each Assessment Report. The difference is primarily in the formula for the RE, which was updated in TAR. The different
integrated IRF in TAR relates to a different parameterisation of the same IRF (WMO,
1999). Changes represent both changes in scientific understanding and a changing
background atmospheric CO2 concentration (note that y-axis starts from 0.8). The lines
connecting individual points are meant as a visual guide and not to represent the values
between different Assessment Reports.

6% from AR4 to AR5 in AGWP for CO2 for 20 and 100 years, respectively (see Supplementary Material Section 8.SM.12). These increases in
the AGWP of the reference gas lead to corresponding decreases in the
GWPs for all non-CO2 gases. Continued increases in the atmospheric
levels of CO2 will lead to further changes in GWPs (and GTPs) in the
future.
To understand the factors contributing to changes relative to AR4,
comparisons are made here using the AR5 values that include climate–
carbon feedbacks for CO2 only. Relative to AR4 the CH4 AGWP has
changed due to changes in perturbation lifetime, a minor change in RE
due to an increase in background concentration, and changes in the
estimates of indirect effects. The indirect effects on O3 and stratospheric
H2O are accounted for by increasing the effect of CH4 by 50% and 15%,
respectively (see Supplementary Material Table 8.SM.12). The ozone
effect has doubled since AR4 taking into account more recent studies
as detailed in Sections 8.3.3 and 8.5.1. Together with the changes in
AGWP for CO2 the net effect is increased GWP values of CH4.
The GWPs for N2O are lower here compared to AR4. A longer perturbation lifetime is used in AR5, while the radiative efficiency is lower due
to increased abundances of CH4 and N2O. In addition, the reduction in
CH4 via stratospheric O3, UV fluxes and OH levels due to increased N2O
abundance is included in GWPs and GTP. Owing to large uncertainties
related to altitude of changes, we do not include the RF from stratospheric ozone changes as an indirect effect of N2O.
Lifetimes for most of the halocarbons are taken from WMO (2011) and
many of these have changed from AR4. The lifetimes of CFC-114, CFC115 and HCF-161 are reduced by approximately 40%, while HFC-152

When climate-carbon feedbacks are included for both the non-CO2 and
reference gases, all metric values increase relative to the methodology used in AR4, sometimes greatly (Table 8.7, Supplementary Material
Table 8.SM.16). Though the uncertainties range for these metric values
is greater, as uncertainties in climate-carbon feedbacks are substantial,
these calculations provide a more consistent methodology.

8.7.2.2 Metrics for Near-Term Climate Forcers
The GWP concept was initially used for the WMGHGs, but later for
NTCFs as well. There are, however, substantial challenges related to
calculations of GWP (and GTP) values for these components, which
is reflected in the large ranges of values in the literature. Below we
present and assess the current status of knowledge and quantification
of metrics for various NTCFs.
8.7.2.2.1

Nitrogen oxides

Metric values for NOX usually include the short-lived ozone effect,
CH4 changes and the CH4-controlled O3 response. NOX also causes RF
through nitrate formation, and via CH4 it affects stratospheric H2O and
through ozone it influences CO2. In addition, NOx affects CO2 through
nitrogen deposition (fertilization effect). Due to high reactivity and
the many nonlinear chemical interactions operating on different time
scales, as well as heterogeneous emission patterns, calculation of net
climate effects of NOX is difficult. The net effect is a balance of large
opposing effects with very different temporal behaviours. There is also
a large spread in values among the regions due to variations in chemical and physical characteristics of the atmosphere.
As shown in Table 8.A.3 the GTP and GWP values are very different.
This is due to the fundamentally different nature of these two metrics
(see Figure 8.28) and the way they capture the temporal behaviour of
responses to NOx emissions. Time variation of GTP for NOX is complex,
which is not directly seen by the somewhat arbitrary choices of time
horizon, and the net GTP is a fine balance between the contributing
terms. The general pattern for NOX is that the short-lived ozone forcing is always positive, while the CH4-induced ozone forcing and CH4
forcing are always negative (see Section 8.5.1). Nitrate aerosols from
NOx emission are not included in Table 8.A.3. For the GTP, all estimates
for NOX from surface sources give a negative net effect. As discussed
in Section 8.7.1.4 Collins et al. (2010) and Shindell et al. (2009) implemented further indirect effects, but these are not included in Table
717
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8.A.3 due to large uncertainties. The metric estimates for NOX reflect
the level of knowledge, but they also depend on experimental design,
treatment of transport processes, and modelling of background levels.
The multi-model study by Fry et al. (2012) shows the gaseous chemistry
response to NOX is relatively robust for European emissions, but that
the uncertainty is so large that for some regions of emissions it is not
possible to conclude whether NOX causes cooling or warming.
8.7.2.2.2

Carbon monoxide and volatile organic compounds

Emissions of carbon monoxide (CO) and volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) lead to production of ozone on short time scales. By affecting
OH and thereby the levels of CH4 they also initiate a positive long-term
ozone effect. With its lifetime of 2 to 3 months, the effect of CO emissions is less dependent on location than is the case for NOX (see Table
8.A.4). There is also less variation across models. However, Collins et
al. (2010) found that inclusion of vegetation effects of O3 increased the
GTP values for CO by 20 to 50%. By including aerosol responses Shindell et al. (2009) found an increase in GWP100 by a factor of ~2.5. CO of
fossil origin will also have a forcing effect by contributing to CO2 levels.
This effect adds 1.4 to 1.6 to the GWP100 for CO (Daniel and Solomon,
1998; Derwent et al., 2001). (The vegetation and aerosol effects are not
included in the numbers in Table 8.A.4.)
VOC is not a well-defined group of hydrocarbons. This group of gases
with different lifetimes is treated differently across models by lumping or using representative key species. However, the spread in metric
values in Table 8.A.5 is moderate across regions, with highest values
for emissions in South Asia (of the four regions studied). The effects
via ozone and CH4 cause warming, and the additional effects via interactions with aerosols and via the O3–CO2 link increase the warming
effect further. Thus, the net effects of CO and VOC are less uncertain
than for NOX for which the net is a residual between larger terms of
opposite sign. However, the formation of SOAs is usually not included
in metric calculations for VOC, which introduces a cooling effect and
increased uncertainty.
8.7.2.2.3

Black carbon and organic carbon

Most of the metric values for BC in the literature include the aerosol–radiation interaction and the snow/ice albedo effect of BC, though
whether external or internal mixing is used varies between the studies.
Bond et al. (2011) calculate GWPs and find that when the albedo effect
is included the values increase by 5 to 15%. Studies have shown, however, that the climate response per unit forcing to this mechanism is
stronger than for WMGHG (see Section 7.5).
Bond et al. (2013) assessed the current understanding of BC effects
and calculated GWP and GTP for BC that includes aerosol–radiation
interaction, aerosol–cloud interactions and albedo. As shown in Table
8.A.6 the uncertainties are wide for both metrics (for 90% uncertainty range) reflecting the current challenges related to understanding
and quantifying the various effects (see Sections 7.5, 8.3.4 and 8.5.1).
Their aerosol–radiation interaction effect is about 65% of the total
effect while the albedo effect is approximately 20% of the aerosol–
radiation interaction effect. Based on two studies (Rypdal et al., 2009;
Bond et al., 2011), the GWP and GTP metrics were found to vary with
718

the region where BC is emitted by about ±30% . For larger regions
of emissions, Collins et al. (2013) calculated GWPs and GTPs for the
direct effect of BC and found somewhat lower variations among the
regions.
Several studies have focused on the effects of emissions of BC and
OC from different regions (Bauer et al., 2007; Koch et al., 2007; Naik
et al., 2007; Reddy and Boucher, 2007; Rypdal et al., 2009). However,
examination of results from these models (Fuglestvedt et al., 2010)
reveals that there is not a robust relationship between the region of
emission and the metric value — hence, regions that yield the highest
metric value in one study, do not, in general, do so in the other studies.
The metric values for OC are quite consistent across studies, but fewer
studies are available (see Table 8.A.6). A brief overview of metric
values for other components is given in the Supplementary Material
Section 8.SM.14.
8.7.2.2.4

Summary of status of metrics for near-term climate forcers

The metrics provide a format for comparing the magnitudes of the
various emissions as well as for comparing effects of emissions from
different regions. They can also be used for comparing results from
different studies. Much of the spread in results is due to differences in
experimental design and how the models treat physical and chemical
processes. Unlike most of the WMGHGs, many of the NTCFs are tightly
coupled to the hydrologic cycle and atmospheric chemistry, leading to
a much larger spread in results as these are highly complex processes
that are difficult to validate on the requisite small spatial and short
temporal scales. The confidence level is lower for many of the NTCF
compared to WMGHG and much lower where aerosol–cloud interactions are important (see Section 8.5.1). There are particular difficulties
for NOX, because the net impact is a small residual of opposing effects
with quite different spatial distributions and temporal behaviour.
Although climate–carbon feedbacks for non-CO2 emissions have not
been included in the NTCF metrics (other than CH4) presented here,
they can greatly increase those values (Collins et al., 2013) and likely
provide more realistic results.

8.7.2.3 Impact by Emitted Component
We now use the metrics evaluated here to estimate climate impacts
of various components (in a forward looking perspective). Figure 8.32
shows global anthropogenic emissions of some selected components
weighted by the GWP and GTP. The time horizons are chosen as examples and illustrate how the perceived impacts of components—relative
to the impact of the reference gas—vary strongly as function of impact
parameter (integrated RF in GWP or end-point temperature in GTP)
and with time horizon.
We may also calculate the temporal development of the temperature
responses to pulse or sustained emissions using the AGTP metric.
Figure 8.33 shows that for a one-year pulse the impacts of NTCF decay
quickly owing to their atmospheric adjustment times even if effects are
prolonged due to climate response time (in the case of constant emissions the effects reach approximately constant levels since the emissions are replenished each year, except for CO2, which has a fraction
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Figure 8.32 | Global anthropogenic emissions weighted by GWP and GTP for chosen time horizons (aerosol–cloud interactions are not included). Emission data for 2008 are
taken from the EDGAR database. For BC and OC emissions for 2005 are from Shindell et al. (2012a). The units are ‘CO2 equivalents’ which reflects equivalence only in the impact
parameter of the chosen metric (integrated RF over the chosen time horizon for GWP; temperature change at the chosen point in time for GTP), given as Pg(CO2)eq (left axis) and
given as PgCeq (right axis). There are large uncertainties related to the metric values and consequentially also to the calculated CO2 equivalents (see text).

These examples show that the outcome of comparisons of effects of
emissions depends strongly on choice of time horizon and metric type.
Such end-user choices will have a strong influence on the calculated contributions from NTCFs versus WMGHGs or non-CO2 versus CO2
emissions. Thus, each specific analysis should use a design chosen in
light of the context and questions being asked.

8.7.2.4 Metrics and Impacts by Sector
While the emissions of WMGHGs vary strongly between sectors, the climate impacts of these gases are independent of sector. The latter is not
the case for chemically active and short-lived components, due to the
dependence of their impact on the emission location. Since most sectors
have multiple co-emissions, and for NTCFs some of these are warming while others are cooling, the net impact of a given sector requires
explicit calculations. Since AR4, there has been significant progress in
the understanding and quantification of climate impacts of NTCFs from
sectors such as transportation, power production and biomass burning
(Berntsen and Fuglestvedt, 2008; Skeie et al., 2009; Stevenson and Derwent, 2009; Lee et al., 2010; Unger et al., 2010; Dahlmann et al., 2011).
Supplementary Material Table 8.SM.18 gives an overview of recent published metric values for various components by sector.
The impact from sectors depends on choice of metric, time horizon,
pulse versus sustained emissions and forward versus backward looking
perspective (see Section 8.7.1 and Box 8.4). Unger et al. (2010) calculated RF for a set of components emitted from each sector. RF at chosen
points in time (20 and 100 years) for sustained emissions was used by
Unger et al. (2010) as the metric for comparison. This is comparable

20
Temperature impact (10-3 K)

remaining in the atmosphere on time scales of centuries). Figure 8.33
also shows how some components have strong short-lived effects of
both signs while CO2 has a weaker initial effect but one that persists
to create a long-lived warming effect. Note that there are large uncertainties related to the metric values (as discussed in Section 8.7.1.4);
especially for the NTCFs.
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Figure 8.33 | Temperature response by component for total anthropogenic emissions
for a 1-year pulse. Emission data for 2008 are taken from the EDGAR database and for
BC and OC for 2005 from Shindell et al. (2012a). There are large uncertainties related
to the AGTP values and consequentially also to the calculated temperature responses
(see text).

to using integrated RF up to the chosen times for pulse emissions (as
in GWPs). Such studies are relevant for policymaking that focuses on
regulating the total activity of a sector or for understanding the contribution from a sector to climate change. On the other hand, the fixed
mix of emissions makes it less general and relevant for emission scenarios. Alternatively, one may adopt a component-by-component view
which is relevant for policies directed towards specific components (or
sets of components, as controlling an individual pollutant in isolation
is usually not practical). But this view will not capture interactions and
non-linearities within the suite of components emitted by most sectors.
The effects of specific emission control technologies or policies or projected societal changes on the mix of emissions is probably the most
relevant type of analysis, but there are an enormous number of possible actions and regional details that could be investigated. Henze et al.
(2012) demonstrate a method for providing highly spatially resolved
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estimates of forcing per component, and caution that RF aggregated
over regions or sectors may not represent the impacts of emissions
changes on finer scales.

8

Metrics for individual land-based sectors are often similar to the global
mean metric values (Shindell et al., 2008). In contrast, metrics for emissions from aviation and shipping usually show large differences from
global mean metric values (Table 8.A.3 versus Table 8.SM.18). Though
there can sometimes be substantial variation in the impact of landbased sectors across regions, and for a particular region even from one
sector to another, variability between different land-based sources is
generally smaller than between land, sea and air emissions.
NOx from aviation is one example where the metric type is especially important. GWP20 values are positive due to the strong response
of short-lived ozone. Reported GWP100 and GTP100 values are of either
sign, however, due to the differences in balance between the individual effects modelled. Even if the models agree on the net effect of
NOX, the individual contributions can differ significantly, with large
uncertainties stemming from the relative magnitudes of the CH4 and
O3 responses (Myhre et al., 2011) and the background tropospheric
concentrations of NOX (Holmes et al., 2011; Stevenson and Derwent,
2009). Köhler et al. (2013), find strong regional sensitivity of ozone
and CH4 to NOX particularly at cruise altitude. Generally, they find the
strongest effects at low latitudes. For the aviation sector contrails and
contrail induced cirrus are also important. Based on detailed studies
in the literature, Fuglestvedt et al. (2010) produced GWP and GTP for
contrails, water vapor and contrail-induced cirrus.
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in terms of temperature change. The AGTP concept can be used to
study the effects of the various components for chosen time horizons.
A single year’s worth of current global emissions from the energy and
industrial sectors have the largest contributions to warming after 100
years (see Figure 8.34a). Household fossil fuel and biofuel, biomass
burning and on-road transportation are also relatively large contributors to warming over 100-year time scales. Those same sectors, along
with sectors that emit large amounts of CH4 (animal husbandry, waste/
landfills and agriculture), are most important over shorter time horizons (about 20 years; see Figure 8.34b).
Analysing climate change impacts by using the net effect of particular
activities or sectors may—compared to other perspectives—provide
more insight into how societal actions influence climate. Owing to
large variations in mix of short- and long-lived components, as well
as cooling and warming effects, the results will also in these cases
depend strongly on choice of time horizon and climate impact parameter. Improved understanding of aerosol–cloud interactions, and how
those are attributed to individual components is clearly necessary to
refine estimates of sectoral or emitted component impacts.
(a)

The GWP and GTPs for NOX from shipping are strongly negative for
all time horizons. The strong positive effect via O3 due to the low-NOX
environment into which ships generally emit NOX is outweighed by the
stronger effect on CH4 destruction due to the relatively lower latitudes
of these emissions compared to land-based sources.
In addition to having large emissions of NOX the shipping sector has
large emission of SO2. The direct GWP100 for shipping ranges from –11
to –43 (see Supplementary Material Table 8.SM.18). Lauer et al. (2007)
reported detailed calculations of the indirect forcing specifically for this
sector and found a wide spread of values depending on the emission
inventory. Righi et al. (2011) and Peters et al. (2012) calculate indirect
effects that are 30 to 50% lower than the indirect forcing reported by
Lauer et al. (2007). The values from Shindell and Faluvegi (2010) for
SO2 from power generation are similar to those for shipping.
Although the various land transport sectors often are treated as one
aggregate (e.g., road transport) there are important subdivisions. For
instance, Bond et al. (2013) points out that among the BC-rich sectors they examined, diesel vehicles have the most clearly positive net
impact on forcing. Studies delving even further have shown substantial
differences between trucks and cars, gasoline and diesel vehicles, and
low-sulphur versus high-sulphur fuels. Similarly, for power production
there are important differences depending on fuel type (coal, oil, gas;
e.g., Shindell and Faluvegi, 2010).
In the assessment of climate impacts of current emissions by sectors
we give examples and apply a forward-looking perspective on effects
720
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Figure 8.34 | Net global mean temperature change by source sector after (a) 100
and (b) 20 years (for 1-year pulse emissions). Emission data for 2008 are taken from
the EDGAR database. For BC and OC anthropogenic emissions are from Shindell et al.
(2012a) and biomass burning emissions are from Lamarque et al. (2010), see Supplementary Material Section 8.SM.17. There are large uncertainties related to the AGTP
values and consequentially also to the calculated temperature responses (see text).
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Nitrous Oxide
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CClF2CClF2
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CFC-13

CFC-113

CFC-114

CFC-115
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trans-CF3CH=CHCl

CHClFCF2CClF2

HCFC-225cb

(E)-1-Chloro-3,3,3trifluoroprop-1-ene

CH3CClF2

CHCl2CF2CF3

HCFC-225ca

CH3CCl2F

HCFC-141b

HCFC-142b

CHClFCF3

CH2FCFCl2

HCFC-132c

HCFC-123a

HCFC-124

CHCl2CF3

CHClFCF2Cl

HCFC-123

CHCl2CF2Cl

CHFClCFCl2

HCFC-122a

CHClF2

HCFC-22

HCFC-122

CHCl2F

HCFC-21

Hydrochlorofluorocarbons

CCl3F

CCl2F2

CFC-11

Chlorofluorocarbons

CO2

Methane

Chemical
Formula

Carbon dioxide

Acronym, Common
Name or Chemical Name

45.0

26.0 days

5.9

1.9

17.2

9.2

4.3

5.9

4.0

1.3

3.4

1.0

11.9

1.7

1,020.0

190.0

85.0

640.0

100.0

0.04

0.29

0.22

0.19

0.16

0.17

0.20

0.23

0.15

0.21

0.17

0.21

0.15

0.20

0.31

0.30

0.25

0.32

0.26

1.37e-13

4.65e-11

1.17e-11

1.25e-10

6.36e-11

3.07e-11

4.67e-11

3.37e-11

7.28e-12

2.36e-11

5.43e-12

1.32e-10

1.35e-11

1.46e-10

1.92e-10

1.62e-10

2.71e-10

2.69e-10

1.72e-10

6.58e-12

2.11e-12

121†

3.00e-3

3.63e-4

†

12.4

2.09e-12

2.49e-14

AGWP
20-year
(W m–2
yr kg–1)

3.63e-4

1.37e-5

Radiative
Efficiency
(W m–2
ppb–1)

12.4†

see*

Lifetime
(Years)

2.37e-11
7.28e-12
3.39e-11
4.83e-11
3.10e-11
7.17e-11
1.82e-10
1.17e-11
4.81e-11

945
292
1350
1870
1230
2550
5020
469
1860

1.37e-13

5.43e-12

218

5

1.62e-10

7.03e-10

5860

1.35e-11

7.88e-10

7710

543

5.34e-10

6490

5280

1.27e-09

10,900

2.43e-11

9.39e-10

2.73e-12

85
264

4.28e-10

2.61e-12

6900

9.17e-14

1
84
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AGWP
100-year
(W m–2
yr kg–1)

GWP
20-year

1
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127

1980

782

338

527

370

79

258

59

1760

148

7670

8590

5820

13,900

10,200

4660

265

30

28

1

GWP
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1.09e-15

7.61e-13

1.17e-13

3.01e-12

1.27e-12

4.27e-13

7.63e-13

4.51e-13

6.71e-14

2.91e-13

4.81e-14

2.87e-12

1.31e-13

4.32e-12

5.60e-12

4.60e-12

7.99e-12

7.71e-12

4.71e-12

1.89e-13

4.68e-14

4.62e-14

6.84e-16

AGTP
20-year
(K kg–1)

2

1110

170

4390

1850

624

1120

659

98

426

70

4200

192

6310

8190

6730

11,700

11,300

6890

277

68

67

1

GTP
20-year

1.54e-16

7.43e-14

1.38e-14

8.46e-13

1.67e-13

4.14e-14

7.46e-14

4.44e-14

8.45e-15

2.99e-14

6.25e-15

5.13e-13

1.59e-14

4.81e-12

5.56e-12

3.85e-12

8.77e-12

6.75e-12

3.01e-12

1.74e-13

9.55e-15

8.69e-15

6.17e-16

AGTP
50-year
(K kg–1)

<1

120

22

1370

271

67

121

72

14

48

10

832

26

7810

9020

6250

14,200

11,000

4890

282

15

14

1

GTP
50-year

356
18
73
<1

1.95e-13
9.65e-15
4.01e-14
1.12e-16

4.03e-14

47

74

2.81e-14

111

51

6.00e-15

6.09e-14

11

1.96e-14

2.58e-14

8
36

4.47e-15

20

8980
4.91e-12

262

8550
4.68e-12

1.43e-13

4470
2.45e-12

1.12e-14

8450
15,900
8.71e-12

2340
1.28e-12
4.62e-12

6
234

4
2.34e-15

1.28e-13

1
5.47e-16

3.11e-15

GTP
100-year

AGTP
100-year
(K kg–1)

Table 8.A.1 | Radiative efficiencies (REs), lifetimes/adjustment times, AGWP and GWP values for 20 and 100 years, and AGTP and GTP values for 20, 50 and 100 years. Climate–carbon feedbacks are included for CO2 while no climate
feedbacks are included for the other components (see discussion in Sections 8.7.1.4 and 8.7.2.1, Supplementary Material and notes below the table; Supplementary Material Table 8.SM.16 gives analogous values including climate–carbon
feedbacks for non-CO2 emissions). For a complete list of chemical names and CAS numbers, and for accurate replications of metric values, see Supplementary Material Section 8.SM.13 and references therein.
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CH3CF2CH3

CHF2CF2CF2CF3
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CF3CHFCHFCF2CF3
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Formula

22.0 days

16.4 days

10.5 days

10.0 days

4.9 days

8.5 days

2.1 days

4.0 days

16.1

8.7

28.4

2.6

1.2

7.7

3.1

3.2

47.1

6.5

242.0

11.0

13.1

38.9

28.2

66.0 days

1.5

0.4

47.1

3.5

13.4

9.7

28.2

2.8

5.2

222.0

Lifetime
(Years)

6.56e-11
4.24e-10
2.16e-11
2.66e-11
7.87e-11
6.93e-12
1.32e-11
2.16e-10
7.38e-11

2510
6680
863
1070
2920
278
530
4510
2660

1.54e-13

6
1.54e-13
d

0.07

8.74e-14

4
8.74e-14

3.22e-14

2.61e-14

7.25e-15

2.14e-14

1.54e-15

0.04

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.002d

0.004

3.22e-14

7.39e-10

6940

1

1.22e-10

4110

2.61e-14

1.11e-10

3480

7.25e-15

3.07e-10

5360

1

2.42e-10

<1

3.33e-13

13
5080

2.14e-14

1.26e-11

506

<1

1.51e-12

60

1.54e-15

4.41e-10

6940

3.87e-15

3.01e-11

1200

<1

1.19e-10

3710

<1

1.02e-10

3580

3.87e-15

2.91e-10

6090

d

1.07e-11

427

1.51e-10

6.21e-11

2430

4310

1.14e-09

AGWP
100-year
(W m–2
yr kg–1)

10,800

GWP
20-year

1.08e-10

6.64e-11

1.13e-10

1.32e-11

6.93e-12

7.29e-11

2.66e-11

2.15e-11

1.67e-10

6.26e-11

1.73e-10

1.03e-10

8.67e-11

1.34e-10

1.27e-10

3.33e-13

1.26e-11

1.51e-12

1.73e-10

3.00e-11

9.26e-11

8.93e-11

1.52e-10

1.07e-11

6.07e-11

2.70e-10

AGWP
20-year
(W m–2
yr kg–1)

0.42b

0.22

0.31

0.07

0.10c

0.24

0.20c

0.16c

0.24

0.24b

0.24

0.30a

0.23

0.26

0.27

0.02

0.10

0.04

0.16

0.13

0.16

0.19

0.23

0.02

0.11

0.18

Radiative
Efficiency
(W m–2
ppb–1)

2

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

1650

804

2360

144

76

858

290

235

4620

716

8060

1330

1210

3350

2640

4

138

16

4800

328

1300

1120

3170

116

677

12,400

GWP
100-year

1.23e-15

6.98e-16

2.57e-16

2.08e-16

5.77e-17

1.70e-16

1.23e-17

3.08e-17

2.54e-12

1.30e-12

2.94e-12

1.46e-13

6.31e-14

1.35e-12

3.15e-13

2.59e-13

4.58e-12

1.07e-12

5.06e-12

2.18e-12

1.94e-12

3.61e-12

3.31e-12

2.70e-15

1.19e-13

1.25e-14

4.76e-12

3.76e-13

2.09e-12

1.82e-12

3.97e-12

1.21e-13

9.32e-13

7.88e-12

AGTP
20-year
(K kg–1)

2

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

3720

1890

4290

213

92

1970

460

378

6690

1570

7400

3190

2840

5280

4830

4

174

18

6960

549

3050

2660

5800

177

1360

11,500

GTP
20-year

1.73e-16

9.82e-17

3.62e-17

2.93e-17

8.14e-18

2.40e-17

1.73e-18

4.35e-18

6.62e-13

1.62e-13

1.37e-12

1.61e-14

8.02e-15

1.51e-13

3.31e-14

2.70e-14

3.00e-12

1.09e-13

5.18e-12

3.53e-13

3.92e-13

2.12e-12

1.53e-12

3.76e-16

1.47e-14

1.71e-15

3.12e-12

3.82e-14

4.33e-13

2.54e-13

1.84e-12

1.31e-14

8.93e-14

7.99e-12

AGTP
50-year
(K kg–1)

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

1070

262

2220

26

13

245

54

44

4870

176

8400

573

636

3440

2480

<1

24

3

5060

62

703

412

2980

21

145

13,000

GTP
50-year

1.26e-16

7.18e-17

2.65e-17

2.14e-17

5.95e-18

1.76e-17

1.27e-18

3.18e-18

1.54e-13

6.24e-14

3.96e-13

1.09e-14

5.70e-15

6.62e-14

2.20e-14

1.79e-14

1.32e-12

5.49e-14

4.58e-12

1.06e-13

1.01e-13

7.98e-13

4.41e-13

2.74e-16

1.04e-14

1.24e-15

1.37e-12

2.49e-14

1.10e-13

8.73e-14

5.29e-13

8.82e-15

5.17e-14

6.95e-12

AGTP
100-year
(K kg–1)
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or Chemical Name
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<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

281

114

725

20

10

121

40

33

2410

100

8380

195

185

1460

806

<1

19

2

2500

46

201

160

967

16

94

12,700

GTP
100-year
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C4F9CH=CH2
C6F13CH=CH2
C8F17CH=CH2

3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,6-Nonafluorohex-1-ene

3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,8,8,8-Tridecafluorooct-1-ene

3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,8,8,9,9,10,10,10-Heptadecafluorodec-1-ene

CH3Cl
CH2Cl2
CHCl3

Methyl chloride

Methylene chloride

Chloroform

CBrF2CBrF2

Halon-2402

c-C3F6
C3F8
c-C4F8

PFC-116

PFC-c216

PFC-218

PFC-318

(continued on next page)

CF4
C2F6

PFC-14

SO2F2

Sulphuryl fluoride

SF6
SF5CF3

Sulphur hexafluoride

(Trifluoromethyl) sulphur pentafluoride

NF3

Nitrogen trifluoride

Fully Fluorinated Species

CHFBrCF3

Halon-1301

Halon-2401

CBrF3

Halon-1211

CH2BrCF3

CBrClF2

Halon-1202

CHBrClCF3

CBr2F2

Halon-1201

Halon-2311 / Halothane

CHBrF2

Methylene bromide

Halon-2301

CH3Br
CH2Br2

Methyl bromide

Bromocarbons, Hydrobromocarbons and Halons

CH2ClCH2Cl

CCl4

Carbon tetrachloride

1,2-Dichloroethane

CH3CCl3

Methyl chloroform

Chlorocarbons and Hydrochlorocarbons

CF3CH=CH2
C2F5CH=CH2

HFC-1345zfc

Chemical Formula

HFC-1243zf

Acronym, Common Name or Chemical Name
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3,200.0

2,600.0

3,000.0

10,000.0

50,000.0

36.0

800.0

3,200.0

500.0

20.0

2.9

1.0

3.4

65.0

16.0

2.9

5.2

0.3

0.8

65.0 days

0.4

0.4

1.0

26.0

5.0

7.6 days

7.6 days

7.6 days

7.6 days

7.0 days

Lifetime
(Years)

1.15e-14
1.25e-14
9.89e-15

<1
<1

0.32

0.28

0.23e

0.25

0.09

0.20

0.59

0.57

0.20

0.31

0.19

0.13

0.14

0.30

0.29

0.27

0.15

0.01

0.004

1.77e-10

1.66e-10

1.71e-10

2.05e-10

1.22e-10

1.71e-10

3.36e-10

4.37e-10

3.19e-10

8.59e-11

1.68e-11

3.77e-12

1.59e-11

1.95e-10

1.15e-10

2.12e-11

3.37e-11

9.31e-14

2.16e-13

8.24e-14

6.08e-10
1.02e-09
8.44e-10
8.16e-10
8.75e-10

8210
6850
6640
7110

1.35e-10

3440

4880

1.68e-11

674

3.76e-10

3.77e-12

151

6840

1.59e-11

635

1.60e-09

5.77e-10

7800

2.16e-09

1.60e-10

4590

13,500

2.12e-11

848

17,500

3.45e-11

1350

1.47e-09

9.31e-14

12,800

2.16e-13

8.24e-14

3

0.01

4

1.50e-12

60

9

8.18e-13

33

1.50e-12

8.18e-13

0.08

0.03

1.12e-12

45

1.59e-10

1.12e-12

1.47e-11

578
3480

8.52e-15

1.37e-14

1
<1

<1

AGWP
100-year
(W m–2
yr kg–1)

GWP
20-year

b

8.69e-11

1.44e-11

8.52e-15

9.89e-15

1.25e-14

1.15e-14

1.37e-14

AGWP
20-year
(W m–2
yr kg–1)

0.01a

0.17

0.07

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.01

0.01

Radiative
Efficiency
(W m–2
ppb–1)

9540

8900

9200

11,100

6630

4090

17,400

23,500

16,100

1470

184

41

173

6290

1750

231

376

1

2

<1

16

9

12

1730

160

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

GWP
100-year

5.25e-12

4.91e-12

5.06e-12

6.07e-12

3.61e-12

4.58e-12

9.93e-12

1.29e-11

9.39e-12

2.12e-12

1.94e-13

3.35e-14

1.96e-13

5.46e-12

2.70e-12

2.43e-13

5.17e-13

7.66e-16

1.87e-15

6.67e-16

1.25e-14

6.78e-15

9.93e-15

2.24e-12

2.17e-13

6.79e-17

7.87e-17

9.92e-17

9.19e-17

1.09e-16

AGTP
20-year
(K kg–1)

7680

7180

7400

8880

5270

6690

14,500

18,900

13,700

3100

283

49

286

7990

3950

356

756

1

3

<1

18

10

15

3280

317

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

GTP
20-year

5.96e-12

5.56e-12

5.74e-12

6.93e-12

4.12e-12

2.55e-12

1.10e-11

1.47e-11

1.02e-11

7.08e-13

2.07e-14

4.34e-15

2.01e-14

4.16e-12

6.98e-13

2.61e-14

4.96e-14

1.05e-16

2.47e-16

9.29e-17

1.70e-15

9.26e-16

1.29e-15

9.68e-13

2.07e-14

9.57e-18

1.11e-17

1.40e-17

1.30e-17

1.53e-17

AGTP
50-year
(K kg–1)

9660

9010

9310

11,200

6690

4140

17,800

23,800

16,500

1150

34

7

33

6750

1130

42

80

<1

<1

<1

3

2

2

1570

34

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

GTP
50-year

11,000
10,700
11,500

5.83e-12
6.27e-12

1650
9.01e-13

6.03e-12

20,200
1.11e-11

8040

28,200
1.54e-11

13,500

18,100
9.91e-12

7.36e-12

304
1.66e-13

4.40e-12

6
25

24
1.32e-14

1.39e-14

4170
2.28e-12

3.10e-15

32

52
2.87e-14

297

<1
7.65e-17

1.62e-13

<1
1.78e-16

1.75e-14

2
<1
6.77e-17

1
6.72e-16
1.24e-15

2

<1
7.00e-18

9.20e-16

<1
8.12e-18

22

<1
1.02e-17

479

<1
9.48e-18

2.62e-13

<1

1.12e-17

1.22e-14

GTP
100-year

AGTP
100-year
(K kg–1)
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733

734
CF3CF=CFCF3

CHF2OCH2CF3
CF3CF2CH2OH
CH3OCF2CHF2
CF3CH2OCH3
CF3OCH2CH3

HFE-245fa2

2,2,3,3,3-Pentafluoropropan-1-ol

HFE-254cb1

HFE-263fb2

HFE-263m1

(continued on next page)

(CF3)2CHOCHF2

CHF2CH2OCF3

HFE-245fa1

HFE-338mmz1

CF3CF2OCH3

HFE-245cb2

CF3CH2CH2OH

CF3CH2OCF3

HFE-236fa

CHF2CF2OCF2CF3

CHF2OCHFCF3

HFE-236ea2 (desflurane)

HFE-329mcc2

CHF2OCF2CHF2

HFE-236ca

3,3,3-Trifluoropropan-1-ol

CHF2OCHClCF3

HFE-227ea

HCFE-235da2 (isoflurane)

CF3CHFOCF3

HFE-143a

CHF2OCF2CHFCl

CH3OCF3

HFE-134 (HG-00)

HCFE-235ca2 (enflurane)

CHF2OCF3
CHF2OCHF2

HFE-125

Halogenated Alcohols and Ethers

CF3CF2CF=CF2

PFC-1216

Perfluorobut-2-ene

CF2=CF2
CF3CF=CF2

PFC-1114

Perfluorobut-1-ene

E-C10F18

Perfluorodecalin (trans)

CF2=CFCF=CF2

Z-C10F18

Perfluorodecalin (cis)

Perfluorobuta-1,3-diene

C8F18
C10F18

n-C7F16

PFC-61-16

PFC-91-18

n-C6F14

PFC-51-14

PFC-71-18

n-C5F12

PFC-41-12

21.2

22.5

12.0 days

0.4

23.0 days

2.5

0.3

5.5

6.6

4.9

7.5

10.8

20.8

3.5

4.3

51.6

4.8

24.4

119.0

31.0 days

6.0 days

1.1 days

4.9 days

1.1 days

2,000.0

2,000.0

2,000.0

3,000.0

3,000.0

3,100.0

4,100.0

2,600.0
31.0 days

C4F10
c-C5F8

Perfluorocyclopentene

Chemical Formula

Lifetime
(Years)

2.68e-16
6.42e-15
3.29e-16
8.38e-15
1.62e-13

<1
<1
<1
<1
6

1.72e-12
2.76e-11
1.22e-13
2.70e-12

69
1110
5
108

0.44

0.53

0.02

0.13

0.04

0.26

0.14

1.48e-10

1.68e-10

3.57e-14

2.70e-12

1.22e-13

2.76e-11

1.72e-12

2.40e-10

7.45e-11

2910
7.25e-11

7.22e-11

5940

7.59e-11

2900

0.36

0.31

5.90e-11

3.57e-14

6.00e-11

2360

0.33

8.35e-11

2.81e-10

8.98e-11

3350

0.36

1

1.64e-10

5550

6720

3.89e-10

9710

0.45

1.39e-10

2.42e-10

g

0.56

4.50e-11

1800

5.35e-11

5.77e-10

4720

5.92e-10

6.64e-10

5430

2120

6.59e-10

5390

8900

6.99e-10

5680

4.80e-11

7.17e-10

5830

1890

7.26e-10

5890

5.10e-10

7.84e-10

6350

1.14e-09

1.71e-13

7

12,400

8.44e-10

6870

11,600

AGWP
100-year
(W m–2
yr kg–1)

GWP
20-year

4.49e-11

5.30e-11

2.22e-10

4.72e-11

2.90e-10

3.10e-10

1.62e-13

8.38e-15

3.29e-16

6.42e-15

2.68e-16

1.18e-10

1.35e-10

1.34e-10

1.42e-10

1.45e-10

1.47e-10

1.58e-10

1.71e-13

1.71e-10

AGWP
20-year
(W m–2
yr kg–1)

0.42

0.41

0.44

0.18

0.44

0.41

0.07

0.02

0.003

0.01

0.002

0.48

0.56

0.55

0.55

0.50

0.44

0.41

0.08f

0.36

Radiative
Efficiency
(W m–2
ppb–1)

2620

3070

<1

29

1

301

19

812

828

654

979

1790

4240

491

583

6450

523

5560

12,400

2

<1

<1

<1

<1

6290

7240

7190

7620

7820

7910

8550

2

9200

GWP
100-year

3.70e-12

4.23e-12

2.85e-16

2.25e-14

9.72e-16

2.99e-13

1.42e-14

1.15e-12

1.25e-12

8.77e-13

1.53e-12

2.93e-12

6.03e-12

5.62e-13

7.36e-13

6.15e-12

6.95e-13

7.42e-12

8.91e-12

1.30e-15

6.67e-17

2.61e-18

5.11e-17

2.13e-18

3.48e-12

4.01e-12

3.98e-12

4.20e-12

4.31e-12

4.35e-12

4.69e-12

1.37e-15

5.08e-12

AGTP
20-year
(K kg–1)

5410

6180

<1

33

1

438

21

1670

1820

1280

2240

4280

8820

822

1080

8980

1020

10,800

13,000

2

<1

<1

<1

<1

5090

5860

5820

6130

6290

6370

6860

2

7420

GTP
20-year

1.31e-12

1.59e-12

4.01e-17

3.06e-15

1.37e-16

3.34e-14

1.95e-15

1.10e-13

1.27e-13

8.40e-14

1.68e-13

4.64e-13

2.10e-12

5.72e-14

7.14e-14

4.22e-12

6.66e-14

3.02e-12

8.14e-12

1.82e-16

9.41e-18

3.69e-19

7.21e-18

3.00e-19

3.93e-12

4.52e-12

4.49e-12

4.76e-12

4.88e-12

4.94e-12

5.33e-12

1.92e-16

5.75e-12

AGTP
50-year
(K kg–1)

2130

2580

<1

5

<1

54

3

179

206

136

273

753

3400

93

116

6850

108

4900

13,200

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

6380

7340

7290

7710

7920

8010

8650

<1

9320

GTP
50-year

3.14e-13

3.93e-13

2.93e-17

2.22e-15

9.98e-17

2.28e-14

1.42e-15

6.21e-14

6.35e-14

4.99e-14

7.54e-14

1.42e-13

4.98e-13

3.73e-14

4.44e-14

1.98e-12

3.99e-14

7.83e-13

5.97e-12

1.33e-16

6.88e-18

2.70e-19

5.27e-18

2.20e-19

4.10e-12

4.72e-12

4.68e-12

5.00e-12

5.13e-12

5.19e-12

5.62e-12

1.40e-16

6.02e-12

AGTP
100-year
(K kg–1)

8

PFC-31-10

Acronym, Common Name or Chemical Name

Table 8.A.1 (continued)

575

718

<1

4

<1

42

3

114

116

91

138

260

912

68

81

3630

73

1430

10,900

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

7500

8630

8570

9140

9380

9490

10,300

<1

11,000

GTP
100-year

Chapter 8
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CH3OCF2CF2CF3
CHF2CH2OCF2CF3
CHF2CF2OCH2CF3
(CF3)2CFOCH3
CH3OCF2CHFCF3
CF3CH2OCH2CF3
CHF2CH2OCF2CHF2
CHF2OCH2CF2CHF2
CH3OCF2CF2CHF2
(CF3)2CHOCH3
CF3CF2CH2OCH3
CF3CF2OCH2CH3
CHF2CF2OCH2CH3
CF3(CH2)2CH2OH
-(CF2)4CH(OH)-

HFE-347mcc3 (HFE-7000)

HFE-347mcf2

HFE-347pcf2

HFE-347mmy1

HFE-356mec3

HFE-356mff2

HFE-356pcf2

HFE-356pcf3

HFE-356pcc3

HFE-356mmz1

HFE-365mcf3

HFE-365mcf2

HFE-374pc2

4,4,4-Trifluorobutan-1-ol

2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5-Octafluorocyclopentanol

i-C4F9OC2H5

n-HFE-7200

i-HFE-7200

12.9
12.9
25.0
13.5

HF2C–(OCF2CF2)2–
OCF2H
HF2C–(OCF2CF2)3–
OCF2H
HF2C–(OCF2)2–OCF2H
HF2C–OCF2CF2OCF2OCF2O–CF2H

HG-02

HG-03

HG-20

HG-21

(continued on next page)

1.9

12.9

25.0

0.8

0.8

0.8

4.7

4.7

4.7

13.5

0.3

4.0 days

5.0

0.6

19.3 days

97.1 days

3.8

3.5

7.83e-11
8.15e-11
3.33e-11
3.55e-11

2990
3150
1330
1410

1.71i

0.92i

1.76i

1.24i

2.76e-10

2.73e-10

2.06e-10

1.97e-10

3.57e-10

4.86e-10

10,900
11,100

2.62e-10

8270

2.50e-10

1.67e-11
7900

2.67e-10
1.67e-11

2.10e-10

2.75e-10

4.06e-12

668
0.26

0.86

0.65

0.24

0.35

8430

3.73e-11

1480

4.91e-10

4.45e-11

1760

11,000

3.86e-11

1530

4.06e-12

2.58e-10

8010

5.92e-12

1.18e-12

47

163

1.73e-15

<1

237

5.75e-11

2260

5.92e-12

5.35e-12

3
215

i

8.51e-14

50

5.21e-12

1.25e-12

1510

209

4.09e-11
3.79e-11

1640

6.59e-11

4.86e-11

1910

2560

1.98e-11

795

1.54e-12

8.52e-11

3180

62

AGWP
100-year
(W m–2
yr kg–1)

GWP
20-year

5.21e-12

3.68e-11

4.39e-11

3.80e-11

2.00e-10

1.18e-12

1.73e-15

5.65e-11

5.35e-12

8.51e-14

1.25e-12

3.77e-11

4.08e-11

6.40e-11

1.54e-12

3.53e-11

3.32e-11

7.86e-11

7.45e-11

4.78e-11

1.98e-11

7.93e-11

AGWP
20-year
(W m–2
yr kg–1)

0.30

0.35

0.42

0.36

1.02

0.16

0.01

0.30

0.26i

0.05

0.15

0.32

0.38

0.37

0.17

5.7

0.30

3.8

0.32

0.48h

0.42

0.35

0.32

0.44

Radiative
Efficiency
(W m–2
ppb–1)

105.0
days

3.7

6.0

6.6

5.0

2.2

7.5

Lifetime
(Years)

(CF3)2CHOH

1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexafluoropropan-2-ol

CHF2OCF2CF2OCHF2

n-C4F9OC2H5

HFE-569sf2 (HFE-7200)

HFE-338pcc13 (HG-01)

C4F9OC2H5

i-HFE-7100

CHF2OCF2OCHF2

i-C4F9OCH3

n-HFE-7100

HFE-236ca12 (HG-10)

C4F9OCH3
n-C4F9OCH3

HFE-449s1 (HFE-7100)

CHF2OCF2OC2F4OCHF2

(CF3)2CHOCH2F

HFE-43-10pccc124 (H-Galden 1040x, HG-11)

CF3CH2OCF2CF3

Sevoflurane (HFE-347mmz1)

Chemical Formula

HFE-338mcf2

Acronym, Common Name or Chemical Name

Table 8.A.1 (continued)

3890

5300

2850

2730

182

2910

5350

44

65

57

407

486

421

2820

13

<1

627

58

<1

14

413

446

719

17

387

363

889

854

530

216

929

GWP
100-year

6.23e-12

7.00e-12

4.60e-12

4.40e-12

1.66e-13

4.69e-12

7.06e-12

3.52e-14

5.14e-14

4.52e-14

5.35e-13

6.39e-13

5.54e-13

4.52e-12

9.67e-15

1.38e-17

8.48e-13

4.53e-14

6.80e-16

1.02e-14

4.91e-13

5.11e-13

1.03e-12

1.26e-14

4.60e-13

4.27e-13

1.30e-12

1.29e-12

7.18e-13

2.06e-13

1.45e-12

AGTP
20-year
(K kg–1)

9110

10,200

6730

6430

243

6860

10,300

52

75

66

783

934

809

6600

14

<1

1240

66

<1

15

718

747

1500

18

673

624

1900

1880

1050

302

2120

GTP
20-year

1.31e-12

2.91e-12

9.10e-13

8.70e-13

1.97e-14

9.28e-13

2.94e-12

4.65e-15

6.78e-15

5.97e-15

5.14e-14

6.14e-14

5.32e-14

9.46e-13

1.33e-15

1.94e-18

8.12e-14

6.10e-15

9.56e-17

1.41e-15

4.89e-14

5.20e-14

9.97e-14

1.74e-15

4.58e-14

4.28e-14

1.27e-13

1.31e-13

6.87e-14

2.37e-14

1.60e-13

AGTP
50-year
(K kg–1)

2120

4730

1480

1410

32

1500

4770

8

11

10

83

99

86

1530

2

<1

132

10

<1

2

79

84

162

3

74

69

206

212

111

38

259

GTP
50-year

51
54
2
101
62
57
2
<1

2.76e-14
2.94e-14
1.26e-15
5.50e-14
3.39e-14
3.14e-14
1.02e-15
6.99e-17

442
25
415
434
1400
602

2.27e-13
2.37e-13
7.68e-13
3.29e-13

4.87e-15

1.38e-14

9

4.29e-15

2.42e-13

8

3.10e-14

6

57

3.70e-14

1420

68

3.21e-14

7.75e-13

59

2.38e-13

3.34e-15

2
436

9.69e-16

<1

124
6.81e-14

1.42e-18

120
6.55e-14

8

74
4.05e-14

88

30
1.64e-14

4.79e-14

131

7.16e-14

4.40e-15

GTP
100-year

AGTP
100-year
(K kg–1)
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CH3COOCF2CF2CF3
CH3COOCF2CF3
CH3COOCF3

Perfluoropropyl acetate

Perfluoroethyl acetate

Trifluoromethyl acetate

(continued on next page)

CH3COOCF2CF2CF2CF3

1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexafluoropropan-2-yl formate

Perfluorobutyl acetate

HCOOCHFCF3
HCOOCH(CF3)2

1,2,2,2-Tetrafluoroethyl formate

HCOOCH2CH2CF3

3,3,3-Trifluoropropyl formate

HCOOCF2CF2CF2CF3

Perfluorobutyl formate
HCOOCH2CF3

HCOOCF2CF2CF3

Perfluoropropyl formate

2,2,2-Trifluoroethyl formate

HCOOCF3
HCOOCF2CF3

Perfluoroethyl formate

CF3OCF=CF2

HFE-216

Trifluoromethyl formate

800.0

PFPMIE (perfluoropolymethylisopropyl ether)

21.9 days

21.9 days

21.9 days

21.9 days

3.2

3.2

0.3

0.4

3.0

2.6

3.5

3.5

8.4 days

1.4

20.0 days

CF3OCF(CF3)
CF2OCF2OCF3

CF3(CF2)8CH2CH2OH

3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,8,8,9,9,10,10,11,11,11-Nonadecafluoroundecan-1-ol

20.0 days

20.0 days

CH3OCF2CHFCl

CF3(CF2)6CH2CH2OH

3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,8,8,9,9,9-Pentadecafluorononan-1-ol

40.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

4.4

3.3

0.9

1.1

73.0 days

1.0

6.2

3.6 days

0.8

25.0

2-Chloro-1,1,2-trifluoro-1-methoxyethane

CF3(CF2)4CH2CH2OH

3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,7-Undecafluoroheptan-1-ol

CF3CFHCF2OCF3

CH3O(CF2CF2O)3CH3

HFE-329me3

CH3O(CF2CF2O)2CH3

HG’-03

CH2FOCF3

Trifluoro(fluoromethoxy)methane

HG’-02

CH2FOCHF2

Difluoro(fluoromethoxy)methane

CH3OCF2CF2OCH3

CH2FOCH2F

Fluoro(fluoromethoxy)methane

HG’-01

CH3OCHF2

Difluoro(methoxy)methane

CH2FOCF2CF2H

1,1,2,2-Tetrafluoro-1-(fluoromethoxy)ethane

CH3OCH2F

CF3CH2OCH=CH2

Fluoroxene

Fluoro(methoxy)methane

CF3CF2CF2OCH2CH3

1-Ethoxy-1,1,2,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropane

C12H5F19O2

HF2C–(OCF2)3–OCF2H

HG-30

2-Ethoxy-3,3,4,4,5-pentafluorotetrahydro-2,5-bis[1,2,2,2tetrafluoro-1-(trifluoromethyl)ethyl]-furan

Chemical Formula

Lifetime
(Years)

2.03e-11
4.17e-10
3.91e-14
3.00e-14

812
7170
2
1

5.39e-11
5.32e-11

2150
2130

3.59e-11
3.07e-12

1440
123

4.31e-11
3.05e-11
1.52e-13

1720
1220
6

1.89e-13
1.90e-13

8
8
1.90e-13

1.89e-13
0.07i

0.10

1.59e-13

6
1.59e-13
i

1.52e-13
0.11i

0.12i

0.33i

3.05e-11

4.30e-11
i

0.35

1.60e-12

64
1.60e-12

0.13i

0.16i

3.07e-12

3.59e-11

i

0.56

3.45e-11

1380

3.45e-11

0.50i

5.30e-11

5.37e-11

0.44i

0.31

1.92e-14

<1

1.92e-14

8.90e-10

7500

i

1.87e-10

1.12e-11

1.72e-14

3.00e-14

3.91e-14

1.79e-10

0.02

0.65

0.21

0.05

0.07

0.06

0.48

2.03e-11

2.16e-11

1.12e-11

2.16e-11

868

0.76

0.56

2.03e-11

449

2.03e-11

815

0.29

1.72e-14

6.89e-11

2730

<1

5.66e-11

2260

6.82e-11

5.65e-11

0.33g

0.30

1.20e-11

479

1.32e-11

1.20e-11

1.15e-12

46

g

1.32e-11

1.15e-12

5.09e-12

0.19g

0.17g

0.07g

0.49j

7.68e-11

528

7.99e-11

0.34i

0.01

5.09e-12

4.97e-15

<1
3080

4.97e-15

i

204

6.73e-10
5.56e-12

3.77e-10
223

1.65i

15,100

AGWP
100-year
(W m–2
yr kg–1)

GWP
20-year

5.56e-12

AGWP
20-year
(W m–2
yr kg–1)

0.28i

Radiative
Efficiency
(W m–2
ppb–1)

2

2

2

2

333

470

17

33

392

376

580

588

<1

9710

122

<1

<1

<1

4550

221

236

222

751

617

130

144

13

56

871

<1

61

7330

GWP
100-year

1.52e-15

1.51e-15

1.27e-15

1.21e-15

3.66e-13

5.17e-13

1.31e-14

2.55e-14

4.19e-13

3.80e-13

6.64e-13

6.73e-13

1.53e-16

5.52e-12

1.05e-13

1.37e-16

2.40e-16

3.12e-16

4.85e-12

2.05e-13

2.19e-13

2.06e-13

9.59e-13

6.88e-13

1.05e-13

1.18e-13

9.34e-15

4.53e-14

1.29e-12

3.95e-17

4.80e-14

9.68e-12

AGTP
20-year
(K kg–1)

2

2

2

2

535

755

19

37

613

555

971

984

<1

8070

153

<1

<1

<1

7090

299

320

301

1400

1010

153

173

14

66

1880

<1

70

14,100

GTP
20-year

2.14e-16

2.12e-16

1.78e-16

1.71e-16

3.81e-14

5.39e-14

1.80e-15

3.48e-15

4.45e-14

4.19e-14

6.76e-14

6.85e-14

2.15e-17

6.11e-12

1.31e-14

1.93e-17

3.37e-17

4.39e-17

2.89e-12

2.41e-14

2.57e-14

2.42e-14

9.27e-14

7.11e-14

1.37e-14

1.52e-14

1.30e-15

5.86e-15

1.28e-13

5.58e-18

6.36e-15

4.03e-12

AGTP
50-year
(K kg–1)

<1

<1

<1

<1

62

87

3

6

72

68

110

111

<1

9910

21

<1

<1

<1

4690

39

42

39

150

115

22

25

2

10

207

<1

10

6530

GTP
50-year

1.56e-16

1.55e-16

1.30e-16

1.25e-16

2.53e-14

3.57e-14

1.31e-15

2.52e-15

2.97e-14

2.85e-14

4.41e-14

4.47e-14

1.58e-17

6.15e-12

9.24e-15

1.41e-17

2.46e-17

3.21e-17

1.12e-12

1.67e-14

1.79e-14

1.68e-14

5.72e-14

4.69e-14

9.84e-15

1.08e-14

9.46e-16

4.19e-15

6.68e-14

4.08e-18

4.57e-15

1.06e-12

AGTP
100-year
(K kg–1)
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<1

<1

<1

<1

46

65

2

5

54

52

81

82

<1

11,300

17

<1

<1

<1

2040

31

33

31

105

86

18

20

2

8

122

<1

8

1940

GTP
100-year
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C3F7CH2OH

2,2,3,3,4,4,4-Heptafluorobutan-1-ol

HCF2O(CF2CF2O)4CF2H

1,1,3,3,4,4,6,6,7,7,9,9,10,10,12,12,13,13,15,15-eicosafluoro-2,5,8,11,14-Pentaoxapentadecane
26.0

26.0

26.0

0.3

40.0 days

20.4 days

2.0 days

7.0 days

14.2 days

0.3

94.9 days

91.3 days

67.0

0.4

9.8

0.6

0.3

40.1 days

0.6

54.8 days

21.9 days

0.3

0.3

1.8

Lifetime
(Years)

1.26e-13
6.27e-13

5
25

1.46k

1.43k

1.15k

0.10

0.04

0.02

0.004

0.03

0.03

0.16

0.19

0.11

0.58

0.19

0.35

0.20

1.83e-10

2.26e-10

2.47e-10

1.83e-12

2.78e-13

8.07e-14

9.86e-16

9.14e-15

4.82e-14

1.49e-12

1.56e-12

1.19e-12

1.98e-10

2.14e-12

9.91e-11

3.10e-12

1.49e-12
4.82e-14
9.14e-15
9.86e-16
8.07e-14
2.78e-13
1.83e-12
4.51e-10

60
2
<1
<1
3
11
73
9910

7320

3.33e-10

4.12e-10

1.56e-12

9050

1.19e-12

63

86

48

1.14e-10
2.14e-12

3970

5.95e-10

3.10e-12

124

7940

3.00e-13
2.48e-12

12
99

3.00e-13

0.24i

2.48e-12

i

0.05

4.80e-12

192

4.80e-12

0.18i

6.27e-13

1.26e-13

0.15i

0.05
i

2.46e-12

99
2.83e-12

8.74e-12

350

113

AGWP
100-year
(W m–2
yr kg–1)

GWP
20-year

2.83e-12

2.46e-12

8.74e-12

AGWP
20-year
(W m–2
yr kg–1)

0.27i

0.17i

0.07i

Radiative
Efficiency
(W m–2
ppb–1)

3630

4490

4920

20

3

<1

<1

<1

<1

16

17

13

6490

23

1240

34

27

3

52

7

1

31

27

95

GWP
100-year

4.71e-12

5.83e-12

6.38e-12

1.50e-14

2.23e-15

6.45e-16

7.84e-18

7.27e-17

3.84e-16

1.23e-14

1.27e-14

9.72e-15

5.57e-12

1.77e-14

2.03e-12

2.61e-14

2.04e-14

2.41e-15

4.08e-14

5.06e-15

1.00e-15

2.33e-14

2.02e-14

8.60e-14

AGTP
20-year
(K kg–1)

9.07e-17
3.12e-16
2.07e-15
2.75e-12

<1
3
22
9320

6880

2.03e-12

2.51e-12

1.11e-18

<1

8520

1.03e-17

2.43e-15

26

5.41e-17

2.88e-13

2960

<1

3.52e-15

38

<1

2.81e-15

1.69e-15

3.38e-16

4
30

18

5.47e-15

60

1.76e-15

7.07e-16

7

1.35e-15

1.41e-16

1

19

3.20e-15

34

14

2.78e-15

30

4.29e-12

1.03e-14

126

8140

AGTP
50-year
(K kg–1)

GTP
20-year

3300

4080

4460

3

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

3

3

2

6960

4

467

6

5

<1

9

1

<1

5

5

17

GTP
50-year

4
5
178
3
4380
2
2
2
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1

2.04e-15
2.55e-15
9.74e-14
1.76e-15
2.39e-12
9.79e-16
1.28e-15
1.23e-15
3.96e-17
7.51e-18
8.10e-19
6.63e-17
2.28e-16

1010

<1
2.47e-16

5.50e-13

7
3.95e-15

1250

<1
5.15e-16

6.81e-13

<1
1.03e-16

3

4
2.32e-15

1360

4
2.02e-15

7.45e-13

13

7.21e-15

1.50e-15

GTP
100-year

AGTP
100-year
(K kg–1)

(continued on next page)

† Perturbation lifetime is used in calculation of metrics, not the lifetime of the atmospheric burden.

* No single lifetime can be given. The impulse response function for CO2 from Joos et al. (2013) has been used. See also Supplementary Material Section 8.SM.11.

For CH4 we estimate an uncertainty of ±30% and ±40% for 20- and 100-year time horizon, respectively (for 90% uncertainty range). The uncertainty is dominated by AGWP for CO2 and indirect effects. The uncertainty in GWP for N2O is estimated to ±20% and
±30% for 20- and 100-year time horizon, with the largest contributions from CO2. The uncertainty in GWP for HFC-134a is estimated to ±25% and ±35% for 20- and 100-year time horizons while for CFC-11 the GWP the corresponding numbers are approximately
±20% and ±35% (not accounting for the indirect effects). For CFC-12 the corresponding numbers are ±20 and ±30. The uncertainties estimated for HFC-134a and CFC-11 are assessed as representative for most other gases with similar or longer lifetimes. For
shorter-lived gases, the uncertainties will be larger. For GTP, few estimates are available in the literature. The uncertainty is assessed to be of the order of ±75% for the methane GTP100.

Notes:

HCF2O(CF2CF2O)3CF2H

1,1,3,3,4,4,6,6,7,7,9,9,10,10,12,12-hexadecafluoro-2,5,8,11-Tetraoxadodecane

CF3CH2OH

2,2,2-Trifluoroethanol
HCF2O(CF2CF2O)2CF2H

CHF2CH2OH

1,1’-Oxybis[2-(difluoromethoxy)-1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane

CH2FCH2OH

2,2-Difluoroethanol

perfluoro-2-methyl-3-pentanone

2-Fluoroethanol

CHF2CF2CH2OCH3
CF3CF2C(O)CF(CF3)2

1,1,2,2-Tetrafluoro-3-methoxy-propane

CF3CH2CHO

CF3CF2CF2CH2OH

2,2,3,3,4,4,4-Heptafluoro-1-butanol

3,3,3-Trifluoro-propanal

CHF2CF2CH2OH
CF3CHFCF2CH2OH

2,2,3,4,4,4-Hexafluoro-1-butanol

CF3CF2CF2OCHFCF3

1,1,1,2,2,3,3-Heptafluoro-3-(1,2,2,2tetrafluoroethoxy)-propane

2,2,3,3-Tetrafluoro-1-propanol

CF3CHFCF2OCH2CH3

1-Ethoxy-1,1,2,3,3,3-hexafluoropropane

CHF2CHFOCF3

CF3COOCHF2

1,1,2-Trifluoro-2-(trifluoromethoxy)-ethane

HCF2COOCH3

Difluoromethyl 2,2,2-trifluoroacetate

CF3COOCH2CF3

2,2,2-Trifluoroethyl 2,2,2-trifluoroacetate

Methyl 2,2-difluoroacetate

CF3COOCH2CH3

Ethyl 2,2,2-trifluoroacetate

CF3COOCH3

CF3COOCF2CH3

1,1-Difluoroethyl 2,2,2-trifluoroacetate

Methyl 2,2,2-trifluoroacetate

FCOOCF2CH3

FCOOCH3

Chemical Formula

1,1-Difluoroethyl carbonofluoridate

Methyl carbonofluoridate

Acronym, Common Name or Chemical Name
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Based on instantaneous RE from Heathfield et al. (1998) (correction factors have been applied to account for stratospheric temperature adjustment and non-homogeneous horizontal and vertical mixing).

Note that calculation of RE is based on calculated (ab initio) absorption cross-section and uncertainties are therefore larger than for calculations using experimental absorption cross section.

Based on instantaneous RE from Javadi et al. (2007) (correction factors have been applied to account for stratospheric temperature adjustment and non-homogeneous horizontal and vertical mixing).

Based on instantaneous RE from Andersen et al. (2010) (correction factors have been applied to account for stratospheric temperature adjustment and non-homogeneous horizontal and vertical mixing).

g

h

i

j

k

The GTP values are calculated with a temperature impulse response function taken from Boucher and Reddy (2008). See also Supplementary Material Section 8.SM.11.

Based on average instantaneous RE reported in literature (Vasekova et al., 2006; Bravo et al., 2010) (correction factors have been applied to account for stratospheric temperature adjustment and non-homogeneous horizontal and vertical mixing).

Based on instantaneous RE from ab initio studies of Blowers et al. (2007, 2008)(correction factors have been applied to account for stratospheric temperature adjustment and non-homogeneous horizontal and vertical mixing).

f

Based on instantaneous RE from Baasandorj et al. (2010); Baasandorj et al. (2011) (correction factors have been applied to account for stratospheric temperature adjustment and non-homogeneous horizontal and vertical mixing).

Based on instantaneous RE from ab initio study of Bravo et al. (2010) (a factor 1.10 has been applied to account for stratospheric temperature adjustment).

c

e

Based on Rajakumar et al. (2006) (lifetime correction factor has been applied to account for non-homogeneous horizontal and vertical mixing).

b

d

RE is unchanged since AR4.

RE is unchanged since AR4 except the absolute forcing is increased by a factor of 1.04 to account for the change in the recommended RE of CFC-11.

a

‡ Metric values for CH4 of fossil origin include the oxidation to CO2 (based on Boucher et al., 2009). In applications of these values, inclusion of the CO2 effect of fossil methane must be done with caution to avoid any double-counting because CO2 emissions
numbers are often based on total carbon content. Methane values without the CO2 effect from fossil methane are thus appropriate for fossil methane sources for which the carbon has been accounted for elsewhere, or for biospheric methane sources for which
there is abalance between CO2 taken up by the biosphere and CO2 produced from CH4 oxidization. The addition effect on GWP and GTP represents lower limits from Boucher et al. (2009) and assume 50% of the carbon is deposited as formaldehyde to the
surface and is then lost. The upper limit in Boucher et al. (2009) made the assumption that this deposited formaldehyde was subsequently further oxidized to CO2 .
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Table 8.A.2 | Halocarbon indirect GWPs from ozone depletion using the EESC-based
method described in WMO (2011), adapted from Daniel et al. (1995). A radiative forcing
in year 2011 of –0.15 (–0.30 to 0.0) W m–2 relative to preindustrial times is used (see
Section 8.3.3). Uncertainty on the indirect AGWPs due to the ozone forcing uncertainty
is ±100%.

Gas

GWP100

CFC-11

–2640

CFC-12

–2100

CFC-113

–2150

CFC-114

–914

CFC-115

–223

HCFC-22

–98

HCFC-123

–37

HCFC-124

–46

HCFC-141b

–261

HCFC-142b

–152

CH3CCl3

–319

CCl4

–2110

CH3Br

–1250

Halon-1211

–19,000

Halon-1301

–44,500

Halon-2402

–32,000

HCFC-225ca

–40

HCFC-225cb

–60

8

Table 8.A.3 | GWP and GTP for NOX from surface sources for time horizons of 20 and 100 years from the literature. All values are on a per kilogram of nitrogen basis. Uncertainty
for numbers from Fry et al. (2012) and Collins et al. (2013) refer to 1-s. For the reference gas CO2, RE and IRF from AR4 are used in the calculations. The GWP100 and GTP100 values
can be scaled by 0.94 and 0.92, respectively, to account for updated values for the reference gas CO2. For 20 years the changes are negligible.

GWP

GTP

H = 20

H = 100

H = 20

H = 100

6.4 (±38.1)

–5.3 (±11.5)

–55.6 (±23.8)

–1.3 (±2.1)

NOX EU + North Africaa

–39.4 (±17.5)

–15.6 (±5.8)

–48.0 (±14.9)

–2.5 (±1.3)

NOX North Americaa

–2.4 (±30.3)

–8.2 (±10.3)

–61.9 (±27.8)

–1.7 (±2.1)

NOX South Asia

–40.7 (±88.3)

–25.3 (±29.0)

–124.6 (±67.4)

–4.6 (±5.1)

NOX four above regionsa

–15.9 (±32.7)

–11.6 (±10.7)

–62.1 (±26.2)

–2.2 (±2.1)

–43 to +23

–18 to +1.6

–55 to –37

–2.9 to –0.02

Tropical NOxc

43 to 130

–28 to –10

–260 to –220

–6.6 to –5.4

NOX globalb

19

–11

–87

–2.9

NOX globald

–108 ± 35
–335 ± 110
–560 ± 279

–31 ± 10
–95 ± 31
–159 ± 79

NOX East Asiaa

a

Mid-latitude NOxc

Notes:
a

Fry et al. (2012) (updated by including stratospheric H2O) and Collins et al. (2013).

b

Fuglestvedt et al. (2010); based on Wild et al. (2001).

c

Fuglestvedt et al. (2010).

d

Shindell et al. (2009). Three values are given: First, without aerosols, second, direct aerosol effect included (sulfate and nitrate), third, direct and indirect aerosol effects included. Uncertainty
ranges from Shindell et al. (2009) are given for 95% confidence levels.
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Table 8.A.4 | GWP and GTP for CO for time horizons of 20 and 100 years from the literature. Uncertainty for numbers from Fry et al. (2012) and Collins et al. (2013) refer to 1-s.
For the reference gas CO2, RE and IRF from AR4 are used in the calculations. The GWP100 and GTP100 values can be scaled by 0.94 and 0.92, respectively, to account for updated
values for the reference gas CO2. For 20 years the changes are negligible.

GWP

8

GTP

H = 20

H = 100

H = 20

H = 100

CO East Asiaa

5.4 (±1.7)

1.8 (±0.6)

3.5 (±1.3)

0.26 (±0.12)

CO EU + North Africaa

4.9 (±1.5)

1.6 (±0.5)

3.2 (±1.2)

0.24 (±0.11)

CO North Americaa

5.6 (±1.8)

1.8 (±0.6)

3.7 (±1.3)

0.27 (±0.12)

CO South Asiaa

5.7 (±1.3)

1.8 (±0.4)

3.4 (±1.0)

0.27 (±0.10)

CO four regions abovea

5.4 (±1.6)

1.8 (±0.5)

3.5 (±1.2)

0.26 (±0.11)

CO globalb

6 to 9.3

2 to 3.3

3.7 to 6.1

0.29 to 0.55

CO globalc

7.8 ± 2.0
11.4 ± 2.9
18.6 ± 8.3

2.2 ± 0.6
3.3 ± 0.8
5.3 ± 2.3

Notes:
a

Fry et al. (2012) (updated by including stratospheric H2O) and Collins et al. (2013).

b

Fuglestvedt et al. (2010).

c

Shindell et al. (2009). Three values are given: First, without aerosols, second, direct aerosol effect included, third, direct and indirect aerosol effects included. Uncertainty ranges from Shindell et
al. (2009) are given for 95% confidence levels.

Table 8.A.5 | GWP and GTP for VOCs for time horizons of 20 and 100 years from the literature. Uncertainty for numbers from Fry et al. (2012) and Collins et al. (2013) refer to
1-s. For the reference gas CO2, RE and IRF from AR4 are used in the calculations. The GWP100 and GTP100 values can be scaled by 0.94 and 0.92, respectively, to account for updated
values for the reference gas CO2. For 20 years the changes are negligible.

GWP

GTP

H = 20

H = 100

H = 20

H = 100

16.3 (±6.4)

5.0 (±2.1)

8.4 (±4.6)

0.7 (±0.4)

VOC EU + North Africa

18.0 (±8.5)

5.6 (±2.8)

9.5 (±6.5)

0.8 (±0.5)

VOC North Americaa

16.2 (±9.2)

5.0 (±3.0)

8.6 (±6.4)

0.7 (±0.5)

VOC South Asiaa

27.8 (±5.6)

8.8 (±1.9)

15.7 (±5.0)

1.3 (±0.5)

VOC four regions above

18.7 (±7.5)

5.8 (±2.5)

10.0 (±5.7)

0.9 (±0.5)

14

4.5

7.5

0.66

VOC East Asiaa
a

VOC global

b

Notes:
a

Fry et al. (2012) (updated by including stratospheric H2O) and Collins et al. (2013).

b

Fuglestvedt et al. (2010) based on Collins et al. (2002).

The values are given on a per kilogram of C basis.

Table 8.A.6 | GWP and GTP from the literature for BC and OC for time horizons of 20 and 100 years. For the reference gas CO2, RE and IRF from AR4 are used in the calculations.
The GWP100 and GTP100 values can be scaled by 0.94 and 0.92, respectively, to account for updated values for the reference gas CO2. For 20 years the changes are negligible.

GWP
BC total, globalc
BC (four regions)d
BC global

GTP

H = 20

H = 100

H = 20

H = 100

3200 (270 to 6200)

900 (100 to 1700)

920 (95 to 2400)

130 (5 to 340)

1200 ± 720

345 ± 207

420 ± 190

56 ± 25

470

64

–71

–10

–55 ± 16

–7.3±2.1

1600

460

2900 ± 1500

830 ± 440

OC globala

–240

–69

OC global

–160 (–60 to –320)

–46 (–18 to –19)

–160 ± 68

–46 ± 20

a

BC aerosol–radiation interaction +albedo, globalb

b

OC (4 regions)d
Notes:
a

Fuglestvedt et al. (2010).

b

Bond et al. (2011). Uncertainties for OC are asymmetric and are presented as ranges.

c

Bond et al. (2013). Metric values are given for total effect.

d

Collins et al. (2013). The four regions are East Asia, EU + North Africa, North America and South Asia (as also given in Fry et al., 2012). Only aerosol-radiation interaction is included.
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Evaluation of Climate Models

Executive Summary
Climate models have continued to be developed and improved
since the AR4, and many models have been extended into Earth
System models by including the representation of biogeochemical cycles important to climate change. These models allow for
policy-relevant calculations such as the carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions
compatible with a specified climate stabilization target. In addition, the
range of climate variables and processes that have been evaluated has
greatly expanded, and differences between models and observations
are increasingly quantified using ‘performance metrics’. In this chapter,
model evaluation covers simulation of the mean climate, of historical
climate change, of variability on multiple time scales and of regional
modes of variability. This evaluation is based on recent internationally
coordinated model experiments, including simulations of historic and
paleo climate, specialized experiments designed to provide insight into
key climate processes and feedbacks and regional climate downscaling. Figure 9.44 provides an overview of model capabilities as assessed
in this chapter, including improvements, or lack thereof, relative to
models assessed in the AR4. The chapter concludes with an assessment
of recent work connecting model performance to the detection and
attribution of climate change as well as to future projections. {9.1.2,
9.8.1, Table 9.1, Figure 9.44}
The ability of climate models to simulate surface temperature
has improved in many, though not all, important aspects relative to the generation of models assessed in the AR4. There
continues to be very high confidence1 that models reproduce observed
large-scale mean surface temperature patterns (pattern correlation of
~0.99), though systematic errors of several degrees are found in some
regions, particularly over high topography, near the ice edge in the
North Atlantic, and over regions of ocean upwelling near the equator. On regional scales (sub-continental and smaller), the confidence
in model capability to simulate surface temperature is less than for
the larger scales; however, regional biases are near zero on average,
with intermodel spread of roughly ±3°C. There is high confidence that
regional-scale surface temperature is better simulated than at the time
of the AR4. Current models are also able to reproduce the large-scale
patterns of temperature during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), indicating an ability to simulate a climate state much different from the
present. {9.4.1, 9.6.1, Figures 9.2, 9.6, 9.39, 9.40}
There is very high confidence that models reproduce the general features of the global-scale annual mean surface temperature
increase over the historical period, including the more rapid
warming in the second half of the 20th century, and the cooling
immediately following large volcanic eruptions. Most simulations
of the historical period do not reproduce the observed reduction in
global mean surface warming trend over the last 10 to 15 years. There
is medium confidence that the trend difference between models and
observations during 1998–2012 is to a substantial degree caused by

1
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internal variability, with possible contributions from forcing error and
some models overestimating the response to increasing greenhouse
gas (GHG) forcing. Most, though not all, models overestimate the
observed warming trend in the tropical troposphere over the last 30
years, and tend to underestimate the long-term lower stratospheric
cooling trend. {9.4.1, Box 9.2, Figure 9.8}
The simulation of large-scale patterns of precipitation has
improved somewhat since the AR4, although models continue
to perform less well for precipitation than for surface temperature. The spatial pattern correlation between modelled and observed
annual mean precipitation has increased from 0.77 for models available at the time of the AR4 to 0.82 for current models. At regional scales,
precipitation is not simulated as well, and the assessment remains difficult owing to observational uncertainties. {9.4.1, 9.6.1, Figure 9.6}
The simulation of clouds in climate models remains challenging. There is very high confidence that uncertainties in cloud processes
explain much of the spread in modelled climate sensitivity. However,
the simulation of clouds in climate models has shown modest improvement relative to models available at the time of the AR4, and this has
been aided by new evaluation techniques and new observations for
clouds. Nevertheless, biases in cloud simulation lead to regional errors
on cloud radiative effect of several tens of watts per square meter.
{9.2.1, 9.4.1, 9.7.2, Figures 9.5, 9.43}
Models are able to capture the general characteristics of storm
tracks and extratropical cyclones, and there is some evidence of
improvement since the AR4. Storm track biases in the North Atlantic
have improved slightly, but models still produce a storm track that is
too zonal and underestimate cyclone intensity. {9.4.1}
Many models are able to reproduce the observed changes in
upper ocean heat content from 1961 to 2005 with the multi-model mean time series falling within the range of the available observational estimates for most of the period. The ability
of models to simulate ocean heat uptake, including variations imposed
by large volcanic eruptions, adds confidence to their use in assessing
the global energy budget and simulating the thermal component of
sea level rise. {9.4.2, Figure 9.17}
The simulation of the tropical Pacific Ocean mean state has
improved since the AR4, with a 30% reduction in the spurious
westward extension of the cold tongue near the equator, a pervasive bias of coupled models. The simulation of the tropical Atlantic remains deficient with many models unable to reproduce the basic
east–west temperature gradient. {9.4.2, Figure 9.14}

In this Report, the following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement: low, medium, or high.
A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence. For a given evidence and
agreement statement, different confidence levels can be assigned, but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated with increasing confidence (see
Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).
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Current climate models reproduce the seasonal cycle of Arctic
sea ice extent with a multi-model mean error of less than about
10% for any given month. There is robust evidence that the
downward trend in Arctic summer sea ice extent is better simulated than at the time of the AR4, with about one quarter of
the simulations showing a trend as strong as, or stronger, than
in observations over the satellite era (since 1979). There is a tendency for models to slightly overestimate sea ice extent in the Arctic
(by about 10%) in winter and spring. In the Antarctic, the multi-model
mean seasonal cycle agrees well with observations, but inter-model
spread is roughly double that for the Arctic. Most models simulate a
small decreasing trend in Antarctic sea ice extent, albeit with large
inter-model spread, in contrast to the small increasing trend in observations. {9.4.3, Figures 9.22, 9.24}

9

Models are able to reproduce many features of the observed
global and Northern Hemispher (NH) mean temperature variance on interannual to centennial time scales (high confidence),
and most models are now able to reproduce the observed peak
in variability associated with the El Niño (2- to 7-year period)
in the Tropical Pacific. The ability to assess variability from millennial
simulations is new since the AR4 and allows quantitative evaluation of
model estimates of low-frequency climate variability. This is important
when using climate models to separate signal and noise in detection
and attribution studies (Chapter 10). {9.5.3, Figures 9.33, 9.35}
Many important modes of climate variability and intraseasonal
to seasonal phenomena are reproduced by models, with some
improvements evident since the AR4. The statistics of the global
monsoon, the North Atlantic Oscillation, the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the Indian Ocean Dipole and the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation are simulated well by several models, although this assessment is
tempered by the limited scope of analysis published so far, or by limited
observations. There are also modes of variability that are not simulated
well. These include modes of Atlantic Ocean variability of relevance
to near term projections in Chapter 11 and ENSO teleconnections
outside the tropical Pacific, of relevance to Chapter 14. There is high
confidence that the multi-model statistics of monsoon and ENSO have
improved since the AR4. However, this improvement does not occur in
all models, and process-based analysis shows that biases remain in the
background state and in the strength of associated feedbacks. {9.5.3,
Figures 9.32, 9.35, 9.36}
There has been substantial progress since the AR4 in the assessment of model simulations of extreme events. Based on assessment of a suite of indices, the inter-model range of simulated climate
extremes is similar to the spread amongst observationally based estimates in most regions. In addition, changes in the frequency of extreme
warm and cold days and nights over the second half of the 20th century are consistent between models and observations, with the ensemble
global mean time series generally falling within the range of observational estimates. The majority of models underestimate the sensitivity
of extreme precipitation to temperature variability or trends, especially
in the tropics, which implies that models may underestimate the projected increase in extreme precipitation in the future. Some high-resolution atmospheric models have been shown to reproduce observed
year-to-year variability of Atlantic hurricane counts when forced with
744
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observed sea surface temperatures, though so far only a few studies of
this kind are available. {9.5.4, Figure 9.37}
An important development since the AR4 is the more widespread use of Earth System models, which include an interactive carbon cycle. In the majority of these models, the simulated
global land and ocean carbon sinks over the latter part of the
20th century fall within the range of observational estimates.
However, the regional patterns of carbon uptake and release are less
well reproduced, especially for NH land where models systematically
underestimate the sink implied by atmospheric inversion techniques
The ability of models to simulate carbon fluxes is important because
these models are used to estimate ‘compatible emissions’ (carbon
dioxide emission pathways compatible with a particular climate
change target; see Chapter 6). {9.4.5, Figure 9.27}
The majority of Earth System models now include an interactive representation of aerosols, and make use of a consistent
specification of anthropogenic sulphur dioxide emissions. However, uncertainties in sulphur cycle processes and natural sources and
sinks remain and so, for example, the simulated aerosol optical depth
over oceans ranges from 0.08 to 0.22 with roughly equal numbers of
models over- and under-estimating the satellite-estimated value of
0.12. {9.1.2, 9.4.6, Table 9.1, Figure 9.29}
Time-varying ozone is now included in the latest suite of models,
either prescribed or calculated interactively. Although in some
models there is only medium agreement with observed changes in
total column ozone, the inclusion of time-varying stratospheric ozone
constitutes a substantial improvement since the AR4 where half of the
models prescribed a constant climatology. As a result, there is robust
evidence that the representation of climate forcing by stratospheric
ozone has improved since the AR4. {9.4.1, Figure 9.10}
Regional downscaling methods are used to provide climate
information at the smaller scales needed for many climate
impact studies, and there is high confidence that downscaling
adds value both in regions with highly variable topography and
for various small-scale phenomena. Regional models necessarily inherit biases from the global models used to provide boundary
conditions. Furthermore, the ability to systematically evaluate regional climate models, and statistical downscaling schemes, is hampered
because coordinated intercomparison studies are still emerging. However, several studies have demonstrated that added value arises from
higher resolution of stationary features like topography and coastlines,
and from improved representation of small-scale processes like convective precipitation. {9.6.4}
Earth system Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) provide simulations of millennial time-scale climate change, and are
used as tools to interpret and expand upon the results of more
comprehensive models. Although they are limited in the scope and
resolution of information provided, EMIC simulations of global mean
surface temperature, ocean heat content and carbon cycle response
over the 20th century are consistent with the historical records and
with more comprehensive models, suggesting that they can be used to
provide calibrated projections of long-term transient climate response
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and stabilization, as well as large ensembles and alternative, policy-relevant, scenarios. {9.4.1, 9.4.2, 9.4.5, Figures 9.8, 9.17, 9.27}
The Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5)
model spread in equilibrium climate sensitivity ranges from
2.1°C to 4.7°C and is very similar to the assessment in the AR4.
No correlation is found between biases in global mean surface temperature and equilibrium climate sensitivity, and so mean temperature
biases do not obviously affect the modelled response to GHG forcing.
There is very high confidence that the primary factor contributing to
the spread in equilibrium climate sensitivity continues to be the cloud
feedback. This applies to both the modern climate and the LGM. There
is likewise very high confidence that, consistent with observations,
models show a strong positive correlation between tropospheric temperature and water vapour on regional to global scales, implying a positive water vapour feedback in both models and observations. {9.4.1,
9.7.2, Figures 9.9, 9.42, 9.43}

9

Climate and Earth System models are based on physical principles, and they reproduce many important aspects of observed
climate. Both aspects contribute to our confidence in the
models’ suitability for their application in detection and attribution studies (Chapter 10) and for quantitative future predictions and projections (Chapters 11 to 14). In general, there is no
direct means of translating quantitative measures of past performance
into confident statements about fidelity of future climate projections.
However, there is increasing evidence that some aspects of observed
variability or trends are well correlated with inter-model differences
in model projections for quantities such as Arctic summertime sea
ice trends, snow albedo feedback, and the carbon loss from tropical
land. These relationships provide a way, in principle, to transform an
observable quantity into a constraint on future projections, but the
application of such constraints remains an area of emerging research.
There has been substantial progress since the AR4 in the methodology to assess the reliability of a multi-model ensemble, and various
approaches to improve the precision of multi-model projections are
being explored. However, there is still no universal strategy for weighting the projections from different models based on their historical performance. {9.8.3, Figure 9.45}
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9.1

Climate Models and Their Characteristics

9.1.1

Scope and Overview of this Chapter

Climate models are the primary tools available for investigating the
response of the climate system to various forcings, for making climate
predictions on seasonal to decadal time scales and for making projections of future climate over the coming century and beyond. It is crucial
therefore to evaluate the performance of these models, both individually and collectively. The focus of this chapter is primarily on the models
whose results will be used in the detection and attribution Chapter 10
and the chapters that present and assess projections (Chapters 11 to
14; Annex I), and so this is necessarily an incomplete evaluation. In
particular, this chapter draws heavily on model results collected as part
of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Projects (CMIP3 and CMIP5)
(Meehl et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2012b), as these constitute a set of
coordinated and thus consistent and increasingly well-documented climate model experiments. Other intercomparison efforts, such as those
dealing with Regional Climate Models (RCMs) and those dealing with
Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) are also used.
It should be noted that the CMIP3 model archive has been extensively
evaluated, and much of that evaluation has taken place subsequent to
the AR4. By comparison, the CMIP5 models are only now being evaluated and so there is less published literature available. Where possible
we show results from both CMIP3 and CMIP5 models so as to illustrate
changes in model performance over time; however, where only CMIP3
results are available, they still constitute a useful evaluation of model
performance in that for many quantities, the CMIP3 and CMIP5 model
performances are broadly similar.
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2006d). Applications include simulating palaeo or historical climate,
sensitivity and process studies for attribution and physical understanding, predicting near-term climate variability and change on seasonal
to decadal time scales, making projections of future climate change
over the coming century or more and downscaling such projections
to provide more detail at the regional and local scale. Computational
cost is a factor in all of these, and so simplified models (with reduced
complexity or spatial resolution) can be used when larger ensembles
or longer integrations are required. Examples include exploration of
parameter sensitivity or simulations of climate change on the millennial or longer time scale. Here, we provide a brief overview of the climate
models evaluated in this chapter.

9.1.2.1 Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models
Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCMs) were the
‘standard’ climate models assessed in the AR4. Their primary function
is to understand the dynamics of the physical components of the climate system (atmosphere, ocean, land and sea ice), and for making
projections based on future greenhouse gas (GHG) and aerosol forcing.
These models continue to be extensively used, and in particular are run
(sometimes at higher resolution) for seasonal to decadal climate prediction applications in which biogeochemical feedbacks are not critical
(see Chapter 11). In addition, high-resolution or variable-resolution
AOGCMs are often used in process studies or applications with a focus
on a particular region. An overview of the AOGCMs assessed in this
chapter can be found in Table 9.1 and the details in Table 9.A.1. For
some specific applications, an atmospheric component of such a model
is used on its own.

The direct approach to model evaluation is to compare model output
with observations and analyze the resulting difference. This requires
knowledge of the errors and uncertainties in the observations, which
have been discussed in Chapters 2 through 6. Where possible, averages over the same time period in both models and observations are
compared, although for many quantities the observational record is
rather short, or only observationally based estimates of the climatological mean are available. In cases where observations are lacking,
we resort to intercomparison of model results to provide at least some
quantification of model uncertainty via inter-model spread.

9.1.2.2 Earth System Models

After a more thorough discussion of the climate models and methods for evaluation in Sections 9.1 and 9.2, we describe climate model
experiments in Section 9.3, evaluate recent and longer-term records as
simulated by climate models in Section 9.4, variability and extremes
in Section 9.5, and regional-scale climate simulation including downscaling in Section 9.6. We conclude with a discussion of model performance and climate sensitivity in Section 9.7, and the relation between
model performance and the credibility of future climate projections in
Section 9.8.

9.1.2.3 Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity

9.1.2

Overview of Model Types to Be Evaluated

The models used in climate research range from simple energy balance
models to complex Earth System Models (ESMs) requiring state of the
art high-performance computing. The choice of model depends directly
on the scientific question being addressed (Held, 2005; Collins et al.,
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ESMs are the current state-of-the-art models, and they expand on
AOGCMs to include representation of various biogeochemical cycles
such as those involved in the carbon cycle, the sulphur cycle, or ozone
(Flato, 2011). These models provide the most comprehensive tools
available for simulating past and future response of the climate system
to external forcing, in which biogeochemical feedbacks play an important role. An overview of the ESMs assessed in this chapter can be
found in Table 9.1 and details in Table 9.A.1.

EMICs attempt to include relevant components of the Earth system,
but often in an idealized manner or at lower resolution than the
models described above. These models are applied to certain scientific
questions such as understanding climate feedbacks on millennial time
scales or exploring sensitivities in which long model integrations or
large ensembles are required (Claussen et al., 2002; Petoukhov et al.,
2005). This class of models often includes Earth system components
not yet included in all ESMs (e.g., ice sheets). As computing power
increases, this model class has continued to advance in terms of resolution and complexity. An overview of EMICs assessed in this chapter
and in the AR5 WG1 is provided in Table 9.2 with additional details in
Table 9.A.2.
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Table 9.1 | Main features of the Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCMs) and Earth System Models (ESMs) participating in Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project Phase 5 (CMIP5), and a comparison with Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (CMIP3), including components and resolution of the atmosphere and the ocean
models. Detailed CMIP5 model description can be found in Table 9.A.1 (* refers to Table 9.A.1 for more details). Official CMIP model names are used. HT stands for High-Top
atmosphere, which has a fully resolved stratosphere with a model top above the stratopause. AMIP stands for models with atmosphere and land surface only, using observed sea
surface temperature and sea ice extent. A component is coloured when it includes at least a physically based prognostic equation and at least a two-way coupling with another
component, allowing climate feedbacks. For aerosols, lighter shading means ‘semi-interactive’ and darker shading means ‘fully interactive’. The resolution of the land surface usually
follows that of the atmosphere, and the resolution of the sea ice follows that of the ocean. In moving from CMIP3 to CMIP5, note the increased complexity and resolution as well
as the absence of artificial flux correction (FC) used in some CMIP3 models.
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Table 9.2 | Main features of the EMICs assessed in the AR5, including components and complexity of the models. Model complexity for four components is indicated by colour
shading. Further detailed descriptions of the models are contained in Table 9.A.2.
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Significant advances in EMIC capabilities are inclusion of ice sheets
(UVic 2.9, Weaver et al., 2001; CLIMBER-2.4, Petoukhov et al., 2000;
LOVECLIM, Goosse et al., 2010) and ocean sediment models (DCESS,
Shaffer et al., 2008; UVic 2.9, Weaver et al., 2001; Bern3D-LPJ, Ritz
et al., 2011). These additional interactive components provide critical feedbacks involved in sea level rise estimates and carbon cycle
response on millennial time scales (Zickfeld et al., 2013). Further, the
flexibility and efficiency of EMICs allow calibration to specific climate
change events to remove potential biases.

9.1.2.4 Regional Climate Models
RCMs are limited-area models with representations of climate processes comparable to those in the atmospheric and land surface components of AOGCMs, though typically run without interactive ocean and
sea ice. RCMs are often used to dynamically ‘downscale’ global model
simulations for some particular geographical region to provide more
detailed information (Laprise, 2008; Rummukainen, 2010). By contrast,
empirical and statistical downscaling methods constitute a range of
techniques to provide similar regional or local detail.

9.1.3

Model Improvements

The climate models assessed in this report have seen a number of
improvements since the AR4. Model development is a complex and
iterative task: improved physical process descriptions are developed,
new model components are introduced and the resolution of the
models is improved. After assembly of all model components, model
parameters are adjusted, or tuned, to provide a stable model climate.
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The overall approach to model development and tuning is summarized
in Box 9.1.

9.1.3.1 Parameterizations
Parameterizations are included in all model components to represent
processes that cannot be explicitly resolved; they are evaluated both
in isolation and in the context of the full model. The purpose of this
section is to highlight recent developments in the parameterizations
employed in each model component. Some details for individual
models are listed in Table 9.1.
9.1.3.1.1

Atmosphere

Atmospheric models must parameterize a wide range of processes,
including those associated with atmospheric convection and clouds,
cloud-microphysical and aerosol processes and their interaction,
boundary layer processes, as well as radiation and the treatment of
unresolved gravity waves. Advances made in the representation of
cloud processes, including aerosol–cloud and cloud–radiation interactions, and atmospheric convection are described in Sections 7.2.3 and
7.4.
Improvements in representing the atmospheric boundary layer since
the AR4 have focussed on basic boundary layer processes, the representation of the stable boundary layer, and boundary layer clouds
(Teixeira et al., 2008). Several global models have successfully adopted new approaches to the parameterization of shallow cumulus convection and moist boundary layer turbulence that acknowledge their
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Box 9.1 | Climate Model Development and Tuning
The Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models, Earth System Models and Regional Climate Models evaluated here are based on
fundamental laws of nature (e.g., energy, mass and momentum conservation). The development of climate models involves several
principal steps:
1. Expressing the system’s physical laws in mathematical terms. This requires theoretical and observational work in deriving and simplifying mathematical expressions that best describe the system.
2. Implementing these mathematical expressions on a computer. This requires developing numerical methods that allow the solution
of the discretized mathematical expressions, usually implemented on some form of grid such as the latitude–longitude–height grid
for atmospheric or oceanic models.

9

3. Building and implementing conceptual models (usually referred to as parameterizations) for those processes that cannot be represented explicitly, either because of their complexity (e.g., biochemical processes in vegetation) or because the spatial and/or
temporal scales on which they occur are not resolved by the discretized model equations (e.g., cloud processes and turbulence). The
development of parameterizations has become very complex (e.g., Jakob, 2010) and is often achieved by developing conceptual
models of the process of interest in isolation using observations and comprehensive process models. The complexity of each process
representation is constrained by observations, computational resources and current knowledge (e.g., Randall et al., 2007).
The application of state-of-the-art climate models requires significant supercomputing resources. Limitations in those resources lead to
additional constraints. Even when using the most powerful computers, compromises need to be made in three main areas:
1. Numerical implementations allow for a choice of grid spacing and time step, usually referred to as ‘model resolution’. Higher model
resolution generally leads to mathematically more accurate models (although not necessarily more reliable simulations) but also to
higher computational costs. The finite resolution of climate models implies that the effects of certain processes must be represented
through parameterizations (e.g., the carbon cycle or cloud and precipitation processes; see Chapters 6 and 7).
2. The climate system contains many processes, the relative importance of which varies with the time scale of interest (e.g., the carbon
cycle). Hence compromises to include or exclude certain processes or components in a model must be made, recognizing that an
increase in complexity generally leads to an increase in computational cost (Hurrell et al., 2009).
3. Owing to uncertainties in the model formulation and the initial state, any individual simulation represents only one of the possible
pathways the climate system might follow. To allow some evaluation of these uncertainties, it is necessary to carry out a number of
simulations either with several models or by using an ensemble of simulations with a single model, both of which increase computational cost.
Trade-offs amongst the various considerations outlined above are guided by the intended model application and lead to the several
classes of models introduced in Section 9.1.2.
Individual model components (e.g., the atmosphere, the ocean, etc.) are typically first evaluated in isolation as part of the model development process. For instance, the atmospheric component can be evaluated by prescribing sea surface temperature (SST) (Gates et al.,
1999) or the ocean and land components by prescribing atmospheric conditions (Barnier et al., 2006; Griffies et al., 2009). Subsequently,
the various components are assembled into a comprehensive model, which then undergoes a systematic evaluation. At this stage, a small
subset of model parameters remains to be adjusted so that the model adheres to large-scale observational constraints (often global averages). This final parameter adjustment procedure is usually referred to as ‘model tuning’. Model tuning aims to match observed climate
system behaviour and so is connected to judgements as to what constitutes a skilful representation of the Earth’s climate. For instance,
maintaining the global mean top of the atmosphere (TOA) energy balance in a simulation of pre-industrial climate is essential to prevent
the climate system from drifting to an unrealistic state. The models used in this report almost universally contain adjustments to parameters in their treatment of clouds to fulfil this important constraint of the climate system (Watanabe et al., 2010; Donner et al., 2011; Gent
et al., 2011; Golaz et al., 2011; Martin et al., 2011; Hazeleger et al., 2012; Mauritsen et al., 2012; Hourdin et al., 2013).
With very few exceptions (Mauritsen et al., 2012; Hourdin et al., 2013) modelling centres do not routinely describe in detail how they
tune their models. Therefore the complete list of observational constraints toward which a particular model is tuned is generally not
(continued on next page)
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Box 9.1 (continued)

available. However, it is clear that tuning involves trade-offs; this keeps the number of constraints that can be used small and usually
focuses on global mean measures related to budgets of energy, mass and momentum. It has been shown for at least one model that
the tuning process does not necessarily lead to a single, unique set of parameters for a given model, but that different combinations
of parameters can yield equally plausible models (Mauritsen et al., 2012). Hence the need for model tuning may increase model uncertainty. There have been recent efforts to develop systematic parameter optimization methods, but owing to model complexity they
cannot yet be applied to fully coupled climate models (Neelin et al., 2010).
Model tuning directly influences the evaluation of climate models, as the quantities that are tuned cannot be used in model evaluation. Quantities closely related to those tuned will provide only weak tests of model performance. Nonetheless, by focusing on those
quantities not generally involved in model tuning while discounting metrics clearly related to it, it is possible to gain insight into model
performance. Model quality is tested most rigorously through the concurrent use of many model quantities, evaluation techniques, and
performance metrics that together cover a wide range of emergent (or un-tuned) model behaviour.

9

The requirement for model tuning raises the question of whether climate models are reliable for future climate projections. Models are
not tuned to match a particular future; they are tuned to reproduce a small subset of global mean observationally based constraints.
What emerges is that the models that plausibly reproduce the past, universally display significant warming under increasing greenhouse gas concentrations, consistent with our physical understanding.

close mutual coupling. One new development is the Eddy-Diffusivity-Mass-Flux (EDMF) approach (Siebesma et al., 2007; Rio and Hourdin, 2008; Neggers, 2009; Neggers et al., 2009; Rio et al., 2010). The
EDMF approach, like the shallow cumulus scheme of Park and Bretherton (2009), determines the cumulus-base mass flux from the statistical distribution of boundary layer updraft properties, a conceptual
advance over the ad hoc closure assumptions used in the past. Realistic
treatment of the stable boundary layer remains difficult (Beare et al.,
2006; Cuxart et al., 2006; Svensson and Holtslag, 2009) with implications for modelling of the diurnal cycle of temperature even under clear
skies (Svensson et al., 2011).
Parameterizations of unresolved orographic and non-orographic gravity-wave drag (GWD) have seen only a few changes since the AR4 (e.g.,
Richter et al., 2010; Geller et al., 2011). In addition to new formulations, the estimation of the parameters used in the GWD schemes has
recently been advanced through the availability of satellite and groundbased observations of gravity-wave momentum fluxes, high-resolution
numerical modelling, and focussed process studies (Alexander et al.,
2010). Evidence from the Numerical Weather Prediction community
that important terrain-generated features of the atmospheric circulation are better represented at higher model resolution has recently
been confirmed (Watanabe et al., 2008; Jung et al., 2012).
9.1.3.1.2

2007; Danabasoglu et al., 2008; Ferrari et al., 2008, 2010). Another
focus concerns eddy diffusivity, with many CMIP5 models employing
flow-dependent schemes. Both of these refinements are important for
the mean state and the response to changing forcing, especially in
the Southern Ocean (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan, 2006; Boning et al.,
2008; Farneti et al., 2010; Farneti and Gent, 2011; Gent and Danabasoglu, 2011; Hofmann and Morales Maqueda, 2011).
In addition to mesoscale eddies, there has been a growing awareness
of the role that sub-mesoscale eddies and fronts play in restratifying
the mixed layer (Boccaletti et al., 2007; Fox-Kemper et al., 2008; Klein
and Lapeyre, 2009), and the parameterization of Fox-Kemper et al.
(2011) is now used in some CMIP5 models.
There is an active research effort on the representation of dianeutral
mixing associated with breaking gravity waves (MacKinnon et al.,
2009), with this work adding rigour to the prototype energetically consistent abyssal tidal mixing parameterization of Simmons et al. (2004)
now used in several climate models (e.g., Jayne, 2009; Danabasoglu et
al., 2012). The transport of dense water down-slope by gravity currents
(e.g., Legg et al., 2008, 2009) has also been the subject of focussed
efforts, with associated parameterizations making their way into some
CMIP5 models (Jackson et al., 2008b; Legg et al., 2009; Danabasoglu
et al., 2010).

Ocean
9.1.3.1.3

Ocean components in contemporary climate models generally have
horizontal resolutions that are too coarse to admit mesoscale eddies.
Consequently, such models typically employ some version of the Redi
(Redi, 1982) neutral diffusion and Gent and McWilliams (Gent and
McWilliams, 1990) eddy advection parameterization (see also Gent
et al., 1995; McDougall and McIntosh, 2001). Since the AR4, a focus
has been on how parameterized mesoscale eddy fluxes in the ocean
interior interact with boundary layer turbulence (Gnanadesikan et al.,
750

Land

Land surface properties such as vegetation, soil type and the amount
of water stored on the land as soil moisture, snow and groundwater all strongly influence climate, particularly through their effects on
surface albedo and evapotranspiration. These climatic effects can be
profound; for example, it has been suggested that changes in the state
of the land surface may have played an important part in the severity
and length of the 2003 European drought (Fischer et al., 2007), and
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that more than 60% of the projected increase in interannual summer
temperature variability in Europe is due to soil moisture–temperature
feedbacks (Seneviratne et al., 2006).

the inclusion of chemistry and biogeochemistry (Piot and von Glasow,
2008; Zhao et al., 2008; Vancoppenolle et al., 2010; Hunke et al., 2011),
with dependencies on the ice microstructure and salinity profile.

Land surface schemes calculate the fluxes of heat, water and momentum between the land and the atmosphere. At the time of the AR4,
even the more advanced land surface schemes suffered from obvious
simplifications, such as the need to prescribe rather than simulate the
vegetation cover and a tendency to ignore lateral flows of water and
sub-gridscale heterogeneity in soil moisture (Pitman, 2003). Since the
AR4, a number of climate models have included some representation
of vegetation dynamics (see Sections 9.1.3.2.5 and 9.4.4.3), land–
atmosphere CO2 exchange (see Section 9.4.5), sub-gridscale hydrology
(Oleson et al., 2008b) and changes in land use (see Section 9.4.4.4).

Melt ponds can drain through interconnected brine channels when
the ice becomes warm and permeable. This flushing can effectively
clean the ice of salt, nutrients, and other inclusions, which affect the
albedo, conductivity and biogeochemical processes and thereby play a
role in climate change. Advanced parameterizations for melt ponds are
making their way into sea ice components of global climate models
(e.g., Flocco et al., 2012; Hunke et al., 2013).

9.1.3.1.4

9.1.3.2.1

Sea ice

Most large-scale sea ice processes, such as basic thermodynamics and
dynamics, are well understood and well represented in models (Hunke
et al., 2010). However, important details of sea ice dynamics and deformation are not captured, especially at small scales (Coon et al., 2007;
Girard et al., 2009; Hutchings et al., 2011). Currently, sea ice model
development is focussed mainly on (1) more precise descriptions of
physical processes such as microstructure evolution and anisotropy
and (2) including biological and chemical species. Many models now
include some representation of sub-grid-scale thickness variations,
along with a description of mechanical redistribution that converts
thinner ice to thicker ice under deformation (Hunke et al., 2010).
Sea ice albedo has long been recognized as a critical aspect of the
global heat balance. The average ice surface albedo on the scale of a
climate model grid cell is (as on land) the result of a mixture of surface
types: bare ice, melting ice, snow-covered ice, open water, etc. Many
sea ice models use a relatively simple albedo parameterization that
specifies four albedo values: cold snow; warm, melting snow; cold,
bare ice; and warm, melting ice, and the specific values may be subject
to tuning (e.g., Losch et al., 2010). Some parameterizations take into
account the ice and snow thickness, spectral band and surface melt
(e.g., Pedersen et al., 2009; Vancoppenolle et al., 2009). Solar radiation
may be distributed within the ice column assuming exponential decay
or via a more complex multiple-scattering radiative transfer scheme
(Briegleb and Light, 2007).
Snow model development for sea ice has lagged behind terrestrial
snow models. Lecomte et al. (2011) introduced vertically varying snow
temperature, density and conductivity to improve vertical heat conduction and melting in a 1D model intended for climate simulation,
but many physical processes affecting the evolution of the snow pack,
such as redistribution by wind, moisture transport (including flooding
and snow ice formation) and snow grain size evolution, still are not
included in most climate models.
Salinity affects the thermodynamic properties of sea ice, and is used
in the calculation of fresh water and salt exchanges at the ice–ocean
interface (Hunke et al., 2011). Some models allow the salinity to vary
in time (Schramm et al., 1997), while others assume a salinity profile
that is constant (e.g., Bitz and Lipscomb, 1999). Another new thrust is

9.1.3.2 New Components and Couplings: Emergence of
Earth System Modelling

9

Carbon cycle

The omission of internally consistent feedbacks among the physical,
chemical and biogeochemical processes in the Earth’s climate system
is a limitation of AOGCMs. The conceptual issue is that the physical
climate influences natural sources and sinks of CO2 and methane (CH4),
the two most important long-lived GHGs. ESMs incorporate many of
the important biogeochemical processes, making it possible to simulate the evolution of these radiatively active species based on their
emissions from natural and anthropogenic sources together with their
interactions with the rest of the Earth system. Alternatively, when
forced with specified concentrations, a model can be used to diagnose
these sources with feedbacks included (Hibbard et al., 2007). Given the
large natural sources and sinks of CO2 relative to anthropogenic emissions, and given the primacy of CO2 among anthropogenic GHGs, some
of the most important enhancements are the addition of terrestrial
and oceanic carbon cycles. These cycles have been incorporated into
many models (Christian et al., 2010; Tjiputra et al., 2010) used to make
projections of climate change (Schurgers et al., 2008; Jungclaus et al.,
2010). Several ESMs now include coupled carbon and nitrogen cycles
(Thornton et al., 2007; Gerber et al., 2010; Zaehle and Dalmonech,
2011) in order to simulate the interactions of nitrogen compounds with
ecosystem productivity, GHGs including nitrous oxide (N2O) and ozone
(O3), and global carbon sequestration (Zaehle and Dalmonech, 2011).
Oceanic uptake of CO2 is highly variable in space and time, and is determined by the interplay between the biogeochemical and physical processes in the ocean. About half of CMIP5 models make use of schemes
that partition marine ecosystems into nutrients, plankton, zooplankton
and detritus (hence called NPZD-type models) while others use a more
simplified representation of ocean biogeochemistry (see Table 9.A.1).
These NPZD-type models allow simulation of some of the important
feedbacks between climate and oceanic CO2 uptake, but are limited by
the lack of marine ecosystem dynamics. Some efforts have been made
to include more plankton groups or plankton functional types in the
models (Le Quere et al., 2005) with as-yet uncertain implications for
Earth system response.
Ocean acidification and the associated decrease in calcification in
many marine organisms provides a negative feedback on atmospheric
CO2 increase (Ridgwell et al., 2007a). New-generation models therefore include various parameterizations of calcium carbonate (CaCO3)
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production as a function of the saturation state of seawater with
respect to calcite (Gehlen et al., 2007; Ridgwell et al., 2007a; Ilyina et
al., 2009) or partial pressure CO2 (pCO2; Heinze, 2004). On centennial
to multi-millennial scales, deep-sea carbonate sediments neutralize
atmospheric CO2. Some CMIP5 models include the sediment carbon
reservoir, and progress has been made toward refined sediment representation in the models (Heinze et al., 2009).
9.1.3.2.2

9

Aerosol particles

The treatment of aerosol particles has advanced since the AR4. Many
AOGCMs and ESMs now include the basic features of the sulphur
cycle and so represent both the direct effect of sulphate aerosol, along
with some of the more complex indirect effects involving cloud droplet number and size. Further, several AOGCMs and ESMs are currently
capable of simulating the mass, number, size distribution and mixing
state of interacting multi-component aerosol particles (Bauer et al.,
2008b; Liu et al., 2012b). The incorporation of more physically complete representations of aerosol often improves the simulated climate
under historical and present-day conditions, including the mean pattern and interannual variability in continental rainfall (Rotstayn et al.,
2010, 2011). However, despite the addition of aerosol–cloud interactions to many AOGCMs and ESMs since the AR4, the representation
of aerosol particles and their interaction with clouds and radiative
transfer remains an important source of uncertainty (see Sections 7.3.5
and 7.4). Additional aerosol-related topics that have received attention
include the connection between dust aerosol and ocean biogeochemistry, the production of oceanic dimethylsulphide (DMS, a natural source
of sulphate aerosol), and vegetation interactions with organic atmospheric chemistry (Collins et al., 2011).
9.1.3.2.3

Methane cycle and permafrost

In addition to CO2, an increasing number of ESMs and EMICs are also
incorporating components of the CH4 cycle, for example, atmospheric
CH4 chemistry and wetland emissions, to quantify some of the feedbacks from changes in CH4 sources and sinks under a warming climate
(Stocker et al., 2012). Some models now simulate the evolution of the
permafrost carbon stock (Khvorostyanov et al., 2008a, 2008b), and in
some cases this is integrated with the representation of terrestrial and
oceanic CH4 cycles (Volodin, 2008b; Volodin et al., 2010).
9.1.3.2.4

Dynamic global vegetation models and wildland fires

One of the potentially more significant effects of climate change is the
alteration of the distribution, speciation and life cycle of vegetated
ecosystems (Bergengren et al., 2001, 2011). Vegetation has a significant influence on the surface energy balance, exchanges of non-CO2
GHGs and the terrestrial carbon sink. Systematic shifts in vegetation, for
example, northward migration of boreal forests, would therefore impose
biogeophysical feedbacks on the physical climate system (Clark et al.,
2011). In order to include these effects in projections of climate change,
several dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs) have been developed and deployed in ESMs (Cramer et al., 2001; Sitch et al., 2008; Ostle
et al., 2009). Although agriculture and managed forests are not yet generally incorporated, DGVMs can simulate the interactions among natural and anthropogenic drivers of global warming, the state of t errestrial
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ecosystems and ecological feedbacks on further climate change. The
incorporation of DGVMs has required considerable improvement in the
physics of coupled models to produce stable and realistic distributions of
flora (Oleson et al., 2008b). The improvements include better treatments
of surface, subsurface and soil hydrological processes; the exchange of
water with the atmosphere; and the discharge of water into rivers and
streams. Whereas the first DGVMs have been coupled primarily to the
carbon cycle, the current generation of DGVMs are being extended
to include ecological sources and sinks of other non-CO2 trace gases
including CH4, N2O, biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) and
nitrogen oxides collectively known as NOx (Arneth et al., 2010). BVOCs
and NOx can alter the lifetime of some GHGs and act as precursors
for secondary organic aerosols (SOAs) and ozone. Disturbance of the
natural landscape by fire has significant climatic effects through its
impact on vegetation and through its emissions of GHGs, aerosols and
aerosol precursors. Because the frequency of wildland fires increases
rapidly with increases in ambient temperature (Westerling et al., 2006),
the effects of fires are projected to grow over the 21st century (Kloster
et al., 2012). The interactions of fires with the rest of the climate system
are now being introduced into ESMs (Arora and Boer, 2005; Pechony
and Shindell, 2009; Shevliakova et al., 2009).
9.1.3.2.5

Land use/land cover change

The impacts of land use and land cover change on the environment
and climate are explicitly included as part of the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs; cf. Chapters 1 and 12) used for climate
projections to be assessed in later chapters (Moss et al., 2010). Several
important types of land use and land cover change include effects of
agriculture and changing agricultural practices, including the potential for widespread introduction of biofuel crops; the management of
forests for preservation, wood harvest and production of woody biofuel stock; and the global trends toward greater urbanization. ESMs
include increasingly detailed treatments of crops and their interaction
with the landscape (Arora and Boer, 2010; Smith et al., 2010a, 2010b),
forest management (Bellassen et al., 2010, 2011) and the interactions
between urban areas and the surrounding climate systems (Oleson et
al., 2008a).
9.1.3.2.6

Chemistry–climate interactions and stratosphere–
troposphere coupling

Important chemistry–climate interactions such as the impact of the
ozone hole and recovery on Southern Hemisphere (SH) climate or the
radiative effects of stratospheric water vapour changes on surface
temperature have been confirmed in multiple studies (SPARC-CCMVal,
2010; WMO, 2011). In the majority of the CMIP5 simulations stratospheric ozone is prescribed. The main advance since the AR4 is that
time-varying rather than constant stratospheric ozone is now generally
used. In addition, several CMIP5 models treat stratospheric chemistry
interactively, thus prognostically calculating stratospheric ozone and
other chemical constituents. Important chemistry–climate interactions
such as an increased influx of stratospheric ozone in a warmer climate
that results in higher ozone burdens in the troposphere have also been
identified (Young et al., 2013). Ten of the CMIP5 models simulate tropospheric chemistry interactively whereas it is prescribed in the remaining models (see Table 9.1 and Eyring et al. (2013)).
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It is now widely accepted that in addition to the influence of tropospheric circulation and climate change on the stratosphere, stratospheric dynamics can in turn influence the tropospheric circulation and
its variability (SPARC-CCMVal, 2010; WMO, 2011). As a result, many
climate models now have the ability to include a fully resolved stratosphere with a model top above the stratopause, located at around 50
km. The subset of CMIP5 models with high-top configurations is compared to the set of low-top models with a model top below the stratopause in several studies (Charlton-Perez et al., 2012; Hardiman et al.,
2012; Wilcox et al., 2012), although other factors such as differences
in tropospheric warming or ozone could affect the two sub-ensembles.
9.1.3.2.7

Land ice sheets

The rate of melt water release from the Greenland and Antarctic ice
sheets in response to climate change remains a major source of uncertainty in projections of sea level rise (see Sections 13.4.3 and 13.4.4).
Until recently, the long-term response of these ice sheets to alterations
in the surrounding atmosphere and ocean has been simulated using
offline models. Several ESMs currently have the capability to have ice
sheet component models coupled to the rest of the climate system
(Driesschaert et al., 2007; Charbit et al., 2008; Vizcaino et al., 2008;
Huybrechts et al., 2011; Robinson et al., 2012) although these capabilities are not exercised for CMIP5.
9.1.3.2.8

Additional features in ocean–atmosphere coupling

Several features in the coupling between the ocean and the atmosphere have become more widespread since the AR4. The bulk formulae
used to compute the turbulent fluxes of heat, water and momentum
at the air–sea interface, have been revised. A number of models now
consider the ocean surface current when calculating wind stress (e.g.,
Luo et al., 2005; Jungclaus et al., 2006). The coupling frequency has
been increased in some cases to include the diurnal cycle, which was
shown to reduce the SST bias in the tropical Pacific (Schmidt et al.,
2006; Bernie et al., 2008; Ham et al., 2010). Several models now represent the coupling between the penetration of the solar radiation into
the ocean and light-absorbing chlorophyll, with some implications on
the representation of the mean climate and climate variability (Murtugudde et al., 2002; Wetzel et al., 2006). This coupling is achieved either
by prescribing the chlorophyll distribution from observations, or by
computing the chlorophyll distribution with an ocean biogeochemical
model (e.g., Arora et al., 2009).
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substantially due to the trade-off against higher complexity in such
models. Since the AR4, typical regional climate model resolution has
increased from around 50 km to around 25 km (see Section 9.6.2.2),
and the impact of this has been explored with multi-decadal regional
simulations (e.g., Christensen et al., 2010). In some cases, RCMs are
being run at 10 km resolution or higher (e.g., Kanada et al., 2008;
Kusaka et al., 2010; van Roosmalen et al., 2010; Kendon et al., 2012).
Higher resolution can sometimes lead to a stepwise, rather than incremental, improvement in model performance (e.g., Roberts et al., 2004;
Shaffrey et al., 2009). For example, ocean models undergo a transition
from laminar to eddy-permitting when the computational grid contains
more than one or two grid points per first baroclinic Rossby radius (i.e.,
finer than 50 km at low latitudes and 10 km at high latitudes) (Smith
et al., 2000; McWilliams, 2008). Such mesoscale eddy-permitting ocean
models better capture the large amount of energy contained in fronts,
boundary currents, and time dependent eddy features (e.g., McClean
et al., 2006). Models run at such resolution have been used for some
climate simulations, though much work remains before they are as
mature as the coarser models currently in use (Bryan et al., 2007; Bryan
et al., 2010; Farneti et al., 2010; McClean et al., 2011; Delworth et al.,
2012).
Similarly, atmospheric models with grids that allow the explicit representation of convective cloud systems (i.e., finer than a few kilometres) avoid employing a parameterization of their effects—a longstanding source of uncertainty in climate models. For example, Kendon
et al. (2012) simulated the climate of the UK region over a 20-year
period at 1.5 km resolution, and demonstrated several improvements
of errors typical of coarser resolution models. Further discussion of this
is provided in Section 7.2.2.

9.2

Systematic evaluation of models through comparisons with observations is a prerequisite to applying them confidently. Several significant
developments in model evaluation have occurred since the AR4 and
are assessed in this section. This is followed by a description of the
overall approach to evaluation taken in this chapter and a discussion
of its known limitations.

9.2.1
9.1.3.3 Resolution
The typical horizontal resolution (defined here as horizontal grid spacing) for current AOGCMs and ESMs is roughly 1 to 2 degrees for the
atmospheric component and around 1 degree for the ocean (Table 9.1).
The typical number of vertical layers is around 30 to 40 for the atmosphere and around 30 to 60 for the ocean (note that some ‘high-top’
models may have 80 or more vertical levels in the atmosphere). There
has been some modest increase in model resolution since the AR4,
especially for the near-term simulations (e.g., around 0.5 degree for
the atmosphere in some cases), based on increased availability of more
powerful computers. For the models used in long-term simulations
with interactive biogeochemistry, the resolution has not increased

Techniques for Assessing Model
Performance

New Developments in Model Evaluation
Approaches

9.2.1.1 Evaluating the Overall Model Results
The most straightforward approach to evaluate models is to compare
simulated quantities (e.g., global distributions of temperature, precipitation, radiation etc.) with corresponding observationally based estimates (e.g., Gleckler et al., 2008; Pincus et al., 2008; Reichler and Kim,
2008). A significant development since the AR4 is the increased use of
quantitative statistical measures, referred to as performance metrics.
The use of such metrics simplifies synthesis and visualization of model
performance (Gleckler et al., 2008; Pincus et al., 2008; Waugh and
Eyring, 2008; Cadule et al., 2010; Sahany et al., 2012) and enables the
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quantitative assessment of model improvements over time (Reichler
and Kim, 2008). Recent work has addressed redundancy of multiple
performance metrics through methods such as cluster analysis (Yokoi
et al., 2011; Nishii et al., 2012).

9.2.1.2 Isolating Processes

9

To understand the cause of model errors it is necessary to evaluate the
representation of processes both in the context of the full model and
in isolation. A number of evaluation techniques to achieve both process and component isolation have been developed. One involves the
so-called ‘regime-oriented’ approach to process evaluation. Instead of
averaging model results in time (e.g., seasonal averages) or space (e.g.,
global averages), results are averaged within categories that describe
physically distinct regimes of the system. Applications of this approach
since the AR4 include the use of circulation regimes (Bellucci et al.,
2010; Brown et al., 2010b; Brient and Bony, 2012; Ichikawa et al.,
2012), cloud regimes (Williams and Brooks, 2008; Chen and Del Genio,
2009; Williams and Webb, 2009; Tsushima et al., 2013) and thermodynamic states (Sahany et al., 2012; Su, 2012). The application of new
observations, such as vertically resolved cloud and water vapour information from satellites (Jiang et al., 2012a; Konsta et al., 2012; Quaas,
2012) and water isotopes (Risi et al., 2012a; Risi et al., 2012b), has also
enhanced the ability to evaluate processes in climate models.
Another approach involves the isolation of model components or
parameterizations in off-line simulations, such as Single Column
Models of the atmosphere. Results of such simulations are compared
to measurements from field studies or to results of more detailed process models (Randall et al., 2003). Numerous process evaluation data
sets have been collected since the AR4 (Redelsperger et al., 2006; Illingworth et al., 2007; Verlinde et al., 2007; May et al., 2008; Wood et
al., 2011) and have been applied to the evaluation of climate model
processes (Xie et al., 2008; Boone et al., 2009; Boyle and Klein, 2010;
Hourdin et al., 2010). These studies are crucial to test the realism of the
process formulations that underpin climate models.

9.2.1.3 Instrument Simulators
Satellites provide nearly global coverage, sampling across many meteorological conditions. This makes them powerful tools for model evaluation. The conventional approach has been to convert satellite-observed radiation information to ‘model-equivalents’ (Stephens and
Kummerow, 2007), and these have been used in numerous studies
(Allan et al., 2007; Gleckler et al., 2008; Li et al., 2008; Pincus et al.,
2008; Waliser et al., 2009b; Li et al., 2011a, 2012a; Jiang et al., 2012a).
A challenge is that limitations of the satellite sensors demand various
assumptions in order to convert a satellite measurement into a ‘model
equivalent’ climate variable.
An alternative approach is to calculate ‘observation-equivalents’ from
models using radiative transfer calculations to simulate what the
satellite would provide if the satellite system were ‘observing’ the
model. This approach is usually referred to as an ‘instrument simulator’. Microphysical assumptions (which differ from model to model)
can be included in the simulators, avoiding inconsistencies. A simulator
for cloud properties from the International Cloud Satellite Climatology
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Project (ISCCP) (Yu et al., 1996; Klein and Jakob, 1999; Webb et al.,
2001) has been widely used for model evaluation since the AR4 (Chen
and Del Genio, 2009; Marchand et al., 2009; Wyant et al., 2009; Yokohata et al., 2010), often in conjunction with statistical techniques to
separate model clouds into cloud regimes (e.g., Field et al., 2008; Williams and Brooks, 2008; Williams and Webb, 2009). New simulators for
other satellite products have also been developed and are increasingly
applied for model evaluation (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011). Although
often focussed on clouds and precipitation, the simulator approach has
also been used successfully for other variables such as upper tropospheric humidity (Allan et al., 2003; Iacono et al., 2003; Ringer et al.,
2003; Brogniez et al., 2005; Brogniez and Pierrehumbert, 2007; Zhang
et al., 2008b; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011). Although providing an alternative to the use of model-equivalents from observations, instrument
simulators have limitations (Pincus et al., 2012) and are best applied in
combination with other model evaluation techniques.

9.2.1.4 Initial Value Techniques
To be able to forecast the weather a few days ahead, knowledge of the
present state of the atmosphere is of primary importance. In contrast,
climate predictions and projections simulate the statistics of weather
seasons to centuries in advance. Despite their differences, both weather predictions and projections of future climate are performed with
very similar atmospheric model components. The atmospheric component of climate models can be integrated as a weather prediction
model if initialized appropriately (Phillips et al., 2004). This allows
testing parameterized sub-grid scale processes without the complication of feedbacks substantially altering the underlying state of the
atmosphere.
The application of these techniques since the AR4 has led to some
new insights. For example, many of the systematic errors in the modelled climate develop within a few days of simulation, highlighting
the important role of fast, parameterized processes (Klein et al., 2006;
Boyle et al., 2008; Xie et al., 2012). Errors in cloud properties for example were shown to be present within a few days in a forecast in at least
some models (Williams and Brooks, 2008), although this was not the
case in another model (Boyle and Klein, 2010; Zhang et al., 2010b).
Other studies have highlighted the advantage of such methodologies
for the detailed evaluation of model processes using observations that
are available only for limited locations and times (Williamson and
Olson, 2007; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2008; Xie et al., 2008; Hannay et al.,
2009; Boyle and Klein, 2010), an approach that is difficult to apply to
long-term climate simulations.

9.2.2

Ensemble Approaches for Model Evaluation

Ensemble methods are used to explore the uncertainty in climate
model simulations that arise from internal variability, boundary conditions, parameter values for a given model structure or structural
uncertainty due to different model formulations (Tebaldi and Knutti,
2007; Hawkins and Sutton, 2009; Knutti et al., 2010a). Since the AR4,
techniques have been designed to specifically evaluate model performance of individual ensemble members. Although this is typically
done to better characterize uncertainties, the methods and insights are
applicable to model evaluation in general. The ensembles are generally
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of two types: Multi-model Ensembles (MMEs) and Perturbed Parameter
(or Physics) Ensembles (PPEs).

9.2.2.1 Multi-Model Ensembles
The MME is created from existing model simulations from multiple
climate modelling centres. MMEs sample structural uncertainty and
internal variability. However, the sample size of MMEs is small, and
is confounded because some climate models have been developed
by sharing model components leading to shared biases (Masson and
Knutti, 2011a). Thus, MME members cannot be treated as purely independent, which implies a reduction in the effective number of independent models (Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007; Jun et al., 2008; Knutti,
2010; Knutti et al., 2010a; Pennell and Reichler, 2011).

9.2.2.2 Perturbed-Parameter Ensembles
In contrast, PPEs are created to assess uncertainty based on a single
model and benefit from the explicit control on parameter perturbations. This allows statistical methods to determine which parameters
are the main drivers of uncertainty across the ensemble (e.g., Rougier
et al., 2009). PPEs have been used frequently in simpler models such
as EMICs (Xiao et al., 1998; Forest et al., 2002, 2006, 2008; Stott and
Forest, 2007; Knutti and Tomassini, 2008; Sokolov et al., 2009; Loutre et
al., 2011) and are now being applied to more complex models (Murphy
et al., 2004; Annan et al., 2005; Stainforth et al., 2005; Collins et al.,
2006a, 2007; Jackson et al., 2008a; Brierley et al., 2010; Klocke et al.,
2011; Lambert et al., 2012). The disadvantage of PPEs is that they do
not explore structural uncertainty, and thus the estimated uncertainty
will depend on the underlying model that is perturbed (Yokohata et al.,
2010) and may be too narrow (Sakaguchi et al., 2012). Several studies (Sexton et al., 2012; Sanderson, 2013) recognize the importance
of sampling both parametric and structural uncertainty by combining
information from both MMEs and PPEs. However, even these approaches cannot account for the effect on uncertainty of systematic errors.

9.2.2.3 Statistical Methods Applied to Ensembles
The most common approach to characterize MME results is to calculate the arithmetic mean of the individual model results, referred to
as an unweighted multi-model mean. This approach of ‘one vote per
model’ gives equal weight to each climate model regardless of (1) how
many simulations each model has contributed, (2) how interdependent
the models are or (3) how well each model has fared in objective evaluation. The multi-model mean will be used often in this chapter. Some
climate models share a common lineage and so share common biases
(Frame et al., 2005; Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007; Jun et al., 2008; Knutti,
2010; Knutti et al., 2010a, 2013; Annan and Hargreaves, 2011; Pennell
and Reichler, 2011; Knutti and Sedlácek, 2013). As a result, collections
such as the CMIP5 MME cannot be considered a random sample of
independent models. This complexity creates challenges for how best
to make quantitative inferences of future climate as discussed further
in Chapter 12 (Knutti et al., 2010a; Collins et al., 2012; Stephenson et
al., 2012; Sansom et al., 2013).
Annan and Hargreaves (2010) have proposed a ‘rank histogram’
approach to evaluate model ensembles as a whole, rather than
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individual models, by diagnosing whether observations can be considered statistically indistinguishable from a model ensemble. Studies
based on this approach have suggested that MMEs (CMIP3/5) are ‘reliable’ in that they are not too narrow or too dispersive as a sample of
possible models, but existing single-model-based ensembles tend to
be too narrow (Yokohata et al., 2012, 2013). Although initial work has
analysed the current mean climate state, further work is required to
study the relationships between simulation errors and uncertainties in
ensembles of future projections (Collins et al., 2012).
Bayesian methods offer insights into how to account for model inadequacies and combine information from several metrics in both MME
and PPE approaches (Sexton and Murphy, 2012; Sexton et al., 2012),
but they are complex. A simpler strategy of screening out some model
variants on the basis of some observational comparison has been used
with some PPEs (Lambert et al., 2012; Shiogama et al., 2012). Edwards
et al. (2011) provided a statistical framework for ‘pre-calibrating’ out
such poor model variants. Screening techniques have also been used
with MMEs (Santer et al., 2009).
Additional Bayesian methods are applied to the MMEs so that past
model performance is combined with prior distributions to estimate
uncertainty from the MME (Furrer et al., 2007; Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007;
Milliff et al., 2011). Similar to Bayesian PPE methods, common biases
can be assessed within the MME to determine effective independence
of the climate models (Knutti et al., 2013) (see Section 12.2.2 for a
discussion of the assumptions in the Bayesian approaches).

9.2.3

The Model Evaluation Approach Used in this
Chapter and Its Limitations

This chapter applies a variety of evaluation techniques ranging from
visual comparison of observations and the multi-model ensemble
and its mean, to application of quantitative performance metrics (see
Section 9.2.2). No individual evaluation technique or performance
measure is considered superior; rather, it is the combined use of many
techniques and measures that provides a comprehensive overview of
model performance.
Although crucial, the evaluation of climate models based on past climate observations has some important limitations. By necessity, it
is limited to those variables and phenomena for which observations
exist. Table 9.3 provides an overview of the observations used in this
chapter. In many cases, the lack or insufficient quality of long-term
observations, be it a specific variable, an important processes, or a
particular region (e.g., polar areas, the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere (UTLS), and the deep ocean), remains an impediment. In addition, owing to observational uncertainties and the presence of internal
variability, the observational record against which models are assessed
is ‘imperfect’. These limitations can be reduced, but not entirely eliminated, through the use of multiple independent observations of the
same variable as well as the use of model ensembles.
The approach to model evaluation taken in the chapter reflects the
need for climate models to represent the observed behaviour of
past climate as a necessary condition to be considered a viable tool
for future projections. This does not, however, provide an answer to
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the much more difficult question of determining how well a model
must agree with observations before projections made with it can be
deemed reliable. Since the AR4, there are a few examples of emergent constraints where observations are used to constrain multi-model

ensemble projections. These examples, which are discussed further in
Section 9.8.3, remain part of an area of active and as yet inconclusive
research.

Table 9.3 | Overview of observations that are used to evaluate climate models in this chapter. The quantity and CMIP5 output variable name are given along with references
for the observations. Superscript (1) indicates this observations-based data set is obtained from atmospheric reanalysis. Superscript (D) indicates default reference; superscript (A)
alternate reference.

CMIP5 Output
Variable Name

Quantity

Observations
(Default/Alternates)

Reference

Figure and Section Number(s)

ATMOSPHERE
Surface (2 m) Air
Temperature (°C)

Tas
(2 m)

9

Temperature (ºC)

Ta

ERA-Interim1

Dee et al. (2011)

Figures 9.2, 9.3, 9.6D, 9.7D, Section 9.4.1;
Figures 9.38, 9.40, Section 9.6.1

NCEP-NCAR1

Kalnay et al. (1996)

Figures 9.6A, 9.7A, Section 9.4.1

ERA401

Uppala et al. (2005)

Figure 9.38, Section 9.6.1

CRU TS 3.10

Mitchell and Jones (2005)

Figures 9.38, 9.39, Section 9.6.1

HadCRUT4

Morice et al. (2012)

Figure 9.8, Section 9.4.1

GISTEMP

Hansen et al. (2010)

Figure 9.8, Section 9.4.1

MLOST

Vose et al. (2012)

Figure 9.8, Section 9.4.1

ERA-Interim1

Dee et al. (2011)

Figure 9.9D Section 9.4.

NCEP-NCAR1

Kalnay et al. (1996)

Figure 9.9A Section 9.4.1

ERA-Interim1

Dee et al. (2011)

Figure 9.7D, Section 9.4.1

NCEP-NCAR1

Kalnay et al. (1996)

Figure 9.7A, Section 9.4.1

QuikSCAT satellite measurements

Risien and Chelton (2008)

Figures 9.19–9.20, Section 9.4.2

NCEP/NCAR reanalysis

Kalnay et al. (1996)

Figures 9.19–9.20, Section 9.4.2

ERA-Interim

Dee et al. (2011)

Figures 9.19–9.20, Section 9.4.2

ERA-Interim

Dee et al. (2011)

Figure 9.7D, Section 9.4.1

NCEP-NCAR1

Kalnay et al. (1996)

Figure 9.7A, Section 9.4.1

ERA-Interim1

Dee et al. (2011)

Figure 9.7D, Section 9.4.1

NCEP-NCAR1

Kalnay et al. (1996)

Figure 9.7A, Section 9.4.1

CERES EBAF 2.6

Loeb et al. (2009)

Figure 9.9D Section 9.4.1

ERBE

Barkstrom (1984)

Figure 9.9A, Section 9.4.1

CERES EBAF 2.6

Loeb et al. (2009)

Figure 9.9D Section 9.4.1

(200, 850 hPa)

Zonal mean
wind ( m s–1)

Ua
(200, 850 hPa)

Zonal wind
stress ( m s–1)

Tauu

Meridional wind (m s )
–1

Geopotential
height (m)
TOA reflected shortwave radiation (W m–2)
TOA longwave
radiation (W m–2)
Clear sky TOA shortwave cloud radiative
effect (W m–2)

Clear sky TOA longwave cloud radiative
effect (W m–2)
Total precipitation
(mm day–1)

Va
(200, 850 hPa)
Zg
(500 hPa)
Rsut

Rlut

1

ERBE

Barkstrom (1984)

Figure 9.9A, Section 9.4.1

SW CRE

CERES EBAF 2.6

Loeb et al. (2009)

Figures 9.5D, 9.6D, 9.7D, Section 9.4.1

Derived from CMIP5
rsut and rsutcs

CERES ES-4 ERBE

Loeb et al. (2009)

Figure 9.5A, Section 9.4.1

Barkstrom (1984)

Figure 9.7A, Section 9.4.1

LW CRE

CERES EBAF 2.6

Loeb et al. (2009)

Figure 9.9D, Section 9.4.1

Derived from CMIP5
rsut and rsutcs

CERES ES-4 ERBE

Loeb et al. (2009)

Figure 9.5A, Section 9.4.1

GPCP

Adler et al. (2003)

Figures 9.4, 9.6D, 9.7D, Section 9.4.1;
Figures 9.38, 9.40, Section 9.6.1

CMAP

Xie and Arkin (1997)

Figures 9.6A, 9.7A, Section 9.4.1;
Figures 9.38, 9.40, Section 9.6.1

CRU TS3.10.1

Mitchell and Jones (2005)

Figures 9.38, 9.39, Section 9.6.1

Pr

(continued on next page)
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Table 9.3 (continued)

Quantity

CMIP5 Output
Variable Name

Observations
(Default/Alternates)

Reference

Figure and Section Number(s)

ATMOSPHERE (continued)
Precipitable water

Lower-tropospheric
temperature

Snow albedo
feedback (%/K)

Reconstruction of bioclimatic variables for
the mid-Holocene
and the Last Glacial
Maximum

PRW

TLT

tas, rsds, rsus

RSS V7 SSM/I
ERA-INTERIM

Wentz et al. (2007)
Dee et al. (2011)

MERRA

Rienecker et al. (2011)

JRA-25

Onogi et al. (2007)

RSS V3.3 MSU/AMSU

Mears et al. (2011)

UAH V5.4 MSU/AMSU

Christy et al. (2007)

ERA-INTERIM

Dee et al. (2011)

MERRA

Rienecker et al. (2011)

JRA-25

Onogi et al. (2007)

Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), Polar
Pathfinder-x (APP-x), all-sky albedo
and ERA40 surface air temperature

Hall and Qu (2006); Fernandes et al. (2009)

Figure 9.43, Section 9.8.3

Bartlein et al. (2010)

Figure 9.11, Section 9.4.1
Figure 9.12, Section 9.4.1

MODIS

Shi et al. (2011)

Figures 9.28, 9.29, Section 9.4.6

MISR

Zhang and Reid (2010); Stevens and Schwartz (2012)

Figure 9.29, Section 9.4.6

Ground-based measurements

updated from Fioletov et al. (2002)

Figure 9.10, Section 9.4.1

NASA TOMS/OMI/SBUV(/2)
merged satellite data

Stolarski and Frith (2006)

NIWA combined total
column ozone database

Bodeker et al. (2005)

Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet
(SBUV, SBUV/2) retrievals

Updated from Miller et al. (2002)

DLR GOME/SCIA/GOME-2

Loyola et al. (2009); Loyola and
Coldewey-Egbers (2012)

Tas, pr,, tcold, twarm,
GDD5, alpha

Figure 9.9, Section 9.4.1

Figure 9.9, Section 9.4.1

9

OZONE and AEROSOLS
Aerosol optical depth

Total column ozone
(DU)

aod

tro3

CARBON CYCLE
Atmospheric CO2
(ppmv)

co2

Global Land Carbon
Sink (PgC yr–1)

NBP

Global Ocean Carbon
Sink (PgC yr–1)
Regional Land Sinks
(PgC yr–1)
Regional Ocean
Sinks (PgC yr–1)

Masarie and Tans (1995);
Meinshausen et al. (2011)

Figure 9.45, Section 9.8.3

GCP

Le Quere et al. (2009)

Figure 9.26, 9.27, Section 9.4.5

fgCO2

GCP

Le Quere et al. (2009)

Figure 9.26, 9.27, Section 9.4.5

NBP

JAM

Gurney et al. (2003)

Figure 9.27, Section 9.4.5

fgCO2

JAM

Gurney et al. (2003);
Takahashi et al. (2009)

Figure 9.27, Section 9.4.5

(continued on next page)
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Table 9.3 (continued)

Quantity

CMIP5 Output
Variable Name

Observations
(Default/Alternates)

Reference

Figure and Section Number(s)

OCEAN
Annual mean
temperature

9

thetao

Levitus et al. (2009)

Figure 9.13, Section 9.4.2

Annual mean salinity

so

Antonov et al. (2010)

Figure 9.13, Section 9.4.2

Sea Surface
Temperature

tos

HadISST1.1

Rayner et al. (2003)

Figure 9.14, Section 9.4.2

HadCRU 4

Jones et al. (2012)

Figure 9.35, Section 9.5.3

ERA40

Uppala et al. (2005)

Figure 9.36, Section 9.5.3

Levitus

Levitus et al. (2009)

Figure 9.17, Section 9.4.2

Ishii
Domingues

Ishii and Kimoto, 2009)
Domingues et al. (2008)

AVISO

AVISO

Figure 9.16, Section 9.4.2

(1) Using surface and TOA heat fluxes:

Trenberth and Fasullo (2008)
Large and Yeager (2009)

Figure 9.21, Section 9.4.2

NCEP/NCAR

Kalnay et al. (1996)

ERA40

Uppala et al. (2005)

Updated NCEP reanalysis

Kistler et al. (2001)

(2) Direct estimates using
WOCE and inverse models

Ganachaud and Wunsch (2003)

Annual mean temperature and salinity

Palaeoclimate reconstruction
of temperature and salinity

Adkins et al. (2002)

Figure 9.18, Section 9.4.2

Total area (km2) of grid
cells where Sea Ice
Area Fraction (%) is
>15%. Boundary of sea
ice where Sea Ice Area
Fraction (%) is >15%

HadISST

Rayner et al. (2003)

Figure 9.22, Section 9.4.3

NSIDC

Fetterer et al. (2002)

Figure 9.23, Section 9.4.3

NASA

Comiso and Nishio (2008)

Figure 9.24, Section 9.4.3

Robinson and Frei (2000)

Figure 9.25, Section 9.4.4

15,000 stations and corrected Ta from COADS (Dai
and Deser, 1999; Dai, 2001

Dai (2006)

Figure 9.30, Section 9.5.2

GPCP
(Adler et al., 2003)

Wang et al. (2011a)

Figure 9.32, Section 9.5.2

ERA40

Uppala et al. (2005)

Figure 9.37, Section 9.5.4

ERA-Interim,

Dee et al. (2011)

NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 1,

Kistler et al. (2001)

NCEP-DOE, Reanalysis 2

Kanamitsu et al. (2002)

Global ocean heat
content (0 to 700 m)

Dynamic Sea
surface height
Meridional heat
transport

OHC

SSH
hfnorth

MISC
Total area (km2) of grid
cells where Surface
Snow Area Fraction
(%) is 15% or Surface
Snow Amount (kg
m–2) is >5 kg m–2
3-hour precipitation
fields
Absolute value of
MJJAS minus NDJFM
precipitation exceeding
375 mm
EXTREMES
tas, precip
Daily maximum and
minimum surface air
temperature fields (ºC)
Daily precipitation
fields (mm day–1)
for calculating
extremes indices
Temperature extremes
indices based on
station observations
Notes:

1
D
A
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Calculation of indices is based
on Sillmann et al. (2013)
HadEX2

This observationally constrained data set is obtained from atmospheric reanalysis.
Default reference.
Alternate reference.

Donat et al. (2013)

Figure 9.37, Section 9.5.4
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9.3

Experimental Strategies in Support of
Climate Model Evaluation

9.3.1

The Role of Model Intercomparisons

Systematic model evaluation requires a coordinated and well-documented suite of model simulations. Organized Model Intercomparison Projects (MIPs) provide this via standard or benchmark experiments that represent critical tests of a model’s ability to simulate
the observed climate. When modelling centres perform a common
experiment, it offers the possibility to compare their results not just
with observations, but with other models as well. This intercomparison enables researchers to explore the range of model behaviours, to
isolate the various strengths and weaknesses of different models in a
controlled setting, and to interpret, through idealized experiments, the
inter-model differences. Benchmark MIP experiments offer a way to
distinguish between errors particular to an individual model and those
that might be more universal and should become priority targets for
model improvement.

9.3.2

Experimental Strategy for Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 5

of these experiments is prescribed as a time series of either global
mean concentrations or spatially resolved anthropogenic emissions
(Section 9.3.2.2). The analyses of model performance in this chapter
are based on the concentration-based experiments with the exception
of the evaluation of the carbon cycle (see Section 9.4.5).
Most of the model diagnostics are derived from the historical simulations that span the period 1850– 2005. In some cases, these historical simulations are augmented by results from a scenario run, either
RCP4.5 or RCP8.5 (see Section 9.3.2.2), so as to facilitate comparison
with more recent observations. CMIP5/Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project version 3 (PMIP3) simulations for the mid-Holocene and last glacial maximum are used to evaluate model response
to palaeoclimatic conditions. Historical emissions-driven simulations
are used to evaluate the prognostic carbon cycle. The analysis of global
surface temperature variability is based in part on long pre-industrial
control runs to facilitate calculation of variability on decadal to centennial time scales. Idealized simulations with 1% per year increases
in CO2 are utilized to derive transient climate response. Equilibrium climate sensitivities are derived using results of specialized experiments,
with fourfold CO2 increase, designed specifically for this purpose.

9.3.2.2 Forcing of the Historical Experiments
9.3.2.1 Experiments Utilized for Model Evaluation
CMIP5 includes a much more comprehensive suite of model experiments than was available in the preceding CMIP3 results assessed in
the AR4 (Meehl et al., 2007). In addition to a better constrained specification of historical forcing, the CMIP5 collection also includes initialized decadal-length predictions and long-term experiments using both
ESMs and AOGCMs (Taylor et al., 2012b) (Figure 9.1). The CO2 forcing

additional predictions
Initialized in all years from
1960-present

AMIP & historical
ensembles

Control,
AMIP &
historical

10-year hindcast & prediction
ensembles: initialized 1960,
1965, …, 2005
prediction with
2010 Pinatubolike eruption

30-year hindcast & prediction
ensembles: initialized 1960,
1980 & 2005

Under the protocols adopted for CMIP5 and previous assessments, the
transient climate experiments are conducted in three phases. The first
phase covers the start of the modern industrial period through to the
present day, years 1850–2005 (van Vuuren et al., 2011). The second
phase covers the future, 2006–2100, and is described by a collection
of RCPs (Moss et al., 2010). As detailed in Chapter 12, the third phase
is described by a corresponding collection of Extension Concentration

alternative
initialization
strategies

E-driven Control
& historical

RCP4.5,
RCP8.5
E-driven
RCP8.5

1%/yr CO2 (140 yrs)
abrupt 4xCO2 (150 yrs)
fixed SST with 1x &
4x CO2

AMIP

Figure 9.1 | Left: Schematic summary of CMIP5 short-term experiments with tier 1 experiments (yellow background) organized around a central core (pink background). (From
Taylor et al., 2012b, their Figure 2). Right: Schematic summary of CMIP5 long-term experiments with tier 1 experiments (yellow background) and tier 2 experiments (green background) organized around a central core (pink background). Green font indicates simulations to be performed only by models with carbon cycle representations, and ‘E-driven’
means ‘emission-driven’. Experiments in the upper semicircle either are suitable for comparison with observations or provide projections, whereas those in the lower semicircle are
either idealized or diagnostic in nature, and aim to provide better understanding of the climate system and model behaviour. (From Taylor et al., 2012b, their Figure 3.)
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Pathways (Meinshausen et al., 2011). The forcings for the historical
simulations evaluated in this section and are described briefly here
(with more details in Annex II).
In the CMIP3 20th century experiments, the forcings from radiatively
active species other than long-lived GHGs and sulphate aerosols were
left to the discretion of the individual modelling groups (IPCC, 2007).
By contrast, a comprehensive set of historical anthropogenic emissions
and land use and land cover change data have been assembled for
the CMIP5 experiments in order to produce a relatively homogeneous
ensemble of historical simulations with common time series of forcing
agents. Emissions of natural aerosols including soil dust, sea salt and
volcanic species are still left to the discretion of the individual modelling groups.

9

For AOGCMs without chemical and biogeochemical cycles, the forcing
agents are prescribed as a set of concentrations. The concentrations
for GHGs and related compounds include CO2, CH4, N2O, all fluorinated gases controlled under the Kyoto Protocol (hydrofluorocarbons
(HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulphur hexafluoride (SF6)), and
ozone-depleting substances controlled under the Montreal Protocol (chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs),
Halons, carbon tetrachloride (CCl4), methyl bromide (CH3Br), methyl
chloride (CH3Cl)). The concentrations for aerosol species include sulphate (SO4), ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3), hydrophobic and hydrophilic
black carbon, hydrophobic and hydrophilic organic carbon, secondary
organic aerosols (SOAs) and four size categories of dust and sea salt.
For ESMs that include chemical and biogeochemical cycles, the forcing agents are prescribed both as a set of concentrations and as a
set of emissions with provisions to separate the forcing by natural
and anthropogenic CO2 (Hibbard et al., 2007). The emissions include
time-dependent spatially resolved fluxes of CH4, NOX, CO, NH3, black
and organic carbon, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). For
models that treat the chemical processes associated with biomass
burning, emissions of additional species such as C2H4O (acetaldehyde),
C2H5OH (ethanol), C2H6S (dimethylsulphide) and C3H6O (acetone) are
also prescribed. Historical land use and land cover change is described
in terms of the time-evolving partitioning of land surface area among
cropland, pasture, primary land and secondary (recovering) land,
including the effects of wood harvest and shifting cultivation, as well
as land use changes and transitions from/to urban land (Hurtt et al.,
2009). These emissions data are aggregated from empirical reconstructions of grassland and forest fires (Schultz et al., 2008; Mieville
et al., 2010); international shipping (Eyring et al., 2010); aviation (Lee
et al., 2009), sulphur (Smith et al., 2011b), black and organic carbon
(Bond et al., 2007); and NOX, CO, CH4 and non methane volatile organic
compounds (NMVOCs) (Lamarque et al., 2010) contributed by all other
sectors.
For the natural forcings a recommended monthly averaged total solar
irradiance time series was given, but there was no recommended treatment of volcanic forcing. Both integrated solar irradiance and its spectrum were available, but not all CMIP5 models used the spectral data.
The data employed an 1850-2008 reconstruction of the solar cycle and
its secular trend using observations of sunspots and faculae, the 10.7
cm solar irradiance measurements and satellite observations (Frohlich
and Lean, 2004).For volcanic forcing CMIP5 models typically employed
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one of two prescribed volcanic aerosol data sets (Sato et al., 1993)
or (Ammann et al., 2003) but at least one ESM employed interactive
aerosol injection (Driscoll et al., 2012). The prescribed data sets did not
incorporate injection from explosive volcanoes after 2000.

9.3.2.3 Relationship of Decadal and Longer-Term Simulations
The CMIP5 archive also includes a new class of decadal-prediction
experiments (Meehl et al., 2009, 2013b) (Figure 9.1). The goal is to
understand the relative roles of forced changes and internal variability
in historical and near-term climate variables, and to assess the predictability that might be realized on decadal time scales. These experiments
comprise two sets of hindcast and prediction ensembles with initial
conditions spanning 1960 through 2005. The set of 10-year ensembles
are initialized starting at 1960 in 1-year increments through the year
2005 while the 30-year ensembles are initialized at 1960, 1980 and
2005. The same physical models are often used for both the short-term
and long-term experiments (Figure 9.1) despite the different initialization of these two sets of simulations. Results from the short-term
experiments are described in detail in Chapter 11.

9.4

Simulation of Recent and Longer-Term
Records in Global Models

9.4.1

Atmosphere

Many aspects of the atmosphere have been more extensively evaluated than other climate model components. One reason is the availability
of near-global observationally based data for energy fluxes at the TOA,
cloud cover and cloud condensate, temperature, winds, moisture, ozone
and other important properties. As discussed in Box 2.3, atmospheric
reanalyses have also enabled integrating independent observations in
a physically consistent manner. In this section we use this diversity of
data (see Table 9.3) to evaluate the large-scale atmospheric behaviour.

9.4.1.1 Temperature and Precipitation Spatial Patterns of
the Mean State
Surface temperature is perhaps the most routinely examined quantity
in atmospheric models. Many processes must be adequately represented in order for a model to realistically capture the observed temperature distribution. The dominant external influence is incoming solar
radiation, but many aspects of the simulated climate play an important
role in modulating regional temperature such as the presence of clouds
and the complex interactions between the atmosphere and the underlying land, ocean, snow, ice and biosphere.
The annual mean surface air temperature (at 2 m) is shown in Figure
9.2(a) for the mean of all available CMIP5 models, and the error, relative to an observationally constrained reanalysis (ECMWF reanalysis of
the global atmosphere and surface conditions (ERA)-Interim; Dee et al.,
2011) is shown in Figure 9.2(b). In most areas the multi-model mean
agrees with the reanalysis to within 2°C, but there are several locations where the biases are much larger, particularly at high elevations
over the Himalayas and parts of both Greenland and Antarctica, near
the ice edge in the North Atlantic, and over ocean upwelling regions
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off the west coasts of South America and Africa. Averaging the absolute error of the individual CMIP5 models (Figure 9.2c) yields similar
magnitude as the multi-model mean bias (Figure 9.2b), implying that
compensating errors across models is limited. The inconsistency across
the three available global reanalyses (Figure 9.2d) that have assimilated temperature data at two metres (Onogi et al., 2007; Simmons et al.,
2010) provides an indication of observational uncertainty. Although
the reanalysis inconsistency is smaller than the mean absolute bias in
almost all regions, areas where inconsistency is largest (typically where
observations are sparse) tend to be the same regions where the CMIP5
models show largest mean absolute error.
Seasonal performance of models can be evaluated by examining the
difference between means for December–January–February (DJF) and
June–July–August (JJA). Figures 9.3(a) and (b) show the CMIP5 mean
model seasonal cycle amplitude in surface air temperature (as measured by the difference between the DJF and JJA and the absolute value
of this difference). The seasonal cycle amplitude is much larger over
land where the thermal inertia is much smaller than over the oceans,

and it is generally larger at higher latitudes as a result of the larger
seasonal amplitude in insolation. Figures 9.3(c) and (d) show the mean
model bias of the seasonal cycle relative to the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011). The largest biases correspond to areas of large
seasonal amplitude, notably high latitudes over land, but relatively
large biases are also evident in some lower latitude regions such as
over northern India. Over most land areas the amplitude of the modelled seasonal cycle is larger than observed, whereas over much of the
extratropical oceans the modelled amplitude is too small.
The simulation of precipitation is a more stringent test for models as it
depends heavily on processes that must be parameterized. Challenges
are compounded by the link to surface fields (topography, coastline,
vegetation) that lead to much greater spatial heterogeneity at regional
scales. Figure 9.4 shows the mean precipitation rate simulated by the
CMIP5 multi-model ensemble, along with measures of error relative to
precipitation analyses from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (Adler et al., 2003). The magnitude of observational uncertainty for
precipitation varies with region, which is why many studies make use
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Figure 9.2 | Annual-mean surface (2 m) air temperature (°C) for the period 1980–2005. (a) Multi-model (ensemble) mean constructed with one realization of all available models
used in the CMIP5 historical experiment. (b) Multi-model-mean bias as the difference between the CMIP5 multi-model mean and the climatology from ECMWF reanalysis of the
global atmosphere and surface conditions (ERA)-Interim (Dee et al., 2011); see Table 9.3. (c) Mean absolute model error with respect to the climatology from ERA-Interim. (d) Mean
inconsistency between ERA-Interim, ERA 40-year reanalysis (ERA40) and Japanese 25-year ReAnalysis (JRA-25) products as the mean of the absolute pairwise differences between
those fields for their common period (1979–2001).
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Figure 9.3 | Seasonality (December–January–February minus June–July–August ) of surface (2 m) air temperature (°C) for the period 1980–2005. (a) Multi-model mean, calculated from one realization of all available CMIP5 models for the historical experiment. (b) Multi-model mean of absolute seasonality. (c) Difference between the multi-model mean
and the ECMWF reanalysis of the global atmosphere and surface conditions (ERA)-Interim seasonality. (d) Difference between the multi-model mean and the ERA-Interim absolute
seasonality.

of several estimates of precipitation. Known large-scale features are
reproduced by the multi-model mean, such as a maximum precipitation just north of the equator in the central and eastern tropical Pacific,
dry areas over the eastern subtropical ocean basins, and the minimum
rainfall in Northern Africa (Dai, 2006). While many large-scale features of the tropical circulation are reasonably well simulated, there
are persistent biases. These include too low precipitation along the
equator in the Western Pacific associated with ocean–atmosphere
feedbacks maintaining the equatorial cold tongue (Collins et al.,
2010) and excessive precipitation in tropical convergence zones
south of the equator in the Atlantic and the Eastern Pacific (Lin, 2007;
Pincus et al., 2008). Other errors occurring in several models include
an overly zonal orientation of the South-Pacific Convergence Zone
(Brown et al., 2013) as well as an overestimate of the frequency of
occurrence of light rain events (Stephens et al., 2010). Regional-scale
precipitation simulation has strong parameter dependence (Rougier et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2010; Neelin et al., 2010), and in some
models substantial improvements have been shown through increases in resolution (Delworth et al., 2012) and improved representations of sub-gridscale processes, particularly convection (Neale et al.,
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2008). Judged by similarity with the spatial pattern of observations,
the overall quality of the simulation of the mean state of precipitation
in the CMIP5 ensemble is slightly better than in the CMIP3 ensemble
(see FAQ 9.1 and Figure 9.6).
In summary, there is high confidence that large-scale patterns of surface temperature are well simulated by the CMIP5 models. In certain
regions this agreement with observations is limited, particularly at
elevations over the Himalayas and parts of both Greenland and Antarctica. The broad-scale features of precipitation as simulated by the
CMIP5 models are in modest agreement with observations, but there
are systematic errors in the Tropics.

9.4.1.2 Atmospheric Moisture, Clouds and Radiation
The global annual mean precipitable water is a measure of the total
moisture content of the atmosphere. For the CMIP3 ensemble, the
values of precipitable water agreed with one another and with multiple estimates from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction/
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) and ECMWF
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Figure 9.4 | Annual-mean precipitation rate (mm day–1) for the period 1980–2005. (a) Multi-model-mean constructed with one realization of all available AOGCMs used in the
CMIP5 historical experiment. (b) Difference between multi-model mean and precipitation analyses from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (Adler et al., 2003). (c) Multimodel-mean absolute error with respect to observations. (d) Multi-model-mean error relative to the multi-model-mean precipitation itself.

ERA40 meteorological reanalyses to within approximately 10% (Waliser et al., 2007). Initial analysis of the CMIP5 ensemble shows the model
results are within the uncertainties of the observations (Jiang et al.,
2012a).

Jiang et al. (2012a) show that the largest biases occur in the upper
troposphere, with model values up to twice that observed, while in the
middle and lower troposphere models simulate water vapour to within
10% of the observations.

Modelling the vertical structure of water vapour is subject to greater uncertainty since the humidity profile is governed by a variety of
processes. The CMIP3 models exhibited a significant dry bias of up to
25% in the boundary layer and a significant moist bias in the free
troposphere of up to 100% (John and Soden, 2007). Upper tropospheric water vapour varied by a factor of three across the multi-model
ensemble (Su et al., 2006). Many models have large biases in lower
stratospheric water vapour (Gettelman et al., 2010), which could have
implications for surface temperature change (Solomon et al., 2010).
The limited number of studies available for the CMIP5 model ensemble broadly confirms the results from the earlier model generation. In
tropical regions, the models are too dry in the lower troposphere and
too moist in the upper troposphere, whereas in the extratropics they
are too moist throughout the troposphere (Tian et al., 2013). However,
many of the model values lie within the observational uncertainties.

The spatial patterns and seasonal cycle of the radiative fluxes at the
TOA are fundamental energy balance quantities. Both the CMIP3 and
CMIP5 model ensembles reproduce these patterns with considerable
fidelity relative to the National Aeronautics and Space Adminsitration
(NASA) Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) data
sets (Pincus et al., 2008; Wang and Su, 2013). Globally averaged TOA
shortwave and longwave components of the radiative fluxes in 12
atmosphere-only versions of the CMIP5 models were within 2.5 W m–2
of the observed values (Wang and Su, 2013).
Comparisons against surface components of radiative fluxes show
that, on average, the CMIP5 models overestimate the global mean
downward all-sky shortwave flux at the surface by 2 ± 6 W m–2 (1 ±
3%) and underestimate the global downward longwave flux by 6 ± 9
W m–2 (2 ± 2%) (Stephens et al., 2012). Although in tropical regions
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between 1 and 3 W m–2 of the bias may be due to systematic omission
of precipitating and/or convective core ice hydrometeors (Waliser et al.,
2011), the correlation between the biases in the all-sky and clear-sky
downwelling fluxes suggests that systematic errors in clear-sky radiative transfer calculations may be a primary cause for these biases. This

is consistent with an analysis of the global annual mean estimates
of clear-sky atmospheric absorption from the CMIP3 ensemble and
the systematic underestimation of clear-sky solar absorption by radiative transfer codes (Oreopoulos et al., 2012). The underestimation of
absorption can be attributed to the omission or underestimation of

9

(

)

Figure 9.5 | Annual-mean cloud radiative effects of the CMIP5 models compared against the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System Energy Balanced and Filled 2.6 (CERES
EBAF 2.6) data set (in W m–2; top row: shortwave effect; middle row: longwave effect; bottom row: net effect). On the left are the global distributions of the multi-model-mean
biases, and on the right are the zonal averages of the cloud radiative effects from observations (solid black: CERES EBAF 2.6; dashed black: CERES ES-4), individual models (thin
grey lines), and the multi-model mean (thick red line). Model results are for the period 1985–2005, while the available CERES data are for 2001–2011. For a definition and maps
of cloud radiative effect, see Section 7.2.1.2 and Figure 7.7.
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absorbing aerosols, in particular carbonaceous species (Kim and Ramanathan, 2008), or to the omission of weak-line (Collins et al., 2006b)
or continuum (Ptashnik et al., 2011) absorption by water vapour (Wild
et al., 2006).
One of the major influences on radiative fluxes in the atmosphere is
the presence of clouds and their radiative properties. To measure the
influence of clouds on model deficiencies in the TOA radiation budget,
Figure 9.5 shows maps of deviations from observations in annual mean
shortwave (top left), longwave (middle left) and net (bottom left) cloud
radiative effect (CRE) for the CMIP5 multi-model mean. The figure (right
panels) also shows zonal averages of the same quantities from two
sets of observations, the individual CMIP5 models, and the multi-model
average. The definition of CRE and observed mean fields for these quantities can be found in Chapter 7 (Section 7.2.1.2, Figure 7.7).
Models show large regional biases in CRE in the shortwave component,
and these are particularly pronounced in the subtropics with too weak
an effect (positive error) of model clouds on shortwave radiation in
the stratocumulus regions and too strong an effect (negative error) in
the trade cumulus regions. This error has been shown to largely result
from an overestimation of cloud reflectance, rather than cloud cover
(Nam et al., 2012). A too weak cloud influence on shortwave radiation is evident over the subpolar oceans of both hemispheres and the
Northern Hemisphere (NH) land areas. It is evident in the zonal mean
graphs that there is a wide range in both longwave and shortwave CRE
between individual models. As is also evident, a significant reduction
in the difference between models and observations has resulted from
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In-depth analysis of several global and regional models (Karlsson et al.,
2008; Teixeira et al., 2011) has shown that the interaction of boundary
layer and cloud processes with the larger scale circulation systems that
ultimately drive the observed subtropical cloud distribution remains
poorly simulated. Large errors in subtropical clouds have been shown
to negatively affect SST patterns in coupled model simulations (Hu
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Understanding the biases in CRE in models requires a more in-depth
analysis of the biases in cloud properties, including the fractional coverage of clouds, their vertical distribution as well as their liquid water
and ice content. Major progress in this area has resulted from both the
availability of new observational data sets and improved diagnostic
techniques, including the increased use of instrument simulators (e.g.,
Cesana and Chepfer, 2012; Jiang et al., 2012a). Many models have
particular difficulties simulating upper tropospheric clouds (Jiang et al.,
2012a), and low and mid-level cloud occurrence are frequently underestimated (Cesana and Chepfer, 2012; Nam et al., 2012; Tsushima et
al., 2013). Global mean values of both simulated ice and liquid water
path vary by factors of 2 to 10 between models (Jiang et al., 2012a; Li
et al., 2012a). The global mean fraction of clouds that can be detected
with confidence from satellites (optical thickness >1.3, Pincus et al.
(2012)) is underestimated by 5 to 10 % (Klein et al., 2013). Some of the
above errors in clouds compensate to provide the global mean balance
in radiation required by model tuning (Tsushima et al., 2013; Wang and
Su, 2013; Box 9.1).
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changes in the observational estimates of CRE, in particular at polar
and subpolar as well as subtropical latitudes (Loeb et al., 2009).
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Figure 9.6 | Centred pattern correlations between models and observations for the annual mean climatology over the period 1980–1999. Results are shown for individual CMIP3
(black) and CMIP5 (blue) models as thin dashes, along with the corresponding ensemble average (thick dash) and median (open circle). The four variables shown are surface air
temperature (TAS), top of the atmosphere (TOA) outgoing longwave radiation (RLUT), precipitation (PR) and TOA shortwave cloud radiative effect (SW CRE). The observations used
for each variable are the default products and climatological periods identified in Table 9.3. The correlations between the default and alternate (Table 9.3) observations are also
shown (solid green circles). To ensure a fair comparison across a range of model resolutions, the pattern correlations are computed at a resolution of 4º in longitude and 5º in
latitude. Only one realization is used from each model from the CMIP3 20C3M and CMIP5 historical simulations.
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Figure 9.7 | Relative error measures of CMIP5 model performance, based on the global seasonal-cycle climatology (1980–2005) computed from the historical experiments. Rows
and columns represent individual variables and models, respectively. The error measure is a space–time root-mean-square error (RMSE), which, treating each variable separately, is
portrayed as a relative error by normalizing the result by the median error of all model results (Gleckler et al., 2008). For example, a value of 0.20 indicates that a model’s RMSE is
20% larger than the median CMIP5 error for that variable, whereas a value of –0.20 means the error is 20% smaller than the median error. No colour (white) indicates that model
results are currently unavailable. A diagonal split of a grid square shows the relative error with respect to both the default reference data set (upper left triangle) and the alternate
(lower right triangle). The relative errors are calculated independently for the default and alternate data sets. All reference data used in the diagram are summarized in Table 9.3.

et al., 2011; Wahl et al., 2011). Several studies have highlighted the
potential importance and poor simulation of subpolar clouds in the
Arctic and Southern Oceans (Karlsson and Svensson, 2010; Trenberth
and Fasullo, 2010b; Haynes et al., 2011; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2012). A
particular challenge for models is the simulation of the correct phase
of the cloud condensate, although very few observations are available
to evaluate models particularly with respect to their representation
of cloud ice (Waliser et al., 2009b; Li et al., 2012a). Regime-oriented
approaches to the evaluation of model clouds (see Section 9.2.1) have
identified that compensating errors in the CRE are largely a result of
misrepresentations of the frequency of occurrence of key observed
cloud regimes, while the radiative properties of the individual regimes
contribute less to the overall model deficiencies (Tsushima et al., 2013).
Several studies have identified progress in the simulation of clouds in
the CMIP5 models compared to their CMIP3 counterparts. Particular
examples include the improved simulation of vertically integrated ice
water path (Jiang et al., 2012a; Li et al., 2012a) as well as a reduction
of overabundant optically thick clouds in the mid-latitudes (Klein et al.,
2013; Tsushima et al., 2013).
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In summary, despite modest improvements there remain significant
errors in the model simulation of clouds. There is very high confidence
that these errors contribute significantly to the uncertainties in estimates of cloud feedbacks (see Section 9.7.2.3; Section 7.2.5, Figure
7.10) and hence the spread in climate change projections reported in
Chapter 12.

9.4.1.3 Quantifying Model Performance with Metrics
Performance metrics were used to some extent in the Third Assessment
Report (TAR) and the Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), and are expanded upon here because of their increased appearance in the recent literature. As a simple example, Figure 9.6 illustrates how the pattern
correlation between the observed and simulated climatological annual
mean spatial patterns depends very much on the quantity examined.
All CMIP3 and CMIP5 models capture the mean surface temperature
distribution quite well, with correlations above 0.95, which are largely determined by the meridional temperature gradient. Correlations
for outgoing longwave radiation are somewhat lower. For precipitation and the TOA shortwave cloud radiative effect, the correlations
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between models and observations are below 0.90, and there is considerable scatter among model results. This example quantifies how
some aspects of the simulated large-scale climate agree with observations better than others. Some of these differences are attributable to
smoothly varying fields (e.g., temperature, water vapour) often agreeing better with observations than fields that exhibit fine structure (e.g.,
precipitation) (see also Section 9.6.1.1). Incremental improvement in
each field is also evident in Figure 9.6, as gauged by the mean and
median results in the CMIP5 ensemble having higher correlations than
CMIP3. This multi-variate quantification of model improvement across
development cycles is evident in several studies (e.g., Reichler and Kim,
2008; Knutti et al., 2013)
Figure 9.7 (following Gleckler et al., 2008) depicts the space–time rootmean-square error (RMSE) for the 1980–2005 climatological seasonal cycle of the historically forced CMIP5 simulations. For each of the
fields examined, this ‘portrait plot’ depicts relative performance, with
blue shading indicating performance being better, and red shading
worse, than the median of all model results. In each case, two observations-based estimates are used to demonstrate the impact of the
selection of reference data on the results. Some models consistently
compare better with observations than others, some exhibit mixed
performance and some stand out with relatively poor agreement with
observations. For most fields, the choice of the observational data set
does not substantially change the result for global error measures (e.g.,
between a state-of-the-art and an older-generation reanalysis), indicating that inter-model differences are substantially larger than the
differences between the two reference data sets or the impact of two
different climatological periods (e.g., for radiation fields: Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) 1984–1988; CERES EBAF, 2001–2011).
Nevertheless, it is important to recognize that different data sets often
rely on the same source of measurements, and that the results in this
figure can have some sensitivity to a variety of factors such as instrument uncertainty, sampling errors (e.g., limited record length of observations), the spatial scale of comparison, the domain considered and
the choice of metric.
Another notable feature of Figure 9.7 is that in most cases the multi-model mean agrees more favourably with observations than any
individual model. This has been long recognized to hold for surface
temperature and precipitation (e.g., Lambert and Boer, 2001). However,
since the AR4, it has become clear that this holds for a broad range of
climatological fields (Gleckler et al., 2008; Pincus et al., 2008; Knutti
et al., 2010a) and is theoretically better understood (Annan and Hargreaves, 2011). It is worth noting that when most models suffer from a
common error, such as the cold bias at high latitudes in the upper troposphere (see TA 200 hPa of Figure 9.7), individual models can agree
better with observations than the multi-model mean.
Correlations between the relative errors for different quantities in
Figure 9.7 are known to exist, reflecting physical relationships in the
model formulations and in the real world. Cluster analysis methods
have recently been used in an attempt to reduce this redundancy (e.g.,
Yokoi et al., 2011; Nishii et al., 2012), thereby providing more succinct
summaries of model performance. Some studies have attempted an
overall skill score by averaging together the results from multiple metrics (e.g., Reichler and Kim, 2008). Although this averaging process is
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largely arbitrary, combining the results of multiple metrics can reduce
the chance that a poorer performing model will score well for the
wrong reasons. Recent work (Nishii et al., 2012) has demonstrated that
different methods used to produce a multi-variate skill measure for the
CMIP3 models did not substantially alter the conclusions about the
better and lesser performing models.
Large scale performance metrics are a typical first-step toward quantifying model agreement with observations, and summarizing broad
characteristics of model performance that are not focussed on a particular application. More specialized performance tests target aspects
of a simulation believed to be especially important for constraining
model projections, although to date the connections between particular performance metrics and reliability of future projections are not
well established. This important topic is addressed in Section 9.8.3,
which highlights several identified relationships between model performance and projection responses.

9.4.1.4 Long-Term Global-Scale Changes
The comparison of observed and simulated climate change is complicated by the fact that the simulation results depend on both model
formulation and the time-varying external forcings imposed on the
models (Allen et al., 2000; Santer et al., 2007). De-convolving the
importance of model and forcing differences in the historical simulations is an important topic that is addressed in Chapter 10; however,
in this section a direct comparison is made to illustrate the ability of
models to reproduce past changes.
9.4.1.4.1

Global surface temperature

Figure 9.8 compares the observational record of 20th century changes
in global surface temperature to that simulated by each CMIP5 and
EMIC model and the respective multi-model means. The inset on the
right of the figure shows the climatological mean temperature for each
model, averaged over the 1961–1990 reference period. Although biases
in mean temperature are apparent, there is less confidence in observational estimates of climatological temperature than in variations about
this mean (Jones et al. (1999). For the CMIP5 models, interannual variability in most of the simulations is qualitatively similar to that observed
although there are several exceptions. The magnitude of interannual
variations in the observations is noticeably larger than the multi-model mean because the averaging of multiple model results acts to filter
much of the simulated variability. On the other hand, the episodic
volcanic forcing that is applied to most models (see Section 9.3.2.2)
is evident in the multi-model agreement with the observed cooling
particularly noticeable after the 1991 Pinatubo eruption. The gradual
warming evident in the observational record, particularly in the more
recent decades, is also evident in the simulations, with the multi-model
mean tracking the observed value closely over most of the century, and
individual model results departing by less than about 0.5oC. Because
the interpretation of differences in model behaviour can be confounded
by internal variability and forcing, some studies have attempted to identify and remove dominant factors such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) and the impacts of volcanic eruptions (e.g., Fyfe et al., 2010).
Figure 9.8 shows the similar capability for EMICs to simulate the global-scale response to the 20th century forcings (Eby et al. 2013). These
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results demonstrate a level of consistency between the EMICs with both
the observations and the CMIP5 ensemble.
In summary, there is very high confidence that models reproduce the
general features of the global-scale annual mean surface temperature
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increase over the historical period, including the more rapid warming
in the second half of the 20th century, and the cooling immediately
following large volcanic eruptions. The disagreement apparent over the
most recent 10 to 15 years is discussed in detail in Box 9.2.

9

Figure 9.8 | Observed and simulated time series of the anomalies in annual and global mean surface temperature. All anomalies are differences from the 1961–1990 time-mean
of each individual time series. The reference period 1961–1990 is indicated by yellow shading; vertical dashed grey lines represent times of major volcanic eruptions. (a) Single
simulations for CMIP5 models (thin lines); multi-model mean (thick red line); different observations (thick black lines). Observational data (see Chapter 2) are Hadley Centre/Climatic
Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4; Morice et al., 2012), Goddard Institute for Space Studies Surface Temperature Analysis (GISTEMP; Hansen et
al., 2010) and Merged Land–Ocean Surface Temperature Analysis (MLOST; Vose et al., 2012) and are merged surface temperature (2 m height over land and surface temperature
over the ocean). All model results have been sub-sampled using the HadCRUT4 observational data mask (see Chapter 10). Following the CMIP5 protocol (Taylor et al., 2012b), all
simulations use specified historical forcings up to and including 2005 and use RCP4.5 after 2005 (see Figure 10.1 and note different reference period used there; results will differ
slightly when using alternative RCP scenarios for the post-2005 period). (a) Inset: the global mean surface temperature for the reference period 1961–1990, for each individual
model (colours), the CMIP5 multi-model mean (thick red), and the observations (thick black: Jones et al., 1999). (Bottom) Single simulations from available EMIC simulations (thin
lines), from Eby et al. (2013). Observational data are the same as in (a). All EMIC simulations ended in 2005 and use the CMIP5 historical forcing scenario. (b) Inset: Same as in (a)
but for the EMICs.
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Box 9.2 | Climate Models and the Hiatus in Global Mean Surface Warming of the Past 15 Years
The observed global mean surface temperature (GMST) has shown a much smaller increasing linear trend over the past 15 years than
over the past 30 to 60 years (Section 2.4.3, Figure 2.20, Table 2.7; Figure 9.8; Box 9.2 Figure 1a, c). Depending on the observational
data set, the GMST trend over 1998–2012 is estimated to be around one-third to one-half of the trend over 1951–2012 (Section 2.4.3,
Table 2.7; Box 9.2 Figure 1a, c). For example, in HadCRUT4 the trend is 0.04ºC per decade over 1998–2012, compared to 0.11ºC per
decade over 1951–2012. The reduction in observed GMST trend is most marked in Northern Hemisphere winter (Section 2.4.3; Cohen
et al., 2012). Even with this “hiatus” in GMST trend, the decade of the 2000s has been the warmest in the instrumental record of GMST
(Section 2.4.3, Figure 2.19). Nevertheless, the occurrence of the hiatus in GMST trend during the past 15 years raises the two related
questions of what has caused it and whether climate models are able to reproduce it.
Figure 9.8 demonstrates that 15-year-long hiatus periods are common in both the observed and CMIP5 historical GMST time series
(see also Section 2.4.3, Figure 2.20; Easterling and Wehner, 2009; Liebmann et al., 2010). However, an analysis of the full suite of
CMIP5 historical simulations (augmented for the period 2006–2012 by RCP4.5 simulations, Section 9.3.2) reveals that 111 out of
114 realizations show a GMST trend over 1998–2012 that is higher than the entire HadCRUT4 trend ensemble (Box 9.2 Figure 1a;
CMIP5 ensemble mean trend is 0.21ºC per decade). This difference between simulated and observed trends could be caused by some
combination of (a) internal climate variability, (b) missing or incorrect radiative forcing and (c) model response error. These potential
sources of the difference, which are not mutually exclusive, are assessed below, as is the cause of the observed GMST trend hiatus.

9

Internal Climate Variability
Hiatus periods of 10 to 15 years can arise as a manifestation of internal decadal climate variability, which sometimes enhances and
sometimes counteracts the long-term externally forced trend. Internal variability thus diminishes the relevance of trends over periods
as short as 10 to 15 years for long-term climate change (Box 2.2, Section 2.4.3). Furthermore, the timing of internal decadal climate
variability is not expected to be matched by the CMIP5 historical simulations, owing to the predictability horizon of at most 10 to 20
years (Section 11.2.2; CMIP5 historical simulations are typically started around nominally 1850 from a control run). However, climate
models exhibit individual decades of GMST trend hiatus even during a prolonged phase of energy uptake of the climate system (e.g.,
Figure 9.8; Easterling and Wehner, 2009; Knight et al., 2009), in which case the energy budget would be balanced by increasing
subsurface–ocean heat uptake (Meehl et al., 2011, 2013a; Guemas et al., 2013).
Owing to sampling limitations, it is uncertain whether an increase in the rate of subsurface–ocean heat uptake occurred during the
past 15 years (Section 3.2.4). However, it is very likely2 that the climate system, including the ocean below 700 m depth, has continued
to accumulate energy over the period 1998–2010 (Section 3.2.4, Box 3.1). Consistent with this energy accumulation, global mean sea
level has continued to rise during 1998–2012, at a rate only slightly and insignificantly lower than during 1993–2012 (Section 3.7). The
consistency between observed heat-content and sea level changes yields high confidence in the assessment of continued ocean energy
accumulation, which is in turn consistent with the positive radiative imbalance of the climate system (Section 8.5.1; Section 13.3, Box
13.1). By contrast, there is limited evidence that the hiatus in GMST trend has been accompanied by a slower rate of increase in ocean
heat content over the depth range 0 to 700 m, when comparing the period 2003–2010 against 1971–2010. There is low agreement on
this slowdown, since three of five analyses show a slowdown in the rate of increase while the other two show the increase continuing
unabated (Section 3.2.3, Figure 3.2).
During the 15-year period beginning in 1998, the ensemble of HadCRUT4 GMST trends lies below almost all model-simulated trends
(Box 9.2 Figure 1a), whereas during the 15-year period ending in 1998, it lies above 93 out of 114 modelled trends (Box 9.2 Figure
1b; HadCRUT4 ensemble-mean trend 0.26°C per decade, CMIP5 ensemble-mean trend 0.16°C per decade). Over the 62-year period
1951–2012, observed and CMIP5 ensemble-mean trends agree to within 0.02ºC per decade (Box 9.2 Figure 1c; CMIP5 ensemble-mean
trend 0.13°C per decade). There is hence very high confidence that the CMIP5 models show long-term GMST trends consistent with
observations, despite the disagreement over the most recent 15-year period. Due to internal climate variability, in any given 15-year
period the observed GMST trend sometimes lies near one end of a model ensemble (Box 9.2, Figure 1a, b; Easterling and Wehner, 2009),
an effect that is pronounced in Box 9.2, Figure 1a, b because GMST was influenced by a very strong El Niño event in 1998.
(continued on next page)

2

In this Report, the following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: Virtually certain 99–100% probability, Very likely
90–100%, Likely 66–100%, About as likely as not 33–66%, Unlikely 0–33%, Very unlikely 0–10%, Exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms (Extremely likely:
95–100%, More likely than not >50–100%, and Extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used when appropriate. Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very
likely (see Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).
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Box 9.2 (continued)

Unlike the CMIP5 historical simulations referred to above, some CMIP5 predictions were initialized from the observed climate state
during the late 1990s and the early 21st century (Section 11.1, Box 11.1; Section 11.2). There is medium evidence that these initialized
predictions show a GMST lower by about 0.05ºC to 0.1ºC compared to the historical (uninitialized) simulations and maintain this lower
GMST during the first few years of the simulation (Section 11.2.3.4, Figure 11.3 top left; Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013; Guemas et al.,
2013). In some initialized models this lower GMST occurs in part because they correctly simulate a shift, around 2000, from a positive
to a negative phase of the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO, Box 2.5; e.g., Meehl and Teng, 2012; Meehl et al., 2013a). However,
the improvement of this phasing of the IPO through initialization is not universal across the CMIP5 predictions (cf. Section 11.2.3.4).
Moreover, while part of the GMST reduction through initialization indeed results from initializing at the correct phase of internal
variability, another part may result from correcting a model bias that was caused by incorrect past forcing or incorrect model response
to past forcing, especially in the ocean. The relative magnitudes of these effects are at present unknown (Meehl and Teng, 2012);
moreover, the quality of a forecasting system cannot be evaluated from a single prediction (here, a 10-year prediction within the period
1998–2012; Section 11.2.3). Overall, there is medium confidence that initialization leads to simulations of GMST during 1998–2012
that are more consistent with the observed trend hiatus than are the uninitialized CMIP5 historical simulations, and that the hiatus is
in part a consequence of internal variability that is predictable on the multi-year time scale.

9

Radiative Forcing
On decadal to interdecadal time scales and under continually increasing effective radiative forcing (ERF), the forced component of
the GMST trend responds to the ERF trend relatively rapidly and almost linearly (medium confidence, e.g., Gregory and Forster, 2008;
Held et al., 2010; Forster et al., 2013). The expected forced-response GMST trend is related to the ERF trend by a factor that has been
estimated for the 1% per year CO2 increases in the CMIP5 ensemble as 2.0 [1.3 to 2.7] W m–2 °C–1 (90% uncertainty range; Forster et
al., 2013). Hence, an ERF trend can be approximately converted to a forced-response GMST trend, permitting an assessment of how
much of the change in the GMST trends shown in Box 9.2 Figure 1 is due to a change in ERF trend.
The AR5 best-estimate ERF trend over 1998–2011 is 0.22 [0.10 to 0.34] W m–2 per decade (90% uncertainty range), which is substantially
lower than the trend over 1984–1998 (0.32 [0.22 to 0.42] W m–2 per decade; note that there was a strong volcanic eruption in 1982)
and the trend over 1951–2011 (0.31 [0.19 to 0.40] W m–2 per decade; Box 9.2, Figure 1d–f; numbers based on Section 8.5.2, Figure
8.18; the end year 2011 is chosen because data availability is more limited than for GMST). The resulting forced-response GMST trend
would approximately be 0.12 [0.05 to 0.29] °C per decade, 0.19 [0.09 to 0.39] °C per decade, and 0.18 [0.08 to 0.37] °C per decade
for the periods 1998–2011, 1984–1998 and 1951–2011, respectively (the uncertainty ranges assume that the range of the conversion
factor to GMST trend and the range of ERF trend itself are independent). The AR5 best-estimate ERF forcing trend difference between
1998–2011 and 1951–2011 thus might explain about one-half (0.05°C per decade) of the observed GMST trend difference between
these periods (0.06 to 0.08°C per decade, depending on observational data set).
The reduction in AR5 best-estimate ERF trend over 1998–2011 compared to both 1984–1998 and 1951–2011 is mostly due to
decreasing trends in the natural forcings,–0.16 [–0.27 to –0.06] W m–2 per decade over 1998–2011 compared to 0.01 [–0.00 to 0.01]
W m–2 per decade over 1951–2011 (Section 8.5.2, Figure 8.19). Solar forcing went from a relative maximum in 2000 to a relative
minimum in 2009, with a peak-to-peak difference of around 0.15 W m–2 and a linear trend over 1998–2011 of around –0.10 W m–2
per decade (cf. Section 10.3.1, Box 10.2). Furthermore, a series of small volcanic eruptions has increased the observed stratospheric
aerosol loading after 2000, leading to an additional negative ERF linear-trend contribution of around –0.06 W m–2 per decade over
1998–2011 (cf. Section 8.4.2.2, Section 8.5.2, Figure 8.19; Box 9.2 Figure 1d, f). By contrast, satellite-derived estimates of tropospheric
aerosol optical depth (AOD) suggests little overall trend in global mean AOD over the last 10 years, implying little change in ERF due
to aerosol-radiative interaction (low confidence because of low confidence in AOD trend itself, Section 2.2.3; Section 8.5.1; Murphy,
2013). Moreover, because there is only low confidence in estimates of ERF due to aerosol–cloud interaction (Section 8.5.1, Table 8.5),
there is likewise low confidence in its trend over the last 15 years.
For the periods 1984–1998 and 1951–2011, the CMIP5 ensemble-mean ERF trend deviates from the AR5 best-estimate ERF trend
by only 0.01 W m–2 per decade (Box 9.2 Figure 1e, f). After 1998, however, some contributions to a decreasing ERF trend are missing
in the CMIP5 models, such as the increasing stratospheric aerosol loading after 2000 and the unusually low solar minimum in 2009.
Nonetheless, over 1998–2011 the CMIP5 ensemble-mean ERF trend is lower than the AR5 best-estimate ERF trend by 0.03 W m–2 per
decade (Box 9.2 Figure 1d). Furthermore, global mean AOD in the CMIP5 models shows little trend over 1998–2012, similar to the
observations (Figure 9.29). Although the forcing uncertainties are substantial, there are no apparent incorrect or missing global mean
forcings in the CMIP5 models over the last 15 years that could explain the model–observations difference during the warming hiatus.
(continued on next page)
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Box 9.2 (continued)

Model Response Error
The discrepancy between simulated and observed GMST trends during 1998–2012 could be explained in part by a tendency for some
CMIP5 models to simulate stronger warming in response to increases in greenhouse gas (GHG) concentration than is consistent
with observations (Section 10.3.1.1.3, Figure 10.4). Averaged over the ensembles of models assessed in Section 10.3.1.1.3, the bestestimate GHG and other anthropogenic (OA) scaling factors are less than one (though not significantly so, Figure 10.4), indicating
that the model-mean GHG and OA responses should be scaled down to best match observations. This finding provides evidence that
some CMIP5 models show a larger response to GHGs and other anthropogenic factors (dominated by the effects of aerosols) than
the real world (medium confidence). As a consequence, it is argued in Chapter 11 that near-term model projections of GMST increase
should be scaled down by about 10% (Section 11.3.6.3). This downward scaling is, however, not sufficient to explain the model-mean
overestimate of GMST trend over the hiatus period.
Another possible source of model error is the poor representation of water vapour in the upper atmosphere (Section 9.4.1.2). It has
been suggested that a reduction in stratospheric water vapour after 2000 caused a reduction in downward longwave radiation and
hence a surface-cooling contribution (Solomon et al., 2010), possibly missed by the models, However, this effect is assessed here to be
small, because there was a recovery in stratospheric water vapour after 2005 (Section 2.2.2.1, Figure 2.5). (continued on next page)
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Box 9.2, Figure 1 | (Top) Observed and simulated global mean surface temperature (GMST) trends in degrees Celsius per decade, over the periods 1998–2012
(a), 1984–1998 (b), and 1951–2012 (c). For the observations, 100 realizations of the Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4
(HadCRUT4) ensemble are shown (red, hatched: Morice et al., 2012). The uncertainty displayed by the ensemble width is that of the statistical construction of the
global average only, in contrast to the trend uncertainties quoted in Section 2.4.3, which include an estimate of internal climate variability. Here, by contrast, internal
variability is characterized through the width of the model ensemble. For the models, all 114 available CMIP5 historical realizations are shown, extended after 2005 with
the RCP4.5 scenario and through 2012 (grey, shaded: after Fyfe et al., 2010). (Bottom) Trends in effective radiative forcing (ERF, in W m–2 per decade) over the periods
1998–2011 (d), 1984–1998 (e), and 1951–2011 (f). The figure shows AR5 best-estimate ERF trends (red, hatched; Section 8.5.2, Figure 8.18) and CMIP5 ERF (grey,
shaded: from Forster et al., 2013). Black lines are smoothed versions of the histograms. Each histogram is normalized so that its area sums up to one.
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Box 9.2 (continued)

In summary, the observed recent warming hiatus, defined as the reduction in GMST trend during 1998–2012 as compared to the trend
during 1951–2012, is attributable in roughly equal measure to a cooling contribution from internal variability and a reduced trend in
external forcing (expert judgment, medium confidence). The forcing trend reduction is primarily due to a negative forcing trend from
both volcanic eruptions and the downward phase of the solar cycle. However, there is low confidence in quantifying the role of forcing
trend in causing the hiatus, because of uncertainty in the magnitude of the volcanic forcing trend and low confidence in the aerosol
forcing trend.
Almost all CMIP5 historical simulations do not reproduce the observed recent warming hiatus. There is medium confidence that the
GMST trend difference between models and observations during 1998–2012 is to a substantial degree caused by internal variability,
with possible contributions from forcing error and some CMIP5 models overestimating the response to increasing GHG and other
anthropogenic forcing. The CMIP5 model trend in ERF shows no apparent bias against the AR5 best estimate over 1998–2012. However,
confidence in this assessment of CMIP5 ERF trend is low, primarily because of the uncertainties in model aerosol forcing and processes,
which through spatial heterogeneity might well cause an undetected global mean ERF trend error even in the absence of a trend in the
global mean aerosol loading.

9

The causes of both the observed GMST trend hiatus and of the model–observation GMST trend difference during 1998–2012 imply
that, barring a major volcanic eruption, most 15-year GMST trends in the near-term future will be larger than during 1998–2012
(high confidence; see 11.3.6.3. for a full assessment of near-term projections of GMST). The reasons for this implication are fourfold:
first, anthropogenic greenhouse-gas concentrations are expected to rise further in all RCP scenarios; second, anthropogenic aerosol
concentration is expected to decline in all RCP scenarios, and so is the resulting cooling effect; third, the trend in solar forcing is
expected to be larger over most near-term 15-year periods than over 1998–2012 (medium confidence), because 1998–2012 contained
the full downward phase of the solar cycle; and fourth, it is more likely than not that internal climate variability in the near-term will
enhance and not counteract the surface warming expected to arise from the increasing anthropogenic forcing.

9.4.1.4.2

Tropical tropospheric temperature trends

Most climate model simulations show a larger warming in the tropical
troposphere than is found in observational data sets (e.g., McKitrick et
al., 2010; Santer et al., 2013). There has been an extensive and sometimes controversial debate in the published literature as to whether
this difference is statistically significant, once observational uncertainties and natural variability are taken into account (e.g., Douglass et
al., 2008; Santer et al., 2008, 2013; Christy et al., 2010; McKitrick et
al., 2010; Bengtsson and Hodges, 2011; Fu et al., 2011; McKitrick et
al., 2011; Thorne et al., 2011). For the period 1979–2012, the various
observational data sets find, in the tropical lower troposphere (LT),
a linear warming trend ranging from 0.06°C to 0.13°C per decade
(Section 2.4.4, Figure 2.27). In the tropical middle troposphere (MT),
the linear warming trend ranges from 0.02°C to 0.12°C per decade
(Section 2.4.4, Figure 2.27). Uncertainty in these trend values arises
from different methodological choices made by the groups deriving
satellite products (Mears et al., 2011) and radiosonde compilations
(Thorne et al., 2011), and from fitting a linear trend to a time series
containing substantial interannual and decadal variability (Box 2.2;
Section 2.4.4; (Santer et al., 2008; McKitrick et al., 2010)). Although
there have been substantial methodological debates about the calculation of trends and their uncertainty, a 95% confidence interval of
around ±0.1°C per decade has been obtained consistently for both LT
and MT (e.g., Section 2.4.4; McKitrick et al., 2010). In summary, despite
unanimous agreement on the sign of the observed trends, there exists
substantial disagreement between available estimates as to the rate
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of temperature changes in the tropical troposphere, and there is only
low confidence in the rate of change and its vertical structure (Section
2.4.4).
For the 30-year period 1979–2009 (sometimes updated through 2010
or 2011), the CMIP3 models simulate a tropical warming trend ranging
from 0.1°C to somewhat above 0.4°C per decade for both LT and MT
(McKitrick et al., 2010), while the CMIP5 models simulate a tropical
warming trend ranging from slightly below 0.15°C to somewhat above
0.4°C per decade for both LT and MT (Santer et al., 2013; see also PoChedley and Fu, 2012, who considered the period 1979–2005). Both
model ensembles show trends that on average are higher than in the
observational estimates, although both model ensembles overlap the
observational ensemble. Because the differences between the various
observational estimates are largely systematic and structural (Section
2.4.4; Mears et al., 2011), the uncertainty in the observed trends cannot
be reduced by averaging the observations as if the differences between
the data sets were purely random. Likewise, to properly represent internal climate variability, the full model ensemble spread must be used in
a comparison against the observations (e.g., Box 9.2; Section 11.2.3.2;
Raftery et al., 2005; Wilks, 2006; Jolliffe and Stephenson, 2011). The
very high significance levels of model–observation discrepancies in LT
and MT trends that were obtained in some studies (e.g., Douglass et
al., 2008; McKitrick et al., 2010) thus arose to a substantial degree from
using the standard error of the model ensemble mean as a measure
of uncertainty, instead of the ensemble standard deviation or some
other appropriate measure for uncertainty arising from internal climate
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variability (e.g., Box 9.2; Section 11.2.3.2; Raftery et al., 2005; Wilks,
2006; Jolliffe and Stephenson, 2011). Nevertheless, almost all model
ensemble members show a warming trend in both LT and MT larger
than observational estimates (McKitrick et al., 2010; Po-Chedley and
Fu, 2012; Santer et al., 2013).
The CMIP3 models show a 1979–2010 tropical SST trend of 0.19°C
per decade in the multi-model mean, significantly larger than the
various observational trend estimates ranging from 0.10°C to 0.14°C
per decade (including the 95% confidence interval; Fu et al., 2011).
As a consequence, simulated tropospheric temperature trends are
also too large because models attempt to maintain static stability. By
contrast, atmospheric models that are forced with the observed SST
are in better agreement with observations, as was found in the CMIP3
model ECHAM5 (Bengtsson and Hodges, 2011) and the CMIP5 atmosphere-only runs. In the latter, the LT trend range for the period 1981–
2008 is 0.13 to 0.19ºC per decade—less than in the CMIP5 coupled
models, but still an overestimate (Po-Chedley and Fu, 2012). The influence of SST trend errors on the analysis can be reduced by considering
trends in tropospheric static stability, measured by the amplification
of MT trends against LT trends; another approach is to consider the
amplification of tropospheric trends against SST trends. The results of
such analyses strongly depend on the time scale considered. Monthto-month variations are consistent between observations and models
concerning amplification aloft against SST variations (Santer et al.,
2005) and concerning amplification of MT against LT variations (PoChedley and Fu, 2012). By contrast, the 30-year trend in tropical static
stability has been found to be larger than in the satellite observations
for almost all ensemble members in both CMIP3 (Fu et al., 2011) and
CMIP5 (Po-Chedley and Fu, 2012). However, if the radiosonde compilations are used for the comparison, the trends in static stability in the
CMIP3 models agree much better with the observations, and inconsistency cannot be diagnosed unambiguously (Seidel et al., 2012) . What
caused the remaining trend overestimate in static stability is not clear
but has been argued recently to result from an upward propagation of
bias in the model climatology (O’Gorman and Singh, 2013).
In summary, most, though not all, CMIP3 and CMIP5 models overestimate the observed warming trend in the tropical troposphere during
the satellite period 1979–2012. Roughly one-half to two-thirds of this
difference from the observed trend is due to an overestimate of the
SST trend, which is propagated upward because models attempt to
maintain static stability. There is low confidence in these assessments,
however, due to the low confidence in observed tropical tropospheric
trend rates and vertical structure (Section 2.4.4).
9.4.1.4.3

Extratropical circulation

The AR4 concluded that models, when forced with observed SSTs,
are capable of producing the spatial distribution of storm tracks, but
generally show deficiencies in the numbers and depth of cyclones and
the exact locations of the storm tracks. The ability to represent extratropical cyclones in climate models has been improving, partly due to
increases in horizontal resolution.
Storm track biases over the North Atlantic have decreased in CMIP5
models compared to CMIP3 (Zappa et al., 2013) although models
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still produce too zonal a storm track in this region and most models
underestimate cyclone intensity (Colle et al., 2013; Zappa et al., 2013).
Chang et al. (2012) also find the storm tracks in the CMIP5 models
to be too weak and too equatorwards in their position, similar to the
CMIP3 models. The performance of the CMIP5 models in representing
North Atlantic cyclones was found to be strongly dependent on model
resolution (Colle et al., 2013). Studies based on individual models typically find that models capture the general characteristics of storm tracks
and extratropical cyclones (Ulbrich et al., 2008; Catto et al., 2010) and
their associated fronts (Catto et al., 2013) and show improvements over
earlier model versions (Loptien et al., 2008). However, some models
have deficiencies in capturing the location of storm tracks (Greeves et
al., 2007; Catto et al., 2011), in part owing to problems related to the
location of warm waters such as the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio Current
(Greeves et al., 2007; Keeley et al., 2012). This is an important issue
because future projections of storm tracks are sensitive to changes in
SSTs (Catto et al., 2011; Laine et al., 2011; McDonald, 2011; Woollings
et al., 2012). Some studies find that storm track and cyclone biases are
strongly related to atmospheric processes and parameterizations (Bauer
et al., 2008a; Boer and Lambert, 2008; Zappa et al., 2013). Representation of the Mediterranean storm track has been shown to be particularly
dependent on model resolution (Pinto et al., 2006; Raible et al., 2007;
Bengtsson et al., 2009; Ulbrich et al., 2009), as is the representation
of storm intensity and associated extremes in this area (Champion et
al., 2011). Most studies have focussed on NH storm tracks. However,
recently two CMIP3 models were found to differ significantly in their
simulation of extratropical cyclones affecting Australia (Dowdy et al.,
2013) and only about a third of the CMIP3 models were able to capture
the observed changes and trends in Southern Hemisphere (SH) baroclinicity responsible for a reduction in the growth rate of the leading
winter storm track modes (Frederiksen et al., 2011). There is still a lack
of information on SH storm track evaluation for the CMIP5 models.
9.4.1.4.4

Tropical circulation

Earlier assessments of a weakening Walker circulation (Vecchi et al.,
2006; Vecchi and Soden, 2007; DiNezio et al., 2009) from models and
reanalyses (Yu and Zwiers, 2010) have been tempered by subsequent
evidence that tropical Pacific Trade winds may have strengthened
since the early 1990s (e.g., Merrifield and Maltrud, 2011). Models
suggest that the width of the Hadley cell should increase (Frierson
et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2007), and there are indications that this has
been observed over the past 25 years (Seidel et al., 2008) but at an
apparent rate (2 to 5 degrees of latitude since 1979) that is faster
than in the CMIP3 models (Johanson and Fu, 2009).
The tendency in a warming climate for wet areas to receive more
precipitation and subtropical dry areas to receive less, often termed
the ‘rich-get richer’ mechanism (Chou et al., 2006; Held and Soden,
2006) is simulated in CMIP3 models (Chou and Tu, 2008), and observational support for this is found from ocean salinity observations
(Durack et al., 2012) and precipitation gauge data over land (Zhang
et al., 2007). There is medium confidence that models are correct in
simulating precipitation increases in wet areas and decreases in dry
areas on broad spatial scales in a warming climate based on agreement among models and some evidence that this has been detected in
observed trends (see Section 2.5.1).
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Several recent studies have examined the co-variability of tropical climate variables as a further means of evaluating climate models. Specifically, there are observed relationships between lower tropospheric
temperature and total column precipitable water (Mears et al., 2007),
and between surface temperature and relative humidity (Willett et al.,
2010). Figure 9.9 (updated from Mears et al., 2007) shows the relationship between 25-year (1988–2012) linear trends in tropical precipitable water and lower tropospheric temperature for individual historical
simulations (extended by appending RCP8.5 simulations after 2005,
see Santer et al., 2013). As described by Mears et al. (2007), the ratio
between changes in these two quantities is fairly tightly constrained
in the model simulations and similar across a range of time scales,
indicating that relative humidity is close to invariant in each model. In
the updated figure, the Remote Sensing System (RSS) observations are
in fairly good agreement with model expectations, and the University
of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) observations less so. The points associated with two of the reanalyses are also relatively far from the line,
consistent with long-term changes in relative humidity. It is not known
whether these discrepancies are due to remaining inhomogeneity in
the observational data and/or reanalysis results, or due to problems
with the climate simulations. All of the observational and reanalysis
points lie at the lower end of the model distribution, consistent with
the findings of (Santer et al., 2013).
9.4.1.4.5

Ozone and lower stratospheric temperature trends

Stratospheric ozone has been subject to a major perturbation since
the late 1970s due to anthropogenic emissions of ozone-depleting

substances (see also Section 2.2.2.2 and Figure 2.6). Since the AR4,
there is increasing evidence that the ozone hole has led to a poleward
shift and strengthening of the SH mid-latitude tropospheric jet during
summer (Perlwitz et al., 2008; Son et al., 2008, 2010; SPARC-CCMVal,
2010; McLandress et al., 2011; Polvani et al., 2011; WMO, 2011; Swart
and Fyfe, 2012b). These trends are well captured in both chemistry–climate models (CCMs) with interactive stratospheric chemistry and in
CMIP3 models with prescribed time-varying ozone (Son et al., 2010;
SPARC-CCMVal, 2010). However, around half of the CMIP3 models prescribe ozone as a fixed climatological value, and so these models are
not able to simulate trends in surface climate attributable to changing
stratospheric ozone amount (Karpechko et al., 2008; Son et al., 2008,
2010; Fogt et al., 2009). For CMIP5, a new time-varying ozone data
set (Cionni et al., 2011) was developed and prescribed in the majority
of models without interactive chemistry. This zonal mean data set is
based on observations by Randel and Wu (2007) and CCM projections
in the future (SPARC-CCMVal, 2010). Further, nine of the CMIP5 models
include interactive chemistry and so compute their own ozone evolution. As a result, all CMIP5 models consider stratospheric ozone depletion and capture associated effects on SH surface climate, a significant
advance over CMIP3. Figure 9.10 shows the global annual mean and
Antarctic October mean of total column ozone in the CMIP5 models.
The simulated trends in total column ozone are in medium agreement
with observations, noting that some models that calculate ozone interactively show significant deviations from observation (Eyring et al.,
2013). The multi-model mean agrees well with observations, and there
is robust evidence that this constitutes a significant improvement over
CMIP3, where around half of the models did not include stratospheric

Trend in precitable water (% per decade)
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Figure 9.9 | Scatter plot of decadal trends in tropical (20ºS to 20ºN) precipitable water as a function of trends in lower tropospheric temperature (TLT) over the world’s oceans.
Coloured symbols are from CMIP5 models; black symbols are from satellite observations or from reanalysis output. Trends are calculated over the 1988–2012 period, so CMIP5
historical runs, which typically end in December 2005, were extended using RCP8.5 simulations initialized using these historical runs. Figure updated from Mears et al. (2007).
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Figure 9.10 | Time series of area-weighted total column ozone from 1960 to 2005 for (a) annual and global mean (90°S to 90°N) and (b) Antarctic October mean (60°S to 90°S).
Individual CMIP5 models with interactive or semi-interactive chemistry are shown in thin coloured lines, their multi-model mean (CMIP5Chem) in thick red and their standard
deviation as the blue shaded area. Further shown are the multi-model mean of the CMIP5 models that prescribe ozone (CMIP5noChem, thick green), the International Global
Atmospheric Chemistry/Stratospheric Processes and their Role in Climate (IGAC/SPARC) ozone database (thick pink), the Chemistry Climate Model Validation-2 (CCMVal-2) multimodel mean (thick orange), and observations from five different sources (black symbols). These sources include ground-based measurements (updated from Fioletov et al., 2002),
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer/Ozone Monitoring Instrument/Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet(/2) (TOMS/OMI/SBUV(/2))
merged satellite data (Stolarski and Frith, 2006), the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA) combined total column ozone database (Bodeker et al., 2005),
Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV, SBUV/2) retrievals (updated from Miller et al. 2002), and Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt/ Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment/
SCanning Imaging Absorption spectrometer for atmospheric chartography /GOME-2 (DLR GOME/SCIA/GOME-2; Loyola et al., 2009; Loyola and Coldewey-Egbers, 2012). Note that
the IGAC/SPARC database over Antarctica (and thus the majority of the CMIP5noChem models) is based on ozonesonde measurements at the vortex edge (69°S) and as a result
underestimates Antarctic ozone depletion compared to the observations shown. Ozone depletion was more pronounced after 1960 as equivalent stratospheric chlorine values
steadily increased throughout the stratosphere. (Adapted from Figure 2 of Eyring et al., 2013.)

ozone trends. Correspondingly, there is high confidence that the representation of associated effects on high-latitude surface climate and
lower stratospheric cooling trends has improved compared to CMIP3.
Lower stratospheric temperature change is affected by ozone, and
since 1958 the change is characterized by a long-term global cooling
trend interrupted by three 2-year warming episodes following large
volcanic eruptions (Figure 2.24). During the satellite era (since 1979)
the cooling occurred mainly in two step-like transitions in the aftermath of the El Chichón eruption in 1982 and the Mt Pinatubo eruption
in 1991, with each cooling transition followed by a period of relatively
steady temperatures (Randel et al., 2009; Seidel et al., 2011). This specific evolution of global lower stratosphere temperatures since 1979 is
well captured in the CMIP5 models when forced with both natural and
anthropogenic climate forcings, although the models tend to underes-

timate the long-term cooling trend (Charlton-Perez et al., 2012; Eyring
et al., 2013; Santer et al., 2013) (see Chapter 10).
Tropospheric ozone is an important GHG and as such needs to be
well represented in climate simulations. In the historical period it has
increased due to increases in ozone precursor emissions from anthropogenic activities (see Chapters 2 and 8). Since the AR4, a new emission data set has been developed (Lamarque et al., 2010), which has
led to some differences in tropospheric ozone burden compared to previous studies, mainly due to biomass burning emissions (Lamarque et
al., 2010; Cionni et al., 2011; Young et al., 2013). Climatological mean
tropospheric ozone in the CMIP5 simulations generally agrees well
with satellite observations and ozonesondes, although as in the stratosphere, biases exist for individual models (Eyring et al., 2013; Young et
al., 2013) (see also Chapter 8).
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9.4.1.5 Model Simulations of the Last Glacial Maximum and
the Mid-Holocene

In addition the CMIP5/PMIP3 simulations can compared to previous
palaeoclimate intercomparisons (Joussaume and Taylor, 1995; Braconnot et al., 2007c).

Simulations of past climate can be used to test a model’s response
to forcings larger than those of the 20th century (see Chapter 5), and
the CMIP5 protocol includes palaeoclimate simulations referred to as
PMIP3 (Paleoclimate Model Intercomparison Project, version 3) (Taylor
et al., 2012b). Specifically, the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, 21000
years BP) allows testing of the modelled climate response to the presence of a large ice sheet in the NH and to lower concentrations of
radiatively active trace gases, whereas the mid-Holocene (MH, 6000
years BP) tests the response to changes in seasonality of insolation in
the NH (see Chapter 5). For these periods, palaeoclimate reconstructions allow quantitative model assessment (Braconnot et al., 2012).

Figure 9.11 compares model results to palaeoclimate reconstructions
for both LGM (left) and MH (right). For most models the simulated LGM
cooling is within the range of the climate reconstructions (Braconnot
et al., 2007c; Izumi et al., 2013), however Hargreaves et al. (2011) find
a global mean model warm bias over the ocean of about 1°C for this
period (Hargreaves et al., 2011). LGM simulations tend to overestimate
tropical cooling and underestimate mid-latitude cooling (Kageyama et
al., 2006; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2009). They thus underestimate polar
amplification which is a feature also found for the mid-Holocene (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2010a) and other climatic con-
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Figure 9.11 | Reconstructed and simulated conditions for the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, 21,000 years BP, left) and the mid-Holocene (MH, 6000 years BP, right). (a) LGM change
in annual mean surface temperature (°C) over land as shown by palaeo-environmental climate reconstructions from pollen, macrofossils, and ice cores (Bartlein et al., 2010; Braconnot et al., 2012), and in annual mean sea surface temperature (°C) over the ocean from different type of marine records (Waelbroeck et al., 2009). (b) MH change in annual mean
precipitation (mm yr–1) over land (Bartlein et al., 2010). In (a) and (b), the size of the dots is proportional to the uncertainties at the different sites as provided in the reconstructions.
(c) Annual mean temperature changes over land against changes over the ocean, in the tropics (downward triangles) and over the North Atlantic and Europe (upward triangles).
The mean and range of the reconstructions are shown in black, the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project version 2 (PMIP2) simulations as grey triangles, and the CMIP5/
PMIP3 simulations as coloured triangles. The 5 to 95% model ranges are in red for the tropics and in blue for the North Atlantic/Europe. (d) Changes in annual mean precipitation in
different data-rich regions. Box plots for reconstructions provide the range of reconstructed values for the region. For models, the individual model average over the region is plotted
for PMIP2 (small grey circle) and CMIP5/PMIP3 simulations (coloured circles). Note that in PMIP2, ‘ESM’ indicates that vegetation is computed using a dynamical vegetation model,
whereas in CMIP5/PMIP3 it indicates that models have an interactive carbon cycle with different complexity in dynamical vegetation (see Table 9.A.1). The limits of the boxes are
as follows: Western Europe (40°N to 50°N, 10°W to 30°E); northeast America (35°N to 60°N, 95°W to 60°W); North Africa (10°N to 25°N, 20°W to 30°W), and East Asia (25°N
to 40°N, 75°E to 105°E). (Adapted from Braconnot et al., 2012.)
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Figure 9.12 | Relative model performance for the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, about 21,000 yr BP) and the mid-Holocene (MH, about 6000 yr BP) for seven bioclimatic variables:
annual mean sea surface temperature, mean annual temperature (over land), mean temperature of the coldest month, mean temperature of the warmest month, growing degree
days above a threshold of 5°C, and ratio of actual to equilibrium evapotranspiration. Model output is compared to the Bartlein et al. (2010) data set over land, including ice core data
over Greenland and Antarctica (Braconnot et al., 2012) and the Margo data set (Waelbroeck et al., 2009) over the ocean. The CMIP5/Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project
version 3 (PMIP3) ensemble of Ocean–Atmosphere (OA) and Earth System Model (ESM) simulations are compared to the respective PMIP2 ensembles in the first four columns of
each panel. A diagonal divides each cell in two parts to show in the upper triangle a measure of the distance between model and data, taking into account the uncertainties in the
palaeoclimate reconstructions (Guiot et al., 1999), and in the lower triangle the normalized mean-square error (NMSE) that indicates how well the spatial pattern is represented.
In this graph all the values have been normalized following (Gleckler et al., 2008) using the median of the CMIP5/PMIP3 ensemble. The colour scale is such that blue colours mean
that the result is better than the median CMIP5 model and red means that it is worse.

texts (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2010). Part of this can be attributed to
uncertainties in the representation of sea ice and vegetation feedbacks
that have been shown to amplify the response at the LGM and the MH
in these latitudes (Braconnot et al., 2007b; Otto et al., 2009; O’ishi and
Abe-Ouchi, 2011). Biases in the representation of the coupling between
vegetation and soil moisture are also responsible for excessive continental drying at the LGM (Wohlfahrt et al., 2008) and u ncertainties in
vegetation feedback in monsoon regions (Wang et al., 2008; Dallmeyer
et al., 2010). Nevertheless, the ratio between the simulated change
in temperature over land and over the ocean (Figure 9.11c) is rather
similar in different models, resulting mainly from simulation of the
hydrological cycle over land and ocean (Sutton et al., 2007; Laine et al.,
2009). At a regional scale, models tend to underestimate the changes
in the north-south temperature gradient over Europe both at the LGM
(Ramstein et al., 2007) and at the mid-Holocene (Brewer et al., 2007;
Davis and Brewer, 2009).
The large-scale pattern of precipitation change during the MH (Figure
9.11d) is reproduced, but models tend to underestimate the magnitude
of precipitation change in most regions. In the SH (not shown in the
figure), the simulated change in atmospheric circulation is consistent
with precipitation records in Patagonia and New Zealand, even though
the differences between model results are large and the reconstructions have large uncertainties (Rojas et al., 2009; Rojas and Moreno,
2011).
A wider range of model performance metrics is provided in Figure 9.12
(Guiot et al., 1999; Brewer et al., 2007; Annan and Hargreaves, 2011;
Izumi et al., 2013). Results for the MH are less reliable than for the

LGM, because the forcing is weaker and involves smaller scale responses over the continent (Hargreaves et al., 2013). As is the case for the
simulations of present day climate, there is only modest improvement
between the results of the more recent models (CMIP5/PMIP3) and
those of earlier model versions (PMIP2) despite higher resolution and
sophistication.

9.4.2

Ocean

Accurate simulation of the ocean in climate models is essential for the
correct estimation of transient ocean heat uptake and transient climate
response, ocean CO2 uptake, sea level rise, and coupled climate modes
such as ENSO. In this section model performance is assessed for the
mean state of ocean properties, surface fluxes and their impact on the
simulation of ocean heat content and sea level, and aspects of importance for climate variability. Simulations of both the recent and more
distant past are evaluated against available data. Following Chapter 3,
ocean reanalyses are not used for model evaluation as many of their
properties depend on the model used to build the reanalysis.

9.4.2.1 Simulation of Mean Temperature and Salinity Structure
Potential temperature and salinity are the main ocean state variables
and their zonal distribution offers an evaluation of climate models in
different parts of the ocean (upper ocean, thermocline, deep ocean).
Over most latitudes, at depths ranging from 200 m to 2000 m, the
CMIP5 multi-model mean zonally averaged ocean temperature is too
warm (Figure 9.13a), albeit with a cooler deep ocean. Similar biases
were evident in the CMIP3 multi-model mean. Above 200 m, however,
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Figure 9.13 | (a) Potential temperature (oC) and (b) salinity (PSS-78); shown in colour are the time-mean differences between the CMIP5 ensemble mean and observations, zonally
averaged for the global ocean (excluding marginal and regional seas). The observed climatological values are sourced from the World Ocean Atlas 2009 (WOA09; Prepared by the
Ocean Climate Laboratory, National Oceanographic Data Center, Silver Spring, MD, USA), and are shown as labelled black contours. White contours show regions in (a) where potential temperature differences exceed positive or negative 1, 2 or 3°C, and in (b) where salinity differences exceed positive or negative 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 or 1 (PSS-78). The simulated
annual mean climatologies are obtained for 1975 to 2005 from available historical simulations, whereas WOA09 synthesizes observed data from 1874 to 2008 in calculations of the
annual mean; however, the median time for gridded observations most closely resembles the 1980–2010 period (Durack and Wijffels, 2012). Multiple realizations from individual
models are first averaged to form a single-model climatology, before the construction of the multi-model ensemble mean. A total of 43 available CMIP5 models have contributed
to the temperature panel (a) and 41 models to the salinity panel (b).

the CMIP5 (and CMIP3) multi-model mean is too cold, with maximum
cold bias (more than 1°C) near the surface at mid-latitudes of the NH
and near 200 m at 15°S. Zonal salinity errors (Figure 9.13b) exhibit a
different pattern from those of the potential temperature indicating
that most do not occur via density compensation. Some near surface
structures in the tropics and in the northern mid-latitude are indicative
of density compensation and are presumably due to surface fluxes
errors. At intermediate depths, errors in water mass formation translate
into errors in both salinity and potential temperature.

sea ice formation/melt and river runoff) are only loosely related to the
SSS itself, allowing errors to develop unchecked in coupled models. An
analysis of CMIP3 models showed that, whereas the historical trend in
global mean SSS is well captured by the models, regional SSS biases
are as high as ±2.5 psu (Terray et al., 2012). Comparisons of modelled
versus observed estimates of evaporation minus precipitation suggest
that model biases in surface freshwater flux play a role in some regions
(e.g., double Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) in the East Pacific;
Lin, 2007) or over the Indian ocean (Pokhrel et al., 2012).

In the AR4 it was noted that the largest errors in SST in CMIP3 were
found in mid and high latitudes. While this is still the case in CMIP5,
there is marginal improvement with fewer individual models exhibiting
serious bias—the inter-model zonal mean SST error standard deviation
is significantly reduced at all latitudes north of 40oS—even though the
multi-model mean is only slightly improved (Figure 9.14a, c). Near the
equator, the cold tongue error in the Pacific (see Section 9.4.2.5.1) is
reduced by 30% in CMIP5; the Atlantic still exhibits serious errors and
the Indian is still well simulated (Figure 9.14b,d). In the Tropics, Li and
Xie (2012) have shown that SST errors could be classified into those
exhibiting broad meridional structures that are due to cloud errors, and
those associated with Pacific and Atlantic cold tongue errors that are
due to thermocline depth errors.

The performance of coupled climate models in simulating hydrographic structure and variability were assessed in two important regions,
the Labrador and Irminger Seas and the Southern Ocean (de Jong et
al., 2009) and (Sloyan and Kamenkovich, 2007). Eight CMIP3 models
produce simulations of the intermediate and deep layers in the Labrador and Irminger Seas that are generally too warm and saline, with
biases up to 0.7 psu and 2.9°C. The biases arise because the convective
regime is restricted to the upper 500 m; thus, intermediate water that
in reality is formed by convection is, in the models, partly replaced
by warmer water from the south. In the Southern Ocean, Subantarctic
Mode Water (SAMW) and Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW), two
water masses indicating very efficient ocean ventilation, are found to
be well simulated in some CMIP3 and CMIP5 models but not in others,
some having a significant fresh bias (Sloyan and Kamenkovich, 2007;
Salle et al., 2013). McClean and Carman (2011) found biases in the
properties of the North Atlantic mode waters and their formation rates
in the CMIP3 models. Errors in Subtropical Mode Water (STMW) formation rate and volume produce a turnover time of 1 to 2 years, approximately half of that observed. Bottom water properties assessment in
CMIP5 shows that about half of the models create dense water on

Sea surface salinity (SSS) is more challenging to observe, even though
the last decade has seen substantial improvements in the development
of global salinity observations, such as those from the Array for Realtime Geostrophic Oceanography (ARGO) network (see Chapter 3).
Whereas SST is strongly constrained by air–sea interactions, the sources
of SSS variations (surface forcing via evaporation minus precipitation,
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Figure 9.14 | (a) Zonally averaged sea surface temperature (SST) error in CMIP5 models. (b) Equatorial SST error in CMIP5 models. (c) Zonally averaged multi-model mean SST
error for CMIP5 (red curve) and CMIP3 (blue curve), together with inter-model standard deviation (shading). (d) Equatorial multi-model mean SST in CMIP5 (red curve), CMIP3 (blue
curve) together with inter-model standard deviation (shading) and observations (black). Model climatologies are derived from the 1979–1999 mean of the historical simulations.
The Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) (Rayner et al., 2003) observational climatology for 1979–1999 is used as reference for the error calculation (a),
(b), and (c); and for observations in (d).

the Antarctic shelf, but it mixes with lighter water and is not exported as bottom water. Instead most models create deep water by open
ocean deep convection, a process occurring rarely in reality (Heuzé et
al., 2013) which leads to errors in deep water formation and properties
in the Southern Ocean as shown in Figure 9.15.
Few studies have assessed the performance of models in simulating
Mixed Layer Depth (MLD). In the North East Pacific region, Jang et al.
(2011) found that the CMIP3 models exhibit the observed deep MLD
in the Kuroshio Extension, though with a deep bias and only one large
deep MLD region, rather than the observed two localized maxima.
Other studies have noted MLD biases near sea ice edges (Capotondi
et al., 2012).

9.4.2.2 Simulation of Sea Level and Ocean Heat Content
Steric and dynamic components of the mean dynamic topography (MDT)
and sea surface height (SSH) patterns can be compared to observations
(Maximenko et al., 2009). Pattern correlations between simulated and
observed MDT are above 0.95 for all of the CMIP5 models (Figure
9.16), an improvement compared to CMIP3. MDT biases over tropical
ocean regions are consistent with surface wind stress biases (Lee et al.,
2013). Over the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, the parameterization of
eddy-induced transports is essential for the models’ density structure
and thus MDT (Kuhlbrodt et al., 2012). High-resolution eddy resolving
ocean models show improved SSH simulations over coarser resolution
versions (McClean et al., 2006). Chapter 13 provides a more extensive
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assessment of sea level changes in CMIP5 simulations, including comparisons with century-scale historical records.
Ocean heat content (OHC) depends only on ocean temperature, whereas absolute changes in sea level are also influenced by processes that
are only now being incorporated into global models (e.g., mass loss

a)

b)

from large ice sheets discussed in Section 9.1.3.2.7). However, global-scale changes in OHC are highly correlated with the thermosteric
contribution to global SSH changes (Domingues et al., 2008). Approximately half of the historical CMIP3 simulations did not include the
effects of volcanic eruptions, resulting in substantially greater than
observed ocean heat uptake during the late 20th century (Gleckler et
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Figure 9.15 | Time-mean bottom potential temperature in the Southern Ocean, observed (a) and the differences between individual CMIP5 models and observations (b–p); left
colour bar corresponds to the observations, right colour bar to the differences between model and observations (same unit). Thick dashed black line is the mean August sea ice
extent (concentration >15%); thick continuous black line is the mean February sea ice extent (concentration >15%). Numbers indicate the area-weighted root-mean-square (RMS)
error for all depths between the model and the climatology (unit °C); mean RMS error = 0.97 °C. (After Heuzé et al., 2013.)
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by the observed standard deviation. The azimuthal variable shows the correlation of the modelled spatial pattern with the observed spatial pattern. The root-mean square error with
bias removed is indicated by the dashed grey circles about the observational point. Analysis is for the global ocean, 50°S to 50°N. The reference data set is Archiving, Validation
and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic data (AVISO), a merged satellite product (Ducet et al., 2000), which is described in Chapter 3. One realization per model is shown for
each CMIP5 and CMIP3 model result. Grey filled circles are for individual CMIP3 models; other symbols as in legend.

al., 2006; Domingues et al., 2008). Figure 9.17 shows observed and
simulated global 0 to 700 m and total OHC changes during the overlap
period of the observational record and the CMIP5 historical experiment
(1961–2005). Three upper-ocean observational estimates, assessed in
Chapter 3, are also shown to indicate observational uncertainty. The
CMIP5 multi-model mean falls within the range of observations for
most of the period, and the intermodel spread is reduced relative to
CMIP3 (Gleckler et al., 2006; Domingues et al., 2008). This may result
from most CMIP5 models including volcanic forcings. When the deep
ocean is included, the CMIP5 multi-model mean also agrees well with
the observations, although the deeper ocean estimates are much more
uncertain (Chapter 3). There is high confidence that many CMIP5
models reproduce the observed increase in ocean heat content since
1960.
EMIC results for changes in total OHC are also compared with observations in Figure 9.17. (Note: results in this figure are based on Eby
et al. (2013) who show OHC changes for 0 to 2000 m, whereas here
the time-integrated net heat flux into the ocean surface is shown to
compare with CMIP5 results (Figure 9.17b)). There is a tendency for
the EMICs to overestimate total OHC changes and this could alter the
temperature related feedbacks on the oceanic carbon cycle, and affect
the long-term millennium projections in Chapter 12. However, it should
be noted that high OHC changes can compensate for biases in climate
sensitivity or RF so as to reproduce surface temperature changes over

the 20th century. This will result in biased thermosteric sea level rise
for millennial projections. Calibrated EMICs (Meinshausen et al., 2009;
Sokolov et al., 2010) would remove such biases.
In idealized CMIP5 experiments (CO2 increasing 1% yr–1), the heat
uptake efficiency of the CMIP5 models varies by a factor of two,
explaining about 50% of the model spread (Kuhlbrodt and Gregory,
2012). Despite observational uncertainties, this recent work also provides limited evidence that in the upper 2000 m, most CMIP5 models
are less stratified (in the global mean) than is observed, which suggests that these models transport heat downwards more efficiently
than the real ocean. These results are consistent with earlier studies
(Forest et al., 2006, 2008; Boe et al., 2009a; Sokolov et al., 2010) that
conclude the CMIP3 models may overestimate oceanic mixing efficiency and therefore underestimate the Transient Climate Response (TCR)
and its impact on future surface warming. However, Kuhlbrodt and
Gregory (2012) also find that this apparent bias explains very little of
the model spread in TCR. Although some progress has been made in
understanding mixing deficiencies in ocean models (Griffies and Greatbatch, 2012; Ilicak et al., 2012), this remains a key challenge in improving the representation of physical processes that impact the evolution
of ocean heat content and thermal expansion.
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Figure 9.17 | Time series of simulated and observed global ocean heat content anomalies (with respect to 1971). CMIP5 historical simulations and observations for both the
upper 700 meters of the ocean (a) as well as for the total ocean heat content (b). Total ocean heat content results are also shown for EMICs and observations (c). EMIC estimates
are based on time-integrated surface heat flux into the ocean. The 0 to 700 m and total heat content observational estimates (thick lines) are respectively described in Figure 3.2
and Box 3.1, Figure 1. Simulation drift has been removed from all CMIP5 runs with a contemporaneous portion of a quadratic fit to each corresponding pre-industrial control run
(Gleckler et al., 2012). Units are 1022 Joules.

9.4.2.3 Simulation of Circulation Features Important for
Climate Response
9.4.2.3.1

Simulation of recent ocean circulation

Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation
The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) consists of
northward transport of shallow warm water overlying a southward
transport of deep cold water and is responsible for a considerable part
782

of the northward oceanic heat transport. Long-term AMOC estimates
have had to be inferred from hydrographic measurements sporadically
available over the last decades (e.g., Bryden et al., 2005; Lumpkin et
al., 2008, Chapter 3.6.3). Continuous AMOC monitoring at 26.5°N was
started in 2004 (Cunningham et al., 2007) and now provides a 5-year
mean value of 18.5 Sv with annual means having a standard deviation of 1 Sv (McCarthy et al., 2012). The ability of models to simulate
this important circulation feature is tied to the credibility of simulated
AMOC weakening during the 21st century because the magnitude of
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the weakening is correlated with the initial AMOC strength (Gregory
et al., 2005). The mean AMOC strength in CMIP5 models ranges from
15 to 30 Sv for the historical period which is comparable to the CMIP3
models (Weaver et al., 2012; see Figure 12.35). The variability of the
AMOC is assessed in Section 9.5.3.3.1.

range in the zonal mean ACC position is smaller than in the CMIP3
ensemble (in CMIP5, the mean transport is 148 Sv and the standard
deviation is 50 Sv across an ensemble of 21 models).
Simulation of glacial ocean conditions
Reconstructions of the last glacial maximum from sediment cores discussed in Chapter 5 indicate that the regions of deep water formation in the North Atlantic were shifted southward, that the boundary
between North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) and Antarctic Bottom
Water (AABW) was substantially shallower than today, and that
NADW formation was less intense (Duplessy et al., 1988; Dokken
and Jansen, 1999; McManus et al., 2004; Curry and Oppo, 2005). This
signal, although estimated from a limited number of sites, is robust
(see Chapter 5). The AR4 reported that model simulations showed a
wide range of AMOC response to LGM forcing (Weber et al., 2007),
with some models exhibiting reduced strength of the AMOC and its
extension at depth and other showing no change or an increase. Figure
9.18 provides an update of the diagnosis proposed by Otto-Bliesner
et al. (2007) to compare model results with the deep ocean data from
Adkins et al. (2002) using PMIP2 and CMIP5/PMIP3 pre-industrial and
LGM simulations (Braconnot et al., 2012). These models reproduce the
modern deep ocean temperature–salinity (T–S) structure in the Atlantic basin, but most of them do not capture the cold and salty bottom

Southern Ocean circulation
The Southern Ocean is an important driver for the meridional overturning circulation and is closely linked to the zonally continuous
Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). Gupta et al. (2009) noted that
relatively small deficiencies in the position of the ACC lead to more
obvious biases in the SST in the models. The ability of CMIP3 models
to adequately represent Southern Ocean circulation and water masses
seems to be affected by several factors (Russell et al., 2006). The most
important are the strength of the westerlies at the latitude of the Drake
Passage, the heat flux gradient over this region, and the change in
salinity with depth across the ACC. Kuhlbrodt et al. (2012) found that
the strongest influence on ACC transport in the CMIP3 models was the
Gent-McWilliams thickness diffusivity. The ACC has a typical transport
through the Drake Passage of about 135 Sv (e.g., Cunningham et al.,
2003). A comparison of CMIP5 models (Meijers et al., 2012) shows
that, firstly, the ACC transport through Drake Passage is improved as
compared to the CMIP3 models, and secondly, that the inter-model
Present
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Figure 9.18 | Temperature and salinity for the modern period (open symbols) and the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, filled symbols) as estimated from proxy data at Ocean Drilling
Program (ODP) sites (black symbols, from Adkins et al., 2002) and simulated by the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project version 2 (PMIP2, small triangles) and PMIP3/
CMIP5 (big triangles) models. The isolines represent lines of equal density. Site 981 (triangles) is located in the North Atlantic (Feni Drift, 55ºN, 15ºW, 2184 m). Site 1093 (upsidedown triangles) is located in the South Atlantic (Shona Rise, 50ºS, 6ºE, 3626 m). In PMIP2, only Community Climate System Model (CCSM) included a 1 psu adjustment of ocean
salinity at initialization to account for freshwater frozen into LGM ice sheets; the other PMIP2 model-simulated salinities have been adjusted to allow a comparison. In PMIP3, all
simulations include the 1 psu adjustment as required in the PMIP2/CMIP5 protocol (Braconnot et al., 2012). The dotted lines allow a comparison of the values at the NH and SH
sites for a same model. This figure is adapted from Otto-Bliesner et al. (2007).
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water suggested by the LGM reconstructions, providing evidence that
processes responsible for such palaeoclimate changes may not be well
reproduced in contemporary climate models. This is expected to also
affect projected changes in deep ocean properties.

allow useful evaluation of models. This is still the case and so the focus
here is on an integrated quantity, meridional heat transport, which is
less prone to errors. Surface wind stress is better observed and models
are evaluated against observed products below.

9.4.2.4 Simulation of Surface Fluxes and Meridional Transports

The zonal component of wind stress is particularly important in driving ocean surface currents; modelled and observed values are shown
in Figure 9.19. At middle to high latitudes, the model-simulated wind
stress maximum lies 5 to 10 degree equatorward of that in the observationally based estimates, and so mid-latitude westerly winds are

Surface fluxes play a large part in determining the fidelity of ocean
simulations. As noted in the AR4, large uncertainties in surface heat
and fresh water flux observations (usually obtained indirectly) do not

9

Figure 9.19 | Zonal-mean zonal wind stress over the oceans in (a) CMIP5 models and (b) multi-model mean comparison with CMIP3. Shown is the time-mean of the period
1970–1999 from the historical simulations. The black solid, dashed, and dotted curves represent ECMWF reanalysis of the global atmosphere and surface conditions (ERA)-Interim
(Dee et al., 2011), National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis I (Kalnay et al., 1996), and QuikSCAT satellite
measurements (Risien and Chelton, 2008), respectively. In (b) the shading indicates the inter-model standard deviation.
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too strong in models. This equatorward shift in the southern ocean
is slightly reduced in CMIP5 relative to CMIP3. At these latitudes, the
largest near surface wind speed biases in CMIP5 are located over the
Pacific sector and the smallest are in the Atlantic sector (Bracegirdle et
al., 2013). Such wind stress errors may adversely affect oceanic heat
and carbon uptake (Swart and Fyfe, 2012a). At middle to low latitudes,
the CMIP3 and CMIP5 model spreads are smaller than at high latitudes, although near the equator this can occur through compensating
errors (Figure 9.20). The simulated multi-model mean equatorial zonal
wind stress is too weak in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans and too

Chapter 9

strong in the western Pacific, with no major improvement from CMIP3
to CMIP5.
The CMIP5 model simulations qualitatively agree with the various
observational estimates on the most important features of ocean heat
transport (Figure 9.21) and, in a multi-model sense, no major change
from CMIP3 can be seen. All CMIP5 models are able to the represent the
strong north-south asymmetry, with the largest values in the NH, consistent with the observational estimates. At most latitudes the majority
of CMIP5 model results fall within the range of observational estimates,

9

Figure 9.20 | Equatorial (2°S to 2°N averaged) zonal wind stress for the Indian, Pacific, and Atlantic oceans in (a) CMIP5 models and (b) multi-model mean comparison with
CMIP3. Shown is the time-mean of the period 1970–1999 from the historical simulations. The black solid, dashed, and dotted curves represent ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011),
National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis I (Kalnay et al., 1996) and QuikSCAT satellite measurements
(Risien and Chelton, 2008), respectively. In (b) the shading indicates the inter-model standard deviation.
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Figure 9.21 | Annual- and zonal-mean oceanic heat transport implied by net heat flux imbalances at the sea surface for CMIP5 simulations, under an assumption of negligible
changes in oceanic heat content. Observational estimates include: the data set from Trenberth and Caron (2001) for the period February 1985 to April 1989, derived from reanalysis
products from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR; Kalnay et al., 1996; dash-dotted black) and European
Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts 40-year reanalysis (ERA40; Uppala et al., 2005; short-dashed black), an updated version by Trenberth and Fasullo (2008) with
improved top of the atmosphere (TOA) radiation data from the Clouds and Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) for March 2000 to May 2004, and updated NCEP reanalysis
(Kistler et al., 2001) up to 2006 (solid black), the Large and Yeager (2009) analysis based on the range of annual mean transport estimated over the years 1984–2006, computed
from air–sea surface fluxes adjusted to agree in the mean with a variety of satellite and in situ measurements (long-dashed black), and direct estimates by Ganachaud and Wunsch
(2003) obtained from hydrographic sections during the World Ocean Circulation Experiment combined with inverse models (black diamonds). The model climatologies are derived
from the years 1986 to 2005 in the historical simulations in CMIP5. The multi-model mean is shown as a thick red line. The CMIP3 multi-model mean is added as a thick blue line.

although there is some suggestion of modest underestimate between
15°N and 25°N and south of about 60°S. Some models show an equatorward transport at Southern-Hemisphere mid-latitudes that is also
featured in the observation estimate of Large and Yeager (2009). This
highlights the difficulties in representing large-scale energy processes
in the Southern ocean as discussed by Trenberth and Fasullo (2010b).
Note that climate models should exhibit a vanishing net energy balance
when long time averages are considered but unphysical sources and
sinks lead to energy biases (Trenberth and Fasullo, 2009, 2010a; Lucarini and Ragone, 2011) that are also found in reanalysis constrained by
observations (Trenberth et al., 2009). When correcting for the imperfect
closure of the energy cycle, as done here, comparison between models
and observational estimates become possible.

along the equator, the structure of the equatorial current system, and
the excessive equatorial cold tongue (Reichler and Kim, 2008; Brown
et al., 2010a; Zheng et al., 2012). Many reasons for these biases have
been proposed, such as: too strong trade winds; a too diffusive thermocline; deficient horizontally isotropic mixing coefficients; insufficient
penetration of solar radiation; and too weak tropical instability waves
(Meehl et al., 2001; Wittenberg et al., 2006; Lin, 2007). It is noteworthy
that CMIP5 models exhibit some improvements in the western equatorial Pacific when compared to CMIP3, with reduced SST and trade wind
errors (Figures 9.14 and 9.20). Because of strong interactions between
the processes involved, it is difficult to identify the ultimate source of
these errors, although new approaches using the rapid adjustment of
initialized simulations hold promise (Vannière et al., 2011).

9.4.2.5 Simulation of Tropical Mean State

A particular problem in simulating the seasonal cycle in the tropical
Pacific arises from the ‘double ITCZ’, defined as the appearance of a
spurious ITCZ in the SH associated with excessive tropical precipitation. Further problems are too strong a seasonal cycle in simulated
SST and winds in the eastern Pacific and the appearance of a spurious
semi-annual cycle. The latter has been attributed to meridional asymmetry in the background state that is too weak, possibly in conjunction with incorrect regional water vapour feedbacks (Li and Philander,
1996; Guilyardi, 2006; Timmermann et al., 2007; De Szoeke and Xie,
2008; Wu et al., 2008a; Hirota et al., 2011).

9.4.2.5.1

Tropical Pacific Ocean

Although the basic east–west structure of the tropical Pacific is well
captured, models have shown persistent biases in important properties of the mean state (AchutaRao and Sperber, 2002; Randall et al.,
2007; Guilyardi et al., 2009b) with severe local impacts (Brown et al.,
2012). Among these biases are the mean thermocline depth and slope
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Tropical Atlantic Ocean

CMIP3 and CMIP5 models exhibit severe biases in the tropical Atlantic
Ocean, so severe that some of the most fundamental features—the
east–west SST gradient and the eastward shoaling thermocline along
the equator—cannot be reproduced (Figure 9.14; (Chang et al., 2007;
Chang et al., 2008; Richter and Xie, 2008; Richter et al., 2013). In many
models, the warm SST bias along the Benguela coast is in excess of
5°C and the Atlantic warm pool in the western basin is grossly underestimated (Liu et al., 2013a). As in the Pacific, CMIP3 models suffer the
double ITCZ error in the Atlantic. Hypotheses for the complex Atlantic
bias problem tend to draw on the fact that the Atlantic Ocean has a far
smaller basin, and thus encourages a tighter and more complex land–
atmosphere–ocean interaction. A recent study using a high-resolution
coupled model suggests that the warm eastern equatorial Atlantic SST
bias is more sensitive to the local rather than basin-wide trade wind
bias and to a wet Congo basin instead of a dry Amazon—a finding
that differs from previous studies (Patricola et al., 2012). Recent ocean
model studies show that a warm subsurface temperature bias in the
eastern equatorial Atlantic is common to virtually all ocean models
forced with ‘best estimated’ surface momentum and heat fluxes, owing
to problems in parameterization of vertical mixing (Hazeleger and
Haarsma, 2005). Toniazzo and Woolnough (2013) show that among a
variety of causes for the initial bias development, ocean–atmosphere
coupling is key for their maintenance.
9.4.2.5.3

9.4.3

Sea Ice

Evaluation of sea ice performance requires accurate information on ice
concentration, thickness, velocity, salinity, snow cover and other factors. The most reliably measured characteristic of sea ice remains sea
ice extent (usually understood as the area covered by ice with a concentration above 15%). Caveats, however, exist related to the uneven
reliability of different sources of sea ice extent estimates (e.g., satellite
vs. pre-satellite observations; see Chapter 4), as well as to limitations of
this characteristic as a metric of model performance (Notz et al., 2013).

Tropical Indian Ocean

CMIP3 and CMIP5 models simulate equatorial Indian Ocean climate
reasonably well (e.g., Figure 9.14), though most models produce weak
westerly winds and a flat thermocline on the equator. The models show
a large spread in the modelled depth of the 20°C isotherm in the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean (Saji et al., 2006). The reasons are unclear
but may be related to differences in the various parameterizations of
vertical mixing as well as the wind structure (Schott et al., 2009).
CMIP3 models generally simulate the Seychelles Chagos thermocline
ridge in the Southwest Indian Ocean, a feature important for the Indian
monsoon and tropical cyclone activity in this basin (Xie et al., 2002). The
models, however, have significant problems in accurately representing
its seasonal cycle because of the difficulty in capturing the asymmetric
nature of the monsoonal winds over the basin, resulting in too weak
a semi-annual harmonic in the local Ekman pumping over the ridge
region compared to observations (Yokoi et al., 2009b). In about half
of the models, the thermocline ridge is displaced eastward associated
with the easterly wind biases on the equator (Nagura et al., 2013).

9.4.2.6 Summary
There is high confidence that the CMIP3 and CMIP5 models simulate
the main physical and dynamical processes at play during transient

Sea ice extent (106 km2)

9.4.2.5.2

ocean heat uptake, sea level rise, and coupled modes of variability.
There is little evidence that CMIP5 models differ significantly from
CMIP3, although there is some evidence of modest improvement. Many
improvements are seen in individual CMIP5 ocean components (some
now including interactive ocean biogeochemistry) and the number of
relatively poor-performing models has been reduced (thereby reducing
inter-model spread). New since the AR4, process-based model evaluation is now helping identify the cause of some specific biases, helping
to overcome the limits set by the short observational records available.

Sea ice extent (106 km2)

A further persistent problem is insufficient marine stratocumulus cloud
in the eastern tropical Pacific, caused presumably by weak coastal
upwelling off South America leading to a warm SST bias (Lin, 2007).
Although the problem persists, improvements are being made (AchutaRao and Sperber, 2006).
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Figure 9.22 | Mean (1980–1999) seasonal cycle of sea ice extent (the ocean area with
a sea ice concentration of at least 15%) in the Northern Hemisphere (upper) and the
Southern Hemisphere (lower) as simulated by 42 CMIP5 and 17 CMIP3 models. Each
model is represented with a single simulation. The observed seasonal cycles (1980–
1999) are based on the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST;
Rayner et al., 2003), National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA; Comiso
and Nishio, 2008) and the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC; Fetterer et al.,
2002) data sets. The shaded areas show the inter-model standard deviation for each
ensemble. (Adapted from Pavlova et al., 2011.)
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et al., 2012) that in some cases model improvements, such as new sea
ice albedo parameterization schemes (e.g., Pedersen et al., 2009; Holland et al., 2012), have been responsible. (Holland et al., 2010) show
that models with initially thicker ice generally retain more extensive ice
throughout the 21st century, and indeed several of the CMIP5 models
start the 20th century with rather thin winter ice cover promoting more
rapid melt (Stroeve et al., 2012). Notz et al. (2013) caution, however,
against direct comparison of modelled trends with observations unless
the models’ internal variability is carefully taken into account. Their
analysis of the MPI-ESM ensemble shows that internal variability in
the Arctic can result in individual model realizations exhibiting a range
of trends (negative, or even positive) for the 29-year-long period starting in 1979, even if the background climate is warming. According to
the distribution of sea ice extent trends over the period 1979–2010
obtained in an ensemble of simulations with individual CMIP5 models
(Figure 9.24) about one quarter of the simulations shows a September
trend in the Arctic as strong as, or stronger, than in observations.

9

Figure 9.23 | Sea ice distribution (1986–2005) in the Northern Hemisphere (upper
panels) and the Southern Hemisphere (lower panels) for February (left) and September (right). AR5 baseline climate (1986–2005) simulated by 42 CMIP5 AOGCMs. Each
model is represented with a single simulation. For each 1° × 1° longitude-latitude grid
cell, the figure indicates the number of models that simulate at least 15% of the area
covered by sea ice. The observed 15% concentration boundaries (red line) are based on
the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) data set (Rayner et
al., 2003). (Adapted from Pavlova et al., 2011.)

The CMIP5 multi-model ensemble exhibits improvements over CMIP3
in simulation of sea ice extent in the both hemispheres (Figure 9.22).
In the Arctic, the multi-model mean error do not exceed 10% of the
observationally based estimates for any given month. In the Antarctic, the corresponding multi-model mean error exceeds 10% (but is
less than 20%) near the annual minimum of sea ice extent; around
the annual maximum, the CMIP5 multi-model mean shows a clear
improvement over CMIP3.
In many models the regional distribution of sea ice concentration is
poorly simulated, even if the hemispheric extent is approximately correct. In Figure 9.23, however, one can see that the median ice edge
position (indicated by the colour at which half of the models have ice
of 15% concentration) agrees reasonably well with observations in
both hemispheres (except austral summer in Antarctica), as was the
case for the CMIP3 models.
A widely discussed feature of the CMIP3 models as a group is a pronounced underestimation of the trend in the September (annual minimum) sea ice extent in the Arctic over the past several decades (e.g.,
Stroeve et al., 2007; Zhang, 2010; Rampal et al., 2011; Winton, 2011).
Possible reasons for the discrepancy include variability inherent to high
latitudes, model shortcomings, and observational uncertainties (e.g.,
Kattsov et al., 2010; Kay et al., 2011; Day et al., 2012). Compared to
CMIP3, the CMIP5 models better simulate the observed trend of September Arctic ice extent (Figure 9.24). It has been suggested (Stroeve
788

The majority of CMIP5 (and CMIP3) models exhibit a decreasing trend
in SH austral summer sea ice extent over the satellite era, in contrast
to the observed weak but significant increase (see Chapter 4). A large
spread in the modelled trends is present, and a comparison of multiple ensemble members from the same model suggests large internal
variability during the late 20th century and the first decade of the 21st
century (e.g., Landrum et al., 2012; Zunz et al., 2013). Compared to
observations, CMIP5 models strongly overestimate the variability of
sea ice extent, at least in austral winter (Zunz et al., 2013).Therefore,
using the models to assess the potential role of the internal variability
in the trend of sea ice extent in the Southern Ocean over the last three
decades presents a significant challenge.
Sea ice is a product of atmosphere–ocean interaction. There are a
number of ways in which sea ice is influenced by and interacts with the
atmosphere and ocean, and some of these feedbacks are still poorly
quantified. As noted in the AR4, among the primary causes of biases
in simulated sea ice extent, especially its geographical distribution, are
problems with simulating high-latitude winds, ocean heat advection
and mixing. For example, Koldunov et al. (2010) have shown, for a particular CMIP3 model, that significant ice thickness errors originate from
biases in the atmospheric component. Similarly, Melsom et al. (2009)
note sea ice improvements associated with improved description of
heat transport by ocean currents. Biases imparted on modelled sea ice,
common to many models, may also be related to representation of
high-latitude processes (e.g., polar clouds) or processes not yet commonly included in models (e.g., deposition of carbonaceous aerosols
on snow and ice). Some CMIP5 models show improvements in simulation of sea ice that are connected to improvements in simulation of the
atmosphere (e.g., Notz et al., 2013).

9.4.3.1 Summary
CMIP5 models reproduce the seasonal cycle of sea ice extent in both
hemispheres. There is robust evidence that the downward trend in
Arctic summer sea ice extent is better simulated than at the time of
the AR4, with about one quarter of the simulations showing a trend
as strong as, or stronger than, that observed over the satellite era. The
performance improvements are not only a result of improvements in
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(c) CMIP5 Arctic ice extent September trends (1979 - 2010)

(106 km2 per decade)

(d) CMIP5 Antarctic ice extent February trends (1979 - 2010)

(106 km2 per decade)

Figure 9.24 | (Top and middle rows) Time series of sea ice extent from 1900 to 2012 for (a) the Arctic in September and (b) the Antarctic in February, as modelled in CMIP5
(coloured lines) and observations-based (NASA; Comiso and Nishio, 2008) and NSIDC; (Fetterer et al., 2002), solid and dashed thick black lines, respectively). The CMIP5 multimodel ensemble mean (thick red line) is based on 37 CMIP5 models (historical simulations extended after 2005 with RCP4.5 projections). Each model is represented with a single
simulation. The dotted black line for the Arctic in (a) relates to the pre-satellite period of observation-based time series (Stroeve et al., 2012). In (a) and (b) the panels on the right
are based on the corresponding 37-member ensemble means from CMIP5 (thick red lines) and 12-model ensemble means from CMIP3 (thick blue lines). The CMIP3 12-model
means are based on CMIP3 historical simulations extended after 1999 with Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES) A2 projections. The pink and light blue shadings denote
the 5 to 95 percentile range for the corresponding ensembles. Note that these are monthly means, not yearly minima. (Adapted from Pavlova et al., 2011.) (Bottom row) CMIP5 sea
ice extent trend distributions over the period 1979–2010 for (c) the Arctic in September and (d) the Antarctic in February. Altogether 66 realizations are shown from 26 different
models (historical simulations extended after 2005 with RCP4.5 projections). They are compared against the observations-based estimates of the trends (green vertical lines in
(c) and (d) from Comiso and Nishio (2008); blue vertical line in (d) from Parkinson and Cavalieri (2012)). In (c), the observations-based estimates (Cavalieri and Parkinson, 2012;
Comiso and Nishio, 2008) coincide.
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sea ice components themselves but also in atmospheric circulation.
Most CMIP5 models simulate a decrease in Antarctic sea ice extent
over the past few decades compared to the small but significant
increase observed.

9.4.4

Land Surface, Fluxes and Hydrology

The land surface determines the partitioning of precipitation into evapotranspiration and runoff, and the partitioning of surface net radiation
into sensible and latent heat fluxes. Land surface processes therefore
impact strongly on both the climate and hydrological resources. This
subsection summarizes recent studies on the evaluation of land surface models, wherever possible emphasizing their performance in
CMIP3 and CMIP5 climate models.

9

9.4.4.1 Snow Cover and Near-Surface Permafrost
The modelling of snow and near-surface permafrost (NSP) processes
has received increased attention since the AR4, in part because of the
recognition that these processes can provide significant feedbacks on
climate change (e.g., Koven et al., 2011; Lawrence et al., 2011). The
SnowMIP2 project compared results from 33 snowpack models of varying complexity, including some snow models that are used in AOGCMs,
using driving data from five NH locations (Rutter et al., 2009). Most
snow models were found to be consistent with observations at open
sites, but there was much greater discrepancy at forested sites due
to the complex interactions between plant canopy and snow cover.
Despite these difficulties, the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble reproduces
key features of the large-scale snow cover (Figure 9.25). In the NH,
models are able to simulate the seasonal cycle of snow cover over
the northern parts of continents, with more disagreement in southerly regions where snow cover is sparse, particularly over China and
Mongolia (Brutel-Vuilmet et al., 2013). The latter weaknesses are associated with incorrect timing of the snow onset and melt, and possibly
with the choice of thresholds for diagnosing snow cover in the model
output. In spite of the good performance of the multi-model mean,
there is a significant inter-model scatter of spring snow cover extent
in some regions. There is a strong linear correlation between Northern-Hemisphere spring snow cover extent and annual mean surface
air temperature in the models, consistent with available observations.
The recent negative trend in spring snow cover is underestimated by
the CMIP5 (and CMIP3) models (Derksen and Brown, 2012), which is
associated with an underestimate of the boreal land surface warming
(Brutel-Vuilmet et al., 2013).
Some CMIP5 models now represent NSP and frozen soil processes (Koven et al., 2013), but this is not generally the case. Therefore
it is difficult to make a direct quantitative evaluation of most CMIP5
models against permafrost observations. A less direct but more inclusive approach is to diagnose NSP extent using snow depths and skin
temperatures generated by climate models to drive a stand-alone multi-layer permafrost model (Pavlova et al., 2007). Figure 9.25 shows the
result of using this approach on the CMIP5 ensemble. The multi-model
mean is able to simulate the approximate location of the NSP boundary (as indicated by the 0°C soil temperature isotherm). However, the
range of present-day (1986–2005) NSP area inferred from individual models spans a factor of more than six (~4 to 25 × 106 km2) due
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Figure 9.25 | Terrestrial snow cover distribution (1986–2005) in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) as simulated by 30 CMIP5 models for February, updated for CMIP5 from
Pavlova et al. (2007). For each 1° × 1° longitude-latitude grid cell, the figure indicates
the number of models that simulate at least 5 kg m–2 of snow-water equivalent. The
observations-based boundaries (red line) mark the territory with at least 20% of the
days per month with snow cover (Robinson and Frei, 2000) over the period 1986–2005.
The annual mean 0°C isotherm at 3.3 m depth averaged across 24 CMIP5 models
(yellow line) is a proxy for the near-surface permafrost boundary. Observed permafrost
extent in the NH (magenta line) is based on Brown et al. (1997, 1998).

to differences in simulated surface climate and to varying abilities of
the underlying land surface models. Even though many CMIP5 models
include some representation of soil freezing in mineral soils, very few
include key processes necessary to accurately model NSP changes,
such as the distinct properties of organic soils, the existence of local
water tables and the heat released by microbial respiration (Nicolsky et
al., 2007; Wania et al., 2009; Koven et al., 2011, 2013).
Despite large differences in the absolute NSP area, the relationship
between the decrease in NSP area and the warming air temperature
over the present-day NSP region is similar, and approximately linear, in
many models (Slater and Lawrence, 2013).

9.4.4.2 Soil Moisture and Surface Hydrology
The partitioning of precipitation into evapotranspiration and runoff is
highly dependent on the moisture status of the land surface, especially
the amount of soil moisture available for evapotranspiration, which in
turn depends on properties of the land cover such as the rooting depth
of plants.
There has been a long history of off-line evaluation of land surface
schemes, aided more recently by the increasing availability of site-specific data (Friend et al., 2007; Blyth et al., 2010). Throughout this time,
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representations of the land surface have significantly increased in
complexity, allowing the representation of key processes such as links
between stomatal conductance and photosynthesis, but at the cost of
increasing the number of poorly known internal model parameters.
These more sophisticated land surface models are based on physical
principles that should make them more appropriate for projections of
future climate and increased CO2. However for specific data-rich sites,
current land surface models still struggle to perform as well as statistical models in predicting year-to-year variations in latent and sensible
heat fluxes (Abramowitz et al., 2008) and runoff (Materia et al., 2010).
There are few evaluations of the performance of land surface schemes
in coupled climate models, but those that have been undertaken find
major limitations associated with the atmospheric forcing rather than
the land surface schemes themselves. For example, an evaluation of
the soil moisture simulations of CMIP3 models found that long-term
soil moisture trends could only be reproduced in models that simulated the reduction in solar radiation at the surface associated with
‘global dimming’ (Li et al., 2007). A comparison of simulated evapotranspiration fluxes from CMIP3 against large-scale observation-based
estimates, showed underestimates in India and parts of eastern South
America, and overestimates in the western USA, Australia and China
(Mueller et al., 2011).
Land–atmosphere coupling determines the ability of climate models
to simulate the influence of soil moisture anomalies on rainfall,
droughts and high-temperature extremes (Fischer et al., 2007; Lorenz
et al., 2012). The coupling strength depends both on the sensitivity of
evapotranspiration to soil moisture, which is determined by the land
surface scheme, and the sensitivity of precipitation to evapotranspiration, which is determined by the atmospheric model (Koster et al.,
2004; Seneviratne et al., 2010). Comparison of climate model simulations to observations suggests that the models correctly represent
the soil-moisture impacts on temperature extremes in southeastern
Europe, but overestimate them in central Europe (Hirschi et al., 2011).
The influence of soil moisture on rainfall varies significantly with region,
and with the lead-time between a soil moisture anomaly and a rainfall
event (Seneviratne et al., 2010). In some regions, such as the Sahel,
enhanced precipitation can even be induced by dry anomalies (Taylor
et al., 2011). Recent analyses of CMIP5 models reveals considerable
spread in the ability of the models to reproduce observed correlations
between precipitation and soil moisture in the tropics (Williams et al.,
2012), and a systematic failure to simulate the positive impact of dry
soil moisture anomalies on rainfall in the Sahel (Taylor et al., 2012a).

9.4.4.3 Dynamic Global Vegetation and Nitrogen Cycling
At the time of the AR4 very few climate models included dynamic vegetation, with vegetation being prescribed and fixed in all but a handful
of coupled climate–carbon cycle models (Friedlingstein et al., 2006).
Dynamic Global Vegetation Models (DGVMs) certainly existed at the
time of the AR4 (Cramer et al., 2001) but these were not typically
incorporated in climate models. Since the AR4 there has been continual
development of offline DGVMs, and some climate models incorporate
dynamic vegetation in at least a subset of the runs submitted to CMIP5
(also see Section 9.1.3.2.4), with likely consequences for climate model
biases and regional climate projection (Martin and Levine, 2012).
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DGVMs are designed to simulate the large-scale geographical distribution of plant functional types and how these patterns will change
in response to climate change, CO2 increases, and other forcing factors
(Cramer et al., 2001). These models typically include rather detailed
representations of plant photosynthesis but less sophisticated treatments of soil carbon, with a varying number of soil carbon pools. In
the absence of nitrogen limitations on CO2 fertilization, offline DGVMs
agree qualitatively that CO2 increase alone will tend to enhance
carbon uptake on the land while the associated climate change will
tend to reduce it. There is also good agreement on the degree of CO2
fertilization in the case of no nutrient limitation (Sitch et al., 2008).
However, under more extreme emissions scenarios the responses of
the DGVMs diverge markedly. Large uncertainties are associated with
the responses of tropical and boreal ecosystems to elevated temperatures and changing soil moisture status. Particular areas of uncertainty
are the high-temperature response of photosynthesis (Galbraith et al.,
2010), and the extent of CO2 fertilization (Rammig et al., 2010) in the
Amazonian rainforest.
Most of the land surface models and DGVMs used in the CMIP5
models continue to neglect nutrient limitations on plant growth (see
Section 6.4.6.2), even though these may significantly moderate the
response of photosynthesis to CO2 (Wang and Houlton, 2009). Recent
extensions of two land surface models to include nitrogen limitations
improve the fit to ‘Free-Air CO2 Enrichment Experiments’, and suggest
that models without these limitations are expected to overestimate
the land carbon sink in the nitrogen-limited mid and high latitudes
(Thornton et al., 2007; Zaehle et al., 2010).

9.4.4.4 Land Use Change
A major innovation in the land component of ESMs since the AR4 is the
inclusion of the effects of land use change associated with the spread
of agriculture, urbanization and deforestation. These affect climate
by altering the biophysical properties of the land surface, such as its
albedo, aerodynamic roughness and water-holding capacity (Bondeau
et al., 2007; Bonan, 2008; Bathiany et al., 2010; Levis, 2010). Land
use change has also contributed almost 30% of total anthropogenic CO2 emissions since 1850 (see Table 6.1), and affects emissions of
trace gases, and VOCs such as isoprene. The latest ESMs used in CMIP5
attempt to model the CO2 emissions implied by prescribed land use
change and many also simulate the associated changes in the biophysical properties of the land surface. This represents a major advance on
the CMIP3 models which typically neglected land use change, aside
from its assumed contribution to anthropogenic CO2 emissions.
However, the increasing sophistication of the modelling of the impacts
of land use change has introduced additional spread in climate model
projections. The first systematic model intercomparison demonstrated
that large-scale land cover change can significantly affect regional climate (Pitman et al., 2009) and showed a large spread in the response
of different models to the same imposed land cover change (de Noblet-Ducoudre et al., 2012). This uncertainty arises from the often counteracting effects of evapotranspiration and albedo changes (Boisier et
al., 2012) and has consequences for the simulation of temperature and
rainfall extremes (Pitman et al., 2012b).
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9.4.5

Carbon Cycle

An important development since the AR4 is the more widespread
implementation of ESMs that include an interactive carbon cycle.
Coupled climate-carbon cycle models are used extensively for the projections presented in Chapter 12. The evaluation of the carbon cycle
within coupled models is discussed here, while the performance of the
individual land and ocean carbon models, together with the detailed
analysis of climate–carbon cycle feedbacks, is presented in Chapter 6
(Section 6.4 and Box 6.4).

9

The transition from AOGCMs to ESMs was motivated in part by the
results from the first generation coupled climate–carbon cycle models,
which suggested that feedbacks between the climate and the carbon
cycle were uncertain but potentially very important in the context of
21st century climate change (Cox et al., 2000; Friedlingstein et al.,
2001). The first-generation models used in the Coupled Climate Carbon
Cycle Model Intercomparison Project (C4MIP) included both extended
AOGCMS and EMICs. The C4MIP experimental design involved running
each model under a common emission scenario (SRES A2) and calculating the evolution of the global atmospheric CO2 concentration
interactively within the model. The impacts of climate–carbon cycle
feedbacks were diagnosed by carrying out parallel “uncoupled” simulations in which increases in atmospheric CO2 did not influence climate. Analysis of the C4MIP runs highlighted a greater than 200 ppmv
range in the CO2 concentration by 2100 due to uncertainties in climate–carbon cycle feedbacks, and that the largest uncertainties were
associated with the response of land ecosystems to climate and CO2
(Friedlingstein et al., 2006).
For CMIP5 a different experimental design was proposed in which the
core simulations use prescribed RCPs of atmospheric CO2 and other
GHGs (Moss et al., 2010). Under a prescribed CO2 scenario, ESMs calculate land and ocean carbon fluxes interactively, but these fluxes do not
affect the evolution of atmospheric CO2. Instead the modelled land and
ocean fluxes, along with the prescribed increase in atmospheric CO2,
can be used to diagnose the ‘compatible’ emissions of CO2 consistent
with the simulation (see Section 6.3; Miyama and Kawamiya, 2009;
Arora et al., 2011). The compatible emissions for each model can then
be evaluated against the best estimates of the actual historical CO2
emissions. Parallel model experiments in which the carbon cycle does
not respond to the simulated climate change (which are equivalent to
the ‘uncoupled’ simulations in C4MIP) provide a means to diagnose
climate–carbon cycle feedbacks in terms of their impact on the compatible emissions of CO2 (Hibbard et al., 2007).
Carbon cycle model evaluation is limited by the availability of direct
observations at appropriately large spatial scales. Field studies and
eddy-covariance flux measurements provide detailed information on
the land carbon cycle over short-time scales and for specific locations,
and ocean inventories are able to constrain the long-term uptake of
anthropogenic CO2 by the ocean (Sabine et al., 2004; Takahashi et al.,
2009). However the stores of carbon on the land are less well-known,
even though these are important determinants of the CO2 fluxes from
land use change. ESM simulations vary by a factor of at least six in
global soil carbon (Anav et al., 2013; Todd-Brown et al., 2013) and by
a factor of four in global vegetation carbon, although about two thirds
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of models are within 50% of the uncertain observational estimates
(Anav et al., 2013).
Large-scale land–atmosphere and global atmosphere fluxes are not
directly measured, but global estimates can be made from the carbon
balance, and large-scale regional fluxes can be estimated from the
inversion of atmospheric CO2 measurements (see Section 6.3.2). Figure
9.26 shows modelled annual mean ocean–atmosphere and net land–
atmosphere CO2 fluxes from the historical simulations in the CMIP5
archive (Anav et al., 2013). Also shown are estimates derived from
offline ocean carbon cycle models, measurements of atmospheric CO2,
and best estimates of the CO2 fluxes from fossil fuels and land use
change (Le Quere et al., 2009). Uncertainties in these latter annual
estimates are approximately ±0.5 PgC yr–1, arising predominantly from
the uncertainty in the model-derived ocean CO2 uptake. The confidence
limits for the ensemble mean are derived by assuming that the CMIP5
models form a t-distribution centred on the ensemble mean (Anav et
al., 2013).
The evolution of the global ocean carbon sink is shown in the top
panel of Figure 9.26. The CMIP5 ensemble mean global ocean uptake
(± standard deviation of the multi-model ensemble), computed using
all the 23 models that reported ocean CO2 fluxes, increases from 0.47
± 0.32 PgC yr–1 over the period 1901–1930 to 1.53 ± 0.36 PgC yr–1
for the period 1960–2005. For comparison, the Global Carbon Project
(GCP) estimates a stronger ocean carbon sink of 1.92 ± 0.3 PgC yr–1 for
1960–2005 (Anav et al., 2013). The bottom panel of Figure 9.26 shows
the variability in global land carbon uptake evident in the GCP estimates, with the global land carbon sink being strongest during La Niña
years and after volcanoes, and turning into a source during El Niño
years. The CMIP5 models cannot be expected to precisely reproduce
this year-to-year variability as these models will naturally simulate chaotic ENSO variability that is out of phase with the historical variability.
However, the ensemble mean does successfully simulate a strengthening global land carbon sink during the 1990s, especially after the Mt
Pinatubo eruption in 1991. The CMIP5 ensemble mean land–atmosphere flux (± standard deviation of the multi-model ensemble) evolves
from a small source of –0.34 ± 0.49 PgC yr–1 over the period 1901–
1930, predominantly due to land use change, to a sink of 0.47 ± 0.72
PgC yr–1 in the period 1960–2005. The GCP estimates give a weaker
sink of 0.36 ± 1 PgC yr–1 for the 1960–2005 period.
Figure 9.27 shows the ocean–atmosphere fluxes (top panel) and mean
land–atmosphere fluxes (bottom panel) simulated by ESMs and EMICs
(Eby et al., 2013) for the period 1986–2005, and compares these
to observation-based estimates from GCP and Atmospheric Tracer
Transport Model Intercomparison Project (TRANSCOM3) atmospheric
inversions (Gurney et al., 2003). Unlike Figure 9.26, only models that
reported both land and ocean carbon fluxes are included in this figure.
The atmospheric inversions results are taken from the Japanese Meteorological Agency (JMA) as this was the only TRANSCOM3 model that
reported results for all years of the 1986–2005 reference period. The
error bars on the observational estimates (red triangles) and the ESM
simulations (black diamonds) represent the interannual variation in
the form of the standard deviation of the annual fluxes. EMICs do
not typically simulate interannual variability, so only mean values are
shown for these models (green boxes). Here, as in Figure 9.26, the net
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Figure 9.26 | Ensemble-mean global ocean carbon uptake (top) and global land carbon uptake (bottom) in the CMIP5 ESMs for the historical period 1900–2005. For comparison,
the observation-based estimates provided by the Global Carbon Project (Le Quere et al., 2009) are also shown (thick black line). The confidence limits on the ensemble mean are
derived by assuming that the CMIP5 models come from a t-distribution. The grey areas show the range of annual mean fluxes simulated across the model ensemble. This figure
includes results from all CMIP5 models that reported land CO2 fluxes, ocean CO2 fluxes, or both (Anav et al., 2013).

land–atmosphere flux is ‘Net Biome Productivity (NBP)’ which includes
the net CO2 emissions from land use change as well as the changing
carbon balance of undisturbed ecosystems.
For the period 1986–2005 the observation-based estimates of the
global ocean carbon sink are 1.71 PgC yr–1 (JMA), 2.19 PgC yr–1 (GCP)
and 2.33 PgC yr–1 (Takahashi et al., 2009). Taking into account the
uncertainties in the mean values of these fluxes associated with interannual variability, the observationally constrained range is approximately 1.4 to 2.4 PgC yr–1. All of the ESMs, and all but one of the
EMICs, simulate ocean sinks within this range. The observation-based
estimates of GCP and JMA agree well on the mean global land carbon
sink over the period 1986–2005, and most ESMs fit within the uncertainty bounds of these estimates (i.e., 1.17 ± 1.06 PgC yr–1 for JMA).
The exceptions are two ESMs sharing common atmosphere and land
components (CESM1-BGC and NorESM1-ME) which model a net land
carbon source rather than a sink over this period. The EMICs tend to

systematically underestimate the contemporary land carbon sink (Eby
et al., 2013). Some ESMs (notably GFDL-ESM2M and GFDL-ESM2G)
significantly overestimate the interannual variation in the global land–
atmosphere CO2 flux, with a possible consequence being an overestimate of the vulnerability of tropical ecosystems to future climate
change (Cox et al., 2013), and see Figure 9.45). All ESMs qualitatively
simulate the expected pattern of ocean CO2 fluxes, with outgassing in
the tropics and uptake in the mid and high latitudes (Anav et al., 2013).
However, there are systematic differences between the ESMs and the
JMA inversion estimates for the zonal land CO2 fluxes, with the ESMs
tending to produce weaker uptake in the NH, and simulating a net land
carbon sink rather than a source in the tropics.
In summary, there is high confidence that CMIP5 ESMs can simulate the global mean land and ocean carbon sinks within the range
of observation-based estimates. Overall, EMICs reproduce the recent
global ocean CO2 fluxes uptake as well as ESMs, but estimate a lower
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Figure 9.27 | Simulation of global mean (a) atmosphere–ocean CO2 fluxes (‘fgCO2’)
and (b) net atmosphere–land CO2 fluxes (‘NBP’), by ESMs (black diamonds) and EMICs
(green boxes), for the period 1986–2005. For comparison, the observation-based estimates provided by Global Carbon Project (GCP; Le Quere et al., 2009), and the Japanese Meteorological Agency (JMA) atmospheric inversion (Gurney et al., 2003) are also
shown as the red triangles. The error bars for the ESMs and observations represent
interannual variability in the fluxes, calculated as the standard deviation of the annual
means over the period 1986–2005.
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between 2000 and 2005 (Smith et al., 2011b). For the period 2001 to
2005, CMIP5 models underestimate the mean AOD at 550 nm relative
to satellite-retrieved AOD by at least 20% over virtually all land surfaces (Figure 9.28). The differences between the modelled and measured
AODs exceed the errors in the Multi-angle Imaging Spectro-Radiometer (MISR) retrievals over land of ±0.05 or 0.2×AOD (Kahn et al., 2005)
and the RMS errors in the corrected Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer (MODIS) retrievals over ocean of 0.061(Shi et al., 2011).
The effects of sulphate and other aerosol species on surface insolation
through direct and indirect forcing appear to be one of the principal
causes of the ‘global dimming’ between the 1960s and 1980s and
subsequent ‘global brightening’ in the last two decades (see Section
2.3.3.1). This inference is supported by trends in aerosol optical depth
and trends in surface insolation under cloud-free conditions. Thirteen
out of 14 CMIP3 models examined by Ruckstuhl and Norris (2009) produce a transition from “dimming” to ‘brightening’ that is consistent
with the timing of the transition from increasing to decreasing global
anthropogenic aerosol emissions. The transition from ‘dimming’ to
‘brightening’ in both Europe and North America is well simulated with
the HadGEM2 model (Haywood et al., 2011).

land carbon sink compared with most ESMs while remaining consistent with the observations (Eby et al., 2013). With few exceptions, the
CMIP5 ESMs also reproduce the large-scale pattern of ocean–atmosphere CO2 fluxes, with uptake in the Southern Ocean and northern
mid-latitudes, and outgassing in the tropics. However, the geographical
pattern of simulated land–atmosphere fluxes agrees much less well
with inversion estimates, which suggest a larger sink in the northern
mid-latitudes, and a net source rather than a sink in the tropics. While
there are also inherent uncertainties in atmospheric inversions, discrepancies like this might be expected from known deficiencies in the
CMIP5 generation of ESMs—namely the failure to correctly simulate
nitrogen fertilization in the mid-latitudes, and a rudimentary treatment of the net CO2 emissions arising from land use change and forest
regrowth.

9.4.6

Aerosol Burdens and Effects on Insolation

9.4.6.1 Recent Trends in Global Aerosol Burdens and Effects
on Insolation
The ability of CMIP5 models to simulate the current burden of tropospheric aerosol and the decadal trends in this burden can be assessed
using observations of aerosol optical depth (AOD, see Section 7.3.1.2).
The historical data used to drive the CMIP5 20th century simulations
reflect recent trends in anthropogenic SO2 emissions, and hence these
trends should be manifested in the modelled and observed AOD. During
the last three decades, anthropogenic emissions of SO2 from North
America and Europe have declined due to the imposition of emission
controls, while the emissions from Asia have increased. The combination of the European, North American, and Asians trends has yielded a
global reduction in SO2 emissions of 20 Gg(SO2), or 15% between 1970
and 2000 although emissions subsequently increased by 9 Gg(SO2)
794

Figure 9.28 | (a): Annual mean visible aerosol optical depth (AOD) for 2001 through
2005 using the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) version 5 satellite
retrievals for ocean regions (Remer et al., 2008) with corrections (Zhang et al., 2008a;
Shi et al., 2011) and version 31 of MISR retrievals over land (Zhang and Reid, 2010;
Stevens and Schwartz, 2012). (b): The absolute error in visible AOD from the median of a
subset of CMIP5 models’ historical simulations relative to the satellite retrievals of AOD
shown in (a). The model outputs for 2001 through 2005 are from 21 CMIP5 models with
interactive or semi-interactive aerosol representation.
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Figure 9.29 | Time series of global oceanic mean aerosol optical depth (AOD) from individual CMIP5 models’ historical (1850–2005) and RCP4.5 (2006–2010) simulations, corrected Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) satellite observations by Shi et al. (2011) and Zhang et al. (2008a), and the Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model
Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP) simulations for the 1850s by Shindell et al. (2013b).

These recent trends are superimposed on a general upward trend in
aerosol loading since 1850 reflected by an increase in global mean
oceanic AODs from the CMIP5 historical and RCP 4.5 simulations from
1850 to 2010 (Figure 9.29). Despite the use of common anthropogenic
aerosol emissions for the historical simulations (Lamarque et al., 2010),
the simulated oceanic AODs for 2010 range from 0.08 to 0.215, with
nearly equal numbers of models over and underestimating the satellite
retrieved AOD of 0.12 (Figure 9.29). This range in AODs results from
differing estimates of the trends and of the initial global mean oceanic
AOD at 1850 across the CMIP5 ensemble (Figure 9.29).

9.4.6.2 Principal Sources of Uncertainty in Projections of
Sulphate Burdens
Natural sources of sulphate from oxidation of dimethylsulphide (DMS)
emissions from the ocean surface are not specified under the RCP protocol and therefore represent a source of uncertainty in the sulphur
cycle simulated by the CMIP5 ensemble. In simulations of present-day
conditions, DMS emissions span a 5 to 95% confidence interval of
10.7 to 28.1 TgS yr–1 (Faloona, 2009). After chemical processing, DMS
contributes between 18 and 42% of the global atmospheric sulphate
burden and up to 80% of the sulphate burden over most the SH (Carslaw et al., 2010). Several CMIP5 models include prognostic calculation
of the biogenic DMS source; however, the effects from differences in
DMS emissions on modelled sulphate burdens remain to be quantified.
In contrast to CMIP3, the models in the CMIP5 ensemble are provided with a single internally consistent set of future anthropogenic SO2

emissions. The use of a single set of emissions removes an important,
but not dominant, source of uncertainty in the AR5 simulations of the
sulphur cycle. In experiments based on a single chemistry–climate
model with perturbations to both emissions and sulphur-cycle processes, uncertainties in emissions accounted for 53.3% of the ensemble
variance (Ackerley et al., 2009). The next largest source of uncertainty was associated with the wet scavenging of sulphate (see Section
7.3.2), which accounted for 29.5% of the intra-ensemble variance and
represents the source/sink term with the largest relative range in the
aerosol models evaluated by Faloona (2009). Similarly, simulations run
with heterogeneous or harmonized emissions data sets yielded approximately the same intermodel standard deviation in sulphate burden of
25 Tg. These results show that a dominant source of the spread among
the sulphate burdens is associated with differences in the treatment
of chemical production, transport, and removal from the atmosphere
(Liu et al., 2007; Textor et al., 2007). Errors in modelled aerosol burden
systematically affect anthropogenic RF (Shindell et al., 2013b).

9.5

Simulation of Variability and Extremes

9.5.1

Importance of Simulating Climate Variability

The ability of a model to simulate the mean climate, and the slow,
externally forced change in that mean state, was evaluated in the previous section. However, the ability to simulate climate variability, both
unforced internal variability and forced variability (e.g., diurnal and
seasonal cycles) is also important. This has implications for the signal795
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to-noise estimates inherent in climate change detection and attribution studies where low-frequency climate variability must be estimated, at least in part, from long control integrations of climate models
(Section 10.2). It also has implications for the ability of models to
make quantitative projections of changes in climate variability and the
statistics of extreme events under a warming climate. In many cases,
the impacts of climate change will be experienced more profoundly in
terms of the frequency, intensity or duration of extreme events (e.g.,
heat waves, droughts, extreme rainfall events; see Section 12.4). The
ability to simulate climate variability is also central to achieving skill
in climate prediction by initializing models from the observed climate
state (Sections 11.1 and 11.2).

understood. Other changes such as the representation of entrainment
in deep convection (Stratton and Stirling, 2012), improved coupling
between shallow and deep convection, and inclusion of density currents (Peterson et al., 2009) have been shown to greatly improve the
diurnal cycle of convection over tropical land and provide a good representation of the timing of convection over land in coupled ocean–
atmosphere simulations (Hourdin et al., 2013). Thanks to improvements like this, the best performing models in Figure 9.30 appear now
to be able to capture the land and ocean diurnal phase and amplitude
quite well.

Evaluating model simulations of climate variability also provides a
means to explore the representation of certain processes, such as the
coupled processes underlying the ENSO and other important modes of
variability. A model’s representation of the diurnal or seasonal cycle—
both of which represent responses to external (rotational or orbital)
forcing – may also provide some insight into a model’s ‘sensitivity’ and
by extension, the ability to respond correctly to GHG, aerosol, volcanic
and solar forcing.

In the mid latitudes, climate is often characterized by weather regimes
(see Chapter 2), amongst which blocking regimes play a role in the
occurrence of extreme weather events (Buehler et al., 2011; Sillmann
et al., 2011; Pfahl and Wernli, 2012). During blocking, the prevailing
mid-latitude westerly winds and storm systems are interrupted by a
local reversal of the zonal flow. Climate models in the past have universally underestimated the occurrence of blocking, in particular in the
Euro-Atlantic sector (Scaife et al., 2010).

9.5.2

There are important differences in methods used to identify blocking
(Barriopedro et al., 2010a), and the diagnosed blocking frequency can
be very sensitive to details such as the choice of latitude (Barnes et al.,
2012). Blocking indices can be sensitive to biases in the representation of mean state (Scaife et al., 2010) or in variability (Barriopedro
et al., 2010b; Vial and Osborn, 2012). When blocking is measured via
anomaly fields, rather than reversed absolute fields, model skill can
be high even in relatively low-resolution models (e.g., Sillmann and
Croci-Maspoli, 2009).

Diurnal-to-Seasonal Variability

9.5.2.1 Diurnal Cycles of Temperature and Precipitation
The diurnally varying solar radiation received at a given location
drives, through complex interactions with the atmosphere, land surface and upper ocean, easily observable diurnal variations in surface
and near-surface temperature, precipitation, level stability and winds.
The AR4 noted that climate models simulated the global pattern of
the diurnal temperature range, zonally and annually averaged over the
continent, but tended to underestimate its magnitude in many regions
(Randall et al., 2007). New analyses over land indicate that model
deficiencies in surface–atmosphere interactions and the planetary
boundary layer are also expected to contribute to some of the diurnal
cycle errors and that model agreement with observations depends on
region, vegetation type and season (Lindvall et al., 2012). Analyses of
CMIP3 simulations show that the diurnal amplitude of precipitation is
realistic, but most models tend to start moist convection prematurely
over land (Dai, 2006; Wang et al., 2011a). Many CMIP5 models also
have peak precipitation several hours too early compared to surface
observations and TRMM satellite observations (Figure 9.30). This
and the so-called ‘drizzling bias’ (Dai, 2006) can have large adverse
impacts on surface evaporation and runoff (Qian et al., 2006). Over
the ocean, models often rain too frequently and underestimated the
diurnal amplitude (Stephens et al., 2010). It has also been suggested
that a weak diurnal cycle of surface air temperature is produced over
the ocean because of a lack of diurnal variations in SST (Bernie et al.,
2008), and most models have difficulty with this due to coarse vertical
resolution and coupling frequency (Dai and Trenberth, 2004; Danabasoglu et al., 2006).
Improved representation of the diurnal cycle has been found with
increased atmospheric resolution (Sato et al., 2009; Ploshay and Lau,
2010) or with improved representation of cloud physics (Khairoutdinov
et al., 2005), but the reasons for these improvements remain poorly
796

9.5.2.2 Blocking

Recent work has shown that models with high horizontal (Matsueda,
2009; Matsueda et al., 2009, 2010) or vertical resolution (Anstey et al.,
2013) are better able to simulate blocking. These improvement arise
from increased representation of orography and atmospheric dynamics
(Woollings et al., 2010b; Jung et al., 2012; Berckmans et al., 2013), as
well as reduced ocean surface temperature errors in the extra tropics
(Scaife et al., 2011). Improved physical parameterizations have also
been shown to improve simulations of blocking (Jung et al., 2010).
However, as in CMIP3 (Scaife et al., 2010; Barnes et al., 2012), most of
the CMIP5 models still significantly underestimate winter Euro-Atlantic
blocking (Anstey et al., 2013; Masato et al., 2012; Dunn-Sigouin and
Son, 2013). These new results show that the representation of blocking
events is improving in models, even though the overall quality of CMIP5
ensemble is medium. There is high confidence that model representation of blocking is improved through increases in model resolution.

9.5.2.3 Madden–Julian Oscillation
During the boreal winter the eastward propagating feature known
as the Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO; (Madden and Julian, 1972,
1994) predominantly affects the deep tropics, while during the boreal
summer there is also northward propagation over much of southern
Asia (Annamalai and Sperber, 2005). The MJO has received much
attention given the prominent role it plays in tropical climate variability (e.g., monsoons, ENSO, and mid-latitudes; Lau and Waliser, 2011)
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Figure 9.30 | Composite diurnal cycle of precipitation averaged over land (left) and ocean (right) for three different latitude bands at each local time and season (June–July–August
(JJA), December–January–February (DJF), or their sum). For most of the CMIP5 models, data from 1980–2005 from the historical runs were averaged to derived the composite cycle;
however, a few models had the required 3-hourly data only for 1990–2005 or 1996–2005. For comparison with the model results, a similar diagnosis from observations are shown
(black solid line: surface-observed precipitation frequency; black dashed line: TRMM 3B42 data set, 1998–2003 mean). (Update of Figure 17 of Dai, 2006.)

Phenomenological diagnostics (Waliser et al., 2009a) and process-oriented diagnostics (e.g., Xavier, 2012) have been used to evaluate MJO
in climate models. An important reason for model errors in representing the MJO is that convection parameterizations do not provide
sufficient build-up of moisture in the atmosphere for the large scale
organized convection to occur (Kim et al., 2012; Mizuta et al., 2012).
Biases in the model mean state also contribute to poor MJO simulation
(Inness et al., 2003). High-frequency coupling with the ocean is also
an important factor (Bernie et al., 2008). While new parameterizations
of convection may improve the MJO (Hourdin et al., 2013), this sometimes occurs at the expense of a good simulation of the mean tropical
climate (Kim et al., 2012). In addition, high resolution models with an

improved diurnal cycle do not necessarily produce an improved MJO
(Mizuta et al., 2012).
Most models underestimate the strength and the coherence of convection and wind variability (Lin et al., 2006; Lin and Li, 2008). The simplified metric shown in Figure 9.31 provides a synthesis of CMIP3 and
CMIP5 model results (Sperber and Kim, 2012). It shows that simulation
of the MJO is still a challenge for climate models (Lin et al., 2006; Kim
et al., 2009; Xavier et al., 2010). Most models have weak coherence in
their MJO propagation (smaller maximum positive correlation). Even
so, relative to CMIP3 there has been improvement in CMIP5 in simulating the eastward propagation of boreal winter MJO convection from
797
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Figure 9.31 | (a, b) The two leading Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs) of outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) from years of strong Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO) variability
computed following Sperber (2003). The 20- to 100-day filtered OLR from observations and each of the CMIP5 historical simulations and the CMIP3 simulations of 20th century
climate is projected on these two leading EOFs to obtain MJO Principal Component time series. The scatterplot (c) shows the maximum positive correlation between the resulting
MJO Principal Components and the time lag at which it occurred for all winters (November to March). The maximum positive correlation is an indication of the coherence with
which the MJO convection propagates from the Indian Ocean to the Maritime Continent/western Pacific, and the time lag is approximately one fourth of the period of the MJO.
(Constructed following Sperber and Kim, 2012.)

the Indian Ocean into the western Pacific (Hung et al., 2013) and northward propagation during boreal summer (Sperber et al., 2012). In addition there is evidence that models reproduce MJO characteristics in the
east Pacific (Jiang et al., 2012b), and that, overall, there is improvement
compared to previous generations of climate models (Waliser et al.,
2003; Lin et al., 2006; Sperber and Annamalai, 2008).

9.5.2.4 Large-Scale Monsoon Rainfall and Circulation
Monsoons are the dominant modes of annual variation in the tropics
(Trenberth et al., 2000; Wang and Ding, 2008), and affect weather and
climate in numerous regions (Chapter 14). High-fidelity simulation of
the mean monsoon and its variability is of great importance for simulating future climate impacts (Wang, 2006; Sperber et al., 2010; Colman et
al., 2011; Turner and Annamalai, 2012). The monsoon is characterized by
an annual reversal of the low level winds and well defined dry and wet
seasons (Wang and Ding, 2008), and its variability is primarily connected to the MJO and ENSO (Section 9.5.3). The AR4 reported that most
CMIP3 models poorly represent the characteristics of the monsoon and
monsoon teleconnections (Randall et al., 2007), though improvement in
CMIP5 has been noted for the mean climate, seasonal cycle, intraseasonal and interannual variability (Sperber et al., 2012).
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The different monsoon systems are connected through the large-scale
tropical circulation, offering the possibility to evaluate a models’ representation of monsoon domain and intensity through the global monsoon concept (Wang and Ding, 2008; Wang et al., 2011a). The CMIP5
multi-model ensemble generally reproduces the observed spatial patterns but somewhat underestimates the extent and intensity, especially over Asia and North America (Figure 9.32). The best model has similar performance to the multi-model mean, whereas the poorest models
fail to capture the monsoon precipitation domain and intensity over
Asia and the western Pacific, Central America, and Australia. Fan et al.
(2010) also show that CMIP3 simulations capture the observed trend
of weakening of the South Asian summer circulation over the past half
century, but are unable to reproduce the magnitude of the observed
trend in precipitation. On longer time scales, mid-Holocene simulations
show that even though models capture the sign of the monsoon precipitation changes, they tend to underestimate its magnitude (Braconnot et al., 2007b; Zhao and Harrison, 2012)
Poor simulation of the monsoon has been attributed to cold SST biases
over the Arabian Sea (Levine and Turner, 2012), a weak meridional
temperature gradient (Joseph et al., 2012), unrealistic development
of the Indian Ocean dipole (Achuthavarier et al., 2012; Boschat et al.,
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Figure 9.32 | Monsoon precipitation intensity (shading, dimensionless) and monsoon precipitation domain (lines) are shown for (a) observation-based estimates from Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP), (b) the CMIP5 multi-model mean, (c) the best model and (d) the worst model in terms of the threat score for this diagnostic. These measures
are based on the seasonal range of precipitation using hemispheric summer (May through September in the Northern Hemisphere (NH)) minus winter (November through March in
the NH) values. The monsoon precipitation domain is defined where the annual range is >2.5 mm day–1, and the monsoon precipitation intensity is the seasonal range divided by
the annual mean. The threat scores (Wilks, 1995) indicate how well the models represent the monsoon precipitation domain compared to the GPCP data. The threat score in panel
(a) is between GPCP and CMAP rainfall to indicate observational uncertainty, whereas in the other panel it is between the simulations and the GPCP observational data set. A threat
score of 1.0 would indicate perfect agreement between the two data sets. See Wang and Ding (2008),Wang et al. (2011a), and Kim et al. (2011) for details of the calculations.

2012) and changes to the circulation through excessive precipitation
over the southwest equatorial Indian Ocean (Bollasina and Ming,
2013). These biases lead to too weak inland moisture transport and an
underestimate of monsoon precipitation over India. Similar SST biases
contribute to model-data mismatch in the simulation of the mid-Holocene Asian monsoon (Ohgaito and Abe-Ouchi, 2009), even though
the representation of atmospheric processes such as convection seems
to dominate the model spread in this region (Ohgaito and Abe-Ouchi,
2009) or over Africa (Zheng and Braconnot, 2013). Factors that have
contributed to improved representation of the monsoon in some
CMIP5 models include better simulation of topography-related monsoon precipitation due to higher horizontal resolution (Mizuta et al.,
2012), a more realistic ENSO–monsoon teleconnection (Meehl et al.,
2012) and improved propagation of intraseasonal variations (Sperber
and Kim, 2012). The impact of aerosols on monsoon precipitation and
its variability is the subject of ongoing investigation (Lau et al., 2008).
These results provide robust evidence that CMIP5 models simulate
more realistic monsoon climatology and variability than their CMIP3
predecessors, but they still suffer from biases in the representation of
the monsoon domain and intensity leading to medium model quality at
the global scale and declining quality at the regional scale.

9.5.3

Interannual-to-Centennial Variability

In addition to the annual, intra-seasonal and diurnal cycles described
above, a number of other modes of variability arise on multi-annual to
multi-decadal time scales (see also Box 2.5). Most of these modes have
a particular regional manifestation whose amplitude can be larger

than that of human-induced climate change. The observational record
is usually too short to fully evaluate the representation of variability
in models and this motivates the use of reanalysis or proxies, even
though these have their own limitations.

9.5.3.1 Global Surface Temperature Multi-Decadal Variability
The AR4 concluded that modelled global temperature variance at decadal to inter-decadal time scales was consistent with 20th century
observations. In addition, results from the last millennium suggest that
simulated variability is consistent with indirect estimates (Hegerl et
al., 2007).
Figure 9.33a shows simulated internal variability of mean surface temperature from CMIP5 pre-industrial control simulations. Model spread
is largest in the tropics and mid to high latitudes (Jones et al., 2012),
where variability is also large; however, compared to CMIP3, the spread
is smaller in the tropics owing to improved representation of ENSO variability (Jones et al., 2012). The power spectral density of global mean
temperature variance in the historical simulations is shown in Figure
9.33b and is generally consistent with the observational estimates.
At longer time scale of the spectra estimated from last millennium
simulations, performed with a subset of the CMIP5 models, can be
assessed by comparison with different NH temperature proxy records
(Figure 9.33c; see Chapter 5 for details). The CMIP5 millennium simulations include natural and anthropogenic forcings (solar, volcanic,
GHGs, land use) (Schmidt et al., 2012). Significant differences between
unforced and forced simulations are seen for time scale larger than
799
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Figure 9.33 | Global climate variability as represented by: (a) Standard deviation of zonal-mean surface temperature of the CMIP5 pre-industrial control simulations (after Jones
et al., 2012). (b) Power spectral density for 1901–2010 global mean surface temperature for both historical CMIP5 simulations and the observations (after Jones et al., 2012). The
grey shading provides the 5 to 95% range of the simulations. (c) Power spectral density for Northern Hemisphere surface temperature from the CMIP5/ Paleoclimate Modelling
Intercomparison Project version 3 (PMIP3) last-millennium simulations (colour, solid) using common external forcing configurations (Schmidt et al., 2012), together with the corresponding pre-industrial simulations (colour, dashed), previous last-millennium AOGCM simulations (black: Fernandez-Donado et al., 2013), and temperature reconstructions from
different proxy records (see Section 5.3.5). For comparison between model results and proxy records, the spectra in (c) have been computed from normalized Northern Hemisphere
time series. The small panel included in the bottom panel shows for the different models and reconstructions the percentage of spectral density cumulated for periods longer than
50 years, to highlight the differences between unforced (pre-industrial control) and forced (PMIP3 and pre-PMIP3) simulations, compared to temperature reconstruction for the
longer time scales. In (b) and (c) the spectra have been computed using a Tukey–Hanning filter of width 97 and 100 years, respectively. The model outputs were not detrended,
except for the MIROC-ESM millennium simulation. The 5 to 95% intervals (vertical lines) provide the accuracy of the power spectra estimated given a typical length of 110 years
for (b) and 1150 years for (c).
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50 years, indicating the importance of forced variability at these time
scales (Fernandez-Donado et al., 2013). It should be noted that a few
models exhibit slow background climate drift which increases the
spread in variance estimates at multi-century time scales. Nevertheless,
the lines of evidence above suggest with high confidence that models
reproduce global and NH temperature variability on a wide range of
time scales.

9.5.3.2 Extratropical Circulation, North Atlantic Oscillation
and Other Related Dipolar and Annular Modes
Based on CMIP3 models, Gerber et al. (2008) confirmed the AR4 assessment that climate models are able to capture the broad spatial and
temporal features of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), but there
are substantial differences in the spatial patterns amongst individual
models (Casado and Pastor, 2012; Handorf and Dethloff, 2012). Climate
models tend to have patterns of variability that are more annular in
character than observed (Xin et al., 2008). Models substantially overestimate persistence on sub-seasonal and seasonal time scales, and have
difficulty simulating the seasonal cycle of annular mode time scales
found in reanalyses (Gerber et al., 2008). The unrealistically long time
scale of variability is worse in models with particularly strong equatorward biases in the mean jet location, a result which has been found to
hold in the North Atlantic and in the SH (Barnes and Hartmann, 2010;
Kidston and Gerber, 2010).
As described in the AR4, climate models have generally been unable
to simulate changes as strong as the observed NAO trend over the
period 1965–1995, either in coupled mode (Gillett, 2005; Stephenson
et al., 2006; Stoner et al., 2009) or forced with observed boundary conditions (Scaife et al. (2009). However, there are a few exceptions to
this (e.g., Selten et al., 2004; Semenov et al., 2008), so it is unclear to
what extent the underestimation of late 20th century trends reflects
model shortcomings versus internal variability. Further evidence has
emerged of the coupling of NAO variability between the troposphere
and the stratosphere, and even models with improved stratospheric
resolution appear to underestimate the vertical coupling (Morgenstern
et al., 2010) with consequences for the NAO response to anthropogenic forcing (Sigmond and Scinocca, 2010; Karpechko and Manzini, 2012;
Scaife et al., 2012).
The Pacific basin analogue of the NAO, the North Pacific Oscillation
(NPO) is a prominent pattern of wintertime atmospheric circulation
variability characterized by a north–south dipole in sea level pressure
(Linkin and Nigam, 2008). Although climate models simulate the main
spatial features of the NPO, many of them are unable to capture the
observed linkages with tropical variability and the ocean (Furtado et
al., 2011).
Raphael and Holland (2006) showed that coupled models produce a
clear Southern Annular Mode (SAM) but that there are relatively large
differences between models in terms of the exact shape and orientation of this pattern. Karpechko et al. (2009) found that the CMIP3
models have problems representing linkages between the SAM and
SST, surface air temperature, precipitation and particularly sea ice in
the Antarctic region.
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9.5.3.3 Atlantic Modes
9.5.3.3.1

Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation variability

Previous comparisons of the observed and simulated AMOC were
restricted to its mean strength, as it had only been sporadically
observed (see Chapter 3 and Section 9.4.2.3.1). Continuous AMOC
time series now exist for latitudes 41°N (reconstructions since 1993)
and 26.5°N (estimate based on direct observations since 2004) (Cunningham et al., 2010; Willis, 2010). At 26.5°N, CMIP3 and CMIP5 model
simulations show total AMOC variability that is within the observational uncertainty (Baehr et al., 2009; Marsh et al., 2009; Balan Sarojini et al., 2011; Msadek et al., 2013). However, the total AMOC is the
sum of a wind-driven component and a mid-ocean geostrophic component. While both CMIP3 and CMIP5 models tend to overestimate
the wind-driven variability, they tend to underestimate the mid-ocean
geostrophic variability (Baehr et al., 2009; Balan Sarojini et al., 2011;
Msadek et al., 2013). The latter is suggested to result from deficiencies in the simulation of the hydrographic characteristics (Baehr et al.,
2009), specifically the Nordic Seas overflows (Yeager and Danabasoglu, 2012; Msadek et al., 2013).
9.5.3.3.2

Atlantic multi-decadal variability/Atlantic
Multi-decadal Oscillation

The Atlantic Multi-decadal Variability (AMV), also known as Atlantic
Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO), is a mode of climate variability with
an apparent period of about 70 years, and a pattern centred in the
North Atlantic Ocean (see Section 14.7.6). In the AR4, it was shown
that a number of climate models produced AMO-like multidecadal variability in the North Atlantic linked to variability in the strength of the
AMOC. Subsequent analyses has confirmed this, however simulated
time scales range from 40 to 60 years (Frankcombe et al., 2010; Park
and Latif, 2010; Kavvada et al., 2013), to a century or more (Msadek
and Frankignoul, 2009; Menary et al., 2012). In addition, the spatial
patterns of variability related to the AMOC differ in many respects from
one model to another as shown in Figure 9.34.
The presence of AMO-like variability in unforced simulations, and the
fact that forced 20th century simulations in the CMIP3 multi-model ensemble produce AMO variability that is not in phase with that
observed, implies the AMO is not predominantly a result of the forcings imposed on the models (Kravtsov and Spannagle, 2008; Knight,
2009; Ting et al., 2009). Results from the CMIP5 models also show a
key role for internal variability, alongside a contribution from external
forcings in recent decades (Terray, 2012). Historical AMO fluctuations
have been better reproduced in a model with a more sophisticated aerosol treatment than was typically used in CMIP3 (Booth et al., 2012a),
albeit at the expense of introducing other observational inconsistencies (Zhang et al., 2013). This could suggest that at least part of the
AMO may in fact be forced, and that aerosols play a role. In addition
to tropospheric aerosols, Otterå et al. (2010) showed the potential for
simulated volcanic forcing to have influenced AMO fluctuations over
the last 600 years.
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Figure 9.34 | Sequence of physical links postulated to connect Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) and Atlantic Multi-decadal Variability (AMV), and how they are
represented in three climate models. Shown are regression patters for the following quantities (from top to bottom): sea surface temperature (SST) composites using AMOC time
series; precipitation composites using cross-equatorial SST difference time series; equatorial salinity composites using Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)-strength time series;
subpolar-gyre depth-averaged salinity (top 800 to 1000 m) using equatorial salinity time series; subpolar gyre depth averaged density using subpolar gyre depth averaged salinity
time series. From left to right: the two CMIP3 models HadCM3 and ECHAM/MPI-OM (MPI), and the non-CMIP model KCM. Black outlining signifies areas statistically significant at
the 5% level for a two-tailed t test using the moving-blocks bootstrapping technique (Wilks, 1995). (Figure 3 from Menary et al., 2012.)

9.5.3.3.3

Tropical zonal and meridional modes

The Atlantic Meridional Mode (AMM) is the dominant mode of interannual variability in the tropical Atlantic, is characterized by an anomalous meridional shift in the ITCZ (Chiang and Vimont, 2004), and has
impacts on hurricane tracks over the North Atlantic (Xie et al., 2005;
Smirnov and Vimont, 2011). Virtually all CMIP models simulate AMMlike SST variability in their 20th century climate simulations. H
 owever,
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most models underestimate the SST variance associated with the
AMM, and position the north tropical Atlantic SST anomaly too far
equatorward. More problematic is the fact that the development of
the AMM in many models is led by a zonal mode during boreal winter—a feature that is not observed in nature (Breugem et al., 2006).
This spurious AMM behaviour in the models is expected to be associated with the severe model biases in simulating the ITCZ (see Section
9.4.2.5.2).

Evaluation of Climate Models

Atlantic Niño
CMIP3 models have considerable difficulty simulating Atlantic Niño
in their 20th century climate simulations. For many models the socalled ‘Atl-3’ SST index (20°W to 0°W, 3°S to 3°N) displays the wrong
seasonality, with the maximum value in either DJF or SON instead of
JJA as is observed (Breugem et al., 2006). Despite large biases in the
simulated climatology (Section 9.4.2.5.2), about one third of CMIP5
models capture some aspects of Atlantic Niño variability, including
amplitude, spatial pattern and seasonality (Richter et al., 2013). This
represents an improvement over CMIP3.
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9.5.3.4 Indo-Pacific Modes
9.5.3.4.1

El Niño-Southern Oscillation

The ENSO phenomenon is the dominant mode of climate variability on
seasonal to interannual time scales (see Wang and Picaut (2004) and
Chapter 14). The representation of ENSO in climate models has steadily improved and now bears considerable similarity to observed ENSO
properties (AchutaRao and Sperber, 2002; Randall et al., 2007; Guilyardi et al., 2009b). However, as was the case in the AR4, simulations

9

Figure 9.35 | Maximum entropy power spectra of surface air temperature averaged over the NINO3 region (5°N to 5°S, 150°W to 90°W) for (a) the CMIP5 models and (b) the
CMIP3 models. ECMWF reanalysis in (a) refers to the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) 15-year reanalysis (ERA15). The vertical lines correspond
to periods of two and seven years. The power spectra from the reanalyses and for SST from the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) version 1.1, Hadley
Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRU 4), ECMWF 40-year reanalysis (ERA40) and National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) data set are given by the series of black curves. (Adapted from AchutaRao and Sperber, 2006.)
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Figure 9.36 | ENSO metrics for pre-industrial control simulations in CMIP3 and CMIP5. (a) and (b): SST anomaly standard deviation (°C) in Niño 3 and Niño 4, respectively, (c)
precipitation response (standard deviation, mm/day) in Niño4. Reference data sets, shown as dashed lines: Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) version
1.1 for (a) and (b), CPC Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) for (c). The CMIP5 and CMIP3 multi-model means are shown as squares on the left of each panel with the whiskers
representing the model standard deviation. Individual CMIP3 models shown as filled grey circles, and individual CMIP5 models are identified in the legend.

of both background climate (time mean and seasonal cycle, see Section
9.4.2.5.1) and internal variability exhibit serious systematic errors (van
Oldenborgh et al., 2005; Capotondi et al., 2006; Guilyardi, 2006; Wittenberg et al., 2006; Watanabe et al., 2011; Stevenson et al., 2012; Yeh
et al., 2012), many of which can be traced to the representation of
deep convection, trade wind strength and cloud feedbacks, with little
improvement from CMIP3 to CMIP5 (Braconnot et al., 2007a; L’Ecuyer
and Stephens, 2007; Guilyardi et al., 2009a; Lloyd et al., 2009, 2010;
Sun et al., 2009; Zhang and Jin, 2012).
While a number of CMIP3 models do not exhibit an ENSO variability
maximum at the observed 2- to 7- year time scale, most CMIP5 models
do have a maximum near the observed range and fewer models have
the tendency for biennial oscillations (Figure 9.35; see also Stevenson,
2012). In CMIP3 the amplitude of El Niño ranged from less than half
to more than double the observed amplitude (van Oldenborgh et al.,
2005; AchutaRao and Sperber, 2006; Guilyardi, 2006; Guilyardi et al.,
2009b). By contrast, the CMIP5 models show less inter-model spread
(Figure 9.36; Kim and Yu, 2012). The CMIP5 models still exhibit errors
in ENSO amplitude, period, irregularity, skewness, spatial patterns (Lin,
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2007; Leloup et al., 2008; Guilyardi et al., 2009b; Ohba et al., 2010; Yu
and Kim, 2011; Su and Jiang, 2012) or teleconnections (Watanabe et
al., 2012; Weller and Cai, 2013a).
Since AR4, new analysis methods have emerged and are now being
applied. For example, Jin et al. (2006) and Kim and Jin (2011a) identified five different feedbacks affecting the Bjerknes (or BJ) index,
which in turn characterizes ENSO stability. Kim and Jin (2011b) applied
this process-based analysis to the CMIP3 multi-model ensemble and
demonstrated a significant positive correlation between ENSO amplitude and the BJ index. When respective components of the BJ index
obtained from the coupled models were compared with those from
observations, it was shown that most coupled models underestimated
the negative thermal damping feedback (Lloyd et al., 2012; Chen et
al., 2013) and the positive zonal advective and thermocline feedbacks.
Detailed quantitative evaluation of ENSO performance is hampered by
the short observational record of key processes (Wittenberg, 2009; Li
et al., 2011b; Deser et al., 2012) and the complexity and diversity of
the processes involved (Wang and Picaut, 2004). While shortcomings
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remain (Guilyardi et al., 2009b), the CMIP5 model ensemble shows
some improvement compared to CMIP3, but there has been no major
breakthrough and the multi-model improvement is mostly due to a
reduced number of poor-performing models.
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Sardeshmukh, 2009; Shin et al., 2010) as well as zonal wind variability
patterns (Handorf and Dethloff, 2012). Teleconnections hence play a
central role in regional climate change (see Chapter 14).
9.5.3.5.1

9.5.3.4.2

Indian Ocean SST displays a basin-wide warming following El Niño
(Klein et al., 1999). This Indian Ocean basin (IOB) mode peaks in boreal
spring and persists through the following summer. Most CMIP5 models
capture this IOB mode, an improvement over CMIP3 (Du et al., 2013).
However, only about half the CMIP5 models capture its long temporal persistence, and these models tend to simulate ENSO-forced ocean
Rossby waves in the tropical south Indian Ocean (Zheng et al., 2011).
The Indian Ocean zonal dipole mode (IOD) (Saji et al., 1999; Webster
et al., 1999) appears to be part of a hemispheric response to tropical atmospheric forcing (Fauchereau et al., 2003; Hermes and Reason,
2005). Most CMIP3 models are able to reproduce the general features
of the IOD, including its phase lock onto the July to November season
(Saji et al., 2006). The modelled SST anomalies, however, tend to show
too strong a westward extension along the equator in the eastern
Indian Ocean. CMIP3 models exhibit considerable spread in IOD amplitude, some of which can be explained by differences in the strength
of the simulated Bjerknes feedback (Liu et al., 2011; Cai and Cowan,
2013). No substantial change is seen in CMIP5 (Weller and Cai, 2013a).
Many models simulate the observed correlation between IOD and
ENSO. The magnitude of this correlation varies substantially between
models, but is apparently not tied to the amplitude of ENSO (Saji et
al., 2006). A subset of CMIP3 models show a spurious correlation with
ENSO following the decay of ENSO events, instead of during the ENSO
developing phase, possibly due to erroneous representation of oceanic
pathways connecting the equatorial Pacific and Indian Oceans (Cai et
al., 2011).
9.5.3.4.3

Teleconnections affecting North America

Indian Ocean basin and dipole modes

Tropospheric biennial oscillation

The tropospheric biennial oscillation (TBO, Section 14.7.4) is a biennial tendency of many phenomena in the Indo-Pacific region that
affects droughts and floods over large areas of south Asia and Australia (e.g., Chang and Li, 2000; Li et al., 2001; Meehl et al., 2003).
The IOD involves regional patterns of SST anomalies in the TBO in the
Indian Ocean during the northern fall season following the south Asian
monsoon (Loschnigg et al., 2003). The TBO has been simulated in a
number of global coupled climate model simulations (e.g., Ogasawara
et al., 1999; Loschnigg et al., 2003; Nanjundiah et al., 2005; Turner et
al., 2007; Meehl and Arblaster, 2011).

9.5.3.5 Indo-Pacific Teleconnections
Tropical SST variability provides a significant forcing of atmospheric
teleconnections and drives a large portion of the climate variability
over land (Goddard and Mason, 2002; Shin et al., 2010). Although
local forcings and feedbacks can play an important role (Pitman et
al., 2012a), the simulation of land surface temperatures and precipitation requires accurate predictions of SST patterns (Compo and

The Pacific North American (PNA) pattern is a wavetrain-like pattern in
mid-level geopotential heights. The majority of CMIP3 models simulate
the spatial structure of the PNA pattern in wintertime (Stoner et al.,
2009). The PNA pattern has contributions from both internal atmospheric variability (Johnson and Feldstein, 2010) and ENSO and PDO
teleconnections (Deser et al., 2004). The power spectrum of this temporal behaviour is generally captured by the CMIP3 models, although the
level of year-to-year autocorrelation varies according to the strength of
the simulated ENSO and PDO (Stoner et al., 2009).
9.5.3.5.2

Tropical ENSO teleconnections

These moist teleconnection pathways involve mechanisms related to
those at play in the precipitation response to global warming (Chiang
and Sobel, 2002; Neelin et al., 2003) and provide challenging test statistics for model precipitation response. Compared to earlier generation climate models, CMIP3 and CMIP5 models tend to do somewhat
better (Neelin, 2007; Cai et al., 2009; Coelho and Goddard, 2009; Langenbrunner and Neelin, 2013) at precipitation reductions associated
with El Niño over equatorial South America and the Western Pacific,
although CMIP5 offers little further improvement over CMIP3 (see for
instance the standard deviation of precipitation in the western Pacific
in Figure 9.36). CMIP5 models simulate the sign of the precipitation
change over broad regions, and do well at predicting the amplitude of
the change (for a given SST forcing) (Langenbrunner and Neelin, 2013).
A regression of the West African monsoon precipitation index with
global SSTs reveals two major teleconnections (Fontaine and Janicot,
1996). The first highlights the strong influence of ENSO, while the
second reveals a relationship between the SST in the Gulf of Guinea
and the northward migration of the monsoon rain belt over West
Africa. Most CMIP3 models show a single dominant Pacific teleconnection, which is, however, of the wrong sign for half of the models
(Joly et al., 2007). Only one model shows a significant second mode,
emphasizing the difficulty in simulating the response of the African
rain belt to Atlantic SST anomalies that are not synchronous with Pacific anomalies.
Both CMIP3 and CMIP5 models have been evaluated and found to vary
in their abilities to represent both the seasonal cycle of correlations
between the Niño 3.4 and North Australian SSTs (Catto et al., 2012a,
2012b) with little change in quality from CMIP3 to CMIP5. Generally
the models do not capture the strength of the negative correlations
during the second half of the year. The models also still struggle to
capture the SST evolution in the North Australian region during El Niño
and La Niña. Teleconnection patterns from both ENSO and the Indian
Ocean Dipole to precipitation over Australia are reasonably well simulated in the key September-November season (Cai et al., 2009; Weller
and Cai, 2013b) in the CMIP3 and CMIP5 multi-model mean.
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9.5.3.6 Pacific Decadal Oscillation and Interdecadal
Pacific Oscillation

9

The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) refers to a mode of variability involving SST anomalies over the North Pacific (north of 20°N)
(Mantua et al., 1997). Although the PDO time series exhibits considerable decadal variability, it is difficult to ascertain whether there are any
robust spectral peaks given the relatively short observational record
(Minobe, 1997, 1999; Pierce, 2001; Deser et al., 2004). The ability of
climate models to represent the PDO has been assessed by Stoner et
al. (2009) and Furtado et al. (2011). Their results indicate that approximately half of the CMIP3 models simulate the observed spatial pattern
and temporal behaviour (e.g., enhanced variance at low frequencies);
however, spectral peaks are consistently higher in frequency than
those suggested by the short observational record. The modelled PDO
correlation with SST anomalies in the tropical Indo-Pacific are strongly
underestimated by the CMIP3 models (Wang et al., 2010; Deser et al.,
2011; Furtado et al., 2011; Lienert et al., 2011). Climate models have
been shown to simulate features of the closely related Interdecadal
Pacific Oscillation (IPO, based on SSTs over the entire Pacific basin; see
Section 14.7.3; Power and Colman, 2006; Power et al., 2006; Meehl et
al., 2009), although deficiencies remain in the strength of the tropical–
extratropical connections.

9.5.3.7 The Quasi-Biennial Oscillation
Significant progress has been made in recent years to model and
understand the impacts of the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO; Baldwin et al., 2001). Many climate models have now increased their
vertical domain and/or improved their physical parameterizations
(see Tables 9.1 and 9.A.1), and some of these reproduce a QBO (e.g.,

HadGEM2, MPI-ESM-LR, MIROC). Many features of the QBO such as
its width and phase asymmetry also appear spontaneously in these
simulations due to internal dynamics (Dunkerton, 1991; Scaife et al.,
2002; Haynes, 2006). Some of the QBO effects on the extratropical climate (Holton and Tan, 1980; Hamilton, 1998; Naoe and Shibata, 2010)
as well as ozone (Butchart et al., 2003; Shibata and Deushi, 2005) are
also reproduced in models.

9.5.3.8 Summary
In summary, most modes of interannual to interdecadal variability are
now present in climate models. As in AR4, their assessment presents
a varied picture and CMIP5 models only show a modest improvement
over CMIP3, mostly due to fewer poor-performing models. New since
the AR4, process-based model evaluation is now helping identify
sources of specific biases, although the observational record is often
too short or inaccurate to offer strong constraints. The assessment of
modes and patterns is summarized in Table 9.4.

9.5.4

Extreme Events

Extreme events are realizations of the tail of the probability distribution of weather and climate variability. They are higher-order statistics
and thus generally more difficult to realistically represent in climate
models. Shorter time scale extreme events are often associated with
smaller scale spatial structure, which may be better represented as
model resolution increases. In the AR4, it was concluded that models
could simulate the statistics of extreme events better than expected
from the generally coarse resolution of the models at that time, especially for temperature extremes (Randall et al., 2007).

Table 9.4 | Summary of assessment of interannual to interdecadal variability in climate models. See also Figure 9.44.

Global sea surface temperature (SST) variability
North Atlantic Oscillation
and Northern Annular Mode
Southern Annular Mode

Short
Name

Level of
Confidence

Level of
Evidence for
Evaluation

Degree of
Agreement

Model
Quality

Difference with AR4
(including CMIP5
vs. CMIP3)

Section

SST-var

High

Robust

Medium

Medium

Slight improvement in the tropics

9.5.3.1

NAO

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

No assessment

9.5.3.2

SAM

Low

Limited

Medium

Medium

No assessment

9.5.3.2

AMOC-var

Low

Limited

Medium

Medium

No improvement

9.5.3.3

Atlantic Multi-decadal
Variability

AMO

Low

Limited

Medium

Medium

No improvement

9.5.3.3

Atlantic Meridional Mode

AMM

High

Medium

High

Low

No assessment

9.5.3.3

AN

Low

Limited

Medium

Low

Slight improvement

9.5.3.3

ENSO

High

Medium

High

Medium

Slight improvement

9.5.3.4

Indian Ocean Basin mode

IOB

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Slight improvement

9.5.3.4

Indian Ocean Dipole

IOD

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

No improvement

9.5.3.4

Pacific North American

PNA

High

Medium

High

Medium

Slight improvement

9.5.3.5

ENSOtele

High

Robust

Medium

Medium

No improvement

9.5.3.5

Pacific Decadal Oscillation

PDO

Low

Limited

Medium

Medium

No assessment

9.5.3.6

Interdecadal Pacific
Oscillation

IPO

Low

Limited

Medium

High

No assessment

9.5.3.6

Quasi-Biennial Oscillation

QBO

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

No assessment

9.5.3.7

Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation Variability

Atlantic Niño
El Niño Southern Oscillation

Tropical ENSO teleconnections
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The IPCC has conducted an assessment of extreme events in the context of climate change—the Special Report on Managing the Risks
of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation (SREX) (IPCC, 2012). Although there is no comprehensive climate model evaluation with respect to extreme events in SREX, there
is some consideration of model performance taken into account in
assessing uncertainties in projections.

9.5.4.1 Extreme Temperature
Since the AR4, evaluation of CMIP3 and CMIP5 models has been
undertaken with respect to temperature extremes. Both model ensembles simulate present-day warm extremes, in terms of 20-year return
values, reasonably well, with errors typically within a few degrees Celsius over most of the globe (Kharin et al., 2007; Kharin et al., 2012). The
CMIP5 and CMIP3 models perform comparably for various temperature extreme indices, but with smaller inter-model spread in CMIP5.The
inter-model range of simulated indices is similar to the spread amongst
observationally based estimates in most regions (Sillmann et al., 2013).
Figure 9.37 shows relative error estimates of available CMIP5 models
for various extreme indices based on Sillmann et al. (2013). Although
the relative performance of an individual model may depend on the
choice of the reference data set (four different reanalyses are used),
the mean and median models tend to outperform individual models.
According to the standardized multi-model median errors (RMSEstd) for
CMIP3 and CMIP5 shown on the right side of Figure 9.37, the performance of the two ensembles is similar.
In terms of historical trends, CMIP3 and CMIP5 models generally capture observed trends in temperature extremes in the second half of
the 20th century (Sillmann et al., 2013), as illustrated in Figure 9.37.
The modelled trends are consistent with both reanalyses and station-based estimates. It is also clear in the figure that model-based
indices respond coherently to major volcanic eruptions. Detection and
attribution studies based on CMIP3 models suggest that models tend
to overestimate the observed warming of warm temperature extremes
and underestimate the warming of cold extremes in the second half
of 20th century (Christidis et al., 2011; Zwiers et al., 2011) as noted
in SREX (Seneviratne et al., 2012). See also Chapter 10. This is not as
obvious in the CMIP5 model evaluation (Figure 9.37 and Sillmann et al.
(2013)) and needs further investigation.

9.5.4.2 Extreme Precipitation
For extreme precipitation, observational uncertainty is much larger
than for temperature, making model evaluation more challenging. Discrepancies between different reanalyses for extreme precipitation are
substantial, whereas station-based observations have limited spatial
coverage (Kharin et al., 2007, 2012; Sillmann et al., 2013). Moreover,
a station-based observational data set, which is interpolated from station measurements, has a potential mismatch of spatial scale when
compared to model results or reanalyses (Chen and Knutson, 2008).
Uncertainties are especially large in the tropics. In the extratropics,
precipitation extremes in terms of 20-year return values simulated by
CMIP3 and CMIP5 models compared relatively well with the observational data sets, with typical discrepancies in the 20% range (Kharin
et al., 2007, 2012). Figure 9.37 shows relative errors of CMIP5 models
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for five precipitation-related indices. Darker grey shadings in the RMSE
columns for precipitation indicate larger discrepancies between models
and reanalyses for precipitation extremes in general. Sillmann et al.
(2013) found that the CMIP5 models tend to simulate more intense
precipitation and fewer consecutive wet days than the CMIP3, and
thus are closer to the observationally based indices.
It is known from sensitivity studies that simulated extreme precipitation is strongly dependent on model resolution. Growing evidence has
shown that high-resolution models (50 km or finer in the atmosphere)
can reproduce the observed intensity of extreme precipitation (Wehner
et al., 2010; Endo et al., 2012; Sakamoto et al., 2012), though some of
these results are based on models with observationally constrained
surface or lateral boundary conditions (i.e., Atmospheric General Circulation Models (AGCMs) or Regional Climate Models (RCMs)).
In terms of historical trends, a detection and attribution study by Min et
al. (2011) found consistency in sign between the observed increase in
heavy precipitation over NH land areas in the second half of the 20th
century and that simulated by CMIP3 models, but they found that the
models tend to underestimate the magnitude of the trend (see also
Chapter 10). Related to this, it has been pointed out from comparisons
to satellite-based data sets that the majority of models underestimate
the sensitivity of extreme precipitation intensity to temperature in the
tropics (Allan and Soden, 2008; Allan et al., 2010; O’Gorman, 2012)
and globally (Liu et al., 2009; Shiu et al., 2012). O’Gorman (2012)
showed that this implies possible underestimation of the projected
future increase in extreme precipitation in the tropics.

9.5.4.3 Tropical Cyclones
It was concluded in the AR4 that high-resolution AGCMs generally
reproduced the frequency and distribution, but underestimated intensity of tropical cyclones (Randall et al., 2007). Since then, Mizuta et
al. (2012) have shown that a newer version of the MRI-AGCM with
improved parameterizations (at 20 km horizontal resolution) simulates
tropical cyclones as intense as those observed with improved distribution as well. Another remarkable finding since the AR4 is that the
observed year-to-year count variability of Atlantic hurricanes can be
well simulated by modestly high resolution (100 km or finer) AGCMs
forced by observed SST, though with less skill in other basins (Larow et
al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2009; Strachan et al., 2013). Vortices that have
some characteristics of tropical cyclones can also be detected and
tracked in AOGCMs in CMIP3 and 5, but their intensities are generally
too weak (Yokoi et al., 2009a; Yokoi et al., 2012; Tory et al., 2013; Walsh
et al., 2013).

9.5.4.4 Droughts
Drought is caused by long time scale (months or longer) variability of
both precipitation and evaporation. Sheffield and Wood (2008) found
that models in the CMIP3 ensemble simulated large-scale droughts in
the 20th century reasonably well, in the sense that multi-model spread
includes the observational estimate in each of several regions. However, it should be noted that there are various definitions of drought (see
Chapter 2 and Seneviratne et al., 2012) and the performance of simulated drought can depend on the definition. Moreover, different models
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Figure 9.37 | (a) Portrait plot of relative error metrics for the CMIP5 temperature and precipitation extreme indices based on Sillmann et al. (2013). (b)–(e) Time series of global
mean temperature extreme indices over land from 1948 to 2010 for CMIP3 (blue) and CMIP5 (red) models, ECMWF 40-year reanalysis (ERA40, green dashed) and National Centers
for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR, green dotted) reanalyses and HadEX2 station-based observational data set (black) based on
Sillmann et al. (2013). In (a), reddish and bluish colours indicate, respectively, larger and smaller root-mean-square (RMS) errors for an individual model relative to the median model.
The relative error is calculated for each observational data set separately. The grey-shaded columns on the right side indicate the RMS error for the multi-model median standardized
by the spatial standard deviation of the index climatology in the reanalysis, representing absolute errors for CMIP3 and CMIP5 ensembles. Results for four different reference data
sets, ERA-interim (top), ERA40 (left), NCEP/NCAR (right) and NCEP- Department of Energy (DOE) (bottom) reanalyses, are shown in each box. The analysis period is 1981–2000, and
only land areas are considered. The indices shown are simple daily precipitation intensity index (SDII), very wet days (R95p), annual maximum 5-day/1-day precipitation (RX5day/
RX1day), consecutive dry days (CDD), tropical nights (TR), frost days (FD), annual minimum/maximum daily maximum surface air temperature (TXn/TXx), and annual minimum/
maximum daily minimum surface air temperature (TNn/TNx). See Box 2.4 for the definitions of indices. Note that only a small selection of the indices analysed in Sillmann et al.
(2013) is shown, preferentially those that appear in Chapters 2, 10, 11, 12, 14. Also note that the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis has a known defect for TXx (Sillmann et al., 2013), but its
impact on this figure is small. In (b)–(e), shading for model results indicates the 25th to 75th quantile range of inter-model spread. Grey shading along the horizontal axis indicates
the evolution of globally averaged volcanic forcing according to Sato et al. (1993). The indices shown are the frequency of daily minimum/maximum surface air temperature below
the 10th percentile (b: Cold nights/c: Cold days) and that above 90th percentile (d: Warm nights/e: Warm days) of the 1961–1990 base period. Note that, as these indices essentially
represent changes relative to the base period, they are particularly suitable for being shown in time series and not straightforward for being shown in (a).
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can simulate drought with different mechanisms (McCrary and Randall, 2010; Taylor et al., 2012a). A comprehensive evaluation of CMIP5
models for drought is currently not available, although Sillmann et al.
(2013) found that consecutive dry days simulated by CMIP5 models are
comparable to observations in magnitude and distribution.

9.5.4.5 Summary
There is medium evidence (i.e., a few multi-model studies) and high
agreement that the global distribution of temperature extremes are
represented well by CMIP3 and CMIP5 models. The observed global
warming trend of temperature extremes in the second half of the 20th
century is reproduced in models, but there is medium evidence (a few
CMIP3 studies) and medium agreement (not evident in a preliminary
look at CMIP5) that models tend to overestimate the warming of warm
temperature extremes and underestimate the warming of cold temperature extremes.

Chapter 9

tend to simulate more intense and thus more realistic precipitation
extremes than CMIP3, which could be partly due to generally higher
horizontal resolution. There is medium evidence and high agreement
that CMIP3 models tend to underestimate the sensitivity of extreme
precipitation intensity to temperature. There is medium evidence and
high agreement that high resolution (50 km or finer) AGCMs tend to
simulate the intensity of extreme precipitation comparable to observational estimates.
There is medium evidence and high agreement that year-to-year count
variability of Atlantic hurricanes can be well simulated by modestly
high resolution (100 km or finer) AGCMs forced by observed SSTs.
There is medium evidence and medium agreement (as inter-model
difference is large) that the intensity of tropical cyclones is too weak
in CMIP3 and CMIP5 models. Finally, there is medium evidence (a
few multi-model studies) and medium agreement (as it might depend
on definitions of drought) that models can simulate aspects of largescale drought.

There is medium evidence (single multi-model study) and medium
agreement (as inter-model difference is large) that CMIP5 models

Box 9.3 | Understanding Model Performance
This Box provides a synthesis of findings on understanding model performance based on the model evaluations discussed in this chapter.
Uncertainty in Process Representation
Some model errors can be traced to uncertainty in representation of processes (parameterizations). Some of these are long-standing
issues in climate modelling, reflecting our limited, though gradually increasing, understanding of very complex processes and the
inherent challenges in mathematically representing them. For the atmosphere, cloud processes, including convection and its interaction
with boundary layer and larger-scale circulation, remain major sources of uncertainty (Section 9.4.1). These in turn cause errors or
uncertainties in radiation which propagate through the coupled climate system. Distribution of aerosols is also a source of uncertainty
arising from modelled microphysical processes and transport (Sections 9.4.1 and 9.4.6). Ocean models are subject to uncertainty in
parameterizations of vertical and horizontal mixing and convection (Sections 9.4.2, 9.5.2 and 9.5.3), and ocean errors in turn affect the
atmosphere through resulting SST biases. Simulation of sea ice is also affected by errors in both the atmosphere and the ocean as well
as the parameterization of sea ice itself (Section 9.4.3). With respect to biogeochemical components in Earth System Models (ESMs),
parameterizations of nitrogen limitation and forest fires are thought to be important for simulating the carbon cycle, but very few ESMs
incorporate these so far (Sections 9.4.4 and 9.4.5).
Error Propagation
Causes of one model bias can sometimes be associated with another. Although the root cause of those biases is often unclear, knowledge of the causal chain or a set of interrelated biases can provide a key to further understanding and improvement of model performance. For example, biases in storm track position are partly due to a SST biases in the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio Current (Section
9.4.1). Some biases in variability or trend can be partly traced back to biases in mean states. The decreasing trend in September Arctic
ice extent tends to be underestimated when sea ice thickness is overestimated (Section 9.4.3). In such cases, improvement of the mean
state may improve simulated variability or trend.
Sensitivity to Resolution
Some phenomena or aspects of climate are found to be better simulated with models run at higher horizontal and/or vertical resolution.
In particular, increased resolution in the atmosphere has improved, at least in some models, storm track and extratropical cyclones
(Section 9.4.1), diurnal variation of precipitation over land (Section 9.5.2), extreme precipitation, and tropical cyclone intensity and
structure (Section 9.5.4). Similarly, increased horizontal resolution in the ocean is shown to improve sea surface height variability,
western boundary currents, tropical instability waves and coastal upwelling (Section 9.4.2), and variability of Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (Section 9.5.3). High vertical resolution and a high model top, as well as high horizontal resolution, are important for
simulating lower stratospheric climate variability (Section 9.4.1), blocking (Section 9.5.2), the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation and the North
Atlantic Oscillation (Section 9.5.3). (continued on next page)
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Box 9.3 (continued)

Uncertainty in Observational Data
In some cases, insufficient length or quality of observational data makes model evaluation challenging, and is a frequent problem in the
evaluation of simulated variability or trends. This is evident for evaluation of upper tropical tropospheric temperature, tropical atmospheric circulation (Section 9.4.1), the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation, the North Atlantic Oscillation and the Pacific Decadal
Oscillation (Section 9.5.3). Data quality has been pointed out as an issue for arctic cloud properties (Section 9.4.1), ocean heat content,
heat and fresh water fluxes over the ocean (Section 9.4.2) and extreme precipitation (Section 9.5.4). Palaeoclimate reconstructions
also have large inherent uncertainties (Section 9.5.2). It is clear therefore that updated or newly available data affect model evaluation
conclusions.
Other Factors
Model evaluation can be affected by how models are forced. Uncertainties in specified greenhouse gases, aerosols emissions, land use
change, etc. will all affect model results and hence evaluation of model quality. Different statistical methods used in model evaluation
can also lead to subtle or substantive differences in the assessment of model quality.

9

9.6

Downscaling and Simulation of
Regional-Scale Climate

Regional-scale climate information can be obtained directly from
global models; however, their horizontal resolution is often too low to
resolve features that are important at regional scales. High-resolution
AGCMs, variable-resolution global models, and statistical and dynamical downscaling (i.e., regional climate modelling) are used to complement AOGCMs, and to generate region-specific climate information.
These approaches are evaluated in the following.

9.6.1

Global Models

9.6.1.1 Regional-Scale Simulation by Atmosphere–Ocean
General Circulation Models
A comparison of CMIP3 and CMIP5 seasonal cycles of temperature
and precipitation for different regions (Figure 9.38) shows that temperature is generally better simulated than precipitation in terms of
the amplitude and phase of the seasonal cycle. The multi-model mean
is closer to observations than most of the individual models. The systematic difference between the CMIP5 and CMIP3 ensembles is small
in most regions, although there is evident improvement in South Asia
(SAS) and Tropical South America (TSA) in the rainy seasons. In some
cases the spread amongst observational estimates can be of comparable magnitude to the model spread, e.g., winter in the Europe and
Mediterranean (EUM) region.
There are as yet rather few published studies in which regional behaviour of the CMIP5 models is evaluated in great detail. Cattiaux et al.
(2013) obtained results for Europe similar to those discussed above.
Joetzjer et al. (2013) considered 13 models that participated in both
CMIP3 and in CMIP5 and found that the seasonal cycle of precipitation
over the Amazon improved in the latter.
Based on the CMIP archives, regional biases in seasonal and annual
mean temperature and precipitation are shown for several land
810

regions in Figure 9.39, and for polar and oceanic regions in Figure
9.40. The CMIP5 median temperature biases range from about –3°C
to 1.5°C. Substantial cold biases over NH regions are more prevalent
in winter (December to February) than summer (June to August). The
median biases appear in most cases slightly less negative for CMIP5
than CMIP3. The spread amongst models, as characterized by the 25
to 75% and 5 to 95% ranges, is slightly reduced from CMIP3 to CMIP5
in a majority of the regions and is roughly ±3ºC. The RMS error of
individual CMIP5 models is smaller than that for CMIP3 in 24 of the 26
regions in Figure 9.39 in DJF, JJA and the annual mean. The absolute
value of the ensemble mean bias has also been reduced in most cases.
The inter-model spread remains large, particularly in high-latitude
regions in winter and in regions with steep orography (such as CAS,
SAS, TIB and WSA). The inter-model temperature spread has decreased
from CMIP3 to CMIP5 over most of the oceans and over the Arctic and
Antarctic land regions. The cold winter bias over the Arctic has been
reduced. There is little systematic inter-ensemble difference in temperature over lower latitude oceans.
Biases in seasonal total precipitation are shown in the right column
of Figures 9.39 and 9.40 for the NH winter (October to March) and
summer (April to September) half years as well as the annual mean.
The largest systematic biases over land regions occur in ALA, WSA and
TIB, where the annual precipitation exceeds that observed in all CMIP5
models, with a median bias on the order of 100%. All these regions are
characterized by high orography and / or a large fraction of solid precipitation, both of which are expected to introduce a negative bias in
gauge-based precipitation (Yang and Ohata, 2001; Adam et al., 2006)
that may amplify the model-observation discrepancy. A large negative
relative bias in SAH occurs in October to March, but it is of negligible
magnitude in absolute terms. In nearly all other seasonal and regional cases over land, the observational estimate falls within the range
of the CMIP5 simulations. Compared with CMIP3, the CMIP5 median
precipitation is slightly higher in most regions. In contrast with temperature, the seasonal and annual mean ensemble mean and the rootmean square precipitation biases are larger for CMIP5 than for CMIP3
in a slight majority of land regions (Figure 9.39) and in most of the
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Figure 9.38 | Mean seasonal cycle of (a) temperature (ºC) and (b) precipitation (mm day–1). The average is taken over land areas within the indicated regions, and over the period
1980–1999. The red line is the average over 45 CMIP5 models; the blue line is the average over 22 CMIP3 models. The standard deviation of the respective data set is indicated
with shading. The different line styles in black refer to observational and reanalysis data: Climatic Research Unit (CRU) TS3.10, ECMWF 40-year reanalysis (ERA40) and ERA-Interim
for temperature; CRU TS3.10.1, Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP), and CPC Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) for precipitation. Note the different axis-ranges
for some of the sub-plots. The 15 regions shown are: Western North America (WNA), Eastern North America (ENA), Central America (CAM), Tropical South America (TSA), Southern
South America (SSA), Europe and Mediterranean (EUM), North Africa (NAF), Central Africa (CAF), South Africa (SAF), North Asia (NAS), Central Asia (CAS), East Asia (EAS), South
Asia (SAS), Southeast Asia (SEA) and Australia (AUS).
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14 other regions (Figure 9.40). However, considering the observational
uncertainty, the performance of the CMIP3 and CMIP5 ensembles is
assessed to be broadly similar. The inter-model spreads are similar and
typically largest in arid areas when expressed in relative terms.

Evaluation of Climate Models

Especially over the oceans and polar regions (Figure 9.40), the scarcity of observations and their uncertainty complicates the evaluation of
simulated precipitation. Of two commonly used data sets, CMAP indicates systematically more precipitation than GPCP over low-latitude

9

Figure 9.39 | Seasonal- and annual mean biases of (left) temperature (°C) and (right) precipitation (%) in the IPCC Special Report on Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and
Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation (SREX) land regions (cf. Seneviratne et al., 2012, p. 12. The region’s coordinates can be found from their online Appendix 3.A). The
5th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 95th percentiles of the biases in 42 CMIP5 models are shown in box-and-whisker format, and corresponding values for 23 CMIP3 models with crosses.
The CMIP3 20C3M simulations are complemented with the corresponding A1B runs for the 2001–2005 period. The biases are calculated over 1986–2005, using Climatic Research
Unit (CRU) T3.10 as the reference for temperature and CRU TS 3.10.01 for precipitation. The regions are labelled with red when the root-mean-square error for the individual CMIP5
models is larger than that for CMIP3 and blue when it is smaller. The regions are: Alaska/NW Canada (ALA), Eastern Canada/Greenland/Iceland (CGI), Western North America
(WNA), Central North America (CNA), Eastern North America (ENA), Central America/Mexico (CAM), Amazon (AMZ), NE Brazil (NEB), West Coast South America (WSA), SouthEastern South America (SSA), Northern Europe (NEU), Central Europe (CEU), Southern Europe/the Mediterranean (MED), Sahara (SAH), Western Africa (WAF), Eastern Africa (EAF),
Southern Africa (SAF), Northern Asia (NAS), Western Asia (WAS), Central Asia (CAS), Tibetan Plateau (TIB), Eastern Asia (EAS), Southern Asia (SAS), Southeast Asia (SEA), Northern
Australia (NAS) and Southern Australia/New Zealand (SAU). Note that the region WSA is poorly resolved in the models.
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oceans and less over many high-latitude regions (Yin et al., 2004; Shin
et al., 2011). Over most low-latitude ocean regions, annual precipitation in most CMIP3 and CMIP5 models exceeds GPCP. The difference
relative to CMAP is smaller although mostly of the same sign. In Arctic
and Antarctic Ocean areas, simulated precipitation is much above
CMAP, but more similar to GPCP. Over Antarctic land, precipitation in
most models is below CMAP, but close to or above GPCP.
Continental to sub-continental mean values may not be representative
for smaller-scale biases, as biases generally increase with decreasing
spatial averaging (Masson and Knutti, 2011b; Raisanen and Ylhaisi,
2011). A typical order of magnitude for grid-box-scale annual mean
biases in individual CMIP3 models was 2°C for temperature and 1 mm
day–1 for precipitation (Raisanen, 2007; Masson and Knutti, 2011b),
with some geographical variation. This has been noted also in studies
on how much spatial averaging would be needed in order to filter out
the most unreliable small-scale features (e.g., Räisänen and Ylhäisi,
2011). In order to reduce such errors while still retaining information
on small scales, Masson and Knutti (2011b) found, depending on the
variable and the region, that smoothing needed to vary from the gridpoint scale to around 2000 km.
On the whole, based on analysis of both ensemble means and
inter-model spread, there is high confidence that the CMIP5 models
simulate regional-scale temperature distributions somewhat better
than the CMIP3 models did. This improvement is evident for most
regions. For precipitation, there is medium confidence that there is no
systematic change in model performance. In many regions, precipitation biases relative to CRU TS 3.10.01 and GPCP (and CMAP) are larger
for CMIP5 than for CMIP3, but given observational uncertainty, the
two ensembles are broadly similar.

9.6.1.2 Regional-Scale Simulation by Atmospheric General
Circulation Models

Figure 9.40 | As Figure 9.39, but for polar and ocean regions, with ECMWF reanalysis
of the global atmosphere and surface conditions (ERA)-Interim reanalysis as the reference for temperature and Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) for precipitation. Global land, ocean and overall means are also shown. The regions are: Arctic:
67.5 to 90°N, Caribbean (area defined by the following coordinates): 68.8°W, 11.4°N;
85.8°W, 25°N; 60°W, 25°N, 60°W, 11.44°N; Western Indian Ocean: 25°S to 5°N, 52°E
to 75°E; Northern Indian Ocean: 5°N to 30°N, 60°E to 95°E; Northern Tropical Pacific:
5°N to 25°N, 155°E to 150°W; Equatorial Tropical Pacific: 5°S to 5°N, 155°E to 130°W;
Southern Tropical Pacific: 5°S to 25°S, 155°E to 130°W; Antarctic: 50°S to 90°S. The
normalized difference between CPC Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) and GPCP
precipitation is shown with dotted lines.

Stand-alone global atmospheric models (AGCMs) run at higher resolution than AOGCMs provide complementary regional-scale climate
information, sometimes referred to as ‘global downscaling’. One
important example of this is the simulation of tropical cyclones (e.g.,
Zhao et al., 2009, 2012; Murakami and Sugi, 2010; Murakami et al.,
2012). A number of advantages of high-resolution AGCMs have been
identified, including improved regional precipitation (Zhao et al., 2009;
Kusunoki et al., 2011) and blocking (Matsueda et al., 2009, 2010). As
AGCMs do not simulate interactions with the ocean, their ability to
capture some high-resolution phenomena, such as the cold wake in the
surface ocean after a tropical cyclone, is limited (e.g., Hasegawa and
Emori, 2007). As in lower-resolution models, performance is affected by
the quality of physical parameterizations (Lin et al., 2012; Mizuta et al.,
2012; Zhao et al., 2012).

9.6.1.3 Regional-Scale Simulation by Variable-Resolution
Global Climate Models
An alternative to global high resolution is the use of variable resolution (so-called ‘stretched grid’) models with higher resolution over
the region of interest. Some examples are Abiodun et al. (2011) who
showed that such simulations improve the simulation of West African
813
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monsoon systems and African easterly jets, and White et al. (2013)
who demonstrated improvements in temperature and precipitation
related extreme indices. Fox-Rabinovitz et al. (2008) showed that
regional biases in the high-resolution portion of a stretched grid model
were similar to that of a global model with the same high resolution
everywhere. Markovic et al. (2010) and Déqué (2010) reported similar
results. Although not widely used, such methods can complement more
conventional climate models.

9.6.2

9

Regional Climate Downscaling

Regional Climate Models (RCMs) are applied over a limited-area
domain with boundary conditions either from global reanalyses or
global climate model output. The use of RCMs for ‘dynamical downscaling’ has grown since the AR4, their resolution has increased,
process-descriptions have developed further, new components have
been added, and coordinated experimentation has become more
widespread (Laprise, 2008; Rummukainen, 2010). Statistical downscaling (SD) involves deriving empirical relationships linking large-scale
atmospheric variables (predictors) and local/regional climate variables
(predictands). These relationships may then be applied to equivalent
predictors from global models. SD methods have also been applied
to RCM output (e.g., Boe et al., 2007; Déqué, 2007; Segui et al., 2010;
Paeth, 2011; van Vliet et al., 2011). A significant constraint in a comprehensive evaluation of regional downscaling is that available studies
often involve different methods, regions, periods and observational
data for evaluation. Thus, evaluation results are difficult to generalize.

9.6.2.1 Recent Developments of Statistical Methods
The development of SD since the AR4 has been quite vigorous (e.g.,
Fowler et al., 2007; Maraun et al., 2010b), and many state-of-the-art
approaches combine different methods (e.g., Vrac and Naveau, 2008;
van Vliet et al., 2011). There is an increasing number of studies on
extremes (e.g., Vrac and Naveau, 2008; Wang and Zhang, 2008), and
on features such as hurricanes (Emanuel et al., 2008), river flow and
discharge, sediment, soil erosion and crop yields (e.g., Zhang, 2007;
Prudhomme and Davies, 2009; Lewis and Lamoureux, 2010). Techniques have also been developed to consider multiple climatic variables simultaneously in order to preserve some physical consistency
(e.g., Zhang and Georgakakos, 2011). The methods used to evaluate
SD approaches vary with the downscaled variable and include metrics
related to intensities (e.g., Ning et al., 2011; Tryhorn and DeGaetano,
2011), temporal behaviour (e.g., May, 2007; Timbal and Jones, 2008;
Maraun et al., 2010a; Brands et al., 2011), and physical processes (Lenderink and Van Meijgaard, 2008; Maraun et al., 2010a). SD capabilities
are also examined through secondary variables like runoff, river discharge and stream flow (e.g., Boe et al., 2007; Teutschbein et al., 2011).

9.6.2.2 Recent Developments of Dynamical Methods
Since the AR4, typical RCM resolution has increased from around 50
km to around 25 km (e.g., Christensen et al., 2010). Long RCM runs
at very high resolution are still, however, rather few (e.g., Yasutaka et
al., 2008; Chan et al., 2012; Kendon et al., 2012). Coupled RCMs, with
interactive ocean and, when appropriate, also sea ice have also been
developed (Somot et al., 2008; Dorn et al., 2009; Artale et al., 2010;
814
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Doscher et al., 2010). Smith et al. (2011a) added vegetation dynamics–
ecosystem biogeochemistry in an RCM.
At the time of the AR4, RCMs were typically used for time-slice experiments. Since then, multi-decadal and centennial RCM simulations have
emerged in larger numbers (e.g., Diffenbaugh et al., 2011; Kjellstrom
et al., 2011; de Elia et al., 2013). Coordinated RCM experiments and
ensembles have also become much more common and today, with
domains covering Europe (e.g., Christensen et al., 2010; Vautard et
al., 2013), North America (e.g., Gutowski et al., 2010; Lucas-Picher et
al., 2012a; Mearns et al., 2012), South America (e.g., Menendez et al.,
2010; Chou et al., 2012; Krüger et al., 2012), Africa (e.g., Druyan et al.,
2010; Ruti et al., 2011; Nikulin et al., 2012; Paeth et al., 2012; Hernández-Díaz et al., 2013), the Arctic (e.g., Inoue et al., 2006) and Asian
regions (e.g., Feng and Fu, 2006; Shkolnik et al., 2007; Feng et al., 2011;
Ozturk et al., 2012; Suh et al., 2012).

9.6.3

Skill of Downscaling Methods

Downscaling skill varies with location, season, parameter and boundary conditions (see Section 9.6.5) (e.g., Schmidli et al., 2007; Maurer and
Hidalgo, 2008). Although there are indications that model skill increases with higher resolution, it does not do so linearly. Rojas (2006) found
more improvement when increasing resolution from 135 km to 45 km
than from 45 km to 15 km. Walther et al. (2013) found that the diurnal
precipitation cycle and light precipitation improved more when going
from 12 km to 6 km resolution than when going from 50 km to 25 km
or from 25 km to 12 km. Higher resolution does enable better simulation of extremes (Seneviratne et al., 2012). For example, Pryor et
al. (2012) noted that an increase in RCM resolution from 50 km to 6
km increased extreme wind speeds more than the mean wind speed.
Kawazoe and Gutowski (2013) compared six RCMs and the two GCMs
to high resolution observations, concluding that precipitation extremes
were more representative in the RCMs than in the GCMs. Vautard et al.
(2013) found that warm extremes in Europe were generally better simulated in RCMs with 12 km resolution compared to 50 km. Kendon et
al. (2012) and Chan et al. (2012) found mixed results in daily precipitation simulated at 12 km and 1.5 km resolution, although the latter had
improved sub-daily features, perhaps as convection could be explicitly
resolved.
Coupled RCMs, with an interactive ocean, offer further improvements.
Döscher et al. (2010) reproduced empirical relationships between
Arctic sea ice extent and sea ice thickness and NAO in a coupled RCM.
Zou and Zhou (2013) found that a regional ocean–atmosphere model
improved the simulation of precipitation over the western North
Pacific compared to an uncoupled model. Samuelsson et al. (2010)
showed that coupling a lake model with an RCM captured the effect
of lakes on the air temperature over adjacent land. Lenaerts et al.
(2012) added drifting snow in an RCM run for the Antarctica, which
increased the area of ablation and improved the fit to observations.
Smith et al. (2011a) added vegetation dynamics–ecosystem biogeochemistry into an RCM, and found some evidence of local feedback
to air temperature.
Applying an RCM developed for a specific region to other regions
exposes it to a wider range of conditions and therefore provides an
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opportunity for more rigorous evaluation. Transferability experiments
target this by running RCMs for different regions while holding their
process-descriptions constant (cf. Takle et al., 2007; Gbobaniyi et al.,
2011; Jacob et al., 2012). Suh et al. (2012) noted that 10 RCMs run
for Africa did well overall for average and maximum temperature, but
systematically overestimated the daily minimum temperature. Precipitation was generally simulated betted for wet regions than for dry
regions. Similarly, Nikulin et al. (2012) reported on 10 RCMs over
Africa, run with boundary conditions from ERA-Interim, and evaluated
against different observational data sets. Many of the RCMs simulated
precipitation better than the ERA-Interim reanalysis itself.
Christensen et al. (2010) examined a range metrics related to simulation of extremes, mesoscale features, trends, aspects of variability and
consistency with the driving boundary conditions. Only one of these
metrics led to clear differentiation among RCMs (Lenderink, 2010). This
may imply a general skilfulness of models, but may also simply indicate
that the metrics were not very informative. Nevertheless, using some of
these metrics, Coppola et al. (2010) and Kjellström et al. (2010) found
that weighted sets of RCMs outperformed sets without weighting for
both temperature and precipitation. Sobolowski and Pavelsky (2012)
demonstrated a similar impact.

9.6.4

Value Added through RCMs

RCMs are regularly tested to evaluate whether they show improvements over global models (Laprise et al., 2008), that is, whether they
do indeed ‘add value’. In essence, added value is a measure of the
extent to which the downscaled climate is closer to observations than
the model from which the boundary conditions were obtained. Differences between RCM and GCM simulations are not always very obvious
for time-averaged quantities on larger scales or in fairly homogeneous
regions. RCM fields are, however, richer in spatial and temporal detail.
Indeed, the added value of RCMs is mainly expected in the simulation
of topography-influenced phenomena and extremes with relatively
small spatial or short temporal character (e.g., Feser et al., 2011; Feser
and Barcikowska, 2012; Shkol’nik et al., 2012). As an example, RCM
downscaling led to better large-scale monsoon precipitation patterns
(Gao et al., 2012) for East Asia than in the global models used for
boundary conditions. In the few instances where RCMs have been
interactively coupled to global models (i.e., ‘two-way’ coupling), the
effects of improved small scales propagate to larger scales and this
has been found to improve the simulation of larger scale phenomena
(Lorenz and Jacob, 2005; Inatsu and Kimoto, 2009; Inatsu et al., 2012).
Other examples include improved simulation of convective precipitation (Rauscher et al., 2010), near-surface temperature (Feser, 2006),
near-surface temperature and wind (Kanamaru and Kanamitsu, 2007),
temperature and precipitation (Lucas-Picher et al., 2012b), extreme
precipitation (Kanada et al., 2008), coastal climate features (Winterfeldt and Weisse, 2009; Winterfeldt et al., 2011; Kawazoe and Gutowski, 2013; Vautard et al., 2013), Atlantic hurricanes (Bender et al.,
2010), European storm damage (Donat et al., 2010), strong mesoscale
cyclones (Cavicchia and Storch, 2011), cutoff lows (Grose et al., 2012),
polar lows (Zahn and von Storch, 2008) and higher statistical moments
of the water budget (e.g., Bresson and Laprise, 2011).
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In summary, there is high confidence that downscaling adds value to
the simulation of spatial climate detail in regions with highly variable topography (e.g., distinct orography, coastlines) and for mesoscale
phenomena and extremes. Regional downscaling is therefore complementary to results obtained directly from global climate models. These
results are from a variety of distinct studies with different RCMs.

9.6.5

Sources of Model Errors and Uncertainties

In addition to issues related to resolution and model complexity (see
Section 9.6.3), errors and uncertainties arise from observational uncertainty in evaluation data and parameterizations (see Box 9.3), choice of
model domain and application of boundary conditions (driving data).
In the case of SD, sources of model errors and uncertainties depend on
the choice of method, including the choice of the predictors, the estimation of empirical relationships between predictors and predictands
from limited data sets, and also the data used to estimate the predictors (Frost et al., 2011). There are numerous different SD methods, and
the findings are difficult to generalize.
Small domains allow less freedom for RCMs to generate the small-scale
features that give rise to added value (e.g., Leduc and Laprise, 2009).
Therefore large domains –covering entire continents– have become
more common. Køltzow et al. (2008) found improvements with the
use of a larger domain, but the RCM solution can become increasingly
‘decoupled’ from the driving data (e.g., Rockel et al., 2008), which can
introduce inconsistencies. Large domains also introduce large internal
variability, which can significantly contaminate interannual variability
of seasonal means (Kanamitsu et al., 2010). Techniques such as spectral nudging (Misra, 2007; Separovic et al., 2012) can be used to constrain such inconsistencies (Feser et al., 2011). Winterfeldt and Weisse
(2009) concluded that nudging improved the simulation of marine
wind climate, while Otte et al. (2012) demonstrated improvements in
temperature and precipitation. Nudging may, however, also lead to
deterioration of features such as precipitation extremes (Alexandru et
al., 2009; Kawazoe and Gutowski, 2013). Veljovic et al. (2010) showed
that an RCM can in fact improve the large scales with respect to those
inherent in the boundary conditions, and argued that nudging may be
undesirable.
The quality of RCM results may vary according to the synoptic situation,
season, and the geographic location of the lateral boundaries (Alexandru et al., 2007; Xue et al., 2007; Laprise et al., 2008; Separovic et al.,
2008; Leduc and Laprise, 2009; Nikiema and Laprise, 2010; Rapaić et
al., 2010). In addition to lateral boundary conditions, RCMs also need
sea surface information. Few studies have explored the dependency
of RCM results on the treatment of the SSTs and sea ice, although
Koltzow et al. (2011) found that the specification of SSTs was less influential than was the domain or the lateral boundaries. Woollings et al.
(2010a) investigated the effect of specified SST on the simulation of
the Atlantic storm track and found that it was better simulated with
high-resolution SSTs, whereas increasing temporal resolution gave
mixed results.
As is the case in global models, RCM errors are directly related to
shortcomings in process parameterizations. Examples include the
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representation of clouds, convection and land surface–atmosphere
interactions, the planetary boundary layer, horizontal diffusion, and
microphysics (Tjernstrom et al., 2008; Wyser et al., 2008; Lynn et al.,
2009; Pfeiffer and Zängl, 2010; Axelsson et al., 2011; Crétat et al., 2012;
Evans et al., 2012; Roy et al., 2012; Solman and Pessacg, 2012). The
representation of land surface and atmosphere coupling is also important, particularly for simulating monsoon regions (Cha et al., 2008;
Yhang and Hong, 2008; Boone et al., 2010; Druyan et al., 2010; van
den Hurk and van Meijgaard, 2010).

9.6.6

9

Relating Downscaling Performance to Credibility
of Regional Climate Information

A fundamental issue is how the performance of a downscaling method
relates to its ability to provide credible future projections (Raisanen,
2007). This subject is discussed further in Section 9.8. The credibility of
downscaled information of course depends on the quality of the downscaling method itself (e.g., Dawson et al., 2012; Déqué et al., 2012;
Eum et al., 2012), and on the quality of the global climate models providing the large-scale boundary conditions (e.g., van Oldenborgh et al.,
2009; Diaconescu and Laprise, 2013).
Specific to SD is the statistical stationarity hypothesis, that is, that the
relationships inferred from historical data remain valid under a changing climate (Maraun, 2012). Vecchi et al. (2008) note that a statistical
method that captures interannual hurricane variability gives very different results for projections compared to RCMs. Such results suggest
that good performance of statistical downscaling as assessed against
observations does not guarantee credible regional climate information.
Some recent studies have proposed ways to evaluate SD approaches
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using RCM outputs (e.g., Vrac and Naveau, 2008; Driouech et al., 2010)
or long series of observations (e.g. Schmith, 2008).
Giorgi and Coppola (2010) argued that regional-scale climate projections over land in the CMIP3 models were not sensitive to their
temperature biases. For precipitation, the same was found for about
two thirds of the global land area. However, there is some recent evidence that regional biases may be nonlinear for temperature extremes
(Christensen et al., 2008; Boberg and Christensen, 2012; Christensen
and Boberg, 2013) in both global and regional models. A mechanism
at play may be that models tend to dry out the soil too effectively at
high temperatures, which can lead to systematic biases in projected
warm summertime conditions (Christensen et al., 2008; Kostopoulou
et al., 2009). This is illustrated in Figure 9.41 for the Mediterranean
region, which suggests a tendency in RCMs, CMIP3 and CMIP5 models
towards an enhanced warm bias in the warmer months. The implication is that the typically large warming signal in these regions could
be biased (Boberg and Christensen, 2012; Mearns et al., 2012). Findings such as these stress the importance of a thorough assessment of
models’ biases when they are applied for projections (e.g., de Elia and
Cote, 2010; Boberg and Christensen, 2012; Christensen and Boberg,
2013).
Di Luca et al. (2012) analysed downscaled climate change projections
from six RCMs run over North America. The climate change signals for
seasonal precipitation and temperature were similar to those in the
driving AOGCMs, and the spatial detail gained by downscaling was
comparable in both present and future climate. Déqué et al. (2012)
studied projections with several combinations of AOGCM and RCM
for Europe. A larger part of the spread in winter temperature and

Figure 9.41 | Ranked modelled versus observed monthly mean temperature for the Mediterranean region for the 1961–2000 period. The Regional Climate Model (RCM) data (a)
are from Christensen et al. (2008) and are adjusted to get a zero mean in model temperature with respect to the diagonal. The smaller insert shows uncentred data. The General
Circulation Model (GCM) data (b) are from CMIP5 and CMIP3 and adjusted in the same way. (After Boberg and Christensen, 2012.)
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precipitation projections was explained by the differences in global
model boundary conditions, although much of the spread in projected summer precipitation was explained by RCM. This underlines the
importance of both the quality of the boundary conditions and the
downscaling method.

9.7

Climate Sensitivity and Climate Feedbacks

An overall assessment of climate sensitivity and transient climate
response is given in Box 12.2. Observational constraints based on
observed warming over the last century are discussed in Section 10.8.2
and shown in Box 12.2, Figure 2.

9.7.1

Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity, Idealized Radiative
Forcing, and Transient Climate Response in the
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5
Ensemble

Equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) is the equilibrium change in global
and annual mean surface air temperature after doubling the atmospheric concentration of CO2 relative to pre-industrial levels. In the AR4,
the range in equilibrium climate sensitivity of the CMIP3 models was
2.1°C to 4.4°C, and the single largest contributor to this spread was
differences among modelled cloud feedbacks. These assessments carry
over to the CMIP5 ensemble without any substantial change (Table
9.5).
The method of diagnosing climate sensitivity in CMIP5 differs fundamentally from the method employed in CMIP3 and assessed in the
AR4 (Randall et al., 2007). In CMIP3, an AGCM was coupled to a
non-dynamic mixed-layer (slab) ocean model with prescribed ocean
heat transport convergence. CO2 concentration was then instantaneously doubled, and the model was integrated to a new equilibrium
with unchanged implied ocean heat transport. While computationally
efficient, this method had the disadvantage of employing a different
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model from that used for the historical simulations and climate projections. However, in the few comparisons that were made, the resulting
disagreement in ECS was less than about 10% (Boer and Yu, 2003;
Williams et al., 2008; Danabasoglu and Gent, 2009; Li et al., 2013a).
In CMIP5, climate sensitivity is diagnosed directly from the AOGCMs
following the approach of Gregory et al. (2004). In this case the CO2
concentration is instantaneously quadrupled and kept constant for 150
years of simulation, and both equilibrium climate sensitivity and RF
are diagnosed from a linear fit of perturbations in global mean surface
temperature to the instantaneous radiative imbalance at the TOA.
The transient climate response (TCR) is the change in global and annual
mean surface temperature from an experiment in which the CO2 concentration is increased by 1% yr–1, and calculated using the difference
between the start of the experiment and a 20-year period centred on
the time of CO2 doubling. TCR is smaller than ECS because ocean heat
uptake delays surface warming. TCR is linearly correlated with ECS in
the CMIP5 ensemble (Figure 9.42), although the relationship may be
nonlinear outside the range spanned in Table 9.5 (Knutti et al., 2005).
Based on the methods outlined above and explained in Section
9.7.2 below, Table 9.5 shows effective ERF, ECS, TCR and feedback
strengths for the CMIP5 ensemble. The two estimates of ERF agree
with each other to within 5% for six models (CanESM2, INM-CM4,
IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5, MPI-ESM-LR and MPI-ESM-P), although the
deviation exceeds 10% for four models (CCSM4, CSIRO-Mk3-6-0,
HadGEM2-ES, and MRI-CGCM3) and is indicative of deviations from
the basic assumptions underlying one or both ERF estimation methods.
However, the mean difference of 0.3 W m–2 between the two methods for diagnosing ERF is only about half of the ensemble standard
deviation of 0.5 W m–2, or 15% of the mean value for ERF by CO2
using fixed SSTs. ECS and TCR vary across the ensemble by a factor
of approximately 2. The multi-model ensemble mean in ECS is 3.2°C,
a value nearly identical to that for CMIP3, while the CMIP5 ensemble
range is 2.1°C to 4.7°C, a spread which is also nearly indistinguishable
from that for CMIP3. While every CMIP5 model whose heritage can

Figure 9.42 | (a) Equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) against the global mean surface temperature of CMIP5 models, both for the period 1961–1990 (larger symbols, cf. Figure
9.8, Table 9.5) and for the pre-industrial control runs (smaller symbols). (b) Equilibrium climate sensitivity against transient climate response (TCR). The ECS and TCR information are
based on Andrews et al. (2012) and Forster et al. (2013) and updated from the CMIP5 archive.
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4.4

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

3.1

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

3.5

3.1

3.2

n.a.

n.a.

4.0

n.a.

CCSM4

CESM1(BGC)

CESM1(CAM5)

CNRM–CM5

CSIRO–Mk3.6.0

FGOALS–g2

GFDL–CM3

GFDL–ESM2G

GFDL–ESM2M

GISS–E2–H

GISS–E2–R

HadGEM2–ES

INM–CM4

IPSL–CM5A–LR

IPSL–CM5A–MR

IPSL–CM5B–LR

MIROC5

MIROC–ESM

3.6

n.a.

n.a.

3.7

±0.8

MRI–CGCM3

NorESM1–M

NorESM1–ME

Model mean

90% uncertainty

4.3

3.7

CanESM2

MPI–ESM–P

n.a.

BNU–ESM

4.3

n.a.

BCC–CSM1.1(m)

n.a.

n.a.

BCC–CSM1.1

MPI–ESM–MR

n.a.

MPI–ESM–LR

n.a.

ACCESS1.3

Fixed SST

±0.8

3.4

n.a.

3.1

3.2

4.3

n.a.

4.1

4.3

4.1

2.7

n.a.

3.1

3.0

2.9

3.8

3.8

3.4

3.1

3.0

n.a.

2.6

3.7

n.a.

n.a.

3.6

3.8

3.9

3.6

3.2

n.a.

3.0

Regression

Effective Radiative Forcing
2 × CO2 (W m–2)

ACCESS1.0

Model

±1.3

3.2

n.a.

2.8

2.6

3.5

n.a.

3.6

4.7

2.7

2.6

n.a.

4.1

2.1

4.6

2.1

2.3

2.4

2.4

4.0

n.a.

4.1

3.3

n.a.

n.a.

2.9

3.7

4.1

2.9

2.8

n.a.

3.8

Equilibrium
Climate
Sensitivity
(°C)

±0.6

1.8

1.6

1.4

1.6

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.2

1.5

1.5

2.0

2.0

1.3

2.5

1.5

1.7

1.3

1.1

2.0

1.4

1.8

2.1

2.3

1.7

1.8

2.4

2.6

2.1

1.7

1.7

2.0

Transient
Climate
Response
(°C)

±0.5

1.0

n.a.

0.9

0.8

0.8

n.a.

0.9

1.1

0.7

1.0

n.a.

1.3

0.7

1.6

0.6

0.6

0.7

0.8

1.3

n.a.

1.6

0.9

n.a.

n.a.

0.8

1.0

1.1

0.8

0.9

n.a.

1.3

Climate
Sensitivity
Parameter
(°C (W m–2) –1)

±0.5

1.1

n.a.

1.1

1.2

1.2

n.a.

1.1

0.9

1.5

1.0

n.a.

0.8

1.4

0.6

1.8

1.7

1.4

1.3

0.8

n.a.

0.6

1.1

n.a.

n.a.

1.2

1.0

1.0

1.2

1.1

n.a.

0.8

Climate Feedback Parameter
(W m–2 °C–1)

±0.1

–3.2

n.a.

–3.2

–3.2

n.a.

n.a.

–3.3

n.a.

–3.2

n.a.

n.a.

–3.3

–3.2

–3.2

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

–3.2

–3.2

–3.1

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Planck Feedback
(W m–2 °C–1)

±0.3

1.6

n.a.

1.6

1.6

n.a.

n.a.

1.8

n.a.

1.7

n.a.

n.a.

1.9

1.7

1.4

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

1.5

1.7

1.4

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Water Vapour
Feedback
(W m–2 °C–1)

±0.4

–0.6

n.a.

–0.5

–0.6

n.a.

n.a.

–0.9

n.a.

–0.6

n.a.

n.a.

–1

–0.7

–0.5

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

–0.4

–0.6

–0.2

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Lapse Rate
Feedback
(W m–2 °C–1)

±0.1

0.3

n.a.

0.3

0.3

n.a.

n.a.

0.3

n.a.

0.3

n.a.

n.a.

0.2

0.3

0.3

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

0.4

0.3

0.4

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Surface Albedo
Feedback
(W m–2 °C–1)

±0.7

0.3

n.a.

0.2

0.2

n.a.

n.a.

0.5

n.a.

0.1

n.a.

n.a.

1.2

0

0.4

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

–0.4

0.5

0.1

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Cloud Feedback
(W m–2 °C–1)

Table 9.5 | Effective radiative forcing (ERF), climate sensitivity and climate feedbacks estimated for the CMIP5 AOGCMs (see Table 9.1 for model details). ERF, equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) and transient climate response (TCR) are based
on Andrews et al. ( 2012) and Forster et al. (2013) and updated from the CMIP5 archive. The ERF entries are calculated according to Hansen et al. (2005) using fixed sea surface temperatures (SSTs) and Gregory et al. (2004) using regression. ECS
is calculated using regressions following Gregory et al. (2004). TCR is calculated from the CMIP5 simulations with 1% CO2 increase per year (Taylor et al., 2012b), using the 20-year mean centred on the year of CO2 doubling. The climate sensitivity
parameter and its inverse, the climate feedback parameter, are calculated from the regression-based ERF and the ECS. Strengths of the individual feedbacks are taken from Vial et al. (2013), following Soden et al. (2008) and using radiative kernel
methods with two different kernels. The sign convention is such that a positive entry for an individual feedback marks a positive feedback; the sum of individual feedback strengths must hence be multiplied by –1 to make it comparable to the
climate feedback parameter. The entries for radiative forcing and equilibrium climate sensitivity were obtained by dividing by two the original results, which were obtained for CO2 quadrupling. ERF and ECS for BNU-ESM are from Vial et al. (2013).
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Figure 9.43 | (a) Strengths of individual feedbacks for CMIP3 and CMIP5 models (left and right columns of symbols) for Planck (P), water vapour (WV), clouds (C), albedo (A), lapse
rate (LR), combination of water vapour and lapse rate (WV+LR) and sum of all feedbacks except Planck (ALL), from Soden and Held (2006) and Vial et al. (2013), following Soden
et al. (2008). CMIP5 feedbacks are derived from CMIP5 simulations for abrupt fourfold increases in CO2 concentrations (4 × CO2). (b) ECS obtained using regression techniques by
Andrews et al. (2012) against ECS estimated from the ratio of CO2 ERF to the sum of all feedbacks. The CO2 ERF is one-half the 4 × CO2 forcings from Andrews et al. (2012), and
the total feedback (ALL + Planck) is from Vial et al. (2013).

be traced to CMIP3 shows some change in ECS, there is no discernible
systematic tendency. This broad similarity between CMIP3 and CMIP5
and the good agreement between different methods where they were
applied to the same atmospheric GCM indicate that the uncertainty
in methodology is minor compared to the overall spread in ECS. The
change in TCR from CMIP3 to CMIP5 is generally of the same sign but
of smaller magnitude compared to the change in ECS. The relationship
between ECS and an estimates derived from total feedbacks are discussed in Section 9.7.2.
Although ECS can vary with global mean surface temperature owing to
the temperature dependencies of the various feedbacks (Colman and
McAvaney, 2009; cf. Section 9.7.2), Figure 9.42 shows no discernible
correlation for the CMIP5 historical temperature ranges, a fact that
suggests that ECS is less sensitive to errors in the current climate than
to other sources of uncertainty.

9.7.2

Understanding the Range in Model Climate
Sensitivity: Climate Feedbacks

The strengths of individual feedbacks for the CMIP3 and CMIP5
models are compared in Figure 9.43. The feedbacks are generally
similar between CMIP3 and CMIP5, and the water vapour, lapse rate,
and cloud feedbacks are assessed in detail in Chapter 7. The surface
albedo feedback is assessed here to be likely positive. There is high
confidence that the sum of all feedbacks (excluding the Planck feedback) is positive. Advances in estimating and understanding each of
the feedback parameters in Table 9.5 are described in detail below (see
also Chapters 7 and 8).

9.7.2.1 Role of Humidity and Lapse Rate Feedbacks in
Climate Sensitivity
The compensation between the water vapour and lapse-rate feedbacks noted in the CMIP3 models is still present in the CMIP5 models,
and possible explanations of the compensation have been developed
(Ingram, 2010; Ingram, 2013). New formulations of the feedbacks,
replacing specific with relative humidity, eliminate most of the cancellation between the water vapour and lapse rate feedbacks and reduce
the inter-model scatter in the individual feedback terms (Held and
Shell, 2012).

9.7.2.2 Role of Surface Albedo in Climate Sensitivity
Analysis of observed declines in sea ice and snow coverage from 1979
to 2008 suggests that the NH albedo feedback is between 0.3 and 1.1
W m–2 °C–1 (Flanner et al., 2011). This range is substantially above the
global feedback of 0.3 ± 0.1 W m–2 °C–1 of the CMIP5 models analysed in Table 9.5. One possible explanation is that the CMIP5 models
underestimate the strength of the feedback as did the CMIP3 models
based upon the systematic errors in simulated sea ice coverage decline
relative to observed rates (Boe et al., 2009b).

9.7.2.3 Role of Cloud Feedbacks in Climate Sensitivity
Cloud feedbacks represent the main cause for the range in modelled
climate sensitivity (Chapter 7). The spread due to inter-model differences in cloud feedbacks is approximately 3 times larger than the spread
contributed by feedbacks due to variations in water vapour and lapse
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rate combined (Dufresne and Bony, 2008), and is a primary factor
governing the range of climate sensitivity across the CMIP3 ensemble (Volodin, 2008a). Differences in equilibrium and effective climate
sensitivity are due primarily to differences in the shortwave cloud feedback (Yokohata et al., 2008).
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In perturbed ensembles of three different models, the primary cloud-related factor contributing to the spread in equilibrium climate sensitivity
is the low-level shortwave cloud feedback (Yokohata et al., 2010; Klocke
et al., 2011). Changes in the high-altitude clouds also induce climate
feedbacks due to the large areal extent and significant longwave cloud
radiative effects of tropical convective cloud systems. In experiments
with perturbed physics ensembles of AOGCMs, the parameterization
of ice fall speed also emerges as one of the most important determinants of climate sensitivity (Sanderson et al., 2008a, 2010; Sexton et
al., 2012). Other non-microphysical feedback mechanisms are detailed
in Chapter 7.
Cloud feedbacks in AOGCMs are generally positive or near neutral
(Shell et al., 2008; Soden et al., 2008), as evidenced by the net positive
or neutral cloud feedbacks in all of the models examined in a multi-thousand member ensemble of AOGCMs constructed by parameter
perturbations (Sanderson et al., 2010). The sign of cloud feedbacks in
the current climate deduced from observed relationships between SSTs
and TOA radiative fluxes are discussed further in Section 7.2.5.7.

9.7.2.4 Relationship of Feedbacks to Modelled Climate
Sensitivity
The ECS can be estimated from the ratio of forcing to the total climate feedback parameter. This approach is applicable to simulations
in which the net radiative balance is much smaller than the forcing
and hence the modelled climate system is essentially in equilibrium.
This approach can also serve to check the internal consistency of estimates of the ECS, forcing, and feedback parameters obtained using
independent methods. The relationship between ECS from Andrews et
al. (2012) and estimates of ECS obtained from the ratio of forcings to
feedbacks is shown in Figure 9.43b. The forcings are estimated using
both regression and fixed SST techniques (Gregory et al., 2004; Hansen
et al., 2005) by Andrews et al. (2012) and the feedbacks are calculated
using radiative kernels (Soden et al., 2008). On average, the ECS from
forcing to feedback ratios underestimate the ECS from Andrews et al.
(2012) by 25% and 35%, or up to 50% for individual models, using
fixed-SST and regression forcings, respectively.

9.7.2.5 Relationship of Feedbacks to Uncertainty in
Modelled Climate Sensitivity
Objective methods for perturbing uncertain model parameters to
optimize performance relative to a set of observational metrics have
shown a tendency toward an increase in the mean and a narrowing
of the spread of estimated climate sensitivity (Jackson et al., 2008a).
This tendency is opposed by the effects of structural biases related
to incomplete process representations in GCMs. If common structural biases are replicated across models in a MME (cf. Section 9.2.2.7),
the most likely sensitivity for the MME tends to shift towards lower
sensitivities while the possibility of larger sensitivities increases at the
820
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same time (Lemoine, 2010). Following Schlesinger and Mitchell (1987),
Roe and Baker (2007) suggest that symmetrically distributed uncertainties in feedbacks lead to inherently asymmetrical uncertainties in
climate sensitivity with increased probability in extreme positive values
of the sensitivity. Roe and Baker (2007) conclude that this relationship
makes it extremely difficult to reduce uncertainties in climate sensitivity through incremental improvements in the specification of feedback
parameters. While subsequent analysis has suggested that this finding
could be an artifact of the statistical formulation (Hannart et al., 2009)
and linearization (Zaliapin and Ghil, 2010) of the relationship between
feedback and sensitivity adopted by (Roe and Baker, 2007), these
issues remain unsettled (Roe and Armour, 2011; Roe and Baker, 2011).

9.7.3

Climate Sensitivity and Model Performance

Despite the range in equilibrium sensitivity of 2.1°C to 4.4°C for CMIP3
models, they reproduce the global surface air temperature anomaly
of 0.76°C over 1850–2005 to within 25% relative error. The relatively small range of historical climate response suggests that there is
another mechanism, for example a compensating non-GHG forcing,
present in the historical simulations that counteracts the relatively
large range in sensitivity obtained from idealized experiments forced
only by increasing CO2. One possible mechanism is a systematic negative correlation across the multi-model ensemble between ECS and
anthropogenic aerosol forcing (Kiehl, 2007; Knutti, 2008; Anderson et
al., 2010). A second possible mechanism is a systematic overestimate
of the mixing between the oceanic mixed layer and the full depth
ocean underneath (Hansen et al., 2011). However, despite the same
range of ECS in the CMIP5 models as in the CMIP3 models, there is
no significant relationship across the CMIP5 ensemble between ECS
and the 20th-century ERF applied to each individual model (Forster et
al., 2013). This indicates a lesser role of compensating ERF trends from
GHGs and aerosols in CMIP5 historical simulations than in CMIP3. Differences in ocean heat uptake also do not appreciably affect the spread
in projected changes in global mean temperature by 2095 (Forster et
al., 2013).

9.7.3.1 Constraints on Climate Sensitivity from Earth System
Models of Intermediate Complexity
An EMIC intercomparison (Eby et al., 2013; Zickfeld et al., 2013) allows
an assessment of model response characteristics, including ECS, TCR,
and heat uptake efficiency (Table 9.6). In addition, Bayesian methods
applied to PPE experiments using EMICs have estimated uncertainty
in model response characteristics (see Box 12.2) based on simulated
climate change in 20th century, past millennia, and LGM scenarios.
Here, the range of response metrics (Table 9.6) described for default
model configurations (Eby et al., 2013) indicates consistency with the
CMIP5 ensemble.

9.7.3.2 Climate Sensitivity During the Last Glacial Maximum
Climate sensitivity can also be explored in another climatic context.
The AR4 assessed attempts to relate simulated LGM changes in tropical SST to global climate sensitivity (Hegerl et al., 2007; Knutti and
Hegerl, 2008). LGM temperature changes in the tropics (Hargreaves
et al., 2007), but not in Antarctica (Hargreaves et al., 2012), have been
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Table 9.6 | Model response metrics for EMICs in Table 9.2. TCR2X, TCR4X and ECS4X are the changes in global average model surface air temperature from the decades centred
at years 70, 140 and 995 respectively, from the idealized 1% increase to 4 × CO2 experiment. The ocean heat uptake efficiency, κ4X, is calculated from the global average heat
flux divided by TCR4X for the decade centred at year 140, from the same idealized experiment. ECS2x was calculated from the decade centred about year 995 from a 2 × CO2 pulse
experiment. (Data from Eby et al., 2013.)

Model

TCR2X (°C)

ECS2x(°C)

TCR4X (°C)

ECS4X (°C)

κ4X (W m–2 °C–1)

Bern3D

2.0

3.3

4.6

6.8

0.58

CLIMBER2

2.1

3.0

4.7

5.8

0.84

CLIMBER3

1.9

3.2

4.5

5.9

0.93

DCESS

2.1

2.8

3.9

4.8

0.72

FAMOUS

2.3

3.5

5.2

8.0

0.55

GENIE

2.5

4.0

5.4

7.0

0.51

IAP RAS CM

1.6

—

3.7

4.3

—

IGSM2

1.5

1.9

3.7

4.5

—

LOVECLIM1.2

1.2

2.0

2.1

3.5

1.17

MESMO

2.4

3.7

5.3

6.9

0.55

MIROC-lite

1.6

2.4

3.6

4.6

0.66

MIROC-lite-LCM

1.6

2.8

3.7

5.5

1.00

SPEEDO

0.8

3.6

2.9

5.2

0.84

UMD

1.6

2.2

3.2

4.3

—

Uvic

1.9

3.5

4.3

6.6

0.92

EMIC mean

1.8

3.0

4.0

5.6

0.8

EMIC range

0.8–2.5

1.9–4.0

2.1–5.4

3.5–8.0

0.5–1.2

shown to scale well with climate sensitivity because the signal is mostly
dominated by CO2 forcing in these regions (Braconnot et al., 2007b;
Jansen et al., 2007). The analogy between the LGM climate sensitivity
and future climate sensitivity is, however, not perfect (Crucifix, 2006).
In a single-model ensemble of simulations, the magnitudes of the LGM
cooling and the warming induced by a doubling of CO2 are nonlinear in the forcings applied (Hargreaves et al., 2007). Differences in the
cloud radiative feedback are at the origin of this asymmetric response
to equivalent positive and negative forcings (Yoshimori et al., 2009).
There is thus still low confidence that the regional LGM model-data
comparisons can be used to evaluate model climate sensitivity. However, even if the results do not scale perfectly with equilibrium or transient climate sensitivity, the LGM simulations allow the identification
of the different feedback factors that contributed to the LGM global
cooling (Yoshimori et al., 2011) and model spread in these feedbacks.
The largest spread in LGM model feedbacks is found for the shortwave
cloud feedback, just as for the modern climate. This correspondence
between LGM and modern climates adds to the high confidence that
the shortwave cloud feedback is the dominant source of model spread
in climate sensitivity (cf. Section 5.3.3).

9.7.3.3 Constraints on Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity from
Climate-Model Ensembles and Observations
The large scale climatological information available has so far been
insufficient to constrain model behaviour to a range tighter than
CMIP3, at least on a global scale. Sanderson and Knutti (2012) suggest that much of the available and commonly used large scale observations have already been used to develop and evaluate models and
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are therefore of limited value to further constrain climate sensitivity
or TCR. The assessed literature suggests that the range of climate
sensitivities and transient responses covered by CMIP3/5 cannot be
narrowed significantly by constraining the models with observations
of the mean climate and variability, consistent with the difficulty of
constraining the cloud feedbacks from observations (see Chapter 7).
Studies based on PPE and CMIP3 support the conclusion that a credible representation of the mean climate and variability is very difficult
to achieve with equilibrium climate sensitivities below 2°C (Piani et al.,
2005; Stainforth et al., 2005; Sanderson et al., 2008a, 2008b; Huber et
al., 2011; Klocke et al., 2011; Fasullo and Trenberth, 2012). High climate
sensitivity values above 5°C (in some cases above 10°C) are found in
the PPE based on HadAM/HadCM3. Several recent studies find that
such high values cannot be excluded based on climatological constraints, but comparison with observations shows the smallest errors
for many fields if ECS is between 3 and 4°C (Piani et al., 2005; Knutti
et al., 2006; Rodwell and Palmer, 2007; Sanderson et al., 2008a, 2008b,
2010; Sanderson, 2011, 2013).

9.8

Relating Model Performance to
Credibility of Model Applications

9.8.1

Synthesis Assessment of Model Performance

This chapter has assessed the performance of individual climate
models as well as the multi-model mean. In addition, changes between
models available now and those that were available at the time of the
AR4 have been documented. The models display a range of abilities to
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simulate climate characteristics, underlying processes, and phenomena. No model scores high or low in all performance metrics, but some
models perform substantially better than others for specific climate
variables or phenomena. For a few climate characteristics, the assessment has shown that some classes of models, for example, those with
higher horizontal resolution, higher model top or a more complete
representation of the carbon cycle, aerosols or chemistry, agree better
with observations, although this is not universally true.
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Figure 9.44 provides a synthesis of key model evaluation results for
AOGCMs and ESMs. The figure makes use of the calibrated language
as defined in Mastrandrea et al. (2011). The x-axis refers to the level
of confidence which increases towards the right as suggested by the
increasing strength of shading. The level of confidence is a combination of the level of evidence and the degree of agreement. The level of

evidence includes the number of studies and quality of observational data. Generally, evidence is most robust when there are multiple,
independent studies that evaluate multiple models using high-quality
observations. The degree of agreement measures whether different
studies come to the same conclusions or not. The figure shows that
several important aspects of the climate are simulated well by contemporary models, with varying levels of confidence. The colour coding
provides an indication of how model quality has changed from CMIP3
to CMIP5. For example, there is high confidence that the model performance for global mean surface air temperature (TAS) is high, and it is
shown in green because there is robust evidence of improvement since
CMIP3. By contrast, the diurnal cycle of global mean surface air temperature (TAS-diur) is simulated with medium performance, but there
is low confidence in this assessment owing to as yet limited analyses. It should be noted that there are no instances in the figure for

Very low

Low

Medium

High

Very high

Confidence in Assessment
Degradation since CMIP3
No changes since CMIP3
Improvements since CMIP3

No relative assessment CMIP3 vs. CMIP5

Figure 9.44 | Summary of the findings of Chapter 9 with respect to how well the CMIP5 models simulate important features of the climate of the 20th century. Confidence in the
assessment increases towards the right as suggested by the increasing strength of shading. Model performance improves from bottom to top. The colour coding indicates changes
since CMIP3 (or models of that generation) to CMIP5. The assessment of model performance is expert judgment based on the agreement with observations of the multi-model
mean and distribution of individual models around the mean, taking into account internal climate variability. Note that assessed model performance is simplified for representation
in the figure and it is referred to the text for details of each assessment. The figure highlights the following key features, with the sections that back up the assessment added in
parentheses:
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PANEL a:
AMOC
AntSIE
AOD
ArctSIE
Blocking
CRE
EqTaux
fgCO2
fgCO2-sp
MHT
Monsoon
NBP
NBP-sp
PR
PR-diur
PR-RS
SAF
SMO
SNC
SSS
SSS-RS
SST
TAS
TAS-diur
TAS-RS
TrSST
TropO3
TrAtlantic
TrInOcean
TrPacific
VAR-diur
ZTaux

Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation mean
(Section 9.4.2.3)
Seasonal cycle Antarctic sea ice extent (Section 9.4.3)
Aerosol Optical Depth (Section 9.4.6)
Seasonal cycle Arctic sea ice extent (Section 9.4.3)
Blocking events (Section 9.5.2.2)
Cloud radiative effects (Section 9.4.1.2)
Equatorial zonal wind stress (Section 9.4.2.4)
Global ocean carbon sink (Section 9.4.5)
Spatial pattern of ocean–atmosphere CO2 fluxes (Section 9.4.5)
Meridional heat transport (Section 9.4.2.4)
Global monsoon (Section 9.5.2.4)
Global land carbon sink (Section 9.4.5)
Spatial pattern of land–atmosphere CO2 fluxes (Section 9.4.5)
Large scale precipitation (Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.4.1.3)
Diurnal cycle precipitation (Section 9.5.2.1)
Regional scale precipitation (Section 9.6.1.1)
Snow albedo feedbacks (Section 9.8.3)
Soil moisture (Section 9.4.4)
Snow cover (Section 9.4.4)
Sea surface salinity (Section 9.4.2.1)
Regional Sea surface salinity (Section 9.4.2.1)
Sea surface temperature (Section 9.4.2.1)
Large scale surface air temperature (Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.4.1.3)
Diurnal cycle surface air temperature (Section 9.5.2.1)
Regional scale surface air temperature (Section 9.6.1.1)
Tropical sea surface temperature (Section 9.4.2.1)
Tropospheric column ozone climatology (Section 9.4.1.4.5)
Tropical Atlantic mean state (Section 9.4.2.5)
Tropical Indian Ocean mean state (Section 9.4.2.5)
Tropical Pacific mean state (Section 9.4.2.5)
Diurnal cycle other variables (Section 9.5.2.1)
Zonal mean zonal wind stress (Section 9.4.2.4)

PANEL b (Trends)
AntSIE-t
Trend in Antarctic sea ice extent (Section 9.4.3)
ArctSIE-t
Trend in Arctic sea ice extent (Section 9.4.3)
fgCO2-t
Global ocean carbon sink trends (Section 9.4.5)
LST-t
Lower stratospheric temperature trends (Section 9.4.1.4.5)
NBP-t
Global land carbon sink trends (Section 9.4.5)
OHC-t
Global ocean heat content trends (Section 9.4.2.2)
TotalO3-t
Total column ozone trends (Section 9.4.1.4.5)
TAS-t
Surface air temperature trends (Section 9.4.1.4.1)
TTT-t
Tropical tropospheric temperature trends (Section 9.4.1.4.2)

which CMIP5 models perform worse than CMIP3 models (something
that would have been indicated by the red colour). A description that
explains the expert judgment for each of the results presented in Figure
9.44 can be found in the body of this chapter, with a link to the specific
sections given in the figure caption.
EMICs have also been evaluated to some extent in this chapter as they
are used to provide long-term projections (in Chapter 12) beyond year
2300, and to provide large ensembles emulating the response of more
comprehensive ESMs and allowing probabilistic estimates. Results
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PANEL c (Variability):
AMM
Atlantic Meridional Mode (Section 9.5.3.3)
AMO
Atlantic Multi-decadal Variability (Section 9.5.3.3)
AMOC-var
Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (Section 9.5.3.3)
AN
Atlantic Niño (Section 9.5.3.3)
CO2-iav
Interannual variability of atmospheric CO2 (Section 9.8.3)
dCO2-iav
Sensitivity of CO2 growth rate to tropical temperature
(Section 9.8.3)
ENSO
El Niño Southern Oscillation (Section 9.5.3.4)
ENSOtele
Tropical ENSO teleconnections (Section 9.5.3.5)
IOB
Indian Ocean basin mode (Section 9.5.3.4)
IOD
Indian Ocean dipole (Section 9.5.3.4)
IPO
Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (Section 9.5.3.6)
MJO
Madden-Julian Oscillation (Section 9.5.2.3)
NAO
North Atlantic Oscillation and Northern annular mode
(Section 9.5.3.2)
PDO
Pacific Decadal Oscillation (Section 9.5.3.6)
PNA
Pacific North American (Section 9.5.3.5)
QBO
Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (Section 9.5.3.7)
SAM
Southern Annular Mode (Section 9.5.3.2)
SST-var
Global sea surface temperature variability (Section 9.5.3.1)
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PANEL d (Extremes):
Hurric-hr
Year-to-year counts of Atlantic hurricanes in high-resolution
AGCMs (Section 9.5.4.3)
PR-ext
Global distributions of precipitation extremes (Section 9.5.4.2)
PR-ext-hr
Global distribution of precipitation extremes in high-resolution
AGCMs (Section 9.5.4.2)
PR-ext-t
Global trends in precipitation extremes (Section 9.5.4.2)
TAS-ext
Global distributions of surface air temperature extremes
(Section 9.5.4.1)
TAS-ext-t
Global trends in surface air temperature extremes
(Section 9.5.4.1)
TC
Tropical cyclone tracks and intensity (Section 9.5.4.3)
TC-hr
Tropical cyclone tracks and intensity in high-resolution
AGCMs (Section 9.5.4.3)
Droughts
Droughts (Section 9.5.4.4)

from the EMIC intercomparison project (Eby et al., 2013; Zickfeld et al.,
2013) illustrate the ability to reproduce the large-scale climate changes in GMST (Figure 9.8) and OHC (Figure 9.17) during the 20th century.
The models also estimate CO2 fluxes for land and oceans, which are as
consistent with observations as are fluxes estimated by ESMs (Figure
9.27). This gives confidence that the EMICs, albeit limited in the scope
and resolution of information they can provide, can be used for longterm projections compatible with those of ESMs (Plattner et al., 2008;
Eby et al., 2013). Overall, these studies imply that EMICs are well suited
for simulations extending beyond the CMIP5 ensemble.
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 9.1 | Are Climate Models Getting Better, and How Would We Know?
Climate models are extremely sophisticated computer programs that encapsulate our understanding of the climate
system and simulate, with as much fidelity as currently feasible, the complex interactions between the atmosphere,
ocean, land surface, snow and ice, the global ecosystem and a variety of chemical and biological processes.
The complexity of climate models—the representation of physical processes like clouds, land surface interactions
and the representation of the global carbon and sulphur cycles in many models—has increased substantially since
the IPCC First Assessment Report in 1990, so in that sense, current Earth System Models are vastly ‘better’ than the
models of that era. This development has continued since the Fourth Assessment, while other factors have also
contributed to model improvement. More powerful supercomputers allow current models to resolve finer spatial
detail. Today’s models also reflect improved understanding of how climate processes work—understanding that has
come from ongoing research and analysis, along with new and improved observations.

9

Climate models of today are, in principle, better than their predecessors. However, every bit of added complexity,
while intended to improve some aspect of simulated climate, also introduces new sources of possible error (e.g., via
uncertain parameters) and new interactions between model components that may, if only temporarily, degrade a
model’s simulation of other aspects of the climate system. Furthermore, despite the progress that has been made,
scientific uncertainty regarding the details of many processes remains.

Quantifying model performance is a topic that has featured in all previous IPCC Working Group I Reports.
Reading back over these earlier assessments provides
a general sense of the improvements that have been
made. Past reports have typically provided a rather
broad survey of model performance, showing differences between model-calculated versions of various climate
quantities and corresponding observational estimates.
Inevitably, some models perform better than others for
certain climate variables, but no individual model clearly emerges as ‘the best’ overall. Recently, there has been
progress in computing various performance metrics,
which synthesize model performance relative to a range
of different observations according to a simple numerical score. Of course, the definition of such a score, how
it is computed, the observations used (which have their
(continued on next page)
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An important consideration is that model performance
can be evaluated only relative to past observations,
taking into account natural internal variability. To have
confidence in the future projections of such models, historical climate—and its variability and change—must be
well simulated. The scope of model evaluation, in terms
of the kind and quantity of observations available, the
availability of better coordinated model experiments,
and the expanded use of various performance metrics, has provided much more quantitative information
about model performance. But this alone may not be
sufficient. Whereas weather and seasonal climate predictions can be regularly verified, climate projections
spanning a century or more cannot. This is particularly
the case as anthropogenic forcing is driving the climate
system toward conditions not previously observed in the
instrumental record, and it will always be a limitation.
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FAQ 9.1, Figure 1 | Model capability in simulating annual mean temperature
and precipitation patterns as illustrated by results of three recent phases of
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP2, models from about year
2000; CMIP3, models from about 2005; and CMIP5, the current generation
of models). The figure shows the correlation (a measure of pattern similarity)
between observed and modelled temperature (upper panel) and precipitation
(lower panel). Larger values indicate better correspondence between modelled
and observed spatial patterns. The black symbols indicate correlation coefficient
for individual models, and the large green symbols indicate the median value
(i.e., half of the model results lie above and the other half below this value).
Improvement in model performance is evident by the increase in correlation for
successive model generations.
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FAQ 9.1 (continued)

own uncertainties), and the manner in which various scores are combined are all important, and will affect the end
result.
Nevertheless, if the metric is computed consistently, one can compare different generations of models. Results
of such comparisons generally show that, although each generation exhibits a range in performance, the average model performance index has improved steadily between each generation. An example of changes in model
performance over time is shown in FAQ 9.1, Figure 1, and illustrates the ongoing, albeit modest, improvement. It
is interesting to note that both the poorest and best performing models demonstrate improvement, and that this
improvement comes in parallel with increasing model complexity and an elimination of artificial adjustments to
atmosphere and ocean coupling (so-called ‘flux adjustment’). Some of the reasons for this improvement include
increased understanding of various climate processes and better representation of these processes in climate
models. More comprehensive Earth observations are also driving improvements.

9

So, yes, climate models are getting better, and we can demonstrate this with quantitative performance metrics
based on historical observations. Although future climate projections cannot be directly evaluated, climate models
are based, to a large extent, on verifiable physical principles and are able to reproduce many important aspects of
past response to external forcing. In this way, they provide a scientifically sound preview of the climate response to
different scenarios of anthropogenic forcing.

9.8.2

Implications of Model Evaluation for Climate
Change Detection and Attribution

The evaluation of model simulations of historical climate is of direct
relevance to detection and attribution (D&A) studies (Chapter 10)
since these rely on model-derived patterns (or ‘fingerprints’) of climate
response to external forcing, and on the ability of models to simulate
decadal and longer-time scale internal variability (Hegerl and Zwiers,
2011). Conversely, D&A research contributes to model evaluation
through estimation of the amplitude of modeled response to various forcings (Section 10.3.1.1.3). The estimated fingerprint for some
variables such as water vapor is governed by basic physical processes that are well represented in models and are rather insensitive to
model uncertainties (Santer et al., 2009). Figure 9.44 illustrates slight
improvements in the representation of some of the modes of variability
and climate phenomena discussed in Sections 9.5.2 and 9.5.3, suggesting with medium confidence that models now better reproduce
internal variability. On the other hand, biases that affect D&A studies
remain. An example is the warm bias of lower-stratosphere temperature trends during the satellite period (Section 9.4.1.4.5) that can be
linked to uncertainties in stratospheric ozone forcing (Solomon et al.,
2012; Santer et al., 2013). Recent studies of climate extremes (Section 9.5.4) also provide evidence that models have reasonable skill in
these important attributes of a changing climate; however, there is an
indication that models have difficulties in reproducing the right balance between historical changes in cold and warm extremes. They also
confirm that resolution affects the confidence that can be placed in the
analyses of extreme in precipitation. D&A studies focussed on extreme
events are therefore constrained by current model limitations. Lastly,
some D&A studies have incorporated model quality results by repeating a multi-model analysis with only the models that agree best with
observations (Santer et al., 2009). This model discrimination or weighting is less problematic for D&A analysis than it is for model projections

of future climate (Section 9.8.3), because D&A research is focussed on
historical and control-run simulations which can be directly evaluated
against observations.

9.8.3

Implications of Model Evaluation for Model
Projections of Future Climate

Confidence in climate model projections is based on physical understanding of the climate system and its representation in climate
models, and on a demonstration of how well models represent a wide
range of processes and climate characteristics on various spatial and
temporal scales (Knutti et al., 2010b). A climate model’s credibility is
increased if the model is able to simulate past variations in climate,
such as trends over the 20th century and palaeoclimatic changes. Projections from previous IPCC assessments can also be directly compared
to observations (see Figures 1.4 and 1.5), with the caveat that these
projections were not intended to be predictions over the short time
scales for which observations are available to date. Unlike shorter lead
forecasts, longer-term climate change projections push models into
conditions outside the range observed in the historical period used for
evaluation.
In some cases, the spread in climate projections can be reduced by
weighting of models according to their ability to reproduce past
observed climate. Several studies have explored the use of unequally
weighted means, with the weights based on the models’ performance
in simulating past variations in climate, typically using some performance metric or collection of metrics (Connolley and Bracegirdle,
2007; Murphy et al., 2007; Waugh and Eyring, 2008; Pierce et al., 2009;
Reifen and Toumi, 2009; Christensen et al., 2010; Knutti et al., 2010b;
Raisanen et al., 2010; Abe et al., 2011; Shiogama et al., 2011; Watterson and Whetton, 2011; Tsushima et al., 2013). When applied to
projections of Arctic sea ice, averages in which extra weight is given
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to models with the most realistic historical sea ice do give different
results than the unweighted mean (Stroeve et al., 2007, 2012; Scherrer, 2011; Massonnet et al., 2012; Wang and Overland, 2012; Overland
and Wang, 2013). Another frequently used approach is the re-calibration of model outputs to a given observed value (Boe et al., 2009b;
Mahlstein and Knutti, 2012; Wang and Overland, 2012), see further
discussion in Section 12.4.6.1. Some studies explicitly formulate a
statistical frameworks that relate future observables to climate model
output (reviewed in Knutti et al. (2010b) and Stephenson et al. (2012)).
Such frameworks not only provide weights for the mean response but
also allow the uncertainty in the predicted response to be quantified
(Bracegirdle and Stephenson, 2012).

9

There are several encouraging examples of ‘emergent constraints’,
which are relationships across an ensemble of models between some
aspect of Earth System sensitivity and an observable trend or variation in the contemporary climate (Allen and Ingram, 2002; Hall and
Qu, 2006; Eyring et al., 2007; Boe et al., 2009a, 2009b; Mahlstein
and Knutti, 2010; Son et al., 2010; Huber et al., 2011; Schaller et al.,
2011; Bracegirdle and Stephenson, 2012; Fasullo and Trenberth, 2012;
O’Gorman, 2012). For example, analyzing the CMIP3 ensemble, Hall
and Qu (2006) showed that inter-model variations of snow albedo
feedback in the contemporary seasonal cycle strongly correlate with
comparably large inter-model variations in this feedback under future
climate change. An update of this analysis with CMIP5 models added
is shown in Figure 9.45 (left panel). This relationship presumably arises
from the fact that surface albedo values in areas covered by snow vary
widely across the models, particularly in the heavily vegetated boreal
forest zone. Models with higher surface albedos in these areas have a
larger contrast between snow-covered and snow-free areas, and hence
a stronger snow albedo feedback whether the context is the seasonal
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variation in sunshine or anthropogenic forcing. Comparison with an
observational estimate of snow albedo feedback reveals a large spread
with both high and low biases.
The right panel of Figure 9.45 shows another example of an emergent
constraint, where the sensitivity of tropical land carbon to warming
(i.e., without CO2 fertilization effects) is related to the sensitivity of the
annual CO2 growth rate to tropical temperature anomalies (Cox et al.,
2013) ). The horizontal axis is the regression of the atmospheric CO2
growth rate on the tropical temperature anomaly for each model. The
strong statistical relationship between these two variables is consistent with the fact that interannual variability in the CO2 growth-rate is
known to be dominated by the response of tropical land to climatic
anomalies, associated particularly with ENSO. Thus the relationship has
a physical as well as a statistical basis. The interannual sensitivity of
the CO2 growth rate to tropical temperature can be estimated from
observational data. Like the snow albedo feedback example, this intermodel relationship provides a credible means to reduce model spread
in the sensitivity of tropical land carbon to tropical climate change.
On the other hand, many studies have failed to find strong relationships between observables and projections. Whetton et al. (2007) and
Knutti et al. (2010a) found that correlations between local to regional climatological values and projected changes are small except for
a few regions. Scherrer (2011) finds no robust relationship between
the ability of the CMIP3 models to represent interannual variability
of near-surface air temperature and the amplitude of future warming.Raisanen et al. (2010) report only small (10–20%) reductions in
cross-validation error of simulated 21st century temperature changes
when weighting the CMIP3 models based on their simulation of the
present-day climatology. The main difficulties are sparse coverage in

Figure 9.45 | (Left) Scatterplot of simulated springtime snow–albedo feedback (Δαs/ΔTs) values in climate change (y-axis) versus simulated springtime Δαs/ΔTs values in the
seasonal cycle (x-axis) in transient climate change experiments from 17 CMIP3 (blue) and 24 CMIP5 models (αs and Ts are surface albedo and surface air temperature, respectively).
(Adapted from Hall and Qu, 2006.) (Right) Constraint on the climate sensitivity of land carbon in the tropics (30°N to 30°S) from interannual variability in the growth rate of global
atmospheric CO2 (Cox et al., 2013). This is based on results from Earth System Models (ESMs) with free-running CO2; Coupled Climate Carbon Cycle Model Intercomparison Project
General Circulation Models (C4MIP GCMs, black labels; Friedlingstein et al., 2006), and three land carbon ‘physics ensembles’ with HadCM3 (red labels; Booth et al., 2012b) . The
values on the y-axis are calculated over the period 1960–2099 inclusive, and those on the x-axis over the period 1960–2010 inclusive. In both cases the temperature used is the
mean (land+ocean) temperature over 30°N to 30°S. The width of the vertical yellow bands in both (a) and (b) shows the observation-based estimate of the variable on the x-axis.
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many observed variables, short time series for observed trends, lack of
correlation between observed quantities and projected past or future
trends, and systematic errors in the models (Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007;
Jun et al., 2008; Knutti, 2010; Knutti et al., 2010a), the ambiguity of
possible performance metrics and the difficulty of associating them
with predictive skill (Parker et al., 2007; Gleckler et al., 2008; Pincus
et al., 2008; Reichler and Kim, 2008; Pierce et al., 2009; Knutti et al.,
2010a).
Emergent constraints can be difficult to identify if climate models are
structurally similar and share common biases, thereby reducing the
effective ensemble size. Comparison of emergent constraints in MMEs
from different modelling experiments can help reveal which constraints
are robust (Massonnet et al., 2012; Bracegirdle and Stephenson, 2013).
Another issue is that testing of large numbers of predictors will find
statistically significant correlations that do not remain significant in
a different ensemble. This is particularly important if many predictors
are tested using only small ensembles like CMIP3 (DelSole and Shukla,
2009; Raisanen et al., 2010; Huber et al., 2011; Masson and Knutti,
2013). All of these potential pitfalls underscore the need for analysis
of the mechanism underpinning the statistical relationship between
current and future climate parameters for any proposed emergent
constraint.

9
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(1) Institution
(2) Main Reference(s)

(1) Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization
(CSIRO) and Bureau of
Meteorology (BOM),
Australia
(2) (Bi et al., 2013b;
Dix et al., 2013)

(1) Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization
(CSIRO) and Bureau of
Meteorology (BOM),
Australia
(2) (Bi et al., 2013b;
Dix et al., 2013)

(1) Beijing Climate Center,
China Meteorological
Administration
(2) (Wu, 2012; Xin et al.,
2012; Xin et al., 2013)

(1) Beijing Climate Center,
China Meteorological
Administration
(2) (Wu, 2012; Xin et al.,
2012; Xin et al., 2013)

(1) Model Name
(2) Vintage

(1) ACCESS1.0
(2) 2011

(1) ACCESS1.3
(2) 2011

(1) BCC-CSM1.1
(2) 2011

(1) BCC-CSM1.1(m)
(2) 2011

(1) BCC_AGCM2.1
(2) T106
(3) 26
(4) 2.917 hPa
(5) (Wu et al., 2008b;
Wu et al., 2010b,
2010a; Wu, 2012)

(1) BCC_AGCM2.1
(2) T42 T42L26
(3) 26
(4) 2.917 hPa
(5) (Wu et al., 2008b;
Wu et al., 2010b,
2010a; Wu, 2012)

(1) Included (similar to
UK Met Office Global
Atmosphere 1.0)
(2) 192 × 145 N96
(3) 38
(4) 39,255 m
(5)
(Hewitt et al., 2011; Bi
et al., 2013b; Rashid et
al., 2013)

(1) Included (as in
HadGEM2 (r1.1))
(2) 192 × 145 N96
(3) 38
(4) 39,255 m
(5) (Martin et al.,
2011; Bi et al., 2013b;
Rashid et al., 2013)

Atmosphere
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Grid
(3) Number of Vert
Levels
(4) Grid Top
(5) References

Prescribed

Prescribed

(1) CLASSIC
(2) (Bellouin et al.,
2011; Dix et al., 2013)

(1) CLASSIC
(2) (Bellouin et al.,
2011; Dix et al., 2013)

Aerosol
(1) Component
Name or type
(2) References

Not implemented

Not implemented

Not implemented

Not implemented

Atmos Chemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References

(1) BCC-AVIM1.0
(2) (Ji, 1995; Lu and
Ji, 2006; Ji et al.,
2008; Wu, 2012)

(1) BCC-AVIM1.0
(2) (Ji, 1995; Lu and
Ji, 2006; Ji et al.,
2008; Wu, 2012)

(1) CABLE
(2) (Kowalczyk et al.,
2006; Wang et al., 2011b;
Kowalczyk et al., 2013)

(1) MOSES2.2
(2) (Cox et al., 1999;
Essery et al., 2003;
Kowalczyk et al., 2013)

Land Surface
(1) Component Name
(2) References

(1) MOM4-L40
(2) Tri-polar: 1° with enhanced
resolution in the meridional direction in the tropics (1/3° meridional
resolution at the equator)
(3) 40
(4) 25 m
(5) z
(6) implicit
(7) (Griffies et al., 2005)

(1) MOM4-L40
(2) 1° with enhanced resolution
in the meridional direction in the
tropics (1/3° meridional resolution
at the equator) tripolar
(3) 40
(4) 25 m
(5) z
(6) linear split-explicit
(7) (Griffies et al., 2005)

(1) ACCESS-OM (MOM4p1)
(2) primarily 1° latitude/longitude
tripolar with enhanced resolution
near equator and at high latitudes
(3) 50
(4) 0–10 m
(5) z*
(6) nonlinear split-explicit
(7) (Bi et al., 2013a; Marsland et
al., 2013)

(1) ACCESS-OM (MOM4p1)
(2) primarily 1° latitude/longitude
tripolar with enhanced resolution
near equator and at high latitudes
(3) 50
(4) 0–10 m
(5) z*
(6) nonlinear split-explicit
(7) (Bi et al., 2013a; Marsland et
al., 2013)

Ocean
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Resolution
(3) Number of Vertical Levels
(4) Top Level
(5) z Co-ord
(6) Top BC
(7) References

(1) GFDL Sea Ice
Simulator (SIS)
(2) (Winton, 2000)

(1) GFDL Sea Ice
Simulator (SIS)
(2) (Winton, 2000)

(1) CICE4.1
(2) (Uotila et al.,
2012; Bi et al.,
2013a; Uotila
et al., 2013)

(1) CICE4.1
(2) (Uotila et al.,
2012; Bi et al.,
2013a; Uotila
et al., 2013)

Sea Ice
(1) Component
Name
(2) References

(continued on next page)

(1) Included
(2) Based on the
protocols from the Ocean
Carbon Cycle Model
Intercomparison Project–Phase 2 (OCMIP2,
http://www.ipsl.jussieu.
fr/OCMIP/ phase2/)

(1) Included
(2) Based on the
protocols from the Ocean
Carbon Cycle Model
Intercomparison Project–Phase 2 (OCMIP2,
http://www.ipsl.jussieu.
fr/OCMIP/ phase2/)

Not implemented

Not implemented

Ocean Biogeochemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References

Table 9.A.1 | Salient features of the Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCMs) and Earth System Models (ESMs) participating in CMIP5 (see also Table 9.1). Column 1: Official CMIP5 model name along with the calendar year
(‘vintage’) of the first publication for each model; Column 2: sponsoring institution(s), main reference(s); subsequent columns for each of the model components, with names and main component reference(s). In addition, there are standard
entries for the atmosphere component: horizontal grid resolution, number of vertical levels, grid top (low or high top); and for the ocean component: horizontal grid resolution, number of vertical levels, top level, vertical coordinate type, ocean
free surface type (‘Top BC’). This table information was initially extracted from the CMIP5 online questionnaire (http://q.cmip5.ceda.ac.uk/) as of January 2013. A blank entry indicates that information was not available.
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(1) Institution
(2) Main Reference(s)

(1) Beijing Normal
University
(2)

(1) Canadian Center for
Climate Modelling and
Analysis
(2) (von Salzen et al., 2013)

(1) Canadian Center for
Climate Modelling and
Analysis
(2) (Arora et al., 2011;
von Salzen et al., 2013)

(1) US National Centre for
Atmospheric Research
(2) (Gent et al., 2011)

(1) NSF-DOE-NCAR
(2) (Long et al., 2012;
Hurrell et al., 2013)

(1) Model Name
(2) Vintage

(1) BNU-ESM
(2) 2011

(1) CanCM4
(2) 2010

(1) CanESM2
(2) 2010

(1) CCSM4
(2) 2010

(1) CESM1(BGC)
(2) 2010

Table 9.A.1 (continued)

(1) CAM4
(2) 0.9º ×1.25º
(3) 27
(4) 2.194067 hPa
(5) (Neale et al., 2010;
Neale et al., 2013)

(1) Semi-interactive
(2) (Neale et al., 2010;
Oleson et al., 2010;
Holland et al., 2012)

(1) Interactive
(2) (Neale et al., 2010;
Oleson et al., 2010;
Holland et al., 2012)

(1) Interactive
(2) (Lohmann et al.,
1999; Croft et al., 2005;
von Salzen et al., 2013)

(1) Included
(2) Spectral T63
(3) 35 levels
(4) 0.5 hPa
(5) (von Salzen
et al., 2013)
(1) CAM4
(2) 0.9º ×1.25º
(3) 27
(4) 2.194067 hPa
(5) (Neale et al., 2010;
Neale et al., 2013)

(1) Interactive
(2) (Lohmann et al.,
1999; Croft et al., 2005;
von Salzen et al., 2013)

Semi-interactive

Aerosol
(1) Component
Name or type
(2) References

(1) Included
(2) Spectral T63
(3) 35 levels
(4) 0.5 hPa
(5) (von Salzen
et al., 2013)

(1) CAM3.5
(2) T42
(3) 26
(4) 2.194 hPa

Atmosphere
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Grid
(3) Number of Vert
Levels
(4) Grid Top
(5) References

Not implemented

Not implemented

(1) Included
(2) (von Salzen
et al., 2013)

(1) Included
(2) (von Salzen
et al., 2013)

Not implemented

Atmos Chemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References

(1) CLM4
(2) (Oleson et al., 2010;
Lawrence et al., 2011;
Lawrence et al., 2012)

(1) Community Land
Model 4 (CLM4)
(2) (Oleson et al., 2010;
Lawrence et al., 2011;
Lawrence et al., 2012)

(1) CLASS 2.7; CTEM
(2) (Verseghy, 2000)
(Arora et al., 2009; von
Salzen et al., 2013)

(1) CLASS 2.7 (2)
(Verseghy, 2000; von
Salzen et al., 2013)

(1)CoLM+BNUDGVM(C/N)
(2) (Dai et al., 2003;
Dai et al., 2004)

Land Surface
(1) Component Name
(2) References

CICE4.1

IBGC

Not implemented

(1) CMOC
(2) (Arora et al., 2009;
Christian et al., 2010)

Not implemented

(1) Biogeochemical
Elemental Cycling (BEC)

(1) MOM4p1
(2) 200(lat) × 360(lon)
(3) 50
(1) Included
(2) 256 × 192
(3) 40
(4) 0 m
(5) depth
(6) rigid lid
(7) (Merryfield et al., 2013)
(1) Included
(2) 256 × 192
(3) 40
(4) 0 m
(5) depth
(6) rigid lid
(7) (Merryfield et al., 2013)
(1) POP2 with modifications
(2) Nominal 1° (1.125° in longitude,
0.27–0.64° variable in latitude)
(3) 60
(4) 10 m thick with surface variables at 5 m
(5) depth (level)
(6) linearized, implicit free surface
with constant-volume ocean
(7) (Danabasoglu et al., 2012)
(1) POP2 with modifications
(2) Nominal 1° (1.125° in longitude,
0.27–0.64° variable in latitude)
(3) 60
(4) 10 m with surface
variables at 5 m
(5) depth (level)
(6) linearized, implicit free surface
with constant-volume ocean
(7) (Danabasoglu et al., 2012)

(continued on next page)

(1) CICE4 with
modifications
(2) (Hunke and
Lipscomb, 2008;
Holland et al., 2012)

(1) CICE4 with
modifications
(2) (Hunke and
Lipscomb, 2008;
Holland et al., 2012)

(1) Included
(2) (Merryfield
et al., 2013)

(1) Included
(2) (Merryfield
et al., 2013)

Sea Ice
(1) Component
Name
(2) References

Ocean Biogeochemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References

Ocean
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Resolution
(3) Number of Vertical Levels
(4) Top Level
(5) z Co-ord
(6) Top BC
(7) References
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(1) Institution
(2) Main Reference(s)

(1) NSF-DOE-NCAR
(2) (Hurrell et al., 2013)

(1) NSF-DOE-NCAR
(2) (Hurrell et al., 2013)

(1) NSF-DOE-NCAR
(2) (Hurrell et al., 2013)

(1) NSF-DOE-NCAR
(2) (Cameron-Smith et al.,
2006; Eyring et al., 2013;
Hurrell et al., 2013)

(1) Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti
Climatici
(2) (Fogli et al., 2009;
Vichi et al., 2011)

(1) Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti
Climatici
(2) (Fogli et al., 2009;
Scoccimarro et al., 2011)

(1) Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti
Climatici
(2) (Fogli et al., 2009)

(1) CESM1(CAM5)
(2) 2010

856

(1)
CESM1(CAM5.1.FV2)
(2) 2012

(1) CESM1(WACCM)
(2) 2010

(1) CESM1(FASTCHEM)
(2) 2010

(1) CMCC-CESM
(2) 2009

(1) CMCC-CM
(2) 2009

(1) CMCC-CMS
(2) 2009

(1) ECHAM5
(2) 1.875° × 1.875° (T63)
(3) 95
(4) 0.01 hPa
(5) (Roeckner et al., 2006;
Manzini et al., 2012)

(1) ECHAM5
(2) 0.75° × 0.75° (T159)
(3) 31
(4) 10 hPa
(5) (Roeckner et al., 2006)

(1) ECHAM5
(2) 3.75° × 3.75° (T31)
(3) 39
(4) 0.01 hPa
(5) (Roeckner et al., 2006;
Manzini et al., 2012)

(1) Included,
CAM4-CHEM
(2) 0.9º × 1.25º
(3) 27
(4) 2.194067 hPa
(5) (Neale et al., 2010;
Lamarque et al., 2012;
Neale et al., 2013)

(1) WACCM4
(2) 1.9o × 2.5o
(3) 66
(4) 5.1 × 10–6 hPa

(1) Community Atmosphere Model (CAM5.1)
(2) 1.9º × 2.0º
(3) 30
(4) 10 hPa
(5) (Neale et al., 2013)

(1) Community Atmosphere Model 5 (CAM5)
(2) 0.9º × 1.25º
(3) 27
(4) 2.194067 hPa
(5) (Neale et al., 2010;
Neale et al., 2013)

Atmosphere
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Grid
(3) Number of Vert
Levels
(4) Grid Top
(5) References

Not implemented

Not implemented

Semi-interactive

Not implemented

(1) Included, CAM-CHEM
(2) (Lamarque
et al., 2012)

Included

Semi-interactive

Semi-interactive

(1) Interactive
(2) (Neale et al., 2010;
Oleson et al., 2010;
Holland et al., 2012;
Lamarque et al., 2012)

Semi-interactive

Not implemented

Not implemented

(1) Semi-interactive
(2) (Neale et al., 2010;
Oleson et al., 2010;
Holland et al., 2012)

(1) Modal Aerosol
Module (MAM3)
(2) (Ghan et al., 2012;
Liu et al., 2012b)

Atmos Chemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References

Aerosol
(1) Component
Name or type
(2) References

Not implemented

Not implemented

(1) SILVA
(2) (Alessandri
et al., 2012)

(1) Community Land
Model 4 (CLM4)
(2) (Oleson et al., 2010;
Lawrence et al., 2011;
Lawrence et al., 2012)

(1) CLM4
(2) (Oleson et al., 2010;
Lawrence et al., 2011;
Lawrence et al., 2012)

(1) Community Land
Model (CLM4)
(2) (Oleson et al., 2010;
Lawrence et al., 2011)

(1) CLM4
(2) (Oleson et al., 2010)
(Lawrence et al., 2011;
Lawrence et al., 2012)

Land Surface
(1) Component Name
(2) References

Same as CMCC-CM

(1) OPA8.2
(2) 2° average, 0.5° at the equator
(ORCA2)
(3) 31
(4) 5 m
(5) depth (z-level)
(6) linear implicit
(7) (Madec et al., 1998)

Same as CMCC-CM

Not implemented

Not implemented

(1) PELAGOS
(2) (Vichi et al., 2007)

Not implemented

Not implemented

Same as CESM1 (BGC)

Same as CESM1 (BGC)

Not implemented

Not implemented

(1) LIM2
(2) (Timmermann
et al., 2005)

(1) LIM2
(2) (Timmermann
et al., 2005)

(1) LIM2
(2) (Timmermann
et al., 2005)

(1) CICE4 with
modifications
(2) (Hunke and
Lipscomb, 2008;
Holland et al., 2012)

(1) CICE4 with
modifications
(2) (Hunke and
Lipscomb, 2008;
Holland et al., 2012)

(1) CICE4 with
modifications
(2) (Hunke and
Lipscomb, 2008;
Holland et al., 2012)

(1) CICE4 with
modifications
(2) (Hunke and
Lipscomb, 2008;
Holland et al., 2012)

Sea Ice
(1) Component
Name
(2) References

(continued on next page)

Ocean Biogeochemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References

Same as CESM1 (BGC)

Same as CESM1 (BGC)

Ocean
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Resolution
(3) Number of Vertical Levels
(4) Top Level
(5) z Co-ord
(6) Top BC
(7) References
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1

(1) Centre National de
Recherches Meteorologiques and Centre
Europeen de Recherche
et Formation Avancees en
Calcul Scientifique.
(2) (Voldoire et al., 2013)

(1) Queensland
Climate Change
Centre of
Excellence and
Commonwealth
Scientific and
Industrial
Research
Organisation
(2) (Rotstayn et al., 2012)

(1) Europe
(2) (Hazeleger et al., 2012)

(1) LASG (Institute of
Atmospheric Physics)CESS(Tsinghua University)
(2) (Li et al., 2012b)

(1) The State Key Laboratory of Numerical Modeling
for Atmospheric Sciences
and Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics, The Institute
of Atmospheric Physics

(1) CNRM-CM51
(2) 2010

(1) CSIRO-Mk3.6.0
(2) 2009

(1) EC-EARTH
(2) 2010

(1) FGOALS-g2
(2) 2011

(1) FGOALS-s2
(2) 2011

(1) SAMIL2.4.7
(2)R42 (2.81° × 1.66°)
(3) 26
(4) 2.19hPa
(5) (Bao et al., 2010;
Liu et al., 2013b)

(1) GAMIL2
(2) 2.8125° × 2.8125°
(3) 26 layers
(4) 2.194 hPa
(5) (Wang et al., 2004;
Li et al., 2013b)

(1) IFS c31r1
(2) 1.125º longitudinal
spacing, Gaussian grid
T159L62
(3) 62
(4) 1 hPa
(5) (Hazeleger
et al., 2012)

(1) Included
(2) ~1.875º × 1.875º
(spectral T63)
(3) 18
(4) ~4.5 hPa
(5) (Gordon et al., 2002;
Gordon et al., 2010;
Rotstayn et al., 2012)

(1) ARPEGE-Climat
(2) TL127
(3) 31
(4) 10 hPa
(5) (Déqué et al., 1994;
Voldoire et al., 2013)

Atmosphere
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Grid
(3) Number of Vert
Levels
(4) Grid Top
(5) References

Semi-interactive

Semi-interactive

Prescribed

(1) Interactive
(2) (Rotstayn and
Lohmann, 2002;
Rotstayn et al., 2011;
Rotstayn et al., 2012)

Prescribed

Aerosol
(1) Component
Name or type
(2) References

A CNRM-CM5-2 version exists that only differs from CNRM-CM5 in the treatment of volcanoes

(2) (Bao et al., 2010; Bao et
al., 2013)

(1) Institution
(2) Main Reference(s)

(1) Model Name
(2) Vintage

Table 9.A.1 (continued)

Not implemented

Not implemented

Not implemented

Not implemented

(1) (3-D linear ozone
chemistry model)
(2) (Cariolle and
Teyssedre, 2007)

Atmos Chemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References

(1) CLM3.0
(2) (Oleson, 2004;
Zeng et al., 2005;
Wang et al., 2013)

(1) CLM3
(2) (Oleson et al., 2010)

(1) HTESSEL
(2) (Balsamo et al., 2009)

(1) Included
(2) (Gordon et al., 2002;
Gordon et al., 2010)

(1) SURFEX (Land and
Ocean Surface)
(2) (Voldoire et al., 2013)

Land Surface
(1) Component Name
(2) References

(1) Included
(2) (O’Farrell, 1998;
Gordon et al., 2010)

Not implemented

Not implemented

Not implemented

(1) IAP-OBM
(2) (Xu et al., 2012)

(1) Modified MOM2.2
(2) ~0.9 × 1.875
(3) 31
(4) 5 m
(5) depth
(6) rigid lid
(7) (Gordon et al., 2002;
Gordon et al., 2010)

(1) NEMO_ecmwf
(2) The grid is a tripolar curvilinear
grid with a 1° resolution. ORCA1
(3) 31
(4) 1 m
(5) z
(6) free surface linear filtered
(7) (Hazeleger et al., 2012)
(1) LICOM2
(2) 1 × 1° with 0.5 meridional
degree in the tropical region
(3) 30
(4) 10 m
(5) eta co-ordinate
(6)
(7) (Liu et al., 2012a)
(1) LICOM
(2) The zonal resolution is 1°.
The meridional resolution is 0.5°
between 10°S and 10°N and
increases from 0.5° to 1° from 10°
(3) 30 layers
(4) 10 m (for vertical velocity
and pressure) and 5 meter (for
Temperature and salinity, zonal and
meridional velocity)
(5) depth
(6) linear split-explicit
(7) (Lin et al., 2013)

(continued on next page)

(1) CSIM5
(2) (Briegleb
et al., 2004)

(1) CICE4-LASG
(2) (Wang and
Houlton, 2009;
Liu, 2010)

(1) LIM2
(2) (Fichefet and
Maqueda, 1999)

(1) Gelato5 (Sea
Ice)
(2) (Salas-Melia,
2002; Voldoire
et al., 2013)

(1) PISCES
(2) (Aumont and
Bopp, 2006; Séférian et al., 2013)

(1) NEMO
(2) 0.7° on average ORCA1
(3) 42
(4) 5 m
(5) z-coordinate
(6) linear filtered
(7) (Madec, 2008)

Sea Ice
(1) Component
Name
(2) References

Ocean Biogeochemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References

Ocean
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Resolution
(3) Number of Vertical Levels
(4) Top Level
(5) z Co-ord
(6) Top BC
(7) References
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(1) Institution
(2) Main Reference(s)

(1) The First Institute of
Oceanography, State Oceanic Administration, China

(2) (Qiao et al., 2004;
Song et al., 2012)

(1) NOAA Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(2) (Delworth et al., 2006;
Donner et al., 2011)

(1) NOAA Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(2) (Dunne et al., 2012;
Dunne et al., 2013)

(1) NOAA Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(2) (Dunne et al., 2012;
Dunne et al., 2013)

(1) NOAA Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(2) (Delworth et al., 2006;
Donner et al., 2011)

(1) FIO-ESM v1.0
(2) 2011
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(1) GFDL-CM2.1
(2) 2006

(1) GFDL-CM3
(2) 2011

(1) GFDL-ESM2G
(2) 2012

(1) GFDL-ESM2M
(2) 2011

(1) GFDL-HIRAM-C180
(2) 2011

(1) Included
(2) Averaged cell size:
approximately 50 × 50
km. C180L32
(3) 32
(4) 2.164 hPa
(5) (Donner et al., 2011)

(1) Included
(2) 2.5° longitude, 2°
latitude M45L24
(3) 24
(4) midpoint of top
box is 3.65 hPa
(5) (Delworth et al., 2006)

(1) Included
(2) 2.5° longitude, 2°
latitude M45L24
(3) 24
(4) midpoint of top box is
3.65 hPa
(5) (Delworth et al., 2006)

(1) Included
(2) ~200 km C48L48
(3) 48
(4) 0.01 hPa
(5) (Donner et al., 2011)

(1) Included
(2) 2.5° longitude, 2°
latitude M45L24
(3) 24
(4) midpoint of top
box is 3.65 hPa
(5) (Delworth et al., 2006)

(1) CAM3.0
(2) T42
(3) 26
(4) 3.545 hPa
(5) (Collins et al., 2006c)

Atmosphere
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Grid
(3) Number of Vert
Levels
(4) Grid Top
(5) References

Prescribed

Semi-interactive

Semi-interactive

(1) Interactive
(2) (Levy et al., 2013)

Semi-interactive

Prescribed

Aerosol
(1) Component
Name or type
(2) References

Not implemented

Not implemented

Not implemented

(1) Atmospheric
Chemistry
(2) (Horowitz et al.,
2003; Austin and Wilson,
2006; Sander, 2006)

Not implemented

Not implemented

Atmos Chemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References

(1) Included
(2) (Milly and Shmakin,
2002; Shevliakova
et al., 2009)

(1) Included
(2) (Milly and Shmakin,
2002; Shevliakova
et al., 2009; Donner
et al., 2011)

(1) Included
(2) (Milly and Shmakin,
2002; Shevliakova
et al., 2009; Donner
et al., 2011)

(1) Included
(2) (Milly and Shmakin,
2002; Shevliakova
et al., 2009)

Included

(1) CLM3.5
(2) (Oleson et al., 2008b)

Land Surface
(1) Component Name
(2) References

Not implemented

(1) MOM4.1
(2) 1° tripolar 360 × 200L50
(3) 50
(4) 0 m
(5) z*
(6) nonlinear split-explicit
(7) (Griffies, 2009;
Dunne et al., 2012)

(1) GOLD
(2) 1° tripolar 360 × 2 10L63
(3) 63
(4) 0 m
(5) Isopycnic
(6) nonlinear split-explicit
(7) (Hallberg and Adcroft,
2009; Dunne et al., 2012)

(1) MOM4.1
(2) 1° tripolar360 × 200L50
(3) 50
(4) 0 m
(5) z*
(6) non-linear split-explicit
(7) (Griffies and Greatbatch, 2012)

(1) Included
(2) 1° tripolar360 × 200L50
(3) 50
(4) 0 m
(5) depth
(6) nonlinear split-explicit
(7)

(1) Modified POP2.0 through
incorporating the non-breaking
surface wave-induced mixing
(2) 1.125° in longitude,
0.27–0.64° variable in latitude
(3) 40
(4) 10 m with surface
variables at 5 m
(5) depth
(6) linear implicit
(7) (Huang et al., 2012)

Ocean
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Resolution
(3) Number of Vertical Levels
(4) Top Level
(5) z Co-ord
(6) Top BC
(7) References
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(2) Vintage

Table 9.A.1 (continued)

Not implemented

Not implemented

(1) SIS
(2) (Winton,
2000; Delworth
et al., 2006)

(1) SIS
(2) (Winton,
2000; Delworth
et al., 2006)

(1) SIS
(2) (Griffies and
Greatbatch, 2012)

(continued on next page)

(1) TOPAZ
(2) (Henson et al., 2009;
Dunne et al., 2013)

(1) TOPAZ
(2) (Henson et al., 2009;
Dunne et al., 2013)

Not implemented

(1) SIS
(2) (Winton,
2000; Delworth
et al., 2006)

(1) CICE4.0
(2) (Hunke and
Lipscomb, 2008)

(1) Improved OCMIP-2
biogeochemical model
(2) (Bao et al., 2012)

Not implemented

Sea Ice
(1) Component
Name
(2) References

Ocean Biogeochemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References
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(1) Institution
(2) Main Reference(s)

(1) NOAA Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(2) (Delworth et al., 2006;
Donner et al., 2011)

(1) NASA Goddard Institute
for Space Studies USA
(2) (Schmidt et al., 2006)
Note: all GISS models come
in three flavours: p1 = noninteractive composition,
p2= interactive composition, p3 = interactive composition + interactive AIE

(1) NASA Goddard Institute
for Space Studies USA
(2) (Schmidt et al., 2006)
Note: p1 only

(1) NASA Goddard Institute
for Space Studies USA
(2) (Schmidt et al., 2006)
See note for GISS-E2-H

(1) NASA Goddard Institute
for Space Studies USA
(2) (Schmidt et al., 2006)
Note: p1 only

(1) Model Name
(2) Vintage

(1) GFDL-HIRAM-C360
(2)

(1) GISS-E2-H
(2) 2004

(1) GISS-E2-H-CC
(2) 2011

(1) GISS-E2-R
(2) 2011

(1) GISS-E2-R-CC
(2) 2011

Table 9.A.1 (continued)

(1) Included
(2) Nominally 1°
(3) 40
(4) 0.1 hPa

(1) Included
(2) 2° latitude × 2.5°
longitude F
(3) 40
(4) 0.1 hPa

(1) Included
(2) Nominally 1°
(3) 40
(4) 0.1 hPa

(1) Included
(2) 2° latitude × 2.5°longitude F
(3) 40
(4) 0.1 hPa

(1) Included
(2) Averaged cell size:
approximately 25 × 25
km. C360L32
(3) 32
(4) 2.164 hPa
(5) (Donner et al., 2011)

Atmosphere
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Grid
(3) Number of Vert
Levels
(4) Grid Top
(5) References

(1) Interactive (p1 only)
(2) (Bauer et al.,
2007; Tsigaridis and
Kanakidou, 2007;
Menon et al., 2010;
Koch et al., 2011)

(1) Interactive
(2) (Bauer et al.,
2007; Tsigaridis and
Kanakidou, 2007;
Menon et al., 2010;
Koch et al., 2011)
Note: Aerosol is
“fully interactive”
for p2 and p3, “semi
interactive” for p1

(1) Interactive (p1 only)
(2) (Bauer et al.,
2007; Tsigaridis and
Kanakidou, 2007;
Menon et al., 2010;
Koch et al., 2011)

(1) Interactive
(2) (Bauer et al.,
2007; Tsigaridis and
Kanakidou, 2007;
Menon et al., 2010;
Koch et al., 2011)
Note: Aerosol is
“fully interactive”
for p2 and p3, “semi
interactive” for p1

Prescribed

Aerosol
(1) Component
Name or type
(2) References

(1) G-PUCCINI
(2) (Shindell et al., 2013a)

(1) G-PUCCINI
(2) (Shindell et al., 2013a)
Note: Atmos Chem
is “fully interactive”
for p2 and p3, “semi
interactive” for p1

(1) G-PUCCINI
(2) (Shindell et al., 2013a)

(1) G-PUCCINI
(2) (Shindell et al., 2013a)
Note: Atmos Chem
is “fully interactive”
for p2 and p3, “semi
interactive” for p1

Not implemented

Atmos Chemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References

Included

Included

Included

Included

(1) Included
(2) (Milly and Shmakin,
2002; Shevliakova
et al., 2009)

Land Surface
(1) Component Name
(2) References

Not implemented

Not implemented

Not implemented

(1) Included
(2) (Romanou
et al., 2013)

Not implemented

(1) Included
(2) (Romanou
et al., 2013)

Not implemented

(1) HYCOM Ocean
(2) 0.2 to 1° latitude × 1° longitude
HYCOM
(3) 26
(4) 0 m
(5) hybrid z isopycnic
(6) nonlinear split-explicit
(7)

(1) HYCOM Ocean
(2) 0.2 to 1° latitude × 1° longitude
HYCOM
(3) 26
(4) 0 m
(5) hybrid z isopycnic
(6) nonlinear split-explicit
(7)
(1) Russell Ocean
(2) 1° latitude × 1.25° longitude
Russell 1 × 1Q
(3) 32
(4) 0 m
(5) z*-coordinate
(6) other
(7)

(1) Russell Ocean
(2) 1° latitude × 1.25° longitude
Russell 1×1Q
(3) 32
(4) 0 m
(5) z*-coordinate
(6) other
(7)

(continued on next page)

Included

Included

Included

Included

Sea Ice
(1) Component
Name
(2) References

Ocean Biogeochemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References

Ocean
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Resolution
(3) Number of Vertical Levels
(4) Top Level
(5) z Co-ord
(6) Top BC
(7) References
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(1) Institution
(2) Main Reference(s)

(1) UK Met Office Hadley
Centre
(2) (Gordon et al.,
2000; Pope et al., 2000;
Collins et al., 2001;
Johns et al., 2003)

(1) National Institute of
Meteorological Research/
Korea Meteorological
Administration
(2) ( Collins et al., 2011;
Martin et al., 2011)

(1) UK Met Office Hadley
Centre
(2) ( Collins et al., 2011;
Martin et al., 2011)

(1) UK Met Office Hadley
Centre
(2) ( Collins et al., 2011;
Martin et al., 2011)

(1) Russian Institute for
Numerical Mathematics
(2) (Volodin et al., 2010)

(1) HadCM3
(2) 1998

860

(1) HadGEM2-AO
(2) 2009

(1) HadGEM2-CC
(2) 2010

(1) HadGEM2-ES
(2) 2009

(1) INM-CM4
(2) 2009

(1) Included
(2) 2 ×1.5° in longitude
and latitude latitudelongitude
(3) 21
(4) sigma = 0.01

(1) HadGAM2
(2) 1.875° in longitude by
1.25° in latitude N96
(3) 38
(4) 39254.8 m
(5) (Davies et al., 2005)

(1) HadGAM2
(2) 1.875° in longitude by
1.25°in latitude N96
(3) 60
(4) 84132.439 m
(5) (Davies et al., 2005)

(1) HadGAM2
(2) 1.875° in longitude by
1.25° in latitude N96
(3) 60
(4) 84132.439 m
(5) (Davies et al., 2005)

(1) HadAM3
(2) N48L19
3.75 × 2.5°
(3) 19
(4) 0.005 hPa
(5) (Pope et al., 2000)

Atmosphere
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Grid
(3) Number of Vert
Levels
(4) Grid Top
(5) References

Prescribed

(1) Interactive
(2) (Bellouin et
al., 2011)

(1) Interactive
(2) (Bellouin et
al., 2011)

(1) Interactive
(2) (Bellouin et
al., 2011)

(1) Interactive
(2) (Jones et al., 2001)

Aerosol
(1) Component
Name or type
(2) References

Not implemented

(1) Atmospheric
Chemistry
(2) (O’Connor
et al., 2009)

(1) Atmospheric
Chemistry
(2) (Jones et al., 2001;
Martin et al., 2011)

Not implemented

Not implemented

Atmos Chemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References

(1) Included
(2) (Alekseev et al.,
1998; Volodin and
Lykosov, 1998)

(1) Included
(2) (Cox et al., 1999;
Essery et al., 2003)

(1) Included
(2) (Cox et al., 1999;
Essery et al., 2003)

(1) Included
(2) (Cox et al., 1999;
Essery et al., 2003)

(1) Included
(2) (Collatz et al., 1991;
Collatz et al., 1992; Cox
et al., 1999; Cox, 2001;
Mercado et al., 2007)

Land Surface
(1) Component Name
(2) References

(1) Included
(2) 1 × 0.5° in longitude and
latitude generalized spherical
coordinates with poles displaced
outside ocean
(3) 40
(4) sigma = 0.0010426
(5) sigma
(6) linear implicit
(7) (Volodin et al., 2010;
Zalesny et al., 2010)

(1) Included
(2) 1° by 1° between 30 N/S and
the poles; meridional resolution
increases to 1/3° at the equator
N180
(3) 40
(4) 5.0 m
(5) z
(6) linear implicit
(7) (Bryan and Lewis, 1979;
Johns et al., 2006)

(1) Included
(2) 1.875° in longitude by 1.25° in
latitude N96
(3)
(4)
(5) z
(6) linear implicit
(7) (Bryan and Lewis, 1979;
Johns et al., 2006)

(1) Included
(2) (Volodin, 2007)

(1) Included
(2) (Yakovlev, 2009)

(1) Included
(2) (Thorndike et
al., 1975; McLaren
et al., 2006)

(1) Included
(2) (Thorndike et
al., 1975; McLaren
et al., 2006)

(1) Included
(2) (Thorndike et
al., 1975; McLaren
et al., 2006)

Included

Sea Ice
(1) Component
Name
(2) References

(continued on next page)

(1) Included
(2) (Palmer and Totterdell,
2001; Halloran, 2012)

(1) Included
(2) (Palmer and Totterdell,
2001; Halloran, 2012)

Not implemented

Not implemented

(1) HadOM (lat: 1.25 lon: 1.25 L20)
(2) 1.25° in longitude by 1.25° in
latitude N144
(3) 20
(4) 5.0 m
(5) depth
(6) linear implicit
(7) (UNESCO, 1981)
(1) Included
(2) 1.875° in longitude by 1.25° in
latitude N96
(3)
(4)
(5) z
(6) linear implicit
(7) (Bryan and Lewis, 1979;
Johns et al., 2006);

Ocean Biogeochemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References

Ocean
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Resolution
(3) Number of Vertical Levels
(4) Top Level
(5) z Co-ord
(6) Top BC
(7) References
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(1) Model Name
(2) Vintage

Table 9.A.1 (continued)
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(1) Institution
(2) Main Reference(s)

(1) Institut Pierre Simon
Laplace
(2) (Dufresne et al., 2012)

(1) Institut Pierre Simon
Laplace
(2) (Dufresne et al., 2012)

(1) Institut Pierre Simon
Laplace
(2) (Dufresne et al., 2012)

(1) University of Tokyo,
National Institute for
Environmental Studies,
and Japan Agency for
Marine-Earth Science and
Technology
(2) (Sakamoto et al., 2012)

(1) University of Tokyo,
National Institute for
Environmental Studies,
and Japan Agency for
Marine-Earth Science and
Technology
(2) (Watanabe et al., 2010)

(1) University of Tokyo,
National Institute for
Environmental Studies,
and Japan Agency for
Marine-Earth Science and
Technology
(2) (Watanabe et al., 2011)

(1) Model Name
(2) Vintage

(1) IPSL-CM5A-LR
(2) 2010

(1) IPSL-CM5A-MR
(2) 2009

(1) IPSL-CM5B-LR
(2) 2010

(1) MIROC4h
(2) 2009

(1) MIROC5
(2) 2010

(1) MIROC-ESM
(2) 2010

Table 9.A.1 (continued)

(1) MIROC-AGCM
(2) 2.8125 × 2.8125° T42
(3) 80
(4) 0.003 hPa
(5) (Watanabe, 2008)

(1) CCSR/NIES/ FRCGC
AGCM6
(2) 1.40625 × 1.40625°
T85
(3) 40
(4) about 2.9 hPa

(1) CCSR / NIES / FRCGC
AGCM5.7
(2) 0.5625 × 0.5625°
T213
(3) 56
(4) about 0.9 hPa

(1) LMDZ5
(2) 96 × 95 equivalent
to 1.9° × 3.75° LMDZ96
× 95
(3) 39
(4) 0.04 hPa
(5)(Hourdin et al., 2013)

(1) LMDZ5
(2) 144 × 143 equivalent
to 1,25° × 2.5° LMDZ144
× 143
(3) 39
(4) 0.04 hPa
(5) (Hourdin et al., 2012)

(1) LMDZ5
(2) 96 × 95 equivalent
to 1.9° × 3.75° LMDZ96
× 95
(3) 39
(4) 0.04 hPa
(5)(Hourdin et al., 2012)

Atmosphere
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Grid
(3) Number of Vert
Levels
(4) Grid Top
(5) References

(1) SPRINTARS
(2) (Takemura et
al., 2005; Takemura
et al., 2009)

(1) SPRINTARS
(2) (Takemura et
al., 2005; Takemura
et al., 2009)

(1) SPRINTARS
(2) (Takemura et
al., 2000; Takemura
et al., 2002)

Semi-interactive

Semi-interactive

Semi-interactive

Aerosol
(1) Component
Name or type
(2) References

(1) MATSIRO
(2) (Takata et al., 2003)

(1) MATSIRO
(2) (Takata et al., 2003)

Not implemented

(1) MATSIRO
(2) (Takata et al., 2003)

(1) Included
(2) (Krinner et al., 2005)

(1) Included
(2) (Krinner et al., 2005)

(1) Included
(2) (Krinner et al., 2005)

Land Surface
(1) Component Name
(2) References

Not implemented

Not implemented

Not implemented

Not implemented

Not implemented

Atmos Chemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References

(1) Included
(2) (Fichefet and
Maqueda, 1999)

(1) Included
(2) (Fichefet and
Maqueda, 1999)

(1) PISCES
(2) (Aumont et al., 2003;
Aumont and Bopp, 2006)

(1) PISCES
(2) (Aumont et al., 2003;
Aumont and Bopp, 2006)

Not implemented

Not implemented

(1) NPZD-type
(2) (Schmittner
et al., 2005)

(1) Included
(2) 2 × 2-0.5° ORCA2
(3) 31
(4) 0 m
(5) depth
(6) linear filtered
(7) (Madec, 2008)
(1) COCO3.4
(2) 1/4° by 1/6° (average grid spacing is 0.28° and 0.19° for zonal and
meridional directions)
(3) 48
(4) 1.25 m
(5) hybrid z-s
(6) nonlinear split-explicit
(7) (Hasumi and Emori, 2004)
(1) COCO4.5
(2) 1.4° (zonally) × 0.5–1.4°
(meridionally)
(3) 50
(4) 1.25 m
(5) hybrid z-s
(6) linear split-explicit
(7) (Hasumi and Emori, 2004)
(1) COCO3.4
(2) 1.4° (zonally) × 0.5–1.4°
(meridionally)
(3) 44
(4) 1.25 m
(5) hybrid z-s
(6) linear split-explicit
(7) (Hasumi and Emori, 2004)

(1) Included
(2) 2 × 2-0.5° ORCA2
(3) 31
(4) 0 m
(5) depth
(6) linear filtered
(7) (Madec, 2008)

(continued on next page)

Included

(1) Included
(2) (Komuro et
al., 2012)

Included

(1) LIM2
(2) (Fichefet and
Maqueda, 1999)

(1) PISCES
(2) (Aumont et al., 2003;
Aumont and Bopp, 2006)

(1) Included
(2) 2 × 2-0.5° ORCA2
(3) 31
(4) 0m
(5) depth
(6) linear filtered
(7) (Madec, 2008)

Sea Ice
(1) Component
Name
(2) References

Ocean Biogeochemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References

Ocean
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Resolution
(3) Number of Vertical Levels
(4) Top Level
(5) z Co-ord
(6) Top BC
(7) References
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(1) Institution
(2) Main Reference(s)

(1) University of Tokyo,
National Institute for
Environmental Studies,
and Japan Agency for
Marine-Earth Science and
Technology
(2) (Watanabe et al., 2011)

(1) Max Planck Institute for
Meteorology
(2)

(1) Max Planck Institute for
Meteorology
(2)

(1) Max Planck Institute for
Meteorology
(2)

(1) Meteorological
Research Institute
(2) (Mizuta et al., 2012)

(1) Meteorological
Research Institute (2)
(Mizuta et al., 2012)

(1) Meteorological
Research Institute
(2) (Yukimoto et al., 2011;
Yukimoto et al., 2012)

(1) MIROC-ESM-CHEM
(2) 2010

862

(1) MPI-ESM-LR
(2) 2009

(1) MPI-ESM-MR
(2) 2009

(1) MPI-ESM-P
(2) 2009

(1) MRI-AGCM3.2H
(2) 2009

(1) MRI-AGCM3.2S
(2) 2009

(1) MRI-CGCM3
(2) 2011

Prescribed

(1) MASINGAR mk-2
(2) (Yukimoto et al.,
2011; Yukimoto et
al., 2012; Adachi
et al., 2013)

(1) MRI-AGCM3.3
(2) 320 × 160 TL159
(3) 48
(4) 0.01 hPa
(5) (Yukimoto et al., 2011;
Yukimoto et al., 2012)

Prescribed

Prescribed

Prescribed

Prescribed

(1) SPRINTARS
(2) (Takemura et
al., 2005; Takemura
et al., 2009)

Aerosol
(1) Component
Name or type
(2) References

(1) Included
(2) 1920 × 960 TL959
(3) 64
(4) 0.01 hPa
(5) (Mizuta et al., 2012)

(1) Included
(2) 640 × 320 TL319
(3) 64
(4) 0.01 hPa

(1) ECHAM6
(2) approx. 1.8° T63
(3) 47
(4) 0.01 hPa
(5) (Stevens et al., 2012)

(1) ECHAM6
(2) approx. 1.8° T63
(3) 95
(4) 0.01 hPa
(5) (Stevens et al., 2012)

(1) ECHAM6
(2) approx. 1.8° T63
(3) 47
(4) 0.01 hPa
(5) (Stevens et al., 2012)

(1) MIROC-AGCM
(2) 2.8125 × 2.8125° T42
(3) 80
(4) 0.003 hPa
(5) (Watanabe, 2008)

Atmosphere
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Grid
(3) Number of Vert
Levels
(4) Grid Top
(5) References

Not implemented

Not implemented

Not implemented

Not implemented

Not implemented

(1) HAL
(2) (Yukimoto et al., 2011;
Yukimoto et al., 2012)

(1) SiB0109
(2) (Hirai et al., 2007;
Yukimoto et al., 2011;
Yukimoto et al., 2012)

(1) SiB0109
(2) (Hirai et al., 2007;
Yukimoto et al., 2011;
Yukimoto et al., 2012)

(1) JSBACH
(2) (Reick et al., 2013)

(1) JSBACH
(2) (Reick et al., 2013)

(1) JSBACH
(2) (Reick et al., 2013)

(1) MATSIRO
(2) (Takata et al., 2003)

(1) CHASER
(2) (Sudo et al., 2002)

Not implemented

Land Surface
(1) Component Name
(2) References

Atmos Chemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References

(1) MRI.COM3
(2) 1 × 0.5
(3) 50 + 1 Bottom Boundary Layer
(4) 0 m
(5) hybrid sigma-z
(6) nonlinear split-explicit
(7) (Tsujino et al., 2011; Yukimoto
et al., 2011; Yukimoto et al., 2012)

Not implemented

Not implemented

(1) MPIOM
(2) average 1.5° GR15
(3) 40
(4) 6 m
(5) depth
(6) linear implicit
(7) (Jungclaus et al., 2013)

(1) MPIOM
(2) approx. 0.4° TP04
(3) 40
(4) 6 m
(5) depth
(6) linear implicit
(7) (Jungclaus et al., 2013)

(1) MPIOM
(2) average 1.5° GR15
(3) 40
(4) 6 m
(5) depth
(6) linear implicit
(7) (Jungclaus et al., 2013)

(1) COCO3.4
(2) 1.4° (zonally) × 0.5–1.4°
(meridionally)
(3) 44
(4) 1.25 m
(5) hybrid z-s
(6) linear split-explicit
(7) (Hasumi and Emori, 2004)

Ocean
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Resolution
(3) Number of Vertical Levels
(4) Top Level
(5) z Co-ord
(6) Top BC
(7) References

9

(1) Model Name
(2) Vintage

Table 9.A.1 (continued)

Not implemented

Not implemented

Not implemented

(1) Included (MRI.
COM3)
(2) (Tsujino et al.,
2011; Yukimoto et
al., 2011; Yukimoto
et al., 2012)

Not implemented

Not implemented

(1) Included
(2) (Notz et al.,
2013)

(1) Included
(2) (Notz et al.,
2013)

(1) Included
(2) (Notz et al.,
2013)

Included

Sea Ice
(1) Component
Name
(2) References

(continued on next page)

(1) HAMOCC
(2) (Maier-Reimer et al.,
2005; Ilyina et al., 2013)

(1) HAMOCC
(2) (Maier-Reimer et al.,
2005; Ilyina et al., 2013)

(1) HAMOCC
(2) (Maier-Reimer et al.,
2005; Ilyina et al., 2013)

(1) NPZD-type
(2) (Schmittner et al.,
2005)

Ocean Biogeochemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References
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(1) Institution
(2) Main Reference(s)

(1) Meteorological
Research Institute
(2) (Yukimoto et al., 2011;
Yukimoto et al., 2012;
Adachi et al., 2013)

(1) National Centers for
Environmental Prediction

(1) Norwegian Climate
Centre
(2) (Iversen et al., 2013)

(1) Norwegian Climate
Centre
(2) (Tjiputra et al., 2013)

(1) Model Name
(2) Vintage

(1) MRI-ESM1
(2) 2011

(1) NCEP-CFSv2
(2) 2011

(1) NorESM1-M
(2) 2011

(1) NorESM1-ME
(2) 2012

Table 9.A.1 (continued)

(1) CAM4-Oslo
(2) Finite Volume 1.9°
latitude, 2.5° longitude
(3) 26
(4) 2.194067 hPa
(5) (Neale et al., 2010;
Kirkevåg et al., 2013)

(1) CAM4-Oslo
(2) Finite Volume 1.9°
latitude, 2.5° longitude
(3) 26
(4) 2.194067 hPa
(5) (Neale et al., 2010;
Kirkevåg et al., 2013)

(1) Global Forecast Model
(2) 0.9375 T126
(3) 64
(4) 0.03 hPa
(5) (Saha et al., 2010)

(1) MRI-AGCM3.3
(2) TL159(320 × 160)
(3) 48
(4) 0.01 hPa
(5) (Yukimoto et al., 2011;
Yukimoto et al., 2012;
Adachi et al., 2013)

Atmosphere
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Grid
(3) Number of Vert
Levels
(4) Grid Top
(5) References

(1) CAM4-Oslo
(2) (Kirkevåg et
al., 2013)

(1) CAM4-Oslo
(2) (Kirkevåg et al., 2013)

(1) CAM4-Oslo
(2) (Kirkevåg et al., 2013)

(1) Ozone chemistry
(2) (McCormack
et al., 2006)

Semi-interactive

(1) CAM4-Oslo
(2) (Kirkevåg et
al., 2013)

(1) MRI-CCM2
(2) (Deushi and Shibata,
2011; Yukimoto et al.,
2011; Adachi et al., 2013)

Atmos Chemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References

(1) MASINGAR mk-2
(2) (Yukimoto et al.,
2011; Yukimoto et
al., 2012; Adachi
et al., 2013)

Aerosol
(1) Component
Name or type
(2) References

(1) CLM4
(2) (Oleson et al., 2010;
Lawrence et al., 2011)

(1) CLM4
(2) (Oleson et al., 2010;
Lawrence et al., 2011)

(1) Noah Land Surface
Model
(2) (Ek et al., 2003)

(1) HAL
(2) (Yukimoto et al., 2011;
Yukimoto et al., 2012)

Land Surface
(1) Component Name
(2) References

Ocean Biogeochemistry
(1) Component Name
(2) References

(1) Included (MRI.COM3)
(2) (Nakano et al., 2011;
Adachi et al., 2013)

Not implemented

Not implemented

(1) HAMOCC5
(2) (Maier-Reimer et
al., 2005; Assmann
et al., 2010; Tjiputra et al., 2013)

Ocean
(1) Component Name
(2) Horizontal Resolution
(3) Number of Vertical Levels
(4) Top Level
(5) z Co-ord
(6) Top BC
(7) References
(1) MRI.COM3
(2) 1x0.5
(3) 50 + 1 Bottom Boundary Layer
(4) 0m
(5) hybrid sigma-z
(6) non-linear split-explicit
(7)(Tsujino et al., 2011; Yukimoto
et al., 2011; Yukimoto et al., 2012)
(1) MOM4
(2) 0.5° zonal resolution, meridional
resolution varying from 0.25° at
the equator to 0.5° north/south of
10N/10S. Tripolar.
(3) 40
(4) 5.0 m
(5) depth
(6) nonlinear split explicit
(7) (Griffies et al., 2004)
(1) NorESM-Ocean
(2) 1.125° along the equator
(3) 53
(4) 1 m
(5) hybrid z isopycnic
(6) nonlinear split-explicit
(7)
(1) NorESM-Ocean
(2) 1.125° along the equator
(3) 53
(4) 1 m
(5) hybrid z isopycnic
(6) nonlinear split-explicit
(7)

(1) CICE4
(2) (Hunke and
Lipscomb, 2008;
Holland et al., 2012)

(1)CICE4
(2)(Hunke and
Lipscomb, 2008;
Holland et al., 2012)

(1) SIS
(2) (Hunke and
Dukowicz, 1997;
Winton, 2000)

(1) Included (MRI.
COM3)
(2) (Tsujino et al.,
2011; Yukimoto et
al., 2011; Yukimoto
et al., 2012)

Sea Ice
(1) Component
Name
(2) References
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9

864

Atmospherea
(1) Model type
(2) Dimensions
(3) Resolution
(4) Radiation
and cloudiness
(5) References

(1) EMBM
(2) 2-D(φ, λ)
(3) 10° × (3–19)°
(4) NCL
(5)

(1) SD
(2) 3-D
(3) 10° × 51°, L10
(4) CRAD, ICL
(5)

(1) SD
(2) 3-D
(3) 7.5° × 22.5°, L10
(4) CRAD, ICL
(5) (Petoukhov et al.,
2000)

(1) EMBM
(2) 2-box in φ,
(3)
(4) LRAD, CHEM
(5) (Shaffer et al., 2008)

(1) PE
(2) 3-D
(3) 5° × 7.5°, L11
(4) CRAD, ICL
(5) (Pope et al., 2000)

(1) EMBM
(2) 2-D(φ, λ)
(3) 10° × (3–19)°
(4) NCL
(5) (Marsh et al., 2011)

(1) SD
(2) 3-D
(3) 4.5° × 6°, L8
(4) CRAD, ICL
(5) (Petoukhov et al.,
1998)

(1) Model name
(2) Model version
(3) Main reference

(1) Bern3D
(2) Bern3D-LPJ
(3) (Ritz et al., 2011)

(1) CLIMBER2
(2) CLIMBER-2.4
(3) (Petoukhov et al.,
2000)

(1) CLIMBER3
(2) CLIMBER-3α
(3) (Montoya et al.,
2005)

(1) DCESS
(2) DCESS
(3) (Shaffer et al., 2008)

(1) FAMOUS
(2) FAMOUS XDBUA
(3) (Smith et al., 2008)

(1) GENIE
(2) GENIE
(3) (Holden et al., 2013)

(1) IAP RAS CM
(2) IAP RAS CM
(3) (Eliseev and
Mokhov, 2011)

(1) PE
(2) 3-D
(3) 3.5° × 3.5°, L32
(4) RL, ISO, TCS
(5) (Muryshev et al., 2009)

(1) FG
(2) 3-D
(3) 10° × (3–19) °, L16
(4) RL, ISO, MESO
(5) (Marsh et al., 2011)

(1) PE
(2) 3-D
(3) 2.5° × 3.75°, L20
(4) RL, ISO, MESO
(5) (Gordon et al., 2000)

(1) 2-box in φ
(2)
(3) L55
(4) parameterized circulation
and exchange, MESO
(5) (Shaffer and
Sarmiento, 1995)

(1) PE
(2) 3-D
(3) 3.75° × 3.75°, L24
(4) FS, ISO, MESO, TCS, DC

(1) FG,
(2) 2-D(φ,z)
(3) 2.5°, L21
(4) RL
(5) (Wright and Stocker,
1992)

(1) FG with parameterized
zonal pressure gradient
(2) 3-D
(3) 10° × (3–19)°, L32
(4) RL, ISO, MESO
(5) (Muller et al., 2006)

Oceanb
(1) Model type
(2) Dimensions
(3) Resolution
(4) Parametrizations
(5) References

(1) 0-LT, 2-LIT
(2) (Muryshev et al.,
2009)

(1) 1-LT, DOC, 2-LIT
(2) (Marsh et al.,
2011)

(1) 0-LT, DOC, 2-LIT

(1) Parameterized from surface
temperature
(2) (Shaffer et
al., 2008)

(1) 2-LT, R, 2-LIT
(2) (Fichefet and
Morales Maqueda,
1997)

(1) 1-LT, PD, 2-LIT
(2) (Petoukhov
et al., 2000)

(1) 0-LT, DOC, 2-LIT

Sea Icec
(1) Schemes
(2) References

(1) NM, NH, NW
(2) (Muryshev et al.,
2009)

(1) PM, NH, RW
(2) (Marsh et al.,
2011)

(1) NM, NH, NW

(1) NH, NW
(2) (Shaffer et
al., 2008)

(1) AM, NH, RW

(1) NM, NH, NW
(2) (Petoukhov
et al., 2000)

(1) PM, NH, RW

Couplingd
(1) Flux adjustment
(2) References

(1) 240-LST, CSM
(2) (Arzhanov et al., 2008)

(1) 1-LST, BSM, RIV
(2) (Williamson et al.,
2006)

(1) 4-LST, CSM, RIV
(2) (Cox et al., 1999)

(1) NST, NSM
(2) (Shaffer et al., 2008)

(1) 1-LST, CSM, RIV
(2) (Petoukhov et al.,
2000)

(1) 1-LST, CSM, RIV
(2) (Petoukhov et al.,
2000)

(1) Bern3D: 1-LST,
NSM, RIV
LPJ: 8-LST, CSM with
uncoupled hydrology
(2) (Wania et al., 2009)

Land Surfacee
(1) Soil schemes
(2) References

(2) BT (Eliseev and Mokhov, 2011)

(1,2) BO, BT (Williamson et al., 2006;
Ridgwell et al., 2007b; Holden et al., 2013)

(1) BO (Palmer and Totterdell, 2001)

(1,2) BO, BT (Shaffer et al., 2008)

(1) BO (Six and Maier-Reimer, 1996)
(2,3) BT, BV (Brovkin et al., 2002)

(1,2,3) BO, BT, BV (Brovkin et al., 2002)

(1) BO (Parekh et al., 2008; Tschumi
et al., 2008; Gangsto et al., 2011)
(2) BT (Sitch et al., 2003; Strassmann
et al., 2008; Stocker et al., 2011)
(3) BV (Sitch et al., 2003)

Biospheref
(1) Ocean and references
(2) Land and references
(3) Vegetation and references

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) CS, SW
(2) (Ridgwell and
Hargreaves, 2007)

N/A

(1) CS, SW
(2) (Shaffer et
al., 2008)

N/A

N/A

(1) CS, SW
(2) (Tschumi et
al., 2011)

Sediment and
Weatheringh
(1) Model type
(2) References

(continued on next page)

(1) TM
(2) 3-D
(3) 0.75° × 1.5°, L20
(4) (Calov et al.,
2002)

N/A

Ice Sheetsg
(1) Model type
(2) Dimensions
(3) Resolution
(4) References

Table 9.A.2 | Salient features of the Earth system Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) assessed in the AR5 (see also Table 9.2). Column 1: Model name used in WG1 and the official model version along with the first publication for
each model; subsequent columns for each of the eight component models with specific information and the related references are provided. This information was initially gathered for the EMIC intercomparison project in Eby et al. (2013).
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(1) PE
(2) 3-D
(3) 3° × 3°, L30
(4) FS, ISO, MESO, TCS, DC
(5) (Goosse and
Fichefet, 1999)
(1) FG
(2) 3-D
(3) 10° × (3–19)°, L16
(4) RL, ISO, MESO
(5) (Edwards and
Marsh, 2005)

(1) QG
(2) 3-D
(3) 5.6° × 5.6°, L3
(4) LRAD, NCL
(5) (Opsteegh et al.,
1998)

(1) EMBM
(2) 2-D(φ, λ)
(3) 10° × (3–19)°
(4) NCL,
(5) (Fanning and
Weaver, 1996)

(1) EMBM
(2) 2-D(φ, λ)
(3) 4° × 4°
(4) NCL
(5) (Oka et al., 2011)

(1) EMBM, tuned
for 3 K equilibrium
climate sensitivity
(2) 2-D(φ, λ)
(3) 6° × 6°
(4) NCL
(5) (Oka et al., 2011)

(1) PE
(2) 3-D
(3) T30, L8
(4) LRAD, IDL,
(5) (Molteni, 2003)

(1) QG
(2) 3-D
(3) 3.75° × 5.625°, L2
(4) LRAD, ICL
(5) (Neelin and Zeng,
2000; Zeng et al., 2000)

(1) LOVECLIM1.2
(2) LOVECLIM1.2
(3) (Goosse et al.,
2010)

(1) MESMO
(2) MESMO 1.0
(3) (Matsumoto
et al., 2008)

(1) MIROC-lite
(2) MIROC-lite
(3) (Oka et al., 2011)

(1) MIROC-lite-LCM
(2) MIROC-lite-LCM
(3) (Tachiiri et al., 2010)

(1) SPEEDO
(2) SPEEDO V2.0
(3) (Severijns and
Hazeleger, 2010)

(1) UMD
(2) UMD 2.0
(3) (Zeng et al., 2004)

(1) Q-flux mixed-layer
(2) 2-D surface, deep
ocean box model
(3) 3.75° × 5.625°
(5) (Hansen et al., 1983),

(1) PE
(2) 3-D
(3) 3° × 3°, L20
(4) FS, ISO, MESO, TCS, DC
(5) (Goosse and
Fichefet, 1999)

(1) PE
(2) 3-D
(3) 6° × 6°, L15
(4) FS, ISO, MESO, TCS
(5) (Hasumi, 2006)

(1) PE
(2) 3-D
(3) 4° × 4°
(4) FS, ISO, MESO, TCS
(5) (Hasumi, 2006)

(1) Q-flux mixed-layer,
anomaly diffusing,
(2) 3-D
(3) 4° × 5°, L11
(4)
(5) (Hansen et al., 1984)

(1) SD
(2) 2-D(φ, Z)
(3) 4° × 360° , L11
(4) ICL, CHEM
(5) (Sokolov and
Stone, 1998)

(1) IGSM2
(2) IGSM 2.2
(3) (Sokolov et
al., 2005)

Oceanb
(1) Model type
(2) Dimensions
(3) Resolution
(4) Parametrizations
(5) References

Atmospherea
(1) Model type
(2) Dimensions
(3) Resolution
(4) Radiation
and cloudiness
(5) References

(1) Model name
(2) Model version
(3) Main reference

Table 9.A.2 (continued)

N/A

(1) 3-LT, R, 2-LIT
(2) (Fichefet and
Morales Maqueda,
1997)

(1) 0-LT, R, 2-LIT
(2) (Hasumi, 2006)

(1) 0-LT, R, 2-LIT
(2) (Hasumi, 2006)

(1) 0-LT, DOC, 2-LIT
(2) (Edwards and
Marsh, 2005)

(1) 3-LT, R, 2-LIT
(2) (Fichefet and
Morales Maqueda,
1997)

(1) 2-LT
(2) (Hansen et
al., 1984)

Sea Icec
(1) Schemes
(2) References

(1) Energy and water
exchange only
(2) (Zeng et al., 2004)

(1)NM, NH, NW
(2) (Cimatoribus
et al., 2012)

(1) NM, NH RW
(2) (Oka et al., 2011)
(Tachiiri et al., 2010)

(1) PM, NH, NW
(2) (Oka et al., 2011)

(1) PM, NH, RW

(1) NM, NH, RW
(2) (Goosse et al.,
2010)

(1) Q-flux
(2) (Sokolov et
al., 2005)

Couplingd
(1) Flux adjustment
(2) References

(1) 2-LST with 2-layer
soil moisture
(2) (Zeng et al., 2000)

(1) 1-LST, BSM, RIV
(2) (Opsteegh et al., 1998)

(1) 1-LST, BSM
(2) (Oka et al., 2011)

(1) 1-LST, BSM
(2) (Oka et al., 2011)

(1) NST, NSM, RIV
(2) (Edwards and
Marsh, 2005)

(1) 1-LST, BSM, RIV
(2) (Goosse et al., 2010)

(1) CSM
(2) (Oleson et al., 2008b)

Land Surfacee
(1) Soil schemes
(2) References

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) TM
(2) 3-D
(3) 10 km × 10 km,
L30
(4) (Huybrechts,
2002)
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) BO (Mouchet and François, 1996)
(2,3) BT, BV (Brovkin et al., 2002)

(1) BO (Matsumoto et al., 2008)

N/A

(1) BO (Palmer and Totterdell, 2001)
(2) loosely coupled BT (Ito and Oikawa,
2002)

N/A

(1) BO (Archer et al., 2000)
(2,3) BT, BV (Zeng, 2003; Zeng et al.,
2005; Zeng, 2006)

(continued on next page)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) BO (Holian et al., 2001)
(2) BT (Melillo et al., 1993; Liu, 1996;
Felzer et al., 2004)

Sediment and
Weatheringh
(1) Model type
(2) References

Ice Sheetsg
(1) Model type
(2) Dimensions
(3) Resolution
(4) References

Biospheref
(1) Ocean and references
(2) Land and references
(3) Vegetation and references
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866

(1) DEMBM
(2) 2-D(φ, λ)
(3) 1.8° × 3.6°
(4) NCL
(5) (Weaver et al., 2001)

(1) Uvic
(2) UVic 2.9
(3) (Weaver et al.,
2001)

(1) PE
(2) 3-D
(3) 1.8° × 3.6°, L19
(4) RL, ISO, MESO
(5) (Weaver et al., 2001)

Oceanb
(1) Model type
(2) Dimensions
(3) Resolution
(4) Parametrizations
(5) References
(1) 0-LT, R, 2-LIT
(2) (Weaver et al.,
2001)

Sea Icec
(1) Schemes
(2) References

(1) AM, NH, NW
(2) (Weaver et al.,
2001)

Couplingd
(1) Flux adjustment
(2) References

(1) 1-LST, CSM, RIV
(2) (Meissner et al., 2003)

Land Surfacee
(1) Soil schemes
(2) References

(1) BO (Schmittner et al., 2005)
(2,3) BT, BV (Cox, 2001)

Biospheref
(1) Ocean and references
(2) Land and references
(3) Vegetation and references

(1) TM
(2) 3-D
(3) 20 km × 20 km,
L10
(4) (Fyke et al.,
2011)

Ice Sheetsg
(1) Model type
(2) Dimensions
(3) Resolution
(4) References

(1) CS, SW
(2) (Eby et al., 2009)

Sediment and
Weatheringh
(1) Model type
(2) References

Notes:
(a) EMBM = energy moisture balance model; DEMBM = energy moisture balance model including some dynamics; SD = statistical-dynamical model; QG = quasi-geostrophic model; 2-D(φ, λ) = vertically averaged; 3-D = threedimensional; LRAD = linearized radiation scheme; CRAD = comprehensive radiation scheme; NCL = non-interactive cloudiness; ICL = interactive cloudiness; CHEM = chemistry module; n° × m° = n degrees latitude by m degrees
longitude horizontal resolution; Lp = p vertical levels.
(b) FG = frictional geostrophic model; PE = primitive equation model; 2-D(φ, z) = zonally averaged; 3-D = three-dimensional; RL = rigid lid; FS = free surface; ISO = isopycnal diffusion; MESO = parameterization of the effect of
mesoscale eddies on tracer distribution; TCS = complex turbulence closure scheme; DC = parameterization of density-driven downward-sloping currents; n° × m° = n degrees latitude by m degrees longitude horizontal resolution;
Lp = p vertical levels.
(c) n-LT = n-layer thermodynamic scheme; PD = prescribed drift; DOC = drift with oceanic currents; R = viscous-plastic or elastic-viscous-plastic rheology; 2-LIT = two-level ice thickness distribution (level ice and leads).
(d) PM = prescribed momentum flux; AM = momentum flux anomalies relative to the control run are computed and added to climatological data; NM = no momentum flux adjustment; NH = no heat flux adjustment; RW = regional
freshwater flux adjustment; NW = no freshwater flux adjustment.
(e) NST = no explicit computation of soil temperature; n-LST = n-layer soil temperature scheme; NSM = no moisture storage in soil; BSM = bucket model for soil moisture; CSM = complex model for soil moisture; RIV = river routing
scheme.
(f) BO = model of oceanic carbon dynamics; BT = model of terrestrial carbon dynamics; BV = dynamical vegetation model.
(g) TM = thermomechanical model; 3-D = three-dimensional; n° × m° = n degrees latitude by m degrees longitude horizontal resolution; n km × m km = horizontal resolution in kilometres; Lp = p vertical levels.
(h) CS = complex ocean sediment model; SW = simple, specified or diagnostic weathering model.

Atmospherea
(1) Model type
(2) Dimensions
(3) Resolution
(4) Radiation
and cloudiness
(5) References

9

(1) Model name
(2) Model version
(3) Main reference

Table 9.A.2 (continued)
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Detection and Attribution
of Climate Change:
from Global to Regional
Coordinating Lead Authors:
Nathaniel L. Bindoff (Australia), Peter A. Stott (UK)

Lead Authors:
Krishna Mirle AchutaRao (India), Myles R. Allen (UK), Nathan Gillett (Canada), David Gutzler
(USA), Kabumbwe Hansingo (Zambia), Gabriele Hegerl (UK/Germany), Yongyun Hu (China),
Suman Jain (Zambia), Igor I. Mokhov (Russian Federation), James Overland (USA), Judith
Perlwitz (USA), Rachid Sebbari (Morocco), Xuebin Zhang (Canada)

Contributing Authors:
Magne Aldrin (Norway), Beena Balan Sarojini (UK/India), Jürg Beer (Switzerland), Olivier
Boucher (France), Pascale Braconnot (France), Oliver Browne (UK), Ping Chang (USA), Nikolaos
Christidis (UK), Tim DelSole (USA), Catia M. Domingues (Australia/Brazil), Paul J. Durack (USA/
Australia), Alexey Eliseev (Russian Federation), Kerry Emanuel (USA), Graham Feingold (USA),
Chris Forest (USA), Jesus Fidel González Rouco (Spain), Hugues Goosse (Belgium), Lesley Gray
(UK), Jonathan Gregory (UK), Isaac Held (USA), Greg Holland (USA), Jara Imbers Quintana
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Executive Summary
Atmospheric Temperatures
More than half of the observed increase in global mean surface
temperature (GMST) from 1951 to 2010 is very likely1 due to the
observed anthropogenic increase in greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations. The consistency of observed and modeled changes across
the climate system, including warming of the atmosphere and ocean,
sea level rise, ocean acidification and changes in the water cycle, the
cryosphere and climate extremes points to a large-scale warming
resulting primarily from anthropogenic increases in GHG concentrations. Solar forcing is the only known natural forcing acting to warm
the climate over this period but it has increased much less than GHG
forcing, and the observed pattern of long-term tropospheric warming
and stratospheric cooling is not consistent with the expected response
to solar irradiance variations. The Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation
(AMO) could be a confounding influence but studies that find a significant role for the AMO show that this does not project strongly onto
1951–2010 temperature trends. {10.3.1, Table 10.1}
It is extremely likely that human activities caused more than
half of the observed increase in GMST from 1951 to 2010. This
assessment is supported by robust evidence from multiple studies
using different methods. Observational uncertainty has been explored
much more thoroughly than previously and the assessment now considers observations from the first decade of the 21st century and simulations from a new generation of climate models whose ability to
simulate historical climate has improved in many respects relative to
the previous generation of models considered in AR4. Uncertainties in
forcings and in climate models’ temperature responses to individual
forcings and difficulty in distinguishing the patterns of temperature
response due to GHGs and other anthropogenic forcings prevent a
more precise quantification of the temperature changes attributable to
GHGs. {9.4.1, 9.5.3, 10.3.1, Figure 10.5, Table 10.1}
GHGs contributed a global mean surface warming likely to be
between 0.5°C and 1.3°C over the period 1951–2010, with the
contributions from other anthropogenic forcings likely to be
between –0.6°C and 0.1°C, from natural forcings likely to be
between –0.1°C and 0.1°C, and from internal variability likely
to be between –0.1°C and 0.1°C. Together these assessed contributions are consistent with the observed warming of approximately
0.6°C over this period. {10.3.1, Figure 10.5}
It is virtually certain that internal variability alone cannot
account for the observed global warming since 1951. The
observed global-scale warming since 1951 is large compared to climate model estimates of internal variability on 60-year time scales. The
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Northern Hemisphere (NH) warming over the same period is far outside the range of any similar length trends in residuals from reconstructions of the past millennium. The spatial pattern of observed warming
differs from those associated with internal variability. The model-based
simulations of internal variability are assessed to be adequate to make
this assessment. {9.5.3, 10.3.1, 10.7.5, Table 10.1}
It is likely that anthropogenic forcings, dominated by GHGs,
have contributed to the warming of the troposphere since 1961
and very likely that anthropogenic forcings, dominated by the
depletion of the ozone layer due to ozone-depleting substances, have contributed to the cooling of the lower stratosphere
since 1979. Observational uncertainties in estimates of tropospheric
temperatures have now been assessed more thoroughly than at the
time of AR4. The structure of stratospheric temperature trends and
multi-year to decadal variations are well represented by models and
physical understanding is consistent with the observed and modelled
evolution of stratospheric temperatures. Uncertainties in radiosonde
and satellite records make assessment of causes of observed trends in
the upper troposphere less confident than an assessment of the overall
atmospheric temperature changes. {2.4.4, 9.4.1, 10.3.1, Table 10.1}
Further evidence has accumulated of the detection and attribution of anthropogenic influence on temperature change in
different parts of the world. Over every continental region, except
Antarctica, it is likely that anthropogenic influence has made a substantial contribution to surface temperature increases since the mid20th century. The robust detection of human influence on continental
scales is consistent with the global attribution of widespread warming
over land to human influence. It is likely that there has been an anthropogenic contribution to the very substantial Arctic warming over the
past 50 years. For Antarctica large observational uncertainties result
in low confidence2 that anthropogenic influence has contributed to
the observed warming averaged over available stations. Anthropogenic influence has likely contributed to temperature change in many
sub-continental regions. {2.4.1, 10.3.1, Table 10.1}
Robustness of detection and attribution of global-scale warming is subject to models correctly simulating internal variability. Although estimates of multi-decadal internal variability of GMST
need to be obtained indirectly from the observational record because
the observed record contains the effects of external forcings (meaning
the combination of natural and anthropogenic forcings), the standard
deviation of internal variability would have to be underestimated in
climate models by a factor of at least three to account for the observed
warming in the absence of anthropogenic influence. Comparison with
observations provides no indication of such a large difference between
climate models and observations. {9.5.3, Figures 9.33, 10.2, 10.3.1,
Table 10.1}

1

In this Report, the following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: Virtually certain 99–100% probability, Very likely 90–100%,
Likely 66–100%, About as likely as not 33–66%, Unlikely 0–33%, Very unlikely 0-10%, Exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms (Extremely likely: 95–100%, More likely
than not >50–100%, and Extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used when appropriate. Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely (see Section 1.4 and Box TS.1
for more details).

2

In this Report, the following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement: low, medium, or high.
A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence. For a given evidence and
agreement statement, different confidence levels can be assigned, but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated with increasing confidence (see
Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).
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The observed recent warming hiatus, defined as the reduction
in GMST trend during 1998–2012 as compared to the trend
during 1951–2012, is attributable in roughly equal measure to
a cooling contribution from internal variability and a reduced
trend in external forcing (expert judgement, medium confidence). The forcing trend reduction is primarily due to a negative forcing trend from both volcanic eruptions and the downward phase of the
solar cycle. However, there is low confidence in quantifying the role of
forcing trend in causing the hiatus because of uncertainty in the magnitude of the volcanic forcing trends and low confidence in the aerosol
forcing trend. Many factors, in addition to GHGs, including changes
in tropospheric and stratospheric aerosols, stratospheric water vapour,
and solar output, as well as internal modes of variability, contribute to
the year-to-year and decade- to-decade variability of GMST. {Box 9.2,
10.3.1, Figure 10.6}

Ocean Temperatures and Sea Level Rise

10

It is very likely that anthropogenic forcings have made a substantial contribution to upper ocean warming (above 700 m)
observed since the 1970s. This anthropogenic ocean warming has
contributed to global sea level rise over this period through thermal
expansion. New understanding since AR4 of measurement errors and
their correction in the temperature data sets have increased the agreement in estimates of ocean warming. Observations of ocean warming
are consistent with climate model simulations that include anthropogenic and volcanic forcings but are inconsistent with simulations that
exclude anthropogenic forcings. Simulations that include both anthropogenic and natural forcings have decadal variability that is consistent
with observations. These results are a major advance on AR4. {3.2.3,
10.4.1, Table 10.1}
It is very likely that there is a substantial contribution from
anthropogenic forcings to the global mean sea level rise since
the 1970s. It is likely that sea level rise has an anthropogenic contribution from Greenland melt since 1990 and from glacier mass loss
since 1960s. Observations since 1971 indicate with high confidence
that thermal expansion and glaciers (excluding the glaciers in Antarctica) explain 75% of the observed rise. {10.4.1, 10.4.3, 10.5.2, Table
10.1, 13.3.6}

Ocean Acidification and Oxygen Change
It is very likely that oceanic uptake of anthropogenic carbon
dioxide has resulted in acidification of surface waters which
is observed to be between –0.0014 and –0.0024 pH units per
year. There is medium confidence that the observed global pattern
of decrease in oxygen dissolved in the oceans from the 1960s to the
1990s can be attributed in part to human influences. {3.8.2, Box 3.2,
10.4.4, Table 10.1}

The Water Cycle
New evidence is emerging for an anthropogenic influence on
global land precipitation changes, on precipitation increases
in high northern latitudes, and on increases in atmospheric
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humidity. There is medium confidence that there is an anthropogenic
contribution to observed increases in atmospheric specific humidity since 1973 and to global scale changes in precipitation patterns
over land since 1950, including increases in NH mid to high latitudes.
Remaining observational and modelling uncertainties, and the large
internal variability in precipitation, preclude a more confident assessment at this stage. {2.5.1, 2.5.4, 10.3.2, Table 10.1}
It is very likely that anthropogenic forcings have made a discernible contribution to surface and subsurface oceanic salinity changes since the 1960s. More than 40 studies of regional and
global surface and subsurface salinity show patterns consistent with
understanding of anthropogenic changes in the water cycle and ocean
circulation. The expected pattern of anthropogenic amplification of climatological salinity patterns derived from climate models is detected
in the observations although there remains incomplete understanding
of the observed internal variability of the surface and sub-surface salinity fields. {3.3.2, 10.4.2, Table 10.1}
It is likely that human influence has affected the global water
cycle since 1960. This assessment is based on the combined evidence
from the atmosphere and oceans of observed systematic changes that
are attributed to human influence in terrestrial precipitation, atmospheric humidity and oceanic surface salinity through its connection
to precipitation and evaporation. This is a major advance since AR4.
{3.3.2, 10.3.2, 10.4.2, Table 10.1}

Cryosphere
Anthropogenic forcings are very likely to have contributed to
Arctic sea ice loss since 1979. There is a robust set of results from
simulations that show the observed decline in sea ice extent is simulated only when models include anthropogenic forcings. There is low
confidence in the scientific understanding of the observed increase in
Antarctic sea ice extent since 1979 owing to the incomplete and competing scientific explanations for the causes of change and low confidence in estimates of internal variability. {10.5.1, Table 10.1}
Ice sheets and glaciers are melting, and anthropogenic influences are likely to have contributed to the surface melting of
Greenland since 1993 and to the retreat of glaciers since the
1960s. Since 2007, internal variability is likely to have further enhanced
the melt over Greenland. For glaciers there is a high level of scientific
understanding from robust estimates of observed mass loss, internal
variability and glacier response to climatic drivers. Owing to a low level
of scientific understanding there is low confidence in attributing the
causes of the observed loss of mass from the Antarctic ice sheet since
1993. {4.3.3, 10.5.2, Table 10.1}
It is likely that there has been an anthropogenic component to
observed reductions in NH snow cover since 1970. There is high
agreement across observations studies and attribution studies find a
human influence at both continental and regional scales. {10.5.3, Table
10.1}
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Climate Extremes

A Millennia to Multi-Century Perspective

There has been a strengthening of the evidence for human influence on temperature extremes since the AR4 and IPCC Special
Report on Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters
to Advance Climate Change Adaptation (SREX) reports. It is very
likely that anthropogenic forcing has contributed to the observed
changes in the frequency and intensity of daily temperature extremes
on the global scale since the mid-20th century. Attribution of changes
in temperature extremes to anthropogenic influence is robustly seen in
independent analyses using different methods and different data sets.
It is likely that human influence has substantially increased the probability of occurrence of heatwaves in some locations. {10.6.1, 10.6.2,
Table 10.1}

Taking a longer term perspective shows the substantial role
played by anthropogenic and natural forcings in driving climate
variability on hemispheric scales prior to the twentieth century.
It is very unlikely that NH temperature variations from 1400 to 1850
can be explained by internal variability alone. There is medium confidence that external forcing contributed to NH temperature variability
from 850 to 1400 and that external forcing contributed to European
temperature variations over the last five centuries. {10.7.2, 10.7.5,
Table 10.1}

Climate System Properties

There is low confidence in attribution of changes in tropical
cyclone activity to human influence owing to insufficient observational evidence, lack of physical understanding of the links
between anthropogenic drivers of climate and tropical cyclone
activity and the low level of agreement between studies as to
the relative importance of internal variability, and anthropogenic and natural forcings. This assessment is consistent with that
of SREX. {10.6.1, Table 10.1}

The extended record of observed climate change has allowed
a better characterization of the basic properties of the climate
system that have implications for future warming. New evidence
from 21st century observations and stronger evidence from a wider
range of studies have strengthened the constraint on the transient
climate response (TCR) which is estimated with high confidence to
be likely between 1°C and 2.5°C and extremely unlikely to be greater
than 3°C. The Transient Climate Response to Cumulative CO2 Emissions
(TCRE) is estimated with high confidence to be likely between 0.8°C
and 2.5°C per 1000 PgC for cumulative CO2 emissions less than about
2000 PgC until the time at which temperatures peak. Estimates of the
Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity (ECS) based on multiple and partly
independent lines of evidence from observed climate change indicate
that there is high confidence that ECS is extremely unlikely to be less
than 1°C and medium confidence that the ECS is likely to be between
1.5°C and 4.5°C and very unlikely greater than 6°C. These assessments
are consistent with the overall assessment in Chapter 12, where the
inclusion of additional lines of evidence increases confidence in the
assessed likely range for ECS. {10.8.1, 10.8.2, 10.8.4, Box 12.2}

Atmospheric Circulation

Combination of Evidence

It is likely that human influence has altered sea level pressure
patterns globally. Detectable anthropogenic influence on changes
in sea level pressure patterns is found in several studies. Changes in
atmospheric circulation are important for local climate change since
they could lead to greater or smaller changes in climate in a particular
region than elsewhere. There is medium confidence that stratospheric
ozone depletion has contributed to the observed poleward shift of the
southern Hadley Cell border during austral summer. There are large
uncertainties in the magnitude of this poleward shift. It is likely that
stratospheric ozone depletion has contributed to the positive trend
in the Southern Annular Mode seen in austral summer since the mid20th century which corresponds to sea level pressure reductions over
the high latitudes and an increase in the subtropics. There is medium
confidence that GHGs have also played a role in these trends of the
southern Hadley Cell border and the Southern Annular Mode in Austral
summer. {10.3.3, Table 10.1}

Human influence has been detected in the major assessed components of the climate system. Taken together, the combined
evidence increases the level of confidence in the attribution of
observed climate change, and reduces the uncertainties associated with assessment based on a single climate variable. From
this combined evidence it is virtually certain that human influence has warmed the global climate system. Anthropogenic influence has been identified in changes in temperature near the surface
of the Earth, in the atmosphere and in the oceans, as well as changes
in the cryosphere, the water cycle and some extremes. There is strong
evidence that excludes solar forcing, volcanoes and internal variability
as the strongest drivers of warming since 1950. {10.9.2, Table 10.1}

In land regions where observational coverage is sufficient for
assessment, there is medium confidence that anthropogenic forcing has contributed to a global-scale intensification of
heavy precipitation over the second half of the 20th century.
There is low confidence in attributing changes in drought over global
land areas since the mid-20th century to human influence owing to
observational uncertainties and difficulties in distinguishing decadal-scale variability in drought from long-term trends. {10.6.1, Table
10.1}
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10.1

Detection and Attribution of Climate Change: from Global to Regional

Introduction

This chapter assesses the causes of observed changes assessed in
Chapters 2 to 5 and uses understanding of physical processes, climate
models and statistical approaches. The chapter adopts the terminology for detection and attribution proposed by the IPCC good practice
guidance paper on detection and attribution (Hegerl et al., 2010) and
for uncertainty Mastrandrea et al. (2011). Detection and attribution of
impacts of climate changes are assessed by Working Group II, where
Chapter 18 assesses the extent to which atmospheric and oceanic
changes influence ecosystems, infrastructure, human health and activities in economic sectors.

10

Evidence of a human influence on climate has grown stronger over
the period of the four previous assessment reports of the IPCC. There
was little observational evidence for a detectable human influence on
climate at the time of the First IPCC Assessment Report. By the time
of the second report there was sufficient additional evidence for it to
conclude that ‘the balance of evidence suggests a discernible human
influence on global climate’. The Third Assessment Report found that
a distinct greenhouse gas (GHG) signal was robustly detected in the
observed temperature record and that ‘most of the observed warming
over the last fifty years is likely to have been due to the increase in
greenhouse gas concentrations.’

bution, in which it is necessary to partition the response of the climate
system to different forcings, most CMIP5 models include simulations of
the response to natural forcings only, and the response to increases in
well mixed GHGs only (Taylor et al., 2012).
The advances enabled by this greater wealth of observational and
model data are assessed in this chapter. In this assessment, there is
increased focus on the extent to which the climate system as a whole
is responding in a coherent way across a suite of climate variables
such as surface mean temperature, temperature extremes, ocean heat
content, ocean salinity and precipitation change. There is also a global
to regional perspective, assessing the extent to which not just global
mean changes but also spatial patterns of change across the globe can
be attributed to anthropogenic and natural forcings.

10.2

Detection and attribution methods have been discussed in previous
assessment reports (Hegerl et al., 2007b) and the IPCC Good Practice
Guidance Paper (Hegerl et al., 2010), to which we refer. This section
reiterates key points and discusses new developments and challenges.

10.2.1
With the additional evidence available by the time of the Fourth Assessment Report, the conclusions were further strengthened. This evidence
included a wider range of observational data, a greater variety of more
sophisticated climate models including improved representations of
forcings and processes and a wider variety of analysis techniques.
This enabled the AR4 report to conclude that ‘most of the observed
increase in global average temperatures since the mid-20th century is
very likely due to the observed increase in anthropogenic greenhouse
gas concentrations’. The AR4 also concluded that ‘discernible human
influences now extend to other aspects of climate, including ocean
warming, continental-average temperatures, temperature extremes
and wind patterns.’
A number of uncertainties remained at the time of AR4. For example,
the observed variability of ocean temperatures appeared inconsistent with climate models, thereby reducing the confidence with which
observed ocean warming could be attributed to human influence. Also,
although observed changes in global rainfall patterns and increases
in heavy precipitation were assessed to be qualitatively consistent
with expectations of the response to anthropogenic forcings, detection and attribution studies had not been carried out. Since the AR4,
improvements have been made to observational data sets, taking more
complete account of systematic biases and inhomogeneities in observational systems, further developing uncertainty estimates, and correcting detected data problems (Chapters 2 and 3). A new set of simulations from a greater number of AOGCMs have been performed as
part of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5).
These new simulations have several advantages over the CMIP3 simulations assessed in the AR4 (Hegerl et al., 2007b). They incorporate
some moderate increases in resolution, improved parameterizations,
and better representation of aerosols (Chapter 9). Importantly for attri-
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Evaluation of Detection and Attribution
Methodologies

The Context of Detection and Attribution

In IPCC Assessments, detection and attribution involve quantifying the
evidence for a causal link between external drivers of climate change
and observed changes in climatic variables. It provides the central,
although not the only (see Section 1.2.3) line of evidence that has
supported statements such as ‘the balance of evidence suggests a discernible human influence on global climate’ or ‘most of the observed
increase in global average temperatures since the mid-20th century is
very likely due to the observed increase in anthropogenic greenhouse
gas concentrations.’
The definition of detection and attribution used here follows the terminology in the IPCC guidance paper (Hegerl et al., 2010). ‘Detection
of change is defined as the process of demonstrating that climate or
a system affected by climate has changed in some defined statistical
sense without providing a reason for that change. An identified change
is detected in observations if its likelihood of occurrence by chance
due to internal variability alone is determined to be small’ (Hegerl
et al., 2010). Attribution is defined as ‘the process of evaluating the
relative contributions of multiple causal factors to a change or event
with an assignment of statistical confidence’. As this wording implies,
attribution is more complex than detection, combining statistical analysis with physical understanding (Allen et al., 2006; Hegerl and Zwiers,
2011). In general, a component of an observed change is attributed to
a specific causal factor if the observations can be shown to be consistent with results from a process-based model that includes the causal
factor in question, and inconsistent with an alternate, otherwise identical, model that excludes this factor. The evaluation of this consistency
in both of these cases takes into account internal chaotic variability
and known uncertainties in the observations and responses to external
causal factors.

Detection and Attribution of Climate Change: from Global to Regional

Attribution does not require, and nor does it imply, that every aspect
of the response to the causal factor in question is simulated correctly. Suppose, for example, the global cooling following a large volcano
matches the cooling simulated by a model, but the model underestimates the magnitude of this cooling: the observed global cooling
can still be attributed to that volcano, although the error in magnitude would suggest that details of the model response may be unreliable. Physical understanding is required to assess what constitutes
a plausible discrepancy above that expected from internal variability.
Even with complete consistency between models and data, attribution
statements can never be made with 100% certainty because of the
presence of internal variability.
This definition of attribution can be extended to include antecedent
conditions and internal variability among the multiple causal factors
contributing to an observed change or event. Understanding the relative importance of internal versus external factors is important in the
analysis of individual weather events (Section 10.6.2), but the primary
focus of this chapter will be on attribution to factors external to the
climate system, like rising GHG levels, solar variability and volcanic
activity.
There are four core elements to any detection and attribution study:
1. Observations of one or more climate variables, such as surface
temperature, that are understood, on physical grounds, to be relevant to the process in question
2. An estimate of how external drivers of climate change have
evolved before and during the period under investigation, including both the driver whose influence is being investigated (such as
rising GHG levels) and potential confounding influences (such as
solar activity)
3. A quantitative physically based understanding, normally encapsulated in a model, of how these external drivers are thought to have
affected these observed climate variables
4. An estimate, often but not always derived from a physically
based model, of the characteristics of variability expected in these
observed climate variables due to random, quasi-periodic and chaotic fluctuations generated in the climate system that are not due
to externally driven climate change
A climate model driven with external forcing alone is not expected to
replicate the observed evolution of internal variability, because of the
chaotic nature of the climate system, but it should be able to capture
the statistics of this variability (often referred to as ‘noise’). The reliability of forecasts of short-term variability is also a useful test of the
representation of relevant processes in the models used for attribution,
but forecast skill is not necessary for attribution: attribution focuses on
changes in the underlying moments of the ‘weather attractor’, meaning the expected weather and its variability, while prediction focuses
on the actual trajectory of the weather around this attractor.
In proposing that ‘the process of attribution requires the detection of a
change in the observed variable or closely associated variables’ (Hegerl
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et al., 2010), the new guidance recognized that it may be possible, in
some instances, to attribute a change in a particular variable to some
external factor before that change could actually be detected in the
variable itself, provided there is a strong body of knowledge that links
a change in that variable to some other variable in which a change can
be detected and attributed. For example, it is impossible in principle to
detect a trend in the frequency of 1-in-100-year events in a 100-year
record, yet if the probability of occurrence of these events is physically
related to large-scale temperature changes, and we detect and attribute a large-scale warming, then the new guidance allows attribution
of a change in probability of occurrence before such a change can be
detected in observations of these events alone. This was introduced
to draw on the strength of attribution statements from, for example,
time-averaged temperatures, to attribute changes in closely related
variables.
Attribution of observed changes is not possible without some kind of
model of the relationship between external climate drivers and observable variables. We cannot observe a world in which either anthropogenic or natural forcing is absent, so some kind of model is needed
to set up and evaluate quantitative hypotheses: to provide estimates
of how we would expect such a world to behave and to respond to
anthropogenic and natural forcings (Hegerl and Zwiers, 2011). Models
may be very simple, just a set of statistical assumptions, or very complex, complete global climate models: it is not necessary, or possible,
for them to be correct in all respects, but they must provide a physically
consistent representation of processes and scales relevant to the attribution problem in question.
One of the simplest approaches to detection and attribution is to compare observations with model simulations driven with natural forcings alone, and with simulations driven with all relevant natural and
anthropogenic forcings. If observed changes are consistent with simulations that include human influence, and inconsistent with those that
do not, this would be sufficient for attribution providing there were no
other confounding influences and it is assumed that models are simulating the responses to all external forcings correctly. This is a strong
assumption, and most attribution studies avoid relying on it. Instead,
they typically assume that models simulate the shape of the response
to external forcings (meaning the large-scale pattern in space and/or
time) correctly, but do not assume that models simulate the magnitude
of the response correctly. This is justified by our fundamental understanding of the origins of errors in climate modelling. Although there
is uncertainty in the size of key forcings and the climate response, the
overall shape of the response is better known: it is set in time by the
timing of emissions and set in space (in the case of surface temperatures) by the geography of the continents and differential responses of
land and ocean (see Section 10.3.1.1.2).
So-called ‘fingerprint’ detection and attribution studies characterize
their results in terms of a best estimate and uncertainty range for ‘scaling factors’ by which the model-simulated responses to individual forcings can be scaled up or scaled down while still remaining consistent
with the observations, accounting for similarities between the patterns
of response to different forcings and uncertainty due to internal climate
variability. If a scaling factor is significantly larger than zero (at some
significance level), then the response to that forcing, as simulated by
873
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that model and given that estimate of internal variability and other
potentially confounding responses, is detectable in these observations,
whereas if the scaling factor is consistent with unity, then that model-simulated response is consistent with observed changes. Studies do
not require scaling factors to be consistent with unity for attribution,
but any discrepancy from unity should be understandable in terms of
known uncertainties in forcing or response: a scaling factor of 10, for
example, might suggest the presence of a confounding factor, calling
into question any attribution claim. Scaling factors are estimated by fitting model-simulated responses to observations, so results are unaffected, at least to first order, if the model has a transient climate response,
or aerosol forcing, that is too low or high. Conversely, if the spatial or
temporal pattern of forcing or response is wrong, results can be affected: see Box 10.1 and further discussion in Section 10.3.1.1 and Hegerl
and Zwiers (2011) and Hegerl et al. (2011b). Sensitivity of results to the
pattern of forcing or response can be assessed by comparing results
across multiple models or by representing pattern uncertainty explicitly
(Huntingford et al., 2006), but errors that are common to all models
(through limited vertical resolution, for example) will not be addressed
in this way and are accounted for in this assessment by downgrading
overall assessed likelihoods to be generally more conservative than the
quantitative likelihoods provided by individual studies.
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Attribution studies must compromise between estimating responses
to different forcings separately, which allows for the possibility of different errors affecting different responses (errors in aerosol forcing
that do not affect the response to GHGs, for example), and estimating
responses to combined forcings, which typically gives smaller uncertainties because it avoids the issue of ‘degeneracy’: if two responses
have very similar shapes in space and time, then it may be impossible
to estimate the magnitude of both from a single set of observations
because amplification of one may be almost exactly compensated for
by amplification or diminution of the other (Allen et al., 2006). Many
studies find it is possible to estimate the magnitude of the responses
to GHG and other anthropogenic forcings separately, particularly when
spatial information is included. This is important, because it means the
estimated response to GHG increase is not dependent on the uncertain magnitude of forcing and response due to aerosols (Hegerl et al.,
2011b).
The simplest way of fitting model-simulated responses to observations
is to assume that the responses to different forcings add linearly, so
the response to any one forcing can be scaled up or down without
affecting any of the others and that internal climate variability is independent of the response to external forcing. Under these conditions,
attribution can be expressed as a variant of linear regression (see Box
10.1). The additivity assumption has been tested and found to hold
for large-scale temperature changes (Meehl et al., 2003; Gillett et al.,
2004) but it might not hold for other variables like precipitation (Hegerl
et al., 2007b; Hegerl and Zwiers, 2011; Shiogama et al., 2012), nor for
regional temperature changes (Terray, 2012). In principle, additivity is
not required for detection and attribution, but to date non-additive
approaches have not been widely adopted.
The estimated properties of internal climate variability play a central
role in this assessment. These are either estimated empirically from
the observations (Section 10.2.2) or from paleoclimate reconstructions
874

(Section 10.7.1) (Esper et al., 2012) or derived from control simulations of coupled models (Section 10.2.3). The majority of studies use
modelled variability and routinely check that the residual variability
from observations is consistent with modelled internal variability used
over time scales shorter than the length of the instrumental record
(Allen and Tett, 1999). Assessing the accuracy of model-simulated
variability on longer time scales using paleoclimate reconstructions is
complicated by the fact that some reconstructions may not capture
the full spectrum of variability because of limitations of proxies and
reconstruction methods, and by the unknown role of external forcing in
the pre-instrumental record. In general, however, paleoclimate reconstructions provide no clear evidence either way whether models are
over- or underestimating internal variability on time scales relevant for
attribution (Esper et al., 2012; Schurer et al., 2013).

10.2.2

Time Series Methods, Causality and
Separating Signal from Noise

Some studies attempt to distinguish between externally driven climate
change and changes due to internal variability minimizing the use of
climate models, for example, by separating signal and noise by time
scale (Schneider and Held, 2001), spatial pattern (Thompson et al.,
2009) or both. Other studies use model control simulations to identify
patterns of maximum predictability and contrast these with the forced
component in climate model simulations (DelSole et al., 2011): see
Section 10.3.1. Conclusions of most studies are consistent with those
based on fingerprint detection and attribution, while using a different
set of assumptions (see review in Hegerl and Zwiers, 2011).
A number of studies have applied methods developed in the econometrics literature (Engle and Granger, 1987) to assess the evidence
for a causal link between external drivers of climate and observed
climate change, using the observations themselves to estimate the
expected properties of internal climate variability (e.g., Kaufmann
and Stern, 1997). The advantage of these approaches is that they do
not depend on the accuracy of any complex global climate model, but
they nevertheless have to assume some kind of model, or restricted
class of models, of the properties of the variables under investigation.
Attribution is impossible without a model: although this model may
be implicit in the statistical framework used, it is important to assess
its physical consistency (Kaufmann et al., 2013). Many of these time
series methods can be cast in the overall framework of co-integration
and error correction (Kaufmann et al., 2011), which is an approach
to analysing relationships between stationary and non-stationary time
series. If there is a consistent causal relationship between two or more
possibly non-stationary time series, then it should be possible to find
a linear combination such that the residual is stationary (contains no
stochastic trend) over time (Kaufmann and Stern, 2002; Kaufmann
et al., 2006; Mills, 2009). Co-integration methods are thus similar in
overall principle to regression-based approaches (e.g., Douglass et al.,
2004; Stone and Allen, 2005; Lean, 2006) to the extent that regression
studies take into account the expected time series properties of the
data—the example described in Box 10.1 might be characterized as
looking for a linear combination of anthropogenic and natural forcings
such that the observed residuals were consistent with internal climate
variability as simulated by the CMIP5 models. Co-integration and error
correction methods, however, generally make more explicit use of time
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Box 10.1 | How Attribution Studies Work
This box presents an idealized demonstration of the concepts underlying most current approaches to detection and attribution of climate change and how these relate to conventional linear regression. The coloured dots in Box 10.1a, Figure 1 show observed annual
GMST from 1861 to 2012, with warmer years coloured red and colder years coloured blue. Observations alone indicate, unequivocally,
that the Earth has warmed, but to quantify how different external factors have contributed to this warming, studies must compare
such observations with the expected responses to these external factors. The orange line shows an estimate of the GMST response to
anthropogenic (GHG and aerosol) forcing obtained from the mean of the CMIP3 and CMIP5 ensembles, while the blue line shows the
CMIP3/CMIP5 ensemble mean response to natural (solar and volcanic) forcing.
In statistical terms, attribution involves finding the combination of these anthropogenic and natural responses that best fits these
observations: this is shown by the black line in panel (a). To show how this fit is obtained in non-technical terms, the data are plotted
against model-simulated anthropogenic warming, instead of time, in panel (b). There is a strong correlation between observed temperatures and model-simulated anthropogenic warming, but because of the presence of natural factors and internal climate variability,
correlation alone is not enough for attribution.
To quantify how much of the observed warming is attributable to human influence, panel (c) shows observed temperatures plotted
against the model-simulated response to anthropogenic forcings in one direction and natural forcings in the other. Observed temperatures increase with both natural and anthropogenic model-simulated warming: the warmest years are in the far corner of the box. A
flat surface through these points (here obtained by an ordinary least-squares fit), indicated by the coloured mesh, slopes up away from
the viewer.
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The orientation of this surface indicates how model-simulated responses to natural and anthropogenic forcing need to be scaled to
reproduce the observations. The best-fit gradient in the direction of anthropogenic warming (visible on the rear left face of the box) is
0.9, indicating the CMIP3/CMIP5 ensemble average overestimates the magnitude of the observed response to anthropogenic forcing
by about 10%. The best-fit gradient in the direction of natural changes (visible on the rear right face) is 0.7, indicating that the observed
response to natural forcing is 70% of the average model-simulated response. The black line shows the points on this flat surface that
are directly above or below the observations: each ‘pin’ corresponds to a different year. When re-plotted against time, indicated by the
years on the rear left face of the box, this black line gives the black line previously seen in panel (a). The length of the pins indicates
‘residual’ temperature fluctuations due to internal variability.
The timing of these residual temperature fluctuations is unpredictable, representing an inescapable source of uncertainty. We can
quantify this uncertainty by asking how the gradients of the best-fit surface might vary if El Niño events, for example, had occurred
in different years in the observed temperature record. To do this, we repeat the analysis in panel (c), replacing observed temperatures
with samples of simulated internal climate variability from control runs of coupled climate models. Grey diamonds in panel (d) show
the results: these gradients cluster around zero, because control runs have no anthropogenic or natural forcing, but there is still some
scatter. Assuming that internal variability in global temperature simply adds to the response to external forcing, this scatter provides an
estimate of uncertainty in the gradients, or scaling factors, required to reproduce the observations, shown by the red cross and ellipse.
The red cross and ellipse are clearly separated from the origin, which means that the slope of the best-fit surface through the observations cannot be accounted for by internal variability: some climate change is detected in these observations. Moreover, it is also
separated from both the vertical and horizontal axes, which means that the responses to both anthropogenic and natural factors are
individually detectable.
The magnitude of observed temperature change is consistent with the CMIP3/CMIP5 ensemble average response to anthropogenic
forcing (uncertainty in this scaling factor spans unity) but is significantly lower than the model-average response to natural forcing (this
5 to 95% confidence interval excludes unity). There are, however, reasons why these models may be underestimating the response to
volcanic forcing (e.g., Driscoll et al, 2012), so this discrepancy does not preclude detection and attribution of both anthropogenic and
natural influence, as simulated by the CMIP3/CMIP5 ensemble average, in the observed GMST record.
The top axis in panel (d) indicates the attributable anthropogenic warming over 1951–2010, estimated from the anthropogenic warming in the CMIP3/CMIP5 ensemble average, or the gradient of the orange line in panel (a) over this period. Because the model-simulated responses have been scaled to fit the observations, the attributable anthropogenic warming in this example is 0.6°C to 0.9°C and
does not depend on the magnitude of the raw model-simulated changes. Hence an attribution statement based on such an analysis,
(continued on next page)
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Box 10.1 (continued)

such as ‘most of the warming over the past 50 years is attributable to anthropogenic drivers’, depends only on the shape, or time history, not the size, of the model-simulated warming, and hence does not depend on the models’ sensitivity to rising GHG levels.
Formal attribution studies like this example provide objective estimates of how much recent warming is attributable to human influence. Attribution is not, however, a purely statistical exercise. It also requires an assessment that there are no confounding factors that
could have caused a large part of the ‘attributed’ change. Statistical tests can be used to check that observed residual temperature
fluctuations (the lengths and clustering of the pins in panel (c)) are consistent with internal variability expected from coupled models,
but ultimately these tests must complement physical arguments that the combination of responses to anthropogenic and natural forcing is the only available consistent explanation of recent observed temperature change.
This demonstration assumes, for visualization purposes, that there are only two candidate contributors to the observed warming,
anthropogenic and natural, and that only GMST is available. More complex attribution problems can be undertaken using the same
principles, such as aiming to separate the response to GHGs from other anthropogenic factors by also including spatial information.
These require, in effect, an extension of panel (c), with additional dimensions corresponding to additional causal factors, and additional
points corresponding to temperatures in different regions.
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Box 10.1, Figure 1 | Example of a simplified detection and attribution study. (a) Observed global annual mean temperatures relative to 1880–1920 (coloured dots)
compared with CMIP3/CMIP5 ensemble-mean response to anthropogenic forcing (orange), natural forcing (blue) and best-fit linear combination (black). (b) As (a) but
all data plotted against model-simulated anthropogenic warming in place of time. Selected years (increasing nonlinearly) shown on top axis. (c) Observed temperatures
versus model-simulated anthropogenic and natural temperature changes, with best-fit plane shown by coloured mesh. (d) Gradient of best-fit plane in (c), or scaling on
model-simulated responses required to fit observations (red diamond) with uncertainty estimate (red ellipse and cross) based on CMIP5 control integrations (grey diamonds). Implied attributable anthropogenic warming over the period 1951–2010 is indicated by the top axis. Anthropogenic and natural responses are noise-reduced
with 5-point running means, with no smoothing over years with major volcanoes.
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series properties (notice how date information is effectively discarded
in panel (b) of Box 10.1, Figure 1) and require fewer assumptions about
the stationarity of the input series.
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All of these approaches are subject to the issue of confounding factors identified by Hegerl and Zwiers (2011). For example, Beenstock et
al. (2012) fail to find a consistent co-integrating relationship between
atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations and GMST using polynomial cointegration tests, but the fact that CO2 concentrations are
derived from different sources in different periods (ice cores prior to the
mid-20th-century, atmospheric observations thereafter) makes it difficult to assess the physical significance of their result, particularly in the
light of evidence for co-integration between temperature and radiative
forcing (RF) reported by Kaufmann et al. (2011) using tests of linear
cointegration, and also the results of Gay-Garcia et al. (2009), who find
evidence for external forcing of climate using time series properties.

e xternal drivers, including spatial information, and the properties of
internal climate variability. This can help to separate patterns of forced
change both from each other and from internal variability. The price,
however, is that results depend to some degree on the accuracy of the
shape of model-simulated responses to external factors (e.g., North
and Stevens, 1998), which is assessed by comparing results obtained
with expected responses estimated from different climate models.
When the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio is low, as can be the case for
some regional indicators and some variables other than temperature,
the accuracy of the specification of variability becomes a central factor
in the reliability of any detection and attribution study. Many studies
of such variables inflate the variability estimate from models to determine if results are sensitive to, for example, doubling of variance in the
control (e.g., Zhang et al., 2007), although Imbers et al. (2013) note
that errors in the spectral properties of simulated variability may also
be important.

The assumptions of the statistical model employed can also influence
results. For example, Schlesinger and Ramankutty (1994) and Zhou
and Tung (2013a) show that GMST are consistent with a linear anthropogenic trend, enhanced variability due to an approximately 70-year
Atlantic Meridional Oscillation (AMO) and shorter-term variability. If,
however, there are physical grounds to expect a nonlinear anthropogenic trend (see Box 10.1 Figure 1a), the assumption of a linear trend
can itself enhance the variance assigned to a low-frequency oscillation.
The fact that the AMO index is estimated from detrended historical temperature observations further increases the risk that its variance may
be overestimated, because regressors and regressands are not independent. Folland et al. (2013), using a physically based estimate of the
anthropogenic trend, find a smaller role for the AMO in recent warming.

A full description of optimal fingerprinting is provided in Appendix 9.A
of Hegerl et al. (2007b) and further discussion is to be found in Hasselmann (1997), Allen and Tett (1999), Allen et al. (2006), and Hegerl and
Zwiers (2011). Box 10.1 provides a simple example of ‘fingerprinting’
based on GMST alone. In a typical fingerprint analysis, model-simulated spatio-temporal patterns of response to different combinations
of external forcings, including segments of control integrations with
no forcing, are ‘observed’ in a similar manner to the historical record
(masking out times and regions where observations are absent). The
magnitudes of the model-simulated responses are then estimated in
the observations using a variant of linear regression, possibly allowing
for signals being contaminated by internal variability (Allen and Stott,
2003) and structural model uncertainty (Huntingford et al., 2006).

Time series methods ultimately depend on the structural adequacy of
the statistical model employed. Many such studies, for example, use
models that assume a single exponential decay time for the response
to both external forcing and stochastic fluctuations. This can lead to
an overemphasis on short-term fluctuations, and is not consistent with
the response of more complex models (Knutti et al., 2008). Smirnov and
Mokhov (2009) propose an alternative characterization that allows
them to distinguish a ‘long-term causality’ that focuses on low-frequency changes. Trends that appear significant when tested against
an AR(1) model may not be significant when tested against a process
that supports this ‘long-range dependence’ (Franzke, 2010). Although
the evidence for long-range dependence in global temperature data
remains a topic of debate (Mann, 2011; Rea et al., 2011) , it is generally
desirable to explore sensitivity of results to the specification of the statistical model, and also to other methods of estimating the properties
of internal variability, such as more complex climate models, discussed
next. For example, Imbers et al. (2013) demonstrate that the detection
of the influence of increasing GHGs in the global temperature record
is robust to the assumption of a Fractional Differencing (FD) model of
internal variability, which supports long-range dependence.

In ‘optimal’ fingerprinting, model-simulated responses and observations are normalized by internal variability to improve the S/N ratio.
This requires an estimate of the inverse noise covariance estimated
from the sample covariance matrix of a set of unforced (control) simulations (Hasselmann, 1997), or from variations within an initial-condition ensemble. Because these control runs are generally too short
to estimate the full covariance matrix, a truncated version is used,
retaining only a small number, typically of order 10 to 20, of high-variance principal components. Sensitivity analyses are essential to ensure
results are robust to this, relatively arbitrary, choice of truncation (Allen
and Tett, 1999; Ribes and Terray, 2013; Jones et al., 2013 ). Ribes et
al. (2009) use a regularized estimate of the covariance matrix, meaning a linear combination of the sample covariance matrix and a unit
matrix that has been shown (Ledoit and Wolf, 2004) to provide a more
accurate estimate of the true covariance, thereby avoiding dependence
on truncation. Optimization of S/N ratio is not, however, essential for
many attribution results (see, e.g., Box 10.1) and uncertainty analysis
in conventional optimal fingerprinting does not require the covariance
matrix to be inverted, so although regularization may help in some
cases, it is not essential. Ribes et al. (2010) also propose a hybrid of
the model-based optimal fingerprinting and time series approaches,
referred to as ‘temporal optimal detection’, under which each signal is
assumed to consist of a single spatial pattern modulated by a smoothly
varying time series estimated from a climate model (see also Santer et
al., 1994).

10.2.3

Methods Based on General Circulation Models
and Optimal Fingerprinting

Fingerprinting methods use climate model simulations to provide
more complete information about the expected response to different
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The final statistical step in an attribution study is to check that the
residual variability, after the responses to external drivers have been
estimated and removed, is consistent with the expected properties of
internal climate variability, to ensure that the variability used for uncertainty analysis is realistic, and that there is no evidence that a potentially confounding factor has been omitted. Many studies use a standard
F-test of residual consistency for this purpose (Allen and Tett, 1999).
Ribes et al. (2013) raise some issues with this test, but key results are
not found to be sensitive to different formulations. A more important
issue is that the F-test is relatively weak (Berliner et al., 2000; Allen et
al., 2006; Terray, 2012), so ‘passing’ this test is not a safeguard against
unrealistic variability, which is why estimates of internal variability are
discussed in detail in this chapter and in Chapter 9.
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reported that the response to anthropogenic GHG increase is very likely
greater than half the total observed warming, it means that the null
hypothesis that the GHG-induced warming is less than half the total
can be rejected with the data available at the 10% significance level.
Expert judgment is required in frequentist attribution assessments, but
its role is limited to the assessment of whether internal variability and
potential confounding factors have been adequately accounted for,
and to downgrade nominal significance levels to account for remaining
uncertainties. Uncertainties may, in some cases, be further reduced if
prior expectations regarding attribution results themselves are incorporated, using a Bayesian approach, but this not currently the usual
practice.

A further consistency check often used in optimal fingerprinting is
whether the estimated magnitude of the externally driven responses
are consistent between model and observations (scaling factors consistent with unity in Box 10.1): if they are not, attribution is still possible provided the discrepancy is explicable in terms of known uncertainties in the magnitude of either forcing or response. As is emphasized
in Section 10.2.1 and Box 10.1, attribution is not a purely statistical
assessment: physical judgment is required to assess whether the combination of responses considered allows for all major potential confounding factors and whether any remaining discrepancies are consistent with a physically based understanding of the responses to external
forcing and internal climate variability.

This traditional emphasis on single-step studies and placing lower
bounds on the magnitude of signals under investigation means that,
very often, the communication of attribution results tends to be conservative, with attention focussing on whether or not human influence
in a particular variable might be zero, rather than the upper end of the
confidence interval, which might suggest a possible response much
bigger than current model-simulated changes. Consistent with previous
Assessments and the majority of the literature, this chapter adopts this
conservative emphasis. It should, however, be borne in mind that this
means that positive attribution results will tend to be biased towards
well-observed, well-modelled variables and regions, which should be
taken into account in the compilation of global impact assessments
(Allen, 2011; Trenberth, 2011a).

10.2.4 Single-Step and Multi-Step Attribution and the
Role of the Null Hypothesis

10.3

Attribution studies have traditionally involved explicit simulation of
the response to external forcing of an observable variable, such as surface temperature, and comparison with corresponding observations of
that variable. This so-called ‘single-step attribution’ has the advantage
of simplicity, but restricts attention to variables for which long and
consistent time series of observations are available and that can be
simulated explicitly in current models driven solely with external climate forcing.

Atmosphere and Surface

This section assesses causes of change in the atmosphere and at the
surface over land and ocean.

10.3.1

Temperature

Temperature is first assessed near the surface of the Earth in Section
10.3.1.1 and then in the free atmosphere in Section 10.3.1.2.

10.3.1.1 Surface (Air Temperature and Sea Surface Temperature)
To address attribution questions for variables for which these conditions are not satisfied, Hegerl et al. (2010) introduced the notation of
‘multi-step attribution’, formalizing existing practice (e.g., Stott et al.,
2004). In a multi-step attribution study, the attributable change in a
variable such as large-scale surface temperature is estimated with a
single-step procedure, along with its associated uncertainty, and the
implications of this change are then explored in a further (physically
or statistically based) modelling step. Overall conclusions can only be
as robust as the least certain link in the multi-step procedure. As the
focus shifts towards more noisy regional changes, it can be difficult
to separate the effect of different external forcings. In such cases, it
can be useful to detect the response to all external forcings, and then
determine the most important factors underlying the attribution results
by reference to a closely related variable for which a full attribution
analysis is available (e.g., Morak et al., 2011).
Attribution results are typically expressed in terms of conventional ‘frequentist’ confidence intervals or results of hypothesis tests: when it is
878

10.3.1.1.1 Observations of surface temperature change
GMST warmed strongly over the period 1900–1940, followed by a
period with little trend, and strong warming since the mid-1970s (Section 2.4.3, Figure 10.1). Almost all observed locations have warmed
since 1901 whereas over the satellite period since 1979 most regions
have warmed while a few regions have cooled (Section 2.4.3; Figure
10.2). Although this picture is supported by all available global
near-surface temperature data sets, there are some differences in
detail between them, but these are much smaller than both interannual variability and the long-term trend (Section 2.4.3). Since 1998
the trend in GMST has been small (see Section 2.4.3, Box 9.2). Urbanization is unlikely to have caused more than 10% of the measured
centennial trend in land mean surface temperature, though it may have
contributed substantially more to regional mean surface temperature
trends in rapidly developing regions (Section 2.4.1.3).

Detection and Attribution of Climate Change: from Global to Regional

10.3.1.1.2 Simulations of surface temperature change
As discussed in Section 10.1, the CMIP5 simulations have several
advantages compared to the CMIP3 simulations assessed by (Hegerl et
al., 2007b) for the detection and attribution of climate change. Figure
10.1a shows that when the effects of anthropogenic and natural external forcings are included in the CMIP5 simulations the spread of sim-
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ulated GMST anomalies spans the observational estimates of GMST
anomaly in almost every year whereas this is not the case for simulations in which only natural forcings are included (Figure 10.1b) (see
also Jones et al., 2013; Knutson et al., 2013). Anomalies are shown
relative to 1880–1919 rather than absolute temperatures. Showing
anomalies is necessary to prevent changes in observational coverage being reflected in the calculated global mean and is reasonable
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Figure 10.1 | (Left-hand column) Three observational estimates of global mean surface temperature (GMST, black lines) from Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface
temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4), Goddard Institute of Space Studies Surface Temperature Analysis (GISTEMP), and Merged Land–Ocean Surface Temperature Analysis (MLOST),
compared to model simulations [CMIP3 models – thin blue lines and CMIP5 models – thin yellow lines] with anthropogenic and natural forcings (a), natural forcings only (b) and
greenhouse gas (GHG) forcing only (c). Thick red and blue lines are averages across all available CMIP5 and CMIP3 simulations respectively. CMIP3 simulations were not available for GHG forcing only (c). All simulated and observed data were masked using the HadCRUT4 coverage (as this data set has the most restricted spatial coverage), and global
average anomalies are shown with respect to 1880–1919, where all data are first calculated as anomalies relative to 1961–1990 in each grid box. Inset to (b) shows the three
observational data sets distinguished by different colours. (Adapted from Jones et al., 2013.) (Right-hand column) Net adjusted forcing in CMIP5 models due to anthropogenic and
natural forcings (d), natural forcings only (e) and GHGs only (f). (From Forster et al., 2013.) Individual ensemble members are shown by thin yellow lines, and CMIP5 multi-model
means are shown as thick red lines.
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because climate sensitivity is not a strong function of the bias in GMST
in the CMIP5 models (Section 9.7.1; Figure 9.42). Simulations with GHG
changes only, and no changes in aerosols or other forcings, tend to simulate more warming than observed (Figure 10.1c), as expected. Better
agreement between models and observations when the models include
anthropogenic forcings is also seen in the CMIP3 simulations (Figure
10.1, thin blue lines). RF in the simulations including anthropogenic
and natural forcings differs considerably among models (Figure 10.1d),
and forcing differences explain much of the differences in temperature
response between models over the historical period (Forster et al., 2013
). Differences between observed GMST based on three observational
data sets are small compared to forced changes (Figure 10.1).

HadCRUT4
historical
historicalGHG historicalNat
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As discussed in Section 10.2, detection and attribution assessments
are more robust if they consider more than simple consistency arguments. Analyses that allow for the possibility that models might be
consistently over- or underestimating the magnitude of the response
to climate forcings are assessed in Section 10.3.1.1.3, the conclusions
from which are not affected by evidence that model spread in GMST
in CMIP3, is smaller than implied by the uncertainty in RF (Schwartz
et al., 2007). Although there is evidence that CMIP3 models with a
higher climate sensitivity tend to have a smaller increase in RF over
the historical period (Kiehl, 2007; Knutti, 2008; Huybers, 2010), no
such relationship was found in CMIP5 (Forster et al., 2013 ) which
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may explain the wider spread of the CMIP5 ensemble compared to
the CMIP3 ensemble (Figure 10.1a). Climate model parameters are
typically chosen primarily to reproduce features of the mean climate
and variability (Box 9.1), and CMIP5 aerosol emissions are standardized across models and based on historical emissions (Lamarque et
al., 2010; Section 8.2.2), rather than being chosen by each modelling
group independently (Curry and Webster, 2011; Hegerl et al., 2011c).
Figure 10.2a shows the pattern of annual mean surface temperature
trends observed over the period 1901–2010, based on Hadley Centre/
Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4). Warming has been observed at almost all locations with sufficient observations available since 1901. Rates of warming are generally higher over land areas compared to oceans, as is also apparent over
the 1951–2010 period (Figure 10.2c), which simulations indicate is
due mainly to differences in local feedbacks and a net anomalous heat
transport from oceans to land under GHG forcing, rather than differences in thermal inertia (e.g., Boer, 2011). Figure 10.2e demonstrates
that a similar pattern of warming is simulated in the CMIP5 simulations with natural and anthropogenic forcing over the 1901–2010
period. Over most regions, observed trends fall between the 5th and
95th percentiles of simulated trends, and van Oldenborgh et al. (2013)
find that over the 1950–2011 period the pattern of observed grid cell
trends agrees with CMIP5 simulated trends to within a combination of
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Figure 10.2 | Trends in observed and simulated temperatures (K over the period shown) over the 1901–2010 (a, e, i, m), 1901–1950 (b, f, j, n), 1951–2010 (c, g, k, o) and
1979–2010 (d, h, l, p) periods. Trends in observed temperatures from the Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4) (a–d), CMIP3
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model simulations including greenhouse gas forcing only (m–p). Trends are shown only where sufficient observational data are available in the HadCRUT4 data set, and grid cells
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and the ratio of the number of such grid cells to the total number of grid cells with sufficient data is shown as a percentage in the lower right of each panel. (Adapted from Jones
et al., 2013.)
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CMIP5 models generally exhibit realistic variability in GMST on decadal
to multi-decadal time scales (Jones et al., 2013; Knutson et al., 2013;
Section 9.5.3.1, Figure 9.33), although it is difficult to evaluate internal
variability on multi-decadal time scales in observations given the shortness of the observational record and the presence of external forcing.
The observed trend in GMST since the 1950s is very large compared to
model estimates of internal variability (Stott et al., 2010; Drost et al.,
2012; Drost and Karoly, 2012). Knutson et al. (2013) compare observed

(°C per 50 years) (°C per 110 years)

(b)

(c)

(°C per 60 years)

Over the period 1979–2010 most observed regions exhibited warming
(Figure 10.2d), but much of the eastern Pacific and Southern Oceans
cooled. These regions of cooling are not seen in the simulated trends
over this period in response to anthropogenic and natural forcing
(Figure 10.2h), which show significantly more warming in much of
these regions (Jones et al., 2013; Knutson et al., 2013). This cooling
and reduced warming in observations over the Southern Hemisphere
mid-latitudes over the 1979–2010 period can also be seen in the zonal
mean trends (Figure 10.3d), which also shows that the models tend to
warm too much in this region over this period. However, there is no discrepancy in zonal mean temperature trends over the longer 1901–2010
period in this region (Figure 10.3a), suggesting that the discrepancy
over the 1979–2010 period either may be an unusually strong manifestation of internal variability in the observations or relate to regionally
important forcings over the past three decades which are not included
in most CMIP5 simulations, such as sea salt aerosol increases due to
strengthened high latitude winds (Korhonen et al., 2010), or sea ice
extent increases driven by freshwater input from ice shelf melting (Bintanja et al., 2013). Except at high latitudes, zonal mean trends over the
1901–2010 period in all three data sets are inconsistent with naturally forced trends, indicating a detectable anthropogenic signal in most
zonal means over this period (Figure 10.3a). McKitrick and Tole (2012)
find that few CMIP3 models have significant explanatory power when
fitting the spatial pattern of 1979–2002 trends in surface temperature
over land, by which they mean that these models add little or no skill
to a fit including the spatial pattern of tropospheric temperature trends
as well as the major atmospheric oscillations. This is to be expected,
as temperatures in the troposphere are well correlated in the vertical,
and local temperature trends over so short a period are dominated by
internal variability.

(a)

(d)

(°C per 32 years)

model spread and internal variability. Areas of disagreement over the
1901–2010 period include parts of Asia and the Southern Hemisphere
(SH) mid-latitudes, where the simulations warm less than the observations, and parts of the tropical Pacific, where the simulations warm
more than the observations (Jones et al., 2013; Knutson et al., 2013).
Stronger warming in observations than models over parts of East Asia
could in part be explained by uncorrected urbanization influence in the
observations (Section 2.4.1.3), or by an overestimate of the response
to aerosol increases. Trends simulated in response to natural forcings
only are generally close to zero, and inconsistent with observed trends
in most locations (Figure 10.2i) (see also Knutson et al., 2013). Trends
simulated in response to GHG changes only over the 1901–2010
period are larger than those observed at most locations, and in many
cases significantly so (Figure 10.2m). This is expected because these
simulations do not include the cooling effects of aerosols. Differences in patterns of simulated and observed seasonal mean temperature
trends and possible causes are considered in more detail in Box 11.2.
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Figure 10.3 | Zonal mean temperature trends over the 1901–2010 (a), 1901–1950
(b), 1951–2010 (c) and 1979–2010 (d) periods. Solid lines show Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4, red), Goddard Institute of Space Studies Surface Temperature Analysis (GISTEMP, brown) and
Merged Land–Ocean Surface Temperature Analysis (MLOST, green) observational data
sets, orange hatching represents the 90% central range of CMIP3 and CMIP5 simulations with anthropogenic and natural forcings, and blue hatching represents the 90%
central range of CMIP3 and CMIP5 simulations with natural forcings only. All model
and observations data are masked to have the same coverage as HadCRUT4. (Adapted
from Jones et al., 2013.)

trends in GMST with a combination of simulated internal variability
and the response to natural forcings and find that the observed trend
would still be detected for trends over this period even if the magnitude of the simulated natural variability (i.e., the standard deviation of
trends) were tripled.

10.3.1.1.3 Attribution of observed global-scale temperature
changes
The evolution of temperature since the start of the global
instrumental record
Since the AR4, detection and attribution studies have been carried out
using new model simulations with more realistic forcings, and new
observational data sets with improved representation of uncertainty
(Christidis et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2011, 2013; Gillett et al., 2012,
2013; Stott and Jones, 2012; Knutson et al., 2013; Ribes and Terray,
2013). Although some inconsistencies between the simulated and
observed responses to forcings in individual models were identified
( Gillett et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2013; Ribes and Terray, 2013) over881
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all these results support the AR4 assessment that GHG increases very
likely caused most (>50%) of the observed GMST increase since the
mid-20th century (Hegerl et al., 2007b).
The results of multiple regression analyses of observed temperature
changes onto the simulated responses to GHG, other anthropogenic and natural forcings are shown in Figure 10.4 (Gillett et al., 2013;
Jones et al., 2013; Ribes and Terray, 2013). The results, based on HadCRUT4 and a multi-model average, show robustly detected responses
to GHG in the observational record whether data from 1861–2010 or
only from 1951–2010 are analysed (Figure 10.4b). The advantage of
analysing the longer period is that more information on observed and
modelled changes is included, while a disadvantage is that it is difficult
to validate climate models’ estimates of internal variability over such
a long period. Individual model results exhibit considerable spread
among scaling factors, with estimates of warming attributable to each
forcing sensitive to the model used for the analsys (Figure 10.4; Gillett

1951-2010 trend

multi

10

(a)

(b)

et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2013; Ribes and Terray, 2013), the period over
which the analysis is applied (Figure 10.4; Gillett et al., 2013; Jones et
al., 2013), and the Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) truncation or
degree of spatial filtering (Jones et al., 2013; Ribes and Terray, 2013).
In some cases the GHG response is not detectable in regressions using
individual models (Figure 10.4; Gillett et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2013;
Ribes and Terray, 2013), or a residual test is failed (Gillett et al., 2013;
Jones et al., 2013; Ribes and Terray, 2013), indicating a poor fit between
the simulated response and observed changes. Such cases are probably due largely to errors in the spatio-temporal pattern of responses
to forcings simulated in individual models (Ribes and Terray, 2013),
although observational error and internal variability errors could also
play a role. Nonetheless, analyses in which responses are averaged
across multiple models generally show much less sensitivity to period
and EOF trucation (Gillett et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2013), and more
consistent residuals (Gillett et al., 2013), which may be because model
response errors are smaller in a multi-model mean.
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Figure 10.4 | (a) Estimated contributions of greenhouse gas (GHG, green), other anthropogenic (yellow) and natural (blue) forcing components to observed global mean surface
temperature (GMST) changes over the 1951–2010 period. (b) Corresponding scaling factors by which simulated responses to GHG (green), other anthropogenic (yellow) and
natural forcings (blue) must be multiplied to obtain the best fit to Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4; Morice et al., 2012)
observations based on multiple regressions using response patterns from nine climate models individually and multi-model averages (multi). Results are shown based on an analysis
over the 1901–2010 period (squares, Ribes and Terray, 2013), an analysis over the 1861–2010 period (triangles, Gillett et al., 2013) and an analysis over the 1951–2010 period
(diamonds, Jones et al., 2013). (c, d) As for (a) and (b) but based on multiple regressions estimating the contributions of total anthropogenic forcings (brown) and natural forcings
(blue) based on an analysis over 1901–2010 period (squares, Ribes and Terray, 2013) and an analysis over the 1861–2010 period (triangles, Gillett et al., 2013). Coloured bars
show best estimates of the attributable trends (a and c) and 5 to 95% confidence ranges of scaling factors (b and d). Vertical dashed lines in (a) and (c) show the best estimate
HadCRUT4 observed trend over the period concerned. Vertical dotted lines in (b) and d) denote a scaling factor of unity.
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We derive assessed ranges for the attributable contributions of GHGs,
other anthropogenic forcings and natural forcings by taking the smallest ranges with a precision of one decimal place that span the 5 to
95% ranges of attributable trends over the 1951–2010 period from
the Jones et al. (2013) weighted multi-model analysis and the Gillett
et al. (2013) multi-model analysis considering observational uncertainty (Figure 10.4a). The assessed range for the attributable contribution of combined anthropogenic forcings was derived in the same
way from the Gillett et al. (2013) multi-model attributable trend and
shown in Figure 10.4c. We moderate our likelihood assessment and
report likely ranges rather than the very likely ranges directly implied
by these studies in order to account for residual sources of uncertainty
including sensitivity to EOF truncation and analysis period (e.g., Ribes
and Terray, 2013). In this context, GHGs means well-mixed greenhouse
gases (WMGHGs), other anthropogenic forcings means aerosol changes, and in most models ozone changes and land use changes, and natural forcings means solar irradiance changes and volcanic aerosols.
Over the 1951–2010 period, the observed GMST increased by approximately 0.6°C. GHG increases likely contributed 0.5°C to 1.3°C, other
anthropogenic forcings likely contributed –0.6°C to 0.1°C and natural
forcings likely contributed –0.1°C to 0.1°C to observed GMST trends
over this period. Internal variability likely contributed –0.1°C to 0.1°C
to observed trends over this period (Knutson et al., 2013). This assessment is shown schematically in Figure 10.5. The assessment is supported additionally by a complementary analysis in which the parameters
of an Earth System Model of Intermediate Complexity (EMIC) were
constrained using observations of near-surface temperature and ocean
heat content, as well as prior information on the magnitudes of forcings, and which concluded that GHGs have caused 0.6°C to 1.1°C (5
to 95% uncertainty) warming since the mid-20th century (Huber and
Knutti, 2011); an analysis by Wigley and Santer (2013), who used an
energy balance model and RF and climate sensitivity estimates from
AR4, and they concluded that there was about a 93% chance that
GHGs caused a warming greater than observed over the 1950–2005
period; and earlier detection and attribution studies assessed in the
AR4 (Hegerl et al., 2007b).
The inclusion of additional data to 2010 (AR4 analyses stopped at
1999; Hegerl et al. (2007b)) helps to better constrain the magnitude of
the GHG-attributable warming (Drost et al., 2012; Gillett et al., 2012;
Stott and Jones, 2012; Gillett et al., 2013), as does the inclusion of
spatial information (Stott et al., 2006; Gillett et al., 2013), though Ribes
and Terray (2013) caution that in some cases there are inconsistencies
between observed spatial patterns of response and those simulated in
indvidual models. While Hegerl et al. (2007b) assessed that a significant
cooling of about 0.2 °C was attributable to natural forcings over the
1950–1999 period, the temperature trend attributable to natural forcings over the 1951–2010 period is very small (<0.1°C). This is because,
while Mt Pinatubo cooled global temperatures in the early 1990s,
there have been no large volcanic eruptions since, resulting in small
simulated trends in response to natural forcings over the 1951–2010
period (Figure 10.1b). Regression coefficients for natural forcings tend
to be smaller than one, suggesting that the response to natural forcings may be overestimated by the CMIP5 models on average (Figure
10.4; Gillett et al., 2013; Knutson et al., 2013). Attribution of observed
changes is robust to observational uncertainty which is comparably
important to internal climate variability as a source of uncertainty in
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GHG-attributable warming and aerosol-attributable cooling (Jones and
Stott, 2011; Gillett et al., 2013; Knutson et al., 2013). The response to
GHGs was detected using Hadley Centre new Global Environmental
Model 2-Earth System (HadGEM2-ES; Stott and Jones, 2012), Canadian
Earth System Model 2 (CanESM2; Gillett et al., 2012) and other CMIP5
models except for Goddard Institute for Space Studies-E2-H (GISSE2-H; Gillett et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2013) (Figure 10.4). However, the
influence of other anthropogenic forcings was detected only in some
CMIP5 models (Figure 10.4). This lack of detection of other anthropogenic forcings compared to detection of an aerosol response using
four CMIP3 models over the period 1900–1999 (Hegerl et al., 2007b)
does not only relate to the use of data to 2010 rather than 2000 (Stott
and Jones, 2012), although this could play a role (Gillett et al., 2013;
Ribes and Terray, 2013). Whether it is associated with a cancellation of
aerosol cooling by ozone and black carbon (BC) warming in the CMIP5
simulations, making the signal harder to detect, or by some aspect of
the response to other anthropogenic forcings that is less realistic in
these models is not clear.
Although closely constraining the GHG and other anthropogenic contributions to observed warming remains challenging owing to their
degeneracy and sensitivity to methodological choices (Jones et al.,
2013; Ribes and Terray, 2013), a total anthropogenic contribution to
warming can be much more robustly constrained by a regression of
observed temperature changes onto the simulated responses to all
anthropogenic forcings and natural forcings (Figure 10.4; Gillett et
al., 2013; Ribes and Terray, 2013). Robust detection of anthropogenic
influence is also found if a new optimal detection methodology, the
Regularised Optimal Fingerprint approach (see Section 10.2; Ribes et
al., 2013), is applied (Ribes and Terray, 2013). A better constrained
estimate of the total anthropogenic contribution to warming since the
mid-20th century than the GHG contribution is also found by Wigley
and Santer (2013). Knutson et al. (2013) demonstrate that observed
trends in GMST are inconsistent with the simulated response to natural
forcings alone, but consistent with the simulated response to natural
and anthropogenic forcings for all periods beginning between 1880
and 1990 and ending in 2010, which they interpret as evidence that
warming is in part attributable to anthropogenic influence over these
periods. Based on the well-constrained attributable anthropogenic
trends shown in Figure 10.4 we assess that anthropogenic forcings
likely contributed 0.6°C to 0.8°C to the observed warming over the
1951–2010 period (Figure 10.5).
There are some inconsistencies in the simulated and observed magnitudes of responses to forcing for some CMIP5 models (Figure 10.4); for
example, CanESM2 has a GHG regression coefficient significantly less
than 1 and a regression coefficient for other anthropogenic forcings
also significantly less than 1 (Gillett et al., 2012; Gillett et al., 2013;
Jones et al., 2013; Ribes and Terray, 2013), indicating that this model
overestimates the magnitude of the response to GHGs and to other
anthropogenic forcings. Averaged over the ensembles of models considered by Gillett et al. (2013) and Jones et al. (2013), the best-estimate
GHG and OA scaling factors are less than 1 (Figure 10.4), indicating
that the model mean GHG and OA responses should be scaled down
to best match observations. The best-estimate GHG scaling factors are
larger than the best-estimate OA scaling factors, although the discrepancy from 1 is not significant in either case and the ranges of the GHG
883
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Figure 10.5 | Assessed likely ranges (whiskers) and their mid-points (bars) for attributable warming trends over the 1951–2010 period due to well-mixed greenhouse gases, other
anthropogenic forcings (OA), natural forcings (NAT), combined anthropogenic forcings (ANT) and internal variability. The Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface
temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4) observations are shown in black with the 5 to 95% uncertainty range due to observational uncertainty in this record (Morice et al., 2012).

10
and OA scaling factors are overlapping. Overall there is some evidence
that some CMIP5 models have a higher transient response to GHGs
and a larger response to other anthropogenic forcings (dominated by
the effects of aerosols) than the real world (medium confidence). Inconsistencies between simulated and observed trends in GMST were also
identified in several CMIP3 models by Fyfe et al. (2010) after removing volcanic, El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), and Cold Ocean/
Warm Land pattern (COWL) signals from GMST, although uncertainties
may have been underestimated because residuals were modelled by
a first-order autoregressive processes. A longer observational record
and a better understanding of the temporal changes in forcing should
make it easier to identify discrepancies between the magnitude of the
observed response to a forcing, and the magnitude of the response
simulated in individual models. To the extent that inconsistencies
between simulated and observed changes are independent between
models, this issue may be addressed by basing our assessment on attribution analyses using the mean response from multiple models, and
by accounting for model uncertainty when making such assessments.
In conclusion, although some inconsistencies in the forced responses of individual models and observations have been identified, the
detection of the global temperature response to GHG increases using
average responses from multiple models is robust to observational
uncertainty and methodological choices. It is supported by basic physical arguments. We conclude, consistent with Hegerl et al. (2007b),
that more than half of the observed increase in GMST from 1951 to
2010 is very likely due to the observed anthropogenic increase in GHG
concentrations.
The influence of BC aerosols (from fossil and biofuel sources) has
been detected in the recent global temperature record in one analysis, although the warming attributable to BC by Jones et al. (2011) is
small compared to that attributable to GHG increases. This warming is
884

s imulated mainly over the Northern Hemisphere (NH) with a sufficiently distinct spatio-temporal pattern that it could be separated from the
response to other forcings in this study.
Several recent studies have used techniques other than regression-based detection and attribution analyses to address the causes
of recent global temperature changes. Drost and Karoly (2012)
demonstrated that observed GMST, land–ocean temperature contrast, meridional temperature gradient and annual cycle amplitude
exhibited trends over the period 1956–2005 that were outside the 5
to 95% range of simulated internal variability in eight CMIP5 models,
based on three different observational data sets. They also found that
observed trends in GMST and land–ocean temperature contrast were
larger than those simulated in any of 36 CMIP5 simulations with natural forcing only. Drost et al. (2012) found that 1961–2010 trends in
GMST and land–ocean temperature contrast were significantly larger
than simulated internal variability in eight CMIP3 models. By comparing observed GMST with simple statistical models, Zorita et al. (2008)
concluded that there is a very low probability that observed clustering
of very warm years in the last decade occurred by chance. Smirnov and
Mokhov (2009), adopting an approach that allowed them to distinguish between conventional Granger causality and a ‘long-term causality’ that focuses on low-frequency changes (see Section 10.2), found
that increasing CO2 concentrations are the principal determining factor
in the rise of GMST over recent decades. Sedlacek and Knutti (2012)
found that the spatial patterns of sea surface temperature (SST) trends
from simulations forced with increases in GHGs and other anthropogenic forcings agree well with observations but differ from warming
patterns associated with internal variability.
Several studies that have aimed to separate forced surface temperature variations from those associated with internal variability have
identified the North Atlantic as a dominant centre of multi-decadal
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internal variability, and in particular modes of variability related to
the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO; Section 14.7.6). The AMO
index is defined as an area average of North Atlantic SSTs, and it has
an apparent period of around 70 years, which is long compared to
the length of observational record making it difficult to deduce robust
conclusions about the role of the AMO from only two cycles. Nevertheless, several studies claim a role for internal variability associated
with the AMO in driving enhanced warming in the 1980s and 1990s
as well as the recent slow down in warming (Box 9.2), while attributing long-term warming to anthropogenically forced variations either
by analysing time series of GMST, forcings and indices of the AMO
(Rohde et al., 2013; Tung and Zhou, 2013; Zhou and Tung, 2013a) or by
analysing both spatial and temporal patterns of temperature (Swanson et al., 2009; DelSole et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2011). Studies based
on global mean time series could risk falsely attributing variability to
the AMO when variations in external forcings, for example, associated
with aerosols, could also cause similar variability. In contrast, studies
using space–time patterns seek to distinguish the spatial structure of
temperature anomalies associated with the AMO from those associated with forced variability. Unforced climate simulations indicate that
internal multi-decadal variability in the Atlantic is characterized by
surface anomalies of the same sign from the equator to the high latitudes, with maximum amplitudes in subpolar regions (Delworth and
Mann, 2000; Latif et al., 2004; Knight et al., 2005; DelSole et al., 2011)
while the net response to anthropogenic and natural forcing over the
20th century, such as observed temperature change, is characterized
by warming nearly everywhere on the globe, but with minimum warming or even cooling in the subpolar regions of the North Atlantic (Figure
10.2; Ting et al., 2009; DelSole et al., 2011).
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Some studies implicate tropospheric aerosols in driving decadal variations in Atlantic SST (Evan et al., 2011; Booth et al., 2012; Terray,
2012), and temperature variations in eastern North America (Leibensperger et al., 2012). Booth et al. (2012) find that most multi-decadal
variability in North Atlantic SSTs is simulated in one model mainly in
response to aerosol variations, although its simulated changes in North
Atlantic ocean heat content and salinity have been shown to be inconsistent with observations (Zhang et al., 2012). To the extent that climate models simulate realistic internal variability in the AMO (Section
9.5.3.3.2), AMO variability is accounted for in uncertainty estimates
from regression-based detection and attribution studies (e.g., Figure
10.4).
To summarize, recent studies using spatial features of observed temperature variations to separate AMO variability from externally forced
changes find that detection of external influence on global temperatures is not compromised by accounting for AMO-congruent variability
(high confidence). There remains some uncertainty about how much
decadal variability of GMST that is attributed to AMO in some studies
is actually related to forcing, notably from aerosols. There is agreement among studies that the contribution of the AMO to global warming since 1951 is very small (considerably less than 0.1°C; see also
Figure 10.6) and given that observed warming since 1951 is very large
compared to climate model estimates of internal variability (Section
10.3.1.1.2), which are assessed to be adequate at global scale (Section
9.5.3.1), we conclude that it is virtually certain that internal variability
alone cannot account for the observed global warming since 1951.

Box 10.2 | The Sun’s Influence on the Earth’s Climate
A number of studies since AR4 have addressed the possible influences of long-term fluctuations of solar irradiance on past climates,
particularly related to the relative warmth of the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA) and the relative coolness in the Little Ice Age (LIA).
There is medium confidence that both external solar and volcanic forcing, and internal variability, contributed substantially to the spatial patterns of surface temperature changes between the MCA and the LIA, but very low confidence in quantitative estimates of their
relative contributions (Sections 5.3.5.3 and 5.5.1). The combined influence of volcanism, solar forcing and a small drop in greenhouse
gases (GHGs) likely contributed to Northern Hemisphere cooling during the LIA (Section 10.7.2). Solar radiative forcing (RF) from the
Maunder Minimum (1745) to the satellite era (average of 1976–2006) has been estimated to be +0.08 to +0.18 W m–2 (low confidence,
Section 8.4.1.2). This may have contributed to early 20th century warming (low confidence, Section 10.3.1).
More recently, it is extremely unlikely that the contribution from solar forcing to the observed global warming since 1950 was larger
than that from GHGs (Section 10.3.1.1.3). It is very likely that there has been a small decrease in solar forcing of –0.04 [–0.08 to 0.00]
W m–2 over a period with direct satellite measurements of solar output from 1986 to 2008 (Section 8.4.1.1). There is high confidence
that changes in total solar irradiance have not contributed to global warming during that period.
Since AR4, there has been considerable new research that has connected solar forcing to climate. The effect of solar forcing on GMST
trends has been found to be small, with less than 0.1°C warming attributable to combined solar and volcanic forcing over the 1951–
2010 period (Section 10.3.1), although the 11-year cycle of solar variability has been found to have some influence on GMST variability
over the 20th century. GMST changes between solar maxima and minima are estimated to be of order 0.1°C from some regression
studies of GMST and forcing estimates (Figure 10.6), although several studies have suggested these results may be too large owing to
issues including degeneracy between forcing and with internal variability, overfitting of forcing indices and underestimated uncertainties in responses (Ingram, 2007; Benestad and Schmidt, 2009; Stott and Jones, 2009). Climate models generally show less than half this
variability (Jones et al., 2012). (continued on next page)
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Box 10.2 (continued)

Variability associated with the 11-year solar cycle has also been shown to produce measurable short-term regional and seasonal
climate anomalies (Miyazaki and Yasunari, 2008; Gray et al., 2010; Lockwood, 2012; National Research Council, 2012) particularly in
the Indo-Pacific, Northern Asia and North Atlantic regions (medium evidence). For example, studies have suggested an 11-year solar
response in the Indo-Pacific region in which the equatorial eastern Pacific sea surface temperatures (SSTs) tend to be below normal,
the sea level pressure (SLP) in the Gulf of Alaska and the South Pacific above normal, and the tropical convergence zones on both
hemispheres strengthened and displaced polewards under solar maximum conditions, although it can be difficult to discriminate the
solar-forced signal from the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) signal (van Loon et al., 2007; van Loon and Meehl, 2008; White and Liu,
2008; Meehl and Arblaster, 2009; Roy and Haigh, 2010, 2012; Tung and Zhou, 2010; Bal et al., 2011; Haam and Tung, 2012; Hood and
Soukharev, 2012; Misios and Schmidt, 2012). For northern summer, there is evidence that for peaks in the 11-year solar cycle, the Indian
monsoon is intensified (Kodera, 2004; van Loon and Meehl, 2012), with solar variability affecting interannual connections between
the Indian and Pacific sectors due to a shift in the location of the descending branch of the Walker Circulation (Kodera et al., 2007). In
addition, model sensitivity experiments (Ineson et al., 2011) suggest that the negative phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is
more prevalent during solar minima and there is some evidence of this in observations, including an indication of increased frequency
of high-pressure ‘blocking’ events over Europe in winter (Barriopedro et al., 2008; Lockwood et al., 2010; Woollings et al., 2010).
Two mechanisms have been identified in observations and simulated with climate models that could explain these low amplitude
regional responses (Gray et al., 2010; medium evidence). These mechanisms are additive and may reinforce one another so that the
response to an initial small change in solar irradiance is amplified regionally (Meehl et al., 2009). The first mechanism is a top-down
mechanism first noted by Haigh (1996) where greater solar ultraviolet radiation (UV) in peak solar years warms the stratosphere directly via increased radiation and indirectly via increased ozone production. This can result in a chain of processes that influences deep
tropical convection (Balachandran et al., 1999; Shindell et al., 1999; Kodera and Kuroda, 2002; Haigh et al., 2005; Kodera, 2006; Matthes
et al., 2006). In addition, there is less heating than average in the tropical upper stratosphere under solar minimum conditions which
weakens the equator-to-pole temperature gradient. This signal can propagate downward to weaken the tropospheric mid-latitude
westerlies, thus favoring a negative phase of the Arctic Oscillation (AO) or NAO. This response has been shown in several models (e.g.,
Shindell et al., 2001; Ineson et al., 2011) though there is no significant AO or NAO response to solar irradiance variations on average in
the CMIP5 models (Gillett and Fyfe, 2013).
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The second mechanism is a bottom-up mechanism that involves coupled air–sea radiative processes in the tropical and subtropical Pacific that also influence convection in the deep tropics (Meehl et al., 2003, 2008; Rind et al., 2008; Bal et al., 2011; Cai and Tung, 2012; Zhou
and Tung, 2013b). Such mechanisms have also been shown to influence regional temperatures over longer time scales (decades to centuries), and can help explain patterns of regional temperature changes seen in paleoclimate data (e.g., Section 10.7.2; Mann et al., 2009;
Goosse et al., 2012b) although they have little effect on global or hemispheric mean temperatures at either short or long time scales.
A possible amplifying mechanism linking solar variability and the Earth’s climate system via cosmic rays has been postulated. It is
proposed that variations in the cosmic ray flux associated with changes in solar magnetic activity affect ion-induced aerosol nucleation
and cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) production in the troposphere (Section 7.4.6). A strong solar magnetic field would deflect cosmic
rays and lead to fewer CCN and less cloudiness, thereby allowing for more solar energy into the system. Since AR4, there has been
further evidence to disprove the importance of this amplifying mechanism. Correlations between cosmic ray flux and observed aerosol
or cloud properties are weak and local at best, and do not prove to be robust on the regional or global scale (Section 7.4.6). Although
there is some evidence that ionization from cosmic rays may enhance aerosol nucleation in the free troposphere, there is medium evidence and high agreement that the cosmic ray–ionization mechanism is too weak to influence global concentrations of CCN or their
change over the last century or during a solar cycle in any climatically significant way (Sections 7.4.6 and 8.4.1.5). The lack of trend in
cosmic ray intensity over the 1960–2005 period (McCracken and Beer, 2007) provides another argument against the hypothesis of a
major contribution of cosmic ray variations to the observed warming over that period given the existence of short time scales in the
climate system response.
Thus, although there is medium confidence that solar variability has made contributions to past climate fluctuations, since the mid20th century there has been little trend in solar forcing. There are at least two amplifying mechanisms that have been proposed and
simulated in some models that could explain small observed regional and seasonal climate anomalies associated with the 11-year solar
cycle, mostly in the Indo-Pacific region and northern mid to high latitudes.
Regarding possible future influences of the sun on the Earth’s climate, there is very low confidence in our ability to predict future solar
output, but there is high confidence that the effects from solar irradiance variations will be much smaller than the projected climate
changes from increased RF due to GHGs (Sections 8.4.1.3 and 11.3.6.2.2).
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Based on a range of detection and attribution analyses using multiple solar irradiance reconstructions and models, Hegerl et al. (2007b)
concluded that it is very likely that GHGs caused more global warming
than solar irradiance variations over the 1950–1999 period. Detection
and attribution analyses applied to the CMIP5 simulations (Figure
10.4) indicate less than 0.1°C temperature change attributable to combined solar and volcanic forcing over the 1951–2010 period. Based on
a regression of paleo temperatures onto the response to solar forcing simulated by an energy balance model, Scafetta and West (2007)
find that up to 50% of the warming since 1900 may be solar-induced,
but Benestad and Schmidt (2009) show this conclusion is not robust,
being based on disregarding forcings other than solar in the preindustrial period, and assuming a high and precisely known value for
climate sensitivity. Despite claims that more than half the warming
since 1970 can be ascribed to solar variability (Loehle and Scaffetta,
2011) , a conclusion based on an incorrect assumption of no anthropogenic influence before 1950 and a 60-year solar cycle influence on
global temperature (see also Mazzarella and Scafetta, 2012), several
studies show that solar variations cannot explain global mean surface
warming over the past 25 years, because solar irradiance has declined
over this period (Lockwood and Fröhlich, 2007, 2008; Lockwood, 2008,
2012 ). Lean and Rind (2008) conclude that solar forcing explains only
10% of the warming over the past 100 years, while contributing a
small cooling over the past 25 years. Thus while there is some evidence
for solar influences on regional climate variability (Box 10.2) solar forcing has only had a small effect on GMST. Overall, we conclude that it
is extremely unlikely that the contribution from solar forcing to the
warming since 1950 was larger than that from GHGs.
A range of studies have used statistical methods to separate out the
influence of known sources of internal variability, including ENSO
and, in some cases, the AMO, from the response to external drivers,
including volcanoes, solar variability and anthropogenic influence,
in the recent GMST record: see, for example, Lockwood (2008), Lean
and Rind (2009), Folland et al. (2013 ), Foster and Rahmstorf (2011)
and Kaufmann et al. (2011). Representative results, as summarized in
Imbers et al. (2013), are shown in Figure 10.6. These consistently attribute most of the warming over the past 50 years to anthropogenic influence, even allowing for potential confounding factors like the AMO.
While results of such statistical approaches are sensitive to assumptions regarding the properties of both responses to external drivers and
internal variability (Imbers et al., 2013), they provide a complementary
approach to attribution studies based on global climate models.
Overall, given that the anthropogenic increase in GHGs likely caused
0.5°C to 1.3°C warming over 1951–2010, with other anthropogenic
forcings probably contributing counteracting cooling, that the effects
of natural forcings and natural internal variability are estimated to be
small, and that well-constrained and robust estimates of net anthropogenic warming are substantially more than half the observed warming
(Figure 10.4) we conclude that it is extremely likely that human activities caused more than half of the observed increase in GMST from
1951 to 2010.
The early 20th century warming
The instrumental GMST record shows a pronounced warming during
the first half of the 20th century (Figure 10.1a). Correction of residual
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biases in SST observations leads to a higher estimate of 1950s temperatures, but does not substantially change the warming between 1900
and 1940 (Morice et al., 2012). The AR4 concluded that ‘the early 20th
century warming is very likely in part due to external forcing’ (Hegerl
et al., 2007b), and that it is likely that anthropogenic forcing contributed to this warming. This assessment was based on studies including
Shiogama et al. (2006) who find a contribution from solar and volcanic
forcing to observed warming to 1949, and Min and Hense (2006), who
find strong evidence for a forced (either natural or combined natural and anthropogenic) contribution to global warming from 1900 to
1949. Ring et al. (2012) estimate, based on time series analysis, that
part of the early 20th century warming was due to GHG increases (see
also Figure 10.6), but find a dominant contribution by internal variability. CMIP5 model simulations of the historical period show forced
warming over the early 20th century (Figure 10.1a), consistent with
earlier detection and attribution analyses highlighted in the AR4 and
TAR. The early 20th century contributes to the detection of external
forcings over the 20th century estimated by detection and attribution
results (Figure 10.4; Gillett et al., 2013; Ribes and Terray, 2013) and
to the detected change over the last millennium to 1950 (see Figure
10.19; Schurer et al., 2013).
The pattern of warming and residual differences between models and
observations indicate a role for circulation changes as a contributor to
early 20th cenury warming (Figure 10.2), and the contribution of internal
variability to the early 20th century warming has been analysed in several publications since the AR4. Crook and Forster (2011) find that the
observed 1918–1940 warming was significantly greater than that simulated by most of the CMIP3 models. A distinguishing feature of the early
20th century warming is its pattern (Brönnimann, 2009) which shows
the most pronounced warming in the Arctic during the cold season, followed by North America during the warm season, the North Atlantic
Ocean and the tropics. In contrast, there was no unusual warming in
Australia among other regions (see Figure 10.2b). Such a pronounced
pattern points to a role for circulation change as a contributing factor
to the regional anomalies contributing to this warming. Some studies
have suggested that the warming is a response to the AMO (Schlesinger
and Ramankutty, 1994; Polyakov et al., 2005; Knight et al., 2006; Tung
and Zhou, 2013), or a large but random expression of internal variability
(Bengtsson et al., 2006; Wood and Overland, 2010). Knight et al. (2009)
diagnose a shift from the negative to the positive phase of the AMO
from 1910 to 1940, a mode of circulation that is estimated to contribute
approximately 0.1°C, trough to peak, to GMST (Knight et al., 2005).
Nonetheless, these studies do not challenge the AR4 assessment that
external forcing very likely made a contribution to the warming over this
period. In conclusion, the early 20th century warming is very unlikely to
be due to internal variability alone. It remains difficult to quantify the
contribution to this warming from internal variability, natural forcing
and anthropogenic forcing, due to forcing and response uncertainties
and incomplete observational coverage.
Year-to-year and decade-to-decade variability of global mean
surface temperature
Time series analyses, such as those shown in Figure 10.6, seek to partition the variability of GMST into components attributable to anthropogenic and natural forcings and modes of internal variability such
as ENSO and the AMO. Although such time series analyses support
887
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the major role of anthropogenic forcings, particularly due to increasing
GHG concentrations, in contributing to the overall warming over the
last 60 years, many factors, in addition to GHGs, including changes
in tropospheric and stratospheric aerosols, stratospheric water vapour
and solar output, as well as internal modes of variability, contribute
to the year-to-year and decade-to-decade variability of GMST (Figure
10.6). Detailed discussion of the evolution of GMST of the past 15
years since 1998 is contained in Box 9.2.
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Anthropogenic influence on climate has been robustly detected on
the global scale, but for many applications an estimate of the anthropogenic contribution to recent temperature trends over a particular
region is more useful. However, detection and attribution of climate
change at continental and smaller scales is more difficult than on the
global scale for several reasons (Hegerl et al., 2007b; Stott et al., 2010).
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Figure 10.6 | (Top) The variations of the observed global mean surface temperature (GMST) anomaly from Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data
set version 3 (HadCRUT3, black line) and the best multivariate fits using the method of Lean (red line), Lockwood (pink line), Folland (green line) and Kaufmann (blue line). (Below)
The contributions to the fit from (a) El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), (b) volcanoes, (c) solar forcing, (d) anthropogenic forcing and (e) other factors (Atlantic Multi-decadal
Oscillation (AMO) for Folland and a 17.5-year cycle, semi-annual oscillation (SAO), and Arctic Oscillation (AO) from Lean). (From Lockwood (2008), Lean and Rind (2009), Folland
et al. (2013 ) and Kaufmann et al. (2011), as summarized in Imbers et al. (2013).)
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Figure 10.7 | Global, land, ocean and continental annual mean temperatures for CMIP3 and CMIP5 historical (red) and historicalNat (blue) simulations (multi-model means shown
as thick lines, and 5 to 95% ranges shown as thin light lines) and for Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4, black). Mean temperatures are shown for Antarctica and six continental regions formed by combining the sub-continental scale regions defined by Seneviratne et al. (2012). Temperatures are shown
with respect to 1880–1919 for all regions apart from Antarctica where temperatures are shown with respect to 1950–2010. (Adapted from Jones et al., 2013.)

First, the relative contribution of internal variability compared to the
forced response to observed changes tends to be larger on smaller
scales, as spatial differences in internal variations are averaged out in
large-scale means. Second, because the patterns of response to climate
forcings tend to be large scale, there is less spatial information to help
distinguish between the responses to different forcings when attention
is restricted to a sub-global area. Third, forcings omitted in some global
climate model simulations may be important on regional scales, such
as land use change or BC aerosol. Lastly, simulated internal variability
and responses to forcings may be less reliable on smaller scales than
on the global scale. Knutson et al. (2013) find a tendency for CMIP5
models to overestimate decadal variability in the NH extratropics in
individual grid cells and underestimate it elsewhere, although Karoly
and Wu (2005) and Wu and Karoly (2007) find that variability is not
generally underestimated in earlier generation models.
Based on several studies, Hegerl et al. (2007b) concluded that ‘it is
likely that there has been a substantial anthropogenic contribution

to surface temperature increases in every continent except Antarctica since the middle of the 20th century’. Figure 10.7 shows comparisons of observed continental scale temperatures (Morice et al., 2012)
with CMIP5 simulations including both anthropogenic and natural
forcings (red lines) and including just natural forcings (blue lines).
Observed temperatures are largely within the range of simulations
with anthropogenic forcings for all regions and outside the range of
simulations with only natural forcings for all regions except Antarctica
(Jones et al., 2013 ). Averaging over all observed locations, Antarctica has warmed over the 1950–2008 period (Section 2.4.1.1; Gillett et
al., 2008b; Jones et al., 2013 ), even though some individual locations
have cooled, particularly in summer and autumn, and over the shorter
1960–1999 period (Thompson and Solomon, 2002; Turner et al., 2005).
When temperature changes associated with changes in the Southern Annular Mode are removed by regression, both observations and
model simulations indicate warming at all observed locations except
the South Pole over the 1950–1999 period (Gillett et al., 2008b). An
analysis of Antarctic land temperatures over the period 1950–1999
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detected separate natural and anthropogenic responses of consistent magnitude in simulations and observations (Gillett et al., 2008b).
Thus anthropogenic influence on climate has now been detected on all
seven continents. However the evidence for human influence on Antarctic temperature is much weaker than for the other six continental
regions. There is only one attribution study for this region, and there
is greater observational uncertainty than the other regions, with very
few data before 1950, and sparse coverage that is mainly limited to
the coast and the Antarctic Peninsula. As a result of the observational
uncertainties, there is low confidence in Antarctic region land surface
air temperatures changes (Section 2.4.1.1) and we conclude for Antarctica there is low confidence that anthropogenic influence has contributed to the observed warming averaged over available stations.
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Since the publication of the AR4 several other studies have applied
attribution analyses to continental and sub-continental scale regions.
Min and Hense (2007) applied a Bayesian decision analysis technique
to continental-scale temperatures using the CMIP3 multi-model ensemble and concluded that forcing combinations including GHG increases
provide the best explanation of 20th century observed changes in temperature on every inhabited continent except Europe, where the observational evidence is not decisive in their analysis. Jones et al. (2008)
detected anthropogenic influence on summer temperatures over all
NH continents and in many subcontinental NH land regions in an
optimal detection analysis that considered the temperature responses
to anthropogenic and natural forcings. Christidis et al. (2010) used a
multi-model ensemble constrained by global-scale observed temperature changes to estimate the changes in probability of occurrence of
warming or cooling trends over the 1950–1997 period over various
sub-continental scale regions. They concluded that the probability of
occurrence of warming trends had been at least doubled by anthropogenic forcing over all such regions except Central North America.
The estimated distribution of warming trends over the Central North
America region was approximately centred on the observed trend, so
no inconsistency between simulated and observed trends was identified there. Knutson et al. (2013) demonstrated that observed temperature trends from the beginning of the observational record to 2010
averaged over Europe, Africa, Northern Asia, Southern Asia, Australia
and South America are all inconsistent with the simulated response to
natural forcings alone, and consistent with the simulated response to
combined natural and anthropogenic forcings in the CMIP5 models.
They reached a similar conclusion for the major ocean basins with the
exception of the North Atlantic, where variability is high.
Several recent studies have applied attribution analyses to specific
sub-continental regions. Anthropogenic influence has been found in
winter minimum temperature over the western USA (Bonfils et al., 2008;
Pierce et al., 2009), a conclusion that is found to be robust to weighting
models according to various aspects of their climatology (Pierce et al.,
2009); anthropogenic influence has been found in temperature trends
over New Zealand (Dean and Stott, 2009) after circulation-related variability is removed as in Gillett et al. (2000); and anthropogenic influence has been found in temperature trends over France, using a first-order autoregressive model of internal variability (Ribes et al., 2010).
Increases in anthropogenic GHGs were found to be the main driver
of the 20th-century SST increases in both Atlantic and Pacific tropical
cyclogenesis regions (Santer et al., 2006; Gillett et al., 2008a). Over both
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regions, the response to anthropogenic forcings is detected when the
response to natural forcings is also included in the analysis (Gillett et al.,
2008a). Knutson et al. (2013) detect an anthropogenic influence over
Canada, but not over the continental USA, Alaska or Mexico.
Gillett et al. (2008b) detect anthropogenic influence on near-surface
Arctic temperatures over land, with a consistent magnitude in simulations and observations. Wang et al. (2007) also find that observed
Arctic warming is inconsistent with simulated internal variability. Both
studies ascribe Arctic warmth in the 1930s and 1940s largely to internal variability. Shindell and Faluvegi (2009) infer a large contribution
to both mid-century Arctic cooling and late century warming from
aerosol forcing changes, with GHGs the dominant driver of long-term
warming, though they infer aerosol forcing changes from temperature
changes using an inverse approach which may lead to some changes
associated with internal variability being attributed to aerosol forcing. We therefore conclude that despite the uncertainties introduced
by limited observational coverage, high internal variability, modelling
uncertainties (Crook et al., 2011) and poorly understood local forcings,
such as the effect of BC on snow, there is sufficiently strong evidence
to conclude that it is likely that there has been an anthropogenic contribution to the very substantial warming in Arctic land surface temperatures over the past 50 years.
Some attribution analyses have considered temperature trends at the
climate model grid box scale. At these spatial scales robust attribution is difficult to obtain, since climate models often lack the processes
needed to simulate regional details realistically, regionally important
forcings may be missing in some models and observational uncertainties are very large for some regions of the world at grid box scale
(Hegerl et al., 2007b; Stott et al., 2010). Nevertheless an attribution
analysis has been carried out on Central England temperature, a record
that extends back to 1659 and is sufficiently long to demonstrate that
the representation of multi-decadal variability in the single grid box in
the model used, Hadley Centre climate prediction model 3 (HadCM3)
is adequate for detection (Karoly and Stott, 2006). The observed trend
in Central England Temperature is inconsistent with either internal variability or the simulated response to natural forcings, but is consistent
with the simulated response when anthropogenic forcings are included
(Karoly and Stott, 2006).
Observed 20th century grid cell trends from Hadley Centre/Climatic
Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 2v (HadCRUT2v;
Jones et al., 2001) are inconsistent with simulated internal variability
at the 10% significance level in around 80% of grid cells even using
HadCM2 which was found to overestimate variability in 5-year mean
temperatures at most latitudes (Karoly and Wu, 2005). Sixty percent of
grid cells were found to exhibit significant warming trends since 1951,
a much larger number than expected by chance (Karoly and Wu, 2005;
Wu and Karoly, 2007), and similar results apply when circulation-related variability is first regressed out (Wu and Karoly, 2007). However, as
discussed in the AR4 (Hegerl et al., 2007b), when a global field significance test is applied, this becomes a global detection study; since not
all grid cells exhibit significant warming trends the overall interpretation of the results in terms of attribution at individual locations remains
problematic. Mahlstein et al. (2012) find significant changes in summer
season temperatures in about 40% of low-latitude and about 20% of
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extratropical land grid cells with sufficient observations, when testing
against the null hypothesis of no change in the distribution of summer
temperatures. Observed grid cell trends are compared with CMIP5 simulated trends in Figure 10.2i, which shows that in the great majority
(89%) of grid cells with sufficient observational coverage, observed
trends over the 1901–2010 period are inconsistent with a combination
of simulated internal variability and the response to natural forcings
(Jones et al., 2013). Knutson et al. (2013) find some deficiencies in the
simulation of multi-decadal variability at the grid cell scale in CMIP5
models, but demonstrate that trends at more than 75% of individual grid cells with sufficient observational coverage in HadCRUT4 are
inconsistent with the simulated response to natural forcings alone, and
consistent or larger than the simulated response to combined anthropogenic and natural forcings in CMIP5 models.
In summary, it is likely that anthropogenic forcing has made a substantial contribution to the warming of each of the inhabited continents
since 1950. For Antarctica large observational uncertainties result in
low confidence that anthropogenic influence has contributed to the
observed warming averaged over available stations. Anthropogenic influence has likely contributed to temperature change in many
sub-continental regions. Detection and attribution of climate change at
continental and smaller scales is more difficult than at the global scale
due to the greater contribution of internal variability, the greater difficulty of distinguishing between different causal factors, and greater
errors in climate models’ representation of regional details. Nevertheless, statistically significant warming trends are observed at a majority
of grid cells, and the observed warming is inconsistent with estimates
of possible warming due to natural causes at the great majority of grid
cells with sufficient observational coverage.

10.3.1.2 Atmosphere
This section presents an assessment of the causes of global and regional temperature changes in the free atmosphere. In AR4, Hegerl et al.
(2007b) concluded that ‘the observed pattern of tropospheric warming
and stratospheric cooling is very likely due to the influence of anthropogenic forcing, particularly greenhouse gases and stratospheric ozone
depletion.’ Since AR4, insight has been gained into regional aspects of
free tropospheric trends and the causes of observed changes in stratospheric temperature.
Atmospheric temperature trends through the depth of the atmosphere offer the possibility of separating the effects of multiple climate
forcings, as climate model simulations indicate that each external
forcing produces a different characteristic vertical and zonal pattern
of temperature response (Hansen et al., 2005b; Hegerl et al., 2007b;
Penner et al., 2007; Yoshimori and Broccoli, 2008). GHG forcing is
expected to warm the troposphere and cool the stratosphere. Stratospheric ozone depletion cools the stratosphere, with the cooling
being most pronounced in the polar regions. Its effect on tropospheric
temperatures is small, which is consistent with a small estimated RF
of stratospheric ozone changes (SPARC CCMVal, 2010; McLandress
et al., 2012). Tropospheric ozone increase, on the other hand, causes
tropospheric warming. Reflective aerosols like sulphate cool the troposphere while absorbing aerosols like BC have a warming effect. Free
atmosphere temperatures are also affected by natural forcings: solar
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irradiance increases cause a general warming of the atmosphere and
volcanic aerosol ejected into the stratosphere causes tropospheric
cooling and stratospheric warming (Hegerl et al., 2007b).

10.3.1.2.1 Tropospheric temperature change
Chapter 2 concludes that it is virtually certain that globally the troposphere has warmed since the mid-twentieth century with only medium
(NH extratropics) to low confidence (tropics and SH extratropics) in the
rate and vertical structure of these changes. During the satellite era
CMIP3 and CMIP5 models tend to warm faster than observations specifically in the tropics (McKitrick et al., 2010; Fu et al., 2011; Po-Chedley
and Fu, 2012; Santer et al., 2013); however, because of the large uncertainties in observed tropical temperature trends (Section 2.4.4; Seidel
et al. (2012); Figures 2.26 and Figure 2.27) there is only low confidence
in this assessment (Section 9.4.1.4.2). Outside the tropics, and over
the period of the radiosonde record beginning in 1961, the discrepancy between simulated and observed trends is smaller (Thorne et al.,
2011; Lott et al., 2013; Santer et al., 2013). Specifically there is better
agreement between observed trends and CMIP5 model trends for the
NH extratropics (Lott et al., 2013). Factors other than observational
uncertainties that contribute to inconsistencies between observed and
simulated free troposphere warming include specific manifestation of
natural variability in the observed coupled atmosphere–ocean system,
forcing errors incorporated in the historical simulations and model
response errors (Santer et al., 2013).
Utilizing a subset of CMIP5 models with single forcing experiments
extending until 2010, Lott et al. (2013) detect influences of both
human induced GHG increase and other anthropogenic forcings (e.g.,
ozone and aerosols) in the spatio-temporal changes in tropospheric
temperatures from 1961 to 2010 estimated from radiosonde observations. Figure 10.8 illustrates that a subsample of CMIP5 models (see
Supplementary Material for model selection) forced with both anthropogenic and natural climate drivers (red profiles) exhibit trends that
are consistent with radiosonde records in the troposphere up to about
300 hPa, albeit with a tendency for this subset of models to warm more
than the observations. This finding is seen in near-globally averaged
data (where there is sufficient observational coverage to make a meaningful comparison: 60°S to 60°N) (right panel), as well as in latitudinal
bands of the SH extratropics (Figure 10.8, first panel), tropics (Figure
10.8, second panel) and the NH extratropics (Figure 10.8, third panel).
Figure 10.8 also illustrates that it is very unlikely that natural forcings alone could have caused the observed warming of tropospheric
temperatures (blue profiles). The ensembles with both anthropogenic and natural forcings (red) and with GHG forcings only (green) are
not clearly separated. This could be due to cancellation of the effects
of increases in reflecting aerosols, which cool the troposphere, and
absorbing aerosol (Penner et al., 2007) and tropospheric ozone, which
both warm the troposphere. Above 300 hPa the three radiosonde data
sets exhibit a larger spread as a result of larger uncertainties in the
observational record (Thorne et al., 2011; Section 2.4.4). In this region
of the upper troposphere simulated CMIP5 temperature trends tend
to be more positive than observed trends (Figure 10.8). Further, an
assessment of causes of observed trends in the upper troposphere is
less confident than an assessment of overall atmospheric temperature
changes because of observational uncertainties and potential remain891
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Figure 10.8 | Observed and simulated zonal mean temperatures trends from 1961 to 2010 for CMIP5 simulations containing both anthropogenic and natural forcings (red),
natural forcings only (blue) and greenhouse gas forcing only (green) where the 5 to 95th percentile ranges of the ensembles are shown. Three radiosonde observations are shown
(thick black line: Hadley Centre Atmospheric Temperature data set 2 (HadAT2), thin black line: RAdiosone OBservation COrrection using REanalyses 1.5 (RAOBCORE 1.5), dark grey
band: Radiosonde Innovation Composite Homogenization (RICH)-obs 1.5 ensemble and light grey: RICH- τ 1.5 ensemble. (After Lott et al., 2013.)

ing systematic biases in observational data sets in this region (Thorne
et al., 2011; Haimberger et al., 2012). An analysis of contributions of
natural and anthropogenic forcings to more recent trends from 1979 to
2010 (Supplementary Material, Figure S.A.1) is less robust because of
increased uncertainty in observed trends (consistent with Seidel et al.
(2012)) as well as decreased capability to separate between individual
forcings ensembles.
One approach to identify a climate change signal in a time series is the
analysis of the ratio between the amplitude of the observed signal of
change divided by the magnitude of internal variability, in other words
the S/N ratio of the data record. The S/N ratio represents the result
of a non-optimal fingerprint analysis (in contrast to optimal fingerprint analyses where model-simulated responses and observations are
normalized by internal variability to improve the S/N ratio (see Section
10.2.3). For changes in the lower stratospheric temperature between
1979 and 2011, S/N ratios vary from 26 to 36, depending on the choice
of observational data set. In the lower troposphere, the fingerprint
strength in observations is smaller, but S/N ratios are still significant at
the 1% level or better, and range from 3 to 8. There is no evidence that
these ratios are spuriously inflated by model variability errors. After all
global mean signals are removed, model fingerprints remain identifiable in 70% of the tests involving tropospheric temperature changes
(Santer et al., 2013).
Hegerl et al. (2007a) concluded that increasing GHGs are the main
cause for warming of the troposphere. This result is supported by a
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subsample of CMIP5 models that also suggest that the warming effect
of well mixed GHGs is partly offset by the combined effects of reflecting aerosols and other forcings. Our understanding has been increased
regarding the time scale of detectability of global scale troposphere
temperature. Taken together with increased understanding of the
uncertainties in observational records of tropospheric temperatures
(including residual systematic biases; Section 2.4.4) the assessment
remains as it was for AR4 that it is likely that anthropogenic forcing has
led to a detectable warming of tropospheric temperatures since 1961.

10.3.1.2.2 Stratospheric temperature change
Lower stratospheric temperatures have not evolved uniformly over
the period since 1958 when the stratosphere has been observed with
sufficient regularity and spatial coverage. A long-term global cooling
trend is interrupted by three 2-year warming episodes following large
volcanic eruptions (Section 2.4.4). During the satellite period the cooling evolved mainly in two steps occurring in the aftermath of the El
Chichón eruption in 1982 and the Mt Pinatubo eruption of 1991, with
each cooling transition being followed by a period of relatively steady
temperatures (Randel et al., 2009; Seidel et al., 2011). Since the mid1990s little net change has occurred in lower stratospheric temperatures (Section 2.4.4).
Since AR4, progress has been made in simulating the observed evolution of global mean lower stratospheric temperature. On the one
hand, this has been achieved by using models with an improved
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representation of stratospheric processes (chemistry–climate models
and some CMIP5 models). It is found that in these models which have
an upper boundary above the stratopause with an altitude of about
50 km (so-called high-top models) and improved stratospheric physics,
variability of lower stratosphere climate in general is well simulated
(Butchart et al., 2011; Gillett et al., 2011; Charlton-Perez et al., 2013)
whereas in so-called low-top models (including models participating
in CMIP3) it is generally underestimated (Cordero and Forster, 2006;
Charlton-Perez et al., 2013). On the other hand, CMIP5 models all
include changes in stratospheric ozone (Eyring et al., 2013) whereas
only about half of the models participating in CMIP3 include stratospheric ozone changes (Section 9.4.1.4.5). A comparison of a low-top
and high-top version of the HadGEM2 model shows detectable differences in modelled temperature changes, particularly in the lower
tropical stratosphere, with the high-top version’s simulation of temperature trends in the tropical troposphere in better agreement with
radiosondes and reanalyses over 1981–2010 (Mitchell et al., 2013).
CMIP5 models forced with changes in WMGHGs and stratospheric
ozone as well as with changes in solar irradiance and volcanic aerosol
forcings simulate the evolution of observed global mean lower stratospheric temperatures over the satellite era reasonably well although
they tend to underestimate the long-term cooling trend (Charlton-Perez et al., 2013; Santer et al., 2013). Compared with radiosonde data the
cooling trend is also underestimated in a subset of CMIP5 simulations
over the period 1961–2010 (Figure 10.8) and in CMIP3 models over
the 1958–1999 period (Cordero and Forster, 2006). Potential causes
for biases in lower stratosphere temperature trends are observational
uncertainties (Section 2.4.4) and forcing errors related to prescribed
stratospheric aerosol loadings and stratospheric ozone changes affecting the tropical lower stratosphere (Free and Lanzante, 2009; Solomon
et al., 2012; Santer et al., 2013).
Since AR4, attribution studies have improved our knowledge of the
role of anthropogenic and natural forcings in observed lower stratospheric temperature change. Gillett et al. (2011) use the suite of chemistry climate model simulations carried out as part of the Chemistry
Climate Model Validation (CCMVal) activity phase 2 for an attribution
study of observed changes in stratospheric zonal mean temperatures.
Chemistry–climate models prescribe changes in ozone-depleting substances (ODS) and ozone changes are calculated interactively. Gillett et
al. (2011) partition 1979–2005 Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) lower
stratospheric temperature trends into ODS-induced and GHG-induced
changes and find that both ODSs and natural forcing contributed to
the observed stratospheric cooling in the lower stratosphere with the
impact of ODS dominating. The influence of GHGs on stratospheric
temperature could not be detected independently of ODSs.
The step-like cooling of the lower stratosphere can only be explained
by the combined effects of changes in both anthropogenic and natural factors (Figure 10.9; Eyring et al., 2006; Ramaswamy et al., 2006).
Although the anthropogenic factors (ozone depletion and increases in
WMGHGs) cause the overall cooling, the natural factors (solar irradiance variations and volcanic aerosols) modulate the evolution of the
cooling (Figure 10.9; Ramaswamy et al., 2006; Dall’Amico et al., 2010)
with temporal variability of global mean ozone contributing to the
step-like temperature evolution (Thompson and Solomon, 2009).
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Figure 10.9 | Time series (1979–2010) of observed (black) and simulated global mean
(82.5°S to 82.5°N) Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) lower stratosphere temperature
anomalies in a subset of CMIP5 simulations (simulations with both anthropogenic and
natural forcings (red), simulations with well-mixed greenhouse gases (green), simulations with natural forcings (blue)). Anomalies are calculated relative to 1996–2010.
(Adapted from Ramaswamy et al., 2006.)

Models disagree with observations for seasonally varying changes in
the strength of the Brewer–Dobson circulation in the lower stratosphere (Ray et al., 2010) which has been linked to zonal and seasonal
patterns of changes in lower stratospheric temperatures (Thompson
and Solomon, 2009; Fu et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2010b; Forster et al.,
2011; Free, 2011). One robust feature is the observed cooling in spring
over the Antarctic, which is simulated in response to stratospheric
ozone depletion in climate models (Young et al., 2012), although this
has not been the subject of a formal detection and attribution study.
Since AR4, progress has been made in simulating the response of
global mean lower stratosphere temperatures to natural and anthropogenic forcings by improving the representation of climate forcings
and utilizing models that include more stratospheric processes. New
detection and attribution studies of lower stratospheric temperature
changes made since AR4 support an assessment that it is very likely
that anthropogenic forcing, dominated by stratospheric ozone depletion due to ozone-depleting substances, has led to a detectable cooling
of the lower stratosphere since 1979.

10.3.1.2.3 Overall atmospheric temperature change
When temperature trends from the troposphere and stratosphere
are analysed together, detection and attribution studies using CMIP5
models show robust detections of the effects of GHGs and other
anthropogenic forcings on the distinctive fingerprint of tropospheric
warming and stratospheric cooling seen since 1961 in radiosonde data
(Lott et al., 2013; Mitchell et al., 2013). Combining the evidence from
free atmosphere changes from both troposphere and stratosphere
shows an increased confidence in the attribution of free atmosphere
temperature changes compared to AR4 owing to improved understanding of stratospheric temperature changes. There is therefore
stronger evidence than at the time of AR4 to support the conclusion
that it is very likely that anthropogenic forcing, particularly GHGs and
stratospheric ozone depletion, has led to a detectable observed pattern
of tropospheric warming and lower stratospheric cooling since 1961.
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 10.1 | Climate Is Always Changing. How Do We Determine the Causes of Observed
Changes?
The causes of observed long-term changes in climate (on time scales longer than a decade) are assessed by determining whether the expected ‘fingerprints’ of different causes of climate change are present in the historical record.
These fingerprints are derived from computer model simulations of the different patterns of climate change caused
by individual climate forcings. On multi-decade time scales, these forcings include processes such as greenhouse gas
increases or changes in solar brightness. By comparing the simulated fingerprint patterns with observed climate
changes, we can determine whether observed changes are best explained by those fingerprint patterns, or by natural variability, which occurs without any forcing.
The fingerprint of human-caused greenhouse gas increases is clearly apparent in the pattern of observed 20th century climate change. The observed change cannot be otherwise explained by the fingerprints of natural forcings
or natural variability simulated by climate models. Attribution studies therefore support the conclusion that ‘it is
extremely likely that human activities have caused more than half of the observed increase in global mean surface
temperatures from 1951 to 2010.’
The Earth’s climate is always changing, and that can occur for many reasons. To determine the principal causes of
observed changes, we must first ascertain whether an observed change in climate is different from other fluctuations that occur without any forcing at all. Climate variability without forcing—called internal variability—is the
consequence of processes within the climate system. Large-scale oceanic variability, such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) fluctuations in the Pacific Ocean, is the dominant source of internal climate variability on decadal to
centennial time scales.
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Climate change can also result from natural forcings external to the climate system, such as volcanic eruptions, or
changes in the brightness of the sun. Forcings such as these are responsible for the huge changes in climate that are
clearly documented in the geological record. Human-caused forcings include greenhouse gas emissions or atmospheric particulate pollution. Any of these forcings, natural or human caused, could affect internal variability as well
as causing a change in average climate. Attribution studies attempt to determine the causes of a detected change in
observed climate. Over the past century we know that global average temperature has increased, so if the observed
change is forced then the principal forcing must be one that causes warming, not cooling.
Formal climate change attribution studies are carried out using controlled experiments with climate models. The
model-simulated responses to specific climate forcings are often called the fingerprints of those forcings. A climate
model must reliably simulate the fingerprint patterns associated with individual forcings, as well as the patterns of
unforced internal variability, in order to yield a meaningful climate change attribution assessment. No model can
perfectly reproduce all features of climate, but many detailed studies indicate that simulations using current models
are indeed sufficiently reliable to carry out attribution assessments.
FAQ 10.1, Figure 1 illustrates part of a fingerprint assessment of global temperature change at the surface during
the late 20th century. The observed change in the latter half of the 20th century, shown by the black time series
in the left panels, is larger than expected from just internal variability. Simulations driven only by natural forcings
(yellow and blue lines in the upper left panel) fail to reproduce late 20th century global warming at the surface with
a spatial pattern of change (upper right) completely different from the observed pattern of change (middle right).
Simulations including both natural and human-caused forcings provide a much better representation of the time
rate of change (lower left) and spatial pattern (lower right) of observed surface temperature change.
Both panels on the left show that computer models reproduce the naturally forced surface cooling observed for a
year or two after major volcanic eruptions, such as occurred in 1982 and 1991. Natural forcing simulations capture
the short-lived temperature changes following eruptions, but only the natural + human caused forcing simulations
simulate the longer-lived warming trend.
A more complete attribution assessment would examine temperature above the surface, and possibly other climate
variables, in addition to the surface temperature results shown in FAQ 10.1, Figure 1. The fingerprint patterns associated with individual forcings become easier to distinguish when more variables are considered in the assessment.
(continued on next page)
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FAQ 10.1 (continued)

Temperature anomaly (°C)

Temperature anomaly (°C)

Overall, FAQ 10.1, Figure 1 shows that the pattern of observed temperature change is significantly different than
the pattern of response to natural forcings alone. The simulated response to all forcings, including human-caused
forcings, provides a good match to the observed changes at the surface. We cannot correctly simulate recent
observed climate change without including the response to human-caused forcings, including greenhouse gases,
stratospheric ozone, and aerosols. Natural causes of change are still at work in the climate system, but recent trends
in temperature are largely attributable to human-caused forcing.
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FAQ 10.1, Figure 1 | (Left) Time series of global and annual-averaged surface temperature change from 1860 to 2010. The top left panel shows results from two
ensemble of climate models driven with just natural forcings, shown as thin blue and yellow lines; ensemble average temperature changes are thick blue and red lines.
Three different observed estimates are shown as black lines. The lower left panel shows simulations by the same models, but driven with both natural forcing and
human-induced changes in greenhouse gases and aerosols. (Right) Spatial patterns of local surface temperature trends from 1951 to 2010. The upper panel shows the
pattern of trends from a large ensemble of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) simulations driven with just natural forcings. The bottom panel
shows trends from a corresponding ensemble of simulations driven with natural + human forcings. The middle panel shows the pattern of observed trends from the
Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4) during this period.

10.3.2

Water Cycle

Detection and attribution studies of anthropogenic change in hydrologic variables are challenged by the length and quality of observed
data sets, and by the difficulty in simulating hydrologic variables in
dynamical models. AR4 cautiously noted that the observed increase
in atmospheric water vapour over oceans was consistent with warming of SSTs attributed to anthropogenic influence, and that observed
changes in the latitudinal distribution of precipitation, and increased
incidence of drought, were suggestive of a possible human influence.
Many of the published studies cited in AR4, and some of the studies

cited in this section, use less formal detection and attribution criteria
than are often used for assessments of temperature change, owing
to difficulties defining large-scale fingerprint patterns of hydrologic
change in models and isolating those fingerprints in data. For example,
correlations between observed hydrologic changes and the patterns of
change in models forced by increasing GHGs can provide suggestive
evidence towards attribution of change.
Since the publication of AR4, in situ hydrologic data sets have been
reanalysed with more stringent quality control. Satellite-derived data
records of worldwide water vapour and precipitation variations have
895
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lengthened. Formal detection and attribution studies have been carried out with newer models that potentially offer better simulations
of natural variability. Reviews of detection and attribution of trends in
various components of the water cycle have been published by Stott et
al. (2010) and Trenberth (2011b).

10.3.2.1 Changes in Atmospheric Water Vapour
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In situ surface humidity measurements have been reprocessed since
AR4 to create new gridded analyses for climatic research, as discussed
in Chapter 2. The HadCRUH Surface Humidity data set (Willett et
al., 2008) indicates significant increases in surface specific humidity
between 1973 and 2003 averaged over the globe, the tropics, and the
NH, with consistently larger trends in the tropics and in the NH during
summer, and negative or non significant trends in relative humidity.
These results are consistent with the hypothesis that the distribution
of relative humidity should remain roughly constant under climate
change (see Section 2.5). Simulations of the response to historical
anthropogenic and natural forcings robustly generate an increase in
atmospheric humidity consistent with observations (Santer et al., 2007;
Willett et al., 2007; Figure 9.9). A recent cessation of the upward trend
in specific humidity is observed over multiple continental areas in HadCRUH and is also found in the European Centre for Medium range
Weather Forecast (ECMWF) interim reanalysis of the global atmosphere and surface conditions (ERA-Interim; Simmons et al. 2010). This
change in the specific humidity trend is temporally correlated with a
levelling off of global ocean temperatures following the 1997–1998 El
Niño event (Simmons et al., 2010).
The anthropogenic water vapour fingerprint simulated by an ensemble
of 22 climate models has been identified in lower tropospheric moisture content estimates derived from Special Sensor Microwave/Imager
(SSM/I) data covering the period 1988–2006 (Santer et al., 2007).
Santer et al. (2009) find that detection of an anthropogenic response
in column water vapour is insensitive to the set of models used. They
rank models based on their ability to simulate the observed mean total
column water vapour, and its annual cycle and variability associated
with ENSO. They report no appreciable differences between the fingerprints or detection results derived from the best or worst performing
models, and so conclude that attribution of water vapour changes to
anthropogenic forcing is not sensitive to the choice of models used for
the assessment.
In summary, an anthropogenic contribution to increases in specific
humidity at and near the Earth’s surface is found with medium confidence. Evidence of a recent levelling off of the long-term surface
atmospheric moistening trend over land needs to be better understood
and simulated as a prerequisite to increased confidence in attribution
studies of water vapour changes. Length and quality of observational humidity data sets, especially above the surface, continue to limit
detection and attribution studies of atmospheric water vapour.

10.3.2.2 Changes in Precipitation
Analysis of CMIP5 model simulations yields clear global and regional scale changes associated with anthropogenic forcing (e.g., Scheff
and Frierson, 2012a, 2012b), with patterns broadly similar to those
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identified from CMIP3 models (e.g., Polson et al., 2013). The AR4 concluded that ‘the latitudinal pattern of change in land precipitation and
observed increases in heavy precipitation over the 20th century appear
to be consistent with the anticipated response to anthropogenic forcing’. Detection and attribution of regional precipitation changes generally focuses on continental areas using in situ data because observational coverage over oceans is limited to a few island stations (Arkin
et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2012; Noake et al., 2012) , although model-data
comparisons over continents also illustrate large observational uncertainties (Tapiador, 2010; Noake et al., 2012; Balan Sarojini et al., 2012;
Polson et al., 2013). Available satellite data sets that could supplement
oceanic studies are short and their long-term homogeneity is still
unclear (Chapter 2); hence they have not yet been used for detection
and attribution of changes. Continuing uncertainties in climate model
simulations of precipitation make quantitative model/data comparisons difficult (e.g., Stephens et al., 2010), which also limits confidence
in detection and attribution. Furthermore, sparse observational coverage of precipitation across much of the planet makes the fingerprint
of precipitation change challenging to isolate in observational records
(Balan Sarojini et al., 2012; Wan et al., 2013).
Considering just land regions with sufficient observations, the largest
signal of differences between models with and without anthropogenic
forcings is in the high latitudes of the NH, where increases in precipitation are a robust feature of climate model simulations (Scheff and
Frierson, 2012a, 2012b). Such increases have been observed (Figure
10.10) in several different observational data sets (Min et al., 2008a;
Noake et al., 2012; Polson et al., 2013), although high-latitude trends
vary between data sets and with coverage (e.g., Polson et al., 2013).
Attribution of zonally averaged precipitation trends has been attempted using different observational products and ensembles of forced
simulations from both the CMIP3 and CMIP5 archives, for annual-averaged (Zhang et al., 2007; Min et al., 2008a) and season-specific (Noake et al., 2012; Polson et al., 2013) results (Figure 10.11).
Zhang et al. (2007) identify the fingerprint of anthropogenic changes in observed annual zonal mean precipitation averaged over the
periods 1925–1999 and 1950–1999, and separate the anthropogenic
fingerprint from the influence of natural forcing. The fingerprint of
external forcing is also detected in seasonal means for boreal spring
in all data sets assessed by Noake et al. (2012), and in all but one
data set assessed by Polson et al. (2013) (Figure 10.11), and in boreal
winter in all but one data set (Noake et al., 2012), over the period
1951–1999 and to 2005. The fingerprint features increasing high-latitude precipitation, and decreasing precipitation trends in parts of the
tropics that are reasonably robustly observed in all four data sets considered albeit with large observational uncertainties north of 60°N
(Figure 10.11). Detection of seasonal-average precipitation change is
less convincing for June, July, August (JJA) and September, October,
November (SON) and results vary with observation data set (Noake
et al., 2012; Polson et al., 2013). Although Zhang et al. (2007) detect
anthropogenic changes even if a separate fingerprint for natural forcings is considered, Polson et al. (2013) find that this result is sensitive to the data set used and that the fingerprints can be separated
robustly only for the data set most closely constrained by station data.
The analysis also finds that model simulated precipitation variability
is smaller than observed variability in the tropics (Zhang et al., 2007;
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Polson et al., 2013) which is addressed by increasing the estimate of
variance from models (Figure 10.11).
Another detection and attribution study focussed on precipitation in
the NH high latitudes and found an attributable human influence (Min
et al., 2008a). Both Min et al. (2008a) and Zhang et al. (2007) find that
the observed changes are significantly larger than the model simulated
changes. However, Noake et al. (2012) and Polson et al. (2013) find that
the difference between models and observations decreases if changes
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In summary, there is medium confidence that human influence has contributed to large-scale changes in precipitation patterns over land. The
expected anthropogenic fingerprints of change in zonal mean precipitation—reductions in low latitudes and increases in NH mid to high
latitudes—have been detected in annual and some seasonal data.
Observational uncertainties including limited global coverage and large
natural variability, in addition to challenges in precipitation modeling,
limit confidence in assessment of climatic changes in precipitation.

10.3.2.3 Changes in Surface Hydrologic Variables
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are expressed as a percentage of climatological precipitation and that
the observed and simulated changes are largely consistent between
CMIP5 models and observations given data uncertainty. Use of additional data sets illustrates remaining observational uncertainty in high
latitudes of the NH (Figure 10.11). Regional-scale attribution of precipitation change is still problematic although regional climate models
have yielded simulations consistent with observed wintertime changes
for northern Europe (Bhend and von Storch, 2008; Tapiador, 2010).
Precipitation change over ocean has been attributed to human influence by Fyfe et al. (2012) for the high-latitude SH in austral summer,
where zonally averaged precipitation has declined around 45°S and
increased around 60°S since 1957, consistent with CMIP5 historical
simulations, with the magnitude of the half-century trend outside the
range of simulated natural variability. Confidence in this attribution
result, despite limitations in precipitation observations, is enhanced by
its consistency with trends in large-scale sea level pressure data (see
Section 10.3.3).
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Figure 10.10 | Global and zonal average changes in annual mean precipitation (mm
day–1) over areas of land where there are observations, expressed relative to the baseline period of 1961–1990, simulated by CMIP5 models forced with both anthropogenic
and natural forcings (red lines) and natural forcings only (blue lines) for the global mean
and for three latitude bands. Multi-model means are shown in thick solid lines. Observations (gridded values derived from Global Historical Climatology Network station data,
updated from Zhang et al. (2007) are shown as a black solid line. An 11-year smoothing
is applied to both simulations and observations. Green stars show statistically significant
changes at 5% level (p value <0.05) between the ensemble of runs with both anthropogenic and natural forcings (red lines) and the ensemble of runs with just natural forcings
(blue lines) using a two-sample two-tailed t-test for the last 30 years of the time series.
(From Balan Sarojini et al., 2012.) Results for the Climate Research Unit (CRU) TS3.1
data set are shown in Figure 10.A.2.

This subsection assesses recent research on detection and attribution of long-term changes in continental surface hydrologic variables,
including soil moisture, evapotranspiration and streamflow. Streamflows are often subject to large non-climatic human influence, such as
diversions and land use changes, that must be accounted for in order
to attribute detected hydrologic changes to climate change. Cryospheric aspects of surface hydrology are discussed in Section 10.5; extremes
in surface hydrology (such as drought) and precipitation are covered in
Section 10.6.1. The variables discussed here are subject to large modeling uncertainties (Chapter 9) and observational challenges (Chapter
2), which in combination place severe limits on climate change detection and attribution.
Direct observational records of soil moisture and surface fluxes tend
to be sparse and/or short, thus limiting recent assessments of change
in these variables (Jung et al., 2010). Assimilated land surface data
sets and new satellite observations (Chapter 2) are promising tools,
but assessment of past and future climate change of these variables
(Hoekema and Sridhar, 2011) is still generally carried out on derived
quantities such as the Palmer Drought Severity Index, as discussed
more fully in Section 10.6.1. Recent observations (Jung et al., 2010)
show regional trends towards drier soils. An optimal detection analysis
of reconstructed evapotranspiration identifies the effects of anthropogenic forcing on evapotranspiration, with the Centre National de
Recherches Météorologiques (CNRM)-CM5 model simulating changes consistent with those estimated to have occurred (Douville et al.,
2013).
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Figure 10.11 | Detection and attribution results for zonal land precipitation trends in the second half of the 20th century. (Top left) Scaling factors for precipitation changes. (Top
right and bottom) Zonally averaged precipitation changes over continents from models and observations. (a) Crosses show the best-guess scaling factor derived from multi-model
means. Thick bars show the 5 to 95% uncertainty range derived from model-simulated variability, and thin bars show the uncertainty range if doubling the multi-model variance.
Red bars indicate scaling factors for the estimated response to all forcings, blue bars for natural-only forcing and brown bars for anthropogenic-only forcing. Labels on the x-axis
identify results from four different observational data sets (Z is Zhang et al. (2007), C is Climate Research Unit (CRU), V is Variability Analyses of Surface Climate Observations (VasClimO), G is Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC), H is Hadley Centre gridded data set of temperature and precipitation extremes (HadEX)). (a) Detection and attribution
results for annual averages, both single fingerprint (“1-sig”; 1950–1999) and two fingerprint results (“2-sig”; Z, C, G (1951–2005), V (1952–2000)). (b) Scaling factors resulting
from single-fingerprint analyses for seasonally averaged precipitation (Z, C, G (1951–2005), V (1952–2000); the latter in pink as not designed for long-term homogeneity) for four
different seasons. (c) Scaling factors for spatial pattern of Arctic precipitation trends (1951–1999). (d) Scaling factors for changes in large-scale intense precipitation (1951–1999).
(e) Thick solid lines show observed zonally and annually averaged trends (% per decade) for four different observed data sets. Corresponding results from individual simulations
from 33 different climate models are shown as thin solid lines, with the multimodel mean shown as a red dashed line. Model results are masked to match the spatial and temporal
coverage of the GPCC data set (denoted G in the seasonal scaling factor panel). Grey shading indicates latitude bands within which >75% of simulations yield positive or negative
trends. (f, g) Like (e) but showing zonally averaged precipitation changes for (f) June, July, August (JJA) and (g) December, January, February (DJF) seasons. Scaling factors (c) and (d)
adapted from Min et al. (2008a) and Min et al. (2011), respectively; other results adapted from Zhang et al. (2007) and Polson et al. (2013).

Trends towards earlier timing of snowmelt-driven streamflows in western North America since 1950 have been demonstrated to be different from natural variability (Hidalgo et al., 2009). Similarly, internal
variability associated with natural decade-scale fluctuations could
not account for recent observed declines of northern Rocky Mountain
streamflow (St Jacques et al., 2010). Statistical analyses of streamflows demonstrate regionally varying changes that are consistent with
changes expected from increasing temperature, in Scandinavia (Wilson
et al., 2010), Europe (Stahl et al., 2010) and the USA (Krakauer and
Fung, 2008; Wang and Hejazi, 2011). Observed increases in Arctic river
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discharge, which could be a good integrator for monitoring changes
in precipitation in high latitudes, are found to be explainable only if
model simulations include anthropogenic forcings (Min et al., 2008a).
Barnett et al. (2008) analysed changes in the surface hydrology of
the western USA, considering snow pack (measured as snow water
equivalent), the seasonal timing of streamflow in major rivers, and
average January to March daily minimum temperature over the region,
the two hydrological variables they studied being closely related to
temperature. Observed changes were compared with the output of a
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In summary, there is medium confidence that human influence on
climate has affected stream flow and evapotranspiration in limited
regions of middle and high latitudes of the NH. Detection and attribution studies have been applied only to limited regions and using a few
models. Observational uncertainties are large and in the case of evapotranspiration depend on reconstructions using land surface models.

10.3.3

Atmospheric Circulation and Patterns of Variability

The atmospheric circulation is driven by various processes including
the uneven heating of the Earth’s surface by solar radiation, land–sea
contrast and orography. The circulation transports heat from warm to
cold regions and thereby acts to reduce temperature contrasts. Thus,
changes in circulation and in patterns of variability are of critical importance for the climate system, influencing regional climate and regional
climate variability. Any such changes are important for local climate
change because they could act to reinforce or counteract the effects of
external forcings on climate in a particular region. Observed changes
in atmospheric circulation and patterns of variability are assessed in
Section 2.7.5. Although new and improved data sets are now available,
changes in patterns of variability remain difficult to detect because of
large variability on interannual to decadal time scales (Section 2.7).
Since AR4, progress has been made in understanding the causes of
changes in circulation-related climate phenomena and modes of variability such as the width of the tropical circulation, and the Southern
Annular Mode (SAM). For other climate phenomena, such as ENSO,
Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), and monsoons, there are large observational and modelling uncertainties (see
Section 9.5 and Chapter 14), and there is low confidence that changes
in these phenomena, if observed, can be attributed to human-induced
influence.

10.3.3.1 Tropical Circulation
Various indicators of the width of the tropical belt based on independent data sets suggest that the tropical belt as a whole has widened
since 1979; however, the magnitude of this change is very uncertain
(Fu et al., 2006; Hudson et al., 2006; Hu and Fu, 2007; Seidel and
Randel, 2007; Seidel et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2009; Fu and Lin, 2011;
Hu et al., 2011; Davis and Rosenlof, 2012; Lucas et al., 2012; Wilcox
et al., 2012; Nguyen et al., 2013) (Section 2.7.5). CMIP3 and CMIP5
simulations suggest that anthropogenic forcings have contributed to
the observed widening of the tropical belt since 1979 (Johanson and
Fu, 2009; Hu et al., 2013). On average the poleward expansion of the
Hadley circulation and other indicators of the width of the tropical belt

is greater than determined from CMIP3 and CMIP5 simulations (Seidel
et al., 2008; Johanson and Fu, 2009; Hu et al., 2013; Figure 10.12). The
causes as to why models underestimate the observed poleward expansion of the tropical belt are not fully understood. Potential factors are
lack of understanding of the magnitude of natural variability as well
as changes in observing systems that also affect reanalysis products
(Thorne and Vose, 2010; Lucas et al., 2012; Box 2.3).
Climate model simulations suggest that Antarctic ozone depletion is
a major factor in causing poleward expansion of the southern Hadley
cell during austral summer over the last three to five decades with
GHGs also playing a role (Son et al., 2008, 2009, 2010; McLandress
et al., 2011; Polvani et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2013). In reanalysis data
a detectable signal of ozone forcing is separable from other external
forcing including GHGs when utilizing both CMIP5 and CMIP3 simulations combined (Min and Son, 2013). An analysis of CMIP3 simulations suggests that BC aerosols and tropospheric ozone were the main
drivers of the observed poleward expansion of the northern Hadley
cell in boreal summer (Allen et al., 2012). It is found that global greenhouse warming causes increase in static stability, such that the onset
of baroclinicity is shifted poleward, leading to poleward expansion of
the Hadley circulation (Frierson, 2006; Frierson et al., 2007; Hu and
Fu, 2007; Lu et al., 2007, 2008). Tropical SST increase may also contribute to a widening of the Hadley circulation (Hu et al., 2011; Staten
et al., 2012). Althoughe some Atmospheric General Circulation Model
(AGCM) simulations forced by observed time-varying SSTs yield a widening by about 1° in latitude over 1979–2002 (Hu et al., 2011), other
simulations suggest that SST changes have little effect on the tropical
expansion when based on the tropopause metric of the tropical width
(Lu et al., 2009). However, it is found that the tropopause metric is not

Poleward expansion (°C per decade)

regional hydrologic model forced by the Parallel Climate Model (PCM)
and Model for Interdisciplinary Research On Climate (MIROC) climate
models. They derived a fingerprint of anthropogenic changes from the
two climate models and found that the observations, when projected
onto the fingerprint of anthropogenic changes, show a positive signal
strength consistent with the model simulations that falls outside
the range expected from internal variability as estimated from 1600
years of downscaled climate model data. They conclude that there is a
detectable and attributable anthropogenic signature on the hydrology
of this region.
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Figure 10.12 | December to February mean change of southern border of the Hadley
circulation. Unit is degree in latitude per decade. Reanalysis data sets (see also Box 2.3)
are marked with different colours. Trends are all calculated over the period of 1979–
2005. The terms historicalNAT, historicalGHG, and historical denote CMIP5 simulations
with natural forcing, with greenhouse gas forcing and with both anthropogenic and
natural forcings, respectively. For each reanalysis data set, the error bars indicate the
95% confidence level of the standard t-test. For CMIP5 simulations, trends are first
calculated for each model, and all ensemble members of simulations are used. Then,
trends are averaged for multi-model ensembles. Trend uncertainty is estimated from
multi-model ensembles, as twice the standard error. (Updated from Hu et al., 2013.)
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In summary, there are multiple lines of evidence that the Hadley cell
and the tropical belt as a whole have widened since at least 1979;
however, the magnitude of the widening is very uncertain. Based on
modelling studies there is medium confidence that stratospheric ozone
depletion has contributed to the observed poleward shift of the southern Hadley cell border during austral summer, with GHGs also playing
a role. The contribution of internal climate variability to the observed
poleward expansion of the Hadley circulation remains very uncertain.

10.3.3.2 Northern Annular Mode/North Atlantic Oscillation

10

The NAO, which exhibited a positive trend from the 1960s to the 1990s,
has since exhibited lower values, with exceptionally low anomalies in
the winters of 2009/2010 and 2010/2011 (Section 2.7.8). This means
that the positive trend in the NAO discussed in the AR4 has considerably weakened when evaluated up to 2011. Similar results apply to the
closely related Northern Annular Mode (NAM), with its upward trend
over the past 60 years in the 20th Century Reanalysis (Compo et al.,
2011) and in Hadley Centre Sea Level Pressure data set 2r (HadSLP2r;
Allan and Ansell, 2006) not being significant compared to internal variability (Figure 10.13). An analysis of CMIP5 models shows that they
simulate positive trends in NAM in the DJF season over this period,
albeit not as large as those observed which are still within the range of
natural internal variability (Figure 10.13).
Other work (Woollings, 2008) demonstrates that while the NAM is
largely barotropic in structure, the simulated response to anthropogenic forcing has a strong baroclinic component, with an opposite geopotential height trends in the mid-troposphere compared to the surface
in many models. Thus while the circulation response to anthropogenic
forcing may project onto the NAM, it is not entirely captured by the
NAM index.
Consistent with previous findings (Hegerl et al., 2007b), Gillett and
Fyfe (2013) find that GHGs tend to drive a positive NAM response in
the CMIP5 models. Recent modelling work also indicates that ozone
changes drive a small positive NAM response in spring (Morgenstern
et al., 2010; Gillett and Fyfe, 2013).

10.3.3.3 Southern Annular Mode
The Southern Annular Mode (SAM) index has remained mainly positive
since the publication of the AR4, although it has not been as strongly
positive as in the late 1990s. Nonetheless, an index of the SAM shows
a significant positive trend in most seasons and data sets over the
1951–2011 period (Figure 10.13; Table 2.14). Recent modelling studies
confirm earlier findings that the increase in GHG concentrations tends
to lead to a strengthening and poleward shift of the SH eddy-driven
polar jet (Karpechko et al., 2008; Son et al., 2008, 2010; Sigmond et al.,
2011; Staten et al., 2012; Swart and Fyfe, 2012; Eyring et al., 2013; Gillett and Fyfe, 2013) which projects onto the positive phase of the SAM.
Stratospheric ozone depletion also induces a strengthening and poleward shift of the polar jet in models, with the largest response in austral summer (Karpechko et al., 2008; Son et al., 2008, 2010; McLandress
900
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Figure 10.13 | Simulated and observed 1951–2011 trends in the Northern Annular
Mode (NAM) index (a) and Southern Annular Mode (SAM) index (b) by season. The NAM
is a Li and Wang (2003) index based on the difference between zonal mean seal level
pressure (SLP) at 35°N and 65°N. and the, and the SAM index is a difference between
zonal mean SLP at 40°S and 65°S (Gong and Wang, 1999). Both indices are defined
without normalization, so that the magnitudes of simulated and observed trends can
be compared. Black lines show observed trends from the HadSLP2r data set (Allan and
Ansell, 2006) (solid), and the 20th Century Reanalysis (Compo et al., 2011) (dotted).
Grey bars and red boxes show 5 to 95% ranges of trends in CMIP5 control and historical simulations respectively. Ensemble mean trends and their 5 to 95% uncertainties
are shown for the response to greenhouse gases (light green), aerosols (dark green),
ozone (magenta) and natural (blue) forcing changes, based on CMIP5 individual forcing
simulations. (Adapted from Gillett and Fyfe, 2013.)

et al., 2011; Polvani et al., 2011; Sigmond et al., 2011; Gillett and Fyfe,
2013). Sigmond et al. (2011) find approximately equal contributions
to simulated annual mean SAM trends from GHGs and stratospheric ozone depletion up to the present. Fogt et al. (2009) demonstrate
that observed SAM trends over the period 1957–2005 are positive in
all seasons, but only statistically significant in DJF and March, April,
May (MAM), based on simulated internal variability. Roscoe and Haigh
(2007) apply a regression-based approach and find that stratospheric
ozone changes are the primary driver of observed trends in the SAM.
Observed trends are also consistent with CMIP3 simulations including
stratospheric ozone changes in all seasons, though in MAM observed
trends are roughly twice as large as those simulated (Miller et al., 2006).
Broadly consistent results are found when comparing observed trends
and CMIP5 simulations (Figure 10.13), with a station-based SAM index
showing a significant positive trend in MAM, JJA and DJF, compared
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to simulated internal variability over the 1951–2010 period. Fogt et
al. (2009) find that the largest forced response has likely occurred in
DJF, the season in which stratospheric ozone depletion has been the
dominant contributor to the observed trends.
Taking these findings together, it is likely that the positive trend in
the SAM seen in austral summer since the mid-20th century is due in
part to stratospheric ozone depletion. There is medium confidence that
GHGs have also played a role.

10.3.3.4 Change in Global Sea Level Pressure Patterns
A number of studies have applied formal detection and attribution
studies to global fields of atmospheric SLP finding detection of human
influence on global patterns of SLP (Gillett et al., 2003, 2005; Gillett and Stott, 2009). Analysing the contributions of different forcings
to observed changes in SLP, Gillett and Stott (2009) find separately
detectable influences of anthropogenic and natural forcings in zonal
mean seasonal mean SLP, strengthening evidence for a human influence on SLP. Based on the robustness of the evidence from multiple
models we conclude that it is likely that human influence has altered
SLP patterns globally since 1951.

10.4

Changes in Ocean Properties

This section assesses the causes of oceanic changes in the main properties of interest for climate change: ocean heat content, ocean salinity
and freshwater fluxes, sea level, oxygen and ocean acidification.

10.4.1

Ocean Temperature and Heat Content

The oceans are a key part of the Earth’s energy balance (Boxes 3.1 and
13.1). Observational studies continue to demonstrate that the ocean
heat content has increased in the upper layers of the ocean during
the second half of the 20th century and early 21st century (Section
3.2; Bindoff et al., 2007), and that this increase is consistent with a
net positive radiative imbalance in the climate system. It is of significance that this heat content increase is an order of magnitude larger
than the increase in energy content of any other component of the
Earth’s ocean–atmosphere–cryosphere system and accounts for more
than 90% of the Earth’s energy increase between 1971 and 2010 (e.g.,
Boxes 3.1 and 13.1; Bindoff et al., 2007; Church et al., 2011; Hansen
et al., 2011).
Despite the evidence for anthropogenic warming of the ocean, the
level of confidence in the conclusions of the AR4 report—that the
warming of the upper several hundred meters of the ocean during the
second half of the 20th century was likely to be due to anthropogenic
forcing—reflected the level of uncertainties at that time. The major
uncertainty was an apparently large decadal variability (warming in
the 1970s and cooling in the early 1980s) in the observational estimates that was not simulated by climate models (Hegerl et al., 2007b,
see their Table 9.4). The large decadal variability in observations raised
concerns about the capacity of climate models to simulate observed
variability. There were also lingering concerns about the presence of
non-climate–related biases in the observations of ocean heat content
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change (Gregory et al., 2004; AchutaRao et al., 2006). After the IPCC
AR4 report in 2007, time-and depth-dependent systematic errors in
bathythermograph temperatures were discovered (Gouretski and
Koltermann, 2007; Section 3.2). Bathythermograph data account for a
large fraction of the historical temperature observations and are therefore a source of bias in ocean heat content studies. Bias corrections
were then developed and applied to observations. With the newer
bias-corrected estimates (Domingues et al., 2008; Wijffels et al., 2008;
Ishii and Kimoto, 2009; Levitus et al., 2009), it became obvious that the
large decadal variability in earlier estimates of global upper-ocean heat
content was an observational artefact (Section 3.2).
The interannual to decadal variability of ocean temperature simulated by the CMIP3 models agrees better with observations when the
model data is sampled using the observational data mask (AchutaRao
et al., 2007). In the upper 700 m, CMIP3 model simulations agreed
more closely with observational estimates of global ocean heat content based on bias-corrected ocean temperature data, both in terms of
the decadal variability and multi-decadal trend (Figure 10.14a) when
forced with the most complete set of natural and anthropogenic forcings (Domingues et al., 2008). For the simulations with the most complete set of forcings, the multi-model ensemble mean trend was only
10% smaller than observed for 1961–1999. Model simulations that
included only anthropogenic forcing (i.e., no solar or volcanic forcing)
significantly overestimate the multi-decadal trend and underestimate
decadal variability. This overestimate of the trend is partially caused
by the ocean’s response to volcanic eruptions, which results in rapid
cooling followed by decadal or longer time variations during the recovery phase. Although it has been suggested (Gregory, 2010) that the
cooling trend from successive volcanic events is an artefact because
models were not spun up with volcanic forcing, this discrepancy is not
expected to be as significant in the upper ocean as in the deeper layers
where longer term adjustments take place (Gregory et al., 2012 ). Thus
for the upper ocean, there is high confidence that the more frequent
eruptions during the second half of the 20th century have caused a
multi-decadal cooling that partially offsets the anthropogenic warming and contributes to the apparent decadal variability (Church et al.,
2005; Delworth et al., 2005; Fyfe, 2006; Gleckler et al., 2006; Gregory
et al., 2006; AchutaRao et al., 2007; Domingues et al., 2008; Palmer et
al., 2009; Stenchikov et al., 2009).
Gleckler et al. (2012) examined the detection and attribution of upperocean warming in the context of uncertainties in the underlying
observational data sets, models and methods. Using three bias-corrected observational estimates of upper-ocean temperature changes
(Domingues et al., 2008; Ishii and Kimoto, 2009; Levitus et al., 2009)
and models from the CMIP3 multi-model archive, they found that multi-decadal trends in the observations were best understood by including contributions from both natural and anthropogenic forcings. The
anthropogenic fingerprint in observed upper-ocean warming, driven by
global mean and basin-scale pattern changes, was also detected. The
strength of this signal (estimated from successively longer trend periods of ocean heat content starting from 1970) crossed the 5% and 1%
significance threshold in 1980 and progressively becomes more strongly detected for longer trend periods (Figure 10.14b), for all ocean heat
content time series. This stronger detection for longer periods occurs
because the noise (standard deviation of trends in the unforced chang901
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es in pattern similarity from model control runs) tends to decrease for
longer trend lengths. On decadal time scales, there is limited evidence
that basin scale space-time variability structure of CMIP3 models is
approximately 25% lower than the (poorly constrained) observations,
this underestimate is far less than the factor of 2 needed to throw
the anthropogenic fingerprint into question. This result is robust to a
number of known observational, model, methodological and structural
uncertainties.

An analysis of upper-ocean (0 to 700 m) temperature changes for
1955–2004, using bias-corrected observations and 20 global climate
models from CMIP5 (Pierce et al., 2012) builds on previous detection
and attribution studies of ocean temperature (Barnett et al., 2001,
2005; Pierce et al., 2006). This analysis found that observed temperature changes during the above period are inconsistent with the effects
of natural climate variability. That is signal strengths are separated
from zero at the 5% significance level, and the probability that the

10

Figure 10.14 | (A) Comparison of observed global ocean heat content for the upper 700 m (updated from Domingues et al. 2008) with simulations from ten CMIP5 models that
included only natural forcings (‘HistoricalNat’ runs shown in blue lines) and simulations that included natural and anthropogenic forcings (‘Historical’ runs in pink lines). Grey shading shows observational uncertainty. The global mean stratospheric optical depth (Sato et al., 1993) in beige at the bottom indicates the major volcanic eruptions and the brown
curve is a 3-year running average of these values. (B) Signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio (plotted as a function of increasing trend length L) of basin-scale changes in volume averaged
temperature of newer, expendable bathythermograph (XBT)-corrected data (solid red, purple and blue lines), older, uncorrected data (dashed red and blue lines); the average of
the three corrected observational sets (AveObs; dashed cyan line); and simulations that include volcanic (V) or exclude volcanic eruptions (NoV) (black solid and grey dashed lines
respectively). The start date for the calculation of signal trends is 1970 and the initial trend length is 10 years. The 1% and 5% significance thresholds are shown (as horizontal grey
lines) and assume a Gaussian distribution of noise trends in the V-models control-run pseudo-principal components. The detection time is defined as the year at which S/N exceeds
and remains above 1% or 5% significance threshold (Gleckler et al., 2012).
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null hypothesis of observed changes being consistent with natural variability is less than 0.05 from variability either internal to the climate
system alone, or externally forced by solar fluctuations and volcanic
eruptions. However, the observed ocean changes are consistent with
those expected from anthropogenically induced atmospheric changes
from GHGs and aerosol concentrations.

the increasing number of the Array for Real-time Geostrophic Oceanography (ARGO) profile data, and historical data have extended the
observational salinity data sets allowing the examination of the longterm changes at the surface and in the interior of the ocean (Section
3.3) and supporting analyses of precipitation changes over land (see
Sections 10.3.2.2 and 2.5.1).

Attribution to anthropogenic warming from recent detection and attribution studies (Gleckler et al., 2012; Pierce et al., 2012) have made use
of new bias-corrected observations and have systematically explored
methodological uncertainties, yielding more confidence in the results.
With greater consistency and agreement across observational data
sets and resolution of structural issues, the major uncertainties at the
time of AR4 have now largely been resolved. The high levels of confidence and the increased understanding of the contributions from both
natural and anthropogenic sources across the many studies mean that
it is very likely that the increase in global ocean heat content observed
in the upper 700 m since the 1970s has a substantial contribution from
anthropogenic forcing.

Patterns of subsurface salinity changes largely follow the existing
mean salinity pattern at the surface and within the ocean. For example,
the inter-basin contrast between the Atlantic (salty) and Pacific Oceans
(fresh) has intensified over the observed record (Boyer et al., 2005;
Hosoda et al., 2009; Roemmich and Gilson, 2009; von Schuckmann
et al., 2009; Durack and Wijffels, 2010). In the Southern Ocean, many
studies show a coherent freshening of Antarctic Intermediate Water
that is subducted at about 50°S (Johnson and Orsi, 1997; Wong et al.,
1999; Bindoff and McDougall, 2000; Curry et al., 2003; Boyer et al.,
2005; Roemmich and Gilson, 2009; Durack and Wijffels, 2010; Helm et
al., 2010; Kobayashi et al., 2012). There is also a clear increase in salinity of the high-salinity subtropical waters (Durack and Wijffels, 2010;
Helm et al., 2010).

Although there is high confidence in understanding the causes of global
heat content increases, attribution of regional heat content changes
are less certain. Earlier regional studies used a fixed depth data and
only considered basin-scale averages (Barnett et al., 2005). At regional
scales, however, changes in advection of ocean heat are important and
need to be isolated from changes due to air–sea heat fluxes (Palmer
et al., 2009; Grist et al., 2010). Their fixed isotherm (rather than fixed
depth) approach to optimal detection analysis, in addition to being
largely insensitive to observational biases, is designed to separate the
ocean’s response to air–sea flux changes from advective changes. Air–
sea fluxes are the primary mechanism by which the oceans are expected to respond to externally forced anthropogenic and natural volcanic
influences. The finer temporal resolution of the analysis allowed Palmer
et al. (2009) to attribute distinct short-lived cooling episodes to major
volcanic eruptions while, at multi-decadal time scales, a more spatially
uniform near-surface (~ upper 200 m) warming pattern was detected
across all ocean basins (except in high latitudes where the isotherm
approach has limitations due to outcropping of isotherms at the ocean
surface) and attributed to anthropogenic causes at the 5% significance
level. Considering that individual ocean basins are affected by different
observational and modelling uncertainties and that internal variability is larger at smaller scales, detection of significant anthropogenic
forcing through space and time studies (Palmer et al., 2009; Pierce et
al., 2012) provides more compelling evidence of human influence at
regional scales of near-surface ocean warming observed during the
second half of the 20th century.

10.4.2

Ocean Salinity and Freshwater Fluxes

There is increasing recognition of the importance of ocean salinity as
an essential climate variable (Doherty et al., 2009), particularly for
understanding the hydrological cycle. In the IPCC Fourth Assessment
Report observed ocean salinity change indicated that there was a systematic pattern of increased salinity in the shallow subtropics and a
tendency to freshening of waters that originate in the polar regions
(Bindoff et al., 2007; Hegerl et al., 2007b) (Figure 10.15a, upper and
lower panels). New atlases and revisions of the earlier work based on

The 50-year trends in surface salinity show that there is a strong positive correlation between the mean climate of the surface salinity and
its temporal changes from 1950 to 2000 (see Figures 3.4 and 10.15b
‘ocean obs’ point). The correlation between the climate and the trends
in surface salinity of 0.7 implies that fresh surface waters get fresher, and salty waters get saltier (Durack et al., 2012). Such patterns of
surface salinity change are also found in Atmosphere–Ocean General
Circulation Models (AOGCM) simulations both for the 20th century
and projected future changes into the 21st century (Figure 10.15b).
The pattern of temporal change in observations from CMIP3 simulations is particularly strong for those projections using Special Report on
Emission Scenarios (SRES) with larger global warming changes (Figure
10.15b). For the period 1950–2000 the observed amplification of the
surface salinity is 16 ± 10% per °C of warming and is twice the simulated surface salinity change in CMIP3 models. This difference between
the surface salinity amplification is plausibly caused by the tendency
of CMIP3 ocean models mixing surface salinity into deeper layers and
consequently surface salinity increases at a slower rate than observed
(Durack et al., 2012).
Although there are now many established observed long-term trends
of salinity change at the ocean surface and within the interior ocean
at regional and global scales (Section 3.3), there are relatively few
studies that attribute these changes formally to anthropogenic forcing.
Analysis at the regional scale of the observed recent surface salinity
increases in the North Atlantic (20°N to 50°N) show a small signal that
could be attributed to anthropogenic forcings but for this ocean is not
significant compared with internal variability (Stott et al., 2008a; Terray
et al., 2012; and Figure 10.15c). On a larger spatial scale, the surface
salinity patterns in the band from 30°S to 50°N show anthropogenic
contributions that are larger than the 5 to 95% uncertainty range
(Terray et al., 2012). The strongest signals that can be attributed to
anthropogenic forcing are in the tropics (TRO, 30°S to 30°N) and the
western Pacific. These results also show the salinity contrast between
the Pacific and Atlantic oceans is also enhanced with significant
contributions from anthropogenic forcing.
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Figure 10.15 | Ocean salinity change and hydrologic cycle. (A) Ocean salinity change observed in the interior of the ocean (A, lower panel in practical salinity units or psu, and
white lines are surfaces of constant density) and comparison with ten CMIP3 model projections of precipitation minus evaporation δ (P – E) in mm yr–1 for the same period as the
observed changes (1970 to 1990s) (A, top panel, red line is the mean of the simulations and error bars are the simulated range). (B) The amplification of the current surface salinity
pattern over a 50-year period as a function of global temperature change. Ocean surface salinity pattern amplification has a 16% increase for the 1950–2000 period (red diamond,
see text and Section 3.3). Also on this panel CMIP3 simulations from Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES) (yellow squares) and from 20th century simulations (blue circles).
A total of 93 simulations have been used. (C) Regional detection and attribution in the equatorial Pacific and Atlantic Oceans for 1970 to 2002. Scaling factors for all forcings
(anthropogenic) fingerprint are shown (see Box 10.1) with their 5 to 95% uncertainty range, estimated using the total least square approach. Full domain (FDO, 30°S to 50°N),
Tropics (TRO, 30°S to 30°N), Pacific (PAC, 30°S to 30°N), west Pacific (WPAC, 120°E to 160°W), east Pacific (EPAC, 160°W to 80°W), Atlantic (ATL, 30°S to 50°N), subtropical north
Atlantic (NATL, 20°N to 40°N) and equatorial Atlantic (EATL, 20°S to 20°N) factors are shown. Black filled dots indicate when the residual consistency test passes with a truncation
of 16 whereas empty circles indicate a higher truncation was needed to pass the consistency test. Horizontal dashed lines indicate scaling factor of 0 or 1. (A, B and C are adapted
from Helm et al. (2010), Durack et al. (2012) and Terray et al. (2012), respectively.)
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On a global scale surface and subsurface salinity changes (1955–2004)
over the upper 250 m of the water column cannot be explained by
natural variability (probability is <0.05) (Pierce et al., 2012). However,
the observed salinity changes match the model distribution of forced
changes (GHG and tropospheric aerosols), with the observations
typically falling between the 25th and 75th percentile of the model
distribution at all depth levels for salinity (and temperature). Natural
external variability taken from the simulations with just solar and volcanic variations in forcing do not match the observations at all, thus
excluding the hypothesis that observed trends can be explained by just
solar or volcanic variations.
The results from surface salinity trends and changes are consistent
with the results from studies of precipitation over the tropical ocean
from the shorter satellite record (Wentz et al., 2007; Allan et al., 2010).
These surface salinity results are also consistent with our understanding of the thermodynamic response of the atmosphere to warming
(Held and Soden, 2006; Stephens and Hu, 2010) and the amplification
of the water cycle. The large number of studies showing patterns of
change consistent with amplification of the water cycle, and the detection and attribution studies for the tropical oceans (Terray et al., 2012)
and the global pattern of ocean salinity change (Pierce et al., 2012),
when combined with our understanding of the physics of the water
cycle and estimates of internal climate variability, give high confidence
in our understanding of the drivers of surface and near surface salinity
changes. It is very likely that these salinity changes have a discernable
contribution from anthropogenic forcing since the 1960s.

10.4.3

Sea Level

At the time of the AR4, the historical sea level rise budget had not been
closed (within uncertainties), and there were few studies quantifying
the contribution of anthropogenic forcing to the observed sea level
rise and glacier melting. Relying on expert assessment, the AR4 had
concluded based on modelling and ocean heat content studies that
ocean warming and glacier mass loss had very likely contributed to
sea level rise during the latter half of the 20th century. The AR4 had
reported that climate models that included anthropogenic and natural
forcings simulated the observed thermal expansion since 1961 reasonably well, and that it is very unlikely that the warming during the past
half century is due only to known natural causes (Hegerl et al., 2007b).
Since the AR4, corrections applied to instrumental errors in ocean
temperature measurements have considerably improved estimates of
upper-ocean heat content (see Sections 3.2 and 10.4.1), and therefore ocean thermal expansion. Closure of the global mean sea level
rise budget as an evolving time series since the early1970s (Church
et al., 2011) indicates that the two major contributions to the rate of
global mean sea level rise have been thermal expansion and glacier
melting with additional contributions from Greenland and Antarctic
ice sheets. Observations since 1971 indicate with high confidence that
thermal expansion and glaciers (excluding the glaciers in Antarctica)
explain 75% of the observed rise (see Section 13.3.6). Ice sheet contributions remain the greatest source of uncertainty over this period
and on longer time scales. Over the 20th century, the global mean sea
level rise budget (Gregory et al., 2012 ) has been another important
step in understanding the relative contributions of different drivers.
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The observed contribution from thermal expansion is well captured
in climate model simulations with historical forcings as are contributions from glacier melt when simulated by glacier models driven by
climate model simulations of historical climate (Church et al., 2013;
Table 13.1). The model results indicate that most of the variation in the
contributions of thermal expansion and glacier melt to global mean
sea level is in response to natural and anthropogenic RFs (Domingues
et al., 2008; Palmer et al., 2009; Church et al., 2013).
The strong physical relationship between thermosteric sea level and
ocean heat content (through the equation of state for seawater) means
that the anthropogenic ocean warming (Section 10.4.1) has contributed to global sea level rise over this period through thermal expansion.
As Section 10.5.2 concludes, it is likely that the observed substantial
mass loss of glaciers is due to human influence and that it is likely
that anthropogenic forcing and internal variability are both contributors to recent observed changes on the Greenland ice sheet. The causes
of recently observed Antarctic ice sheet contribution to sea level are
less clear due to the short observational record and incomplete understanding of natural variability. Taking the causes of Greenland ice sheet
melt and glacier mass loss together (see Section 10.5.2), it is concluded
with high confidence that it is likely that anthropogenic forcing has
contributed to sea level rise from melting glaciers and ice sheets. Combining the evidence from ocean warming and mass loss of glaciers we
conclude that it is very likely that there is a substantial contribution
from anthropogenic forcing to the global mean sea level rise since the
1970s.
On ocean basin scales, detection and attribution studies do show the
emergence of detectable signals in the thermosteric component of sea
level that can be largely attributed to human influence (Barnett et al.,
2005; Pierce et al., 2012). Regional changes in sea level at the subocean basin scales and finer exhibit more complex variations associated with natural (dynamical) modes of climate variability (Section
13.6). In some regions, sea level trends have been observed to differ
significantly from global mean trends. These have been related to
thermosteric changes in some areas and in others to changing wind
fields and resulting changes in the ocean circulation (Han et al., 2010;
Timmermann et al., 2010; Merrifield and Maltrud, 2011). The regional
variability on decadal and longer time scales can be quite large (and
is not well quantified in currently available observations) compared
to secular changes in the winds that influence sea level. Detection of
human influences on sea level at the regional scale (that is smaller
than sub-ocean basin scales) is currently limited by the relatively small
anthropogenic contributions compared to natural variability (Meyssignac et al., 2012) and the need for more sophisticated approaches than
currently available.

10.4.4

Oxygen and Ocean Acidity

Oxygen is an important physical and biological tracer in the ocean
(Section 3.8.3) and is projected to decline by 3 to 6% by 2100 in
response to surface warming (see Section 6.4.5). Oxygen decreases are
also observed in the atmosphere and linked to burning of fossil fuels
(Section 6.1.3.2). Despite the relatively few observational studies of
oxygen change in the oceans (Bindoff and McDougall, 2000; Ono et al.,
2001; Keeling and Garcia, 2002; Emerson et al., 2004; Aoki et al., 2005;
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Mecking et al., 2006; Nakanowatari et al., 2007; Brandt et al., 2010)
they all show a pattern of change consistent with the known ocean
circulation and surface ventilation. A recent global analysis of oxygen
data from the 1960s to 1990s for change confirm these earlier results
and extends the spatial coverage from local to global scales (Helm et
al., 2011). The strongest decreases in oxygen occur in the mid-latitudes
of both hemispheres, near regions where there is strong water renewal and exchange between the ocean interior and surface waters. The
attribution study of oxygen decreases using two Earth System Models
(ESMs) concluded that observed changes for the Atlantic Ocean are
‘indistinguishable from natural internal variability’; however, the
changes of the global zonal mean to external forcing (all forcings
including GHGs) has a detectable influence at the 10% significance
level (Andrews et al., 2013). The chief sources of uncertainty are the
paucity of oxygen observations, particularly in time, the precise role of
the biological pump and changes in ocean productivity in the models
(see Sections 3.8.3 and 6.4.5), and model circulation biases particularly
near the oxygen minimum zone in tropical waters (Brandt et al., 2010;
Keeling et al., 2010; Stramma et al., 2010). These results of observed
changes in oxygen and the attribution studies of oxygen changes
(Andrews et al., 2013), along with the attribution of human influences
on the physical factors that affect oxygen in the oceans such as surface
temperatures changes (Section 10.3.2), increased ocean heat content
(Section 10.4.1) and observed increased in ocean stratification (Section
3.2.2) provides evidence for human influence on oxygen. When these
lines of evidence are taken together it is concluded that with medium
confidence or about as likely as not that the observed oxygen decreases can be attributed in part to human influences.
The observed trends (since the 1980s) for ocean acidification and its
cause from rising CO2 concentrations is discussed in Section 3.8.2 (Box
3.2 and Table 10.1). There is very high confidence that anthropogenic CO2 has resulted in the acidification of surface waters of between
–0.0015 and –0.0024 pH units per year.

10.5

Cryosphere

This section considers changes in sea ice, ice sheets and ice shelves,
glaciers, snow cover. The assessment of attribution of human influences on temperature over the Arctic and Antarctica is in Section 10.3.1.

10.5.1 Sea Ice
10.5.1.1 Arctic and Antarctic Sea Ice
The Arctic cryosphere shows large observed changes over the last
decade as noted in Chapter 4 and many of these shifts are indicators
of major regional and global feedback processes (Kattsov et al., 2010).
An assessment of sea ice models‘ capacity to simulate Arctic and Antarctic sea ice extent is given in Section 9.4.3. Of principal importance is
‘Arctic Amplification’ (see Box 5.1) where surface temperatures in the
Arctic are increasing faster than elsewhere in the world.
The rate of decline of Arctic sea ice thickness and September sea ice
extent has increased considerably in the first decade of the 21st century (Maslanik et al., 2007; Nghiem et al., 2007; Comiso and Nishio,
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2008; Deser and Teng, 2008; Zhang et al., 2008; Alekseev et al., 2009;
Comiso, 2012; Polyakov et al., 2012). Based on a sea ice reanalysis
and verified by ice thickness estimates from satellite sensors, it is
estimated that three quarters of summer Arctic sea ice volume has
been lost since the 1980s (Schweiger et al., 2011; Maslowski et al.,
2012; Laxon et al., 2013; Overland and Wang, 2013). There was also
a rapid reduction in ice extent, to 37% less in September 2007 and to
49% less in September 2012 relative to the 1979–2000 climatology
(Figure 4.11, Section 4.2.2). Unlike the loss record set in 2007 that
was dominated by a major shift in climatological winds, sea ice loss
in 2012 was more due to a general thinning of the sea ice (Lindsay
et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009a; Zhang et al., 2013). All recent years
have ice extents that fall at least two standard deviations below the
long-term sea ice trend.
The amount of old, thick multi-year sea ice in the Arctic has decreased
by 50% from 2005 through 2012 (Giles et al., 2008; Kwok et al., 2009;
Kwok and Untersteiner, 2011 and Figures 4.13 and 4.14). Sea ice has
also become more mobile (Gascard et al., 2008). We now have seven
years of data that show sea ice conditions are substantially different
to that observed prior to 2006. The relatively large increase in the percentage of first year sea ice across the Arctic basin can be considered
‘a new normal.’
Confidence in detection of change comes in part from the consistency
of multiple lines of evidence. Since AR4, evidence has continued to
accumulate from a range of observational studies that systematic
changes are occurring in the Arctic. Persistent trends in many Arctic
variables, including sea ice, the timing of spring snow melt, increased
shrubbiness in tundra regions, changes in permafrost, increased area of
forest fires, changes in ecosystems, as well as Arctic-wide increases in
air temperatures, can no longer be associated solely with the dominant
climate variability patterns such as the Arctic Oscillation, Pacific North
American pattern or Atlantic Meridional Oscillation (AMO) (Quadrelli
and Wallace, 2004; Vorosmarty et al., 2008; Overland, 2009; Brown and
Robinson, 2011; Mahajan et al., 2011; Oza et al., 2011a; Wassmann et
al., 2011; Nagato and Tanaka, 2012). Duarte et al. (2012) completed a
meta-analysis showing evidence from multiple indicators of detectable
climate change signals in the Arctic.
The increase in the magnitude of recent Arctic temperature and
decrease in sea ice volume and extent are hypothesized to be due to
coupled Arctic amplification mechanisms (Serreze and Francis, 2006;
Miller et al., 2010). These feedbacks in the Arctic climate system suggest that the Arctic is sensitive to external forcing (Mahlstein and
Knutti, 2012 ). Historically, changes were damped by the rapid formation of sea ice in autumn causing a negative feedback and a rapid
seasonal cooling. But recently, the increased mobility and loss of multiyear sea ice, combined with enhanced heat storage in the sea ice-free
regions of the Arctic Ocean form a connected set of processes with
positive feedbacks causing an increase in Arctic temperatures and a
decrease in sea ice extent (Manabe and Wetherald, 1975; Gascard et
al., 2008; Serreze et al., 2009; Stroeve et al., 2012a, 2012b) . In addition
to the well known ice albedo feedback where decreased sea ice cover
decreases the amount of insolation reflected from the surface, there
is a late summer/early autumn positive ice insulation feedback due to
additional ocean heat storage in areas previously covered by sea ice
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(Jackson et al., 2010). Arctic amplification may also have a contribution
from poleward heat transport in the atmosphere and ocean (Langen
and Alexeev, 2007; Graversen and Wang, 2009; Doscher et al., 2010;
Yang et al., 2010).
It appears that recent Arctic changes are in response to a combination
of global-scale warming, from warm anomalies from internal climate
variability on different time scales, and are amplified from the multiple feedbacks described above. For example, when the 2007 sea ice
minimum occurred, Arctic temperatures had been rising and sea ice
extent had been decreasing over the previous two decades (Stroeve et
al., 2008; Screen and Simmonds, 2010). Nevertheless, it took unusually
persistent southerly winds along the dateline over the summer months
to initiate the sea ice loss event in 2007 (Zhang et al., 2008; Wang et
al., 2009b). Similar southerly wind patterns in previous years did not
initiate major reductions in sea ice extent because the sea ice was
too thick to respond (Overland et al., 2008). Increased oceanic heat
transport through the Barents Sea in the first decade of the 21st century and the AMO on longer time scales may also have played a role
in determining sea ice anomalies in the Atlantic Arctic (Dickson et al.,
2000; Semenov, 2008; Zhang et al., 2008; Day et al., 2012) . Based
on the evidence in the previous paragraphs there is high confidence
that these Arctic amplification mechanisms are currently affecting
regional Arctic climate. But it also suggests that the timing of future
major sea ice loss events will be difficult to project. There is evidence
therefore that internal variability of climate, long-term warming, and
Arctic Amplification feedbacks have all contributed to recent decreases
in Arctic sea ice (Kay et al., 2011b; Kinnard et al., 2011; Overland et al.,
2011; Notz and Marotzke, 2012).
Turning to model-based attribution studies, Min et al. (2008b) compared the seasonal evolution of Arctic sea ice extent from observations
with those simulated by multiple General Circulation Models (GCMs)
for 1953–2006. Comparing changes in both the amplitude and shape
of the annual cycle of the sea ice extent reduces the chance of spurious detection due to coincidental agreement between the response
to anthropogenic forcing and other factors, such as slow internal variability. They found that human influence on the sea ice extent changes
has been robustly detected since the early 1990s. The anthropogenic
signal is also detectable for individual months from May to December,
suggesting that human influence, strongest in late summer, now also
extends into colder seasons. Kay et al. (2011b), Jahn et al. (2012) and
Schweiger et al. (2011) used the Community Climate System Model 4
(CCSM4) to investigate the influence of anthropogenic forcing on late
20th century and early 21st century Arctic sea ice extent and volume
trends. On all time scales examined (2 to 50+ years), the most extreme
negative extent trends observed in the late 20th century cannot be
explained by modeled internal variability alone. Comparing trends
from the CCSM4 ensemble to observed trends suggests that internal variability could account for approximately half of the observed
1979–2005 September Arctic sea ice extent loss. Attribution of anthropogenic forcing is also shown by comparing September sea ice extent
as projected by seven models from the set of CMIP5 models’ hindcasts
to control runs without anthropogenic forcing (Figure 10.16a; Wang
and Overland, 2009). The mean of sea ice extents in seven models’
ensemble members are below the level of their control runs by about
1995, similar to the result of Min et al. (2008b).
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A question as recently as 6 years ago was whether the recent Arctic
warming and sea ice loss was unique in the instrumental record and
whether the observed trend would continue (Serreze et al., 2007).
Arctic temperature anomalies in the 1930s were apparently as large as
those in the 1990s and 2000s. There is still considerable discussion of
the ultimate causes of the warm temperature anomalies that occurred
in the Arctic in the 1920s and 1930s (Ahlmann, 1948; Veryard, 1963;
Hegerl et al., 2007a, 2007b). The early 20th century warm period, while
reflected in the hemispheric average air temperature record (Brohan et
al., 2006), did not appear consistently in the mid-latitudes nor on the
Pacific side of the Arctic (Johannessen et al., 2004; Wood and Overland,
2010). Polyakov et al. (2003) argued that the Arctic air temperature
records reflected a natural cycle of about 50 to 80 years. However,
many authors (Bengtsson et al., 2004; Grant et al., 2009; Wood and
Overland, 2010; Brönnimann et al., 2012) instead link the 1930s temperatures to internal variability in the North Atlantic atmospheric and
ocean circulation as a single episode that was sustained by ocean
and sea ice processes in the Arctic and north Atlantic. The Arctic-wide
increases of temperature in the last decade contrast with the episodic
regional increases in the early 20th century, suggesting that it is unlikely that recent increases are due to the same primary climate process as
the early 20th century.
In the case of the Arctic we have high confidence in observations since
1979, from models (see Section 9.4.3 and from simulations comparing
with and without anthropogenic forcing), and from physical understanding of the dominant processes; taking these three factors together it is very likely that anthropogenic forcing has contributed to the
observed decreases in Arctic sea ice since 1979.
Whereas sea ice extent in the Arctic has decreased, sea ice extent in the
Antarctic has very likely increased (Section 4.2.3). Sea ice extent across
the SH over the year as a whole increased by 1.3 to 1.67% per decade
from 1979 to 2012, with the largest increase in the Ross Sea during
the autumn, while sea ice extent decreased in the Amundsen-Bellingshausen Sea (Comiso and Nishio, 2008; Turner et al., 2009, 2013; Section 4.2.3; Oza et al., 2011b). The observed upward trend in Antarctic
sea ice extent is found to be inconsistent with internal variability based
on the residuals from a linear trend fitted to the observations, though
this approach could underestimate multi-decadal variability (Section
4.2.3; Turner et al., 2013; Section 4.2.3; Zunz et al., 2013). The CMIP5
simulations on average simulate a decrease in Antarctic sea ice extent
(Turner et al., 2013; Zunz et al., 2013; Figure 10.16b), though Turner et
al. (2013) find that approximately 10% of CMIP5 simulations exhibit
an increasing trend in Antarctic sea ice extent larger than observed
over the 1979–2005 period. However, Antarctic sea ice extent variability appears on average to be too large in the CMIP5 models (Turner
et al., 2013; Zunz et al., 2013). Overall, the shortness of the observed
record and differences in simulated and observed variability preclude
an assessment of whether or not the observed increase in Antarctic
sea ice extent is inconsistent with internal variability. Based on Figure
10.16b and Meehl et al. (2007b), the trend of Antarctic sea ice loss in
simulations due to changes in forcing is weak (relative to the Arctic)
and the internal variability is high, and thus the time necessary for
detection is longer than in the Arctic.
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Several recent studies have investigated the possible causes of Antarctic
sea ice trends. Early studies suggested that stratospheric ozone depletion may have driven increasing trends in Antarctic ice extent (Goosse
et al., 2009; Turner et al., 2009; WMO (World Meteorological Organization), 2011), but recent studies demonstrate that simulated sea ice
extent decreases in response to prescribed changes in stratospheric
ozone (Sigmond and Fyfe, 2010; Bitz and Polvani, 2012). An alternative
explanation for the lack of melting of Antarctic sea ice is that sub-surface ocean warming, and enhanced freshwater input p ossibly in part

from ice shelf melting, have made the high-latitude Southern Ocean
fresher (see Section 3.3) and more stratified, decreasing the upward
heat flux and driving more sea ice formation (Zhang, 2007; Goosse et
al., 2009; Bintanja et al., 2013). An idealized simulation of the response
to freshwater input similar to that estimate due to ice shelf melting
exhibited an increase in sea ice extent (Bintanja et al., 2013), but this
result has yet to be reproduced with other models. Overall we conclude that there is low confidence in the scientific understanding of
the observed increase in Antarctic sea ice extent since 1979, owing to
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Figure 10.16 | September sea ice extent for Arctic (top) and Antarctic (bottom) adapted from (Wang and Overland, 2012). Only CMIP5 models that simulated seasonal mean
and magnitude of seasonal cycle in reasonable agreement with observations are included in the plot. The grey lines are the runs from the pre-industrial control runs, and the red
lines are from Historical simulations runs patched with RCP8.5 runs for the period of 2005–2012. The black line is based on data from National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC).
There are 24 ensemble members from 11 models for the Arctic and 21 members from 6 models for the Antarctic plot. See Supplementary Material for the precise models used in
the top and bottom panel.
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the larger differences between sea ice simulations from CMIP5 models
and to the incomplete and competing scientific explanations for the
causes of change and low confidence in estimates of internal variability (Section 9.4.3).

10.5.2

Ice Sheets, Ice Shelves and Glaciers

10.5.2.1 Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets
The Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets are important to regional and
global climate because (along with other cryospheric elements) they
cause a polar amplification of surface temperatures, a source of fresh
water to the ocean, and represent a source of potentially irreversible change to the state of the Earth system (Hansen and Lebedeff,
1987). These two ice sheets are important contributors to sea level
rise representing two-thirds of the contributions from all ice covered
regions (Jacob et al., 2012; Pritchard et al., 2012; see Sections 4.4 and
13.3.3). Observations of surface mass balance (increased ablation
versus increased snowfall) are dealt with in Section 4.4.3 and ice sheet
models are discussed in Sections 13.3 and 13.5.
Attribution of change is difficult as ice sheet and glacier changes
are local and ice sheet processes are not generally well represented
in climate models thus precluding formal single-step detection and
attribution studies. However, Greenland observational records show
large recent changes. Section 13.3 concludes that regional models for
Greenland can reproduce trends in the surface mass balance loss quite
well if they are forced with the observed meteorological record, but
not with forcings from a Global Climate Model. Regional model simulations (Fettweis et al., 2013) show that Greenland surface melt increases nonlinearly with rising temperatures due to the positive feedback
between surface albedo and melt.
There have been exceptional changes in Greenland since 2007 marked
by record-setting high air temperatures, ice loss by melting and
marine-terminating glacier area loss (Hanna et al., 2013; Section 4.4.
4). Along Greenland’s west coast temperatures in 2010 and 2011were
the warmest since record keeping began in 1873 resulting in the highest observed melt rates in this region since 1958 (Fettweis et al., 2011).
The annual rate of area loss in marine-terminating glaciers was 3.4
times that of the previous 8 years, when regular observations became
available. In 2012, a new record for summertime ice mass loss was two
standard deviations below the 2003–2012 mean, as estimated from
the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite (Tedesco et al., 2012). The trend of summer mass change during 2003–2012
is rather uniform over this period at –29 ± 11 Gt yr−1.
Record surface melts during 2007–2012 summers are linked to persistent atmospheric circulation that favored warm air advection over
Greenland. These persistent events have changed in frequency since the
beginning of the 2000s (L’Heureux et al., 2010; Fettweis et al., 2011).
Hanna et al. (2013) show a weak relation of Greenland temperatures
and ice sheet runoff with the AMO; they more strongly correlate with
a Greenland atmospheric blocking index. Overland et al. (2012) and
Francis and Vavrus (2012) suggest that the increased frequency of the
Greenland blocking pattern is related to broader scale Arctic changes.
Since 2007, internal variability is likely to have further enhanced the
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melt over Greenland. Mass loss and melt is also occurring in Greenland
through the intrusion of warm water into the major glaciers such as
Jacobshaven Glacier (Holland et al., 2008; Walker et al., 2009).
Hanna et al. (2008) attribute increased Greenland runoff and melt since
1990 to global warming; southern Greenland coastal and NH summer
temperatures were uncorrelated between the 1960s and early 1990s
but correlated significantly positively thereafter. This relationship was
modulated by the NAO, whose summer index significantly negatively
correlated with southern Greenland summer temperatures until the
early 1990s but not thereafter. Regional modelling and observations
tell a consistent story of the response of Greenland temperatures and
ice sheet runoff to shifts in recent regional atmospheric circulation
associated with larger scale flow patterns and global temperature
increases. It is likely that anthropogenic forcing has contributed to surface melting of the Greenland ice sheet since 1993.
There is clear evidence that the West Antarctic ice sheet is contributing to sea level rise (Bromwich et al., 2013). Estimates of ice mass in
Antarctic since 2000 show that the greatest losses are at the edges
(see Section 4.4). An analysis of observations underneath a floating ice
shelf off West Antarctica shows that ocean warming and more transport of heat by ocean circulation are largely responsible for increasing
melt rates (Jacobs et al., 2011; Joughin and Alley, 2011; Mankoff et al.,
2012; Pritchard et al., 2012).
Antarctica has regionally dependent decadal variability in surface temperature with variations in these trends depending on the strength of
the SAM climate pattern. Recent warming in continental west Antarctica has been linked to SST changes in the tropical Pacific (Ding et al.,
2011). As with Antarctic sea ice, changes in Antarctic ice sheets have
complex causes (Section 4.4.3). The observational record of Antarctic
mass loss is short and the internal variability of the ice sheet is poorly
understood. Due to a low level of scientific understanding there is low
confidence in attributing the causes of the observed loss of mass from
the Antarctic ice sheet since 1993. Possible future instabilities in the
west Antarctic ice sheet cannot be ruled out, but projection of future
climate changes over West Antarctica remains subject to considerable
uncertainty (Steig and Orsi, 2013).

10.5.2.2 Glaciers
In the 20th century, there is robust evidence that large-scale internal
climate variability governs interannual to decadal variability in glacier
mass (Hodge et al., 1998; Nesje et al., 2000; Vuille et al., 2008; Huss et
al., 2010; Marzeion and Nesje, 2012) and, along with glacier dynamics,
impacts glacier length as well (Chinn et al., 2005). On time periods
longer than years and decades, there is now evidence of recent ice
loss (see Section 4.3.3) due to increased ambient temperatures and
associated regional moisture changes. However, few studies evaluate
the direct attribution of the current observed mass loss to anthropogenic forcing, owing to the difficulty associated with contrasting scales
between glaciers and the large-scale atmospheric circulation (Mölg et
al., 2012). Reichert et al. (2002) show for two sample sites at mid and
high latitude that internal climate variability over multiple millennia as
represented in a GCM would not result in such short glacier lengths as
observed in the 20th century. For a sample site at low latitude using
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multi-step attribution, Mölg et al. (2009) (and references therein) found
a close relation between glacier mass loss and the externally forced
atmosphere–ocean circulation in the Indian Ocean since the late 19th
century. A second, larger group of studies makes use of century-scale
glacier records (mostly glacier length but mass balance as well) to
extract evidence for external drivers. These include local and regional
changes in precipitation and air temperature, and related parameters
(such as melt factors and solid/liquid precipitation ratio) estimated
from the observed change in glaciers. In general these studies show
that the glacier changes reveal unique departures since the 1970s, and
that the inferred climatic drivers in the 20th century and particularly in
most recent decades, exceed the variability of the earlier parts of the
records (Oerlemans, 2005; Yamaguchi et al., 2008; Huss and Bauder,
2009; Huss et al., 2010; Leclercq and Oerlemans, 2011). These results
underline the contrast to former centuries where observed glacier
fluctuations can be explained by internal climate variability (Reichert
et al., 2002; Roe and O’Neal, 2009; Nussbaumer and Zumbühl, 2012).
Anthropogenic land cover change is an unresolved forcing, but a first
assessment suggests that it does not confound the impacts of recent
temperature and precipitation changes if the land cover changes are
of local nature (Mölg et al., 2012). The robustness of the estimates
of observed mass loss since the 1960s (Section 4.3, Figure 4.11), the
confidence we have in estimates of natural variations and internal variability from long-term glacier records, and our understanding of glacier
response to climatic drivers provides robust evidence and, therefore,
high confidence that a substantial part of the mass loss of glaciers is
likely due to human influence.

those extremes. SREX assessed causes of changes in different types
of extremes including temperature and precipitation, phenomena that
influence the occurrence of extremes (e.g., storms, tropical cyclones),
and impacts on the natural physical environment such as drought (Seneviratne et al., 2012). This section assesses current understanding of
causes of changes in weather and climate extremes, using AR4 as a
starting point. Any changes or modifications to SREX assessment are
highlighted.

10.6.1

Attribution of Changes in Frequency/
Occurrence and Intensity of Extremes

This sub-section assesses attribution of changes in the characteristics
of extremes including frequency and intensity of extremes. Many of the
extremes discussed in this sub-section are moderate extreme events
that occur more than once in a year (see Box 2.4 for detailed discussion). Attribution of changes in the risk of specific extreme events,
which are also very rare in general, is assessed in the next sub-section.

10.6.1.1 Temperature Extremes
AR4 concluded that ‘surface temperature extremes have likely been
affected by anthropogenic forcing’. Many indicators of climate
extremes and variability showed changes consistent with warming,
including a widespread reduction in number of frost days in mid-latitude regions and evidence that in many regions warm extremes had
become warmer and cold extremes had become less cold. We next
assess new studies made since AR4.

10.5.3 Snow Cover
Both satellite and in situ observations show significant reductions in
the NH snow cover extent (SCE) over the past 90 years, with most
reduction occurring in the 1980s (see Section 4.5). Formal detection
and attribution studies have indicated anthropogenic influence on NH
SCE (Rupp et al., 2013) and western USA snow water equivalent (SWE,
Pierce et al., 2008). Pierce et al. (2008) detected anthropogenic influence in the ratio of 1 April SWE over October to March precipitation
over the period 1950–1999. These reductions could not be explained
by natural internal climate variability alone, nor by changes in solar
and volcanic forcing. In their analysis of NH SCE using 13 CMIP5 simulations over the 1922–2005 period, Rupp et al. (2013) showed that
some CMIP5 simulations with natural external and anthropogenic
forcings could explain the observed decrease in spring SEC though the
CMIP5 simulations with all forcing as a whole could only explain half
of the magnitude of decrease, and that volcanic and solar variations
(from four CMIP5 simulations) were inconsistent with observations.
We conclude with high confidence in the observational and modelling
evidence that the decrease in NH snow extent since the 1970s is likely
to be caused by all external forcings and has an anthropogenic contribution (see Table 10.1).

10.6

Extremes

Because many of the impacts of climate changes may manifest themselves through weather and climate extremes, there is increasing interest in quantifying the role of human and other external influences on
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Relatively warm seasonal mean temperatures (e.g., those that have
a recurrence once in 10 years) have seen a rapid increase in frequency for many regions worldwide (Jones et al., 2008; Stott et al., 2011;
Hansen et al., 2012) and an increase in the occurrence frequencies of
unusually warm seasonal and annual mean temperatures has been
attributed in part to human influence (Stott et al., 2011; Christidis et
al., 2012a, 2012b).
A large amount of evidence supports changes in daily data based temperature extreme indices consistent with warming, despite different
data sets or different methods for data processing having been used
(Section 2.6). The effects of human influence on daily temperature
extremes is suggested by both qualitative and quantitative comparisons between observed and CMIP3 based modelled values of warm
days and warm nights (the number of days exceeding the 90th percentile of daily maximum and daily minimum temperatures referred to as
TX90p and TN90p, see also Section 2.7) and cold days and cold nights
(the number of days with daily maximum and daily minimum temperatures below the 10th percentile referred to as TX10p and TN10p;
see also Section 2.7). Trends in temperature extreme indices computed for Australia (Alexander and Arblaster, 2009) and the USA (Meehl
et al., 2007a) using observations and simulations of the 20th century
with nine GCMs that include both anthropogenic and natural forcings
are found to be consistent. Both observations and model simulations
show a decrease in the number of frost days, and an increase in the
growing season length, heatwave duration and TN90p in the second
half of the 20th century. Two of the models (PCM and CCSM3) with
simulations that include only anthropogenic or only natural forcings
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indicate that the observed changes are simulated with anthropogenic
forcings, but not with natural forcings (even though there are some
differences in the details of the forcings). Morak et al. (2011) found
that over many sub-continental regions, the number of warm nights
(TN90p) shows detectable changes over the second half of the 20th
century that are consistent with model simulated changes in response
to historical external forcings. They also found detectable changes in
indices of temperature extremes when the data were analysed over
the globe as a whole. As much of the long-term change in TN90p
can be predicted based on the interannual correlation of TN90p with
mean temperature, Morak et al. (2013) conclude that the detectable
changes are attributed in a multi-step approach (see Section 10.2.4)
in part to GHG increases. Morak et al. (2013) have extended this analysis to TX10p, TN10p, TX90p as well as TN90p, using fingerprints from
HadGEM1 and find detectable changes on global scales and in many
regions (Figure 10.17).
Human influence has also been detected in two different measures
of the intensity of extreme daily temperatures in a year. Zwiers et al.
(2011) compared four extreme temperature variables including warmest daily maximum and minimum temperatures (annual m
 aximum
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daily maximum and minimum temperatures, referred to as TXx, TNx)
and coldest daily maximum and minimum temperatures (annual
minimum daily maximum and minimum temperatures, referred to as
TXn, TNn) from observations and from simulations with anthropogenic forcing or anthropogenic and natural external forcings from seven
GCMs. They consider these extreme daily temperatures to follow generalized extreme value (GEV) distributions with location, shape and
scale parameters. They fit GEV distributions to the observed extreme
temperatures with location parameters as linear functions of signals
obtained from the model simulation. They found that both anthropogenic influence and combined influence of anthropogenic and natural
forcing can be detected in all four extreme temperature variables at
the global scale over the land, and also regionally over many large
land areas (Figure 10.17). In a complementary study, Christidis et al.
(2011) used an optimal fingerprint method to compare observed and
modelled time-varying location parameters of extreme temperature
distributions. They detected the effects of anthropogenic forcing on
warmest daily temperatures in a single fingerprint analysis, and were
able to separate the effects of natural from anthropogenic forcings in
a two fingerprint analysis.

10

Figure 10.17 | Detection results for changes in intensity and frequency of extreme events. The left side of each panel shows scaling factors and their 90% confidence intervals for
intensity of annual extreme temperatures in response to external forcings for the period 1951–2000. TNn and TXn represent coldest daily minimum and maximum temperatures,
respectively, while TNx and TXx represent warmest daily minimum and maximum temperatures (updated from Zwiers et al., 2011). Fingerprints are based on simulations of climate
models with both anthropogenic and natural forcings. Right-hand sides of each panel show scaling factors and their 90% confidence intervals for changes in the frequency of
temperature extremes for winter (October to March for the Northern Hemisphere and April to September for the Southern Hemisphere), and summer half years. TN10p, TX10p are
respectively the frequency of cold nights and days (daily minimum and daily maximum temperatures falling below their 10th percentiles for the base period 1961–1990). TN90p
and TX90p are the frequency of warm nights and days (daily minimum and daily maximum temperatures above their respective 90th percentiles calculated for the 1961–1990
base period (Morak et al., 2013) with fingerprints based on simulations of Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model 1 (HadGEM1) with both anthropogenic and natural forcings.
Detection is claimed at the 5% significance level if the 90% confidence interval of a scaling factor is entirely above the zero line. Grey represents regions with insufficient data.
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Human influence on annual extremes of daily temperatures may be
detected separately from natural forcing at the global scale (Christidis
et al., 2011) and also at continental and sub-continental scales (Min
et al., 2013). Over China, Wen et al. (2013) showed that anthropogenic influence may be separately detected from that of natural forcing in daily extreme temperatures (TNn, TNx, TXn and TXx), although
the influence of natural forcing is not detected, and they also showed
that the influence of GHGs in these indices may be separately detected from other anthropogenic forcings. Christidis et al. (2013) found
that on a quasi-global scale, the cooling effect due to the decrease
in tree cover and increase in grass cover since pre-industrial times as
simulated by one ESM is detectable in the observed change of warm
extremes. Urbanization may have also affected extreme temperatures
in some regions; for example Zhou and Ren (2011) found that extreme
temperature warms more in rural stations than in urban sites in China.
The effect of land use change and urban heat Island is found to be
small in GMST (Section 2.4.1.3). Consequently, this effect on extreme
temperature is also expected to be small in the global average.
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These new studies show that there is stronger evidence for anthropogenic forcing on changes in extreme temperatures than at the time of
the SREX assessment. New evidence since SREX includes the separation
of the influence of anthropogenic forcings from that of natural forcings
on extreme daily temperatures at the global scale and to some extent
at continental and sub-continental scales in some regions. These new
results suggest more clearly the role of anthropogenic forcing on temperature extremes compared to results at the time of the SREX assessment. We assess that it is very likely that human influence has contributed to the observed changes in the frequency and intensity of daily
temperature extremes on the global scale since the mid-20th century.

10.6.1.2 Precipitation Extremes
Observations have showed a general increase in heavy precipitation
at the global scale. This appears to be consistent with the expected
response to anthropogenic forcing as a result of an enhanced moisture
content in the atmosphere but a direct cause-and-effect relationship
between changes in external forcing and extreme precipitation had
not been established at the time of the AR4. As a result, the AR4 concluded that increases in heavy precipitation were more likely than not
consistent with anthropogenic influence during the latter half of the
20th century (Hegerl et al., 2007b).
Extreme precipitation is expected to increase with warming. A combination of evidence leads to this conclusion though by how much
remains uncertain and may vary with time scale (Section 7.6.5). Observations and model projected future changes both indicate increase in
extreme precipitation associated with warming. Analysis of observed
annual maximum 1-day precipitation (RX1day) over global land areas
with sufficient data smaples indicates a significant increase in extreme
percipitation globally, with a median increase about 7% °C–1 GMST
increase (Westra et al., 2013). CMIP3 and CMIP5 simulations project
an increase in the globally averaged 20-year return values of annual
maximum 24-hour precipitation amounts of about 6 to 7% with each
degree Celsius of global mean warming, with the bulk of models simulating values in the range of 4 to 10% °C–1(Kharin et al., 2007; Kharin
et al., 2013). Anthropogenic influence has been detected on various
912

aspects of the global hydrological cycle (Stott et al., 2010), which is
directly relevant to extreme precipitation changes. An anthropogenic influence on increasing atmospheric moisture content has been
detected (see Section 10.3.2). A higher moisture content in the atmosphere would be expected to lead to stronger extreme precipitation as
extreme precipitation typically scales with total column moisture if circulation does not change. An observational analysis shows that winter
maximum daily precipitation in North America has statistically significant positive correlations with local atmospheric moisture (Wang and
Zhang, 2008).
There is only a modest body of direct evidence that natural or anthropogenic forcing has affected global mean precipitation (see Section
10.3.2 and Figure 10.10), despite a robust expectation of increased
precipitation (Balan Sarojini et al., 2012 ) and precipitation extremes
(see Section 7.6.5). However, mean precipitation is expected to
increase less than extreme precipitation because of energy constraints
(e.g., Allen and Ingram, 2002). A perfect model analysis with an ensemble of GCM simulations shows that anthropogenic influence should
be detectable in precipitation extremes in the second half of the 20th
century at global and hemispheric scales, and at continental scale as
well but less robustly (Min et al., 2008c), see also Hegerl et al. (2004).
One study has also linked the observed intensification of precipitation
extremes (including RX1day and annual maximum 5-day precipitation
(RX5day)) over NH land areas to human influence using a limited set
of climate models and observations (Min et al., 2011). However, the
detection was less robust if using the fingerprint for combined anthropogenic and natural influences compared to that for anthropogenic
influences only, possibly due to a number of factors including weak
S/N ratio and uncertainties in observation and model simulations. Also,
models still have difficulties in simulating extreme daily precipitation
directly comparable with those observed at the station level, which has
been addressed to some extent by Min et al. (2011) by independently
transforming annual precipitation extremes in models and observations
onto a dimensionless scale that may be more comparable between the
two. Detection of anthropogenic influence on smaller spatial scales
is more difficult due to the increased level of noise and uncertainties
and confounding factors on local scales. Fowler and Wilby (2010) suggested that there may have only been a 50% likelihood of detecting
anthropogenic influence on UK extreme precipitation in winter at that
time, and a very small likelihood of detecting it in other seasons.
Given the evidence of anthropogenic influence on various aspects of
the global hydrological cycle that implies that extreme precipitation
would be expected to have increased and some limited direct evidence
of anthropogenic influence on extreme precipitation, but given also the
difficulties in simulating extreme precipitation by climate models and
limited observational coverage, we assess, consistent with SREX (Seneviratne et al., 2012) that there is medium confidence that anthropogenic forcing has contributed to a global scale intensification of heavy
precipitation over the second half of the 20th century in land regions
where observational coverage is sufficient for assessment.

10.6.1.3 Drought
AR4 concluded that that an increased risk of drought was more likely
than not due to anthropogenic forcing during the second half of the
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20th century. This assessment was based on one detection study that
identified an anthropogenic fingerprint in a global Palmer Drought
Severity Index (PDSI) data set (Burke et al., 2006) and studies of some
regions which indicated that droughts in those regions were linked
to SST changes or to a circulation response to anthropogenic forcing.
SREX (Seneviratne et al., 2012) assessed that there was medium confidence that anthropogenic influence has contributed to some changes
in the drought patterns observed in the second half of the 20th century
based on attributed impact of anthropogenic forcing on precipitation
and temperature changes, and that there was low confidence in the
assessment of changes in drought at the level of single regions.
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bility, indicates that the AR4 conclusions regarding global increasing
trends in droughts since the 1970s should be tempered. There is not
enough evidence to support medium or high confidence of attribution
of increasing trends to anthropogenic forcings as a result of observational uncertainties and variable results from region to region (Section
2.6.2.3). Combined with difficulties described above in distinguishing
decadal scale variability in drought from long-term climate change we
conclude consistent with SREX that there is low confidence in detection and attribution of changes in drought over global land areas since
the mid-20th century.

10.6.1.4 Extratropical Cyclones
Drought is a complex phenomenon that is affected by precipitation
predominantly, as well as by other climate variables including temperature, wind speed and solar radiation (e.g., Seneviratne, 2012; Sheffield et al., 2012). It is also affected by non-atmospheric conditions
such as antecedent soil moisture and land surface conditions. Trends
in two important drought-related climate variables (precipitation and
temperature) are consistent with the expected responses to anthropogenic forcing over the globe. However, there is large uncertainty
in observed changes in drought (Section 2.6.2.3) and its attribution
to causes globally. The evidence for changes in soil moisture indices
and drought indices over the period since 1950 globally is conflicting
(Hoerling et al., 2012; Sheffield et al., 2012; Dai, 2013), possibly due to
the examination of different time periods, different forcing fields used
to drive land surface models and uncertainties in land surface models
(Pitman et al., 2009; Seneviratne et al., 2010; Sheffield et al., 2012).
In a recent study, Sheffield et al. (2012) identify the representation
of potential evaporation as solely dependent on temperature (using
the Thornthwaite-based formulation) as a possible explanation for
their finding that PDSI-based estimates might overestimate historical
drought trends. This stands in partial contradiction to previous assessments suggesting that using a more sophisticated formulation (Penman-Monteith) for potential evaporation did not affect the results of
respective PDSI trends (Dai, 2011; van der Schrier et al., 2011). Sheffield
et al. (2012) argue that issues with the treatment of spurious trends in
atmospheric forcing data sets and/or the choice of calibration periods
explain these conflicting results. These conflicting results point out the
challenges in quantitatively defining and detecting long-term changes
in a multivariable phenomenon such as drought.
Recent long-term droughts in western North America cannot definitively be shown to lie outside the very large envelope of natural precipitation variability in this region (Cayan et al., 2010; Seager et al., 2010),
particularly given new evidence of the history of high-magnitude natural drought and pluvial episodes suggested by palaeoclimatic reconstructions (see Chapter 5). Low-frequency tropical ocean temperature
anomalies in all ocean basins appear to force circulation changes that
promote regional drought (Hoerling and Kumar, 2003; Seager et al.,
2005; Dai, 2011). Uniform increases in SST are not particularly effective
in this regard (Schubert et al., 2009; Hoerling et al., 2012). Therefore,
the reliable separation of natural variability and forced climate change
will require simulations that accurately reproduce changes in largescale SST gradients at all time scales.
In summary, assessment of new observational evidence, in conjunction with updated simulations of natural and forced climate varia-

AR4 concluded that an anthropogenic influence on extratropical
cyclones was not formally detected, owing to large internal variability
and problems due to changes in observing systems. Although there
is evidence that there has been a poleward shift in the storm tracks
(see Section 2.6.4), various causal factors have been cited including
oceanic heating (Butler et al., 2010) and changes in large-scale circulation due to effects of external forcings (Section 10.3.3). Increases
in mid-latitude SST gradients generally lead to stronger storm tracks
that are shifted poleward and increases in subtropical SST gradients
may lead to storm tracks shifting towards the equator (Brayshaw et
al., 2008; Semmler et al., 2008; Kodama and Iwasaki, 2009; Graff and
LaCasce, 2012). However, changes in storm-track intensity are much
more complicated, as they are sensitive to the competing effects of
changes in temperature gradients and static stability at different levels
and are thus not linked to GMST in a simple way (Ulbrich et al., 2009;
O’Gorman, 2010). Overall global average cyclone activity is expected
to change little under moderate GHG forcing (O’Gorman and Schneider, 2008; Ulbrich et al., 2009; Bengtsson and Hodges, 2011), although
in one study, human influence has been detected in geostrophic wind
energy and ocean wave heights derived from sea level pressure data
(Wang et al., 2009b).

10.6.1.5 Tropical Cyclones
AR4 concluded that ‘anthropogenic factors more likely than not have
contributed to an increase in tropical cyclone intensity’ (Hegerl et al.,
2007b). Evidence that supports this assessment was the strong correlation between the Power Dissipation Index (PDI, an index of the destructiveness of tropical cyclones) and tropical Atlantic SSTs (Emanuel,
2005; Elsner, 2006) and the association between Atlantic warming and
the increase in GMST (Mann and Emanuel, 2006; Trenberth and Shea,
2006). Observations suggest an increase globally in the intensities of
the strongest tropical cyclones (Elsner et al., 2008) but it is difficult
to attribute such changes to particular causes (Knutson et al., 2010).
The US Climate Change Science Program (CCSP; Kunkel et al., 2008)
discussed human contributions to recent hurricane activity based on
a two-step attribution approach. They concluded merely that it is very
likely (Knutson et al., 2010) that human-induced increase in GHGs has
contributed to the increase in SSTs in the hurricane formation regions
and that over the past 50 years there has been a strong statistical
connection between tropical Atlantic SSTs and Atlantic hurricane activity as measured by the PDI. Knutson et al. (2010), assessed that ‘…it
remains uncertain whether past changes in tropical cyclone activity
have exceeded the variability expected from natural causes.’ Senevi913
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ratne et al. (2012) concurred with this finding. Section 14.6.1 gives a
detailed account of past and future changes in tropical cyclones. This
section assesses causes of observed changes.
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Studies that directly attribute tropical cyclone activity changes to
anthropogenic GHG emission are lacking. Among many factors that
may affect tropical cyclone activity, tropical SSTs have increased and
this increase has been attributed at least in part to anthropogenic forcing (Gillett et al., 2008a). However, there are diverse views on
the connection between tropical cyclone activity and SST (see Section
14.6.1 for details). Strong correlation between the PDI and tropical
Atlantic SSTs (Emanuel, 2005; Elsner, 2006) would suggest an anthropogenic influence on tropical cyclone activity. However, recent studies also suggest that regional potential intensity correlates with the
difference between regional SSTs and spatially averaged SSTs in the
tropics (Vecchi and Soden, 2007; Xie et al., 2010; Ramsay and Sobel,
2011) and projections are uncertain on whether the relative SST will
increase over the 21st century under GHG forcing (Vecchi et al., 2008;
Xie et al., 2010; Villarini and Vecchi, 2012, 2013) . Analyses of CMIP5
simulations suggest that while PDI over the North Atlantic is projected to increase towards late 21st century no detectable change in PDI
should be present in the 20th century (Villarini and Vecchi, 2013) . On
the other hand, Emanuel et al. (2013) point out that while GCM hindcasts indeed predict little change over the 20th century, downscaling
driving by reanalysis data that incorporate historical observations are
in much better accord with observations and do indicate a late 20th
century increase.
Some recent studies suggest that the reduction in the aerosol forcing
(both anthropogenic and natural) over the Atlantic since the 1970s
may have contributed to the increase in tropical cyclone activity in the
region (see Section 14.6.1 for details), and similarly that aerosols may
have acted to reduce tropical cyclone activity in the Atlantic in earlier years when aerosol forcing was increasing (Villarini and Vecchi,
2013). However, there are different views on the relative contribution
of aerosols and decadal natural variability of the climate system to
the observed changes in Atlantic tropical cyclone activity among these
studies. Some studies indicate that aerosol changes have been the
main driver (Mann and Emanuel, 2006; Evan et al., 2009; Booth et al.,
2012; Villarini and Vecchi, 2012, 2013). Other studies infer the influence of natural variability to be as large as or larger than that from
aerosols (Zhang and Delworth, 2009; Villarini and Vecchi, 2012, 2013).
Globally, there is low confidence in any long-term increases in tropical
cyclone activity (Section 2.6.3) and we assess that there is low confidence in attributing global changes to any particular cause. In the
North Atlantic region there is medium confidence that a reduction in
aerosol forcing over the North Atlantic has contributed at least in part
to the observed increase in tropical cyclone activity since the 1970s.
There remains substantial disagreement on the relative importance of
internal variability, GHG forcing and aerosols for this observed trend.
It remains uncertain whether past changes in tropical cyclone activity
are outside the range of natural internal variability.
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10.6.2

Attribution of Weather and Climate Events

Since many of the impacts of climate change are likely to manifest
themselves through extreme weather, there is increasing interest in
quantifying the role of human and other external influences on climate
in specific weather events. This presents particular challenges for both
science and the communication of results. It has so far been attempted
for a relatively small number of specific events (e.g., Stott et al., 2004;
Pall et al., 2011) although Peterson et al. (2012) attempt, for the first
time, a coordinated assessment to place different high-impact weather
events of the previous year in a climate perspective. In this assessment,
selected studies are used to illustrate the essential principles of event
attribution: see Stott et al. (2013) for a more exhaustive review.
Two distinct ways have emerged of framing the question of how an
external climate driver like increased GHG levels may have contributed
to an observed weather event. First, the ‘attributable risk’ approach
considers the event as a whole, and asks how the external driver
may have increased or decreased the probability of occurrence of an
event of comparable magnitude. Second, the ‘attributable magnitude’
approach considers how different external factors contributed to the
event or, more specifically, how the external driver may have increased
the magnitude of an event of comparable occurrence probability. Hoerling et al. (2013) uses both methods to infer changes in magnitude and
likelihood of the 2011 Texas heat wave.
Quantifying the absolute risk or probability of an extreme weather
event in the absence of human influence on climate is particularly
challenging. Many of the most extreme events occur because a self-reinforcing process that occurs only under extreme conditions amplifies
an initial anomaly (e.g., Fischer et al., 2007). Hence the probability of
occurrence of such events cannot, in general, be estimated simply by
extrapolating from the distribution of less extreme events that are
sampled in the historical record. Proxy records of pre-industrial climate
generally do not resolve high-frequency weather, so inferring changes
in probabilities requires a combination of hard-to-test distributional
assumptions and extreme value theory. Quantifying absolute probabilities with climate models is also difficult because of known biases in
their simulation of extreme events. Hence, with only a couple of exceptions (e.g., Hansen et al., 2012), studies have focussed on how risks
have changed or how different factors have contributed to an observed
event, rather than claiming that the absolute probability of occurrence
of that event would have been extremely low in the absence of human
influence on climate.
Even without considering absolute probabilities, there remain considerable uncertainties in quantifying changes in probabilities. The
assessment of such changes will depend on the selected indicator, time
period and spatial scale on which the event is analysed, and the way in
which the event-attribution question is framed can substantially affect
apparent conclusions . If an event occurs in the tail of the distribution,
then a small shift in the distribution as a whole can result in a large
increase in the probability of an event of a given magnitude: hence it
is possible for the same event to be both ‘mostly natural’ in terms of
attributable magnitude (if the shift in the distribution due to human
influence is small compared to the anomaly in the natural variability
that was the primary cause) and ‘mostly anthropogenic’ in terms of
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Figure 10.18 | Return times for precipitation-induced floods aggregated over England and Wales for (a) conditions corresponding to September to November 2000 with boundary conditions as observed (blue) and under a range of simulations of the conditions that would have obtained in the absence of anthropogenic greenhouse warming over the
20th century (green) with different AOGCMs used to define the greenhouse signal, black horizontal line corresponds to the threshold exceeded in autumn 2000 (from Pall et al.,
2011); (b) corresponding to January to March 2001 with boundary conditions as observed (blue) and under a range of simulations of the condition that would have obtained in the
absence of anthropogenic greenhouse warming over the 20th century (green) adapted from Kay et al. (2011a); (c) return periods of temperature-geopotential height conditions in
the model simulations for the 1960s (green) and the 2000s (blue). The vertical black arrow shows the anomaly of the 2010 Russian heat wave (black horizontal line) compared to
the July mean temperatures of the 1960s (dashed line). The vertical red arrow gives the increase in temperature for the event whereas the horizontal red arrow shows the change
in the return period (from Otto et al., 2012).

attributable risk (if human influence has increased its probability of
occurrence by more than a factor of 2). These issues are discussed further using the example of the 2010 Russian heat wave below.
The majority of studies have focussed on quantifying attributable risk.
Formally, risk is a function of both hazard and vulnerability (IPCC,
2012), although most studies attempting to quantify risk in the context of extreme weather do not explicitly use this definition, which is
discussed further in Chapter 19 of WGII, but use the term as a shorthand for the probability of the occurrence of an event of a given magnitude. Any assessment of change in risk depends on an assumption
of ‘all other things being equal’, including natural drivers of climate
change and vulnerability. Given this assumption, the change in hazard
is proportional to the change in risk, so we will follow the published
literature and continue to refer to Fraction Attributable Risk, defined
as FAR = 1 – P0/P1, P0 being the probability of an event occurring in
the absence of human influence on climate, and P1 the corresponding
probability in a world in which human influence is included. FAR is
thus the fraction of the risk that is attributable to human influence (or,
potentially, any other external driver of climate change) and does not
require knowledge of absolute values of P0 and P1, only their ratio.
For individual events with return times greater than the time scale
over which the signal of human influence is emerging (30 to 50 years,
meaning P0 and P1 less than 2 to 3% in any given year), it is impossible to observe a change in occurrence frequency directly because of the
shortness of the observed record, so attribution is necessarily a multi-step procedure. Either a trend in occurrence frequency of more frequent events is attributed to human influence and a statistical model
is then used to extrapolate to the implications for P0 and P1; or an

attributable trend is identified in some other variable, such as surface
temperature, and a physically based weather model is used to assess
the implications for extreme weather risk. Neither approach is free of
assumptions: no atmospheric model is perfect, but statistical extrapolation may also be misleading for reasons given above.
Pall et al. (2011) provide an example of multi-step assessment of
attributable risk using a physically based model, applied to the floods
that occurred in the UK in the autumn of 2000, the wettest autumn
to have occurred in England and Wales since records began. To assess
the contribution of the anthropogenic increase in GHGs to the risk of
these floods, a several thousand member ensemble of atmospheric
models with realistic atmospheric composition, SST and sea ice boundary conditions imposed was compared with a second ensemble with
composition and surface temperatures and sea ice boundary conditions modified to simulate conditions that would have occurred had
there been no anthropogenic increase in GHGs since 1900. Simulated
daily precipitation from these two ensembles was fed into an empirical
rainfall-runoff model and daily England and Wales runoff used as a
proxy for flood risk. Results (Figure 10.18a) show that including the
influence of anthropogenic greenhouse warming increases flood risk
at the threshold relevant to autumn 2000 by around a factor of two in
the majority of cases, but with a broad range of uncertainty: in 10% of
cases the increase in risk is less than 20%.
Kay et al. (2011a), analysing the same ensembles but using a more
sophisticated hydrological model found a reduction in the risk of snow
melt–induced flooding in the spring season (Figure 10.18b) which,
aggregated over the entire year, largely compensated for the increased
risk of precipitation-induced flooding in autumn. This illustrates an
915
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important general point: even if a particular flood event may have
been made more likely by human influence on climate, there is no certainty that all kinds of flood events in that location, country or region
have been made more likely.
Rahmstorf and Coumou (2011) provide an example of an empirical
approach to the estimation of attributable risk applied to the 2010
Russian heat wave. They fit a nonlinear trend to central Russian temperatures and show that the warming that has occurred in this region
since the 1960s has increased the risk of a heat wave of the magnitude observed in 2010 by around a factor of 5, corresponding to
an FAR of 0.8. They do not address what has caused the trend since
1960, although they note that other studies have attributed most of
the large-scale warming over this period to the anthropogenic increase
in GHG concentrations.
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Dole et al. (2011) take a different approach to the 2010 Russian heat
wave, focussing on attributable magnitude, analysing contributions
from various external factors, and conclude that this event was ‘mainly
natural in origin’. First, observations show no evidence of a trend in
occurrence frequency of hot Julys in western Russia, and despite the
warming that has occurred since the 1960s, mean July temperatures in
that region actually display a (statistically insignificant) cooling trend
over the century as a whole, in contrast to the case for central and
southern European summer temperatures (Stott et al., 2004). Members of the CMIP3 multi-model ensemble likewise show no evidence
of a trend towards warming summers in central Russia. Second, Dole
et al. (2011) note that the 2010 Russian event was associated with
a strong blocking atmospheric flow anomaly, and even the complete
2010 boundary conditions are insufficient to increase the probability
of a prolonged blocking event in this region, in contrast again to the
situation in Europe in 2003. This anomaly in the large-scale atmospheric flow led to low-pressure systems being redirected around the
blocking over Russia causing severe flooding in Pakistan which could
so far not be attributed to anthropogenic causes (van Oldenborgh et
al., 2012), highlighting that a global perspective is necessary to unravel
the different factors influencing individual extreme events (Trenberth
and Fasullo, 2012).
Otto et al. (2012) argue that it is possible to reconcile the results of
Rahmstorf and Coumou (2011) with those of Dole et al. (2011) by
relating the attributable risk and attributable magnitude approaches
to framing the event attribution question. This is illustrated in Figure
10.18c, which shows return times of July temperatures in western
Russia in a large ensemble of atmospheric model simulations for the
1960s (in green) and 2000s (in blue). The threshold exceeded in 2010
is shown by the solid horizontal line which is almost 6°C above 1960s
mean July temperatures, shown by the dashed line. The difference
between the green and blue lines could be characterized as a 1.5°C
increase in the magnitude of a 30-year event (the vertical red arrow,
which is substantially smaller than the size of the anomaly itself, supporting the assertion that the event was ‘mainly natural’ in terms of
attributable magnitude. Alternatively, it could be characterized as a
threefold increase in the risk of the 2010 threshold being exceeded,
supporting the assertion that risk of the event occurring was mainly
attributable to the external trend, consistent with Rahmstorf and
Coumou (2011). Rupp et al. (2012) and Hoerling et al. (2013) reach
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similar conclusions about the 2011 Texas heat wave, both noting the
importance of La Niña conditions in the Pacific, with anthropogenic
warming making a relatively small contribution to the magnitude of
the event, but a more substantial contribution to the risk of temperatures exceeding a high threshold. This shows that the quantification
of attributable risks and and changes in magnitude are affected by
modelling error (e.g., Visser and Petersen, 2012) as they depend on the
atmospheric model’s ability to simulate the observed anomalies in the
general circulation (Chapter 9).
Because much of the magnitude of these two heat waves is attributable to atmospheric flow anomalies, any evidence of a causal link
between rising GHGs and the occurrence or persistence of flow anomalies such as blocking would have a very substantial impact on attribution claims. Pall et al. (2011) argue that, although flow anomalies
played a substantial role in the autumn 2000 floods in the UK, thermodynamic mechanisms were primarily responsible for the change in risk
between their ensembles. Regardless of whether the statistics of flow
regimes themselves have changed, observed temperatures in recent
years in Europe are distinctly warmer than would be expected for analogous atmospheric flow regimes in the past, affecting both warm and
cold extremes (Yiou et al., 2007; Cattiaux et al., 2010).
In summary, increasing numbers of studies are finding that the probability of occurrence of events associated with extremely high temperatures has increased substantially due to the large-scale warming
since the mid-20th century. Because most of this large-scale warming
is very likely due to the increase in atmospheric GHG concentrations, it
is possible to attribute, via a multi-step procedure, some of the increase
in probability of these regional events to human influence on climate.
Such an increase in probability is consistent with the implications of
single-step attribution studies looking at the overall implications of
increasing mean temperatures for the probabilities of exceeding temperature thresholds in some regions. We conclude that it is likely that
human influence has substantially increased the probability of occurrence of heat waves in some locations. It is expected that attributable
risks for extreme precipitation events are generally smaller and more
uncertain, consistent with the findings in Kay et al. (2011a) and Pall
et al. (2011). The science of event attribution is still confined to case
studies, often using a single model, and typically focussing on high-impact events for which the issue of human influence has already arisen.
While the increasing risk of heat waves measured as the occurrence of
a previous temperature record being exceeded can simply be explained
by natural variability superimposed by globally increasing temperature,
conclusions for holistic events including general circulation patterns
are specific to the events that have been considered so far and rely on
the representation of relevant processes in the model.
Anthropogenic warming remains a relatively small contributor to the
overall magnitude of any individual short-term event because its magnitude is small relative to natural random weather variability on short
time scales (Dole et al., 2011; Hoerling et al., 2013). Because of this
random variability, weather events continue to occur that have been
made less likely by human influence on climate, such as extreme winter
cold events (Massey et al., 2012), or whose probability of occurrence
has not been significantly affected either way. Quantifying how different external factors contribute to current risks, and how risks are
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changing, is possible with much higher confidence than quantifying
absolute risk. Biases in climate models, uncertainty in the probability
distribution of the most extreme events and the ambiguity of paleoclimatic records for short-term events mean that it is not yet possible to
quantify the absolute probability of occurrence of any observed weather event in a hypothetical pristine climate. At present, therefore, the
evidence does not support the claim that we are observing weather
events that would, individually, have been extremely unlikely in the
absence of human-induced climate change, although observed trends
in the concurrence of large numbers of events (see Section 10.6.1)
may be more easily attributable to external factors. The most important development since AR4 is an emerging consensus that the role of
external drivers of climate change in specific extreme weather events,
including events that might have occurred in a pre-industrial climate,
can be quantified using a probabilistic approach.

10.7

Multi-century to Millennia Perspective

Evaluating the causes of climate change before the 20th century is
important to test and improve our understanding of the role of internal and forced natural climate variability for the recent past. This section draws on assessment of temperature reconstructions of climate
change over the past millennium and their uncertainty in Chapter 5
(Table 5.A.1; Sections 5.3.5 and 5.5.1 for regional records), and on
comparisons of models and data over the pre-instrumental period in
Chapters 5 and 9 (Sections 5.3.5, 5.5.1 and 9.5.3), and focuses on the
evidence for the contribution by radiatively forced climate change to
reconstructions and early instrumental records. In addition, the residual
variability that is not explained by forcing from palaeoclimatic records
provides a useful comparison to estimates of climate model internal
variability. The model dependence of estimates of internal variability is
an important uncertainty in detection and attribution results.
The inputs for detection and attribution studies for periods covered by
indirect, or proxy, data are affected by more uncertainty than those
from the instrumental period (see Chapter 5), owing to the sparse data
coverage, particularly further back in time, and uncertainty in the link
between proxy data and, for example, temperature. Records of past
radiative influences on climate are also uncertain (Section 5.2; see
Schmidt et al., 2011; Schmidt et al., 2012). For the preindustrial part of
the last millennium changes in solar, volcanic, GHG forcing, and land
use change, along with a small orbital forcing are potentially important
external drivers of climate change. Estimates of solar forcing (Figure
5.1a; Box 10.2) are uncertain, particularly in their amplitude, as well as
in modelling, for example, of the influence of solar forcing on atmospheric circulation involving stratospheric dynamics (see Box 10.2; Gray
et al., 2010). Estimates of past volcanism are reasonably well established in their timing, but the magnitude of the RF of individual eruptions is uncertain (Figure 5.1a). It is possible that large eruptions had a
more moderated climate effect than simulated by many climate models
due to faster fallout associated with larger particle size (Timmreck et
al., 2009), or increased amounts of injected water vapour (Joshi and
Jones, 2009). Reconstructed changes in land cover and its effect on
climate are also uncertain (Kaplan et al., 2009; Pongratz et al., 2009).
Forcing of WMGHGs shows only very subtle variations over the last
millennium up to 1750. This includes a small drop and partial recovery
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in the 17th century (Section 6.2.3, Figure 6.7), followed by increases in
GHG concentrations with industrialization since the middle of the 18th
century (middle of the 19th century for N2O, Figure 6.11).
When interpreting reconstructions of past climate change with the help
of climate models driven with estimates of past forcing, it helps that
the uncertainties in reconstructions and forcing are independent from
each other. Thus, uncertainties in forcing and reconstructions combined
should lead to less, rather than more similarity between fingerprints
of forced climate change and reconstructions, making it improbable
that the response to external drivers is spuriously detected. However, this is the case only if all relevant forcings and their uncertainties
are considered, reducing the risk of misattribution due to spurious
correlations between external forcings, and if the data are homogeneous and statistical tests properly applied (e.g., Legras et al., 2010).
Hence this section focuses on work that considers all relevant forcings
simultaneously.

10.7.1

Causes of Change in Large-Scale Temperature
over the Past Millennium

Despite the uncertainties in reconstructions of past NH mean temperatures, there are well-defined climatic episodes in the last millennium
that can be robustly identified (Chapter 5, see also Figure 10.19). Chapter 5 concludes that in response to solar, volcanic and anthropogenic
RFs, climate models simulate temperature changes in the NH which
are generally consistent in magnitude and timing with reconstructions,
within their broad uncertainty ranges (Section 5.3.5).

10.7.1.1 Role of External Forcing in the Last Millennium
The AR4 concluded that ‘A substantial fraction of the reconstructed
NH inter-decadal temperature variability of the seven centuries prior
to 1950 is very likely attributable to natural external forcing’. The literature since the AR4, and the availability of more simulations of the
last millennium with more complete forcing (see Schmidt et al., 2012),
including solar, volcanic and GHG influences, and generally also land
use change and orbital forcing) and more sophisticated models, to a
much larger extent coupled climate or coupled ESMs (Chapter 9), some
of them with interactive carbon cycle, strengthens these conclusions.
Most reconstructions show correlations with external forcing that are
similar to those found between pre-Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (PMIP3) simulations of the last millennium
and forcing, suggesting an influence by external forcing (FernándezDonado et al., 2013). From a global scale average of new regional
reconstructions, Past Global Changes 2k (PAGES 2k) Consortium
(2013) find that periods with strong volcanic and solar forcing combined occurring over the last millennium show significantly cooler
conditions than randomly selected periods from the last two millennia. Detection analyses based on PMIP3 and CMIP5 model simulations
for the years from 850 to 1950 and also from 850 to 1850 find that
the fingerprint of external forcing is detectable in all reconstructions
of NH mean temperature considered (Schurer et al., 2013; see Figure
10.19), but only in about half the cases considered does detection also
occur prior to 1400. The authors find a smaller response to forcing in
reconstructions than simulated, but this discrepancy is consistent with
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uncertainties in forcing or proxy response to it, particularly associated
with volcanism. The discrepancy is reduced when using more strongly
smoothed data or omitting major volcanic eruptions from the analysis.
The level of agreement between fingerprints from multiple models in
response to forcing and reconstructions decreases earlier in time, and
the forced signal is detected only in about half the cases considered
when analysing the period 851 to 1401. This may be partly due to
weaker forcing and larger forcing uncertainty early in the millennium
and partly due to increased uncertainty in reconstructions. Detection
results indicate a contribution by external drivers to the warm conditions in the 11th to 12th century, but cannot explain the warmth
around the 10th century in some of the reconstructions (Figure 10.19).
This detection of a role of external forcing extends work reported in
AR4 back into to the 9th century CE.

Detection and attribution studies support results from modelling studies that infer a strong role of external forcing in the cooling of NH temperatures during the Little Ice Age (LIA; see Chapter 5 and Glossary).
Both model simulations (Jungclaus et al., 2010) and results from detection and attribution studies (Hegerl et al., 2007a; Schurer et al., 2013)
suggest that a small drop in GHG concentrations may have contributed
to the cool conditions during the 16th and 17th centuries. Note, however, that centennial variations of GHG during the late Holocene are
very small relative to their increases since pre-industrial times (Section
6.2.3). The role of solar forcing is less clear except for decreased agreement if using very large solar forcing (e.g., Ammann et al., 2007; Feulner, 2011). Palastanga et al. (2011) demonstrate that neither a slowdown of the thermohaline circulation nor a persistently negative NAO
alone can explain the reconstructed temperature pattern over Europe
during the periods 1675–1715 and 1790–1820.

10

Figure 10.19 | The top panel compares the mean annual Northern Hemisphere (NH) surface air temperature from a multi-model ensemble to several NH temperature reconstructions. These reconstructions are: CH-blend from Hegerl et al. (2007a) in purple, which is a reconstruction of 30°N to 90°N land only (Mann et al., 2009), plotted for the region 30°N
to 90°N land and sea (green) and D’Arrigo et al. (2006) in red, which is a reconstruction of 20°N to 90°N land only. The dotted coloured lines show the corresponding instrumental
data. The multi-model mean for the reconstructed domain is scaled to fit each reconstruction in turn, using a total least squares (TLS) method. The best estimate of the detected
forced signal is shown in orange (as an individual line for each reconstruction; lines overlap closely) with light orange shading indicating the range expected if accounting for
internal variability. The best fit scaling values for each reconstruction are given in the insert as well as the detection results for six other reconstructions (M8; M9 (Mann et al., 2008,
2009); AW (Ammann and Wahl, 2007); Mo (Moberg et al., 2005); Ju (Juckes et al., 2007); CH (Hegerl et al., 2007a); CL (Christiansen and Ljungqvist, 2011) and inverse regressed
onto the instrumental record CS; DA (D’Arrigo et al., 2006); Fr (Frank et al., 2007). An asterisk next to the reconstruction name indicates that the residuals (over the more robustly
reconstructed period 1401–1950) are inconsistent with the internal variability generated by the combined control simulations of all climate models investigated (for details see
Schurer et al., 2013). The ensemble average of a data-assimilation simulation (Goosse et al., 2012b) is plotted in blue, for the region 30°N to 90°N land and sea, with the error
range shown in light blue shading. The bottom panel is similar to the top panel, but showing the European region, following Hegerl et al. (2011a) but using the simulations and
method in Schurer et al. (2013). The detection analysis is performed for the period 1500–1950 for two reconstructions: Luterbacher et al. (2004)(representing the region 35°N to
70°N,25°W to 40°E, “land only, labelled ‘Lu’ in the insert”) shown in red, and Mann et al. (2009) (averaged over the region 25°N to 65°N, 0° to 60°E, land and sea, labelled ‘M9’
in the insert), shown in green. As in the top panel, best fit estimates are shown in dark orange with uncertainty range due to internal variability shown in light orange. The data
assimilation from Goosse et al. (2012a), constrained by the Mann et al. (2009) reconstruction is shown in blue, with error range in light blue. All data are shown with respect to the
mean of the period covered by the white part of the figure (850–1950 for the NH, 1500–1950 for European mean data).
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Data assimilation studies support the conclusion that external forcing,
together with internal climate variability, provides a consistent explanation of climate change over the last millennium. Goosse et al. (2010,
2012a, 2012b) select, from a very large ensemble with an EMIC, the
individual simulations that are closest to the spatial reconstructions of
temperature between 30°N and 60°N by Mann et al. (2009) accounting for reconstruction uncertainties. The method also varies the external forcing within uncertainties, determining a combined realization of
the forced response and internal variability that best matches the data.
Results (Figure 10.19) show that simulations reproduce the target
reconstruction within the uncertainty range, increasing confidence
in the consistency of the reconstruction and the forcing. The results
suggest that long-term circulation anomalies may help to explain the
hemispheric warmth early in the millennium, although results vary
dependent on input parameters of the method.

10.7.1.2 Role of Individual Forcings
Volcanic forcing shows a detectable influence on large-scale temperature (see AR4; Chapter 5), and volcanic forcing plays an important role
in explaining past cool episodes, for example, in the late 17th and early
19th centuries (see Chapter 5 and 9; Hegerl et al., 2007b; Jungclaus et
al., 2010; Miller et al., 2012) . Schurer et al. (2013) separately detect the
response to GHG variations between 1400 and 1900 in most NH reconstructions considered, and that of solar and volcanic forcing combined
in all reconstructions considered.
Even the multi-century perspective makes it difficult to distinguish
century-scale variations in NH temperature due to solar forcing alone
from the response to other forcings, due to the few degrees of freedom
constraining this forcing (see Box 10.2). Hegerl et al. (2003, 2007a)
found solar forcing detectable in some cases. Simulations with higher
than best guess solar forcing may reproduce the warm period around
1000 more closely, but the peak warming occurs about a century earlier in reconstructions than in solar forcing and with it model simulations (Jungclaus et al., 2010; Figure 5.8; Fernández-Donado et al.,
2013). Even if solar forcing were on the high end of estimates for the
last millennium, it would not be able to explain the recent warming
according both to model simulations (Ammann et al., 2007; Tett et al.,
2007; Feulner, 2011) and detection and attribution approaches that
scale the temporal fingerprint of solar forcing to best match the data
(Hegerl et al., 2007a; Schurer et al., 2013; Figure 10.19). Some studies
suggest that particularly for millennial and multi-millenial time scales
orbital forcing may be important globally (Marcott et al., 2013) and for
high-latitude trends (Kaufman et al., 2009) based on a comparison of
the correspondence between long-term Arctic cooling in models and
data though the last millennium up to about 1750 (see also PAGES 2k
Consortium, 2013).

10.7.1.3 Estimates of Internal Climate Variability
The interdecadal and longer-term variability in large-scale temperatures in climate model simulations with and without past external
forcing is quite different (Tett et al., 2007; Jungclaus et al., 2010), consistent with the finding that a large fraction of temperature variance in
the last millennium has been externally driven. The residual variability
in past climate that is not explained by changes in RF provides an
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estimate of internal variability for NH mean temperature that is not
directly derived from climate model simulation. This residual variability
is somewhat larger than control simulation variability for some reconstructions if the comparison is extended to the full period since 850
CE (Schurer et al., 2013), However, when extracting 50- and 60-year
trends from this residual variability, the distribution of these trends is
similar to the multi-model control simulation ensemble used in Schurer
et al. (2013). In all cases considered, the most recent 50-and 60-year
trend from instrumental data is far outside the range of any 50-year
trend in residuals from reconstructions of NH mean temperature of the
past millennium.

10.7.2

Changes of Past Regional Temperature

Several reconstructions of European regional temperature variability
are available (Section 5.5). While Bengtsson et al. (2006) emphasized
the role of internal variability in pre-industrial European climate as
reconstructed by Luterbacher et al. (2004), Hegerl et al. (2011a) find
a detectable response to external forcing in summer temperatures in
the period 1500–1900, for winter temperatures during 1500–1950 and
1500–2000; and throughout the record for spring. The fingerprint of
the forced response shows coherent time evolution between models
and reconstructed temperatures over the entire analysed period (compare to annual results in Figure 10.19, using a larger multi-model
ensemble). This suggests that the cold European winter conditions in
the late 17th and early 19th century and the warming in between were
at least partly externally driven.
Data assimilation results focussing on the European sector suggests
that the explanation of forced response combined with internal variability is self-consistent (Goosse et al., 2012a, Figure 10.19). The assimilated simulations reproduce the warmth of the MCA better than the
forced only simulations do. The response to individual forcings is difficult to distinguish from each other in noisier regional reconstructions.
An epoch analysis of years immediately following strong, largely tropical, volcanic eruptions shows that European summers show detectable
fingerprints of volcanic response , while winters show a noisy response
of warming in northern Europe and cooling in southern Europe (Hegerl
et al., 2011a). Landrum et al. (2013) suggest similar volcanic responses
for North America, with warming in the north of the continent and
cooling in the south. There is also evidence for a decrease in SSTs following tropical volcanic forcing in tropical reconstructions over the
past 450 years (D’Arrigo et al., 2009). There is also substantial literature suggesting solar influences on regional climate reconstructions,
possibly due to circulation changes, for example, changes in Northern
Annular Modes (e.g., Kobashi et al., 2013; see Box 10.2).

10.7.3

Summary: Lessons from the Past

Detection and attribution studies strengthen results from AR4 that
external forcing contributed to past climate variability and change prior
to the 20th century. Ocean–Atmosphere General Circulation Models
(OAGCMs) simulate similar changes on hemispheric and annual scales
as those by simpler models used earlier, and enable detection of
regional and seasonal changes. Results suggest that volcanic forcing
and GHG forcing in particular are important for explaining past changes in NH temperatures. Results from data assimilation runs confirm
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that the combination of internal variability and external forcing provides a consistent explanation of the last millennium and suggest that
changes in circulation may have further contributed to climate anomalies. The role of external forcing extends to regional records, for example, European seasonal temperatures. In summary, it is very unlikely
that NH temperature variations from 1400 to 1850 can be explained
by internal variability alone. There is medium confidence that external
forcing contributed to NH temperature variability from 850 to 1400.
There is medium confidence that external forcing (anthropogenic and
natural forcings together) contributed to European temperatures of the
last five centuries.

10.8

10

Implications for Climate System
Properties and Projections

Detection and Attribution results can be used to constrain predictions
of future climate change (see Chapters 11 and 12) and key climate
system properties. These properties include: the Equilibrium Climate
Sensitivity (ECS), which determines the long-term equilibrium warming
response to stable atmospheric composition, but not accounting for
vegetation or ice sheet changes (Section 12.5.3; see Box 12.2); the
transient climate response (TCR), which is a measure of the magnitude of transient warming while the climate system, particularly the
deep ocean, is not in equilibrium; and the transient climate response to
cumulative CO2 emissions (TCRE), which is a measure of the transient
warming response to a given mass of CO2 injected into the atmosphere, and combines information on both the carbon cycle and climate response. TCR is more tightly constrained by the observations
of transient warming than ECS. The observational constraints on TCR,
ECS and TCRE assessed here focus on information provided by recent
observed climate change, complementing analysis of feedbacks and
climate modelling information, which are assessed in Chapter 9. The
assessment in this chapter also incorporates observational constraints
based on palaeoclimatic information, building on Chapter 5, and contributes to the overall synthesis assessment in Chapter 12 (Box 12.2).
Because neither ECS nor TCR is directly observed, any inference about
them requires some form of climate model, ranging in complexity from
a simple zero-dimensional energy balance box model to OAGCMs
(Hegerl and Zwiers, 2011). Constraints on estimates of long-term
climate change and equilibrium climate change from recent warming hinge on the rate at which the ocean has taken up heat (Section
3.2), and by the extent to which recent warming has been reduced by
cooling from aerosol forcing. Therefore, attempts to estimate climate
sensitivity (transient or equilibrium) often also estimate the total aerosol forcing and the rate of ocean heat uptake, which are discussed in
Section 10.8.3. The AR4 contained a detailed discussion on estimating quantities relevant for projections, and included an appendix with
the relevant estimation methods. Here, we build on this assessment,
repeating information and discussion only where necessary to provide
context.

10.8.1 Transient Climate Response
The AR4 discussed for the first time estimates of the TCR. TCR was
originally defined as the warming at the time of CO2 doubling (i.e.,
920

after 70 years) in a 1% yr–1 increasing CO2 experiment (see Hegerl et
al., 2007b), but like ECS, it can also be thought of as a generic property
of the climate system that determines the global temperature response
ΔT to any gradual increase in RF, ΔF, taking place over an approximately 70-year time scale, normalized by the ratio of the forcing change to
the forcing due to doubling CO2, F2×CO2: TCR = F2×CO2 ΔT/ΔF (Frame et
al., 2006; Gregory and Forster, 2008; Held et al., 2010; Otto et al., 2013).
This generic definition of the TCR has also been called the ‘Transient
Climate Sensitivity’ (Held et al., 2010). TCR is related to ECS and the
global energy budget as follows: ECS = F2×CO2/α, where α is the sensitivity parameter representing the net increase in energy flux to space
per degree of warming given all feedbacks operating on these time
scales. Hence, by conservation of energy, ECS = F2×CO2 ΔT/(ΔF – ΔQ),
where ΔQ is the change in the rate of increase of climate system heat
content in response to the forcing ΔF. On these time scales, deep ocean
heat exchange affects the surface temperature response as if it were
an enhanced radiative damping, introducing a slow, or ‘recalcitrant’,
component of the response which would not be reversed for many
decades even if it were possible to return RF to pre-industrial values
(Held et al., 2010): hence the difficulty of placing an upper bound on
ECS from observed surface warming alone (Forest et al., 2002; Frame
et al., 2006). Because ΔQ is always positive at the end of a period of
increasing forcing, before the climate system has re-equilibrated, TCR
is always less than ECS, and since ΔQ is uncertain, TCR is generally
better constrained by observations of recent climate change than ECS.
Because TCR focuses on the short- and medium-term response, constraining TCR with observations is a key step in narrowing estimates of
future global temperature change in the relatively short term and under
scenarios where forcing continues to increase or peaks and declines
(Frame et al., 2006). After stabilization, the ECS eventually becomes the
relevant climate system property. Based on observational constraints
alone, the AR4 concluded that TCR is very likely to be larger than 1°C
and very unlikely to be greater than 3.5°C (Hegerl et al., 2007b). This
supported the overall assessment that the transient climate response is
very unlikely greater than 3°C and very likely greater than 1°C (Meehl
et al., 2007a). New estimates of the TCR are now available.
Scaling factors derived from detection and attribution studies (see Section 10.2) express how model responses to GHGs and aerosols need to
be scaled to match the observations over the historical period. These
scaled responses were used in AR4 to provide probabilistic projections
of both TCR and future changes in global temperature in response to
these forcings under various scenarios (Allen et al., 2000; Stott and Kettleborough, 2002; Stott et al., 2006, 2008b; Kettleborough et al., 2007;
Meehl et al., 2007b; Stott and Forest, 2007). Allen et al. (2000), Frame
et al. (2006) and Kettleborough et al. (2007) demonstrate a near linear
relationship between 20th century warming, TCR and warming by the
mid-21st century as parameters are varied in Energy Balance Models,
justifying this approach. Forster et al. (2013 ) show how the ratio ΔT/
ΔF does depend on the forcing history, with very rapid increases in
forcing giving lower values: hence any inference from past attributable
warming to future warming or TCR depends on a model (which may be
simple or complex, but ideally physically based) to relate these quantities. Such inferences also depend on forcing estimates and projections.
Recent revisions to RF (see Chapter 8) suggest higher net anthropogenic forcing over the 20th century, and hence a smaller estimated
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TCR. Stott et al. (2008b) demonstrated that optimal detection analysis of 20th century temperature changes (using HadCM3) are able to
exclude the very high and low temperature responses to aerosol forcing. Consequently, projected 21st century warming may be more closely constrained than if the full range of aerosol forcings is used (Andreae
et al., 2005). Stott and Forest (2007) demonstrate that projections
obtained from such an approach are similar to those obtained by constraining EMIC parameters from observations. Stott et al. (2011), using
HadGEM2-ES, and Gillett et al. (2012), using CanESM2, both show that
the inclusion of observations between 2000 and 2010 in such an analysis reduces the uncertainties in projected warming in the 21st century,
and tends to constrain the maximum projected warming to below that
projected using data to 2000 only (Stott et al, 2006). Such an improvement is consistent with prior expectations of how additional data will
narrow uncertainties (Stott and Kettleborough, 2002).
TCR estimates have been derived using a variety of methods (Figure
10.20a). Knutti and Tomassini (2008) compare EMIC simulations with
20th century surface and ocean temperatures to derive a probability
density function for TCR skewed slightly towards lower values with a
5 to 95% range of 1.1°C to 2.3°C. Libardoni and Forest (2011) take a
similar approach with a different EMIC and include atmospheric data
and, under a variety of assumptions, obtain 5 to 95% ranges for TCR
spanning 0.9°C to 2.4°C. Updating this study to include data to 2004
gives results that are essentially unchanged. Using a single model and
observations from 1851 to 2010 Gillett et al. (2012) derive a 5 to 95%
range of 1.3°C to 1.8°C and using a single model, but using multiple
sets of observations and analysis periods ending in 2010 and beginning in 1910 or earlier, Stott et al. (2011) derive 5 to 95% ranges that
were generally between 1°C and 3°C. Both Stott et al. (2011) and Gillett et al. (2012) find that the inclusion of data between 2000 and
2010 helps to constrain the upper bound of TCR. Gillett et al. (2012)
find that the inclusion of data prior to 1900 also helps to constrain
TCR, though Stott et al. (2011) do not. Gillett et al. (2013 ) account for
a broader range of model and observational uncertainties, in particular
addressing the efficacy of non-CO2 gases, and find a range of 0.9°C to
2.3°C. Several of the estimates of TCR that were cited by Hegerl et al.
(2007b) may have underestimated non-CO2 efficacies relative to the
more recent estimates in Forster et al. (2007). Because observationally constrained estimates of TCR are based on the ratio between past
attributable warming and past forcing, this could account for a high
bias in some of the inputs used for the AR4 TCR estimate.
Held et al. (2010) show that a two-box model originally proposed by
Gregory (2000), distinguishing the ‘fast’ and ‘recalcitrant’ responses,
fits both historical simulations and instantaneous doubled CO2 simulations of the GFDL coupled model CM2.1. The fast response has a
relaxation time of 3 to 5 years, and the historical simulation is almost
completely described by this fast component of warming. Padilla et al.
(2011) use this simple model to derive an observationally constrained
estimate of the TCR of 1.3°C to 2.6°C. Schwartz (2012) uses this twotime scale formulation to obtain TCR estimates ranging from 0.9°C to
1.9°C, the lower values arising from higher estimates of forcing over
the 20th century. Otto et al. (2013) update the analysis of Gregory et
al. (2002) and Gregory and Forster (2008) using forcing estimates from
Forster et al. (2013 ) to obtain a 5 to 95% range for TCR of 0.9°C to
2.0°C comparing the decade 2000–2009 with the period 1860–1879.
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They note, however, the danger of overinterpreting a single, possibly
anomalous, decade, and report a larger TCR range of 0.7°C to 2.5°C
replacing the 2000s with the 40 years 1970–2009.
Tung et al. (2008) examine the response to the 11-year solar cycle using
discriminant analysis, and find a high range for TCR: >2.5°C to 3.6°C
However, this estimate may be affected by different mechanisms by
which solar forcing affects climate (see Box 10.2). The authors attempt
to minimize possible aliasing with the response to other forcings in
the 20th century and with internal climate variability, although some
influence by them cannot be ruled out.
Rogelj et al. (2012) take a somewhat different approach, using a simple
climate model to match the distribution of TCR to observational constraints and a consensus distribution of ECS (which will itself have
been informed by recent climate change), following Meinshausen et
al. (2009). Harris et al. (2013) estimate a distribution for TCR based on
a large sample of emulated GCM equilibrium responses, constrained
by multiannual mean observations of recent climate and adjusted to
account for additional uncertainty associated with model structural
deficiencies (Sexton et al., 2012). The equilibrium responses are scaled
by global temperature changes associated with the sampled model
variants, reweighting the projections based on the likelihood that they
correctly replicate observed historical changes in surface temperature,
to predict the TCR distribution. Both of these studies represent a combination of multiple lines of evidence, although still strongly informed
by recent observed climate change, and hence are assessed here for
completeness.
Based on this evidence, including the new 21st century observations
that were not yet available to AR4, we conclude that, on the basis of
constraints provided by recent observed climate change, TCR is likely to
lie in the range 1°C to 2.5°C and extremely unlikely to be greater than
3°C. This range for TCR is smaller than given at the time of AR4, due
to the stronger observational constraints and the wider range of studies now available. Our greater confidence in excluding high values of
TCR arises primarily from higher and more confident estimates of past
forcing: estimates of TCR are not strongly dependent on observations
of ocean heat uptake.

10.8.2

Constraints on Long-Term Climate Change and the
Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity

The equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) is defined as the warming in
response to a sustained doubling of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
relative to pre-industrial levels (see AR4). The equilibrium to which
the ECS refers to is generally assumed to be an equilibrium involving
the ocean–atmosphere system, which does not include Earth system
feedbacks such as long-term melting of ice sheets and ice caps, dust
forcing or vegetation changes (see Chapter 5 and Section 12.5.3). The
ECS cannot be directly deduced from transient warming attributable to
GHGs, or from TCR, as the role of ocean heat uptake has to be taken
into account (see Forest et al., 2000; Frame et al., 2005; Knutti and
Hegerl, 2008). Estimating the ECS generally relies on the paradigm of
a comparison of observed change with results from a physically based
climate model, sometimes a very simple one, given uncertainty in the
model, data, RF and due to internal variability.
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For example, estimates can be based on the simple box model introduced in Section 10.8.1, ECS = F2×CO2 ΔT/(ΔF – ΔQ). Simple energy
balance calculations rely on a very limited representation of climate
response time scales, and cannot account for nonlinearities in the climate system that may lead to changes in feedbacks for different forcings (see Chapter 9). Alternative approaches are estimates that use
climate model ensembles with varying parameters that evaluate the
ECS of individual models and then infer the probability density function
(PDF) for the ECS from the model–data agreement or by using optimization methods (Tanaka et al., 2009).

10

As discussed in the AR4, the probabilistic estimates available in the
literature for climate system parameters, such as ECS and TCR have all
been based, implicitly or explicitly, on adopting a Bayesian approach
and therefore, even if it is not explicitly stated, involve using some
kind of prior information. The shape of the prior has been derived from
expert judgement in some studies, observational or experimental evidence in others or from the distribution of the sample of models available. In all cases the constraint by data, for example, from transient
warming, or observations related to feedbacks is fairly weak on the
upper tail of ECS (e.g., Frame et al., 2005). Therefore, results are sensitive to the prior assumptions (Tomassini et al., 2007; Knutti and Hegerl,
2008; Sanso and Forest, 2009; Aldrin et al., 2012). When the prior distribution fails to taper off for high sensitivities, as is the case for uniform
priors (Frame et al., 2005), this leads to long tails (Frame et al., 2005;
Annan and Hargreaves, 2011; Lewis, 2013). Uniform priors have been
criticized (e.g., Annan and Hargreaves, 2011; Pueyo, 2012; Lewis, 2013)
since results assuming a uniform prior in ECS translates instead into a
strongly structured prior on climate feedback parameter and vice versa
(Frame et al., 2005; Pueyo, 2012). Objective Bayesian analyses attempt
to avoid this paradox by using a prior distribution that is invariant
to parameter transforms and rescaling, for example, a Jeffreys prior
(Lewis, 2013). Estimated probability densities based on priors that are
strongly non-uniform in the vicinity of the best fit to the data, as is typically the case for the Jeffreys prior in this instance, can peak at values
very different from the location of the best fit, and hence need to be
interpreted carefully. To what extent results are sensitive to priors can
be evaluated by using different priors, and this has been done more
consistently in studies than at the time of AR4 (see Figure 10.20b) and
is assessed where available, illustrated in Figure 10.20. Results will also
be sensitive to the extent to which uncertainties in forcing (Tanaka et
al., 2009), models and observations and internal climate variability are
taken into account, and can be acutely sensitive to relatively arbitrary
choices of observation period, choice of truncation in estimated covariance matrices and so forth (Lewis, 2013), illustrating the importance
of sensitivity studies. Analyses that make a more complete effort to
estimate all uncertainties affecting the model–data comparison lead to
more trustworthy results, but end up with larger uncertainties (Knutti
and Hegerl, 2008).
The detection and attribution chapter in AR4 (Hegerl et al., 2007b) concluded that ‘Estimates based on observational constraints indicate that
it is very likely that the equilibrium climate sensitivity is larger than 1.5°C
with a most likely value between 2°C and 3°C’. The following sections
discuss evidence since AR4 from several lines of evidence, followed by
an overall assessment of ECS based on observed climate changes, and a
subset of available new estimates is shown in Figure 10.20b.
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10.8.2.1 Estimates from Recent Temperature Change
As estimates of ECS based on recent temperature change can only
sample atmospheric feedbacks that occur with presently evolving climate change, they provide information on the ‘effective climate sensitivity’ (e.g., Forest et al., 2008). As discussed in AR4, analyses based
on global scale data find that within data uncertainties, a strong aerosol forcing or a large ocean heat uptake might have masked a strong
greenhouse warming (see, e.g., Forest et al., 2002; Frame et al., 2005;
Stern, 2006; Roe and Baker, 2007; Hannart et al., 2009; Urban and
Keller, 2009; Church et al., 2011). This is consistent with the finding that
a set of models with a large range of ECS and aerosol forcing could
be consistent with the observed warming (Kiehl, 2007). Consequently, such analyses find that constraints on aerosol forcing are essential to provide tighter constraints on future warming (Tanaka et al.,
2009; Schwartz et al., 2010). Aldrin et al. (2012) analyse the observed
record from 1850 to 2007 for hemispheric means of surface temperature, and upper 700 m ocean heat content since 1955. The authors
use a simple climate model and a Markov Chain Monte Carlo Bayesian
technique for analysis. The authors find a quite narrow range of ECS,
which narrows further if using a uniform prior in 1/ECS rather than
ECS (Figure 10.20). If observations are updated to 2010 and forcing
estimates including further indirect aerosol effects are used (following
Skeie et al., 2011), this yields a reduced upper tail (see Figure 10.20b,
dash dotted). However, this estimate involves a rather simple model for
internal variability, hence may underestimate uncertainties. Olson et
al. (2012) use similar global scale constraints and surface temperature
to 2006, and ocean data to 2003 and arrive at a wide range if using a
uniform prior in ECS, and a quite well constrained range if using a prior
derived from current mean climate and Last Glacial Maximum (LGM)
constraints (see Figure 10.20b). Some of the differences between Olson
et al. (2012) and Aldrin et al. (2012) may be due to structural differences
in the model used (Aldrin et al. use a simple EBM while Olson use the
UVIC EMIC), some due to different statistical methods and some due to
use of global rather than hemispheric temperatures in the latter work.
An approach based on regressing forcing histories used in 20th century
simulations on observed surface temperatures (Schwartz, 2012) estimates ranges of ECS that encompass the AR4 ranges if accounting for
data uncertainty (Figure 10.20). Otto et al. (2013) updated the Gregory et al. (2002) global energy balance analysis (see equation above),
using temperature and ocean heat content data to 2009 and estimates
of RF that are approximately consistent with estimates from Chapters
7 and 8, and ocean heat uptake estimates that are consistent with
Chapter 3 and find that inclusion of recent deep ocean heat uptake and
temperature data considerably narrow estimates of ECS compared to
results using data to the less recent past.
Estimates of ECS and TCR that make use of both spatial and temporal information, or separate the GHG attributable warming using fingerprint methods, can yield tighter estimates (e.g., Frame et al., 2005;
Forest et al., 2008; Libardoni and Forest, 2011). The resulting GHG
attributable warming tends to be reasonably robust to uncertainties in
aerosol forcing (Section 10.3.1.1.3). Forest et al. (2008) have updated
their earlier study using a newer version of the MIT model and five
different surface temperature data sets (Libardoni and Forest, 2011).
Correction of statistical errors in estimation procedure pointed out by
Lewis (see Lewis, 2013) changes their result only slightly (Libardoni
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and Forest, 2013). The overarching 5 to 95% range of effective climate sensitivity widens to 1.2°C to 5.3°C when all five data sets are
used, and constraints on effective ocean diffusivity become very weak
(Forest et al., 2008). Uncertainties would likely further increase if estimates of forcing uncertainty, for example, due to natural forcings, are
also included (Forest et al., 2006). Lewis (2013) reanalysed the data
used in Forest et al. (2006) using an objective Bayesian method (see
discussion at top of section). The author finds that use of a Jeffreys
prior narrows the upper tail considerably, to 3.6°C for the 95th percentile. When revising the method, omitting upper air data, and adding 6
more years of data a much reduced 5 to 95% range of 1.2°C to 2.2°C
results (see Figure 10.20), similar to estimates by Ring et al. (2012)
using data to 2008. Lewis’s upper limit extends to 3.0°C if accounting
for forcing and surface temperature uncertainty (Lewis, 2013). Lewis
(2013) also reports a range of 1.1°C to 2.9°C using his revised diagnostics and the Forest et al. (2006) statistical method, whereas adding
9 more years to the Libardoni and Forest (2013) corrected diagnostic
(after Libardoni and Forest, 2011; Figure 10.20; using an expert prior
in both cases), does not change results much (Figure 10.20b). The differences between results reported in Forest et al. (2008); Libardoni and
Forest (2011); Lewis (2013); Libardoni and Forest (2013) are still not
fully understood, but appear to be due to a combination of sensitivity
of results to the choice of analysis period as well as differences in diagnostics and statistical approach.
In summary, analyses that use the most recent decade find a tightening of the range of ECS based on a combination of recent heat uptake
and surface temperature data. Results consistently give low probability
to ECS values under 1.0°C (Figure 10.20). The mode of the PDFs varies
considerably with period considered as expected from the influence of
internal variability on the single realization of observed climate change.
Estimates including the most recent data tend to have reduced upper
tails (Libardoni and Forest, 2011; Aldrin et al., 2012 and update; Ring
et al., 2012 and update cf. Figure 10.20; Lewis, 2013; Otto et al., 2013),
although further uncertainty in statistical assumptions and structural
uncertainties in simple models used, as well as neglected uncertainties,
for example, in forcings, increase assessed uncertainty.

10.8.2.2 Estimates Based on Top of the Atmosphere Radiative
Balance
With the satellite era, measurements are now long enough to allow
direct estimates of variations in the energy budget of the planet,
although the measurements are not sufficiently accurate to determine
absolute top of the atmosphere (TOA) fluxes or trends (see Section 2.3
and Box 13.1). Using a simple energy balance relationship between
net energy flow towards the Earth, net forcing and a climate feedback
parameter and the satellite measurements Murphy et al. (2009) made
direct estimates of the climate feedback parameter as the regression
coefficient of radiative response against GMST. The feedback parameter in turn is inversely proportional to the ECS (see above, also Forster
and Gregory, 2006). Such regression based estimates are, however,
subject to uncertainties (see Section 7.2.5.7; see also, Gregory and Forster, 2008; Murphy and Forster, 2010). Lindzen and Choi (2009) used
data from the radiative budget and simple energy balance models over
the tropics to investigate feedbacks in climate models. Their result
suggests that climate models overestimate the outgoing shortwave
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r adiation compared to Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) data,
but this result was found unreliable owing to use of a limited sample
of periods and of a domain limited to low latitudes (Murphy and Forster, 2010). Lindzen and Choi (2011) address some of these criticisms
(Chung et al., 2010; Trenberth et al., 2010), but the results remains
uncertain. For example, the lag-lead relationship between TOA balance
and SST (Lindzen and Choi, 2011) is replicated by Atmospheric Model
Intercomparison Project (AMIP) simulations where SST cannot respond
(Dessler, 2011). Hence, as discussed in Section 7.2.5.7, the influence of
internal temperature variations on short time scales seriously affects
such estimates of feedbacks. In addition, the energy budget changes
that are used to derive feedbacks are also affected by RF, which Lindzen and Choi (2009) do not account for. Murphy and Forster (2010)
further question if estimates of the feedback parameter are suitable
to estimate the ECS, as multiple time scales are involved in feedbacks
that contribute to climate sensitivity (Knutti and Hegerl, 2008; Dessler,
2010). Lin et al. (2010a) use data over the 20th century combined with
an estimate of present TOA imbalance based on modelling (Hansen et
al., 2005a) to estimate the energy budget of the planet and give a best
estimate of ECS of 3.1°C, but do not attempt to estimate a distribution
that accounts fully for uncertainties. In conclusion, measurement and
methodological uncertainties in estimates of the feedback parameter
and the ECS from short-term variations in the satellite period preclude
strong constraints on ECS. When accounting for these uncertainties,
estimates of ECS based on the TOA radiation budget appear consistent
with those from other lines of evidence within large uncertainties (e.g.,
Forster and Gregory, 2006; Figure 10.20b).

10.8.2.3 Estimates Based on Response to Volcanic Forcing or
Internal Variability
Some analyses used in AR4 were based on the well observed forcing
and responses to major volcanic eruptions during the 20th century.
The constraint is fairly weak because the peak response to short-term
volcanic forcing depends nonlinearly on ECS (Wigley et al., 2005; Boer
et al., 2007). Recently, Bender et al. (2010) re-evaluated the constraint
and found a close relationship in 9 out of 10 AR4 models between the
shortwave TOA imbalance, the simulated response to the eruption of
Mt Pinatubo and the ECS. Applying the constraint from observations
suggests a range of ECS of 1.7°C to 4.1°C. This range for ECS is subject
to observational uncertainty and uncertainty due to internal climate
variability, and is derived from a limited sample of models. Schwartz
(2007) tried to relate the ECS to the strength of natural variability using
the fluctuation dissipation theorem but studies suggest that the observations are too short to support a well constrained and reliable estimate and would yield an underestimate of sensitivity (Kirk-Davidoff,
2009); and that assuming single time scales is too simplistic for the
climate system (Knutti and Hegerl, 2008) . Thus, credible estimates of
ECS from the response to natural and internal variability do not disagree with other estimates, but at present cannot provide more reliable
estimates of ECS.

10.8.2.4 Paleoclimatic Evidence
Palaeoclimatic evidence is promising for estimating ECS (Edwards
et al., 2007). This section reports on probabilistic estimates of ECS
derived from paleoclimatic data by drawing on Chapter 5 information
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on forcing and temperature changes. For periods of past climate, which
were close to radiative balance or when climate was changing slowly,
for example, the LGM, radiative imbalance and with it ocean heat
uptake is less important than for the present (Sections 5.3.3.1 and
5.3.3.2). Treating the RF due to ice sheets, dust and CO2 as forcings
rather than feedbacks implies that the corresponding RF contributions
are associated with considerable uncertainties (see Section 5.2.2.3).
Koehler et al. (2010) used an estimate of LGM cooling along with its
uncertainties together with estimates of LGM RF and its uncertainty to
derive an overall estimate of climate sensitivity. This method accounts
for the effect of changes in feedbacks for this very different climatic
state using published estimates of changes in feedback factors (see
Section 5.3.3.2; Hargreaves et al., 2007; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2009). The
authors find a best estimate of 2.4°C and a 5 to 95% range of ECS
from 1.4°C to 5.2°C, with sensitivities beyond 6°C difficult to reconcile
with the data. In contrast, Chylek and Lohmann (2008b) estimate the
ECS to be 1.3°C to 2.3°C based on data for the transition from the
LGM to the Holocene. However, the true uncertainties are likely larger
due to uncertainties in relating local proxies to large-scale temperature
change observed over a limited time (Ganopolski and von Deimling,
2008; Hargreaves and Annan, 2009). The authors also use an aerosol
RF estimate that may be high (see response by Chylek and Lohmann,
2008a; Ganopolski and von Deimling, 2008).
At the time of the AR4, several studies were assessed in which parameters in climate models had been perturbed systematically in order to
estimate ECS, and further studies have been published since, some
making use of expanded data for LGM climate change (see Section
5.3.3.2, Table 5.3). Sometimes substantial differences between estimates based on similar data reflect not only differences in assumptions
on forcing and use of data, but also structural model uncertainties, for
example, in how feedbacks change between different climatic states
(e.g., Schneider von Deimling et al., 2006; Hargreaves et al., 2007; (see
also Otto-Bliesner et al., 2009). Holden et al. (2010) analysed which
versions of the EMIC Genie are consistent with LGM tropical SSTs and
find a 90% range of 2.0°C to 5.0°C. Recently, new data synthesis products have become available for assessment with climate model simulations of the LGM which together with further data cover much more
of the LGM ocean and land areas, although there are still substantial
gaps and substantial data uncertainty (Section 5.3.3). An analysis of
the recent SST and land temperature reconstructions for the LGM compared to simulations with an EMIC suggests a 90% range of 1.4°C to
2.8°C for ECS, with SST data providing a narrower range and lower
values than land data only (see Figure 10.20; Schmittner et al., 2011).
However, structural model uncertainty as well as data uncertainty may
increase this range substantially (Fyke and Eby, 2012; Schmittner et
al., 2012). Hargreaves et al. (2012) derived a relationship between ECS
and LGM response for seven model simulations from PMIP2 simulations and found a linear relationship between tropical cooling and ECS
(see Section 5.3.3.2) which has been used to derive an estimate of
ECS (Figure 10.20); and has been updated using PMIP3 simulations
(Section 5.3.3.2). However, uncertainties remain as the relationship is
dependent on the ensemble of models used.
Estimates of ECS from other, more distant paleoclimate periods (e.g.,
Royer et al., 2007; Royer, 2008; Pagani et al., 2009; Lunt et al., 2010)
are difficult to directly compare, as climatic conditions were very
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d ifferent from today and as climate sensitivity can be state dependent, as discussed above. Also, the response on very long time scales is
determined by the Earth System Sensitivity, which includes very slow
feedbacks by ice sheets and vegetation (see Section 12.5.3). Paleosens
Members (2012) reanalysed the relationship between RF and temperature response from paleoclimatic studies, considering Earth system
feedbacks as forcings in order to derive an estimate of ECS that is limited to atmospheric feecbacks (sometimes referred to as Charney sensitivity and directly comparable to ECS), and find that resulting estimates
are reasonably consistent over the past 65 million years (see detailed
discussion in Section 5.3.1). They estimate a 95% range of 1.1°C to
7.0°C, largely based on the past 800,000 years. However, uncertainties in paleoclimate estimates of ECS are likely to be larger than from
the instrumental record, for example, due to changes in feedbacks
between different climatic states. In conclusion, estimates of ECS have
continued to emerge from palaeoclimatic periods that indicate that
ECS is very likely less than 6°C and very likely greater than 1.0°C (see
Section 5.3.3).

10.8.2.5 Combining Evidence and Overall Assessment
Most studies find a lower 5% limit for ECS between 1°C and 2°C (Figure
10.20). The combined evidence thus indicates that the net feedbacks to
RF are significantly positive. At present, there is no credible individual
line of evidence that yields very high or very low climate sensitivity as
best estimate. Some recent studies suggest a low climate sensitivity
(Chylek et al., 2007; Schwartz et al., 2007; Lindzen and Choi, 2009).
However, these are based on problematic assumptions, for example,
about the climate’s response time, the cause of climate fluctuations,
or neglect uncertainty in forcing, observations and internal variability
(as discussed in Foster et al., 2008; Knutti and Hegerl, 2008; Murphy
and Forster, 2010). In some cases the estimates of the ECS have been
refuted by testing the method of estimation with a climate model of
known sensitivity (e.g., Kirk-Davidoff, 2009).
Several authors (Annan and Hargreaves, 2006; Hegerl et al., 2006;
Annan and Hargreaves, 2010) had proposed combining estimates
of climate sensitivity from different lines of evidence by the time of
AR4; these and recent work is shown in the panel ‘combined’ in Figure
10.20. Aldrin et al. (2012) combined the Hegerl et al. (2006) estimate
based on the last millennium with their estimate based on the 20th
century; and Olson et al. (2012) combined weak constraints from climatology and the LGM in their prior, updated by data on temperature
changes. This approach is robust only if the lines of evidence used are
truly independent. The latter is hard to evaluate when using prior distributions based on expert knowledge (e.g., Libardoni and Forest, 2011).
If lines of evidence are not independent, overly confident assessments
of equilibrium climate sensitivity may result (Henriksson et al., 2010;
Annan and Hargreaves, 2011).
In conclusion, estimates of the Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity (ECS)
based on multiple and partly independent lines of evidence from
observed climate change, including estimates using longer records of
surface temperature change and new palaeoclimatic evidence, indicate that there is high confidence that ECS is extremely unlikely less
than 1°C and medium confidence that the ECS is likely between 1.5°C
and 4.5°C and very unlikely greater than 6°C. They complement the
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Figure 10.20 | (a) Examples of distributions of the transient climate response (TCR, top) and the equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS, bottom) estimated from observational constraints. Probability density functions (PDFs), and ranges (5 to 95%) for the TCR estimated by different studies (see text). The grey shaded range marks the very likely range of 1°C to
2.5°C for TCR and the grey solid line represents the extremely unlikely <3°C upper bound as assessed in this section. Representative distributions from AR4 shown as dashed lines
and open bar. (b) Estimates of ECS are compared to overall assessed likely range (solid grey), with solid line at 1°C and a dashed line at 6°C. The figure compares some selected
old estimates used in AR4 (no labels, thin lines; for references see Supplementary Material) with new estimates available since AR4 (labelled, thicker lines). Distributions are shown
where available, together with 5 to 95% ranges and median values (circles). Ranges that are assessed as being incomplete are marked by arrows; note that in contrast to the other
estimates Schwartz (2012), shows a sampling range and Chylek and Lohmann a 95% range. Estimates are based on changes over the instrumental period (top row); and changes
from palaeoclimatic data (2nd row). Studies that combine multiple lines of evidence are shown in the bottom panel. The boxes on the right-hand side indicate limitations and
strengths of each line of evidence, for example, if a period has a similar climatic base state, if feedbacks are similar to those operating under CO2 doubling, if the observed change
is close to equilibrium, if, between all lines of evidence plotted, uncertainty is accounted for relatively completely, and summarizes the level of scientific understanding of this line of
evidence overall. A blue box indicates an overall line of evidence that is well understood, has small uncertainty, or many studies and overall high confidence. Pale yellow indicates
medium, and dark red low, confidence (i.e., poorly understood,very few studies, poor agreement, unknown limitations, after Knutti and Hegerl, 2008). Where available, results
are shown using several different prior distributions; for example for Aldrin et al. (2012) solid shows the result using a uniform prior in ECS, which is shown as updated to 2010
in dash-dots; dashed: uniform prior in 1/ECS; and in bottom panel, result combining with Hegerl et al. (2006) prior, For Lewis (2013), dashed shows results using the Forest et al.
(2006) diagnostic and an objective Bayesian prior, solid a revised diagnostic. For Otto et al. (2013), solid is an estimate using change to 1979–2009, dashed using the change to
2000–2009. Palaeoclimate: Hargreaves et al. (2012) is shown in solid, with dashed showing an update based on PMIP3 simulations (see Chapter 5); For Schmittner et al. (2011),
solid is land-and-ocean, dashed land-only, and dash-dotted is ocean-only diagnostic.
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e valuation in Chapter 9 and support the overall assessment in Chapter
12 that concludes between all lines of evidence with high confidence
that ECS is likely in the range 1.5°C to 4.5°C. Earth system feedbacks
can lead to different, probably larger, warming than indicated by ECS
on very long time scales.

10.8.3 Consequences for Aerosol Forcing and Ocean
Heat Uptake

10

Some estimates of ECS also yield estimates of aerosol forcing that are
consistent with observational records, which we briefly mention here.
Note that the estimate will reflect any forcings with a time or time–
space pattern resembling aerosol forcing that is not explicitly included in the overall estimate (see discussion in Olson et al., 2012), for
example, BC on snow; and should hence be interpreted as an estimate
of aerosol plus neglected forcings. Estimates will also vary with the
method applied and diagnostics used (e.g., analyses including spatial
information will yield stronger results). Murphy et al. (2009) use correlations between surface temperature and outgoing shortwave and
longwave flux over the satellite period to estimate how much of the
total recent forcing has been reduced by aerosol total reflection, which
they estimate as –1.1 ± 0.4 W m–2 from 1970 to 2000 (1 standard deviation), while Libardoni and Forest (2011), see also Forest et al. (2008),
based on the 20th century, find somewhat lower estimates, namely a
90% bound of –0.83 to –0.19 W m–2 for the 1980s relative to preindustrial. Lewis (2013), using similar diagnostics but an objective Bayesian method, estimates a total aerosol forcing of about –0.6 to –0.1W
m–2 or –0.6 to 0.0 W m–2 dependent on diagnostic used. The range of
the aerosol forcing estimates that are based on the observed climate
change are in-line with the expert judgement of the effective RF by
aerosol radiation and aerosol cloud interactions combined (ERFaci+ari;
Chapter 7) of –0.9 W m–2 with a range from –1.9 to –0.1 W m–2 that
has been guided by climate models that include aerosol effects on
mixed-phase and convective clouds in addition to liquid clouds, satellite studies and models that allow cloud-scale responses (see Section
7.5.2).
Several estimates of ECS also estimate a parameter that describe the
efficiency with which the ocean takes up heat, e.g., effective global
vertical ocean diffusivity (e.g., Tomassini et al., 2007; Forest et al., 2008;
Olson et al., 2012; Lewis, 2013). Forest and Reynolds (2008) find that
the effective global ocean diffusivity Kv in many of the CMIP3 models
lies above the median value based on observational constraints, resulting in a positive bias in their ocean heat uptake. Lewis (2013) similarly
finds better agreement for small values of effective ocean diffusivity.
However, such a finding was very sensitive to data sets used for surface temperature (Libardoni and Forest, 2011) and ocean data (Sokolov
et al., 2010), is somewhat sensitive to the diagnostic applied (Lewis,
2013), and limited by difficulties observing heat uptake in the deep
ocean (see, e.g., Chapters 3 and 13). Olson et al. (2012) and Tomassini
et al. (2007) find that data over the historical period provide only a
weak constraint on background ocean effective diffusivity. Comparison of the vertical profiles of temperature and of historical warming
in models and observations suggests that the ocean heat uptake efficiency may be typically too large (Kuhlbrodt and Gregory, 2012; Section 13.4.1; see also Sections 9.4.2, 10.4.1, 10.4.3). If effective diffusivity were high in models this might lead to a tendency to bias ocean
warming high relative to surface warming; but this uncertainty makes
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only a small contribution to uncertainty in TCR (Knutti and Tomassini,
2008; Kuhlbrodt and Gregory, 2012; see Section 13.4.1). Nonetheless,
ocean thermal expansion and heat content change simulated in CMIP5
models show relatively good agreement with observations, although
this might also be due to a compensation between ocean heat uptake
efficiency and atmospheric feedbacks (Kuhlbrodt and Gregory, 2012).
In summary, constraints on effective ocean diffusivity are presently not
conclusive.

10.8.4

Earth System Properties

A number of papers have found the global warming response to CO2
emissions to be determined primarily by total cumulative emissions of
CO2, irrespective of the timing of those emissions over a broad range
of scenarios (Allen et al., 2009; Matthews et al., 2009; Zickfeld et al.,
2009; Section 12.5.4.2), although Bowerman et al. (2011) find that,
when scenarios with persistent ‘emission floors’ are included, the
strongest predictor of peak warming is cumulative emissions to 2200.
Moreover, the ratio of global warming to cumulative carbon emissions,
known variously as the Absolute Global Temperature Change Potential (AGTP; defined for an infinitesimal pulse emission) (Shine et al.,
2005), the Cumulative Warming Commitment (defined based on peak
warming in response to a finite injection; CWC) (Allen et al., 2009) or
the Carbon Climate Response (CCR) (Matthews et al., 2009), is approximately scenario-independent and constant in time.
The ratio of CO2-induced warming realized by a given year to cumulative carbon emissions to that year is known as the Transient Climate
Response to cumulative CO2 Emissions (TCRE, see Chapter 12). TCRE
depends on TCR and the Cumulative Airborne Fraction (CAF), which is
the ratio of the increased mass of CO2 in the atmosphere to cumulative CO2 emissions (not including natural fluxes and those arising from
Earth system feedbacks) over a long period, typically since pre-industrial times (Gregory et al., 2009): TCRE = TCR × CAF/C0, where C0 is the
mass of carbon (in the form of CO2) in the pre-industrial atmosphere
(590 PgC). Given estimates of CAF to the time of CO2 doubling of 0.4
to 0.7 (Zickfeld et al., 2013), we therefore expect values of TCRE, if
expressed in units of °C per 1000 PgC, to be similar to or slightly lower
than, and more uncertain than, values of TCR (Gillett et al., 2013 ).
TCRE may be estimated from observations by dividing an estimate of
warming to date attributable to CO2 by historical cumulative carbon
emissions, which gives a 5 to 95% range of 0.7°C to 2.0°C per 1000
PgC (Gillett et al., 2013 ), 1.0°C to 2.1°C per 1000 PgC (Matthews et
al., 2009) or 1.4°C to 2.5°C per 1000 PgC (Allen et al., 2009), the higher
range in the latter study reflecting a higher estimate of CO2-attributable warming to 2000. The peak warming induced by a given total
cumulative carbon emission (Peak Response to Cumulative Emissions
(PRCE)) is less well constrained, since warming may continue even
after a complete cessation of CO2 emissions, particularly in high-response models or scenarios. Using a combination of observations and
models to constrain temperature and carbon cycle parameters in a
simple climate-carbon-cycle model, (Allen et al., 2009), obtain a PRCE
5 to 95% confidence interval of 1.3°C to 3.9°C per 1000 PgC. They
also report that (Meinshausen et al., 2009) obtain a 5 to 95% range
in PRCE of 1.1°C to 2.7°C per 1000 PgC using a Bayesian approach
with a different simple model, with climate parameters constrained
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by observed warming and carbon cycle parameters constrained by the
C4MIP simulations (Friedlingstein et al., 2006).
The ratio of warming to cumulative emissions, the TCRE, is assessed
to be likely between 0.8°C and 2.5ºC per 1000 PgC based on observational constraints. This implies that, for warming due to CO2 emissions
alone to be likely less than 2°C at the time CO2 emissions cease, total
cumulative emissions from all anthropogenic sources over the entire
industrial era would need to be limited to about 1000 PgC, or one
trillion tonnes of carbon (see Section 12.5.4).

10.9

Synthesis

The evidence has grown since the Fourth Assessment Report that widespread changes observed in the climate system since the 1950s are
attributable to anthropogenic influences. This evidence is documented in the preceding sections of this chapter, including for near surface temperatures (Section 10.3.1.1), free atmosphere temperatures
(Section 10.3.1.2), atmospheric moisture content (Section 10.3.2.1),
precipitation over land (Section 10.3.2.2), ocean heat content (Section 10.4.1), ocean salinity (Section 10.4.2), sea level (Section 10.4.3),
Arctic sea ice (Section 10.5.1), climate extremes (Section 10.6) and evidence from the last millenium (Section 10.7). These results strengthen
the conclusion that human influence on climate has played the dominant role in observed warming since the 1950s. However, the approach
taken so far in this chapter has been to examine each aspect of the
climate system—the atmosphere, oceans, cryosphere, extremes, and
from paleoclimate archives—separately in each section and sub-section. In this section we look across the whole climate system to assess
the extent that a consistent picture emerges across sub-systems and
climate variables.

10.9.1

Multi-variable Approaches

Multi-variable studies provide one approach to gain a more comprehensive view across the climate system, although there have been relatively few applications of multi-variable detection and attribution studies in the literature. A combined analysis of near-surface temperature
from weather stations and free atmosphere temperatures from radiosondes detected an anthropogenic influence on the joint changes in
temperatures near the surface and aloft (Jones et al., 2003). In a Bayesian application of detection and attribution Schnur and Hasselmann
(2005) combined surface temperature, diurnal temperature range and
precipitation into a single analysis and showed strong net evidence
for detection of anthropogenic forcings despite low likelihood ratios
for diurnal temperature range and precipitation on their own. Barnett
et al. (2008) applied a multi-variable approach in analysing changes in
the hydrology of the Western United States (see also Section 10.3.2.3).
The potential for a multi-variable analysis to have greater power to
discriminate between forced changes and internal variability has been
demonstrated by Stott and Jones (2009) and Pierce et al. (2012). In the
former case, they showed that a multi-variable fingerprint consisting of
the responses of GMST and sub-tropical Atlantic salinity has a higher
S/N ratio than the fingerprints of each variable separately. They found
reduced detection times as a result of low correlations between the
two variables in the control simulation although the detection result
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depends on the ability of the models to represent the co-variability of
the variables concerned. Multi-variable attribution studies potentially
provide a stronger test of climate models than single variable attribution studies although there can be sensitivity to weighting of different
components of the multi-variable fingerprint. In an analysis of ocean
variables, Pierce et al. (2012) found that the joint analysis of temperature and salinity changes yielded a stronger signal of climate change
than ‘either salinity or temperature alone’.
Further insights can be gained by considering a synthesis of evidence
across the climate system. This is the subject of the next subsection.

10.9.2

Whole Climate System

To demonstrate how observed changes across the climate system can
be understood in terms of natural and anthropogenic causes Figure
10.21 compares observed and modelled changes in the atmosphere,
ocean and cryosphere. The instrumental records associated with each
element of the climate system are generally independent (see FAQ 2.1),
and consequently joint interpretations across observations from the
main components of the climate system increases the confidence to
higher levels than from any single study or component of the climate
system. The ability of climate models to replicate observed changes
(to within internal variability) across a wide suite of climate indicators
also builds confidence in the capacity of the models to simulate the
Earth’s climate.
The coherence of observed changes for the variables shown in Figure
10.21 with climate model simulations that include anthropogenic and
natural forcing is remarkable. Surface temperatures over land, SSTs
and ocean heat content changes show emerging anthropogenic and
natural signals with a clear separation between the observed changes
and the alternative hypothesis of just natural variations (Figure 10.21,
Global panels). These signals appear not just in the global means, but
also at continental and ocean basin scales in these variables. Sea ice
emerges strongly from the range expected from natural variability for
the Arctic and Antarctica remains broadly within the range of natural
variability consistent with expectations from model simulations including anthropogenic forcings.
Table 10.1 illustrates a larger suite of detection and attribution results
across the climate system than summarized in Figure 10.21. These
results include observations from both the instrumental record and
paleo-reconstructions on a range of time scales ranging from daily
extreme precipitation events to variability over millennium time scales.
From up in the stratosphere, down through the troposphere to the surface of the Earth and into the depths of the oceans there are detectable
signals of change such that the assessed likelihood of a detectable, and
often quantifiable, human contribution ranges from likely to extremely
likely for many climate variables (Table 10.1). Indeed to successfully
describe the observed warming trends in the atmosphere, ocean and
at the surface over the past 50 years, contributions from both anthropogenic and natural forcings are required (e.g., results 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9
in Table 10.1). This is consistent with anthropogenic forcings warming
the surface of the Earth, troposphere and oceans superimposed with
cooling events caused by the three large explosive volcanic eruptions
since the 1960’s. These two effects (anthropogenic warming and vol927
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 10.2 | When Will Human Influences on Climate Become Obvious on Local Scales?
Human-caused warming is already becoming locally obvious on land in some tropical regions, especially during the
warm part of the year. Warming should become obvious in middle latitudes—during summer at first—within the
next several decades. The trend is expected to emerge more slowly there, especially during winter, because natural
climate variability increases with distance from the equator and during the cold season. Temperature trends already
detected in many regions have been attributed to human influence. Temperature-sensitive climate variables, such
as Arctic sea ice, also show detected trends attributable to human influence.
Warming trends associated with global change are generally more evident in averages of global temperature than
in time series of local temperature (‘local’ here refers generally to individual locations, or small regional averages).
This is because most of the local variability of local climate is averaged away in the global mean. Multi-decadal
warming trends detected in many regions are considered to be outside the range of trends one might expect from
natural internal variability of the climate system, but such trends will only become obvious when the local mean climate emerges from the ‘noise’ of year-to-year variability. How quickly this happens depends on both the rate of the
warming trend and the amount of local variability. Future warming trends cannot be predicted precisely, especially
at local scales, so estimates of the future time of emergence of a warming trend cannot be made with precision.
In some tropical regions, the warming trend has already emerged from local variability (FAQ 10.2, Figure 1). This
happens more quickly in the tropics because there is less temperature variability there than in other parts of the
globe. Projected warming may not emerge in middle latitudes until the mid-21st century—even though warming
trends there are larger—because local temperature variability is substantially greater there than in the tropics. On a
seasonal basis, local temperature variability tends to be smaller in summer than in winter. Warming therefore tends
to emerge first in the warm part of the year, even in regions where the warming trend is larger in winter, such as in
central Eurasia in FAQ 10.2, Figure 1.
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Variables other than land surface temperature, including some oceanic regions, also show rates of long-term change
different from natural variability. For example, Arctic sea ice extent is declining very rapidly, and already shows a
human influence. On the other hand, local precipitation trends are very hard to detect because at most locations
the variability in precipitation is quite large. The probability of record-setting warm summer temperatures has
increased throughout much of the Northern Hemisphere . High temperatures presently considered extreme are
projected to become closer to the norm over the coming decades. The probabilities of other extreme events, including some cold spells, have lessened.
In the present climate, individual extreme weather events cannot be unambiguously ascribed to climate change,
since such events could have happened in an unchanged climate. However the probability of occurrence of such
events could have changed significantly at a particular location. Human-induced increases in greenhouse gases are
estimated to have contributed substantially to the probability of some heatwaves. Similarly, climate model studies
suggest that increased greenhouse gases have contributed to the observed intensification of heavy precipitation
events found over parts of the Northern Hemisphere. However, the probability of many other extreme weather
events may not have changed substantially. Therefore, it is incorrect to ascribe every new weather record to climate
change.
The date of future emergence of projected warming trends also depends on local climate variability, which can
temporarily increase or decrease temperatures. Furthermore, the projected local temperature curves shown in FAQ
10.2, Figure 1 are based on multiple climate model simulations forced by the same assumed future emissions scenario. A different rate of atmospheric greenhouse gas accumulation would cause a different warming trend, so the
spread of model warming projections (the coloured shading in FAQ 10.2, Figure 1) would be wider if the figure
included a spread of greenhouse gas emissions scenarios. The increase required for summer temperature change to
emerge from 20th century local variability (regardless of the rate of change) is depicted on the central map in FAQ
10.2, Figure 1.
A full answer to the question of when human influence on local climate will become obvious depends on the
strength of evidence one considers sufficient to render something ‘obvious’. The most convincing scientific evidence
for the effect of climate change on local scales comes from analysing the global picture, and from the wealth of
evidence from across the climate system linking many observed changes to human influence. (continued on next page)
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FAQ 10.2 (continued)

FAQ 10.2, Figure 1 | Time series of projected temperature change shown at four representative locations for summer (red curves, representing June, July and August
at sites in the tropics and Northern Hemisphere or December, January and February in the Southern Hemisphere) and winter (blue curves). Each time series is surrounded
by an envelope of projected changes (pink for the local warm season, blue for the local cold season) yielded by 24 different model simulations, emerging from a grey
envelope of natural local variability simulated by the models using early 20th century conditions. The warming signal emerges first in the tropics during summer. The
central map shows the global temperature increase (°C) needed for temperatures in summer at individual locations to emerge from the envelope of early 20th century
variability. Note that warm colours denote the smallest needed temperature increase, hence earliest time of emergence. All calculations are based on Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) global climate model simulations forced by the Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5) emissions scenario.
Envelopes of projected change and natural variability are defined as ±2 standard deviations. (Adapted and updated from Mahlstein et al., 2011.)
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Figure 10.21 | Detection and attribution signals in some elements of the climate system, at regional scales (top panels) and global scales (bottom four panels). Brown panels are
land surface temperature time series, green panels are precipitation time series, blue panels are ocean heat content time series and white panels are sea ice time series. Observations are shown on each panel in black or black and shades of grey. Blue shading is the model time series for natural forcing simulations and pink shading is the combined natural
and anthropogenic forcings. The dark blue and dark red lines are the ensemble means from the model simulations. All panels show the 5 to 95% intervals of the natural forcing
simulations, and the natural and anthropogenic forcing simulations. For surface temperature the results are from Jones et al. (2013 ) (and Figure 10.1). The observed surface temperature is from Hadley Centre/Climatic Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4). Observed precipitation is from Zhang et al. (2007) (black line) and CRU
TS 3.0 updated (grey line). Three observed records of ocean heat content (OHC) are shown. Sea ice anomalies (rather than absolute values) are plotted and based on models in
Figure 10.16. The green horizontal lines indicate quality of the observations and estimates. For land and ocean surface temperatures panels and precipitation panels, solid green
lines at bottom of panels indicate where data spatial coverage being examined is above 50% coverage and dashed green lines where coverage is below 50%. For example, data
coverage of Antarctica never goes above 50% of the land area of the continent. For ocean heat content and sea ice panels the solid green line is where the coverage of data is
good and higher in quality, and the dashed green line is where the data coverage is only adequate. More details of the sources of model simulations and observations are given in
the Supplementary Material (10.SM.1).
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canic eruptions) cause much of the observed response (see also Figures
10.5, 10.6, 10.9, 10.14a and 10.21). Both natural and anthropogenic
forcings are required to understand fully the variability of the Earth
system during the past 50 years.
Water in the free atmosphere is expected to increase, as a consequence
of warming of the atmosphere (Section 10.6.1), and atmospheric circulation controls the global distribution of precipitation and evaporation.
Simulations show that GHGs increase moisture in the atmosphere and
change its transport in such a way as to produce patterns of precipitation and evaporation that are quite distinct from the observed patterns of warming. Our assessment shows that anthropogenic forcings
have contributed to observed increases in moisture content in the
atmosphere (result 16, medium confidence, Table 10.1), to global scale
changes in precipitation patterns over land (result 14, medium confidence), to a global scale intensification of heavy precipitation in land
regions where there observational coverage is sufficient to make an
assessment (result 15, medium confidence), and to changes in surface
and sub-surface ocean salinity (result 11, very likely). Combining evidence from both atmosphere and ocean that systematic changes in
precipitation over land and ocean salinity can be attributed to human
influence supports an assessment that it is likely that human influence
has affected the global water cycle since 1960.
Warming of the atmosphere and the oceans affects the cryosphere, and
in the case of snow and sea ice warming leads to positive feedbacks
that amplify the warming response in the atmosphere and oceans.
Retreat of mountain glaciers has been observed with an anthropogenic influence detected (result 17, likely, Table 10.1), Greenland ice
sheet has melted at the edges and accumulating snow at the higher
elevations is consistent with GHG warming supporting an assessment
for an anthropogenic influence on the negative surface mass balance
of Greenland’s ice sheet (result 18, likely, Table 10.1). Our level of scientific understanding is too low to provide a quantifiable explanation
of the observed mass loss of the Antarctic ice sheet (low confidence,
result 19, Table 10.1). Sea ice in the Arctic is decreasing rapidly and the
changes now exceed internal variability and with an anthropogenic
contribution detected (result 20, very likely, Table 10.1). Antarctic sea
ice extent has grown overall over the last 30 years but there is low scientific understanding of the spatial variability and changes in Antarctic
sea ice extent (result 21, Table 10.1). There is evidence for an anthropogenic component to observed reductions in NH snow cover since the
1970s (likely, result 22, Table 10.1).
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that human influence has substantially increased the probability of
occurrence of heat waves in some locations (result 33, likely, Table
10.1).
An analysis of these results (from Table 10.1) shows that there is high
confidence in attributing many aspects of changes in the climate
system to human influence including from atmospheric measurements
of temperature. Synthesizing the results in Table 10.1 shows that the
combined evidence from across the climate system increases the level
of confidence in the attribution of observed climate change to human
influence and reduces the uncertainties associated with assessments
based on a single variable. From this combined evidence, it is virtually
certain that human influence has warmed the global climate system.
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Anthropogenic forcing has also affected temperature on continental
scales, with human influences having made a substantial contribution
to warming in each of the inhabited continents (results 28, likely, Table
10.1), and having contributed to the very substantial Arctic warming
over the past 50 years (result 29, likely, Table 10.1) while because of
large observational uncertainties there is low confidence in attribution
of warming averaged over available stations over Antarctica (result 30,
Table 10.1). There is also evidence that anthropogenic forcings have
contributed to temperature change in many sub-continental regions
(result 32, likely, Table 10.1) and that anthropogenic forcings have
contributed to the observed changes in the frequency and intensity
of daily temperature extremes on the global scale since the mid-20th
century (result 8, very likely, Table 10.1). Furthermore there is evidence
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(1) Statement about
variable or property:
time, season

(2) Confidence
(Very high, High,
medium or low,
very low)

More than half of the
observed increase in global
mean surface temperatures
from 1951 to 2010 is due to
the observed anthropogenic
increase in greenhouse gas
(GHG) concentrations.

More than half of the
observed increase in global
mean surface temperatures
from 1951 to 2010 is due to
human influence on climate.

Early 20th century warming is
due in part to external forcing.

Warming since 1950 cannot
be explained without external
forcing.

1

2

3

4

High

High

High

High

Global Scale Atmospheric Temperature Changes

Result

Virtually certain

Very likely

Extremely likely

Very likely

(3) Quantified measure of uncertainty where the probability of
the outcome can be quantified
(Likelihood given generally only
if high or very high confidence)

Estimates of internal variability from CMIP3
and CMIP5 models, observation based
time series and space pattern analyses,
and estimating residuals of the non-forced
component from paleo data.

Instrumental global surface temperature
series and reconstructions of the last
millenium. CMIP3 and CMIP5 models.

Mutliple CMIP5 models and
multiple methodologies.

Four global surface temperature series
(HadCRUT3, HadCRUT4, MLOST, GISTEMP).
CMIP3 and CMIP5 models.

(4) Data sources
Observational evidence (Chapters 2
to 5); Models (Chapter 9)

· Many, including optimal fingerprint
time-space studies, observation
based time series and space pattern
analyses and paleo data studies.
· Robust evidence and high agreement.
· Detection of anthropogenic fingerprint robustly seen in independent
analyses using different observational data sets, climate models,
and methodological approaches.

· Formal detection and attribution studies
looking at early century warming and
studies for the last few hundred years.
· High agreement across a number
of studies in detecting external
forcings when including early 20th
century period although they vary in
contributions from different forcings.

· Formal attribution studies including
different optimal detection methodologies and time series based studies.
· Robust evidence of well-constrained
estimates of net anthropogenic warming
estimated in optimal detection studies.
· High agreement. Both optimal detection and time series studies agree in
robust detection of anthropogenic
influence that is substantially more
than half of the observed warming.

· Many formal attribution studies,
including optimal fingerprint time-space
studies and time series based studies.
· Robust evidence. Attribution of more
than half of warming since 1950 to
GHGs seen in multiple independent
analyses using different observational
data sets and climate models.
· High agreement. Studies agree in
robust detection of GHG contribution to observed warming that
is larger than any other factor
including internal variability.

(5) Type, amount, quality, consistency
of evidence from attribution studies
and degree of agreement of studies.

(continued on next page)

Based on all evidence above combined. Observed
warming since 1950 is very large compared to climate
model estimates of internal variability, which are
assessed to be adequate at global scale. The Northern
Hemisphere (NH) mean warming since 1950 is far outside the range of any similar length trend in residuals
from reconstructions of NH mean temperature of
the past millennium. The spatial pattern of observed
warming differs from those associated with internal
variability. (Sections 9.5.3.1, 10.3.1.1, 10.7.1)

Modelling studies show contribution from external
forcings to early century warming. Residual differences between models and observations indicate role
for circulation changes as contributor.
(Section 10.3.1.1, Figures 10.1, 10.2, 10.6)

The observed warming is well understood in
terms of contributions of anthropogenic and
natural forcings. Solar forcing and AMO could be
confounding influence but are estimated to be
smaller than the net effects of human influence.
(Section 10.3.1.1, Figures 10.4, 10.5, 10.6)

The observed warming is well understood in terms
of contributions of anthropogenic forcings such
as greenhouse gases (GHGs) and tropospheric
aerosols and natural forcings from volcanic eruptions. Solar forcing is the only other forcing that
could explain long-term warming but pattern of
warming is not consistent with observed pattern
of change in time, vertical change and estimated
to be small. AMO could be confounding influence but studies that find significant role for AMO
show this does not project strongly onto 60-year
trends. (Section 10.3.1.1, Figures 10.4 and 10.5)

(6) Factors contributing to the assessments
including physical understanding, observational
and modelling uncertainty, and caveats.

Table 10.1 | Synthesis of detection and attribution results across the climate system from this chapter. Note that we follow the guidance note for lead authors of the IPCC AR5 on consistent treatment of uncertainties (Mastrandrea et al.,
2011). Where the confidence is medium or less there is no assessment given of the quantified likelihood measure, and the table cell is marked not applicable (N/A).
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(1) Statement about
variable or property:
time, season

Anthropogenic forcing
has led to a detectable
warming of troposphere
temperatures since 1961.

Anthropogenic forcing
dominated by the depletion
of the ozone layer due to
ozone depleting substances,
has led to a detectable
cooling of lower stratosphere
temperatures since 1979.

Anthropogenic forcing, particularly GHGs and stratospheric
ozone depletion has led to a
detectable observed pattern
of tropospheric warming
and lower stratospheric
cooling since 1961.

Result

5

6

7

Table 10.1 (continued)

High

High

High

(2) Confidence
(Very high, High,
medium or low,
very low)

Very likely

Very Likely

Likely

(3) Quantified measure of uncertainty where the probability of
the outcome can be quantified
(Likelihood given generally only
if high or very high confidence)

Radiosonde data from 1958 and
satellite data from 1979 to present.

Radiosonde data from 1958 and satellite
data from 1979 to present. CCMVal,
CMIP3 and CMIP5 simulations.

Multiple radiosonde data sets from
1958 and satellite data sets from 1979
to present. CMIP3 and CMIP5 models.

(4) Data sources
Observational evidence (Chapters 2
to 5); Models (Chapter 9)

Observational uncertainties in radiosondes are
now much better documented than at time of
AR4. It is virtually certain that the troposphere has
warmed since the mid-20th century but there is
only medium confidence in the rate and vertical
structure of those changes in the NH extratropical troposphere and low confidence elsewhere.
Most, though not all, CMIP3 and CMIP5 models
overestimate the observed warming trend in the
tropical troposphere during the satellite period
although observational uncertainties are large
and outside the tropics and over the period of the
radiosonde record beginning in 1961 there is better
agreement between simulated and observed trends.
(Sections 2.4.4, 9.4.1.4.2, 10.3.1.2, Figure 10.8)
New generation of stratosphere resolving models
appear to have adequate representation of lower
stratospheric variability. Structure of stratospheric
temperature trends and variations is reasonably
well represented by models. CMIP5 models all
include changes in stratospheric ozone while only
about half of the models participating in CMIP3
include stratospheric ozone changes. (Sections
9.4.1.4.5, 10.3.1.2.2, Figures10.8 and 10.9)

Fingerprint of changes expected from physical understanding and as simulated by models is detected in
observations. Understanding of stratospheric changes
has improved since AR4. Understanding of observational uncertainty has improved although uncertainties remain particularly in the tropical upper troposphere. (Sections 2.4.4, 10.3.1.2.3, Figures 10.8, 10.9)

· Formal attribution studies with CMIP3
models (assessed in AR4) and CMIP5
models.
· Robust detection and attribution of
anthropogenic influence on
tropospheric warming with large
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios estimated.
· Studies agree in detecting an anthropogenic influence on tropospheric
warming trends.

· A formal optimal detection attribution
study using stratosphere resolving
chemistry climate models and a
detection study analysing the S/N
ratio of the data record together
with many separate modelling
studies and observational studies.
· Physical reasoning and model studies
show very consistent understanding
of observed evolution of stratospheric
temperatures, consistent with formal
detection and attribution results.
· Studies agree in showing very strong
cooling in stratosphere that can be
explained only by anthropogenic
forcings dominated by ozone
depleting substances.
· Attribution studies using CMIP3 and
CMIP5 models.
· Physical reasoning and modelling supports robust expectation of fingerprint
of anthropogenic influence of tropospheric warming and lower stratospheric
cooling which is robustly detected
in multiple observational records.
· Fingerprint of anthropogenic influence
is detected in different measures of
free atmosphere temperature changes
including tropospheric warming,
and a very clear identification of
stratospheric cooling in models that
include anthropogenic forcings.

(continued on next page)

(6) Factors contributing to the assessments
including physical understanding, observational
and modelling uncertainty, and caveats.

(5) Type, amount, quality, consistency
of evidence from attribution studies
and degree of agreement of studies.
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934

10

9

Anthropogenic forcing has
contributed to sea level rise
through melting glaciers
and Greenland ice sheet.

This anthropogenic ocean
warming has contributed to global sea level rise
over this period through
thermal expansion.

Anthropogenic forcings
have made a substantial
contribution to upper ocean
warming (above 700 m)
observed since the 1970s.

Anthropogenic forcing has
contributed to the observed
changes in the frequency and
intensity of daily temperatures
extremes on the global scale
since the mid-20th century.

8

Oceans

(1) Statement about
variable or property:
time, season

High

High

High

(2) Confidence
(Very high, High,
medium or low,
very low)

Likely

Very likely

Very Likely

(3) Quantified measure of uncertainty where the probability of
the outcome can be quantified
(Likelihood given generally only
if high or very high confidence)

Observational evidence of melting glaciers
(Section 4.3) and ice sheets (Section 4.4).
Global mean sea level budget closure to
within uncertainties. (Section13.3.6)

Several observational data sets since
the 1970s. CMIP3 and CMIP5 models.

Indices for frequency and intensity of
extreme temperatures including annual
maximum and annual minimum daily
temperatures, over land areas of the
World except parts of Africa, South
America and Antarctica. CMIP3 and
CMIP5 simulations, 1950–2005.

(4) Data sources
Observational evidence (Chapters 2
to 5); Models (Chapter 9)

· Several new mass balance studies
quantifying glacier and ice sheet melt
rates (Section 10.5.2) and their contributions to sea level rise. (Section 13.3)

· Several new attribution studies detect
role of anthropogenic forcing on
observed increase in ocean’s global
heat content with volcanic forcing also
contributing to observed variability.
· The evidence is very robust, and tested
against known structural deficiencies
in the observations, and in the models.
· High levels of agreement across attribution studies and observation and model
comparison studies. The strong physical
relationship between thermosteric sea
level and ocean heat content means that
the anthropogenic ocean warming has
contributed to global sea level rise over
this period through thermal expansion.

· Several studies including fingerprint
time–space studies.
· Detection of anthropogenic influence
robustly seen in independent analysis
using different statistical methods and
different indices.

(5) Type, amount, quality, consistency
of evidence from attribution studies
and degree of agreement of studies.

10

Result

Table 10.1 (continued)

(continued on next page)

Strong observational evidence of contribution from
melting glaciers and high confidence in attribution of
glacier melt to human influence. Increasing rates of
ice sheet contributions albeit from short observational record (especially of Antarctic mass loss).
Current climate models do not represent
glacier and ice sheet processes. Natural variability of glaciers and ice sheets not fully
understood. (Sections 10.4.3, 10.5.2)

New understanding of the structural errors in the
temperature data sets has led to their correction
which means that the unexplained multi-decadal
scale variability reported in AR4 has largely been
resolved as being spurious. The observations and
climate simulations have similar trends (including
anthropogenic and volcanic forcings) and similar
decadal variability. The detection is well above S/N
levels required at 1 and 5% significance levels.
The new results show the conclusions to be very
robust to structural uncertainties in observational
data sets and transient climate simulations. (Sections 3.2.5, 10.4.1, 10.4.3, 13.3.6, Figure 10.14)

Expected from physical principles that changes in
mean temperature should bring changes in extremes,
confirmed by detection and attribution studies.
New evidence since AR4 for detection of human
influence on extremely warm daytime maximum
temperatures and new evidence that influence of
anthropogenic forcing can be separately detected
from natural forcing. More limited observational
data and greater observational uncertainties than for
mean temperatures. (Section 10.6.1.1, Figure 10.17)

(6) Factors contributing to the assessments
including physical understanding, observational
and modelling uncertainty, and caveats.
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The observed ocean surface
and sub-surface salinity changes since the 1960s are due, in
part, to anthropogenic forcing.

Observed increase in
surface ocean acidification
since 1980s is a resulted of
rising atmospheric CO2

Observed pattern of
decrease in oxygen content
is, in part, attributable to
anthropogenic forcing.”
To correctly read: Observed
pattern of decrease in oxygen
content from the 1960s to the
1990s is, in part, attributable
to anthropogenic forcing.

11

12

13

14

Global scale precipitation
patterns over land have
changed due to anthropogenic
forcings including increases
in NH mid to high latitudes.

Water Cycle

(1) Statement about
variable or property:
time, season

Result

Table 10.1 (continued)

Medium

Medium

Very high

High

(2) Confidence
(Very high, High,
medium or low,
very low)

N/A

About as likely as not

Very likely

Very likely

(3) Quantified measure of uncertainty where the probability of
the outcome can be quantified
(Likelihood given generally only
if high or very high confidence)

Multiple observational data sets
based on rain gauges over land,
with coverage dominated by the
NH. CMIP3 and CMIP5 models.

Evidence from Section 3.8.3 and
attribution studies in Section 10.4.4.

Evidence from Section 3.8.2
and Box 3.2, Figure 3.18.

Oceans chapter (Section 3.3) and
attribution studies in Section 10.4.2.

(4) Data sources
Observational evidence (Chapters 2
to 5); Models (Chapter 9)

More than 40 studies of regional, global surface and
subsurface salinity observations show patterns of
change consistent with acceleration of hydrological
water cycle. Climate models that include anthropgenic
forcings show the same consistent pattern of surface
salinity change. (Sections 3.3.5, 10.4.2, Figure 10.15)

Very high confidence, based on the number of studies,
the updates to earlier results in AR4, and the very well
established physical understanding of gas exchange
between atmosphere and surface ocean, and the
sources of excess carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
Alternative processes and hypotheses can be
excluded. (Section 3.8.2, Box 3.2, Section 10.4.4)

Physical understanding of ocean circulation and
ventilation, and from the global carbon cycle, and
from simulations of ocean oxygen concentrations
from coupled bio-geochemical models with OAGCMs.
Main uncertainty is observed decadal variability which
is not well understood in global and regional
inventories of dissolved oxygen in the oceans.
(Section 10.4.4)

Increases of precipitation at high latitudes of the NH
are a robust feature of climate model simulations
and are expected from process understanding.
Global-land average long-term changes small at
present time, whereas decadal variability over some
land areas is large. Observations are very uncertain
and poor coverage of precipitation expected to
make fingerprint of changes much more indistinct.
(Sections 2.5.1, 10.3.2.2, Figures 10.10 and 10.11)

· Robust observational evidence for
amplification of climatological patterns
of surface salinity.
· CMIP3 simulations show patterns of
salinity change consistent with observations, but there are only a few formal
attributions studies that include a full
characterization of internal variability.
· Physical understanding of expected
patterns of change in salinity due to
changes in water cycle support results
from detection and attriution studies.
· Based on ocean chemistry, expert
judgement, and many analyses of time
series and other indirect measurements
· Robust evidence from time series
measurements. Measurements
have a high degree of certainty (see
Table 3.2) and instrumental records
show increase in ocean acidity.
· High agreement of the observed trends.
· Qualitative expert judgement based on
comparison of observed and expected
changes in response to increasing CO2.
· Medium evidence. One specific global
ocean study, many studies of hydrographic sections and repeat station
data, high agreement across
observational studies.
· Medium agreement. One attribution study, and only limited
regional and large-scale modelling
and observation comparisons.

· Several land precipitation studies examining annual and seasonal precipitation.
· Evidence for consistency between
observed and modelled changes in
global precipitation patterns over land
regions with sufficient observations.
· Medium degree of agreement of studies.
Expected anthropogenic fingerprints
of changes in zonal mean precipitation
found in annual and some seasonal
data with some sensitivity of attribution
results to observational data set used.

(continued on next page)

(6) Factors contributing to the assessments
including physical understanding, observational
and modelling uncertainty, and caveats.

(5) Type, amount, quality, consistency
of evidence from attribution studies
and degree of agreement of studies.
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In land regions where
observational coverage is
sufficient for assessment,
anthropogenic forcing has
contributed to global-scale
intensification of heavy
precipitation over the second
half of the 20th century.

Anthropogenic contribution to atmospheric specific
humidity since 1973.

15

16

Medium

Medium

(2) Confidence
(Very high, High,
medium or low,
very low)

A substantial part of glaciers
mass loss since the 1960’s
is due to human influence.

Anthropogenic forcing
has contributed to surface
melting of the Greenland
ice sheet since 1993.

Antarctic ice sheet mass balance loss has a contribution
from anthropogenic forcing.

Anthropogenic forcing has
contributed to the Arctic
sea ice loss since 1979.

17

18

19

20

Cryosphere

High

Low

High

High

Hemispheric Scale Changes; Basin Scale Changes

(1) Statement about
variable or property:
time, season

Very likely

N/A

Likely

Likely

N/A

N/A

(3) Quantified measure of uncertainty where the probability of
the outcome can be quantified
(Likelihood given generally only
if high or very high confidence)

Robust agreement across all
observations. (Section 4.2)

Observational evidence for Antarctic mass
sheet loss is well established across a
broad range of studies. (Section 4.4)

Robust agreement across in situ and
satellite derived estimates of surface
mass balance (Section 4.4). Nested or
downscaled model simulations show pattern of change consistent with warming.

Robust agreement from
long-term glacier records. (Section 4.3.3)

Observations of atmospheric moisture
content over ocean from satellite; observations of surface humidity from weather
stations and radiosondes over land.

Wettest 1-day and 5-day precipitation
in a year obtained from rain guage
observations, CMIP3 simulations.

(4) Data sources
Observational evidence (Chapters 2
to 5); Models (Chapter 9)

· Multiple detection and attribution
studies, large number of model simulations and data comparisons for
instrumental record.
· Robust set of studies of simulations of
sea ice and observed sea ice extent.
· High agreement between studies of sea ice simulations and
observed sea ice extent.

· No formal studies exist. Processes for
mass loss for Antarctica are not well
understood. Regional warming and
changed wind patterns (increased
westerlies, increase in the Southern
Annular Mode (SAM)) could contribute
to enhanced melt of Antarctica. High
agreement in observational studies.

· Several new studies since last
assessment.
· Robust evidence from different sources.
· High agreement across a limited number
of studies.

· Several new recent studies since last
assessment.
· High agreement across a limited
number of studies.

· Detection and attribution studies of
both surface humidity from weather stations over land and atmospheric moisture content over oceans from satellites.
· Detection of anthropogenic influence
on atmospheric moisture content over
oceans robust to choice of models.
· Studies looking at different variables
agree in detecting specific humidity
changes.

· Only one detection and attribution
study restricted to NH land where
observations were available.
· Study found stronger detectability
for models with natural forcings but
not able to differentiate anthropogenic from natural forcings.
· Although only one formal detection
and attribution study, observations of a general increase in heavy
precipitation at the global scale
agree with physical expectations.

(5) Type, amount, quality, consistency
of evidence from attribution studies
and degree of agreement of studies.

10

Result

Table 10.1 (continued)

(continued on next page)

High confidence based on documented observations of ice extent loss, and also good evidence
for a significant reduction in sea ice volume. The
physics of Arctic sea ice is well understood and
consistent with the observed warming in the region,
and from simulations of Arctic sea ice extent with
anthropogenic forcing. (Sections 9.4.3, 10.5.1)

Low confidence assessment based on low scientific
understanding. (Sections 4.4.2, 13.4, 10.5.2)

Documented evidence of surface mass loss. Uncertainty caused by poor characterization of the internal
variability of the surface mass balance (strong dependence on atmospheric variability) that is not well
represented in CMIP5 models. (Section 4.4.2, 10.5.2.1)

Well established records of glacier length, and better
methods of estimating glacier volumes and
mass loss. Better characterization of internal variability,
and better understanding of the response to natural
variability, and local land cover change. (Sections
4.3.3, 10.5.2)

Recent reductions in relative humidity over land and
levelling off of specific humidity not fully understood. Length and quality of observational data
sets limit detection and attribution and assimilated analyses not judged sufficiently reliable for
detection and attribution. (Section 10.3.2.1)

Evidence for anthropogenic influence on various aspects of the hydrological cycle that implies
extreme precipitation would be expected to
increase. There are large observational uncertainties
and poor global coverage which makes assessment difficult. (Section 10.6.1.2, Figure 10.11)

(6) Factors contributing to the assessments
including physical understanding, observational
and modelling uncertainty, and caveats.
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Incomplete scientific explanations of the observed increase
in Antarctic sea ice extent precludes attribution at this time.

There is an anthropogenic component to observed reductions
in NH snow cover since 1970

21

22

High

N/A

(2) Confidence
(Very high, High,
medium or low,
very low)

Human influence has altered
sea level pressure patterns
globally since 1951.

The positive trend in the
SAM seen in austral summer
since 1951 is due in part to
stratospheric ozone depletion.

Stratospheric ozone depletion has contributed to the
observed poleward shift of
the Southern Hadley cell
during austral summer.

23

24

25

Medium

High

High

Atmospheric Circulation and Patterns of Variability

(1) Statement about
variable or property:
time, season

Result

Table 10.1 (continued)

N/A

Likely

Likely

Likely

N/A

(3) Quantified measure of uncertainty where the probability of
the outcome can be quantified
(Likelihood given generally only
if high or very high confidence)

Multiple observational lines of
evidence for widening but large
spread in the magnitude.
Reanalysis suggest a southward
shift of southern Hadley cell border
during DJF which is also seen in
CMIP3 and CMIP5 models.

Measurements since 1957. Clear
signal of SAM trend in December,
January and February (DJF) is robust
to observational uncertainty.

An observational gridded data set and
reanalyses. Multiple climate models.

Observations show decrease
in NH snow cover.

The increase in sea ice extent in
observations is robust, based on
satellite measurements and ship-based
measurements. (Section 4.5.2)

(4) Data sources
Observational evidence (Chapters 2
to 5); Models (Chapter 9)

Low confidence based on low scientific understanding of the spatial variability and changes in the
Antarctic sea ice. (Sections 4.5.2, 10.5.1, 9.4.3)

Expert judgement and attribution studies support the human influence on reduction in snow
cover extent. (Sections 4.5.2, 4.5.3, 10.5.3)

Detectable anthropogenic influence on changes
in sea level pressure patterns is found in several
attribution studies that sample observational and
modelling uncertainty. Observational uncertainties
not fully sampled as results based largely on variants
of one gridded data set although analyses based on
reanalyses also support the finding of a detectable
anthropogenic influence. (Section 10.3.3.4)
Consistent result of modelling studies is that
the main aspect of the anthropogenically forced
response on the DJF SAM is the impact of ozone
depletion. The observational record is relatively
short, observational uncertainties remain, and
the DJF SAM trend since 1951 is only marginally inconsistent with internal variability in some
data sets. (Section 10.3.3.3, Figure 10.13)

The observed magnitude of the tropical belt
widening is uncertain. The contribution of internal
climate variability to the observed poleward
expansion of the Hadley circulation remains very
uncertain. (Section 10.3.3.1, Figure 10.12)

· No formal attribution studies.
· Estimates of internal variability from
CMIP5 simulations exceed observed
sea ice variability.
· Modelling studies have a low level of
agreement for observed increase, and
there are competing scientific
explanations.
· Two snow cover attribution studies.
· Decrease in snow cover in the
observations are consistent among
many studies. (Section 4.5.2, 4.5.3)
· Reductions in observed snow cover
inconsistent with internal variability and
can be explained only by climate models
that include anthropogenic forcings.

· A number of studies find detectable
anthropogenic influence on sea level
pressure patterns.
· Detection of anthropogenic influence is
found to be robust to currently sampled
modelling and observational uncertainty.

· Many studies comparing consistency
of observed and modelled trends, and
consistency of observed trend with
simulated internal variability.
· Observed trends are consistent with
CMIP3 and CMIP5 simulations that
include stratospheric ozone depletion.
· Several studies show that the
observed increase in the DJF SAM is
inconsistent with simulated internal
variability. High agreement of modelling studies that ozone depletion
drives an increase in the DJF SAM
index. There is medium confidence
that GHGs have also played a role.
· Consistent evidence for effects of
stratospheric ozone depletion.
· Evidence from modelling studies is
robust that stratospheric ozone drives
a poleward shift of the southern Hadley
Cell border during austral summer. The
magnitude of the shift is very uncertain
and appears to be underestimated by
models. There is medium confidence
that GHGs have also played a role.

(continued on next page)

(6) Factors contributing to the assessments
including physical understanding, observational
and modelling uncertainty, and caveats.

(5) Type, amount, quality, consistency
of evidence from attribution studies
and degree of agreement of studies.
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Attribution of changes in
tropical cyclone activity
to human influence.

26

External forcing contributed to NH temperature
variability from 1400 to 1850,
and from 850 to 1400.

Anthropogenic forcing has
made a substantial contribution to warming to each of
the inhabited continents.

Anthropogenic contribution to
very substantial Arctic warming over the past 50 years.

28

29

Continental to Regional Scale Changes

27

Millennium Time Scale

(1) Statement about
variable or property:
time, season

High

High

High for period
from 1400 to 1850;
medium for period
from 850 to 1400.

Low

(2) Confidence
(Very high, High,
medium or low,
very low)

Likely

Likely

Very likely for period
from 1400 to 1850.

N/A

(3) Quantified measure of uncertainty where the probability of
the outcome can be quantified
(Likelihood given generally only
if high or very high confidence)

Adequate observational coverage since
1950s.
Detection and attribution analysis with CMIP3 models.

Robust observational evidence except
for Africa due to poor sampling.
Detection and attribution studies
with CMIP3 and CMIP5 models.

See Chapter 5 for reconstructions;
simulations from PMIP3 and CMIP5
models, with more robust detection results for 1400 onwards.

Incomplete and short observational records in most basins.

(4) Data sources
Observational evidence (Chapters 2
to 5); Models (Chapter 9)

· Multiple models show amplification of
Arctic temperatures from anthropogenic
forcing.
· Large positive Arctic-wide temperature
anomalies in observations over last
decade and models are consistent only
when they include external forcing.

· New studies since AR4 detect
anthropogenic warming on continental
and sub-continental scales.
· Robust detection of human influence on
continental scales agrees with global
attribution of widespread warming over
land to human influence.
· Studies agree in detecting human
influence on continental scales.

· A small number of detection and
attribution studies and further evidence
from climate modelling studies; comparison of models with reconstructions
and results from data assimilation.
· Robust agreement from a number of
studies using a range of reconstructions and models (EBMs to ESMs)
that models are able to reproduce
key features of last seven centuries.
· Detection results and simulations
indicate a contribution by external
drivers to the warm conditions in
the 11th to 12th century, but cannot
explain the warmth around the 10th
century in some reconstructions.

· Formal attribution studies on SSTs
in tropics. However, mechanisms
linking anthropogenically induced
SST increases to changes in tropical
cyclone activity poorly understood.
· Attribution assessments depend on
multi-step attribution linking anthropogenic influence to large-scale drivers
and thence to tropical cyclone activity.
· Low agreement between studies,
medium evidence.

(5) Type, amount, quality, consistency
of evidence from attribution studies
and degree of agreement of studies.

10

Result

Table 10.1 (continued)

(continued on next page)

Large temperature signal relative to mid-latitudes but
also larger internal variability and poorer observational coverage than at lower latitudes. Known
multiple processes including albedo shifts and added
heat storage contribute to faster warming than at
lower latitudes. (Sections 10.3.1.1.4. 10.5.1.1)

Anthropogenic pattern of warming widespread
across all inhabited continents. Lower S/N ratios at
continental scales than global scales. Separation of
response to forcings more difficult at these scales.
Models have greater errors in representation of
regional details. (Section 10.3.1.1,4, Box 11.2)

Large uncertainty in reconstructions particularly for
the first half of the millennium but good agreement
between reconstructed and simulated large scale features from 1400. Detection of forced influence robust
for a large range of reconstructions. Difficult to separate role of individual forcings. Results prior to 1400
much more uncertain, partly due to larger data and
forcing uncertainty. (Sections 10.7.1, 10.7.2, 10.7.3)

Insufficient observational evidence of multi-decadal
scale variability. Physical understanding lacking.
There remains substantial disagreement on the
relative importance of internal variability, GHG
forcing, and aerosols. (Sections 10.6.1.5, 14.6.1)

(6) Factors contributing to the assessments
including physical understanding, observational
and modelling uncertainty, and caveats.
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(1) Statement about
variable or property:
time, season

Human contribution
to observed warming
averaged over available
stations over Antarctica.

Contribution by forcing to
reconstructed European
temperature variability over
last five centuries.

Anthropogenic forcing has
contributed to temperature
change in many sub-continental regions of the world.

Human influence has
substantially increased the
probability of occurrence of
heat waves in some locations.

Result

30

31

32

33

Table 10.1 (continued)

High

High

Medium

Low

(2) Confidence
(Very high, High,
medium or low,
very low)

Likely

Likely

N/A

N/A

(3) Quantified measure of uncertainty where the probability of
the outcome can be quantified
(Likelihood given generally only
if high or very high confidence)

Good observational coverage for some
regions and poor for others (thus biasing
studies to regions where observational
coverage is good). Coupled modeling studies examining the effects of anthropogonic
warming and the probability of occurrence
of very warm seasonal temperatures and
targeted experiments with models forced
with prescribed sea surface temperatures.

Good observational coverage for
many regions (e.g., Europe) and
poor for others (e.g., Africa, Arctic).
Detection and attribution studies
with CMIP3 and CMIP5 models.

European seasonal temperatures from 1500 onwards.

Poor observational coverage of Antarctica with most observations around the
coast. Detection and attribution studies
with CMIP3 and CMIP5 models.

(4) Data sources
Observational evidence (Chapters 2
to 5); Models (Chapter 9)

(6) Factors contributing to the assessments
including physical understanding, observational
and modelling uncertainty, and caveats.

Possible contribution to changes from SAM increase.
Residual when SAM induced changes are removed
shows warming consistent with expectation due to
anthropogenic forcing. High observational uncertainty
and sparse data coverage (individual stations only
mostly around the coast). (Sections 10.3.1.1.4, 2.4.1.1)
Robust volcanic response detected in Epoch analyses
in several studies. Models reproduce low-frequency
evolution when include external forcings. Uncertainty
in overall level of variability, uncertainty in
reconstruction particularly prior to late 17th century.
(Sections 10.7.2, 5.5.1)
Larger role of internal variability at smaller scales
relative to signal of climate change. In some regions
observational coverage is poor. Local forcings
and feedbacks as well as circulation changes are
important in many regions and may not be well
simulated in all regions. (Section 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2)

In some instances, circulation changes could be more
important than thermodynamic changes. This could
be a possible confounding influence since much of
the magnitude (as opposed to the probability of
occurrence) of many heat waves is attributable to
atmospheric flow anomalies. (Sections 10.6.1, 10.6.2)

(5) Type, amount, quality, consistency
of evidence from attribution studies
and degree of agreement of studies.

· One optimal detection study, and some
modelling studies.
· Clear detection in one optimal detection
study.

· One detection and attribution study and
several modelling studies.
· Clear detection of external forcings in
one study; robust volcanic signal seen
in several studies (see also Chapter 5).
· A number of detection and attribution
studies have analysed temperatures
on scales from Giorgi regions to
climate model grid box scale.
· Many studies agree in showing that
an anthropogenic signal is apparent in many sub-continental scale
regions. In some sub-continentalscale regions circulation changes
may have played a bigger role.
· Multi-step attribution studies of some
events including the Europe 2003,
Western Russia 2010, and Texas 2011
heatwaves have shown an anthropogenic contribution to their occurrence
probability, backed up by studies
looking at the overall implications of
increasing mean temperatures for the
probability of exceeding seasonal mean
temperature thresholds in some regions.
· To infer the probability of a heatwave,
extrapolation has to be made from the
scales on which most attribution studies
have been carried out to the spatial
and temporal scales of heatwaves.
· Studies agree in finding robust evidence
for anthropogenic influence on increase
in probability of occurrence of extreme
seasonal mean temperatures in many
regions.
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Near-term Climate Change: Projections and Predictability

Executive Summary
This chapter assesses the scientific literature describing expectations
for near-term climate (present through mid-century). Unless otherwise
stated, ‘near-term’ change and the projected changes below are for the
period 2016–2035 relative to the reference period 1986–2005. Atmospheric composition (apart from CO2; see Chapter 12) and air quality
projections through to 2100 are also assessed.

Chapter 11

maximum technically feasible emission reductions (factors of 2). In the
near term, the SRES Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3
(CMIP3) results, which did not incorporate current legislation on air
pollutants, include up to three times more anthropogenic aerosols
than RCP CMIP5 results (high confidence), and thus the CMIP5 global
mean temperatures may be up to 0.2°C warmer than if forced with
SRES aerosol scenarios (medium confidence). {10.3.1.1.3, Figure 10.4,
11.3.1.1, 11.3.5.1, 11.3.6.1, Figure 11.25, Tables AII.2.16 to AII.2.22
and AII.6.8}

Decadal Prediction
The nonlinear and chaotic nature of the climate system imposes natural limits on the extent to which skilful predictions of climate statistics
may be made. Model-based ‘predictability’ studies, which probe these
limits and investigate the physical mechanisms involved, support the
potential for the skilful prediction of annual to decadal average temperature and, to a lesser extent precipitation.
Predictions for averages of temperature, over large regions of
the planet and for the global mean, exhibit positive skill when
verified against observations for forecast periods up to ten
years (high confidence1). Predictions of precipitation over some land
areas also exhibit positive skill. Decadal prediction is a new endeavour
in climate science. The level of quality for climate predictions of annual
to decadal average quantities is assessed from the past performance of
initialized predictions and non-initialized simulations. {11.2.3, Figures
11.3 and 11.4}
In current results, observation-based initialization is the dominant contributor to the skill of predictions of annual mean temperature for the
first few years and to the skill of predictions of the global mean surface
temperature and the temperature over the North Atlantic, regions of
the South Pacific and the tropical Indian Ocean for longer periods (high
confidence). Beyond the first few years the skill for annual and multiannual averages of temperature and precipitation is due mainly to the
specified radiative forcing (high confidence). {Section 11.2.3, Figures
11.3 to 11.5}

Including uncertainties for the chemically reactive GHG methane gives a range in concentration that is 30% wider than the
spread in RCP concentrations used in CMIP5 models (likely2). By
2100 this range extends 520 ppb above RCP8.5 and 230 ppb below
RCP2.6 (likely), reflecting uncertainties in emissions from agricultural,
forestry and land use sources, in atmospheric lifetimes, and in chemical
feedbacks, but not in natural emissions. {11.3.5}
Emission reductions aimed at decreasing local air pollution
could have a near-term impact on climate (high confidence).
Short-lived air pollutants have opposing effects: cooling from sulphate
and nitrate; warming from black carbon (BC) aerosol, carbon monoxide (CO) and methane (CH4). Anthropogenic CH4 emission reductions
(25%) phased in by 2030 would decrease surface ozone and reduce
warming averaged over 2036–2045 by about 0.2°C (medium confidence). Combined reductions of BC and co-emitted species (78%)
on top of methane reductions (24%) would further reduce warming
(low confidence), but uncertainties increase. {Section 7.6, Chapter 8,
11.3.6.1, Figure 11.24a, 8.7.2.2.2, Table AII.7.5a}

Projected Changes in Near-term Climate
Projections of near-term climate show modest sensitivity to
alternative RCP scenarios on global scales, but aerosols are an
important source of uncertainty on both global and regional
scales. {11.3.1, 11.3.6.1}

Projected Changes in Near-term Temperature
Projected Changes in Radiative Forcing of Climate
For greenhouse gas (GHG) forcing, the new Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) scenarios are similar in magnitude and
range to the AR4 Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES)
scenarios in the near term, but for aerosol and ozone precursor
emissions the RCPs are much lower than SRES by factors of 1.2
to 3. For these emissions the spread across RCPs by 2030 is much narrower than between scenarios that considered current legislation and

The projected change in global mean surface air temperature
will likely be in the range 0.3 to 0.7°C (medium confidence). This
projection is valid for the four RCP scenarios and assumes there will be
no major volcanic eruptions or secular changes in total solar irradiance
before 2035. A future volcanic eruption similar to the 1991 eruption
of Mt Pinatubo would cause a rapid drop in global mean surface air
temperature of several tenths °C in the following year, with recovery
over the next few years. Possible future changes in solar irradiance

1

In this Report, the following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement: low, medium, or high.
A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence. For a given evidence and
agreement statement, different confidence levels can be assigned, but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated with increasing confidence (see
Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).

2

In this Report, the following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: Virtually certain 99–100% probability, Very likely 90–100%,
Likely 66–100%, About as likely as not 33–66%, Unlikely 0–33%, Very unlikely 0–10%, Exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms (Extremely likely: 95–100%, More likely
than not >50–10 0%, and Extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used when appropriate. Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely (see Section 1.4 and Box TS.1
for more details).
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could influence the rate at which global mean surface air temperature
increases, but there is high confidence that this influence will be small
in comparison to the influence of increasing concentrations of GHGs in
the atmosphere. {11.3.6, Figure 11.25}
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There is medium confidence in near-term projections of a northward shift of Northern Hemisphere storm tracks and westerlies.
{11.3.2}

Projected Changes in the Ocean and Cryosphere
It is more likely than not that the mean global mean surface
air temperature for the period 2016–2035 will be more than
1°C above the mean for 1850–1900, and very unlikely that it
will be more than 1.5°C above the 1850–1900 mean (medium
confidence). {11.3.6.3}
In the near term, differences in global mean surface air temperature change across RCP scenarios for a single climate model
are typically smaller than differences between climate models
under a single RCP scenario. In 2030, the CMIP5 ensemble median
values differ by at most 0.2ºC between RCP scenarios, whereas the
model spread (17 to 83% range) for each RCP is about 0.4ºC. The
inter-scenario spread increases in time: by 2050 it is 0.8ºC, whereas
the model spread for each scenario is only 0.6ºC. Regionally, the
largest differences in surface air temperature between RCP2.6 and
RCP8.5 are found in the Arctic. {11.3.2.1.1, 11.3.6.1, 11.3.6.3, Figure
11.24a,b, Table AII.7.5}
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It is very likely that anthropogenic warming of surface air temperature will proceed more rapidly over land areas than over
oceans, and that anthropogenic warming over the Arctic in
winter will be greater than the global mean warming over the
same period, consistent with the AR4. Relative to natural internal
variability, near-term increases in seasonal mean and annual mean
temperatures are expected to be larger in the tropics and subtropics
than in mid-latitudes (high confidence). {11.3.2, Figures 11.10 and
11.11}

Projected Changes in the Water Cycle and Atmospheric
Circulation
Zonal mean precipitation will very likely increase in high and
some of the mid latitudes, and will more likely than not decrease
in the subtropics. At more regional scales precipitation changes may
be influenced by anthropogenic aerosol emissions and will be strongly
influenced by natural internal variability. {11.3.2, Figures 11.12 and
11.13}
Increases in near-surface specific humidity over land are very
likely. Increases in evaporation over land are likely in many
regions. There is low confidence in projected changes in soil moisture
and surface run off. {11.3.2, Figure 11.14}
It is likely that the descending branch of the Hadley Circulation
and the Southern Hemisphere (SH) mid-latitude westerlies will
shift poleward. It is likely that in austral summer the projected recovery of stratospheric ozone and increases in GHG concentrations will
have counteracting impacts on the width of the Hadley Circulation and
the meridional position of the SH storm track. Therefore, it is likely that
in the near term the poleward expansion of the descending southern
branch of the Hadley Circulation and the SH mid-latitude westerlies in
austral summer will be less rapid than in recent decades. {11.3.2}
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It is very likely that globally averaged surface and vertically
averaged ocean temperatures will increase in the near term.
It is likely that there will be increases in salinity in the tropical and
(especially) subtropical Atlantic, and decreases in the western tropical
Pacific over the next few decades. The Atlantic Meridional Overturning
Circulation is likely to decline by 2050 (medium confidence). However,
the rate and magnitude of weakening is very uncertain and, due to
large internal variability, there may be decades when increases occur.
{11.3.3}
It is very likely that there will be further shrinking and thinning
of Arctic sea ice cover, and decreases of northern high-latitude
spring time snow cover and near surface permafrost (see glossary) as global mean surface temperature rises. For high GHG
emissions such as those corresponding to RCP8.5, a nearly ice-free
Arctic Ocean (sea ice extent less than 1 × 106 km2 for at least 5 consecutive years) in September is likely before mid-century (medium confidence). This assessment is based on a subset of models that most
closely reproduce the climatological mean state and 1979 to 2012
trend of Arctic sea ice cover. There is low confidence in projected nearterm decreases in the Antarctic sea ice extent and volume. {11.3.4}

Projected Changes in Extremes
In most land regions the frequency of warm days and warm
nights will likely increase in the next decades, while that of
cold days and cold nights will decrease. Models project near-term
increases in the duration, intensity and spatial extent of heat waves
and warm spells. These changes may proceed at a different rate than
the mean warming. For example, several studies project that European
high-percentile summer temperatures warm faster than mean temperatures. {11.3.2.5.1, Figures 11.17 and 11.18}
The frequency and intensity of heavy precipitation events over
land will likely increase on average in the near term. However,
this trend will not be apparent in all regions because of natural variability and possible influences of anthropogenic aerosols. {11.3.2.5.2,
Figures 11.17 and 11.18}
There is low confidence in basin-scale projections of changes
in the intensity and frequency of tropical cyclones (TCs) in all
basins to the mid-21st century. This low confidence reflects the
small number of studies exploring near-term TC activity, the differences
across published projections of TC activity, and the large role for natural variability and non-GHG forcing of TC activity up to the mid-21st
century. There is low confidence in near-term projections for increased
TC intensity in the North Atlantic, which is in part due to projected
reductions in North Atlantic aerosols loading. {11.3.2.5.3}
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Projected Changes in Air Quality
The range in projections of air quality (O3 and PM2.5 in nearsurface air) is driven primarily by emissions (including CH4),
rather than by physical climate change (medium confidence).
The response of air quality to climate-driven changes is more
uncertain than the response to emission-driven changes (high
confidence). Globally, warming decreases background surface O3
(high confidence). High CH4 levels (RCP8.5, SRES A2) can offset this
decrease, raising 2100 background surface O3 on average by about 8
ppb (25% of current levels) relative to scenarios with small CH4 changes (RCP4.5, RCP6.0) (high confidence). On a continental scale, projected air pollution levels are lower under the new RCP scenarios than
under the SRES scenarios because the SRES did not incorporate air
quality legislation (high confidence). {11.3.5, 11.3.5.2; Figures 11.22
and 11.23ab, AII.4.2, AII.7.1–AII.7.4}
Observational and modelling evidence indicates that, all else
being equal, locally higher surface temperatures in polluted
regions will trigger regional feedbacks in chemistry and local
emissions that will increase peak levels of O3 and PM2.5 (medium
confidence). Local emissions combined with background levels and
with meteorological conditions conducive to the formation and accumulation of pollution are known to produce extreme pollution episodes on local and regional scales. There is low confidence in projecting changes in meteorological blocking associated with these extreme
episodes. For PM2.5, climate change may alter natural aerosol sources
(wildfires, wind-lofted dust, biogenic precursors) as well as precipitation scavenging, but no confidence level is attached to the overall
impact of climate change on PM2.5 distributions. {11.3.5, 11.3.5.2, Box
14.2}
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11.1

Introduction

This chapter describes current scientific expectations for ‘near-term’ climate. Here ‘near term’ refers to the period from the present to mid-century, during which the climate response to different emissions scenarios is generally similar. Greatest emphasis in this chapter is given to
the period 2016–2035, though some information on projected changes
before and after this period (up to mid-century) is also assessed. An
assessment of the scientific literature relating to atmospheric composition (except carbon dioxide (CO2), which is addressed in Chapter 12)
and air quality for the near-term and beyond to 2100 is also provided.
This emphasis on near-term climate arises from (1) a recognition of
its importance to decision makers in government and industry; (2) an
increase in the international research effort aimed at improving our
understanding of near-term climate; and (3) a recognition that nearterm projections are generally less sensitive to differences between
future emissions scenarios than are long-term projections. Climate
prediction on seasonal to multi-annual time scales require accurate
estimates of the initial climate state with less dependence on changes in external forcing3 over the period. On longer time scales climate
projections rely on projections of external forcing with little reliance on
the initial state of internal variability. Estimates of near-term climate
depend partly on the committed change (caused by the inertia of the
oceans as they respond to historical external forcing), the time evolution of internally generated climate variability and the future path
of external forcing. Near-term climate is sensitive to rapid changes in
some short-lived climate forcing agents (Jacobson and Streets, 2009;
Wigley et al., 2009; UNEP and WMO, 2011; Shindell et al., 2012b).
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The need for near-term climate information has spawned a new field of
climate science: decadal climate prediction (Smith et al., 2007; Meehl
et al., 2009b, 2013d). The Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
Phase 5 (CMIP5) experimental protocol includes a sequence of nearterm predictions (1 to 10 years) where observation-based information
is used to initialize the models used to produce the forecasts. The goal
is to exploit the predictability of internally generated climate variability
as well as that of the externally forced component. The result depends
on the ability of current models to reproduce the observed variability
as well as on the accurate depiction of the initial state (see Box 11.1).
Skilful multi-annual to decadal climate predictions (in the technical
sense of ‘skilful’ as outlined in 11.2.3.2 and FAQ 11.1) are being produced although technical challenges remain that need to be overcome
in order to improve skill. These challenges are now being addressed by
the scientific community.
Climate change experiments with models that do not depend on initial
condition but on the history and projection of climate forcings (often
referred to as ‘uninitialized’ or ‘non-initialized’ projections or simply
as ‘projections’) are another component of CMIP5. Such projections
have been the main focus of assessments of future climate in previous IPCC assessments and are considered in Chapters 12 to 14. The
main focus of attention in past assessments has been on the properties
of projections for the late 21st century and beyond. Projections also

3

Seasonal-to-interannual predictions typically include the impact of external forcing.
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p rovide valuable information on externally forced changes to nearterm climate, however, and are an important source of information
that complements information from the predictions. Projections are
also assessed in this chapter.
The objectives of this chapter are to assess the state of the science concerning both near-term predictions and near-term projections. CMIP5
results are considered for the near term as are other published nearterm predictions and projections. The chapter consists of four major
assessments:
1. The scientific basis for near-term prediction as reflected in estimates of predictability (see Box 11.1), and the dynamical and
physical mechanisms underpinning predictability, and the processes that limit predictability (see Section 11.2).
2. The current state of knowledge in near-term prediction (see Section 11.2). Here the emphasis is placed on the results from the
decadal (10-year) multi-model prediction experiments in the
CMIP5 database.
3. The current state of knowledge in near-term projection (see Section 11.3). Here the emphasis is on what the climate in next few
decades may look like relative to 1986–2005, based on near-term
projections (i.e., the forced climatic response). The focus is on the
‘core’ near-term period (2016–2035), but some information prior
to this period and out to mid-century is also discussed. A key issue
is when, where and how the signal of externally forced climate
change is expected to emerge from the background of natural climate variability.
4. Projected changes in atmospheric composition and air quality, and
their interactions with climate change during the near term and
beyond, including new findings from the Atmospheric Chemistry
and Climate Model Intercomparison (ACCMIP) initiative.
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Box 11.1 | Climate Simulation, Projection, Predictability and Prediction
This section outlines some of the ideas and the terminology used in this chapter.
Internally generated and externally forced climate variability
It is useful for purposes of analysis and description to consider the pre-industrial climate system as being in a state of climatic equilibrium with a fixed atmospheric composition and an unchanging Sun. In this idealized state, naturally occurring processes and interactions within the climate system give rise to ‘internally generated’ climate variability on many time scales (as discussed in Chapter 1).
Variations in climate may also result due to features ‘external’ to this idealized system. Forcing factors, such as volcanic eruptions, solar
variations, anthropogenic changes in the composition of the atmosphere, land use change etc., give rise to ‘externally forced’ climate
variations. In this sense climate system variables such as annual mean temperatures (as in Box 11.1, Figure 1 for instance) may be
characterized as a combination of externally forced and internally generated components with T(t) = Tf(t) + Ti(t). This separation of T,
and other climate variables, into components is useful when analysing climate behaviour but does not, of course, mean that the climate
system is linear or that externally forced and internally generated components do not interact.
Climate simulation
A climate simulation is a model-based representation of the temporal behaviour of the climate system under specified external forcing
and boundary conditions. The result is the modelled response to the imposed external forcing combined with internally generated variability. The thin yellow lines in Box 11.1, Figure 1 represent an ensemble of climate simulations begun from pre-industrial conditions
with imposed historical external forcing. The imposed external conditions are the same for each ensemble member and differences
among the simulations reflect differences in the evolutions of the internally generated component. Simulations are not intended to be
forecasts of the observed evolution of the system (the black line in Box 11.1, Figure 1) but to be possible evolutions that are consistent
with the external forcings.
In practice, and in Box 11.1, Figure 1, the forced component of the temperature variation is estimated by averaging over the different
simulations of T(t) with Tf(t) the component that survives ensemble averaging (the red curve) while Ti(t) averages to near zero for a
large enough ensemble. The spread among individual ensemble members (from these or pre-industrial simulations) and their behaviour
with time provides some information on the statistics of the internally generated variability. (continued on next page)
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Box 11.1, Figure 1 | The evolution of observation-based global mean temperature T (the black line) as the difference from the 1986–2005 average together with
an ensemble of externally forced simulations to 2005 and projections based on the RCP4.5 scenario thereafter (the yellow lines). The model-based estimate of the
externally forced component Tf (the red line) is the average over the ensemble of simulations. To the extent that the red line correctly estimates the forced component,
the difference between the black and red lines is the internally generated component Ti for global mean temperature. An ensemble of forecasts of global annual mean
temperature, initialized in 1998, is plotted as thin purple lines and their average, the ensemble mean forecast, as the thick green line. The grey areas along the axis
indicate the presence of external forcing associated with volcanoes.
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Box 11.1 (continued)

Climate projection
A climate projection is a climate simulation that extends into the future based on a scenario of future external forcing. The simulations
in Box 11.1, Figure 1 become climate projections for the period beyond 2005 where the results are based on the RCP4.5 forcing scenario
(see Chapters 1 and 8 for a discussion of forcing scenarios).
Climate prediction, climate forecast
A climate prediction or climate forecast is a statement about the future evolution of some aspect of the climate system encompassing
both forced and internally generated components. Climate predictions do not attempt to forecast the actual day-to-day progression of
the system but instead the evolution of some climate statistic such as seasonal, annual or decadal averages or extremes, which may
be for a particular location, or a regional or global average. Climate predictions are often made with models that are the same as, or
similar to, those used to produce climate simulations and projections (assessed in Chapter 9). A climate prediction typically proceeds
by integrating the governing equations forward in time from observation-based initial conditions. A decadal climate prediction combines aspects of both a forced and an initial condition problem as illustrated in Box 11.1, Figure 2. At short time scales the evolution is
largely dominated by the initial state while at longer time scales the influence of the initial conditions decreases and the importance of
the forcing increases as illustrated in Box 11.1, Figure 4. Climate predictions may also be made using statistical methods which relate
current to future conditions using statistical relationships derived from past system behaviour.
Because of the chaotic and nonlinear nature of the climate system small differences, in initial conditions or in the formulation of the
forecast model, result in different evolutions of forecasts with time. This is illustrated in Box 11.1, Figure 1, which displays an ensemble
of forecasts of global annual mean temperature (the thin purple lines) initiated in 1998. The individual forecasts are begun from slightly
different initial conditions, which are observation-based estimates of the state of the climate system. The thick green line is the average
of these forecasts and is an attempt to predict the most probable outcome and to maximize forecast skill. In this schematic example, the
1998 initial conditions for the forecasts are warmer than the average of the simulations. The individual and ensemble mean forecasts
exhibit a decline in global temperature before beginning to rise again. In this case, initialization has resulted in more realistic values for
the forecasts than for the corresponding simulation, at least for short lead times in the forecast. As the individual forecasts evolve they
diverge from one another and begin to resemble the projection results.
A probabilistic view of forecast behaviour is depicted schematically in Box 11.1, Figure 3. The probability distribution associated with
the climate simulation of temperature evolves in response to external forcing. By contrast, the probability distribution associated with
a climate forecast has a sharply peaked initial distribution representing the comparatively small uncertainty in the observation-based
initial state. The forecast probability distribution broadens with time until, ultimately, it becomes indistinguishable from that of an
uninitialized climate projection.

11

Climate predictability
The term ‘predictability’, as used here, indicates the extent to which even minor imperfections in the knowledge of the current state or
of the representation of the system limits knowledge of subsequent states. The rate of separation or divergence of initially close states
of the climate system with time (as for the light purple lines in Box 11.1, Figure 1), or the rate of displacement and broadening of its
(continued on next page)

Box 11.1, Figure 2 | A schematic illustrating the progression from an initial-value based prediction at short time scales to the forced boundary-value problem of
climate projection at long time scales. Decadal prediction occupies the middle ground between the two. (Based on Meehl et al., 2009b.)
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Box 11.1 (continued)

probability distribution (as in Box 11.1, Figure 3) are
indications of the system’s predictability. If initially
close states separate rapidly (or the probability distribution broadens quickly towards the climatological
distribution), the predictability of the system is low
and vice versa. Formally, predictability in climate science is a feature of the physical system itself, rather
than of our ‘ability to make skilful predictions in practice’. The latter depends on the accuracy of models and
initial conditions and on the correctness with which
the external forcing can be treated over the forecast
period.
Forecast quality, forecast skill
Forecast (or prediction) quality measures the success
of a prediction against observation-based information. Forecasts made for past cases, termed retrospective forecasts or hindcasts, may be analysed to give
an indication of the quality that may be expected for
future forecasts for a particular variable at a particular
location.

p[X  |  forcing]

p[X  |  forcing,initialization]

t
Box 11.1, Figure 3 | A schematic representation of prediction in terms of probability. The
probability distribution corresponding to a forced simulation is in red, with the deeper shades
indicating higher probability. The probabilistic forecast is in blue. The sharply peaked forecast
distribution based on initial conditions broadens with time as the influence of the initial conditions fades until the probability distribution of the initialized prediction approaches that of an
uninitialized projection. (Based on Branstator and Teng, 2010.)

The relative importance of initial conditions and of
external forcing for climate prediction, as depicted
schematically in Box 11.1, Figure 2, is further illustrated in the example of Box 11.1, Figure 4 which plots
correlation measures of both forecast skill and predictability for temperature averages over the globe ranging from a month to a
decade. Initialized forecasts exhibit enhanced values compared to uninitialized simulations for shorter time averages but the advantage
declines as averaging time increases and the forced component grows in importance.
1.0
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Box 11.1, Figure 4 | An example of the relative importance of initial conditions and external forcing for climate prediction and predictability. The global average of
the correlation skill score of ensemble mean initialized forecasts are plotted as solid orange lines and the corresponding model-based predictability measure as dashed
orange lines. The green lines are the same quantities but for uninitialized climate simulations. Results are for temperature averaged over periods from a month to a
decade. Values plotted for the monthly average correspond to the first month, those for the annual average to the first year and so on up to the decadal average. (Based
on Boer et al., 2013.)
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11.2

Near-term Predictions

11.2.1

Introduction

11.2.1.1 Predictability Studies
The innate behaviour of the climate system imposes limits on the ability to predict its evolution. Small differences in initial conditions, external forcing and/or in the representation of the behaviour of the system
produce differences in results that limit useful prediction. Predictability
studies estimate predictability limits for different variables and regions.

11.2.1.2 Prognostic Predictability Studies

11

Prognostic predictability studies analyse the behaviour of models integrated forward in time from perturbed initial conditions. The study of
Griffies and Bryan (1997) is one of the earliest studies of the predictability of internally generated decadal variability in a coupled atmosphere–ocean climate model. The study concentrates on the North
Atlantic and the subsurface ocean temperature while the subsequent
studies of Boer (2000) and Collins (2002) deal mainly with surface
temperature. Long time scale temperature variability in the North
Atlantic has received considerable attention together with its p ossible
connection to the variability of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) in predictability studies by Collins and Sinha
(2003), Collins et al. (2006), Dunstone and Smith (2010), Dunstone et
al. (2011), Grotzner et al. (1999), Hawkins and Sutton (2009), Latif et al.
(2006, 2007), )Msadek et al. (2010), Persechino et al. (2012), Pohlmann
et al. (2004, 2013), Swingedouw et al. (2013), and Teng et al. (2011).
The predictability of the AMOC varies among models and, to some
extent, with initial model states, ranging from several to 10 or more
years. The predictability values are model-based and the realism of the
simulated AMOC in the models cannot be easily judged in the absence
of a sufficiently long record of observation-based AMOC values. Many
predictability studies are based on perturbations to surface quantities
but Sevellec and A. Fedorov (2012) and Zanna (2012) note that small
perturbations to deep ocean quantities may also affect upper ocean
values. The predictability of the North Atlantic sea surface temperature
(SST) is typically weaker than that of the AMOC and the connection
between the predictability of the AMOC, and the SST is inconsistent
among models.
Prognostic predictability studies of the Pacific are less plentiful
although Pacific Decadal Variability (PDV) mechanisms (including the
Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and the Inter-decadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) have received considerable study (see Chapters 2 and 12).
Power and Colman (2006) find predictability on multi-year time scales
in SST and on decadal time-scales in the sub-surface ocean temperature in the off-equatorial South Pacific in their model. Power et al.
(2006) find no evidence for the predictability of inter-decadal changes
in the nature of El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) impacts on Australian rainfall. Sun and Wang (2006) suggest that some of the temperature variability linked to PDV can be predicted approximately 7
years in advance. Teng et al. (2011) investigate the predictability of the
first two Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs) of annual mean SST
and upper ocean temperature identified with PDV and find predictability of the order of 6 to 10 years. Meehl et al. (2010) consider the
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p redictability of 19-year filtered Pacific SSTs in terms of low order EOFs
and find predictability on these long time scales.
Hermanson and Sutton (2010) report that predictable signals in different regions and for different variables may arise from differing initial conditions and that ocean heat content is more predictable than
atmospheric and surface variables. Branstator and Teng (2010) analyse upper ocean temperatures, and some SSTs, for averages over the
North Atlantic, North Pacific and the tropical Atlantic and Pacific in the
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) model. Predictability associated with the initial state of the system decreases whereas
that due to external forcing increases with time. The ‘cross-over’ time,
when the two contributions are equal, is longer in extratropical (7 to 11
years) compared to tropical (2 years) regions and in the North Atlantic
compared to the North Pacific. Boer et al. (2013) estimate surface air
(rather than upper ocean) temperature predictability in the Canadian
Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (CCCma) model and find
a cross-over time (using a different measure) on the order of 3 years
when averaged over the globe.

11.2.1.3 Diagnostic Predictability Studies
Diagnostic predictability studies are based on analyses of the observed
record or the output of climate models. Because long data records are
needed, diagnostic multi-annual to decadal predictability studies based
on observational data are comparatively few. Newman (2007) and
Alexander et al. (2008) develop multivariate empirical Linear Inverse
Models (LIMs) from observation-based SSTs and find predictability for
ENSO and PDV type patterns that are generally limited to the order of
a year although exceeding this in some areas. Zanna (2012) develops
a LIM based on Atlantic SSTs and infers the possibility of decadal scale
predictability. Hoerling et al. (2011) appeal to forced climate change
relative to the 1971–2000 period together with the statistics of natural
variability to infer the potential for the prediction of temperature over
North America for 2011–2020.
Tziperman et al. (2008) apply LIM-based methods to Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) model output, as do Hawkins and Sutton
(2009) and Hawkins et al. (2011) to Hadley Centre model output and
find predictability up to a decade or more for the AMOC and North
Atlantic SST. Branstator et al. (2012) use analog and multivariate linear
regression methods to quantify the predictability of the internally generated component of upper ocean temperature in results from six coupled models. Results differ considerably across models but offer some
areas of commonality. Basin-average estimates indicate predictability
for up to a decade in the North Atlantic and somewhat less in the North
Pacific. Branstator and Teng (2012) assess the predictability of both the
internally generated and forced component of upper ocean temperature
in results from 12 coupled models participating in CMIP5. They infer
potential predictability from initializing the internally generated component for 5 years in the North Pacific and 9 years in the North Atlantic
while the forced component dominates after 6.5 and 8 years in the two
basins. Results vary among models, although with some agreement for
internal component predictability in subpolar gyre regions.
Studies of ‘potential predictability’ take a number of forms but broadly assume that overall variability may be separated into a long time
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scale component of interest and shorter time scale components that
are unpredictable on these long time scales, written symbolically as
s2X = s2v + s2e. The fraction p = s2v / s2X is a measure of potentially
predictable variance provided that hypothesis that s2v is zero may be
rejected. Small p indicates either a lack of long time scale variability
or its smallness as a fraction of the total. Predictability is ‘potential’ in
the sense that the existence of appreciable long time scale variability
is not a direct indication that it may be skilfully predicted. There are
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a number of approaches to estimating potential predictability each
with its statistical difficulties (e.g., DelSole and Feng, 2013). At multi-annual time scales the potential predictability of the internally generated component of temperature is studied in Boer (2000), Collins
(2002), Pohlmann et al. (2004), Power and Colman (2006) and, in a
multi-model context, in Boer (2004) and Boer and Lambert (2008).
Power and Colman (2006) report that potential predictability in the
ocean tends to increase with latitude and depth. Multi-model results

11

Figure 11.1 | The potential predictability of 5-year means of temperature (lower), the contribution from the forced component (middle) and from the internally generated component (upper). These are multi-model results from CMIP5 RCP4.5 scenario simulations from 17 coupled climate models following the methodology of Boer (2011). The results apply
to the early 21st century.
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 11.1 | If You Cannot Predict the Weather Next Month, How Can You Predict Climate
for the Coming Decade?
Although weather and climate are intertwined, they are in fact different things. Weather is defined as the state of
the atmosphere at a given time and place, and can change from hour to hour and day to day. Climate, on the other
hand, generally refers to the statistics of weather conditions over a decade or more.
An ability to predict future climate without the need to accurately predict weather is more commonplace that it
might first seem. For example, at the end of spring, it can be accurately predicted that the average air temperature
over the coming summer in Melbourne (for example) will very likely be higher than the average temperature during
the most recent spring—even though the day-to-day weather during the coming summer cannot be predicted with
accuracy beyond a week or so. This simple example illustrates that factors exist—in this case the seasonal cycle in
solar radiation reaching the Southern Hemisphere—that can underpin skill in predicting changes in climate over a
coming period that does not depend on accuracy in predicting weather over the same period.
The statistics of weather conditions used to define climate include long-term averages of air temperature and
rainfall, as well as statistics of their variability, such as the standard deviation of year-to-year rainfall variability
from the long-term average, or the frequency of days below 5°C. Averages of climate variables over long periods
of time are called climatological averages. They can apply to individual months, seasons or the year as a whole. A
climate prediction will address questions like: ‘How likely will it be that the average temperature during the coming
summer will be higher than the long-term average of past summers?’ or: ‘How likely will it be that the next decade
will be warmer than past decades?’ More specifically, a climate prediction might provide an answer to the question:
‘What is the probability that temperature (in China, for instance) averaged over the next ten years will exceed the
temperature in China averaged over the past 30 years?’ Climate predictions do not provide forecasts of the detailed
day-to-day evolution of future weather. Instead, they provide probabilities of long-term changes to the statistics of
future climatic variables.
Weather forecasts, on the other hand, provide predictions of day-to-day weather for specific times in the future.
They help to address questions like: ‘Will it rain tomorrow?’ Sometimes, weather forecasts are given in terms of probabilities. For example, the weather forecast might state that: ‘the likelihood of rainfall in Apia tomorrow is 75%’.
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To make accurate weather predictions, forecasters need highly detailed information about the current state of the
atmosphere. The chaotic nature of the atmosphere means that even the tiniest error in the depiction of ‘initial conditions’ typically leads to inaccurate forecasts beyond a week or so. This is the so-called ‘butterfly effect’.
Climate scientists do not attempt or claim to predict the detailed future evolution of the weather over coming
seasons, years or decades. There is, on the other hand, a sound scientific basis for supposing that aspects of climate
can be predicted, albeit imprecisely, despite the butterfly effect. For example, increases in long-lived atmospheric
greenhouse gas concentrations tend to increase surface temperature in future decades. Thus, information from the
past can and does help predict future climate.
Some types of naturally occurring so-called ‘internal’ variability can—in theory at least—extend the capacity to
predict future climate. Internal climatic variability arises from natural instabilities in the climate system. If such
variability includes or causes extensive, long-lived, upper ocean temperature anomalies, this will drive changes in
the overlying atmosphere, both locally and remotely. The El Niño-Southern Oscillation phenomenon is probably
the most famous example of this kind of internal variability. Variability linked to the El Niño-Southern Oscillation
unfolds in a partially predictable fashion. The butterfly effect is present, but it takes longer to strongly influence
some of the variability linked to the El Nino-Southern Oscillation.
Meteorological services and other agencies have exploited this. They have developed seasonal-to-interannual prediction systems that enable them to routinely predict seasonal climate anomalies with demonstrable predictive skill.
The skill varies markedly from place to place and variable to variable. Skill tends to diminish the further the prediction delves into the future and in some locations there is no skill at all. ‘Skill’ is used here in its technical sense: it is a
measure of how much greater the accuracy of a prediction is, compared with the accuracy of some typically simple
prediction method like assuming that recent anomalies will persist during the period being predicted.
Weather, seasonal-to-interannual and decadal prediction systems are similar in many ways (e.g., they all incorporate the same mathematical equations for the atmosphere, they all need to specify initial conditions to kick-start
(continued on next page)
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FAQ 11.1 (continued)

predictions, and they are all subject to limits on forecast accuracy imposed by the butterfly effect). However, decadal
prediction, unlike weather and seasonal-to-interannual prediction, is still in its infancy. Decadal prediction systems
nevertheless exhibit a degree of skill in hindcasting near-surface temperature over much of the globe out to at least
nine years. A ‘hindcast’ is a prediction of a past event in which only observations prior to the event are fed into
the prediction system used to make the prediction. The bulk of this skill is thought to arise from external forcing.
‘External forcing’ is a term used by climate scientists to refer to a forcing agent outside the climate system causing
a change in the climate system. This includes increases in the concentration of long-lived greenhouse gases.
Theory indicates that skill in predicting decadal precipitation should be less than the skill in predicting decadal surface temperature, and hindcast performance is consistent with this expectation.
Current research is aimed at improving decadal prediction systems, and increasing the understanding of the reasons
for any apparent skill. Ascertaining the degree to which the extra information from internal variability actually
translates to increased skill is a key issue. While prediction systems are expected to improve over coming decades,
the chaotic nature of the climate system and the resulting butterfly effect will always impose unavoidable limits
on predictive skill. Other sources of uncertainty exist. For example, as volcanic eruptions can influence climate but
their timing and magnitude cannot be predicted, future eruptions provide one of a number of other sources of
uncertainty. Additionally, the shortness of the period with enough oceanic data to initialize and assess decadal
predictions presents a major challenge.
Finally, note that decadal prediction systems are designed to exploit both externally forced and internally generated sources of predictability. Climate scientists distinguish between decadal predictions and decadal projections. Projections exploit only the predictive capacity arising from external forcing. While previous IPCC Assessment Reports
focussed exclusively on projections, this report also assesses decadal prediction research and its scientific basis.

for both externally forced and internally generated components of the
potential predictability of decadal means of surface air temperature in
simulations of 21st century climate in CMIP3 model data are analysed
in Boer (2011) and results based on CMIP5 model data are shown
in Figure 11.2. Potential predictability of 5-year means for internally
generated variability is found over extratropical oceans but is generally
weak over land while that associated with the decadal change in the
forced component is found in tropical areas and over some land areas.
Predictability studies of precipitation on long time scales are comparatively few. Jai and DelSole (2012) identify ‘optimally predictable’
fractions of internally generated temperature and precipitation variance over land on multi-year time scales in the control simulations of
10 models participating in CMIP5, with results that vary considerably
from model to model. Boer and Lambert (2008) find little potential
predictability for decadal means of precipitation in the internally generated variability of a collection of CMIP3 model control simulations
other than over parts of the North Atlantic. This is also the case for the
internally generated component of CMIP3 precipitation in 21st century
climate change simulations in Boer (2011) although there is evidence
of potential predictability for the forced component of precipitation
mainly at higher latitudes and for longer time scales.

11.2.1.4 Summary
Predictability studies suggest that initialized climate forecasts should
be able to provide more detailed information on climate evolution, over

a few years to a decade, than is available from uninitialized climate
simulations alone. Predictability results are, however, based mainly on
climate model results and depend on the verisimilitude with which the
models reproduce climate system behaviour (Chapter 9). There is evidence of multi-year predictability for both the internally generated and
externally forced components of temperature over considerable portions of the globe with the first dominating at shorter and the second
at longer time scales. Predictability for precipitation is based on fewer
studies, is more modest than for temperature, and appears to be associated mainly with the forced component at longer time scales. Predictability can also vary from location to location.

11.2.2

Climate Prediction on Decadal Time Scales

11.2.2.1 Initial Conditions
A dynamical prediction consists of an ensemble of forecasts produced by integrating a climate model forward in time from a set of
observation-based initial conditions. As the forecast range increases,
processes in the ocean become increasingly important and the sparseness, non-uniformity and secular change in sub-surface ocean observations is a challenge to analysis and prediction (Meehl et al., 2009b,
2013d; Murphy et al., 2010) and can lead to differences among ocean
analyses, that is, quantified descriptions of ocean initial conditions
(Stammer, 2006; Keenlyside and Ba, 2010). Approaches to ocean initialization include (as listed in Table 11.1): assimilation only of SSTs
to initialize the sub-surface ocean indirectly (Keenlyside et al., 2008;
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Dunstone, 2010; Swingedouw et al., 2013); the forcing of the ocean
model with atmospheric observations (e.g., Du et al., 2012; Matei et al.,
2012b; Yeager et al., 2012) and more sophisticated alternatives based
on fully coupled data assimilation schemes (e.g., Zhang et al., 2007a;
Sugiura et al., 2009).
Dunstone and Smith (2010) and Zhang et al. (2010a) found an expected
improvement in skill when sub-surface information was used as part of
the initialization. Assimilation of atmospheric data, on the other hand,
is expected to have little impact after the first few months ( Balmaseda
and Anderson, 2009). The initialization of sea ice, snow cover, frozen
soil and soil moisture can potentially contribute to seasonal and subseasonal skill (e.g., Koster et al., 2010; Toyoda et al., 2011; Chevallier
and Salas-Melia, 2012; Paolino et al., 2012), although an assessment of
their benefit at longer time scales has not yet been determined.

11.2.2.2 Ensemble Generation

11

An ensemble can be generated in many different ways and a wide range
of methods have been explored in seasonal prediction (e.g., Stockdale
et al., 1998; Stan and Kirtman, 2008) but not yet fully investigated for
decadal prediction (Corti et al., 2012). Methods being investigated
include adding random perturbations to initial conditions, using atmospheric states displaced in time, using parallel assimilation runs (DoblasReyes et al., 2011; Du et al., 2012) and perturbing ocean initial conditions (Zhang et al., 2007a; Mochizuki et al., 2010). Perturbations leading
to rapidly growing modes, common in weather forecasting, have also
been investigated (Kleeman et al., 2003; Vikhliaev et al., 2007; Hawkins
and Sutton, 2009, 2011; Du et al., 2012). The uncertainty associated
with the limitations of a model’s representation of the climate system
may be partially represented by perturbed physics (Stainforth et al.,
2005; Murphy et al., 2007) or stochastic physics (Berner et al., 2008),
and applied to multi-annual and decadal predictions (Doblas-Reyes et
al., 2009; Smith et al., 2010). Weisheimer et al. (2011) compare these
three approaches in a seasonal prediction context.
The multi-model approach, which is used widely and most commonly, combines ensembles of predictions from a collection of models,
thereby increasing the sampling of both initial conditions and model
properties. Multi-model approaches are used across time scales ranging from seasonal–interannual (e.g., DEMETER; Palmer et al. (2004),
to seasonal-decadal (e.g., Weisheimer et al., 2011; van Oldenborgh et
al., 2012), in climate change simulation (e.g., IPCC, 2007, Chapter 10;
Meehl et al., 2007b) and in the ENSEMBLES and CMIP5-based decadal
predictions assessed in Section 11.2.3. A problem with the multi-model
approach is tha inter-dependence of the climate models used in current
forecast systems (Power et al. 2012; Knutti et al. 2013) is expected to
lead to co-dependence of forecast error.

11.2.3 Prediction Quality
11.2.3.1 Decadal Prediction Experiments
Decadal predictions for specific variables can be made by exploiting
empirical relationships based on past observations and expected physical relationships. Predictions of North Pacific Ocean temperatures
have been achieved using prior wind stress observations (Schneider
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and Miller, 2001). Both global and regional predictions of surface
temperature have been made based on projected changes in external
forcing and the observed state of the natural variability at the start
date (Lean and Rind, 2009; Krueger and von Storch, 2011; Ho et al.,
2012a; Newman, 2013). Some of these forecast systems are also used
as benchmarks to compare with the dynamical systems under development. Comparisons (Newman (2013) have shown that there is similarity in the temperature skill between a linear inverse method and the
CMIP5 hindcasts, pointing at a similarity in their sources of skill. In the
future, the combination of information from empirical and dynamical
predictions might be explored to provide a unified and more skilful
source of information.
Evidence for skilful interannual to decadal temperatures using dynamical models forced only by previous and projected changes in anthropogenic greenhouse gases (GHGs) and aerosols and natural variations in volcanic aerosols and solar irradiance is reported by Lee et al.
(2006b), Räisänen and Ruokolainen (2006) and Laepple et al. (2008).
Some attempts to predict the 10-year climate over regions have been
done using this approach, and include assessments of the role of the
internal decadal variability (Hoerling et al., 2011). To be clear, in the
context of this report these studies are viewed as projections because
no attempt is made to use observational estimates for the initial conditions. Essentially, an uninitialized prediction is synonymous with a
projection. These projections or uninitialized predictions are referred
to synonymously in the literature as ‘NoInit,’ or ‘NoAssim’, referring to
the fact that no assimilated observations are used for the specification
of the initial conditions.
Additional skill can be realized by initializing the models with observations in order to predict the evolution of the internally generated
component and to correct the model’s response to previously imposed
forcing (Smith et al., 2010; Fyfe et al., 2011; Kharin et al., 2012; Smith
et al., 2012). Again, to be clear, the assessment provided here distinguishes between predictions in which attempts are made to initialize
the models with observations, and projections. See Box 11.1 and FAQ
11.1 for further details.
The ENSEMBLES project (van Oldenborgh et al., 2012), for example,
has conducted a multi-model decadal retrospective prediction study,
and the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) proposed a coordinated experiment that focuses on decadal, or near-term,
climate prediction (Meehl et al., 2009b; Taylor et al., 2012). Prior to
these initiatives, several pioneering attempts at initialized decadal prediction were made (Pierce et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2007; Troccoli and
Palmer, 2007; Keenlyside et al., 2008; Pohlmann et al., 2009; Mochizuki
et al., 2010). Results from the CMIP5 coordinated experiment (Taylor et
al., 2012) are the basis for the assessment reported here.
Because the practice of decadal prediction is in its infancy, details of
how to initialize the models included in the CMIP5 near-term experiment were left to the discretion of the modelling groups and are
described in Meehl et al. (2013d) and Table 11.1. In CMIP5 experiments, volcanic aerosol and solar cycle variability are prescribed
along the integration using observation-based values up to 2005, and
assuming a climatological 11-year solar cycle and a background volcanic aerosol load in the future. These forcings are shared with CMIP5
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historical runs (i.e., unintialized projections) started from pre-industrial
control simulations, enabling an assessment of the impact of initialization. The specification of the volcanic aerosol load and the solar
irradiance in the hindcasts gives an optimistic estimate of the forecast
quality with respect to an operational prediction system, where no
such future information can be used. Table 11.1 summarizes forecast
systems contributing to, and the initialization methods used in, the
CMIP5 near-term experiment.
The coordinated nature of the ENSEMBLES and CMIP5 experiments
also offers a good opportunity to study multi-model ensembles (Garcia-Serrano and Doblas-Reyes, 2012; van Oldenborgh et al., 2012) as
a means of sampling model uncertainty while some modelling groups
have also investigated this using perturbed parameter approaches
(Smith et al., 2010). The relative merit of the different approaches for
decadal predictions has yet to be assessed.

When initialized with states close to the observations, models ‘drift’
towards their imperfect climatology (an estimate of the mean climate),
leading to biases in the simulations that depend on the forecast time.
The time scale of the drift in the atmosphere and upper ocean is, in
most cases, a few years (Hazeleger et al., 2013a). Biases can be largely
removed using empirical techniques a posteriori (Garcia-Serrano and
Doblas-Reyes, 2012; Kharin et al., 2012). The bias correction or adjustment linearly corrects for model drift (e.g., Stockdale, 1997; Garcia-Serrano et al., 2012; Gangstø et al., 2013). The approach assumes that the
model bias is stable over the prediction period (from 1960 onward in
the CMIP5 experiment). This might not be the case if, for instance, the
predicted temperature trend differs from the observed trend (Fyfe et
al., 2011; Kharin et al., 2012). Figure 11.2 is an illustration of the time
scale of the global SST drift, while at the same time showing the systematic error of several of the forecast systems contributing to CMIP5.
It is important to note that the systematic errors illustrated here are
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Figure 11.2 | Time series of global mean sea surface temperature from the (a) direct model output and (b) anomalies of the CMIP5 multi-model initialized hindcasts. Results for
each forecast system are plotted with a different colour, with each line representing an individual member of the ensemble. Results for the start dates 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991 and
2001 are shown, while the model and observed climatologies to obtain the anomalies in (b) have been estimated using data from start dates every five years. The reference data
(ERSST) is drawn in black. All time series have been smoothed with a 24-month centred moving average that filters out the seasonal cycle and removes data for the first and last
years of each time series.
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Table 11.1 | Initialization methods used in models that entered CMIP5 near-term experiments. (Figures 11.3 to 11.7 have been prepared using those contributions with asterisk on top of the modelling centre’s name.).
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common to both decadal prediction systems and climate-change
projections. The bias adjustment itself is another important source of
uncertainty in climate predictions (e.g., Ho et al., 2012b). There may be
nonlinear relationships between the mean state and the anomalies,
that are neglected in linear bias adjustment techniques. There are also
difficulties in estimating the drift in the presence of volcanic eruptions.
It has been recognized that including as many initial states as possible
in computing the drift and adjusting the bias is more desirable than a
greater number of ensemble members per initial state (Meehl et al.,
2013d), although increasing both is desirable to obtain robust forecast quality estimates. A procedure for bias adjustment following the
technique outlined above has been recommended for CMIP5 (ICPO,
2011). A suitable adjustment depends also on there being a sufficient
number of hindcasts for statistical robustness (Garcia-Serrano et al.,
2012; Kharin et al., 2012).

11

To reduce the impact of the drift many of the early attempts at decadal
prediction (Smith et al., 2007; Keenlyside et al., 2008; Pohlmann et al.,
2009; Mochizuki et al., 2010) use an approach called anomaly initialization (Schneider et al., 1999; Pierce et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2007).
The anomaly initialization approach attempts to circumvent model drift
and the need for a time-varying bias correction. The models are initialized by adding observed anomalies to an estimate of the model mean
climate. The mean model climate is subsequently subtracted from the
predictions to obtain forecast anomalies. Sampling error in the estimation of the mean climatology affects the success of this approach. This
is also the case for full-field initialization, although as anomaly initialisation is affected to a smaller degree by the drift, the sampling error
is assumed to be smaller (Hazeleger et al., 2013a). The relative merits
of anomaly versus full initialization are being quantified (Hazeleger et
al., 2013a; Magnusson et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2013a), although no
initialization method was found to be definitely better in terms of forecast quality. Another less widely explored alternative is dynamic bias
correction in which multi-year monthly mean analysis increments are
added during the integration of the ocean model (Wang et al., 2013).
Figure 11.2 includes predictions performed with both full and anomaly
initialization systems.

11.2.3.2 Forecast Quality Assessment
The quality of a forecast system is assessed by estimating, among
others, the accuracy, skill and reliability of a set of hindcasts (Jolliffe
and Stephenson, 2011). These three terms—accuracy, skill and reliability—are used here in a strict technical sense. A suite of measures needs to be considered, particularly when a forecast system are
compared. The accuracy of a forecast system refers to the average
distance/error between forecasts and observations. The skill score is
a relative measure of the quality of the forecasting system compared
to some benchmark or reference forecast (e.g., climatology or persistence). The reliability, which is a property of the specific forecast
system, measures the trustworthiness of the predictions. Reliability
measures how well the predicted probability distribution matches the
observed relative frequency of the forecast event. Accuracy and reliability are aspects of forecast quality that can be improved by improving the individual forecast systems or by combining several of them
into a multi-model prediction. The reliability can be improved by a
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posteriori corrections to model spread. Forecast quality can also be
improved by unequal weighting (Weigel et al., 2010; DelSole et al.,
2013), although this option has not been explored in decadal prediction to date, because a long training sample is required to obtain
robust weights.
The assessment of forecast quality depends on the quantities of greatest interest to those who use the information. World Meteorological
Organization (WMO)’s Standard Verification System (SVS) for LongRange Forecasts (LRF) (WMO, 2002) outlines specifications for longrange (sub-seasonal to seasonal) forecast quality assessment. These
measures are also described in Jolliffe and Stephenson (2011) and
Wilks (2006). A recommendation for a deterministic metric for decadal climate predictions is the mean square skill score (MSSS), and
for a probabilistic metric, the continuous ranked probability skill score
(CRPSS) as described in Goddard et al. (2013) and Meehl et al. (2013d).
For dynamical ensemble systems, a useful measure of the characteristics of an ensemble forecast system is spread. The relative spread can
be described in terms of the ratio between the mean spread around the
ensemble mean and the root mean square error (RMSE) of the ensemble-mean prediction, or spread-to-RMSE ratio. A ratio of 1 is considered
a desirable feature for a Gaussian-distributed variable of a well-calibrated (i.e., reliable) prediction system (Palmer et al., 2006). The importance of using statistical inference in forecast quality assessments has
been recently emphasized (Garcia-Serrano and Doblas-Reyes, 2012;
Goddard et al., 2013). This is even more important when there are only
small samples available (Kumar, 2009) and a small number of degrees
of freedom (Gangstø et al., 2013). Confidence intervals for the scores
are typically computed using either parametric or bootstrap methods
(Lanzante, 2005; Jolliffe, 2007; Hanlon et al., 2013).
The skill of seasonal predictions can vary from generation to generation (Power et al. 1999) and from one generation of forecast systems
to the next (Balmaseda et al., 1995). This highlights the possibility
that the skill of decadal predictions might also vary from one period
to another. Certain initial conditions might precede more predictable
near-term states than other initial conditions, and this has the potential to be reflected in predictive skill assessments. However, the short
length of the period available to initialize and verify the predictions
makes the analysis of the variations in skill very difficult.

11.2.3.3 Pre-CMIP5 Decadal Prediction Experiments
Early decadal prediction studies found little additional predictive skill
from initialization, over that due to changes in radiative forcing (RF),
on global (Pierce et al., 2004) and regional scales (Troccoli and Palmer,
2007). However, neither of these studies considered more than two
start dates. More comprehensive tests, which considered at least nine
different start dates indicated temperature skill (Smith et al., 2007;
Keenlyside et al., 2008; Pohlmann et al., 2009; Sugiura et al., 2009;
Mochizuki et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2010; Doblas-Reyes et al., 2011;
Garcia-Serrano and Doblas-Reyes, 2012; Garcia-Serrano et al., 2012;
Kroger et al., 2012; Matei et al., 2012b; van Oldenborgh et al., 2012;
Wu and Zhou, 2012; MacLeod et al., 2013). Moreover, this skill was
enhanced by initialization (local increase in correlation of 0.1 to 0.3,
depending on the system) mostly over the ocean, in particular over
the North Atlantic and subtropical Pacific oceans. Regions with skill
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improvements from initialization for precipitation are small and rarely
statistically significant (Goddard et al., 2013).

11.2.3.4 Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5
Decadal Prediction Experiments
Indices of global mean temperature, the Atlantic Multi-decadal Variability (AMV; (Trenberth and Shea, 2006)) and the Inter-decadal Pacific
Oscillation (IPO; Power et al., 1999) or Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)
are used as benchmarks to assess the ability of decadal forecast systems to predict multi-annual averages of climate variability (Kim et al.,
2012; van Oldenborgh et al., 2012; Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013; Goddard
et al., 2013; see also Figure 11.3). Initialized predictions of global mean
surface air temperature (GMST) for the following year are now being
performed in almost-real time (Folland et al., 2013).
Non-initialized predictions (or projections) of the global mean temperature are statistically significantly skilful for most of the forecast
ranges considered (high confidence), due to the almost monotonic
increase in temperature, pointing to the importance of the time-varying RF (Murphy et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2012). This leads to a high
(above 0.9) correlation of the ensemble mean prediction that varies
very as a function of forecast lead time. This holds whether the changes
in the external forcing (i.e., changes in natural and/or anthropogenic
atmospheric composition) are specified (i.e., CMIP5) or are projected
(ENSEMBLES). The skill of the multi-annual global mean surface temperature improves with initialization, although this is mainly evidenced
when the accuracy is measured in terms of the RMSE (Doblas-Reyes et
al., 2013). An improved prediction of global mean surface temperature
is evidenced by the closer fit of the initialized predictions during the
21st century (Figure 11.3; Meehl and Teng, 2012; Doblas-Reyes et al.,
2013; Guemas et al., 2013; Box 9.2). The impact of initialization is seen
as a better representation of the phase of the internal variability, in
particular in increasing the upper ocean heat content (Meehl et al.,
2011) and in terms of a correction of the model’s forced response.
The AMV (Chapter 14) has important impacts on temperature and precipitation over land (Li and Bates, 2007; Li et al., 2008; Semenov et al.,
2010). The AMV index shows a large fraction of its variability on decadal time scales and has multi-year predictability (Murphy et al., 2010;
Garcia-Serrano and Doblas-Reyes, 2012). The AMV has been connected
to multi-decadal variability of Atlantic tropical cyclones (Goldenberg et
al., 2001; Zhang and Delworth, 2006; Smith et al., 2010; Dunstone et al.,
2011). Figure 11.3 shows that the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble mean
has skill on multi-annual time scales, the skill being generally larger
than for the single-model forecast systems (Garcia-Serrano and DoblasReyes, 2012; Kim et al., 2012). The skill of the AMV index improves with
initialization (high confidence) for the early forecast ranges. In particular, the RMSE is substantially reduced (indicating improved skill) with
initialization for the AMV. The positive correlation of the non-initialized
AMV predictions is consistent with the view that part of the recent
variability is due to external forcings (Evan et al., 2009; Ottera et al.,
2010; Chang et al., 2011; Booth et al., 2012; Garcia-Serrano et al., 2012;
Terray, 2012; Villarini and Vecchi, 2012; Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013).
Pacific decadal variability is associated with potentially important
climate impacts, including rainfall over America, Asia, Africa and Aus-
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tralia (Power et al., 1999; Deser et al., 2004; Seager et al., 2008; Zhu
et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012). The combination of Pacific and Atlantic
variability and climate change is an important driver of multi-decadal
USA drought (McCabe et al., 2004; Burgman et al., 2010) including key
events like the American dustbowl of the 1930s (Schubert et al., 2004).
van Oldenborgh et al. (2012) reported weak skill in hindcasting the IPO
in the ENSEMBLES multi-model. Doblas-Reyes et al. (2013) show that
the ensemble-mean skill of the ENSEMBLES multi-model IPO is not
statistically significant at the 95% level and shows no clear impact of
the initialization, in agreement with the predictability study of Meehl
et al. (2010). On the other hand, case studies suggest that there might
be some initial states that can produce skill in predicting IPO-related
decadal variability for some time periods (e.g., Chikamoto et al., 2012b;
Meehl and Arblaster, 2012; Meehl et al., 2013a).
The higher AMV and global mean temperature skill of the CMIP5 predictions with respect to the ENSEMBLES hindcasts (van Oldenborgh
et al., 2012; Goddard et al., 2013) might be partly due to the CMIP5
multi-model using specified instead of projected aerosol loading (especially the volcanic aerosol) and solar irradiance variations during the
simulations. As these forcings cannot be specified in a real forecast setting, ENSEMBLES offers an estimate of the skill closer to what could be
expected from a real-time forecast system such as the one described
in (Smith et al., 2013a). The use of correct forcings nevertheless allows
a more powerful test of the effect of initialization on the ability of
models to reproduce past observations.
Near-term prediction systems have significant skill for temperature
over large regions (Figure 11.4), especially over the oceans (Smith et al.,
2010; Doblas-Reyes et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Matei et al., 2012b;
van Oldenborgh et al., 2012; Hanlon et al., 2013). It has been shown
that a large part of the skill corresponds to the correct representation
of the long-term trend (high confidence) as the skill decreases substantially after an estimate of the long-term trend is removed from both
the predictions and the observations (e.g., Corti et al., 2012; van Oldenborgh et al., 2012; MacLeod et al., 2013). Robust skill increase due
to initialization (Figure 11.4) is limited to areas of the North Atlantic,
the Indian Ocean and the southeast Pacific (high confidence) (DoblasReyes et al., 2013), in agreement with previous results (Pohlmann et
al., 2009; Smith et al., 2010; Mochizuki et al., 2012) and predictability
estimates (Branstator and Teng, 2012). Similar results have been found
in several individual forecast systems (e.g., Muller et al., 2012; Bellucci et al., 2013). However, the impact of initialization on the skill in
those regions, though robust (as shown by the agreement between the
different CMIP5 systems) is small and not statistically significant with
90% confidence.
The improvement in retrospective North Atlantic variability predictions
from initialization (Smith et al., 2010; Dunstone et al., 2011; GarciaSerrano et al., 2012; Hazeleger et al., 2013b) suggests that internal variability was important to North Atlantic variability during the past few
decades. However, the interpretation of the results is complicated by
the fact that the impact on skill varies slightly with the forecast quality
measure used (Figure 11.3; Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013). This has been
attributed to, among other things, the different impact of the predicted
local trends on the scores used (Goddard et al., 2013). Skill in hindcasts
of subpolar Atlantic temperature, which is evident in Figure 11.4, is
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the RMSE of the Init and NoInit, and those forecast times with differences statistically significant with a confidence equal or higher than 90% are indicated with an open square.
(Adapted from Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013.)
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improved more by initialization than is skill in hindcasting sub-tropical
Atlantic temperature (Garcia-Serrano et al., 2012; Robson et al., 2012;
Hazeleger et al., 2013b). This is relevant because the sub-polar branch
of the AMV is a source of skill for multi-year North Atlantic tropical
storm frequency predictions (Smith et al., 2010). Vecchi et al. (2013)
argued that the nominal improvement in multi-year forecasts of North
Atlantic hurricane frequency was mainly due to persistence.
Sugiura et al. (2009) reported on skill in hindcasting the Pacific Decadal
Oscillation (PDO) in their forecast system. They ascribed the skill to
the interplay between Rossby waves and a clockwise propagation of
ocean heat content anomalies along the Kuroshio–Oyashio extension
and subtropical subduction pathway. However, as Figure 11.4 shows,
the Pacific Ocean has the lowest temperature skill overall, with no consistent impact from initialization. The central North Pacific has zero or
negative skill, which may be due to the relatively large amplitude of
the interannual variability when compared to the long-term trend; the
overall failure to predict the largest warming events (Guémas et al.,
2012) beyond a few months; and differences (compared to AMV) in
how surface temperature and upper ocean heat content interact for
the PDO (Mochizuki et al., 2010; Chikamoto et al., 2012a; Mochizuki
et al., 2012). There is a robust loss of skill due to initialization in the
CMIP5 predictions over the equatorial Pacific (Doblas-Reyes et al.,
2013) that has not been adequately explained.
The AMV is thought to be related to the AMOC (Knight et al., 2005). An
assessment of the impact of observing systems on AMOC predictability
indicates that the recent dense observations of oceanic temperature
and salinity are crucial to constraining the AMOC in one model Zhang
et al. (2007a). The observing system representative of the pre-2000s
was not as effective, indicating that inadequate observations in the
past might also limit the impact of initialization on the predictions.
This has been confirmed by Pohlmann et al. (2013) using decadal predictions, where they also find a positive impact from initialization that
agrees with Hazeleger et al. (2013b). Assessments of the skill of prediction systems to hindcast past variability in the AMOC have been
attempted (Pohlmann et al., 2013; Swingedouw et al., 2013) although
direct measures of the AMOC are far too short to underpin a reliable estimate of skill, and longer histories are poorly known (Matei et
al., 2012a; Vecchi et al., 2012). There is very low confidence in current
estimates of the skill of the AMOC hindcasts. Sustained ocean observations, such as Argo, a broad global array of temperature/salinity profiling floats, and Rapid Climate Change-Meridional Overturning Circulation and Heatflux Array (RAPID-MOCHA), will be needed to build a
capability to reliably predict the AMOC (Srokosz et al., 2012).
Climate prediction is, by nature, probabilistic. Probabilistic predictions
are expected to be skilful, but also reliable. Decadal predictions should
be evaluated on the basis of whether they give an accurate estimation
of the relative frequency of the predicted outcome. This question can
be addressed using, among other tools, attributes diagrams (Mason,
2004). They measure how closely the forecast probabilities of an event
correspond to the mean probability of observing the event. They are
based on a discrete binning of many forecast probabilities taken over
a given geographical region. Figure 11.5 illustrates the CMIP5 multi-model Init and NoInit attributes diagrams for predictions of both the
global and North Atlantic SSTs to be in the lower tercile (where the
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tercile threshold has been estimated separately for the predictions and
the observations). The diagrams are constructed using predictions for
each grid point over the corresponding area. For perfect reliability the
forecast probability and the frequency of occurrence should be equal,
and the plotted points should lie on the diagonal (solid black line in
the figure). When the line joining the bullets (the reliability curve) has
positive slope it indicates that as the forecast probability of the event
increases, so does the chance of observing the event. The predictions
therefore can be considered as moderately reliable. However, if the
slope of the curve is less than the slope of the diagonal, then the forecast system is overconfident. If the reliability curve is mainly horizontal,
then the frequency of occurrence of the event does not depend on the
forecast probabilities and the predictions contain no more information
than a random guess. An ideal forecast should have a good resolution
whilst retaining reliability, that is, probability forecasts should be both
sharp and reliable.
In agreement with Corti et al. (2012), CMIP5 multi-model surface temperature predictions are more reliable for the North Atlantic than when
considered over the global oceans, and have a tendency to be overconfident particularly for the global oceans (medium confidence). This
means that the multi-model ensemble spread should not be considered
as a robust measure of the actual uncertainty, at least for multi-annual averages. The attributes diagrams already take into account the
systematic error in the simulated variability by estimating separately
the event thresholds for the predictions and the observational reference. For the North Atlantic, initialization improves the reliability of the
predictions, which translates into an increase of the Brier skill score, the
probabilistic skill measure with respect to a naïve climatological prediction (which is reliable, but not skilful) used to aggregate the information in the attributes diagram. However, the uncertainty associated
with these estimates is not negligible. This is due mainly to the small
sample of start dates, which has the consequence that the number of
predictions with a given probability is small to give a robust estimate
of the observed relative frequency (Brocker and Smith, 2007). In addition to this, there are biases in the reliability diagram itself (Ferro and
Fricker, 2012). These results suggest that the multi-model ensemble
should be used with care when estimating probability forecasts or the
uncertainty of the mean predictions. Given that the models used for the
dynamical predictions are the same as those used for the projections,
this verification also provides useful information for the assessment of
the projections (cf. Box 11.2).
The skill in hindcasting precipitation over land (Figure 11.6) is much
lower than the skill in hindcasting temperature over land. This is consistent with predictability studies discussed previously (e.g., Box 11.1)
(high confidence). Several regions, especially in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) and West Africa (Gaetani and Mohino, 2013), have skill
but these regions are not statistically significant with a 95% confidence level. The positive skill in hindcasting precipitation can be attributed mostly to variable RF (high confidence) as initialization improves
the skill very little (Goddard et al., 2013). The areas with positive skill
agree with those where the precipitation trends of multi-annual averages are the largest (Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013). The skill in areas like
West Africa might be associated with the positive AMV skill, as the
AMV drives interannual variability in precipitation over this region (van
Oldenborgh et al., 2012).
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The small amount of statistically significant differences found between
the initialized and non-initialized experiments does not necessarily
mean that the impact of the initialization does not have a physical
basis. A comparison of the global mean temperature and AMV forecast quality using 1- and 5-year intervals between start dates (Garcia-

Serrano et al., 2012) suggests that, although a five-year interval sampling allows an estimate of the level of skill, local maxima as a function
of forecast time might well be due to poor sampling of the start dates
(Garcia-Serrano and Doblas-Reyes, 2012; Kharin et al., 2012; DoblasReyes et al., 2013; Goddard et al., 2013). Several signals, such as the
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Figure 11.4 | (a) Root mean square skill score of the near surface air temperature forecast quality for the forecast time 2 to 5 years from the multi-model ensemble mean of the
CMIP5 Init experiment with 5-year interval between start dates over the period 1960–2005. A combination of temperatures from Global Historical Climatology Network/Climate
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ensemble mean of Init and NoInit. Dots are used for the points where the ratio is significantly above or below 1, with 90% confidence using a two-sided F-test taking into account
the autocorrelation of the observation minus prediction time series. Contours are used for areas where the ratio of at least 75% of the single forecast systems is either above or
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interpolated to the observational grid. The ensemble mean of each forecast system has been estimated before computing the multi-model ensemble mean. (Adapted from DoblasReyes et al., 2013.)
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impact are both slightly reduced in the results with yearly start dates,
but at the same time the spatial variability is substantially reduced.
The CMIP5 multi-model overestimates the spread of the multi-annual
average temperature (Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013). Figure 11.7 shows
the ratio of the spread around the ensemble mean prediction and the
RMSE of the ensemble mean prediction of Init and NoInit, which in
a well-calibrated system is expected to be close to 1. However, the
ratio is overestimated over the North Atlantic, the Indian Ocean and
the Arctic, and underestimated over the North Pacific and most continental areas, suggesting that the CMIP5 systems do not discriminate
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between the regions where the spread should be reduced according to
the RMSE level in the area. These results are found for both the Init and
NoInit ensembles and agree with the overconfidence of the probability
forecasts shown in Figure 11.6 (Corti et al., 2012). The spread overestimation also agrees with the results found for the indices illustrate
in Figure 11.3 (Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013). The spread overestimation

points to the need for a careful interpretation of current ensemble and
probabilistic climate information for climate adaptation and services.
The skill of extreme daily temperature and precipitation in multi-annual time scales has also been assessed (Eade et al., 2012; Hanlon et al.,
2013). There is little improvement in skill with the initialization beyond
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Figure 11.6 | (a) Root mean square skill score for precipitation hindcasts for the forecast time 2 to 5 years from the multi-model ensemble mean of the CMIP5 Init experiment
with 5-year interval between start dates over the period 1960–2005. Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) precipitation is used as a reference. Black dots correspond to
the points where the skill score is statistically significant with 95% confidence using a one-sided F-test taking into account the autocorrelation of the observation minus prediction
time series. (b) Ratio between the root mean square error of the ensemble mean of Init and NoInit. Dots are used for the points where the ratio is significantly above or below one
with 90% confidence using a two-sided F-test taking into account the autocorrelation of the observation minus prediction time series. Contours are used for areas where the ratio
of at least 75% of the single forecast systems is either above or below 1, agreeing with the value of the ratio in the multi-model ensemble. The model original data have been
bilinearly interpolated to the observational grid. The ensemble mean of each forecast system has been estimated before computing the multi-model ensemble mean. (Adapted from
Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013.)
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Figure 11.7 | Ratio between the surface temperature spread around the ensemble mean and the root mean square error (RMSE) of the ensemble-mean prediction of Init and
NoInit for the forecast time 2 to 5 years with 5-year interval between start dates over the period 1960–2005. A combination of temperatures from Global Historical Climatology
Network/Climate Anomaly Monitoring System (GHCN/CAMS) air temperature over land, Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature (ERSST) v3b over sea and Goddard Institute of Space Studies Surface Temperature Analysis (GISTEMP) 1200 over the polar areas is used as a reference to compute the RMSE. (Adapted from Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013.)

the first year, suggesting that skill then arises largely from the varying
external forcing. The skill for extremes is generally similar to, but slightly lower than, that for the mean.
Responding to the increases in decadal skill in certain regions due to
initialization, a coordinated quasi-operational decadal prediction initiative has been organized (Smith et al., 2013b). The forecast systems
participating in the initiative are based on those of CMIP5 and have
been evaluated for forecast quality. Statistical predictions are also
included in the initiative. The most recent forecast shows (compared
to the projections) substantial warming of the north Atlantic subpolar gyre, cooling of the north Pacific throughout the next decade and
cooling over most land and ocean regions and in the global average
out to several years ahead. However, in the absence of explosive or
frequent volcanic eruptions, global surface temperature is predicted to
continue to rise and, to a certain degree, recover from the reduced rate
of warming (see Box 9.2).

11.2.3.5 Realizing Potential
Although idealized model experiments show considerable promise for
predicting internal variability, realizing this potential is a challenging
task. There are three main hurdles: (1) the limited availability of data
to initialize and verify predictions, (2) limited progress in initialization
techniques for decadal predictions and (3) dynamical model shortcomings that require validating how the simulated variance compares with
the observed variance.
It is expected that the availability of temperature and salinity data in
the top 2 km of the ocean through the enhanced global deployment of
Argo floats will give a step change in our ability to initialize and pre-

dict ocean heat and density anomalies (Zhang et al., 2007a; Dunstone
and Smith, 2010). Another important advancement is the availability of highly accurate altimetry data, made especially useful after the
launching of TOPography EXperiment (TOPEX)/Poseidon in 1992. Argo
and altimeter data became available only in 2000 and 1992 respectively, so an accurate estimate of their impact on real forecasts has to
wait (Dunstone and Smith, 2010). In all cases, both the length of the
observational data sets and the reduced coverage of the data available, especially before 2000, are serious limitations to obtain robust
estimates of forecast quality.
Improved initialization of other aspects such as sea ice, snow cover,
frozen soil and soil moisture, may also have potential to contribute to
predictive skill beyond the seasonal time scale. This could be investigated, for example by using measurements of soil moisture from the
Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite launched in 2009, or
by initializing sea ice thickness with observations from the CryoSat-2
satellite launched in 2010. Along the same line, understanding the
links between the initialization and the correct prediction of both the
internal and external variability should help improving forecast quality
(Solomon et al., 2011).
Many of the current decadal prediction systems use relatively simple
initialization schemes and do not adopt fully coupled initialization/
ensemble generation schemes. Assimilation schemes offer opportunities for fully coupled initialization including assimilation of variables
such as sea ice, snow cover and soil moisture, although they present
technically and scientifically challenging problems. This approach has
been tested in schemes like four-dimensional variational data assimilation (4DVAR; Sugiura et al., 2008) and the ensemble Kalman filter
(Keppenne et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2007a).
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Bias correction is used to reduce the effects of model drift, but the
nonlinearity in the climate system (e.g., Power (1995) might limit the
effectiveness of bias correction and thereby reduce forecast quality.
Understanding and reducing both drift and systematic errors is important (Palmer and Weisheimer, 2011), as it is also for seasonal-to-interannual climate prediction and for climate change projections. While
improving models is the highest priority, efforts to quantify the degree
of interference between model bias and predictive signals should not
be overlooked.

11

11.3

Near-term Projections

11.3.1

Introduction

In this section the outlook for global and regional climate up to
mid-century is assessed, based on climate model projections. In contrast to the predictions discussed in Section 11.2, these projections are
not initialized using observations; instead, they are initialized from
historical simulations of the evolution of climate from pre-industrial
conditions up to the present. The historical simulations are forced by
estimates of past anthropogenic and natural climate forcing agents,
and the projections are obtained by forcing the models with scenarios for future climate forcing agents. Major use is made of the CMIP5
model experiments forced by the Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) scenarios discussed in Chapters 1 and 8. Projections of climate change in this and subsequent chapters are expressed relative
to the reference period: 1986–2005. In this chapter most emphasis is
given to the period 2016–2035, but some information on changes projected before and after this period (up to mid-century) is also provided.
Longer-term projections are assessed in Chapters 12 and 13.
Key assessment questions addressed in this section are: What is the
externally forced signal of near-term climate change, and how large
is it compared to natural internal variability? From the point of view
of climate impacts, the absolute magnitude of climate change may
in some instances be less important than the magnitude relative to
the local level of natural internal variability. Because many systems
are naturally adapted to a background level of variability, it may be
changes that move outside of this range that are most likely to trigger
impacts that are unprecedented in the recent past (e.g., Lobell and
Burke (2008) for crops).
An important conclusion of the AR4 (Section 10.3.1) was that nearterm climate projections are not very sensitive to plausible alternative
non-mitigation scenarios for GHG concentrations (specifically the Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES) scenarios; comparison with
RCP scenarios is discussed in Chapter 1), that is, in the near term, different scenarios give rise to similar magnitudes and patterns of climate
change. (Note, however, that some impacts may be more sensitive.) For
this reason, most of the projections presented in this chapter are based
on one specific RCP scenario, RCP4.5. RCP4.5 was chosen because of
its intermediate GHG forcing. However, there is greater sensitivity to
other forcing agents, in particular anthropogenic aerosols (e.g., Chalmers et al., 2012). Consequently, a further question addressed in this
section (especially in Section 11.3.6.1) is: To what extent are near-term
climate projections sensitive to alternative scenarios for anthropogenic
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forcing? Note finally that a great deal of additional information on
near-term projections is provided in Annex I.

11.3.1.1 Uncertainty in Near-term Climate Projections
As discussed in Chapters 1 (Section 1.4) and 12 (Section 12.2), climate
projections are subject to several sources of uncertainty. Here three
main sources are distinguished. The first arises from natural internal
variability, which is intrinsic to the climate system, and includes phenomena such as variability in the mid-latitude storm tracks and the
ENSO. The existence of internal variability places fundamental limits
on the precision with which future climate variables can be projected. The second is uncertainty concerning the past, present and future
forcing of the climate system by natural and anthropogenic forcing
agents such as GHGs, aerosols, solar forcing and land use change. Forcing agents may be specified in various ways, for example, as emissions
or as concentrations (see Section 12.2). The third is uncertainty related
to the response of the climate system to the specified forcing agents.
Quantifying the uncertainty that arises from each of the three sources is
an important challenge. For projections, no attempt is made to predict
the evolution of the internal variability. Instead, the statistics of this
variability are included as a component of the uncertainty associated
with a projection. The magnitude of internal variability can be estimated from observations (Chapters 2, 3 and 4) or from climate models
(Chapter 9). Challenges arise in estimating the variability on decadal
and longer time scales, and for rare events such as extremes, as observational records are often too short to provide robust estimates.
Uncertainty concerning the past forcing of the climate system arises
from a lack of direct or proxy observations, and from observational
errors. This uncertainty can influence future projections of some variables (particularly large-scale ocean variables) for years or even decades ahead (e.g., Meehl and Hu, 2006; Stenchikov et al., 2009; Gregory,
2010). Uncertainty about future forcing arises from the inability to predict future anthropogenic emissions and land use change, and natural
forcings (e.g., volcanoes), and from uncertainties concerning carbon
cycle and other biogeochemical feedbacks (Chapters 6, 12 and Annex
II.4.1). The uncertainties in future anthropogenic forcing are typically
investigated through the development of specific scenarios (e.g., for
emissions or concentrations), such as the RCP scenarios (Chapters 1
and 8). Different scenarios give rise to different climate projections,
and the spread of such projections is commonly described as scenario
uncertainty. The sensitivity of climate projections to alternative scenarios for future anthropogenic emissions is discussed especially in
Section 11.3.6.1
To project the climate response to specified forcing agents, climate
models are required. The term model uncertainty describes uncertainty
about the extent to which any particular climate model provides an
accurate representation of the real climate system. This uncertainty
arises from approximations required in the development of models.
Such approximations affect the representation of all aspects of the
climate including natural internal variability and the response to external forcings. As discussed in Chapter 1 (Section 1.4.2), the term model
uncertainty is sometimes used in a narrower sense to describe the
spread between projections generated using different models or model
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Figure 11.8 | Sources of uncertainty in climate projections as a function of lead time based on an analysis of CMIP5 results. (a) Projections of global mean decadal mean surface
air temperature to 2100 together with a quantification of the uncertainty arising from internal variability (orange), model spread (blue) and RCP scenario spread (green). (b) Signalto-uncertainty ratio for various global and regional averages. The signal is defined as the simulated multi-model mean change in surface air temperature relative to the simulated
mean surface air temperature in the period 1986–2005, and the uncertainty is defined as the total uncertainty. (c–f) The fraction of variance explained by each source of uncertainty
for: global mean decadal and annual mean temperature (c), European (30°N to 75°N, 10°W to 40°E) decadal mean boreal winter (December to February) temperature (d) and
precipitation (f), and East Asian (5°N to 45°N, 67.5°E to 130°E) decadal mean boreal summer (June to August) precipitation (e). See text and Hawkins and Sutton (2009) and
Hawkins and Sutton (2011) for further details.
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versions; however, such a measure is crude as it takes no account of
factors such as model quality (Chapter 9) or model independence. The
term model response uncertainty is used here to describe the dimension of model uncertainty that is directly related to the response to
external forcings. To obtain projections of extreme events such as tropical cyclones, or regional phenomena such as orographic rainfall, it is
sometimes necessary to employ a dynamical or statistical downscaling
procedure. Such downscaling introduces an additional dimension of
model uncertainty (e.g., Alexandru et al., 2007).

11

The relative importance of the different sources of uncertainty depends
on the variable of interest, the space and time scales involved (Section 10.5.4.3 of Meehl et al. (2007b)), and the lead-time of the projection. Figure 11.8 provides an illustration of these dependencies based
on an analysis of CMIP5 projections (following Hawkins and Sutton,
2009, 2011;Yip et al., 2011). In this example, the forcing-related uncertainty is estimated using the spread of projections for different RCP
scenarios (i.e., scenario uncertainty), while the spread among different models for individual RCP scenarios is used as a measure of the
model response uncertainty. Internal variability is estimated from the
models as in Hawkins and Sutton (2009). Key points are: (1) the uncertainty in near-term projections is dominated by internal variability and
model spread. This finding provides some of the rationale for considering near-term projections separately from long-term projections.
Note, however, that the RCP scenarios do not sample the full range
of uncertainty in future anthropogenic forcing, and that uncertainty in
aerosol forcings in particular may be more important than is suggested
by Figure 11.8 (see Section 11.3.6.1); (2) internal variability becomes
increasingly important on smaller space and time scales; (3) for projections of precipitation, scenario uncertainty is less important and (on
regional scales) internal variability is generally more important than for
projections of surface air temperature; (4) the full model uncertainty
may well be larger or smaller than the model spread due to common
errors or unrealistic models.
A key quantity for any climate projection is the signal-to-noise (S/N)
ratio (Christensen et al., 2007), where the ‘signal’ is a measure of the
amplitude of the projected climate change, and the noise is a measure
of the uncertainty in the projection. Higher S/N ratios indicate more
robust projections of change and/or changes that are large relative
to background levels of variability. Depending on the purpose, it may
be useful to identify the noise with the total uncertainty, or with a
specific component such as the internal variability. The evolution of the
S/N ratio with lead time depends on whether the signal grows more
rapidly than the noise, or vice versa. Figure 11.8 (top right) shows that,
when the noise is identified with the total uncertainty, the S/N ratio
for surface air temperature is typically higher at lower latitudes and
has a maximum at a lead time of a few decades (Cox and Stephenson,
2007; Hawkins and Sutton, 2009). The former feature is primarily a
consequence of the greater amplitude of internal variability in mid-latitudes. The latter feature arises because over the first few decades,
when scenario uncertainty is small, the signal grows most rapidly, but
subsequently, the contribution from scenario uncertainty grows more
rapidly than does the signal, so the S/N ratio falls. See Hawkins and
Sutton (2009, 2011) for further details.
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11.3.2

Near-term Projected Changes in the Atmosphere
and Land Surface

11.3.2.1 Surface Temperature
11.3.2.1.1 Global mean surface air temperature
Figure 11.9 (a) and (b) show CMIP5 projections of global mean surface
air temperature under RCP4.5. The 5 to 95% range for the projected
anomaly for the period 2016–2035, relative to the reference period
1986–2005, is 0.47°C to 1.00°C (see also Table 12.2). However, as
discussed in Section 11.3.1.1, this range provides only a very crude
measure of uncertainty, and there is no guarantee that the real world
must lie within this range. Obtaining better estimates is an important
challenge. One approach involves initializing climate models using
observations, as discussed in Section 11.2. Figure 11.9 (b) compares
multi-model initialized climate predictions (8 models from Smith et al.,
2013b), initialized in 2011; 14 CMIP5 decadal prediction experiment
models following the methodology of Meehl and Teng (2012), initialized in 2006 with the ‘raw’ uninitialized CMIP5 projections. The 5 to
95% range for both sets of initialized predictions is cooler (by about
15% for the median values) than the corresponding range for the raw
projections, particularly at the upper end. The differences are partly a
consequence of initializing the models in a state that is cool (in comparison to the median of the raw projections) as a result of the recent
hiatus in global mean surface temperature rise (see Box 9.2). However,
it is not yet possible to attribute all of the reasons with confidence
because the raw projections are based on a different, and larger, set
of models than the initialized predictions, and because of uncertainties
related to the bias adjustment of the initialized predictions (Goddard
et al., 2013; Meehl et al., 2013d)
Another approach to making projections involves weighting models
according to some measure of their quality (see Chapter 9). A specific
approach of this type, known as Allen, Stott and Kettleborough (ASK)
(Allen et al., 2000; Stott and Kettleborough, 2002), is based on the use
of results from detection and attribution studies (Chapter 10), in which
the fit between observations and model simulations of the past is used
to scale projections of the future. ASK requires specific simulations to
be carried out with individual forcings (e.g., anthropogenic GHG forcing alone), and only some of the centres participating in CMIP5 have
carried out the necessary integrations. Biases in ASK-derived projections may arise from errors in the specified forcings, or in the simulated
patterns of response, and/or from nonlinearities in the responses to
forcings.
Figure 11.9c shows the projected range of global mean surface air temperature change derived using the ASK approach for RCP4.5 (Stott and
G. Jones, 2012; Stott et al., 2013) applied to six models and compares
this with the range derived from the 42 CMIP5 models. In this case
decadal means are shown. The 5 to 95% confidence interval for the
projected temperature anomaly for the period 2016–2035, based on
the ASK method, is 0.39°C to 0.87°C. As for the initialized predictions
shown in Figure 11.9b, both the lower and upper values are below the
corresponding values obtained from the raw CMIP5 results, although
there is substantial overlap between the two ranges. The relative
cooling of the ASK results is directly related to evidence presented in
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Figure 11.9 | (a) Projections of global mean, annual mean surface air temperature 1986–2050 (anomalies relative to 1986–2005) under RCP4.5 from CMIP5 models (blue lines,
one ensemble member per model), with four observational estimates: Hadley Centre/Climate Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 3 (HadCRUT3: Brohan et al., 2006);
European Centre for Medium range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) interim reanalysis of the global atmosphere and surface conditions (ERA-Interim: Simmons et al., 2010); Goddard
Institute of Space Studies Surface Temperature Analysis (GISTEMP: Hansen et al., 2010); National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA: Smith et al. (2008) for the period
1986–2011 (black lines). (b) As in (a) but showing the 5 to 95% range (grey and blue shades, with the multi-model median in white) of annual mean CMIP5 projections using one
ensemble member per model from RCP4.5 scenario, and annual mean observational estimates (solid black line). The maximum and minimum values from CMIP5 are shown by the
grey lines. Red hatching shows 5 to 95% range for predictions initialized in 2006 for 14 CMIP5 models applying the Meehl and Teng (2012) methodology. Black hatching shows the
5 to 95% range for predictions initialized in 2011 for eight models from Smith et al. (2013b). (c) As (a) but showing the 5 to 95% range (grey and blue shades, with the multi-model
median in white) of decadal mean CMIP5 projections using one ensemble member per model from RCP4.5 scenario, and decadal mean observational estimates (solid black line).
The maximum and minimum values from CMIP5 are shown by the grey lines. The dashed black lines show an estimate of the projected 5 to 95% range for decadal mean global
mean surface air temperature for the period 2016–2040 derived using the ASK methodology applied to six CMIP5 GCMs. (From Stott et al., 2013.) The red line shows a statistical
prediction based on the method of Lean and Rind (2009), updated for RCP4.5.
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Chapter 10 (Section 10.3.1) that ‘This provides evidence that some
CMIP5 models have a higher transient response to GHGs and a larger
response to other anthropogenic forcings (dominated by the effects of
aerosols) than the real world (medium confidence).’ The ASK results
and the initialised predictions both suggest that those CMIP5 models
that warm most rapidly over the period (1986–2005) to (2016–2035)
may be inconsistent with the observations. This possibility is also suggested by comparing the models with the observed rate of warming
since 1986—see Box 9.2 for a full discussion of this comparison. Lastly,
Figure 11.9 also shows a statistical prediction for global mean surface
air temperature, using the method of Lean and Rind (2009), which uses
multiple linear regression to decompose observed temperature variations into distinct components. This prediction is very similar to the
CMIP5 multi-model median.
The projections shown in Figure 11.9 assume the RCP4.5 scenario
and use the 1986–2005 reference period. In Section 11.3.6 additional uncertainties associated with future forcing, climate responses and
sensitivity to the choice of reference period, are discussed. An overall
assessment of the likely range for future global mean surface air temperature is provided in Section 11.3.6.3.
For the remaining projections in this chapter the spread among the
CMIP5 models is used as a simple, but crude, measure of uncertainty.

The extent of agreement between the CMIP5 projections provides
rough guidance about the likelihood of a particular outcome. But—as
partly illustrated by the discussion above—it must be kept firmly in
mind that the real world could fall outside of the range spanned by
these particular models. See Section 11.3.6 for further discussion.
11.3.2.1.2 Regional and seasonal patterns of surface warming
The geographical pattern of near-term surface warming simulated
by the CMIP5 models (Figure 11.10) is consistent with previous IPCC
reports in a number of key aspects, although weaknesses in the ability
of current models to capture observed regional trends (Box 11.2) must
be kept in mind. First, temperatures over land increase more rapidly
than over sea (e.g., Manabe et al., 1991; Sutton et al., 2007). Processes that contribute to this land–sea warming contrast include different local feedbacks over ocean and land and changes in atmospheric
energy transport from ocean to land regions (e.g., Lambert and Chiang,
2007; Vidale et al., 2007; Shimpo and Kanamitsu, 2009; Fasullo, 2010;
Boer, 2011; Joshi et al., 2011).
Second, the projected warming in wintertime shows a pronounced
polar amplification in the NH (see Box 5.1). This feature is found in
virtually all coupled model projections, but the CMIP3 simulations
generally appeared to underestimate this effect in comparison to

Seasonal mean air temperature change (RCP4.5: 2016-2035)

11

Figure 11.10 | CMIP5 multi-model ensemble mean of projected changes in December, January and February and June, July and August surface air temperature for the period
2016–2035 relative to 1986–2005 under RCP4.5 scenario (left panels). The right panels show an estimate of the model-estimated internal variability (standard deviation of 20-year
means). Hatching in left-hand panels indicates areas where projected changes are small compared to the internal variability (i.e., smaller than one standard deviation of estimated
internal variability), and stippling indicates regions where the multi-model mean projections deviate significantly from the simulated 1986–2005 period (by at least two standard
deviations of internal variability) and where at least 90% of the models agree on the sign of change. The number of models considered in the analysis is listed in the top-right portion
of the panels; from each model one ensemble member is used. See Box 12.1 in Chapter 12 for further details and discussion. Technical details are in Annex I.
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observations (Stroeve et al., 2007; Screen and Simmonds, 2010). Several studies have isolated mechanisms behind this amplification, which
include reductions in snow cover and retreat of sea ice (e.g., Serreze
et al., 2007; Comiso et al., 2008); changes in atmospheric and oceanic circulations (Chylek et al., 2009, 2010; Simmonds and Keay, 2009);
presence of anthropogenic soot in the Arctic environment (Flanner et
al., 2007; Quinn et al., 2008; Jacobson, 2010; Ramana et al., 2010); and
increases in cloud cover and water vapour (Francis, 2007; Schweiger et
al., 2008). Most studies argue that changes in sea ice are central to the
polar amplification—see Section 11.3.4.1 for further discussion. Further information about the regional changes in surface air temperature
projected by the CMIP5 models is presented in Annex I.

NUMBER OF MODELS

As discussed in Sections 11.1 and 11.3.1, the signal of climate change
is emerging against a background of natural internal variability. The
concept of ‘emergence’ describes the magnitude of the climate change
signal relative to this background variability, and may be useful for
some climate impact assessments (e.g., AR4, Chapter 11, Table 11.1;
Mahlstein et al., 2011; Hawkins and Sutton, 2012; see also FAQ 10.2).
However, it is important to recognize that there is no single metric of
emergence. It depends on user-driven choices of variable, space and
time scale, of the baseline relative to which changes are measured
(e.g., pre-industrial versus recent climate) and of the threshold at
which emergence is defined.

25
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ONDJFM

Figure 11.11 quantifies the ‘Time of Emergence’ (ToE) of the mean
warming signal relative to the recent past (1986–2005), based on the
CMIP5 RCP4.5 projections, using a spatial resolution of 2.5° latitude
× 2.5° longitude, the standard deviation of interannual variations as
the measure of internal variability, and a signal-to-noise threshold of 1.
Because of the dependence on user-driven choices, the most important
information in Figure 11.11 is the geographical and seasonal variation
in ToE, seen in the maps, and the variation in ToE between models,
shown in the histograms. Consistent with Mahlstein et al. (2011), the
earliest ToE is found in the tropics, with ToE in mid-latitudes typically a
decade or so later. Over North Africa and Asia, earlier ToE is found for
the warm half-year (April to September) than for the cool half-year.
Earlier ToE is generally found for larger space and time scales, because
the variance of natural internal variability decreases with averaging
(Section 11.3.1.1 and AR4, Section 10.5.4.3). This tendency can be seen
in Figure 11.11 by comparing the median value of the histograms for
area averages with the area average of the median ToE inferred from
the maps (e.g., for Region 2). The large range of values for ToE implied
by different CMIP5 models, which can be as much as 30 years, is a consequence of differences in both the magnitude of the warming signal
simulated by the models (i.e., uncertainty in the climate response, see
Section 11.3.1.1) and in the amplitude of simulated natural internal
variability (Hawkins and Sutton, 2012).
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Figure 11.11 | Time of Emergence (ToE) of significant local warming derived from 37 CMIP5 models under the RCP4.5 scenario. Warming is quantified as the half-year mean
temperature anomaly relative to 1986–2005, and the noise as the standard deviation of half-year mean temperature derived from a control simulation of the relevant model. Central
panels show the median time at which the signal-to-noise ratio exceeds a threshold value of 1 for (left) the October to March half year and (right) the April to September half year,
using a spatial resolution of 2.5° × 2.5°. Histograms show the distribution of ToE for area averages over the regions indicated obtained from the different CMIP5 models. Full details
of the methodology may be found in Hawkins and Sutton (2012).
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In summary, it is very likely that anthropogenic warming of surface air
temperature over the next few decades will proceed more rapidly over
land areas than over oceans, and that the warming over the Arctic in
winter will be greater than the global mean warming over the same
period. Relative to background levels of natural internal variability,
near-term increases in seasonal mean and annual mean temperatures
are expected to occur more rapidly in the tropics and subtropics than
in mid-latitudes (high confidence).

11.3.2.2 Free Atmospheric Temperature
Changes in zonal mean temperature for the near-term period (2016–
2035 compared to the base period 1986–2005) for the multi-model
CMIP5 ensemble show a pattern similar to that in the CMIP3, with
warming in the troposphere and cooling in the stratosphere of a couple
of degrees that is significant even in the near term period. There is
relatively greater warming in the tropical upper troposphere and

northern high latitudes. A more detailed assessment of observed and
simulated changes in free atmospheric temperatures can be found in
Sections 10.3.1.2.1 and 12.4.3.2.

11.3.2.3 The Water Cycle

11

As discussed in the AR4 (Section 10.3.6; Meehl et al., 2007b), the IPCC
Technical Paper on Climate Change and Water (Bates et al., 2008)
and the Special Report on Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and
Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation (Seneviratne et al.,
2012), a general intensification of the global hydrological cycle, and
of precipitation extremes, are expected for a future warmer climate
(e.g., (Huntington, 2006; Williams et al., 2007; Wild et al., 2008; Chou
et al., 2009; Dery et al., 2009; O’Gorman and Schneider, 2009; Lu and
Fu, 2010; Seager et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2010; Kao and Ganguly, 2011;
Muller et al., 2011; Durack et al., 2012). In this section, projected
changes in the time-mean hydrological cycle are discussed; changes in
extremes, are presented in Section 11.3.2.5 while processes underlying
precipitation changes are treated in Chapter 7.
11.3.2.3.1 Changes in precipitation
AR4 projections of the spatial patterns of precipitation change in
response to GHG forcing (Chapter 10, Section 10.3.2) showed consistency between models on the largest scales (i.e., zonal means) but large
uncertainty on smaller scales. The consistent pattern was characterized
by increases at high latitudes and in wet regions (including the maxima
in mean precipitation found in the tropics), and decreases in dry regions
(including large parts of the subtropics). Large uncertainties in the sign
of projected change were seen especially in regions located on the
borders between regions of increases and regions of decreases. More
recent research has highlighted the fact that if models agree that the
projected change is small in some sense relative to internal variability,
then agreement on the sign of the change is not expected (Tebaldi et
al., 2011; Power et al., 2012). This recognition led to the identification of subregions within the border regions, where models agree that
projected changes are either zero or small (Power et al., 2012). This,
and other considerations, also led to the realization that the consensus
among models on precipitation projections is more widespread than
might have been inferred on the basis of the projections described in
984
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the AR4 (Power et al., 2012). Information on the reliability of nearterm projections can also be obtained from verification of past regional
trends (Räisänen (2007); Box 11.2)
Since the AR4 there has also been considerable progress in understanding the factors that govern the spatial pattern of change in precipitation (P), precipitation minus evaporation (P – E), and inter-model
differences in these patterns. The general pattern of wet-get-wetter
(also referred to as ‘rich-get-richer’, e.g., Held and Soden, 2006; Chou
et al., 2009; Allan et al., 2010) and dry-get-drier has been confirmed,
although with deviations in some dry regions at present that are projected to become wetter by some models, e.g., Northeast Brazil in
austral summer and East Africa (see Annex I). It has been demonstrated that the wet-get-wetter pattern implies an enhanced seasonal precipitation range between wet and dry seasons in the tropics,
and enhanced inter-hemispheric precipitation gradients (Chou et al.,
2007).
It has recently been proposed that analysis of the energy budget, previously applied only to the global mean, may provide further insights
into the controls on regional changes in precipitation (Levermann et
al., 2009; Muller and O’Gorman, 2011; O’Gorman et al., 2012). Muller
and O’Gorman (2011) argue in particular that changes in radiative and
surface sensible heat fluxes provide a guide to the local precipitation
response over land. Projected and observed patterns of oceanic precipitation change in the tropics tend to follow patterns of SST change
because of local changes in atmospheric stability, such that regions
warming more than the tropics as a whole tend to exhibit an increase
in local precipitation, while regions warming less tend to exhibit
reduced precipitation (Johnson and Xie, 2010; Xie et al., 2010).
AR4 (Section 10.3.2 and Chapter 11) showed that, especially in
the near term, and on regional or smaller scales, the magnitude of
projected changes in mean precipitation was small compared to the
magnitude of natural internal variability (Christensen et al., 2007).
Recent work has confirmed this result, and provided more quantification (e.g., Hawkins and Sutton, 2011; Hoerling et al., 2011; Rowell,
2011; Deser et al., 2012; Power et al., 2012). Hawkins and Sutton
(2011) presented further analysis of CMIP3 results and found that, on
spatial scales of the order of 1000 km, internal variability contributes
50 to 90% of the total uncertainty in all regions for projections of decadal and seasonal mean precipitation change for the next decade, and
is the most important source of uncertainty for many regions for lead
times up to three decades ahead (Figure 11.8). Thereafter, response
uncertainty is generally dominant. Forcing uncertainty (except for that
relating to aerosols, see Section 11.4.7) is generally negligible for nearterm projections. The S/N ratio for projected changes in seasonal mean
precipitation is highest in the subtropics and at high latitudes. Rowell
(2011) found that the contribution of response uncertainty to the total
uncertainty (response plus internal variability) in local precipitation
change is highest in the deep tropics, particularly over South America, Africa, the east and central Pacific, and the Atlantic. Over tropical land and summer mid-latitude continents the representation of
SST c hanges, atmospheric processes, land surface processes, and the
terrestrial carbon cycle all contribute to the uncertainty in projected
changes in rainfall.
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Seasonal mean percentage precipitation change (RCP4.5: 2016-2035)

Figure 11.12 | CMIP5 multi-model ensemble mean of projected changes (%) in precipitation for 2016–2035 relative to 1986–2005 under RCP4.5 for the four seasons. The
number of CMIP5 models used is indicated in the upper right corner. Hatching and stippling as in Figure 11.10.

In addition to the response to GHG forcing, forcing from natural and
anthropogenic aerosols may exert significant impacts on regional patterns of precipitation change as well as on global mean temperature
(Bollasina et al., 2011; Yue et al., 2011; Fyfe et al., 2012). Precipitation
changes may arise as a consequence of temperature and stratification
changes driven by aerosol-induced radiative effects, and/or as indirect
aerosol effects on cloud microphysics (Chapter 7). Future emissions of
aerosols and aerosol precursors are subject to large uncertainty, and

Figures 11.12 and 11.13a present projections of near-term changes
in precipitation from CMIP5. Regional maps and time series are presented in Annex I. The basic pattern of wet regions tending to get
wetter and dry regions tending to get dryer is apparent, although
with some regional deviations as mentioned previously. However, the
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further large uncertainties arise in assessing the responses to these
emissions. These issues are discussed in Section 11.3.6.
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Figure 11.13 | CMIP5 multi-model projections of changes in annual and zonal mean (a) precipitation (%) and (b) precipitation minus evaporation (mm day–1) for the period
2016–2035 relative to 1986–2005 under RCP4.5. The light blue denotes the 5 to 95% range, the dark blue the 17 to 83% range of model spread. The grey indicates the 1σ range
of natural variability derived from the pre-industrial control runs (see Annex I for details).
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large response uncertainty is evident in the substantial spread in the
magnitude of projected change simulated by different climate models
(Figure 11.13a). In addition, it is important to recognize—as discussed
in previous sections—that models may agree and still be in error (e.g.,
Power et al. 2012). In particular, there is some evidence from comparing observations with simulations of the recent past that climate
models might be underestimating the magnitude of changes in precipitation in many regions (Pincus et al., 2008; Liepert and Previdi, 2009;
Schaller et al., 2011; Joetzjer et al., 2012) This evidence is discussed
in detail in Chapter 9 (Section 9.4.1) and Box 11.2, and could imply
that projected changes in precipitation are underestimated by current
models. However, the magnitude of any underestimation has yet to be
quantified, and is subject to considerable uncertainty.
Figures 11.12 and 11.13a also highlight the large amplitude of the natural internal variability of mean precipitation. On regional scales, mean
projected changes are almost everywhere smaller than the estimated
standard deviation of natural internal variability. The only exceptions
are the northern high latitudes and the equatorial Pacific Ocean (Figure
11.12). For zonal means (Figure 11.13a) and at high latitudes only,
the projected changes relative to the recent past exceed the estimated
standard deviation of internal variability.
Overall, zonal mean precipitation will very likely increase in high and
some of the mid latitudes, and will more likely than not decrease in
the subtropics. At more regional scales precipitation changes may be
influenced by anthropogenic aerosol emissions and will be strongly
influenced by natural internal variability.

11

11.3.2.3.2 Changes in evaporation, evaporation minus precipitation,
runoff, soil moisture, relative humidity and specific
humidity
Because the variability of the atmospheric moisture storage is negligible, global mean increases in evaporation are required to balance
increases in precipitation in response to anthropogenic forcing (Meehl
et al., 2007a; Trenberth et al., 2007; Bates et al., 2008; Lu and M. Cai,
2009). The global atmospheric water content is constrained by the
Clausius–Clapeyron equation to increase at around 7% K–1; however, both the global precipitation and evaporation in global warming
simulations increase at 1 to 3% K–1 (Lambert and Webb, 2008; Lu and
M.Cai, 2009).
Changes in evapotranspiration over land are influenced not only by the
response to RF, but also by the vegetation response to elevated CO2
concentrations. Physiological effects of CO2 may involve both the stomatal response, which acts to restrict transpiration (Field et al., 1995;
Hungate et al., 2002; Cao et al., 2009, 2010; Lammertsma et al., 2011),
and an increase in plant growth and leaf area, which acts to increase
evapotranspiration (El Nadi, 1974; Bounoua et al., 2010). Simulation of
the latter process requires the inclusion of vegetation models that allow
spatial and temporal variability in the amount of active biomass, either
by changes in the phenological cycle or changes in the biome structure.
In response to GHG forcing, dry land areas tend to show a reduction
of evaporation and often precipitation, accompanied by a drying of the
soil and an increase of surface temperature, in response to decreases
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in latent heat fluxes from the surface (e.g., Fischer et al., 2007; Seneviratne et al., 2010). Jung et al. (2010) use a mixture of observations
and models to illustrate a recent global mean decline in land surface
evaporation due to soil-moisture limitations. Accompanying precipitation effects are more subtle, as there are significant uncertainties and
large geographical variations regarding the soil-moisture precipitation
feedback (Hohenegger et al., 2009; Taylor et al., 2011). AR4 projections (Meehl et al. (2007b) of annual mean soil moisture changes for
the 21st century showed a tendency for decreases in the subtropics,
southern South America and the Mediterranean region, and increases
in limited areas of east Africa and central Asia. Changes seen in other
regions were mostly not consistent or statistically significant.
AR4 projections of 21st century runoff changes (Meehl et al., 2007b)
showed consistency in sign among models indicating annual mean
reductions in southern Europe and increases in Southeast Asia and at
high northern latitudes. Projected changes in global mean runoff associated with the physiological effects of doubled CO2 concentrations
show increases of 6 to 8% relative to pre-industrial levels, an increase
that is comparable to that simulated in response to RF changes (11%
± 6%) (Betts et al., 2007; Cao et al., 2010). Gosling et al. (2011) assess
the projected impacts of climate change on river runoff from global
and basin-scale hydrological models obtaining increased runoff with
global warming in the Liard (Canada), Rio Grande (Brazil) and Xiangxi
(China) basins and decrease for the Okavango (southwest Africa).
Consideration of hydrological drought conditions employs a range of
different dryness indicators, such as soil moisture or other drought indices that integrate precipitation and evaporation effects (Seneviratne et
al., 2012). There are large uncertainties in regional drought projections
(Burke and Brown, 2008), and very few studies have addressed the
near-term future (Sheffield and Wood, 2008; Dai, 2011). In order to
provide an indication of future changes of water availability, Figure
11.13b presents zonal mean changes in precipitation minus evaporation (P – E) from CMIP5. As in the case of precipitation (Figure 11.13a),
the uncertainty is dominated by model differences as opposed to
natural variability (compare blue versus grey shading). The results are
consistent with the wet-get-wetter and dry-get-drier pattern (e.g., Held
and Soden 2006): In the high latitudes and the tropics, most of the
models project zonal-mean increases in P – E, which over land would
need to be compensated by increases in runoff (see next paragraph).
In contrast, zonal mean projected changes in the subtropics are negative, indicating decreases in water availability. Although this pattern
is evident in most or all of the models, and although several studies
project drought increases in the near term future (Sheffield and Wood,
2008; Dai, 2011), the assessment is debated in the literature based on
discrepancies in the recent past and due to natural variability (Seneviratne et al., 2012; Sheffield et al., 2012).
The global distribution of the 2016–2035 changes in annual mean
evaporation, evaporation minus precipitation (E – P), surface runoff, soil
moisture, relative humidity and surface-level specific humidity from the
CMIP5 multi-model ensemble under RCP4.5 are shown in Figure 11.14.
Changes in evaporation over land (Figure11.14a), are mostly positive
with the largest values at northern high latitudes, in agreement with
projected temperature increases (Figure 11.10). Over the oceans, evaporation is also projected to increase in most regions. Projected changes
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are larger than the estimated standard deviation of internal variability
only at high latitudes and over the tropical oceans. Decreases in evaporation over land (i.e., Australia, southern Africa, northeastern South
America and Mexico) and oceans are smaller than the estimated standard deviation of internal variability; the only exception is the western
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North Atlantic, although the model agreement is low in that region.
Projected changes in (E – P) over land (Figure 11.14b) are generally
consistent with the zonal mean changes shown in Figure 11.13b. In the
high northern latitudes and the tropics, (E – P) changes are mostly negative as dominated by precipitation increases (Figure 11.12), while in

11

Figure 11.14 | CMIP5 multi-model annual mean projected changes for the period 2016–2035 relative to 1986–2005 under RCP4.5 for: (a) evaporation (%), (b) evaporation minus
precipitation (E – P, mm day–1), (c) total runoff (%), (d) soil moisture in the top 10 cm (%), (e) relative change in specific humidity (%), and (f) absolute change in relative humidity
(%). The number of CMIP5 models used is indicated in the upper right corner of each panel. Hatching and stippling as in Figure 11.10.
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the subtropics several areas exhibit increases in (E – P), in particular in
Europe, western Australia and central-western USA. However, in most
locations changes are smaller than internal variability.
Annual mean shallow soil moisture (Figure 11.14d) shows decreases in
most subtropical regions (except La Plata basin in South America) and
in central Europe, and increases in northern mid-to-high latitudes. Projected changes are larger than the estimated internal variability only
in southern Africa, the Amazon region and Europe. Projected changes
in runoff (Figure 11.14c) show decreases in northern Africa, western
Australia, southern Europe and southwestern USA and increases larger
than the internal variability in northwestern Africa, southern Arabia
and southeastern South America associated to the projected changes
in precipitation (Figure 11.12). Owing to the simplified hydrological
models in many CMIP5 climate models, the projections of soil moisture
and runoff have large model uncertainties.
Changes in near-surface specific humidity are positive, with the largest values at northern high latitudes when expressed in percentage
terms (Figure 11.14e). This is consistent with the projected increases in
temperature when assuming constant relative humidity. These changes
are larger than the estimated standard deviation of internal variability almost everywhere: the only exceptions are oceanic regions such
as the northern North Atlantic and around Antarctica. In comparison,
absolute changes in near-surface relative humidity (Figure 11.14f) are
much smaller, on the order of a few percent, with general decreases
over most land areas, and small increases over the oceans. Significant
decreases relative to natural variability are projected in the Amazonia,
southern Africa and Europe, although the model agreement in these
regions is low.

11

Over the next few decades projected increases in near-surface specific
humidity are very likely, and projected increases in evaporation are
likely in many land regions. There is low confidence in projected changes in soil moisture and surface runoff.

11.3.2.4 Atmospheric Circulation
11.3.2.4.1 Northern Hemisphere extratropical circulation
In the NH extratropics, some Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation
Models (AOGCMs) indicate changes to atmospheric circulation from
anthropogenic forcing by the mid-21st century, including a poleward shift of the jet streams and associated zonal mean storm tracks
(Miller et al., 2006; Pinto et al., 2007; Paeth and Pollinger, 2010) and
a strengthening of the Atlantic storm track (Pinto et al., 2007), Figure
11.15. Consistent with this, the CMIP5 AOGCMs exhibit an ensemble
mean increase in the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and Northern
Annular Model (NAM) indices by 2050, especially in autumn and
winter (Gillett et al., 2013).
However, there are reasons to be cautious over these near-term projections. Although models simulate the broad features of the large-scale
circulation well, there remain quite significant biases in many models
(see Sections 9.4.1.4.3 and 9.5.3.2). The response of the NH circulation
can be sensitive to small changes in model formulation (Sigmond et al.,
2007), and to features that are known to be poorly simulated in many
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climate models. These features include high- and low-latitude physics
(Rind, 2008; Woollings, 2010), ocean circulation (Woollings and Blackburn, 2012), tropical circulation (Haarsma and Selten, 2012) and stratospheric dynamics (Huebener et al., 2007; Morgenstern et al., 2010;
Scaife et al., 2012). As a result, there is considerable model uncertainty
in the response of the NH storm track position (Ulbrich et al., 2008),
stationary waves (Brandefelt and Kornich, 2008) and the jet streams
(Miller et al., 2006; Ihara and Kushnir, 2009; Woollings and Blackburn,
2012). Further, CMIP5 models show that the response of NH extratropical circulation to even strong GHG forcing remains weak compared to
recent multidecadal variability and a recent detection and attribution
study suggests that tropospheric ozone and aerosol changes may have
been a key driver to NH extratropical circulation changes (Gillett et al.,
2013). Some AOGCMs simulate multi-decadal NAO variability as large
as that recently observed with no external forcing (Selten et al., 2004;
Semenov et al., 2008). This suggests that internal variability could dominate the anthropogenically forced response in the near term (Deser et
al., 2012).
Some studies have predicted a shift to the negative phase of the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO) over the coming few decades, with
potential impacts on atmospheric circulation around the Atlantic sector
(Knight et al., 2005; Sutton and Hodson, 2005; Folland et al., 2009). It
has also been suggested that there may be significant changes in solar
forcing over the next few decades, which could have an influence on
NAO-related atmospheric circulation (Lockwood et al., 2011), although
these predictions are highly uncertain (see Section 11.3.6.2.2).
There is only medium confidence in near-term projections of a northward shift of NH storm track and westerlies, and an increase of the
NAO/NAM because of the large response uncertainty and the potentially large influence of internal variability.
11.3.2.4.2 Southern Hemisphere extratropical circulation
Increases in GHGs, and related dynamical processes, are projected
to lead to poleward shifts in the annual mean position of Southern
Hemisphere (SH) extratropical storm tracks and winds (Figure 11.17;
Chapters 10 and 12). A key issue in projections of near-term SH extratropical circulation change is the extent to which changes driven by
stratospheric ozone recovery will counteract changes driven by increasing GHGs. Several observational and modeling studies (Gillett and
Thompson, 2003; Shindell and Schmidt, 2004; Arblaster and Meehl,
2006; Roscoe and Haigh, 2007; Fogt et al., 2009; Polvani et al., 2011a;
Gillett et al., 2013) indicate that, over the late 20th and early 21st centuries, the observed summertime poleward shift of the westerly jet (a
positive Southern Annular Mode (SAM)) has been caused primarily by
the depletion of stratospheric ozone, with increasing GHGs contributing
only a smaller fraction to the observed trends. The latest generation
of climate models project substantially smaller poleward trends in SH
atmospheric circulation in austral summer over the coming half century
compared to those over the late 20th century, as the recovery of stratospheric ozone will oppose the effects of continually increasing GHGs
(Arblaster et al., 2011; McLandress et al., 2011; Polvani et al., 2011a;
Eyring et al., 2013). Locally, internal variability may be a dominant contributor to near-term changes in lower-tropospheric zonal winds (Figure
11.17). The average 2016–2035 SH extratropical storm tracks and zonal
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winds are likely to shift poleward relative to 1986–2005. However, even
though a full recovery of the ozone hole is not expected until the 2060s
to 2070s (Table 5.4; WMO, 2010; see Chapter 12), it is likely that over
the near term there will be a reduced rate in the austral summertime
poleward shift of the SH circumpolar trough, SH extratropical storm
tracks and winds compared to its movement over the past 30 years,
including the possibility of no detectable shift.
11.3.2.4.3 Tropical circulation

Displacement of dry zone (°lat)

northward

Increases in GHGs are expected to lead to a poleward shift of the
Hadley Circulation (Lu et al., 2007; Chapter 12, Figure 11.18). Relative
to the late 20th century, the tendency towards a poleward expansion
of the Hadley Circulation will start to emerge by the mid-2030s, with
certain intra-model consensus in the SH expansion, despite the counteracting effect of ozone recovery (Figure 11.18). As with near-term
changes in SH extratropical circulation, a key for near-term projections
of the structure of the SH Hadley Circulation is the extent to which
future stratospheric ozone recovery will counteract the impact of
GHGs. The poleward expansion of the Hadley Circulation, particularly
of the SH branch during austral summer, during the later decades of
the 20th century has been largely attributed to the combined impact
of stratospheric ozone depletion (Thompson and Solomon, 2002; Son
et al., 2008, 2009a, 2009b; Polvani et al., 2011a, 2011b; Min and Son,
2013) and the concurrent increase in GHGs (Arblaster and Meehl,
2006; Arblaster et al., 2011) as discussed in the previous section. The

poleward expansion of the Hadley Circulation driven by the response
of the atmosphere to increasing GHGs (Lu et al., 2007; Kang et al.,
2011; Staten et al., 2011; Butler et al., 2012) would be counteracted in the SH by reduced stratospheric ozone depletion but depends
on the rate of ozone recovery (UNEP and WMO, 2011). Increases in
the incoming solar radiation can lead to a widening of the Hadley
Cell (Haigh, 1996; Haigh et al., 2005) and large volcanic eruption to
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Figure 11.15 | CMIP5 multi-model ensemble mean of projected changes (m s–1) in
zonal (west-to-east) wind at 850 hPa for 2016–2035 relative to 1986–2005 under
RCP4.5. The number of CMIP5 models used is indicated in the upper right corner. Hatching and stippling as in Figure 11.10.
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Figure 11.16 | Projected changes in the annual averaged poleward edge of the Hadley Circulation (horizontal axis) and sub-tropical dry zones (vertical axis) based on 15 Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCMs) from the CMIP5 (Taylor et al., 2012) multi-model ensemble, under 21st century RCP4.5. Orange symbols show the change
in the northern edge of the Hadley Circulation/dry zones, while blue symbols show the change in the southern edge of the Hadley Circulation/dry zones. Open circles indicate the
multi-model average, while horizontal and vertical coloured lines indicate the ±1 standard deviation range for internal climate variability estimated from each model. Values referenced to the 1986–2005 climatology. (Figure based on the methodology of Lu et al., 2007.)
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contraction of the tropics and the tropical circulation (Lu et al., 2007;
Birner, 2010). So future solar variations and volcanic activities could
also lead to variations in the width of the Hadley Cell. The poleward
extent of the Hadley Circulation and associated dry zones can exhibit
substantial internal variability (e.g., Birner, 2010; Davis and Rosenlof,
2012) that can be as large as its near-term projected changes (Figure
11.16). There is also considerable uncertainty in the amplitude of the
poleward shift of the Hadley Circulation in response to GHGs across
multiple AOGCMs (Lu et al., 2007; Figure 11.16). It is likely that the
poleward extent of the Hadley Circulation will increase through the
mid-21st century. However, because of the counteracting impacts of
future changes in stratospheric ozone and GHG concentrations, it is
unlikely that it will continue to expand poleward in the SH as rapidly
as it did in recent decades.
The Hadley Cell expansion in the NH has been largely attributed to the
low-frequency variability of the SST (Hu et al., 2013), the increase of
black carbon (BC) and tropospheric ozone (Allen and Sherwood, 2011).
Internal variability in the poleward edge of the NH Hadley Circulation
is large relative the radiatively forced signal (Figure 11.16. Given the
complexity in the forcing mechanism of the NH expansion and the
uncertainties in future concentrations of tropospheric pollutants, there
is low confidence in the character of near-term changes to the structure of the NH Hadley Circulation.
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Extreme events in a changing climate are the subject of Chapter 3 (Seneviratne et al., 2012) of the IPCC Special Report on Extremes (SREX).
This previous IPCC chapter provides an assessment of more than 1000
studies. Here the focus is on near-term aspects and an assessment of
more recent studies is provided.
11.3.2.5.1 Temperature extremes
In the AR4 (Meehl et al., 2007b), cold episodes were projected to
decrease significantly in a future warmer climate and it was considered
very likely that heat waves would be more intense, more frequent and
last longer towards the end of the 21st century. These conclusions
have generally been confirmed in subsequent studies addressing both
global scales (Clark et al., 2010; Diffenbaugh and Scherer, 2011; Caesar
and Lowe, 2012; Orlowsky and Seneviratne, 2012; Sillmann et al.,
2013) and regional scales (e.g., Gutowski et al., 2008; Alexander and
Arblaster, 2009; Fischer and Schar, 2009; Marengo et al., 2009; Meehl
et al., 2009a; Diffenbaugh and Ashfaq, 2010; Fischer and Schar, 2010;
Cattiaux et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012). In the SREX assessment it is
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Global climate models and theoretical considerations suggest that
a warming of the tropics should lead to a weakening of the zonally
asymmetric or Walker Circulation (Knutson and Manabe, 1995; Held
and Soden, 2006; Vecchi and Soden, 2007; Gastineau et al., 2009).
Aerosol forcing can modify both Hadley and Walker Circulations,
which—depending on the details of the aerosol forcing—may lead to
temporary reversals or enhancements in any GHG-driven weakening
of the Walker Circulation (Sohn and Park, 2010; Bollasina et al., 2011;
Merrifield, 2011; DiNezio et al., 2013). Meanwhile, the strength and
structure of the Walker Circulation are impacted by internal climate
variations, such as the ENSO (e.g., Battistiand Sarachik, 1995), the PDO
(e.g., Zhang et al. 1997) and the IPO (Power et al., 1999, 2006; Meehl
and Hu, 2006; Meehl and Arblaster, 2011; Power and Kociuba, 2011b;

Meehl and Arblaster, 2012; Meehl et al., 2013a). Even on time scales
of 30 to 100 years, substantial variations in the strength of the Pacific
Walker Circulation in the absence of changes in RF are possible (Power
et al., 2006; Vecchi et al., 2006). Estimated near-term weakening of
the Walker Circulation from CMIP3 models under the A1B scenario
(Vecchi and Soden, 2007; Power and Kociuba, 2011a) are very likely to
be smaller than the impact of internal climate variations over 50-year
time scales (Vecchi et al., 2006). There is also considerable response
uncertainty in the amplitude of the weakening of Walker Circulation in
response to GHG increase across multiple AOGCMs (Vecchi and Soden,
2007; DiNezio et al., 2009; Power and Kociuba, 2011a, 2011b). Thus,
there is low confidence in projected near-term changes to the Walker
Circulation. It is very likely that there will be decades in which the
Walker Circulation strengthens and weakens due to internal variability
through the mid-century as the externally forced change is small compared to internally generated decadal variability.
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Figure 11.17 | Global projections of the occurrence of (a) warm days (TX90p), (b) cold days (TX10p) and (c) precipitation amount from very wet days (R95p). Results are shown
from CMIP5 for the RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios. Solid lines indicate the ensemble median and shading indicates the interquartile spread between individual projections
(25th and 75th percentiles). The specific definitions of the indices shown are (a) percentage of days annually with daily maximum surface air temperature (Tmax) exceeding the 90th
percentile of Tmax for 1961–1990, (b) percentage of days with Tmax below the 10th percentile and (c) percentage change relative to 1986–2005 of the annual precipitation amount
from daily events above the 95th percentile. (From Sillmann et al., 2013.)
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concluded that increases in the number of warm days and nights and
decreases in the number of cold days and nights are virtually certain
on the global scale.
None of the aforementioned studies specifically addressed the near
term. However, detection and attribution studies (see also Chapter
10) show that temperature extremes have already increased in many
regions, consistent with climate change projections, and analyses
of CMIP5 global projections show that this trend will continue and
become more notable. The CMIP5 model ensemble exhibits a significant decrease in the frequency of cold nights, an increase in the frequency of warm days and nights and an increase in the duration of
warm spells (Sillmann et al., 2013). These changes are particularly evident in global mean projections (see Figure 11.17). Figure 11.17 shows
that for the next few decades—as discussed in the introduction to
the current chapter—these changes are remarkably insensitive to the
emission scenario considered (Caesar and Lowe, 2012). In most land
regions and in the near-term, the frequency of warm days and warm
nights will thus likely continue to increase, while that of cold days and
cold nights will likely continue to decrease.
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Near-term projections from General Circulation Model–Regional Climate Model (GCM–RCM) model chains (van der Linden and Mitchell,
2009) for Europe are shown in Figure 11.18, displaying near-term
changes in mean and extreme temperature (left-hand panels) and
precipitation (right-hand panels) relative to the reference period 1986–
2005. In terms of mean June, July and August (JJA) temperatures (Figure
11.18a), projections show a warming of 0.6°C to 1.5°C, with highest
changes over the land portion of the Mediterranean. The north–south
gradient in the projections is consistent with the AR4. Daytime extreme
summer temperatures in southern and central Europe are projected to
warm substantially faster than mean temperatures (compare Figure
11.18a and b). This difference between changes in mean and extremes
can be explained by increases in interannual and/or synoptic variability,
or increases in diurnal temperature range (Gregory and Mitchell, 1995;
Schar et al., 2004; Fischer and Schar, 2010; Hansen, 2012; Quesada et
al., 2012; Seneviratne et al., 2012). There is some evidence, however,
that this effect is overestimated in some of the models (Fischer et al.,
2012; Stegehuis et al., 2012), leading to a potential overestimation of
the projected Mediterranean summer mean warming (Buser et al., 2009;
Boberg and Christensen, 2012). With regard to near-term projections of
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Figure 11.18 | European-scale projections from the ENSEMBLES regional climate modelling project for 2016–2035 relative to 1986–2005, with top and bottom panels applicable
to June, July and August (JJA) and December, January, February (DJF), respectively. For temperature, projected changes (°C) are displayed in terms of ensemble mean changes of (a,
c) mean seasonal surface temperature, and (b, d) the 90th percentile of daily maximum temperatures. For precipitation, projected changes (%) are displayed in terms of ensemble
mean changes of (e, g) mean seasonal precipitation and (f, h) the 95th percentile of daily precipitation. The stippling in (e–h) highlights regions where 80% of the models agree in
the sign of the change (for temperature all models agree on the sign of the change). The analysis includes the following 10 GCM-RCM simulation chains for the SRES A1B scenario
(naming includes RCM group and GCM simulation): HadRM3Q0-HadCM3Q0, ETHZ-HadCM3Q0, HadRM3Q3-HadCM3Q3, SMHI-HadCM3Q3, HadRM3Q16-HadCM3Q16, SMHIBCM, DMI-ARPEGE, KNMI-ECHAM5, MPI-ECHAM5, DMI-ECHAM5. (Rajczak et al., 2013.)
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record heat compared to record cold (Meehl et al., 2009b) show, for one
model, that over the USA the ratio of daily record high temperatures to
daily record low temperatures could increase from an early 2000s value
of roughly 2 to 1 to a mid-century value of about 20 to 1.
In terms of December, January and February (DJF) temperatures (Figure
11.18c), projections show a warming of 0.3°C to 1.8°C, with the largest changes in the N–NE part of Europe. This characteristic pattern of
changes tends to persist to the end of century (van der Linden and
Mitchell, 2009). In contrast to JJA temperatures, daytime high-percentile (i.e., warm) winter temperatures are projected to warm slower than
mean temperatures (compare Figure 11.18c and Figure 11.18d), while
low-percentile (i.e., cold) winter temperatures warm faster than the
mean. This behaviour is indicative of reductions in internal variability,
which may be linked to changes in storm track activity, reductions in
diurnal temperature range and changes in snow cover (e.g., Colle et al.
2013; Dutra et al., 2011).
11.3.2.5.2 Heavy precipitation events
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For the 21st century, the AR4 and the SREX concluded that heavy precipitation events were likely to increase in many areas of the globe
(IPCC, 2007). Since AR4, a larger number of additional studies have
been published using global and regional climate models (Fowler et al.,
2007; Gutowski et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2007; Im et al., 2008; O’Gorman
and Schneider, 2009; Xu et al., 2009; Hanel and Buishand, 2011; Heinrich and Gobiet, 2011; Meehl et al., 2012b). For the near term, CMIP5
global projections (Figure 11.17c) confirm a clear tendency for increases in heavy precipitation events in the global mean, but there are significant variations across regions (Sillmann et al., 2013). Past observations have also shown that interannual and decadal variability in mean
and heavy precipitation are large, and are in addition strongly affected
by internal variability (e.g., El Niño), volcanic forcing and anthropogenic aerosol loads (see Section 2.3.1). In general models have difficulties
in representing these variations, particularly in the tropics (see Section
9.5.4.2). Thus the frequency and intensity of heavy precipitation events
will likely increase over many land areas in the near term, but this trend
will not be apparent in all regions, because of natural variability and
possible influences of anthropogenic aerosols.
Simulations with regional climate models demonstrate that the
response in terms of heavy precipitation events to anthropogenic climate change may become evident in some but not all regions in the
near term. For instance, ENSEMBLES projections for Europe (see Figure
11.18e–h) confirm the previous IPCC results that changes in mean
precipitation as well as heavy precipitation events are characterized
by a pronounced north–south gradient in the extratropics, especially
in the winter season, with precipitation increases in the higher latitudes and decreases in the subtropics. Although this pattern starts to
emerge in the near term, the projected changes are statistically significant only in a fraction of the domain. The results are affected by both
changes in water vapour content as induced by large-scale warming
and large-scale circulation changes. Figure 11.18e–h also shows that
mid- and high-latitude projections for changes in DJF extremes and
means are qualitatively similar in the near term, at least for the event
size considered.
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Previous work reviewed in AR4 has established that extreme
precipitation events may increase substantially stronger than mean
precipitation amounts. More specifically, extreme events may increase
with the atmospheric water vapour content, that is, up to the rate
of the Clausius–Clapeyron (CC) relationship (e.g., Allen and Ingram,
2002). More recent work suggests that increases beyond this threshold
may occur for short-term events associated with thunderstorms (Lenderink and Van Meijgaard, 2008; Lenderink and Meijgaard, 2010) and
tropical convection (O’Gorman, 2012). A number of studies showed
strong dependencies on location and season, but confirm the existence of significant deviations from the CC scaling (e.g., Lenderink et
al., 2011; Mishra et al., 2012; Berg et al., 2013). Studies with cloud-resolving models generally support the existence of temperature-precipitation relations that are close to or above (up to about twice) the CC
relation (Muller et al., 2011; Singleton and Toumi, 2012).
11.3.2.5.3 Tropical cyclones
The projected response of tropical cyclones (TCs) at the end of the 21st
century is summarized in Section 14.6.1 and the IPCC Special Report
on Extremes (SREX) (Seneviratne et al., 2012). Relative to the number
of studies focussing on projections of TC activity at the end of the 21st
century (Section 14.6.1; Knutson et al., 2010; Seneviratne et al., 2012
there are fewer studies that have explored near-term projections of TC
activity (Table 11.2); the North Atlantic (NA) stands out as the basin
with most studies. In the NA, there are mixed projections for basinwide TC frequency, suggesting significant decreases (Knutson et al.,
2013a) or non-significant changes (Villarini et al., 2011; Villarini and
Vecchi, 2012). Multi-model mean projected NA TC frequency changes based on CMIP3 and CMIP5 over the first half of the 21st century
were smaller than the overall uncertainty estimated from the Coupled
General Circulation Models (CGCMs), with internal climate variability
being a leading source of uncertainty through the mid-21st century
(Villarini et al., 2011; Villarini and Vecchi, 2012). Therefore, based on
the limited literature available, the conflicting near-term projections
in basins with more than one study, the large influence of internal
variability, the lack of confidently detected/attributed changes in TC
activity (Chapter 10) and the conflicting projections for basin-wide TC
frequency even at the end of the 21st century (Chapter 14), there is
currently low confidence in basin-scale and global projections of trends
in tropical cyclone frequency to the mid-21st century.
Exploring different hurricane intensity measures, two studies project
near-term increases of NA hurricane intensity (Knutson et al., 2013a;
Villarini and Vecchi, 2013), driven in large part by projected reductions
in NA tropospheric aerosols in CMIP5 future forcing scenarios. Studies
project near-term increases in the frequency Category 4–5 TCs in the
NA (Knutson et al., 2013a) and southwest Pacific (Leslie et al., 2007).
Published studies agree in the sign of projected mid-century intensity
change (intensification), but the only basin with more than one study
exploring intensity is the NA. For the NA, an estimate of the time scale
of emergence of projected changes in intense TC frequency exceeds 60
years (Bender et al., 2010), although that estimate depends crucially
on the amplitude of internal climate variations of intense hurricane frequency (e.g., Emanuel, 2011), which remains poorly constrained at the
moment. Therefore, there is low confidence in near-term TC intensity
projections in all TC basins.
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Table 11.2 | Summary of studies exploring near-term projections of tropical cyclone (TC) activity. First column lists the TC basin explored, the second column summarizes the
changes in TC activity reported in each study, the third column presents notes on the methodology and the fourth column provides a reference to the study.

TC Basin
Explored

Projected Change in TC Activity Reported

Notes

Reference

Global

Reduced global, Northern Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere frequency
2016–2035 relative to 1986–2005.

High-resolution atmospheric model forced by CMIP3
SRES A1B multi-model SST change 2004–2099.

Sugi and Yoshimura
(2012)

N.W. Pacific

Over first half of 21st century: Reduced Activity over South China Sea,
Increased Activity near subtropical Asia

Statistical downscale of five CMIP3
models under SRES A1B.

Wang et al. (2011)

N.W. Pacific

Over 2001–2040, a decrease in TC frequency in the East China Sea, and a frequency decrease and increase in intensity of Yangze River Basin landfalling typhoons.

Statistical downscaling of CGCM forced
by CMIP3 SRES A1B scenario.

Orlowsky and
Seneviratne (2012)

S.W. Pacific

Differences of 2000–2050 with 1970–2000. Negligible change in overall
frequency. Significant (~15%) increase in number of Category 4–5 TCs.

Dynamical regional downscale of coupled AOGCM
forced with IPCC IS92a increasing CO2 scenario.

Leslie et al. (2007)

N. Atlantic

Linear trend in TC frequency 2001–2050: Ensemble-mean non-significant
decrease in TC frequency (–5%). Ensemble range of –50% to +30%.

Statistical downscaling of CMIP3
models under A1B scenario.

Villarini et al. (2011)

N. Atlantic

TC frequency averaged 2016–2035 minus 1986–2005: Ensemble-mean nonsignificant increase for RCP2.6 (4%), non-significant decrease for RCP4.5 (–2%)
and RCP8.5 (–1%). Ensemble range of –30% to 27% across all scenarios/models.

Statistical downscaling of CMIP5
RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5

Villarini and
Vecchi (2012)

N. Atlantic

Power Dissipation Index averaged 2016–2035 minus 1986–2005: Ensemble mean
significant increase for RCP2.6 (23%) and RCP8.5 (17%), non-significant increase
for RCP4.5 (10%). Ensemble range of –43% to 78% across all scenarios/models.

Statistical downscaling of CMIP5
RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP4.5

Villarini and
Vecchi (2013)

Difference 2016–2035 minus 1986–2005 averages: Significant decrease
(–20%) to overall TC and hurricane frequency. Significant increase
(+45%) in number of Category 4–5 TCs. Significant increase in precipitation of hurricanes (11%) and tropical storms (18%).

Double dynamical refinement of CMIP5 RCP4.5
multi-model ensemble projections.

Knutson et al. (2013a)

N. Atlantic

Modes of climate variability that in the past have led to variations in
the intensity, frequency and structure of tropical cyclones across the
globe—such as the ENSO (e.g., Zhang and Delworth, 2006; Wang et
al., 2007; Callaghan and Power, 2011; Chapter 14)—are very likely to
continue influencing TC activity through the mid-21st century. Therefore, it is very likely that over the next few decades tropical cyclone
frequency, intensity and spatial distribution globally, and in individual
basins, will vary from year to year and decade to decade.

11.3.3

impact the radiative balance of the planet for 2 to 3 years after their
eruption and act to reduce oceanic temperature for decades into the
future (Delworth et al., 2005; Stenchikov et al., 2009; Gregory, 2010).
An estimate using the GFDL-CM2.1 coupled AOGCM (Stenchikov et al.,
2009) suggests that a single Tambora (1815)-like volcano could erase
the projected global ocean depth-averaged temperature increase for
many years to a decade. A Pinatubo (1991)-like volcano could erase
the projected increase for 2 to 10 years. See Section 11.3.6 for further
discussion.

Near-term Projected Changes in the Ocean
Global sea surface temperature change

Globally averaged surface and near-surface ocean temperatures are
projected by AOGCMs to warm over the early 21st century, in response
to both present day atmospheric concentrations of GHGs (‘committed
warming’; e.g., Meehl et al., 2006) and projected future changes in RF
(Figure 11.19). Globally averaged SST shows substantial year-to-year
and decade-to-decade variability (e.g., Knutson et al., 2006; Meehl et
al., 2011), whereas the variability of depth-averaged ocean temperatures is much less (e.g., Meehl et al., 2011; Palmer et al., 2011). The rate
at which globally averaged surface and depth-averaged temperatures
rise in response to a given scenario for RF shows a considerable spread
between models (an example of response uncertainty; see Section
11.2), due to differences in climate sensitivity and ocean heat uptake
(e.g., Gregory and Forster, 2008). In the CMIP5 models under all RCP
forcing scenarios, globally averaged SSTs are projected to be warmer
over the near term relative to 1986–2005 (Figure 11.20).
A key uncertainty in the future evolution of globally averaged oceanic
temperature are possible future large volcanic eruptions, which could

(°C)

11.3.3.1 Temperature

Figure 11.19 | Projected changes in annual averaged, globally averaged, surface
ocean temperature based on 12 Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models
(AOGCMs) from the CMIP5 (Meehl et al., 2007b) multi-model ensemble, under 21st
century scenarios RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5. Shading indicates the 90%
range of projected annual global mean surface temperature anomalies. Anomalies computed against the 1986–2005 average from the historical simulations of each model.
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Figure 11.20 | CMIP5 multi-model ensemble mean of projected changes in sea surface temperature (right panel; °C) and sea surface salinity (left panel; practical salinity units) for
2016–2035 relative to 1986–2005 under RCP4.5. The number of CMIP5 models used is indicated in the upper right corner. Hatching and stippling as in Figure 11.10.

In the absence of multiple major volcanic eruptions (see Section
11.3.6.2), it is very likely that globally averaged surface and depth-averaged temperatures averaged 2016–2035 will be warmer than those
averaged over 1986–2005.

11

There are regional variations in the projected amplitude of ocean temperature change (Figure 11.20) which are influenced by ocean circulation as well as surface heating (Timmermann et al., 2007; Vecchi and
Soden, 2007; DiNezio et al., 2009; Yin et al., 2009; Xie et al., 2010; Yin
et al., 2010), including changes in tropospheric aerosol concentrations
(e.g., Booth et al., 2012; Villarini and Vecchi, 2012). Inter-decadal variability of upper ocean temperatures is larger in mid-latitudes, particularly in the NH, than in the tropics. A consequence of this contrast is
that it will take longer in the mid-latitudes than in the tropics for the
anthropogenic warming signal to emerge from the noise of internal
variability (Wang et al., 2010).
Projected changes to thermal structure of the tropical Indo-Pacific
are strongly dependent on the future behaviour of the Walker Circulation (Vecchi and Soden, 2007; DiNezio et al., 2009; Timmermann et
al., 2010), in addition to changes in heat transport and changes in
surface heat fluxes. It is likely that internal climate variability will be a
dominant contributor to changes in the depth and tilt of the equatorial
thermocline, and the strength of the east–west gradient of SST across
the Pacific through the mid-21st century; thus it is likely there will be
multi-year periods with increases or decreases in these measures.

11.3.3.2 Salinity
Changes in sea surface salinity are expected in response to changes
in precipitation, evaporation and runoff (see Section 11.3.2.3), as well
as ocean circulation; in general (but not in every region), salty regions
are expected to become saltier and fresh regions fresher (e.g., Durack
et al. 2012; Terray et al. 2012; Figure 11.20). As discussed in Chapter
10 (Section 10.4.2), observation-based and attribution studies have
found some evidence of an emerging anthropogenic signal in salinity change (Section 10.4.2), in particular increases in surface salinity
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in the subtropical North Atlantic, and decreases in the west Pacific
warm pool region (Stott et al., 2008; Cravatte et al., 2009; Durack and
Wijffels, 2010; Durack et al., 2012; Pierce et al., 2012; Terray et al.,
2012). Models generally predict increases in salinity in the tropical and
(especially) subtropical Atlantic, and decreases in the western tropical
Pacific over the next few decades (Figure 11.20) (Durack et al., 2012;
Terray et al., 2012). These projected decreases in the Atlantic and in the
western tropical Pacific are considered likely.
Projected near-term increases in freshwater flux into the Arctic Ocean
produce a fresher surface layer and increased transport of fresh water
into the North Atlantic (Holland et al., 2006; Holland et al., 2007; Vavrus
et al., 2012). Such contributions to decreased density of the ocean surface layer in the North Atlantic could act to reduce deep ocean convection there and contribute to a near-term reduction of strength of
Atlantic Meridional Ocean Circulation (AMOC). However, the strength
of the AMOC can also be modulated by changes in temperature, such
as those from changing RF (Delworth and Dixon, 2006).

11.3.3.3 Circulation
As discussed in previous assessment reports, the AMOC is generally
projected to weaken over the next century in response to increase in
atmospheric GHG. However, the rate and magnitude of weakening
is very uncertain. Response uncertainty is a major contributor in the
near term, but the influence of anthropogenic aerosols and natural RFs
(solar, volcanic) cannot be neglected, and could be as important as the
influence of GHGs (e.g., Delworth and Dixon, 2006; Stenchikov et al.,
2009). For example, the rate of weakening of the AMOC in two models
with different climate sensitivities is quite different, with the less
sensitive model (CCSM4) showing less weakening and a more rapid
recovery than the more sensitive model (Community Earth System
Model 1/Community Atmosphere Model 5 (CESM1/CAM5; Meehl et
al., 2013c). In addition, the natural variability of the AMOC on decadal time scales is poorly known and poorly understood, and could
dominate any anthropogenic response in the near term (Drijfhout and
Hazeleger, 2007). The AMOC is known to play an important role in the
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decadal variability of the North Atlantic Ocean, but climate models
show large differences in their simulation of both the amplitude and
spectrum of AMOC variability (e.g., Bryan et al., 2006; Msadek et al.,
2010). In some AOGCMs changes in SH surface winds influence the
evolution of the AMOC on time scales of many decades (Delworth and
Zeng, 2008), so the delayed response to SH wind changes, driven by
the historical reduction in stratospheric ozone along with its projected
recovery, could be an additional confounding issue (Section 11.3.2.3).
Overall, it is likely that there will be some decline in the AMOC by 2050,
but decades during which the AMOC increases are also to be expected. There is low confidence in projections of when an anthropogenic
influence on the AMOC might be detected (Baehr et al., 2008; Roberts
and Palmer, 2012).
Projected changes to oceanic circulation in the Indo-Pacific are strongly
dependent on future response of the Walker Circulation (Vecchi and
Soden, 2007; DiNezio et al., 2009), the near-term projected weakening of which is smaller than the expected variability on time scales of
decades to years (Section 11.3.2.4.3). Taking variability into account,
there is medium confidence in a weakening of equatorial Pacific circulation, including equatorial upwelling and the shallow subtropical
overturning in the Pacific, and the Indonesian Throughflow over the
coming decades.

11.3.4

Near-term Projected Changes in the Cryosphere

This section assesses projected near-term changes of elements of the
cryosphere. These consist of sea ice, snow cover and near-surface permafrost (frozen ground), changes to the Arctic Ocean and possible
abrupt changes involving the cryosphere. Glaciers and ice sheets are
addressed in Chapter 13. Here near-term changes in the geographical coverage of sea ice, snow cover and near-surface permafrost are
assessed.
Trends due to changes in external forcing exist alongside considerable interannual and decadal variability. This complicates our ability
to make specific, precise short-term projections, and delays the emergence of a forced signal above the noise.

11.3.4.1 Sea Ice
Though most of the CMIP5 models project a nearly ice-free Arctic (sea
ice extent less than 1 × 106 km2 for at least 5 consecutive years) at the
end of summer by 2100 in the RCP8.5 scenario (see Section 12.4.6.1),
some show large changes in the near term as well. Some previous
models project an ice-free summer period in the Arctic Ocean by 2040
(Holland et al., 2006), and even as early as the late 2030s using a
criterion of 80% sea ice area loss (e.g., Zhang, 2010). By scaling six
CMIP3 models to recent observed September sea ice changes, a nearly
ice-free Arctic in September is projected to occur by 2037, reaching the
first quartile of the distribution for timing of September sea ice loss by
2028 (Wang and Overland, 2009). However, a number of models that
have fairly thick Arctic sea ice produce a slower near-term decrease in
sea ice extent compared to observations (Stroeve et al., 2007). Based
on a linear extrapolation into the future of the recent sea ice volume
trend from a hindcast simulation conducted with a regional model of
the Arctic sea ice–ocean system (Maslowski et al., 2012) projected that
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it would take only until about 2016 to reach a nearly ice-free Arctic
Ocean in summer. However, such an approach not only neglects the
effect of year-to-year or longer-term variability (Overland and Wang,
2013) but also ignores the negative feedbacks that can occur when
the sea ice cover becomes thin (Notz, 2009). Mahlstein and Knutti
(2012) estimated the annual mean global surface warming threshold
for nearly ice-free Arctic conditions in September to be ~2°C above the
present derived from both CMIP3 models and observations.
An analysis of CMIP3 model simulations indicates that for near-term
predictions the dominant factor for decreasing sea ice is increased ice
melt, and reductions in ice growth play a secondary role (Holland et
al., 2010). Arctic sea ice has larger volume loss when there is thicker
ice initially across the CMIP3 models, with a projected accumulated
mass loss of about 0.5 m by 2020, and roughly 1.0 m by 2050, with
considerable model spread (Holland et al., 2010). The CMIP3 models
tended to under-estimate the observed rapid decline of summer Arctic
sea ice during the satellite era, but these recent trends are more accurately simulated in the CMIP5 models (see Section 12.4.6.1). For CMIP3
models, results indicate that the changes in Arctic sea ice mass budget
over the 21st century are related to the late 20th century mean sea
ice thickness distribution (Holland et al., 2010), average sea ice thickness (Bitz, 2008; Hodson et al., 2012), fraction of thin ice cover (Boe
et al., 2009) and oceanic heat transport to the Arctic (Mahlstein et al.,
2011). Acceleration of sea ice drift observed over the last three decades, underestimated in CMIP3 projections (Rampal et al., 2011), and
the presence of fossil-fuel and biofuel soot in the Arctic environment
(Jacobson, 2010), could also contribute to ice-free late summer conditions over the Arctic in the near term. Details on the transition to an
ice-free summer over the Arctic are presented in Chapter 12 (Sections
12.4.6.1 and 12.5.5.7).
The discussion in Section 12.4.6.1 makes the case for assessing nearterm projections of Arctic sea ice by weighting/recalibrating the models
based on their present-day Arctic sea ice simulations, with a credible
underlying physical basis in order to increase confidence in the results,
and accounting for the potentially large imprint of natural variability on both observations and model simulations (see Section 9.8.3). A
subselection of a set of CMIP5 models that fits those criteria, following
the methodology proposed by Massonnet et al. (2012), is applied in
Chapter 12 (Section 12.4.6.1) to the full set of models that provided the CMIP5 database with sea ice output. Among the five selected
models, four project a nearly ice-free Arctic Ocean in September (sea
ice extent less than 1 × 106 km2 for at least 5 consecutive years) before
2050 for RCP8.5, the earliest and latest years of near disappearance of
the sea ice pack being about 2040 and about 2060, respectively. The
potential irreversibility of the Arctic sea ice loss and the possibility of
an abrupt transition toward an ice-free Arctic Ocean are discussed in
Section 12.5.5.7.
In light of all these results and others discussed in greater detail in Section 12.4.6.1, it is very likely that the Arctic sea ice cover will continue
to shrink and thin all year round during the 21st century as the annual
mean global surface temperature rises. It is also likely that the Arctic
Ocean will become nearly ice-free in September before the middle of
the century for high GHG emissions such as those corresponding to
RCP8.5 (medium confidence).
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In early 21st century simulations, Antarctic sea ice cover is projected
to decrease in the CMIP5 models, though CMIP3 and CMIP5 models
simulate recent decreases in Antarctic sea ice extent compared to
slight increases in the observations (Section 12.4.6.1). However, there
is the possibility that melting of the Antarctic ice sheet could be changing the vertical ocean temperature stratification around Antarctica
and encourage sea ice growth (Bintanja et al., 2013). This and other
evidence discussed in Section 12.4.6.1 leads to the assessment that
there is low confidence in Antarctic sea ice model projections that
show near-term decreases of sea ice cover because of the wide range
of model responses and the inability of almost all of the models to
reproduce the mean seasonal cycle, interannual variability and overall
increase of the Antarctic sea ice areal coverage observed during the
satellite era (see Section 9.4.3).
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2 to 3 m; see Callaghan et al. (2011) and see glossary for detailed definition), and thaw depth deepening over much of the permafrost area
(Sushama et al., 2006; Lawrence et al., 2008; Guo and Wang, 2012).
As discussed in more detail in Section 12.4.6.2, these projections have
increased credibility compared to the previous generation of models
assessed in the AR4 because current climate models represent permafrost more accurately (Alexeev et al., 2007; Nicolsky et al., 2007; Lawrence et al., 2008). The reduction in annual mean near-surface permafrost area for the 2016–2035 time period compared to the 1986–2005
reference period for the CMIP5 models (Slater and Lawrence, 2013) for
the NH for the four RCP scenarios is 21% ± 5% (RCP2.6), 18% ± 6%
(RCP4.5), 18% ± 3% (RCP6.0) and 20% ± 5% (RCP8.5).

11.3.5

Projections for Atmospheric Composition and Air
Quality to 2100

11.3.4.2 Snow Cover
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Decreases of snow cover extent (SCE, defined over ice-free land areas)
are strongly connected to a shortening of seasonal snow cover duration (Brown and Mote, 2009) and are related to both precipitation and
temperature changes (see Section 12.4.6.2). This has implications for
snow on sea ice where loss of sea ice area in autumn delays snowfall
accumulation, with CMIP5 multi-model mean values of snow depth in
April north of 70°N reduced from about 28 cm to roughly 18 cm for
the 2031–2050 period compared to the 1981–2000 average (Hezel et
al., 2012). The snow accumulation season by mid-century in one model
is projected to begin later in autumn, with the melt season initiated
earlier in the spring (Lawrence and Slater, 2010). As discussed in greater detail in Section 12.4.6.2, projected increases in snowfall across
much of the northern high latitudes act to increase snow amounts,
but warming reduces the fraction of precipitation that falls as snow.
In addition, the reduction of Arctic sea ice also provides an increased
moisture source for snowfall (Liu et al., 2012). Whether the average
SCE decreases or increases by mid-century depends on the balance
between these competing factors. The dividing line where models transition from simulating increasing or decreasing maximum snow water
equivalent roughly coincides with the –20°C isotherm in the mid-20th
century November to March mean surface air temperature (Raisanen,
2008). The projected change of SCE over some regions is inconsistent
with that of extreme snowfall, a major contributor to SCE. For instance,
SCE is projected to decrease over northern China by the mid-21st
century (Shi et al., 2011), while the extreme snowfall events over the
region are projected to increase (Sun et al., 2010).
Time series of projected changes in relative SCE (for NH ice-free land
areas) are shown in Figure 12.32. Multi-model averages from the
CMIP5 archive (Brutel-Vuilmet et al., 2013) show percentage decreases of NH SCE ± 1 standard deviation for the 2016–2035 time period
for a March to April average using a 15% extent threshold for the four
RCP scenarios as follows: RCP2.6: –5.2% ± 1.9% (21 models); RCP4.5:
–5.3% ± 1.5% (24 models); RCP6.0: –4.5% ± 1.2% (16 models);
RCP8.5: –6.0% ± 2.0% (24 models).

11.3.4.3 Near Surface Permafrost
Virtually all near-term projections indicate a substantial amount of
near-surface permafrost degradation (typically taking place in the upper
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The future evolution of atmospheric composition is determined by
the chemical–physical processes in the atmosphere, forced primarily
by anthropogenic and natural emissions and by interactions with the
biosphere and ocean (Chapters 2, 6, 7, 8 and 12). Twenty-first century
projections of the chemically reactive GHGs, including methane (CH4),
nitrous oxide (N2O) and ozone (O3), as well as aerosols, are assessed
here (Section 11.3.5.1). Future air pollution, specifically ground-level
O3 and PM2.5 (particulate matter with a diameter of less than 2.5 μm,
a measure of aerosol concentration), is also assessed here (Section
11.3.5.2). The impact of changes in natural emissions and deposition
through altered land use (Heald et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2009a; Cook
et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2012) and production of food or biofuels (Chapter 6) on atmospheric composition and air quality are not assessed
here. Projected CO2 abundances are discussed in Chapters 6 and 12.
Projections for the 21st century are based predominantly on the CMIP5
models that included atmospheric chemistry and the related ACCMIP
(Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project)
models, driven by the RCP emission and climate scenarios. These and
the earlier SRES scenarios include only direct anthropogenic emissions. Natural emissions may also change with biosphere feedbacks
in response to climate or land use change (Chapters 6, 8). Emphasis is
placed on evaluating the 21st-century RCP scenarios from emissions
to abundance, summarized in tables in Annex II. For the well-mixed
greenhouse gases (WMGHGs), the effective radiative forcing (ERF) in
both RCP and SRES scenarios increases similarly before 2040 with little
spread (±16% in ERF; see Tables AII.6.1 to AII.6.10), but by 2050 the
RCP2.6 scenario diverges, falling well below the envelope containing
both the SRES and other RCP scenarios.
National and regional regulations implemented on emissions contributing to ground-level ozone and PM2.5 pollution influence global
atmospheric chemistry and climate (NRC, 2009; HTAP, 2010a), as was
recognized in the TAR (Jacob et al., 1993; Penner et al., 1993; Johnson
et al., 1999; Prather et al., 2001). Ozone and aerosols are radiatively
active species (Chapters 7 and 8) and many of their precursors serve
as indirect GHGs (e.g., nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO),
Non Methane Volatile Organic Compounds (NMVOC)) by changing the
atmospheric oxidative capacity, and thereby the lifetimes and abundances of CH4, hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and tropospheric O3 (Chapter 8). Consequently their evolution can influence near-term climate
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both regionally and globally (Section 11.3.6.1 and FAQ 8.2). The RCP
and SRES scenarios differ greatly in terms of the short-lived air pollutants and aerosol climate forcing. The CMIP3 climate simulations driven
by the SRES scenarios projected a wide range of future air pollutant
trajectories, including unconstrained growth that resulted in very
large tropospheric O3 increases (Prather et al., 2003). Subsequently,
the near-term projections of current legislation (CLE) and maximum
feasible reductions (MFR) emissions illustrated the impacts of air pollution control strategies on air quality, global atmospheric chemistry and
near-term climate (Dentener et al., 2005, 2006; Stevenson et al., 2006).
The RCP scenarios applied in the CMIP5 climate models all assume a
continuation of current trends in air pollution policies (van Vuuren et
al., 2011) and thus do not cover the range of future pollutant emissions
found in the literature, specifically those with higher pollutant emissions (Dentener et al., 2005; Kloster et al., 2008; Pozzer et al., 2012);
see Chapter 8.
The new RCP emissions are compared to the older SRES and other
published emission scenarios in Annex II (Tables AII.2.1 to AII.2.22) and
Figures 8.2 and 8.SM.1. By 2030 the RCP aerosol and ozone precursor
emissions are smaller than SRES by factors of 1.2 to 3. For these shortlived air pollutants, the spread across RCPs by 2030 is much smaller
than the range between the CLE and MFR scenarios: ±12% vs. ±31%
for nitrogen oxides; ±17% vs. ±60% for sulphate; ±5% vs. ±11%
for carbon monoxide. BC aerosol emissions also vary little across the
RCPs: ±4% range in 2030; ±15% in 2100. Most of this spread is due to
uncertain projections for the rapidly industrializing nations. From 2000
to 2030, sulphur dioxide (SO2) emissions decline in the RCPs by –15%
to –8% per decade, within the range of the MFR and CLE scenarios
(–23% to +2% per decade), but far below the SRES range (+4% to
+21% per decade). Evaluation of recent trends in SO2 emissions shows
a trend similar to the near-term RCP projections (Smith et al., 2011;
Klimont et al., 2013), but independent estimates for recent trends in
other aerosol species are not available. The RCP trend in NOx emissions
(–5% to +2% per decade) is likewise within the CLE-MFR range, but
far below the SRES trends (+10% to +30% per decade). For OC and BC
emissions, the RCP trend lies between the SRES B1/A2 range. A simple
sum of the main four aerosol emissions (N, S, OC, BC; Tables AII.2.18
to AII.2.22) in the SRES vs. RCP scenarios indicates that the CMIP3
simulations driven by the SRES scenarios have about 40% more aerosols in 2000 than the CMIP5 simulations driven by the RCP scenarios.
On average, these aerosols increase by 9% per decade in the SRES
scenarios but decrease by 5% per decade in the RCP scenarios over
the near term. By 2030, the CMIP3 models thus include up to three
times more anthropogenic aerosols under the SRES scenarios than the
CMIP5 models driven by the RCP scenarios (high confidence).

11.3.5.1 Reactive Greenhouse Gases and Aerosols
The IPCC has assessed previous emission-based scenarios for future
GHGs and aerosols in the SAR (IS92) and TAR/AR4 (SRES). The new
RCP scenarios are different in that they embed a simple, parametric
model of atmospheric chemistry and biogeochemistry that maps emissions onto atmospheric abundances (the ‘concentration pathways’)
(Lamarque et al., 2011; Meinshausen et al., 2011a, 2011b; van Vuuren
et al., 2011). As an integrated product, the RCP-prescribed emissions,
abundances and RF used in the CMIP5 model ensembles do not reflect
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the current best understanding of natural and anthropogenic emissions, atmospheric chemistry and biogeochemistry and RF of climate
(Chapters 2, 6 and 8) (see, e.g., Dlugokencky et al., 2011; Prather et al.,
2012; Lamarque et al., 2013; Stevenson et al., 2013; Voulgarakis et al.,
2013; Young et al., 2013). Rather, the best estimates of atmospheric
abundances and associated RF include a more complete atmospheric
chemistry description and a fuller set of uncertainties than considered
in the RCPs provided to the CMIP5 models. While this widens the range
of climate forcing for each individual scenario, this uncertainty generally remains smaller than the range across the four RCP scenarios.
11.3.5.1.1 Methane, nitrous oxide and the fluorinated gases
Kyoto GHG abundances projected to year 2100 are given in Annex II
(Tables AII.4.1–AII.4.15) as both RCP published values (Meinshausen
et al., 2011b) and derived from the RCP anthropogenic emissions pathways. The latter includes current best estimates of atmospheric chemistry and natural sources, with uncertainties (denoted RCP&). Emissions
of CH4 and N2O, primarily from the agriculture, forestry and other land
use sectors (AFOLU) are uncertain, typically by 25% or more (Prather
et al., 2009; NRC, 2010). Following the method of Prather et al. (2012)
a best estimate and uncertainty range for the year 2011 anthropogenic
and natural emissions of CH4 and N2O are derived using updated AR5
values (see Chapters 2, 5 and 6). The re-scaled RCP& anthropogenic-only emissions of CH4 and N2O are given in Tables AII.2.2 and AII.2.3 and
differ from the published RCPs by a single scale factor for each species.
An uncertainty range for 2011 values (likely, ±1 standard deviation
in %, based on Prather et al. 2012) is applied to all subsequent years.
Abundances are then integrated using these rescaled RCP& anthropogenic emissions, the best estimate for natural emissions, and a model
projecting changes in tropospheric OH (see Holmes et al., 2013; for
details). Similar scaling to match current observational constraints
(harmonization) was done for the SRES emissions (Prather et al., 2001)
and the RCPs (Meinshausen et al., 2011b). However, these earlier harmonizations used older values for lifetimes and natural sources, and
did not provide estimates of uncertainty.
Combining CH4 observations, lifetime estimates for the present day,
the ACCMIP studies, plus estimated limits on changing natural sources, gives a year 2011 total anthropogenic CH4 emission of 354 ± 45
Tg(CH4) yr–1 (Montzka et al., 2011; Prather et al., 2012) (Chapters 2,
6 and 8). The RCP total emission lies within 10% of this value, and
thus the scaling factor between the RCP& and RCP total emission, is
small (Table AII.2.2). Projection of the tropospheric OH lifetime of CH4
(AII.5.8) is based on the ACCMIP simulations of the RCPs for 2100 time
slice simulations (Voulgarakis et al., 2013), other modelling studies
(Stevenson et al., 2006; John et al., 2012) and multi-model sensitivity analyses of key factors (Holmes et al., 2013) that includes uncertainties in emissions from agricultural, forest and land use sources, in
atmospheric lifetimes, and in chemical feedbacks and loss. Lifetimes,
and thus future CH4 abundances, decrease slowly under RCP2.6 and
RCP4.5, remain almost constant under RCP6.0 and increase slowly
under RCP8.5. Future changes in natural sources of CH4 due to land
use and climate change are included in a few CMIP5 models and may
alter future CH4 abundances (Chapter 6), but there is limited evidence,
and thus these changes are not included in the RCP& projections.
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Figure 11.21 | Projections for CH4 (a) anthropogenic emissions (MtCH4 yr–1) and (b)
atmospheric abundances (ppb) for the four RCP scenarios (2010–2100). Natural emissions in 2010 are estimated to be 202 ± 35 MtCH4 yr–1 (see Chapter 8). The thick solid
lines show the published RCP2.6 (light blue), RCP4.5 (dark blue), RCP6.0 (orange) and
RCP8.5 (red) values. Thin lines with markers show values from this assessment (denoted as RCPn.n&, following methods of Prather et al. (2012) and Holmes et al. (2013):
red plus, RCP8.5; orange square, RCP6.0; light blue circle, RCP4.5; dark blue asterisk,
RCP2.6. The shaded region shows the likely range from the Monte Carlo calculations
that consider uncertainties, including in current anthropogenic emissions.

The resulting best estimates of total CH4 anthropogenic emissions and
abundances (RCP&) are compared with RCP values in Figure 11.21.
For RCP2.6, the CH4 abundance is projected to decline continuously
over the century by about 30%, whereas in RCP 4.5 and 6.0 it peaks
mid-century and then declines to below the year 2011 abundance by
the end of the century. Throughout the century, the uncertainty in CH4
abundance for an individual scenario is less than range from RCP2.6
to RCP8.5. For example, by year 2020 the spread in CH4 abundance
across the RCPs is already large, 1720 to 1920 ppb, with uncertainty in
each scenario estimated at only ±20 ppb. The likely range for RCP& CH4
is 30% wider than that in the RCP CH4 abundances used to force the
CMIP5 models (Figure 11.21): by year 2100 the likely range of RCP8.5&
CH4 abundance extends 520 ppb above the single-valued RCP8.5 CH4
abundance, and RCP2.6& CH4 extends 230 ppb below RCP2.6 CH4.
Substantial effort has gone into identifying and quantifying individual
sources of N2O (see Chapter 6) but less into evaluating its lifetime and
chemical feedbacks. Recent multi-model, chemistry–climate studies
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(CCMVal) project a more vigorous stratospheric overturning by 2100
that is expected to shorten the N2O lifetime (Oman et al., 2010; Strahan
et al., 2011), but no evaluation of the lifetime is reported. Here we combine observations of N2O (pre-industrial, present, and present trends;
Chapter 2), with two modern studies of the lifetime (Hsu and Prather,
2010; Fleming et al., 2011), and a Monte Carlo method (Prather et al.,
2012) to estimate a year 2011 total anthropogenic emission of 6.7 ±
1.3 TgN(N2O) yr–1 (Table AII.2.3). All RCP N2O (anthropogenic) emissions are reduced by 20% so that year 2011 values are consistent with
an observationally constrained budget using a longer lifetime than
adopted by the RCPs (Table AII.2.3). The N2O lifetime (Table AII.5.9)
is projected to decrease by 2 to 4% by year 2100, due to changing
circulation and chemistry in the stratosphere (Fleming et al., 2011) and
to the negative chemical feedback on its own lifetime (Prather and
Hsu, 2010). In the near term, the spread in N2O across RCP&s is small:
330 to 332 ± 4 ppb in year 2020; 346 to 365 ± 11 ppb in year 2050. By
year 2100, the range of best-estimate N2O concentrations across the
RCP&s (354–425 ppb) is 20% smaller than that across the RCPs (344–
435 ppb), but the likely range in RCP&s encompasses the RCP range.
Recent measurements show some discrepancies with bottom-up
inventories of the industrially produced, synthetic fluorinated (F) gases
(AII.2.4 to AII.2.15). European HFC-23 emissions are greatly under-reported (Keller et al., 2011) while HFC-125 and 152a are roughly consistent with emissions inventories (Brunner et al., 2012). Globally, HFC365mfc and HFC-245fa emissions are overestimated (Vollmer et al.,
2011) while SF6 appears to be under-reported (Levin et al., 2010). For
HFC-134a, combining current measurements and lifetimes (Table 2.1,
Chapter 8; WMO, 2010; Prather et al., 2012) gives an estimate of 2010
emissions (~150 Gg yr–1) that is consistent with the RCP range (139 to
153 Gg yr–1). Without clear guidance on how to correct or place uncertainty on the RCP F-gas emissions, the RCP emissions are reported
without uncertainty estimates in Annex II Tables AII.2.4 to AII.2.15. For
the very long-lived SF6 and perfluorocarbons (CF4, C2F6, C6F10) uncertainty in lifetimes does not significantly affect the projected abundances over the 21st century (AII.4.4 to AII.4.7). Projected HFC abundances
depend on the changes in tropospheric OH, which determines their
atmospheric lifetime (Chapter 8). The relative change in hydroxyl radical (OH), as indicated by the projected OH lifetime of CH4 (AII.5.8), is
used to project HFCs including uncertainties (likely range) (AII.4.8 to
AII.4.15) (Prather et al., 2012).
Scenarios for the ozone-depleting GHG under control of the Montreal
Protocol (chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), HCFCs, halons in AII.4.16) follow
scenario A1 of the 2010 WMO Ozone Assessment (WMO, 2010; Table
5-A3). All CFC abundances decline throughout the century, but some
HCFC abundances increase to 2030 before their phase-out and decline.
The summed ERF of all these F-gases is approximately constant (0.35
to 0.39 W m–2) up to year 2040 for all RCPs but declines thereafter. In
RCP8.5, the drop in ERF from the Montreal Protocol gases is nearly
made up by the growth in HFCs (Tables AII.6.4 to AII.6.6, Chapter 8).
11.3.5.1.2 Tropospheric and stratospheric O3
Projected O3 changes are broken into tropospheric and stratospheric
columns (Dobson Unit (DU); see AII.5.1 and AII.5.2) because each has
different driving factors and RF efficiencies (Chapter 8). Tropospheric
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O3 changes are driven by anthropogenic emissions of CH4, NOx, CO,
NMVOC (AII.2.2.16 to AII.2.2.18). Small changes (<10%) are projected over the next few decades. By 2100 tropospheric O3 decreases in
RCP2.6, 4.5 and 6.0 but increases in RCP8.5 due to CH4 increases.
Higher tropospheric temperatures and humidity drive a decline in tropospheric O3, but stratospheric O3 recovery and increased stratosphere–
troposphere exchange can counter that (Shindell et al., 2006; Zeng et
al., 2008, 2010; Kawase et al., 2011; Lamarque et al., 2011). The latter
effect is difficult to quantify but it is included in some of the ACCMIP
and CMIP5 models used to project tropospheric O3. Changes in natural emissions of NOx, particularly soil and lightning NOx, and biogenic
NMVOC may also alter tropospheric O3 abundances (Wild, 2007; Wu et
al., 2007). However, global estimates of their change with climate (e.g.,
Kesik et al., 2006; Monson et al., 2007; Butterbach-Bahl et al., 2009;
Price, 2013) remain highly uncertain.
Best estimates for projected tropospheric O3 change following the RCP
scenarios (Table AII.5.2) are based on ACCMIP time slice simulations
for 2030 and 2100 with chemistry–climate models (Young et al., 2013)
and the CMIP5 simulations (Eyring et al., 2013). There is high confidence in these results because similar estimates are obtained when
projections are made using the response of tropospheric O3 to key
forcing factors that vary across scenarios (Prather et al., 2001; Stevenson et al., 2006; Oman et al., 2010; Wild et al., 2012). The ACCMIP
models show a wide range in tropospheric O3 burden changes from
2000 to 2100: –5 DU (–15%) in RCP2.6 to +5 DU in RCP8.5. The CMIP5
results are similar but not identical: –3 DU (–9%) to +10 DU (+30%).
The 2030 and 2100 multi-model mean estimates are more robust for
ACCMIP which includes 5 to 11 models (range depends on time slice
and scenario) than for CMIP5 (4 models). Tropospheric O3 changes in
the near term (2030–2040) are small (±2 DU), except for RCP8.5 (>3
DU), which shows continued growth through to 2100 driven primarily
by CH4 increases. The ERF from tropospheric O3 changes (AII.6.7b) parallels the O3 burden change (Stevenson et al., 2013).
Stratospheric O3 is being driven by declining chlorine levels, changing
N2O and CH4, cooler temperatures from increased CO2, and a more
vigorous overturning circulation in the stratosphere driven by more
wave propagation under climate change (Butchart et al., 2006; Eyring
et al., 2010; Oman et al., 2010). Overall stratospheric O3 is expected
to increase in the coming decades, reversing the majority of the loss
that occurred between 1980 and 2000. Best estimates for global mean
stratospheric O3 change under the RCP scenarios (Table AII.5.1) are
taken from the CMIP5 results (Eyring et al., 2013). By 2100 stratospheric O3 columns show a 5 to 7% increase above 2000 levels for all RCPs,
recovering to within 1% of the pre-ozone hole 1980 levels by 2050, but
with latitudinal differences.
11.3.5.1.3

Aerosols

Aerosol species can be emitted directly (mineral dust, sea salt, BC
and some organic carbon (OC)) or indirectly through precursor gases
(SO2, ammonia, nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons); see Chapter 7. CMIP5
models (Lamarque et al., 2011; Shindell et al., 2013) have projected
changes in aerosol burden (Tg) and aerosol optical depth (AOD) to year
2100 using RCP emissions for anthropogenic source (Tables AII.5.3 to
AII.5.8). Total AOD is dominated by dust and sea salt, but absorbing
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aerosol optical depth (AAOD) is primarily of anthropogenic origin
(Chapter 7). Uniformly, anthropogenic aerosols decrease under RCPs
as expected from the declining emissions (11.3.5, Figure 8.2, AII.2.17
to AII.2.22). From years 2010 to 2030 the aerosol burdens decrease
across the RCPs but at varied rates: for sulphate from 6% (RCP8.5)
to 23% (RCP2.6); for BC from 5% (RCP4.5) to 15% (RCP2.6), and for
OC from 0% (RCP6.0) to 11% (RCP4.5). The summed aerosol loading of these three anthropogenic components drop from year 2010 to
year 2030 by 5% to 12% (across RCPs), and by year 2100 this drop is
24% to 39% (Tables AII.5.5 to AII.5.7). These evolving aerosol loadings
reduce the magnitude of the negative aerosol forcing (Chapter 8; Table
AII.6.9) even in the near term (11.3.6.1).

11.3.5.2 Projections of Air Quality for the 21st Century
Future air quality depends on anthropogenic emissions (local, regional
and global), natural biogenic emissions and the physical climate (e.g.,
Steiner et al., 2006, 2010; Meleux et al., 2007; Tao et al., 2007; Wu et al.,
2008; Doherty et al., 2009; Carlton et al., 2010; Tai et al., 2010; Hoyle
et al., 2011). This assessment focuses on O3 and PM2.5 in surface air,
reflecting the preponderance of published literature and multi-model
assessments for these air pollutants (e.g., HTAP, 2010a) plus the chemistry–climate CMIP5 and ACCMIP model simulations. Nitrogen and acid
deposition is addressed in Chapter 6. Toxic atmospheric species such as
mercury and persistent organic pollutants are outside this assessment
(Jacob and Winner, 2009; NRC, 2009; HTAP, 2010b, 2010c).
The global and continental-scale surface O3 and PM2.5 changes assessed
here include (1) the impact of climate change (Section 11.3.5.2.1), and
(2) the impact of changing global and regional anthropogenic emissions (Section 11.3.5.2.2). Changes in local emissions within a metropolitan region or surrounding air basin on local air quality projections are not assessed here. Anthropogenic emissions of O3 precursors
include NOx, CH4, CO, and NMVOC; PM2.5 is both directly emitted (OC,
BC) and produced photochemically from precursor emissions (NOx,
NH3, SO2, NMVOC) (see Tables AII.2.2,16-22). Recent reviews describe
the impact of temperature-driven processes on O3 and PM2.5 air quality from observational and modelling evidence (Isaksen et al., 2009;
Jacob and Winner, 2009; Fiore et al., 2012). Projecting future air quality
empirically from a mean surface warming using the observed correlation with temperature is problematic, as there is little evidence that
future pollution episodes can be simply modelled as all else being
equal except for a uniform temperature shift. Air quality relationships
with synoptic conditions may be more robust (e.g., Dharshana et al.,
2010; Appelhans et al., 2012; Tai et al., 2012a, 2012b), but require the
ability to project changes in key conditions such as blocking and stagnation episodes. The response of blocking frequency to global warming
is complex, with summertime increases possible over some regions,
but models are generally biased compared to observed blocking statistics, and indicate even larger uncertainty in projecting changes in
blocking intensity and persistence (Box 14.2).
11.3.5.2.1 Climate-driven changes
Projecting regional air quality faces the challenge of simulating
first the changes in regional climate and then the feedbacks from
atmospheric chemistry and the biosphere. The air pollution response
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to climate-driven changes in the biosphere is uncertain as to sign
because of competing effects: for example, plants currently emit more
NMVOC with warmer temperatures; with higher CO2 and water stress
plants may emit less; with a warmer climate the vegetation types may
shift to emit either more or less NMVOC; shifting vegetation types
may also alter surface uptake of ozone and aerosols; and our understanding of chemical oxidation pathways for biogenic emissions is
incomplete (e.g., Monson et al., 2007; Carlton et al., 2009; Hallquist
et al., 2009; Ito et al., 2009; Pacifico et al., 2009, 2012; Paulot et al.,
2009). Although studies have split the cause of air quality changes
into climate versus emissions, these attributions are difficult to assess
for several reasons: the global-to-regional down-scaling of meteorology that is model dependent (see Chapters 9 and 14; also Manders
et al., 2012), the brief simulations that preclude clear separation of
climate change from climate variability (Nolte et al., 2008; Fiore et al.,
2012; Langner et al., 2012a), and the lack of systematically explored
standard scenarios for local anthropogenic emissions, land use change
and biogenic emissions.

11

Ozone
Globally, a warming climate decreases baseline surface O3 almost everywhere but increases O3 levels in some polluted regions and seasons.
The surface ozone response to climate change alone between 2000
and 2030 is shown in Figure 11.22 (CLIMATE), where the ranges reflect
multi-model differences in spatial averages (solid green lines) and spatial variability within a single model (dashed green lines). There is high
confidence that in unpolluted regions, higher water vapour abundances
and temperatures enhance O3 destruction, leading to lower baseline O3
levels in a warmer climate (e.g., global average in Figure 11.22). Higher
CH4 levels such as in RCP8.5 can offset this climate-driven decrease in
baseline O3. Other large-scale factors that could increase baseline O3 in
a warming climate include increased lightning NOx and stratospheric
influx of O3 (see Section 11.3.5.1). Evidence and agreement are limited regarding the impact of climate change on long-range transport
of pollutants (Wu et al., 2008; HTAP, 2010a; Doherty et al., 2013). The
global chemistry-climate models assessed here (Figures 11.22, 11.23ab)
include most of these feedback processes, but a systematic evaluation
of their relative impacts is lacking.
In polluted regions, observations show that high-O3 episodes correlate
with high temperatures (e.g., Lin et al., 2001; Bloomer et al., 2009; Rasmussen et al., 2012), but these episodes also coincide with cloud-free
enhanced photochemistry and with air stagnation that concentrates
pollution near the surface (e.g., AR4 Box 7.4). Other temperature-related factors, such as biogenic emissions from vegetation and soils,
volatilization of NMVOC, thermal decomposition of organic nitrates to
NOx and wildfire frequency may increase with a warming climate and
are expected to increase surface O3 (e.g., Doherty et al., 2013; Skjøth
and Geels, 2013; and as reviewed by Isaksen et al. (2009), Jacob and
Winner (2009) and Fiore et al. (2012)), although some of these processes are known to have optimal temperature ranges (e.g., Sillman and
Samson, 1995; Guenther et al., 2006; Steiner et al., 2010). Overall, the
integrated effect of these processes on O3 remains poorly understood,
and they have been implemented with varying levels of complexity in
the models assessed here.
Models show that a warmer atmosphere can lead to local O3 increases during the peak pollution season (e.g., by 2 to 6 ppb within Cen1000
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tral Europe by 2030; green dashed line for Europe in Figure 11.22).
Regional models projecting summer daytime statistics tend to simulate a wider range of climate-driven changes (e.g., Zhang et al., 2008;
Avise et al., 2012; Kelly et al., 2012), with most studies focusing on
2050 (Fiore et al., 2012) or beyond. For example, summer temperature extremes over parts of Europe are projected to warm more than
the corresponding mean local temperatures due to enhanced variability at interannual to intraseasonal time scales (see Section 12.4.3.3).
Several modelling studies note a longer season for O3 pollution in a
warmer world (Nolte et al., 2008; Racherla and Adams, 2008). For some
regions, models agree on the sign of the O3 response to a warming
climate (e.g., increases in northeastern USA and southern Europe;
decreases in northern Europe), but they often disagree (e.g., the midwest, southeast, and western USA (Jacob and Winner, 2009; Weaver et
al., 2009; Langner et al., 2012a; Langner et al., 2012b; Manders et al.,
2012)). Several studies have suggested a role for changing synoptic
meteorology on future air pollution levels (Leibensperger et al., 2008;
Jacob and Winner, 2009; Weaver et al., 2009; Lang and Waugh, 2011;
Tai et al., 2012a, 2012b; Turner et al., 2013), but projected regional
changes in synoptic conditions are uncertain (see Sections 11.3.2.4,
12.4.3.3 and Box 14.2). Observational and modelling evidence together indicate that, all else being equal, a warming climate is expected to
increase surface O3 in polluted regions (medium confidence), although
a systematic evaluation of all the factors driving extreme pollution episodes is lacking.
Aerosols
Evaluations as to whether climate change will worsen or improve
aerosol pollution are model-dependent. Assessments are confounded by opposing influences on the individual species contributing to
total PM2.5 and large interannual variability caused by the small-scale
meteorology (e.g., convection and precipitation) that controls aerosol
concentrations (Mahmud et al., 2010). For a full discussion, see Chapter 7. Higher temperatures generally decrease nitrate aerosol through
enhanced volatility but increase sulphate aerosol through faster production, although observed PM2.5–temperature correlations also reflect
humidity and synoptic meteorology (e.g., Aw and Kleeman, 2003; Liao
et al., 2006; Racherla and Adams, 2006; Unger et al., 2006a; Hedegaard
et al., 2008; Jacobson, 2008; Kleeman, 2008; Pye et al., 2009; Tai et
al., 2012b). Natural aerosols may increase with temperature, particularly carbonaceous aerosol from wildfires, mineral dust, and biogenic
secondary organic aerosol (SOA; Section 7.3.5; Mahowald and Luo,
2003; Tegen et al., 2004; Jickells et al., 2005; Woodward et al., 2005;
Mahowald et al., 2006; Liao et al., 2007; Mahowald, 2007; Tagaris et
al., 2007; Heald et al., 2008; Spracklen et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2010;
Yue et al., 2010; Carvalho et al., 2011; Fiore et al., 2012). SOA formation
also depends on anthropogenic emissions and atmospheric oxidizing
capacity (Carlton et al., 2010; Jiang et al., 2010).
Aerosols are scavenged from the atmosphere by precipitation and
direct deposition (see Chapter 7). Hence most components of PM2.5 are
anti-correlated with precipitation (Tai et al., 2010), and aerosol burdens are expected to decrease on average where precipitation increases (Racherla and Adams, 2006; Liao et al., 2007; Tagaris et al., 2007;
Zhang et al., 2008; Avise et al., 2009; Pye et al., 2009). However, a shift
in the frequency and type of precipitation may be as important as the
change in mean precipitation (see Chapter 7). Seasonal and regional
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The largest surface O3 changes under the RCP scenarios are much
smaller than those projected under the older SRES scenarios (Figures
11.22 and 11.23a; Table AII.7; Lamarque et al., 2011; Wild et al., 2012).
By 2100, global annual multi-model mean surface O3 rises by 12 ppb
in SRES A2, but by only 3 ppb in RCP8.5. Much larger O3 decreases
are projected to occur by 2030 under the MFR scenario (Figure 11.22),
which assumes that existing control technologies are applied uniformly across the globe (Dentener et al., 2006).
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Figure 11.22 | Changes in surface O3 (ppb) between year 2000 and 2030 driven by
climate alone (CLIMATE, green) or driven by emissions alone, following current legislation (CLE, black), maximum feasible reductions (MFR, grey), SRES (blue) and RCP (red)
emission scenarios. Results are reported globally and for the four northern mid-latitude
source regions used by the Task Force on Hemispheric Transport of Air Pollution (HTAP,
2010a). Where two vertical bars are shown (CLE, MFR, SRES ), they represent the multimodel standard deviation of the annual mean based on (left bar; SRES includes A2
only) the Atmospheric Composition Change: a European Network (ACCENT)/Photocomp
study (Dentener et al., 2006) and (right bar) the parametric HTAP ensemble (Wild et
al., 2012; four SRES and RCP scenarios included). Under Global, the leftmost (dashed
green) vertical bar denotes the spatial range in climate-only changes from one model
(Stevenson et al., 2005) while the green square shows global annual mean climate-only
changes in another model (Unger et al., 2006b). Under Europe, the dashed green bar
denotes the range of climate-only changes in summer daily maximum O3 in one model
(Forkel and Knoche 2006). (Adapted from Figure 3 of Fiore et al., 2012.)

differences in aerosol burdens versus precipitation further preclude a
simple scaling of aerosol response to precipitation changes (Kloster et
al., 2010; Fang et al., 2011). Climate-driven changes in the frequency
of drizzle and the mixing depths or ventilation of the surface layer also
influence projected changes in PM2.5 (e.g., Kleeman, 2008; Dawson et
al., 2009; Jacob and Winner, 2009; Mahmud et al., 2010), and aerosols
in turn can influence locally clouds, precipitation and scavenging (e.g.,
Zhang et al., 2010b; see Section 7.6).
While PM2.5 is expected to decrease in regions where precipitation
increases, the climate variability at these scales results in only low confidence for projections at best. Further, consensus is lacking on the
other factors including climate-driven changes in biogenic and mineral
dust aerosols, leading to no confidence level being attached to the
overall impact of climate change on PM2.5 distributions.
11.3.5.2.2 Changes driven by regional and global anthropogenic
pollutant emissions
Projections for annual-mean surface O3 and PM2.5 for 2000 through
2100 are shown in Figures 11.23a and 11.25b, respectively. Changes are
spatially averaged over selected world (land-only) regions and include
the combined effects of emission and climate changes under the RCPs.
Results are taken from the ACCMIP models and a subset of the CMIP5
models that included atmospheric chemistry. Large interannual variations are evident in the CMIP5 transient simulations, and large regional
variations occur in both the CMIP5 and the ACCMIP decadal time slice
simulations (see Lamarque et al., (2013) for ACCMIP overview).

For RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP6.0, the CMIP5/ACCMIP models project that continental-scale spatially averaged near-term surface O3
decreases or changes little (–4 to +1 ppb) from 2000 to 2030 for all
regions except South Asia, whereas the long-term change to 2100 is
a consistent decrease (–14 to –3 ppb) for all regions (Figure 11.23a;
and Table AII.7.3). For RCP8.5, the CMIP5/ACCMIP models project
continental-scale spatial average surface O3 increases of up to +5 ppb
for both 2030 and 2100 (Figure 11.23a; Table AII.7.3). The increases under RCP8.5 reflect the prominent rise in methane abundances
(Kawase et al., 2011; Lamarque et al., 2011; Wild et al., 2012), which
by 2100 raise background O3 levels by 5 to 14 ppb over continental-scale regions, and on average by about 8 ppb (25% above current
levels) above RCP4.5 and RCP6.0 which include more stable methane
pathways over the 21st century (high confidence). Earlier studies have
shown that rising CH4 abundances (and global NOx emissions) increase
baseline O3, and can offset aggressive local emission reductions and
lengthen the O3 pollution season (Jacob et al., 1999; Prather et al.,
2001, 2003; Fiore et al., 2002, 2009; Hogrefe et al., 2004; Granier et
al., 2006; Szopa et al., 2006; Tao et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2008; Lin et
al., 2008; Wu et al., 2008; Avise et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2009b;HTAP,
2010a; Wild et al., 2012; Lei et al., 2013).
The O3 changes driven by the RCP emissions scenarios with fixed,
present-day climate (Figure 11.22; Wild et al., 2012) are similar to the
changes estimated with the full chemistry–climate models (Figure
11.23a). Although the regions considered are not identical, the evidence supports a major role for global emissions in determining nearterm O3 concentrations. Overall, the multi-model ranges associated
with the influence of near-term climate change on global and regional
O3 air quality are smaller than those across emission scenarios (Figure
11.22; HTAP, 2010a; Wild et al., 2012).
Aerosol changes driven by anthropogenic emissions depend somewhat
on oxidant levels (e.g., Unger et al., 2006a; Kleeman, 2008; Leibensperger et al., 2011a), but generally sulphate follows SO2 emissions and
carbonaceous aerosols follow the primary elemental and OC emissions. Competition between sulphate and nitrate for ammonium (see
Chapter 7) means that reducing SO2 emissions while increasing NH3
emissions as in the RCPs (Tables AII.2.19 and AII.2.20) would lead to
near-term nitrate aerosol levels equal to or higher than those of sulphate in some regions; see Section 7.3.5.2 (Bauer et al., 2007; Pye et
al., 2009; Bellouin et al., 2011; Henze et al., 2012).
Regional PM2.5 in the CMIP5 and ACCMIP chemistry–climate models
following the RCP scenarios generally declines over the 21st century, with little difference across the individual scenarios except for the
South and East Asia regions (Figure 11.23b). The noisy projections
over Africa, the Middle East and to some extent Australia, reflect dust
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sources and their strong dependence on interannual meteorological
variability. Over the two Asian regions, different PM2.5 levels between
the RCPs are due to (1) OC emission trajectories over South Asia and
(2) combined changes in carbonaceous aerosol and SO2 over East Asia
(Fiore et al., 2012) (Figure 8.SM.1).
Global emissions of aerosols and precursors can contribute to high-PM
events. For example, dust trans-oceanic transport events are observed
to increase aerosols in downwind regions (Prospero, 1999; Grousset
et al., 2003; Chin et al., 2007; Fairlie et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2008;
Liu et al., 2009; Ramanathan and Feng, 2009; HTAP, 2010a). The balance between regional and global anthropogenic emissions versus
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c limate-driven changes for PM2.5 will vary regionally with future changes in precipitation, wildfires, dust and biogenic emissions.
In summary, lower air pollution levels are projected following the
RCP emissions as compared to the SRES emissions in the TAR and
AR4, reflecting implementation of air pollution control measures (high
confidence). The range in projections of air quality is driven primarily
by emissions (including CH4) rather than by physical climate change
(medium confidence). The total emission-driven range in air quality—
including the CLE and MFR scenarios—is larger than that spanned by
the RCPs (see Section 11.3.5.1 for comparison of RCPs and SRES).
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Figure 11.23a | Projected changes in annual mean surface O3 (ppb mole fraction) from 2000 to 2100 following the RCP scenarios (8.5, red; 6.0, orange; 4.5, light blue; 2.6, dark
blue). Results in each box are averaged over the designated coloured land regions. Continuous coloured lines and shading denote the average and full range of four chemistry–climate models (GFDL-CM3, GISS-E2-R, and NCAR-CAM3.5 from CMIP5 plus LMDz-ORINCA). Coloured dots and vertical black bars denote the average and full range of the ACCMIP
models (CESM-CAM-superfast, CICERO-OsloCTM2, CMAM, EMAC-DLR, GEOSCCM, GFDL-AM3, HadGEM2, MIROC-CHEM, MOCAGE, NCAR-CAM3.5, STOC-HadAM3, UM-CAM)
for decadal time slices centred on 2010, 2030, 2050 and 2100. Participation in the decadal slices ranges from 2 to 12 models (see (Lamarque et al., 2013)). Changes are relative to
the 1986–2005 reference period for the CMIP5 transient simulations, and relative to the average of the 1980 and 2000 decadal time slices for the ACCMIP ensemble. The average
value and model standard deviation for the reference period is shown in the top of each panel for CMIP5 models (left) and ACCMIP models (right). In cases where multiple ensemble
members are available from a single model, they are averaged prior to inclusion in the multi-model mean. (Adapted from Fiore et al., 2012.)
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Figure 11.23b | Projected changes in annual mean surface PM2.5 (micrograms per cubic metre of aerosols with diameter less than 2.5 μm) from 2000 to 2100 following the RCP
scenarios (8.5 red, 6.0 orange, 4.5 light blue, 2.6 dark blue). PM2.5 values are calculated as the sum of individual aerosol components (black carbon + organic carbon + sulphate
+ secondary organic aerosol + 0.1*dust + 0.25*sea salt). Nitrate was not reported for most models and is not included here. See Figure 11.23a for details, but note that fewer
models contribute: GISS-E2-R and GFDL-CM3 from CMIP5; CICERO-OsloCTM2, GEOSCCM, GFDL-AM3, HadGEM2, MIROC-CHEM, and NCAR-CAM3.5 from ACCMIP. (Adapted
from Fiore et al., 2012.)

11.3.5.2.3 Extreme weather and air pollution
Extreme air quality episodes are associated with changing weather
patterns, such as heat waves and stagnation episodes (Logan, 1989;
Vukovich, 1995; Cox and Chu, 1996; Mickley et al., 2004; Stott et
al., 2004). Heat waves are generally associated with poor air quality
(Ordóñez et al., 2005; Vautard et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2006b; Struzewska
and Kaminski, 2008; Tressol et al., 2008; Vieno et al., 2010; Hodnebrog
et al., 2012). Although anthropogenic climate change has increased
the near-term risk of such heat waves (Stott et al., 2004; Clark et al.,
2010; Diffenbaugh and Ashfaq, 2010; Chapter 10; Section 11.3.2.5.1),
projected changes in the frequency of regional air stagnation events,
which are largely driven by blocking events, remain difficult to assess:
the frequency of blocking events with persistent high pressure is

p rojected to decrease in a warming climate but increases may occur
in some regions, and projected changes in their intensity and duration
remain uncertain (Chapters 9 and 14; Box 14.2). Projections in regional
air pollution extremes are necessarily conditioned on projected changes in these weather patterns. The severity of extreme pollution events
also depends on local emissions (see references in Fiore et al., 2012).
Feedbacks from vegetation (higher biogenic NMVOC emissions, lower
stomatal uptake of O3 with higher temperatures) can combine with
similar positive feedbacks via dust and wildfires to worsen air pollution
and its impacts during heat waves (Lee et al., 2006a; Jiang et al., 2008;
Royal Society, 2008; Flannigan et al., 2009; Andersson and Engardt,
2010; Vieno et al., 2010; Hodnebrog et al., 2012; Jaffe and Wigder,
2012; Mues et al., 2012).
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There is high agreement across numerous modelling studies projecting
increases in extreme O3 pollution events over the USA and Europe,
but the projections do not consistently agree at the regional level
(Kleeman, 2008; Jacob and Winner, 2009; Jacobson and Streets, 2009;
Weaver et al., 2009; Huszar et al., 2011; Katragkou et al., 2011; Langner
et al., 2012b) because they depend on accurate projections of local
emissions, regional climate and poorly understood biospheric feedbacks. Although observational evidence clearly demonstrates a strong
statistical correlation between extreme temperatures (heat waves) and
pollution events, this temperature correlation reflects in part the coincident occurrence of stagnation events and clear skies that also drive
extreme pollution. Mechanistic understanding of biogenic emissions,
deposition and atmospheric chemistry is consistent with a temperature-driven increase in pollution extremes in already polluted regions,
although these processes may not scale simply with mean temperature under a changing climate (see Section 11.3.5.2.1), and better projections of the changing meteorology at regional scales are needed.
Assuming all else is equal (e.g., local anthropogenic emissions) this
collective evidence indicates that uniformly higher temperatures in
polluted environments will trigger regional feedbacks during air stagnation episodes that will increase peak pollution (medium confidence).

11.3.6 Additional Uncertainties in Projections of
Near-term Climate

11

As discussed in Section 11.3.1, most of the projections presented in
Sections 11.3.2 to 11.3.4 are based on the RCP4.5 scenario and rely
on the spread among the CMIP5 ensemble of opportunity as an ad hoc
measure of uncertainty. It is possible that the real world might follow
a path outside (above or below) the range projected by the CMIP5
models. Such an eventuality could arise if there are processes operating
in the real world that are missing from, or inadequately represented in,
the models. Two main possibilities must be considered: (1) Future radiative and other forcings may diverge from the RCP4.5 scenario and,
more generally, could fall outside the range of all the RCP scenarios; (2)
The response of the real climate system to radiative and other forcing
may differ from that projected by the CMIP5 models. A third possibility
is that internal fluctuations in the real climate system are inadequately
simulated in the models. The fidelity of the CMIP5 models in simulating
internal climate variability is discussed in Chapter 9.
Future changes in RF will be caused by anthropogenic and natural
processes. The consequences for near-term climate of uncertainties
in anthropogenic emissions and land use are discussed in Section
11.3.6.1. The uncertainties in natural RF that are most important for
near-term climate are those associated with future volcanic eruptions
and variations in the radiation received from the Sun (solar output),
and are discussed in Section 11.3.6.2. In addition, carbon cycle and
other biogeochemical feedbacks in a warming climate could potentially lead to abundances of CO2 and CH4 (and hence RF) outside the
range of the RCP scenarios, but these feedbacks are not expected to
play a major role in near term climate—see Chapters 6 and 12 for
further discussion.
The response of the climate system to radiative and other forcing is
influenced by a very wide range of processes, not all of which are
adequately simulated in the CMIP5 models (Chapter 9). Of particular
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concern for projections are mechanisms that could lead to major ‘surprises’ such as an abrupt or rapid change that affects global-to-continental scale climate. Several such mechanisms are discussed in this
assessment report; these include: rapid changes in the Arctic (Section
11.3.4 and Chapter 12), rapid changes in the ocean’s overturning circulation (Chapter 12), rapid change of ice sheets (Chapter 13) and
rapid changes in regional monsoon systems and hydrological climate
(Chapter 14). Additional mechanisms may also exist as synthesized in
Chapter 12. These mechanisms have the potential to influence climate
in the near term as well as in the long term, albeit the likelihood of
substantial impacts increases with global warming and is generally
lower for the near term. Section 11.3.6.3 provides an overall assessment of projections for global mean surface air temperature, taking
into account all known quantifiable uncertainties.

11.3.6.1 Uncertainties in Future Anthropogenic Forcing
and the Consequences for Near-term Climate
Climate projections for periods prior to year 2050 are not very sensitive to available alternative scenarios for anthropogenic CO2 emissions
(see Section 11.3.2.1.1; Stott and Kettleborough, 2002; Meehl et al.,
2007b). Near-term projections, however, may be sensitive to changes
in emissions of climate forcing agents with lifetimes shorter than CO2,
particularly the GHGs CH4 (lifetime of a decade), tropospheric O3 (lifetime of weeks), and tropospheric aerosols (lifetime of days). Although
the RCPs and SRES scenarios span a similar range of total effective
radiative forcing (ERF, see Section 7.5, Figure 7.3, Chapter 8), they
include different ranges of ERF from aerosol, CH4, and tropospheric O3
(see Section 11.3.5.1, Tables AII.6.2 and AII.6.7 to AII.6.10). From years
2000 to 2030 the change in ERF across the RCPs ranges from –0.05 to
+0.14 W m–2 for CH4 and from –0.04 to +0.08 W m–2 for tropospheric O3
(Tables AII.6.2 and AII.6.7; Stevenson et al., 2013). From years 2000 to
2030 the total aerosol ERF becomes less negative, increasing by +0.26
W m–2 for RCP8.5 (only RCP evaluated; for ACCMIP results see Table
AII.6.9; Shindell et al., 2013). Total ERF change across scenarios derived
from the CMIP5 ensemble can be compared only beginning in 2010.
For the period 2010 to 2030, total ERF in the CMIP5 decadal averages
increases by +0.5 to +1.0 W m–2 (RCP2.6 and RCP6.0 to RCP8.5; Table
AII.6.10) while total ERF from the published RCPs increases by +0.7
to +1.1 W m–2 (RCP2.6 and RCP6.0 to RCP8.5, Table AII.6.8). Here we
re-examine the near-term temperature increases projected from the
RCPs (see Section 11.3.2.1.1) and assess the potential for changes in
near-term anthropogenic forcing to induce climate responses that fall
outside these scenarios.
For the different RCP pathways the increase in global mean surface
temperature by 2026–2035 relative to the reference period 1986-2005
ranges from 0.74°C (RCP2.6 and RCP6.0) to 0.94°C (RCP8.5) (median
of CMIP5 models, see Figure 11.24, Table AII.7.5). This inter-scenario
range of 0.20°C is smaller than the inter-model spread for an individual scenario: 0.33°C to 0.52°C (defined as the 17 to 83% range
of the decadal means of the models). This RCP inter-scenario spread
may be too narrow as discussed in Section 11.3.5.1. The temperature
increase of the most rapidly warming scenario (RCP8.5) emerges from
inter-model spread (i.e., becomes greater than two times the 17 to
83% range) by about 2040, due primarily to increasing CH4 and CO2.
By 2050 the inter-scenario spread is 0.8ºC whereas the model spread
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Figure 11.24a | Near-term increase in global mean surface air temperatures (°C) across scenarios. Increases in 10-year mean (2016–2025, 2026–2035, 2036–2045 and
2046–2055) relative to the reference period (1986–2005) of the globally averaged surface air temperatures. Results are shown for the CMIP5 model ensembles (see Annex I for
listing of models included) for RCP2.6 (dark blue), RCP4.5 (light blue), RCP6.0 (orange), and RCP8.5 (red) and the CMIP3 model ensemble (22 models) for SRES A1b (black). The
multi-model median (square), 17 to 83% range (wide boxes), 5 to 95% range (whiskers) across all models are shown for each decade and scenario. Values are provided in Table
AII.7.5. Also shown are best estimates for a UNEP scenario (UNEP-ref, grey upward triangles) and one that implements technological controls on methane emissions (UNEP CH4, red
downward-pointing triangles) (UNEP and WMO, 2011; Shindell et al., 2012a). Both UNEP scenarios are adjusted to reflect the 1986–2005 reference period. The right-hand floating
axis shows increases in global mean surface air temperature relative to the early instrumental period (0.61°C), defined from the difference between 1850–1900 and 1986–2005 in
the Hadley Centre/Climate Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4) global mean temperature analysis (Chapter 2 and Table AII.1.3). Note that uncertainty
remains on how to match the 1986–2005 reference period in observations with that in CMIP5 results. See discussion of Figure 11.25.

for each scenario is only 0.6ºC. At 2040 the ERF in the published RCPs
ranges from 2.6 (RCP2.6) to 3.6 (RCP8.5) W m–2, and about 40% of this
difference is due to the steady increases in CH4 and tropospheric O3
found only in RCP8.5. RCP6.0 has the lowest ERF and thus warms less
rapidly than other RCPs up to 2030 (Table AII.6.8).
In terms of geographic patterns of warming, differences between
RCP8.5 and RCP2.6 are within ±0.5°C over most of the globe for both
summer and winter seasons for 2016–2035 (Figure 11.24b), but by
2036–2055 RCP8.5 is projected to be warmer than RCP2.6 by 0.5°C
to 1.0°C over most continents, and by more than 1.0°C over the Arctic
in winter. Although studies suggest that the Arctic response is complex
and particularly sensitive to BC aerosols (Flanner et al., 2007; Quinn
et al., 2008; Jacobson, 2010; Ramana et al., 2010; Bond et al., 2013;
Sand et al., 2013), the difference in ERF between RCP2.6 and RCP8.5
is dominated by the GHGs, as the BC atmospheric burden is decreasing through the century with little difference across the RCPs (Table
AII.5.7).
Large changes in emissions of the well-mixed greenhouse gases
(WMGHGs) produce only modest changes in the near term because
these gases are long lived: For example, a 50% cut in Kyoto-gas emissions beginning in 1990 offsets the warming that otherwise would
have occurred by only –0.11°C ± 0.03°C after 12 years (Prather et al.,
2009). In contrast, many studies have noted the large potential for air
pollutant emission reductions to influence near-term climate because
RF from these species responds almost immediately to changes in
emissions. Decreases in sulphate aerosol have occurred through mitigation of both air pollution and fossil-fuel emissions, and are expected
to produce a near-term rise in surface temperatures (e.g., Jacobson and

Streets, 2009; Raes and Seinfeld, 2009; Wigley et al., 2009; Kloster et
al., 2010; Makkonen et al., 2012).
Because global mean aerosol forcing decreases in all RCP scenarios
(AII.5.3 to AII.5.7, AII.6.9; see Section 11.3.5), the potential exists for
a systematic difference between the CMIP3 models forced with the
SRES scenarios and the CMIP5 models forced with the RCP scenarios.
One study directly addressed the impacts of aerosols on climate under
the RCP4.5 scenario, and found that the aerosol emission reductions
induce about a 0.2°C warming in the near term compared with fixed
2005 aerosol levels (more indicative of the SRES CMIP3 aerosols) (Levy
et al., 2013). The cooling over the period 1951–2010 that is attributed to non-WMGHG anthropogenic forcing in the CMIP5 models (Figures 10.4 and 10.5) has a likely range of –0.25°C ± 0.35°C compared
to +0.9°C ± 0.4°C for WMGHG. The non-WMGHG forcing generally
includes the influence of non-aerosol warming agents over the historical period such as tropospheric ozone, and a simple correction would
give an aerosol-only cooling that is about 50% larger in magnitude
(see ERF components, Chapter 8). The near-term reductions in total
aerosol emissions, however, even under the MFR scenario, are at most
about 50% (AII.2.17 to AII.2.22), indicating a maximum near-term
temperature response of about half that induced by the addition of
aerosols over the last century. Hence, the evidence indicates that differences in aerosol loading from the SRES (conservatively assuming
roughly constant aerosols) to the RCP scenarios can increase warming
in the CMIP5 models relative to the CMIP3 models by up to 0.2°C in
the near term for the same WMGHG forcing (medium confidence).
Many studies show that air pollutants influence climate and identify approaches to mitigate both air pollution and global warming by
1005
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(°C)

Figure 11.24b | Global maps of near-term differences in surface air temperature across the RCP scenarios. Differences between (RCP8.5) and low (RCP2.6) scenarios for the CMIP5
model ensemble (31 models) are shown for averages over 2016–2035 (left) and 2036–2055 (right) in boreal winter (December, January and February; top row) and summer (June,
July and August; bottom row).
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decreasing CH4, tropospheric O3 and absorbing aerosols, particularly
BC (e.g., Hansen et al., 2000; Fiore et al., 2002, 2008, 2009; Dentener
et al., 2005; West et al., 2006; Royal Society, 2008; Jacobson, 2010;
Penner et al., 2010; UNEP and WMO, 2011; Anenberg et al., 2012; Shindell et al., 2012b; Unger, 2012; Bond et al., 2013). An alternative set of
technologically based scenarios (UNEP and WMO, 2011) that examined
controls on CH4 and BC emissions designed to reduce tropospheric CH4,
O3 and BC also included reductions of co-emitted species (e.g., CO, OC,
NOx). These reductions were applied in two CMIP5 models, and then
those model responses were combined with the AR4 best estimates
for the range of climate sensitivity and for uncertainty estimates for
each component of RF (Shindell et al., 2012a). This approach provided a
near-term best estimate and range of global mean temperature change
for the reference (UNEP-ref) and CH4-mitigation (UNEP-CH4) scenarios
(Figure 11.24a, adjusted to reflect the 1986–2005 reference period).
Under UNEP-CH4, anthropogenic CH4 emissions decrease by 24% from
2010 to 2030, and global warming is reduced by 0.16°C (best estimate)
at 2030 and by 0.28°C at 2050. A third UNEP scenario (UNEP-BC+CH4;
not shown) adds reductions in BC by 78% onto CH4 mitigation and
reduces warming by an additional 0.12°C (best estimate) at 2030. However, it greatly increases the uncertainty owing to poor understanding
of associated cloud adjustments (i.e., semi-direct and indirect effects)
as well as of the ratio of BC to co-emitted reflective OC aerosols, their
size distributions and mixing states (see Chapter 7, Section 7.5). Corresponding BC reductions in the RCPs are only 4 to 11%.
Beyond global mean temperature, shifting magnitudes and geographic
patterns of emissions may induce aerosol-specific changes in regional atmospheric circulation and precipitation. See Chapter 7, especially
Sections 7.6.2 and 7.6.4, for assessment of this work (Roeckner et al.,
2006; Menon and et al., 2008; Ming et al., 2010, 2011; Ott et al., 2010;
Randles and Ramaswamy, 2010; Allen and Sherwood, 2011; Bollasina
et al., 2011; Leibensperger et al., 2011b;Fyfe et al., 2012; Ganguly et
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al., 2012; Rotstayn et al., 2012; Shindell et al., 2012b; Teng et al., 2012;
Bond et al., 2013). Recent trends in aerosol–fog interactions and snowpack decline are implicated in more rapid regional warming in Europe
(van Oldenborgh et al., 2010; Ceppi et al., 2012; Scherrer et al., 2012),
and coupling of aerosols and soil moisture could increase near-term
local warming in the eastern USA (Mickley et al., 2011). Major changes
in the tropical circulation and rainfall have been attributed to increasing aerosols, but studies often disagree in sign (see Section 11.3.2.4.3,
Chapters 10 and 14). The lack of standardization (e.g., different
regions, different mixtures of reflecting and absorbing aerosols) and
agreement across studies prevents generalization of these findings to
project aerosol-induced changes in regional atmospheric circulation or
precipitation in the near term.
Land use and land cover change (LULCC; see Chapter 6), including
deforestation, forest degradation and agricultural expansion for bioenergy (Georgescu et al., 2009; Anderson-Teixeira et al., 2012), can alter
global climate forcing through changing surface albedo (assessed as
ERF; Chapter 8), the hydrological cycle, GHGs (for CO2, see Chapters 6
and 12), or aerosols. The shift from forest to grassland in many places
since the pre-industrial era has been formally attributed as a cause
of regionally lower mean and extreme temperatures (Christidis et al.,
2013). RCP CO2 and CH4 anthropogenic emissions include land use
changes (Hurtt et al., 2011) that vary with the underlying storylines
and differ across RCPs. These global-scale changes in crop and pasture
land projected over the near term (+2% for RCP2.6 and RCP8.5; –4%
for RCP4.5and RCP6.0) are smaller in magnitude than the 1950–2000
change (+6%) (see Figure 6.23). Overall LULCC has had small impact
on ERF (–0.15 W m–2; see AII.1.2) and thus as projected is not a major
factor in near-term climate change on global scales.
Land use changes can also lead to sustained near-term changes in
regional climate through modification of the biogeophysical proper-
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ties that alter the water and energy cycles. Local- and regional-scale
climate responses to LULCC can exceed those associated with global
mean warming (Baidya Roy and Avissar, 2002; Findell et al., 2007;
Pitman et al., 2009, 2012; Pielke et al., 2011; Boisier et al., 2012;
de Noblet-Ducoudre et al., 2012; Lee and Berbery, 2012). Examples
of LULCC-driven changes include: Brazilian conversion to sugarcane
induces seasonal shifts of 1 to 2°C (Georgescu et al., 2013); European
forested areas experience less severe heat waves (Teuling et al., 2010);
and deforested regions over the Amazon lack deep convective clouds
(Wang et al., 2009). Systematic assessment of near-term, local-to-regional climate change is beyond the scope here.

Although it is possible to detect when various existing volcanoes
become more active, or are more likely to erupt, the precise timing of
an eruption, the amount of SO2 emitted and its distribution in the stratosphere are not predictable until after the eruption. Eruptions comparable to Mt Pinatubo can be expected to cause a short-term cooling
of the climate with related effects on surface climate that persist for a
few years before a return to warming trajectories discussed in Section
11.3.2. Larger eruptions, or several eruptions occurring close together
in time, would lead to larger and/or more persistent effects.

In summary, climate projections for the near term are not very sensitive
to the range in anthropogenic emissions of CO2 and other WMGHGs. By
the 2040s the CMIP5 median for global mean temperature ranges from
a low of +0.9°C (RCP2.6 and RCP6.0) to a high of +1.3°C (RCP8.5)
above the CMIP5 reference period (Figure 11.24a; Table AII.7.5). See
discussion below regarding possible offsets between the observed and
CMIP5 reference periods. Alternative CH4 scenarios incorporating large
emission reductions outside the RCP range would offset near-term
warming by –0.2°C (medium confidence). Aerosols remain a major
source of uncertainty in near-term projections, on both global and
regional scales. Removal of half of the sulphate aerosol, as projected
before 2030 in the MFR scenario and by 2050 in most RCPs, would
increase warming by up to +0.2°C (medium confidence). Actions to
reduce BC aerosol could reduce warming, but the magnitude is highly
uncertain, depending on co-emitted (reflective) aerosols and aerosol-cloud interactions (Chapter 7; Section 7.5). In addition, near-term
climate change, including extremes and precipitation, may be driven
locally by land use change and shifting geographic patterns of aerosols; and these regional climatic effects may exceed those induced by
the global ERF.

Some of the future CMIP5 climate simulations using the RCP scenarios
include an 11-year variation in total solar irradiance (TSI) but no underlying trend beyond 2005. Chapter 10 noted that there has been little
observed trend in TSI during a time period of rapid global warming
since the late 1970s, but that the 11-year solar cycle does introduce
a significant and measurable pattern of response in the troposphere
(Section 10.3.1.1.3). As discussed in Chapter 8 (Section 8.4.1.3), the
Sun has been in a ‘grand solar maximum’ of magnetic activity on the
multi-decadal time scale. However, the most recent solar minimum was
the lowest and longest since 1920, and some studies (e.g., Lockwood,
2010) suggest there could be a continued decline towards a much quieter period in the coming decades, but there is low confidence in these
projections (Section 8.4.1.3). Nevertheless, if there is such a reduction
in solar activity, there is high confidence that the variations in TSI RF
will be much smaller than the projected increased forcing due to GHGs
(Section 8.4.1.3). In addition, studies that have investigated the effect
of a possible decline in TSI on future climate have shown that the associated decrease in global mean surface temperature is much smaller
than the warming expected from increases in anthropogenic GHGs
(Feulner and Rahmstorf, 2010; Jones et al., 2012; Meehl et al., 2013b)
However, regional impacts could be more significant (Xoplaki et al.,
2001; Mann et al., 2009; Gray et al., 2010; Ineson et al., 2011).

11.3.6.2 Uncertainties in Future Natural Radiative Forcing and
the Consequences for Near-term Climate
11.3.6.2.1 The effects of future volcanic eruptions
As discussed in Chapters 8 and 10, explosive volcanic eruptions are the
major cause of natural variations in RF on interannual to decadal time
scales. Most important are large tropical and subtropical eruptions
that inject substantial amounts of SO2 directly into the stratosphere.
The subsequent formation of sulphate aerosols leads to a negative RF
of several watts per metre squared, with a typical lifetime of a year
(Robock, 2000). The eruption of Mt Pinatubo in 1991 was one of the
largest in recent times, with a return period of about three times per
century, but dwarfed by Tambora in 1815 (Gao et al., 2008). Mt Pinatubo caused a rapid drop in a global mean surface air temperature
of several tenths of a degree Celsius over the following year, but this
signal disappeared over the next five years (Hansen et al., 1992; Soden
et al., 2002; Bender et al., 2010). In addition to global mean cooling,
there are effects on the hydrological cycle (e.g., Trenberth and Dai,
2007), atmosphere and ocean circulation (e.g., Stenchikov et al., 2006;
Ottera et al., 2010). The surface climate response typically persists for
a few years, but the subsurface ocean response can persist for decades or centuries, with consequences for sea level rise (Delworth et al.,
2005; Stenchikov et al., 2009; Gregory, 2010; Timmreck, 2012).

11.3.6.2.2 The effects of future changes in solar forcing

As discussed in Section 8.4.1, a recent satellite measurement (Harder
et al., 2009) found much greater than expected reduction at ultraviolet
(UV) wavelengths in the recent declining solar cycle phase. Changes
in solar UV drive stratospheric O3 chemistry and can change RF. Haigh
et al. (2010) show that if these observations are correct, they imply
the opposite relationship between solar RF and solar activity over that
period than has hitherto been assumed. These new measurements
therefore increase uncertainty in estimates of the sign of solar RF, but
they are not expected to alter estimates of the maximum absolute
magnitude of the solar contribution to RF, which remains small (Chapter 8). However, they do suggest the possibility of a much larger impact
of solar variations on the stratosphere than previously thought, and
some studies have suggested that this may lead to significant regional
impacts on climate (as discussed in Section 10.3.1.1.3) that are not
necessarily reflected by the RF metric (see Section 8.4.1).
In summary, possible future changes in solar irradiance could influence
the rate at which global mean surface air temperature increases, but
there is high confidence that this influence will be small in comparison
to the influence of increasing concentrations of GHGs in the atmosphere. Understanding of the impacts of changes in solar irradiance on
continental and sub-continental scale climate remains low.
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 11.2 | How Do Volcanic Eruptions Affect Climate and Our Ability to Predict Climate?
Large volcanic eruptions affect the climate by injecting sulphur dioxide gas into the upper atmosphere (also called
stratosphere), which reacts with water to form clouds of sulphuric acid droplets. These clouds reflect sunlight back
to space, preventing its energy from reaching the Earth’s surface, thus cooling it, along with the lower atmosphere.
These upper atmospheric sulphuric acid clouds also locally absorb energy from the Sun, the Earth and the lower
atmosphere, which heats the upper atmosphere (see FAQ 11.2, Figure 1). In terms of surface cooling, the 1991
Mt Pinatubo eruption in the Philippines, for example, injected about 20 million tons of sulphur dioxide (SO2) into
the stratosphere, cooling the Earth by about 0.5°C for up to a year. Globally, eruptions also reduce precipitation,
because the reduced incoming shortwave at the surface is compensated by a reduction in latent heating (i.e., in
evaporation and hence rainfall).
For the purposes of predicting climate, an eruption causing significant global surface cooling and upper atmospheric heating for the next year or so can be expected. The problem is that, while a volcano that has become more
active can be detected, the precise timing of an eruption, or the amount of SO2 injected into the upper atmosphere
and how it might disperse cannot be predicted. This is a source of uncertainty in climate predictions.
Large volcanic eruptions produce lots of particles, called ash or tephra. However, these particles fall out of the
atmosphere quickly, within days or weeks, so they do not affect the global climate. For example, the 1980 Mount
St. Helens eruption affected surface temperatures in the northwest USA for several days but, because it emitted
little SO2 into the stratosphere, it had no detectable global climate impacts. If large, high-latitude eruptions inject
sulphur into the stratosphere, they will have an effect only in the hemisphere where they erupted, and the effects
will only last a year at most, as the stratospheric cloud they produce only has a lifetime of a few months.
Tropical or subtropical volcanoes produce more global surface or tropospheric cooling. This is because the resulting
sulphuric acid cloud in the upper atmosphere lasts between one and two years, and can cover much of the globe.
However, their regional climatic impacts are difficult to
predict, because dispersion of stratospheric sulphate
aerosols depends heavily on atmospheric wind conditions at the time of eruption. Furthermore, the surface
Decreased upward flux of
energy due to absorption by
cooling effect is typically not uniform: because contiaerosol cloud and emission
nents cool more than the ocean, the summer monsoon
at a low temperature
can weaken, reducing rain over Asia and Africa. The cliReflected
matic response is complicated further by the fact that
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solar flux
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Heating due
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The largest volcanic eruptions of the past 250 years stimulated scientific study. After the 1783 Laki eruption in
Iceland, there were record warm summer temperatures
in Europe, followed by a very cold winter. Two large
eruptions, an unidentified one in 1809, and the 1815
Tambora eruption caused the ‘Year Without a Summer’
in 1816. Agricultural failures in Europe and the USA that
year led to food shortages, famine and riots.
The largest eruption in more than 50 years, that of
Agung in 1963, led to many modern studies, including
observations and climate model calculations. Two subsequent large eruptions, El Chichón in 1982 and Pinatubo
in 1991, inspired the work that led to our current understanding of the effects of volcanic eruptions on climate.
(continued on next page)
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FAQ 11.2, Figure 1 | Schematic of how large tropical or sub-tropical volcanoes
impact upper atmospheric (stratospheric) and lower atmospheric (tropospheric)
temperatures.
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FAQ 11.2 (continued)

Volcanic clouds remain in the stratosphere only for a couple of years, so their impact on climate is correspondingly
short. But the impacts of consecutive large eruptions can last longer: for example, at the end of the 13th century
there were four large eruptions—one every ten years. The first, in 1258 CE, was the largest in 1000 years. That
sequence of eruptions cooled the North Atlantic Ocean and Arctic sea ice. Another period of interest is the three
large, and several lesser, volcanic events during 1963–1991 (see Chapter 8 for how these eruptions affected atmospheric composition and reduced shortwave radiation at the ground.
Volcanologists can detect when a volcano becomes more active, but they cannot predict whether it will erupt,
or if it does, how much sulphur it might inject into the stratosphere. Nevertheless, volcanoes affect the ability to
predict climate in three distinct ways. First, if a violent eruption injects significant volumes of sulphur dioxide into
the stratosphere, this effect can be included in climate predictions. There are substantial challenges and sources of
uncertainty involved, such as collecting good observations of the volcanic cloud, and calculating how it will move
and change during its lifetime. But, based on observations, and successful modelling of recent eruptions, some of
the effects of large eruptions can be included in predictions.
The second effect is that volcanic eruptions are a potential source of uncertainty in our predictions. Eruptions
cannot be predicted in advance, but they will occur, causing short-term climatic impacts on both local and global
scales. In principle, this potential uncertainty can be accounted for by including random eruptions, or eruptions
based on some scenario in our near-term ensemble climate predictions. This area of research needs further exploration. The future projections in this report do not include future volcanic eruptions.
Third, the historical climate record can be used, along with estimates of observed sulphate aerosols, to test the
fidelity of our climate simulations. While the climatic response to explosive volcanic eruptions is a useful analogue
for some other climatic forcings, there are limitations. For example, successfully simulating the impact of one eruption can help validate models used for seasonal and interannual predictions. But in this way not all the mechanisms
involved in global warming over the next century can be validated, because these involve long term oceanic feedbacks, which have a longer time scale than the response to individual volcanic eruptions.
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11.3.6.3 Synthesis of Near-term Projections of Global Mean
Surface Air Temperature
Figure 11.25 provides a synthesis of near-term projections of global
mean surface air temperature (GMST) from CMIP5, CMIP3 and studies
that have attempted to use observations to quantify projection uncertainty (see Section 11.3.2.1). On the basis of this evidence, an attempt
is made here to assess a likely range for GMST in the period 2016–
2035. Such an overall assessment is not straightforward. The following
points must be taken into account:
1. No likelihoods are associated with the different RCP scenarios. For
this reason, previous IPCC Assessment Reports have only presented projections that are conditional on specific scenarios. Here we
attempt a broader assessment across all four RCP scenarios. This is
possible only because, as discussed in Section 11.3.6.1, near-term
projections of GMST are not especially sensitive to these different
scenarios.
2. In the near term it is expected that increases in GMST will be
driven by past and future increases in GHG concentrations and
future decreases in anthropogenic aerosols, as found in all the RCP
scenarios. Figure 11.25c shows that in the near term the CMIP3
projections based on the SRES scenarios are generally cooler than

the CMIP5 projections based on the RCP scenarios. This difference
is at least partly attributable to higher aerosol concentrations in
the SRES scenarios (see Section 11.3.6.1).
3. The CMIP3 and CMIP5 projections are ensembles of opportunity,
and it is explicitly recognized that there are sources of uncertainty not simulated by the models. Evidence of this can be seen by
comparing the Rowlands et al. (2012) projections for the A1B scenario, which were obtained using a very large ensemble in which
the physics parameterizations were perturbed in a single climate
model, with the corresponding raw multi-model CMIP3 projections. The former exhibit a substantially larger likely range than
the latter. A pragmatic approach to addressing this issue, which
was used in the AR4 and is also used in Chapter 12, is to consider
the 5 to 95% CMIP3/5 range as a ‘likely’ rather than ‘very likely’
range.
4. As discussed in Section 11.3.6.2, the RCP scenarios assume no
underlying trend in total solar irradiance and no future volcanic
eruptions. Future volcanic eruptions cannot be predicted and there
is low confidence in projected changes in solar irradiance (Chapter
8). Consequently the possible effects of future changes in natural
forcings are excluded from the assessment here.
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5. As discussed in Section 11.3.2.1.1 observationally constrained
‘ASK’ projections (Gillett et al., 2013; Stott et al., 2013) are 10 to
15% cooler (median values for RCP4.5; 6–10% cooler for RCP8.5),
and have a narrower range, than the corresponding ‘raw’ (uninitialized) CMIP5 projections. The reduced rate of warming in the
ASK projections is related to evidence from Chapter 10 (Section
10.3.1) that ‘some CMIP5 models have a higher transient response
to GHGs and a larger response to other anthropogenic forcings (dominated by the effects of aerosols) than the real world
(medium confidence).’ These models may warm too rapidly as
GHGs increase and aerosols decline.
6. Over the last two decades the observed rate of increase in GMST
has been at the lower end of rates simulated by CMIP5 models
(Figure 11.25a). This hiatus in GMST rise is discussed in detail
in Box 9.2 (Chapter 9), where it is concluded that the hiatus is
attributable, in roughly equal measure, to a decline in the rate of
increase in ERF and a cooling contribution from internal variability
(expert judgment, medium confidence). The decline in the rate of
increase in ERF is attributed primarily to natural (solar and volcanic) forcing but there is low confidence in quantifying the role
of forcing trend in causing the hiatus, because of uncertainty in
the magnitude of the volcanic forcing trend and low confidence in
the aerosol forcing trend. Concerning the higher rate of warming
in CMIP5 simulations it is concluded that there is a substantial
contribution from internal variability but that errors in ERF and
in model responses may also contribute. There is low confidence
in this assessment because of uncertainties in aerosol forcing in
particular.
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rapidly in the near term than occurred over the hiatus period (see
Box 9.2 and Annex II), which is consistent with more rapid warming. In addition, Box 9.2 includes an assessment that internal variability is more likely than not to make a positive contribution to the
increase in GMST in the near term. Internal variability is included
in the CMIP5 projections, but because most of the CMIP5 simulations do not reproduce the observed reduction in global mean
surface warming over the last 10 to 15 years, the distribution of
CMIP5 near-term trends will not reflect this assessment and might,
as a result, be biased low. This uncertainty, however, is somewhat
counter balanced by the evidence of point 5, which suggests a high
bias in the distribution of near-term trends. A further projection of
GMST for the period 2016–2035 may be obtained by starting from
the observed GMST for 2012 (0.14°C relative to 1986–2005) and
projecting increases at rates between the 5 to 95% CMIP5 range
of 0.11°C to 0.41°C per decade. The resulting range of 0.29°C to
0.69°C, relative to 1986–2005, is shown on Figure 11.25(c).

The observed hiatus has important implications for near-term projections of GMST. A basic issue concerns the sensitivity of projections to the choice of reference period. Figure 11.25b and c shows
the 5 to 95% ranges for CMIP5 projections using a 1986–2005
reference period (light grey), and the same projections using a
2006–2012 reference period (dark grey). The latter projections
are cooler, and the effect of using a more recent reference period
appears similar to the effect of initialization (discussed in Section
11.3.2.1.1 and shown in Figure 11.25c for RCP4.5). Using this more
recent reference period, the 5 to 95% range for the mean GMST
in 2016–2035 relative to 1986–2005 is 0.36°C to 0.79°C (using
all RCP scenarios, weighted to ensure equal weights per model
and using an estimate of the observed GMST anomaly for (2006–
2012)–(1986–2005) of 0.16°C). This range may be compared with
the range of 0.48°C to 1.15°C obtained from the CMIP5 models
using the original 1986–2005 reference period.

Overall, in the absence of major volcanic eruptions—which would
cause significant but temporary cooling—and, assuming no significant
future long term changes in solar irradiance, it is likely (>66% probability) that the GMST anomaly for the period 2016–2035, relative to
the reference period of 1986–2005 will be in the range 0.3°C to 0.7°C
(expert assessment, to one significant figure; medium confidence). This
range is consistent, to one significant figure, with the range obtained
by using CMIP5 5 to 95% model trends for 2012–2035. It is also consistent with the CMIP5 5 to 95% range for all four RCP scenarios of
0.36°C to 0.79°C, using the 2006–2012 reference period, after the
upper and lower bounds are reduced by 10% to take into account the
evidence noted under point 5 that some models may be too sensitive
to anthropogenic forcing. The 0.3°C to 0.7°C range includes the likely
range of the ASK projections and initialized predictions for RCP4.5. It
corresponds to a rate of change of GMST between 2012 and 2035 in
the range 0.12°C to 0.42°C per decade. The higher rates of change
can be associated with a significant positive contribution from internal
variability (Box 9.2) and/or high rates of increase in ERF (e.g., as found
in RCP8.5). Note that an upper limit of 0.8°C on the 2016–2035 GMST
corresponds to a rate of change over the period 2012–2035 of 0.49°C
per decade, which is considered unlikely. The assessed rates of change
are consistent with the AR4 SPM statement that ‘For the next two decades, a warming of about 0.2°C per decade is projected for a range of
SRES emission scenarios’. However, the implied rates of warming over
the period from 1986–2005 to 2016–2035 are lower as a result of the
hiatus: 0.10°C to 0.23°C per decade, suggesting the AR4 assessment
was near the upper end of current expectations for this specific time
interval.

7. In view of the sensitivity of projections to the reference period it
is helpful to consider the possible rate of change of GMST in the
near term. The CMIP5 5 to 95% ranges for GMST trends in the
period 2012–2035 are 0.11°C to 0.41°C per decade. This range
is similar to, though slightly narrower than, the range found by
Easterling and Wehner (2009) for the CMIP3 SRES A2 scenario over
the longer period 2000–2050. It may also be compared with recent
rates in the observational record (e.g., ~0.26°C per decade for
1984–1998 and ~0.04°C per decade for hiatus period 1998–2012;
See Box 9.2). The RCP scenarios project that ERF will increase more

The assessment here provides only a likely range for GMST. Possible
reasons why the real world might depart from this range include: RF
departs significantly from the RCP scenarios, due to either natural (e.g.,
major volcanic eruptions, changes in solar irradiance) or anthropogenic
(e.g., aerosol or GHG emissions) causes; processes that are poorly simulated in the CMIP5 models exert a significant influence on GMST. The
latter class includes: a possible strong ‘recovery’ from the recent hiatus
in GMST; the possibility that models might underestimate decadal variability (but see Section 9.5.3.1); the possibility that model sensitivity to
anthropogenic forcing may differ from that of the real world (see point
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Figure 11.25 | Synthesis of near-term projections of global mean surface air temperature (GMST). (a) Simulations and projections of annual mean GMST 1986–2050 (anomalies
relative to 1986–2005). Projections under all RCPs from CMIP5 models (grey and coloured lines, one ensemble member per model), with four observational estimates (Hadley
Centre/Climate Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4): Morice et al., 2012); European Centre for Medium range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) interim
reanalysis of the global atmosphere and surface conditions (ERA-Interim): Simmons et al., 2010); Goddard Institute of Space Studies Surface Temperature Analysis (GISTEMP):
Hansen et al., 2010); National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA): Smith et al., 2008)) for the period 1986–2012 (black lines). (b) As (a) but showing the 5 to 95%
range of annual mean CMIP5 projections (using one ensemble member per model) for all RCPs using a reference period of 1986–2005 (light grey shade) and all RCPs using a
reference period of 2006–2012, together with the observed anomaly for (2006–2012) to (1986–2005) of 0.16°C (dark grey shade). The percentiles for 2006 onwards have been
smoothed with a 5-year running mean for clarity. The maximum and minimum values from CMIP5 using all ensemble members and the 1986–2005 reference period are shown
by the grey lines (also smoothed). Black lines show annual mean observational estimates. The red hatched region shows the indicative likely range for annual mean GMST during
the period 2016–2035 based on the ‘ALL RCPs Assessed’ likely range for the 20-year mean GMST anomaly for 2016–2035, which is shown as a black bar in both (b) and (c) (see
text for details). The temperature scale on the right hand side shows changes relative to a reference period of 1850-1900, assuming a warming of GMST between 1850-1900 and
1986-2005 of 0.61°C estimated from HadCRUT4.The temperature scale relative to the 1850-1900 period on the right-hand side assumes a warming of GMST prior to 1986–2005
of 0.61°C estimated from HadCRUT4. (c) A synthesis of projections for the mean GMST anomaly for 2016–2035 relative to 1986–2005. The box and whiskers represent the 66%
and 90% ranges. Shown are unconstrained SRES CMIP3 and RCP CMIP5 projections; observationally constrained projections: Rowlands et al. (2012) for SRES A1B scenario, updated
to remove simulations with large future volcanic eruptions; Meehl and Teng (2012) for RCP4.5 scenario, updated to include 14 CMIP5 models; Stott et al. (2013), based on six CMIP5
models with unconstrained 66% ranges for these six models shown as unfilled boxes; unconstrained projections for all four RCP scenarios using two reference periods as in panel
b (light grey and dark grey shades, consistent with panel b); 90% range estimated using CMIP5 trends for the period 2012–2035 and the observed GMST anomaly for 2012; an
overall likely (>66%) assessed range for all RCP scenarios. The dots for the CMIP5 estimates show the maximum and minimum values using all ensemble members. The medians
(or maximum likelihood estimate for Rowlands et al. 2012) are indicated by a grey band.
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Table 11.3 | Percentage of CMIP5 models for which the projected change in global
mean surface air temperature, relative to 1850-1900, crosses the specified temperature
levels, by the specified time periods and assuming the specified RCP scenarios. The projected temperature change relative to the mean temperature in the period 1850-1900 is
calculated using the models’ projected temperature change relative to 1986–2005 plus
the observed temperature change between 1850–1900 and 1986–2005 of 0.61°C estimated from the Hadley Centre/Climate Research Unit gridded surface temperature data
set 4 (HadCRUT4; Morice et al., 2012). The percentages in brackets use an alternative
reference period for the model projections of 2006–2012, together with the observed
temperature difference between 1986–2005 and 2006–2012 of 0.16°C. The definition
of crossing is that the 20-year mean exceeds the specified temperature level. Note that
these percentages should not be interpreted as likelihoods because there are other
sources of uncertainty (see discussion in Section 11.3.6.3).

Scenario

Early (2016–2035)

Mid (2046–2065)

Temperature +1.0°C
RCP 2.6

100% (84%)

100% (94%)

RCP 4.5

98% (93%)

100% (100%)

RCP 6.0

96% (80%)

100% (100%)

RCP 8.5

100% (100%)

100% (100%)

RCP 2.6

22% (0%)

56% (28%)

RCP 4.5

17% (0%)

95% (86%)

RCP 6.0

12% (0%)

92% (88%)

RCP 8.5

33% (5%)

100% (100%)

Temperature +1.5°C

Temperature +2.0°C
RCP 2.6

0% (0%)

16% (3%)

RCP 4.5

0% (0%)

43% (29%)

RCP 6.0

0% (0%)

32% (20%)

RCP 8.5

0% (0%)

95% (90%)

Temperature +3.0°C
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RCP 2.6

0% (0%)

0% (0%)

RCP 4.5

0% (0%)

0% (0%)

RCP 6.0

0% (0%)

0% (0%)

RCP 8.5

0% (0%)

21% (5%)

5); and the possibility of abrupt changes in climate (see introduction to
Sections 11.3.6 and 12.5.5).
The assessment here has focused on 20-year mean values of GMST for
the period 2016–2035. There is no unique method to derive a likely
range for annual mean values from the range for 20-year means, so
such calculations necessarily involve additional uncertainties (beyond
those outlined in the previous paragraph), and lower confidence. Nevertheless, it is useful to attempt to estimate a range for annual mean
values, which may be compared with raw model projections and, in
the future, with observations. To do so, the following simple approach
is used: (1) Starting in 2009 from the observed GMST anomaly for
2006–2012 of 0.16°C (relative to 1986–2005), linear trends are projected over the period 2009–2035 with maximum and minimum gradients selected to be consistent with the 0.3°C to 0.7°C range for the
mean GMST in the period 2016–2035; 2). To take into account the
expected year-to-year variability of annual mean values, the resulting
linear trends are offset by ±0.1°C. The value of 0.1°C is based on the
standard deviation of annual means in CMIP5 control runs (to one significant figure). These calculations provide an indicative likely range for
1012

annual mean GMST, which is shown as the red hatched area in Figure
11.25b. Note that this range does not take into account the expected
impact of any future volcanic eruptions.
The assessed likely range for GMST in the period 2016–2035 may also
be used to assess the likelihood that GMST will cross policy-relevant
levels, relative to earlier time periods (Joshi et al., 2011). Using the
1850–1900 period, and the observed temperature rise between 1850–
1900 and 1986–2005 of 0.61°C (estimated from the HadCRUT4 data
set (Morice et al., 2012) gives a likely range for the GMST anomaly
in 2016–2035 of 0.91°C–1.31°C, and supports the following conclusions: it is more likely than not that the mean GMST for the period
2016–2035 will be more than 1°C above the mean for 1850–1900,
and very unlikely that it will be more than 1.5°C above the 1850–1900
mean (expert assessment, medium confidence). Additional information
about the possibility of GMST crossing specific temperature levels is
provided in Table 11.3, which shows the percentage of CMIP5 models
for which the projected change in GMST exceeds specific temperature
levels, under each RCP scenario, in two time periods (early century:
2016–2035 and mid-century: 2046–2065), and also using the two
different reference periods discussed under point 6 and illustrated in
Figure 11.25. However, these percentages should not be interpreted as
likelihoods because—as discussed in this section—there are sources
of uncertainty not captured by the CMIP5 ensemble. Note finally that it
is very likely that specific temperature levels will be crossed temporarily in individual years before a permanent crossing is established (Joshi
et al., 2011), but Table 11.3 is based on 20-year mean values.
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Box 11.2 | Ability of Climate Models to Simulate Observed Regional Trends
The ability of models to simulate past climate change on regional scales can be used to investigate whether the multi-model ensemble
spread covers the forcing and model uncertainties. Agreement between observed and simulated regional trends, taking natural variability and model spread into account, would build confidence in near-term projections. Although large-scale features are simulated well
(see Chapter 10), on sub-continental and smaller scales the observed trends are, in general, more often in the tails of the distribution of
modelled trends than would be expected by chance fluctuations (Bhend and Whetton, 2012; Knutson et al., 2013b; van Oldenborgh et
al., 2013). Natural variability and model spread are larger at smaller scales (Stott et al., 2010), but this is not enough to bridge the gap
between models and observations. Downscaling with Regional Climate Models (RCMs) does not affect seasonal mean trends except
near mountains or coastlines in Europe (van Oldenborgh et al., 2009; van Haren et al., 2012). These results hold for both observed and
modelled estimates of natural variability and for various analyses of the observations. Given the statistical nature of the comparisons, it
is currently not possible to say in which regions observed discrepancies are due to coincidental natural variability and in which regions
they are due to forcing or model deficiencies. These results show that in general the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5
(CMIP5) ensemble cannot be taken as a reliable regional probability forecast, but that the true uncertainty can be larger than the model
spread indicated in the maps in this chapter and Annex I.
Temperature
Räisänen (2007) and Yokohata et al. (2012) compared regional linear temperature trends during 1955–2005 (1961–2000) with corresponding trends in the CMIP3 ensemble. They found that the range of simulated trends captured the observed trend in nearly all
locations. Using another metric, Knutson et al., (2013b) found that CMIP5 models did slightly better than CMIP3 in reproducing linear
trends (see also Figure 10.2, Section 10.3.1.1.2). The linear CMIP5 temperature trends are compared with the observed trends in Box
11.2, Figure 1a–h. The rank histograms show the warm bias in global mean temperature (see Chapter 10) and some overconfidence, but
within the inter-model spread. However, the apparent agreement appears to be for the wrong reason. Many of the models that appear
to correctly simulate observed high regional trends do so because they have a high climate response (i.e., the global temperature rises
quickly) and do not simulate the observed spatial pattern of trends (Kumar et al., 2013). To address this, Bhend and Whetton (2012) and
van Oldenborgh et al. (2013) use another definition of the local trend: the regression of the local temperature on the (low-pass filtered)
global mean temperature. This definition separates the local temperature response pattern from the global mean climate response.
They find highly significant discrepancies between the CMIP3 and CMIP5 trend patterns and a variety of estimates of observed trend
estimates. These discrepancies are defined relative to an error model that includes the (modelled or observed) natural variability, model
spread and spatial autocorrelations. In the following, areas where the observed and modelled trends show marked differences are
noted. Areas of agreement are covered in Section 10.3.1.1.4.
In December to February the observed Arctic amplification extends further south than modelled in Central Asia and northwestern North
America. In June to August southern Europe and North Africa have warmed significantly faster than both CMIP3 and CMIP5 models
simulated (van Oldenborgh et al., 2009); this also holds for the Middle East. The observed Indo-Pacific warm pool trend is significantly
higher than the modelled trend year-round (Shin and Sardeshmukh, 2011; Williams and Funk, 2011), and the North Pacific and the
southeastern USA and adjoining ocean trends were lower. Direct causes for many of these discrepancies are known (e.g., December to
February circulation trends that differ between the observation and the models (Gillett et al., 2005; Gillett and Stott, 2009; van Oldenborgh et al., 2009; Bhend and Whetton, 2012) or teleconnections from other areas with trend biases (Deser and Phillips, 2009; Meehl
et al., 2012a), but the causes of the underlying discrepancies are often unknown. Possibilities include observational uncertainties (note,
however, that the areas where the observations warm more than the models do not correspond to areas of increased urbanization
or irrigation; cf. Section 2.4.1.3), an underestimation of the low-frequency variability (Knutson et al. (2013b) show evidence that this
is probably not the case for temperature outside the tropics), unrealistic local forcing (e.g., aerosols (Ruckstuhl and Norris, 2009)), or
missing or misrepresented processes in models (e.g., fog (Vautard et al., 2009; Ceppi et al., 2012)).
Precipitation
In spite of the larger variability relative to the trends and observational uncertainties (cf. Section 2.5.1.2), annual mean regional linear
precipitation trends have been found to differ significantly between observations and CMIP3 models, both in the zonal mean (Allan
and Soden, 2007; Zhang et al., 2007b) and regionally (Räisänen, 2007). The comparison is shown in Box 11.2, Figure 1i–p for the CMIP5
half-year seasons used in Annex I, following van Oldenborgh et al. (2013). In both half years the observations fall more often in the
highest and lowest 5% than expected by chance fluctuations within the ensemble (grey area). The differences larger than the difference
between the CRU and GPCC analyses (cf. Figure 2.29) are noted below. (continued on next page)
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Box 11.2 (continued)

In Europe there are large-scale differences between observed trends and trends, both in General Circulation Models (GCMs) and RCMs
(Bhend and von Storch, 2008), which are ascribed to circulation change discrepancies in winter and in summer sea surface temperature
(SST) trend biases (Lenderink et al., 2009; van Haren et al., 2012) and the misrepresentation of Summer North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)
teleconnections (Bladé et al., 2012). Central North America has become much wetter over 1950–2012, especially in winter, which is
not simulated by the CMIP5 models. Larger observed northwest Australian rainfall increases than in CMIP3 in summer are driven by
ozone forcings in two climate models (Kang et al., 2011) and aerosols in another (Rotstayn et al., 2012). The Guinea Coast has become
drier in the observations than in the models. The CMIP5 patterns seem to reproduce the observed patterns somewhat better than the
CMIP3 patterns (Bhend and Whetton, 2012), but the remaining discrepancies imply that CMIP5 projections cannot be used as reliable
precipitation forecasts.
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Box 11.2, Figure 1 | (a) Observed linear December to February temperature trend 1950–2012 (Hadley Centre/Climate Research Unit gridded surface temperature
data set 4.1.1.0 (HadCRUT4.1.1.0, °C per century). ( b) The equivalent CMIP5 ensemble mean trend. (c) Quantile of the observed trend in the ensemble, and (d) the
corresponding rank histogram, the grey band denotes the 90% band of intermodel fluctuations (following Annan and Hargreaves, 2010). (e–h) Same for June to
August. (i–l) Same for October to March precipitation (Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) v7) 1950–2010, % per century). (m–p) Precipitation in April to
September. Grid boxes where less than 50% of the years have observations are left white. (Based on Räisänen (2007) and van Oldenborgh et al. (2013).)
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Chapter 12

Executive Summary

Projections of Temperature Change

This chapter assesses long-term projections of climate change for the
end of the 21st century and beyond, where the forced signal depends
on the scenario and is typically larger than the internal variability of
the climate system. Changes are expressed with respect to a baseline
period of 1986–2005, unless otherwise stated.

Global mean temperatures will continue to rise over the 21st
century if greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions continue unabated. Under the assumptions of the concentration-driven RCPs, global
mean surface temperatures for 2081–2100, relative to 1986–2005 will
likely1 be in the 5 to 95% range of the CMIP5 models; 0.3°C to 1.7°C
(RCP2.6), 1.1°C to 2.6°C (RCP4.5), 1.4°C to 3.1°C (RCP6.0), 2.6°C to
4.8°C (RCP8.5). Global temperatures averaged over the period 2081–
2100 are projected to likely exceed 1.5°C above 1850-1900 for RCP4.5,
RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 (high confidence), are likely to exceed 2°C above
1850-1900 for RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 (high confidence) and are more
likely than not to exceed 2°C for RCP4.5 (medium confidence). Temperature change above 2°C under RCP2.6 is unlikely (medium confidence).
Warming above 4°C by 2081–2100 is unlikely in all RCPs (high confidence) except for RCP8.5, where it is about as likely as not (medium
confidence). {12.4.1, Tables 12.2, 12.3, Figures 12.5, 12.8}

Scenarios, Ensembles and Uncertainties
The Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5)
presents an unprecedented level of information on which to
base projections including new Earth System Models with a
more complete representation of forcings, new Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCP) scenarios and more output available for analysis. The four RCP scenarios used in CMIP5 lead to a
total radiative forcing (RF) at 2100 that spans a wider range than that
estimated for the three Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES)
scenarios (B1, A1B, A2) used in the Fourth Assessment Report (AR4),
RCP2.6 being almost 2 W m–2 lower than SRES B1 by 2100. The magnitude of future aerosol forcing decreases more rapidly in RCP scenarios, reaching lower values than in SRES scenarios through the 21st
century. Carbon dioxide (CO2) represents about 80 to 90% of the total
anthropogenic forcing in all RCP scenarios through the 21st century.
The ensemble mean total effective RFs at 2100 for CMIP5 concentration-driven projections are 2.2, 3.8, 4.8 and 7.6 W m–2 for RCP2.6,
RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 respectively, relative to about 1850, and
are close to corresponding Integrated Assessment Model (IAM)-based
estimates (2.4, 4.0, 5.2 and 8.0 W m–2). {12.2.1, 12.3, Table 12.1, Figures 12.1, 12.2, 12.3, 12.4}
New experiments and studies have continued to work towards
a more complete and rigorous characterization of the uncertainties in long-term projections, but the magnitude of the uncertainties has not changed significantly since AR4. There is overall
consistency between the projections based on CMIP3 and CMIP5, for
both large-scale patterns and magnitudes of change. Differences in
global temperature projections are largely attributable to a change in
scenarios. Model agreement and confidence in projections depend on
the variable and spatial and temporal averaging. The well-established
stability of large-scale geographical patterns of change during a transient experiment remains valid in the CMIP5 models, thus justifying
pattern scaling to approximate changes across time and scenarios
under such experiments. Limitations remain when pattern scaling is
applied to strong mitigation scenarios, to scenarios where localized
forcing (e.g., aerosols) are significant and vary in time and for variables other than average temperature and precipitation. {12.2.2, 12.2.3,
12.4.2, 12.4.9, Figures 12.10, 12.39, 12.40, 12.41}

Temperature change will not be regionally uniform. There is very
high confidence2 that globally averaged changes over land will exceed
changes over the ocean at the end of the 21st century by a factor that
is likely in the range 1.4 to 1.7. In the absence of a strong reduction
in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning, the Arctic region is projected to warm most (very high confidence). This polar amplification is
not found in Antarctic regions due to deep ocean mixing, ocean heat
uptake and the persistence of the Antarctic ice sheet. Projected regional surface air temperature increase has minima in the North Atlantic
and Southern Oceans in all scenarios. One model exhibits marked cooling in 2081–2100 over large parts of the Northern Hemisphere (NH),
and a few models indicate slight cooling locally in the North Atlantic.
Atmospheric zonal mean temperatures show warming throughout the
troposphere, especially in the upper troposphere and northern high
latitudes, and cooling in the stratosphere. {12.4.2, 12.4.3, Table 12.2,
Figures 12.9, 12.10, 12.11, 12.12}
It is virtually certain that, in most places, there will be more hot
and fewer cold temperature extremes as global mean temperatures increase. These changes are expected for events defined as
extremes on both daily and seasonal time scales. Increases in the frequency, duration and magnitude of hot extremes along with heat stress
are expected; however, occasional cold winter extremes will continue to
occur. Twenty-year return values of low temperature events are projected to increase at a rate greater than winter mean temperatures in most
regions, with the largest changes in the return values of low temperatures at high latitudes. Twenty-year return values for high temperature
events are projected to increase at a rate similar to or greater than the
rate of increase of summer mean temperatures in most regions. Under
RCP8.5 it is likely that, in most land regions, a current 20-year high
temperature event will occur more frequently by the end of the 21st

1

In this Report, the following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: Virtually certain 99–100% probability, Very likely 90–100%,
Likely 66–100%, About as likely as not 33–66%, Unlikely 0–33%, Very unlikely 0–10%, Exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms (Extremely likely: 95–100%, More likely
than not >50–100%, and Extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used when appropriate. Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely (see Section 1.4 and Box TS.1
for more details).

2

In this Report, the following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement: low, medium, or high.
A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence. For a given evidence and
agreement statement, different confidence levels can be assigned, but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated with increasing confidence (see
Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).
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Mean sea level pressure is projected to decrease in high latitudes and increase in the mid-latitudes as global temperatures
rise. In the tropics, the Hadley and Walker Circulations are likely
to slow down. Poleward shifts in the mid-latitude jets of about 1
to 2 degrees latitude are likely at the end of the 21st century under
RCP8.5 in both hemispheres (medium confidence), with weaker shifts
in the NH. In austral summer, the additional influence of stratospheric
ozone recovery in the Southern Hemisphere opposes changes due to
GHGs there, though the net response varies strongly across models and
scenarios. Substantial uncertainty and thus low confidence remains in
projecting changes in NH storm tracks, especially for the North Atlantic
basin. The Hadley Cell is likely to widen, which translates to broader tropical regions and a poleward encroachment of subtropical dry
zones. In the stratosphere, the Brewer–Dobson circulation is likely to
strengthen. {12.4.4, Figures 12.18, 12.19, 12.20}

Annual surface evaporation is projected to increase as global
temperatures rise over most of the ocean and is projected to
change over land following a similar pattern as precipitation.
Decreases in annual runoff are likely in parts of southern Europe, the
Middle East, and southern Africa by the end of the 21st century under
the RCP8.5 scenario. Increases in annual runoff are likely in the high
northern latitudes corresponding to large increases in winter and
spring precipitation by the end of the 21st century under the RCP8.5
scenario. Regional to global-scale projected decreases in soil moisture
and increased risk of agricultural drought are likely in presently dry
regions and are projected with medium confidence by the end of the
21st century under the RCP8.5 scenario. Prominent areas of projected
decreases in evaporation include southern Africa and north western
Africa along the Mediterranean. Soil moisture drying in the Mediterranean, southwest USA and southern African regions is consistent with
projected changes in Hadley Circulation and increased surface temperatures, so surface drying in these regions as global temperatures
increase is likely with high confidence by the end of this century under
the RCP8.5 scenario. In regions where surface moistening is projected,
changes are generally smaller than natural variability on the 20-year
time scale. {12.4.5, Figures 12.23, 12.24, 12.25}

Changes in the Water Cycle

Changes in Cryosphere

It is virtually certain that, in the long term, global precipitation
will increase with increased global mean surface temperature.
Global mean precipitation will increase at a rate per degree Celsius
smaller than that of atmospheric water vapour. It will likely increase by
1 to 3% °C–1 for scenarios other than RCP2.6. For RCP2.6 the range of
sensitivities in the CMIP5 models is 0.5 to 4% °C–1 at the end of the
21st century. {12.4.1, Figures 12.6, 12.7}

It is very likely that the Arctic sea ice cover will continue shrinking and thinning year-round in the course of the 21st century as
global mean surface temperature rises. At the same time, in the
Antarctic, a decrease in sea ice extent and volume is expected,
but with low confidence. Based on the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble, projections of average reductions in Arctic sea ice extent for 2081–
2100 compared to 1986–2005 range from 8% for RCP2.6 to 34% for
RCP8.5 in February and from 43% for RCP2.6 to 94% for RCP8.5 in
September (medium confidence). A nearly ice-free Arctic Ocean (sea ice
extent less than 1 × 106 km2for at least 5 consecutive years) in September before mid-century is likely under RCP8.5 (medium confidence),
based on an assessment of a subset of models that most closely reproduce the climatological mean state and 1979–2012 trend of the Arctic
sea ice cover. Some climate projections exhibit 5- to 10-year periods of
sharp summer Arctic sea ice decline—even steeper than observed over
the last decade—and it is likely that such instances of rapid ice loss
will occur in the future. There is little evidence in global climate models
of a tipping point (or critical threshold) in the transition from a perennially ice-covered to a seasonally ice-free Arctic Ocean beyond which
further sea ice loss is unstoppable and irreversible. In the Antarctic, the
CMIP5 multi-model mean projects a decrease in sea ice extent that
ranges from 16% for RCP2.6 to 67% for RCP8.5 in February and from
8% for RCP2.6 to 30% for RCP8.5 in September for 2081–2100 compared to 1986–2005. There is, however, low confidence in those values
as projections because of the wide inter-model spread and the inability
of almost all of the available models to reproduce the mean annual
cycle, interannual variability and overall increase of the Antarctic sea
ice areal coverage observed during the satellite era. {12.4.6, 12.5.5,
Figures 12.28, 12.29, 12.30, 12.31}

century (at least doubling its frequency, but in many regions becoming
an annual or 2-year event) and a current 20-year low temperature event
will become exceedingly rare. {12.4.3, Figures 12.13, 12.14}

Changes in Atmospheric Circulation

12

Changes in average precipitation in a warmer world will exhibit
substantial spatial variation. Some regions will experience
increases, other regions will experience decreases and yet
others will not experience significant changes at all. There is
high confidence that the contrast of annual mean precipitation
between dry and wet regions and that the contrast between
wet and dry seasons will increase over most of the globe as
temperatures increase. The general pattern of change indicates that
high latitude land masses are likely to experience greater amounts
of precipitation due to the increased specific humidity of the warmer
troposphere as well as increased transport of water vapour from the
tropics by the end of this century under the RCP8.5 scenario. Many
mid-latitude and subtropical arid and semi-arid regions will likely
experience less precipitation and many moist mid-latitude regions will
likely experience more precipitation by the end of this century under
the RCP8.5 scenario. Globally, for short-duration precipitation events, a
shift to more intense individual storms and fewer weak storms is likely
as temperatures increase. Over most of the mid-latitude land-masses
and over wet tropical regions, extreme precipitation events will very
likely be more intense and more frequent in a warmer world. The global
average sensitivity of the 20-year return value of the annual maximum
daily precipitation increases ranges from 4% °C–1 of local temperature
increase (average of CMIP3 models) to 5.3% oC–1 of local temperature increase (average of CMIP5 models) but regionally there are wide
variations. {12.4.5, Figures 12.10, 12.22, 12.26, 12.27}
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It is very likely that NH snow cover will reduce as global temperatures rise over the coming century. A retreat of permafrost
extent with rising global temperatures is virtually certain. Snow
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cover changes result from precipitation and ablation changes, which
are sometimes opposite. Projections of the NH spring snow covered
area by the end of the 21st century vary between a decrease of 7%
(RCP2.6) and a decrease of 25% (RCP8.5), with a pattern that is fairly
consistent between models. The projected changes in permafrost are a
response not only to warming but also to changes in snow cover, which
exerts a control on the underlying soil. By the end of the 21st century, diagnosed near-surface permafrost area is projected to decrease
by between 37% (RCP2.6) and 81% (RCP8.5) (medium confidence).
{12.4.6, Figures 12.32, 12.33}

driven by CO2 alone, global average temperature is projected to
remain approximately constant for many centuries following a complete cessation of emissions. The positive commitment from CO2 may
be enhanced by the effect of an abrupt cessation of aerosol emissions,
which will cause warming. By contrast, cessation of emission of shortlived GHGs will contribute a cooling. {12.5.3, 12.5.4, Figures 12.44,
12.45, 12.46, FAQ 12.3}

Changes in the Ocean

Estimates of the equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) based on
observed climate change, climate models and feedback analysis, as well as paleoclimate evidence indicate that ECS is likely
in the range 1.5°C to 4.5°C with high confidence, extremely unlikely less than 1°C (high confidence) and very unlikely
greater than 6°C (medium confidence). The transient climate
response (TCR) is likely in the range 1°C to 2.5ºC and extremely
unlikely greater than 3°C, based on observed climate change
and climate models. {Box 12.2, Figures 1, 2}

The global ocean will warm in all RCP scenarios. The strongest
ocean warming is projected for the surface in subtropical and tropical regions. At greater depth the warming is projected to be most
pronounced in the Southern Ocean. Best estimates of ocean warming in the top one hundred meters are about 0.6°C (RCP2.6) to 2.0°C
(RCP8.5), and about 0.3°C (RCP2.6) to 0.6°C (RCP8.5) at a depth of
about 1 km by the end of the 21st century. For RCP4.5 by the end of the
21st century, half of the energy taken up by the ocean is in the uppermost 700 m and 85% is in the uppermost 2000 m. Due to the long time
scales of this heat transfer from the surface to depth, ocean warming
will continue for centuries, even if GHG emissions are decreased or
concentrations kept constant. {12.4.7, 12.5.2–12.5.4, Figure 12.12}
It is very likely that the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) will weaken over the 21st century but it is very
unlikely that the AMOC will undergo an abrupt transition or collapse in the 21st century. Best estimates and ranges for the reduction from CMIP5 are 11% (1 to 24%) in RCP2.6 and 34% (12 to 54%)
in RCP8.5. There is low confidence in assessing the evolution of the
AMOC beyond the 21st century. {12.4.7, Figure 12.35}

Carbon Cycle
When forced with RCP8.5 CO2 emissions, as opposed to the
RCP8.5 CO2 concentrations, 11 CMIP5 Earth System Models with
interactive carbon cycle simulate, on average, a 50 ppm (min to
max range –140 to +210 ppm) larger atmospheric CO2 concentration and 0.2°C (min to max range –0.4 to +0.9°C) larger global
surface temperature increase by 2100. {12.4.8, Figures 12.36, 12.37}

Long-term Climate Change, Commitment and Irreversibility
Global temperature equilibrium would be reached only after
centuries to millennia if RF were stabilized. Continuing GHG emissions beyond 2100, as in the RCP8.5 extension, induces a total RF above
12 W m–2 by 2300. Sustained negative emissions beyond 2100, as in
RCP2.6, induce a total RF below 2 W m–2 by 2300. The projected warming for 2281–2300, relative to 1986–2005, is 0.0°C to 1.2°C for RCP2.6
and 3.0°C to 12.6°C for RCP8.5 (medium confidence). In much the same
way as the warming to a rapid increase of forcing is delayed, the cooling
after a decrease of RF is also delayed. {12.5.1, Figures 12.43, 12.44}
A large fraction of climate change is largely irreversible on
human time scales, unless net anthropogenic CO2 emissions
were strongly negative over a sustained period. For scenarios

Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity and Transient Climate
Response

Climate Stabilization
The principal driver of long-term warming is total emissions
of CO2 and the two quantities are approximately linearly
related. The global mean warming per 1000 PgC (transient climate response to cumulative carbon emissions (TCRE)) is likely
between 0.8°C to 2.5°C per 1000 PgC, for cumulative emissions
less than about 2000 PgC until the time at which temperatures
peak. To limit the warming caused by anthropogenic CO2 emissions
alone to be likely less than 2°C relative to the period 1861-1880, total
CO2 emissions from all anthropogenic sources would need to be limited to a cumulative budget of about 1000 PgC since that period. About
half [445 to 585 PgC] of this budget was already emitted by 2011.
Accounting for projected warming effect of non-CO2 forcing, a possible
release of GHGs from permafrost or methane hydrates, or requiring
a higher likelihood of temperatures remaining below 2°C, all imply a
lower budget. {12.5.4, Figures 12.45, 12.46, Box 12.2}
Some aspects of climate will continue to change even if temperatures are stabilized. Processes related to vegetation change, changes in the ice sheets, deep ocean warming and associated sea level rise
and potential feedbacks linking for example ocean and the ice sheets
have their own intrinsic long time scales and may result in significant
changes hundreds to thousands of years after global temperature is
stabilized. {12.5.2 to 12.5.4}

Abrupt Change
Several components or phenomena in the climate system could
potentially exhibit abrupt or nonlinear changes, and some are
known to have done so in the past. Examples include the AMOC,
Arctic sea ice, the Greenland ice sheet, the Amazon forest and monsoonal circulations. For some events, there is information on potential
consequences, but in general there is low confidence and little consensus on the likelihood of such events over the 21st century. {12.5.5,
Table 12.4}
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12.1

Long-term Climate Change: Projections, Commitments and Irreversibility

Introduction

Projections of future climate change are not like weather forecasts.
It is not possible to make deterministic, definitive predictions of how
climate will evolve over the next century and beyond as it is with shortterm weather forecasts. It is not even possible to make projections of
the frequency of occurrence of all possible outcomes in the way that it
might be possible with a calibrated probabilistic medium-range weather forecast. Projections of climate change are uncertain, first because
they are dependent primarily on scenarios of future anthropogenic
and natural forcings that are uncertain, second because of incomplete
understanding and imprecise models of the climate system and finally
because of the existence of internal climate variability. The term climate projection tacitly implies these uncertainties and dependencies.
Nevertheless, as greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations continue to
rise, we expect to see future changes to the climate system that are
greater than those already observed and attributed to human activities. It is possible to understand future climate change using models
and to use models to characterize outcomes and uncertainties under
specific assumptions about future forcing scenarios.
This chapter assesses climate projections on time scales beyond those
covered in Chapter 11, that is, beyond the mid-21st century. Information from a range of different modelling tools is used here; from simple
energy balance models, through Earth System Models of Intermediate
Complexity (EMICs) to complex dynamical climate and Earth System
Models (ESMs). These tools are evaluated in Chapter 9 and, where possible, the evaluation is used in assessing the validity of the projections.
This chapter also summarizes some of the information on leading-order
measures of the sensitivity of the climate system from other chapters
and discusses the relevance of these measures for climate projections,
commitments and irreversibility.
Since the AR4 (Meehl et al., 2007b) there have been a number of
advances:
•
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•

New scenarios of future forcings have been developed to replace
the Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES). The Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs, see Section 12.3) (Moss et
al., 2010), have been designed to cover a wide range of possible
magnitudes of climate change in models rather than being derived
sequentially from storylines of socioeconomic futures. The aim is
to provide a range of climate responses while individual socioeconomic scenarios may be derived, scaled and interpolated (some
including explicit climate policy). Nevertheless, many studies that
have been performed since AR4 have used SRES and, where appropriate, these are assessed. Simplified scenarios of future change,
developed strictly for understanding the response of the climate
system rather than to represent realistic future outcomes, are also
synthesized and the understanding of leading-order measures of
climate response such as the equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS)
and the transient climate response (TCR) are assessed.
New models have been developed with higher spatial resolution,
with better representation of processes and with the inclusion of
more processes, in particular processes that are important in simulating the carbon cycle of the Earth. In these models, emissions of
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GHGs may be specified and these gases may be chemically active
in the atmosphere or be exchanged with pools in terrestrial and
oceanic systems before ending up as an airborne concentration
(see Figure 10.1 of AR4).
•

New types of model experiments have been performed, many
coordinated by the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase
5 (CMIP5) (Taylor et al., 2012), which exploit the addition of these
new processes. Models may be driven by emissions of GHGs, or by
their concentrations with different Earth System feedback loops
cut. This allows the separate assessment of different feedbacks in
the system and of projections of physical climate variables and
future emissions.

•

Techniques to assess and quantify uncertainties in projections
have been further developed but a full probabilistic quantification remains difficult to propose for most quantities, the exception
being global, temperature-related measures of the system sensitivity to forcings, such as ECS and TCR. In those few cases, projections
are presented in the form of probability density functions (PDFs).
We make the distinction between the spread of a multi-model
ensemble, an ad hoc measure of the possible range of projections
and the quantification of uncertainty that combines information
from models and observations using statistical algorithms. Just like
climate models, different techniques for quantifying uncertainty
exist and produce different outcomes. Where possible, different
estimates of uncertainty are compared.

Although not an advance, as time has moved on, the baseline period
from which climate change is expressed has also moved on (a common
baseline period of 1986–2005 is used throughout, consistent with
the 2006 start-point for the RCP scenarios). Hence climate change is
expressed as a change with respect to a recent period of history, rather
than a time before significant anthropogenic influence. It should be
borne in mind that some anthropogenically forced climate change had
already occurred by the 1986–2005 period (see Chapter 10).
The focus of this chapter is on global and continental/ocean basin-scale
features of climate. For many aspects of future climate change, it is
possible to discuss generic features of projections and the processes
that underpin them for such large scales. Where interesting or unique
changes have been investigated at smaller scales, and there is a level
of agreement between different studies of those smaller-scale changes,
these may also be assessed in this chapter, although where changes are
linked to climate phenomena such as El Niño, readers are referred to
Chapter 14. Projections of atmospheric composition, chemistry and air
quality for the 21st century are assessed in Chapter 11, except for CO2
which is assessed in this chapter. An innovation for AR5 is Annex I: Atlas
of Global and Regional Climate Projections, a collection of global and
regional maps of projected climate changes derived from model output.
A detailed commentary on each of the maps presented in Annex I is not
provided here, but some discussion of generic features is provided.
Projections from regional models driven by boundary conditions from
global models are not extensively assessed but may be mentioned
in this chapter. More detailed regional information may be found in
Chapter 14 and is also now assessed in the Working Group II report,
where it can more easily be linked to impacts.

Long-term Climate Change: Projections, Commitments and Irreversibility

12.2

Climate Model Ensembles and Sources of
Uncertainty from Emissions to Projections

12.2.1

The Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
Phase 5 and Other Tools

Many of the figures presented in this chapter and in others draw
on data collected as part of CMIP5 (Taylor et al., 2012). The project
involves the worldwide coordination of ESM experiments including the
coordination of input forcing fields, diagnostic output and the hosting of data in a distributed archive. CMIP5 has been unprecedented
in terms of the number of modelling groups and models participating,
the number of experiments performed and the number of diagnostics
collected. The archive of model simulations began being populated by
mid-2011 and continued to grow during the writing of AR5. The production of figures for this chapter draws on a fixed database of simulations and variables that was available on 15 March 2013 (the same
as the cut-off date for the acceptance of the publication of papers).
Different figures may use different subsets of models and there are
unequal numbers of models that have produced output for the different RCP scenarios. Figure 12.1 gives a summary of which output was
available from which model for which scenario. Where multiple runs
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are performed with exactly the same model but with different initial
conditions, we choose only one ensemble member (usually the first but
in cases where that was not available, the first available member is
chosen) in order not to weight models with more ensemble members
than others unduly in the m
 ulti-model synthesis. Rather than give an
exhaustive account of which models were used to make which figures,
this summary information is presented as a guide to readers.
In addition to output from CMIP5, information from a coordinated
set of simulations with EMICs is also used (Zickfeld et al., 2013) to
investigate long-term climate change beyond 2100. Even more simplified energy balance models or emulation techniques are also used,
mostly to estimate responses where ESM experiments are not available (Meinshausen et al., 2011a; Good et al., 2013). An evaluation of
the models used for projections is provided in Chapter 9 of this Report.

12.2.2

General Concepts: Sources of Uncertainties

The understanding of the sources of uncertainty affecting future climate change projections has not substantially changed since AR4, but
many experiments and studies since then have proceeded to explore
and characterize those uncertainties further. A full characterization,
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ACCESS1-0
ACCESS1-3
bcc-csm1-1
bcc-csm1-1-m
BNU-ESM
CanESM2
CCSM4
CESM1-BGC
CESM1-CAM5
CESM1-WACCM
CMCC-CESM
CMCC-CM
CMCC-CMS
CNRM-CM5
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0
EC-EARTH
FGOALS-g2
FIO-ESM
GFDL-CM3
GFDL-ESM2G
GFDL-ESM2M
GISS-E2-H-CC
GISS-E2-H-P1
GISS-E2-H-P2
GISS-E2-H-P3
GISS-E2-R-CC
GISS-E2-R-P1
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GISS-E2-R-P2
GISS-E2-R-P3
HadGEM2-AO
HadGEM2-CC
HadGEM2-ES
inmcm4
IPSL-CM5A-LR
IPSL-CM5A-MR
IPSL-CM5B-LR
MIROC5
MIROC-ESM
MIROC-ESM-CHEM
MPI-ESM-LR
MPI-ESM-MR
MPI-ESM-P
MRI-CGCM3
NorESM1-M
NorESM1-ME
0 ensemble
1 ensemble
2 ensembles
3 ensembles
4 ensembles
5 or more ensembles

Figure 12.1 | A summary of the output used to make the CMIP5 figures in this chapter (and some figures in Chapter 11). The climate variable names run along the horizontal axis
and use the standard abbreviations in the CMIP5 protocol (Taylor et al., 2012, and online references therein). The climate model names run along the vertical axis. In each box the
shading indicates the number of ensemble members available for historical, RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0, RCP8.5 and pre-industrial control experiments, although only one ensemble
member per model is used in the relevant figures.
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 12.1 | Why Are So Many Models and Scenarios Used to Project Climate Change?
Future climate is partly determined by the magnitude of future emissions of greenhouse gases, aerosols and other
natural and man-made forcings. These forcings are external to the climate system, but modify how it behaves.
Future climate is shaped by the Earth’s response to those forcings, along with internal variability inherent in the
climate system. A range of assumptions about the magnitude and pace of future emissions helps scientists develop
different emission scenarios, upon which climate model projections are based. Different climate models, meanwhile, provide alternative representations of the Earth’s response to those forcings, and of natural climate variability. Together, ensembles of models, simulating the response to a range of different scenarios, map out a range of
possible futures, and help us understand their uncertainties.
Predicting socioeconomic development is arguably even more difficult than predicting the evolution of a physical
system. It entails predicting human behaviour, policy choices, technological advances, international competition
and cooperation. The common approach is to use scenarios of plausible future socioeconomic development, from
which future emissions of greenhouse gases and other forcing agents are derived. It has not, in general, been possible to assign likelihoods to individual forcing scenarios. Rather, a set of alternatives is used to span a range of
possibilities. The outcomes from different forcing scenarios provide policymakers with alternatives and a range of
possible futures to consider.
Internal fluctuations in climate are spontaneously generated by interactions between components such as the
atmosphere and the ocean. In the case of near-term climate change, they may eclipse the effect of external perturbations, like greenhouse gas increases (see Chapter 11). Over the longer term, however, the effect of external
forcings is expected to dominate instead. Climate model simulations project that, after a few decades, different
scenarios of future anthropogenic greenhouse gases and other forcing agents—and the climate system’s response
to them—will differently affect the change in mean global temperature (FAQ 12.1, Figure 1, left panel). Therefore,
evaluating the consequences of those various scenarios and responses is of paramount importance, especially when
policy decisions are considered.
Climate models are built on the basis of the physical principles governing our climate system, and empirical understanding, and represent the complex, interacting processes needed to simulate climate and climate change, both
past and future. Analogues from past observations, or extrapolations from recent trends, are inadequate strategies
for producing projections, because the future will not necessarily be a simple continuation of what we have seen
thus far.
Although it is possible to write down the equations of fluid motion that determine the behaviour of the atmosphere and ocean, it is impossible to solve them without using numerical algorithms through computer model
simulation, similarly to how aircraft engineering relies on numerical simulations of similar types of equations. Also,
many small-scale physical, biological and chemical processes, such as cloud processes, cannot be described by those
equations, either because we lack the computational ability to describe the system at a fine enough resolution
to directly simulate these processes or because we still have a partial scientific understanding of the mechanisms
driving these processes. Those need instead to be approximated by so-called parameterizations within the climate
models, through which a mathematical relation between directly simulated and approximated quantities is established, often on the basis of observed behaviour.
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There are various alternative and equally plausible numerical representations, solutions and approximations for
modelling the climate system, given the limitations in computing and observations. This diversity is considered a
healthy aspect of the climate modelling community, and results in a range of plausible climate change projections
at global and regional scales. This range provides a basis for quantifying uncertainty in the projections, but because
the number of models is relatively small, and the contribution of model output to public archives is voluntary,
the sampling of possible futures is neither systematic nor comprehensive. Also, some inadequacies persist that are
common to all models; different models have different strength and weaknesses; it is not yet clear which aspects
of the quality of the simulations that can be evaluated through observations should guide our evaluation of future
model simulations. (continued on next page)
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FAQ 12.1 (continued)

Models of varying complexity are commonly used for different projection problems. A faster model with lower
resolution, or a simplified description of some climate processes, may be used in cases where long multi-century
simulations are required, or where multiple realizations are needed. Simplified models can adequately represent
large-scale average quantities, like global average temperature, but finer details, like regional precipitation, can be
simulated only by complex models.
The coordination of model experiments and output by groups such as the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP), the World Climate Research Program and its Working Group on Climate Models has seen the science community step up efforts to evaluate the ability of models to simulate past and current climate and to compare future
climate change projections. The ‘multi-model’ approach is now a standard technique used by the climate science
community to assess projections of a specific climate variable.
FAQ 12.1, Figure 1, right panels, shows the temperature response by the end of the 21st century for two illustrative
models and the highest and lowest RCP scenarios. Models agree on large-scale patterns of warming at the surface,
for example, that the land is going to warm faster than ocean, and the Arctic will warm faster than the tropics. But
they differ both in the magnitude of their global response for the same scenario, and in small scale, regional aspects
of their response. The magnitude of Arctic amplification, for instance, varies among different models, and a subset
of models show a weaker warming or slight cooling in the North Atlantic as a result of the reduction in deepwater
formation and shifts in ocean currents.
There are inevitable uncertainties in future external forcings, and the climate system’s response to them, which
are further complicated by internally generated variability. The use of multiple scenarios and models have become
a standard choice in order to assess and characterize them, thus allowing us to describe a wide range of possible
future evolutions of the Earth’s climate.

Global surface temperature change (°C)

Possible temperature responses in 2081-2100 to
high emission scenario RCP8.5

Model mean global
mean temperature
change for high
emission scenario
RCP8.5
Possible temperature responses in 2081-2100 to
low emission scenario RCP2.6

Model mean global
mean temperature
change for low
emission scenario
RCP2.6
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FAQ 12.1, Figure 1 | Global mean temperature change averaged across all Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) models (relative to 1986–2005)
for the four Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) scenarios: RCP2.6 (dark blue), RCP4.5 (light blue), RCP6.0 (orange) and RCP8.5 (red); 32, 42, 25 and 39
models were used respectively for these 4 scenarios. Likely ranges for global temperature change by the end of the 21st century are indicated by vertical bars. Note that
these ranges apply to the difference between two 20-year means, 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005, which accounts for the bars being centred at a smaller value than
the end point of the annual trajectories. For the highest (RCP8.5) and lowest (RCP2.6) scenario, illustrative maps of surface temperature change at the end of the 21st
century (2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005) are shown for two CMIP5 models. These models are chosen to show a rather broad range of response, but this particular
set is not representative of any measure of model response uncertainty.
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qualitative and even more so quantitative, involves much more than a
measure of the range of model outcomes, because additional sources
of information (e.g., observational constraints, model evaluation, expert
judgement) lead us to expect that the uncertainty around the future
climate state does not coincide straightforwardly with those ranges.
In fact, in this chapter we highlight wherever relevant the distinction
between model uncertainty evaluation, which encompasses the understanding that models have intrinsic shortcoming in fully and accurately
representing the real system, and cannot all be considered independent
of one another (Knutti et al., 2013), and a simpler descriptive quantification, based on the range of outcomes from the ensemble of models.
Uncertainty affecting mid- to long-term projections of climatic changes
stems from distinct but possibly interacting sources. Figure 12.2 shows
a schematic of the chain from scenarios, through ESMs to projections.
Uncertainties affecting near-term projections of which some aspect
are also relevant for longer-term projections are discussed in Section
11.3.1.1 and shown in Figure 11.8.
Future anthropogenic emissions of GHGs, aerosol particles and other
forcing agents such as land use change are dependent on socioeconomic factors including global geopolitical agreements to control
those emissions. Systematic studies that attempt to quantify the likely
ranges of anthropogenic emission have been undertaken (Sokolov et
al., 2009) but it is more common to use a scenario approach of different but plausible—in the sense of technically feasible—pathways,
leading to the concept of scenario uncertainty. AR4 made extensive

use of the SRES scenarios (IPCC, 2000) developed using a sequential
approach, that is, socioeconomic factors feed into emissions scenarios
which are then used either to directly force the climate models or to
determine concentrations of GHGs and other agents required to drive
these models. This report also assesses outcomes of simulations that
use the new RCP scenarios, developed using a parallel process (Moss
et al., 2010) whereby different targets in terms of RF at 2100 were
selected (2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5 W m–2) and GHG and aerosol emissions
consistent with those targets, and their corresponding socioeconomic drivers were developed simultaneously (see Section 12.3). Rather
than being identified with one socioeconomic storyline, RCP scenarios
are consistent with many possible economic futures (in fact, different
combinations of GHG and aerosol emissions can lead to the same
RCP). Their development was driven by the need to produce scenarios that could be input to climate model simulations more expediently
while corresponding socioeconomic scenarios would be developed in
parallel, and to produce a wide range of model responses that may be
scaled and interpolated to estimate the response under other scenarios, involving different measures of adaptation and mitigation.
In terms of the uncertainties related to the RCP emissions scenarios,
the following issues can be identified:
•

No probabilities or likelihoods have been attached to the alternative RCP scenarios (as was the case for SRES scenarios). Each of
them should be considered plausible, as no study has questioned
their technical feasibility (see Chapter 1).

Representative
Concentration Pathway (RCP)
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Figure 12.2 | Links in the chain from scenarios, through models to climate projections. The Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) are designed to sample a range of
radiative forcing (RF) of the climate system at 2100. The RCPs are translated into both concentrations and emissions of greenhouse gases using Integrated Assessment Models
(IAMs). These are then used as inputs to dynamical Earth System Models (ESMs) in simulations that are either concentration-driven (the majority of projection experiments) or
emissions-driven (only for RCP8.5). Aerosols and other forcing factors are implemented in different ways in each ESM. The ESM projections each have a potentially different RF,
which may be viewed as an output of the model and which may not correspond to precisely the level of RF indicated by the RCP nomenclature. Similarly, for concentration-driven
experiments, the emissions consistent with those concentrations diagnosed from the ESM may be different from those specified in the RCP (diagnosed from the IAM). Different
models produce different responses even under the same RF. Uncertainty propagates through the chain and results in a spread of ESM projections. This spread is only one way
of assessing uncertainty in projections. Alternative methods, which combine information from simple and complex models and observations through statistical models or expert
judgement, are also used to quantify that uncertainty.
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Despite the naming of the RCPs in terms of their target RF at 2100
or at stabilization (Box 1.1), climate models translate concentrations of forcing agents into RF in different ways due to their different structural modelling assumptions. Hence a model simulation
of RCP6.0 may not attain exactly a RF of 6 W m–2; more accurately,
an RCP6.0 forced model experiment may not attain exactly the
same RF as was intended by the specification of the RCP6.0 forcing inputs. Thus in addition to the scenario uncertainty there is
RF uncertainty in the way the RCP scenarios are implemented in
climate models.
Some model simulations are concentration-driven (GHG concentrations are specified) whereas some models, which have Earth
Systems components, convert emission scenarios into concentrations and are termed emissions-driven. Different ESMs driven
by emissions may produce different concentrations of GHGs and
aerosols because of differences in the representation and/or
parameterization of the processes responsible for the conversion
of emissions into concentrations. This aspect may be considered a
facet of forcing uncertainty, or may be compounded in the category
of model uncertainty, which we discuss below. Also, aerosol loading and land use changes are not dictated intrinsically by the RCP
specification. Rather, they are a result of the Integrated Assessment
Model that created the emission pathway for a given RCP.

SRES and RCPs account for future changes only in anthropogenic forcings. With regard to solar forcing, the 1985–2005 solar cycle is repeated. Neither projections of future deviations from this solar cycle, nor
future volcanic RF and their uncertainties are considered.
Any climate projection is subject to sampling uncertainties that arise
because of internal variability. In this chapter, the prediction of, for
example, the amplitude or phase of some mode of variability that may
be important on long time scales is not addressed (see Sections 11.2
and 11.3). Any climate variable projection derived from a single simulation of an individual climate model will be affected by internal variability (stemming from the chaotic nature of the system), whether it be
a variable that involves a long time average (e.g., 20 years), a snapshot
in time or some more complex diagnostic such as the variance computed from a time series over many years. No amount of time averaging
can reduce internal variability to zero, although for some EMICs and
simplified models, which may be used to reproduce the results of more
complex model simulations, the representation of internal variability
is excluded from the model specification by design. For different
variables, and different spatial and time scale averages, the relative
importance of internal variability in comparison with other sources of
uncertainty will be different. In general, internal variability becomes
more important on shorter time scales and for smaller scale variables
(see Section 11.3 and Figure 11.2). The concept of signal-to-noise ratio
may be used to quantify the relative magnitude of the forced response
(signal) versus internal variability (noise). Internal variability may be
sampled and estimated explicitly by running ensembles of simulations
with slightly different initial conditions, designed explicitly to represent
internal variability, or can be estimated on the basis of long control
runs where external forcings are held constant. In the case of both
multi-model and perturbed physics ensembles (see below), there is an
implicit perturbation in the initial state of each run considered, which
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means that these ensembles sample both modelling uncertainty and
internal variability jointly.
The ability of models to mimic nature is achieved by simplification
choices that can vary from model to model in terms of the fundamental
numeric and algorithmic structures, forms and values of parameterizations, and number and kinds of coupled processes included. Simplifications and the interactions between parameterized and resolved processes induce ‘errors’ in models, which can have a leading-order impact
on projections. It is possible to characterize the choices made when
building and running models into structural—indicating the numerical
techniques used for solving the dynamical equations, the analytic form
of parameterization schemes and the choices of inputs for fixed or varying boundary conditions—and parametric—indicating the choices
made in setting the parameters that control the various components
of the model. The community of climate modellers has regularly collaborated in producing coordinated experiments forming multi-model
ensembles (MMEs), using both global and regional model families, for
example, CMIP3/5 (Meehl et al., 2007a), ENSEMBLES (Johns et al.,
2011) and Chemistry–Climate Model Validation 1 and 2 (CCM-Val-1
and 2; Eyring et al., 2005), through which structural uncertainty can be
at least in part explored by comparing models, and perturbed physics
ensembles (PPEs, with e.g., Hadley Centre Coupled Model version 3
(HadCM3; Murphy et al., 2004), Model for Interdiciplinary Research On
Climate (MIROC; Yokohata et al., 2012), Community Climate System
Model 3 (CCSM3; Jackson et al., 2008; Sanderson, 2011)), through
which uncertainties in parameterization choices can be assessed in a
given model. As noted below, neither MMEs nor PPEs represent an
adequate sample of all the possible choices one could make in building
a climate model. Also, current models may exclude some processes that
could turn out to be important for projections (e.g., methane clathrate
release) or produce a common error in the representation of a particular process. For this reason, it is of critical importance to distinguish
two different senses in which the uncertainty terminology is used or
misused in the literature (see also Sections 1.4.2, 9.2.2, 9.2.3, 11.2.1
and 11.2.2). A narrow interpretation of the concept of model uncertainty often identifies it with the range of responses of a model ensemble. In this chapter this type of characterization is referred as model
range or model spread. A broader concept entails the recognition of a
fundamental uncertainty in the representation of the real system that
these models can achieve, given their necessary approximations and
the limits in the scientific understanding of the real system that they
encapsulate. When addressing this aspect and characterizing it, this
chapter uses the term model uncertainty.
The relative role of the different sources of uncertainty—model, scenario and internal variability—as one moves from short- to mid- to
long-term projections and considers different variables at different
spatial scales has to be recognized (see Section 11.3). The three sources exchange relevance as the time horizon, the spatial scale and the
variable change. In absolute terms, internal variability is generally
estimated, and has been shown in some specific studies (Hu et al.,
2012) to remain approximately constant across the forecast horizon,
with model ranges and scenario/forcing variability increasing over
time. For forecasts of global temperatures after mid-century, scenario
and model ranges dominate the amount of variation due to internally
generated variability, with scenarios accounting for the largest source
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of uncertainty in projections by the end of the century. For global average precipitation projections, scenario uncertainty has a much smaller
role even by the end of the 21st century and model range maintains
the largest share across all projection horizons. For temperature and
precipitation projections at smaller spatial scales, internal variability
may remain a significant source of uncertainty up until middle of the
21st century in some regions (Hawkins and Sutton, 2009, 2011; Rowell,
2012; Knutti and Sedláček, 2013). Within single model experiments,
the persistently significant role of internally generated variability for
regional projections even beyond short- and mid-term horizons has
been documented by analyzing relatively large ensembles sampling
initial conditions (Deser et al., 2012a, 2012b).

of possible values are explored and often statistical models that fit the
relationship between parameter values and model output, that is, emulators, are trained on the ensemble and used to predict the outcome
for unsampled parameter value combinations, in order to explore the
parameter space more thoroughly that would otherwise be computationally affordable (Rougier et al., 2009). The space of a single model
simulations (even when filtered through observational constraints) can
show a large range of outcomes for a given scenario (Jackson et al.,
2008). However, multi-model ensembles and perturbed physics ensembles produce modes and distributions of climate responses that can
be different from one another, suggesting that one type of ensemble
cannot be used as an analogue for the other (Murphy et al., 2007;
Sanderson et al., 2010; Yokohata et al., 2010; Collins et al., 2011).

12.2.3 From Ensembles to Uncertainty Quantification
Ensembles like CMIP5 do not represent a systematically sampled
family of models but rely on self-selection by the modelling groups.
This opportunistic nature of MMEs has been discussed, for example, in
Tebaldi and Knutti (2007) and Knutti et al. (2010a). These ensembles are
therefore not designed to explore uncertainty in a coordinated manner,
and the range of their results cannot be straightforwardly interpreted
as an exhaustive range of plausible outcomes, even if some studies
have shown how they appear to behave as well calibrated probabilistic forecasts for some large-scale quantities (Annan and Hargreaves,
2010). Other studies have argued instead that the tail of distributions
is by construction undersampled (Räisänen, 2007). In general, the difficulty in producing quantitative estimates of uncertainty based on
multiple model output originates in their peculiarities as a statistical
sample, neither random nor systematic, with possible dependencies
among the members (Jun et al., 2008; Masson and Knutti, 2011; Pennell and Reichler, 2011; Knutti et al., 2013) and of spurious nature, that
is, often counting among their members models with different degrees
of complexities (different number of processes explicitly represented or
parameterized) even within the category of general circulation models.
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Agreement between multiple models can be a source of information in
an uncertainty assessment or confidence statement. Various methods
have been proposed to indicate regions where models agree on the
projected changes, agree on no change or disagree. Several of those
methods are compared in Box 12.1. Many figures use stippling or
hatching to display such information, but it is important to note that
confidence cannot be inferred from model agreement alone.
Perturbed physics experiments (PPEs) differ in their output interpretability for they can be, and have been, systematically constructed
and as such lend themselves to a more straightforward treatment
through statistical modelling (Rougier, 2007; Sanso and Forest, 2009).
Uncertain parameters in a single model to whose values the output
is known to be sensitive are targeted for perturbations. More often
it is the parameters in the atmospheric component of the model that
are varied (Collins et al., 2006a; Sanderson et al., 2008), and to date
have in fact shown to be the source of the largest uncertainties in
large-scale response, but lately, with much larger computing power
expense, also parameters within the ocean component have been perturbed (Collins et al., 2007; Brierley et al., 2010). Parameters in the
land surface schemes have also been subject to perturbation studies
(Fischer et al., 2011; Booth et al., 2012; Lambert et al., 2012). Ranges
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Many studies have made use of results from these ensembles to characterize uncertainty in future projections, and these will be assessed and
their results incorporated when describing specific aspects of future
climate responses. PPEs have been uniformly treated across the different studies through the statistical framework of analysis of computer
experiments (Sanso et al., 2008; Rougier et al., 2009; Harris et al., 2010)
or, more plainly, as a thorough exploration of alternative responses
reweighted by observational constraints (Murphy et al., 2004; Piani et
al., 2005; Forest et al., 2008; Sexton et al., 2012). In all cases the construction of a probability distribution is facilitated by the systematic
nature of the experiments. MMEs have generated a much more diversified treatment (1) according to the choice of applying weights to the
different models on the basis of past performance or not (Weigel et al.,
2010) and (2) according to the choice between treating the different
models and the truth as indistinguishable or treating each model as
a version of the truth to which an error has been added (Annan and
Hargreaves, 2010; Sanderson and Knutti, 2012). Many studies can be
classified according to these two criteria and their combination, but
even within each of the four resulting categories different studies produce different estimates of uncertainty, owing to the preponderance
of a priori assumptions, explicitly in those studies that approach the
problem through a Bayesian perspective, or only implicit in the choice
of likelihood models, or weighting. This makes the use of probabilistic
and other results produced through statistical inference necessarily
dependent on agreeing with a particular set of assumptions (Sansom
et al., 2013), given the lack of a full exploration of the robustness of
probabilistic estimates to varying these assumptions.
In summary, there does not exist at present a single agreed on and
robust formal methodology to deliver uncertainty quantification estimates of future changes in all climate variables (see also Section 9.8.3
and Stephenson et al., 2012). As a consequence, in this chapter, statements using the calibrated uncertainty language are a result of the
expert judgement of the authors, combining assessed literature results
with an evaluation of models demonstrated ability (or lack thereof)
in simulating the relevant processes (see Chapter 9) and model consensus (or lack thereof) over future projections. In some cases when a
significant relation is detected between model performance and reliability of its future projections, some models (or a particular parametric
configuration) may be excluded (e.g., Arctic sea ice; Section 12.4.6.1
and Joshi et al., 2010) but in general it remains an open research question to find significant connections of this kind that justify some form
of weighting across the ensemble of models and produce aggregated
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Box 12.1 | Methods to Quantify Model Agreement in Maps
The climate change projections in this report are based on ensembles of climate models. The ensemble mean is a useful quantity to
characterize the average response to external forcings, but does not convey any information on the robustness of this response across
models, its uncertainty and/or likelihood or its magnitude relative to unforced climate variability. In the IPCC AR4 WGI contribution
(IPCC, 2007) several criteria were used to indicate robustness of change, most prominently in Figure SPM.7. In that figure, showing
projected precipitation changes, stippling marked regions where at least 90% of the CMIP3 models agreed on the sign of the change.
Regions where less than 66% of the models agreed on the sign were masked white. The resulting large white area was often misinterpreted as indicating large uncertainties in the different models’ response to external forcings, but recent studies show that, for the
most part, the disagreement in sign among models is found where projected changes are small and still within the modelled range
of internal variability, that is, where a response to anthropogenic forcings has not yet emerged locally in a statistically significant way
(Tebaldi et al., 2011; Power et al., 2012).
A number of methods to indicate model robustness, involving an assessment of the significance of the change when compared to internal variability, have been proposed since AR4. The different methods share the purpose of identifying regions with large, significant or
robust changes, regions with small changes, regions where models disagree or a combination of those. They do, however, use different
assumptions about the statistical properties of the model ensemble, and therefore different criteria for synthesizing the information
from it. Different methods also differ in the way they estimate internal variability. We briefly describe and compare several of these
methods here.
Method (a): The default method used in Chapters 11,12 and 14 as well as in the Annex I (hatching only) is shown in Box 12.1, Figure
1a, and is based on relating the climate change signal to internal variability in 20-year means of the models as a reference3. Regions
where the multi-model mean change exceeds two standard deviations of internal variability and where at least 90% of the models
agree on the sign of change are stippled and interpreted as ‘large change with high model agreement’. Regions where the model mean
is less than one standard deviation of internal variability are hatched and interpreted as ‘small signal or low agreement of models’. This
can have various reasons: (1) changes in individual models are smaller than internal variability, or (2) although changes in individual
models are significant, they disagree about the sign and the multi-model mean change remains small. Using this method, the case
where all models scatter widely around zero and the case where all models agree on near zero change therefore are both hatched
(e.g., precipitation change over the Amazon region by the end of the 21st century, which the following methods mark as ‘inconsistent
model response’).
Method (b): Method (a) does not distinguish the case where all models agree on no change and the case where, for example, half of
the models show a significant increase and half a decrease. The distinction may be relevant for many applications and a modification
of method (a) is to restrict hatching to regions where there is high agreement among the models that the change will be ‘small’, thus
eliminating the ambiguous interpretation ‘small or low agreement’ in (a). In contrast to method (a) where the model mean is compared to variability, this case (b) marks regions where at least 80% of the individual models show a change smaller than two standard
deviations of variability with hatching. Grid points where many models show significant change but don’t agree are no longer hatched
(Box 12.1, Figure 1b).
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Method (c): Knutti and Sedláček (2013) define a dimensionless robustness measure, R, which is inspired by the signal-to-noise ratio
and the ranked probability skill score. It considers the natural variability and agreement on magnitude and sign of change. A value of 
R = 1 implies perfect model agreement; low or negative values imply poor model agreement (note that by definition R can assume any
negative value). Any level of R can be chosen for the stippling. For illustration, in Box 12.1, Figure 1c, regions with R > 0.8 are marked
with small dots, regions with R > 0.9 with larger dots and are interpreted as ‘robust large change’. This yields similar results to method
(a) for the end of the century, but with some areas of moderate model robustness (R > 0.8) already for the near-term projections,
even though the signal is still within the noise. Regions where at least 80% of the models individually show no significant change
are hatched and interpreted as ‘changes unlikely to emerge from variability’4.There is less hatching in this method than in method (a),
(continued on next page)

3

4

The internal variability in this method is estimated using pre-industrial control runs for each of the models which are at least 500 years long. The first 100 years of
the pre-industrial are ignored. Variability is calculated for every grid point as the standard deviation of non-overlapping 20-year means, multiplied by the square
root of 2 to account for the fact that the variability of a difference in means is of interest. A quadratic fit as a function of time is subtracted from these at every grid
point to eliminate model drift. This is by definition the standard deviation of the difference between two independent 20-year averages having the same variance
and estimates the variation of that difference that would be expected due to unforced internal variability. The median across all models of that quantity is used.
Variability in methods b–d is estimated from interannual variations in the base period within each model.
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Box 12.1 (continued)

DJF mean precipitation change (RCP8.5)

12

Box 12.1, Figure 1 | Projected change in December to February precipitation for 2016–2035 and 2081–2100, relative to 1986–2005 from CMIP5 models. The
choice of the variable and time frames is just for illustration of how the different methods compare in cases with low and high signal-to-noise ratio (left and right
column, respectively). The colour maps are identical along each column and only stippling and hatching differ on the basis of the different methods. Different methods
for stippling and hatching are shown determined (a) from relating the model mean to internal variability, (b) as in (a) but hatching here indicates high agreement for
‘small change’, (c) by the robustness measure by Knutti and Sedláček (2013), (d) by the method proposed by Tebaldi et al. (2011) and (e) by the method by Power et
al. (2012). Detailed technical explanations for each method are given in the text. 39 models are used in all panels.
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Box 12.1 (continued)

because it requires 80% of the models to be within variability, not just the model average. Regions where at least 50% of the models
show significant change but R< 0.5 are masked as white to indicate ‘models disagreeing on the projected change projections’ (Box
12.1, Figure 1c).
Method (d): Tebaldi et al. (2011) start from IPCC AR4 SPM7 but separate lack of model agreement from lack of signal (Box 12.1, Figure
1e). Grid points are stippled and interpreted as ‘robust large change’ when more than 50% of the models show significant change and
at least 80% of those agree on the sign of change. Grid points where more than 50% of the models show significant change but less
than 80% of those agree on the sign of change are masked as white and interpreted as ‘unreliable’. The results are again similar to
the methods above. No hatching was defined in that method (Box 12.1 Figure 1d). (See also Neelin et al., 2006 for a similar approach
applied to a specific regional domain.)
Method (e): Power et al. (2012) identify three distinct regions using various methods in which projections can be very loosely described
as either: ‘statistically significant’, ‘small (relative to temporal variability) or zero, but not statistically significant’ or ‘uncertain’. The
emphasis with this approach is to identify robust signals taking the models at face value and to address the questions: (1) What
will change? (2) By how much? and (3) What will not change? The underlying consideration here is that statistical testing under the
assumption of model independence provides a worthwhile, albeit imperfect, line of evidence that needs to be considered in conjunction
with other evidence (e.g., degree of interdependence, ability of models to simulate the past), in order to assess the degree of confidence
one has in a projected change.
The examples given here are not exhaustive but illustrate the main ideas. Other methods include simply counting the number of models
agreeing on the sign (Christensen et al., 2007), or varying colour hue and saturation to indicate magnitude of change and robustness
of change separately (Kaye et al., 2012). In summary, there are a variety of ways to characterize magnitude or significance of change,
and agreement between models. There is also a compromise to make between clarity and richness of information. Different methods
serve different purposes and a variety of criteria can be justified to highlight specific properties of multi-model ensembles. Clearly only
a subset of information regarding robust and uncertain change can be conveyed in a single plot. The methods above convey some
important pieces of this information, but obviously more information could be provided if more maps with additional statistics were
provided. In fact Annex I provides more explicit information on the range of projected changes evident in the models (e.g., the median,
and the upper and lower quartiles). For most of the methods there is a necessity to choose thresholds for the level of agreement that
cannot be identified objectively, but could be the result of individual, application-specific evaluations. Note also that all of the above
methods measure model agreement in an ensemble of opportunity, and it is impossible to derive a confidence or likelihood statement
from the model agreement or model spread alone, without considering consistency with observations, model dependence and the
degree to which the relevant processes are understood and reflected in the models (see Section 12.2.3).
The method used by Power et al. (2012) differs from the other methods in that it tests the statistical significance of the ensemble mean
rather than a single simulation. As a result, the area where changes are significant increases with an increasing number of models.
Already for the period centred on 2025, most of the grid points when using this method show significant change in the ensemble
mean whereas in the other methods projections for this time period are classified as changes not exceeding internal variability. The
reason is that the former produces a statement about the mean of the distribution being significantly different from zero, equivalent to
treating the ensemble as ‘truth plus error’, that is, assuming that the models are independent and randomly distributed around reality.
Methods a–d, on the other hand, use an ‘indistinguishable’ interpretation, in which each model and reality are drawn from the same
distribution. In that case, the stippling and hatching characterize the likelihood of a single member being significant or not, rather than
the ensemble mean. There is some debate in the literature on how the multi-model ensembles should be interpreted statistically. This
and past IPCC reports treat the model spread as some measure of uncertainty, irrespective of the number of models, which implies an
‘indistinguishable’ interpretation. For a detailed discussion readers are referred to the literature (Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007; Annan and
Hargreaves, 2010; Knutti et al., 2010a, 2010b; Annan and Hargreaves, 2011a; Sanderson and Knutti, 2012).
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future projections that are significantly different from straightforward
one model–one vote (Knutti, 2010) ensemble results. Therefore, most
of the analyses performed for this chapter make use of all available
models in the ensembles, with equal weight given to each of them
unless otherwise stated.

12.2.4 Joint Projections of Multiple Variables

12

While many of the key processes relevant to the simulation of single
variables are understood, studies are only starting to focus on assessing projections of joint variables, especially when extremes or variability in the individual quantities are of concern. A few studies have
addressed projected changes in joint variables, for example, by combining mean temperature and precipitation (Williams et al., 2007; Tebaldi
and Lobell, 2008; Tebaldi and Sanso, 2009; Watterson, 2011; Watterson and Whetton, 2011a; Sexton et al., 2012), linking soil moisture,
precipitation and temperature mean and variability (Seneviratne et al.,
2006; Fischer and Schär, 2009; Koster et al., 2009b, 2009c), combining
temperature and humidity (Diffenbaugh et al., 2007; Fischer and Schär,
2010; Willett and Sherwood, 2012), linking summertime temperature
and soil moisture to prior winter snowpack (Hall et al., 2008) or linking
precipitation change to circulation, moisture and moist static energy
budget changes (Neelin et al., 2003; Chou and Neelin, 2004; Chou et
al., 2006, 2009). Models may have difficulties simulating all relevant
interactions between atmosphere and land surface and the water cycle
that determine the joint response, observations to evaluate models are
often limited (Seneviratne et al., 2010), and model uncertainties are
therefore large (Koster et al., 2006; Boé and Terray, 2008; Notaro, 2008;
Fischer et al., 2011). In some cases, correlations between, for example,
temperature and precipitation or accumulated precipitation and temperature have found to be too strong in climate models (Trenberth and
Shea, 2005; Hirschi et al., 2011). The situation is further complicated
by the fact that model biases in one variable affect other variables.
The standard method for model projections is to subtract model biases
derived from control integrations (assuming that the bias remains constant in a future scenario integration). Several studies note that this
may be problematic when a consistent treatment of biases in multiple
variables is required (Christensen et al., 2008; Buser et al., 2009), but
there is no consensus at this stage for a methodology addressing this
problem (Ho et al., 2012). More generally the existence of structural
errors in models according to which an unavoidable discrepancy (Rougier, 2007) between their simulations and reality cannot be avoided
is relevant here, as well as for univariate projections. In the recent literature an estimate of this discrepancy has been proposed through
the use of MMEs, using each model in turn as a surrogate for reality, and measuring the distance between it and the other models of
the ensemble. Some summary statistic of these measures is then used
to estimate the distance between models and the real world (Sexton
and Murphy, 2012; Sexton et al., 2012; Sanderson, 2013). Statistical
frameworks to deal with multivariate projections are challenging even
for just two variables, as they have to address a trade-off between
modelling the joint behavior at scales that are relevant for impacts—
that is, fine spatial and temporal scales, often requiring complex spatio-temporal models—and maintaining computational feasibility. In
one instance (Tebaldi and Sanso, 2009) scales were investigated at
the seasonal and sub-continental level, and projections of the forced
response of temperature and precipitation at those scales did not show
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significant correlations, likely because of the heterogeneity of the relation between the variables within those large averaged regions and
seasons. In Sexton et al. (2012) the spatial scale focussed on regions of
Great Britain and correlation emerged as more significant, for example, between summer temperatures and precipitation amounts. Fischer
and Knutti (2013) estimated strong relationships between variables
making up impact relevant indices (e.g., temperature and humidity) and showed how in some cases, uncertainties across models are
larger for a combined variable than if the uncertainties in the individual underlying variables were treated independently (e.g., wildfires),
whereas in other cases the uncertainties in the combined variables are
smaller than in the individual ones (e.g., heat stress for humans).
Even while recognizing the need for joint multivariate projections, the
above limitations at this stage prevent a quantitative assessment for
most cases. A few robust qualitative relationships nonetheless emerge
from the literature and these are assessed, where appropriate, in the
rest of the chapter. For applications that are sensitive to relationships
between variables, but still choose to use the multi-model framework
to determine possible ranges for projections, sampling from univariate ranges may lead to unrealistic results when significant correlations
exist. IPCC assessments often show model averages as best estimates,
but such averages can underestimate spatial variability, and more in
general they neither represent any of the actual model states (Knutti et
al., 2010a) nor do they necessarily represent the joint best estimate in a
multivariate sense. Impact studies usually need temporally and spatially coherent multivariate input from climate model simulations. In those
cases, using each climate model output individually and feeding it into
the impact model, rather than trying to summarise a multivariate distribution from the MME and sample from it, is likely to be more consistent, assuming that the climate model itself correctly captures the spatial covariance, the temporal co-evolution and the relevant feedbacks.

12.3

Projected Changes in Forcing Agents,
Including Emissions and Concentrations

The experiments that form the basis of global future projections discussed in this chapter are extensions of the simulations of the observational record discussed in Chapters 9 and 10. The scenarios assessed in
AR5, introduced in Chapter 1, include four new scenarios designed to
explore a wide range of future climate characterized by representative
trajectories of well-mixed greenhouse gas (WMGHG) concentrations
and other anthropogenic forcing agents. These are described further
in Section 12.3.1. The implementation of forcing agents in model projections, including natural and anthropogenic aerosols, ozone and land
use change are discussed in Section 12.3.2, with a strong focus on
CMIP5 experiments. Global mean emissions, concentrations and RFs
applicable to the historical record simulations assessed in Chapters 8,
9 and 10, and the future scenario simulations assessed here, are listed
in Annex II. Global mean RF for the 21st century consistent with these
scenarios, derived from CMIP5 and other climate model studies, is discussed in Section 12.3.3.
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12.3.1

Description of Scenarios

Long-term climate change projections reflect how human activities or
natural effects could alter the climate over decades and centuries. In
this context, defined scenarios are important, as using specific time
series of emissions, land use, atmospheric concentrations or RF across
multiple models allows for coherent climate model intercomparisons
and synthesis. Some scenarios present a simple stylized future (not
accompanied by a socioeconomic storyline) and are used for process understanding. More comprehensive scenarios are produced by
Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) as internally consistent sets of
emissions and socioeconomic assumptions (e.g., regarding population
and socioeconomic development) with the aim of presenting several plausible future worlds (see Section 1.5.2 and Box 1.1). In general
it is these scenarios that are used for policy relevant climate change,
impact, adaptation and mitigation analysis. It is beyond the scope of
this report to consider the full range of currently published scenarios
and their implications for mitigation policy and climate targets—that
is covered by the Working Group III contribution to the AR5. Here, we
focus on the RCP scenarios used within the CMIP5 intercomparison
exercise (Taylor et al. 2012) along with the SRES scenarios (IPCC, 2000)
developed for the IPCC Third Assessment Report (TAR) but still widely
used by the climate community.

12.3.1.1 Stylized Concentration Scenarios
A 1% per annum compound increase of atmospheric CO2 concentration until a doubling or a quadrupling of its initial value has been
widely used since the second phase of CMIP (Meehl et al., 2000) and
the Second Assessment Report (Kattenberg et al., 1996). This stylized
scenario is a useful benchmark for comparing coupled model climate
sensitivity, climate feedback and transient climate response, but is not
used directly for future projections. The exponential increase of CO2
concentration induces approximately a linear increase in RF due to
a ‘saturation effect’ of the strong absorbing bands (Augustsson and
Ramanathan, 1977; Hansen et al., 1988; Myhre et al., 1998). Thus, a
linear ramp function in forcing results from these stylized pathways,
adding to their suitability for comparative diagnostics of the models’
climate feedbacks and inertia. The CMIP5 intercomparison project
again includes such a stylized pathway, in which the CO2 concentration
reaches twice the initial concentration after 70 years and four times
the initial concentration after 140 years. The corresponding RFs are
3.7 W m–2 (Ramaswamy et al., 2001) and 7.4 W m–2 respectively with
a range of ±20% accounting for uncertainties in radiative transfer calculations and rapid adjustments (see Section 8.3.2.1), placing them
within the range of the RFs at the end of the 21st century for the
future scenarios presented below. The CMIP5 project also includes a
second stylized experiment in which the CO2 concentration is quadrupled instantaneously, which allows a distinction between effective RFs
and longer-term climate feedbacks (Gregory et al., 2004).

12.3.1.2 The Socioeconomic Driven Scenarios from the Special
Report on Emission Scenarios
The climate change projections undertaken as part of CMIP3 and discussed in AR4 were based primarily on the SRES A2, A1B and B1 scenarios (IPCC, 2000). These scenarios were developed using IAMs and
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resulted from specific socioeconomic scenarios, that is, from storylines
about future demographic and economic development, regionalization, energy production and use, technology, agriculture, forestry, and
land use. All SRES scenarios assumed that no climate mitigation policy
would be undertaken. Based on these SRES scenarios, global climate
models were then forced with corresponding WMGHG and aerosol
concentrations, although the degree to which models implemented
these forcings differed (Meehl et al., 2007b, Table 10.1). The resulting climate projections, together with the socioeconomic scenarios on
which they are based, have been widely used in further analysis by the
impact, adaptation and vulnerability research communities.

12.3.1.3 The New Concentration Driven Representative
Concentration Pathway Scenarios, and Their Extensions
As introduced in Box 1.1 and mentioned in Section 12.1, a new parallel
process for scenario development was proposed in order to facilitate
the interactions between the scientific communities working on climate change, adaptation and mitigation (Hibbard et al., 2007; Moss et
al., 2008, 2010; van Vuuren et al., 2011). These new scenarios, Representative Concentration Pathways, are referred to as pathways in order
to emphasize that they are not definitive scenarios, but rather internally consistent sets of time-dependent forcing projections that could
potentially be realized with more than one underlying socioeconomic
scenario. The primary products of the RCPs are concentrations but they
also provide gas emissions. They are representative in that they are one
of several different scenarios, sampling the full range of published scenarios (including mitigation scenarios) at the time they were defined,
that have similar RF and emissions characteristics. They are identified
by the approximate value of the RF (in W m–2) at 2100 or at stabilization after 2100 in their extensions, relative to pre-industrial (Moss et
al., 2008; Meinshausen et al., 2011c). RCP2.6 (the lowest of the four,
also referred to as RCP3-PD) peaks at 3.0 W m–2 and then declines to
2.6 W m–2 in 2100, RCP4.5 (medium-low) and RCP6.0 (medium-high)
stabilize after 2100 at 4.2 and 6.0 W m–2 respectively, while RCP8.5
(highest) reaches 8.3 W m–2 in 2100 on a rising trajectory (see also
Figure 12.3a which takes into account the efficacies of the various
anthropogenic forcings). The primary objective of these scenarios is to
provide all the input variables necessary to run comprehensive climate
models in order to reach a target RF (Figure 12.2). These scenarios
were developed using IAMs that provide the time evolution of a large
ensemble of anthropogenic forcings (concentration and emission of
gas and aerosols, land use changes, etc.) and their individual RF values
(Moss et al., 2008, 2010; van Vuuren et al., 2011). Note that due to the
substantial uncertainties in RF, these forcing values should be understood as comparative ‘labels’, not as exact definitions of the forcing
that is effective in climate models. This is because concentrations or
emissions, rather than the RF itself, are prescribed in the CMIP5 climate
model runs. The forcing as manifested in climate models is discussed
in Section 12.3.3.
Various steps were necessary to turn the selected ‘raw’ RCP scenarios
from the IAMs into data sets usable by the climate modelling community. First, harmonization with historical data was performed for emissions of reactive gases and aerosols (Lamarque et al., 2010; Granier
et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011), land use (Hurtt et al., 2011), and for
GHG emissions and concentrations (Meinshausen et al., 2011c). Then
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Figure 12.3 | (a) Time evolution of the total anthropogenic (positive) and anthropogenic aerosol (negative) radiative forcing (RF) relative to pre-industrial (about 1765) between
2000 and 2300 for RCP scenarios and their extensions (continuous lines), and SRES scenarios (dashed lines) as computed by the Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) used to
develop those scenarios. The four RCP scenarios used in CMIP5 are: RCP2.6 (dark blue), RCP4.5 (light blue), RCP6.0 (orange) and RCP8.5 (red). The three SRES scenarios used
in CMIP3 are: B1 (blue, dashed), A1B (green, dashed) and A2 (red, dashed). Positive values correspond to the total anthropogenic RF. Negative values correspond to the forcing
from all anthropogenic aerosol–radiation interactions (i.e., direct effects only). The total RF of the SRES and RCP families of scenarios differs in 2000 because the number of forcings represented and our knowledge about them have changed since the TAR. The total RF of the RCP family is computed taking into account the efficacy of the various forcings
(Meinshausen et al., 2011a). (b) Contribution of the individual anthropogenic forcings to the total RF in year 2100 for the four RCP scenarios and at present day (year 2010). The
individual forcings are gathered into seven groups: carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), ozone (O3), other greenhouse gases, aerosol (all effects unlike in (a),
i.e., aerosol–radiation and aerosol–cloud interactions, aerosol deposition on snow) and land use (LU). (c) As in (b), but the individual forcings are relative to the total RF (i.e., RFx/
RFtot, in %, with RFx individual RFs and RFtot total RF). Note that the RFs in (b) and (c) are not efficacy adjusted, unlike in (a). The values shown in (a) are summarized in Table AII.6.8.
The values shown in (b) and (c) have been directly extracted from data files (hosted at http://tntcat.iiasa.ac.at:8787/RcpDb/) compiled by the four modelling teams that developed
the RCP scenarios and are summarized in Tables AII.6.1 to AII.6.3 for CO2, CH4 and N2O respectively.

atmospheric chemistry runs were performed to estimate ozone and
aerosol distributions (Lamarque et al., 2011). Finally, a single carbon
cycle model with a representation of carbon–climate feedbacks was
used in order to provide consistent values of CO2 concentration for
the CO2 emission provided by a different IAM for each of the scenarios. This methodology was used to produce consistent data sets across
scenarios but does not provide uncertainty estimates for them. After
these processing steps, the final RCP data sets comprise land use
data, harmonized GHG emissions and concentrations, gridded reactive
gas and aerosol emissions, as well as ozone and aerosol abundance
fields. These data are used as forcings in individual climate models. The
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number and type of forcings included primarily depend on the experiment. For instance, while the CO2 concentration is prescribed in most
experiments, CO2 emissions are prescribed in some others (see Box 6.4
and Section 12.3.2.1). Which of these forcings are included in individual CMIP5 models, and variations in their implementation, is described
in Section 12.3.2.2.
During this development process, the total RF and the RF of individual
forcing agents have been estimated by the IAMs and made available via the RCP database (Meinshausen et al., 2011c). Each individual
anthropogenic forcing varies from one scenario to another. They have
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been aggregated into a few groups in Figure 12.3b and c. The total
anthropogenic RF estimated by the IAMs in 2010 is about 0.15 W m–2
lower than Chapter 8’s best estimate of ERF in 2010 (2.2 W m–2), the
difference arising from a revision of the RF due to aerosols and land
use in the current assessment compared to AR4. All the other individual forcings are consistent to within 0.02 W m–2. The change in CO2
concentration is the main cause of difference in the total RF among
the scenarios (Figure 12.3b). The relative contribution5 of CO2 to the
total anthropogenic forcing is currently (year 2010) about 80 to 90%
and does not vary much across the scenarios (Figure 12.3c), as was
also the case for SRES scenarios (Ramaswamy et al., 2001). Aerosols
have a large negative contribution to the total forcing (about –40 to
–50% in 2010), but this contribution decreases (in both absolute and
relative terms) in the future for all the RCPs scenarios. This means that
while anthropogenic aerosols have had a cooling effect in the past,
their decrease in all RCP scenarios relative to current levels is expected
to have a net warming effect in the future (Levy II et al., 2013; see also
Figure 8.20). The 21st century decrease in the magnitude of future aerosol forcing was not as large and as rapid in the SRES scenarios (Figure
12.3a). However, even in the SRES scenarios, aerosol effects were
expected to have a diminishing role in the future compared to GHG
forcings, mainly because of the accumulation of GHG in the atmosphere (Dufresne et al., 2005). Other forcings do not change much in
the future, except CH4 which increases in the RCP8.5 scenario. Note
that the estimates of all of these individual RFs are subject to many
uncertainties (see Sections 7.5, 8.5 and 11.3.6). In this section and in
Table AII.6.8, the RF values for RCP scenarios are derived from published equivalent-CO2 (CO2eq) concentration data that aggregates all
anthropogenic forcings including GHGs and aerosols. The conversion
to RF uses the formula: RF = 3.71/ln(2) ∙ ln(CO2eq/278) W m–2, where
CO2eq is in ppmv.
The four RCPs (Meinshausen et al., 2011c) are based on IAMs up to the
end of the 21st century only. In order to investigate longer-term climate
change implications, these RCPs were also extended until 2300. The
extensions, formally named Extended Concentration Pathways (ECPs)
but often simply referred to as RCP extensions, use simple assumptions about GHG and aerosol emissions and concentrations beyond
2100 (such as stabilization or steady decline) and were designed as
hypothetical ‘what-if’ scenarios, not as an outcome of an IAM assuming socioeconomic considerations beyond 2100 (Meinshausen et al.,
2011c) (see Box 1.1). In order to continue to investigate a broad range
of possible climate futures, RCP2.6 assumes small constant net negative emissions after 2100 and RCP8.5 assumes stabilization with high
emissions between 2100 and 2150, then a linear decrease until 2250.
The two middle RCPs aim for a smooth stabilization of concentrations
by 2150. RCP8.5 stabilizes concentrations only by 2250, with CO2
concentrations of approximately 2000 ppmv, nearly seven times the
pre-industrial level. As RCP2.6 implies net negative CO2 emissions after
around 2070 and throughout the extension, CO2 concentrations slowly
reduce towards 360 ppmv by 2300.
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12.3.1.4 Comparison of Special Report on Emission Scenarios
and Representative Concentration Pathway Scenarios
The four RCP scenarios used in CMIP5 lead to RF values that range from
2.3 to 8.0 W m–2 at 2100, a wider range than that of the three SRES
scenarios used in CMIP3 which vary from 4.2 to 8.1 W m–2 at 2100 (see
Table AII.6.8 and Figure 12.3). The SRES scenarios do not assume any
policy to control climate change, unlike the RCP scenarios. The RF of
RCP2.6 is hence lower by 1.9 W m–2 than the three SRES scenarios and
very close to the ENSEMBLES E1 scenario (Johns et al., 2011). RCP4.5
and SRES B1 have similar RF at 2100, and comparable time evolution
(within 0.2 W m–2). The RF of SRES A2 is lower than RCP8.5 throughout the 21st century, mainly due to a faster decline in the radiative
effect of aerosols in RCP8.5 than SRES A2, but they converge to within
0.1 W m–2 at 2100. RCP6.0 lies in between SRES B1 and SRES A1B.
Results obtained with one General Circulation Model (GCM) (Dufresne
et al., 2013) and with a reduced-complexity model (Rogelj et al., 2012)
confirm that the differences in temperature responses are consistent
with the differences in RFs estimates. RCP2.6, which assumes strong
mitigation action, yields a smaller temperature increase than any SRES
scenario. The temperature increase with the RCP4.5 and SRES B1 scenarios are close and the temperature increase is larger with RCP8.5
than with SRES A2. The spread of projected global mean temperature
for the RCP scenarios (Section 12.4.1) is considerably larger (at both
the high and low response ends) than for the three SRES scenarios
used in CMIP3 (B1, A1B and A2) as a direct consequence of the larger
range of RF across the RCP scenarios compared to that across the
three SRES scenarios (see analysis of SRES versus RCP global temperature projections in Section 12.4.9 and Figure 12.40).

12.3.2

Implementation of Forcings in Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 5 Experiments

The CMIP5 experimental protocol for long-term transient climate
experiments prescribes a common basis for a comprehensive set of
anthropogenic forcing agents acting as boundary conditions in three
experimental phases—historical, RCPs and ECPs (Taylor et al., 2012).
To permit common implementations of this set of forcing agents in
CMIP5 models, self-consistent forcing data time series have been computed and provided to participating models (see Sections 9.3.2.2 and
12.3.1.3) comprising emissions or concentrations of GHGs and related
compounds, ozone and atmospheric aerosols and their chemical precursors, and land use change.
The forcing agents implemented in Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCMs) and ESMs used to make long-term climate projections in CMIP5 are summarized in Table 12.1. The number
of CMIP5 models listed here is about double the number of CMIP3
models listed in Table 10.1 of AR4 (Meehl et al., 2007b).
Natural forcings (arising from solar variability and aerosol emissions
via volcanic activity) are also specified elements in the CMIP5 experimental protocol, but their future time evolutions are not prescribed

The range of the relative contribution of CO2 and aerosols to the total anthropogenic forcing is derived here from the RF values given by the IAMs and the best estimate assessed
in Chapter 8.
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Calvo et al. (2012); Meehl et al. (2012)
7
Cagnazzo et al. (2013)
8
Voldoire et al. (2013)
9
Rotstayn et al. (2012)
10 Hazeleger et al. (2013)
11 Li et al. (2013c)
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Dufresne et al. (2013)
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Additional notes:
ce
Separate entries for CO2 denote ‘concentration-driven’ and ‘emissions-driven’ experiments as indicated.
ac ‘Cloud albedo effect’ and ‘Cloud lifetime effect’ are classical terms (as used in AR4) to describe indirect effects of radiative
forcing associated with aerosols. They relate to the revised terminologies defined in Chapter 7 and used in AR5: ‘Radiative
forcing from aerosol–cloud interactions (RFaci)’ and ‘Effective radiative forcing from aerosol–cloud interactions (ERFaci)’.
RFaci equates to cloud albedo effect, while ERFaci is the effective forcing resulting from cloud albedo effect plus cloud
lifetime effect, including all rapid adjustments to cloud lifetime and thermodynamics (Section 7.1.3, Figure 7.3).
p
Physiological forcing effect of CO2 via plant stomatal response and evapotranspiration (Betts et al., 2007) included.
rc Separate entries denote different treatments used for radiation and chemistry respectively.
hf Separate entries denote treatment for historical and future (RCPs) respectively.
a
Three-dimensional tropospheric ozone, stratospheric ozone, methane, and/or aerosol distributions specified as monthly
10-year mean concentrations, computed off-line using CAM-Chem – a modified version of CAM3.5 with interactive chemistry –
driven with specified emissions for the historical period (Lamarque et al., 2010) and RCPs (Lamarque et al., 2011) with sea
surface temperature and sea ice boundary conditions based on CCSM3’s projections for the closest corresponding AR4
scenarios.
b
Ozone prescribed using the original or slightly modified IGAC/SPARC ozone data set (Cionni et al., 2011); in some models this
data set is modified to add a future solar cycle and in some models tropospheric ozone is zonally averaged.
c
Linearized 2D ozone chemistry scheme (Cariolle and Teyssedre, 2007) including transport and photochemistry, reactive to
stratospheric chlorine concentrations but not tropospheric chemical emissions.
d
Ozone prescribed using the data set described in Hansen et al. (2007), with historical tropospheric ozone being calculated
by a CCM and stratospheric ozone taken from Randel and Wu (2007) in the past. Tropospheric ozone is held constant from
1990 onwards, while stratospheric ozone is constant from 1997 to 2003 and then returned linearly to its 1979 value over the
period 2004 to 2050.
e
For IPSL-CM5 model versions, ozone and aerosol concentrations are calculated semi-offline with the atmospheric general
circulation model including interactive chemistry and aerosol, following the four RCPs in the future (Dufresne et al., 2013;
Szopa et al., 2013). The same aerosol concentration fields (but not ozone) are also prescribed for the CNRM-CM5 model.

1050
or

cr

v5

v4

v3

v2

v1

v0

fx

pd

ic

st

so

op

h

g

f

Ozone concentrations computed off-line by Kawase et al. (2011) using a CCM forced with CMIP5 emissions.
Ozone concentrations computed off-line by Sudo et al. (2003) for the historical period and Kawase et al. (2011) for the future.
Time dependent climatology based on simulations and observations; aerosols are distinguished only with respect to coarse
and fine mode, and anthropogenic and natural origins, not with respect to composition.
Separate entries denote different ozone chemistry precursors.
RFaci from sulphate aerosol only.
Separate entries denote stratosphere and troposphere respectively.
Radiative effects of aerosols on ice clouds are represented.
Prognostic or diagnostic scheme for dust/sea salt aerosol with emissions/concentrations determined by the model state
rather than externally prescribed.
Fixed prescribed climatology of dust/sea salt aerosol concentrations with no year-to-year variability.
Explosive volcanic aerosol returns rapidly in future to zero (or near-zero) background, like that in the pre-industrial control
experiment.
Explosive volcanic aerosol returns rapidly in future to constant (average volcano) background, the same as in the preindustrial control experiment.
Explosive volcanic aerosol returns slowly in future (over several decades) to constant (average volcano) background like that
in the pre-industrial control experiment.
Explosive volcanic aerosol returns rapidly in future to near-zero background, below that in the pre-industrial control
experiment.
Explosive volcanic aerosol set to zero in future, but constant (average volcano) background in the pre-industrial control
experiment.
Explosive volcanic aerosol returns slowly in future (over several decades) to constant (average volcano) background, but zero
background in the pre-industrial control experiment.
Land use change represented via crop change only.
Realistic time-varying orbital parameters for solar forcing (in historical period only for GISS-E2).
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very precisely. A repeated 11-year cycle for total solar irradiance (Lean
and Rind, 2009) is suggested for future projections but the periodicity
is not specified precisely as solar cycles vary in length. Some models
include the effect of orbital variations as well, but most do not. For
volcanic eruptions, no specific CMIP5 prescription is given for future
emissions or concentration data, the general recommendation being
that volcanic aerosols should either be omitted entirely both from the
control experiment and future projections or the same background
volcanic aerosols should be prescribed in both. This provides a consistent framework for model intercomparison given a lack of knowledge of when future large eruptions will occur. In general models have
adhered to this guidance, but there are variations in the background
volcanic aerosol levels chosen (zero or an average volcano background in general) and some cases, for example, Australian Community Climate and Earth System Simulator (ACCESS)1.0 and ACCESS1.3
(Dix et al., 2013), where the background volcanic aerosol in future
differs significantly from that in the control experiment, with a small
effect on future RF.
For the other natural aerosols (dust, sea-salt, etc.), no emission or
concentration data are recommended. The emissions are potentially
computed interactively by the models themselves and may change
with climate, or prescribed from separate model simulations carried
out in the implementation of CMIP5 experiments, or simply held constant. Natural aerosols (mineral dust and sea salt) are in a few cases
prescribed with no year-to-year variation (giving no transient forcing
effect), in some cases prescribed from data sets computed off-line as
described above, and in other cases calculated interactively via prognostic or diagnostic calculations. The degree to which natural aerosol
emissions are interactive is effectively greater in some such models
than others, however, as mineral dust emissions are more constrained
when land vegetation cover is specified (e.g., as in Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)-Mk3.6.0) (Rotstayn et al., 2012) than when vegetation is allowed to evolve dynamically (e.g., as in Hadley Centre new Global Environmental Model 2-ES
(HadGEM2-ES)) (Jones et al., 2011) (Table 9.A.1).

12.3.2.1 ‘Emissions-Driven’ versus ‘Concentration Driven’
Experiments
A novel feature within the CMIP5 experimental design is that experiments with prescribed anthropogenic emissions are included in addition to classical experiments with prescribed concentration pathways
for WMGHGs (Taylor et al., 2012). The essential features of these two
classes of experiment are described in Box 6.4. The CMIP5 protocol
includes experiments in which ‘ESMs’ (models possessing at least a
carbon cycle, allowing for interactive calculation of atmospheric CO2
or compatible emissions) and AOGCMs (that do not possess such an
interactive carbon cycle) are both forced with WMGHG concentration
pathways to derive a range of climate responses consistent with those
pathways from the two types of model. The range of climate responses
including climate–carbon cycle feedbacks can additionally be explored
in ESMs driven with emissions rather than concentrations, analogous
to Coupled Climate Carbon Cycle Model Intercomparison Project
(C4MIP) experiments (Friedlingstein et al., 2006)—see Box 6.4. Results
from the two types of experiment cannot be compared directly, but
they provide complementary information. Uncertainties in the forward
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climate response driven with specified emissions or concentrations can
be derived from all participating models, while concentration-driven
ESM experiments also permit a policy-relevant diagnosis of the range
of anthropogenic carbon emissions compatible with the imposed concentration pathways (Hibbard et al., 2007; Moss et al., 2010).
WMGHG forcing implementations in CMIP5 concentration-driven
experiments conform closely in almost all cases to the standard protocol (Table 12.1; CO2, CH4, N2O, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)), imposing
an effective control over the RF due to WMGHGs across the multi-model ensemble, apart from the model spread arising from radiative transfer codes (Collins et al., 2006b; Meehl et al., 2007b). The ability of ESMs
to determine their own WMGHG concentrations in emissions-driven
experiments means that RF due to WMGHGs is less tightly controlled
in such experiments. Even in concentration-driven experiments, many
models implement some emissions-driven forcing agents (more often
aerosols, but also ozone in some cases), leading to a potentially greater spread in both the concentrations and hence RF of those emissions-driven agents.

12.3.2.2 Variations Between Model Forcing Implementations
Apart from the distinction between concentration-driven and emissions-driven protocols, a number of variations are present in the implementation of forcing agents listed in Table 12.1, which generally arise
due to constraining characteristics of the model formulations, various
computational efficiency considerations or local implementation decisions. In a number of models, off-line modelling using an aerosol chemistry climate model has been used to convert emissions into concentrations compatible with the specific model formulation or characteristics.
As a result, although detailed prescriptions are given for the forcing
agents in CMIP5 experiments in emissions terms, individual modelling
approaches lead to considerable variations in their implementations
and consequential RFs. This was also the case in the ENSEMBLES multi-model projections, in which similar forcing agents to CMIP5 models
were applied but again with variations in the implementation of aerosol, ozone and land use forcings, prescribing the SRES A1B and E1
scenarios in a concentration-driven protocol (Johns et al., 2011) akin
to the CMIP5 protocol.
Methane, nitrous oxide and CFCs (typically with some aggregation of
the multiple gases) are generally prescribed in CMIP5 models as wellmixed concentrations following the forcing data time series provided for the given scenarios. In a number of models (CESM1(WACCM),
GFDL-CM3, GISS-E2-p2, GISS-E2-p3, HadGEM2-ES and MRI-ESM1) the
three-dimensional concentrations in the atmosphere of some species
evolve interactively driven by the full emissions/sinks cycle (in some
cases constrained by prescribed concentrations at the surface, e.g.,
HadGEM2-ES for methane). In cases where the full emissions/sinks
cycle is modelled, the radiation scheme is usually passed the time-varying 3-D concentrations, but some models prescribe different concentrations for the purpose of radiation.
Eyring et al. (2013) document, in greater detail than Table 12.1, the
implementations of tropospheric and stratospheric ozone in CMIP5
models, including their ozone chemistry schemes and modifications
applied to reference data sets in models driven by concentrations. In
1051
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most models that prescribe ozone, concentrations are based on the
original or slightly modified CMIP5 standard ozone data set computed as part of the International Global Atmospheric Chemistry/Stratospheric Processes and their Role in Climate (IGAC/SPARC) activity
(Cionni et al., 2011). In the stratosphere, this data set is based on
observations of the past (Randel and Wu, 2007) continued into the
future with the multi-model mean of 13 chemistry–climate models
(CCMs) projections following the SRES A1B (IPCC, 2000) and SRES
A1 adjusted halogen scenario (WMO, 2007). The stratospheric zonal
mean ozone field is merged with a 3-D tropospheric ozone time series
generated as the mean of two CCMs (Goddard Institute of Space
Studies-Physical Understanding of Composition-Climate Interactions
and Impacts (GISS-PUCCINI), Shindell et al., 2006; CAM3.5, Lamarque
et al., 2010) in the past and continued by one CCM (CAM3.5) in the
future. Some CMIP5 models (MIROC-ESM, MIROC4h, MIROC5 and
GISS-E2-p1) prescribe ozone concentrations using different data sets
but again following just one GHG scenario in the future for the projection of stratospheric ozone. In other models (e.g., Institut Pierre Simon
Laplace (IPSL)-CM5, CCSM4) ozone is again prescribed, but supplied as
concentrations from off-line computations using a related CCM. Some
models determine ozone interactively from specified emissions via
on-line atmospheric chemistry (CESM1(FASTCHEM), CESM1(WACCM),
CNRM-CM5, GFDL-CM3, GISS-E2-p2, GISS-E2-p3, MIROC-ESM-CHEM,
MRI-ESM1; and HadGEM2-ES for tropospheric ozone only). Computing
ozone concentrations interactively allows the fast coupling between
chemistry and climate to be captured, but modelling of chemistry processes is sometimes simplified (CNRM-CM5, CESM(FASTCHEM)) in
comparison with full complexity CCMs to reduce the computational
cost. Compared to CMIP3, in which all models prescribed ozone and
around half of them used a fixed ozone climatology, this leads to substantial improvement to ozone forcings in CMIP5, although differences
remain among the models with interactive chemistry.
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For atmospheric aerosols, either aerosol precursor emissions-driven
or concentration-driven forcings are applied depending on individual model characteristics (see Sections 7.3 and 7.4 for an assessment
of aerosols processes including aerosol–radiation and aerosol–cloud
interactions). A larger fraction of models in CMIP5 than CMIP3 prescribe aerosol precursor emissions rather than concentrations. Many
still prescribe concentrations pre-computed either using a directly related aerosol CCM or from output of another, complex, emissions-driven
aerosol chemistry model within the CMIP5 process. As for ozone, aerosol concentrations provided from off-line simulations help to reduce
the computational burden of the projections themselves. For several
of the concentration-driven models (CCSM4, IPSL-CM5A variants,
MPI-ESM-LR, MPI-ESM-MR), additional emissions-driven simulations
have been undertaken to tailor the prescribed concentrations closely
to the model’s individual aerosol–climate characteristics. Lamarque et
al. (2010, 2011) provided the recommended CMIP5 aerosols data set
which has been used in several of the models driven by concentrations.
Compared with the CMIP3 models, a much larger fraction of CMIP5
models now incorporate black and organic carbon aerosol forcings.
Also, a larger fraction of CMIP5 than CMIP3 models now includes a
range of processes that combine in the effective RF from aerosol–
cloud interactions (ERFaci; see Section 7.1.3 and Figure 7.3). Previously such processes were generally termed aerosol indirect effects,
usually separated into cloud albedo (or first indirect) effect and cloud
1052

lifetime (or second indirect) effect. Many CMIP5 models only include
the interaction between sulphate aerosol and cloud, and the majority
of them only model the effect of aerosols on cloud albedo rather than
cloud lifetime (Table 12.1). No CMIP5 models represent urban aerosol pollution explicitly so that is not listed in Table 12.1 (see Section
11.3.5.2 for discussion of future air quality). Only one model (GISS-E2)
explicitly includes nitrate aerosol as a separate forcing, though it is
also included within the total aerosol mixture in the Max Planck Institute-Earth System Model (MPI-ESM) model versions.
Land use change is typically applied by blending anthropogenic land
surface disturbance via crop and pasture fraction changes with underlying land cover maps of natural vegetation, but model variations
in the underlying land cover maps and biome modelling mean that
the land use forcing agent is impossible to impose in a completely
common way at present (Pitman et al., 2009). Most CMIP5 models represent crop and pasture disturbance separately, while some (Canadian
Earth System Model (CanESM2), MIROC4h, MIROC5) represent crop
but not pasture. Some models (e.g., HadGEM2-ES, MIROC-ESM and
MPI-ESM versions) allow a dynamical representation of natural vegetation changes alongside anthropogenic disturbance (see also Sections
9.4.4.3 and 9.4.4.4).
Treatment of the CO2 emissions associated with land cover changes is also model dependent. Some models do not account for land
cover changes at all, some simulate the biophysical effects but are
still forced externally by land cover change induced CO2 emissions (in
emissions-driven simulations), while the most advanced ESMs simulate both biophysical effects of land cover changes and their associated CO2 emissions.

12.3.3

Synthesis of Projected Global Mean Radiative
Forcing for the 21st Century

Quantification of future global mean RF is of interest as it is directly
related to changes in the global energy balance of the climate system
and resultant climate change. Chapter 8 discusses RF concepts and
methods for computing it that form the basis of analysis directly from
the output of model projections.
We assess three related estimates of projected global mean forcing and its range through the 21st century in the context of forcing
estimated for the recent past (Figure 12.4). The estimates used are:
the total forcings for the defined RCP scenarios, harmonized to RF in
the past (Meinshausen et al., 2011a; Meinshausen et al., 2011c); the
total effective radiative forcing (ERF) estimated from CMIP5 models
through the 21st century for the four RCP experiments (Forster et al.,
2013); and that estimated from models in the Atmospheric Chemistry
and Climate Model Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP; Lamarque et
al., 2013—see Section 8.2.2 ) for RCP time-slice experiments (Shindell
et al., 2013b). Methodological differences mean that whereas CMIP5
estimates include both natural and anthropogenic forcings based
entirely on ERF, ACCMIP estimates anthropogenic composition forcing
only (neglecting forcing changes due to natural, i.e., solar and volcanic, and land use factors) based on a combination of ERF for aerosols
and RF for WMGHG (see Section 8.5.3). Note also that total forcing
for the defined RCP scenarios is based on Meinshausen et al. (2011c)
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but combining total anthropogenic ERF (allowing for efficacies of the
various anthropogenic forcings as in Figure 12.3) with natural (solar
and volcanic) RF.
The CMIP5 multi-model ensemble mean ERF at 2100 (relative to an
1850–1869 base period) is 2.2, 3.8, 4.8 and 7.6 W m–2 respectively for
RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 concentration-driven projections,
with a 1-σ range based on annual mean data for year 2100 of about
±0.5 to 1.0 W m–2 depending on scenario (lowest for RCP2.6 and highest for RCP8.5). The CMIP5-based ERF estimates are close to the total
forcing at 2100 (relative to an 1850–1859 base period) of 2.4, 4.0, 5.2
and 8.0 W m–2 as defined for the four RCPs.
The spread in ERF indicated from CMIP5 model results with specified
GHG concentration pathways is broadly consistent with that found for
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Radiative Forcing (W m-2)

CMIP3 models for the A1B scenario using the corresponding method
(Forster and Taylor, 2006). As for CMIP3 models, part of the forcing
spread in CMIP5 models (Forster et al., 2013) is consistent with differences in GHG forcings arising from the radiative transfer codes (Collins et al., 2006b). Aerosol forcing implementations in CMIP5 models
also vary considerably, however (Section 12.3.2), leading to a spread
in aerosol concentrations and forcings which contributes to the overall
model spread. A further small source of spread in CMIP5 results possibly arises from an underlying ambiguity in the CMIP5 experimental
design regarding the volcanic forcing offset between the historical
experiment versus the pre-industrial control experiment. Most models
implement zero volcanic forcing in the control experiment but some
use constant negative forcing equal to the time-mean of historical
volcanic forcing (see Table 12.1 and Section 12.3.2). The effect of this
volcanic forcing offset persists into the future projections.

historical
historical (CMIP5)
RCP2.6
RCP2.6 (CMIP5)
RCP4.5
RCP4.5 (CMIP5)
RCP6.0
RCP6.0 (CMIP5)
RCP8.5
RCP8.5 (CMIP5)

8

6
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historical (ACCMIP)
RCP2.6 (ACCMIP)
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Figure 12.4 | Global mean radiative forcing (RF, W m–2) between 1980 and 2100 estimated by alternative methods. The baseline is circa 1850 but dependent on the methods.
Dashed lines indicate the total anthropogenic plus natural (solar and volcanic) RF for the RCP scenarios as defined by Meinshausen et al. (2011c), taking into account the efficacies
of the various anthropogenic forcings (Meinshausen et al., 2011a), normalized by the mean between 1850 and 1859. Solid lines are multi-model mean effective radiative forcing
(ERF) realized in a subset of CMIP5 models for the concentration-driven historical experiment and RCP scenarios, normalized either with respect to the 1850–1869 base period
or with respect to the pre-industrial control simulation (Forster et al., 2013). (The subset of CMIP5 models included is defined by Table 1 of Forster et al. (2013) but omitting the
FGOALS-s2 (Flexible Global Ocean-Atmosphere-Land System) model, the historical and RCP simulations of which were subsequently withdrawn from the CMIP5 archive.) This
CMIP5-based estimate assumes each model has an invariant climate feedback parameter, calculated from abrupt 4 × CO2 experiments using the method of Gregory et al. (2004).
Each individual CMIP5 model’s forcing estimate is an average over all available ensemble members, and a 1-σ inter-model range around the multi-model mean is shaded in light
colour. Grey or coloured vertical bars illustrate the 1-σ range (68% confidence interval) of anthropogenic composition forcing (excluding natural and land use change forcings,
based on ERF for aerosols combined with RF for WMGHG) estimated in ACCMIP models (Shindell et al., 2013b) for time slice experiments at 1980, 2000, 2030 (RCP8.5 only) and
2100 (all RCPs). The ACCMIP ranges plotted have been converted from the 5 to 95% ranges given in Shindell et al. (2013b) (Table 8) to a 1-σ range. Note that the ACCMIP bars at
1980 and 2100 are shifted slightly to aid clarity. The mean ERF diagnosed from 21 CMIP3 models for the SRES A1B scenario, as in Forster and Taylor (2006), is also shown (thick
green line) with a 1-σ range (thinner green lines). The number of models included in CMIP3 and CMIP5 ensemble means is shown colour coded. (See Tables AII.6.8 to AII.6.10.
Note that the CMIP5 model ranges given in Table AII.6.10 are based on decadal averages and therefore differ slightly from the ranges based on annual data shown in this figure.)
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ACCMIP projected forcing at 2030 (for RCP8.5) and 2100 (all RCPs) is
systematically higher than corresponding CMIP5 ERF, although with
some overlap between 1-σ ranges. CMIP5 and ACCMIP comprise different sets of models and they are related in many but not all cases
(Section 8.2.2). Confining analysis to a subset of closely related models
also gives higher forcing estimates from ACCMIP compared to CMIP5
so the discrepancy in multi-model ensemble mean forcings appears
unrelated to the different model samples associated with the two
methods of estimation. The discrepancy is thought to originate mostly
from differences in the underlying methodologies used to estimate RF,
but is not yet well understood (see also Section 8.5.3).
There is high confidence in projections from ACCMIP models (Shindell
et al., 2013b) based on the GISS-E2 CMIP5 simulations (Shindell et al.,
2013a) and an earlier study with a version of the HadGEM2-ES model
related to that used in CMIP5 (Bellouin et al., 2011), consistent with
understanding of the processes controlling nitrate formation (Adams
et al., 2001), that nitrate aerosols (which provide a negative forcing)
will increase substantially over the 21st century under the RCPs (Section 8.5.3, Figure 8.20). The magnitude of total aerosol-related forcing
(also negative in sign) will therefore tend to be underestimated in the
CMIP5 multi-model mean ERF, as nitrate aerosol has been omitted as a
forcing from almost all CMIP5 models.
Natural RF variations are, by their nature, difficult to project reliably
(see Section 8.4). There is very high confidence that Industrial Era natural forcing has been a small fraction of the (positive) anthropogenic
forcing except for brief periods following large volcanic eruptions (Sections 8.5.1 and 8.5.2). Based on that assessment and the assumption
that variability in natural forcing remains of a similar magnitude and
character to that over the Industrial Era, total anthropogenic forcing
relative to pre-industrial, for any of the RCP scenarios through the 21st
century, is very likely to be greater in magnitude than changes in natural (solar plus volcanic) forcing on decadal time scales.
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In summary, global mean forcing projections derived from climate
models exhibit a substantial range for the given RCP scenarios in concentration-driven experiments, contributing to the projected global
mean temperature range (Section 12.4.1). Forcings derived from
ACCMIP models for 2100 are systematically higher than those estimated from CMIP5 models for reasons that are not fully understood but
are partly due to methodological differences. The multi-model mean
estimate of combined anthropogenic plus natural forcing from CMIP5
is consistent with indicative RCP forcing values at 2100 to within 0.2
to 0.4 W m–2.

12.4

The multi-model global mean temperature changes under different
RCPs are summarized in Table 12.2. The relationship between cumulative anthropogenic carbon emissions and global temperature is
assessed in Section 12.5 and only concentration-driven models are

12
17
12
39
25
42
32

42 models

Projected Climate Change over the
21st Century

12.4.1 Time-Evolving Global Quantities
12.4.1.1 Projected Changes in Global Mean Temperature and
Precipitation
A consistent and robust feature across climate models is a continuation of global warming in the 21st century for all the RCP scenarios
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(Figure 12.5 showing changes in concentration-driven model simulations). Temperature increases are almost the same for all the RCP
scenarios during the first two decades after 2005 (see Figure 11.25).
At longer time scales, the warming rate begins to depend more on
the specified GHG concentration pathway, being highest (>0.3°C per
decade) in the highest RCP8.5 and significantly lower in RCP2.6, particularly after about 2050 when global surface temperature response
stabilizes (and declines thereafter). The dependence of global temperature rise on GHG forcing at longer time scales has been confirmed by
several studies (Meehl et al., 2007b). In the CMIP5 ensemble mean,
global warming under RCP2.6 stays below 2°C above 1850-1900
levels throughout the 21st century, clearly demonstrating the potential
of mitigation policies (note that to translate the anomalies in Figure
12.5 into anomalies with respect to that period, an assumed 0.61°C
of observed warming since 1850–1900, as discussed in Section 2.4.3,
should be added). This is in agreement with previous studies of aggressive mitigation scenarios (Johns et al., 2011; Meehl et al., 2012). Note,
however, that some individual ensemble members do show warming
exceeding 2°C above 1850-1900 (see Table 12.3). As for the other
pathways, global warming exceeds 2°C within the 21st century under
RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5, in qualitative agreement with previous
studies using the SRES A1B and A2 scenarios (Joshi et al., 2011). Global
mean temperature increase exceeds 4°C under RCP8.5 by 2100. The
CMIP5 concentration-driven global temperature projections are broadly similar to CMIP3 SRES scenarios discussed in AR4 (Meehl et al.,
2007b) and Section 12.4.9, although the overall range of the former
is larger primarily because of the low-emission mitigation pathway
RCP2.6 (Knutti and Sedláček, 2013).

Figure 12.5 | Time series of global annual mean surface air temperature anomalies
(relative to 1986–2005) from CMIP5 concentration-driven experiments. Projections are
shown for each RCP for the multi-model mean (solid lines) and the 5 to 95% range
(±1.64 standard deviation) across the distribution of individual models (shading). Discontinuities at 2100 are due to different numbers of models performing the extension runs beyond the 21st century and have no physical meaning. Only one ensemble
member is used from each model and numbers in the figure indicate the number of
different models contributing to the different time periods. No ranges are given for the
RCP6.0 projections beyond 2100 as only two models are available.
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Table 12.2 | CMIP5 annual mean surface air temperature anomalies (°C) from the 1986–2005 reference period for selected time periods, regions and RCPs. The multi-model
mean ±1 standard deviation ranges across the individual models are listed and the 5 to 95% ranges from the models’ distribution (based on a Gaussian assumption and obtained
by multiplying the CMIP5 ensemble standard deviation by 1.64) are given in brackets. Only one ensemble member is used from each model and the number of models differs for
each RCP (see Figure 12.5) and becomes significantly smaller after 2100. No ranges are given for the RCP6.0 projections beyond 2100 as only two models are available. Using
Hadley Centre/Climate Research Unit gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4) and its uncertainty estimate (5 to 95% confidence interval), the observed warming to the
1986–2005 reference period (see Section 2.4.3) is 0.61°C ± 0.06°C (1850–1900), 0.30°C ± 0.03°C (1961–1990), 0.11°C ± 0.02°C (1980–1999). Decadal values are provided
in Table AII.7.5, but note that percentiles of the CMIP5 distributions cannot directly be interpreted in terms of calibrated language.

RCP2.6 (ΔT in °C)

RCP4.5 (ΔT in °C)

RCP6.0 (ΔT in °C)

RCP8.5 (ΔT in °C)

2046–2065

1.0 ± 0.3 (0.4, 1.6)

1.4 ± 0.3 (0.9, 2.0)

1.3 ± 0.3 (0.8, 1.8)

2.0 ± 0.4 (1.4, 2.6)

2081–2100

1.0 ± 0.4 (0.3, 1.7)

1.8 ± 0.5 (1.1, 2.6)

2.2 ± 0.5 (1.4, 3.1)

3.7 ± 0.7 (2.6, 4.8)

2181–2200

0.7 ± 0.4 (0.1, 1.3)

2.3 ± 0.5 (1.4, 3.1)

3.7 ± 0.7 (-,-)

6.5 ± 2.0 (3.3, 9.8)

2281–2300

0.6 ± 0.3 (0.0, 1.2)

2.5 ± 0.6 (1.5, 3.5)

4.2 ± 1.0 (-,-)

7.8 ± 2.9 (3.0, 12.6)

Land: 2081–2100

1.2 ± 0.6 (0.3, 2.2)

2.4 ± 0.6 (1.3, 3.4)

3.0 ± 0.7 (1.8, 4.1)

4.8 ± 0.9 (3.4, 6.2)

Ocean: 2081–2100

0.8 ± 0.4 (0.2, 1.4)

1.5 ± 0.4 (0.9, 2.2)

1.9 ± 0.4 (1.1, 2.6)

3.1 ± 0.6 (2.1, 4.0)

Tropics: 2081–2100

0.9 ± 0.3 (0.3, 1.4)

1.6 ± 0.4 (0.9, 2.3)

2.0 ± 0.4 (1.3, 2.7)

3.3 ± 0.6 (2.2, 4.4)

Polar: Arctic: 2081–2100

2.2 ± 1.7 (-0.5, 5.0)

4.2 ± 1.6 (1.6, 6.9)

5.2 ± 1.9 (2.1, 8.3)

8.3 ± 1.9 (5.2, 11.4)

Polar: Antarctic: 2081–2100

0.8 ± 0.6 (-0.2, 1.8)

1.5 ± 0.7 (0.3, 2.7)

1.7 ± 0.9 (0.2, 3.2)

3.1 ± 1.2 (1.1, 5.1)

Global:

included here. Warming in 2046–2065 is slightly larger under RCP4.5
compared to RCP6.0, consistent with its greater total anthropogenic
forcing at that time (see Table A.II.6.12). For all other periods the magnitude of global temperature change increases from RCP2.6 to RCP8.5.
Beyond 2100, RCP2.6 shows a decreasing trend whereas under all
other RCPs warming continues to increase. Also shown in Table 12.2
are projected changes at 2081–2100 averaged over land and ocean
separately as well as area-weighted averages over the Tropics (30°S
to 30°N), Arctic (67.5°N to 90°N) and Antarctic (90°S to 55°S) regions.
Surface air temperatures over land warm more than over the ocean,
and northern polar regions warm more than the tropics. The excess of
land mass in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) in comparison with the
Southern Hemisphere (SH), coupled with the greater uptake of heat by
the Southern Ocean in comparison with northern ocean basins means
that the NH generally warms more than the SH. Arctic warming is much
greater than in the Antarctic, due to the presence of the Antarctic ice
sheet and differences in local responses in snow and ice. Mechanisms
behind these features of warming are discussed in Section 12.4.3.
Maps and time series of regional temperature changes are displayed in
Annex I and regional averages are discussed in Section 14.8.1.
Global annual multi-model mean temperature changes above 18501900 are listed in Table 12.3 for the 2081–2100 period (assuming
0.61°C warming since 1850–1900 as discussed in Section 2.4.3)
along with the percentage of 2081–2100 projections from the CMIP5
models exceeding policy-relevant temperature levels under each RCP.
These complement a similar discussion for the near-term projections
in Table 11.3 which are based on the CMIP5 ensemble as well as
evidence (discussed in Sections 10.3.1, 11.3.2.1.1 and 11.3.6.3) that
some CMIP5 models have a higher sensitivity to GHGs and a larger
response to other anthropogenic forcings (dominated by the effects
of aerosols) than the real world (medium confidence). The percentage calculations for the long-term projections in Table 12.3 are based
solely on the CMIP5 ensemble, using one ensemble member for each
model. For these long-term projections, the 5 to 95% ranges of the
CMIP5 model ensemble are considered the likely range, an assessment based on the fact that the 5 to 95% range of CMIP5 models’

TCR coincides with the assessed likely range of the TCR (see Section
12.4.1.2 below and Box 12.2). Based on this assessment, global mean
temperatures averaged in the period 2081–2100 are projected to
likely exceed 1.5°C above 1850-1900 for RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5
(high confidence). They are also likely to exceed 2°C above 1850-1900
for RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 (high confidence) and more likely than not
to exceed 2°C for RCP4.5 (medium confidence). Temperature change
above 2°C under RCP2.6 is unlikely but is assessed only with medium
confidence as some CMIP5 ensemble members do produce a global
mean temperature change above 2°C. Warming above 4°C by 2081–
2100 is unlikely in all RCPs (high confidence) except RCP8.5. Under
the latter, the 4°C global temperature level is exceeded in more than
half of ensemble members, and is assessed to be about as likely as not
(medium confidence). Note that the likelihoods of exceeding specific
temperature levels show some sensitivity to the choice of reference
period (see Section 11.3.6.3).
CMIP5 models on average project a gradual increase in global precipitation over the 21st century: change exceeds 0.05 mm day–1 (~2%
of global precipitation) and 0.15 mm day–1 (~5% of global precipitation) by 2100 in RCP2.6 and RCP8.5, respectively. The relationship
between global precipitation and global temperature is approximately
linear (Figure 12.6). The precipitation sensitivity, that is, the change of
global precipitation with temperature, is about 1 to 3% °C–1 in most
models, tending to be highest for RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 (Figure 12.7;
note that only global values are discussed in this section, ocean and
land changes are discussed in Section 12.4.5.2). These behaviours are
consistent with previous studies, including CMIP3 model projections
for SRES scenarios and AR4 constant composition commitment experiments (Meehl et al., 2007b), and ENSEMBLES multi-model results for
SRES A1B and E1 scenarios (Johns et al., 2011).
The processes that govern global precipitation changes are now well
understood and have been presented in Section 7.6. They are briefly
summarized here and used to interpret the long-term projected changes. The precipitation sensitivity (about 1 to 3% °C–1) is very different
from the water vapour sensitivity (~7% °C–1) as the main physical
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Table 12.3 | CMIP5 global annual mean temperature changes above 1850-1900 for the 2081–2100 period of each RCP scenario (mean, ±1 standard deviation and 5 to 95%
ranges based on a Gaussian assumption and obtained by multiplying the CMIP5 ensemble standard deviation by 1.64), assuming 0.61°C warming has occurred prior to 1986–2005
(second column). For a number of temperature levels (1°C, 1.5°C, 2°C, 3°C and 4°C), the proportion of CMIP5 model projections for 2081–2100 above those levels under each
RCP scenario are listed. Only one ensemble member is used for each model.

∆T (°C)
2081–2100

∆T > +1.0°C

∆T > +1.5°C

∆T > +2.0°C

∆T > +4.0°C

RCP2.6

1.6 ± 0.4 (0.9, 2.3)

94%

56%

22%

0%

0%

RCP4.5

2.4 ± 0.5 (1.7, 3.2)

100%

100%

79%

12%

0%

RCP6.0

2.8 ± 0.5 (2.0, 3.7)

100%

100%

100%

36%

0%

RCP8.5

4.3 ± 0.7 (3.2, 5.4)

100%

100%

100%

100%

62%

Precipitation change (mm day-1)

Precipitation change (mm day-1)

laws that drive these changes also differ. Water vapour increases are
primarily a consequence of the Clausius–Clapeyron relationship associated with increasing temperatures in the lower troposphere (where
most atmospheric water vapour resides). In contrast, future precipitation changes are primarily the result of changes in the energy balance of the atmosphere and the way that these later interact with
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Figure 12.6 | Global mean precipitation (mm day–1) versus temperature (°C) changes
relative to 1986–2005 baseline period in CMIP5 model concentrations-driven projections for the four RCPs for (a) means over decadal periods starting in 2006 and overlapped by 5 years (2006–2015, 2011–2020, up to 2091–2100), each line representing
a different model (one ensemble member per model) and (b) corresponding multi-model
means for each RCP.
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circulation, moisture and temperature (Mitchell et al., 1987; Boer, 1993;
Vecchi and Soden, 2007; Previdi, 2010; O’Gorman et al., 2012). Indeed,
the radiative cooling of the atmosphere is balanced by latent heating (associated with precipitation) and sensible heating. Since AR4,
the changes in heat balance and their effects on precipitation have
been analyzed in detail for a large variety of forcings, simulations and
models (Takahashi, 2009a; Andrews et al., 2010; Bala et al., 2010; Ming
et al., 2010; O’Gorman et al., 2012; Bony et al., 2013).
An increase of CO2 decreases the radiative cooling of the troposphere
and reduces precipitation (Andrews et al., 2010; Bala et al., 2010). On
longer time scales than the fast hydrological adjustment time scale
(Andrews et al., 2010; Bala et al., 2010; Cao et al., 2012; Bony et al.,
2013), the increase of CO2 induces a slow increase of temperature and
water vapour, thereby enhancing the radiative cooling of the atmosphere and increasing global precipitation (Allen and Ingram, 2002;
Yang et al., 2003; Held and Soden, 2006). Even after the CO2 forcing
stabilizes or begins to decrease, the ocean continues to warm, which
then drives up global temperature, evaporation and precipitation. In
addition, nonlinear effects also affect precipitation changes (Good et
al., 2012). These different effects explain the steepening of the precipitation versus temperature relationship in RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 scenarios (Figure 12.6), as RF stabilizes and/or declines from the mid-century
(Figure 12.4). In idealized CO2 ramp-up/ramp-down experiments, this
effect produces an hydrological response overshoot (Wu et al., 2010).
An increase of absorbing aerosols warms the atmosphere and reduces
precipitation, and the surface temperature response may be too small
to compensate this decrease (Andrews et al., 2010; Ming et al., 2010;
Shiogama et al., 2010a). Change in scattering aerosols or incoming
solar radiation modifies global precipitation mainly via the response of
the surface temperature (Andrews et al., 2009; Bala et al., 2010).
The main reasons for the inter-model spread of the precipitation sensitivity estimate among GCMs have not been fully understood. Nevertheless, spread in the changes of the cloud radiative effect has been
shown to have an impact (Previdi, 2010), although the effect is less
important for precipitation than it is for the climate sensitivity estimate (Lambert and Webb, 2008). The lapse rate plus water vapour
feedback and the response of the surface heat flux (Previdi, 2010;
O’Gorman et al., 2012), the shortwave absorption by water vapour
(Takahashi, 2009b) or by aerosols, have been also identified as important factors.
Global precipitation sensitivity estimates from observations are
very sensitive to the data and the time period considered. Some
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Figure 12.7 | Percentage changes over the 21st century in global, land and ocean precipitation per degree Celsius of global warming in CMIP5 model concentration-driven
projections for the four RCP scenarios. Annual mean changes are calculated for each
year between 2006 and 2100 from one ensemble member per model relative to its
mean precipitation and temperature for the 1986–2005 baseline period, and the gradient of a least-squares fit through the annual data is derived. Land and ocean derived
values use global mean temperature in the denominator of dP/dT. Each coloured
symbol represents a different model, the same symbol being used for the same model
for different RCPs and larger black squares being the multi-model mean. Also shown
for comparison are global mean results for ENSEMBLES model concentrations-driven
projections for the E1 and A1B scenarios (Johns et al., 2011), in this case using a leastsquares fit derived over the period 2000–2099 and taking percentage changes relative
to the 1980–1999 baseline period. Changes of precipitation over land and ocean are
discussed in Section 12.4.5.2.

o bservational studies suggest precipitation sensitivity values higher
than model estimates (Wentz et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2007), although
more recent studies suggest consistent values (Adler et al., 2008; Li et
al., 2011b).
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models have simulated all scenarios. To test the effect of undersampling, and to generate a consistent set of uncertainties across scenarios,
a step response method that estimates the total warming as sum of
responses to small forcing steps (Good et al., 2011a) is used to emulate
23 CMIP5 models under the different scenarios (those 23 models that
supplied the necessary simulations to compute the emulators, i.e., CO2
step change experiments). This provides means and ranges (5 to 95%)
that are comparable across scenarios (blue). See also Section 12.4.9 for
a discussion focussed on the differences between CMIP3 and CMIP5
projections of global average temperature changes.
For the CO2 concentration-driven simulations (Figure 12.8a), the dominant driver of uncertainty in projections of global temperature for the
higher RCPs beyond 2050 is the transient climate response (TCR), for
RCP2.6, which is closer to equilibrium by the end of the century, it is
both the TCR and the equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS). In a transient situation, the ratio of temperature to forcing is approximately
constant and scenario independent (Meehl et al., 2007b, Appendix
10.A.1; Gregory and Forster, 2008; Knutti et al., 2008b; Good et al.,
2013). Therefore, the uncertainty in TCR maps directly into the uncertainty in global temperature projections for the RCPs other than
RCP2.6. The assessed likely range of TCR based on various lines of
evidence (see Box 12.2) is similar to the 5 to 95% percentile range
of TCR in CMIP5. In addition, the assessed likely range of ECS is also
consistent with the CMIP5 range (see Box 12.2). There is little evidence
that the CMIP5 models are significantly over- or underestimating the
RF. The RF uncertainty is small compared to response uncertainty (see
Figure 12.4), and is considered by treating the 5 to 95% as a likely
rather than very likely range. Kuhlbrodt and Gregory (2012) suggest
that models might be overestimating ocean heat uptake, as previously
suggested by Forest et al. (2006), but observationally constrained estimates of TCR are unaffected by that. The ocean heat uptake efficiency
does not contribute much to the spread of TCR (Knutti and Tomassini,
2008; Kuhlbrodt and Gregory, 2012).

12.4.1.2 Uncertainties in Global Quantities
Uncertainties in global mean quantities arise from variations in internal
natural variability, model response and forcing pathways. Table 12.2
gives two measures of uncertainty in the CMIP5 model projections,
the standard deviation and the 5 to 95% range across the ensemble’s
distribution. Because CMIP5 was not designed to explore fully the
uncertainty range in projections (see Section 12.2), neither its standard deviation nor its range can be interpreted directly as an uncertainty statement about the corresponding real quantities, and other
techniques and arguments to assess uncertainty in future projections
must be considered. Figure 12.8 summarizes the uncertainty ranges
in global mean temperature changes at the end of the 21st century
under the various scenarios quantified by various methods. Individual
CMIP5 models are shown by red crosses. Red bars indicate mean and
5 to 95% percentiles based on assuming a normal distribution for the
CMIP5 sample (i.e., ±1.64 standard deviations). Estimates from the
simple climate carbon cycle Model for the Assessment of Greenhouse
Gas-Induced Climate Change (MAGICC; Meinshausen et al., 2011a;
Meinshausen et al., 2011b) calibrated to C4MIP (Friedlingstein et al.,
2006) carbon cycle models, assuming a PDF for climate sensitivity that
corresponds to the assessment of IPCC AR4 (Meehl et al., 2007b, Box
10.2), are given as yellow bars (Rogelj et al., 2012). Note that not all

Therefore, for global mean temperature projections only, the 5 to 95%
range (estimated as 1.64 times the sample standard deviation) of the
CMIP5 projections can also be interpreted as a likely range for future
temperature change between about 2050 and 2100. Confidence in this
assessment is high for the end of the century because the warming
then is dominated by CO2 and the TCR. Confidence is only medium for
mid-century when the contributions of RF and initial conditions to the
total temperature response uncertainty are larger. The likely ranges are
an expert assessment, taking into account many lines of evidence, in
much the same way as in AR4 (Figure SPM.5), and are not probabilistic.
The likely ranges for 2046–2065 do not take into account the possible
influence of factors that lead to near-term (2016–2035) projections of
global mean surface temperature (GMST) that are somewhat cooler
than the 5 to 95% model ranges (see Section 11.3.6), because the
influence of these factors on longer term projections cannot be quantified. A few recent studies indicate that some of the models with the
strongest transient climate response might overestimate the near term
warming (Otto et al., 2013; Stott et al., 2013) (see Sections 10.8.1,
11.3.2.1.1), but there is little evidence of whether and how much that
affects the long-term warming response. One perturbed physics ensemble combined with observations indicates warming that exceeds the
AR4 at the top end but used a relatively short time period of warming
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(50 years) to constrain the models’ projections (Rowlands et al., 2012)
(see Sections 11.3.2.1.1 and 11.3.6.3). GMSTs for 2081–2100 (relative to 1986–2005) for the CO2 concentration driven RCPs is therefore
assessed to likely fall in the range 0.3°C to 1.7°C (RCP2.6), 1.1°C to
2.6°C (RCP4.5), 1.4°C to 3.1°C (RCP6.0), and 2.6°C to 4.8°C (RCP8.5)
estimated from CMIP5. Beyond 2100, the number of CMIP5 simulations is insufficient to estimate a likely range. Uncertainties before
2050 are assessed in Section 11.3.2.1.1. The assessed likely range is
very similar to the range estimated by the pulse response model, suggesting that the different sample of models for the different RCPs are
not strongly affecting the result, and providing further support that
this pulse response technique can be used to emulate temperature and
ocean heat uptake in Chapter 13 and Section 12.4.9. The results are
consistent with the probabilistic results from MAGICC, which for the
lower RCPs have a slightly narrower range due to the lack of internal variability in the simple model, and the fact that non-CO2 forcings
are treated more homogeneously than in CMIP5 (Meinshausen et al.,
2011a, 2011b). This is particularly pronounced for RCP2.6 where the
CMIP5 range is substantially larger, partly due to the larger fraction of
non-CO2 forcings in that scenario.

12

The uncertainty estimate in AR4 for the SRES scenarios was –40% to
+60% around the CMIP3 means (shown here in grey for comparison).
That range was asymmetric and wider for the higher scenarios because
it included the uncertainty in carbon cycle climate feedbacks. The SRES
scenarios are based on the assumption of prescribed emissions, which
then translates to uncertainties in concentrations that propagate
through to uncertainties in the temperature response. The RCP scenarios assume prescribed concentrations. For scenarios that stabilize
(RCP2.6) that approach of constant fractional uncertainty underestimates the uncertainty and is no longer applicable, mainly because
internal variability has a larger relative contribution to the total uncertainty (Good et al., 2013; Knutti and Sedláček, 2013). For the RCPs,
the carbon cycle climate feedback uncertainty is not included because
the simulations are driven by concentrations. Furthermore, there is no
clear evidence that distribution of CMIP5 global temperature changes
deviates from a normal distribution. For most other variables the shape
of the distribution is unclear, and standard deviations are simply used
as an indication of model spread, not representing a formal uncertainty
assessment.
Simulations with prescribed CO2 emissions rather than concentrations
are only available for RCP8.5 (Figure 12.8b) and from MAGICC. The
projected temperature change in 2100 is slightly higher and the uncertainty range is wider as a result of uncertainties in the carbon cycle
climate feedbacks. The CMIP5 range is consistent with the uncertainty
range given in AR4 for SRES A2 in 2100. Further details about emission
versus concentration driven simulations are given in Section 12.4.8.
In summary, the projected changes in global temperature for 2100 in
the RCP scenarios are very consistent with those obtained by CMIP3
for SRES in IPCC AR4 (see Section 12.4.9) when taking into account the
differences in scenarios. The likely uncertainty ranges provided here are
similar for RCP4.5 and RCP6.0 but narrower for RCP8.5 compared to
AR4. There was no scenario as low as RCP2.6 in AR4. The uncertainties
in global temperature projections have not decreased significantly in
CMIP5 (Knutti and Sedláček, 2013), but the assessed ranges cannot be
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Figure 12.8 | Uncertainty estimates for global mean temperature change in 2081–
2100 with respect to 1986–2005. Red crosses mark projections from individual CMIP5
models. Red bars indicate mean and 5 to 95% ranges based on CMIP5 (1.64 standard
deviations), which are considered as a likely range. Blue bars indicate 5 to 95% ranges
from the pulse response emulation of 21 models (Good et al., 2011a). Grey bars mark
the range from the mean of CMIP5 minus 40% to the mean +60%, assessed as likely in
AR4 for the SRES scenarios. The yellow bars show the median, 17 to 83% range and 5
to 95% range based on Rogelj et al. (2012). See also Figures 12.39 and 12.40.

compared between AR4 and AR5. The main reason is that uncertainties in carbon cycle feedbacks are not considered in the concentration
driven RCPs. In contrast, the likely range in AR4 included those. The
assessed likely ranges are therefore narrower for the high RCPs. The
differences in the projected warming are largely attributable to the difference in scenarios (Knutti and Sedláček, 2013), and the change in the
future and reference period, rather than to developments in modelling
since AR4. A detailed comparison between the SRES and RCP scenarios
and the CMIP3 and CMIP5 models is given in Section 12.4.9.

12.4.2

Pattern Scaling

12.4.2.1 Definition and Use
In this chapter we show geographical patterns of projected changes
in climate variables according to specific scenarios and time horizons.
Alternative scenarios and projection times can be inferred from those
shown by using some established approximation methods. This is especially the case for large-scale regional patterns of average temperature
and—with additional caveats—precipitation changes. In fact, ‘pattern
scaling’ is an approximation that has been explicitly suggested in the
description of the RCPs (Moss et al., 2010) as a method for deriving
impact-relevant regional projections for scenarios that have not been
simulated by global and regional climate models. It was first proposed
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by Santer et al. (1990) and revisited later by numerous studies (e.g.,
Huntingford and Cox, 2000). It relies on the existence of robust geographical patterns of change, emerging at the time when the response
to external forcings emerges from the noise, and persisting across the
length of the simulation, across different scenarios, and even across
models, modulated by the corresponding changes in global average
temperature. The robustness of temperature change patterns has
been amply documented from the original paper onward. An example
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is given in Figure 12.9 for surface air temperature from each of the
CMIP5 models highlighting both similarities and differences between
the responses of different models. The precipitation pattern was shown
to scale linearly with global average temperature to a sufficient accuracy in CMIP3 models (Neelin et al., 2006) for this to be useful for
projections related to the hydrological cycle. Shiogama et al. (2010b)
find similar results with the caution that in the early stages of warming
aerosols modify the pattern. A more mixed evaluation can be found in

Annual mean surface air temperature change (RCP4.5: 2081-2100)

12

Figure 12.9 | Surface air temperature change in 2081–2100 displayed as anomalies with respect to 1986–2005 for RCP4.5 from one ensemble member of each of the concentration-driven models available in the CMIP5 archive.
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Good et al. (2012), where some land areas in the low latitudes exhibit a
nonlinear relation to global average temperature, but, largely, average
precipitation change over the remaining regions can be well approximated by a grid-point specific linear function of global average temperature change. It is in the latter quantity that the dependence of the
evolution of the change in time on the model (e.g., its climate sensitivity) and the forcing (e.g., the emission scenario) is encapsulated.
In analytical terms, it is assumed that the following relation holds:
C (t,x) = TG(t) c(x) + R (t, x)
where the symbol x identifies the geographic location (model grid
point or other spatial coordinates) and possibly the time of year (e.g.,
a June–July–August average). The index t runs along the length of the
forcing scenario of interest. TG(t) indicates global average temperature
change at time t under this scenario; c(x) is the time-invariant geographic pattern of change per 1°C global surface temperature change
for the variable of interest (which represents the forced component of
the change) and C (t,x) is the actual field of change for that variable
at the specific time t under this scenario. The R (t, x) is a residual term
and highlights the fact that pattern scaling cannot reconstruct model
behaviour with complete accuracy due to both natural variability and
because of limitations of the methodology discussed below. This way,
regionally and temporally differentiated results under different scenarios or climate sensitivities can be approximated by the product of a
spatial pattern, constant over time, scenario and model characteristics,
and a time evolving global mean change in temperature. Model and
scenario dependence are thus captured through the global mean temperature response, and simple climate models calibrated against fully
coupled climate models can be used to simulate the latter, at a great
saving in computational cost. The spatial pattern can be estimated
through the available coupled model simulations under the assumption that it does not depend on the specific scenario(s) used.
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The choice of the pattern in the studies available in the literature can be
as simple as the ensemble average field of change (across models and/
or across scenarios, for the coupled experiments available), normalized
by the corresponding change in global average temperature, choosing
a segment of the simulations when the signal has emerged from the
noise of natural variability from a baseline of reference (e.g., the last
20 years of the 21st century compared to pre-industrial or current climate) and taking the difference of two multi-decadal means. Similar
properties and results have been obtained using more sophisticated
multivariate procedures that optimize the variance explained by the
pattern (Holden and Edwards, 2010). The validity of this approximation
is discussed by Mitchell et al. (1999) and Mitchell (2003). Huntingford
and Cox (2000) evaluate the quality of the approximation for numerous variables, showing that the technique performs best for temperature, downward longwave radiation, relative humidity, wind speeds
and surface pressure while showing relatively larger limitations for
rainfall rate anomalies. Joshi et al. (2013) have recently shown that the
accuracy of the approximation, especially across models, is improved
by adding a second term, linear in the land–sea surface warming ratio,
another quantity that can be easily estimated from existing coupled
climate model simulations. There exist of course differences between
the patterns generated by different GCMs (documented for example
1060

for CMIP3 in Watterson and Whetton, 2011b), but uncertainty can be
characterized, for example, by the inter-model spread in the pattern
c(x). Recent applications of the methodology to probabilistic future
projections have in fact sought to fully quantify errors introduced by
the approximation, on the basis of the available coupled model runs
(Harris et al., 2006).
Pattern scaling and its applications have been documented in IPCC
WGI Reports before (IPCC, 2001, Section 13.5.2.1; Meehl et al., 2007b,
Section 10.3.2). It has been used extensively for regional temperature and precipitation change projections, for example, Murphy et al.
(2007), (Watterson, 2008), Giorgi (2008), Harris et al. (2006, 2010), May
(2008a), Ruosteenoja et al. (2007), Räisänen and Ruokolainen (2006),
Cabre et al. (2010) and impact studies, for example, as described in
Dessai et al. (2005) and Fowler et al. (2007b). Recent studies have
focussed on patterns linked to warming at certain global average temperature change thresholds (e.g., May, 2008a; Sanderson et al., 2011)
and patterns derived under the RCPs (Ishizaki et al., 2012).
There are basic limitations to this approach, besides a degradation of
its performance as the regional scale of interest becomes finer and in
the presence of regionally specific forcings. Recent work with MIROC3.2
(Shiogama et al., 2010a; Shiogama et al., 2010b) has revealed a dependence of the precipitation sensitivity (global average precipitation change
per 1°C of global warming—see Figure 12.6) on the scenario, due to the
precipitation being more sensitive to carbon aerosols than WMGHGs.
In fact, there are significant differences in black and organic carbon
aerosol forcing between the emission scenarios investigated by Shiogama et al. (2010a; 2010b). Levy II et al. (2013) confirm that patterns of
precipitation change are spatially correlated with the sources of aerosol
emissions, in simulations where the indirect effect is represented. This
is a behaviour that is linked to a more general limitation of pattern
scaling, which breaks down if aerosol forcing is significant. The effects
of aerosols have a regional nature and are thus dependent on the future
sources of pollution which are likely to vary geographically in the future
and are difficult to predict (May, 2008a). For example, Asian and North
American aerosol production are likely to have different time histories
and future projections. Schlesinger et al. (2000) extended the methodology of pattern scaling by isolating and recombining patterns derived
by dedicated experiments with a coupled climate model where sulphate
aerosols were increased for various regions in turn. More recently, in
an extension of pattern scaling into a probabilistic treatment of model,
scenario and initial condition uncertainties, Frieler et al. (2012) derived
joint probability distributions for regionally averaged temperature and
precipitation changes as linear functions of global average temperature
and additional predictors including regionally specific sulphate aerosol
and black carbon emissions.
Pattern scaling is less accurate for strongly mitigated stabilization
scenarios. This has been shown recently by May (2012), comparing patterns of temperature change under a scenario limiting global
warming since pre-industrial times to 2°C and patterns produced by
a scenario that reaches 4.5°C of global average temperature change.
The limitations of pattern scaling in approximating changes while the
climate system approaches equilibrium have found their explanation in
Manabe and Wetherald (1980) and Mitchell et al. (1999). Both studies
point out that as the temperatures of the deep oceans reach equilibri-
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um (over multiple centuries) the geographical distribution of warming
changes as well, for example, showing a larger warming of the high
latitudes in the SH than in the earlier periods of the transient response,
relative to the global mean warming. More recently, Held et al. (2010)
showed how this slow warming pattern is in fact present during the
initial transient response of the system as well, albeit with much smaller amplitude. Further, Gillett et al. (2011) show how in a simulation in
which emissions cease, regional temperatures and precipitation patterns exhibit ongoing changes, even though global mean temperature
remains almost constant. Wu et al. (2010) showed that the global precipitation response shows a nonlinear response to strong mitigation
scenarios, with the hydrological cycle continuing to intensify even after
atmospheric CO2 concentration, and thus global average temperature,
start decreasing. Regional nonlinear responses to mitigation scenarios of precipitation and sea surface temperatures (SSTs) are shown by
Chadwick et al. (2013).
Other areas where pattern scaling shows a lack of robustness are the
edges of polar ice caps and sea ice extent, where at an earlier time in
the simulation ice melts and regions of sharp gradient surface, while
later in the simulation, in the absence of ice, the gradient will become
less steep. Different sea ice representations in models also make the
location of such regions much less robust across the model ensembles
and the scenarios.

Temperature scaled by global T (oC per oC)
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Pattern scaling has not been as thoroughly explored for quantities
other than average temperature and precipitation. Impact relevant
extremes, for example, seem to indicate a critical dependence on the
scale at which their changes are evaluated, with studies showing that
some aspects of their statistics change in a close-to-linear way with
mean temperature (Kharin et al., 2007; Lustenberger et al., 2013) while
others have documented the dependence of their changes on moments
of their statistical distribution other than the mean (Ballester et al.,
2010a), which would make pattern scaling inadequate.

12.4.2.2 Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 Patterns
Scaled by Global Average Temperature Change
On the basis of CMIP5 simulations, we show geographical patterns
(Figure 12.10) of warming and precipitation change and indicate
measures of their variability across models and across RCPs. The patterns are scaled to 1°C global mean surface temperature change above
the reference period 1986–2005 for 2081–2100 (first row) and for a
period of approximate stable temperature, 2181–2200 (thus excluding
RCP8.5, which does not stabilize by that time) (second row). Spatial
correlation of fields of temperature and precipitation change range
from 0.93 to 0.99 when considering ensemble means under different
RCPs. The lower values are found when computing correlation between
RCP2.6 and the higher RCPs, and may be related to the high mitigation

Precipitation scaled by global T (% per oC)
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Figure 12.10 | Temperature (left) and precipitation (right) change patterns derived from transient simulations from the CMIP5 ensembles, scaled to 1°C of global mean surface
temperature change. The patterns have been calculated by computing 20-year averages at the end of the 21st (top) and 22nd (bottom) centuries and over the period 1986–2005
for the available simulations under all RCPs, taking their difference (percentage difference in the case of precipitation) and normalizing it, grid-point by grid-point, by the corresponding value of global average temperature change for each model and scenario. The normalized patterns have then been averaged across models and scenarios. The colour
scale represents degrees Celsius (in the case of temperature) and percent (in the case of precipitation) per 1°C of global average temperature change. Stippling indicates where the
mean change averaged over all realizations is larger than the 95% percentile of the distribution of models. Zonal means of the geographical patterns are shown for each individual
model for RCP2.6 (blue), 4.5 (light blue), 6.0 (orange) and 8.5 (red). RCP8.5 is excluded from the stabilization figures. The RCP2.6 simulation of the FIO-ESM (First Institute of
Oceanography) model was excluded because it did not show any warming by the end of the 21st century, thus not complying with the method requirement that the pattern be
estimated at a time when the temperature change signal from CO2 increase has emerged.
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enacted under RCP2.6 from early in the 21st century. Pattern correlation varies between 0.91 and 0.98 for temperature and between
0.91 and 0.96 for precipitation when comparing patterns computed
by averaging and normalizing changes at the end of the 21st, 22nd
and 23rd centuries, with the largest value representing the correlation
between the patterns at the end of the 22nd and 23rd centuries, the
lowest representing the correlation between the pattern at the end
of the 21st and the pattern at the end of the 23rd century. The zonal
means shown to the side of each plot represent each model by one line,
colour coding the four different scenarios. They show good agreement
of models and scenarios over low and mid-latitudes for temperature,
but higher spread across models and especially across scenarios for the
areas subject to polar amplification, for which the previous discussion
about the sensitivity of the patterns to the sea ice edge may be relevant. A comparison of the mean of the lines to their spread indicates
overall the presence of a strong mean signal with respect to the spread
of the ensemble. Precipitation shows an opposite pattern of inter-model spread, with larger variations in the low latitudes and around the
equator, and smaller around the high latitudes. Precipitation has also
a lower signal-to-noise ratio (measured as above by comparing the
ensemble mean change magnitude to the spread across models and
scenarios of these zonal mean averages).
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As already mentioned, although we do not explicitly use pattern scaling
in the sections that follow, we consider it a useful approximation when
the need emerges to interpolate or extrapolate results to different scenarios or time periods, noting the possibility that the scaling may break
down at higher levels of global warming, and that the validity of the
approximation is limited to broad patterns of change, as opposed to
local scales. An important caveat is that pattern scaling only applies
to the climate response that is externally forced. The actual response
is a combination of forced change and natural variability, which is not
and should not be scaled up or down by the application of this technique, which becomes important on small spatial scales and shorter
time scales, and whose relative magnitude compared to the forced
component also depends on the variable (Hawkins and Sutton, 2009,
2011; Mahlstein et al., 2011; Deser et al., 2012a, 2012b; Mahlstein et
al., 2012) (see Section 11.2). One approach to produce projections that
include both components is to estimate natural variability separately,
scale the forced response and add the two.

2013). The phenomenon is predominantly a feature of the surface and
lower atmosphere (Joshi et al., 2008). Studies have found it occurs due
to contrasts in surface sensible and latent fluxes over land (Sutton et
al., 2007), land–ocean contrasts in boundary layer lapse rate changes
(Joshi et al., 2008), boundary layer relative humidity and associated
low-level cloud cover changes over land (Doutriaux-Boucher et al.,
2009; Fasullo, 2010) and soil moisture reductions (Dong et al., 2009;
Clark et al., 2010) under climate change. The land–sea warming contrast is also sensitive to aerosol forcing (Allen and Sherwood, 2010;
Joshi et al., 2013). Globally averaged warming over land and ocean
is identified separately in Table 12.2 for the CMIP5 models and the
ratio of land to ocean warming is likely in the range of 1.4 to 1.7,
consistent with previous studies (Lambert et al., 2011). The CMIP5 multi-model mean ratio is approximately constant from 2020 through to
2100 (based on an update of Joshi et al., 2008 from available CMIP5
models).
Amplified surface warming in Arctic latitudes is also a consistent feature in climate model integrations (e.g., Manabe and Stouffer, 1980).
This is often referred to as polar amplification, although numerous
studies have shown that under transient forcing, this is primarily an
Arctic phenomenon (Manabe et al., 1991; Meehl et al., 2007b). The
lack of an amplified transient warming response in high Southern polar
latitudes has been associated with deep ocean mixing, strong ocean
heat uptake and the persistence of the vast Antarctic ice sheet. In equilibrium simulations, amplified warming occurs in both polar regions.

12.4.3.1 Patterns of Surface Warming: Land–Sea Contrast,
Polar Amplification and Sea Surface Temperatures

On an annual average, and depending on the forcing scenario (see
Table 12.2), the CMIP5 models show a mean Arctic (67.5°N to 90°N)
warming between 2.2 and 2.4 times the global average warming for
2081–2100 compared to 1986–2005. Similar polar amplification factors occurred in earlier coupled model simulations (e.g., Holland and
Bitz, 2003; Winton, 2006a). This factor in models is slightly higher
than the observed central value, but it is within the uncertainty of
the best estimate from observations of the recent past (Bekryaev et
al., 2010). The uncertainty is large in the observed factor because station records are short and sparse (Serreze and Francis, 2006) and the
forced signal is contaminated by the noise of internal variability. By
contrast, model trends in surface air temperature are 2.5 to 5 times
higher than observed over Antarctica, but here also the observational
estimates have a very large uncertainty, so, for example, the CMIP3
ensemble mean is consistent with observations within error estimates
(Monaghan et al., 2008). Moreover, recent work suggests more widespread current West Antarctic surface warming than previously estimated (Bromwich et al., 2013).

Patterns of surface air temperature change for various RCPs show
widespread warming during the 21st century (Figure 12.11; see
Annex I for seasonal patterns). A key feature that has been present
throughout the history of coupled modelling is the larger warming over
land compared to oceans, which occurs in both transient and equilibrium climate change (e.g., Manabe et al., 1990). The degree to which
warming is larger over land than ocean is remarkably constant over
time under transient warming due to WMGHGs (Lambert and Chiang,
2007; Boer, 2011; Lambert et al., 2011) suggesting that heat capacity differences between land and ocean do not play a major role in
the land–sea warming contrast (Sutton et al., 2007; Joshi et al., 2008,

The amplified Arctic warming in models has a distinct seasonal character (Manabe and Stouffer, 1980; Rind, 1987; Holland and Bitz, 2003; Lu
and Cai, 2009; Kumar et al., 2010). Arctic amplification (defined as the
67.5 N° to 90°N warming compared to the global average warming
for 2081–2100 versus 1986–2005) peaks in early winter (November
to December) with a CMIP5 RCP4.5 multi-model mean warming for
67.5°N to 90°N exceeding the global average by a factor of more than
4. The warming is smallest in summer when excess heat at the Arctic
surface goes into melting ice or is absorbed by the ocean, which has
a relatively large thermal inertia. Simulated Arctic warming also has
a consistent vertical structure that is largest in the lower troposphere

12.4.3 Changes in Temperature and Energy Budget
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Annual mean surface air temperature change

Figure 12.11 | Multi-model ensemble average of surface air temperature change (compared to 1986–2005 base period) for 2046–2065, 2081–2100, 2181–2200 for RCP2.6,
4.5, 6.0 and 8.5. Hatching indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is less than one standard deviation of internal variability. Stippling indicates regions where the
multi-model mean change is greater than two standard deviations of internal variability and where at least 90% of the models agree on the sign of change (see Box 12.1). The
number of CMIP5 models used is indicated in the upper right corner of each panel.

(e.g., Manabe et al., 1991; Kay et al., 2012). This is in agreement with
recent observations (Serreze et al., 2009; Screen and Simmonds, 2010)
but contrary to an earlier study that suggested a larger warming aloft
(Graversen et al., 2008). The discrepancy in observed vertical structure
may reflect inadequacies in data sets (Bitz and Fu, 2008; Grant et al.,
2008; Thorne, 2008) and sensitivity to the time period used for averaging (see also Box 2.3).
As also discussed in Box 5.1, there are many mechanisms that contribute to Arctic amplification, some of which were identified in early
modelling studies (Manabe and Stouffer, 1980). Feedbacks associated with changes in sea ice and snow amplify surface warming near
the poles (Hall, 2004; Soden et al., 2008; Graversen and Wang, 2009;
Kumar et al., 2010). The longwave radiation changes in the top of the
atmosphere associated with surface warming opposes surface warming at all latitudes, but less so in the Arctic (Winton, 2006a; Soden et
al., 2008). Rising temperature globally is expected to increase the hori-

zontal latent heat transport by the atmosphere into the Arctic (Flannery, 1984; Alexeev et al., 2005; Cai, 2005; Langen and Alexeev, 2007;
Kug et al., 2010), which warms primarily the lower troposphere. On
average, CMIP3 models simulate enhanced latent heat transport (Held
and Soden, 2006), but north of about 65°N, the sensible heat transport
declines enough to more than offset the latent heat transport increase
(Hwang et al., 2011). Increased atmospheric heat transport into the
Arctic and subsidence warming has been associated with a teleconnection driven by enhanced convection in the tropical western Pacific (Lee
et al., 2011). Ocean heat transport plays a role in the simulated Arctic
amplification, with both large late 20th century transport (Mahlstein
and Knutti, 2011) and increases over the 21st century (Hwang et al.,
2011; Bitz et al., 2012) associated with higher amplification. As noted
by Held and Soden (2006), Kay et al. (2012), and Alexeev and Jackson
(2012), diagnosing the role of various factors in amplified warming is
complicated by coupling in the system in which local feedbacks interact with poleward heat transports.
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Although models consistently exhibit Arctic amplification as global
mean temperatures rise, the multitude of physical processes described
above mean that they differ considerably in the magnitude. Previous
work has implicated variations across climate models in numerous factors including inversion strength (Boé et al., 2009a), ocean heat transport (Holland and Bitz, 2003; Mahlstein and Knutti, 2011), albedo feedback (Winton, 2006a), longwave radiative feedbacks (Winton, 2006a)
and shortwave cloud feedback (Crook et al., 2011; Kay et al., 2012)
as playing a role in the across-model scatter in polar amplification.
The magnitude of amplification is generally higher in models with less
extensive late 20th century sea ice in June, suggesting that the initial
ice state influences the 21st century Arctic amplification. The pattern
of simulated Arctic warming is also associated with the initial ice state,
and in particular with the location of the winter sea ice edge (Holland
and Bitz, 2003; Räisänen, 2007; Bracegirdle and Stephenson, 2012).
This relationship has been suggested as a constraint on projected
Arctic warming (Abe et al., 2011; Bracegirdle and Stephenson, 2012),
although, in general, the ability of models to reproduce observed climate and its trends is not a sufficient condition for attributing high
confidence to the projection of future trends (see Section 9.8).
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Minima in surface warming occur in the North Atlantic and Southern
Oceans under transient forcing in part due to deep ocean mixed layers
in those regions (Manabe et al., 1990; Xie et al., 2010). Trenberth and
Fasullo (2010) find that the large biases in the Southern Ocean energy
budget in CMIP3 coupled models negatively correlate with equilibrium
climate sensitivity (see Section 12.5.3), suggesting that an improved
mean state in the Southern Ocean is needed before warming there
can be understood. In the equatorial Pacific, warming is enhanced
in a narrow band which previous assessments have described as ‘El
Niño-like’, as may be expected from the projected decrease in atmospheric tropical circulations (see Section 12.4.4). However, DiNezio et al.
(2009) highlight that the tropical Pacific warming in the CMIP3 models
is not ‘El Niño-like’ as the pattern of warming and associated teleconnections (Xie et al., 2010; Section 12.4.5.2) is quite distinct from
that of an El Niño event. Instead the pattern is of enhanced equatorial
warming and is due to a meridional minimum in evaporative damping
on the equator (Liu et al., 2005) and ocean dynamical changes that can
be decoupled from atmospheric changes (DiNezio et al., 2009) (see
also further discussion in Section 12.4.7).
In summary, there is robust evidence over multiple generations of
models and high confidence in these large-scale warming patterns. In
the absence of a strong reduction in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), there is very high confidence that the Arctic
region is projected to warm most.

12.4.3.2 Zonal Average Atmospheric Temperature
Zonal temperature changes at the end of the 21st century show warming throughout the troposphere and, depending on the scenario, a mix
of warming and cooling in the stratosphere (Figure 12.12). The maximum warming in the tropical upper troposphere is consistent with
theoretical explanations and associated with a decline in the moist
adiabatic lapse rate of temperature in the tropics as the climate warms
(Bony et al., 2006). The northern polar regions also experience large
warming in the lower atmosphere, consistent with the mechanisms
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discussed in Section 12.4.3.1. The tropospheric patterns are similar
to those in the TAR and AR4 with the RCP8.5 changes being up to
several degrees warmer in the tropics compared to the A1B changes
appearing in the AR4. Similar tropospheric patterns appear in the RCP
2.6 and 4.5 changes, but with reduced magnitudes, suggesting some
degree of scaling with forcing change in the troposphere, similar to
behaviour discussed in the AR4 and Section 12.4.2. The consistency of
tropospheric patterns over multiple generations of models indicates
high confidence in these projected changes.
In the stratosphere, the models show similar tropical patterns of
change, with magnitudes differing according to the degree of climate forcing. Substantial differences appear in polar regions. In the
north, RCP8.5 and 4.5 yield cooling, though it is more significant in
the RCP8.5 ensemble. In contrast, RCP2.6 shows warming, albeit weak
and with little significance. In the southern polar region, RCP 2.6 and
4.5 both show significant warming, and RCP8.5 is the outlier, with significant cooling. The polar stratospheric warming, especially in the SH,
is similar to that found by Butchart et al. (2010) and Meehl et al. (2012)
in GCM simulations that showed effects of ozone recovery in determining the patterns (Baldwin et al., 2007; Son et al., 2010). Eyring et
al. (2013) find behaviour in the CMIP5 ensemble both for models with
and without interactive chemistry that supports the contention that
the polar stratospheric changes in Figure 12.12 are strongly influenced
by ozone recovery. Overall, the stratospheric temperature changes do
not exhibit pattern scaling with global temperature change and are
dependent on ozone recovery.
Away from the polar stratosphere, there is physical and pattern consistency in temperature changes between different generations of models
assessed here and in the TAR and AR4. The consistency is especially clear
in the northern high latitudes and, coupled with physical understanding,
indicates that some of the greatest warming is very likely to occur here.
There is also consistency across generations of models in relatively large
warming in the tropical upper troposphere. Allen and Sherwood (2008)
and Johnson and Xie (2010) have presented dynamic and thermodynamic arguments, respectively, for the physical robustness of the tropical behaviour. However, there remains uncertainty about the magnitude
of warming simulated in the tropical upper troposphere because large
observational uncertainties and contradictory analyses limit a confident
assessment of model accuracy in simulating temperature trends in the
tropical upper troposphere (Section 9.4.1.4.2). The combined evidence
indicates that relatively large warming in the tropical upper troposphere
is likely, but with medium confidence.

12.4.3.3 Temperature Extremes
As the climate continues to warm, changes in several types of temperature extremes have been observed (Donat et al., 2013), and are
expected to continue in the future in concert with global warming
(Seneviratne et al., 2012). Extremes occur on multiple time scales, from
a single day or a few consecutive days (a heat wave) to monthly and
seasonal events. Extreme temperature events are often defined by
indices (see Box 2.4 for the common definitions used), for example,
percentage of days in a year when maximum temperature is above the
90th percentile of a present day distribution or by long period return
values. Although changes in temperature extremes are a very robust
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Figure 12.12 | CMIP5 multi-model changes in annual mean zonal mean temperature in the atmosphere and ocean relative to 1986–2005 for 2081–2100 under the RCP2.6 (left),
RCP4.5 (centre) and RCP8.5 (right) forcing scenarios. Hatching indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is less than one standard deviation of internal variability.
Stippling indicates regions where the multi-model change mean is greater than two standard deviations of internal variability and where at least 90% of the models agree on the
sign of change (see Box 12.1).

signature of anthropogenic climate change (Seneviratne et al., 2012),
the magnitude of change and consensus among models varies with
the characteristics of the event being considered (e.g., time scale, magnitude, duration and spatial extent) as well as the definition used to
describe the extreme.
Since the AR4 many advances have been made in establishing global
observed records of extremes (Alexander et al., 2006; Perkins et al.,
2012; Donat et al., 2013) against which models can be evaluated to
give context to future projections (Sillmann and Roeckner, 2008; Alexander and Arblaster, 2009). Numerous regional assessments of future
changes in extremes have also been performed and a comprehensive
summary of these is given in Seneviratne et al. (2012). Here we summarize the key findings from this report and assess updates since then.
It is virtually certain that there will be more hot and fewer cold extremes
as global temperature increases (Caesar and Lowe, 2012; Orlowsky

and Seneviratne, 2012; Sillmann et al., 2013), consistent with previous
assessments (Solomon et al., 2007; Seneviratne et al., 2012). Figure
12.13 shows multi-model mean changes in the absolute temperature
indices of the coldest day of the year and the hottest day of the year
and the threshold-based indices of frost days and tropical nights from
the CMIP5 ensemble (Sillmann et al., 2013). A robust increase in warm
temperature extremes and decrease in cold temperature extremes
is found at the end of the 21st century, with the magnitude of the
changes increasing with increased anthropogenic forcing. The coldest
night of the year undergoes larger increases than the hottest day in
the globally averaged time series (Figure 12.13b and d). This tendency is consistent with the CMIP3 model results shown in Figure 12.13,
which use different models and the SRES scenarios (see Seneviratne
et al. (2012) for earlier CMIP3 results). Similarly, increases in the frequency of warm nights are greater than increases in the frequency
of warm days (Sillmann et al., 2013). Regionally, the largest increases
in the coldest night of the year are projected in the high latitudes of
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the NH under the RCP8.5 scenario (Figure 12.13a). The subtropics and
mid-latitudes exhibit the greatest projected changes in the hottest day
of the year, whereas changes in tropical nights and the frequency of
warm days and warm nights are largest in the tropics (Sillmann et al.,
2013). The number of frost days declines in all regions while significant
increases in tropical nights are seen in southeastern North America, the
Mediterranean and central Asia.
It is very likely that, on average, there will be more record high than
record cold temperatures in a warmer average climate. For example,
Meehl et al. (2009) find that the current ratio of 2 to 1 for record daily
high maxima to low minima over the USA becomes approximately 20
to 1 by the mid-21st century and 50 to 1 by late century in their model
simulation of the SRES A1B scenario. However, even at the end of the
century daily record low minima continue to be broken, if in a small
number, consistent with Kodra et al. (2011), who conclude that cold
extremes will continue to occur in a warmer climate, even though their
frequency will decline.
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It is also very likely that heat waves, defined as spells of days with
temperature above a threshold determined from historical climatology,
will occur with a higher frequency and duration, mainly as a direct
consequence of the increase in seasonal mean temperatures (Barnett
et al., 2006; Ballester et al., 2010a, 2010b; Fischer and Schär, 2010).
Changes in the absolute value of temperature extremes are also very
likely and expected to regionally exceed global temperature increases
by far, with substantial changes in hot extremes projected even for
moderate (<2.5°C above present day) average warming levels (Clark
et al., 2010; Diffenbaugh and Ashfaq, 2010). These changes often differ
from the mean temperature increase, as a result of changes in variability and shape of the temperature distribution (Hegerl et al., 2004; Meehl
and Tebaldi, 2004; Clark et al., 2006). For example, summer temperature extremes over central and southern Europe are projected to warm
substantially more than the corresponding mean local temperatures as
a result of enhanced temperature variability at interannual to intraseasonal time scales (Schär et al., 2004; Clark et al., 2006; Kjellstrom et
al., 2007; Vidale et al., 2007; Fischer and Schär, 2009, 2010; Nikulin et
al., 2011; Fischer et al., 2012a). Several recent studies have also argued
that the probability of occurrence of a Russian heat wave at least as
severe as the one in 2010 increases substantially (by a factor of 5 to
10 by the mid-century) along with increasing mean temperatures and
enhanced temperature variability (Barriopedro et al., 2011; Dole et al.,
2011).
Since the AR4, an increased understanding of mechanisms and feedbacks leading to projected changes in extremes has been gained
(Seneviratne et al., 2012). Climate models suggest that hot extremes
are amplified by soil moisture-temperature feedbacks (Seneviratne et
al., 2006; Diffenbaugh et al., 2007; Lenderink et al., 2007; Vidale et
al., 2007; Fischer and Schär, 2009; Fischer et al., 2012a) in northern
mid-latitude regions as the climate warms, consistent with previous
assessments. Changes in temperature extremes may also be impacted
by changes in land–sea contrast, with Watterson et al. (2008) showing an amplification of southern Australian summer warm extremes
over the mean due to anomalous temperature advection from warmer
continental interiors. The largest increases in the magnitude of warm
extremes are simulated over mid-latitude continental areas, consistent
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with the drier conditions, and the associated reduction in evaporative
cooling from the land surface projected over these areas (Kharin et al.,
2007). The representation of the latter constitutes a major source of
model uncertainty for projections of the absolute magnitude of temperature extremes (Clark et al., 2010; Fischer et al., 2011).
Winter cold extremes also warm more than the local mean temperature over northern high latitudes (Orlowsky and Seneviratne, 2012;
Sillmann et al., 2013) as a result of reduced temperature variability
related to declining snow cover (Gregory and Mitchell, 1995; Kjellstrom
et al., 2007; Fischer et al., 2011) and decreases in land–sea contrast
(de Vries et al., 2012). Changes in atmospheric circulation, induced by
remote surface heating can also modify the temperature distribution
(Haarsma et al., 2009). Sillmann and Croci-Maspoli (2009) note that
cold winter extremes over Europe are in part driven by atmospheric
blocking and changes to these blocking patterns in the future lead to
changes in the frequency and spatial distribution of cold temperature
extremes as global temperatures increase. Occasional cold winters will
continue to occur (Räisänen and Ylhaisi, 2011).
Human discomfort, morbidity and mortality during heat waves depend
not only on temperature but also specific humidity. Heat stress, defined
as the combined effect of temperature and humidity, is expected to
increase along with warming temperatures and dominates the local
decrease in summer relative humidity due to soil drying (Diffenbaugh
et al., 2007; Fischer et al., 2012b; Dunne et al., 2013). Areas with abundant atmospheric moisture availability and high present-day temperatures such as Mediterranean coastal regions are expected to experience the greatest heat stress changes because the heat stress response
scales with humidity which thus becomes increasingly important to
heat stress at higher temperatures (Fischer and Schär, 2010; Sherwood
and Huber, 2010; Willett and Sherwood, 2012). For some regions, simulated heat stress indicators are remarkably robust, because those
models with stronger warming simulate a stronger decrease in atmospheric relative humidity (Fischer and Knutti, 2013).
Changes in rare temperature extremes can be assessed using extreme
value theory based techniques (Seneviratne et al., 2012). Kharin et
al. (2007), in an analysis of CMIP3 models, found large increases
in the 20-year return values of the annual maximum and minimum
daily averaged surface air temperatures (i.e., the size of an event
that would be expected on average once every 20 years, or with a
5% chance every year) with larger changes over land than ocean.
Figure 12.14 displays the end of 21st century change in the magnitude of these rare events from the CMIP5 models in the RCP2.6, 4.5
and 8.5 scenarios (Kharin et al., 2013). Comparison to the changes in
summer mean temperature shown in Figure AI.5 and A1.7 of Annex
I Supplementary Material reveals that rare high temperature events
are projected to change at rates similar to or slightly larger than the
summertime mean temperature in many land areas. However, in much
of Northern Europe 20-year return values of daily high temperatures
are projected to increase 2°C or more than JJA mean temperatures
under RCP8.5, consistent with previous studies (Sterl et al., 2008;
Orlowsky and Seneviratne, 2012). Rare low temperature events are
projected to experience significantly larger increases than the mean
in most land regions, with a pronounced effect at high latitudes. Twenty-year return values of cold extremes increase s ignificantly more than
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Figure 12.13 | CMIP5 multi-model mean geographical changes (relative to a 1981–2000 reference period in common with CMIP3) under RCP8.5 and 20-year smoothed time
series for RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 in the (a, b) annual minimum of daily minimum temperature, (c, d) annual maximum of daily maximum temperature, (e, f) frost days (number
of days below 0°C) and (g, h) tropical nights (number of days above 20°C). White areas over land indicate regions where the index is not valid. Shading in the time series represents
the interquartile ensemble spread (25th and 75th quantiles). The box-and-whisker plots show the interquartile ensemble spread (box) and outliers (whiskers) for 11 CMIP3 model
simulations of the SRES scenarios A2 (orange), A1B (cyan), and B1 (purple) globally averaged over the respective future time periods (2046–2065 and 2081–2100) as anomalies
from the 1981–2000 reference period. Stippling indicates grid points with changes that are significant at the 5% level using a Wilcoxon signed-ranked test. (Updated from Sillmann
et al. (2013), excluding the FGOALS-s2 model.)
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winter mean temperature changes, particularly over parts of North
America and Europe. Kharin et al. (2013) concluded from the CMIP5
models that it is likely that in most land regions a current 20 year maximum temperature event is projected to become a one-in-two-year
event by the end of the 21st century under the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5
scenarios, except for some regions of the high latitudes of the NH
where it is likely to become a one-in-five-year event (see also Seneviratne et al. (2012) Figure 3.5). Current 20-year minimum temperature
events are projected to become exceedingly rare, with return periods
likely increasing to more than 100 years in almost all locations under
RCP8.5 (Kharin et al., 2013). Section 10.6.1.1 notes that a number of
detection and attribution studies since SREX suggest that the model
changes may tend to be too large for warm extremes and too small
for cold extremes and thus these likelihood statements are somewhat
less strongly stated than a direct interpretation of model output and

its ranges. The CMIP5 analysis shown in Figure 12.14 reinforces this
assessment of large changes in the frequency of rare events, particularly in the RCP8.5 scenario (Kharin et al., 2013).
There is high consensus among models in the sign of the future change
in temperature extremes, with recent studies confirming this conclusion from the previous assessments (Tebaldi et al., 2006; Meehl et al.,
2007b; Orlowsky and Seneviratne, 2012; Seneviratne et al., 2012; Sillmann et al., 2013). However, the magnitude of the change remains
uncertain owing to scenario and model (both structural and parameter) uncertainty (Clark et al., 2010) as well as internal variability. These
uncertainties are much larger than corresponding uncertainties in the
magnitude of mean temperature change (Barnett et al., 2006; Clark et
al., 2006; Fischer and Schär, 2010; Fischer et al., 2011).

12

Figure 12.14 | The CMIP5 multi-model median change in 20-year return values of annual warm temperature extremes (left-hand panels) and cold temperature extremes (righthand panels) as simulated by CMIP5 models in 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005 in the RCP2.6 (top), RCP4.5 (middle panels), and RCP8.5 (bottom) experiments.
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12.4.3.4 Energy Budget
Anthropogenic or natural perturbations to the climate system produce
RFs that result in an imbalance in the global energy budget at the
top of the atmosphere (TOA) and affect the global mean temperature
(Section 12.3.3). The climate responds to a change in RF on multiple
time scales and at multiyear time scales the energy imbalance (i.e.,
the energy heating or cooling the Earth) is very close to the ocean
heat uptake due to the much lower thermal inertia of the atmosphere
and the continental surfaces (Levitus et al., 2005; Knutti et al., 2008a;
Murphy et al., 2009; Hansen et al., 2011). The radiative responses of
the fluxes at TOA are generally analysed using the forcing-feedback
framework and are presented in Section 9.7.2.

imbalance is always less than the RF because of the slow rate of ocean
heat uptake.)
The rapid fluctuations that are simulated during the 20th century
originate from volcanic eruptions that are prescribed in the models
(see Section 12.3.2). These aerosols reflect solar radiation and thus
decrease the amount of SW radiation absorbed by the Earth (Figure
12.15c). The minimum of shortwave (SW) radiation absorbed by the
Earth during the period 1960–2000 is due mainly to two factors: a
sequence of volcanic eruptions and an increase of the reflecting aerosol burden due to human activities (see Sections 7.5, 8.5 and 9.4.6).
During the 21st century, the absorbed SW radiation monotonically
increases for the RCP8.5 scenario, and increases and subsequently
stabilizes for the other scenarios, consistent with what has been previously obtained with CMIP3 models and SRES scenarios (Trenberth
and Fasullo, 2009). The two main contributions to the SW changes are
the change of clouds (see Section 12.4.3.5) and the change of the cryosphere (see Section 12.4.6) at high latitudes. In the longwave (LW)
domain (Figure 12.15b), the net flux at TOA represents the opposite of
the flux that is emitted by the Earth’s surface and atmosphere toward
space, i.e., a negative anomaly represents an increase of the emitted

(W m-2)

CMIP5 models simulate a small increase of the energy imbalance at
the TOA over the 20th century (see Box 3.1, Box 9.2 and Box 13.1). The
future evolution of the imbalance is very different depending on the
scenario (Figure 12.15a): for RCP8.5 it continues to increase rapidly,
much less for RCP6.0, it is almost constant for RCP4.5 and decreases
for RCP2.6. This latter negative trend reveals the quasi-stabilization
characteristic of RCP2.6. (In a transient scenario simulation, the TOA
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Figure 12.15 | Time series of global and annual multi-model mean (a) net total radiation anomaly at the top of the atmosphere (TOA), (b) net longwave radiation anomaly at
the TOA and (c) net shortwave radiation anomaly at the TOA from the CMIP5 concentration-driven experiments for the historical period (black) and the four RCP scenarios. All the
fluxes are positive downward and units are W m–2. The anomalies are calculated relative to the 1900–1950 base period as this is a common period to all model experiments with
few volcanic eruptions and relatively small trends. One ensemble member is used for each individual CMIP5 model and the ± standard deviation across the distribution of individual
models is shaded.

Figure 12.16 | Multi-model CMIP5 average changes in annual mean (left) net total radiation anomaly at the top of the atmosphere (TOA), (middle) net longwave radiation
anomaly at the TOA and (right) net shortwave radiation anomaly at the TOA for the RCP4.5 scenario averaged over the periods 2081–2100. All fluxes are positive downward, units
are W m–2. The net radiation anomalies are computed with respect to the 1900–1950 base period. Hatching indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is less than one
standard deviation of internal variability. Stippling indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is greater than two standard deviations of internal variability and where
at least 90% of models agree on the sign of change (see Box 12.1).
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LW radiation. The LW net flux depends mainly on two factors: the surface temperature and the magnitude of the greenhouse effect of the
atmosphere. During the 20th century, the rapid fluctuations of LW radiation are driven by volcanic forcings, which decrease the absorbed SW
radiation, surface temperature, and the LW radiation emitted by the
Earth toward space. During the period 1960–2000, the fast increase of
GHG concentrations also decreases the radiation emitted by the Earth.
In response to this net heating of the Earth, temperatures warm and
thereby increase emitted LW radiation although the change of the temperature vertical profile, water vapour, and cloud properties modulate
this response (e.g., Bony et al., 2006; Randall et al., 2007).

12.4.3.5 Clouds
This section provides a summary description of future changes in
clouds and their feedbacks on climate. A more general and more precise description and assessment of the role of clouds in the climate
system is provided in Chapter 7, in particular Section 7.2 for cloud processes and feedbacks and Section 7.4 for aerosol–cloud interactions.
Cloud feedbacks and adjustments are presented in Section 7.2.5 and a
synthesis is provided in Section 7.2.6. Clouds are a major component
of the climate system and play an important role in climate sensitivity (Cess et al., 1990; Randall et al., 2007), the diurnal temperature
range (DTR) over land (Zhou et al., 2009), and land–sea contrast (see
Section 12.4.3.1). The observed global mean cloud RF is about –20 W
m–2 (Loeb et al., 2009) (see Section 7.2.1), that is, clouds have a net
cooling effect. Current GCMs simulate clouds through various complex
parameterizations (see Section 7.2.3), and cloud feedback is a major
source of the spread of the climate sensitivity estimate (Soden and
Held, 2006; Randall et al., 2007; Dufresne and Bony, 2008) (see Section
9.7.2).

12

Under future projections the multi-model pattern of total cloud
amount shows consistent decreases in the subtropics, in conjunction
with a decrease of the relative humidity there, and increases at high
latitudes. Another robust pattern is an increase in cloud cover at all
latitudes in the vicinity of the tropopause, a signature of the increase of
the altitude of high level clouds in convective regions (Wetherald and
Manabe, 1988; Meehl et al., 2007b; Soden and Vecchi, 2011; Zelinka
et al., 2012). Low-level clouds were identified as a primary cause of
inter-model spread in cloud feedbacks in CMIP3 models (Bony and

Dufresne, 2005; Webb et al., 2006; Wyant et al., 2006). Since AR4, these
results have been confirmed along with the positive feedbacks due to
high level clouds in the CMIP3 or CFMIP models (Zelinka and Hartmann, 2010; Soden and Vecchi, 2011; Webb et al., 2013) and CMIP5
models (Vial et al., 2013). Since AR4, the response of clouds has been
partitioned in a direct or ‘rapid’ response of clouds to CO2 and a ‘slow’
response of clouds to the surface temperature increase (i.e., the usual
feedback response) (Gregory and Webb, 2008). The radiative effect of
clouds depends mainly on their fraction, optical depth and temperature. The contribution of these variables to the cloud feedback has
been quantified for the multi-model CMIP3 (Soden and Vecchi, 2011)
and CFMIP1 database (Zelinka et al., 2012). These findings are consistent with the radiative changes obtained with the CMIP5 models
(Figure 12.16) and may be summarized as follows (see Section 7.2.5
for more details).
The dominant contributor to the SW cloud feedback is the change in
cloud fraction. The reduction of cloud fraction between 50°S and 50°N,
except along the equator and the eastern part of the ocean basins
(Figure 12.17), contributes to an increase in the absorbed solar radiation (Figure 12.16c). Physical mechanisms and the role of different
parameterizations have been proposed to explain this reduction of
low-level clouds (Zhang and Bretherton, 2008; Caldwell and Bretherton, 2009; Brient and Bony, 2013; Webb et al., 2013). Poleward of
50°S, the cloud fraction and the cloud optical depth increases, thereby
increasing cloud reflectance. This leads to a decrease of solar absorption around Antarctica where the ocean is nearly ice free in summer
(Figure 12.16c). However, there is low confidence in this result because
GCMs do not reproduce the nearly 100% cloud cover observed there
and the negative feedback could be overestimated (Trenberth and
Fasullo, 2010) or, at the opposite, underestimated because the cloud
optical depth simulated by models is biased high there (Zelinka et al.,
2012).
In the LW domain, the tropical high cloud changes exert the dominant
effect. A lifting of the cloud top with warming is simulated consistently
across models (Meehl et al., 2007b) which leads to a positive feedback whereby the LW emissions from high clouds decrease as they
cool (Figure 12.16b). The dominant driver of this effect is the increase
of tropopause height and physical explanations have been proposed
(Hartmann and Larson, 2002; Lorenz and DeWeaver, 2007; Zelinka

Figure 12.17 | CMIP5 multi-model changes in annual mean total cloud fraction (in %) relative to 1986–2005 for 2081–2100 under the RCP2.6 (left), RCP4.5 (centre) and RCP8.5
(right) forcing scenarios. Hatching indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is less than one standard deviation of internal variability. Stippling indicates regions where
the multi-model mean change is greater than two standard deviations of internal variability and where 90% of the models agree on the sign of change (see Box 12.1). The number
of CMIP5 models used is indicated in the upper right corner of each panel.
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and Hartmann, 2010). Although the decrease in cloudiness generally
increases outgoing longwave radiation and partly offsets the effect of
cloud rising, the net effect is a consistent positive global mean LW
cloud feedback across CMIP and CFMIP models. Global mean SW cloud
feedbacks range from slightly negative to strongly positive (Soden and
Vecchi, 2011; Zelinka et al., 2012), with an inter-model spread in net
cloud feedback being mainly attributable to low-level cloud changes.
In summary, both the multi-model mean and the inter-model spread of
the cloud fraction and radiative flux changes simulated by the CMIP5
models are consistent with those previously obtained by the CMIP3
models. These include decreases in cloud amount in the subtropics,
increases at high latitudes and increases in the altitude of high level
clouds in convective regions. Many of these changes have been understood primarily as responses to large-scale circulation changes (see
Section 7.2.6).

12.4.4

Changes in Atmospheric Circulation

Projected changes in energy and water cycles couple with changes in
atmospheric circulation and mass distribution. Understanding this coupling is necessary to assess physical behaviour underlying projected
changes, particularly at regional scales, revealing why changes occur
and the realism of the changes. The focus in this section is on atmospheric circulation behaviour that CMIP5 GCMs resolve well. Thus, the
section includes discussion of extratropical cyclones but not tropical
cyclones: extratropical cyclones are fairly well resolved by most CMIP5
GCMs, whereas tropical cyclones are not, requiring resolutions finer
than used by the large majority of CMIP5 GCMs (see Section 9.5.4.3).
Detailed discussion of tropical cyclones appears in Section 14.6.1
(see also Section 11.3.2.5.3 for near term changes and Section 3.4.4
in Seneviratne et al. (2012)). Regional detail concerning extratropical
storm tracks, including causal processes, appears in Section 14.6.2
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(see also Section 11.3.2.4 for near-term changes and Seneviratne et al.
(2012) for an assessment of projected changes related to weather and
climate extremes).

12.4.4.1 Mean Sea Level Pressure and Upper-Air Winds
Sea level pressure gives an indication of surface changes in atmospheric circulation (Figure 12.18). As in previous assessments, a robust
feature of the pattern of change is a decrease in high latitudes and
increases in the mid-latitudes, associated with poleward shifts in the
SH mid-latitude storm tracks (Section 12.4.4.3) and positive trends
in the annular modes (Section 14.5) as well as an expansion of the
Hadley Cell (Section 12.4.4.2). Similar patterns of sea level pressure
change are found in observed trends over recent decades, suggesting an already detectable change (Gillett and Stott, 2009; Section
10.3.3.4), although the observed patterns are influenced by both natural and anthropogenic forcing as well as internal variability and the
relative importance of these influences is likely to change in the future.
Internal variability has been found to play a large role in uncertainties
of future sea level pressure projections, particularly at higher latitudes
(Deser et al., 2012a).
In boreal winter, decreases of sea level pressure over NH high latitudes are slightly weaker in the CMIP5 ensemble compared to previous
assessments, consistent with Scaife et al. (2012) and Karpechko and
Manzini (2012), who suggest that improvements in the representation
of the stratosphere can influence this pattern. In austral summer, the
SH projections are impacted by the additional influence of stratospheric ozone recovery (see Section 11.3.2.4.2) which opposes changes due
to GHGs. Under the weaker GHG emissions of RCP2.6, decreases in sea
level pressure over the SH mid-latitudes and increases over SH high
latitudes are consistent with expected changes from ozone recovery
(Arblaster et al., 2011; McLandress et al., 2011; Polvani et al., 2011). For

12

Figure 12.18 | CMIP5 multi-model ensemble average of December, January and February (DJF, top row) and June, July and August (JJA, bottom row) mean sea level pressure
change (2081–2100 minus 1986–2005) for, from left to right, RCP2.6, 4.5 and 8.5. Hatching indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is less than one standard
deviation of internal variability. Stippling indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is greater than two standard deviations of internal variability and where at least
90% of models agree on the sign of change (see Box 12.1).
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Figure 12.19 | Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) multi-model ensemble average of zonal and annual mean wind change (2081–2100 minus 1986–2005)
for, from left to right, Representative Concentration Pathway 2.6 (RCP2.6), 4.5 and 8.5. Black contours represent the multi-model average for the 1986–2005 base period. Hatching
indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is less than one standard deviation of internal variability. Stippling indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is
greater than two standard deviations of internal variability and where at least 90% of models agree on the sign of change (see Box 12.1).

all other RCPs, the magnitude of SH extratropical changes scales with
the RF, as found in previous model ensembles (Paeth and Pollinger,
2010; Simpkins and Karpechko, 2012).
Large increases in seasonal sea level pressure are also found in regions
of sub-tropical drying such as the Mediterranean and northern Africa
in DJF and Australia in JJA. Projected changes in the tropics are less
consistent across the models; however, a decrease in the eastern equatorial Pacific and increase over the maritime continent, associated with
a weakening of the Walker Circulation (Vecchi and Soden, 2007; Power
and Kociuba, 2011b), is found in all RCPs.

12

Future changes in zonal and annual mean zonal winds (Figure 12.19)
are seen throughout the atmosphere with stronger changes in higher
RCPs. Large increases in winds are evident in the tropical stratosphere
and a poleward shift and intensification of the SH tropospheric jet is
seen under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, associated with an increase in the
SH upper tropospheric meridional temperature gradient (Figure 12.12)
(Wilcox et al., 2012). In the NH, the response of the tropospheric jet
is weaker and complicated by the additional thermal forcing of polar
amplification (Woollings, 2008). Barnes and Polvani (2013) evaluate
changes in the annual mean mid-latitude jets in the CMIP5 ensemble,
finding consistent poleward shifts in both hemispheres under RCP8.5
for the end of the 21st century. In the NH, the poleward shift is ~1°,
similar to that found for the CMIP3 ensemble (Woollings and Blackburn, 2012). In the SH, the annual mean mid-latitude jet shifts poleward by ~2° under RCP8.5 at the end of the 21st century in the CMIP5
multi-model mean (Barnes and Polvani, 2013), with a similar shift of
1.5° in the surface westerlies (Swart and Fyfe, 2012). A strengthening of the SH surface westerlies is also found under all RCPs except
RCP2.6 (Swart and Fyfe, 2012), with largest changes in the Pacific
basin (Bracegirdle et al., 2013). In austral summer, ozone recovery offsets changes in GHGs to some extent, with a weak reversal of the jet
1072

shift found in the multi-model mean under the low emissions scenario
of RCP2.6 (Swart and Fyfe, 2012) and weak or poleward shifts in other
RCPs (Swart and Fyfe, 2012; Wilcox et al., 2012). Eyring et al. (2013)
note the sensitivity of the CMIP5 SH summertime circulation changes
to both the strength of the ozone recovery (simulated by some models
interactively) and the rate of GHG increases.
Although the poleward shift of the tropospheric jets are robust across
models and likely under increased GHGs, the dynamical mechanisms
behind these projections are still not completely understood and have
been explored in both simple and complex models (Chen et al., 2008;
Lim and Simmonds, 2009; Butler et al., 2010). The shifts are associated
with a strengthening in the upper tropospheric meridional temperature
gradient (Wilcox et al., 2012) and hypotheses for associated changes
in planetary wave activity and/or synoptic eddy characteristics that
impact on the position of the jet have been put forward (Gerber et
al., 2012). Equatorward biases in the position of the SH jet (Section
9.5.3.2), while somewhat improved over similar biases in the CMIP3
models (Kidston and Gerber, 2010) still remain, limiting our confidence
in the magnitude of future changes.
In summary, poleward shifts in the mid-latitude jets of about 1 to 2
degrees latitude are likely at the end of the 21st century under RCP8.5
in both hemispheres (medium confidence) with weaker shifts in the NH
and under lower emission scenarios. Ozone recovery will likely weaken
the GHG-induced changes in the SH extratropical circulation in austral
summer.

12.4.4.2 Planetary-Scale Overturning Circulations
Large-scale atmospheric overturning circulations and their interaction
with other atmospheric mechanisms are significant in determining tropical climate and regional changes in response to enhanced RF. Observed
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changes in tropical atmospheric circulation are assessed in Section 2.7.5,
while Section 10.3.3 discusses attribution of these observed changes to
anthropogenic forcing. Evidence is inconclusive on recent trends in the
strength of the Hadley (Stachnik and Schumacher, 2011) and Walker
Circulations (Vecchi et al., 2006; Sohn and Park, 2010; Merrifield, 2011;
Luo et al., 2012; Tokinaga et al., 2012), though there is medium confidence of an anthropogenic influence on the observed widening of the
Hadley Circulation (Hu and Fu, 2007; Johanson and Fu, 2009; Davis and
Rosenlof, 2012). In the projections, there are indications of a weakening
of tropical overturning of air as the climate warms (Held and Soden,
2006; Vecchi and Soden, 2007; Gastineau et al., 2008, 2009; Chou and
Chen, 2010; Chadwick et al., 2012; Bony et al., 2013). In the SRES A1B
scenario, CMIP3 models show a remarkable agreement in simulating a
weakening of the tropical atmospheric overturning circulation (Vecchi
and Soden, 2007). CMIP5 models also show a consistent weakening
(Chadwick et al., 2012). Along the ascending branches of tropical overturning cells, a reduction in convective mass flux from the boundary
layer to the free atmosphere is implied by the differential response to
global warming of the boundary-layer moisture content and surface
evaporation. This weakening of vertical motion along the ascending
regions of both the tropical meridional and near-equatorial zonal cells
is associated with an imbalance in the rate of atmospheric moisture
increase and that of global mean precipitation (Held and Soden, 2006).
A reduction in the compensating climatological subsidence along the
downward branches of overturning circulations, where the rate of
increase of static stability exceeds radiative cooling, is implied.
Several mechanisms have been suggested for the changes in the intensity of the tropical overturning circulation. The weakening of low-level
convective mass flux along ascending regions of tropical overturning
cells has been ascribed to changes in the hydrologic cycle (Held and
Soden, 2006; Vecchi and Soden, 2007). Advection of dry air from subsidence regions towards the ascending branches of large-scale tropical
circulation has been suggested to be a feasible mechanism weakening
ascent along the edges of convection regions (Chou et al., 2009). A
deepening of the tropical troposphere in response to global warming
increases the vertical extent of convection, which has been shown to
increase the atmosphere’s moist stability and thus also weakening
overturning cells (Chou and Chen, 2010). An imbalance between the
increase in diabatic heating of the troposphere and in static stability whereby the latter increases more rapidly has also been thought
to play a role in weakening tropical ascent (Lu et al., 2008). Mean
advection of enhanced vertical stratification under GHG forcing which
involves cooling of convective regions and warming of subsidence
regions has been shown to slow down tropical cells (Ma et al., 2012).
The latest findings using CMIP5 models reveal that an increase in
GHGs (particularly CO2) contributes significantly to weakening tropical overturning cells by reducing radiative cooling in the upper atmosphere (Bony et al., 2013). SST gradients have also been found to play
a role in altering the strength of tropical cells (Tokinaga et al., 2012;
Ma and Xie, 2013). Evidence has been provided suggesting that the SH
Hadley Cell may strengthen in response to meridional SST gradients
featuring reduced warming in the SH subtropical oceans relative to the
NH, particularly over the Pacific and Indian Oceans (Ma and Xie, 2013).
The north-to-south SST warming gradients are a source of intermodel
differences in their projections of changes in the SH Hadley Circulation.
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Apart from changes in Hadley Circulation strength, a robust feature
in 21st century climate model simulations is an increase in the cell’s
depth and width (Mitas and Clement, 2006; Frierson et al., 2007; Lu
et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2008), with the latter change translating to a
broadening of tropical regions (Seidel and Randel, 2007; Seidel et al.,
2008) and a poleward displacement of subtropical dry zones (Lu et
al., 2007; Scheff and Frierson, 2012). The increase in the cell’s depth
is consistent with a tropical tropopause rise. The projected increase in
the height of the tropical tropopause and the associated increase in
meridional temperature gradients close to the tropopause slope have
been proposed to be an important mechanism behind the Hadley cell
expansion and the poleward displacement of the subtropical westerly
jet (Lu et al., 2008; Johanson and Fu, 2009). An increase in subtropical
and mid-latitude static stability has been found to be an important
factor widening the Hadley Cell by shifting baroclinic eddy activity and
the associated eddy-driven jet and subsidence poleward (Mitas and
Clement, 2006; Lu et al., 2008). The projected widening of the Hadley
Cell is consistent with late 20th century observations, where ~2° to 5°
latitude expansion was found (Fu et al., 2006; Johanson and Fu, 2009).
The consistency of simulated changes in CMIP3 and CMIP5 models and
the consistency of Hadley Cell changes with the projected tropopause
rise and increase in subtropical and mid-latitude static stability indicate that a widening and weakening of the NH Hadley Cell by the late
21st century is likely.
The zonally asymmetric Walker Circulation is projected to weaken
under global warming (Power and Kociuba, 2011a, 2011b), more than
the Hadley Circulation (Lu et al., 2007; Vecchi and Soden, 2007). The
consistency of the projected Walker Circulation slowdown from CMIP3
to CMIP5 suggests that its change is robust (Ma and Xie, 2013). Almost
everywhere around the equatorial belt, changes in the 500 hPa vertical motion oppose the climatological background motion, notably
over the maritime continent (Vecchi and Soden, 2007; Shongwe et al.,
2011). Around the Indo-Pacific warm pool, in response to a spatially
uniform SST warming, the climatological upper tropospheric divergence weakens (Ma and Xie, 2013). Changes in the strength of the
Walker Circulation also appear to be linked to differential warming
between the Indian and Pacific Ocean warming at low latitudes (Luo et
al., 2012). Over the equatorial Pacific Ocean, where mid-tropospheric
ascent is projected to strengthen, changes in zonal SST and hence sea
level pressure gradients induce low-level westerly wind anomalies that
act to weaken the low-level branch of the Pacific Walker Circulation.
These projected changes in the tropical Pacific circulation are already
occurring (Zhang and Song, 2006). However, the projected weakening
of the Pacific Walker Cell does not imply an increase in the frequency
and/or magnitude of El Niño events (Collins et al., 2010). The consistency of simulated changes in CMIP3 and CMIP5 models and the consistency of Walker Cell changes with equatorial SST and pressure-gradient
changes that are already observed indicate that a weakening of the
Walker Cell by the late 21st century is likely.
In the upper atmosphere, a robust feature of projected stratospheric
circulation change is that the Brewer–Dobson circulation will likely
strengthen in the 21st century (Butchart et al., 2006, 2010; Li et al.,
2008; McLandress and Shepherd, 2009; Shepherd and McLandress,
2011). In a majority of model experiments, the projected changes in
the large-scale overturning circulation in the stratosphere feature an
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intensification of tropical upward mass flux, which may extend to the
upper stratosphere. The proposed driver of the increase in mass flux at
the tropical lower stratosphere is the enhanced propagation of wave
activity, mainly resolved planetary waves, associated with a positive
trend in zonal wind structure (Butchart and Scaife, 2001; Garcia and
Randel, 2008). In the 21st century, increases in wave excitation from
diabatic heating in the upper tropical troposphere could reinforce the
wave forcing on the tropical upwelling branch of the stratospheric
mean meridional circulation (Calvo and Garcia, 2009). Parameterized
orographic gravity waves that result from strengthening of subtropical
westerly jets and cause more waves to propagate into the lower stratosphere also play a role (Sigmond et al., 2004; Butchart et al., 2006).
The projected intensification in tropical upwelling is counteracted by
enhanced mean extratropical/polar lower stratospheric subsidence. In
the NH high latitudes, the enhanced downwelling is associated with an
increase in stationary planetary wave activities (McLandress and Shepherd, 2009). The intensification of the stratospheric meridional residual
circulation has already been reported in studies focussing on the last
decades of the 20th century (Garcia and Randel, 2008; Li et al., 2008;
Young et al., 2012). The projected increase in troposphere-to-stratosphere mass exchange rate (Butchart et al., 2006) and stratospheric
mixing associated with the strengthening of the Brewer–Dobson circulation will likely result in a decrease in the mean age of air in the lower
stratosphere. In the mid-latitude lower stratosphere, quasi-horizontal
mixing is a significant contributor to reducing the lifetimes of air. There
are some suggestions that the changes in stratospheric overturning
circulation could lead to a reduction in tropical ozone concentrations
and an increase at high latitudes (Jiang et al., 2007) and an increase
in the amplitude of the annual cycle of stratospheric ozone (Randel et
al., 2007).

12.4.4.3 Extratropical Storms: Tracks and Influences on
Planetary-Scale Circulation and Transports

12

Since the AR4, there has been continued evaluation of changes in
extratropical storm tracks under projected warming using both CMIP3
and, more recently, CMIP5 simulations, as well as supporting studies
using single models or idealized simulations. CMIP3 analyses use a
variety of methods for diagnosing storm tracks, but diagnosis of changes in the tracks appears to be relatively insensitive to methods used
(Ulbrich et al., 2013). Analyses of SH storm tracks generally agree with
earlier studies, showing that extratropical storm tracks will tend to
shift poleward (Bengtsson et al., 2009; Gastineau et al., 2009; Gastineau and Soden, 2009; Perrie et al., 2010; Schuenemann and Cassano,
2010; Chang et al., 2012b). The behaviour is consistent with a likely
trend in observed storm-track behaviour (see Section 2.7.6). Similar
behaviour appears in CMIP5 simulations for the SH (Figure 12.20c, d).
In SH winter there is a clear poleward shift in storm tracks of several
degrees and a reduction in storm frequency of only a few percent (not
shown). The poleward shift at the end of the century is consistent with
a poleward shift in the SH of the latitudes with strongest tropospheric
jets (Figure 12.19). This appears to coincide with shifts in baroclinic
dynamics governing extratropical storms (Frederiksen et al., 2011),
though the degree of jet shift appears to be sensitive to bias in a model’s contemporary-climate storm tracks (Chang et al., 2012a, 2012b).
Although there is thus some uncertainty in the degree of shift, the
consistency of behaviour with observation-based trends, consistency
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between CMIP5 and CMIP3 projections under a variety of diagnostics
and the physical consistency of the storm response with other climatic
changes gives high confidence that a poleward shift of several degrees
in SH storm tracks is likely by the end of the 21st century under the
RCP8.5 scenario.
In the NH winter (Figure 12.20a, b), the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble
shows an overall reduced frequency of storms and less indication of
a poleward shift in the tracks. The clearest poleward shift in the NH
winter at the end of the 21st century occurs in the Asia-Pacific storm
track, where intensification of the westerly jet promotes more intense
cyclones in an ensemble of CMIP5 models (Mizuta, 2012). Otherwise,
changes in winter storm-track magnitude, as measured by band-pass
sea level pressure fluctuations, show only small change relative to
interannual and inter-decadal variability by the end of the 21st century
in SRES A1B and RCP4.5 simulations for several land areas over the NH
(Harvey et al., 2012). Consistency in CMIP3 and CMIP5 changes seen
in the SH are absent in the NH (Chang et al., 2012a). Factors identified
that affect changes in the North Atlantic basin’s storm track include
horizontal resolution (Colle et al., 2013) and how models simulate
changes in the Atlantic’s meridional overturning circulation (Catto et
al., 2011; Woollings et al., 2012), the zonal jet and Hadley Circulation
(Mizuta, 2012; Zappa et al., 2013) and subtropical upper troposphere
temperature (Haarsma et al., 2013). Substantial uncertainty and thus
low confidence remains in projecting changes in NH winter storm
tracks, especially for the North Atlantic basin.
Additional analyses of CMIP3 GCMs have determined other changes in
properties of extratropical storms. Most analyses find that the frequency of storms decreases in projected climates (Finnis et al., 2007; Favre
and Gershunov, 2009; Dowdy et al., 2013), though the occurrence of
strong storms may increase in some regions (Pinto et al., 2007; Bengtsson et al., 2009; Ulbrich et al., 2009; Zappa et al., 2013). Many studies
focus on behaviour of specific regions, and results of these studies are
detailed in Section 14.6.2.
Changes in extratropical storms in turn may influence other large-scale
climatic changes. Kug et al. (2010) in a set of time-slice simulations
show that a poleward shift of storm tracks in the NH could enhance
polar warming and moistening. The Arctic Oscillation (AO) is sensitive
to synoptic eddy vorticity flux, so that projected changes in storm
tracks can alter the AO (Choi et al., 2010). The net result is that changes in extratropical storms alter the climate in which they are embedded, so that links between surface warming, extratropical storms and
their influence on climate are more complex than simple responses to
changes in baroclinicity (O’Gorman, 2010).

12.4.5

Changes in the Water Cycle

The water cycle consists of water stored on the Earth in all its phases,
along with the movement of water through the Earth’s climate system.
In the atmosphere, water occurs primarily as gaseous water vapour,
but it also occurs as solid ice and liquid water in clouds. The ocean is
primarily liquid water, but is partly covered by ice in polar regions. Terrestrial water in liquid form appears as surface water (lakes, rivers), soil
moisture and groundwater. Solid terrestrial water occurs in ice sheets,
glaciers, frozen lakes, snow and ice on the surface and permafrost.
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Figure 12.20 | Change in winter, extratropical storm track density (2081–2100) – (1986–2005) in CMIP5 multi-model ensembles: (a) RCP4.5 Northern Hemisphere December,
January and February (DJF) and (b) RCP8.5 Northern Hemisphere DJF, (c) RCP4.5 Southern Hemisphere June, July and August (JJA) and (d) RCP8.5 Southern Hemisphere JJA.
Storm-track computation uses the method of Bengtsson et al. (2006, their Figure 13a) applied to 6-hourly 850 hPa vorticity computed from horizontal winds in the CMIP5 archive.
The number of models used appears in the upper right of each panel. DJF panels include data for December 1985 and 2080 and exclude December 2005 and December 2100 for
in-season continuity. Stippling marks locations where at least 90% of the models agree on the sign of the change; note that this criterion differs from that used for many other
figures in this chapter, due to the small number of models providing sufficient data to estimate internal variability of 20-year means of storm-track statistics. Densities have units
(number density per month per unit area), where the unit area is equivalent to a 5° spherical cap (~106 km2). Locations where the scenario or contemporary-climate ensemble
average is below 0.5 density units are left white.
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P rojections of future changes in the water cycle are inextricably connected to changes in the energy cycle (Section 12.4.3) and atmospheric
circulation (Section 12.4.4).
Saturation vapour pressure increases with temperature, but projected
future changes in the water cycle are far more complex than projected
temperature changes. Some regions of the world will be subject to
decreases in hydrologic activity while others will be subject to increases. There are important local seasonal differences among the responses
of the water cycle to climate change as well.
At first sight, the water cycles simulated by CMIP3/5 models may
appear to be inconsistent, particularly at regional scales. Anthropogenic changes to the water cycle are superimposed on complex naturally
varying modes of the climate (such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation
(ENSO), AO, Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), etc.) aggravating the differences between model projections. However, by careful consideration
of the interaction of the water cycle with changes in other aspects of
the climate system, the mechanisms of change are revealed, increasing
confidence in projections.

12.4.5.1 Atmospheric Humidity
Atmospheric water vapour is the primary GHG in the atmosphere. Its
changes affect all parts of the water cycle. However, the amount of
water vapour is dominated by naturally occurring processes and not
significantly affected directly by human activities. A common experience from past modelling studies is that relative humidity (RH) remains
approximately constant on climatological time scales and planetary
space scales, implying a strong constraint by the Clausius–Clapeyron
relationship on how specific humidity will change. The AR4 stated that

‘a broad-scale, quasi-unchanged RH response [to climate change] is
uncontroversial’ (Randall et al., 2007). However, underlying this fairly
straightforward behaviour are changes in RH that can influence changes in cloud cover and atmospheric convection (Sherwood, 2010). More
recent analysis provides further detail and insight on RH changes. Analysis of CMIP3 and CMIP5 models shows near-surface RH decreasing
over most land areas as temperatures increase with the notable exception of parts of tropical Africa (O’Gorman and Muller, 2010) (Figure
12.21). The prime contributor to these decreases in RH over land is the
larger temperature increases over land than over ocean in the RCP scenarios (Joshi et al., 2008; Fasullo, 2010; O’Gorman and Muller, 2010).
The specific humidity of air originating over more slowly warming
oceans will be governed by saturation temperatures of oceanic air. As
this air moves over land and is warmed, its relative humidity drops as
any further moistening of the air over land is insufficient to maintain
constant RH, a behaviour Sherwood et al. (2010) term a last-saturation-temperature constraint. The RH decrease over most land areas by
the end of the 21st century is consistent with a last-saturation-temperature constraint and with observed behaviour during the first decade
of the current century (Section 2.5.5; Simmons et al., 2010). Land–
ocean differences in warming are projected to continue through the
21st century, and although the CMIP5 projected changes are small,
they are consistent with a last-saturation constraint, indicating with
medium confidence that reductions in near-surface RH over many land
areas are likely.

12.4.5.2 Patterns of Projected Average Precipitation Changes
Global mean precipitation changes have been presented in Section
12.4.1.1. The processes that govern large-scale changes in precipitation are presented in Section 7.6, and are used here to interpret the
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Figure 12.21 | Projected changes in near-surface relative humidity from the CMIP5 models under RCP8.5 for the December, January and February (DJF, left), June, July and August
(JJA, middle) and annual mean (ANN, right) averages relative to 1986–2005 for the periods 2046–2065 (top row), 2081–2100 (bottom row). The changes are differences in relative
humidity percentage (as opposed to a fractional or relative change). Hatching indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is less than one standard deviation of internal
variability. Stippling indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is greater than two standard deviations of internal variability and where at least 90% of models agree
on the sign of change (see Box 12.1).
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projected changes in RCP scenarios. Changes in precipitation extremes
are presented in Section 12.4.5.5. Further discussion of regional changes, in particular the monsoon systems, is presented in Chapter 14.
Figure 12.22 shows the CMIP5 multi-model average percentage
change in seasonal mean precipitation in the middle of the 21st
century, at the end of the 21st century and at the end of the 22nd
century for the RCP8.5 scenario relative to the 1986–2005 average.
Precipitation changes for all the scenarios are shown in Annex I Supplementary Material and scale approximately with the global mean
temperature (Section 12.4.2). In many regions, changes in precipitation
exhibit strong seasonal characteristics so that, in regions where the
sign of the precipitation changes varies with the season, the annual
mean values (Figure 12.10) may hide some of these seasonal changes,
resulting in weaker confidence than seasonal mean values (Chou et al.,
2013; Huang et al., 2013).
The patterns of multi-model precipitation changes displayed in Figure
12.22 tend to smooth and decrease the spatial contrast of precipitation changes simulated by each model, in particular over regions
where model results disagree. Thus the amplitude of the multi-model
ensemble mean precipitation response significantly underestimates
the median amplitude computed from each individual model (Neelin
et al., 2006; Knutti et al., 2010a). The CMIP3/5 multi-model ensemble
precipitation projections must be interpreted in the context of uncertainty. Multi-model projections are not probabilistic statements about
the likelihood of changes. Maps of multi-model projected changes are
smoothly varying but observed changes are and will continue to be
much more granular.
To analyze the patterns of projected precipitation changes, a useful
framework consists in decomposing them into a part that is related to
atmospheric circulation changes and a part that is related mostly to
water vapour changes, referred to as dynamical and thermodynamical
components, respectively. However, the definition of these two components may differ among studies. At the time of the AR4, the robust
changes of the difference between precipitation and evaporation
(P – E) were interpreted as a wet-get-wetter and dry-get-drier type
of response (Mitchell et al., 1987; Chou and Neelin, 2004; Held and
Soden, 2006). The theoretical background, which is more relevant over
oceans than over land, is that the lower-tropospheric water vapour
increase with temperature enhances the moisture transported by
the circulation. This leads to additional moisture convergence within
the convergence zones and to additional moisture divergence in the
descent zones, increasing the contrast in precipitation minus evaporation values between moisture convergence and divergence regions.
A weakening of the tropical overturning circulation (see Section
12.4.4.2) partially opposes this thermodynamic response (Chou and
Neelin, 2004; Held and Soden, 2006; Vecchi and Soden, 2007; Chou
et al., 2009; Seager et al., 2010; Allan, 2012; Bony et al., 2013). At the
regional scale the dynamic response may be larger than the thermodynamic response, and this has been analyzed in more detail since
the AR4 (Chou et al., 2009; Seager et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2010; Muller
and O’Gorman, 2011; Chadwick et al., 2012; Scheff and Frierson, 2012;
Bony et al., 2013; Ma and Xie, 2013). Over continents, this simple wetget-wetter and dry-get-drier type of response fails for some important
regions such as the Amazon. At the global scale, the net water vapour
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transport from oceans to land increases, and therefore the average P –
E over continents also increases (Liepert and Previdi, 2012).
In the mid and high latitudes, a common feature across generations of
climate models is a simulated increased precipitation. The thermodynamical component explains most of the projected increase (Emori and
Brown, 2005; Seager et al., 2010). This is consistent with theoretical
explanations assuming fixed atmospheric flow patterns but increased
water vapour in the lower troposphere (Held and Soden, 2006). In addition to this thermodynamical effect, water transport may be modified
by the poleward shift of the storm tracks and by the increase of their
intensity (Seager et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2011b), although confidence in
such changes in storm tracks may not be high (see Section 12.4.4). On
seasonal time scales, the minimum and maximum values of precipitation both increase, with a larger increase of the maximum and therefore an increase of the annual precipitation range (Seager et al., 2010;
Chou and Lan, 2012). In particular, the largest changes over northern
Eurasia and North America are projected to occur during winter. At
high latitudes of the NH, the precipitation increase may lead to an
increase of snowfall in the colder regions and a decrease of snowfall
in the warmer regions due to the decreased number of freezing days
(see Section 12.4.6.2).
Most models simulate a large increase of the annual mean precipitation over the equatorial ocean and an equatorward shift of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), in both summer and winter seasons,
that are mainly explained by atmospheric circulation changes (Chou et
al., 2009; Seager et al., 2010; Sobel and Camargo, 2011). The changes of the atmospheric circulation have different origins. Along the
margins of the convection zones, spatial inhomogeneities, including
local convergence feedback or the rate at which air masses from dry
regions tend to flow into the convection zone, can yield a considerable
sensitivity in precipitation response (Chou et al., 2006; Neelin et al.,
2006). Along the equator, atmosphere–ocean interactions yield to a
maximum of SST warming and a large precipitation increase there (Xie
et al., 2010; Ma and Xie, 2013). Model studies with idealized configurations suggest that tropical precipitation changes should be interpreted as responses to changes of the atmospheric energy budget rather
than responses to changes of SST (Kang and Held, 2012). All of these
atmospheric circulation changes, and therefore precipitation changes,
can differ considerably from model to model. This is the case over both
ocean and land. For instance, the spread of model projections in the
Sahel region, West Africa, is large in both the CMIP3 and CMIP5 multi-model data base (Roehrig et al., 2013).
In the subtropical dry regions, there is a robust decrease of P – E that
is accounted for by the thermodynamic contribution (Chou and Neelin,
2004; Held and Soden, 2006; Chou et al., 2009; Seager et al., 2010;
Bony et al., 2013). Over ocean, the spatial heterogeneity of temperature
increase impacts the lower-tropospheric water vapour increase, which
impacts both the thermodynamic and the dynamic responses (Xie et
al., 2010; Ma and Xie, 2013). In addition, the pattern of precipitation
changes in dry regions may be different from that of P – E because the
contribution of evaporation changes can be as large (but of opposite
sign) as the moisture transport changes (Chou and Lan, 2012; Scheff
and Frierson, 2012; Bony et al., 2013). This is especially the case over
the subsidence regions during the warm season over land where the
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agreement between models is the smallest (Chou et al., 2009; Allan,
2012). A robust feature is the decline of precipitation on the poleward
flanks of the subtropical dry zones as a consequence of the Hadley Cell
expansion, with possible additional decrease from a poleward shift of
the mid latitude storm tracks (Seager et al., 2010; Scheff and Frierson,
2012). On seasonal time scales, the minimum and the maximum values
of precipitation both increase, with a larger increase of the maximum
and therefore an increase of the annual precipitation range (Sobel and
Camargo, 2011; Chou and Lan, 2012).
Long-term precipitation changes are driven mainly by the increase of
the surface temperature, as presented above, but other factors also
contribute to them. Recent studies suggest that CO2 increase has a significant direct influence on atmospheric circulation, and therefore on
global and tropical precipitation changes (Andrews et al., 2010; Bala et
al., 2010; Cao et al., 2012; Bony et al., 2013). Over the ocean, the positive RF from increased atmospheric CO2 reduces the radiative cooling

of the troposphere and the large scale rising motion and hence reduces precipitation in the convective regions. Over large landmasses, the
direct effect of CO2 on precipitation is the opposite owing to the small
thermal inertia of land surfaces (Andrews et al., 2010; Bala et al., 2010;
Cao et al., 2012; Bony et al., 2013). Regional precipitation changes are
also influenced by aerosol and ozone (Ramanathan et al., 2001; Allen
et al., 2012; Shindell et al., 2013a) through both local and large-scale
processes, including changes in the circulation. Stratospheric ozone
depletion contributes to the poleward expansion of the Hadley Cell
and the related change of precipitation in the SH (Kang et al., 2011)
whereas black carbon and tropospheric ozone increases are major contributors in the NH (Allen et al., 2012). Regional precipitation changes
depend on regional forcings and on how models simulate their local
and remote effects. Based on CMIP3 results, the inter-model spread
of the estimate of precipitation changes over land is larger than the
inter-scenario spread except in East Asia (Frieler et al., 2012).

Seasonal mean percentage precipitation change (RCP8.5)

12

Figure 12.22 | Multi-model CMIP5 average percentage change in seasonal mean precipitation relative to the reference period 1986–2005 averaged over the periods 2045–2065,
2081–2100 and 2181–2200 under the RCP8.5 forcing scenario. Hatching indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is less than one standard deviation of internal
variability. Stippling indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is greater than two standard deviations of internal variability and where at least 90% of models agree
on the sign of change (see Box 12.1).
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Projected precipitation changes vary greatly between models, much
more so than for temperature projections. Part of this variance is due to
genuine differences between the models including their ability to replicate observed precipitation patterns (see Section 9.4.1.1). However, a
large part of it is also the result of the small ensemble size from each
model (Rowell, 2012). This is especially true for regions of small projected changes located between two regions: one experiencing significant increases while the other experiences significant decreases. Individual climate model realizations will differ in their projection of future
precipitation changes in these regions simply owing to their internal
variability (Deser et al., 2012b; Deser et al., 2012a). Multi-model projections containing large numbers of realizations would tend to feature
small changes in these regions, and hatching in Figure 12.22 indicates
regions where the projected multi-model mean change is less than one
standard deviation of internal variability (method (a), Box 12.1). Confidence in projections in regions of limited or no change in precipitation
may be more difficult to obtain than confidence in regions of large projected changes. However, Power et al. (2012) and Tebaldi et al. (2011)
show that for some of the regions featuring small multi-model average
projected changes, effective consensus in projections may be better
than the metrics reported in AR4 would imply.
Since the AR4, progress has been made in the understanding of the
processes that control large scale precipitation changes. There is high
confidence that the contrast of seasonal mean precipitation between
dry and wet regions will increase in a warmer climate over most of
the globe although there may be regional exceptions to this general
pattern. This response is particularly robust when considering P – E
changes as a function of atmospheric dynamical regimes. However, it
is important to note that significant exceptions can occur in specific
regions especially along the equator and on the poleward edges of the
subtropical dry zone. In these regions, atmospheric circulation changes
lead to shifts of the precipitation patterns. There is high confidence that
the contrast between wet and dry seasons will increase over most of
the globe as temperatures increase. Over the mid- and high-latitude
regions, projected precipitation increases in winter are larger than in
summer. Over most of the subtropical oceans, projected precipitation
increases in summer are larger than in winter.
The changes in precipitation shown in Figure 12.22 exhibit patterns
that become more pronounced and confidence in them increases
as temperatures increase. More generally, the spatial and temporal
changes in precipitation between two scenarios or within two periods of a given scenario exhibit the pattern scaling behavior and limitations described in Section 12.4.2. The patterns and the associated
multi-model spreads in CMIP5 for the RCP scenarios are very similar
to those in CMIP3 for the SRES scenarios discussed in the AR4, with
the projections in CMIP5 being slightly more consistent over land than
those from CMIP3 (Knutti and Sedláček, 2013). The largest percentage
changes are at the high latitudes. By the end of the 21st century, over
the large northern land masses, increased precipitation is likely under
the RCP8.5 scenario in the winter and spring poleward of 50°N. The
robustness across scenarios, the magnitude of the projected changes
versus natural variability and physical explanations described above
yield high confidence that the projected changes would be larger than
natural 20-year variations (see Box 12.1). In the tropics, precipitation
changes exhibit strong regional contrasts, with increased precipitation
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over the equatorial Pacific and Indian Oceans and decreases over much
of the subtropical ocean. However, decreases are not projected to be
larger than natural 20-year variations anywhere until the end of this
century under the RCP8.5 scenario. Decreased precipitation in the
Mediterranean, Caribbean and Central America, southwestern United
States and South Africa is likely under the RCP8.5 scenario and is projected with medium confidence to be larger than natural variations by
the end of the 22nd century in some seasons (Box 12.1). The CMIP3
models’ historical simulations of zonal mean precipitation trends were
shown to underestimate observed trends (Gillett et al., 2004; Lambert
et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2007; Liepert and Previdi, 2009) (see Section
10.3.2.2). Therefore it is more likely than not that the magnitude of the
projected future changes in Figure 12.22 based on the multi-model
mean is underestimated. Observational uncertainties including limited
global coverage and large natural variability, in addition to challenges
in precipitation modelling, limit confidence in assessment of climatic
changes in precipitation.

12.4.5.3 Soil Moisture
Near-surface soil moisture is the net result of a suite of complex processes (e.g., precipitation evapotranspiration, drainage, overland flow, infiltration), and heterogeneous and difficult-to-characterize aboveground
and belowground system properties (e.g., slope, soil texture). As a
result, regional to global-scale simulations of soil moisture and drought
remain relatively uncertain (Burke and Brown, 2008; Henderson-Sellers
et al., 2008). The AR4 (Section 8.2.3.2) discussed the lack of assessments of global-scale models in their ability to simulate soil moisture,
and this problem appears to have persisted (Section 9.4.4.2). Furthermore, consistent multi-model projections of total soil moisture are difficult to make owing to substantial differences between climate models
in the depth of their soil. However, Koster et al. (2009a) argued that
once climatological statistics affecting soil moisture were accounted for,
different models tend to agree on soil moisture projections.
The AR4 summarized multi-model projections of 21st century annual
mean soil moisture changes as decreasing in the subtropics and Mediterranean region, and increasing in east Africa and central Asia. Dai
(2013) found similar changes in an ensemble of 11 CMIP5 GCMs under
RCP4.5. Figure 12.23 shows projected changes in surface soil moisture
(upper 10 cm) in the CMIP5 ensemble at the end of the 21st century
under the RCPs 2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5. We focus on this new CMIP5
specification because it describes soil moisture at a consistent depth
across all CMIP5 models. The broad patterns are moderately consistent across the RCPs, with the changes tending to become stronger as
the strength of the forcing change increases. The agreement among
CMIP5 models and the consistency with other physical features of
climate change indicate high confidence in certain regions where
surface soils are projected to dry. There is little-to-no confidence anywhere in projections of moister surface soils. Under RCP8.5, with the
largest projected change, individual ensemble members (not shown)
show consistency across the ensemble for drying in the Mediterranean
region, northeast and southwest South America, southern Africa, and
southwestern USA. However, ensemble members show disagreement
on the sign of change in large regions such as central Asia or the high
northern latitudes. The Mediterranean, southwestern USA, northeast
South America and southern African drying regions are consistent with
1079
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Annual mean near-surface soil moisture change (2081-2100)

Figure 12.23 | Change in annual mean soil moisture (mass of water in all phases in the uppermost 10 cm of the soil) (mm) relative to the reference period 1986–2005 projected
for 2081–2100 from the CMIP5 ensemble. Hatching indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is less than one standard deviation of internal variability. Stippling
indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is greater than two standard deviations of internal variability and where at least 90% of models agree on the sign of change
(see Box 12.1). The number of CMIP5 models used is indicated in the upper right corner of each panel.
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projected widening of the Hadley Circulation that shifts downwelling,
thus inhibiting precipitation in these regions. The large-scale drying in
the Mediterranean, southwest USA, and southern Africa appear across
generations of projections and climate models and is deemed likely
as global temperatures rise and will increase the risk of agricultural
drought. In addition, an analysis of CMIP3 and CMIP5 projections of
soil moisture in five drought-prone regions indicates that the differences in future forcing scenarios are the largest source of uncertainty in such regions rather than differences between model responses
(Orlowsky and Seneviratne, 2012).
Other recent assessments include multi-model ensemble approaches,
dynamical downscaling, and regional climate models applied around
the globe and illustrate the variety of issues influencing soil moisture
changes. Analyses of the southwestern USA using CMIP3 models
(Christensen and Lettenmaier, 2007; Seager et al., 2007) show consistent projections of drying, primarily due to a decrease in winter precipitation. In contrast, Kellomaki et al. (2010) find that SRES A2 projections
for Finland yield decreased snow depth, but soil moisture generally
increases, consistent with the general increase in precipitation occurring in high northern latitudes. Kolomyts and Surova (2010), using projections from the CMIP3 models, GISS and HadCM2, under the SRES
A2 forcing, show that vegetation type has substantial influence on the
development of pronounced drying over the 21st century in Middle
Volga Region forests.
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Projected changes in soil moisture from the CMIP3/5 models also show
substantial seasonal variation. For example, soil moisture changes in
the North American midlatitudes, coupled with projected warming,
increases the strength of land–atmosphere coupling during spring and
summer in 15 GCMs under RCP8.5 (Dirmeyer et al., 2013). For the
Cline River watershed in western Canada, Kienzle et al. (2012) find
decreases in summer soil moisture content, but annual increases averaging 2.6% by the 2080s using a suite of CMIP3 GCMs simulating B1,
A1B and A2 scenarios to drive a regional hydrology model. Hansen et
al. (2007), using dynamical downscaling of one GCM running the A2
scenario, find summer soil moisture decreases in Mongolia of up to
6% due to increased potential evaporation in a warming climate and
decreased precipitation and decreased precipitation.
Soil moisture projections in high latitude permafrost regions are critically important for assessing future climate feedbacks from tracegas emissions (Zhuang et al., 2004; Riley et al., 2011) and vegetation
changes (Chapin et al., 2005). In addition to changes in precipitation,
snow cover and evapotranspiration, future changes in high-latitude
soil moisture also will depend on permafrost degradation, thermokarst
evolution, rapid changes in drainage (Smith et al., 2005), and changes
in plant communities and their water demands. Current understanding
of these interacting processes at scales relevant to climate is poor, so
that full incorporation in current GCMs is lacking.
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12.4.5.4 Runoff and Evaporation
In the AR4, 21st century model-projected runoff consistently showed
decreases in southern Europe, the Middle East, and southwestern USA
and increases in Southeast Asia, tropical East Africa and at high northern latitudes. The same general features appear in the CMIP5 ensemble
of GCMs for all four RCPs shown in Figure 12.24, with the areas of most
robust change typically increasing with magnitude of forcing change.
However, the robustness of runoff decreases in the southwestern USA
is less in the CMIP5 models compared to the AR4. The large decreases
in runoff in southern Europe and southern Africa are consistent with
changes in the Hadley Circulation and related precipitation decreases
and warming-induced evapotranspiration increases. The high northern
latitude runoff increases are likely under RCP8.5 and consistent with
the projected precipitation increases (Figure 12.22). The consistency of
changes across different generations of models and different forcing
scenarios, together with the physical consistency of change indicates
that decreases are also likely in runoff in southern Europe, the Middle
East, and southern Africa in this scenario.
A number of reports since the AR4 have updated findings from CMIP3
models and analyzed a large set of mechanisms affecting runoff. Several studies have focussed on the Colorado River basin in the United
States (Christensen and Lettenmaier, 2007; McCabe and Wolock, 2007;
Barnett and Pierce, 2008; Barnett et al., 2008) showing that runoff
reductions that do happen under global warming occur through a
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c ombination of evapotranspiration increases and precipitation decreases, with the overall reduction in river flow exacerbated by human water
demands on the basin’s supply.
A number of CMIP3 analyses have examined trends and seasonal shifts
in runoff. For example, Kienzle et al. (2012) studied climate change scenarios over the Cline River watershed in western Canada and projected
(1) spring runoff and peak streamflow up to 4 weeks earlier than in
1961–1990; (2) significantly higher streamflow between October and
June; and (3) lower streamflow between July and September. For the
Mediterranean basin, an ensemble of regional climate models driven
by several GCMs using the A1B scenario have a robust decrease in
runoff emerging only after 2050 (Sanchez-Gomez et al., 2009).
Annual mean surface evaporation in the models assessed in AR4
showed increases over most of the ocean and increases or decreases
over land with largely the same pattern over land as increases and
decreases in precipitation. Similar behaviour occurs in an ensemble of
CMIP5 models (Figure 12.25). Evaporation increases over most of the
ocean and land, with prominent areas of decrease over land occurring
in southern Africa and northwestern Africa along the Mediterranean.
The areas of decrease correspond to areas with reduced precipitation.
There is some uncertainty about storm-track changes over Europe (see
Sections 12.4.3 and 14.6.2). However, the consistency of the decreases across different generations of models and different forcing scenarios along with the physical basis for the precipitation decrease
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Figure 12.24 | Change in annual mean runoff relative to the reference period 1986–2005 projected for 2081–2100 from the CMIP5 ensemble. Hatching indicates regions where
the multi-model mean change is less than one standard deviation of internal variability. Stippling indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is greater than two standard
deviations of internal variability and where at least 90% of models agree on the sign of change (see Box 12.1). The number of CMIP5 models used is indicated in the upper right
corner of each panel.
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Figure 12.25 | Change in annual mean evaporation relative to the reference period 1986–2005 projected for 2081–2100 from the CMIP5 ensemble. Hatching indicates regions
where the multi-model mean change is less than one standard deviation of internal variability. Stippling indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is greater than two
standard deviations of internal variability and where at least 90% of models agree on the sign of change (see Box 12.1). The number of CMIP5 models used is indicated in the
upper right corner of each panel.

indicates that these decreases in annual mean evaporation are likely
under RCP8.5, but with medium confidence. Annual mean evaporation increases over land in the northern high latitudes are consistent
with the increase in precipitation and the overall warming that would
increase potential evaporation. For the northern high latitudes, the
physical consistency and the similar behaviour across multiple generations and forcing scenarios indicates that annual mean evaporation
increases there are likely, with high confidence.
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Evapotranspiration changes partly reflect changes in precipitation.
However, some changes might come from altered biological processes.
For example, increased atmospheric CO2 promotes stomatal closure
and reduced transpiration (Betts et al., 2007; Cruz et al., 2010) which
can potentially yield increased runoff. There is potential for substantial feedback between vegetation changes and regional water cycles,
though the impact of such feedback remains uncertain at this point
due to limitations on modelling crop and other vegetation processes in
GCMs (e.g., Newlands et al., 2012) and uncertainties in plant response,
ecosystem shifts and land management changes.

12.4.5.5 Extreme Events in the Water Cycle
In addition to the changes in the seasonal pattern of mean precipitation
described above, the distribution of precipitation events is p rojected to
undergo profound changes (Gutowski et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2007;
Boberg et al., 2010). At daily to weekly scales, a shift to more intense
1082

individual storms and fewer weak storms is projected (Seneviratne et
al., 2012). At seasonal or longer time scales, increased evapotranspiration over land can lead to more frequent and more intense periods of
agricultural drought.
A general relationship between changes in total precipitation and
extreme precipitation does not exist (Seneviratne et al., 2012). Two
possible mechanisms controlling short-term extreme precipitation
amounts are discussed at length in the literature and are similar to the
thermodynamic and dynamical mechanisms detailed above for changes in average precipitation.
The first considers that extreme precipitation events occur when most
of the available atmospheric water vapour rapidly precipitates out in a
single storm. The maximum amount of water vapour in air (saturation)
is determined by the Clausius–Clapeyron relationship. As air temperature increases, this saturated amount of water also increases (Allen
and Ingram, 2002; Pall et al., 2007; Allan and Soden, 2008; Kendon et
al., 2010). Kunkel et al. (2013) examined the CMIP5 model RCP4.5 and
8.5 projections for changes in maximum water vapour concentrations,
a principal factor controlling the probable bound on maximum precipitation, concluding that maximum water vapour changes are comparable to mean water vapour changes but that the potential for changes
in dynamical factors is less compelling. Such increases in atmospheric
water vapour are expected to increase the intensity of individual precipitation events, but have less impact on their frequency. As a result
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A second mechanism for extreme precipitation put forth by O’Gorman
and Schneider (2009a, 2009b) is that such events are controlled by
anomalous horizontal moisture flux convergence and associated convective updrafts which would change in a more complicated fashion
in a warmer world (Sugiyama et al., 2010). Emori and Brown (2005)
showed that the thermodynamic mechanism dominated over the
dynamical mechanism nearly everywhere outside the tropical warm
pool. However, Utsumi et al. (2011) used gridded observed daily data
to find that daily extreme precipitation monotonically increases with
temperature only at high latitudes, with the opposite behaviour in
the tropics and a mix in the mid-latitudes. Li et al. (2011a) found that
both mechanisms contribute to extreme precipitation in a high-resolution aquaplanet model with updrafts as the controlling element
in the tropics and air temperature controlling the mid-latitudes consistent with the results by Chou et al. (2012). Using a high-resolution
regional model, Berg et al. (2009) found a seasonal dependence in
Europe with the Clausius–Clapeyron relationship providing an upper
limit to daily precipitation intensity in winter but water availability
rather than storage capacity is the controlling factor in summer. Additionally, Lenderink and Van Meijgaard (2008) found that very short
(sub-daily) extreme precipitation events increase at a rate twice the
amount predicted by Clausius–Clapeyron scaling in a very high-resolution model over Europe suggesting that both mechanisms can interact
jointly. Gastineau and Soden (2009) found in the CMIP3 models that
the updrafts associated with the most extreme tropical precipitation
events actually weaken despite an increase in the frequency of the
heaviest rain rates further complicating simple mechanistic explanations. See also Sections 7.6.5 and 11.3.2.5.2.
Projections of changes in future extreme precipitation may be larger
at the regional scales than for future mean precipitation, but natural
variability is also larger causing a tendency for signal-to-noise ratios
to decrease when considering increasingly extreme metrics. However,
mechanisms of natural variability still are a large factor in assessing
the robustness of projections (Kendon et al., 2008). In addition, largescale circulation changes, which are uncertain, could dominate over the
above mechanisms depending on the rarity and type of events considered. However, analysis of CMIP3 models suggests circulation changes
are potentially insufficient to offset the influence of increasing atmospheric water vapour on extreme precipitation change over Europe at
least on large spatial scales (Kendon et al., 2010). An additional shift of
the storm track has been shown in models with a better representation
of the stratosphere, and this is found to lead to an enhanced increase
in extreme rainfall over Europe in winter (Scaife et al., 2012).
Similar to temperature extremes (Section 12.4.3.3), the definition of
a precipitation extreme depends very much on context and is often
used in discussion of particular climate-related impacts (Seneviratne
et al. (2012), Box 3.1). Consistently, climate models project future episodes of more intense precipitation in the wet seasons for most of the
land areas, especially in the NH and its higher latitudes, and the monsoon regions of the world, and at a global average scale. The actual
magnitude of the projected change is dependent on the model used,

Wettest consecutive five days (RX5day)

a)
20
Relative change (%)

projected increases in extreme precipitation may be more reliable than
similar projections of changes in mean precipitation in some regions
(Kendon et al., 2010).
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Figure 12.26 | (a, b) Projected percent changes (relative to the 1981–2000 reference period in common with CMIP3) from the CMIP5 models in RX5day, the annual
maximum five-day precipitation accumulation. (a) Global average percent change over
land regions for the RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios. Shading in the time series
represents the interquartile ensemble spread (25th and 75th quantiles). The box-andwhisker plots show the interquartile ensemble spread (box) and outliers (whiskers) for
11 CMIP3 model simulations of the SRES scenarios A2 (orange), A1B (cyan) and B1
(purple) globally averaged over the respective future time periods (2046–2065 and
2081–2100) as anomalies from the 1981–2000 reference period. (b) Percent change
over the 2081–2100 period in the RCP8.5 scenario. (c) Projected change in annual
CDD, the maximum number of consecutive dry days when precipitation is less than 1
mm, over the 2081–2100 period in the RCP8.5 scenario (relative to the 1981–2000
reference period) from the CMIP5 models. Stippling indicates gridpoints with changes
that are significant at the 5% level using a Wilcoxon signed-ranked test. (Updated from
Sillmann et al. (2013), excluding the FGOALS-s2 model.)
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 12.2 | How Will the Earth’s Water Cycle Change?
The flow and storage of water in the Earth’s climate system are highly variable, but changes beyond those due to
natural variability are expected by the end of the current century. In a warmer world, there will be net increases in
rainfall, surface evaporation and plant transpiration. However, there will be substantial differences in the changes
between locations. Some places will experience more precipitation and an accumulation of water on land. In others,
the amount of water will decrease, due to regional drying and loss of snow and ice cover.
The water cycle consists of water stored on the Earth in all its phases, along with the movement of water through
the Earth’s climate system. In the atmosphere, water occurs primarily as a gas—water vapour—but it also occurs as
ice and liquid water in clouds. The ocean, of course, is primarily liquid water, but the ocean is also partly covered by
ice in polar regions. Terrestrial water in liquid form appears as surface water—such as lakes and rivers—soil moisture
and groundwater. Solid terrestrial water occurs in ice sheets, glaciers, snow and ice on the surface and in permafrost
and seasonally frozen soil.
Statements about future climate sometimes say that the water cycle will accelerate, but this can be misleading, for
strictly speaking, it implies that the cycling of water will occur more and more quickly with time and at all locations.
Parts of the world will indeed experience intensification of the water cycle, with larger transports of water and
more rapid movement of water into and out of storage reservoirs. However, other parts of the climate system will
experience substantial depletion of water, and thus less movement of water. Some stores of water may even vanish.
As the Earth warms, some general features of change will occur simply in response to a warmer climate. Those
changes are governed by the amount of energy that global warming adds to the climate system. Ice in all forms will
melt more rapidly, and be less pervasive. For example, for some simulations assessed in this report, summer Arctic
sea ice disappears before the middle of this century. The atmosphere will have more water vapour, and observations
and model results indicate that it already does. By the end of the 21st century, the average amount of water vapour
in the atmosphere could increase by 5 to 25%, depending on the amount of human emissions of greenhouse gases
and radiatively active particles, such as smoke. Water will evaporate more quickly from the surface. Sea level will
rise due to expansion of warming ocean waters and melting land ice flowing into the ocean (see FAQ 13.2).
These general changes are modified by the complexity of the climate system, so that they should not be expected
to occur equally in all locations or at the same pace. For example, circulation of water in the atmosphere, on land
and in the ocean can change as climate changes, concentrating water in some locations and depleting it in others.
The changes also may vary throughout the year: some seasons tend to be wetter than others. Thus, model simulations assessed in this report show that winter precipitation in northern Asia may increase by more than 50%,
whereas summer precipitation there is projected to hardly change. Humans also intervene directly in the water
cycle, through water management and changes in land use. Changing population distributions and water practices
would produce further changes in the water cycle.
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Water cycle processes can occur over minutes, hours, days and longer, and over distances from metres to kilometres
and greater. Variability on these scales is typically greater than for temperature, so climate changes in precipitation
are harder to discern. Despite this complexity, projections of future climate show changes that are common across
many models and climate forcing scenarios. Similar changes were reported in the AR4. These results collectively
suggest well understood mechanisms of change, even if magnitudes vary with model and forcing. We focus here
on changes over land, where changes in the water cycle have their largest impact on human and natural systems.
Projected climate changes from simulations assessed in this report (shown schematically in FAQ 12.2, Figure 1) generally show an increase in precipitation in parts of the deep tropics and polar latitudes that could exceed 50% by the
end of the 21st century under the most extreme emissions scenario. In contrast, large areas of the subtropics could
have decreases of 30% or more. In the tropics, these changes appear to be governed by increases in atmospheric
water vapour and changes in atmospheric circulation that further concentrate water vapour in the tropics and thus
promote more tropical rainfall. In the subtropics, these circulation changes simultaneously promote less rainfall
despite warming in these regions. Because the subtropics are home to most of the world’s deserts, these changes
imply increasing aridity in already dry areas, and possible expansion of deserts. (continued on next page)
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FAQ 12.2 (continued)

Increases at higher latitudes are governed by warmer temperatures, which allow more water in the atmosphere and
thus, more water that can precipitate. The warmer climate also allows storm systems in the extratropics to transport
more water vapour into the higher latitudes, without requiring substantial changes in typical wind strength. As
indicated above, high latitude changes are more pronounced during the colder seasons.
Whether land becomes drier or wetter depends partly on precipitation changes, but also on changes in surface
evaporation and transpiration from plants (together called evapotranspiration). Because a warmer atmosphere
can have more water vapour, it can induce greater evapotranspiration, given sufficient terrestrial water. However,
increased carbon dioxide in the atmosphere reduces a plant’s tendency to transpire into the atmosphere, partly
counteracting the effect of warming.
In the tropics, increased evapotranspiration tends to counteract the effects of increased precipitation on soil moisture, whereas in the subtropics, already low amounts of soil moisture allow for little change in evapotranspiration.
At higher latitudes, the increased precipitation generally outweighs increased evapotranspiration in projected climates, yielding increased annual mean runoff, but mixed changes in soil moisture. As implied by circulation changes
in FAQ 12.2, Figure 1, boundaries of high or low moisture regions may also shift.
A further complicating factor is the character of rainfall. Model projections show rainfall becoming more intense,
in part because more moisture will be present in the atmosphere. Thus, for simulations assessed in this report, over
much of the land, 1-day precipitation events that currently occur on average every 20 years could occur every 10
years or even more frequently by the end of the 21st century. At the same time, projections also show that precipitation events overall will tend to occur less frequently.
These changes produce two seemingly contradictory
effects: more intense downpours, leading to more
floods, yet longer dry periods between rain events,
leading to more drought.
Wetter
At high latitudes and at high elevation, further changes
occur due to the loss of frozen water. Some of these are
resolved by the present generation of global climate
models (GCMs), and some changes can only be inferred
because they involve features such as glaciers, which
typically are not resolved or included in the models. The
warmer climate means that snow tends to start accumulating later in the fall, and melt earlier in the spring.
Simulations assessed in this report show March to April
snow cover in the Northern Hemisphere is projected to
decrease by approximately 10 to 30% on average by
the end of this century, depending on the greenhouse
gas scenario. The earlier spring melt alters the timing
of peak springtime flow in rivers receiving snowmelt.
As a result, later flow rates will decrease, potentially
affecting water resource management. These features
appear in GCM simulations.

Drier
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FAQ 12.2, Figure 1 | Schematic diagram of projected changes in major components of the water cycle. The blue arrows indicate major types of water movement changes through the Earth’s climate system: poleward water transport by
extratropical winds, evaporation from the surface and runoff from the land to
the oceans. The shaded regions denote areas more likely to become drier or
wetter. Yellow arrows indicate an important atmospheric circulation change by
the Hadley Circulation, whose upward motion promotes tropical rainfall, while
suppressing subtropical rainfall. Model projections indicate that the Hadley
Circulation will shift its downward branch poleward in both the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres, with associated drying. Wetter conditions are projected
at high latitudes, because a warmer atmosphere will allow greater precipitation,
with greater movement of water into these regions.
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Loss of permafrost will allow moisture to seep more
deeply into the ground, but it will also allow the
ground to warm, which could enhance evapotranspiration. However, most current GCMs do not include all the processes needed to simulate well permafrost changes. Studies analysing soils freezing or using GCM output to drive
more detailed land models suggest substantial permafrost loss by the end of this century. In addition, even though
current GCMs do not explicitly include glacier evolution, we can expect that glaciers will continue to recede, and
the volume of water they provide to rivers in the summer may dwindle in some locations as they disappear. Loss of
glaciers will also contribute to a reduction in springtime river flow. However, if annual mean precipitation increases—either as snow or rain—then these results do not necessarily mean that annual mean river flow will decrease.
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but there is strong agreement across the models over the direction of
change (Tebaldi et al., 2006; Goubanova and Li, 2007; Chen and Knutson, 2008; Haugen and Iversen, 2008; May, 2008b; Kysely and Beranova, 2009; Min et al., 2011; Sillmann et al., 2013). Regional details are
less robust in terms of the relative magnitude of changes but remain in
good accord across models in terms of the sign of the change and the
large-scale geographical patterns (Meehl et al., 2005a; CCSP, 2008a). In
semi-arid regions of the midlatitudes and subtropics such as the Mediterranean, the southwest USA, southwestern Australia, southern Africa
and a large portion of South America, the tendency manifested in the
majority of model simulations is for longer dry periods and is consistent with the average decreases shown in Figure 12.22. Figure 12.26
shows projected percent changes in RX5day, the annual maximum of
consecutive 5-day precipitation over land regions obtained from the
CMIP5 models (Box 2.4, Table 1). Globally averaged end of 21st century changes over land range from 5% (RCP2.6) to 20% (RCP8.5) more
precipitation during very wet 5-day periods. Results from the CMIP3
models are shown for comparison (see Section 12.4.9). Locally, the few
regions where this index of extreme precipitation decreases in the late
21st century RCP8.5 projection coincide with areas of robust decreases
in the mean precipitation of Figure 12.22.
Drought is discussed extensively in the SREX report (Seneviratne et al.,
2012) and the conclusions about future drought risk described there
based on CMIP3 models are reinforced by the CMIP5 models. As noted
in the SREX reports, assessments of changes in drought characteristics
with climate change should be made in the context of specific impacts
questions. The risk of future agricultural drought episodes is increased
in the regions of robust soil moisture decrease described in Section
12.4.5.3 and shown in Figure 12.23. Other measures in the literature of
future agricultural drought are largely focussed on the Palmer Drought
Severity Index (Wehner et al., 2011; Schwalm et al., 2012; Dai, 2013)
and project ‘extreme’ drought as the normal climatological state by
the end of the 21st century under the high emission scenarios in many
mid-latitude locations. However, this measure of agricultural drought
has been criticized as overly sensitive to increased temperatures due to
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Daily precipitation 20-yr RV change per 1°C warming
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a simplified soil moisture model (Hoerling et al., 2012). The consecutive
dry-day index (CDD) is the length of the longest period of consecutive
days with precipitation less than 1 mm (Box 2.4, Table 1). CMIP5 projected changes in CDD over the 2081–2100 period under the RCP8.5
scenario (relative to the 1981–2000 reference period in common with
CMIP3) from the CMIP5 models are shown in Figure 12.26c and exhibit patterns similar to projected changes in both precipitation and soil
moisture (Sillmann et al., 2013). Substantial increases in this measure
of meteorological drought are projected in the Mediterranean, Central
America, Brazil, South Africa and Australia while decreases are projected in high northern latitudes.
Truly rare precipitation events can cause very significant impacts. The
statistics of these events at the tails of the precipitation distribution
are well described by Extreme Value (EV) Theory although there are significant biases in the direct comparison of gridded model output and
actual station data (Smith et al., 2009). There is also strong evidence
that model resolution plays a key role in replicating EV quantities estimated from gridded observational data, suggesting that high-resolution models may provide somewhat more confidence in projection of
changes in rare precipitation events (Fowler et al., 2007a; Wehner et
al., 2011). Figure 12.27 shows the late 21st century changes per degree
Celsius in local warming in 20-year return values of annual maximum
daily precipitation relative to the late 20th century (left) and the associated return periods of late 20th century 20-year return values at the
end of the 21st century from the CMIP5 models. Across future emission
scenarios, the global average of the CMIP5 multi-model median return
value sensitivity is an increase of 5.3% °C–1 (Kharin et al., 2013). The
CMIP5 land average is close to the CMIP3 value of 4% °C–1 reported by Min et al. (2011) for a subset of CMIP3 models. Corresponding
with this change, the global average of return periods of late 20th
century 20-year return values is reduced from 20 years to 14 years for
a 1°C local warming. Return periods are projected to be reduced by
about 10 to 20% °C–1 over the most of the mid-latitude land masses
with larger reductions over wet tropical regions (Kharin et al., 2013).
Hence, extreme precipitation events will very likely be more intense

RP for present day 20-yr RV of daily precipitation
under 1°C warming
31

Figure 12.27 | (Left) The CMIP5 2081–2100 multi-model ensemble median percent change in 20-year return values of annual maximum daily precipitation per 1°C of local warming relative to the 1986–2005 reference period. (Right) The average 2081–2100 CMIP5 multi-model ensemble median of the return periods (years) of 1986–2005 20-year return
values of annual maximum daily precipitation corresponding to 1°C of local warming. Regions of no change would have return periods of 20 years.
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and more frequent in these regions in a warmer climate. Reductions in
return values (or equivalently, increases in return period) are confined
to convergent oceanic regions where circulation changes have reduced
the available water vapour.
Severe thunderstorms, associated with large hail, high winds, and tornadoes, are another example of extreme weather associated with the
water cycle. The large-scale environments in which they occur are characterized by large Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE) and
deep tropospheric wind shear (Brooks et al., 2003; Brooks, 2009). Del
Genio et al. (2007), Trapp et al. (2007, 2009), and Van Klooster and Roebber (2009) found a general increase in the energy and decrease in the
shear terms from the late 20th century to the late 21st century over the
USA using a variety of regional model simulations embedded in global
model SRES scenario simulations. The relative change between these
two competing factors would tend to favour more environments that
would support severe thunderstorms, providing storms are initiated.
Trapp et al. (2009), for example, found an increase in favourable thunderstorm conditions for all regions of the USA east of the Rocky Mountains. Large variability in both the energy and shear terms means that
statistical significance is not reached until late in the 21st century under
high forcing scenarios. One way of assessing the possibility of a change
in the frequency of future thunderstorms is to look at historical records
of observed tornado, hail and wind occurrence with respect to the environmental conditions (Brooks, 2013). This indicates that an increase in
the fraction of severe thunderstorms containing non-tornadic winds
would be consistent with the model projections of increased energy
and decreased shear, but there has not been enough research to make
a firm conclusion regarding future changes in frequency or magnitude.
Less work has been done on projected changes outside of the USA.
Marsh et al. (2009) found that mean energy decreased in the warm
season in Europe while it increased in the cool season. Even though the
energy decreases in the warm season, the number of days with favourable environments for severe thunderstorms increases because of an
increasing number of days with relatively large values of available
energy. For Europe, with the Mediterranean Sea and Sahara Desert to
the south, questions remain about changes in boundary layer moisture,
a main driver of the energy term. Niall and Walsh (2005) examined
changes in CAPE, which may be associated with hailstorm occurrence
in southeastern Australia using a global model, and found little change
under warmer conditions. Leslie et al. (2008) reconsidered the southeastern Australia hail question by nesting models with 1 km horizontal
grid spacing and using sophisticated microphysical parameterizations
and found an increase in the frequency of large hail by 2050 under the
SRES A1B scenario, but with extremely large internal variability in the
environments and hail size.
Overall, for all parts of the world studied, the results are suggestive of
a trend toward environments favouring more severe thunderstorms,
but the small number of analyses precludes any likelihood estimate of
this change.

12.4.6
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Changes in Cryosphere

12.4.6.1 Changes in Sea Ice Cover
Based on the analysis of CMIP3 climate change simulations (e.g., Arzel
et al., 2006; Zhang and Walsh, 2006), the AR4 concludes that the Arctic
and Antarctic sea ice covers are projected to shrink in the 21st century under all SRES scenarios, with a large range of model responses
(Meehl et al., 2007b). It also stresses that, in some projections, the
Arctic Ocean becomes almost entirely ice-free in late summer during
the second half of the 21st century. These conclusions were confirmed
by further analyses of the CMIP3 archives (e.g., Stroeve et al., 2007;
Bracegirdle et al., 2008; Lefebvre and Goosse, 2008; Boé et al., 2009b;
Sen Gupta et al., 2009; Wang and Overland, 2009; Zhang, 2010b; NRC,
2011; Körper et al., 2013). Figures 12.28 and 12.29 and the studies of
Maksym et al. (2012), Massonnet et al. (2012), Stroeve et al. (2012) and
Wang and Overland (2012) show that the CMIP5 AOGCMs/ESMs as a
group also project decreases in sea ice extent through the end of this
century in both hemispheres under all RCPs. However, as in the case of
CMIP3, the inter-model spread is considerable.
In the NH, in accordance with CMIP3 results, the absolute rate of
decrease of the CMIP5 multi-model mean sea ice areal coverage is
greatest in September. The reduction in sea ice extent between the
time periods 1986–2005 and 2081–2100 for the CMIP5 multi-model
average ranges from 8% for RCP2.6 to 34% for RCP8.5 in February
and from 43% for RCP2.6 to 94% for RCP8.5 in September. Medium
confidence is attached to these values as projections of sea ice extent
decline in the real world due to errors in the simulation of present-day
sea ice extent (mean and trends—see Section 9.4.3) and because
of the large spread of model responses. About 90% of the available
CMIP5 models reach nearly ice-free conditions (sea ice extent less than
1 × 106 km2 for at least 5 consecutive years) during September in the
Arctic before 2100 under RCP8.5 (about 45% under RCP4.5). By the
end of the 21st century, the decrease in multi-model mean sea ice
volume ranges from 29% for RCP2.6 to 73% for RCP8.5 in February
and from 54% for RCP2.6 to 96% for RCP8.5 in September. Medium
confidence is attached to these values as projections of the real world
sea ice volume. In February, these percentages are much higher than
the corresponding ones for sea ice extent, which is indicative of a substantial sea ice thinning.
A frequent criticism of the CMIP3 models is that, as a group, they
strongly underestimate the rapid decline in summer Arctic sea ice
extent observed during the past few decades (e.g., Stroeve et al., 2007;
Winton, 2011), which suggests that the CMIP3 projections of summer
Arctic sea ice areal coverage might be too conservative. As shown in
Section 9.4.3 and Figure 12.28b, the magnitude of the CMIP5 multi-model mean trend in September Arctic sea ice extent over the satellite era is more consistent with, but still underestimates, the observed
one (see also Massonnet et al., 2012; Stroeve et al., 2012; Wang and
Overland, 2012; Overland and Wang, 2013). Owing to the shortness of
the observational record, it is difficult to ascertain the relative influence of natural variability on this trend. This hinders the comparison
between modelled and observed trends, and hence the estimate of the
sensitivity of the September Arctic sea ice extent to global surface temperature change (i.e., the decrease in sea ice extent per degree global
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warming) (Kay et al., 2011; Winton, 2011; Mahlstein and Knutti, 2012).
This sensitivity may be crucial for determining future sea ice losses.
Indeed, a clear relationship exists at longer than decadal time scales
in climate change simulations between the annual mean or September
mean Arctic sea ice extent and the annual mean global surface temperature change for ice extents larger than ~1 × 106 km2 (e.g., Ridley
et al., 2007; Zhang, 2010b; NRC, 2011; Winton, 2011; Mahlstein and
Knutti, 2012). This relationship is illustrated in Figure 12.30 for both
CMIP3 and CMIP5 models. From this figure, it can be seen that the sea
ice sensitivity varies significantly from model to model and is generally
larger and in better agreement among models in CMIP5.
A complete and detailed explanation for what controls the range of
Arctic sea ice responses in models over the 21st century remains elusive, but the Arctic sea ice provides an example where process-based
constraints can be used to reduce the spread of model projections
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(Overland et al., 2011; Collins et al., 2012; Hodson et al., 2012). For
CMIP3 models, results indicate that the changes in Arctic sea ice mass
budget over the 21st century are related to the late 20th century mean
sea ice thickness distribution (Holland et al., 2010), average sea ice
thickness (Bitz, 2008; Hodson et al., 2012), fraction of thin ice cover
(Boé et al., 2009b) and oceanic heat transport to the Arctic (Mahlstein
and Knutti, 2011). For CMIP5 models, Massonnet et al. (2012) showed
that the time needed for the September Arctic sea ice areal coverage to
drop below a certain threshold is highly correlated with the September
sea ice extent and annual mean sea ice volume averaged over the past
several decades (Figure 12.31a, b). The timing of a seasonally ice-free
Arctic Ocean or the fraction of remaining sea ice in September at any
time during the 21st century were also found to correlate with the
past trend in September Arctic sea ice extent and the amplitude of the
mean seasonal cycle of sea ice extent (Boé et al., 2009b; Collins et al.,
2012; Massonnet et al., 2012) (Figure 12.31c, d). All these empirical
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Figure 12.28 | Changes in sea ice extent as simulated by CMIP5 models over the second half of the 20th century and the whole 21st century under RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and
RCP8.5 for (a) Northern Hemisphere February, (b) Northern Hemisphere September, (c) Southern Hemisphere February and (d) Southern Hemisphere September. The solid curves
show the multi-model means and the shading denotes the 5 to 95% range of the ensemble. The vertical line marks the end of CMIP5 historical climate change simulations. One
ensemble member per model is taken into account in the analysis. Sea ice extent is defined as the total ocean area where sea ice concentration exceeds 15% and is calculated on
the original model grids. Changes are relative to the reference period 1986–2005. The number of models available for each RCP is given in the legend. Also plotted (solid green
curves) are the satellite data of Comiso and Nishio (2008, updated 2012) over 1979–2012.
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relationships can be understood on simple physical grounds (see the
aforementioned references for details).
These results lend support for weighting/recalibrating the models
based on their present-day Arctic sea ice simulations. Today, the optimal approach for constraining sea ice projections from climate models
is unclear, although one notes that these methods should have a
credible underlying physical basis in order to increase confidence in
their results (see Section 12.2). In addition, they should account for
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the potentially large imprint of natural variability on both observations
and model simulations when these two sources of information are to
be compared (see Section 9.8.3). This latter point is particularly critical
if the past sea ice trend or sensitivity is used in performance metrics
given the relatively short observational period (Kay et al., 2011; Overland et al., 2011; Mahlstein and Knutti, 2012; Massonnet et al., 2012;
Stroeve et al., 2012). A number of studies have applied such metrics
to the CMIP3 and CMIP5 models. Stroeve et al. (2007) and Stroeve et
al. (2012) rejected several CMIP3 and CMIP5 models, respectively, on
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Figure 12.29 | February and September CMIP5 multi-model mean sea ice concentrations (%) in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres for the periods (a) 1986–2005, (b)
2081–2100 under RCP4.5 and (c) 2081–2100 under RCP8.5. The model sea ice concentrations are interpolated onto a 1° × 1° regular grid. One ensemble member per model is
taken into account in the analysis, and the multi-model mean sea ice concentration is shown where it is larger than 15%. The number of models available for each RCP is given in
parentheses. The pink lines indicate the observed 15% sea ice concentration limits averaged over 1986–2005 (Comiso and Nishio, 2008, updated 2012).
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Figure 12.30 | September Arctic sea ice extent as a function of the annual mean global surface warming relative to the period 1986–2005 for (a) CMIP3 models (all SRES scenarios) and (b) CMIP5 models (all RCPs). The ice extents and global temperatures are computed on a common latitude-longitude grid for CMIP3 and on the original model grids for
CMIP5. One ensemble member per model is taken into account in the analysis. A 21-year running mean is applied to the model output. The full black circle and vertical bar on the
left-hand side of the y-axis indicate the mean and ±2 standard deviations about the mean of the observed September Arctic sea ice extent over 1986–2005, respectively (Comiso
and Nishio, 2008, updated 2012). The horizontal line corresponds to a nearly ice-free Arctic Ocean in September.
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the basis of their simulated late 20th century mean September Arctic
sea ice extent. Wang and Overland (2009) selected a subset of CMIP3
models (and Wang and Overland (2012) did the same for the CMIP5
models) based on their fidelity to the observed mean seasonal cycle of
Arctic sea ice extent in the late 20th century and then scaled the chosen
models to the recently observed September sea ice extent. Zhang
(2010b) retained a number of CMIP3 models based on the regression
between summer sea ice loss and Arctic surface temperature change.
Boé et al. (2009b) and Mahlstein and Knutti (2012) did not perform a
model selection but rather recalibrated the CMIP3 Arctic sea ice projections on available observations of September Arctic sea ice trend and
sensitivity to global surface temperature change, respectively. Finally,
Massonnet et al. (2012) selected a subset of CMIP5 models on the
basis of the four relationships illustrated in Figure 12.31a–d.
These various methods all suggest a faster rate of summer Arctic sea
ice decline than the multi-model mean. Although they individually
provide a reduced range for the year of near disappearance of the
September Arctic sea ice compared to the original CMIP3/CMIP5 multi-model ensemble, they lead to different timings (Overland and Wang,
2013). Consequently, the time interval obtained when combining all
these studies remains wide: 2020–2100+ (2100+ = not before 2100)
for the SRES A1B scenario and RCP4.5 (Stroeve et al., 2007, 2012; Boé
et al., 2009b; Wang and Overland, 2009, 2012; Zhang, 2010b; Massonnet et al., 2012) and 2020–2060 for RCP8.5 (Massonnet et al., 2012;
Wang and Overland, 2012). The method proposed by Massonnet et
al. (2012) is applied here to the full set of models that provided the
CMIP5 database with sea ice output. The natural variability of each
of the four diagnostics shown in Figure 12.31a–d is first estimated
by averaging over all available models with more than one ensemble
member the diagnostic standard deviations derived from the model
1090

ensemble members. Then, for each model, a ±2 standard deviation
interval is constructed around the ensemble mean or single realization
of the diagnostic considered. A model is retained if, for each diagnostic,
either this interval overlaps a ±20% interval around the observed/reanalysed value of the diagnostic or at least one ensemble member from
that model gives a value for the diagnostic that falls within ±20% of
the observational/reanalysed data. The outcome is displayed in Figure
12.31e for RCP8.5. Among the five selected models (ACCESS1.0,
ACCESS1.3, GFDL-CM3, IPSL-CM5A-MR, MPI-ESM-MR), four project
a nearly ice-free Arctic Ocean in September before 2050 (2080) for
RCP8.5 (RCP4.5), the earliest and latest years of near disappearance
of the sea ice pack being about 2040 and about 2060 (about 2040
and 2100+), respectively. It should be mentioned that Maslowski et al.
(2012) projected that it would take only until about 2016 to reach a
nearly ice-free Arctic Ocean in summer, based on a linear extrapolation
into the future of the recent sea ice volume trend from a hindcast simulation conducted with a regional model of the Arctic sea ice–ocean
system. However, such an extrapolation approach is problematic as it
ignores the negative feedbacks that can occur when the sea ice cover
becomes thin (e.g., Bitz and Roe, 2004; Notz, 2009) and neglects the
effect of year-to-year or longer-term variability (Overland and Wang,
2013). Mahlstein and Knutti (2012) encompassed the dependence of
sea ice projections on the forcing scenario by determining the annual
mean global surface warming threshold for nearly ice-free conditions
in September. Their best estimate of ~2°C above the present derived
from both CMIP3 models and observations is consistent with the 1.6
to 2.1°C range (mean value: 1.9°C) obtained from the CMIP5 model
subset shown in Figure 12.31e (see also Figure 12.30b). The reduction
in September Arctic sea ice extent by the end of the 21st century, averaged over this subset of models, ranges from 56% for RCP2.6 to 100%
for RCP8.5.
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Figure 12.31 | (a–d) First year during which the September Arctic sea ice extent falls below 1 × 106 km2 in CMIP5 climate projections (37 models, RCP8.5) as a function of (a)
the September Arctic sea ice extent averaged over 1986–2005, (b) the annual mean Arctic sea ice volume averaged over 1986–2005, (c) the amplitude of the 1986–2005 mean
seasonal cycle of Arctic sea ice extent and (d) the trend in September Arctic sea ice extent over 1979–2012. The sea ice diagnostics displayed are calculated on the original model
grids. The correlations and one-tailed p-values are computed from the multi-member means for models with several ensemble members (coloured crosses), but the ensemble members of individual models are also depicted (coloured dots). The vertical solid and dashed lines show the corresponding observations or bias-adjusted PIOMAS (Pan-Arctic Ice-Ocean
Modelling and Assimilation System) reanalysis data (a, c and d: Comiso and Nishio, 2008, updated 2012; b: Schweiger et al., 2011) and the ±20% interval around these data,
respectively. (e) Time series of September Arctic sea ice extent (5-year running mean) as simulated by all CMIP5 models and their ensemble members under RCP8.5 (thin curves).
The thick, coloured curves correspond to a subset of five CMIP5 models selected on the basis of panels a–d following Massonnet et al. (2012) (see text for details). Note that each
of these models provides only one ensemble member for RCP8.5.
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In light of all these results, it is very likely that the Arctic sea ice cover
will continue to shrink and thin all year round during the 21st century
as the annual mean global surface temperature rises. It is also likely
that the Arctic Ocean will become nearly ice-free in September before
the middle of the century for high GHG emissions such as those corresponding to RCP8.5 (medium confidence). The potential irreversibility
of the Arctic sea ice loss and the possibility of an abrupt transition
toward an ice-free Arctic Ocean are discussed in Section 12.5.5.7.
In the SH, the decrease in sea ice extent between 1986–2005 and
2081–2100 projected by the CMIP5 models as a group varies from
16% for RCP2.6 to 67% for RCP8.5 in February and from 8% to 30%
in September. In contrast with the NH, the absolute rate of decline is
greatest in wintertime. Eisenman et al. (2011) argue that this hemispheric asymmetry in the seasonality of sea ice loss is fundamentally
related to the geometry of coastlines. For each forcing scenario, the
relative changes in multi-model mean February and September Antarctic sea ice volumes by the end of the century are of the same order as
the corresponding ones for sea ice extent. About 75% of the available
CMIP5 models reach a nearly ice-free state in February within this century under RCP8.5 (about 60% under RCP4.5). For RCP8.5, only small
portions of the Weddell and Ross Seas stay ice-covered in February
during 2081–2100 in those models that do not project a seasonally
ice-free Southern Ocean (see Figure 12.29c). Nonetheless, there is low
confidence in these Antarctic sea ice projections because of the wide
range of model responses and the inability of almost all of the models
to reproduce the mean seasonal cycle, interannual variability and overall increase of the Antarctic sea ice areal coverage observed during the
satellite era (see Section 9.4.3; Maksym et al., 2012; Turner et al., 2013;
Zunz et al., 2013).
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Figure 12.32 | Northern Hemisphere spring (March to April average) snow cover
extent change (in %) in the CMIP5 ensemble, relative to the simulated extent for the
1986–2005 reference period. Thick lines mark the multi-model average, shading indicates the inter-model spread (one standard deviation). The observed March to April
average snow cover extent for the 1986–2005 reference period is 32.6·106 km2 (Brown
and Robinson, 2011).

that falls as snow and by increasing snowmelt, but projected increases in precipitation over much of the northern high latitudes during
winter months act to increase snow amounts. Whether snow covering the ground will become thicker or thinner depends on the balance
between these competing factors. Both in the CMIP3 (Räisänen, 2008)
and in the CMIP5 models (Brutel-Vuilmet et al., 2013), annual maximum SWE tends to increase or only marginally decrease in the coldest

12.4.6.2 Changes in Snow Cover and Frozen Ground

Projections for the change in annual maximum SWE are more mixed.
Warming decreases SWE both by reducing the fraction of precipitation
1092
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Excluding ice sheets and glaciers, analyses of seasonal snow cover
changes generally focus on the NH, where the configuration of the
continents on the Earth induces a larger maximum seasonal snow
cover extent (SCE) and a larger sensitivity of SCE to climate changes.
Seasonal snow cover extent and snow water equivalent (SWE) respond
to both temperature and precipitation. At the beginning and the end
of the snow season, SCE decreases are closely linked to a shortening
of the seasonal snow cover duration, while SWE is more sensitive to
snowfall amount (Brown and Mote, 2009). Future widespread reductions of SCE, particularly in spring, are simulated by the CMIP3 models
(Roesch, 2006; Brown and Mote, 2009) and confirmed by the CMIP5
ensemble (Brutel-Vuilmet et al., 2013). The NH spring (March-April
average) snow cover area changes are coherent in the CMIP5 models
although there is considerable scatter. Relative to the 1986–2005 reference period, the CMIP5 models simulate a weak decrease of about
7 ± 4% (one-σ inter-model dispersion) for RCP2.6 during the last two
decades of the 21st century, while SCE decreases of about 13 ± 4% are
simulated for RCP4.5, 15 ± 5% for RCP6.0, and 25 ± 8% for RCP8.5
(Figure 12.32). There is medium confidence in these numbers because
of the considerable inter-model scatter mentioned above and because
snow processes in global climate models are strongly simplified.

Figure 12.33 | Northern Hemisphere near-surface permafrost area, diagnosed for
the available CMIP5 models by Slater and Lawrence (2013) following Nelson and Outcalt (1987) and using 20-year average bias-corrected monthly surface air temperatures
and snow depths. Thick lines: multi-model average. Shading and thin lines indicate the
inter-model spread (one standard deviation). The black line for the historical period is
diagnosed from the average of the European Centre for Medium range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) reanalysis of the global atmosphere and surface conditions (ERA), Japanese ReAnalysis (JRA), Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for Research and Applications
(MERRA) and Climate Forecast System Reanalysis and Reforecast (CFSRR) reanalyses
(Slater and Lawrence, 2013). Estimated present permafrost extent is between 12 and
17 million km2 (Zhang et al., 2000).
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regions, while annual maximum SWE decreases are strong closer to the
southern limit of the seasonally snow-covered area.
It is thus very likely (high confidence) that by the end of the 21st century, NH spring snow cover extent will be substantially lower than today
if anthropogenic climate forcing is similar to the stronger scenarios
considered here. Conversely, there is only medium confidence in the
latitudinal pattern of annual maximum SWE changes (increase or little
change in the coldest regions, stronger decrease further to the South)
because annual maximum SWE is influenced by competing factors
(earlier melt onset, higher solid precipitation rates in some regions).
The strong projected warming across the northern high latitudes in
climate model simulations has implications for frozen ground. Recent
projections of the extent of near-surface permafrost (see Glossary)
degradation continue to vary widely depending on the underlying
climate forcing scenario and model physics, but virtually all of them
indicate substantial near-surface permafrost degradation and thaw
depth deepening over much of the permafrost area (Saito et al., 2007;
Lawrence et al., 2008a, 2012; Koven et al., 2011, 2013; Eliseev et al.,
2013; Slater and Lawrence, 2013). Permafrost at greater depths is less
directly relevant to the surface energy and water balance, and its degradation naturally occurs much more slowly (Delisle, 2007). Climate
models are beginning to represent permafrost physical processes and
properties more accurately (Alexeev et al., 2007; Nicolsky et al., 2007;
Lawrence et al., 2008a; Rinke et al., 2008; Koven et al., 2009; Gouttevin et al., 2012), but there are large disagreements in the calculation
of current frozen soil extent and active layer depth due to differences in the land model physics in the CMIP5 ensemble (Koven et al.,
2013). The projected changes in permafrost are a response not only
to warming, but also to changes in snow conditions because snow
properties and their seasonal evolution exert significant control on soil
thermal state (Zhang, 2005; Lawrence and Slater, 2010; Shkolnik et
al., 2010; Koven et al., 2013). Applying the surface frost index method
(Nelson and Outcalt, 1987) to coupled climate model anomalies from
the CMIP5 models (Slater and Lawrence, 2013) yields a reduction of
the diagnosed 2080–2099 near-surface permafrost area (continuous
plus discontinuous near-surface permafrost) by 37 ± 11% (RCP2.6),
51 ± 13% (RCP4.5), 58 ± 13% (RCP6.0), and 81±12% (RCP8.5), compared to the 1986–2005 diagnosed near-surface permafrost area, with
medium confidence in the numbers as such because of the strongly
simplified soil physical processes in current-generation global climate
models (Figure 12.33). The uncertainty range given here is the 1-σ
inter-model dispersion. Applying directly the model output to diagnose permafrost extent and its changes over the 21st century yields
similar relative changes (Koven et al., 2013). In summary, based on
high agreement across CMIP5 and older model projections, fundamental process understanding, and paleoclimatic evidence (e.g., Vaks et
al., 2013), it appears virtually certain (high confidence) that near-surface permafrost extent will shrink as global climate warms. However,
the amplitude of the projected reductions of near-surface permafrost
extent not only depends on the emission scenario and the global climate model response, but also very much on the permafrost-related
soil processes taken into account in the models.

12.4.7
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Changes in the Ocean

12.4.7.1 Sea Surface Temperature, Salinity and Ocean
Heat Content
Projected increase of SST and heat content over the next two decades
is relatively insensitive to the emissions trajectory. However, projected
outcomes diverge as the 21st century progresses. When SSTs increase
as a result of external forcing, the interior water masses respond to
the integrated signal at the surface, which is then propagated down to
greater depth (Gleckler et al., 2006; Gregory, 2010). Changes in globally averaged ocean heat content currently account for about 90% of
the change in global energy inventory since 1970 (see Box 3.1). Heat is
transported within the interior of the ocean by its large-scale general
circulation and by smaller-scale mixing processes. Changes in transports lead to redistribution of existing heat content and can cause local
cooling even though the global mean heat content is rising (Banks and
Gregory, 2006; Lowe and Gregory, 2006; Xie and Vallis, 2012).
Figure 12.12 shows the multi-model mean projections of zonally averaged ocean temperature change under three emission scenarios. The
differences in projected ocean temperature changes for different RCPs
manifest themselves more markedly as the century progresses. The
largest warming is found in the top few hundred metres of the subtropical gyres, similar to the observed pattern of ocean temperature changes (Levitus et al., 2012, see also Section 3.2). Surface warming varies
considerably between the emission scenarios ranging from about 1°C
(RCP2.6) to more than 3°C in RCP8.5. Mixing and advection processes
gradually transfer the additional heat to deeper levels of about 2000
m at the end of the 21st century. Depending on the emission scenario,
global ocean warming between 0.5°C (RCP2.6) and 1.5°C (RCP8.5)
will reach a depth of about 1 km by the end of the century. The strongest warming signal is found at the surface in subtropical and tropical
regions. At depth the warming is most pronounced in the Southern
Ocean. From an energy point of view, for RCP4.5 by the end of the 21st
century, half of the energy taken up by the ocean is in the uppermost
700 m, and 85% is in the uppermost 2000 m.
In addition to the upper-level warming, the patterns are further characterized by a slight cooling in parts of the northern mid- and high
latitudes below 1000 m and a pronounced heat uptake in the deep
Southern Ocean at the end of the 21st century. The cooling may be
linked to the projected decrease of the strength of the AMOC (see Section 12.4.7.2; 13.4.1; Banks and Gregory, 2006).
The response of ocean temperatures to external forcing comprises
mainly two time scales: a relatively fast adjustment of the ocean mixed
layer and the slow response of the deep ocean (Hansen et al., 1985;
Knutti et al., 2008a; Held et al., 2010). Simulations with coupled ocean–
atmosphere GCMs suggest time-scales of several millennia until the
deep ocean is in equilibrium with the external forcing (Stouffer, 2004;
Hansen et al., 2011; Li et al., 2013a). Thus, the long time-scale of the
ocean response to external forcing implies an additional commitment
to warming for many centuries when GHG emissions are decreased or
concentrations kept constant (see Section 12.5.2). Further assessment
of ocean heat uptake and its relationship to projections of sea level rise
is presented in Section 13.4.1.
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resemblance to the climatological SSS field and is associated with an
intensification of the global water cycle (see Sections 3.3.2.1, 10.4.2
and 12.4.5). The CMIP5 climate model projections available suggest
that high SSS subtropical regions that are dominated by net evaporation are typically getting more saline; lower SSS regions at high latitudes are typically getting fresher. They also suggest a continuation
of this trend in the Atlantic where subtropical surface waters become
more saline as the century progresses (Figure 12.34) (see also Terray et
al., 2012). At the same time, the North Pacific is projected to become
less saline.

12.4.7.2 Atlantic Meridional Overturning

Figure 12.34 | Projected sea surface salinity differences 2081–2100 for RCP8.5 relative to 1986–2005 from CMIP5 models. Hatching indicates regions where the multimodel mean change is less than one standard deviation of internal variability. Stippling
indicates regions where the multi-model mean change is greater than two standard
deviations of internal variability and where at least 90% of the models agree on the
sign of change (see Box 12.1). The number of CMIP5 models used is indicated in the
upper right corner.

Durack and Wijffels (2010) and Durack et al. (2012) examined trends
in global sea surface salinity (SSS) changes over the period 1950–
2008. Their analysis revealed strong, spatially coherent trends in SSS
over much of the global ocean, with a pattern that bears striking

Almost all climate model projections reveal an increase of high latitude
temperature and high latitude precipitation (Meehl et al., 2007b). Both
of these effects tend to make the high latitude surface waters lighter
and hence increase their stability. As seen in Figure 12.35, all models
show a weakening of the AMOC over the course of the 21st century
(see Section 12.5.5.2 for further analysis). Projected changes in the
strength of the AMOC at high latitudes appear stronger in Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) CM2.1 when density is used as a
vertical coordinate instead of depth (Zhang, 2010a). Once the RF is stabilized, the AMOC recovers, but in some models to less than its pre-industrial level. The recovery may include a significant overshoot (i.e., a
weaker circulation may persist) if the anthropogenic RF is eliminated
(Wu et al., 2011a). Gregory et al. (2005) found that for all eleven models

(Sv)

Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation at 30oN

(Sv)

12

Figure 12.35 | Multi-model projections of Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) strength at 30°N from 1850 through to the end of the RCP extensions. Results are
based on a small number of CMIP5 models available. Curves show results from only the first member of the submitted ensemble of experiments.
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analysed (six from CMIP2/3 and five EMICs), the AMOC reduction was
caused more by changes in surface heat flux than changes in surface
freshwater flux. They further found that models with a stronger AMOC
in their control run exhibited a larger weakening (see also Gregory and
Tailleux, 2011).
Based on the assessment of the CMIP5 RCP simulations and on our
understanding gleaned from analysis of CMIP3 models, observations
and our understanding of physical mechanisms, it is very likely that the
AMOC will weaken over the 21st century. Best estimates and ranges
for the reduction from CMIP5 are 11% (1 to 24%) in RCP2.6 and 34%
(12 to 54%) in RCP8.5. There is low confidence in assessing the evolution of the AMOC beyond the 21st century.

12.4.7.3 Southern Ocean
A dominant and robust feature of the CMIP3 climate projections
assessed in AR4 is the weaker surface warming at the end of the 21st
century in the Southern Ocean area compared to the global mean. Furthermore, the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) moves southward
in most of the climate projections analysed in response to the simulated southward shift and strengthening of the SH mid-latitude westerlies
(Meehl et al., 2007b).
The additional analyses of the CMIP3 model output performed since
the release of AR4 confirm and refine the earlier findings. The displacement and intensification of the mid-latitude westerlies contribute to a
large warming between 40°S and 60°S from the surface to mid-depths
(Fyfe et al., 2007; Sen Gupta et al., 2009). Part of this warming has
been attributed to the southward translation of the Southern Ocean
current system (Sen Gupta et al., 2009). Moreover, the wind changes
influence the surface temperature through modifications of the latent
and sensible heat fluxes and force a larger northward Ekman transport of relatively cold polar surface water (Screen et al., 2010). This
also leads to a stronger upwelling that brings southward and upward
relatively warm and salty deep water, resulting in a subsurface salinity
increase at mid-depths south of 50°S (Sen Gupta et al., 2009; Screen
et al., 2010).
Overall, CMIP3 climate projections exhibit a decrease in mixed layer
depth at southern mid- and high latitudes by the end of the 21st century. This feature is a consequence of the enhanced stratification resulting
from surface warming and freshening (Lefebvre and Goosse, 2008; Sen
Gupta et al., 2009; Capotondi et al., 2012). Despite large inter-model differences, there is a robust weakening of Antarctic Bottom Water
production and its northward outflow, which is consistent with the
decrease in surface density and is manifest as a warming signal close
to the Antarctic margin that reaches abyssal depths (Sen Gupta et al.,
2009).
In the vicinity of the Antarctic ice sheet, CMIP3 models project an average warming of ~0.5C° at depths of 200–500 m in 2091–2100 compared to 1991–2000 for the SRES A1B scenario, which has the potential to impact the mass balance of ice shelves (Yin et al., 2011). More
detailed regional modelling using the SRES A1B scenario indicates
that a redirection of the coastal current into the cavities underlying
the Filchner-Ronne ice shelf during the second half of the 21st century
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might enhance the average basal melting rate there from 0.2 m yr–1 to
almost 4 m yr–1 (Hellmer et al., 2012; see Section 13.4.4.2).
There are very few published analyses of CMIP5 climate projections
focusing on the Southern Ocean. Meijers et al. (2012) found a wide
variety of ACC responses to climate warming scenarios across CMIP5
models. Models show a high correlation between the changes in
ACC strength and position, with a southward (northward) shift of the
ACC core as the ACC gets stronger (weaker). No clear relationship
between future changes in wind stress and ACC strength was identified, while the weakening of the ACC transport simulated at the end
of the 21st century by many models was found to correlate with the
strong decrease in the surface heat and freshwater fluxes in the ACC
region (Meijers et al., 2012; Downes and Hogg, 2013). In agreement
with the CMIP3 assessment (Sen Gupta et al., 2009), subtropical gyres
generally strengthen under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 and all expand southward, inducing a southward shift of the northern boundary of the ACC
at most longitudes in the majority of CMIP5 models (Meijers et al.,
2012). As in CMIP3 climate projections, an overall shallowing of the
deep mixed layers that develop on the northern edge of the ACC in
winter is observed, with larger shallowing simulated by models with
deeper mixed layers during 1976–2005 (Sallée et al., 2013a). Sallée
et al. (2013b) reported a warming of all mode, intermediate and deep
water masses in the Southern Ocean. The largest temperature increase
is found in mode and intermediate water layers. Consistently with
CMIP3 projections (Downes et al., 2010), these water layers experience
a freshening, whereas bottom water becomes slightly saltier. Finally,
Sallée et al. (2013b) noted an enhanced upwelling of circumpolar deep
water and an increased subduction of intermediate water that are
nearly balanced by interior processes (diapycnal fluxes).
A number of studies suggest that oceanic mesoscale eddies might
influence the response of the Southern Ocean circulation, meridional
heat transport and deep water formation to changes in wind stress and
surface buoyancy flux (Böning et al., 2008; Farneti et al., 2010; Downes
et al., 2011; Farneti and Gent, 2011; Saenko et al., 2012; Spence et al.,
2012). These eddies are not explicitly resolved in climate models and
their role in future circulation changes still needs to be precisely quantified. Some of the CMIP5 models have output the meridional overturning due to the Eulerian mean circulation and that induced by parameterized eddies, thus providing a quantitative estimate of the role of the
mesoscale circulation in a warming climate. On this basis, Downes and
Hogg (2013) found that, under RCP8.5, the strengthening (weakening)
of the upper (lower) Eulerian mean meridional overturning cell in the
Southern Ocean is significantly correlated with the increased overlying
wind stress and surface warming and is partly compensated at best by
changes in eddy-induced overturning.
None of the CMIP3 and CMIP5 models include an interactive ice sheet
component. When climate-ice sheet interactions are accounted for in
an EMIC under a 4 × CO2 scenario, the meltwater flux from the Antarctic ice sheet further reduces the surface density close to Antarctica and
the rate of Antarctic Bottom Water formation. This ultimately results
in a smaller surface warming at high southern latitudes compared to
a simulation in which the freshwater flux from the melting ice sheet is
not taken into account (Swingedouw et al., 2008). Nevertheless, in this
study, this effect becomes significant only after more than one century.
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12.4.8 Changes Associated with Carbon Cycle Feedbacks
and Vegetation Cover
Climate change may affect the global biogeochemical cycles changing
the magnitude of the natural sources and sinks of major GHGs. Numerous studies investigated the interactions between climate change and
the carbon cycle (e.g., Friedlingstein et al., 2006), methane cycle (e.g.,
O’Connor et al., 2010), ozone (Cionni et al., 2011) or aerosols (e.g.,
Carslaw et al., 2010). Many CMIP5 ESMs now include a representation of the carbon cycle as well as atmospheric chemistry, allowing
interactive projections of GHGs (mainly CO2 and O3) and aerosols. With
such models, projections account for the imposed changes in anthropogenic emissions, but also for changes in natural sources and sinks
as they respond to changes in climate and atmospheric composition. If
included in ESMs, the impact on projected concentration, RF and hence
on climate can be quantified. Climate-induced changes on the carbon
cycle are assessed below, while changes in natural emissions of CH4
are assessed in Chapter 6, changes in atmospheric chemistry in Chapter 11, and climate–aerosol interactions are assessed in Chapter 7.

uncertainty taken from 19 CMIP3 models and carbon cycle feedbacks
uncertainty taken from 10 C4MIP models, generating 190 model simulations (Meinshausen et al., 2011c; Meinshausen et al., 2011b). The
emulation of the CMIP3/C4MIP models shows for the RCP8.5, a range
of simulated CO2 concentrations of 794 to 1149 ppm (90% confidence
level), extremely similar to what is obtained with the CMIP5 ESMs,
with atmospheric concentration as high as 1150 ppm by 2100, that is,
more than 200 ppm above the prescribed CO2 concentration.
Global warming simulated by the E-driven runs show higher upper
ends than when atmospheric CO2 concentration is prescribed. For the
models assessed here, the global surface temperature change (2081–
2100 average relative to 1986–2005 average) ranges between 2.6°C
and 4.7°C, with a multi-model average of 3.7°C ± 0.7°C for the concentration driven simulations, while the emission driven simulations
give a range of 2.5°C to 5.6°C, with a multi-model average of 3.9°C
± 0.9°C, that is, 5% larger than for the concentration driven runs. The
models that simulate the largest CO2 concentration by 2100 have the
largest warming amplification in the emission driven simulations, with
an additional warming of more than 0.5°C.

12.4.8.1 Carbon Dioxide

12

As presented in Section 12.3, the CMIP5 experimental design includes,
for the RCP8.5 scenario, experiments driven either by prescribed
anthropogenic CO2 emissions or concentration. The historical and
21st century emission-driven simulations allow evaluating the climate response of the Earth system when atmospheric CO2 and the climate response are interactively being calculated by the ESMs. In such
ESMs, the atmospheric CO2 is calculated as the difference between
the imposed anthropogenic emissions and the sum of land and ocean
carbon uptakes. As most of these ESMs account for land use changes
and their CO2 emissions, the only external forcing is fossil fuel CO2
emissions (along with all non-CO2 forcings as in the C-driven RCP8.5
simulations). For a given ESM, the emission driven and concentration
driven simulations would show different climate projections if the
simulated atmospheric CO2 in the emission driven run is significantly
different from the one prescribed for the concentration driven runs.
This would happen if the ESMs carbon cycle is different from the one
simulated by MAGICC6, the model used to calculate the CMIP5 GHGs
concentrations from the emissions for the four RCPs (Meinshausen et
al., 2011c). When driven by CO2 concentration, the ESMs can calculate
the fossil fuel CO2 emissions that would be compatible with the prescribed atmospheric CO2 trajectory, allowing comparison with the set
of CO2 emissions initially estimated by the IAMs (Arora et al., 2011;
Jones et al., 2013) (see Section 6.4.3, Box 6.4).
Figure 12.36 shows the simulated atmospheric CO2 and global average surface air temperature warming (relative to the 1986–2005 reference period) for the RCP8.5 emission driven simulations from the
CMIP5 ESMs, compared to the concentration driven simulations from
the same models. Most (seven out of eleven) of the models estimate a
larger CO2 concentration than the prescribed one. By 2100, the multimodel average CO2 concentration is 985 ± 97 ppm (full range 794
to 1142 ppm), while the CO2 concentration prescribed for the RCP8.5
is 936 ppm. Figure 12.36 also shows the range of atmospheric CO2
projections when the MAGICC6 model, used to provide the RCP concentrations, is tuned to emulate combinations of climate sensitivity
1096

The uncertainty on the carbon cycle has been shown to be of comparable magnitude to the uncertainty arising from physical climate
processes (Gregory et al., 2009). Huntingford et al. (2009) used a simple
model to characterize the relative role of carbon cycle and climate sensitivity uncertainties in contributing to the range of future temperature
changes, concluding that the range of carbon cycle processes represent
about 40% of the physical feedbacks. Perturbed parameter ensembles
systematically explore land carbon cycle parameter uncertainty and
illustrate that a wide range of carbon cycle responses are consistent
with the same underlying model structures and plausible parameter
ranges (Booth et al., 2012; Lambert et al., 2012). Figure 12.37 shows
how the comparable range of future climate change (SRES A1B) arises
from parametric uncertainty in land carbon cycle and atmospheric
feedbacks. The same ensemble shows that the range of atmospheric
CO2 in the land carbon cycle ensemble is wider than the full SRES concentration range (B1 to A1FI scenario).
The CMIP5 ESMs described above do not include the positive feedback arising from the carbon release from high latitudes permafrost
thawing under a warming scenario, which could further increase the
atmospheric CO2 concentration and the warming. Two recent studies
investigated the climate–permafrost feedback from simulations with
models of intermediate complexity (EMICs) that accounts for a permafrost carbon module (MacDougall et al., 2012; Schneider von Deimling et al., 2012). Burke et al. (2012) also estimated carbon loss from
permafrost, from a diagnostic of the present-day permafrost carbon
store and future soil warming as simulated by CMIP5 models. However,
this last study did not quantify the effect on global temperature. Each
of these studies found that the range of additional warming due to the
permafrost carbon loss is quite large, because of uncertainties in future
high latitude soil warming, amount of carbon stored in permafrost
soils, vulnerability of freshly thawed organic material, the proportion
of soil carbon that might be emitted as carbon dioxide via aerobic
decomposition or as methane via anaerobic decomposition (Schneider
von Deimling et al., 2012). For the RCP8.5, the additional warming
from permafrost ranges between 0.04°C and 0.69°C by 2100 although
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Figure 12.36 | Simulated changes in (a) atmospheric CO2 concentration and (b) global averaged surface temperature (°C) as calculated by the CMIP5 Earth System Models (ESMs)
for the RCP8.5 scenario when CO2 emissions are prescribed to the ESMs as external forcing (blue). Also shown (b, in red) is the simulated warming from the same ESMs when directly
forced by atmospheric CO2 concentration (a, red white line). Panels (c) and (d) show the range of CO2 concentrations and global average surface temperature change simulated by
the Model for the Assessment of Greenhouse Gas-Induced Climate Change 6 (MAGICC6) simple climate model when emulating the CMIP3 models climate sensitivity range and the
Coupled Climate Carbon Cycle Model Intercomparison Project (C4MIP) models carbon cycle feedbacks. The default line in (c) is identical to the one in (a).

there is medium confidence in these numbers as are the ones on the
amount of carbon released (see Section 12.5.5.4) (MacDougall et al.,
2012; Schneider von Deimling et al., 2012).

12.4.8.2 Changes in Vegetation Cover
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Figure 12.37 | Uncertainty in global mean temperature from Met Office Hadley Centre
climate prediction model 3 (HadCM3) results exploring atmospheric physics and terrestrial carbon cycle parameter perturbations under the SRES A1B scenario (Murphy et
al., 2004; Booth et al., 2012). Relative uncertainties in the Perturbed Carbon Cycle (PCC,
green plume) and Perturbed Atmospheric Processes (PAP, blue plume) on global mean
anomalies of temperature (relative to the 1986–2005 period). The standard simulations
from the two ensembles, HadCM3 (blue solid) and HadCM3C (green solid) are also
shown. Three bars are shown on the right illustrating the 2100 temperature anomalies
associated with the CMIP3/AR4 ensemble (black) the PAP ensemble (blue) and PCC
ensemble (green). The ranges indicate the full range, 10th to 90th, 25th to 75th and
50th percentiles.
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Vegetation cover can also be affected by climate change, with forest
cover potentially being decreasing (e.g., in the tropics) or increasing
(e.g., in high latitudes). In particular, the Amazon forest has been
the subject of several studies, generally agreeing that future climate
change would increase the risk tropical Amazon forest being replaced
by seasonal forest or even savannah (Huntingford et al., 2008; Jones
et al., 2009; Malhi et al., 2009). Increase in atmospheric CO2 would
partly reduce such risk, through increase in water efficiency under elevated CO2 (Lapola et al., 2009; Malhi et al., 2009). Recent multi-model
estimates based on different CMIP3 climate scenarios and different
dynamic global vegetation models predict a moderate risk of tropical
forest reduction in South America and even lower risk for African and
Asian tropical forests (see also Section 12.5.5.6) (Gumpenberger et al.,
2010; Huntingford et al., 2013).
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Difference in crop and pasture fraction (%) Change in surface air temperature (°C)
Figure 12.38 | Impact of land use change on surface temperature. LUCID-CMIP5 experiments where six ESMs were forced either with or without land use change beyond 2005
under the RCP8.5 scenario. Left maps of changes in total crop and pasture fraction (%) in the RCP8.5 simulations between 2006 and 2100 as implemented in each ESM. Right maps
show the differences in surface air temperature (averaged over the 2071–2100 period) between the simulations with and without land use change beyond 2005. Only statistically
significant changes (p < 0.05) are shown.
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CMIP5 ESMs also include human induced land cover changes (deforestation, reforestation) affecting the climate system through changes in
land surface physical properties (Hurtt et al., 2011). Future changes
in land cover will have an impact on the climate system through biophysical and biogeochemical processes (e.g., Pongratz et al., 2010).
Biophysical processes include changes in surface albedo and changes
in partitioning between latent and sensible heat, while biogeochemical feedbacks essentially include change in CO2 sources and sinks but
could potentially also include changes in N2O or CH4 emissions. The biophysical response to future land cover changes has been investigated
within the SRES scenarios. Using the SRES A2 2100 land cover, Davin et
al. (2007) simulated a global cooling of 0.14 K relatively to a simulation
with present-day land cover, the cooling being largely driven by change
in albedo. Regional analyses have been performed in order to quantify
the biophysical impact of biofuels plantation generally finding a local
to regional cooling when annual crops are replaced by bioenergy crops,
such as sugar cane (Georgescu et al., 2011; Loarie et al., 2011). However, some energy crops require nitrogen inputs for their production,
leading inevitably to nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions, potentially reducing the direct cooling effect and the benefit of biofuels as an alternative to fossil fuel emissions. Such emission estimates are still uncertain,
varying strongly for different crops, management methods, soil types
and reference systems (St. Clair et al., 2008; Smeets et al., 2009).
In the context of the Land-Use and Climate, IDentification of robust
impacts (LUCID) project (Pitman et al., 2009) ESMs performed additional CMIP5 simulations in order to separate the biophysical from
the biogeochemical effects of land use changes in the RCP scenarios.
The LUCID–CMIP5 experiments were designed to complement RCP8.5
and RCP2.6 simulations of CMIP5, both of which showing an intensification of land use change over the 21st century. The LUCID–CMIP5
analysis was focussed on a difference in climate and land-atmosphere
fluxes between the average of ensemble of simulations with and without land use changes by the end of 21st century (Brovkin et al., 2013).
Due to different interpretation of land use classes, areas of crops and
pastures were specific for each ESM (Figure 12.38, left). On the global
scale, simulated biophysical effects of land use changes projected in
the CMIP5 experiments with prescribed CO2 concentrations were not
significant. However, these effects were significant for regions with
land use changes >10%. Only three out of six participating models,
CanESM2, HadGEM2-ES and MIROC-ESM, reveal statistically significant changes in regional mean annual mean surface air temperature
for the RCP8.5 scenario (Figure 12.38, right). However, there is low
confidence on the overall effect as there is no agreement among the
models on the sign of the global average temperature change due
to the biophysical effects of land use changes (Brovkin et al., 2013).
Changes in land surface albedo, available energy, latent and sensible

heat fluxes were relatively small but significant in most of ESMs for
regions with substantial land use changes. The scale of climatic effects
reflects a small magnitude of land use changes in both the RCP2.6 and
8.5 scenarios and their limitation mainly to the tropical and subtropical
regions where differences between biophysical effects of forests and
grasslands are less pronounced than in mid- and high latitudes. LUCIDCMIP5 did not perform similar simulations for the RCP4.5 or RCP6.0
scenarios. As these two scenarios show a global decrease of land use
area, one might expect their climatic impact to be different from the
one seen in the RC2.6 and RCP8.5.

12.4.9

Consistency and Main Differences Between
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3/
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5
and Special Report on Emission Scenarios/
Representative Concentration Pathways

In the experiments collected under CMIP5, both models and scenario
have changed with respect to CMIP3 making a comparison with earlier
results and the scientific literature they generated (on which some of
this chapter’s content is still based) complex. The set of models used
in AR4 (the CMIP3 models) have been superseded by the new CMIP5
models (Table 12.1; Chapter 9) and the SRES scenarios have been
replaced by four RCPs (Section 12.3.1). In addition, the baseline period
used to compute anomalies has advanced 6 years, from 1980–1999 to
1986–2005.
4.0
Global mean temperature anomaly (°C)

ESMs simulations with interactive vegetation confirmed known biophysical feedback associated with large-scale changes in vegetation.
In the northern high latitudes, warming-induced vegetation expansion
reduces surface albedo, enhancing the warming over these regions
(Falloon et al., 2012; Port et al., 2012), with potentially larger amplification due to ocean and sea ice response (Swann et al., 2010). Over
tropical forest, reduction of forest coverage would reduce evapotranspiration, also leading to a regional warming (Falloon et al., 2012; Port
et al., 2012).
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Figure 12.39 | Global mean temperature anomalies at the end of the 21st century
from General Circulation Model (GCM) experiments and emulators comparing CMIP3/
CMIP5 responses under SRES A1B and RCP6.0. The boxes and whiskers indicate the
5th percentile, mean value – 1 standard deviation, mean, mean value + 1 standard
deviation and 95th percentile of the distributions. The first box-and-whiskers on the
left is computed directly from the CMIP3 ensemble and corresponds to the numbers
quoted in AR4. The emulated SRES A1B projections (second from left) of CMIP5 are
obtained by the method of Good et al. (2011a) and are calculated for the period 20802099 expressed with respect to the AR4 baseline period of 1980–1999. Because of the
method, the subset of CMIP5 that are emulated are restricted to those with pre-industrial control, abrupt 4 × CO2, historical, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 simulations. The emulated
RCP6.0 projections of CMIP3 (third from left, see also Figure 12.8) are from Knutti and
Sedláček (2013) obtained using the method of Meinshausen et al. (2011b; 2011c) and
are calculated for the slightly different future period 2081–2100 to be consistent with
the rest of this chapter, and are expressed with respect to the AR5 baseline period of
1986–2005. The box-and-whiskers fourth from the left are a graphical representation of
the numbers shown in Table 12.2. The final box-and-whiskers on the right is a combination of CMIP5 model output and emulation of CMIP5 RCP6.0 numbers for those models
that did not run RCP6.0.
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Meinshausen et al. (2011a; 2011b) tuned MAGICC6 to emulate 19
GCMs from CMIP3. The results are temperature projections and their
uncertainties (based on the empirical distribution of the ensemble)
under each of the RCPs, extended to year 2500 (under constant emissions for the lowest RCP and constant concentrations for the remaining three). In the same paper, an ensemble produced by combining
carbon cycle parameter calibration to nine C4MIP models with the 19
CMIP3 model parameter calibrations is also used to estimate the emissions implied by the various concentration pathways, had the CMIP3
models included a carbon cycle component. Rogelj et al. (2012) used
the same tool but performed a fully probabilistic analysis of the SRES
and RCP scenarios using a parameter space that is consistent with
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MAGICC models with parameters chosen to emulate the response of
the CMIP3 models to RCP6.0 forcing, with anomalies expressed with
respect to the 1986–2005 baseline period (Figure 12.39). They too find
a larger mean response in the CMIP5 case but also a larger spread (±1
standard deviation) in CMIP5. Uncertainties in the different approaches to emulating climate model simulations, for example estimating the
non-GHG RF, and the small sample sizes of CMIP3 and CMIP5 make
it difficult to draw conclusions on the statistical significance of the
differences displayed in Figure 12.39, but the same uncertainties lead
us to conclude that on the basis of these analyses there appears to
be no fundamental difference between the behaviour of the CMIP5
ensemble, in comparison with CMIP3.
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It would be extremely costly computationally to rerun the full CMIP3
ensemble under the new RCPs and/or the full CMIP5 ensemble under
the old SRES scenarios in order to separate model and scenario effects.
In the absence of a direct comparison, we rely on simplified modelling frameworks to emulate CMIP3/5 SRES/RCP model behaviour and
compare them. Figure 12.39 shows an emulation of the global mean
temperature response at the end of the 21st century that one would
expect from the CMIP5 models if they were run under SRES A1B. In this
case, anomalies are computed with respect to 1980–1999 for direct
comparison with the values reported in AR4 (Meehl et al., 2007b)
which used that baseline. The method used to emulate the SRES A1B
response of the CMIP5 is documented by Good et al. (2011a; 2013).
Ensemble-mean A1B RF was computed from CMIP3 projections using
the Forster and Taylor (2006) method, scaled to ensure consistency
with the forcing required by the method. The simple model is only used
to predict the temperature difference between A1B and RCP8.5, and
between A1B and RCP4.5 separately for each model. These differences are then added to CMIP5 GCM simulations of RCP8.5 and RCP4.5
respectively, and averaged to give a single A1B estimate. The emulated
CMIP5 SRES A1B results show a slightly larger mean response than the
actual CMIP3 models, with a similar spread (±1 standard deviation is
used in this case). The main reason for this is the slightly larger mean
transient climate response (TCR) in the subset of CMIP5 models available in comparison with the AR4 CMIP3 models. An alternative emulation is presented by Knutti and Sedláček (2013) who use the simplified

0

Figure 12.40 | Temperature projections for SRES scenarios and the RCPs. (a) Time-evolving temperature distributions (66% range) for the four RCP scenarios computed with
the ECS distribution from Rogelj et al. (2012) and a model setup representing closely the carbon-cycle and climate system uncertainty estimates of the AR4 (grey areas). Median
paths are drawn in yellow. Red shaded areas indicate time periods referred to in panel b. (b) Ranges of estimated average temperature increase between 2090 and 2099 for SRES
scenarios and the RCPs respectively. Note that results are given both relative to 1980–1999 (left scale) and relative to pre-industrial (right scale). Yellow ranges indicate results
obtained by Rogelj et al. (2012). Colour-coding of AR4 ranges is chosen to be consistent with AR4 (Meehl et al., 2007b). RCP2.6 is labelled as RCP3-PD here.
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Figure 12.41 | Patterns of temperature (left column) and percent precipitation change (right column) for the CMIP3 models average (first row) and CMIP5 models average (second
row), scaled by the corresponding global average temperature changes. The patterns are computed in both cases by taking the difference between the averages over the last 20
years of the 21st century experiments (2080–2099 for CMIP3 and 2081–2100 for CMIP5) and the last twenty years of the historic experiments (1980–1999 for CMIP3, 1986–2005
for CMIP5) and rescaling each difference by the corresponding change in global average temperature. This is done first for each individual model, and then the results are averaged
across models. For the CMIP5 patterns, the RCP2.6 simulation of the FIO-ESM model was excluded because it did not show any warming by the end of the 21st century, thus not
complying with the method requirement that the pattern be estimated at a time when the temperature change signal from CO2 increase has emerged. Stippling indicates a measure
of significance of the difference between the two corresponding patterns obtained by a bootstrap exercise. Two subsets of the pooled set of CMIP3 and CMIP5 ensemble members
of the same size as the original ensembles, but without distinguishing CMIP3 from CMIP5 members, were randomly sampled 500 times. For each random sample we compute the
corresponding patterns and their difference, then the true difference is compared, grid-point by grid-point, to the distribution of the bootstrapped differences, and only grid-points
at which the value of the difference falls in the tails of the bootstrapped distribution (less than the 2.5 percentiles or the 97.5 percentiles) are stippled.

CMIP3/C4MIP but a more general uncertainty characterization for key
quantities like equilibrium climate sensitivity, similarly to the approach
utilized by Meinshausen et al. (2009). Observational or other historical
constraints are also used in this study and the analysis is consistent
with the overall assessment of sources and ranges of uncertainties for
relevant quantities (equilibrium climate sensitivity above all) from AR4
(Meehl et al., 2007b , Box 10.2). Figure 12.40 summarizes results of this
probabilistic comparison for global temperature. The RCPs span a large
range of stabilization, mitigation and non-mitigation pathways and
the resulting range of temperature changes are larger than those produced under SRES scenarios, which do not consider mitigation options.
The SRES results span an interval between just above 1.0°C and 6.5°C
when considering the respective likely ranges of all scenarios, including
B1 as the lowest and A1FI as the highest. Emissions under RCP8.5 are
highest and the resulting temperature changes likely range from 4.0°C
to 6.1°C by 2100. The lowest RCP2.6 assumes significant mitigation
and the global temperature change likely remains below 2°C.

Similar temperature change projections by the end of the 21st century
are obtained under RCP8.5 and SRES A1FI, RCP6 and SRES B2 and
RCP4.5 and SRES B1. There remain large differences though in the transient trajectories, with rates of change slower or faster for the different
pairs. These differences can be traced back to the interplay of the (negative) short-term effect of sulphate aerosols and the (positive) effect of
long-lived GHGs. Impact studies may be sensitive to the differences in
these temporal profiles so care should be taken in approximating SRES
with RCPs and vice versa.
While simple models can separate the effect of the scenarios and the
model response, no studies are currently available that allow an attribution of the CMIP3-CMIP5 differences to changes in the transient
climate response, the carbon cycle, and the inclusion of new processes
(chemistry, land surface, vegetation). The fact that these sets of CMIP3
and CMIP5 experiments do not include emission-driven runs would
suggest that differences in the representation of the carbon cycle are
very unlikely to explain differences in the simulations, since the only
1101
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effect of changes in the carbon cycle representation would affect the
land surface, and thus would have only a minor effect on the climate
response at the global scale.
Figure 12.41 shows a comparison of the patterns of warming and
precipitation change from CMIP3 (using 23 models and three SRES
scenarios) and CMIP5 (using 46 models and four RCPs), utilizing the
pattern scaling methodology (Section 12.4.2). The geographic patterns
of mean change are very similar across the two ensembles of models,
with pattern correlations of 0.98 for temperature and 0.90 for precipitation changes. However there exist significant differences in the absolute values of the patterns, if not in their geographic shapes. A simple
bootstrapping exercise that pooled together all models and scenarios and resampled 500 times the same numbers of models/scenarios
divided into two groups, but without distinguishing CMIP3 from CMIP5
(and thus SRES from RCPs) allows to compute a measure of significance of the actual differences in the patterns. Stippling in Figure 12.41
marks the large regions where the difference is significant for temperature and precipitation patterns. The temperature pattern from CMIP5
shows significantly larger warming per degree Celsius of global mean
temperature change in the NH and less warming per degree Celsius in
the SH compared to the corresponding pattern from CMIP3. For precipitation patterns, CMIP5 shows significantly larger increases per degree
Celsius in the NH and significantly larger decreases per degree Celsius
in the SH compared to CMIP3. Even in this case we do not have studies
that allow tracing the source of these differences to specific changes in
models’ configurations, processes represented or scenarios run.
Knutti and Sedláček (2013) attempt to identify or rule out at least
some of these sources. Differences in model projections spread or its
counterpart, robustness, between CMIP3 and CMIP5 are discussed,
and it is shown that by comparing the behaviour of only a subset
of 11 models, contributed to the two CMIPs by the same group of
institutions, the robustness of CMIP5 versus that of CMIP3 actually
decreases slightly. This would suggest that the enhanced robustness
of CMIP5 is not clearly attributable to advances in modelling, and may
be a result of the fact that the CMIP5 ensemble contains different
versions of the same model that are counted as independent in this
measure of robustness.
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A comparison of CMIP3 and CMIP5 results for extreme indices is provided in Sections 12.4.3.3 and Figure 12.13 for temperature extremes,
and Section 12.4.5.5 and Figure 12.26 for extremes in the water cycle.

12.5

Climate Change Beyond 2100,
Commitment, Stabilization and
Irreversibility

This section discusses the long term (century to millennia) climate
change based on the RCP scenario extensions and idealized scenarios, the commitment from current atmospheric composition and from
past emissions, the concept of cumulative carbon and the resulting
constraints on emissions for various temperature targets. The term
irreversibility is used in various ways in the literature. This report defines
a perturbed state as irreversible on a given time scale if the recovery time scale from this state due to natural processes is significantly
1102

longer than the time it takes for the system to reach this p erturbed
state (see Glossary), for example, the climate change resulting from
the long residence time of a CO2 perturbation in the atmosphere. These
results are discussed in Sections 12.5.2 to 12.5.4. Aspects of irreversibility in the context of abrupt change, multiple steady states and hysteresis are discussed in Section 12.5.5 and in Chapter 13 for ice sheets
and sea level rise.

12.5.1

Representative Concentration Pathway Extensions

The CMIP5 intercomparison project includes simulations extending the
four RCP scenarios to the year 2300 (see Section 12.3.1). This allows
exploring the longer-term climate response to idealized GHG and aerosols forcings (Meinshausen et al., 2011c). Continuing GHG emissions
beyond 2100 as in the RCP8.5 extension induces a total RF above 12
W m–2 by 2300, while sustaining negative emissions beyond 2100, as
in the RCP2.6 extension, induces a total RF below 2 W m–2 by 2300.
The projected warming for 2281–2300, relative to 1986–2005, is 0.6°C
(range 0.0°C to 1.2°C) for RCP2.6, 2.5°C (range 1.5°C to 3.5°C) for
RCP4.5, and 7.8°C (range 3.0°C to 12.6°C) for RCP8.5 (medium confidence, based on a limited number of CMIP5 simulations) (Figures 12.3
and 12.5, Table 12.2).
EMICs simulations have been performed following the same CMIP5
protocol for the historical simulation and RCP scenarios extended
to 2300 (Zickfeld et al., 2013). These scenarios have been prolonged
beyond 2300 to investigate longer-term commitment and irreversibility
(see below). Up to 2300, projected warming and the reduction of the
AMOC as simulated by the EMICs are similar to those simulated by the
CMIP5 ESMs (Figures 12.5 and 12.42).

12.5.2

Climate Change Commitment

Climate change commitment, the fact that the climate will change
further after the forcing or emissions have been eliminated or held
constant, has attracted increased attention by scientists and policymakers shortly before the completion of IPCC AR4 (Hansen et al.,
2005a; Meehl et al., 2005b, 2006; Wigley, 2005) (see also AR4 Section
10.7.1). However, the argument that the surface response would lag
the RF due to the large thermal reservoir of the ocean in fact goes back
much longer (Bryan et al., 1982; Hansen et al., 1984, 1985; Siegenthaler and Oeschger, 1984; Schlesinger, 1986; Mitchell et al., 2000; Wetherald et al., 2001). The discussion in this section is framed largely in
terms of temperature change, but other changes in the climate system
(e.g., precipitation) are closely related to changes in temperature (see
Sections 12.4.1.1 and 12.4.2). A summary of how past emissions relate
to future warming is also given in FAQ 12.3.
The Earth system has multiple response time scales related to different
thermal reservoirs (see also Section 12.5.3). For a step change in forcing
(instantaneous increase in the magnitude of the forcing and constant
forcing after that), a large fraction of the total of the surface temperature response will be realized within years to a few decades (Brasseur
and Roeckner, 2005; Knutti et al., 2008a; Murphy et al., 2009; Hansen et
al., 2011). The remaining response, realized over centuries, is controlled
by the slow mixing of the energy perturbation into the ocean (Stouffer,
2004). The response time scale depends on the amount of ocean mixing
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Figure 12.42 | (a) Atmospheric CO2, (b) projected global mean surface temperature
change and (c) projected change in the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation, as
simulated by EMICs for the four RCPs up to 2300 (Zickfeld et al., 2013). A 10-year
smoothing was applied. Shadings and bars denote the minimum to maximum range.
The dashed line on (a) indicates the pre-industrial CO2 concentration.

and the strength of climate feedbacks, and is longer for higher climate
sensitivity (Hansen et al., 1985; Knutti et al., 2005). The transient climate response is therefore smaller than the equilibrium response, in
particular for high climate sensitivities. This can also be interpreted as
the ocean heat uptake being a negative feedback (Dufresne and Bony,
2008; Gregory and Forster, 2008). Delayed responses can also occur
due to processes other than ocean warming, for example, vegetation
change (Jones et al., 2009) or ice sheet melt that continues long after
the forcing has been stabilized (see Section 12.5.3).
Several forms of commitment are often discussed in the literature. The
most common is the ‘constant composition commitment’, the warming that would occur after stabilizing all radiative constituents at a
given year (for example year 2000) levels. For year 2000 commitment,
AOGCMs estimated a most likely value of about 0.6°C for 2100 (relative to 1980–1999, AR4 Section 10.7.1). A present-day composition
commitment simulation is not part of CMIP5, so direct comparison
with CMIP3 is not possible. However, the available CMIP5 results
based on the RCP4.5 extension with constant RF (see Section 12.5.1)
are consistent with those numbers, with an additional warming of
about 0.5°C 200 years after stabilization of the forcing (Figures 12.5
and 12.42).
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A measure of constant composition commitment is the fraction of realized warming which can be estimated as the ratio of the warming at a
given time to the long-term equilibrium warming (e.g., Stouffer, 2004;
Meehl et al., 2007b, Section 10.7.2; Eby et al., 2009; Solomon et al.,
2009). EMIC simulations have been performed with RCPs forcing up to
2300 prolonged until the end of the millennium with a constant forcing set at the value reached by 2300 (Figure 12.43). When the forcing
stabilizes, the fraction of realized warming is significantly below unity.
However, the fraction of realized warming depends on the history of
the forcing. For the RCP4.5 and RCP6.0 extension scenarios with early
stabilization, it is about 75% at the time of forcing stabilization; while
for RCP8.5, with stabilization occurring later, it is about 85% (see Figure
12.43); but for a 1% yr–1 CO2 increase to 2 × CO2 or 4 × CO2 and constant forcing thereafter, the fraction of realized warming is much smaller, about 40 to 70% at the time when the forcing is kept constant. The
fraction of realized warming rises typically by 10% over the century
following the stabilization of forcing. Due to the long time scales in the
deep ocean, full equilibrium is reached only after hundreds to thousands of years (Hansen et al., 1985; Gregory et al., 2004; Stouffer, 2004;
Meehl et al., 2007b, Section 10.7.2; Knutti et al., 2008a; Danabasoglu
and Gent, 2009; Held et al., 2010; Hansen et al., 2011; Li et al., 2013a).
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Figure 12.43 | (a) Atmospheric CO2, (b) projected global mean surface temperature
change and (c) fraction of realized warming calculated as the ratio of global temperature change at a given time to the change averaged over the 2980–2999 time period,
as simulated by Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) for the 4
RCPs up to 2300 followed by a constant (year 2300 level) radiative forcing up to the
year 3000 (Zickfeld et al., 2013). A 10-year smoothing was applied. Shadings and bars
denote the minimum to maximum range. The dashed line on (a) indicates the pre-industrial CO2 concentration.
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‘Constant emission commitment’ is the warming that would result
from maintaining annual anthropogenic emissions at the current level.
Few studies exist but it is estimated to be about 1°C to 2.5°C by 2100
assuming constant (year 2010) emissions in the future, based on the
MAGICC model calibrated to CMIP3 and C4MIP models (Meinshausen
et al., 2011a; Meinshausen et al., 2011b) (see FAQ 12.3). Such a scenario is different from non-intervention economic scenarios, and it does not
stabilize global temperature, as any plausible emission path after 2100
would cause further warming. It is also different from a constant cumulative emission scenario which implies zero emissions in the future.
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Another form of commitment involves climate change when anthropogenic emissions are set to zero (‘zero emission commitment’). Results
from a variety of models ranging from EMICs (Meehl et al., 2007b;
Weaver et al., 2007; Matthews and Caldeira, 2008; Plattner et al.,
2008; Eby et al., 2009; Solomon et al., 2009; Friedlingstein et al., 2011)
to ESMs (Frölicher and Joos, 2010; Gillett et al., 2011; Gillett et al.,
2013) show that abruptly setting CO2 emissions to zero (keeping other
forcings constant if accounted for) results in approximately constant
global temperature for several centuries onward. Those results indicate
that past emissions commit us to persistent warming for hundreds of
years, continuing at about the level of warming that has been realized.
On near equilibrium time scales of a few centuries to about a millennium, the temperature response to CO2 emissions is controlled by
climate sensitivity (see Box 12.2) and the cumulative airborne fraction
of CO2 over these time scales. After about a thousand years (i.e., near
thermal equilibrium) and cumulative CO2 emissions less than about
2000 PgC, approximately 20 to 30% of the cumulative anthropogenic
carbon emissions still remain in the atmosphere (Montenegro et al.,
2007; Plattner et al., 2008; Archer et al., 2009; Frölicher and Joos, 2010;
Joos et al., 2013) (see Box 6.1) and maintain a substantial temperature
response long after emissions have ceased (Friedlingstein and Solomon, 2005; Hare and Meinshausen, 2006; Weaver et al., 2007; Matthews and Caldeira, 2008; Plattner et al., 2008; Eby et al., 2009; Lowe et
al., 2009; Solomon et al., 2009, 2010; Frölicher and Joos, 2010; Zickfeld
et al., 2012). In the transient phase, on a 100- to 1000-year time scale,
the approximately constant temperature results from a compensation
between delayed commitment warming (Meehl et al., 2005b; Wigley,
2005) and the reduction in atmospheric CO2 resulting from ocean and
land carbon uptake as well as from the nonlinear dependence of RF on
atmospheric CO2 (Meehl et al., 2007b; Plattner et al., 2008; Solomon
et al., 2009; Solomon et al., 2010). The commitment associated with
past emissions depends, as mentioned above, on the value of climate
sensitivity and cumulative CO2 airborne fraction, but it also depends on
the choices made for other RF constituents. In a CO2 only case and for
equilibrium climate sensitivities near 3°C, the warming commitment
(i.e., the warming relative to the time when emissions are stopped)
is near zero or slightly negative. For high climate sensitivities, and in
particular if aerosol emissions are eliminated at the same time, the
commitment from past emission can be significantly positive, and is
a superposition of a fast response to reduced aerosols emissions and
a slow response associated with high climate sensitivities (Brasseur
and Roeckner, 2005; Hare and Meinshausen, 2006; Armour and Roe,
2011; Knutti and Plattner, 2012; Matthews and Zickfeld, 2012) (see
FAQ 12.3). In the real world, the emissions of CO2 and non-CO2 forcing
agents are of course coupled. All of the above studies support the conclusion that temperatures would decrease only very slowly (if at all),
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even for strong reductions or complete elimination of CO2 emissions,
and might even increase temporarily for an abrupt reduction of the
short-lived aerosols (FAQ 12.3). The implications of this fact for climate
stabilization are discussed in Section 12.5.4.
New EMIC simulations with pre-industrial CO2 emissions and zero
non-CO2 forcings after 2300 (Zickfeld et al., 2013) confirm this behaviour (Figure 12.44) seen in many earlier studies (see above). Switching
off anthropogenic CO2 emissions in 2300 leads to a continuous slow
decline of atmospheric CO2, to a significantly slower decline of global
temperature and to a continuous increase in ocean thermal expansion

Figure 12.44 | (a) Compatible anthropogenic CO2 emissions up to 2300, followed by
zero emissions after 2300, (b) prescribed atmospheric CO2 concentration up to 2300
followed by projected CO2 concentration after 2300, (c) global mean surface temperature change and (d) ocean thermal expansion as simulated by Earth System Models of
Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) for the four concentration driven RCPs with all forcings
included (Zickfeld et al., 2013). A 10-year smoothing was applied. The drop in temperature in 2300 is a result of eliminating all non-CO2 forcings along with CO2 emissions.
Shadings and bars denote the minimum to maximum range. The dashed line on (b)
indicates the pre-industrial CO2 concentration.
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over the course of the millennium. Larger forcings induce longer delays
before the Earth system would reach equilibrium. For RCP8.5, by year
3000 (700 years after emissions have ceased) global temperature has
decreased only by 1°C to 2°C (relative to its peak value by 2300) and
ocean thermal expansion has almost doubled (relative to 2300) and is
still increasing (Zickfeld et al., 2013).
The previous paragraph discussed climate change commitment from
GHGs that have already been emitted. Another form of commitment
refers to climate change associated with heat and carbon that has
gone into the land surface and oceans. This would be relevant to the
consequences of a one-time removal of all of the excess CO2 in the
atmosphere and is computed by taking a transient simulation and
instantaneously setting atmospheric CO2 concentrations to initial
(pre-industrial) values (Cao and Caldeira, 2010). In such an extreme
case, there would be a net flux of CO2 from the ocean and land surface
to the atmosphere, releasing an amount of CO2 representing about
30% of what was removed from the atmosphere, i.e., the airborne fraction applies equally to positive and negative emissions, and it depends
on the emissions history. A related form of experiment investigates
the consequences of an initial complete removal followed by sustained
removal of any CO2 returned to the atmosphere from the land surface and oceans, and is computed by setting atmospheric CO2 concentrations to pre-industrial values and maintaining this concentration
(Cao and Caldeira, 2010). In this case, only about one-tenth of the
pre-existing temperature perturbation persists for more than half of a
century. A similar study performed with a GFDL AOGCM where forcing
was instantaneously returned to its pre-industrial value, found larger
residual warming, up to 30% of the pre-existing warming (Held et al.,
2010).
Several studies on commitment to past emissions have demonstrated that the persistence of warming is substantially longer than the
lifetime of anthropogenic GHGs themselves, as a result of nonlinear
absorption effects as well as the slow heat transfer into and out of
the ocean. In much the same way as the warming to a step increase of
forcing is delayed, the cooling after setting RF to zero is also delayed.
Loss of excess heat from the ocean will lead to a positive surface air
temperature anomaly for decades to centuries (Held et al., 2010; Solomon et al., 2010; Bouttes et al., 2013).
A more general form of commitment is the question of how much
warming we are committed to as a result of inertia and hence commitments related to the time scales for energy system transitions and
other societal, economic and technological aspects (Grubb, 1997;
Washington et al., 2009; Davis et al., 2010). For example, Davis et al.
(2010) estimated climate commitment of 1.3°C (range 1.1°C to 1.4°C,
relative to pre-industrial) from existing CO2-emitting devices under
specific assumptions regarding their lifetimes. These forms of commitment, however, are strongly based on political, economic and social
assumptions that are outside the domain of IPCC WGI and are not
further considered here.

12.5.3

Forcing and Response, Time Scales of Feedbacks

Equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS), transient climate response
(TCR) and climate feedbacks are useful concepts to characterize the
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response of a model to an external forcing perturbation. However,
there are limitations to the concept of RF (Joshi et al., 2003; Shine et
al., 2003; Hansen et al., 2005b; Stuber et al., 2005), and the separation
of forcings and fast (or rapid) responses (e.g., clouds changing almost
instantaneously as a result of CO2-induced heating rates rather than
as a response to the slower surface warming) is sometimes difficult
(Andrews and Forster, 2008; Gregory and Webb, 2008). Equilibrium
warming also depends on the type of forcing (Stott et al., 2003; Hansen
et al., 2005b; Davin et al., 2007). ECS is time or state dependent in
some models (Senior and Mitchell, 2000; Gregory et al., 2004; Boer et
al., 2005; Williams et al., 2008; Colman and McAvaney, 2009; Colman
and Power, 2010), and in some but not all models climate sensitivity
from a slab ocean version differs from that of coupled models or the
effective climate sensitivity (see Glossary) diagnosed from a transient
coupled integration (Gregory et al., 2004; Danabasoglu and Gent,
2009; Li et al., 2013a). The computational cost of coupled AOGCMs is
often prohibitively large to run simulations to full equilibrium, and only
a few models have performed those (Manabe and Stouffer, 1994; Voss
and Mikolajewicz, 2001; Gregory et al., 2004; Danabasoglu and Gent,
2009; Li et al., 2013a). Because of the time dependence of effective
climate sensitivity, fitting simple models to AOGCMs over the first few
centuries may lead to errors when inferring the response on multi-century time scales. In the HadCM3 case the long-term warming would be
underestimated by 30% if extrapolated from the first century (Gregory
et al., 2004), in other models the warming of the slab and coupled
model is almost identical (Danabasoglu and Gent, 2009). The assumption that the response to different forcings is approximately additive
appears to be justified for large-scale temperature changes but limited
for other climate variables (Boer and Yu, 2003; Sexton et al., 2003; Gillett et al., 2004; Meehl et al., 2004; Jones et al., 2007). A more complete
discussion of the concept of ECS and the limitations is given in Knutti
and Hegerl (2008). The CMIP5 model estimates of ECS and TCR are
also discussed in Section 9.7. Despite all limitations, the ECS and TCR
remain key concepts to characterize the transient and near equilibrium
warming as a response to RF on time scales of centuries. Their overall
assessment is given in Box 12.2.
A number of recent studies suggest that equilibrium climate sensitivities determined from AOGCMs and recent warming trends may significantly underestimate the true Earth system sensitivity (see Glossary) which is realized when equilibration is reached on millennial time
scales (Hansen et al., 2008; Rohling et al., 2009; Lunt et al., 2010; Pagani
et al., 2010; Rohling and Members, 2012). The argument is that slow
feedbacks associated with vegetation changes and ice sheets have
their own intrinsic long time scales and are not represented in most
models (Jones et al., 2009). Additional feedbacks are mostly thought
to be positive but negative feedbacks of smaller magnitude are also
simulated (Swingedouw et al., 2008; Goelzer et al., 2011). The climate
sensitivity of a model may therefore not reflect the sensitivity of the
full Earth system because those feedback processes are not considered
(see also Sections 10.8, 5.3.1 and 5.3.3.2; Box 5.1). Feedbacks determined in very different base state (e.g., the Last Glacial Maximum)
differ from those in the current warm period (Rohling and Members,
2012), and relationships between observables and climate sensitivity are model dependent (Crucifix, 2006; Schneider von Deimling et
al., 2006; Edwards et al., 2007; Hargreaves et al., 2007, 2012). Estimates of climate sensitivity based on paleoclimate archives (Hansen
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 12.3 | What Would Happen to Future Climate if We Stopped Emissions Today?
Stopping emissions today is a scenario that is not plausible, but it is one of several idealized cases that provide
insight into the response of the climate system and carbon cycle. As a result of the multiple time scales in the climate
system, the relation between change in emissions and climate response is quite complex, with some changes still
occurring long after emissions ceased. Models and process understanding show that as a result of the large ocean
inertia and the long lifetime of many greenhouse gases, primarily carbon dioxide, much of the warming would
persist for centuries after greenhouse gas emissions have stopped.
When emitted in the atmosphere, greenhouse gases get removed through chemical reactions with other reactive
components or, in the case of carbon dioxide (CO2), get exchanged with the ocean and the land. These processes
characterize the lifetime of the gas in the atmosphere, defined as the time it takes for a concentration pulse to
decrease by a factor of e (2.71). How long greenhouse gases and aerosols persist in the atmosphere varies over a
wide range, from days to thousands of years. For example, aerosols have a lifetime of weeks, methane (CH4) of
about 10 years, nitrous oxide (N2O) of about 100 years and hexafluoroethane (C2F6) of about 10,000 years. CO2 is
more complicated as it is removed from the atmosphere through multiple physical and biogeochemical processes in
the ocean and the land; all operating at different time scales. For an emission pulse of about 1000 PgC, about half
is removed within a few decades, but the remaining fraction stays in the atmosphere for much longer. About 15 to
40% of the CO2 pulse is still in the atmosphere after 1000 years.
As a result of the significant lifetimes of major anthropogenic greenhouse gases, the increased atmospheric concentration due to past emissions will persist long after emissions are ceased. Concentration of greenhouse gases would
not return immediately to their pre-industrial levels if emissions were halted. Methane concentration would return
to values close to pre-industrial level in about 50 years, N2O concentrations would need several centuries, while
CO2 would essentially never come back to its pre-industrial level on time scales relevant for our society. Changes
in emissions of short-lived species like aerosols on the other hand would result in nearly instantaneous changes in
their concentrations.
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Even if anthropogenic greenhouses gas emissions were
halted now, the radiative forcing due to these longlived greenhouse gases concentrations would only
slowly decrease in the future, at a rate determined
by the lifetime of the gas (see above). Moreover, the
(continued on next page)
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Global surface warming (°C)

The climate system response to the greenhouse gases
and aerosols forcing is characterized by an inertia,
driven mainly by the ocean. The ocean has a very large
capacity of absorbing heat and a slow mixing between
the surface and the deep ocean. This means that it will
take several centuries for the whole ocean to warm up
and to reach equilibrium with the altered radiative forcing. The surface ocean (and hence the continents) will
continue to warm until it reaches a surface temperature
in equilibrium with this new radiative forcing. The AR4
showed that if concentration of greenhouse gases were
held constant at present day level, the Earth surface
would still continue to warm by about 0.6°C over the
21st century relative to the year 2000. This is the climate
commitment to current concentrations (or constant
composition commitment), shown in grey in FAQ 12.3,
Figure 1. Constant emissions at current levels would further increase the atmospheric concentration and result
in much more warming than observed so far (FAQ 12.3,
Figure 1, red lines).
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FAQ 12.3, Figure 1 | Projections based on the energy balance carbon
cycle model Model for the Assessment of Greenhouse Gas-Induced Climate
Change (MAGICC) for constant atmospheric composition (constant forcing,
grey), constant emissions (red) and zero future emissions (blue) starting in
2010, with estimates of uncertainty. Figure adapted from Hare and Meinshausen (2006) based on the calibration of a simple carbon cycle climate
model to all Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (CMIP3) and
Coupled Climate Carbon Cycle Model Intercomparison Project (C4MIP)
models (Meinshausen et al., 2011a; Meinshausen et al., 2011b). Results are
based on a full transient simulation starting from pre-industrial and using
all radiative forcing components. The thin black line and shading denote the
observed warming and uncertainty.
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FAQ 12.3 (continued)

climate response of the Earth System to that radiative forcing would be even slower. Global temperature would
not respond quickly to the greenhouse gas concentration changes. Eliminating CO2 emissions only would lead to
near constant temperature for many centuries. Eliminating short-lived negative forcings from sulphate aerosols at
the same time (e.g., by air pollution reduction measures) would cause a temporary warming of a few tenths of a
degree, as shown in blue in FAQ 12.3, Figure 1. Setting all emissions to zero would therefore, after a short warming,
lead to a near stabilization of the climate for multiple centuries. This is called the commitment from past emissions
(or zero future emission commitment). The concentration of GHG would decrease and hence the radiative forcing
as well, but the inertia of the climate system would delay the temperature response.
As a consequence of the large inertia in the climate and carbon cycle, the long-term global temperature is largely
controlled by total CO2 emissions that have accumulated over time, irrespective of the time when they were emitted. Limiting global warming below a given level (e.g., 2°C above pre-industrial) therefore implies a given budget
of CO2, that is, higher emissions earlier implies stronger reductions later. A higher climate target allows for a higher
CO2 concentration peak, and hence larger cumulative CO2 emissions (e.g., permitting a delay in the necessary emission reduction).
Global temperature is a useful aggregate number to describe the magnitude of climate change, but not all changes
will scale linearly global temperature. Changes in the water cycle for example also depend on the type of forcing
(e.g., greenhouse gases, aerosols, land use change), slower components of the Earth system such as sea level rise
and ice sheet would take much longer to respond, and there may be critical thresholds or abrupt or irreversible
changes in the climate system.

et al., 2008; Rohling et al., 2009; Lunt et al., 2010; Pagani et al., 2010;
Schmittner et al., 2011; Rohling and Members, 2012), most but not all
based on climate states colder than present, are therefore not necessarily representative for an estimate of climate sensitivity today (see
also Sections 5.3.1, 5.3.3.2, Box 5.1). Also it is uncertain on which time
scale some of those Earth system feedbacks would become significant.

The latter idea of limiting peak warming is a more general concept
than stabilization of temperature or atmospheric CO2, and one that is
more realistic than an exact climate stabilization which would require
perpetual non-zero positive emissions to counteract the otherwise
unavoidable long-term slow decrease in global temperature (Matsuno
et al., 2012a) (Figure 12.44).

Equilibrium climate sensitivity undoubtedly remains a key quantity,
useful to relate a change in GHGs or other forcings to a global temperature change. But the above caveats imply that estimates based on past
climate states very different from today, estimates based on time scales
different than those relevant for climate stabilization (e.g., estimates
based on climate response to volcanic eruptions), or based on forcings
other than GHGs (e.g., spatially non-uniform land cover changes, volcanic eruptions or solar forcing) may differ from the climate sensitivity
measuring the climate feedbacks of the Earth system today, and this
measure, in turn, may be slightly different from the sensitivity of the
Earth in a much warmer state on time scales of millennia. The TCR and
the transient climate response to cumulative carbon emissions (TCRE)
are often more directly relevant to evaluate short term changes and
emission reductions needed for stabilization (see Section 12.5.4).

12.5.4.1 Background

12.5.4

Climate Stabilization and Long-term Climate
Targets

This section discusses the relation between emissions and climate
targets, in the context of the uncertainties characterizing both the
transient and the equilibrium climate responses to emissions. ‘Climate
targets’ considered here are both stabilizing temperature at a specified value and avoiding a warming beyond a predefined threshold.

The concept of stabilization is strongly linked to the ultimate objective
of the UNFCCC, which is ‘to achieve […] stabilization of greenhouse
gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent
dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system’. Recent
policy discussions focussed on a global temperature increase, rather
than on GHG concentrations. The most prominent target currently discussed is the 2°C temperature target, that is, to limit global temperature increase relative to pre-industrial times to below 2°C. The 2°C
target has been used first by the European Union as a policy target in
1996 but can be traced further back (Jaeger and Jaeger, 2010; Randalls,
2010). Climate impacts however are geographically diverse (Joshi et
al., 2011) and sector specific, and no objective threshold defines when
dangerous interference is reached. Some changes may be delayed or
irreversible, and some impacts are likely to be beneficial. It is thus not
possible to define a single critical threshold without value judgments
and without assumptions on how to aggregate current and future
costs and benefits. Targets other than 2°C have been proposed (e.g.,
1.5°C global warming relative to pre-industrial), or targets based on
CO2 concentration levels, for example, 350 ppm (Hansen et al., 2008).
The rate of change may also be important (e.g., for adaptation). This
section does not advocate or defend any threshold, nor does it judge
1107
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the economic or political feasibility of such goals, but simply assesses the implications of different illustrative climate targets on allowed
carbon emissions, based on our current understanding of climate and
carbon cycle feedbacks.

12.5.4.2 Constraints on Cumulative Carbon Emissions
The current RF from GHGs maintained indefinitely (i.e., the commitment from constant greenhouse gas concentrations) would correspond
to approximately 2°C warming. That, however, does not imply that the
commitment from past emissions has already exceeded 2°C. Part of the
positive RF from GHGs is currently compensated by negative aerosol
forcing, and stopping GHG emissions would lead to a decrease in the
GHG forcing. Actively removing CO2 from the atmosphere, for example
by the combined use of biomass energy and carbon capture and storage, would further accelerate the decrease in GHG forcing.

12

The total amount of anthropogenic CO2 released in the atmosphere
(often termed cumulative carbon emission) is a good indicator of the
atmospheric CO2 concentration and hence of the global warming
response to CO2. The ratio of global temperature change to total cumulative anthropogenic CO2 emissions (TCRE) is relatively constant over
time and independent of the scenario, but is model dependent as it
depends on the model cumulative airborne fraction of CO2 and ECS/
TCR (Matthews and Caldeira, 2008; Allen et al., 2009; Gregory et al.,
2009; Matthews et al., 2009; Meinshausen et al., 2009; Zickfeld et al.,
2009; Bowerman et al., 2011; Knutti and Plattner, 2012; Zickfeld et al.,
2012, 2013). This is consistent with an earlier study indicating that
the global warming potential of CO2 is approximately independent of
the scenario (Caldeira and Kasting, 1993). The concept of a constant
ratio of cumulative emissions of CO2 to temperature holds well only
until temperatures peak (see Figure 12.45e) and only for smoothly varying cumulative CO2 emissions (Gillett et al., 2013). It does not hold
for stabilization on millennial time scales or for non-CO2 forcings, and
there is limited evidence for its applicability for cumulative emissions
exceeding 2000 PgC owing to limited simulations available (Plattner et
al., 2008; Hajima et al., 2012; Matsuno et al., 2012b; Gillett et al., 2013;
Zickfeld et al., 2013). For non-CO2 forcings with shorter atmospheric
life times than CO2 the rate of emissions at the time of peak warming
is more important than the cumulative emissions over time (Smith et
al., 2012).

Also some models prescribe only CO2 emissions while others use multi
gas scenarios, and the time horizons differ. The warming is usually
larger if non-CO2 forcings are considered, since the net effect of the
non-CO2 forcings is positive in most scenarios (Hajima et al., 2012). Not
all numbers are therefore directly comparable. Matthews et al. (2009)
estimated the TCRE as 1°C to 2.1°C per 1000 PgC (TtC, or 1012 metric
tonnes of carbon) (5 to 95%) based on the C4MIP model range (Figure
12.45a). The ENSEMBLES E1 show a range of 1°C to 4°C per 1000 PgC
(scaled from 0.5°C to 2°C for 500 PgC, Figure 12.45d) (Johns et al.,
2011). Rogelj et al. (2012) estimate a 5 to 95% range of about 1°C to
2°C per 1000 PgC (Figure 12.45e) based on the MAGICC model calibrated to the C4MIP model range and the likely range of 2°C to 4.5°C
for climate sensitivity given in AR4. Allen et al. (2009) used a simple
model and found 1.3°C to 3.9°C per 1000 PgC (5 to 95%) for peak
warming (Figure 12.45g) and 1.4°C to 2.5°C for TCRE. The EMICs TCRE
simulations suggest a range of about 1.4°C to 2.5°C per 1000 PgC and
a mean of 1.9°C per 1000 PgC (Zickfeld et al., 2013) (Figure 12.45h).
The results of Meinshausen et al. (2009) confirm the approximate linearity between temperature and CO2 emissions (Figure 12.45b). Their
results are difficult to compare owing to the shorter time period considered, but the model was found to be consistent with that of Allen et
al. (2009). Zickfeld et al. (2009), using an EMIC, find a best estimate of
about 1.5°C per 1000 PgC. Gillett et al. (2013) find a range of 0.8°C to
2.4°C per 1000 PgC in 15 CMIP5 models and derive an observationally
constrained range of 0.7°C to 2.0°C per 1000 PgC. Results from much
earlier model studies support the near linear relationship of cumulative
emissions and global temperature, even though these studies did not
discuss the linear relationship. An example is given in Figure 12.45c
based on data shown in IPCC TAR Figure 13.3 (IPCC, 2001) and IPCC
AR4 Figure 10.35 (Meehl et al., 2007b). The relationships between
cumulative CO2 emissions and temperature in CMIP5 are shown in
Figure 12.45f for the 1% yr–1 CO2 increase scenarios and in Figure
12.45i for the RCP8.5 emission driven ESM simulations (Gillett et al.,
2013). Compatible emissions from concentration driven CMIP5 ESMs
are discussed in Section 6.4.3.3.

Assuming constant climate sensitivity and fixed carbon cycle feedbacks, long-term (several centuries to millennium) stabilization of
global temperatures requires eventually the stabilization of atmospheric concentrations (or decreasing concentrations if the temperature
should be stabilized more quickly). This requires decreasing emissions
to near-zero (Jones et al., 2006; Meehl et al., 2007b; Weaver et al.,
2007; Matthews and Caldeira, 2008; Plattner et al., 2008; Allen et al.,
2009; Matthews et al., 2009; Meinshausen et al., 2009; Zickfeld et al.,
2009; Friedlingstein et al., 2011; Gillett et al., 2011; Roeckner et al.,
2011; Knutti and Plattner, 2012; Matsuno et al., 2012a).

Expert judgement based on the available evidence therefore suggests
that the TCRE is likely between 0.8°C to 2.5°C per 1000 PgC, for cumulative CO2 emissions less than about 2000 PgC until the time at which
temperature peaks. Under these conditions, and for low to medium
estimates of climate sensitivity, the TCRE is nearly identical to the peak
climate response to cumulative carbon emissions. For high climate
sensitivity, strong carbon cycle climate feedbacks or large cumulative
emissions, the peak warming can be delayed and the peak response
may be different from TCRE, but is often poorly constrained by models
and observations. The range of TCRE assessed here is consistent with
other recent attempts to synthesize the available evidence (NRC, 2011;
Matthews et al., 2012). The results by Schwartz et al. (2010, 2012)
imply a much larger warming for the carbon emitted over the historical
period and have been questioned by Knutti and Plattner (2012) for
neglecting the relevant response time scales and combining a transient
airborne fraction with an equilibrium climate sensitivity.

The relationships between cumulative emissions and temperature for
various studies are shown in Figure 12.45. Note that some lines mark
the evolution of temperature as a function of emissions over time
while other panels show peak temperatures for different simulations.

The TCRE can be compared to the temperature response to emissions
on a time scale of about 1000 years after emissions cease. This can
be estimated from the likely range of equilibrium climate sensitivity
(1.5°C to 4.5°C) and a cumulative CO2 airborne fraction after about
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The uncertainty in TCRE is caused by the uncertainty in the physical
feedbacks and ocean heat uptake (reflected in TCR) and uncertainties
in carbon cycle feedbacks (affecting the cumulative airborne fraction
of CO2). TCRE only characterizes the warming due to CO2 emissions,
and contributions from non-CO2 gases need to be considered separately when estimating likelihoods to stay below a temperature limit.
Warming as a function of cumulative CO2 emissions is similar in the
four RCP scenarios, and larger than that due to CO2 alone, since nonCO2 forcings contribute warming in these scenarios (compare Figure
12.45 f, i) (Hajima et al., 2012).
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1000 years of about 25 ± 5% (Archer et al., 2009; Joos et al., 2013).
Again combining the extreme values would suggest a range of 0.6°C
to 2.7°C per 1000 PgC, and 1.5°C per 1000 PgC for an ECS of 3°C
and a cumulative airborne fraction of 25%. However, this equilibrium
estimate is based on feedbacks estimated for the present day climate.
Climate and carbon cycle feedbacks may increase substantially on long
time scales and for high cumulative CO2 emissions (see Section 12.5.3),
introducing large uncertainties in particular on the upper bound. Based
on paleoclimate data and an analytical model, Goodwin et al. (2009)
estimate a long term RF of 1.5 W m–2 for an emission of 1000 PgC. For
an equilibrium climate sensitivity of 3°C this corresponds to a warming
of 1.2°C on millennial time scales, consistent with the climate carbon
cycle models results discussed above.
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Figure 12.45 | Global temperature change vs. cumulative carbon emissions for different scenarios and models. (a) Transient global temperature increase vs. cumulative CO2 emissions for Coupled Climate Carbon Cycle Model Intercomparison Project (C4MIP) (Matthews et al., 2009). (b) Maximum temperature increase until 2100 vs. cumulative Kyoto-gas
emissions (CO2 equivalent; note that all other panels are given in C equivalent) (Meinshausen et al., 2009). (c) Transient temperature increase vs. cumulative CO2 emissions for IPCC
TAR models (red, IPCC TAR Figure 13.3) and IPCC AR4 Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs, black: IPCC AR4 Figure 10.35). (d) As in (a) but for the ENSEMBLES
E1 scenario (Johns et al., 2011). (e) Transient temperature increase for the RCP scenarios based on the Model for the Assessment of Greenhouse Gas-Induced Climate Change
(MAGICC) model constrained to C4MIP, observed warming, and the IPCC AR4 climate sensitivity range (Rogelj et al., 2012). (f) Transient temperature change from the CMIP5 1%
yr–1 concentration driven simulations. (g) Peak CO2 induced warming vs. cumulative CO2 emissions to 2200 (Allen et al., 2009; Bowerman et al., 2011). (h) Transient temperature
increase from the new EMIC RCP simulations (Zickfeld et al., 2013). (i) Transient temperature change from the CMIP5 historical and RCP8.5 emission driven simulations (black) and
transient temperature change in all concentration-driven CMIP5 RCP simulations with back-calculated emissions (red). Note that black lines in panel (i) do not include land use CO2
and that warming in (i) is higher than in (f) due to additional non-CO2 forcings.
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Box 12.2 | Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity and Transient Climate Response
Equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) and transient climate response (TCR) are useful metrics summarizing the global climate system’s
temperature response to an externally imposed radiative forcing (RF). ECS is defined as the equilibrium change in annual mean global
surface temperature following a doubling of the atmospheric CO2 concentration (see Glossary), while TCR is defined as the annual
mean global surface temperature change at the time of CO2 doubling following a linear increase in CO2 forcing over a period of 70 years
(see Glossary). Both metrics have a broader application than these definitions imply: ECS determines the eventual warming in response
to stabilization of atmospheric composition on multi-century time scales, while TCR determines the warming expected at a given time
following any steady increase in forcing over a 50- to 100-year time scale.
ECS and TCR can be estimated from various lines of evidence. The estimates can be based on the values of ECS and TCR diagnosed
from climate models (Section 9.7.1; Table 9.5), or they can be constrained by analysis of feedbacks in climate models (see Section
9.7.2), patterns of mean climate and variability in models compared to observations (Section 9.7.3.3), temperature fluctuations as
reconstructed from paleoclimate archives (Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.3.2; Box 5.1), observed and modelled short-term perturbations of the
energy balance like those caused by volcanic eruptions (Section 10.8), and the observed surface and ocean temperature trends since
pre-industrial (see Sections 10.8.1 and 10.8.2; Figure 10.20). For many applications, the limitations of the forcing-feedback analysis
framework and the dependence of feedbacks on time scales and the climate state (see Section 12.5.3) must be kept in mind. Some
studies estimate the TCR as the ratio of global mean temperature change to RF (Section 10.8.2.2) (Gregory and Forster, 2008; Padilla
et al., 2011; Schwartz, 2012). Those estimates are scaled by the RF of 2 × CO2 (3.7 W m–2; Myhre et al., 1998) to be comparable to TCR
in the following discussion.
Newer studies of constraints based on the observed warming since
pre-industrial, analysed using simple and intermediate complexity
models, improved statistical methods, and several different and
newer data sets, are assessed in detail in Section 10.8.2. Together
with results from feedback analysis and paleoclimate constraints
(Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.3.2; Box 5.1), but without considering the
CMIP based evidence, these studies show ECS is likely between
1.5°C to 4.5°C (medium confidence) and extremely unlikely less
than 1.0°C (see Section 10.8.2). A few studies argued for very
low values of climate sensitivity, but many of them have received
criticism in the literature (see Section 10.8.2). Estimates based
on AOGCMs and feedback analysis indicate a range of 2°C to
4.5°C, with the CMIP5 model mean at 3.2°C, similar to CMIP3.
A summary of published ranges and PDFs of ECS is given in Box
12.2, Figure 1. Distributions and ranges for the TCR are shown in
Box 12.2, Figure 2.
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Box 12.2, Figure 1 | Probability density functions, distributions and ranges
for equilibrium climate sensitivity, based on Figure 10.20b plus climatological
constraints shown in IPCC AR4 (Meehl et al., 2007b; Box 10.2, Figure 1), and
results from CMIP5 (Table 9.5). The grey shaded range marks the likely 1.5°C to
4.5°C range, and the grey solid line the extremely unlikely less than 1°C, the grey
dashed line the very unlikely greater than 6°C. See Figure 10.20b and Chapter 10
Supplementary Material for full caption and details. Labels refer to studies since
AR4. Full references are given in Section 10.8.
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Simultaneously imposing different constraints from the observed
warming trends, volcanic eruptions, model climatology, and paleoclimate, for example, by using a distribution obtained from the
Last Glacial Maximum as a prior for the 20th century analysis,
yields a more narrow range for climate sensitivity (see Figure
10.20; Section 10.8.2.5) (e.g., Annan and Hargreaves, 2006,
2011b; Hegerl et al., 2006; Aldrin et al., 2012). However, such
methods are sensitive to assumptions of independence of the various lines of evidence, which might have shared biases (Lemoine,
2010), and the assumption that each individual line of evidence
is unbiased and its uncertainties are captured completely. Expert
elicitations for PDFs of climate sensitivity exist (Morgan and
Keith, 1995; Zickfeld et al., 2010), but have also received some
criticism (Millner et al., 2013). They are not used formally here
because the experts base their opinion on the same studies as we
assess. The peer-reviewed literature provides no consensus on a
(continued on next page)
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Box 12.2 (continued)

formal statistical method to combine different lines of evidence. All methods in general are sensitive to the assumed prior distributions.
These limitations are discussed in detail in Section 10.8.2.

−1

Probability / Relative Frequency (°C )

Based on the combined evidence from observed climate change including the observed 20th century warming, climate models, feedback analysis and paleoclimate, ECS is likely in the range 1.5°C to 4.5°C with high confidence. The combined evidence increases
the confidence in this final assessment compared to that based
on the observed warming and paleoclimate only. ECS is positive, extremely unlikely less than 1°C (high confidence), and very
Schwartz (2012)
unlikely greater than 6°C (medium confidence). The upper limit of
Libardoni & Forest (2011)
the likely range is unchanged compared to AR4. The lower limit of
Padilla et al (2011)
the likely range of 1.5°C is less than the lower limit of 2°C in AR4.
Gregory & Forster (2008)
Stott & Forest (2007)
This change reflects the evidence from new studies of observed
Gillett et al (2013)
temperature change, using the extended records in atmosphere
Tung et al (2008)
and ocean. These studies suggest a best fit to the observed surOtto et al (2013) (a)
face and ocean warming for ECS values in the lower part of the
Otto et al (2013) (b)
likely range. Note that these studies are not purely observationRogelj et al (2012)
Harris et al (2013)
al, because they require an estimate of the response to RF from
Meinshausen et al (2009)
models. In addition, the uncertainty in ocean heat uptake remains
Knutti & Tomassini (2008) (a)
substantial (see Section 3.2, Box 13.1). Accounting for short
Knutti & Tomassini (2008) (b)
term variability in simple models remains challenging, and it is
1.5
important not to give undue weight to any short time period that
might be strongly affected by internal variability (see Box 9.2).
On the other hand, AOGCMs show very good agreement with
1
observed climatology with ECS values in the upper part of the
1.5°C to 4.5°C range (Section 9.7.3.3), but the simulation of key
feedbacks like clouds remains challenging in those models. The
Black histogram
CMIP5 models
estimates from the observed warming, paleoclimate, and from
Dashed lines
0.5
AR4 studies
climate models are consistent within their uncertainties, each is
supported by many studies and multiple data sets, and in combination they provide high confidence for the assessed likely range.
Even though this assessed range is similar to previous reports
0
0
1
2
3
4
5
(Charney, 1979; IPCC, 2001), confidence today is much higher as
Transient Climate Response (°C)
a result of high quality and longer observational records with a
clearer anthropogenic signal, better process understanding, more
Box 12.2, Figure 2 | Probability density functions, distributions and ranges
(5 to 95%) for the transient climate response from different studies, based on
and better understood evidence from paleoclimate reconstrucFigure 10.20a, and results from CMIP5 (black histogram; Table 9.5). The grey
tions, and better climate models with higher resolution that capshaded range marks the likely 1°C to 2.5°C range, and the grey solid line marks
ture many more processes more realistically. Box 12.2 Figure 1
the extremely unlikely greater than 3°C. See Figure 10.20a and Chapter 10
illustrates that all these lines of evidence individually support the
Supplementary Material for full caption and details. Full references are given
assessed likely range of 1.5°C to 4.5°C.
in Section 10.8.
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The tails of the ECS distribution are now better understood. Multiple lines of evidence provide high confidence that an ECS value less
than 1°C is extremely unlikely. The assessment that ECS is very unlikely greater than 6°C is an expert judgment informed by several
lines of evidence. First, the comprehensive climate models used in the CMIP5 exercise produce an ECS range of 2.1°C to 4.7°C (Table
9.5), very similar to CMIP3. Second, comparisons of perturbed-physics ensembles against the observed climate find that models with
ECS values in the range 3°C to 4°C show the smallest errors for many fields (Section 9.7.3.3). Third, there is increasing evidence that the
aerosol RF of the 20th century is not strongly negative, which makes it unlikely that the observed warming was caused by a very large
ECS in response to a very small net forcing. Fourth, multiple and at least partly independent observational constraints from the satellite
period, instrumental period and palaeoclimate studies continue to yield very low probabilities for ECS larger than 6°C, particularly
when including most recent ocean and atmospheric data (see Box 12.2, Figure 1).
Analyses of observations and simulations of the instrumental period are estimating the effective climate sensitivity (a measure of the
strengths of the climate feedbacks today, see Glossary), rather than ECS directly. In some climate models ECS tends to be higher than
the effective climate sensitivity (see Section 12.5.3), because the feedbacks that are represented in the models (water vapour, lapse
(continued on next page)
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Box 12.2 (continued)

rate, albedo and clouds) vary with the climate state. On time scales of many centuries, additional feedbacks with their own intrinsic
time scales (e.g., vegetation, ice sheets; see Sections 5.3.3 and 12.5.3) (Jones et al., 2009; Goelzer et al., 2011) may become important
but are not usually modelled. The resulting Earth system sensitivity is less well constrained but likely to be larger than ECS (Hansen et
al., 2008; Rohling et al., 2009; Lunt et al., 2010; Pagani et al., 2010; Rohling and Members, 2012), implying that lower atmospheric CO2
concentrations are needed to meet a given temperature target on multi-century time scales. A number of caveats, however, apply to
those studies (see Section 12.5.3). Those long-term feedbacks have their own intrinsic time scales, and are less likely to be proportional
to global mean temperature change.
For scenarios of increasing RF, TCR is a more informative indicator of future climate than ECS (Frame et al., 2005; Held et al., 2010). This
assessment concludes with high confidence that the TCR is likely in the range 1°C to 2.5°C, close to the estimated 5 to 95% range of
CMIP5 (1.2°C to 2.4°C; see Table 9.5), is positive and extremely unlikely greater than 3°C. As with the ECS, this is an expert-assessed
range, supported by several different and partly independent lines of evidence, each based on multiple studies, models and data sets.
TCR is estimated from the observed global changes in surface temperature, ocean heat uptake and RF, the detection/attribution studies
identifying the response patterns to increasing GHG concentrations (Section 10.8.1), and the results of CMIP3 and CMIP5 (Section
9.7.1). Estimating TCR suffers from fewer difficulties in terms of state- or time-dependent feedbacks (see Section 12.5.3), and is less
affected by uncertainty as to how much energy is taken up by the ocean. Unlike ECS, the ranges of TCR estimated from the observed
warming and from AOGCMs agree well, increasing our confidence in the assessment of uncertainties in projections over the 21st
century.
Another useful metric relating directly CO2 emissions to temperature is the transient climate response to cumulative carbon emission
(TCRE) (see Sections 12.5.4 and 10.8.4). This metric is useful to determine the allowed cumulative carbon emissions for stabilization at
a specific global temperature. TCRE is defined as the annual mean global surface temperature change per unit of cumulated CO2 emissions, usually 1000 PgC, in a scenario with continuing emissions (see Glossary). It considers physical and carbon cycle feedbacks and
uncertainties, but not additional feedbacks associated for example with the release of methane hydrates or large amounts of carbon
from permafrost. The assessment based on climate models as well as the observed warming suggests that the TCRE is likely between
0.8°C to 2.5°C per 1000 PgC (1012 metric tons of carbon), for cumulative CO2 emissions less than about 2000 PgC until the time at which
temperatures peak. Under these conditions, and for low to medium estimates of climate sensitivity, the TCRE gives an accurate estimate
of the peak global mean temperature response to cumulated carbon emissions. TCRE has the advantage of directly relating global mean
surface temperature change to CO2 emissions, but as a result of combining the uncertainty in both TCR and the carbon cycle response,
it is more uncertain. It also ignores non-CO2 forcings and the fact that other components of the climate system (e.g., sea level rise, ice
sheets) have their own intrinsic time scales, resulting in climate change not avoided by limiting global temperature change.

12.5.4.3 Conclusions and Limitations
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One difficulty with the concepts of climate stabilization and targets is
that stabilization of global temperature does not imply stabilization for
all aspects of the climate system. For example, some models show significant hysteresis behaviour in the global water cycle, because global
precipitation depends on both atmospheric CO2 and temperature (Wu
et al., 2010). Processes related to vegetation changes (Jones et al.,
2009) or changes in the ice sheets (Charbit et al., 2008; Ridley et al.,
2010) as well as ocean acidification, deep ocean warming and associated sea level rise (Meehl et al., 2005b; Wigley, 2005; Zickfeld et al.,
2013) (see Figure 12.44d), and potential feedbacks linking, for example, ocean and the ice sheets (Gillett et al., 2011; Goelzer et al., 2011),
have their own intrinsic long time scales. Those will result in significant
changes hundreds to thousands of years after global temperature is
stabilized. Thermal expansion, in contrast to global mean temperature,
also depends on the evolution of surface temperature (Stouffer and
Manabe, 1999; Bouttes et al., 2013; Zickfeld et al., 2013).
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The simplicity of the concept of a cumulative carbon emission budget
makes it attractive for policy (WBGU, 2009). The principal driver of long
term warming is the total cumulative emission of CO2 over time. To
limit warming caused by CO2 emissions to a given temperature target,
cumulative CO2 emissions from all anthropogenic sources therefore
need to be limited to a certain budget. Higher emissions in earlier decades simply imply lower emissions by the same amount later on. This
is illustrated in the RCP2.6 scenario in Figure 12.46a/b. Two idealized
emission pathways with initially higher emissions (even sustained at
high level for a decade in one case) eventually lead to the same warming if emissions are then reduced much more rapidly. Even a stepwise
emission pathway with levels constant at 2010 and zero near mid-century would eventually lead to a similar warming as they all have identical cumulative emissions.
However, several aspects related to the concept of a cumulative carbon
emission budget should be kept in mind. The ratio of global temperature and cumulative carbon is only approximately constant. It is the
result of an interplay of several compensating carbon cycle and climate
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feedback processes operating on different time scales (a cancellation of
variations in the increase in RF per ppm of CO2, the ocean heat uptake
efficiency and the airborne fraction) (Gregory et al., 2009; Matthews
et al., 2009; Solomon et al., 2009). It depends on the modelled climate
sensitivity and carbon cycle feedbacks. Thus, the allowed emissions for
a given temperature target are uncertain (see Figure 12.45) (Matthews
et al., 2009; Zickfeld et al., 2009; Knutti and Plattner, 2012). Nevertheless, the relationship is nearly linear in all models. Most models do not
consider the possibility that long term feedbacks (Hansen et al., 2007;
Knutti and Hegerl, 2008) may be different (see Section 12.5.3). Despite
the fact that stabilization refers to equilibrium, the results assessed
here are primarily relevant for the next few centuries and may differ
for millennial scales. Notably, many of these limitations apply similarly
to other policy targets, for example, stabilizing the atmospheric CO2
concentration.
Non-CO2 forcing constituents are important, which requires either
assumptions on how CO2 emission reductions are linked to changes
in other forcings (Meinshausen et al., 2006; Meinshausen et al., 2009;
McCollum et al., 2013), or separate emission budgets and climate
modelling for short-lived and long-lived gases. So far, many studies
ignored non-CO2 forcings altogether. Those that consider them find
significant effects, in particular warming of several tenths of a degree
for abrupt reductions in emissions of short-lived species, like aerosols
(Brasseur and Roeckner, 2005; Hare and Meinshausen, 2006; Zickfeld
et al., 2009; Armour and Roe, 2011; Tanaka and Raddatz, 2011) (see
also FAQ 12.3). Other studies, which model reductions that explicitly
target warming from short-lived non-CO2 species only, find important
short-term cooling benefits shortly after the reduction of these species
(Shindell et al., 2012), but do not extend beyond 2030.
The concept of cumulative carbon also implies that higher initial emissions can be compensated by a faster decline in emissions later or by
negative emissions. However, in the real world short-term and longterm goals are not independent and mitigation rates are limited by
economic constraints and existing infrastructure (Rive et al., 2007;
Mignone et al., 2008; Meinshausen et al., 2009; Davis et al., 2010;
Friedlingstein et al., 2011; Rogelj et al., 2013). An analysis of 193
published emission pathways with an energy balance model (UNEP,
2010; Rogelj et al., 2011) is shown in Figure 12.46c, d. Those emission
pathways that likely limit warming below 2°C (above pre-industrial)
by 2100 show emissions of about 31 to 46 Pg(CO2-eq) yr–1 and 17 to
23 Pg(CO2-eq) yr–1 by 2020 and 2050, respectively. Median 2010 emissions of all models are 48 Pg(CO2-eq) yr–1. Note that, as opposed to
Figure 12.46a, b, many scenarios still have positive emissions in 2100.
As these will not be zero immediately after 2100, they imply that the
warming may exceed the target after 2100.
The aspects discussed above do not limit the robustness of the overall
scientific assessment, but highlight factors that need to be considered
when determining cumulative CO2 emissions consistent with a given
temperature target. In conclusion, taking into account the available
information from multiple lines of evidence (observations, models and
process understanding), the near linear relationship between cumulative CO2 emissions and peak global mean temperature is well established in the literature and robust for cumulative total CO2 emissions
up to about 2000 PgC. It is consistent with the relationship inferred
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from past cumulative CO2 emissions and observed warming, is supported by process understanding of the carbon cycle and global energy
balance, and emerges as a robust result from the entire hierarchy of
models.
Using a best estimate for the TCRE would provide a most likely value
for the cumulative CO2 emissions compatible with stabilization at a
given temperature. However, such a budget would imply about 50%
probability for staying below the temperature target. Higher probabilities for staying below a temperature or concentration target require
significantly lower budgets (Knutti et al., 2005; Meinshausen et al.,
2009; Rogelj et al., 2012). Based on the assessment of TCRE (assuming a normal distribution with a ±1 standard deviation range of 0.82.5°C per 1000 PgC), limiting the warming caused by anthropogenic
CO2 emissions alone (i.e., ignoring other radiative forcings) to less than
2°C since the period 1861–1880 with a probability of >33%, >50%
and >66%, total CO2 emissions from all anthropogenic sources would
need to be below a cumulative budget of about 1570 PgC, 1210 PgC
and 1000 PgC since 1870, respectively. An amount of 515 [445 to 585]
PgC was emitted between 1870 and 2011. Accounting for non-CO2
forcings contributing to peak warming, or requiring a higher likelihood
of temperatures remaining below 2°C, both imply lower cumulative
CO2 emissions. A possible release of GHGs from permafrost or methane hydrates, not accounted for in current models, would also further
reduce the anthropogenic CO2 emissions compatible with a given temperature target. When accounting for the non-CO2 forcings as in the
RCP scenarios, compatible carbon emissions since 1870 are reduced
to about 900 PgC, 820 PgC and 790 PgC to limit warming to less than
2°C since the period 1861–1880 with a probability of >33%, >50%,
and >66%, respectively. These estimates were derived by computing
the fraction of CMIP5 ESMs and EMICs that stay below 2°C for given
cumulative emissions following RCP8.5, as shown in TFE.8 Figure 1c.
The non-CO2 forcing in RCP8.5 is higher than in RCP2.6. Because all
likelihood statements in calibrated IPCC language are open intervals,
the provided estimates are thus both conservative and consistent
choices valid for non-CO2 forcings across all RCP scenarios. There is no
RCP scenario which limits warming to 2°C with probabilities of >33%
or >50%, and which could be used to directly infer compatible cumulative emissions. For a probability of >66% RCP2.6 can be used as a
comparison. Combining the average back-calculated fossil fuel carbon
emissions for RCP2.6 between 2012 and 2100 (270 PgC) with the average historical estimate of 515 PgC gives a total of 785 PgC, i.e., 790
PgC when rounded to 10 PgC. As the 785 PgC estimate excludes an
explicit assessment of future land-use change emissions, the 790 PgC
value also remains a conservative estimate consistent with the overall
likelihood assessment. The ranges of emissions for these three likelihoods based on the RCP scenarios are rather narrow, as they are based
on a single scenario and on the limited sample of models available
(TFE.8 Figure 1c). In contrast to TCRE they do not include observational
constraints or account for sources of uncertainty not sampled by the
models. The concept of a fixed cumulative CO2 budget holds not just for
2°C, but for any temperature level explored with models so far (up to
about 5°C; see Figures 12.44 to 12.46), with higher temperature levels
implying larger budgets.
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Figure 12.46 | (a) CO2 emissions for the RCP2.6 scenario (black) and three illustrative modified emission pathways leading to the same warming. (b) Global temperature change
relative to pre-industrial for the pathways shown in panel (a). (c) Grey shaded bands show Integrated Assessment Model (IAM) emission pathways over the 21st century. The
pathways were grouped based on ranges of likely avoided temperature increase in the 21st century. Pathways in the darkest three bands likely stay below 2°C, 3°C, 4°C by 2100,
respectively (see legend), while those in the lightest grey band are higher than that. Emission corridors were defined by, at each year, identifying the 15th to 85th percentile range of
emissions and drawing the corresponding bands across the range. Individual scenarios that follow the upper edge of the bands early on tend to follow the lower edge of the band
later on. Black-white lines show median paths per range. (d) Global temperature relative to pre-industrial for the pathways in (c). (Data in (c) and (d) based on Rogelj et al. (2011).)
Coloured lines in (c) and (d) denote the four RCP scenarios.

12.5.5 Potentially Abrupt or Irreversible Changes
12.5.5.1 Introduction
This report adopts the definition of abrupt climate change used in Synthesis and Assessment Product 3.4 of the U.S. Climate Change Science
Program CCSP (CCSP, 2008b). We define abrupt climate change as a
large-scale change in the climate system that takes place over a few
decades or less, persists (or is anticipated to persist) for at least a few
decades, and causes substantial disruptions in human and natural systems (see Glossary). Other definitions of abrupt climate change exist.
For example, in the AR4 climate change was defined as abrupt if it
occurred faster than the typical time scale of the responsible forcing.
A number of components or phenomena within the Earth system have
been proposed as potentially possessing critical thresholds (some1114

times referred to as tipping points (Lenton et al., 2008)), beyond which
abrupt or nonlinear transitions to a different state ensues. The term
irreversibility is used in various ways in the literature. The AR5 report
defines a perturbed state as irreversible on a given time scale if the
recovery time scale from this state due to natural processes is significantly longer than the time it takes for the system to reach this
perturbed state (see Glossary). In that context, most aspects of the climate change resulting from CO2 emissions are irreversible, due to the
long residence time of the CO2 perturbation in the atmosphere and the
resulting warming (Solomon et al., 2009). These results are discussed
in Sections 12.5.2 to 12.5.4. Here, we also assess aspects of irreversibility in the context of abrupt change, multiple steady states and hysteresis, i.e., the question whether a change (abrupt or not) would be
reversible if the forcing was reversed or removed (e.g., Boucher et al.,
2012). Irreversibility of ice sheets and sea level rise are also assessed
in Chapter 13.
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Table 12.4 | Components in the Earth system that have been proposed in the literature as potentially being susceptible to abrupt or irreversible change. Column 2 defines whether
or not a potential change can be considered to be abrupt under the AR5 definition. Column 3 states whether or not the process is irreversible in the context of abrupt change, and
also gives the typical recovery time scales. Column 4 provides an assessment, if possible, of the likelihood of occurrence of abrupt change in the 21st century for the respective
components or phenomena within the Earth system, for the scenarios considered in this chapter.

Change in climate
system component

Potentially
abrupt (AR5
definition)

Irreversibility if
forcing reversed

Projected likelihood of 21st century change in scenarios considered

Atlantic MOC collapse

Yes

Unknown

Very unlikely that the AMOC will undergo a rapid transition (high confidence)

Ice sheet collapse

No

Irreversible for millennia

Exceptionally unlikely that either Greenland or West Antarctic Ice sheets
will suffer near-complete disintegration (high confidence)

Permafrost carbon release

No

Irreversible for millennia

Possible that permafrost will become a net source of atmospheric greenhouse gases (low confidence)

Clathrate methane release

Yes

Irreversible for millennia

Very unlikely that methane from clathrates will undergo catastrophic release (high confidence)

Tropical forests dieback

Yes

Reversible within
centuries

Low confidence in projections of the collapse of large areas of tropical forest

Boreal forests dieback

Yes

Reversible within
centuries

Low confidence in projections of the collapse of large areas of boreal forest

Disappearance of
summer Arctic sea ice

Yes

Reversible within
years to decades

Likely that the Arctic Ocean becomes nearly ice-free in September before mid-century under high forcing scenarios such as RCP8.5 (medium confidence)

Long-term droughts

Yes

Reversible within
years to decades

Low confidence in projections of changes in the frequency and duration of megadroughts

Monsoonal circulation

Yes

Reversible within
years to decades

Low confidence in projections of a collapse in monsoon circulations

In this section we examine the main components or phenomena within
the Earth system that have been proposed in the literature as potentially being susceptible to abrupt or irreversible change (see Table 12.4).
Abrupt changes that arise from nonlinearities within the climate system
are inherently difficult to assess and their timing, if any, of future occurrences is difficult to predict. Nevertheless, progress is being made
exploring the potential existence of early warning signs for abrupt climate change (see e.g., Dakos et al., 2008; Scheffer et al., 2009).

12.5.5.2 The Atlantic Meridional Overturning
EMICs for which the stability has been systematically assessed by
suitably designed hysteresis experiments robustly show a threshold
beyond which the Atlantic thermohaline circulation cannot be sustained (Rahmstorf et al., 2005). This is also the case for one low-resolution ESM (Hawkins et al., 2011). However, proximity to this threshold
is highly model dependent and influenced by factors that are currently
poorly understood. There is some indication that the CMIP3 climate
models may generally overestimate the stability of the Atlantic Ocean
circulation (Hofmann and Rahmstorf, 2009; Drijfhout et al., 2010). In
particular, De Vries and Weber (2005), Dijkstra (2007), Weber et al.
(2007), Huisman et al. (2010), Drijfhout et al. (2010) and Hawkins et
al. (2011) suggest that the sign of net freshwater flux into the Atlantic
transported through its southern boundary via the overturning circulation determines whether or not the AMOC is in a mono-stable or
bi-stable state. For the pre-industrial control climate of most of the
CMIP3 models, Drijfhout et al. (2010) found that the salt flux was negative (implying a positive freshwater flux), indicating that they were in a
mono-stable regime. However, this is not the case in the CMIP5 models
where Weaver et al. (2012) found that the majority of the models were
in a bi-stable regime during RCP integrations. Observations suggest
that the present day ocean is in a bi-stable regime, thereby allowing
for multiple equilibria and a stable ‘off’ state of the AMOC (Bryden et
al., 2011; Hawkins et al., 2011).

In addition to the main threshold for a complete breakdown of the
circulation, others may exist that involve more limited changes, such as
a cessation of Labrador Sea deep water formation (Wood et al., 1999).
Rapid melting of the Greenland ice sheet causes increases in freshwater runoff, potentially weakening the AMOC. None of the CMIP5 simulations include an interactive ice sheet component. However, Jungclaus et al. (2006), Mikolajewicz et al. (2007), Driesschaert et al. (2007)
and Hu et al. (2009) found only a slight temporary effect of increased
melt water fluxes on the AMOC, that was either small compared to the
effect of enhanced poleward atmospheric moisture transport or only
noticeable in the most extreme scenarios.
Although many more model simulations have been conducted since
the AR4 under a wide range of forcing scenarios, projections of the
AMOC behaviour have not changed. Based on the available CMIP5
models, EMICs and the literature, it remains very likely that the AMOC
will weaken over the 21st century relative to pre-industrial. Best estimates and ranges for the reduction from CMIP5 are 11% (1 to 24%)
in RCP2.6 and 34% (12 to 54%) in RCP8.5 (Weaver et al., 2012) (see
Section 12.4.7.2, Figure 12.35). But there is low confidence in the magnitude of the weakening. Drijfhout et al. (2012) show that the AMOC
decrease per degree global mean temperature rise varies from 1.5 to
1.9 Sv (106 m3 s–1) for the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble members they
considered depending on the scenario, but that the standard deviation
in this regression is almost half the signal.
The FIO-ESM model shows cooling over much of the NH that may be
related to a strong reduction of the AMOC in all RCP scenarios (even
RCP2.6), but the limited output available from the model precludes
an assessment of the response and realism of this response. Hence
it is not included the overall assessment of the likelihood of abrupt
changes.
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It is unlikely that the AMOC will collapse beyond the end of the 21st
century for the scenarios considered but a collapse beyond the 21st
century for large sustained warming cannot be excluded.There is low
confidence in assessing the evolution of the AMOC beyond the 21st
century. Two of the CMIP5 models revealed an eventual slowdown of
the AMOC to an off state (Figure 12.35). But this did not occur abruptly.
As assessed by Delworth et al. (2008), for an abrupt transition of the
AMOC to occur, the sensitivity of the AMOC to forcing would have
to be far greater that seen in current models. Alternatively, significant
ablation of the Greenland ice sheet greatly exceeding even the most
aggressive of current projections would be required (Swingedouw et
al., 2007; Hu et al., 2009). While neither possibility can be excluded
entirely, it is unlikely that the AMOC will collapse beyond the end of
the 21st century because of global warming based on the models and
range of scenarios considered.

12.5.5.3 Ice Sheets
As detailed in Section 13.4.3, all available modelling studies agree that
the Greenland ice sheet will significantly decrease in area and volume
in a warmer climate as a consequence of increased melt rates not
compensated for by increased snowfall rates and amplified by positive
feedbacks. Conversely, the surface mass balance of the Antarctic ice
sheet is projected to increase in most projections because increased
snowfall rates outweigh melt increase (see Section 13.4.4).
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Irreversibility of ice sheet volume and extent changes can arise because
of the surface-elevation feedback that operates when a decrease of the
elevation of the ice sheet induces a decreased surface mass balance
(generally through increased melting), and therefore essentially applies
to Greenland. As detailed in Section 13.4.3.3, several stable states of
the Greenland ice sheet might exist (Charbit et al., 2008; Ridley et al.,
2010; Langen et al., 2012; Robinson et al., 2012; Solgaard and Langen,
2012), and the ice sheet might irreversibly shrink to a stable smaller state once a warming threshold is crossed for a certain amount of
time, with the critical duration depending on how far the temperature
threshold has been exceeded. Based on the available evidence (see
Section 13.4.3.3), an irreversible decrease of the Greenland ice sheet
due to surface mass balance changes appears very unlikely in the 21st
century but likely on multi-centennial to millennial time scales in the
strongest forcing scenarios.
In theory (Weertman, 1974; Schoof, 2007) ice sheet volume and extent
changes can be abrupt because of the grounding line instability that
can occur in coastal regions where bedrock is retrograde (i.e., sloping
towards the interior of the ice sheet) and below sea level (see Section 4.4.4 and Box 13.2). This essentially applies to West Antarctica,
but also to parts of Greenland and East Antarctica. Furthermore, ice
shelf decay induced by oceanic or atmospheric warming might lead to
abruptly accelerated ice flow further inland (De Angelis and Skvarca,
2003). Because ice sheet growth is usually a slow process, such changes could also be irreversible in the definition adopted here. The available evidence (see Section 13.4) suggests that it is exceptionally unlikely
that the ice sheets of either Greenland or West Antarctica will suffer a
near-complete disintegration during the 21st century. More generally,
the potential for abrupt and/or irreversible ice sheet changes (or the
1116

initiation thereof) during the 21st century and beyond is discussed in
detail in Sections 13.4.3 and 13.4.4.

12.5.5.4 Permafrost Carbon Storage
Since the IPCC AR4, estimates of the amount of carbon stored in
permafrost have been significantly revised upwards (Tarnocai et al.,
2009), putting the permafrost carbon stock to an equivalent of twice
the atmospheric carbon pool (Dolman et al., 2010). Because of low
carbon input at high latitudes, permafrost carbon is to a large part of
Pleistocene (Zimov et al., 2006) or Holocene (Smith et al., 2004) origin,
and its potential vulnerability is dominated by decomposition (Eglin et
al., 2010). The conjunction of a long carbon accumulation time scale on
one hand and potentially rapid permafrost thawing and carbon decomposition under warmer climatic conditions (Zimov et al., 2006; Schuur
et al., 2009; Kuhry et al., 2010) on the other hand suggests potential irreversibility of permafrost carbon decomposition (leading to an
increase of atmospheric CO2 and/or CH4 concentrations) on time scales
of hundreds to thousands of years in a warming climate. Indeed, recent
observations (Dorrepaal et al., 2009; Kuhry et al., 2010) suggest that
this process, induced by widespread permafrost warming and thawing (Romanovsky et al., 2010), might be already occurring. However,
the existing modelling studies of permafrost carbon balance under
future warming that take into account at least some of the essential permafrost-related processes (Khvorostyanov et al., 2008; Wania
et al., 2009; Koven et al., 2011; Schaefer et al., 2011; MacDougall et
al., 2012; Schneider von Deimling et al., 2012) do not yield coherent
results beyond the fact that present-day permafrost might become a
net emitter of carbon during the 21st century under plausible future
warming scenarios (low confidence). This also reflects an insufficient
understanding of the relevant soil processes during and after permafrost thaw, including processes leading to stabilization of unfrozen soil
carbon (Schmidt et al., 2011), and precludes a firm assessment of the
amplitude of irreversible changes in the climate system potentially
related to permafrost degassing and associated global feedbacks at
this stage (see also Sections 6.4.3.4 and 6.4.7.2 and FAQ 6.1).

12.5.5.5 Atmospheric Methane from Terrestrial and Oceanic
Clathrates
Model simulations (Fyke and Weaver, 2006; Reagan and Moridis, 2007;
Lamarque, 2008; Reagan and Moridis, 2009) suggest that clathrate
deposits in shallow regions (in particular at high latitude regions and in
the Gulf of Mexico) are susceptible to destabilization via ocean warming. However, concomitant sea level rise due to changes in ocean mass
enhances clathrate stability in the ocean (Fyke and Weaver, 2006). A
recent assessment of the potential for a future abrupt release of methane was undertaken by the U.S. Climate Change Science Program (Synthesis and Assessment Product 3.4 see Brooke et al., 2008). They concluded that it was very unlikely that such a catastrophic release would
occur this century. However, they argued that anthropogenic warming
will very likely lead to enhanced methane emissions from both terrestrial and oceanic clathrates (Brooke et al., 2008). Although difficult to
formally assess, initial estimates of the 21st century positive feedback
from methane clathrate destabilization are small but not insignificant
(Fyke and Weaver, 2006; Archer, 2007; Lamarque, 2008). Nevertheless,
on multi-millennial time scales, the positive feedback to anthropogenic
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warming of such methane emissions is potentially larger (Archer and
Buffett, 2005; Archer, 2007; Brooke et al., 2008). Once more, due to the
difference between release and accumulation time scales, such emissions are irreversible. See also FAQ 6.1.

12.5.5.6 Tropical and Boreal Forests
12.5.5.6.1 Tropical forests
In today’s climate, the strongest growth in the Amazon rainforest
occurs during the dry season when strong insolation is combined with
water drawn from underground aquifers that store the previous wet
season’s rainfall (Huete et al., 2006). AOGCMs do not agree about how
the dry season length in the Amazon may change in the future under
the SRES A1 scenario (Bombardi and Carvalho, 2009), but simulations
with coupled regional climate/potential vegetation models are consistent in simulating an increase in dry season length, a 70% reduction in
the areal extent of the rainforest by the end of the 21st century using
the SRES A2 scenario, and an eastward expansion of the Caatinga
vegetation (Cook and Vizy, 2008; Sorensson et al., 2010). In addition,
some models have demonstrated the existence of multiple equilibria of
the tropical South American climate–vegetation system (e.g., Oyama
and Nobre, 2003). The transition could be abrupt when the dry season
becomes too long for the vegetation to survive, although the resilience
of the vegetation to a longer dry period may be increased by the CO2
fertilization effect (Zelazowski et al., 2011). Deforestation may also
increase dry season length (Costa and Pires, 2010) and drier conditions
increase the likelihood of wildfires that, combined with fire ignition
associated with human activity, can undermine the forest’s resiliency
to climate change (see also Section 6.4.8.1). If climate change brings
drier conditions closer to those supportive of seasonal forests rather
than rainforest, fire can act as a trigger to abruptly and irreversibly
change the ecosystem (Malhi et al., 2009). However, the existence of
refugia is an important determinant of the potential for the re-emergence of the vegetation (Walker et al., 2009).
Analysis of projected change in the climate–biome space of current
vegetation distributions suggest that the risk of Amazonian forest dieback is small (Malhi et al., 2009), a finding supported by modelling
when strong carbon dioxide fertilization effects on Amazonian vegetation are assumed (Rammig et al., 2010). However, the strength of CO2
fertilization on tropical vegetation is poorly known (see Box 6.3). Uncertainty concerning the existence of critical thresholds in the Amazonian
and other tropical rainforests purely driven by climate change therefore
remains high, and so the possibility of a critical threshold being crossed
in precipitation volume cannot be ruled out (Nobre and Borma, 2009;
Good et al., 2011b, 2011c). Nevertheless, there is still some question as
to whether a transition of the Amazonian or other tropical rainforests
into a lower biomass state could result from the combined effects of
limits to carbon fertilization, climate warming, potential precipitation
decline in interaction with the effects of human land use.
12.5.5.6.2 Boreal forest
Evidence from field observations and biogeochemical modelling make it
scientifically conceivable that regions of the boreal forest could tip into
a different vegetation state under climate warming, but uncertainties
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on the likelihood of this occurring are very high (Lenton et al., 2008;
Allen et al., 2010). This is mainly due to large gaps in knowledge concerning relevant ecosystemic and plant physiological responses to
warming (Niinemets, 2010). The main response is a potential advancement of the boreal forest northward and the potential transition from
a forest to a woodland or grassland state on its dry southern edges in
the continental interiors, leading to an overall increase in herbaceous
vegetation cover in the affected parts of the boreal zone (Lucht et al.,
2006). The proposed potential mechanisms for decreased forest growth
and/or increased forest mortality are: increased drought stress under
warmer summer conditions in regions with low soil moisture (Barber et
al., 2000; Dulamsuren et al., 2009, 2010); desiccation of saplings with
shallow roots due to summer drought periods in the top soil layers,
causing suppression of forest reproduction (Hogg and Schwarz, 1997);
leaf tissue damage due to high leaf temperatures during peak summer
temperatures under strong climate warming; and increased insect, herbivory and subsequent fire damage in damaged or struggling stands
(Dulamsuren et al., 2008). The balance of effects controlling standing
biomass, fire type and frequency, permafrost thaw depth, snow volume
and soil moisture remains uncertain. Although the existence of, and the
thresholds controlling, a potential critical threshold in the boreal forest
are extremely uncertain, its existence cannot at present be ruled out.

12.5.5.7 Sea Ice
Several studies based on observational data or model hindcasts suggest that the rapidly declining summer Arctic sea ice cover might reach
or might already have passed a tipping point (Lindsay and Zhang, 2005;
Wadhams, 2012; Livina and Lenton, 2013). Identifying Arctic sea ice tipping points from the short observational record is difficult due to high
interannual and decadal variability. In some climate projections, the
decrease in summer Arctic sea ice areal coverage is not gradual but is
instead punctuated by 5- to10- year periods of strong ice loss (Holland
et al., 2006; Vavrus et al., 2012; Döscher and Koenigk, 2013). Still, these
abrupt reductions do not necessarily require the existence of a tipping
point in the system or further imply an irreversible behaviour (Amstrup
et al., 2010; Lenton, 2012). The 5- to 10-year events discussed by Holland et al. (2006) arise when large natural climate variability in the
Arctic reinforces the anthropogenically-forced change (Holland et al.,
2008). Positive trends on the same time scale also occur when internal
variability counteracts the forced change until the middle of the 21st
century (Holland et al., 2008; Kay et al., 2011; Vavrus et al., 2012).
Further work using single-column energy-balance models (Merryfield
et al., 2008; Eisenman and Wettlaufer, 2009; Abbot et al., 2011) yielded
mixed results about the possibility of tipping points and bifurcations
in the transition from perennial to seasonal sea ice cover. Thin ice and
snow covers promote strong longwave radiative loss to space and high
ice growth rates (e.g., Bitz and Roe, 2004; Notz, 2009; Eisenman, 2012).
These stabilizing negative feedbacks can be large enough to overcome
the positive surface–albedo feedback and/or cloud feedback, which act
to amplify the forced sea ice response. In such low-order models, the
emergence of multiple stable states with increased climate forcing is a
parameter-dependent feature (Abbot et al., 2011; Eisenman, 2012). For
example, Eisenman (2012) showed with a single-column energy-balance model that certain parameter choices that cause thicker ice or
warmer ocean under a given climate forcing make the model more
prone to bifurcations and hence irreversible behaviour.
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The reversibility of sea ice loss with respect to global or hemispheric mean surface temperature change has been directly assessed in
AOGCMs/ESMs by first raising the CO2 concentration until virtually all
sea ice disappears year-round and then lowering the CO2 level at the
same rate as during the ramp-up phase until it reaches again the initial
value (Armour et al., 2011; Boucher et al., 2012; Ridley et al., 2012; Li et
al., 2013b). None of these studies show evidence of a bifurcation leading to irreversible changes in Arctic sea ice. AOGCMs have also been
used to test summer Arctic sea ice recovery after either sudden or very
rapid artificial removal, and all had sea ice return within a few years
(Schröder and Connolley, 2007; Sedláček et al., 2011; Tietsche et al.,
2011). In the Antarctic, as a result of the strong coupling between the
Southern Ocean’s surface and the deep ocean, the sea ice areal coverage in some of the models integrated with ramp-up and ramp-down
atmospheric CO2 concentration exhibits a significant lag relative to the
global or hemispheric mean surface temperature (Ridley et al., 2012;
Li et al., 2013b), so that its changes may be considered irreversible on
centennial time scales.
Diagnostic analyses of a few global climate models have shown abrupt
sea ice losses in the transition from seasonal to year-round Arctic icefree conditions after raising CO2 to very high levels (Winton, 2006b;
Ridley et al., 2008; Li et al., 2013b), but without evidence for irreversible changes. Winton (2006b, 2008) hypothesized that the small ice cap
instability (North, 1984) could cause such an abrupt transition. With a
low-order Arctic sea ice model, Eisenman and Wettlaufer (2009) also
found an abrupt change behaviour in the transition from seasonal ice
to year-round ice-free conditions, accompanied by an irreversible bifurcation to a new stable, annually ice-free state. They concluded that the
cause is a loss of the stabilizing effect of sea ice growth when the ice
season shrinks in time. The Arctic sea ice may thus experience a sharp
transition to annually ice-free conditions, but the irreversible nature of
this transition seems to depend on the model complexity and structure.
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In conclusion, rapid summer Arctic sea ice losses are likely to occur in
the transition to seasonally ice-free conditions. These abrupt changes
might have consequences throughout the climate system as noted by
Vavrus et al. (2011) for cloud cover and Lawrence et al. (2008b) for the
high-latitude ground state. Furthermore, the interannual-to-decadal
variability in the summer Arctic sea ice extent is projected to increase in
response to global warming (Holland et al., 2008; Goosse et al., 2009).
These studies suggest that large anomalies in Arctic sea ice areal coverage, like the ones that occurred in 2007 and 2012, might become
increasingly frequent. However, there is little evidence in global climate
models of a tipping point (or critical threshold) in the transition from
a perennially ice-covered to a seasonally ice-free Arctic Ocean beyond
which further sea ice loss is unstoppable and irreversible.

12.5.5.8 Hydrologic Variability: Long-Term Droughts and
Monsoonal Circulation
12.5.5.8.1 Long-term Droughts
As noted in Section 5.5.5, long-term droughts (often called megadroughts, see Glossary) are a recurring feature of Holocene paleoclimate records in North America, East and South Asia, Europe, Africa and
India. The transitions into and out of the long-term droughts take many
1118

years. Because the long-term droughts all ended, they are not irreversible. Nonetheless transitions over years to a decade into a state of
long-term drought would have impacts on human and natural systems.
AR4 climate model projections (Milly et al., 2008) and CMIP5 ensembles (Figure 12.23) both suggest widespread drying and drought across
most of southwestern North America and many other subtropical
regions by the mid to late 21st century (see Section 12.4.5), although
without abrupt change. Some studies suggest that this subtropical
drying may have already begun in southwestern North America (Seager
et al., 2007; Seidel and Randel, 2007; Barnett et al., 2008; Pierce et al.,
2008). More recent studies (Hoerling et al., 2010; Seager and Vecchi,
2010; Dai, 2011; Seager and Naik, 2012) suggest that regional reductions in precipitation are due primarily to internal variability and that
the anthropogenic forced trends are currently weak in comparison.
While previous long-term droughts in southwest North America arose
from natural causes, climate models project that this region will undergo progressive aridification as part of a general drying and poleward
expansion of the subtropical dry zones driven by rising GHGs (Held and
Soden, 2006; Seager et al., 2007; Seager and Vecchi, 2010). The models
project the aridification to intensify steadily as RF and global warming progress without abrupt changes. Because of the very long lifetime of the anthropogenic atmospheric CO2 perturbation, such drying
induced by global warming would be largely irreversible on millennium
time scale (Solomon et al., 2009; Frölicher and Joos, 2010; Gillett et
al., 2011) (see Sections 12.5.2 and 12.5.4). For example, Solomon et
al. (2009) found in a simulation where atmospheric CO2 increases to
600 ppm followed by zero emissions, that the 15% reduction in precipitation in areas such as southwest North America, southern Europe
and western Australia would persist long after emissions ceased. This,
however, is largely a consequence of the warming persisting for centuries after emissions cease rather than an irreversible behaviour of the
water cycle itself.
12.5.5.8.2 Monsoonal circulation
Climate model simulations and paleo-reconstructions provide evidence
of past abrupt changes in Saharan vegetation, with the ‘green Sahara’
conditions (Hoelzmann et al., 1998) of the African Humid Period (AHP)
during the mid-Holocene serving as the most recent example. However,
Mitchell (1990) and Claussen et al. (2003) note that the mid-Holocene is
not a direct analogue for future GHG-induced climate change since the
forcings are different: a increased shortwave forcing in the NH summer
versus a globally and seasonally uniform atmospheric CO2 increase,
respectively. Paleoclimate examples suggest that a strong radiative
or SST forcing is needed to achieve a rapid climate change, and that
the rapid changes are reversible when the forcing is withdrawn. Both
the abrupt onset and termination of the AHP were triggered when
northern African summer insolation was 4.2% higher than present
day, representing a local increase of about 19 W m–2 (deMenocal et
al., 2000). Note that the globally averaged radiative anthropogenic
forcing from 1750 to 2011 (Table 8.6) is small compared to this local
increase in insolation. A rapid Saharan greening has been simulated in
a climate model of intermediate complexity forced by a rapid increase
in atmospheric CO2, with the overall extent of greening depending on
the equilibrium atmospheric CO2 level reached (Claussen et al., 2003).
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Abrupt Saharan vegetation changes of the Younger Dryas are linked
with a rapid AMOC weakening which is considered very unlikely during
the 21st century and unlikely beyond that as a consequence of global
warming.
Studies with conceptual models (Zickfeld et al., 2005; Levermann et
al., 2009) have shown that the Indian summer monsoon can operate
in two stable regimes: besides the ‘wet’ summer monsoon, a stable
state exists which is characterized by low precipitation over India.
These studies suggest that any perturbation of the radiative budget
that tends to weaken the driving pressure gradient has the potential to
induce abrupt transitions between these two regimes.
Numerous studies with coupled ocean–atmosphere models have
explored the potential impact of anthropogenic forcing on the Indian
monsoon (see also Section 14.2). When forced with anticipated increases in GHG concentrations, the majority of these studies show an intensification of the rainfall associated with the Indian summer monsoon
(Meehl and Washington, 1993; Kitoh et al., 1997; Douville et al., 2000;
Hu et al., 2000; May, 2002; Ueda et al., 2006; Kripalani et al., 2007; Stowasser et al., 2009; Cherchi et al., 2010). Despite the intensification of
precipitation, several of these modelling studies show a weakening of
the summer monsoon circulation (Kitoh et al., 1997; May, 2002; Ueda
et al., 2006; Kripalani et al., 2007; Stowasser et al., 2009; Cherchi et al.,
2010). The net effect is nevertheless an increase of precipitation due to
enhanced moisture transport into the Asian monsoon region (Ueda et
al., 2006). In recent years, studies with GCMs have also explored the
direct effect of aerosol forcing on the Indian monsoon (Lau et al., 2006;
Meehl et al., 2008; Randles and Ramaswamy, 2008; Collier and Zhang,
2009). Considering absorbing aerosols (black carbon) only, Meehl et
al. (2008) found an increase in pre-monsoonal precipitation, but a
decrease in summer monsoon precipitation over parts of South Asia. In
contrast, Lau et al. (2006) found an increase in May–June–July precipitation in that region. If an increase in scattering aerosols only is considered, the monsoon circulation weakens and precipitation is inhibited
(Randles and Ramaswamy, 2008). More recently, Bollasina et al. (2011)
showed that anthropogenic aerosols played a fundamental role in driving the recent observed weakening of the summer monsoon. Given
that the effect of increased atmospheric regional loading of aerosols
is opposed by the concomitant increases in GHG concentrations, it is
unlikely that an abrupt transition to the dry summer monsoon regime
will be triggered in the 21st century.
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Executive Summary
This chapter considers changes in global mean sea level, regional sea
level, sea level extremes, and waves. Confidence in projections of global
mean sea level rise has increased since the Fourth Assessment Report
(AR4) because of the improved physical understanding of the components of sea level, the improved agreement of process-based models
with observations, and the inclusion of ice-sheet dynamical changes.

Past Sea Level Change
Paleo sea level records from warm periods during the last 3
million years indicate that global mean sea level has exceeded
5 m above present (very high confidence)1 when global mean
temperature was up to 2°C warmer than pre-industrial (medium
confidence). There is very high confidence that maximum global
mean sea level during the last interglacial period (~129 to 116 ka)
was, for several thousand years, at least 5 m higher than present and
high confidence that it did not exceed 10 m above present, implying
substantial contributions from the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets.
This change in sea level occurred in the context of different orbital forcing and with high latitude surface temperature, averaged over several
thousand years, at least 2°C warmer than present (high confidence)
{5.3.4, 5.6.1, 5.6.2, 13.2.1}
Proxy and instrumental sea level data indicate a transition in
the late 19th century to the early 20th century from relatively low mean rates of rise over the previous two millennia to
higher rates of rise (high confidence). It is likely2 that the rate
of global mean sea level rise has continued to increase since
the early 20th century, with estimates that range from 0.000
[–0.002 to 0.002] mm yr–2 to 0.013 [0.007 to 0.019] mm yr–2. It
is very likely that the global mean rate was 1.7 [1.5 to 1.9] mm yr–1
between 1901 and 2010 for a total sea level rise of 0.19 [0.17 to 0.21]
m. Between 1993 and 2010, the rate was very likely higher at 3.2 [2.8
to 3.6] mm yr–1; similarly high rates likely occurred between 1920 and
1950. {3.7.2, 3.7.4, 5.6.3, 13.2.1, 13.2.2, Figure 13.3}

Understanding of Sea Level Change
Ocean thermal expansion and glacier melting have been the
dominant contributors to 20th century global mean sea level
rise. Observations since 1971 indicate that thermal expansion and glaciers (excluding Antarctic glaciers peripheral to the ice sheet) explain
75% of the observed rise (high confidence). The contribution of the
Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets has increased since the early 1990s,
partly from increased outflow induced by warming of the immediately adjacent ocean. Natural and human-induced land water storage
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changes have made only a small contribution; the rate of groundwater depletion has increased and now exceeds the rate of reservoir
impoundment. Since 1993, when observations of all sea level components are available, the sum of contributions equals the observed
global mean sea level rise within uncertainties (high confidence).
{Chapters 3, 4, 13.3.6, Figure 13.4, Table 13.1}
There is high confidence in projections of thermal expansion
and Greenland surface mass balance, and medium confidence
in projections of glacier mass loss and Antarctic surface mass
balance. There has been substantial progress in ice-sheet modelling,
particularly for Greenland. Process-based model calculations of contributions to past sea level change from ocean thermal expansion, glacier mass loss and Greenland ice-sheet surface mass balance are consistent with available observational estimates of these contributions
over recent decades. Ice-sheet flowline modelling is able to reproduce
the observed acceleration of the main outlet glaciers in the Greenland ice sheet, thus allowing estimates of the 21st century dynamical
response (medium confidence). Significant challenges remain in the
process-based projections of the dynamical response of marine-terminating glaciers and marine-based sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet.
Alternative means of projection of the Antarctic ice-sheet contribution
(extrapolation within a statistical framework and informed judgement)
provide medium confidence in a likely range. There is currently low
confidence in projecting the onset of large-scale grounding line instability in the marine-based sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet. {13.3.1 to
13.3.3, 13.4.3, 13.4.4}
The sum of thermal expansion simulated by Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) Atmosphere–Ocean
General Circulation Models (AOGCMs), glacier mass loss computed by global glacier models using CMIP5 climate change
simulations, and estimates of land water storage explain 65%
of the observed global mean sea level rise for 1901–1990 and
90% for 1971–2010 and 1993–2010 (high confidence). When
observed climate parameters are used, the glacier models indicate a
larger Greenland peripheral glacier contribution in the first half of the
20th century such that the sum of thermal expansion, glacier mass
loss and changes in land water storage and a small ongoing Antarctic
ice-sheet contribution are within 20% of the observations throughout
the 20th century. Model-based estimates of ocean thermal expansion
and glacier contributions indicate that the greater rate of global mean
sea level rise since 1993 is a response to radiative forcing (RF, both
anthropogenic and natural) and increased loss of ice-sheet mass and
not part of a natural oscillation (medium confidence). {13.3.6, Figures
13.4, 13.7, Table 13.1}
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1

In this Report, the following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement: low, medium, or
high. A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence. For a given evidence and agreement statement, different confidence levels can be assigned, but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated with increasing
confidence (see Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).

2

In this Report, the following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: Virtually certain 99–100% probability, Very likely
90–100%, Likely 66–100%, About as likely as not 33–66%, Unlikely 0–33%, Very unlikely 0–10%, Exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms (Extremely likely:
95–100%, More likely than not >50–100%, and Extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used when appropriate. Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely
(see Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).
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The Earth’s Energy Budget
Independent estimates of effective RF of the climate system,
the observed heat storage, and surface warming combine to
give an energy budget for the Earth that is closed within uncertainties (high confidence), and is consistent with the likely range
of climate sensitivity. The largest increase in the storage of heat in
the climate system over recent decades has been in the oceans; this
is a powerful observation for the detection and attribution of climate
change. {Boxes 3.1, 13.1}

Global Mean Sea Level Rise Projections
It is very likely that the rate of global mean sea level rise during
the 21st century will exceed the rate observed during 1971–
2010 for all Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) scenarios due to increases in ocean warming and loss of mass from
glaciers and ice sheets. Projections of sea level rise are larger
than in the AR4, primarily because of improved modeling of
land-ice contributions. For the period 2081–2100, compared to
1986–2005, global mean sea level rise is likely (medium confidence) to be in the 5 to 95% range of projections from processbased models, which give 0.26 to 0.55 m for RCP2.6, 0.32 to
0.63 m for RCP4.5, 0.33 to 0.63 m for RCP6.0, and 0.45 to 0.82 m
for RCP8.5. For RCP8.5, the rise by 2100 is 0.52 to 0.98 m with a
rate during 2081–2100 of 8 to 16 mm yr–1. We have considered the
evidence for higher projections and have concluded that there is currently insufficient evidence to evaluate the probability of specific levels
above the assessed likely range. Based on current understanding, only
the collapse of marine-based sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet, if initiated, could cause global mean sea level to rise substantially above the
likely range during the 21st century. This potential additional contribution cannot be precisely quantified but there is medium confidence
that it would not exceed several tenths of a meter of sea level rise
during the 21st century. {13.5.1, Table 13.5, Figures 13.10, 13.11}
Some semi-empirical models project a range that overlaps the
process-based likely range while others project a median and
95th percentile that are about twice as large as the processbased models. In nearly every case, the semi-empirical model
95th percentile is higher than the process-based likely range.
Despite the successful calibration and evaluation of semi-empirical
models against the observed 20th century sea level record, there is
no consensus in the scientific community about their reliability, and
consequently low confidence in projections based on them. {13.5.2,
13.5.3, Figure 13.12}

13

It is virtually certain that global mean sea level rise will continue beyond 2100, with sea level rise due to thermal expansion to continue for many centuries. The amount of longer term
sea level rise depends on future emissions. The few available
process-based models that go beyond 2100 indicate global mean sea
level rise above the pre-industrial level to be less than 1 m by 2300
for greenhouse gas concentrations that peak and decline and remain
below 500 ppm CO2-eq, as in scenario RCP2.6. For a radiative forcing
that corresponds to above 700 ppm CO2-eq but below 1500 ppm, as
in the scenario RCP8.5, the projected rise is 1 m to more than 3 m
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(medium confidence). This assessment is based on medium confidence
in the modelled contribution from thermal expansion and low confidence in the modelled contribution from ice sheets. The amount of
ocean thermal expansion increases with global warming (0.2 to 0.6
m °C–1) but the rate of the glacier contribution decreases over time
as their volume (currently 0.41 m sea level equivalent) decreases. Sea
level rise of several meters could result from long-term mass loss by
ice sheets (consistent with paleo data observations of higher sea levels
during periods of warmer temperatures), but there is low confidence in
these projections. Sea level rise of 1 to 3 m per degree of warming is
projected if the warming is sustained for several millennia (low confidence). {13.5.4, Figures 13.4.3, 13.4.4}
The available evidence indicates that sustained global warming
greater than a certain threshold above pre-industrial would lead
to the near-complete loss of the Greenland ice sheet over a millennium or more, causing a global mean sea level rise of about
7 m. Studies with fixed ice-sheet topography indicate the threshold
is greater than 2°C but less than 4°C (medium confidence) of global
mean surface temperature rise with respect to pre-industrial. The one
study with a dynamical ice sheet suggests the threshold is greater
than about 1°C (low confidence) global mean warming with respect to
pre-industrial. We are unable to quantify a likely range. Whether or not
a decrease in the Greenland ice sheet mass loss is irreversible depends
on the duration and degree of exceedance of the threshold. Abrupt and
irreversible ice loss from a potential instability of marine-based sectors
of the Antarctic ice sheet in response to climate forcing is possible, but
current evidence and understanding is insufficient to make a quantitative assessment. {5.8, 13.3, 13.4 }

Regional Sea Level Change Projections
It is very likely that in the 21st century and beyond, sea level
change will have a strong regional pattern, with some places
experiencing significant deviations of local and regional sea
level change from the global mean change. Over decadal periods,
the rates of regional sea level change as a result of climate variability
can differ from the global average rate by more than 100% of the
global average rate. By the end of the 21st century, it is very likely
that over about 95% of the world ocean, regional sea level rise will
be positive, and most regions that will experience a sea level fall are
located near current and former glaciers and ice sheets. About 70% of
the global coastlines are projected to experience a relative sea level
change within 20% of the global mean sea level change. {13.6.5, Figures 13.18 to 13.22}

Projections of 21st Century Sea Level Extremes and
Surface Waves
It is very likely that there will be a significant increase in the
occurrence of future sea level extremes in some regions by 2100,
with a likely increase in the early 21st century. This increase will
primarily be the result of an increase in mean sea level (high confidence), with the frequency of a particular sea level extreme increasing
by an order of magnitude or more in some regions by the end of the
21st century. There is low confidence in region-specific projections of
storminess and associated storm surges. {13.7.2, Figure 13.25}
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It is likely (medium confidence) that annual mean significant
wave heights will increase in the Southern Ocean as a result of
enhanced wind speeds. Southern Ocean generated swells are likely
to affect heights, periods, and directions of waves in adjacent basins.
It is very likely that wave heights and the duration of the wave season
will increase in the Arctic Ocean as a result of reduced sea-ice extent.
In general, there is low confidence in region-specific projections due to
the low confidence in tropical and extratropical storm projections, and
to the challenge of downscaling future wind fields from coarse-resolution climate models. {13.7.3; Figure 13.26}
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13.1

Components and Models of Sea
Level Change

13.1.1 Introduction and Chapter Overview
Changes in sea level occur over a broad range of temporal and spatial
scales, with the many contributing factors making it an integral measure of climate change (Milne et al., 2009; Church et al., 2010). The primary contributors to contemporary sea level change are the expansion
of the ocean as it warms and the transfer of water currently stored on
land to the ocean, particularly from land ice (glaciers and ice sheets)
(Church et al., 2011a). Observations indicate the largest increase in the
storage of heat in the climate system over recent decades has been in
the oceans (Section 3.2) and thus sea level rise from ocean warming
is a central part of the Earth’s response to increasing greenhouse gas
(GHG) concentrations.
The First IPCC Assessment Report (FAR) laid the groundwork for much
of our current understanding of sea level change (Warrick and Oerlemans, 1990). This included the recognition that sea level had risen
during the 20th century, that the rate of rise had increased compared
to the 19th century, that ocean thermal expansion and the mass loss
from glaciers were the main contributors to the 20th century rise, that
during the 21st century the rate of rise was projected to be faster than
during the 20th century, that sea level will not rise uniformly around
the world, and that sea level would continue to rise well after GHG
emissions are reduced. They also concluded that no major dynamic
response of the ice sheets was expected during the 21st century, leaving ocean thermal expansion and the melting of glaciers as the main
contributors to the 21st century rise. The Second Assessment Report
(SAR) came to very similar conclusions (Warrick et al., 1996).
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By the time of the Third Assessment Report (TAR), coupled Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCMs) and ice-sheet
models largely replaced energy balance climate models as the primary
techniques supporting the interpretation of observations and the projections of sea level (Church et al., 2001). This approach allowed consideration of the regional distribution of sea level change in addition to
the global average change. By the time of the Fourth Assessment Report
(AR4), there were more robust observations of the variations in the rate
of global average sea level rise for the 20th century, some understanding of the variability in the rate of rise, and the satellite altimeter record
was long enough to reveal the complexity of the time-variable spatial
distribution of sea level (Bindoff et al., 2007). Nevertheless, three central issues remained. First, the observed sea level rise over decades
was larger than the sum of the individual contributions estimated from
observations or with models (Rahmstorf et al., 2007, 2012a), although
in general the uncertainties were large enough that there was no significant contradiction. Second, it was not possible to make confident
projections of the regional distribution of sea level rise. Third, there was
insufficient understanding of the potential contributions from the ice
sheets. In particular, the AR4 recognized that existing ice-sheet models
were unable to simulate the recent observations of ice-sheet accelerations and that understanding of ice-sheet dynamics was too limited
to assess the likelihood of continued acceleration or to provide a best
estimate or an upper bound for their future contributions.
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Despite changes in the scenarios between the four Assessments, the
sea level projections for 2100 (compared to 1990) for the full range
of scenarios were remarkably similar, with the reduction in the upper
end in more recent reports reflecting the smaller increase in radiative
forcing (RF) in recent scenarios due to smaller GHG emissions and the
inclusion of aerosols, and a reduction in uncertainty in projecting the
contributions: 31 to 110 cm in the FAR, 13 to 94 cm in the SAR, 9 to
88 cm in the TAR and 18 to 59 cm in AR4 (not including a possible
additional allowance for a dynamic ice-sheet response).
Results since the AR4 show that for recent decades, sea level has continued to rise (Section 3.7). Improved and new observations of the ocean
(Section 3.7) and the cryosphere (Chapter 4) and their representation
in models have resulted in better understanding of 20th century sea
level rise and its components (this chapter). Records of past sea level
changes constrain long-term land-ice response to warmer climates as
well as extend the observational record to provide a longer context for
current sea level rise (Section 5.6).
This chapter provides a synthesis of past and contemporary sea level
change at global and regional scales. Drawing on the published refereed literature, including as summarized in earlier chapters of this
Assessment, we explain the reasons for contemporary change and
assess confidence in and provide global and regional projections of
likely sea level change for the 21st century and beyond. We discuss
the primary factors that cause regional sea level to differ from the
global average and how these may change in the future. In addition,
we address projected changes in surface waves and the consequences
of sea level and climate change for extreme sea level events.

13.1.2

Fundamental Definitions and Concepts

The height of the ocean surface at any given location, or sea level, is
measured either with respect to the surface of the solid Earth (relative
sea level (RSL)) or a geocentric reference such as the reference ellipsoid
(geocentric sea level). RSL is the more relevant quantity when considering the coastal impacts of sea level change, and it has been measured
using tide gauges during the past few centuries (Sections 13.2.2 and
3.7) and estimated for longer time spans from geological records (Sections 13.2.1 and 5.6). Geocentric sea level has been measured over the
past two decades using satellite altimetry (Sections 13.2.2 and 3.7).
A temporal average for a given location, known as Mean Sea Level
(MSL; see Glossary), is applied to remove shorter period variability.
Apart from Section 13.7, which considers high-frequency changes in
ocean surface height, the use of ‘sea level’ elsewhere in this chapter
refers to MSL. It is common to average MSL spatially to define global
mean sea level (GMSL; see Glossary). In principle, integrating RSL
change over the ocean area gives the change in ocean water volume,
which is directly related to the processes that dominate sea level
change (changes in ocean temperature and land-ice volume). In contrast, a small correction (–0.15 to –0.5 mm yr–1) needs to be subtracted
from altimetry observations to estimate ocean water volume change
(Tamisiea, 2011). Local RSL change can differ significantly from GMSL
because of spatial variability in changes of the sea surface and ocean
floor height (see FAQ 13.1 and Section 13.6).
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13.1.3

Processes Affecting Sea Level

This chapter focusses on processes within the ocean, atmosphere, land
ice, and hydrological cycle that are climate sensitive and are expected
to contribute to sea level change at regional to global scales in the
coming decades to centuries (Figure 13.1). Figure 13.2 is a navigation
aid for the different sections of this chapter and sections of other chapters that are relevant to sea level change.
Changes in ocean currents, ocean density and sea level are all tightly
coupled such that changes at one location impact local sea level and
sea level far from the location of the initial change, including changes
in sea level at the coast in response to changes in open-ocean temperature (Landerer et al., 2007; Yin et al., 2010). Although both temperature and salinity changes can contribute significantly to regional sea level change (Church et al., 2010), only temperature change
produces a significant contribution to global average ocean volume
change due to thermal expansion or contraction (Gregory and Lowe,
2000). Regional atmospheric pressure anomalies also cause sea level
to vary through atmospheric loading (Wunsch and Stammer, 1997). All
of these climate-sensitive processes cause sea level to vary on a broad
range of space and time scales from relatively short-lived events, such
as waves and storm surges, to sustained changes over several decades
or centuries that are associated with atmospheric and ocean modes of
climate variability (White et al., 2005; Miller and Douglas, 2007; Zhang
and Church, 2012).
Water and ice mass exchange between the land and the oceans leads
to a change in GMSL. A signal of added mass to the ocean propagates
rapidly around the globe such that all regions experience a sea level
change within days of the mass being added (Lorbacher et al., 2012).
In addition, an influx of freshwater changes ocean temperature and
salinity and thus changes ocean currents and local sea level (Stammer,
2008; Yin et al., 2009), with signals taking decades to propagate around
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the global ocean. The coupled atmosphere–ocean system can also
adjust to temperature anomalies associated with surface freshwater
anomalies through air–sea feedbacks, resulting in dynamical adjustments of sea level (Okumura et al., 2009; Stammer et al., 2011). Water
mass exchange between land and the ocean also results in patterns
of sea level change called ‘sea level fingerprints’ (Clark and Lingle,
1977; Conrad and Hager, 1997; Mitrovica et al., 2001) due to change in
the gravity field and vertical movement of the ocean floor associated
with visco-elastic Earth deformation (Farrell and Clark, 1976). These
changes in mass distribution also affect the Earth’s inertia tensor and
therefore rotation, which produces an additional sea level response
(Milne and Mitrovica, 1998).
There are other processes that affect sea level but are not associated
with contemporary climate change. Some of these result in changes
that are large enough to influence the interpretation of observational
records and sea level projections at regional and global scales. In particular, surface mass transfer from land ice to oceans during the last
deglaciation contributes significantly to present-day sea level change
due to the ongoing visco-elastic deformation of the Earth and the corresponding changes of the ocean floor height and gravity (referred to
as glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA)) (Lambeck and Nakiboglu, 1984;
Peltier and Tushingham, 1991). Ice sheets also have long response
times and so continue to respond to past climate change (Section
13.1.5).
Anthropogenic processes that influence the amount of water stored in
the ground or on its surface in lakes and reservoirs, or cause changes in
land surface characteristics that influence runoff or evapotranspiration
rates, will perturb the hydrological cycle and cause sea level change
(Sahagian, 2000; Wada et al., 2010). Such processes include water
impoundment (dams, reservoirs), irrigation schemes, and groundwater
depletion (Section 13.4.5).
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Figure 13.1 | Climate-sensitive processes and components that can influence global and regional sea level and are considered in this chapter. Changes in any one of the components or processes shown will result in a sea level change. The term ‘ocean properties’ refers to ocean temperature, salinity and density, which influence and are dependent on
ocean circulation. Both relative and geocentric sea level vary with position. Note that the geocenter is not shown.
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Figure 13.2 | Schematic representation of key linkages between processes and components that contribute to sea level change and are considered in this report. Colouring
of individual boxes indicates the types of models and approaches used in projecting the
contribution of each process or component to future sea level change. The diagram also
serves as an index to the sections in this Assessment that are relevant to the assessment
of sea level projections via the section numbers given at the bottom of each box. Note
gravity and solid Earth effects change the shape of the ocean floor and surface and thus
are required to infer changes in ocean water volume from both relative and geocentric
sea level observations.
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Sea level changes due to tectonic and coastal processes are beyond
the scope of this chapter. With the exception of earthquakes, which
can cause rapid local changes and tsunamis (Broerse et al., 2011) and
secular RSL changes due to post-seismic deformation (Watson et al.,
2010), tectonic processes cause, on average, relatively low rates of sea
level change (order 0.1 mm yr–1 or less; Moucha et al., 2008). Sediment
transfer and compaction (including from ground water depletion) in
the coastal zone are particularly important in deltaic regions (Blum and
Roberts, 2009; Syvitski et al., 2009). Although they can dominate sea
level change in these localized areas, they are less important as a source
of sea level change at regional and global scales and so are not considered further in this chapter (see discussion in Working Group II, Chapter
5). Estimates of sediment delivery to the oceans (Syvitski and Kettner,
2011) suggest a contribution to GMSL rise of order 0.01 mm yr–1.
1144

Models Used to Interpret Past and Project Future
Changes in Sea Level

AOGCMs have components representing the ocean, atmosphere, land,
and cryosphere, and simulate sea surface height changes relative to
the geoid resulting from the natural forcings of volcanic eruptions and
changes in solar irradiance, and from anthropogenic increases in GHGs
and aerosols (Chapter 9). AOGCMs also exhibit internally generated
climate variability, including such modes as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), the North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO) and others that affect sea level (White et al., 2005;
Zhang and Church, 2012). Critical components for global and regional
changes in sea level are changes in surface wind stress and air–sea
heat and freshwater fluxes (Lowe and Gregory, 2006; Timmermann et
al., 2010; Suzuki and Ishii, 2011) and the resultant changes in ocean
density and circulation, for instance in the strength of the Atlantic
Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) (Yin et al., 2009; Lorbacher
et al., 2010; Pardaens et al., 2011a). As in the real world, ocean density,
circulation and sea level are dynamically connected in AOGCMs and
evolve together. Offline models are required for simulating glacier and
ice-sheet changes (Section 13.1.4.1).
Geodynamic surface-loading models are used to simulate the RSL
response to past and contemporary changes in surface water and landice mass redistribution and contemporary atmospheric pressure changes. The sea surface height component of the calculation is based solely
on water mass conservation and perturbations to gravity, with no considerations of ocean dynamic effects. Application of these models has
focussed on annual and interannual variability driven by contemporary
changes in the hydrological cycle and atmospheric loading (Clarke et
al., 2005; Tamisiea et al., 2010), and on secular trends associated with
past and contemporary changes in land ice and hydrology (Lambeck et
al., 1998; Mitrovica et al., 2001; Peltier, 2004; Riva et al., 2010).
Semi-empirical models (SEMs) project sea level based on statistical
relationships between observed GMSL and global mean temperature
(Rahmstorf, 2007a; Vermeer and Rahmstorf, 2009; Grinsted et al.,
2010) or total RF (Jevrejeva et al., 2009, 2010). The form of this relationship is motivated by physical considerations, and the parameters
are determined from observational data—hence the term ‘semi-empirical’ (Rahmstorf et al., 2012b). SEMs do not explicitly simulate the
underlying processes, and they use a characteristic response time that
could be considerably longer than the time scale of interest (Rahmstorf, 2007a) or one that is explicitly determined by the model (Grinsted et al., 2010).
Storm-surge and wave-projection models are used to assess how
changes in storminess and MSL impact sea level extremes and wave
climates. The two main approaches involve dynamical (Lowe et al.,
2010) and statistical models (Wang et al., 2010). The dynamical
models are forced by near-surface wind and mean sea level pressure
fields derived from regional or global climate models (Lowe et al.,
2010).
In this chapter, we use the term ‘process-based models’ (see Glossary)
to refer to sea level and land-ice models (Section 13.1.4.1) that aim
to simulate the underlying processes and interactions, in contrast to
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‘semi-empirical models’ which do not. Although these two approaches
are distinct, semi-empirical methods are often employed in components of the process-based models (e.g., glacier models in which surface mass balance is determined by a degree-day method (Braithwaite
and Olesen, 1989)).

13.1.4.1 Models Used to Project Changes in Ice Sheets
and Glaciers
The representation of glaciers and ice sheets within AOGCMs is not
yet at a stage where projections of their changing mass are routinely
available. Additional process-based models use output from AOGCMs
to evaluate the consequences of projected climate change on these
ice masses.
The overall contribution of an ice mass to sea level involves changes
to either its surface mass balance (SMB) or changes in the dynamics
of ice flow that affect outflow (i.e., solid ice discharge) to the ocean.
SMB is primarily the difference between snow accumulation and the
melt and sublimation of snow and ice (ablation). An assessment of
observations related to this mass budget can be found in Section 4.4.2.
Although some ice-sheet models used in projections incorporate both
effects, most studies have focussed on either SMB or flow dynamics.
It is assumed that the overall contribution can be found by summing
the contributions calculated independently for these two sources,
which is valid if they do not interact significantly. Although this can be
addressed using a correction term to SMB in ice-sheet projections over
the next century, such interactions become more important on longer
time scales when, for example, changes in ice-sheet topography may
significantly affect SMB or dynamics.
Projecting the sea level contribution of land ice requires comparing the
model results with a base state that assumes no significant sea level
contribution. This base state is taken to be either the pre-industrial
period or, because of our scant knowledge of the ice sheets before
the advent of satellites, the late 20th century. In reality, even at these
times, the ice sheets may have been contributing to sea level change
(Huybrechts et al., 2011; Box and Colgan, 2013) and this contribution,
although difficult to quantify, should be included in the observed sea
level budget (Gregory et al., 2013b).
Regional Climate Models (RCMs), which incorporate or are coupled
to sophisticated representations of the mass and energy budgets
associated with snow and ice surfaces, are now the primary source
of ice-sheet SMB projections. A major source of uncertainty lies in the
ability of these schemes to adequately represent the process of internal refreezing of melt water within the snowpack (Bougamont et al.,
2007; Fausto et al., 2009). These models require information on the
state of the atmosphere and ocean at their lateral boundaries, which
are derived from reanalysis data sets or AOGCMs for past climate, or
from AOGCM projections of future climate.
Models of ice dynamics require a fairly complete representation of
stresses within an ice mass in order to represent the response of ice
flow to changes at the marine boundary and the governing longitudinal
stresses (Schoof, 2007a). For Antarctica, there is also a need to employ
high spatial resolution (<1 km) to capture the dynamics of grounding
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line migration robustly so that results do not depend to an unreasonable extent on model resolution (Durand et al., 2009; Goldberg et al.,
2009; Morlighem et al., 2010; Cornford et al., 2013; Pattyn et al., 2013).
One-dimensional flowline models have been developed to the stage
that modelled iceberg calving is comparable with observations (Nick et
al., 2009). The success of this modelling approach relies on the ability
of the model’s computational grid to evolve to continuously track the
migrating calving front. Although this is relatively straightforward in a
one-dimensional model, this technique is difficult to incorporate into
three-dimensional ice-sheet models that typically use a computational
grid that is fixed in space.
The main challenge faced by models attempting to assess sea level
change from glaciers is the small number of glaciers for which mass
budget observations are available (about 380) (Cogley, 2009a) (see
Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.4) as compared to the total number (the Randolph Glacier Inventory contains more than 170,000) (Arendt et al.,
2012). Statistical techniques are used to derive relations between
observed SMB and climate variables for the small sample of surveyed
glaciers, and then these relations are used to upscale to regions of the
world. These techniques often include volume–area scaling to estimate
glacier volume from their more readily observable areas. Although
tidewater glaciers may also be affected by changes in outflow related
to calving, the complexity of the associated processes means that most
studies limit themselves to assessing the effects of SMB changes.

13.2

Past Sea Level Change

13.2.1

The Geological Record

Records of past sea level change provide insight into the sensitivity
of sea level to past climate change as well as context for understanding current changes and evaluating projected changes. Since the AR4,
important progress has been made in understanding the amplitude
and variability of sea level during past intervals when climate was
warmer than pre-industrial, largely through better accounting of the
effects of proxy uncertainties and GIA on coastal sequences (Kopp
et al., 2009, 2013; Raymo et al., 2011; Dutton and Lambeck, 2012;
Lambeck et al., 2012; Raymo and Mitrovica, 2012) (Chapter 5). Here
we summarize the constraints provided by the record of past sea level
variations during times when global temperature was similar to or
warmer than today.

13.2.1.1 The Middle Pliocene
There is medium confidence that during the warm intervals of the
middle Pliocene (3.3 to 3.0 Ma), global mean surface temperatures
were 2°C to 3.5°C warmer than for pre-industrial climate (Section
5.3.1). There are multiple lines of evidence that GMSL during these
middle Pliocene warm periods was higher than today, but low agreement on how high it reached (Section 5.6.1). The most robust lines of
evidence come from proximal sedimentary records that suggest periodic deglaciation of the West Antarctic ice sheet (WAIS) and parts of
the East Antarctic ice sheet (EAIS) (Naish et al., 2009; Passchier, 2011)
and from ice-sheet models that suggest near-complete deglaciation
of the Greenland ice sheet, WAIS and partial deglaciation of the EAIS
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(Pollard and DeConto, 2009; Hill et al., 2010; Dolan et al., 2011). The
assessment by Chapter 5 suggests that GMSL was above present, but
that it did not exceed 20 m above present, during the middle Pliocene
warm periods (high confidence).

13.2.1.2 Marine Isotope Stage 11
During marine isotope stage 11 (MIS 11; 401 to 411 ka), Antarctic ice
core and tropical Pacific paleo temperature estimates suggest that
global temperature was 1.5°C to 2.0°C warmer than pre-industrial
(low confidence) (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2010). Studies of the magnitude of sea level highstands from raised shorelines attributed to MIS
11 have generated highly divergent estimates. Since the AR4, studies have accounted for GIA effects (Raymo and Mitrovica, 2012) or
reported elevations from sites where the GIA effects are estimated to
be small (Muhs et al., 2012; Roberts et al., 2012). From this evidence,
our assessment is that MIS 11 GMSL reached 6 to 15 m higher than
present (medium confidence), requiring a loss of most or all of the
present Greenland ice sheet and WAIS plus a reduction in the EAIS of
up to 5 m equivalent sea level if sea level rise was at the higher end
of the range.

13.2.1.3 The Last Interglacial Period
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New data syntheses and model simulations since the AR4 indicate
that during the Last Interglacial Period (LIG, ~129 to 116 ka), global
mean annual temperature was 1°C to 2oC warmer than pre-industrial
(medium confidence) with peak global annual sea surface temperatures (SSTs) that were 0.7°C ± 0.6°C warmer (medium confidence)
(Section 5.3.4). High latitude surface temperature, averaged over several thousand years, was at least 2°C warmer than present (high confidence) (Section 5.3.4). There is robust evidence and high agreement
that under the different orbital forcing and warmer climate of the LIG,
sea level was higher than present. There have been a large number of
estimates of the magnitude of LIG GMSL rise from localities around
the globe, but they are generally from a small number of RSL reconstructions, and do not consider GIA effects, which can be substantial
(Section 5.6.2). Since the AR4, two approaches have addressed GIA
effects in order to infer LIG sea level from RSL observations at coastal sites. Kopp et al. (2009, 2013) obtained a probabilistic estimate of
GMSL based on a large and geographically broadly distributed database of LIG sea level indicators. Their analysis accounted for GIA effects
(and their uncertainties) as well as uncertainties in geochronology, the
interpretation of sea level indicators, and regional tectonic uplift and
subsidence. Kopp et al. (2013) concluded that GMSL was 6.4 m (95%
probability) and 7.7 m (67% probability) higher than present, and
with a 33% probability that it exceeded 8.8 m. The other approach,
taken by Dutton and Lambeck (2012), used data from far-field sites
that are tectonically stable. Their estimate of 5.5 to 9 m LIG GMSL is
consistent with the probabilistic estimates made by Kopp et al. (2009,
2013). Chapter 5 thus concluded there is very high confidence that the
maximum GMSL during the LIG was at least 5 m higher than present
and high confidence it did not exceed 10 m. The best estimate is 6 m
higher than present. Chapter 5 also concluded from ice-sheet model
simulations and elevation changes derived from a new Greenland ice
core that the Greenland ice sheet very likely contributed between 1.4
and 4.3 m sea level equivalent. This implies with medium confidence a
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contribution from the Antarctic ice sheet to the global mean sea level
during the last interglacial period, but this is not yet supported by
observational and model evidence.
There is medium confidence for a sea level fluctuation of up to 4 m
during the LIG, but regional sea level variability and uncertainties in
sea level proxies and their ages cause differences in the timing and
amplitude of the reported fluctuation (Kopp et al., 2009, 2013; Thompson et al., 2011). For the time interval during the LIG in which GMSL
was above present, there is high confidence that the maximum 1000year average rate of GMSL rise associated with the sea level fluctuation exceeded 2 m kyr–1 but that it did not exceed 7 m kyr–1 (Chapter 5)
(Kopp et al., 2013). Faster rates lasting less than a millennium cannot
be ruled out by these data. Therefore, there is high confidence that
there were intervals when rates of GMSL rise during the LIG exceeded
the 20th century rate of 1.7 [1.5 to 1.9] mm yr–1.

13.2.1.4 The Late Holocene
Since the AR4, there has been significant progress in resolving the sea
level history of the last 7000 years. RSL records indicate that from ~7
to 3 ka, GMSL likely rose 2 to 3 m to near present-day levels (Chapter
5). Based on local sea level records spanning the last 2000 years, there
is medium confidence that fluctuations in GMSL during this interval
have not exceeded ~ ±0.25 m on time scales of a few hundred years
(Section 5.6.3, Figure 13.3a). The most robust signal captured in salt
marsh records from both Northern and Southern Hemispheres supports the AR4 conclusion for a transition from relatively low rates of
change during the late Holocene (order tenths of mm yr–1) to modern
rates (order mm yr–1) (Section 5.6.3, Figure 13.3b). However, there
is variability in the magnitude and the timing (1840–1920) of this
increase in both paleo and instrumental (tide gauge) records (Section
3.7). By combining paleo sea level records with tide gauge records at
the same localities, Gehrels and Woodworth (2013) concluded that
sea level began to rise above the late Holocene background rate
between 1905 and 1945, consistent with the conclusions by Lambeck
et al. (2004).

13.2.2

The Instrumental Record (~1700–2012)

The instrumental record of sea level change is mainly comprised of
tide gauge measurements over the past two to three centuries (Figures
13.3b and 13.3c) and, since the early 1990s, of satellite-based radar
altimeter measurements (Figure 13.3d).

13.2.2.1 The Tide Gauge Record (~1700–2012)
The number of tide gauges has increased since the first gauges at
some northern European ports were installed in the 18th century;
Southern Hemisphere (SH) measurements started only in the late 19th
century. Section 3.7 assesses 20th century sea level rise estimates
from tide gauges (Douglas, 2001; Church and White, 2006, 2011;
Jevrejeva et al., 2006, 2008; Holgate, 2007; Ray and Douglas, 2011),
and concludes that even though different strategies were developed
to account for inhomogeneous tide gauge data coverage in space and
time, and to correct for vertical crustal motions (also sensed by tide
gauges, in addition to sea level change and variability), it is very likely
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Figure 13.3 | (a) Paleo sea level data for the last 3000 years from Northern and Southern Hemisphere sites. The effects of glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) have been removed
from these records. Light green = Iceland (Gehrels et al., 2006), purple = Nova Scotia (Gehrels et al., 2005), bright blue = Connecticut (Donnelly et al., 2004), blue = Nova Scotia
(Gehrels et al., 2005), red = United Kingdom (Gehrels et al., 2011), green = North Carolina (Kemp et al., 2011), brown = New Zealand (Gehrels et al., 2008), grey = mid-Pacific
Ocean (Woodroffe et al., 2012). (b) Paleo sea level data from salt marshes since 1700 from Northern and Southern Hemisphere sites compared to sea level reconstruction from
tide gauges (blue time series with uncertainty) (Jevrejeva et al., 2008). The effects of GIA have been removed from these records by subtracting the long-term trend (Gehrels and
Woodworth, 2013). Ordinate axis on the left corresponds to the paleo sea level data. Ordinate axis on the right corresponds to tide gauge data. Green and light green = North
Carolina (Kemp et al., 2011), orange = Iceland (Gehrels et al., 2006), purple = New Zealand (Gehrels et al., 2008), dark green = Tasmania (Gehrels et al., 2012), brown = Nova
Scotia (Gehrels et al., 2005). (c) Yearly average global mean sea level (GMSL) reconstructed from tide gauges by three different approaches. Orange from Church and White (2011),
blue from Jevrejeva et al. (2008), green from Ray and Douglas (2011) (see Section 3.7). (d) Altimetry data sets from five groups (University of Colorado (CU), National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Goddard Space Flight Centre (GSFC), Archiving, Validation and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic (AVISO), Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)) with mean of the five shown as bright blue line (see Section 3.7). (e) Comparison of the paleo data from salt marshes (purple
symbols, from (b)), with tide gauge and altimetry data sets (same line colours as in (c) and (d)). All paleo data were shifted by mean of 1700–1850 derived from the Sand Point,
North Carolina data. The Jevrejeva et al. (2008) tide gauge data were shifted by their mean for 1700–1850; other two tide gauge data sets were shifted by the same amount. The
altimeter time series has been shifted vertically upwards so that their mean value over the 1993–2007 period aligns with the mean value of the average of all three tide gauge
time series over the same period.
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 13.1 | Why Does Local Sea Level Change Differ from the Global Average?
Shifting surface winds, the expansion of warming ocean water, and the addition of melting ice can alter ocean currents which, in turn, lead to changes in sea level that vary from place to place. Past and present variations in the
distribution of land ice affect the shape and gravitational field of the Earth, which also cause regional fluctuations
in sea level. Additional variations in sea level are caused by the influence of more localized processes such as sediment compaction and tectonics.
Along any coast, vertical motion of either the sea or land surface can cause changes in sea level relative to the land
(known as relative sea level). For example, a local change can be caused by an increase in sea surface height, or by a
decrease in land height. Over relatively short time spans (hours to years), the influence of tides, storms and climatic
variability—such as El Niño—dominates sea level variations. Earthquakes and landslides can also have an effect by
causing changes in land height and, sometimes, tsunamis. Over longer time spans (decades to centuries), the influence of climate change—with consequent changes in volume of ocean water and land ice—is the main contributor
to sea level change in most regions. Over these longer time scales, various processes may also cause vertical motion
of the land surface, which can also result in substantial changes in relative sea level.
Since the late 20th century, satellite measurements of the height of the ocean surface relative to the center of the
Earth (known as geocentric sea level) show differing rates of geocentric sea level change around the world (see
FAQ 13.1, Figure 1). For example, in the western Pacific Ocean, rates were about three times greater than the global
mean value of about 3 mm per year from 1993 to 2012. In contrast, those in the eastern Pacific Ocean are lower
than the global mean value, with much of the west coast of the Americas experiencing a fall in sea surface height
over the same period. (continued on next page)
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FAQ13.1, Figure 1 | Map of rates of change in sea surface height (geocentric sea level) for the period 1993–2012 from satellite altimetry. Also shown are relative
sea level changes (grey lines) from selected tide gauge stations for the period 1950–2012. For comparison, an estimate of global mean sea level change is also shown
(red lines) with each tide gauge time series. The relatively large, short-term oscillations in local sea level (grey lines) are due to the natural climate variability described
in the main text. For example, the large, regular deviations at Pago Pago are associated with the El Niño-Southern Oscillation.
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FAQ 13.1 (continued)

Much of the spatial variation shown in FAQ 13.1, Figure 1 is a result of natural climate variability—such as El Niño and
the Pacific Decadal Oscillation—over time scales from about a year to several decades. These climate variations alter
surface winds, ocean currents, temperature and salinity, and hence affect sea level. The influence of these processes
will continue during the 21st century, and will be superimposed on the spatial pattern of sea level change associated
with longer term climate change, which also arises through changes in surface winds, ocean currents, temperature
and salinity, as well as ocean volume. However, in contrast to the natural variability, the longer term trends accumulate over time and so are expected to dominate over the 21st century. The resulting rates of geocentric sea level
change over this longer period may therefore exhibit a very different pattern from that shown in FAQ 13.1, Figure 1.
Tide gauges measure relative sea level, and so they include changes resulting from vertical motion of both the land
and the sea surface. Over many coastal regions, vertical land motion is small, and so the long-term rate of sea level
change recorded by coastal and island tide gauges is similar to the global mean value (see records at San Francisco
and Pago Pago in FAQ 13.1, Figure 1). In some regions, vertical land motion has had an important influence. For
example, the steady fall in sea level recorded at Stockholm (FAQ 13.1, Figure 1) is caused by uplift of this region
after the melting of a large (>1 km thick) continental ice sheet at the end of the last Ice Age, between ~20,000 and
~9000 years ago. Such ongoing land deformation as a response to the melting of ancient ice sheets is a significant
contributor to regional sea level changes in North America and northwest Eurasia, which were covered by large
continental ice sheets during the peak of the last Ice Age.
In other regions, this process can also lead to land subsidence, which elevates relative sea levels, as it has at Charlottetown, where a relatively large increase has been observed, compared to the global mean rate (FAQ 13.1, Figure
1). Vertical land motion due to movement of the Earth’s tectonic plates can also cause departures from the global
mean sea level trend in some areas—most significantly, those located near active subduction zones, where one tectonic plate slips beneath another. For the case of Antofagasta (FAQ 13.1, Figure 1) this appears to result in steady
land uplift and therefore relative sea level fall.
In addition to regional influences of vertical land motion
on relative sea level change, some processes lead to land
motion that is rapid but highly localized. For example,
the greater rate of rise relative to the global mean at
Manila (FAQ 13.1, Figure 1) is dominated by land subsidence caused by intensive groundwater pumping. Land
subsidence due to natural and anthropogenic processes,
such as the extraction of groundwater or hydrocarbons,
is common in many coastal regions, particularly in large
river deltas.
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It is commonly assumed that melting ice from glaciers
Sea level change (mm yr )
or the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets would cause
FAQ13.1, Figure 2 | Model output showing relative sea level change due to
globally uniform sea level rise, much like filling a bath
melting of the Greenland ice sheet and the West Antarctic ice sheet at rates of
tub with water. In fact, such melting results in region0.5 mm yr–1 each (giving a global mean value for sea level rise of 1 mm yr–1).
The modelled sea level changes are less than the global mean value in areas
al variations in sea level due to a variety of processes,
near the melting ice but enhanced further afield. (Adapted from Milne et al.,
including changes in ocean currents, winds, the Earth’s
2009)
gravity field and land height. For example, computer
models that simulate these latter two processes predict a regional fall in relative sea level around the melting ice
sheets, because the gravitational attraction between ice and ocean water is reduced, and the land tends to rise
as the ice melts (FAQ 13.1, Figure 2). However, further away from the ice sheet melting, sea level rise is enhanced,
compared to the global average value.
-1

In summary, a variety of processes drive height changes of the ocean surface and ocean floor, resulting in distinct
spatial patterns of sea level change at local to regional scales. The combination of these processes produces a
complex pattern of total sea level change, which varies through time as the relative contribution of each process
changes. The global average change is a useful single value that reflects the contribution of climatic processes (e.g.,
land-ice melting and ocean warming), and represents a good estimate of sea level change at many coastal locations. At the same time, however, where the various regional processes result in a strong signal, there can be large
departures from the global average value.
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that the long-term trend estimate in GMSL is 1.7 [1.5 to 1.9] mm
yr–1 between 1901 and 2010 for a total sea level rise of 0.19 [0.17
to 0.21] m (Figure 13.3c). Interannual and decadal-scale variability is
superimposed on the long-term MSL trend, and Chapter 3 noted that
discrepancies between the various published MSL records are present
at these shorter time scales.
Section 3.7 also concludes that it is likely that the rate of sea level
rise increased from the 19th century to the 20th century. Taking this
evidence in conjunction with the proxy evidence for a change of rate
(Sections 5.6.3 and 13.2.1; Figure 13.3b), there is high confidence that
the rate of sea level rise has increased during the last two centuries, and it is likely that GMSL has accelerated since the early 1900’s.
Because of the presence of low-frequency variations (e.g., multi-decadal variations seen in some tide gauge records; Chambers et al.
(2012)), sea level acceleration results are sensitive to the choice of
the analysis time span. When a 60-year oscillation is modelled along
with an acceleration term, the estimated acceleration in GMSL (twice
the quadratic term) computed over 1900–2010 ranges from 0.000
[–0.002 to 0.002] mm yr–2 in the Ray and Douglas (2011) record, to
0.013 [0.007 to 0.019] mm yr–2 in the Jevrejeva et al. (2008) record,
and 0.012 [0.009 to 0.015] mm yr–2 in the Church and White (2011)
record. For comparison, Church and White (2011) estimated the acceleration term to be 0.009 [0.004 to 0.014] mm yr–2 over the 1880–2009
time span when the 60-year cycle is not considered.

13.2.2.2 The Satellite Altimeter Record (1993–2012)

13

The high-precision satellite altimetry record started in 1992 and provides nearly global (±66°) sea level measurements at 10-day intervals. Ollivier et al. (2012) showed that Envisat, which observes to
±82° latitude, provides comparable GMSL estimates. Although there
are slight differences at interannual time scales in the altimetry-based
GMSL time series produced by different groups (Masters et al., 2012),
there is very good agreement on the 20-year long GMSL trend (Figure
13.3d). After accounting for the ~ –0.3 mm yr–1 correction related
to the increasing size of the global ocean basins due to GIA (Peltier,
2009), a GMSL rate of 3.2 [2.8 to 3.6] mm yr–1 over 1993–2012 is found
by the different altimetry data processing groups. The current level of
precision is derived from assessments of all source of errors affecting
the altimetric measurements (Ablain et al., 2009) and from tide gauge
comparisons (Beckley et al., 2010; Nerem et al., 2010). Chapter 3 concludes that the GMSL trend since 1993 is very likely higher compared
to the mean rates over the 20th century, and that it is likely that GMSL
rose between 1920 and 1950 at a rate comparable to that observed
since 1993. This recent higher rate is also seen in tide gauge data over
the same period, but on the basis of observations alone it does not
necessarily reflect a recent acceleration, considering the previously
reported multi-decadal variations of mean sea level. The rapid increase
in GMSL since 2011 is related to the recovery from the 2011 La Niña
event (Section 13.3.5) (Boening et al., 2012).
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13.3

Contributions to Global Mean Sea Level
Rise During the Instrumental Period

In order to assess our understanding of the causes of observed changes
and our confidence in projecting future changes we compare observational estimates of contributions with results derived from AOGCM
experiments, beginning in the late 19th century, forced with estimated
past time-dependent anthropogenic changes in atmospheric composition and natural forcings due to volcanic aerosols and variations in
solar irradiance (Section 10.1). This period and these simulations are
often referred to as “historical.”

13.3.1

Thermal Expansion Contribution

13.3.1.1 Observed
Important progress has been realized since AR4 in quantifying the
observed thermal expansion component of global mean sea level rise.
This progress reflects (1) the detection of systematic time-dependent
depth biases affecting historical expendable bathythermograph data
(Gouretski and Koltermann, 2007) (Chapter 3), (2) the newly available
Argo Project ocean (temperature and salinity) data with almost global
coverage (not including ice-covered regions and marginal seas) of the
oceans down to 2000 m since 2004–2005, and (3) estimates of the
deep-ocean contribution using ship-based data collected during the
World Ocean Circulation Experiment and revisit cruises (Johnson and
Gruber, 2007; Johnson et al., 2007; Purkey and Johnson, 2010; Kouketsu et al., 2011).
For the period 1971–2010, the rate for the 0 to 700 m depth range is
0.6 [0.4 to 0.8] mm yr–1 (Section 3.7.2 and Table 3.1). Including the
deep-ocean contribution for the same period increases the value to
0.8 [0.5 to 1.1] mm yr–1 (Table 13.1). Over the altimetry period (1993–
2010), the rate for the 0 to 700 m depth range is 0.8 [0.5 to 1.1] mm
yr–1 and 1.1 [0.8 to 1.4] mm yr–1 when accounting for the deep ocean
(Section 3.7.2, Table 3.1, Table 13.1).

13.3.1.2 Modelled
GMSL rise due to thermal expansion is approximately proportional to
the increase in ocean heat content (Section 13.4.1). Historical GMSL
rise due to thermal expansion simulated by CMIP5 models is shown
in Table 13.1 and Figure 13.4a. The model spread is due to uncertainty
in RF and modelled climate response (Sections 8.5.2, 9.4.2.2, 9.7.2.5
and 13.4.1).
In the time mean of several decades, there is a negative volcanic forcing if there is more volcanic activity than is typical of the long term, and
a positive forcing if there is less. In the decades after major volcanic
eruptions, the rate of expansion is temporarily enhanced, as the ocean
recovers from the cooling caused by the volcanic forcing (Church et al.,
2005; Gregory et al., 2006) (Figure 13.4a). During 1961–1999, a period
when there were several large volcanic eruptions, the CMIP3 simulations with both natural and anthropogenic forcing have substantially
smaller increasing trends in the upper 700 m than those with anthropogenic forcing only (Domingues et al., 2008) because the natural volcanic forcing tends to cool the climate system, thus reducing ocean
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Table 13.1 | Global mean sea level budget (mm yr–1) over different time intervals from observations and from model-based contributions. Uncertainties are 5 to 95%. The Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Model (AOGCM) historical integrations end in 2005; projections for RCP4.5 are used for 2006–2010. The modelled thermal expansion and
glacier contributions are computed from the CMIP5 results, using the model of Marzeion et al. (2012a) for glaciers. The land water contribution is due to anthropogenic intervention
only, not including climate-related fluctuations.

Source

1901–1990

1971–2010

1993–2010

Observed contributions to global mean sea level (GMSL) rise
Thermal expansion

–

0.8 [0.5 to 1.1]

1.1 [0.8 to 1.4]

Glaciers except in Greenland and Antarcticaa

0.54 [0.47 to 0.61]

0.62 [0.25 to 0.99]

0.76 [0.39 to 1.13]

Glaciers in Greenlanda

0.15 [0.10 to 0.19]

0.06 [0.03 to 0.09]

0.10 [0.07 to 0.13]b

Greenland ice sheet

–

–

0.33 [0.25 to 0.41]

Antarctic ice sheet

–

–

0.27 [0.16 to 0.38]

Land water storage

–0.11 [–0.16 to –0.06]

0.12 [0.03 to 0.22]

0.38 [0.26 to 0.49]

–

–

2.8 [2.3 to 3.4]

1.5 [1.3 to 1.7]

2.0 [1.7 to 2.3]

3.2 [2.8 to 3.6]

0.37 [0.06 to 0.67]

0.96 [0.51 to 1.41]

1.49 [0.97 to 2.02]

Glaciers except in Greenland and Antarctica

0.63 [0.37 to 0.89]

0.62 [0.41 to 0.84]

0.78 [0.43 to 1.13]

Glaciers in Greenland

0.07 [–0.02 to 0.16]

0.10 [0.05 to 0.15]

0.14 [0.06 to 0.23]

Total including land water storage

1.0 [0.5 to 1.4]

1.8 [1.3 to 2.3]

2.8 [2.1 to 3.5]

Residual

0.5 [0.1 to 1.0]

0.2 [–0.4 to 0.8]

0.4 [–0.4 to 1.2]

Total of contributions
Observed GMSL rise
Modelled contributions to GMSL rise
Thermal expansion

c

Notes:
a
Data for all glaciers extend to 2009, not 2010.
b
This contribution is not included in the total because glaciers in Greenland are included in the observational assessment of the Greenland ice sheet.
c
Observed GMSL rise – modelled thermal expansion – modelled glaciers – observed land water storage.

heat uptake (Levitus et al., 2001). The models including natural forcing
are closer to observations, though with a tendency to underestimate
the trend by about 10% (Sections 9.4.2.2 and 10.4.1).

energy budget and RF of the climate system (Box 13.1), we have high
confidence in the projections of thermal expansion using AOGCMs.

13.3.2
Gregory (2010) and Gregory et al. (2013a) proposed that AOGCMs
underestimate ocean heat uptake in their historical simulations
because their control experiments usually omit volcanic forcing, so
the imposition of historical volcanic forcing on the simulated climate
system represents a time mean negative forcing relative to the control climate. The apparent long persistence of the simulated oceanic
cooling following the 1883 eruption of Krakatau (Delworth et al., 2005;
Gleckler et al., 2006a, 2006b; Gregory et al., 2006) is a consequence
of this bias, which also causes a model-dependent underestimate of
up to 0.2 mm yr–1 of thermal expansion on average during the 20th
century (Gregory et al., 2013a, 2013b). This implies that CMIP5 results
may be similarly underestimated, depending on the details of the individual model control runs. Church et al. (2013) proposed a correction
of 0.1 mm yr–1 to the model mean rate, which we apply in the sea level
budget in Table 13.1 and Figure 13.7. The corrected CMIP5 model mean
rate for 1971–2010 is close to the central observational estimate; the
model mean rate for 1993–2010 exceeds the central observational
estimate but they are not statistically different given the uncertainties
(Table 13.1 and Figure 13.4a). This correction is not made to projections of thermal expansion because it is very small compared with the
projected increase in the rate (Section 13.5.1).
In view of the improvement in observational estimates of thermal
expansion, the good agreement of historical model results with observational estimates, and their consistency with understanding of the

Glaciers

13.3.2.1 Observed
‘Glaciers’ are defined here as all land-ice masses, including those
peripheral to (but not including) the Greenland and Antarctic ice
sheets. The term ‘glaciers and ice caps’ was applied to this category
in the AR4. Changes in aggregate glacier volume have conventionally been determined by various methods of repeat mapping of surface
elevation to detect elevation (and thus volume) change. Mass changes
are determined by compilation and upscaling of limited direct observations of surface mass balance (SMB). Since 2003, gravity observations
from Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellites have
been used to detect mass change of the world’s glaciers.
The combined records indicate that a net decline of global glacier
volume began in the 19th century, before significant anthropogenic
RF had started, and was probably the result of warming associated
with the termination of the Little Ice Age (Crowley, 2000; Gregory et
al., 2006, 2013b). Global rates of glacier volume loss did not increase
significantly during much of the 20th century (Figure 4.12). In part this
may have been because of an enhanced rate of loss due to unforced
high-latitude variability early in the century, while anthropogenic
warming was still comparatively small (Section 13.3.2.2). It is likely
that anthropogenic forcing played a statistically significant role in
acceleration of global glacier losses in the latter decades of the 20th
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Figure 13.4 | Comparison of modelled and observed components of global mean sea level change since 1900. Changes in glaciers, ice sheets and land water storage are shown
as positive sea level rise when mass is added to the ocean. (a) Ocean thermal expansion. Individual CMIP5 Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Model (AOGCM) simulations are
shown in grey, the AOGCM average is black, observations in teal with the 5 to 95% uncertainties shaded. (b) Glaciers (excluding Antarctic peripheral glaciers). Model simulations
by Marzeion et al. (2012a) with input from individual AOGCMs are shown in grey with the average of these results in bright purple. Model simulations by Marzeion et al. (2012a)
forced by observed climate are shown in light blue. The observational estimates by Cogley (2009b) are shown in green (dashed) and by Leclercq et al. (2011) in red (dashed). (c)
Changes in land water storage (yellow/orange, the sum of groundwater depletion and reservoir storage) start at zero in 1900. The Greenland ice sheet (green), the Antarctic ice
sheet (blue) and the sum of the ice sheets (red), start at zero at the start of the record in 1991. (d) The rate of change (19-year centred trends) for the terms in (a)–(c), and for the ice
sheets (5-year centred trends). All curves in (a) and (b) are shown with zero time-mean over the period 1986–2005 and the colours in (d) are matched to earlier panels. (Updated
from Church et al., 2013)
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century relative to rates in the 19th century (Section 10.5.2.2). It is also
likely that, during the 20th century, the progressive loss of glacier area
significantly restricted the rate of mass loss (Gregory et al., 2013b).
The earliest sea level assessments recognized that glaciers have been
significant contributors to GMSL rise (Meier, 1984). As assessed in
Chapter 4, observations, improved methods of analysis and a new,
globally complete inventory indicate that glaciers, including those
around the ice-sheet peripheries, very likely continue to be significant
contributors to sea level, but are also highly variable on annual to decadal time scales. It is assumed that all glacier losses contribute to sea
level rise, but the potential role of terrestrial interception of runoff,
either in lakes formed following future ice retreat or in groundwater,
has yet to be evaluated. For the period 2003–2009, the sea level contribution of all glaciers globally, including those glaciers surrounding
the periphery of the two ice sheets, is 0.71 [0.64 to 0.79] mm yr–1
sea level equivalent (SLE) (Section 4.3.3, Table 4.4). Depending on the
method used, however, loss-rate measurements of the two ice sheets
can be very difficult to separate from losses from the peripheral glaciers. To avoid double counting, total cryospheric losses are determined
by adding estimates of glacier losses excluding the peripheral glaciers
to losses from the ice sheets including their peripheral glaciers. The sea
level contribution of all glaciers excluding those glaciers surrounding
the periphery of the two ice sheets was 0.54 [0.47-0.61] mm yr-1 SLE
for 1901-1990, 0.62 [0.25-0.99] mm yr-1 SLE for 1971-2009, 0.76 [0.391.13] mm yr-1 SLE for 1993-2009, and 0.83 [0.46-1.20] mm yr-1 SLE for
2005-2009 (Section 4.3.3.4, Table 13.1).

13.3.2.2 Modelled
Global glacier mass balance models are calibrated using data from the
few well-observed glaciers. Approximately 100 glacier mass balance
records are available in any given year over the past half-century; only
17 glaciers exist with records of 30 years or more (Dyurgerov and Meier,
2005; Kaser et al., 2006; Cogley, 2012). Confidence in these models for
projections of future change (Section 13.4.2) depends on their ability
to reproduce past observed glacier change using corresponding climate observations as the forcing (Raper and Braithwaite, 2005; Meier
et al., 2007; Bahr et al., 2009; Radić and Hock, 2011; Marzeion et al.,
2012b; 2012a; Giesen and Oerlemans, 2013). Model validation is challenging owing to the scarcity of independent observations (unused in
model calibration), but uncertainties have been evaluated by methods
such as cross validation of hindcast projections for individual glaciers
drawn from the sample of glacier observations averaged for calibration
(Marzeion et al., 2012a; Radić et al., 2013).
Confidence in the use of AOGCM climate simulations as input to
glacier projections is gained from the agreement since the mid-20th
century of glacier models forced by AOGCM simulations with glacier models forced by observations (Marzeion et al., 2012a) (Figure
13.4b). In the earlier 20th century, around the 1930s, glaciers at high
northern latitudes lost mass at an enhanced rate (Oerlemans et al.,
2011; Leclercq et al., 2012); in the model, observed forcings produced
larger glacier losses than did AOGCM forcings (Marzeion et al., 2012a)
(Figure 13.4d). This is judged likely to be due to an episode of unforced,
regionally variable warming around Greenland (Box, 2002; Chylek et
al., 2004) rather than to RF of the climate system, and is consequently
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not reproduced by AOGCM experiments (Section 10.2). In our analysis
of the budget of GMSL rise (Section 13.3.6), we take the difference
between the simulations using AOGCM forcing and the simulation
using observations as an estimate of the influence of unforced climate
variability on global glacier mass balance (Figure 13.4b).
There is medium confidence in the use of glacier models to make
global projections based on AOGCM results. The process-based understanding of glacier surface mass balance, the consistency of models
and observations of glacier changes, and the evidence that AOGCM climate simulations can provide realistic input all give confidence, which
on the other hand is limited because the set of well-observed glaciers
is a very small fraction of the total.

13.3.3

Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets

13.3.3.1 Observed Mass Balance
The Greenland ice sheet’s mass balance is comprised of its surface
mass balance and outflow, whereas Antarctica’s mass budget is dominated by accumulation and outflow in the form of calving and ice flow
into floating (and therefore sea level neutral) ice shelves. Knowledge of
the contribution of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets to observed
sea level changes over the last two decades comes primarily from satellite and airborne surveys. Three main techniques are employed: the
mass budget method, repeat altimetry, and gravimetric methods that
measure temporal variations in the Earth’s gravity field (Section 4.4.2).
Observations indicate that the Greenland contribution to GMSL has
very likely increased from 0.09 [–0.02 to 0.20] mm yr–1 for 1992–2001
to 0.59 [0.43 to 0.76] mm yr–1 for 2002–2011 (Section 4.4.3, Figure
13.4). The average rate of the Antarctica contribution to sea level rise
likely increased from 0.08 [–0.10 to 0.27] mm yr–1 for 1992–2001 to
0.40 [0.20 to 0.61] mm yr–1 for 2002–2011 (Section 4.4.3). For the
budget period 1993–2010, the combined contribution of the ice sheets
is 0.60 [0.42 to 0.78] mm yr–1. For comparison, the AR4’s assessment
for the period 1993–2003 was 0.21 ± 0.07 mm yr–1 for Greenland and
0.21 ± 0.35 mm yr–1 for Antarctica.

13.3.3.2 Modelled Surface Mass Balance
Projections of changes in the SMB of the Antarctic and Greenland ice
sheets are obtained from RCM or downscaled AOGCM simulations
(Sections 13.4.3.1 and 13.4.4.1). A spatial resolution of a few tens
kilometres or finer is required in order to resolve the strong gradients in SMB across the steep slopes of the ice-sheet margins. Although
simulations of SMB at particular locations may have errors of 5 to 20%
compared with in situ observations, there is good agreement between
methods involving RCMs and observational methods of evaluating icesheet mass balance (Shepherd et al., 2012). In the present climate,
for both Greenland and Antarctica, the mean SMB over the ice-sheet
area is positive, giving a negative number when expressed as sea level
equivalent (SLE).
In Greenland, the average and standard deviation of accumulation
(precipitation minus sublimation) estimates for 1961–1990 is –1.62
± 0.21 mm yr–1 SLE from the models in Table 13.2, agreeing with
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p ublished observation-based accumulation maps, for example –1.42 ±
0.11 mm yr–1 SLE by Bales et al. (2009) and –1.63 ± 0.23 mm yr–1 SLE by
Burgess et al. (2010). For SMB (accumulation minus runoff, neglecting
drifting snow erosion, which is small), the models give –0.92 ± 0.26
mm yr–1 SLE for 1961–1990 (Table 13.2).

that the dominant contribution is internally generated regional climate
variability, which is not expected to be reproduced by AOGCM historical simulations (Section 10.2). We have high confidence in projections
of future warming in Greenland because of the agreement of models
in predicting amplified warming at high northern latitudes (Sections
12.4.3.1, 14.8.2) for well-understood physical reasons, although there
remains uncertainty in the size of the amplification, and we have
high confidence in projections of increasing surface melting (Section
13.4.3.1) because of the sensitivity to warming demonstrated by SMB
models of the past.

All of these models indicate that Greenland ice sheet SMB showed no
significant trend from the 1960s to the 1980s, then started becoming
less positive (becoming less negative expressed as SLE) in the early
1990s, on average by 3% yr–1. This results in a statistically significant
and increasing (i.e., becoming more positive) contribution to the rate
of GMSL rise (SMB trend column of Table 13.2, Figure 13.5). The largest
trends are found in models with coupled snow and atmosphere simulations using the Regional Atmospheric Climate Model 2 (RACMO2)
and the Modèle Atmosphérique Régional (MAR). Van den Broeke et
al. (2009) concluded that the mass loss during 2000–2008 is equally
split between SMB and dynamical change. Rignot et al. (2011) indicated that SMB change accounts for about 60% of the mass loss since
1992 and Sasgen et al. (2012) showed that SMB change, simulated by
RACMO2 (Ettema et al., 2009, an earlier version of the model in Table
13.2), accounts for about 60% of the observed rate of mass loss during
2002–2010, with an observational estimate of the increase in ice outflow accounting for the remainder. This satisfactory consistency, within
uncertainties, in estimates for the Greenland ice-sheet mass budget
gives confidence in SMB simulations of the past, and hence also in the
similar models used for projections of SMB changes (Section 13.4.3.1).

All Greenland SMB simulations for the first half of the 20th century
depend on reconstructions of meteorological variability over the ice
sheet made using empirical relationships based on observations from
coastal stations and estimates of accumulation from ice cores. Despite
the similar input data sets in all cases, the various climate reconstruction
and SMB methods used have led to a range of results (Fettweis et al.,
2008; Wake et al., 2009; Hanna et al., 2011; Box, 2013; Box and Colgan,
2013; Box et al., 2013; Gregory et al., 2013b). For 1901–1990, Hanna et
al. (2011) have a time-mean GMSL contribution of –0.3 mm yr–1, while
Box and Colgan (2013) have a weakly positive contribution and the
others are about zero. In all cases, there is substantial variability associated with regional climate fluctuations, in particular the warm episode
in the 1930s, during which glaciers retreated in southeastern Greenland
(Bjork et al., 2012). Chylek et al. (2004) argued that this episode was
associated with the NAO rather than with global climate change.

This recent trend towards increasingly less positive SMB is caused
almost entirely by increased melting and subsequent runoff, with variability in accumulation being comparatively small (Sasgen et al., 2012;
Vernon et al., 2013). This tendency is related to pronounced regional
warming, which may be attributed to some combination of anthropogenic climate change and anomalous regional variability in recent
years (Hanna et al., 2008; 2012; Fettweis et al., 2013). Greenland SMB
models forced by boundary conditions from AOGCM historical simulations (Rae et al., 2012; Fettweis et al., 2013) do not show statistically
significant trends towards increasing contributions to GMSL, implying

In Antarctica, accumulation (precipitation minus sublimation) approximates SMB because surface melting and runoff are negligible in the
present climate (Section 4.4.2.1.1). There are uncertainties in modeland observation-based estimates of Antarctic SMB. Global climate
models do not account for snow hydrology or for drifting snow processes which remove an estimated 7% of the accumulated snow (Lenaerts et al., 2012), and the ice sheet’s steep coastal slopes are not well
captured by coarse-resolution models. Observation-based estimates
rely on sparse accumulation measurements with very little coverage
in high-accumulation areas. For the Antarctic ice sheet and ice shelves

Table 13.2 | Surface mass balance (SMB) and rates of change of SMB of the Greenland ice sheet, calculated from ice-sheet SMB models using meteorological observations and
reanalyses as input, expressed as sea level equivalent (SLE). A negative SLE number for SMB indicates that accumulation exceeds runoff. A positive SLE for SMB anomaly indicates
that accumulation has decreased, or runoff has increased, or both. Uncertainties are one standard deviation. Uncertainty in individual model results reflects temporal variability (1
standard deviations of annual mean values indicated); the uncertainty in the model average is 1 standard deviation of variation across models.

Time-Mean SMB
1961–1990
mm yr–1 SLE

Rate of Change of SMB
1991–2010
mm yr–2 SLE

RACMO2, Van Angelen et al. (2012), 11 km RCM

–1.13 ± 0.30

MAR, Fettweis et al. (2011), 25 km RCM

–1.17 ± 0.31

PMM5, Box et al. (2009), 25 km RCM

Reference and Model

a

13

Time-Mean SMB Anomaly (With Respect
to 1961–1990 Time-Mean SMB)b
mm yr–1 SLE
1971–2010

1993–2010

2005–2010

0.04 ± 0.01

0.07 ± 0.33

0.23 ± 0.30

0.47 ± 0.24

0.05 ± 0.01

0.12 ± 0.38

0.36 ± 0.33

0.64 ± 0.22

–0.98 ± 0.18

0.02 ± 0.01

0.00 ± 0.19

0.10 ± 0.22

0.23 ± 0.21

ECMWFd, Hanna et al. (2011), 5 km PDD

–0.77 ± 0.27

0.02 ± 0.01

0.02 ± 0.28

0.12 ± 0.27

0.24 ± 0.19

SnowModel, Mernild and Liston (2012), 5 km EBM

–0.54 ± 0.21

0.03 ± 0.01

0.09 ± 0.25

0.19 ± 0.24

0.36 ± 0.23

Model Average

–0.92 ± 0.26

0.03 ± 0.01

0.06 ± 0.05

0.20 ± 0.10

0.39 ± 0.17

Notes:
a
The approximate spatial resolution is stated and the model type denoted by PDD = positive degree day, EBM = Energy Balance Model, RCM = Regional Climate Model.
b
Difference from the time-mean SMB of 1961–1990. This difference equals the sea level contribution from Greenland SMB changes if the ice sheet is assumed to have been near zero mass balance
during 1961–1990 (Hanna et al., 2005; Sasgen et al., 2012).
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Figure 13.5 | Annual mean surface mass balance (accumulation minus ablation) for the Greenland ice sheet, simulated by five regional climate models for the period 1960–2010.

together, CMIP3 AOGCMs simulate SMB for 1979–2000 of –7.1 ± 1.5
mm yr–1 SLE (Connolley and Bracegirdle, 2007; Uotila et al., 2007), the
mean being about 10% larger in magnitude than observation-based
estimates, for instance –6.3 mm yr–1 SLE from Vaughan et al. (1999).
For the SMB of the grounded ice sheet alone, four global reanalysis
models, with resolutions of 38 to 125 km (Bromwich et al., 2011), give
–5.2 ± 0.5 mm yr–1 SLE for 1979–2010, which compares well with
an observational estimate of –4.9 ± 0.1 mm yr–1 SLE for 1950–2000
(Arthern et al., 2006). Because of higher accumulation near the coast,
the regional climate model RACMO2 gives the somewhat larger value
of –5.5 ± 0.3 mm yr–1 SLE for 1979–2000 (Lenaerts et al., 2012). This
relatively good agreement, combined with the similarity of the geographical distribution of modelled and observed SMB, give medium
confidence in the realism of the RCM SMB simulation.
Some global reanalyses have been shown to contain spurious trends in
various quantities in the SH related to changes in the observing systems,
for example, new satellite observations (Bromwich et al., 2007; 2011).
In the RCMs and in global reanalyses that are not affected by spurious
trends, no significant trend is present in accumulation since 1980 (Section 4.4.2.3). This agrees with observation-based studies (Monaghan
et al., 2006; Anschütz et al., 2009) (Chapter 4) and implies that Antarctic SMB change has not contributed significantly to recent changes
in the rate of GMSL rise. Likewise, CMIP3 historical simulations do not
exhibit any systematic trend in Antarctic precipitation during the late
20th century (Uotila et al., 2007). No observational assessments have
been made of variability in SMB for the whole ice sheet for the earlier
part of the 20th century, or of its longer term mean.
General Circulation Model (GCM) and Regional Circulation Model
(RCM) projections consistently indicate significant Antarctic warming
and concomitant increase in precipitation. We have high confidence in
expecting a relationship between these quantities on physical grounds
(Section 13.4.4.1) and from ice core evidence (Van Ommen et al., 2004;

Lemieux-Dudon et al., 2010; Stenni et al., 2011). The absence of a significant trend in Antarctic precipitation up to the present is not inconsistent with the expected relationship, because observed temperature
trends over the majority of the continent are weak (Section 10.5.2.1)
and trends in Antarctic precipitation simulated for recent decades are
much smaller than interannual variability (van den Broeke et al., 2006;
Uotila et al., 2007). Taking all these considerations together, we have
medium confidence in model projections of a future Antarctic SMB
increase, implying a negative contribution to GMSL rise (see also Sections 13.4.4.1, 13.5.3 and 14.8.15).

13.3.4

Contributions from Water Storage on Land

Changes in water storage on land in response to climate change and
variability (i.e., water stored in rivers, lakes, wetlands, the vadose zone,
aquifers and snow pack at high latitudes and altitudes) and from direct
human-induced effects (i.e., storage of water in reservoirs and groundwater pumping) have the potential to contribute to sea level change.
Based on satellite observations of the Northern Hemisphere (NH)
snowpack, Biancamaria et al. (2011) found no significant trend in the
contribution of snow to sea level. Estimates of climate-related changes
in land water storage over the past few decades rely on global hydrological models because corresponding observations are inadequate
(Milly et al., 2010). In assessing the relation between terrestrial water
storage and climate, Milly et al. (2003) and Ngo-Duc et al. (2005) found
no long-term climatic trend in total water storage, but documented
interannual to decadal fluctuations, equivalent to several millimetres
of sea level. Recent studies have shown that interannual variability
in observed GMSL correlates with ENSO indices (Nerem et al., 2010)
and is inversely related to ENSO-driven changes of terrestrial water
storage, especially in the tropics (Llovel et al., 2011). During El Niño
events, sea level (and ocean mass) tends to be higher because ocean
precipitation increases and land precipitation decreases in the tropics
(Cazenave et al., 2012). The reverse happens during La Niña events, as
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seen during 2010–2011, when there was a decrease in GMSL due to a
temporary increase in water storage on the land, especially in Australia, northern South America, and southeast Asia (Boening et al., 2012)
(Section 13.3.5).
Direct human interventions on land water storage also induce sea level
changes (Sahagian, 2000; Gornitz, 2001; Huntington, 2008; Lettenmaier and Milly, 2009). The largest contributions come from impoundment
in reservoirs and groundwater withdrawal. Over the past half-century,
storage in tens of thousands of reservoirs has offset some of the sea
level rise that would otherwise have occurred. Chao et al. (2008) estimated that the nearly 30,000 reservoirs built during the 20th century
resulted in nominal reservoir storage up to 2007 equivalent to ~23
mm of sea level fall (mostly since 1940), with a stabilization in recent
years. Chao et al. further assumed that the reservoirs were 85% full,
and by including seepage into groundwater as estimated from a model,
they obtained a total of 30 mm of sea level fall (equivalent to a rate
of sea level fall of 0.55 mm yr–1 from 1950 to 2000). Their seepage
estimate was argued to be unrealistically large, however, because it
assumes aquifers are infinite and have no interfering boundary conditions (Lettenmaier and Milly, 2009; Konikow, 2013). Chao et al.
(2008) argued that sedimentation of reservoirs does not reduce their
sea level contribution, but their argument is disputed (Gregory et al.,
2013b). Lettenmaier and Milly (2009) suggested a loss of capacity due
to sedimentation at 1% yr–1. Given the uncertainty about them, neither
the seepage nor the effect of sedimentation is included in the budget
(Section 13.3.6). Here the (negative) GMSL contribution from reservoir
storage is estimated as 85% [70 to 100%] of the nominal capacity
(with the lower limit coming from Pokhrel et al. (2012)).
Konikow (2011) estimated that human-induced groundwater depletion contributed 0.26 ± 0.07 mm yr–1 to GMSL rise over 1971–2008
and 0.34 ± 0.07 mm yr–1 over 1993–2008 (based mostly on observational methods), whereas Wada et al. (2012) estimated values of
0.42 ± 0.08 mm yr–1 over 1971–2008 and 0.54 ± 0.09 mm yr–1 over
1993–2008 (based on modelling of water fluxes). The average of
these two series with the difference as a measure of the uncertainty is
used in the sea level budget (Section 13.3.6). Pokhrel et al. (2012) estimated a larger groundwater depletion, but Konikow (2013) (disputed
by Pohkrel et al. (2013)) argued that their underlying assumptions of
defining depletion as equivalent to groundwater use, and allowing
unlimited extraction to meet water demand, led to substantial overestimates of depletion.

13

In summary, climate-related changes in water and snow storage on
land do not show significant long-term trends for the recent decades.
However, direct human interventions in land water storage (reservoir
impoundment and groundwater depletion) have each contributed at
least several tenths of mm yr–1 of sea level change (Figure 13.4, Table
13.1). Reservoir impoundment exceeded groundwater depletion for the
majority of the 20th century but groundwater depletion has increased
and now exceeds current rates of impoundment, contributing to an
increased rate of GMSL rise. The net contribution for the 20th century
is estimated by adding the average of the two groundwater depletion
estimates to the reservoir storage term (Figure 13.4c). The trends are
-0.11 [-0.16 to -0.06] mm yr-1 for 1901-1990, 0.12 [0.03 to 0.22] mm
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yr-1 for 1971 to 2010 and 0.38 [0.26 to 0.49] mm yr-1 for 1993 to 2010
(Table 13.1).

13.3.5

Ocean Mass Observations from Gravity Recovery
and Climate Experiment

As discussed in Chapter 3, it has been possible to directly estimate
changes in ocean mass using satellite gravity data from GRACE since
2002 (Chambers et al., 2004, 2010; Chambers, 2006; Cazenave et al.,
2009; Leuliette and Miller, 2009; Llovel et al., 2010). These measurements represent the sum of total land ice plus land water components,
and thus provide an independent assessment of these contributions.
However, GRACE is also sensitive to mass redistribution associated with
GIA and requires that this effect (on the order of –0.7 to –1.3 mm yr–1
when averaged over the ocean domain) (Paulson et al., 2007; Peltier,
2009; Chambers et al., 2010; Tamisiea, 2011) be removed before estimating the ocean-mass component. Most recent estimates (Leuliette
and Willis, 2011; von Schuckmann and Le Traon, 2011) report a global
mean ocean mass increase of 1.8 [1.4 to 2.2] mm yr–1 over 2003–2012
after correcting for the GIA component. The associated error results
from the low signal-to-noise ratio over the ocean domain and uncertainty in the model-based GIA correction (Quinn and Ponte, 2010).
Chapter 3 notes that, in terms of global averages, the sum of the contribution to GMSL due to change in global ocean mass (the barystatic
contribution), measured by GRACE, and the contribution due to global
ocean thermal expansion (the thermosteric contribution), measured by
the Argo Project, agrees within uncertainties with the GMSL change
observed by satellite altimetry (Leuliette and Willis, 2011; von Schuckmann and Le Traon, 2011), although there is still a missing contribution
from expansion in the deep ocean below 2000 m. These data sets have
allowed an investigation of the cause of variability in sea level over
the last few years (Figure 13.6). In particular, Boening et al. (2012) concluded that the decrease in GMSL over 2010–2011 followed by a rapid
increase since 2011 was related to the 2011 La Niña event, whereby changes in land/ocean precipitation patterns caused a temporary
increase in water storage on the land (and corresponding decrease in
GMSL) during the La Niña event, especially in Australia, northern South
America and southeast Asia (Boening et al., 2012).

13.3.6

Budget of Global Mean Sea Level Rise

Drawing on Sections 13.3.1 to 13.3.5, the budget of GMSL rise (Table
13.1, Figure 13.7) is analysed using models and observations for the
periods 1901–1990 (the 20th century, excluding the period after 1990
when ice-sheet contributions to GMSL rise have increased; Sections
4.4 and 13.3.3.1), since 1971 (when significantly more ocean data
became available and systematic glacier reconstructions began), and
since 1993 (when precise satellite sea level altimetry began). The
2005–2010 period when Argo and GRACE data are available is short
and strongly affected by interannual climate variability, as discussed in
the previous subsection (Section 13.3.5 and Figure 13.6). Such variability is not externally forced and is therefore not expected to be reproduced in AOGCM historical experiments. For the contribution from land
water storage (Figure 13.4c) we use the estimated effect of human
intervention and neglect effects from climate-related variation, which
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Figure 13.6 | Global mean sea level from altimetry from 2005 to 2012 (blue line). Ocean mass changes are shown in green (as measured by Gravity Recovery and Climate
Experiment (GRACE)) and thermosteric sea level changes (as measured by the Argo Project) are shown in red. The black line shows the sum of the ocean mass and thermosteric
contributions. (Updated from Boening et al., 2012)

are unimportant on multi-decadal time scales (Section 13.3.4). Contributions due to runoff from thawed permafrost, change in atmospheric
moisture content, and sedimentation in the ocean are not considered
in the budget because they are negligible compared with observed
GMSL rise and the uncertainties.
For 1993–2010, allowing for uncertainties, the observed GMSL rise is
consistent with the sum of the observationally estimated contributions
(high confidence) (Table 13.1, Figure 13.7e). The two largest terms are
ocean thermal expansion (accounting for about 35% of the observed
GMSL rise) and glacier mass loss (accounting for a further 25%, not
including that from Greenland and Antarctica). Observations indicate
an increased ice-sheet contribution over the last two decades (Sections
4.4.2.2, 4.4.2.3 and 13.3.3.1) (Shepherd et al., 2012). The closure of
the observational budget since 1993, within uncertainties, represents
a significant advance since the AR4 in physical understanding of the
causes of past GMSL change, and provides an improved basis for critical evaluation of models of these contributions in order to assess their
reliability for making projections.
The observational budget cannot be rigorously assessed for 1901–1990
or 1971–2010 because there is insufficient observational information

to estimate ice-sheet contributions with high confidence before the
1990s, and ocean data sampling is too sparse to permit an estimate of
global mean thermal expansion before the 1970s. However, a closed
observational GMSL budget since the 1970s can be demonstrated
with reasonable estimates of ice-sheet contributions (Church et al.,
2011a; Moore et al., 2011) (Table 13.1, Figure 13.7). For 1971–2010,
the observed contributions from thermal expansion and mass loss from
glaciers (not including those in Antarctica) alone explain about 75% of
the observed GMSL (high confidence).
AOGCM-based estimates of thermal expansion, which agree well
with observations since 1971, observational estimates of the glacier
contribution, and the estimated change in land water storage (Figure
13.4c), which is relatively small, can all be made from the start of
the 20th century (Sections 13.3.1.2, 13.3.2.2 and 13.3.4, Table 13.1).
Model estimates of Greenland ice-sheet SMB changes give an uncertain but relatively small contribution during most of the 20th century,
increasing since the early 1990s (Section 13.3.3.2). There could be a
small constant contribution from the Antarctic ice sheet (Huybrechts
et al., 2011; Gregory et al., 2013b) due to long-term adjustment to
climate change in previous millennia. Any secular rate of sea level rise
in the late Holocene was small (order of few tenths mm yr–1) (Section
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Figure 13.7 | (a) The observed and modelled sea level for 1900 to 2010. (b) The rates of sea level change for the same period, with the satellite altimeter data shown as a red
dot for the rate. (c) The observed and modelled sea level for 1961 to 2010. (d) The observed and modelled sea level for 1990 to 2010. Panel (e) compares the sum of the observed
contributions (orange) and the observed sea level from the satellite altimeter data (red). The estimates of global mean sea level are from Jevrejeva et al. (2008), Church and White
(2011), and Ray and Douglas (2011), with the shading indicating the uncertainty estimates (two standard deviations). The satellite altimeter data since 1993 are shown in red.
The grey lines in panels (a)-(d) are the sums of the contributions from modelled ocean thermal expansion and glaciers (excluding glaciers peripheral to the Antarctic ice sheet; from
Marzeion et al., 2012a), plus changes in land-water storage (see Figure 13.4). The black line is the mean of the grey lines plus a correction of thermal expansion for the omission
of volcanic forcing in the AOGCM control experiments (see Section 13.3.1.2). The dashed black line (adjusted model mean) is the sum of the corrected model mean thermal expansion, the change in land water storage, the Marzeion et al. (2012a) glacier estimate using observed (rather than modelled) climate (see Figure 13.4), and an illustrative long-term
ice-sheet contribution (of 0.1 mm yr–1). The dotted black line is the adjusted model mean but now including the observed ice-sheet contributions, which begin in 1993. Because the
observational ice-sheet estimates include the glaciers peripheral to the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets (from Section 4.4), the contribution from glaciers to the adjusted model
mean excludes the peripheral glaciers to avoid double counting. (Figure and caption updated from Church et al., 2013).
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13.2.1.4), probably less than 0.2 mm yr–1 (see discussion in Gregory
et al., (2013b). Including these ice-sheet contributions (but omitting
Antarctic SMB variations, for which no observationally based information for the ice sheet as a whole is available for the majority of
the 20th century), GMSL rise during the 20th century can be accounted for within uncertainties, including the observation that the linear
trend of GMSL rise during the last 50 years is little larger than for the
20th century, despite the increasing anthropogenic forcing (Gregory
et al., 2013b). Model-based attribution of sea level change to RFs is
discussed in Section 10.4.3.
The sum of CMIP5 AOGCM thermal expansion (Section 13.3.1.2), glacier model results with CMIP5 AOGCM input (not including glaciers in
Antarctica; Section 13.3.2.2; Marzeion et al., (2012a)), and anthropogenic intervention in land water storage (Section 13.3.4) accounts for
about 65% of the observed rate of GMSL rise for 1901–1990, and 90%
for 1971–2010 and 1993–2010 (high confidence) (Table 13.1; Figure
13.7). In all periods, the residual is small enough to be attributed to the
ice sheets (Section 13.3.3.2).
The unusually warm conditions in the Arctic during the 1930s (Chylek
et al., 2004), which are attributed to unforced climate variability (Delworth and Knutson, 2000) and are therefore not expected to be simulated by AOGCMs, likely produced a greater mass loss by glaciers in
high northern latitudes (Section 13.3.2.2). The difference between the
glacier mass loss calculated with the Marzeion et al. (2012a) model
when it is forced with observed climate rather than AOGCM simulated
climate (the purple and blue curves in Figure 13.4b) is an estimate of
this effect.
If the glacier model results for observational input are used (Marzeion
et al. (2012a), not including glaciers in Antarctica) and an illustrative
value of 0.1 mm yr–1 is included for a long-term Antarctic contribution,
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the model mean is within 20% of the observed GMSL rise for the 20th
century (Figure 13.7a,c, dashed line), and 10% since 1993 (Figure
13.7d, dashed line; Church et al. (2013)). When the observed icesheet contributions since 1992 are included as well, the sum is almost
equivalent to the observed rise (dotted line in Figure 13.7). Both observations and models have a maximum rate of rise in the 1930–1950
period, a minimum rate in the 1960s and a maximum rate over the last
two decades (Figure 13.7b). This agreement provides evidence that the
larger rate of rise since 1990, with a significant component of ocean
thermal expansion (Figure 13.4d), results from increased RF (both natural and anthropogenic) and increased ice-sheet discharge, rather than
a natural oscillation (medium confidence) (Church et al., 2013).
In summary, the evidence now available gives a clearer account of
observed GMSL change than in previous IPCC assessments, in two
respects. First, reasonable agreement can be demonstrated throughout
the period since 1900 between GMSL rise as observed and as calculated from the sum of contributions. From 1993, all contributions can
be estimated from observations; for earlier periods, a combination of
models and observations is needed. Second, when both models and
observations are available, they are consistent within uncertainties.
These two advances give confidence in the 21st century sea level projections. The ice-sheet contributions have the potential to increase substantially due to rapid dynamical change (Sections 13.1.4.1, 13.4.3.2
and 13.4.4.2) but have been relatively small up to the present (Sections
4.4 and 13.3.3.2). Therefore, the closure of the sea level budget to date
does not test the reliability of ice-sheet models in projecting future
rapid dynamical change; we have only medium confidence in these
models, on the basis of theoretical and empirical understanding of
the relevant processes and observations of changes up to the present
(13.4.3.2, 13.4.4.2).

Box 13.1 | The Global Energy Budget
The global energy balance is a fundamental aspect of the Earth’s climate system. At the top of the atmosphere (TOA), the boundary of
the climate system, the balance involves shortwave radiation received from the Sun, and shortwave radiation reflected and longwave
radiation emitted by the Earth (Section 1.2.2). The rate of storage of energy in the Earth system must be equal to the net downward
radiative flux at the TOA.
The TOA fluxes (Section 2.3) have been measured by the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) satellites from 1985 to 1999 (Wong
et al., 2006) and the Cloud and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) satellites from March 2000 to the present (Loeb et al., 2009).
The TOA radiative flux measurements are highly precise, allowing identification of changes in the Earth’s net energy budget from year
to year within the ERBE and CERES missions (Kato, 2009; Stackhouse et al., 2010; Loeb et al., 2012), but the absolute calibration of the
instruments is not sufficiently accurate to allow determination of the absolute TOA energy flux or to provide continuity across missions
(Loeb et al., 2009).
The ocean has stored more than 90% of the increase in energy in the climate system over recent decades (Box 3.1), resulting in ocean
thermal expansion and hence sea level rise (Sections 3.7, 9.4 and 13.3.1). Thus the energy and sea level budgets are linked and must
be consistent (Church et al., 2011b). This Box focusses on the Earth’s global energy budget since 1970 when better global observational
data coverage is available. The RFs (from Chapter 8), the global averaged surface temperatures (Hadley Centre/Climate Research Unit
gridded surface temperature data set 4 (HadCRUT4) (Morice et al., 2012), and the rate of energy storage are relative to the time mean
of 1860 to 1879. Otto et al. (2013) used an energy imbalance over this reference period of 0.08 ± 0.03 W m–2, which is subtracted from
the observed energy storage. (continued on next page)
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Box 13.1 (continued)

Since 1970, the effective radiative forcing (ERF) of the climate system has been positive as a result of increased greenhouse gas (GHG)
concentrations (well-mixed and short-lived GHGs, tropospheric and stratospheric ozone, and stratospheric water vapour) and a small
increase in solar irradiance (Box 13.1, Figure 1a). This positive ERF has been partly compensated by changes in tropospheric aerosols
which predominantly reflect sunlight and modify cloud properties and structure in ways that tend to reinforce the negative ERF,
although black carbon produces positive forcing. Explosive volcanic eruptions (such as El Chichón in Mexico in 1982 and Mt. Pinatubo
in the Philippines in 1991) can inject sulphur dioxide into the stratosphere, giving rise to stratospheric aerosol, which persists for several
years. This reflects some of the incoming solar radiation, and thus gives a further negative forcing. Changes in surface albedo from
land-use change have also led to a greater reflection of shortwave radiation back to space and hence a negative forcing. Since 1970,
the net ERF of the climate system (including black carbon on snow and combined contrails and contrail-induced cirrus, not shown) has
increased (Chapter 8), resulting in a cumulative total energy inflow (Box 13.1, Figure 1a). From 1971 to 2010, the total energy inflow
(relative to the reference period 1860-1879) is estimated to be 790 [105 to 1,370] ZJ (1 ZJ = 1021 J).

Year

13

Year

Box 13.1, Figure 1 | The Earth’s energy budget from 1970 through 2011. (a) The cumulative energy flux into the Earth system from changes in well-mixed and shortlived greenhouse gases, solar forcing, changes in tropospheric aerosol forcing, volcanic forcing and surface albedo (relative to 1860–1879) are shown by the coloured
lines and these are added to give the cumulative energy inflow (black; including black carbon on snow and combined contrails and contrail-induced cirrus, not shown
separately). (b) The cumulative total energy inflow from (a, black) is balanced by the sum of the warming of the Earth system (blue; energy absorbed in warming the
ocean, the atmosphere and the land and in the melting of ice) and an increase in outgoing radiation inferred from changes in the global averaged surface temperature.
The sum of these two terms is given for a climate feedback parameter α of 0.82, 1.23 and 2.47 W m–2 °C–1 (corresponding to an equilibrium climate sensitivity of 4.5,
3.0 and 1.5ºC, respectively). The energy budget would be closed for a particular value of α if that line coincided with the total energy inflow. For clarity, all uncertainties
(shading) shown are for a likely range.

If the ERF were fixed, the climate system would eventually warm sufficiently that the radiative response would balance the ERF, and
there would be zero net heat flux into the system. As the ERF is increasing, the ocean’s large capacity to store heat means the climate
system is not in equilibrium (Hansen et al., 2005), and continues to store energy (Box 3.1 and Box 13.1, Figure 1b). This storage provides
(continued on next page)
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Box 13.1 (continued)

strong evidence of a changing climate. The majority of this additional heat is in the upper 700 m of the ocean but there is also warming
in the deep and abyssal ocean (Box 3.1). The associated thermal expansion of the ocean has contributed about 40% of the observed
sea level rise since 1971 (Sections 13.3.1, 13.3.6; Church et al., (2011b)). A small amount of additional heat has been used to warm the
continents, warm and melt glacial and sea ice, and warm the atmosphere. The estimated increase in energy in the Earth system between
1971 and 2010 is 274 [196 to 351] ZJ (Box 3.1).
As the climate system warms, energy is lost to space through increased outgoing radiation. This radiative response by the system is predominantly due to increased thermal grey-body radiation emitted by the atmosphere and surface, but is modified by climate feedbacks,
such as changes in water vapour, surface albedo and clouds, which affect both outgoing longwave and reflected shortwave radiation.
Following Murphy et al. (2009), Box 13.1, Figure 1b relates the cumulative total energy inflow to the Earth system to the change in
energy storage and the cumulative outgoing radiation. Calculation of the latter is based on the observed globally averaged surface
temperature change ΔT relative to a reference temperature for which the Earth system would be in radiative balance. This temperature
change is multiplied by the climate feedback parameter α, which in turn is related to the equilibrium climate sensitivity. For equilibrium
climate sensitivities of 4.5°C, 3.0°C to 1.5°C (Box 12.2) and an ERF for a doubled CO2 concentration of 3.7 ± 0.74 W m–2 (Sections 8.1,
8.3), the corresponding estimates of the climate feedback parameter α are 0.82, 1.23 and 2.47 W m–2 °C–1.
In addition to these forced variations in the Earth’s energy budget, there is also internal variability on decadal time scales. Observations
and models indicate that because of the comparatively small heat capacity of the atmosphere, a decade of steady or even decreasing
surface temperature can occur in a warming world (Easterling and Wehner, 2009; Palmer et al., 2011). General Circulation Model
simulations indicate that these periods are associated with a transfer of heat from the upper to the deeper ocean, of order 0.1 W m–2
(Katsman and van Oldenborgh, 2011; Meehl et al., 2011), with a near steady (Meehl et al., 2011) or an increased radiation to space
(Katsman and van Oldenborgh, 2011), again of order 0.1 W m–2. Although these natural fluctuations represent a large amount of heat,
they are significantly smaller than the anthropogenic forcing of the Earth’s energy budget (Huber and Knutti, 2012), particularly when
looking at time scales of several decades or more (Santer et al., 2011).
These independent estimates of ERF, observed heat storage, and surface warming combine to give an energy budget for the Earth that
is consistent with the assessed likely range of climate sensitivity (1.5°C to 4.5°C; Box 12.2) to within estimated uncertainties (high
confidence). Quantification of the terms in the Earth’s energy budget and verification that these terms balance over recent decades
provides strong evidence for our understanding of anthropogenic climate change. Changes in the Earth’s energy storage are a powerful
observation for the detection and attribution of climate change (Section 10.3) (Gleckler et al., 2012; Huber and Knutti, 2012).

13.4

Projected Contributions to Global
Mean Sea Level

13.4.1

Ocean Heat Uptake and Thermal Expansion

More than 90% of the net energy increase of the climate system on
multiannual time scales is stored in the ocean (Box 3.1). GMSL rise due
to thermal expansion is approximately proportional to the increase in
ocean heat content. The constant of proportionality is 0.11 ± 0.01 m
per 1024 J for the ensemble of CMIP5 models (Kuhlbrodt and Gregory,
2012); it depends on the vertical and latitudinal distribution of warming in the ocean, because the expansion of sea water per degree Celsius of warming is greater at higher temperature and higher pressure
(Russell et al., 2000; Hallberg et al., 2012; Körper et al., 2013; Perrette
et al., 2013).
For the early decades of the 21st century, the upper ocean dominates
the ocean heat uptake, and ocean heat content rises roughly linearly
with global mean surface air temperature (SAT) change (Pardaens et
al., 2011b; Körper et al., 2013). On multi-decadal time scales under
scenarios of steadily increasing RF, the rate of increase of ocean heat

content is approximately proportional to the global mean SAT change
from equilibrium (Gregory, 2000; Meehl et al., 2007; Rahmstorf, 2007a;
Gregory and Forster, 2008; Katsman et al., 2008; Schwartz, 2012), with
the constant of proportionality (in W m–2 °C–1) being the ocean heat
uptake efficiency k.
The ocean heat uptake efficiency quantifies the effect of ocean heat
uptake on moderating time-dependent climate change; neglecting the
small fraction of heat stored elsewhere in the climate system, the surface warming can be approximated as F/(a+k), where F is the RF and
a is the climate feedback parameter (Raper et al., 2002), and hence the
rate of ocean heat uptake is approximately kF/(a+k). In CMIP3 and
CMIP5, the model spread in projections of surface warming is dominated by the spread in F and a, but the spread in k accounts for a substantial part of the spread in projections of ocean heat uptake (Dufresne
and Bony, 2008; Gregory and Forster, 2008; Knutti and Tomassini, 2008;
Geoffroy et al., 2012; Sriver et al., 2012; Forster et al., 2013).
The spread in k relates to differences among models in heat-transport
processes within the ocean. The warming spreads downwards from
the surface over time, and the greatest increases in projected ocean
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heat content occur where the warming penetrates most deeply, in the
Southern Ocean and the North Atlantic (Figure 12.12; Section 12.4.7.1)
(Kuhlbrodt and Gregory, 2012). Changes in convection and the largescale vertical circulation are particularly important to heat uptake in
the North Atlantic (Banks and Gregory, 2006; Rugenstein et al., 2013).
Heat is also transported vertically by eddies, especially in the Southern
Ocean, and by turbulent mixing. These processes are parameterized in
models when they occur at unresolved scales. Observed ocean heat
uptake has been used in conjunction with observed global SAT change
to constrain the ocean effective thermal diffusivity representing all
unresolved vertical transports in simple climate models and EMICs
(Forest et al., 2008; Knutti and Tomassini, 2008; Marčelja, 2010; Sokolov et al., 2010). The simulated ocean vertical temperature profile and
the depth of penetration of the warming in AOGCMs have also been
evaluated by comparison with observations, and both bear a relationship to k (Hallberg et al., 2012; Kuhlbrodt and Gregory, 2012). Such
comparisons suggest that model projections might be biased towards
overestimating ocean heat uptake and thermal expansion for a given
surface warming (Sections 9.4.2.2, 10.8.3 and 13.3.1.2). The physical
causes of this tendency are unclear. Although the simulated vertical
temperature profile is affected by the model representation of vertical
heat transport processes, Brierley et al. (2010) found only a small effect
on k from variation of model parameters that influence interior heat
transport.
Because the ocean integrates the surface heat flux, thermal expansion projections following different scenarios do not significantly
diverge for several decades. Scenarios assuming strong mitigation of
GHG emissions begin to show a reduced rate of thermal expansion
beyond about 2040; the amount by 2100 is about one third less than
in a non-mitigation scenario (Washington et al., 2009; Pardaens et al.,

Ocean heat uptake (YJ)

4

13

3

2011b; Körper et al., 2013), and half as much in RCP2.6 as in RCP8.5
(Yin, 2012) (Section 13.5.1). The integrating effect means that thermal expansion depends not only on the cumulative total, but also on
the pathway of CO2 emissions; reducing emissions earlier rather than
later, for the same cumulative total, leads to a larger mitigation of sea
level rise due to thermal expansion (Zickfeld et al., 2012; Bouttes et
al., 2013). The integrating effect also means that annual time series of
global ocean thermal expansion show less interannual variability than
time series of global SAT. For the present assessment of GMSL rise,
projections of ocean heat uptake and thermal expansion up to 2100
have been derived from the CMIP5 AOGCMs (Yin, 2012). Methods are
described in Section 13.5.1 and the Supplementary Material and the
results for ocean heat uptake are shown in Figure 13.8, and for thermal
expansion in Table 13.5 and Figures 13.10 and 13.11.
Ocean heat uptake efficiency is not constant on time scales of many
decades or in scenarios of stable or decreasing RF (Rahmstorf, 2007a;
Schewe et al., 2011; Bouttes et al., 2013). A good representation of
AOGCM behaviour is obtained by distinguishing a shallow layer, which
is associated with surface temperature variations on decadal time
scales, from a deep layer, which has the majority of the heat capacity
(Hansen et al., 1985; Knutti et al., 2008; Held et al., 2010; Olivié et
al., 2012; Schwartz, 2012; Bouttes et al., 2013; Geoffroy et al., 2013).
Ocean heat uptake and thermal expansion take place not only while
atmospheric GHG concentrations are rising, but continue for many centuries to millennia after stabilization of RF, at a rate which declines
on a centennial time scale (Stouffer, 2004; Meehl et al., 2005; 2007;
Solomon et al., 2009; Hansen et al., 2011; Meehl et al., 2012; Schwartz,
2012; Bouttes et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013; Zickfeld et al., 2013). This is
because the time scale for warming the deep ocean is much longer
than for the shallow ocean (Gregory, 2000; Held et al., 2010).

RCP2.6
RCP4.5
RCP6.0
RCP8.5
For individual scenarios, in their own colors:
Mean and 5-95% range from TOA radiation
Mean and 5-95% range from ocean temperature
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Figure 13.8 | Heat uptake by the climate system during the 21st century relative to 1986–2005 projected by CMIP5 Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCMs)
under RCP scenarios (1 YJ = 1024 J). The heat uptake is diagnosed by two different methods. The thick solid lines, and the coloured ranges for RCP2.6 and RCP8.5, are the time- and
global integral of the net downward radiative flux perturbation at the top of the atmosphere, from the 21 AOGCMs used to make the global mean sea level projections (in some
cases estimated from other scenarios, as described in the Supplementary Material). The broken solid lines, and the thin solid lines delimiting ranges for RCP2.6 and RCP8.5, are the
global volume integral of ocean temperature change, in a smaller and different set of AOGCMs for each scenario. The difference between the two diagnoses is due partly to the
different sets of models (which is a consequence of diagnostics available in the CMIP5 data set), and partly to heat uptake in other parts of the simulated climate system than the
ocean water. In both methods, climate drift in the pre-industrial control run has been subtracted.
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The rate and the stabilization time scale for thermal expansion depend
on the GHG stabilization level. For the highest scenario (RCP8.5), GMSL
rise due to thermal expansion can exceed 2 m above the pre-industrial
level by the year 2500 (Section 12.5.2, Figure 12.44, Figure 13.14a),
and is still rising at that time. Changes in ocean circulation, particularly
due to a reduction in deep water formation, can also have a large
effect on global ocean heat uptake, and may relate nonlinearly to
global surface warming (Levermann et al., 2005; Fluckiger et al., 2006;
Vellinga and Wood, 2008). As the rate of ocean heat uptake decreases,
the surface warming approaches the level determined by the equilibrium climate sensitivity.
On a multi-millennial time scale, the range from Earth System Models
of Intermediate Complexity suggests that thermal expansion contributes between 0.20 to 0.63 m per degree Celsius of global mean temperature increase (Meehl et al., 2007; Zickfeld et al., 2013) (Section
12.5.2 and Figure 13.14a). The median of the six models of 0.42 m
°C–1 is consistent with a thermal expansion of 0.38 m °C–1 that would
result from a uniform increase in ocean temperature from the presently
observed temperature and salinity distribution (Levitus et al., 2009).
Uncertainty arises due to the different spatial distribution of the warming in models and the dependence of the expansion on local temperature and salinity.

13.4.2

Glaciers

The 21st century sea level contribution from glaciers presented in the
AR4 assessment ranged from 0.06 to 0.15 m SLE by 2100 across a
range of scenarios (Meehl et al., 2007). The Randolph Glacier Inventory
(RGI) (Arendt et al., 2012) has improved projections of glacier contribution to sea level rise by providing the first globally complete accounting of glacier location, area, and area-elevation distribution (hypsometry). Several analyses of scenario-dependent SMB glacier projections
(referred to here as process-based models) have been produced using
the RGI, including Marzeion et al. (2012a), Giesen and Oerlemans
(2013), and Radić et al. (2013). The Marzieon and Radić approaches
each used different suites of CMIP5 AOGCM models to calculate SMB
terms from RCP forcings, and the model by Slangen and van de Wal
(2011) was used to calculate SMB terms from RCP forcings (Supplementary Material 13.SM.1). Giesen and Oerlemans (2013) used CRU
forcing but calculated SMB from three different combinations of variations in modelled temperature, precipitation, and atmospheric transmissivity. Only their results for varying temperature are shown here.
Machguth et al. (2013) is also included in Table 13.3, but this projection
represents changes in Greenland peripheral glaciers only, and is not
included in the global glacier summaries. Although these details differ
among the models, all share a generally common time-evolving structure, with SMB initially determined by model-generated climate forcing
applied to a subset of global glaciers, the ensuing volume change converted to area change via volume-area scaling, and this result upscaled
to a new global distribution and hypsometry to create initial conditions
for the subsequent time step. These methods are described further in
Section13.5.1 and in the Supplementary Material. Related results are
shown in Table 13.5 and Figures 13.10 and 13.11.
Although the peripheral glaciers surrounding the ice sheets are included with the ice sheets in assessment of present-day changes (Table
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13.1), future projections should ideally assess the peripheral glaciers
separately, as these are too small and dynamically responsive to be
modelled adequately with coarse-grid, non-dynamic ice-sheet SMB
models. The peripheral glaciers surrounding both the Greenland and
Antarctic ice sheets are thus included in the process-based models
described above, but for projections shown in Table 13.5, the Antarctic
peripheral glaciers are included with the Antarctic ice sheet whereas the Greenland peripheral glaciers are included with the remaining
world’s glaciers. Projected losses from glaciers peripheral to both ice
sheets are listed separately in Table 13.3.
Several glacier loss projections derived from model types other than
process-based models have been published since 2007; their projections range from 0.08 to 0.39 m SLE by 2100 (Table 13.3). These
used methods of projecting future losses from glaciers developed in
response to the absence of a global compilation of glacier observations
after 2005 and the absence of a globally complete glacier inventory to
provide geographic boundary conditions for conventional modelling.
These methods include extrapolation from observed rates (Meier et
al., 2007), semi-empirical methods applied to sea level change components (Jevrejeva et al., 2012b), kinematic (or ‘limit seeking’) projections
(Pfeffer et al., 2008), and power-law scaling estimates based on re-establishing equilibrium accumulation-area ratios (AARs) from initial
non-equilibrium AARs (Bahr et al., 2009). Strengths of these approaches include the fact that observations used to calibrate extrapolation
and semi-empirical projection partially account for future dynamically
forced losses, that semi-empirical methods use modelled future forcings as guidance for projections, and that AAR equilibration has strong
physical and theoretical underpinnings and gives generalized but
robust projections. These strengths partially offset the weaknesses of
these models, which include, in the case of extrapolation and semi-empirical projection, an assumption of statistical stationarity that may not
be valid, while the AAR equilibration approach gives only a final steady
state value, so that rates or cumulative losses at any intermediate time
must be estimated by area-response time scaling. However, these
alternate methods are valuable because of their construction on fundamental and robust principles together with their use of the limited
available information to produce projections that, although imprecise,
are transparent, and require less detailed input information or knowledge of details of complex processes in comparison to process-based
models.
Published results from process-based models are shown in Table 13.3.
Glacier contributions at 2100, expressed as SLE, range between 0.04
and 0.11 m for Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES) A1B, 0.07
and 0.17 m for RCP2.6, between 0.07 and 0.20 m for RCP4.5, between
0.07 and 0.20 m for RCP6.0, and between 0.12 and 0.26 m for RCP8.5.
The projections derived from alternative models are also shown in Table
13.3; the mean and range of these models listed here is 0.24 [0.08 to
0.39] m SLE, consistent with the process-based models. Results from
the process-based models, plotted as time series and grouped by forcing scenario, are shown in Figure 13.9. See Table 13.3 for specific start/
end dates for each projection.
Unresolved uncertainties in the projection of glacier contributions to
sea level rise include the potential for near-term dynamic response
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from marine-terminating glaciers and interception of terrestrial
runoff. Of the about 734,000 km2 of global glacier area exclusive of
that peripheral to the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, 280,500
km2 (38%) drains through marine-terminating outlets (Gardner et
al., 2013). Although the long-term potential for dynamic discharge
from glaciers (as opposed to ice sheets) is limited by their small total
volume, dynamic losses may be an important component of total sea
level rise on the decade-to-century scale. In Alaska, Columbia Glacier

lost 7.65 Gt yr–1 between 1996 and 2007, with 94% of that loss coming
from rapid tidewater retreat (Rasmussen et al., 2011); the loss from this
single 1000 km2 glacier is 1.3% of the global cryospheric component
of sea level rise during 1993–2010 (Table 13.1) and 0.7% of total sea
level rise. The observations required to estimate the potential for similar dynamic response from other glacier regions do not exist at this
time, but the dynamic contribution could be large on the century time
scale. If the basin-wide thinning rate observed at Columbia Glacier

Table 13.3 | Twenty-first century sea level rise projections for global glaciers, from process-based surface mass balance models, and from alternate model strategies. Dates for
beginning and end of model period are as shown; mean and 5% to 95% confidence sea level equivalents are shown in metres. Process-based models all use variations on Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Model (AOGCM) mass balance forcing applied to inventoried glacier hypsometries on a subset of global glaciers and upscaling by power-law
techniques to the global total. Calving and rapid dynamic response are not included in any of the models except for Jevrejeva et al. (2012b), where calving losses are present to a
limited degree in input data, and NRC (2012), where calving is explicitly included in future losses. Other model details are discussed in the text.

Contribution to Global
Mean Sea Level Rise (SLR)
Reference

Model

Starting
Date

End
Date

Process-based Surface Mass Balance (SMB) Models

Projected SLR (m) from Glaciers except Antarctic PGs
Mean

Peripheral Glacier
(PG) Contribution
Greenland Ice
Sheet PG (m)

Antarctic Ice
Sheet PG (m)

[5 to 95%]

5 to 95%

5 to 95%

confidence

confidence

confidence

Scenario RCP2.6
Marzeion et al. (2012a)

1986–2005
Mean

2099

0.12

[0.07–0.17]

0.007–0.02

0.02–0.04

2000

2099

0.10

[0.07–0.13]

0.004–0.007

0.02–0.03

1986–2005
Mean

2099

0.14

[0.08–0.20]

0.009–0.022

0.02–0.04

Radic et al. (2013)

2006

2099

0.13

[0.07–0.20]

0.0–0.024

0.02

Slangen and van de Wal (2011)

2000

2099

0.12

[0.07–0.17]

0.005–0.01

0.03–0.04

1986–2005
Mean

2099

0.15

[0.09–0.20]

0.01–0.022

0.02–0.04

2000

2099

0.14

[0.07–0.20]

0.006–0.01

0.04

1986–2005
Mean

2099

0.18

[0.12–0.25]

0.015–0.025

0.02–0.05

Radic et al. (2013)

2006

2099

0.19

[0.12–0.26]

0.009–0.031

0.02–0.03

Slangen and van de Wal (2011)

2000

2099

0.18

[0.12–0.24]

0.008–0.015

0.04–0.06

2012

2099

0.08

[0.04–0.11]

0.004–0.021

0.01–0.04

2000

2098

Extrapolation with fixed rate

2006

2100

0.3

[0.08–0.13]

Extrapolation with fixed acceleration

2006

2100

0.24

[0.11–0.37]

Low-range projection

2007

2100

0.17

High-range projection

2007

2100

0.24

AAR fixed at present values

Find equilibrium value

0.18

[0.15–0.27]

AAR declines at current rate

Find equilibrium value

0.38

[0.35–0.39]
[0.13–0.16]

Slangen and van de Wal (2011)
Scenario RCP4.5
Marzeion et al. (2012a)

Scenario RCP6.0
Marzeion et al. (2012a)
Slangen and van de Wal (2011)
Scenario RCP8.5
Marzeion et al. (2012a)

Scenario A1B
Giesen and Oerlemans (2013)
Scenario A1B and RCP4.5
Machguth et al. (2013)a

0.006–0.011

Alternate Models
Meier et al. (2007)

13

Pfeffer et al. (2008)

Bahr et al. (2009)

National Research
Council (2012)

Generalized linear model
extrapolation, variable rate

2010

2100

0.14

Jeverjeva et al. (2012b)

Semi-empirical projection
of components of sea level
rise, forced by radiation

2009

2100

0.26

Notes
a
This projection represents changes in Greenland peripheral glaciers only, and is not included in the global glacier summaries.
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Figure 13.9 | Time series plots for process-based model projections of sea level contributions from global glaciers (in mm), including peripheral glaciers surrounding the Greenland
ice sheet but excluding the glaciers surrounding the Antarctic ice sheet. Projections are grouped by forcing scenario as indicated on the plots. Results are plotted for a common time
interval of 2011 to 2099. Colours correspond to particular model analyses: red = Marzeion et al. (2012a); blue = Slangen and van de Wal (2011); green = Radić et al. (2013); black
= Giesen and Oerlemans (2013). Individual Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Model (AOGCM) projections are plotted for each analysis, so the ranges of the curves at 2099
are different than those listed in Table 13.3, where 5 to 95% confidence limits are shown. In the panel showing results for RCP6.0 and A1B forcings, only Geisen and Oerlemans
(black lines) use the A1B forcing.

over the past 25 years (about 5 m yr–1) were to occur over the area of
global glaciers draining through marine outlets (280,500 km2) during
the next 89 years (2011–2100), the sea level contribution would be
approximately 30 cm SLE, compatible with Jeverajeva et al’s (2012b)
projected loss of 26 cm SLE from glaciers. Although this is a rough
calculation and an upper bound, because drainage through marine
outlets does not guarantee tidewater instability, it indicates that the
potential for a significant sea level response to dynamic retreat of glaciers cannot be rejected a priori.

with no delay or interception by surface or aquifer storage. Although
this probably will not apply to discharge from glaciers located near
coasts (e.g., Canadian Arctic, Patagonia, Alaska, ice-sheet peripheries),
runoff from interior regions (e.g., Alps, High Mountain Asia) may be
significantly intercepted before reaching the ocean. Whether terrestrial
interception has any significant effect on the net glacier contribution
to sea level rise is undetermined at this time.

Completion of the global glacier inventory has allowed large improvements in assessment and modelling, but further uncertainties related
to the inventory remain to be resolved, including those arising from the
size cutoff decided for the inventory (Bahr and Radić, 2012). Another
source of uncertainty is interception of glacier runoff by land hydrology. Despite rapidly growing knowledge of changes in terrestrial water
storage, especially through increased reliability of GRACE observations,
glacier mass loss is still generally assumed to flow directly to the ocean,

13.4.3.1 Surface Mass Balance Change

13.4.3

Greenland Ice Sheet

13

Greenland SMB is positive in the present climate but shows a decreasing trend (Section 13.3.3.2), which implies an increasing contribution
to GMSL rise. Like the AR4, all recent studies have indicated that the
future sea level contribution from Greenland SMB change will be
increasingly positive because the increase in ablation (mostly runoff)
outweighs that in accumulation (mostly snowfall), and that scenarios
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of greater RF lead to a larger sea level contribution. Precipitation is projected to increase at about 5% per °C of annual-mean warming over
Greenland, but the increase in snowfall is smaller because the fraction
of rain increases as temperature rises (Gregory and Huybrechts, 2006;
Fettweis et al., 2013).
We compare post-AR4 studies of Greenland SMB change using
time-dependent simulations of the 21st century by CMIP3 AOGCMs
for scenario SRES A1B and CMIP5 AOGCMs for scenario RCP4.5 (Table
13.4). The time-integral of the Greenland SMB anomaly with respect to
a reference period is interpreted as a contribution to GMSL rise, on the
assumption that the ice sheet was in approximate mass balance during
the reference period (see discussion in Sections 13.1.4.1 and 13.3.3.2);
this assumption can be avoided only if ice-sheet outflow is also modelled. Making this assumption, the Greenland SMB contribution lies in
the range 0.00 to 0.13 m for these two scenarios.
The spread in the magnitude and patterns of Greenland climate change
projected by the AOGCMs causes a large part of the spread in the

projected contribution to GMSL rise (Table 13.4). Yoshimori and AbeOuchi (2012) found that the inter-model spread in global mean SAT
change accounts for about 60% of the spread in the change of projected Greenland ablation. Two important contributions to the remaining
spread are the weakening of the AMOC, which affects the magnitude
of warming over Greenland, and the SAT of Greenland in the model
control climate, which affects the sensitivity of melting to warming
(Yoshimori and Abe-Ouchi, 2012; Fettweis et al., 2013).
Ablation is computed using either an EBM, which may be stand-alone
or part of a regional climate model, or from surface air temperature
using an empirical temperature index method, mostly commonly the
positive-degree-day (PDD) method, in which melting is proportional to
the time-integral of temperature above the freezing point. Meltwater
production increases faster than linearly with temperature increase
because of reduced albedo due to refreezing of meltwater in the snowpack and expansion of the area of bare ice (van Angelen et al., 2012;
Fettweis et al., 2013; Franco et al., 2013). The simulation of this positive albedo feedback on mass loss depends sensitively on the model

Table 13.4 | Contribution to sea level rise from change in the surface mass balance of the Greenland ice sheet during the 21st century. Where given, ranges are 5 to 95% estimated from the published results and indicate the uncertainty due to the climate change modelling by Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Model (AOGCMs), except where
noted otherwise.

Reference

Modela

Contribution to Global Mean Sea Level Rise
starting from

up to

amount (m)b

rate (mm yr–1)b

20 km PDD

1990

2090–2099

0.01–0.08d

0.3–1.9d

Bengtsson et al. (2011)

60 km (T213) EBM

1959–1989

2069–2099

—

1.4

Fettweis et al. (2008)f

TI from 25 km EBM

1970–1999

2090–2099

0.03–0.05

0.3–1.0

Graversen et al. (2011)

10 km PDD

2000

2100

0.02–0.08
0.00–0.17g

0.0–2.1g

Scenario SRES A1B, CMIP3 AOGCMs
AR4 (Meehl et al., 2007)c
e

Mernild et al. (2010)

25 km EBM

1980–1999

2070–2079

0.02

0.5

Rae et al. (2012)h

25 km EBM

1980–1999

2090–2099

0.01, 0.04, 0.06

0.3,1.2,1.5

Seddik et al. (2012)i

10 kme PDD

2004

2104

0.02, 0.04

—

1−2 km TI

1980–1999

2090–2099

0.02–0.13

0.2–2.0

Fettweis et al. (2013)c

25 km RCM

1980–1999

2100

0.02–0.11

0.1–1.2 in 2080–2099

Gregory and Huybrechts (2006)c,j

20 km PDD

1980–1999

2100

0.00–0.06

0.0–0.8 in 2080–2099

Van Angelen et al. (2012)

11 km RCM

1960–1990

2100

0.11

1.7l in 2079–2098

1−2 km TI

1980–1999

2090–2099

0.00–0.11

0.0–1.8

Yoshimori and Abe-Ouchi (2012)
Scenario RCP4.5, CMIP5 AOGCMs

k

Yoshimori and Abe-Ouchi (2012)j
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Notes:
a
The spatial resolution is stated and the surface mass balance (SMB) method denoted by TI = temperature index, PDD = positive degree day, EBM = Energy Balance Model.
b
The amount of sea level rise is the time-integral of the SMB anomaly from the period or date labelled ‘starting from’ to the one labelled ‘up to’. Unless otherwise indicated, the SMB anomaly is
calculated relative to the mean SMB for the ‘starting from’ period, and the rate of sea level rise is the SMB anomaly in the ‘up to’ period.
c
These results are estimated from global mean surface air temperature (SAT) change, using formulae fitted to results from a Greenland SMB model.
d
The SMB anomaly is relative to the late 19th century.
e
This experiment used time-slices, with boundary conditions from the European Centre for Medium range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and Hamburg 5 (ECHAM5) GCM, rather than a simulation
of the complete century; thus, results are not available for the amount.
f
Fettweis et al. (2008) and Franco et al. (2011) used a hybrid approach: they derived a regression relationship from simulations of the recent past using a Regional Climate Model (RCM),
incorporating an EBM, between annual anomalies in Greenland climate and in Greenland SMB, then applied this relationship to project future SMB from projected future climate anomalies. The
method assumes that a relationship derived from past variability will also hold for future forced climate change.
g
Range including uncertainty in choice of emission scenario (B1, A1B or A2), SMB modelling and ice-sheet dynamical modelling, as well as uncertainty in climate modelling.
h
Results are given for the Hadley Centre Regional Model 3P (HadRM3P), High-Resolution Hamburg climate model 5 (HIRHAM5) and the Modèle Atmosphérique Régional (MAR) RCMs driven with
the same boundary conditions from the ECHAM5/MPI-OM AOGCM.
i
Results are given for two ice sheet models (Elmer/Ice, SImulation COde for POLythermal Ice Sheets (SICOPOLIS)) using the same AOGCM climate boundary conditions. The resolution given is for
SICOPOLIS; Elmer/Ice has variable resolution.
j
Results calculated from CMIP5 AOGCMs by the same method as used in the paper.
k
These results were obtained from the model of Van Angelen et al. (2012) using boundary conditions from the HadGEM2-ES AOGCM and are shown by Fettweis et al. (2013).
l
With respect to 1992–2011 as a reference period, during which there is a significant simulated trend in SMB (Section 13.3.3.2), the amount is 0.07 m and the rate 1.4 mm yr–1.
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snow-albedo parameterization (Rae et al., 2012). Goelzer et al. (2013)
projected 14 to 31% more runoff during the 21st century when using
an EBM than when using a PDD method, mainly because of the omission of the albedo feedback in the latter. However, other studies using
temperature index methods (Graversen et al., 2011; Yoshimori and
Abe-Ouchi, 2012) have ranges extending to higher values than those
from EBMs, indicating that this is not the only difference between
these classes of methods (Table 13.4).
SMB simulations are also particularly sensitive to the treatment of
meltwater refreezing (Bougamont et al., 2007; Rae et al., 2012). The
pore space in the present-day percolation zone could accommodate
1 to 5 mm SLE of refrozen meltwater over the next several decades
(Harper et al., 2012), and the importance of meltwater refreezing will
become greater as melting becomes prevalent in areas where it has
previously been rare. On the other hand, refreezing will be restricted,
and runoff consequently increased, by the expansion of the area of
bare ice (Fettweis et al., 2013).
Another source of model spread is the representation of topography,
which is lower when represented at coarser resolution. This allows
precipitation to spread further inland because of reduced topographic barriers (Bengtsson et al., 2011), and enhances ablation because
there is more area at lower, warmer altitudes (Bengtsson et al., 2011;
Seddik et al., 2012). Most of the models in Table 13.4 use a fixed
Greenland topography, and thus cannot simulate the positive feedback
on ablation that can be expected as the ice-sheet surface becomes
lower. Dynamical models are required to simulate this effect (Section
13.4.3.2).
For the present assessment of GMSL rise, changes in Greenland ice
sheet SMB up to 2100 have been computed from global mean SAT
change projections derived from the CMIP5 AOGCMs, following methods described in Section 13.5.1 and the Supplementary Material. The
distribution of results, shown in Table 13.5 and Figures 13.10 and
13.11, covers the ranges obtained using the methods of Fettweis et al.
(2013), Gregory and Huybrechts (2006), and Yoshimori and Abe-Ouchi
(2012).
On multi-centennial to millennial time scales, feedbacks between
regional climate and the ice sheet become increasingly relevant, especially under strong climate change scenarios, thus requiring coupled
climate ice-sheet models to capture potential feedbacks beyond the
year 2100. These models apply a reduced spatial resolution in order to
be computationally efficient enough to evaluate longer time scales and
to combine the different climatic components. Consistent with regional
climate models for the 21st century, they project an increasingly negative mass balance for the Greenland ice sheet for all warming scenarios
which is mainly due to a decreasing SMB (Ridley et al., 2005; Winguth et al., 2005; Driesschaert et al., 2007; Mikolajewicz et al., 2007a;
Swingedouw et al., 2008; Vizcaíno et al., 2008, 2010; Huybrechts et
al., 2011; Goelzer et al., 2013). The main feedbacks between climate
and the ice sheet arise from changes in ice elevation, atmospheric and
ocean circulation, and sea-ice distribution.
Comparing the different feedbacks, high confidence can be assigned
to the models’ ability to capture the feedback between SMB and sur-
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face elevation. As a consequence, a nonlinear increase in ice loss from
Greenland with increasing regional RF is found across different scenarios (Driesschaert et al., 2007). This nonlinearity arises from the increase
in both the length of the ablation season and the daily amount of
melting as the ice-sheet surface lowers. This SMB-surface elevation
feedback is also the main reason for the threshold behaviour of the
Greenland ice sheet on multi-millennial time scales (Section 13.4.3.3).
Medium-to-low confidence is assigned to the models’ representation
of the atmospheric and ocean circulation and sea-ice changes. On multi-centennial time scales, Swingedouw et al. (2008) found enhanced ice
loss from Greenland in a coupled simulation (compared to the uncoupled version) in which ice topography and meltwater flux influence the
ocean and atmospheric circulation as well as sea-ice distribution. Vizcaíno et al. (2010) found reduced ice loss due to the coupling, mainly
caused by the effect of topographic changes on the surface temperature, but less pronounced in amplitude compared with Swingedouw
et al. (2008). Both the atmospheric circulation and the ocean currents,
especially in coastal areas, are poorly resolved by these models. It is
therefore likely that the time scales associated with ocean transport
processes are distorted and there is low confidence that these feedbacks, although existent, can be quantified accurately by the applied
models.
The AMOC exerts a strong influence on regional climate around the
Greenland ice sheet and consequently its SMB. Most CMIP5 models
show a reduction of the AMOC under future warming during the 21st
century and beyond (Section 12.4.7.2). Although coupled climate–ice
sheet models show some influence of meltwater from Greenland on
the AMOC, the uncertainty between models with respect to the AMOC
response to warming is significantly larger than the difference between
simulations with or without this feedback within one model.
In the coupled climate–ice sheet model applied by Mikolajewicz et al.
(2007a) and Vizcaíno et al. (2008), the AMOC shows a strongly nonlinear response to global warming. A weak AMOC reduction is found
for 1%-per-year-CO2-increase scenarios up to 560 and 840 ppm, and
a near-complete cessation of the AMOC for 1120 ppm. As a consequence, after 600 years of integration, the sea level contribution for
the 1120 ppm scenario is similar to that of the 560 ppm scenario, but
doubles for the medium scenario, which stabilizes at 840 ppm. In the
most recent model version (Vizcaíno et al., 2010), the AMOC shows a
strong weakening of the AMOC in all scenarios (~60% reduction in
560 ppm scenario; ~80% for 1120 ppm). The total sea level contribution from Greenland, including the effect of the AMOC weakening, is
~1 m (corresponding to an average rate of 1.7 mm yr–1) for 560 ppm
CO2 and ~3 m (5 mm yr–1) for 1120 ppm CO2.
Even though the AMOC weakening in the model by Huybrechts et al.
(2011) is less pronounced (10 to 25%), the ice loss through melting is
significantly weaker in this model. During the first 1000 years of integration, the Greenland ice sheet contributes 0.36 m (corresponding to
an average rate of 0.36 mm yr–1) for 560 ppm CO2 and 2.59 m (2.59
mm yr–1) for 1120 ppm CO2. In Huybrechts et al. (2011), the respective
increases in global mean SAT are 2.4°C (2 × CO2) and 6.3°C (4 × CO2)
after 1000 years with respect to pre-industrial. This relatively weak
warming response to GHG forcing compared to CMIP5 models and
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the climate model used in Vizcaíno et al. (2010) explains the relatively
small sea level response.
Using the same model as Huybrechts et al. (2011), albeit with a slightly
higher polar warming, Goelzer et al. (2012) computed temperatures
and sea level under the SRES scenarios B1, A1B and A2, with subsequent GHG stabilization after the year 2100. As in Huybrechts et al.
(2011), the ice-sheet evolution is dominated by the SMB. They find sea
level contributions of 1.4, 2.6 and 4.2 m in the year 3000 for the scenarios B1, A1B and B2, which correspond to mean rates of sea level
rise of 1.4 mm yr–1, 2.6 mm yr–1, and 4.2 mm yr–1, respectively.
In summary, coupled climate-ice sheet models consistently show an
increasingly negative mass balance of the Greenland ice sheet due
mainly to a decreasing SMB under warming scenarios on centennial
time scales beyond 2100. On multi-millennial time scales, these models
show a threshold temperature beyond which the melting of the Greenland ice sheet self-amplifies and the ice volume is reduced to less than
30% of its present volume (Section 13.4.3.3).

13.4.3.2 Dynamical Change
Observations suggest three main mechanisms by which climate change
can affect the dynamics of ice flow in Greenland (Sections 4.4.3 and
4.4.4): by directly affecting ice loss (outflow) through the calving of
icebergs and marine melt from marine-terminating outlet glaciers; by
altering basal sliding through the interaction of surface melt water with
the glacier bed; and indirectly through the interaction between SMB
and ice flow. We assess the consequences of each of these processes.
Section 4.4.3.2 presents the observational basis on which concerns
about increased ice loss by calving and marine melt are based. In particular, recent increases in loss are thought to be linked to the migration
of subtropical water masses around the coast of Greenland (Holland
et al., 2008) and its occupation of coastal fjords (Straneo et al., 2010;
Christoffersen et al., 2011). Output from 19 AOGCMs under scenario
A1B showed warming of 1.7°C to 2.0°C around Greenland over the
course of the 21st century (Yin et al., 2011), suggesting that the trend
towards increased outflow triggered by warming coastal waters will
continue.
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Although projections of outflow are at a fairly early stage, literature
now exists to make an assessment. Flowline modelling has successfully
simulated the observed retreat and associated acceleration of the main
outlet glaciers of the Greenland ice sheet (Helheim and Petermann
Glaciers (Nick et al., 2009, 2012); Jakobshavn Isbræ (Vieli and Nick,
2011)). The same model has been used to project mass loss from these
glaciers (Nick et al., 2013), as well as Kangerdlugssuaq Glacier, using
ocean and atmosphere forcing based on scenarios A1B and RCP8.5.
At 2100, total projected SLR spans 8 to 13 mm for A1B and 11 to 17
mm for RCP8.5. These figures generalize to 40 to 63 mm and 57 to 85
mm, respectively, for the whole ice sheet based on a simple scaling
between modelled and total ice-sheet area (a factor of ~5). Price et
al. (2011) modelled the century-scale response of the ice sheet to the
observed recent retreat of three outlet glaciers (Jakobshavn Isbræ, and
Helheim and Kangerdlugssuaq Glaciers). At 2100, the projected SLR
associated with the three modelled outlet glaciers is 0.6 to 1.4 mm,
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which equates to SLR of 4 to 8 mm after scaling (by a factor of ~6)
to all outlet glaciers based on observed mass loss (van den Broeke et
al., 2009). Total projected SLR then varies between 10 and 45 mm at
2100 if successive retreats are specified with a notional repeat interval
between 50 and 10 years.
Goelzer et al. (2013) implemented the Nick et al. (2013) retreat chronology within a 5-km resolution ice-sheet model along with their own
generalization for including unsampled outlet glaciers. Associated SLR
at 2100 is projected to vary between 8 and 18 mm. Graversen et al.
(2011) attempted to capture the effect of increased outflow by enhancing basal sliding and generated SLR of 9 to 24 mm at 2100.
Two estimates of the effect of dynamical change on Greenland’s contribution to SLR by 2100 have been made on the basis of physical
intuition. Pfeffer et al. (2008) developed a low scenario by assuming
a first-decade doubling of outlet glacier velocity throughout the ice
sheet that equates to 93 mm SLR, while a high scenario that assumes
an order of magnitude increase on the same time scale contributes 467
mm. Katsman et al. (2011) used a similar methodology to obtain an
estimate of 100 mm SLR.
Based primarily on Nick et al. (2013), we assess the upper limit of the
likely range of this dynamical effect to be 85 mm for RCP8.5 and 63
mm for all other RCP scenarios for the year 2100. We have medium
confidence in this as an upper limit because it is compatible with Katsman et al. (2011), the low scenario of Pfeffer et al. (2008), and Price et
al. (2011) in the probable event of a sub-decadal recurrence interval.
Although the likely upper limit is less than the high scenario of Pfeffer et al. (2008), process modelling gives no support to the order of
magnitude increase in flow on which this scenario is based. It is higher
than the contributions found by Goelzer et al. (2013) and Graversen
et al. (2011) for which there are two potential explanations. First, the
generalization used to extrapolate from the modelled sample to all
outlet glaciers differs. Nick et al. (2013) used a scaling similar to the
independently derived value of Price et al. (2011), while the implied
scaling used by Goelzer et al. (2013) is substantially lower. Second,
Goelzer et al. (2013) suggested that surface ice melt and calving each
remove marginal ice (see below), implying that by not including surface melt, overall mass loss by dynamics may be over predicted by the
flowline model of Nick et al. (2013). At present, these studies cannot be
reconciled and we therefore use the more inclusive range.
The lower limit of the likely range is assessed as 20 mm for RCP8.5 and
14 mm for all other RCP scenarios. This reflects the individual outlet
glacier projections of Nick et al. (2013) but uses a lower generalization
more similar to that found by Goelzer et al. (2013). This assessment of
the lower limit is compatible with Price et al. (2011) and Graversen et
al. (2011).
Section 4.4.3.2 assesses understanding of the link between abundant
summer meltwater, lubrication of the ice-sheet base, and enhanced
ice flow. Although this mechanism appears important in modulating
present-day ice flow, it is not supported as the cause of recent mass
loss. Goelzer et al. (2013) incorporated a parameterization of this effect
based on field observations, which results in less than a millimetre SLR
by 2100 in their projections. Bindschadler et al. (2013) reported a suite
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of experiments assessing this effect in an eight-model ensemble, but
their parameterization appears overly simplistic and may well exaggerate the importance of the effect. These projections do not incorporate the effect on ice flow of the latent heat released by increased
future quantities of melt water within the ice sheet (Phillips et al.,
2010; 2013), for which no projections are currently available. Basal
lubrication is therefore assessed as making an insignificant contribution to the likely range of SLR over the next century and is omitted in
the remainder of the assessment. We have medium confidence in projections of this effect primarily because recent improvements in process-based understanding show that it has little contribution to mass
loss (Section 4.4.3.2); the potential of latent-heat effects in the future
limits a higher level of confidence.

narios by year 2100. The latter are assumed to have uniform SLR in the
absence of literature allowing these scenarios to be assessed individually, although dependency on scenario is expected to exist. In addition,
mass loss associated with SMB-height feedback is likely to contribute
a further 0 to 15% of SMB (in itself scenario dependent). This equates
to, for example, 0 to 14 mm by 2100 based on the central estimate of
RCP8.5. The peripheral glaciers of Greenland are not included here but
are in the assessment of global glaciers’ contribution to SLR (Section
13.4.2). All the available literature suggests that this dynamical contribution to sea level rise will continue well beyond 2100.

Finally, we assess the level of interaction between SMB change and ice
flow. In AR4, this effect is assessed as 0 ± 10% (likely range) of SMB,
based on Huybrechts and de Wolde (1999) and Gregory and Huybrechts
(2006). This assessment included both the positive feedback between
SMB and the height of the ice sheet, and a countering negative feedback involving ice flow and depletion effects. The latter effect is partly
included in our assessment of the direct impacts of climate change
on ice flow, and we therefore limit our assessment to the SMB-height
feedback. Few studies explicitly determine this effect, but Goelzer et al.
(2013) reported that it amounts to 5 to 15% of SMB over the course of
the 21st century, which we extend slightly (0 to 15%) to reflect possible interaction with mass loss by calving (Goelzer et al., 2013).

A number of model results agree in showing that the Greenland ice
sheet, like other climatic subsystems (Lenton et al., 2008; Levermann et
al., 2012) (see Section 12.5.5), exhibits a strongly nonlinear and potentially irreversible response to surface warming. The mechanism of this
threshold behaviour is the SMB-height feedback (Section 13.4.3.2);
that is, as the surface is lowered due to ice loss, the associated warming of the near surface increases ablation, leading to further ice loss.
This feedback is small but not negligible in the 21st century (Section
13.4.3.2) and becomes important for projections for the 22nd century (Goelzer et al. 2013) and beyond. This nonlinear behaviour may be
accelerated by a reduced surface albedo caused by surface melting
which tends to further decrease the surface mass balance (Box et al.,
2012) (Section 13.4.3.1).

Goelzer et al. (2013) and Gillet-Chaulet et al. (2012) suggested that
SMB and ice dynamics cannot be assessed separately because of the
strong interaction between ice loss and climate due to, for instance,
calving and SMB. The current assessment has by necessity separated
these effects because the type of coupled ice sheet-climate models
needed to make a full assessment do not yet exist. These interactions
may well combine to reduce SLR in comparison to the assessed range
because of the mass-depletion effect of retreating outlet glaciers.
Another source of uncertainty is the bedrock topography of Greenland,
although recent improvements in data coverage (Bamber et al., 2013)
suggest that the majority of the ice sheet rests on bedrock above sea
level and the number of deep bedrock troughs penetrating into the
interior of Greenland are limited, thus limiting the potential for marine
ice-sheet instability (see Box 13.2).
Although not strictly comparable because they contain a different
balance of ice-dynamical effects, the assessment is consistent with
Bindschadler et al. (2013), who reported an extensive model inter-comparison exercise in which standardized experiments are combined to
represent the impact of climate change under RCP8.5 on the Greenland ice sheet. The resultant projection included contributions from
lubrication, marine melt and SMB-coupling and generated a mean SLR
at 2100 of 162 mm over five models, or 53 mm if an outlier with anomalously high response is removed (including SMB results in SLR at 2100
of 223 and 114 mm for five- and four-model means, respectively). This
comparison provides further weight to our confidence.
In summary, dynamical change within the Greenland ice sheet is likely
(medium confidence) to lead to SLR during the next century with a
range of 20 to 85 mm for RCP8.5, and 14 to 63 mm for all other sce-

13.4.3.3 Possible Irreversibility of Greenland Ice Loss and
Associated Temperature Threshold

Although the mean SMB of the Greenland ice sheet is positive, in a
steady state it must be balanced by ice outflow, so the ice sheet must
extend to the coast. In a warmer climate, the mean SMB is reduced
(Section 13.4.3.1) and the steady-state ice sheet will have a lower surface and volume. Models show a threshold in surface warming beyond
which self-amplifying feedbacks result in a partial or near-complete
ice loss on Greenland (Greve, 2000; Driesschaert et al., 2007; Charbit
et al., 2008; Ridley et al., 2010; Robinson et al., 2012). If a temperature
above this threshold is maintained over a multi-millennial time period,
the majority of the Greenland ice sheet will be lost by changes in SMB
on a millennial to multi-millennial time scale (equivalent to a sea level
rise of about 7 m; Table 4.1). During the Middle Pliocene warm intervals, when global mean temperature was 2°C to 3.5°C higher than
pre-industrial, ice-sheet models suggest near-complete deglaciation of
Greenland (Hill et al., 2010).
A simplifying assumption is that the threshold is the warming required
with the current ice-sheet topography to reduce the mean SMB to zero,
on the argument that the ice sheet margin must then retreat from the
coast. Using this criterion, Gregory and Huybrechts (2006) estimated that the SMB threshold occurs for a GMST increase of 3.1 [1.9 to
4.6] °C (4.5 [3.0 to 6.0] °C for Greenland surface temperature) above
pre-industrial (assumed to be a steady state). More recent studies have
found thresholds below or in the lower part of this range. In a coupled
ice sheet–climate model of intermediate complexity, Huybrechts et al.
(2011) found this threshold at 2.5°C for annual average Greenland
SAT. Comparing three regional climate models, Rae et al. (2012) found
a strong dependence of the threshold on the model formulation of the
SMB. Based on the model’s performance against observations and the
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physical detail of its surface scheme, MAR is considered the most realistic model, and yields a threshold value 2.8 [2.1 to 3.4] °C for changes
in Greenland annual average temperature compared to pre-industrial.
Using MAR driven with output from various CMIP5 AOGCMs, Fettweis
et al. (2013) evaluated the threshold as ~3°C in GMST above 1980–
1999 (hence about 3.5°C relative to pre-industrial), and found that it
is not exceeded in the 21st century under the RCP4.5 scenario but is
reached around 2070 under the RCP8.5 scenario.
Some of the uncertainty in the threshold results from the value assumed
for the steady state ice-sheet SMB (see Table 13.2), and whether this
is assumed to be pre-industrial or a more recent period. For 400 Gt yr–1
(Fettweis et al., 2013), the parametrization of Greenland ice sheet SMB
used for present assessment of 21st century changes (Section 13.4.3.1,
Supplementary Material) gives a global warming threshold of 3.0 [2.1
to 4.1] °C with respect to 1860-1879 (the reference period used in Box
13.1); for 225 Gt yr–1 (Gregory and Huybrechts, 2006, following Church
et al., 2001), the threshold is 2.1 [1.5 to 3.0] °C.
Although a negative SMB is a sufficient condition for passing the
threshold, it will overestimate the value of the threshold quantitatively, because the SMB–height feedback (even without passing the
threshold) means that the steady-state SMB is reduced by more than
is calculated assuming fixed topography. The actual SMB change will
depend on the dynamical response of the ice sheet that determines its
topography. Constraining simulations with a dynamic ice-sheet model
to changes during the last interglacial, Robinson et al. (2012) estimated the threshold as 1.6 [0.9 to 2.8] °C global averaged temperature
above pre-industrial. In these simulations, they find that the threshold is passed when southeastern Greenland has a negative SMB. The
near-complete ice loss then occurs through ice flow and SMB.
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The complete loss of the ice sheet is not inevitable because it has a
long time scale (tens of millennia near the threshold and a millennium
or more for temperatures a few degrees above the threshold). If the
surrounding temperatures decline before the ice sheet is eliminated,
the ice sheet might regrow. In the context of future GHG emissions, the
time scale of ice loss is competing with the time scale of temperature
decline after a reduction of GHG emissions (Allen et al., 2009; Solomon
et al., 2009; Zickfeld et al., 2009). The outcome therefore depends on
both the CO2 concentration and on how long it is sustained. Charbit
et al. (2008) found that loss of the ice sheet is inevitable for cumulative emissions above about 3000 GtC, but a partial loss followed by
regrowth occurs for cumulative emissions less than 2500 GtC. Ridley
et al. (2010) identified three steady states of the ice sheet. If the CO2
concentration is returned to pre-industrial when more than 20 to 40%
of the ice sheet has been lost, it will regrow only to 80% of its original
volume due to a local climate feedback in one region; if 50% or more,
it regrows to 20 to 40% of the original. Similar states with ice volume
around 20%, 60 to 80% and 100% of the initial ice volume are also
found in other models (Langen et al., 2012; Robinson et al., 2012). If
all the ice is lost, temperatures must decline to below a critical threshold for regrowth of the ice sheet (Robinson et al., 2012; Solgaard and
Langen, 2012).
On the evidence of paleo data and modelling (Section 5.6.2.3, 13.2.1),
it is likely that during the LIG, when global mean temperature never
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exceeded 2oC pre-industrial, the Greenland ice sheet contributed no
more than ~4 m to GMSL. This could indicate that the threshold for
near-complete deglaciation had not been passed, or that it was not
greatly exceeded so that the rate of mass loss was low; however, the
forcing responsible for the LIG warming was orbital rather than from
CO2 (van de Berg et al., 2011), so it is not a direct analogue and the
applicable threshold may be different. Studies with fixed-topography
ice sheets indicate a threshold of 2°C or above of global warming with
respect to pre-industrial for near-complete loss of the Greenland ice
sheet, while the one study (and therefore low confidence) presently
available with a dynamical ice sheet suggests that the threshold could
be as low as about 1°C (Robinson et al. 2012). Recent studies with
fixed-topography ice sheets indicate that the threshold is less than
about 4°C (medium confidence because of multiple studies). With currently available information, we do not have sufficient confidence to
assign a likely range for the threshold. If the threshold is exceeded
temporarily, an irreversible loss of part or most of the Greenland ice
sheet could result, depending on the duration and amount that the
threshold is exceeded.

13.4.4

Antarctic Ice Sheet

13.4.4.1 Surface Mass Balance Change
Because the ice loss from Antarctica due to surface melt and runoff is
about 1% of the total mass gain from snowfall, most ice loss occurs
through solid ice discharge into the ocean. In the 21st century, ablation
is projected to remain small on the Antarctic ice sheet because low
surface temperatures inhibit surface melting, except near the coast and
on the Antarctic Peninsula, and meltwater and rain continue to freeze
in the snowpack (Ligtenberg et al., 2013). Projections of Antarctic SMB
changes over the 21st century thus indicate a negative contribution
to sea level because of the projected widespread increase in snowfall
associated with warming air temperatures (Krinner et al., 2007; Uotila
et al., 2007; Bracegirdle et al., 2008). Several studies (Krinner et al.,
2007; Uotila et al., 2007; Bengtsson et al., 2011) have shown that the
precipitation increase is directly linked to atmospheric warming via the
increased moisture holding capacity of warmer air, and is therefore
larger for scenarios of greater warming. The relationship is exponential,
resulting in an increase of SMB as a function of Antarctic SAT change
evaluated in various recent studies with high-resolution (~60 km)
models as 3.7% °C–1 (Bengtsson et al., 2011), 4.8% °C–1 (Ligtenberg
et al., 2013) and ~7% °C–1 (Krinner et al., 2007). These agree well with
the sensitivity of 5.1 ± 1.5% °C–1 (one standard deviation) of CMIP3
AOGCMs (Gregory and Huybrechts, 2006).
The effect of atmospheric circulation changes on continental-mean
SMB is an order of magnitude smaller than the effect of warming, but
circulation changes can have a large influence on regional changes
in accumulation, particularly near the ice-sheet margins (Uotila et al.,
2007) where increased accumulation may induce additional ice flow
across the grounding line (Huybrechts and De Wolde, 1999; Gregory
and Huybrechts, 2006; Winkelmann et al., 2012). Simulated SMB is
strongly and nonlinearly influenced by ocean surface temperature and
sea-ice conditions (Swingedouw et al., 2008). This dependence means
that the biases in the model-control climate may distort the SMB sensitivity to climate change, suggesting that more accurate predictions
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may be obtained from regional models by using boundary conditions
constructed by combining observed present-day climate with projected
climate change (Krinner et al., 2008). There is a tendency for higher
resolution models to simulate a stronger future precipitation increase
because of better representation of coastal and orographic precipitation processes (Genthon et al., 2009).
For the present assessment of GMSL rise, changes in Antarctic ice-sheet
SMB up to 2100 have been computed from global mean SAT change
projections derived from the CMIP5 AOGCMs, using the range of sensitivities of precipitation increase to atmospheric warming summarized
above, and the ratio of Antarctic to global warming evaluated from
CMIP3 AOGCMs by Gregory and Huybrechts (2006) (see also Section
13.5.1 and Supplementary Material). The results are shown in Table
13.5 and Figures 13.10 and 13.11. The projected change in ice outflow
is affected by the SMB because of the influence of topography on ice
dynamics (Section 13.4.4.2 and Supplementary Material). Ozone recovery, through its influence on atmospheric circulation at high southern
latitudes (Section 10.3.3.3), may offset some effects of GHG increase
in the 21st century, but Antarctic precipitation is nonetheless projected
to increase (Polvani et al., 2011). Bintanja et al. (2013) suggested that
Antarctic warming and precipitation increase may be suppressed in
the future by expansion of Antarctic sea ice, promoted by freshening
of the surface ocean, caused by basal melting of ice shelves, and they
conducted an AOGCM sensitivity test of this hypothesis. We consider
these possibilities in Section 13.5.3.
Beyond the year 2100, regional climate simulations run at high spatial
resolution (5 to 55 km) but without climate-ice sheet feedbacks included show a net ice gain until the year 2200 (Ligtenberg et al., 2013).
During the 22nd century, the ice gain is equivalent to an average rate
of sea level fall of 1.2 mm yr–1 for the A1B scenario and 0.46 mm yr–1
for the E1 scenario.
For multi-centennial to multi-millennial projections, feedbacks between
the ice sheet and regional climate need to be accounted for. This is currently done using ice-sheet models coupled to climate models of intermediate complexity, which have a significantly lower spatial resolution
in the atmospheric component than regional climate models used to
assess future SMB within the 21st century. These coarser resolution
models capture the increase in snowfall under future warming, but
the regional distribution is represented less accurately. Accordingly,
there is low confidence in their ability to model spatial melting and
accumulation patterns accurately. In contrast, medium confidence can
be assigned to the models’ projection of total accumulation on Antarctica, as it is controlled by the large-scale moisture transport toward
the continent.
In idealized scenarios of 1% increase of CO2 yr–1 up to 560 ppm with
subsequent stabilization, Vizcaíno et al. (2010) and Huybrechts et al.
(2011) found an initial increase of ice volume due to additional snowfall during the first 600 years of integration. In both models, the changes in SMB dominate the mass changes during and beyond the first
100 years. After 600 years of integration, Vizcaíno et al. (2010) found a
mass gain corresponding to a sea level fall of 0.15 m (–0.25 mm yr–1 on
average). For the same experiment and the same period, Huybrechts et
al. (2011) found a sea level fall of 0.08 m (–0.13 mm yr–1 on average).
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In a similar experiment but allowing GHG concentrations to reach
1120 ppm CO2 before being stabilized, both models show a net positive sea level contribution after 600 years of integration. Huybrechts et
al. (2011) found a weak sea level contribution during the first 500 years
of integration followed by a stronger and relatively constant long-term
average rate of ~2 mm yr–1 after 1000 years of integration up to a total
contribution of ~4 m SLE after 3000 years of integration. Although
they found some grounding line retreat due to basal ice-shelf melt, the
multi-centennial evolution of the ice sheet is dominated by changes in
SMB whereas the solid-ice discharge after an initial increase shows a
significant decrease during the scenario.
For the same scenario, Vizcaíno et al. (2010) found that the initial mass
gain is followed by a weak mass loss. After 250 years of integration,
the contribution is stronger and relatively constant at a rate of about 3
mm yr–1, corresponding to a net contribution of 1.2 m to global mean
sea level rise after 600 years.
The same model as in Huybrechts et al. (2011), although with a slightly
stronger polar amplification, was applied to the three SRES scenarios
used in the AR4 (B1, A1B, A2) with stabilization in the year 2100 (Goelzer et al., 2012). For the lowest scenario (B1), they found practically
no net Antarctic contribution to sea level in the year 3000. Under the
medium scenario (A1B), the ice sheet contributes 0.26 m, and under
the highest scenario (A2), it contributes 0.94 m SLE in the year 3000.
These simulations include a negative feedback on the regional climate
by ice-sheet melt through which summer temperatures can be significantly reduced over Antarctica (Swingedouw et al., 2008). However,
due to the coarse resolution and the high polar amplification, there
is low confidence in the model’s representation of oceanic circulation
changes around Antarctica.
In both models (Vizcaíno et al., 2010; Huybrechts et al., 2011), the ice
sheets are not equilibrated with the surrounding climate after the integration period under the 1120 ppm CO2 forcing. Though GHG concentrations were stabilized after 120 years of integration, the Antarctic ice
sheet continues to contribute to sea level rise at a relatively constant
rate for another 480 years in Vizcaíno et al. (2010) and 2880 years in
Huybrechts et al. (2011). This is consistent with a positive sea level
contribution from Antarctica during past warmer climates (Sections
13.2.1 and 13.5.4).
In summary, both coupled ice sheet-climate models consistently show
that for high-emission scenarios, the surface melt increases and leads
to an ice loss on multi-centennial time scales. The long time period
over which the Antarctic ice sheet continues to lose mass indicates
a potential role of the feedback between climate and ice sheet. Consistent with regional climate models for the 21st and 22nd centuries,
both coarse-resolution coupled models show a positive SMB change
for most of the first 100 years of climate change. Due to the inertia in
the climate system, regional temperatures continue to rise after that.
Together with enhanced solid ice discharge, this results in mass loss of
the ice sheet. The corresponding decline in surface elevation increases
the surface temperature and leads to additional ice loss.
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13.4.4.2 Dynamical Change
The Antarctic ice sheet represents the largest potential source of future
SLR; the West Antarctic ice sheet alone has the potential to raise sea
level by ~4.3 m (Fretwell et al., 2013). The rate at which this reservoir will be depleted and cause sea level to rise, however, is not easily
quantifiable. In this section, we focus on dynamical changes (i.e., those
related to the flow of the ice sheet) that affect SLR by altering the flux
of ice across the grounding line (or outflow) that separates ice resting
on bedrock (some of which does not currently displace ocean water)
from floating ice shelves (which already displace ocean water and have
only a negligible effect on sea level) (Jenkins and Holland, 2007).
Issues associated with the inability of models to reproduce recently
observed changes in the dynamics of the Antarctic ice sheet prevented
the AR4 from quantifying the effect of these changes on future sea
level. Since the AR4, progress has been made in understanding the
observations (Sections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4), and projections are becoming
available. It must be stressed, however, that this field has yet to reach
the same level of development that exists for modelling many other
components of the Earth system. There is an underlying concern that
observations presage the onset of large-scale grounding line retreat in
what is termed the Marine Ice Sheet Instability (MISI; Box 13.2), and
much of the research assessed here attempts to understand the applicability of this theoretical concept to projected SLR from Antarctica.
There are three distinct processes that could link climate change to
dynamical change of the Antarctic ice sheet and potentially trigger
increased outflow. These may operate directly through the increased
potential for melt ponds to form on the upper surface of ice shelves,
which may destabilize them, or by increases in submarine melt experienced by ice shelves as a consequence of oceanic warming, which
leads to their thinning, as well as indirectly by coupling between SMB
and ice flow. Section 4.4.3.2 presents the observational basis on which
understanding of these processes is based, while their potential future
importance is assessed here. Literature on the two mechanisms directly
linked to climate change will be assessed first, followed by their relation to outflow change and lastly SMB coupling.
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There is strong evidence that regional warming and increased melt
water ponding in the Antarctic Peninsula led to the collapse of ice
shelves along the length of peninsula (Cook and Vaughan, 2010), most
notably the Larsen B ice shelf (MacAyeal et al., 2003). Substantial local
warming (~5 to 7 °C) would, however, be required before the main
Antarctic ice shelves (the Ross and Filchner-Ronne ice shelves) would
become threatened (Joughin and Alley, 2011). An assessment of the
AR4 AOGCM ensemble under scenario A1B yielded an Antarctic continental-average warming rate of 0.034 ± 0.01°C yr–1 (Bracegirdle et
al., 2008), suggesting that the required level of warming may not be
approached by the end of the 21st century. Using an intermediate complexity model with scenario A2, Fyke et al. (2010) found that melt starts
to reach significant levels over these ice shelves around 2100 to 2300.
Barrand et al. (2013) made a process-based assessment of the effect
of ice-shelf collapse on outflow from the Antarctic Peninsula, which
yields a range of SLR at 2100 between 10 and 20 mm, with a bounding
maximum of 40 mm.
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There is good evidence linking the focus of current Antarctic mass loss
in the Amundsen Sea sector of the WAIS (containing Pine Island and
Thwaites Glaciers) (Shepherd and Wingham, 2007; Rignot et al., 2008;
Pritchard et al., 2009) to the presence of relatively warm Circumpolar
Deep Water on the continental shelf (Thoma et al., 2008; Jenkins et al.,
2010). However, it is not possible to determine whether this upwelling
was related directly or indirectly to a rise in global mean temperature.
Yin et al. (2011) assessed output from 19 AOGCMs under scenario A1B
to determine how subsurface temperatures are projected to evolve
around the West and East Antarctic ice sheets. They showed decadal-mean warming of 0.4°C to 0.7°C and 0.4°C to 0.9°C around West
and East Antarctica, respectively (25th to 75th percentiles of ensemble)
by the end of the 21st century. More detailed regional modelling using
scenario A1B illustrates the potential for warm water to invade the
ocean cavity underlying the Filchner-Ronne ice shelf in the second half
of the 21st century, with an associated 20-fold increase in melt (Hellmer
et al., 2012). Based on the limited literature, there is medium confidence that oceanic processes may potentially trigger further dynamical
change particularly in the latter part of the 21st century, while there
is also medium confidence that atmospheric change will not affect
dynamics outside of the Antarctic Peninsula during the 21st century.
Several process-based projections of the future evolution of Pine Island
Glacier have now been made, and some of the issues that this modelling faced (such as the need for sub-kilometre resolution to ensure
consistent results; Cornford et al. (2013), Durand et al. (2009)) are
being resolved (Pattyn et al., 2013). In experiments using an idealized
increase in marine melt, Joughin et al. (2010) demonstrated only limited (~25 km) retreat of the grounding line before a new equilibrium
position was established. Gladstone et al. (2012) used a flowline model
forced with ocean-model output (Hellmer et al., 2012) to identify two
modes of retreat: one similar to that identified by Joughin et al. (2010),
and a second characterized by complete collapse from 2150 onwards.
More sophisticated ice-flow modelling (albeit with idealized forcing)
suggests grounding line retreat of ~100 km in 50 years (Cornford et al.,
2013). These studies support the theoretical finding of Gudmundsson
et al. (2012) that grounding line retreat, if triggered, does not inevitably lead to MISI but may halt if local buttressing from ice rises or
channel sidewalls is sufficient. Parizek et al. (2013) used a flowline
model to study Thwaites Glacier and found that grounding line retreat
is possible only under extreme ocean forcing. It is also thought that
considerably less back pressure is exerted by Thwaites’ ice shelf in
comparison to Pine Island’s (Rignot, 2001; 2008), which may make it
less sensitive to forcing by submarine melt (Schoof, 2007a; Goldberg
et al., 2012). Based on this literature, there is high confidence that
the retreat of Pine Island Glacier (if it occurs) can be characterized by
a SLR measured in centimetres by 2100, although there is low confidence in the models’ ability to determine the probability or timing
of any such retreat. There is also medium confidence (in the light of
the limited literature) that Thwaites Glacier is probably less prone to
undergo ocean-driven grounding line retreat than its neighbour in the
21st century. No process-based modelling is available on which to be
base projections of EAIS glaciers currently losing mass, such as Totten
and Cook Glaciers.
Bindschadler et al. (2013) reported a model inter-comparison exercise
on the impact of climate change under RCP8.5 on the Antarctic ice
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sheet. The resultant projection includes contributions from increased
marine melt in the Amundsen Sea and Amery sectors, and generated a mean SLR at 2100 of ~100 mm over four models (with overall
SLR of 81 mm when SMB change was included). There is, however,
low confidence in the projection because of the unproven ability of
many of the contributing models to simulate grounding line motion.
Bindschadler et al. (2013) also reported idealized experiments in which
ice-shelf melt is increased by 2, 20 and 200 m yr–1. The resulting fivemodel mean SLR of 69, 693 and 3477 mm by 2100, respectively, can be
considered only as a general indication because of the shortcomings
of the contributing models (e.g., two do not include ice shelves) which
may be offset by the use of a multi-model mean. Although grounding
line migration in the 20 m yr–1 experiment is extensive in some models
and consistent with what might be expected under MISI (Bindschadler
et al., 2013), the 200 m yr–1 experiment is unrealistic, even if used as a
proxy for the improbable atmosphere-driven collapse of the major ice
shelves, and is not considered further.
We now assess two alternatives to process-based modelling that
exist in the literature: the development of plausible high-end projections based on physical intuition (Pfeffer et al., 2008; Katsman et al.,
2011) and the use of a probabilistic framework for extrapolating current observations of the ice sheet’s mass budget (Little et al., 2013a;
2013b). Pfeffer et al. (2008) postulated a possible but extreme scenario
of 615 mm SLR based on vastly accelerated outflow in the Amundsen Sea sector and East Antarctica, whereas a more plausible scenario
involving reduced acceleration in the Amundsen Sea sector yields 136
mm. Katsman et al. (2011) used similar assumptions in a ‘modest’ scenario that generates SLR of 70 to 150 mm, and a ‘severe’ scenario
that attempts to capture the consequences of the collapse of the WAIS
through the MISI and has a SLR contribution of 490 mm. The NRC
(2012) extrapolated mass-budget observations of the ice sheet to generate a projection of 157 to 323 mm (including future SMB change),
with an additional 77 to 462 mm accounting for 21st-century increases
in outflow (summing as 234 to 785 mm).
Little et al. (2013a) applied a range of linear growth rates to present-day SMB and outflow observations of Antarctic sectors (Rignot et
al., 2008; Shuman et al., 2011; Zwally and Giovinetto, 2011), which
are then weighted using a continental-scale observational synthesis
(Shepherd et al., 2012) (consistent with the assessment of Chapter 4).
In the case of Pine Island Glacier, growth rates are based on the process-based modelling of Joughin et al. (2010). Within this framework,
SLR at 2100 has a 5 to 95% range of –20 to 185 mm for dynamical
change only, and –86 to 133 mm when SMB change is included (based
on Uotila et al. (2007)). Projections for the Antarctic Peninsula are
consistent with the process-based modelling of Barrand et al. (2013).
Further, Little et al. (2013a) found that the upper (95%) limit of the
projected range can only approach 400 mm under scenarios expected
for MISI (such as the immediate collapse of Pine Island and Thwaites
Glaciers or all marine-based sectors experiencing the same rates of
mass loss as Pine Island Glacier).
Our assessment of the likely range of SLR is based on the weighted
5-95% range (-20 to 185 mm) of Little et al. (2013), which is consistent with the lower scenarios of Katsman et al. (2011) (70 to 150 mm)
and Pfeffer et al. (2008) (136 mm), and with the RCP8.5 projection
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and low-melt experiment of Bindschadler et al. (2013) (~100 and 69
mm, respectively). The base projection of the NRC (2012) (157 to 323
mm including future SMB change), however, is less compatible. This
moderate level of consistency across a range of techniques suggests
medium confidence in this assessment. We assess this as the likely (as
opposed to very likely) range because it is based primarily on perturbations of the ice sheet’s present-day state of mass imbalance and
does not include the potentially large increases in outflow that may be
associated with the MISI discussed below.
The probability of extensive grounding line retreat being both triggered
and continuing to the extent that it contributes to significant SLR in the
21st century is very poorly constrained, as the results of a recent expert
elicitation indicate (Bamber and Aspinall, 2013). We have medium confidence, however, that this probability lies outside of the likely range of
SLR. Five arguments support this assessment. First, the partial loss of
Pine Island Glacier is included by Little et al. (2013a) in their range and
the full loss of the ice stream (if it were to occur) is thought to raise
sea level by centimetres only (consistent with the use of the Little et
al. (2013a) 5 to 95% range as the assessed likely range). Second, the
current grounding line position of the neighbouring Thwaites Glacier
appears to be more stable than that of Pine Island Glacier (Parizek
et al., 2013) so that its potentially large contribution to SLR by 2100
is assessed to have a significantly lower probability. Third, there is a
low probability that atmospheric warming in the 21st century will lead
to extensive grounding line retreat outside of the Antarctic Peninsula
because summer air temperatures will not rise to the level where significant surface melt and ponding occur. Fourth, although this retreat
may be triggered by oceanic warming during the 21st century (in particular, under the Filchner-Ronne ice shelf), current literature suggests
that this may occur late in the century (Hellmer et al., 2012), reducing
the time over which enhanced outflow could affect end-of-century SLR.
Finally, there are theoretical grounds to believe that grounding line
retreat may stabilize (Gudmundsson et al., 2012) so that MISI (and
associated high SLR) is not inevitable.
We next assess the magnitude of potential SLR at 2100 in the event that
MISI affects the Antarctic ice sheet. Bindschadler et al. (2013), Katsman
et al. (2011), the NRC (2012), and Pfeffer et al. (2008) presented contrasting approaches that can be used to make this assessment, which
are upper-end estimates of 693, 490, 785 and 615 mm, respectively.
Together this literature suggests with medium confidence that this contribution would be several tenths of a metre. The literature does not
offer a means of assessing the probability of this contribution, however,
other than our assessment (above) that it lies above the likely range.
Literature investigating the relation between the SLR generated by
dynamical change and emission scenario does not currently exist. There
is also a lack of literature on the relation between emission scenario
and the intrusions of warm water into ice-shelf cavities thought to be
important in triggering observed mass loss (Jacobs et al., 2011) and
potentially important in the future (Hellmer et al., 2012). It is therefore
premature to attach a scenario dependence to projections of dynamical change, even though such a dependency is expected to exist.
Likely increases in snowfall over the next century (Section 13.4.4.1)
will affect the amount of ice lost by outflow across the grounding
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line because of local changes in ice thickness and stress regime (Huybrechts and De Wolde, 1999). This effect was incorporated in AR4 projections for 2100 as a compensatory mass loss amounting to 0 to 10%
of the SMB mass gain (Gregory and Huybrechts, 2006). Winkelmann
et al. (2012) re-evaluated the effect and reported a range of 15 to
35% for the next century (30 to 65% after 500 years). The two studies
are difficult to compare because of differences in model physics and
experimental design so that the use of their joint range (0 to 35%) is
an appropriate assessment of the likely range of this effect. This range
is supported by Barrand et al. (2013), who quantified the effect for the
Antarctic Peninsula as ~15% of SMB. Moreover, because this contribution relies on similar physics to the grounding line migration discussed
above, it is appropriate to assume that their uncertainties are correlated. Winkelmann et al. (2012) showed that the fractional size of this
compensatory effect is independent of scenario. Accounting for this
effect equates to SLR of 0 to 32 mm by 2100 based on the SMB range
over all emission-scenario projections in Section 13.5.1.1.
Beyond the 21st century, only projections with coarse-resolution ice
sheet–climate models are available (Vizcaíno et al., 2010; Huybrechts
et al., 2011). Confidence in the ability of these two models to capture both change in the oceanic circulation around Antarctica and
the response of the ice sheet to these changes, especially a potential grounding line retreat, is low. The model applied by Vizcaíno et al.
(2010) lacks a dynamic representation of ice shelves. Because dynamic ice discharge from Antarctica occurs predominately through ice
shelves, it is likely that the projections using this model considerably
underestimate the Antarctic contribution.
In summary, it is likely that dynamical change within the Antarctic ice
sheet will lead to SLR during the next century with a range of –20
to 185 mm. SLR beyond the likely range is poorly constrained and
considerably larger increases are possible (the underlying probability
distribution is asymmetric towards larger rise), which will probably be
associated with the MISI (Box 13.2). Although the likelihood of such
SLR cannot yet be assessed more precisely than falling above the likely
range, literature suggests (with medium confidence) that its potential
magnitude is several tenths of a metre. We are unable to assess SLR
as a function of emission scenario, although a dependency of SLR on
scenario is expected to exist. In addition, coupling between SMB and
dynamical change is likely to make a further contribution to SLR of 0 to
35% of the SMB. All the available literature suggests that this dynamical contribution to sea level rise will continue well beyond 2100.

13.4.4.3 Possible Irreversibility of Ice Loss from West Antarctica
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Due to relatively weak snowfall on Antarctica and the slow ice motion
in its interior, it can be expected that the WAIS would take at least several thousand years to regrow if it was eliminated by dynamic ice discharge. Consequently any significant ice loss from West Antarctic that
occurs within the next century will be irreversible on a multi-centennial to millennial time scale. We discuss here the possibility of abrupt
dynamic ice loss from West Antarctica (see Section 12.5.5 for definition
of abrupt).
Information on the ice and bed topography of WAIS suggests that it
has about 3.3 m of equivalent global sea level grounded on areas with
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downward sloping bedrock (Bamber et al., 2009). As detailed in Box
13.2, large areas of the WAIS may therefore be subject to potential
ice loss via the MISI. As it is the case for other potential instabilities
within the climate system (Section 12.5.5), there are four lines of evidence to assess the likelihood of a potential occurrence: theoretical
understanding, present-day observations, numerical simulations, and
paleo records.
The MISI is based on a number of studies that indicated the theoretical existence of the instability (Weertman, 1961; Schoof, 2007a) (see
also Box 13.2). The most fundamental derivation, that is, starting from
a first-principle ice equation, states that in one-dimensional ice flow
the grounding line between grounded ice sheet and floating ice shelf
cannot be stable on a landward sloping bed. The limitation of the
one-dimensional case disregards possible stabilizing effects of the ice
shelves (Dupont and Alley, 2005). Although it is clear that ice shelves
that are laterally constrained by embayments inhibit ice flow into the
ocean, the effect has not been quantified against the MISI. The same
is true for other potentially stabilizing effects such as sedimentation
near the grounding line (Alley et al., 2007) or the influence of largescale bedrock roughness (i.e., topographic pinning points) on ice flow.
Although these stabilizing effects need to be further investigated and
quantified against the destabilizing effect of the MISI, no studies are
available that would allow dismissing the MISI on theoretical grounds.
Although direct observations of ice dynamics are available, they are
neither detailed enough nor cover a sufficiently long period to allow
the monitoring of the temporal evolution of an MISI. Most Antarctic
ice loss that has been detected during the satellite period has come
from the WAIS (Rignot et al., 2008; Pritchard et al., 2012). Some studies
have found an acceleration of ice loss (Rignot et al., 2011) as well as
enhanced basal ice-shelf melting (Pritchard et al., 2012), but the short
period of observations does not allow one to either dismiss or confirm
that these changes are associated with destabilization of WAIS.
Paleo records suggest that WAIS may have deglaciated several times
during warm periods of the last 5 million years, but they contain no
information on rates (Naish et al., 2009). Although coarse-resolution
models are in principle capable of modelling the MISI, there is medium
confidence in their ability to simulate the correct response time to
external perturbations on decadal to centennial time scales (Pattyn et
al., 2013). One of these models (Pollard and DeConto, 2009) reproduced paleo records of deglaciation with a forced ice-sheet model at
40 km resolution and parameterized ice flow across the grounding line
according to Schoof (2007a). These simulations showed a sea level rise
of about 7 m over time spans of 1000 to 7000 years with approximately equal contributions from West and East Antarctica. However, no
available model results or paleo records have indicated the possibility
of self-accelerated ice discharge from these regions.
In summary, ice-dynamics theory, numerical simulations, and paleo
records indicate that the existence of a marine-ice sheet instability associated with abrupt and irreversible ice loss from the Antarctic ice sheet
is possible in response to climate forcing. However, theoretical considerations, current observations, numerical models, and paleo records currently do not allow a quantification of the timing of the onset of such an
instability or of the magnitude of its multi-century contribution.
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Box 13.2 | History of the Marine Ice-Sheet Instability Hypothesis
Marine ice sheets rest on bedrock that is submerged below sea level (often by 2 to 3 km). The most well-researched marine ice sheet
is the West Antarctic ice sheet (WAIS) where approximately 75% of the ice sheet’s area currently rests on bedrock below sea level. The
East Antarctic ice sheet (EAIS), however, also has appreciable areas grounded below sea level (~35%), in particular around the Totten
and Cook Glaciers.
These ice sheets are fringed by floating ice shelves, which are fed by flow from grounded ice across a grounding line (GL). The GL is
free to migrate both seawards and landwards as a consequence of the local balance between the weight of ice and displaced ocean
water. Depending on a number of factors, which include ice-shelf extent and geometry, ice outflow to the ocean generally (but not
always) increases with ice thickness at the GL. Accordingly, when the ice sheet rests on a bed that deepens towards the ice-sheet
interior (see Box 13.2, Figure 1a), the ice outflow to the ocean will generally increase as the GL retreats. It is this feature that gives
rise to the Marine Ice-Sheet Instability (MISI), which states that a GL cannot remain stable on a landward-deepening slope. Even if
snow accumulation and outflow were initially in balance (Box 13.2, Figure 1b), natural fluctuations in climate cause the GL to fluctuate
slightly (Box 13.2, Figure 1c). In the case of a retreat, the new GL position is then associated with deeper bedrock and thicker ice, so
that outflow increases (Box 13.2, Figure 1d). This increased outflow leads to further, self-sustaining retreat until a region of shallower,
seaward-sloping bedrock is reached. Stable configurations can therefore exist only where the GL rests on slopes that deepen towards
the ocean. A change in climate can therefore potentially force a large-scale retreat of the GL from one bedrock ridge to another further
inland. (continued on next page)
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Box 13.2, Figure 1 | Schematic of the processes leading to the potentially unstable retreat of a grounding line showing (a) geometry and ice fluxes of a marine ice
sheet, (b) the grounding line in steady state, (c) climate change triggering mass outflow from the ice sheet and the start of grounding line retreat and (d) self-sustained
retreat of the grounding line.
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Box 13.2 (continued)

The MISI has a long history based on theoretical discussions that were started by Weertman (1974) and Mercer (1978), and has seen
many refinements over the subsequent years. The advent of satellite-based observations has given fresh impetus to this debate, in
particular work on the GL retreat and associated thinning of Pine Island (PIG), Thwaites (TG) and Smith Glaciers (all part of the WAIS),
which are collectively responsible for most of Antarctica’s present mass loss (Rignot et al., 2008). These observations highlighted the
need to develop a better understanding of the MISI to make more accurate projections of the ice sheet’s future contribution to sea
level rise.
Early studies of the MISI were not based on a formal derivation from the basic laws of mechanics thought to control ice-sheet flow
and the robustness of their results was therefore difficult to assess. An open question was the expected impact of changes at the GL
on the ice-sheet flow (Hindmarsh, 1993). Recently, however, a more complete analysis from first principles has been developed that
suggests that the fundamental relation between thickness and flux at the GL exists and has a power of ~5 (i.e., that a 10% increase
in thickness leads to a 60% increase in flux) (Schoof, 2007b, 2011). This analysis, however, does not include ice shelves that occupy
laterally constrained embayments, which is often the case (for instance at PIG). In such situations, drag from ice-shelf sidewalls may
suppress the positive feedback between increasing ice thickness and ice flux at the GL (Dupont and Alley, 2005; Goldberg et al., 2009;
Gudmundsson et al., 2012). Other factors that could suppress the instability include a sea level fall adjacent to the GL resulting from
the isostatic and gravitational effects of ice loss (Gomez et al., 2010b).
Two processes that could trigger GL retreat are particularly relevant to contemporary polar climate change. The first is the presence of
warmer ocean water under ice shelves, which leads to enhanced submarine ice-shelf melt (Jacobs et al., 2011). The second is the presence of melt water ponds on the surface of the ice shelf, which can cause stress concentrations allowing fractures to penetrate the full
ice-shelf thickness. This process appears to have been a primary factor in the collapse of the Larsen B Ice Shelf (LBIS) over the course
of two months in 2002 (MacAyeal et al., 2003). The collapse of the LBIS provided a natural demonstration of the linkage between the
structural integrity of an ice shelf and the flow of grounded ice draining into it. Following the breakup of LBIS, the speeds of the glaciers
feeding the collapsed portion of the shelf increased two- to eightfold, while the flow of glaciers draining into a surviving sector was
unaltered (Rignot et al., 2004; Scambos et al., 2004; Rott et al., 2011). This indicates that a mechanical link does indeed exist between
shelf and sheet, and has important implications for the future evolution of the far more significant PIG and TG systems of the WAIS.
The recent strides made in placing MISI on a sound analytical footing are, however, limited to the analysis of steady states. Numerical
modelling is needed to simulate the GL retreat rates that are required to make accurate SLR projections. There are major challenges in
designing models whose results are not controlled by the details of their numerical design. Problems arise at the GL because, in addition to flotation, basal traction is dramatically reduced as the ice loses contact with the underlying bedrock (Pattyn et al., 2006). This
is a topic of active research, and a combination of more complete modelling of the GL stress regime (Favier et al., 2012) and the use
of high-resolution (subkilometre) models (Durand et al., 2009; Cornford et al., 2013) shows promise towards resolving these problems.
Much progress has also been made by using model inter-comparison as a means of understanding these effects (Pattyn et al., 2013).

13.4.5 Anthropogenic Intervention in Water Storage
on Land

13

The potential future effects that human activities have on changing
water storage on land, thus affecting sea level, have been little studied in the published peer-reviewed scientific literature. For depletion of
groundwater arising from extraction (for agriculture and other uses),
we consider two possibilities. The first assumes that this contribution to
GMSL rise continues throughout the 21st century at the rate of 0.40 ±
0.11 mm yr–1 (mean ± SD) assessed for 2001–2008 by Konikow (2011),
amounting to 38 [21 to 55] mm by 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005.
The second uses results from land surface hydrology models (Wada et
al., 2012) with input from climate and socioeconomic projections for
SRES scenarios, yielding 70 [51 to 90] mm for the same time interval.
Because of the improved treatment of groundwater recharge by Wada
et al. (2012), this is less than R
 ahmstorf et al. (2012b) obtained by
1176

assuming that the groundwater extraction estimates of Wada et al.
(2010) can be scaled up in the future with global population. These two
possibilities indicate a range of about 20 to 90 mm for the contribution
of groundwater depletion to GMSL rise.
For the rate of impoundment of water in reservoirs, we evaluate two
possibilities. The first assumes it will continue throughout the 21st century (e.g., Lempérière, 2006) at the average rate of –0.2 ± 0.05 mm yr–1
SLE (mean ± SD) estimated for 1971–2010 using data updated from
Chao et al. (2008), giving a negative contribution to GMSL rise of –19
[–11 to –27] mm by 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005. The second
assumes it will be zero after 2010 (i.e., no further net impoundment),
as shown for the 1990s and 2000s by Lettenmaier and Milly (2009)
(see Section 13.3.4 for discussion). A zero contribution implies a balance between further construction of reservoir capacity and reduction
of storage volume by sedimentation, each of which could plausibly
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 13.2: Will the Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets Contribute to Sea Level Change over
the Rest of the Century?
The Greenland, West and East Antarctic ice sheets are the largest reservoirs of freshwater on the planet. As such,
they have contributed to sea level change over geological and recent times. They gain mass through accumulation
(snowfall) and lose it by surface ablation (mostly ice melt) and outflow at their marine boundaries, either to a floating ice shelf, or directly to the ocean through iceberg calving. Increases in accumulation cause global mean sea level
to fall, while increases in surface ablation and outflow cause it to rise. Fluctuations in these mass fluxes depend
on a range of processes, both within the ice sheet and without, in the atmosphere and oceans. Over the course of
this century, however, sources of mass loss appear set to exceed sources of mass gain, so that a continuing positive
contribution to global sea level can be expected. This FAQ summarizes current research on the topic and provides
indicative magnitudes for the various end-of-century (2081-2100 with respect to 1986-2005) sea level contributions
from the full assessment, which are reported as the two-in-three probability level across all emission scenarios.
Over millennia, the slow horizontal flow of an ice sheet carries mass from areas of net accumulation (generally, in
the high-elevation interior) to areas of net loss (generally, the low-elevation periphery and the coastal perimeter).
At present, Greenland loses roughly half of its accumulated ice by surface ablation, and half by calving. Antarctica,
on the other hand, loses virtually all its accumulation by calving and submarine melt from its fringing ice shelves. Ice
shelves are floating, so their loss has only a negligible direct effect on sea level, although they can affect sea level
indirectly by altering the mass budget of their parent ice sheet (see below).
In East Antarctica, some studies using satellite radar altimetry suggest that snowfall has increased, but recent
atmospheric modelling and satellite measurements of changes in gravity find no significant increase. This apparent
disagreement may be because relatively small long-term trends are masked by the strong interannual variability
of snowfall. Projections suggest a substantial increase in 21st century Antarctic snowfall, mainly because a warmer
atmosphere would be able to carry more moisture into polar regions. Regional changes in atmospheric circulation
probably play a secondary role. For the whole of the Antarctic ice sheet, this process is projected to contribute
between 0 and 70 mm to sea level fall.
Currently, air temperatures around Antarctica are too cold for substantial surface ablation. Field and satellite-based
observations, however, indicate enhanced outflow—manifested as ice-surface lowering—in a few localized coastal
regions. These areas (Pine Island and Thwaites Glaciers in West Antarctica, and Totten and Cook Glaciers in East
Antarctica) all lie within kilometre-deep bedrock troughs towards the edge of Antarctica’s continental shelf. The
increase in outflow is thought to have been triggered by regional changes in ocean circulation, bringing warmer
water in contact with floating ice shelves.
On the more northerly Antarctic Peninsula, there is a well-documented record of ice-shelf collapse, which appears
to be related to the increased surface melting caused by atmospheric warming over recent decades. The subsequent
thinning of glaciers draining into these ice shelves has had a positive—but minor—effect on sea level, as will any
further such events on the Peninsula. Regional projections of 21st century atmospheric temperature change suggest
that this process will probably not affect the stability of the large ice shelves of both the West and East Antarctica,
although these ice shelves may be threatened by future oceanic change (see below).
Estimates of the contribution of the Antarctic ice sheets to sea level over the last few decades vary widely, but
great strides have recently been made in reconciling the observations. There are strong indications that enhanced
outflow (primarily in West Antarctica) currently outweighs any increase in snow accumulation (mainly in East Antarctica), implying a tendency towards sea level rise. Before reliable projections of outflow over the 21st century can
be made with greater confidence, models that simulate ice flow need to be improved, especially of any changes in
the grounding line that separates floating ice from that resting on bedrock and of interactions between ice shelves
and the ocean. The concept of ‘marine ice-sheet instability’ is based on the idea that the outflow from an ice sheet
resting on bedrock below sea level increases if ice at the grounding line is thicker and, therefore, faster flowing.
On bedrock that slopes downward towards the ice-sheet interior, this creates a vicious cycle of increased outflow,
causing ice at the grounding line to thin and go afloat. The grounding line then retreats down slope into thicker
ice that, in turn, drives further increases in outflow. This feedback could potentially result in the rapid loss of parts
of the ice sheet, as grounding lines retreat along troughs and basins that deepen towards the ice sheet’s interior.
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FAQ 13.2 (continued)

Future climate forcing could trigger such an unstable collapse, which may then continue independently of climate.
This potential collapse might unfold over centuries for individual bedrock troughs in West Antarctica and sectors of
East Antarctica. Much research is focussed on understanding how important this theoretical concept is for those ice
sheets. Sea level could rise if the effects of marine instability become important, but there is not enough evidence
at present to unambiguously identify the precursor of such an unstable retreat. Change in outflow is projected
to contribute between –20 (i.e., fall) and 185 mm to sea level rise by year 2100, although the uncertain impact of
marine ice-sheet instability could increase this figure by several tenths of a metre. Overall, increased snowfall seems
set to only partially offset sea level rise caused by increased outflow.
In Greenland, mass loss through more surface ablation and outflow dominates a possible recent trend towards
increased accumulation in the interior. Estimated mass loss due to surface ablation has doubled since the early
1990s. This trend is expected to continue over the next century as more of the ice sheet experiences surface ablation for longer periods. Indeed, projections for the 21st century suggest that increasing mass loss will dominate
over weakly increasing accumulation. The refreezing of melt water within the snow pack high up on the ice sheet
offers an important (though perhaps temporary) dampening effect on the relation between atmospheric warming
and mass loss.
Although the observed response of outlet glaciers is both complex and highly variable, iceberg calving from many
of Greenland’s major outlet glaciers has increased substantially over the last decade, and constitutes an appreciable
additional mass loss. This seems to be related to the intrusion of warm water into the coastal seas around Greenland, but it is not clear whether this phenomenon is related to inter-decadal variability, such as the North Atlantic
(continued on next page)
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FAQ 13.2, Figure 1 | Illustrative synthesis of projected changes in SMB and outflow by 2100 for (a) Greenland and (b) Antarctic ice sheets. Colours shown on the
maps refer to projected SMB change between the start and end of the 21st century using the RACMO2 regional atmospheric climate model under future warming
scenarios A1B (Antarctic) and RCP4.5 (Greenland). For Greenland, average equilibrium line locations during both these time periods are shown in purple and green,
respectively. Ice-sheet margins and grounding lines are shown as black lines, as are ice-sheet sectors. For Greenland, results of flowline modelling for four major outlet
glaciers are shown as inserts, while for Antarctica the coloured rings reflect projected change in outflow based on a probabilistic extrapolation of observed trends. The
outer and inner radius of each ring indicate the upper and lower bounds of the two-thirds probability range of the contribution, respectively (scale in upper right); red
refers to mass loss (sea level rise) while blue refers to mass gain (sea level fall). Finally, the sea level contribution is shown for each ice sheet (insert located above
maps) with light grey referring to SMB (model experiment used to generate the SMB map is shown as a dashed line) and dark grey to outflow. All projections refer to
the two-in-three probability range across all scenarios.
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FAQ 13.2 (continued)

Oscillation, or a longer term trend associated with greenhouse gas–induced warming. Projecting its effect on 21st
century outflow is therefore difficult, but it does highlight the apparent sensitivity of outflow to ocean warming.
The effects of more surface melt water on the lubrication of the ice sheet’s bed, and the ability of warmer ice to
deform more easily, may lead to greater rates of flow, but the link to recent increases in outflow is unclear. Change
in the net difference between surface ablation and accumulation is projected to contribute between 10 and 160
mm to sea level rise in 2081-2100 (relative to 1986-2005), while increased outflow is projected to contribute a further 10 to 70 mm (Table 13.5).
The Greenland ice sheet has contributed to a rise in global mean sea level over the last few decades, and this trend
is expected to increase during this century. Unlike Antarctica, Greenland has no known large-scale instabilities
that might generate an abrupt increase in sea level rise over the 21st century. A threshold may exist, however, so
that continued shrinkage might become irreversible over multi-centennial time scales, even if the climate were to
return to a pre-industrial state over centennial time scales. Although mass loss through the calving of icebergs may
increase in future decades, this process will eventually end when the ice margin retreats onto bedrock above sea
level where the bulk of the ice sheet resides.

have a rate of about 1% yr–1 of existing capacity (Lempérière, 2006;
Lettenmaier and Milly, 2009). These two possibilities together indicate
a range of about 0 to 30 mm of GMSL fall for the contribution of reservoir impoundment.
Our assessment thus leads to a range of –10 to +90 mm for the net contribution to GMSL rise from anthropogenic intervention in land water
storage by 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005. This range includes the
range of 0 to 40 mm assumed by Katsman et al. (2008). Because of the
limited information available, we do not have sufficient confidence to
give ranges for individual RCP scenarios.

13.5

Projections of Global Mean Sea Level Rise

Process-based projections for GMSL rise during the 21st century, given
in Section 13.5.1, are the sum of contributions derived from models
that were evaluated by comparison with observations in Section 13.3
and used to project the contributions in Section 13.4. Projections
of GMSL rise by semi-empirical models (SEMs) are given in Section
13.5.2. We compare these two and other approaches in Section 13.5.3
and assess the level of confidence that we can place in each approach.
Longer term projections are discussed in Section 13.5.4.

13.5.1

Process-Based Projections for the 21st Century

The process-based projections of GMSL rise for each RCP scenario are
based on results from 21 CMIP5 AOGCMs from which projections of
SAT change and thermal expansion are available (see Section 13.4.1).
Where CMIP5 results were not available for a particular AOGCM
and scenario, they were estimated (Good et al., 2011; 2013) (Section
12.4.1.2; Supplementary Material). The projections of thermal expansion do not include an adjustment for the omission of volcanic forcing
in AOGCM spin-up (Section 13.3.4.2), as this is uncertain and relatively
small (about 10 mm during the 21st century). Changes in glacier and
ice-sheet SMB are calculated from the global mean SAT projections

using parameterizations derived from the results of process-based
models of these components (note that glaciers on Antarctica are covered by the Antarctic ice-sheet SMB projection, and are therefore not
included in the glacier projections) (Sections 13.4.2, 13.4.3.1, 13.4.4.1
and Supplementary Material). According to the assessment in Section
12.4.1.2, global mean SAT change is likely to lie within the 5 to 95%
range of the projections of CMIP5 models. Following this assessment,
the 5 to 95% range of model results for each of the GMSL rise contributions that is projected on the basis of CMIP5 results is interpreted
as the likely range.
Possible ice-sheet dynamical changes by 2100 are assessed from the
published literature (Sections 13.4.3.2 and 13.4.4.2), which as yet provides only a partial basis for making projections related to particular
scenarios. They are thus treated as independent of scenario, except
that a higher rate of change is used for Greenland ice sheet outflow
under RCP8.5. Projections of changes in land water storage due to
human intervention are also treated as independent of emissions scenario, because we do not have sufficient information to give ranges
for individual scenarios. The scenario-independent treatment does not
imply that the contributions concerned will not depend on the scenario
followed, only that the current state of knowledge does not permit
a quantitative assessment of the dependence. For each of these contributions, our assessment of the literature provides a 5-95% range
for the late 21st century (2100 for Greenland and Antarctic ice-sheet
dynamics, 2081-2100 for land water storage). For consistency with the
treatment of the CMIP5-derived results, we interpret this range as the
likely range. We assume that each of these contributions begins from
its present-day rate and that the rate increases linearly in time, in order
to interpolate from the present day to the late 21st century (see Supplementary Material for details).
The likely range of GMSL rise given for each RCP combines the uncertainty in global climate change, represented by the CMIP5 ensemble
(Section 12.4.1.2), with the uncertainties in modelling the c ontributions
to GMSL. The part of the uncertainty related to the magnitude of global
1179
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climate change is correlated among all the scenario-dependent contributions, while the methodological uncertainties are treated as independent (see also Supplementary Material).
The sum of the projected contributions gives the likely range for future
GMSL rise. The median projections for GMSL in all scenarios lie within a
range of 0.05 m until the middle of the century (Figure 13.11), because
the divergence of the climate projections has a delayed effect owing to
the time-integrating characteristic of sea level. By the late 21st century
(over an interval of 95 years, between the 20-year mean of 2081–2100
and the 20-year mean of 1986–2005), they have a spread of about
0.25 m, with RCP2.6 giving the least amount of rise (0.40 [0.26 to
0.55] m) (likely range) and RCP8.5 giving the most (0.63 [0.45 to 0.82]
m). RCP4.5 and RCP6.0 are very similar at the end of the century (0.47
[0.32 to 0.63] m and 0.48 [0.33 to 0.63]] m respectively), but RCP4.5
has a greater rate of rise earlier in the century than RCP6.0 (Figure
13.10 and Table 13.5). At 2100, the likely ranges are 0.44 [0.28–0.61]
m (RCP2.6), 0.53 [0.36–0.71] m (RCP4.5), 0.55 [0.38–0.73] m (RCP6.0),
and 0.74 [0.52–0.98] m (RCP8.5).
In all scenarios, the rate of rise at the start of the RCP projections
(2007–2013) is about 3.7 mm yr–1, slightly above the observational
range of 3.2 [2.8 to 3.6] mm yr–1 for 1993–2010, because the modelled
contributions for recent years, although consistent with observations
for 1993–2010 (Section 13.3), are all in the upper part of the observa-

1.2

In all scenarios, thermal expansion is the largest contribution, accounting for about 30 to 55% of the projections. Glaciers are the next largest,
accounting for 15-35% of the projections. By 2100, 15 to 55% of the
present volume of glaciers outside Antarctica is projected to be eliminated under RCP2.6, and 35 to 85% under RCP8.5 (Table 13.SM.2).
SMB change on the Greenland ice sheet makes a positive contribution, whereas SMB change in Antarctica gives a negative contribution
(Sections 13.4.3.1 and 13.4.4.1). The positive contribution due to rapid
dynamical changes that result in increased ice outflow from both ice
sheets together has a likely range of 0.03 to 0.20 m in RCP8.5 and 0.03
to 0.19 m in the other RCPs. There is a relatively small positive contribution from human intervention in land water storage, predominantly
due to increasing extraction of groundwater.

Sum
2081-2100 relative to 1986-2005
Thermal expansion
Glaciers
Greenland ice sheet (including dynamics)
Antarctic ice sheet (including dynamics)
Land water storage
Greenland ice-sheet rapid dynamics
Antarctic ice-sheet rapid dynamics

1.0
Global mean sea level rise (m)

tional ranges, perhaps related to the simulated rate of climatic warming being greater than has been observed (Box 9.2). In the projections,
the rate of rise initially increases. In RCP2.6 it becomes roughly constant (central projection 4.5 mm yr–1) before the middle of the century,
and subsequently declines slightly. The rate of rise becomes roughly
constant in RCP4.5 and RCP6.0 by the end of the century, whereas
acceleration continues throughout the century in RCP8.5, reaching 11
[8 to 16] mm yr–1 in 2081–2100.

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
A1B

13

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

Figure 13.10 | Projections from process-based models with likely ranges and median values for global mean sea level rise and its contributions in 2081–2100 relative to 1986–
2005 for the four RCP scenarios and scenario SRES A1B used in the AR4. The contributions from ice sheets include the contributions from ice-sheet rapid dynamical change, which
are also shown separately. The contributions from ice-sheet rapid dynamical change and anthropogenic land water storage are treated as having uniform probability distributions,
and as independent of scenario (except that a higher rate of change is used for Greenland ice-sheet outflow under RCP8.5). This treatment does not imply that the contributions
concerned will not depend on the scenario followed, only that the current state of knowledge does not permit a quantitative assessment of the dependence. See discussion in Sections 13.5.1 and 13.5.3 and Supplementary Material for methods. Only the collapse of the marine-based sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet, if initiated, could cause global mean sea
level (GMSL) to rise substantially above the likely range during the 21st century. This potential additional contribution cannot be precisely quantified but there is medium confidence
that it would not exceed several tenths of a meter of sea level rise.
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Figure 13.11 | Projections from process-based models of (a) global mean sea level (GMSL) rise relative to 1986–2005 and (b) the rate of GMSL rise and its contributions as a
function of time for the four RCP scenarios and scenario SRES A1B. The lines show the median projections. For GMSL rise and the thermal expansion contribution, the likely range
is shown as a shaded band. The contributions from ice sheets include the contributions from ice-sheet rapid dynamical change, which are also shown separately. The time series
for GMSL rise plotted in (a) are tabulated in Annex II (Table AII.7.7), and the time series of GMSL rise and all of its contributions are available in the Supplementary Material. The
rates in (b) are calculated as linear trends in overlapping 5-year periods. Only the collapse of the marine-based sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet, if initiated, could cause GMSL to
rise substantially above the likely range during the 21st century. This potential additional contribution cannot be precisely quantified but there is medium confidence that it would
not exceed several tenths of a metre of sea level rise.
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Table 13.5 | Median values and likely ranges for projections of global mean sea level (GMSL) rise and its contributions in metres in 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005 for the four
RCP scenarios and SRES A1B, GMSL rise in 2046–2065 and 2100, and rates of GMSL rise in mm yr–1 in 2081–2100. See Section 13.5.1 concerning how the likely range is defined.
Because some of the uncertainties in modelling the contributions are treated as uncorrelated, the sum of the lower bound of contributions does not equal the lower bound of the
sum, and similarly for the upper bound (see Supplementary Material). Because of imprecision from rounding, the sum of the medians of contributions may not exactly equal the
median of the sum. The net contribution (surface mass balance (SMB) + dynamics) for each ice sheet, and the contribution from rapid dynamical change in both ice sheets together,
are shown as additional lines below the sum; they are not contributions in addition to those given above the sum. The contributions from ice-sheet rapid dynamical change and
anthropogenic land water storage are treated as having uniform probability distributions, uncorrelated with the magnitude of global climate change (except for the interaction
between Antarctic ice sheet SMB and outflow), and as independent of scenario (except that a higher rate of change is used for Greenland ice sheet outflow under RCP8.5). This
treatment does not imply that the contributions concerned will not depend on the scenario followed, only that the current state of knowledge does not permit a quantitative assessment of the dependence. Regional sea level change is expected in general to differ from the global mean (see Section 13.6).

SRES A1B

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

Thermal expansion

0.21 [0.16 to 0.26]

0.14 [0.10 to 0.18]

0.19 [0.14 to 0.23]

0.19 [0.15 to 0.24]

0.27 [0.21 to 0.33]

Glaciersa

0.14 [0.08 to 0.21]

0.10 [0.04 to 0.16]

0.12 [0.06 to 0.19]

0.12 [0.06 to 0.19]

0.16 [0.09 to 0.23]

Greenland ice-sheet SMBb

0.05 [0.02 to 0.12]

0.03 [0.01 to 0.07]

0.04 [0.01 to 0.09]

0.04 [0.01 to 0.09]

0.07 [0.03 to 0.16]

Antarctic ice-sheet SMBc

–0.03 [–0.06 to –0.01]

–0.02 [–0.04 to –0.00]

–0.02 [–0.05 to –0.01]

–0.02 [–0.05 to –0.01]

–0.04 [–0.07 to –0.01]

Greenland ice-sheet
rapid dynamics

0.04 [0.01 to 0.06]

0.04 [0.01 to 0.06]

0.04 [0.01 to 0.06]

0.04 [0.01 to 0.06]

0.05 [0.02 to 0.07]

Antarctic ice-sheet
rapid dynamics

0.07 [–0.01 to 0.16]

0.07 [–0.01 to 0.16]

0.07 [–0.01 to 0.16]

0.07 [–0.01 to 0.16]

0.07 [–0.01 to 0.16]

Land water storage

0.04 [–0.01 to 0.09]

0.04 [–0.01 to 0.09]

0.04 [–0.01 to 0.09]

0.04 [–0.01 to 0.09]

0.04 [–0.01 to 0.09]

Global mean sea level
rise in 2081–2100

0.52 [0.37 to 0.69]

0.40 [0.26 to 0.55]

0.47 [0.32 to 0.63]

0.48 [0.33 to 0.63]

0.63 [0.45 to 0.82]

Greenland ice sheet

0.09 [0.05 to 0.15]

0.06 [0.04 to 0.10]

0.08 [0.04 to 0.13]

0.08 [0.04 to 0.13]

0.12 [0.07 to 0.21]

Antarctic ice sheet

0.04 [–0.05 to 0.13]

0.05 [–0.03 to 0.14]

0.05 [–0.04 to 0.13]

0.05 [–0.04 to 0.13]

0.04 [–0.06 to 0.12]

Ice-sheet rapid dynamics

0.10 [0.03 to 0.19]

0.10 [0.03 to 0.19]

0.10 [0.03 to 0.19]

0.10 [0.03 to 0.19]

0.12 [0.03 to 0.20]

8.1 [5.1 to 11.4]

4.4 [2.0 to 6.8]

6.1 [3.5 to 8.8]

7.4 [4.7 to 10.3]

11.2 [7.5 to 15.7]

Global mean sea level
rise in 2046–2065

0.27 [0.19 to 0.34]

0.24 [0.17 to 0.32]

0.26 [0.19 to 0.33]

0.25 [0.18 to 0.32]

0.30 [0.22 to 0.38]

Global mean sea
level rise in 2100

0.60 [0.42 to 0.80]

0.44 [0.28 to 0.61]

0.53 [0.36 to 0.71]

0.55 [0.38 to 0.73]

0.74 [0.52 to 0.98]

Rate of global mean
sea level rise

Only the collapse of the marine-based sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet, if initiated, could cause GMSL to rise substantially above the likely range during the 21st century. This potential
additional contribution cannot be precisely quantified but there is medium confidence that it would not exceed several tenths of a meter of sea level rise.
Notes:
a
Excluding glaciers on Antarctica but including glaciers peripheral to the Greenland ice sheet.
b
Including the height–SMB feedback.
c
Including the interaction between SMB change and outflow.

13.5.2 Semi-Empirical Projections for the 21st Century
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The development of semi-empirical models (SEMs) was motivated
by two problems. First, process-based modelling was incomplete in
the AR4 because of the unavailability of ice-sheet dynamical models
which could be used to simulate the observed recent accelerations in
ice flow and make projections with confidence (Meehl et al., 2007)
(Sections 13.1.4.1, 13.4.3.2 and 13.4.4.2). Second, in all previous IPCC
assessments, observed GMSL rise during the 20th century could not be
completely accounted for by the contributions to GMSL from thermal
expansion, glaciers and ice sheets. For example, the AR4 assessed the
mean observational rate for 1961–2003 as 1.8 ± 0.5 mm yr–1, and the
sum of contributions as 1.1 ± 0.5 mm yr–1 (Bindoff et al., 2007; Hegerl
et al., 2007). With the central estimates, only about 60% of observed
sea level rise was thus explained, and the potential implication was
that projections using process-based models which reproduce only
those known contributions would underestimate future sea level rise
(Rahmstorf, 2007a; Jevrejeva et al., 2009; Grinsted et al., 2010). SEMs
do not aim to solve the two problems that motivated their development, but instead provide an alternative approach for projecting GMSL.
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The semi-empirical approach regards a change in sea level as an
integrated response of the entire climate system, reflecting changes
in the dynamics and thermodynamics of the atmosphere, ocean and
cryosphere; it does not explicitly attribute sea level rise to its individual
physical components. SEMs use simple physically motivated relationships, with various analytical formulations and parameters determined
from observational time series, to predict GMSL for the 21st century
(Figure 13.12 and Table 13.6) and beyond, from either global mean SAT
(Rahmstorf, 2007a; Horton et al., 2008; Vermeer and Rahmstorf, 2009;
Grinsted et al., 2010; Rahmstorf et al., 2012b) or RF (Jevrejeva et al.,
2009; 2010, 2012a).
SEMs are designed to reproduce the observed sea level record over
their period of calibration, as this provides them with model parameters needed to make projections (Rahmstorf, 2007a; Jevrejeva et al.,
2009; Vermeer and Rahmstorf, 2009; Grinsted et al., 2010). A test of the
predictive skill of the models requires simulating a part of the observed
record that has not been used for calibration. For instance, Rahmstorf
(2007b) calibrated for 1880–1940 and predicted 1940–2000, obtaining
results within 0.02 m of observed. Jevrejeva et al. (2012b) calibrated
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Figure 13.12 | Median and range (5 to 95%) for projections of global mean sea level
rise (metres) in 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005 by semi-empirical models for (a)
RCP2.6, (b) RCP4.5, (c) RCP6.0 and (d) RCP8.5. Blue bars are results from the models
using RCP temperature projections, red bars are using RCP radiative forcing (RF). The
numbers on the horizontal axis refer to the literature source of the projection and the
sea level reconstruction used for calibration (for studies using RCP temperature projections) or reconstruction of RF (for studies using RCP RF). (1) Rahmstorf et al. (2012b),
with Kemp et al. (2011); (2) Schaeffer et al. (2012); (3) Rahmstorf et al. (2012b), with
Church and White (2006); (4) Rahmstorf et al. (2012b), with Church and White (2011);
(5) Rahmstorf et al. (2012b), with Jevrejeva et al. (2008); (6) Grinsted et al. (2010),
with Moberg et al. (2005); (7) Jevrejeva et al. (2012a), with Goosse et al. (2005); (8)
Jevrejeva et al. (2012a), with Crowley et al. (2003); (9) Jevrejeva et al. (2012a) with Tett
et al. (2007). Also shown for comparison is the median (thick black line) and likely range
(horizontal grey bar) (as defined in Section 13.5.1) from the process-based projections
(Table 13.5), which are assessed as having medium confidence, in contrast to SEMs,
which are assessed as having low confidence (Section 13.5.3).

up to 1950 and predicted 0.03 m (about 25%) less than observed for
1950–2009, and 3.8 mm yr–1 for 1993–2010, which is about 20% more
than observed.
The GMSL estimates used for calibrating the SEMs are based on the
existing sparse network of long tide-gauge records, and are thus uncertain, especially before the late 19th century; these uncertainties are
reflected in the observational estimates of the rate of GMSL rise (Sections 3.7 and 13.2.2). Consequently, the projections may be sensitive
to the statistical treatment of the temporal variability in the instrumental record of sea level change (Holgate et al., 2007; Rahmstorf, 2007b;
Schmith et al., 2007). Rahmstorf et al. (2012b) reported that GMSL
projections for the RCP4.5 scenario for 2100 (Table 13.6) varied by
±0.04 m when the embedding dimension used for temporal smoothing
during the calibration was varied within a range of 0 to 25 years.
Furthermore, there is some sensitivity to the choice of data sets used
for calibration. For instance, when calibrated up to 1960 and used

to predict 1961–2003, the model of Bittermann et al. (2013) overestimates the GMSL data set of Jevrejeva et al. (2008) by 75%, but
makes an accurate estimate for the Church and White (2011) data set,
although these two data sets have similar rates of sea level rise in the
predicted period. The central projections of Rahmstorf et al. (2012b)
for 2100 under RCP4.5 (Table 13.6) for calibration with the GMSL data
set of Church and White (2006) are about 0.2 m more than for calibration with the Church and White (2011) data set, although the two
Church and White (2006, 2011) data sets differ at all times by less
than one standard deviation. The ranges of the projections by Grinsted
et al. (2010) and Jevrejeva et al. (2010, 2012a, 2012b) allow for the
uncertainty in the GMSL reconstructions through the use of an uncertainty covariance matrix in determining the model parameters. Grinsted et al. (2010) also investigated the sensitivity to the temperature
data set used as predictor, and Jevrejeva et al. (2010) investigated the
sensitivity to RF as predictor (Table 13.6). In the latter case, three data
sets gave median projections under RCP4.5 for 2100 within a range of
about ±0.20 m.
SEM projections will be biased unless contributions to past GMSL rise
which correlate with but are not physically related to contemporary
changes in the predictor variable (either global mean SAT change or RF)
are subtracted from the observational sea level record before the calibration (Vermeer and Rahmstorf, 2009; Jevrejeva et al., 2012b; Rahmstorf et al., 2012b; Orlić and Pasarić, 2013). These include groundwater
depletion due to anthropogenic intervention and storage of water by
dams (Section 13.3.4), ongoing adjustment of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets to climate change in previous centuries and millennia (Section 13.3.6), and the effects of internally generated regional
climate variability on glaciers (Marzeion et al., 2012a; Church et al.,
2013, Sections 13.3.2.2 and 13.3.6) and ice sheets (Section 13.3.3.2).
For instance, Jevrejeva et al. (2012b) found that their median projections for 2100 were reduced by 0.02 to 0.10 m by excluding some such
contributions.
Making projections with a SEM assumes that sea level change in the
future will have the same relationship as it has had in the past to RF or
global mean temperature change. The appropriate choice for the formulation of the SEM may depend on the nature of the climate forcing
and the time scale, and potentially nonlinear physical processes may
not scale in the future in ways which can be calibrated from the past
(von Storch et al., 2008; Vermeer and Rahmstorf, 2009; Rahmstorf et
al., 2012b; Orlić and Pasarić, 2013). Two such effects that could lead
to overestimated or underestimated projections by SEMs have been
discussed in the literature.
First, AOGCMs indicate that the ocean heat uptake efficiency tends
to decline as warming continues and heat penetrates more deeply
(Gregory and Forster, 2008). A linear scaling of the rate of global ocean
heat uptake with global SAT determined from the past, as proposed by
Rahmstorf (2007a), will thus overestimate future time-integrated heat
content change and the consequent global ocean thermal expansion
on a century time scale (Orlić and Pasarić, 2013). Rahmstorf (2007a)
found that the linear scaling overestimated by 0.12 m (about 30%) the
thermal expansion simulated by a climate model with a 3D ocean from
1990 to 2100 under scenario SRES A1FI. Furthermore, the Rahmstorf
(2007a) model is inadequate for simulating sea level variations of the
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last millennium (von Storch et al., 2008), which arise predominantly
from episodic volcanic forcing, rather than the sustained forcing on
multi-decadal time scales for which it was intended. In both applications, the AOGCM behaviour is more accurately reproduced by taking
into account the vertical profile of warming, at least by distinguishing
the upper (mixed layer) and lower (thermocline) layers (Vermeer and
Rahmstorf, 2009; Held et al., 2010) (Section 13.4.1), or by introducing a
relaxation time scale for sea level rise (Jevrejeva et al., 2012b).

the climate becomes warmer, tending to give an increase in sensitivity (Rahmstorf et al., 2012b) (Section 13.4.2). Estimating the balance
of these two effects will require detailed modelling of glacier SMB.
The absence of a multidecadal acceleration in the rate of glacier mass
loss in observations of the 20th and simulations of the 21st centuries
(Section 4.3.3) (Radic and Hock, 2010; Marzeion et al., 2012a), despite
rising global temperatures, suggests that the reduction in sensitivity
may dominate (Gregory et al., 2013b).

Second, the sensitivity of glaciers to warming will tend to decrease as
the area most prone to ablation and the remaining volume decrease,
partly counteracted by lowering of the surface due to thinning (Huss et
al., 2012) Section 13.4.2). On the other hand, glaciers at high latitudes
that currently have negligible surface melting will begin to ablate as

13.5.3

Confidence in Likely Ranges and Bounds

The AR4 (Meehl et al., 2007) presented process-model-based projections of GMSL rise for the end of the 21st century, but did not
provide a best estimate or likely range principally because scientific

Table 13.6 | Global mean sea level (GMSL) rise (metres) projected by semi-empirical models and compared with the IPCC AR4 and AR5 projections. In each case the results have
a probability distribution whose 5th, 50th and 95th percentiles are shown in the columns as indicated. The AR5 5 to 95% process-based model range is interpreted as a likely range
(medium confidence) (Section 13.5.1).

From

To

5%

50%

95%

IPCC AR4a

1990

2100

0.22

0.37

0.50

IPCC AR4a,b

1990

2100

0.22

0.43

0.65

IPCC AR5 (also in Table 13.5)

1996

2100

0.42

0.60

0.80

Rahmstorf (2007a)

1990

2100

—

0.85

—

Horton et al. (2008)d

2000

2100

0.62

0.74

0.88

Vermeer and Rahmstorf (2009)

1990

2100

0.98

1.24

1.56

Grinsted et al. (2010) with Brohan et al. (2006)
temperature for calibration

1990

2100

0.32

0.83

1.34

Grinsted et al. (2010) with Moberg et al. (2005)
temperature for calibration

1990

2100

0.91

1.12

1.32

Jevrejeva et al. (2010) with Crowley et al. (2003)
forcing for calibration

1990

2100

0.63

0.86

1.06

Jevrejeva et al. (2010) with Goosse et al. (2005)
forcing for calibration

1990

2100

0.60

0.75

1.15

1990

2100

0.87

1.15

1.40

IPCC AR5 (also in Table 13.5)

1986–2005

2081–2100

0.32

0.47

0.63

Grinsted et al. (2010) calibrated with
Moberg et al. (2005) temperature

1986–2005

2081–2100

0.63

0.88

1.14

Rahmstorf et al. (2012b) calibrated with
Church and White (2006) GMSL

1986–2005

2081–2100

0.79

0.86

0.93

Rahmstorf et al. (2012b) calibrated with
Church and White (2011) GMSL

1986–2005

2081–2100

0.57

0.63

0.68

Rahmstorf et al. (2012b) calibrated with
Jevrejeva et al. (2008) GMSL

1986–2005

2081–2100

0.82

0.97

1.12

Rahmstorf et al. (2012b) calibrated with proxy data

1986–2005

2081–2100

0.56

0.88

1.24

Jevrejeva et al. (2012a) calibrated with
Goosse et al. (2005) radiative forcing

1986–2005

2081–2100

0.43

0.56

0.69

Jevrejeva et al. (2012a) calibrated with Crowley et al. (2003) radiative forcing

1986–2005

2081–2100

0.48

0.65

0.80

Jevrejeva et al. (2012a) calibrated with
Tett et al. (2007) radiative forcing

1986–2005

2081–2100

0.65

0.85

1.05

Schaeffer et al. (2012)

1986–2005

2081–2100

0.58

0.80

1.05

Scenario SRES A1B

c

Jevrejeva et al. (2010) with Tett et al. (2007)
forcing for calibration
Scenario RCP4.5

13

Notes:
a
Extrapolated to 2100 using the projected rates of sea level rise for 2090–2099 in Table 10.7 of Meehl et al. (2007).
b
Including scaled-up ice-sheet discharge given in Table 10.7 of Meehl et al. (2007) and extrapolated to 2100 as an illustration of the possible magnitude of this effect.
c
Uncertainty range not given.
d
The mean value and the range are shown for semi-empirical model projections based on results from 11 GCMs.
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u nderstanding at the time was not sufficient to allow an assessment of
the possibility of future rapid changes in ice-sheet dynamics (on time
scales of a few decades, Section 4.4.5). Future rapid changes in icesheet outflow were consequently not included in the ranges given by
the AR4. For the SRES A1B scenario, the AR4 range was 0.21 to 0.48 m,
and for the highest emissions scenario, A1FI, it was 0.26 to 0.59 m. The
AR4 also noted that if ice-sheet outflow increased linearly with global
mean surface air temperature, the AR4 maximum projections would be
raised by 0.1 to 0.2 m. The AR4 was unable to exclude larger values or
to assess their likelihood.
Since the publication of the AR4, upper bounds of up to 2.4 m for
GMSL rise by 2100 have been estimated by other approaches, namely
SEMs (Section 13.5.2), evidence from past climates (Section 13.2.1)
and physical constraints on ice-sheet dynamics (Sections 13.4.3.2 and
13.4.4.2). The broad range of values reflects the different methodologies for obtaining the upper bound, involving different constraining factors and sources of evidence. In particular, the upper bound is strongly
affected by the choice of probability level, which in some approaches is
unknown because the probability of the underlying assumptions is not
quantified (Little et al., 2013b).
The confidence that can be placed in projections of GMSL rise and its
upper bound by the various approaches must be considered. Confidence
arises from the nature, quantity, quality and consistency of the evidence.
The first approach is based on process-based projections, which use
the results from several models for each contribution (Sections 13.4
and 13.5.1; Table 13.5). There is medium evidence in support of this
approach, arising from our understanding of the modelled physical
processes, the consistency of the models with wider physical understanding of those processes as elements of the climate system (e.g.,
Box 13.1), the consistency of modelled and observed contributions
(Sections 13.3.1 to 13.3.5), the consistency of observed and modelled
GMSL (Section 13.3.6), and the consistency of process-based projections based on the CMIP5 ensemble of AOGCMs, which have a range
of 50 to 60% of the ensemble mean under a given scenario (Table
13.5). Considering this evidence, we have medium confidence in the
process-based projections.
The second approach uses SEMs (Section 13.5.2, Table 13.6), which
make projections by calibrating a physically motivated relationship
between GMSL and some other parameter of the climate system in
the past and applying it to the future, without quantifying the contributory physical processes. If we had no physical understanding of
the causes of sea level rise, the semi-empirical approach to projections
would be the only possible one, but extrapolation beyond the range
of calibration implies uncertainty that is difficult to quantify, owing to
the assumption that sea level change in the future will have the same
relationship as it has had in the past to RF or global mean temperature change (Section 13.5.2). As a result, there is low agreement and
no consensus in the scientific community about the reliability of SEM
projections, despite their successful calibration and evaluation against
the observed 20th century sea level record.
For a given RCP, some SEMs project a range that overlaps the processbased likely range while others project a median and 95-percentile
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that are about twice as large as the process-based models. In nearly
every case, the SEM 95-percentile is above the process-based likely
range (Figure 13.12). Two physical explanations have been suggested for the higher projections. First, the contribution from accelerated
calving of tidewater glaciers may be substantial and included in SEMs
but not process-based models (Jevrejeva et al., 2012b); however, this
could account for only 0.1 to 0.2 m of additional GMSL rise. Second,
SEMs may allow for rapid ice-sheet dynamical change (Section 4.4.4)
in response to future climate change (Grinsted et al., 2010; Little et
al., 2013a). In order for large ice-sheet dynamical changes to be predictable by SEMs, two conditions must be met. First, these changes
must have contributed substantially to sea level rise during the period
of calibration. This is very unlikely to be the case, because it is very
likely that dynamical changes have contributed only a small part of
the observed sea level rise during the 20th century, rising to about
15% during 1993–2010 (Section 13.3.6). Second, the changes must
have a link to global surface temperature or RF. Current understanding
of recent dynamical changes in Greenland and Antarctica is that they
have been triggered by local changes in ocean temperature (Holland
et al., 2008; Thoma et al., 2008; Jacobs et al., 2011), but a link has
not been demonstrated between these changes and global climate
change or its drivers. Consequently there is great uncertainty regarding whether recent ice-sheet dynamical changes indicate a long-term
trend or instead arise from internal variability (Bamber and Aspinall,
2013). Hence there is no evidence that ice-sheet dynamical change is
the explanation for the higher GMSL rise projections of SEMs, implying
that either there is some other contribution which is presently unidentified or underestimated by process-based models, or that the projections of SEMs are overestimates (cf. Section 13.5.2). Because of the
limited or medium evidence supporting SEMs, and the low agreement
about their reliability, we have low confidence in their projections.
The third approach uses paleo records of sea level change that show
that rapid GMSL rise has occurred during glacial terminations, at
rates that averaged about 10 mm yr–1 over centuries, with at least
one instance (Meltwater Pulse 1A) that exceeded 40 mm yr–1 (Section
5.6.3), but this rise was primarily from much larger ice-sheet sources that no longer exist. Contributions from these vanished ice sheets
could have continued even after sea level and climate had reached
interglacial states, if the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets contracted
during the termination to smaller sizes than at present. During past
interglacial periods, only the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets were
present. For the time interval during the LIG in which GMSL was above
present, there is high confidence that the maximum 1000-year average
rate of GMSL rise during these periods exceeded 2 m kyr–1 but did
not exceed 7 m kyr–1 (Kopp et al., 2013) (Sections 5.6.2 and 13.2.1.3).
Because climate variations during interglacial periods had different
forcings from anthropogenic climate change, they give only a limited
basis for predictions of the future, and we do not consider that they
provide upper bounds for GMSL rise during the 21st century.
The fourth approach is concerned particularly with the contribution
from ice-sheet dynamical change, for which it considers kinematic
limits. Pfeffer et al. (2008) argued that scenarios of GMSL rise exceeding 2 m by 2100 are physically untenable, ruling out, for example, the
heuristic argument of Hansen et al. (2007) giving 5 m by 2100. Pfeffer
et al. (2008) constructed scenarios of 0.8 m and 2.0 m, and Katsman
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et al. (2011) of 1.15 m, for GMSL rise by 2100, including ice-sheet
rapid dynamical acceleration. Although these authors considered their
scenarios to be physically possible, they are unable to quantify their
likelihood, because the probability of the assumptions on which they
depend cannot be estimated from observations of the response of the
Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets to climate change or variability on
century time scales. These scenarios involve contributions of ~0.5 m
from Antarctica. This is much greater than any process-based projections of dynamical ice-sheet change (Section 13.4.4.2), and would
require either a sustained high increase in outflow in all marine-based
sectors or the localized collapse of the ice sheet in the Amundsen Sea
sector (Little et al., 2013a).
In summary, we have greater confidence in the process-based projections than in the other approaches, and our assessment is that GMSL
rise during the 21st century for each RCP scenario is likely (medium
confidence) to lie within the 5 to 95% range given by the processbased projections (Section 13.5.1 and Table 13.5; see Section 13.5.4
for following centuries), which are consistent with the likely ranges
projected for global mean surface air temperature change (Section
12.4.1.2). We are not able to assess a very likely range on the same
basis, because there is no assessment available of the very likely range
for global mean SAT change, and because we cannot robustly quantify
the probability of ice-sheet dynamical changes which would give rise
to greater values.
Under the RCP8.5 scenario, which has the highest RF, the likely range
reaches 0.98 m by 2100 relative to 1986–2005. Observations do not
show an increase in Antarctic precipitation, which is projected by
models and makes a negative contribution to the projected GMSL rise
(Table 13.5). The recovery of Antarctic stratospheric ozone concentration and increased basal melting of Antarctic ice shelves have both
been suggested as giving rise to mechanisms whereby the Antarctic
warming and precipitation increase might be suppressed with respect
to CMIP5 projections (Section 13.4.4.1). If the Antarctic precipitation
increase is omitted from the process-based projections, the likely range
for RCP8.5 at 2100 reaches 1.03 m (assuming uncorrelated errors).
Higher values for 2100 are given in the scientific literature on the basis
of various approaches: 1.15 m (Katsman et al., 2011), 1.21 m (Schaeffer et al., 2012) (for RCP4.5), 1.40 m (National Research Council, 2012),
1.65 m (Jevrejeva et al., 2012b) (for RCP8.5), 1.79 m (Vermeer and
Rahmstorf, 2009) (for SRES A1FI), 1.90 m (Rahmstorf et al., 2012b)
(with proxy calibration, for RCP8.5), 2.0 m (Pfeffer et al., 2008), 2.25
m (Sriver et al., 2012), and 2.4 m (Nicholls et al., 2011). Considering
this inconsistent evidence, we conclude that the probability of specific
levels above the likely range cannot be reliably evaluated.
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Only the collapse of marine-based sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet
could cause GMSL rise substantially above the likely range during the
21st century. Expert estimates of contributions from this source have
a wide spread (Bamber and Aspinall, 2013), indicating a lack of consensus on the probability for such a collapse. The potential additional
contribution to GMSL rise also cannot be precisely quantified, but
there is medium confidence that, if a collapse were initiated, it would
not exceed several tenths of a metre during the 21st century (Section
13.4.4.2).
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The time mean rate of GMSL rise during the 21st century is very likely to
exceed the rate of 2.0 [1.7 to 2.3] mm yr–1 observed during 1971–2010,
because the process-based GMSL projections indicate a significantly
greater rate even under the RCP2.6 scenario, which has the lowest
RF. It has been asserted that the acceleration of GMSL rise implied by
the IPCC AR4 projections is inconsistent with the observed magnitude
of acceleration during the 20th century (Boretti, 2011, 2012b, 2012a,
2012c, 2013a, 2013b. 2013c; Boretti and Watson, 2012; Parker, 2013a,
2013b, 2013c). Refuting this argument, Hunter and Brown (2013) show
that the acceleration projected in the AR4 is consistent with observations since 1990s. Present understanding of the contributions to GMSL
rise (Section 13.3) gives an explanation of the rate of 20th century
GMSL rise and confidence in the process-based projections, which indicate a greater rate of rise in the 21st century because of increasing
forcing.
The improved agreement of process-based models with observations
and physical understanding represents progress since the AR4, in which
there was insufficient confidence to give likely ranges for 21st century
GMSL rise, as we have done here. For scenario SRES A1B, which was
assessed in the AR4, the likely range on the basis of science assessed
in the AR5 is 0.60 [0.42 to 0.80] m by 2100 relative to 1986–2005, and
0.57 [0.40 to 0.76] m by 2090–2099 relative to 1990. Compared with
the AR4 projection of 0.21 to 0.48 m for the same scenario and period,
the largest increase is from the inclusion of rapid changes in Greenland
and Antarctic ice sheet outflow, for which the combined likely range is
0.03 to 0.21 m by 2091–2100 (assuming uncorrelated uncertainties).
These terms were omitted in the AR4 because a basis to make projections was not available in published literature at that time. The contribution from thermal expansion is similar to the AR4 projection and has
smaller uncertainty. The contribution from glaciers is larger than in the
AR4 primarily because of the greater estimate of the present glacier
volume in new inventories (although the glacier area estimate is similar, Table 4.1), and the Greenland SMB contribution is larger because
of recent improvement in models of relevant surface processes. Further
progress on modelling each of the contributions is still needed in order
to attain high confidence in GMSL projections, in particular concerning
the probability distribution of GMSL above the likely ranges.

13.5.4

Long-term Scenarios

Less information is available on climate change beyond the year 2100
than there is up to the year 2100. However, the ocean and ice sheets
will continue to respond to changes in external forcing on multi-centennial to multi-millennial time scales. For the period up to the year 2500,
available physical model projections discussed in Sections 13.4.1-4 are
combined into an assessment of future sea level rise. Paleo simulations
are combined with paleo data to estimate the sea level commitment
on a multi-millennial time scale beyond 2500 for different levels of
sustained increases in global mean temperature.
The RCPs, as applied in Chapter 12 and Sections 13.4 and 13.5.1, are
defined up to the year 2100. Their extension up to the year 2300 is
used to project long-term climate change (Section 12.3.1.3) (Meinshausen et al., 2011), but they are not directly derived from integrated
assessment models. In simulations that are reported here up to the
year 2500, the RF has generally been kept constant at the 2300 level
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except for RCP2.6, in which the forcing continues to decline at the
2300 rate. Some model simulations of ice sheets and ocean warming
assessed here have used scenarios different from the RCP scenarios.
Because of the limited number of available simulations, sea level projections beyond the year 2100 have thus been grouped into three categories according to their GHG concentration in the 22nd century: low
scenarios in which atmospheric GHG concentrations peak and decline
and do not exceed values that are equivalent to 500 ppm CO2, medium
scenarios with concentrations between 500 and 700 ppm CO2-eq, and
high scenarios above 700 ppm. As a consequence, the model spread
shown in Figure 13.13 and Table 13.8 combines different scenarios
and is not merely due to different model physics. The low scenarios
include RCP2.6, SRES B1 and scenarios with 0.5 and 2% yr–1 increases
in CO2 followed by no emissions after 450 ppm has been reached, and
the commitment scenarios, CC, in Goelzer et al. (2013) which stabilize
CO2 at present-day levels. In a number of the low scenarios, the global
mean temperature peaks during the 21st century and declines thereafter. These peak-and-decline scenarios include RCP2.6 as well as all
scenarios with no GHG emissions after a specified year. Even in these
scenarios sea level continues to rise up to the year 2500 in accordance
with the multi-millennial sea level commitment of about 2 m °C–1 as
discussed in Section 13.5.4.2. The medium scenarios include RCP4.5
as well as scenarios with 1% yr–1 increase in CO2 up to 560 ppm and
SRES-B1 and SRES-A1B. The high scenarios include RCP6.0 and RCP8.5
as well as 1120 ppm scenarios and SRES A2. Also included are scenarios with 0.5 and 2% increase in CO2 and a SRES A2 scenario with zero
emissions after 1200 and 1120 ppm have been reached, respectively.

13.5.4.1 Multi-centennial Projections
The multi-centennial sea level contributions from ocean expansion
and the cryospheric components are discussed in Sections 13.4.1 to
13.4.4. A synthesis of these contributions is provided in Table 13.8 and
Figure 13.13 for the end of each century until the year 2500. Thermal
expansion contributions (dark blue bars, Figure 13.13) were obtained
from coarse-resolution coupled climate models (Vizcaíno et al., 2008;
Solomon et al., 2009; Gillett et al., 2011; Schewe et al., 2011; Zickfeld et al., 2013). For comparison, the full model spread of the CMIP5
models which were integrated beyond 2100 is provided in Table 13.7
and as light blue bars in Figure 13.13. Even though the models used
for the long-term projections (Table 13.8) are less complex compared
to the CMIP5 models, their model spread for the different periods and
scenarios encompasses the CMIP5 spread, which provides medium
confidence in the application of the less complex models beyond 2300.
Contributions from the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets were
obtained with climate models of comparable complexity coupled to
ice-sheet models (Vizcaíno et al., 2010; Huybrechts et al., 2011; Goelzer
et al., 2012). Glacier projections were obtained by application of the
method by Marzeion et al. (2012a) to the CMIP5 model output for scenarios and models that were integrated up to the year 2300. For 2400
and 2500, the same model spread as for 2300 is shown. This is probably underestimating the glacier’s sea level contribution beyond 2300.
The ranges of sea level contributions provided in Figure 13.13 and
Table 13.8 only represent the model spread and cannot be interpreted
as uncertainty ranges. An uncertainty assessment cannot be provid-
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ed beyond the year 2100 because of the small number of available
simulations, the fact that different scenarios were combined within
one scenario group, and the overall low confidence in the ability of
the coarse-resolution ice-sheet models to capture the dynamic ice discharge from Greenland and Antarctica, as discussed below. The range
for the total sea level change was obtained by taking the sum of contributions that result in the lowest and the highest sea level rise and
thereby covers the largest possible model spread.
Except for the glacier models (Section 13.4.2), the models used here
for the period beyond 2100 are different from the models used for the
21st century (Sections 13.4.1, 13.4.3, 13.4.4, and 13.5.1). Generally,
the model spread for the total sea level contribution in 2100 is slightly
lower than the likely range provided in Section 13.5.1 (light red bars
in Figure 13.13). This is due to the ice-sheet models, particularly of
the Antarctic ice sheet, as coarse-resolution model results for thermal
expansion cover the range of the CMIP5 projections (light blue vertical
lines in Figure 13.13 and Table 13.7.) and the glacier contribution is
the same.
Projections beyond 2100 show positive contributions to sea level from
thermal expansion, glaciers and changes in Greenland ice sheet SMB.
Due to enhanced accumulation under warming, the Antarctic ice sheet
SMB change makes a negative contribution to sea level in scenarios
below 700 ppm CO2-eq. These results were obtained with fully coupled climate–ice sheet models which need to apply a relatively low
spatial resolution. In light of the discussion in Section 13.3.3.2 and
the assessment of the 21st century changes in Section 13.4.4.1, there
is low confidence in this result. For scenarios above 700 ppm CO2-eq,
Antarctic SMB change is contributing positively to GMSL.
As discussed in Sections 13.4.3.2 and 13.4.4.2, there is medium confidence in the ability of coupled ice sheet–climate models to project
sea level contributions from dynamic ice-sheet changes in Greenland
and Antarctica for the 21st century. In Greenland, dynamic mass loss is
limited by topographically defined outlets regions. Furthermore, solid
ice discharge induced from interaction with the ocean is self-limiting
because retreat of the ice sheet results in less contact with the ocean
and less mass loss by iceberg calving (Pfeffer et al., 2008; Graversen
et al., 2011; Price et al., 2011). By contrast, the bedrock topography of
Antarctica is such that parts of the retreating ice sheet will remain in
contact with the ocean. In particular, due to topography that is sloping
landward, especially in West Antarctica, enhanced rates of mass loss
are expected as the ice retreats.
Although the model used by Huybrechts et al. (2011) is in principle
capable of capturing grounding line motion of marine ice sheets (see
Box 13.2), low confidence is assigned to the model’s ability to capture the associated time scale and the perturbation required to initiate a retreat (Pattyn et al., 2013). The model used by Vizcaino et al.
(2010) does not represent ice-shelf dynamics and is thus lacking a
fundamental process that can trigger the instability. As stated by the
authors, low confidence is thus also assigned to the model’s ability
to project future solid ice discharge from Antarctica. It is thus likely
that the values depicted in Figure 13.13 systematically underestimate
Antarctica’s future contribution. As detailed in Section 13.5.4.2, simulations of the last 5 Myr (Pollard and DeConto, 2009) indicate that on
1187
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Figure 13.13 | Sea level projections beyond the year 2100 are grouped into three categories according to the concentration of GHG concentration (in CO2-eq) in the year 2100
(upper panel: >700 ppm including RCP6.0 and RCP8.5; middle panel: 500–700 ppm including RCP4.5; lower panel: <500 ppm including RCP2.6). Colored bars show the full
model spread. Horizontal lines provide the specific model simulations. The different contributions are given from left to right as thermal expansion from the CMIP5 simulations up
to 2300 (as used for the 21st century projections, section 13.5.1, light blue, with the median indicated by the horizontal bar), thermal expansion for the models considered in this
section (dark blue), glaciers (light green), Greenland ice sheet (dark green), Antarctic ice sheet (orange), and the total contribution (red). The range provided for the total sea level
change represents the maximum possible spread that can be obtained from the four different contributions. Light red-shaded bars show the likely range for the 21st century total
sea level projection of the corresponding scenarios from Figure 13.10 with the median as the horizontal line. In the upper panel, the left light red bar corresponds to RCP6.0 and
the right light red bar corresponds to RCP8.5.
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 ulti-millennial time scales, the Antarctic ice sheet loses mass for elem
vated temperatures, in contrast to the projections until the year 2500
for the low and medium scenarios.
The model spread of total sea level change in 2300 ranges from 0.41
to 0.85 m for the low scenario (Table 13.8). Using an SEM, Schaeffer et al. (2012) obtained a significantly larger 90% confidence range
of 1.3 to 3.3 m for the RCP2.6 scenario. The RCP4.5 scenario, for
which they obtained a range of 2.3 to 5.5 m, is categorized here as
a medium scenario, and is also significantly higher than the range
1188

of 0.27 to 1.51 m computed by the process-based models. Using a
different s emi-empirical approach, Jevrejeva et al. (2012a) obtained a
90% confidence range of 0.13 to 1.74 m for RCP2.6 in the year 2500,
which encloses the model spread of 0.50 to 1.02 m for the low scenario
from the process-based models. For the medium and high scenarios,
however, they obtained ranges of 0.72 to 4.3 m and 1.0 to 11.5 m,
respectively, which are significantly higher than the corresponding process-based model spread of 0.18 to 2.32 m and 1.51 to 6.63 m (Table
13.8). Because projections of land water storage are not available for
years beyond 2100 these were not included here.
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The higher estimates from the SEMs than the process-based models
used here for the long-term projections are consistent with the relation
between the two modelling approaches for the 21st century (Figure
13.12). Section 13.5.3 concluded that the limited or medium evidence
supporting SEMs, and the low agreement about their reliability, provides low confidence in their projections for the 21st century. We note
here that the confidence in the ability of SEMs is further reduced with
the length of the extrapolation period and the deviation of the future
forcing from the forcing of the learning period (Schaeffer et al., 2012),
thus decreasing confidence over the long time frames considered here.

up to 1°C and 0.34 m °C–1 between 2°C and 4°C) apart from the abrupt
threshold of ice loss between 0.8°C and 2.2°C above pre-industrial
(90% confidence interval in the particular model calculations reported
here) (Figure 13.14c). This represents a change from a fully ice-covered
Greenland to an essentially ice-free state, reducing the ice sheet to
around 10% of present-day volume and raising sea level by over 6 m
(Ridley et al., 2005; Ridley et al., 2010). The threshold temperature is
lower than estimates obtained from the assumption that the threshold
coincides with a negative total SMB of the Greenland ice sheet (see
Section 13.4.3.3 for a more complete discussion).

For increasing global mean SAT, sea level is virtually certain to continue to rise beyond the year 2500 as shown by available process-based
model simulations of thermal expansion and ice sheets that were computed beyond 2500 (Rahmstorf and Ganopolski, 1999; Ridley et al.,
2005; Winguth et al., 2005; Driesschaert et al., 2007; Mikolajewicz et
al., 2007b; Swingedouw et al., 2008; Vizcaíno et al., 2008; Solomon et
al., 2009; Vizcaíno et al., 2010; Gillett et al., 2011; Goelzer et al., 2011;
Huybrechts et al., 2011; Schewe et al., 2011).

The Antarctic ice sheet contribution comes from a simulation of the
last 5 million years (Pollard and DeConto, 2009), which is in good
agreement with regional paleo records (Naish et al., 2009). The sensitivity of the ice sheet was extracted from this model simulation by
correlating the ice volume with the global mean temperature which
forces the simulation. The standard deviation of the resulting scatter
is used as a measure of uncertainty (Figure 13.14d). Uncertainty arises
from uncertainty in the forcing data, the ice physics representation,
and from the time-dependent nature of the simulation. For example,
the existence of hysteresis behavior on the sub-continental scale can
lead to different contributions for the same temperature increase. The
Antarctic ice sheet shows a relatively constant commitment of 1.2 m
°C–1. Paleorecords indicate that a potential hysteresis behaviour of East
Antarctica requires a temperature increase above 4°C and is thereby
outside of the scope discussed here (Foster and Rohling, 2013).

13.5.4.2 Multi-Millennial Projections
Here sea level commitment in response to a global mean temperature increase on a multi-millennial time scale is assessed. Figure 13.14
shows the sea level rise after several millennia of constant global mean
temperature increase above pre-industrial. The thermal expansion of
the ocean was taken from 1000-year integrations with six coupled climate models as used in the AR4 (models Bern2D, CGoldstein, CLIMate
and BiosphERe-2 (CLIMBER-2), Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), MoBidiC, and Loch-Vecode-Ecbilt-CLio-agIsm Model (LOVECLIM) in Figure 10.34 in Meehl et al. (2007)). These yield a rate of sea
level change in the range of 0.20 to 0.63 m °C–1 (Figure 13.14a). For
reference, a spatially uniform increase of ocean temperature yields a
global mean sea level rise of 0.38 m °C–1 when added to observed
data (Levitus et al., 2009) (black dots in Figure 13.14a). Uncertainty
arises due to the different spatial distribution of the warming in models
and the dependence of the expansion on local temperature and salinity. The contribution for glaciers was obtained with the models from
Mazeion et al. (2012a) and Radic and Hock (2011) by integration with
fixed boundary conditions corresponding to different global mean SAT
levels for 3000 years.
As detailed in Sections 13.4.3.2 and 13.4.4.2, there is low confidence in
the ability of current Antarctic ice-sheet models to capture the temporal response to changes in external forcing on a decadal to centennial
time scale. On multi-centennial to multi-millennial time scales, however,
these models can be validated against paleo sea level records. The contributions from the Greenland ice sheet were computed with a dynamic
ice-sheet model coupled to an energy-moisture balance model for the
SMB (Robinson et al., 2012). The model’s parameters were constrained
by comparison with SMB estimates and topographic data for the present day and with estimated summit-elevation changes from ice-core
records for the Last Interglacial period (LIG), in order to ensure that the
coupled model ensemble has a realistic sensitivity to climatic change.
The parameter spread leads to a spread in ice-sheet responses (dark
green lines in Figure 13.14c). The contribution to sea level commitment
from the Greenland ice sheet is relatively weak (on average 0.18 m °C–1

In order to compare the model results with past sea level anomalies for
the temperature range up to 4°C, we focus on the three previous periods of warmer climates and higher sea levels than pre-industrial that
were assessed in Sections 5.6.1, 5.6.2 and 13.2.1: the middle Pliocene,
MIS 11, and the LIG (Figure 13.14e). In each case, there is reasonable
agreement between the model result of a long-term sea level response
for a given temperature with the information from the paleo record.
The ability of the physical models to reproduce paleo sea level records
on a multi-millennial time scale provides confidence in applying them
to millennial time frames. After 2000 years, the sea level contribution
will be largely independent of the exact warming path during the first
century. As can be seen from Figure 10.34 of AR4, the oceanic heat
content will be largely equilibrated after 2000 years; the same is true
for the glacier component. The situation for Antarctica is slightly more
complicated, but as can be inferred from Pollard and DeConto (2009),
much of the retreat of the West Antarctic ice sheet will have already
occurred by 2000 years, especially if the warming occurs on a decadal
to centennial time scale. The opposite and smaller trend in East Antarctic ice volume due to increased snowfall in a warmer environment
will also have largely equilibrated (Uotila et al., 2007; Winkelmann et
al., 2012).
The most significant difference arises from the contribution of the
Greenland ice sheet. Consistent with previous estimates (Huybrechts
et al., 2011; Goelzer et al., 2012), the rate of the sea level contribution
from Greenland increases with temperature. The transient simulations
for an instantaneous temperature increase show a quasi-quadratic
dependence of the sea level contribution on this temperature increase
after 2000 years (Figure 13.14h) (Robinson et al. 2012). The results are
1189
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quantitatively consistent with previous estimates on a millennial time
scale (Huybrechts et al., 2011; Goelzer et al., 2012). The sea level contribution of the Greenland ice sheet after 2000 years of integration at 560
ppm was plotted against the average Greenland temperature divided
by the standard polar amplification of 1.5 between global mean and

Greenland mean temperature increase (Gregory and Huybrechts, 2006,
black dot in Figure 13.14h). Taken together, these results imply that a
sea level rise of 1 to 3 m °C–1 is expected if the warming is sustained for
several millennia (low confidence) (Figure 13.14e, 13.14j).

0.42 m °C-1

0.42 m °C-1

1.2 m °C-1

1.2 m °C-1

1.8 m °C-1

2.3 m °C-1

2.3 m °C-1
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°

°

Figure 13.14 | (Left column) Multi-millennial sea level commitment per degree Celsius of warming as obtained from physical model simulations of (a) ocean warming, (b)
mountain glaciers and (c) the Greenland and (d) the Antarctic ice sheets. (e) The corresponding total sea level commitment, compared to paleo estimates from past warm periods
(PI = pre-industrial, LIG = last interglacial period, M11 = Marine Isotope Stage 11, Plio = Mid-Pliocene). Temperatures are relative to pre-industrial. Dashed lines provide linear
approximations in (d) and (e) with constant slopes of 1.2, 1.8 and 2.3 m °C–1. Shading as well as the vertical line represents the uncertainty range as detailed in the text. (Right
column) 2000-year-sea level commitment. The difference in total sea level commitment (j) compared to the fully equilibrated situation (e) arises from the Greenland ice sheet which
equilibrates on tens of thousands of years. After 2000 years one finds a nonlinear dependence on the temperature increase (h) consistent with coupled climate–ice sheet simulations
by Huybrechts et al. (2011) (black dot). The total sea level commitment after 2000 years is quasi-linear with a slope of 2.3 m °C–1.
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Table 13.7 | Median and model spread of the thermal expansion of CMIP5 comprehensive climate models. RCP2.6 belongs to the low scenarios as shown in Figure 13.13 and
Table 13.8; RCP4.5 is a ‘medium scenario’ and RCP8.5 a ‘high scenario’. The model spread in Table 13.8 encloses the CMIP5 model spread for all scenarios. Sea level contributions
are provided in metres.

Mean 2191–2200
Scenario

Mean 2291–2300

No. of Models

Median

Model Spread

No. of Models

Median

Model Spread

RCP2.6

3

0.19 m

0.15–0.22 m

3

0.21 m

0.15–0.25 m

RCP4.5

7

0.39 m

0.30–0.47 m

6

0.54 m

0.38–0.66 m

RCP8.5

2

0.85m

0.80–0.90 m

2

1.34 m

1.26–1.41 m

Table 13.8 | Model spread of sea level contribution and total sea level change for low, medium and high scenarios as defined in the text and shown in Figure 13.13. As detailed
in the text, there is low confidence in the ice-sheet models’ ability to project rapid dynamical change in the Antarctic ice sheet, which may result in a systematic underestimation of
the ice-sheet contributions. The unit of all sea level contributions is metres.

Contribution

Scenario

2100

2200

2300

Thermal expansion

Low

0.07 to 0.31 m

0.08 to 0.41 m

0.08 to 0.47 m

0.09 to 0.52 m

0.09 to 0.57 m

Glaciers

Low

0.15 to 0.18 m

0.19 to 0.23 m

0.22 to 0.26 m

0.22 to 0.26 mb

0.22 to 0.26 mb

Greenland ice sheet

Low

0.05 ma

0.10 ma

0.15 ma

0.21 ma

0.26 ma

Antarctic ice sheet

Low

–0.01 m

–0.02 m

–0.03 m

–0.05 m

–0.07 ma

Total

a

a

2400

a

2500

a

Low

0.26 to 0.53 m

0.35 to 0.72 m

0.41 to 0.85 m

0.46 to 0.94 m

0.50 to 1.02 m

Thermal expansion

Medium

0.09 to 0.39 m

0.17 to 0.62 m

0.20 to 0.81 m

0.22 to 0.98 m

0.24 to 1.13 m

Glaciers

Medium

0.15 to 0.19 m

0.21 to 0.25 m

0.25 to 0.29 m

0.25 to 0.29 m

0.25 to 0.29 mb

Greenland ice sheet

Medium

0.02 to 0.09 m

0.05 to 0.24 m

0.08 to 0.44 m

0.11 to 0.65 m

0.14 to 0.91 m

Antarctic ice sheet

Medium

–0.07 to –0.01 m

–0.17 to –0.02 m

–0.25 to –0.03 m

–0.36 to –0.02 m

–0.45 to –0.01 m

Total

0.18 to 2.32 m

b

Medium

0.19 to 0.66 m

0.26 to 1.09 m

0.27 to 1.51 m

0.21 to 1.90 m

Thermal expansion

High

0.08 to 0.55 m

0.23 to 1.20 m

0.29 to 1.81 m

0.33 to 2.32 m

0.37 to 2.77 m

Glaciers

High

0.17 to 0.19 m

0.25 to 0.32 m

0.30 to 0.40 m

0.30 to 0.40 mb

0.30 to 0.40 mb

Greenland ice sheet

High

0.02 to 0.09 m

0.13 to 0.50 m

0.31 to 1.19 m

0.51 to 1.94 m

0.73 to 2.57 m

Antarctic ice sheet

High

–0.07 to –0.00 m

–0.04 to 0.01 m

0.02 to 0.19 m

0.06 to 0.51 m

0.11 to 0.88 m

Total

High

0.21 to 0.83 m

0.58 to 2.03 m

0.92 to 3.59 m

1.20 to 5.17 m

1.51 to 6.63 m

Notes:
a
The value is based on one simulation only.
b
Owing to lack of available simulations the same interval used as for the year 2300.

13.6

Regional Sea Level Changes

Regional sea level changes may differ substantially from a global
average, showing complex spatial patterns which result from ocean
dynamical processes, movements of the sea floor, and changes in
gravity due to water mass redistribution (land ice and other terrestrial water storage) in the climate system. The regional distribution is
associated with natural or anthropogenic climate modes rather than
factors causing changes in the global average value, and include such
processes as a dynamical redistribution of water masses and a change
of water mass properties caused by changes in winds and air pressure,
air–sea heat and freshwater fluxes and ocean currents. Because the
characteristic time scales of all involved processes are different, their
relative contribution to net regional sea level variability or change will
depend fundamentally on the time scale considered.

13.6.1

Regional Sea Level Changes, Climate Modes and
Forced Sea Level Response

As discussed in Chapter 3, most of the regional sea level changes
observed during the recent altimetry era or reconstructed during past

decades from tide gauges appear to be steric (Levitus et al., 2005,
2009; Lombard et al., 2005a, 2005b; Ishii and Kimoto, 2009; Stammer
et al., 2013). Moreover, steric changes observed during the altimetry
era appear to be primarily thermosteric in nature, although halosteric effects, which can reduce or enhance thermosteric changes, are
also important in some regions (e.g., Atlantic Ocean, Bay of Bengal).
Ocean models and ocean reanalysis-based results (Carton et al., 2005;
Wunsch and Heimbach, 2007; Stammer et al., 2011) as well as ocean
circulation models without data assimilation (Lombard et al., 2009)
confirm these results.
Observations and ocean reanalysis (Stammer et al., 2011; 2013) also
agree in showing that steric spatial patterns over the last half of the
20th century fluctuate in space and time as part of modes of the coupled ocean–atmosphere system such as ENSO, the NAO, and the PDO
(Levitus et al., 2005; Lombard et al., 2005a; Di Lorenzo et al., 2010;
Lozier et al., 2010; Zhang and Church, 2012). In these cases, regional
sea level variability is associated with changing wind fields and resulting changes in the ocean circulation (Kohl and Stammer, 2008). For
example, the large rates of sea level rise in the western tropical Pacific
and of sea level fall in the eastern Pacific over the period 1993–2010
1191
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correspond to an increase in the strength of the trade winds in the
central and eastern tropical Pacific over the same period (Timmermann
et al., 2010; Merrifield and Maltrud, 2011; Nidheesh et al., 2012). The
long-term sea level trend from 1958 to 2001 in the tropical Pacific can
also be explained as the ocean’s dynamical response to variations in
the wind forcing (Qiu and Chen, 2006; Timmermann et al., 2010).
Spatial variations in trends in regional sea level may also be specific
to a particular sea or ocean basin. For example, a sea level rise of 5.4
± 0.3 mm yr–1 in the region between Japan and Korea from 1993 to
2001 is nearly two times the GMSL trend, with more than 80% of this
rise being thermosteric (Kang et al., 2005). Han et al. (2010) found that
regional changes of sea level in the Indian Ocean that have emerged
since the 1960s are driven by changing surface winds associated with
a combined enhancement of Hadley and Walker Cells.

13.6.2 Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5
General Circulation Model Projections on Decadal
to Centennial Time Scales
CMIP5 projections of regional sea level provide information primarily about dynamical sea level changes resulting from increased heat
uptake and changes in the wind forcing. On decadal time scales, the
CMIP5 model ensemble identifies strong interannual variability (up to
8 cm, root-mean square (RMS)) associated with ENSO and dynamics of
the equatorial current system in the tropical Pacific and Indian Oceans
(Figure 13.15a). Similar variability in the amplitude of sea level change
but due to other climate modes is also apparent in the North Atlantic
Current and in parts of the Southern Ocean.
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Figure 13.15 | (a) Root-mean square (RMS) interannual dynamic sea level variability
(millimetres) in a CMIP5 multi-model ensemble (21 models), built from the historically
forced experiments during the period 1951–2005. (b) Changes in the ensemble average interannual dynamic sea level variability (standard deviation (SD), in millimetres)
evaluated over the period 2081–2100 relative to the reference period 1986–2005. The
projection data (2081–2100) are from the CMIP5 RCP4.5 experiment.
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Toward the end of the 21st century, the CMIP5 results indicate that it
is possible that the interannual to decadal variability of dynamic sea
level can weaken in some parts of the world ocean, for example, the
western low-latitude Pacific and parts of the Indian Ocean, whereas it
could be amplified in other parts, for example, the North Pacific, the
eastern tropical Pacific, the eastern subtropical Atlantic and the Arctic
(Figure 13.15b).
Longer-than-decadal-time-scale regional sea level changes can increasingly be expected to result from long-term changes in the wind field,
changes in the regional and global ocean heat and freshwater content
and the associated dynamical adjustment (with associated redistribution of ocean properties), and (to a lesser extent) from atmospheric
pressure. The CMIP5 projections of steric sea level changes toward the
end of the 21st century reveal a clear regional pattern in dynamical sea
level change (Figure 13.16), in which the Southern Ocean shows a net
decline relative to the global mean, while the remaining global ocean
displays complex ridge-and-trough structures superimposed on a generally rising sea level (Yin, 2012). For example, in the North Atlantic, the
largest sea level rise is along and north of the North Atlantic Current,
but less so further to the south in the center of the warmer subtropical
gyre. A similar dipole pattern was observed in CMIP3 results there due
to a weakening of the AMOC which leads to a local steric sea level rise
east of North America, resulting in more water on the shelf and directly
impacting northeastern North America (Levermann et al., 2005; Landerer et al., 2007; Yin et al., 2010). A similar pattern can be observed in
the North Pacific, but here and in other parts of the world ocean (e.g.,
Southern Ocean), regional sea level patterns are largely the result of
changes in wind forcing, associated changes in the circulation, and an
associated redistribution of heat and freshwater. Some regional changes can also be expected to result from modifications in the expansion
coefficient due to changes in the ocean’s regional heat content (Kuhlbrodt and Gregory, 2012).
The CMIP5 ensemble indicates that regions showing an enhanced sea
level toward the end of the 21st century coincide with those showing
the largest uncertainty (Figure 13.16b). Although this also appeared in
the earlier CMIP3 SRES A1B results, the CMIP5 results, by comparison,
show a general reduction in the ensemble spread, especially in high latitudes. On a global average, this reduction is from 5.7 cm to 2.1 cm, RMS.
The contribution of changes of global ocean heat storage to regional
steric sea level anomalies is virtually certain to increase with time as
the climate warming signal increasingly penetrates into the deep ocean
(Pardaens et al., 2011a). For the last three decades of the 21st century, the AR4 climate model ensemble mean shows a significant heat
storage increase (Yin et al., 2010), about half of which is stored in the
ocean below 700 m depth. Recent detection of ongoing changes in the
ocean salinity structure (Durack and Wijffels, 2010) (Section 3.3.2) may
also contribute to future regional steric sea level changes. Halosteric
effects can dominate in some regions, especially in regions of highlatitude water mass formation where long-term heat and freshwater
changes are expected to occur (e.g., in the subpolar North Atlantic, the
Arctic, the Southern Ocean) (Yin et al., 2010; Pardaens et al., 2011a).
Because of an anticipated increase in atmospheric moisture transport
from low to high latitudes (Pardaens et al., 2003), halosteric anomalies are positive in the Arctic Ocean and dominate regional sea level
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Figure 13.16 | (a) Ensemble mean projection of the time-averaged dynamic and steric
sea level changes for the period 2081–2100 relative to the reference period 1986–
2005, computed from 21 CMIP5 climate models (in metres), using the RCP4.5 experiment. The figure includes the globally averaged steric sea level increase of 0.18 ± 0.05
m. (b) Root-mean square (RMS) spread (deviation) of the individual model result around
the ensemble mean (metres). Note that the global mean is different from the value in
Table 13.5, by less than 0.01 m, because a slightly different set of CMIP5 models was
used (see the Supplementary Material).

anomalies there (Yin et al., 2010). It is likely that future thermosteric
changes will dominate the steric variations in the Southern Ocean, and
strong compensation between thermosteric and halosteric change will
characterize the Atlantic (Pardaens et al., 2011a).

13.6.3

Response to Atmospheric Pressure Changes

Regional sea level also adjusts to regional changes in atmospheric sea
level pressure relative to its instantaneous mean over the ocean. Over
time scales longer than a few days, the adjustment is nearly isostatic.
Sea level pressure is projected to increase over the subtropics and
mid-latitudes (depressing sea level) and decrease over high latitudes
(raising sea level), especially over the Arctic (order several millibars),
by the end of the 21st century associated with a poleward expansion
of the Hadley Circulation and a poleward shift of the storm tracks of
several degrees latitude (Section 12.4.4) (Held and Soden, 2006). These
changes may therefore contribute positively to the sea level rise in the
Arctic in the range of up to 1.5 cm and about 2.5 cm for RCP4.5 and
RCP8.5, respectively (Yin et al., 2010) (Figure 13.17). In contrast, air
pressure changes oppose sea level rise in mid- and low latitudes albeit
with small amplitudes. Air pressure may also influence regional sea
level elsewhere, as demonstr ated by sea level changes in the Mediterranean in the second half of the 20th century (Tsimplis et al., 2005).

13.6.4

Response to Freshwater Forcing

Enhanced freshwater fluxes derived from an increase in ice-sheet meltwater at high latitudes results in a regional pattern of sea level rise
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Figure 13.17 | Projected ensemble mean sea level change (metres) due to changes in atmospheric pressure loading over the period from 1986–2005 to 2081–2100 for (a)
RCP4.5 and (b) RCP8.5 (contour interval is 0.005 m). Standard deviation of the model ensemble due to the atmospheric pressure loading for (c) RCP4.5 and (d) RCP8.5 (contour
interval is 0.005 m).
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originating from adjustments in ocean dynamics and in the solid earth.
Neither effect is included in CMIP5 models, although the latter adjustment is computed off line here.

13.6.4.1 Dynamic Ocean Response to Cryospheric Freshwater
Forcing
The addition of freshwater from glaciers and ice sheets to the ocean
leads to an instantaneous increase in global mean sea level, but
because it is communicated around the ocean basins via a dynamical
adjustment, it is not instantaneously globally uniform (Kawase, 1987;
Cane, 1989). For the addition of mass, the barotropic adjustment of
the ocean takes place in a few days (Gower, 2010; Lorbacher et al.,
2012). The addition of freshwater to the ocean from melting of the
Greenland ice sheet results in an additional basin-wide steric response
of the North Atlantic within months and is communicated to the global
ocean via boundary waves, equatorial Kelvin waves, and westward
propagating baroclinic Rossby waves on decadal time scales (Stammer,
2008). A similar response but with a different pattern can be observed
from Antarctic meltwater input. In both cases, an associated complete
baroclinic adjustment of the global ocean might take as long as several centuries. The adjustment of the ocean to high-latitude meltwater
input also involves atmospheric teleconnections; such a response to
Greenland meltwater pulses could lead to sea level changes in the
Pacific within months (Stammer et al., 2011). On longer-than-decadal
time scales, the freshwater input to the North Atlantic raises sea level
in the Arctic Ocean and leads to an anomalous southward Bering Strait
throughflow, transporting colder, fresher water from the Arctic Ocean
into the North Pacific (Hu et al., 2010) and causing North Pacific cooling (Okumura et al., 2009). Meltwater forcing in the subpolar North
Atlantic also causes changes of the AMOC (Section 12.4.7.2), which
in turn causes dynamical changes of sea level in the North Atlantic,
particularly in its northwestern region (Lorbacher et al., 2010). The
combination of this dynamic sea level rise and the global mean sea
level rise makes the northeastern North American coast vulnerable to
some of the fastest and largest sea level rises during this century (Yin
et al., 2009).

13.6.4.2 Earth and Gravitational Response to Contemporary
Surface Water Mass Redistribution

13

Deformational, rotational and gravitational responses to mass redistribution between the cryosphere, the land and the oceans produce
distinctive regional departures from GMSL, referred to as sea level
fingerprints (Mitrovica et al., 2001, 2009; Gomez et al., 2010a; Riva
et al., 2010) (Section 13.1, FAQ 13.1). Many existing studies of these
effects have not defined a specific rate of ice-sheet mass loss (Mitrovica et al., 2001) or are based on end-member scenarios of ice retreat,
such as from the WAIS (Bamber et al., 2009; Mitrovica et al., 2009;
Gomez et al., 2010a) and marine-based parts of the East Antarctic ice
sheet (Gomez et al., 2010a). Bamber and Riva (2010) calculated the
sea level fingerprint of all contemporary land-ice melt and each of its
major components. Spada et al. (2013) examined the regional sea level
pattern from future ice melt based on the A1B scenario.
As can be seen from Figure 13.18, a characteristic of the sea level fingerprints is that regions adjacent to the source of the mass loss are
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subject to relative sea level fall of about an order of magnitude greater
than the equivalent GMSL rise from these mass contributions, whereas
in the far field the sea level rise is larger (up to about 30%) than the
global average rise (Mitrovica et al., 2001, 2009; Gomez et al., 2010a).
Gomez et al. (2010a) and Mitrovica et al. (2011) showed that differences in the maximum predicted rise (relative to the global mean) between
published results is due to the accuracy with which water expulsion
from the deglaciated marine basins is calculated. These changes are in
addition to the ongoing response to past changes (e.g., glacial isostatic
adjustment in response to the last deglaciation). Mitrovica et al. (2001)
suggested that the lower rates of sea level change inferred from tide
gauge records at European sites relative to the global average were
consistent with 20th century melting from Greenland. Similarly, Gehrels and Woodworth (2013) suggested that the larger magnitude of
the early 20th century sea level acceleration observed in Australia and
New Zealand, as compared with the North Atlantic, may represent a
fingerprint of the increased melt contributions of Greenland and Arctic
glaciers in the 1930s. Nevertheless, current rates of ice-sheet melting
are difficult to distinguish from dynamic variability (Kopp et al., 2010;
Hay et al., 2013), but it is likely that with further ice-sheet melting
they will begin to dominate the regional patterns of sea level change
toward the end of the 21st century, especially under climate forcing
conditions for which ice-sheet melting contributes more than 20-cm
equivalent sea level rise (Kopp et al., 2010). These changes are in addition to the ongoing response to past changes (e.g., GIA in response to
the last deglaciation; Figure 13.18a).
Water mass redistributions associated with land hydrology changes
other than those from land ice may also produce spatially variable fingerprints in sea level (Fiedler and Conrad, 2010). In particular, regional changes in the terrestrial storage of water can lead to a sea level
response on interannual and longer time scales, specifically near large
river basins (Riva et al., 2010).

13.6.5

Regional Relative Sea Level Changes

Regional relative sea level change projections can be estimated from a
combination of the various contributions to sea level change described
above, emerging from the ocean, atmospheric pressure loading and
the solid Earth.
Over the next few decades, regional relative sea level changes over
most parts of the world are likely to be dominated by dynamical changes (mass redistribution and steric components) resulting from natural variability, although exceptions are possible at sites near rapidly
melting ice sheets where static effects could become large. However,
towards the end of the 21st century, regional patterns in sea level from
all other contributions will progressively emerge and eventually dominate over the natural variability.
Ensemble mean estimates of relative sea level change during the
period 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2000 resulting from GIA and from
glacier and ice-sheet melting for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios (Figure
13.18) suggest that for the 21st century, past, present and future loss
of land-ice mass will very likely be an important contributor to spatial
patterns in relative sea level change, leading to rates of maximum rise
at low-to-mid latitudes. Hu et al. (2011) and Sallenger et al. (2012) also
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Figure 13.20 shows ensemble mean regional relative sea level change
between 1986–2005 and 2081–2100 for RCPs 2.6, 6.0 and 8.5.
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It is very likely that over about 95% of the world ocean, regional relative sea level rise will be positive, while most regions that will experience a sea level fall are located near current and former glaciers and
ice sheets. Figure 13.21b shows that over most of the oceans (except
for limited regions around western Antarctica, Greenland, and high
Arctic regions), estimated regional sea level changes are significant
at the 90% confidence limit. Local sea level changes deviate more
than 10% and 25% from the global mean projection for as much as
30% and 9% of the ocean area, respectively, indicating that spatial
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Figure 13.18 | Ensemble mean regional contributions to sea level change (metres)
from (a) glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA), (b) glaciers and (c) ice-sheet surface mass
balance (SMB). Panels (b) and (c) are based on information available from scenario
RCP4.5. All panels represent changes between the periods 1986–2000 and 2081–
2100.

suggested that steric and dynamical sea level changes can potentially
increase the sea level near the northeastern coast of North America
and in the western Pacific. Considerable uncertainties remain, however, in both the sea level budget and in the regional expression of sea
level rise. In addition, local sea level rise can also partly be compensated by vertical land movement resulting from GIA, especially in some
formerly glaciated high-latitude regions where high rates of land uplift
may lead to a decrease of relative sea level. For example, Johansson et
al. (2014) reported a 29 cm sea level rise in the Gulf of Finland and 27
cm fall in the Bay of Bothnia.
The ensemble mean regional relative sea level change between
1986–2005 and 2081–2100 for the RCP4.5 scenario (not including
the dynamic ocean contribution in response to the influx of freshwater
associated with land-ice loss and changes in terrestrial ground water)
reveals that many regions are likely to experience regional sea level
changes that differ substantially from the global mean (Figure 13.19).
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Figure 13.19 | (a) Ensemble mean regional relative sea level change (m) evaluated
from 21 models of the CMIP5 scenario RCP 4.5, including atmospheric loading, plus
land-ice, GIA and terrestrial water sources, between 1986–2005 and 2081–2100.
Global mean is 0.48 m, with a total range of -1.74 to +0.71 m. (b) The local, lower 90%
uncertainty bound (p=0.05) for RCP4.5 scenario sea level rise (plus non-scenario components). (c) The local, upper 90% uncertainty bound (p=0.95) for RCP4.5 scenario sea
level rise (plus non-scenario components). Note that the global mean is different from
the value in Table 13.5, by less than 0.01 m, because a slightly different set of CMIP5
models was used (see the Supplementary Material) and that panels (b) and (c) contain
local uncertainties not present in global uncertainties.
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Figure 13.20 | Ensemble mean regional relative sea level change (metres) evaluated from 21 CMIP5 models for the RCP scenarios (a) 2.6, (b) 4.5, (c) 6.0 and (d) 8.5 between
1986–2005 and 2081–2100. Each map includes effects of atmospheric loading, plus land ice, glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) and terrestrial water sources.
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Figure 13.21 | (a) Percentage of the deviation of the ensemble mean regional relative
sea level change between 1986–2005 and 2081–2100 from the global mean value. The
figure was computed for RCP4.5, but to first order is representative for all RCPs. (b) Total
RCP4.5 sea level change (plus all other components) divided by the combined standard
error of all components (see Supplementary Material Section 13.SM.2). Assuming a
normal distribution, or a t-distribution given the number of models as an approximation
of the number of degrees of freedom, a region passes the 90% confidence level where
the change is greater than 2 standard errors, which is most of the ocean except for
limited regions around western Antarctica, Greenland and high Arctic regions.
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v ariations can be large. Regional changes in sea level reach values of
up to 30% above the global mean value in the Southern Ocean and
around North America, between 10 and 20% in equatorial regions
and up to 50% below the global mean in the Arctic region and some
regions near Antarctica (Figure 13.21a).
Figure 13.22 shows that, between 1986–2005 and 2081–2100, sea
level changes along the world’s coastlines associated with the RCP4.5
and RCP8.5 scenarios have a substantially skewed non-Gaussian distribution, with significant coastal deviations from the global mean.
When the coastlines around Antarctica and Greenland are excluded
(Figure 13.22b), many negative changes disappear, but the general
structures of the global histograms remain. In general, changes along
the coastlines will range from about 30 cm to 55 cm for an RCP 4.5
scenario, peaking near 50 cm, and from about 40 cm to more than 80
cm under a RCP 8.5 scenario, peaking near 65 cm. About 68% and
72% of the coastlines will experience a relative sea level change within
±20% of the GMSL change for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, respectively. In
both cases, the maximum of the histogram is slightly higher than the
GMSL, whereas the arithmetic mean is lower. Only some coastlines will
experience a sea level rise of up to about 40% above GMSL change.
Figure 13.23 shows the combination of the natural variability (annual
mean) and the CMIP5 projected sea level rise for the RCP4.5 scenario for a number of locations distributed around the world. For example, at Pago Pago (14°S,195°E) in the western equatorial Pacific, the
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Figure 13.22 | (a) Histograms of the deviation of the ensemble mean regional relative sea level change (Figure 13.20) along all coastlines (represented by the closest
model grid point) between 1986–2005 and 2081–2100 from the global mean value.
Shown are results for RCP4.5 (blue) and RCP8.5 (pink), respectively. (b) Same as in (a)
but excluding Antarctic and Greenland coastlines. Vertical dashed lines represent global
mean sea level changes for the two RCPs.

h istorical record indicates that annual variability in mean sea level has
been about 21 cm (5 to 95% range). Projections by individual climate
models indicate that it is very likely that a similar range of natural variability will continue through the 21st century (Figure 13.15b). However,
by 2100, the average projected sea level for the RCP4.5 scenario of
0.52 [0.32 to 0.70] m is greater than any observations of annual mean
sea level in the instrumental record. Of all the examples shown, the
greatest sea level increase will be in New York, which is representative
of the enhanced sea level rise there due to ocean processes and GIA in
the region (compare Figures 13.16 and 13.18). The figure also reveals
the large spatial inhomogeneity of interannual to decadal variability. In
each case, monthly variability and extreme sea levels from winds and
waves associated with weather phenomena (Section 13.7) need to be
considered in addition to these projections of regional sea level.

Uncertainties and Sensitivity to Ocean/Climate
Model Formulations and Parameterizations

Uncertainties of climate models are discussed in detail in Chapter 9.
Sea level is a property of the ocean connected to nearly all dynamical
and thermodynamical processes over the full ocean column, from the
surface fluxes to the ocean bottom. Although many of the processes are to first order correctly simulated in climate models, differences
between models (Figure 13.24) indicate that uncertainties in simulated
and projected steric sea level (globally and regionally) remain poorly
understood. Moreover, the spread in ocean heat uptake efficiency
among models is responsible for 50% of the spread in heat uptake
(Kuhlbrodt and Gregory, 2012). In addition, some processes are not
part of the CMIP5 simulations, such as the dynamical response of the
ocean to meltwater input or the GIA/rotational/gravitational processes
associated with this ice mass loss. Stammer and Hüttemann (2008)
showed that coupled climate models that do not include the effect of
changes in atmospheric moisture content on sea level pressure will
underestimate future regional atmospheric pressure loading effects by
up to 2 cm. Other uncertainties result from GIA/rotational/gravitational
effects as well as from uncertainties in air–sea fluxes.
Improvements in the skill of a sea level projection require (1) better
parameterizations of unresolved physical processes, (2) improved
numerical algorithms for such processes as temperature and salinity
advection, (3) refined grid resolution to better represent such features
as boundary currents and mesoscale eddies, and (4) the elimination of
obsolete assumptions that have a direct impact on sea level (Griffies
and Greatbatch, 2012). Among the many limiting approximations
made in ocean models, the Boussinesq approximation has been found
to only marginally impact regional patterns (i.e., deviations from global
mean) when directly compared to non-Boussinesq simulations (Losch
et al., 2004), thus lending greater confidence in Boussinesq models
for addressing questions of regional sea level change. Furthermore,
for global sea level, the now-standard a posteriori adjustment (Greatbatch, 1994; Griffies and Greatbatch, 2012) accurately incorporates
the missing global steric effect. The representation of dense overflows
can also affect sea level simulations, and is particularly problematic in
many ocean models used for climate studies, with direct impacts on
the simulated vertical patterns of ocean heat uptake (Legg et al., 2009).
Coarse-resolution ocean–climate simulations require a parameterization of mesoscale and smaller eddies, but the parameterizations
as well as the details of their numerical implementations can greatly impact the simulation. As shown by Hallberg and Gnanadesikan
(2006) and Farneti et al. (2010), coarse-resolution climate models may
be overestimating the Antarctic Circumpolar Current response to wind
changes. Better implementations of eddy parameterizations reduce
such biases (Farneti and Gent, 2011; Gent and Danabasoglu, 2011),
and they form the basis for some, but not all, of the CMIP5 simulations.
Moreover, Vinogradov and Ponte (2011) suggested that as one considers regional sea level variability and its relevant dynamics and forcing,
mesoscale ocean features become important factors on a sub-decadal
time scale. Suzuki et al. (2005) compared changes in mean dynamic sea level in 2080–2100 relative to 1980–2000 as obtained from a
low- and a high-resolution ocean component of a coupled model and
concluded that although changes are comparable between runs, the
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h igh-resolution model captures enhanced details owing to resolving
ocean eddy dynamics.
Even with a perfect ocean model, skill in sea level projections depends
on skill of the coupled climate model in which errors impacting sea
level may originate from non-ocean components. Furthermore, initialization is fundamental to the prediction problem, particularly for simulation of low-frequency climate variability modes (Meehl et al., 2010).
Projections of land-ice melting and the resultant sea level rise patterns
also have large uncertainties, with additional uncertainties arising from

a)

1.2

GIA models such as the mantle viscosity structure. Each of the many
uncertainties and errors results in considerable spread in the projected
patterns of sea level change (Figure 13.24) (Pardaens et al., 2011a;
Slangen et al., 2012). In addition to ocean–climate model formulations
and parameterizations, uncertainty in predictions of sea level change
may be associated with specified freshwater forcing. Whether or not
an ocean model is coupled with an ice-sheet model, the forcing should
distinguish between runoff and iceberg flux. Martin and Adcroft (2010)
reported the only attempt thus far to explicitly represent iceberg drift
and melting in a fully coupled climate model.
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Figure 13.23 | Observed and projected relative sea level change (compare Figure 13.20) near nine representative coastal locations for which long tide-gauge measurements are
available. The observed in situ relative sea level records from tide gauges (since 1970) are plotted in yellow, and the satellite record (since 1993) is provided as purple lines. The
projected range from 21 CMIP5 RCP4.5 scenario runs (90% uncertainty) is shown by the shaded region for the period 2006–2100, with the bold line showing the ensemble mean.
Coloured lines represent three individual climate model realizations drawn randomly from three different climate models used in the ensemble. Station locations of tide gauges are:
(a) San Francisco: 37.8°N, 122.5°W; (b) New York: 40.7°N, 74.0°W; (c) Ijmuiden: 52.5°N, 4.6°E; (d) Haldia: 22.0°N, 88.1°E; (e) Kanmen, China: 28.1°N, 121.3°E; (f) Brest: 48.4°N,
4.5°W; (g) Mar del Plata, Argentina: 38.0°S, 57.5°W; (h) Fremantle: 32.1°S, 115.7°E; (i) Pago Pago: 14.3°S, 170.7°W. Vertical bars at the right sides of each panel represent the
ensemble mean and ensemble spread (5 to 95%) of the likely (medium confidence) sea level change at each respective location at the year 2100 inferred from RCPs 2.6 (dark blue),
4.5 (light blue), 6.0 (yellow) and 8.5 (red).
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Figure 13.24 | Projected relative sea level change (in m) from the combined global steric plus dynamic topography and glacier contributions for the RCP4.5 scenario over the
period from 1986–2005 to 2081–2100 for each individual climate model used in the production of Figure 13.16a.
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13.7

Projections of 21st Century Sea Level
Extremes and Waves

Climate change will affect sea levels extremes and ocean waves in two
principal ways. First, because extratropical and tropical storms are one
of the key drivers of sea level extremes and waves, future changes in
intensity, frequency, duration, and path of these storms will impact
them. Second, sea level rise adds to the heights of sea level extremes,
regardless of any changes in the storm-related component. MSL
change may also accentuate the threat of coastal inundation due to
changes in wave runup. Observations of changes in sea level extremes
and waves are discussed in Chapter 3. Sea level extremes at the coast
occur mainly in the form of storm surges and tsunamis, but because the
latter are not climate driven, we assess only projections for sea level
extremes based on estimates of future storminess and MSL change.

13.7.1 Observed Changes in Sea Level Extremes
As discussed in the AR4 (Bindoff et al., 2007) and confirmed by more
recent studies (Menéndez and Woodworth, 2010), statistical analyses
of tide-gauge observations have shown an increase in observed sea
level extremes worldwide that are caused primarily by an increase
in MSL (Chapter 3). Dominant modes of climate variability, particularly ENSO and NAO, also have a measureable influence on sea level
extremes in many regions (Lowe et al., 2010; Walsh et al., 2011). These
impacts are due to sea level anomalies associated with climate modes,
as well as mode-related changes in storminess. There has been some
indication that the amplitude and phase of major tidal constituents
have exhibited long-term change (Jay, 2009; Muller et al., 2011), but
their impacts on extreme sea level are not well understood. Using particle size analysis of cores collected in the Mackenzie Delta in the Arctic
region, Vermaire et al. (2013) inferred increased storm surge activity in
the region during the last approximately 150 years, which they related
to the annual mean temperature anomaly in the NH and a decrease in
summer sea-ice extent.

13.7.2 Projections of Sea Level Extremes
13.7.2.1 Recent Assessments of Projections of Sea Level Extremes
The AR4 assessed projections of storm surges for a few regions (Europe,
Australia, the Bay of Bengal) based on a limited number of dynamical
modelling studies (Christensen et al., 2007). Although these results
generally indicated higher magnitude surges in future scenarios, there
was low confidence in these projections because of the wide spread in
underlying AOGCM and RCM projections.
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Studies since the AR4 have further assessed the relative contributions
of sea level rise and storminess on projected sea level extremes. Lowe
et al. (2010) concluded that the increases in the observed sea level
extremes in the 20th century occurred primarily through an increase
in MSL, and that the same applies to projections for the 21st century. The IPCC Special Report on Managing the Risks of Extreme Events
and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation (SREX) assessment concluded that it is very likely that MSL rise will contribute to
an increase in future sea level extremes (Seneviratne et al., 2012). It
noted that changes in storminess may also affect sea level extremes
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but the limited geographical coverage of studies and uncertainties
associated with storminess changes prevent a general assessment. The
global tropical cyclone frequency will likely decrease or remain roughly
constant, but it is more likely than not that the frequency of the most
intense storms will increase in some ocean basins (Chapter 14). Uncertainties in projections of cyclone frequency and tracks make it difficult
to project how these changes will impact particular regions. Similarly,
while the SREX and the current assessment (Chapter 14) find that it is
likely that there has been a poleward shift in the main northern and
southern extra-tropical cyclone tracks during the last 50 years, and that
regional changes may be substantial, there is only low confidence in
region-specific projections.

13.7.2.2 Projections Based on Dynamical and Statistical
Approaches
Projected changes in storm surges (relative to MSL) have been
assessed by applying climate–model forcing to storm-surge models.
Return periods of sea level extremes (see Glossary) exceeding a given
threshold level, referred to as return levels, are used in quantifying
projected changes. Using three regionally downscaled GCMs for A2,
B2 and A1B scenarios, Debernard and Roed (2008) found an 8 to 10%
increase in the 99th percentile surge heights between 1961–1990 and
2071–2100, mainly during the winter season, along the coastlines of
the eastern North Sea and the northwestern British Isles, and decreases south of Iceland. Using a downscaled GCM under an A1B scenario,
Wang et al. (2008) projected a significant increase in wintertime storm
surges around most of Ireland between 1961–1990 and 2031–2060.
Sterl et al. (2009) concatenated the output from a 17-member ensemble of A1B simulations from a GCM over the periods 1950–2000 and
2050–2100 into a single longer time series to estimate 10,000-year
return levels of surge heights along the Dutch coastline. No statistically significant change in this value was projected for the 21st
century because projected wind speed changes were not associated
with the maximum surge-generating northerlies. Using an ensemble
of three climate models under A2 simulations, Colberg and McInnes
(2012) found that changes in the 95th percentile sea level height
(with respect to mean sea level) across the southern Australian coast
in 2081–2100 compared to 1981–2000 were small (±0.1 m), mostly
negative, and despite some inter-model differences, resembled the
changes in wind patterns simulated by the climate models (McInnes
et al., 2011). These studies demonstrate that the results are sensitive
to the particular choice of GCM or RCM, therefore identifying uncertainties associated with the projections. For the tropical east coast of
Australia, Harper et al. (2009) found that a 10% increase in tropical
cyclone intensity for 2050 led to increases in the 100-year return level
(including tides) that at most locations were smaller than 0.1 m with
respect to mean sea level.
Several regional storm-surge studies have considered the relative contribution of the two main causative factors on changes in future sea
level extremes (e.g., McInnes et al. (2009, 2013) for the southeastern
coast of Australia; Brown et al. (2010) for the eastern Irish Sea; Woth et
al. (2006) for the North Sea; Lowe et al. (2009) for the United Kingdom
coast). They concluded that sea level rise has a greater potential than
meteorological changes to increase sea level extremes by the end of
the 21st century in these locations. Unnikrishnan et al. (2011) used
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RCM simulations to force a storm-surge model for the Bay of Bengal
and found that the combined effect of MSL rise of 4 mm yr–1 and RCM
projections for the A2 scenario (2071–2100) gave an increase in 100year return levels of total sea level (including tides) between 0.40 to
0.67 m (about 15 to 20%) along the northern part of the east coast
of India, except around the head of the bay, compared to those in the
base line (1961–1990) scenario.
Using six hypothetical hurricanes producing approximate 100-year
return levels, Smith et al. (2010) found that in the regions of large
surges on the southeastern Louisiana coast, the effect of MSL rise
added linearly to the simulated surges. However, in the regions of
moderate surges (2–3 m), particularly in wetland-fronted areas, the
increase in surge height was 1–3 m larger than the increase in mean
sea level rise. They showed that sea level rise alters the speed of propagation of surges and their amplification in different regions of the
coast. For the Gulf of Mexico, Mousavi et al. (2011) developed a simple

relationship between hurricane-induced storm surges, sea level rise
and hurricane intensification through increased SSTs for three modelled major historical cyclones, concluding that the dynamic interaction
of surge and sea level rise lowered or amplified the surge at different
points within a shallow coastal bay.
Higher mean sea levels can significantly decrease the return period
for exceeding given threshold levels. For a network of 198 tide gauges
covering much of the globe, Hunter (2012) determined the factor by
which the frequency of sea levels exceeding a given height would be
increased for a MSL rise of 0.5 m (Figure 13.25a). These calculations
have been repeated here (Figure 13.25b) using regional RSL projections and their uncertainty using the RCP4.5 scenario (Section 13.6,
Figure 13.19a). This multiplication factor depends exponentially on the
inverse of the Gumbel scale parameter (a factor that describes the statistics of sea level extremes caused by the combination of tides and
storm surges) (Coles and Tawn, 1990). The scale parameter is generally
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large where tides and/or storm surges are large, leading to a small
multiplication factor, and vice versa. Figure 13.25a shows that a 0.5
m MSL rise would likely result in the frequency of sea level extremes
increasing by an order of magnitude or more in some regions. The multiplication factors are found to be similar or slightly higher, in general,
when accounting for regional MSL projections (Figure 13.25b). Specifically, in regions having higher regional projections of MSL, such as the
east coast of Canada and the USA (where GIA results in a larger sea
level rise) and/or in regions of large uncertainty (e.g. in regions near
the former Laurentide ice sheet where the GIA uncertainty is large), the
multiplication factor is higher, whereas in regions having lower regional projections of MSL, such as the northwest region of North America
(where the land is rising due to present changes in glaciers and icecaps), the multiplication factor is lower. In another study, large increases in the frequency of sea level extremes for 2050 were found for a
network of sites around the USA coastline based on semi-empirical
MSL rise projections and 20th century statistics of extremes (Tebaldi et
al., 2012). Using projected time series of tides, MSL rise, components of
sea level fluctuations from projected MSLP and wind stress fields, and
a contribution for ENSO variability through projected SSTs for the 21st
century, Cayan et al. (2008) showed that for high-end scenarios of MSL
rise, the frequency and magnitude of extremes along the California
coast increases considerably relative to those experienced in the 20th
century.
In summary, dynamical and statistical methods on regional scales
show that it is very likely that there will be an increase in the occurrence of future sea level extremes in some regions by 2100, with a
likely increase in the early 21st century. The combined effects of MSL
rise and changes in storminess will affect future extremes. There is
high confidence that extremes will increase with MSL rise yet there is
low confidence in region-specific projections in storminess and storm
surges.

13.7.3 Projections of Ocean Waves

13

Changes in ocean wave conditions are determined by changes in the
major wind systems, especially in the main areas affected by tropical and extra-tropical storms. Based on in situ and satellite altimeter
observations and wave–model hindcasts, it is likely that mean significant wave heights (SWH, defined as the average of the highest one
third of wave heights) have increased in regions of the North Pacific
and the North Atlantic over the past half century, and in the Southern Ocean since the mid 1980s (Chapter 3, Seneviratne et al., 2012).
The limited observational wave record makes it difficult to separate
long-term trends from multi decadal variability (Young et al., 2011). A
number of studies have related changes in wind–wave climatologies
to modes of climate variability such as ENSO (Allan and Komar, 2006;
Adams et al., 2008; Menéndez et al., 2008), the NAO (Woolf et al.,
2002; Izaguirre et al., 2010), and the Southern Annular Mode (SAM)
(Hemer et al., 2010; Izaguirre et al., 2011). Although anthropogenic
influences have been considered (Wang et al., 2009), it is likely that
reported SWH trends over the past half-century largely reflect natural
variations in wind forcing. Recent reductions in summer sea ice extent
have resulted in enhanced wave activity in the Arctic Ocean due to
increased fetch area and longer duration of the open-water season
(Francis et al., 2011; Overeem et al., 2011).
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In general, there is low confidence in projections of future storm
conditions (Chapters 12 and 14) and hence in projections of ocean
waves. Nevertheless, there has been continued progress in translating
climate model outputs into wind–wave projections. In the AR4, projected changes in global SWHs were based on a single statistical model
(Wang and Swail, 2006). The projected conditions were consistent with
increased wind speeds associated with mid-latitude storms, but they
considered only a limited five-member ensemble for a single future
emission scenario (SRES A2); wave parameters other than SWH were
not considered.
Since the AR4, global wave–climate projections for the end of the 21st
century have been made by dynamically downscaling CMIP3 AOGCM
results. A multi-model ensemble based on dynamical models forced
with various GHG emission scenarios (SRES A1B: Mori et al. (2010),
Fan et al. (2013), Semedo et al. (2013); SRES A2: Hemer et al. (2012a),
as well as the statistical model of Wang and Swail (2006) forced with
emission scenarios IS92a and SRES A2 and B2, has been constructed
as part of the Coordinated Ocean Wave Climate Project (COWCLIP)
(Hemer et al., 2013). In general, the ensemble projected changes of
annual mean SWH (Figure 13.26a) resemble the statistical projections
of Wang and Swail (2006) under an A2 scenario. The largest change
is projected to be in the Southern Ocean, where mean SWHs at the
end of the 21st century are approximately 5 to 10% higher than the
present-day mean. SWH increase in this region reflects the projected
strengthening of the westerlies over the Southern Ocean, particularly during austral winter (Figure 13.26c). Another region of SWH
increase in the ensembles is in the tropical South Pacific associated
with a projected strengthening of austral winter easterly trade winds
in the CMIP3 multi-model data set (Figure 13.26c). Negligible change
or a mean SWH decrease is projected for all other ocean basins, with
decreases identified in the trade wind region of the North Pacific, the
mid-latitude westerlies in all basins, and in the trade and monsoon
wind regions of the Indian Ocean. Hemer et al. (2013) found that variance of wave–climate projections associated with wave downscaling
methodology dominated other sources of variance within the projections such as the climate scenario or climate model uncertainties. Mori
et al. (2013) reported similar findings.
Three CMIP3-based model projections (Mori et al., 2010; Hemer et al.,
2012b; Fan et al., 2013) were used to compare projections of wave
direction and period (Hemer et al., 2013). Wave direction (Figure
13.26d) exhibits clockwise rotation in the tropics, consistent with a
higher contribution from northward propagating swell from the Southern Ocean. Wave period (Figure 13.26e) shows an increase over the
eastern Pacific, which is also attributed to enhanced wave generation
in the Southern Ocean and northward swell propagation. A projected
decrease in wave periods in the North Atlantic and western and central
North Pacific is symptomatic of weaker wind forcing in these regions.
SWH projections based on CMIP5 winds for emission scenarios RCP4.5
and RCP8.5 (Dobrynin et al., 2012) exhibit similar regional patterns for
the end of the 21st century to the CMIP3 results presented in Figure
13.26A. Dobrynin et al. (2012) reported SWH increases in the Arctic
Ocean, an area not considered by Hemer et al. (2013), and in basins
connected to the Southern Ocean, particularly for RCP8.5. The probability of extreme wave heights is projected to increase in the SH, the
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Arctic and Indian Oceans, but decrease in the North and Equatorial
Atlantic and in the Pacific. In addition to wind changes, the projected loss of summer sea ice extent in the Arctic Ocean is very likely to
increase overall wave activity there (Manson and Solomon, 2007;
Overeem et al., 2011).
Model intercomparisons are starting to identify common features of
global wave projections but in general there is low confidence in wave
model projections because of uncertainties regarding future wind
states, particularly storm geography, the limited number of model simulations used in the ensemble averages, and the different methodologies used to downscale climate model results to regional scales (Hemer
et al., 2012a). Despite these uncertainties, it appears likely (medium
confidence) that enhanced westerly surface winds in the SH (discussed
in Chapter 12) will lead to enhanced wave generation in that region by
the end of the 21st century.
A number of dynamical wave projection studies have been carried out
with a regional focus. For the Mediterranean Sea, Lionello et al. (2008;
2010) projected a widespread shift of the wave height distribution to
lower values by the mid-21st century under an SRES A1B scenario,
implying a decrease in mean and extreme wave heights. Caires et al.
(2008) and Debernard and Røed (2008) reported a decrease (4 to 6%
of present values) in the annual 99th percentile SWH south of Iceland
by the end of the 21st century, and an increase (6 to 8%) along the
North Sea east coast (SRES A2, B2, A1B scenarios). Grabemann and
Weisse (2008) found increases (up to 18% of present values) in annual
99th percentile SWH in the North Sea by the end of the 21st century,
with an increase in the frequency of extreme wave events over large
areas of the southern and eastern North Sea (SRES A2, B2 scenarios).
Charles et al. (2012) projected a general decrease in wave heights in
the Bay of Biscay by the end of the 21st century (SRES A2, A1B, B1
scenarios), accompanied by clockwise rotations in winter swell (attributed to a projected northward shift in North Atlantic storm tracks) and
summer sea and intermediate waves (attributed to a projected slackening of westerly winds). Along the Portuguese coast, Andrade et al.
(2007) found little projected change in SWH and a tendency for a more
northerly wave direction than present (SRES A2 scenario).
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13.8

Synthesis and Key Uncertainties

There has been significant progress in our understanding of sea level
change since the AR4. Paleo data now provide high confidence that
sea levels were substantially higher when GHG concentrations were
higher or surface temperatures were warmer than pre-industrial. The
combination of paleo sea level data and long tide gauge records
confirms that the rate of rise has increased from low rates of change
during the late Holocene (order tenths of mm yr–1) to rates of almost
2 mm yr–1 averaged over the 20th century, with a likely continuing
acceleration during the 20th century (Figure 13.27). Since 1993, the
sum of observed contributions to sea level rise is in good agreement
with the observed rise.
Understanding of the components that contribute to total sea level
rise has improved significantly. For the 20th century, the range from
an ensemble of such process-based models encompasses the observed
rise when allowances are made for lack of inclusion of volcanic forcing
in AOGCM control simulations, natural climate variability, and a possible small long-term ice-sheet contribution. Ice-sheet contributions to
the 20th century sea level rise were small, however, and this agreement
is thus not an evaluation of ice-sheet models. Nevertheless, there has
been significant improvement in accounting for important physical
processes in ice-sheet models, particularly of the dynamical response
of individual glacier systems to warmer ocean waters in the immediate
vicinity of the outlet glaciers. Although there are as yet no complete
simulations of regional ocean temperature changes near ice sheets
and of the ice-sheet response to realistic climate change forcing, the
publications to date have allowed an assessment of the likely range of
sea level rise for the 21st century (Figure 13.27).

In the Pacific, multi-model projections by Graham et al. (2013) (SRES
A2 scenario) indicate a decrease in boreal winter upper-quantile SWHs
over the mid-latitude North Pacific by the end of the 21st century associated with a projected decrease in wind speeds along the southern
flank of the main westerlies. There is a less robust tendency for higher
extreme waves at higher latitudes. On the southeastern Australian
coast, Hemer et al. (2012b) used multi-model projections (SRES A2 and
B1 scenarios) to identify a decrease in mean SWH (<0.2 m) by the end
of the 21st century compared to present due to a projected decrease
in regional storm wave energy, and a shift to a more southerly wave
direction, consistent with a projected southward shift of the subtropical ridge in the forcing fields.
Figure 13.27 | Compilation of paleo sea level data, tide gauge data, altimeter
data (from Figure 13.3), and central estimates and likely ranges for projections of global
mean sea level rise for RCP2.6 (blue) and RCP8.5 (red) scenarios (Section 13.5.1), all
relative to pre-industrial values.
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These observations, together with our current scientific understanding
and projections of future climate and sea level, imply that it is virtually
certain that sea level will continue to rise during the 21st century and
beyond. For the first few decades of the 21st century, regional sea level
change will be dominated by climate variability superimposed on the
climate change signal. For all scenarios, the rate of 21st century GMSL
rise is very likely to exceed the average rate during the 20th century.
For the RCP8.5 scenario, the projected rate of GMSL rise by the end of
the 21st century will approach average rates experienced during the
deglaciation of the Earth after the Last Glacial Maximum. These rates
imply a significant transfer of mass from the ice sheets to the oceans
and associated regional departures of sea level rise from the global
average, in addition to the regional patterns from changing atmosphere–ocean interactions.
Sea level rise has already led to a significant increase in the return
frequency of sea level extremes at many locations, and it is very likely
that this will continue during the 21st century, although there is low
confidence in projections of changes in storminess. The first assessment of surface waves indicates a likely (medium confidence) increase
in the height of waves in the Southern Ocean.
Despite this progress, significant uncertainties remain, particularly
related to the magnitude and rate of the ice-sheet contribution for
the 21st century and beyond, the regional distribution of sea level rise,
and the regional changes in storm frequency and intensity. For coastal
planning, sea level rise needs to be considered in a risk management
framework, requiring knowledge of the frequency of sea level variability (from climate variability and extreme events) in future climates, projected changes in mean sea level, and the uncertainty of the sea level
projections (Hunter, 2010, 2012), as well as local issues such as the
compaction of sediments in deltaic regions and the changing supply
of these sediments to maintain the height of the deltas (Syvitski et al.,
2009). Although improved understanding has allowed the projection
of a likely range of sea level rise during the 21st century, it has not
been possible to quantify a very likely range or give an upper bound
to future rise. The potential collapse of ice shelves, as observed on the
Antarctic Peninsula (Rignot et al., 2004; Scambos et al., 2004; Rott
et al., 2011), could lead to a larger 21st century rise of up to several
tenths of a metre.
Sea level will continue to rise for centuries, even if GHG concentrations are stabilized, with the amount of rise dependent on future GHG
emissions. For higher emission scenarios and warmer temperatures,
surface melting of the Greenland ice sheet is projected to exceed accumulation, leading to its long-term decay and a sea level rise of metres,
consistent with paleo sea level data.
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Climate Phenomena and their Relevance for Future Regional Climate Change

Executive Summary
This chapter assesses the scientific literature on projected changes in
major climate phenomena and more specifically their relevance for
future change in regional climates, contingent on global mean temperatures continue to rise.
Regional climates are the complex result of processes that vary strongly with location and so respond differently to changes in global-scale
influences. The following large-scale climate phenomena are increasingly well simulated by climate models and so provide a scientific
basis for understanding and developing credibility in future regional
climate change. A phenomenon is considered relevant to regional climate change if there is confidence that it has influence on the regional
climate and there is confidence that the phenomenon will change, particularly under the Representative Concentration Pathway 4.5 (RCP4.5)
or higher end scenarios. {Table 14.3}
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precipitation are projected to increase. There is medium confidence that
the increase of the Indian summer monsoon rainfall and its extremes
throughout the 21st century will be the largest among all monsoons.
{14.2.2, 14.8.9, 14.8.11, 14.8.13}
There is low confidence in projections of changes in precipitation amounts for the North American and South American monsoons,
but medium confidence that the North American monsoon will arrive
and persist later in the annual cycle, and high confidence in expansion
of the South American monsoon area. {14.2.3, 14.8.3, 14.8.4, 14.8.5}
There is low confidence in projections of a small delay in the development of the West African rainy season and an intensification of
late-season rains. Model limitations in representing central features
of the West African monsoon result in low confidence in future projections. {14.2.4, 14.8.7}

Tropical Phenomena
Monsoon Systems
There is growing evidence of improved skill of climate models
in reproducing climatological features of the global monsoon. Taken together with identified model agreement on
future changes, the global monsoon, aggregated over all monsoon systems, is likely1 to strengthen in the 21st century with
increases in its area and intensity, while the monsoon circulation weakens. Monsoon onset dates are likely to become earlier
or not to change much and monsoon retreat dates are likely to
delay, resulting in lengthening of the monsoon season in many
regions. {14.2.1}
Future increase in precipitation extremes related to the monsoon is
very likely in South America, Africa, East Asia, South Asia, Southeast
Asia and Australia. Lesser model agreement results in medium confidence2 that monsoon-related interannual precipitation variability will
increase in the future. {14.2.1, 14.8.5, 14.8.7, 14.8.9, 14.8.11, 14.8.12,
14.8.13}
Model skill in representing regional monsoons is lower compared to
the global monsoon and varies across different monsoon systems.
There is medium confidence that overall precipitation associated with
the Asian-Australian monsoon will increase but with a north–south
asymmetry: Indian and East Asian monsoon precipitation is projected
to increase, while projected changes in Australian summer monsoon
precipitation are small. There is medium confidence that the Indian
summer monsoon circulation will weaken, but this is compensated by
increased atmospheric moisture content, leading to more p recipitation.
For the East Asian summer monsoon, both monsoon circulation and

Based on models’ ability to reproduce general features of the
Indian Ocean Dipole and agreement on future projections, the
tropical Indian Ocean is likely to feature a zonal (east–west)
pattern of change in the future with reduced warming and
decreased precipitation in the east, and increased warming and
increased precipitation in the west, directly influencing East
Africa and Southeast Asia precipitation. {14.3, 14.8.7, 14.8.12}
A newly identified robust feature in model simulations of tropical precipitation over oceans gives medium confidence that
annual precipitation change follows a ‘warmer-get-wetter’
pattern, increasing where warming of sea surface temperature
exceeds the tropical mean and vice versa. There is medium confidence in projections showing an increase in seasonal mean precipitation on the equatorial flank of the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone
(ITCZ) affecting parts of Central America, the Caribbean, South America, Africa and West Asia despite shortcomings in many models in simulating the ITCZ. There is medium confidence that the frequency of zonally oriented South Pacific Convergence Zone events will increase, with
the South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ) lying well to the northeast
of its average position, a feature commonly reproduced in models that
simulate the SPCZ realistically, resulting in reduced precipitation over
many South Pacific island nations. Similarly there is medium confidence that the South Atlantic Convergence Zone will shift southwards,
leading to an increase in precipitation over southeastern South America and a reduction immediately north thereof. {14.3, 14.8.4, 14.8.5,
14.8.7, 14.8.11, 14.8.14}

1

In this Report, the following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: Virtually certain 99–100% probability, Very likely 90–100%,
Likely 66–100%, About as likely as not 33–66%, Unlikely 0–33%, Very unlikely 0–10%, Exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms (Extremely likely: 95–100%, More likely
than not >50–100%, and Extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used when appropriate. Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely (see Section 1.4 and Box TS.1
for more details).

2

In this Report, the following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement: low, medium, or high.
A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence. For a given evidence and
agreement statement, different confidence levels can be assigned, but increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated with increasing confidence (see
Section 1.4 and Box TS.1 for more details).
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There is low confidence in projections of future changes in the
Madden–Julian Oscillation owing to poor ability of the models to
simulate it and its sensitivity to ocean warming patterns. The implications for future projections of regional climate extremes in West Asia,
South Asia, Southeast Asia and Australia are therefore highly uncertain
when associated with the Madden–Julian Oscillation. {14.3, 14.8.10,
14.8.11, 14.8.12, 14.8.13}
There is low confidence in the projections of future changes for the
tropical Atlantic, both for the mean and interannual modes, because
of systematic errors in model simulations of current climate. The implications for future changes in Atlantic hurricanes and tropical South
American and West African precipitation are therefore uncertain. {14.3,
14.6.1, 14.8.5, 14.8.7 }
The realism of the representation of El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in climate models is increasing and models simulate
ongoing ENSO variability in the future. Therefore there is high
confidence that ENSO very likely remains as the dominant mode
of interannual variability in the future and due to increased
moisture availability, the associated precipitation variability on
regional scales likely intensifies. An eastward shift in the patterns
of temperature and precipitation variations in the North Pacific and
North America related to El Niño and La Niña (teleconnections), a feature consistently simulated by models, is projected for the future, but
with medium confidence, while other regional implications including
those in Central and South America, the Caribbean, Africa, most of
Asia, Australia and most Pacific Islands are more uncertain. However,
natural modulations of the variance and spatial pattern of ENSO are
so large in models that confidence in any specific projected change in
its variability in the 21st century remains low. {14.4, 14.8.3, 14.8.4,
14.8.5, 14.8.7, 14.8.9, 14.8.11, 14.8.12, 14.8.13, 14.8.14}

Cyclones
Based on process understanding and agreement in 21st century
projections, it is likely that the global frequency of occurrence
of tropical cyclones will either decrease or remain essentially
unchanged, concurrent with a likely increase in both global
mean tropical cyclone maximum wind speed and precipitation
rates. The future influence of climate change on tropical cyclones
is likely to vary by region, but the specific characteristics of the
changes are not yet well quantified and there is low confidence
in region-specific projections of frequency and intensity. However, better process understanding and model agreement in specific
regions provide medium confidence that precipitation will be more
extreme near the centres of tropical cyclones making landfall in North
and Central America; East Africa; West, East, South and Southeast
Asia as well as in Australia and many Pacific islands. Improvements in
model resolution and downscaling techniques increase confidence in
projections of intense storms, and the frequency of the most intense
storms will more likely than not increase substantially in some basins.
{14.6, 14.8.3, 14.8.4, 14.8.7, 14.8.9, 14.8.10, 14.8.11, 14.8.12, 14.8.13,
14.8.14}
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Despite systematic biases in simulating storm tracks, most
models and studies are in agreement on the future changes in
the number of extratropical cyclones (ETCs). The global number
of ETCs is unlikely to decrease by more than a few percent. A
small poleward shift is likely in the Southern Hemisphere (SH)
storm track. It is more likely than not, based on projections with
medium confidence, that the North Pacific storm track will shift poleward. However, it is unlikely that the response of the North Atlantic
storm track is a simple poleward shift. There is low confidence in the
magnitude of regional storm track changes, and the impact of such
changes on regional surface climate. It is very likely that increases in
Arctic, Northern European, North American and SH winter precipitation
by the end of the 21st century (2081–2100) will result from more precipitation in ETCs associated with enhanced extremes of storm-related
precipitation. {14.6, 14.8.2, 14.8.3, 14.8.5, 14.8.6, 14.8.13, 14.8.15}

Blocking
Increased ability in simulating blocking in models and higher
agreement on projections indicate that there is medium confidence that the frequency of Northern and Southern Hemisphere
blocking will not increase, while trends in blocking intensity and
persistence remain uncertain. The implications for blocking-related
regional changes in North America, Europe and Mediterranean and
Central and North Asia are therefore also uncertain. {14.8.3, 14.8.6,
14.8.8, Box 14.2}

Annular and Dipolar Modes of Variability
Models are generally able to simulate gross features of annular
and dipolar modes. Model agreement in projections indicates
that future boreal wintertime North Atlantic Oscillation is very
likely to exhibit large natural variations and trend of similar
magnitude to that observed in the past and is likely to become
slightly more positive on average, with some, but not well documented, implications for winter conditions in the Arctic, North
America and Eurasia. The austral summer/autumn positive trend
in Southern Annular Mode is likely to weaken considerably as
stratospheric ozone recovers through the mid-21st century with
some, but not well documented, implications for South America, Africa, Australia, New Zealand and Antarctica. {14.5.1, 14.5.2,
14.8.2, 14.8.3, 14.8.5, 14.8.6, 14.8.7, 14.8.8, 14.8.13, 14.8.15}

Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation
Multiple lines of evidence from paleo reconstructions and model
simulations indicate that the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation
(AMO) is unlikely to change its behaviour in the future as the
mean climate changes. However, natural fluctuations in the AMO
over the coming few decades are likely to influence regional climates
at least as strongly as will human-induced changes, with implications
for Atlantic major hurricane frequency, the West African wet season,
North American and European summer conditions. {14.7.6, 14.2.4,
14.6.1, 14.8.3, 14.8.6}
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Pacific South American Pattern
Understanding of underlying physical mechanisms and the projected sea surface temperatures in the equatorial Indo-Pacific
regions gives medium confidence that future changes in the
mean atmospheric circulation for austral summer will project
on this pattern, thereby influencing the South American Convergence Zone and precipitation over southeastern South America.
{14.7.2, 14.8.5}
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14.1

Climate Phenomena and their Relevance for Future Regional Climate Change

Introduction

Regional climates are the complex outcome of local physical processes
and the non-local responses to large-scale phenomena such as the El
Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and other dominant modes of climate variability. The dynamics of regional climates are determined by
local weather systems that control the net transport of heat, moisture
and momentum into a region. Regional climate is interpreted in the
widest sense to mean the whole joint probability distribution of climate variables for a region including the time mean state, the variance
and co-variance and the extremes.
This chapter assesses the physical basis of future regional climate
change in the context of changes in the following types of phenomena: monsoons and tropical convergence zones, large-scale modes of
climate variability and tropical and extratropical cyclones. Assessment
of future changes in these phenomena is based on climate model
projections (e.g., the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase
3 (CMIP3) and CMIP5 multi-model ensembles described in Chapter
12) and an understanding of how well such models represent the key
processes in these phenomena. More generic processes relevant to
regional climate change, such as thermodynamic processes and land–
atmosphere feedback processes, are assessed in Chapter 12. Local processes such as snow–albedo feedback, moisture feedbacks due to local
vegetation, effects of steep complex terrain etc. can be important for
changes but are in general beyond the scope of this chapter. The main
focus here is on large-scale atmospheric phenomena rather than more
local feedback processes or impacts such as floods and droughts.
Sections 14.1.1 to 14.1.3 introduce the three main classes of phenomena addressed in this Assessment and then Section 14.1.4 summarizes
their main impacts on precipitation and surface temperature. Specific climate phenomena are then addressed in Sections 14.2 to 14.7,
which build on key findings from the Fourth Assessment Report, AR4
(IPCC, 2007a), and provide an assessment of process understanding
and how well models simulate the phenomenon and an assessment of
future projections for the phenomena. In Section 14.8, future regional
climate changes are assessed, and where possible, interpreted in terms
of future changes in phenomena. In particular, the relevance of the various phenomena addressed in this chapter for future climate change in
the regions covered in Annex I are emphasized. The regions are those
defined in previous regional climate change assessments (IPCC, 2007a,
2007b, 2012). Regional Climate Models (RCMs) and other downscaling
tools required for local impact assessments are assessed in Section 9.6
and results from these studies are used where such supporting information adds additional relevant details to the assessment.

regional climates but also influence the global atmospheric circulation. Section 14.3 presents an assessment of these and other important
tropical phenomena.

14.1.2

Regional climates are strongly influenced by modes of climate variability (see Box 14.1 for definitions of mode, regime and teleconnection).
This chapter assesses major modes such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO, Section 14.4), the North Atlantic Oscillation/Northern
Annular Mode (NAO/NAM) and Southern Annular Mode (SAM) in the
extratropics (Section 14.5) and various other well-known modes such
as the Pacific North American (PNA) pattern, Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO), Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO), etc. (Section 14.7).
Many of these modes are described in previous IPCC reports (e.g., Section 3.6 of AR4 WG1). Chapter 2 gives operational definitions of mode
indices (Box 2.5, Table 1) and an assessment of observed historical
behaviour (Section 2.7.8). Climate models are generally able to simulate the gross features of many of the modes of variability (Section
9.5), and so provide useful tools for understanding how modes might
change in the future (Müller and Roeckner, 2008; Handorf and Dethloff,
2009).
Modes and regimes provide a simplified description of variations in
the climate system. In the simplest paradigm, variations in climate variables are described by linear projection onto a set of mode indices
(Baldwin et al., 2009; Baldwin and Thompson, 2009; Hurrell and Deser,
2009). For example, a large fraction of interannual variance in Northern
Hemisphere (NH) sea level pressure is accounted for by linear combinations of the NAM and the PNA modes (Quadrelli and Wallace, 2004).
Alternatively, the nonlinear regime paradigm considers the probability
distribution of local climate variables to be a multi-modal mixture of
distributions related to a discrete set of regimes/types (Palmer, 1999;
Cassou and Terray, 2001; Monahan et al., 2001).
There is ongoing debate on the relevance of the different paradigms
(Stephenson et al., 2004; Christiansen, 2005; Ambaum, 2008; Fereday
et al., 2008), and care is required when interpreting these constructs
(Monahan et al., 2009; Takahashi et al., 2011).
Modes of climate variability may respond to climate change in one or
more of the following ways:
•

No change—the modes will continue to behave as they have done
in the recent past.

•

Index changes—the probability distributions of the mode indices
may change (e.g., shifts in the mean and/or variance, or more complex changes in shape such as changes in local probability density,
e.g., frequency of regimes).

•

Spatial changes—the climate patterns associated with the modes
may change spatially (e.g., new flavours of ENSO; see Section
14.4 and Supplementary Material) or the local amplitudes of the
climate patterns may change (e.g., enhanced precipitation for a
given change in index (Bulic and Kucharski, 2012)).

14.1.1 Monsoons and Tropical Convergence Zones
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The major monsoon systems are associated with the seasonal movement of convergence zones over land, leading to profound seasonal changes in local hydrological cycles. Section 14.2 assesses current
understanding of monsoonal behaviour in the present and future climate, how monsoon characteristics are influenced by the large-scale
tropical modes of variability and their potential changes and how the
monsoons in turn affect regional extremes. Convergence zones over
the tropical oceans not only play a fundamental role in determining
1222
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•

Structural changes—the types and number of modes and their
mutual dependencies may change; completely new modes could
in principle emerge.

An assessment of changes in modes of variability can be problematic
for several reasons. First, interpretation depends on how one separates
modes of variability from forced changes in the time mean or variations
in the annual cycle (Pezzulli et al., 2005; Compo and Sardeshmukh,
2010). Modes of variability are generally defined using indices based
on either detrended anomalies (Deser et al., 2010b) or anomalies
obtained by removing the time mean over a historical reference period
(see Box 2.5). The mode index in the latter approach will include
changes in the mean, whereas by definition there is no trend in a mode
index when it is based on detrended anomalies. Second, it can be difficult to separate natural variations from forced responses, for example,
warming trends in the N. Atlantic during the 20th century that may be
due to trends in aerosol and other forcings rather than natural internal
variability (see Sections 14.6.2 and 14.7.1). Finally, modes of climate
variability are nonlinearly related to one another (Hsieh et al., 2006)
and this relationship can change in time (e.g., trends in correlation
between ENSO and NAO indices).
Even when the change in a mode of variability index does not contribute greatly to mean regional climate change, a climate mode may
still play an important role in regional climate variability and extremes.
Natural variations, such as those due to modes of variability, are a
major source of uncertainty in future projections of mean regional
climate (Deser et al., 2012). Furthermore, changes in the extremes of
regional climate are likely to be sensitive to small changes in variance
or shape of the distribution of the mode indices or the mode spatial
patterns (Coppola et al., 2005; Scaife et al., 2008).

14.1.3

Tropical and Extratropical Cyclones

Tropical and extratropical cyclones (TCs and ETCs) are important
weather phenomena intimately linked to regional climate phenomena

Chapter 14

and modes of climate variability. Both types of cyclone can produce
extreme wind speeds and precipitation (see Section 3.4, IPCC Special Report on Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters
to Advance Climate Change Adaptation (SREX; IPCC, 2012)). Sections
14.6.1 and 14.6.2 assess the recent progress in scientific understanding of how these important weather systems are likely to change in
the future.

14.1.4

Summary of Climate Phenomena and their Impact
on Regional Climate

Box 14.1, Figure 1 illustrates the large-scale climate phenomena
assessed in this chapter. Many of the climate phenomena are evident
in the map of annual mean rainfall (central panel). The most abundant
annual rainfall occurs in the tropical convergence zones: Inter-Tropical
Convergence Zone (ITCZ) over the Pacific, Atlantic and African equatorial belt (see Section 14.3.1.1), South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ)
over central South Pacific (see Section 14.3.1.2) and South Atlantic
Convergence Zone (SACZ) over Southern South America and Southern
Atlantic (see Section 14.3.1.3). In the global monsoon domain (white
contours on the map), large amounts of precipitation occur but only
in certain seasons (see Section 14.2.1). Local maxima in precipitation
are also apparent over the major storm track regions in mid-latitudes
(see Section 14.7.2). Box 14.1 Figure 1 also illustrates surface air temperature (left panels) and precipitation (right panels) teleconnection
patterns for ENSO (in December to February and June to August; see
Section 14.4), NAO (in December to February; see Section 14.5.1) and
SAM (in September to November; see Section 14.5.2). The teleconnection patterns were obtained by taking the correlation between
monthly gridded temperature and precipitation anomalies and indices for the modes (see Box 14.1 definitions). It can be seen that all
three modes have far-reaching effects on temperature and precipitation in many parts of the world. Box 14.1, Table 1 briefly summarizes
the main regional impacts of different well-known modes of climate
variability.

Box 14.1 | Conceptual Definitions and Impacts of Modes of Climate Variability
This box briefly defines key concepts used to interpret modes of variability (below) and summarizes regional impacts associated with
well-known modes (Box 14.1, Table 1 and Box 14.1, Figure 1). The terms below are used to describe variations in time series variables
reported at a set of geographically fixed spatial locations, for example, a set of observing stations or model grid points (based on the
more complete statistical and dynamical interpretation in Stephenson et al. (2004)).
Climate indices
Time series constructed from climate variables that provides an aggregate summary of the state of the climate system. For example,
the difference between sea level pressure in Iceland and the Azores provides a simple yet useful historical NAO index (see Section 14.5
and Box 2.5 for definitions of this and other well-known observational indices). Because of their maximum variance properties, climate
indices are often defined using principal components.
Principal component
A linear combination of a set of time series variables that has maximum variance subject to certain normalization constraints. Principal
components are widely used to define optimal climate indices from gridded datasets (e.g., the Arctic Oscillation (AO) index, defined as
the leading principal component of NH sea level pressure; Section 14.5). (continued on next page)
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Box 14.1 (continued)

Climate pattern
A set of coefficients obtained by ‘projection’ (regression) of climate variables at different spatial locations onto a climate index time series.
Empirical Orthogonal Function
The climate pattern obtained if the climate index is a principal component. It is an eigenvector of the covariance matrix of gridded
climate data.
Teleconnection
A statistical association between climate variables at widely separated, geographically fixed spatial locations. Teleconnections are
caused by large spatial structures such as basin-wide coupled modes of ocean–atmosphere variability, Rossby wave-trains, mid-latitude
jets and storm-tracks, etc.
Teleconnection pattern
A correlation map obtained by calculating the correlation between variables at different spatial locations and a climate index. It is the
special case of a climate pattern obtained for standardized variables and a standardized climate index, that is, the variables and index
are each centred and scaled to have zero mean and unit variance. One-point teleconnection maps are made by choosing a variable at
one of the locations to be the climate index. (continued on next page)
Box 14.1, Table 1 | Regional climate impacts of fundamental modes of variability.

Mode

14

Regional Climate Impacts

ENSO

Global impact on interannual variability in global mean temperature. Influences severe weather and tropical cyclone activity worldwide. The diverse El Niño
flavours present different teleconnection patterns that induce large impacts in numerous regions from polar to tropical latitudes (Section 14.4).

PDO

Influences surface air temperature and precipitation over the entire North American continent and extratropical North Pacific. Modulates ENSO rainfall
teleconnections, e.g., Australian climate (Section 14.7.3).

IPO

Modulates decadal variability in Australian rainfall, and ENSO teleconnections to rainfall, surface temperature, river flow and flood risk over Australia,
New Zealand and the SPCZ (Section 14.7.3).

NAO

Influences the N. Atlantic jet stream, storm tracks and blocking and thereby affects winter climate in over the N. Atlantic and surrounding landmasses.
The summer NAO (SNAO) influences Western Europe and Mediterranean basin climates in the season (Section 14.5.1).

NAM

Modulates the intensity of mid-latitude storms throughout the Northern Hemisphere and thereby influences North America and Eurasia climates as well as
sea ice distribution across the Arctic sea (Section 14.5.1).

NPO

Influences winter air temperature and precipitation over much of western North America as well as Arctic sea ice in the Pacific sector (Section 14.5.1).

SAM

Influences temperature over Antarctica, Australia, Argentina, Tasmania and the south of New Zealand and precipitation over southern South America,
New Zealand, Tasmania, Australia and South Africa (Section 14.5.2).

PNA

Influences the jet stream and storm tracks over the Pacific and North American sectors, exerting notable influences on the temperature and precipitation in
these regions on intraseasonal and interannual time scales (Section 14.7.2).

PSA

Influences atmospheric circulation over South America and thereby has impacts on precipitation over the continent (Section 14.7.1).

AMO

Influences air temperatures and rainfall over much of the Northern Hemisphere, in particular, North America and Europe. It is associated with multidecadal
variations in Indian, East Asian and West African monsoons, the North African Sahel and northeast Brazil rainfall, the frequency of North American droughts
and Atlantic hurricanes (Section 14.7.6).

AMM

Influences seasonal hurricane activity in the tropical Atlantic on both decadal and interannual time scales. Its variability is influenced by other modes,
particularly ENSO and NAO (Section 14.3.4).

AN

Affects the West African Monsoon, the oceanic forcing of Sahel rainfall on both decadal and interannual time-scales and the spatial extension of drought
in South Africa (Section 14.3.4).

IOB

Associated with the intensity of Northwest Pacific monsoon, the tropical cyclone activity over the Northwest Pacific and anomalous rainfall over East Asia
(Section 14.3.3).

IOD

Associated with droughts in Indonesia, reduced rainfall over Australia, intensified Indian summer monsoon, floods in East Africa, hot summers over Japan, and
anomalous climate in the extratropical Southern Hemisphere (Section 14.3.3).

TBO

Modulates the strength of the Indian and West Pacific monsoons. Affects droughts and floods over large areas of south Asia and Australia (Section 14.7.4).

MJO

Modulates the intensity of monsoon systems around the globe and tropical cyclone activity in the Indian, Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. Associated with enhanced
rainfall in Western North America, northeast Brazil, Southeast Africa and Indonesia during boreal winter and Central America/Mexico and Southeast Asia
during boreal summer (Section 14.3.2).

QBO

Strongly affects the strength of the northern stratospheric polar vortex as well as the extratropical troposphere circulation, occurring preferentially
in boreal winter (Section 14.7.5).

BLC

Associated with cold air outbreaks, heat-waves, floods and droughts in middle and high latitudes of both hemispheres (Box 14.2).

Notes:
AMM: Atlantic Meridional Mode
AMO: Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation
AN: Atlantic Niño pattern
BLC: Blocking events
ENSO: El Niño-Southern Oscillation
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IOB: Indian Ocean Basin pattern
IOD: Indian Ocean Dipole pattern
IPO: Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation
MJO: Madden-Julian Oscillation
NAM: Northern Annular Mode

NAO: North Atlantic Oscillation
NPO: North Pacific Oscillation
PDO: Pacific Decadal Oscillation
PNA: Pacific North America pattern
PSA: Pacific South America pattern

QBO: Quasi-Biennial Oscillation
SAM: Southern Annular Mode
TBO: Tropospheric Biennial Oscillation
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Box 14.1 (continued)

Mode of climate variability
Underlying space–time structure with preferred spatial pattern and temporal variation that helps account for the gross features in variance and for teleconnections. A mode of variability is often considered to be the product of a spatial climate pattern and an associated
climate index time series.
Climate regime
A set of similar states of the climate system that occur more frequently than nearby states due to either more persistence or more
often recurrence. In other words, a cluster in climate state space associated with a local maximum in the probability density function.
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Box 14.1, Figure 1 | Global distribution of average annual rainfall (in cm/year) from 1979–2010 Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) database, monsoon
precipitation domain (white contours) as defined in Section 14.2.1, and winter storm-tracks in both hemispheres (black arrows). In left (right) column seasonal correlation maps of North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Southern Oscillation Index (SOI, the atmospheric component of El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)) and Southern
Annular Mode (SAM) mode indexes vs. monthly temperature (precipitation) anomalies in boreal winter (December, January and February (DJF)), austral winter (June, July
and August (JJA)) and austral spring (September, October and November (SON)). Black contours indicate a 99% significance level. The mode indices were taken from
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA, http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/climateindices/list/), global temperatures from NASA Goddard Institute
of Space Studies Surface Temperature Analysis (GISTEMP, http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/) and global precipitations from GPCP (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/
gridded/data.gpcp.html).

14.2

Monsoon Systems

Monsoons are a seasonal phenomenon responsible for producing the
majority of wet season rainfall within the tropics. The precipitation
characteristics over the Asian-Australian, American and African monsoons can be viewed as an integrated global monsoon system, associated with a global-scale atmospheric overturning circulation (Trenberth et al., 2000). In Section 14.2.1, changes in precipitation of the
global monsoon system are assessed. Changes in regional monsoons
are assessed in Sections 14.2.2 to 14.2.4.

14.2.1

Global Overview

The global land monsoon precipitation displays a decreasing trend
over the last half-century, with primary contributions from the weakened summer monsoon systems in the NH (Wang and Ding, 2006).
The combined global ocean–land monsoon precipitation has intensified during 1979–2008, mainly due to an upward trend in the NH
summer oceanic monsoon precipitation (Zhou et al., 2008b; Hsu et al.,
2011; Wang et al., 2012b). Because the fractional increase in monsoon
area is greater than that in total precipitation, the ratio of the latter
to the former (a measure of the global monsoon intensity) exhibits a
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decreasing trend (Hsu et al., 2011). CMIP5 models generally reproduce
the observed global monsoon domain, but the disparity between the
best and poorest models is large (Section 9.5.2.4).
In the CMIP5 models the global monsoon area (GMA), the global
monsoon total precipitation (GMP) and the global monsoon precipitation intensity (GMI) are projected to increase by the end of the 21st
century (2081–2100, Hsu et al., 2013; Kitoh et al., 2013; Figure 14.1).
See Supplementary Material Section 14.SM.1.2 for the definitions of
GMA, GMP and GMI. The CMIP5 model projections show an expansion of GMA mainly over the central to eastern tropical Pacific, the
southern Indian Ocean and eastern Asia. In all RCP scenarios, GMA is
very likely to increase, and GMI is likely to increase, resulting in a very
likely increase in GMP, by the end of the 21st century (2081–2100). The
100-year median changes in GMP are +5%, +8%, +10%, and +16%
in RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0, and RCP8.5 scenarios, respectively. Indices
of precipitation extremes such as simple daily precipitation intensity
index (SDII), defined as the total precipitation divided by the number
of days with precipitation greater than or equal to 1 mm, annual max-
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imum 5-day precipitation total (R5d) and consecutive dry days (CDD)
all indicate that intense precipitation will increase at larger rates than
those of mean precipitation (Figure 14.1). The standard deviation of
interannual variability in seasonal average precipitation (Psd) is projected to increase by many models but some models show a decrease
in Psd. This is related to uncertainties in projections of future changes in tropical sea surface temperature (SST). Regarding seasonality,
CMIP5 models project that monsoon onset dates will come earlier or
not change much while monsoon retreat dates will delay, resulting in a
lengthening of the monsoon season in many regions.
CMIP5 models show a decreasing trend of lower-troposphere wind
convergence (dynamical factor) throughout the 20th and 21st centuries (Figure 14.2d). With increased moisture (see also Section 12.4),
the moisture flux convergence shows an increasing trend from 1980
through the 21st century (Figure 14.2c). Surface evaporation shows
a similar trend (Figure 14.2b) associated with warmer SSTs. Therefore, the global monsoon precipitation increases (Figure 14.2a) due to
increases in moisture flux convergence and surface evaporation despite

Figure 14.1 | (Upper) Observed (thick contour) and simulated (shading) global monsoon domain, based on the definition of Wang et al. (2011). The observations are based
on GPCP v2.2 data (Huffman et al., 2009), and the simulations are based on 26 CMIP5 multi-model mean precipitation with a common 2.5 by 2.5 degree grid in the present
day (1986–2005) and the future (2080–2099; RCP8.5 scenario). Orange (dark blue) shading shows monsoon domain only in the present day (future). Light blue shading shows
monsoon domain in both periods. (Lower) Projected changes for the future (2080–2099) relative to the present day (1986-2005) in the global monsoon area (GMA) and global
monsoon intensity (GMI), global monsoon total precipitation (GMP), standard deviation of interannual variability in seasonal average precipitation (Psd), simple daily precipitation
intensity index (SDII), seasonal maximum 5-day precipitation total (R5d), seasonal maximum consecutive dry days (CDD) and monsoon season duration (DUR), under the RCP2.6
(dark blue; 18 models), RCP4.5 (light blue; 24 models), RCP6.0 (orange; 14 models) and RCP8.5 scenarios (red; 26 models). Units are % except for DUR (days). Box-and-whisker
plots show the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th percentiles. All of the indices are calculated for the summer season (May to September in the Northern Hemisphere; November to
March in the Southern Hemisphere). The indices of Psd, SDII, R5d and CDD calculated for each model’s original grid, and then averaged over the monsoon domains determined by
each model at the present-day. The indices of DUR are calculated for seven regional monsoon domains based on the criteria proposed by Wang and LinHo (2002) using regionally
averaged climatological cycles of precipitation, and then their changes are averaged with weighting based on their area at the present day.
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Figure 14.2 | Time series of simulated anomalies, smoothed with a 20-year running mean over the global land monsoon domain for (a) precipitation (mm day–1), (b) evaporation
(mm day–1), (c) water vapour flux convergence in the lower (below 500 hPa) troposphere (mm day–1), and (d) wind convergence in the lower troposphere (10–3 kg m–2 s–1), relative
to the present-day (1986–2005), based on CMIP5 multi-model monthly outputs. Historical (grey; 29 models), RCP2.6 (dark blue; 20 models), RCP4.5 (light blue; 24 models), RCP6.0
(orange; 16 models), and RCP8.5 (red; 24 models) simulations are shown in the 10th and 90th percentile (shading), and in all model averages (thick lines).

a weakened monsoon circulation. Besides greenhouse gases (GHGs),
monsoons are affected by changes in aerosol loadings (Ramanathan
et al., 2005). The aerosol direct forcing may heat the atmosphere but
cools the surface, altering atmospheric stability and inducing horizontal pressure gradients that modulate the large-scale circulation and
hence monsoon rainfall (Lau et al., 2008). However, the representation
of aerosol forcing differs among models, and remains an important
source of uncertainty (Chapter 7 and Section 12.2.2), particularly in
some regional monsoon systems.

14.2.2

Asian-Australian Monsoon

The seasonal variation in the thermal contrast between the large Eurasian landmass and the Pacific-Indian Oceans drives the powerful
Asian-Australian monsoon (AAM) system (Figure 14.3), which consists
of five major subsystems: Indian (also known as South Asian), East
Asian, Maritime Continent, Australian, and Western North Pacific monsoons. More than 85% of CMIP5 models show an increase in mean

precipitation of the East Asian summer (EAS) monsoon, while more
than 95% of models project an increase in heavy precipitation events
(Figure 14.4). All models and all scenarios project an increase in both
the mean and extreme precipitation in the Indian summer monsoon
(referred to as SAS in Figures 14.3 and 14.4) . In these two regions,
the interannual standard deviation of seasonal mean precipitation
also increases. Over the Australian-Maritime Continent (AUSMC)
monsoon region, agreement among models is low. Figure 14.5 shows
the time-series of circulation indices representing EAS, Indian (IND),
Western North Pacific (WNP) and Australian (AUS) summer monsoon
systems. The Indian monsoon circulation index is likely to decrease in
the 21st century, while a slight increase in the East Asian monsoon
circulation is projected. Scatter among models is large for the western
North Pacific and Australian monsoon circulation change.
Factors that limit the confidence in quantitative assessment of monsoon changes include sensitivity to model resolution (Cherchi and
Navarra, 2007; Klingaman et al., 2011), model biases (Levine and
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 14.1 | How is Climate Change Affecting Monsoons?
Monsoons are the most important mode of seasonal climate variation in the tropics, and are responsible for a large
fraction of the annual rainfall in many regions. Their strength and timing is related to atmospheric moisture content, land–sea temperature contrast, land cover and use, atmospheric aerosol loadings and other factors. Overall,
monsoonal rainfall is projected to become more intense in future, and to affect larger areas, because atmospheric
moisture content increases with temperature. However, the localized effects of climate change on regional monsoon strength and variability are complex and more uncertain.
Monsoon rains fall over all tropical continents: Asia, Australia, the Americas and Africa. The monsoon circulation is
driven by the difference in temperature between land and sea, which varies seasonally with the distribution of solar
heating. The duration and amount of rainfall depends on the moisture content of the air, and on the configuration
and strength of the atmospheric circulation. The regional distribution of land and ocean also plays a role, as does
topography. For example, the Tibetan Plateau—through variations in its snow cover and surface heating—modulates the strength of the complex Asian monsoon systems. Where moist on-shore winds rise over mountains, as they
do in southwest India, monsoon rainfall is intensified. On the lee side of such mountains, it lessens.
Since the late 1970s, the East Asian summer monsoon has been weakening and not extending as far north as it used
to in earlier times , as a result of changes in the atmospheric circulation. That in turn has led to increasing drought
in northern China, but floods in the Yangtze River Valley farther south. In contrast, the Indo-Australian and Western Pacific monsoon systems show no coherent trends since the mid-20th century, but are strongly modulated by
the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO). Similarly, changes observed in the South American monsoon system over
the last few decades are strongly related to ENSO variability. Evidence of trends in the North American monsoon
system is limited, but a tendency towards heavier rainfalls on the northern side of the main monsoon region has
been observed. No systematic long-term trends have been observed in the behaviour of the Indian or the African
monsoons.
The land surface warms more rapidly than the ocean surface, so that surface temperature contrast is increasing in
most regions. The tropical atmospheric overturning circulation, however, slows down on average as the climate
warms due to energy balance constraints in the tropical atmosphere. These changes in the atmospheric circulation
lead to regional changes in monsoon intensity, area and timing. There are a number of other effects as to how

(continued on next page)
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FAQ 14.1, Figure 1 | Schematic diagram illustrating the main ways that human activity influences monsoon rainfall. As the climate warms, increasing water vapour
transport from the ocean into land increases because warmer air contains more water vapour. This also increases the potential for heavy rainfalls. Warming-related
changes in large-scale circulation influence the strength and extent of the overall monsoon circulation. Land use change and atmospheric aerosol loading can also affect
the amount of solar radiation that is absorbed in the atmosphere and land, potentially moderating the land–sea temperature difference.
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FAQ 14.1 (continued)

climate change can influence monsoons. Surface heating varies with the intensity of solar radiation absorption,
which is itself affected by any land use changes that alter the reflectivity (albedo) of the land surface. Also, changing atmospheric aerosol loadings, such as air pollution, affect how much solar radiation reaches the ground, which
can change the monsoon circulation by altering summer solar heating of the land surface. Absorption of solar
radiation by aerosols, on the other hand, warms the atmosphere, changing the atmospheric heating distribution.
The strongest effect of climate change on the monsoons is the increase in atmospheric moisture associated with
warming of the atmosphere, resulting in an increase in total monsoon rainfall even if the strength of the monsoon
circulation weakens or does not change.
Climate model projections through the 21st century show an increase in total monsoon rainfall, largely due to
increasing atmospheric moisture content. The total surface area affected by the monsoons is projected to increase,
along with the general poleward expansion of the tropical regions. Climate models project from 5% to an approximately 15% increase of global monsoon rainfall depending on scenarios. Though total tropical monsoon rainfall
increases, some areas will receive less monsoon rainfall, due to weakening tropical wind circulations. Monsoon
onset dates are likely to be early or not to change much and the monsoon retreat dates are likely to delay, resulting
in lengthening of the monsoon season.
Future regional trends in monsoon intensity and timing remain uncertain in many parts of the world. Year-to-year
variations in the monsoons in many tropical regions are affected by ENSO. How ENSO will change in future—and
how its effects on monsoon will change—also remain uncertain. However, the projected overall increase in monsoon rainfall indicates a corresponding increase in the risk of extreme rain events in most regions.

Turner, 2012; Bollasina and Ming, 2013), poor skill in simulating the
Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO; Section 9.1.3.3) and uncertainties in
projected ENSO changes (Collins et al., 2010; Section 14.4) and in the
representation of aerosol effects (Section 9.4.6).

14.2.2.1 Indian Monsoon
The Indian summer monsoon is known to have undergone abrupt
shifts in the past millennium, giving rise to prolonged and intense
droughts (Meehl and Hu, 2006; Sinha et al., 2011; see also Chapter
2). The observed recent weakening tendency in seasonal rainfall and
the regional re-distribution has been partially attributed to factors
such as changes in black carbon and/or sulphate aerosols (Chung and

Ramanathan, 2006; Lau et al., 2008; Bollasina et al., 2011), land use
(Niyogi et al., 2010; see also Chapter 10) and SSTs (Annamalai et al.,
2013). An increase in extreme rainfall events occurred at the expense
of weaker rainfall events (Goswami et al., 2006) over the central Indian
region, and in many other areas (Krishnamurthy et al., 2009). With a
declining number of monsoon depressions (Krishnamurthy and Ajayamohan, 2010), the upward trend in extreme rainfall events may be
due to enhanced moisture content (Goswami et al., 2006) or warmer
SSTs in the tropical Indian Ocean (Rajeevan et al., 2008).
CMIP3 projections show suppressed rainfall over the equatorial Indian
Ocean (Cai et al., 2011e; Turner and Annamalai, 2012), and an increase
in seasonal mean rainfall over India (Ueda et al., 2006; Annamalai

Figure 14.3 | Regional land monsoon domain based on 26 CMIP5 multi-model mean precipitation with a common 2.5° × 2.5° grid in the present-day (1986–2005). For regional
divisions, the equator separates the northern monsoon domains (North America Monsoon System (NAMS), North Africa (NAF), Southern Asia (SAS) and East Asian summer (EAS))
from the southern monsoon domains (South America Monsoon System (SAMS), South Africa (SAF), and Australian-Maritime Continent (AUSMC)), 60°E separates NAF from SAS,
and 20°N and 100°E separates SAS from EAS. All the regional domains are within 40°S to 40°N.
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Figure 14.4 | Changes in precipitation indices over the regional land monsoon domains of (upper) East Asian summer (EAS), (middle) Southern Asia (SAS), and (lower) AustralianMaritime Continent (AUSMC) based on CMIP5 multi-models. (Left) Time series of observed and model-simulated summer precipitation anomalies (%) relative to the present-day
average. All the time series are smoothed with a 20-year running mean. For the time series of simulations, all model averages are shown by thick lines for the historical (grey; 40
models), RCP2.6 (dark blue; 24 models), RCP4.5 (light blue; 34 models), RCP6.0 (orange; 20 models), and RCP8.5 scenarios (red; 32 models). Their intervals between 10th and
90th percentiles are shown by shading for RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 scenarios. For the time series of observations, Climate Research Unit (CRU) TS3.2 (update from Mitchell and Jones,
2005; dark blue), Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) v6 (Becker et al., 2013; deep green), GPCC Variability Analysis of Surface Climate Observations (VASClimO; Beck
et al., 2005; light green), Highly Resolved Observational Data Integration Towards the Evaluation of Water Resources (APHRODITE) v1101 (Yatagai et al., 2012; only for EAS and
SAS regions; light blue), Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) v2.2 (updated from Huffman et al., 2009; black), and Climate Prediction Center (NOAA) Merged Analysis of
Precipitation (CMAP) v1201 (updated from Xie and Arkin, 1997; black with dots) are shown. GPCC v6 with dot line, GPCC VASClimO, GPCP v2.2 and CMAP v1201 are calculated
using all grids for the period of 1901–2010, 1951–2000, 1979–2010, 1979–2010, respectively. CRU TS3.2, GPCC v6 with solid line, and APHRODITE v1101, are calculated using
only grid boxes (2.5° in longitude/latitude) where at least one observation site exists for more than 80% of the period of 1921–2005, 1921–2005, and 1951–2005, respectively.
(Right) Projected changes for the future (2080-2099) relative to the present-day average in averaged precipitation (Pav), standard deviation of interannual variability in seasonal
average precipitation (Psd), simple precipitation daily intensity index (SDII), seasonal maximum 5-day precipitation total (R5d), seasonal maximum consecutive dry days (CDD),
monsoon onset date (ONS), retreat date (RET), and duration (DUR), under the RCP2.6 (18 models), RCP4.5 (24 models), RCP6.0 (14 models) and RCP8.5 scenarios (26 models).
Units are % in Pav, Psd, SDII, R5d, and CDD; days in ONS, RET, and DUR. Box-whisker plots show the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th percentiles. All of the indices are calculated
for the summer season (May to September in the Northern Hemisphere; November to March in the Southern Hemisphere). The indices of Pav, Psd, SDII, R5d and CDD are calculated
for each model’s original grid, and then averaged over the monsoon domains determined by each model at the present day. The indices of ONS, RET and DUR are calculated based
on the criteria proposed by Wang and LinHo (2002) using regionally averaged climatological cycles of precipitation.
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Figure 14.5 | Time series of summer monsoon indices (21-year running mean) relative to the base period average (1986–2005). Historical (gray), RCP4.5 (light blue) and RCP8.5
(red) simulations by 39 CMIP5 model ensembles are shown in 10th and 90th (shading), and 50th (thick line) percentiles. (a) East Asian summer monsoon (defined as June, July and
August (JJA) sea level pressure difference between 160°E and 110°E from 10°N to 50°N), (b) Indian summer monsoon (defined as meridional differences of the JJA 850 hPa zonal
winds averaged over 5°N to 15°N, 40°E to 80°E and 20°N to 30°N, 60°E to 90°E), (c) western North Pacific summer monsoon (defined as meridional differences of the JJA 850
hPa zonal winds averaged over 5°N to 15°N, 100°E to 130°E and 20°N to 30°N, 110°E to 140°E), (d) Australian summer monsoon (defined as December, January and February
(DJF) 850 hPa zonal wind anomalies averaged over 10°S to 0°, 120°E to 150°E). (See Wang et al. (2004) and Zhou et al. (2009c) for indices definitions.)

et al., 2007; Turner et al., 2007a; Kumar et al., 2011b; Sabade et al.,
2011). These results are generally confirmed by CMIP5 projections
(Chaturvedi et al., 2012). The projected changes in Indian monsoon
rainfall increase with the anthropogenic forcing among RCPs (May,
2011; see Figure 14.4; SAS).
In a suite of models that realistically simulate ENSO–monsoon relationships, normal monsoon years are likely to become less frequent
in the future, but there is no clear consensus about the occurrence of
extreme monsoon years (Turner and Annamalai, 2012). CMIP3 models
indicate ENSO–monsoon relationships to persist in the future (Kumar
et al., 2011b), but there is low confidence in the projection of ENSO
variability (Section 14.4). Sub-seasonal scale monsoon variability is
linked to the MJO but again the confidence in the future projection of
MJO remains low (Section 14.3.2).
CMIP5 models project an increase in mean precipitation as well as
its interannual variability and extremes (Figure 14.4; SAS). All models
project an increase in heavy precipitation events but disagree on CDD
changes. Regarding seasonality, model agreement is high on an earlier
onset and later retreat, and hence longer duration. The monsoon circulation weakens in the future (Figure 14.5; IND) but the precipitation
increases. Like the global monsoon (Section 14.2.1), the precipitation
increase is largely due to the increased moisture flux from ocean to
land.

14.2.2.2 East Asian Monsoon
The East Asian monsoon is characterized by a wet season and
southerly flow in summer and by dry cold northerly flow in winter.
The East Asian summer (EAS) monsoon circulation has experienced
an inter-decadal weakening from the 1960s to the 1980s (Hori et
al., 2007; Li et al., 2010a), associated with deficient rainfall in North
China and excessive rainfall in central East China along 30°N (Hu,
1997; Wang, 2001; Gong and Ho, 2002; Yu et al., 2004). The summer
monsoon circulation has begun to recover in recent decades (Liu et
al., 2012a; Zhu et al., 2012). The summer rainfall amount over East
Asia shows no clear trend during the 20th century (Zhang and Zhou,
2011), although significant trends may be found in local station
records (Wang et al., 2006). The winter monsoon circulation weakened
significantly after the 1980s (Wang et al., 2009a; Wang and Chen,
2010). See Supplementary Material Sections 14.SM.1.3 to 14.SM.1.7
for additional discussions of natural variability.
CMIP3 models show reasonable skill in simulating large-scale circulation of the EAS monsoon (Boo et al., 2011), but their performance is
poor in reproducing the monsoon rainband (Lin et al., 2008a; Li and
Zhou, 2011). Only a few CMIP3 models reproduce the Baiu rainband
(Ninomiya, 2012) and high-resolution models (Kitoh and K
 usunoki,
2008) show better performance than low resolution CMIP3 type
models in simulating the monsoon rainband (Kitoh and Kusunoki,
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2008). CMIP3 models show large uncertainties in projections of monsoon precipitation and circulation (Ding et al., 2007; Kripalani et al.,
2007a) but the simulation of interannual variability of the EAS monsoon circulation has improved from CMIP3 to CMIP5 (Sperber et al.,
2012). Climate change may bring a change in the position of the monsoon rain band (Li et al., 2010a).
CMIP5 projections indicate a likely increase in both the circulation
(Figure 14.5) and rainfall of the EAS monsoon (Figure 14.4) throughout
the 21st century. This is different from other Asian-Australian monsoon subsystems, where the increase in precipitation (Figure 14.4)
is generally associated with weakening monsoon circulation (Figure
14.5). Interannual variability of seasonal mean rainfall is very likely to
increase except for RCP2.6 (Figure 14.4). Heavy precipitation events
(SDII and R5d) are also very likely to increase. CMIP5 models project
an earlier monsoon onset and longer duration but the spread among
models is large (Figure 14.4).

14.2.2.3 Maritime Continent Monsoon
Interaction between land and water characterizes the Maritime Continent region located between the Asian continent and Australia. It
provides a land bridge along which maximum convection marches
from the Asian summer monsoon regime (generally peaking in June,
July and August) to the Australian summer monsoon system (generally
peaking in December, January and February).
Phenomena such as the MJO (Tangang et al., 2008; Section 14.3.2;
Hidayat and Kizu, 2010; Salahuddin and Curtis, 2011), and ENSO (Aldrian and Djamil, 2008; Moron et al., 2010; Section 14.4) influence Maritime Continent Monsoon variability. Rainfall extremes in the Maritime
Continent are strongly influenced by diurnal rainfall variability (Qian,
2008; Qian et al., 2010a; Robertson et al., 2011; Ward et al., 2011) as
well as the MJO. There have been no obvious trends in extreme rainfall
indices in Indonesia, except evidence of a decrease in some areas in
annual rainfall and an increase in the ratio of the wet to dry season
rainfall (Aldrian and Djamil, 2008).
Modelling the Maritime Continent monsoon is a challenge because
of the coarse resolution of contemporary large-scale coupled climate
models (Aldrian and Djamil, 2008; Qian, 2008). Most CMIP3 models
tend to simulate increasing precipitation in the tropical central Pacific
but declining trends over the Maritime Continent for June to August
(Ose and Arakawa, 2011), consistent with a decreasing zonal SST gradient across the equatorial Pacific and a weakening Walker Circulation
(Collins et al., 2010). Projections of CMIP5 models are consistent with
those of CMIP3 models, with decreasing precipitation during boreal
summer and increasing precipitation during boreal winter, but model
agreement is not high (Figures AI.66-67; Figure 12.22, but see also
Figure 14.27).

14.2.2.4 Australian Monsoon

14

Some indices of the Australian summer monsoon (Wang et al., 2004; Li
et al., 2012a) show a clear post-1980 reduction, but another index by
Kajikawa et al. (2010) does not fully exhibit this change. Over northwest Australia, summer rainfall has increased by more than 50% (Rot1232

stayn et al., 2007; Shi et al., 2008b; Smith et al., 2008), whereas over
northeast Australia, summer rainfall has decreased markedly since
around 1980 (Li et al., 2012a).
Models in general show skill in representing the gross spatial characteristics of Australian monsoon summer precipitation (Moise et al.,
2005). Further, atmospheric General Circulation Models (GCMs) forced
by SST anomalies can skilfully reproduce monsoon-related zonal wind
variability over recent decades (Zhou et al., 2009a). Recent analysis of
the skill of a suite of CMIP3 models showed a good representation in
the ensemble mean, but a very large range of biases across individual models (more than a factor of 6; Colman et al., 2011). Most CMIP
models have biases in monsoon seasonality, but CMIP5 models generally perform better than CMIP3 (Jourdain et al., 2013).
In climate change projections, overall changes in tropical Australian
rainfall are small, with substantial uncertainties (Figure 14.4; Moise et
al., 2012; see also Figure 14.27). Using a group of CMIP5 models that
exhibit a realistic present-day climatology, most projections using the
RCP8.5 scenario produced 5% to 20% more monsoon rainfall by the
late 21st century compared to the pre-industrial period (Jourdain et
al., 2013). Most CMIP3 model projections suggest delayed monsoon
onset and reduced monsoon duration over northern Australia. Weaker
model agreement is seen over the interior of the Australian continent,
where ensembles show an approximate 7-day delay of both the onset
and retreat with little change in duration (Zhang et al., 2013a). CMIP5
model agreement in changes of monsoon precipitation seasonality is
low (Figure 14.4).

14.2.2.5 Western North Pacific Monsoon
The western North Pacific summer monsoon (WNPSM) occupies a
broad oceanic region of the South China and Philippine Seas, featuring
a monsoon trough and a subtropical anticyclonic ridge to the north
(Zhang and Wang, 2008).
The western North Pacific monsoon does not show any trend during
1950–1999. Since the late 1970s, the correlation has strengthened
between interannual variability in the western North Pacific monsoon
and ENSO (Section 14.4), a change mediated by Indian Ocean SST
(Huang et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2010a). This occurred despite a weakening of the Indian monsoon–ENSO correlation in this period (Wang et
al., 2008a).
CMIP5 models project little change in western North Pacific monsoon
circulation (Figure 14.5) but enhanced precipitation (Figures AI.66-67;
Figure 12.22; but see also Figure 14.24) due to increased moisture convergence (Chapter 12).

14.2.3

American Monsoons

The American monsoons, the North America Monsoon System (NAMS)
and the South America Monsoon System (SAMS), are associated with
large inter-seasonal differences in precipitation, humidity and atmospheric circulation (Vera et al., 2006; Marengo et al., 2010a). NAMS
and SAMS indices are often, though not always, defined in terms of
precipitation characteristics (Wang and LinHo, 2002).
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Figure 14.6 | As in Figure 14.4, except for (upper) North America Monsoon System (NAMS) and (lower) South America Monsoon System (SAMS).

14.2.3.1 North America Monsoon System
The warm season precipitation in northern Mexico and the southwestern USA is strongly influenced by the NAMS. It has been difficult to
simulate many important NAMS-related phenomenon in global climate models (Castro et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2008b; Cerezo-Mota et al.,
2011), though the models capture gross-scale features associated with
the NAMS seasonal cycle (Liang et al., 2008b; Gutzler, 2009). See Supplementary Material Section 14.SM.1.8 for a more detailed discussion
of NAMS dynamics.
In the NAMS core region, no distinct precipitation trends have been
seen over the last half of the 20th century (Anderson et al., 2010;
Arriaga-Ramirez and Cavazos, 2010), due to countervailing trends in
increasing intensity and decreasing frequency of events, as well as
the decreasing length of the monsoon season itself (Englehart and
Douglas, 2006). However, monsoonal stream flow in western Mexico
has been decreasing, possibly as a result of changing precipitation
characteristics or antecedent hydrological conditions rather than overall precipitation amounts (Gochis et al., 2007). There has also been
a systematic delay in monsoon onset, peak and termination (Grantz
et al., 2007) as well as an increase in extreme precipitation events
associated with land-falling hurricanes (Cavazos et al., 2008). Finally,
positive trends in NAMS precipitation amounts have been detected
in the northern fringes of the core area, that is, Arizona and western
New Mexico (Anderson et al., 2010), consistent with northward NAMS
expansion during relatively warm periods in the Holocene (Petersen,

1994; Mock and Brunelle-Daines, 1999; Harrison et al., 2003; Poore et
al., 2005; Metcalfe et al., 2010).
Over the coming century, CMIP5 simulations generally project a precipitation reduction in the core zone of the monsoon (Figures AI.27 and
Figure 14.6), but this signal is not particularly consistent across models,
even under the RCP8.5 scenario (Cook and Seager, 2013). Thus confidence in projections of monsoon precipitation changes is currently
low. CMIP5 models have no consensus on future changes of monsoon
timing (Figure 14.6). Temperature increases are consistently projected in all models (Annex I). This will likely increase the frequency of
extreme summer temperatures (Diffenbaugh and Ashfaq, 2010; Anderson, 2011; Duffy and Tebaldi, 2012), together with projected increase
in consecutive dry days (Figure 14.6).

14.2.3.2 South America Monsoon System
The SAMS mainly influences precipitation in the South American tropics and subtropics (Figure 14.1). The main characteristics of SAMS
onset are increased humidity flux from the Atlantic Ocean over northern South America, an eastward shift of the subtropical high, strong
northwesterly moisture flux east of the tropical Andes, and establishment of the Bolivian High (Raia and Cavalcanti, 2008; Marengo et al.,
2010a; Silva and Kousky, 2012). Recent SAMS indices have been calculated based on different variables, such as a large scale index (Silva
and Carvalho, 2007), moisture flux (Raia and Cavalcanti, 2008), and
wind (Gan et al., 2006), in addition to precipitation (Nieto-Ferreira and
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Rickenbach, 2010; Seth et al., 2010; Kitoh et al., 2013). As seen below,
conclusions regarding SAMS changes can depend on the index chosen.
SAMS duration and amplitude obtained from the observed large-scale
index have both increased in the last 32 years (Jones and Carvalho,
2013). Increase of extreme precipitation and consecutive dry days have
been observed in the SAMS region from 1969 to 2009 (Skansi et al.,
2013). The overall annual cycle of precipitation in the SAMS region,
including SAMS onset and demise, is generally well represented by
models (Bombardi and Carvalho, 2009; Seth et al., 2010; Kitoh et al.,
2013). Extreme precipitation indices in SAMS region are also well simulated by CMIP5 models (Kitoh et al., 2013). CMIP5 models subjected
to historical forcing show increases in SAMS amplitude, earlier onset
and later demise during the 1951–2005 period (Jones and Carvalho,
2013). Using a precipitation based index, precipitation increases in
austral summer but decreases in austral spring, indicating delayed
SAMS onset in the CMIP3 projections (Seth et al., 2011). CMIP5 projections based on the global precipitation index (Section 14.2.1) consistently show small precipitation increases and little change in onset and
retreat (Kitoh et al., 2013; Figure 14.6). On the other hand, when using
a different index, earlier onsets and later demises and thus, longer
duration of the SAMS by the end of the 21st century (2081–2100) has
been found (Jones and Carvalho, 2013). Thus there is medium confidence that SAMS overall precipitation will remain unchanged. The
different estimates of changes in timing underscores potential uncertainties related to SAMS timing due to differences in SAMS indices. The
models do show significant and robust increases in extreme precipitation indices in the SAMS region, such as seasonal maximum 5-day
precipitation total and number of consecutive dry days (Figure 14.6),
leading to medium confidence in projections of these characteristics.

14.2.4 African Monsoon
In Africa, monsoon circulation affects precipitation in West Africa
where notable upper air flow reversals are observed. East and south
African precipitation is generally described by variations in the tropical convergence zone rather than as a monsoon feature. This section
covers the West African monsoon, and Section 14.8.7 also covers the
latter two regions.
The West African monsoon develops during northern spring and
summer, with a rapid northward jump of the rainfall belt from along
the Gulf of Guinea at 5°N in May to June to the Sahel at 10°N in July
to August. Factors influencing the West African monsoon include interannual to decadal variations, land processes and the direct response to
radiative forcing. Cross-equatorial tropical Atlantic SST patterns influence the monsoon flow and moistening of the boundary layer, so that
a colder northern tropical Atlantic induces negative rainfall anomalies
(Biasutti et al., 2008; Giannini et al., 2008; Xue et al., 2010; Rowell,
2011).
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In CMIP3 simulations, rainfall is projected to decrease in the early part
but increase towards the end of the rainy season, implying a small
delay in the monsoon season and an intensification of late-season rains
(Biasutti and Sobel, 2009; Biasutti et al., 2009; Seth et al., 2010). CMIP5
models, on the other hand, simulate the variability of tropical Atlantic
SST patterns with little credibility (Section 9.4.2.5.2) and model resolu1234

tion is known to limit the ability to capture the mesoscale ‘squall line’
systems that form a central element in the maintenance of the rainy
season (Ruti and Dell’Aquila, 2010; see also Section 14.8.7). Therefore,
projections of the West African monsoon rainfall appear to be uncertain, reflected by considerable model deficiencies and spread in the
projections (Figure 14.7). Note that this figure is based on a somewhat
eastward extended area for the West African monsoon (NAF in Figure
14.3), seen as a component of the global monsoon system (Section
14.2.1). The limitations of model simulations in the region arising from
the lack of convective organization (Kohler et al., 2010) leading to the
underestimation of interannual variability (Scaife et al., 2009) imply
that confidence in projections of the African monsoon is low.
The limited information that could be deduced from CMIP3 has not
improved much in CMIP5. Figure 14.7 largely confirms the findings
based on CMIP3. The CMIP5 model ensemble projects a modest
change in the onset date (depending on the scenario) and a small
delay in the retreat date, leading to a small increase in the duration
of the rainy season. The delay in the monsoon retreat is larger in the
high-end emission scenarios. The interannual variance and the 5-day
rain intensity show a robust increase, while a small increase in dry day
periods is less significant.

14.2.5

Assessment Summary

It is projected that global monsoon precipitation will likely strengthen
in the 21st century with increase in its area and intensity while the
monsoon circulation weakens. Precipitation extremes including precipitation intensity and consecutive dry days are likely to increase at
higher rates than those of mean precipitation. Overall, CMIP5 models
project that the monsoon onset will be earlier or not change much
and the monsoon retreat dates will delay, resulting in a lengthening
of the monsoon season. Such features are likely to occur in most of
Asian-Australian Monsoon regions.
There is medium confidence that overall precipitation associated with
the Asian-Australian monsoon will increase but with a north-south
asymmetry: Indian and East Asian monsoon precipitation is projected
to increase, while projected changes in Australian summer monsoon
precipitation are small. There is medium confidence that the Indian
summer monsoon circulation will weaken, but this is compensated by
increased atmospheric moisture content, leading to more precipitation. For the East Asian summer monsoon, both monsoon circulation
and precipitation are projected to increase. There is low confidence
that over the Maritime Continent boreal summer rainfall will decrease
and boreal winter rainfall will increase. There is low confidence that
changes in the tropical Australian monsoon rainfall are small. There
is low confidence that Western North Pacific summer monsoon circulation changes are small, but with increased rainfall due to enhanced
moisture. There is medium confidence in an increase of Indian summer
monsoon rainfall and its extremes throughout the 21st century under
all RCP scenarios. Their percentage change ratios are the largest and
model agreement is highest among all monsoon regions.
There is low confidence in projections of American monsoon precipitation changes but there is high confidence in increases of precipitation extremes, of wet days and consecutive dry days. There is medium
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Figure 14.7 | As in Figure 14.4, except for (upper) North Africa (NAF) and (lower) South Africa (SAF).

confidence in precipitation associated with the NAMS will arrive later
in the annual cycle, and persist longer. Projections of changes in the
timing and duration of the SAMS remain uncertain. There is high confidence in the expansion of SAMS, resulting from increased temperature
and humidity.
Based on how models represent known drivers of the West African
monsoon, there is low confidence in projections of its future development based on CMIP5. Confidence is low in projections of a small delay
in the onset of the West African rainy season with an intensification of
late-season rains.

14.3

Tropical Phenomena

14.3.1

Convergence Zones

Section 7.6 presents a radiative perspective of changes in convection
(including the differences between GHG and aerosol forcings), and Section 12.4.5.2 discusses patterns of precipitation change on the global
scale. The emphasis here is on regional aspects of tropical changes.
Tropical convection over the oceans, averaged for a month or longer,
is organized into long and narrow convergence zones, often anchored
by SST structures. Latent heat release in convection drives atmospheric circulation and affects global climate. In model experiments where
spatially uniform SST warming is imposed, precipitation increases in
these tropical convergence zones (Xie et al., 2010b), following the
‘wet-get-wetter’ paradigm (Held and Soden, 2006). On the flanks of

a convergence zone, rainfall may decrease because of the increased
horizontal gradient in specific humidity and the resultant increase in
dry advection into the convergence zone (Neelin et al., 2003).
Although these arguments based on moist atmospheric dynamics call
for changes in tropical convection to be organized around the climatological rain band, studies since AR4 show that such changes in a
warmer climate also depend on the spatial pattern of SST warming.
As a result of the SST pattern effect, rainfall change does not generally
project onto the climatological convergence zones, especially for the
annual mean. In CMIP3/5 model projections, annual rainfall change
over tropical oceans follows a ‘warmer-get-wetter’ pattern, increasing where the SST warming exceeds the tropical mean and vice versa
(Figure 14.8, Xie et al., 2010b; Sobel and Camargo, 2011; Chadwick et
al., 2013). Differences among models in the SST warming pattern are
an important source of uncertainty in rainfall projections, accounting
for a third of inter-model variability in annual precipitation change in
the tropics (Ma and Xie, 2013).
Figure 14.8 presents selected indices for several robust patterns of SST
warming for RCP8.5. They include greater warming in the NH than in
the Southern Hemisphere (SH), a pattern favouring rainfall increase at
locations north of the equator and decreases to the south (Friedman et
al., 2013); enhanced equatorial warming (Liu et al., 2005) that anchors
a pronounced rainfall increase in the equatorial Pacific; reduced warming in the subtropical Southeast Pacific that weakens convection there;
decreased zonal SST gradient across the equatorial Pacific (see Section 14.4) and increased westward SST gradient across the equatorial
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Indian Ocean (see Section 14.3.3) that together contribute to the
weakened Walker cells.
Changes in tropical convection affect the pattern of SST change
(Chou et al., 2005) and such atmospheric and oceanic perturbations
are inherently coupled. The SST pattern effect dominates the annual
rainfall change while the wet-get-wetter effect becomes important for
seasonal mean rainfall in the summer hemisphere (Huang et al., 2013).
This is equivalent to an increase in the annual range of precipitation
in a warmer climate (Chou et al., 2013). Given uncertainties in SST
warming pattern, the confidence is generally higher for seasonal than
annual mean changes in tropical rainfall.

2007) and extratropical influences (Kang et al., 2008; Fučkar et al.,
2013). Many models show an unrealistic double-ITCZ pattern over the
tropical Pacific and Atlantic, with excessive rainfall south of the equator (Section 9.4.2.5.1). This bias needs to be kept in mind in assessing
ITCZ changes in model projections, especially for boreal spring when
the model biases are largest.
The global zonal mean ITCZ migrates back and forth across the equator
following the sun. In CMIP5, seasonal mean rainfall is projected to
increase on the equatorward flank of the ITCZ (Figure 14.9). The co-migration of rainfall increase with the ITCZ is due to the wet-get-wetter
effect while the equatorward displacement is due to the SST pattern
effect (Huang et al., 2013).

14.3.1.1 Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone
14.3.1.2 South Pacific Convergence Zone
The Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) is a zonal band of persistent low-level convergence, atmospheric convection, and heavy rainfall.
Over the Atlantic and eastern half of the Pacific, the ITCZ is displaced
north of the equator due to ocean–atmosphere interaction (Xie et al.,

The South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ, Widlansky et al., 2011)
extends southeastward from the tropical western Pacific to French Polynesia and the SH mid-latitudes, contributing most of the yearly rainfall
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Figure 14.8 | (Upper panel) Annual mean precipitation percentage change (dP/P in green/gray shade and white contours at 20% intervals), and relative SST change (colour
contours at intervals of 0.2°C; negative dashed) to the tropical (20°S to 20°N) mean warming in RCP8.5 projections, shown as 23 CMIP5 model ensemble mean. (Lower panel) Sea
surface temperature (SST) warming pattern indices in the 23-model RCP8.5 ensemble, shown as the 2081–2100 minus 1986–2005 difference. From left: Northern (EQ to 60°N)
minus Southern (60°S to EQ) Hemisphere; equatorial (120°E to 60°W, 5°S to 5°N) and Southeast (130°W to 70°W, 30°S to 15°S) Pacific relative to the tropical mean warming;
zonal SST gradient in the equatorial Pacific (120°E to 180°E minus 150°W to 90°W, 5°S to 5°N) and Indian (50°E to 70°E, 10°S to 10°N minus 90°E to 110°S, 10°S to EQ) Oceans.
(Rightmost) Spatial correlation (r) between relative SST change and precipitation percentage change (dP/P) in the tropics (20°S to 20°N) in each model. (The spatial correlation for
the multi-model ensemble mean fields in the upper panel is 0.63). The circle and error bar indicate the ensemble mean and ±1 standard deviation, respectively. The upper panel is
a CMIP5 update of Ma and Xie (2013), and see text for indices in the lower panel.
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SPCZ events would have major implications for regional climate, possibly leading to longer dry spells in the southwest Pacific.

14.3.1.3 South Atlantic Convergence Zone
The South Atlantic Convergence Zone (SACZ) extends from the Amazon
region through southeastern Brazil towards the Atlantic Ocean during
austral summer (Cunningham and Cavalcanti, 2006; Carvalho et al.,
2011; de Oliveira Vieira et al., 2013). Floods or dry conditions in southeastern Brazil are often related to SACZ variability (Muza et al., 2009;
Lima et al., 2010; Vasconcellos and Cavalcanti, 2010). A subset of CMIP
models simulate the SACZ (Vera and Silvestri, 2009; Seth et al., 2010;
Yin et al., 2012) and its variability as a dipolar structure (Junquas et al.,
2012; Cavalcanti and Shimizu, 2012).

(

)

Figure 14.9 | Seasonal cycle of zonal mean tropical precipitation change (2081–2100
in RCP8.5 minus 1986–2005) in CMIP5 multi-model ensemble (MME) mean. Eighteen
CMIP5 models were used. Stippling indicates that more than 90% models agree on the
sign of MME change. The red curve represents the meridional maximum of the climatological rainfall. (Adapted from Huang et al., 2013.)

to the many South Pacific island nations under its influence. The SPCZ
is most pronounced during austral summer (December, January and
February (DJF)).

A southward displacement of SACZ and intensification of the southern
centre of the precipitation dipole are suggested in projections of CMIP3
and CMIP5 models (Seth et al., 2010; Junquas et al., 2012; Cavalcanti
and Shimizu, 2012). This displacement is consistent with the increased
precipitation over southeastern South America, south of 25°S, projected for the second half of the 21st century, in CMIP3, CMIP5 and regional models (Figure AI.34, Figure 14.21). It is also consistent with the
southward displacement of the Atlantic subtropical high (Seth et al.,
2010) related to the southward expansion of the Hadley Cell (Lu et al.,
2007). Pacific SST warming and the strengthening of the Pacific–South
American (PSA)-like wave train (Section 14.6.2) are potential mechanisms for changes in the dipolar pattern resulting in SACZ change
(Junquas et al., 2012). This change is also supported by the intensification and increased frequency of the low level jet over South America in
future projections (Soares and Marengo, 2009; Seth et al., 2010).

14.3.2

Madden–Julian Oscillation

Zonal and meridional SST gradients, trade wind strength, and subsidence over the eastern Pacific are important mechanisms for SPCZ
orientation and variability (Takahashi and Battisti, 2007; Lintner and
Neelin, 2008; Vincent et al., 2011; Widlansky et al., 2011). Many GCMs
simulate the SPCZ as lying east–west, giving a ‘double-ITCZ’ structure
and missing the southeastward orientation (Brown et al., 2012a).

The MJO is the dominant mode of tropical intraseasonal (20 to 100
days) variability (Zhang, 2005). The MJO modulates tropical cyclone
activity (Frank and Roundy, 2006), contributes to intraseasonal fluctuations of the monsoons (Maloney and Shaman, 2008), and excites teleconnection patterns outside the tropics (L’Heureux and Higgins, 2008;
Lin et al., 2009). Simulation of the MJO by GCMs remains challenging,
but with some improvements made in recent years (Section 9.5.2.3).

The majority of CMIP models simulate increased austral summer mean
precipitation in the SPCZ, with decreased precipitation at the eastern
edge of the SPCZ (Brown et al., 2012a; Brown et al., 2012b). The position of the SPCZ varies on interannual to decadal time scales, shifting
northeast in response to El Niño (Folland et al., 2002; Vincent et al.,
2011). Strong El Niño events induce a zonally oriented SPCZ located well northeast of its average position, while more moderate ENSO
(Section 14.4) events are associated with movement of the SPCZ to the
northeast or southwest, without a change in its orientation.

Possible changes in the MJO in a future warmer climate have just
begun to be explored with models that simulate the phenomenon. In
the Max Planck Institute Earth System Model, MJO variance increases appreciably with increasing warming (Schubert et al., 2013). The
change in MJO variance is highly sensitive to the spatial pattern of SST
warming (Maloney and Xie, 2013). In light of the low skill in simulating
MJO, and its sensitive to SST warming pattern, which in itself is subject
to large uncertainties, it is currently not possible to assess how the
MJO will change in a warmer climate.

Models from both CMIP3 and CMIP5 that simulate the SPCZ well show
a consistent tendency towards much more frequent zonally oriented
SPCZ events in future (Cai et al., 2012b). The mechanism appears to be
associated with a reduction in near-equatorial meridional SST gradient,
a robust feature of modelled SST response to anthropogenic forcing
(Widlansky et al., 2013). An increased frequency of zonally oriented

14.3.3

Indian Ocean Modes

The tropical Indian Ocean SST exhibits two modes of interannual variability (Schott et al., 2009; Deser et al., 2010b): the Indian Ocean Basin
(IOB) mode featuring a basin-wide structure of the same sign, and the
Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) mode with largest amplitude in the e astern
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Indian Ocean off Indonesia, and weaker anomalies of the opposite
polarity over the rest of the basin (Box 2.5). Both modes are statistically significantly correlated with ENSO (Section 14.4). CMIP models
simulate both modes well (Section 9.5.3.4.2).
The formation of IOB is linked to ENSO via an atmospheric bridge and
surface heat flux adjustment (Klein et al., 1999; Alexander et al., 2002).
Ocean–atmosphere interactions within the Indian Ocean are important for the long persistence of this mode (Izumo et al., 2008; Wu et
al., 2008; Du et al., 2009). The basin mode affects the termination of
ENSO events (Kug and Kang, 2006), it induces coherent atmospheric
anomalies in the summer following El Niño (Xie et al., 2009), including
supressed convection (Wang et al., 2003) and reduced tropical cyclone
activity (Du et al., 2011) over the Northwest Pacific and anomalous
rainfall over East Asia (Huang et al., 2004).
IOD develops in July to November and involves Bjerknes feedback
between zonal SST gradient, zonal wind and thermocline tilt along the
equator (Saji et al., 1999; Webster et al., 1999). A positive IOD event
(with negative SST anomalies off Sumatra) is associated with droughts
in Indonesia, reduced rainfall over Australia, intensified Indian summer
monsoon, increased precipitation in East Africa and anomalous conditions in the extratropical SH (Yamagata et al., 2004). Most CMIP3
models are able to reproduce the general features of the IOD, including
its phase lock onto the July to November season, while detailed analysis of CMIP5 simulations are not yet available (Section 9.5.3.4.2)

The projected changes over the equatorial Indian Ocean include easterly wind anomalies, a shoaling thermocline (Vecchi and Soden, 2007a;
Du and Xie, 2008) and reduced SST warming in the east (Stowasser et
al., 2009), a result confirmed by CMIP5 multi-model analysis (Zheng
et al., 2013; Figure 14.10). The change in zonal SST gradient, in turn,
reinforces the easterly wind change, indicative of a positive feedback
between them as envisioned by Bjerknes (1969). This coupled pattern
is most pronounced during July to November, and is broadly consistent
with the observed changes in the equatorial Indian Ocean.
In one CMIP3 model, the IOB mode and its capacitor effect persist
longer, through summer into early fall towards the end of the century
(2081–2100, Zheng et al., 2011). This increased persistence intensifies
ENSO’s influence on the Northwest Pacific summer monsoon. The confidence level of this relationship is low due to the lack of multi-model
studies.
The IOD variability in SST remains nearly unchanged in future projections of CMIP3 and CMIP5 (Ihara et al., 2009; Figure 14.11a) despite
the easterly wind change that lifts the thermocline (Figure 14.10b)
and intensifies thermocline feedback on SST in the eastern equatorial
Indian Ocean. The global increase in atmospheric dry static stability
weakens the atmospheric response to zonal SST gradient changes,

Latitude

Basin-mean SST has risen steadily for much of the 20th century, a trend
captured by CMIP3 20th century simulations (Alory et al., 2007). The
SST increase over the North Indian Ocean since about 1930 is noticeably weaker than for the rest of the basin. This spatial pattern is suggestive of the effects of reduced surface solar radiation due to Asian
brown clouds (Chung and Ramanathan, 2006) and it affects Arabian

Sea cyclones (Evan et al., 2011b). In the equatorial Indian Ocean, coral
isotope records off Indonesia indicate a reduced SST warming and/or
increased salinity during the 20th century (Abram et al., 2008). From
ship-borne surface measurements, an easterly wind change especially
during July to October has been observed over the past six decades, a
result consistent with a reduction of marine cloudiness in the east and
a decreasing precipitation trend over the maritime continent (Tokinaga
et al., 2012). Atmospheric reanalysis products have difficulty representing these changes (Han et al., 2010).

(mm per month)

14

Longitude

Figure 14.10 | September to November changes in a 22-model CMIP5 ensemble (2081–2100 in RCP8.5 minus 1986–2005 in historical run). (a) Sea surface temperature (SST,
colour contours at 0.1°C intervals) relative to the tropical mean (20°S to 20°N), and precipitation (shading and white contours at 20 mm per month intervals). (b) Surface wind velocity
(m s–1), and sea surface height deviation from the global mean (contours, centimetres). Over the equatorial Indian Ocean, ocean–atmospheric changes form Bjerknes feedback, with
the reduced SST warming and suppressed convection in the east. (Updated with CMIP5 from Xie et al., 2010b.)
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Figure 14.11 | CMIP5 multi-model ensemble mean standard deviations of interannual variability for September to November in pre-industrial (PiControl; blue bars) and RCP8.5
(red) runs: (a) the Indian Ocean dipole index defined as the western (50°E to 70°E, 10°S to 10°N) minus eastern (90°E to 110°E, 10°S to 0°) SST difference; (b) zonal wind in the
central equatorial Indian Ocean (70°E to 90°E, 5°S to 5°N); and (c) sea surface height in the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean (90°E to 110°E, 10°S to 0°). The standard deviation
is normalized by the pre-industrial (PiControl) value for each model before ensemble average. Blue box-and-whisker plots show the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th percentiles of
51-year windows for PiControl, representing natural variability. Red box-and-whisker plots represent inter-model variability for RCP8.5, based on the nearest rank. (Adapted from
Zheng et al., 2013.)

countering the enhanced thermocline feedback (Zheng et al., 2010).
The weakened atmospheric feedback is reflected in a decrease in IOD
variance in both zonal wind and the thermocline depth (Zheng et al.,
2013; Figure 14.11b, c ).

14.3.4

Atlantic Ocean Modes

The Atlantic features a northward-displaced ITCZ (Section 14.3.1.1),
and a cold tongue that develops in boreal summer. Climate models
generally fail to simulate these characteristics of tropical Atlantic climate (Section 9.5.3.3). The biases severely limit model skill in simulating modes of Atlantic climate variability and in projecting future
climate change in the Atlantic sector. In-depth analysis of the CMIP5
projections of Atlantic Ocean Modes has not yet been fully explored,
but see Section 12.4.3.
The inter-hemispheric SST gradient displays pronounced interannual to
decadal variability (Box 2.5, Figure 2), referred to as the Atlantic meridional mode (AMM; Servain et al., 1999; Chiang and Vimont, 2004; Xie
and Carton, 2004). A thermodynamic feedback between surface winds,
evaporation and SST (WES; Xie and Philander, 1994) is fundamental to
the AMM (Chang et al., 2006). This mode affects precipitation in northeastern Brazil by displacing the ITCZ (Servain et al., 1999; Chiang and
Vimont, 2004; Xie and Carton, 2004), and Atlantic hurricane activity
(Vimont and Kossin, 2007; Smirnov and Vimont, 2011).
The Atlantic Niño mode represents interannual variability in the equatorial cold tongue, akin to ENSO (Box 2.5, Figure 2). Bjerknes feedback
is considered important for energizing the mode (Zebiak, 1993; Carton
and Huang, 1994; Keenlyside and Latif, 2007). This mode affects the
West Africa Monsoon (Vizy and Cook, 2002; Giannini et al., 2003).

Over the past century, the Atlantic has experienced a pronounced
and persistent warming trend. The warming has brought detectable
changes in atmospheric circulation and rainfall patterns in the region.
In particular, the ITCZ has shifted southward and land precipitation
has increased over the equatorial Amazon, equatorial West Africa, and
along the Guinea coast, while it has decreased over the Sahel (Deser
et al., 2010a; Tokinaga and Xie, 2011; see also Sections 2.5 and 2.7 ).
Atlantic Niño variability has weakened by 40% in amplitude from 1960
to 1999, associated with a weakening of the equatorial cold tongue
(Tokinaga and Xie, 2011).
The CMIP3 20th century climate simulations generally capture the
warming trend of the basin-averaged SST over the tropical Atlantic. A
majority of the models also seem to capture the secular trend in the
tropical Atlantic SST inter-hemispheric gradient and, as a result, the
southward shift of the Atlantic ITCZ over the past century (Chang et
al., 2011).
Many CMIP3 model simulations with the A1B emission scenario show
only minor changes in the SST variance associated with the AMM.
However, the few models that give the best AMM simulation over the
20th century project a weakening in future AMM activity (Breugem et
al., 2006), possibly due to the northward shift of the ITCZ (Breugem
et al., 2007). At present, model projections of future change in AMM
activity is considered highly uncertain because of the poorly simulated Atlantic ITCZ. In fact, uncertainty in projected changes in Atlantic
meridional SST gradient limits the confidence in regional climate projections surrounding the tropical Atlantic Ocean (Good et al., 2008).
A majority of CMIP3 models forced with the A1B emission scenario
project no major change in Atlantic Niño activity in the 21st century,
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while a few models project a sizable decrease in future activity (Breugem et al., 2006).
CMIP5 projections show an accelerated SST warming over much of the
tropical Atlantic (Figure 12.11). RCP8.5 projections of the inter-hemispheric SST gradient change within the basin, however, are not consistent among CMIP5 models as future GHG increase dominates over the
anthropogenic aerosol effect.

14.3.5 Assessment Summary
There is medium confidence that annual rainfall changes over tropical oceans follow a ‘warmer-get-wetter’ pattern, increasing where the
SST warming exceeds the tropical mean and vice versa. One third of
inter-model differences in precipitation projection are due to those in
SST pattern. The SST pattern effect on precipitation change is a new
finding since AR4.
The wet-get-wetter effect is more obvious in the seasonal than annual
rainfall change in the tropics. Confidence is generally higher in seasonal than in annual mean changes in tropical precipitation. There is
medium confidence that seasonal rainfall will increase on the equatorward flank of the current ITCZ; that the frequency of zonally oriented
SPCZ events will increase, with the SPCZ lying well to the northeast
of its average position during those events; and that the SACZ shifts
southwards, in conjunction with the southward displacement of the
South Atlantic subtropical high, leading to an increase in precipitation
over southeastern South America.
Owing to models’ ability to reproduce general features of IOD and
agreement on future projections, it is likely that the tropical Indian
Ocean will feature a zonal pattern with reduced (enhanced) warming and decreased (increased) rainfall in the east (west), a pattern
especially pronounced during August to November. The Indian Ocean
dipole mode will very likely remain active, with interannual variability
unchanged in SST but decreasing in thermocline depth. There is low
confidence in changes in the summer persistence of the Indian Ocean
SST response to ENSO and in ENSO’s influence on summer climate over
the Northwest Pacific and East Asia.

14.4

The ENSO is a coupled ocean–atmosphere phenomenon naturally
occurring at the interannual time scale over the tropical Pacific (see
Box 2.5, Supplementary Material Section 14.SM.2, and Figure 14.12).

14.4.1

There is low confidence in how MJO will change in the future due to
the poor skill of models in simulating MJO and the sensitivity of its
change to SST warming patterns that are themselves subject to large
uncertainties in the projections.

14
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Tropical Pacific Mean State

SST in the western tropical Pacific has increased by up to 1.5°C per century, and the warm pool has expanded (Liu and Huang, 2000; Huang
and Liu, 2001; Cravatte et al., 2009). Studies disagree on how the east–
west SST gradient along the equator has changed, some showing a
strengthening (Cane et al., 1997; Hansen et al., 2006; Karnauskas et al.,
2009; An et al., 2011) and others showing a weakening (Deser et al.,
2010a; Tokinaga et al., 2012), because of observational uncertainties
associated with limited data sampling, changing measurement techniques, and analysis procedures. Most CMIP3 and CMIP5 models also
disagree on the response of zonal SST gradient across the equatorial
Pacific (Yeh et al., 2012).
The Pacific Ocean warms more near the equator than in the subtropics
in CMIP3 and CMIP5 projections (Liu et al., 2005; Gastineau and Soden,
2009; Widlansky et al., 2013; Figure 14.12) because of the difference
in evaporative damping (Xie et al., 2010b). Other oceanic changes
include a basin-wide thermocline shoaling (Vecchi and Soden, 2007a;
DiNezio et al., 2009; Collins et al., 2010; Figure 14.12), a weakening of
surface currents, and a slight upward shift and strengthening of the
equatorial undercurrent (Luo and Rothstein, 2011; Sen Gupta et al.,
2012). A weakening of tropical atmosphere circulation during the 20th
century was documented in observations and reanalyses (Vecchi et al.,
2006; Zhang and Song, 2006; Vecchi and Soden, 2007a; Bunge and
Clarke, 2009; Karnauskas et al., 2009; Yu and Zwiers, 2010; Tokinaga
et al., 2012) and in CMIP models (Vecchi and Soden, 2007a; Gastineau
and Soden, 2009). The Pacific Walker Circulation, however, intensified
during the most recent two decades (Mitas and Clement, 2005; Liu and
Curry, 2006; Mitas and Clement, 2006; Sohn and Park, 2010; Li and
Ren, 2012; Zahn and Allan, 2011; Zhang et al., 2011a), illustrating the
effects of natural variability.

14.4.2
The observed SST warming in the tropical Atlantic represents a reduction in spatial variation in climatology: the warming is weaker north
than south of the equator; and the equatorial cold tongue weakens
both in the mean and interannual variability. There is low confidence
in projected changes over the tropical Atlantic, both for the mean and
interannual modes, because of large errors in model simulations of
current climate.

El Niño-Southern Oscillation

El Niño Changes over Recent Decades and
in the Future

The amplitude modulation of ENSO at longer time scales has been
observed in reconstructed instrumental records (Gu and Philander,
1995; Wang, 1995; Mitchell and Wallace, 1996; Wang and Wang, 1996;
Power et al., 1999; An and Wang, 2000; Yeh and Kirtman, 2005; Power
and Smith, 2007; Section 5.4.1), in proxy records (Cobb et al., 2003;
Braganza et al., 2009; Li et al., 2011c; Yan et al., 2011), and is also
simulated by coupled GCMs (Lau et al., 2008; Wittenberg, 2009). Some
studies have suggested that the modulation was due to changes in
mean climate conditions in the tropical Pacific (An and Wang, 2000;
Fedorov and Philander, 2000; Wang and An, 2001, 2002; Li et al.,
2011c), as observed since the 1980s (An and Jin, 2000; An and Wang,
2000; Fedorov and Philander, 2000; Kim and An, 2011). With three
events during 2000-2010, which meets intensity in Nino4 being larger
than in Nino3, two events during 1990-2000 and only two events are
found for 1950-1990 the maximum SST warming during El Niño now
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Figure 14.12 | Idealized schematic showing atmospheric and oceanic conditions of the tropical Pacific region and their interactions during normal conditions, El Niño conditions, and in a warmer world. (a) Mean climate conditions in the tropical Pacific, indicating sea surface temperatures (SSTs), surface wind stress and associated Walker Circulation,
the mean position of convection and the mean upwelling and position of the thermocline. (b) Typical conditions during an El Niño event. SSTs are anomalously warm in the east;
convection moves into the central Pacific; the trade winds weaken in the east and the Walker Circulation is disrupted; the thermocline flattens and the upwelling is reduced. (c) The
likely mean conditions under climate change derived from observations, theory and coupled General Circulation Models (GCMs). The trade winds weaken; the thermocline flattens
and shoals; the upwelling is reduced although the mean vertical temperature gradient is increased; and SSTs (shown as anomalies with respect to the mean tropical-wide warming) increase more on the equator than off. Diagrams with absolute SST fields are shown on the left, diagrams with SST anomalies are shown on the right. For the climate change
fields, anomalies are expressed with respect to the basin average temperature change so that blue colours indicate a warming smaller than the basin mean, not a cooling (Collins
et al., 2010).
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Figure 14.13 | Intensities of El Niño and La Niña events for the last 60 years in the eastern equatorial Pacific (Niño3 region) and in the central equatorial Pacific (Niño4 region),
and the estimated linear trends, obtained from Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature v3 (ERSSTv3).

appears to occur more often in the central Pacific (Figure 14.13; Ashok
et al., 2007; Kao and Yu, 2009; Kug et al., 2009; Section 9.5.3.4.1 and
Supplementary Material Section 14.SM.2; Yeh et al., 2009), with global
impacts that are distinct from ‘standard’ El Niño events where the
maximum warming is over the eastern Pacific (Kumar et al., 2006a;
Ashok et al., 2007; Kao and Yu, 2009; Hu et al., 2012b). During the past
century, an increasing trend in ENSO amplitude was also observed (Li
et al., 2011c; Vance et al., 2012), possibly caused by a warming climate
(Zhang et al., 2008; Kim and An, 2011) although other reconstructions
in this data-sparse region dispute this trend (Giese and Ray, 2011).
Long coupled GCM simulations show that decadal-to-centennial modulations of ENSO can be generated without any change in external
forcing (Wittenberg, 2009; Yeh et al., 2011), with multi-decadal epochs
of anomalous ENSO behaviour. The modulations result from nonlinear
processes in the tropical climate system (Timmermann et al., 2003), the
interaction with the mean climate state (Ye and Hsieh, 2008; Choi et al.,
2009, 2011, 2012), or from random changes in ENSO activity triggered
by chaotic atmospheric variability (Power and Colman, 2006; Power et
al., 2006). There is little consensus as to whether the decadal modulations of ENSO properties (amplitude and spatial pattern) during recent
decades are due to anthropogenic effects or natural variability. Instrumental SST records are available back to the 1850s, but good observations of the coupled air–sea feedbacks that control ENSO behaviour—
including subsurface temperature and current fluctuations, and air–sea
exchanges of heat, momentum and water—are available only after the
late 1970s, making observed historical variations in ENSO feedbacks
highly uncertain (Chen, 2003; Wittenberg, 2004).

14

CMIP5 models show some improvement compared to CMIP3, especially in ENSO amplitude (Section 9.5.3.4.1). Selected CMIP5 models
that simulate well strong El Niño events show a gradual increase of El
Niño intensity, especially over the central Pacific (Kim and Yu, 2012).
CMIP3 models suggested a westward shift of SST variability in future
projections (Boer, 2009; Yeh et al., 2009). Generally, however, future
changes in El Niño intensity in CMIP5 models are model dependent
(Guilyardi et al., 2012; Kim and Yu, 2012; Stevenson et al., 2012), and
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not significantly distinguished from natural modulations (Stevenson,
2012; Figure 14.14). Because the change in tropical mean conditions
(especially the zonal gradient) in a warming climate is model dependent (Section 14.4.1), changes in ENSO intensity for the 21st century
(Solomon and Newman, 2011; Hu et al., 2012a) are uncertain (Figure
14.14). Future changes in ENSO depend on competing changes in coupled ocean–atmospheric feedback (Philip and Van Oldenborgh, 2006;
Collins et al., 2010; Vecchi and Wittenberg, 2010), and on the dynamical regime a given model is in. There is high confidence, however, that
ENSO will remain the dominant mode of natural climate variability in
the 21st century (Collins et al., 2010; Guilyardi et al. 2012; Kim and Yu
2012; Stevenson 2012).

Figure 14.14 | Standard deviation in CMIP5 multi-model ensembles of sea surface
temperature variability over the eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean (Nino3 region: 5°S5°N, 150°W-90°W), a measure of El Nino amplitude, for the pre-industrial (PI) control
and 20th century (20C) simulations, and 21st century projections using RCP4.5 and
RCP8.5. Thirty-one models are used for the ensemble average. Open circles indicate
multi-model ensemble means, and the red cross symbol is the observed standard deviation for January 1870 – December 2011 obtained from HadISSTv1. The linear trend and
climatological mean of seasonal cycle have been removed. Box-whisker plots show the
16th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 84th percentiles.
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14.4.3

Teleconnections

variability remains the same (Trenberth 2011; Section 12.4.5). This
applies to ENSO-induced precipitation variability but the possibility of
changes in ENSO teleconnections complicates this general conclusion,
making it somewhat regional-dependent (Seager et al. 2012)

There is little improvement in the CMIP5 ensemble relative to CMIP3
in the amplitude and spatial correlation metrics of precipitation teleconnections in response to ENSO, in particular within regions of strong
observed precipitation teleconnections (equatorial South America, the
western equatorial Pacific and a southern section of North America;
Langenbrunner and Neelin, 2013). Scenario projections in CMIP3 and
CMIP5 showed a systematic eastward shift in both El Niño- and La
Niña-induced teleconnection patterns over the extratropical NH
(Meehl and Teng, 2007; Stevenson et al., 2012; Figure 14.15), which
might be due to the eastward migration of tropical convection centres
associated with the expansion of the warm pool in a warm climate
(Muller and Roeckner, 2006; Müller and Roeckner, 2008; Cravatte et
al., 2009; Kug et al., 2010), or changes in the mid-latitude mean circulation (Meehl and Teng, 2007). Some models produced an intensified ENSO teleconnection pattern over the North Atlantic region in a
warmer climate (Müller and Roeckner, 2008; Bulic et al., 2012) and a
weakened teleconnection pattern over the North Pacific (Stevenson,
2012). It is unclear whether the eastward shift of tropical convection is
related to longitudinal shifts in El Niño maximum SST anomalies (see
Supplementary Material Section 14.SM.2) or to changes in the mean
state in the tropical Pacific. Some coupled GCMs, which do not show
an increase in the central Pacific warming during El Nino in response
to a warming climate, do not produce a substantial change in the longitudinal location of tropical convection (Müller and Roeckner, 2008;
Yeh et al., 2009).

14.4.4

20th century (historical)
o

60 N

Assessment Summary

ENSO shows considerable inter-decadal modulations in amplitude
and spatial pattern within the instrumental record. Models without
changes in external forcing display similar modulations, and there is
little consensus on whether the observed changes in ENSO are due to
external forcing or natural variability (see also Section 10.3.3 for an
attribution discussion).
There is high confidence that ENSO will remain the dominant mode of
interannual variability with global influences in the 21st century, and
due to changes in moisture availability ENSO-induced rainfall variability on regional scales will intensify. There is medium confidence that
ENSO-induced teleconnection patterns will shift eastward over the
North Pacific and North America. There is low confidence in changes in
the intensity and spatial pattern of El Niño in a warmer climate.

14.5

Annular and Dipolar Modes

The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), the North Pacific Oscillation (NPO)
and the Northern and Southern Annular Modes (NAM and SAM) are
dominant modes of variability in the extratropics. These modes are the
focus of much research attention, especially in impact studies, where

they are often used as aggregate descriptors of past regional climate

In a warmer climate, the increase in atmospheric moisture intensifies
temporal variability of precipitation even if atmospheric circulation
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Figure 14.15 | Changes to sea level pressure (SLP) teleconnections during December, January and February (DJF) in the CMIP5 models. (a) SLP anomalies for El Niño during the
20th century. (b) SLP anomalies for La Nina during the 20th century. (c) SLP anomalies for El Niño during RCP4.5. (d) SLP anomalies for La Niña during RCP4.5. Maps in (a)–(d) are
stippled where more than two thirds of models agree on the sign of the SLP anomaly ((a),( b): 18 models; (c),(d): 12 models), and hatched where differences between the RCP4.5
multi-model mean SLP anomaly exceed the 60th percentile (red-bordered regions) or are less than the 40th percentile (blue-bordered regions) of the distribution of 20th century
ensemble means. In all panels, El Niño (La Niña) periods are defined as years having DJF Nino3.4 SST above (below) one standard deviation relative to the mean of the detrended
time series. For ensemble mean calculations, all SLP anomalies have been normalized to the standard deviation of the ensemblemember detrended Nino3.4 SST. (e) Change in the
‘centre of mass’ of the Aleutian Low SLP anomaly, RCP4.5–20th century. The Aleutian Low SLP centre of mass is a vector with two elements (lat, lon), and is defined as the sum of
(lat, lon) weighted by the SLP anomaly, over all points in the region 180°E to 120°E, 40°N to 60°N having a negative SLP anomaly during El Niño.
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trends and variations over many parts of the world. For example, since
IPCC (2007a) more than 2000 scientific articles have been published,
which include NAO, AO, or NAM in either the title or abstract. This
assessment focusses on recent research on these modes that is most
relevant for future regional climate change. Past behaviour of these
modes inferred from observations is assessed in Section 2.7.8.

14.5.1 Northern Modes
The NAO is a well-established dipolar mode of climate variability
having opposite variations in sea level pressure between the Atlantic subtropical high and the Iceland/Arctic low (Wanner et al., 2001;
Hurrell et al., 2003; Budikova, 2009). It is strongly associated with the
tropospheric jet, storms (see Section 14.6.2), and blocking that determine the weather and climate over the North Atlantic and surrounding continents (Hurrell and Deser, 2009; Box 14.2). The NAO exists in
boreal summer as well as in boreal winter, albeit with different physical
characteristics (Sun et al., 2008; Folland et al., 2009).
Over the North Pacific, there is a similar wintertime dipolar mode
known as the NPO associated with north–south displacements of the
Asian-Pacific jet stream and the Pacific storm track. The NPO influences
winter air temperature and precipitation over much of western North
America as well as sea ice over the Pacific sector of the Arctic, more so
than either ENSO (Section 14.4) or the PNA (Linkin and Nigam, 2008).
These dipolar modes have been interpreted as the regional manifestation of an annular mode in sea level pressure known as the Arctic
Oscillation (AO; Thompson and Wallace, 1998) or the Northern Annular
Mode (NAM; Thompson and Wallace, 2000). The AO (NAM at 1000 hPa)
index and the NAO index (see Box 2.5, Table 1) are strongly correlated
but the AO spatial pattern is more zonally symmetric and so differs
from the NAO over the N. Pacific (Ambaum et al., 2001; Feldstein and
Franzke, 2006). Hereafter, the term NAO is used to denote NAO, AO and
NAM in boreal winter unless further distinction is required.
Climate models are generally able to simulate the gross features of NAO
and NPO (see Section 9.5.3.2). It has been argued that these modes
may be a preferred pattern of response to climate change (Gerber et
al., 2008). However, this is not supported by a detailed examination
of the vertical structure of the simulated global warming response
(Woollings, 2008). Hori et al. (2007) noted that NAO variability did not
change substantially in the Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES)-A1B and 20th century scenarios and so concluded that the trend in
the NAO index (defined relative to a historical mean state) is a result
of an anthropogenic trend in the basic mean state rather than due
to changes in NAO variability. However, other research indicates that
there is a coherent two-way interaction between the trend in the mean
state and the NAO-like modes of variability—the mode and/or regime
structure change due to changes in the mean state (Branstator and
Selten, 2009 ; Barnes and Polvani, 2013). Section 14.6.2 assesses the
jet and storm track changes associated with the projected responses.

14

Model simulations have underestimated the magnitude of the large
positive trend from 1960-2000 in winter NAO observations, which
now appears to be more likely due to natural variability rather than
anthropogenic influences (see Section 10.3.3.2). Some studies have
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even considered NAO to be a source of natural variability that needs to
be removed before detection and attribution of anthropogenic changes (Zhang et al., 2006). Detection of regional surface air temperature
response to anthropogenic forcing has been found to be robust to the
exclusion of model-simulated AO and PNA changes (Wu and Karoly,
2007). Model projections of wintertime European precipitation have
been shown to become more consistent with observed trends after
removal of trends due to NAO (Bhend and von Storch, 2008). Underestimation of trends in NAO can lead to biases in projections of regional
climate, for example, Arctic sea ice (Koldunov et al., 2010).
Underestimation of NAO long-term variability may be due to missing
or poorly represented processes in climate models. Recent observational and modelling studies have helped to confirm that the lower stratosphere plays an important role in explaining recent more negative
NAO winters and long-term trends in NAO (Scaife et al., 2005; Dong
et al., 2011; Ouzeau et al., 2011; Schimanke et al., 2011). This is supported by evidence that seasonal forecasts of NAO can be improved
by inclusion of the stratospheric Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO; Boer
and Hamilton, 2008; Marshall and Scaife, 2010). Other studies have
found that observed changes in stratospheric water vapour changes
from 1965–1995 led to an impact on NAO simulated by a model, and
have suggested that changes in stratospheric water vapour may be
another possible pathway for communicating tropical forcing to the
extratropics (Joshi et al., 2006; Bell et al., 2009). There is growing evidence that future NAO projections are sensitive to how climate models
resolve stratospheric processes and troposphere–stratosphere interactions (Sigmond and Scinocca, 2010; Scaife et al., 2011a; Karpechko and
Manzini, 2012).
Several recent studies of historical data have found a positive association between solar activity and NAO (Haigh and Roscoe, 2006; Kodera
et al., 2008; Lockwood et al., 2010), while other studies have found
little imprint of solar and volcanic forcing on NAO (Casty et al., 2007).
Positive associations between NAO and solar forcing have been reproduced in recent modelling studies (Lee et al., 2008; Ineson et al., 2011)
but no significant changes were found in CMIP5 projections of NAO
due to changes in solar irradiance or aerosol forcing.
Observational studies have noted weakening of NAO during periods of
reduced Arctic sea ice (Strong et al., 2009; Wu and Zhang, 2010). Several modelling studies have also shown a negative NAO response to
the partial removal of sea ice in the Arctic or high latitudes (Kvamsto et
al., 2004; Magnusdottir et al., 2004; Seierstad and Bader, 2009; Deser
et al., 2010c; Screen et al., 2012). However, the strength and timing of
the response to sea ice loss varies considerably between studies, and
can be hard to separate from common responses to warming of the
troposphere and from natural climate variability. The impact of sea ice
loss in individual years on NAO is small and hard to detect (Bluthgen
et al., 2012). Reviews of the emerging literature on this topic can be
found in Budikova (2009) and Bader et al. (2011).
The NPO contributes to the excitation of ENSO events via the ‘Seasonal
Footprinting Mechanism’ (SFM; Anderson, 2003; Vimont et al., 2009;
Alexander et al., 2010). Some studies indicate that warm events in the
central tropical Pacific Ocean may in turn excite the NPO (Di Lorenzo
et al., 2009).
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Recent multi-model studies of NAO (Hori et al., 2007; Karpechko, 2010;
Zhu and Wang, 2010; Gillett and Fyfe, 2013) reconfirm the small positive response of boreal winter NAO indices to GHG forcing noted in
earlier studies reported in AR4 (Kuzmina et al., 2005; Miller et al., 2006;
Stephenson et al., 2006). Projected trends in wintertime NAO indices are
generally found to have small amplitude compared to natural internal
variations (Deser et al., 2012). Furthermore, there is substantial variation in NAO projections from different climate models. For example,
one study found no significant NAO trends in two simulations with the
ECHAM4/OPYC3 model (Fischer-Bruns et al., 2009), whereas another
study found a strong positive trend in NAO in the ECHAM5/MPI-OM
SRES A1B simulations (Müller and Roeckner, 2008). The model dependence of the response is an important source of uncertainty in the regional climate change response (Karpechko, 2010). A multi-model study of
24 climate model projections suggests that there are no major changes
in the NPO due to greenhouse warming (Furtado et al., 2011).

Some differences in model projections can be accounted for by changes in the NAO spatial pattern, for example, northeastward shifts in
NAO centres of action have been found to be important for estimating
the trend in the NAO index (Ulbrich and Christoph, 1999; Hu and Wu,
2004). Individual model simulations have shown the spatial extent of
NAO influence decreases with GHG forcing (Fischer-Bruns et al., 2009),
a positive feedback between jet and storm tracks that enhances a
poleward shift in the NAO pattern (Choi et al., 2010), and changes in
the NAO pattern but with no changes in the propagation conditions for
Rossby waves (Brandefelt, 2006). One modelling study found a trend
in the correlation between NAO and ENSO during the 21st century
(Muller and Roeckner, 2006). Such changes in the structure of NAO
and/or its interaction with other modes of variability would could lead
to important regional climate impacts.

Figures 14.16a, b summarize the wintertime NAO and NAM indices
simulated by models participating in the CMIP5 experiment (Gillett
and Fyfe, 2013). The multi-model mean of the NAO and NAM indices
are similar and exhibit small linear trends in agreement with those
shown for the NAM index in AR4 (AR4, Figure 10.17a). The multi-model
mean projected increase of around 1 to 2 hPa from 1850 to 2100 is
smaller than the spread of around 2 to 4 hPa between model simulations (Figure 14.16).

The Southern Annular Mode (SAM, also known as Antarctic Oscillation,
AAO), is the leading mode of climate variability in the SH extratropics,
describing fluctuations in the latitudinal position and strength of the
mid-latitude eddy-driven westerly jet (see Box 2.5; Section 9.5.3.2).
SAM variability has a major influence on the climate of Antarctica,
Australasia, southern South America and South Africa (Watterson,
2009; Thompson et al., 2011 and references therein).

14.5.2

Southern Annular Mode

(a) NAO

(b) NAM

(c) SAM

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 14.16 | Summary of multi-model ensemble simulations of wintertime (December to February) mean North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Northern Annular Mode (NAM) and
Southern Annular Mode (SAM) sea level pressure (SLP) indices for historical and RCP4.5 scenarios produced by 39 climate models participating in CMIP5. Panels (a)–(c) show time
series of the ensemble mean (black line) and inter-quartile range (grey shading) of the mean index for each model. Panels (d)–(f) show scatter plots of individual model 2081–2100
time means versus 1986–2005 time means (black crosses) together with (–2,+2) standard error bars. The NAO index is defined here as the difference of regional averages: (90°W
to 60°E, 20°N to 55°N) minus (90°W to 60°E, 55°N to 90°N) (see Stephenson et al., 2006). The NAM and SAM are defined as zonal indices: NAM as the difference in zonal mean
SLP at 35°N and 65°N (Li and Wang, 2003) and SAM as the difference in zonal mean SLP at 40°S and 65°S (Gong and Wang, 1999). All indices have been centred to have zero
time mean from 1861–1900. Comparison of simulated and observed trends from 1961–2011 is shown in Figure 10.13.
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The physical mechanisms of the SAM are well understood, and the
SAM is well represented in climate models, although the detailed spatial and temporal characteristics vary between models (Raphael and
Holland, 2006). In the past few decades the SAM index has exhibited
a positive trend in austral summer and autumn (Figure 14.16, Marshall, 2007; Jones et al., 2009b), a change attributed to the effects of
ozone depletion and, to a lesser extent, the increase in GHGs (Thompson et al., 2011, see also Section 10.3.3.3). It is likely that these two
factors will continue to be the principal drivers into the future, but
as the ozone hole recovers they will be competing to push the SAM
in opposite directions (Arblaster et al., 2011; Thompson et al., 2011;
Bracegirdle et al., 2013), at least during late austral spring and summer,
when ozone depletion has had its greatest impact on the SAM. The
SAM is also influenced by teleconnections to the tropics, primarily
associated with ENSO (Carvalho et al., 2005; L’Heureux and Thompson,
2006). Changes to the tropical circulation, and to such teleconnections,
as the climate warms could further affect SAM variability (Karpechko
et al., 2010). See Supplementary Material Section 14.SM.3.1 for further
details on the observed variability of SAM.
The CMIP3 models projected a continuing positive trend in the SAM in
both summer and winter (Miller et al., 2006). However, those models
generally had poor simulations of stratospheric ozone, and tended to
underestimate natural variability and to misrepresent observed trends
in the SAM, indicating that care should be taken in interpretation of
their future SAM projections (Fogt et al., 2009). Arblaster et al. (2011)
showed that there can be large differences in the sensitivity of these
models to CO2 increases, which affects their projected trends in the
SAM.
Since the AR4 a number of chemistry–climate models (CCMs) have
been run that have fully interactive stratospheric chemistry, although
unlike coupled atmosphere ocean models they are usually not coupled
to the oceans (see also Sections 9.1.3.2.8 and 9.4.6.2). The majority
of CCMs and coupled models, which generally compare well to reanalyses (Gerber et al., 2010) although many exhibit biases in their
placement of the SH eddy-driven jet (Wilcox et al., 2012; Bracegirdle
et al., 2013), indicate that through to at least the mid-21st century

the current observed SAM changes are neutralized or reversed during
austral summer (Perlwitz et al., 2008; Son et al., 2010; Polvani et al.,
2011; Bracegirdle et al., 2013). Figure 14.16 shows the projected
ensemble-mean future SAM index evolution during DJF from a suite of
CMIP5 models, suggesting that the recent positive trend will weaken
considerably as stratospheric ozone concentrations recover over southern high latitudes.
Projected 21st century changes in the SAM, and the closely associated
SH eddy-driven jet position, vary by season (Gillett and Fyfe, 2013),
and are sensitive to the rate of ozone recovery (Son et al., 2010; Eyring
et al., 2013) and to GHG emissions scenario (Swart and Fyfe, 2012;
Eyring et al., 2013). In the RCP2.6 scenario, with small increases in
GHGs, ozone recovery may dominate in austral summer giving a small
projected equatorward jet shift (Eyring et al., 2013) with little change
in the annual mean jet position (Swart and Fyfe, 2012). In RCP8.5 large
GHG increases are expected to dominate, giving an ongoing poleward
shift of the SH jet in all seasons (Swart and Fyfe, 2012; Eyring et al.,
2013). In RCP4.5 the influences of ozone recovery and GHG increases are expected to approximately balance in austral summer, with an
ongoing poleward jet shift projected in the other seasons (Swart and
Fyfe, 2012; Eyring et al., 2013; Gillett and Fyfe, 2013).

14.5.3

Assessment Summary

Future boreal wintertime NAO is very likely to exhibit large natural variations and trend of similar magnitude to that observed in the past; is
very likely to be differ quantitatively from individual climate model projections; is likely to become slightly more positive (on average) due to
increases in GHGs. The austral summer/autumn positive trend in SAM
is likely to weaken considerably as ozone depletion recovers through to
the mid-21st century. There is medium confidence from recent studies
that projected changes in NAO and SAM are sensitive to boundary
processes, which are not yet well represented in many climate models
currently used for projections, for example, stratosphere-troposphere
interaction, ozone chemistry, solar forcing and atmospheric response
to Arctic sea ice loss. There is low confidence in projections of other
modes such as the NPO due to the small number of modelling studies.

Box 14.2 | Blocking
Atmospheric blocking is associated with persistent, slow-moving high-pressure systems that interrupt the prevailing westerly winds of
middle and high latitudes and the normal eastward progress of extratropical storm systems. Overall, blocking activity is more frequent
at the exit zones of the jet stream and shows appreciable seasonal variability in both hemispheres, reaching a maximum in winter–
spring and a minimum in summer–autumn (e.g., Wiedenmann et al., 2002). In the Northern Hemisphere (NH), the preferred locations
for winter blocking are the North Atlantic and North Pacific, whereas continental blocks are relatively more frequent in summer (Tyrlis
and Hoskins, 2008; Barriopedro et al., 2010). Southern Hemisphere (SH) blocking is less frequent than in the NH, and it tends to be
concentrated over the Southeast Pacific and the Indian Ocean (Berrisford et al., 2007).
Blocking is a complex phenomenon that involves large- and small-scale components of the atmospheric circulation, and their mutual
interactions. Although there is not a widely accepted blocking theory, transient eddy activity is considered to play an important role in
blocking occurrence and maintenance through feedbacks between the large-scale flow and synoptic eddies (e.g., Yamazaki and Itoh,
2009). (continued on next page)
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Box 14.2 (continued)

Blocking is an important component of intraseasonal variability in the extratropics and causes climate anomalies over large areas of
Europe (Trigo et al., 2004; Masato et al., 2012), North America (Carrera et al., 2004), East Asia (e.g., Wang et al., 2010; Cheung et al.,
2012), high-latitude regions of the SH (Mendes et al., 2008) and Antarctica (Massom et al., 2004; Scarchilli et al., 2011). Blocking can
also be responsible for extreme events (e.g., Buehler et al., 2011; Pfahl and Wernli, 2012), such as cold spells in winter (e.g., 2008 in
China, Zhou et al., 2009d; or 2010 in Europe, Cattiaux, 2010) and summer heat waves in the NH (e.g., 2010 in Russia, Matsueda, 2011;
Lupo et al., 2012) and in southern Australia (Pezza et al., 2008).
At interannual time scales, there are statistically significant relationships between blocking activity and several dominant modes of
atmospheric variability, such as the NAO (Section 14.5.1) and wintertime blocking in the Euro-Atlantic sector (Croci-Maspoli et al.,
2007a; Luo et al., 2010), the winter PNA (Section 14.7.1) and blocking frequency in the North Pacific (Croci-Maspoli et al., 2007a), or
the SAM (Section 14.5.2) and winter blocking activity near the New Zealand sector (Berrisford et al., 2007). Multi-decadal variability in
winter blocking over the North Atlantic and the North Pacific seem to be related, respectively, with the Atlantic Meridional Overturning
Circulation (AMOC; Häkkinen et al., 2011; Section 14.7.6) and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO; Chen and Yoon, 2002; Section
14.7.3), although this remains an open question.
Other important scientific issues related to the blocking phenomenon include the mechanisms of blocking onset and maintenance, twoway interactions between blocking and stratospheric processes (e.g., Martius et al., 2009; Woollings et al., 2010), influence on blocking
of slowly varying components of the climate system (sea surface temperature (SST), sea ice, etc., Liu et al., 2012b), and external forcings.
The most consistent long-term observed trends in blocking for the second half of the 20th century are the reduced winter activity
over the North Atlantic (e.g., Croci-Maspoli et al., 2007b), which is consistent with the observed increasing North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO) trend from the 1960s to the mid-1990s (Section 2.7.8), as well as an eastward shift of intense winter blocking over the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans (Davini et al., 2012). The apparent decreasing trend in SH blocking activity (e.g., Dong et al., 2008) seems to be in
agreement with the upward trend in the SAM.
The AR4 (Section 8.4.5) reported a tendency for General Circulation Models (GCMs) to underestimate NH blocking frequency and persistence, although most models were able to capture the preferred locations for blocking occurrence and their seasonal distributions.
Several intercomparison studies based on a set of CMIP3 models (Scaife et al., 2010; Vial and Osborn, 2012) revealed some progress
in the simulation of NH blocking activity, mainly in the North Pacific, but only modest improvements in the North Atlantic. In the SH,
blocking frequency and duration was also underestimated, particularly over the Australia–New Zealand sector (Matsueda et al., 2010).
CMIP5 models still show a general blocking frequency underestimation over the Euro-Atlantic sector, and some tendency to overestimate North Pacific blocking (Section 9.5.2.2), with considerable inter-model spread (Box 14.2, Figure 1).
Model biases in the mean flow, rather than in variability, can explain a large part of the blocking underestimation and they are usually
evidenced as excessive zonality of the flow or systematic shifts in the latitude of the jet stream (Matsueda et al., 2010; Scaife et al.,
2011b; Barnes and Hartmann, 2012; Vial and Osborn, 2012; Anstey et al., 2013; Dunn-Sigouin and Son, 2013). Increasing the horizontal
resolution in atmospheric GCMs with prescribed SSTs has been shown to significantly reduce blocking biases, particularly in the Euro-Atlantic sector and Australasian sectors (e.g., Matsueda et al., 2010; Jung et al., 2011; Dawson et al., 2012; Berckmans et al., 2013), while
North Pacific blocking could be more sensitive to systematic errors in tropical SSTs (Hinton et al., 2009). Also blocking biases are smaller
in those CMIP5 models with higher horizontal and vertical resolution (Anstey et al., 2013). However, the improvement of blocking simulation with increasing horizontal resolution is less clear in coupled models than in atmospheric GCMs with prescribed SSTs, indicating
that both SSTs and the relative coarse resolution in OGCM (Scaife et al., 2011b) are important causes of blocking biases.
Most CMIP3 models projected significant reductions in NH annual blocking frequency (Barnes et al., 2012), particularly during winter,
but CMIP5 models seem to indicate weaker decreases in the future (Dunn-Sigouin and Son, 2013) and a more complex response than
that reported for CMIP3 models, including possible regional increases of blocking frequency in summer (Cattiaux et al., 2013; Masato
et al., 2013). There is high agreement that winter blocking frequency over the North Atlantic and North Pacific will not increase under
enhanced GHG concentrations (Barnes et al., 2012; Dunn-Sigouin and Son, 2013). Future strengthening of the zonal wind and meridional jet displacements may partially account for some of the projected changes in blocking frequency over the ocean basins of both
hemispheres (Matsueda et al., 2010; Barnes and Hartmann, 2012; Dunn-Sigouin and Son, 2013). Future trends in blocking intensity and
persistence are even more uncertain, with no clear signs of significant changes. How the location and frequency of blocking events will
evolve in future are both critically important for understanding regional climate change in particular with respect to extreme conditions
(e.g., Sillmann et al., 2011; de Vries et al., 2013). (continued on next page)
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Box 14.2 (continued)

In summary, the increased ability in simulating blocking in some models indicate that there is medium confidence that the frequency of
NH and SH blocking will not increase, while trends in blocking intensity and persistence remain uncertain. The implications for blocking
related regional changes in North America, Europe and Mediterranean and Central and North Asia are therefore also uncertain [Box
14.2 and 14.8.3, 14.8.6, 14.8.8]
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Box 14.2, Figure 1 | Annual mean blocking frequency in the NH (expressed in % of time, that is, 1% means about 4 days per year) as simulated by a set of CMIP5
models (colour lines) for the 1961–1990 period of one run of the historical simulation. Grey shading shows the mean model result plus/minus one standard deviation.
Black thick line indicates the observed blocking frequency derived from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis. Only CMIP5 models with available 500 hPa geopotential height daily data at http://pcmdi3.llnl.gov/esgcet/home.htm have been used. Blocking is defined as in Barriopedro et al. (2006), which uses a modified version of the(Tibaldi and Molteni, 1990) index. Daily data was interpolated to a common regular
2.5° × 2.5° longitude–latitude grid before detecting blocking.

14.6

Large-scale Storm Systems

14.6.1 Tropical Cyclones
The potential for regional changes in future tropical cyclone frequency,
track and intensity is of great interest, not just because of the associated negative effects, but also because tropical cyclones can play a major
role in maintaining regional water resources (Jiang and Zipser, 2010;
Lam et al., 2012; Prat and Nelson, 2012). Past and projected increases
in human exposure to tropical cyclones in many regions (Peduzzi et al.,
2012) heightens the interest further.

14.6.1.1 Understanding the Causes of Past and Projected
Regional Changes

14

Detection of past trends in measures of tropical cyclone activity is constrained by the quality of historical records and uncertain
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q uantification of natural variability in these measures (Knutson et al.,
2010; Lee et al., 2012; Seneviratne et al., 2012). Observed regional climate variability generally represents a complex convolution of natural
and anthropogenic factors, and the response of tropical cyclones to
each factor is not yet well understood (see also Section 10.6.1.5 and
Supplementary Material Section 14.SM.4.1.2). For example, the steady
long-term increase in tropical Atlantic SST due to increasing GHGs can
be dominated by shorter-term decadal variability forced by both external and internal factors (Mann and Emanuel, 2006; Baines and Folland,
2007; Evan et al., 2009, 2011a; Ting et al., 2009; Zhang and Delworth,
2009; Chang et al., 2011; Solomon and Newman, 2011; Booth et al.,
2012; Camargo et al., 2012; Villarini and Vecchi, 2012). Similarly, tropical upper-tropospheric temperatures, which modulate tropical cyclone
potential intensity (Emanuel, 2010), can be forced by slowly evolving
changes in the stratospheric circulation of ozone (Brewer–Dobson
circulation) due to climate change with occasional large amplitude
and persistent changes forced by volcanic eruptions (Thompson and
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S olomon, 2009; Evan, 2012). This convolution of anthropogenic and
natural factors, as represented in a climate model, has also been shown
to be useful in prediction of Atlantic tropical storm frequency out to a
few years (Smith et al., 2010).
In addition to greenhouse warming scenarios, tropical cyclones can
also respond to anthropogenic forcing via different and possibly unexpected pathways. For example, increasing anthropogenic emissions of
black carbon and other aerosols in South Asia has been linked to a
reduction of SST gradients in the Northern Indian Ocean (Chung and
Ramanathan, 2006; Meehl et al., 2008), which has in turn been linked
to a weakening of the vertical wind shear in the region. Evan et al.
(2011b) linked the reduced wind shear to the observed increase in the
number of very intense storms in the Arabian Sea, including five very
severe cyclones that have occurred since 1998, but the fundamental
cause of this proposed linkage is not yet certain (Evan et al., 2012;
Wang et al., 2012a). Furthermore, it is possible that a substantial part
of the multi-decadal variability of North Atlantic SST is radiatively
forced, via the cloud albedo effect, by what are essentially pollution
aerosols emitted from North America and Europe (Baines and Folland,
2007; Booth et al., 2012), although the relative contribution of this
forcing to the observed variability has been questioned (Zhang et al.,
2013b). Note that in the North Atlantic, the evidence suggests that the
reduction of pollution aerosols is linked to tropical SST increases, while
in the northern Indian Ocean, increases in aerosol pollution have been
linked to reduced vertical wind shear. Both of these effects (increasing
SST and reduced shear) have been observed to be related to increased
tropical cyclone activity.
Finally, in addition to interannual-to-multi-decadal forcing of tropical Atlantic SST via radiative dimming (Evan et al., 2009; Evan et al.,
2011a), dust aerosols have a large and more immediate in situ effect
on the regional thermodynamic and kinematic environment (Dunion
and Marron, 2008; Dunion, 2011), and Saharan dust storms—whose
frequency has been linked to atmospheric CO2 concentration (Mahowald, 2007)—have also been linked to reduced strengthening of tropical
cyclones (Dunion and Velden, 2004; Wu, 2007). Direct in situ relationships have also been identified between aerosol pollution concentrations and tropical cyclone structure and intensity (Khain et al., 2008,
2010; Rosenfeld et al., 2011). Thus, when assessing changes in tropical
cyclone activity, it is clear that detection and attribution aimed simply
at long-term linear trends forced by increasing well-mixed GHGs is not
adequate to provide a complete picture of the potential anthropogenic
contributions to the changes in tropical cyclone activity that have been
observed (Section 10.6).

14.6.1.2 Regional Numerical Projections
Similar to observational analyses, confidence in numerical simulations
of tropical cyclone activity (Supplementary Material Tables 14.SM.1
to 14.SM.4) is reduced when model spatial domain is reduced from
global to region-specific (IPCC SREX Box 3.2; see also Section 9.5.4.3).
The assessment provided by Knutson et al. (2010) of projections based
on the SRES A1B scenario concluded that it is likely that the global
frequency of tropical cyclones will either decrease or remain essentially unchanged while mean intensity (as measured by maximum wind
speed) increases by +2 to +11% and tropical cyclone rainfall rates
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increase by about 20% within 100 km of the cyclone centre. However,
inter-model differences in regional projections lead to lower confidence
in basin-specific projections, and confidence is particularly low for projections of frequency within individual basins. For example, a recent
study by Ying et al. (2012) showed that numerical projections of 21st
century changes in tropical cyclone frequency in the western North
Pacific range broadly from –70% to +60%, while there is better model
agreement in measures of mean intensity and precipitation, which are
projected to change in the region by –3% to +18% and +5% to +30%,
respectively. The available modelling studies that are capable of producing very strong cyclones typically project substantial increases in
the frequency of the most intense cyclones and it is more likely than
not that this increase will be larger than 10% in some basins (Emanuel
et al., 2008; Bender et al., 2010; Knutson et al., 2010, 2013; Yamada
et al., 2010; Murakami et al., 2012). It should be emphasized that this
metric is generally more important to physical and societal impacts
than overall frequency or mean intensity.
As seen in Tables 14.SM.1 to 14.SM.4 of the Supplementary Material,
as well as the previous assessments noted above, model projections
often vary in the details of the models and the experiments performed,
and it is difficult to objectively assess their combined results to form a
consensus, particularly by region. It is useful to do this after normalizing the model output using a combination of objective and subjective
expert judgements. The results of this are shown in Figure 14.17, and
are based on a subjective normalization of the model output to four
common metrics under a common future scenario projected through
the 21st century. The global assessment is essentially the same as
Knutson et al. (2010) and the assessment of projections in the western North Pacific is essentially unchanged from Ying et al. (2012). The
annual frequency of tropical cyclones is generally projected to decrease
or remain essentially unchanged in the next century in most regions
although as noted above, the confidence in the projections is lower
in specified regions than global projections. The decrease in storm
frequency is apparently related to a projected decrease of upward
deep convective mass flux and increase in the saturation deficit of
the middle troposphere in the tropics associated with global warming
(Bengtsson et al., 2007; Emanuel et al., 2008, 2012; Zhao et al., 2009;
Held and Zhao, 2011; Murakami et al., 2012; Sugi et al., 2012; Sugi and
Yoshimura, 2012).
A number of experiments that are able to simulate intense tropical
cyclones project increases in the frequency of these storms in some
regions, although there are presently only limited studies to assess and
there is insufficient data to draw from in most regions to make a confident assessment (Figure 14.17). Confidence is somewhat better in
the North Atlantic and western North Pacific basins where an increase
in the frequency of the strongest storms is more likely than not. The
models generally project an increase in mean lifetime-maximum intensity of simulated storms (Supplementary Material Table 14.SM.3),
which is consistent with a projected increase in the frequency in the
more intense storms (Elsner et al., 2008). The projected increase in
intensity concurrent with a projected decrease in frequency can be
argued to result from a difference in scaling between projected changes in surface enthalpy fluxes and the Clausius–Clapeyron relationship
associated with the moist static energy of the middle troposphere
(Emanuel et al., 2008). The increase in rainfall rates associated with
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tropical cyclones is a consistent feature of the numerical models under
greenhouse warming as atmospheric moisture content in the tropics
and tropical cyclone moisture convergence is projected to increase
(Trenberth et al., 2005, 2007a; Allan and Soden, 2008; Knutson et al.,
2010, 2013). Although no broad-scale, detectable long-term changes in
tropical cyclone rainfall rates have been reported, preliminary evidence
for a detectable anthropogenic increase in atmospheric moisture content over ocean regions has been reported by Santer et al. (2007).

is modulated in most regions by known modes of atmosphere–ocean
variability. The details of the relationships vary by region (e.g., El Niño
events tend to cause track shifts in western North Pacific typhoons and
tend to suppress Atlantic storm genesis and development). Similarly,
it has been demonstrated that accurate modelling of tropical cyclone
activity fundamentally depends on the model’s ability to reproduce
these modes of variability (e.g., Yokoi and Takayabu, 2009). Reliable
projections of future tropical cyclone activity, both global and regional, will then depend critically on reliable projections of the behaviour
of these modes of variability (e.g., ENSO) under global warming, as
well as an adequate understanding of their physical links with tropical
cyclones. At present there is still uncertainty in their projected behaviours (e.g., Section 14.4).

A number of studies since the AR4 have attempted to project future
changes in tropical cyclone tracks and genesis at inter- or intra-basin scale (Leslie et al., 2007; Vecchi and Soden, 2007b; Emanuel et al.,
2008; Yokoi and Takayabu, 2009; Zhao et al., 2009; Li et al., 2010b;
Murakami and Wang, 2010; Lavender and Walsh, 2011; Murakami
et al., 2011a, 2013). These studies suggest that projected changes in
tropical cyclone activity are strongly correlated with projected changes
in the spatial pattern of tropical SST (Sugi et al., 2009; Chauvin and
Royer, 2010; Murakami et al., 2011b; Zhao and Held, 2012) and associated weakening of the Pacific Walker Circulation (Vecchi and Soden,
2007a), indicating that reliable projections of regional tropical cyclone
activity depend critically on the reliability of the projected pattern of
SST changes. However, assessing changes in regional tropical cyclone
frequency is still limited because confidence in projections critically
depend on the performance of control simulations (Murakami and
Sugi, 2010), and current climate models still fail to simulate observed
temporal and spatial variations in tropical cyclone frequency (Walsh et
al., 2012). As noted above, tropical cyclone genesis and track variability

The reduction in signal-to-noise ratio that accompanies changing focus
from global to regional scales also lengthens the emergence time
scale (i.e., the time required for a trend signal to rise above the natural variability in a statistically significant way). Based on changes in
tropical cyclone intensity predicted by idealized numerical simulations
with carbon dioxide (CO2)-induced tropical SST warming, Knutson and
Tuleya (2004) suggested that clearly detectable increases may not be
manifest for decades to come. The more recent high-resolution dynamical downscaling study of Bender et al. (2010) supports this argument
and suggests that the predicted increases in the frequency of the
strongest Atlantic storms may not emerge as a statistically significant
signal until the latter half of the 21st century under the SRES A1B emissionscenario. However, regional forcing by agents other than GHGs,
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Figure 14.17 | General consensus assessment of the numerical experiments described in Supplementary Material Tables 14.SM.1 to 14.SM.4. All values represent expected percent
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such as anthropogenic aerosols, is known to affect the regional climatic conditions differently (e.g., Zhang and Delworth, 2009), and there
is evidence that tropical cyclone activity may have changed in some
regions because of effects from anthropogenic aerosol pollution. The
fidelity of the emergence time scales projected under A1B warming
thus depends on the fidelity of A1B aerosol projections, which are
known to be uncertain (Forster et al., 2007; Haerter et al., 2009).

14.6.2

Extratropical Cyclones

Some agreement on the response of storm tracks to anthropogenic
forcing started to emerge in the climate model projections from CMIP3,
with many models projecting a poleward shift of the storm tracks (Yin,
2005) and an expansion of the tropics (Lu et al., 2007). As stated in AR4
(Meehl et al., 2007) this response is particularly clear in the SH, but less
clear in the NH. Although clearer in zonal mean responses (Yin, 2005),
regional responses at different longitudes differ widely from this in
many models (Ulbrich et al., 2008). There is a strong two-way coupling
between storm tracks and the large-scale circulation (Lorenz and Hartmann, 2003; Robinson, 2006; Gerber and Vallis, 2007), which results in
associated shifts in storm tracks and westerly jet streams (Raible, 2007;
Athanasiadis et al., 2010).

14.6.2.1 Process Understanding of Future Changes
Future storm track change is the result of several different competing
dynamical influences (Held, 1993; O’Gorman, 2010; Woollings, 2010).
It is becoming apparent that the relatively modest storm track response
in many models reflects the partial cancelling of opposing tendencies
(Son and Lee, 2005; Lim and Simmonds, 2009; Butler et al., 2010).
One of the most important factors is the change in the meridional
temperature gradient from which ETCs draw most of their energy.
This gradient is projected to increase in the upper troposphere due to
tropical amplification and decrease in the lower troposphere due to
polar amplification, and it is still unclear whether this will lead to an
overall increase or decrease in ETC activity. The projected response can
involve an increase in eddy activity at upper levels and a decrease at
lower levels (Hernandez-Deckers and von Storch, 2010), although in
other models changes in low level eddy activity are more in line with
the upper level wind changes (Mizuta et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2011;
Mizuta, 2012). The projected warming pattern also changes vertical
temperature gradients leading to increased stability at low latitudes
and decreased stability at higher latitudes, and there is some modelling
evidence that this may be a strong factor in the response (Lu et al.,
2008, 2010; Kodama and Iwasaki, 2009; Lim and Simmonds, 2009).
Increasing depth of the troposphere might also be important for future
changes (Lorenz and DeWeaver, 2007).
Uncertainties in the projections of large-scale warming contribute to
uncertainty in the storm track response (Rind, 2008). Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain how the storm tracks respond to
the large-scale changes, including changes in eddy phase speed (Chen
et al., 2007, 2008; Lu et al., 2008), eddy source regions (Lu et al., 2010)
and eddy length scales (Kidston et al., 2011) with a subsequent effect
on wave-breaking characteristics (Riviere, 2011). Furthermore, changes
in the large-scale warming might also be partly due to changes in the
storm tracks due to the two-way coupling between storm tracks and
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the large-scale flow. However, there is evidence that the amplitude of
the tropical and polar warming are largely determined by atmospheric
poleward heat fluxes set by local processes (Hwang and Frierson, 2010).
Local processes could prove important for the storm track response
in certain regions, for example, sea ice loss (Kvamsto et al., 2004; Seierstad and Bader, 2009; Deser et al., 2010c; Bader et al., 2011) and
spatial changes in SSTs (Graff and LaCasce, 2012). Local land–sea contrast in warming also has a local influence on baroclinicity along the
eastern continental coastlines (Long et al., 2009; McDonald, 2011). It is
not clear how the storm track responds to multiple forcings with some
studies suggesting a linear response (Lim and Simmonds, 2009) while
others suggest more complex interaction (Butler et al., 2010).
The projected increase in moisture content in a warmer atmosphere is
also likely to have competing effects. Latent heating has been shown
to play a role in invigorating individual ETCs, especially in the downstream development over eastern ocean (Dacre and Gray, 2009; Fink
et al., 2009, 2012). However, there is evidence that the overall effect of
moistening is to weaken ETCs by improving the efficiency of poleward
heat transport and hence reducing the dry baroclinicity (Frierson et al.,
2007; O’Gorman and Schneider, 2008; Schneider et al., 2010; Lucarini
and Ragone, 2011). Consistent with this, studies have shown that precipitation is projected to increase in ETCs despite no increase in wind
speed intensity of ETCs (Bengtsson et al., 2009; Zappa et al., 2013b).

14.6.2.2 Regional Projections
Large-scale projections of ETCs are assessed in Section 12.4.4.3. This
section complements this by presenting a more detailed assessment of
regional changes.
Individual model projections of regional storm track changes are often
comparable with the magnitude of interannual natural variability and
so the changes are expected to be relevant for regional climate. However, the magnitude of the response is model dependent at any given
location, especially over land (Harvey et al., 2012). There is also disagreement between different cyclone/storm track identification methods, even when applied to the same data (Raible et al., 2008; Ulbrich
et al., 2009), although in the response to anthropogenic forcing, these
differences appear mainly in the statistics of weak cyclones (Ulbrich et
al., 2013). Conversely, when the same method is applied to different
models the spread between the model responses is often larger than
the ensemble mean response, especially in the NH (Ulbrich et al., 2008;
Laine et al., 2009).
The poleward shift of the SH storm track remains one of the most
reproducible projections, yet even here there is considerable quantitative uncertainty. This is partly associated with the varied model
biases in jet latitude (Kidston and Gerber, 2010) although factors such
as the varied cloud response may play a role (Trenberth and Fasullo,
2010). Many models project a similar poleward shift in the North
Pacific (Bengtsson et al., 2006; Ulbrich et al., 2008; Catto et al., 2011),
although this is often weaker compared to natural variability and often
varies considerably between ensemble members (Pinto et al., 2007;
McDonald, 2011). Poleward shifts are generally less clear at the surface
than in the upper troposphere (Yin, 2005; McDonald, 2011; Chang et
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al., 2012), which reduces their relevance for regional impacts. However,
a shift in extreme surface winds is still detectable in the zonal mean,
especially in the subtropics and the southern high latitudes (Gastineau
and Soden, 2009). A weakening of the Mediterranean storm track is a
particularly robust response (Pinto et al., 2007; Loeptien et al., 2008;
Ulbrich et al., 2009; Donat et al., 2011) for which increasing static
stability is important (Raible et al., 2010). In general, the storm track
response in summer is weaker than in winter with less consistency
between models (Lang and Waugh, 2011).
The response of the North Atlantic storm track is more complex than a
poleward shift in many models, with an increase in storm activity and a
downstream extension of the storm track into Europe (Bengtsson et al.,
2006; Pinto et al., 2007; Ulbrich et al., 2008; Catto et al., 2011; McDonald, 2011). In some models this regional response is important (Ulbrich
et al., 2009), with storm activity over Western Europe increasing by
50% (McDonald, 2011) or by an amount comparable to the natural
variability (Pinto et al., 2007; Woollings et al., 2012). The return periods
of intense cyclones are shortened (Della-Marta and Pinto, 2009) with
impact on potential wind damage (Leckebusch et al., 2007; Donat et
al., 2011) and economic losses (Pinto et al., 2012). This response is
related to the local minimum in warming in the North Atlantic ocean,
which serves to increase the meridional temperature gradient on its
southern side (Laine et al., 2009; Catto et al., 2011). The minimum in
warming arises due to the weakening of northward ocean heat transports by the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC),
and the varying AMOC responses of the models can account for a
large fraction of the variance in the Atlantic storm track projections
(Woollings et al., 2012). CMIP5 models show a similar, albeit weaker
extension of the storm track towards Europe, flanked by reductions in
cyclone activity on both the northern and southern sides (Harvey et al.,
2012; Zappa et al., 2013b). Despite large biases in the mean state, the
model responses were found to agree with one another within sampling variation caused by natural variability (Sansom et al., 2013). Colle
et al. (2013) noted similar reductions but also found that the higher
resolution CMIP5 models gave more realistic ETC performance in the
historical period. The best 7 models were found to give projections of
increased 10 to 20% increase in cyclone track density over the eastern
USA, including 10 to 40% more intense (<980 hPa) cyclones.
There is general agreement that there will be a small global reduction
in ETC numbers (Ulbrich et al., 2009). In individual regions there can
be much larger changes which are comparable to natural variations,
but these changes are not reproduced by the majority of the models
(e.g., Donat et al., 2011). ETC intensities are particularly sensitive to the
method and quantity used to define them, so there is little consensus
on changes in intensity (Ulbrich et al., 2009). While there are indications that the absolute values of pressure minima deepen in future
scenario simulations (Lambert and Fyfe, 2006), this is often associated
with large-scale pressure changes rather than changes in the pressure gradients or winds associated with ETCs (Bengtsson et al., 2009;
Ulbrich et al., 2009; McDonald, 2011). The CMIP5 model projections
show little evidence of change in the intensity of winds associated with
ETCs (Zappa et al., 2013b).
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There are systematic storm track biases common to many models,
which might have some influence on the projected storm track
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response to forcing (Chang et al., 2012). Some models with improved
representation of the stratosphere have shown a markedly different
circulation response in the NH, with consequences for Atlantic/European storm activity in particular (Scaife et al., 2011a). Concerns over
the skill of many models in representing both the stratosphere and the
ocean mean that confidence in NH storm track projections remains
low. Higher horizontal resolution can improve ETC representation, yet
there are still relatively few high-resolution global models which have
been used for storm track projections (Geng and Sugi, 2003; Bengtsson
et al., 2009; Catto et al., 2011; Colle et al., 2013; Zappa et al., 2013a).
Several studies have used RCMs to simulate storms at high resolution in particular regions. In multi-model experiments over Europe, the
ETC response is more sensitive to the choice of driving GCM than the
choice of RCM (Leckebusch et al., 2006; Donat et al., 2011), highlighting the importance of large-scale circulation uncertainties. There has
been little work on potential changes to mesoscale storm systems,
although it has been suggested that polar lows may reduce in frequency due to an increase in static stability (Zahn and von Storch, 2010).
Higher resolution runs of one climate model also suggest an increase
in intensity of autumn ETCs due to increased transitioning of Atlantic
hurricanes (Haarsma et al., 2013).

14.6.3

Assessment Summary

The influence of past and future climate change on tropical cyclones is
likely to vary by region, but the specific characteristics of the changes
are not yet well understood, and the substantial influence of ENSO
and other known climate modes on global and regional tropical
cyclone activity emphasizes the need for more reliable assessments of
future changes in the characteristics of these modes. Recent advances in understanding and phenomenological evidence for shorter-term
effects on tropical cyclones from aerosol forcing are providing increasingly greater confidence that anthropogenic forcing has had a measurable effect on tropical cyclone activity in certain regions. Shorter term
increases such as those observed in the Atlantic over the past 30 to 40
years appear to be robust and have been hypothesized to be related, in
part, to regional external forcing by GHGs and aerosols, but the more
steady century-scale trends that may be expected from CO2 forcing
alone are much more difficult to assess given the data uncertainty in
the available tropical cyclone records.
Although projections under 21st century greenhouse warming indicate
that it is likely that the global frequency of tropical cyclones will either
decrease or remain essentially unchanged, concurrent with a likely
increase in both global mean tropical cyclone maximum wind speed
and rainfall rates, there is low confidence in region-specific projections
of frequency and intensity. Still, based on high-resolution modelling
studies, the frequency of the most intense storms, which are associated with particularly extensive physical effects, will more likely than
not increase substantially in some basins under projected 21st century
warming and there is medium confidence that tropical cyclone rainfall
rates will increase in every affected region.
The global number of ETCs is unlikely to decrease by more than a few
percent due to anthropogenic change. A small poleward shift is likely
in the SH storm track, but the magnitude is model dependent. There
is only medium confidence in projections of storm track shifts in the
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Northern Hemisphere. Nevertheless, model results suggests that it is
more likely than not that the N. Pacific storm track will shift poleward,
and that it is unlikely that the N. Atlantic storm track will respond with
a simple poleward shift. There is low confidence in the magnitude
of regional storm track changes, and the impact of such changes on
regional surface climate.

14.7

Additional Phenomena of Relevance

14.7.1

Pacific–South American Pattern

The PSA pattern is a teleconnection from the tropics to SH extratropics through Rossby wave trains (Box 2.5). This pattern induces atmospheric circulation anomalies over South America, affecting extreme
precipitation (Drumond and Ambrizzi, 2005; Cunningham and Cavalcanti, 2006; Muza et al., 2009; Vasconcellos and Cavalcanti, 2010).
PSA trends for recent decades depend on the choice of indices and are
hence uncertain (Section 2.7.8). The PSA pattern is reproduced in many
model simulations (Solman and Le Treut, 2006; Vera and Silvestri, 2009;
Bates, 2010; Rodrigues et al., 2011; Cavalcanti and Shimizu, 2012).
The intensification and westward displacement of the PSA wave pattern in projections of CMIP3 may be related to the increase in frequency and intensity of positive SST anomalies in the tropical Pacific by the
end of the 21st century (2081–2100, Junquas et al., 2012). These perturbations of the PSA characteristics are linked with changes in SACZ
dipole precipitation and affect South America precipitation (Section
14.3.1.3). The PSA pattern occurrence and implications for precipitation increase in the southeastern South America have been associated
with the zonally asymmetric part of the global SST change in the equatorial Indian–western Pacific Oceans (Junquas et al., 2013).
Process understanding of the formation of the PSA gives medium confidence that future changes in the mean atmospheric circulation for
austral summer will project on the PSA pattern thereby influencing the
SACZ and precipitation over southeastern South America. However, the
literature is not sufficient to assess more general changes in PSA, and
confidence is low in its future projections.

14.7.2

Pacific–North American Pattern

The PNA pattern, as defined in Box 2.5, Table 1 and portrayed in Box
2.5, Figure 2 is a prominent mode of atmospheric variability over the
North Pacific and the North American land mass. This phenomenon
exerts notable influences on the temperature and precipitation variability in these regions (e.g., Nigam, 2003). The PNA pattern is related to
ENSO events in the tropical Pacific (see Section 14.4), and also serves
as a bridge linking ENSO and NAO variability (see Li and Lau, 2012).
The data records indicate a significant positive trend in the wintertime
PNA index over the past 60 years (see Table 2.14 and Box 2.5, Figure 1).
Stoner et al. (2009) have assessed the capability of 22 CMIP3 GCMs
in replicating the essential aspects of the observed PNA pattern. Their
results indicate that a majority of the models overestimate the fraction
of variance explained by the PNA pattern, and that the spatial characteristics of PNA patterns simulated in 14 of the 22 models are in good
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agreement with the observations. The model-projected future evolution of the PNA pattern has not yet been fully assessed and therefore
confidence in its future development is low.

14.7.3

Pacific Decadal Oscillation/Inter-decadal
Pacific Oscillation

The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO, Box 2.5) refers to the leading
Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) of monthly SST anomalies over
the North Pacific (north of 20°N) from which the globally averaged
SST anomalies have been subtracted (Mantua et al., 1997). It exhibits
anomalies of one sign along the west coast of North America and of
opposite sign in the western and central North Pacific (see also Section 9.5.3.6 and Chapter 11). The PDO is closely linked to fluctuations
in the strength of the wintertime Aleutian Low Pressure System. The
time scale of the PDO is around 20 to 30 years, with changes of sign
between positive and negative polarities in the 1920s, the late 1940s,
the late 1970s and around 2000.
The extension of the PDO to the whole Pacific basin is known as the
Inter-decadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO, Power et al., 1999). The IPO is
nearly identical in form to the PDO in the NH but is defined globally, as
a leading EOF (principal component) of 13-year lowpass-filtered global
SST anomalies (Parker et al., 2007) and has substantial amplitude in
the tropical and southern Pacific. The time series of the PDO and IPO
correlate highly on an annual basis. The PDO/IPO pattern is considered
to be the result of internal climate variability (Schneider and Cornuelle,
2005; Alexander, 2010) and has not been observed to exhibit a longterm trend. The PDO/IPO is associated with ENSO modulations, with
more El Niño activity during the positive PDO/IPO and more La Niña
activity during the negative PDO/IPO.
At the time of the AR4, little had been published on modelling of the
PDO/IPO or of its evolution in future. In a recent study, Furtado et al.
(2011) found that the PDO/IPO did not exhibit major changes in spatial or temporal characteristics under GHG warming in most of the 24
CMIP3 models used, although some models indicated a weak shift
toward more occurrences of the negative phase of the PDO/IPO by
the end of the 21st century (2081–2100, Lapp et al., 2012). However,
given that the models strongly underestimate the PDO/IPO connection
with tropical Indo-Pacific SST variations (Furtado et al., 2011; Lienert et
al., 2011), the credibility of the projections remains uncertain. Furthermore, internal variability is so high that it is hard to detect any forced
changes in the Aleutian Low for the next half a century (Deser et al.,
2012; Oshima et al., 2012). Therefore confidence is low in projections
of future changes in PDO/IPO.

14.7.4

Tropospheric Biennial Oscillation

The Tropospheric Biennial Oscillation (TBO; Meehl, 1997) is a proposed
mechanism for the biennial tendency in large-scale drought and floods
of south Asia and Australia. Multiple studies imply that TBO involves
the Asian-Australian monsoon, the IOD and ENSO (Sections 14.2.2,
14.3.3 and 14.4; see also Supplementary Material Section 14.SM.5.2).
The IPO (Section 14.7.3) affects the decade-to-decade strength of the
TBO. A major contributor to recent change in the TBO comes from
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increase of SST in the Indian Ocean that contributes to stronger trade
winds in the Pacific, one of the processes previously identified with
strengthening the TBO (Meehl and Arblaster, 2012). Thus, prediction of
decadal variability assessed in Chapter 11 that can be associated, for
example, with the IPO (e.g., Meehl et al., 2010) can influence the accuracy of shorter-term predictions of the TBO across the entire Indo-Pacific region (Turner et al., 2011), but the relevance for longer time scales
is uncertain.
Since AR4, little work has been done to document the ability of climate
models to simulate the TBO. However, Li et al. (2012b) showed that
there is an overall improvement in the seasonality of monsoons rainfall
related to changes in the TBO from CMIP3 to CMIP5, with most CMIP5
models better simulating both the monsoon timing and the very low
rainfall rates outside of the monsoon season (see also Section 14.2.2).
In addition they concluded that the India-Australia link seems to be
robust in all models.
With regard to possible future behaviour of the TBO, no analysis
using multiple GCMs has been made since the AR4. In models that
more accurately simulate the TBO in the present-day climate, the TBO
strengthens in a future warmer climate (Nanjundiah et al., 2005). However, as with ENSO (Section 14.4) and IOD (Section 14.3.3), internally
generated decadal variability complicates the interpretation of such
future changes. Therefore, it remains unclear how future changes in the
TBO will emerge and how this may influence regional climate in the
future. Confidence in the projected future changes in TBO remains low.

14.7.5 Quasi-Biennial Oscillation
The QBO is a near-periodic, large-amplitude, downward propagating
oscillation in zonal winds in the equatorial stratosphere (Baldwin et
al., 2001). It is driven by vertically propagating internal waves that
are generated in the tropical troposphere (Plumb, 1977). The QBO has
substantial effects on the global stratospheric circulation, in particular
the strength of the northern stratospheric polar vortex as well as the
extratropical troposphere (Boer, 2009; Marshall and Scaife, 2009; Garfinkel and Hartmann, 2011). These extratropical effects occur primarily
in winter when the stratosphere and troposphere are strongly coupled
(Anstey and Shepherd, 2008; Garfinkel and Hartmann, 2011).

14

It has been unclear how the QBO will respond to future climate change
related to GHG increase and recovery of stratospheric ozone. Climate
models assessed in the AR4 did not simulate the QBO as they lacked
the necessary vertical resolution (Kawatani et al., 2011). Recent model
studies without using gravity wave parameterization (Kawatani et al.,
2011; Kawatani et al., 2012) showed that the QBO period and amplitude may become longer and weaker, and the downward penetration
into the lowermost stratosphere may be more curtailed in a warmer
climate. This finding is attributed to the effect of increased equatorial
upwelling (stronger Brewer–Dobson circulation; Butchart et al., 2006;
Garcia and Randel, 2008; McLandress and Shepherd, 2009; Okamoto
et al., 2011) dominating the effect of increased wave forcing (more
convective activity). Two studies with gravity wave parameterization,
however, gave conflicting results depending on the simulated changes
in the intensity of the Brewer–Dobson circulation (Watanabe and
Kawatani, 2012).
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There are limited published results on the future behaviour of the QBO,
using CMIP5 models. On the basis of the recent literature, it is uncertain how the period or amplitude of the QBO may change in future and
confidence in the projections remains low.

14.7.6

Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation

The AMO (Box 2.5; see also Section 9.5.3.3.2) is a fluctuation seen in
the instrumental SST record throughout the North Atlantic Ocean and
is related to variability in the thermohaline circulation (Knight et al.,
2005). Area-mean North Atlantic SST shows variations with a range of
about 0.4°C (see Box 2.5) and a warming of a similar magnitude since
1870. The AMO has a quasi-periodicity of about 70 years, although the
approximately 150-year instrumental record possesses only a few distinct phases—warm during approximately 1930–1965 and after 1995,
and cool between 1900–1930 and 1965–1995. The phenomenon has
also been referred to as ‘Atlantic Multidecadal Variability’ to avoid the
implication of temporal regularity. Along with secular trends and Pacific variability, the AMO is one of the principal features of multidecadal
variability in the instrumental climate record.
The AR4 highlighted a number of important links between the AMO
and regional climates. Subsequent research using observational and
paleoclimate records, and climate models, has confirmed and expanded upon these connections, such as West African monsoon and Sahel
rainfall (Mohino et al., 2011; Section 14.2.4), summer climate in North
America (Seager et al., 2008; Section 14.8.3; Feng et al., 2011) and
Europe (Folland et al., 2009; Ionita et al., 2012; Section 14.8.6), the
Arctic (Chylek et al., 2009; Mahajan et al., 2011), and Atlantic major
hurricane frequency (Chylek and Lesins, 2008; Zhang and Delworth,
2009; Section 14.6.1). Further, the list of AMO influences around the
globe has been extended to include decadal variations in many other
regions (e.g., Zhang and Delworth, 2006; Kucharski et al., 2009a,
2009b; Huss et al., 2010; Marullo et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011).
Paleo reconstructions of Atlantic temperatures show AMO-like variability well before the instrumental era, as noted in the AR4 (Chapter 6; see
also Section 5.4.2). Recent analyses confirm this, and suggest potential
for intermittency in AMO variability (Saenger et al., 2009; Zanchettin et
al., 2010; Chylek et al., 2012). Control simulations of climate models run
for hundreds or thousands of years also show long-lived Atlantic multi-decadal variability (Menary et al., 2012). These lines of evidence suggest that AMO variability will continue into the future. No fundamental
changes in the characteristics of North Atlantic multi-decadal variability
in the 21st century are seen in CMIP3 models (Ting et al., 2011).
Many studies have diagnosed a trend towards a warm North Atlantic
in recent decades additional to that implied by global climate forcings
(Knight, 2009; Polyakov et al., 2010). It is unclear exactly when the
current warm phase of the AMO will terminate, but may occur within
the next few decades, leading to a cooling influence in the North Atlantic and offsetting some of the effects characterizing global warming
(Keenlyside et al., 2008; see also Section 11.3.3.3).
Some similarity in the shape of the instrumental time series of global
and NH mean surface temperatures and the AMO has long been noted.
By removing an estimate of the effect of interannual variability phe
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nomena like ENSO (Section 14.4), AMO transitions have been shown to
have the potential to produce large and abrupt changes in hemispheric
temperatures (Thompson et al., 2010). Estimates of the AMO’s contribution to recent climate change are uncertain, however, as attribution
of the observed AMO requires a model (physical or conceptual) whose
assumptions are nearly always difficult to verify (Knight, 2009).

Research Institute (MRI) model (Endo et al., 2012; Mizuta et al., 2012).
To facilitate a direct comparison across the scenarios, the precipitation
changes are normalized by the global annual mean surface air temperature changes in each scenario. Published results using other downscaling methods are also assessed when found essential to illustrate issues
related to regional climate change.

14.7.7

Regional climate projections are generally more uncertain than projections of global mean temperature but the sources of uncertainty
are similar (see Chapters 8, 11, and 12) yet differ in relative importance. For example, natural variability (Deser et al., 2012), aerosol
forcing (Chapter 7) and land use/cover changes (DeFries et al., 2002;
Moss et al., 2010) all become more important sources of uncertainty on a regional scale. Regional climate assessments incur additional
uncertainty due to the cascade of uncertainty through the hierarchy
of models needed to generate local information (cf. downscaling in
Section 9.6). Calibration (bias correction) of model output to match
local observations is an additional important source of uncertainty in
regional climate projections (e.g., Ho et al., 2012), which should be
considered when interpreting the regional projections. Therefore, the
model spread shown in Annex 1 should not be interpreted as the final
uncertainty in the observable regional climate change response.

Assessment Summary

Literature is generally insufficient to assess future changes in behaviour of the PNA, PSA, TBO, QBO and PDO/IPO. Confidence in the projections of changes in these modes is therefore low. However, process
understanding of the formation of the PSA gives medium confidence
that future changes in the mean atmospheric circulation for austral
summer will project on the PSA pattern thereby influencing the SACZ
and precipitation over Southeastern South America.
Paleoclimate reconstructions and long model simulations indicate that
the AMO is unlikely to change its behaviour in the future as the mean
climate changes. However, natural fluctuations in the AMO over the
coming few decades are likely to influence regional climates at least as
strongly as will human-induced changes.

14.8

Future Regional Climate Change

14.8.1

Overview

The following sections assess future climate projections for several
regions, and relate them, where possible, to projected changes in the
major climate phenomena assessed in Sections 14.2 to 14.7. The regional climate change assessments are mainly of mean surface air temperature and mean precipitation based primarily on multi-model ensemble
projections from general circulation models. Reference is made to the
appropriate projection maps from CMIP5 (Taylor et al., 2011c) presented in Annex I: Atlas of Global and Regional Climate Projections. Annex
I uses smaller sub-regions similar to those introduced by SREX (Seneviratne et al., 2012). Table 14.1 presents a quantitative summary of
the regional area averages over three projection periods (2016–2035,
2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to the reference period 1986–
2005, representing near future, middle century and end of century) for
the RCP4.5 scenario. The 26 land regions assessed here are presented in
Seneviratne et al., 2012, page 12 and the coordinates can be found from
their online Appendix 3.A. Added to this are six additional regions containing the two polar regions, the Caribbean, Indian Ocean and Pacific
Island States (see Annex I for further details). Table 14.1 identifies the
smaller sub-domains grouped within the somewhat large regions that
are discussed in Sections 14.8.2 to 14.8.15. Tables for RCP2.6, RCP6.0
and RCP8.5 scenarios are presented in Supplementary Material Tables
14.SM.1a to 14.SM.1c. For continental-scale regions, projected changes in mean precipitation between (2081–2100) and (1986–2005) are
compared in two generations of models forced under two comparable
emission scenarios: RCP4.5 in CMIP5 versus A1B in CMIP3. In contrast
to the Annex, the seasons here are chosen differently for each region
so as to best capture the regional features such as monsoons. Downscaling issues are illustrated in panels showing results from an ensemble of high-resolution time-slice experiments with the Meteorological

Table 14.2 summarizes the assessed confidence in the ability of CMIP5
models to represent regional scale present-day climate (temperature
and precipitation, based on Chapter 9), the main controlling phenomena for weather and climate in that region and the assessed resulting confidence in the future projections. There is generally less confidence in projections of precipitation than of temperature. For example,
in Annex I, the temperature projections for 2081–2100 are almost
always above the model estimates of natural variability, whereas the
precipitation projections less frequently rise above natural variability.
Although some projections are robust for reasons that are well understood (e.g., the projected increase in precipitation at high latitudes),
many other regions have precipitation projections that vary in sign and
magnitude across the models. These issues are further discussed in Section 12.4.5.2. Details on how the confidence table is constructed are
found in the Supplementary Material.
Credibility in regional climate change projections is increased if it
is possible to find key drivers of the change that are known to be
well-simulated and well-projected by climate models. Table 14.3
summarizes the assessment of how major climate phenomena might
be relevant for future regional climate change. For each entry in the
table, the relevance is based on an assessment of confidence in future
change in the phenomenon and the confidence in how the phenomenon influences regional climate. For example, NAO is assigned high relevance (red) for the Arctic region because NAO is known to influence
the Arctic and there is high confidence that the NAO index will increase
in response to anthropogenic forcing. If there is low confidence in how
a phenomenon might change (e.g., ENSO) but high confidence that
it has a strong regional impact, then the cell in the table is assigned
medium relevance (yellow). It can be seen from the table that there are
many cases where major phenomena are assessed to have high (red)
or medium (yellow) relevance for future regional climate change. See
Supplementary Material Section 14.SM.6.1 for more details on how
this relevance table was constructed.
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Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ 14.2 | How Are Future Projections in Regional Climate Related to Projections of
Global Means?
The relationship between regional climate change and global mean change is complex. Regional climates vary
strongly with location and so respond differently to changes in global-scale influences. The global mean change is,
in effect, a convenient summary of many diverse regional climate responses.
Heat and moisture, and changes in them, are not evenly distributed across the globe for several reasons:
• External forcings vary spatially (e.g., solar radiation depends on latitude, aerosol emissions have local sources,
land use changes regionally, etc.).
• Surface conditions vary spatially, for example, land/sea contrast, topography, sea surface temperatures, soil moisture content.
• Weather systems and ocean currents redistribute heat and moisture from one region to another.
Weather systems are associated with regionally important climate phenomena such as monsoons, tropical convergence zones, storm tracks and important modes of climate variability (e.g., El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO),
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Southern Annular Mode (SAM), etc.). In addition to modulating regional warming, some climate phenomena are also projected to change in the future, which can lead to further impacts on
regional climates (see Table 14.3).
Projections of change in surface temperature and precipitation show large regional variations (FAQ 14.2, Figure 1).
Enhanced surface warming is projected to occur over the high-latitude continental regions and the Arctic ocean,
(continued on next page)
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FAQ 14.2, Figure 1 | Projected 21st century changes in annual mean and annual extremes (over land) of surface air temperature and precipitation: (a) mean surface
temperature per °C of global mean change, (b) 90th percentile of daily maximum temperature per °C of global average maximum temperature, (c) mean precipitation (in
% per °C of global mean temperature change), and (d) fraction of days with precipitation exceeding the 95th percentile. Sources: Panels (a) and (c) projected changes
in means between 1986–2005 and 2081–2100 from CMIP5 simulations under RCP4.5 scenario (see Chapter 12, Figure 12.41); Panels (b) and (d) projected changes
in extremes over land between 1980–1999 and 2081–2100 (adapted from Figures 7 and 12 of Orlowsky and Seneviratne, 2012).
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FAQ 14.2 (continued)

while over other oceans and lower latitudes changes are closer to the global mean (FAQ 14.2, Figure 1a). For
example, warming near the Great Lakes area of North America is projected to be about 50% greater than that
of the global mean warming. Similar large regional variations are also seen in the projected changes of more
extreme temperatures (FAQ 14.2, Figure 1b). Projected changes in precipitation are even more regionally variable
than changes in temperature (FAQ 14.2, Figure 1c, d), caused by modulation from climate phenomena such as the
monsoons and tropical convergence zones. Near-equatorial latitudes are projected to have increased mean precipitation, while regions on the poleward edges of the subtropics are projected to have reduced mean precipitation.
Higher latitude regions are projected to have increased mean precipitation and in particular more extreme precipitation from extratropical cyclones.
Polar regions illustrate the complexity of processes involved in regional climate change. Arctic warming is projected
to increase more than the global mean, mostly because the melting of ice and snow produces a regional feedback
by allowing more heat from the Sun to be absorbed. This gives rise to further warming, which encourages more
melting of ice and snow. However, the projected warming over the Antarctic continent and surrounding oceans is
less marked in part due to a stronger positive trend in the Southern Annular Mode. Westerly winds over the midlatitude southern oceans have increased over recent decades, driven by the combined effect of loss of stratospheric
ozone over Antarctica, and changes in the atmosphere’s temperature structure related to increased greenhouse
gas concentrations. This change in the Southern Annular Mode is well captured by climate models and has the
effect of reducing atmospheric heat transport to the Antarctic continent. Nevertheless, the Antarctic Peninsula is
still warming rapidly, because it extends far enough northwards to be influenced by the warm air masses of the
westerly wind belt.

14.8.2

Arctic

This section is concerned with temperature and precipitation dimensions of Arctic climate change, and their links to climate phenomena.
The reader is referred elsewhere for information on sea ice loss (Sections 4.2.2, 5.5.2 and Chapter 10), and projections of sea ice change
(Sections 9.4.3, 9.8.3 and Chapters 11 and 12).
Arctic climate is affected by three modes of variability: NAO (Section
14.5.1), PDO (Section 14.7.3) and AMO (Section 14.7.6). The NAO
index correlates positively with temperatures in the northeastern Eurasian sector, and correlates negatively with temperatures in the Baffin
Bay and Canadian Archipelago, but exhibits little relationship with
central Arctic temperatures (Polyakov et al., 2003). The PDO plays a
role in temperature variability of Alaska and the Yukon (Hartmann and
Wendler, 2005). The AMO is positively associated with SST throughout
the Arctic (Chylek et al., 2009; Levitus et al., 2009; Chylek et al., 2010)
(Mahajan et al., 2011). ETCs are also mainly responsible for winter
precipitation in the region (see Table 14.3).
The surface and lower troposphere in the Arctic and surrounding land
areas show regional warming over the past three decades of about 1°C
per decade—significantly greater than the global mean trend (Figures
2.22 and 2.25). According to temperature reconstructions, this signal
is highly unusual: Temperatures averaged over the Arctic over the past
few decades are significantly higher than any seen over the past 2000
years (Kaufman et al., 2009). Temperatures 11 ka were greater than the
20th century mean, but this is probably a strongly forced signal, since
summer solar radiation was 9% greater than present (Miller et al.,

2010). Finally, warmer temperatures have been sustained in pan-Arctic
land areas where a declining NAO over the past decade ought to have
caused cooling (Semenov, 2007; Turner et al., 2007b). Since AR4, evidence has also emerged that precipitation has trended upward in most
pan-Arctic land areas over the past few decades (e.g., Pavelsky and
Smith, 2006; Rawlins et al., 2010), though the evidence remains mixed
(e.g., Dai et al., 2009). Increasing ETC activity over the Canadian Arctic
has also been observed (Section 2.6.4).
Since AR4, there has been progress in adapting RCMs for polar applications (Wilson et al., 2012). These models have been evaluated with
regard to their ability to simulate Arctic clouds, surface heat fluxes, and
boundary layer processes (Tjernstrom et al., 2004; Inoue et al., 2006;
Rinke et al., 2006). They have been used to improve simulations of
Arctic-specific climate processes, such as glacial mass balance (Zhang
et al., 2007). A few regional models have been used for Arctic climate
change projections (e.g., Zahn and von Storch, 2010; Koenigk et al.,
2011; Döscher and Koenigk, 2012). For information on GCM quality in
the Arctic, see Chapter 9 and the brief summary of assessed confidence
in the CMIP5 models in Table 14.2.
The CMIP5 model simulations exhibit an ensemble-mean polar amplified warming, especially in winter, similar to CMIP3 model simulations
(Bracegirdle and Stephenson, 2012; see also Box 5.1). For RCP4.5,
ensemble-mean winter warming rises to 5.0°C over pan-Arctic land
areas by the end of the 21st century (2081–2100), and about 7.0°C
over the Arctic Sea (Table14.1). Throughout the century, the warming
exceeds simulated estimates of internal variability (Figure AI.8). The
RCP4.5 ensemble-mean warming is more modest in JJA (Table 14.1),
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reaching about 2.2°C by century’s end over pan-Arctic land areas, and
1.5°C over the Arctic Sea. The summer warming exceeds variability
estimates by about mid-century (Figure AI.9). These simulated anthropogenic seasonal warming patterns match qualitatively the observed
warming patterns over the past six decades (AMAP, 2011), and the
observed warming patterns are likely to be at least partly anthropogenic in origin (Section 10.3.1.1.4). Given the magnitude of future
projected changes relative to variability, and the presence of anthropogenic signals already, it is likely future Arctic surface temperature
changes will continue to be strongly influenced by the anthropogenic
forcing over the coming decades.
The CMIP5 models robustly project precipitation increases in the
pan-Arctic (both land and sea) region over the 21st century, as did
their CMIP3 counterparts (Kattsov et al., 2007; Rawlins et al., 2010).
Under the RCP4.5 scenario, the cold season, ensemble mean precipitation increases about 25% by the century’s end (Table 14.1), due
to enhanced precipitation in ETCs (Table 14.3). However, this signal
does not rise consistently above the noise of simulated variability
until mid 21st century (Figure AI.10). During the warm season, precipitation increases are smaller, about 15% (Table 14.1), though these
signals also rise above variability by mid 21st century (Figure AI.11). The
inter-model spread in the precipitation increase is generally as large as
the ensemble mean signal itself (similar to CMIP3 model behaviour,
Holland and Webster, 2007), so the magnitude of the future increase
is uncertain. However, since nearly all models project a large precipitation increase rising above the variability year-round, it is likely the
pan-Arctic region will experience a statistically significant increase in
precipitation by mid-century (see also Table 14.2). The small projected
increase in the NAO is likely to affect Arctic precipitation (and temperature) patterns in the coming century (Section 14.5.1; Table 14.3),
though the importance of these signals relative to anthropogenic signals described here is unclear.
In summary: It is likely Arctic surface temperature changes will be
strongly influenced by anthropogenic forcing over the coming decades
dominating natural variability such as induced by NAO. It is likely the
pan-Arctic region will experience a significant increase in precipitation
by mid-century due mostly to enhanced precipitation in ETCs.

2007; Vimont and Kossin, 2007; Smirnov and Vimont, 2011). ETCs are
also mainly responsible for winter precipitation, especially in the northern half of NA. See Table 14.3 for a summary of this information.
A general surface warming over NA has been documented over the
last century (see Section 2.4). It is particularly large over Alaska and
northern Western NA during winter and spring and the northern part
of Eastern NA during summer (Zhang et al., 2011b). There is also a
cooling tendency over Central and Eastern NA (i.e., the ‘warming hole’
discussed in Section 2.4.1) during spring, though it is absent in lower
tropospheric temperature (cf. Figure 2.25). The warming has coincided
with a general decline in NA snow extent and depth (Brown and Mote,
2009; McCabe and Wolock, 2010; Kapnick and Hall, 2012). Consistent
with surface temperature trends, temperature extremes also exhibit
secular changes. Cold days and nights have decreased in the last half
century, while warm days and nights have increased (see Chapter 2).
These changes are especially apparent for nightly extremes (Vincent
et al., 2007). It is unclear whether there have been mean precipitation trends over the last 50 years (Section 2.5.1; Zhang et al., 2011b).
However, precipitation extremes increased, especially over Central and
Eastern NA (see Section 2.6.2 and Seneviratne et al., 2012).
Table 14.2 provides an assessment of GCM quality for simulations
of temperature, precipitation, and main phenomena in NA’s regions.
Regarding regional modelling experiments since AR4, biases have
decreased somewhat as resolutions increase. The North American
Regional Climate Change Assessment Program created a simulation
suite for NA at 50-km resolution. When forced by reanalyses, this suite
generally reproduces climate variability within observational error
(Leung and Qian, 2009; Wang et al., 2009b; Gutowski, 2010; Mearns
et al., 2012).Other regional modelling experiments covering parts or
all of NA have shown improvements as resolution increases (Liang et
al., 2008a; Lim et al., 2011; Yeung et al., 2011), including for extremes
(Kawazoe and Gutowski, 2013). Bias reductions are large for snowpack
in topographically complex Western NA, as revealed by 2- to 20-km resolution regional simulations (Qian et al., 2010b; Salathe Jr. et al., 2010;
Pavelsky et al., 2011; Rasmussen et al., 2011). Thus there has been
substantial progress since AR4 in understanding the value of regional
modelling in simulating NA climate. The added value of using regional
models to simulate climate change is discussed in Section 9.6.6.

14.8.3 North America
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The climate of North America (NA) is affected by the following phenomena: NAO (Section 14.5.1), ENSO (Section 14.4), PNA (Section 14.7.2),
PDO (Section 14.7.3), NAMS (Section 14.2.3), TCs and ETCs (Section
14.6). The NAO affects temperature and precipitation over Eastern NA
during winter (Hurrell et al., 2003). Positive PNA brings warmer temperatures to northern Western NA and Alaska in winter, cooler temperatures to the southern part of Eastern NA, and dry conditions to
much of Eastern NA (Nigam, 2003). The PNA can also be excited by
ENSO-related SST anomalies (Horel and Wallace, 1981; Nigam, 2003).
The PDO is linked to decadal climate anomalies resembling those of
the PNA. The NAMS brings excess summer rainfall to Central America
and Mexico and the southern portion of Western NA (Gutzler, 2004).
TCs also impact the Gulf Coast and Eastern NA (see Section 14.6.1).
The AMM and AMO may affect their frequency and intensity (Landsea
et al., 1999; Goldenberg et al., 2001; Cassou et al., 2007; Emanuel,
1258

NA warming patterns in RCP4.5 CMIP5 projections are generally similar to those of CMIP3 (Figures AI.4 and AI.5, Table 14.1). In winter,
warming is greatest in Alaska, Canada, and Greenland (Figures AI.12
and AI.16), while in summer, maximum warming shifts south, to Western, Central, and Eastern NA. Examining near-term (2016–2035) CMIP5
projections of the less sensitive models (25th percentile, i.e., upper
left maps in Figures AI.12, AI.13, AI.16, AI.17, AI.20 AI.21, AI.24 and
AI.25), the warming generally exceeds natural variability estimates.
Exceptions are Alaska, parts of Western, Central, and Eastern NA, and
Canada and Greenland during winter, when natural variability linked
to wintertime storms is particularly large. By 2046–2065, warming in
all regions exceeds the natural variability estimate for all models. Thus
it is very likely the warming signal will be large compared to natural
variability in all NA regions throughout the year by mid-century. This
warming generally leads to a two- to four fold increase in simulated
heat wave frequency over the 21st century (e.g., Lau and Nath, 2012).
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Anthropogenic climate change may also bring systematic cold-season
precipitation changes. As with previous models, CMIP5 projections
generally agree in projecting a winter precipitation increase over the
northern half of NA (Figure 14.18 and AI.19). This is associated with
increased atmospheric moisture, increased moisture convergence, and
a poleward shift in ETC activity (Section 14.6.2 and Table 14.3). The
change is consistent with CMIP3 model projections of positive NAO
trends (Table 14.3; Hori et al., 2007; Karpechko, 2010; Zhu and Wang,
2010). Winter precipitation increases extend southward into the USA
(northern portions of SREX regions 3 to 5; Neelin et al., 2013) but
with decreasing strength relative to natural variability. This behaviour
is qualitatively reproduced in higher resolution simulations (Figure
14.18).
Warm-season precipitation also exhibits significant increases in
Alaska, northern Canada, and Eastern NA by century’s end (Figures
14.18, AI.19, AI.22). However, CMIP5 models disagree on the sign
of the precipitation change over the rest of NA (Figures AI.26 and
AI.27), consistent with CMIP3 results (Figure 14.18; Neelin et al., 2006;
Rauscher et al., 2008; Seth et al., 2010). One set of high resolution
simulatons (Endo et al., 2012) shows a tendency towards more precipitation than either CMIP3 or CMIP5 models (Figure 14.18), suggesting
the simulated warm-season precipitation change in the region may be
resolution-dependent. Future precipitation changes associated with
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the NAMS are likewise uncertain, though there is medium confidence
the phenomenon will move to later in the annual cycle (Section 14.2.3,
Table 14.3). As there is medium confidence tropical cyclones will be
associated with greater rainfall rates, the Gulf and East coasts of NA
may be impacted by greater precipitation when tropical cyclones occur
(Table 14.3).
CMIP3 models showed a 21st century precipitation decrease across
much of southwestern NA, accompanied by a robust evaporation
increase characteristic of mid-latitude continental warming (Seager
et al., 2007; Seager and Vecchi, 2010) and an increase in drought frequency (Sheffield and Wood, 2008; Gutzler and Robbins, 2011). When
downscaled, CMIP3 models showed less drying in the region (Gao
et al., 2012c) and an extreme precipitation increase, despite overall
drying (Dominguez et al., 2012). CMIP5 models do not consistently
show such a precipitation decrease in this region (Neelin et al., 2013).
This is one of the few emerging differences between the two ensembles in climate projections over NA. However, the CMIP5 models
still show a strong decrease in soil moisture here (Dai, 2013), due to
increasing evaporation.
In summary, it is very likely that by mid-century the anthropogenic
warming signal will be large compared to natural variability such as
that stemming from the NAO, ENSO, PNA, PDO, and the NAMS in all

Figure 14.18 | Maps of precipitation changes for North America in 2080–2099 with respect to 1986–2005 in June, July and August (above) and December to February (below)
in the SRES A1B scenario with 24 CMIP3 models (left), and in the RCP4.5 scenario with 39 CMIP5 models (middle). Right figures are the precipitation changes in 2075–2099 with
respect to 1979–2003 in the SRES A1B scenario with the 12 member 60 km mesh Meteorological Research Institute (MRI)-Atmospheric General Circulation Model 3.2 (AGCM3.2)
multi-physics, multi-SST ensembles (Endo et al., 2012). Precipitation changes are normalized by the global annual mean surface air temperature changes in each scenario. Light
hatching denotes where more than 66% of models (or members) have the same sign with the ensemble mean changes, while dense hatching denotes where more than 90% of
models (or members) have the same sign with the ensemble mean changes.
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NA regions throughout the year. It is likely that the northern half of NA
will experience an increase in precipitation over the 21st century, due
in large part to a precipitation increase within ETCs.

influence trade winds over the Tropical North Atlantic and can combine
with ENSO to modulate the summer Western Hemisphere warm pool
(e.g., Enfield et al., 2006). Table 14.3 summarizes the main phenomena
and their relevance to climate change over the CAC.

14.8.4 Central America and Caribbean
The Central America and the Caribbean (CAC) region is affected by
several phenomena, including the ITCZ (Section 14.3.1.1), NAMS (Section 14.2.3.1), ENSO (Section 14.4) and TCs (Section 14.6.1; Table 14.3;
also Gamble and Curtis, 2008). The annual cycle results from air–sea
interactions over the Western Hemisphere warm pool in the tropical
eastern north Pacific and the Intra Americas Seas (Amador et al., 2006;
Wang et al., 2007). The Caribbean Low Level Jet is a key element of the
region’s summer climate (Cook and Vizy, 2010) and is controlled by
the size and intensity of the Western Hemisphere warm pool (Wang et
al., 2008b). It is also modulated by SST gradients between the eastern
equatorial Pacific and tropical Atlantic (Taylor et al., 2011d). ENSO is
the main driver of climate variability, with El Niño being associated
with dry conditions and La Niña with wet conditions (Karmalkar et
al., 2011). Other teleconnection patterns, such as the NAO (Section
14.5.1) and the strength of boreal winter convection over the Amazon,
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Because inter-decadal climate variations can be large in the CAC
region, precipitation trends must be interpreted carefully. From 1950
to 2003, negative trends were seen in several data sets in the Caribbean region and parts of Central America (Neelin et al., 2006). However, regarding secular trends (1901–2005), this signal was identified
only in the Caribbean region (Trenberth et al., 2007b). Prolonged dry
or wet periods are related to decadal variability of the adjacent Pacific
and Atlantic (Mendoza et al., 2007; Seager et al., 2009; Mendez and
Magaña, 2010), and the intensity of easterlies over the region. For
instance, increased easterly surface winds over Puerto Rico from 1950
to 2000 disrupted a pattern of inland moisture convergence, leading to
a dramatic precipitation decrease (Comarazamy and Gonzalez, 2011).
Table 14.2 provides an overall assessment of GCM quality for simulations of temperature, precipitation and main phenomena in the CAC
sub-regions. Annual cycles of temperature and precipitation are well

Figure 14.19 | Maps of precipitation changes for Central America and Caribbean in 2080–2099 with respect to 1986–2005 in June to September (above) and December to
March (below) in the SRES A1B scenario with 24 CMIP3 models (left), and in the RCP4.5 scenario with 39 CMIP5 models (middle). Right figures are the precipitation changes in
2075–2099 with respect to 1979–2003 in the SRES A1B scenario with the 12 member 60 km mesh Meteorological Research Institute (MRI)-Atmospheric General Circulation Model
3.2 (AGCM3.2) multi-physics, multi-SST ensembles (Endo et al., 2012). Precipitation changes are normalized by the global annual mean surface air temperature changes in each
scenario. Light hatching denotes where more than 66% of models (or members) have the same sign with the ensemble mean changes, while dense hatching denotes where more
than 90% of models (or members) have the same sign with the ensemble mean changes.
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simulated by CMIP5 models, though precipitation from June to October is underestimated (Figure 9.38). Regional models also simulate
temperature and precipitation climatologies, and the magnitude and
annual cycle of the Caribbean Low-Level Jet reasonably well (Campbell
et al., 2010; Taylor et al., 2013).

p recipitation will decrease in the Caribbean region, over the coming
century. However, there is only medium confidence that Central America will experience a decrease in precipitation.

CMIP3 models generally projected a precipitation reduction over much
of the Caribbean region, consistent with the observed negative trend
since 1950 (Neelin et al., 2006; Rauscher et al., 2008). The subtropics
are generally expected to dry as global climate warms (Held and Soden,
2006), but in both CMIP3 and CMIP5 models the CAC region shows the
greatest drying. Future drying may also be related to strengthening
of the Caribbean Low-Level Jet (Taylor et al., 2013) and subsidence
over the Caribbean region associated with warmer SSTs in the tropical
Pacific than Atlantic (Taylor et al., 2011d). A high-resolution regional
Ocean GCM using a CMIP3 ensemble for boundary conditions confirms
that the Intra American Seas circulation weakens by similar rate as the
reduction in Atlantic Meridional Overturning (Liu et al., 2012c). This
weakening causes the Gulf of Mexico to warm less than other oceans.

South America (SA) is affected by several climate phenomena. ENSO
(Section 14.4) and Atlantic Ocean modes (Section 14.3.4) have a role
in interannual variability of many regions. The SAMS (Section 14.2.3.2)
is responsible for rainfall over large areas, while the SACZ (Section
14.3.1.3) and Atlantic ITCZ (Section 14.3.1.1) also affect precipitation.
Teleconnections such as the PSA (Section 14.7.1), the SAM (Section
14.5.2) with related ETCs (Section 14.6.2) and the IOD (Section 14.3.3)
also influence climate variability. Table 14.3 summarizes the main phenomena and their assessed relevance to climate change over SA.

Downscaling experiments for the region have shown a mid-21st century warming between 2°C and 3°C (Vergara et al., 2007; Rauscher et al.,
2008; Karmalkar et al., 2011). Precipitation decreases over most of the
CAC region, similar to the signal in driving global models (Campbell et
al., 2010; Hall et al., 2012). However, only a few downscaling studies
took into account key elements of the region’s climate, such as easterly wave activity, TCs, or interannual variability mechanisms linked to
ENSO (Karmalkar et al., 2011).
By century’s end, CMIP5 models project greatest warming in the CAC
region in JJA. Warming is projected to be larger over Central America
than the Caribbean in summer and winter (Figures AI.24, AI.2, Table
14.1). From October to March, ensemble mean projections indicate precipitation decrease in northern Central America, including Mexico. In the
Caribbean precipitation is projected to decrease in the south (consistent
with the observed trends) but to increase in the north (Figure AI.26).
From April to September, the projected zone of precipitation reduction
expands over the entire CAC region, and this signal is generally larger
than the models’ estimates of natural variability (Figure AI.27). Precipitation changes projected by CMIP3, CMIP5 and a high-resolution model
show a similar reduction in parts of Mexico and the southern Caribbean in DJFM, and in Central America and the Caribbean in JJAS (Figure
14.19). The CMIP5 ensemble shows greater agreement in the DJFM precipitation increase in the northern Caribbean sector than CMIP3. These
projected changes are also reflected in Table 14.1. Figures AI.26, AI.27
and Figure 14.19 suggest an intensification and southward displacement of the East Pacific ITCZ, which can contribute to drying in southern
Central America (Karmalkar et al., 2011).
ENSO will continue to influence CAC climate, but changes in ENSO
frequency or intensity remain uncertain (Section 14.4). Projected drier
conditions may also be related to decreased frequency of TCs, though
the associated rainfall rate of these systems are higher in future projections (Section 14.6.1).
In summary, owing to model agreement on projections and the
degree of consistency with observed trends, it is likely warm-season

14.8.5

South America

Positive minimum temperature trends have been observed in SA
(Alexander et al., 2006; Marengo and Camargo, 2008; Rusticucci and
Renom, 2008; Marengo et al., 2009; Seneviratne et al., 2012; Skansi et
al., 2013). Glacial retreat in the tropical Andes was observed in the last
three decades (Vuille et al., 2008; Rabatel et al., 2013). In contrast to
the warming over the continental interior, a prominent but localized
coastal cooling was detected during the past 30 to 50 years, extending
from central Peru (Gutiérrez et al., 2011) to northern (Schulz et al.,
2012) and central Chile (Falvey and Garreaud, 2009). Observed precipitation changes include a significant increase in precipitation during
the 20th century over the southern sector of southeastern SA, a negative trend in SACZ continental area (Section 2.5.1; Barros et al., 2008),
a negative trend in mean precipitation and precipitation extremes in
central-southern Chile, and a positive trend in southern Chile (Haylock
et al., 2006; Quintana and Aceituno, 2012). Other detected changes
include positive extreme precipitation trends in southeastern SA, central-northern Argentina and northwestern Peru and Ecuador (Section
2.6.2; Haylock et al., 2006; Dufek et al., 2008; Marengo et al., 2009; Re
and Barros, 2009; Skansi et al., 2013).
Table 14.2 provides an overall assessment of GCM quality for simulations of temperature, precipitation and main phenomena in the sub-regions of SA. In general, GCM results are consistent with observed temperature tendencies (e.g., Haylock et al., 2006). Trends toward warmer
nights in CMIP3 models (Marengo et al., 2010b; Rusticucci et al., 2010)
are consistent with observed trends. CMIP3 models, however, do not
simulate the cooling ocean and warming land trends observed in the
last 30 years along subtropical western SA noted above. The number of
warm nights in SA is well represented in CMIP5 simulations (Sillmann
et al., 2013). CMIP5 models reproduce the annual cycle of precipitation
over SA, though the multi-model mean underestimates rainfall over
some areas (Figure 9.38). In tropical SA, rainy season precipitation is
better reproduced in the CMIP5 ensemble than CMIP3 (Figure 9.39).
CMIP3 models were able to simulate extreme precipitation indices
over SA (Rusticucci et al., 2010), but CMIP5 models improved them
globally (Sillmann et al., 2013). CMIP5 also improved simulations
of precipitation indices in the SAMS region (Kitoh et al., 2013; Section 14.2.3.2). The main precipitation features are well represented
by regional models in several areas of SA (Solman et al., 2008; Alves
and Marengo, 2010; Chou et al., 2012; Solman et al., 2013). However,
regional models underestimate daily precipitation intensity in the La
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Plata Basin and in eastern Northeastern SA in DJF and almost over the
whole continent in JJA (Carril et al., 2012).
Regarding future projections, CMIP5 models indicate higher temperatures over all of SA, with the largest changes in southeastern Amazonia by century’s end. (Figures AI.28, AI.29, Table 14.1). Temperature
changes projected by RCMs forced by a suite of CMIP3 models agree
that the largest warming occurs over the southern Amazon during austral winter. Regional models project a greater frequency of warm nights

14

over SA, except in parts of Argentina, and a reduction of cold nights
over the whole continent (Marengo et al., 2009). CMIP5 projections
confirm the results of CMIP3 in AR4 and SREX (see Section 12.4.9).
CMIP5 results confirm precipitation changes projected by CMIP3
models in the majority of SA regions, with increased confidence, as
more models agree in the changes (AI.30, AI.34, AI31, AI35). Inter-model spread in precipitation also decreased in some SA regions from
CMIP3 to CMIP5 (Blázquez and Nuñez, 2012). CMIP5 p recipitation

Figure 14.20 | Maps of precipitation changes for South America in 2080–2099 with respect to 1986–2005 in June to September (above) and December to March (below) in the
SRES A1B scenario with 24 CMIP3 models (left), and in the RCP4.5 scenario with 39 CMIP5 models (middle). Right figures are the precipitation changes in 2075–2099 with respect
to 1979–2003 in the SRES A1B scenario with the 12-member 60-km mesh Meteorological Research Institute (MRI)- Atmospheric General Circulation Model 3.2 (AGCM3.2) multiphysics, multi-SST ensembles (Endo et al., 2012). Precipitation changes are normalized by the global annual mean surface air temperature changes in each scenario. Light hatching
denotes where more than 66% of models (or members) have the same sign with the ensemble mean changes, while dense hatching denotes where more than 90% of models (or
members) have the same sign with the ensemble mean changes.
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Figure 14.21 | (a) December, January and February (DJF) and (b) June, July and August (JJA) relative precipitation change in 2071–2100 with respect to 1961–1990 in the A1B
scenario from an ensemble of 10 Regional Climate Models (RCMs) participating in the Europe–South America Network for Climate Change Assessment and Impact Studies-La
Plata Basin (CLARIS-LPB) Project. Hatching denotes areas where 8 out of 10 RCMs agree in the sign of the relative change. (c) DJF and (d) JJA dispersion among regional model
projections of precipitation changes averaged over land grid points in Southeastern South America (SESA, 35°S to 25°S, 60°W to 50°W), South Atlantic Convergence Zone (SACZ,
25°S to 15°S, 45°W to 40°W) and southern Amazonia (15°S to 10°S, 65°W to 55°W), indicated by the boxes in (a).

projections for the end of the twenty-first century (2081–2100) show a
precipitation increase from October to March over the southern part of
Southeast Brazil and the La Plata Basin, the extreme south of Chile, the
northwest coast of SA, and the Atlantic ITCZ, extending to a small area
of the northeastern Brazil coast (Figures AI.30 and AI.34). Reduced
October to March rainfall is projected in the extreme northern region
of SA, eastern Brazil, and central Chile. In eastern Amazonia and northeastern Brazil, CMIP5 models show both drying and moistening. This
uncertainty can also be seen in Table 14.1.
Figure 14.20 confirms that changes in northwestern, southwestern and
southeastern SA are consistent among CMIP3 and CMIP5 ensembles
and a high-resolution model ensemble, which gives more confidence in
these results. However, in eastern Amazonia and northeast and eastern

Brazil, there is less agreement. Results from high-resolution or regional
models forced by CMIP3 models provides further indication the projected changes are robust. A high-resolution regional model ensemble projects precipitation increases during austral summer over the La
Plata Basin region, northwestern SA and southernmost Chile, and a
decrease over northern SA, eastern Amazonia, eastern Brazil, central
Chile and the Altiplano (Figure 14.21). Other regional models also project a precipitation increase over the Peruvian coast and Ecuador and
a reduction in the Amazon Basin (Marengo et al., 2010b; Marengo et
al., 2012).
From April to September, the CMIP5 ensemble projects precipitation
increases over the La Plata Basin and northwestern SA near the coast
(Figures AI31, AI35). In contrast, a reduction is projected for northeast
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Brazil and eastern Amazonia. Precipitation is projected to decrease in
Central Chile, but to increase over extreme southern areas. In CMIP3
models, a precipitation reduction in the central Andes resulted from a
moisture transport decrease from the continental interior to the Altiplano (Minvielle and Garreaud, 2011). CMIP3 and CMIP5 models are
consistent in projecting drier conditions in eastern Amazonia during
the dry season and wetter conditions in western Amazonia (Malhi et
al., 2008; Cook et al., 2011). The Amazon forest’s future is discussed in
Section 12.5.5.6.1. Areas of maximum change in CMIP5 are consistent
with those of CMIP3 in JJA, agreeing also with a high-resolution model
ensemble (Figure 14.20). Increased precipitation in southeastern SA
is projected by a high-resolution model ensemble in all four seasons
(Blázquez et al., 2012). The austral winter precipitation increase over
the La Plata Basin and southern Chile, and the reduction in eastern
Amazonia and northeast Brazil, are also projected by RCMs (Figure
14.21) as in CMIP5 models. A relevant result from a RCM is the precipitation decrease over most of SA north of 20°S in austral spring,
suggesting a longer dry season (Sörensson et al., 2010; see also Section
14.2.3.2). Note that average CMIP5 spatial values in Table 14.1 are
consistent with changes seen in the maps, unless for the west coast of
SA, where there are spatial variations within the area and the values
do not reflect the changes.

with the SAM’s projected positive trend (Reboita et al., 2009; Section 14.5.2) impacts zones of cyclogenesis off the southeast SA coast
(Kruger et al., 2011; Section 12.4.4 ).

Regional model projections and a high-resolution model ensemble
indicate an increase in the number of consecutive dry days in northeastern SA (Marengo et al., 2009; Kitoh et al., 2011). An increase in
heavy precipitation events over almost the entire continent, especially
Amazonia, southern Brazil and northern Argentina, is projected by a
high-resolution model ensemble (Kitoh et al., 2011) and in s ubtropical
areas of South America by regional models (Marengo et al., 2009).
Seneviratne et al. (2012) indicated low to medium confidence in CMIP3
SA precipitation trends. However, the increased ability of CMIP5 models
to represent extremes (Kitoh et al., 2013) provides higher confidence in
the signals discussed above (Section 14.2.3.2), consistent with global
changes in land areas (Section 12.4.5).

The most relevant climate phenomena for this region are NAO (Section
14.5.1), ETCs (Section 14.6.2) and blocking (Box 14.2, Folland et al.,
2009; Feliks et al., 2010; Dole et al., 2011; Mariotti and Dell’Aquila,
2012). These phenomena also interact with longer time-scale North
Atlantic ocean-atmosphere phenomena such as the AMO (Section
14.7.6, Mariotti and Dell’Aquila, 2012; Sutton and Dong, 2012). Other
phenomena have minor influence in limited sectors of the region (see
Supplementary Material Section 14.SM.6.3).

Precipitation changes projected over SA are consistent with El Niño
influences, for example, rainfall increase over southeastern and northwestern SA and decrease over eastern Amazonia. However, CMIP3
models could not represent certain features of ENSO well (Roxy et al.,
2013) and there is no consensus about future ENSO behaviour (Coelho
and Goddard, 2009; Collins et al., 2010) even with CMIP5 results (Section 14.4). As the various types of ENSO produce different impacts on
SA (Ashok et al., 2007; Hill et al., 2011; Tedeschi et al., 2013), future
ENSO effects remain uncertain. It is very likely that ENSO remains the
dominant mode of interannual variability in the future (Section 14.4.2).
Therefore, regions in SA currently influenced by Pacific SST will continue to experience ENSO effects on precipitation and temperature.
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Projected precipitation increases in the southern sector of southeastern SA are consistent with changes in the SACZ dipole (Section
14.3.1.3) and PSA (Section 14.7.1). Increased precipitation in this
region may also have a contribution from a more frequent and intense
Low Level Jet (Nuñez et al., 2009; Soares and Marengo, 2009). CMIP3
model analyses show little impact on extreme precipitation from SAM
changes toward century’s end, except in Patagonia (Menendez and
Carril, 2010). However, the southward shift of stormtracks a ssociated
1264

In summary, it is very likely temperatures will increase over the whole
continent, with greatest warming projected in southern Amazonia. It is
likely there will be an increase (reduction) in frequency of warm (cold)
nights in most regions. It is very likely precipitation will increase in the
southern sector of southeastern and northwestern SA, and decrease
in Central Chile and extreme north of the continent. It is very likely
that less rainfall will occur in eastern Amazonia, northeast and eastern Brazil during the dry season. However, in the rainy season there
is medium confidence in the precipitation changes over these regions.
There is high confidence in an increase of precipitation extremes.

14.8.6

Europe and Mediterranean

This section assesses regional climate change in Europe and the North
African and West Asian rims of the Mediterranean basin. Area-average
summaries are presented for the three sub-regions of Northern Europe
(NEU), Central Europe (CEU) and Mediterranean (MED) (cf. Tables 14.1
to 14.2).

Recent 1981-2012 trends in annual mean temperature in each subregion exceed the global mean land trend as can be inferred from
Figure 2.22. Consistent with previous AR4 conclusions (Section 11.3),
recent studies of extreme events (Section 2.6.1) point to a very likely
increase of the number of warm days and nights, and decrease of the
number of cold days and nights, since 1950 in Europe. Heat waves
can be amplified by drier soil conditions resulting from warming (Vautard et al., 2007; Seneviratne et al., 2010; Hirschi et al., 2011). Several
studies (Section 2.6.2.1) also indicate general increases in the intensity
and frequency of extreme precipitation especially in winter during the
last four decades however there are inconsistencies between studies,
regions and seasons.
The ability of climate models to simulate the climate in this region
has improved in many important aspects since AR4 (see Figure 9.38).
Particularly relevant for this region are increased model resolution and
a better representation of the land surface processes in many of the
models that participated in the recent CMIP5 experiment. Table 14.2
provides an assessment of the CMIP5 quality for simulations of temperature, precipitation, and main phenomena in the region. The CMIP5
projections reveal warming in all seasons for the three sub-regions,
while precipitation projections are more variable across sub-regions
and seasons. In the winter half year (October to March), NEU and CEU
are projected to have increased mean precipitation associated with
increased atmospheric moisture, increased moisture convergence and
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intensification in ETC activity (Section 14.6.2 and Table 14.3) and no
change or a moderate reduction in the MED. In the summer half year
(April to September) , NEU and CEU mean precipitation are projected
to have only small changes whereas there is a notable reduction in
MED (see Table 14.1, Figures AI.36 to AI.37 and AI.42-AI.43). Figure
14.22 illustrates that the precipitation changes are broadly consistent
with the findings CMIP3.
High-resolution projections from the Japanese high-resolution model
ensemble also agree with these findings and are consistent with
downscaling results from coordinated multi-model GCM/RCM experiments (e.g., ENSEMBLES, Déqué et al., 2012). In general, regional climate change amplitudes for temperature and precipitation follow the
global warming amplitude although modulated both by changes in the
large-scale circulation and by regional feedback processes (Kjellstrom
et al., 2011), which confirms assessments in AR4 (Christensen et al.,
2007).
Some new investigations have focussed on the uncertainties associated with model projections. A large ensemble of RCM-GCM shows that
the temperature response is robust in spite of a considerable uncertainty related to choice of model combination (GCM/RCM) and sam-
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pling (natural variability), even for the 2021–2050 time frame (Déqué
et al., 2012). Other studies based on CMIP3 projections suggest that
GHG-forced changes in the MED are likely to become distinguishable from the ‘noise’ created by internal decadal variations in decades
beyond 2020–2030 (Giorgi and Bi, 2009). It has been also shown using
an ensemble of RCM simulations that the removal of NAO-related variability leads to an earlier emergence of change in seasonal mean temperatures for some regions in Europe (Kjellström et al., 2013). Hence, in
the near term, decadal predictability is likely to be critically dependent
on the regional impacts of modes of variability ‘internal’ to the climate
system (Section 11.3). However, it has been shown that NAO trends do
not account for a large fraction of the long-term future change in mean
temperature or precipitation (Stephenson et al., 2006) and that largescale atmospheric circulation changes in CMIP5 models are not the
main driver of the warming projected in Europe by the end of the century (2081–2100; Cattiaux et al., 2013). Therefore, changes in climate
phenomena contribute to the uncertainty in the near-term projections
rather than long-term changes in this region (Table 14.3), further supporting the credibility in model projection (Table 14.2).
Recent studies have clearly identified a possible amplification of temperature extremes by changes in soil moisture (Jaeger and Seneviratne,

Figure 14.22 | Maps of precipitation changes for Europe and Mediterranean in 2080–2099 with respect to 1986–2005 in June to August (above) and December to February (below) in the SRES A1B scenario with 24 CMIP3 models (left), and in the RCP4.5 scenario with 39 CMIP5 models (middle). Right figures are the precipitation changes in
2075–2099 with respect to 1979–2003 in the SRES A1B scenario with the 12 member 60 km mesh Meteorological Research Institute (MRI)-Atmospheric General Circulation
Model 3.2 (AGCM3.2) multi-physics, multi-sea surface temperature (SST) ensembles (Endo et al., 2012). Precipitation changes are normalized by the global annual mean surface air
temperature changes in each scenario. Light hatching denotes where more than 66% of models (or members) have the same sign with the ensemble mean changes, while dense
hatching denotes where more than 90% of models (or members) have the same sign with the ensemble mean changes.
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2010; Hirschi et al., 2011), acting as a mechanism that further magnifies the intensity and frequency of heat waves given the projected
enhance of summer drying conditions. This is in line with the assessed
results presented in SREX (Seneviratne et al., 2012). At the other end
of the spectrum, studies indicate that European winter variability may
be related to sea ice reductions in the Barents-Kara Sea (Petoukhov
and Semenov, 2010) and CMIP5 models in projections for the future in
general exhibit a similar relation until the summer sea ice has almost
disappeared (Yang and Christensen, 2012). Although the mechanism
behind this relation remains unclear this suggests that cold winters
in Europe will continue to occur in coming decades, despite an overall
warming.
Although climate models have improved fidelity in simulating aspects
of regional climates over Europe and the Mediterranean, the spread in
projections is still substantial, partly due to large amounts of natural
variability in this region (particularly NAO and AMO), besides the inherent model deficiencies .
In summary, there is high confidence in model projections of mean
temperature in this region. It is very likely that temperatures will continue to increase throughout the 21st century over all of Europe and
the Mediterranean region. It is likely that winter mean temperature
will rise more in NEU than in CEU or MED, whereas summer warming
will likely be more intense in MED and CEU than in NEU. The length,
frequency, and/or intensity of warm spells or heat waves are assessed
to be very likely to increase throughout the whole region. There is
medium confidence in an annual mean precipitation increase in NEU
and CEU, while a decrease is likely in MED summer mean precipitation.

14.8.7

Africa

The African continent encompasses a variety of climatic zones. Here
the continent is divided into four major sub-regions: Sahara (SAH),
Western Africa (WAF), Eastern Africa (EAF) and Southern Africa (SAF).
A fifth Mediterranean region to the north of Sahara is discussed in
Section 14.8.6. In tropical latitudes, rainfall follows insolation (this simplified picture is modified by the presence of orography, especially in
the Great Horn of Africa, the geography of the coastline, and by the
oceans). The most relevant phenomena affecting climate variability are
the monsoons (Section 14.2.4), ENSO (Section 14.4), Indian and Atlantic Ocean SSTs (IOD, Section 14.3.3; AMM Section 14.3.4; AMO Section
14.7.6) and the atmospheric Walker Circulation (Section 2.7.5). Tropical
cyclones impact East African and Madagascan coastal regions (Section
14.6.1) and ETCs clearly impact southern Africa (Section 14.6.2).
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Sub-Saharan Sahelian climate is dominated by the monsoonal system
that brings rainfall to the region during only one season (Polcher et al.,
2011). Most of the rain between May/June and September comes from
mesoscale ‘squall line’ systems that travel short distances in their lifetime (~1000 to 2000 km), and whose distribution is somewhat modified by the synoptic scale African Easterly Wave (Ruti and Dell’Aquila,
2010). The onset of the rainy season in West Africa is a key parameter triggering changes in the vegetation and surface properties, that
implies feedbacks to the local atmospheric heat and moisture cycle.
The length and frequency of dry spells as well as the length or cumulated rainfall of the season also affect this. All are affected by a large
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interannual variability (Janicot et al., 2011). When evaluating models
their ability to reproduce such characteristics of the African monsoon
is essential. A large effect of natural multi-decadal SST and warming of
the oceans on Sahel rainfall is very likely (Hoerling et al., 2006; Ting et
al., 2009, 2011; Mohino et al., 2011; Rodriguez-Fonseca et al., 2011).
East Africa experiences a semi-annual rainfall cycle, driven by the ITCZ
movement across the equator. Direct links between the region’s rainfall
and ENSO have been demonstrated (Giannini et al., 2008) and references therein), but variations in Indian Ocean SST (phases of the IOD)
are recognized as the dominant driver of east African rainfall variability
(Marchant et al., 2007). This feature acts to enhance rainfall through
either anomalous low-level easterly flow of moist air into the continent
(Shongwe et al., 2011), or a weakening of the low-level westerly flow
over the northern Indian Ocean that transports moisture away from
the continent (Black et al., 2003). Although the effect of the IOD is
evident in the short rainy season, Shongwe et al. (2011) do not find a
similar relationship for the long rains. Williams and Funk (2011), however, argue for a reduction in the long rains over Kenya and Ethiopia in
response to warmer Indian Ocean SSTs.
Variability in southern Africa’s climate is strongly influenced by its adjacent oceans (Rouault et al., 2003; Hansingo and Reason, 2008, 2009;
Hermes and Reason, 2009) as well as by ENSO (Vigaud et al., 2009;
Pohl et al., 2010). Although it is generally observed that El Niño events
correspond to conditions of below-average rainfall over much of southern Africa (Mason, 2001; Giannini et al., 2008; Manatsa et al., 2008) the
ENSO teleconnection is not linear, but rather has complex influence in
which a number of regimes of local rainfall response can be identified
(Fauchereau et al., 2009). The extreme southwestern parts of southern
Africa receive rainfall in austral winter brought by mid-latitude frontal
systems mostly associated with passing ETCs, but the majority of the
region experiences a single summer rainfall season occurring between
November and April. A semi-permanent zone of sub-tropical convergence is a major contributor to summer rainfall in sub-tropical southern
Africa (Fauchereau et al., 2009; Vigaud et al., 2012).
Because of its exceptional magnitude and its clear link to global SST,
20th century decadal rainfall variability in the Sahel is a test of GCMs
ability to produce realistic long-term changes in tropical precipitation.
Despite biases in the region (Cook and Vizy, 2006) the CMIP3 coupled
models overall can capture the observed correlation between Sahel
rainfall and basin-wide area averaged SST variability (Biasutti et al.,
2008) even though individual models may fail, especially at interannual time scales (Lau et al., 2006; Joly et al., 2007). Recently, Ackerley
et al. (2011) used a perturbed physics ensemble and reached a similar
result for the role of atmospheric sulphate, confirming previous results
(Rotstayn and Lohmann, 2002; Held et al., 2005). Since AR4, only limited information about improved performance has been documented
and only in WAF have major efforts been focussing on relating model
behaviour with ability to simulate local climate processes in such
details. However, in a comparative study of the ability of CMIP3 and
CMIP5 to simulate multiple SST–Africa teleconnections, Rowell (2013)
found varying degrees of success in simulating these. In particular, no
clear indication of an improvement in the CMIP5 models vs. the CMI3
models was identified.
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In projections of the 21st century, the CMIP3 models produced both
significant drying and significant moistening (Held et al., 2005; Biasutti
and Giannini, 2006; Cook and Vizy, 2006; Lau et al., 2006), and the
mechanisms by which a model dries or wets the Sahel are not fully
understood (Cook, 2008). At least qualitatively, the CMIP3 ensemble simulates a more robust response during the pre-onset and the
demise portion of the rainy season (Biasutti and Sobel, 2009; Seth et
al., 2011). Rainfall is projected to decrease in the early phase of the
seasons—implying a small delay in the main rainy season, but is projected to increase at the end of the season—implying an intensification of late-season rains (d’Orgeval et al., 2006), although this appears
to be less robust in the CMIP5 models (Section 14.2.4). Projections of a
change in the timing of the rains is common to other monsoon regions
(Li et al., 2006; Biasutti and Sobel, 2009; Seth et al., 2011), including
southern Africa.
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The relevance of a local effect is supported by several lines of evidence.
There is observational evidence that local soil moisture gradients can
trigger convective systems and that these surface contrasts are as
important as topography for generating these systems, which bring
most of the rain to the region (Taylor et al., 2011a, 2011b). Additional
evidence comes from simulations of future rainfall changes in West
Africa by RCMs subject to coupled model-derived boundary conditions
(Patricola and Cook, 2010), documenting a wetting response of the
Sahel to increased GHG in the absence of other forcings. But the relative importance of this effect versus the response to SST trends is not
well quantified, mostly due to the limitation of using a single RCM.
An evaluation of six GCMs over East Africa by Conway et al. (2007)
reveals no clear multi-model trend in mean annual rainfall by the
2080s, but some indications of increased SON and decreased March,

Figure 14.23 | Maps of precipitation changes for Africa in 2080–2099 with respect to 1986–2005 in June to September (above) and December to March (below) in the SRES
A1B scenario with 24 CMIP3 models (left), and in the RCP4.5 scenario with 39 CMIP5 models (middle). Right figures are the precipitation changes in 2075–2099 with respect
to 1979–2003 in the SRES A1B scenario with the 12-member 60-km mesh Meteorological Research Institute (MRI)-Atmospheric Generl Circulation Model 3.2 (AGCM3.2) multiphysics, multi-sea surface temperature (SST) ensembles (Endo et al., 2012). Precipitation changes are normalized by the global annual mean surface air temperature changes in
each scenario. Light hatching denotes where more than 66% of models (or members) have the same sign with the ensemble mean changes, while dense hatching denotes where
more than 90% of models (or members) have the same sign with the ensemble mean changes.
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April and May (MAM) rainfall are noted. They found inconsistency in how the models represent changes in the IOB and consequent
changes in rainfall over East Africa. Shongwe et al. (2011) analysed an
ensemble of 12 CMIP3 GCMs (forced with A1B emissions). They found
widespread increases in short season (OND) rainfall including extreme
precipitation across the region, with statistically significant ensemble
mean increases. For the long rains (MAM), similar changes in the sign
and magnitude of mean and extreme seasonal rainfall were seen, but
model skill in simulating the MAM season is relatively poor. The changes shown for the short rains are consistent with a differential warming
of 21st century Indian Ocean SSTs, which leads to a positive IOD-like
state (see Section 14.3.3). The atmospheric consequence of this is a
weakening of the descending branch of the East African Walker Cell
and enhancement of low-level moisture convergence over east Africa
(Vecchi and Soden, 2007a; Shongwe et al., 2011).
In an assessment of 19 CMIP3 models run with the A1B emissions
forcing, Giannini et al. (2008) note a tendency toward a persistent El
Niño-like pattern (see Section 14.4) in the equatorial Pacific along with
a decrease in rainfall over southern Africa. Dynamical downscaling
of a single GCM by Engelbrecht et al. (2011) shows—for the austral
winter—an intensification of the southern edge of the subtropical high
pressure belt resulting in southward displacement of the mid-latitude
systems that bring frontal rain to the south western parts of the continent, thus resulting in decrease in rainfall. The decrease in summer
rainfall is consistent with high-resolution (18 km) RCM simulations
done by Haensler et al. (2011) which indicate widespread reductions in
rainfall over southern Africa under the A1B scenario.
Shongwe et al. (2009) identified reduction in spring (SON) rainfall
throughout the eastern parts of southern Africa. There is good consensus amongst the models used, with the spring anomalies indicating a
trend toward later onset of the summer rainy season. Autumn (MAM)
reductions are shown for most of southern Africa while eastern South
Africa experiences no change and eastern parts of southern Africa
show a small increase.
Table 14.2 provides an overall assessment of CMIP5 quality for simulations of temperature, precipitation, and main phenomena in the different sub-regions of Africa. Overall, confidence in the projected precipitation changes is at best medium. This is owing to the overall modest
ability of models to capture the most important phenomena having a
strong control on African climates (Table 14.3).
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The ability of climate models to simulate historical climate, its change,
and its variability, has improved in many aspects since the AR4 (see
Section 9.6.1). But for Africa there is no clear evidence that the modest
increase in resolution and a better representation of the land surface
processes in many CMIP5 models have resulted in marked improvements (e.g., Figure 9.39). The CMIP5 models projection for this century
is further warming in all seasons in the considered four sub-regions,
while precipitation show some distinct sub-regional and seasonally
dependent changes. In the October to March half year all four regions
are projected to receive practically unaltered precipitation amounts by
2081–2100, although somewhat elevated in RCP8.5. In the April to
September half year SAH, WAF and EAF will experience little change
but a quite notable reduction in SAF is projected (see Table 14.1,
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F igures AI.40 to AI.51). This is consistent with the results from CMIP3
as depicted in Figure 14.23 in the West African monsoon wet season
and austral summer. High resolution information provided by the Japanese high-resolution model ensemble also matches this finding.
In summary, given models’ ability to capture local processes, large
scale climate evolution and their linkages, it is very likely that all of
Africa will continue to warm during the 21st century. The overall quality of the CMIP5 models imply, that SAH already very dry is very likely
to remain very dry. But there is low confidence in projection statements
about drying or wetting of WAF. Owing to models’ ability to capture
the overall monsoonal behaviour, there is medium confidence in projections of a small delay in the rainy season with an increase at the
end of the season. There is medium confidence in projections showing
little change in mean precipitation in EAF and reduced precipitation in
the Austral winter in SAF, as models tend to represent Indian Ocean
SST developments with credibility. Likewise, increasing rainfall in EAF
is likely for the short rainy season, but low confidence exists in projections regarding drying or wetting in the long rainy season.

14.8.8

Central and North Asia

This area mostly covering the interior of a large continent extending
from the Tibetan plateau to the Arctic is mainly influenced by weather systems coming from the west or south, giving some dependency
on the AAM (Section 14.2.2) on the one hand and NAO/NAM (Section 14.5.1) on the other, with associated atmospheric blocking as an
additional phenomenon of influence related to the latter (Box 14.2). In
particular, the variability and long-term change of the climate system
in central Asia and northern Asia are closely related to variations of
the NAO and NAM (Takaya and Nakamura, 2005; Knutson et al., 2006;
Popova and Shmakin, 2010; Sung et al., 2010; Table 14.3).
As a part of the polar amplification, large warming trends in recent
decades are observed in the northern Asian sector (e.g., Figure 2.22).
The warming trend was particularly strong in the cold season (November to March), with an increase of 2.4°C per 50 years in the mid-latitude semi-arid area of Asia, where the annual rainfall is within the
range of 200 to 600 mm over the period of 1901–2009 (Huang et
al., 2012). The observations indicate some increasing trends of heavy
precipitation events in northern Asia, but no spatially coherent trends
in central Asia (Seneviratne et al., 2012).
The CMIP5 models generally have difficulties in representing the mean
climate expressed as the climatological means of both temperature
and precipitation (Table 14.2) for the sub-regions represented in this
area, which is partly related to the poor resolution unable to resolve
the complex mountainous terrain dominating this region. But the
scarceness of observational data and issues related to how these best
can be compared with coarse resolution models adds to the uncertainty regarding model quality.
The model projections presented in AR4 (Section 11.4) indicated strong
warming in northern Asia during winter and in central Asia during
summer. Precipitation was projected to increase throughout the year
in northern Asia with the largest fractional increase during winter. For
central Asia, a majority of the CMIP3 models projected decreasing
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Figure 14.24 | Maps of precipitation changes for Central, North, East and South Asia in 2080–2099 with respect to 1986–2005 in June to September (above) and December
to March (below) in the SRES A1B scenario with 24 CMIP3 models (left), and in the RCP4.5 scenario with 39 CMIP5 models (middle). Right figures are the precipitation changes
in 2075–2099 with respect to 1979–2003 in the SRES A1B scenario with the 12-member 60-km mesh Meteorological Research Institute (MRI)-Atmospheric General Circulation
Model 3.2 (AGCM3.2) multi-physics, multi-sea surface temperature (SST) ensembles (Endo et al., 2012). Precipitation changes are normalized by the global annual mean surface air
temperature changes in each scenario. Light hatching denotes where more than 66% of models (or members) have the same sign with the ensemble mean changes, while dense
hatching denotes where more than 90% of models (or members) have the same sign with the ensemble mean changes.

p recipitation during spring and summer. Seneviratne et al. (2012) indicate increases in all precipitation extreme indices for northern Asia and
in the 20-year return value of annual maximum daily precipitation for
central Asia. These projections are supported by output from CMIP5
models subject to various RCP scenarios (see Annex I). CMIP5 projected temperature increase in Central Asia of comparable magnitude in
both JJA and in DJF. In North Asia, temperatures rise more in DJF than
in JJA, while less annual variation is found over Central Asia and the
Tibetan Plateau (Table 14.1, Figures AI.12 to AI.13, AI.52 to AI.55 and
AI.56 to AI.57).

variability (Table 14.2), and therefore suggests that confidence in the
sign of the projected change in future precipitation is medium.
In summary, all the areas are projected to warm, a stronger than global
mean warming trend is projected for northern Asia during winter.
For central Asia, warming magnitude is similar between winter and
summer. Precipitation in northern Asia will very likely increase, whereas the precipitation over central Asia is likely to increase. Extreme precipitation events will likely increase in both regions.

14.8.9
With an RCM Sato et al. (2007) projected precipitation decreases over
northern Mongolia and increases over southern Mongolia in July. Soil
moisture over Mongolia decreases in July as a result of the combined
effect of decreased precipitation and increased potential evaporation
due to rising surface temperature. In North Asia, all CMIP5 models projects an increase in precipitation in the winter half year, and summer
half year precipitation is also projected to increase (Table 14.1; Figures
AI.14 to AI.15). In Central Asia and the Tibetan Plateau, model agreement is lower on changes both for winter and summer precipitation
(Figure 14.24; Table 14.1; Figures AI.54 to AI.55 and AI.58 to AI.59). The
ability of these CMIP5 models to simulate precipitation over this region
varies (Table 14.3). The reasonable level of agreement in projections of
precipitation to be positive and significantly above the 20-year natural

East Asia

Summer is the rainy season for East Asia. The Meiyu-Changma-Baiu
rain band is the defining feature of East Asian summer climate, extending from eastern China through central Japan (Ding and Chan, 2005;
Zhou et al., 2009b). The summer rain band is anchored by the subtropical westerly jet (Sampe and Xie, 2010), and located on the northwestern flank of the western North Pacific subtropical high (Zhou and
Yu, 2005). The wintertime circulation is characterized by monsoonal
northerlies between the Siberian High and the Aleutian Low.
Both the East Asian summer and winter monsoon circulations have
experienced an inter-decadal scale weakening after the 1970s due to
natural variability of the coupled climate system, leading to enhanced
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Figure 14.25 | Linear trend for local summer (a) total precipitation and (b) R95 (summer total precipitation when PR >95th percentile) during 1961–2006. The unit is % per
50-years. The trends statistically significant at the 5% level are dotted. The daily precipitation data over Australia and China are produced by the Australian Water Availability Project
(AWAP, Jones et al., 2009a) and National Climate Centre China of China Meteorological Administration (Wu and Gao, 2013), respectively, while that over the other area is compiled
by the Highly Resolved Observational Data Integration Towards the Evaluation of Water Resources (APHRODITE) project (Yatagai et al., 2012). The resolution of precipitation data
set is 0.5° × 0.5°. Local summer is defined as June, July and August in the Northern Hemisphere, and December, January and February in the Southern Hemisphere.

mean and extreme precipitation along the Yangtze River Valley (30°N)
but deficient mean precipitation in North China in summer (Figure
14.25), and a warmer climate in winter. The observed monsoon circulation changes are partly reproduced by GCMs driven by PDO-related
SST patterns but the quality of precipitation simulation is poor (Zhou
et al., 2008a; Li et al., 2010a; Zhou and Zou, 2010).
In AR4, the regional warming is projected to be above the global
mean in East Asia (Christensen et al., 2007). “It is very likely that heat
waves/hot spells in summer will be of longer duration, more intense
and more frequent, but very cold days are very likely to decrease in
frequency. The precipitation is likely to increase in both boreal winter
and summer, while the frequency of intense precipitation events is very
likely to increase. Extreme rainfall and winds associated with tropical
cyclones are likely to increase”. CMIP5 results support many of these
assessments.
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More recent analysis suggested that CMIP3 models projected
increased summer precipitation in amount and intensity over East
Asia (Figure 14.24 for SRES A1B scenario) due to enhanced moisture convergence in a warmer climate (Ding et al., 2007; Sun and
Ding, 2010; Chen et al., 2011; Kusunoki and Arakawa, 2012), along
with an increase in interannual variability (Lu and Fu, 2010). CMIP5
projections for RCP4.5 support those from AR4 for summer (Figure
14.24), with 90% of the models projecting a precipitation increase
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in the winter half year (see Table 14.1 and Figures AI.56 to AI.59).
CMIP3 models projections indicated a decrease of winter precipitation extending northeastward from South China Sea to south of Japan
under SRES A1B scenario, changes seen in CMIP5 projections but with
smaller spatial coverage (Figure 14.24).
An increase of extreme precipitation is projected over East Asia in a
warmer climate (Jiang et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011a,
2011b). A high-resolution model projects an increase of Meiyu precipitation in May through July, Changma precipitation over Korean
peninsula in May, and Baiu precipitation over Japan in July (Kusunoki
and Mizuta, 2008), and an increase of heavy precipitation over East
Asia under SRES A1B scenario (Kusunoki and Mizuta, 2008; Endo,
2012). CMIP3 models project a late withdrawal of Baiu (Kitoh and
Uchiyama, 2006), as has been observed in eastern and western Japan
(Endo, 2010). There is a significant increase in mean, daily maximum
and minimum temperatures in southeastern China, associated with a
decrease in the number of frost days and an increase in the heat wave
duration under SRES A2 scenario (Chen et al., 2011). The CMIP5 model
projections also indicate an increase of temperature in both boreal
winter and summer over East Asia for RCP4.5 (Table 14.1). A decrease
of the annual and seasonal maximum wind speeds is found under SRES
A2 scenario due to both the reduced intensity of cold waves and the
reduced intensity of the winter monsoons (Jiang and Zhao, 2013).
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The future warming patterns simulated by RCMs essentially follow
those of the driving GCMs (e.g., Dairaku et al., 2008). For summer precipitation, however, RCM downscaling usually shows different regional
details due to more realistic topographic forcing than in GCMs (Gao et
al., 2008, 2012a). The uncertainty of precipitation projection in eastern
China is larger than that in western China (Gao et al., 2012b). RCM
downscaling indicates that both the seasonal mean summer rainfall and extreme precipitation around Japan Islands are projected to
increase (Im et al., 2008; Iizumi et al., 2012).
Projections with a 5-km RCM show that the heaviest hourly precipitation is projected to increase even in the near future (2030s) when temperature increase is modest (Kitoh et al., 2009). A southwest expansion of the subtropical anticyclone over the northwestern Pacific Ocean
associated with El Niño-like mean state changes in the Pacific and a
dry air intrusion in the mid-troposphere from the Asian continent gives
a favourable condition for intense precipitation in the Baiu season in
Japan (Kanada et al., 2010). Increased water vapour supply from the
south of the Baiu front and an intensified frontal zone with intense
mean updrafts contribute to the increased occurrence of intense daily
precipitation during the late Baiu season (Kanada et al., 2012).
In summary, based on CMIP5 model projections, there is medium confidence that with an intensified East Asian summer monsoon, summer
precipitation over East Asia will increase (Table 14.3). Under RCP4.5
scenario, precipitation increase is likely over East Asia during the Meiyu-Changma-Baiu season in May to July, and precipitation extremes
are very likely to increase over the eastern Asian continent in all seasons and over Japan in summer. However, there is only low confidence
in more specific details of the projected changes due to the limited
skill of CMIP5 models in simulating monsoon features such as the East
Asian monsoon rainband (Table 14.2).

14.8.10 West Asia
This region extends from the Mediterranean to the western fringes of
South Asia, covering the Middle East and the Arabian Peninsula and
includes large areas of barren desert. The climate over this region
varies from arid to semi-arid and precipitation is primarily received in
the cold season.
The western part of the region is on the margin of Atlantic and Mediterranean influences, primarily the NAO (Section 14.5.1) during winter
months, and indirectly the monsoon heat low (Section 14.2.2.1) in the
summer months. Precipitation in this region comes largely from passing ETCs (Section 14.6.2). Land-falling TCs (Section 14.6.1) that occasionally influence the eastern part of the Arabian Peninsula are notable
extreme events. Pacific Ocean variability, associated with ENSO (Section 14.2.4), and the ITCZ (Section 14.3.1) are also known to impact
weather and climate in different parts of West Asia.
In recent decades, there appears to be a weak but non-significant
downward trend in mean precipitation (Zhang et al., 2005; Alpert et al.,
2008; AlSarmi and Washington, 2011; Tanarhte et al., 2012), although
intense weather events appear to be increasing (Alpert et al., 2002;
Yosef et al., 2009). In contrast, upward temperature trends are notable
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and robust (Alpert et al., 2008; AlSarmi and Washington, 2011; Tanarhte et al., 2012).
The ability of climate models to simulate historical climate, its change
and its variability, has improved in many important aspects since the
AR4 (see Figure 9.39 in Chapter 9). CMIP5 models tend to be able to
reproduce the basic climate state of the region as well as the main
phenomena affecting it with some fidelity (Table 14.2), but the region
is at the fringes of the influence of different drivers of European, Asian
and African climates and remains poorly analysed in the peer-reviewed
literature with respect to climate model performances.
The CMIP5 model projections for this century are for further warming
in all seasons, while precipitation shows some distinct sub-regional
and seasonally dependent changes, characterized by model scatter. In
both winter (October to March) and summer (April to September) precipitation in general is projected to decrease, (see Table 14.1, Figures
AI.52 to AI.55). However, the various interacting dynamical influences on precipitation of the region (that models have varying success
in capturing in the current climate) results in uncertainty in both the
patterns and magnitude of future precipitation change. Indeed, while
the overall pattern of change has remained the same between CMIP3
and CMIP5, the confidence has decreased somewhat and the boundary
between the Mediterranean decreases and the general mid-latitude
increase to the north has shifted closer to the region (Figures 14.26 and
AI.54 to AI.55). So, although the Mediterranean side still appears likely
to become drier, the likely precipitation changes for the interior land
masses are less clear and the intensified and northward shifting ITCZ
may imply an increase in precipitation in the most southern part of the
Arabian Peninsula. Overall, the projections by the end of the century
(2081–2100) indicates little overall change, although with a tendency
for reduced precipitation, particular in the high end scenarios (Figures
AI.5 to AI.55). However, regardless of the sign of precipitation change
in the high mountain regions of the interior, the influence of warming
on the snow pack will very likely cause important changes in the timing
and amount of the spring melt (Diffenbaugh et al., 2013).
Recent downscaling results (Lionello et al., 2008; Evans, 2009; Jin et
al., 2010; Dai, 2011) suggest that the eastern Mediterranean will experience a decrease in precipitation during the rainy season due to a
northward displacement of the storm tracks (Section 14.6.2). A northward shift in the ITCZ results in more precipitation in the southern part,
not previously being seriously affected by it. A moderate change in the
annual cycle of precipitation has also been simulated by some models.
Precipitation and temperature statistics in RCMs for an area consisting of the western part of the Arab Peninsula was assessed by Black
(2009) and Onol and Semazzi (2009) confirming GCM-based findings.
Increased drought duration has been projected (Kim and Byun, 2009).
Inland from the Mediterranean coastal areas, resolution of the terrain
becomes more important and, while downscaled results (Evans, 2008;
Marcella and Eltahir, 2011; Lelieveld et al., 2012) broadly agree with
GCM projections, higher resolution results in some differences associated with mountain barrier jets (Evans, 2008; see also Figure 14.26).
In summary, since AR4 climate models appear to have only modestly improved fidelity in simulating aspects of large-scale climate
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Figure 14.26 | Maps of precipitation changes for West Asia in 2080–2099 with respect to 1986–2005 in June, July and August (above) and December, January and February
(below) in the SRES A1B scenario with 24 CMIP3 models (left), and in the RCP4.5 scenario with 39 CMIP5 models (middle). The figures on the right are the precipitation changes
in 2075–2099 with respect to 1979–2003 in the SRES A1B scenario with the 12-member 60-km mesh Meteorological Research Institute (MRI)-Atmospheric General Circulation
Model 3.2 (AGCM3.2) multi-physics, multi-sea surface temperature (SST) ensembles (Endo et al., 2012). Precipitation changes are normalized by the global annual mean surface air
temperature changes in each scenario. Light hatching denotes where more than 66% of models (or members) have the same sign with the ensemble mean changes, while dense
hatching denotes where more than 90% of models (or members) have the same sign with the ensemble mean changes.

phenomena influencing regional climates over West Asia. Model
agreement, however, indicates that it is very likely that temperatures
will continue to increase. But at the same time, model agreement on
projected precipitation changes have reduced, resulting in medium
confidence in projections showing an overall reduction in precipitation.

14.8.11 South Asia
From June through September, the Indian summer monsoon (Section
14.2.2.1) dominates South Asia, while the northeast winter monsoon
contributes substantially to annual rainfall over southeastern India and
Sri Lanka. The winter weather systems are also important in northern
parts of South Asia, that is, the western Himalayas.

14

Seasonal mean rainfall shows interdecadal variability, noticeably a
declining trend with more frequent deficit monsoons (Kulkarni, 2012).
There are regional inhomogeneities: precipitation decreased over central India along the monsoon trough (Figure 14.25) thought to be due
to a number of factors (Section 14.2.2) including black carbon, sulphate aerosols (Chung and Ramanathan, 2007; Bollasina et al., 2011),
land use changes (Niyogi et al., 2010) and SST rise over the Indo-Pacific
1272

warm pool (Annamalai et al., 2013). The increase in the number of
monsoon break days over India (Dash et al., 2009), and the decline in
the number of monsoon depressions (Krishnamurthy and Ajayamohan,
2010), are consistent with the overall decrease in seasonal mean rainfall. The frequency of heavy precipitation events is increasing (Rajeevan
et al., 2008; Krishnamurthy et al., 2009; Sen Roy, 2009; Pattanaik and
Rajeevan, 2010), while light rain events are decreasing (Goswami et
al., 2006).
CMIP models reasonably simulate the annual cycle of precipitation and
temperature over South Asia (Table 14.2; Figure 9.38) but are limited
in simulating fine structures of rainfall variability on sub-seasonal and
sub-regional scales (Turner and Annamalai, 2012). CMIP5 models show
improved skill in simulating monsoon variability compared to CMIP3
(Sperber et al., 2012; Section 14.2.2).
Summer precipitation changes in South Asia are consistent overall
between CMIP3 and CMIP5 (Figure 14.24), but model scatter is large
in winter precipitation change (Figures 14.24 and AI.62). Changes in
the summer monsoon dominate annual rainfall (see Section 14.2.2).
The CMIP3 multi-model ensemble shows an increase in summer
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precipitation (Kumar et al., 2011a; May, 2011; Sabade et al., 2011),
although there are wide variations among model projections (Annamalai et al., 2007; Kripalani et al., 2007b). Spatially, the rainfall increase
is stronger over northern parts of South Asia, Bangladesh and Sri
Lanka, with a weak decrease over Pakistan (Turner and Annamalai,
2012). In RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 scenarios, frequency of extreme precipitation days shows consistent increasing trends in 2060 and beyond
(Chaturvedi et al., 2012; Figure AI.63). In six CMIP3 models, precipitation anomalies during Indian summer monsoon breaks strengthen in a
warmer climate, but changes in the timing and duration of active/break
spells are variable among models (Mandke et al., 2007). Note that the
active/break spells of the monsoon are related to the MJO (see Section
14.3.2), a phenomenon that models simulate poorly (Section 9.5.2.3;
Lin et al., 2008a; Sperber and Annamalai, 2008).
High-resolution RCM and GCM projections showed an overall increase
of precipitation over a large area of peninsular India (Rupa Kumar et
al., 2006; Stowasser et al., 2009; Kumar et al., 2011a), but a significant
reduction in orographic rainfall in both seasonal mean and extreme
events on west coasts of India (Rajendran and Kitoh, 2008; Ashfaq et
al., 2009; Kumar et al., 2013). Such spatial variations in projected precipitation near orography are noticeable in Figure 14.24 on the background of the overall increase.
CMIP5 models project a clear increase in temperature over India
especially in winter (Figures AI.60 to AI.61), with enhanced warming
during night than day (Kumar et al., 2011a) and over northern India
(Kulkarni, 2012). In summer, extremely hot days and nights are projected to increase. Table 14.1 summarizes the projected temperature and
precipitation changes for SAS in the RCP4.5 scenario based on CMIP5.
In summary, there is high confidence in projected rise in temperature.
There is medium confidence in summer monsoon precipitation increase
in the future over South Asia. Model projections diverge on smaller
regional scales.

14.8.12 Southeast Asia
Southeast Asia features a complex range of terrains and land–sea contrasts. Across the region, temperature has been increasing at a rate of
0.14°C to 0.20°C per decade since the 1960s (Tangang et al., 2007),
coupled with a rising number of hot days and warm nights, and a
decline in cooler weather (Manton et al., 2001; Caesar et al., 2011).
A positive trend in the occurrence of heavy (top 10% by rain amount)
and light (bottom 5%) rain events and a negative trend in moderate
(25 to 75%) rain events has been observed (Lau and Wu, 2007). Annual
total wet-day rainfall has increased by 22 mm per decade, while rainfall from extreme rain days has increased by 10 mm per decade (Alexander et al., 2006; Caesar et al., 2011).
Several large-scale phenomena influence the climate of this region.
While ENSO (Section 14.4) influence is predominant in East Malaysia and areas east of it, Maritime continent monsoon (Section 14.2.3)
influences the climate in Peninsular Malaya. The impact of the IOD
(Section 14.3.3) is more prominent in eastern Indonesia. Thus climate
variability and trends differ vastly across the region and between
seasons. Between 1955 and 2005 the ratio of rainfall in the wet to
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the dry seasons increased (Aldrian and Djamil, 2008). This appears to
be at least in part consistent with an upward trend of the IOD. While
an increasing frequency of extreme events has been reported in the
northern parts of South East Asia, decreasing trends in such events are
reported in Myanmar (Chang, 2011); see also Figure 14.25.
For a given region, strong seasonality in change is observed. In Peninsular Malaya during the southwest monsoon season, total rainfall and
the frequency of wet days decreased, but rainfall intensity increased in
much of the region (Deni et al., 2010). During the northeast monsoon,
total rainfall, the frequency of extreme rainfall events, and rainfall
intensity all increased over the peninsula (Suhaila et al., 2010).
High-resolution model simulations are necessary to resolve complex terrain such as in Southeast Asia (Nguyen et al., 2012; Section
14.2.2.4). In a RCM downscaling simulation using the A1B emission
scenario (Chotamonsak et al., 2011), regional average rainfall was
projected to increase, consistent with a combination of the ‘warmer
getting wetter’ mechanism (Section 14.3.1), an increase in summer
monsoon, though there is a lack of consensus on future ENSO changes.
The spatial pattern of change is similar to that projected in the AR4
(Christensen et al., 2007, Section 11.4).
The median increase in temperature over land ranges from 0.8°C in
RCP2.6 to 3.2°C in RCP8.5 by the end of this century (2081–2100). A
moderate increase in precipitation is projected for the region: 1% in
RCP2.6 increasing to 8% in RCP8.5 by 2100 (Table 14.1, Supplementary Material Table 14.SM.1a to 14.SM.1c, Figures 14.27 and AI.64 to
AI.65). On islands neighbouring the southeast tropical Indian Ocean,
rainfall is projected to decrease during July to November (the IOD prevalent season), consistent with a slower oceanic warming in the east
than in the west tropical Indian Ocean, despite little change projected
in the IOD (Section 14.3.3).
In summary, warming is very likely to continue with substantial sub-regional variations. There is medium confidence in a moderate increase in
rainfall, except on Indonesian islands neighbouring the southeast Indian
Ocean. Strong regional variations are expected because of terrain.

14.8.13 Australia and New Zealand
The climate of Australia is a mix of tropical and extratropical influences. Northern Australia lies in the tropics and is strongly affected by
the Australian monsoon circulation (Section 14.2.2) and ENSO (Section
14.4). Southern Australia extends into the extratropical westerly circulation and is also affected by the middle latitude storm track (Section
14.6.2), the SAM (Section 14.5.2), mid-latitude transient wave propagation, and remotely by the IOD (Section 14.3.3) and ENSO.
Eastern–northeastern Australian rainfall is strongly influenced by the
ENSO cycle, with La Niña years typically associated with wet conditions
and more frequent and intense tropical cyclones in summer, and El
Niño years with drier than normal conditions, most notably in spring.
The SAM plays a significant role in modulating southern Australian
rainfall, the positive SAM being associated with generally above-normal rainfall during summer (Hendon et al., 2007; Thompson et al.,
2011), but in winter with reduced rainfall, particularly in Southwest
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Figure 14.27 | Maps of precipitation changes for Southeast Asia, Australia and New Zealand in 2080–2099 with respect to 1986–2005 in June to September (above) and December to March (below) in the SRES A1B scenario with 24 CMIP3 models (left), and in the RCP4.5 scenario with 39 CMIP5 models (middle). Right figures are the precipitation changes
in 2075–2099 with respect to 1979–2003 in the SRES A1B scenario with the 12-member 60- km mesh Meteorological Research Institute (MRI)-Atmospheric General Circulation
Model 3.2 (AGCM3.2) multi-physics, multi-sea surface temperature (SST) ensembles (Endo et al., 2012). Precipitation changes are normalized by the global annual mean surface air
temperature changes in each scenario. Light hatching denotes where more than 66% of models (or members) have the same sign with the ensemble mean changes, while dense
hatching denotes where more than 90% of models (or members) have the same sign with the ensemble mean changes.
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Western Australia (Hendon et al., 2007; Meneghini et al., 2007; Pezza
et al., 2008; Risbey et al., 2009; Cai et al., 2011c). Rossby wavetrains
induced by tropical convective anomalies associated with the IOD (Cai
et al., 2009), and associated with ENSO through its coherence with
the IOD (Cai et al., 2011b) also have a strong impact, leading to lower
winter and spring rainfall particularly over Southeastern Australia
during positive IOD and El Niño events. Along the eastern seaboard,
ETCs (Section 14.6.2) exert a strong influence on the regional climate,
while ENSO and other teleconnections play a lesser role (Risbey et al.,
2009; Dowdy et al., 2012).

eastern Australia (Murphy and Timbal, 2008). Over southwest Western
Australia, the decrease in winter rainfall since the late 1960s of about
20% have led to an even bigger (~50%) drop in inflow into dams. The
rainfall decline has been linked to changes in large-scale mean sea
level pressure (Bates et al., 2008), shifts in synoptic systems (Hope et
al., 2006), changes in baroclinicity (Frederiksen and Frederiksen, 2007),
the SAM (Cai and Cowan, 2006; Meneghini et al., 2007), land cover
changes (Timbal and Arblaster, 2006), anthropogenic forcing (Timbal
et al., 2006), Indian Ocean warming (England et al., 2006) and teleconnection to Antarctic precipitation (van Ommen and Morgan, 2010).

Significant trends have been observed in Australian rainfall over recent
decades (Figure 14.25), varying vastly by region and season. Increasing
summer rainfall and decreasing temperature trends over northwest
Australia have raised the question of whether aerosols originating in
the NH play a role (Rotstayn et al., 2007; Shi et al., 2008b; Smith et al.,
2008; Rotstayn et al., 2009; Cai et al., 2011d), but there is no consensus
at present. By contrast, a prominent rainfall decline has been experienced in austral winter over southwest Western Australia (Cai and
Cowan, 2006; Bates et al., 2008) and in mid-to-late autumn over south-

Over southeastern Australia, the decreasing rainfall trend is largest
in autumn with sustained declines during the drought of 1997–2009,
especially in May (Cai and Cowan, 2008; Murphy and Timbal, 2008; Cai
et al., 2012a). The exact causes remain contentious, and for the decrease
in May, may include ENSO variability and long-term Indian Ocean
warming (Cai and Cowan, 2008; Ummenhofer et al., 2009b), a weakening of the subtropical storm track due to decreasing baroclinic instability of the subtropical jet (Frederiksen et al., 2010; Frederiksen et al.,
2011a, 2011b) and a poleward shift the ocean–atmosphere circulation
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(Smith and Timbal, 2012; Cai and Cowan, 2013). The well-documented
poleward expansion of the subtropical dry zone (Seidel et al., 2008;
Johanson and Fu, 2009; Lucas et al., 2012), particularly in April and
May, is shown to account for much of the April–May reduction (Cai
et al., 2012a). Rainfall trends over southeastern Australia in spring, far
weaker but with a signature in the subtropical ridge (Cai et al., 2011a;
Timbal and Drosdowsky, 2012), have been shown to be linked with
trends and variability in the IOD (Cai et al., 2009; Ummenhofer et al.,
2009b). Antarctic proxy data that capture both eastern Australian rainfall and ENSO variability (Vance et al., 2012) show a predominance of
El Niño/drier conditions in the 20th century than was the average over
the last millennium.
On seasonal to decadal time scales, New Zealand precipitation is
modulated by the SAM (Kidston et al., 2009; Thompson et al., 2011),
ENSO (Kidson and Renwick, 2002; Ummenhofer and England, 2007)
and the IPO (Griffiths, 2007). Increased westerly flow across New Zealand, associated with negative SAM and with El Niño events, leads
to increased rainfall and generally lower than normal temperatures
in western regions. The positive SAM and La Niña conditions are generally associated with increased rainfall in the north and east of the
country, and warmer than normal conditions. On longer time scales,
a drying trend since 1979 across much of New Zealand during austral
summer is consistent with recent trends in the SAM and to a lesser
extent ENSO and the IPO (Griffiths, 2007; Ummenhofer et al., 2009a).
In western regions, however, the drying is accompanied by a trend
towards increased heavy rainfall (Griffiths, 2007). Temperatures over
New Zealand have risen by just under 1°C over the past century (Dean
and Stott, 2009). The upward trend has been modulated by an increase
in the frequency of cool southerly wind flows over the country since the
1950s, without which the observed warming is consistent with largescale anthropogenic forcing (Dean and Stott, 2009).
A recent analysis (Irving et al., 2012; their Figure 9) shows that climate
projections over Australia using CMIP5 models, which generally simulate the climate of Australia well (Watterson et al., 2013), are highly
consistent with existing CMIP3-derived projections. The projected
changes include a further 1.0 to 5.0°C temperature rise by the year
2070 (relative to 1990); a long-term drying over southern areas during
winter, particularly in the southwest (Figure 14.27), that is consistent
with an upward trend of the SAM (Pitman and Perkins, 2008; Shi et al.,
2008a; Cai et al., 2011c); a long-term rainfall decline over southern and
eastern areas during spring, in part consistent with a upward trend of
the IOD index (Smith and Chandler, 2010; Zheng et al., 2010; Weller
and Cai, 2013; Zheng et al., 2013). Precipitation change in northeast
Australia remains uncertain (Moise et al., 2012), related to the lack of
consensus over how ENSO may change (Collins et al., 2010; Section
14.4). In terms of climate extremes, more frequent hot days and nights
and less frequent cold days and nights are projected (Alexander and
Arblaster, 2009). Changes in the intensity and frequency of extreme
rainfall events generally follow the mean rainfall change (Kharin et al.,
2007), although there is an increase in most regions in the intensity of
short duration extremes (e.g., Alexander and Arblaster, 2009).
For New Zealand, future climate projections suggest further increases
in the westerlies in winter and spring, though model biases in jet latitude in the present climate reduce confidence in the detail of future
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projections (Barnes et al., 2010). The influence of poleward expansion
of the subtropical high-pressure belt is projected to lead to drier conditions in parts of the country (Figure 14.27; Table 14.1), and a decrease
in westerly wind strength in northern regions. Such projections imply
increased seasonality of rainfall in many regions of New Zealand (Reisinger et al., 2010). Both flood and drought occurrence is projected
to approximately double over New Zealand during the 21st century,
under the SRES A1B scenario. Temperatures are projected to rise at
about 70% of the global rate, because of the buffering effect of the
oceans around New Zealand. Temperature rises are projected to be
smallest in spring (SON) while the season of greatest warming varies
by region around the country. Continued decreases in frost frequency, and increases in the frequency of high-temperature extremes, are
expected, but have not been quantified (Reisinger et al., 2010).
In summary, based on understanding of recent trends and on CMIP5
results, it is likely that cool season precipitation will decrease over
southern Australia associated in part with trends in the SAM, the IOD
and a poleward shift and expansion of the subtropical dry zone. It is
very likely that Australia will continue to warm through the 21st century, at a rate similar to the global land surface mean. The frequency
of very warm days is very likely to increase through this century, across
the whole country.
It is very likely that temperatures will continue to rise over New Zealand. Precipitation is likely to increase in western regions in winter and
spring, but the magnitude of change is likely to remain comparable to
that of natural climate variability through the rest of the century. In
summer and autumn, it is as likely as not that precipitation amounts
will change.

14.8.14 Pacific Islands Region
The Pacific Islands region includes the northwest tropical Pacific, and
the tropical southwest Pacific. North of the Equator, the wet season
occurs from May to November. In the south, the wet seasons occurs
from November to April.
The phenomena mainly responsible for climate variations in the Pacific Islands are ENSO (Section 14.4), the SPCZ (Section 14.3.1.2), the
ITCZ (Section 14.3.1.1) and the WNPSM (Section 14.2.2.5). During El
Niño events, the ITCZ and SPCZ move closer to the equator, rainfall
decreases in western regions and increases in the central Pacific, and
tropical cyclone numbers tend to increase and to occur farther east
than normal (Diamond et al., 2012). During La Niña, the western tropical Pacific tends to experience above-average numbers of tropical
cyclones (Nicholls et al., 1998; Lavender and Walsh, 2011).
The seasonal evolution of the SPCZ has a strong influence on the
seasonality of the climate of the southern tropical Pacific, particularly
during the wet season. The SPCZ moves northward during moderate
El Niño events and southward during La Niña events (Folland et al.,
2002; Vincent et al., 2011). During El Niño events, southwest Pacific
Island nations experience an increased occurrence of forest fires and
droughts (Salinger et al., 2001; Kumar et al., 2006b), and an increased
probability of tropical cyclone damage, as tropical cyclogenesis tends
to reside within 6° to 10° south of the SPCZ (Vincent et al., 2011).
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Nauru experiences drought during La Niña as the SPCZ and ITCZ move
to the west (Brown et al., 2012c). During strong El Niño events (e.g.,
1982/1983, 1997/1998) the SPCZ undergoes an extreme swing of up
to 10 degrees towards the equator and collapses to a more zonally
oriented structure (Vincent et al., 2011; Section 14.3.2). The impacts
from these zonal SPCZ events are much more severe than those from
moderate El Niño events (Vincent et al., 2011; Cai et al., 2012b), and
can induce massive droughts and food shortages (Barnett, 2011).
Temperatures have increased at a rate between 0.1°C and 0.2°C per
decade throughout the Pacific Islands during the 20th century (Folland
et al., 2003). Changes in temperature extremes have followed those of
mean temperatures (Manton et al., 2001; Griffiths et al., 2005). During
1961–2000, locations to the northeast of the SPCZ became wetter,
with the largest trends occurring in the eastern Pacific Ocean (east of
160°W), while locations to the southwest of the SPCZ became drier
(Griffiths et al., 2003), indicative of a northeastward shift of the SPCZ.
Trends in the frequency of rain days were generally similar to those of
total annual rainfall (Manton et al., 2001; Griffiths et al., 2003). Since
1980, western Pacific monsoon- and ITCZ-related rain during June to
August has decreased (Hennessy et al., 2011).
Future projections for tropical Pacific Island nations are based on direct
outputs from a suite of CMIP3 models, updated using CMIP5 wherever
available (Brown et al., 2011; Hennessy et al., 2011; Irving et al., 2011;
Moise and Delage, 2011; Perkins, 2011; Perkins et al., 2012). These
projections carry a large uncertainty, even in the sign of change, as
discussed below and as evident in Table 14.1.
Annual average air and sea surface temperature are projected to continue to increase for all tropical Pacific countries. By 2055, under the
high A2 emissions scenario, the increase is projected to be 1°C to 2°C.
A rise in the number of hot days and warm nights is also projected, and
a decline in cooler weather, as already observed (Manton et al., 2001).
For a low-emission scenario, the lower range decreases about 0.5ºC
while the upper range reduces by between 0.2°C and 0.5°C.
To a large extent, the response of the ITCZ, the SPCZ, and the WNPSM
to greenhouse warming will determine how rainfall patterns will
change in tropical Pacific. In northwestern and near-equatorial regions,
rainfall during all seasons is projected to increase in the 21st century.
Wet season increases are consistent with the expected intensification
of the WNPSM and the ITCZ (Smith et al., 2012a). For the southwestern tropical Pacific, the CMIP3 and CMIP5 ensemble mean change in
summer rainfall is far smaller than the inter-model range (Brown et
al., 2012b; Widlansky et al., 2013). There is a projected intensification
in the western part of the SPCZ and near the equator with little mean
change in SPCZ position (Brown et al., 2012a; Brown et al., 2012b).
For the southern group of the Cook Islands, the Solomon Islands, and
Tuvalu, average rainfall during the wet season is projected to increase;
and for Vanuatu, Tonga, Samoa, Niue, Fiji, a decrease in dry season
rainfall is accompanied by an increase in the wet season, indicating an
intensified seasonal cycle.
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Extreme rainfall days are likely to occur more often in all regions related
to an intensification of the ITCZ and the SPCZ (Perkins, 2011). Although
the intensification appears to be reproduced in CMIP5 models (Brown
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et al., 2012a), it has recently been questioned (Widlansky et al., 2013;
see Section 14.3.1). There are two competing mechanisms, the ‘wet
regions getting wetter’ and the ‘warmest getting wetter, or coldest getting drier’ paradigms. These two mechanisms compete within much of
the SPCZ region. Based on a multi-model ensemble of 55 greenhouse
warming experiments, in which model biases were corrected, tropical
SST changes between 2°C to 3°C resulted in a 5% decrease of austral
summer moisture convergence in the current SPCZ region (Widlansky et
al., 2013). This projects a diminished rainy season for most Southwest
Pacific island nations. In Samoa and neighbouring islands, summer rainfall may decrease on average by 10 to 20% during the 21st century as
simulated by the hierarchy of bias-corrected atmospheric model experiments. Less rainfall, combined with increasing surface temperatures and
enhanced potential evaporation, could increase the chance for longerterm droughts in the region. Such projections are completely opposite
to those based on direct model outputs (Figure 14.27).
Recent downscaling experiments support the above conclusion regarding the impact of biases on the SPCZ change, and suggest that the
projected intensification of the ITCZ may have uncertainties of a similar nature (Chapter 7 of Hennessy et al., 2011). In these experiments a
bias correction is applied to average sea surface temperatures, and the
atmosphere is forced with the ‘correct’ climatological seasonal cycle
together with warming derived from large-scale model outputs. The
results show opposite changes in much of the SPCZ and some of the
ITCZ regions, resulting in much lower confidence in rainfall projections.
Despite the uncertainty, there is general agreement in model projections regarding an increase in rainfall along the equator (Tables 14.1
and 14.2), and regarding a faster warming rate in the equatorial Pacific
than the off-equatorial regions (Xie et al., 2010b). A potential consequence is an increase in the frequency of the zonal SPCZ events (Cai
et al., 2012b).
In summary, based on CMIP3 and CMIP5 model projections and
recently observed trends, it is very likely that temperatures, including
the frequency and magnitude of extreme high temperatures, will continue to increase through the 21st century. In equatorial regions, the
consistency across model projections suggests that rainfall is likely to
increase. However, given new model results and physical insights since
the AR4, the rainfall outlook is uncertain in regions directly affected by
the SPCZ and western portion of the ITCZ.

14.8.15 Antarctica
Much of the climate variability of Antarctica is modulated by the Southern Annular Mode (SAM, Section 14.5.2), the high-latitude atmospheric response to ENSO (Section 14.4) and interactions between the two
(Stammerjohn et al., 2008; Fogt et al., 2011; see also Sections 2.7
and 10.3.3). Signatures of the SAM and ENSO in Antarctic temperature, snow accumulation and sea ice have been documented by many
observational and modelling studies (Bromwich et al., 2004; Guo et
al., 2004; Kaspari et al., 2004; van den Broeke and van Lipzig, 2004;
Marshall, 2007).
The positive SAM is associated on average with warmer conditions over
the Peninsula and colder conditions over East Antarctica, with a mixed
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and generally non-significant impact over West Antarctica (Kwok and
Comiso, 2002; Thompson and Solomon, 2002; van den Broeke and van
Lipzig, 2004). ENSO is associated with circulation anomalies over the
southeast Pacific that primarily affect West Antarctica (Bromwich et al.,
2004; Guo et al., 2004; Turner, 2004). ENSO variability tends to produce
out-of-phase variations between the western and eastern sectors of
West Antarctica (Bromwich et al., 2004; Kaspari et al., 2004), in association with the PSA pattern (Section 14.7.1).
The positive summer/autumn trend in the SAM index in recent decades (Section 14.5.2) has been related to the contrasting temperature
trend patterns observed in these two seasons, with warming in the
east and north of the Antarctic Peninsula and cooling (or no significant
temperature change) over much of East Antarctica (Turner et al., 2005;
Thompson et al., 2011). The high polarity of the SAM is also consistent
with the significant increase in snow accumulation observed in the
southern part of the Peninsula (Thomas et al., 2008).
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Antarctica (Bracegirdle et al., 2008), but the spatial pattern of precipitation change remains uncertain.
In summary, consistency across CMIP5 projections suggests it is very
likely that Antarctic temperatures will increase through the rest of
the century, but more slowly than the global mean rate of increase
(Table 14.1). SSTs of the oceans around Antarctica are likely to rise
more slowly than surface air temperature over the Antarctic land mass.
As temperatures rise, it is also likely that precipitation will increase
(Table 14.1), up to 20% or more over the East Antarctic. However, given
known difficulties associated with correctly modelling Antarctic climate, and uncertainties associated with future SAM and ENSO trends
and the extent of Antarctic sea ice, precipitation projections have only
medium confidence.

Unlike the eastern Antarctic Peninsula, its western coast shows maximum warming in austral winter (when the SAM does not exhibit any
significant trend), which has been attributed to reduced sea ice concentrations in the Bellingshausen Sea. Recent studies have emphasized
the role of tropical SST forcing not directly linked to ENSO to explain
the prominent spring- and wintertime atmospheric warming in West
Antarctica (Ding et al., 2011; Schneider et al., 2012). There is further
evidence of tropical SST influence on Antarctic temperatures and precipitation on decadal to inter-decadal time scales (Monaghan and
Bromwich, 2008; Okumura et al., 2012).
Modelling of Antarctic climate remains challenging, in part because of
the nature of the high-elevation ice sheet in the east Antarctic and its
effects on regional climate (Section 9.4.1.1). Moreover, modelling ice
properties themselves, for both land ice and sea ice, is an area that is
still developing despite improvements in recent years (Vancoppenolle
et al., 2009; Picard et al., 2012; Section 9.4.3). Modelling the role of the
stratosphere and of ozone recovery is critical for Antarctic climate, as
stratospheric change is intimately linked to trends in the SAM (Section
14.5.2).
The projected easing of the positive SAM trend in austral summer
(Section 14.5.2) may act to delay future loss of Antarctic sea ice (Bitz
and Polvani, 2012; Smith et al., 2012b). It is unclear what effect ENSO
will have on future Antarctic climate change as the ENSO response to
climate change remains uncertain (see 12.4.4.1 and 14.5.2 for more
information). Seasonally, changes in the strength of the circumpolar westerlies are also expected during the 21st century as a result
of changes in the semi-annual oscillation caused by alterations in the
mid- to high-latitude temperature gradient in the SH. Bracegirdle et
al. (2008) considered modelled circulation changes over the Southern
Ocean and found a more pronounced strengthening of the autumn
peak of the semi-annual oscillation compared with the spring peak.
Future changes in surface temperature over Antarctica are likely to be
smaller than the global mean, and much smaller than those projected
for the Arctic, because of the buffering effect of the southern oceans,
and the thermal mass of the east Antarctic ice sheet (Section 12.4.6).
Warming is likely to bring increased precipitation on average across
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Table 14.1 | Temperature and precipitation projections by the CMIP5 global models. The figures shown are averages over SREX regions (Seneviratne et al., 2012) of the projections
by a set of 42 global models for the RCP4.5 scenario. Added to the SREX regions are a six other regions including the two Polar Regions, the Caribbean, Indian Ocean and Pacific
Island States (see Annex I for further details). The 26 SREX regions are: Alaska/NW Canada (ALA), Eastern Canada/Greenland/Iceland (CGI), Western North America (WNA), Central
North America (CNA), Eastern North America (ENA), Central America/Mexico (CAM), Amazon (AMZ), NE Brazil (NEB), West Coast South America (WSA), Southeastern South America
(SSA), Northern Europe (NEU), Central Europe (CEU), Southern Europe/the Mediterranean (MED), Sahara (SAH), Western Africa (WAF), Eastern Africa (EAF), Southern Africa (SAF),
Northern Asia (NAS), Western Asia (WAS), Central Asia (CAS), Tibetan Plateau (TIB), Eastern Asia (EAS), Southern Asia (SAS), Southeastern Asia (SEA), Northern Australia (NAS) and
Southern Australia/New Zealand (SAU). The area-mean temperature and precipitation responses are first averaged for each model over the 1986–2005 period from the historical
simulations and the 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 periods of the RCP4.5 experiments. Based on the difference between these two periods, the table shows the 25th,
50th and 75th percentiles, and the lowest and highest response among the 42 models, for temperature in degrees Celsius and precipitation as a percent change. Regions in which
the middle half (25 to 75%) of this distribution is all of the same sign in the precipitation response are coloured light brown for decreasing precipitation and light green for increasing precipitation. Information is provided for land areas contained in the boxes unless otherwise indicated. The temperature responses are averaged over the boreal winter and
summer seasons; December, January and February (DJF) and June, July and August (JJA) respectively. The precipitation responses are averaged over half year periods, boreal winter;
October, November, December, January, February and March (ONDJFM) and summer; April, May, June, July, August and September (AMJJAS).

RCP4.5
REGION
(land)

Temperature (°C)
MONTH

a

DJF

JJA

Annual

(sea)

DJF

JJA

Annual

Precipitation (%)

Year

min

25%

50%

75%

max

min

2035

0.6

1.5

1.7

2.2

4.2

3

2065

0.4

3.0

3.4

4.5

8.0

5

2100

–0.9

3.7

5.0

6.2

10.0

–2

2035

0.3

0.8

1.0

1.2

3.0

–3

2065

0.5

1.3

1.8

2.3

4.8

2100

0.3

1.8

2.2

3.0

2035

0.4

1.3

1.5

2065

0.3

2.4

2.8

2100

–0.4

3.0

2035

0.2

2065

–0.5

2100

25%

50%

75%

max

7

9

11

19

14

17

21

37

18

24

30

50

4

5

7

20

1

7

10

12

34

6.0

–2

10

13

17

39

1.7

3.8

1

5

6

8

20

3.5

6.4

3

11

13

15

35

3.9

4.7

7.8

–2

14

17

21

43

2.2

2.8

3.3

6.7

–1

7

9

15

25

4.2

5.1

6.8

11.4

–2

14

18

25

39

–2.2

5.4

7.0

9.1

14.8

–10

23

26

37

48

2035

0.1

0.5

0.6

0.7

1.9

–3

4

6

7

17

2065

0.0

0.8

1.2

1.4

2.9

–2

9

11

14

23

2100

–0.3

1.2

1.5

2.1

4.0

–3

12

16

18

29

2035

0.2

1.5

2.0

2.3

4.7

0

6

8

9

21

2065

–0.1

2.9

3.7

4.7

7.4

–1

11

13

20

28

2100

–1.0

3.7

4.9

6.5

9.3

–7

16

21

26

37

2035

–0.2

1.2

1.7

1.9

3.1

0

4

5

9

14

2065

0.6

2.8

3.4

3.9

6.6

3

9

12

15

21

2100

–0.5

3.2

4.6

5.6

8.1

–2

11

15

22

32

2035

0.1

0.7

1.0

1.2

3.0

0

2

3

4

8

2065

0.5

1.3

1.8

2.3

4.5

2

5

6

9

16

2100

0.2

1.7

2.3

3.0

5.6

1

6

9

12

20

2035

0.2

1.1

1.3

1.6

2.9

0

3

4

6

9

2065

0.4

2.0

2.5

2.9

5.2

3

7

9

11

17

2100

–0.2

2.6

3.2

4.0

6.4

0

10

11

15

22

2035

0.5

1.1

1.5

2.2

4.0

2

6

8

10

22

2065

1.2

2.3

3.0

3.6

6.0

5

11

14

18

34

2100

0.2

3.0

3.8

4.9

7.8

5

13

18

22

44

2035

0.1

0.8

1.0

1.4

2.5

1

2

4

6

16

2065

0.8

1.5

2.0

2.7

4.4

–1

5

8

10

21

2100

0.8

1.9

2.4

3.5

5.1

–3

6

9

12

30

2035

0.4

1.1

1.3

1.6

3.0

1

4

5

7

18

2065

0.8

2.0

2.4

2.9

4.9

2

8

9

12

25

2100

0.2

2.5

3.2

3.8

5.8

1

10

12

15

35

High latitudes
Canada/

DJF

Greenland/
Iceland
JJA

Annual

North Asia

DJF

JJA

Annual
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Table 14.1 (continued)

RCP4.5
REGION

Temperature (°C)
MONTHa

Precipitation (%)

Year

min

25%

50%

75%

max

min

25%

50%

75%

max

2035

0.0

1.1

1.7

2.4

3.4

–1

3

2065

1.2

2.8

3.6

4.8

7.4

3

9

5

8

12

11

17

29

2100

2.3

3.5

4.8

5.9

9.7

7

11

17

21

42

2035

0.3

0.7

1.0

1.4

2.8

–1

2

2065

0.7

1.3

1.8

2.3

4.9

–2

6

5

7

16

10

12

2100

0.9

1.8

2.2

3.1

5.2

–2

9

12

29

16

34

2035

0.4

1.0

1.4

1.8

2.8

0

3

2065

1.4

2.1

2.7

3.6

5.2

4

8

6

7

14

10

13

2100

1.7

2.5

3.5

4.3

6.7

3

11

28

14

17

33

2035

–0.4

0.7

1.1

1.5

2.5

–2

2065

0.9

1.7

2.2

2.6

4.0

–3

0

3

4

8

3

4

6

11

2100

1.3

2.2

2.6

3.4

5.2

–4

4

6

8

17

2035

0.3

0.9

1.1

1.3

2065

0.8

1.7

2.0

2.6

2.1

–6

–1

1

3

9

3.4

–7

–1

1

4

10

2100

0.9

2.1

2.5

3.4

4.6

–8

–1

2

6

10

2035

0.3

0.8

2065

0.9

1.7

1.0

1.3

1.9

–4

–1

2

3

6

2.0

2.5

3.4

–3

1

3

5

11

2100

1.1

2.0

2.6

3.4

4.3

–4

2

4

6

14

2035
2065

–0.1

0.7

1.1

1.6

2.9

–8

–1

1

5

11

0.9

1.6

2.2

2.7

4.2

–7

1

4

7

17

2100

1.2

2.0

2.7

3.6

4.9

–6

–1

4

9

18

2035

0.3

0.8

1.1

1.4

2.3

–7

–2

0

3

9

2065

0.9

1.7

2.1

2.5

3.5

–16

–1

2

5

12

2100

1.0

2.1

2.5

3.1

4.6

–13

–1

2

5

13

2035

0.4

0.9

1.1

1.3

2.0

–4

–1

1

3

7

2065

1.0

1.7

2.0

2.4

3.4

–7

0

3

4

14

2100

1.1

2.0

2.6

3.1

4.3

–4

0

3

6

10

2035

0.0

0.8

1.1

1.7

2.2

–6

0

3

7

12

2065

0.9

1.7

2.4

2.8

4.1

–2

4

7

9

18

2100

0.7

2.2

2.9

3.8

4.8

–4

6

9

12

20

2035

0.1

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.9

–4

0

3

5

9

2065

0.8

1.5

2.0

2.4

3.9

–6

2

4

6

14

2100

1.0

2.0

2.5

3.1

4.8

–7

2

5

7

14

2035

0.4

0.8

1.1

1.3

1.9

–4

1

3

5

9

2065

1.0

1.7

2.1

2.4

3.5

–1

3

5

7

14

2100

1.0

2.1

2.7

3.1

4.2

–2

4

7

9

14

North America
Alaska/

DJF

NW Canada

JJA

Annual

West North

DJF

America

JJA

Annual

Central North

DJF

America

JJA

Annual

Eastern North

DJF

America

JJA

Annual

(continued on next page)
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Table 14.1 (continued)

RCP4.5
REGION

Temperature (°C)

Precipitation (%)

MONTH

Year

min

25%

50%

75%

max

min

25%

50%

75%

max

DJF

2035

0.3

0.6

0.8

0.9

1.3

–8

–3

–1

2

10

2065

0.7

1.2

1.5

1.7

2.1

–15

–4

–2

3

10

2100

1.0

1.6

1.8

2.4

2.7

–22

–5

0

2

11

2035

0.5

0.7

0.8

1.0

1.4

–8

–3

–1

2

7

2065

1.1

1.3

1.6

1.9

2.5

–15

–6

–2

1

6

2100

1.1

1.6

2.0

2.5

3.2

–17

–6

–2

1

12

2035

0.4

0.7

0.9

0.9

1.3

–8

–3

–1

1

6

2065

1.0

1.3

1.5

1.8

2.4

–14

–6

–2

1

6

2100

1.2

1.6

1.9

2.5

3.0

–17

–5

–2

1

9

2035

0.3

0.5

0.6

0.7

1.0

–13

–4

0

3

8

2065

0.6

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.8

–14

–6

–1

3

16

2100

0.7

1.2

1.4

1.9

2.4

–22

–6

0

5

15

2035

0.3

0.5

0.6

0.7

1.1

–17

–9

–6

0

11

2065

0.7

0.9

1.1

1.4

2.0

–25

–16

–11

–4

16

2100

0.7

1.1

1.3

1.8

2.5

–36

–18

–10

–3

13

2035

0.3

0.5

0.6

0.7

1.1

–12

–5

–3

1

8

2065

0.6

0.9

1.1

1.4

1.9

–19

–11

–5

–2

17

2100

0.7

1.2

1.4

1.9

2.4

–29

–10

–5

–1

14

2035

0.4

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.6

–12

–2

0

2

4

2065

0.8

1.3

1.6

1.9

3.0

–22

–3

–1

2

6

2100

0.7

1.7

2.0

2.5

3.7

–22

–4

–1

1

8

2035

0.5

0.8

1.0

1.1

1.8

–14

–3

0

2

5

2065

1.0

1.5

1.8

2.1

3.3

–25

–4

–1

2

11

2100

1.3

1.8

2.2

2.8

4.2

–31

–4

–1

1

9

2035

0.4

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.8

–13

–2

0

1

4

2065

0.9

1.4

1.7

2.1

3.3

–23

–3

–1

1

7

2100

1.0

1.8

2.1

2.8

4.0

–25

–4

–1

1

7

2035

0.4

0.6

0.7

0.9

1.3

–10

–2

1

3

17

2065

0.8

1.3

1.5

1.7

2.3

–15

–5

0

4

21

2100

0.8

1.6

1.8

2.4

2.9

–17

–5

–1

5

25

2035

0.3

0.7

0.8

1.0

1.7

–16

–6

–3

2

15

2065

0.8

1.4

1.6

1.9

3.0

–29

–10

–5

1

18

2100

1.1

1.7

1.9

2.5

3.3

–39

–14

–9

–4

27

2035

0.4

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.4

–11

–3

0

3

13

2065

0.8

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.6

–17

–6

–2

3

20

2100

1.0

1.7

1.9

2.5

3.1

–19

–7

–3

3

26

2035

0.5

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.2

–4

–1

1

3

6

2065

0.9

1.2

1.5

1.7

2.1

–7

–1

1

4

7

2100

1.0

1.6

1.9

2.2

2.9

–8

0

2

5

9

2035

0.5

0.7

0.9

0.9

1.3

–9

–1

0

2

7

2065

1.1

1.3

1.5

1.8

2.5

–10

–2

–1

2

9

2100

1.3

1.6

1.9

2.4

3.0

–11

–2

1

4

11

2035

0.5

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.2

–4

0

1

2

5

2065

1.0

1.2

1.5

1.7

2.3

–6

–1

1

2

5

2100

1.1

1.5

1.8

2.3

2.8

–7

0

2

4

7

a

Central America
Central
America

JJA

Annual

Caribbean

DJF

(land and sea)

JJA

Annual

South America
Amazon

DJF

JJA

Annual

Northeast

DJF

Brazil

JJA

Annual

West Coast

DJF

South America

JJA

Annual
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Table 14.1 (continued)

RCP4.5
REGION
Southeastern

Temperature (°C)

Precipitation (%)

MONTH

Year

min

25%

50%

75%

max

min

25%

50%

75%

max

DJF

2035

0.2

0.6

0.7

0.9

1.4

–7

0

2

4

10

2065

0.7

1.1

1.3

1.6

2.4

–6

0

3

6

15
18

a

South America

JJA

Annual

2100

0.6

1.3

1.7

2.2

3.0

–6

1

4

7

2035

0.0

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.2

–12

–1

2

6

19

2065

0.4

1.0

1.2

1.5

2.1

–13

1

5

7

17
27

2100

0.9

1.3

1.5

1.9

2.7

–18

1

4

8

2035

0.3

0.5

0.6

0.8

1.3

–6

0

1

4

12

2065

0.6

1.0

1.3

1.6

2.3

–6

1

3

6

13

2100

0.7

1.3

1.6

2.2

2.7

–8

1

4

7

17

Europe
Northern Europe

DJF

JJA

Annual

Central Europe

DJF

JJA

Annual

Southern Europe/

DJF

Mediterranean

JJA

Annual

2035

–0.3

0.6

1.3

2.3

3.0

–4

2

4

6

12

2065

–0.5

1.8

2.7

3.5

5.7

–1

3

8

11

24

2100

–3.2

2.6

3.4

4.4

6.0

2

7

11

14

25

2035

0.2

0.6

0.9

1.3

2.6

–6

2

4

6

11

2065

0.0

1.2

1.8

2.5

3.6

–10

2

3

8

18

2100

–1.1

1.6

2.2

3.0

4.7

–4

2

5

8

23

2035

0.1

0.8

1.1

1.6

2.7

–2

2

3

6

12

2065

–0.5

1.6

2.0

2.8

3.8

–5

3

5

9

17

2100

–2.3

2.1

2.7

3.5

4.5

1

5

8

10

24

2035

–0.4

0.6

1.2

1.7

2.5

–4

0

3

5

11

2065

0.3

1.4

2.1

2.7

3.6

–3

2

6

10

17

2100

–0.8

2.0

2.6

3.4

5.1

–4

3

7

11

18

2035

0.3

0.9

1.1

1.5

2.4

–8

–3

0

4

9

2065

0.4

1.7

2.0

2.6

4.3

–13

–4

1

3

8

2100

0.4

2.0

2.7

3.0

4.6

–16

–6

0

5

13

2035

0.3

0.7

1.1

1.4

2.3

–3

–1

2

3

8

2065

0.4

1.5

1.9

2.4

3.2

–6

0

3

5

9

2100

–0.3

2.0

2.6

3.1

4.0

–5

0

4

6

14

2035

–0.1

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.5

–11

–4

–2

2

8

2065

0.1

1.2

1.5

1.8

2.3

–15

–6

–3

0

7

2100

–0.2

1.5

2.0

2.4

3.0

–19

–7

–4

–1

9

2035

0.6

0.9

1.2

1.4

2.9

–16

–7

–4

–1

5

2065

1.0

1.9

2.2

2.6

4.3

–24

–12

–9

–4

5

2100

1.2

2.3

2.8

3.3

5.5

–28

–17

–11

–6

2

2035

0.3

0.8

1.0

1.2

2.0

–12

–4

–2

0

3

2065

0.7

1.5

1.7

2.1

3.1

–14

–8

–5

–2

3

2100

0.6

2.0

2.3

2.7

4.0

–19

–10

–6

–3

4

33

Africa
Sahara

DJF

JJA

Annual

2035

0.1

0.8

1.0

1.1

1.5

–43

–11

–2

6

2065

0.6

1.5

1.7

2.0

2.5

–29

–15

–7

1

92

2100

0.7

1.8

2.2

2.6

3.1

–42

–14

–7

4

98
45

2035

0.4

0.9

1.1

1.2

2.0

–25

–5

3

8

2065

0.9

1.7

2.0

2.4

3.5

–31

–11

1

14

70

2100

1.1

2.2

2.4

3.2

4.5

–28

–15

–1

10

108

2035

0.4

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.5

–25

–7

0

7

45

2065

1.0

1.6

1.8

2.2

2.8

–31

–11

–3

8

57

2100

1.0

2.0

2.2

2.9

3.8

–27

–14

–6

9

86

(continued on next page)
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Table 14.1 (continued)

RCP4.5
REGION
West Africa

Temperature (°C)
MONTHa
DJF

JJA

Annual

East Africa

DJF

JJA

Annual

Southern

DJF

Africa

JJA

Annual

West Indian

DJF

Ocean

JJA

Annual

Precipitation (%)

Year

min

25%

50%

75%

max

min

25%

50%

75%

max

2035

0.4

0.8

0.9

1.0

2065

0.9

1.4

1.6

1.9

1.3

–5

–1

2

3

9

2.7

–10

1

4

5

2100

1.3

1.7

2.0

7

2.5

3.6

–5

1

4

6

11

2035

0.6

0.7

2065

1.0

1.3

0.8

0.9

1.2

–4

0

1

2

6

1.5

1.9

2.6

–9

–1

2

3

2100

0.9

6

1.6

1.8

2.6

3.3

–12

0

2

4

9

2035
2065

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.2

–4

–1

1

3

8

1.1

1.3

1.5

1.9

2.5

–10

0

2

4

6

2100

1.0

1.6

1.9

2.6

3.2

–8

1

3

4

8

2035

0.4

0.7

0.8

1.0

1.2

–4

–1

1

5

10

2065

0.8

1.3

1.5

1.8

2.5

–3

–1

3

7

19

2100

1.0

1.6

1.9

2.4

3.2

–6

–1

5

10

25

2035

0.5

0.7

0.9

1.0

1.2

–8

–3

0

2

12

2065

0.8

1.4

1.6

1.9

2.4

–10

–4

1

3

18

2100

0.7

1.7

2.0

2.5

3.1

–12

–4

0

5

19

2035

0.5

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.2

–5

–2

1

3

10

2065

1.0

1.3

1.6

1.9

2.4

–6

–2

1

6

17

2100

1.0

1.6

2.0

2.5

3.1

–7

–2

2

8

21

2035

0.6

0.7

0.9

1.1

1.3

–11

–4

–2

0

3

2065

1.0

1.4

1.7

2.0

2.6

–19

–5

–3

–1

4

2100

1.1

1.8

2.1

2.7

3.3

–19

–7

–3

1

5

2035

0.5

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.5

–18

–9

–4

–1

9

2065

1.1

1.5

1.7

2.0

2.5

–29

–13

–8

–3

4

2100

1.4

1.8

2.1

2.6

3.3

–29

–18

–9

–3

12

2035

0.6

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.4

–13

–5

–2

0

4

2065

1.1

1.5

1.7

2.1

2.6

–15

–7

–4

–1

4

2100

1.4

1.8

2.1

2.7

3.3

–20

–7

–5

–1

5

2035

0.3

0.5

0.6

0.7

1.0

–10

0

2

3

10

2065

0.6

1.0

1.1

1.3

1.8

–10

–1

2

5

13

2100

0.8

1.2

1.4

1.8

2.3

–9

–1

2

6

22

2035

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

1.0

–5

–1

2

5

12

2065

0.6

0.9

1.1

1.3

1.8

–7

–1

1

5

12

2100

0.7

1.2

1.4

1.8

2.3

–7

0

2

5

19

2035

0.3

0.5

0.6

0.7

1.0

–5

1

2

3

7

2065

0.6

1.0

1.1

1.3

1.8

–4

–1

2

4

11

2100

0.8

1.2

1.4

1.8

2.2

–5

0

2

5

19

2035

0.0

0.8

1.1

1.4

1.8

–12

0

3

6

14

2065

0.5

1.5

1.9

2.3

3.2

–10

–1

2

7

21

2100

0.6

1.9

2.4

2.9

3.8

–11

–3

4

9

20

2035

0.2

0.9

1.1

1.3

2.1

–10

–2

1

5

55

2065

1.1

1.7

2.1

2.6

4.0

–20

–6

–3

2

51

2100

1.2

2.0

2.7

3.4

4.7

–29

–6

–1

4

60

2035

0.1

0.9

1.0

1.2

1.8

–9

–2

3

4

27

2065

0.7

1.7

1.9

2.3

3.2

–12

–2

0

4

27

2100

0.9

2.1

2.5

3.1

4.1

–19

–2

1

6

28

Asia
West Asia

DJF

JJA

Annual

(continued on next page)
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Table 14.1 (continued)

RCP4.5
REGION
Central Asia

Temperature (°C)
MONTHa
DJF

JJA

Annual

Eastern Asia

DJF

JJA

Annual

Tibetan

DJF

Plateau

JJA

Annual

South Asia

DJF

JJA

Annual

North Indian

DJF

Ocean

JJA

Annual

Precipitation (%)

Year

min

25%

50%

75%

max

min

25%

50%

75%

max

2035

–0.1

0.8

1.3

1.6

2.4

2065

0.6

1.7

2.4

2.9

4.0

–6

0

–9

–2

4

8

19

4

10

2100

1.0

2.3

2.7

3.3

5.4

–12

17

–1

5

12

25

2035

0.3

0.9

1.1

2065

1.1

1.7

2.1

1.4

2.1

2.6

4.3

–13

–3

2

6

17

–22

–5

1

6

2100

0.9

2.1

2.7

3.4

5.0

16

–17

–3

1

5

18

2035

0.2

2065

0.7

0.8

1.1

1.3

1.7

2.2

2.5

2.0

–6

–1

2

6

13

3.6

–13

–2

2

6

2100

0.8

2.2

2.6

16

3.2

4.8

–12

–4

4

8

18

2035

0.3

0.8

2065

0.8

1.6

1.0

1.3

2.3

–9

–1

1

3

7

2.0

2.5

3.4

–5

3

5

9

16

2100

0.9

2035

0.4

2.1

2.7

3.1

4.7

–9

5

9

15

30

0.7

0.9

1.1

1.6

–3

0

2

3

6

2065
2100

0.7

1.4

1.9

2.3

3.1

–2

3

6

8

18

0.7

1.8

2.2

2.8

3.9

1

4

7

11

24

2035

0.3

0.9

0.9

1.1

1.7

–3

0

2

3

7

2065

0.9

1.6

1.9

2.2

3.0

–1

4

6

8

18

2100

0.7

1.9

2.4

3.0

3.9

–1

5

7

11

21

2035

0.0

0.9

1.2

1.5

2.2

–3

2

4

8

15

2065

0.9

1.9

2.3

2.9

3.9

–1

6

8

12

17

2100

1.4

2.3

2.8

3.5

5.5

2

6

11

16

25

2035

0.4

0.9

1.1

1.3

2.3

–5

1

3

5

12

2065

1.0

1.7

2.1

2.5

4.4

–3

2

6

9

25

2100

0.9

2.2

2.5

3.1

5.4

–4

5

9

13

37

2035

0.3

0.9

1.2

1.4

2.0

–2

1

4

5

11

2065

1.0

1.8

2.2

2.6

3.6

–1

4

7

9

22

2100

0.9

2.2

2.6

3.3

4.9

–1

6

9

14

32

2035

0.1

0.7

1.0

1.1

1.4

–18

–6

–1

4

8

2065

0.6

1.6

1.8

2.3

2.6

–17

–3

4

7

13

2100

1.4

2.0

2.3

3.0

3.7

–14

0

8

14

28

2035

0.3

0.6

0.7

0.9

1.3

–3

2

3

6

9

2065

0.9

1.1

1.3

1.7

2.6

–3

5

7

11

33

2100

0.7

1.4

1.7

2.2

3.3

–7

8

10

13

37

2035

0.2

0.7

0.8

1.0

1.3

–2

1

3

4

7

2065

0.8

1.4

1.6

1.9

2.5

–2

3

7

9

26

2100

1.3

1.7

2.1

2.7

3.5

–3

6

10

12

27

2035

0.1

0.5

0.6

0.7

1.0

–16

–3

1

7

22

2065

0.5

1.0

1.2

1.5

1.9

–7

1

5

15

33

2100

0.8

1.3

1.5

2.0

2.5

–9

5

9

20

41

2035

0.2

0.5

0.6

0.7

1.0

–8

–1

2

5

16

2065

0.6

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.9

–7

2

6

9

23

2100

0.8

1.3

1.4

1.9

2.5

–10

5

8

12

36

2035

0.2

0.5

0.6

0.7

1.0

–5

0

1

4

12

2065

0.5

1.0

1.1

1.4

1.9

–4

3

6

9

22

2100

0.9

1.3

1.5

2.0

2.5

–5

5

9

13

38
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Table 14.1 (continued)

RCP4.5
REGION
Southeast

Temperature (°C)
MONTH

a

DJF

Asia (land)

JJA

Annual

Southeast

DJF

Asia (sea)

JJA

Annual

Precipitation (%)

Year

min

25%

50%

75%

max

min

25%

50%

75%

max

2035

0.3

0.5

0.7

0.8

1.1

–2

1

2

4

12

2065

0.6

1.1

1.3

1.6

2.2

–1

1

3

8

13

2100

0.8

1.4

1.6

2.2

3.0

–5

2

6

9

19

2035

0.3

0.6

0.7

0.8

1.2

–3

0

1

3

7

2065

0.7

1.1

1.2

1.5

2.2

–2

0

3

7

13

2100

0.8

1.4

1.5

2.0

2.7

–3

2

4

9

19

2035

0.3

0.6

0.7

0.8

1.2

–2

0

1

3

8

2065

0.7

1.1

1.2

1.6

2.2

–1

1

3

7

13

2100

0.8

1.4

1.6

2.1

2.7

–2

2

5

10

18

2035

0.3

0.5

0.6

0.7

1.1

–3

0

2

3

9

2065

0.6

0.9

1.1

1.3

1.9

–4

0

3

6

10

2100

0.9

1.2

1.4

1.7

2.5

–5

1

3

6

11

2035

0.3

0.5

0.6

0.6

1.0

–4

0

1

2

7

2065

0.7

0.9

1.1

1.3

1.9

–2

2

3

5

9

2100

0.9

1.2

1.4

1.7

2.5

–1

2

3

6

16

2035

0.3

0.5

0.6

0.7

1.0

–4

0

2

3

8

2065

0.6

1.0

1.1

1.3

1.9

–2

1

3

5

7

2100

0.9

1.2

1.4

1.7

2.5

–3

2

4

6

9

2035

0.2

0.6

0.9

1.1

1.9

–20

–5

–2

3

8

2065

0.6

1.2

1.5

2.1

3.4

–18

–6

0

3

12

2100

1.1

1.6

2.0

2.6

4.0

–31

–8

–4

3

9

2035

0.4

0.8

0.9

1.1

1.4

–48

–10

–4

1

15

2065

0.9

1.4

1.6

1.9

2.3

–53

–15

–7

–1

17

2100

0.9

1.7

2.0

2.5

2.9

–46

–19

–8

2

11

2035

0.3

0.7

0.9

1.1

1.6

–24

–6

–3

1

7

2065

0.7

1.3

1.6

1.9

2.6

–21

–7

–2

2

11

2100

1.0

1.7

2.0

2.5

3.4

–33

–9

–4

1

8

2035

–0.1

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

–27

–5

–2

2

7

2065

0.4

1.2

1.5

1.7

2.2

–18

–4

0

2

11

2100

0.7

1.5

1.8

2.3

3.0

–17

–6

–2

2

8

2035

0.2

0.6

0.7

0.8

1.0

–22

–3

–1

1

4

2065

0.6

1.1

1.2

1.4

1.6

–21

–6

–3

2

11

2100

0.7

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.4

–20

–9

–3

2

7

2035

0.1

0.6

0.7

0.8

1.0

–24

–3

–2

1

5

2065

0.6

1.1

1.3

1.5

1.7

–18

–5

–1

1

10

2100

0.9

1.5

1.8

2.0

2.4

–17

–9

–2

2

7

Australia
North Australia

DJF

JJA

Annual

South Australia/

DJF

New Zealand

JJA

Annual

(continued on next page)
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Table 14.1 (continued)

RCP4.5

Temperature (°C)

REGION

MONTH

a

Year

min

25%

50%

75%

Precipitation (%)
max

min

25%

50%

75%

max

The Pacific
Northern

DJF

Tropical Pacific

JJA

Annual

Equatorial Pacific

DJF

JJA

Annual

Southern Pacific

DJF

JJA

Annual

2035

0.2

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.9

–7

–2

0

3

11

2065

0.7

1.0

1.1

1.4

1.9

–4

–2

1

6

12

2100

0.9

1.2

1.4

1.7

2.4

–6

–1

1

5

20

2035

0.3

0.5

0.6

0.7

1.0

–11

–2

1

3

8

2065

0.6

0.9

1.0

1.3

2.0

–9

–2

2

5

9

2100

0.8

1.1

1.4

1.8

2.6

–11

–1

2

4

16

2035

0.3

0.5

0.6

0.7

1.0

–8

–2

1

3

7

2065

0.6

1.0

1.1

1.3

1.9

–7

–1

1

4

9

2100

0.9

1.2

1.4

1.7

2.4

–8

0

1

4

18

2035

0.1

0.5

0.6

0.7

1.2

–9

–1

7

11

44

2065

0.5

1.0

1.2

1.4

2.5

–4

5

12

19

226

2100

0.4

1.2

1.5

1.8

3.3

–27

7

16

29

309

2035

0.1

0.5

0.6

0.7

1.1

–18

5

10

14

40

2065

0.7

1.0

1.1

1.4

2.3

0

11

15

25

143

2100

0.5

1.2

1.5

1.8

2.9

–19

13

23

33

125

2035

0.1

0.5

0.7

0.7

1.1

–11

3

7

12

40

2065

0.7

1.0

1.2

1.4

2.3

–1

7

12

24

194

2100

0.5

1.2

1.4

1.8

2.9

–23

13

19

29

225

2035

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.9

–7

–1

1

2

6

2065

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.5

–22

0

2

4

6

2100

0.8

1.0

1.3

1.5

2.0

–24

–1

3

5

8

2035

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.9

–10

0

1

3

8

2065

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.1

1.6

–18

–1

1

4

7

2100

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.5

2.1

–17

–2

2

4

10

2035

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.9

–8

0

1

2

7

2065

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.1

1.6

–21

0

2

3

5

2100

0.8

1.1

1.2

1.5

2.0

–21

0

2

4

6

2035

0.1

0.5

0.6

0.8

1.3

–3

1

3

4

8

2065

0.1

1.0

1.3

1.6

2.3

–7

3

5

8

14

2100

0.5

1.5

1.7

2.1

3.1

–5

4

8

10

17

2035

–0.5

0.6

0.8

0.9

1.8

–3

2

5

6

13

2065

–0.1

1.2

1.4

1.8

2.5

1

6

8

13

16

2100

–0.3

1.5

1.9

2.4

3.8

–1

9

12

15

23

2035

–0.1

0.5

0.7

0.9

1.3

–3

2

4

5

9

2065

0.0

1.1

1.3

1.7

2.3

–3

4

7

10

14

2100

0.1

1.5

1.8

2.3

3.2

–3

7

9

13

21

2035

–0.3

0.2

0.4

0.5

0.7

–1

1

3

3

5

2065

–0.4

0.5

0.6

0.9

1.3

0

3

4

5

8

2100

–0.3

0.6

0.9

1.2

1.8

0

4

5

7

11

2035

–0.7

0.4

0.6

1.0

1.9

0

2

2

4

5

2065

–0.6

0.7

1.1

1.6

3.3

2

4

5

7

10

2100

–0.8

1.1

1.4

2.2

3.8

3

5

7

10

13

2035

–0.4

0.3

0.5

0.7

1.3

0

2

2

4

5

2065

–0.5

0.5

0.8

1.2

2.3

2

3

4

6

9

2100

–0.5

0.8

1.2

1.7

2.6

1

4

6

9

12

Antarctica
(land)

DJF

JJA

Annual

(sea)

DJF

JJA

Annual

Notes:
a

Precipitation changes cover 6 months; ONDJFM and AMJJAS for winter and summer (Northern Hemisphere).
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Table 14.2 | Assessed confidence (high, medium, low) in climate projections of regional temperature and precipitation change from the multi-model ensemble of CMIP5 models
for the RCP4.5 scenario. Column 1 refers to the SREX regions (cf. Seneviratne et al., 2012, page 12. The region’s coordinates can be found from their online Appendix 3.A) and six
additional regions including the two polar regions, the Caribbean, Indian Ocean and Pacific Island States (see Annex I for further details). Columns 2 to 4 show confidence in models’
ability to simulate present-day mean temperature and precipitation as well as the most important phenomena for that region based on Figures 9.39, 9.40, and 9.45. In column 4,
the individual phenomena are listed, with associated confidence levels shown below, in the same order as the phenomena. Note that only phenomena assessed in Figure 9.45 are
listed. Column 5 is an interpretation of the relevance of the main climate phenomena for future regional climate change, based on Table 14.3. Note that the SREX regions are smaller
than the regions listed in Table 14.3. Columns 6 and 7 express confidence in projected temperature and precipitation changes, based solely on model agreement for 2080–2099
vs. 1985–2005, as listed in Table 14.1 and in the maps shown in Annex I. The confidence is assessed for two periods for temperature (DJF and JJA) and two-half year periods for
precipitation (October to March and April to September). When the projections are consistent with no significant change, it is marked by an asterisk (*) and the assigned confidence
is medium. Further details on how confidence levels have been assigned are provided in the Supplementary Material (Section 14.SM.6.1).

Present

Future
Relevance of
Main Phenomena

Temperature

Precipitation

PNA/PDO
M/M

H

H/H

H/H

M

NAO
H

H

H/H

H/H

M

L

PNA/ENSO/PDO/Monsoon
M/M/M/M

M-H

H/H

M/M*

4. CNA

L

H

PNA/ENSO
M/M

M-H

H/H

M*/M*

5. ENA

H

H

PNA/ENSO/NAO/Monsoon
M/M/H/M

M-H

H/H

H/M

6. CAM

H

M

ENSO/TC
M/H

M-H

H/H

M*/M*

7. AMZ

H

L

ENSO
M

M

H/H

M*/M*

8. NEB

H

M

ENSO
M

M-H

H/H

M*/L

9. WSA

M

L

ENSO /SAM
M/M

M-H

H/H

L/M*

10. SSA

H

L

ENSO/SAM
M/M

M-H

H/H

L/L

11. NEU

M

H

NAO/blocking
H/L

H

H/H

H/L

12. CEU

H

M

NAO/blocking
H/L

H

H/H

M/M*

13. MED

H

H

NAO/blocking
H/L

H

H/H

L/M

14. SAH

M

L

NAO
H

H

H/H

M*/M*

15. WAF

M

L

Monsoon/AMO
M/M

M

H/H

L/M*

16. EAF

H

L

IOD
M

M

H/H

M*/M*

17. SAF

H

L

SAM/TC
M/H

H

H/H

M*/L

18. NAS

M

L

NAO/Blocking
H/L

M

H/H

H/H

19. WAS

H

L

NAO/IOD/TC
H/M/H

M-H

H/H

M*/M*

20. CAS

M

L

N/A

N/A

H/H

M*/M*

21. TIB

M

L

Monsoon
M

M

H/H

H/H

22. EAS

M

M

ENSO/Monsoon/TC
M/M/H

M-H

H/H

M/H

23. SAS

M

M

Monsoon/IOD/ENSO/TC/MJO
M/M/M/H/L

L-H

H/H

M*/H

24. SEA

H

M

Monsoon/IOD/ENSO/TC/MJO
M/M/M/H/L

L-H

H/H

M/M

SREX Region

Temperature

Precipitation

1. ALA

M

L

2. CGI

H

3. WNA

14

Main Phenomenon

(continued on next page)
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Table 14.2 (continued)

Present

Future
Relevance of
Main Phenomena

Temperature

Precipitation

ENSO/Monsoon/TC/IOD/MJO
M/M/H/M/L

L-H

H/H

M*/M*

L

SAM
M

M-H

H/H

M*/M*

H

L

NAO
H

H

H/H

H/H

2. Arctic (sea)

H

L

NAO
H

H

H/H

H/H

3. Antarctic (land)

M

M

SAM
M

L-H

H/H

H/H

4. Antarctic (sea)

M

M

SAM
M

L-H

H/H

H/H

5. Caribbean

H

L

TC/ENSO
H/M

M-H

H/H

M*/M

6. West Indian
Ocean

H

M

IOD
M

N/A

H/H

M*/M*

7. North Indian
Ocean

H

M

Monsoon/MJO
M/L

N/A

H/H

L/M

8. SE Asia (sea)

H

M

Monsoon/IOD/ENSO/TC/MJO
M/M/M/H/L

L-H

H/H

L/M

9. Northern
Tropical Pacific

H

L

ENSO/TC
M/H

M-H

H/H

M*/M*

10. Equatorial
Tropical Pacific

H

M

ENSO/MJO
M/L

M-H

H/H

M/M

11. Southern
Tropical Pacific

H

H

ENSO//MJO
M/L

M-H

H/H

M*/M*

SREX Region

Temperature

Precipitation

25. NAU

H

M

26. SAU

H

1. Arctic (land)

Main Phenomenon

14
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14.8.2

14.8.3

14.8.4

14.8.5

14.8.6

14.8.7

14.8.8

14.8.9

North America

Central America
and Caribbean

South America

Europe and
Mediterranean

Africa

Central and
North Asia

East Asia

Section

Arctic

Phenomena
Regions

MP/MI
Enhanced summer precipitation due to intensification
of East Asian summer
monsoon circulation.

MP/MI
Projected enhancement
in summer mean
precipitation.

MP/HI
Projected enhancement
of summer precipitation in West Africa.

MP/HI
Projected increase in extreme precipitation and in the
extension of monsoon area.

MP/HI
Projected reduction in
mean precipitation .

MP/HI
It is likely the number of
consecutive dry days will
increase, and overall water
availability will be reduced.

Monsoon Systems
MP—see Section 14.2

HP/LI
Enhanced precipitation in parts
of East Africa due to projected shifts in ITCZ. Modified
precipitation in West or East
Africa according to variations in
Atlantic or Indian Ocean SSTs.

HP/HI
Projected increase in the mean
precipitation in the southeast
due to the projected southward
displacement of the SACZ.

HP/HI
Reduced mean precipitation
in southern Central America if
there is a southward displacement of the East Pacific ITCZ.

HP/LI
Projected ITCZ shifts unrelated to ENSO changes will impact
temperature and precipitation, especially in winter.

Tropical Phenomenaa
HP/MP/LP/LP—See Section 14.3

LP/HI
Enhanced warming if El
Niño events become more
frequent and/or intense.

LP/HI
Increased precipitation in
East Africa and decreased
precipitation and enhanced
warming in southern Africa if
El Niño events become more
frequent and/or intense.

LP/HI
Reduced mean precipitation in eastern Amazonia
and increased precipitation
in the La Plata Basin.

LP/HI
Reduced mean precipitation if
El Niño events become more
frequent and/or intense.

LP/HI
Likely changes in N. American
precipitation if ENSO changes.

ENSO
LP—See Section 14.4

HP/LI
Projected enhancement in winter
warming over North Asia.

HP/HI
Enhanced winter warming
over southern Africa due to
projected increase in SAM.

HP/HI
Projected increase in the NAO will
lead to enhanced winter warming
and precipitation over NW Europe.

HP/HI
Poleward shift of storm tracks
due to projected positive trend
in SAMS phase leads to less
precipitation in central Chile and
increased precipitation in the
southern tip of South America.

HP/MI
The small projected increase in the
NAO index is likely to contribute to
wintertime temperature and precipitation changes in NE America.

HP/HI
The small projected increase
in NAO is likely to contribute to wintertime changes in
temperature and precipitation.

Annular and Dipolar Modes
HP—See Section 14.5

MP/HI
Projected increase in extreme
precipitation near the centres of
tropical cyclones making landfall
in Japan, along coasts of east
China Sea and Sea of Japan.

MP/HI
Projected increase in extreme
precipitation near the centres
of tropical cyclones making
landfall along the eastern coast
(including Madagascar).

MP/HI
More extreme precipitation near
the centres of tropical cyclones
making landfall along the
eastern and western coasts.

MP/HI
Projected increases in extreme
precipitation near the centres
of tropical cyclones making
landfall along the western coast
of the USA and Mexico, the
Gulf Mexico, and the eastern
coast of the USA and Canada.

Tropical Cyclones
MP—See Section 14.6.1

(continued on next page)

MP/MI
Projected reduction in
midwinter precipitation.

HP/HI
Enhanced extremes of stormrelated precipitation and decreased
frequency of storm-related precipitation over southwestern Africa.

MP/HI
Enhanced extremes of stormrelated precipitation and decreased
frequency of storm-related precipitation over the E. Mediterranean.

HP/HI
Southward displacement
of cyclogenesis activity
increases the precipitation
in the extreme south.

MP/HI
Projected increases in precipitation in extratropical cyclones will
lead to large increases in
wintertime precipitation over the
northern third of the continent.

MP/HI
Projected increase in precipitation
in extratropical cyclones is likely
to enhance mean precipitation.

Extratropical Cyclonesb
MP/HP—See Section 14.6.2

Table 14.3 | Summary of the relevance of projected changes in major phenomena for mean change in future regional climate. The relevance is classified into high (red), medium (yellow), low (cyan), and ‘no obvious relevance’ (grey), based
on confidence that there will be a change in the phenomena (‘HP’ for high, ‘MP’ for medium, ‘LP’ for low), and confidence in the impact of the phenomena on each region (‘HI’ for high, ‘MI’ for medium, ‘LI’ for low). More information on how
these assessments have been constructed is given in the Supplementary Material (Section 14.SM.6.1).
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14.8.10

14.8.11

14.8.12

14.8.13

14.8.14

14.8.15

South Asia

Southeast Asia

Australia and
New Zealand

Pacific Islands
Region

Antarctica

Section

West Asia

Phenomena
Regions

Table 14.3 (continued)

MP/LI
Mean monsoon precipitation may increase
over northern Australia.

LP/MI
Decrease in precipitation
over Maritime continent.

MP/MI
Enhanced summer
precipitation associated
with Indian Monsoon.

Monsoon Systems
MP—see Section 14.2

HP/LI
Increased mean precipitation along
equator with ITCZ intensification.
More frequent zonal SPCZ episodes
leading to reduced precipitation in
southwest and increases in east.

HP/LI
More frequent zonal SPCZ
episodes may reduce precipitation in NE Australia.

HP/MI
Projected changes in
IOD-like warming pattern will
reduce mean precipitation in
Indonesia during Jul-Oct.

LP/MI
Strengthened break monsoon precipitation anomalies
associated with MJO.

HP/LI
Enhanced precipitation in southern
parts of West Asia due to projected
northward shift in ITCZ.

Tropical Phenomenaa
HP/MP/LP/LP—See Section 14.3

LP/MI
Increased warming over
Antarctic Peninsula and
reduced across central Pacific
if El Niño events become more
frequent and/or intense.

HP/LI
Increased mean precipitation in central/east Pacific if
El Niño events become more
frequent and/or intense.

LP/HI
Reduced precipitation in North
and East Australia and NZ if
El Niño events become more
frequent and/or intense.

LP/HI
Reduction in mean precipitation
and enhanced warming if El
Niño events become more
frequent and/or intense.

LP/HI
Enhanced warming and
increased summer season
rainfall variability due to ENSO.

ENSO
LP—See Section 14.4

HP/HI
Increased warming over
Antarctic Peninsula and west
Antarctic related to positive
trend projected in SAM.

HP/MI
Increased warming and
reduced precipitation in NZ and
South Aust. due to projected
positive trend in SAM.

Annular and Dipolar Modes
HP—See Section 14.5

HP/HI
More extreme precipitation near
the centres of tropical cyclones
passing over or near Pacific islands.

MP/HI
More extreme precipitation
near the centres of tropical
cyclones making landfall along
the eastern, western, and
northern coasts of Australia.

MP/HI
Projected increase in extreme
precipitation near the centres of
tropical cyclones making landfall
along coasts of South China Sea,
Gulf of Thailand, and Andaman Sea.

MP/HI
Projected increase in extreme
precipitation near the centres
of tropical cyclones making
landfall along coasts of Bay
of Bengal and Arabian Sea.

MP/HI
Projected increase in extreme
precipitation near the centres of
tropical cyclones making landfall
on the Arabian Peninsula.

Tropical Cyclones
MP—See Section 14.6.1

HP/MI
Increased precipitation in
coastal areas due to projected
poleward shift of storm track.

HP/HI
Projected increase in extremes
of storm-related precipitation.

MP/LI
Projected decrease in mean
precipitation due to northward shift of storm tracks.

Extratropical Cyclonesb
MP/HP—See Section 14.6.2
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Atlas of Global and Regional Climate Projections

Introduction and Scope
This Annex presents a series of figures showing global and regional
patterns of climate change computed from global climate model
output gathered as part of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
Phase 5 (CMIP5; Taylor et al., 2012). Maps of surface air temperature
change and relative precipitation change (i.e., change expressed as a
percentage of mean precipitation) in different seasons are presented
for the globe and for a number of different sub-continental-scale
regions. Twenty-year average changes for the near term (2016–2035),
for the mid term (2046–2065) and for the long term (2081–2100) are
given, relative to a reference period of 1986–2005. Time series for temperature and relative precipitation changes are shown for global land
and sea averages, the 26 sub-continental SREX (IPCC Special Report on
Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation) regions (IPCC, 2012) augmented with polar
regions and the Caribbean, two Indian Ocean and three Pacific Ocean
regions. In total this Annex gives projections for 35 regions, 2 variables
and 2 seasons. The projections are made under the Representative
Concentration Pathway (RCP) scenarios, which are introduced in Chapter 1 with more technical detail given in Section 12.3 (also note the
discussion of near-term biases in Sections 11.3.5.1 and 11.3.6.1). Maps
are shown only for the RCP4.5 scenario; however, the time series presented show how the area-average response varies among the RCP2.6,
RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 scenarios. Spatial maps for the other RCP
scenarios and additional seasons are presented in the Annex I Supplementary Material. Figures AI.1 and AI.2 give a graphical explanation
of aspects of both the time series plots and the spatial maps. While
some of the background to the information presented is given here,
discussion of the maps and time series, as well as important additional
background, is provided in Chapters 9, 11, 12 and 14. Figure captions
on each page of the Atlas reference the specific sub-sections in the
report relevant to the regions considered on that page.
The projection of future climate change involves the careful evaluation
of models, taking into account uncertainties in observations and consideration of the physical basis of the findings, in order to characterize
the credibility of the projections and assess their sensitivity to uncertainties. As discussed in Chapter 9, different climate models have varying degrees of success in simulating past climate variability and mean
state when compared to observations. Verification of regional trends
is discussed in Box 11.2 and provides further information on the credibility of model projections. The information presented in this Annex is
based entirely on all available CMIP5 model output with equal weight
given to each model or version with different parameterizations.
Complementary methods for making quantitative projections, in which
model output is combined with information about model performance
using statistical techniques, exist and should be considered in impacts
studies (see Sections 9.8.3, 11.3.1 and 12.2.2 to 12.2.3). Although
results from the application of such methods can be assessed alongside the projections from CMIP5 presented here, it is beyond the scope
of this Annex. Nor do the simple maps provided represent a robust
estimate of the uncertainty associated with the projections. Here the
range of model spread is provided as a simple, albeit imperfect, guide
to the range of possible futures (including the effect of natural variability). Alternative approaches used to estimate projection uncertainty
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are discussed in Sections 11.3.1 and 12.2.2 to 12.2.3. The reliability
of past trends is assessed in Box 11.2, which concludes that the time
series and maps cannot be interpreted literally as probability density
functions. They should not be interpreted as ‘forecasts’.
Projections of future climate change are conditional on assumptions of
climate forcing, affected by shortcomings of climate models and inevitably also subject to internal variability when considering specific periods. Projected patterns of climate change may differ from one climate
model generation to the next due to improvements in models. Some
model-inadequacies are common to all models, but so are many patterns of change across successive generations of models, which gives
some confidence in projections. The information presented is intended
to be only a starting point for anyone interested in more detailed information on projections of future climate change and complements the
assessment in Chapters 11, 12 and 14.

Technical Notes
Data and Processing: The figures have been constructed using the
CMIP5 model output available at the time of the AR5 cut-off for
accepted papers (15 March 2013). This data set comprises 32/42/25/39
scenario experiments for RCP2.6/4.5/6.0/8.5 from 42 climate models
(Table AI.1). Only concentration-driven experiments are used (i.e., those
in which concentrations rather than emissions of greenhouse gases are
prescribed) and only one ensemble member from each model is selected, even if multiple realizations exist with different initial conditions
and different realizations of natural variability. Hence each model is
given equal weight. Maps from only one scenario (RCP4.5) are shown
but time series are included from all four RCPs. Maps from other RCPs
are presented in the Annex I Supplementary Material.
Reference Period: Projections are expressed as anomalies with
respect to the reference period of 1986–2005 for both time series and
spatial maps (i.e., differences between the future period and the reference period). Thus the changes are relative to the climate change
that has already occurred since the pre-industrial period and which is
discussed in Chapters 2 and 10. For quantities where the trend is larger
than the natural variability such as large-area temperature changes, a
more recent reference period would give better estimates (see Section
11.3.6.1); for quantities where the natural variability is much larger
than the trend a longer reference period would be preferable.
Equal Model Weighting: Model evaluation uses a multitude of techniques (see Chapter 9) and there is no consensus in the community
about how to use this information to assign likelihood to different
model projections. Consequently, the different CMIP5 models used for
the projections in the Atlas are all considered to give equally likely projections in the sense of ‘one model, one vote’. Models with variations
in physical parameterization schemes are treated as distinct models.
Variables: Two variables have been plotted: surface air temperature
change and relative precipitation change. The relative precipitation
change is defined as the percentage change from the 1986–2005 reference period in each ensemble member. For the time series, the variables are first averaged over the domain and then the changes from
the reference period are computed. This implies that in regions with
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large climatological precipitation gradients, the change is generally
dominated by the areas with the most precipitation.

AI

Seasons: For temperature, the standard meteorological seasons June
to August and December to February are shown, as these often correspond roughly with the warmest and coldest seasons. The annual mean
and remaining seasons, March to May and September to October can
be found in the Annex I Supplementary Material. For precipitation, the
half-years April to September and October to March are shown so that
in most monsoon areas the local rain seasons are entirely contained
within the seasonal range plotted. Because the seasonal average is
computed first, followed by the percentile change, these numbers are
dominated by the rainy months within the half-year. The annual means
are included in the Supplementary Material.
Regions: In addition to the global maps, the areas defined in the SREX
(IPCC, 2012) are plotted with the addition of six regions containing the
Caribbean, Indian Ocean and Pacific Island States and land and sea
areas of the two polar regions. For regions containing large land-areas,
averages are computed only over land grid points only. For ocean
regions, averages are computed over both land and ocean grid points
(see figure captions). A grid box is considered land if the land fraction
is larger than 50% and sea if it is smaller than this. SREX regions with
long coastlines (west coast of South America, North Europe, Southeast Asia) therefore include some influence of the ocean. Note that
temperature and precipitation over islands may be very different from
those over the surrounding sea.
Time Series: For each of the resulting areas the areal mean is computed on the original model grid using land, sea or all points, depending on
the definition of the region (see above). As an indication of the model
uncertainty and natural variability, the time series of each model and
scenario over the common period 1900–2100 are shown on the top of
the page as anomalies relative to 1986–2005 (the seasons December
to February and October to March are counted towards the second
year in the interval). The multi-model ensemble means are also shown.
Finally, for the period 2081–2100, the 20-year means are computed
and the box-and-whisker plots show the 5th, 25th, 50th (median),
75th and 95th percentiles sampled over the distribution of the 20-year
means of the model time series indicated in Table AI.1, including both
natural variability and model spread. In the 20-year means the natural variability is suppressed relative to the annual values in the time
series whereas the model uncertainty is the same. Note that owing to
a smaller number of models, the box-and-whisker plots for the RCP2.6
scenario and especially the RCP6.0 scenario are less certain than those
for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5.
Spatial Maps: The maps in the Atlas show, for an area encompassing
two or three regions, the difference between the periods 2016–2035,
2046–2065 and 2081–2100 and the reference period 1986–2005.
As local projections of climate change are uncertain, a measure of
the range of model projections is shown in addition to the median
response of the model ensemble interpolated to a common 2.5° grid
(the interpolation was done bilinearly for surface air temperature and
first order conservatively for precipitation). It should again be emphasized (see above) that this range does not represent the full uncertainty
in the projection. On the left, the 25th percentile of the distribution
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of ensemble members is shown, on the right the 75th percentile. The
median is shown in the middle (different from similar plots in Chapters
11 and 12 and the time series which show the multi-model mean).
The distribution combines the effects of natural variability and model
spread. The colour scale is kept constant over all maps.
Hatching: Hatching indicates regions where the magnitude of the
change of the 20-year mean is less than 1 standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences. The natural variability is estimated using all pre-industrial control runs which are at least 500 years long. The first 100 years of the
pre-industrial are ignored. The natural variability is then calculated for
every grid point as the standard deviation of non-overlapping 20-year
means after a quadratic fit is subtracted at every grid point to eliminate
model drift. This is multiplied by the square root of 2, a factor that
arises as the comparison is between two distributions of numbers. The
median across all models of that quantity is used. This characterizes
the typical difference between two 20-year averages that would be
expected due to unforced internal variability. The hatching is applied
to all maps so, for example, if the 25th percentile of the distribution
of model projections is less than 1 standard deviation of natural variability, it is hatched.
The hatching can be interpreted as some indication of the strength of
the future anomalies from present-day climate, when compared to the
strength of present day internal 20-year variability. It either means that
the change is relatively small or that there is little agreement between
models on the sign of the change. It is presented only as a guide
to assessing the strength of change as the difference between two
20-year intervals. Using other measures of natural variability would
give smaller or larger hatched areas, but the colours underneath the
hatching would not be very different. Other methods of hatching and
stippling are possible (see Box 12.1) and, in cases where such information is critical, it is recommended that thorough attention is paid to
assessing significance using a statistical test appropriate to the problem being considered.
Scenarios: Spatial patterns of changes for scenarios other than RCP4.5
can be found in the Annex I Supplementary Material.
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Table AI.1 | The CMIP5 models used in this Annex for each of the historical and RCP scenario experiments. A number in each column is the identifier of the single ensemble
member from that model that is used. A blank indicates no run was used, usually because that scenario run was not available. For the pre-industrial control column (piControl), a
‘tas’ indicates that those control simulations are used in the estimate of internal variability of surface air temperature and a ‘pr’ indicates that those control simulations are used
in the estimate of precipitation internal variability.

CMIP5 Model Name

piControl

Historical

ACCESS1-0

tas/pr

1

1

ACCESS1-3

tas/pr

1

1

bcc-csm1-1

tas/pr

1

1

1

1
1

bcc-csm1-1-m

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

1

1

1

BNU-ESM

tas/pr

1

1

1

CanESM2

tas/pr

1

1

1

CCSM4

tas/pr

1

1

1

CESM1-BGC

tas/pr

1

CESM1-CAM5

1

CMCC-CM

1

1

1

RCP8.5
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

tas/pr

1

CNRM-CM5

tas/pr

1

1

1

CSIRO-Mk3-6-0

tas/pr

1

1

1

1
1

1

8

8

8

8

FGOALS-g2

tas/pr

1

1

1

1

FIO-ESM

tas/pr

1

1

1

1

1

GFDL-CM3

tas/pr

1

1

1

1

1

GFDL-ESM2G

tas/pr

1

1

1

1

1

GFDL-ESM2M

tas/pr

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

GISS-E2-H p1
GISS-E2-H p2

tas/pr

1

1

1

1

1

GISS-E2-H p3

tas/pr

1

1

1

1

1

GISS-E2-H-CC

1

GISS-E2-R p1

1

1

1
1

1

1

GISS-E2-R p2

pr

1

1

1

1

1

GISS-E2-R p3

pr

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

GISS-E2-R-CC

1

HadGEM2-AO

1

HadGEM2-CC

1

HadGEM2-ES

2

1
1

1
1

2

2

1
2

1

2

inmcm4

tas/pr

1

IPSL-CM5A-LR

tas/pr

1

1

1

1

1

IPSL-CM5A-MR

1

1

1

1

1

IPSL-CM5B-LR

1

1

1

1

MIROC5

tas/pr

1

1

1

1

1

MIROC-ESM

tas/pr

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

MIROC-ESM-CHEM

AI

1

1

CMCC-CMS

EC-EARTH

RCP6.0

MPI-ESM-LR

tas/pr

1

1

1

1

MPI-ESM-MR

tas/pr

1

1

1

1

MPI-ESM-P

tas/pr

MRI-CGCM3

tas/pr

1

1

1

1

1

NorESM1-M

tas/pr

1

1

1

1

1

NorESM1-ME

1

1

1

1

1

Number of models

42

32

42

25

39
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Variable

Region

Season

Temperature change World (land) December-February
RCP8.5
RCP6.0
RCP4.5
RCP2.6
historical

8
6

AI

(°C)

Units

4

8

Thick lines:
Ensemble mean

6
4

Thin lines: Individual
model simulations

2

2

0

0

-2

-2

1900

1950

2000

95%-tile
75%-tile
Median
25%-tile
5%-tile

2050

2100

2081-2100 mean

Year
Figure AI.1 | Explanation of the features of a typical time series figure presented in Annex I.

Variable

Scenario Time period

Season

Percentile of multi
model distribution

Units
Colour scale indicates changes with respect to 1986-2005 average
Figure AI.2 | Explanation of the features of a typical spatial map presented in Annex I. Hatching indicates regions where the magnitude of the 25th, median or 75th
percentile of the 20-year mean change is less than 1 standard deviation of model-estimated natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
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Figure AI.3 | Overview of the SREX, ocean and polar regions used.
Figures AI.4 to AI.7: World
Figures AI.8 to AI.11: Arctic
Figures AI.12 to AI.15: High latitudes
Figures AI.16 to AI.19: North America (West)
Figures AI.20 to AI.23: North America (East)
Figures AI.24 to AI.27: Central America and Caribbean
Figures AI.28 to AI.31: Northern South America
Figures AI.32 to AI.35: Southern South America
Figures AI.36 to AI.39: North and Central Europe
Figures AI.40 to AI.43: Mediterranean and Sahara

Figures AI.44 to AI.47: West and East Africa
Figures AI.48 to AI.51: Southern Africa and West Indian Ocean
Figures AI.52 to AI.55: West and Central Asia
Figures AI.56 to AI.59: Eastern Asia and Tibetan Plateau
Figures AI.60 to AI.63: South Asia
Figures AI.64 to AI.67: Southeast Asia
Figures AI.68 to AI.71: Australia and New Zealand
Figures AI.72 to AI.75: Pacific Islands region
Figures AI.76 to AI.79: Antarctica
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Temperature change World (land) December-February
8

Temperature change World (sea) December-February

RCP8.5
RCP6.0
RCP4.5
RCP2.6
historical

8

6

6

4

4

4

4

2

2

2

2

0

0

0

0

8
6

(°C)
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AI

RCP8.5
RCP6.0
RCP4.5
RCP2.6
historical

8

-2
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-2
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2100

-2
2081-2100 mean

1900

-2
1950

2000

2050

2100

2081-2100 mean

Figure AI.4 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points over the globe in December to February. (Top right) Same for
sea grid points. Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th
percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, 11.3.2.1.2, 11.3.3.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.3.1 and 12.4.7 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model
spread in the context of other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Temperature change World (land) June-August
8

Temperature change World (sea) June-August

RCP8.5
RCP6.0
RCP4.5
RCP2.6
historical

RCP8.5
RCP6.0
RCP4.5
RCP2.6
historical

8

8

6
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4

4

4

2

2

2

2

0

0

0

0
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-2

-2

-2

6

(°C)

(°C)

6

8
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2050

2100

2081-2100 mean

1900
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2000

2050

2100

AI

2081-2100 mean

Figure AI.5 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points over the globe in June to August. (Top right) Same for sea grid
points. Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles
of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, 11.3.2.1.2, 11.3.3.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.3.1 and 12.4.7 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model
spread in the context of other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Precipitation change World (land) October-March
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Precipitation change World (sea) October-March
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Figure AI.6 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points over the globe in October to March. (Top right) Same
for sea grid points. Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th
percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.2.2, 11.3.2.3.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.2 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the
context of other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Precipitation change World (land) April-September
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Figure AI.7 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points over the globe in April to September. (Top right) Same
for sea grid points. Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th
percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.2.2, 11.3.2.3.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.2 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the
context of other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Temperature change Arctic (land) December-February
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Figure AI.8 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in the Arctic (67.5°N to 90°N) in December to February. (Top
right) Same for sea grid points. Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median),
75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, 11.3.2.1.2, Box 11.2, 12.4.3.1, 14.8.2 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the
context of other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Temperature change Arctic (land) June-August
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Figure AI.9 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in the Arctic (67.5°N to 90°N) in June to August. (Top right) Same
for sea grid points. Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th
percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, 11.3.2.1.2, Box 11.2, 12.4.3.1, 14.8.2 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the
context of other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Precipitation change Arctic (land) October-March
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Figure AI.10 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in the Arctic (67.5°N to 90°N) in October to March.
(Top right) Same for sea grid points. Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th
(median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 11.3.2.3.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.8.2 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.11 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in the Arctic (67.5°N to 90°N) in April to September.
(Top right) Same for sea grid points. Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th
(median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 11.3.2.3.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.8.2 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.12 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in Canada/Greenland/Iceland (50°N to 85°N, 105°W to 10°W)
in December to February. (Top right) Same for land grid points in North Asia (50°N to 70°N, 40°E to 180°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the
CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100
in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, 11.3.2.1.2, Box 11.2, 14.8.2, 14.8.8 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the
context of other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.13 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in Canada/Greenland/Iceland (50°N to 85°N, 105°W to 10°W)
in June to August. (Top right) Same for land grid points in North Asia (50°N to 70°N, 40°E to 180°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5
multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the
four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, 11.3.2.1.2, Box 11.2, 14.8.2, 14.8.8 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the
context of other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.14 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in Canada/Greenland/Iceland (50°N to 85°N, 105°W
to 10°W) in October to March. (Top right) Same for land grid points in North Asia (50°N to 70°N, 40°E to 180°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines
the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100
in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.2.2, 11.3.2.3.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.8.2, 14.8.8 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread
in the context of other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.15 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in Canada/Greenland/Iceland (50°N to 85°N, 105°W
to 10°W) in April to September. (Top right) Same for land grid points in North Asia (50°N to 70°N, 40°E to 180°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines
the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100
in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.2.2, 11.3.2.3.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.8.2, 14.8.8 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread
in the context of other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.16 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in Alaska/NW Canada (60°N to 72.6°N, 168°W to 105°W)
in December to February. (Top right) Same for land grid points in West North America (28.6°N to 60°N, 130°W to 105°W). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model,
thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for
2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.3 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.17 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in Alaska/NW Canada (60°N to 72.6°N, 168°W to 105°W) in
June to August. (Top right) Same for land grid points in West North America (28.6°N to 60°N, 130°W to 105°W). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the
CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100
in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.3 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.18 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in Alaska/NW Canada (60°N to 72.6°N, 168°W to
105°W) in October to March. (Top right) Same for land grid points in West North America (28.6°N to 60°N, 130°W to 105°W). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model,
thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for
2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.2.3.1, 14.8.3 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.19 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in Alaska/NW Canada (60°N to 72.6°N, 168°W to
105°W) in April to September. (Top right) Same for land grid points in West North America (28.6°N to 60°N, 130°W to 105°W). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model,
thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for
2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.2.3.1, 14.8.3 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.20 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in Central North America (28.6°N to 50°N, 105°W to 85°W)
in December to February. (Top right) Same for land grid points in Eastern North America (25°N to 50°N, 85°W to 60°W). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick
lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for
2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.3 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.21 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in Central North America (28.6°N to 50°N, 105°W to 85°W) in
June to August. (Top right) Same for land grid points in Eastern North America (25°N to 50°N, 85°W to 60°W). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the
CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100
in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005
in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and intermodel spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability
of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.3 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.22 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in Central North America (28.6°N to 50°N, 105°W
to 85°W) in October to March. (Top right) Same for land grid points in Eastern North America (25°N to 50°N, 85°W to 60°W). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model,
thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for
2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 14.8.3 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other methods of
projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.23 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in Central North America (28.6°N to 50°N, 105°W
to 85°W) in April to September. (Top right) Same for land grid points in Eastern North America (25°N to 50°N, 85°W to 60°W). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model,
thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for
2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 14.8.3 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other methods of
projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.24 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in Central America (68.8°W, 11.4°N; 79.7°W, 1.2°S; 116.3°W,
28.6°N; 90.3°W, 28.6°N) in December to February. (Top right) Same for all grid points in Caribbean (land and sea) (68.8°W, 11.4°N; 85.8°W, 25°N, 60°W, 25°N, 60°W, 11.44°N).
Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the
distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.4 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.25 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in Central America (68.8°W, 11.4°N; 79.7°W, 1.2°S; 116.3°W,
28.6°N; 90.3°W, 28.6°N) in June to August. (Top right) Same for all grid points in Caribbean (land and sea) (68.8°W, 11.4°N; 85.8°W, 25°N, 60°W, 25°N, 60°W, 11.44°N). Thin
lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the
distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.4 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.26 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in Central America (68.8°W,11.4°N; 79.7°W, 1.2°S;
116.3°W,28.6°N; 90.3°W,28.6°N) in October to March. (Top right) Same for all grid points in Caribbean (land and sea) (68.8°W, 11.4°N; 85.8°W, 25°N, 60°W, 25°N, 60°W,
11.44°N). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th
percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.2.3.1, 14.8.4 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.27 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in Central America (68.8°W, 11.4°N; 79.7°W,
1.2°S; 116.3°W, 28.6°N; 90.3°W, 28.6°N) in April to September. (Top right) Same for all grid points in Caribbean (land and sea) (68.8°W, 11.4°N; 85.8°W, 25°N, 60°W, 25°N,
60°W, 11.44°N). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th
percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.2.3.1, 14.8.4 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.28 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in the Amazon (20°S, 66.4°W; 1.24°S, 79.7°W; 11.44°N,
68.8°W; 11.44°N, 50°W; 20°S, 50°W) in December-February. (Top right) Same for land grid points in northeast Brazil (20°S to EQ, 50°W to 34°W). Thin lines denote one ensemble
member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean
changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.5 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.29 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in the Amazon (20°S, 66.4°W; 1.24°S, 79.7°W; 11.44°N,
68.8°W; 11.44°N, 50°W; 20°S, 50°W) in June to August. (Top right) Same for land grid points in northeast Brazil (20°S to EQ, 50°W to 34°W). Thin lines denote one ensemble
member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean
changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.5 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.30 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in the Amazon (20°S, 66.4°W; 1.24°S, 79.7°W;
11.44°N, 68.8°W; 11.44°N, 50°W; 20°S, 50°W) in October to March. (Top right) Same for land grid points in northeast Brazil (20°S to EQ, 50°W to 34°W). Thin lines denote one
ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year
mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 11.3.2.1.2, Box 11.2, 14.2.3.2, 14.8.5 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.31 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in the Amazon (20°S, 66.4°W; 1.24°S, 79.7°W;
11.44°N, 68.8°W; 11.44°N, 50°W; 20°S, 50°W) in April to September. (Top right) Same for land grid points in northeast Brazil (20°S to EQ, 50°W to 34°W). Thin lines denote one
ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year
mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 11.3.2.1.2, Box 11.2, 14.2.3.2, 14.8.5 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.32 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in the west coast of South America (79.7°W, 1.2°S; 66.4°W,
20°S; 72.1°W, 50°S; 67.3°W, 56.7°S; 82.0°W, 56.7°S; 82.2°W, 0.5°N) in December to February. (Top right) Same for land grid points in southeastern South America (39.4°W, 20°S;
39.4°W, 56.6°S; 67.3°W, 56.7°S; 72.1°W, 50°S; 66°W, 20°S). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side
the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.5 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.33 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in the west coast of South America (79.7°W, 1.2°S; 66.4°W,
20°S; 72.1°W, 50°S; 67.3°W, 56.7°S; 82.0°W, 56.7°S; 82.2°W, 0.5°N) in June to August. (Top right) Same for land grid points in southeastern South America (39.4°W, 20°S;
39.4°W, 56.6°S; 67.3°W, 56.7°S; 72.1°W, 50°S; 66°W, 20°S). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side
the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.5 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.34 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in the west coast of South America (79.7°W, 1.2°S;
66.4°W, 20°S; 72.1°W, 50°S; 67.3°W, 56.7°S; 82.0°W, 56.7°S; 82.2°W, 0.5°N) in October to March. (Top right) Same for land grid points in southeastern South America (39.4°W,
20°S; 39.4°W, 56.6°S; 67.3°W, 56.7°S; 72.1°W, 50°S; 66°W, 20°S). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand
side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.8.5 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.35 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in the west coast of South America (79.7°W, 1.2°S;
66.4°W, 20°S; 72.1°W, 50°S; 67.3°W, 56.7°S; 82.0°W, 56.7°S; 82.2°W, 0.5°N) in April to September. (Top right) Same for land grid points in southeastern South America (39.4°W,
20°S; 39.4°W, 56.6°S; 67.3°W, 56.7°S; 72.1°W, 50°S; 66°W, 20°S). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand
side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.8.5 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.36 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in North Europe (10°W, 48°N; 10°W, 75°N; 40°E, 75°N; 40°E,
61.3°N) in December to February. (Top right) Same for land grid points in Central Europe (10°W, 45°N; 10°W, 48°N; 40°E, 61.3°N; 40°E, 45°N). Thin lines denote one ensemble
member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean
changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, 10.3, Box 11.2, 14.8.6 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.37 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in North Europe (10°W, 48°N; 10°W, 75°N; 40°E, 75°N; 40°E,
61.3°N) in June to August. (Top right) Same for land grid points in Central Europe (10°W, 45°N; 10°W, 48°N; 40°E, 61.3°N; 40°E, 45°N). Thin lines denote one ensemble member
per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes
are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, 10.3, Box 11.2, 14.8.6 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.38 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in North Europe (10°W, 48°N; 10°W, 75°N; 40°E,
75°N; 40°E, 61.3°N) in October to March. (Top right) Same for land grid points in Central Europe (10°W, 45°N; 10°W, 48°N; 40°E, 61.3°N; 40°E, 45°N). Thin lines denote one
ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year
mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.8.6 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.39 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in North Europe (10°W, 48°N; 10°W, 75°N; 40°E,
75°N; 40°E, 61.3°N) in April to September. (Top right) Same for land grid points in Central Europe (10°W, 45°N; 10°W, 48°N; 40°E, 61.3°N; 40°E, 45°N). Thin lines denote one
ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year
mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.8.6 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.40 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in the region South Europe/Mediterranean (30°N to 45°N,
10°W to 40°E) in December to February. (Top right) Same for land grid points in the Sahara (15°N to 30°N, 20°W to 40°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model,
thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for
2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.6, 14.8.7 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.41 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in the region South Europe/Mediterranean (30°N to 45°N, 10°W
to 40°E) in June to August. (Top right) Same for land grid points in the Sahara (15°N to 30°N, 20°W to 40°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the
CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100
in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.6, 14.8.7 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.42 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in the region South Europe/Mediterranean (30°N to
45°N, 10°W to 40°E) in October to March. (Top right) Same for land grid points in the Sahara (15°N to 30°N, 20°W to 40°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model,
thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for
2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios. Note different scales.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.8.6, 14.8.7 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.43 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in the region South Europe/Mediterranean (30°N to
45°N, 10°W to 40°E) in April to September. (Top right) Same for land grid points in the Sahara (15°N to 30°N, 20°W to 40°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model,
thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for
2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios. Note different scales.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.8.6, 14.8.7 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.44 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in West Africa (11.4°S to 15°N, 20°W to 25°E) in December
to February. (Top right) Same for land grid points in East Africa (11.3°S to 15°N, 25°E to 52°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multimodel mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP
scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.7 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.45 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in West Africa (11.4°S to 15°N, 20°W to 25°E) in June to August.
(Top right) Same for land grid points in East Africa (11.3°S to 15°N, 25°E to 52°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean.
On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.7 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.46 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in West Africa (11.4°S to 15°N, 20°W to 25°E) in
October to March. (Top right) Same for land grid points in East Africa (11.3°S to 15°N, 25°E to 52°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5
multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the
four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 11.3.2.1.2, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.2.4, 14.8.7 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the
context of other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.47 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in West Africa (11.4°S to 15°N, 20°W to 25°E) in
April to September. (Top right) Same for land grid points in East Africa (11.3°S to 15°N, 25°E to 52°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5
multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the
four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 11.3.2.1.2, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.2.4, 14.8.7 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the
context of other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.48 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in Southern Africa (35°S to 11.4°S, 10°W to 52°E) in December
to February. (Top right) Same for sea grid points in the West Indian Ocean (25°S to 5°N, 52°E to 75°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5
multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the
four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.7 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.49 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in Southern Africa (35°S to 11.4°S, 10°W to 52°E) in June
to August. (Top right) Same for sea grid points in the West Indian Ocean (25°S to 5°N, 52°E to 75°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5
multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the
four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.7 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.50 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in Southern Africa (35°S to 11.4°S, 10°W to 52°E)
in October to March. (Top right) Same for sea grid points in the West Indian Ocean (25°S to 5°N, 52°E to 75°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the
CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100
in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.8.7 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.51 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in Southern Africa (35°S to 11.4°S, 10°W to 52°E)
in April to September. (Top right) Same for sea grid points in the West Indian Ocean (25°S to 5°N, 52°E to 75°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the
CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100
in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.8.7 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.52 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in West Asia (15°N to 50°N, 40°E to 60°E) in December to
February. (Top right) Same for land grid points in Central Asia (30°N to 50°N, 60°E to 75°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model
mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP
scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.8, 14.8.10 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.53 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in West Asia (15°N to 50°N, 40°E to 60°E) in June to August.
(Top right) Same for land grid points in Central Asia (30°N to 50°N, 60°E to 75°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean.
On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.8, 14.8.10 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.54 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in West Asia (15°N to 50°N, 40°E to 60°E) in
October to March. (Top right) Same for land grid points in Central Asia (30°N to 50°N, 60°E to 75°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5
multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the
four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.8.8, 14.8.10 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.55 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in West Asia (15°N to 50°N, 40°E to 60°E) in April
to September. (Top right) Same for land grid points in Central Asia (30°N to 50°N, 60°E to 75°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multimodel mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP
scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.8.8, 14.8.10 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.56 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in Eastern Asia (20°N to 50°N, 100°E to 145°E) in December
to February. (Top right) Same for land grid points on the Tibetan Plateau (30°N to 50°N, 75°E to 100°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5
multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the
four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.8, 14.8.9 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.57 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in Eastern Asia (20°N to 50°N, 100°E to 145°E) in June to
August. (Top right) Same for land grid points on the Tibetan Plateau (30°N to 50°N, 75°E to 100°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5
multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the
four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.8, 14.8.9 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.58 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in Eastern Asia (20°N to 50°N, 100°E to 145°E) in
October to March. (Top right) Same for land grid points on the Tibetan Plateau (30°N to 50°N, 75°E to 100°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the
CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100
in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 14.2.2.2, 14.8.8, 14.8.9 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.59 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in Eastern Asia (20°N to 50°N, 100°E to 145°E) in
April to September. (Top right) Same for land grid points on the Tibetan Plateau (30°N to 50°N, 75°E to 100°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the
CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100
in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 14.2.2.2, 14.8.8, 14.8.9 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.60 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in South Asia (60°E, 5°N; 60°E, 30°N; 100°E, 30°N; 100°E,
20°E; 95°E, 20°N; 95°E, 5°N) in December to February. (Top right) Same for sea grid points in the North Indian Ocean (5°N to 30°N, 60°E to 95°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble
member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean
changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.11 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.61 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in South Asia (60°E, 5°N; 60°E, 30°N; 100°E, 30°N; 100°E, 20°E;
95°E, 20°N; 95°E, 5°N) in June to August. (Top right) Same for sea grid points in the North Indian Ocean (5°N to 30°N, 60°E to 95°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member
per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes
are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.11 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.62 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in South Asia (60°E, 5°N; 60°E, 30°N; 100°E, 30°N;
100°E, 20°E; 95°E, 20°N; 95°E, 5°N) in October to March. (Top right) Same for sea grid points in the North Indian Ocean (5°N to 30°N, 60°E to 95°E). Thin lines denote one
ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year
mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 14.2.2.1, 14.8.11 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.63 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in South Asia (60°E, 5°N; 60°E, 30°N; 100°E, 30°N;
100°E, 20°E; 95°E, 20°N; 95°E, 5°N) in April to September. (Top right) Same for sea grid points in the North Indian Ocean (5°N to 30°N, 60°E to 95°E). Thin lines denote one
ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year
mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 14.2.2.1, 14.8.11 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.64 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in Southeast Asia (10°S to 20°N, 95°E to 155°E) in December
to February. (Top right) Same for sea grid points. Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th,
50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.12 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.65 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in Southeast Asia (10°S to 20°N, 95°E to 155°E) in June to
August. (Top right) Same for sea grid points. Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th,
50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.12 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.66 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in Southeast Asia (10°S to 20°N, 95°E to 155°E) in
October to March. (Top right) Same for sea grid points. Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th,
25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 14.2.2.3, 14.2.2.5, 14.8.12 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.67 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in Southeast Asia (10°S to 20°N, 95°E to 155°E) in
April to September. (Top right) Same for sea grid points. Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the
5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 14.2.2.3, 14.2.2.5, 14.8.12 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.68 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in North Australia (30°S to 10°S, 110°E to 155°E) in December
to February. (Top right) Same for land grid points in South Australia/New Zealand (50°S to 30°S, 110°E to 180°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines
the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100
in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.13 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.69 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in North Australia (30°S to 10°S, 110°E to 155°E) in June to
August. (Top right) Same for land grid points in South Australia/New Zealand (50°S to 30°S, 110°E to 180°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the
CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in
the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 14.8.13 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.70 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in North Australia (30°S to 10°S, 110°E to 155°E)
in October to March. (Top right) Same for land grid points in South Australia/New Zealand (50°S to 30°S, 110°E to 180°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model,
thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for
2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios. Note different scales.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 14.2.2.4, 14.8.13 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.71 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in North Australia (30°S to 10°S, 110°E to 155°E)
in April to September. (Top right) Same for land grid points in South Australia/New Zealand (50°S to 30°S, 110°E to 180°E). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model,
thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for
2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios. Note different scales.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, Box 11.2, 14.2.2.4, 14.8.13 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of other
methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.72 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over all grid points in the Northern Tropical Pacific (5°N to 25°N, 155°E to 150°W) in
December to February. Top middle: same for all grid points in the Equatorial Pacific (5°S to 5°N, 155°E to 150°W). (Top right) Same for all grid points in the Southern Tropical Pacific
(5°S to 5°N, 155°E to 150°W). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median),
75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 12.4.3.1, 14.4.1, 14.8.14 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the
context of other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.73 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over all grid points in the Northern Tropical Pacific (5°N to 25°N, 155°E to 150°W) in
June to August. Top middle: same for all grid points in the Equatorial Pacific (5°S to 5°N, 155°E to 150°W). (Top right) Same for all grid points in the Southern Tropical Pacific (5°S
to 5°N, 155°E to 150°W). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th
and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 12.4.3.1, 14.4.1, 14.8.14 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the
context of other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.74 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over all grid points in the Northern Tropical Pacific (5°N to 25°N, 155°E
to 150°W) in October to March. Top middle: same for all grid points in the Equatorial Pacific (5°S to 5°N, 155°E to 150°W). (Top right) Same for all grid points in the Southern
Tropical Pacific (5°S to 5°N, 155°E to 150°W). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th,
50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios. Note different scales.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 11.3.2.1.2, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.8.14 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context
of other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.75 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over all grid points in the Northern Tropical Pacific (5°N to 25°N, 155°E
to 150°W) in April to September. Top middle: same for all grid points in the Equatorial Pacific (5°S to 5°N, 155°E to 150°W). (Top right) Same for all grid points in the Southern
Tropical Pacific (5°S to 5°N, 155°E to 150°W). Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th,
50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios. Note different scales.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 11.3.2.1.2, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.8.14 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context
of other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Figure AI.76 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in Antarctica (90°S to 50°S) in December to February. (Top right)
Same for sea grid points. Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th
and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 12.4.3.1, 14.8.15 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context
of other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Temperature change Antarctica (land) June-August
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Figure AI.77 | (Top left) Time series of temperature change relative to 1986–2005 averaged over land grid points in Antarctica (90°S to 50°S) in June to August. (Top right) Same
for sea grid points. Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th
percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of temperature changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.1.1.4, Box 11.2, 12.4.3.1, 14.8.15 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context
of other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Precipitation change Antarctica (land) October-March
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Figure AI.78 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in Antarctica (90°S to 50°S) in October to March. (Top
right) Same for sea grid points. Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median),
75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.2.2, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.8.15 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Precipitation change Antarctica (land) April-September
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Figure AI.79 | (Top left) Time series of relative change relative to 1986–2005 in precipitation averaged over land grid points in Antarctica (90°S to 50°S) in April to September. (Top
right) Same for sea grid points. Thin lines denote one ensemble member per model, thick lines the CMIP5 multi-model mean. On the right-hand side the 5th, 25th, 50th (median),
75th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of 20-year mean changes are given for 2081–2100 in the four RCP scenarios.
(Below) Maps of precipitation changes in 2016–2035, 2046–2065 and 2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005 in the RCP4.5 scenario. For each point, the 25th, 50th and 75th
percentiles of the distribution of the CMIP5 ensemble are shown; this includes both natural variability and inter-model spread. Hatching denotes areas where the 20-year mean
differences of the percentiles are less than the standard deviation of model-estimated present-day natural variability of 20-year mean differences.
Sections 9.4.1.1, 9.6.1.1, 10.3.2.2, Box 11.2, 12.4.5.2, 14.8.15 contain relevant information regarding the evaluation of models in this region, the model spread in the context of
other methods of projecting changes and the role of modes of variability and other climate phenomena.
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Climate System Scenario Tables

Introduction
Annex II presents, in tabulated form, data related to historical and projected changes in the climate system that are assessed in the chapters of this report (see Section 1.6). It also includes some comparisons
with the Third Assessment Report (TAR) and Fourth Assessment Report
(AR4) results. These data include values for emissions into the atmosphere, atmospheric abundances and burdens (integrated abundance),
effective radiative forcing (ERF; includes adjusted forcing from aerosols, see Chapters 7 and 8), and global mean surface temperatures and
sea level. Projections from 2010 to 2100 focus on the RCP scenarios
(Moss et al., 2010; Lamarque et al., 2010; 2011; Meinshausen et al.,
2011a; van Vuuren et al., 2011; see also Chapters 1, 6, 8, 11, 12 and
13). Projections also include previous IPCC scenarios (IPCC Scenarios
1992a (IS92a), Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES) A2 and B1,
TAR Appendix II) and some alternative near-term scenarios for methane (CH4) and short-lived pollutants that impact climate or air quality.
Emissions from biomass burning are included as anthropogenic. ERF
from land use change is also included in some tables.
Where uncertainties or ranges are presented here, they are noted in
each table as being a recommended value or model ensemble mean/
median with a 68% confidence interval (16 to 84%, ±1σ for a normal
distribution) or 90% confidence interval (5 to 95%, ±1.645σ for a
normal distribution) or statistics (standard deviation, percentiles, or
minimum/maximum) of an ensemble of models. In some cases these
are a formal evaluation of uncertainty as assessed in the chapters, but
in other cases (specifically Tables AII.2.1, 3.1, 4.1, 5.1, 6.10, 7.1 to 7.5)
they just describe the statistical results from the available models, and
the referenced chapters must be consulted for the assessed uncertainty
or confidence level of these results. In the case of Table AII.7.5, for
example, the global mean surface temperature change (°C) relative
to 1986–2005 is a statistical summary of the spread in the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) ensembles for each of the scenarios: model biases and model dependencies are not accounted for;
the percentiles do not correspond to the assessed uncertainty derived
in Chapters 11 (Section 11.3.6.3) and 12 (Section 12.4.1); and statistical spread across models cannot be interpreted in terms of calibrated
language (Section 12.2).
The Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) scenarios for emissions include only anthropogenic sources and use a single model to
project from emissions to abundances to radiative forcing to climate
change (Meinshausen et al., 2011a; 2011b). We include projected
changes in natural carbon dioxide (CO2) sources and sinks for 2010–
2100 based on this assessment (Chapters 6 and 12). Present-day natural and anthropogenic emissions of CH4 and nitrous oxide (N2O) are
assessed and used to scale the RCP anthropogenic emissions to be consistent with these best estimates (Chapters 6 and 11). Current model
evaluations of atmospheric chemistry and the carbon cycle, including
results from the CMIP5 and Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model
Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP) projects, are used to project future
composition and ERF separately from the RCP model (see Sections

1

Annex II

6.4.3, 11.3.5 and 12.3). Thus, projected changes in greenhouse gases
(GHGs), aerosols and ERF evaluated in this report may differ from the
published RCPs and from what was used in the CMIP5 runs, and these
are denoted RCP&. The CMIP5 climate projections used for the most
part the RCP concentration pathways for well-mixed greenhouse gases
(WMGHG) and the emissions pathways for ozone (O3) and aerosol precursors. Such differences are discussed in the relevant chapters and
noted in the tables.
For each species, the abundances (given as dry air mole fraction: ppm
= micromoles per mole (10–6); ppb = nanomoles per mole (10–9); and
ppt = picomoles per mole (10–12)), burdens (global total in grams, 1 Tg
= 1012 g), average column amount (1 Dobson Unit (DU) = 2.687 × 1016
molecules per cm2), AOD (mean aerosol optical depth at 550 nm), ERF
(effective radiative forcing, W m–2), and other climate system quantities
are calculated for scenarios using methodologies based on the latest
climate chemistry and climate carbon models (see Chapters 2, 6, 7,
8, 10, 11 and 12). Results are shown for individual years (e.g., 2010
= year 2010) and decadal averages (e.g., 2020d = average of years
2016 through 2025), although some 10-year periods are different, see
table notes. Year 2011 is the last year for observed quantities (denoted
2011* or 2011obs). Results are shown as global mean values except
for environmental data focussing on air quality (Tables AII.7.1–AII.7.4),
which give regional mean surface abundances of O3 and fine particulate matter with diameter less than 2.5 μm (PM2.5). Results for global
mean surface temperature (Tables AII.7.5 and AII.7.6) show only raw
CMIP5 data or data from previous assessments. For best estimates of
near-term and long-term temperature change see Chapters 11 and 12,
respectively. Results for global mean sea level rise (Table AII.7.7) are
assessed values with uncertainties described in Chapter 13.

Chemical Abbreviations and Symbols
Well Mixed Greenhouse Gases (WMGHG)
CO2
CH4
N2O
HFC
PFC
SF6
NF3
CFC
HCFC
CCl4
CH3CCl3

carbon dioxide (KP, Kyoto Protocol gas)
methane (KP)
nitrous oxide (KP)
hydrofluorocarbon1 (a class of compounds: HFC-32, HFC134a, …) (KP)
perfluorocarbon (a class of compounds: CF4, C2F6, …) (KP)
sulphur hexafluoride (KP)
nitrogen trifluoride (KP)
chlorofluorocarbon (a class of compounds: CFCl3, CF2Cl2, …)
(MP, Montreal Protocol gas)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon1 (a class of compounds: HCFC-22,
HCFC-141b, …) (MP)
carbon tetrachloride (MP)
methyl chloroform (MP)

A few HFCs and HCFCs are very short lived in the atmosphere and therefore not well mixed.
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Ozone and Aerosols, and their Precursors
O3
NOx
NH3
CO
NMVOC

AII

OH
PM2.5
BC
OC
SO2
SOx
SO4=

ozone (both stratospheric and tropospheric)
sum of NO (nitric oxide) and NO2 (nitrogen dioxide)
ammonia
carbon monoxide
a class of compounds comprising all non-methane volatile
organic compounds (i.e., hydrocarbons that may also contain
oxygen, also known as biogenic VOC or NMHC)
hydroxyl radical
any aerosols with diameter less than 2.5 μm
black carbon aerosol
organic carbon aerosol
sulphur dioxide, a gas
oxidized sulphur in gaseous form, including SO2
sulphate ion, usually as sulphuric acid or ammonium sulphate in aerosol

List of Tables
AII.1: Historical Climate System Data
Table AII.1.1a: Historical abundances of the Kyoto greenhouse gases
Table AII.1.1b: Historical abundances of the Montreal Protocol greenhouse gas (all ppt)
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Tables
AII.1: Historical Climate System Data
Table AII.1.1a | Historical abundances of the Kyoto greenhouse gases

Year

CO2 (ppm)

CH4 (ppb)

N2O (ppb)

Year

CO2 (ppm)

CH4 (ppb)

N2O (ppb)

PI*

278 ± 2

722 ± 25

270 ± 7

PI*

278 ± 2

722 ± 25

270 ± 7

1755

276.7

723

272.8

1959

316.0

1251

292.1

1760

276.5

726

274.1

1960

316.7

1263

292.4

1765

276.6

730

274.2

1961

317.4

1275

292.5

1770

277.3

733

273.7

1962

318.0

1288

292.5

1775

278.0

736

273.1

1963

318.5

1301

292.6

1780

278.2

739

272.4

1964

319.0

319.0

292.6

1785

278.6

742

271.9

1965

319.7

1328

292.7

1790

280.0

745

271.8

1966

320.6

1343

292.9

1795

281.4

748

272.1

1967

321.5

1357

293.3

1800

282.6

751

272.6

1968

322.5

1372

293.8

1805

283.6

755

272.1

1969

323.5

1388

294.4

1810

284.2

760

271.4

1970

324.6

1403

295.2

1815

284.0

765

271.5

1971

325.6

1419

296.0

1820

283.3

769

272.9

1972

326.8

1435

296.9

1825

283.1

774

274.1

1973

328.0

1451

297.8

1830

283.8

779

273.7

1974

329.2

1467

298.4

1835

283.9

784

270.5

1975

330.2

1483

299.0

1840

284.1

789

269.6

1976

331.3

1500

299.4

1845

285.8

795

270.3

1977

332.7

1516

299.8

1850

286.8

802

270.4

1978

334.3

1532

300.2

1855

286.4

808

270.6

1979

336.2

1549

300.7

1860

286.1

815

271.7

1980

338.0

1567

301.3

1865

286.3

823

272.3

1981

339.3

1587

302.0

1870

288.0

831

273.0

1982

340.5

1607

303.0

1875

289.4

839

274.7

1983

342.1

1626

303.9

1880

289.8

847

275.8

1984

343.7

1643

304.5

1885

290.9

856

277.2

1985

345.2

1657

305.5

1890

293.1

866

278.3

1986

346.6

1670

305.9

1895

295.4

877

277.7

1987

348.4

1682

306.3

1900

296.2

891

277.3

1988

350.5

1694

306.7

1905

297.4

912

279.2

1989

352.2

1704

307.8

1910

299.3

935

280.8

1990

353.6

1714

308.7

1915

301.1

961

282.7

1991

354.8

1725

309.3

1920

303.3

990

285.1

1992

355.7

1733

309.8

1925

304.7

1020

284.3

1993

356.6

1738

310.1

1930

306.6

1049

284.9

1994

358.0

1743

310.4

1935

308.4

1077

286.6

1995

359.9

1747

311.0

1940

310.4

1102

287.7

1996

361.4

1751

311.8

1945

310.9

1129

288.0

1997

363.1

1757

312.7

1950

311.2

1162

287.6

1998

365.2

1765

313.7

1955

313.4

1207

289.6

1999

367.2

1771

314.7

1956

314.0

1217

290.4

2000

368.7

1773

315.6

1957

314.6

1228

291.2

2001

370.2

1773

316.3

1958

315.3

1239

291.7

2002

372.3

1774

317.0

AII

(continued on next page)
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Table AII.1.1a (continued)

Year

CO2 (ppm)

CH4 (ppb)

N2O (ppb)

Year

SF6 (ppt)

CF4 (ppt)

C2F6 (ppt)

C6F14 (ppt)

PI*

278 ± 2

722 ± 25

270 ± 7

PI*

0

35

0

0

2003

374.5

1776

317.6

1900

0

35

0

0

2004

376.6

1776

318.3

1910

0

35

0.1

0

2005

378.7

1776

319.1

1920

0

35

0.1

0

2006

380.8

1776

319.8

1930

0

36

0.2

0

2007

382.7

1781

320.6

1940

0

37

0.3

0

2008

384.6

1787

321.4

1950

0

39

0.5

0

2005

378.7

1776

319.1

1960

0.1

43

0.6

0

2006

380.8

1776

319.8

1970

0.3

51

0.8

0

2007

382.7

1781

320.6

1980

0.8

60

1.2

0

2008

384.6

1787

321.4

1990

2.4

68

1.9

0

2009

386.4

1792

322.3

2000

4.5

76

2.9

0

2010

388.4

1798

323.2

2005

5.6

75

3.7

0

2011*

390.5 ± 0.3

1803 ± 4

324 ± 1

2010

7.0

78.3

4.1

0

2011*

7.3 ± 0.1

79.0

4.2

0

AII

Year

NF3 (ppt)

0.3

0.6

HFC-23
(ppt)

HFC-32
(ppt)

HFC-125
(ppt)

HFC-134a
(ppt)

HFC-143a
(ppt)

HFC-227ea
(ppt)

HFC-245fa
(ppt)

HFC-43-10mee
(ppt)

PI*

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1940

0.1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1950

0.3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1960

0.7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1970

1.6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1980

3.7

0

0

0

0.2

0

0

0

1990

7.9

0

0.1

0

0.6

0

0

0

2000

14.8

0

1.3

14

3.1

0.1

0

0

2010

23.2

4.1

8.2

58

10.9

0.6

1.1

0

2011*

24.0

4.9

9.6

63 ± 1

12.0

0.65

1.24

0

Notes:
Abundances are mole fraction of dry air for the lower, well-mixed atmosphere (ppm = micromoles per mole, ppb = nanomoles per mole, ppt = picomoles per mole). Values refer to single-year
average. Uncertainties (5 to 95% confidence intervals) are given for 2011 only when more than one laboratory reports global data. Pre-industrial (PI*, taken to be 1750 for GHG) and present day
(2011*) abundances are from Chapter 2, Tables 2.1 and 2.SM.1; see also Chapter 6 for Holocene variability (10 ppm CO2, 40 ppb CH4, 10 ppb N2O). Intermediate data for CO2, CH4 and N2O are from
Chapters 2 and 8, Figure 8.6. See also Appendix 1.A. Intermediate data for the F-gases are taken from Meinshausen et al. (2011).
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Table AII.1.1b | Historical abundances of the Montreal Protocol greenhouse gases (all ppt)

Year

CFC-11

CFC-12

CFC-113

CFC-114

CFC-115

CCl4

CH3CCl3

HCFC-22

PI*

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1960

9.5

29.5

1.9

3.8

0.0

52.1

1.5

2.1

1965

23.5

58.8

3.1

5.0

0.0

64.4

4.7

4.9

1970

52.8

114.3

5.5

6.5

0.2

75.9

16.2

12.1

1975

106.1

203.1

10.4

8.3

0.6

85.5

40.0

23.8

1980

161.9

297.4

19.0

10.7

1.3

93.3

81.6

42.5

1985

205.4

381.2

37.3

12.9

2.8

99.6

106.1

62.7

1990

256.2

477.5

67.6

15.4

4.7

106.5

127.2

88.2

1995

267.4

523.8

83.6

16.1

6.8

103.2

110.3

113.6

2000

261.7

541.0

82.3

16.5

7.9

98.6

49.7

139.5

2005

251.6

542.7

78.8

16.6

8.3

93.7

20.1

165.5

2010

240.9

532.5

75.6

16.4

8.4

87.6

8.3

206.8

2011*

238 ± 1

528±2

74.3±0.5

15.8

8.4

86±2

6.4±0.4

213±2

CH3Br

CH3Cl

Year

HCFC-141b

HCFC-142b

Halon 1211

Halon 1202

Halon 1301

Halon 2402

PI*

0

0

0

0

0

0

1960

0.0

0.0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6.5

510

1965

0.0

0.0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6.7

528

1970

0.0

0.0

0.02

0.00

0.00

0.02

0.0

540

1975

0.0

0.2

0.12

0.01

0.04

0.06

7.4

546

1980

0.0

0.4

0.42

0.01

0.24

0.15

7.7

548

1985

0.0

0.7

1.04

0.02

0.74

0.26

8.2

549

1990

0.0

1.2

2.27

0.03

1.66

0.41

8.6

550

1995

2.7

6.3

3.34

0.04

2.63

0.52

9.2

550

2000

11.8

11.4

4.02

0.04

2.84

0.50

8.9

550

2005

17.5

15.1

4.26

0.02

3.03

0.48

7.9

550

2010

20.3

20.5

4.07

0.00

3.20

0.46

7.2

550

2011*

21.4±0.5

21.2±0.5

4.07

0.00

3.23

0.45

7.1

534

AII

Notes:
See Table AII.1.1a. For present-day (2011*) see Chapter 2. Intermediate years are from Scenario A1, WMO Ozone Assessment (WMO, 2010).
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Table AII.1.2 | Historical effective radiative forcing (ERF) (W m–2), including land use change (LUC)

CO2

GHG
Other*

O3
(Trop)

O3
(Strat)

Aerosol
(Total)

LUC

H2O
(Strat)

BC
Snow

Con–
trails

1750

0.000

0.000

0.000

1751

–0.023

0.004

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

–0.002

0.000

0.000

0.000

1752

–0.024

0.006

0.001

0.000

–0.004

–0.001

0.000

1753

–0.024

0.007

0.001

0.000

–0.005

–0.001

1754
1755

–0.025

0.008

0.002

0.000

–0.007

–0.026

0.010

0.002

0.000

–0.009

1756

–0.026

0.011

0.003

0.000

1757

–0.027

0.013

0.003

1758

–0.028

0.014

0.003

1759

–0.028

0.015

1760

–0.029

1761

–0.029

1762

Year

AII

Solar

Volcano

0.000

0.000

–0.001

0.000

–0.014

0.000

0.000

0.000

–0.029

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

–0.033

0.000

–0.002

0.000

0.001

0.000

–0.043

0.000

–0.002

0.000

0.001

0.000

–0.054

–0.664

–0.011

–0.002

0.000

0.001

0.000

–0.055

0.000

0.000

–0.013

–0.003

0.000

0.001

0.000

–0.048

0.000

0.000

–0.014

–0.003

0.000

0.001

0.000

–0.050

0.000

0.004

0.000

–0.016

–0.004

0.000

0.001

0.000

–0.102

0.000

0.016

0.004

0.000

–0.018

–0.004

0.000

0.001

0.000

–0.112

–0.060

0.017

0.005

0.000

–0.020

–0.004

0.000

0.002

0.000

–0.016

–1.093

–0.029

0.017

0.005

0.000

–0.021

–0.005

0.001

0.002

0.000

–0.007

–0.300

1763

–0.029

0.018

0.006

0.000

–0.023

–0.005

0.001

0.002

0.000

–0.018

–0.093

1764

–0.028

0.018

0.006

0.000

–0.025

–0.006

0.001

0.002

0.000

–0.022

–0.021

1765

–0.026

0.018

0.006

0.000

–0.027

–0.006

0.001

0.002

0.000

–0.054

–0.003

1766

–0.024

0.018

0.007

0.000

–0.029

–0.006

0.001

0.002

0.000

–0.048

0.000

1767

–0.022

0.018

0.007

0.000

–0.030

–0.007

0.001

0.003

0.000

–0.036

0.000

1768

–0.020

0.018

0.008

0.000

–0.032

–0.007

0.001

0.003

0.000

0.016

0.000

1769

–0.017

0.018

0.008

0.000

–0.034

–0.008

0.001

0.003

0.000

0.050

0.000

1770

–0.014

0.018

0.009

0.000

–0.036

–0.008

0.001

0.003

0.000

0.081

0.000

1771

–0.011

0.018

0.009

0.000

–0.038

–0.008

0.001

0.003

0.000

0.055

0.000

1772

–0.008

0.018

0.009

0.000

–0.039

–0.009

0.001

0.003

0.000

0.052

–0.070

1773

–0.005

0.018

0.010

0.000

–0.041

–0.009

0.001

0.003

0.000

0.016

–0.020

1774

–0.003

0.018

0.010

0.000

–0.043

–0.010

0.001

0.004

0.000

–0.002

–0.005

1775

–0.001

0.018

0.011

0.000

–0.045

–0.010

0.001

0.004

0.000

–0.038

–0.001

1776

0.001

0.018

0.011

0.000

–0.046

–0.010

0.001

0.004

0.000

–0.045

0.000

1777

0.002

0.018

0.011

0.000

–0.048

–0.011

0.001

0.004

0.000

–0.036

0.000

1778

0.003

0.018

0.012

0.000

–0.050

–0.011

0.001

0.004

0.000

0.017

–0.067

1779

0.003

0.018

0.012

0.000

–0.052

–0.012

0.001

0.004

0.000

–0.034

–0.071

1780

0.003

0.018

0.013

0.000

–0.054

–0.012

0.002

0.004

0.000

–0.069

–0.018

1781

0.004

0.018

0.013

0.000

–0.055

–0.012

0.002

0.005

0.000

–0.057

–0.004

1782

0.004

0.018

0.014

0.000

–0.057

–0.013

0.002

0.005

0.000

–0.028

–0.001

1783

0.006

0.018

0.014

0.000

–0.059

–0.013

0.002

0.005

0.000

–0.065

–7.857

1784

0.009

0.018

0.014

0.000

–0.061

–0.014

0.002

0.005

0.000

–0.059

–0.522

1785

0.012

0.018

0.015

0.000

–0.062

–0.014

0.002

0.005

0.000

–0.046

–0.121

1786

0.017

0.018

0.015

0.000

–0.064

–0.014

0.002

0.005

0.000

–0.022

–0.027

1787

0.021

0.018

0.016

0.000

–0.066

–0.015

0.002

0.005

0.000

–0.001

–0.002

1788

0.027

0.018

0.016

0.000

–0.068

–0.015

0.002

0.006

0.000

0.034

–0.133

1789

0.033

0.019

0.017

0.000

–0.070

–0.016

0.002

0.006

0.000

–0.033

–0.041

1790

0.038

0.019

0.017

0.000

–0.071

–0.016

0.002

0.006

0.000

–0.058

–0.009

1791

0.044

0.019

0.017

0.000

–0.073

–0.016

0.002

0.006

0.000

–0.056

–0.001

1792

0.050

0.020

0.018

0.000

–0.075

–0.017

0.002

0.006

0.000

–0.051

0.000

1793

0.055

0.020

0.018

0.000

–0.077

–0.017

0.002

0.006

0.000

–0.065

0.000

1794

0.060

0.021

0.019

0.000

–0.079

–0.018

0.002

0.006

0.000

–0.064

–0.157

1795

0.066

0.022

0.019

0.000

–0.080

–0.018

0.002

0.007

0.000

–0.027

0.000

1796

0.070

0.023

0.020

0.000

–0.082

–0.018

0.002

0.007

0.000

–0.033

–0.781

1797

0.075

0.023

0.020

0.000

–0.084

–0.019

0.002

0.007

0.000

–0.043

–0.071

1798

0.079

0.024

0.020

0.000

–0.086

–0.019

0.002

0.007

0.000

–0.045

–0.016
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Table AII.1.2 | (continued)

Year

CO2

GHG
Other*

O3
(Trop)

O3
(Strat)

Aerosol
(Total)

LUC

H2O
(Strat)

BC
Snow

Con–
trails

Solar

Volcano

1799

0.084

0.025

0.021

0.000

–0.087

–0.020

0.003

0.007

0.000

–0.047

–0.002

1800

0.088

0.025

0.021

0.000

–0.089

–0.020

0.003

0.007

0.000

–0.055

0.000

1801

0.092

0.026

0.022

0.000

–0.091

–0.020

0.003

0.007

0.000

–0.021

–0.154

1802

0.096

0.026

0.022

0.000

–0.093

–0.021

0.003

0.008

0.000

–0.010

–0.048

1803

0.099

0.026

0.023

0.000

–0.095

–0.021

0.003

0.008

0.000

–0.033

–0.011

1804

0.103

0.026

0.023

0.000

–0.096

–0.022

0.003

0.008

0.000

–0.040

–0.230

1805

0.106

0.026

0.023

0.000

–0.098

–0.022

0.003

0.008

0.000

–0.046

–0.070

1806

0.109

0.026

0.024

0.000

–0.100

–0.022

0.003

0.008

0.000

–0.036

–0.016

1807

0.112

0.026

0.024

0.000

–0.102

–0.023

0.003

0.008

0.000

–0.057

–0.002

1808

0.114

0.026

0.025

0.000

–0.104

–0.023

0.003

0.008

0.000

–0.065

0.000

1809

0.116

0.026

0.025

0.000

–0.105

–0.024

0.003

0.009

0.000

–0.065

–6.947

1810

0.117

0.026

0.025

0.000

–0.107

–0.024

0.003

0.009

0.000

–0.070

–2.254

1811

0.118

0.027

0.026

0.000

–0.109

–0.024

0.003

0.009

0.000

–0.072

–0.836

1812

0.119

0.027

0.026

0.000

–0.111

–0.025

0.003

0.009

0.000

–0.072

–0.308

1813

0.118

0.028

0.027

0.000

–0.112

–0.025

0.004

0.009

0.000

–0.069

–0.109

1814

0.117

0.029

0.027

0.000

–0.114

–0.026

0.004

0.009

0.000

–0.064

0.000

1815

0.115

0.030

0.028

0.000

–0.116

–0.026

0.004

0.009

0.000

–0.062

–11.629

1816

0.113

0.031

0.028

0.000

–0.118

–0.026

0.004

0.010

0.000

–0.052

–4.553

1817

0.110

0.032

0.028

0.000

–0.120

–0.027

0.004

0.010

0.000

–0.048

–2.419

1818

0.107

0.034

0.029

0.000

–0.121

–0.027

0.004

0.010

0.000

–0.053

–0.915

1819

0.104

0.035

0.029

0.000

–0.123

–0.028

0.004

0.010

0.000

–0.054

–0.337

1820

0.101

0.037

0.030

0.000

–0.125

–0.028

0.004

0.010

0.000

–0.059

–0.039

1821

0.099

0.038

0.030

0.000

–0.127

–0.028

0.004

0.010

0.000

–0.065

0.000

1822

0.097

0.040

0.031

0.000

–0.128

–0.029

0.004

0.010

0.000

–0.066

0.000

1823

0.096

0.041

0.031

0.000

–0.130

–0.029

0.004

0.011

0.000

–0.068

0.000

1824

0.097

0.042

0.031

0.000

–0.132

–0.030

0.004

0.011

0.000

–0.059

0.000

1825

0.098

0.043

0.032

0.000

–0.134

–0.030

0.005

0.011

0.000

–0.052

0.000

1826

0.100

0.044

0.032

0.000

–0.136

–0.030

0.005

0.011

0.000

–0.044

0.000

1827

0.103

0.045

0.033

0.000

–0.137

–0.031

0.005

0.011

0.000

–0.018

0.000

1828

0.106

0.045

0.033

0.000

–0.139

–0.031

0.005

0.011

0.000

–0.008

0.000

1829

0.109

0.045

0.034

0.000

–0.141

–0.032

0.005

0.011

0.000

–0.006

0.000

1830

0.111

0.045

0.034

0.000

–0.143

–0.032

0.005

0.012

0.000

0.002

0.000

1831

0.113

0.044

0.034

0.000

–0.145

–0.032

0.005

0.012

0.000

0.002

–1.538

1832

0.114

0.043

0.035

0.000

–0.146

–0.033

0.005

0.012

0.000

–0.020

–1.229

1833

0.114

0.041

0.035

0.000

–0.148

–0.033

0.005

0.012

0.000

–0.035

–0.605

1834

0.114

0.039

0.036

0.000

–0.150

–0.034

0.005

0.012

0.000

–0.038

–0.223

1835

0.113

0.037

0.036

0.000

–0.152

–0.034

0.005

0.012

0.000

–0.033

–4.935

1836

0.112

0.036

0.037

0.000

–0.153

–0.034

0.005

0.012

0.000

0.017

–1.445

1837

0.112

0.035

0.037

0.000

–0.155

–0.035

0.006

0.013

0.000

0.055

–0.523

1838

0.112

0.035

0.037

0.000

–0.157

–0.035

0.006

0.013

0.000

0.051

–0.192

1839

0.114

0.036

0.038

0.000

–0.159

–0.036

0.006

0.013

0.000

0.028

–0.069

1840

0.117

0.037

0.038

0.000

–0.161

–0.036

0.006

0.013

0.000

0.027

–0.047

1841

0.121

0.038

0.039

0.000

–0.162

–0.036

0.006

0.013

0.000

0.007

–0.013

1842

0.127

0.040

0.039

0.000

–0.164

–0.037

0.006

0.013

0.000

–0.006

–0.003

1843

0.135

0.041

0.039

0.000

–0.166

–0.037

0.006

0.013

0.000

–0.013

–0.052

1844

0.142

0.042

0.040

0.000

–0.168

–0.038

0.006

0.014

0.000

–0.024

–0.014

1845

0.149

0.043

0.040

0.000

–0.169

–0.038

0.006

0.014

0.000

–0.026

–0.003

1846

0.155

0.044

0.041

0.000

–0.171

–0.038

0.006

0.014

0.000

–0.024

–0.071

1847

0.160

0.044

0.041

0.000

–0.173

–0.039

0.007

0.014

0.000

–0.062

–0.020

1848

0.163

0.045

0.042

0.000

–0.175

–0.039

0.007

0.014

0.000

–0.018

–0.005
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Table AII.1.2 | (continued)

AII

Year

CO2

GHG
Other*

O3
(Trop)

O3
(Strat)

Aerosol
(Total)

LUC

H2O
(Strat)

BC
Snow

Con–
trails

Solar

Volcano

1849

0.166

0.046

0.042

0.000

–0.177

–0.040

0.007

0.014

0.000

0.043

–0.001

1850

0.167

0.046

0.042

0.000

–0.178

–0.040

0.007

0.014

0.000

0.024

–0.100

1851

0.167

0.047

0.043

0.000

–0.180

–0.040

0.007

0.015

0.000

0.016

–0.075

1852

0.166

0.048

0.044

0.000

–0.182

–0.041

0.007

0.015

0.000

0.020

–0.025

1853

0.164

0.049

0.045

0.000

–0.184

–0.041

0.007

0.015

0.000

0.011

–0.025

1854

0.162

0.050

0.046

0.000

–0.185

–0.041

0.007

0.016

0.000

–0.010

0.000

1855

0.160

0.051

0.047

0.000

–0.187

–0.042

0.007

0.016

0.000

–0.027

–0.050

1856

0.158

0.052

0.048

0.000

–0.189

–0.042

0.007

0.016

0.000

–0.037

–0.975

1857

0.156

0.054

0.049

0.000

–0.191

–0.042

0.008

0.016

0.000

–0.037

–1.500

1858

0.155

0.055

0.050

0.000

–0.192

–0.043

0.008

0.017

0.000

–0.020

–0.725

1859

0.154

0.057

0.050

0.000

–0.194

–0.043

0.008

0.017

0.000

–0.007

–0.275

1860

0.154

0.058

0.051

0.000

–0.196

–0.043

0.008

0.017

0.000

0.029

–0.125

1861

0.153

0.060

0.052

0.000

–0.198

–0.044

0.008

0.018

0.000

0.036

–0.075

1862

0.153

0.061

0.053

0.000

–0.199

–0.044

0.008

0.018

0.000

0.013

–0.350

1863

0.154

0.062

0.054

0.000

–0.201

–0.044

0.008

0.018

0.000

0.006

–0.250

1864

0.156

0.063

0.055

0.000

–0.203

–0.045

0.008

0.018

0.000

–0.017

–0.125

1865

0.158

0.064

0.056

0.000

–0.205

–0.045

0.009

0.019

0.000

–0.018

–0.050

1866

0.162

0.066

0.057

0.000

–0.206

–0.045

0.009

0.019

0.000

–0.021

–0.025

1867

0.167

0.067

0.058

0.000

–0.208

–0.046

0.009

0.019

0.000

–0.037

0.000

1868

0.173

0.068

0.059

0.000

–0.210

–0.046

0.009

0.020

0.000

–0.039

0.000

1869

0.180

0.070

0.059

0.000

–0.212

–0.046

0.009

0.020

0.000

–0.005

–0.025

1870

0.188

0.071

0.060

0.000

–0.213

–0.047

0.009

0.020

0.000

–0.028

–0.025

1871

0.195

0.073

0.061

0.000

–0.215

–0.047

0.009

0.020

0.000

0.025

–0.025

1872

0.202

0.075

0.062

0.000

–0.217

–0.047

0.009

0.021

0.000

0.012

–0.025

1873

0.208

0.077

0.063

0.000

–0.219

–0.048

0.010

0.021

0.000

0.015

–0.075

1874

0.212

0.079

0.064

0.000

–0.220

–0.048

0.010

0.021

0.000

0.000

–0.050

1875

0.215

0.081

0.065

0.000

–0.222

–0.049

0.010

0.022

0.000

–0.015

–0.025

1876

0.218

0.083

0.066

0.000

–0.224

–0.049

0.010

0.022

0.000

–0.029

–0.150

1877

0.219

0.084

0.067

0.000

–0.226

–0.049

0.010

0.022

0.000

–0.033

–0.125

1878

0.219

0.086

0.067

0.000

–0.227

–0.050

0.010

0.022

0.000

–0.041

–0.075

1879

0.221

0.088

0.068

0.000

–0.229

–0.050

0.010

0.023

0.000

–0.044

–0.050

1880

0.222

0.089

0.069

0.000

–0.231

–0.050

0.011

0.023

0.000

–0.039

–0.025

1881

0.224

0.091

0.070

0.000

–0.233

–0.051

0.011

0.023

0.000

–0.007

–0.025

1882

0.228

0.092

0.071

0.000

–0.234

–0.051

0.011

0.024

0.000

–0.019

–0.025

1883

0.232

0.094

0.072

0.000

–0.236

–0.052

0.011

0.024

0.000

–0.031

–1.175

1884

0.238

0.096

0.073

0.000

–0.238

–0.052

0.011

0.024

0.000

0.018

–3.575

1885

0.244

0.098

0.074

0.000

–0.240

–0.053

0.011

0.024

0.000

0.002

–1.575

1886

0.250

0.100

0.075

0.000

–0.241

–0.053

0.011

0.025

0.000

–0.014

–0.900

1887

0.258

0.102

0.075

0.000

–0.243

–0.053

0.012

0.025

0.000

–0.033

–0.925

1888

0.266

0.104

0.076

0.000

–0.245

–0.054

0.012

0.025

0.000

–0.037

–0.550

1889

0.274

0.106

0.077

0.000

–0.247

–0.054

0.012

0.026

0.000

–0.041

–0.725

1890

0.283

0.107

0.078

0.000

–0.248

–0.055

0.012

0.026

0.000

–0.041

–0.975

1891

0.293

0.108

0.079

0.000

–0.250

–0.055

0.012

0.026

0.000

–0.020

–0.750

1892

0.302

0.109

0.080

0.000

–0.252

–0.056

0.012

0.026

0.000

0.004

–0.550

1893

0.311

0.110

0.081

0.000

–0.254

–0.056

0.013

0.027

0.000

0.035

–0.225

1894

0.319

0.111

0.082

0.000

–0.255

–0.057

0.013

0.027

0.000

0.072

–0.100

1895

0.325

0.111

0.083

0.000

–0.257

–0.057

0.013

0.027

0.000

0.052

–0.025

1896

0.330

0.112

0.083

0.000

–0.259

–0.058

0.013

0.028

0.000

0.023

–0.450

1897

0.334

0.113

0.084

0.000

–0.261

–0.058

0.013

0.028

0.000

–0.003

–0.425

1898

0.336

0.114

0.085

0.000

–0.262

–0.059

0.014

0.028

0.000

–0.012

–0.300
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Table AII.1.2 | (continued)

Year

CO2

GHG
Other*

O3
(Trop)

O3
(Strat)

Aerosol
(Total)

LUC

H2O
(Strat)

BC
Snow

Con–
trails

Solar

Volcano

1899

0.337

0.115

0.086

0.000

–0.264

–0.059

0.014

0.028

0.000

–0.017

–0.125

1900

0.339

0.117

0.087

0.000

–0.266

–0.060

0.014

0.029

0.000

–0.028

–0.050

1901

0.341

0.120

0.088

0.000

–0.268

–0.061

0.014

0.029

0.000

–0.043

–0.025

1902

0.344

0.123

0.089

0.000

–0.270

–0.061

0.015

0.030

0.000

–0.048

–0.500

1903

0.349

0.127

0.090

0.000

–0.272

–0.062

0.015

0.030

0.000

–0.036

–1.800

1904

0.355

0.130

0.091

0.000

–0.274

–0.062

0.015

0.031

0.000

0.011

–0.800

1905

0.362

0.134

0.092

0.000

–0.276

–0.063

0.016

0.032

0.000

–0.016

–0.325

1906

0.369

0.138

0.092

0.000

–0.278

–0.063

0.016

0.032

0.000

0.028

–0.175

1907

0.376

0.141

0.093

0.000

–0.280

–0.064

0.016

0.033

0.000

–0.001

–0.225

1908

0.383

0.145

0.094

0.000

–0.282

–0.064

0.017

0.033

0.000

0.020

–0.250

1909

0.389

0.148

0.095

–0.001

–0.284

–0.065

0.017

0.034

0.000

–0.002

–0.100

1910

0.395

0.151

0.096

–0.001

–0.286

–0.065

0.017

0.035

0.000

–0.006

–0.075

1911

0.400

0.155

0.097

–0.001

–0.288

–0.066

0.018

0.035

0.000

–0.032

–0.050

1912

0.406

0.159

0.098

–0.001

–0.289

–0.066

0.018

0.035

0.000

–0.045

–0.475

1913

0.412

0.163

0.100

–0.001

–0.290

–0.067

0.019

0.035

0.000

–0.042

–0.600

1914

0.419

0.167

0.101

–0.001

–0.291

–0.068

0.019

0.035

0.000

–0.033

–0.250

1915

0.427

0.171

0.102

–0.001

–0.292

–0.068

0.019

0.035

0.000

0.013

–0.100

1916

0.436

0.175

0.103

–0.001

–0.293

–0.069

0.020

0.035

0.000

0.068

–0.075

1917

0.445

0.180

0.104

–0.001

–0.294

–0.069

0.020

0.035

0.000

0.086

–0.050

1918

0.453

0.185

0.105

–0.001

–0.296

–0.070

0.021

0.035

0.000

0.121

–0.050

1919

0.460

0.189

0.107

–0.002

–0.297

–0.071

0.021

0.035

0.000

0.073

–0.050

1920

0.466

0.193

0.108

–0.001

–0.298

–0.071

0.022

0.035

0.000

0.039

–0.225

1921

0.472

0.196

0.109

–0.001

–0.302

–0.072

0.022

0.036

0.000

0.012

–0.200

1922

0.476

0.199

0.110

–0.002

–0.305

–0.073

0.022

0.036

0.000

–0.013

–0.075

1923

0.481

0.201

0.111

–0.002

–0.309

–0.073

0.023

0.036

0.000

–0.025

–0.025

1924

0.486

0.203

0.113

–0.002

–0.313

–0.074

0.023

0.036

0.000

–0.029

–0.075

1925

0.491

0.205

0.114

–0.002

–0.317

–0.075

0.024

0.036

0.000

–0.015

–0.075

1926

0.497

0.207

0.115

–0.002

–0.321

–0.076

0.024

0.036

0.000

0.020

–0.050

1927

0.503

0.210

0.116

–0.002

–0.325

–0.076

0.025

0.036

0.000

0.063

–0.050

1928

0.510

0.214

0.117

–0.002

–0.328

–0.077

0.025

0.037

0.000

0.033

–0.125

1929

0.517

0.218

0.119

–0.002

–0.332

–0.078

0.025

0.037

0.000

0.028

–0.250

1930

0.523

0.222

0.120

–0.003

–0.336

–0.079

0.026

0.037

0.000

0.048

–0.150

1931

0.530

0.226

0.122

–0.003

–0.338

–0.080

0.026

0.037

0.000

0.009

–0.125

1932

0.536

0.230

0.124

–0.003

–0.340

–0.081

0.027

0.038

0.000

–0.016

–0.200

1933

0.542

0.234

0.126

–0.003

–0.341

–0.081

0.027

0.038

0.000

–0.029

–0.175

1934

0.548

0.237

0.128

–0.003

–0.343

–0.082

0.027

0.039

0.000

–0.027

–0.100

1935

0.555

0.241

0.130

–0.003

–0.345

–0.083

0.028

0.039

0.000

–0.008

–0.100

1936

0.563

0.244

0.133

–0.003

–0.347

–0.084

0.028

0.040

0.000

0.068

–0.075

1937

0.570

0.247

0.135

–0.003

–0.349

–0.085

0.029

0.040

0.000

0.089

–0.075

1938

0.577

0.251

0.137

–0.003

–0.350

–0.086

0.029

0.040

0.000

0.080

–0.125

1939

0.584

0.254

0.139

–0.004

–0.352

–0.087

0.029

0.041

0.000

0.094

–0.100

1940

0.590

0.257

0.141

–0.004

–0.354

–0.088

0.030

0.041

0.000

0.070

–0.075

1941

0.595

0.261

0.143

–0.004

–0.358

–0.089

0.030

0.042

0.000

0.057

–0.050

1942

0.598

0.264

0.146

–0.004

–0.362

–0.090

0.030

0.042

0.000

0.030

–0.100

1943

0.599

0.267

0.148

–0.004

–0.366

–0.092

0.031

0.043

0.000

–0.005

–0.100

1944

0.599

0.270

0.150

–0.004

–0.370

–0.093

0.031

0.043

0.001

–0.011

–0.050

1945

0.599

0.273

0.152

–0.004

–0.374

–0.094

0.032

0.043

0.001

0.019

–0.050

1946

0.599

0.276

0.154

–0.005

–0.378

–0.095

0.032

0.044

0.001

0.025

–0.050

1947

0.598

0.279

0.156

–0.005

–0.382

–0.096

0.032

0.044

0.002

0.093

–0.050

1948

0.598

0.283

0.158

–0.005

–0.386

–0.097

0.033

0.045

0.002

0.146

–0.050
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Table AII.1.2 | (continued)

AII

Year

CO2

GHG
Other*

O3
(Trop)

O3
(Strat)

Aerosol
(Total)

LUC

H2O
(Strat)

BC
Snow

Con–
trails

Solar

Volcano

1949

0.601

0.287

0.161

–0.005

–0.390

–0.099

0.033

0.045

0.002

0.123

–0.075

1950

0.604

0.291

0.163

–0.005

–0.394

–0.100

0.034

0.046

0.002

0.110

–0.075

1951

0.608

0.296

0.168

–0.005

–0.409

–0.102

0.034

0.046

0.002

0.037

–0.050

1952

0.615

0.302

0.173

–0.006

–0.424

–0.103

0.035

0.047

0.002

0.045

–0.100

1953

0.623

0.308

0.178

–0.006

–0.439

–0.105

0.036

0.047

0.003

0.025

–0.075

1954

0.631

0.315

0.183

–0.006

–0.455

–0.106

0.036

0.048

0.003

0.003

–0.100

1955

0.641

0.323

0.188

–0.006

–0.470

–0.108

0.037

0.048

0.003

0.015

–0.050

1956

0.651

0.332

0.193

–0.007

–0.485

–0.109

0.038

0.049

0.003

0.064

–0.025

1957

0.662

0.341

0.198

–0.007

–0.500

–0.111

0.038

0.050

0.004

0.129

–0.025

1958

0.673

0.349

0.203

–0.007

–0.515

–0.112

0.039

0.050

0.004

0.194

0.000

1959

0.685

0.358

0.208

–0.008

–0.530

–0.114

0.040

0.051

0.004

0.159

0.000

1960

0.698

0.366

0.213

–0.008

–0.546

–0.116

0.041

0.051

0.004

0.151

–0.125

1961

0.709

0.374

0.218

–0.008

–0.563

–0.117

0.041

0.051

0.004

0.110

–0.275

1962

0.719

0.383

0.223

–0.009

–0.580

–0.119

0.042

0.051

0.004

0.051

–0.325

1963

0.727

0.392

0.228

–0.009

–0.598

–0.120

0.043

0.050

0.005

0.038

–1.150

1964

0.735

0.402

0.233

–0.010

–0.615

–0.122

0.044

0.050

0.005

0.019

–1.800

1965

0.748

0.412

0.239

–0.011

–0.632

–0.123

0.045

0.050

0.005

0.008

–1.075

1966

0.762

0.424

0.244

–0.011

–0.650

–0.125

0.046

0.050

0.006

0.012

–0.575

1967

0.778

0.437

0.249

–0.012

–0.667

–0.126

0.047

0.049

0.007

0.055

–0.375

1968

0.794

0.451

0.254

–0.013

–0.684

–0.127

0.048

0.049

0.008

0.086

–0.675

1969

0.811

0.466

0.259

–0.014

–0.701

–0.129

0.049

0.049

0.009

0.077

–0.850

1970

0.828

0.483

0.264

–0.014

–0.719

–0.130

0.050

0.049

0.009

0.092

–0.425

1971

0.846

0.500

0.270

–0.016

–0.722

–0.131

0.050

0.049

0.009

0.082

–0.150

1972

0.865

0.519

0.277

–0.017

–0.725

–0.132

0.051

0.049

0.009

0.076

–0.100

1973

0.885

0.538

0.284

–0.018

–0.728

–0.134

0.052

0.049

0.010

0.044

–0.200

1974

0.904

0.558

0.290

–0.019

–0.732

–0.135

0.053

0.050

0.010

0.023

–0.325

1975

0.920

0.578

0.297

–0.021

–0.735

–0.136

0.054

0.050

0.010

0.006

–0.750

1976

0.938

0.598

0.304

–0.022

–0.738

–0.137

0.055

0.050

0.010

–0.003

–0.350

1977

0.960

0.617

0.310

–0.024

–0.741

–0.138

0.056

0.050

0.011

0.040

–0.125

1978

0.987

0.636

0.317

–0.026

–0.745

–0.138

0.057

0.051

0.011

0.129

–0.200

1979

1.018

0.656

0.324

–0.027

–0.748

–0.139

0.058

0.051

0.012

0.167

–0.225

1980

1.046

0.675

0.330

–0.029

–0.751

–0.140

0.059

0.051

0.012

0.150

–0.125

1981

1.066

0.696

0.335

–0.031

–0.763

–0.141

0.061

0.051

0.012

0.147

–0.125

1982

1.085

0.717

0.339

–0.033

–0.775

–0.141

0.062

0.050

0.012

0.094

–1.325

1983

1.110

0.737

0.343

–0.035

–0.788

–0.142

0.063

0.050

0.012

0.091

–1.875

1984

1.136

0.757

0.348

–0.037

–0.800

–0.143

0.064

0.049

0.013

0.016

–0.750

1985

1.158

0.776

0.352

–0.038

–0.812

–0.143

0.065

0.049

0.014

0.011

–0.325

1986

1.180

0.795

0.356

–0.040

–0.824

–0.144

0.065

0.049

0.015

0.012

–0.350

1987

1.208

0.813

0.360

–0.042

–0.836

–0.144

0.066

0.048

0.016

0.015

–0.250

1988

1.240

0.832

0.365

–0.044

–0.848

–0.145

0.067

0.048

0.017

0.095

–0.200

1989

1.266

0.853

0.369

–0.046

–0.861

–0.145

0.067

0.047

0.018

0.151

–0.150

1990

1.287

0.872

0.373

–0.048

–0.873

–0.146

0.068

0.047

0.019

0.118

–0.150

1991

1.305

0.888

0.375

–0.050

–0.878

–0.146

0.068

0.046

0.019

0.126

–1.350

1992

1.318

0.900

0.376

–0.052

–0.883

–0.146

0.069

0.045

0.020

0.137

–3.025

1993

1.332

0.909

0.378

–0.054

–0.888

–0.147

0.069

0.045

0.022

0.063

–1.225

1994

1.354

0.916

0.379

–0.055

–0.893

–0.147

0.069

0.044

0.024

0.027

–0.500

1995

1.381

0.923

0.380

–0.056

–0.897

–0.147

0.070

0.043

0.025

0.020

–0.250

1996

1.404

0.930

0.382

–0.057

–0.902

–0.148

0.070

0.043

0.027

0.003

–0.175

1997

1.428

0.937

0.383

–0.057

–0.907

–0.148

0.070

0.042

0.028

0.016

–0.125

1998

1.459

0.944

0.385

–0.057

–0.912

–0.148

0.071

0.041

0.029

0.062

–0.075
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Table AII.1.2 | (continued)

Year

CO2

GHG
Other*

O3
(Trop)

O3
(Strat)

Aerosol
(Total)

LUC

H2O
(Strat)

BC
Snow

Con–
trails

Solar

Volcano

1999

1.489

0.952

0.386

–0.056

–0.917

–0.148

0.071

0.041

0.031

0.104

–0.050

2000

1.510

0.957

0.388

–0.056

–0.922

–0.149

0.071

0.040

0.033

0.127

–0.050

2001

1.532

0.961

0.389

–0.055

–0.920

–0.149

0.071

0.040

0.033

0.114

–0.050

2002

1.563

0.965

0.390

–0.055

–0.918

–0.149

0.071

0.040

0.033

0.108

–0.050

2003

1.594

0.969

0.391

–0.054

–0.916

–0.149

0.071

0.040

0.034

0.042

–0.075

2004

1.624

0.973

0.393

–0.053

–0.913

–0.149

0.071

0.040

0.038

0.012

–0.050

2005

1.654

0.976

0.394

–0.053

–0.911

–0.149

0.071

0.040

0.040

–0.011

–0.075

2006

1.684

0.981

0.395

–0.052

–0.909

–0.150

0.071

0.040

0.042

–0.016

–0.100

2007

1.711

0.986

0.396

–0.052

–0.907

–0.150

0.071

0.040

0.044

–0.017

–0.100

2008

1.736

0.992

0.398

–0.051

–0.904

–0.150

0.072

0.040

0.046

–0.025

–0.100

2009

1.762

0.999

0.399

–0.051

–0.902

–0.150

0.072

0.040

0.044

–0.027

–0.125

2010

1.789

1.005

0.400

–0.050

–0.900

–0.150

0.072

0.040

0.048

0.001

–0.100

2011

1.816

1.015

0.400

–0.050

–0.900

–0.150

0.073

0.040

0.050

0.030

–0.125

Notes:
See Figure 8.18, also Sections 8.1 and 11.3.6.1. To get the total ERF (effective radiative forcing) all components can be summed. Small negative values for CO2 prior to 1800 are due to uncertainty
in PI values. GHG other* includes only WMGHG. Aerosol is the sum of direct and indirect effects. LUC includes land use land cover change. Contrails combines aviation contrails (~20% of total)
and contrail-induced cirrus. Values are annual average.

Table AII.1.3 | Historical global decadal mean global surface air temperature (°C) relative to 1961–1990 average

GISS

NCDC

Median (50%)

Median (50%)

–0.237

–0.296

–0.291

–0.359

–0.299

–0.361

–0.370

–0.410

–0.353

–0.418

–0.434

–0.448

–0.387

–0.334

–0.435

–0.430

d

1920

–0.297

–0.242

–0.193

–0.311

–0.311

1930d

–0.166

–0.116

–0.070

–0.172

–0.161

1940d

–0.047

–0.002

+0.042

–0.085

–0.063

d

1950

–0.106

–0.061

–0.017

–0.134

–0.136

1960d

–0.093

–0.054

–0.014

–0.104

–0.086

1970d

–0.113

–0.077

–0.041

–0.058

–0.060

1980d

+0.052

+0.095

+0.135

+0.118

+0.109

1990d

+0.221

+0.270

+0.318

+0.275

+0.272

2000d

+0.400

+0.453

+0.508

+0.472

+0.450

Year

HadCRUT4
Lower (5%)

Median (50%)

Upper (95%)

1850d

–0.404

–0.320

–0.243

d

1860

–0.413

–0.335

–0.263

1870d

–0.326

–0.258

–0.195

1880d

–0.363

–0.297

d

1890

–0.430

1900d

–0.473

1910d

1986–2005
minus 1850–1900

+0.61 ± 0.06

N/A

N/A

1986–2005
minus 1886–1905

+0.66 ± 0.06

+0.66

+0.66

1986–2005
minus 1961–1990

+0.30 ± 0.03

+0.31

+0.30

1986–2005
minus 1980–1999

+0.11 ± 0.02

+0.11

+0.11

1946–2012
minus 1880–1945

+0.38 ± 0.04

+0.40

+0.39

Notes:
Decadal average (1990d = 1990–1999) median global surface air temperatures from HadCRUT4, GISS and NCDC analyses. See Chapter 2, Sections 2.4.3 and 2.SM.4.3.3, Table 2.7, Figures 2.19, 2.20,
2.21 and 2.22, and also Figure 11.24a. Confidence intervals (5 to 95% for HadCRUT4 only) take into account measurement, sampling, bias and coverage uncertainties. Also shown are temperature
increases between the CMIP5 reference period (1986–2005) and four earlier averaging periods, where 1850–1900 is the early instrumental temperature record. Uncertainties in these temperature
differences are 5 to 95% confidence intervals.
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AII.2: Anthropogenic Emissions
See discussion of Figure 8.2 and Section 11.3.5.
Table AII.2.1a | Anthropogenic CO2 emissions from fossil fuels and other industrial sources (FF) (PgC yr–1)

AII

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

IS92a

RCP2.6&

RCP4.5&

RCP6.0&

RCP8.5&

2000d

6.82

6.82

6.82

6.82

6.90

6.90

7.10

6.92 ± 0.80

6.98 ± 0.81

6.76 ± 0.71

6.98 ± 0.81

d

2010

8.61

8.54

8.39

8.90

8.46

8.50

8.68

8.38 ± 1.03

8.63 ± 1.07

7.66 ± 1.64

8.27 ± 1.68

2020d

9.00

9.79

8.99

11.38

11.01

10.00

10.26

8.46 ± 1.38

10.24±1.69

8.33 ± 1.82

10.30 ± 1.87

2030d

7.21

10.83

9.99

13.79

13.53

11.20

11.62

6.81 ± 1.49

10.93±1.83

9.20 ± 1.55

12.36 ± 2.25

d

2040

4.79

11.25

11.47

16.69

15.01

12.20

12.66

4.61 ± 1.60

11.82±1.84

10.04 ± 1.42

15.09 ± 2.15

2050d

3.21

10.91

13.00

20.03

16.49

11.70

13.70

2.96 ± 1.80

11.37±1.84

11.14 ± 1.55

18.15 ± 2.56

2060d

1.55

9.42

14.73

23.32

18.49

10.20

14.68

1.77 ± 1.06

9.96 ± 2.17

13.22 ± 2.05

21.49 ± 2.42

2070d

0.26

7.17

16.33

25.75

20.49

8.60

15.66

0.75 ± 0.90

7.86 ± 1.94

14.57 ± 1.88

23.62 ± 2.43

d

2080

–0.39

4.62

16.87

27.28

22.97

7.30

17.00

–0.09 ± 0.99

5.17 ± 1.77

15.51 ± 2.29

24.47 ± 2.70

2090d

–0.81

4.19

14.70

28.24

25.94

6.10

18.70

–0.30 ± 1.09

5.13 ± 1.53

14.24 ± 1.81

25.30 ± 2.86

2100d

–0.92

4.09

13.63

28.68

28.91

5.20

20.40

–0.63 ± 1.17

4.64 ± 1.34

12.78 ± 1.35

25.28 ± 2.73

Notes:
Decadal mean values (2010d = average of 2005–2014) are used for emissions because linear interpolation between decadal means conserves total emissions. Data are taken from RCP database
(Meinshausen et al., 2011a; http://www.iiasa.ac.at/web-apps/tnt/RcpDb) and may be different from yearly snapshots; for 2100 the average (2095–2100) is used. SRES A2 and B1 and IS92a are
taken from TAR Appendix II. RCPn.n& values are inferred from ESMs used in CMIP5. The model mean and standard deviation is shown. ESM fossil emissions are taken from 14 models as described
in Jones et al. (2013) although not every model has performed every scenario. See Chapter 6, Sections 6.4.3, and 6.4.3.3, and Figure 6.25.

Table AII.2.1b | Anthropogenic CO2 emissions from agriculture, forestry, land use (AFOLU) (PgC yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

SRES-A2

SRES-B1

IS92a

2000d

1.21

1.21

1.21

1.21

1.07

1.07

1.30

d

2010

1.09

0.94

0.93

1.08

1.12

0.78

1.22

2020d

0.97

0.41

0.38

0.91

1.25

0.63

1.14

2030d

0.79

0.23

–0.43

0.74

1.19

–0.09

1.04

d

2040

0.51

0.21

–0.67

0.65

1.06

–0.48

0.92

2050d

0.29

0.23

–0.48

0.58

0.93

–0.41

0.80

2060d

0.55

0.19

–0.27

0.50

0.67

–0.46

0.54

2070d

0.55

0.11

–0.04

0.42

0.40

–0.42

0.28

d

2080

0.55

0.02

0.20

0.31

0.25

–0.60

0.12

2090d

0.59

0.03

0.24

0.20

0.21

–0.78

0.06

2100d

0.50

0.04

0.18

0.09

0.18

–0.97

–0.10

Notes:
See Table AII.2.1a.

Table AII.2.1c | Anthropogenic total CO2 emissions (PgC yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

2000d

8.03

8.03

8.03

8.03

d

2010

9.70

9.48

9.32

9.98

2020d

9.97

10.20

9.37

12.28

2030d

8.00

11.06

9.57

14.53

d

2040

5.30

11.46

10.80

17.33

2050d

3.50

11.15

12.52

20.61

2060d

2.10

9.60

14.46

23.83

d

2070

0.81

7.27

16.29

26.17

2080d

0.16

4.65

17.07

27.60

2090d

–0.23

4.22

14.94

28.44

2100

–0.42

4.13

13.82

28.77

d

Notes:
See Table AII.2.1a.
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Table AII.2.2 | Anthropogenic CH4 emissions (Tg yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

IS92a

PI
2010

total

2010anthrop

RCP2.6&

RCP4.5&

RCP6.0&

RCP8.5&

202 ± 28

202 ± 28

202 ± 28

202 ± 28

554 ± 56

554 ± 56

554 ± 56

554 ± 56

352 ± 45

352 ± 45

352 ± 45

352 ± 45

2010d

322

322

321

345

370

349

433

352 ± 45

352 ± 45

352 ± 45

352 ± 45

2020d

267

334

315

415

424

377

477

268 ± 34

366 ± 47

338 ± 43

424 ± 54

d

2030

238

338

326

484

486

385

529

246 ± 31

370 ± 47

354 ± 45

490 ± 63

2040d

223

337

343

573

542

381

580

235 ± 30

368 ± 47

373 ± 47

585 ± 75

2050d

192

331

354

669

598

359

630

198 ± 25

361 ± 46

385 ± 49

685 ± 88

d

2060

169

318

362

738

654

342

654

174 ± 22

346 ± 44

395 ± 50

754 ± 96

2070d

161

301

359

779

711

324

678

169 ± 22

328 ± 42

390 ± 50

790 ±101

2080d

155

283

336

820

770

293

704

162 ± 21

306 ± 39

369 ± 47

832 ±106

2090

149

274

278

865

829

266

733

155 ± 20

298 ± 38

293 ± 37

882 ±113

2100

143

267

250

885

889

236

762

148 ± 19

290 ± 37

267 ± 34

899 ±115

d
d

Year

MFR

CLE

MFR*

CLE*

2000d

366

366

RogL

RogU

AMEL

AMEU

303

303

d

2010

193

335

332

333

2020d

208

383

240

390

294

350

229

443

217

428

293

376

295

404

178

454

291

426

2060d

275

434

d

2070

254

436

2080d

201

430

2090d

183

417

167

406

2030d

339

478

2040

d

2050d

2100

d

121

385

Notes:
For all anthropogenic emissions see Box 1.1 (Figure 4), Section 8.2.2, Figure 8.2, Sections 11.3.5.1.1 to 3, 11.3.5.2, 11.3.6.1. Ten-year average values (2010d = average of 2005–2014; but 2100d
= average of 2095–2100) are given for RCP-based emissions, but single-year emissions are shown for other scenarios. RCPn.n = harmonized anthropogenic emissions as reported. SRES A2 and
B1 and IS92a are from TAR Appendix II. AR5 RCPn.n& emissions have ± 1-s (16 to 84% confidence) uncertainties and are based on the methodology of Prather et al. (2012) updated with CMIP5
results (Holmes et al., 2013; Voulgarakis et al., 2013). Projections of CH4 lifetimes are harmonized based on PI (1750) and PD (2010) budgets that include uncertainties in lifetimes and abundances.
All projected RCP abundances for CH4 and N2O (Tables AII.4.2 to AII.4.3) rescale each of the RCP emissions by a fixed factor equal to the ratio of RCP to AR5 anthropogenic emissions at year 2010
to ensure harmonization between total emissions, lifetimes and observed abundances. Natural emissions are kept constant but included as additional uncertainty. Independent emission estimates
are shown as follows: MFR/CLE are the maximum feasible reduction and current legislation scenarios from Dentener et al. (2005; 2006), while MFR*/CLE* are the similarly labeled scenarios from
Cofala et al. (2007). REFL/REFU are lower/upper bounds from the reference scenario of van Vuuren et al. (2008), while POLL/POLU are the lower/upper bounds from their policy scenario. AMEL/AMEU
are lower/upper bounds from Calvin et al. (2012). RogL/RogU are lower/upper bounds from Rogelj et et. (2011).
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Table AII.2.3 | Anthropogenic N2O emissions (TgN yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

IS92a

PI
2010

total

2010anthrop

AII

RCP2.6&

RCP4.5&

RCP6.0&

RCP8.5&

9.1 ± 1.0

9.1 ± 1.0

9.1 ± 1.0

9.1 ± 1.0

15.7 ± 1.1

15.7 ± 1.1

15.7 ± 1.1

15.7 ± 1.1

6.5 ± 1.3

6.5 ± 1.3

6.5 ± 1.3

6.5 ± 1.3

2010d

7.7

7.8

8.0

8.25

8.1

7.5

6.2

6.5 ± 1.3

6.5 ± 1.3

6.5 ± 1.3

6.5 ± 1.3

2020d

7.4

8.2

8.1

9.5

9.6

8.1

7.1

6.1 ± 1.2

6.8 ± 1.3

6.3 ± 1.2

7.7 ± 1.5

d

2030

7.3

8.5

8.8

10.7

10.7

8.2

7.7

6.1 ± 1.2

7.1 ± 1.4

7.0 ± 1.4

8.6 ± 1.7

2040d

7.1

8.7

9.7

11.9

11.3

8.3

8.0

6.0 ± 1.2

7.2 ± 1.4

7.8 ± 1.5

9.6 ± 1.9

2050d

6.3

8.6

10.5

12.7

12.0

8.3

8.3

5.2 ± 1.0

7.1 ± 1.4

8.4 ± 1.6

10.3 ± 2.0

2060d

5.8

8.5

11.3

13.4

12.9

7.7

8.3

4.8 ± 0.9

7.1 ± 1.4

9.1 ± 1.8

10.8 ± 2.1

2070d

5.7

8.4

12.0

13.9

13.9

7.4

8.4

4.8 ± 0.9

7.0 ± 1.3

9.6 ± 1.9

11.2 ± 2.2

2080d

5.6

8.2

12.3

14.5

14.8

7.0

8.5

4.7 ± 0.9

6.8 ± 1.3

9.9 ± 1.9

11.7 ± 2.3

d

2090

5.5

8.1

12.4

15.2

15.7

6.4

8.6

4.6 ± 0.9

6.8 ± 1.3

9.9 ± 1.9

12.3 ± 2.4

2100d

5.3

8.1

12.2

15.7

16.5

5.7

8.7

4.4 ± 0.9

6.7 ± 1.3

9.8 ± 1.9

12.6 ± 2.4

Notes:
See Table AII.2.2.

Table AII.2.4 | Anthropogenic SF6 emissions (Gg yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

2000d

5.70

5.70

5.70

5.70

6.20

6.20

2010d

6.14

5.68

7.43

6.93

7.60

5.60

2020d

2.87

3.02

9.19

8.12

9.70

5.70

2030d

1.96

2.89

9.58

9.83

11.60

7.20

2040d

1.53

3.32

9.68

11.14

13.70

8.90

d

2050

0.76

3.77

9.78

12.07

16.00

10.40

2060d

0.51

4.28

9.92

13.69

18.80

10.90

2070d

0.42

4.87

10.05

13.72

19.80

9.50

d

2080

0.32

5.53

10.00

14.79

20.70

7.10

2090d

0.19

5.99

9.86

15.96

23.40

6.50

2100d

0.07

6.25

9.37

16.79

25.20

6.50

Notes:
For this and all following emissions tables, see Table AII.2.2. RCPn.n = harmonized anthropogenic emissions as reported by RCPs (Lamarque et al., 2010; 2011; Meinshausen et al., 2011a). SRES A2
and B1 and IS92a from TAR Appendix II.

Table AII.2.5 | Anthropogenic CF4 emissions (Gg yr–1)
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Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

2000d

11.62

11.62

11.62

11.62

12.60

12.60

2010d

13.65

10.69

19.10

11.04

20.30

14.50

2020d

12.07

8.77

22.84

11.67

25.20

15.70

2030d

7.36

8.47

23.46

12.29

31.40

16.60
18.50

d

2040

5.06

8.68

23.77

12.22

37.90

2050d

2.95

9.04

23.73

12.37

45.60

20.90

2060d

2.24

8.95

23.70

11.89

56.00

23.10
22.50

2070d

2.07

9.04

23.45

11.81

63.60

2080d

1.52

9.51

22.91

11.58

73.20

21.30

2090d

1.22

10.50

21.98

11.14

82.80

22.50

2100d

1.11

11.05

20.56

10.81

88.20

22.20
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Table AII.2.6 | Anthropogenic C2F6 emissions (Gg yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

2000d

2.43

2.43

2.43

2.43

1.30

1.30

2010d

4.29

2.34

2.62

2.50

2.00

1.50

2020d

4.98

1.76

2.66

2.61

2.50

1.60

2030d

2.33

1.80

2.69

2.75

3.10

1.70

d

2040

1.15

1.94

2.63

2.74

3.80

1.80

2050d

0.55

2.03

2.56

2.79

4.60

2.10

2060d

0.34

2.03

2.49

2.71

5.60

2.30

d

2070

0.26

1.99

2.50

2.74

6.40

2.20

2080d

0.16

1.93

2.36

2.74

7.30

2.10

2090d

0.10

1.97

2.26

2.68

8.30

2.20

2100

0.09

2.01

2.09

2.63

8.80

2.20

d

AII
Table AII.2.7 | Anthropogenic C6F14 emissions (Gg yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

2000d

0.213

0.213

0.213

0.213

2010d

0.430

0.430

0.429

0.430

d

2020

0.220

0.220

0.220

0.220

2030d

0.123

0.123

0.123

0.123

2040d

0.112

0.112

0.112

0.112

d

2050

0.109

0.109

0.109

0.109

2060d

0.108

0.108

0.108

0.108

2070d

0.106

0.106

0.106

0.106

d

2080

0.103

0.103

0.103

0.103

2090d

0.097

0.097

0.097

0.097

2100d

0.090

0.088

0.088

0.090

Table AII.2.8 | Anthropogenic HFC-23 emissions (Gg yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

2000

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

13.0

13.0

2010d

9.1

9.1

9.1

9.1

15.0

15.0

2020d

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

5.0

5.0

d

2030

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

2.0

2.0

2040d

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

2.0

2.0

2050d

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

1.0

1.0

d

2060

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

1.0

1.0

2070d

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

1.0

1.0

2080d

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

d

2090

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

2100d

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

d
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Table AII.2.9 | Anthropogenic HFC-32 emissions (Gg yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

2000d

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

0.0

0.0

d

2010

20.1

20.1

20.1

20.1

4.0

3.0

2020d

55.4

55.4

55.4

55.4

6.0

6.0

2030d

71.2

71.2

71.2

71.2

9.0

8.0

2040d

78.8

78.8

78.8

78.8

11.0

10.0

2050d

76.5

76.5

76.5

76.5

14.0

14.0

2060d

83.6

83.6

83.6

83.6

17.0

14.0

2070d

92.7

92.7

92.7

92.7

20.0

14.0

d

2080

95.4

95.4

95.4

95.4

24.0

14.0

2090d

91.0

91.0

91.0

91.0

29.0

14.0

2100d

82.7

82.7

82.7

82.7

33.0

13.0

AII
Table AII.2.10 | Anthropogenic HFC-125 emissions (Gg yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

IS92a

2000d

8

8

8

8

0

0

0

d

2010

29

18

10

32

11

11

1

2020d

82

29

9

63

21

21

9

2030d

108

32

9

79

29

29

46

2040d

122

31

10

99

35

36

111

d

2050

122

30

10

115

46

48

175

2060d

138

27

11

128

56

48

185

2070d

157

24

11

139

66

48

194

d

2080

165

24

12

144

79

48

199

2090d

161

23

12

147

94

46

199

2100d

150

23

12

148

106

44

199

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

IS92a

Table AII.2.11 | Anthropogenic HFC-134a emissions (Gg yr–1)

Year

1414

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

2000

72

72

72

72

80

80

148

2010d

146

140

139

153

166

163

290

2020d

173

184

153

255

252

249

396

d

2030

193

208

159

331

330

326

557

2040d

209

229

163

402

405

414

738

2050d

203

248

167

461

506

547

918

d

2060

225

246

172

506

633

550

969

2070d

252

260

175

553

758

544

1020

2080d

263

299

177

602

915

533

1047

d

2090

256

351

175

651

1107

513

1051

2100d

239

400

171

696

1260

486

1055

d
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Table AII.2.12 | Anthropogenic HFC-143a emissions (Gg yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

2000d

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

0.0

0.0

d

2010

23.1

14.0

7.0

23.2

9.0

8.0

2020d

59.1

17.4

5.4

34.1

16.0

15.0

2030d

74.7

20.3

6.0

38.5

22.0

21.0

d

2040

81.8

23.1

6.6

45.1

27.0

26.0

2050d

79.0

25.6

7.1

49.8

35.0

35.0

2060d

86.1

25.9

7.7

52.3

43.0

35.0

d

2070

94.2

28.2

8.3

54.1

51.0

35.0

2080d

95.1

33.5

8.7

52.7

61.0

35.0

2090d

88.7

39.6

9.0

50.2

73.0

34.0

2100

79.2

45.1

9.1

47.3

82.0

32.0

d

AII
Table AII.2.13 | Anthropogenic HFC-227ea emissions (Gg yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

2000d

1.7

1.7

1.7

1.7

0.0

B1
0.0

2010d

7.0

5.3

6.9

8.5

12.0

13.0

2020d

2.6

1.4

2.5

2.7

17.0

18.0

2030d

0.9

0.3

0.8

0.7

21.0

24.0

2040d

0.8

0.2

0.7

0.7

26.0

30.0

d

2050

0.4

0.1

0.3

0.4

32.0

39.0

2060d

0.2

0.0

0.1

0.2

40.0

40.0

2070d

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.1

48.0

39.0

d

2080

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.1

58.0

38.0

2090d

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.1

70.0

36.0

2100d

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.1

80.0

34.0

B1

Table AII.2.14 | Anthropogenic HFC-245fa emissions (Gg yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

2000d

11

11

11

11

0

0

2010d

42

46

53

74

59

60

2020d

32

86

65

143

79

80

d

2030

7

95

67

186

98

102

2040d

0

97

68

181

121

131

2050d

0

95

69

163

149

173

d

2060

0

87

70

150

190

173

2070d

0

82

71

138

228

170

2080d

0

80

70

129

276

166

d

2090

0

81

68

123

334

159

2100d

0

83

65

130

388

150
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Table AII.2.15 | Anthropogenic HFC-43-10mee emissions (Gg yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

2000d

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.0

0.0

d

2010

5.6

5.6

5.6

5.6

7.0

6.0

2020d

7.2

7.2

7.2

7.2

8.0

7.0

2030d

8.1

8.1

8.1

8.1

8.0

8.0

2040

9.4

9.4

9.4

9.1

9.0

9.0

2050d

10.8

10.8

10.8

10.4

11.0

11.0

2060d

11.1

11.1

11.1

12.1

12.0

11.0

d

2070

11.0

11.0

11.0

13.9

14.0

11.0

2080d

11.0

11.0

10.9

16.2

16.0

11.0

2090d

10.7

10.7

10.7

18.9

19.0

11.0

2100

10.5

10.5

10.5

21.4

22.0

10.0

d

d

AII
Table AII.2.16 | Anthropogenic CO emissions (Tg yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

IS92a

2000d

1071

1071

1071

1071

877

877

1048

2010d

1035

1041

1045

1054

977

789

1096

d

2020

984

997

1028

1058

1075

751

1145

2030d

930

986

1030

1019

1259

603

1207

2040d

879

948

1046

960

1344

531

1282

d

2050

825

875

1033

907

1428

471

1358

2060d

779

782

996

846

1545

459

1431

2070d

718

678

939

799

1662

456

1504

d

2080

668

571

879

759

1842

426

1576

2090d

638

520

835

721

2084

399

1649

2100d

612

483

798

694

2326

363

1722

Year

MFR

CLE

REFL

REFU

POLL

POLU

2000d

977

977

708

1197

706

1197

d

2010

771

1408

769

1408

2020d

755

1629

705

1611

707

1865

592

1803

d

2040

695

2165

620

2002

2050d

591

2487

482

2218

2060d

504

2787

363

2409

d

2070

450

3052

328

2558

2080d

438

3279

268

2635

2090d

410

3510

259

2714

2100

363

3735

253

2796

2030d

d
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Table AII.2.17 | Anthropogenic NMVOC emissions (Tg yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

IS92a

CLE

MFR

2000d

213

213

213

213

141

141

126

147

147

2010d

216

209

215

217

155

141

142

2020d

213

197

214

224

179

140

158

2030d

202

201

217

225

202

131

173

146

103

2040d

192

201

222

218

214

123

188

2050d

179

191

220

209

225

116

202

2060d

167

180

214

202

238

111

218

2070d

152

167

204

194

251

103

234

d

2080

140

152

193

189

275

99

251

2090d

132

145

182

182

309

96

267

2100d

126

141

174

177

342

87

283

AII
Table AII.2.18 | Anthropogenic NOX emissions (TgN yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

CLE

MFR

2000d

38.5

38.5

38.5

38.5

53.4

53.4

2010d

43.5

42.4

43.1

43.5

2020d

47.5

43.5

43.3

48.1

2030d

50.8

45.2

46.2

52.1

69.8

69.8

2040d

53.2

46.3

49.8

55.6

2050d

55.5

46.4

53.0

58.4

2060d

58.4

46.0

56.5

60.6

2070d

61.2

45.2

59.5

62.4

2080d

63.3

44.3

60.9

63.8

d

2090

65.2

43.9

62.1

65.3

2100d

67.0

43.6

61.8

66.9

Year

MFR

CLE

REFL

REFU

POLL

POLU

2000

38.0

38.0

29.1

41.6

29.1

41.6

2010d

26.0

50.2

23.9

50.1

2020d

26.3

60.4

21.6

59.2

24.4

71.8

16.5

67.4

d

2030d

23.1

42.9

d

2040

21.5

86.3

14.1

75.3

2050d

17.0

101.7

11.6

83.3

2060d

13.2

115.7

11.4

89.8

d

2070

12.0

127.5

10.5

94.6

2080d

11.5

137.2

9.6

97.2

2090d

12.0

146.2

8.8

100.1

2100d

13.0

155.0

8.0

104.0

Notes:
Odd nitrogen (NOx) emissions occur as NO or NO2, measured here as Tg of N.
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Table AII.2.19 | Anthropogenic NH3 emissions (TgN yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

CLE

MFR

2000d

38.5

38.5

38.5

38.5

53.4

53.4

d

2010

43.5

42.4

43.1

43.5

2020d

47.5

43.5

43.3

48.1

2030d

50.8

45.2

46.2

52.1

69.8

69.8

2040d

53.2

46.3

49.8

55.6

2050d

55.5

46.4

53.0

58.4

2060d

58.4

46.0

56.5

60.6

2070d

61.2

45.2

59.5

62.4

d

2080

63.3

44.3

60.9

63.8

2090d

65.2

43.9

62.1

65.3

2100d

67.0

43.6

61.8

66.9

AII
Table AII.2.20 | Anthropogenic SOX emissions (TgS yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

IS92a

2000d

55.9

55.9

55.9

55.9

69.0

69.0

79.0

d

2010

54.9

54.8

55.8

51.9

74.7

73.9

95.0

2020d

44.5

50.3

49.9

47.6

99.5

74.6

111.0

2030d

30.8

43.2

42.7

42.3

112.5

78.2

125.8

d

2040

20.9

35.0

41.9

33.5

109.0

78.5

139.4

2050d

16.0

26.5

37.8

26.8

105.4

68.9

153.0

2060d

13.8

21.0

34.0

23.0

89.6

55.8

151.8

2070

11.9

16.7

23.5

20.3

73.7

44.3

150.6

2080d

9.9

13.2

15.9

18.3

64.7

36.1

149.4

2090d

8.0

12.0

12.7

14.9

62.5

29.8

148.2

2100

6.7

11.4

10.8

13.1

60.3

24.9

147.0

d

d

Year

MFR

CLE

REFL

REFU

POLL

POLU

2000d

55.6

55.6

50.6

76.4

50.6

76.4

53.1

81.8

52.7

78.7

56.9

84.8

47.7

77.8

60.1

86.7

29.8

76.3

2040d

52.5

82.9

19.0

72.0

d

2050

44.2

72.3

12.4

61.7

2060d

32.8

73.9

9.5

52.9

2070d

30.5

77.7

7.8

49.8

d

2080

29.6

81.1

6.2

50.5

2090d

22.8

84.5

5.1

52.5

2100d

18.0

88.0

4.0

54.0

2010d
2020

d

2030d

17.9

Notes:
Anthropogenic sulphur emissions as SO2, measured here as Tg of S.
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Table AII.2.21 | Anthropogenic OC aerosols emissions (Tg yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

IS92a

35.6

35.6

35.6

34.6

36.2

35.6

81.4

81.4

81.4

35.0

35.0

89.3

74.5

85.2

29.2

34.6

30.8

36.1

34.5

97.0

71.5

89.0

28.6

32.6

35.3

29.2

36.0

32.3

28.0

36.4

33.2

111.4

59.9

93.9

27.9

30.9

31.6

118.1

54.2

99.8

2050d

30.3

26.8

2060d

29.6

25.0

36.5

30.1

124.7

49.5

105.8

35.7

28.5

133.9

48.6

d

111.5

2070

28.2

2080d

27.0

22.8

34.4

27.4

143.1

48.3

117.2

20.7

33.4

26.4

157.2

46.0

2090d

122.9

26.4

19.9

32.7

25.1

176.2

43.8

128.6

2100

25.5

19.5

32.2

24.1

195.2

41.0

134.4

d

2000

35.6

2010d

36.6

2020d

36.6

d

2030

2040d

d

RCP4.5

MFR*

CLE*

AII

Notes:
For both MFR* and CLE* 23 Tg is added to Cofala et al. (2007) values to include biomass burning.

Table AII.2.22 | Anthropogenic BC aerosols emissions (Tg yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

IS92a

MFR*

CLE*

2000d

7.88

7.88

7.88

7.88

12.40

12.40

12.40

7.91

7.91

d

2010

8.49

8.13

8.13

8.06

13.60

11.30

13.00

6.31

8.01

2020d

8.27

7.84

7.77

7.66

14.80

10.90

13.60

5.81

7.41

2030d

7.03

7.36

7.53

7.04

17.00

9.10

14.30

5.41

7.01

2040d

5.80

6.81

7.39

6.22

18.00

8.30

15.20

2050d

5.00

6.21

7.07

5.67

19.00

7.50

16.10

2060d

4.46

5.56

6.48

5.22

20.40

7.40

17.00

2070d

3.99

4.88

5.75

4.88

21.80

7.40

17.90

d

2080

3.70

4.23

5.15

4.66

24.00

7.00

18.70

2090d

3.55

4.01

4.70

4.43

26.80

6.70

19.60

2100d

3.39

3.88

4.41

4.27

29.70

6.20

20.50

SRES B2

FAO2000
Baselinea

FAO2000
Improved a

Tilman
2001 a

Tubiello
2007 a

Notes:
For both MFR* and CLE* 2.6 Tg added to Cofala et al. (2007) values to include biomass burning.

Table AII.2.23 | Anthropogenic nitrogen fixation (Tg-N yr–1)

Year

Historical

1910

0.0

1920

0.2

1925

0.6

1930

0.9

1935

1.3

1940

2.2

1950

3.7

1955

6.8

1960

9.5

1965

18.7

1970

31.6

1971

33.3

1972

36.2

1973

39.1

1974

38.6

1975

43.7

SRES A1
+ Biofuel

SRES A2

SRES B1
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Table AII.2.23 (continued)

AII

Year

Historical

1975

43.7

1976

46.4

1977

49.9

1978

53.8

1979

57.4

1980

60.6

1981

60.3

1982

61.3

1983

67.1

1984

70.9

1985

70.2

1986

72.5

1987

75.8

1988

79.5

1989

78.9

1990

77.1

1991

75.5

1992

73.7

1993

72.3

1994

72.4

1995

78.5

1996

82.6

1997

81.4

1998

82.8

1999

84.9

2000

82.1

2001

82.9

2002

85.2

2003

90.2

2004

91.7

2005

94.2

2007

98.4

2010

SRES A1
+ Biofuel

SRES A2

SRES B2

FAO2000
Baselinea

FAO2000
Improved a

77.8

77.8

Tilman
2001 a

Tubiello
2007 a

87.0

104.1

101.9

101.7

96.5

2015

–

–

–

–

2020

122.6

110.7

111.2

100.9

2030

141.1

117.6

118.4

103.3

2040

153.3

130.7

122.2

103.5

2050

165.5

131.1

123.2

101.9

2060

171.3

134.0

121.4

99.2

2070

177.0

132.1

117.5

95.6

2080

180.1

138.1

111.6

91.5

2090

186.0

146.5

108.8

91.3

2100

192.5

149.8

104.1

91.0

Notes:
(a) See Chapter 6, Figure 6.30 and Erisman et al. (2008) for details and sources.
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AII.3: Natural Emissions
Table AII.3.1a | Net land (natural and land use) CO2 emissions (PgC yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6&

RCP4.5&

RCP6.0&

RCP8.5&

d

2000

–1.02 ± 0.87

–1.14 ± 0.87

–0.92 ± 0.93

–1.14 ± 0.87

2010d

–1.49 ± 1.02

–1.85 ± 0.96

–1.03 ± 1.65

–1.30 ± 1.64

2020d

–1.24 ± 1.35

–2.83 ± 1.47

–1.79 ± 1.95

–1.43 ± 1.82

d

2030

–1.28 ± 1.53

–2.84 ± 1.59

–2.37 ± 1.54

–1.76 ± 2.22

2040d

–1.21 ± 1.33

–3.25 ± 1.58

–2.27 ± 1.46

–2.15 ± 2.13

2050d

–1.00 ± 1.53

–3.07 ± 1.54

–1.98 ± 1.57

–2.35 ± 2.45

d

2060

–0.76 ± 0.83

–2.80 ± 1.83

–2.46 ± 2.01

–2.71 ± 2.38

2070d

–0.68 ± 0.84

–2.59 ± 1.73

–2.40 ± 2.06

–2.57 ± 2.42

2080d

–0.15 ± 0.81

–2.04 ± 1.48

–2.22 ± 2.12

–1.96 ± 2.64

2090

–0.03 ± 0.99

–2.12 ± 1.38

–2.77 ± 1.96

–1.63 ± 2.70

2100d

0.36 ± 0.95

–1.54 ± 1.25

–2.13 ± 1.32

–1.27 ± 2.90

d

AII

Notes:
Ten-year average values are shown (2010d = average of 2005–2014). CO2 emissions are inferred from ESMs used in CMIP5 (Jones et al., 2013). See notes Table AII.2.1a and Chapter 6, Sections
6.4.3 and 6.4.3.3 and Figure 6.24.

Table AII.3.1b | Net ocean CO2 emissions (PgC yr–1)

Year

RCP2.6&

RCP4.5&

RCP6.0&

RCP8.5&

2000d

–2.09 ± 0.19

–2.14 ± 0.32

–2.10 ± 0.17

–2.14 ± 0.32

d

2010

–2.44 ± 0.22

–2.50 ± 0.42

–2.44 ± 0.20

–2.53 ± 0.43

2020d

–2.70 ± 0.26

–2.75 ± 0.46

–2.59 ± 0.22

–3.02 ± 0.51

2030d

–2.59 ± 0.30

–2.98 ± 0.52

–2.69 ± 0.22

–3.47 ± 0.54

d

2040

–2.22 ± 0.32

–3.16 ± 0.56

–2.88 ± 0.27

–3.96 ± 0.67

2050d

–1.83 ± 0.33

–3.22 ± 0.60

–3.16 ± 0.31

–4.47 ± 0.76

2060d

–1.52 ± 0.30

–3.12 ± 0.63

–3.52 ± 0.36

–4.92 ± 0.84

2070d

–1.23 ± 0.23

–2.82 ± 0.61

–3.79 ± 0.41

–5.24 ± 0.97

d

2080

–0.99 ± 0.27

–2.46 ± 0.59

–4.02 ± 0.44

–5.40 ± 1.14

2090d

–0.85 ± 0.26

–2.22 ± 0.53

–3.96 ± 0.43

–5.45 ± 1.18

2100d

–0.77 ± 0.26

–2.14 ± 0.47

–3.84 ± 0.42

–5.44 ± 1.22

Notes:
See Table AII.3.1.a.
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AII.4: Abundances of the Well-Mixed Greenhouse Gases
Table AII.4.1 | CO2 abundance (ppm)

AII

Year

Observed

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

IS92a

Min

RCP8.5&

PI

278 ± 2

278

278

278

278

278

278

278

Max

2011obs

390.5 ± 0.3

2000

368.9

368.9

368.9

368.9

368

368

368

2005

378.8

378.8

378.8

378.8

2010

389.3

389.1

389.1

389.3

388

387

388

366

394

413

2020

412.1

411.1

409.4

415.8

416

411

414

386

425

449

2030

430.8

435.0

428.9

448.8

448

434

442

412

461

496

2040

440.2

460.8

450.7

489.4

486

460

472

443

504

555

2050

442.7

486.5

477.7

540.5

527

485

504

482

559

627

2060

441.7

508.9

510.6

603.5

574

506

538

530

625

713

2070

437.5

524.3

549.8

677.1

628

522

575

588

703

810

2080

431.6

531.1

594.3

758.2

690

534

615

651

790

914

2090

426.0

533.7

635.6

844.8

762

542

662

722

885

1026

2100

420.9

538.4

669.7

935.9

846

544

713

794

985 ± 97

1142

378.8

Notes:
For observations (2011obs) see Chapter 2; and for projections see Box 1.1 (Figure 2), Sections 6.4.3.1, 11.3.1.1, 11.3.5.1.1. RCPn.n refers to values taken directly from the published RCP scenarios
using the MAGICC model (Meinshausen et al., 2011a; 2011b). These are harmonized to match observations up to 2005 (378.8 ppm) and project future abundances thereafter. RCP8.5& shows the
average and assessed 90% confidence interval for year 2100, plus the min-max full range derived from the CMIP5 archive for all years (P. Friedlingstein, based on Friedlingstein et al., 2006). 11 ESMs
participated (BCC-CSM-1, CanESM2, CESM1-BGC, GFDL-ESM2G, HadGem-2ES, INMCM4, IPSLCM5-LR, MIROC-ESM, MPI-ESM-LR, MRI-ESM1, and Nor-ESM1-ME), running the RCP8.5 anthropogenic
emission scenario forced by the RCP8.5 climate change scenario (see Figure 12.36). All abundances are mid-year. Projected values for SRES A2 and B1 and IS92 are the average of reference models
taken from the TAR Appendix II.

Table AII.4.2 | CH4 abundance (ppb)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

PI

720

720

720

720

A2

B1

IS92a

2011obs

RCP2.6&

RCP4.5&

RCP6.0&

RCP8.5&

722 ± 25

722 ± 25

722 ± 25

722 ± 25

1803 ± 4

1803 ± 4

1803 ± 4

1803 ± 4

2000

1751

1751

1751

1751

1760

1760

1760

2010

1773

1767

1769

1779

1861

1827

1855

1795 ± 18

1795 ± 18

1795 ± 18

1795 ± 18

2020

1731

1801

1786

1924

1997

1891

1979

1716 ± 23

1847 ± 21

1811 ± 22

1915 ± 25

2030

1600

1830

1796

2132

2163

1927

2129

1562 ± 38

1886 ± 28

1827 ± 28

2121 ± 44

2040

1527

1842

1841

2399

2357

1919

2306

1463 ± 50

1903 ± 37

1880 ± 36

2412 ± 74

2050

1452

1833

1895

2740

2562

1881

2497

1353 ± 60

1899 ± 47

1941 ± 48

2784 ± 116

2060

1365

1801

1939

3076

2779

1836

2663

1230 ± 71

1872 ± 59

1994 ± 61

3152 ± 163

2070

1311

1745

1962

3322

3011

1797

2791

1153 ± 78

1824 ± 72

2035 ± 77

3428 ± 208

2080

1285

1672

1940

3490

3252

1741

2905

1137 ± 88

1756 ± 87

2033 ± 94

3624 ± 250

2090

1268

1614

1819

3639

3493

1663

3019

1135 ± 98

1690 ± 100

1908 ± 111

3805 ± 293

2100

1254

1576

1649

3751

3731

1574

3136

1127 ± 106

1633 ± 110

1734 ± 124

3938 ± 334

Notes:
RCPn.n refers to values taken directly from the published RCP scenarios using the MAGICC model (Meinshausen et al., 2011b) and initialized in year 2005 at 1754 ppb. Values for SRES A2 and B1
and IS92 are from the TAR Appendix II. RCPn.n& values are best estimates with uncertainties (68% confidence intervals) from Chapter 11 (Section 11.3.5) based on Holmes et al. (2013) and using
RCP& emissions and uncertainties tabulated above. For RCP& the PI, year 2011 and year 2010 values are based on observations. RCP models used slightly different PI abundances than recommended
here (Table AII.1.1, Chapter 2).
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Table AII.4.3 | N2O abundance (ppb)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

IS92a

RCP2.6&

RCP4.5&

RCP6.0&

RCP8.5&

PI

272

272

272

272

270 ± 7

270 ± 7

270 ± 7

270 ± 7

2000

316

316

316

316

316

316

316

324 ± 1

324 ± 1

324 ± 1

324 ± 1

2010

323

323

323

323

325

324

2020

329

330

330

332

335

333

324

323 ± 3

323 ± 3

323 ± 3

323 ± 3

333

330 ± 4

331 ± 4

331 ± 4

2030

334

337

337

342

347

332 ± 4

341

343

336 ± 5

339 ± 5

338 ± 5

342 ± 6

2040

339

344

345

354

2050

342

351

355

367

360

349

353

342 ± 6

346 ± 7

346 ± 7

353 ± 8

373

357

363

346 ± 8

353 ± 9

355 ± 9

365 ± 11

2060

343

356

365

381

387

363

372

349 ± 9

360 ± 10

364 ± 11

377 ± 13

2070

344

361

2080

344

366

376

394

401

368

381

351 ± 10

365 ± 12

374 ± 13

389 ± 16

386

408

416

371

389

352 ± 11

370 ± 13

384 ± 15

2090

344

401 ± 18

369

397

421

432

374

396

353 ± 11

374 ± 14

393 ± 17

413 ± 21

2100

344

372

406

435

447

375

403

354 ± 12

378 ± 16

401 ± 19

425 ± 24

2011

obs

Notes:
See notes Table AII.4.2.

Table AII.4.4 | SF6 abundance (ppt)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

2010

7.0

6.9

7.0

7.0

7

7

2020

8.9

8.7

10.3

9.9

11

9

2030

9.7

9.7

14.1

13.4

15

12

2040

10.4

10.9

17.9

17.6

20

15

2050

10.8

12.3

21.7

22.1

26

19

2060

11.0

13.8

25.6

27.2

32

23

2070

11.2

15.6

29.5

32.6

40

27

2080

11.3

17.6

33.4

38.1

48

30

2090

11.4

19.9

37.3

44.1

56

33

2100

11.4

22.3

41.0

50.5

65

35

2011

Obs
7.3 ± 0.1

obs

Notes:
Projected SF6 and PFC abundances (Tables AII.4.4 to AII.4.7) taken directly from RCPs (Meinshausen et al., 2011a). Observed values shown for year 2011.

Table AII.4.5 | CF4 abundance (ppt)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

2010

84

83

85

83

92

91

2020

93

90

99

91

107

101

2030

99

95

115

99

125

111

2040

103

101

130

107

148

122

2050

106

107

146

115

175

135

2060

108

113

162

123

208

150

2070

109

119

177

131

246

164

2080

110

125

193

138

291

179

2090

111

131

207

146

341

193

2100

112

138

222

153

397

208

2011

Obs
79.0

obs
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Table AII.4.6 | C2F6 abundance (ppt)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

Obs

2011 obs

4.2

2010

4.1

3.9

3.9

3.9

4

4

2020

6.2

4.8

5.0

5.0

5

4

2030

7.9

5.5

6.2

6.1

6

5

2040

8.6

6.3

7.3

7.2

7

6

2050

8.9

7.1

8.4

8.4

9

7

2060

9.1

7.9

9.4

9.6

11

8

2070

9.2

8.8

10.5

10.7

14

8

2080

9.3

9.6

11.5

11.8

17

9

2090

9.3

10.4

12.5

13.0

20

10

2100

9.3

11.3

13.4

14.1

23

11

AII

Table AII.4.7 | C6F14 abundance (ppt)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

2010

0.07

0.07

0.07

0.07

2020

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.13

2030

0.16

0.16

0.16

0.16

2040

0.18

0.18

0.18

0.18

2050

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

2060

0.21

0.21

0.21

0.21

2070

0.23

0.23

0.23

0.23

2080

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

2090

0.27

0.27

0.27

0.27

2100

0.28

0.28

0.28

0.28

Table AII.4.8 | HFC-23 abundance (ppt)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

RCP2.6&
24.0

24.0

24.0

24.0

2010

22.9

22.9

22.9

22.9

26

26

23.2 ± 1

23.2 ± 1

23.2 ± 1

23.2 ± 1

2020

27.2

27.2

27.2

27.2

33

33

26.6 ± 1

26.6 ± 1

26.6 ± 1

26.6 ± 1

2030

27.0

27.0

27.1

27.1

35

35

26.3 ± 1

26.3 ± 1

26.3 ± 1

26.3 ± 1

2040

26.5

26.5

26.6

26.6

35

35

25.7 ± 1

25.8 ± 1

25.8 ± 1

25.8 ± 1

2050

25.8

25.9

25.9

26.0

35

35

24.9 ± 1

25.0 ± 1

25.1 ± 1

25.1 ± 1

2060

25.0

25.1

25.1

25.3

35

34

24.0 ± 1

24.2 ± 1

24.3 ± 1

24.4 ± 1

2070

24.1

24.2

24.4

24.6

34

34

23.0 ± 1

23.4 ± 1

23.4 ± 1

23.6 ± 1

2080

23.3

23.3

23.5

23.8

34

33

22.1 ± 1

22.5 ± 1

22.6 ± 1

22.8 ± 1

2090

22.4

22.5

22.7

23.0

34

33

21.2 ± 1

21.6 ± 1

21.8 ± 1

22.1 ± 1

2100

21.6

21.6

21.9

22.3

33

32

20.3 ± 1

20.8 ± 1

21.0 ± 1

21.3 ± 1

2011

obs

RCP4.5&

RCP6.0&

RCP8.5&

Notes:
RCPn.n HFC abundances (Tables AII.4.8 to AII.4.15) are as reported (Meinshausen et al., 2011a). SRES A2 and B1 and IS92a (where available) are taken from TAR Appendix II. Observed values are
shown for 2011 (see Chapter 2, and Table AII.1.1). The AR5 RCPn.n& abundances are calculated starting with observed abundances (adopted for 2010) and future tropospheric OH changes using
the methodology of Prather et al. (2012), updated for uncertainty in lifetime and scenario changes in OH using Holmes et al. (2013) and ACCMIP results (Stevenson et al., 2013; Voulgarakis et al.,
2013). Projected RCP& abundances are best estimates with 68% confidence range as uncertainties. See also notes Tables AII.4.2 and AII.5.9.
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Table AII.4.9 | HFC-32 abundance (ppt)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

RCP2.6&
4.9

4.9

4.9

4.9

2010

5.7

5.7

5.7

5.7

1

1

4.1 ± 0

4.1 ± 0

4.1 ± 0

4.1 ± 0

2020

21.0

21.0

21.1

21.1

3

3

23.8 ± 2

24.0 ± 2

24.0 ± 2

24.0 ± 2

2030

34.7

35.2

35.5

35.8

4

4

38.1 ± 5

39.1 ± 5

39.1 ± 5

39.2 ± 5

2040

41.1

41.9

42.4

43.6

6

5

44.7 ± 6

46.7 ± 6

46.9 ± 6

47.8 ± 6

2050

41.9

42.8

43.9

46.2

7

7

44.3 ± 7

47.6 ± 7

48.2 ± 7

50.3 ± 8

2060

43.1

43.8

45.6

48.8

9

8

45.0 ± 7

49.6 ± 8

50.6 ± 8

53.8 ± 8

2070

47.9

48.1

50.7

54.7

11

8

49.4 ± 8

54.9 ± 8

56.8 ± 9

60.3 ± 9

2080

51.3

50.5

54.0

58.6

14

8

53.8 ± 9

58.2 ± 9

61.4 ± 10

64.7 ± 10

2090

51.0

49.6

52.8

58.2

17

8

54.0 ± 9

56.9 ±10

60.6 ± 10

64.4 ± 11

2100

47.5

45.6

47.4

53.8

20

8

50.5 ± 9

51.8 ± 9

55.2 ± 10

59.6 ± 11

2011

obs

RCP4.5&

RCP6.0&

RCP8.5&

Table AII.4.10 | HFC-125 abundance (ppt)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

IS92a

2011obs

RCP2.6&

RCP4.5&

RCP6.0&

RCP8.5&

9.6

9.6

9.6

9.6

2010

7.1

6.4

5.7

7.7

2

2

0

8.2 ± 1

8.2 ± 1

8.2 ± 1

8.2 ± 1

2020

27.4

14.3

7.6

25.7

8

8

2

30.9 ± 1

16.3 ± 1

9.6 ± 1

27.6 ± 1

2030

60.0

23.2

9.2

48.5

16

16

12

64.1 ± 3

25.2 ± 2

10.9 ± 1

51.0 ± 3

2040

90.5

29.7

10.6

72.0

24

24

40

95.5 ± 7

31.9 ± 3

12.2 ± 1

75.9 ± 5

2050

114.5

34.0

11.8

97.6

34

33

87

119.5 ± 11

36.6 ± 4

13.3 ± 2

103 ± 8

2060

133.4

36.0

12.9

122.9

45

43

137

139.0 ± 15

39.0 ± 5

14.4 ± 2

130 ± 12

2070

154.8

35.8

13.9

147.1

58

49

177

160.8 ± 20

39.4 ± 6

15.5 ± 2

156 ± 16

2080

176.2

34.8

14.8

168.7

72

54

210

183.2 ± 24

39.1 ± 6

16.6 ± 2

180 ± 20

2090

192.3

34.0

15.5

185.8

89

57

236

200.9 ± 29

38.7 ± 7

17.4 ± 3

199 ± 25

2100

200.2

33.2

15.8

198.9

107

58

255

210.5 ± 34

38.1 ± 7

18.0 ± 3

215 ± 30

RCP2.6&

RCP4.5&

RCP6.0&

RCP8.5&

63 ± 1

63 ± 1

63 ± 1

63 ± 1

58 ± 3

58 ± 3

58 ± 3

58 ± 3

Table AII.4.11 | HFC-134a abundance (ppt)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

IS92a

56

56

56

56

55

55

94

2011
2010
2020

96

95

90

112

111

108

183

97 ± 5

98 ± 5

91 ± 5

117 ± 5

2030

122

129

109

180

170

165

281

123 ± 9

132 ± 9

110 ± 8

184 ± 11

2040

142

154

121

245

231

223

401

143 ± 12

157 ± 12

122 ± 10

249 ± 17

2050

153

175

129

311

299

293

537

150 ± 15

178 ± 16

130 ± 12

314 ± 24

2060

160

187

135

370

382

352

657

155 ± 16

192 ± 19

137 ± 14

373 ± 32

2070

175

193

141

423

480

380

743

168 ± 18

200 ± 21

143 ± 15

427 ± 39

2080

191

205

144

471

594

391

807

184 ± 21

216 ± 23

148 ± 16

476 ± 47

2090

200

229

144

517

729

390

850

193 ± 23

242 ± 26

150 ± 18

524 ± 56

2100

199

262

141

561

877

379

878

192 ± 25

275 ± 30

148 ± 19

570 ± 64
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Table AII.4.12 | HFC-143a abundance (ppt)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

RCP2.6&
12.0

12.0

12.0

12.0

2010

10.2

9.4

8.4

10.8

3

2

11 ± 1

11 ± 1

11 ± 1

11 ± 1

2020

33.9

17.8

10.1

28.2

10

9

37 ± 1

19 ± 1

12 ± 1

29 ± 1

2030

72.1

26.8

12.1

46.8

20

18

75 ± 2

28 ± 1

14 ± 1

48 ± 1

2040

109.9

36.0

14.0

65.6

32

29

13 ± 4

38 ± 1

16 ± 1

67 ± 2

2050

142.1

45.4

16.0

85.7

45

43

144 ± 6

47 ± 2

18 ± 1

88 ± 3

2060

168.6

54.0

18.1

105.2

62

57

170 ± 8

56 ± 3

20 ± 1

107 ± 4

2070

196.1

61.4

20.1

123.2

81

68

197 ± 11

64 ± 3

22 ± 1

126 ± 6

2080

222.2

69.7

22.2

138.7

103

77

223 ± 14

73 ± 4

24 ± 2

142 ± 8

2090

242.0

80.2

24.0

150.2

129

85

243 ± 17

85 ± 5

26 ± 2

154 ± 9

2100

252.9

92.6

25.6

157.9

157

90

254 ± 20

98 ± 6

28 ± 2

163 ± 11

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

RCP2.6&

RCP4.5&

RCP6.0&

RCP8.5&

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

2011

AII

RCP4.5&

RCP6.0&

RCP8.5&

Table AII.4.13 | HFC-227ea abundance (ppt)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

2011
2010

1.43

1.28

1.42

1.56

2

2

0.6 ± 0.1

0.6 ± 0.1

0.6 ± 0.1

0.6 ± 0.1

2020

2.81

2.10

2.78

3.30

5

6

2.0 ± 0.1

1.5 ± 0.1

2.0 ± 0.1

2.4 ± 0.1

2030

2.48

1.71

2.44

2.77

10

10

2.0 ± 0.1

1.3 ± 0.1

2.0 ± 0.1

2.2 ± 0.1

2040

2.09

1.35

2.04

2.29

14

15

1.8 ± 0.1

1.1 ± 0.1

1.8 ± 0.1

2.0 ± 0.2

2050

1.74

1.06

1.68

1.92

19

21

1.6 ± 0.2

1.0 ± 0.1

1.6 ± 0.2

1.8 ± 0.2

2060

1.35

0.81

1.31

1.55

25

27

1.3 ± 0.2

0.8 ± 0.1

1.3 ± 0.2

1.5 ± 0.2

2070

1.04

0.61

1.01

1.23

32

31

1.1 ± 0.2

0.6 ± 0.1

1.1 ± 0.2

1.3 ± 0.2

2080

0.81

0.45

0.78

0.99

40

34

0.9 ± 0.2

0.5 ± 0.1

0.9 ± 0.2

1.1 ± 0.2

2090

0.63

0.34

0.59

0.79

49

35

0.8 ± 0.2

0.4 ± 0.1

0.8 ± 0.2

0.9 ± 0.2

2100

1.43

1.28

1.42

1.56

2

2

0.6 ± 0.2

0.3 ± 0.1

0.6 ± 0.2

0.8 ± 0.2

RCP4.5&

RCP6.0&

RCP8.5&

Table AII.4.14 | HFC-245fa abundance (ppt)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

RCP2.6&
1.24

1.24

1.24

1.24

2010

7.5

7.3

8.2

9.5

8

8

1 ± 0.2

1 ± 0.2

1 ± 0.2

1 ± 0.2

2020

12.1

19.3

18.1

31.5

17

17

10.2 ± 1

18.9 ± 2

16.4 ± 2

31.0 ± 4

2030

7.4

28.2

21.3

51.2

23

23

6.6 ± 1.5

29.2 ± 4

21.6 ± 3

53.1 ± 8

2040

2.3

31.2

22.6

61.7

29

29

2.2 ± 1.0

33.0 ± 6

23.7 ± 4

63.8 ± 10

2050

0.6

31.9

23.3

62.0

36

38

0.7 ± 0.5

34.1 ± 7

24.6 ± 5

64.4 ± 12

2060

0.2

30.6

23.8

59.1

46

43

0.2 ± 0.2

32.9 ± 7

25.3 ± 5

61.7 ± 13

2070

0.0

28.2

24.2

55.3

58

44

0.1 ± 0.1

30.8 ± 7

25.9 ± 5

58.1 ± 13

2080

0.0

26.4

24.3

51.5

72

43

0.0 ± 0.1

29.3 ± 7

26.4 ± 6

54.4 ± 12

2090

0.0

25.8

23.6

48.0

88

42

0.0 ± 0.0

28.6 ± 6

26.0 ± 6

51.0 ± 12

2100

0.0

26.0

22.3

47.3

105

40

0.0 ± 0.0

28.6 ± 6

24.9 ± 6

50.6 ± 11

2011
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Table AII.4.15 | HFC-43-10mee abundance (ppt)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

RCP2.6&
—

—

—

—

2010

0.52

0.52

0.52

0.52

1

1

0.0 ± 0.0

0.0 ± 0.0

0.0 ± 0.0

0.0 ± 0.0

2020

1.46

1.46

1.46

1.47

2

1

1.2 ± 0.1

1.2 ± 0.1

1.2 ± 0.1

1.2 ± 0.1

2030

2.09

2.11

2.12

2.14

2

2

2.0 ± 0.2

2.1 ± 0.2

2.1 ± 0.2

2.1 ± 0.2

2040

2.61

2.64

2.66

2.68

3

2

2.7 ± 0.3

2.8 ± 0.3

2.8 ± 0.3

2.8 ± 0.3

2050

3.13

3.17

3.22

3.23

3

3

3.3 ± 0.4

3.4 ± 0.4

3.4 ± 0.4

3.4 ± 0.4

2060

3.56

3.61

3.70

3.83

4

3

3.7 ± 0.6

3.9 ± 0.6

4.0 ± 0.6

4.1 ± 0.6

2070

3.78

3.81

3.96

4.52

4

4

3.9 ± 0.7

4.3 ± 0.7

4.3 ± 0.7

4.9 ± 0.7

2080

3.89

3.88

4.08

5.27

5

4

4.1 ± 0.8

4.4 ± 0.8

4.6 ± 0.8

5.8 ± 0.9

2090

3.93

3.87

4.10

6.14

6

4

4.2 ± 0.8

4.5 ± 0.8

4.7 ± 0.9

6.7 ± 1.0

2100

3.91

3.81

3.99

7.12

7

4

4.2 ± 0.9

4.4 ± 0.9

4.6 ± 0.9

7.9 ± 1.2

2011

RCP4.5&

RCP6.0&

RCP8.5&

Table AII.4.16 | Montreal Protocol greenhouse gas abundances (ppt)

Year

CFC-11

CFC-12

CFC-113

CFC-114

CFC-115

CCl4

CH3CCl3

HCFC-22

2011*

238 ± 1

528 ± 2

74.5 ± 0.5

15.8

8.4

86 ± 2

6.4 ± 0.4

213 ± 2

2010

240.9

532.5

75.6

16.4

8.4

87.6

8.3

206.8

2020

213.0

492.8

67.4

15.8

8.4

70.9

1.5

301.8

2030

182.6

448.0

59.9

15.1

8.4

54.4

0.2

265.4

2040

153.5

405.8

53.3

14.4

8.4

40.3

0.0

151.0

2050

127.2

367.3

47.4

13.6

8.4

29.2

0.0

71.1

2060

104.4

332.4

42.1

12.9

8.3

20.0

0.0

31.5

2070

85.2

300.7

37.4

12.3

8.3

13.6

0.0

13.7

2080

69.1

272.1

33.3

11.6

8.2

9.3

0.0

5.9

2090

55.9

246.2

29.6

11.1

8.2

6.3

0.0

2.6

2100

45.1

222.8

26.3

10.5

8.1

4.3

0.0

1.1

Year

HCFC-141b

HCFC-142b

Halon 1211

Halon 1202

Halon 1301

Halon 2402

CH3Br

CH3Cl

2011*

21.4 ± 0.5

21.2 ± 0.5

4.07

0.00

3.23

0.45

7.1

534

2010

20.3

20.5

4.07

0.00

3.20

0.46

7.2

550

2020

30.9

30.9

3.08

0.00

3.29

0.38

7.1

550

2030

34.4

31.2

2.06

0.00

3.19

0.27

7.1

550

2040

27.9

23.3

1.30

0.00

2.97

0.18

7.1

550

2050

19.3

14.9

0.78

0.00

2.71

0.12

7.1

550

2060

12.4

9.0

0.46

0.00

2.43

0.07

7.1

550

2070

7.7

5.2

0.26

0.00

2.16

0.05

7.1

550

2080

4.7

3.0

0.15

0.00

1.90

0.03

7.1

550

2090

2.9

1.7

0.08

0.00

1.66

0.02

7.1

550

2100

1.7

0.9

0.05

0.00

1.44

0.01

7.1

550

Notes:
Present day (2011*) is from Chapter 2; projections are from Scenario A1, WMO Ozone Assessment (WMO 2010).
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AII.5: Column Abundances, Burdens, and Lifetimes
Table AII.5.1 | Stratospheric O3 column changes (DU)

Year

Obs

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

17

17

17

17

1850
1980

11

15

15

15

15

2000

269 ± 8

276 ± 9

276 ± 9

276 ± 9

276 ± 9

2010

0

AII

2

–1

1

–2

2020

4

0

3

2

2030

8

4

7

5

2040

9

7

10

9

2050

12

10

13

12

2060

13

12

14

15

2070

13

11

15

16

2080

12

11

16

15

2090

13

12

16

18

2100

15

13

17

20

Notes:
Observed O3 columns and trends taken from WMO (Douglass and Filetov, 2010), subtracting tropospheric column O3 (Table AII.5.2) with uncertainty estimates driven by polar variability. CMIP5
RCP results are from Eyring et al. (2013). The multi-model mean is derived from the CMIP5 models with predictive (interactive or semi-offline) stratospheric and tropospheric ozone chemistry. The
absolute value is shown for year 2000. All other years are differences relative to (minus) year 2000. The multi-model standard deviation is shown only for year 2000; it does not change much over
time; and, representing primarily the spread in absolute O3 column, it is larger than the standard deviation of the changes (not evaluated here). All models used the same projections for ozonedepleting substances. Near-term differences in projected O3 columns across scenarios reflect model sampling (i.e., different sets of models contributing to each RCP), while long-term changes reflect
changes in N2O, CH4 and climate. See Section 11.3.5.1.2.

Table AII.5.2 | Tropospheric O3 column changes (DU)

Year

CMIP5

ACCMIP

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

1850

–10.2

–10.2

–10.2

–10.2

–8.9

–8.9

–8.9

–8.9

1980

–2.0

–2.0

–2.0

–2.0

–1.3

–1.3

–1.3

–1.3

2000

31.1 ± 3.3

31.1 ± 3.3

31.1 ± 3.3

31.1 ± 3.3

30.8 ± 2.1

30.8 ± 2.1

30.8 ± 2.1

30.8 ± 2.1

2010

1.1

0.6

0.8

0.8

2020

1.0

0.9

1.0

2.1

2030

0.6

1.5

1.4

3.5

–1.3

1.0

–0.1

1.8

2040

0.5

1.6

2.1

4.5

2050

0.0

1.7

2.4

5.7

2060

–0.7

1.3

2.6

7.1

2070

–1.6

0.5

2.3

8.1

2080

–2.5

–0.1

2.0

8.9

2090

–2.8

–0.4

1.5

9.5

2100

–3.1

–0.5

1.1

10.2

–5.4

–2.2

–2.6

5.3
(continued on next page)
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Table AII.5.2 (continued)

Year

A2

B1

IS92a

CLE

MFR

2000

34.0

34.0

34.0

32.6

32.6

2010

1.7

0.8

1.5

2020

4.2

1.6

3.1

2030

6.8

1.9

4.7

1.5 ± 0.8

–1.4 ± 0.4

2040

8.6

1.8

6.1

2050

10.2

1.0

7.6

2060

11.7

0.0

8.9

2070

13.2

–0.9

10.0

2080

15.3

–1.9

11.1

2090

18.0

–2.8

12.1

2100

20.8

–3.9

13.2

1850
1980

AII

Notes:
RCP results from CMIP5 (Eyring et al., 2013) and ACCMIP (Young et al., 2013). For ACCMIP all models have interactive tropospheric ozone chemistry and are included, in contrast to the CMIP5 multimodel mean which includes only those models with predictive (interactive or semi-offline) stratospheric and tropospheric ozone chemistry. The absolute value is shown for year 2000. All other years
are differences relative to (minus) year 2000. The multi-model standard deviation is shown only for year 2000; it does not change much over time; and, representing primarily the spread in absolute
O3 columns, it is larger than the standard deviation of the changes across individual models (not evaluated here). SRES values are from TAR Appendix II. CLE/MFR scenarios are from Dentener et al.
(2005, 2006): CLE includes climate change, MFR does not. See Section 11.3.5.1.2.

Table AII.5.3 | Total aerosol optical depth (AOD)

Year

(Min)

Historical

d

(Max)

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

1860

0.056

1870d

0.058

0.101

0.161

0.094

0.101

0.092

0.100

0.102

0.162

0.095

0.102

0.094

1180d

0.101

0.058

0.102

0.163

0.095

0.102

0.094

0.101

d

1890

0.059

0.104

0.164

0.098

0.104

0.096

0.103

1900d

0.058

0.105

0.166

0.099

0.105

0.097

0.104

1910d

0.059

0.107

0.169

0.101

0.107

0.099

0.106

d

1920

0.060

0.108

0.170

0.102

0.108

0.100

0.107

1930d

0.061

0.110

0.173

0.104

0.110

0.101

0.109

1940d

0.061

0.111

0.175

0.105

0.111

0.103

0.110

d

1950

0.060

0.115

0.181

0.108

0.115

0.106

0.113

1960d

0.064

0.122

0.192

0.116

0.122

0.113

0.120

1970d

0.065

0.130

0.204

0.123

0.130

0.120

0.128

d

1980

0.066

0.135

0.221

0.127

0.135

0.124

0.133

1990d

0.068

0.138

0.231

0.129

0.138

0.126

0.135

2000d

0.068

0.136

0.232

0.127

0.136

0.124

0.134

2010d

0.127

0.137

0.124

0.133

d

2020

0.123

0.134

0.122

0.132

2030d

0.117

0.130

0.119

0.130

2040d

0.111

0.126

0.118

0.126

d

2050

0.108

0.123

0.117

0.124

2060d

0.106

0.119

0.116

0.121

2070d

0.105

0.116

0.110

0.120

d

2080

0.103

0.114

0.107

0.118

2090d

0.102

0.112

0.106

0.118

2100d

0.101

0.111

0.105

0.117

15

21

13

19

Number of models

21

Notes:
Multi-model decadal global means (2030d = 2025–2034, 2100d = 2095–2100) from CMIP5 models reporting AOD. The numbers of models for each experiment are indicated in the bottom row.
The full range of models (given only for historical period for AOD and AAOD) is large and systematic in that models tend to scale relative to one another. Historical estimates for different RCPs vary
because of the models included. RCP4.5 included the full set of CMIP5 models contributing aerosol results (21). The standard deviation of the models is 28% (AOD) and 62% (AAOD) (N. Mahowald,
CMIP5 archive; Lamarque et al., 2013; Shindell et al., 2013). See Sections 11.3.5.1.3 and 11.3.6.1.
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Table AII.5.4 | Absorbing aerosol optical depth (AAOD)

AII

Year

(Min)

Historical

(Max)

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

1860d

0.00050

0.0035

0.0054

0.0033

0.0035

0.0031

0.0035

d

1870

0.00060

0.0035

0.0054

0.0033

0.0035

0.0032

0.0036

1180d

0.00060

0.0036

0.0054

0.0034

0.0036

0.0032

0.0036

1890d

0.00060

0.0036

0.0055

0.0035

0.0036

0.0033

0.0037

d

1900

0.00070

0.0037

0.0056

0.0035

0.0037

0.0033

0.0038

1910d

0.00070

0.0038

0.0057

0.0036

0.0038

0.0034

0.0038

1920d

0.00070

0.0038

0.0058

0.0036

0.0038

0.0034

0.0039

1930d

0.00070

0.0038

0.0057

0.0036

0.0038

0.0034

0.0038

d

1940

0.00070

0.0038

0.0057

0.0036

0.0038

0.0034

0.0039

1950d

0.00070

0.0038

0.0058

0.0036

0.0038

0.0034

0.0039

1960d

0.00080

0.0040

0.0059

0.0038

0.0040

0.0036

0.0040

d

1970

0.00090

0.0042

0.0065

0.0040

0.0042

0.0038

0.0043

1980d

0.00100

0.0046

0.0073

0.0044

0.0046

0.0042

0.0046

1990d

0.00110

0.0049

0.0079

0.0047

0.0049

0.0044

0.0049

2000

0.00120

0.0050

0.0084

0.0048

0.0050

0.0045

0.0051

2010d

0.0050

0.0051

0.0046

0.0051

2020d

0.0050

0.0050

0.0045

0.0050

d

2030

0.0047

0.0049

0.0045

0.0049

2040d

0.0043

0.0048

0.0044

0.0047

2050d

0.0041

0.0046

0.0044

0.0046

d

2060

0.0039

0.0044

0.0043

0.0045

2070d

0.0037

0.0042

0.0041

0.0044

2080d

0.0037

0.0040

0.0039

0.0043

2090d

0.0036

0.0039

0.0038

0.0043

0.0036

0.0039

0.0038

0.0042

11

14

10

12

d

2100

d

Number of models

14

Notes:
See notes Table AII.5.3.

Table AII.5.5 | Sulphate aerosol atmospheric burden (TgS)

Year

(Min)

Historical

(Max)

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

1860d

0.09

0.61

1.42

0.60

0.61

0.57

0.60

d

1870

0.10

0.62

1.45

0.62

0.62

0.59

0.61

1180d

0.12

0.65

1.49

0.64

0.65

0.61

0.64

1890d

0.16

0.68

1.57

0.67

0.68

0.64

0.66

d

1900

0.21

0.73

1.65

0.73

0.73

0.70

0.72

1910d

0.23

0.79

1.80

0.79

0.79

0.76

0.78

1920d

0.23

0.83

1.84

0.83

0.83

0.80

0.81

d

1930

0.24

0.87

1.94

0.88

0.87

0.85

0.86

1940d

0.25

0.93

2.05

0.95

0.93

0.91

0.92

1950d

0.27

1.03

2.21

1.05

1.03

1.01

1.01

d

1960

0.31

1.25

2.67

1.29

1.25

1.24

1.23

1970d

0.35

1.48

3.14

1.52

1.48

1.45

1.47

1980d

0.37

1.58

3.33

1.62

1.58

1.54

1.58

1990d

0.37

1.59

3.31

1.63

1.59

1.55

1.60

2000

0.37

1.55

3.17

1.59

1.55

1.53

1.56

d

(continued on next page)
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Table AII.5.5 | (continued)

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

2010d

Year

(Min)

Historical

1.57

1.59

1.52

1.54

d

2020

1.43

1.54

1.43

1.51

2030d

1.21

1.44

1.33

1.44

2040d

1.03

1.31

1.34

1.31

d

2050

0.94

1.16

1.29

1.20

2060d

0.90

1.05

1.24

1.13

2070d

0.86

0.96

1.06

1.08

d

2080

0.81

0.88

0.92

1.05

2090d

0.76

0.85

0.86

0.98

2100d

0.71

0.83

0.80

0.94

12

18

10

16

Number of models

(Max)

18

Notes:
See notes Table AII.5.3. The standard deviation of the models is about 50% for sulphate, OC and BC aerosol loadings (N. Mahowald, CMIP5 archive; Lamarque et al., 2013; Shindell et al., 2013).

Table AII.5.6 | OC aerosol atmospheric burden (Tg)

Year

(Min)

Historical

(Max)

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

1860d

0.34

1.08

2.7

1.09

1.08

1.13

1.12

d

1870

0.35

1.09

2.7

1.10

1.09

1.14

1.13

1180d

0.36

1.09

2.7

1.11

1.09

1.15

1.14

1890d

0.35

1.10

2.8

1.12

1.10

1.16

1.15

d

1900

0.36

1.11

2.8

1.12

1.11

1.16

1.15

1910d

0.33

1.10

2.8

1.11

1.10

1.15

1.15

1920d

0.34

1.08

2.7

1.09

1.08

1.12

1.13

d

1930

0.33

1.07

2.6

1.07

1.07

1.11

1.12

1940d

0.33

1.07

2.6

1.07

1.07

1.11

1.12

1950d

0.36

1.08

2.6

1.08

1.08

1.11

1.12

d

1960

0.41

1.13

2.7

1.13

1.13

1.17

1.17

1970d

0.46

1.20

2.9

1.22

1.20

1.26

1.24

1980d

0.54

1.28

3.1

1.32

1.28

1.36

1.33

d

1990

0.53

1.38

3.3

1.44

1.38

1.48

1.43

2000d

0.53

1.41

3.5

1.47

1.41

1.52

1.46

2010d

1.59

1.21

1.55

1.29

2020d

1.59

1.12

1.56

1.26

d

2030

1.56

1.08

1.55

1.25

2040d

1.47

1.06

1.57

1.22

2050d

1.41

1.04

1.57

1.20

d

2060

1.40

1.01

1.56

1.17

2070d

1.36

0.96

1.55

1.14

2080d

1.33

0.92

1.55

1.13

d

2090

1.32

0.90

1.54

1.10

2100d

1.30

0.89

1.55

1.09

12

19

10

17

Number of models

19

Notes:
See notes Table AII.5.5.
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Table AII.5.7 | BC aerosol atmospheric burden (Tg)

AII

Year

(Min)

Historical

(Max)

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

1860d

0.037

0.059

0.127

0.058

0.059

0.057

0.059

d

1870

0.039

0.063

0.133

0.062

0.063

0.061

0.064

1180d

0.040

0.068

0.139

0.066

0.068

0.065

0.069

1890d

0.043

0.075

0.149

0.070

0.075

0.070

0.076

d

1900

0.045

0.082

0.156

0.076

0.082

0.075

0.083

1910d

0.048

0.089

0.167

0.081

0.089

0.081

0.091

1920d

0.049

0.092

0.167

0.083

0.092

0.082

0.095

d

1930

0.049

0.090

0.161

0.082

0.090

0.081

0.092

1940d

0.051

0.091

0.162

0.082

0.091

0.082

0.093

1950d

0.053

0.094

0.165

0.085

0.094

0.085

0.096

d

1960

0.061

0.102

0.179

0.094

0.102

0.094

0.105

1970d

0.071

0.115

0.201

0.107

0.115

0.107

0.117

1980d

0.088

0.141

0.245

0.130

0.141

0.130

0.144

1990d

0.098

0.157

0.274

0.146

0.157

0.145

0.161

2000

0.101

0.164

0.293

0.153

0.164

0.152

0.169

2010d

0.170

0.174

0.157

0.170

2020d

0.169

0.174

0.152

0.164

d

2030

0.144

0.166

0.147

0.153

2040d

0.120

0.155

0.144

0.138

2050d

0.103

0.141

0.138

0.127

d

2060

0.091

0.126

0.127

0.118

2070d

0.081

0.110

0.113

0.110

2080d

0.075

0.094

0.101

0.106

d

2090

0.071

0.087

0.092

0.102

2100d

0.068

0.084

0.087

0.099

13

19

11

17

d

Number of models

19

Notes:
See notes Table AII.5.5.

Table AII.5.8 | CH4 atmospheric lifetime (yr) against loss by tropospheric OH

Year

RCP2.6&

2000

11.2 ± 1.3

2010

11.2 ± 1.3

2020

11.0 ± 1.3

RCP4.5&

RCP6.0&

RCP8.5&

RCP2.6^

RCP4.5^

RCP6.0^

RCP8.5^

11.2 ± 1.3

11.2 ± 1.3

11.2 ± 1.3

11.2 ± 1.3

11.2 ± 1.3

11.2 ± 1.3

11.2 ± 1.3

11.2 ± 1.3

11.2 ± 1.3

11.2 ± 1.3

11.2 ± 1.3

11.2 ± 1.3

11.2 ± 1.3
10.6 ± 1.4

11.4 ± 2.1

11.1 ± 1.4

11.2 ± 1.4

10.7 ± 1.6

10.1 ± 1.5

11.1 ± 1.8

12.1 ± 2.0

2030

10.8 ± 1.3

11.3 ± 1.4

11.3 ± 1.4

11.4 ± 1.4

2040

10.6 ± 1.3

11.3 ± 1.4

11.4 ± 1.4

11.8 ± 1.4

2050

10.2 ± 1.3

11.3 ± 1.4

11.5 ± 1.4

12.2 ± 1.5

2060

9.9 ± 1.3

11.2 ± 1.4

11.6 ± 1.4

12.6 ± 1.6

2070

9.9 ± 1.4

11.2 ± 1.5

11.8 ± 1.5

12.6 ± 1.7

2080

10.4 ± 1.5

11.1 ± 1.5

11.9 ± 1.6

12.6 ± 1.8

2090

10.4 ± 1.6

10.9 ± 1.6

11.7 ± 1.7

12.6 ± 1.8

2100

10.6 ± 1.6

10.7 ± 1.6

11.4 ± 1.8

12.5 ± 1.9

Notes:
RCPn.n& lifetimes based on best estimate with uncertainty for 2000–2010 (Prather et al., 2012) and then projecting changes in key factors (Holmes et al., 2013). All uncertainties are 68% confidence
intervals. RCPn.n^ lifetimes are from ACCMIP results (Voulgarakis et al., 2013) scaled to 11.2 ± 1.3 yr for year 2000; the ACCMIP mean and standard deviation in 2000 are 9.8 ± 1.5 yr. Projected
ACCMIP values combine the present day uncertainty with the model standard deviation of future change. Note that the total atmospheric lifetime of CH4 must include other losses (e.g., stratosphere,
surface, tropospheric chlorine), and for 2010 it is 9.1 ± 0.9 yr, see Chapter 8, Section 11.3.5.1.1.
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Table AII.5.9 | N2O atmospheric lifetime (yr)

Year

RCP2.6&

RCP4.5&

RCP6.0&

RCP8.5&

2010

131 ± 10

131 ± 10

131 ± 10

131 ± 10

2020

130 ± 10

131 ± 10

131 ± 10

131 ± 10

2030

130 ± 10

130 ± 10

130 ± 10

130 ± 10

2040

130 ± 10

130 ± 10

130 ± 10

129 ± 10

2050

129 ± 10

129 ± 10

129 ± 10

129 ± 10

2060

129 ± 10

129 ± 10

129 ± 10

128 ± 10

2070

129 ± 11

128 ± 11

128 ± 10

128 ± 11

2080

128 ± 11

128 ± 11

128 ± 11

127 ± 11

2090

128 ± 11

128 ± 11

127 ± 11

127 ± 11

2100

128 ± 11

127 ± 11

127 ± 11

126 ± 11

Notes:
RCPn.n& lifetimes based on projections from Fleming et al. (2011) and Prather et al. (2012). All uncertainties are 68% confidence intervals.

AII

AII.6: Effective Radiative Forcing
Table AII.6.1 | ERF from CO2 (W m–2)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

IS92a

2000

1.51

1.51

1.51

1.51

1.50

1.50

1.50

2010

1.80

1.80

1.80

1.80

1.78

1.77

1.78

2020

2.11

2.09

2.07

2.15

2.16

2.09

2.13

2030

2.34

2.40

2.32

2.56

2.55

2.38

2.48

2040

2.46

2.70

2.58

3.03

2.99

2.69

2.83

2050

2.49

2.99

2.90

3.56

3.42

2.98

3.18

2060

2.48

3.23

3.25

4.15

3.88

3.20

3.53

2070

2.43

3.39

3.65

4.76

4.36

3.37

3.89

2080

2.35

3.46

4.06

5.37

4.86

3.49

4.25

2090

2.28

3.49

4.42

5.95

5.39

3.57

4.64

2100

2.22

3.54

4.70

6.49

5.95

3.59

5.04

Notes:
RCPn.n ERF based on RCP published projections (Tables AII.4.1 to AII.4.3) and TAR formula for RF. See Chapter 8, Figure 8.18, Section 11.3.5, 11.3.6.1, Figure 12.3. SRES A2 and B1 and IS92a
calculated from abundances in Tables AII.4.1 to AII.4.3.

Table AII.6.2 | ERF from CH4 (W m–2)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

IS92a

2000

0.47

0.47

0.47

0.47

0.48

0.48

0.48

2010

0.48

0.48

0.48

0.48

0.51

0.50

0.51

2020

0.47

0.49

0.49

0.54

0.56

0.53

0.56

2030

0.42

0.50

0.49

0.61

0.62

0.54

0.61

2040

0.39

0.51

0.51

0.70

0.68

0.54

0.67

2050

0.36

0.50

0.53

0.80

0.75

0.52

0.73

2060

0.32

0.49

0.54

0.90

0.81

0.51

0.78

2070

0.30

0.47

0.55

0.97

0.88

0.49

0.82

2080

0.29

0.44

0.54

1.01

0.95

0.47

0.85

2090

0.28

0.42

0.50

1.05

1.01

0.44

0.88

2100

0.27

0.41

0.44

1.08

1.07

0.41

0.92

Notes:
See notes Table AII.6.1.
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Table AII.6.3 | ERF from N2O (W m–2)

AII

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

IS92a

2000

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

2010

0.17

0.17

0.17

0.17

0.17

0.17

0.17

2020

0.19

0.19

0.19

0.19

0.20

0.20

0.20

2030

0.20

0.21

0.21

0.23

0.24

0.22

0.23

2040

0.22

0.23

0.24

0.26

0.28

0.25

0.26

2050

0.23

0.25

0.26

0.30

0.32

0.27

0.29

2060

0.23

0.27

0.29

0.34

0.36

0.29

0.32

2070

0.23

0.28

0.33

0.38

0.40

0.30

0.34

2080

0.23

0.30

0.36

0.42

0.44

0.31

0.37

2090

0.23

0.31

0.39

0.46

0.49

0.32

0.39

2100

0.23

0.32

0.41

0.49

0.53

0.32

0.41

Notes:
See notes Table AII.6.1.

Table AII.6.4 | ERF from all HFCs (W m–2)

Year

Historical

2011*

0.019

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

2010

0.019

0.019

0.019

0.020

2020

0.038

0.034

0.030

0.044

2030

0.056

0.046

0.036

0.069

2040

0.071

0.055

0.040

0.091

2050

0.083

0.061

0.042

0.110

2060

0.092

0.064

0.044

0.128

2070

0.104

0.066

0.046

0.144

2080

0.116

0.069

0.047

0.159

2090

0.124

0.074

0.047

0.171

2100

0.126

0.080

0.046

0.182

Notes:
See Table 8.3, 8.A.1, Section 11.3.5.1.1. ERF is calculated from RCP published abundances (Meinshausen et al., 2011a; http://www.iiasa.ac.at/web-apps/tnt/RcpDb) and AR5 radiative efficiencies
(Chapter 8).

Table AII.6.5 | ERF from all PFCs and SF6 (W m–2)

Year

Historical

2011*

0.009

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

2010

0.009

0.009

0.010

0.009

2020

0.012

0.011

0.013

0.012

2030

0.014

0.013

0.017

0.015

2040

0.015

0.014

0.021

0.019

2050

0.015

0.016

0.025

0.022

2060

0.016

0.017

0.029

0.026

2070

0.016

0.019

0.033

0.031

2080

0.016

0.021

0.038

0.035

2090

0.016

0.023

0.042

0.039

2100

0.016

0.026

0.045

0.044

Notes:
See notes Table AII.6.4.
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Table AII.6.6 | ERF from Montreal Protocol greenhouse gases (W m–2)

Year

Historical

2011*

0.328

Table AII.6.7a | ERF from stratospheric O3 changes since 1850 (W m–2)

WMO A1

Year

AR5

CCMVal-2

1960

0.0

1980

–0.033

2020

0.33 ± 0.01

2030

0.29 ± 0.01

2000

2040

0.24 ± 0.01

2011*

2050

0.20 ± 0.01

2050

–0.055

2060

0.17 ± 0.02

2100

–0.075

2070

0.15 ± 0.02

2080

0.13 ± 0.02

2090

0.11 ± 0.02

2100

0.10 ± 0.02

–0.079
–0.05

Notes:
AR5 results are from Chapter 8, see also Sections 11.3.5.1.2, 11.3.6.1. CCMVal-2 results (Cionni
et al. 2011) are the multi-model average (13 chemistry–climate models) running a single
scenario for stratospheric change: REF-B2 scenario of CCMVal-2 with SRES A1B climate scenario.

Notes:
See Table 8.3, 8.A.1. ERF is calculated from AR5 radiative efficiency and projected abundances
in Scenario A1 of WMO/UNEP assessment (WMO 2010). The 68% confidence interval shown is
approximated by combining uncertainty in the radiative efficiency of each gas (±6.1%) and the
decay of each gas since 2010 from Table AII.4.16 (±15%). All sources of uncertainty are assumed
to be independent (see Chapters 2 and 8).

AII

Table AII.6.7b | ERF from tropospheric O3 changes since 1850 (W m–2)

Year

AR5

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

0.31 ± 0.05

0.31 ± 0.05

0.31 ± 0.05

0.31 ± 0.05

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.36

2030

0.32

0.38

0.36

0.44

2100

0.17

0.27

0.27

0.60 ± 0.11

1980
2000
2011*

0.40

Notes:
AR5 results from Chapter 8; see also Sections 11.3.5.1.2, 11.3.6.1. Model mean results from ACCMIP (Stevenson et al., 2013) using a consistent model set (FGKN), which is similar to the all-model
mean. Standard deviation across models shown for 1980s decade is similar for all scenarios except for RCP8.5 at 2100, which is twice as large.

Table AII.6.8: Total anthropogenic ERF from published RCPs and SRES (W m–2)

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

1850

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

1990

1.23

1.23

1.23

2000

1.45

1.45

2010

1.81

1.81

2020

2.25

2030
2040

AR5
Historical

A2

A1B

B1

IS92a

1.23

1.03

1.03

1.03

1.03

1.60

1.45

1.45

1.33

1.33

1.33

1.31

1.87

1.78

1.84

1.74

1.65

1.73

1.63

2.25

2.25

2.15

2.32

2.04

2.16

2.15

2.00

2.52

2.67

2.52

2.91

2.56

2.84

2.56

2.40

2.65

3.07

2.82

3.61

3.22

3.61

2.93

2.82

2050

2.64

3.42

3.20

4.37

3.89

4.16

3.30

3.25

2060

2.55

3.67

3.58

5.13

4.71

4.79

3.65

3.76

2070

2.47

3.84

4.11

5.89

5.56

5.28

3.92

4.24

2080

2.41

3.90

4.60

6.60

6.40

5.62

4.09

4.74

2090

2.35

3.91

4.93

7.32

7.22

5.86

4.18

5.26

2100

2.30

3.94

5.15

7.97

8.07

6.05

4.19

5.79

0.06

Notes:
Derived from RCP published CO2-eq concentrations that aggregate all anthropogenic forcings including greenhouse gases plus aerosols. These results may not be directly comparable to ERF values
used in AR5 because of how aerosol indirect effects are included, but results are similar to those derived using ERF in Chapter 12 (see Figure 12.4). Comparisons with the TAR Appendix II (SRES A2
and B1) may not be equivalent because those total RF values (TAR II.3.11) were made using the TAR Chapter 9 Simple Model, not always consistent with the individual components in that appendix
(TAR II.3.1 to 9). See Chapter 1, Sections 11.3.6.1, 12.3.1.3 and 12.3.1.4, Figures 1.15 and 12.3. For AR5 Historical, see Table AII.1.2 and Chapter 8.
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Table AII.6.9: ERF components relative to 1850 (W m–2) derived from ACCMIP

AII

Year

WMGHG

Ozone

Aerosol

ERF Net

1930

0.58 ± 0.04

0.09 ± 0.03

–0.24 ± 0.06

0.44 ± 0.07

1980

1.56 ± 0.10

0.30 ± 0.10

–0.90 ± 0.22

1.00 ± 0.26

2000

2.30 ± 0.14

0.33 ± 0.11

–1.17 ± 0.28

1.51 ± 0.33

2030

RCP8.5

3.64 ± 0.22

0.43 ± 0.12

–0.91 ± 0.22

3.20 ± 0.33

2100

RCP2.6

2.83 ± 0.17

0.14 ± 0.07

–0.12 ± 0.06*

2.86 ± 0.19

2100

RCP4.5

4.33 ± 0.26

0.23 ± 0.09

–0.12 ± 0.06*

4.44 ± 0.28

2100

RCP6.0

5.60 ± 0.34

0.25 ± 0.05

–0.12 ± 0.06*

5.74 ± 0.35

2100

RCP8.5

8.27 ± 0.50

0.55 ± 0.18

–0.12 ± 0.03

8.71 ± 0.53

Notes:
Radiative forcing and adjusted forcing from the ACCMIP results (Shindell et al., 2013) are given for all well-mixed greenhouse gases (WMGHG), ozone, aerosols, and the net. Original 90% confidence
intervals have been reduced to 68% confidence to compare with the CMIP5 model standard deviations in Table AII.6.10. Some uncertainty ranges (*) are estimated from the 2100 RCP8.5 results
(see Chapter 12). See Sections 11.3.5.1.3 and 11.3.6.1, Figure 12.4.

Table AII.6.10 | Total anthropogenic plus natural ERF (W m–2) from CMIP5 and CMIP3, including historical

Year

SRES A1B

1850sH

RCP2.6&

RCP4.5&

–0.19 ± 0.19

RCP6.0&

RCP8.5&

–0.12 ± 0.07

H

1986–2005

1.51 ± 0.44

1986–2005

1.51 ± 0.44

1.31 ± 0.47

1.30 ± 0.48

1.34 ± 0.50
1.29 ± 0.51

1.30 ± 0.47

2010d

2.18 ± 0.53

1.97 ± 0.50

1.91 ± 0.53

1.90 ± 0.54

1.96 ± 0.53

d

2020

2.58 ± 0.57

2.33 ± 0.47

2.27 ± 0.51

2.16 ± 0.55

2.43 ± 0.52

2030d

3.15 ± 0.60

2.50 ± 0.51

2.61 ± 0.54

2.41 ± 0.60

2.92 ± 0.57

2040d

3.77 ± 0.72

2.64 ± 0.47

2.98 ± 0.55

2.72 ± 0.58

3.52 ± 0.60

d

2050

4.32 ± 0.73

2.65 ± 0.47

3.25 ± 0.56

3.07 ± 0.61

4.21 ± 0.63

2060d

4.86 ± 0.74

2.57 ± 0.50

3.50 ± 0.59

3.40 ± 0.60

4.97 ± 0.68

2070d

5.32 ± 0.79

2.51 ± 0.50

3.65 ± 0.58

3.90 ± 0.65

5.70 ± 0.76

d

2080

5.71 ± 0.81

2.40 ± 0.46

3.71 ± 0.55

4.27 ± 0.69

6.31 ± 0.81

2090d

6.00 ± 0.83

2.44 ± 0.49

3.78 ± 0.58

4.64 ± 0.71

7.13 ± 0.89

2081–2100

5.99 ± 0.78

2.40 ± 0.46

3.73 ± 0.56

4.56 ± 0.70

7.02 ± 0.92

Notes:
CMIP5 historical and RCP results (Forster et al., 2013) are shown with CMIP3 SRES A1B results (Forster and Taylor, 2006). The alternative results for 1986–2005 with CMIP5 are derived from: all
models contributing historical experiments (1986–2005H), and the subsets of models contributing to each RCP experiment (next line, 1986–2005). For SRES A1B the same set of models is used from
1850 to 2100. Values are 10-year averages (2090d = 2086–2095) and show multi-model means and standard deviations. See Chapter 12, Section 12.3 and discussion of Figure 12.4, also Sections
8.1, 9.3.2.2, 11.3.6.1 and 11.3.6.3. Due to lack of reporting, for RCP8.5 the 2081–2100 result contains one fewer model than the 2090d decade, and for A1B the 1850s result has just 5 models and
the 2081–2100 result has 3 fewer models than the 2090d decade.
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AII.7: Environmental Data
Table AII.7.1 | Global mean surface O3 change (ppb)

HTAP

SRES

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

CLE

MFR

2000

27.2 ± 2.9

27.2 ± 2.9

27.2 ± 2.9

27.2 ± 2.9

27.2 ± 2.9

27.2 ± 2.9

28.7

28.7

0.6

0.7 ± 1.4

–2.3 ± 1.1

2010

0.1

0.1

0.0

0.1

1.2

2020

–0.3

–0.2

–0.2

0.6

2.8

1.1

2030

–1.1

–0.1

–0.3

1.0

4.4

1.3

2040

–1.5

–0.3

–0.3

1.2

5.3

1.3

2050

–1.9

–0.8

–0.4

1.5

6.2

0.8

2060

–2.4

–1.3

–0.5

1.8

7.1

0.2

2070

–3.0

–1.9

–1.0

1.9

8.0

–0.5

2080

–3.5

–2.5

–1.5

1.9

9.2

–1.1

2090

–3.8

–2.8

–2.1

1.9

10.6

–1.7

2100

–4.2

–3.0

–2.8

1.9

11.9

–2.5

CMIP5

AII

ACCMIP

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

2000

30.0 ± 4.2

30.0 ± 4.2

30.0 ± 4.2

30.0 ± 4.2

28.1 ± 3.1

28.1 ± 3.2

28.1± 3.1

28.1 ± 3.1

2010

–0.4

–0.2

–0.6

–0.1

–1.4

0.3

–0.6

1.7

–6.3

–3.5

–4.9

3.4

2020

–0.9

–0.3

–0.9

0.7

2030

–1.8

–0.2

–1.1

1.5

2040

–2.3

–0.3

–1.2

2.0

2050

–2.9

–0.9

–1.5

2.5

2060

–4.0

–1.7

–1.9

2.9

2070

–5.4

–2.8

–2.8

3.1

2080

–6.4

–3.7

–3.9

3.0

2090

–6.9

–4.1

–4.8

2.8

2100

–7.2

–4.3

–5.6

2.7

Notes:
HTAP results are from Wild et al. (2012) and use the published O3 sensitivities to regional emissions from the HTAP multi-model study (HTAP 2010) and scale those O3 changes to the RCP emission
scenarios. The ±1 standard deviation (68% confidence interval) over the range of 14 parametric models is shown for year 2000 and is similar for all years. Results from the SRES A2 and B1 scenarios
are from the TAR OxComp studies diagnosed by Wild (Prather et al., 2001; 2003). CLE and MFR results (Dentener et al., 2005; 2006) include uncertainty (standard deviation of model results) in the
change since year 2000, and CLE alone includes climate effects. The CMIP5 and ACCMIP results are from V. Naik and A. Fiore based on Fiore et al. (2012) and include the standard deviation over
the models in year 2000, which is similar for following years. This does not necessarily reflect the uncertainty in the projected change, which may be smaller, see Fiore et al. (2012). The difference in
year 2000 between CMIP5 (4 models) and ACCMIP (12 models) reflect different model biases. Even though ACCMIP only has three decades (2000, 2030, 2100), the greater number of models (5 to
11 depending on time slice and scenario) makes this a more robust estimate. See Chapter 11, ES, Section 11.3.5.2.2.
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Table AII.7.2 | Surface O3 change (ppb) for HTAP regions

North America

AII

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

2000

36.1 ± 3.2

36.1 ± 3.2

36.1 ± 3.2

36.1 ± 3.2

36.1 ± 3.2

36.1 ± 3.2

2010

–0.8

–1.1

–0.1

–1.5

1.5

0.4

2020

–1.9

–2.3

–0.9

–1.4

3.6

0.5

2030

–3.7

–2.7

–1.5

–1.1

5.3

–0.1

2040

–4.6

–3.2

–1.9

–1.1

6.2

–0.8

2050

–5.6

–3.9

–2.4

–0.9

6.9

–1.9

2060

–6.5

–4.6

–3.0

–0.7

7.9

–2.9

2070

–7.5

–5.3

–4.0

–0.7

8.8

–3.8

2080

–8.2

–6.1

–4.9

–0.7

10.3

–4.5

2090

–8.5

–6.4

–5.7

–0.8

12.2

–5.2

2100

–8.9

–6.6

–6.7

–0.9

13.9

–6.1

Europe
Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

2000

37.8 ± 3.7

37.8 ± 3.7

37.8 ± 3.7

37.8 ± 3.7

37.8 ± 3.7

37.8 ± 3.7

2010

–0.5

–0.3

–0.1

–0.7

1.5

0.3

2020

–1.4

–1.3

–0.7

–0.2

3.7

0.6

2030

–3.0

–1.4

–1.1

0.1

5.7

0.2

2040

–3.8

–1.9

–1.5

0.1

6.7

–0.3

2050

–4.6

–2.7

–2.0

0.3

7.7

–1.2

2060

–5.6

–3.5

–2.6

0.4

8.8

–2.1

2070

–6.6

–4.3

–3.3

0.4

9.8

–3.0

2080

–7.5

–5.1

–4.2

0.2

11.3

–3.8

2090

–8.0

–5.6

–5.2

–0.1

13.4

–4.6

2100

–8.5

–6.0

–6.4

–0.2

15.1

–5.6

South Asia
Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

2000

39.6 ± 3.4

39.6 ± 3.4

39.6 ± 3.4

39.6 ± 3.4

39.6 ± 3.4

39.6 ± 3.4

2010

1.5

1.4

0.3

1.4

2.7

1.8

2020

1.6

2.2

0.0

3.9

6.1

3.3

2030

0.5

3.4

–0.6

5.0

8.9

3.9

2040

0.3

3.5

–0.1

5.5

10.4

4.1

2050

0.2

2.9

0.0

5.2

11.7

2.9

2060

–0.1

1.1

0.4

5.1

12.7

1.5

2070

–1.0

–1.2

–0.2

4.9

13.6

–0.1

2080

–2.6

–3.9

–1.7

4.9

14.5

–1.5

2090

–4.4

–5.0

–3.0

4.1

15.1

–3.0

2100

–6.8

–6.0

–4.7

4.0

15.0

–4.6
(continued on next page)
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Table AII.7.2 | (continued)

East Asia
Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

A2

B1

2000

35.6 ± 2.7

35.6 ± 2.7

35.6 ± 2.7

35.6 ± 2.7

35.6 ± 2.7

35.6 ± 2.7

2010

1.0

0.6

0.5

1.3

2.0

1.1

2020

0.5

0.6

0.4

2.5

4.6

1.9

2030

–1.4

0.2

0.6

2.8

6.8

2.1

2040

–2.7

–0.8

1.4

1.8

8.0

2.0

2050

–3.8

–2.5

1.4

1.4

9.1

0.9

2060

–4.8

–3.6

0.9

1.4

10.2

–0.3

2070

–6.0

–4.6

–0.7

1.2

11.2

–1.4

2080

–6.9

–5.5

–2.2

1.0

12.5

–2.4

2090

–7.4

–5.8

–3.5

0.7

13.9

–3.4

2100

–8.0

–6.0

–4.9

0.5

14.9

–4.6

AII

Notes:
HTAP results from Wild et al. (2012); see Table AII.7.1.

Table AII.7.3 | Surface O3 change (ppb) from CMIP5/ACCMIP for continental regions

Africa
CMIP5

ACCMIP

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

2000

33.8 ± 4.3

33.8 ± 4.3

33.8 ± 4.3

33.8 ± 4.3

33.1 ± 4.1

33.1 ± 4.1

33.1 ± 4.1

33.1 ± 4.1

2010

–0.7

–0.1

–1.2

–0.2

–1.4

0.9

–1.3

2.4

–4.9

–2.9

–4.9

5.0

2020

–1.0

0.2

–1.5

0.9

2030

–1.9

0.5

–1.8

1.7

2040

–2.0

0.6

–1.8

2.6

2050

–2.3

0.2

–2.0

3.2

2060

–2.6

–0.3

–2.2

3.7

2070

–3.2

–1.2

–2.8

4.0

2080

–3.6

–2.3

–3.7

4.1

2090

–4.1

–3.0

–4.5

4.1

2100

–4.8

–3.3

–5.2

4.1

Australia
CMIP5

ACCMIP

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

2000

23.3 ± 4.6

23.3 ± 4.6

23.3 ± 4.6

23.3 ± 4.6

23.7 ± 3.5

23.7 ± 3.5

23.7 ± 3.5

23.7 ± 3.5

–1.8

–0.4

–1.4

0.9

–4.3

–2.5

–4.0

3.1

2010

–1.3

–1.1

–0.8

–0.9

2020

–1.7

–1.4

–1.0

–0.6

2030

–2.3

–1.3

–1.4

0.0

2040

–2.6

–1.2

–1.7

0.5

2050

–3.0

–1.5

–1.9

0.9

2060

–3.7

–1.9

–2.0

1.5

2070

–4.4

–2.4

–2.5

1.8

2080

–5.0

–2.9

–3.1

1.9

2090

–5.0

–3.1

–3.5

1.9

2100

–5.2

–3.2

–4.0

2.0

(continued on next page)
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Table AII.7.3 | (continued)

Central Eurasia
CMIP5

AII

ACCMIP

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

2000

38.7 ± 5.3

38.7 ± 5.3

38.7 ± 5.3

38.7 ± 5.3

32.5 ± 6.2

32.5 ± 6.2

32.5 ± 6.2

32.5 ± 6.2

2010

–0.6

–0.6

–0.6

–0.5

2020

–1.6

–1.2

–1.2

0.5

2030

–3.2

–1.3

–1.4

1.4

–1.9

–0.1

–0.3

1.8

2040

–4.5

–1.9

–1.7

1.6

2050

–5.7

–2.9

–2.2

1.8

2060

–7.2

–4.2

–3.0

2.8

2070

–9.1

–5.4

–4.3

3.0

2080

–10.6

–6.5

–6.0

2.9

2090

–11.2

–6.8

–7.2

2.6

2100

–11.5

–7.0

–8.1

2.6

–8.5

–3.8

–5.6

4.3

Europe
CMIP5

ACCMIP

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

2000

40.4 ± 6.0

40.4 ± 6.0

40.4 ± 6.0

40.4 ± 6.0

33.6 ± 5.2

33.6 ± 5.2

33.6 ± 5.2

33.6 ± 5.2

2010

–0.4

–0.5

–0.5

–0.4

2020

–1.5

–1.3

–1.2

0.3

2030

–3.2

–1.7

–1.7

1.1

–1.6

0.6

–0.4

2.3

2040

–4.6

–2.4

–2.3

1.4

–9.4

–3.5

–7.2

4.9

2050

–6.1

–3.5

–3.0

1.8

2060

–8.0

–4.9

–4.1

2.4

2070

–10.4

–6.3

–5.8

2.6

2080

–12.2

–7.6

–7.6

2.3

2090

–13.0

–8.0

–9.2

2.1

2100

–13.4

–8.1

–10.3

2.0

East Asia
CMIP5

ACCMIP

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

2000

46.3 ± 4.9

46.3 ± 4.9

46.3 ± 4.9

46.3 ± 4.9

41.0 ± 5.5

41.0 ± 5.5

41.0 ± 5.5

41.0 ± 5.5

–1.8

1.0

0.4

3.2

–11.4

–5.9

–6.6

4.6

2010

0.8

0.6

0.1

1.1

2020

–0.1

0.8

–0.1

2.7

2030

–2.3

0.5

0.4

3.8
3.8

2040

–3.9

–0.9

1.1

2050

–5.8

–3.3

1.0

3.7

2060

–8.0

–5.4

0.2

3.9

2070

–10.2

–7.3

–1.6

3.6

2080

–12.1

–8.8

–4.0

3.3

2090

–13.2

–9.4

–6.3

2.9

2100

–13.9

–9.6

–8.0

2.8

(continued on next page)
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Table AII.7.3 | (continued)

Middle East
CMIP5

ACCMIP

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

2000

45.9 ± 3.1

45.9 ± 3.1

45.9 ± 3.1

45.9 ± 3.1

45.7 ± 5.4

45.7 ± 5.4

45.7 ± 5.4

45.7 ± 5.4

2010

–0.4

0.5

–0.7

0.5

2020

–1.5

0.4

–1.4

2.5

2030

–3.3

0.6

–1.6

3.8

–2.8

0.9

–1.1

4.1

2040

–3.6

0.2

–2.0

4.4

2050

–4.6

–0.9

–2.6

4.7

2060

–6.0

–2.7

–3.5

5.2

2070

–8.1

–4.9

–4.2

5.1

2080

–9.9

–7.1

–5.9

5.1

2090

–11.3

–8.4

–8.2

4.8

2100

–12.4

–9.0

–9.9

4.6

AII
–11.7

–7.5

–9.8

5.0

North America
CMIP5

ACCMIP

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

2000

40.7 ± 5.1

40.7 ± 5.1

40.7 ± 5.1

40.7 ± 5.1

34.3 ± 5.5

34.3 ± 5.5

34.3 ± 5.5

34.3 ± 5.5

–2.5

–0.7

–0.8

1.3

–10.5

–4.7

–8.7

3.4

2010

–0.9

–1.2

–0.6

–1.0

2020

–2.1

–2.4

–1.4

–0.5

2030

–4.3

–2.8

–1.8

0.1

2040

–5.7

–3.6

–2.5

0.3

2050

–7.2

–4.6

–3.1

0.6

2060

–9.1

–5.8

–4.4

1.0

2070

–11.4

–7.1

–6.2

1.2

2080

–13.2

–8.3

–8.1

1.2

2090

–13.8

–8.5

–9.6

1.0

2100

–14.1

–8.8

–10.9

0.9

South America
CMIP5

ACCMIP

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

2000

25.3 ± 4.2

25.3 ± 4.2

25.3 ± 4.2

25.3 ± 4.2

23.7 ± 3.9

23.7 ± 3.9

23.7 ± 3.9

23.7 ± 3.9

2010

–1.4

–0.6

–1.2

–0.3

2020

–2.1

–1.2

–1.8

0.3

2030

–2.9

–1.2

–2.1

0.6

–2.3

–0.6

–1.8

1.2

2040

–2.9

–1.3

–2.3

1.1

2050

–3.2

–1.7

–2.6

1.3

2060

–3.6

–2.5

–2.9

1.5

–5.0

–4.0

–5.2

2.0

2070

–4.3

–3.6

–3.5

1.5

2080

–5.1

–4.5

–4.2

1.1

2090

–5.5

–5.0

–4.7

0.7

2100

–5.7

–5.2

–5.3

0.4

(continued on next page)
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Table AII.7.3 | (continued)

South Asia
CMIP5

AII

ACCMIP

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

2000

34.4 ± 3.9

34.4 ± 3.9

34.4 ± 3.9

34.4 ± 3.9

33.7 ± 4.6

33.7 ± 4.6

33.7 ± 4.6

33.7 ± 4.6

2010

1.3

0.9

–0.1

1.3

2020

1.4

1.6

–0.2

3.1

2030

0.7

2.7

–0.1

3.9

0.6

2.3

–0.4

4.6

2040

0.6

2.8

0.3

4.0

–7.2

–6.1

–4.5

3.6

2050

0.4

1.6

0.4

3.6

2060

–0.5

–0.7

0.3

3.2

2070

–2.0

–3.2

–0.5

2.9

2080

–3.9

–5.7

–2.0

2.7

2090

–5.7

–6.7

–3.3

2.2

2100

–7.1

–7.3

–4.5

1.9

Notes:
See notes for Table AII.7.1. For definition of regions, see Figure 11.23 and Fiore et al. (2012).

Table AII.7.4 | Surface particulate matter change (log10[PM2.5 (microgram/m3)]) from CMIP5/ACCMIP for continental regions

Africa
Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

2000

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

–0.01

0.01

1.17 ± 0.23

2030

0.00

2050

–0.02

0.04

2100

0.00

–0.01

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

–0.02

0.01

–0.03

–0.02

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

Australia
2000

0.65 ± 0.32

2030

–0.04

2050

–0.06

0.03

2100

0.00

0.00

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

2030

–0.07

–0.01

2050

–0.12

2100

–0.13

–0.11

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

2030

–0.20

–0.10

2050

–0.31

2100

–0.32

–0.01

0.01

–0.02

–0.04

–0.03

–0.01

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

–0.05

–0.06

–0.08

–0.09

–0.11

–0.12

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

–0.13

–0.24

–0.25

–0.33

–0.37

–0.38

Central Eurasia
2000

0.59 ± 0.17

Europe
2000

0.81 ± 0.09

–0.28

(continued on next page)
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Table AII.7.4 | (continued)

East Asia
Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

2000

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

1.04 ± 0.16

2030

–0.04

2050

–0.24

2100

–0.31

–0.02

–0.33

0.01

0.01

0.07

–0.17

–0.21

–0.30

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

–0.05

–0.03

–0.06

–0.03

–0.10

–0.12

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

–0.10

–0.15

–0.16

–0.17

–0.24

–0.21

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

–0.04

–0.03

–0.05

–0.07

–0.09

–0.12

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

0.03

0.05

Middle East
Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

2000

1.10 ± 0.27

2030

–0.06

–0.02

2050

–0.08

2100

–0.11

–0.11

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

2030

–0.16

–0.10

2050

–0.20

2100

–0.20

–0.19

Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

AII

North America
2000

0.51 ± 0.15

South America
2000

0.71 ± 0.11

2030

–0.05

2050

–0.10

2100

–0.11

–0.04

–0.11

South Asia
Year

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

2000

1.02 ± 0.11

2030

0.04

2050

–0.05

2100

–0.16

0.02

–0.24

0.07

0.00

–0.06

–0.11

Notes:
Decadal average of the log10[PM2.5] values are given only where results include at least four models from either ACCMIP or CMIP5. Results are from A. Fiore and V. Naik based on Fiore et al. (2012)
using the CMIP5/ACCMIP archive. Due to the very large systematic spread across models, the statistics were calculated for the log values, but Figure 11.23 shows statistics for direct PM2.5 values.
Owing to the large spatial variations no global average is given. Model mean and standard deviation are shown for year 2000; differences in log10[PM2.5] are shown for 2030, 2050 and 2100. See
notes for Table AII.7.3 and Figure 11.23 for regions; see also Chapter 11, ES.
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Table AII.7.5 | CMIP5 (RCP) and CMIP3 (SRES A1B) global mean surface temperature change (°C) relative to 1986–2005 reference period. Results here are a statistical summary of the spread in the CMIP ensembles for each of the scenarios. They do not account for model biases and model dependencies, and the percentiles do not correspond to the
assessed uncertainty in Chapters 11 (11.3.6.3) and 12 (12.4.1). The statistical spread across models cannot be interpreted as uncertainty ranges or in terms of calibrated language
(Section 12.2).

RCP2.6
Years

AII

5%

17%

50%

1850–1990

–0.61

1986–2005

0.00

RCP4.5
83%

95%

5%

17%

50%

83%

95%

–0.61
0.00

2010d

0.19

0.33

0.36

0.52

0.62

0.22

0.26

0.36

0.48

0.59

d

2020

0.36

0.45

0.55

0.81

1.07

0.39

0.48

0.59

0.74

0.83

2030d

0.47

0.56

0.74

1.02

1.24

0.56

0.69

0.82

1.10

1.22

2040d

0.51

0.68

0.88

1.25

1.50

0.64

0.86

1.04

1.35

1.57

2050d

0.49

0.71

0.94

1.37

1.65

0.84

1.05

1.24

1.63

1.97

d

2060

0.36

0.69

0.93

1.48

1.71

0.90

1.13

1.44

1.90

2.19

2070d

0.20

0.70

0.89

1.49

1.71

0.98

1.20

1.54

2.07

2.32

2080d

0.15

0.62

0.94

1.44

1.79

0.98

1.27

1.62

2.25

2.54

2090

0.18

0.58

0.94

1.53

1.79

1.06

1.33

1.68

2.29

2.59

83%

95%

5%

17%

83%

95%

d

RCP6.0
Years

5%

17%

1850–1990

RCP8.5

50%

50%

–0.61

1986–2005

–0.61

0.00

0.00

2010d

0.21

0.26

0.36

0.47

0.64

0.23

0.29

0.37

0.47

0.62

2020d

0.33

0.40

0.55

0.70

0.90

0.37

0.51

0.66

0.84

0.99

d

2030

0.40

0.59

0.74

0.92

1.17

0.65

0.77

0.94

1.29

1.39

2040d

0.59

0.73

0.95

1.21

1.41

0.93

1.13

1.29

1.68

1.77

2050d

0.69

0.92

1.15

1.52

1.81

1.20

1.48

1.70

2.19

2.37

d

2060

0.88

1.08

1.32

1.78

2.18

1.55

1.88

2.16

2.74

2.99

2070d

1.08

1.28

1.58

2.14

2.52

1.96

2.25

2.60

3.31

3.61

2080d

1.33

1.56

1.81

2.58

2.88

2.31

2.65

3.05

3.93

4.22

2090

1.51

1.72

2.03

2.92

3.24

2.63

2.96

3.57

4.45

4.81

d

SRES A1B
Years

5%

17%

1850–1990

50%

83%

95%

–0.61

1986–2005

0.00

2010d

0.15

0.22

0.34

0.44

0.62

2020d

0.27

0.37

0.52

0.76

0.91

d

2030

0.47

0.59

0.82

1.04

1.38

2040d

0.65

0.90

1.11

1.36

1.79

2050d

0.92

1.14

1.55

1.65

2.14

d

2060

1.12

1.40

1.75

1.98

2.67

2070d

1.40

1.60

2.14

2.39

3.12

2080d

1.61

1.80

2.30

2.75

3.47

2090

1.76

1.96

2.54

3.05

3.84

d

Notes:
This spread in the model ensembles (as shown in Figures 11.26a and 12.5, and discussed in Section 11.3.6) is not a measure of uncertainty. For the AR5 assessment of global mean surface
temperature changes and uncertainties see: Section 11.3.6.3 and Figure 11.25 for the near-term (2016–2035) temperatures; and Section 12.4.1 and Tables 12.2–3 for the long term (2081–2100).
See discussion about uncertainty and ensembles in Section 12.2, which explains how model spread is not equivalent to uncertainty. Results here are shown for the CMIP5 archive (Annex I, frozen
as of March 15, 2013) for the RCPs and the similarly current CMIP3 archive for SRES A1B, which is not the same set of models used in AR4 (Figure SPM.5). Ten-year averages are shown (2030d =
2026–2035). Temperature changes are relative to the reference period (1986–2005, defined as zero in this table), using CMIP5 for all four RCPs (G. J. van Oldenborgh, http://climexp.knmi.nl/t; see
Annex I for listing of models included) and CMIP3 for SRES A1B (22 models). The warming from early instrumental record (1850–1900) to the modern reference period (1986–2005) is derived from
HadCRUT4 observations as 0.61°C (C. Morice; see Chapter 2 and Table AII.1.3).
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Table AII.7.6 | Global mean surface temperature change (°C) relative to 1990 from the TAR

Years

A1B

A1T

A1FI

A2

B1

B2

IS92a

A1B

PI*

–0.33

–0.33

–0.33

–0.33

–0.33

–0.33

–0.33

–0.33

1990

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2000

0.16

0.16

0.16

0.16

0.16

0.16

0.15

0.16

2010

0.30

0.40

0.32

0.35

0.34

0.39

0.27

0.30

2020

0.52

0.71

0.55

0.50

0.55

0.66

0.43

0.52

2030

0.85

1.03

0.85

0.73

0.77

0.93

0.61

0.85

2040

1.26

1.41

1.27

1.06

0.98

1.18

0.80

1.26

2050

1.59

1.75

1.86

1.42

1.21

1.44

1.00

1.59

2060

1.97

2.04

2.50

1.85

1.44

1.69

1.26

1.97

2070

2.30

2.25

3.10

2.33

1.63

1.94

1.52

2.30

2080

2.56

2.41

3.64

2.81

1.79

2.20

1.79

2.56

2090

2.77

2.49

4.09

3.29

1.91

2.44

2.08

2.77

2100

2.95

2.54

4.49

3.79

1.98

2.69

2.38

2.95

AII

Notes:
Single-year estimates of mean surface air temperature warming relative to the reference period 1990 for the SRES scenarios evaluated in the TAR. The pre-industrial estimates are for 1750, and all
results are based on a simple climate model. See TAR Appendix II.

Table AII.7.7 | Global mean sea level rise (m) with respect to 1986–2005 at 1 January on the years indicated. Values shown as median and likely range; see Section 13.5.1.

Year

SRES A1B

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP6.0

RCP8.5

2007

0.03 [0.02 to 0.04]

0.03 [0.02 to 0.04]

0.03 [0.02 to 0.04]

0.03 [0.02 to 0.04]

0.03 [0.02 to 0.04]

2010

0.04 [0.03 to 0.05]

0.04 [0.03 to 0.05]

0.04 [0.03 to 0.05]

0.04 [0.03 to 0.05]

0.04 [0.03 to 0.05]

2020

0.08 [0.06 to 0.10]

0.08 [0.06 to 0.10]

0.08 [0.06 to 0.10]

0.08 [0.06 to 0.10]

0.08 [0.06 to 0.11]

2030

0.12 [0.09 to 0.16]

0.13 [0.09 to 0.16]

0.13 [0.09 to 0.16]

0.12 [0.09 to 0.16]

0.13 [0.10 to 0.17]

2040

0.17 [0.13 to 0.22]

0.17 [0.13 to 0.22]

0.17 [0.13 to 0.22]

0.17 [0.12 to 0.21]

0.19 [0.14 to 0.24]

2050

0.23 [0.17 to 0.30]

0.22 [0.16 to 0.28]

0.23 [0.17 to 0.29]

0.22 [0.16 to 0.28]

0.25 [0.19 to 0.32]

2060

0.30 [0.21 to 0.38]

0.26 [0.18 to 0.35]

0.28 [0.21 to 0.37]

0.27 [0.19 to 0.35]

0.33 [0.24 to 0.42]

2070

0.37 [0.26 to 0.48]

0.31 [0.21 to 0.41]

0.35 [0.25 to 0.45]

0.33 [0.24 to 0.43]

0.42 [0.31 to 0.54]

2080

0.44 [0.31 to 0.58]

0.35 [0.24 to 0.48]

0.41 [0.28 to 0.54]

0.40 [0.28 to 0.53]

0.51 [0.37 to 0.67]

2090

0.52 [0.36 to 0.69]

0.40 [0.26 to 0.54]

0.47 [0.32 to 0.62]

0.47 [0.33 to 0.63]

0.62 [0.45 to 0.81]

2100

0.60 [0.42 to 0.80]

0.44 [0.28 to 0.61]

0.53 [0.36 to 0.71]

0.55 [0.38 to 0.73]

0.74 [0.53 to 0.98]
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This glossary defines some specific terms as the Lead Authors intend
them to be interpreted in the context of this report. Red, italicized
words indicate that the term is defined in the Glossary.

Abrupt climate change A large-scale change in the climate system
that takes place over a few decades or less, persists (or is anticipated to
persist) for at least a few decades and causes substantial disruptions in
human and natural systems.
Active layer The layer of ground that is subject to annual thawing and
freezing in areas underlain by permafrost.
Adjustment time See Lifetime. See also Response time.
Advection Transport of water or air along with its properties (e.g., temperature, chemical tracers) by winds or currents. Regarding the general
distinction between advection and convection, the former describes transport by large-scale motions of the atmosphere or ocean, while convection
describes the predominantly vertical, locally induced motions.

AIII

Aerosol A suspension of airborne solid or liquid particles, with a typical
size between a few nanometres and 10 μm that reside in the atmosphere
for at least several hours. For convenience the term aerosol, which includes
both the particles and the suspending gas, is often used in this report in
its plural form to mean aerosol particles. Aerosols may be of either natural
or anthropogenic origin. Aerosols may influence climate in several ways:
directly through scattering and absorbing radiation (see Aerosol–radiation
interaction) and indirectly by acting as cloud condensation nuclei or ice
nuclei, modifying the optical properties and lifetime of clouds (see Aerosol–cloud interaction).
Aerosol–cloud interaction A process by which a perturbation to
aerosol affects the microphysical properties and evolution of clouds
through the aerosol role as cloud condensation nuclei or ice nuclei, particularly in ways that affect radiation or precipitation; such processes can
also include the effect of clouds and precipitation on aerosol. The aerosol
perturbation can be anthropogenic or come from some natural source. The
radiative forcing from such interactions has traditionally been attributed
to numerous indirect aerosol effects, but in this report, only two levels of
radiative forcing (or effect) are distinguished:
Radiative forcing (or effect) due to aerosol–cloud interactions
(RFaci) The radiative forcing (or radiative effect, if the perturbation is
internally generated) due to the change in number or size distribution
of cloud droplets or ice crystals that is the proximate result of an aerosol perturbation, with other variables (in particular total cloud water
content) remaining equal. In liquid clouds, an increase in cloud droplet
concentration and surface area would increase the cloud albedo. This
effect is also known as the cloud albedo effect, first indirect effect, or
Twomey effect. It is a largely theoretical concept that cannot readily be
isolated in observations or comprehensive process models due to the
rapidity and ubiquity of rapid adjustments.
Effective radiative forcing (or effect) due to aerosol–cloud interactions (ERFaci) The final radiative forcing (or effect) from the aerosol perturbation including the rapid adjustments to the initial change
in droplet or crystal formation rate. These adjustments include changes
in the strength of convection, precipitation efficiency, cloud fraction,
lifetime or water content of clouds, and the formation or suppression
of clouds in remote areas due to altered circulations.
The total effective radiative forcing due to both aerosol–cloud and
aerosol–radiation interactions is denoted aerosol effective radiative
forcing (ERFari+aci). See also Aerosol–radiation interaction.
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Aerosol–radiation interaction An interaction of aerosol directly
with radiation produce radiative effects. In this report two levels of radiative forcing (or effect) are distinguished:
Radiative forcing (or effect) due to aerosol–radiation interactions (RFari) The radiative forcing (or radiative effect, if the perturbation is internally generated) of an aerosol perturbation due directly
to aerosol–radiation interactions, with all environmental variables
remaining unaffected. Traditionally known in the literature as the direct
aerosol forcing (or effect).
Effective radiative forcing (or effect) due to aerosol-radiation
interactions (ERFari) The final radiative forcing (or effect) from
the aerosol perturbation including the rapid adjustments to the initial change in radiation. These adjustments include changes in cloud
caused by the impact of the radiative heating on convective or largerscale atmospheric circulations, traditionally known as semi-direct aerosol forcing (or effect).
The total effective radiative forcing due to both aerosol–cloud and
aerosol–radiation interactions is denoted aerosol effective radiative
forcing (ERFari+aci). See also Aerosol–cloud interaction.
Afforestation Planting of new forests on lands that historically have
not contained forests. For a discussion of the term forest and related terms
such as afforestation, reforestation and deforestation, see the IPCC Special
Report on Land Use, Land-Use Change and Forestry (IPCC, 2000). See also
the report on Definitions and Methodological Options to Inventory Emissions from Direct Human-induced Degradation of Forests and Devegetation of Other Vegetation Types (IPCC, 2003).
Airborne fraction The fraction of total CO2 emissions (from fossil fuel
and land use change) remaining in the atmosphere.
Air mass A widespread body of air, the approximately homogeneous
properties of which (1) have been established while that air was situated
over a particular region of the Earth’s surface, and (2) undergo specific
modifications while in transit away from the source region (AMS, 2000).
Albedo The fraction of solar radiation reflected by a surface or object,
often expressed as a percentage. Snow-covered surfaces have a high
albedo, the albedo of soils ranges from high to low, and vegetation-covered surfaces and oceans have a low albedo. The Earth’s planetary albedo
varies mainly through varying cloudiness, snow, ice, leaf area and and
cover changes.
Alkalinity A measure of the capacity of an aqueous solution to neutralize acids.
Altimetry A technique for measuring the height of the Earth’s surface
with respect to the geocentre of the Earth within a defined terrestrial reference frame (geocentric sea level).
Annular modes See Northern Annular Mode (NAM) and Southern
Annular Mode (SAM).
Anthropogenic Resulting from or produced by human activities.
Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation/Variability (AMO/AMV) A
multi-decadal (65- to 75-year) fluctuation in the North Atlantic, in which
sea surface temperatures showed warm phases during roughly 1860 to
1880 and 1930 to 1960 and cool phases during 1905 to 1925 and 1970 to
1990 with a range of approximately 0.4°C. See AMO Index, Box 2.5.
Atmosphere The gaseous envelope surrounding the Earth. The dry
atmosphere consists almost entirely of nitrogen (78.1% volume mixing
ratio) and oxygen (20.9% volume mixing ratio), together with a number
of trace gases, such as argon (0.93% volume mixing ratio), helium and
radiatively active greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide (0.035%
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volume mixing ratio) and ozone. In addition, the atmosphere contains the
greenhouse gas water vapour, whose amounts are highly variable but typically around 1% volume mixing ratio. The atmosphere also contains clouds
and aerosols.
Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Model (AOGCM) See
Climate model.
Atmospheric boundary layer The atmospheric layer adjacent to the
Earth’s surface that is affected by friction against that boundary surface,
and possibly by transport of heat and other variables across that surface
(AMS, 2000). The lowest 100 m of the boundary layer (about 10% of the
boundary layer thickness), where mechanical generation of turbulence is
dominant, is called the surface boundary layer or surface layer.
Atmospheric lifetime See Lifetime.
Attribution See Detection and attribution.
Autotrophic respiration Respiration by photosynthetic (see photo
synthesis) organisms (e.g., plants and algaes).
Basal lubrication Reduction of friction at the base of an ice sheet
or glacier due to lubrication by meltwater. This can allow the glacier or
ice sheet to slide over its base. Meltwater may be produced by pressureinduced melting, friction or geothermal heat, or surface melt may drain to
the base through holes in the ice.
Baseline/reference The baseline (or reference) is the state against
which change is measured. A baseline period is the period relative to which
anomalies are computed. The baseline concentration of a trace gas is that
measured at a location not influenced by local anthropogenic emissions.
Bayesian method/approach A Bayesian method is a method by
which a statistical analysis of an unknown or uncertain quantity(ies) is carried out in two steps. First, a prior probability distribution for the uncertain
quantity(ies) is formulated on the basis of existing knowledge (either by
eliciting expert opinion or by using existing data and studies). At this first
stage, an element of subjectivity may influence the choice, but in many
cases, the prior probability distribution can be chosen as neutrally as possible, in order not to influence the final outcome of the analysis. In the
second step, newly acquired data are used to update the prior distribution
into a posterior distribution. The update is carried out either through an
analytic computation or though numeric approximation, using a theorem
formulated by and named after the British mathematician Thomas Bayes
(1702–1761).
Biological pump The process of transporting carbon from the ocean’s
surface layers to the deep ocean by the primary production of marine phytoplankton, which converts dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and nutrients
into organic matter through photosynthesis. This natural cycle is limited
primarily by the availability of light and nutrients such as phosphate, nitrate
and silicic acid, and micronutrients, such as iron. See also Solubility pump.
Biomass The total mass of living organisms in a given area or volume;
dead plant material can be included as dead biomass. Biomass burning is
the burning of living and dead vegetation.
Biome A biome is a major and distinct regional element of the biosphere, typically consisting of several ecosystems (e.g., forests, rivers,
ponds, swamps within a region). Biomes are characterized by typical communities of plants and animals.
Biosphere (terrestrial and marine) The part of the Earth system
comprising all ecosystems and living organisms, in the atmosphere, on
land (terrestrial biosphere) or in the oceans (marine biosphere), including
derived dead organic matter, such as litter, soil organic matter and oceanic
detritus.
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Black carbon (BC) Operationally defined aerosol species based on
measurement of light absorption and chemical reactivity and/or thermal
stability. It is sometimes referred to as soot.
Blocking Associated with persistent, slow-moving high-pressure systems that obstruct the prevailing westerly winds in the middle and high
latitudes and the normal eastward progress of extratropical transient
storm systems. It is an important component of the intraseasonal climate
variability in the extratropics and can cause long-lived weather conditions
such as cold spells in winter and summer heat waves.
Brewer–Dobson circulation The meridional overturning circulation
of the stratosphere transporting air upward in the tropics, poleward to the
winter hemisphere, and downward at polar and subpolar latitudes. The
Brewer–Dobson circulation is driven by the interaction between upward
propagating planetary waves and the mean flow.
Burden The total mass of a gaseous substance of concern in the atmosphere.
C Stable isotope of carbon having an atomic weight of approximately
13. Measurements of the ratio of 13C/12C in carbon dioxide molecules are
used to infer the importance of different carbon cycle and climate processes and the size of the terrestrial carbon reservoir.
13

C Unstable isotope of carbon having an atomic weight of approximately 14, and a half-life of about 5700 years. It is often used for dating
purposes going back some 40 kyr. Its variation in time is affected by the
magnetic fields of the Sun and Earth, which influence its production from
cosmic rays (see Cosmogenic radioisotopes).
14

Calving The breaking off of discrete pieces of ice from a glacier, ice
sheet or an ice shelf into lake or seawater, producing icebergs. This is a
form of mass loss from an ice body. See also Mass balance/budget (of
glaciers or ice sheets).
Carbonaceous aerosol Aerosol consisting predominantly of organic
substances and black carbon.
Carbon cycle The term used to describe the flow of carbon (in various
forms, e.g., as carbon dioxide) through the atmosphere, ocean, terrestrial
and marine biosphere and lithosphere. In this report, the reference unit for
the global carbon cycle is GtC or equivalently PgC (1015g).
Carbon dioxide (CO2) A naturally occurring gas, also a by-product of
burning fossil fuels from fossil carbon deposits, such as oil, gas and coal,
of burning biomass, of land use changes and of industrial processes (e.g.,
cement production). It is the principal anthropogenic greenhouse gas that
affects the Earth’s radiative balance. It is the reference gas against which
other greenhouse gases are measured and therefore has a Global Warming
Potential of 1.
Carbon dioxide (CO2) fertilization The enhancement of the growth
of plants as a result of increased atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration.
Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) Carbon Dioxide Removal methods refer to a set of techniques that aim to remove CO2 directly from the
atmosphere by either (1) increasing natural sinks for carbon or (2) using
chemical engineering to remove the CO2, with the intent of reducing the
atmospheric CO2 concentration. CDR methods involve the ocean, land and
technical systems, including such methods as iron fertilization, large-scale
afforestation and direct capture of CO2 from the atmosphere using engineered chemical means. Some CDR methods fall under the category of
geoengineering, though this may not be the case for others, with the distinction being based on the magnitude, scale, and impact of the particular
CDR activities. The boundary between CDR and mitigation is not clear and
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there could be some overlap between the two given current definitions
(IPCC, 2012, p. 2). See also Solar Radiation Management (SRM).
CFC See Halocarbons.
Chaotic A dynamical system such as the climate system, governed by
nonlinear deterministic equations (see Nonlinearity), may exhibit erratic or
chaotic behaviour in the sense that very small changes in the initial state
of the system in time lead to large and apparently unpredictable changes
in its temporal evolution. Such chaotic behaviour limits the predictability of the state of a nonlinear dynamical system at specific future times,
although changes in its statistics may still be predictable given changes in
the system parameters or boundary conditions.
Charcoal Material resulting from charring of biomass, usually retaining some of the microscopic texture typical of plant tissues; chemically it
consists mainly of carbon with a disturbed graphitic structure, with lesser
amounts of oxygen and hydrogen.
Chronology Arrangement of events according to dates or times of
occurrence.
Clathrate (methane) A partly frozen slushy mix of methane gas and
ice, usually found in sediments.
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Clausius–Clapeyron equation/relationship The thermodynamic
relationship between small changes in temperature and vapour pressure
in an equilibrium system with condensed phases present. For trace gases
such as water vapour, this relation gives the increase in equilibrium (or
saturation) water vapour pressure per unit change in air temperature.
Climate Climate in a narrow sense is usually defined as the average
weather, or more rigorously, as the statistical description in terms of the
mean and variability of relevant quantities over a period of time ranging from months to thousands or millions of years. The classical period for
averaging these variables is 30 years, as defined by the World Meteorological Organization. The relevant quantities are most often surface variables
such as temperature, precipitation and wind. Climate in a wider sense is
the state, including a statistical description, of the climate system.
Climate–carbon cycle feedback A climate feedback involving
changes in the properties of land and ocean carbon cycle in response to climate change. In the ocean, changes in oceanic temperature and circulation
could affect the atmosphere–ocean CO2 flux; on the continents, climate
change could affect plant photosynthesis and soil microbial respiration
and hence the flux of CO2 between the atmosphere and the land biosphere.
Climate change Climate change refers to a change in the state of the
climate that can be identified (e.g., by using statistical tests) by changes
in the mean and/or the variability of its properties, and that persists for an
extended period, typically decades or longer. Climate change may be due
to natural internal processes or external forcings such as modulations of
the solar cycles, volcanic eruptions and persistent anthropogenic changes
in the composition of the atmosphere or in land use. Note that the Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), in its Article 1, defines
climate change as: ‘a change of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity that alters the composition of the global atmosphere and which is in addition to natural climate variability observed over
comparable time periods’. The UNFCCC thus makes a distinction between
climate change attributable to human activities altering the atmospheric
composition, and climate variability attributable to natural causes. See also
Climate change commitment, Detection and Attribution.
Climate change commitment Due to the thermal inertia of the
ocean and slow processes in the cryosphere and land surfaces, the climate
would continue to change even if the atmospheric composition were held
fixed at today’s values. Past change in atmospheric composition leads to
a committed climate change, which continues for as long as a radiative
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imbalance persists and until all components of the climate system have
adjusted to a new state. The further change in temperature after the composition of the atmosphere is held constant is referred to as the constant
composition temperature commitment or simply committed warming or
warming commitment. Climate change commitment includes other future
changes, for example, in the hydrological cycle, in extreme weather events,
in extreme climate events, and in sea level change. The constant emission
commitment is the committed climate change that would result from keeping anthropogenic emissions constant and the zero emission commitment
is the climate change commitment when emissions are set to zero. See also
Climate change.
Climate feedback An interaction in which a perturbation in one
climate quantity causes a change in a second, and the change in the
second quantity ultimately leads to an additional change in the first. A
negative feedback is one in which the initial perturbation is weakened
by the changes it causes; a positive feedback is one in which the initial
perturbation is enhanced. In this Assessment Report, a somewhat narrower
definition is often used in which the climate quantity that is perturbed is
the global mean surface temperature, which in turn causes changes in the
global radiation budget. In either case, the initial perturbation can either
be externally forced or arise as part of internal variability. See also Climate
Feedback Parameter.
Climate Feedback Parameter A way to quantify the radiative
response of the climate system to a global mean surface temperature
change induced by a radiative forcing. It varies as the inverse of the effective climate sensitivity. Formally, the Climate Feedback Parameter (a; units:
W m–2 °C–1) is defined as: a = (ΔQ – ΔF)/ΔT, where Q is the global mean
radiative forcing, T is the global mean air surface temperature, F is the
heat flux into the ocean and Δ represents a change with respect to an
unperturbed climate.
Climate forecast See Climate prediction.
Climate index A time series constructed from climate variables that
provides an aggregate summary of the state of the climate system. For
example, the difference between sea level pressure in Iceland and the
Azores provides a simple yet useful historical NAO index. Because of their
optimal properties, climate indices are often defined using principal components—linear combinations of climate variables at different locations
that have maximum variance subject to certain normalisation constraints
(e.g., the NAM and SAM indices which are principal components of Northern Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere gridded pressure anomalies,
respectively). See Box 2.5 for a summary of definitions for established
observational indices. See also Climate pattern.
Climate model (spectrum or hierarchy) A numerical representation of the climate system based on the physical, chemical and biological
properties of its components, their interactions and feedback processes,
and accounting for some of its known properties. The climate system can
be represented by models of varying complexity, that is, for any one component or combination of components a spectrum or hierarchy of models
can be identified, differing in such aspects as the number of spatial dimensions, the extent to which physical, chemical or biological processes are
explicitly represented or the level at which empirical parametrizations
are involved. Coupled Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Models
(AOGCMs) provide a representation of the climate system that is near or
at the most comprehensive end of the spectrum currently available. There
is an evolution towards more complex models with interactive chemistry
and biology. Climate models are applied as a research tool to study and
simulate the climate, and for operational purposes, including monthly, seasonal and interannual climate predictions. See also Earth System Model,
Earth-System Model of Intermediate Complexity, Energy Balance Model,
Process-based Model, Regional Climate Model and Semi-empirical model.
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Climate pattern A set of spatially varying coefficients obtained by
“projection” (regression) of climate variables onto a climate index time
series. When the climate index is a principal component, the climate pattern is an eigenvector of the covariance matrix, referred to as an Empirical
Orthogonal Function (EOF) in climate science.
Climate prediction A climate prediction or climate forecast is the
result of an attempt to produce (starting from a particular state of the
climate system) an estimate of the actual evolution of the climate in
the future, for example, at seasonal, interannual or decadal time scales.
Because the future evolution of the climate system may be highly sensitive
to initial conditions, such predictions are usually probabilistic in nature. See
also Climate projection, Climate scenario, Model initialization and Predictability.
Climate projection A climate projection is the simulated response of
the climate system to a scenario of future emission or concentration of
greenhouse gases and aerosols, generally derived using climate models.
Climate projections are distinguished from climate predictions by their
dependence on the emission/concentration/radiative forcing scenario
used, which is in turn based on assumptions concerning, for example,
future socioeconomic and technological developments that may or may
not be realized. See also Climate scenario.
Climate regime A state of the climate system that occurs more frequently than nearby states due to either more persistence or more frequent
recurrence. In other words, a cluster in climate state space associated with
a local maximum in the probability density function.
Climate response See Climate sensitivity.
Climate scenario A plausible and often simplified representation of
the future climate, based on an internally consistent set of climatological
relationships that has been constructed for explicit use in investigating
the potential consequences of anthropogenic climate change, often serving as input to impact models. Climate projections often serve as the raw
material for constructing climate scenarios, but climate scenarios usually
require additional information such as the observed current climate. A climate change scenario is the difference between a climate scenario and the
current climate. See also Emission scenario, scenario.
Climate sensitivity In IPCC reports, equilibrium climate sensitivity
(units: °C) refers to the equilibrium (steady state) change in the annual
global mean surface temperature following a doubling of the atmospheric
equivalent carbon dioxide concentration. Owing to computational constraints, the equilibrium climate sensitivity in a climate model is sometimes
estimated by running an atmospheric general circulation model coupled
to a mixed-layer ocean model, because equilibrium climate sensitivity is
largely determined by atmospheric processes. Efficient models can be run
to equilibrium with a dynamic ocean. The climate sensitivity parameter
(units: °C (W m–2)–1) refers to the equilibrium change in the annual global
mean surface temperature following a unit change in radiative forcing.
The effective climate sensitivity (units: °C) is an estimate of the global
mean surface temperature response to doubled carbon dioxide concentration that is evaluated from model output or observations for evolving non-equilibrium conditions. It is a measure of the strengths of the
climate feedbacks at a particular time and may vary with forcing history
and climate state, and therefore may differ from equilibrium climate
sensitivity.
The transient climate response (units: °C) is the change in the global
mean surface temperature, averaged over a 20-year period, centred at
the time of atmospheric carbon dioxide doubling, in a climate model
simulation in which CO2 increases at 1% yr–1. It is a measure of the
strength and rapidity of the surface temperature response to greenhouse gas forcing.
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Climate sensitivity parameter See climate sensitivity.
Climate system The climate system is the highly complex system
consisting of five major components: the atmosphere, the hydrosphere,
the cryosphere, the lithosphere and the biosphere, and the interactions
between them. The climate system evolves in time under the influence of
its own internal dynamics and because of external forcings such as volcanic eruptions, solar variations and anthropogenic forcings such as the
changing composition of the atmosphere and land use change.
Climate variability Climate variability refers to variations in the mean
state and other statistics (such as standard deviations, the occurrence of
extremes, etc.) of the climate on all spatial and temporal scales beyond
that of individual weather events. Variability may be due to natural internal
processes within the climate system (internal variability), or to variations
in natural or anthropogenic external forcing (external variability). See also
Climate change.
Cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) The subset of aerosol particles
that serve as an initial site for the condensation of liquid water, which can
lead to the formation of cloud droplets, under typical cloud formation conditions. The main factor that determines which aerosol particles are CCN at
a given supersaturation is their size.
Cloud feedback A climate feedback involving changes in any of the
properties of clouds as a response to a change in the local or global mean
surface temperature. Understanding cloud feedbacks and determining
their magnitude and sign require an understanding of how a change in climate may affect the spectrum of cloud types, the cloud fraction and height,
the radiative properties of clouds, and finally the Earth’s radiation budget.
At present, cloud feedbacks remain the largest source of uncertainty in
climate sensitivity estimates. See also Cloud radiative effect.
Cloud radiative effect The radiative effect of clouds relative to the
identical situation without clouds. In previous IPCC reports this was called
cloud radiative forcing, but that terminology is inconsistent with other uses
of the forcing term and is not maintained in this report. See also Cloud
feedback.
CO2-equivalent See Equivalent carbon dioxide.
Cold days/cold nights Days where maximum temperature, or nights
where minimum temperature, falls below the 10th percentile, where the
respective temperature distributions are generally defined with respect to
the 1961–1990 reference period. For the corresponding indices, see Box
2.4.
Compatible emissions Earth System Models that simulate the land
and ocean carbon cycle can calculate CO2 emissions that are compatible
with a given atmospheric CO2 concentration trajectory. The compatible
emissions over a given period of time are equal to the increase of carbon
over that same period of time in the sum of the three active reservoirs: the
atmosphere, the land and the ocean.
Confidence The validity of a finding based on the type, amount, quality,
and consistency of evidence (e.g., mechanistic understanding, theory, data,
models, expert judgment) and on the degree of agreement. Confidence is
expressed qualitatively (Mastrandrea et al., 2010). See Figure 1.11 for the
levels of confidence and Table 1.1 for the list of likelihood qualifiers. See
also Uncertainty.
Convection Vertical motion driven by buoyancy forces arising from
static instability, usually caused by near-surface cooling or increases in
salinity in the case of the ocean and near-surface warming or cloud-top
radiative cooling in the case of the atmosphere. In the atmosphere convection gives rise to cumulus clouds and precipitation and is effective at
both scavenging and vertically transporting chemical species. In the ocean
convection can carry surface waters to deep within the ocean.
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Cosmogenic radioisotopes Rare radioactive isotopes that are created by the interaction of a high-energy cosmic ray particles with atoms
nuclei. They are often used as indicator of solar activity which modulates
the cosmic rays intensity or as tracers of atmospheric transport processes,
and are also called cosmogenic radionuclides.
Cryosphere All regions on and beneath the surface of the Earth and
ocean where water is in solid form, including sea ice, lake ice, river ice,
snow cover, glaciers and ice sheets, and frozen ground (which includes
permafrost).
Dansgaard–Oeschger events Abrupt events characterized in Greenland ice cores and in palaeoclimate records from the nearby North Atlantic
by a cold glacial state, followed by a rapid transition to a warmer phase,
and a slow cooling back to glacial conditions. Counterparts of Dansgaard–
Oeschger events are observed in other regions as well.
Deforestation Conversion of forest to non-forest. For a discussion of
the term forest and related terms such as afforestation, reforestation, and
deforestation see the IPCC Special Report on Land Use, Land-Use Change
and Forestry (IPCC, 2000). See also the report on Definitions and Methodological Options to Inventory Emissions from Direct Human-induced
Degradation of Forests and Devegetation of Other Vegetation Types (IPCC,
2003).
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Deglaciation/glacial termination Transitions from full glacial conditions (ice age) to warm interglacials characterized by global warming
and sea level rise due to change in continental ice volume.
Detection and attribution Detection of change is defined as the
process of demonstrating that climate or a system affected by climate has
changed in some defined statistical sense, without providing a reason for
that change. An identified change is detected in observations if its likelihood of occurrence by chance due to internal variability alone is determined to be small, for example, <10%. Attribution is defined as the process of evaluating the relative contributions of multiple causal factors to
a change or event with an assignment of statistical confidence (Hegerl et
al., 2010).
Diatoms Silt-sized algae that live in surface waters of lakes, rivers and
oceans and form shells of opal. Their species distribution in ocean cores is
often related to past sea surface temperatures.
Direct (aerosol) effect See Aerosol–radiation interaction.
Direct Air Capture Chemical process by which a pure CO2 stream is
produced by capturing CO2 from the ambient air.
Diurnal temperature range The difference between the maximum
and minimum temperature during a 24-hour period.
Dobson Unit (DU) A unit to measure the total amount of ozone in a
vertical column above the Earth’s surface (total column ozone). The number
of Dobson Units is the thickness in units of 10–5 m that the ozone column
would occupy if compressed into a layer of uniform density at a pressure
of 1013 hPa and a temperature of 0°C. One DU corresponds to a column of
ozone containing 2.69 × 1020 molecules per square metre. A typical value
for the amount of ozone in a column of the Earth’s atmosphere, although
very variable, is 300 DU.
Downscaling Downscaling is a method that derives local- to regionalscale (10 to 100 km) information from larger-scale models or data analyses.
Two main methods exist: dynamical downscaling and empirical/statistical
downscaling. The dynamical method uses the output of regional climate
models, global models with variable spatial resolution or high-resolution
global models. The empirical/statistical methods develop statistical relationships that link the large-scale atmospheric variables with local/regional
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climate variables. In all cases, the quality of the driving model remains an
important limitation on the quality of the downscaled information.
Drought A period of abnormally dry weather long enough to cause a
serious hydrological imbalance. Drought is a relative term; therefore any
discussion in terms of precipitation deficit must refer to the particular
precipitation-related activity that is under discussion. For example, shortage of precipitation during the growing season impinges on crop production or ecosystem function in general (due to soil moisture drought, also
termed agricultural drought), and during the runoff and percolation season
primarily affects water supplies (hydrological drought). Storage changes
in soil moisture and groundwater are also affected by increases in actual
evapotranspiration in addition to reductions in precipitation. A period with
an abnormal precipitation deficit is defined as a meteorological drought. A
megadrought is a very lengthy and pervasive drought, lasting much longer
than normal, usually a decade or more. For the corresponding indices, see
Box 2.4.
Dynamical system A process or set of processes whose evolution in
time is governed by a set of deterministic physical laws. The climate system
is a dynamical system. See also Abrupt climate change, Chaotic, Nonlinearity and Predictability.
Earth System Model (ESM) A coupled atmosphere–ocean general
circulation model in which a representation of the carbon cycle is included, allowing for interactive calculation of atmospheric CO2 or compatible
emissions. Additional components (e.g., atmospheric chemistry, ice sheets,
dynamic vegetation, nitrogen cycle, but also urban or crop models) may be
included. See also Climate model.
Earth System Model of Intermediate Complexity (EMIC) A climate model attempting to include all the most important earth system
processes as in ESMs but at a lower resolution or in a simpler, more idealized fashion.
Earth System sensitivity The equilibrium temperature response of
the coupled atmosphere–ocean–cryosphere–vegetation–carbon cycle
system to a doubling of the atmospheric CO2 concentration is referred to
as Earth System sensitivity. Because it allows slow components (e.g., ice
sheets, vegetation) of the climate system to adjust to the external perturbation, it may differ substantially from the climate sensitivity derived from
coupled atmosphere–ocean models.
Ecosystem An ecosystem is a functional unit consisting of living
organisms, their non-living environment, and the interactions within and
between them. The components included in a given ecosystem and its spatial boundaries depend on the purpose for which the ecosystem is defined:
in some cases they are relatively sharp, while in others they are diffuse.
Ecosystem boundaries can change over time. Ecosystems are nested within
other ecosystems, and their scale can range from very small to the entire
biosphere. In the current era, most ecosystems either contain people as
key organisms, or are influenced by the effects of human activities in their
environment.
Effective climate sensitivity See Climate sensitivity.
Effective radiative forcing See Radiative forcing.
Efficacy A measure of how effective a radiative forcing from a given
anthropogenic or natural mechanism is at changing the equilibrium global
mean surface temperature compared to an equivalent radiative forcing from carbon dioxide. A carbon dioxide increase by definition has an
efficacy of 1.0. Variations in climate efficacy may result from rapid adjustments to the applied forcing, which differ with different forcings.
Ekman pumping Frictional stress at the surface between two fluids
(atmosphere and ocean) or between a fluid and the adjacent solid surface (the Earth’s surface) forces a circulation. When the resulting mass
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transport is converging, mass conservation requires a vertical flow away
from the surface. This is called Ekman pumping. The opposite effect, in case
of divergence, is called Ekman suction. The effect is important in both the
atmosphere and the ocean.
Ekman transport The total transport resulting from a balance between
the Coriolis force and the frictional stress due to the action of the wind on
the ocean surface. See also Ekman pumping.
Electromagnetic spectrum Wavelength or energy range of all electromagnetic radiation. In terms of solar radiation, the spectral irradiance is
the power arriving at the Earth per unit area, per unit wavelength.
El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) The term El Niño was initially
used to describe a warm-water current that periodically flows along the
coast of Ecuador and Peru, disrupting the local fishery. It has since become
identified with a basin-wide warming of the tropical Pacific Ocean east of
the dateline. This oceanic event is associated with a fluctuation of a globalscale tropical and subtropical surface pressure pattern called the Southern
Oscillation. This coupled atmosphere–ocean phenomenon, with preferred
time scales of two to about seven years, is known as the El Niño-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO). It is often measured by the surface pressure anomaly
difference between Tahiti and Darwin or the sea surface temperatures in
the central and eastern equatorial Pacific. During an ENSO event, the prevailing trade winds weaken, reducing upwelling and altering ocean currents such that the sea surface temperatures warm, further weakening the
trade winds. This event has a great impact on the wind, sea surface temperature and precipitation patterns in the tropical Pacific. It has climatic
effects throughout the Pacific region and in many other parts of the world,
through global teleconnections. The cold phase of ENSO is called La Niña.
For the corresponding indices, see Box 2.5.
Emission scenario A plausible representation of the future development of emissions of substances that are potentially radiatively active
(e.g., greenhouse gases, aerosols) based on a coherent and internally consistent set of assumptions about driving forces (such as demographic and
socioeconomic development, technological change) and their key relationships. Concentration scenarios, derived from emission scenarios, are used
as input to a climate model to compute climate projections. In IPCC (1992)
a set of emission scenarios was presented which were used as a basis
for the climate projections in IPCC (1996). These emission scenarios are
referred to as the IS92 scenarios. In the IPCC Special Report on Emission
Scenarios (Nakićenović and Swart, 2000) emission scenarios, the so-called
SRES scenarios, were published, some of which were used, among others,
as a basis for the climate projections presented in Chapters 9 to 11 of IPCC
(2001) and Chapters 10 and 11 of IPCC (2007). New emission scenarios
for climate change, the four Representative Concentration Pathways, were
developed for, but independently of, the present IPCC assessment. See also
Climate scenario and Scenario.
Energy balance The difference between the total incoming and total
outgoing energy. If this balance is positive, warming occurs; if it is negative, cooling occurs. Averaged over the globe and over long time periods,
this balance must be zero. Because the climate system derives virtually all
its energy from the Sun, zero balance implies that, globally, the absorbed
solar radiation, that is, incoming solar radiation minus reflected solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere and outgoing longwave radiation emitted by the climate system are equal. See also Energy budget.
Energy Balance Model (EBM) An energy balance model is a simplified model that analyses the energy budget of the Earth to compute
changes in the climate. In its simplest form, there is no explicit spatial
dimension and the model then provides an estimate of the changes in
globally averaged temperature computed from the changes in radiation.
This zero-dimensional energy balance model can be extended to a one-
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dimensional or two-dimensional model if changes to the energy budget
with respect to latitude, or both latitude and longitude, are explicitly considered. See also Climate model.
Energy budget (of the Earth) The Earth is a physical system with
an energy budget that includes all gains of incoming energy and all losses
of outgoing energy. The Earth’s energy budget is determined by measuring how much energy comes into the Earth system from the Sun, how
much energy is lost to space, and accounting for the remainder on Earth
and its atmosphere. Solar radiation is the dominant source of energy into
the Earth system. Incoming solar energy may be scattered and reflected
by clouds and aerosols or absorbed in the atmosphere. The transmitted
radiation is then either absorbed or reflected at the Earth’s surface. The
average albedo of the Earth is about 0.3, which means that 30% of the
incident solar energy is reflected into space, while 70% is absorbed by
the Earth. Radiant solar or shortwave energy is transformed into sensible
heat, latent energy (involving different water states), potential energy, and
kinetic energy before being emitted as infrared radiation. With the average
surface temperature of the Earth of about 15°C (288 K), the main outgoing
energy flux is in the infrared part of the spectrum. See also Energy balance,
Latent heat flux, Sensible heat flux.
Ensemble A collection of model simulations characterizing a climate
prediction or projection. Differences in initial conditions and model formulation result in different evolutions of the modelled system and may give
information on uncertainty associated with model error and error in initial
conditions in the case of climate forecasts and on uncertainty associated
with model error and with internally generated climate variability in the
case of climate projections.
Equilibrium and transient climate experiment An equilibrium
climate experiment is a climate model experiment in which the model is
allowed to fully adjust to a change in radiative forcing. Such experiments
provide information on the difference between the initial and final states
of the model, but not on the time-dependent response. If the forcing is
allowed to evolve gradually according to a prescribed emission scenario,
the time-dependent response of a climate model may be analysed. Such
an experiment is called a transient climate experiment. See also Climate
projection.
Equilibrium climate sensitivity See Climate sensitivity.
Equilibrium line The spatially averaged boundary at a given moment,
usually chosen as the seasonal mass budget minimum at the end of
summer, between the region on a glacier where there is a net annual loss
of ice mass (ablation area) and that where there is a net annual gain (accumulation area). The altitude of this boundary is referred to as equilibrium
line altitude (ELA).
Equivalent carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration The concentration of carbon dioxide that would cause the same radiative forcing as
a given mixture of carbon dioxide and other forcing components. Those
values may consider only greenhouse gases, or a combination of greenhouse gases and aerosols. Equivalent carbon dioxide concentration is a
metric for comparing radiative forcing of a mix of different greenhouse
gases at a particular time but does not imply equivalence of the corresponding climate change responses nor future forcing. There is generally
no connection between equivalent carbon dioxide emissions and resulting
equivalent carbon dioxide concentrations.
Equivalent carbon dioxide (CO2) emission The amount of carbon
dioxide emission that would cause the same integrated radiative forcing,
over a given time horizon, as an emitted amount of a greenhouse gas or
a mixture of greenhouse gases. The equivalent carbon dioxide emission is
obtained by multiplying the emission of a greenhouse gas by its Global
Warming Potential for the given time horizon. For a mix of greenhouse
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gases it is obtained by summing the equivalent carbon dioxide emissions
of each gas. Equivalent carbon dioxide emission is a common scale for
comparing emissions of different greenhouse gases but does not imply
equivalence of the corresponding climate change responses. See also
Equivalent carbon dioxide concentration.
Evapotranspiration The combined process of evaporation from the
Earth’s surface and transpiration from vegetation.
Extended Concentration Pathways See Representative Concentration Pathways.
External forcing External forcing refers to a forcing agent outside the
climate system causing a change in the climate system. Volcanic eruptions,
solar variations and anthropogenic changes in the composition of the
atmosphere and land use change are external forcings. Orbital forcing is
also an external forcing as the insolation changes with orbital parameters
eccentricity, tilt and precession of the equinox.
Extratropical cyclone A large-scale (of order 1000 km) storm in
the middle or high latitudes having low central pressure and fronts with
strong horizontal gradients in temperature and humidity. A major cause
of extreme wind speeds and heavy precipitation especially in wintertime.
Extreme climate event See Extreme weather event.
Extreme sea level See Storm surge.
AIII

Extreme weather event An extreme weather event is an event that
is rare at a particular place and time of year. Definitions of rare vary, but
an extreme weather event would normally be as rare as or rarer than the
10th or 90th percentile of a probability density function estimated from
observations. By definition, the characteristics of what is called extreme
weather may vary from place to place in an absolute sense. When a pattern of extreme weather persists for some time, such as a season, it may
be classed as an extreme climate event, especially if it yields an average or
total that is itself extreme (e.g., drought or heavy rainfall over a season).
Faculae Bright patches on the Sun. The area covered by faculae is greater during periods of high solar activity.
Feedback See Climate feedback.
Fingerprint The climate response pattern in space and/or time to a specific forcing is commonly referred to as a fingerprint. The spatial patterns of
sea level response to melting of glaciers or ice sheets (or other changes in
surface loading) are also referred to as fingerprints. Fingerprints are used
to detect the presence of this response in observations and are typically
estimated using forced climate model simulations.
Flux adjustment To avoid the problem of coupled Atmosphere–Ocean
General Circulation Models (AOGCMs) drifting into some unrealistic climate state, adjustment terms can be applied to the atmosphere-ocean
fluxes of heat and moisture (and sometimes the surface stresses resulting
from the effect of the wind on the ocean surface) before these fluxes are
imposed on the model ocean and atmosphere. Because these adjustments
are pre-computed and therefore independent of the coupled model integration, they are uncorrelated with the anomalies that develop during the
integration.
Forest A vegetation type dominated by trees. Many definitions of the
term forest are in use throughout the world, reflecting wide differences in
biogeophysical conditions, social structure and economics. For a discussion
of the term forest and related terms such as afforestation, reforestation and
deforestation see the IPCC Report on Land Use, Land-Use Change and Forestry (IPCC, 2000). See also the Report on Definitions and M
 ethodological
Options to Inventory Emissions from Direct Human-induced Degradation of
Forests and Devegetation of Other Vegetation Types (IPCC, 2003).
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Fossil fuel emissions Emissions of greenhouse gases (in particular
carbon dioxide), other trace gases and aerosols resulting from the combustion of fuels from fossil carbon deposits such as oil, gas and coal.
Framework Convention on Climate Change See United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).
Free atmosphere The atmospheric layer that is negligibly affected by
friction against the Earth’s surface, and which is above the atmospheric
boundary layer.
Frozen ground Soil or rock in which part or all of the pore water is
frozen. Frozen ground includes permafrost. Ground that freezes and thaws
annually is called seasonally frozen ground.
General circulation The large-scale motions of the atmosphere and
the ocean as a consequence of differential heating on a rotating Earth.
General circulation contributes to the energy balance of the system
through transport of heat and momentum.
General Circulation Model (GCM) See Climate model.
Geoengineering Geoengineering refers to a broad set of methods and
technologies that aim to deliberately alter the climate system in order to
alleviate the impacts of climate change. Most, but not all, methods seek
to either (1) reduce the amount of absorbed solar energy in the climate
system (Solar Radiation Management) or (2) increase net carbon sinks
from the atmosphere at a scale sufficiently large to alter climate (Carbon
Dioxide Removal). Scale and intent are of central importance. Two key
characteristics of geoengineering methods of particular concern are that
they use or affect the climate system (e.g., atmosphere, land or ocean)
globally or regionally and/or could have substantive unintended effects
that cross national boundaries. Geoengineering is different from weather
modification and ecological engineering, but the boundary can be fuzzy
(IPCC, 2012, p. 2).
Geoid The equipotential surface having the same geopotential at each
latitude and longitude around the world (geodesists denoting this potential W0) that best approximates the mean sea level. It is the surface of
reference for measurement of altitude. In practice, several variations of
definitions of the geoid exist depending on the way the permanent tide
(the zero-frequency gravitational tide due to the Sun and Moon) is considered in geodetic studies.
Geostrophic winds or currents A wind or current that is in balance
with the horizontal pressure gradient and the Coriolis force, and thus is outside of the influence of friction. Thus, the wind or current is directly parallel
to isobars and its speed is proportional to the horizontal pressure gradient.
Glacial–interglacial cycles Phase of the Earth’s history marked by
large changes in continental ice volume and global sea level. See also Ice
age and Interglacials.
Glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) The deformation of the Earth
and its gravity field due to the response of the earth–ocean system to
changes in ice and associated water loads. It is sometimes referred to as
glacio-hydro isostasy. It includes vertical and horizontal deformations of
the Earth’s surface and changes in geoid due to the redistribution of mass
during the ice–ocean mass exchange.
Glacier A perennial mass of land ice that originates from compressed
snow, shows evidence of past or present flow (through internal deformation and/or sliding at the base) and is constrained by internal stress and
friction at the base and sides. A glacier is maintained by accumulation of
snow at high altitudes, balanced by melting at low altitudes and/or discharge into the sea. An ice mass of the same origin as glaciers, but of
continental size, is called an ice sheet. For the purpose of simplicity in this
Assessment Report, all ice masses other than ice sheets are referred to as
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glaciers. See also Equilibrium line and Mass balance/budget (of glaciers or
ice sheets).

winds near the surface, and with rising air near the equator in the so-called
Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone.

Global dimming Global dimming refers to a widespread reduction of
solar radiation received at the surface of the Earth from about the year
1961 to around 1990.

Halocarbons A collective term for the group of partially halogenated
organic species, which includes the chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), halons, methyl
chloride and methyl bromide. Many of the halocarbons have large Global
Warming Potentials. The chlorine and bromine-containing halocarbons are
also involved in the depletion of the ozone layer.

Global mean surface temperature An estimate of the global mean
surface air temperature. However, for changes over time, only anomalies,
as departures from a climatology, are used, most commonly based on the
area-weighted global average of the sea surface temperature anomaly and
land surface air temperature anomaly.
Global Warming Potential (GWP) An index, based on radiative
properties of greenhouse gases, measuring the radiative forcing following
a pulse emission of a unit mass of a given greenhouse gas in the presentday atmosphere integrated over a chosen time horizon, relative to that of
carbon dioxide. The GWP represents the combined effect of the differing
times these gases remain in the atmosphere and their relative effectiveness in causing radiative forcing. The Kyoto Protocol is based on GWPs
from pulse emissions over a 100-year time frame.
Greenhouse effect The infrared radiative effect of all infrared-absorbing constituents in the atmosphere. Greenhouse gases, clouds, and (to a
small extent) aerosols absorb terrestrial radiation emitted by the Earth’s
surface and elsewhere in the atmosphere. These substances emit infrared radiation in all directions, but, everything else being equal, the net
amount emitted to space is normally less than would have been emitted
in the absence of these absorbers because of the decline of temperature
with altitude in the troposphere and the consequent weakening of emission. An increase in the concentration of greenhouse gases increases the
magnitude of this effect; the difference is sometimes called the enhanced
greenhouse effect. The change in a greenhouse gas concentration because
of anthropogenic emissions contributes to an instantaneous radiative forcing. Surface temperature and troposphere warm in response to this forcing,
gradually restoring the radiative balance at the top of the atmosphere.
Greenhouse gas (GHG) Greenhouse gases are those gaseous constituents of the atmosphere, both natural and anthropogenic, that absorb
and emit radiation at specific wavelengths within the spectrum of terrestrial radiation emitted by the Earth’s surface, the atmosphere itself, and by
clouds. This property causes the greenhouse effect. Water vapour (H2O),
carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (N2O), methane (CH4) and ozone (O3)
are the primary greenhouse gases in the Earth’s atmosphere. Moreover,
there are a number of entirely human-made greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere, such as the halocarbons and other chlorine- and brominecontaining substances, dealt with under the Montreal Protocol. Beside CO2,
N2O and CH4, the Kyoto Protocol deals with the greenhouse gases sulphur hexafluoride (SF6), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and perfluorocarbons
(PFCs). For a list of well-mixed greenhouse gases, see Table 2.A.1.
Gross Primary Production (GPP) The amount of carbon fixed by the
autotrophs (e.g. plants and algaes).
Grounding line The junction between a glacier or ice sheet and ice
shelf; the place where ice starts to float. This junction normally occurs over
a finite zone, rather than at a line.
Gyre Basin-scale ocean horizontal circulation pattern with slow flow
circulating around the ocean basin, closed by a strong and narrow (100 to
200 km wide) boundary current on the western side. The subtropical gyres
in each ocean are associated with high pressure in the centre of the gyres;
the subpolar gyres are associated with low pressure.
Hadley Circulation A direct, thermally driven overturning cell in the
atmosphere consisting of poleward flow in the upper troposphere, subsiding air into the subtropical anticyclones, return flow as part of the trade

Halocline A layer in the oceanic water column in which salinity changes
rapidly with depth. Generally saltier water is denser and lies below less
salty water. In some high latitude oceans the surface waters may be colder
than the deep waters and the halocline is responsible for maintaining
water column stability and isolating the surface waters from the deep
waters. See also Thermocline.
Halosteric See Sea level change.
HCFC See Halocarbons.
Heat wave A period of abnormally and uncomfortably hot weather. See
also Warm spell.
Heterotrophic respiration The conversion of organic matter to
carbon dioxide by organisms other than autotrophs.
HFC See Halocarbons.
Hindcast or retrospective forecast A forecast made for a period in
the past using only information available before the beginning of the forecast. A sequence of hindcasts can be used to calibrate the forecast system
and/or provide a measure of the average skill that the forecast system has
exhibited in the past as a guide to the skill that might be expected in the
future.
Holocene The Holocene Epoch is the latter of two epochs in the Quaternary System, extending from 11.65 ka (thousand years before 1950) to
the present. It is also known as Marine Isotopic Stage (MIS) 1 or current
interglacial.
Hydroclimate Part of the climate pertaining to the hydrology of a
region.
Hydrological cycle The cycle in which water evaporates from the
oceans and the land surface, is carried over the Earth in atmospheric
circulation as water vapour, condenses to form clouds, precipitates over
ocean and land as rain or snow, which on land can be intercepted by trees
and vegetation, provides runoff on the land surface, infiltrates into soils,
recharges groundwater, discharges into streams and ultimately flows out
into the oceans, from which it will eventually evaporate again. The various systems involved in the hydrological cycle are usually referred to as
hydrological systems.
Hydrosphere The component of the climate system comprising liquid
surface and subterranean water, such as oceans, seas, rivers, fresh water
lakes, underground water, etc.
Hypsometry The distribution of land or ice surface as a function of
altitude.
Ice age An ice age or glacial period is characterized by a long-term
reduction in the temperature of the Earth’s climate, resulting in growth of
ice sheets and glaciers.
Ice–albedo feedback A climate feedback involving changes in the
Earth’s surface albedo. Snow and ice have an albedo much higher (up to
~0.8) than the average planetary albedo (~0.3). With increasing temperatures, it is anticipated that snow and ice extent will decrease, the Earth’s
overall albedo will decrease and more solar radiation will be absorbed,
warming the Earth further.
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A cylinder of ice drilled out of a glacier or ice sheet.

Ice sheet A mass of land ice of continental size that is sufficiently thick
to cover most of the underlying bed, so that its shape is mainly determined
by its dynamics (the flow of the ice as it deforms internally and/or slides at
its base). An ice sheet flows outward from a high central ice plateau with
a small average surface slope. The margins usually slope more steeply, and
most ice is discharged through fast flowing ice streams or outlet glaciers,
in some cases into the sea or into ice shelves floating on the sea. There are
only two ice sheets in the modern world, one on Greenland and one on
Antarctica. During glacial periods there were others.
Ice shelf A floating slab of ice of considerable thickness extending from
the coast (usually of great horizontal extent with a very gently sloping
surface), often filling embayments in the coastline of an ice sheet. Nearly
all ice shelves are in Antarctica, where most of the ice discharged into the
ocean flows via ice shelves.
Ice stream A stream of ice with strongly enhanced flow that is part of
an ice sheet. It is often separated from surrounding ice by strongly sheared,
crevassed margins. See also Outlet glacier.
Incoming solar radiation See Insolation.
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Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) Large–scale mode of interannual variability of sea surface temperature in the Indian Ocean. This pattern manifests
through a zonal gradient of tropical sea surface temperature, which in one
extreme phase in boreal autumn shows cooling off Sumatra and warming
off Somalia in the west, combined with anomalous easterlies along the
equator.
Indirect aerosol effect See Aerosol-cloud interaction.
Industrial Revolution A period of rapid industrial growth with farreaching social and economic consequences, beginning in Britain during
the second half of the 18th century and spreading to Europe and later to
other countries including the United States. The invention of the steam
engine was an important trigger of this development. The industrial revolution marks the beginning of a strong increase in the use of fossil fuels and
emission of, in particular, fossil carbon dioxide. In this report the terms preindustrial and industrial refer, somewhat arbitrarily, to the periods before
and after 1750, respectively.
Infrared radiation See Terrestrial radiation.
Insolation The amount of solar radiation reaching the Earth by latitude and by season measured in W m–2. Usually insolation refers to the
radiation arriving at the top of the atmosphere. Sometimes it is specified
as referring to the radiation arriving at the Earth’s surface. See also Total
Solar Irradiance.
Interglacials or interglaciations The warm periods between ice age
glaciations. Often defined as the periods at which sea levels were close
to present sea level. For the Last Interglacial (LIG) this occurred between
about 129 and 116 ka (thousand years) before present (defined as 1950)
although the warm period started in some areas a few thousand years
earlier. In terms of the oxygen isotope record interglaciations are defined
as the interval between the midpoint of the preceding termination and
the onset of the next glaciation. The present interglaciation, the Holocene,
started at 11.65 ka before present although globally sea levels did not
approach their present position until about 7 ka before present.
Internal variability See Climate variability.
Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) The Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone is an equatorial zonal belt of low pressure, strong convection
and heavy precipitation near the equator where the northeast trade winds
meet the southeast trade winds. This band moves seasonally.
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Iron fertilization Deliberate introduction of iron to the upper ocean
intended to enhance biological productivity which can sequester additional atmospheric carbon dioxide into the oceans.
Irreversibility A perturbed state of a dynamical system is defined as
irreversible on a given timescale, if the recovery timescale from this state
due to natural processes is significantly longer than the time it takes for the
system to reach this perturbed state. In the context of WGI, the time scale
of interest is centennial to millennial. See also Tipping point.
Isostatic or Isostasy Isostasy refers to the response of the earth to
changes in surface load. It includes the deformational and gravitational
response. This response is elastic on short time scales, as in the earth–
ocean response to recent changes in mountain glaciation, or viscoelastic
on longer time scales, as in the response to the last deglaciation following
the Last Glacial Maximum. See also Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA).
Isotopes Atoms of the same chemical element that have the same the
number of protons but differ in the number of neutrons. Some proton–
neutron configurations are stable (stable isotopes), others are unstable
undergoing spontaneous radioactive decay (radioisotopes). Most elements
have more than one stable isotope. Isotopes can be used to trace transport
processes or to study processes that change the isotopic ratio. Radioisotopes provide in addition time information that can be used for radiometric
dating.
Kyoto Protocol The Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was adopted in 1997 in Kyoto,
Japan, at the Third Session of the Conference of the Parties (COP) to the
UNFCCC. It contains legally binding commitments, in addition to those
included in the UNFCCC. Countries included in Annex B of the Protocol
(most Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development countries
and countries with economies in transition) agreed to reduce their anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions (carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous
oxide, hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and sulphur hexafluoride) by
at least 5% below 1990 levels in the commitment period 2008–2012. The
Kyoto Protocol entered into force on 16 February 2005.
Land surface air temperature The surface air temperature as measured in well-ventilated screens over land at 1.5 m above the ground.
Land use and Land use change Land use refers to the total of
arrangements, activities and inputs undertaken in a certain land cover type
(a set of human actions). The term land use is also used in the sense of the
social and economic purposes for which land is managed (e.g., grazing,
timber extraction and conservation). Land use change refers to a change
in the use or management of land by humans, which may lead to a change
in land cover. Land cover and land use change may have an impact on
the surface albedo, evapotranspiration, sources and sinks of greenhouse
gases, or other properties of the climate system and may thus give rise to
radiative forcing and/or other impacts on climate, locally or globally. See
also the IPCC Report on Land Use, Land-Use Change, and Forestry (IPCC,
2000).
Land water storage Water stored on land other than in glaciers and
ice sheets (that is water stored in rivers, lakes, wetlands, the vadose zone,
aquifers, reservoirs, snow and permafrost). Changes in land water storage
driven by climate and human activities contribute to sea level change.
La Niña See El Niño-Southern Oscillation.
Lapse rate The rate of change of an atmospheric variable, usually temperature, with height. The lapse rate is considered positive when the variable decreases with height.
Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) The period during the last ice age when
the glaciers and ice sheets reached their maximum extent, a pproximately
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21 ka ago. This period has been widely studied because the radiative forcings and boundary conditions are relatively well known.
Last Interglacial (LIG) See Interglacials.
Latent heat flux The turbulent flux of heat from the Earth’s surface
to the atmosphere that is associated with evaporation or condensation of
water vapour at the surface; a component of the surface energy budget.
Lifetime Lifetime is a general term used for various time scales characterizing the rate of processes affecting the concentration of trace gases.
The following lifetimes may be distinguished:
Turnover time (T) (also called global atmospheric lifetime) is the
ratio of the mass M of a reservoir (e.g., a gaseous compound in the
atmosphere) and the total rate of removal S from the reservoir: T = M/S.
For each removal process, separate turnover times can be defined. In
soil carbon biology, this is referred to as Mean Residence Time.
Adjustment time or response time (Ta) is the time scale characterizing the decay of an instantaneous pulse input into the reservoir. The
term adjustment time is also used to characterize the adjustment of
the mass of a reservoir following a step change in the source strength.
Half-life or decay constant is used to quantify a first-order exponential
decay process. See Response time for a different definition pertinent to
climate variations.
The term lifetime is sometimes used, for simplicity, as a surrogate for
adjustment time.
In simple cases, where the global removal of the compound is directly
proportional to the total mass of the reservoir, the adjustment time
equals the turnover time: T = Ta. An example is CFC-11, which is
removed from the atmosphere only by photochemical processes in the
stratosphere. In more complicated cases, where several reservoirs are
involved or where the removal is not proportional to the total mass,
the equality T = Ta no longer holds. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is an extreme
example. Its turnover time is only about 4 years because of the rapid
exchange between the atmosphere and the ocean and terrestrial biota.
However, a large part of that CO2 is returned to the atmosphere within
a few years. Thus, the adjustment time of CO2 in the atmosphere is
actually determined by the rate of removal of carbon from the surface
layer of the oceans into its deeper layers. Although an approximate
value of 100 years may be given for the adjustment time of CO2 in the
atmosphere, the actual adjustment is faster initially and slower later
on. In the case of methane (CH4), the adjustment time is different from
the turnover time because the removal is mainly through a chemical
reaction with the hydroxyl radical (OH), the concentration of which
itself depends on the CH4 concentration. Therefore, the CH4 removal
rate S is not proportional to its total mass M.
Likelihood The chance of a specific outcome occurring, where this
might be estimated probabilistically. This is expressed in this report using a
standard terminology, defined in Table 1.1. See also Confidence and Uncertainty.
Lithosphere The upper layer of the solid Earth, both continental and
oceanic, which comprises all crustal rocks and the cold, mainly elastic
part of the uppermost mantle. Volcanic activity, although part of the lithosphere, is not considered as part of the climate system, but acts as an
external forcing factor. See also Isostatic.
Little Ice Age (LIA) An interval during the last millennium characterized by a number of extensive expansions of mountain glaciers and
moderate retreats in between them, both in the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres. The timing of glacial advances differs between regions and
the LIA is, therefore, not clearly defined in time. Most definitions lie in the
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period 1400 CE and 1900 CE. Currently available reconstructions of average Northern Hemisphere temperature indicate that the coolest periods at
the hemispheric scale may have occurred from 1450 to 1850 CE.
Longwave radiation See Terrestrial radiation.
Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO) The largest single component of
tropical atmospheric intraseasonal variability (periods from 30 to 90 days).
The MJO propagates eastwards at around 5 m s–1 in the form of a largescale coupling between atmospheric circulation and deep convection. As it
progresses, it is associated with large regions of both enhanced and suppressed rainfall, mainly over the Indian and western Pacific Oceans. Each
MJO event lasts approximately 30 to 60 days, hence the MJO is also known
as the 30- to 60-day wave, or the intraseasonal oscillation.
Marine-based ice sheet An ice sheet containing a substantial region
that rests on a bed lying below sea level and whose perimeter is in contact
with the ocean. The best known example is the West Antarctic ice sheet.
Mass balance/budget (of glaciers or ice sheets) The balance
between the mass input to the ice body (accumulation) and the mass loss
(ablation and iceberg calving) over a stated period of time, which is often
a year or a season. Point mass balance refers to the mass balance at a
particular location on the glacier or ice sheet. Surface mass balance is the
difference between surface accumulation and surface ablation. The input
and output terms for mass balance are:
Accumulation All processes that add to the mass of a glacier. The
main contribution to accumulation is snowfall. Accumulation also
includes deposition of hoar, freezing rain, other types of solid precipitation, gain of wind-blown snow, and avalanching.
Ablation Surface processes that reduce the mass of a glacier. The
main contributor to ablation is melting with runoff but on some glaciers sublimation, loss of wind-blown snow and avalanching are also
significant processes of ablation.
Discharge/outflow Mass loss by iceberg calving or ice discharge
across the grounding line of a floating ice shelf. Although often treated
as an ablation term, in this report iceberg calving and discharge is considered separately from surface ablation.
Mean sea level The surface level of the ocean at a particular point
averaged over an extended period of time such as a month or year. Mean
sea level is often used as a national datum to which heights on land are
referred.
Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA) See Medieval Warm Period.
Medieval Warm Period (MWP) An interval of relatively warm conditions and other notable climate anomalies such as more extensive
drought in some continental regions. The timing of this interval is not
clearly defined, with different records showing onset and termination of
the warmth at different times, and some showing intermittent warmth.
Most definitions lie within the period 900 to 1400 CE. Currently available
reconstructions of average Northern Hemisphere temperature indicate that
the warmest period at the hemispheric scale may have occurred from 950
to 1250 CE. Currently available records and temperature reconstructions
indicate that average temperatures during parts of the MWP were indeed
warmer in the context of the last 2 kyr, though the warmth may not have
been as ubiquitous across seasons and geographical regions as the 20th
century warming. It is also called Medieval Climate Anomaly.
Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) Meridional (north–
south) overturning circulation in the ocean quantified by zonal (east–west)
sums of mass transports in depth or density layers. In the North Atlantic,
away from the subpolar regions, the MOC (which is in principle an observable quantity) is often identified with the thermohaline circulation (THC),
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which is a conceptual and incomplete interpretation. It must be borne in
mind that the MOC is also driven by wind, and can also include shallower
overturning cells such as occur in the upper ocean in the tropics and subtropics, in which warm (light) waters moving poleward are transformed to
slightly denser waters and subducted equatorward at deeper levels.

Mode of climate variability Underlying space–time structure with
preferred spatial pattern and temporal variation that helps account for the
gross features in variance and for teleconnections. A mode of variability
is often considered to be the product of a spatial climate pattern and an
associated climate index time series.

Metadata Information about meteorological and climatological data
concerning how and when they were measured, their quality, known problems and other characteristics.

Mole fraction Mole fraction, or mixing ratio, is the ratio of the number
of moles of a constituent in a given volume to the total number of moles
of all constituents in that volume. It is usually reported for dry air. Typical
values for well-mixed greenhouse gases are in the order of μmol mol–1
(parts per million: ppm), nmol mol–1 (parts per billion: ppb), and fmol mol–1
(parts per trillion: ppt). Mole fraction differs from volume mixing ratio,
often expressed in ppmv etc., by the corrections for non-ideality of gases.
This correction is significant relative to measurement precision for many
greenhouse gases (Schwartz and Warneck, 1995).

Methane (CH4) Methane is one of the six greenhouse gases to be mitigated under the Kyoto Protocol and is the major component of natural gas
and associated with all hydrocarbon fuels, animal husbandry and agriculture.
Metric A consistent measurement of a characteristic of an object or
activity that is otherwise difficult to quantify. Within the context of the
evaluation of climate models, this is a quantitative measure of agreement
between a simulated and observed quantity which can be used to assess
the performance of individual models.
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Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) A microwave sounder on National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) polar orbiter satellites,
that estimates the temperature of thick layers of the atmosphere by measuring the thermal emission of oxygen molecules from a complex of emission lines near 60 GHz. A series of nine MSUs began making this kind
of measurement in late 1978. Beginning in mid 1998, a follow-on series
of instruments, the Advanced Microwave Sounding Units (AMSUs), began
operation.
Mineralization/Remineralization The conversion of an element
from its organic form to an inorganic form as a result of microbial decomposition. In nitrogen mineralization, organic nitrogen from decaying plant
and animal residues (proteins, nucleic acids, amino sugars and urea) is
converted to ammonia (NH3) and ammonium (NH4+) by biological activity.
Mitigation A human intervention to reduce the sources or enhance the
sinks of greenhouse gases.
Mixing ratio See Mole fraction.
Model drift Since model climate differs to some extent from observed
climate, climate forecasts will typically ‘drift’ from the initial observationbased state towards the model’s climate. This drift occurs at different time
scales for different variables, can obscure the initial-condition forecast
information and is usually removed a posteriori by an empirical, usually
linear, adjustment.
Model hierarchy

See Climate model (spectrum or hierarchy).

Model initialization A climate forecast typically proceeds by integrating a climate model forward in time from an initial state that is intended
to reflect the actual state of the climate system. Available observations of
the climate system are ‘assimilated’ into the model. Initialization is a complex process that is limited by available observations, observational errors
and, depending on the procedure used, may be affected by uncertainty in
the history of climate forcing. The initial conditions will contain errors that
grow as the forecast progresses, thereby limiting the time for which the
forecast will be useful. See also Climate prediction.
Model spread The range or spread in results from climate models,
such as those assembled for Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
Phase 5 (CMIP5). Does not necessarily provide an exhaustive and formal
estimate of the uncertainty in feedbacks, forcing or projections even when
expressed numerically, for example, by computing a standard deviation of
the models’ responses. In order to quantify uncertainty, information from
observations, physical constraints and expert judgement must be combined, using a statistical framework.
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Monsoon A monsoon is a tropical and subtropical seasonal reversal in
both the surface winds and associated precipitation, caused by differential
heating between a continental-scale land mass and the adjacent ocean.
Monsoon rains occur mainly over land in summer.
Montreal Protocol The Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete
the Ozone Layer was adopted in Montreal in 1987, and subsequently
adjusted and amended in London (1990), Copenhagen (1992), Vienna
(1995), Montreal (1997) and Beijing (1999). It controls the consumption and production of chlorine- and bromine-containing chemicals that
destroy stratospheric ozone, such as chlorofluorocarbons, methyl chloroform, carbon tetrachloride and many others.
Near-surface permafrost A term frequently used in climate model
applications to refer to permafrost at depths close to the ground surface
(typically down to 3.5 m). In modelling studies, near-surface permafrost
is usually diagnosed from 20 or 30 year climate averages, which is different from the conventional definition of permafrost. Disappearance of
near-surface permafrost in a location does not preclude the longer-term
persistence of permafrost at greater depth. See also Active layer, Frozen
ground and Thermokarst.
Near-term climate forcers (NTCF) Near-term climate forcers (NTCF)
refer to those compounds whose impact on climate occurs primarily within
the first decade after their emission. This set of compounds is primarily
composed of those with short lifetimes in the atmosphere compared to
well-mixed greenhouse gases, and has been sometimes referred to as
short lived climate forcers or short-lived climate pollutants. However, the
common property that is of greatest interest to a climate assessment is
the timescale over which their impact on climate is felt. This set of compounds includes methane, which is also a well-mixed greenhouse gas, as
well as ozone and aerosols, or their precursors, and some halogenated
species that are not well-mixed greenhouse gases. These compounds do
not accumulate in the atmosphere at decadal to centennial timescales,
and so their effect on climate is predominantly in the near term following
their emission.
Nitrogen deposition Nitrogen deposition is defined as the nitrogen
transferred from the atmosphere to the Earth’s surface by the processes of
wet deposition and dry deposition.
Nitrous oxide (N2O) One of the six greenhouse gases to be mitigated under the Kyoto Protocol. The main anthropogenic source of nitrous
oxide is agriculture (soil and animal manure management), but important
contributions also come from sewage treatment, combustion of fossil fuel,
and chemical industrial processes. Nitrous oxide is also produced naturally
from a wide variety of biological sources in soil and water, particularly
microbial action in wet tropical forests.
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Nonlinearity A process is called nonlinear when there is no simple proportional relation between cause and effect. The climate system contains
many such nonlinear processes, resulting in a system with potentially very
complex behaviour. Such complexity may lead to abrupt climate change.
See also Chaotic and Predictability.

Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) The pattern and time series of
the first empirical orthogonal function of sea surface temperature over the
North Pacific north of 20°N. The PDO broadened to cover the whole Pacific
Basin is known as the Inter-decadal Pacific Oscillation. The PDO and IPO
exhibit similar temporal evolution. See also Pacific Decadal Variability.

North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) The North Atlantic Oscillation consists of opposing variations of surface pressure near Iceland and near the
Azores. It therefore corresponds to fluctuations in the strength of the main
westerly winds across the Atlantic into Europe, and thus to fluctuations in
the embedded extratropical cyclones with their associated frontal systems.
See NAO Index, Box 2.5.

Pacific decadal variability Coupled decadal-to-inter-decadal variability of the atmospheric circulation and underlying ocean in the Pacific
Basin. It is most prominent in the North Pacific, where fluctuations in the
strength of the winter Aleutian Low pressure system co-vary with North
Pacific sea surface temperatures, and are linked to decadal variations in
atmospheric circulation, sea surface temperatures and ocean circulation
throughout the whole Pacific Basin. Such fluctuations have the effect of
modulating the El Niño-Southern Oscillation cycle. Key measures of Pacific
decadal variability are the North Pacific Index (NPI), the Pacific Decadal
Oscillation (PDO) index and the Inter-decadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO)
index, all defined in Box 2.5.

Northern Annular Mode (NAM) A winter fluctuation in the amplitude of a pattern characterized by low surface pressure in the Arctic and
strong mid-latitude westerlies. The NAM has links with the northern polar
vortex into the stratosphere. Its pattern has a bias to the North Atlantic and
its index has a large correlation with the North Atlantic Oscillation index.
See NAM Index, Box 2.5.
Ocean acidification Ocean acidification refers to a reduction in the pH
of the ocean over an extended period, typically decades or longer, which
is caused primarily by uptake of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, but
can also be caused by other chemical additions or subtractions from the
ocean. Anthropogenic ocean acidification refers to the component of pH
reduction that is caused by human activity (IPCC, 2011, p. 37).
Ocean heat uptake efficiency This is a measure (W m–2 °C–1) of
the rate at which heat storage by the global ocean increases as global
mean surface temperature rises. It is a useful parameter for climate change
experiments in which the radiative forcing is changing monotonically,
when it can be compared with the Climate Feedback Parameter to gauge
the relative importance of climate response and ocean heat uptake in
determining the rate of climate change. It can be estimated from such an
experiment as the ratio of the rate of increase of ocean heat content to the
global mean surface air temperature change.
Organic aerosol Component of the aerosol that consists of organic
compounds, mainly carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and lesser amounts of other
elements. See also Carbonaceous aerosol.
Outgoing longwave radiation Net outgoing radiation in the infrared part of the spectrum at the top of the atmosphere. See also Terrestrial
radiation.
Outlet glacier A glacier, usually between rock walls, that is part of, and
drains an ice sheet. See also Ice stream.
Ozone Ozone, the triatomic form of oxygen (O3), is a gaseous atmospheric constituent. In the troposphere, it is created both naturally and by photochemical reactions involving gases resulting from human activities (smog).
Tropospheric ozone acts as a greenhouse gas. In the stratosphere, it is created by the interaction between solar ultraviolet radiation and molecular
oxygen (O2). Stratospheric ozone plays a dominant role in the stratospheric
radiative balance. Its concentration is highest in the ozone layer.
Ozone hole See Ozone layer.
Ozone layer The stratosphere contains a layer in which the concentration of ozone is greatest, the so-called ozone layer. The layer extends from
about 12 to 40 km above the Earth’s surface. The ozone concentration
reaches a maximum between about 20 and 25 km. This layer has been
depleted by human emissions of chlorine and bromine compounds. Every
year, during the Southern Hemisphere spring, a very strong depletion of
the ozone layer takes place over the Antarctic, caused by anthropogenic
chlorine and bromine compounds in combination with the specific meteorological conditions of that region. This phenomenon is called the Ozone
hole. See also Montreal Protocol.

Pacific–North American (PNA) pattern An atmospheric large-scale
wave pattern featuring a sequence of tropospheric high and low pressure
anomalies stretching from the subtropical west Pacific to the east coast of
North America. See PNA pattern index, Box 2.5.
Paleoclimate Climate during periods prior to the development of measuring instruments, including historic and geologic time, for which only
proxy climate records are available.
Parameterization In climate models, this term refers to the technique
of representing processes that cannot be explicitly resolved at the spatial
or temporal resolution of the model (sub-grid scale processes) by relationships between model-resolved larger-scale variables and the area- or timeaveraged effect of such subgrid scale processes.
Percentiles The set of partition values which divides the total population of a distribution into 100 equal parts, the 50th percentile corresponding to the median of the population.
Permafrost Ground (soil or rock and included ice and organic material)
that remains at or below 0°C for at least two consecutive years. See also
Near-surface permafrost.
pH pH is a dimensionless measure of the acidity of water (or any solution) given by its concentration of hydrogen ions (H+). pH is measured on
a logarithmic scale where pH = –log10(H+). Thus, a pH decrease of 1 unit
corresponds to a 10-fold increase in the concentration of H+, or acidity.
Photosynthesis The process by which plants take carbon dioxide from
the air (or bicarbonate in water) to build carbohydrates, releasing oxygen
in the process. There are several pathways of photosynthesis with different
responses to atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations. See also Carbon
dioxide fertilization.
Plankton Microorganisms living in the upper layers of aquatic systems.
A distinction is made between phytoplankton, which depend on photosynthesis for their energy supply, and zooplankton, which feed on phytoplankton.
Pleistocene The Pleistocene Epoch is the earlier of two epochs in the
Quaternary System, extending from 2.59 Ma to the beginning of the Holocene at 11.65 ka.
Pliocene The Plionece Epoch is the last epoch of the Neogene System
and extends from 5.33 Ma to the beginning of the Pleistocene at 2.59 Ma.
Pollen analysis A technique of both relative dating and environmental
reconstruction, consisting of the identification and counting of pollen types
preserved in peat, lake sediments and other deposits. See also Proxy.
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Precipitable water The total amount of atmospheric water vapour in
a vertical column of unit cross-sectional area. It is commonly expressed in
terms of the height of the water if completely condensed and collected in
a vessel of the same unit cross section.
Precursors Atmospheric compounds that are not greenhouse gases or
aerosols, but that have an effect on greenhouse gas or aerosol concentrations by taking part in physical or chemical processes regulating their
production or destruction rates.
Predictability The extent to which future states of a system may be
predicted based on knowledge of current and past states of the system.
Because knowledge of the climate system’s past and current states is generally imperfect, as are the models that utilize this knowledge to produce a
climate prediction, and because the climate system is inherently nonlinear
and chaotic, predictability of the climate system is inherently limited. Even
with arbitrarily accurate models and observations, there may still be limits
to the predictability of such a nonlinear system (AMS, 2000).
Prediction quality/skill Measures of the success of a prediction
against observationally based information. No single measure can summarize all aspects of forecast quality and a suite of metrics is considered.
Metrics will differ for forecasts given in deterministic and probabilistic
form. See also Climate prediction.
Pre-industrial See Industrial Revolution.
AIII

Probability Density Function (PDF) A probability density function
is a function that indicates the relative chances of occurrence of different
outcomes of a variable. The function integrates to unity over the domain
for which it is defined and has the property that the integral over a subdomain equals the probability that the outcome of the variable lies within
that sub-domain. For example, the probability that a temperature anomaly
defined in a particular way is greater than zero is obtained from its PDF
by integrating the PDF over all possible temperature anomalies greater
than zero. Probability density functions that describe two or more variables
simultaneously are similarly defined.
Process-based Model Theoretical concepts and computational methods that represent and simulate the behaviour of real-world systems
derived from a set of functional components and their interactions with
each other and the system environment, through physical and mechanistic
processes occurring over time. See also Climate model.
Projection A projection is a potential future evolution of a quantity or
set of quantities, often computed with the aid of a model. Unlike predictions, projections are conditional on assumptions concerning, for example,
future socioeconomic and technological developments that may or may
not be realized. See also Climate prediction and Climate projection.
Proxy A proxy climate indicator is a record that is interpreted, using
physical and biophysical principles, to represent some combination of
climate-related variations back in time. Climate-related data derived in
this way are referred to as proxy data. Examples of proxies include pollen
analysis, tree ring records, speleothems, characteristics of corals and various data derived from marine sediments and ice cores. Proxy-data can be
calibrated to provide quantitative climate information.
Quasi-Biennal Oscillation (QBO) A near-periodic oscillation of the
equatorial zonal wind between easterlies and westerlies in the tropical
stratosphere with a mean period of around 28 months. The alternating
wind maxima descend from the base of the mesosphere down to the tropopause, and are driven by wave energy that propagates up from the troposphere.
Quaternary The Quaternary System is the latter of three systems that
make up the Cenozoic Era (65 Ma to present), extending from 2.59 Ma to
the present, and includes the Pleistocene and Holocene epochs.
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Radiative effect The impact on a radiation flux or heating rate (most
commonly, on the downward flux at the top of atmosphere) caused by
the interaction of a particular constituent with either the infrared or solar
radiation fields through absorption, scattering and emission, relative to
an otherwise identical atmosphere free of that constituent. This quantifies the impact of the constituent on the climate system. Examples include
the aerosol–radiation interactions, cloud radiative effect, and greenhouse
effect. In this report, the portion of any top-of-atmosphere radiative effect
that is due to anthropogenic or other external influences (e.g., volcanic
eruptions or changes in the sun) is termed the instantaneous radiative forcing.
Radiative forcing Radiative forcing is the change in the net, downward minus upward, radiative flux (expressed in W m–2) at the tropopause
or top of atmosphere due to a change in an external driver of climate
change, such as, for example, a change in the concentration of carbon dioxide or the output of the Sun. Sometimes internal drivers are still treated as
forcings even though they result from the alteration in climate, for example
aerosol or greenhouse gas changes in paleoclimates. The traditional radiative forcing is computed with all tropospheric properties held fixed at their
unperturbed values, and after allowing for stratospheric temperatures, if
perturbed, to readjust to radiative-dynamical equilibrium. Radiative forcing is called instantaneous if no change in stratospheric temperature is
accounted for. The radiative forcing once rapid adjustments are accounted
for is termed the effective radiative forcing. For the purposes of this report,
radiative forcing is further defined as the change relative to the year 1750
and, unless otherwise noted, refers to a global and annual average value.
Radiative forcing is not to be confused with cloud radiative forcing, which
describes an unrelated measure of the impact of clouds on the radiative
flux at the top of the atmosphere.
Rapid adjustment The response to an agent perturbing the climate
system that is driven directly by the agent, independently of any change
in the global mean surface temperature. For example, carbon dioxide and
aerosols, by altering internal heating and cooling rates within the atmosphere, can each cause changes to cloud cover and other variables thereby
producing a radiative effect even in the absence of any surface warming or
cooling. Adjustments are rapid in the sense that they begin to occur right
away, before climate feedbacks which are driven by warming (although
some adjustments may still take significant time to proceed to completion,
for example those involving vegetation or ice sheets). It is also called the
rapid response or fast adjustment. For further explanation on the concept,
see Sections 7.1 and 8.1.
Rapid climate change See Abrupt climate change.
Rapid dynamical change (of glaciers or ice sheets) Changes in
glacier or ice sheet mass controlled by changes in flow speed and discharge rather than by accumulation or ablation. This can result in a rate
of mass change larger than that due to any imbalance between accumulation and ablation. Rapid dynamical change may be initiated by a climatic
trigger, such as incursion of warm ocean water beneath an ice shelf, or
thinning of a grounded tidewater terminus, which may lead to reactions
within the glacier system, that may result in rapid ice loss. See also Mass
balance/budget (of glaciers or ice sheets).
Reanalysis Reanalyses are estimates of historical atmospheric temperature and wind or oceanographic temperature and current, and other
quantities, created by processing past meteorological or oceanographic
data using fixed state-of-the-art weather forecasting or ocean circulation
models with data assimilation techniques. Using fixed data assimilation
avoids effects from the changing analysis system that occur in operational
analyses. Although continuity is improved, global reanalyses still suffer
from changing coverage and biases in the observing systems.
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Rebound effect When CO2 is removed from the atmosphere, the CO2
concentration gradient between atmospheric and land/ocean carbon reservoirs is reduced. This leads to a reduction or reversal in subsequent inherent rate of removal of CO2 from the atmosphere by natural carbon cycle
processes on land and ocean.
Reconstruction (of climate variable) Approach to reconstructing
the past temporal and spatial characteristics of a climate variable from
predictors. The predictors can be instrumental data if the reconstruction is
used to infill missing data or proxy data if it is used to develop paleoclimate
reconstructions. Various techniques have been developed for this purpose:
linear multivariate regression based methods and nonlinear Bayesian and
analog methods.
Reforestation Planting of forests on lands that have previously
contained forests but that have been converted to some other use. For
a discussion of the term forest and related terms such as afforestation,
reforestation and deforestation, see the IPCC Report on Land Use, LandUse Change and Forestry (IPCC, 2000). See also the Report on Definitions
and Methodological Options to Inventory Emissions from Direct Humaninduced Degradation of Forests and Devegetation of Other Vegetation
Types (IPCC, 2003).
Region A region is a territory characterized by specific geographical
and climatological features. The climate of a region is affected by regional
and local scale features like topography, land use characteristics and lakes,
as well as remote influences from other regions. See also Teleconnection.
Regional Climate Model (RCM) A climate model at higher resolution over a limited area. Such models are used in downscaling global climate results over specific regional domains.
Relative humidity The relative humidity specifies the ratio of actual
water vapour pressure to that at saturation with respect to liquid water or
ice at the same temperature. See also Specific humidity.
Relative sea level Sea level measured by a tide gauge with respect to
the land upon which it is situated. See also Mean sea level and Sea level
change.
Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) Scenarios that
include time series of emissions and concentrations of the full suite of
greenhouse gases and aerosols and chemically active gases, as well as land
use/land cover (Moss et al., 2008). The word representative signifies that
each RCP provides only one of many possible scenarios that would lead to
the specific radiative forcing characteristics. The term pathway emphasizes
that not only the long-term concentration levels are of interest, but also
the trajectory taken over time to reach that outcome. (Moss et al., 2010).
RCPs usually refer to the portion of the concentration pathway extending up to 2100, for which Integrated Assessment Models produced
corresponding emission scenarios. Extended Concentration Pathways
(ECPs) describe extensions of the RCPs from 2100 to 2500 that were
calculated using simple rules generated by stakeholder consultations,
and do not represent fully consistent scenarios.
Four RCPs produced from Integrated Assessment Models were selected
from the published literature and are used in the present IPCC Assessment as a basis for the climate predictions and projections presented
in Chapters 11 to 14:
RCP2.6 One pathway where radiative forcing peaks at approximately 3 W m–2 before 2100 and then declines (the corresponding ECP
assuming constant emissions after 2100)
RCP4.5 and RCP6.0 Two intermediate stabilization pathways in
which radiative forcing is stabilized at approximately 4.5 W m–2 and
6.0 W m–2 after 2100 (the corresponding ECPs assuming constant concentrations after 2150)
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RCP8.5 One high pathway for which radiative forcing reaches greater than 8.5 W m–2 by 2100 and continues to rise for some amount of
time (the corresponding ECP assuming constant emissions after 2100
and constant concentrations after 2250)
For further description of future scenarios, see Box 1.1.
Reservoir A component of the climate system, other than the atmosphere, which has the capacity to store, accumulate or release a substance
of concern, for example, carbon, a greenhouse gas or a precursor. Oceans,
soils and forests are examples of reservoirs of carbon. Pool is an equivalent
term (note that the definition of pool often includes the atmosphere). The
absolute quantity of the substance of concern held within a reservoir at a
specified time is called the stock.
Resolution In climate models, this term refers to the physical distance
(metres or degrees) between each point on the grid used to compute the
equations. Temporal resolution refers to the time step or time elapsed
between each model computation of the equations.
Respiration The process whereby living organisms convert organic
matter to carbon dioxide, releasing energy and consuming molecular
oxygen.
Response time The response time or adjustment time is the time
needed for the climate system or its components to re-equilibrate to a
new state, following a forcing resulting from external processes. It is very
different for various components of the climate system. The response time
of the troposphere is relatively short, from days to weeks, whereas the
stratosphere reaches equilibrium on a time scale of typically a few months.
Due to their large heat capacity, the oceans have a much longer response
time: typically decades, but up to centuries or millennia. The response
time of the strongly coupled surface–troposphere system is, therefore,
slow compared to that of the stratosphere, and mainly determined by the
oceans. The biosphere may respond quickly (e.g., to droughts), but also
very slowly to imposed changes. See lifetime for a different definition of
response time pertinent to the rate of processes affecting the concentration of trace gases.
Return period An estimate of the average time interval between
occurrences of an event (e.g., flood or extreme rainfall) of (or below/above)
a defined size or intensity. See also Return value.
Return value The highest (or, alternatively, lowest) value of a given
variable, on average occurring once in a given period of time (e.g., in 10
years). See also Return period.
River discharge See Streamflow.
Runoff That part of precipitation that does not evaporate and is not
transpired, but flows through the ground or over the ground surface and
returns to bodies of water. See also Hydrological cycle.
Scenario A plausible description of how the future may develop based
on a coherent and internally consistent set of assumptions about key driving forces (e.g., rate of technological change, prices) and relationships.
Note that scenarios are neither predictions nor forecasts, but are useful to
provide a view of the implications of developments and actions. See also
Climate scenario, Emission scenario, Representative Concentration Pathways and SRES scenarios.
Sea ice Ice found at the sea surface that has originated from the freezing of seawater. Sea ice may be discontinuous pieces (ice floes) moved on
the ocean surface by wind and currents (pack ice), or a motionless sheet
attached to the coast (land-fast ice). Sea ice concentration is the fraction
of the ocean covered by ice. Sea ice less than one year old is called firstyear ice. Perennial ice is sea ice that survives at least one summer. It may
be subdivided into second-year ice and multi-year ice, where multiyear ice
has survived at least two summers.
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Sea level change Sea level can change, both globally and locally due
to (1) changes in the shape of the ocean basins, (2) a change in ocean
volume as a result of a change in the mass of water in the ocean, and (3)
changes in ocean volume as a result of changes in ocean water density.
Global mean sea level change resulting from change in the mass of the
ocean is called barystatic. The amount of barystatic sea level change due to
the addition or removal of a mass of water is called its sea level equivalent
(SLE). Sea level changes, both globally and locally, resulting from changes
in water density are called steric. Density changes induced by temperature changes only are called thermosteric, while density changes induced
by salinity changes are called halosteric. Barystatic and steric sea level
changes do not include the effect of changes in the shape of ocean basins
induced by the change in the ocean mass and its distribution. See also
Relative Sea Level and Thermal expansion.
Sea level equivalent (SLE) The sea level equivalent of a mass of
water (ice, liquid or vapour) is that mass, converted to a volume using a
density of 1000 kg m–3, and divided by the present-day ocean surface area
of 3.625 × 1014 m2. Thus, 362.5 Gt of water mass added to the ocean will
cause 1 mm of global mean sea level rise. See also Sea level change.
Seasonally frozen ground See Frozen ground.
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Sea surface temperature (SST) The sea surface temperature is the
subsurface bulk temperature in the top few metres of the ocean, measured
by ships, buoys and drifters. From ships, measurements of water samples in
buckets were mostly switched in the 1940s to samples from engine intake
water. Satellite measurements of skin temperature (uppermost layer; a
fraction of a millimetre thick) in the infrared or the top centimetre or so in
the microwave are also used, but must be adjusted to be compatible with
the bulk temperature.
Semi-direct (aerosol) effect See Aerosol–radiation interaction.
Semi-empirical model Model in which calculations are based on a
combination of observed associations between variables and theoretical
considerations relating variables through fundamental principles (e.g.,
conservation of energy). For example, in sea level studies, semi-empirical
models refer specifically to transfer functions formulated to project future
global mean sea level change, or contributions to it, from future global
mean surface temperature change or radiative forcing.
Sensible heat flux The turbulent or conductive flux of heat from the
Earth’s surface to the atmosphere that is not associated with phase changes of water; a component of the surface energy budget.
Sequestration

See Uptake.

Shortwave radiation See Solar radiation.
Significant wave height The average trough-to-crest height of the
highest one third of the wave heights (sea and swell) occurring in a particular time period.
Sink Any process, activity or mechanism that removes a greenhouse
gas, an aerosol or a precursor of a greenhouse gas or aerosol from the
atmosphere.
Slab-ocean model A simplified representation in a climate model of
the ocean as a motionless layer of water with a depth of 50 to 100 m.
Climate models with a slab ocean can be used only for estimating the equilibrium response of climate to a given forcing, not the transient evolution
of climate. See also Equilibrium and transient climate experiment.
Snow cover extent The areal extent of snow covered ground.
Snow water equivalent (SWE) The depth of liquid water that would
result if a mass of snow melted completely.
Soil moisture
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Water stored in the soil in liquid or frozen form.

Soil temperature The temperature of the soil. This can be measured or
modelled at multiple levels within the depth of the soil.
Solar activity General term describing a variety of magnetic phenomena on the Sun such as sunspots, faculae (bright areas), and flares (emission
of high-energy particles). It varies on time scales from minutes to millions
of years. See also Solar cycle.
Solar (‘11-year’) cycle A quasi-regular modulation of solar activity
with varying amplitude and a period of between 8 and 14 years.
Solar radiation Electromagnetic radiation emitted by the Sun with a
spectrum close to the one of a black body with a temperature of 5770 K.
The radiation peaks in visible wavelengths. When compared to the terrestrial radiation it is often referred to as shortwave radiation. See also
Insolation and Total solar irradiance (TSI).
Solar Radiation Management (SRM) Solar Radiation Management
refers to the intentional modification of the Earth’s shortwave radiative
budget with the aim to reduce climate change according to a given metric
(e.g., surface temperature, precipitation, regional impacts, etc). Artificial
injection of stratospheric aerosols and cloud brightening are two examples
of SRM techniques. Methods to modify some fast-responding elements of
the longwave radiative budget (such as cirrus clouds), although not strictly
speaking SRM, can be related to SRM. SRM techniques do not fall within
the usual definitions of mitigation and adaptation (IPCC, 2012, p. 2). See
also Solar radiation, Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) and Geoengineering.
Solubility pump Solubility pump is an important physicochemical process that transports dissolved inorganic carbon from the ocean’s surface
to its interior. This process controls the inventory of carbon in the ocean.
The solubility of gaseous carbon dioxide can alter carbon dioxide concentrations in the oceans and the overlying atmosphere. See also Biological
pump.
Source Any process, activity or mechanism that releases a greenhouse
gas, an aerosol or a precursor of a greenhouse gas or aerosol into the
atmosphere.
Southern Annular Mode (SAM) The leading mode of variability of
Southern Hemisphere geopotential height, which is associated with shifts
in the latitude of the midlatitude jet. See SAM Index, Box 2.5.
Southern Oscillation See El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO).
South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ) A band of low-level convergence, cloudiness and precipitation ranging from the west Pacific warm
pool south-eastwards towards French Polynesia, which is one of the most
significant features of subtropical Southern Hemisphere climate. It shares
some characteristics with the ITCZ, but is more extratropical in nature,
especially east of the Dateline.
Spatial and temporal scales Climate may vary on a large range of
spatial and temporal scales. Spatial scales may range from local (less than
100 000 km2), through regional (100 000 to 10 million km2) to continental
(10 to 100 million km2). Temporal scales may range from seasonal to geological (up to hundreds of millions of years).
Specific humidity The specific humidity specifies the ratio of the mass
of water vapour to the total mass of moist air. See also Relative humidity.
SRES scenarios SRES scenarios are emission scenarios developed by
Nakićenović and Swart (2000) and used, among others, as a basis for some
of the climate projections shown in Chapters 9 to 11 of IPCC (2001) and
Chapters 10 and 11 of IPCC (2007). The following terms are relevant for a
better understanding of the structure and use of the set of SRES scenarios:
Scenario family Scenarios that have a similar demographic, societal, economic and technical change storyline. Four scenario families
comprise the SRES scenario set: A1, A2, B1 and B2.
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Illustrative Scenario A scenario that is illustrative for each of
the six scenario groups reflected in the Summary for Policymakers of
Nakićenović and Swart (2000). They include four revised marker scenarios for the scenario groups A1B, A2, B1, B2 and two additional scenarios for the A1FI and A1T groups. All scenario groups are equally sound.
Marker Scenario A scenario that was originally posted in draft form
on the SRES website to represent a given scenario family. The choice of
markers was based on which of the initial quantifications best reflected
the storyline, and the features of specific models. Markers are no more
likely than other scenarios, but are considered by the SRES writing team
as illustrative of a particular storyline. They are included in revised form
in Nakićenović and Swart (2000). These scenarios received the closest
scrutiny of the entire writing team and via the SRES open process. Scenarios were also selected to illustrate the other two scenario groups.
Storyline A narrative description of a scenario (or family of scenarios), highlighting the main scenario characteristics, relationships
between key driving forces and the dynamics of their evolution.
Steric See Sea level change.
Stock See Reservoir.
Storm surge The temporary increase, at a particular locality, in the
height of the sea due to extreme meteorological conditions (low atmospheric pressure and/or strong winds). The storm surge is defined as being
the excess above the level expected from the tidal variation alone at that
time and place.
Storm tracks Originally, a term referring to the tracks of individual
cyclonic weather systems, but now often generalized to refer to the main
regions where the tracks of extratropical disturbances occur as sequences
of low (cyclonic) and high (anticyclonic) pressure systems.
Stratosphere The highly stratified region of the atmosphere above the
troposphere extending from about 10 km (ranging from 9 km at high latitudes to 16 km in the tropics on average) to about 50 km altitude.
Streamflow Water flow within a river channel, for example expressed
in m3 s–1. A synonym for river discharge.
Subduction Ocean process in which surface waters enter the ocean
interior from the surface mixed layer through Ekman pumping and lateral
advection. The latter occurs when surface waters are advected to a region
where the local surface layer is less dense and therefore must slide below
the surface layer, usually with no change in density.
Sunspots Dark areas on the Sun where strong magnetic fields reduce
the convection causing a temperature reduction of about 1500 K compared to the surrounding regions. The number of sunspots is higher during
periods of higher solar activity, and varies in particular with the solar cycle.
Surface layer See Atmospheric boundary layer.
Surface temperature See Global mean surface temperature, Land
surface air temperature and Sea surface temperature.
Talik A layer of year-round unfrozen ground that lies in permafrost
areas.
Teleconnection A statistical association between climate variables at
widely separated, geographically-fixed spatial locations. Teleconnections
are caused by large spatial structures such as basin-wide coupled modes
of ocean–atmosphere variability, Rossby wave-trains, mid-latitude jets and
storm tracks, etc. See also Teleconnection pattern.
Teleconnection pattern A correlation map obtained by calculating
the correlation between variables at different spatial locations and a climate index. It is the special case of a climate pattern obtained for stan-
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dardized variables and a standardized climate index, that is, the variables
and index are each centred and scaled to have zero mean and unit variance. One-point teleconnection maps are made by choosing a variable at
one of the locations to be the climate index. See also Teleconnection.
Terrestrial radiation Radiation emitted by the Earth’s surface, the
atmosphere and the clouds. It is also known as thermal infrared or longwave radiation, and is to be distinguished from the near-infrared radiation that is part of the solar spectrum. Infrared radiation, in general, has a
distinctive range of wavelengths (spectrum) longer than the wavelength of
the red light in the visible part of the spectrum. The spectrum of terrestrial
radiation is almost entirely distinct from that of shortwave or solar radiation because of the difference in temperature between the Sun and the
Earth–atmosphere system. See also Outgoing longwave radiation.
Thermal expansion In connection with sea level, this refers to the
increase in volume (and decrease in density) that results from warming
water. A warming of the ocean leads to an expansion of the ocean volume
and hence an increase in sea level. See also Sea level change.
Thermocline The layer of maximum vertical temperature gradient in
the ocean, lying between the surface ocean and the abyssal ocean. In subtropical regions, its source waters are typically surface waters at higher
latitudes that have subducted (see Subduction) and moved equatorward.
At high latitudes, it is sometimes absent, replaced by a halocline, which is
a layer of maximum vertical salinity gradient.
Thermohaline circulation (THC) Large-scale circulation in the ocean
that transforms low-density upper ocean waters to higher-density intermediate and deep waters and returns those waters back to the upper ocean.
The circulation is asymmetric, with conversion to dense waters in restricted regions at high latitudes and the return to the surface involving slow
upwelling and diffusive processes over much larger geographic regions.
The THC is driven by high densities at or near the surface, caused by cold
temperatures and/or high salinities, but despite its suggestive though
common name, is also driven by mechanical forces such as wind and tides.
Frequently, the name THC has been used synonymously with Meridional
Overturning Circulation.
Thermokarst The process by which characteristic landforms result from
the thawing of ice-rich permafrost or the melting of massive ground ice.
Thermosteric See Sea level change.
Tide gauge A device at a coastal or deep-sea location that continuously measures the level of the sea with respect to the adjacent land. Time
averaging of the sea level so recorded gives the observed secular changes
of the relative sea level.
Tipping point In climate, a hypothesized critical threshold when global
or regional climate changes from one stable state to another stable state.
The tipping point event may be irreversible. See also Irreversibility.
Total solar irradiance (TSI) The total amount of solar radiation in
watts per square metre received outside the Earth’s atmosphere on a
surface normal to the incident radiation, and at the Earth’s mean distance
from the Sun.
Reliable measurements of solar radiation can only be made from space
and the precise record extends back only to 1978. The generally accepted value is 1368 W m−2 with an accuracy of about 0.2%. It has recently
been estimated to 1360.8 ± 0.5 W m–2 for the solar minimum of 2008.
Variations of a few tenths of a percent are common, usually associated with the passage of sunspots across the solar disk. The solar cycle
variation of TSI is of the order of 0.1% (AMS, 2000). Changes in the
ultraviolet part of the spectrum during a solar cycle are comparatively
larger (percent) than in TSI. See also Insolation.
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Transient climate response See Climate sensitivity.
Transient climate response to cumulative CO2 emissions (TCRE)
The transient global average surface temperature change per unit cumulated CO2 emissions, usually 1000 PgC. TCRE combines both information
on the airborne fraction of cumulated CO2 emissions (the fraction of the
total CO2 emitted that remains in the atmosphere), and on the transient
climate response (TCR).
Tree rings Concentric rings of secondary wood evident in a cross section of the stem of a woody plant. The difference between the dense, smallcelled late wood of one season and the wide-celled early wood of the
following spring enables the age of a tree to be estimated, and the ring
widths or density can be related to climate parameters such as temperature and precipitation. See also Proxy.
Trend In this report, the word trend designates a change, generally
monotonic in time, in the value of a variable.
Tropopause The boundary between the troposphere and the stratosphere.
Troposphere The lowest part of the atmosphere, from the surface to
about 10 km in altitude at mid-latitudes (ranging from 9 km at high latitudes to 16 km in the tropics on average), where clouds and weather phenomena occur. In the troposphere, temperatures generally decrease with
height. See also Stratosphere.
AIII

Turnover time See Lifetime.
Uncertainty A state of incomplete knowledge that can result from a
lack of information or from disagreement about what is known or even
knowable. It may have many types of sources, from imprecision in the data
to ambiguously defined concepts or terminology, or uncertain projections
of human behaviour. Uncertainty can therefore be represented by quantitative measures (e.g., a probability density function) or by qualitative statements (e.g., reflecting the judgment of a team of experts) (see Moss and
Schneider, 2000; Manning et al., 2004; Mastrandrea et al., 2010). See also
Confidence and Likelihood.
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) The Convention was adopted on 9 May 1992 in New York
and signed at the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro by more than 150
countries and the European Community. Its ultimate objective is the ‘stabilisation of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level
that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate
system’. It contains commitments for all Parties. Under the Convention,
Parties included in Annex I (all OECD countries and countries with economies in transition) aim to return greenhouse gas emissions not controlled
by the Montreal Protocol to 1990 levels by the year 2000. The convention
entered in force in March 1994. In 1997, the UNFCCC adopted the Kyoto
Protocol.
Uptake The addition of a substance of concern to a reservoir. The
uptake of carbon containing substances, in particular carbon dioxide, is
often called (carbon) sequestration.
Urban heat island (UHI) The relative warmth of a city compared with
surrounding rural areas, associated with changes in runoff, effects on heat
retention, and changes in surface albedo.
Ventilation The exchange of ocean properties with the atmospheric
surface layer such that property concentrations are brought closer to equilibrium values with the atmosphere (AMS, 2000), and the processes that
propagate these properties into the ocean interior.
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Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) Important class of organic
chemical air pollutants that are volatile at ambient air conditions. Other
terms used to represent VOCs are hydrocarbons (HCs), reactive organic
gases (ROGs) and non-methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs).
NMVOCs are major contributors (together with NOx and CO) to the formation of photochemical oxidants such as ozone.
Walker Circulation Direct thermally driven zonal overturning circulation in the atmosphere over the tropical Pacific Ocean, with rising air in the
western and sinking air in the eastern Pacific.
Warm days/warm nights Days where maximum temperature, or
nights where minimum temperature, exceeds the 90th percentile, where
the respective temperature distributions are generally defined with respect
to the 1961–1990 reference period. For the corresponding indices, see Box
2.4.
Warm spell A period of abnormally hot weather. For the corresponding
indices, see Box 2.4. See also Heat wave.
Water cycle See Hydrological cycle.
Water mass A body of ocean water with identifiable properties (temperature, salinity, density, chemical tracers) resulting from its unique formation process. Water masses are often identified through a vertical or
horizontal extremum of a property such as salinity. North Pacific Intermediate Water (NPIW) and Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) are examples
of water masses.
Weathering The gradual removal of atmospheric CO2 through dissolution of silicate and carbonate rocks. Weathering may involve physical
processes (mechanical weathering) or chemical activity (chemical weathering).
Well-mixed greenhouse gas See Greenhouse gas.
Younger Dryas A period 12.85 to 11.65 ka (thousand years before
1950), during the deglaciation, characterized by a temporary return to
colder conditions in many locations, especially around the North Atlantic.
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μmol

Micromole

ARFI

Aerosol Radiative Forcing over India

20C3M

20th Century Climate in Coupled Models

ari

Aerosol–Radiation Interactions

AABW

Antarctic Bottom Water

ARM

Atmospheric Radiation Measurement

AAIW

Antarctic Intermediate Water

ARTIST

Arctic Radiation and Turbulence Interaction Study

AAO

Antarctic Oscillation

ATL3

Atlantic 3

AATSR

Advanced Along Track Scanning Radiometer

ATSR

Along Track Scanning Radiometer

ABA

AMSR Bootstrap Algorithm

AUSMC

Australian-Maritime Continent

ACC

Antarctic Circumpolar Current

AVHRR

Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer

ACCENT

Atmospheric Composition Change: a European
Network

AVISO

Archiving, Validation and Interpretation of
Satellite Oceanographic Data

aci

Aerosol–Cloud Interactions

BATS

Bermuda Atlantic Time Series Study

ACRIM

Active Cavity Radiometer Irradiance Monitor

BC

Black Carbon

ACW

Antarctic Circumpolar Wave

BCC

Beijing Climate Center

AeroCom

Aerosol Model Intercomparison

BCC-CSM

Beijing Climate Center-Climate System Model

AERONET

Aerosol Robotic Network

BDC

Brewer–Dobson Circulation

A-FORCE

Aerosol Radiative Forcing in East Asia
Aircraft Campaign

BECCS

Bio-Energy with Carbon-Capture and Storage

BMI

Basin Mean Index

AGAGE

Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment

BNF

Biological Nitrogen Fixation

AGCM

Atmospheric General Circulation Model

BOM

Bureau of Meteorology

AGTP

Absolute Global Temperature Change Potential
Absolute Global Warming Potential

C2Cl4

Tetrachloroethene

AGWP

C4MIP

AIC

Aircraft-Induced Cirrus

Coupled Climate Carbon Cycle Model
Intercomparison Project

ALOHA

A Long-term Oligotrophic Habitat Assessment

CaCO3

Calcium Carbonate

AMIP

Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project

CALIOP

Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization

AMM

Atlantic Meridional Mode

CALIPSO

AMO

Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation

Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder
Satellite Observations

AMOC

Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation

CAM

Community Atmosphere Model

AMSR

Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer

CAMS

Climate Anomaly Monitoring System

AMSU

Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit

CanESM

Canadian Earth System Model

AMV

Atlantic Multi-decadal Variability

CASTNET

Clean Air Status and Trends Network

AO

Arctic Oscillation

CCCma

Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling
and Analysis

AOD

Aerosol Optical Depth
Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Model

CCl4

Carbon Tetrachloride

AOGCM

CCM

Chemistry–Climate Model

APHRODITE

Asian Precipitation – Highly Resolved
Observational Data Integration Towards Evaluation

CCMVal

Chemistry–Climate Model Validation

AR4

IPCC Fourth Assessment Report

CCN

Cloud Condensation Nuclei

ARCPAC

Aerosol, Radiation, and Cloud Processes
affecting Arctic Climate

CCR

Carbon Climate Response

CCSM

Community Climate System Model

CCSR

Centre for Climate System Research

CDD

Consecutive Dry Days

ARCTAS
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CDIAC

Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center

COCO

CCSR Ocean Component Model

CDR

Carbon Dioxide Removal

COHMAP

Cooperative Holocene Mapping Project

CDW

Circumpolar Deep Water

CORE

Coordinated Ocean-ice Reference Experiments

CE

Common Era

COWCLIP

Coordinated Ocean Wave Climate Project

CERES

Cloud and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System

COWL

Cold Ocean/Warm Land

CESM

Community Earth System Model

CPC

Climate Prediction Center (NOAA)

CESM1–BGC

Community Earth System Model 1–
Biogeochemical

CPR

Cloud Profiling Radar

CRE

Cloud Radiative Effect

CF4

Perfluoromethane

CRU

Climatic Research Unit

CFC

Chlorofluorocarbon

CRUTEM4

CFC-11

Trichlorofluoromethane (CFCl3)

CFC-113

Trichlorotrifluoroethane (CF2ClCFCl2)

Climatic Research Unit Gridded Dataset of
Global Historical Near-Surface Air TEMperature
Anomalies Over Land Version 4

CFC-12

Dichlorodifluoromethane (CF2Cl2)

CS

Complex Ocean Sediment Model

CFMIP

Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project

CSFR

Climate Forecast System Reanalysis

CFSRR

Climate Forecast System Reanalysis and
Reforecast

CSIRO

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation

CGCM

Coupled General Circulation Model

CWC

Cumulative Warming Commitment

CH2Cl2

Dichloromethane

DCESS

Danish Center for Earth System Science

CH3Br

Bromomethane

DIC

Dissolved Inorganic Carbon

CH3CCl3

Methyl Chloroform

DJF

December, January and February

CH3Cl

Chloromethane

DMI

Directional Movement Index

CH4

Methane

DMS

Dimethyl Sulphide

CLIMAP

Climate: Long-range Investigation, Mapping,
and Prediction

DO

Dissolved Oxygen; also Dansgaard-Oeschger

DOC

Dissolved Organic Carbon

AIV

CLIMBER-2

Climate and Biosphere Model

DOE

Department of Energy

CLIO

Coupled Large-scale Ice-Ocean Model

DTR

Diurnal Temperature Range

CLM4C

Community Land Model for Carbon

DU

Dobson Units

CLM4CN

Community Land Model for Carbon–Nitrogen

EAS

East Asian Summer

CMAP

CPC Merged Analysis of Precipitation

EASM

East Asian Summer Monsoon

CMDL

Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics Laboratory
(NOAA)

EBC

Equivalent Black Carbon

EBM

Energy Balance Model

CMIP3

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3

ECBILT

Coupled Atmosphere Ocean Model from de Bilt

CMIP5

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5

ECHAM

ECMWF and Hamburg

CNRM

Centre National de Recherches Météorologiques

ECHO-G

ECHAM4+HOPE-G

CO

Carbon Monoxide

ECMWF

CO2

Carbon Dioxide

European Centre for Medium Range
Weather Forecasts

CO32–

Carbonate

ECS

Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity

COADS

Comprehensive Ocean–Atmosphere Data Set

EDGAR

COBE-SST

Centennial in situ Observation-Based Estimates
of Sea Surface Temperature

Emission Database for Global Atmospheric
Research

EMIC

Earth System Model of Intermediate Complexity
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ENSO

El Niño-Southern Oscillation

EOF

Empirical Orthogonal Function

ERA-40

ECMWF 40-year ReAnalysis

ERBE

Earth Radiation Budget Experiment

ERBS

Earth Radiation Budget Satellite

ERF

Effective Radiative Forcing

ERFaci

Effective Radiative Forcing due to Aerosol–
Cloud Interactions

GHCNDEX

Global Historical Climatology Network-Daily
Gridded Data Set of Climate Extremes

GHCNv3

Global Historical Climatology Network Version 3

GHG

Greenhouse Gas

GI

Greenland Interstadial

GIA

Glacial Isostatic Adjustment

GIS

Greenland Ice Sheet

GISP

Greenland Ice Sheet Project

GISS

Goddard Institute of Space Studies

GISTEMP

Goddard Institute for Space Studies Surface
Temperature Analysis

ERFari

Effective Radiative Forcing due to Aerosol–
Radiation Interactions

ERS

European Remote Sensing (Satellite)

ERSST

Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature

GL

Grounding Line

ESA

European Space Agency

GLODAP

Global Ocean Data Analysis Project

ESM

Earth System Model

GLS

Generalized Least Squares

ESMR

Electrically Scanning Microwave Radiometer

GMA

Global Monsoon Area

ESRL

Earth System Research Library (NOAA)

GMD

Global Monitoring Division (NOAA)

ESTOC

European Station for Time Series in the Ocean

GMI

Global Monsoon Precipitation Intensity

ETC

Extratropical Cyclone

GMP

Global Monsoon Total Precipitation

FACE

Free-Air CO2 Enrichment

GMSL

Global Mean Sea Level

FAO

Food and Agriculture Organization (UN)

GMST

Global Mean Surface Temperature

FAR

IPCC First Assessment Report

GOCCP

GCM-Oriented CALIPSO Cloud Product

FGOALS1

Flexible Global Ocean Atmosphere Land
System Model Version 1

GOGA

Global Ocean Global Atmosphere

GOME

Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment

FIO

First Institute of Oceanography

GOMOS

Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of Stars

FLUXNET

Global Network of Flux Towers

GOSAT

Greenhouse Gases Observing Satellite

FTIR

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

GPCC

Global Precipitation Climatology Centre

FTS

Fourier-Transform Spectrometer

GPCP

Global Precipitation Climatology Project

FWCC

Freshwater Content Changes

GPH

Geopotential Height

GCAM

Global Change Assessment Model

GPP

Gross Primary Productivity

GCM

General Circulation Model

GPS

Global Positioning System

GCP

Global Cost Potential

GRACE

Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment

GCRM

Global Cloud-Resolving Models

GRISLI

Grenoble Ice Shelf and Land Ice Model

GEISA

Gestion et Etude des Informations
Spectroscopiques Atmosphériques

GS

Greenland Stadial

GENIE-1

Grid Enabled Integrated Earth System Model-1

GSFC

Goddard Space Flight Centre

GeoMIP G1

Geoengineering Model Intercomparison
Project G1

Gt

Gigatonnes

GTP

Global Temperature Change Potential

GFDL

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

GUESS

General Ecosystem Simulator

GFED

Global Fire Emissions Database

GWD

Gravity-Wave Drag

GHCN

Global Historical Climatology Network

GWP

Global Warming Potential
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HadAT2

Hadley Centre Atmospheric Temperature
Data Set 2

IMBIE

Ice-sheet Mass Balance Intercomparison
Experiment

HadCM

Hadley Centre Climate Prediction Models

IMPROVE

HadCRUT4

Hadley Centre Climatic Research Unit Gridded
Surface Temperature Data Set 4

US Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual
Environments

INMCM4

Hadley Centre Gridded Data Set Of Temperature
And Precipitation Extremes

Institute for Numerical Mathematics
Coupled Model 4

IOB

Indian Ocean Basin

IOBM

Indian Ocean Basin Mode

IOD

Indian Ocean Dipole

IODM

Indian Ocean Dipole Mode

IPA

International Permafrost Association

IPO

Inter-decadal Pacific Oscillation

HadEX
HadGEM1

Hadley Centre New Global Environmental
Model 1

HadGEM2-ES

Hadley Centre New Global Environmental
Model 2-Earth System

HadGHCND

Hadley Centre Gridded Daily Temperatures
Data Set

HadISST

Hadley Centre Interpolated SST

IPSL

Institut Pierre Simon Laplace

HadNMAT2

Hadley Centre Night Marine Air Temperatures
Data Set Version 2

IPY

International Polar Year

IR

Infrared

HadSLP2r

Hadley Centre Sea Level Pressure Data Set 2r

IRF

Impulse Response Function

HadSST3

Hadley Centre Sea Surface Temperature Data
Set Version 3

ISCCP

International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project

HALOE

Halogen Occultation Experiment

ITCZ

Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone

HCFC

Hydrochlorofluorocarbon

ITF

Indonesian Throughflow

HCO3–

Bicarbonate Ion

IUK

Iterative Universal Kriging

HF

Hickey–Frieden (Radiometer)

JIMAR

Joint Institute for Marine and Atmospheric
Research

HFC

Hydrofluorocarbon

JJA

June, July and August

HIPPO

HIAPER Pole-to-Pole Observations

JMA

Japan Meteorological Agency

HIRHAM5

High-Resolution Hamburg Climate Model 5

JPL

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

HITRAN

High-Resolution Transmission Molecular
Absorption

ka

1000 Years ago

HOAPS

Hamburg Ocean–Atmosphere Parameters and
Fluxes from Satellite

KCM

Knowledge Capture and Modeling

kyr

1000 Years

AIV

HOT

Hawaii Ocean Time Series

LAC

Light-Absorbing Carbon

HYDE

History Database of the Environment

LBIS

Larsen B Ice Shelf

HY-INT

Hydroclimatic Intensity

LBL

Line-by-line (models)

HYLAND

Hybrid Land Terrestrial Ecosystem Model

LGM

Last Glacial Maximum

IAM

Integrated Assessment Model

LIA

Little Ice Age

IASI

Infrared Atmospheric Sounder Interferometer

LIG

Last Interglacial

ICE

Ice Cloud and Land Elevation

LISAM

Large–scale Index for South America Monsoon

ICESat

Ice, Cloud and Land Elevation Satellite

LLGHG

Long-Lived Greenhouse Gas

ICOADS

International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere
Data Set

LMM

Late Maunder Minimum

LNADW

Lower North Atlantic Deep Water

IGAC

International Global Atmospheric Chemistry

LOSU

Level of Scientific Understanding

IMAGE

Integrated Model to Assess the Global
Environment

LOVECLIM

Loch–Vecode-Ecbilt-Clio-Agism Model
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LPB

La Plata Basin

LPJ

Lund-Potsdam-Jena Dynamic Global Model

LRF

Long-Range Forecast

LS

Lower Stratosphere

LSAT

Land-Surface Air Temperature

LSW

Labrador Sea Water

LUC

Land Use and Climate

LUCID

Land Use and Climate, Identification of
Robust Impacts

LULC

Land Use and Land Cover

LULCC

Land Use and Land Cover Change

LWCRE

Longwave Cloud Radiative Effect

LWR

Longwave Radiation

MAGICC

Model for the Assessment of Greenhouse
Gas Induced Climate Change

MLOST

Merged Land–Ocean Surface Temperature
(Analysis)

MLS

Microwave Limb Sounder

MME

Multi-Model Ensemble

MMF

Multiscale Modelling Framework

MMM

Multi-Model Mean

MMTS

Maximum–Minimum Temperature Systems

MOC

Meridional Overturning Circulation

MOCAGE

Modèle de Chimie Atmosphérique à
Grande Echelle

MODIS

Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer

MOHC

Met Office Hadley Centre

MOPITT

Measurements of Pollutants in the Troposphere

MPI

Max Planck Institute

MPIOM

Max Planck Institute Ocean Model

MAM

March, April and May

MPWP

Mid-Pliocene Warm Period

MAR

Modèle Atmosphérique Régional

MRI

MARGO

Multiproxy Approach for the Reconstruction
of the Glacial Ocean Surface

Meteorological Research Institute of Japan
Meteorological Agency

MSL

Mean Sea Level

MAT

Marine Air Temperatures

MSSS

Mean Square Skill Score

MBT

Mechanical Bathythermograph

MSU

Microwave Sounding Unit

MCA

Medieval Climate Anomaly

Mt

Megatonnes

MDA

Mineral Dust Aerosol

MT

Mid-Tropospheric

MDT

Mean Dynamic Topography

MTCO

Mean Temperature of the Coldest Month

MEA

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment

MTWA

Mean Temperature of the Warmest Month

MERRA

Modern Era Reanalysis for Research
and Applications

MW

Microwave

MXD

Maximum Latewood Density

MESSAGE

Model for Energy Supply Strategy Alternatives
and their General Environmental Impact

Ma

Million Years ago

MFR

Maximum Feasible Reduction

Myr

Million Years

MHD

Mace Head

N2O

Nitrous Oxide

MIP

Model Intercomparison Project

NADW

North Atlantic Deep Water

MIPAS

Michelson Interferometer for Passive
Atmospheric Sounding

NAM

Northern Annular Mode

NAMP

National Air Quality Monitoring Programme
(India)

NAMS

North American Monsoon System

NAO

North Atlantic Oscillation

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NCAR

National Center for Atmospheric Research

NCEP

National Centers for Environmental Prediction

NEC

North Equatorial Current

MIROC

Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate

MISI

Marine Ice Sheet Instability

MISR

Multi-angle Imaging Spectro-Radiometer

MIT

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

MJO

Madden–Julian Oscillation

MLD

Mixed Layer Depth
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NEEM

North Greenland Eemian Ice Drilling

OLS

Ordinary Least Squares

NEWS

Global Nutrient Export from WaterSheds

OMI

Ozone Monitoring Instrument

NF3

Nitrogen Trifluoride

ONDJFM

NGRIP

North Greenland Ice Core Project

October, November, December, January,
February and March

NH

Northern Hemisphere

ORC

Oceanic Reservoir Correction

NIWA

National Institute of Water and
Atmospheric Research

PAGES 2k

Past Global Changes 2k

PARASOL

Polarization and Anisotropy of Reflectances for
Atmospheric Sciences Coupled with Observations
from Lidar

PATMOS-x

Pathfinder Atmospheres Extended Data Set

PBAPs

Primary Biological Aerosol Particles

PCM

Parallel Climate Model

pCO2

Partial Pressure of Carbon Dioxide

PDF

Probability Density Function

PDO

Pacific Decadal Oscillation

PDSI

Palmer Drought Severity Index

PETM

Paleocene–Eocene Thermal Maximum

PFC

Perfluorocarbon

PG

Peripheral Glacier

Pg

Petagram

PM10

Particulate Matter with Aerodynamic
Diameter <10 μm

PM2.5

Particulate Matter with Aerodynamic
Diameter <2.5 μm

PMEL

Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory

PMIP3

Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison
Project Phase III

PMOD

Physikalisch-Meteorologisches
Observatorium Davos

PNA

Pacific–North American (Pattern)

POA

Primary Organic Aerosol

POC

Particulate Organic Carbon

POLDER

Polarization and Directionality of the
Earth’s Reflectance

NMAT

Nighttime Marine Air Temperature

NMVOC

Non-Methane Volatile Organic Compound

NNR

NCEP–NCAR

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NODC

National Oceanic Data Center

NorESM

Norwegian Earth System Model

NOx

Reactive Nitrogen Oxides (the Sum
of NO and NO2)

NPI

North Pacific Index

NPIW

North Pacific Intermediate Water

NPP

Net Primary Productivity

NSIDC

National Snow and Ice Data Center

NT1

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) Team Algorithm, Version 1

NT2

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) Team Algorithm, Version 2

NTCF

Near-Term Climate Forcer

O(1D)

Oxygen Radical in the 1D Excited State

O3

Ozone

OA

Ocean–Atmosphere; also Other Anthropogenic
(Forcings)

OAC

Ocean–Atmosphere–Carbon Cycle

OAFlux

Objectively Analyzed Air–Sea Heat Fluxes

OAGCMs

Ocean–Atmosphere General Circulation Models

OAV

Ocean–Atmosphere–Vegetation

OC

Organic Carbon

OCN

Oceanic Carbon and Nutrient Cycling (Model)

PPE

Perturbed-Parameter Ensemble

ODP

Ocean Drilling Program

PRCE

Peak Response to Cumulative Emissions

ODS

Ozone-Depleting Substance

PREMOS

Precision Monitor Sensor

OH

Hydroxyl Radical

PSA

Pacific–South American (Pattern)

OHC

Ocean Heat Content

PSMSL

Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level

OHR

Ocean Heating Rate

PSS

Practical Salinity Scale

OLR

Outgoing Longwave Radiation

PSS78

Practical Salinity Scale 1978
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Physical Understanding of Composition-Climate
Interactions and Impacts

SBA

SSM/I Bootstrap Algorithm

QBO

Quasi-Biennial Oscillation

SBUV

Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet

R95p (R99p)

Amount of Precipitation from Days >95th (99th)
Percentile

SC

Solar Cycle

SCA

Snow-Covered Area

RACMO2

Regional Atmospheric Climate Model 2

SCD

Snow Cover Duration

RAOBCORE

Radiosone Observation Correction using
Reanalyses

SCE

Snow Cover Extent

SCIA

Rapid Climate Change-Meridional Overturning
Circulation and Heatflux Array

Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for
Atmospheric Chartography

SCIAMACHY

Radiosonde Atmospheric Temperature Products
for Assessing Climate

Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for
Atmospheric Chartography

SD

Snow Depth; also Statistical Downscaling

RCM

Regional Climate Model

SDGVM

Sheffield Dynamic Global Vegetation Model

RCP

Representative Concentration Pathway

SDII

Simple Daily Precipitation Intensity Index

RE

Radiative Efficiency

SeaWiFS

Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor

REMBO

Regional, Moisture-Balance Orographic Model

SEM

Semi-Empirical Model

REML

Restricted Maximum Likelihood

SF6

Sulphur Hexafluoride

RF

Radiative Forcing

SH

Southern Hemisphere

RFaci

Radiative Forcing from Aerosol–Cloud Interactions

SICOPOLIS

Simulation Code for Polythermal Ice Sheets

RGI

Randolph Glacier Inventory

SIM

Spectral Irradiance Monitor

RH

Relative Humidity

SIO

Scripps Institution of Oceanography

RICH

Radiosonde Innovation Composite
Homogenization

SLE

Sea Level Equivalent

SLP

Sea Level Pressure

RMIB

Royal Meteorological Institute of Belgium

SLR

Sea Level Rise

RMS

Root Mean Square

SMB

Surface Mass Balance

RMSE

Root Mean Square Error

SMMR

Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer

RO

Radio Occultation

SMOS

Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity

RSCA

Relative Snow-Covered Area

SNO

Simultaneous Nadir Overpass

RSL

Relative Sea Level
Remote Sensing System

SO2

Sulphur Dioxide

RSS

Annual Maximum 5-Day/1-Day Precipitation

SO2F2

Sulphuryl Fluoride

RX5day/RX1day

Sulfate

S/N

Signal-to-Noise (Ratio)

SO42–
SOA

Secondary Organic Aerosol

SACZ

South Atlantic Convergence Zone

SOI

Southern Oscillation Index

SAGE

Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment or
Centre for Sustainability and the Global
Environment

SOLSTICE

Solar Stellar Irradiance Comparison Experiment

SON

September, October and November

RAPID/MOCHA
RATPAC

AIV

Acronyms

SAM

Southern Annular Mode

SORCE

Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment

SAMS

South American Monsoon System

SPARC

SAMW

Sub-Antarctic Mode Water

Stratospheric Processes and their Role in Climate
Chemistry Climate Model Validation

SAR

IPCC Second Assessment Report

SPCZ

South Pacific Convergence Zone

SAT

Surface Air Temperature
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SPEI

Standardised Precipitation Evapotranspiration
Index

TOPEX

Topography Experiment

SPI

Standardised Precipitation Index

TRANSCOM

Atmospheric Tracer Transport Model
Intercomparison Project

SPRINTARS

Spectral Radiation-Transport Model for
Aerosol Species

TRIFFID

Top-down Representation of Interactive Foliage
and Flora Including Dynamics

SRALT

Satellite Radar Altimetry

TRUTHS

SRES

IPCC Special Report on Emission Scenarios

Traceable Radiometry Underpinning
Terrestrial and Helio Studies

SREX

IPCC Special Report on Managing the Risk of 		
Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate
Change Adaptation

TRW

Tree-Ring Width

TSI

Total Solar Irradiance

TTD

Transit Time Distribution

TW

Tidewater

UAH

University of Alabama in Huntsville

UARS

Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite

UCI

University of California, Irvine

UHI

Urban Heat Island

UNADW

Upper North Atlantic Deep Water

UNEP

United Nations Environment Programme

UOHC

Upper (0–700 m) Ocean Heat Content

USHCN

US Historical Climatology Network

UTLS

Upper Troposphere/Lower Stratosphere

UV

Ultraviolet

UVic

University of Victoria

VasClimO

Variability Analyses of Surface Climate
Observations

SRM

Solar Radiation Management

SSH

Sea Surface Height

SSI

Spectral Solar Irradiance

SSM/I

Special Sensor Microwave/Imager

SSR

Surface Solar Radiation

SSS

Sea Surface Salinity

SST

Sea Surface Temperature

SSU

Stratospheric Sounding Unit

STAR

Center for Satellite Applications and Research

STMW

Subtropical Mode Water

SVS

Standard Verification System (WMO)

SWCRE

Shortwave Cloud Radiative Effect

SWE

Snow Water Equivalent

SWH

Significant Wave Height

SWR

Solar Shortwave Radiation

VEGAS

Terrestrial Vegetation and Carbon Model

TBO

Tropospheric Biennial Oscillation

VIIRS

Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite

Tg

Teragrams

VLM

Vertical Land Motion

T/P

TOPEX/Poseidon

VOC

Volatile Organic Compound

TANSO

Thermal and Near Infrared Sensor for
Carbon Observation

VOS

Voluntary Observing Ship

W

Watts

TAR

IPCC Third Assessment Report

WAIS

West Antarctic Ice Sheet

TC

Tropical Cyclone; also Total Carbon

WASWind

Wave- and Anemometer-Based Sea Surface Wind

TCCON

Total Carbon Column Observing Network

WCRP

World Climate Research Programme

TCR

Transient Climate Response

WMGHG

Well-Mixed Greenhouse Gas

TCRE

Transient Climate Response to Cumulative CO2
Emissions

WMO

World Meteorological Organization

TES

Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer

WOCE

World Ocean Circulation Experiment

TIM

Total Irradiance Monitor

WSG

Western Subarctic Gyre

TNI

Trans-Niño Index

XBT

Expendable Bathythermograph

TOA

Top of the Atmosphere

TOMS

Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer

AIV
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models, 807-809
observations, 7, 162, 211-212, 212
paleoclimate*, 386, 422-425, 423-424
projections, 7, 91-92, 110, 986, 1086, 1118
Dust, 394, 600, 605, 1048-1050
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Earth system
energy budget, 1069-1071, 1069-1070, 1140,
1159-1161
properties, 926-927
responses and feedbacks, 388, 395, 398-415
El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)*, 106-107,
232, 233-235, 1240-1243
Atlantic Niño, 233, 803, 806, 1224, 1239-1240
changes, 1240-1242, 1242
impacts, 1224
indices, 231, 232, 233-234
models, 15, 744, 803-805, 804, 806, 1220
paleoclimate*, 386, 415-416, 416
projections, 23, 106-107, 1240-1243, 1242, 1259,
1288-1289
tropical Pacific mean state, 1240, 1241
variability, 129, 744, 806
Electromagnetic spectrum*, 126
Emission metrics, 17, 58-59, 59, 662-663, 710-720,
731-738
application of, 716-720
concepts, 710-716, 710-712
by sector, 719-720, 720
Emissions scenarios*, 516-517, 523-528, 662-663,
997, 1106-1107, 1410-1421
compatible emissions*, 523-528, 526-529, 1104
Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs)*,
79-81, 147-150, 468, 523-526, 524-529, 10451047, 1100
SRES scenarios*, 131-132, 146-147, 149-150, 955,
997, 1045, 1100
zero emission commitment, 1104, 1104, 11061107
Energy budget of the Earth*, 67-68, 1140, 11591161
glaciers and, 344
projections, 1069-1071, 1069-1070
Energy inventory (global), 257, 264-265
Equilibrium climate experiment*, 128
Equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS), 16, 81, 82-85,
385, 405-407, 405-406, 817-819, 817, 821, 920926, 925, 1110-1112
projections, 81, 1033, 1105-1107
summary, 1110-1112
Europe and Mediterranean, 1264-1266, 1265
climate indices, changes in, 211-212
flood frequency, 424, 915-916, 915
precipitation extremes, 211-212, 213, 991
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projections, 106, 991, 1264-1266, 1265, 1281,
1288, 1350-1357
severe storms, 217
temperature, 939, 991
wind speeds, 217, 220
Evaporation, 205, 269-270
projections, 91-92, 573, 986-988, 1032, 10811082, 1082
Extratropical circulation, 415-416, 773
Extratropical cyclones*, 113, 217-220, 743, 913,
1220, 1251-1253, 1288-1289
Extremes, 72-73, 109-113, 121, 134-136, 162-163,
209-222
air pollution and, 1005
attribution of changes, 110, 871, 910-917, 911,
931
changes in, 209-222, 218-219
confidence levels, 134-136, 135
cyclones, 113, 217
extratropical storms, 217-220, 1074, 1075
fraction of attributable risk, 47
hydrological cycle, 110-112, 213-216, 912-913,
1082-1087
indices of, 221-222
models, 15, 744, 758, 806-809, 808
observations, 46-50, 110, 162-163, 164, 209-222
precipitation, 23, 110-112, 211-212, 626-627, 807,
808, 871, 912, 956, 991, 992
probability density functions (PDFs)*, 134-135,
134
projections, 956, 990-993, 990-991, 1003-1004,
1031-1032, 1064-1068, 1067-1068, 1082-1087
regional, 211-212
sea level, 7, 101, 110, 258, 290-291, 290, 1140,
1200-1204
severe local weather, 216
small-scale, 163
SREX, 7, 110, 209, 212-214, 217
temperature, 109-112, 209-212, 209-212, 211212, 218-219, 871, 910-912, 931, 990-992, 990991, 1031-1032, 1064-1068, 1067-1068
tropical storms, 216-217, 216
waves, 1141
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Feedbacks*, 16, 57-58, 82-85, 127, 128
carbon cycle*, 26, 475-480, 477-478, 514-523,
515-518, 520
climate*, 57-58, 817-821, 817-819
climate-carbon cycle, 514-523, 515, 516-518, 551552
climate-vegetation, 752, 791
cloud and aerosol, 573-574, 576-578, 577, 587592, 593-594, 605-606
cryosphere*, 27, 321, 358, 359, 757
distinguished from forcing and rapid adjustments,
576-578
Earth System (global and hemispheric scales), 388,
395, 398-415
models, 16, 19, 26, 514-521, 516-518, 817-821,
818

permafrost-climate, 27
projections, 24
snow-albedo, 321, 358, 359, 757
timescales of, 128-129, 128, 1105-1107
water vapour, 586-587, 587, 667, 819
Fingerprints*, 873-874, 877-878, 894-895
Fires, 542, 693, 752
Floods, 112, 214, 290, 915-916, 915
paleoclimate, 386, 422-425, 424
Forests*, 543, 1115, 1117
deforestation*, 50, 55, 1008
potential irreversible changes, 70-71
Fossil fuel emissions*, 467, 477, 489, 616
compatible emissions, 93, 94, 523-528, 526-529
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
Are climate models getting better, and how would
we know?, 824-825
Are glaciers in mountain regions disappearing?,
345-346
Climate is always changing. How do we determine
the causes of observed changes?, 894-895
Could geoengineering counteract climate change
and what side effects might occur?, 632-634
Could rapid release of methane and carbon dioxide
from thawing permafrost or ocean warming
substantially increase warming?, 530-531
Do improvements in air quality have an effect on
climate change?, 684-685
Have there been any changes in climate extremes?,
218-219
How are future projections in regional climate
related to projections of global means?, 12561257
How do aerosols affect climate and climate
change?, 622-623
How do clouds affect climate and climate change?,
593-594
How do volcanic eruptions affect climate and our
ability to predict climate?, 1008-1009
How do we know the world has warmed?, 198-199
How does anthropogenic ocean acidification relate
to climate change, 297-298
How important is water vapour to climate change?,
666-667
How is climate change affecting monsoons?, 12281229
How is sea ice changing in the Arctic and
Antarctic?, 333-334
How unusual is current sea level rate of change?,
430-431
How will the Earth’s water cycle change?, 10841085
If understanding of the climate system has
increased, why hasn’t the range of temperature
projections been reduced?, 140-141
If you cannot predict the weather next month, how
can you predict climate for the coming decade?,
964-965
Is the ocean warming?, 266-267
Is the Sun a major driver of recent changes in
climate?, 392-393
Is there evidence for changes in the Earth’s water
cycle?, 269-270
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What happens to carbon dioxide after it is emitted
to the atmosphere?, 544-545
What would happen to future climate if we
stopped emissions today?, 1106-1107
When will human influence on climate become
obvious on local scales?, 928-929
Why are so many models and scenarios used to
project climate change?, 1036-1037
Why does local sea level change differ from the
global average?, 1148-1149
Will the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets
contribute to sea level change over the rest of the
century?, 1177-1179
Freshwater ice, 320, 361-362
Frozen ground*, 320, 362-366, 367
permafrost*, 320, 362-364, 362-363
seasonally frozen, 320, 364-366, 365-366
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Hadley Circulation*, 226-229, 227, 871, 899-900,
899
projections, 90, 956, 989-990, 989, 1032, 1073
Halocarbons*, 13, 14, 675, 717
radiative forcing*, 678-679, 678
Halogenated alcohols and ethers, 734-737
Halons, 733
Heat flux, 182, 274-275, 786
Heat waves*, 5, 7, 110, 211-212, 212
attribution of changes, 915, 916, 939
projections, 110, 1066
Russia (2010), 212, 915, 916

Texas (2011), 212, 916
Hindcasts*, 965, 970, 973-974, 975
precipitation, 976
sea surface temperature*, 967
Holocene* . See Paleoclimate
Human effects on climate, 7, 17-19, 121, 127, 928929
carbon cycle, 467-468
detection and attribution studies, 867-952
irreversible aspects of, 28, 469
ocean acidification, 293-294, 295-298
oceanic carbon dioxide, 292-293, 293
radiative forcing*, 13, 14, 17, 146, 617, 661-662,
675-688
See also Detection and attribution
Humidity, 162, 201, 205-208, 206, 870
in climate models, 819
projections, 956, 987, 988, 1032, 1076, 1076
relative*, 987, 988, 1076
specific*, 206, 206, 956, 987, 988, 1032
surface, 205-206, 206
tropospheric, 206-208
Hurricanes, 809, 994
See also Cyclones
Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), 161, 170, 1403,
1427
lifetime and radiative efficiency, 661, 731
Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), 168-169, 998, 1402
atmospheric concentration, 161, 168-169, 168
lifetime and radiative efficiency, 732-733
projections, 1414-1416, 1424-1427
radiative forcing*, 678, 679, 1434
Hydrological cycle*, 17, 72, 162, 201-208
abrupt/irreversible changes, 1115, 1118-1119
attribution of changes, 17, 72, 870, 895-899, 931,
935-936
changes in, 42-45, 269-270, 273
extremes, 110-112, 213-216, 912-913, 1082-1087,
1083, 1086
greenhouse effect and, 666
land water storage, 1151, 1155-1156, 1176-1179,
1182
observations, 40-46, 42-45, 162, 164, 201-208
oceans and, 265, 273
paleoclimate*, 386, 421-422
projections, 20-23, 88, 956, 984-988, 985, 987,
1084-1085
projections, long-term, 44-45, 91-92, 91, 1032,
1074-1087, 1082-1087, 1083, 1086
proxy data, 421-422
radiative forcing*, 624-625
surface hydrology, 790-791, 897-899
See also Precipitation; Water vapour
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Ice, 136-137, 319-320
aerosol absorption on, 574
annual melt rates, 264
freshwater ice, 320, 361-362, 367
river and lake ice, 320, 361-362, 367
sea ice*, 319, 323-335, 367, 870
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Geoengineering*, 29, 98, 546-552, 632, 632-634
Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR)*, 469, 547-551,
548-549, 632-633
carbon sequestration in ocean, 549-550
climate response and, 629-635, 629-631
side effects and risks, 29, 575, 627-628, 632-634
Solar Radiation Management (SRM)*, 29, 469,
574-575, 627-635, 629-631, 633-634, 693
volcanic eruptions as analogues for, 693
Geopotential height, 223, 223, 226
Glaciation
future, 387, 435
glacial-interglacial cycles*, 385, 399-402, 480-483,
482-483
last glacial termination, 389, 400-401, 428-432
Glaciers*, 319, 335-344, 345-346, 367
abrupt glacial events, 483
anthropogenic influence, 19
attribution of changes, 870, 909-910, 931
calving*, 335, 336, 337, 342, 343
current area and volume, 335, 336-337
deglaciation*, 385, 400
dynamic change potential, 1164-1165
equilibrium line*, 338, 345-346
greenhouse gases and, 480-483
mass balance/budget*, 319, 341-344, 343, 1151,
1153
measurement methods, 335-338, 338
models, 1145, 1163-1164
observed changes, 9, 319, 338-344, 339-340
paleoclimate, 385, 421
projections, 24, 25, 1145, 1164-1165
sea level change and, 367, 1139, 1151-1153, 1151,
1163-1165, 1164-1165, 1182
sea level equivalent, 319, 321
summary, 9, 24, 137, 319, 367
volume and mass changes, 338-344, 339-344
Global Damage Potential (GDP), 715
Global dimming*, 161, 183-184, 794
Global Positioning System (GPS), 143, 196, 207
Global Temperature change Potential (GTP), 17,
663, 712-714, 714-715, 720

Global Warming Potential (GWP)*, 17, 663, 710714, 711-712
GRACE satellite mission, 349, 351-353, 380, 1156,
1157
Gravity field. See GRACE satellite mission
Greenhouse effect*, 124, 127, 666-667
Greenhouse gases (GHGs)*, 126, 127, 161, 165-170,
385
anthropogenic*, 17, 27-28, 391, 869, 887, 932,
1410-1420
commitment and irreversibility, 1033
emissions scenarios, 516-517, 523-528, 662-663,
997-1001, 1410-1421
feedbacks, 17, 128, 667
glacial-interglacial changes, 385, 480-483, 482,
483
global trends, 164
lifetimes, 128-129, 128
observed changes, 4, 11-12, 132-134, 132-133,
164, 165-170
observed changes, last millennium, 485-486, 486
paleoclimate*, 385, 391-398, 483-484, 483
projections, 19, 27-28, 148, 955, 997-1001, 10061007, 1410-1420, 1422-1427
radiative forcing*, 13-14, 14, 126, 164, 165, 391398, 470, 661, 675-676, 1404-1409
since industrial revolution, 486-514
spectral properties, 675-676
well-mixed, 165-170, 166, 661, 668, 676-679, 677678, 1006-1007
See also Emissions; specific gases
Greenland ice sheet, 9, 137, 320, 349-351, 397, 909
attribution of changes, 870, 909, 931
dynamical change, 1168-1169
loss of (possibility), 71-72, 353, 363, 1140, 11691170
mass balance*, 347, 380-381, 1139, 1153-1155,
1154-1155, 1165-1168, 1166
models, 753, 1166-1168
observed changes, 349-351, 350, 357, 367, 368
paleoclimate*, 387, 1170
projected loss of, 29
projections, 25, 1140, 1165-1170
sea level equivalent, 320, 321, 350, 353-354
sea level rise and, 1139, 1140, 1153-1154, 11541155, 1165-1170, 1177-1179, 1182
thresholds and irreversibility, 71-72, 1169-1170
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See also Glaciers
Ice age*, 386, 389, 413
Ice clouds, 585
Ice cores*, 391-394, 432, 485
Ice nuclei, 604
Ice sheets*, 320, 344-357, 367, 1177-1179
Antarctic, 9, 25, 29, 137, 320, 321, 351-353, 352353, 356-357, 368, 909, 1170-1176
attribution of changes, 870, 909-910, 931
basal lubrication*, 354-355
calving*, 355
causes of changes, 353-355
climate-ice sheet interactions, 402-403
dynamics and stability, 25, 1159, 1168-1169,
1172-1174, 1175-1176, 1179
Greenland, 9, 25, 29, 137, 320, 321, 349-351, 350,
357, 870, 909, 1165-1170
grounding line*, 347, 351, 353, 357
ice loss, 320, 349-353, 353-354, 380-382
irreversible changes, 29, 71-72, 355-356, 433,
1115, 1116, 1169-1170, 1174
marine ice-sheet instability hypothesis (MISI),
1175-1176
mass balance/budget*, 344-353, 347-348, 380382, 1139
measurement techniques, 347-349, 347-348
models, 25-26, 753, 1145
observed changes, 9, 10, 320, 346-353, 347-348
ocean interactions, 354, 355, 356-357
paleoclimate*, 387, 426-431, 1170, 1174
polar amplification, 397, 907
processes, 354-355
projections, 25, 29, 1145, 1165-1176
rapid changes, 355-357
sea level change and, 29, 355, 367, 1139, 1145,
1151, 1153-1155, 1154-1155, 1165-1176, 11771179, 1182
sea level equivalents, 321, 352-354, 353
subsurface melting, 356-357
summary, 320, 353-354, 367
Ice shelves*, 320, 353, 367
Indian Ocean, 233-235, 280, 495
models, 787
projections, 1219
Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD)*, 233-235, 1220, 12371239
impacts, 1224
models, 744, 805, 806
projections, 1237-1239, 1238-1239
Indonesian Throughflow, 284-285
Industrial Revolution*, 474-475, 486-514, 697-698
Insolation*, 794-795
Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)*, 387, 786,
1077, 1219, 1236
Iron fertilization*, 481, 543
Irreversibility*, 27-29, 70-72, 129, 386-387, 433-435,
469
ice sheets*, 29, 71-72, 355-356, 433, 1115, 1116,
1154, 1169-1170
long-term projections, 1033, 1114-1119
paleoclimate perspective, 386-387, 433-435
sea level and, 29
Islands. See Pacific islands
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Kyoto Protocol*, 715
Kyoto Protocol gases, 161, 166-170, 997, 1005,
1401-1402

L
Lake ice, 320, 361-362, 367
Land carbon storage, 26, 93
Land surface, 790-791
Land surface air temperature*, 162, 164, 187-189,
187
Land use and land use change*, 127, 162, 188-189,
686-688
carbon dioxide emissions, 467, 474-475, 489-491,
490-492
future scenarios, 523
land cover, 686-687
land water storage, 1151, 1155-1156, 1176-1179,
1182
models, 752, 791
projections, 1006-1007, 1038, 1048-1050, 1052,
1099
radiative forcing*, 662, 686-688, 687, 1048-1050,
1052, 1404-1409
urban effects, 162, 188-189
Land water storage, 1151, 1155-1156, 1176-1179,
1182
Lapse rate*, 586-587, 587, 819
Likelihood*, 36, 139-142
See also Confidence; Uncertainty
Long-term climate change, 19-20, 89-93, 10291136
See also Climate projections

M
Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO)*, 796-798, 798,
1220, 1224, 1237
Mediterranean
region. See Europe and
Mediterranean
Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC). See
Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation
Methane (CH4)*, 11, 165, 167, 385, 486, 508-510
anthropogenic, 509, 663, 955, 1411
atmospheric changes, 505-508
atmospheric concentration, 156, 161, 166-167,
167, 1401-1402
clathrates*, 70-71, 1115, 1116-1117
couplings and feedbacks, 674-675
glacial, 482-483, 483
global budget, 505-510, 507-508
growth rate, 385, 506, 506
industrial era, 475
lifetime and radiative efficiency, 731, 1432
methane cycle, 473-474, 474, 752
models, 509-510, 752
natural sources, 508-509
observed changes, 11, 133, 134, 161, 165-166,
166, 167, 467, 505-508

paleoclimate, 385, 485
permafrost*, 508, 530-531, 541-542
projections, 24, 27, 148, 156, 468-469, 539-542,
540, 997-998, 999, 1048-1050, 1411, 1422
radiative forcing*, 13, 14, 126, 661, 662, 674-675,
677, 678, 1048-1050, 1433
Methane hydrate, 542
Methyl chloroform (CH3CCl3), 678, 733
Methylene chloride (CH2CH2), 733
Metrics*
emission metrics, 17, 58-59, 59, 662-663, 710-720,
731-738
model performance metrics, 765-766, 766-767
Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU), 194-196, 195
Mineral dust aerosol (MDA), 394, 600, 605, 617
Mitigation*, 27-29
Models. See Climate models
Modes of climate variability*, 415-416, 744, 801803, 1222-1223
definitions and impacts, 1223-1225
projections, 1220, 1288-1289
regional impacts, 1224
responses to climate change, 1222-1223
Monsoons*, 105, 1222, 1225-1235, 1228-1229,
1288-1289
abrupt/irreversible changes, 1115, 1118-1119
African, 1234, 1235
American, 1232-1234, 1233
Asian-Australian, 1227-1232, 1230-1231
East Asian, 1230-1231, 1231-1232
Indian, 1229-1231
models, 15, 798-799, 799, 1219
observations, 163, 227
overview, 1225-1227, 1226-1227
paleoclimate*, 387, 401-402, 401, 421-422
projections, 23, 105, 107, 1118-1119, 1219, 12251235, 1288-1289
Montreal Protocol*, 661, 672, 678
Montreal Protocol gases, 161, 170, 678, 1403, 1427,
1435
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Natural forcings, 13-14, 14
Near-term climate change, 85-89, 953-1029
See also Climate projections
Near-term climate forcers (NTCFs)*, 668, 717-718
New Zealand. See Australia and New Zealand
Nitrate aerosols, 605-606, 616-617, 1048-1050
Nitrogen, 93, 127, 468, 535-539, 538
global budgets, 510-514, 511-512
Nitrogen cycle, 475-480, 477-479
projections, 535-539, 536-540
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2), 174, 174
Nitrogen fertilizers, 469, 510, 512, 535-536, 536
Nitrogen fixation, 475, 477, 511, 514, 1419-1420
Nitrogen oxides, 717-718, 739
Nitrogen trifluoride (NF3), 169, 678, 679, 733
Nitrous oxide (N2O)*, 11, 167-168, 475
atmosphere burden and growth rate, 385, 510512, 511-513
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atmospheric concentration, 161, 167-168, 168,
476, 1401-1402
feedbacks and sensitivity, 512-514, 513
glacial, 482-483, 483
global budget, 510-514, 511-512
global warming potential, 717
lifetime and radiative efficiency, 731, 1433
observed changes, 11, 133, 134, 161, 166, 167168, 467-468, 486
paleoclimate*, 385, 485
projections, 148, 157, 469, 535-537, 537, 998,
1048-1050, 1412, 1423
radiative forcing*, 13, 14, 126, 127, 661, 675, 677678, 678, 1048-1050
Non-methane volatile organic compounds
(NMVOCs)*, 13, 14, 174, 996, 1000, 1417
Nonlinearity*, 955, 960, 1033
North America
climate indices, changes in, 211-212, 212
cyclones, 217
monsoon, 1233, 1233
precipitation extremes, 211-212, 213
projections, 106, 1258-1260, 1259, 1279, 1288,
1334-1337
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)*, 230, 231, 233235, 354, 1244-1245
impacts, 1224
models, 744, 801, 806
paleoclimate*, 386, 415-416
projections, 989, 1220, 1244-1245, 1245
summary, 806
North Pacific Oscillation (NPO), 801, 1224
Northern Annular Mode (NAM)*, 233-234, 900,
900, 1244
impacts, 1224
models, 415, 806
paleoclimate*, 415-416
projections, 108, 989, 1245, 1245
summary, 806
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monitoring sites, 173
ozone hole*, 171, 752
projections, 24, 542, 957, 997, 1000, 1001-1002,
1048-1050, 1428, 1438-1442
radiative forcing*, 13, 17, 127, 661-662, 670-672,
672, 679-681, 1048-1050, 1404-1409, 1434
stratospheric, 161, 171-172, 172, 672-674, 681682, 681, 774-775, 999, 1048-1050, 1078, 1428
tropospheric, 161, 172-173, 670-672, 672-673,
679-681, 680-681, 684, 775, 998-999, 1048-1050,
1428-1429
Ozone-depleting substances, 161, 169-170
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Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)*, 230, 231, 233235, 1253
impacts, 1224
models, 806, 806, 1253
predictions, 971, 972
Pacific Decadal Variability*, 233-235, 972
Pacific Islands region, 106, 1275-1276, 1285, 1289,
1386-1389
Pacific/North American (PNA) pattern*, 231, 233235, 806, 1224, 1253
Pacific Ocean, 271, 280, 495
circulation systems, 281-282
tropical, mean state, 743, 786-787
Pacific/South American (PSA) index, 231, 233-235
Pacific/South American (PSA) pattern, 1221, 1224,
1253
Paleoclimate*, 124, 383-464
8.2 ka event, 389, 434
abrupt change and irreversibility, 386-387, 432435, 434
carbon dioxide, 385, 391-394, 399-400, 400, 457,
459-460, 468, 483-484, 483
droughts*, 386, 422, 423-424
Earth system responses and feedbacks, 388, 395,
398-415
equilibrium climate sensitivity, 923-924
floods, 386, 422-425, 424
glacial-interglacial cycles, 385, 399-402, 480-483,
482-483
greenhouse gases, 385, 391-398, 483-484, 483
Holocene*, 389, 417-425, 428-435, 434, 776-777,
776-777, 1146
ice sheets*, 387, 426-428, 1170, 1174
interglacials*, 386, 407-409, 425-428, 1146
last 2,000 years, 389, 409-415, 409-410
Last Glacial Maximum (LGM)*, 385, 389, 394, 403407, 404, 776-777, 776-777
last glacial termination, 389, 400-401, 428-432
Last Interglacial (LIG), 385, 389, 407-409, 408,
425-428, 427, 1146
last millennium, 917-920, 918
Little Ice Age*, 386, 389, 413
Medieval Warm Period*, 5, 386, 389
methods, 385, 388
models, 388, 403-405, 411-415, 413-414, 456-464,
776-777, 820-821
modes of climate variability*, 386, 415-416
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Observations. See specific topics
Oceans, 8, 255-315
acidification*, 11, 12, 12, 52, 69, 136, 259, 295296, 300, 751, 870, 905-906
acidification, anthropogenic influence, 293-294,
295-298
acidification projections, 22, 27, 94, 105, 469, 528532, 532
attribution of changes, 870, 901-906, 926, 934-935
biogeochemical changes, 259, 291-301
carbon balance, 300, 301, 498-499
carbon dioxide absorption, 11, 12, 26, 51-52, 93,
259, 291-293, 293, 295-300, 300, 472, 495-499,
751, 870
CDR methods and, 549-550, 551
circulation, 258, 281-285, 283, 481, 956
circulation, projections, 994-995, 1094-1095
deep and bottom waters, 263, 279-280
evaporation, 274-275, 275, 276
fluxes, 258, 273-278

freshwater content, 257, 272, 273
freshwater fluxes, 275-276, 276, 994
heat content, 17, 18, 257, 260-263, 262, 264, 266,
301, 779-781, 782, 901-903, 902
heat content, modeling, 743
heat content, projections, 1162
heat fluxes, 274-275, 786
heat uptake*, 93, 267, 821, 1161-1163, 1162
human influences, 17, 292-294, 293
inertia and, 958
iron deposition/fertilization*, 481, 543
irreversible changes, 433-435
mass observations, 1156, 1157
models, 750, 751-752, 753, 758, 777-787
nitrogen concentration, 475
nutrients, 298-300
observations, 8, 10, 22, 255-315, 302
observations, capabilities and methods, 144, 302,
311-316
ocean-atmosphere coupling, 753, 1118-1119
ocean heating rate (OHR), 182, 183
oxygen concentrations, 259, 294-298, 300-301,
300, 469, 535, 870, 905-906
oxygen projections, 532-534, 534-535
paleoclimate*, 433-435, 456, 484, 783-784
precipitation and, 275-276, 276
projections, 24, 88, 468, 469, 519-520, 528-532,
956, 993-995, 993-994
projections, long-term, 93, 1033, 1093-1095
salinity, 8, 257, 265-273, 280, 301, 870, 903-905,
904, 994, 994, 1094, 1094
solubility/biological pumps*, 472
summary, 257-259, 301-302, 302
surface temperature, 5, 6, 777-779, 778-780
temperature, 5, 6, 68-69, 257, 260-265, 266-267,
901-903, 902, 993-995, 993-994
temperature projections, 24
thermal expansion*, 99, 99, 1139, 1143, 11501151, 1159, 1161-1163, 1180, 1182
thermal forcing, 354
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upper ocean temperature, 257, 258, 261-262, 261,
263, 265, 301, 870, 901
warming (observed), 8, 10, 17, 24, 257, 260-265,
280
warming rates, 263, 263
water exchange between ocean basins, 284-285
water mass properties*, 258, 278-281
wave heights, 258, 277-278
wind stress, 276-278, 784-785, 784-785
See also Sea level; Sea level change
Optimal fingerprinting, 877-878
Orbital forcing, 385-388, 399, 400
Oxygen (O2)
atmospheric concentration, 476, 480, 1437
dissolved in oceans, 95, 259, 294-298, 300-301,
300, 469, 905-906
feedbacks, 480
oceanic, projections, 532-534, 534-535
Ozone*, 1000
depletion, 739, 869, 937, 998-999, 1000, 1078
long-term trends, 172-173
models, 744, 752, 757, 774-775, 775
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ocean circulation, 433-435, 456, 783-784
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polar amplification, 385, 396-398
pre-industrial perspectives, 388-398, 389
proxy methods*, 388, 394, 403-404, 457-458
radiative forcing*, 385, 388-398
reconstructions*, 77-78, 411-415, 414-415
sea level, 47, 385, 425-432, 427-429, 1139, 11451150, 1147
temperature, 385-386, 395, 409-415, 417-420,
461-464
uncertainties*, 404, 411-412
volcanic forcing, 390, 391
Particulate matter. See Aerosols
Pattern scaling, 1058-1062, 1061
Perfluorocarbons (PFCs), 161, 168-169, 679, 733734, 1000
Permafrost*, 320, 362-364
active layer*, 364-366, 365
carbon storage in, 480, 526-528
irreversible changes, 70-71, 1115, 1116
methane from, 508, 530-531, 541-542
models, 752
near-surface*, 996
observed changes, 9
permafrost-climate feedback, 27
projections, 25, 27, 468, 541-542, 997
projections, long-term, 1032-1033, 1092, 1093
subsea, 364
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Polar amplification, 385, 396-398, 907, 1031, 10621064
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Precipitation, 201-204
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attribution of changes, 72, 870, 871, 896-897, 897898
extremes, 5, 7, 23, 110-112, 162, 211-212, 213214, 573, 626-627, 807, 808, 871, 912, 956, 991,
992, 1082-1087
extremes, indices of, 221
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global changes and projections, 1320-1321
global distribution of, 1225
global warming effects on, 624, 625
large-scale changes, 201-204, 202-203, 624
models, 743, 761-762, 763, 811-813, 811-813,
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observations, 5, 7, 8, 22, 162, 201-204
ocean precipitation, 275-276, 276
projections, 7, 20-23, 22, 573, 956, 984-986, 985,
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projections, global, 1320-1321
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trends in, 257, 273
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GRACE, 349, 351-353, 380, 1156, 1157
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scenarios
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Sea ice*, 69, 136-137, 323-335, 333-334, 367, 481
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cloud interactions, 590
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irreversible changes, 1115, 1117-1118
land-fast ice, 329, 334-335
models, 18, 20, 744, 751, 787-790, 787-789
observations, 40
observed changes, 136-137, 319, 367, 368, 386
paleoclimate*, 420-421
projections, 20, 21-22, 24-25, 956, 995-996
projections, long-term, 92, 92, 1032, 1087-1092,
1088-1091
rate of decrease, 319, 386
salinity effects on, 271-273
sea level equivalent, 321
summary, 9, 319, 367
thickness and volume, 319, 327-328, 328, 330-332
trends, 329-330, 331, 333-334, 335
Sea level, 11, 127, 1137-1216
anomalies, 286, 287
geocentric, 1142, 1143
irreversible aspects of, 29
mean*, 1142, 1151, 1156-1159
measurement, 285-286, 312, 1142, 1146-1150
models, 779-781, 781, 1139-1140, 1192-1193
processes affecting, 1143-1144, 1143-1144
projections, 20, 23, 26
relative (RSL)*, 1142, 1143, 1194-1197, 11951199
storm-surge models, 1200-1202
trends in, 286-288, 287, 289, 291
Sea level change*, 12, 47-49, 98-101, 258, 285-289,
1137-1216
atmospheric pressure change and, 1193, 1193
attribution of changes, 19, 110, 870, 905, 1156,
1176-1179
budget, 1156-1159, 1157-1158
commitment, 28, 1140
confidence in projections, 1184-1186
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paleoclimate*, 416, 420, 422, 458
projections, 994-995, 1093
proxy methods, 458
tropical phenomena and, 1235, 1236
variability, 107
Sectors
emission metrics and impacts, 719-720, 720
radiative forcing and temperature, 663
Snow, ice and frozen ground, 320, 358-360, 367
aerosol absorption on, 574, 617-618, 685
attribution of changes, 870, 906-910, 931, 936-937
frozen ground, 320, 362-366, 367
glaciers*, 9, 24, 319, 335-344
ice sheets and shelves*, 9, 320, 344-357, 367
models, 790, 790
observed changes, 4, 320
projections, 24-25, 92, 92-93, 996, 1032-1033,
1092-1093, 1092
river and lake ice, 320, 361-362, 367
seasonal snow, 320, 358-361, 358-360
snow albedo, 321, 358, 359
snow cover (Northern Hemisphere), 9, 10, 24, 25,
92, 93, 320, 358, 358-359, 367, 870, 910, 931, 937,
996, 1092-1093, 1092
snow-cryosphere interactions, 360-361
snowfall, 204, 358-361
Soil moisture*, 790-791, 897
projections, 91-92, 956, 988, 1079-1080, 1080
Solar activity*, 393
Solar forcing, 388-391, 885-886, 1007, 1048-1050
Solar irradiance, 14, 14, 19, 126-127, 126, 392-393,
688-691, 885-886
global dimming*, 161, 183-184, 794
measurement, 689-690, 689
paleoclimate*, 388-391
projections, 86, 690, 955-956
radiative forcing*, 662, 688-691, 1404-1409
surface solar radiation (SSR), 183-184, 184, 185186
total (TSI)*, 19, 388-391, 394-395, 662, 689-690,
689
variations, 689-690, 689
Solar radiation*, 126-127, 126, 662
projections, 543, 662
See also Orbital forcing
Solar Radiation Management (SRM)*, 29, 469,
574-575, 627-635, 633-634
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climate response and, 629-635, 629-631
cloud brightening, 628
impacts on carbon cycle, 551-552
side effects and risks, 575, 627-628, 634
stratospheric aerosols, 627-628, 693
summary, 635
surface albedo, 628
Solubility pump*, 472
South America
climate indices, changes in, 211-212
monsoon, 1233-1234, 1233
precipitation extremes, 211-212, 213
projections, 106, 1261-1264, 1262-1263, 12801281, 1288, 1338-1349
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South Atlantic Convergence Zone (SACZ), 1237
South-east Asia, 106, 211-212, 1273, 1274, 13781381
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Southern Annular Mode (SAM)*, 231, 233-235,
354, 871, 900-901, 900, 937, 1245-1246
impacts, 1224
models, 415-416, 801, 806
paleoclimate*, 386, 415-416
projections, 108, 1220, 1245, 1246
summary, 806
Southern Ocean, 273, 783, 1141
polar amplification, 396-398
projections, 24, 1095
temperature, 354, 387, 780
SRES scenarios*, 131-132, 146-147, 149-150, 955,
997, 1034, 1045, 1100
Stabilization. See Climate stabilization
Storm surge*, 1200-1202
Storm tracks*, 229, 743, 773, 956
projections, 1074, 1075, 1220
Stratosphere*, 130
aerosols*, 627-628, 693
Brewer-Dobson circulation*, 163, 230, 1073-1074,
1248
ozone, 161, 171-172, 172, 672-674, 681-682, 681,
774-775, 1000, 1048-1050, 1078, 1428
stratospheric-tropospheric relations, 753
temperature, 162, 197, 892-893, 893
water vapour, 161, 170-171, 171, 661-662, 681682
Streamflow*, 204-205
Sulphate aerosols, 81, 605-606, 616
Sulphur cycle, 537, 539
Sulphur dioxide (SO2), 127, 538, 684, 794, 1402
geoengineering with, 627
models, 744, 794, 795
Sulphur hexafluoride (SF6), 161, 168, 169, 733
projections, 1412, 1423
radiative forcing*, 678, 679, 1434
Surface
climate projections*, 980-993
land surface changes, 684-688
models, 131-132, 132, 750-751
observations, 5, 6-7, 130, 159-254
wind speed, 224-226
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Surface air temperature, 760-761, 761, 974-975,
980-984, 981-982
Surface fluxes, 784-786, 784-785, 897
Surface solar radiation (SSR), 183-184, 184, 185186
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interannual variability, 6, 207-208
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extremes, 19, 109-112, 209-212, 209-212, 218219, 807, 808, 871, 910-912, 931, 1064-1068
free atmosphere, 196-201, 197-201, 984
geoengineering and, 29, 574-575
global changes and projections, 1318-1319
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global mean surface temperature, models, 743,
769-772
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global warming potential*, 17, 663, 710-714, 711712
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interannual variability, 5, 6, 207-208
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models, 15-16, 20, 743-745, 760-761, 761-762,
767-771, 768, 769-772, 777-779, 778-780, 807,
810, 811-813, 1013-1014
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tropical storms, 216-217
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Uncertainty*, 36, 114-115, 121, 139-142, 140-141
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climate models*, 139-142, 140-141, 809-810, 815,
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Introduction
This Synthesis Report is based on the reports of the three Working Groups of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), including relevant Special Reports. It provides an integrated view of climate change as the final part of the IPCC’s
Fifth Assessment Report (AR5).
This summary follows the structure of the longer report which addresses the following topics: Observed changes and their
causes; Future climate change, risks and impacts; Future pathways for adaptation, mitigation and sustainable development;
Adaptation and mitigation.

SPM

In the Synthesis Report, the certainty in key assessment findings is communicated as in the Working Group Reports and
Special Reports. It is based on the author teams’ evaluations of underlying scientific understanding and is expressed as a
qualitative level of confidence (from very low to very high) and, when possible, probabilistically with a quantified likelihood
(from exceptionally unlikely to virtually certain)1. Where appropriate, findings are also formulated as statements of fact without using uncertainty qualifiers.
This report includes information relevant to Article 2 of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC).

SPM 1.		

Observed Changes and their Causes

Human influence on the climate system is clear, and recent anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases are the highest in history. Recent climate changes have had widespread impacts
on human and natural systems. {1}

SPM 1.1		

Observed changes in the climate system

Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and since the 1950s, many of the observed
changes are unprecedented over decades to millennia. The atmosphere and ocean have
warmed, the amounts of snow and ice have diminished, and sea level has risen. {1.1}

Each of the last three decades has been successively warmer at the Earth’s surface than any preceding decade since 1850. The
period from 1983 to 2012 was likely the warmest 30-year period of the last 1400 years in the Northern Hemisphere, where
such assessment is possible (medium confidence). The globally averaged combined land and ocean surface temperature
data as calculated by a linear trend show a warming of 0.85 [0.65 to 1.06] °C 2 over the period 1880 to 2012, when multiple
independently produced datasets exist (Figure SPM.1a). {1.1.1, Figure 1.1}
In addition to robust multi-decadal warming, the globally averaged surface temperature exhibits substantial decadal and
interannual variability (Figure SPM.1a). Due to this natural variability, trends based on short records are very sensitive to the
beginning and end dates and do not in general reflect long-term climate trends. As one example, the rate of warming over

2

1

Each finding is grounded in an evaluation of underlying evidence and agreement. In many cases, a synthesis of evidence and agreement supports an
assignment of confidence. The summary terms for evidence are: limited, medium or robust. For agreement, they are low, medium or high. A level of
confidence is expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium confidence. The following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of an outcome or a result: virtually certain 99–100% probability, very likely 90–100%,
likely 66–100%, about as likely as not 33–66%, unlikely 0–33%, very unlikely 0–10%, exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms (extremely
likely 95–100%, more likely than not >50–100%, more unlikely than likely 0–<50%, extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used when appropriate.
Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely. See for more details: Mastrandrea, M.D., C.B. Field, T.F. Stocker, O. Edenhofer, K.L. Ebi, D.J. Frame,
H. Held, E. Kriegler, K.J. Mach, P.R. Matschoss, G.-K. Plattner, G.W. Yohe and F.W. Zwiers, 2010: Guidance Note for Lead Authors of the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report on Consistent Treatment of Uncertainties, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), Geneva, Switzerland, 4 pp.

2

Ranges in square brackets or following ‘±’ are expected to have a 90% likelihood of including the value that is being estimated, unless otherwise
stated.
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Figure SPM.1 | The complex relationship between the observations (panels a, b, c, yellow background) and the emissions (panel d,
light blue background) is addressed in Section 1.2 and Topic 1. Observations and other indicators of a changing global climate system. Observations: (a) Annually and globally averaged combined land and ocean surface temperature anomalies relative to the average over the period 1986 to 2005.
Colours indicate different data sets. (b) Annually and globally averaged sea level change relative to the average over the period 1986 to 2005 in the
longest-running dataset. Colours indicate different data sets. All datasets are aligned to have the same value in 1993, the first year of satellite altimetry
data (red). Where assessed, uncertainties are indicated by coloured shading. (c) Atmospheric concentrations of the greenhouse gases carbon dioxide
(CO2, green), methane (CH4, orange) and nitrous oxide (N2O, red) determined from ice core data (dots) and from direct atmospheric measurements (lines).
Indicators: (d) Global anthropogenic CO2 emissions from forestry and other land use as well as from burning of fossil fuel, cement production and flaring.
Cumulative emissions of CO2 from these sources and their uncertainties are shown as bars and whiskers, respectively, on the right hand side. The global
effects of the accumulation of CH4 and N2O emissions are shown in panel c. Greenhouse gas emission data from 1970 to 2010 are shown in Figure SPM.2.
{Figures 1.1, 1.3, 1.5}
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the past 15 years (1998–2012; 0.05 [–0.05 to 0.15] °C per decade), which begins with a strong El Niño, is smaller than the
rate calculated since 1951 (1951–2012; 0.12 [0.08 to 0.14] °C per decade). {1.1.1, Box 1.1}
Ocean warming dominates the increase in energy stored in the climate system, accounting for more than 90% of the energy
accumulated between 1971 and 2010 (high confidence), with only about 1% stored in the atmosphere. On a global scale,
the ocean warming is largest near the surface, and the upper 75 m warmed by 0.11 [0.09 to 0.13] °C per decade over the
period 1971 to 2010. It is virtually certain that the upper ocean (0−700 m) warmed from 1971 to 2010, and it likely warmed
between the 1870s and 1971. {1.1.2, Figure 1.2}

SPM

Averaged over the mid-latitude land areas of the Northern Hemisphere, precipitation has increased since 1901 (medium
confidence before and high confidence after 1951). For other latitudes, area-averaged long-term positive or negative trends
have low confidence. Observations of changes in ocean surface salinity also provide indirect evidence for changes in the
global water cycle over the ocean (medium confidence). It is very likely that regions of high salinity, where evaporation dominates, have become more saline, while regions of low salinity, where precipitation dominates, have become fresher since
the 1950s. {1.1.1, 1.1.2}
Since the beginning of the industrial era, oceanic uptake of CO2 has resulted in acidification of the ocean; the pH of ocean
surface water has decreased by 0.1 (high confidence), corresponding to a 26% increase in acidity, measured as hydrogen ion
concentration. {1.1.2}
Over the period 1992 to 2011, the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets have been losing mass (high confidence), likely at a
larger rate over 2002 to 2011. Glaciers have continued to shrink almost worldwide (high confidence). Northern Hemisphere
spring snow cover has continued to decrease in extent (high confidence). There is high confidence that permafrost temperatures have increased in most regions since the early 1980s in response to increased surface temperature and changing snow
cover. {1.1.3}
The annual mean Arctic sea-ice extent decreased over the period 1979 to 2012, with a rate that was very likely in the range
3.5 to 4.1% per decade. Arctic sea-ice extent has decreased in every season and in every successive decade since 1979, with
the most rapid decrease in decadal mean extent in summer (high confidence). It is very likely that the annual mean Antarctic
sea-ice extent increased in the range of 1.2 to 1.8% per decade between 1979 and 2012. However, there is high confidence
that there are strong regional differences in Antarctica, with extent increasing in some regions and decreasing in others.
{1.1.3, Figure 1.1}
Over the period 1901 to 2010, global mean sea level rose by 0.19 [0.17 to 0.21] m (Figure SPM.1b). The rate of sea level rise
since the mid-19th century has been larger than the mean rate during the previous two millennia (high confidence). {1.1.4,
Figure 1.1}

SPM 1.2		

Causes of climate change

Anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions have increased since the pre-industrial era, driven
largely by economic and population growth, and are now higher than ever. This has led to atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide that are unprecedented in
at least the last 800,000 years. Their effects, together with those of other anthropogenic drivers, have been detected throughout the climate system and are extremely likely to have been
the dominant cause of the observed warming since the mid-20th century. {1.2, 1.3.1}
Anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions since the pre-industrial era have driven large increases in the atmospheric
concentrations of carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) (Figure SPM.1c). Between 1750 and 2011,
cumulative anthropogenic CO2 emissions to the atmosphere were 2040 ± 310 GtCO2. About 40% of these emissions have
remained in the atmosphere (880 ± 35 GtCO2); the rest was removed from the atmosphere and stored on land (in plants and
soils) and in the ocean. The ocean has absorbed about 30% of the emitted anthropogenic CO2, causing ocean acidification.
About half of the anthropogenic CO2 emissions between 1750 and 2011 have occurred in the last 40 years (high confidence)
(Figure SPM.1d). {1.2.1, 1.2.2}
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Figure SPM.2 | Total annual anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (gigatonne of CO2-equivalent per year, GtCO2-eq/yr) for the period 1970
to 2010 by gases: CO2 from fossil fuel combustion and industrial processes; CO2 from Forestry and Other Land Use (FOLU); methane (CH4); nitrous oxide
(N2O); fluorinated gases covered under the Kyoto Protocol (F-gases). Right hand side shows 2010 emissions, using alternatively CO2-equivalent emission
weightings based on IPCC Second Assessment Report (SAR) and AR5 values. Unless otherwise stated, CO2-equivalent emissions in this report include the
basket of Kyoto gases (CO2, CH4, N2O as well as F-gases) calculated based on 100-year Global Warming Potential (GWP100) values from the SAR (see Glossary). Using the most recent GWP100 values from the AR5 (right-hand bars) would result in higher total annual GHG emissions (52 GtCO2-eq/yr) from an
increased contribution of methane, but does not change the long-term trend significantly. {Figure 1.6, Box 3.2}

Total anthropogenic GHG emissions have continued to increase over 1970 to 2010 with larger absolute increases between
2000 and 2010, despite a growing number of climate change mitigation policies. Anthropogenic GHG emissions in 2010 have
reached 49 ± 4.5 GtCO2-eq/yr 3. Emissions of CO2 from fossil fuel combustion and industrial processes contributed about 78%
of the total GHG emissions increase from 1970 to 2010, with a similar percentage contribution for the increase during the
period 2000 to 2010 (high confidence) (Figure SPM.2). Globally, economic and population growth continued to be the most
important drivers of increases in CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion. The contribution of population growth between
2000 and 2010 remained roughly identical to the previous three decades, while the contribution of economic growth has
risen sharply. Increased use of coal has reversed the long-standing trend of gradual decarbonization (i.e., reducing the carbon
intensity of energy) of the world’s energy supply (high confidence). {1.2.2}
The evidence for human influence on the climate system has grown since the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4). It is
extremely likely that more than half of the observed increase in global average surface temperature from 1951 to 2010 was
caused by the anthropogenic increase in GHG concentrations and other anthropogenic forcings together. The best estimate
of the human-induced contribution to warming is similar to the observed warming over this period (Figure SPM.3). Anthropogenic forcings have likely made a substantial contribution to surface temperature increases since the mid-20th century
over every continental region except Antarctica4. Anthropogenic influences have likely affected the global water cycle since
1960 and contributed to the retreat of glaciers since the 1960s and to the increased surface melting of the Greenland ice
sheet since 1993. Anthropogenic influences have very likely contributed to Arctic sea-ice loss since 1979 and have very likely
made a substantial contribution to increases in global upper ocean heat content (0–700 m) and to global mean sea level rise
observed since the 1970s. {1.3, Figure 1.10}

3

Greenhouse gas emissions are quantified as CO2-equivalent (GtCO2-eq) emissions using weightings based on the 100-year Global Warming Potentials,
using IPCC Second Assessment Report values unless otherwise stated. {Box 3.2}

4

For Antarctica, large observational uncertainties result in low confidence that anthropogenic forcings have contributed to the observed warming averaged over available stations.
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Contributions to observed surface temperature change over the period 1951–2010
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Figure SPM.3 | Assessed likely ranges (whiskers) and their mid-points (bars) for warming trends over the 1951–2010 period from well-mixed greenhouse
gases, other anthropogenic forcings (including the cooling effect of aerosols and the effect of land use change), combined anthropogenic forcings, natural
forcings and natural internal climate variability (which is the element of climate variability that arises spontaneously within the climate system even in the
absence of forcings). The observed surface temperature change is shown in black, with the 5 to 95% uncertainty range due to observational uncertainty.
The attributed warming ranges (colours) are based on observations combined with climate model simulations, in order to estimate the contribution of an
individual external forcing to the observed warming. The contribution from the combined anthropogenic forcings can be estimated with less uncertainty
than the contributions from greenhouse gases and from other anthropogenic forcings separately. This is because these two contributions partially compensate, resulting in a combined signal that is better constrained by observations. {Figure 1.9}

SPM 1.3		

Impacts of climate change

In recent decades, changes in climate have caused impacts on natural and human systems on
all continents and across the oceans. Impacts are due to observed climate change, irrespective of its cause, indicating the sensitivity of natural and human systems to changing climate.
{1.3.2}

Evidence of observed climate change impacts is strongest and most comprehensive for natural systems. In many regions,
changing precipitation or melting snow and ice are altering hydrological systems, affecting water resources in terms of
quantity and quality (medium confidence). Many terrestrial, freshwater and marine species have shifted their geographic
ranges, seasonal activities, migration patterns, abundances and species interactions in response to ongoing climate change
(high confidence). Some impacts on human systems have also been attributed to climate change, with a major or minor
contribution of climate change distinguishable from other influences (Figure SPM.4). Assessment of many studies covering
a wide range of regions and crops shows that negative impacts of climate change on crop yields have been more common
than positive impacts (high confidence). Some impacts of ocean acidification on marine organisms have been attributed to
human influence (medium confidence). {1.3.2}
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Widespread impacts attributed to climate change based on the available scientific literature since the AR4
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Figure SPM.4 | Based on the available scientific literature since the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), there are substantially more impacts in recent
decades now attributed to climate change. Attribution requires defined scientific evidence on the role of climate change. Absence from the map of additional impacts attributed to climate change does not imply that such impacts have not occurred. The publications supporting attributed impacts reflect a
growing knowledge base, but publications are still limited for many regions, systems and processes, highlighting gaps in data and studies. Symbols indicate
categories of attributed impacts, the relative contribution of climate change (major or minor) to the observed impact and confidence in attribution. Each
symbol refers to one or more entries in WGII Table SPM.A1, grouping related regional-scale impacts. Numbers in ovals indicate regional totals of climate
change publications from 2001 to 2010, based on the Scopus bibliographic database for publications in English with individual countries mentioned in title,
abstract or key words (as of July 2011). These numbers provide an overall measure of the available scientific literature on climate change across regions;
they do not indicate the number of publications supporting attribution of climate change impacts in each region. Studies for polar regions and small islands
are grouped with neighbouring continental regions. The inclusion of publications for assessment of attribution followed IPCC scientific evidence criteria
defined in WGII Chapter 18. Publications considered in the attribution analyses come from a broader range of literature assessed in the WGII AR5. See WGII
Table SPM.A1 for descriptions of the attributed impacts. {Figure 1.11}

SPM 1.4		

Extreme events

Changes in many extreme weather and climate events have been observed since about 1950.
Some of these changes have been linked to human influences, including a decrease in cold temperature extremes, an increase in warm temperature extremes, an increase in extreme high sea
levels and an increase in the number of heavy precipitation events in a number of regions. {1.4}

It is very likely that the number of cold days and nights has decreased and the number of warm days and nights has increased
on the global scale. It is likely that the frequency of heat waves has increased in large parts of Europe, Asia and Australia. It is
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very likely that human influence has contributed to the observed global scale changes in the frequency and intensity of
daily temperature extremes since the mid-20th century. It is likely that human influence has more than doubled the probability of occurrence of heat waves in some locations. There is medium confidence that the observed warming has increased
heat-related human mortality and decreased cold-related human mortality in some regions. {1.4}
There are likely more land regions where the number of heavy precipitation events has increased than where it has decreased.
Recent detection of increasing trends in extreme precipitation and discharge in some catchments implies greater risks of
flooding at regional scale (medium confidence). It is likely that extreme sea levels (for example, as experienced in storm
surges) have increased since 1970, being mainly a result of rising mean sea level. {1.4}

SPM

Impacts from recent climate-related extremes, such as heat waves, droughts, floods, cyclones and wildfires, reveal significant
vulnerability and exposure of some ecosystems and many human systems to current climate variability (very high confidence). {1.4}

SPM 2.		

Future Climate Changes, Risks and Impacts

Continued emission of greenhouse gases will cause further warming and long-lasting
changes in all components of the climate system, increasing the likelihood of severe,
pervasive and irreversible impacts for people and ecosystems. Limiting climate change would
require substantial and sustained reductions in greenhouse gas emissions which, together
with adaptation, can limit climate change risks. {2}

SPM 2.1		

Key drivers of future climate

Cumulative emissions of CO2 largely determine global mean surface warming by the late
21st century and beyond. Projections of greenhouse gas emissions vary over a wide range,
depending on both socio-economic development and climate policy. {2.1}

Anthropogenic GHG emissions are mainly driven by population size, economic activity, lifestyle, energy use, land use patterns,
technology and climate policy. The Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs), which are used for making projections
based on these factors, describe four different 21st century pathways of GHG emissions and atmospheric concentrations,
air pollutant emissions and land use. The RCPs include a stringent mitigation scenario (RCP2.6), two intermediate scenarios
(RCP4.5 and RCP6.0) and one scenario with very high GHG emissions (RCP8.5). Scenarios without additional efforts to
constrain emissions (’baseline scenarios’) lead to pathways ranging between RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 (Figure SPM.5a). RCP2.6 is
representative of a scenario that aims to keep global warming likely below 2°C above pre-industrial temperatures. The RCPs
are consistent with the wide range of scenarios in the literature as assessed by WGIII5. {2.1, Box 2.2, 4.3}
Multiple lines of evidence indicate a strong, consistent, almost linear relationship between cumulative CO2 emissions and
projected global temperature change to the year 2100 in both the RCPs and the wider set of mitigation scenarios analysed
in WGIII (Figure SPM.5b). Any given level of warming is associated with a range of cumulative CO2 emissions6, and therefore,
e.g., higher emissions in earlier decades imply lower emissions later. {2.2.5, Table 2.2}
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Roughly 300 baseline scenarios and 900 mitigation scenarios are categorized by CO2-equivalent concentration (CO2-eq) by 2100. The CO2-eq includes
the forcing due to all GHGs (including halogenated gases and tropospheric ozone), aerosols and albedo change.

6

Quantification of this range of CO2 emissions requires taking into account non-CO2 drivers.
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Figure SPM.5 | (a) Emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) alone in the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) (lines) and the associated scenario
categories used in WGIII (coloured areas show 5 to 95% range). The WGIII scenario categories summarize the wide range of emission scenarios published
in the scientific literature and are defined on the basis of CO2-eq concentration levels (in ppm) in 2100. The time series of other greenhouse gas emissions
are shown in Box 2.2, Figure 1. (b) Global mean surface temperature increase at the time global CO2 emissions reach a given net cumulative total, plotted
as a function of that total, from various lines of evidence. Coloured plume shows the spread of past and future projections from a hierarchy of climatecarbon cycle models driven by historical emissions and the four RCPs over all times out to 2100, and fades with the decreasing number of available models.
Ellipses show total anthropogenic warming in 2100 versus cumulative CO2 emissions from 1870 to 2100 from a simple climate model (median climate
response) under the scenario categories used in WGIII. The width of the ellipses in terms of temperature is caused by the impact of different scenarios for
non-CO2 climate drivers. The filled black ellipse shows observed emissions to 2005 and observed temperatures in the decade 2000–2009 with associated
uncertainties. {Box 2.2, Figure 1; Figure 2.3}
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Multi-model results show that limiting total human-induced warming to less than 2°C relative to the period 1861–1880 with
a probability of >66%7 would require cumulative CO2 emissions from all anthropogenic sources since 1870 to remain below
about 2900 GtCO2 (with a range of 2550 to 3150 GtCO2 depending on non-CO2 drivers). About 1900 GtCO28 had already been
emitted by 2011. For additional context see Table 2.2. {2.2.5}
SPM

SPM 2.2

Projected changes in the climate system

Surface temperature is projected to rise over the 21st century under all assessed emission
scenarios. It is very likely that heat waves will occur more often and last longer, and that
extreme precipitation events will become more intense and frequent in many regions. The
ocean will continue to warm and acidify, and global mean sea level to rise. {2.2}

The projected changes in Section SPM 2.2 are for 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005, unless otherwise indicated.
Future climate will depend on committed warming caused by past anthropogenic emissions, as well as future anthropogenic
emissions and natural climate variability. The global mean surface temperature change for the period 2016–2035 relative to
1986–2005 is similar for the four RCPs and will likely be in the range 0.3°C to 0.7°C (medium confidence). This assumes that
there will be no major volcanic eruptions or changes in some natural sources (e.g., CH4 and N2O), or unexpected changes in
total solar irradiance. By mid-21st century, the magnitude of the projected climate change is substantially affected by the
choice of emissions scenario. {2.2.1, Table 2.1}
Relative to 1850–1900, global surface temperature change for the end of the 21st century (2081–2100) is projected to likely
exceed 1.5°C for RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 (high confidence). Warming is likely to exceed 2°C for RCP6.0 and RCP8.5
(high confidence), more likely than not to exceed 2°C for RCP4.5 (medium confidence), but unlikely to exceed 2°C for RCP2.6
(medium confidence). {2.2.1}
The increase of global mean surface temperature by the end of the 21st century (2081–2100) relative to 1986–2005 is likely
to be 0.3°C to 1.7°C under RCP2.6, 1.1°C to 2.6°C under RCP4.5, 1.4°C to 3.1°C under RCP6.0 and 2.6°C to 4.8°C under
RCP8.59. The Arctic region will continue to warm more rapidly than the global mean (Figure SPM.6a, Figure SPM.7a). {2.2.1,
Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2, Table 2.1}
It is virtually certain that there will be more frequent hot and fewer cold temperature extremes over most land areas on daily
and seasonal timescales, as global mean surface temperature increases. It is very likely that heat waves will occur with a
higher frequency and longer duration. Occasional cold winter extremes will continue to occur. {2.2.1}

10

7

Corresponding figures for limiting warming to 2°C with a probability of >50% and >33% are 3000 GtCO2 (range of 2900 to 3200 GtCO2) and 3300 GtCO2
(range of 2950 to 3800 GtCO2) respectively. Higher or lower temperature limits would imply larger or lower cumulative emissions respectively.

8

This corresponds to about two thirds of the 2900 GtCO2 that would limit warming to less than 2°C with a probability of >66%; to about 63% of the total
amount of 3000 GtCO2 that would limit warming to less than 2°C with a probability of >50%; and to about 58% of the total amount of 3300 GtCO2
that would limit warming to less than 2°C with a probability of >33%.

9

The period 1986–2005 is approximately 0.61 [0.55 to 0.67] °C warmer than 1850–1900. {2.2.1}
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Figure SPM.6 | Global average surface temperature change (a) and global mean sea level rise10 (b) from 2006 to 2100 as determined by multi-model
simulations. All changes are relative to 1986–2005. Time series of projections and a measure of uncertainty (shading) are shown for scenarios RCP2.6
(blue) and RCP8.5 (red). The mean and associated uncertainties averaged over 2081–2100 are given for all RCP scenarios as coloured vertical bars at the
right hand side of each panel. The number of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) models used to calculate the multi-model mean is
indicated. {2.2, Figure 2.1}

Changes in precipitation will not be uniform. The high latitudes and the equatorial Pacific are likely to experience an increase
in annual mean precipitation under the RCP8.5 scenario. In many mid-latitude and subtropical dry regions, mean precipitation will likely decrease, while in many mid-latitude wet regions, mean precipitation will likely increase under the RCP8.5
scenario (Figure SPM.7b). Extreme precipitation events over most of the mid-latitude land masses and over wet tropical
regions will very likely become more intense and more frequent. {2.2.2, Figure 2.2}
The global ocean will continue to warm during the 21st century, with the strongest warming projected for the surface in
tropical and Northern Hemisphere subtropical regions (Figure SPM.7a). {2.2.3, Figure 2.2}

10

Based on current understanding (from observations, physical understanding and modelling), only the collapse of marine-based sectors of the Antarctic
ice sheet, if initiated, could cause global mean sea level to rise substantially above the likely range during the 21st century. There is medium confidence
that this additional contribution would not exceed several tenths of a meter of sea level rise during the 21st century.
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Figure SPM.7 | Change in average surface temperature (a) and change in average precipitation (b) based on multi-model mean projections for
2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005 under the RCP2.6 (left) and RCP8.5 (right) scenarios. The number of models used to calculate the multi-model mean
is indicated in the upper right corner of each panel. Stippling (i.e., dots) shows regions where the projected change is large compared to natural internal
variability and where at least 90% of models agree on the sign of change. Hatching (i.e., diagonal lines) shows regions where the projected change is less
than one standard deviation of the natural internal variability. {2.2, Figure 2.2}

Earth System Models project a global increase in ocean acidification for all RCP scenarios by the end of the 21st century, with
a slow recovery after mid-century under RCP2.6. The decrease in surface ocean pH is in the range of 0.06 to 0.07 (15 to 17%
increase in acidity) for RCP2.6, 0.14 to 0.15 (38 to 41%) for RCP4.5, 0.20 to 0.21 (58 to 62%) for RCP6.0 and 0.30 to 0.32
(100 to 109%) for RCP8.5. {2.2.4, Figure 2.1}
Year-round reductions in Arctic sea ice are projected for all RCP scenarios. A nearly ice-free11 Arctic Ocean in the summer seaice minimum in September before mid-century is likely for RCP8.512 (medium confidence). {2.2.3, Figure 2.1}
It is virtually certain that near-surface permafrost extent at high northern latitudes will be reduced as global mean surface
temperature increases, with the area of permafrost near the surface (upper 3.5 m) projected to decrease by 37% (RCP2.6) to
81% (RCP8.5) for the multi-model average (medium confidence). {2.2.3}
The global glacier volume, excluding glaciers on the periphery of Antarctica (and excluding the Greenland and Antarctic ice
sheets), is projected to decrease by 15 to 55% for RCP2.6 and by 35 to 85% for RCP8.5 (medium confidence). {2.2.3}
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11

When sea-ice extent is less than one million km2 for at least five consecutive years.

12

Based on an assessment of the subset of models that most closely reproduce the climatological mean state and 1979–2012 trend of the Arctic sea-ice
extent.
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There has been significant improvement in understanding and projection of sea level change since the AR4. Global mean sea
level rise will continue during the 21st century, very likely at a faster rate than observed from 1971 to 2010. For the period
2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005, the rise will likely be in the ranges of 0.26 to 0.55 m for RCP2.6, and of 0.45 to 0.82 m
for RCP8.5 (medium confidence)10 (Figure SPM.6b). Sea level rise will not be uniform across regions. By the end of the
21st century, it is very likely that sea level will rise in more than about 95% of the ocean area. About 70% of the coastlines
worldwide are projected to experience a sea level change within ±20% of the global mean. {2.2.3}
SPM

SPM 2.3		

Future risks and impacts caused by a changing climate

Climate change will amplify existing risks and create new risks for natural and human systems. Risks are unevenly distributed and are generally greater for disadvantaged people and
communities in countries at all levels of development. {2.3}

Risk of climate-related impacts results from the interaction of climate-related hazards (including hazardous events and
trends) with the vulnerability and exposure of human and natural systems, including their ability to adapt. Rising rates and
magnitudes of warming and other changes in the climate system, accompanied by ocean acidification, increase the risk
of severe, pervasive and in some cases irreversible detrimental impacts. Some risks are particularly relevant for individual
regions (Figure SPM.8), while others are global. The overall risks of future climate change impacts can be reduced by limiting
the rate and magnitude of climate change, including ocean acidification. The precise levels of climate change sufficient to
trigger abrupt and irreversible change remain uncertain, but the risk associated with crossing such thresholds increases with
rising temperature (medium confidence). For risk assessment, it is important to evaluate the widest possible range of impacts,
including low-probability outcomes with large consequences. {1.5, 2.3, 2.4, 3.3, Box Introduction.1, Box 2.3, Box 2.4}
A large fraction of species faces increased extinction risk due to climate change during and beyond the 21st century, especially as climate change interacts with other stressors (high confidence). Most plant species cannot naturally shift their
geographical ranges sufficiently fast to keep up with current and high projected rates of climate change in most landscapes;
most small mammals and freshwater molluscs will not be able to keep up at the rates projected under RCP4.5 and above
in flat landscapes in this century (high confidence). Future risk is indicated to be high by the observation that natural global
climate change at rates lower than current anthropogenic climate change caused significant ecosystem shifts and species
extinctions during the past millions of years. Marine organisms will face progressively lower oxygen levels and high rates and
magnitudes of ocean acidification (high confidence), with associated risks exacerbated by rising ocean temperature extremes
(medium confidence). Coral reefs and polar ecosystems are highly vulnerable. Coastal systems and low-lying areas are at
risk from sea level rise, which will continue for centuries even if the global mean temperature is stabilized (high confidence).
{2.3, 2.4, Figure 2.5}
Climate change is projected to undermine food security (Figure SPM.9). Due to projected climate change by the mid-21st century
and beyond, global marine species redistribution and marine biodiversity reduction in sensitive regions will challenge the sustained
provision of fisheries productivity and other ecosystem services (high confidence). For wheat, rice and maize in tropical and temperate regions, climate change without adaptation is projected to negatively impact production for local temperature increases
of 2°C or more above late 20th century levels, although individual locations may benefit (medium confidence). Global temperature increases of ~4°C or more13 above late 20th century levels, combined with increasing food demand, would pose
large risks to food security globally (high confidence). Climate change is projected to reduce renewable surface water and
groundwater resources in most dry subtropical regions (robust evidence, high agreement), intensifying competition for water
among sectors (limited evidence, medium agreement). {2.3.1, 2.3.2}

13

Projected warming averaged over land is larger than global average warming for all RCP scenarios for the period 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005.
For regional projections, see Figure SPM.7. {2.2}
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Figure SPM.8 | Representative key risks14 for each region, including the potential for risk reduction through adaptation and mitigation, as well as limits to adaptation. Each key risk is assessed as
very low, low, medium, high or very high. Risk levels are presented for three time frames: present, near term (here, for 2030–2040) and long term (here, for 2080–2100). In the near term, projected
levels of global mean temperature increase do not diverge substantially across different emission scenarios. For the long term, risk levels are presented for two possible futures (2°C and 4°C global
mean temperature increase above pre-industrial levels). For each timeframe, risk levels are indicated for a continuation of current adaptation and assuming high levels of current or future adaptation.
Risk levels are not necessarily comparable, especially across regions. {Figure 2.4}
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Climate change poses risks for food production
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Figure SPM.9 | (a) Projected global redistribution of maximum catch potential of ~1000 exploited marine fish and invertebrate species. Projections
compare the 10-year averages 2001–2010 and 2051–2060 using ocean conditions based on a single climate model under a moderate to high warming
scenario, without analysis of potential impacts of overfishing or ocean acidification. (b) Summary of projected changes in crop yields (mostly wheat, maize,
rice and soy), due to climate change over the 21st century. Data for each timeframe sum to 100%, indicating the percentage of projections showing yield
increases versus decreases. The figure includes projections (based on 1090 data points) for different emission scenarios, for tropical and temperate regions
and for adaptation and no-adaptation cases combined. Changes in crop yields are relative to late 20th century levels. {Figure 2.6a, Figure 2.7}

Until mid-century, projected climate change will impact human health mainly by exacerbating health problems that already
exist (very high confidence). Throughout the 21st century, climate change is expected to lead to increases in ill-health in many
regions and especially in developing countries with low income, as compared to a baseline without climate change (high
confidence). By 2100 for RCP8.5, the combination of high temperature and humidity in some areas for parts of the year is
expected to compromise common human activities, including growing food and working outdoors (high confidence). {2.3.2}
In urban areas climate change is projected to increase risks for people, assets, economies and ecosystems, including risks
from heat stress, storms and extreme precipitation, inland and coastal flooding, landslides, air pollution, drought, water scarcity, sea level rise and storm surges (very high confidence). These risks are amplified for those lacking essential infrastructure
and services or living in exposed areas. {2.3.2}
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Rural areas are expected to experience major impacts on water availability and supply, food security, infrastructure and
agricultural incomes, including shifts in the production areas of food and non-food crops around the world (high confidence).
{2.3.2}
Aggregate economic losses accelerate with increasing temperature (limited evidence, high agreement), but global economic
impacts from climate change are currently difficult to estimate. From a poverty perspective, climate change impacts are
projected to slow down economic growth, make poverty reduction more difficult, further erode food security and prolong
existing and create new poverty traps, the latter particularly in urban areas and emerging hotspots of hunger (medium confidence). International dimensions such as trade and relations among states are also important for understanding the risks of
climate change at regional scales. {2.3.2}

SPM

Climate change is projected to increase displacement of people (medium evidence, high agreement). Populations that lack
the resources for planned migration experience higher exposure to extreme weather events, particularly in developing countries with low income. Climate change can indirectly increase risks of violent conflicts by amplifying well-documented drivers
of these conflicts such as poverty and economic shocks (medium confidence). {2.3.2}

SPM 2.4		

Climate change beyond 2100, irreversibility and abrupt changes

Many aspects of climate change and associated impacts will continue for centuries, even if
anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases are stopped. The risks of abrupt or irreversible
changes increase as the magnitude of the warming increases. {2.4}

Warming will continue beyond 2100 under all RCP scenarios except RCP2.6. Surface temperatures will remain approximately
constant at elevated levels for many centuries after a complete cessation of net anthropogenic CO2 emissions. A large fraction of anthropogenic climate change resulting from CO2 emissions is irreversible on a multi-century to millennial timescale,
except in the case of a large net removal of CO2 from the atmosphere over a sustained period. {2.4, Figure 2.8}
Stabilization of global average surface temperature does not imply stabilization for all aspects of the climate system. Shifting
biomes, soil carbon, ice sheets, ocean temperatures and associated sea level rise all have their own intrinsic long timescales
which will result in changes lasting hundreds to thousands of years after global surface temperature is stabilized. {2.1, 2.4}
There is high confidence that ocean acidification will increase for centuries if CO2 emissions continue, and will strongly affect
marine ecosystems. {2.4}
It is virtually certain that global mean sea level rise will continue for many centuries beyond 2100, with the amount of rise
dependent on future emissions. The threshold for the loss of the Greenland ice sheet over a millennium or more, and an associated sea level rise of up to 7 m, is greater than about 1°C (low confidence) but less than about 4°C (medium confidence)
of global warming with respect to pre-industrial temperatures. Abrupt and irreversible ice loss from the Antarctic ice sheet is
possible, but current evidence and understanding is insufficient to make a quantitative assessment. {2.4}
Magnitudes and rates of climate change associated with medium- to high-emission scenarios pose an increased risk of
abrupt and irreversible regional-scale change in the composition, structure and function of marine, terrestrial and freshwater
ecosystems, including wetlands (medium confidence). A reduction in permafrost extent is virtually certain with continued rise
in global temperatures. {2.4}
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SPM 3.		

Future Pathways for Adaptation, Mitigation and Sustainable Development

Adaptation and mitigation are complementary strategies for reducing and managing the risks
of climate change. Substantial emissions reductions over the next few decades can reduce climate risks in the 21st century and beyond, increase prospects for effective adaptation, reduce
the costs and challenges of mitigation in the longer term and contribute to climate-resilient
pathways for sustainable development. {3.2, 3.3, 3.4}

SPM 3.1		

SPM

Foundations of decision-making about climate change

Effective decision-making to limit climate change and its effects can be informed by a wide
range of analytical approaches for evaluating expected risks and benefits, recognizing the
importance of governance, ethical dimensions, equity, value judgments, economic assessments and diverse perceptions and responses to risk and uncertainty. {3.1}

Sustainable development and equity provide a basis for assessing climate policies. Limiting the effects of climate change is
necessary to achieve sustainable development and equity, including poverty eradication. Countries’ past and future contributions to the accumulation of GHGs in the atmosphere are different, and countries also face varying challenges and circumstances and have different capacities to address mitigation and adaptation. Mitigation and adaptation raise issues of equity,
justice and fairness. Many of those most vulnerable to climate change have contributed and contribute little to GHG emissions. Delaying mitigation shifts burdens from the present to the future, and insufficient adaptation responses to emerging
impacts are already eroding the basis for sustainable development. Comprehensive strategies in response to climate change
that are consistent with sustainable development take into account the co-benefits, adverse side effects and risks that may
arise from both adaptation and mitigation options. {3.1, 3.5, Box 3.4}
The design of climate policy is influenced by how individuals and organizations perceive risks and uncertainties and take
them into account. Methods of valuation from economic, social and ethical analysis are available to assist decision-making.
These methods can take account of a wide range of possible impacts, including low-probability outcomes with large consequences. But they cannot identify a single best balance between mitigation, adaptation and residual climate impacts. {3.1}
Climate change has the characteristics of a collective action problem at the global scale, because most GHGs accumulate
over time and mix globally, and emissions by any agent (e.g., individual, community, company, country) affect other agents.
Effective mitigation will not be achieved if individual agents advance their own interests independently. Cooperative responses,
including international cooperation, are therefore required to effectively mitigate GHG emissions and address other climate
change issues. The effectiveness of adaptation can be enhanced through complementary actions across levels, including
international cooperation. The evidence suggests that outcomes seen as equitable can lead to more effective cooperation.
{3.1}

SPM 3.2		

Climate change risks reduced by mitigation and adaptation

Without additional mitigation efforts beyond those in place today, and even with adaptation,
warming by the end of the 21st century will lead to high to very high risk of severe, widespread and irreversible impacts globally (high confidence). Mitigation involves some level
of co-benefits and of risks due to adverse side effects, but these risks do not involve the
same possibility of severe, widespread and irreversible impacts as risks from climate change,
increasing the benefits from near-term mitigation efforts. {3.2, 3.4}
Mitigation and adaptation are complementary approaches for reducing risks of climate change impacts over different timescales (high confidence). Mitigation, in the near term and through the century, can substantially reduce climate change
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impacts in the latter decades of the 21st century and beyond. Benefits from adaptation can already be realized in addressing
current risks, and can be realized in the future for addressing emerging risks. {3.2, 4.5}
Five Reasons For Concern (RFCs) aggregate climate change risks and illustrate the implications of warming and of adaptation
limits for people, economies and ecosystems across sectors and regions. The five RFCs are associated with: (1) Unique and
threatened systems, (2) Extreme weather events, (3) Distribution of impacts, (4) Global aggregate impacts, and (5) Largescale singular events. In this report, the RFCs provide information relevant to Article 2 of UNFCCC. {Box 2.4}

SPM

Without additional mitigation efforts beyond those in place today, and even with adaptation, warming by the end of the
21st century will lead to high to very high risk of severe, widespread and irreversible impacts globally (high confidence)
(Figure SPM.10). In most scenarios without additional mitigation efforts (those with 2100 atmospheric concentrations
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Figure SPM.10 | The relationship between risks from climate change, temperature change, cumulative carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions and changes in
annual greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 2050. Limiting risks across Reasons For Concern (a) would imply a limit for cumulative emissions of CO2 (b)
which would constrain annual GHG emissions over the next few decades (c). Panel a reproduces the five Reasons For Concern {Box 2.4}. Panel b links
temperature changes to cumulative CO2 emissions (in GtCO2) from 1870. They are based on Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5)
simulations (pink plume) and on a simple climate model (median climate response in 2100), for the baselines and five mitigation scenario categories (six
ellipses). Details are provided in Figure SPM.5. Panel c shows the relationship between the cumulative CO2 emissions (in GtCO2) of the scenario categories and their associated change in annual GHG emissions by 2050, expressed in percentage change (in percent GtCO2-eq per year) relative to 2010. The
ellipses correspond to the same scenario categories as in Panel b, and are built with a similar method (see details in Figure SPM.5). {Figure 3.1}
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>1000 ppm CO2-eq), warming is more likely than not to exceed 4°C above pre-industrial levels by 2100 (Table SPM.1). The
risks associated with temperatures at or above 4°C include substantial species extinction, global and regional food insecurity,
consequential constraints on common human activities and limited potential for adaptation in some cases (high confidence).
Some risks of climate change, such as risks to unique and threatened systems and risks associated with extreme weather events,
are moderate to high at temperatures 1°C to 2°C above pre-industrial levels. {2.3, Figure 2.5, 3.2, 3.4, Box 2.4, Table SPM.1}
Substantial cuts in GHG emissions over the next few decades can substantially reduce risks of climate change by limiting
warming in the second half of the 21st century and beyond. Cumulative emissions of CO2 largely determine global mean
surface warming by the late 21st century and beyond. Limiting risks across RFCs would imply a limit for cumulative emissions
of CO2. Such a limit would require that global net emissions of CO2 eventually decrease to zero and would constrain annual
emissions over the next few decades (Figure SPM.10) (high confidence). But some risks from climate damages are unavoidable, even with mitigation and adaptation. {2.2.5, 3.2, 3.4}

SPM

Mitigation involves some level of co-benefits and risks, but these risks do not involve the same possibility of severe, widespread and irreversible impacts as risks from climate change. Inertia in the economic and climate system and the possibility
of irreversible impacts from climate change increase the benefits from near-term mitigation efforts (high confidence). Delays
in additional mitigation or constraints on technological options increase the longer-term mitigation costs to hold climate
change risks at a given level (Table SPM.2). {3.2, 3.4}

SPM 3.3		

Characteristics of adaptation pathways

Adaptation can reduce the risks of climate change impacts, but there are limits to its effectiveness, especially with greater magnitudes and rates of climate change. Taking a longerterm perspective, in the context of sustainable development, increases the likelihood that
more immediate adaptation actions will also enhance future options and preparedness. {3.3}

Adaptation can contribute to the well-being of populations, the security of assets and the maintenance of ecosystem goods,
functions and services now and in the future. Adaptation is place- and context-specific (high confidence). A first step towards
adaptation to future climate change is reducing vulnerability and exposure to present climate variability (high confidence).
Integration of adaptation into planning, including policy design, and decision-making can promote synergies with development and disaster risk reduction. Building adaptive capacity is crucial for effective selection and implementation of adaptation options (robust evidence, high agreement). {3.3}
Adaptation planning and implementation can be enhanced through complementary actions across levels, from individuals to
governments (high confidence). National governments can coordinate adaptation efforts of local and sub-national governments, for example by protecting vulnerable groups, by supporting economic diversification and by providing information,
policy and legal frameworks and financial support (robust evidence, high agreement). Local government and the private
sector are increasingly recognized as critical to progress in adaptation, given their roles in scaling up adaptation of communities, households and civil society and in managing risk information and financing (medium evidence, high agreement). {3.3}
Adaptation planning and implementation at all levels of governance are contingent on societal values, objectives and risk
perceptions (high confidence). Recognition of diverse interests, circumstances, social-cultural contexts and expectations can
benefit decision-making processes. Indigenous, local and traditional knowledge systems and practices, including indigenous
peoples’ holistic view of community and environment, are a major resource for adapting to climate change, but these have
not been used consistently in existing adaptation efforts. Integrating such forms of knowledge with existing practices increases
the effectiveness of adaptation. {3.3}
Constraints can interact to impede adaptation planning and implementation (high confidence). Common constraints on
implementation arise from the following: limited financial and human resources; limited integration or coordination of governance; uncertainties about projected impacts; different perceptions of risks; competing values; absence of key adaptation leaders and advocates; and limited tools to monitor adaptation effectiveness. Another constraint includes insufficient
research, monitoring, and observation and the finance to maintain them. {3.3}
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Greater rates and magnitude of climate change increase the likelihood of exceeding adaptation limits (high confidence).
Limits to adaptation emerge from the interaction among climate change and biophysical and/or socio-economic constraints.
Further, poor planning or implementation, overemphasizing short-term outcomes or failing to sufficiently anticipate consequences can result in maladaptation, increasing the vulnerability or exposure of the target group in the future or the vulnerability of other people, places or sectors (medium evidence, high agreement). Underestimating the complexity of adaptation
as a social process can create unrealistic expectations about achieving intended adaptation outcomes. {3.3}
SPM

Significant co-benefits, synergies and trade-offs exist between mitigation and adaptation and among different adaptation responses; interactions occur both within and across regions (very high confidence). Increasing efforts to mitigate and
adapt to climate change imply an increasing complexity of interactions, particularly at the intersections among water,
energy, land use and biodiversity, but tools to understand and manage these interactions remain limited. Examples of
actions with co-benefits include (i) improved energy efficiency and cleaner energy sources, leading to reduced emissions of
health-damaging, climate-altering air pollutants; (ii) reduced energy and water consumption in urban areas through greening
cities and recycling water; (iii) sustainable agriculture and forestry; and (iv) protection of ecosystems for carbon storage and
other ecosystem services. {3.3}
Transformations in economic, social, technological and political decisions and actions can enhance adaptation and promote
sustainable development (high confidence). At the national level, transformation is considered most effective when it reflects
a country’s own visions and approaches to achieving sustainable development in accordance with its national circumstances
and priorities. Restricting adaptation responses to incremental changes to existing systems and structures, without considering transformational change, may increase costs and losses and miss opportunities. Planning and implementation of transformational adaptation could reflect strengthened, altered or aligned paradigms and may place new and increased demands
on governance structures to reconcile different goals and visions for the future and to address possible equity and ethical
implications. Adaptation pathways are enhanced by iterative learning, deliberative processes and innovation. {3.3}

SPM 3.4		

Characteristics of mitigation pathways

There are multiple mitigation pathways that are likely to limit warming to below 2°C relative
to pre-industrial levels. These pathways would require substantial emissions reductions over
the next few decades and near zero emissions of CO2 and other long-lived greenhouse gases
by the end of the century. Implementing such reductions poses substantial technological, economic, social and institutional challenges, which increase with delays in additional mitigation
and if key technologies are not available. Limiting warming to lower or higher levels involves
similar challenges but on different timescales. {3.4}

Without additional efforts to reduce GHG emissions beyond those in place today, global emissions growth is expected to
persist, driven by growth in global population and economic activities. Global mean surface temperature increases in 2100
in baseline scenarios—those without additional mitigation—range from 3.7°C to 4.8°C above the average for 1850–1900
for a median climate response. They range from 2.5°C to 7.8°C when including climate uncertainty (5th to 95th percentile
range) (high confidence). {3.4}14
Emissions scenarios leading to CO2-equivalent concentrations in 2100 of about 450 ppm or lower are likely to maintain
warming below 2°C over the 21st century relative to pre-industrial levels15. These scenarios are characterized by 40 to 70%
global anthropogenic GHG emissions reductions by 2050 compared to 201016, and emissions levels near zero or below in
2100. Mitigation scenarios reaching concentration levels of about 500 ppm CO2-eq by 2100 are more likely than not to limit
temperature change to less than 2°C, unless they temporarily overshoot concentration levels of roughly 530 ppm CO2-eq
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15

For comparison, the CO2-eq concentration in 2011 is estimated to be 430 ppm (uncertainty range 340 to 520 ppm)

16

This range differs from the range provided for a similar concentration category in the AR4 (50 to 85% lower than 2000 for CO2 only). Reasons for this
difference include that this report has assessed a substantially larger number of scenarios than in the AR4 and looks at all GHGs. In addition, a large
proportion of the new scenarios include Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) technologies (see below). Other factors include the use of 2100 concentration
levels instead of stabilization levels and the shift in reference year from 2000 to 2010.
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before 2100, in which case they are about as likely as not to achieve that goal. In these 500 ppm CO2-eq scenarios, global 2050
emissions levels are 25 to 55% lower than in 2010. Scenarios with higher emissions in 2050 are characterized by a greater
reliance on Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) technologies beyond mid-century (and vice versa). Trajectories that are likely to
limit warming to 3°C relative to pre-industrial levels reduce emissions less rapidly than those limiting warming to 2°C. A limited number of studies provide scenarios that are more likely than not to limit warming to 1.5°C by 2100; these scenarios are
characterized by concentrations below 430 ppm CO2-eq by 2100 and 2050 emission reduction between 70% and 95% below
2010. For a comprehensive overview of the characteristics of emissions scenarios, their CO2-equivalent concentrations and
their likelihood to keep warming to below a range of temperature levels, see Figure SPM.11 and Table SPM.1. {3.4}
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Figure SPM.11 | Global greenhouse gas emissions (gigatonne of CO2-equivalent per year, GtCO2-eq/yr) in baseline and mitigation scenarios for different
long-term concentration levels (a) and associated upscaling requirements of low-carbon energy (% of primary energy) for 2030, 2050 and 2100 compared
to 2010 levels in mitigation scenarios (b). {Figure 3.2}
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Table SPM.1 | Key characteristics of the scenarios collected and assessed for WGIII AR5. For all parameters the 10th to 90th percentile of the scenarios
is shown a. {Table 3.1}
CO2-eq Concentrations in
2100
(ppm CO2-eq) f
SPM

Subcategories

Category label
(conc. range)
<430
450
(430 to 480)
500
(480 to 530)

550
(530 to 580)

(580 to 650)

Relative
position
of the
RCPs d

Change in CO2-eq
emissions compared
to 2010 (in %) c
2050

2100

Likelihood of staying below a specific
temperature level over the 21st century (relative to 1850–1900) d, e
1.5ºC

2ºC

3ºC

4ºC

Only a limited number of individual model studies have explored levels below 430 ppm CO2-eq j
Total range a, g

RCP2.6

More unlikely
than likely

–72 to –41

–118 to –78

No overshoot of
530 ppm CO2-eq

–57 to –42

–107 to –73

More likely
than not

Overshoot of 530
ppm CO2-eq

–55 to –25

–114 to –90

About as
likely as not

No overshoot of
580 ppm CO2-eq

–47 to –19

–81 to –59

Overshoot of 580
ppm CO2-eq

–16 to 7

–183 to –86

–38 to 24

–134 to –50

–11 to 17

–54 to –21

Unlikely

Total range

Likely

Total range

(720 to 1000) b

Total range

RCP6.0

18 to 54

–7 to 72

>1000 b

Total range

RCP8.5

52 to 95

74 to 178

Likely

More unlikely
than likely i

RCP4.5
(650 to 720)

Likely

Unlikely

More likely
than not
More unlikely
than likely

Unlikely h
Unlikely h

Unlikely

More unlikely
than likely

Notes:
a
The ‘total range’ for the 430 to 480 ppm CO2-eq concentrations scenarios corresponds to the range of the 10th to 90th percentile of the subcategory of
these scenarios shown in Table 6.3 of the Working Group III Report.
Baseline scenarios fall into the >1000 and 720 to 1000 ppm CO2-eq categories. The latter category also includes mitigation scenarios. The baseline scenarios in the latter category reach a temperature change of 2.5°C to 5.8°C above the average for 1850–1900 in 2100. Together with the baseline scenarios
in the >1000 ppm CO2-eq category, this leads to an overall 2100 temperature range of 2.5°C to 7.8°C (range based on median climate response: 3.7°C
to 4.8°C) for baseline scenarios across both concentration categories.
b

The global 2010 emissions are 31% above the 1990 emissions (consistent with the historic greenhouse gas emission estimates presented in this report).
CO2-eq emissions include the basket of Kyoto gases (carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O) as well as fluorinated gases).
c

The assessment here involves a large number of scenarios published in the scientific literature and is thus not limited to the Representative Concentration
Pathways (RCPs). To evaluate the CO2-eq concentration and climate implications of these scenarios, the Model for the Assessment of Greenhouse Gas
Induced Climate Change (MAGICC) was used in a probabilistic mode. For a comparison between MAGICC model results and the outcomes of the models
used in WGI, see WGI 12.4.1.2, 12.4.8 and WGIII 6.3.2.6.
d

The assessment in this table is based on the probabilities calculated for the full ensemble of scenarios in WGIII AR5 using MAGICC and the assessment in
WGI of the uncertainty of the temperature projections not covered by climate models. The statements are therefore consistent with the statements in WGI,
which are based on the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) runs of the RCPs and the assessed uncertainties. Hence, the likelihood
statements reflect different lines of evidence from both WGs. This WGI method was also applied for scenarios with intermediate concentration levels where
no CMIP5 runs are available. The likelihood statements are indicative only {WGIII 6.3} and follow broadly the terms used by the WGI SPM for temperature
projections: likely 66–100%, more likely than not >50–100%, about as likely as not 33–66%, and unlikely 0–33%. In addition the term more unlikely
than likely 0–<50% is used.
e

The CO2-equivalent concentration (see Glossary) is calculated on the basis of the total forcing from a simple carbon cycle/climate model, MAGICC. The CO2equivalent concentration in 2011 is estimated to be 430 ppm (uncertainty range 340 to 520 ppm). This is based on the assessment of total anthropogenic
radiative forcing for 2011 relative to 1750 in WGI, i.e., 2.3 W/m2, uncertainty range 1.1 to 3.3 W/m2.
f

g

The vast majority of scenarios in this category overshoot the category boundary of 480 ppm CO2-eq concentration.

For scenarios in this category, no CMIP5 run or MAGICC realization stays below the respective temperature level. Still, an unlikely assignment is given to
reflect uncertainties that may not be reflected by the current climate models.
h

Scenarios in the 580 to 650 ppm CO2-eq category include both overshoot scenarios and scenarios that do not exceed the concentration level at the high
end of the category (e.g., RCP4.5). The latter type of scenarios, in general, have an assessed probability of more unlikely than likely to stay below the 2°C
temperature level, while the former are mostly assessed to have an unlikely probability of staying below this level.
i

In these scenarios, global CO2-eq emissions in 2050 are between 70 to 95% below 2010 emissions, and they are between 110 to 120% below 2010
emissions in 2100.
j
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Figure SPM.12 | The implications of different 2030 greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions levels for the rate of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions reductions
and low-carbon energy upscaling in mitigation scenarios that are at least about as likely as not to keep warming throughout the 21st century below 2°C
relative to pre-industrial levels (2100 CO2-equivalent concentrations of 430 to 530 ppm). The scenarios are grouped according to different emissions levels
by 2030 (coloured in different shades of green). The left panel shows the pathways of GHG emissions (gigatonne of CO2-equivalent per year, GtCO2-eq/
yr) leading to these 2030 levels. The black dot with whiskers gives historic GHG emission levels and associated uncertainties in 2010 as reported in Figure
SPM.2. The black bar shows the estimated uncertainty range of GHG emissions implied by the Cancún Pledges. The middle panel denotes the average
annual CO2 emissions reduction rates for the period 2030–2050. It compares the median and interquartile range across scenarios from recent inter-model
comparisons with explicit 2030 interim goals to the range of scenarios in the Scenario Database for WGIII AR5. Annual rates of historical emissions change
(sustained over a period of 20 years) and the average annual CO2 emission change between 2000 and 2010 are shown as well. The arrows in the right
panel show the magnitude of zero and low-carbon energy supply upscaling from 2030 to 2050 subject to different 2030 GHG emissions levels. Zero- and
low-carbon energy supply includes renewables, nuclear energy and fossil energy with carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS) or bioenergy with CCS
(BECCS). [Note: Only scenarios that apply the full, unconstrained mitigation technology portfolio of the underlying models (default technology assumption)
are shown. Scenarios with large net negative global emissions (>20 GtCO2-eq/yr), scenarios with exogenous carbon price assumptions and scenarios with
2010 emissions significantly outside the historical range are excluded.] {Figure 3.3}

Mitigation scenarios reaching about 450 ppm CO2-eq in 2100 (consistent with a likely chance to keep warming below 2°C
relative to pre-industrial levels) typically involve temporary overshoot17 of atmospheric concentrations, as do many scenarios
reaching about 500 ppm CO2-eq to about 550 ppm CO2-eq in 2100 (Table SPM.1). Depending on the level of overshoot,
overshoot scenarios typically rely on the availability and widespread deployment of bioenergy with carbon dioxide capture
and storage (BECCS) and afforestation in the second half of the century. The availability and scale of these and other CDR
technologies and methods are uncertain and CDR technologies are, to varying degrees, associated with challenges and
risks18. CDR is also prevalent in many scenarios without overshoot to compensate for residual emissions from sectors where
mitigation is more expensive (high confidence). {3.4, Box 3.3}
Reducing emissions of non-CO2 agents can be an important element of mitigation strategies. All current GHG emissions
and other forcing agents affect the rate and magnitude of climate change over the next few decades, although long-term
warming is mainly driven by CO2 emissions. Emissions of non-CO2 forcers are often expressed as ‘CO2-equivalent emissions’,
but the choice of metric to calculate these emissions, and the implications for the emphasis and timing of abatement of the
various climate forcers, depends on application and policy context and contains value judgments. {3.4, Box 3.2}
17

In concentration ‘overshoot’ scenarios, concentrations peak during the century and then decline.

18

CDR methods have biogeochemical and technological limitations to their potential on the global scale. There is insufficient knowledge to quantify how
much CO2 emissions could be partially offset by CDR on a century timescale. CDR methods may carry side effects and long-term consequences on a
global scale.
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Global mitigation costs and consumption growth in baseline scenarios
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Figure SPM.13 | Global mitigation costs in cost-effective scenarios at different atmospheric concentrations levels in 2100. Cost-effective scenarios
assume immediate mitigation in all countries and a single global carbon price, and impose no additional limitations on technology relative to the models’
default technology assumptions. Consumption losses are shown relative to a baseline development without climate policy (left panel). The table at the top
shows percentage points of annualized consumption growth reductions relative to consumption growth in the baseline of 1.6 to 3% per year (e.g., if the
reduction is 0.06 percentage points per year due to mitigation, and baseline growth is 2.0% per year, then the growth rate with mitigation would be 1.94%
per year). Cost estimates shown in this table do not consider the benefits of reduced climate change or co-benefits and adverse side effects of mitigation.
Estimates at the high end of these cost ranges are from models that are relatively inflexible to achieve the deep emissions reductions required in the long
run to meet these goals and/or include assumptions about market imperfections that would raise costs. {Figure 3.4}

Delaying additional mitigation to 2030 will substantially increase the challenges associated with limiting warming over the
21st century to below 2°C relative to pre-industrial levels. It will require substantially higher rates of emissions reductions
from 2030 to 2050; a much more rapid scale-up of low-carbon energy over this period; a larger reliance on CDR in the long
term; and higher transitional and long-term economic impacts. Estimated global emissions levels in 2020 based on the
Cancún Pledges are not consistent with cost-effective mitigation trajectories that are at least about as likely as not to limit
warming to below 2°C relative to pre-industrial levels, but they do not preclude the option to meet this goal (high confidence)
(Figure SPM.12, Table SPM.2). {3.4}
Estimates of the aggregate economic costs of mitigation vary widely depending on methodologies and assumptions, but
increase with the stringency of mitigation. Scenarios in which all countries of the world begin mitigation immediately, in
which there is a single global carbon price, and in which all key technologies are available have been used as a cost-effective
benchmark for estimating macro-economic mitigation costs (Figure SPM.13). Under these assumptions mitigation scenarios
that are likely to limit warming to below 2°C through the 21st century relative to pre-industrial levels entail losses in global
consumption—not including benefits of reduced climate change as well as co-benefits and adverse side effects of mitigation—of 1 to 4% (median: 1.7%) in 2030, 2 to 6% (median: 3.4%) in 2050 and 3 to 11% (median: 4.8%) in 2100 relative to
consumption in baseline scenarios that grows anywhere from 300% to more than 900% over the century (Figure SPM.13).
These numbers correspond to an annualized reduction of consumption growth by 0.04 to 0.14 (median: 0.06) percentage
points over the century relative to annualized consumption growth in the baseline that is between 1.6 and 3% per year (high
confidence). {3.4}
In the absence or under limited availability of mitigation technologies (such as bioenergy, CCS and their combination BECCS,
nuclear, wind/solar), mitigation costs can increase substantially depending on the technology considered. Delaying additional
mitigation increases mitigation costs in the medium to long term. Many models could not limit likely warming to below 2°C
over the 21st century relative to pre-industrial levels if additional mitigation is considerably delayed. Many models could
not limit likely warming to below 2°C if bioenergy, CCS and their combination (BECCS) are limited (high confidence)
(Table SPM.2). {3.4}
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Table SPM.2 | Increase in global mitigation costs due to either limited availability of specific technologies or delays in additional mitigation a relative to
cost-effective scenarios b. The increase in costs is given for the median estimate and the 16th to 84th percentile range of the scenarios (in parentheses) c. In
addition, the sample size of each scenario set is provided in the coloured symbols. The colours of the symbols indicate the fraction of models from systematic
model comparison exercises that could successfully reach the targeted concentration level. {Table 3.2}

Mitigation cost increases
due to delayed additional
mitigation until 2030

Mitigation cost increases in scenarios with
limited availability of technologies d
[% increase in total discounted e mitigation costs
(2015–2100) relative to default technology assumptions]
2100
concentrations
(ppm CO2-eq)

no CCS

SPM

[% increase in mitigation costs
relative to immediate mitigation]

nuclear phase out

limited solar/wind

limited bioenergy

450
(430 to 480)

138%
(29 to 297%)

7%
(4 to 18%)

6%
(2 to 29%)

64%
(44 to 78%)

500
(480 to 530)

not available
(n.a.)

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

550
(530 to 580)

39%
(18 to 78%)

13%
(2 to 23%)

8%
(5 to 15%)

18%
(4 to 66%)

580 to 650

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

medium term costs
(2030–2050)

long term
costs
(2050–2100)

}

44%
(2 to 78%)

37%
(16 to 82%)

}

15%
(3 to 32%)

16%
(5 to 24%)

Symbol legend—fraction of models successful in producing scenarios (numbers indicate the number of successful models)
: all models successful

: between 50 and 80% of models successful

: between 80 and 100% of models successful

: less than 50% of models successful

Notes:
a Delayed mitigation scenarios are associated with greenhouse gas emission of more than 55 GtCO -eq in 2030, and the increase in mitigation costs is mea2
sured relative to cost-effective mitigation scenarios for the same long-term concentration level.
Cost-effective scenarios assume immediate mitigation in all countries and a single global carbon price, and impose no additional limitations on technology
relative to the models’ default technology assumptions.
b

The range is determined by the central scenarios encompassing the 16th to 84th percentile range of the scenario set. Only scenarios with a time horizon
until 2100 are included. Some models that are included in the cost ranges for concentration levels above 530 ppm CO2-eq in 2100 could not produce associated scenarios for concentration levels below 530 ppm CO2-eq in 2100 with assumptions about limited availability of technologies and/or delayed additional
mitigation.
c

No CCS: carbon dioxide capture and storage is not included in these scenarios. Nuclear phase out: no addition of nuclear power plants beyond those under
construction, and operation of existing plants until the end of their lifetime. Limited Solar/Wind: a maximum of 20% global electricity generation from solar
and wind power in any year of these scenarios. Limited Bioenergy: a maximum of 100 EJ/yr modern bioenergy supply globally (modern bioenergy used for
heat, power, combinations and industry was around 18 EJ/yr in 2008). EJ = Exajoule = 1018 Joule.
d

Percentage increase of net present value of consumption losses in percent of baseline consumption (for scenarios from general equilibrium models) and
abatement costs in percent of baseline gross domestic product (GDP, for scenarios from partial equilibrium models) for the period 2015–2100, discounted
at 5% per year.
e

Mitigation scenarios reaching about 450 or 500 ppm CO2-eq by 2100 show reduced costs for achieving air quality and energy
security objectives, with significant co-benefits for human health, ecosystem impacts and sufficiency of resources and resilience
of the energy system. {4.4.2.2}
Mitigation policy could devalue fossil fuel assets and reduce revenues for fossil fuel exporters, but differences between regions
and fuels exist (high confidence). Most mitigation scenarios are associated with reduced revenues from coal and oil trade for
major exporters (high confidence). The availability of CCS would reduce the adverse effects of mitigation on the value of fossil
fuel assets (medium confidence). {4.4.2.2}
Solar Radiation Management (SRM) involves large-scale methods that seek to reduce the amount of absorbed solar energy
in the climate system. SRM is untested and is not included in any of the mitigation scenarios. If it were deployed, SRM would
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entail numerous uncertainties, side effects, risks and shortcomings and has particular governance and ethical implications.
SRM would not reduce ocean acidification. If it were terminated, there is high confidence that surface temperatures would
rise very rapidly impacting ecosystems susceptible to rapid rates of change. {Box 3.3}

SPM 4.		

SPM

Adaptation and Mitigation

Many adaptation and mitigation options can help address climate change, but no single
option is sufficient by itself. Effective implementation depends on policies and cooperation at
all scales and can be enhanced through integrated responses that link adaptation and mitigation with other societal objectives. {4}

SPM 4.1		

Common enabling factors and constraints for adaptation and mitigation responses

Adaptation and mitigation responses are underpinned by common enabling factors. These
include effective institutions and governance, innovation and investments in environmentally
sound technologies and infrastructure, sustainable livelihoods and behavioural and lifestyle
choices. {4.1}

Inertia in many aspects of the socio-economic system constrains adaptation and mitigation options (medium evidence, high
agreement). Innovation and investments in environmentally sound infrastructure and technologies can reduce GHG emissions and enhance resilience to climate change (very high confidence). {4.1}
Vulnerability to climate change, GHG emissions and the capacity for adaptation and mitigation are strongly influenced by
livelihoods, lifestyles, behaviour and culture (medium evidence, medium agreement). Also, the social acceptability and/or
effectiveness of climate policies are influenced by the extent to which they incentivize or depend on regionally appropriate
changes in lifestyles or behaviours. {4.1}
For many regions and sectors, enhanced capacities to mitigate and adapt are part of the foundation essential for managing
climate change risks (high confidence). Improving institutions as well as coordination and cooperation in governance can help
overcome regional constraints associated with mitigation, adaptation and disaster risk reduction (very high confidence). {4.1}

SPM 4.2		

Response options for adaptation

Adaptation options exist in all sectors, but their context for implementation and potential to
reduce climate-related risks differs across sectors and regions. Some adaptation responses
involve significant co-benefits, synergies and trade-offs. Increasing climate change will
increase challenges for many adaptation options. {4.2}

Adaptation experience is accumulating across regions in the public and private sectors and within communities. There is
increasing recognition of the value of social (including local and indigenous), institutional, and ecosystem-based measures
and of the extent of constraints to adaptation. Adaptation is becoming embedded in some planning processes, with more
limited implementation of responses (high confidence). {1.6, 4.2, 4.4.2.1}
The need for adaptation along with associated challenges is expected to increase with climate change (very high confidence).
Adaptation options exist in all sectors and regions, with diverse potential and approaches depending on their context in
vulnerability reduction, disaster risk management or proactive adaptation planning (Table SPM.3). Effective strategies and
actions consider the potential for co-benefits and opportunities within wider strategic goals and development plans. {4.2}
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Table SPM.3 | Approaches for managing the risks of climate change through adaptation. These approaches should be considered overlapping rather than
discrete, and they are often pursued simultaneously. Examples are presented in no speciﬁc order and can be relevant to more than one category. {Table 4.2}
Category

Examples

Human
development

Improved access to education, nutrition, health facilities, energy, safe housing & settlement structures,
& social support structures; Reduced gender inequality & marginalization in other forms.

Poverty alleviation

Improved access to & control of local resources; Land tenure; Disaster risk reduction; Social safety nets
& social protection; Insurance schemes.

Livelihood security

Income, asset & livelihood diversification; Improved infrastructure; Access to technology & decisionmaking fora; Increased decision-making power; Changed cropping, livestock & aquaculture practices;
Reliance on social networks.

Disaster risk
management

Early warning systems; Hazard & vulnerability mapping; Diversifying water resources; Improved
drainage; Flood & cyclone shelters; Building codes & practices; Storm & wastewater management;
Transport & road infrastructure improvements.

Ecosystem
management

Maintaining wetlands & urban green spaces; Coastal afforestation; Watershed & reservoir
management; Reduction of other stressors on ecosystems & of habitat fragmentation; Maintenance
of genetic diversity; Manipulation of disturbance regimes; Community-based natural resource
management.

Spatial or land-use
planning

Provisioning of adequate housing, infrastructure & services; Managing development in flood prone &
other high risk areas; Urban planning & upgrading programs; Land zoning laws; Easements; Protected
areas.

SPM

Engineered & built-environment options: Sea walls & coastal protection structures; Flood levees;
Water storage; Improved drainage; Flood & cyclone shelters; Building codes & practices; Storm &
wastewater management; Transport & road infrastructure improvements; Floating houses; Power plant
& electricity grid adjustments.

including incremental & transformational adjustments

Structural/physical

Technological options: New crop & animal varieties; Indigenous, traditional & local knowledge,
technologies & methods; Efficient irrigation; Water-saving technologies; Desalinisation; Conservation
agriculture; Food storage & preservation facilities; Hazard & vulnerability mapping & monitoring; Early
warning systems; Building insulation; Mechanical & passive cooling; Technology development, transfer
& diffusion.
Ecosystem-based options: Ecological restoration; Soil conservation; Afforestation & reforestation;
Mangrove conservation & replanting; Green infrastructure (e.g., shade trees, green roofs); Controlling
overfishing; Fisheries co-management; Assisted species migration & dispersal; Ecological corridors;
Seed banks, gene banks & other ex situ conservation; Community-based natural resource management.
Services: Social safety nets & social protection; Food banks & distribution of food surplus; Municipal
services including water & sanitation; Vaccination programs; Essential public health services; Enhanced
emergency medical services.

Adaptation

Economic options: Financial incentives; Insurance; Catastrophe bonds; Payments for ecosystem
services; Pricing water to encourage universal provision and careful use; Microfinance; Disaster
contingency funds; Cash transfers; Public-private partnerships.

Institutional

Laws & regulations: Land zoning laws; Building standards & practices; Easements; Water regulations
& agreements; Laws to support disaster risk reduction; Laws to encourage insurance purchasing;
Defined property rights & land tenure security; Protected areas; Fishing quotas; Patent pools &
technology transfer.
National & government policies & programs: National & regional adaptation plans including
mainstreaming; Sub-national & local adaptation plans; Economic diversification; Urban upgrading
programs; Municipal water management programs; Disaster planning & preparedness; Integrated
water resource management; Integrated coastal zone management; Ecosystem-based management;
Community-based adaptation.
Educational options: Awareness raising & integrating into education; Gender equity in education;
Extension services; Sharing indigenous, traditional & local knowledge; Participatory action research &
social learning; Knowledge-sharing & learning platforms.

Social

Transformation

through development, planning & practices including many low-regrets measures

Vulnerability & Exposure Reduction

Overlapping
Approaches

Informational options: Hazard & vulnerability mapping; Early warning & response systems;
Systematic monitoring & remote sensing; Climate services; Use of indigenous climate observations;
Participatory scenario development; Integrated assessments.
Behavioural options: Household preparation & evacuation planning; Migration; Soil & water
conservation; Storm drain clearance; Livelihood diversification; Changed cropping, livestock &
aquaculture practices; Reliance on social networks.
Practical: Social & technical innovations, behavioural shifts, or institutional & managerial changes that
produce substantial shifts in outcomes.

Spheres of change

Political: Political, social, cultural & ecological decisions & actions consistent with reducing
vulnerability & risk & supporting adaptation, mitigation & sustainable development.
Personal: Individual & collective assumptions, beliefs, values & worldviews influencing climate-change
responses.
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SPM 4.3		

Response options for mitigation

Mitigation options are available in every major sector. Mitigation can be more cost-effective
if using an integrated approach that combines measures to reduce energy use and the greenhouse gas intensity of end-use sectors, decarbonize energy supply, reduce net emissions and
enhance carbon sinks in land-based sectors. {4.3}

SPM

Well-designed systemic and cross-sectoral mitigation strategies are more cost-effective in cutting emissions than a focus
on individual technologies and sectors, with efforts in one sector affecting the need for mitigation in others (medium confidence). Mitigation measures intersect with other societal goals, creating the possibility of co-benefits or adverse side effects.
These intersections, if well-managed, can strengthen the basis for undertaking climate action. {4.3}
Emissions ranges for baseline scenarios and mitigation scenarios that limit CO2-equivalent concentrations to low levels
(about 450 ppm CO2-eq, likely to limit warming to 2°C above pre-industrial levels) are shown for different sectors and gases
in Figure SPM.14. Key measures to achieve such mitigation goals include decarbonizing (i.e., reducing the carbon intensity of)
electricity generation (medium evidence, high agreement) as well as efficiency enhancements and behavioural changes, in
order to reduce energy demand compared to baseline scenarios without compromising development (robust evidence, high
agreement). In scenarios reaching 450 ppm CO2-eq concentrations by 2100, global CO2 emissions from the energy supply
sector are projected to decline over the next decade and are characterized by reductions of 90% or more below 2010 levels
between 2040 and 2070. In the majority of low‐concentration stabilization scenarios (about 450 to about 500 ppm CO2-eq,
at least about as likely as not to limit warming to 2°C above pre-industrial levels), the share of low‐carbon electricity supply
(comprising renewable energy (RE), nuclear and carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS) including bioenergy with carbon
dioxide capture and storage (BECCS)) increases from the current share of approximately 30% to more than 80% by 2050,
and fossil fuel power generation without CCS is phased out almost entirely by 2100. {4.3}

Direct CO2 emissions by major sectors, and non-CO2 emissions, for baseline and mitigation scenarios
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Figure SPM.14 | Carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions by sector and total non-CO2 greenhouse gases (Kyoto gases) across sectors in baseline (faded bars) and
mitigation scenarios (solid colour bars) that reach about 450 (430 to 480) ppm CO2-eq concentrations in 2100 (likely to limit warming to 2°C above preindustrial levels). Mitigation in the end-use sectors leads also to indirect emissions reductions in the upstream energy supply sector. Direct emissions of the
end-use sectors thus do not include the emission reduction potential at the supply-side due to, for example, reduced electricity demand. The numbers at the
bottom of the graphs refer to the number of scenarios included in the range (upper row: baseline scenarios; lower row: mitigation scenarios), which differs
across sectors and time due to different sectoral resolution and time horizon of models. Emissions ranges for mitigation scenarios include the full portfolio
of mitigation options; many models cannot reach 450 ppm CO2-eq concentration by 2100 in the absence of carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS).
Negative emissions in the electricity sector are due to the application of bioenergy with carbon dioxide capture and storage (BECCS). ‘Net’ agriculture,
forestry and other land use (AFOLU) emissions consider afforestation, reforestation as well as deforestation activities. {4.3, Figure 4.1}
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Near-term reductions in energy demand are an important element of cost-effective mitigation strategies, provide more
flexibility for reducing carbon intensity in the energy supply sector, hedge against related supply-side risks, avoid lock-in to
carbon-intensive infrastructures, and are associated with important co-benefits. The most cost-effective mitigation options in
forestry are afforestation, sustainable forest management and reducing deforestation, with large differences in their relative
importance across regions; and in agriculture, cropland management, grazing land management and restoration of organic
soils (medium evidence, high agreement). {4.3, Figures 4.1, 4.2, Table 4.3}
SPM

Behaviour, lifestyle and culture have a considerable influence on energy use and associated emissions, with high mitigation
potential in some sectors, in particular when complementing technological and structural change (medium evidence, medium
agreement). Emissions can be substantially lowered through changes in consumption patterns, adoption of energy savings
measures, dietary change and reduction in food wastes. {4.1, 4.3}

SPM 4.4		

Policy approaches for adaptation and mitigation, technology and finance

Effective adaptation and mitigation responses will depend on policies and measures across
multiple scales: international, regional, national and sub-national. Policies across all scales
supporting technology development, diffusion and transfer, as well as finance for responses
to climate change, can complement and enhance the effectiveness of policies that directly
promote adaptation and mitigation. {4.4}

International cooperation is critical for effective mitigation, even though mitigation can also have local co-benefits. Adaptation focuses primarily on local to national scale outcomes, but its effectiveness can be enhanced through coordination across
governance scales, including international cooperation: {3.1, 4.4.1}
•

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) is the main multilateral forum focused on
addressing climate change, with nearly universal participation. Other institutions organized at different levels of governance have resulted in diversifying international climate change cooperation. {4.4.1}

•

The Kyoto Protocol offers lessons towards achieving the ultimate objective of the UNFCCC, particularly with respect to
participation, implementation, flexibility mechanisms and environmental effectiveness (medium evidence, low agreement). {4.4.1}

•

Policy linkages among regional, national and sub-national climate policies offer potential climate change mitigation benefits (medium evidence, medium agreement). Potential advantages include lower mitigation costs, decreased emission
leakage and increased market liquidity. {4.4.1}

•

International cooperation for supporting adaptation planning and implementation has received less attention historically than mitigation but is increasing and has assisted in the creation of adaptation strategies, plans and actions at the
national, sub-national and local level (high confidence). {4.4.1}

There has been a considerable increase in national and sub‐national plans and strategies on both adaptation and mitigation
since the AR4, with an increased focus on policies designed to integrate multiple objectives, increase co-benefits and reduce
adverse side effects (high confidence): {4.4.2.1, 4.4.2.2}
•

National governments play key roles in adaptation planning and implementation (robust evidence, high agreement)
through coordinating actions and providing frameworks and support. While local government and the private sector
have different functions, which vary regionally, they are increasingly recognized as critical to progress in adaptation,
given their roles in scaling up adaptation of communities, households and civil society and in managing risk information
and financing (medium evidence, high agreement). {4.4.2.1}

•

Institutional dimensions of adaptation governance, including the integration of adaptation into planning and decisionmaking, play a key role in promoting the transition from planning to implementation of adaptation (robust evidence,
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high agreement). Examples of institutional approaches to adaptation involving multiple actors include economic options
(e.g., insurance, public-private partnerships), laws and regulations (e.g., land-zoning laws) and national and government
policies and programmes (e.g., economic diversification). {4.2, 4.4.2.1, Table SPM.3}
•

In principle, mechanisms that set a carbon price, including cap and trade systems and carbon taxes, can achieve mitigation in a cost-effective way but have been implemented with diverse effects due in part to national circumstances as
well as policy design. The short-run effects of cap and trade systems have been limited as a result of loose caps or caps
that have not proved to be constraining (limited evidence, medium agreement). In some countries, tax-based policies
specifically aimed at reducing GHG emissions—alongside technology and other policies—have helped to weaken the
link between GHG emissions and GDP (high confidence). In addition, in a large group of countries, fuel taxes (although
not necessarily designed for the purpose of mitigation) have had effects that are akin to sectoral carbon taxes. {4.4.2.2}

•

Regulatory approaches and information measures are widely used and are often environmentally effective (medium evidence, medium agreement). Examples of regulatory approaches include energy efficiency standards; examples of information programmes include labelling programmes that can help consumers make better-informed decisions. {4.4.2.2}

•

Sector-specific mitigation policies have been more widely used than economy-wide policies (medium evidence, high
agreement). Sector-specific policies may be better suited to address sector-specific barriers or market failures and may be
bundled in packages of complementary policies. Although theoretically more cost-effective, administrative and political
barriers may make economy-wide policies harder to implement. Interactions between or among mitigation policies may
be synergistic or may have no additive effect on reducing emissions. {4.4.2.2}

•

Economic instruments in the form of subsidies may be applied across sectors, and include a variety of policy designs, such
as tax rebates or exemptions, grants, loans and credit lines. An increasing number and variety of renewable energy (RE)
policies including subsidies—motivated by many factors—have driven escalated growth of RE technologies in recent
years. At the same time, reducing subsidies for GHG-related activities in various sectors can achieve emission reductions,
depending on the social and economic context (high confidence). {4.4.2.2}

SPM

Co-benefits and adverse side effects of mitigation could affect achievement of other objectives such as those related to
human health, food security, biodiversity, local environmental quality, energy access, livelihoods and equitable sustainable
development. The potential for co-benefits for energy end-use measures outweighs the potential for adverse side effects
whereas the evidence suggests this may not be the case for all energy supply and agriculture, forestry and other land use
(AFOLU) measures. Some mitigation policies raise the prices for some energy services and could hamper the ability of societies to expand access to modern energy services to underserved populations (low confidence). These potential adverse side
effects on energy access can be avoided with the adoption of complementary policies such as income tax rebates or other
benefit transfer mechanisms (medium confidence). Whether or not side effects materialize, and to what extent side effects
materialize, will be case- and site-specific, and depend on local circumstances and the scale, scope and pace of implementation. Many co-benefits and adverse side effects have not been well-quantified. {4.3, 4.4.2.2, Box 3.4}
Technology policy (development, diffusion and transfer) complements other mitigation policies across all scales, from international to sub-national; many adaptation efforts also critically rely on diffusion and transfer of technologies and management
practices (high confidence). Policies exist to address market failures in R&D, but the effective use of technologies can also
depend on capacities to adopt technologies appropriate to local circumstances. {4.4.3}
Substantial reductions in emissions would require large changes in investment patterns (high confidence). For mitigation
scenarios that stabilize concentrations (without overshoot) in the range of 430 to 530 ppm CO2-eq by 210019, annual investments in low carbon electricity supply and energy efficiency in key sectors (transport, industry and buildings) are projected
in the scenarios to rise by several hundred billion dollars per year before 2030. Within appropriate enabling environments,
the private sector, along with the public sector, can play important roles in financing mitigation and adaptation (medium
evidence, high agreement). {4.4.4}

19

30

This range comprises scenarios that reach 430 to 480 ppm CO2-eq by 2100 (likely to limit warming to 2°C above pre-industrial levels) and scenarios
that reach 480 to 530 ppm CO2-eq by 2100 (without overshoot: more likely than not to limit warming to 2°C above pre-industrial levels).
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Financial resources for adaptation have become available more slowly than for mitigation in both developed and developing
countries. Limited evidence indicates that there is a gap between global adaptation needs and the funds available for adaptation (medium confidence). There is a need for better assessment of global adaptation costs, funding and investment. Potential
synergies between international finance for disaster risk management and adaptation have not yet been fully realized (high
confidence). {4.4.4}
SPM

SPM 4.5		 Trade-offs, synergies and interactions with sustainable development

Climate change is a threat to sustainable development. Nonetheless, there are many opportunities to link mitigation, adaptation and the pursuit of other societal objectives through integrated responses (high confidence). Successful implementation relies on relevant tools, suitable governance structures and enhanced capacity to respond (medium confidence). {3.5, 4.5}

Climate change exacerbates other threats to social and natural systems, placing additional burdens particularly on the poor
(high confidence). Aligning climate policy with sustainable development requires attention to both adaptation and mitigation
(high confidence). Delaying global mitigation actions may reduce options for climate-resilient pathways and adaptation in
the future. Opportunities to take advantage of positive synergies between adaptation and mitigation may decrease with time,
particularly if limits to adaptation are exceeded. Increasing efforts to mitigate and adapt to climate change imply an increasing complexity of interactions, encompassing connections among human health, water, energy, land use and biodiversity
(medium evidence, high agreement). {3.1, 3.5, 4.5}
Strategies and actions can be pursued now which will move towards climate-resilient pathways for sustainable development,
while at the same time helping to improve livelihoods, social and economic well-being and effective environmental management. In some cases, economic diversification can be an important element of such strategies. The effectiveness of integrated
responses can be enhanced by relevant tools, suitable governance structures and adequate institutional and human capacity
(medium confidence). Integrated responses are especially relevant to energy planning and implementation; interactions
among water, food, energy and biological carbon sequestration; and urban planning, which provides substantial opportunities for enhanced resilience, reduced emissions and more sustainable development (medium confidence). {3.5, 4.4, 4.5}
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